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Motorman Sentenced for Wreck on Int. Rap.
Transit. 174t
Number in Service on U. S. Railroads, 519
Passenger as a Reform .Agent. 497t
I'assengers. Comfort of. and What Employees
Can l>o. 107t. 1 75t. 218

Immigrant Laborers

Pac.

Pen8lon.s. Can.

,551

Pensions, France. 250
Pensions. Grand Trunk, 29
Piece Work. 02rtt, 658t
Piece Work. Erie, 291. 323
Piece Work. N. Y. N. H. & H.. 431
Politeness over Telephone. 165
Re<hictlon of Time or Forces:
C. N. O. & T. P.. 421
Effect on Unions, 172t
Nor. Pac, 323
Outlook for 1908. 14
Penna. R. R., 103,294
Relief Fund, Penna. R. R., 551

;.

519

Rewards for Good Conduct, Boston Elevated. 33
Signalman Released. Int. Rap. Transit Elevated Accident. 719t
Sleep. Lack of. 69(it
Statlonmen and Trainmen. Co-operation.
175t

107t.

Strike
D. & R. G.. 421
:

South America. GSX
Surprise Tests. Harrlman Lines. 617
Taking Chances. 090t
Trade Unions
Boycott Injunction. 457
:

Discipline and. 48J. 206t. 270t. 336t, 407t
Effect of Reductions of Forces and Hours,

172t
Friendly. Postal Telegraph Co., 261
In Brotherhood of LocomotlTe En-

Motormen
gineers.

743

Right to Discharge Union Man. 154
and I'emand In Labor Market, 07
Train Agents. Sou. Pac. 195
Train Auditors. St. L. & S. F.. 713
Train Collectors, Southern Ry 649
Su| ply

.

Wages
Grand Trunk Telegraphers' Demands. 291
:

South America. 197
Southern Rv.. 519
Snpplv and Demand. 67. 2nr,t
V. S. Railroad Employees. 018
Increases:

n.
B.

;

Gt. Sou., Salaries. 250
o.. Salaries, 163
«: M.. 379
.':
M Snlnrles. S.'.O
'
'^
^
P.. Salaries. 2.10

B
«'

&

4.'i6

indler.i.

Monthly, I. C. C. Statement, 131, 163
Nine Western Roads. 219
Steam and Trolley During Hard Times, 23Tt
Eastern of France. 573
Education (See also names of schools, colleges and
universities: also Telegraph
Caruesle Research Scholarship. i:!2.
College Graduates on the Pennsvlvanli. 291.
Society for Promoting Industrial Education.
101
Electric Exhibition at Marseilles. 197
Rnllways (See also Electrified Steam
F.lecirle
i

(See

Anthracite Production. 423
(::onsump(ion per Jllle. 272t

Discipline

March Railroad Earnings. 6SI

Cleveland

Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago
Beech tirove Shops. 01

:

-Via.

Julv. 1907. to Jan.. lilOH.

Verdict, 617
Penna. R. R., Thefts, 551

Belgium, 230
Glovi Tunnel, Italy, 680. 711
Long Island R. R., Extension Beyond Jamaica,
617
New York Central (See New York Central &
Hudson River)
N. Y. N. II. & U. (See New York. New Uaven
& Hartford)
Prussian St. R. R.'s, C82
Recent Electrification. 463t, 473
Univ. of Mich. Lectures, 457
Western R. R. of France, 322
Empire Club of Toronto, Address on Western Canada and Canadian Northern Railway, 157
Employee (See also Education)
Apprentices. Motive Power. 196
Bonus, i'uliman Co., 200T
Bureau of Employment. C. B. & Q.. 33
Conductors, How to Get Better. 597t
Conductor Sentenced for Manslaughter, 99
Courtesy. Lackawanna Circular. 744
Delays to_ Trains,
Enlightening Passengers,

Comparative Labor Costs, 1907 and 1906. 11
lirand Trunk. 99

Earnings (See also Annual Reports; also names of
companies)
Prellmlnnrv Report. 445
1. C. C.

Wreck

Electrined Steam Railroads

Wage Reductions

C.

to Reduce, 720t
of Latent Defects. 30tt
U. R.. Fires. 040

N. Y. Cent.

Rates and Capitalization, Massachusetts, 691t
Steam and Trolley During Hard Times, 237t
Electric Traction (See also Locomotive. Electric) :
Performance of Gas Engines and Electric Generators in Blizzard, 133

Waue

A,, 2t

Long Island

Coal

;

Dynamite (See Explosives)

:

Law

Clevis.

:

Coal Properties, lOSt
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Annual Rejjort. 567t»
Coal Properties. lO.Ht
Concrete Coal Trestle and Ash Uandling
Plant, 640*
Interlocking at Hoboken, ISO*
Delayage (Sec Car Service)
Demurrage (See Car Service)
Denver & Rio Grande
Coal Proiterties, 617
Depreciation of Equipment (See Accounting)
Derrick (See lli/lsting and (Conveying)
Dickinson Smoke Jack, 384*
Dictionary, Technolexicon, 572
Differentials (See Freight Rates)
Dike, Repairing, Southern Ry., 712?
Discipline (See Employee)
Dock, Reinforced Concrete, Seville. Spain. 91*
Door, (iraln. .Automatic Carllne Hook. SSO*
Downs, J. It.. Steel Fence Posts. 71S
Draft Gear
Line of Resistance, 271t*
Metal Draft Frame for Wooden Cars, 60S*
Draw Bar (See Safety Appliance Law)
Drawbridge (See Bridge)
Drill

and

(see Claims)

:

ivorvdal.- Shi.ps. 61
Possible Merger with T.

Claims

Damages

Davidson Car and Locomotive Raiser, 715*
Delaware & Hudson
Annual Rep<.rt, 564**

:

by Other Companies.

t

i-

.

L.

«

I..

Jk

-

1

M,„rers.

370

323

\.. KiiKlnomen and
N.. Salaries, 227

Trainmc

:

R. R.'s)
Boston to (^hicago by Trolley. 295
English. 197
Interurban Rys. and Steam Koads. 1.10
:

1.1

Euip'
Eug;'

liuUin- Mill,

1-.T

Engineering and >tnlnt. of Wnv Assoc (See Am.
n.v. Eng. and Malm, of Way Assoc.)

)
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llUustrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials thus^ ; Contributions thunt.i
KDKlaiiil
l^i'lc- K.

nniiii-K

(.Si'c
II.

Freight

nilliuads)

<>[

Kail

wlili

(.'onnc'c'iloD

Saved

Terminal
Kiircka Tapij

& Mnnliattao,

yjHi

l-JlOt

089*

liiiinuveiiu-nts at Jersey City,

nierce CoiunilssloD Kullogs)
.\rkansas, 537

ji;*

CorniEated Bar Co., Corru-

anil

.Mcial

also

Interatal

Deof and Ci)tton In 1007, Kil. j2l
ITInelpal Ports la V. S., 201
Express (See also nan:es of c</mpanles also Interslale riininierce Commission Uullngs)
Buying' and Selllns lOXiircss Coaimodltles, 081
Franks, oho
History, I'l'o
Securities Held by Express Coml{allron<l
panies, liu'J
Kates Keduccd, Indiana, 487
Kates Reduced, .Nchraska, 4.').">. 551

Illinois,

(Jraln.

Kates Keduced, Oklahoma, OIU

and

I'rovidence

Sieiunslilps

Line.

ItiviM-

rrlHcllla, 25fi«
I

K.

I'enna.

K.,

Federal Jurisdiction

:

I'lttsburgChlcago, U4.S
(See (iovernment Hale

Heg

ulatlon
also I-egal Decisions)
Fence See Tost
Filing System, Fnglneering Dept., G4.S*
Finance (See also Accounting):
Bonds as Index of Conditions. KiOt
Capitalization, N. Y. I'ub. Serv. Coinm. Decision, coot, 714
Capitalization of American Kallroads, 80t
Changes In Railroad Ownership and Control,

50

Railroads Rest Serve

I'ubllc,

710

i

RetuiTi

K.iilniad Capital, SO*
of l'JU7, 2t

nil

Review
in

the Uallruad Cloudland,

.?98t

Secondarv Street Kv Financing, ti9It
Short Term Notes, 5C3t
Stockholders' Protective Committees. 5GIt
Stockholders, Increase, 714
Valuation of Railroads, 50, 398t. 487
Fire (.See also Kxploslvcs)
Acetvlene Insurance Rules, 324
:

Nor. Pac, 585
Firebox (See Locomotive Firebox)
I'irst .\ld
(See F.mploye)
Flaiigi' (See Wheel)
I'loricla Fast Coast, ISO*
l-.u-nev.

Inrl

M.

N., 70t,

Wuilh

&

Denver

City

Improvements

Or-

direil liv Texas K. R. Commission, 150
iM.unclnll'iu (See Bridge)
I'raucc. HesuKs of Operation of Railroads In 1905
and 190l>, 5rj

Freight (See also Car Service)
Bills of 1S58. N. Y. Cent., 573«
Claims (See Claims)
Rates (See Freight Rates)
Marking L. C. L. Shipments, 720t
Freight House (See Station)
(See also Interstate Commerce
Freight Rates
Commission Rulings)
Coal. B. v\: O., 379
Commerce Regulation In Theory and In Practlce. 272
Compiuallve, Various Countries. 80t
Dravage Charges, St. I,ouls. 743
I';iklns Law and I. C. C. Law. 29
Flues for Vlnlaliim of Law, 103
Fulton Bill Prohibiting Advance, 3T9
Illegal, Central Vermont, 421
:

:

Illegal, C. & O., 420
E. I., 99
Illegal. C. B. & g.. and C.
Illegal, C. St. P. M. «: O., 743
Illegal. Ct. Nor., 519
Illegal. Mo. Pnc. and St. L. I. M. & S.,
Illegal. St. L.
S. F., 421, 519
Illegal, S.)U. Pac, 2.59
.lolnt. Kiectrlc and Steam Roads,

&

(

:

BIriulugbam Line. 306*
Eight Years' Development, 287
Hartford Stockholders, 561t
Wrecking Crane. 618*
Illinois Tunnel Co.. uy. 455, 585. 713
Immigrant Laborers In U. S., 95
Immigration In 19o7, 81
S., 261
Imports at Principal Ports in
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Clo»«-Quarter
Drill, 018
(See 'ilso names of roads)
Protecting Wet Cuts, Nagda-Muttra St. By.,

India

j

(iates

Rock

744*

(.'rusher.

General Electric Co.
Annual Report, 028t
Equipment for Richmond

& Chesapeake

Bay,

037*
Gasolene-Electric Car, 159*

Switch Indicator, 28*
<_ieneral Managers' Assoc, Marking L. C.
ments, 720t
General Ry. Sig. Co.
Hudson & Manhattan Signals, 317

L.

Ship-

:

76t

Government Ownership

:

Cleveland Street Rys., 050
Municipal, Compared with Corporate, 703
Western of France, 221
Government Hate Regulation (See also Freight
Rates; also Interstate (Commerce Commis672
sion Rulings)
Commerce Regulation in Theory and In Prac-

272

Railroads Best Serve Public, 710
Rate Law (See Inter.nate Commerce Law)
Grade Seiinrallon (See also Bridge)
Chb'n^'ii Junction Ry., 243*
.M. of W. Committee Report, 400, 435
I'enna. R. R., 101
I'enna. Lines West, 195
Worcester, Mass., 358*
Grain (See also Freight Rates: also Inlerstnlc
Commerce Commission Rulings)
Advances on BiJs of Lading. 519
Canadian Lake Shipments, 201
Crop Conditions. 714
F.levalor Changes. Un. Pac, 323
Wheat Areas, 588
(iraiid Raolds & Indiana, Results of Two Cent
Fare, 527t
:

Grand Trunk

:

Bailie Creek Shops. 61

Ottawa I'nlon Station, OOO*
pensions. 29
Pacific. 742*
Great Britain (See names of railroads)
Great Central (England):
Consolldali.m with Great Northern, 75t, 195
Tank l."c"mo(lve. 002*
Great Northern (England). Consolidation with
Great Central. 75t. I<)5
Greai Northern, PIccadillv & Brompton. 722*
Great Western (England). .Vndlble Distant Signal,
279
(luateinala Railroad, 131, 475*

Grand Trunk

H

Low.r

Harding.

43U

Illinois Central

C

ias

lulerstnle Rates

Made bv States. 527t, 530*
Other Roads than to Shippers, Indiana, 259
Steel Induslrv and Rebates. 099
Tariff Filing. Cook Svstoni, 293»
Vniform Classltlcatlon, 551

Relations

Hurley Track-Laying Machine, 382*

:

Hamburg- American Packet Co.. 222*
Harbor. Depths of Principal. 311
llaniing, Pr<if. C. F.. 200

to

Railroads'

:

See Engine
(iasolene Car (See Motor Car)
(

551

&

The.

.

.

Signaling, 317

:

82»

65(t*

tuor,

I

I

630

tice.

Town Burned on

and

(

How Can

I'cnna. R. R. In 1907, 291

Fp Mountain, 480*
between Warehouse

Shaw, 618*
r, 554*

UMl,

:

Danger In Subways, 190
Long Islan<l It. It., Damages, (M9
Medal iui- Fire Detecting Device, 743

••

Hours of LalM.r Laws .<ee Employee)
Hudson & .Manhattan 58, 240*, 2Ubt, 39»t, 473
Car Elevator, 184*
Rail Connection with Erie, 323

Gold Combination Lock and Hose Support. 580*
Gol(Ien Anderson Valve Specialty Co., Controlling
Altitude Valve, 228*
Goldschmldt Thermit Co., Thermit Welding. 505*
Goss, Prof. W. F. M., 228
Government Control, Corporate Management vs.,
371, 721t

Cajiital in 1907, 8t
Kefundiui; Maliiring Obligations. 20ut
Kefundlni; Sli..rl Term Notes. l.'iOI-

H.i

I

i;

Transportation on Great Lakes, 678
Freight Yards (See Yards & Terminals)
French, L. G., 421
I'ruit (See Refrigeration)
Fuel (See also Coal)
Free Transportation, 07
Petroleum In Russia, 313, 733
Pipe Line from Tulsa to Port Arthur, 227
Funicular Railroad, Wetterhorn, Switzerland, 90

Freight Traffic.

New

El.

I!

SI. L. & S. F., 081
Texas, 537
Wisconsin, 131
Freight Traffic (See also Traffic)
(ierman and American, 7flt

Germany

Market for Bonds, 398t
Massachusetts Stock Law, 043, 713
Maturing Bonds and Notes In 1908, 585

of companies)

& Manhattan, 184*

k Si. v.. 302*
Gantry Crane. 682*
uveylng System, fedarcliff

\\

i

It, 2U
Conditions In 1884 and In li)07, 8It
Control of (Competing Lines, I. C. C. Annual
Report, 50
Dividend Changes In 1907, 8t
Holding Companies, I. C. C. Annual Ueiuirl.

:sou

•

names

1'

;

How Can

CaT

(jj

:

i

,.;

:iiid

III.

.\. V. N. H. 4: II.. 743
.Minnesota, 450, 537
Missouri, 532
Nebraska, 323, 487, 530

Jai>an,

Fare (See I'assenger Rates)
Fast Trains and Ituns See also Schiiliil.'
Long Continuous Hun of 1K7(>. .''pOT*

1

lllxtori

li.r

Kentucky, 519
N. V. Cent., 551

:

Commerce Law)

liiilniiiii

537

140:*, 5091*

o,

.

llepbiiii

:

Ont., 489Kuads. 374*

Y.

Si.-ani

I

IMnle

Iowa, 532
Kansas, 259, 421, 487, 530

:

N

^

"'^"'V;'!;

Orain, St. Louis Eastbound, 323

Exports

Rifts

Health Laws, Violation, Texas, 519

C, R, 1. & P., 081
Coal. C. B. & g., 743

gated lluuiid Itars, SStS
Kxplosiveu, Bureau of, 493t, 008

Fall

(Sec

Coastwise .Steamships, 195
Brown, W. C, on, 744
i;rain, Buffalo and New York, 551
.Mexico, 07, 198
.Milk and Butler, 585
.Movenieui for Higher Freight Rates, 593t,
025t
Freight Rate Reduction (See also Interstate t'om.\tluntlc

IJi'iialrcr, •187

O.,

!•'.

l!:x|iaii(li-(l

Iludsun

ItwclvorHlilp,

fniin

Scrip Dlvltleiids,

I'Jwald,

Increased

Rates

'Commerce Commission Rulings):

:

Aulumullc Bluek SlgnalH, D70*
lingllsb View of, 00:!

Russell,

371*

Harrlman Lines (See also separate companies):
Government .\ction .\galnsl. 14 It, ,V20
Purcbaslns Department and Common Standards, 610

:

670*
Railroads of, I43t
Indiana Railroad Commission, .\ccident Bnlletins.
564t
Individual Car Owners' Assoc. 681
Injunction (See I»gal Declslonsi

Cor (See Motor Can
of Civil Engineers:
Description of Rail Section Tracing Machine.

inspection
Institution

7(10*

Discussion on Great Western .\udible Distant
Signal. 279
Paper on Train Resistances. 117
of Elec. Engineers. Paper on Raven

Institution

Cab

Signal. 214

Inierborough-Sletropolltan OrganUatlon. 578*
Inierborough Raiild Transit Co.;
Capacltv nf Subway. 737
East Rtver Extension. 5S. 473. 017, 625t
Improved Service In Subwav. 33
Pro|>osed Block SiguuU on Local Tracks, 26<>
Signal Improvements. 397t. 4<M!
Signaling in East River Tunnels. 283*
Sul)«ay Car. 273*. :tii4"
Subway Ventilation. TiSl'
Interchange (See Car Servlcei
Interlocking (See Signals. Interlocking)
Improvements
international & tJreat Northern.

Ordered bv Texas R. R. Commission. 150.
323. 519
Se* also InInterstate Commerce Commission
terstate Commerce Law; also .\ccounting
also Freight Rates)
Accident Bulletins: No. 25. 1S2 Xo. 20. 096
Accident Reports. Monthly, 323
.Vnnual Rep.>ri. 50. 177
Block Signal and frain Control Board. 52*
Block Signal Mileage. 527^. .'.43
Cotton Compression 1 n vest isat Ion, 163
Form of Freight 'nirlffs. •.•;•. 745
(

:

;

Railroad Earnings. 445
Right to Fix Rates, 2.19
Work of. In KullnES. 527t

Work Inder New
Commerce

Interstaie

l.aw.

14.

649

45t.

t^eniinisslou

titles of cases, see p. xi

Rulings

i

Ft»r

:

.Vdminlslrailve. MIscellaneons, 35
.Agricultural Machinery. 262
Baltic Pmd. 45S
Brushes. CInsslllcallon, 230
Cameras. Rates. 489
Carload Rates. Mineral Water and Beer, OS
'
Car Shortage. 6S3
Car Shortage. Discrimination, 425
CAttle Rate to ('hicago. 682
Class Kates to Pc-os. Tex., 425
Coal, Cannel and Bituminous, 619
Coal Car Distribution and Carriers' Coal, 619
Coal, Clinch Valley and IVx-ohontas, 458
Coal Rate Fpheld. 555
Coal Rates. Wyoming to Nebraska. 555
Coke Oven Basis of Car Supply. 160
Coke Rate. 457
Commodltv Claus«> Penalties 519
Competitive Rate Adjustment. 556
Corn Rate. 134. 457
('ottiut Ct^mpression Ptdnts. 426
liemurrage on Private Cars. 5SS
DIlTerentlttIs to Wichita. 019
Division of Traffic. New and Old Konds. 34

Excursion Rates. I'.S2
Express Rates, Denver
620
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Commerce (Vuntinued)
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Freight Bureau Can Bring Complaint, 2'M
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Grain Kates, Buffalo to New York and .New
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Jntra-State I'rlvate Cars, 425
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Movement.
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34

iir,

S,l-,|i.ai.l..||,

425

I. Kal.'v Sill. Hill I...
Urpai'a
list Paid. 425
Secret BuUs. \ aim- ol 1 .•.,! mi. .uy, 051
I

Shippers Held lo Agreement. 424
.\notlii.'r
Instructions,
Bate
by
Shippers'
Route, 555
.Syeclallv Built Roads, Higher Rates, 425
Siatlon Facilities, 202
Station, Ke-establlshment, 230
Statute of Limitations. 019
Steamship Line. No Authority Over, 555
Stockholders' Rights. 202
Slorage, Inland Shipments at Lake Ports,

5:0
.-.vilchlng Charges,

082

Tariff Regulations, 522

Through Route and Joint Rate, 424, 457
019. 620

Walnut Lumber, Export Rate, 134
Wire Coat Hooks, Classltlcatiou, 230

Work

of Commission, 527t

Commerce

Interstate

Rates)

Law

(See

also

Freight

:

Commodity Clause,

108t, 487, 585, 617, 657t.

743
of Commission under New Law, 14. 45f,
649
Interurban Lines (See Electric Railway)
Intoxicants (See also Employee)
Sale in Iowa, C. B. & Q.. 33
Sale on Pullman Cars, 324
Iowa By. Club
I'.tper on Track and Ballast. 303
Paper on Relations Between Interurban Kail
ways and Steam R. R., 130
also
also Wheel
Iron & Steel (See also Rail

Work

:

:

;

Am. Iron &

;

Steel Institute)

:

Pig I'roduction in 1907, 220. 292
Rebates and the Steel Industry, 690
Steel Prices, 552
Tool Steel. Special Shape, 572*
Irrigation, Artesian Wells, A. T. & S. F., 5S5
Italian State Railroads:
Handling Trafflc, 218
Results of Government Management, 32

Courts Succeed Legislatures. l(»7t
Defects in Corporation Laws, 521
Effect on Earnings and Outlook for 1908, 14
Effect oil Recovery from Panic, 204t, 300t
Employers' Liability Bill, New, 552, 617
Florida, 314
(Jeorgia, 314
Hours of Labor (See Employee)
Live Stock Transportation, 649, 681
Massachusetts Stock Law, 643, 713
Mississippi, 260
N. Y. N. H. & II.— B. & M. Merger, 77t, 424,
432t
-New York. Rapid Transit Construclion, 743
North Carolina, 314
I'atenls In (ireat Britain, 148
i'l'iially Laws In the South, 300t, 313
Railroad Situation in the South, 44t
Rule Law (See Interstate Commerce Law)
Shernutn Law, 141 1, 455
South Carolina, 314
Texas. Effects, 294
Virginia, 314
Wisconsin, Issue of Securilies, 52o
Lehigh & Hudson River Bonds, 690t, 711
Lehigh Valley
Bla<-k Diamond Express, 195, 743
Lighting
.Viitvlenc Insurance Rules, 324
Axle" Light Suit, 160
Berlh Lights. 630
.Mllburn Acetylene. 133*
Pints. b Mante: Lamp. 190»
I'ransportatlon, 649, 681
i.iv.. Sto.k
Loading (See Car Setvlcei
Location (See Construction, New)

Locomotive
(See Locomotive. Eight-Wheel)

.\merlcan

Atlantic, I'enna. R. R., 507*
A la II ti.-. State Railroads of Sweden. 280*
I

211«, 272t

ltr..laii.

(•li.araii.e.

Third Rail. 599»

Cent, of Brazil, 52»
A. T. & S. F., 453*
See Hoisting and Cimveylng)
ivUii.l.M- (See Locomotive Cylinder)
St. Railroads, 211*
i;ii;lit Wheel. Aust.
ilxporls. V. S., 229, 552
iOxpi.ricd from Hanover, Germany, 5j4
I'rame (See Locomotive Frame)
c.,iii|.

.Mallet,

i-.,iis..li.l;itlon,
I

rail.'

I

Hauling

I'p

Mountain, 480*

Hesse, .Vumlier In .Service, 417
C.<mp.. C.'nt. of Brazil, 52*
MIka.lo. Kv & Tenn., 731*
oil Burning, A. T. & S. F., 07
PacMlc, A. T. & S. F., 453*
I'acUic. N. Y. Cent., 468*
Mtiil.'t

Piston Valve (See Ixwomotive Cylinder)
Prussia, Number in Service, 417
Raiser, 715*
Single Driver, London & N.-W., 54S*

220«
Standards. Purchasing Department. OKI
Superheater (See Superheater)
Switching, Great Central. 662«
Tank, (iroat Central. 002'
Tank. Prussiiiii St. itailroads, 512*
See I. oc.imotive Tender)
I'.iid.-r
r.ii C.ai|il.-(l Tank. Prussian Si. R. B.'s, 512*
ten Wheel. SI. L. & S. F., 047*
Types and Weights In U. S., 499t
vhlvc (See Valve; also Locomoiive Cylinder)
Locomotive, Electric:
Metropolitan of London, 84»
Spokane & Inland, 474
Storage Battery, Slotor Truck. 100«. 74 !•
Ti-aclive Effort. N. Y. C. 229*
Wireless Control of Motor Truck. 744*
Sled,

Car and Locomotive Raiser, 71
Coupler, 132*
714*
Japp. Henry, 473*
.lack, Davidson
Jiuiiicv Radial

Jiipinicsc .Menu Card,

.Manufacturing Co.

Jeffrey

:

and Conveying System, 383*
Overhead Carrier lietween Warehouse
I'ilevatlug

I

Dock, 100*
Johnson, .\. 11., '-'til

K
Kentucky & Tennessee, Mikado Lm'omotlve, 731*
Kinsman Block System Co., Automatic Stops, 283',
317

Klrkwood Heater. 374*
Koch. Theodore F., &

Co.,

Bitumen Emulsion

Wateriirooflng, 3S4»
.\i-Ihm". 715.

Koppel,

Locomotive, Freight

.\. T. & S. F., Consolidation, 453*
Cent, of Brazil. Mallet Comp.. 52*
Great Central. Tank Switching. 062*
Mikado, Kv. & Tenn.. 731*
Prussian St. Railroads. Tank, 512*
Locomotive. Passenger
A. T. & S. F.. Pacillc, 453*
Austrian SI. 18. R.'s, Eight Wheel. 211*. 2.2t
London & X.W., Single Driver, 548*
N. Y. Cent., Pacinc. 408*
St. L. & S. v., Ten-Wheel, 047*
Swedish State Railroads, Atlantic, 280*
:

Labor (See Employee)
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
Lift Brill;;.- Foundations, 324*
Tra.k I'aiiu^. :;:;-.. :;:'.7*
:

Laini.

I

s...>

lauupori

.V

l.au.-asliir..

Si:;iial

:

:

:

Long Island Railroad
Electrification Beyond Jamaica, 617
:

Passenger TratBc. 291

Lumber (See Timber

M
McConwav &

;

Alabama. 313
.VrKCUtlne, 549

(

ijl,^.

Locomoiive Frame
Facing Pedestal Legs, 488*
Thermit Welding, 505*
Locomotive Performance (See also Fast Trains
and Buns)
Coal Consumption per Mile, 272t
High Steam Pressures, 464t*
Iiallan Unit of, 530
N. Y. C. Elec. Locomotives, 229*
Locomotive Tender, Cast Steel Underframe, 238*London & North-Western
Locomotive, Lady of the Lake. 54 S*
Shrewsbury Derailment, 601
.Steamship Scotia, 290*
London Lnderground Electric Bys., 722*

:

.'•SS'
L'lll

i;:il.-<.

III

:

to Discharge i;nloa Man, 154
Safety Appliance Law, Strict Construction,
OUlt, 7 25
State and Federal Ccurts, 107t
Supreme Court, I. C. C. Annual Rc.)Ort, 177
Tauk Cars lor OU, Failure to Supply, 163
Tipping System, 261
Legislation (See also Government Rate Regulation;
also Passenger Rate Beduclion aiso 1' re.g.it
Rales: also Freight Rate Reduction; also
Kiiiployee
aiso Car Service) ;

1

W.I

Mlllllll-.',

Legal l>ecisionB iVunlinuid)
1.
C. C. Bight to Fix Rates, 259
Latent Delects, 3(>lt
.Massachusetts Elec. Rys., Control by Other
Cumpanles, 657*
.Minnesota Law Unconstitutional, 456
.Missouri Law on Removing Cases from State
lo Federal Co-urts, 107t, 131
.North Carolina Law Unconstitutional, 456
Package Storage Charges, 131
Pennsylvania I'wo-Cent Fare Law Void, 107t,
112
Rates on Live Stock and Live Stock Products,

487
Right

1

'

j

:

iN.i l.luhllns)

in.., si..ainsblp Verdi. 449*
II. .!i
Y.iiK-liir.' Steam Jackets and Super.V
I

heaters. iis9t

t,and (irnnt. Oregon & Callfornltt It. R., 421
Landls Stnvbolt Cutter. 164*
Legal Decisions (See also Interstate Commerce
t\numlssi.in Rulings: also l,egislatiou)
Alabama l.inv. lu.lnu.tl.'ii. 487
Courts Su.'cee.l l.eslsliiiures. 107,'Elklns Law. \nlldiiv ..f. 291. 421
Employers' I.labllitv Law Overthrown. 43»
:

Locomotive Boiler

:

21 1*. 272t
Brotan.
Steel Spelerlzed Tubes. 681
Cylinder:
B.iring Multiple Cvllnders. 286*
Rennlrlug Cracked Piston Valve

Cylinders,

2S3»

Steam Jackets and Superheaters,
Locomotive Firebox

:

Brotan. 211*, 272J

132*

McLauthi.n Car Elevator, 184'
-Machinery Club of New York, lol
Macliine Tools
Boring Multiple Cylinders, 286*
:

Car Wheel Boring Mill. 586'
Drill, Climax Track, 38UDrill. Thor I'neumatlc, 618
Facing I'edestal Legs of I.ocomotlve Frames.
488*
Lathe. Portable Motor-Driven, 104*
Pipe Bending Machine, Pneumatic, 07*
Planer, Chandler Clutch, 34*
Planer, Nilcs-Bement-Pond, 68*
Riveter, Portable Compression, 229*
Special Shape Tool Steel, 572Staybolt Cutter, 164'

Mail

:

Fines for Delays. 487
Short Line Railroad Assoc. 423
Maintenance of Way (See also Rail)

6.89t

:

M. of W. Committee Report, 400*.
435
Curve and .Switch Tables, 175t
Curve Superelevation, 372*
Filing System, 648*
Improvements Ordered by Texas B. R. Commission, 150
Keeping Permanent Way Maintenance Down,
'.mi
Outlook for 190S Expenses, 14
Protecting Wet Cuts In India, 676*
Rellning I.ong Curves. 478
Ballast,

Snow Fences, 030. 694t
Standards. I'urchasing Department. 610
Track and Ballust, 303. 432t
Track Gang Etlldency. 139t
Track, M. of W. Committee Report, 400*, 435
Track Stresses on Curves, 279
.Maintenance of Way Association (See Am. By.
Engineering and Malnt. of Way Assoc.J
Manila, Railroad Connection with Cuvlte, 60I
.Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Ilendershot Shaft
Coupling. 105*
Ma.sonrv (See Bridge, also Concrete. Reinforced)
.Massaciiusetts Railroad Commission:
.\nnual Report. 58
Metal Ties Co.. Cast Steel Tie, 385*
Metrop.>htan Kv. of London, Electric Lot-.tmotive,
84*
Metropolitan By. (Paris), St. Mlchoel Station,
042*
Metropolitan Street Uy., 488
Mexican Central Organization. 607
Jlexican Bv-. C.dllslon near Maltrata, 017
Midi R. R.. 573
.Mllburn Acetylene Light. 133*
>nieage Ticket (See Passenger Kate Reduction)
Milllken Bros., Galvanized Steel Pole* for TransmUsion Lines, 386*
Mine (See Coal)
Missouri Kansas & Texas:
Kansas Citv Terminals, 550*
Order to Buy Equipment Suspended. 649
Highway
Overgradc
Beinforced
Concrete
Crossings. 704*
Molr, E. N., 473*
Motor See aiso Locomotive, Electric: also Car):
Electric, for Draw Spans, 495t
Mill. Westlnghouse. 650
.Motor Car (See also .\utomobile)
C. & N. W.. 017
(Jasoiene-Electric. Gen. Elec. Co., l.">9*
Ga.solene Electric, Strang, 731*
«;asolene. Nantucket Central, 102
I

:

III.

Cent..

379

Inspection, Budo. 521*
Stover, '292*

lusjiection.

Russia, 227

Ownership

Municipal

(See

Government

owner-

ship.)

Municipal Traction Co., Cleveland, 050

N
Nantucket Centrol. lo2
National .\ssoc. of Traveling Engineers, Address
liefore. 03
National Transcontinental (See Grand Trunk Pacific

I

New England

Nav.
York, 488

Co.,

New England Rallmad

New Terminals

at

New

Club. Paper on the Trials

of a Master Meehanic, 113
Newfoundland, Railroads of, 315*
Jer.sev State Railroad Commission. 07
Tool Steel Co.. Special Shape Tool
.Metiil
Steel. 572*
New York & Long Branch, Rarltan River Bridge,
630«
N. Y. k Long Island R. R.. Belmont Tunnel. 424,
473
N. v. & Providence S. S. Co.. 292

New
New

i...i-om.iIlye

Torley Co., Janney Radial Coupler,

:

:

:
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[Illualrated articles are indicated thus*; Editorials tAu«t; Contributions thust-i

New

Vork Ci-nirHl & IIiidBim Klver;

Annual Hepojt.

Passenger

UWT

22!)
iJcllInK .Siiiiiil In tlifi Train, )07t. 175t
IloalliiK and \Cntllatlng Storage Battery Sta-

York

Kv.

(Jlly

ConilltlonH, 488
IncrciiMi'il Service, 585
I'ay KHVouEDtcr Cars, 585
Vork, .Machinery Club, lul

York, New Haven & Hartford
Abandonment ut Line of Cent. N.

E.,

519, 551

A. C. Aiilomatic Itlock Signals, 05»
AttlclHin. IMssi'nwr Station, 21«»
Boston ,t Malm- .MiMK'cr, 77t. 424, 432t
Compariini-ni SIcriilnj; Cars, 147'
Eleclrlllralion. 474. 585
Govtn-nnifnt Suit, 72Ut
«;radc Separation at Worcester, 358*
Ma.ssachuHetts Trolleys, 657t
I'er iJleni
I. C.
C. Appealed to by Connecting
Holids.
:

.-i,'!

Work, 431t
Steamships Providence and PrIsclIIa. 256*
Train IlcatlnR on Elec. Division, 374*
I'lece

Two Ccms
New Vork l'ul)llc
ft

Mile, 140t

Service Commission

:

Annual ItcpiM-t, 132
I'niiltallzatlon, Lehigh & Hudson lllver, C90t,
714
Eleventh .\venue Freight Tracks. N. Y. C, 229
Jurisdiction, Bill to Enlarge. 455
N. Y. I'llv Acldents. 2m
Orders t^i' Ko.ids In New York City. 33
Scrip Dividends, 299t
Subway Capacltv, 737
Siiliwav Car. 273«, 304»
Subway Signals, 397t, 400
ii. Y.
Itallrond Club (See also Itallrcmd Club of
New Yoik
Kleclric .NIglit. 4(13t. 473
J'aper on the Kra of Steel and the Passing of
Woi'd In Car Construction, 127
>-ew Yiirk U. U. Commission (See N. Y. Public
)

;

Servh'C Commission)
Subway (Sec Interborough Rapid Tran-

New

Y'ork

sit)

New York

Trnnic Club (See Traffic Club of N. Y.)

Nichols, O.

1S()«

I''.,

Co.. Planer, 68*
(Sec KxplosivesI

NIIes-Bemcntl'ond
Nltro-(;lycerlii(;

North fierinan Lloyd Earnings, 455
Northern of France, 573
Northern

Commerce

Interstate

Coiii|iaratlve,

Limited

I'aclllc:

Burning of Town. 585
Itebulldlnj." In Minnesota. 350*
Norway. Kallroad from Chrlst;lanla to German
Ocean, 711
Nnttall Flexible Insulated Coupling. 714*
Nvdqulst & Holm, Locomotive for State Railroads
of Sweden, 280*

Pavmcnl

lor

Ocean Carrier. 43t,

125, 161, 192, 222«,
376*, 413«, 449*, 481,

02,

63,

25(!», 287*. 318*.
514, 540, 581, 605. 638
(See also Organization: also Public, The.
also Employee,
Railroads' Relations With
;

Wage

Reductions)

:

IniporlanI Changes In 1907, 25
Master Mechanic. Trials of, 113
Salaries, V. S. Railroads, CIS
Traveling Engineer, 63
Oil (See Fuel)
Operating Expenses (See also .\iinual Reports:
also .Vccountlng)
ICrtorts to Chock Increase. 14
Oregon & Calirorula R. R. Land Crant. 421
Oregon Railroad & Navigation (Sec also Harrlman Lines)
Annual llrp<,rt (U. P.), 12t*, 37
Oregon Sliori Line (See also Harrlman Lines):
:

:

.\nnuiil

K.-port

<!'.

P.).

37

12-f',

Organization, M.\. Cent., 667
Orleans R. !(.. ."i73
Ownership (See Finance: also
ership of Railroads)

.\.-w'vork, 133
Penna. R. R., 104
Second Class Fares Abolished, Tranacontlncntal Passenger Assoc, 049
Street Railway Fares, 201
Summer Tourigt, 259
Taxation of Tickets In Germany, 258
Ticket Brokers, Colorado, 103
Transatlantic, 227
Transfers, N. Y. City Ry., 617
I'assenger Rate Increases:
Brown, W. C, on, 744
Colonist to West, 259
Long Island R. R., 551
.Massachusetts Electric Railways, 691t
West Jersey & Sea Shore, 649
Passenger Rate Reduction (See also Interstate
I'ommerce Commission Rulings)
Alabama, 131
A.. T. & S. F., Tourist, 455
Baggage, 421
Canada, 123
C'an.
I'ac, Party Rates, 455
c. B. & Q., Summer Excursion, 379
Convention Rates, Central Passenger Assoc.,
049
Georgia, 58, 99. 131
Harrlman Lines. Tourist, 455
Illinois. 487, 519
Italy, 518
Kansas. 133
Louisiana. 259
Mileage Books to Be Presented at Ticket
Offices, 713
Minnesota. 259, 456
:

-Mississippi, 131, 133, 227, 200, 291, 324, 421.

Overhead Carrier between
Wareliouse and Hock, 100*
Northwest Soc. of Engineers. Paper on
Mountain Railroad Locution, 663

Pacillc lOiigineerlng Co..

I'aJnt

Net Weight Packages, 131
107
Railroad. Steamship Colon, 257»
it Xledlterrnnean, 573

Tests.
Paris,
Paris,

i

Tools)
101*

Metropolitan

Subway,

St.

Michel

:

Express Emiiloyees. Texas, 713
France, 2i>l>
Shippers, of Live Stock. Missouri, 195
I'assen.cer as a Reform .Vgcnl, 497t

Station,

1.

I-.P

t

:

Culvert, 620t

Lock

on

and

Hose

Snpport,

5 (Mi*

Tulsa to Port Arthur^ 227
S..i,,I f r rill. 550»
Piston (Sec
.linden
PIttMburg It.
Turbine, 728*
Oil,

Pumping

I

I'laner (Se-bine Tools)
I'neuuiatic 1I'ole (Sec also Xlui|j-r,i
Galvanized Steel for Transmission
;

:

Lines,

S8««
Post, Steel Fence, 713
Postal Telegraph Co. Friendly

UoloD, 201

Pressed Sfei Car Company
.\unual Report, 208t
Price (Si>e Business Situation)
Prosperity
.See Business Situatloo)
I'russlan State Railroads
Earnings. 186
:

i

:

Eiertrlllcath.n,

082

Freight Tank Engine, 512*
Steel Coal Cars, 0ti3
Public Service. Nature of, 721t
I'ubilc, The. Railroads' Relations With
Complexilies of Railroad Penalties. 266t
How Can Railroads Best Serve Public, 710
Petty Grievances, 17.'>J. 218
Popular I'Veilng at End of 10u7 and of 19l>6,
:

14

Truesdale on Situation, 325
Puget Sound Bridge & Dredging Co., Steam
Sliovel Performance, 569t
Purchasing Department and Common Standards,
Olo

& Lake

N. V. N. II. & IL, 140t
North Carolina, 131, 195, 227
North Dakota. 259
Oklahoma. 227. 259, 291, 487
Pennsylvania, 107t, 112
Results of, 527t, 017
Russia. 518
Seaboard Air Line, 681
Seaboard Air Line, I'arty Rates, 323
South Carolina, 58. 131
Street Railway, Three-Cent, Cleveland,
Tennessee, 131, 163, 487
Texas. 133, 227
rn. Pac, 259
Wisconsin. 455
Passenger Traffic (See also Traffic)
Great Lakes, 450
Interuriian Rys. and Steam Roads, 130

Japan,
N. Y.

II.

&

650

:

IIKI.'S. 43t
Penn. R. R. Order. 203t
Penn. R. It. Sections and Speciacatlons, 528t,

5:{ii*

Patents, Law AfCecUng, In Great Britain, 148
Pay (See Employee)
Pearson, S., & Son, Penna. R. R. East River Tun-

470»

nels,

i

:

:

Rate

Made

i

Receiverships
Erie Saved fn^m, .VJ.St
Seaboard Air Line. 44t. 46t»
Reducllon of Time or Forces t^lee Employee)
Refrigeration
Fruit Transportation. 029
Southern I'aclllc. 07
"Reguiai:" Line to Charleston, Steamship (Juaker
:

It,

;

Rail Order, 2i)3t
Rail Speclllcatlons and Sections, 528t, 539*
Signals and New Tracks at Broad Street Sta-

5S3«

Conches, 455
Stockholders, 229
Siinnyside Yards, 342»

Track Tank Trials, 4«6t»
Traffic, Ten Years', 501t
Pennsylvania Lines West (See

c

Reliates (See Freight Rates, Illegal)

I

of 1876 and Engine That

May .Mei'ting. <>iis
Law S.e Interstate Commerce Law)

Raven Cab Signal. 214. 'J.)!*
Reading Comptiny See 1-hiludelphla & Reading)

5(V7*

tion.

Strength and Endurance of. 431t. 430*
rhlrd Itail. Standard Location. 599*
riailug .Maelilne for Rail .Se<llon. 700*
Raiir.mds See Public. The. R. R.'s Relations WItb)
Railroad .\ge Gazette. G57t
llallinHd ilub of New York. 713
Railroad Commissions (See names
Railway Signal .\ssoclnllon
Committee on Automatic Stops and Cab Signals. 2!M
January Meeting. 90
I

Pearson, Sir W. D., 473*
Pennsylvania Railroad
Annual Report, 301t«
Bergen IIIll Tunnels, 604«
Earnings, November, 1907, 131
East River Tunnels, 260, 379, 470*
Fires In 1907, 291
Freight Claims, 431t
Orach- Separation. 101
Ihnilini; l.oc. motive Up Mountain. 4.S0*
in 1ST
ami In I'.IOS, 554
Interlocking, New York Division. 103

Long Run

:

.\8soc.

Orders for

Results of Two-Cent Fare,

II.,

Snow Plow, 500*

John,

Maintenance of Way)
Committee Report, 600.
Assoc. Sections, 49J
<'an. Pac. Section and SpeclMcallons. 543*
Eo/nomy of Belter Ralls at Higher Cost, 569t
Kxpo.ts. 229. 521
lieliile Compound Section, I40J'. 509J*
.M. of W. Comiuitte.' Report, 400«, 435
.M. ..f W. Commiltc... Work Assigned. 548
Old ami Present
Com|K>sitlon and Number of
Passes, 41tt

Am. Ry.
Am. Ry.

<!30

N.

St.

.Rail (See also

:

City,

.377«

Reld Newfoundland Co., 315*
Relnf,-reed CoinTete (Se.- Concrete. Ilelnfnrerdi
.Si<e .Vnnual l(e|Kirl8
Reports, Annual
also names
of companies!
ReRnller, Sargent. 379*
Retaining Wall. Wet Cuts In India, 676*
Se,, also Kmpbiyee. Ite<luctlon of
Iteircnehnienl
lime and Forrest
Outlook for P.ios. 14
PuliHc Seiillnont and. 172t
i

also

names

of

:

Pennsylvania State R. R. Commission, 227
Pension (See Employee)
Per Dlein (See Car Service)
Perkins, C. 10., 277
Permanent Way (Sec Maintenance of Way)
Peru
Railroads of. ISS*
Peter (Jray & Sons. Switch and Signal Lamps. 101'
IMilindelnhIa & Reading:
Coal Barge. 415*
Local Trains Discontinued. 131
Telegrai)li Block S.vslem. 22S
:

Lvons
642*

Pass

I'lece

049

Steel

Oovernment Own-

Sled.

279, 636. T29

Pier (See Dockj

M.ssourl, 487, 519
M. K. & T. Mileage Books, 227
New York, 227
New York, Coney Island, 743
New York, School Children, 487

snbshllarles)

Panama

Locomotlre

Co.,

Cp on the Road, 218,
Work See Employe«j

Various Couotrle*, 80J
Between Non-Stop Stations,

Grade Separation. 195
Water Softener, 554*
I'aclllc

ManufaclurlDg

22<J*

Picked

Trains,

140t

Dlllcer

I'hueuU

,lnc

('(mmilHHloii)

New
New

also

1S1)»

ll.j

Interlocklnc at Ratavla. TJ'J*
I'aclllc l.oconh/tlve, 468*
Train lli-allng on Klec. DIvIhIod, 374*
York City (See ^'(^w Vork Public Service

New

(See

:

Klcirlilll.iilloti l(c-8Ultn, 474
lOlcvciiili .\vi-iiiic KrelKht Trucks,

New

Rates

CommlsHlon Rulings; also Pas»; al*o Passenger Rale Reduction)
Cash Fares, 081, 743
Clergy, Penna. R. R. and P. & B., 33

KliT. lyiiriiinollvcH, Tractive Kllort, 221»*

Philadelphia, lialiimore & Washington:
Washlujit 11 Inlon Station, 103
Philndelphin Traffic Club. 294

:

i

:

Reviiw of

19(17. 2*

Revolule Machine Co.. Long Blue I'rlnt, 102*
Rich .MnTlne Fire Detector. 743
Kichinond * Chesaneake Bay Ry.. «37»
Richmond. Fiederlckshurg i Potomac, Parallel
Lines All.'wetl. 259
Rifts In (he Itallrond Cloiidland, ,t9$t

River (See Walerwaysi
RIviter (See Maelilne Toolst
RoadlH'd (See Maintenance of Wnyl
Roberta & Schaefer Co., Cnnling Stations on Belen

t^it Off. 340*
Crusher. 744*
Kockweii WaU-nh Co.. Tariff Filing Cabinet. 293'
Rolling Mill iSe<< Rail: also Motori
R..otinc. Asbestos Prote.te.l Metal. 5.-,3»

Ro,-k

:

•

:

:

Jamary 1— May

:

Uules

See limployee

I

;

:

Sled. I-ocomotive, 22U*

York Cross-Rolled, 134
Timber (See aiso Tlej
Drain on the Forests, 710*

Smoke Jack, Dickinson, 384*
Snow Plow, Que. & Lake St. John, 506*
Snow Fences, 636, 894):

Double Tracking Trans-Siberian. 572
1!. K., Annual Report, 596t'

Itutland

:

Society for Promoting Industrial Education. 101
Soudan Railroad, 220, 230t, 237t

South Manchuria Ry., 587
Southern Pacific (See also Uarrlman Lines)
Annual Report, 206t*
Bay Shore Cut Off, 176*
Colorado River Break, 208t, 291
Freight Service Accelerated, 325
Refrigeration and Orange Traffic, 67
Side Track Capacity Increased, (57
Steamship Momus, 207*
Train Order Cabinet, (i95*
Southern Railway
.New Orleans Union Station. 734*
Repairing Dike at East St. Louis, 712*
Spanisii Cala Iron Co., Reinforced Concrete Viaducts and Docks, 91*
Speed (See Fast Trains and Runs)
Spokane & Inland Electric Locomotives, 474
Sprague Electric Co.
Direct Current In Belgium. 230
Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Waterprooflng. 379
Standard Eiec Accumulator Co., Storage Battery,
:

Louis & San Francisco
New Urleans Union Station, 734
Springfield Shops, 62
Ten-Wheel Locomotive, 647'
St. Louis Car Co.
Richmond & Chesapealte Bay Cars, 637'
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern
Bascule Bridge, 385*
Safety Appliance (See also Brake)
Automatic Stops, East Uiver Tunnels, 283*
:

:

:

:

Automatic Stops, Hudson & Manhattan, 317
Cab Signal, Audible Distant, 27U
Cab Signal, German, 228
Cab Signal, Raven, 214, 251*
Exhibit, ,521
C. C. Annual Report, 177
Block Signal and
C. C.

L
1.

Law:
Draw Bars.

G91t, 725
I'roseeutlons Under, 09, 195, 323, 487, 649
Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co.
(.f

rintsch Mantel Lamp, 196*
Salary (See Officer; also Employee,

Wage Reduc-

tions)

Indicator, 422*
.New Orleans Union. 734*
N. Y. N. 11. & IL. Attleboro, 216*

:

Seaboard Air Line

Ruv Town, 228
Ottawa Union Passenger. 606*
I'enna. R. R.. Broad St., Improvements, 583*

1121:

Receivership, 44t, 46t'
Seven Years' Results, 112t
Sellers, Dr. Coleman, 89*
Sellers, Wm., & Co.

Car Wheel Boring Mill, 586*
Semaphore (See Signal)

Shadow

in the Railroad Forecast, 204t
Shaft Coupling (See Coupling)
R., (i74*

SliaiiKliai N'.'inking R.

Sha\v Wrecking Crane, 61S»
Williams Co., Helping to Restore Coull
dence. 99
.Slilp (See also names of companies)
Baltic Pool, 458
Building In 1907, 219
Harbors, Depth of Principal. 311
Ocean Carrier, 43t, 63, 92, 125, 161, 192, 222»,
250», 287* 31.8', 376«, 413*, 449*, 481,
514, 540, 581, 605, 638
Passenger Traffic on Great Lakes. 456
Siirrriuiii

:

Sound Steamboat Line, New, 292
'Iraffic via Tehuantepec. 423
Transatlantic Passenger Rates, 227
Transportation on Great Lakes. 678

&

A. T.

S.

F..

of,

;

:

London. 722*

New
New
St.

Y"ork (See Interborough Rapid Transit)
Y'ork, Need of New 324
.Michel Station, Paris Aletropolltan, 642»

Superelevation
.Superheater

(See Maintenance of

Way)

:

Baldwin Smokehox, 453*
Schmidt, 512*
Steam Jackets and, 6S9t
Surprise Tests See Emplovce)
Surveying (See Construction, New; also Maintenance of Way)
Swedish State R. R.'s Express Locomotive, 280*
Switch (See also Signal, Interlocking)
Chiinney-lA'ss Lamp. 101*
Curve and Switch Tables, 175t
:

59*

Topeka Freight Car Repair, S6*

E. I., Oaklawn, 61*
Chic. G. West., Oelweln, 59*
('. H. & D.. Ivorydale, 61

&

C.

(

nies)

Chicago. 99, 45.->. 585, 713
Fire Dangers, 196

i

Tugboats In Straits of Magellan. 651
Shipper (See Car Service)

Shops
Arrangement

.Michel. Paris Metropolitan, 642*
Virginian Ry., 348*
Wasninglon Union. 163. 729
Wis. Cent.. Freight. Minneapolis. 608'
Worcester Union Passenger. 358*
Steam and Trolley During Hard Times, 237t
Steam Sliovel Performance, 5U9t, 597t
Steamer (See Ships)
Steel (See Iron and Steel; also Rail; also Wheel)
Steel-Concrete (See Concrete. Reinforced)
Stock (See Finance)
Stover Motor Car, 292'
Strang Gas-Eleclric Car. 731*
Strauss Bascule Bridges, 385*
Street Railways (See Electric Railways)
Strike (See Employee)
Subway See also Tunnel also names of compaSt.

:

C, C, C. & St. L., Beech Grove,
Grand Trunk. Battle Creek, 61
Passenger Car Repair, 75t

Indicator. Gen. Elec 28*
Repairs. Aeeident In Belgium. 7I9t, 745
.

L.

&

S. F., Sprlngflpid,

62

Tanks. Track, 332t, 337», 466t»
Tape Repairer, 487
Tate. Jones & Co., Heater, 374*
Taxation (See also Legal Decisions)
Alabama, 323

I'aritic, Omaha, 75t
Line Hnilroad Assoc. 423
(Si',. Steam Shovel)
Siberia
S.c llussia

Union

Sliort

Shovel

i

I

Signal (Sec also Railway Sig. Assoc.)
Cah. Aiidllile Distant. 279
Cidi,

:

Practice, 272
Club of Philadelphia, 294

Ml

Traffic
:

Station Indicator, 422*
Moving
Passengers
Between
Transferring
Trains. 279
Train Lighting (See Lighting)
Train Load
Average Y'early Comparisons, 7t
Trainmen (See Employee)
Train Order
Cabinet for, 695*
Clearlv Written. 730*
Train "Sheet for Heavy Division, 676
Train Pipe (See Pipe)
Train Resistance, 117
Train Robberies
D. & R. G., 681
Germany, 90
Nor. Pac, 193. 421
P. C. C. & St. L., 649
Train Rules
Train Despatcher. Supervision of Block Signaling. Nor. Pac, 668
Written Examinations. 5C2t. 628t
Train Service (See Schedule: also Employee)
Tramways (See Electric Railway)
Transmission Line Crossings Over Railroads, 187
Transmission Line Poles. 3S"i*
Trans-Siberian R. R.. Double Tracking. 572
Traveling Engineers (See National Assoc, of Traveling Engineers)
Trespassing and .Vccldents. 564t
Trestle (See Bridge
Trolley (See Electric Railway)
Truck (See Locomotive. Electric)
'I'nbe (See Locomotive. Boiler; also Tunnel)
Tunnel (See also Subway)
Belmont (Stelnway). 424, 473
East River Extension. Interborough Rapid
Transit. 58. 473. 617, 625t
Erie. Bergen Hill, 669*
(iiovl. 680. 711
:

;

:

:

:

Hudson & ManhatUn (Sec Hudson & Manhattan)
I.onilon Tubes. 722*
Cents. 2,50

Penna. R. R.. Bergen Hill. 604*
Penna. R. R.. Easrt River. 260. 379. 470*
SIrapkm, 1.30. 250, 474
Thames. 701*
Turbine. Wesllnghouse Pouhle-Klow. 728*
Two Ani.malles of a Railroad Situation. 172*
^^vo Cents a Mile (See Passenger Rate Reduction)

:

u

Texas, Effects, 294

German. 22S

Tickets,

Semaphore Blade, Flexible Metallic, 2G0*
Signal, Block (See also Rv. SIg. Assoc.)
A. C. Automatic, N. Y., N. H. & H., 95'
:

Ilarrlman Lines, Mileage Equipped With, 33
Hudson & Manhattan, 317
Illuminated Track Indicator, East River Tunnels, 283»
Indiana, 2fi0
Int. Rap. Transit, East River Tunnels, 283*
Int. Kap. Transit, Proposed on Local Tracks,
260
Int. Rap. Transit Subway Improvements, 397t.

406
Annual Report. 177
Block Signal and Train Control Board.

M. of W. Committee Report. 400. 435
Mileage. I. C. C. Ri^iort. 527t. 543
Permissive. Penna. R. R.. 259
Rail Circuits and Treated Ties, 331t, 434t
Supervision of Train Despatcher, 668
Telegraph. P.
R.. 228
vii

Signal. Interlocking (See also Ry. Slg. Assoc.)
Bolt Lucking. 470
D. L. & W.. lloboken. 150*

:

Hudson & Manhattan. 317
Int. Rap. Transit Subway Improvements. 397t,
40c'.

M. of W. Committee Report. 400. 435
N. Y. C. & 11. R., Batavia, 733*
Penna. R. R. Biond Street Station, .'.84*
I'enna. R. I!.. New York Division. 163

Germonv. 258

Wisconsin, 323, 551
Technical Journal, Alms of, 141t
Tcchnoloxicon, 072
Telegraph
isefore Electric Telegraph Was Invented. 410
:

Erie. 570«

C. O.
C. C.

Traffic; also Business Situation)
Central Electric Traffic Assoc. 259
Chart of Growth and Facilities, 7t*
Club of New York. 105. 487
Paper on Commerce Regulation In Theory and

Traffic

Jersey, 228
Outlook for 1908, 14

ChlmiU'V less Lamp, 101*

I.

New)

tion.

Track Elevation (See Grade Separation)
Tractive Power (See Locomotive Performance)
Trade Unions (See l^mployeei
Traffic (See also Freight Traffic: also Passenger

New

:

Cab. Haven, 214, 251*

I.

Machine, 286*
Toucey & Buchanan. Interlocking Machine. 733*
Tower, Galvanized SteeL for Transmission Lines.
386»
Tracing Machine. Rail Section, 700*
Track (See Maintenance of Way; also Construc-

Mont

61

Portable Blacksmith, 090t
St.

Forest Preservation, 197
Galesburg Preserving plant, C. B. & Q., 54*
Pole Consumption in 1906, 214
Pulpwood Consumption in 1906, 282
Reserve In British Columbia, 227
Russia to Australia, 294
Varieties Used in New Qaven Compartment
Cars, 147*
Timetable (See Schedule)
Tipping System, 261
Tire (See Wheeli
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Possible C. U. & D. Merger, 2t
Tool (See Machine Tool)
Tool & Ry. Specialty Mfg. Co.. Cylinder Boring

Train

Offer to

:

Annual Report, 46t*.

Standard Oil Steamship Capt. A. F. Lucas, 414*
State Ownership (See Government Ownership)
.stale R. R. Commissions (See names)
Staten Island Rapid Transit, Bascule Bridge, 385*
Station (See also Yards and Terminals)
Chicago Junction Ry.. Elevated, 243*
III. Cent., Corinth, 370*
Improvement, 185
:

Salton Sea, 208t. 291
Sarco Waterprooflng, 379
Sargent Re Railer, 379«
Schedule (See also Fast Trains and Runs)
Fines for Junction Delays, Texas, 681
Late Trains, 303t
Late Trains. Texas, 259
Testing Late Trains, Southern Ry., 259
Twentieth Century Limited. 131. 519
Sclienectady. Development of, 521
SchPizer Rolling Lift Bridge Co.
Bridge at Cleveland, 380*
Nile Bridge, 713
Some New Bridges, 488
.Schools (See names)

:

:

Control

Train

Board, o2»
Safely Appliance
lli'ight

:

Pie iConfinued)
Value of Preservation. 44t

Signalman (See Employee;

also Train Rules)

:

St.

:

:
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Koundhouse (Sie Yaids & Terminals)
Itusnia

:

i

School. N. Y. N. II. & 11.. 99
School. Penna. R. R.. 743
:

& Q.. Train Wire. 195
& St. P. for Train Despatching. 649
& M. S., 551

Tender (See L(X"omotivc Tender)
Texas & I'acilic
Annual Report. GCOt*
Improvements Ordered by Texas R.
mission. 150. 323. 455
:

I'exas Railroail t*ommIsslon

R.

Com-

:

Imixovements Ordered. 150. 323. 4.15. .'lO
M. K. & T. Knulpment Order Suspended. 649
Orders Violated, 99
Theft. Penna. R. R.. 551
Thermit Welding. 505*
Third Kail tSce Rail)
Thor Air Drill, 618
Ticket (See also Passenger Rates)
Showing. Before Entering Train, 173t
Tie (See also Tlml>er)
Cast Steel. 385*
Harrel Reinforced Concrete, 693t«
Metal. 417«. 447*. 484*
...eliil and Reinforced Concrete. C93t
Treated, and Rail Circuits, 331t. 434J
:

:

4.SS*

Pneumatic Pipe Bending Machine. 67*
Union Pacific (See also Ilnrrliuan Lines)
Annual Report. 12t*. 37
:

Omaha

Telegraph Operator (See Employee)
Telei)hi>ne
C. It.
C. M.
L. S.

Underground Electric of London, 81, 722*
Underwood. H. B.. & Co.
Facing Pedestal Legs of Ix>eomotlTc Frnnies,

Shops. 75t
Union Switch .& Signal Co.
A. C. Automatic Block Signals for N. Y. N. II.
& 11.. 85*
December Orders. 33
D.. L. & W. Interlocking Plant at Hobokeu.
150'
East River Ttinnel Signals. 283*
Unlte<l Fruit Co.. Steamship ••Ellis." 413*
Chicago & Alton ConUnlte<l Slates Express Co.
tract. 421
t". S. Metal and Manufacturing Co.
Car and Ix>comotlve RaUer. 715*
llllliuan Locked Clevis. 197*
United States Steel Corporation:
Earnlncs. lii."i. 4.'i6
Extra i'lTldend to Emnlovees. 163
Proilii'iion Early In 190S. 261
Steamship •'J. Plerpont Morgan," 416*
Stockholders. 379
Universities (See names)
•(
Universitv of California. Fr!' -' ••
(V.l
University of Colorado. Er.
ricati on.
University of Michigan. L.•

University of Wisconsin. Rai

3S2

:

:
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[Jlluslrated articles are indicated thus'; Editorials thus't ; Vontrihutions thusl.]

WaterwayH, Inland. Improvemeat, 325, 4981
Welding, Thermit, 500*
Well, Artesian. A. T. & 8. F., 085
West Side Belt (See Wabasb)
Western of Trance
Karnlngs, 573
KIcctrllicatlon of Suburban Lines, 322
(Jovernmcnt Ownerahlp I'roposed, 221
WcHtern Itallivay Club:
Taper on the Car Wheel and Its Relation t'.
the Hall and Car. US'
Paper on Freight Car Klllclency. 706
I'aper on Influence of Heat Value and IjIk-

Wberl icunlinucd)

Will,

Water Softener, Ilolmen, 554*

trlbutlon on It. It. Fuel Cost, 4««
Western Society of Engineers, I'aper on .Strength
of Culvert Pipes, «20t
Western Union Telegraph. Texas, 487
WcBtinghouse Air Brake Co.:
Tests of Qulck-Actloo Brake In Hungary.
108
Westlnghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Mill .Motor, 050
Portable .Motor-Driven Lathe, 104*
Spokane 4t Inland Elec. I^ocotnotlves. 47
Storage Battery Motor Truck, 100*, 744*
Westlnghouse Machine Co.
Koublc-Flow Turbine. 728*
Ilorlz. Double Acting Gas Engine, 002*
Wharf (See Dock)
Wheat (Sec Grain)
Wheel
Automatic Inspection of Car Wheels In Service. 499t
Car Wheel and Its Kelatlon to the Rail and
Car, 118«, 204t
Chllletl Iron vs. Steel, 175t, 204t. 3301

Alr-Brake Catechism, 303

The

Vnliiutluu (See Flnanci")
Viilve
Aiidei'gon CoDtrollIng Altitude. 228*
I'lHlon (See Ixjcomotlvi^ (,'yllndcij

WnlHchiieits, SpclllDB of, -fst
Vnndiilln
Itelnforcpd
Coiioretc
Overtiiado
:

lllgliwaj'

704«

C'rosKlngs,
Vfiiillatlon
;

Int. llap. Transit Subway. 587*
StoniBu llaltciy Statluns, N. V. Ccnti-ul, 48!)«
Viaduct (Seo Uildge)
Victorian RnllwayH
Itc'Hl Car for Suburban Traffic, 98
f'olllslon near Melbourne, 580
Virginian Uy.
Station StandardH and Terminals. :148*
Vreeland, II. II., 10(1, 227
:

:

W
Wabasb

:

Phys'i-al

rasscngcr Tralllc, West Side Belt, 510
.Sangamon Kher Bridge, 730*
of,

48t

It.,

Annapolis

iSc

Elcc.

C»r

Wbeeli

< ar WbeeU. 089t, 694t
out of Steel Wheels and Tires, 155*

Whli
WllWlr.

L/lstlng

Yar.l-

and CoDveylDc)

,

:

105
Baltimore

of

1

Wages (Sec ICmployee)
Walscliaerls Valve Ooar, Spelling

Tenia

ii-tter

:

:

Walsh, .lolin
Washington,
572*

Comiinrntfvi'

Ity.

Jge, Bltumen-Eraulslon, 384"
Bridge. Sarco, 379
Service, M. of W. Committee Keport, 400,

435

\1«., 300*
ty. «rt»»

I

lliiiii].

\I

<„nimlttee Report.
city. 550*

\V

f

4<XJ,

4.'i:j

K i T.. Kansii»
New iirlenn*. 734*
M.

:

Water

Yard. Bninswlck, 510*

ii

I

I

Penna. It
Virginian

It

.

Itv

.

Sunuvslde. 342*
Itoanoke and Norfolk. 348*
New York, 713

WllllBmsl.urKli Bridge.

Minn.-niH.lls. 69S«
rro»» l!olle<I Sieel Ties. 134

Wis
York

i-.-ni

.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
American Hallway Association, Proceedings, 628
Automatic Block Signals and Signal Circuits, 529
The Blacksmith's Guide, 209
Waters.

Boiler

400

Bond Offerings Indexed, 434
Bulletins ol' the Engineering Experiment Station
of the University of Illinois, 209
Concrete. 661
Course d'Economlc Politique (Course In Political

Economy), 174
Cram's Standard American Railway System Atlas,
1908, 330
Directory to the Iron and Steel Works of the
United States, 061

Earning Power of Railroads. The. 50S
Economics of Railway Operation, 143
Elnfluss der .\rinatnr und der risse liii Beton anf
die Tragslcherheit. 174
of Railroad Engineering, 434

The Elements

ICnglnceilnt; Index Annual fur 1007,
Experimental Electric Engineering, 597

Handbook

Graphical
sign.

for Reinforced

597

Concrete De-

50S

Illslory of .State Regulation In New York, 508
How to Burn Illinois Coal Without Smoke, 79

Interborough Metropolitan Co.. 50.S
Intercorporate Relationship of Rallwavs In the
United States, as of June 30, 1900, 497
Locomotive Breakdowns, Emergencies and Their
Remedies. 028
Machine Shop Work, 209
Manual of Recommended Practice of Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way, 80
The Men Who Sell Things, 303
Practical Hydraulic Tables and Diagrams. 093
Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction,
269
I'rncpcdlngs of the Society

Ele.tdc Hallways, 330

for the

Report of the Proceedings of the Flfteentb Annual
Convention of the InternatlooaJ Railroad
Master Blacksmiths' Association, 1007. 270
Report of the United States Fuel Testing Plant
at St. Louis, Mo, 601
The Side Rule. 209
.Specltlcatlons and Contracts, 209
Standard llandl><>"k for Electrical Engineers. 6
Standard Examination Questions and Answers for
Locomotive Firemen. 061
Statistical Tables. ,303
The Strength of Chain Links. 509
Subject Matter Index of Mining. Mechanical and
Metallurgical Literature for the Year 1902.

270
Table

Promotion of

of

Quantities

for

Preliminary

Estimates.

303
Tests of Reinforced Concrete Beams. SO

Engineering Education, 175

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
[iS'ee

Amarlllo Gas Co.

vs. The Atchison, Topeka & Sauta
Fe el al, 457
American Asphalt Assocn. vs. Uintah Railway, 425

.\merlcan

Grocer
Chicago ,&

Co.
St.

vs.

I'lttsburgb,

Louis et

al,

Cosmopolitan Shipping Co. vs. Ilnmburg-.-Vmerlcan
Packet Co.. NorthOrman Lloyd S. S. Co..
Wll.son
(Hull)
Lines and Scandinavian

Cincinnati,

.\mi'rlcan Line,

llolcomb Ilayi-s Company t«. Illinois Central in-.'
Southern. 34
B. Ilussey vs. Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacillc.

1 1.

4.'i8

555

Baer Bros. Mercantile Co., vs. Missouri Pacillc and
Denver & Rio Grande, 555
Banner Milling Co. vs. New York Central & lluii
son River, 134
vs. Soul hern Express Co.. 683
Ilunili Co.. and .M<.rclianls Freight Bureau of
l.lllle Hock. Ark., vs. Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacillc and eight other railroads, 5^S
Butlers Lumber Co. vs. Atlantic Coast Line et al,

Bannon
T.

aluo Geiwral Index.]

II.

082
Cardiff Coal Company vs. Chicago, Milwaukee Jt St.
Paul et al, 02O
Cardiff Coal Co. vs. North-Western et al. 019
Cattle Raisers' .\ssoclatlon of Texas vs. Missouri,
Kansas & I'exas and 57 other carriers. 019
Cedar Ha|)Uls & Iowa City (Elec.
Rallwav vs.
Chicago & North-western. 45S
Chandler Cotton Oil Co. vs. Fort Smith & Western,

DctroltCbemlcnl Works

IMdIeman

vs.

Northern Central

i>t

al.

Midland Vallev, 230
Ivnld Ice & Fuel (.'o. vs. The Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific. 458
Enid Ice & Fuel Co. vs. Fort Smith & Western, *:><
et nl

vs.

Fain & Stamps vs. Atlantic Const Line and Central of Georgia. 083
A. G. Flebl vs. .Southern Hallway et I'l, 5.-.5
Forest City Bureau vs. The .\tehlson, Topekn »1
Santa Fe. 555
I'orest (Mty Freight Bureau vs. The Ann .\rbor
R. R. 230(21
Frye & Bruhn et nl vs. Northern Pacific and Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 051

i

019
Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad vs. Illinois
Ci'Utral ,'l al. 34
Chickasaw Compress Co. vs. Gulf. Colorado & Sant.1
Fe et al. and of the Pauls Valley Compress
& Storage Co. vs. the same defendants, 426
Commercial Club of Duliith, vs. Northern Pacillc et
al. 556
Coomes & MclJraw vs. Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
I'aul and Chicago. Rock Island & Pacillc, 4'-'5

Gentry vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et nl,
424
Georgia Rough & Cut Stone Co. vs. Georgia RailF. .L

road

et al. 5S.S

G. P. Gist vs. the Chicago. Rock Island A Paclhc
and the CluH-taw. Oklahoma & Gulf. 458
Goff-Klrby Coal Co. vs. Bessemer & Ijtke Erie, and
Butts Cannel Coal Co. vs. same carrier, 019

\V.

II.

The Chicago. Rock Island &

Johnston vs
Pacltlc. 45S
& Ijirlnier
lllndgelt Dry

Dry Goods <"o., and CoxGoods Co. rs. The Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe and 187 others, OIU

Johnston

Klndel vs. .\dnms Express Co. et al. 020
Kingfisher .Mill * Elevator Co. vs. Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific, and the Choctaw. Oklahoma
& Gulf. 4.">J
Koch Secret Service vs. lAiulsvllle Ji Nashville, 682

Ge<i. J.

I,4inlng

Harris Coal

& Wabash.

& Grain

Co. vs. Missouri Pacific

4'-Vi

l.nnlng Harris Coal & Grain Co.. and Kansas City
Hav Co. vs. St. I.,4Mils * S«n Francisco. 424
Lansing Ifnrrls Cml A (iraln Co. vs. SI. Joseph &
Grand Island. 555
I.arsen Canning Co. vs. Chicago & North West-

555
ern et a
John H. Lewis et al vs. Chicago. Rnck Island &
Pacific. 202
Lincoln Commercial Club vs. Chicago. Rock Island'
& Pacific et ill. 550
Lvkes Steamship Line vs. Commercial Union and.
I.

13 railroads. 5.55

1

1— May

Jajtuary
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULIN GS
B. Manning vs. Chicago & Allon K. R. and
I^oulslana & Missouri Ulver K. U.. i;ii2
Masuiite Explosive Co. vs. IMttsburgh & Lake Kile

John

Pauls Valley Compress & Storage Co., vs. Gulf,
Colorado & Santa B'e, 4'25
Pecos Alercantlle Co. vs. The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe et al, 425
Pittsburgh Plate (ihiss Co. vs. Illinois Central. 198
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. vs. Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis et al. VJH
Powhatan Coal & Coke Co. vs. Norfolk & Western
and 56 coal ot)erailng companies in the Pocahontas district of West Virginia, 160

Merchants' Traffic Association vs. The Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Ve pt al, 489
Merchants' Truffle Association vs. Pacific Express
Co.. 201
Merchants' Traffic Association of Denver, Colo., vs.
New York, New Haven & Hartford and 17
4.-.7.

Milwaukee Waukesha Brewing Co. vs. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul ct al, G8
The Minneapolis Threshing Machine Co. vs. Chicago, Kock Island & Pacific. 262
Missouri & Kansas Shippers' Association vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Missouri Pacific
(two cases.) and Kansas Cltv Pelt, Oil)
Mortl vs. Chicago, Milwaukee & St. I'aul, (i.S2

S. S.

Quimby

et al vs. Maine Central & Washington
County Itailways, 457

Uallroad Commission of Kentucky
.Nashville et al.

Uellanco Textile
vs.

Union

way

I'a

St.

vs.

Louis & San Francisco,

42.".

U".v:il
I'he

a

I,

&

Louisville

&

iJye

vs.

Norfolk & Western. 45h
vs. Southern Kail-

Works

134

(Iporge IJ. Itej-nolds vs. Southern Express Co., 715
Itnmiina Oollllc Stone Co. vs. Vandalla R.K.. 230

ciflc. 55.')

North Bros.

et

vs.

350

liavm Ked Ash Coal Co.
Nebraska State Itallway Commission

o

Showalter

&

n

tinu

e d,

the Chicago, Hock Island &
Pacific and the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Golf,

et al, 588
Merchants Freight Hureau of Little Rock, Ark., vs.
Midland Valley and Chicago, Rock Island &.
Pacific, 437

other carriers,

—C

Chicago, Hock Lslaiul

Coal & Coke Co., Tennessee Coal Co.. and
.Mlnersville Coal Co. vs. Southern Hallway,
;i!)

Itiiltle et al vs.

111-

Pere Marquette, 42

Iloliis

Co..

vs.

Stedman & Sons
ern et

al,

Chicago

vs.

& Xorth-Wes:-

425

Thornton & Chester Milling Co. vs. Delaware, Lackawanna & Western et al. 134
Tiaer, Uccelver of the Illinois Colliery Company vs
Chicago & Alton. 619
Traer, Receiver of the Illinois Collierv Company
vs. Chicago. Peoria & St. Loals, 619
Tiaer, Receiver of the Illinois Colliery Co. TS the
Illinois Central. 619
Traffic Bureau i.f the Merchants' Exchange of St.
Louis vs. Missouri Pacific & St. Louis. Irontou Mountain & Southern, 230

Wagner, Zageimeyer & Co.. vs. Detroit & Mackinac
and Michigan Central, 425
Washburn-Crosby Co. of Buffalo vs. Erie et al, I'M
WashburiiCrosby Co. vs. Lehigh Vallev. 134
Wa-iliburn Crosby Co. vs. Pennsylvania". 134
Wellincton et al vs. St. Louis & .San Francisco. 682
White Water Farms Co. v. I'biiadelphia, Baltimore

& Washington. 682
Winters .Mftallic Paint Co. v. AtcblsoD, Topeka ic
Santa Fe et al, 588
River Grain Co. r. Union Pacific. 083
et al. 457
Wyman. Partridge & Co., et al vs. Boston & Maine

Wood

PERSONAL.
[Portraits are indicated thus*.]
Ewald,
Elliot,

Baker, I. O., 715
Brooks, William E.. 459
Brown. U. 11., 085
Burgess. George II.. 080*
Bury, George J., 428*

ameron,

42
Clausen, L. R.,'653
Connor, <ieorge 1... 401
52«
Cooley, M. E.,
t

K.,

J.

Dalrymple,

J.

E..

717

ch,

52»

F. G.,

lapp, Henry, 473*

Ralph Nelson, 327
L.

G.,

.lohnson, A.

H.,

201

Pearson, Sir W. D., 473*
Peters, Francis White, 427
Poore, George Arthur, 428

Keodall, Artemus C, 491

421

Kctcham.

C.

U., 558

Riley, Chas.

C, 290

Edwin

M., 459

Rine,
C.oodell, G. A., 168*
Goss, VV. F. M., 228

McCuen.

203
Meredith, Wynn. 295
Moir, E. N., 4T3«
Myers, Frank H., 085

107*
Harding, C. F., 260
llortter, Fred. A., 387
Houlahan, P. H., 1C8»

J.

P.,

Stone.

Everett

Styles, C. E..

E.,

C54«

203

Hall. Grant,

lumleson, K.

R.,

Nettlcton, William A.. 400*
Neuffer, J. G., 717*

71*

Olmstead, .lohn Bartsow, 653*

Vreeland, IL

11.,

108, 227

Wagenhorst, Otto Franklin.
Wallace. H. U., 295
Walsh, J. R., 165

OBITUARY.
[Portraits are indicated thus*.]

W. E., 135
Evans, (Jeorge F.. 103
Ewart, W. D., 745*

Estes.

L. W., 09
l;arln,ii, David P.,
1^. \V. G., 667*

Kenney, Henry

F.,

103

Ilnii.ci-.
li'

Ituulon, N.
Brill,

J.

A.,

557
490*

S.,

Carpenter, Sanuiel, 69
Clark. H. A., 427
i'<nirtney, T, L,. 135
Cruue, W. B., Sr., 621

linilov.

Asa

O.,

262

Drinkwnter. Chas., 621
Dun. .lames, 296*

I.ayng.

Fanning, John F.. 69
Farmer, L. P., 653
Folsom, .\lbert A.. 71
Forney, M. N., 76, 82*
Francisco, Charles L., 231

296
Harding, Russell, 326, 371*
Hempstead, Chas. T., 326
Hill, Elmer E., 70
Hill. James B., 459
llallstead,

William

Rogers.

Edward Payson. 35

S..,t. n.

W.

Koppel, Arthur, 715

James

D.,

262

s

Martin,

i:.
W., 69
.Mercer, R. S., 295
Moran. W. E., 588
Murphy, William J., 716

.1..

Jr.,

231

Dr. Cnleman. 89*
mire. D. O.. 6S4
Everltte. 589
sinnwood. .\rthur i!.. 00
^-

S'

.

i:

.

.l..lin.

Surran, Walter

L..

459

Tucker. Enos H.. 09
Tull, Richard. 231

F..

lliilcomb, Wiiiiani Horace, 427

Iluldckopcr, Frederick W., 652

Nichols, O. F., 186*

Urner, Ileury C. 589

Palmer. Frank

Washbume. William A.,
Watts. Hall W ilsnn. 58
Wilson, John G.. 522

L..

103

Perkins. C. E., 277
Pitcher, W. A., 716
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS,
Acme. Hfd Klvei- & .Nortlicrn, 135
AlaHku Central 7-1(1

AlKomn

<;eorgla & Florida. 70, 522
iJcorgIa Ci/iist & I'ledmont, 522
i;vorgla, Florida & Alabama, 085
ilrand Trunk, 30, 70, 71 (2j, 327, 623, 558. 590,

&

iludann Bay, 5'J-J
AnnuiMills, WimliliiKtoii & Ualtlmore,
Ann Ailwr, 70. 101, Iiiia, 5^4
('eiitnil

ArkuPHUH & l.oulHlunu,
AikanBim, l.tAilHlana

ArkansaH .Midland,

&

2.')1

022
clrand

:il47

Oulf, 71, 717

&L'.'<

& Columlila lllvcr, 70. 387
AtthUon, Topcka & Santa Fc, 70, 104, 108, 523
Alchlaim, Toppka & Santa Ke, Coant Llnea, 70, 053
Atlanta, BIrniliiKliam & Atlantic, 387
Atlantic t'oaat l.lne, 580
AHti/iia

Auguatu Soulliern, 387

Trunk

I'aclflc,

327, 580. 622, 717

i;reai Northern, 130, 232, 42X, 523
(iulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, 71, 491,
<Julf Line, 231, 387

&

Halifax

558

Ohio Blrer & Westeni, 232
<juio Ulver ti Columbus, 35
tJkluhumik Central, 522
oraiiKe ti Northwestern, 232
urcguo Short Line, 35

lialtlniuro

Idaho

(2), 524
I'uilllc. 35, 70, 71,
232, 2(12, 200 (2), 327
428 (2), 590, 740

Canadian

& Washington

Northern, 387, 524

Illinois Central, 203, 327, 427,

428 (2), 522. 523

Indiana Harbor Belt, 710
Indianapolis ,SoutherD, 522, 523

52:i

Canadian Hallway CommlBslon, 491

104, 133,

Iowa & St. IjOuIs, 232
Isthmian Canal Commission, 558

Jamestown, Chautauqua & Lake

Erie,

Chattahoochee Valley, 523 (2)

& KaHK-rn, 71
l'.H,rla & ivktn Cnlon, 397, 460, 522, 654
P.re .Mar.iu.ite, 70. 167, 232
Philadelphia di Reading, 296, 327, S23, 558, 654
Portland & Seattle, 70
Quebec & Lake

71U
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, 058
Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy, 71, 130 (2), 108,
232. 327, 387, 4.50. 492, 323, 717
Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville, 35
Chicago (ireat Western, 71, 104, 168, 232, 327,
388, 427
Chicago, Indianapolis & St. I.ouls, 327
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, 290, 053, 683 (2),
717
Chicago, I'eoria & St. I.ouls. 71. 72
Chicago Klver & Indiana, 104 (2j
Chicago, Uoik Island & ICl I'aso, 232
Chicago, Uock Island & I'aclllc, 33, 71, 232, 290,
38S, 42S (2), 400, 491, 053, 080, 740
Chicago Terminal Transfer, 202
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton, 70, 387
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas raelflc, 263, 427,
523, 524
Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, 104,
327, 491
Coahulla & Zncatecas, 104
Coal & Coke. 3S7
Colorado & Southern, 523
Colorado .Southern, New Orleans & raclllc, 108,
590, 053
Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek, 523
Cuba Eastern, 70

Delaware & Eastern. 135, 232, 387, 428
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, 327, 387, 388,
428, 4.'i!l, 400, 491, 053 (2), 717
Denver & Hio (irande. 428
De Queen & Eastern, 387
Detroit, Toledo & Ironlon, 71, 523, 524
East Broad Top Railroad & Coal Co., 538
El I'aso & Southwestern, 022, 717
Erie, 203, 589. 622, 080 (2)
Evansvlllc & Tcrre Haute, 71

La Crosse & Southeastern, 322
Lake Erie & Western, 327. 400, 491, 740
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 71, lii4, 710
Lehigh Valley, 717
Licking Klver, 387, 388
Long Island, 589
Louisville & Nashville, 590, 683
Louisville, Henderson & St. Louis, 491
Louisiana Western, 135, 231

St.

&

Pacific, 71, 522,

I^.uls 4 San Francisco. 35, 388. 622. 686
San Antonio & .\ransas I'asa. 135. 231, 232, 654
Sandv River and Rangelev Lake. 387
San Pedro. I.<.s Angeles & Salt Lake, 746
San Pete Valley. 523
Santa Fe Central, 387
Saratoga & Kncampment. 523, 622
Seaboard Air Line, 35, 70, 104. 296. 523 (2). 590.
054, 686
SI.

South Side Elevated

.Macon, Dublin & Savannah, 522
Maine Central, 135. 323
.Mexican Central. 71 (21. 2.32, 203. 297. 327 (2|.
387 (2), 427, 400. 523, 524. 717. 740
.Mexican International, 589
.Mexican Itailwav. 104. 622, 717
Miilhiud Terminal, 523
Minii.apolis, St. Paul and Saulte Ste. Marie. 327
Miiiucapolls & St. Louis. 231. 323
MIsslssliipl Central. 71, 231, 388
.Mississippi River, Hamburg & Western, 387
.Mississippi Valley, 231 (2)
.Missouri & North Arkansas, 558
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 35. 71

Kansas & Texas of Texas, 133
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, 522
Missouri Pacific, 71, 104, ICS (21. 231. 203
.Missouri,

327 (2), 387, 388, 428 t2l. 439. 022
633 (2), 654, 746
Mobile & Ohio, 104. 296
.Mobile. Jackson & Kansas City, 263, 427
Morgan's Ix)ulslana & Texas. 133, 231
Morgantown & KIngwood. 388
Morrlsey, Fernle & Michel, 231

(2>.
(2).

524
Nevada Northern, 538
New York Central & Hudson River, 70.
400 (2). 524, 034
New York Central Lines. 70, 460
New York. Chicago & St. Louis, 290, 491
New York City Railway, 338

71,

Southern.

71.

(2)

Taliulah

Falls.

232

Tampa & Jacksonville. 323
Tampa Northern, 523
Tehuantepec .Notional, 524. 622
Tennessee ^ North Carolina, 523
Texas & Gulf. 491. 558
Texas Midland. 71
Tionesta Valley. 387
Toledo & Ohio Central. 686

* Western. 35. 71. 327
Toledo Terminal Railroad, 7<»

Toledo, St. Louis

Tonopah & Goldfleld. 104. 523, 558
Tonopah & Tidewater, 71, 388
Paciflc, 190, 232,

Vera Crui &

203.

13.').

524

Chicago i, 70
168. 19U (2>, 263, 427. 654
(

Southern PaclHc. 135. 10.9. 203. 428. 492. 717
Southern Railway Ic Navigation. S87
Spokane. Portland & Seattle. 3SS
8usi|uebanna & New York. 135. 231

Inlon

National of Mexico. 296
National Lines of Mexico, 459, 522, 55(i. 622
Transcontinental Railway Commission,

523

Joseph & Grand Island, 288, 622
J(«(eph Vnll.y, 203

Sierra .Mi:dre & Pacific, 523,
.Soioerset Railway, 524

McCloud Klver. 387
.Macon & Birmingham. 231

.National

Florence & Cripple Creek, 523
Eort Smith & Western, 231, 203
Eourche Klver Valley & Indian Territory, 290

232

City,

Raleigh & Charleston, 388
Raleigh h Soutbport. 3h8
Klo Grande, Sierra Madre

.St.

CheHapeake & Ohio, 35
Chi'sapeake *: Western, 746
Chester, Terryvllle & Ste. Genevieve, 42s
Chkago & Alton, 35 (2), 71, 108, 327, 428, 053,

John. 232. 522. 523 (2), 524

St.

Omaha & Kansas

Qulncy,

085

Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Chicago, 034
Kalamazoo, Lake Shore & Michigan, 491, 622 (2)
Kansas City Belt, 130
Kansas City Southern, 33, 296, 428, 492, 685

Central ol New .lersey, 387
Central Vermont, 130, 52;t, 500
Charl(/lle Harbor & Northeni. 523
Charleston & Western Carolina, 589

Railroad, 522

P.oria

Intercoionlal, 231
luiernallonal He (Jreat Northern, 35, 71,
199 i3j. 203, 290, 491
Interstate Commerce Commission, 685
lowtt Central, 717

107, 199, 231 (2).
(2), 328, 387, 427,

Panama

Pennsylvania Lines West of ritUburgU, 296,
492, 390
Penniiylvanla State Railroad Commlssioo, 104

589, 053, 054 (Ml, 080, 717
Illinois, Iowa ic .Minnesota, 71

Canadian .S'cjrthern, 107, 109. 428, 401
Canadian .Northern (tiitarlo, 70, 133
Canadian Northern guebec, 70, 135, 231, 522,

York,

.New

.Southwestern, 71

Hocking \alley, 085
llouxton & Texas Central, 558
Houston Belt & Terminal, 71

Hudson & .Manhattan, 71

Baltimore Sc Olilo, 70, 107, 290, 058
& Ohio Southwestern, 231
Beaumont & <jreat Northern. 35, 523
Beaumcni, Sour l.oke & Weatern, 053
Blrniliitihiini .Southern, 387
Boston A: Alliiinv, 70, ti54
BoHlon & .Maine, 327, 3S7
Brookhaven & I'eurl Itlvr, 70, 71, 387
BuflTalo & SuHcjuehanna, 72, 387, 427
BulTalo, Rochi'Ster & ritli<hur);h, 74U

N>w Haven & Hartford, 231, 232, 263
i2», 296. 327. 491. 492. 524. 558. 622
York Public l9«rvlce Commluloo, FIrat Dlatrlct, 70
-Sew York 8tat« Public Service Commluloo, Se«ood District. 70, 459, 558, 653
Northern Central, 428
Norfolk & Wettern, 327, 590
Northiru Paclllc, 70. 135. 168 (2)
.Northwviitern Pacific, 232

New

Paciflc.

(2)

460 (2L 022. 686

686

Wabash. 35
Washington County. 135
Washington. Idaho & Montana
Waterloo. Cedar Falls k Northern. 72
Western Alleghenv. 231. 232
Wllllamsiin. Greenville Jk St. I..oul8. 523
Wisconsin Central. 199
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley. 428

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION
Aberdeen & Ashboro. 232
Aberdeen & Tomblgbce Valley, 401, 034
AJo Valley Railroad, 740
Alabama Railway & Electric Co., 080
.\lbany ,t Schoharie, 710
Alexonder & Eastern, 740
Alexan.lrla. Leesvllle & Lufkln, 740
Alton, St. Louis & Cairo (Electric), 623
Altus. Roswell & El Paso. OSO
.\merlcan Railroad of INuMo Rico, 297
Arkansas, Uiulsiaua & Gulf, 104. 054
Arkansas. Oklahoma & Western, 30, 104
.Vrkansas Itoads. 590
.•\tchlson. Tcpeka & Santa Fe, 492
Atlanta & St. Andrews Ray. 055
Atlanta, Blrnil!ii;ham & Atlantic, 104, 023
Atlanta. Norcross & Gainesville, 104
Atlantic, Quebec & Western, 200, 297, 030

Bitter Root, 740

Black Mountain Railway, OSO
Lumber Company's Road, 30
Blue Ridge Traction. 232
Boston & .\ll)anv. OSO
Boston & .Maine. 'JtlO
Bow River Collieries. 328
Ili'Inson Railway. 401
British Colutubi'a (Electricl, 200
Brooklyn Rapid Transit, 73
Brownsville, Carmlchaels & Waynesburg (Elcctrlct,
109

Itlair

Brownsville,

(Electric),

109, 023, OSd
BulTalo & Lake Erie Traction. 590
BulTalo Creek vV; Gaulev, 30
BulTalo. Rochester & Plilsburgh, 130. 717

BurranI Westminster Boundary, Railway
gallon, 203
Burrs Ferry, BrowndcU & Chester, 539

Bhlflmore & Ohio, 72. 429

Baton Ro

vV

Navi

Carolina Valley. ;;0
Central California. '233
Centralla Eastern. 109
Central Ontario, 72
Chaniplain t Snnford. 0.15
Charlotte HarN>r * Norlhem. 104
Charli'Ston. Parkersluirg *: Western, 200

Challahoochee VaI;•^. lOi
Cherokee Belt & Ii

Co.,

055, 086

.97

Cherryvaie. Oklal.
Chesterlieid

Cairo & Kanawha. 73
Cairo & Norfolk. 401
Canada West Coal Comnanies Railroad. 73
Canadian Nirlheru, 130. 207, 492. 559, 590. 623,

Balnbrldg

Bessemer & Lake lOrle, 36, 055
BlenTllloQuilmau. 401. 524
Bingham Gcnlial, 055
HIrmlngham & Gulf Railway & Navigation

Masontowu & Smlthflcld

Canadian Northern Ontario. 104, 65.-«. 087
Canadian^ Paciflc, 160, 200, 401, 402, 559, 590,
055. 717
Canadian River Railroad. 492
Canadian Roads, tt35
Canadian Valley Railroad. 401. 500
Cananea. Vai|ui River & Paciflc, 233. 4-29. 590, 65S
Cape Breton, 32S
Carolina. Cllntcb|iort & Ohio. 087

>V

l.i

Chicago *; Mlhvaii
Chicago & Waltish \
Chicago. I.ake Shore
,

.V.l>.

,

i

Ai

:.\.

104. 324

.n;

South Bcml (Electric!, 109,

7 IS

Chicago. Milwaukee & Gary.

4'29.

.".90

S
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RAILEOAD CONSTRUCTION — Continue
Milwaukee &

Chicago.

401;,

St.

Paul,

104,

328,

401,

(ili.'l

Chicago Uallwaya

Co.,

328

Chicago, Itock Inland & I'aclDc, 461. 747
Chicago, South licrul & Northern Indiana, 328, 509
Cincinnati. Bluffton & Chicago, 130
Clear Lake & Southern, 328
Coal & Coke, 461
Coast Line Railway. 233
Colorado & Southern, 233. 687
Colorado, Hereford & Gulf, 687
Colorado, Oklahoma & Eastern, 429

Colorado Itoads,

G.">5

& Mexico, 559, 747
Krle, 233
Columbus, Colorado & Mexico. 687
Coluiuhus. Magnetic Springs & Northern, 233
Copper Itlvor & Northwestern, 524
Cortliind & Auburn, 233
Cdlioii n.lt. 747
Crow'.s Ncsl & Northern. 328, 401
Cumijcrlaud Itallroad, IflO
Cumberland Ulver & Nashville, 104
Colonulo. Texas

Columhus &

& Rloonisburg Street Railway. 136
liansvllle & Mount Morris. 105
Dayton, Lebanon & Cincinnati Unllmad & Terminal Co.. 130
Delaware & Kaslcrn. G87
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, 747
Denver, Laramie & North Western, 297, 087
Denver, N.)nb -Wcslcrn & Paclllc. 105
l)envcr, N.)iili Wcslcrn & Pacific, 087
DcMv.T
Tr!insconlin,-nliil. Ida
Duliilb & Nc.rlhcrii .Miuiirsota. 30
Duliilh. Italncy Lake & Winnipeg, 429
Durango & Sombrerete, 492
Durham & Southern, 200
nansvllle

,1^

Columbia, 655
169
i::i-i.,ri ,t Soulb
lielbleheni Transit Co.. 328
D.liiM.riton A: Slave Lake, 687
Kdmiinton. Yukon & Pacific. 087
El I'aso & Southwestern, 559
El Reno Red River & Pacific, 655
Erie. 233
lOsiiulmalt & Nanalmo, 655
i;ureka mil. 233
Eviinsville Ml. Carmel & Olney Tnterurban.
Evansvllle Terminal Railway, 655
i:,isirni
i:,i-i

lirillsh

r.1,.,,111111,

Kalrchlia & North Carolina, 200
Kalrehlid & Northeastern, 204
Florida Central, 36, 233
Florida East Coast, 105
Kort Wayne & Springfield Traction. 297
Fourche River Valley & Indian Territory, 105
Franklin & Clearfield, 559
Frankfort, Delphi & Chicago Traction, 087

Galveston Terminal. 233
(;eorgla & Florida. 655
(irand Rapids & Indiana, 36

Grand Tr-unk,
Grand Trunk

525. 747
73. 105. 233, 297. 429, 461,
.-.'.Ml.
623, 655

I'Mcllic,

492. 559.

Grand

\':illr\

i

i:i.>,|ric),

591, 655

Great Amerfnni, 492
Great Nnilhcrn, 73. 429, 687
Great Weslcrn, 525
Greenville & Knoxvlile. 73
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, 105

Hancock & East Branch. 687
Marrisvllle

& Cornwallls,

559. 623

llillsbnro & Northeaslei-n, 104
Ilornell & Itansvllle. 105
Ilolston River Railway. 687
Hudson Hay Pacific. 623

Hudson Companies, 136
Hudson & Manhattan, 130
Idaho Norlhern Railroad. 525, 747
Idaho & Washington Northern, 105
Hllnols Central. 200. 297. 493. 718
Illinois. Iowa & Minnesota, 429
Ilwaco Railroad. 73
Indianapolis. Huntington. Columbia City & Northwestern. 233
Indianapolis. Logansport & Chicago. 200
Indianapolis. Logansport & Ohio, 328
Indian Creek Valley, 105. 429
Interborough Rapid Transit Co.. 623, 747
Inter-California, 233
luterlnke Railroad, 493
Interstate Railway, 233
Jollet

Joplin

&
&

Sontlicrn Traction Co.. 233
Pacific ( Elect rici. 71

Luke Erie & Youngstown (Electric). 591
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, 429, 493, 559
Lake .Superior & Ishpemlng, 105
Laramie, Hahn's I'eak & Pacific. 105, 233, 591
Lima &. Toledo Traction. 233. 461
Lincoln Northern Railway, 233
Little River, 36
Little Rock, Maumelle
Long Island, 328

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Louisiana &
Louisville
Louisville

&

&

Central. 233
Kansas City and Kansas Southwestern. 420
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 136, 233, 559. 623,

655

Kansas City Terminal. 32S
Kansas Southern & Gulf, 233
Kentucky Mblbind. 36
Kentii.-liV

.\

Ulver. Interurban. 525. 023

iilil.v

\ I'euncssee. 233
South, 591
Kenlnckv N.ulb
KeweiMuiw Central. 169
Klngsport & Bristol, 73

Electric,

&

Mansfield Traction. 137

Mexican Central, 105, 297, 591
Mexican International. 493, 623
Mexico Milling & Transportation Co., 328
Mexican Pacific Coast, 233, 591
Mexican Railway, 4.30
Mexican Roads. 105. 429. 461. 493. 5.-9. 591. 747
Mexico. Santa Fe & Perry Traction, 169
Milwaukee Terminal Ry.. "623
Mingo & Moncngahela, 105
Minidoka & Southwestern. 36
Minneapolis. St. Paul & Sault Sle. Marie, 137, 591
Mississippi Central. 200
Missouri & North Arkansas, 200. 525, 718
Missouri Southern, 105
Mollne. Ro(k Island & Eastern Traction, 430
Montana Railroad, 105, 298
Morehead & North Pork, 36

Morgantown & Dunkard Valley fElectrIc), 169
Morgantown Interstate (Electric), 109
Mountain Central, 36. 169
Mountain Home & White River, 655
Myersdale Construction & Equipment Co., 087
Nashville & HiintsvlUe, 655
Nebraska. Kansas & Southern. 687

200

.Salem-Mehama. 234
Salt I^ke & Ogden. 73
San Diego & Arizona, 204, 493, 500
San Diego Eastern, 264
San Francisco & Bay Counties Railway. 462
San Francisco, Oakland & San Jose, 462

San Francisco, Oakland k San

Jose, Consolidated,

462
San Francisco. Idaho & Montana, 105
San Juan. Tavlcbc A: Oaiaca. 493. 747
Santa Fe Liberal A; Englew.XK], 493
.Saratoga & Eucnm]nnent. 718
Savannah. Augusta & Northern, 200
Schenectady & Margaretvlllc, 688
South & North Alabama, 73
South A: Western. 73
South Dakota Central, 234, 718
South Dakota Roads (Electric). 6^8
South Omaha & Western, 36. 718
Southern Pacific, 109, 234, 329, 430, 591, 747
Southern Pacific (Meilcoj, 656
Southern Railway. 718
Southwestern Railway of Texas. 656
Spokane. I'ortland & Seattle, 462, 525. 024
Sixikane & Inland Empire (Electric), 201
Stpphenvllle .North & South Texa.s. lo5
Sti'Ubenvlllc & East Liverpool. 624. 6S8
Sugar Creek & Northern. 747
t..-_
- v«„.
a
York, t160
New x'a,.!.
Susquehanna &
Swan Creek Railway, 73
I

Nevada-CalifornlaOregon. 73
Nevada County Narrow Gage, 105, 233
Nevada Northern. 137. 525
New Orleans Great Northern. 559
New York & Long Island. 718
New Y'ork & North Shore Traction. 137
New York. Auburn & Lansing (Electric), 73
New York, Canadian & Paclllc. 747
New York Central & Hudson River. 055. 687
New York Suhwavs. 73. 105. 137.200,493,655,747
Norfolk & Southern. 233
North Midland (Electrici. 747
Northern Dakota. 264, 493
Northern Electric, 264
Northern of Maine. 200
Northwestern Railroad, 36, 718

Ocean Shore Electric. 655
Ohio Kiec-trlc Railway. 233. 461, 055. 747
Ohio lilvor & Northern, 655
Ohio Roads. 559
Oklahoma Central. 525
Oklahoma-El Reno Interurban, 655
Oklahoma, El Rono & Shawnee (Electric).
Orange & Southwestern. 656
Oregon Eastern, 233. 747
Oregon Electric. 264. 623. 6S7
Oregon Railroad & Navigation, 36, 73, 233
Oregon Short Line, 36. 718
Oregon. Washington & Idaho, 36. 73
Oregon Western. 233
Osceola, Little River

Northeastern, 462, 624

Sacramento Valley & Eastern, 234. 204

687

&

&

St. Joseph. Savannah & Northern, 264
St. Joseph Valiej- Railway. 234
St. Joseph Valley Traction, 234
St. Louis & Oklahoma Southern, 160
St. Louis & San Francisco, 656
St. Ix)uls, Brownsville ic Mexico. 656
yulncy Traction.
St. I-,oulB. Terre Haute

Matamoros & Santa Cruz St. Railway, 297
Memphis, I'arls & Gulf, 297
Memphis & State, 297

Tacoma Eastern, 430

Tampa

Northern, 201
Haute, Robinson,

Tcrrc

Olney

& Southwestern,

656, 747

&

Paclflc, 058, 747
Northern. 748
Roads, 29,8, 748
Stale. 105
Toledo. St. Louis & New Orleans. 36
Topeka & Northwestern. 36
Toronto. Hamilton A Buffalo, 105
Tremont & Gulf, 105
Trinity County Lumber Company, i48
Tuscaloosa Belt Railway, 201

Texas
Texas
Texas
Texas

Central, 30
Inlon Central. 234. 088
I'nlon Industrial, 656

rmatlUa

linlon Pacific. 36, 718, 748

United Traction Co., 36
Co., 298

i4i

Union Traction

& Western. 73

Oweusboro & Rockport Bridge & Terminal
200

Co..

Valley River, 201
Vancouver Island & Eastern, 624, i4S
Vancouver. Victoria & Eastern, 73, 088
Vancouver. Westminster & Yukon, 088
Van's Harbor Land «i Lumber Company's Road, 105
Vera Crtiz Terminal, 6.'i8
Versailles & Sedalla, 73
Victoria Terminal Railway & Ferrv Co.. r,ss
Tavlorvllle Traction. 2iU
Virden
Virginia & Southwestern, 688
Virginia Air Line. 73
v<k

&
&

Eastern. 105
Southeastern, 656
Paducah Northern. 200

Pacific
Pacific

Pan-American. 137. 656
Panhandle Short Line. 264. 591
Parral & Durango. 200
Payette Valley. 200
Poach River & Gulf. 687

WalcottrlUc i
Washington. 1:

Pecos & Balinorhea. 461
Peninsula Railway. 3(i. 206. 233
Pennsylvania. 137. 32S. 559. 650, 74i ,
^
,„
Pennsylvania & Marvland Street (Electric). 30
Pennsvlvanla Lines West. 36. 329. 050. 747
Pennsylvania Roads (Electric). 591
Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal, 329
Perklo'mcn Traction. 264
Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington. 329
Philadelphia & Reading. 233
Pine Mountain Railroad. 73
Pittsburg. BInghamton & Eastern. lO.i. liiO. 298

Watc

Canonhurg & Woshlngton.

Washington
Waslllni;:

2114

Pittsburgh. Shawmut & Northern. 73, 525, 559
Piensantvlile F.lectrle Traction. 591
Port Angeles Railway £ Terminal. 6S7
Port O'Connor lilo Grande & Northern. 559
Portland. Eugene & Eastern. 233
Port Slinp9<in & Fort Churchill. 233
Prince Rupert & Port SImpstin. 560
Public Belt Line, 204

Quebec & New Brunswick, 200
Quebec Eastern, 329

201

r,.l,lw.il.

HI,

Washiuirton.

,

Kentii.liv

>\:

Ruston, Natchitoches

Pine Bluff, 36
Atlantic, 73
Nashville, 73

& Northeastern, 403
Manlslique, 233

Pittsliurgb.

Kanawha

OBceoIa, 493, 624
Koodhouse & Virden Railway, 200
Roscoe Snyder &. i'aclflc, 560

Francisco, 461
Harl)or Co.. 461. 655
HarlKjr Railroad Co., 461, 655

Massliion, Wooster

Rio Grande, Sierra iladre & Paclflc, 747
Robert Lee, Fort Chadburne & Eastern. 200
Rochester, Coming & Klmlra, 623. 718
Rockport. Langdon & Northern, 624

Rome &

& Western, 73

& Han

Manistee

Maryland

d.

Randolph & Cumberland, 105
Red Bud & Belleville Interurban, 169
Rio Grande Railroad, 298

West
West

056

:

i.urg,

'1.

73

i

(Electric). 056
V
Western ^ A-l.ni;;.. k:
Western Allegheny, 36. «56
Iowa Electric), 201
Western Illinois
Western Pacific. 36. 624
Wh.-ollng * Lake Erie. 105. 148
Wichita Falls i Northwestern System, lOo
Wichita Valley. 688
Wilmington fs Westchester (Electric), 13i
Wisconsin Central. 560
Northern. 73
Wisconsin
Wolf. Meganllc \ I.otblnlere, 201
Woodstock. Marengo, Genoa & Sycamore (Electric), 160
WoodvlUe KaUroad, 73

West.

.<c

i

.1:

* Mississippi Valley. 298 IS
Yellowstone Park. 36
York il'ennsvlvnnial. Rallwav. 493
Youngstown i Ohio River (Electrici
Yougnlogheny & Cheat Klver, 591

Ya».oo
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AlaHka fentral, 748
Albany & HudBoti, 430
ArkanBas, Oklaliomu & Wcnteru, 100
Atchlnon, Topektt & Santa Fe, 73, 201, 320,
050
Atlanta & Carolina. 748
Atlantic Coast Line, 2B8, 430, 748

4!):!,

llalnbrldee Northeagtern, 402, 591
Ilaltlniore & Ohio, 73, 100, 137, 100,
430, SOO, .lOl

208,

329,

BIrmlnRharu & Gulf nallnay & Navigation
403
Boston & Albany, 024
Boston & Maine, 73, 100, 137. 100, 388, 501
UoBton & \Voic««ter Street, 109
BrInHon Railway, 402
Brooklyn Hapid Transit. 402

Co.,

Gulf

&

Chicago, 74

<;ulf

&

Hblii Island, 100, 201, 330, 494,

It Koutbero, 234
& W^biern, 202, 388, 526, 624
Northern Kle<trlc, 138
N«rthi-rn Paclllc, 430, 500. 592
Northern S.-eurltles. 10*1
Ni/rlbern Texab Traction, 718

Norfolk
Norfolk

592

Havana

Central, 718
Hocking Valley, 202, 330, 525
Houston Bell & Terminal, 20Z
Hudson & Manhattan, 17U, 264

IIudHou Companlea, 264

Buffalo. Iloeliester & Pittsburgh,
500, 591, 024, 088

137,

201,

52.'),

Calumet & South Chicago (Electric), 718
Camden & Trenton, 298
Canadian Northern, 298
Canadian Northern Ont., 656
Canadian Paclllc, 73, 201, 208, 320. 525, 024
Carolina, Cllnchtlcld & Ohio, 430, 525
Central of Ceorcia, 388
I'liesapeake & Olll,,. 201. 525, 591, 024, 748
Clwsapeakc Western. 024
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

&

Alton. 137, 71.S

& Ilasiiin Illinois, 71S
& Illinois Western. 73
& Milwaukee Kleclrle. 201,

388, 525, 500

& Western Indiana, 201
Burlington & Quincv, 748

Chicago, Clneliiniiti & Louisville, 204, 493
Chicago Cltv Kalhvnv, 525
Chicago Great Weste"™, 74, 137, 493
Chicago, Indiana & Sonlherii. 4i;2, 591
Chicago, Joliet & Kansas, OSS
Chicago Junction Kallway, 493
Chicago, Milwaukee & Carv, 3.S8. .'>02
Chicago, Jlilwaukee & St. Paul, 109, 201, 502, 748
Chicago Hallways. 201. 329. 388. 688
Chicago, Uoek Island & Pacllic, 71, 137, 170, 329.
388, 525
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis

& Omaha, 430
Chicago Terminal Transfer, 74, 106
Chicago 1'nion Traction, 493
Cincinnati & .Muskingum Valley, 74
Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago, 430
Cincinnati. Hamilton & Uayton, 74. 402. 525
Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Paclflc. 024
Cleveland & Marietta. 74
Cleveland, Cineinnati. Chicago & St. Louis. 170
Cleveland. Lorain & Wheeling, 170
Colorado & Southern, 74, 201, 493
Columbia River & Northern. 500
Connecticut Railway & Lighting, 170
Cripple Creek Central, 100
Cuba Railroad, 560
nayton & Xenia, 430
Delaware
Hudson, 170, 201. 29.S, 330, 493, 525,
560
Denver & Rio Grande, 493. 688. 718
Denver, North-Western & Paclflc. 137
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton, 201, 234. 330, 388

Idaho Northwestern, 650
Illinois Central, 170, 202, 234, 204, 298, 388.

430
500, .592, 088
Iowa & Minnesota, 388
Indiana llarlior Belt, 404
nlerliorough .Metropolitan, 298
iuierlM. rough Itiipid Transit, 330, 388, 592 024
Intircolonlai, 525
International & Great Northern, 138. 202 2ys'
389, 430, 402, 500, 502, 088
International Traction, 138
Iowa Central, 624
Illinois,

j'.30,

I

'.

688
Erie Traction, 137

70. 592.

bicago

Kansas City, Fort Scott & Memphis, 088
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, 204, 50o
Kansas City Southern, 138, 298, 402

Louisiana
Louisville

& Arkansas,
& Nashville,

Ke..

Jersey,

Galveston Terminal Railway, 592
Georgia Soutliern & Florida, 201
Grand Trunk, 330
Grand Trunk Pacific, 201. 402, 494
Great Northern, 234, 388, 430, 404, 500, 592
Green Bav & Western, 137
Greenwich & Johnsonvilie, OSS

202, 494, 560

526

.Seahoard Air Line. 74, 106. 330. 430, 526. 624, 748
II.
ris

Senlll,.
So.,

430. 494. 520. 560. 592. 656

S
So

4.30
-

(21, 3.30. 430. 404, 636,

KHi

.

Soi::

.V.

Spokane

Spokane, I'ortland

New I^ngiand Investment & Security Co., 502
New Orleans, Mobile & Chicago, 74," 264
New Orleans Terminal, 402
New York & Long Island, 718, 748
New York Central & Hudson River, 100, 138,

&

024

Seattle. 380.

560

Tallulah Kails. 74, 202
Ternlsruuta Railway, 404
Texii." .V PaclOc, 138, 204. 298. 380. 430, 462, 526,

rnderground Electric of London. 560. 592. 748
Inlon Pncltlc. 100, 170, 202, 298. 330. 389. 494,
Inlteil Kallwnvs Investment Co.. 462
I'niied Ilnllways of St. Loals. 656. 748

Iniied
170,

748

Central Lines, 74. 100, 138, 330, 402,

New York, Chicago & St. Louis. 170, 208
New York Cltv Railway. 74, 170, 202,

States

Express. 592

Vandalla. 106
Virginia & Southwestern. 656
VIrgnlan Railway, 718

WaUish. 502
430,

404.

520, 592, 718

New York Connecting, 592
New Y'ork. New Haven & Haitford.

138, 170.
202. 204, 330, 388, 592, 624, 656, 688, 718,
74,

748

& Western, 170. 330, 526
York-Philadelphia Company (Electric), 170,

York, Ontario

330

688

202, 389, 526. 748

718

l:;t<:riiallonal,

0.-.6

Nevada Central. 138

New
New

088

525

National of Mexico, 526
National Railways of Mexico. 170. 202, 204. 330,

624.

.

New

526, 592

FItchburg Railroad, 592
Florida East Coast, 170

Louis, 208,

202, 330, 494
74, 138, 234, 330,

Mevicnn Southern. 402
Jlldland Valiev. 088
Michigan Centra!. 100
.Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, 202, 430,
520. 624
.Mississippi Valiev. 138
Missouri & North Arkansas. 526
.Missouri, Kansas & Texas. 138. 650. 748
Mi.ssouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, 024
Missouri Pacific. 106, 170, 624
Mobile & Ohio. 380
Mobllo, .Tackson & Kansas Cltv, 74
Mohawk Valley, 100, 138

592.

St.

Soutbcrn, 170

inv, 494,
rn. 100

.Metropolitan Street Railway. 494. 525. 502. 688
Metropolitan West Side Eltvitcd Railway (CblcagiO. 088
Mexican Central, 202, 525. 592
Mexican International. 330

430,

&

Quebec. Montreal

Macon & Birmingham, 202
Maccn, Dulilln & Savannah, 525
Maine Central, 748
Manhattan Raliwav (Elevated), 718

New York

688

&

138
n ot

Publi.j .<.'l

Lake Shore & Electric, 430
Lake Shore & Michigan .Southern. 500, 592
Leavenworlh, Kansas & Western, 494
Leiiigh & Hudson River, 430, 525
Lehigh ic New England, 462
Lehigh Coal & .Navigation, 430, 462
Lelilgh Valley, 494. 500, 592
Little Kanawha, 592
Long Island, 298

v<i

Krie, 100, 29S, 330, 388, 462, 494, 525, 560. 592.

1
•

494, 560, 592, 650

138. 748

Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal. 3S9
Waterloo. Cedar Fails * Northern. 624
West .Jersey & Seashore. 3.30
Western Marvland. OSS
Western Pacific. OSS
Westchester Traction. 4.30
Western Maryland, 389, 748
Znnesvllle

k Western, 106
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A

plan had been worked out and was about to be declared
Mexican Central, the National
of Mexico, the
Mexican International and the Interoceanic of
corporation
to be known as the National
Mexico in one great holding
lines.

effective for the consolidation of the

The princiiial changes in railroad owner-ship or control during
(lie year
1907 are lisleti briefly in another column.
The list includes purchases of street railways for steam railroad lines and
the steamship purchases of the year of the New York. New Haven
& Hartford. The expansion of the New Haven's influence is, on
the whole, the year's most striliing development, particularly taken
in connection with the purchases of the Connecticut Railway &
Lighting Company and the Rhode Island trolleys, which took place
late in Decembei'. UIOG.
The final outcome of the Boston & Maine
pui-cliase is still unsettled, but

it is

likely that Massachusetts, after

having safeguarded her interests by certain legislative restrictions,
will sanction the merger, which is a natural development and in
the direction of the best tendencies of railroad consolidation. An enunique piece of financing by the New Haven was the Increase and exchange of stock of the Consolidated Railway, which
tirely

controlled most of Ihe

New England

New

Navigation

Haven's electric

lines, for stock of the

Company which owned

the

Sound steam-

The stock of the Consolidated Railway, tripled so as
the Navigation securities, was then exchanged share for
share for stock of the New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad
Iwat lines.

to cover

itself,

the stock

of

the Consolid.ited

Railway and of the Naviga-

company remaining in the treasury of the merged company
as free assets. At the same time a new company, the New England Steamship Company, was organized to operate the Sound lines.
The purchase by the New Haven of a projected high-speed electric
road in the suburban territory north of New York and of one of the
tion

—

few remaining small independent lines in its territory the Pough& Eastern were further evidences of Ihe unification of the
system, while the piir<hases of steamship lines running from its
territory to I'hiladelphia. Baltimore, Newport News. Norfolk and
Savannah marked a new and bold extension of the New Haven's
influence.
The purchase of the Chicago & Alton by the Toledo.
St. Louis & Western was another important development of the
year.
The Alton after having been controlled first by the Union
Pacific and most recently by the Rock Island Company now goes
to a road smaller and much less important than itself but with
which it, is to work closely in future.
keepsie

—

The acquisition of control of the Mexican Central by the government of Mexico placed most of the railroad mileage of that
country in the hands of the federal authorities and definitely committed the government to the policy of consolidation of competing

when the financial storm broke and postponed
Judging by the announced terms of this plan, the
new company will have an exceeding amount of water in its stock.
But apparently consolidation of competing lines and stock watering
The
are desirable when they are carried out by a government.
Baltimore & Ohio by paying off the bonds of the Chicago Terminal
Transfer gained a share in the control of this important Chicago
belt line from which it leases its Chicago freight and passenger
terminals.
It is probable that the Baltimore & Ohio and the BurEarly in January the Northwestern
lington will control it jointly.
Pacific was incorporated to lake over various small railroads north
of San Francisco and east of the Southern Pacific's San FranciscoPortland line, some of which were owned by the Southern Pacific
and the rest by Ihe Santa Fe. These two groups of these are to
be connected by a through line and operated by the new company
which is controlled by the two large railroads jointly.
Early in the year the Seaboard .\ir Line bought almost all
of the stock of the Macon, Dublin & Savannah, by which It gets a
better line between Atlanta. Ga.. and Savannali. .\ 95-niile line of
the Santa Fe, which will eventually probably form part of a new
trans-continental cul-off for both roads, was transferred during the
year to the Southern Pacific. The Central of Georgia, whose status
during the last 11 years had never been made quite clear, was sold
and proved to have been held since 1S96 by the reorganization
committee of the Richmond Terminal Railroad & Warehouse Company for the benefit of the Southern Railway. The Burlington,
which has much mileage in Nebraska, took over a Great Northern
line in that state, thus placing all the Hill road in Nebraska under
one management. The lease of the Pere Marquette to the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton was abrogated and the Pere Marquette
is now in process of reorganization as a solvent independent company. The Boston & Maine, the Delaware & Hudson and the New
York, New Haven & Hartford all extended their ownership of electric linos by purchase of small companies.
The two Hill transcontinentals bought the Astoria & Columbia River which runs west
along the south bank of the Columbia river below Portland, thus
preventing it from falling in the hands of the Harrlman companies
and keeping for themselves the rich timber resources of its territory.
The belt line of the New York Central at Chicago thought
Railways
its

of Mexico,

completion.
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the oulsr ralloagr- of the Chicago Jinn Hon ItuUway, lhu« KlreiigthThe Maine
its Influeix.e In the Chicago ihrmlnal n-rrilory.

enlng

by buying three Hmall railroads

Maine, Increased its
territorial monopoly in that state.
Most of the other purchases
were unimportant, representing the taltlng over of small branch
lines by strong companies.
Central,

in

Ixjund traffic over
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thifi

to

lUi<-

1.

.Springfield (or delivery there to the

There would therefore Iw advantages

to both parties If this
reported consolidation should take place.
There remain to be considered the owners of the Cincinnati,
Hamilton & Dayton, J. F. Morgan & Company, who paid a high

Alton.

to protect the general trunk
probable that they would be willing to turn
over this property to the Clover Leaf-Alton interests? To attempt
THE CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON AND THE
an answer to this question It is nwessary to go back several years
"CLOVER LEAF' SYSTEM
and consider the reasons which brought about the purchase of the
There have recently been reports that the Cincinnati, Hamilton Cincinnati, Hamilton & DaytonPere Marquette aggregation by the
& Dayton, now In a receiver's hands, will soon become part of the guardian spirit of the trunk line railroads. To them the bitter pill
new system made up of the Toledo, St. I.,ouls & Western and the of the "Great Central Route" was that the rich traffic originated
Chicago & Alton. It 18 Interesting to observe the reasons which by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton in the prosperous manufacturmight bring about such a consolidation and its possible ad- ing regions of western Ohio, which previously had been turned over
to the various trunk lines at their respective Junction points with
vantages.

for a

price
line

bankrupt road In order

situation.

Is

it

NEW

The Alton and the Clover Leaf now connect with each other
only at St. Louis. Not only is this a roundabout route for through
business between Kansas City and Toledo, for which it is to be
assumed they expect to compete, and also a route which involves
the lif lays due to the frequent congestion of the St. Ix>ui.s tr-rminals
and bridges, but for 117 miles westward out of St. Louis the Alton,
having no line of its own, uses the Burlington tracks. Therefore
a connection between the Alton and the Clover Leaf north of St.
Louis is needed. The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton would supply
this.
Its line from Hamilton. Ohio, west to Springfield. lil., 29G
miles, intersects the Clover Leaf at Metcalfe, 111., 105 miles east of
Springtleld, which is on the Chicago & Alton's line to Kansas City
over its own rails all the way.
It has been pointed out by the Clover Leaf interests that by
building a seven-mile connecting line from Panama, 111., on the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western 50 miles northeast of St. Louis, west
to the eastern end of a Chicago & Alton branch at Litchfield, the
two roads could easily be connected. Even this route, however,
would be roundabout for through traffic for it would be necessary
to haul cars out of their east and west direction south or north
either between Roodhouse and CarroUton or between lies, which is
More than this, these
Just south of Springfield, and Carllnville.
southern lines of the Alton are not its most efficient lines, while
at Sjiringfipld is the eastern end of its recently opened air-line
cut-oft from lies to Murrayviile on its Kansas City lino.
The distance between Kansas City and Toledo by the AltonC, H. & D. -Clover Leaf route is 686 miles as against 662 miles by
the Wabash, 721 miles by the suggested Panama-Li tch field cut-off
and 734 miles by the Chicago & Alton and the Clover Leaf via St.
Louis. Over the Burlington and the Lake Shore via Chicago the
distance between Kansas City and Toledo is 733 miles.
Between Cincinnati territory and Kansas City the advantage
in distance is all with the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton-Chicago
& Alton route. By it the distance from Cincinnati to Kansas City
Is 613 miles, while from Cincinnati to Kansas City over the Big
Four and the Mis.souri Pacific is 659 niilej--, and over the Pennsylvania Lines and the Missouri Pacific 6G8 miles. Dayton, Ohio,
to Kansas City by the Pennsylvania-Missouri Pacific route is 635
miles; by the Hamilton & Dayton-Alton route 620 miles. Hamilton.
Ohio, to Kansas City over the Pennsylvania Lines and the Missouri
Pacific is 634 miles as against 587 miles by the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton and the Alton. Then, too, the other and longer routes
are all through St. Louis. They include the transfer between East
St. Louis and St. Louis and handling by two, three or four different
carriers.

The advantages

of a combination of the Cincinnati,

line to be carried eastward over their tracks
instead hauled north to Detroit and there turned
over to the Pere Marquette to be hauled eastward north of Lake

this north

and south

to tidewater,

was

Erie to the Buffalo gateway. The same thing was true of traffic
between western Ohio territory and Chicago. In either case the
Pere Marquette was a roundabout route for such traffic. As one
railroad officer expressed it, it was carrying freight "round Robin
Hood's barn." It was primarily to put a stop to this that the "Great
Central" roads were taken over.
United with the Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the Chicago
A Alton, the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton would have, from the
standpoint of the trunk lines, few of the same possibilities for harm
Eastbound
that It did when working with the Pere Marquette.
traffic from Ohio points would not be affected in any way whatever
by such a consolidation. It is this which is most Important and
which in particular made the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton-Pere
Marquette merger unendurable to the trunk line community of interest.
Furthermore the present arrangements for westbound tiafflc.
so far as the Chicago gateway is concerned, would not be disturbed. It Is this gateway in which the trunk lines are directly
interested.
The Chicago-Atlantic seaboard roads would be affected
only by the loss of traffic which they formerly received at Chicago
from the Chicago & Alton, but this they are apparently in any case
to lose as far as Toledo to the Toledo, St. Louis & Western. Thus,
from a traffic standpoint and it was the potentialities of the "Great
Central Route" as a traffic disturber that brought about its purchase
—there seems to be no reason of moment why the trunk lines should
object to this sale of the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton.
A consolidation of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Day
Toledo, St. Louis & Western and the Chicago & Alt
advantageous to all three and would not disturb the e>
Accompanied by at
relations in trunk line territory.
prevent "Robin Hood's barn" routings, which do not
belong to the proposed combination, such for exampb
sible one from Dayton. Ohio, south to Hamilton, west thr

—

apolis.

Ind.,

to

Springfield,

111.,

thence north to Chic:

seems to be no strong reason why the o"
Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton should object to this
It should be remembered that this is not a proph
is to come about but an examination of the facts and
Alton, there

:

of such a merger.

REVIEW OF

1907

From the standpoint of a railroad officer, the most valuable
Hamilton & record of the commercial asjiects of a year is that comprised In a
not only the collection of the annual reports of the railroads themselves and of

Dayton with the Clover Leaf and the Alton would be,
saving In distance, but what is more important to both shippers
and passengers, through lines under one management. This, particularly in freight service, means quicker time and simpler
methods.
In all these ways the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton
would well round out the through routes of the present Clover LeafAlton system.

From the standpoint of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton such
an arrangement would be important and valuable. The HamiltonSpringfield line does not now amount to much beyond Indianapolis.
Such a consolidation would greatly increase the importance of all
of this line and particularly of its now little used western end.
The lines between Cincinnati and Toledo are and always have been
profitable because this is a rich manufacturing territory.
A through
traffic alliance with the Alton would not only mean a great increase
of traffic on the Springfield line from the we.^t to this manufacturing territory, but would result in the routing of much west-

the great industrial corporations, interpretwl with

understanding.

The Railroad Oazettc has made a continuous

to present this

effort

record currently In an Intelligent manner, and the illustrated round-

another column will aid In fixing In
But the 1907 covered bj' the
annual reports begins six months earlier and ends six months
later than the 1907 of the calendar a year which is worthy of attenbecause many important tilings have happened In
tion in review
it, and certain long-prominent tendencies have been reversed.
In less than three months' elapsed time a severe car shortage
of some three years' duration has been turneti into a widespread and
marked surplusage; gross earnings have dipped down at a pronounced angle from the former curve of increase; expenses, after
piling along nearly without interruption for a decade, have begun
to waver, and a hostile and dangerous public sentiment has become
mild as a dove. In twelve months' elapsed time It has become vlr-

up of the report reviews

memory

in

the salient points of tbe year.

—

—
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has been in maintenance of equipment, as is naturally the
case in view of the material increases in the size of equipment
Until last year, the next greatest increase per cent, over the
used.
1899 base was the cost of maintenance of way and structures, and
is
this
also natural because the heavier equipment required a better
roadbed. But during this past year traffic has been so enormous
and costs have so constantly increased that in spite of the very
and a much smaller gain up to 1907.
liberal maintenance expenditures, the cost of
B07
1306
conducting transportation has taken a sudI90S
den bend upward and has gone to second place
on the diagram. From pi'esent indications, all
three of these curves are likely to bend downward in the 1908 year, although almost five
months of this 1908 year passed before traffic
began suddenly to drop off. Therefore, the
effect will perhaps not be fully represented
The significance in the
in next year's figures.
extraordinary rise in the item of conducting
transportation is best understood when it is
realized that a large group of roads have been
spending over $3,000 per locomotive a year on
maintenance and renewals out of income;
that several roads have charged an average of
over $190 per freight car for the same purpose
and that the expenditure for maintenance of
way per single-track mile (counting two miles
of switches and sidings as equal to one mile
of main line) had been well above $1,200 on
the Atchison, the Lehigh Valley and a large
group of other roads, around $1,500 ou the
Southern Pacific and the Norfolk & Western,
and over $1,000 on the Northern Pacific to
mention only a few haracteristic instances
of high maintenance expenditure.
Fig. 3, which we thow this year for the
first time, presents graphically the tendencies of one branch of increased expense.
The comparison of the respective increases
per cent, of taxes and of net earnings
since 1899 shows that between 1899 and
190.5
taxes increased each year at a rate
Nineteen Roads.
Increases Per Cent, from 1903 Base.
Fig. 2
never less than 7 per cent., or more
Figure 2, the diagram showing the per cent, increases in oper- than 9 per cent, above the base. In 1906, however, the percentage
ating costs on the year 1903 as a base, brings out graphically some figure went up 16 per cent., and in 1907 it went up 28 per cent
The greatest increase per The diagram shows particularly well how the curve of net earnings
facts which are pretty well known.t
slacked off this year in its upward movement, while the tax curve
tTho rniKls from which this sotoihI ihiu't Is niiide are as follows: .\tchltook an incline by far the sharpest of that for any of the years
Halllniorc & Ohio;
Ituffal". Koclii'Ktor & I'llt-sliurgh
;"n. Toiiokn & Sanfa I'V
Chicago & Noi-th-\Vcslci-ii Cl.'vclaml, shown. From all present indications, these two curves will interli.'sani.iik,. & Ohio: riiicaRo & .\lloii
I'.mm; jlscal vi-ar)
ChU-atio. .Mllwaukpo &
iTi.iniiaii. I'hiiat;" *c St. I,i>iils
The upward
sect and cross each other in the current fiscal year.
<in'at
NorthCraniliIicnvcr
Klo
Qiiliiiv
&
rani;
Chicago.
Hurlint'lon
&
;i.
in; Illinois Central Mlsaonri, Kansas & Toxns Now York. New Haven & bend of the tax curve in 1906 and 1907 tells as well as a long
lartforil
New York Central (vear enillnc Kec. .'U. litOGl Norfolk & Western
attention
been dllegislative
has
chapter of discussion how closely
Wabash.
Southern I'acltlc (lOOC year)
liUaKo, Uock Island & I'acitle

proportionate increase far greater than that of gross to a total
of 112 per cent, above 1899, while gross earnings are 104 per cent,
greater.
The variation in net earnings has been even more striking. It
will be seen that there was a great increase in net between 1902
and 1003, a falling oft in net in 1904, a striking gain up to 1906
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reeled to the exaction of the greatest possible payments from railroads in the last two years. Fig. 3 and Fig. 1 are based on the
same group of roads.
Figures 4, o, 6, 7 and 8 represent graphically an exhibit of
earnings compiled by the Commercial and Financial Chronicle. We
have shown this exhibit for several years in the same form. The
period represented in each diagram is the 10 months ended Oct.
1905

I90Z

Fig. 4

— Increases

Per Cent., 10 Months
101 Roads.

of the calendar year shown on the
right-hand wall of the diagram, and the
Increases per cent, are the increases over
the same 10 months in the calendar year
shown on the left-hand wall of each diagram. Thus, in figure 8 it is seen that in
the 10 months ended Oct. 31, 1907, the
operating expenses of 88 roads were 17.7
per tent, higher than the operating expenses or the same 88 roads were in the
10 months ended Oct. 31. 1906. The gross
earnings of this group increased 12.9 per
cent, in the same period and net earnings
increased only 2.9 per cent. In only one
year since 1902, when we began this form
of record, has the 10 months' increase in
gross earnings exceeded the increase in
the operating expenses, and that was in
the banner year 190(i, when operating expenses increased fast enough in all conscience, but were passed by lioth gross

31

and

more widely than does that of the paBsenger-miles. In the exceptionally good years, such as 19U3 and 19Ut>, ton-miles show a rate
of increase about the same as that of the passenger-miles, but in
the off years like 19t>4, passenger-miles are much less affected than
are ton-miles. If we can draw conclusions for the next year from
1904

Fig. 5

Ending Oct. 31.

— Increases

Ending

Oct.

G/K>ss

1905

1904

Earnihos-

Per Cent., 10 Months,
31.
95 Roads.
1906

1905

1.

in 1907 the two are together again at 154 per cent.
It will be seen
from this chart that the rate of increase of ton-miles fluctuates

1905

__^

Vol. XLIV., No.

Fig. 6

— Increases Per Cent.,
Ending Oct.

31.

10 Months.
93 Roads.

\^0()

16.1%

lt.57o

10.9%

net.

The next diagram.

Fig.

compiled this year for the

we have
The
number of

first

9.

time.

passenger-miles,
ton-miles,
freight cars and single-track miles are
the aggregate showing of the North- Fig. 7
Increases Per Cent., 10 Months,
Increases Per Cent., 10 Months,
Fig 8
ern
Pacific:
Chicago,
Burlington
&
Ending Oct. 31. 90 Roads.
Ending Oct. 31. 88 Roads.
Quincy, and Atchison; the car capacity.
llgnre in tons, is that of the Northern Pacific only, since the the results of the eight years past, it may l)e hazarded that pasother two roads do not give this figure.
The Northern Pacific senger-miles will be on top (proportionate rate of increase I.
Two points of interest are shown very graphically on this
car capacity serves sulllciently well, however, to illustrate the tendency. The figure for single-track miles is arrived at by adding all diagram; the conservative increase in single-track miles in prothe miles of first track, second track, third track and of switches portion to traffic gains, and the great Increase In the average size
and sidings operated, the idea being to show how track facilities of the car equipment used, as Indicated by the wide divergence in
have increased in proportion to traffic. It will be seen from this the curve showing car capacity and actual number of cars in service,
diagram that since 1899 the smallest proportionate increase has It is also noteworthy that the curves of car capacity, of freight
been In track capacity; the next smallest increase has been In the cars owned and of single-track miles bent upward with much
nnmber of freight cars operated; passenger-iniles and ton-miles, greater rapidity In the 1907 year than in any other year on the
which, curiously enough, had the same total of increase, come next, chart. This is one minor point which differentiates 1907 panic cona long way above the number of freight cars, while car capacity ditions from those of almost all the other panics which we have
shows the highest figure of all and is approximately three times had. Where there has been overproduction, in previous panic times,
what it was eight years ago.
it has occurred in its most flagrant form a year to two years beThe curve of passenger-miles and of ton-miles, shown on this fore the panic. Here we can see from the comparison of traffic
diagram, is of considerable interest. It will be seen that in the increase to increase of facilities that there has been no over-pro1900 year, ton-miles increases the taster; then passenger-miles dnction at all, and that the largest gain has occurred in the same
crossed them and stayed ou top until June 30, 190S, when the two year in which panic conditions came about, representing rather a
curves met. Hut the increase of passenger-miles was the steadier, scramble to catch up with the great ton-mile increase of 1906 than
Their p.ercentage of increase was 13 points higher than that of the a speculative bid for the future.
ton-miles in 1905 and then the curve took a slightly sharper npFigures 10, 11. 12 and 13 are also Introduced for the first time
ward bend but was. never! holess, crossed by. ton-miles in 1906. Now this year and are a study of individual roads rather than a com-
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Yei the tendencies which they show
The purpose of these diagrams is to
particularly that made up of manufactures and merchandise, has increased in the last 10 or 12 years
compared with the tonnage of the commodity which constitutes the
Each one of the four roads chosen is a specialty
road's specialty.
The Missouri, Kansa-s & Texas used to depend primarily on
road.
its lumber and its grain; the Cotton Belt on cotton and lumber;
the Norfolk & Western on bituminous coal; the Atchison on grain.
But in the chain of golden years which received a check in 1907.
pilation of general tendencies.
are extremely characteristic.

show how general tonnage,

the showing as presented. The diagrams show^ conclusively that the
roads in question will no longer be affected the way they used to be
by a failure or a reduction in the output of their commodity, such
as would be caused by a bad grain or cotton crop. But it is also
apparently true that a wide and general reduction in the tonnage
of manufactures and miscellaneous articles will affect these roads
proportionately more than it would 10 or 15 years ago. For exampie, the grain roads are going to make a good showing in the current fiscal year, although not quite the highest on record. The interpresent question is. Will this showing be entirely offset by
a bad record in manufactured articles? One things
IJOS_
is certain, that in the long
run of years there will be
a good many more bad
crop years in this countr.v
than there will be years of
general
commercial
depression,
and the com-

e.sting

modity
fifi.i.sK.sos.oao

IS4\
TM. !0.S}7.OOO.OOO

show

diagrams

pretty clearly that the effect
of
these bad crop
years will be greatly miti-

gated by the preponderance of general traffic.

One more

general
be presented,
and it can be
shown rather better by a

tendency

should

table than by a percentage
the average revenue trainload.
have

curve

—

We

for similar years presented
the composite of 17 roads

selected

and

it

as

characteristic,

will be seen that the

roads
of these
rose 11 tons in the last
fiscal year, from a total ot
Be399 to a total of 410.
tween 1901 and 1902 the

average

revenue trainload average
increased 16 tons; between
1902 and 1903, 15 tons; in
1904

was the same that

it

was

In 1905 it
increased 20 tons, and In
The intons.
23
crease of 11 tons this year
it

in 1903.

1906,

is significant

P.

r.

K. I.OIS.449,000
C.

S.TM.

SS,B79
12,774

Fig. 9

-Increases Per Cent, from 1899 Base.

A. T.
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the most characteristic thing about all the roads in this country
has been the noteworthy increases in general, unclassified business,
tending to wipe out the importance of their specialties, or at least
to reduce it materially.
Note, therefore, that on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas in the
It years ending December 30, 1907, the tonnage of manufactures
and merchandise increased 268 per cent., while the tonnage of
lumber increased 160 per cent., and the tonnage of grain increased
only 80 per cent. The road carried some 10,000 more tons of grain
in 1896 than it did of manufactures and merchandise; it carried
twice as great ii tonnage of manufactures and merchandise in 1907
it did ot grain
and, of course, it got a much higher propertionate ton-mile rate for it.
On the Cotton Belt, the total tonnage ot the road increased 107
per cent, in 11 years, the tonnage of lumber increased 53 per cent.,
and the tonnage of cotton and cotton products, 105 per cent., while
merchandise and miscellaneous increased 229 per cent. On the Norfolk & Western, in spite of the enormous increases in bituminous
coal traffic since 1897, manufactures and merchandise went 29 points
better; on the Atchison, the grain tonnage that used to determine
the prosperity ot the season, increased 13 per cent, between 1898
and 1907 and was not as high in 1907 as it was in 1903, the great
crops ot 1902 appearing, of course, as the grain tonnage for the
year ended June 30. 1903. But the tonnage ot merchandise, manufactures and miscellaneous articles increased 98 per cent, in the
nine years.
There is one curious and rather sinister comment to be made on

—

for

two

dla-

opiwsite
metrically
First, because it
reasons:
brings the total figure so
high; second, because the
increase was not greater.
The reason that it was not
greater Is because railroad
managers and railroad suS. F., C. B. & Q., Nor. Pae.
perintendents have had so
great a volume of traffic to move and have been so harassed with
conditions of car shortage that they have been constrained to get
their trains out as best they could and have had very little time to
study out the most efficient loading of their truins. especially when
this loading would neceaslUte any delay in train movement. ThereTon*.
S.
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be said, generally apoaklBg, that the 11-ton increase In
trainload this year indicates rather an Increased capacity of the
motive i>ower than general attention to the possibilities of economical operation.
In a year ot reduced traffic we may naturally expect
this average to increase materially.
Turning from the general tendenclea which have been presented
fore. It
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specific things brought out In the reports of American
rallroatls In 1907, some facts and figures can be produced which are
highly significant of the period. The Atchison, after liberal maintenance In a year of splendid traffic, spent $9,791,220 out of Income
as a special appropriation for betterments. On the other hand, the
Chicago & North Western, which for llit^ last seven years has averaged over $4,000,000 a year as Its api)ro|)riatlan out of Income for bet-

to some of the

Vol..

XLIV.. No.

1

committee, presumably In fear of the oi>eration6
AntlTrust law or of local hostility. Then the shareholders
who bought It became Involved In difficulties in the trust company
failures and the property Is understood to have passed to Mr. Har-

to a shareholders'

of the

riman.

The Chicago, Milwaukee k

St.

Paul has apparently spent about

million dollars on Its Pacific coast extension and exjjeets the
to be done in 1909.
This is substantially all that can be
learned about this project from the company's report.
The .Missouri, Kansas & Texas and the Kansas City Southern
made noteworthy records this year, handling not only the greatest
business in their history, but a business so much greater than it ever
was before that fresh attention has been directed to the future traffic
possibilities of the north and south trunk lines. The .Missouri, Kansas
& Texas surplus In 1907 was nearly four times the surplus in 1906
and over ten times the surplus in 1905. The Kansas City Southern's
gross earnings increased 20 per cent, in the 1907 year; Its operating
expenses decreased Z per cent., and its net earnings increased s:j jier
cent., furnishing one of the very few instances in the entire country
where a road was able to substantially increase net and at the same
time decrease operating expenses last year. Both these roads have
been rehabilitated, and the part they are to play In the future In the
railroad strategy of the country is Iniereeting and suggestive.
In the extreme .Northwest an interesting situation was created
this year by the new competition of the Grand Trunk, the Canadian
Northern and Hill's Winnipeg-Vancouver line with the Canadian
'ilV-.

work

The Canadian Pacific retaliated sharjily by making traffic
arrangements with the Harriman Interests over the Oregon Railroad
& Navigation into Portland. Ore., with the result that the great Canadian company now has a through route from Minnea|>olis to Portland, running most of the way on Canadian soil.
The Clover Leaf this year bought the Alton from the Rock
Island, but the most sensational news and rumor of impending
change has come from New England, where the New Haven road acquired a potential control of the Boston k Maine, but aroused such
Pacific.
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— Norfolk

terinents, and which in 190U set $0,000,000 aside for this purpose,
made no appropriation at all in 1907. These facts are both interesting. The Atchison was greatly desirous of carrying on some very
important improvement work In the Southwest and, new funds were,
to all Intents and purposes, out of reach. It therefore made a notable ai)i)ropriatlon which it was very well able to make, thereby
strengthened Us assets against securities already outstanding, instead of increasing obligations against assets. The Chicago and
North-Western found itself in a condition of having completed the
most urgent betterment work which had been on hand; also of
requiring to create a large depreciation fund In accordance with the
new accounting rules of the IntersUite Commerce Comnilssion.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh divested Itself of its Roch•ester & Pittsburgh Coal & Iron Company holdings during the year by
incorporating the Mahoning Investment Company in the state of
Maine and selling to it the Coal & Iron Company's stock, l-tuffalo,
Rochester & Pittsburgh stockholders received all but a small fraction
of the Mahoning Investment slock, and the railroad profit and loss
account was thus debited with about $1,000,000 In extra dividends.
This transaction Is interesting because it is the first instance where a
railroad with a strong interest In the coal business has gotten rid
of Its coal holdings under the new law. The action of the Haltimore
Ohio in regard to the Consolidation Coal Company antedated the

&

law.
of Georgia has been twice sold during the year.
Southern Railway interests first of all disposed of the property

The Central

The

&.

Western.

Fig. 13

—Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe.

The New England
it did not attempt to use it.
Haven has the
is now much confused, since the New
Boston & Maine to dispose of as a very important balance of power
and is also in open revolt against the .'•0<-ent per diem rate.
Space forbids a more extended review of the events of the year.
The diagrams show the tendencies well; to go be>-ond these, except
for the very high places .In the curve of events, the reader must
consult the detailed reviews of reports covering all the principal
companies. These have been i)rinled in the Uailroad Gazette as fast
local hostility that

situation

as the reports appeared.

Dividend Changes and

The

first

New

Railroad Capital in

of the following tables

1907.'

sums up the principal changes

in the rate of railroad dividends paid during the calendar year 1907
The month
or declared during the year for payment in 190S.
given opposite each new dividend is usually that in which

the dividend was announced or ilet-lared. The present annual rate
as shown in the table is based on the latest payment or declaration
In some cases the rate was changed by
in the calendar year 1907.
a semi-annual dividend declared early in the year and since maintained. The column showing the former rate shows either the
amount paid in the calendar year 1906 or the amount paid in the
previous year in which the last dividend was paid.
The record of dividend changes shows out strikingly the con-

January
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tually impossible to raise new railroad capital, whether by issues
of bonds, stock or notes; therefore, a slackening of traffic to within
limits that can be handled by existing facilities has its compensations.

When the winter of 1907 was well under way, last February,
North Dakota reported such extreme scarcity of fuel, and of fodder as
well, that at one time the lights were extinguished in more than 100
The temperature
villages, and farmers were killing their live stock.
was 48 deg. below zero at McHenry, February 5, and the town had
not seen a freight train since December 18. A 300-mile branch on
the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie was closed for six
weeks by snow, and all through the northwestern country genuine
hardship abounded, caused by the shortage in local stocks of food
and fuel and the inability of its railroads to meet the needs, in the
face of the most severe winter of a generation and general car shortage. When spring came the car shortage became even worse, and the
track shortage, preventing free movement of loaded trains, was equally
aijparent, but financial conditions were such that no comprehensive
plans for bettering the situation could be put in effect. In view of
subsequent events, it is very fortunate that this was the case; if the
October panic had followed an abundant money market, so that the
railroads most hindered and crowded could have done extensive
financing to meet their needs in the spring of 1907, the long drag
of recovery would probably be much extended. As it is, the depres-

sion reveals very little unsoundness throughout the country in the
way of overproduction, and this is particularly true of the railroads.
The car shortage occasioned a number of investigations by
commissions and by individuals, but the only useful work to alleviate
the situation was done by the car efficiency committee of the Ameri-

<an Railway Association, which i)ublished Mr. Hale's bulletins, showing graphically where there was inefficiency in shopping cars and
wasted money in borrowing cars when it would be cheaper to own
them. Through the information thus collected and systematized, the
committee was also able to help the situation informally with its
suggestions, and its work has been and promises to be of such importance that it deserves well a place in the year's record.
The characteristic of the year in finance the change of the
stock period of 1906 to a note period, because of the demoralization
of the bond market, and the terrific effect on stock values occasioned
even by rumor that rights to subscribe to new issues were likely to

—

—

be given came early. The Erie, in April, had to discount shortterm notes like commercial i)aper and ixiy around 11 per cent, for
its money; the Deepwater and Tidewater Railways had to pay some
7 per cent, for a short-time loan which bore H. H. Rogers' personal
indorsement. A great many companies needed money urgently in
larger sums than could be procured from earnings; they had the
it with short-time notes at a fancy rate of interest
or doing without it. and even this choice was not long open. By
the summer time it may be said that no money was to be had at any
price a railroad could pay and preserve its self-respect unless the
circumstances were most exceptional, for the outburst of notes
served to depress each other's values with astonishing rapidity;
most of the underwritings failed miserably, and a number of prominent banking houses are still carrying the loads thus assumed rather

choice of raising

than

sell in

Concurrent with this extreme

difllculty

of providing the

enormous

traffic,

new

the railroads

were being made the target of hostile state legislation in a way
never equaled in this country since the Granger agitation in the
seventies, and then only felt by a comparatively small group of
roads, and there was this difference between the 1907 legislation and
the Granger legislation, that in the early seventies the roads deserved, if not all, they got, at least a good part of it. They had been
to all intents and purposes lawless for a long period of years and
took no pains to placate an enraged public sentiment, where-as during the last few years the railroads have had to be almost as much
interested in public sentiment as in gross earnings, and have made
extraordinary efi'orts to have their actions clearly understood, believing that if they were so understood they would not be the victims
of unjust legislation.
Mr. Finley, in decrying the attitude of the people traversed by
his road in regarding all failures of services as wilful, hit the keynote of the discontent. Mr. Hill in showing that facilities were all
inadequate to the traffic they had to carry, and that there was not
money enough or labor enough in the country to make conditions
right all at once, showed clearly where the principal source of difficulty
lay. Yet the craze for 2-cent passenger fares, which reached fruition
in Ohio the year before, spread through Arkansas, Georgia. Illinois,
Indiana. Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma. Penn-

West

'Virginia

and Wisconsin, while Kansas

re-

and reciprocal demurrage was legislated in 10 states. Hours
were limited in 12 states, and 11 states established or reno-

year,

of labor

vated their railroad commissions. In the mass of hostile legislation
which was enacted it is possible by close scrutiny to discern a few
safety regulations' of a wholesome nature and to see where certain
wrongs have been adjusted or relieved. But the record of the year
to
is not creditable to the outworkings of democracy when applied
details.
At all events, it so fell out that all these legisIaUve
enactments coincided with a period of maximum expenses— the roads
found themselves obliged to pay much more than ever before for the
things they bought (excluding one or two commodities), while at the
to sell their transportation for less,
the reductions being mainly arbitrary ones. It was pointed out on
a certain prominent line in the south that the cost of its bridge
timber had more than doubled in eight years, and that its labor

same time they were required

cost had increased from an average of $1,622 a mile In 1905 to $2,875
at the close of 1906. And it was not possible to get anything like
the normal efficiency out of the labor employed. As one railroad
"The only way you can maintain discipline
president expressed it:

by being able to fire a man who does not do his work, and when
he knows he can go across the street and get another Job just as good
Estimates of the
he does not care whether you fire him or not."
reduced efficiency varied greatly, but the sum of the matter was that
the railroads were paying much more than they used to for the
services of men who did much less than they used to.
But a considerable part of the legislation affecting earnings
is

did not apply to the earnings of the June 30 fiscal year; consemay be seen from the graphic diagrams on another
page, the general increases in gross earnings were too great to
have their benefits entirely obliterated by the high cosU and rapidly

quently, as

increasing taxes, and a number of roads paid Increased dividends.
The Atchison, having raised its annual rate in 1906 from 4 to 5
per cent., put it up to G per cent, in 1907; the Delaware & Hudson
per
increased from 7 to 9 per cent.; the Vandalia from 4 to 5
City
cent.; the Burlington from 7 to 8 per cent., and the Kansas
The
Southern put' its preferred stock on a 4 per cent, basis.
increase of the Pennsylvania from 6 to 7 per cent, became effective
the
in November, 1906, and was continued throughout 1907, and
New York Central raised its rate from 5 per cent, to 6 per cent,
and increased simultaneously the dividends of some of Its subsidiary lines. A number of other lines which were well In position

—

either to pay dividends or to increase a low existing rate notably
the Rock Island— preferred to put their properties In shape for
more efficient operation out of income, and thus strengthened their
assets.

certain of the dividend Increases are going to work out
traffic is still problematical, but It may be
said, in general, that if American roads paid their dividends after
the British plan of dividing everything above operating cost, allow-

How

in a

the present market.

capital so greatly needed to handle

sylvania, Virginia,

quired 500-mile books to be sold at the 2-cent rate. Governor Hughes
was the only governor in the country who had the courage and the
honesty to say that he did not propose to sign a 2-cent bill until he
was convinced that the people who drew up the bill knew what they
were doing. The other states passed the bills on the Widener formula
of voting first and discussing afterward.
Freight rates were reduced by legislation in 11 states during the

year of lessened

ing only for strict maintenance, these increases could have been
made long ago, and they were all based on an abundant safety
margin, viewed from the standpoint of prosperous times.
The acute panic conditions beginning in October are a vitally

important part of the year's record, but need not be discussed in
comment was made on them In the Railroad
Gazette last week. The effect of the panic on railroad buslnesi in
1908 is Interestingly discussed by 42 railroad officers, whose comments win be found in another column In this week's paper.
Nearly all are agreed that traffic Is going to be less, but the apparent
reduction that can be effected in operating costs, and the greater
efficiency that can be had when railroad managers really have a
chance to use their splendid transportation machines scientifically,
and when employees do what they are told to do these Items hare
also to be considered, though they cannot well be measured. Apart
from all these things, the panic and the depression may be worth
this review, as full

—

what they
and

cost

and more,

if

they change the rule of the demagogue
who realizes that the

political agitator for that of the legislator

country cannot be prosperous when Its railroads and Industrial
corporations are prohibited from earning a return that will attract
capital Into them.

We

built

5,212

miles

of

railroad

this year,

according to a

;
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thoroughly careful preliminary estimate; an amount not very far
from the average yearly addition of the Ia«t eight years, and equal
to an Increase of some 2% per cent, in the entire mileage of the
country.
We also built 284,188 freight cars, 5,457 passenger cars,
and 7,3«2 locomotives. The equipment figures include the output

Canadian companies, but not that of railroad shops. If the new
mileage cost an average of »30,000 per mile. It cost $15«,3»;0,000.
The equipment costs can be estimated with greater accuracy, and
they probably amounted to t47ti,000,OlW— three times the cost of the
mileage though In justice we should, of course. Include 977 miles
more for Canada, to balance Its equipment. We believe, however,
ihal ihe average cost of the Canadian mileage was under $30,000,
and that the entire equiitnient bullr, IncMidiug tin- output of railroad shop.s, did cost something like three llme.s as much as the
At all events, there has never before been
entire mileage did.
such a golden year for the equipment companies. Full comment
on the mileage built and on the equipment ordered was made In
the linilroad Gazette last week.
To turn from general to specific events of the year, the Inauguration of electric suburban service on the New Y'ork Central, the New
York. .New Haven & Hartford, and the West .Jersey & Seashore l!*ii(;)
of

—

(

is worthy of special notice owing to the new conditions presented.
The enormous Immigration has furnished another event of the

highest Importance, and in connection with It should be noted that
steamers are carrying full steerage loads both ways at the present
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absurdum of the funcIn national legislation, the
IC-hour law, the reduced telegrapbens' hours, and the extension of
the principle of employers' liability, furnishes perhaps the most
important Individual records, although the great Standard Oil Company fine (not yet paid) showed what could l<e done under a statute
tlon of

It

as well, through bis reductio ad

tions of an

antl-corporatlon

Fig.

1

— Increases

a certain direction, it may well be that the crop of li»07 laws
point out some other legislative fallacies so clearly that we
shall be delivered from them for another "generation.
In

will

Review

of

1907 Annual Report*.

The accompanying review

Is Intended to supplement the general
statement of the characteristics of the year printed in another column, and to show by means of graphic diagrams some of the tendencies which have been particularly noteworthy.
The diagrams themselves tell the story pretty well. The first
one, with 1899 as a base, shows the respective percentages of Increase, year by year, of gross earnings, operating expenses and net

Per Cent, from 1899 Base.

such a demand for acconiniodutious on outlmund
ships that freight has been refused in many cases to make room
for the steerage passengers.
This condition is rather unique and
not altogether harmful from an economic standpoint.
Its direct
Influence on the steamship business tends, of course, to make operating profits very great, since steerage traffic is far and away the
most profitable of all the ocean business at the present day. The
lnflu.\ of Immigration was very necessary to the extensive construction work throughout the country during the last five or six years,
and now that a very much smaller number of people can find
employment It is, on the whole, desirable that they should leave
the country, at least temporarily.
The new state laws of the year have already been touched on.
Governor Comer, of Alabama, and his injunction-proof harassments
that were enjoined before the ink of his signature was dry upon
them, furnish the comedy of the situation and perhaps the soluis

official.

which had never before been construed In so feroi ious a manner.
But there are signs that the amendment of the Sherman Antl-Tnisl
law may not be distant, and that certain forms of agreements
between rival carriers are likely to l<e legalized, in place of the
ridiculous outworklngs of our national doctrine of enforced competition as now construed.
Just as the Sherman law has shown
the lengths to which coriwration legislation cannot profitably go.

/M^

time, and there

1.

/90S

/907

I90f

Seventeen Roads.

carnlngs of 17 railroads.*

The roads

selected

serve quite well

as^

examples of the entire railroad business of the country, and the
from which the curves were constructed arc so
large that the effect of peculiar local conditions is to a great extent
aggregate sums
eliminated.
It will be seen that from 1899 to 1901 operating expenses increased slightly faster than gross earnings, but not very much faster.
Then gross earnings received a great Impetu.^ and the expense
account did not cat up the advantage thus gained until after the
temporary depression in 1904. In 1905 operating expenses had increased ti9 per cent, above the 1S99 base and gross earnings had
Increased only G7 per cent. In 1906 gross earnings again increased
fa:ster than operating expenses but in 1907 operating expenses show

•These romls iiro ns follows: .\lclilson. Topckn & Santa Fe Baltlm.>re A
Ohio: Chesnpoiike & Ohio; I'lilciijto. Biirllnctnn Jc IJnInc.v ChlraRO i XonhWesteni CIiIobko. Mllwaiikpe & St. I'aul I'levolnuil. Cincinnati, ClilcaKo h.
:

:

;

;

Ontral tiOiilsvllle A: Nashville;
New York. New Haven & Hartford: Norfolk A Western; Northern Paciflc
Southern Wabasb.
l'hilaUel|ihla & Kending

St.

!.«nls:

Krie

:

Xorlliorn

iJi-eat

;

Illinois

:

;

:

Januaky

3,
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increase of 7 per cent, in the locomotive mileage. Repairs and
renewal.s of passenger cars cost $1,092 against $1,079 in 1906. There
was an increase of 7 per cent, in the mileage of passenger cars.
Repairs and renewals of freight cars cost $131 against $123 in
1906.
There was an Increase of 5 per cent, in the mileage run by
cars in freight trains.
Conducting transportation costs increased $4,100,000, or 25 per
cent. The increase of $1,171,000, or 29 per cent., in cost of locomotive
Locomotive service, not including
fuel has already been mentioned.
fuel, increased 19 per cent., train service 17 per cent, and station
and terminal service 16^1; per cent. As a result of the increase
of the per diem from 2.5 cents to 50 cents a day, and of the serious
detention of cars caused by traffic congestion during the year "mileage and switching payments" almost doubled. One small contributary to the increase in cost of conducting transportation was a decrease of 7 per cent, in the avera.ge train load. The congestion of
traffic was responsilde for this and the Union Pacific's experience
in this particular was the same as that of most other roads during
the great floods of traffic throughout most of the last fiscal year.
Smaller trains were run in order to relieve the congestion and move
the increased traffic as fast as possible. There was a very special
reason which reduced the train load of the main line of the Union
Instead of using Wyoming coal on
Pacific east of Cheyenne, Wyo,
ihis line eastern coal was used so as to send a greater amount of
Wyoming coal to the territory west of Cheyenne, where there were

now kept for betterments and for additions, in order
between betterments upon the existing roadway, strucequipment and facilities, and additions to the existing property which do not take the place of anything previously existing.
The expenditures for betterments during the year amounted to nearly, $2,000,000 and were principally for over two miles of steel bridges
and trestles, replacing timber trestling and embankments and lighter
steel structures on the Union Facilic proper; betterments to station
liiiildings at six points on the Oregon Short Line and over one mile
cither of new steel bridges or of pile and timber trestles filled in
on the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company's lines, as well as
a new brick car shop 492 ft. long by 342 ft. wide at Omaha. There
was $561,000 spent on changes of line and revision of grades, of
which lour on the Union Pacific proper, one on the Oregon Short
Line and five on the Oregon Railroad & Navigation were finished
during ihe year or were still in progress at its close. Two of lhes«.
on the Union Pacific, reduced the maximum grade from 95 to 63
ft. per mile and by building 17 miles saved 14 miles in distance,
and 1,163 deg. of curvature. A line change on the Oregon Railroad
& Navigation at Summit. Ore., open for business on May 15, 1907.
reduced the maximum grade from 66 ft. to 11 ft. to the mile, and
accounts are

to distinguish

tures,

another. 17 miles long, will save 1.455 deg, of curvature. The expenditures for additions amounted to over $6.00ii,0o0. Against this
sum was credited $1,260,000 proceeds from land sales, making a net
balance of $4,800,000 to be charged to capital account. The prin-

expenditures under this head were for new station grounds
Denver and South Omaha, a general office building
al
Omaha, improvements at Ogden. improvements to the Omaha
shops, additions to yards at Omaha, Rawlins and Green River, a
new division terminal at Sterling, Colo., 904 miles of automatic electric l)loc|i signals, 121 miles of second track and additions to yards
at nine points on the Oregon Short l^ine.
Besides the 121 miles
of second track completed during the year, work is under way on
146 miles more and it Is planned to complete 28 miles further shortly.
cipal

at .Junction City,

Union Pacific System.
The Somite

cotmc^-tion

from O^c/fn

serious shortages of fuel in many localities during the winter. As
long as Wyoming coal was shipped eastward the fullest loading
was secured on eastbound traffic because of the favorable grades.
The change in direction of these shipments greatly reduced the
trafflv f"'" eastbound cars and in lonsequence the average train load
and car load. The loaded car load on the Union Pacific proper
decreased 3 per cent., while on the Oregon Short Line and the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation in each case it showed a slight increase.
The train load on the Union Pacific proper was 45(; tons
against 494 tons in 1906; on the Oregon Short Line 530 tons against
558 tons in 1906, and on the Oregon Railroad & Navigation 477 tons
against 502 tons in 1906, The average for all lines was 475 tons
against 510 tons in the earlier year. The greater cost of moving
the traffic can be summed up most briefly and concisely when apl)roaiheil from the locomotive mileage.
Per locomotive mile, the
cost in expense of moving and getting the traffic was 65.6 cents
against 57.5 cents in 1906. General expenses increased 22 per cent.
There was a falling off in the freight density. In 1907 there were
1.185,367 tons of freight (imhuliug lonipany freight) carried one
mile per mile of road, against 1,203,174 tons in 1906. This was
doubtless due in part to the increase of 241 miles, or 4 per cent.,
in average mileage operated.
In 1905 the Union Pacific began a new
lioiicy of branch line development, whose effects were first noticeably shown la.st year. These lines, most In unoccupied sections of
Oregon and Idaho, naturally bad thin traffic compared to the heavy
density of the Union Pacific's through main line. The rate received
per ton of freight per mile is not given in the report but works
out at 9.62 mills. This compares with 7.69 mills on the Great

Northern

last year.
The Great Northern's figure is low because
so large a proportion of its tonnage is grain.
The Union Pacific's
rate is high because it has so large a proportion of high grade

tonnage.
During the year there were large improvements to the property.
Besides the expenditures included in operating expenses, separate

to

Son Francisco

is

j/iou-n

When the mileage on which
267 miles of the 817 miles from Council
Bluffs to Gi-een River will be double-tracked.
It is probable
that the construction of second track will be steadily carried on
until the whole line is so equipped, making the Union Pacific the
first double-track through line west of the Missouri river.
The new
block signals form another notable improvement. On the Union
Pacific automatic bloik signals have been put in on S03 miles of
main track and 224 miles of second track, and their installation
is progressing on 450 miles of main and 194 miles of second track.
On the Oregon Short Line there are automatic signals on 45 mlle.s
of track, and they are being put in on 25S miles more.
On the
Oregon Railroad & Navigation aiitonialic signals between Durkee
and La Grande. 7S miles, and between Troutdale and Pendleton.
16(1 miles, are approaching completion.
.Vlready the Union Pailflc
is far and away the best protected railroad west of the Missouri
.\11

second track

work

is

is

under way

laid

with

90-lb. rail.

is finished,

river.

Of the lines under construction the most important are the
Lane cut-off. from South Omaha west to Lane, 32 miles, a very
expensive piece of work undertaken for the purpose of avoiding a
loop on the present main line and a new cut-off from Onaga, Kan.,
northwest to Marysville, on the St. Joseph & Grand Island, which,
in connection with a branch to be built by the St, Joseph & Grand
Island from Hastings, Neb., west to Kearney, on the main line of
the Union Pacific, with trackage rights over the St. Joseph &
Grand Island, will shorten the distance for through trains between
Kansas City. .Mo., and Cheyenne, Wyo„ by 98 miles and give a much
more favorable line than over the old Kansas Pacific line via Denver.
The branch from the main line up the North Platte river to
Northport. Neb.. 115 miles, is under way, and 54 miles have been
finished.
The Yellowstone Park Railroad is about finished to the
boundary of Yellowstone Park near its northwest corner.
Dating from July 1. 1907. a new issue of $75.(>00.000 20-year
convertible 4 per cent, bonds was sold.
The balance sheet shows

;
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how

at thai time was the nci.'d tor larger working
Cash and demand loans stood at J8,570,000 on June 30,
At the same time
1907, as against $iJ5, 908,000 one year earlier.
there was a current liability of $09,000,000 in loans and bills payable by the Union Pacific, against no corresponding item whatever
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Railroad Officers on the 1908 Outlook.

)in|)orianl

capital.

In the earlier year.

The cash funds which were on hand at the end of the fiscal
year In 1906 were used to pay for the investments in stocks of
various railroad companies whose purchase was made public in the
testimony at the Interstate Commerce Commission Investigation in
"Stocks and bonds owned" stood on the
the first week of 1907.
balance sheet at $209,400,000 on June 30, 1907, against $9(5,800,000
a year earlier. This Increase was due Ijoth to the investment purchases and to the funding of advances to the San Pedro, Los
Angeles & Salt Lake in first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds and stock
of that

company.

Mr. Harriman treals of the investment operations of the comWithout attempting to follow the
in considerable detail.

pany

for Northern Pacific, and $77 for Great Northern ore certificates,
of these various companies for which $117,900,000 was
received. There is here shown a net profit in money of $34,700,000,
plus the stocks of these companies on hand June 30, 1907, whose

stocks

market value on the preceding day was
profit of these operations was over

total

$22,400,000,

so

that the

There was

$50,000,000.

invested during the last fiscal year $131,700,000 in stocks of various
railroad companies not connected with the Union Pacific^System,
on which an income of 4.4G per cent, is being received, against an
income of 2.79 per cent, which was being received on the Hill stocks
at the average prices at which they were sold. Since the re-investments were made there has been a shrinkage in their market
value as of June 29, 1907, of $23,100,000, but the shrinkage on the
market value of the Hill stocks which had been sold on the same
date would have been $55,500,000, so that not only was the income
return to the Union Pacific largely increased by the reinvestments,
but the loss through shrinkage of market values as of June 29,
1907. was $32,400,000 less than it otherwise would have been.
Mr. Harriman also shows a table based on the market prices
on December 5, 1907, the date of the report, and also. Incidentally,
the day on which the stock market was liigher than on any day
for some weeks before or since, showing the market value of all
investment stocks owned on that day as compared with their cost.
The market value on that day was $228,400,000 and the cost $227,400,000, so that on this showing the market value was $1,000,000
more than the cost. If some day a week earlier or a week later
had been chosen, the market value and the cost would probably
have been about even. This calculation, however, takes no account
of the $34,700,000 profits from the sale of the Hill stocks in excess
of the cost of the same, which must be considered as a profit from
the whole transaction. Looking at the whole series of operations
together, there is no doubt that the Union Pacific has largely
It is equally
profited from Its experiment in banking operations.
evident that under certain market conditions it would have lost
equally, and furthermore, that tlij'ough these large purchases during
the last fiscal year its working capital was seriously reduced, while
its current obligations were tremendously increased. It must always
be remembered, of course, that the original investment was made
with the idea of safeguarding its territory, but the lesson of the
whole striking series of transactions is plain that a railroad should
not engage in speculative investment operations.
The following table, arranged according to our usual method,
shows the Income results for the last two years ended June 30:
1007.
Jlllcnse worked
I'naaenger earnings
KielRlit pnrnlngs
t;ross earnings

way and

structures

Malnt. of equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
Net earnings
Other income
Net earnings and other Income.
Plxed charges and taxes
Net Income
Dividends
Impn>vement appropriations ..
Year's surplus

lOOG.

5.045
$14,912,508
54,839.302
75,651,105
10,086,868

3,404
$1.S,236,055
48,n92.01.-.

66.879,142
9.i)00.40!l»

7.853.1133
20.276,5,30

7.118.940?
16,203.783
34,824,076
32,055.066
10,329,816
42,384.882
10,620.207
31 .764.674
19.532,424

40,155,523
35,495,582
11.587,018*
47,082,600
10,905,679
36.176,921
23,530,036
2.271,011S
10,375,874

4.504,55611
7.727,694

•This Includes $1. 601. 1110 charged as reserve for future maiutennnce, reNo slmlhu- charge In 1907.
newals, etc.
tThls Includes $."il .'..immi charged as reserve tor the future maintenance, renewals, etc.
No simllur charge In 1!X)7.
JOoes not Incliule dlvldciiils nmonnting to $2,015,06" declared since .liine
30, 1907. for iiccoiinl of Ihc .year cn<lcd on Ihnt date on stock of the .\tchlson. 'I'opcka

.Saiilii

*;

I'c

:

ih.>

llalllinoic

& nhlo. and

llic

Illinois Tenlral. hut

does Include .i;i .r.'."..iiiii) paid .hilv 1. r.ioT. ami Sl.:i.'i(i.(HiO palil Oct. 1. 1907.
«i.v
Ihe Southern Ta, 111,-.
SlinUaiiv •oihci- Inccnic" for the year ended .Tune
:!0, liini;. Inchuics .f.'.-J.-.o.iioo ]iald l.v the Soutlicrn I'acltic on Oct. 1. 1!HI«.
Sluc-lndcs
II

:f;:!T.MMr.)

Includes

selves.

.fJUM.."..".!!

rcscivd

for dcpi
latlnn of eciulpment.
rcsoi'ved foi depreciation of equipment.
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OE.VEIt.KL RAILROAD OfTLOOK KOK 1908
WITH THE OLTIXXJK A YEAK AlHl AT THIS
TO IIEMAI.V tiOOU I.V VOUB TEKKITOBV, OB UO
A.NTICIPATE A JULU OR A SEVERE PERIOD OF DEPB£SSiO.\?

QtKSTIO.N

1.

pots THE

APPEAIt TO VOL' COMl-AllEO

TIME?

Intricacies of these various operations, the situation may be summed
The original investment in Northern Securities
up as follows:
stock cost $79,500,000, or, including Great Northern stock later
actiuired at par under subscription rights, $83,200,000. There have
been sold at an average price of $304 for Great Northern. $209

Mnlnt.

The following compilation of answers to our circular letter of
Inquiry Is published In the same form as in previous years. We
have agreed In each case to protect the identity of the writer, and
are therefore obliged to classify answers geographically, and, in
some cases, to omit a line or two that would furnish a direct clue
Wg received 42 detalle<l answers to our Inquiry, covering every part
Of these letters. 16
of this country. Including Canada and Mexico.
are cli-arly and definitely optimistic; 14 Indicate their belief that
a more or less protracted period of mild depression is ahead; 12
anticipate severe depression.
We will let them speak for them-

VOL'

Is BL'Sl.NEMS OOI.NU

Central West and Trunk Lines.
railroad outlook for 1908 does not look favorable
With
to me compared with the outlook a year ago at this time.
quite a number of our steel plants already closed down and with
the prospects at the present time of more closing down in the near
future. It hardly seems reasonable to expect that the business will
remain as good in this territory as it has tjeen during the past
few years. Under ordinary circumstances, business suffers more or
less depression during the Presidential year, and my notion Is that
there will be a severe period of depression in 1908, Ijecause of the
continued agitation against corporate interests that has been manifested by the present administration.
There is such a general lack of confidence among the people
of the United States, and I might say abroad, because of the legislative enactments. lx)lh national and state, against railroad properties and other corporate interests, and with the fear of more such
legislation, which ha.s heen planned, that it is impracticable for
railroads or other corporate interests to get the use of money for
further development of their properties, many of which have been
spending money freely during the past few years, with the expectation of continued prosperity, so that to-day many of these properties

The general

have assumed

fixed charges which they would not have undertaken
which now seems inevitable, but which
they would have had no difficulty whatever in carrying if the prosperity of the country had l)een permitted to continue.
As an offset to this disadvantage might be cited the high value
of the grain crop of the country.
While not so large in volume
as in 1906, yet the market value in dollars and cents exceeds that
of any other year in the history of the country, but the same difficulty is met with in marketing the crops as in various railroad
improvements the absolute Inability to secure from banks the
money with which to move the crops.
Vice President.
The outlook is not nearly so good as it was a year ago at this
time.
There is a much less volume of business offering, and, in
my opinion, there will be a very considerable decrease in the gross
earnings for several months.
President.
in the face of a depression

—

—

—

The

railroad outlook does not appear to be any belter than a
year ago, and I fear a further falling off in business.
President.

—

The general outlook

compared with the previous year
not remain good in this territory.
The
for 1908

bad.
Business will
shrinkage will be quite large.
is

of depression.

I

think.

I

anticipate a severe period
President.

—

In my opinion, there will be a more or less marked period of
depression during the entire calendar year for reasons so obvious
as to require no imrtrayal.
President.

—

Railroad outlook for 1908 in this territory indicates a gradual
recession in manufacturing, but gradual resumption in grain movements as the HnaMcial situation improves.
General Manager.

—

The

railroad outlook- for 1908 is not as good as it was a year
ago at this time. 1 anticipate a period of mild depression.
President.

—

We

anticipate a decrease in volume of traffic, but more economy
in handling same with a possible slight reduction in cost of labor,
material and supplies, which should show better comparative net
results.
Vice-President.

—

In regard to the general railroad outlook for 1908. would say,
we believe there will be considerable curtailment along both of our
lines, which will cover a period of two years, although It will not
begin to show much failing off prior to the end of the fiscal year
June 30. 190S, We note that lumber operations along our lines
will be curtailed by proliably 50 per cent.. l)egluning with this year.
President.

—

The business on our lines has been somewhat reduced, but In
this respect we do not differ from any of our neighbors, so far as
am aware,
am Inclined to believe that we have reached the
limit of the downward tendency in this direction, and while I do
I

I

Jamah Y
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lasts of the year 1907.
In the early part of the year there were
ilivideiul increases.
After the stock market panic in March a few
dividends were reduced or paid in some other form than in cash.
Toward the end of the year there were some decreased payments.
AL the same time there were extra dividends on two of the western
subsidiaries of the Xew York Central in order to provide funds for
Of
l)aynient of the full dividend on stock of the ijarenl company.
ho roads which paid their dividends in something else than money,

its

Ihp Erie paid in 4 per cent, interest bearing scrip, the Atlantic Coast
Line in 4 per cent, certificates of indebtedness and the Missouri Pacific in stock.
In this connection the recent action of the Western

lu
Rclvidr-re Delawnre stock
central of Georgia, second preference

recent large convertible debenture
bonds bearing 6 per cent, interest will for some

1

issue,

Amount
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4,'o'o'o,66o

I.liu>

4..'iOO,000

•

.1,000,000

1.300,000
l!ini«iii-

& Aroostook

Isi

p"er

000,000
'

Illiinlngham
lioslon

llnlTiilii

vt

&

HmiTmIii.

Ti-iiiiliiiii

Co'mpanv!

!

!

!

! !

!

!

Maine

'

Itociicsiei-

&

!j"]][|[J![!{j

Kcmc

Bend

Noithein

Canadian -Northern
Canadian raclllc
"

••

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

:iy.

4

:<%

•

.3"

1"=
liJ"

1:;^

July

'-'t

"^'*

V'^l"'*"^d Oct

«''

!

iS"

"

S

?.',<"
I'M:'*

«

«

I'.wi*

Janualy'.

'""''
i".""|^Jr'

T
4

Southern.

it

!

s
•'!

.

-

5
aV4

<*!

«

1"

4"

ucioller

.7

AnHi'^-rnd Oct
•'"'•'

°''

"

January

'Iiami'irry,''V'|!e"1'cnt*'rAprll, I'i per cent.; July,

1%

percent.

I'.mis

'i!ai,'i''i'i.v

•

,.,.„"

..„„.„„, organized
...i,„.„.
r.r-,.ni7..,i
rate, companj
per cent, annual

.

at

7>

i,,.i„iy

•.\piii,

li><'>*.

dividend

regular semi-annual and

Is

and

i-ijeguiar s'eml-arinual

'.-.•

of

1

Issued.
o^-_ sold.
$1.7."i0.ono

Ilslt'<l

mortgage

lionils

preferred stock
eipiipment trust

eipilpment

-,

•

-,,,",,,,',

payment

.j

Jan.
Jan.

1.
;iO

Date.

covereil.

$l.7.'iO.oo0

08,000.000=

IOCS

.1.000.000

June 1. 1007
June
June 5

,..„,
,.„,,
' ' -"•"""

July

ju.o.iti.oi"'

1

2.400.. .0

J-i..i(in.ncHi
'

!!!!!!!

JiarVu 1

March

.i.ooo.ooo
,„.,,,,,,,
100.000

Feb.

„,,„,,,„.

800,000

March

1,000.000

March

1

1

trust

jier cent.,

,

l' '-

April

1

June

'
.

March

i..i00.noo

a.ooo.ooo
2,000.0(10

1

January -March
l.riOO.OOO

2.000,000

4.000.000
3,700,000

April 1

20

".Sept.

Oct. 1
Oct. 8

50-

March

2.40.S.OOO

cent,

equipment

trust

cent,

equipment

trust

1,000.000
3,000,000

ifto.s.

per

•

One-.vear, 6 i)er cent, notes
20-vear, 4>« per cent, equipment

in

.\monnt of
refunding

000.1100

540,OW>

Aprll

1

1.200.000

Aujr.

l.OoO.ooii

March 11

1

trust

April 1

2.100,000

mortgage

cent, extra.

per cent, extra.

i»Viilv'"rn>7"""'^
>»T\vii'pe"r cent, semi-annual declared for

1st

i>cr

-J

llHis. senil-iinuual div. In slock.
July. 1 ii : <ictol>er. iVj.
:

i'v.

."lO-vear. first

ccuisolldated

Ociulwr.

'

'Manuai'y.
"lanuiirv

10-year

:

""July. 4 per cent, from earninns of fiscal .year: Octolwr. 1 J^'^..^^.'- ''"'".
and 1
>-Jiinuarv. lilo.s, 1 per cent.; heretofore, l! per cent. In Januarj

.

cent,

i»t .ent.

ti7"'l?a"ke'supcrlo7co.

-in mo'l.

""Two uuarterlv pavmenis

moo

|„

l

'

l,-J00,00O

sAhhi.ooo

*
-^
°' ^'

'-

s'.'niember

•I'ayment postponed.

noies
10-vear,
notes

Ontario

IH

,.„ntlnucd.

,jg

lO-vear.

1..-.00.000

1V4'

'

^

notes
CaiMiliiiM

1

Aprll

H'ertincates of Indebtedness.
», .-ent reeuiar
„„„ o"^/,J/*^n7"ext7a"j?.nu«'!'' "I't^;- •''"'peV"en" V'^-^la'r and 3 per cent.
ex.ra Julv l=m7.
^^^^^ ^,^ ,^,,„ „.,
^,^,^,
^^^^
^^^^^^^^^. ^_^_, ^

Medtord extension first mortgage,
cent., 30-year bonds

cent

3

\v'a'im,*ii^dd)e'niu're\^\'!^'!.^V'!^^
Wahash delienturo li... .'.".'!

."1

."•O-vear,

)".Mar.. June.

0^

:)

Ji',".',"'"'"'^

com! !!!!!!!!!!!!

.l.iscph, .South

'si.

.-.-to.ooo

35,000.000

!

!

Company

i'ennsylva'nia

First refunding mortgage 4

I'lttshurgh

!

•

per

:'•

'«
-

^'n'and'juK'

Ma"""/"

Alabama Terminal 11. R. Bonds
t;eorgla Terminal 20-year, first mortgage
5 per cent, bonds
4 per cent, eiiulpmeut trust notes
per cent, three-year notes
40-year. 1st mortgage. 4V. Jier cent.
bonds of the Wnshinglon & \ andemeri.Northein .Maine Seaport Kailroa<l tlrsi
per cent., :i0-.vear bonils..
moitgage.

5

»>

4

.

vear bonds
5 per

4

SeptemlM>r

4

Bonds

Siisipielianua

4
4

xeSi'virk, (Jhi'^Tsi'fV*^^

common and

per
notes
Capital stock

.lanuary. 1909

5'«

(!,000.000

o 000,000

!

'!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

I'acitlc

."1

cent.,

o"t^i*r

•";

.Missouri

900,000
4.000,000

,•(,000,000

..•
.^>

^

•J{l'l|;f^,„Vi'""re'nti-ai

cent., :io-vear,

r>

's

2Vj

lanuary, 1W)K
.lanuar.v. luus

mortgage. 4 per cent, bonds
One-vear, 5 per cent, notes
4 per cent., 20-vear bonds of the Kltchburg .......".
Bonds ot the FItohburg
One year G per cent, notes

3,'o'o"o,666

!

.'

,> per cent,
honda'
stock
per rem. lonveitlbie Ixmds.

per

•

4

\ve"teni"pref.'; !!!!!!!
llakc Shore & .Michigan Southern!.!

mortgage, 20-ycar,

Additional
10-vear, o
notes

u

.Vugust

3v"
'

!

pref

.Mi-irnp<iiitan

."1

1,000.000

!

Amount
Ci)UuiU)n
lo-vear.

Marcli

lu

---.

J

Kind of security.

."1

•

!

I'^X^"?;,-!,.''*!

1

authorl/.c'il.

KoMil,

i)f

.'!

pref

.lud.*on

*:

.\mount
.N'linic

•*

4"

a

i;;';;.k'i„^^"v!m,'y" rm^^^^

.

•

July

i-ti»

};J!j|n,j''Vni'nV'uiVrd'i)refeVence!
(ireat N'mihiTn

.•

1

<i

j.^Xt'''''"'

smaller: it amounts to only about $1,800,000,0.00. There have,
liowever, been a great number of issues of securities during the year.
Ihe dates shown in the table are, in the case of bonds or notes, usually
the day on which they are dated and in the case of other issues, the
New authorizations, no part of which was
(late or month of issue.
The column showing the
issued, have the date of authorization.
amount of refunding covered is necessarily not exactly accurate, but
shows in general the proportion of the new authorizations or issues
which takes the place of securities previously outstanding. Similarly
the amount issued or sold is not always announced by the companies,
so that this showing cannot be entirely accurate. This is particularly
true of security issues of a controlled or leased company held by the
parent corporation.
The striking feature of the year's financing has been the great
output of short term notes, which amount, including extensions of
The expansion of the New York, New
l]onds, to over $375,000,000.
Haven & Hartford is also clearly reflected in the table. The railroad
financing of the year 190G was done largely by stocks, the proportion
11
n.u
i
.
.1
of mortgage bonds being very small. The typical development ot the
vear 1907 was the fact that neither stock nor bonds could be sold, and
.
,_
X
i
i
a
.u
iliat the railroads had to turn to note issues to nuance their absolately necessary requirements. i)aying for these funds higher rates
\,
,
.1
,
.
c
.ludging by the precedents
of
tlian had obtained tor many years.
Ihe Union Pacific in the case ot first mortgage bond issues covering
two of its new lines under construction, both of which are to be an
important part of its through line, and of the New Haven in making
1

.">

lu^ioi'ier

table includes the more important new authorizations, issues, sales or listings of railroad stocks, notes and bonds during the year. An arbitrary minimum of $.500,000 has been used in
making up the list. A similar list published in the Wai/rood Gaze^e
a year ago, with a $1,000,000 minimum, showed a total authorization of
new securities amounting to about $2, GOO,(IOO,000. The total this year is

•

jfiSe

^'

i'V'i

riI.'vH';i"i,i|''Ak,„^,'''&'

The second

.

4>i

H'

In-

Thlr-at-o <;r"ai'w>s"i.-rn'.lw^^^^^^^
i;hi(uaii <;r.-at \Vcst.-iii pn-ferred

Soutliern.

,

1»'H}.

andTl-.

11

c.ntral of Georsia. third preference

any return. Such cases were the dividends on the preferred stock
of the Kansas City Southern and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western
and the dividend on the second preferred stock of the Colorado &

,

of

l

rate.

^_^ ^_^

I'nion in declaring its regular dividend payable in stock may be menlioned.
One class of the dividend increases marked the beginning
of jiayments by roads on stocks which had never before received

,

Yard

stock

"•,,*

'«•

!

paid in

I'aid or
declared.

annual

i"l"l"ln
1!«>7.

of Compan.v.

;^[[;;,'Ji,':iJ.;;";\!ka'''&"'sZai:-;™n.'
isoston. itevere Heacli & l.ynn

I

much

well-secured railroad
time be common.

4iij

per

May

1

l.iiOO.OOO

June

1

.3.8.'i0.0oo't

April

,-,.ihi(i.(ii«i

February

I.OOO.OIMI

bonds

Rolling Slock Ist mortgage
10-vear, 4iu per cent. Imnds
3',.. per cent.. 30-year debenture stock..
4 per cent, preference stock
4 per cent, consolidated del>enture stock
4 per cent, debenture slock
Ordinary slock

Imperial

li'.odo.ooii
24..1.3<i.OOO

Issued In iHiunds sterlins

18,145,000

M.irch and Aupist
Oct. 3
Dec. 30

.
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Amount
Amount Usued,

Ainouut

Kind of oecurlly.
Cunitollduied mortgaee 5 per

authorized.

.Nunic of lioad.

of Georgia

Cftntrul

Central Uuturlo

1,2U0,U00

lionUH

2,»'J0,O00

I.'UIUIUUU

Chattanooga Station Company
Chesapeake & Ohio

2,2.')0,ouu

luted or
cent,

bond*

Date.

covereo.

August

May

18

tftOf.'k

4 per cent.. Ixt mortgage bondJi
4 per cent, equlpuieui iruni noten
i per cent, eiiuipuieal truMt uotei«
i.e.ierai mortgage 4'/., per cent., 100-ycar

2.250,000

of

reiuaulug

liotd-

1,IHKI,00«

50 year,

•

']

1.

(SjO.OOI

?:^. i"
Jan. 1

I

2,250,000
2,250,000

bonOM
Creek branch llml mortgage, 40yeur, 4 per cent, bonds
One-year uoieH
General equipment and Imxfrovement 10year. 5 per cent. iKinUs
Three-year collateral trust
jier cent.
notes
1st mortgage, 30-yeur, 4 per ceni. iMOdg

March

1,000,(KKJ

I'uils

1,200,000
10,000,000

.•

5,000,000
1,500,000

Chicago &

i Kastern

Clilcag"

Illluols

Chicago & North-western
Chicago k Western Indiana

8,000,000

Chicago Great Western
Chicago Juuctlou
Chicago, Lake Shore & Eastern"
Chicago,

Uock Island &

2,000,000
2,510,000

Kullway

I'acUle

(5,500,000

Chicago .Southern (So. Ind.)
ClnclMimti, lUufrion & Chicago

2,500,000

ClnclnnMii, IliiMjlHon & iJaylou
CliicliiiKiil, .N.w Orleans & Texas I'aeltlc.
ClcvcliUHl A: Pittsburgh (I'enn. Co.)
Cleveland, Ciiiciuuatl, Chicago & St. Ix)uls

1,023,600

& Coke
(Jolorado & Southern
Coal

Syndicate

500,000

i6,OOo',666

rac. (St. L.

Connecticut Hallway
Y.,

N.

II.

&

&

F.)..

S.

&

Lighting Co.

&

Lighting Co. (N.
Lighting Co.

Delaware & Eastern

Common

.'500,000

580,000
5.500,000
3,000,000

"

2.000.000

0.000.000
5S0,000
.-,0110.(1(10

Florida

lOast

Trunk

(Jrand
(-rwil
(rulf

3.500.000
3.500.000

Coast
&. I'ledmont
I'acilic

Company.

N'allcv

lloiisloii

I'.cll

iddhooi

&

iiMrb.ir

Too.ooo
l.-lls.ooo

5.000.000
25,000.000

'I'lTiuina:

Hell

December
March 18
Feb.

Marcb 6

Railway

S.OOO.Ooot
15.000,000

loterborough-Metropolltan

1

10.000.000
2.500.000

Lelilgh

15,000.000
l„S0O.000

Teak & TaciUc

21.000.000

Valley

2,343,000
LouisTlilc

& NashTliie

Dec. 2

October
7«.(i()(i

8,881,000

0.31MJ.(XMJ

(Jctober

10,000,000
1,020,000
1,000.000

8.051.048

Jan. 1
April 1
Feb. 1

June

debenture stock..

October

8,977 200

October

Valley
I'nui

& Snult

Bte.

Marie

July 1
Jan. 2
July 1

10,000,000
i,ooo,6(>6

October

638.000
500.000
580.000
0,500,000
3,000.000

Jane

2.ooo,ooe

June
June

580,000

Jnly

1

MaJ
June

3.000.000
3.500,000

Aug.

1

October

640,000

Fel>niary
April 2

4..s.'iO.(K)o't

Railway

Jan. 1
Feb. 1 and Fek. 16

fioo.ooo
1.418.(K)0

July 1

November

May

3.o'o'o,(i(i6t

rr.

s.ooo.ooot

June

2.1(H).000

2.100.000

.(too
10.(
2.o7.s.ooii

i.'oVs'.ooo

November
March 1
November

Tiiree-year 5 per cent, notes
I'Mrat mortgage .50-year bonds,

14,000,000

Northern Indiana
First mortgage, tlveyear. (> tier
iHindfl of the Canaila Southern
First mortgage 5 per cent. bon<is

a,500.00nt
14.000.000
7,000.000

August

S.'iO.OOO

Jan. 25

1

.500.000

240.000

Oct.

2.000.000

Marcb

.'<0.

1907.

.5(H1.000

14.000.0(X»
3;500.(VI0t

.

.

"Kxtension of
1.

..-.oo.ooo

ISK

June

1

Jan. 25.

80O.0OO

July 10

cmt,

stock
Preferred stock
4 per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds»
lOvear, 5 per cent, equipment notes of
the M. P. Kqulpment .\siioclation
lOyear. 5 ner rent, equipment notes.
Seven-year 5 per cent, equipment notes
.

1

000 notes aa
dated July

1

October

1

Common

Steel

Deo

1

.\athorlied Jnae

343.000
0.500.000

10.00(1.000

.

.>;>,(niu.(toti
i, 000,

ofr«-ed

1.

Sept. 1

A

Jollet

.

(Corporation.
^Kxteuded for one year from Julv 1. 1007.
•Under subscription; $34,616.21'^; paid up on .lune

February

l...,....()(IO

15.(HIO.OOO

1

10.000.000
3,000.000

Mobile & Ohio

tAbout.

Sept. 1
Feb. 2
April 8

s.wio.ooi)

i'>

003,000

Missouri racitio

•FiXtensloii of old notes.
"Deposited as securitv for
"Owned liy I'nited l^tates

October
June 29
June 29

la.otK)

6.000,000
3,800,000

no.ooo.ooo*

50-year. 4 per cent. 1st mortgage bonds
4 per cent, equipment trust notes
30-year. 1st mortgage. 5 per cent, bonds
50-year, general mortgage, 5 per cent.
l)onds
Six months'
i>er cent, notes
Three-year. 5 per cent, collateral trust

set

Mlclilgaii Contrnl

Midland

^

1

July

8,142,900

2.570,OoO

R. R. of New York
5 per cent, three-year notes
30-year.
per cent., 1st mortgage bonds
4year 5 per cent, notes of the Somer-

0,500.000
1,200.000
1,500,000

McCloud River
Maine Ci-ntrai

Mltineapolis, St.

April 15
February
June 24

.U(i.250
5,000,00(1
1,070.0(10

1.578.(100

1

850.000

& Michigan Southern

LariKdic. Ilahus

.o2:i.0(p>'

per

4'/i

Kxtenslon of 70 per cent, of the 13.000.000 six months' notes
Three-year 5 per cent, notes
2d mortgage 3 per cent, bonds
4 per cent., Ist mortgage, 50-year bonds
7 per cent, collateral trust notes of the
Mexico * Orient Townsite Co
Three-year 5 per cent, ni^tes
25-year. Ist refunding mortgage. C per
cent,
bonds
10 year. 4 '-j per cent, equipment trust
notes
Additional capital stock of the I., V.

2.100.000

Rapid Transit
Kanawlia & Michigan
Kansas Clly, Mexico & Orient
Interborough

Slcir,.

May

7.50(i.ooo

1.023.l!(ill
....O.OIHl

notes

Lake

May 1
April
Feb. 1

2.'510.iMJo

•J...OO.OOO
'JOO.OOII

.

—

1

-Ma.

Moi>Ile.

'

Hocking

June

3,2O0,<KMj

m.lMIO.UOO

Slock

Nocthern
'I'ccinhiai

and

cent,
bonds
Prior lien 4 per cent,

(Southern)

3,0b5,O(jo

3,200,000

0.5OO.(J00

Capital stuck
15-year, 4Vj per cent, equipment trust
notes
30-year,
per cent, bonds
10 per cent, equipment trust notes
50-year mortgage and collateral 4 per
cent, bonds of the Rio Grande Western
6 per cent, six months* notes
10-year. 4 >/j per cent, equipment notes
(mo-year notes, discounted at 7 per cent.
Krie & Jersey three-year, 8 per cent, collateral trust notes
Ijoun secured by Ist mortgage bonds of
the Genesee River
1st mortgage bonds of the Genesee River
10-year, 5 per cent, equipment trust
notes
One-year notes
1st mortgage. 50-year. 4 per cent, bonds
of the lOrle & Jersey
Three-year.
per cent, notes
40-year consolidated mortgage 5 per

1,250,000
1.500,000

So.)

lOrle

Georgia Coast

li,085,(HHI

2.510.0OO

slock

refunding mortgage,
50vear bonds
cent..
First mortgage bonds

6,000,000
3,800,000
10,000,000

'

Denver & Interurban (Colo. &
Denver & Rio Grande

Jan. 1

(N.
1st

Delaware & Hudson

5,(X>0.')OO

2.01)0,0011

stock

Preferred

&

May

«.(iOO.OIM)

(N.

li.)

Connecticut Railway
y., N. H. & II. t
Connecticut Railway
y., N. H. & II.)

1

::,iHio,ooii

s(d)Hcriptlon

.

1

July

8,000,000

10-year. 5 per cent, enulpment notes..
10-year, 5 per cent, equipment notC(B.

1,020,000
1,000,000

Aug.

o.OOO.Ot/O

24.40l,«o.i

bonds

gage

&

Colo. So, N. O.

0.500,000'

•2

30-year, 1st mortgage, 5 per cent, bonds
Receiver's cerllHcaies
Three-year G jier cent, notes
Special guaranteed betterment stock....
I'our-year, 5 per cent, notes
(Jeneral mortgage 4 per cent, bonds....
5 per cent. i>re£erred stock
30-year, 4 Mi per cent, refunding mort-

5,000,000

June 28

1,200,000*

l,200,ov«(

of tlie Uaw'iey tc Koutiiwesierii
Five-yeur, 5 per cent, collateral trust
notes
General eonsoiUlated and lirst mortgage,
50-year, 5 per cent, bonds
General consolidated and first mortgage
5 per cent, bonds
Common stock
Three-year, 5 per cent, collateral irusi
notes
4 ijer cent, cumulative debenture stock
1st mortgage, 20-year, 5 per cent, bonds
Additional capital stock
* '/j per cent, eijutpmeot trust notes....
IsL an<l refunding mortgage, 30-yeur, 4
per cent. Ijonds

0,000,000

.\lloii

April

000,000

first

14.000.000>>

8.000.000"

2.800.000
1.400.000
3.300,000

November
Pec.

1

Sept. 17
Sept. 17

(193.000

Anrll

May

3.350.000
1.291.000

April

mortgage 5 per cent, bonds due January

1.

lOO**.

"Notes of t lie l^herokee Construction Companv new notes of the cnnslrucHon company al.to given in exchange to the extent of 30 i>er cent, old notes.
;

"Extension of notes due October 1. 1907.
"Ousranleeil by (he Southern and the St.

Ix)ui9

* San

Francisco.

.

Jamaky
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1908.

3,

Amount

of

refunding

Name

of Koad.

National Railroad of Mexico
Orleans, Mobile & ChlcagotY

New

lO.UUO.ODO
ao,oou,ooij

.

•

5,UUU,UU0
2.0,uou,uuo

New
New

2,50U,U0O

Orleans Terminal

13,000,000
27,985,000

New Haven & Ha it ford.

York,

Kind of
Two-year 5 per

covered.

security.

cent, notes
5 per cent
preferred siock
stock

mortgage, 50-year,

1st

per

cent,

Common

10.075.01111

Two-year
notes"

per

Two

cent, notes ....
15-year debentures French

Uec. 30

8.(i73,800

trust

April 10

2.500.01 HI

to live-year 5 per

per cent.,
currency

4

collateral

cent,

13,900.000

January

27,085.000

April 1

Debenture bonds of the Worcester Consi. uoatcd
street Railway
30,000,000
30,000,000
30,020,000
30,020,000

Oct. 9

50-year 4 per cent, debentures of the
I'rovidence Securities Co
Capital stock
Capital stock
Capital stock
tj
per cent, convertible debentures
4 per cent, bonds of 1955, of Boston &
New York Air Line
4 per cent, general mortgage bonds.
First and refunding mortgage 5 per
Three-year
per cent, collateral notes.
.

11,000,1.1"/-

30.029.000

35,000,000

Northwestern I'aciHc
I'ennsylvanla

Company

50,000,000

Pennsylvania Uallroad

'year 5 per cent, notes.

.

August
June

2,750,000

Oct. 1
Oct. 23

5,000,000

Railway Terminal
Marquette **

I'corla
i'ere

&

I'iilladelphia

'.'.'.'.'.'.

'.
'.

'.'.'.'.

'.

Ue'a'd'lng'.

'.

'.

1,500,000
5,000,000
13,800,000
1,500,000

Railway
& Lake Erie

l'lilll|i|)lne

IMtt8liur),'ii

.

Kort

nf
'k
the I'ennsylvanla Tunnel &
Terminal Ca."
Bo.ms or otherwise of the Philadelphia.
Baltimore & Washington
30-year, 1st mortgage, 4 per cent, bonds

&

St.

50,000,000
1,«94.400
4.4»o,200

50,000.000"

g6,o'ii'o',666

50,000,666"
765,200"

March 12
March 12
March 15
August

25,000,000

June

25,0011,01(0-"

Wayne & Chicago
5,000,000

Ulchmond Washington Company
'

Island-Frisco Terminal

& San Francisco

l/ouls

St. Ix>uls,
St. Louis,

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Brownsville A Mexico!
Iron Mountain & Southern

5.000,660
3.300,000
5.074,000
115,000,000
100,000,000
3,000,000
3,600,000

per cent, notes
Five-year
4 per cent. i>referred stock
1st mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of the
New York Short Line
1st mortgage. 30-vear. 4 per cent, bonds

5,0(1(1,11(1(1

13,80(1,(100

Southwestern
Seaboard Air Line
Ix)uis

18,000,000

2,500,000

2,000,000
Sowllicrn TaclHc
.Tacksonvllle

Terminal Railroad Association of

St.

Loula

& Western

Tonopah & CoUineld (HullfniK

& Rranos

Trinirv
linion'

3,100,000
12,000,000

raelflc

Toledo. St. IxjulB

Valier

l'a.:IIU-

'

Vlr„'lnlan

jier

.

.

10-year 5 per cent, equipment trust note>
10-year bonds, series "A" 4 per cent..
and series "B" 2 per cent, and 4 per
cent."
Series "A"

Northwestern

.\ddltlonal common stock
20-year 4 per cent. iMnvertlble bonds..
50. year (> ner cent, bonds of the South

Omaha A Western

May

Yoaemlte

March

1.240.0(10
15.(100.000

1,880,000

Jan. 3

3.31 5.(K>0

637,000

.SU,

5

per

402.000
35.012.800

I'hlladelpliia

A

F.rie

1

February and Nov.

:2A

May
June 15

May

038.000

485,000

150,000

1 .000.000
3.U)0,000

740.000

10

April

Decemtier

June

fl.3S0.ddd
5,047.00(1

1

Aug. 1

i.2.'iO.(ion

April

500.000
«.000,000
42.'857',i43"

July

7;i,762.(i('x>

1

June 1
Jnne 15
1

June
Feb. 15

5110.000
«.l(I0.o„(l

Ist

e,'i'60.666

May

1

May
May

10

September

031.000
lO.OOO.OOOx

June

2.000.000"
..'.75.00(1

Aug.
Aug.

3,000.000

Jane

mortgage
'

1
1

Paclflc.

"For exchange for new convertible bonds.
^^
"Mssued bv the Tidewater Construction Compnnv. secured on $20,000,000
Tidewater Railway Ninds ..^nd Jlo.oiMl.OOO stock exchange collateral.

stock.

"Notes maturing November 1.
'In exchange for lialil F.aglc Valier stock.
"Successor of the 1'.. N. .1. A N. Y. and the
"Owned by the PeniisTlvanIa Company.

Feb.

1

1

"Reorganl«e<l company.
"Receivers' certificates
"(;uar«nleed bv C.. R. I, A P. and the St. U t S. F.
"To comply with Missouri law governing relative proportion of authorlied Imnds and stock.
"Kxienslon of similar Ivinds due March 1. 1907.
"Paid for Chicago A .\lton stock.
'"(!uarantee<I bv the Colorado A Southern and the Chicago. Rock Island

A

at rate

[If 3
to 1.
•In exchange for

cent.,

per cent,

•Kxchanged for Consolidated Railway stock.
•Kxclianged for Boston A Maine stock.
•II. Ill I.. Ik> exchnnued for (! |ier cent, convertible t>onds.
ISiicisvoi- of the Mobile. Jackson A Kansas City and the Gulf A Chicago.
nlilcrs also voted to Issue common and preferred stock and an
•qulpn

May

1,300,000

10,000.000

notes
1st tnortgage. 30-year, 5 per cent, bonds

\'a!ley

Feb. 1

4,665,000"

4.«0.'i.000

per cent, participation oer-

bonds
40-vear,

1

March, July and Aue-

.

bonds
Two-year

June

1.320,OuO

3,000,000

tltlcatea""

Washington Terminal

1

3.80(1,00(1

7.308,000

50-year. Ist mortgage. 5 per cent, bond*
50 year 5 per cent. Iwnds of the Virginia Terminal Railwav
Two-year 5 per cent, collateral notes..
Seven-year 5 per cent, equipment notes.
40-year, 3Mi P?r cent., 1st mortgage

Watiaali

Aug.

Aug. 27
Nov. 1

i. 000,666
3.000,000

cent,

Collateral trust and general lien four
year 5 per cent, bonds
10-year 5 per cent, equipment trust notes
40-year, 1st mortgage. 5 tier cent, bonds
of the Macon, liublln & Savannah.
Three-year 5 per cent, debenture notes
First consolidated mortgage, 100-year. .1
per cent, bonds
1st mortgage. 5l)-year. 4 per cent, bonds
of the Carolina A Tenn>>ssee Southern
7 per cent, preferred slock
511-year 4 per cent, bonds of the Tennessee A Carolina Southern
First consolidated mortgage, 30-year. 5
per cent, bonds
(ieneral mortgage refunding 4 per cent.

Two-vear

Hallway

April
Jan. 1
Jan. 1

62,816,000

bonds
30-year consolldaled mortgage bonds..
Collateral trust and general mortgage, 5

A

100,000,000
75.000,000
3,000,000

January

i.'ddii.i'iuo

3.300.000
5,074,000

10-year 5 per cent, equipment notes....
15 2ci year general Hen bonds
Common stock*"
Three-year 5 per cent, notes
lO-year 5 per cent, equipment trust notes
Klver and Culf division. 1st mortgage.

Series "It"
Ist mortgage. 15-year. C per cent, bonds
of tlie Bullfrog-Coldfleld
H)-year 5 per cent, equipment notes*"..
50-year II per cent, bond* of the Topeka

Coldlleldl

1.5(lll.(l(al

3.(10(1.(1(1(1

bonds

Texas A

1,431,000

December
June

May

2i'-year. Ist mortgage. 5 per cent, bonds"*
lii-yeur 5 per cent, car noti^

4

Jan. 1
Uec. 9
Uec.

July
Feb. 28
'644,s66

'.>j

.

Southern

February

Feb. 1

1,500.000
:i.stiV.so6

per cent.. 30-year lionds
4,055,000

Tampa &

2,038.260"
12,000,000

15,OUO.(lO(l

per cent, equipment trust notes....
Collateral trust 4iP-year 4 per cent, bond*
4

30-year,

St.

1

March 15
January

July 31
'697,666

097.0(1(1

bonds

St.

564.800"'
4,485.200"'

5,00(1.(1110

stock
Additional guaranteed special stock....
Ceneral mortgage, 100-year. 4 per cent.

Heading Company

lC4>ck

March

0,670,000

St'

Common

Louis.

1

April

10,000,000

St<ick

I'lttshurKh, Cincinnati, Chic.
I'ltlshurgli,

June

,570.666
1.023,000

1-i

2,205.000

46,000,000

June
December

1.000.000
1,300,000

bonds

10-25-year convertible 4 per cent, bunds
I'rior lien 4 per cent. 100-year bonds..
First and refunding mortgage, .10-year,
4 '/^ per cent, bonds
Three-year 5 per cent, collateral Improvement notes
Stock

100.0011. CPI Id
40,000,(1011
00,000,0111)

30.629,'tio'o"

Jan. 15, 190S

.

.

cent,

Norfolk & Western
Northern Paclflc

May 1
May 31

19.911.000
30.000.000'='

P.

N. Y.

A

L.

I.

"Sold

In

inO.%

to a syndicate.

"Collateral for note*.

Listed June.

1907.
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Union

Ah iiHual. the Union Padfli: report 1h one of the mcut striking
ThiH U
and Important of the railroad Ktatenients of the year.
oHpeclally 80 thl» year hecaiiHC PreHldent Harrlinan deHirlticB at
length the financial operatlonB of the i-onipany, particularly the
The part of the report
InveHlmeiit operallonH of the past year.
xlKned by hlni coverH 20 pa^eH as aKalnHt \'i pages a year ago. The
whole Ih a Htory of growth, progreHH and wealth ho remarkattle that
It iiiiinol be ea-slly iinderHlood or realized.
The year ended June .'id, 1!*07, waK the tenth Hlni-e the reorganiThe changeH which have come about In
zation of the company.
With only about 300
the ten yearn are little short of marvelous.
miles more operated than In 1898, gross receipts from all sourceH
have Increased from |33,000,000 lo $87,000,000, or nearly 104 per
cent.
Surplus after fixed charges has Increased from $9,000,000
Dividend payments have
to $;!i;,iil)0,oo(i, a gain of 300 per cent.
risen from $l,xoo,ooo to $23..''jiio,ooo, an Increase of l.liOu per cent.,
One of the
while the surplus after dividends Is neaily double.
most striking features in the development Is the decrease in fixed
charges.
During each of the la«t three years, which have been
the three years of the most remarkable gains In traffic during the
decade, the fixed c-harges decreiised, so that Instead of being
$l:i, 4011, 000 as in 1904, they ainounled to only $S,700,(ioo last year.
Compared with 1S9N, fixed charges have not quite doubled.
It is no secret how these remarkable results were av-complished.
The present management has always devoted great energy to the
Improvement of the property. If little new mileage has been added,
the etilclency of the old lines has been so increased that the result
In capacity for handling tratflc amounts to the creation of about
7.r)0ii new miles of rallroail.
The expenditures for changes in line.
for grade reductions, for second track, for larger and better shops.
terminals, etc.. for new lines, and for other betterments and additions have amounted lo over $130,000,000, of which $33..=)00.000 were
for grade reductions, second tracks, shops, terminals, et<-.; $32.700.000 for new lines, including ownership in the San Pedro,
Los Angeles & Salt Lake; $2i;,4lio,(i()0 for new equipment; $11,800,000

for changes In line, and $2t;,20ii,ooo for new lines in course of
construction and terminal properties.
All of these expenditures
(except possibly part of the last Item) were made previously to
.July

1907.

1,

The

record has been a very satisfactory one. Gross
earnings rose from $li(;,879,142 In 1901) to $75,651,105 in
1907. an increase of $8,771,9r.3. or 13 per cent.
The :90(; earnings
were $8,122,241; larger than in 1905, so that the large increa.se of
that year was continued at the same rate in 1907.
More satisfactory still, in a year when operating expenses were greatly on the
Increase, net earnings rose Just as fast as in the year 190(!.
The
MMi7 net earnings were $35,405,837. or 10% per cent, larger than
In the year before, while In 1906 net earnings were $32,020,372,
or UX.v per cent, larger than In 1905. This was accomplished, to
be sure, by a reduction of the proportion of operating expenses
whiih were for maintenanie, compared with the part used in operation, the latter heading including both conducting trans|)ortation
and general expenses, but, as examination of the unit maintenance
charges later will show, the Union Pacific's expenditures for keeping up Its property are still exceedingly lil)eral.
The decrease of
$77,000 In fixed charges was canceled by an Increase of nearly
$,'!oo,ooo in lax payments, so that net Income from transportiition
operations Wfts $3,155,000 larger than in the previous year. From
i)ast year's

railroad

from transportation operations, amounting to
$15,700,000 was paid out in dividends, or 4 per cent,
stock and C. per cent, on the common stock of the
Pacific, as well as 4 per cent, on the trifiing amount of
preferred stock of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company still
this

Income

net

$24,li00,tMlo.

on the
Union

pr.ererrp(l

remaining In the hands of the public. The surplus from transportation operations after payment of the dividends which are
charged to the railroad, as <listinguished Iroin the banking side of
the Union Pacific, was $8,900,000. an Imrease of $3,100,000 over ISOti.
The remaining 4 per cent, of the lo per cent, paid on I'nion
Pacific common stock Is charged against income other than from
lransp<irtatiou operations.
The most important source Is investments, from which the Union Pocifii- received $11.5f.3.105 last year.
The Southern Pacific contributed $5,985,000, or nearly half of this
large total, and the properties listed below contributed the fol
lowing amounts:
* Ohio

'I'>"iiii<;iv
i.r.-i.i

\..il

hern

(1,114,1B4
T70.T4S

.

N.w

\.)rk (•.•iilrnl
"""..Is Ci-hlinl
Ni>rlh"iii I'nolllr
Illicit!" & .Ml.'ii
rill-

riirlili-

.VlrhlH..ll.

770.1111
«.-,l,.Siiii
.-,•.,-,

|.,„

4i:(!7"j

i:.\iii'<'sM

l\,|H.k:l

&

I

<'iiin|iiui,v

;im imu

.Sniltll

.-,

Chlcm-,.. Mlhv.iiikir & St.
I'hiiai!.. .V .North \V.•^|^•|•^|

!•>

•.,•111.-.11

I'liiil

•-•ir.'!.-. I.-.

Dividends declared since June 30, 1907. for the year ended on that
by the Atchison, the Baltimore & Ohio, and the Illinois Cen-

date,
tral,

amounting

to

$2,015,903.

are not

included

in

this

total,

but

1

Included $1,125,000 i)aid July 1. 1907. and $1,350,000 paid Oc1907, by the Southern Pacific. The total Income from stocks,
$11.5t;3,105. compareB with $7,237,917 received in the same way In
190t;.
The Item, "Balance of rentals from steamships and property
and other Income" under this head Is less than half as much as in
190f;, principally because of dlBasters in the summer of 19ii(; to both
of the ocean steamships owned by the Union Pacific and rented to

there
tober

Pacific.

Vol. XLIV., No.

Ih
1,

The "Manchuria" went
the Pacific Mall Steamnhlp Company.
aground on the Hawaiian Islands and was so damaged that she was
The "Mongolia'
1907.
August
until
8.
unable to resume service
went aground on Midway Island, but was temporarily repaired
and lontlnued In service. On completion of repairs to the "Manchuria" the "Mongolia" was put In dry-dock for permanent repairs,
and resumed service again Nov. 12, 1907. Under the terms of the
marine insurance, only a small part of the cost of repairs will be
The loss In earning i»ower, however, is a
Income other than from transportation operations was $12,000,000, but there was deduct«d from this nearly
$500,000 for interest, so that the net Income from these sources
amounted to $11.C00,000. Out of this there was paid $7,800,000,
being 4 per cent, on the outstanding Union Pacific common stocli,
leaving a surplus after dividends from investments of $3,800,000.
against $fi, 400,000 in 1900. This decrease was due to the fad that
only one semi-annual dividend of 2 per cent, was paid in the
borne by the owners.

final one.

The

total

previous year.

Adding $8,900,000, the surplus after railroad dividends, and
the surplus after investment dividends, the total surplus after dividends from both transportation operations and other
operations, is found to be $12,646,885, which is about the same
From this, about $2,000,000 was
figure as in the previous year.
appropriated for betterments, against $2,700,000 for bettermenu and
$500,000 for betterments and additions of branch lines, and $1.0<Xi,000 for new equipment appropriated In 1900. There was, therefore,
less than half as much appropriate<l for this purpose last year as
in 1906.
If the same amounts had been spent In these ways the
year's surplus from all operations would have been the same as
As it was, the year's surplus was $2,700,000
in the earlier year.
larger than in 19iiO.
There weie important increases in every department of earnings.
Passenger earnings increased 13 per cent.; mail and express
earnings 27 per cent., and freight earnings 12 per cent., while the
number of revenue passengers carried one mile and the ton mileage
No total of commodities
of revenue freight was 7 per cent. larger.
carried Is included in the report so that it is not possible to trace
the growth and fiuctuations of the different classes of traffic, but
it is fair to assume that the incrcase<l earnings came from larger
tonnage of almost every important commodity. As the most direct
line between the Missouri river and San Francisco, the Union Pacific
secures a great amount of high grade traffic, the movement of which
was undoubtedly exceptionally heavy during most of the year.
As against the Increase of 13 per cent, in gross earnings, operating expenses as shown Increased 15 per cent. The increase in
the normal cost of operation was. however, really nearly 23 per
cent., for the 19iifj expenses were charged with over $2.2oo.O(io which
was credite<l lo a reserve fund for future maintenance and renewals
"for which there was no necessity this year." There were a large
number of unfavorable causes which account for this increa.se of
nearly one-fourth in the normal cost of operation. Most of the
wage schedules were higher and the greater part of these increases
went in effect in the fall of 1906. Material cost more, particularly
fuel, whose cost increased from $4,000.000 to $a.2oo.000 in 1907, an
increase of 30 per cent. The movement of traffic was exceptionally heavy during a large part of the year so that It exceeded the
limit of economical handling.
During the summer of 1906 operations were embarrassed by the accumulation of cars and of traffic
following the San Francisco fire. Later there occurre<l In the
Pacific coast states unusually heavy rains, followeil by disastrous
fioods. heavy snowstorms and extremely cold weather.
Many miles
of track and a number of bridges were washed away, the movement
of traffic was serio\isly Interrupted for over four months and as a
result there was a traffic congestion over a large part of the system.
There were 129 less miles of new rails laid than In 1906 and
60,000 fewer cross ties, equal to :51 miles of continuous track; 52 miles
less of tie plates and 195 less of continuous rail joints put in track.
On the other hand, .s per cent, of the mileage of first and second
track was on June 30. 1907, laid with 90-lb. rail, against 4 per cent,
a year earlier. Maintenance of way cost $1.7!<2 per mile, against
$1,832 In 1906, Incluiling the reserve for future maintenance, etc.
Not including this, the 1906 figure for straight maintenance per mile
of road was $1,519.
$3,800,000,

Maintenance of tM]uipinent expenses increased $1,250,000. or 18
per cent, over the straight maintenance of equipment expense of
the previous year. The 1906 maintenance of equipment account,
however, was charged with $515,000 as a reserve for future maintenance, renewals, etc., so that the 1907 total was an increase of
11 per cent, over the total shown in 1906.
Repairs and renewals
of locomotives cost $2,933 against $3,068 in 1906.
There was an

January
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not expect any rapid recovery, I believe the business of the country
will slowly improve from now on.
We have been for some time
past engaged in adjusting our expenses to meet the changed conditions of business, and have been reducing our forces and hours of
labor to correspond as nearly as may be to the reduced amount of
business done. We have practically finished all of the work which
we had under way, and it is not likely that we will engage in any
further construction or purchase any new equipment until business
As we have practically sufficient
conditions generally improve.
facilities for handling the business we arc now doing very comfortably.

The fact that the wage schedules are, as a rule, a subject of
contract with our employees does not permit a general reduction
along that line until the expiration of the present agreements.
There will probably be some shrinkage in gross earnings during
the coming, year, and in view of the wage agreements referred to,
it is not likely that the operating expenses can be reduced in the
same proportion as the gross earnings are likely to dejiMne.
On the other hand, the business that is done will probably be
done with greater ease, with less straining of facilities and little
congestion, and consequently with less expense, as such conditions
as have prevailed for the last two or thrne years always make railroad operations unduly expensive.
President.

—

East.
The general railroad outlook for lUOS appears to be quite unsatisfactory as compared with the indications a year ago at this
time.
The present financial stringency has spread itself over the
whole country and is not. as many people suppose, simply a Wall
street panic.
The first effect of this stringency is a reduction In
the output of nearly all the large manufacturing industries In this
section, and there is consequently a proportionate decrease in the
traffic offered for transportation by the railroads,
it may therefore
be expected that, for a time at least, railroad earnings will show
considerable decreases as compared with last year.
President.

—

In our territory

we

anticipate a mild period of depression.
Vice-President.

—

South.
I

tion.

for 1908, in general. Is very gloomy, but is not
seriously bad in our territory. This railroad depends upon the increase in population, and as this is the natural channel for the overflow from New York City, wo expect our business for 1908 will be
better than for 1907.
President.

—

We

anticipate the genera! business will be the

My
water

same as during

— General

1907.

load serves a
powers, storage

territory
basin.-!

of

and
been

large
soil.

Manager.

resources

in

The kinds

timber,

timber
broken into
of

section have
pretty heavily
probably, no other such area of them exists In
the country, so near to the Atlantic seaboard. Most of the log floating streams, rivers and lakes, with which northern Maine abounds,
are used to float lumber tonnage to the railroad.
The soil of populated A. county is of a character which
produces an exceptionally fine quality of potatoes. Not alone is
tb"'r reputation high for table use, but they are understood to be
than any others obtainable for seed, especially in the southern
-s, the West Indies, Bermuda, etc.
Since 1870, when about 40,000
•shels were shipped out of the country, the acreage has been
steadily increased until, from the crop of 1906, tlie company has
moved something over 13,000.000 bushels. Probably over 16,000,000
bushels were moved by all routes, and several million bushels usetl
in starch manufacture.
The acreage in 1907 was larger than in 1906. An unprecedentedly cold and wet year and heavy October frosts prevented a successful outcome.
The quantity of potatoes to be shipped Is variously
estimated at 50 to 75 per cent, only of the quantity from crop o(
1906.
The large shipments will be delayed until seed demand comes
on because prices are expected to favor. The large shipments from
crop of 1906 were from the field. Our September to November, Inclusive, earnings have been seriously affected by the conditions as
jjeculiar

elsewhere

to

the

until,

•

stated.

Not much can be done toward moving forest products to the
after the time for rivers and streams to be closed
ice,
until they are frozen solidly enough for teams, and
Last
until also there is depth of snow enough for woods roads.
year extreme cold and plenty of snow came early, not far from
middle
has
made.
the
of November.
not
At this writing heavy Ice
There is no snow.
The company's prospects cannot fairly be conslderetl along
with those of railroads in general. The resources, and the request for all that can be supplied from them, would appear to
insure the same steady gains in trafllc offerings, by years, now
and in the future, as in the past. It is a question whether seasons
railroad,

with

of depression do not encourage extra exertion with the hoe and the
axe in a territory where the population understands the "se of
both, and where opportunity to profitably use them Is at Its door.

—President.

—

improvements absolutely stopped: confidence shattered by
national and state legislation; tonnage growing lighter every week.
All

—President.

Ijook for hard times in 1908.

railroad outlook at the moment is very bad; our
earnings held up fairly well until 10 days ago, but during ihe last
10 days have fallen off to an alarming extent. The car movement
shows a decrease in pay loads the last week in November of something over five thousand. L'nless this crisis proves an exception
to former ones through which I have passed, we have entered upon
a long period of depression.
President.

The general

—

In this section the outlook for 1908 is very discouraging. The
adverse legislation In some of the southern states, and the great
drop In the price of pig iron and the closing of a number of iron
furnaces has depleted the railroad tonnage to a ver>' large extent.
The money matters are being handled in an excellent manner, but
Iron is a great barometer in this country and the products of the
lorest sympathize with the prices of iron.
I do not look for better
times here for a year.
O^neral Manager.

—

do not believe that we have yet passed through the full period
of depression, which seems to be the inevitable result of general
antagonistic legislation against railroad property.
General Manager.
I

I

—
—General Manager.
—General Manager.

anilclpatp a mild period of depression.

Twenty per

cent,

below normal.

Mild stale of depression for some months.

—Chairman

The outlook

nf Hoard.

worse than a year ago.
for the conditions at that time were not encouraging owing to the
fact that the previous boom In the lumber buslners. upot which
we largely depend for our earnings, collapsed prior to January i.
1907.
General Manager.
for 1908 is not materially

—

I

The outlook

anticipate severe depression until after the Presidential elecPresident.

consider bu.siness will remain good in this territory.

—General Manager.
The errltory of our linos is peculiar, much of the area being
water. The products are of food, agriculture and the forest. The
first two classes being in unlimited demand are nearly stable; the
third, together with other Industrial

and commercial

articles, fluc-

tuates.

Subject to the next crop conditions, there

is

no present reason

why, the regular annual Increase of fooii and agricultural shipments should not continue In I90S. There may be some decrease
of manufacturing output, but altogether we expect increase of
gross earnings per mile of road, resulting, in some measure, from
our new lines and a more compact system.
Our earnings for 1907 were lncrea.sed by the Jamestown Exposition, and it is difllcult to say to what extent, if at all. they were
affected by rate legislation.
In Virginia, the Railroad Commission
did not apply to us the rulings imposed on other itimpanles because of our physical situation. In North Carolina much of our
mileage was exempted from the reduced passenger rate, because of

We do not expect further hostile
The local popular feeling in our territory Is not now
legislation.
and never has been generally antagonistic; our relations with the
public have been reciprocal, fostered possibly, by the feeling of
security by the i)\iblic in the abundance of compet'.t'on by water
and other lines.
Vice-President.
existing or recent construction.

—

Southicest.

The general railroad outlook is bad compared with the outlook
a year ago; business is not going to remain as good In our territory, and I anticipate a period of depression, perhaps not severe.
Vice-President.

—

The general

railroad outlook for 1908 Is not at all favorable.
Business in the territory served by our rails will undoubtedly .show
a severe period of depredation.
Just at present our trafllc has
fallen off very materially, and with the present financial stringency
I
look for a greater falling off. We are moving some lumber and
other forest products, but very little cotton.
Vice-President.

—

We

do not think that the railroad outlook for 1908 compares
at all favorably with the outlook a year ago.
From the standpoint
of to-day. we look for a material decrease in business in isns as
compared with 1907, although we do not think the depression will
be so severely felt In our territory Texas and Ix>uisiana as In
mining and manufacturing districts of the North and Kast, our line
depending more largely upon agricultural results. Our lines are
located In a growing and developing territory.
Increased acreage
will be brought into cultivation, and If w^e are favored with good
crops, especially with a good cotton crop, our earnings may not be

—

—

— Vice-President.

materially affected.

The

railroad outlook

at

present

in

this

section

seems to be

—
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i6
about GO i>er tent, of whal
a mild period of deprenslon.
do not

I

was

It

We

last year.

aiitlclputi- K'-ni-ral l)ii«lntHs will

be as good for 1908 as

In lh<- .sou tii »<«( eni slates,
r.xiicii a moili ruli- il<|)ii-.s:.ioii.

for the paHt year.
»<•

especially,

are anticipating
—I'renident.

Oltlahoma and Texas

II

.

—

We
ment.

./.

The gencial

—

favorable as it was a
the farmers are prostermed "hard times."
serious reduction in
volume of freiglit carried by the railroads, as the general cessation
of construction work and curtailment of orders for equipment, made
necessary by the damage done to their credit by political agitation,
has already forced them and will continue to force them to adopt
vigorous policies of retrenchment. We must not forget that the
material required for constrndlon of motive power, rolling stock
and new lines was a very potent factor in the general tonnage movement of the early pan of the year 1907.
Viie-Presidenl.
The general railroad outlook for the coming year is not as
good as It was a year ago. Farmers in our territory have harvested
fair crops the past .season which, in connection with the high prices
obtained therefor, ijarring the present period of financial uncertainty, will result in a fair local business.
We do not anticipate
a severe period of depression, although the present financial situation and the uncertainty always attending a Presidential election
year will put a stop to a large extent to enterprises which, under
normal conditions, would bring a considerable tonnage to our line,
President.

do not think the railroad outlook is as
year ago at this time. The crops are good,
perous, so that there cannot be what may be
think there will unijuestionably lie a
but
1

1

—

—

—

—

(Jeneral outlook

not very

We

business for 1908 at the present time is
Believe present depression and tightness in
going to result in quite a decrease in our business.
for

favorable.
is

—

General Manager.
do not look for any serious reduction of business on our

— Vice-President.

lines.

The general railroad outlook for 1908 as compared with a year
is bright so far a.s the general conditions and crops are concerned.
1
anticipate, however, a mild depression due entirely to
the money stringency, which I do not think will extend very far
into 1908.
—Vice-President.
Canada.

While the crops this year have not been as large as the years
immetliateiy preceding, they are still above the average, and the
demand from foreign countries and high prices existing will net the
farmers quite as much money as their larger output of preceding
years, although there will not be as much grain for the railroads
to haul.
While, therefore, there will be .some decrease in earnings
in this direction and some general falling off as the result of the
financial sllualion,
look for a fair business for the year 1908.
Vice-President.
1

traffic

In

—

I90S will

l)e

—

of the year we shall retrench in every possible
direction.
Some reductions have been made in certain classes of
employees, but no general reduction In the wage scale has l)een
attempted, the retrenchment consisting prini ipally of reducing
forces, stopping new work and a general lessening of the stroke in
construction.
President.

With the

first

—

We

have already commenced radical retrenchment, consisting
We have made no atof reducing forces and stopping new work.
tempt to reduce wages, increase in which has more than equalled
our increase in earnings for the past six months, and with falling
off of earnings to less than a year ago this very appreciably affects
General Manager.
our net earnings.
We are already making such retrenchment as possible. We
have not reduced any wage scale as yet; our retrenchment lies in
shortening hours of labor and in reducing forces, stopping new
construction work and in reducing equipment orders.
—President.

—

No attempt at general retrenchment but an especial effort towards more economical service in all departments. We are taking
advantage of the lal)or supply to increase construction forces on
the 210 miles we have under contract with the hope of completing
Vice-President.
same during 1908.
We have already stopped all new construction work and are
curtailing very materially on what we have under way, and are
placing no orders for equipment for the coming season. Our wage
scale has not been reduced since advanced In November. 1906.

—

— President.

East.

The roadway
this season

is

in

to reduce

good condition throughout.

same as it was
—General .yanar/er.

just al)out the

ye"""

last

—

—

We

are retrenching and expect to further retrench in shortening hours of work, and in al>andoning new construction work. At
this time we do not see our way clear to reduce wage scales recently
Vice-President.
advanced.

—

to

The general situation has made it necessary for us to retrench
We do not believe it will be necessary
all improvement work.
reduce wage schedules recently advanced, but we are retrenching

in

every direction possible.

in

We

— President.

are not planning to retrench extensively, neither have

—General Manager.

IIKTIIKNCIISIKNT

TION

WOHK

AXIi

RkTIIK.NCH.MICNT.

I.IK
I.N

AkK

reduce wage schedules yet on account
of the strength of the unions, but believe that the next three months

YOI-

—

every direction

W..

.Id

nnt

..\p..,i

change

Retrenching

Central West and Trunk Line.i.
We have reduced our expenses to the minimum In all department.s, iiut owing to the fact that our wages are pretty generally
controlled through agreements with liilior organizations, we have
been unable to return to the old scale of wages. We have reduced
the number of working hours at our shops, have stopped all new
construction work, and have placed no orders for equipment for
next year.
—Vice-President.
We are reducing the force wherever possible. Have not been
able to make any re<iuction in wages.
President.
In

have not been able

will see a

IN .SIIOIITKMMI KOIU'KS, IX STOIM'IXU .NKW CD.NSTltLlHKIUOINII KQIII'MKXT OltllKH.S?

We- are retrenching

we

South.

We

— Superintendent.
No changes to report.
— General Manatjer.

PLANNlXd TO KKIISKXCII
r.XTKN.SIVKI.Y, OK AKK YOf AI,I(KAI>V MOiXO .SO?
If .SO. IIAVK Vor BKBN
AIU.K TO KKDI'CK ANY WAllK SCAI.KS HKCKNTI.Y ADVAXClill, Oil DUKS
THE
2.

usual at
We are

common

already done so.

for 1908.

Outlook for 190S same as for 1907.
QlK.STION

Is

with other railroads, are endeavoring to retrench so as to bring operating expenses into a right relation with
operating income, but up to the present time we have not attempted
Thus far our
to consider the rearrangement of wage schedules.
efforts are being directed to a reduction in train service corresponding with reductions in income, and in discontinuing all kinds of
construction work, including equipment orders, that can be postPresident.
poned.
in

.Mcj-ico.

Oeiieral railroading outlook good

It

track, masonry, fence, etc., forces.

able to reduce, and are reducing them more than ever. Considerable passenger train mileage is to be canceled, and some minor
I'pon conferences with leading
stations will be temporarily closed.
patrons, to be affected, they have approved. We will have no incomplete construction 10 days hence. Wage scale has not been
President.
reduced,

We,

ago

The

are already doing as mu<h as we can In the way of retrenchWe have not been able to reduce any wages.
President.

now

Pacific.

money market

1.

be able to reduce wages at the present time, but have reduced the
working hours of the men, and have made material reductions in
the numlier of men employed. Our new construction wjrk has practically all l>een stopped, and we have no equipment orders on the
market.
President.

-Vice-Pre»idenl.
railroad outlook for iht year 1908 compared with
the outlook a year aso Is distinctly depresslnR; business will not
be good and I anticipate a severe period of depression. Aftpr the
crops of next season (here will be the usual amount of transportation of food products as well as supplies for the use of those who
produce them, but no new enterprises of any kind are likely to be
started during tin- year lltOS, or at lea.sl until the I're.sldentlai question Is settled, and I shall be happy if our gross receipts for the
calendar year 1908 do not ilecrease by 20 per cent.
President.

Vol. XLIV.. No.

tn

to

— President.

in this.
in all

— President.

ways possible

We

have endeavored to retreiu-li in every way possible for
many months past. We have not reduied wages, but have reduced
force; however, it seems to me that a reduction in wages is inevitable unless business largely improveii very soon. We are endeavoring to keep our roadway and equipment in good order, but have
suspended all work that can be dispensed with. We do not anticipate purchasing any new equipment during the present fiscal year.
President.

—

tonnage we are already retrenching,
taking off trains and reducing the number of men in the shops and
on tlie track. We tried retrenching by reducing- liours to keep as
many men as possible and give them some kind of a living.
General Manager.
We are retrenching extensively. .Ml new construction has been
stopped, and no new equipment Is likely to he ordered in the near
future
Oeneral .Manager.

Owing

to the falling off in

—

—

—
Jaxiahy

We
It

ly.
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are going ahead, but with not quite as much vigor as formerhas been found possible to reduce track labor from $1.50
General Manager.

—

to 11.2.5 per day.

equipment orders whatever during the year 1908. It will probably
not be possible to reduce the wage scales for skilled labor.

— President.

We

are retrenching by stopping new worli and by shortening
forces, but have not reduced any wage scale.

—General Manager.

works of improvement not Imperatively necessary have
suspended. Orders for supplies, etc., have been curtailed.
There has been no reduction in wages.
Chairman of Board.
We found it advisable to make retrenchment in expenses l>efore the end of the last fiscal year, and have made still further
retrenchment since the recent financial troubles, but It has not yet
been practicable to make any material reduction In wages. We
are not doing any construction work, nor have we made any additions to our equipment since June last.
All

been

—

— General

Not retrenching.
to construct the

new

Manager.

Are reinforcing the old lines and preparing
General Manager.

—

lines.

Some

construction work is suspended, and operating expendibe governed by considerations of safety and prudent
The property has been well kept up, and could very
well live on its own fat for a considerable period, but it Is not
intended to deprive it of adequate repair.
Beyond retrenchment
in reducing forces and purchases, there is no road open to us
toward lower operating cost. Wage scales have not been cut. and
they are about .5 per cent, higher now than a year ago.
Vice-President.
Southwest.
tures

will

economy.

—

We are jjlanning to retrench wherever possible. Have not been
We are following a general
able to reduce any wage schedules.
plan for revision of alignment and grades with permanent construction and relaying heavy steel from Texico to Woodward, Oklahoma, in my territory, but have cut out some extensive improvements, such as the completion of lap sidings, with an interlocking
tower at the lap, and have stopped the construction of all new lines.
We had no intention of buying new equipment; however, the
Texas Railroad Commission has issued orders for the heavy purchases of cars and engines.
Vice-President.

—

Pacific.

We

are not planning any extensive retrenchment.
Owing to
labor being very plentiful we have reduced the wages of
some of our section men. We have stopped some unimportant new
construction work, but are continuing all construction and maintenance work necessary to keep the property up to its standard.
Vice-President.

common

—

We

have made no retrenchments any more than usual at this
time of year.
We are, however, intending to reduce wages In
certain lines of labor about January 1.
Vice-Prctidenl.

—

All construction

it
will be resumed until early spring, when, in all probability,
work already started will be pushed to completion. We have only
ordered a part of the equipment which we had figured on buying
for 1908.
General Manager.

—

the matter of retrenchment, we shall probably limit our
new works to the completion of those begun the previous year,
and not undertake anything further until limes are l)etter. What
retrenchments are made in our labor force will be rather in the
dire<tion of reduced force or shortening of hours than any change
In the wage scale.
As to new equipment, we have ordered about
the same averate amount as preceding years.
Vice-Pretident.
Mexico.
In

—

Retrenchment, smb as good business principles demand during
the present financial condition; any excess In operating expenses
will be reduced according to present conditions only.

— Superintendent.

Ql KSTKI.N

—

We are gradually retrenching as far as we can consistently
without crippling our service. We have no new construction to
speak of under way, and are not arranging for any new construction for the coming year, as we have recently largely increased
our equipment, and will not place orders for any new equipment
for 1908.
We have made no reduction in wage scales recently
advanced, but we believe that it will be necessary for all lines
and Industries in our territory to make material reductions in the
near future.
Vice-President.

—

We

are retrenching where possible, but have been unable to
reduce wage schedules.
Have laid off surplus force where practicable, and have stopped all new construction work, and are withholding orders for additional equipment. At this writing we have
a surplus of equipment on our rails, and are turning back to
connecting lines a considerable number of empty cars.
Vice-President.

—

We have already l)i>j;uu to retrench in our expenses, by stopping ini|)rovcments and reducing forces in the shops.

— Vice-President.

— Vice-President.

We

are retrenching in every possible way by stopping new
construction and improvements In fact, spending no money whatever which we can avoid without deterioration In that which we
now have, and except where work previously commenced is so far
advanced as to make its completion essential. There will be no

—

EXPENSKJj?

:

—

There are no

efforts

we can make

to check

operating expense.s. except as above specified, and
train

service

wherever practicable.

Every effort possible.
Every possible effort

In

ti

ir

v.
-

/

— President.
Is

being made to prevent an undue ratio

— President.

of operating expenses to earnings.

Until the earnings very materially fall off. will not put in force
will affect the efficiency of our service.

economies that

—General Manager.

We

are reducing our forces In every department to check *
probable large Increase In expenses, so far as we can without
affecting the safety of our patrons and without permitting the
property to deteriorate, either as to Its physical condition or Its
equipment.
—Prcjitdcnt.

of

Only by an effort to a better education of our men as
and their mutual interest with the company

service,

to cost
In

— Vice-President.

general operating results.

tb«

we might

take measures to reduce our operating
expenses by 5 per cent, to 10 per cent, the coming year.
It

Is

po!>slble

—President.
General economies are being studied and applied as far and

We

Our lines are retrenching and are deferring all construction
work and improvements of every description that can be deferred
without in.jury to the property. There has been some fall in the
scale of wages of laborers, but in no other classes, and retrenchment
simply lies in shortening hours and in reducing forces.

IX OPEIUTI.VO

i

West.

—

lNXB»l*Sr.S

We have been doing everything possible to civ
so
or
increase In operating expenses, but with the Incri
both labor and materials of all kinds, the only way 'i
'n»
can be made Is by entirely cutting out all work thai i-au iiuiwlbly
Vice-Pretident.
be dispensed with.

the customary policy of retrenchment to
meet existing conditions as far as possible. We have not as yet
reduced any wage scales recently advanced, but decrease In business has enabled us to reduce train mileage and make considerable
saving in other directions. Our plans for construction work next
year were not very extensive, and, based on the present outook,
they will be to a considerable extent carried out. We added quite
largely to our equipment, both cars and power, during the past
year, and it may not be necessary to make farther additions to
Pre.<iident.
take care of the business of 190S.

have pursued

Are you M.\.KI5G any OTHEB EmiBTS TO tllECK
Central West.

as fast as is

We

3.

Tin; IMIKV.M.K.NT L.VIWiK

We

have already made extensive retrenchments. Wage scales
remain about the same. We^ have no new construction work or
equipment orders outstanding.
President,

work has been discontinued, and do not think

deemed

—President.

wise.

are endeavoring lo check the increases In operating expenses that have prevailed during the last two years.

— President.
— Vice-President.

No.

We are making every effort to check the large Increase In
operating expenses by reducing train service, and in other ways
nil luxuries and extraordinary expcndltnrts

cutting out

—Presi:

We

are not making any special effort to check the
in operating expenses.
General Man'i

—

South.

We are making every |>ossible effort to check the prevalent
large increases in operating expenses, and with a good deal of
success for many months pasl. in the items of car loading, engine
loading and per diem as affected by the movement of foreign ears
on our line.
President

—

We

are making every effort to check Increases In the operating
expenses, but the new legislation, particularly In Georgia and Alabama, makes it difficult to reduce.
General Manager,

—

We

are

making every

effort possible to

check the large increase

—
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This Ih a dlfflcult matter to accomiilieb
of the labor situation and Increaiied cost of all material
entf-rlnK into thi.- maintenance! and operation of railroadii.
in

operattne expensefi.

on

ai'i.'ount

— Oeneral

Manager.

Wf

an- malting every effort to prirvent any further Increase
In opi-railnK <-xpenMeH consistent with the requirements of our
8tal"' Corpoialliin Commlsslun, which docb not permit us to decrease
train Hcrvlce, which Is the most effectual way to economize.

— Oeneral

Am
am

making every

We

banilling at foreign cars

is

We

operating expenses aown, and
for, in this section, the
the weakest point.
Oencrai Manager.
all

— Vice-President.

effort to

— Vice-President.

We

are making efforts In every direction to check prevalent
Vice-President.
large increases In operating expenses.

—

any .shilnkage in gross earnings for 1908.
Oeneral Manager.

—

large increases in operating expenses, renewed
effort lias been made to increase car and train loading by reducing
in many cases the speed of trains to promote It.
the

— Vice-PresidCiit.

\Vc feel that the high-water mark has been reached and passed
In the matter of large increases in operating expenses, and, except
aa accompanied by adverse legislation, look for reductions rather
Presiderit.
than increa.s<'s.

—

—Oeneral Manager.

Twenty per

We

hope

have in a few cases curtailed expenses In our stations by
slightly reducing the help.
Vice-President.

—

We

are reducing operating expenses as much as Is consistent
with efficient operation.
We expect to cut down wages, which
have been abnormally high, in some departments about January 1.
Vice-President.

—

We

are making a special effort to keep operating expenses down
to the very lowest possible point.
Oeneral Manager.

—

ING8

— Do

vol- anticipatic

any shrinkauk

in (;iioss eahn-

1908?

KOIl

to earn

with reduced forces, it could hardly be expected that the gross
earnings for 1908 will equal those of 1907.

— Vice-President.
—
—President.

anticipate a shrinkage in gross earnings for 1908.
President.

Yes.

A considerable shrinkage In gross earnings is inevitable. The
grain crop Is below the average, the demand for building materials
Is less, and the combined effect will prevent an Increase in gross
earnings.

We
I

anticipate material

—President.
shrinkage

in

gross earnings tor 1908.

— Oeneral Manager.
—
— Vice-President.

anticipate a shrinkage In gross earnings for 1908.
President.

No.

— Chairman

The A. U, gro.s.s rccclpt.s will prol)al)iy not be decreased by the
year ending June :io, TJU.S, but will be considerably less the following year. The t". D. gross earnings are likely to be increased
in 1908 over 190", due to new trafflc arrangements made by which
M'd secure additional tonnage from other sources thou heretofore.

— President.

East.

We

of Board.

We have reasonable ground to hope that the shrinkage in gross
earnings, which the larger roads In this section seem to anticipate,
Oeneral Manager.
will miss us, or touch us lightly.

—
—General

No.

Manager.

Southwett.
I anticipate a considerable shrinkage in gross earnings for 1908,
Vice-Pre»i<Jenf.
possibly 10 per cent.

—

We

anticipate about 50 per cent, shrinkage In gross earnings
President.

—

In our territory, where our gross earnings are so largely affected by the result of our crops, we would not feel Justllled In
making an estimate on gross earnings for the year 1908 as compared
Vice-President.
with the year 1907.

—
—
— Vice-President.

Gross earnings for 1908 will undoubtedly show a considerable
Vice-President.
decrease over 1907.
I anticipate a very considerable shrinkage in gross earnings in
1908 compared with 1907.

in

As we think the tonnage carried by the roads will be r-^duced
1908, there must necessarily be a shrinkage in gross earnings.

— Vice-President.

seems reasonable

It

to anticipate a reduction of

are hopeful lor increosed gross earnings in 1908.
Everypoints to a handsome Increase.
President.

—

now

We

do anticipate a considerable shrinkage In gross earnings,
for the present at least, but whether that will continue through the
year 1908 will depend wholly \ipon whether the business of the
country revives.
A railroad is not o producer: It la simply a
carrier of what other people produce, and therefore Its Income fs

wholly dependent upon the prosperity of

Its

cu.Momere.
President

—

from 10

to 13

per cent, in the gross earnings for the ensuing year.
President.

—

Pacific.
1

do not anticipate any shrinkage

We

in the

gross earnings for 1908.

— Vice-President.

do not anticipate any large shrinkage In gross earnings.
considerably in excess of last year.
Vic^-Presiden t.

—

Expect quite a decrease in gross earnings for 1908, the extent
of which, however, will depend entirely on 1908 grain and fruit
crops.
Oeneral Manager.
Question 5. If gross kakninus are less, no yov thikk operating EXPENSES ON YOfB KOAl) CAN HE SO REDVCED TII.XT THERE Wll.l. BE
UTTLE, IF AST, LOSS IN NET?

—

Central -West.

With the Increase in wages in all lines of service and tlie increased prices of all materials, it would be impracticable to snow
the same net. even if the gross earnings were equal.
Vice-President.

—

I

do not see how operating expenses can be reduced so as to

— President.
will enable
—President.

meet this condition: the net must
Expenses cannot be reduced
not to show quite a loss In net.

siilTer

do not think It possible
earnings for the ensuing year.

maintain the present ratio of net

1

thing

Manager.

something more than this year.

I'p to the present they are

Central West.

With many industries shut down and the remainder working

I

—General

cent, reduction.

West.

We

4.

is

—

Pacific.

Question

—President.
inevitable.
—President.

We anticipate great shrinkage in gross earnings for 190S for
Oeneral Manager.
the railroads In the South.
Shrinkage In gross earnings for the year 1908 seems ineviuble.

for 1908.

West.

To check

Ipate

fear that shrinkage In gross earnings for 1908

I

—

check the Increase in operating
expenHi-H by a reduction in force.
It la our intention to maintain
This
cars, engines, etc., at least equal to their present standard.
will rcHult In our maintenance expense showing some Increases, as
coming
home
to
us.
cars
are
now
a great number of our

making an

aiitii

Klfteen to 20 per cent, reduction.

—

are

— President.

do not

Houth.

We are making Htrong effort to check Increases In operating
expenscK by not increasing the salary of any man, and buying
Vice-President.
only such new material as is Imperative.
There is very little opportunity to reduce operating expenses
except by a decrease In rates of pay and In cost of all supplies

We

— Vtce-Pretidenl.

not appeared.

Manaycr.

Southwetl.

In gross earnings.

do not anticipate any shrinkage In gross earnings for 1908
compared with 1907, but we do not anticipate that the earnings
will be as great as tbey would be If the financial depression bad

vi-ry closely,

and material used.

some shrinkage

1.

We

effort to Iteep

watching car movcnientH

anticipate

Vor XLIV. No.

to

to

a loss.

an extent that

us

— President.

With present rate of wages, operating expenses cannot be so
reduced that there will be

little,

any, loss In net.

if

—Oeneral

»

.Manager.

do not think the operating expenses can be so reduced so
1
there will be little or no loss in net; to the contrary 1 anticipate a
loss in net.
President.

—

Do

not

think

any material reduction

likely.

in

operating expenses

— Vice-President.
—

We

expect our net earnings for 1908 will be about equal to 1907.
President.

We

believe there will be a

East.

It

I,-.

grootl

Impossible to determine

gain in net.

now whether

— President.
the reductions in

—

Januaby

3,
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operating expenses can be made large enough to meet the losses
in net for the reason that we cannot yet approximate what those
President.
losses will be.

—

We

think operating expenses can be reduced to very nearly
gross earnings.
Vice-President.

—

offset slirinkage in

Under the present plans, the operating expenses of this road
reduced so that tlioro will be no loss in net earnings.

will be

South.

We

think loss in net

We

cannot keep

off

is inevitable.

shrinkage of net

—President.
—President.
revenue.
—President.

I

to

make up

the loss
—OeiieralforManager.

—General

With a shrinkage

in

Manager.

in gross earnings, it is hardly to he expected

that our net earnings from operation could be maintained.

—General Manager.
—General

expect to increase net earnings.

Manager.

We cannot now forecast the maintenance of net earnings for
the calendar year 1908. Were there no other factors— and the others
are plainly indicated above the unknown crop of the year vegeforestalls any estimate of value.
tables, cotton, corn ;ind peanuts
Vice-President.

—

—

—

—

Southwest.
will be impossible to
considerable loss in net.
It

We

will try to hold

reduce operating expenses to prevent

— Vice-President.

our own in regard

to

in-

QUESTIOX 6. Have YOLT. expenditures fob ilAI.NTESA.MK .vnd
BETTEBME.NTS BEEX OX SO LIBERAL A SCALE UURIXU TIJE PAST FEW YEABS
THAT THE PBOPERTY CAN GET ALONG FOB A YEAR OB SO WITH LESti EXPEXDITtJBE, IF NECESSARY? HOW MUCH DO YOL' EXPECT TO SPEND OK
EXTRAORDINABY BETTERMENTS IN 1908, AS COMPARED WITH 1907?
for maintenance and betterments have been
during the past two or three years and can be reduced
during the next year without injury to the property. Labor cost
is about 15 per cent, more than it was a year ago.

—President.

The property can get along for a year or more with less expenditure on maintenance of way owing to the present condition
of the property.
do not expect that we will make any extraordiI

nary betterments in 1908 beyond those compelled by law or ordinances, such as our work on track elevation at Joliet and the completion of some track elevation work in Chicago.

— President.
—President.

—General Manager.

No.

I

—Superintendent.

fairly liberal

do not believe that operating expenses can be reduced propor-

tionately to reduction in gross earnings.

tonnage during 1908 over 1907, with

Central West and Trunk Lines.

—President.

Cannot reduce operating expenses

Expect increase in
creased net earnings.

Our expenditures

I
do not believe that operating expenses can be reduced so as
to cover the loss in gross earnings without a sharp cut in wages.

tonnage.

19
Mexico.

operating expenses.
President.

—

Yes.

I

do not anticipate spending very much for extraordinary

betterments.

No expenditures
in 1908

for extraordinary improvements are to be made
beyond keeping the roadway and equipment in proper shape.

— President.

Expenditures for maintenance and betterments during past
few years have not been on so liberal scale that the property can
get along for a year or more with any less. We will not spend as
much on "extraordinary" betterments the coming year we did the
past year.
General Manager.
Our expenditures for maintenance and betterments have been
on such a scale during the past few years that we probably can yet
along for a year or so with less expenditures, if necessary. I am
not prepared at this writing to state what our expenditures on
extraordinary betterments in 1908 will be, as compared with 1907.

—

—

heavy reduction in gross earnings, under present cost
President.
of labor, supplies and material, it is doubtful that there would not
Yes, if absolutely necessary, but doubt the wisdom of the policy
be some reduction in net earnings, even under the most watchful
except under compulsion.
Vice-President.
Vice-President.
care and supervision.
Our expenditures for maintenance ajid betterments will be very
Under the present high wage schedules it will be impossible
to reduce operating expenses to a point that will permit the net much less in 1908 as compared with 1907. due to the extraordinary
President.
to remain stationary, and I look for a considerable decrease in the expenditures made during the past 18 months.
Vice-President.
The general physical condition of the property is such that we
net.

With

a

—

—

—

—

I
don't think operating expenses are going to be so reduced
that there will be little loss in net earnings, unless the trunk lines
that fix the very large compensation paid to enginemen. trainmen,
machinists and other shop men by contract, revise their contracts
and make lower schedule of wages to apply during the depression.
Vice-President.

—

West.
probably be impossible to offset this entire shrinkage
by a reduction in operating expenses, but probably two-thirds of
President.
the decrease can be so offset.
It

will

—

do not think operating expenses can be so reduced that there
mean that
will be anything but a serious loss in net.
By serious
while we will in all probability earn a safe margin above our dividend payments we shall make a very unfavorable showing as comPresident.
pared with last year.
'

I

1

—

It is difficult to forecast the effect

on net earnings.

could probably get along for a year, if necessary, with very small
maintenance expenses, but I do not think it will be necessary to
allow it to depreciate in any way from Its present good condition.
Probably expenditures for extraordinary betterments will be less
than during the year just passed.
President.

—

East.

Expenditures for maintenance, betterments and equipment have
been very liberal since the company began to operate the railroad.
The necessity for coming expenditure on those lines is to be insignificant, for some years, save to meet increasing traffic demands
upon the property. Not 10 per cent, of the outgo In 1907, against
the items named, need be expended in 1908.
President.

—

Our expenditures

for maintenance and betterments have been
so large during the past three years that the property will not suffer
from retrenchment in these matters during the coming year.

—President.

There have

been no material increases in rates, whilst state commissions have
been reducing them quite generally. The 16-hour law affecting train
service and the eiubt-hour law affecting telegraph operators the
effect of both of which will mean large increases in operating exThe
penses, have yet to bo felt, as they take effect in March, 190S.
problem before operating officers of maintaining net earnings at
the same flsure as last year is, therefore, one presenting many

Expenditures for maintenance and betterments have been so
liberal that this road can get along for some years with less expenditure.
During the year ended June 30, 1907. this company spent
$993,898 for additions and betterments. Since June 30, and to December 31, 1907, we will have spent about $400,000 more. Jan. 1,
1908, to June 30, 1908, we do not expect to spend anything; in
other words our expenditures for extraordinary betterments will

ililli-iiltios.

be practically nothing.

—

— Vice-President.

Our expenditures

Pacific.

In case of a slight decrease in gross earnings 1 think operating
expenses can be correspondingly decreased so as to leave no loss
Vice-President.
in net earnings.
Do not think that operating expenses can be reduced except
that wages of labor will probably be more reasonable.

—

— Vice-President.

expect to keep operating expenses down to a point which
will avoid showing decrcaso in lu-l i':iiiiings.
General Manager.

We

—

— Vice-President.

maintenance and betterments have been
on a very liberal scale during the past few years, and the property
is in very gooil condition, and we will get along for a year or two
for

— President.

with less pxpendltures.

This property can be maintained without any excessive expenditures for maintenance and betterments for a year or two. We
expect to spend a similar amount on extraordinary betterments in
1908 as we did In 1907.
General Manager.

—

South.

We

will not

spend any more than enough to keep the property

—President.

In safe condition.

think that a lesser volume 01 irailic with the labor situation
more amenable to control than has been the case in late years,
should enable us to prevent much of a loss in net.
I

— Vice-President.

Our expenditures

maintenance and betterments have been
scale during the past few years and the property can
for

on a liberal
get along for a year or so with reduced expenditures if necessary.
I am having the data compiled, with reference to the extraordinary

.
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bellermenlH In VMH, an compared with 1907, but this Information
noi yet in hand.
ThrTi- will be a itharp reduction.

In

—Pretident.

Our expenditures and miilntenanoe for betiernicutu have been
conHlderablo and the property l8 In good condition and can !» run
with a conHlderably leHB force. Cannot advine you what we will
Oenerat Mannu'-yspend foi- hf-ttcrnienlH In 1»08.

—

Our
on HO

i-xpendltiircH

for nialnlenance

and betternurnis have

'.x-en

two yearH that we can

Kei along
small expenditure without serious de-

liberal u xcale for the last

foi' the next two yeara upon
terioration to the property. The amount to be spent on extraordinary belternientH for the year ]908 will not amount to more than
Z.'i
per <'eiit. of tlie amount expended during the year 1907

—General

No.

Manayer.

(li'iicral Mniiaiiir.

,

Cannot give

IIkuich;

will .spend as

llllli'

as possible.
of the Boanl.

— Chairman

we can

get along with less expenditure for maintenanco and betterments than heretofore. We have expended little
for betterments in 1907, and will expend little or nothing In that
General Manager.
direction for 1908.
necessary,

if

—

expected that this year's expenditures will be larger than
those of last year to bring condition of properly to normal.
Is

It

— General

Manager.

Kxpendltures for maintenance and betterments have been immense, but the work is now only aliout 00 per cent, complet?, so
that wc will not get much benefit from it in 1908. We oxpect to
con/plete the betterment worlt between Texico and Woodward, Okla.,
2GJ miles. In 1908, with r>oi4.sibly the exception of the ballast. The
work consists In reduction of grade from 1 per cent, to six-tenths;
of allntments of C deg. curves to two; permanent bridge work, and
replacing 52-lb. and 56-lb. rail with 75-lb.

We
at a

shall

— Vice-President.
—President.

keep cxpenilltures for betterment and maintenance

minimum.
Our properly

Iwlh been well maintained, from the standpoint
of inaltitenatice and betterments, and our expenses in this dirertiou,
If conditions retjiilred, could be niiuced next year as compared with
the current year.
Vice-President.

—

ICxpendltures for betterments, maintenance, etc., have been on
a liberal scale for some years past, and we are in shape to get along
for a year or so with less expenditure for maintenance of track
and equipment, If necessary, although our entire efforts will be
directed toward keeping up our present standard as regards maintenance.
Kxpendltures for extraordinary betterments during 1908
wli: be nil.
—Vice-President.

Our exi)endlturcs

betterments has been liberal during the
past few years, and the property can get along for a year or more
with less expenditure in that illrcctton, except that before the panic
struck us
lontracted a $40,000 expenditure in the direction of
strengthening several metal bridges that were erected when the
railroad was built in 1880 and 1881. Our expenditures tor equipinent and betierments in 1907 aggregated $232,520;
1908 exleiidlturcB will be limited to the $40,000 alwve referred to.
Y ice-President
West.

—

putting

of the property Is such that, If neceKsary. it could
maintained gatisfttctorlly for a year or more with less expenditure
than in the past, but we do not anticipate a situation which will
bt!

— President.

this necessary.

Our expenditures for maintenance and betterments have been
on an extremely liberal scale during the past few years, so that we
think our projierty ran get along with less expenditures for mainlenonci' than have heretofore been made.
The amount to be t.pent
oil betterments In 1908 will depend largely on llnanclal conditions.

such that the property can be miilut.iined
;it a minimum of expense.
There will bo no expenditures for extra'idinary betterments.
—President.
Pacific.

Our property being comparatively new, we could very

7.

— How

i

higher than

first

Labor and material costs, as compared to a year ago, equal
General Manager.
There Is no material change in the cost of labor or material
President.
as compared with lasi Uecember.
Labor Increased approximately 15 per cent., materials from 10

—

—
— Vice-President.

per cent, to 25 per cent.

—
—President.

Our labor costs are about the same as a year ago December,
The cost of material would average a trifle less than last

1906.

December.

general way, 1 should say that our labor costs are per12 per cent, higher than they were a year ago. but in
the materials which enter most prominently Into railroad operathe
tions
Increase has been Utile, if any. during the past year.
President.
East.
In a

haps 10

to

—

Moderate concessions have been made to labor within the year,
but not to the extent where less numbers of employees cannot receive present wage and, on account of the betterments, perform
Pt<esident.
December, 1906. work.

—

Labor with us is from 5 to 10 per cent, higher during DecemWith the exception
ber, 1907, as compared with December, 1906.
of lumber and coal, prices show a decided tendency towards a deYice-Pretident.
crease over December, 1906.

—

Our labor

costs,

of 10 per cent.;

compared with

costs of materials

last

show an

There has been an Increase of 10 per
and

I 'I

>"

1"'

T>e'-

year, show an Increase
increase of 15 per cent.
President.

—

cent, in the cost of labor

rent. In the cost of materials.

—General

Manager.

South.
ill muteriul about 10 per cent., and labor not over 5 per cent.:
so far about 5 per cent, reduction In force.
President.

—

Onr labor

cost

compared with

last

December

per cent, higher.

Is

probably

—President.

10

We have reduced price of labor, particularly on track. Have
not noticed any less prices on metal materials yet. but they will
soon.
General Manager.

—

come down
The

rate paid our labor
December. Cost of material

about 7 per cent, greater than
aliinit
12 per cent. more.
General Manager.

Is

Considerably greater.

—President.

Both are larger.

—Chairman

The

cost of both labor
Iht. 190C.

Labor about the same.
purchase little.

last

—

and materials

is

of Board.

higher than in DecemGeneral Manager.

—

Material only a

but

—Generalhigher,
.Manager.
little

we

Southicest.

Cost of labor and material about S per cent, higher than

— Vice-President.

.vcar.

Cost of labor

Is

the same.

last

Cost of material, about 10 per cent,

^President.

class condition

nnd

last

Is

•'•"s

in

increase of

— Superintendent.

— Vice-President.
December,
—President. and
An increase of about 5 per cent. In labor. Material about the
—Pretident.
same as last year.
There
as yet no decrease in current costs as compared with
— President.
those of one year ago.

easily

gel along for a year or so with less expenditure for malnten.mce
If necessary.
Hut we do not anticipate that this will bo uccesi-ury.
have no doubt we will spend on extraordlnnry bettermeitt.s in
1
1908 as much as we did In 1907.
—Vice-President.

have kept our track and equipment

anticipated

for

Dki-KMIIKB?

Laiior costs are considerably
also materials.

maintenance and betterments durlnv: the

last 10 years bnv.- been

We

condition

class

.

— \'itr-Presidcnt.

fur

flrst

no yolk i..\u<>u osrs <-omi'aui; with tuose of
How do costs Ol .MAI>.HI.%Ui IXJMrAKE?
Central West ami Trunk Lines.
The increase In wage scliediiie.s. plus the increase fOi overtime rules that have had to be oiieedeii, will run from 10 per cent,
to 1.1 per cent, more than for the same period of last year, and the
<ost of materials will run from 10 per cent, to 2.5 per cent. more.

The condition

Our expenditures

In

Qi»:«Tio.\

l..t«T

I

niiike

road

business.

in

—

1

can get along for some time without any extraujrdinary expens--General iianager.
if necessary to do so.
Canada.
We do not expect to curtail any of our regular expenditures for
—Vice-President.
malntenan(« of this property.
Mexico.
have
been in view of
1907
Expenditures for maintenance for

about 10 per cent, increase.

Southwest.

XLIV., No.

Vol..

The

could. If neces.sary, considerably reduce maintenance e.\;ieuses
for a year or two.
do not expect to make any extraordinary
betterments during 190S.
—Vice-President.

cost of lalwr as compared
Increase of from 5 to 13 per cent.;
is even greater.

As for the last two or three years our expenditures for Improvenients nnd betterments have been on such a liberal scale we

Labor costs as compared with I>>cember. 1906. show an increase
of approxlmotely 10 per cent.
Costs of material show about the

We

with

la.'it

December shows an

the increased cost of material

-Vice-President.

—

Jamary

3,
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ratio of advance, although I loolt for a reduction in the cost
and supplies, commencing the first of the year.

same

of materials

—Vice-Prenident.

Labor and materials have advanced greatly since last December.
haven'i the figures at Innd to give the per cent, of increase, but it
Vice-President.
i.s
quite large.

—

I

West.
per cent, in the average
There has been an increase of aliout
President.
wages of skilled labor since December, laOfJ.
Labor costs in all departments, except track labor which is
Costs of
al)out the same as last December; are very much higher.
materials generally are higher, except lumber which has recently
track
trimmings
and
unchanged.
been somewhat reduced. Rail
It is difficult to say what our labor costs are compared with
those of last De<eml)er, but there will be an increase of not less
.^

—

—

—

than 12 per cent, for the same amount of work. The cost of material has undergone a slight decline, but only in unimportant Items.
President.
Steel and ties remain at the maximum prices.

—

Pacific.

We are ))aying oui' skilled labor more this year than a year
Material, principally
but our unskilled labor a trifle less.
Vice-President.
lumber, is less than last year.
Labor and material are as yet about the same as last year.

ago,

—
— Vice-Prestdcnt.

We

cut the rate for ordinary labor used In track work in the
November about 2.t i)er cent. Rates for other labor pracsame as in December. 190G.
Cost of material is a little in excess of what it was this time

niiddl.' of
ticiiily

the

— General

last year.

Manager.

is

—

Mexico,

Labor

Have

yoiii kaunings, fheioht or passl.noer, bke.n'
BY .STAIK LEGISLATION THIS YEAR, AND DO YOU
EXPECT A REDUCTION IN 1908 ON THIS ACCOUNT?
8.

REI>U<'EI>

Central West and Trunk Lilies.

The only reduction

that

ment is the 2-cent passenger
and as our passenger traffic
no net money in the 3 cent
enactment simply Increased

we have

suffered by legislative enact-

fare law in Ohio and Pennsylvania,
was extremely thin, there was really
This
fare which formerly prevailed.

our burden just this much, as it is
absolutely Impracticable for us to haul passengers at a proBt over
our lines under a rate of 2 cents per mile.
Vice-President.

—

of
28.

Our passenger earnings have been very much reduced on account
the 2-cent per mile passenger fare, which became effective Sept.
As a large portion of our mileage runs through a sparsely set-

tled district of Michigan,

reduced rates will not increase the travel.

—President.

—
—President.
over half a million. In taxes, and
— President.
net earnings.

Yes.

There is a marked increase,
consequent material reduction in
Passenger ami freight earnings have not been materially

a

re-

duced by state legislation, except that we believe the 2-cent law In
and Illinois has resulted in reducing our earnings,
but with material growth in passenger business the loss has been
largely overcome this, we believe, not entirely due to cheaper fares.
Oencral Manaoer.

Ohio, Indiana

—

—

Our earnings on freight and passengers have been materially
reduced by state legislation, and I anticipate a reduction in 190S
President.
on this account.
Slightly.
Anticipate further reduction in 1908.

—

— Vice-President.

We

—

—President.

East.
lOarnings have not been affected by state legislation.
President.

—

no legislation

in

do not expect a reduction in 1908 on this account.

— President.

—

—
—

—

—

Our earnings have been materially reduced by

the states within which

state legislation

We

do not expect a reduction in 1908 on this account; at
least we hope that such will not be the case.
General Manager.
this year.

—President.

Yes.

Too soon

to

tell.

State legislation has only affected passenger

—Chairman

of Board.

are operating 85 miles of road In West Virglnin thrnugh the
lly pay
mountains in a district where a traveler would !
Our
from 25 to 50 cents per mile If he could escape
,M-ndent
railroad, built at an average cost of J100,000 per i:.
entirely upon a sparse local business Is only allowed to charge 2
General Manager.
cents per mile.
i;

—

reduce either passenger or
freight rates during 19"". but our passenger fares have been reduced
one-eighth by the State Corjioration Commission, which is much
less than the general reduction In this state.
General Manager.

There has been no legislation

to

—

treated these small roads
Earnings have not suffered therefrom, and It Is not

The Georgia Railroad Commission has
very leniently.
thought they will in 1908.

— General Manager.

Southtcest.

There has been reduotion in passenger earnings from 3 to 2
cents in Oklahoma and some slight reduction In Texas, due to Railroad Commission order, and considerable reduction In New Mexico,
Vice-President.
due to interstate rulings.
Freight and passenger earnings have been materially reduced
this year, but I cannot say that It was wholly due to legislation. We
President.
hope for better things in 1908.

—

freight ami passenger earnings have not been materially
affected by slate legislation this yetir. The 2-cent passenger rate bill
before the last Texas legislature was defeated, and our legislature
only convenes biennially. Therefore, we are not looking for any
material change, brought about by state legislation or by further
reduotion in freight rates by the Railroad Commission, during the
Vice-President.
year 1908.

Our

—

Earnings, both freight and passenger, have been materially reduced by state legislation, and the year 190S will undoubtedly show
.still further reductions, although It Is only fair to say that many of
the reductions made during 1907 did not become effective until the
Vice-President.
year was half gone.

—

Our gross earnings have not been reduced by

do not expect that our earnings will be materially affected
President.
the coming year by any state legislation.
There is no question that our earnings have been reduced to
some extent by state legislation during the year, but not to any
such extent, proportionately, as our compensation for carrying the
mails.
In connection with the action of Congress, which resulted in
decreasing our earnings by about 10 per cent., the Postmaster-General,
iiu the day of adjournment of Congress, made a further reduotion of
aluiul l."i per cent., so that the compensation for the carriage of mails
wiiliin ilic lasi year has been cut about 25 per cent.

Tliere has been

We

Earnings, freight or passenger, have not been reduced by state
General Manager.
legislation during 1907.
South.
President.
Greatly hurt.
By being a small line no direct reductions; only loss by indirect
President.
competition with large line reductions.
Our passenger earnings have been irregular in Georgia since the
2K!-cent rate was put into effect, but there is no doubt, as shown by
analysis, that we shall show not only reduced earnings, compared
with last year, to say nothing of the normal increase which we have
President.
shown from year to year.
Our earnings of both passenger and freight have been materially
reduced by state legislation this year, and there will be the same
conditions in 1908, as the new laws of Alabama and .Georgia reduce
General Manager.
freight rates.

—

both freight and passenger, have been materially reby state legislation, and this undoubtedly will be reflected in
the returns for 190S.
President.
:.irninKs,

.(icod

us.

We

—

QiK.srio.v

jrATEUIAl.LY

— Vice-President.

Our passenger earnings have not been materially reduced by
direct legislation, but indirectly we made- some concessions which
stopped some direct legislation which would have seriously affected

rates.

cheaper and more plentiful at present time.
Superintendent.

is

Earnings have not been materially reduced by legislation and
anticipate any change in this respect.

we do not

—

Canada.
]0 per cent, or 15 per cent, higher than last December.
Vice-President.
Material about the same.

Labor

operate that will affect our rates, and we have no reason to expect that
any legislation will be made during the coming year that will change
—President.
present conditions.

we

state legislation

during this year, nor do I expect a reduction from that cause during
190S. but our expenses are being largely increased by acts of the
thirtieth Texas legislature.
Vice-President.
West.
Earnings, both freight and passenger, have been materially reduced by state legislation, and a similar reduction will oontiniip In
the future. This reduction has been offset to a
the past year by exceedingly favorable business conditio:
hence the reduction will be relatively of more moment
in 1907.
—PrCiidcnI.
Earnings, both freight and passenger, have been materially reduced by the action of state legislatures and commissions, and as
these laws will be operative through 190S the reduction for that
year will be greater than in 1907. as they were operative only a

—

"

;

part of the year.

— Vice-President.

THE KAILKOAD GAZETTE.
Our imiiiienger earnings have undergone u aerlouH reduction by
state legislation, and efTortH are being made by several state commlsPresident.
slona to make reductions In freight rates.

—

Pacific.
I do not believe our earnings, either freight or passenger, have
been materially reduced by sttite legislation this year; nor do I anany reduction from that cause the coming year.

ticipate

Our

— Vice-Pretident.
not been reduced
— Vice-President.

and paiiaenger earnings have

freight

state legislation.

Do

— General
—

Manager.

material reduction that we can point to as the result of state
legislation.
Vice-President.
QfKMTIO.V

9.

— How

UIAN TIIKV WKHK

I.N

MUCH

—

—
— Vice-Presiden

UUilltK WILL VOUII TAXES BE IN 1908

1907"?

Central "West and Trunk Lines.

The tendin 1908 will probably be higher than in 1907.
universal to Imrease taxet^, and every month of the present
Is showing a large increa.ie over the corresponding month
of last year, the average IjcUim .ilnnit 40 per cent.
In some states we are still being taxed on the basis of gross
earnings, and as it is impossible to state to what extent our gross
earnings will be reduced we cannot give an Intelligent estimate of
the total of the taxes for 190S as compared with 1907.
Preiident.
ency

Is

fiscal

year

could only approximate what the Increase In taxes might be.
There Is a movement on foot, however, to force the railroads of this
section to pay considerably higher taxes, but Just what It will
Vice-President.
amount to we cannot foretell.

Somewhat

—President.
— President.

not anticipate any increase In taxes.

—

Is

—

Taxes have Increased about 3Vj per

Our

ta.\e8 will

be,

on

earnings

our gross
—General
Manarjcr.

cent,

the past year.

approximately, J80,000 higher in 1908 than

—President.

they were in 1907.

— Vice-President.

Uncertain.

— President.

About the same.
tiixes will

year.

not api)reciably differ from those of last
President.

—

Railroad taxes in the stales in which we operate are levied
under laws which have not been changed, and I do not, therefore,
anticipate any material inorea.se in the total of our taxes during the
coming year.
^President.

Our taxes were increased during the year ended .lune
and show an Increase of 92.25 per cent, over year ended .lune
We expect a slight Increase for year ending June 30, 1908.

30, 1907,
30, 1906.

— Vice-President.

Our taxes

in 10u8 will be 15 per cent,

1907,

Taxes

:;0

190S will be the

in

same

Manager.

—

In

1908 will probably be }125,000 in excess of 1907.
President.

—

have not yet had any Intimation regarding taxes that will be
but suppose that they will be again raised.
General Manager.
Our taxes will be about 10 per cent, higher for 1908 than they
were in 1907.
—General Manager.

—

Ten per

A

little

cent, higher.
higher; not a great deal.

— President.

— Chairman

of the Board.

Taxes for 1908 will depend upon the assessments to be made by
the State Corporation Commission on the first of September next and
ilie county and municipal rates of taxation for 19ft8, but we do not
aniiiipalc any nuiterliil liu'rease In llie taxes over those Just paid

-General Manager.

tor 1907.

There are no new bases of assessment In either of our states
that will increase our taxes in 1908. Our gross taxes will be materially Increased In that year by the creation of additional property
In the now lines.
VicePresidt'nt.

—

About the sauie

—General .Manager.

It Is

Impossible n> csniniiic the taxes exactly In 1908. but
to be about 5 to 8 per cent, higher than In 1907.

we

them

Should be about the same.

Central West and Trunk Lines.
Local popular feeling seems to be undergoing a change in our
territory, as the inability of the railroads to go ahead with their
improvements, because of lack of money, has had a reflex action
upon the industries served by these roads, many of which have
been compelled to close down, forcing large numbers of workmen
out of employment, and the people are beginning to ask themselves whether the railroads and other large corporations really
deserve the extreme punishment that has l)een inflicted upon them
Vice-President.
during recent years.
believe it is the consensus of opinion locally that anti-railI
road legislation has probably gone a little too far.
We have no
session of the legislature this coming winter.
President.

—
—
—President.

do not think the local popular feeling against the railroads
as great now as it was last December.
President.
I

Is

No

let

up as

yet.

Local popular feeling on line of road seems less antagonistic
than a year ago. but railroad commissioners in all states are exercising very inquisitive jurisdiction over the railroads, making it
more expensive on that account to operate.
General Manager.

The

local popular feeling in this territory is not as

much

antl-

railroad or anti-corporation as it was last December. I see decided
signs of reaction toward kinder feeling.
President.

— Vicc-PresirtcMf.
—President.

Can
The

— Vice-President.

see but little change.
local popular feeling in this territory

as strongly
viously.

anti-railroad

does not seem to be
it has been pre-

or anti-corporation as

—President.

am somewhat

inclined to believe that there is a more kindly
popular feellnn manifesting itself in our territory, or perhaps it
would be better to say a less bitter leeling. than existed a year
ago, and this Is evidenced to a large extent by the tendency on the
part of the local press to give the railroads an opportunity to be
heard in various questions that arise. I believe this feeling will
continue to grow, but its growth must depend very largely upon
the different railroad maIla^cn^.'Ilts. and the attitude which they
assume in meeting and consulting more than they have heretofore
done with the leaders of public opinion In the various communities.

—President.

East.

Popular feeling in our territory never was so cordially kind
toward us.
President.
There has not been in this section as much local popular feeling against railroads and other corporations as in other pans of the
country, although there has been more of this feeling than was
pleasant to encounter. I tlilnk, however, there Is a slight improve-

—

—

ment

in this particular.
PrcsidcHt.
Local popular teeling in our territory seems to be more kindly
than In the past.
VicePiesirfrnt.
We think the local popular feeling in our territory is more
kindly than it was a year ago, taking all things into consideration.

—

ithicrst.

pect

KINOLIF.R FKEI.IM,?

I

We

in 190S,

—

—

as they were In 1907.

South.
Do not look for any change. Increase of 19U7 over 190G about
per cent.
President.

Our taxes

—

Vice-President.
Taxes about the same as last year.
QL>:STI0.V 10.
Is LOCAL I-OI'lLAK KEELI.M. I.V YOUK TfaBITOBY AS
MLCII OB MORK ANTI-RAILRUAO A.\D ASTI-COBPORATIOX TttA.N IT WAS
LAST DECEMBKIt?
IX» YOf SEK ANY SIUSS OF B1;aCTIOX TOWABO A

—

higher than they were in
—President.

— General

—

—

East.

This year's

In 1907.

estimate that our taxes for 1908 will exceed those for 19'i7
General Manager.
about $50,li00.

Canada.

Impossible to forecast what the legislatures now convening In the several states may do In the way of further unfavorable
corporate legislation. The linpretsion is gaining ground that they
will do less In the way of further oppression of railroad corporations
President.
this session than last.
It

We

to the extent of

Our taxes will be about the .same as 1907. Our valuation for
taxation purimses was increased during the years 1905 and 190C
President.
per cent.
,
'.'J

higher.

About double what taey were

—

In hope there will be no material increase.

—
— Vice-Pretident.
— Vice-Pretident.

Pacific.

We

Do

I.

West.

Taxes

this year.

No

1.

The new tax billB passed by the last Texas legislature increased
our taxes alwut lloO.uOO for the year 1907. We do not exjject an inVi<.e-Prestdent.
creaae in the year 1908.
The tendency for some years
I look for an increase in taxes.
the
assessed valuaincrease,
both
In
past has Ijeen toward a gradual
Vice-President.
tion and the rau- of taxation.
Our taxes In 1908 will be ne.irly double the amount paid In 1907.

by

not think freight or passenger earnings will be affected to

any great extent by state legislation

Vol. XLIV., No.

ex-

— President.

The

anti-railroad

and anti-corporation feeling

in

this territory

—

Januaby
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about the same as it was last December.
of reaction toward a kindlier feeling.
is

—

Do not

any signs
General Manager.

South.

see

—President.

Prejudice subsiding to some extent.

There is every indication of a large change in public sentiment
The
with reference to the railroad question in this territory.
general impression seems to be that measures against railroads
have been too drastic and have been pushed too tar.
President.

—

The local popular feeling here is not as much averse to railroads and corporations as it was a year ago. I believe tlie people
see that mistakes have been made by the legislatures and that
will have the effect of lessening this prejudice in another year.

It

— General

Manager.
The local feeling in our territory is much less of an antirailroad and anti-corporation character than it was last December.
There are also signs of a reaction.
General Manager.

—

—President.
—President.

is more kindly.
The feeling is better.
Popular feeling has become more

Feeling

— General

Manager.

in North Carolina
radical tendency.

— Vice-President.

The

feeling,

never very bad

in this section, is

now

— General

seem

-'3

that their political future depends on
harassing the railroads in every possible way.
President.
We think local popular feeling in our territory is decidedly
less hostile than it was last December.
We believe the people generally, and the press in some cases, are realizing that the railroad
corporations have been seriously crippled by the action of the politicians during the past year.
The people are beginning to realize
that the coal famines, congestion of freight and impossibility to
provide emptie.s, questions that were so acute last winter, were not
due to the "pure cussedness" of railroad officers but largely to conditions over which they had no control; in other words, they are
being educated and are beginning to understand the situation.
Vice-President.
still

to

feel

—

—

Pacific.
I
do not believe that the popular feeling In our territory
against railroads and other corporations is as strong this year as a
year ago. I believe the tendency is toward a kindlier feeling on
the part of the public.
V'ice-Pre«i<lenf.

—

anti-railroad during the past
year, and there are no material signs of a reaction as yet.

The pendency of litigation in the rate cases
must necessarily curb any immediate further

They

better.

Manager.

Local popular feeling toward corporations about the same as
heretofore.
The only agitation against railroads In this section
of the country is on the part of lumber shippers, whose rates to
the east have recently been Incr^sed.
Vice-President.

—

There

quite a strong anti-railroad feeling in this sectioa
at the present time, but I do not think it Is as strong as It was
a year ago, for the reason that this feeling culminated to a certain
extent in the appointment of railroad commissions in both Oregon
and Washington at the last legislatures.
Is

—General Manager.

Sotilhiiest.

Canada.

We

think we can see a revulsion of feeling in our territory
and a kindlier feeling toward railroads and corporations than
last year, at least among business men.
A great many business
men are beginning to see that their interests are very closely linked
with the prosperity of railroads. In evidence of this is the action
of the lumber men and grain men in Texas, in making an effort
to reduce the severity of reciprocal demurrage rules proposed by
legislation and the Texas Commission.
There is not much of a
change in Oklahoma, although political conditions there have absolutely tied up further construction, and it is expected the feeling

— Vice-President.
—President.

change there.

will

We

feel that there

has been a slight reaction in regard to the

kindlier feeling.

We

feel

Have not noted any

In the present state of the public mind. It is difficult to
anticipate whether successful candidates will be more radical than
formerly, as It will depend entirely on whether the people wish to
continue the present agitation against corporate Interests.
Vice-President.

—

do not think in the case of new elections that the successful
candidates will oe as radical as they have been in the past.
I

that the popular feeling in our territory is gradually

becoming more conservative toward railroad and other corporaand that the bitter feeling that has been worked up against
all corporations has now passed the "high-water mark," and we

Nothing apparent to dope
There were no new state

tions,

can see signs of reaction.
gradually developing.

In our opinion, the kindlier feeling
Vice-President.

—

is

There is a tendency toward a kindlier feeling on the part of
the public In regard to corporations, largely due to the present
financial conditions.
The fact that the government, national and
state, have been making war on corporations, has caused a general
tear of panic, and thinking people to stop and reason.
If the
practically universal onslaught by the various state legislatures
and candidates for ofBce continues against railroad corporations, it
will undoubtedly eventually apply to all jjroperty interests.
The
heavy fine against the Standard Oil Company, and the various suits
brought by the attorneys-general of the many states against tlie
different corporations, under the various anti-trust laws, has caused
.some reaction in feeling, and the people to see the effects of political
agitation.
Vice-Prcsidrnt.

—

think popular feeling in our territory is not quite so radical
against corporations as it was a year ago, and I think 1 see
decided signs of reaction; in other words, we are not "held up"
quite so often as we were a year ago, except by men who handle
live stock, who continue to handle the railroads through the courts
in such a way as to make the business unremunerative. regardless
of the market.
In former years shippers of live stock wore apparently satisfied if they secured from the railroads, in the way of
claims, an amount to cover the freight charges, but at the present
time they are exacting not only a rebate of the charges, but In a
good many instances demand payment to almost the full value of
the animals being handled.
Vice-President.
West.
There has been a marked recession of the antl-rallroad disposition In the territory served by this company.
While it still exists
in many quarters, we believe the majority of the communities
served by our lines believe that anti-railroad legislation has gone
too far already, and no encouragement will be given a continuance
of the legislative policy which has been so marked the past two

—

— President.

'

I think I see some signs on the part of thinking men in some
of the states through which we pass of a kindlier feeling toward

the corporations, and a query as to whether persecution has not
been carried to excess but it has not reached the state officials.

—

— President.
— Vice-President.

for.

officers of any prominence elected In
this state this year.
expect. In the coming election, candidates
of less radical nature will be more successful.

We

—President.

Kasl.

The

railroads have not been made, to any grec. extent, a politin this section, and I therefore anticipate no troubles
from that source.
President.
ical

is.^ue

—

New

York, state elections, we think, have resulted In a less
radical crop of office holders than last year.
In New Jersey, possibly more radical, however, than a year ago.
In

— Vice-President.

While there are no new state elections In our territory this
year, we are of the opinion that if there were the succescful candidates would not be as radical as the last ones elected.
South.

I

years.

— Vice-President.

particular change.

Question- 11. Ik tiikbk ark sew state elections ly vora tekkiTOUV this YEAB, D1) VOU A.NTICIPATE that the Sl7CCBS8ri'L CANDIDATES WII-L be MOUE OB LESS RADICAL TH.\S THE LAST CBOP?
Central West and Trunk Lines.

New

candidates will be more conservative.

— President.
— President.

believe the people in the southern states, in which we are
I
interested, will be glad to put into office within another year men
who are less radical about corporations, for a large portion of
the public see now that the stringent laws recently enacted are

Injuring the development of these states.

—Oeneral Manager.
Less radical.

—President.

About the same.
So long as the popular sentiment

-

- cis at:.'

corporations, there Is little doubt that tl;
will be those that avail of it to tlie best advantage.

—<ieneral Manager.
It is

considered that the anti-railroad feeling has run

— General

In this section.

Its

course

Manager.

Southicest.

Candidates for election are apparently of the radical sort, but
while apparently none of them has abandoned the mott" "f "P-'nTh
to Corporations," some of them have received pretty -'
that may cause them to modify their propositions; ev.
ers' Union has refused to accept the dictates of severa
candidates.
—Vice-Prcsidt:nt.
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Our

nf^xt Klale cl«rtlon

will he held In

November.

1&08,

and

here will he no < hauge In our state offlclalB until January. 1909.
It Is probahle that the present state officials will be re-elected,

I

All the BtntoH tourhiil hy our rallK wii:
It Ih lalhiM- (lim<uli to Hay what ll.^
Bland for, although we look for no ln)|H

—ricePretldent.
-iiit during
andldates
'he aspect

1!(0S.

win

of the state leglHlatures, for the reason that the i.uliinal situation
In most of the states Is controlled by the demagogue iwlltlclans.
Vice-President.

—

Governor next year, ami U goes without saying
that It will reeled the same malignant demagogue that now fills
No crime could he committed by a Governor In
ihai poKlllon.
Texas that would prevent his reelection to a second term, unless
he Hhould turn his coat entirely wrong side out and make a display
of decency anil hu.slnefs ability in handling the legislature In
matters where corporations are concerned.
Texas

elects a

— Vice-President.

do not think new state elecllons would be effective, or that
I
there will he any radical changes In the attitude of the successful
candidates unless and until a reaction more apparent takes place
—President.
among the voters.
We hope the successful candidates will be fairly representative
'<( popular feeling, which Is distinctly less hostile than a year ago.
Vice-President.
12.
WllAT IS YOLB KSTI .M .\TK OK THK FIRST YE.\tt'S
(il KSTION
\Miiiii
or riiK I NTKiisT.vTi: Commkhck Commission i-ndkr the new

—

We do not feel competent to answer this question at the present
President.
time with the Information we have before us.
The work of the Interstate Commerce Commission during the
past yf«r undT the n^w laws has I think, lv>en about what might
-•
'
h
have':.
they

—

^

i

a

vei

with or consiUi.-r.i:;i>Li :j;. tliu aclual .xi a'.;', - jlJ responsible ofllcers of the railroads. Ir should be notel. I think, in
this connection, that It Is the determination on the iiart of the Federal Government to enforce the law rather than the actual law Itself,
which has brought about the prlnclpnl Improvement In the Fttuation.
"Every indictment so fai
ponition has been und-

consultalioii

'

Klklns amendment.

On-

•

:

the oiieratlon of the thinjdav tlauai-. TliU, iu lujiiici iiu:. .\uh the
great cost of the tariffs, baa made clianges In the tariff much less
frequent, and It Is evident that tariffs are. as a rule, becoming more
and more Inflexible. In connection with this feature there are some
advantages, but at the same time there are also some marked disadvantages. In other words, there Is a good deal to be said on both
President.
sides of the question.
East.

—

We are not able to pass Judgment upon the year's general work
the Interstate Commerce rommlssinn under the new laws. In
jht to our notice difsuch matters as v.Arbitrary de:iig.
ferences of inter).
.doubt. The public
crees, even If stra;
against
the physical
;aiiiur
uurcaooiialjlc
in
has, notoriously, bccii
operation of rallroadF. It has not been allowed to, even if It would,
regard that as distinct from manipulation. The physical operation
For the best results to the people
of railroads is a serious problem.
It has been of
It requires toleration and modenitlon f»i/ the |)eople.
little use for those wrestling with the railroad side of the problem
There ba.s apiieared to be no one representing all the
to so state.
people to state It. The present demon-^iraiion may. in the big plan,
Pretident.
have Us uses.
of

i

I.A\VS'.'

Central M'est and Trunk Lines.

Most of the work performed by the Interstate Commerce Commission since the new law went Into effect would be unobjectionable
to the railroafls of the country, as the roads generally have been
honestly and squarely conducted, and have nothing to conceal.
Some burdens have been added in the methods of accounting, which
do not seem to me to be justified, but these matters will all be
thrcsheil out and the roads will adjust themselves to the new conditions in due time.
No doubt much good will result from the
work of this commission. The work of the Interstate Commerce
Commission can hardly be attributed as the cause of the lack of
confidence on the part of the people in this country and abroad
in the stability of the railroads and other large corporations,
because the railroads can unquestionably adjust themselves to the
rules and regulations laid down by the Commission, the members
of which and their assistants seem to be thoroughly fair men, but
the continued agitation reflected from the National Capitol back
to the state and muniiipal corporations has prompted the enactment
of very stringent and arbitrary local laws that have injuriously
It could hardly be
affected the earning capacity of the roads.
fairly salil that any action on the part of the Interstate Commerce
Commission has caused the lack of confidence In the stability of
the railroads of the country which has prompted the raonied people
to tighten up on their "purse strings." thereby retarding the development of the railroad facilities. It would probably be more nearly
correct to assume that the holding up to public odium of the
|)ronilnent railroad men of the country and generally advertising
all over the world some of their shortcomings, Ignoring entirely
any of the good things which they have accomplished, has made
the people of this country and abroad believe that our railroad
system is all wrong and that we are, as a class, a lot of highwaymen, when as a matter of fact there Is less return on capital
Invested in railroads in this country to-day than in any other
Industry, and it is also probably fair to assume that an examination
of the history of the railroad men in this country will compare
favorably from the standiwlnt of honor. Integrity and stability
with any other class of business men.
Vire-Presiilent.

—

would take too much lime to answer Intelligently this quesGenerally speaking, the Commission has not been able to ilo
the past year. Of cours-e, whatever has been done Is
In the direotlon of reducing our rates, but It Is safe to say that It has
been conservative so far.
President.
It

tion.

much during

—

I

think the Commisslnn's work has been good.

— Prcsiileiil.

—

We

are hardly In position to give you any intelligent expres' .mission
sions of the first year's work of the Interstate Co!i
idge.
under the new laws. From our standpoint It Is
nt.

think

—

Have not as yet formed an opinion
state Commerce Commission under new

of the first year's

work

of the Interstate

Commerce

Comuilsslon, under the new laws, Is that the Commission Is getting
experience and knowledge, and until It gets down to a working Imsls
we cannot tell to what extent It may affect us. We look for some
relief from Congress In the enactment of a (moling law, under
supervision of the Interstate Commerce Coniuilssion. which will help
earnings In competitive territory.
—General Manatier.

We

will

work

—

work

ot Inter-

laws.

The first year's time of
has been so largely devoted to determining Its forms of procedure,
and In Interpreting the new provisions of the Interstate Commerce
law, that nothing seems yet to have been done disastrously affecting

— Presidctit.

any ot the Interests Involved.
South.

You can judge the effect iu reductions and value of stocks and
which shows the effect of the rate making power. The
however, do more harm than the National body, but the
Inspiration was given them by Roosevelt and Congress.

bonds,

states,

—President.

say anything In detail with reference
to the first year's work of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
have been Impressed with the conservatism of this Commission,
and of all the powers designated to deal with the railroads, the
Interstate Commerce Commission seonis to have manifested a more
just and liberal spirit than airy of the others.
President.

Without attempting

to

I

—

The Interstate Coramene Commission has performed a good
work but makes the mistake of criticizing all railroads l)y the acts

— General

of a few of them.

The flrst year's work of the
seems to have been fairly good.

Interstate

Manager.

Commerce Commission

—Qeneral
—General

Manager.

preliminary to finally reaching goo<l results.

Manager.

The new Interstate Commerce law chlefl> affected us in the
curtailment of passes, greater stability ot rales. Increased clerical
.?ost and Impairment of net earnings to extent of the charges for
depreciation of equipment.
Vice-President.

—
—General

Ilecldedly good as seen from the purview of these small roads.

Commission's work

In the main has an educational
to the ultimate advantage of both the public
nd the railroads, bringing more conservative legislation, more libr.\\ consideration by the public and a more strict regard by the railroads of their public duties.
Ticc-Presidcnt.
feel the

result that

In regard to

—General Manager.
the Interstate Commerce Commission

It Is

Our estimate

we

are In the same position as other milroads, in that
we have been so busy compiling reports and giving Information to
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the state commissions
that we have not had time to conclude whether the first year's work
So far we might say that we have not
is beneficial or otherwise.
PretideHl.
been affected.
1

Manager.

Southwest.

have not been able to decide whether the first year's work
I
of the Interstate Commerce Commission has resulted in benefit or
Injury.
feel they have reduced some rates too low, but from their
1
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own viewpoint I believe they have intended to be absolutely fair,
but some of their rulings appear to be ill-advised, from a railroad
Vice-President.
point of view.

—

It will

be some time before an intelligent reply can be made to
President.

—

this question.

the

As far as this company is concerned, we believe,
new law has been beneficial to this company.

as a whole,

— Vice-President.

the Interstate Commerce Commission this year
would indicate a disposition on their part to treat fairly with the
railraad.s, and we have no criticism to make.
Vice-President.

The work

of

—

—A.
July — R-

Goodyear elected First Vice-President.

C.

Buffalo, Rochester

Manager.
Robinson, Assistant Engineer of Track, appointed Chief Engineer.
Canadian yorthern.
July M. H. McLeod, Chief Engineer, appointed General
Manager.
Canada.
March— H. R. Emmerson, Minister of Railways and Canals, reTraffic

November— E.

F.

—

signed.

September

— George

West.

We

have

in the

faith

iategrity

and intelligence

of the

Inter-

Commerce Commission, and believe that its work the past year
has been very beneficial in preventing destructive forces achieving
the results which might otherwise have been accomplished. Constructive action on the part of the Commission will doubtless follow
in due course, and from such action we believe the railroads will
derive a fair portion of benefit as compared with the public.

—

President.
the railroads liave very little to complain of from the
first year's work of the Inlerstate Commerce Commission under
the new laws. The Commissioners have shown a spirit of fairness
that has been very encouraging and reassuring, and we think
tbiough their instrumentality and decisions of controversies the
pulilic will be educated and harmonious relations will be promoted.
Vice-President.
tliiiik

—

think the Interstate Commerce Commission is to
I
believe it is
be congratulated upon the way it has started out.
making a sincere effort to divest itself of prejudice and to be a
—President.
judicial body as it always should have been.
In general

I

am

Graham appointed

Minister of Railways

Canadian

Pacific.

Fciiruary

—G.

Bury, General Superintendent, appointed AsGeneral Manager of Western Lines In
charge of maintenance and operation.
E. Schwltzer, Principal Assistant Engineer, appointed
Assistant Chief Engineer, with headquarters at
Winnipeg.
J.

sistant

.Match— J.

Chicago

if

Alton.

Hawley, President of the Minneapolis & St,
Louis and the Iowa Central, elected Vice-President of the Chicago & Alton.
T. H. Hubbard, Vice-President of the Toledo, St. Louis
& Western, elected Chairman of the Board of the
Chicago & Alton. The various departments of
the Toledo. St. Louis & Western and the Chicago
& Alton combined in this and succeeding months.
December— Theodore P. Shonts. President of the Toledo. St.
Louis & Western, elected also President of the
Chicago & Alton.
George H. Ross. Second Vice-President and General
Traffic Manager of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, elected also Vice-President of the Chicago t

October— Edwin

—

—

Pacific.

year's work
of the Interstate Commerce Commission under the new laws.
I
believe it is an intelligent body of men and aims to do right by
both corpoiations and the public. But at the same time it has an
enormous task before it and I do not believe any estimate could
bo made on its work at this time.
Vice-President.
I

P.

and Canals.

state

We

Pittsburgh.

it

W. Davis, General Freight Agent, appointed Freight

not prepared to give an estimate of the

first

— W.

—

Alton.
L. Ross. General Freight and Passenger .Xgent
of the T.. St. L. & W., appointed General Traffic
.Manager of the Toledo. St. Louis & Western and
the Chicago & Alton.

Central Vermont.

Important

Changes

in

Railroad

Officers

in

1907.

of the Grand
at Toronto, appointed Superintendent of
succeeding
Vermont,
Central
of
the
Motive Power
Archibald Buchanan, Jr., now Chief of the Bureau

November— William Kennedy, Master Mechanic
Trunk

The following

changes during the jiast year while
not complete is intended to show the more important executive appointments by the larger railroads. Some appointments which reHect changes of ownership are also included. Similar lists were
published in the Railroad OazeUe of December 29, 1905, and Decemof official

list

April— C. M. Levey, Third Vice-President

of the Northern Pacific
Seattle, elected

and President of the Portland &

President.
Mlantiv. Birminfiham <t- Atlantic.
April— J. K. Rowland, Traffic Manager of the Urunswlck Steamship Co., appointed Traffic Manager.
October— H. M. Atkinson, President, appointed also General
Manager, succeeding to some of the duties of G.
D. Wadley, Second Vice-President in charge of
.

construction.

Baltimore

d-

Ohio

January— C.

i^oiilhireslcrn.
C.

F.

Bent. General Superintendent of the Baltiof the

more & Ohio, appointed General Manager
Baltimore
lianfjor

if

& Ohio Southwestern.

.\r()ti.-:.iiuk.

October— O.

Superintendent of Motive Power and
Equipment, retired after 60 years of railroad

Stewart.

service.

Boston

cf

Albany.

Boston & Albany.
H. Hustis, General Superintendent of the Western
division of the New York Centnil & Hudson
River, appointed Assistant General Manager.
R. D. Smith. Mechanical Expert of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, appointed Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power In special charge of the

—

Boston & Albany.
Boston

if

Maine.
Bartlett. Superintendent of Motive Power, appointed General Superintendent of the Mechan-

January— Henry

Buffalo

c£

ical Department.
Susquehanna.
Goodyear. First Vice-President, elected President, succeeding F. H. Goodyear, deceased.

May—Charles W.

of

—

New York

the

Public

Service

district.

Ohio.
H. T. Wickham, General Solicitor, appointed General
Counsel.
H. W. Fuller, General Passenger .\gent, appointed Pasif

senger Traffic Manager.
Xorlh-Wcstern.
January— S. .M, Braden. Superintendent at Chicago, appointed
General Superintendent of the Lines West of the
Missouri river.
Chicago. Burlington it Quincy.
October— Frank E. Ward, General .Manager of the Great Northern, appointed General Manager of the Burlington Lines Ea.«t of the Missouri river, succeeding
J. M. Gruber. appointed General Manager of the
Great Northern.
Chicago Great Western.
December— Otto Conieli.son, Superintendent of Transportation,
appointed General Superintendent
Chicogo, .MiUcaukce d ^*<. Paul.
Freight Agent, appointed
January— E. S. Keeley. Geneml
""
Freight T' ~
iieral Superintendent, apJune— H. B. Earling.

Chicago

iC

October- .\. H. Smith, Vice-President and General .Manager of
the New York Central & Hudson River, appointed
also Vice-President and General Manager of the
—.1.

Inspection

Commission, Second

May—

ber 28, 1906.
Astoria <t Columbia liivcr.

'

of

Chesapeake

Chicago. Rock

pointed !'•
Including iliu I'avihi
ters at Butte, Mont.
Island d Pacific.

March— W.

—

S.

iitendent of Western lines,
extension, with headquar-

Tinsman. General Superintendent of the Southwestern
Manager.

district,

appointed

Assistant

General

W. J. Tollerton. Superintendent of Motive Power at
Topeka. appointed .\sslstant General Superintendent of Motive Power.
May— E. L. Pollock. Purchasing .\gent of the New York. New
Haven & Hartford, elected Vice-President in
charge of purchaser of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, the St. Louis ft San Franclaco. the Chicago & Eastern Illinois and the Evansville ft
Terre Haute.
Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis rf Omaha.
October W. .A. Gardner. Vice-President of the Chicago 4 Nonh-

—

WcsUirn,
Hughltt,

elected

<•<

Marvin
Kxwutlvc Com-

succeeding

President,

now Chairman

Hi.-

mittee.
Cincinnati, Afeto Orleans if Texas Pacific.
O.
P.
Bllew, General KrelKlit Ak' m, ai/iHJinled Freight
January—
Traffic Manager of the (,'lntlnnatl, S<-w Orlein«

& Tfxaw

I'aiKlf

and

llie

Alabama

Colorado

ing de|>artmcnt8.
Andrews, Assistant to the General Manager, apIiolnted Ceneral SiipiTlnlcndfnt of Tran.sportatlon
of the Cincinnati, New O.-lcans & Texas Pacific.

—

\V. S.

Southern.
D. Welsh, Superintendent, appointed General Superintendent In charge of transportation, motive
power and maintenance of way, succeeding J. M.
Young, General Manager, resigned.

if

April— J.

Colorado Southern, A'cit Orleans i( Pa( iflc.
February A. J. IJavldaon, Pre.sbknl of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, elected also President of the Colorado
Southern, New Orleans & Paclflc.
September J. H. IClliott, General Superintendent of the Third
district of the SI. Louis & San Francisco, elected
Vice-President and General Manager of the Colorado Southern, New Orleans & Paclflc.
corvalUs it Uastern.
January J. P. O'Brien, Vice-President and General Manager of
the Oregon Railroad & Navigation, elected also
President of the CorvalUs & liastem.

—

—

resigned to go to the Great Northern as First
Vice-President.
William Wainwrlgbt, General Assistant and Comptroller,
elected Fourth Vice-President, succeeding F. H.

McGulgan.

October

the Minneapolis & St. Louis, appointed Chief
Engineer.
Crombie, Master of Transportation, appointed Assistant to the General Transportation Manager.

— U.

Grand Trunk

Pacific.

— O.

Winter, Superintendent of Terminals of the Canadian Pacific at Fort William, appointed General
Superintendent of the Grand Trunk Pacific.
October John W. Loud, Freight Traffii- Manager of the Grand
Trunk, appointed also Freight Traffic Manager of
the Grand Trunk Paclflc.
Great Xorlhern.
March H. A. Kennedy, Assistant General Superintendent at
Spokane, appointed A.ssistant General Manager,
April

O,

—

—

— F.

In

Trunk, elected

February
April

—

—

June

<f

May

I><

J. Mullen. Assistant to the Second Vice-President, appointed General Traffic .Manager.
L. F. Loree. Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
Kansas City Southern, elected also President of
the Oelaware & Hudson, succeeding David Willcox, deceased.

C.

S.

— C.

October

Denver

—W.

S.

Sims, Assistant to the President of the Erie, appointed General Manager.
Sims, General Manager, elected Second Vice-President and General Manager, succeeding Abel I.
Culver, resigned.
H, Williams. Assistant
Third Vice-President.

— W.

—W.

Detroit, Toledo

J. Wilgu.s. who rcslK'ned In October as Vic-Prosident in Charge of Engineering of the New York
Central & Hudson Ulver, appointed Consulting
Engineer of the Detroit River Tunnel Company.

Ironlon.
K. Lowell, General Manager, elected VicePresident of the Ann .\rbor and the Detroit,
Toledo & Ironlon.
Southu'cstern.

.November

if

President, elected

Tunnel.

Iroit liiicr

Pa.so

the

Martin, General Manager of the Mexican International, appointed Assistant General Manaeer of
the Denver & lUo Grande.

S.

November— W.

/,;

to

Rio Qrandc.

<(

— tieorge

April— George

Hawks. General Superintendent of the Houston
& Texas Central, the Houston East & West Texas
and the Houston & Shreveport, appointed General

President of the Great Northern.

traffic,

D,

February-

-T,

.hiiic

W.

J,

W. Cooke. Assistant General

Traffic Manager, with
headquarters at New York, appointed General
Traffic Manager, with headquarters at Chicago.
Rumney, Assistant Mechanical Superintendent,
appointed Mechanical Superintendent, succeeding
George W. Wlldln, who went to the I-ehlgh Valley
OS Assistant Superintendent of Motive Power.

llarahiin. Vice-President of the Illinois Central, npIiointcd .\sslslnni to the President of the Erie,

succeoillng C. S, Sims, now Second Vice-President
of the Delaware & Hudson,

October— T.

(hand liapids if Didiana.
January— Joseph Wood, First Vice-President of

the Pennsylvania

Lines West, elected President, succeeding James

McCrea.
<;rand Trunk.
Aprll-T-W. G. Brownilee. Superintendent of the Middle division,
appointed General l^lansportallon Manager, succeeding lo some of tfte duties of F. H. McGulgan.

to

of

of
New York, New
Vice-President In charge

go to the
as

traffic.

—W. W. Broughton. Freight Traffic Manager, appointed General Traffic Manager.
August — F. H. McGuigan. First Vice-President, resigned.
October

—

J.

M. Gruber. Geneial Manager of the Burlington Lines
East of the Missouri river, appointed General
Manager of the Great Northern in charge of maintenance and operation, succeeding F. E. Ward,
who took Mr. Gruber's place on the Burlington.

Hocking Valley.
February S.

—

S.

Stiffey,

Superintendent of Motive Power, ap-

pointed General Superintendent of Motive Power
of the Hocking Valley and its controlled lines.
Houston tf Texas Central.
March G. Radetzkl. Superintendent of the G.. H. & S. A., appointed General Superintendent of the Houston
& Texas Central, the Houston East & West Texas
and the Houston & Shreveport, succeeding G. F.
Hawks, who went to the El Paso & Southwestern
as General Superintendent.
Illinois Central.
January I. G. Rawn, General Manager, elected Vice-President,
In charge of operation.
Frank B. Harrlman. Gen-

—

—

Superintendent of Northern and Eastern
appointed General Manager.
February C. L. Ewing. Superintendent at Carbondale. HI., appointed General Superintendent of Northern and
Western lines, succeeding F. B. Harrlman.
June W. J. Harrihan. Vice-President in charge of traffic and
construction, resigned to go to the Erie as Assisteral

lines,

—

—

July

ant to the President.
I. G. Rawn, Vice-President In charge of oper.
atlon. and F. B. Harrlman, General Manager, extended over the Y"azoo & .Mississippi Valley.

— .-Vuthority of

IntcrhorougU-iletropolitan Company.
January— Theodore P. Shonts. Chairman of the Isthmian Canal
Commission, elected President, succeeding .Xugust

Belmont.

April— Theodore

P. Shonts. President, elected also Chairman of
the Executive Committee composed of the operating heads of the Interliorough Rapid Transit,
the Manhattan Elevated and the New York Clij

Dilcrnalional

if

Railway.
Great yorthrni.
Clarke. Superintendent of Transportation of
the Mobile & Ohio, elected Second Vice-President
and General M.^nager of the International & Great
Northern. Effective January 1, 190S.

December— H. M.

Rumney.

Mechanical Superintendent, appointed
General Mechanical Superintendent, succeeding E.
A. Williams, resigned several months previous.

resigned

Haven & Hartford

Superintendent of the El I^aso & Southwestern.

January—

lines.

Vice-President of the Grand
the new office of First Vice-

J. J.

F.

j:ne.

to

Hill. President, elected Chairman of the Board.
—
—L. W. Hill, Vice-President, elected President.
May — Benjamin Campbell. Fourth Vice-President. In charge

April

—

A Hudson.

charge of Western

H. McGulgan. Fourth

—

DclauHtrr

1.

—Joseph Hobson, Chief Engineer, appointed Consulting
Engineer.
— Howard G. Kelly, Chief Engineer of the Iowa Central and

(Jreat Southern,

Orleans & Texas Paclflc and the Alabama Ureal
Southern, In charge of the operating and purchasOctober

July

C. Powell, Vlce-PreHldcnt of the Southern Hallway,
elected also Vlce-Preoldent of the Cincinnati, New

August— T.

M&i
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Isthmian Canal Commission.
January T. P. Shonts. Chairman, resigned.
March John F. Stevens. Chief Engineer, resigned.
Major G. W. Goethals appointed Chairman, succeeding
Mr. Shonts, and also Chief Engineer, succeeding
Mr. Stevente.
—Major D. D. Oailfit'rd. Major W. L. Slbert. Senator J. C.
S. Blackburn and R. R. Rodgers. General Counsel,
appolnte<l Commissioners.

—
—
—

Janlakv
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Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.
June Frederick Mertsheimer, formerly Superintendent of Machinery of the Kansas City Southern, appointed
Superintendent ot Motive Power and Rolling
Stock of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient.
Kansas City Southern.
January R. J. McCarty, Assistant Secretary and Auditor, appointed Vice-President and Auditor.
February R. M, Galbraith appointed Superintendent of Ma-

—

—
—

chinery, succeeding F. Mertsheimer, resigned to
go to the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient as Superintendent of Motive Power and Rolling Stock.
Lake Shore <i Michigan Southern.
December D. C. Moon, Assistant General Manager, appointed
General Manager, succeeding E. A. Handy, de-

—

New

Orleans Great Northern.
C. W. Goodyear, Vice-President, elected President, succeeding F. H. Goodyear, deceased.

—

June

September

— E.

A. Niel, Traffic

Manager

of the Buffalo

&

Sus-

quehanna, appointed also Traffic Manager of the
New Orleans Great Northern.

New York

Central

<£

— P. E.
May —George
October— W.

Hudson

River.

Crowley, General Superintendent Western district,
appointed Assistant General Manager.
H. Daniels, Manager General Advertising Department, retired.
J. Wilgus, Vice-President in charge of construction,

March

resigned.

New York

Central Lines.

May— B.

ceased.

B. Mitchell, Freight Traffic Manager of the Lines East
ot Buffalo, appointed General Freight Traffic Manager of all New York Central lines.
Francis LaBau, Assistant Freight Traffic Manager ot the
Lines East, appointed Traffic Manager of the

Macon, Dublin
Savannah.
February Alfred Walter. President of the Seaboard Air Line,
elected also President of the Macon, Dublin &
Lines East.
Savannah.
Mexican Central.
A'eio yorfc. New Haven if Hartford.
January E. J. Buckland, Counsel, elected Vice-President.
February E. E. Styner, General Manager, resigned.
June Benjamin Campbell, Fourth Vice-President of the Great
May H. R. Nickerson, Vice-President, resigned to go to the
Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacific as President.
Northern, elected Vice-President In charge of
traffic of the New York. New Haven & Hartford.
November S. M. Felton, President of the Chicago & Alton,
elected President of the Mexican Central.
A. E. Mitchell. Expert and Engrlneer of Tesu, appointed
also Manager of Purchases and Supplies.
E. Richards, Acting President, re-elected Vice-PresiAuguFt John F. Stevens elected Vice-President in charge of
dent and General Counsel.
operation.
J. N. Galbraith, formerly General Manager of the
Tehuantepec National, appointed General Man- Norfolk d Western.
Mexican
Central.
July W. G. MacDowell. Vice-President, elected First Viceager of the
President.
Mexican International.
N. D. Maher, General Manager, elected also Vice-President.
May W. S. Martin, General Manager, resigned to go to the
Denver & Rio Grande as Assistant General
T. S. Davant, Freight Traffic Manager, elected Vice-President and Traffic Manager.
Manager. See National Lines of Mexico.
Mexican Southern.
Northern Pacific.
July W. L. Morkill, General Manager, resigned to go to Peru.
May C. M. Levey, Third Vice-President, given charge ot maintenance and operation.
December J. H. Chisholm appointed General Manager.
Michigan Central.
H. J. Horn, General Manager, appointed General Manager
of the Eastern lines.
May S. W. Brown, Assistant General Superintendent of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, appointed GenH. S. Null, General Superintendent of the Michigan Central, apiwinted General Manager of the Western
eral Superintendent ot the Michigan Central, succeeding H. S. Nutt, General Superintendent, reLines ot the Northern Pacific.
signed to go to the Northern Pacific.
October H. J. Horn resigned and succeeded by George F. Blade,
Minneapoli.v if St. Louis.
formerly General Superlntend'-m "f tii- Great
July W. D. Wheeler, Division Engineer of the Iowa Central,
Northern.
appointed Chief Engineer ot the Iowa Central Northwestern Pacific.
January E. E. Calvin, Vice-President and Gen' rai .Manager of
and the Minneapolis & St. Louis, succeeding H.
G. Kelley, now Chief Engineer ot the Grand
the Southern Pacific, elected President.
Trunk.
A. H. Payson. Assistant to the President of the Santa

—

<C-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

Missouri, Kansas

February

— C.

d-

Texas.

Halle, Traffic Manaser, elected Vice-President in

charge of
Missouri
July

—
—
Fe, elected Vice-President.
Palmer, General Superintendent
September — W.

of the NorthS.
ern district of the Southern Pacific. Pacific
system, appointed General Manager.

traffic.

Pacific.

— Charles

General Passenger Agent of the LouisNashville, appointed Passenger Traffic
of the Missouri Pacific.
'October A. C. Bird, Vice-President in charge of traffic ot this
road and other Gould lines, resigned.
November J. M. Johnson. j\ssistant to the Vice-President,
elected Vice-President in charge of traffic.
B. M. Flippin, .\ssi.'^lant Freight Traffic Manager,
L. Stone,

&
Manager
ville

—

Panama
April

Railroad.

— Major

—

—

appointed Freight Traffic Manager.
Mobile, Jackson

March

—T.

— H.

<f

F.

S.

Kansas

City.

Whittelsey, Second Vice-President and General
Manager, resigned to go to the Seaboard Air Line
as General Manager.
Jones, Chief Engineer, appointed General Super-

intendent, succeeding to Mr. Whittelsey's duties.
D. Strafton, Chairman of the Board, elected also First
Vice-President.
L. S. Berg elected President, succeeding B. M. Robinson,
resigned.

May— W.

—
— W. F. Owen appointed General Manager.
.\ugust — H.
Jones reappointed Chief Engineer

July

and office ot
General Superintendent abolished.
Kntiunal Lines of Mexico.
May Authority of A. Clark. General Manager ot the National
Railroad ot Mexico, extended over other National
S.

—

—

,liin(^

lines.
J.

7\cw Orleans

June

— D.

M. Reed. Chief Engineer of the National Railroad of
Mexico, appointed Chief Engineer ot Construction of the National Lines ot Mexico.
jS^orth-ea^tcrn.
E. Curran, Vice-President and General Manager, elected
President of this road and allied lines, and In

.0

September made also General .Manager.

— J.

September-

W. Goethals. Chairman ot the Isthmian Canal
Commission, elected President of the Panama
Railroad, succeeding T. P. Shonts. now President
E.
ot the interborough-Metropolltan Company.
E. Drake, Secretary, Treasurer and Asi<lstant to
elected
the President ot the Panama Railroad,
Vice-President, succeeding John F. Stevens, resigned to go to the New York, New Haven ft
Hartford as Vice-President in charge of operation.

G.

.\.

W.

Smith appointed General Manager, succeeding
G. Blerd.

New

Y'ork,

now General Superintendent

New Haven

ft

ot the

Hartford.

Pennsyhania.
January James .McCrea. First Vice-President of the Lines West.
elected President of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

—

succeeding A. J. Cassatt. deceased.
D. Dixon, Freight Traffic Manager, appointed General Traffic Manager.
Penn.iylvania Lines ^Vl•st.
Januar.v Joseph Wood, Second Vice-President In charge of
traffic, elected
First Vice-President, succeeding
James McCrea.
J. J. Turner. Third Vice-President In charge of trans-

September

— George

—

—
— E.

—
—

portation, elected Second Vice-President.
Taylor, Fourth Vice-President In charge of
treasury and accounting, elected Third VicePresident.
D. T. McCabe. Freight Traffic Manager, elected Fourth
Vice-President in charge of traffic.
William Hoilgdon. Freight Traffic Manager of the
Vandalla. appointed Freight Traffic Manager, succeeding Mr. McCabe.
B.
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PeiK MurquKtte.
iJecomljer

PhocnU-

— William

tor of
Colter, General

Manager, elected President.

fUmtern.

il

May— EpcH

Randolph. President of varloue Southern Pacific linee
In Arizona, elected also President of the Phoenix

& Kaslern.
SU-na Ma<lrc A Paciflc.

Riij (Jrantlc,

April— L.
.May— H.

elected President of the Rio (Jrande, Sierra .Madre
at. Loiiin,

Wiinhinijlitn

— William

<(•

July

We»tern

Mexico.

iJoherty, General Passenger Agent, appointed

Trafllc

— W.

of Northern Pacific officers extended over tbe
Washington k Columbia River.

itarytanil.

March

— B.

Garrett, First Vice-President and General
elected President, succeeding Alfred
Walter, deceased.
T. F. Whlltelsey, Second Vice-President of the MlsHoiiri, Jackson & Kansas City, appointed General
Manager of the Seaboard Air bine.
September A. J. Poole appointed General Master Mechanic, succeeding R. P. C. Sanderson, Superintendent of
.Motive Power, resigned to go to the VMrglnlan

F.

Bush elcmd

Prej^ident. succeeding W. S. Pierce.
Robt-riton. (ieneral Manager, elected also
Vice-President.
C.
Evans apj)ointed Superintendent of Motive

— Alexander

Manager.

A.

October

— R.

Power, succeeding William Miller, resigned

Manager,

—

—

Manager, elected also Vice-President.

Itti'i.

— Authority

Seaboard Air Line.
Kcbriiary

Maintenance and Operation of tbis syttem

Miller. Geiier.il

Culumbia

•(

Pacific.

Brijunnville

October

1.

and of the Southern Pacific.
Virginian Railway.
August— R. P. C. Sanderi:on, SuperlDtendeni of Motive Power of
the Sealjoaid Mr Line, appointed Superintendent
of Motlv<' Power of the Virginian Railway.

May — Henry

R. Nlckerson. Vice-President of the Mexican Central,

&

No.

WabaHh.

Kaldwin eleiled Vice-President.

IJ.

Vol XLIV.

\Ve«fern Pacific.

— W.

J. Barinett, Vice-President and General Attorney,
resigned.
Whefling dk Lake Krie.
January Robert Blickensderfer, Consulting Ehigineer, retired.

December

—

A New Switch

Indicator

Railway.
tioiiiini

The drawings ami

Hdiluay.

— Epes

January

March

—

Randolph, President of Southern Paciflc lines In
Arizona, appointed also General Manager of the
Sonora Hallway.
A. R. Oster appointed Assistant General Manager, succeeding J. A. Naugle, resigned.

Southern.

January

— R.

March- .M.

A. Dugan. Assistant General Manager, resigned and
offlip abolished.
Rlichle, General Superintendent of the Middle
.\I.
(ll.'^lricl.

appointed

.Manager of the Middle and

i)hotograph.s

shown her'-wnn

iiiustratt a

new

connection with automatic block signals,
which is held "clear" with one-third the current used to energize
the colls In the first place.
It is made by the General Electric Company. It posse.sses several novel features suggested by the experience of signal engineers.
As shown by Fig. 3.
P'lg. 1 Is a front and Fig. 2 a back view.
with the Indicator "clear," a resistance, equal to double that of
the operating coil.s. is connected In .series with them, thus reducing
With the indicator at danger,
the current consumption to one-third.

switch Indicator for use

the effect of

Ihl.=

in

re = lstanc' is nullifl-rl. as the

armature when down

Resistance Tubes

jAA/W^-WA

'Armature

Switch Indicator, Made by the General Electric Company. Schenectady. N. Y.

—

Western

districts.

N. Seale, .Manager of Transportation, appointed Manager of the Northern and Eastern districts.
September C. 1^. Cooper,- General Superintendent of the St.
J.

—

l.,ouisl.oiiisvllle

November

— E.

lines,

appointed

Manager

of

those lliiey.
H. Coiipman,

SiJiilliern Pacifli:

.November— W.

R, Scott, General Superlntoiulent of the Northern district of the Paciflc system, appointed General .Maiuiger oC the Paciflc system.
Tihiiantepec yational.
June— W. U. Ryan. Vice-President, ai)polnli'(l also General

Manager.
Louis d Wvstirii.

December— W.
Trinity

«f

I,. Ross. General
Freight and Passenger -Agent,
appointed General Troflflc Manager of the Toledo.
St. Louis & Western and the Chicago & Alton.

flro^os Valley.

March— W.
fiiioM Paciflc.

November

.

General Superintendent of the
Northern district, appointed .Manager of the
Northern and ICastern districts, succeeding J. N. ever required except
Scale, deceased.

lolcito, St.

closes a back contact, causing two-ihlrds of the current to flow
through the t-oils of the magnet. Thus, the magnets being ile-energlzed and tbe miniature semaphore showing danger, the closing
ircult
of the circuit by the clearing of the block-section track
which controls the instrument sends through the magnet coils of
the Indicator a current of, say. 45 milaniperes: but immediately
the armature is lifted the resistance is thrown into the circuit and
the current l.s reduced to_ 15 mllamperes: and this is all that is

E.

Greene
Manager.

at the moment of closing.
The c:ise of this Indicator is made weather proof by a door
gasket of elastic fell, which has been found more satisfactory than
the tubular rubber gaskets usually used. The connecting wire eaters
the bottom of the case through an insect barrier of felt, like that
used around the door. The dial Is so designed that it is impos'^lble
for spiders or other Insects to get at the blade.
The terminals are mounted on non-warping moulded insulation, which is the same as that useil in General Electric signal relays.
The magnets are wound with enameled waterproof magnet wire.
The nrmaliire and shaft bearings are cylindrical, the journal being
made of hard ilrawn German silvir. A General Electric lightning
arrester is furnished when required.
The indicators are made with four different resistances, aa

follows:

olcrtd

Vice-President

and

General
L>f

nr!<l«t«n('P
oiiorfltlng ci>ns
J-'tO

— W.

ohms.

Tot«l r«i(m«oc«.
7.*»n

.

l..V>o

,-i(>0

A. Wiirililiij;toii

Mppolnted Assistant to the Dlrec-

•J.2.V1
.

S.OOti

oliius.

.

Januabt
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3,

Changes

of Railroad

Ownership or Control

in

1907.

The following list summarizes briefly the principal changes in
ownership or control of railroads (luring the past year. Purchases
of electric roads which have been made by or In the interest of
steam railroad companies are included, as well as the steamship
lines bought by the New York, New Haven & Hartford during the

A related event too indefinite to be included in the list but
deserving mention was the option which the New Haven gave to
the New York Central to buy the New York, Ontario & Western.
year.

This

Is still

in effect.

of these changes, listed under the name of the
purchasing or selling railroad, follows:
llallimore
May 3 paid par and accrued interest for two
Ohio.
years for |15, 140,000 bonds of the Chicago Terminal Transfer, which
owns 82 miles of belt railroad in Chicago. Later oflered J25 a share
for minority preferred stock, al)Out 65 per cent, of the issue being
controlled by the Burlington.
Boston ct Maine. The Fitchburg Railroad was on May 16
authorized by the Massachusetts legislature to buy the Conway Electric Street Railway operating six miles of electric line at Conway,
Mass.; stock $100,000; bonds $35,000.
On November 1, took over the
Vhii(i!)o. liuiUnijton & Qiiincy.
Sioux Cily & Western, Sioux City, Neb., to O'Neill, 129 miles, from
lie Great Northern, which now has no mileage in Nebraska.
Lease of I'ere Marquette abro('iiii-i)i.iiaH, Ilamillon it Uaylun.
nate<l by C, H. & D. stockholders on October 8; by I^. M. stock-

The record

—

ct-

—

—

I

—

holders December

9.

— Acquired

control in ,Iuly of Troy & New
l<;ngland, an electric line from Troy, N. V.. to Averill Park, nine
miles; stock $180,000; bonds $160,000.
Denver iC- Rio Oraiide. Rio Grande Western In October bought
the San Pete Valley Railway. Nephi, Utah, to Morrison, 51 miles;

Delauare

Hudson.

<(

—

slock $510,000; bonds $815,000.
Fort Dodge. Des Moines it Southern. Electric interurban line.
Announced in July that control of the Newton & Northwestern, a
steam road, Newton, Iowa, to Rockwell City, 102 miles, had been
acquired; 40 miles of N. & N. equipped for electric operation in
.January, stock $2,500,000; bonds $3,060,000.
Great Northern. With Northern Pacific bought in April for
price said to be $3,500,000 the Astoria & Columbia River, Goble,
Ore., to Seaside, and a branch, 83 miles; stock $1,619,000; bonds
$555,000.
Valuable for the lumber resources of its territory.

—

—

—

New company. In May bought Flint River
Asliburn, Ga.. to Uridgeboro, 32 miles, and leased Hawkinsville & Florida Southern, Worth, Ga., to Hawklnsvllle, 44 miles;
stock $100,000; bonds $325,000.
The Georgia Southern & Florida
holds an interest in the H. & F. S. and guarantees the bonds.
Kalamazoo, hake Shore it- Chicago. On April 15 leased for 25
years South Haven & Eastern branch of Pere Marquette, Lawton,
Gulf Line Railway.

&

(Julf,

—

Mich., to South Haven. 34 miles.

—

Lake Shore d- Michigan Southern. The Indiana Harbor Belt
owned jointly with Michigan Central, in .June leased and
on November 4 bought about 46 miles of track of the Chicago JuncRailroad,

Railway,

tion

a

road

belt

at

Chicago;

stock

$2,200,000;

bonds

$2,500,000.

In July arranged to a.quire Chicago & Wabash Valley; Dinwiddle, Ind., to McCoysburg and branch, 26 miles; stock $300,000;
no bonds.
•

—

Under construction by interests headed by
In December bought Ashland & Western, Ashland,
Ohio, to Custeloga, 23 miles; stock $200,000; no bonds.
Ijorain

.Joseph

it-

Ashland.

Ramsey.

Maine Central.

—

In .March bought large majority of slock of
Railway. Oakland, Me., to Moosehead l.,ake, 91 miles;
stock $736,649; bonds $1,761,500, which includes $1,500,000 notes.
May 1 leased for 999 years at rental of $328,000 a year Port-

Somerset

29

Steamship Company, running between Boston, Fall River, Providence and Philadelphia.
In March bought one-half the stock of the Merchants & Miners"
Transportation Company, owning steamship lines from Boston and
Providence to Baltimore and Norfolk, from Philadelphia to Savannah, and from Baltimore to Newport News, Norfolk and Savannah.
This company took over the Boston & Philadelphia Steamship

Company.
In April, bought for price said to be $400,000, Pougbkeepsie &
Eastern, Poughkeepsie to Boston Corners, and branch, 39 miles;
stock $500,000; bonds $500,000.
May 31 exchanged its own stock share for share for the $30,o00.000 stock of the Consolidated Railway owning or leasing, with small
exceptions, all trolley lines in Connecticut and Rhode Island and
the Sound steamboat lines directly controlled by the New York,
New Haven & Hartford.
In May bought about $11,000,000 of the $28,291,790 common
stock of the Boston & Maine, 2,228 miles directly operated.
In Octobei* announced that New Haven had bought control of
the New York, Westchester & Boston and the New York ft PortChester, two companies which have franchises to build a high-speed
electric road from the northern part of New Y'ork City through
Mt. Vernon to New Rochelle, on which considerable construction
work has been done.
In December bought the Joy Line, running from Providence
to New York.

—

Xorthern

I'aiifii
See Great Northern.
Northwestern Pa<i/ie. New lompany, controlled jointly by the
.Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific.
On January
1 took over North Shore; California Northwestern; San Francisco
& Northern Pacific; Eureka & Klamath River; Fort Bragg & Southeastern, and San Francisco & Northwestern, roads in California
north of San Francisco previously controlled by the Southern Paclflc
or the Santa Fe.
Pennsylvania Company. In .May took over Chicago, Indiana tt
F^astem, Converse, Ind., to Munsey. 43 miles; stock $1,000,000; bonds
$500,000.
Now part of Logansport division of the P., C, C. t
St. L.
Pennsylvania Company bought all securities and settled all

—

—

other debts.

—

Reading Company. In April bought control of Williams Valley
Railroad, Brookside. Pa., to Lykens, 12 miles; stoik $120,000; bonds
$120,000.

—

Seaboard Air Line. In January bought nearly all stock of
& Savannah, Vidalia, Ga., to Macon. 92 miles; stock
bonds $1,880,000.
Southern Pacific. In April bought, from the Santa Fe. the
Phoenix & Eastern, Phoenix. Ariz., 10 Winkleman, 96 miles; stock

.Macon, Dublin
$2,040,000;

—

$1,275,000.

In

June bought control of Corvallls & Eastern, Yaquina,

Ore..

to Idanah. 141

miles: stock $1,410,000; bonds $1.41o.000.
Southern R<iiluay.— ln June sold the $5,000,000 Central of Georgia slock which had been held since 1S96 by the Richmond Terminal
reorganization committee, to Oakleigh Thorne and Mar8<len J. Perry:
1,899 miles operated.
In October control of Central of Georgia reported sold to E. H. Harriman.
Toledo, Kt. Louis if M'r.itern.
In August bought from the Rock

—

Island Company $14,420,000 of the $19,542,800 common and $6,380,000
of the $19,544,000 preferred stock of the Chicago & Alton. 970 miles.

—

Virginian Railway. New company. In May took ov«r Tidewater Railway and Deepwater Railroad. Norfolk. Va.. to Deepwater,
W. Va., 443 miles, of which about 300 are built
UVsfern Maryland. January 17 bought the $1,000,000 stock of
Georges Cre*k & Cumberland, Cumberland, W. Va.. north to Pennsylvania state line and west to coal workings. 33 miles; bonds
$601,000.
Owns only available outlet to the west from Cumberland.

—

& Rumford Falls and its controlled property, the Rumford
& Rangeley Lakes. Rumford Junction, near Auburn. Me., to
Kumtord Falls and Llvermore. 100 miles; stock of both $2,300,000;

land

Falls

Pensions on the Grand Trunk.

bonds $2,520,000.

— In

Maritime Coal. Railwa}/
Power CompanuCanada Coal & Railway Company, owning 12 miles
it-

May bought
The Grand Trunk has announced the details of
Nova system for employees which goes into effect January 1.

of road in

employees of

Scotia.

—

Miehigan Central. In July bought Detroit & Charlevoix. FredMich., to South Arm and branch. 52 miles; stock $520,300:
no bonds.
\ational Lines of Mexico. In December, 1906. it was announced
that the Mexican government had bought control of the Mexican
Central. 3,195 miles. The various lines controlled by the government are to be merged in a new company, the National Railways
of Mexico, as soon as the fiuiuicial situation Is favorable.
iVcic York. Xeii Haven .1 Hartford.
In January acquired conliol of the Maine Steamship (^iinipauy, running from New York to
I'orlliind, Me.
Ill
February acquired control of llie Boston & I'hiladelphla
eric,

—

—

its

pension

It

includes

grades and departments. Every employee must
retire at the age of 65.
If he has .served 15 years or more he will
be entitled to annuity of 1 per cent, of the highest average annual
pay received for 10 consecutive years. Thus If a man had served
30 years receiving an average of $1,000 per year for any 10 c-onsecutive years of that period he would be entitled to 30 per cent,
of $1,000, making a pension of $300 a year. The minimum Is fixed
at $200. Irrespective of the rate of pay or length of service.
The
;•
.shareholders have s<>t aside $200,000 as a n\icleus for the fum!
it
is thought that at least $75,000 additional will have to !•
vided each year. Provision is also made for men incapacitataccident. The pension fund will be administered by a board of
trustees and will l>e wholly maintained by the company witbout
all

:

:

:

;.
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The number

from Ub ciuployceB.

coiiirlbutlODB

affecleJ

Is

about

:ir,,ooo.

liaH

For om(crH. Htailon tii<n and clerical einployocH the Grand Trunk
had a penKlon fund for over 30 ycarB; but the employees Ibem-

Mclvi-« corilrKiiiiiMi half of the

money

for

By Gko.
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and wheelB referred to In this work were bought In
the open market, chOHCn at random, and tcirted under Identical conAll the

.\[i[.r.xl

.

lli<'

tlix'H

They represent the prindItlonH In coniparlHon with each other.
cipal braiiilK In uhc, KlvInK HailHfa<'lory Hcrvlce, and the resultB Hland
on the banlH of I'acli Hariii>le repreHentInK the average of ItH claHH and
brand. Thi-y will bf dcHlKnatcd as tires A, B, C and D, whecU E

No.

,
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—

,
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form In the table marked "Average of Comparative Test* of Steel
Wheels and Tires ":
Aiiraijt ol lompaiulm If tit of Hliil Wherit and Tirr-t
I'r .1 of
I/bs., \fT i>q In.
limit
lUnl
of Met Ion -

It.

Comparative Physical TeiU of Car Wheels and Tires.*

fii.iii

V..L

K

wli.-.i

!•

••

HchiH-n

From

In 2 In

.

13. .50
Il.;t5

11*.

joiw

2i<..'.o

15.40

iii.a:!

7 40
M.'.Xt

6 87
17.i;j

114.477

8 0ft

12.32

124.:i8«

....

whi-i-l

'ii-'.n-

I

1

'

12I.»51
104,005
io7,98»
111.1*4
110,857
121,523

i.-.,;i'i.'5

ii4.5i;i
IKJ.Olii

ou

Murlfl
n.iiI>-

fciK

II3.:t'.2

iJi"l-<

iii-a«

"""

iii.

llrvakiug U
lo«d

'

817
7k;;
'''•>

'<

8T2
875

80. 45

1.125

!i

.

'•'

•.-

104.124

It will be seen that. In the wheels examined, the
tensile strength varied from 113,610 Ilis. to 124.386
iljo. per square inch of 8e<llon:
that the elongation In 2 in. varied
from 7.40 per cent, to 20.90 per cent.: the limit of elasticity from

this table

maximum

average

UG.OC per cent, to 86.45 per cent, of the

maximum

tensile strength,

and F and Scliocn Hlet-I wheel.
and the hardness from 783 to 1,12.') points on the Martel scale.
Tests were made of the tensile strength. Including the limit of
In reviewing these results It is nwessary to consider the relative
idaKtlclty. per cent, of elongation and the reduction of area at (he
influence of the chemical tromposition on them. This is given In the
point of fracture. The steels were tested for hardness by a drop of table marked "Chemical Composition of Steel Wheels and Tlre«."
ths .Martel scale. Abrasion tests were made In order to find the reI'hrmliul Comitutiliun o/ S(<f( ir/ir«l« oh<I Tirei.
sistance of the several materials to grinding at various polnt.s below
t'nrlHjn. I'hoophorus. Sulphur. ManKaoeae. SIIIojci
Wheel.
Sjieclmens were also cut for the determination of the C tire
the tread.
o.oil
O.so.'.
O048
0.688
11.010
0.2C.t
0.U23
0.7r..1
11.710
0.005
A "
spcclllc gravity of the metals at different points below the tread,
o.vi".!
"
o.o:<K
0.76.1
1157::
0.075
II
.,..
(^hcmhal analyses were made from samples of eaidi tire and wheel |( •
11.035
<I.M3
O.-rH
<i.070
0.061
'i.n78
o.:;4;i
0.0211
0.071
i>.li4«
taken from a iwlnt below the center of the tread. Finally, a series K wheel
(1.775
(1.241
(1.042
0.081
(1.631
K "
of nilcropliotogr.iph.s were taken of etched si>ecimens of the metals in Si'hoen wheel
o 87(i
ntr.n
0(mhi
<i «{)((
OOli;
iinlcr to show Ihclr atructure and the relation of that structure to
As
would he expected the low carbon content of the U tire Is
the physical ami chemical properties, previously determined Indcaccompanied by comparatively low tensile strength, high ductility
lii'iiilctitly.
and low hardness.
The chemi<'al analyses tor carltoii were all made by the coraAt the same time It Is evident that the work put on the wheel
liiistlon piocess and the tensile tests were made in the usual manis an influential factor In all of these results, and there Is a variaThe reason for
ner, using lest pieces 2 in. long between marks.
tion of tensile strength and ductility that is not fully accounted for
choosing this length was that the curvature of the treads of the
by the variation of carbon content. Take as an extreme example the
These
whfH'ls and tire.s made It impossible to cut longer ones.
E wheel and the Schoen wheel. There is a variation of but .044 i>er
specimens were cut from the points, C, D and E, as Indicated on the
cent. In carbon and yet the maximum tensile strength of this E
These test
illiigrani showing the location of tensile test specimens.
wheel was but li:i,<;iii lbs. per square inch, while that of the Schoen
wheel was 124,380 lbs., with a corresponding elongation In 2 In. of
7.40 per cent, and S.GG per cent., res|>ectively. while the limit of elasticity was 72.C3 jier cent, and 86.4.5 per cent, of the tensile strength,
actual variation in limit of elasticity was much
with the
the higher base of comparison
Schoen wheel, the limit of elasticity of the E wheel being
but 79.12 per cent, of that of the Schoen wheel. In making
these tensile tests great care was exercised not only in the preparaThe
tion of the specimens, but in making the tests themselves.
machine was run slowly after a stress of 50,o(iO lbs. had been reached,
so that the limit of elasticity could be very accurately determined.
A comparison of the results obtained with all wheels and tires
with those obtalne<l with the Schoen steel wheel are given in the
table marked "Comparative Results of Physical Tests of Schoen
Steel Wheels with Other Wheels and Tires," in which the results obtained with the Schoen wheel are taken .is a base, and the results
obtained with the other wheels and tires are given in percentages
From this table it appears that the Schoen wheel
of that base.
leads all of the others in the items of tensile strength, limit of elasrespectively.

Location of Tensile Test Specimens.

ticity,

The

because

greater,

iier

of

cent, of limit

to ultimate strength

of elasticity

and

In

hardness.
pieces were cut on a chord of the tire and gave an available length
of 2 In. on the reduced area i-j in. in diameter, the center of which
was carefully located at the point Indicated on the drawing. The
tensile tests were made in an Olsen testing machine of lUil,pnii lbs.
capacity, and the results obtained are given in detail In the following
table marked "Comparative Tests of Steel Wheels and Tires":
(•..iH/Ml).l/ir.

7•|»(^

.,/

ll/i..l»

.>.(.. 7
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,

IVr

ruiil

iiiiif
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hii.Iii.IIm.
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ii.i.sa.'.
ii:i,«7i'
1U.31

rri't.iif
^

Mm

Tire or wheel.

llnill
oliix-

Hqln..

1>

Hardoa

iii'kh

llrlty

llio

.Mnxliuum
lond iht

It
I"

FJIongii-

tlon

loo.oo

2 In.
loo.oo

0!t.70

i:il.O(i

••

P3.87
03.23
02.07

155.80
241.34
177.84
172.05

"

i

"

wheel

The

tlM. In

112.03

anil Tirr».

Per cent.

tire

Schoen wheel

C

Appninl of

mnte

Whtch
;

A

7(ir».

S(|.tii.

(oiHIKiriiNrr Himilli of I'liimical 7'uif» u/ Schoen Strrl V ..erit wilh Olhrr

—

,

.

Hreiik-

loo.cai

lOO.oO

02.04
128.08
230.45

11H».35

l.%6.!>0

130.04

—

IA». per gq.ln.
of sertkin

Rediir
lion of
area.

Ing
load,

03.28
85.66
88.86
01.22

Per
>

c(.

ot

limit of

Hani
nes.-

Approx. elasticity on tlw
limit of to total Martel
elasticity, load.
100.(K)
ItHi.oo
,S8.02
85.47

74.08
01.25
01.47
91.70

70.41

04.70
06 22
0«(..">0

seal.'

khumi
72.02
72.71

00.60
71.02
77.78

hardness were made wilh a drop arranged with a
Kind,
sculi'
tictl.v.
]i\ rainldal punch.
The principle on which this work was done was
7a,"h8 ict.tts
7s7
f ("till'
to measure the force of a blow delivered by the punch on the smooth
(•
•
H.flO
l.^.ail
lUl.tlllB
lf.','J04
Mri.lO
7S7
II
7tl,-JS«
880
r
I'.'.l.'.
ir..07
117.818
115,120
81.388 II0.08
i;
face of the metal to be tested, as well as the amount of metal
!>4.2,-.8
7tl.oo
r A
O.sri
S.rid
ILM.OK! 123,082
S.M
displaced by the blow.
This method of testing was devised
11.7S
18.48
12.'..n42
122,nil
01,1173
73.02
l>
.\
778
117,8Hn
80.018 72.07
12.50 12.37
122,488
823
10
A •
by Col. J. T Rodman, of the I'nlted States Army. It was
(•
"
11
20.7(i
20.70
110,430
103,381
04.143 81.
7S0
afterward
develo|HMl and formulated by Lieut. Col. Martel, of
20.70 32.00
116.r.33
100,000
00,232 SO.l.S
7.-iO
n U •'
••
ai.ftO
01.048 70.02
34.80
US,077 102.00.%
812
IC
I)
the French army, and was then adopted ius a standard test by the
10,8,0110
15.40
18.811
115,784
114,710
81.70
C U •
8,W
French governnient. The results obtained are known as the degrees
10.00
11
» '
1».53
112.000
100,573
00,883 85. OP
7S7
10.32
E U "
14.85
115,113
108,703
114,104
81.75
773
of hardness by the Martel scale. By his Investig-ations Colonel Martel
I10,2IHI
10.50
10.50
108,132
liOl
r 10 whoi'l
83,704
72.05
showed that the amount of metal displaced by the punch varied in4.00
3.04
107,007
n K
107,007
84,270 78.0.-.
705
••
7.75
117,453
711.130
K 10
7.08
117,572
07.10
!>21
versely as the hardness and directly as the weight of the drop and
•
15.75
1P.08
114,010
110,320
114.051
82.05
C K
!>07
the height of the fail.
D K
15.75
17.11
115,200 111.424
20
U4.825 82
.M17
13,25
110.,H28
K K
14.54
S51
113,548
117,804
80.10
In this invcsllgation the Rodman pyramidal punch was used.
('
S.li.x-n wtii'.'l.. 7.00
ii03
8.52
127.078
120,354
103.252 81.25
•
It was fastened to a drop, weighing, together with the punch, 2.2616
-.'23
l>
..
8.00
12.41
121.050
11H,875
IOS.l>77
80.30
•
•
10
..11.00
20.80
124, 1251
118,340 110.143 .8.8,73
kilograms and the height of fall was Coo millimeters. The punch
1.110
The averages of these are collected and presented In a condensed WHS of hardened tool steel, carefully ground to form, and it withstood the work without deformation.
•l'ol>,vi.-lglili'(l liy till- SrIiKon Slei-I WIi.tI IV., nnd ptilillKlitsI liv sii.vliit porThe speiimens for the test were cut from the tires and wheels
nilssloii.»

Tire
nicco. or wheel

Test
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olii«

to totiil

Mnrli'l
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1

••

1
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same |K)iiits as the tensile test pieces, as indicated at C, D
and the results obtained are given with the other physical
properties in the several tables.
These tests show the Schoen wheel to have been the hardest of
ilic seven specimens tested, and that the D tire was the softest.
was to be expected, judging from the carbon content;
I'liis
liiit we note that while the A tire has a higher percentage of carbon
ban the Schoen wheel for some reason the latter is the harder of

at the
ami K,

I

I

lie

two.

For the abrasion tests a cylinder V. in. in diameter was cut
from a point near the center of the tread of each wheel, extending
This was placed in a
vertically down into the body of the metal.
frame, with the end that was at the tread resting on an emery
wheel. A load of 2 lbs. 11 Vi ozs. was put on the upper end of the
This weight was selected
it down on the wheel.
some preliminary trials made to ascertain the pressure that
could be used without heating the material or grinding- it away too

It will be noted that in every test there is a rise in the number
of revolutions at a point about Vi in. below the surface of the tread,
or for the space between Vi in. and
in.
Had the work been
ilone in rotation this jieculiarity might have been attributed to a

%

change

in the texture of the wheel, glazing,

heating the material or
a similar cause. The tests were started, however, before all of the
cylinders had been finished, and those from the A, B,
and D tires
were well along when a start was made with the cylinder cut from
the Schoen wheel.
This was worked down in rotation with those
from the tires, when that from the E wheel was introduced, and this
was followed in the same way by that of the F wheel, so that the
wheel structure itself Is responsible for the diagram. By reducing
these diagrams to an average the results are as follows:
Accrayc AhniHlon

cylinder to hold
after

make

the count smaller than would be convenient for
To this weight must be added the weight of
the cylinders themselves, which varied about ».'A oz., a variation
which was duly considered and the proper allowance made therelore, although It is practically a negligible quantity.
The wheel used was made by the Carborundum Co., and was
At the conclusion
HI'/.,, in. in diameter and 'Yi in. Iliick when new.
ra])idly so as to

making comparisons.

wheel was worn lo a diameter of I117,,,, in. it was
known on the maker's schedule as (irit l:;it. (;rade H., Bond <i It.
II
was run at a speed of about 2,.''i(M) revolutions per minute.
While grinding a constant and uniform stream of water was
kept running on the wheel and spe('imen, and at the con(-lusron of
Mil' test the specimens were Invariably cool ami showed no signs of
heating whatever.
The counting of the revolutions was (lone by means of a special
counter coupled to the shaft and having a worm meshing with a
gear of 25 teeth mounted on a shaft to which a revolution counter
was attached. The reading of the counter was, therefore, multiplied by 25 to obtain the number of revolutions of the wheel.
In addition to the regular tests, a cylinder was cut from the
same i)Osition in a chilled cast iron wheel, and the results of its
abrasion test, as well as those of the wheels and tires, have been
plotted and shown in the illustration "Diagram of Abrasion Tests of
The abscissas indicate the location of the
Steel Tires and Wheels."
metal below the tread, and the ordinates the number of revolutions
of the wheel required to grind off '/s in. from a cylinder 1/2 in. in
oT the (csl.s the

31

Tire or

I'rr y^-lnch of Tiret

32fiSr,

30.000
28,20n
26.320
23.540
23.270

!•;
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Htlre...
I'"

A
l>

.

wlieel
tire
lire

("nstlron wheel

Reducing these

and WheeU.

llevoluHonB.

wliei-l.

Schoeu wheel
wheel

Linear feet.
86.483
sl.24»
74.743
«».748
G7.0S1

C1.6C0

21.44.'-.

.-.C.72n

5,485

14.535

percentages on the basis of the Schoen wheel

to

we have:
Tire or wlai'l.
tjoboen wheel

IVr •iii.

.

liiii.oii

K

wheel

!i:t.«.'.

<•

tire
tire

WI.42

B
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raNtlroii wheel
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appears that the resistance of the Schoen wheel to
abrasion was greater than that of any of the other wheels and tires
with which it was compared. The cast iron wheel gave the lowest
resistance of any cylinder tested. The wheel was of good material,
with a depth of chill of about
In.
An explanation of the peculiar rise In the numlwr of revolutions
reqtiired to grind these tires between 'i in. and ^i in. will be brought
out in the discussion of the microphotogra|)h8. The examination
made of the specific gravities of the metal of the tires and wheels
at different iraints below the surface of the tread, also tends to
show a reason for the peculiar rise In the rate of abrasion by the
emery wheel. From this examination It appears that with slight
local aberrations the density of the material Increases from the
tread down to a depth of about
in. and then decreases down to 2
in.
A few observations made below these depths show that there is
again a tendency to increase in density as the inner edge of the tire
is ai)proached.
There was, however, a variation of this condition
found in the rim of the Schoen wheel, .\lthougb there was a tendency to follow the general behavior of the other specimens. It was
along a wavy line, corresponding, but not in exact location, with
the variation in the texture of the grain which will be brought out
in the microphotographs to be discussed later.
Another peculiarity that was developed is the relation of hardness, resistance to abrasion and tensile strength to the si>eclfic
l'"rom this it
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gravity of the material.
It will be noted that the rate of wear of the cast Iron wheel.
as shown on the diagram, was much greater than that of any of the
steel tires or wheels.
The rapid fall in the number of revolutions
per U, in. of metal removed as the chill was worn away is easily accounted for, but it was not ex|)ected that the variations from the
results obtained with the steel tires would be so great as they were.
In the laboratory the metal and wheel were kept cool, so that at no
time <lid the temperature rise, even on the face of the specimen,
above that of the hand. As these abrasive tests have been checked
in other ways, as will be shown later. It ap|>oars that the avoidance
of heat is the explanation of the givat difference.
It must be borne in mind that the primary object of these Investigations was to ascertjiin to what extent the metal entering into
the construction of the Schoen wheel fulfilled the requirements of
actual service as determined by comparison with other wheels
already upon the market and doing satisfactory work.
The conclusions to be drawn from a general review of the results obtained In this investigation are as follows:
From the physical tests of the metal of the S^-hoen solid forge<l
and rolled steel wheel, it appears that It is the strongest of any of
the tires and wheels examined. This strength appears in the maximum sti'ess to which the metal was subjected, the point at which
rupture took place and tl>e limit of elasticity, all of which were
higher than In any other wheel or tire, with the single exception
This tire had a breaking load exceeding that
of that of tlie A tire.
of the Schoen wheel by but 42S ll»s. per square inch of section, an

amount that is unimportant.
The limit of elasticity, .is expressed both In actual figures and
load, was far higher In the Schoen
ii\ the i)ercentase of the total
in any of the others.
The ductility of the metal of the S»-hoen wheel, as indlcate<l by
the elongation of the tensile test pieces, is less than that of any of
the other siiecimens with the exception of the E wheel. Here there

whtHd than

of Abrasion Tests of Steel Ties and Wheels. Showinc
Relation of Rate of Wear at Various Depths Below Tread.
and Revolutions of Every Wheel.

Diagram
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jjer cent. In favor of the Sctaoen wheel,
the fact that the B wheel contains nearly .05 per cent, less
carbon. This Ih prolrably due to the difference In the amount of
work iiul on the two wheels.
In hardncHH the Schoen wheel sUmrls the highest on the scale.
This Is shown In another way hy the ahr.islon leHt«. which j«how the
Schoen wheel lo bo the slowest of any to grind away.
In spcclflc Kravlty the Schoen wheel is the hlRhest.
The chemical coni|)osltlon Is. of (-onrue. a matter that Is regulated by specUlcatlons. and a review of these since the Introduction
of steel-tired wheels ha« shown a steady advance In the carbon
content. The makers of the Schoen wheel have placed their wheel
next to the hlghesl In carbon contejjt. This exiilalns, In part, the
IH

a difference of nearly 15

(len|tlU!

high ultimate tensile slrenglh, although It cannot account for It,
altogether because the Schoen wheel leails the A tire, which has a
higher carbon content. In elasticity and maximum load, and In ducIn this
tility is above the K wheel, having a lower carbon coiitenl.
analysis special attention is directed to the sulphur, not a trace of
which could be found In the Schoen wheel specimens under examination.

Some Chicago Manufacturers on the 1908 Outlook.
M. Hupkim, VUe-l'resiilcnl and (liniral Munniivr, <am<l Co.,
no business at present, and I do not lielleve that
it will be at Hu best again until the early fall of next year.
H. F. Carry. Fir.st ViiTl'rr.iiiluitl and General .Manager, Ameryuundry Co.. rViicuf/o.— At present, of course, there are
ican Cur
J.

r'/iirdflo.— There Is

it-

Before April next business will lM!gin again.
A. Oarrell. Vhe-I're.sidenl, Farlotc Draft Ueur Co.. Chicayo.
think lliorc will be a slight Increase in business after January 1,
but I do not look for anything big until after the Presidential nomino car orders.

—

;V/.

I

nation.
Clia.t.
Hidden. We.slern Itcprescntalive, Baldwin Locomotive
WorkH. Chiraiio. We are hopeful of a gradual increase after the
January,
but next year, being a Presidential year, will tend
llrs-t of
to keep business down somewhat.
Pervy Manvheater, Svirclary. Qiiim-y, Manchester. Sargent Co..
Chicaiio.—Wc look for a decided Improvement after February, 1908.
which we believe will be the beginning of a healthy but gradual
growth; in fact, this is indicated by the business of the past two
weeks.
J. It. Cardwell, President. Cardicell Manufacturing Co., Chicago.

—

—

We positively believe that money will be easier after the first
of the year and securities higher, which Is sure to benefit business
We, therefore, are expecting larger orders.
in all channels.
A. C. McCord, Prenidcnt. McCord it Co.. Chicago.— There are just
Some new
possibilities in making up our outlook:
heresies and the extent of the commercial failures thai
If these tailures are not too extensive
inevitably follow a panic.
we shall begin recovery in the spring and progress rapidly.
Ij.
M. Vilc.i, Secretary, liuda Foundry it Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago.
believe that It will \>e some time before business will
1
resume on the old basis, probably three or four months; but aftet
think there will be a gradual Increase, because the lack
that time
of conlldcncc. whlcli i.s liie predominating cause In this depression,
two disturbing
political

—

1

have dlsappenred.
W. II. Ilooiier, (Icncral .Igent, Safety Car Heating if Lighting
Co., Chicago.
There is no doubt in my minti as to the outcome of
this sllmition, providing there is no i)osslbility of a change of administration; but, on the other hand, if there is a possibility,
greatly fear that the so-called hard times will continue until such
time as the people will again have sufficient confidence to Invest
their money,
(/',
/•;.
I'ratt, (Scneral Sales Manager. Hicks Locomotive if Car
Works, Chicago. We are not doing much business at present; we
are doing some, however.
do not believe that orders will be lacking after the first of the year. Of course. It cannot be expected that
business will reMuine on the same basis as it has been heretofore,
but
do firmly believe the growth will be a gradual, consistent
and a healthy one.
also believe that the firms with the cars and
locomotives ready for Immediate delivery will be the ones who will
will

—

1
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concrete mixers and hoisting engines and other machines used in
railroad and other construction work in the past week than we
have had In six weeks ttefore. We look for a very decided ciange
for the better after January liit.
With the cost of labor lese and
the efficiency of labor greater, it should be quite an incentive to
new construction. Bond houses which finance railroads should recognize the fact that railroails built when labor and material are
cheap are better scicurlty than when built with high prices for

We

are feeling cjiiite optimistic.
Co.. Chicago.
evidence of a partial restoration of confidence and
resumption of businesa activities in all directions, particularly In
the railroad line, yet it would seem unsafe to attempt to predict,
with any degree of accuracy, what may occur in a very short period
of time.
This condition has been especially emphasized by our relent experience in which we have learned that, while in the midst
of the most prosperous epoch in American history, it is possible
for a few persons to so completely destroy confidence in all flnanclal, Industrial and business concerns, and to so question the honesty
of their fellow men and neighbors, that about 40,000,000 people
have withdrawn and hoarded sums ranging from millions down to
a few dollars with the result that in the midst of prosperity many
of the most influential and well-managed business institutions are
on the verge of bankruptcy.
The Mississippi Valley will, not many years hence. l>e the abiding place and furnish sustenance for a population equal to that of
the Tnlted States at present, and In order to provide transportation
facilities, both rail and water, additions on as broad or broader
scale than any yet predicted by Mr. Hill or Mr. Harriman will be
necessary, but with the public confidence shaken, as it is, it would
seem that the problem of financing surh additions as are at present
badly needed i.s one very difficult of solution, and the futuie Is
decidedly problematical.
H. C. Dolph. President. The Ostermann Manufacturing Co..
Chicago. With adjustment of money conditions and movement of
crops, a gradual improvement In business should follow.
these articles.
M'.

Symonx. Premitent. Pioneer Ca»t Steel Truck

a;.

— While

there

is

—

The following expressions are from important officers or representatives of railroad supply and car building concerns, who desired
their names withheld:
"If times were normal the railroads would need more cars, but
as the case is now, the foreign cars are being returned to their
home roads, which gives the railroads sufficient cars for handling
the crops, consequently there is no market for new cars."
"Wall street had its own way for a long time, but Theodore
Roosevelt has shaken matters up. causing a slow money market.
This has reacted upon the railroads and they, in turn, are curtailing
cxi>enses."

"The present turn of affairs is for the
to weed out the businesses established on
year's market wa.<( far above normal and it
such a market is reached again."
"The labor situation of the past has

good of

all

and

will help

Illegal foundations.

will be

Last

a long time before

been a fruitful cause in
bringing about the present condition of the market and I would
consider it one of the reasons for the railroads i>ostponing the purchase of new equipment. A recovery in the market can hardly be
looked for before six months. Crops are plentiful this year and
the railroads seem to have sufficient cars to handle them."
"The inevitable diilness that always follows a panic is sure to
return this year, as in former years, therefore I would say that
we expect no business until after the Presidential election. There
is a slow movement in handling the crops, consequently railroads
are not in need of new equipment. The present uncertainty of the
money market, and adverse state legislation, have caused the railroads to defer action until a decision htvs been reached."

—

Foreign Railroad Notes.

I

I

I

gel the bulk of the biisine.ss.
M. W. Want, (Icnerat Sale.\ .igent, Chicagi>-Clerelaiul Car Hoofing Co., Chicago.
When a patient drops into coma, you can fear a
funeral; but when finance, commerce and trade fall into' a dead
stupor, as typified In the present situation, the patient Is only taking

—

a needed rest, and always arises relnvlgorated. If It were not that
everybody Is possessed of a sort of nightmare feeling the situation
could be readily righted: for the fundamentals of i)rosperily are
scarcely nulled by this dislurlmnco.
is the most superllcial of
It
panics,

and,

months

of

shadows may lengthen out tn the fall
look for a marked, but not normal, revival of

lliougti

V.IOS.

1

its

orders in the firsl nuarler of the new year.
n. C. .Marsh, Mamigc.r. Conlraclor.i' Niipp/iy it Fiiuiinnenl Co..
Chicago.
As we see It. the situation has changed greatly for the
better within the last few il.iys.
Wo have had more innuiiies for

iHlulpint'lit

—

The

State Railroads report that they are now running
17'... per cent, more trains than when they took over the management from the companies July 1. ISO.t; that the speed of many
trains has been in< reased. and in many cases freight separated
from passenger traffic
while since Nov. 15 last third class cars
are attached to all so-called "fast" trains, while it contemplates
attaching them to some "express" trains.
Italian

;

There Is a conflict between the general government of China
and the province of Che-klang over the building of a railroad from
Soo-chow. a city 50 miles west of Shanghai and connected with it
by rail, extending south l)y west
miles to Hang-L-how. and thence
east t;5 miles along a bay to N'Ing-po.
The province claims that
two years ago It was given the right to uild the line, and the Pekin
government sjiys that it Is going lo contract with an Knglish-Chinese
on'.iwny to build.
Shanghai merchant.-; are said to b.- ready to sub
si-rilK- |l.">,0iUl.000 to the provincial enterprise, and they threaten
lo iKjyoott Kngllsh goods and to refuse to pay taxes if the English
t;,")

I

c

are

let

Into the cnter|>rise.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
It

is

reporteii

in

Iowa that the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

will hereafter sell no liquors on dining cars In that state.

The Maine Central, controlled by the Boston & Maine, has
in withdrawing from the per diera agreement.

fol-

lowed the B. & M.

The Pennsylvania and

the Philadelphia & Heading have decided
grant reduced passenger rates to clergymen. Certificates now
held by clergymen, and expiring December 31, are not being renewed.

not

to

The Union & Southern

Pacific announce that they now have
miles of line protected by the "Most Modern Safety Block Signal
System." This means, apparently, the mileage of automatic signals.

4,59:i

The Erie Railroad has made reductions of 2 to 10 per cent. In
the salaries of officers and clerical employees. The reduction, It is
3aid, applies to all of the classes named who receive more than JiJO
per month, and it affects 1,700 persons.
On the Saturday before Christmas. December 21, the lines of the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company, New York City, carried
1,049.752 passengers.
Of these 901,114 were carried on the Elevated
lines and 088,038 on the Subway division.
The Boston Elevated Railway has distributed

to its employees
shape of rewards of $15 each to those employees who
during the past year have not been reported for delinquency or mis-

.$00,(1(1(1

in the

conduct. It is said that this year S5 per cent, ot the men received
the rewards. This is the fifth lime the comjjany has made New

Year

gifts of this kind.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has established a Bureau of
Employment, which will .supervise, over the whole of the comlines, all applications tor employment, except in un.skilled
labor; also the records of all employees in the service. The Superintendent of the bureau is J. N. Redfern. who is also Superintendent
of the Relief department.

pany's

The Pittsburgh
lines

in

Pittsburgh.

Railways Company,
Pn..

ha.s

operating the street car
adopteiL a rule that iwssengers must

x// f^Holis, i'Soifs

Pressed Steel

pay fare on entering the

Carline.

taken without waiting
to provide special large-platform cars, as in Montreal. The main
object, it is said, is to keep the conductor always at the rear platI'orni, where he can have control of the brakes while descending
cars.

This action

is

is
a considerable improvement over
the best
These trains stop at Intervals of about l>..
to
run under the block system, with overlaps,
so
tions trains when running at full speed
have to

previous

pracUce.

two miles and are
that except at stabe kept something

more than a half mile apart. Under the new arrangement
there
is at a busy station like that
In Forty-second street, a man with a
stop watch, situated where he can have an
unobstructed view of
the whole length of the platform, who by a
bell signal orders the
trains started after they have been stopped 45 seconds,
except in
cases where (a> the passengers desiring to alight have
not all got
out or (b) the station platform is so crowded that
it is necessary
to send away some of the waiting passengers.
It is said that but
comparatively few passengers have had to wait for a later train by
reason of the shortening of stops. The policemen now on duty
at
the express stations have succeeded In making passengers distribute
themselves along the platform better than formerly, thus relieving
the congestion at the entrances of the cars at the middle of the train.

New

Signal Orders.

The Union Switch & Signal Company's orders booked during December last total a larger sum than In any month since August.
They are larger, too. than for the corresponding month in 190C. It
is also significant and worthy of note that no
order, during this past month, swells the total.

many

orders from

many

railroads.

overwhelmingly large
It

consists of a great

The block signaling orders are
the business now Is In supplies

comparatively slight; the bulk of
and orders for minor installations of inlerlooking plants. Colonel
Prout has for the past six months consldere<l the outlook serious, and.
in mentioning the above facts, says that they do not at all coincide
with his somewhat pessimistic theories of the to be expected results
ot the financial disturbance.

New
The pressed

Pattern of Pressed Steel Carline.

made by the Cleveland Car Specialty
Cleveland, Ohio, was described In the liailroail Oasette. April
29, 1904.
new pattern Is now being made,
.-V
a drawing of which is shown herewith.
It
combines a channel and U section, to give a
maximum of strength and lightness. The
channel also provides room for a 5-ln. nailing
.strip,
which Is bolted to It. giving a wide
support for the longitudinal course of boards.
ScCT/ov AB.
Because of their lightness and strength,
fewer pressed steel carllnes are required per
car than wooden ones and an appreciable reduction In weight Is gained.
.\lso. In most
cases, greater Inside clearance is obtained.
These pressed steel carllnes are made In several patterns, for dilTerent types of cars.
The one shown here Is
for an outside metal roof.
steel carline

Co.,

state Regulation of Railroad Details.

bills.

The New York State Public Service Commission. First District,
The Central of New .lersey, which has been notified by the New on Dec. 27 Issued orders to railroads on a great
variety of subjects.
New Haven & Hartford that through freight traffic between Two orders applying to the Staten Island Rapid Transit Railway
the two lines by way of New York harbor will no longer be encour- and
the Slaten Island Railway Comitany provide that the comp.inles
iiged by the New Haven, has filed with the Interstate Commerce shall
Install warning bells at all cro-sslngs; signs requiring the engiCommission a formal petition asking the Commission to order the neers to ring their bells at certain speclflitl places; gates
at speciNew Haven to pay the regular rate (50 cents a day) on freight cars fied crossings of especial danger; all stations to be adequately
senl by the Central to the .Now Haven; or, if the Commission does lighted, as well
ns trains; all trains to be run to connect with Innot approve the rate, that a fair per diem r-ate be prescribed.
The coming i>nd departing boats at the municipal ferry at St. George.
oilier roads terminating in New Jersey have joined the Central of The Staten
Island Rapid Transit Is ordered to abate smoke and
New .Icrsey in tho petition namely, the Pennsylvania, the New York noise nuisances at the freight yards on the west side of the
Island.
Central (West Shore), the Erie, the Baltimore &. Ohio, the I.ehigh Unnecessary labor on
Sundays Is prohibited.
Valley, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Philadelphia &
The Staten Island Railway Is commanded to place a flagman
Reading, the Delaware & Hudson, and the Lehigh & Hudson River. at a specified cro.ssing In Tottenvllle; to
lay planking where lu
Krom this action it would seem that the New Haven has not settled tracks cro.ss certain si roofs to make a level crossing,
and to run
its car service balances for the months of October and November.
throe additional trains dally on Sundays and holidays. The number
The lomplainants declare that 50 cents a day is below a reasonable of cars and the times are specified. The Brooklyn
Union Elevated
r.itc.
Is ordered to repair Its waiting rooms at the 36th street sutlon,
which now are used chiefly a.s storerooms for working materials,
and to oroct windbreaks there to shelter passongors. This work
Improved Service on the New York Subway Lines.
must be completed by January 25. The Intorborough (New York)
is directed to resume a discontinued service along .Aqueduct
avenue,
By shortening and more strictly regulating the stops at sta- from KIngsbrldge
road to the 155lh street terminus. The commis^
tions, the officers
York,

—

in

of the New Y'ork City Subway have succeeded
in the busy hours at the rate of 30 trains
exceptional cases a little better than this. This

running express trains

an hour and

in

slon also adopted a resolution providing for the widening of the
subway stairway leading from Vanderbllt avenue at the Grand
Central Station.
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Chandler Clutch Planer.

Ayer.
Co. haa Ijten teHiIng at It* shop at
lllusa cluteh-drlven planer, shown In the accompanying
the web,
The planer removes the «lde of the head, up to
irallou.
cutting back
on a i)alr of extra hard 7ulh. relay Bwlich points,
The company expects to reduce
9 ft. In less than •; minutes.
of
speed
20 ft., it
cutting
a
At
that time about 30 i»er cent.
deep
removed from a JU-poInt carbon steel forging a chip % In.
without any
It runs for hourH on a H-ln. t-troke
with % in. feed.
wearing.
Indication of Injurious heating or
about 30 tons. In order
It la 42 In. x 20 in. x 20 ft. and weighs
work, the planer
to subject the dutches to the severest class of
Its cutting speed is 20 ft., with
is of the frog and switch type.
and runs at a
double
In.
Is
10
bell
cutting
The
a return of 4:1.
ft.
speed of 1,8U0 ft. per minute with ratio of 93 ft. of belt to 1
The reversing licit Is 5 In. wide and runs at a speed
of platen.
tools
the
of
most
of
dimensions
The
of 3,'J(i0 ft. per minute.
used in the test were 2Vj in. x 3 in., and were of various makes

The Chandler Planer

Vol..
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speed of 4:1, requires C to 7 h.p. on either stroke. To reverse
requires about 20 h.p. On severe cutting loads the clutches hold
without slipping under a load of over 50 h.p.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

MasB,,

Reduced Rate* Ordered

for a Fixed Period of

Time.

In an opinion rendered by Commissioner Harlan the Commission has announced Its decision in the case of the Holcomb-Hayea
Company against the Illinois Central and the Southern. These companics in Uecemlier. 190&, leased the Tennespee Central and a few

through tariffs lorm. riy In effect over that
occurred complainant »;i- engaged in filling a
contract for delivering a laige number of ti' - at Pawnee Junction.
Bloomlngton and Paxton. Illinois, from various shipping point; on
the Tennessee Railroad. Instead of waiting for the readjustment

days

road.

later canceled the

When

this

of high-speed steels.

The two multiple disk clutches are within the bed of the
planer on the second shaft, and are set by mechanism operated
the
.\11 the dog or the operator can do Is to trip
by the planer
racchanlsni. The advantages claimed lor the clutches are that they
slip,
minimum
fixed
with
a
surface
bearing
provide a maximum
avoidance of metal contact, a positive rather than a friction lockproing, elimination of shock, reduction of momentum, locking
portionate to the load, and Impossibility of slipping when once set.
The heating problem, which, perhaps, of all others, Is the
most to be feared. Is overcome by sufficiently large bearing surfaces, madi' ui) of nniltiple disks; alternate disks being keyed
to the shaft and shell of the clutch, and all moving laterally.
When clutch Is closed they are pressed together. The amount of
Blip bi'I'orc locking Is accurately determined by a timing device

Chandler Clutch Planer.
between the primary clutch and the main clutch. The two clutches
operate on the iirlndple of a differential, and the amount of
locking of the main dutch is therefore determined by the difference in movement of the two clutches.
It is obvious that any
slip of either clutch increases the grip of the main clutch, and
insures tho clutches, always locking in pro|)ortion to the load
In a sense, tlie main clutches are positive rather than friction.
The shell of the main clutch Is a case within which the disks run
In a bath of oil.
The oil not only lubricates and reduces the
chance of heating, l)ut serves as a cushion. So long as the disks
do not come Into metal contact there can bo no weaving and no
heating.
One clutch eiigrtges with the cutting belt shaft and one
with the reversing licit shaft.
Conseqtienlly, one clutch Is Idle
while the other Is in operation.
This gives the idle clutch a
chance to rest and become thorouglily lubricated before engaging.
When engaged, both the primary and main clutch revolve as one

of rates, he made the shipments and was charged an alleged unreasonable rate, for which he claimed reparation. The Commission
awarded ?3,071 reparation and required defendants to publish and
keep in effect for one year a rate not to exceed ISt'j cents per tie.
The Commission further ueilared that it does not approve the practice whereby a carrier puts In rates with a clause under which they
expire after a short time. U appears that this is sometimes done
for the purpose of enabling the Commission to do justice in a parIn order to prevent the discriminations which the Act
ticular case.
was Intended to defeat, the "Commission. In such cases, will hereafter require the rates to remain in effect for a definite period of
time, to be designated In the order.

clutch.

nounced

As momentum

the product of weight multiplied by velocity,
every material reduction of cither greatly reduces tho diniculty
of roviM-slng.
The clutches are on the second shaft, and the only
parts of the clutch that reverse are the illsks that are keyed to
tho shaft. The clutch case and all the other operating mechanism
moves constantly in one direction. Supplementing the primary
and main clutches la a mechanically operated device which Insures
a proper and positive engagement of the primary clutch and leaves
nothing to the mischance of dogging, and provides a proper
margin of safety to meet all the conditions of varying platen load.
To run the planer light at a cutting speed of 20 ft., with return
Is

New Road

Not Encouraged to "Divide the Traffic" With Old.

Commissioner Harlan the Commission has andeiision in the case of the Chicago & Milwaukee Elec-

In an opinion by
Its

Kallruad ai;ainst the Illinois Central and others. The Commission holds that the act innkes no distinction l)eiwcen railroads
tliat are operated by electricity and tho.«e that use <team locomoThe complainant made appldailon for the estal>lishment of
tives.
through routes and joint rates on freight in both directions between
points on Its own line and points ou the lines of the defendants^
but It appeared that the shipping community was already supplied
with a reasonable or satisfactory ihro\igh route, and the Commission decided that the complaint should be dismissed.
The Commission further declared that the proviso In section
15 of the amended law limiting the power of the Commission to
tric
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establish through routes and joint rates to cases where "No reasonable or satisfactory through route exists" is to be interpreted as
meaning that the law is not intended lo afford a means by which
new lines, with the aid of the Commission, may profitably force
their way into shipping districts built up and already well served
by older lines, and thus seize and divide with the latter such traffic
as may be offered. The purpose of the clause was to afford relief
to shipping communities and not to aid carriers to acquire strategic
advantages in their contests with one another.

Miscellaneous Rulings.

A number
portance

of administrative rulings, involving questions of imaffecting the operation of the interstate commerce law,

.
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.Superintendent oi the Richmond division, with office at Richmond, Va. E. P. Goodwin. Division Superintendent, has been
appointed General Superintendent of the Kentucky General
division, with office at Covington, Ky.
J. A. Fox, Assistant
Division Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent of
the Ashland (formerly Kentucky) division, with office at Ashland, Ky. J. P. Stevens, Assistant Division Superintendent, has
been appointed Superintendent of the Cincinnati division, with
office at Covington, Ky.
The office of Assistant Superintendent
of the Kentucky division and the office of Assistant Superintendent of the Cincinnati division have been abolished.

—

Ohio River & Columbus. E. H. Blair, Vice-President, has been appointed General Manager, with office at Ripley, Ohio, and the
position of Superintendent is abolished.

—

Oregon ifhort Line. J. M. Davis. Assistant General SuperlntendenL
have been issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
has been appointed Acting General Superintendent of the Oregon
It is held that employees of produce companies must pay full
Short Line and the Southern Pacific lines east of Sparks, with
fare In traveling to points on the carriers' lines where they expset
headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, succeeding E. Buckingto obtain "consignments and become caretakers.
ham,
resigned.
limitation
lates
of
It is also held that the
to shipments bandied
by steam power as against Ihose handled by electric power is un- Seaboard Air Liw. R. E. Boswell, Superintendent of the Alabama
lawful and must be eliminated from the tariff.
Great Southern at Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed SuperThe Commission adheres lo its previous ruling that carriers
intendent of Transportation of the Seaboard Air Line, succeedmust exhaust their legal remedies to collect undercharges from coning H. W. Standley.

—

signees before filing their petitions for redress.
A tariff containing a new reconsignmenl privilege cannot be
applied retroactively tor a previous reconsigned shipment, and cannot be accepted for the basis of a refund.
The granting by carriers ot commissions to persons acting as
consignees on import merchandise, it is decreed, is a practice that
cannot be sanctioned.
The Commission holds il has no power to relieve carriers from
the obligations of tariffs providing for demurrage charges on the
ground that such charges have been occasioned by a strike.
Where stock in one railioad company is owned by another railroad company, but both maintain separate organizations and report
separately to the Commission, it is decided that they may not lawfully carry freight free for each other.
When, after complaint is made and before a hearing, a rate is
reduced to the sum demanded by the complainant, the order disposing ff the proceedings will be made to require the maintenance
of that rate as a maximum for not less than two years.
A tariff filed without naming a date on which it was to take
effect w».s held unlawful and as never having taken effect.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Edward Payson Rogtrs, formerly Assistant General Freight and
Passenger Agent of the Southern Pacific lines in Oregon, died at
home in Portland, December 21, at the age of 77. Mr. Rogers
was one of the pioneers of the northwest, having gone from Iowa
to Oregon in 1877.
He was born in Vermont and before going to
the Pacific Coast was General Freight and Passenger Agent of the
Burlington. Cedar Rapids & Northern. His entire railroad career
of 30 years in Oregon was passed on lines which finally were all
merged into the Southern Pacific. He retired from active service
his

in 1903.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

—

Beaumvnt

.( Great Xorthern.
Leroy Trice, formerly Vice-President
of the International & Great Northern, has been elected a Director and Vice-President of the Beaumont & Great Southern, with
headquarters at Palestine, Tex.

—

Pacific.
Grant Hall, Assistant Superintendent of Motive
Power, will also assume the duties of Assistant to the Second
Vice-President, succeeding William Cross, whose office has been
abolished.

St.

it

Officers.

—

.(•
The headquarters of G. B. Albright.
Pacific.
General Freight Agent, have been transferred from
Louis, Mo., to Kansas City, Mo., succeeding K. M. Wharr)-.
resigned.

Chicago. Rock Islaml
.\sslstant
St.

Executive, Financial and Legal OfTlcera.

Canadian

Traffic

—

Alton.
E. A. Keane, Assistant General Freight Agent of
the Toledo. St. Louis & Western at St. Ix)uis. has been appointed to the same office on the C. & A., and will have charge
of the freight business of both roads at St. Louis.
C. J. Chisam, Assistant General Freight Agent bf the C.
& .\. at St. Louis, has been transferred to Chicago, where he
will have supervision, with the same title, of the coal and
lumber traffic of the C. & \. and the Toledo, St. Louis & Western.
B. C. Stevenson, Assistant General Freight Agent of the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western at Toledo, has been transferred to
Chicago. He will hold the same title on the Toledo, St. Louis
& Western and the C. & A.
E. M. Davis, Traveling Freight Agent of the Toledo. St
Louis & Western, has been appointed Division Freight Agent
at Toledo.
The authority of George B. Simpson, Assistant General
F'relght Agent of the C. & A. at Kaneas City, is extended over
the Toledo, St. Louis & Western.
D. Bowes, Assistant General Passenger Agent of the C. ft A.
at St. Louis, has been appointed Chief Assistant General Passenger Agent of both the C. & A. and the T., St. L. & W.
R. J. McKay, .Vsslstant General Passenger Agent of the
T., St. L. & W, at St. Louis, has had his jurisdiction extended
over the C. & A., and will move his headquarters to Chicago.
T. J. Burns, of the T.. SL L. & W. at Kansas City, becomes
Assistant General Passenger Agent of both roads.
C. R. Davidson has been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent of the C. & A. at Chicago.

Chicago

—

Louis d San Francisco. W. P. Evans, General Attorney, has been
appointed General Solicitor, succeeding L. F. Parker, deceased.

—

International a- Oreai Sort hern. R. E. Lee, chief clerk in the general passenger department, has been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent, with office at Palestine. Tex., succeeding
G. 1). Hunter, promoted.

—

Missouri. Kansas <( Texas. J. E. Arnold has been appointed Traveling Manager of dining car service between St. Louis and New
Orleans.

Toledo, St. Louis

Wabash.

—

Officers.

Ch'^sapcakc d- Ohio. This road will hereafter be operated in three
general divisions, as follows:
The Virginia General division
will consist of the Richmond division and Clifton Forge division; the West Virginia General division will consist of the
Hinlon division, Huntington division and Greenbrier division,
and the Kentucky General division will consist of the Ashland
dlvialon (formerly Kentucky division) and Cincinnati division.
The following Superintendents have been appointed:
J. W.
Knapp, Division Superintendent, has been appointed General
General
with
office
division,
at
Superintendent of the Virginia
Richmond, Va. E. J. King. Trainmaster, has been appointed

d Western.

— See

Chicago

&

Alton.

— R.

Colo.,

Operating

—

H. A. Graber, commercial agent, has been
appointed General .\gent. with office at SL Louts, Mo., sncoeedIng C. H. Ivers.

Kansas City Southern.

W. Owens, heretofore commercial agent at Denver,
has been appointed General Agent of the passenger de-

partment, succeeding P. P. Hitchcock, resigned to go Into other
business.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

—

Chicago .( Alton. Charles E. Fuller. Superintendent of Motive
Power, has resigned, effective January 1. Peter Maher, Superintendent of Motive Power of the Toledo, St. Louis & Western,
will now hold that office for both the T., St. L. & W. and the
C.

&

A.

—

Chicago. Cincinnati it Louisrille. K. L. Dresser has been appointed
Master Mechanic, with headquarters at Peru, Ind., succeeding
G. W. Dickson, resigned.
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Ihe Moiioii ai
aranil Trunk.—G. W. OlrkHoii, MaHter Methanlc of
Grand
Peru, Intl., han becMi appointed Maater Mechanic of the
IJIekson.
Mr.
ouecceda
UreBBer
Trunk In Canada. K. i..

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

I'lMNM

I.

Kaiiwav.

A

— An

offlcer

this

that

writes

1.

company,

Bartow, Fla., west to Tampa. 50
mlleu; also from Bartow southwest to St. Lucie, on the Atlantic
coast, has four miles graded and track laid on about one mile.
Work has been stopped on account of the financial stringency. E. C.
Stuart, President, Bartow, Fla.

which has

proJe<

a line from

teil

Government, Engineer Corps War Departweighment, Portland. Ore., baa ordered three Forney locomotives
Davenport Locoing 17 long, with !>l" X 14-ln. eyllndere, from the
motive Works.

& Mauyla.mi SiiiJKi (EtEtTBit).— It Is reported
company, which Is building a line to connect Salisbury.
Pa.. .Meyersdak'. Berlin and Somerset, now nearly finished, will buUd
a line through Somerset county to Johnstown, where a conneclloa
is to be made with the South Cambria.

CAR BUILDING.

Pk.n.nhylva.ma Li.\>yj West.— The Grand Rapids & Indiana has
given contracts to the McDonnel-OConnor Company, of Grand
Rapids. Mich., for building a 10-ralle extension from Ardls. Mich.
Surveys are being made from Harbor Springs northwest 12 miles.

The United

tilaiea

The Orand Trunk

said to

is

be llgurluK on six or iiKhi

car.s.

Waterloo, Vedar t'allH A Sorlliern haa ordered two Interiirlian ckitrlc! cars and Ave UJ-bench open cars from .McfJulre-Ciimmlngs Company for April delivery.

Pk.n.nhylva.ma

that

Thi:

Incorporations, Surveys,

Oklahoma &

Felker Construction Company, of Rogers, Ark.

Beshkmkh & Lake Eri>;.— The extension of the Western Allegheny to West Pittsburgh, where a connection is to be made with
the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie and with the Baltimore & Ohio, will
be finished and put in operation early in 1U08. The new line is
two mll<.s long. It runs from the present terminal of the Western
Allegheny near Cascade Park, Pa., through Shenango township to
West Plllsburgh.

—

Lu.MnKn Co.Mi'ANY's RoAU. Contract has been given to
Vito Greco, of Ligonier, Pa., for building a line tor this company
from Laurel Summit, Pa., to Indian Creek, four miles. Address
J.

W. Maker,

Ligonier.

—

& Gaui.ky. Surveys are made by this company
for an extension from Cresraont, W. Va., to Camden-on-Gauley, 40
miles. Wm. D. Janney, Chief Engineer. Clay. W. Va.
Bi'ii'Ai.o CiiKKic

Cakiii.ina Vallky.— This company is building an extension from
Thomasvllle, N. C, to High Point, six miles, and from High Point
to Gri^ensboro, IG miles; also from Higli Point to Winston-Salem.

21 miles.

—

CuitAco & Wahasii Valley. This company is building an extension from Dinwiddle, Ind., north to Gary. 20 miles.

—

This company, which last
Dii.i'Tii & NoiniiKBN Mi.N.NKSoTA.
year extended Its line north in Minnesota five miles to mile 50, l.s
making surveys from that point north to mile 170.

—

Ckntiial. An officer writes that this company, which
year built 28 miles of line In Georgia and Florida, is buililing
with Its own men an extension from Maysviile, Fla,, north to Roddenburg. Ga., 22 miles. .1. L. Philips, President, Thomasvllle, Ga.
Fi.oiiii)A

last

Oua.nu Raimiis &

1.Mil

A.N A.

— See

Pennsylvania Lines West.

—

Kkntitky Miiii.A.Nh. Contract has been given to A. B. Wood, of
Cottage Grove. Ore., for building an extension from Cypress Creek,
Ky.. to Midland, four miles.
Surveys under way for an extension
from Midland to Madlsonvllle, l."; miles. M. M. Wheeler, Chief
Engineer, Central City.
Lii

111-:

RivKii.

Topkka & NoimiwESTEB.N.

\Vi;sii.ii\

Ul.mii

— Contract

let to J.

W. Anderson &

Co., of

Town-

send, Ti-nn,, for an extension from Forks, Tenn., to Trenthnms, four
miles,

Umatilla Ce.ntbal.

New London

.Mi.NMioKA
MiiUKitKAii

&

to

Wilmington, 15 miles further.

— See I'nlon Pacific.
— Thls compuny building

Soi-ni\vi:srKi(.\.

& NoiiTH

FoiiK.

Is

own men an extension from Paragon,

with

Its

Ky.. southeast to Redwlne, fen

miles.

—

Moi .NTAiN Ckntiial. This company has projected a
from Cnmpton, Ky., northeast to Hazel Green, fen miles.
i^ay. General Manager, Clay City, Ky.
NoiiriiWKSTKR.N Rau.iioao.

OnKiioN Railkoam

OitKcoM SiioiiT Link.
OiiEiiON.

— See

Union

Pacific.

— See

Union

& NAVuiATioN.

— See

Pacific.

I'nlon Pacific.

Wasiii.ngtox & Idaho.

— See

Union

^

are under

way

Pacific.

12-ft.
.1.

C.

lino

M.

— See

— See Union
Union

Pacific.

Pacific.

—

The report of this company for the year ended
shows work Is under way by the following companies:
on the projected line from Hershey, Neb., to Northport.
about 115 miles, has been finished for .'>4 miles and work is progressing on the remaining Gl miles.
South Omaha & Western. Grading on this double-track line
from South Omaha, Neb., to Lane, about 11.60 miles, is nearing comU.Niox Pacieic.

June

30, 1907,

Work

—

pletion.

Topeka & Northwestern.

—Grading on

the extension from Onaea.
'

miles. Is progressing, and it Is i-\
1908.
This line, in connection w;
trackage arrangements over the St. Joseph & Grand Island R:i
miles
between Kansas City. Mo., .uij
saving
of
about
98
will effect a
Cheyenne, Wyo., as against the Denver line, and will also open a line

Kan., to Marysvllle,
to finl.sh the line by

;!2.31

May

1.

of much more favorable gradients and curvatures than via Denver.
Oregon Short Line. An extension of the North Kemmerer
branch. In Wyoming, along Willow creek, about eight miles. Is nearing completion.
Minidoka & Southwestern. On the extension from Twin Falls,
Idaho, to Buhl, 15.:;2 miles, work has been finished.
Northwestern Railroad. This company was organized to build a
line from Blake's Spur, Ore., northward along the west side of the
Snake river to Homestead, Ore., 58 miles. Grading is under way
along the entire line.
Yellowstone Park. Of the remaining 53.97 miles of this line.
21.15 miles are finished.
Grading under way on the remaining 32.82

between these points

—

—

—

—

miles.

—

Oregon Railroad & Navigation. On the extension of the Elgin
branch, from Elgin. Ore., to Joseph, about 40 miles are graded ready
for track, and grading is progressing on the remaining 14 miles.
Oregon, Washington & Idaho. Track has been laid from Texas
City, Wash., to .-VImota. 37 miles, and grading on the remaining 3r.
miles has been finished.
Umatilla Central. This comi)any. which was organized to build
a line from a point near Pendleton, Ore., to Pilot Rock. 14.50 miles.
has finished the line.

—

—

—

Uniteo Traition C«.mpaxy. Contract has been let to .A. W.
Sykes. of Sykesvllle, Pa., for building seven miles of electric line
from Sykesvllle, Pa., to Big Run. E. W. Hess. Chief Engineer, Du
Bols. Pa.

Western

—

Uii isiAXA & Pi.NK Bi.i'Ki'-. Contracts have been given to S. R.
Neel, of Huttig, Ark., for building an extension from Dollar Junction, Ark., to New London, 15 miles.
An extension Is projected

from

I'nlon Pacific.

& Ntw OuLtA-Ns.— Negotiations

ToLEixi, St. Lot is

terminal and to spend 1500,000 on Improvements.

Ete.

Sin vi ys arc being made for
an extension of IIiIh load from lloKers, Ark., northeast to Eureka
Springs and from Slloam Springs, Ark., west to Pryor Creek, Okla.,
a total of 40 miles. Contract let for some of the work to the W. R.
AliK.\.\s,\s,

South Omaha & Wkstkr?<.— See

between this company and residents of Paducah. Ky., to secure an
entrance to that place. The company, several years ago, asked for
a bonus of several thousand dollars, agreeing to make this point a

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

this

.\i.leoiieny.

Wkstkrx Pai ieic-

— See

Bessemer & Lake
-

I

1.

;:;

Erie.

work

in

the

ftx>t-

Gould. In speaking
.iiia that with .s.oiio men
roi-K lias; iicen moved than SO.oOn men have
canal.
During the first eleven months of
1907, 11,471.300 cu. yds. wore iiiovo.l. more than half of which was
rtx-k, us compared with S.irit.f.l.'. yds. iiiovod on the Panama canal.
In addition, the We.stern Pacltii- diniiij; the same period has driven
more than three miles of tunnels, most of which are lined: has built

hills of

the Sierra Nev.i

work carried out
at work more earth and
moved on the Panama

of the

i

;

.

large amount of masonry, and ereited numerous steel bridges.
Nearly 200 miles of detached main line steel track was laid and ballasted and a number of stations have been put up; also water tanks,
coal chutes and telegraph lines. The Utah Constnictlon Co.. of
Ogden, Utah, and the E. B. & A. L. Stone Co., of Oakland, Cal.. areat work on tlie remaining 577 miles to finish the line from Salt Lake
City. Utt\h. west to Oakland. Cal.. a total of 929 miles.
a

YniowsToNK Pakk. — See Union

Paclflc

ANNUAL REPORTS.
UNION
INCOMK
The gross

I'OIC

PACIFIC

THK YKAU.

Deduction

ipcelpts and disbursements of the Union Pacific Ualln»ad and
after excludlnc all offsetting accounts between them,

ANNUAL REPORT.

— Heeelved

geles

Decrease
Decrease

companlps,
were as follows
fiuxlllary

— TENTH

RAILROAD COMPANY

from San Pedro, Log An-

I>ake K. R.

Co

li

.Salt

In
In

cash and demand loans
unadjusted accounts

$17,300,000.00
45,398,034.05
68,276.16
'

:

ItlOT.

Average miles of

rail

lines operated

during year

1900.
5,4U3.53

o, 044. 05

Net Increase

'J'nnmijortiition Operationa.

$76,040,726.05 $67,281,542.00

Operating expenses
Taxes

$40,574.88!(.1U $35,261,170.84
2.0«!l,-;i4.4ti
1.702,602.32

Itecelpts over operating expenses

.$42,644,«2:j.50 $36,963,773.16

and taxes. .$33,396,103.09 $30,317,700.44

Klxed Charges.
Interest on funded debt outstanding
.Sinking fund, Utah
Ueulals to IJn. Pac.

&

Nor. Ky.

$8,640,60a34

cons. mtg.
for equipment

(_'o.

I'kjulp. Ass'n,,

.

Capital stock
Current cash accounts
Loans and bills payable

$20,130.00
2.1 85.834. .56
69!050.22o!(hi

Reserve depredation and replacement of equlpmc
Due to proprietary companies
Insurance, trust and boapltal funds
r> J
.
Deduct

— Decrease
r.

42o]<f88!.0tl
1.0ii3 023 10

97^724.01

$73,287,220.20

funded debt

In

466,50a00
72,820,720.2«

Net Increase of asseu (gain

•

$8,806,200.43

Surplus after payment of fixed charges

62,706,310.21
$83.IH32,513.51

$8,870,898.05
12,013.33

12,013.33
103.578.70

.

—

Increase In LiaWIUia.

(iross Iranspjrlatlon receipts

Total operating expenses and taxes

'

In assets

$8,882,911.38

$24,089,902.06 $21,434,858.06

ApiJiicarion of Surplus.
iPlvldends on stocits of Union Paclllc K.K. Co.
2 per cent, on preferred, paid Apr. 1, 1907.. $1,990,882.00
$1,990,882.00
2 per cenl., on preferred, pnyaljle Met. 1. 1907
1,990,882.00
1,990,882.00
3 per cent, ou coninion. paid April 1. 1907...
.5,804.337.00
0.770.497.00
I'A per cent, on common, payal)lc Jul. 1, 1907
2,932,108.50
0,804.337.00
I'/i per cent, on common, payable Oct. 1, 1907
2,932,318.00)
On stoclis of Ore. U. & Nav. Co. uutstandlog
2 percent, on prfd., paid Jan. 1. 1907...
134.00
134.00
2 per cent, on prfd, payable July 1, 1907
98.00
134.00

and loss)
$10,181,705.22
Since the close of the year the company has sold $75,000,000. fare value
„..,..
.0-\ear 4 Per Cent. Convertible iJold Bonds." hereinafter referred to. and the
proceeds have been applied to the discharge of current llubllltles
In profit

Ihere were sold during the year:
04,000 shares (jreat Northern Itallway Co
92,000
Northern Pacific Railway Co

:

1,1,200

'Jreat .Northern

•

$19 220

Railway Ore Crtfs.

Total

.

IMH) (n)

18,054,050.00
1.021,789.63
$39.11(5,845 19

1

:

$15,710,820.00 $15,622,80&00

Surplus after payment of dividends

$8,879,082.60

$0,81I,9!>2.00

Income Other Than friini Transportation Operations.
on bonds owned other than Ore. Sh. L.
and Ore. U.K. & .Nav. lou. panics
.|208,844.28
$297,910.07
nividenUson stock owned oih.r than Ore. Sh. I,.
and Ore. U.K. & .\av. ((iiiipiiiiles
•! 1.003,100.20
7,237.916.67
Hal. rentals from steamship.'^. i>ther property, etc
242,458.14
506,179.24
lial. Int. on loans and open accounts other than
with auxiliary companies
2,287,800.02
Irilerest

which was credited against (he cost of stocks owned.
The proceeds from the
sale of above stocks, together with the sales reported In the annual reports for
the years lOtiO and 1900, amounted to $117,809,799.00.
The slate of the account In respect of the cost of the stock of the North
Securities Ci,nii>any and of the preferred stock
the Oreat Northern Rail
way lonipany acquired under subscription rights,ofand
the amount reall««l
from the sale of stocks recelve<l In the distribution of the slocks of the Noriii
ern hecurltles Company, Is as follows

cm

:

Cost of 824,018.71 shares Northern Securities Company stock, $79,450,091 3i!
37.444.0
Great .Northern Railway Co. stock,
acquired under subscription rights
3,744,4O0.O<i
Total cost

.'.fif'SSSJSJl
J4O,J00.82

"
•

.18

"

13,200.00

••

'.'.

Total
$12,064,407.67 $10,329,815.60
Less
balance of Interest on loans and on open
accotints other than auxiliary companies.
477,389.45

—

••

Italnnce

$11,087,018.22 $10,329,810.60

— Dividends on
cent,

Deductions

Union Pacific stock:

on common, paid Apr. 1. 1907.. $3,909,558.00
per cent, on common, payable July 1, 1907
1,954,779.00 ( $3,909,058.00
per cent, on common, payable Oct. 1, 1907.
1,934,870.00)

2 per
1
1

Total deductions

Surplus

$7,819,216.00

$3,909,558.00

$3,767,802.22

$6,420,257.60

Total surplus from transportation and other
inccune after payment of dividends
$12,040,884.88 $12,232,249.60
Applied as folli.ws:
I'or liiiicrni.Mits made during the vear
$1,950,002.03 $2,700,000.00
I'or li. ii,.inienls and additions of branch lines
OOO.OiiO.OO
I'nr ni

w

iciuipment

1,000,000.00

'Totill

Net surplus
luirease In net surplus." 1907 over 1900

$1,909,002.03

$4,200,000.00

$10,087,882.85
2,000.033.19

$8,032,249.00

•Does not Iniiudc dividends of $2,010,902..00. declared since July
lor year ended June .10. 1907. on shares of Atchison, Topokn & Santa
iliuure

.V

Ohio, mihI

ilie Illinois

I. 1907,
I'>, Hnl-

Central railroads.

ASSETS A\U LIABILITIES.
assets anil liabilities of the Union Pnciflc llailnmd and Auxiliary Coinpanics are shown In iletall in Table No. 0,
The securities of the Auxiliary
Companies owned by the Union PaclHc Kallroad Co. and of the pro|irleiiiry
railroads which are operated as an Integral part of the system and are owned
by the I'nlon Pailllc Ifallroad and anxillary companies, as well as nil offsetilng
ilie

accounts between the companies, are eilmliuiled. thus dealing only with the
securities in the hands of the public and the assets due from anil liabllllles due
to the pid>llc.

The Increase
briefly slated,

is

or decrease in assets and In liabilities since the last report,
as follows
:

Increase in Asuels.
and appurtenances, as sliown

Cost of railways, equipmenl

In

detail under ••CiiiiitMl U-xpendltures"
$21 1173.100.32
Mocks MTHl lioiKls. lucUhlin:; .v s.iKio.Odo San Pedro. Los Angeles
i.
& Sail Lake K H
I
per cent, bonds taken over In
settlement r,M- a. Iv.iM.-.s
11,1,17.5.005.75
I'lnL I'lc'l Mnci supi.lles
^'
2,051,621.24
urrent cash a.c.Mints
<
1,041,225.22
I'.xpcudltures f,.r cmsiructlon of new lines, for
terminal |irop.. riles and for rolling 8tix'k.$14,46S,08.').22
Less Lxpendllures for construedon of new lines
In preceding years, dealt with as deferred
assets In last year's reixirt. transferred
this year to cost of railroads, equipment

$83,2<V4,II91

.31,

The amounts realized from the stocks sold were:
For 100,000.00 shares Nor. Securities Co. stock* $10,880 019 46

Amount

realized

•'' ^''"- "y <-'<>• atock.
Nor. Pac. Ry. Co. stock.
Nor. Securities Co. stubs

49,801,576.47
50.166,357.97
06.13

Gt. Nor. Ry. Co. ore ctfs.

'

from sales

1

,"021 ;789;63

In excess of total cost of stocks.!,

isiioi''

:

-

•Sold prior to distribution of Gt. Nor. Ry. Co. and Nor. Pac. Ry Co
'"psldes 00,304 shares Great .Northern Ry.. 77.164 shares Great Northern
n^
?.'''""",'''!"'» •»'••'•-'* shares
Northern Pacific Ry. and 7,240 sharr.
v^rfh/,.1,
Northern Securities stubs still on hand unsold.
•

•

The annual dlvldemls on the slocks amounted to »3.29i>.OI2.01. The
average price realized per share was $168.80 for Northern
Securities Com
pany, $304.41 for Great Norlbern Railway Company. $20.'..7rt
for .Northern
Railway Company, and $77.41 for Great Northern Uullwav Company
At these pri.ea the dlvlden.h. averaged per annum 2.07 p.T
Northern Securities Company stock. 2.30 per cent, on c;reat Northern
Railway Com|uiny stmk, and 3.30 ptr cenl. on Northern Pacific
Railway
Company stock, or an average of 2.79 per cent, for all. It was therefore
decided to dispose of these holdings and to reinvest the proceeds In securlile.

Pacific

ore certificates.
cent, on

yielding a greater return.
Accordingly, there were purchased slocks costing $8,1.415.732.48,
and. sub
sequenlly stocks of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad
Company costing $40,
400.900.
The deferred iiayment on Ihe latter purchase amounted to $30..193!
432, against which the company had on hand, unsold.
100.304 shares of
Great Northern Railway Company and 79.028 shares
Northern Pacific Rail
way Company slocks, worth, at the then prevailing prices, ahoui $47.0O0,0«<>
The state of the account In res|>ect of these reinvestments Ihe value
of Great Northern and Northern Pacific stocks
unsold, and Ihe annual divl
dends or interest are as follows
:

.
T 4. Se
A,
I

I..
h

I.
.
Ry.
(.o, pf

*vn^' ..',*'-*'••

<^"'

."•',
iiiiJ„. ,^Illinois
tenlral S."
R.

.f""!
R. Co
"- '"
'
i,
'i ."
a n road. •'I."
Securities
Co., pf
Kallroad .Securities Co.. com

Shares.
100,000
30,900
32,150
186,231
142.S.-.7

18,984
34,154

.\nnual Dividend^
,— or Interest.
.\roount
$.100,000 IMI
0,9a7.7.-.o 24
258.3(Hi.M(
7
.5,040.073 94
225,0.Mmh.
7
32.61 S..'S8:{ 5.T
I.103<i1TcH.
7
19.0.t4.279.93
.1
.807
': -•

Cost.
Rate,
$10.,t00.OO0 OO

'

l,917.!tS,S.42

4

70

6,90.0,156.42

s

27.1..

-

••

,

1

i

:

and appurtenances

0,040.200.03
8,427,823.19

Total Increase In assets

",

$145,768,825.72

n jl^'
".
* O. u
g
B. & O. R.
._

^'

•

•»

li
R. (?o.. pf
R. Co., com

•-•„••••

72.0«4
323.342

Total

rwenivfive iH-r cenl. paid on C.
M. A at. P. Ry. Co. pf
1 » entv-flve iMT n>ni. paid on C.
M. A St, P. Ry. Co.. com
Hfly per cent. |>ald on suhscrlp
lion to Gt. Nor R>v Co. sik...

Twelve

and one-half per cent.
paid on subscription to Northern Pacific R.v. Co. stk
T"'"'

$83,415,732.48 77 '$3,49.-l.:7T «'
6,665,920.00 4
2S.s :::.>: ....
,18,801,040.00
6
1.040.<..-.- .".

»12S;Hi2!602.^

.7

18,480

461,250.00

5

23,0<-.

9.225

230.625.00

5

11 S.1I "O
ii,o.w.-..

.10.14.0.00

24.016

l,.S07,2.80.0o

311.424.00
« 111. 693.271.48

$5.72T,5>.:. i".
».».•*»,.'
,..

90,304
"•
•^..•"». 00
7

21.799.68

77 $5,868,342.43

..

Value

iitlHolil

III

HtuckH on

90.;ifl4 BbarcH fJrcat
Ity. Co. r-«j l.n

77,1114 NliarcH

linni)

11 1,837.08-t.OO

7,24l»

(Jo.

Ily.

Oil

Hliarra

curltleii

Htulw

4,475,612.00

r,H. .
I'a-

Northern
fa 100

8e-

724,900.00

-

I'roeeedM from Kale of Northern Bfcurllleit,
(;reut Niirlherii nnd Northern I'nrllle «ioekM
(from whirh the annual illvldemlH umounled
lo »:i,2U0,512.01)

No.

1.

7.202,03«.5«
4,678,350.03

4.774.010.39

Total of Iteina not included In ibe alnve prudi and
Um» surplua
»«3.375.043.I2

6,357,IJa.OO

U".l

.

Charged

(imal Northern

ore certUlraleH 'a
iiharMi Norlliern

ily.
fllli;

Hrlllug down cost of cbaogeii In line
Appropriations from Income for a reserre fund for future betternieuis. additions and new HjuipaieDt
lo expenses for n niu-rve fund for malDleoaoc*, renewals, eic

(inurkvt vului- June -0, U**'

Northern

41,.!>28

»22,30c,'jo8.oo

1

CAI'ITAL EXI'KXDITtBK«.

i,o;t«,tt.'.:t.oo

The charges to capital account, ottier Iban for atocka and Ixjnds in companlca other iban ihe Colon I'adtlc Kallroad and auxiliary ojmpanlea. were
as follows
$10,703,831.00
Kxpendltures for account of new railroad construction
7o4.»71.1U
Kxiienditures for account of extensions
Slocks and Ixuids of following companies pledged under Oregou
K.li. ii Navigation Co. 4 per cent. c</nsoildated morlga^e
rallroadi>
which
form
title
lo
of
of
pan
inunlmenis
as

•

17,8«0.7nO.BO

:

—

Volue of UUHOld »tork» and proeecilK
»140,2U5,007.<«I
from Kales
Northern HeeurltlCB and ofOreat
f'odt of
Ma,l!04.0i>l :t lt
Northern Htockii

Total

Vol XLIV
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Tliese stoi-ks and l>onds were io former
main line.
reports Included In slocks and l»«id« owned
(ISO.OUO.UU
K. K. Co.. capital (par. »:1i>ii.iiihi
tc I'alousi' K.K. ( ».
Capital slock, par value
1 .000,(KK).(Hi
per cent, bonds, face value. .2,820.000.00
I'MrsI niorigage
200,O«0.O(j
.Mill Creek Flume & .Mfg. Co, capital, par value.
Walla Walla & Columbia Uvr IClt. Co..caplIai.par KMI.WM.W)
Its

».';7.0(IO,iiUI.;i(l

Hurplu.

Annual Income from relnveiitment atockH. i;reat Norlliern Itall
way, and Northern rnclllr Kallway Btock» on hand, unxold.
.

The Income from the rclnveHtmentH

yielils

an average of

.

:

I«.fl04,a9rj.4:i
4.ifi

per rent,

ThU aniounta to an
2.70 per cent, on the original Inveslmenl.
annual gain of «1,0U8,424.72.
The market value of Northern Securities, Great Northern, and Northern
I'aclUc atocka which were sold for »117,80«,790.00, would. If atlll on hand,
have been, at the prices of June 2li, 1007, 102,342.203.04, a shrink
155,527,0:10.12
age of
agalnat

of

The market value of the relnveatmenis made, at the
June 20, 1007, was |108,543,370.55. a shrinkage of

pricea

23.140,804.93

?32,377,041.19

Increase In value hy reinvestments

The stocks and bonila owned, other than stocks and bonds of the Union
I'aclllc Kullroad and auxiliary companies, stand charged at the close of the
year wllli »20»,400,811.81. au Increase during the year of Jl 12.025,005.73.
This Increase was nialuly In the aforementioned reinvestments, the purchase
of <120, 000,000 San I'edro, Ims Angeles & Salt Lake Uallroad Company 4
per cent, bonds, the payment of »1,0.10,00(), subscription of 25 per cent, to
preferred stock of the Southern Tuclllc Company, and $2,022,540 paid for
.10,M22 shares of the preferred and common stocks of the St. Joseph &
Crand Island Hallway Company. The details of the stocks and bonds owned,
pledged and unpledged, and the Increase or the decrease during the year, are
shown In luliles Nos. 9, 10 and 11.
The details of the stocks and bonils of the Union I'aclllc Kallroad and
From table No. 8
auxiliary companies are shown In tables Nos. 7 and S.
be seen that the companies own bonds, unpledged, to the amouut
It will
of 183,432,500 face value.
Including Ibe miles uf railroad released by the satisfaction of the Union
raclflc Kullroad Company llrst lien convertible 4 per cent, mortgage, the
companies own, free of mortgage debt, the following miles of railroad and the
entire

outstanding stocks

their Interest

and

bonds

of

the

following

i

:

.

—

and

l-.xpendilures for Itetterments (Table No. 25)

(Table

20>.

.No.

viz.

4.879.0O000

for addltioB*

:

For ballasting

»1 1«.578.(i4

"

571..'>O0.03
bridges, vladucta and cuiverta
1.85U.428.72
shops, buildings and yards
407.814.01
real estate
" fencing, telegraph lines, and shop maclilnerj
95.544.(i2
" additional side and passing tracks
385.695.00
••
2.768.rj3.78
seconri main track
" changes In llni'. reducing grades, widening

"
••

emiMinkment
•
•

Interioiklng and block signals

"

addll'l eipilpnient for preceding flacai year..
water supply and pipe lines
$38,830.53

•

other minor Items

055,183.25
1.075.191.07
8.453 01

0.374.00

45,205.43
Total chargea
edits

ri4.303,428.ii5

:

Appropriated from income account for k>etterlerments made during the year
$1,959,002.03
Amount received from trustee of Union faciflc
Kullroad Co. llrst mortgage 4 iier cent.
bimds In payment of exiiendflures for betterments. Improvements, e^iuipment, etc.. not
otherwise prnvldeti for
1 .'JOO.OOO.CKI
I'roceeds from sale of projierty applied under
provisions of mortgage for payment of t>ettermenls and Improvements
7.172.05
Amounts deducted from cost of railroads,
eijulpment and appurtenances on account
difference
between
face
value
of
of
stocks and bonds of auxiliary companies and
83.172.00
the price at which thev were taken over.
10.563.39
Cost of surveys written off
368.1;
Collection old claims acquired in reorganiiation
.

.

.

:

73

3.320.:

Miles.
151.53
151.

Union

Taclllc Kallroad Ci
to I,a Salle, Col
Valley. Neb., to Manhatlan, Kan
Val|iMral»o to SIromsburg. Neb
SiioinslpiMg lo Ceiiirul City. .Neb
nine .Springs .lunelloii to Ulue Springs.

Julesburg

189

I.I
Scotia.
Caul to
Neb
II <li\.
Iloelus lo I'leasaiitoii, Neb
Ilei-Mbev to Nortliporl. Neb

Neb

1.37

30.40
22.00
53.52
9.05
225.35

I

Thayer

changes

In Ihe

Wyo

lo Superior.
Sallnii to (laklev, Kan., via Colby
Iiiiiiiii .MItie .huii'ilon
to llaum .Mine, Col
SI, Vralns .hiiictleui to Grant Mine, Col
Leavenworth lo Mlltonvale, Kan

0.91!

G.47
16C.33

ne-

Oregon Kallroad & Navigation Co.
St. John's lo Troutdale, Ore

Co

1,130.17

:

5.23
9.30

KIgIn to Joseph, (Ire
All Rtix'ks and bonds of Ibe following eoinpnules
llolse City Kallwjiy and Tenulnjil Company
rolunibhi Itlver \ Oregon Central Kallroad Company
t'olumbia .Soiilbeni Kallwav Company
Mnlad Valley Uallroad Company
.Malheur ValUn Kallwav Couioany
.MInliloka «c Sonlbw.Kteiii Kallroad Company
St. Anlboiiv Kallroad Company
Salmon Klver Kallroail roiiipany
Snake Klver Valley Kallroad Company
Topi'ka & Northwestern Uallroad Compnuy
W.voining Weslerii Kallroad Company
Yellowstone I'ark Kallroad roin|>any
:

S.48
45.31

00.40
46.40
14.24
oO.O'.i

37.40
85.99
0S.85
37.60
19.02
10.40

Total miles

.049.90

Ue

folicirs:

1,

Capital
account,

And
And

'

Free

EqulpmeDt

assets.

Ass'n.

Total.

109

17;i

11

55

102

•112

100

•l66

l.<»comotlves

Haggage cars

to

Un. Pac.
I't

....

mail cars.
pass, cars

.

.

.

Mall and pass'gr
Ituainesa cars
IHnlng cars

....

Motor cars
Observation cars
Passenger cars.
Postal cars
.

T(dal. U'nlon I'aclllc Kallroad

equipment during the year were as

Added and charged

50.37
34.54
44.42
00.77

to Norrolk. Neb
e to Albion, Neb
lienoa to S|ial(llllg, Neb
• irand
Islninl ic. ( n d. Neb

$21.073.1.'.0.32

EQUIPMENT.
'be

r.ihiiiiliiiH

Scolla Jumlloii

Net expenditures for capital account

Neb

Uc

SI.

In

built

railroads

Cascades
Columbia

Hox cars
Calwose cars

.
.

.

....

Flat cars

Furniture cars

.

.

Gondola cars ....
With drop botnis
With hpr botms
Kefrigeralor
.Stock cars

cars.

Tank (oil)
Narrow gauge
Koad service cars.
.

184

500

155

ISO

.

Credited or chrgrt.$.-i03.680 »0OO..191 $403,014 $1,512,187 $4,730,949 $7,247,142
•Credit.
tI>estroye<l. condemnetl. sold

or transferred

and

cr<Mlite<l

to repiareroeni

fund.

The locomotives added during

The prollt and loss surplus al Ihe close of Ibe year amounlecl lo $."rj.
However. Ihe actual annual surpluses since Ibe company's reor
977.821.01.
The above prollt and loss
ganlxutlon aggregated a iiiucli larger amoiinl.
RUrplus of $52,977, S21. 01 is the auui that remained after applying against
this account prolUs applied In diminution of the cost of slocks and bonds,
appropriations froiii Incoiiie applied in writing down Ibe cos! of railroads.
e<|ulpiuent and appurtenances, and, also, liabilities created by appropriations
from Income and by charges lo expenses. The Hems thus applied have been
reported In detail In Ihe si'veral annual reports and were as follows

Ihe year averaged 99.95 ions total weight
of engine without tender, and S5..'i(i tons upon drivers.
The freight cars
nilded during Ihe year averagiMl 48.05 tons capacity.
'Ilie UH-omotlves and cars owned and their capacity at Ihe close of the
year were ns follows
:

lis

Locomotives, standnni gage
l.ocoiuotlve.s. narrow gage

1

year Last year
1

.o.'.o
I

I.IWI

Inc.

Per cent.

170

in.-.'O

170

10.18

ofwwn 17.414

2.-..61

.•*80
1

881

:

rrodls from sale of Norlliern Securities. Great Norlhern and
Northern raclllc st.icks In excess of Ibeir cost ($:t4.(til5.
70S. 30), credited against the aggregate cost of slocks uiid
bonds (less $4.tior>,l'9.;iO credited to prollt and loss In
the ,\ear 19051
$29.71O.2'20.lH)
.Vppi-oprlaiioiis from income for betterments and additions
ni>|>lleil in writing down cost of rniironds, equipment and
appurtenances
10,959.810.24
Kocelved from Improvement and equipment tunil applied in

{Slnnilnril thitiiw

Total weight, excluding lender. Ions.,..
Average total welpht. excldg tender, tons
'i'otai weight on drivers, tons
.Vverage total wi'Igbt on drivers, tons.
.

Passenger train cars, standard gage
i'assenger train cars, narrow gage

.

S5.4I9
.si.:i5

77.28

4.07

70.109
00.77

.-.5.251

14.8,18

6'J.7S

3.99

6.36

642

579

63

lass

63

10.80

1

1

043

5 SO

21?! 89

.

January

:
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1908.

3,

train curs, standard gage
Freight train cars, narrow gage

2u,371
6

Knight

Total capacity, stand, gage cars, tons
.\v. capacity standard gage ears, tons

.. 804,95.';

34.64

Road service cars

1,741;

23,637

1,740

7.36

15.66

475

19.30

2,929

•Decrease, allowed for

The decrease

747,846 117,109
32.16
2,48

25,377

T()IhI

.,020

2.454

7.71

account of the favorable grade, the change materially reduced both train and

in loial.

carload.

The eiiuipment owned by the respective companies is shown
24.
The changes during the year, the capacity, and the service
ment are shown In Tables Nos. 31, 32 and 33.

In table No.

To provide funds

-Year ended June

.30.

1906.

1!M)7.

5,044.55

Av. miles operated

5,403.:

Pass., Inc. extra baggage. .$14,912,508.37 $13,230,054.90 $.1,676,453.47
.Mall and
l.'relght

express

878,724.04
5,807,287.51
349.498.29

12.00
26.91
11.97
25.21

.$75,051.10.-1.1)4 $66,879,141.7.$ $8,771,963.31
:!S9,(i21.61
402,400.87
•12,779.20

13.11
3.18

$76,040,720.05 $07,281,542.00 $8,759,184.05

13.02

4,143,581.72
54,859,302.41
1,735,712.34

.

Switching, rentals, etc
Total rail lines

Total
(tl>n-(ttiiu/

3.204.857.08
48,992,014.90
1,380,214.25

ixpvnHi'H.

Malnl. wav ami structure8.$10,O06.868.09
7,853,933.09
.Malr.l. of iiinlpment
(
onductlng liansportatlon. 20,276.530.16
i;eneral exiienses
1.958.191.20

1.6S
10.33
25.14

$160,458.81
734,992.99
4,072.747.55
357.247.20

$9,900,409.28
7,118,940.10
10,203,782.61
1.000.943.94

22.32
15.31

$40,574,889.10 $35,261,170.84 $5,313,718.26

15.07

operafg exp.$35.465.837.55 $32,020,371.76 $3,445,465.79

10.711

.

Iteceipts over

.

.

liabilities, for e<|uipmeot to l>e
for lmp(pvements and construction under way, and for other
corporate purposes, the Board of Hlre<ior» of the Inion Pacifle Railroad
Co. on May 0, 1907, authorized the Issue of "Twenly Year Four Per Cent.
Convertible (iold Bonds" not exceeding $75,000,000 and recommended to the
stoc^tholders an Increase of $l(Mi.t>oo,ooo In the common npKal Block of
the company.

At a special meeting of the stockholders of the Union Pacific Railroad
held at Salt l.,ake City, Utah, on June 15, 1907. resolutions were
amending the Articles of Association of the company for the pur
pose of increasing Its common capital stock by the amount of $100.0(H).0OO
and authorizing the Issue of such additional common capital stock from
time to time for such lawful lorfKirate puriwses and upon such lawful terms
as should bi- deti-rniineil by the Hoard of lilrectors of the company.
These

Company
adopte<l

resolutions further |>rovlded that the said stock or so much thereof as the
Board of Directors should set aside or reserve for that puriKwe might
be Issued from time to time in exchange for the "Twenly Year Kour Per Cent.
Convertible Uold Bonds" of this company authorized to be Issued. At a ii>e
chil meeting of the Board of Directors of the Union Pacifle Railroad (.'ompany held on July 8, 1907. $42,857,200 par value of the additional common
capital stock authorized was set apart and reserved to be Issued In exchange
for the "Twenly Year Four Per Cent. Convertible (iold Bonds."
The stock
so set apart Is not to be Issued or use<l prior to the flrst day of July. 1DI7,
except lo such extent as such Imnds should. In the meantime, hove be«n

redeemed or paid
I'aineniiir traffic.
.NO. pa.ssengers carried.

rnssi'iigiT

enue

I

FirUilil

tnims

.

5.063.828

4,803,(

.

$3,370.02

$3,053.'

$322.30

10.55

$1.77

$1..

$0.10

5.99

50,687,464
$052.36
$0.05

0.55
7.20
1.30

.t

ml fir.

Tons

conircl carried 1 mile
Receipts, pr mile main trk
l>o., per rev. train mllet

ri3.374,071
$'.1.066.0.'!

$3.84

•Decrease, allowed for In lolals.

tUevenue freight train and all mixed train miles.
JRevenue passenger train and all mixed train mileage.

The

amount
shown

increase In the

of the rail

uicul

lines

Is

lhi.

tollowlng

tiilile

:

Per cent.
Increase.
13.12
$8,771,90.3.31

transporladon receipts
lOxpenses conducting transportation

.

number of tons

6.64
6.55

3.'>0,687,464

2.91

189,450,253
19,375.459

.

1.399.214
2.705.704

I

iverage

25.13
5.87
4.76

37,734,087
3,258,929
608,288

rled 1 mile
passenger cars
l.ocomodve mileage with passenger trains. Inc. helping
Tons of revenue freight carried 1 mile
Tons of revenue and company freight carried I mile.
Mileage of freight cars
Locomotive mileage with freight and mixed trains.
Including helping
'l\il
locomotive mileage in conducting transportation
ol'

!

per train, and loailed cai

of freight

udlng caboose) and the tons per loaded car for the respective
the year were
:

li'rrriiiii-

ami

+ lnc..
r,inide<I

train

:•

Oregon Short Railroad &

Paclllc K. U.

dec. tons...

cars per train

+ Inc.,

—dec.

-

455.94
38.33

A vernge

iJne ILK.
530.03

Navigation.
477.08

all lines.

—28.45

—25.41

—34.74

5.09

5.05

B.82

20.87
1.48

20.83

22.44

474.97

:

tons..

.

IJnder provisions of the Interstate Commerce Commlnlon Act aa
amended, the railroads are required lo provide refrlgerotor cam, to abow
the charges for such cars and for the service of the refrigeration. Tentllatlon,
etc.. In their tariffs, and to Include such charges in their freight bills.
In
order to furnish these cars and service. It »"a» deemed advisable for the
Union Padtlc Rallroail ("ompany and the S4iulbern Pacific Company to
arrange for the Incorporation of a itimpnny whose stock should be
taken by said companies and who should acquire and furnish them and
their allied lines the necessary cars and service.
In pursuance of this
plan there was organized under the laws of the state of Utah the "Pacific
I'rult
Express Company" with an authorlx<><l capital of $I2,IMKI.IKN>.
Six
thousand six hundred refrigerator cars were ordere<l. costing about $UI.4HU..
800.
There have already bii-n delivered 3.0OO cars, and the delivery of Ihe
remaining 3,000 curs will be completed during De<-ember. 1007.

Freiiihl (TTay-WJI 'J'onua(ic).

finiiiiiiini

rnlon

Tons per
Tons

convertible bonds issued under this authority were offered lo the
holders of the preferred stwk and common slock of the Union ParlHc Railroad
Company In amount equal to 25 per cent, of Iheir respective holding* of
such slocks at 90 per cent, of the face value of the new Umds. Subscrip
lions were payable 25 per cent. Ihereof on. or liefore July Imh. J5 |>er cent
August 9th. and .50 per cent. SeplemlH'r loth.
The \»tni\n l^ar Inierem
from July 1. 1907. payable January 1 and July I. They will !«• <-onvertlble
at the option of the holder at any lime after Issue ami prior to July 1. 1917.
Into paid up shares of the common stock of the railroad company at $175
per share.
The bonds may la- calli-d for redemption by the company on
July 1, 1912, or on any semi-annual interest day thereafter, or on 00 days'
notice, at a premium of '2'/i, per cent.

work done by the transportation depart-

i*S

In

iJross

.Mileage

off.

The

pei- rev-

rain mile
I

..

for paying off current

delivered,

compared with those

The results <>£ the year's transportation operations
ot the pri'iedlng year are as follows:

GE.VERAI-

of all equip-

)KTATIOX ori'.KATION.S.

TUA.VSl'l

39

tons per train resulted from the smaller trains run in order to relieve the congestion of traffic and to move the Increased traffic with
all possible despatch. The decrease In tons per train on the Union Pacifle Rail,
road was augmented by using eastern coal on Its line between Council Bluffs
and Cheyenne so as to send a greater amount of Wyoming coal to the Intermountaln territory.
This greatly reduced the traffic for eastbuund cars, and
as the fullest loading had been heretofore secured with eastbound traffic on
in

23. .'Ill
1.11

— 1.23

—1.41

5.20

0.34

4.55

Per cent, of loaded car mileage to total car mige 75.10 ^ (1.17
Tons per loaded car
19.57
+ Inc-, - - dec, tons
—0.08
Per cent
3.35

70.40

1.99

.SI.

24

^

2.20

74.75

0.1

For the purpose of purchasing e<|ulpment for Ihe use of the Union
Pacific Railroad and auxiliary companies, there was also Incorporated under
the laws of the state of Utah a cor|>oratlon known as Ihe "Union Pacific
ICqulpmenl As.toclnllon."
The e<|ulpmeni company either holds title lo the
equipment and leases It to Ihe several com|>anles. or holds title Iherelo until
such etpilpmenl Is dislributed among the companies.
The association re
lelved during the year 109 locomotives. 14 passenger train cars. "2,4011 freight
train cars, and 1.50 road service car.s. costing $4,730,949 48.
There remained
to lie delivered on outstanding contracts 15 locomotive*, 44 passenger train
cars and 1.340 freight train cars which will cost about f2.1.'.0.O0O.

:

.

.

25. 10

22.90

K1.41

+ 0.31

1.04

1.37

•Ton-miles per revenue freight train and

Miles

..f

Itoa.,1

OperMI
1907.
1900.
1905.
1904.
1903.
1902.
1901.
1900.

e,l.

5.044 .55
5.lo;t,.55

51

5. ::.".?
.".,:i.".2.

71

.".,702 2.S
.

5,7111, 91

5.54:! .4)

5,427,.,S9
.i..'!57 .7:!

.08

all

21.16
0.38

-

1.76

mixed train miles.

i;ross Receipts

and Income.
$87,474,700.11
77.011.338.20
05.07 l.84t).38
59.516.409.44
55,610,400.2:1
5(1,554.202.49

44.544.812.04
40.390.973.52
36.425.820.13
33,281,125.78

after Payment
of liperatlng

.\s
Its

this tLtcal year loinpletes a

ritirganlzallon.

the

following

menis and surplus, by years,

dnade

of the company"* operations since
showing Ihe receipts, disburse
be of Interest lo Ibe owners

statement

will. It Is Iwlieved.

of these properties

Surplus after
Fixed Charges.

Surplus after

Payment of

Dividends.

Fixed Charges.

40.047.585.04

$8,052,021.07
8,882.911.38

$36,170,020.88
31,764.073.66

3:1.809.125.95

1I.I1"23,6I8.97

29.019.020.81
2li..><63. 250.24
24.994,970.13
19.957,000.97

12.421.935.00
11.586.007.77
10.491.727.30
7.422.009.37
0.732.037.91

22.7S5..500 '.IS
16,507.091. SI

$44.829.542..'>5

1S.909.42.8."29

17.357,633.03
13,700,834.80

7.399.0'20.35

4,488,200.00

»23„->3o.036.(H)

19.532.424. no
1

1.t>s7.oi",o.50

s..3;t:i.6;nHMi

Payment of
Dividends.
$12,646,884.88
12.232.249.60
ll.00S.44O.4S
s. 263.455 81
0.943.474 47

15,270.04247

s.."i:i;t.irtsiMi

14.503.248.77
1"2„".35,057.00

8.187. 2S8.00
7.08O.97O.IHI

4.554.087

'-..•

I2.'237,.31H).3S

7.,'?03.4"2».3O

4.S43,i)«l

ii«

9.958.012.08
0,212,574.83

3.0"20,5S2.9ti

6.037,429.78
7.431,443.88

1.781,130.95

O.::l5.!H'.0 7T

:

:

.

In

,vi>&r

(lie

liirKiHit

iiKUlnHt

alnee

their

uvera»e »r

iin

I

r«<iri;anlzalloii

one

touii

I,<)|i)„'i4.'l

1M!iM,

In

one mile per mile of
lo

1S«H

in

ratio

a

of

were mnile

reHUlIn

ohunKea

In

iioHnllile

the

liy

eX|iCD(lllnre«

yeiim

|mnl

In

for reiluelnij KraiJeH, for wconil track, for enlarKemeut
eli-.. iini) for iH-llermenlB and aildltlonH
by which the aervlce to the iinhllc wan IncreaKed, and iiIko
of new linen anil |)iiy""'ntH for accotint of new linen from

lln>-,

lo nnil aihlltlonn of Hhojiii. lernilnaU,
all

hy

:

dIrei'tionM

the

liiilldlMK

which addlllonni Irnlllc waH
amounted to <;|<>|,4-.'7,IIH(I.N.'i
clnuiKeH in

we

irlnclpally for

»1I.802.28!>.5I
Neconil

Irai'kH

termlnnlH

liulhllnk'H,

anil

Irackx, ahopi
hetterniunta an<

liaHHini;

jllier

receivable

llllla

Asenu and

San

20,382.nss.37

I-eilro,

new

linen

I.oh

Ank-eleH

condactoni

iMilancfH

Traffic

and Interect acrr'd lo June 30
IndlvlduaU and compaolea
U. 8. Uovernment Iraoaportatlon
.Material, fuel and auppllea
l«lvldendii

and paynienta for account of
& Salt Lake It. K. Co

new

of

companleH have alHo expended
courHe of conHtrucilon and for terminal proper-

In aililllion to the aliove expendltureH the
llneH in

•.•i;;.:j:t4.!»0

<5H9.59«.71
4<J4.242.37

:i.738.932.50

4..'(tSO,05T.50

:<.I70.mQ

4:i

1.0<H«,4.''<.'i

21

1,762.290.57
759.012.23

U,8H4.40!*.3»

7.))32.788.14

120,907.897.01

171.845.800.20

»JiS,i;rj.iliil.l»

122.836.611.37

).<•'<
.

"Manchuria"

.

.

.

17.30O.0O0.0U

and
..

atock
Ijind and mlaceilaoeoua property
Individuals and companies
Due from proprietary companies
Itolllne

new

$21.258,S82.6»
34.71O.000.OO
S.929.90

ac-

llnea

I'ayments for account of San I'liiro,
Anceles & Kait I.ake Kaliroad Co.

Ocean
steamslUtis
"Moneolla"
»104,427.!>8B.85

TolHl

for .iccoiint of

I.

Deferred asaela

quisition

Miiilpnieiit

t'onHlruclion of

»7.520.»48.64
3.050,000.00
s.929.90
H52.W)0.05

Demand loam

Advances for the conatructlun and
33,519,50.".. Il.'t

iiddllionH

New

No

aanelii

lune 30. imi7

In

,

:

line

k'rudeH,

Iti'iliiclni,'

Thcne expendlturcM

•iMired.
iin<l

XLIV

Vol.

a.h

1.

'I'lieHe

In

Current
I

mile of roail
nnil l'.'i),.'-ju iiamumKrra
|ier

mll<-

toMH In IHIiH u riitlo of l.'.4i> l» 1,
roiKl Hgiilnm -CM*.'! |m»«en«eii(

4lit,7.'>s

and the Imfllc
They t-arried

the revenue of the comimiilim

cloaed,

juiit

movcii were the
over
heir nillH

for

:
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:

1

.".12ii.796.58

5.126.700.SK

1,.'>03,580.41

5.TS4.337.MI1

6.935.43
32.715.60

124.344.61

884.6.'i9.15

963.lOa.S0

lleH. «2II,2I2,(IIII.UI.

Since
InvcHlment atockH are nhown in tahle No. 10.
the cloHe of the year, the remaining paymenlH on the aubacrlptlon to the
preferred stock of the Southern I'acltic Company and payments on account of
MiiifNcrlptlouH to other Htocks have heen made.
ICxcludln^; the liereinbefore
meniloned amount realized from Ihe xale of Northern Mecuritlea, (ireal North
era and .Northern I'acltic HlockH in exccKH of their coat I which Htanda as a
credit aKalnat the aRKrcKate cost of stocka and bonds), the Investment stocks
owned llecemher 5, 1007, cost JI227.34<i,2(i2.3li. The market value of tiiese
slocks on that day was as follows

The

$43,707,288.36

detallH of the

»&2,136.289

ill

Cuntincent assets:
accounts

I'nadjiisted

Lund

iiiiil

town

lot

(387307.00

$319,030,84
3.281.853.33

2.927.828.22

$3.60<J.880.17

(3315.133.22

:

-Murkel Vai
l.asi
11 ie

Shares.
87.81)4
:tK,l)45.UO

77.104
3:1.028
3:1,4

lU

7,241>

1110,000

19,800
20,325
18,450
32,150
142.857
72,004
323,342
900,000
342,000
103,431
201,231
10,350
34,829

r

Nor. Ity. Co. pf
•fit. Nor. Uy. Co. pf
(Jt. Nor. Uy. Co. ore ctfs.
Nor. I'ac. Ky. Co., com..
|Nor. I'ac. Ky. Co. com ....
Norlheru Securities stubs.
A.. T. & S. K. Ky. Co. pf.
C, M. & St. 1'. Ky. Co., com
tC, M. & St. r. Uy. Co.. com
tC, M. & St. I'. Uy. Co., pf.
C. & N. W. Ky. Co., com..
N. Y. C. & 11. K. K. It. Co.
U. & O. U. U. Co. pf
fit.

.

*

B.

(I.

K. K. Co.,

com.

Southern

4

C.

I'acitle

i.f

A. K. K. Co.,

120
115
40
lis
100
100
83
105

?10,543,080
3,478,104
3,549,544

5

$015,048.00
145,032.25

3,897, ;i04

7

231,190.0))

1,453,590
724.900

7

HO, .son. 01

5

:iii.-.'i.-i.iHi

s.:ioo,ooo

5

51

2,O79.lM)0

7

i;:.s,(;i)i).(Hi

1)7

842,400

5

63,075.0"

123
i;w

1.070,1(8)

5

32, 287. .".O

4,408.850
13,999,980
5,470,804
27,100,728
07,500.000
30,594,000
5,585,274
25.355.100

7

225,050.00
857,142.00
288,250.00
1,940,052.00
5,400.000.00
2,394,000.00
413,724.00
1.408.017.00
77.436.00
150,730.50

98
70
84
75
107
54
120

..

Soul hern racilic Co.. com.
|if

Central K. It. Co.
U. U. Securities Co., pf.
K. K. Securilies Co., com.
Illinois

100
120

.

.VllUU ul Dividends or
-Interest.
r
Kale.
Amount.

Dial

7

4

G
7
1

7

1,935,9(111

1

4,388,4.'>4

*\i

$228,403,700

111.

1

iiii

J;i5.000,.890.80

No. 4.- I'liiiKir .»M. I,us.>( mil tiii: Yk.vii K.xni:i) .Tim: 30. 1907.
Approprlnled for liellermeiilK made diirinc liie year
$ 1 ,!).-.n.002.o:i
Keservod for depreclalion of rollln): slock owned and leased
lo oilier compiinles
In

llaiunce .lune

Xt'l

,

June 30.

19<i<;

$19.-1.477.900.00 $lO5.446.0OO.)Ni

,

Preferred Stock
Stocks of auxiliary companies

In

91I..'>44.UNI,00

99..'->44.I0U*Mi

20.200.(8)

20.2<>0.<MI

0.010.00

7.8«0.iMt

:01. 065,000.00

201,532.000.00

hands

of the public, viz.
(Jregon Short Line Kaliroad Co.

Common stock
Ore);on Kaliroad ft Navigation Co.
Common stock
Preferred stock
Kunded debt (exciudluK bonds of auxiliary
and
proprietary
companies
owned) Table No. 14
:

$4ga,i2:<.7iu.oo $406..5ni.o8o.ou

Current

liaiilHllc>

Coupons maiured but noi presented...
Coupons due July 1
Interest accrued on Isinds and loans to
June 30

$172,102.65
2.528.005.00

Dividends due hut uncalled for
Dividends iiayable July 1 and Oct. 1...

;t3,000.50
11.705.105.(8)

llonds satislled of mortKnKC
I/>ans and iiiils payable

00.0.10.220.00

Vouchers and pay

1,878.815.74

:i.(H)0.(8)

rolls

0.22 1. .19.5.98
(01,6li2.5(M.a7

$135.320

1.'.

2,528.006.iH)

018.9.18.32
32.409,<mi
1I.704.777.in)
12.225.(M)

5,327.340

2.8

(20,4I0.I0o.7.'i

$41,887,504.04

Deferred

llabllllles

:

Taxes assessed but nol dm'
IndlvldiMils and ct>mp;iiib-v

"!)OS,'4fll.75

$8,879,082.00
S9.s5.2f-'.04

3.707..SO2.22

SlnklnK fund contrlbutio
Inveslmenis

and Income fium

I'rocciMlN fioiii Htiles of iiiipledueii iaiiils

12.0I0,8.S4.SS
slnkliiK

and lown

fund
20,025.73
23,740,19

sites.

$55,487,277.1!)
P.\(li ic II.VIi.lio.Mi .\Mi .U XII.IAIiV (( l.MI'ANIKS.
Nil. 5.

.

1907.

977 821 01

$55,487,277. Ill

thin operations

IMON

stock

:to.

:

2:18.444.47

1907

nalnnco June 30, lOOO, vi/,.
Income account
SlnkluK funds
lliil..
Income from transpiu-lnllon operntlons
Ilalance, income other than from Iransporla

Kl'.xrXmUnii

Union Taclllc Kailroad Com|>aoy
IMiny

;[I2 (i(|i),08

accoiinls

;«),

.lune

Capital liabilities:

Common

•75 ucr cent. paid.
t37Vi per cent. paid.
J35 per cenl. |iald.

Adjustments

Ll.tBII.ITIK.s.

,

Value.

Hid.

.Vs.SKTS

AMI

I.I.Mlll.lriKS

.) I

.\(:

:!0.

11107,

mul hoads ..iriiid ../ .4iij-l/iiir(/ ami l'i„iiii,l,„u rnihrniii
ami ull otfuftllim ncrimiilf lirtimn Ihrm.)

»/oc*-»

Capllnl assets:
Cost of railways. ei|iilpnient and a|ipur
Cost of exlenslons ....'.
Slocks and bonds owned, as
In Tables Nos. 0. 10 and II
Trust funds

June:i(i. HI07.

.Iiine:t0, IDOO.

13,951,907.91
1 .290.080. 25

$;i.-i3,.-.73,15.v:i()

200,400,811.81
300.404.54

08.781.80(UI0
252,01l!s4

500,381 .54

Coni Indent

liabilities

Insurance fund (Table No. 23)
Trust accounts
ICquipmeut repiacemenl funds
Keserve for depreciation on sleainslilps

!4;i2.()70!i:i

and rolllni; stiK-k leased
Iteserve fund for lielteriuenls. additions
and new e<)ulpineni
Keserve fund for mainly renewals, etc.

.111.004 24

70;i.0.-.0.5r.

.078,350,93
.774.010:10

4,678..'«50.93

.

Hospital

.

fund

$452..VJl..-.0

S1.91S,7S

01.878.44

204.329,:!!

132.238.4:1

4,774.610..l9

70,581,tM)

I^nlon Pnclllc Coal Co
I'ulon Pacltlc I.and Co
Due to proprietary coni|>.inles
Principal of deferred payments on land
and town loi contracts (Table No. 17i

.848.829.45
.081.5.-19,47

455,020.10

2.120.191.40
986.009.47
848.074.43

,281.855.33

2.927.826.22

$20,086,785.93

$17,740,807.83

$52,977.82161

$42,796,026.39

delalletl

nalancc to credit
(Tabic No. 4)
Total liabilities
.

$5S1,!>49,nO;r,%l 74'5L2II3.354.74

if
.

protit

and

lo

$001.S2«.O.H5.05 $578,499,077.17

January

— —
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1908.

3,

No.

bands of
public,
.Tune .30, 1907

9.

Stocks Owned of Othkb Companiks, Jcxe

Owned by Union

it. In

&

ralli'nle

K. U. Co.

and Auxiliary Companies
Of the Total Owned th^re are

Pacific Railroad

Ore. Shrt Line Oregon R. R.
R. R. C.
and N'av. Co.

Unlon Paclflc

41
30. 190'

Total

+ Increase.

— Decrease.

Unpledged.

Pledged.

R. Co.

rioclii- R.

Capital stock
(irays Harbor & Tuget Sound

$15,000.00

.$1.1,000.00

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

$10,000.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

10.000.00

22.1,000.00

225,000.00

225,000.00

132,500.00

152,500.00

152,500.00

152.500.00

100,000,00

100.000.00

100,000.00

100.000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

1,000,000.00

R. R. Co.

Capital

stock

Water Wks. Co.

fircen Rlv.

Capital stock
llwaco Railroad Co.
Capital stock
Kansas City Term. Ry. Co.
Capital stock
Leav., Kau. & Wstn.. Ry. Co.
Capital stock
l.i.'avenworlh & Topeka Ry. Co.
Capital stock
Leavenworth Depot & K. R. Co.
Capital stock
Occidental & Oriental SS. Co.
Capital stock
Ogden Union Ry. & Depot Co.
Capital stock

900,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,0(10.00

.100,000.00

50,000.00

50,000.00

50.000.00

1,2.50,000.00

8,750,000.00

8,750,000.00

8,750.000.1X1

150,000.00

150,000.00
1,000,000.00

1.50,000.00

1.000,000.00

150.000.0"
1,000,000.0"

.1,600,000.00

2,400,000.00

2,4(M),OO0.0O

2,400,000.00

000,000.00

000,000.00

000,000.00

000,000.00

7S,,'i0O.O0

78,300.00

78,300.00

-l.OOO.OOn.Od
5,4nH,500.iMi

2.00ii.ii(ii).(i(i

2.900.000.1)0

2,900.000.00

!>32,2l>O.OI)

.3.500,OI)0.()IP

1,250,000.00

1,2.50,000.00

2.»"0,IHM>.<NI
932.2IHI.IHI
1,2.50.0(M».0«

+

'.i:iu',2"ii.ip(i

+

»32,2<MI.<HI
1,2.'>0,OOO.UO

-f

12,500,000.00

-f

$10,720,000.00

Oregon & Wash. R. R. Co
raclllc Express Co.
Capital slock
Fruit Express Co.
Capital stock

i'acllic

Itatllesnake

Creek

Capital

stock

&

Water

Co.

Gr.

Isl. II. R. Co.
stock
First preferred stock
Second preferred stock...
San 1"., h. A. & St. L. R. R. Co.
Capital stock

St. J.

Common

Short

Line Land &

2,500,000.00

12,500,000.00

12,500,000.00

12,500.000.00

50.000. (lO

50,000.00

50,000.00

.50,000.00

Imp. Co.,

stock

Caiiltal

1

Spokane Union Depot Co.
125,00000

125.000.00

55.000.00

55.000.00

55,OOO.IKJ

55.OIHI.IHI

00

210.000.00

240,000.00

240.0O".0O

4.50.000.00

45,000.00

45,000.00

45,000.00

lO.OOO.oO

10,000.00

10,000.(M>

5,iiO(i.(iii0.iio

5,000,000.00

5,(HI0,0O0.(H>

100.000.00

100,000.00

loo.ood.do

100,000.00

500.00

500.00

stock

Capital

1

25,000.0"

Toijeka Iron Co.

Capllal
111.

stock
Ry- Co.
slock

&

Iieii.

(Denver]

Capital
nl.m Depot <'o. (Kan. City.
CapUiil stock

I

lOii.OOO

I'nlon Land Co.
Ca|)ltal stock
I'nlon I'acllic Coal Co.
Caiiltal slock

nion I'acllic E<|ulp. Assn.
Capital stock

1

TTnlon raclllc

Capllal
iilon

1

Land

I'acllic

Water
slock

Tolal,
Total,

170,200.00

1007

125,468,700.00
18,253,800.00

lUOti

No, 10.

"iili.n
1!.

!'.

&

S.

raclllc
li.

Co.

I>lnc

R. R. Co.

I8.30:: v,r

Oregon K. R.
and Nav. Co.

<w>
,

„,

170.200.00

«nn.4oo.oo
•

$37,034. aoti.oo
18.204.400.00

' too.OO

or the Total Owned tbrrv arc
Total.

$10,000,000.00

+ Inrreaw.

— iHKTpaw.

Unpledged.

Ple<lKi><l.

$10,000,000.00

$10,000,000.00

-

32.334. 2""."<1

.•

&

$10.(XH>.000.00

32.334 2""

7,20(i,4(^i.tHi

$10.343. liHI.OO

"II

T Joi: iiB

10,343.100.00

I(\34.'I.10«.0"

3.215.000.0(1

3.21.'i,(XKl.lH>

3.090,000.00

3,09",IHM).(HI
922..5(HI."0
t

t

li22..'VOO.(Hl

l.S45,(HIO.OO

t

1.845.000.00

& N.W.

Ry. Co.
slock
C, M. & St. P. Ry. Co.
Common stock
Common slock (257c pd)
Prcfcrrcl slock (25% pd)
tironi NoitluMii l!v. Co.
PcriTrcil stock
Prctcrrcd slock (50% i)dt
•Iron Ore Certltlcales.
Illinois Central Ry. Co.
Capllal slock

Common

3.215,000.00

.

.

.\.

170,200.00
$38,0.13."""

$12,505,000.00
50.000.00

F. Ry. Co.

O. R. R. Co.
(*oninion stock
I'referred stock
C. & A. It. K. Co.
I'referred slock
C.

SO0.0O

Investment Stocks Owned. Junk 30, IU07.
-Owned by Union Pncinc and Auxiliary Companie

Oregon Short

Preferred stock
I!.

000.00

IMI

Union Coal Co.

WasliiTiKloii
<'apl(al

>.,

.*'.i!l.4llll

Co.

stock

Ciipilnl

lOO.IHHI.OO

Co.

stock

.

3.1190,000.00
922.500.(HI

t

1,845.000.00

t

1.845.(KIO.lH>

t

n.030.400.00
3,014.500.00

922,.5(H).(MI

t

3.0»".0"".(1««

.

18,023.100.00

1

Y. C. & II. R. R. R. Co.
Ca|)ll«l slock

14.285,700.00

8.023. UHUHl

14,2S5,7(M>.""

18,02.3,100.00

18.023.100.00

4.2S.5.7OO.0O

I4.2S5.700.00

1

.Northern I'acllic Ry. Co.

Common

;i.ji.-..iMMii«i

.

stock"

Com. stock

(12'/j';o

pdl

.

.

.N'orlhern Securities Co.

Stubs
liallroiul

Securities Co.
SIC

"

Preferred stock
iiuthcrn Paclllc Co.

Comiuou stock

.

I'referred stock

Preferred slock
Total.
Total,

1907
lOOi:

(23% pd)

t

$34,280,000.00
10.343,100.00

10,200,000.00

$217,719,0(10.00
137,514,100.00

t

nO,000.000.(M>

t

1S,00(I.OO".<H>
10,2(tO,(KIO.0O

t

$25 1 ,999,000.00
147,.S57.2(M1."0

$90,0<Ml.(KH).O0
IS,OO0.(MH>.(HI

$ 1 IS,0"0."(K>.0(1
1"S,000.(HH>.00
(

,104 s'haies, par value of shares not slated In cerllilcnles.
tKull par value of siockii. tl><<l««>lted ns rollaleral under
Short I.loe Railroad
cent, refunding mortgage.
Of the total $100,000,000 oulstandlng N>iids. $.-i5.O0(mmhi are a free nssel In the irvasurr of the Union
I-aclflr K.111

On^n

i-r

— —

.

42
No.

11.

Jl'.>e 30.

Ho.NiiB

Owned by Colon

Amt.

In liandH
I.'nion PaclDc
of public.

U.

&.

pt-T

•'»

*""

' "

Jiiufio, lUO"
AteliUoii I'n. iJep.
HecoiKl riiortK-

ct.

.

.

Xav. Co.

l-'IrHt

inorlK.

14,500.00

f 4,S00.UU

^31,500.00

.

2(i.-^U0.lM

2«,200.00

piT ct....

:!08,ooo.<w

208,000.00

ct

305,<KK».<«>

305,000.00

V)'2,riOi).iH}

102.500.tJO

l«'r

.

.

.

LcHvciiwortli & Toiirka l(y. Co.
KlrHt rnorti:. 4 pt'r ct....
I.cnvciiworlli Iicp. & It. It. Co.
KlfHl iiiortic. .^ per ct....
.N'ortlii-rn I'aclllc Term. Co.
per ct
KlrHt morlK.
OkcIcii t;nlon fly. & l)c,jol Co.
KlrHt morlK. .1 per ct....
I'ayette Valley Ky. Co.
KlrHt uioriK, r> per ct
ItattleHuake Creek Water Co.
KlrHt inortK. W per ct....
H. r.. I-. A. & St. r,. It. 11. Co.
KlrHt mortK. 4 per ct....
Union I'aclllc Coal Co.
KlrHt inorlK. ^> per ct....
Union I'aclllc Land Co.
KlrHt mortK. 4 per ct..,.
.

.

|12;>,000.00

3,978,000.00

i«:i,oo<j.o<j

DKi.OOO.OO

44,OOO.W

44,000.00

m.ooo.oo

140,000.00

20,000,000.0(J

20,000,000.00

3,978,000.00

3.978,000.00

«305.000.00

T f 20,000,(M>0.00

—

394.000.00

10,000,OOO.IM) J10,00<I.OOO.IXI

10,000.000.00

fl2.'i,00U.00 ?3.5,',!08.1.><HJ.UO f lu.iMMt.uoo.UU t2r,,20S.2OO.O0

127,000.00
I'uclllc

Ci.OUO.iM
lOg.OOO.OO

I

?2»,O44.0OO.00

•Held by Union

U3,000.0U
l(i8,0OO.0U

.

,02:.',000.00

1.

J907.

I'u.

It.

No.

Railroad and Auxiliary CoiBpaol^s.
or the Total Owned tbere are
Total.
rie.J«ed.
Unpledged.

I'aclllc

i'Ucyvmw Coiiiify, Colo.
KcfundiDK S l>''r ct
Orocn lllvcr Wali'i- WKh. Co.
Klrdt mortic.
Ilwiico U. K. (.'o.

Vol XLIV.,
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OwMSD or Otheb Coupames,
—

15,20U,2OO.UO

10,000,000.00

.«.

919,052,000.00

5,256,200.00

Coal Co. sinking- fund.

.N...12.

Recapitulation of Stocks and Bonds, Jcxe
Amt. In hands
iHHued and
June

SlockH of Union raelllc. Oreson Short Line, Oregon R. K.
& Navleatlon Co., and proprietary companies
(Table No. 7)
Stocks of other companies (TabluH Nos. 9 and 10)

30, 1907

$301,550,000.00
.

Total stocks
i:nlon raelllc, Oregon Short Line. Oregon R. R.
Co., and proprietary companies (Table
No. 8)
Bonds of other companies (Table No. 11 )

1907.

30.

['.

B. R.

It

Auzlltary Companies.
,
And there remains
Unpledged.

Of which tbere

of public
June 30, 1907.

Outstandlni;,

$295,058,210.00

|0U.491,80O.0O
est!
n.i'» 7no no
89,032,700.00

«37,046,100.00
108,009,400.00

129.445.700.00
180,033.360.00

$355,524,650.00

1145,145,500.00

$210,379,150.00

$15,303,000.00
$160,538,500.00

$108.<140.700.00

_

Bonds of

& Navigation

.;!•.-

Us

II

K.MUKMD AND AUXILIARY

i'.VCIFIC

iN

1289.891,000.00

Av, miles of road operated.

1900.

Dollars.

(!ru9s minsportallou recelpts.7(!,040,720.0."i C7,281,.'>42.C0
40,574.880.10 35,201,170.84
2. (>i.eratlng expennes
3. ReielplH over operating cxp.. 35, 403,837.55 32,020,371.70
4. I'er cent, of operating cxijcuses
53.30
62.41
to gross receipts
(Itall Hoes only.)
6. Oross transportation receipts. 75,051,105.04 00,879,141.73
1.

40,155,522.54
0. Operating expenses
7. Receipts over op. expenses.. .35,403,582.50
8. I'er cent, of operating expenses
13,402..'>O

7,114.03
6,288.47

9.

Trutn and

Dollars.
8,759, 1.S4.0.-) 13.02
5.313,718.26 15.07
3,44o, 403. 79 10.70

0.95

1.81

8,771,963.31 1S.V2
34,824,075.93 5,331,440.«1 15.31
32,055,065.80 3,440,516,70 10.73

53.08

to gross receipt

Oross transportation recelptsf

10. OperatUig expenses. t
11. Receipts ..vir cip. expcnsest. .
12. (JrosH transp'irtal'a recelptsf
13. Operating exjieiisest'
14. Receipts over op. expenses.^

43

3.11
1.63
1.40

32.07
12,376.89
0,444.07
5,932.22
3.0O
1.50
1.44

8.2!)
669.:ti; 1" ::;i
356.2.". r,ii|

.

.

.

.

.

10.231,416
13,369.398
517,438
24,318,272

9,310,740
12,381.863
373,190
22,265,793

0.11

ll.iM

O.OSl

.1.77

0.02

1.39

720,070 7.38
1,187,533 9..59
144,268 38.66
2,032,479 9.22
•52.388
67,411

I

line, light
I'relgVit trains.
21. Total liieoniiitlve mileage In
rev. service. ..xel.lg switehg
22. I.oeoinollve mileage switching
23. Total liieoinotive mileage In
revenue servlie
24. Loco, mileage, non-rev. trains*
25. I'er ct. helping mileage to revenue train mileage
I

Car Mtlniiic.
Mileage of passenger cars.'..
27. vVv. No. cars In pass, trains.
28. Mileage of loaded freight cars.
29. MII.Nige of einiily freight cars
30. Tolni mlleag.-, all freight cars
211.

31.
32.
33.

34.
33.
36.
37.

9.33
4.10

.

ri,78o,:

316.173.710
106.783,663
422.039,373

08,521,508
6.93
.101.870,332

101.713,362
403,383.914

3,258,929
•0.25
14.303.13S
3.072,3<H
19,373,439

4.76
3.01
4.74

4.99
4.78

24. OS

22.63
23.67

•2.70 10.94
0.26 1.13
•1.23 3.20
•0.39 4. SO
•1.62 5.12
•0.05

.07

:

I'ssgr train ears pr anniiiu'
Krght train cars pr annum'

5.0ii3.N2S

4,S03.0!>4

080.27s..".o!i

642,344.422
118.912
133.78

120.320

distance carried, miles..

120.11
Dollars.

,

9.

860.734 17.92
37.734.087 5.87
1.608 1.35
•13.67 ia22
Dollars.

Itollar:

Recelpis from passengers
14,912,308.37 13.230,034.90 1.676.453.47 12 67
Av. amt. from each pass'g'r.
•0.13 4.71
2.63
2.76
Receipts, passenger trains
10,03O.O!Hi.l>'.l 16,500,912.58 2,555,li-.51 13.4:>
trains
mile road
3,376.02
3,053.72
S22.30 1".55
Receipts, pass, trains per revI'uuo train inlie.t
O.IO XKi
Av. No. pass, per train
66.22

11.
12.
13.
14.
13.
16.
17.
15.

Tons revenue freight carried.
Tons comimnv freight carried
Total Ions carried

Tons rev.
Tons Co.

frt. carried
frt. carrleil

Total tons cnrrle<l

2.932.92
1.092.37
130.08

3.007.79
1.078.33
12;i,13

•134.87
13.84
7.53

4.40
1.28
6.13

1
1

mile..
mile.'.

14.0N!I

4.603
18.733
704.0i;i.33

986

!•

1. (Ml. .303
".OS
13.048.346
4.515,008
14S.387 S.21»
17.563,054
1.189,600 6.77
333.374.071 330.tW7.464 6.33
1.148,036,99O< 101.231.211 14.04

mile.
.6.690..M!;
1
01,41 l.t>61 1S9.4.36.233 2.91
roud. all frt
l.ls."
•17.807 1-4S
1,203,174
Average illsianee carried revenue freight, miles
4i).|.S4
•3.43 1.32
410.27
Recel|its.
r,\eiiue
19.
freight.!.. .34.839.302.41 4S.902.O14.9O "...867.287.51 11.98
.'(). .\v.
received from each ton..
3. SO
3.73
0.14 .H.73
.11. Recelpis per mile of road.
.
9,718.99
«.066.t>;!
6.32.S6 7.2»>
J2. Receipts, revenue train mlle.J
.189
3.S4
0.t>5 1.30
.

.

.

.

Ton miles pr mile

Tons per revenue

train mile:
revenue freight.;

On
23.
i>n nil freight. j
24.
25. l\>ns per Ivttal ItH-oniotive mileage 111 revenue servli-e. ex.
clud'g swllch'g nil freight
26 Av. tons per loaded car, frt..

—

Jf<8crll(inrou«.

and second tracks
repairs and renewals
I'er loeoinotlve per annum*.

Pagacniirr Traffic.
No. revenue passengrs c*arrled
No. carried I mile
No. carried 1 mie pr mle road
.\v.

ct.

cbnge.
4.46

Frciijhl Traffic.

:

.Vv. cost,

Per
241.t>0

(Way-bill Tonnage.)

38. .\v, cost., malnt. of way and
structure's per mile of llrst

39.
40.
41.

Year Ktidtd June 30. 1907.
Increase,

10.

No. loaileil cars per train
K.ast or loath
West or south
Av. No. loaded cars per train.
Av. No. emiily ears per train.
Av. No. of all ears per train
I'er cent, of loaded <>ar mileage
to total ear mileags,"
I'er cent, of emiity lar mileage
to total car mileage

.\v.

of Trafflr.

y?ci-ie«i

miles of road operated.

:

2<i.

—

-Year ended June 30-

.

Run with pa.Hseuger train,.
Run ulih freight trains
Ituii with nilxrd trains
Total revenue iralli mileage'.
l,4i(-nM)nilve inlb'tige helping
19.
IliK'. light
passgr trains.

30.

1.94

1,025.01

:

13.
16.
17.
18.

10.61 cU. 14.58
7.30 cU. 12.69

tl'er revenue train mile.
Includes revenue freight and all mixed train miles, but excluding mileage
of locomotives hel|ilng. as prescrllH^d by Ibe Interstate Commerce Commission
of the United State.*.
' Includes mileage of passenger cars In
all classes of trains.
' Includes value of eipilpment destroyed, broken up or condemned.
' Includes mileage run with official and other special trains, as
the exlenses Incurred in hauling sucb trains arc Included In expenses for cunductf
ng transportation.
' Including caboose.

Locotiiottrc Milcat/O

l.ocoiiufllve inlleiige

83.38 els.
64.82 CU.

•Decrease.
tl'cr mile of road.

Table No.
1.01

$310,019,850.00

ct.

Increase, chnge.
241. (XJ 4.4B

5,403.!

Dollars.

Per

$83,432,500.00
25.208,200.00

Conducting transportation:
Per revenue train mile.'...
Per loco, mile rev. service.'

CO.\IPANIES, GeS-

EKAL OPEKATINQ RESULTS, YEAII K.NDEU JU.NE 30, 1007.
-Year ended June 30
1907.
5,044.55

?20 1,005,300.00

404.92
474.97

309.71

424.19

4.35

410.S!>

30

21.54

1.76

•Decrease.
Aliased on revenue passenger and all mlxiM train mli». but excluding locomotives helping.
} There Is lu. charge for comimny freight.
SIlHsiHl on reveutie freight and all inlxiil train mlleti. but excluding mileage of UHMinotlves helping, as prescrilHM) by the Interstate Commerce Commission of the United Slates.
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10, 1908.

By a divided bench, the United States Supreme Court has to the world-wide competition of commodities In search of a maroverthrown the Employers' T^lability Act of June 11, 190G. Four ket, that the fundamental principles involved ought to be known a
overheld that the law great deal more widely than they are. In England, where the
justices Harlan, McKenna, Holmes and Moody
was valid in whole or in part; a fifth— Justice White— believes that sea dairy products of Denmark compete actively with those of Devonwater
it can
be so redrawn as to be valid. Chief Justice Fuller and shire, and nearly every Important rail route has a competing
We have conJustices Peckham and Brewer believe that Congress has attempted route, the nearby conditions are well appreciated.
regulation repugnant to the Constitution. Thus the application of tinuous water competition on the Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts
manythe law is stopped, the majority opinion being that it was so drawn and an open-season competition along the Great Lakes and In
that the unconstitutional parts were Inseparable from the constitu- other localities, the conditions of which are fully understood, but
we also figure in a series of world traffic routes that are not undertional; but application of the underlying principle is. apparently,
only postponed. Two interesting comments suggest themselves— stood so well, and that are yearly becoming more important, as coinfirst, that
many of the extremely important, radical corporation merce expands and the marine engine becomes more efficient. The
cases now pending before that august body are pretty likely to purpose of the present series of articles is to put some of these matterminate in the same way; second, that there are two distinct ters on record In a form as definite as that of the mere physical
parties in the court, one of which is willing to see Congress do a history of the steamships In the Atlantic trade.
great deal more regulating than the other is, and that between
these parties the balance of power Is quite uncertain, depending
THE 1908 RAIL ORDERS SITUATIONon the vote of several justices to whom each case Is a new case.
The present rail situation Is without precedent, and this Is
We begiu this week the publication in serial form of a paper meant to include the acceptance of the new specifications, which
by Dr. Smith, of the University of Pennsylvania, on the Ocean Car- seems to be quite general: the differing methods now being underrier.
Many historians have described the upbuilding of the mer- taken 'to the end of securing safer rails and more eronomlcal rails:

—

—

chant marine in this country and foreign countries, and excellent
lifoiature on marine architecture has always been available, but
Dr. Smith, so far as we know, is the only writer who has studied
the development of the ocean carrier from the direct standpoint of
In his previthe world commerce that the carrier exists to move.
ous monograph on the Organization of Ocean Commerce, he diswhy line
reasons
cussed charter traffic and line traffic and the
vessels and charter, or tramp, vessels afford respectively the natural
and clficient methods of serving different kinds of traffic. Where
the freight is. where it is going, how it can best be gotten there, and
how much it costs to do it these are the kinds of topics that Dr.
Smith treats of, showing, by the way, how certain types of carriers
have been developed while other types have been discarded, and discussing the competitive conditions that have had so strong an
Most traffic men come into coneffect en modern ocean business^
tact with a greater or less number of these problems, at one time or
another; the history and discussion of them ought to Interest them
all, and the bearing of water transportation upon rail transporUtion is so great and Is constantly becoming so much gi-eater, owing

—

the prices for better quality; and, lastly, the fact that but (
have thus far been placed with il
We are told by the officers of the steel companies that their

ordei-s for 1908 delivery

ber correspondence with the railroads with reference to new order*
has been extraordinarily large but. owing to the unsettled conditions above referred to. the holding back of orders was what might
have been reasonably expected.
Probably every railroad officer In the United States has beenstirred by the

development of the extent

to

which

rails break.

He

has also been moved by the knowledge that rails are so soft as to
make a large percentage of Increase In the coj^t of rail maintenance.
Undoubtedly also the financial situation Is In many cases causing
delay In giving orders; first, because it Is harder to provide the
money to pay the bill, and. second, because in many cases thorough
Investigations have be*n made and are still being made to see to
what extent the quantities ordered for 190S can safely be reduced
below the average amount required for maintenance. For example,
the average amount needed for maintenance on the Pennsylvania
Lines West may be said to be about 60,000 tons a year, and for the

—
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Pennsylvania lines east of Pittsburg more than 100,000 tons. The New
York Central Lines east of Buffalo need something like an average
of 50,000 tons a year. But never before In the history of these two
roads ha* the track been of such a high standard as It Is now. It Is
highly probable that no danger would be Involved and no conslderabln loss caused by reducing the ariinunt of new rails used this
year to one-half or possibly one-third of the average amount. This
statement Is generally true of the railroads throughout the country
so that nearly all of them, under nnanclal stress, can make a quick
temporary economy by reducing rail orders, and this fact Is a considerable factor In the present situation.
The most ImporUnt Item In the new specifications left undecided was the percentage of discard from the top of the Ingot to be

We

are
railroads and to be In force at all mills.
prices have been asked for rails with a specified discard, those prices have been figured on the basis of |28 a ton for
rails made from Ingots with a 9 per cent, discard, with an additional

agreed on by
told that

all

when

cost of S per cent, for each additional i> per cent, of discard. This
would make $30.80 a ton for 19 per cent, discard and $32.20 for 24

per cent, discard. This cost would not seem to be unreasonable If the
rails were made hard enough so as to effect economy In use In addition
to the presumed avoidance of the cost of broken rails. In the matter

Vol. XLIV., No.

But gome of the eastern roads have been giving
serious consideration to the matter for a year or two past and one
of them bad practically decided to build one or more plants when
ferior soft woods.

the unfavorable monetary conditions caused a postponement; another 1h proceeding with preparatory work, and other.s have been
making investigations that doubtless will bear fruit in the near
future.

A

report to one such road on methods and costs of treatment
to be realized, whi<h would be the jusllflcatlon for
the Installation of a preserving plant, figures conservatively as folUntreated white oak ties cost this road 85c. A treated red
lows:

and the saving

oak

would cost the same,

tie

many

that $28 a ton

for all concerned,

Is,

railroad presidents

mills gave us all a good lesson

when

and with

his

own

to.

The
price

were selling for $32.
The failure to agree upon a fixed discard from the ingot by the
to many others as well
disappointment
committee last October was a
as to us. Nevertheless, disappointment should never mean discouragement. There Is an old song with a line: "The best cure for misfortune Is to marry again." The study and the work on this subject
has not halted. It has not been confined to the members of the
American Railway Association rail committee. Experiments have
for rails during a period

billets

been made at three different mills to learn if physical defects can
alwii.vs be detected by breaking' up crop ends from rails made from
that part of the Ingot where such defects commonly occur. If this
proves practicable, and It the whole heat is rejected when a physical
defect Is so found, it may be a more scientific method than saying
arbitrarily that In every case either a quarter or a fifth of the Ingot
must not be used. Involved also In this undertaking is a legible
numbering of each rail, locating its position In the ingot, so that the
record of breakages may Indicate something more than it now does;
and also so that users may. If they choose, select for the severer
services rails with the higher numbers
made from the lower end

—

of the Ingot.

the yearly saving for each treated tie would be $0.0417. which can
be considered the dividend paid to the plant by each treated lie

during

its life.

On the basis of
made for each kind

the annual charge, at
the figures would be:

There

Is

now

intelligent

co-opeiation

between

the

per cent interest, to be
Treated.

04

04

Interest

Sinking
fund r

.1085

'^

1=0M7

difference, or saving,

The annual charge

is

1067

Total

1485

Total

The

same as given above.

$0.04)8, nearly the

$0.1485. Is the interest
if the expenditure be
given
rate of interest,
capitalized, this is the sum which, at the
of the eighttrack
the
expiration
furnish
new
tie
in
at
would
a
year period. How much can be paid for a tie having this same
capital, w^hich would last 12 years?

for the untreated

at 4 per cent, on $3.71;

X

Therefore a treated

or.

+,(1

tie

tie.

in other words,

+ .04)" —
X = $1.39

=

$3.71

1

lasting 12 years would he worth 39 cents

If the treated tie would
tie.
would be worth $1.65. Therefore, a treating plant
having a yearly capacity of 1.000,000 ties would create a value of
$390,000 If producing 12-year ties, due to the longer life. Since a
well equipped two-retort treating plant with wooden buildings is
estimated to cost $CO.000 to $70,000, depending on the process,
though not including cost of land and tracks, the expenditure for
such a plant would appear to be a highly profitable investment
according to the computation given.

more than the untreated eight-year
last 15 years it

manufac-
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may

be presumed to be effective, but which
Is certainly wasteful, Is the only way out.
The object of the present
study and experiments Is, If possible, to devise a specification which
will avoid that waste, secure sound rails and furnish to the mills
the greatest possible incgntlve to the Improvement of the Ingot.

THE VALUE OF

4

Untreated.
Interest

turers and the railroad officers to the end of finding whether the

arbitrary discard, which

Cost of putting

making the toul

oflicers,

when they maintained the $28

a good price to adhere

at 15c. for treating.

cost of either in track $1. The
life of the untreated tie is taken at eight years, and of the treated
Interest Is Uken at 4 per cent. Neglecting interest,
tie at 12 years.

in track is 15c.,

of price the effect of concentration of ownership of mills has thus
far been good. .Judge Gary has expressed the sum of opinion, after

consultation with

2.

IN

THE SOUTH-

of receivers for the Seaboard Air Line with

nearly 3.000 miles of road calls sharp attention again to the
of the railroads in the South. A brief review of the
events leading up to the present crisis in that territory will make
its

situation

the present situation easily understood. The recently issued annual report of the Seaboard Air Line Is reviewed In another column.

TIE PRESERVATION.

The timber preserving plant which the nurllngton has

The appointment

built at

Galesburg, III,, described in another column. Is the seventeenth
treating plant to be built by a railroad in this country, if the record
before us Is correct. This Includes threo portable plants of the

From the time of the war until a few years ago, the southern railroads had a hard time to get along. There were certain
short lines between imiwrtant points, particularly in Virginia. North

Carolina and Georgia, which were very profitable and correspondingly strong financially. But the bulk of the lines either were not
Union Pacific, Oregon Short Line and the Southern Pacific respec- specially profitable or were run at a loss. Many railroads were
tively, and a plant of the Denver & Uio Grande which, though nearly most of the time in receivers' hands.
The process of consoUdar
•completed for some time, bus not yet been put in operation. lUit, tion which has resulted In putting most of the important railroad
on the other hand. It does not Include the large number of prlvately- milei\ge in the South In the control of three dominating groups
•owniMl plants, a part or nil of whose product Is taken by the rail- the Atlantic Coast Llne-Loul.<vllle & Nashville, the Southern Railroads on which they are situated, nor two plants of Mexican roads. way and the Seaboard Air Line began by the extension of the
The rslinuited capacity of the 17. railroad planLs Is around 16,500.000 ownership and Influence of som^ of the smaller and very profitable
ties a year.
The Government report on the consumption of ties roads. .-V connecting line would first be taken over, then a line
for 1906 recently Issued (llaitroad Gazette. Dec. 20) gives the num- connecting with that and so on until the present systems were
ber of lies treated by the roads at their own plants In that year as formed, stretching from Virginia and Kentucky on the north, to
6.3C5.523. and the number of treated ties bought as 4,773,116, or a the gulf states.
In this process a good many lines locally unprofittotal of about 11,000.000 treated ties used by the steam roads.
On able, but necessiiry as part of a through connection or as a protecthe basis of the estimate given above the number of ties treated by tion, against competition, were acquired or built, so that the large
the roads In 1906 was about 40 per cent, of their present estimated systems were usually made up of strong roads, roads which were
plant capacity. .Ml of those plants, with two exceptions, are west little more than solvent, and weak or bankrupt roads. For instance,
of the Mississippi river.
This is due to the greater scarcity in this in the case of the SoalHuird .-Mr Line, the Seaboard & Roanoke Railregion of Suitable tie tituher ami the nc.-il ihcrofore of using the in- road running from Portsmouth. Va.. to Weldon. N. C. the original

—

—
January
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nucleus of the system, was one of the richest roads in the South.
It was inevitable that systems made up of such different kinds
of railroads, many of them running through a territory which had
for years produced little traffic, should he found wanting when
there was suddenly developed a tremendous increase in industrial
activity.
These roads had not been built to Ije low-grade through
lines and they had not had funds even if they had had faith to
undertake, previous to the need for them, large improvements which
would amount in many cases to reconstruction. As a result, when
the rush of traffic of the past three years came, the railroads of
the South were unable to satisfactorily carry it.
It was large
enough to require much new double track, many grade reductions
and a large amount of new equipment, and these, particularly the
first two, cannot be provided in a day.
Not only were the weak
lines of light traffic overtaxed, but all these pouring their freight
together at the various throats of the different systems made still
greater congestion on these connecting routes which had previously
been the most efficient parts of the roads. The new high traffic level

went far beyond the increase in railroad facilities.
The resulting unsatisfactory service, both freight and passenger, gave an opportunity to that class of politician, even more
abundant in the South than elsewhere, who appeals for success to
Anti-railroad political campaigns
public prejudice and passion.
were waged In most of the southern states and were generally
successful. One great reason why the railroads were unable to
make effective opposition to these attacks was that their influence
had in the past been strong in the state legislatures and that they
therefore could not come forward with clean hands to oppose the
unjust proposals of the demagogues. Another was that the South
had suffered some of the most flagrant cases of railroad financial
jugglery ever carried out in this country, and these more recently
than the similar instances in other sections, so that the sincerity
railroad managers was under suspicion. Not only were antirailroail governors elected, but legislatures also, and the laws passed
during last winter's sessions were peculiarly severe.
The rest of the story is only too familiar decreased net earnings, the impossibility of selling securities to pay for new improvements which were under way and the consequent stopping of these
improvements, the conflicts of jurisdiction between State and Federal

of

—

courts, the extra session of last fall in

Alabama

called for the sole

purpo!^e of bringing the railroads to terras, and finally an industrial

reaction in the South, followed by decreases in gross and net earnings and the receivership of the Seaboard Air Line.

Already, however, there have been certain encouraging changes.
Public sentiment toward the railroads Is showing a decided change.
The business men of Alabama as well as the organizations of railroad employees have sent delegations to the Governor protesting

kinds of business have
already felt, and felt severely, the effects of the reaction, and the
farmer, whose railroad ties are no longer as good as currency at
his local store, feels the change also.
In the case of at least one
of -the important systems in the South the tactics of the railroad
There Is to be no more
officers have also undergone a change.
hurrying to Raleigh or to Columbia or to Montgomery to fry to
head off hostile legislation. The president, the vice-presidents and
the general manager intend in future to devote their time to the
business of railroad operation. If the people of the various states
through which the road runs insist on ruining it as there Is no
doubt they can do they are to be allowed to bear the whole reagainst

the attacks on the railroads.

All

—

—

sponsibility for so doing.

ment

implies, this railroad

Most important,
is

no longer in

of all. as this last statepolitics.

This is a strong and sensible stand for the
Had it been taken in the past, it is probable
could have been avoided. Whether this is true
tain that the system of political influence failed

railroads to take.
that

much harm

or not,

It

Is

cer-

utterly to protect

the railroads in their hour of greatest need. There is no doubt
that the present situation in the South, with is rapidly decreasing
traffic, its locomotives newly received from iho ImiUlors but lying
off, its idle freight oars
decrease in earnings is a discouraging one: but there is
already a promise of a fairer and more honorable relation between
railroads and people which should result both in shortening the
depression and in uniting both elements, lately so hostile, in the task
of developing the South. Speciflcally. the bare fact that one ot

in

the shops without the packings taken

and

its

the great systems
lators will be

corporation

is

met

now

in

officers, is

the Seaboard

itself,

so situated that the tactics ot state legisthe open by federal receivers Instead of by
ot great interest and imiKirtance. not only to

hut to

all

other southern railroads.
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GOOD AND BAD WORK UNDER THE RATE LAW.
an interYet the
and appoint of view which runs through it from
pears in one form or another in every recommendation which the
Commission makes, is wrong-headed. The Commission assumes, as
if there could be no debate on this point, that all citizens desire to
see governmental regulation of the railroads made as tight and as
complete as possible. Thus "one is forced to conclude that an
authoritative valuation of railway property is the next Important
step in the development of governmental supervision over railway
From the sentence quoted, one is also forced to
administration."
conclude that the idea of the Commission is to increase and expand
governmental control stone by stone and brick by brick until some
sort of structure is arrived at, the dimeosions of which are not clear
in the commissioners' own minds as yet.
This point of view illustrates a very serious deficiency and a
potential source of much harm in the scope of the Commission's
work. We maintain that proper regulation of public service companies Is good, provided that this. regulation consists of such police
powers as may be necessary to protect the lives of travelers and the
property of shippers, and the freedom of every man to do business
on equal terms with his neighbor. These things can be accomplished
under very simple legislation, and. In the main, were fully provided
for before the Rate Law of 1906 was enacted, although In some
respects justice was facilitated by this law, and the small shipper
was given a practical instead of a theoretic basis of equality with
The reason that the
his more powerful neighbor before the law.
work of the Commission has on the whole been good and hflpful
has
been
that
this work has produring 1907 under the new law,

The report of the
esting document and

interstate

in

Commerce Commission

many ways a

is

conservative one.

beginning to end

—

ceeded along elemental lines of ordinary fairness. The Commission
has attempted nothing radical: it has simply heard the respwtlve
cases of the railroads and of their customers, and has found the cuetomers wrong juit as often as it has found the railroads wrong. But,
as the Commissioners themselves Intimate In their reiwrt, the chief
reason why there has been greater harmony this year between shipper and carrier than has generally prevailed, has been the fact that
It may be said, somewhat paradoxically, that
the efficiency of a city police force Is measured not by the arrests
which are made, but by the arrests which do not have to be made,
and the same thing is true of the year's work of the Interstate Com-

a tribunal existed.

merce Commission.
In only one Important Instance has the
to

Commission attempted

make

and

way

a radical bran( htng out from the precepts of simple justice,
In that instance it has done harm already and has paved the
We refer to the arbitrary acfor much subsequent trouble.

counting requlremenb<. No careful student of the subject will be
disposed to deny that the railroads ought to keep their accounts
honestly and In such form as to be intelligible to those who are
entitled to see them. Put an Inflexible system of required depreciation charges is a thoroughly bad thing when applied to American
railroads, and the proposal that all betterment charges from Income
should be clearly ticketed, is not as equitable as it looks. The American railroad system is not old enough or stible enough to provide
annually a fixed sum or a fixed proportion for the upkeep of its
property. In time It will be. so far as the important lines are concerned. But neither this generation nor the next Is likely to see a
succession of years with changes in traffic so slight that income and
expenditure may be measured year after year with the same rule.
It Is characteristic of an old country that Its commercial business Is
stable: It Is characteristic of a young country that lis commercial
business fluctuates widely, and so long as America Is a young country

and has nowhere nearly grown to fill Its shoes. Its railroad traffic
The custom, long estabIs going to have fat years and lean ones.
lished, of spending great sums on a property in years of abnormal
prosperity and economizing strictly in years when prosperity Is
;.^
below the average, has given good results In the past.
to aibilrarily change this practice are not going to do
'

,

•

r

ul
.\n average of expenditure can be struck which.
over a dozen years. Is about right, but the money is net spent in
equal sums. In a certain year a railroad knows that It is earning
materially more than it has ever earned before and more than it
can reasonably hope to continue earning, season after season, without relapses.
It seems to the manager wiser to put some of this
money back Into the properly than to declare an extra dividend
and the Commission has no quarrel with him here. What the Commls.^ion does want is to have that extra betterment disbursement
separated from the regular maintenance charge so that everybody
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Surely no proposition could sound njore equltatjle iha
H omits consideration of one very ImporWhen the ultlpper who thinks he pays
tant thill).!— human nature.
revtoo hlKh a rate, or the tax assef.Hor who war.ts to Inereaxe state
property,
enui:K, sees this free sum ready to be put back Into the
forthwith
oe proposes to get some of It for himself flrst, and laws are
obvious
paKsed reducing rates and incr'aiflng taxes to absorb this
operating surplus. But it buHiiiess slackens, and there is thnat of
down. The
haril llmoK, rates ilo not got put up again and taxes put
knows
railroad manager has been In the business some time and
•

can Bee
thlH.

It.

(iriforiui:ately,

1,111,

is
that great prosperity does not continue forever: the legislator
What this all comes to is
interested only in the year's earnings.
earnings.
that substantial betterment work has got to be done out of
good times, If it Is done at all— and the Commission's theoretic

In

rulings on this subject have greatly
doing this work.

Increased the difficulties of

From these concrete illustrations of the efficiency of the Commission when It devotes Its attention to Its police functions and to
the Inemclency of the Commis.-iion when it attempts to proceed along
new and radical lines one ought to be able to Judge whether or not it
yVe
should be given the new powers for which it earnestly asks
are not disposed to critlci/.e the suggestion that an arbitrary advance
adjuIn interstate rates should 1-e restrainable urtil the case can be
dicated, provided that the Commission does not become so blocked
with its duties that, as sometimes happens In a federal court, the
delays in making a ruling amount to a denial of justice. But we are
wholly opposed to a general valuation, so called, of all the railroads
In the United States, with a view to fixing the amount and kind of
securities which they can Issue— to determining their rates.their payments to shareholders, and what not. We have always maintained
the plain fact that a railroad valuation does not mean anything
whatever, but that, once made,
politicians just as

road

not what

is

It

if

it

will be used

it

costs to

by demagogues and
of a rail-

mean something. The value
build it, nor what it would cost

did

to replace

a fortunate history. Starting under the guidance of John M. Robinson as the Seaboard & Koanoke Railroad, running from Ports„,(,„(), va., to Weldon. .N. C, 79 miles, a short and very profitable
n^g )„ xorth Carolina, the system has been steadily expanding until
n now comprises altogether 2.975 miles of line. In the effort to
get through lines much mileage of thin traffic has from lime to time
been built or acquired. Instead of leasing the Atlanta & Charlotte
Air Line, which would have brought the Seaboard from Charlotte,
N. C, to Atlanta, Ga., this road was allowed to go to the Richmond
Terminal company, and now is one of the l>esl main lines of the
Southern Railway. In order, however, to reach Atlanu. the Georgia,
Carolina & .Northern, from Monroe, N. C, east to Atlanta was built
This line when built lay between two old-established competitors for
through traffic and traversed a country which then produced almost
no local traffic. In consequence It was for some time decidedly unprofitable.
In 1905 the Birmingham extension from Atlanta east
to Birmingham was built, and this has been even more unprofitable,
so much so that It has never yet been taken Into the operating accounts of the Seaboard Air Line. It cost about $10,000,000, or $45,500
a mile, instead of $6,000,000, or $27,000 a mile, as had been estimated.
Last year it had gross earnings of nearly $1,000,000. but Its operating
expenses were almost as large, the operating ratio being about 92V2
As a result net earnings fell short by $512,000 of meeting
|)er cent.
The amount due to the parent company by the
fixed charges.
Atlanta & Birmingham Air Line increased $S84.000 during the year.
earnings
of the Seaboard Air Line Itself during the
Yet the gross
year on business received from this extension were only $545,000.
It is evident that instead of being a help to the rest of the system,
the Birmingham line has been a great drain on the finances of the
parent road. .\lso, like all the other railroads In the South, the
Seaboard has suffered during the last two years from an Increase
of traffic which greatly exceeded its facilities, higher wages, increased
cost

of

These

which will In turn effect a further change in the value of the
The same objection holds true of a valuation
security, and so on.

of

and

we

if

tion,

capitalizing net earnings, although this valuation is the
do not believe that there are
which can be made.
any serious thinkers and economic students left who hold that

made by

We

fairest kind

now

the rate which a railroad charges under competitive conditions has
any relation to its capitalization or to its valuation. Yet. just as
surely as a governmental valuation

is

established, on whatever basis

you please. It will be used in legislation, direct or indirect, affecting
rates, which will concern not only the carrier which is subject to the
order, but all other carriers feeling its competition, however remote
that competition may be.
The whole thing reverts to this: that governmental regulation
of common carriers Is thoroughly good so far as it is confined to

work performed In a careful and conservative manner, but that
thoroughly bad when it attempts to do the Impossible thing of
attending equitably to the details of finance and management which
now occupy the entire attention of an enoriiuius corps of highly trained
much rather see the Comntlssion work as
\\'i> should
specialists.
an eUldent than as an iiielTlcient body, because we believe that it
can be very useful In righting old wrongs and preventing new ones.
Hence we should be extremely sorry to see It become an arbitrary,
autocratic bureau charged with duties which It never could perform.
police
It is

Seaboard Air Line.
Iniffic on
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This Is the comment of the Seaboard Air Line's president In
the annual report for the ycMr endeil .lune 30, 1907. dated October 23,
1907, but not Issued until the end of December.
CnrcfuWy analyzed.
It Is no doubt literally true. but. as a description of the progress of
the Seaboard Air Line during the year and of the outlook for Its
future, the event has proved that It Is strikingly misleading. Mr.
Garrett was much franker last Kebnuiry. some three weeks after his
election as president of the. Seaboard, when in an interview published in an .\tlnnta paper, he said that unless conditions then
existing changed for the better there wotild be a receivership of
the property.

2.

They grew worse. Instead of better, and at the opening of the
new year two receivers were appointed for the Seaboard Air Line,
the largest railroad company In point of mileage which has suffered
receivership since 18&3, when a larger mileage of railroads went into
receiverships than in any year before or since. The road has uoi had

skip all this, and take a valuation based on the selling
price of securities, we become at once entangled in the fact that the
price of securities depends upon the earning power of the road, so
that If we use our valuation to reduce rates we are going to depreciate the security, which will require us to make a new valua-

It;
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materials and

difficulties

disorganization
1895,

have
in

St.

been made

C.

crystallized

much worse by

the management,

when Major John

by Everitte

public hostility

all

In

legislation.

the changes and
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In 1904 interests headed by Thomas F. Ryan gained control
the property, which they have since held, though under
the constant bitter criticism of John Skelton Williams, formerly
President and Chairman of the Board, and still largely interested in
the roads securities. The Ryan party in 1905 formed the Seaboard
Company to hold control of the property. Whatever else has been
accomplished by it, this supernumerary holding company has failed
to protect the road in time of difficulty, which was the announced
reason for its creation. In 1906 .\lfred Walter succeeded James M.
Barr as President, and would perhaps have succeeded in bringing
about the regeneration of the property as he had earlier with brilliant success of the Lehigh Valley, but before his first year of service
was over his health failed rapidly, and he died on February 27. 1907.
He was succeeded by William A. Garrett, who had been General
Manager of the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific, an able and
experienced railroad officer. .Mr. Garrett has worked with great
energy, and if it had not been for the financial crisis and resulting
business depression It Is possible that he would have succeeded
within two or three years in putting the Seaboard property on Its
feet, but there were too many adverse Influences, and they came too
suddenly to be overcome. At a time when even the strongest railroad companies had grave difficulties In securing funds, it was
impossible fcr the Seaboard to raise sufficient new capital, for its net
earnings were decreasing, the weak points of the property had been
carefully disclosed by the attacks of Mr. Williams, and the formation of the holding company and the lack of information in regard
to its operations caused distrust.

Operating difficulties fell more severely on the Seaboard than
on the other southern roads, because of the demoralization of its
organization. The constant changes which had taken place in both
the executive and operating departjuents, including both the highest
and the lowest officers in the operating forces, had so unsettled and
demoralized the organization that there was lack of co-operation,
and, as the inevitable consequence, bad service to the public and
expensive service to the company. The lack of confidence of the
employees in the inaiiagenient and of the management in the men
appears to have been one immediate and direct cause of the great
decrease in net earnings. During the early part of 1907. when traffic
was heavy, the road was very short in both power and equipment,
and a great many of its locomotives were In bad condition. Shop
facilities, side tracks and terminals were altogether inadequate to
meet the demands of traffic. These physical handicaps taken
together wllh the lack of eltlcient organization, resulted in an operating ratio, not including the Birmingham extension, which is said
to have risen last March as high as 90 per cent.
a figure which
leaves little or nothing with which to meet fixed charges.

—
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The rosults of operation for the fiscal year enrJed June uU,
show all this. Gross earnings increased $1,300,000, or 9 per

1907,
cent.,

but operating expenses rose $2,400,000, or 23 per cent., the result
being a decrease of $1,100,000, or 24 per cent., in net earnings. The
operating ratio increased from 70 per cent, to 79 per cent. a very
sharp rise. Worst of all, the increase in operating expenses came
largely in conducting transportation, which account was $1,700,000,
or 27 per cent, larger than in 190G, and rose from 40.7 to 47.7 per
cent, of the 'gross earnings.
No further proof is needed of the disorganization of the operating forces than the fact that the Seaboard
Air Line had to use nearly .50 per cent, of its gross earnings for
paying the direct costs of getting and moving the traffic. The
Southern Railway with all the great difficulties which it had to
face used only 42.2 per cent, of gross earnings last year for this
purpose.
At the same time that there was a decrease of $1,100,000 in net
earnings there was an increase of over $300,000 in fixed charges.
The two unfavorable influences together were large enough to change
a net income of a little less than $1,000,000 in 190C to a deficit of

—

against $5,790 in 19oC, but net earnings per mile of road were only
Per train mile, net earnings decreased from 52 cents in 190G to 38 cents last year, a falling
off of 27 per cent.
a result which eloquently bespeaks disorgani$1,333, against $1,7G3 in the previous yeaj.

—

zation.

cost of maintaining the way and structures increased 18
per cent. Per mile of road, maintenance of way cost $846, against
However, although only 163 miles of the line are
$715 in 1906.
laid with heavier than 75-ib. rail, and 1,757 out of the 2,548 miles
owned are laid with rail weighing 70 lbs. or less, there was a
Maintenance of equipmi.nt as a whole
decrease In rail renewals.

The

increased 19 per cent.
Repairs and renewals cost $2,143 per locomotive, against $2,0C1 in 1906; $829 per passenger ear. against $705
This is a
in 1906, and $57 per freight car, against $55 in 1900.
case where increased unit maintenance of equipment charges do
not represent any concealed equity, for although the average charges
during the past year reach a fair average as compared with other
roads, the Seaboard Air Line's equipment during the last two years
has been In bad condition and larger expenditures are therefore
necessary to accomplish the same results as can be obtained on
other roads at smaller cost.
Under the head of conducting transportation there was a particularly large Increase in the cost of fuel for locomotives, which
cost 31 per cent, more than in 1906 and 59 per cent, more than
in 1905.
One of the disadvantages under which the Seaboard Air
Line necessarily labors is that except on Its Birmingham extension
It reaches no coal mining regions, and therefore most of its fuel
has to be carried considerable distaz^ces.
All the items which
are made up largely of wage payments also show large Increases.
Per diem payments were 97 per cent, larger than in 1906
Payments for freight lost and damaged increased 47 per cent., and for
injuries to persons 79 per ceni. The swift iacrease of the conducting traiisi)orlation costs during the last winter Is shown by the
fact that with 91,000,000 tons carried one mile in November. 1906,
the cost of conducting transportation was only $636,000, whereas
in April, with only 89,000,000 tons carried one mile, the conducting
transi>ortation expense

was

$731,000.

A new general mortgage and collateral trust 30-year 5 per cent.
bond issue amounting to $18,000,000 was authorized exactly a year
ago. Of this Issue $6,345,000 was sold.
If it had been possible to
sell the rest the company would probably have come safely through
without a receivership, but sales later in the year were out of the
question. An Issue of $4,655,000 mortgage and collateral trust threeyear 5 per cent, notes which matured on March I, 1907. was extended to May 1, 1911. Three new car trust agreements were made
September 26, 1906; May 16, 1907, and July 2. 1907. The total car
trust payments during the fiscal year amounted to over $2,000,000.
The balance shed shows the condition wliich forced the receivership of the company. On June 30 last, current assets, including
over $2,000,000 material and supplies, amounted to $5.100,<ioo. while
current

'
including $3,900,000 in notes payable, an;
Since that time conditions have obviously !•
ting worse, for it has not been possible to issue any new s«and earnings have been decreasing.
According to the bll! ii:--!
in application for the appointment of receivers, there was due on
liabilities,

to $9,100,000.

January

1, 1908, on bonds and equipment notes. $765,(|imi, and (or
taxes, traffic balances, pay-rolls, supplies and other claims, $2.iH>4l,(M.)U.
of It overdue, besides floating indebtedness said to amount to

much

'.•».« is
about $3,000,000. To take care of the unseru,
the first |>roblem which must be solved in the
i.
The
receivers have been ordered to issue recelvr;
wuh
which to pay the anioiir.t due on bonds and cq'iii,iuj>,:.-. uviug.
The best chance for the ultimate success of the prop«qtty> is a
drastic reorganization which shall reduce the amount of tbi^ road's
capital and simplify and unify Its securities and its ralUrfiads.
Then with an able and continuous management If should befoi^
many years come into its own. The Interests v
y John
Skelton Williams are actively co-operating in tl
;p proceedings with the Ryan-Blair party who have
. road,
and with this unity among the stockholders it shouid be possible
to bring about this result.
The following table shows the results of operation for the
last two years ended June 30 of the Seaboard Air Line Railway,
not Including the Atlanta & Birmingham Air Line, 237 miles; the
Florida West Shore. 70 miles; the Tallahassee. Perry & Southeastern. 39 miles, and the Plant City. Arcadia St Gulf, 18 miles:
:

Seaboard Air Line.

'

Iiii liiiliiKj

Alhiiitii

<(

nil iiiiiKjIiani Air Line

and other subsijiury roaJe.

lu'urly $500,000 last year.
These are the results from the operation
of the rail lines.
The water lines, made up of the Baltimore Steam

Packet Company, showed a net Income of $154,110 last year, so that
deficit was reduced to a little more than $300,000. this
however not including the deficit on the Birmingham line.
The largest proportionate increase In net earnings during the
year was in passenger earnings, which were 15 per cent, larger than
in 190G.
The iKissenger density increased from 52.000 passengers
one mile per mile of road to (11,400. The average distance carried
rose from 45 miles to 48 miles, probably refiectlng the development
of the through Florida traffic, for which last winter was a profitable
one. The legislative rate reductions of the various southern states
began to show their effect in a slight reduction of the passengermile rate.
Freight earnings increased G per cent., and the freight density
.from 3GS,000 tons one mile per mile of road to 392,000. There was a
The trainload (whether Inslight reduction in the ton-mile rate.
cluding company freight or not is not Indicated) rose from 194
Gross
earnings
per
mile of road were $6,292,
tons to 208 tons.
the total
figure

•

.
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take what you can get and mold it into the best possible substitute.
drill,
is what mast be done on the railroads in this country
liltclpllnc, drill
until the forces at your command cannot exert
an adverse force sufficient to prevent obtaining what is desired
good service. Moral suasion will not do it. Your force Is not sufficleutiy placable.
The majesty of the law will not do it, because
your subject is a "sovereign."
The law cannot prevent serious
crimes that are undoubtedly on the increase under our criminal
code. Then how can it compel service?
To err is human. There was only one perfect man. Mistakes
will l>e made
regrettable at> it may be; until the end of lime. If
hundreds of train crews and desi>alcher8 create hazards of accidents yearly, as they do, with the law taking cognizance of only
those in which loss of life occur, where Is the consistency? One
must be as much of a crime as the other, the only difference being
perhaps in the physical conditions or unfortunate adverse circumstances which bring about the fatality and for which the unluckjr
subject of legal investigation may not be in any way responsible.
To punish an Individual for destruction of property would lead
Who
to imprisonment for debt, petty persecutions and injustice.
will draw the line, and where?
To invite a higher degree of honor,
of duty and loyalty will lead to a public sentiment that Is stronger
than the law in compelling that sense of personal responsibility
There should be certain Infractions
requisite to perfect service.
of the rules that require Immediate and irrevocable dismissal, the
most important of which are Insubordination, disloyalty and dishonesty; with a distinct understanding that such offense cannot tie
discussed by grievance committees, further than, if necessary, to
submit to them the proof.
The working forces should be well cared for and closely looked
after.
Reasonable recreation should be afforded them, and tbe
temptation of the drinking places overcome by others equally attractive; then enforce rules against the use of intoxicants strictly.
Place before employees in the train service information relative
to their duties In such a way that they may be induced to enter
into the operation of tbe road with a spirit of voluntao' loyalty
that is genuine.
Give some of your most efficient men, who have absolutely clear
records, who are not agitators and who have by meritorious conduct shown that they are willing to render more service than they
are paid for, a premium in the way of stock in the property. A
few shares scattered here and there would have a wonderful effect
in making watch dogs of the treasury.
They should be held in
escrow during the service of the employee, paid to his family immediately upon demise, or to himself on permanent retirement from
the service: the profit sharing to be for exceptional service and
at the discretion of the management.
Leave something In the hands
of the responsible operating official with which he can work to
bring about results to his liking.
Formerly he had the promotions or preferred runs to work on. This has been taken away
by the schedules until now all stand on an equality, and there is
nothing looked for or expected but punishment, with a well organized, paid force to contend against, prevent or undo discipline by
coercion, argument or pleas for leniency.
The monitors of the
service are not now In evidence; their efforts to correct among
themselves lax duty at present are made odious: to report an Infraction of the rules is considered an offense on a par with treason,
and one who practices it Ls liable to social ostracism, if not in
danger of physical violence. The trainmaster cannot know all that
he should unless information is obtained In this way he finds It
more difficult each day so to obtain it.
Last and most Important of all and again is the drill, .\nticlpate accidents: prevent them by exacting the performances of duty
with a military precision. .-Ml the Indiscriminate forces on the railroad will contend against this— the public, traffic, the operating
officials themselves and the employees.
Delays will occur, trains
will lose time while the drill is going on, but after tbe battle is
won most of the difficulties will vanish and something will be
gained.
Surprise tests will accomplish wonders In this direction,
and are the only things that will. Perhaps the selection of this
term Is unfortunate, as it gives tlie men an opportunity to allege
the dangerous conditions under which they work and the possibility
of personal injury from being "surprised."
"Efficiency tests" would
be the belter expression, and all the term Implies could be exacted
to any extent desired.
Do not neglect those things which are beyond the control of
the men; otherwise they will accuse you of Insincerity. Throw
every safeguard consistent with existing conditions around them
and encourage suggestions from tho men themselves along these
lines.
Too many officials do not know, and not knowing, fear discovery. To ward off such Incompetency they nssume that high and
mighty bearing that chills those who do know, at least that which
they do successfully each day, and from experience can possibly
offer valuable suggestions.
With the installation of block signals and the operation of railroads along the alwve lines there will not be much left for the
public to criticize our methods will bear prospective governmental
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Final 8 In WaUchaerto.
LuniloD,

To

l»«r.

I^l.

1!I07

KiiiToii or nit Hailuoau UA/t'rrK:
notice In your Ihhuc of Nov. 29 a leUer from Mr. F. W. Dean,
of BoHton, HuegCiillnK that thn name of the Inventor of the WalDcbacrtH vulvc gear ghoiiicl bi- Hiiellorl without a final "s." Mr. Dean
doeH not kIvc any reabon for the «iM'lllnK he |)ro|)OB<-«. and the ponlIf h<- will refer to your Issue of
tlon ho takcH In quite unlciiuhle.
December 8, 1905, paRe 493, he will lliid a tran«lallon of a ahort
bloKrapby of K. WalKchaerU, the Inventor of the valve motion,
written by I'rof. M. J. Boulvlu, of the I'nlverulty of Ghent. Prof.
nil':
I

liolng a follow countryman of WalschaertB, should cerFurther,
tainly be an authority on the proper HpcllinR of his name.
I have before me a quotation from the n-port of the Belgian memberH of Ihe Jury of the Paris Kxhlblllon of 1S78 which refers to the

Boulvin,

Talve gear Invented by Walschaerts and patented In 1844.
think this Is conclusive evidence as to the propriety of spellI
i.awford n. ruY.
ing Walschaerts with a final a.
Discipline Versus Accidents.

Omaba,

Neb., Jan. 2, 1908.

To THE Editor or tue Railroad Gazette:
Can the strong (?) arm of the law prevent railroad accidents?
The recent discussion of this subject in your magazine, ranging
from conservative

editorials to radical viewpoints of correspondThis
is Interesting to the students of the art of discipline.
certainly one of the most Important subjecla connected with
modern railroading, seemingly not confined to the United States,
as our cousins on the north (Ihe cold, deliberate .\nglo-Saxon) are
wrestling with it seriously, while the hot blooded sons of the Latin
races on our southern border are frequently accused of chasing
the erring engineer or conductor through the cactus and confining
blm In the old Spanish dungeons or burying him in the Government
salt mines, for complicity in some accident which has resulted in
loss of life.
Can we not profit by the history of human experience to evolve
something that will really accomplish what we desire? Our railroad experience covers only a little over three-quarters of a century, while our general experience goes back into the Dark Ages
of centuries past.
The Chinese, for instance, have had a longer
continuity of civilization than any other nation. The great struggle
existence
for
makes the people of this great empire value human
life loss and to take a more serious view of business transactions
than any other. They ought to be able to view a matter of this
kind free from sentiment or prejudice. What would the Chinamen
do under similar circumstances? These people are well behaved,
law-nbldlng, economical, modest, Industrious and studious as a whole.
Incompetency or dishonesty Is not tolerated in responsible positions.
They are Impatient of mistakes as being too serious a burden upon
the public at large.
There Is a story of a bank failure in China 300 years ago, the
investigation of which resulted In the decapitation of every one
connected with the Institution from the porter up to the president;
and no failure since.
We are Inclined to the opinion that the Chinese will operate
their railroads much the same, viz., exact from employees that
for whb'h they are pabl
perfect service— and as a natural sequence
they will not need to exact it such st-rvlce will come spontaneously
out of the long heredity of that people; their very habits and characteristics must operate as a compelling force along the lines deents,
la

—
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we have all witnessed or heard of In the admirable
rendered in menial capacity by the few Chinamen with
are acquainted ^niostly Canton coolies, the descendants
ot the lowest classes, even criminals, sent over to this country
during our pioneer railroad building to get rid of them. The more
Intelligent classes have an even better reputation for the higher
sense of duty.
Coming back to our own country, take 2,000 young men out
of any American rural district, divide them indiscriminately into
two mllllary regiments of 1.000 each, put In charge of one an officer who is a disciplinarian, who looks out for the comfort and
Interests of his men (perhaps It may bo for a selfish motive entirely), but who exa<'ts obedience until he Is finally able to move
this force as one unit at his will.
\l the head of the other regiment put an indirrcrent, lax cnmmnndlng ofllcer, who Is kind to
himself, cares but little what his men are doing In the Idle moments, having as his motto, "Sufflciont unto the day Is the trouble
thereof." Which of the two regiments would you choose to go up
against in battle If you were on the other side?
Wo think It has boon made plain that If you have a high sense
of moral responsibility in your personnel you have the best material
with which to operate; lacking In this, the next essential Is to
sired.
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investigation.
While accidents will continue to occur, they will be
classed as "accidents," and be accepted by the public as unavoidable risks of travel. At present they do not feel this way, and it is
up to the railroad men of this country to correct it; the Law cannot do it the railroad men can.
w. l. pabk,
General Supeilntendent, L'nlon i'acllic Uallroad.

a

close-fibered,

S. T. IIEBO,
InepectlDg Kngineer.
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Rail Sections

and Specifications.
liuuuii,

.\Ii.li..

Dee.

31,

11)07.

To THE Editor or the Kajliioau Gazette:
I agree with the article of E. W. Heinle of November 27.
.
I
wonder why the American Railway Association found it necessary
to suggest experimental sections for rails lighter than, say, 80 lbs.
per yard?
Perhaps it would be well for some road to try the new sections
and see how they roll and how they wear before committing the
railroads generally to a section which none of them know anything
about.
.1.
U. HAWKS,
President and Ueneiul Manager, Detiolt & Mackinac.
I'lttsburgh,

To THE

I'a.,

Dec. 31, 190".

of iiiE Rah.koad Gazette:
Quoting from Robert Job's article read before the New York
Railroad Club:
"Twenty or thirty years ago steel rails did not
cause the difficulty which is found with the present product. This
is due to a number of causes.
A vastly greater tonnage is handled
to-day by the mills, and the same care is not used in the preparation and cropping of the ingots, while in rolling a much higher
finishing temperature Is maintained, resulting in a coarser structure with relatively rapid wear. In many cases the composition Is
better to-day than formerly, yet in spile of what, under present
practice, would be considered dangerous composition, it is a wellknown fact that the old rails gave generally excellent service, this
being due largely to the thorough working of the steel down to a
low finishing temperature. Some old 67 John Brown rails, rolled
and laid in 1S()4, have been in track for 34 years. The composition
was as follows: Carbon, .330 per cent.; phosphorus, .039 per cent.;
manganese, .390 per cent.; sulphur, .030 per cent.; silicon, .070 per
Ei)IT<)K

cent."
"An 80-lb. rail of somewhat the same composition, namely:
Carlxjn, .390 per cent.; phosphorus, .072 per cent.; manganese, .660

per cent.; sulphur, .033 per cent.; silicon, .286 per cent., and rolled
a few years ago, has a far greater coarseness of structure. Under
the same traffic the one has given long service, while the other
would cut out rapidly."
Mr. Job gives an exceedingly strong argument In favor of a
greater number of passes in rolling rail section, if we expect to
secure a good rail, in fact, the strongest that has yet been advanced; although he does not say that a greater number of passes
will accomplish this result, but if anyone will take the trouble to
look up the record of the John 13rown mill, they will find that
here was used in rolling the No. 67 rail not less than the 25
passes advocated by me; more likely a greater number of passes
than these were used.
Mr. Job also corroborates an assertion made by me although
he does not seem to realize that a greater number of passes will
do this ^that if a greater number of passes were used the carbon
content could be reduced. He shows that the John Brown rail was
but .330 carbon, and yet the rails were better than the ones rolled
to-day with over .50 carbon.
What stronger argument does one
need than this? Here is one of the foremost metallurgists of the
age coming forward and saying that rails rolled -10 years ago with
chemical conditions, that to-day would be considered dangerous, are
belter than rails rolled at the present time, with the best metallurgical conditions thai can be secured, and he is right. The answer
to it all Is, better mechanical treatment of the steel in the earlier
clays than prevails under present mill practice.
The only way to got rails finished at a low temperature without excessive strain and great disturbance of the molecular structure is to use more loU passes and less reduction per pass.
This
Is a mechanical condition, and metallurgy cannot control It.
If it takes an average of 8 or 9 minutes to roll a finished rail
from the ingot with 15 passes, as claimed by F. E. Abbott, ot the
I^ackawanna Steel Co., how are we to get rails finished at a lower
temperature than at present, if no more passes are used? Mills
cannot give us any lower temperature at the initial pass, and roll
the rails with the present reduction; their machinery is not strong
enough.
Nearly every break of machinery that occurs in rolling
mills to-day comes from a delayed piece of steel that has become
so cold that the reduction cannot be given without breakage of rolls
or other mill parts.
Now what Is to be done? Build a mill strong enough to crush
the life out of the steel in a few passes at a low temperature, or
put in more sets of rolls, thereby getting more passes, allowing the
niUiiiK to bo done at a minimum reduction per pass, and get a
rail approaching the condition so much desired by everybody? That
I
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tough, homogeneous body of steel as nearly
approaching the condition of cold rolled shafting as is practicable.
is,

The

Influence of Heat Value and Distribution on
Cost.»

Railroad Fuel

The cost of locomotive fuel is about 12 per cent, of the total
operating expenses of a railroad, consequently the subject of fuel
economy is of the utmost importance. It is not the purpose of this
paper to discuss the economical use of coal on locomotives, but to
<^eal with the economical purchase and supply of coal before It
reaches the locomotives. In order that coal may be economically
purchased and distributed the heat value and cost must be considered.
The heat value of coal may be determined by laboratory
calorimeter tests or by evaporation tests made on locomotives.
The latter method is preferable, as the coal is tested in actual
service.

Locomotive Coal Tests.— The heat values of the coals found on
or near the railroad system which are being or are likely to be
used, should be determined by locomotive evaporation tests.
The
coals should be tested in groups, and in order that different groups
of coals may be compared, even though the tests are made 1,500
miles apart, each group of tests as well as the Individual tests should
be carried on under similar conditions.
The unit of comparison for coals is the number ot pounds of
equivalent water evaporated per pound of coal. It is evident that
the following items will affect this ratio or unit of comparison:
of coal; class ot engine; condition ot engine; engine crew,
especially the fireman; class of service. Since the object of coal
tests is to determine the comparative value of various coals, all
others of the above conditions should be kept as uniform as possible.
Coals should be tested on a division where they are being
used, as the firemen are already accustomed to them.
When coals
which differ materially from those habitually used are to be tested,
a number of trial runs must be made until the firemen can fire the
coal properly.
If possible, all the tests made on one railroad system should be
made on one class of engine. This Is advisable In order that the
coals tested at one end ot the system can be compared with those
tested at the other end without having to correct tor the difference
in evaporative efficiencies ot the engines.
The engines should always be in good condition; this applies
especially to condition of flues and firebox. Whether a brick arch
is used or not, the conditions in this particular should be the same

Kind

In all tests.

During a series ot tests the same firemen should be used throughthus avoiding any difference on this account It Is not so
important that the same engineers be used, for while one engineer
may use more steam than another, the ratio ot the coal to the water
used will not change materially.
Passenger service Is preferable to freight on account of the
more uniform conditions. It is desirable that the time between
terminals, the time using steam and the weight of the trains shall
be nearly uniform from day to day, and that the average of these
values for all tests made with each kind of coal shall be nearly
the same. When tests are conducted in freight service, at least
twice the length of time will be required to test one kind ot coal,
and the expense will be more than doubled on account of additional
coal weighers being required.
At each terminal a fuel tester Is located to take charge of the
supply and weighing of the test coal and to see that none of the
weighed coal on the engine is used during Its stay at the terminal.
The coal weigher Is relieved by an engine observer before the
engine leaves the roundhouse, and he stays with the engine until
relieved by the coal weigher at the other terminal. The engine
observer keeps record of coal, water, steam pressures, stops, shutoffs, etc.. in a printed thumb-Indexed note book made up ot seven
printed forms and three blank pages. From four to eight men are
required to make the tests properly, according to whether one or
two engines are used and whether they are single or double crewed.
Exclusive ot that used tor firing up, about 150 tons ot each
kind ot coal should be used on the tests. From six to eight round
trips are made with each coal, and where two firemen are used.
half the tests are made with each fireman. This Is necessary, as
one fireman might be slightly better than another. Tests in one
direction on account of grades, speed or number of cars may be
more favorable than in the other, hence the same number ot trips
in each direction Is necessary.
The data taken for each test are recorded on the blanks already
mentioned, and the more important totals and averages are recorded
on a "final result" sheet. The data and computations of each test
are recorded in a column and the average for all tests In an
"average" column. In a series of tests which have all been conducted under similar conditions, the heat value of each coal Is proout,

.V

paper presented at the November meeting of the Western Railway Llub
l-"uel ICnglneer ot the C. B. I Q. By.

G. Crawford.
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Of pounds of water evaporated from and at 212 dex. per fiound of
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'

•

;

_

coverlug the A. U.
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C.

Railroad will be expreMed an

(oHowb:
Kqiilr.

Name
it

<•

piT

III. c :.T:
ncliiii

coa

Hank,
per cent.

A

."..mi

no

H

noo

ttO

C
D
F

0:10
n ;»»

00
no

V "10

100

ITIcc.

wr

ion

Same

l.fiO

7.70
7.70
8.40

1.30

SAO

LOC/ITION ANO D/IILr

12.50

lb. coal;
Rauk,
I'ricv,
actual.
per cent. |>er Iod.
7.00
100
fl.lO

p«r

of coal,

(i.no
1.80
1.30

A3.C/f./f CO.
H£QUI/IEMeNTS

110
110
120
120

OF

1

2.

I

sui'i

<oal.

The

Vol. XLIV.. No.

aiid I, Fig. 2. have the same hea^ value, and J is
per ton from ttaiion No. 4, aou miles from elation
supplied at 12.10 per ton.
llie tjjvitJiiis line between coals J and 1, which is called the
competitive point, U found from the following equation In which
X is the distance from sUtloa No. 4 lo t'
iMve poioL

iiuiiiii>-r

10 10

,

18

.

I ($0,002)

$2.10

-

-

120 p^r cent.

4U

I

1.20

" 50

X) J0.002
..

„;

.

I

nill«.

This showa that at all points north of station No. 38 J coal
should be UM-.I: wjiith i.f Biatlon No. 38 I coal should be usod. and

2 10
2,50

-A*

COAL CMUTSS.

J^ \

'4-'

<^'

Fig.

2.

e-ioo^-'/.jo

\.
^.*!
•
-

fqyjya/tnf Of /OO fans sfant^artf coa/ ptr aay.
Otnofti coo/lny stat/on and Oirijion point usinff f/>€ touifo/en^ of ?00 fons sranefartf coa/ por Oau.
Dtrw/es coa/ir^ ifaHon ana dirrston point using fh« tquita/tnf of JOO font jfancfard coa/ptr aau
'
^
Oono/fs soorc* of coo/ tupp/u.
Distance dtfiretn ca/inq stations, SO mt/es. Distance detmeen tfir/sio/l points, /SO miUs tJt/mtters
indicate name of coo//n<f stafio/is.
letters aenote narne of coat.
A-ao^- */.so, sfio^rs tfaf coa/
A /taring a />eat ralue of *7'* of t/ie stanttattf coat is sopp/itcl af*/SO per toft f:o 3. cars.
0«ftof9» coaliny ifa/ion vsinff tht

Fig.

Fig. 3.

The above

coals do not necessarily represent individual companies or mines, but coals of equal heat value and price from the
same point of distribution are included under one name. For convenience the coals have been assumed to be poorer and better than
the standard coal by multiples of 10 per cent. The prices selected
In most cases bear little or no relation to the heat value, which is
true under actual conditions.
For conveuleiice the A. B. C. Railroad, as sliown In Fig. 1, has
been assumed as having the following requirements and conditions;
Coaling stations require respectively the equivalent of 100,
(1)
200 and 300 tons of standard (100 per cent.) coal per day.
The railroad can get as much coal as it desires, from all
(2)
the sources of supply.
All these coals will mix with each other without addi(3)
tional trouble from clinkerljig.

Cost of handling at chutes, 10 cents per ton.
(4)
Cost of haulage from source ol supply to chute, 2 mills
(5)
peij (oa-mile.
(I'ndor the accounting system put in force by the

Commerce Commission' on July

1
no charge Is made
against Ihe fuel account for the Iwiulage of coal on a company's
oWnltnQ: This has been the practice, at least on the more Important lines, for a nuuil)or of years past; although about IflOl at
least two of Ihe Iniiiortaiit systems charged their fuel account with
the haulage of company coal at the rates of 3 and 5 mills per ton

Int.efstatp

mile,

respectively.

Whether or not the haulage of company

coal
or Is not, charged to the fuel account,
is a matter of no Importance, as the cost remains the same in either
case, but in order to work out the best coal distribution it is a

on a company's own

line

Is,

*

'*4

i
s

e-ioo^-*t.io

1.

•
*

1

s

a

lo

II

It

or J coal can be used, as both will cost
$2.70 on the engine at that point, made up as follows.

at station No. 38 either

I

Coal

Uaulaee
Cost on engine per ton
on cncliic u( amount equivalent to

1

Coal
.No.

I.

43

»2.10

.10
.10

.50
.10

(2.70

12.70

IlandllDg at chuts

t

J.

No. 4
J2.30

K. o. b. statluD
First Cost

ton standard

Coals e; and F, Fig. 3, have also the same heat value and are
from different sources of supply.

The equation

for finding the competitive point of these coals Is

as follows:
S1.30-f$0.10 + x ($0,002)

100 per cent.

This Shows that

made up

$1.10

-^

$0.10 + (000

— i) $0,002

100 per cent.
I '-» 250 miles.
at station No. 18 both coals cost the same,

as follows:

Y. o. b. station
1 Irst
cost
Intilnse
lliiMilllng at chute

,

.

Coal E.
No. 13
$1.30
.50
.10

.70
.10

$1.90

I

fost on engine

Coal V.
No. 2-5
$1.10

$1.90

'

—

Unequal Heat Values, Equal Price. Same Source of Supply.
Coals 6 and C, costing the same, are supplied from the same source,
but B Is an 80 per cent, and C a 90 per cent. coal. As C is 12^^
per cent, better than B, C should be used and B excluded.
Vnequat Heal Values, Unequal Prices, Same Source of Supply.
\e-ieo\-*tx

e-ioeX-*iM\

-ittltt.

.4-.

J-IKX-*t.tO

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6.

matter of the utmost importance to accurately know this cost of
haulage. The above rate of 2 mills per ton-mile Is probably too
low III most cases, but is selected at this llgiire to simplify the computations to follow.)
Coinpolilivv Points.— The prices and heat values of the coals
.so selected that they Illustrate a number of combinations
that arise In practice which will bo taken up under the following
liave been

tiendlugs;

Equal Heat Value. Unequal I*rice and Same Source of Supply.—
Coals i; ai\(l H having llu' .same heat value, and Iwlng supplied from
the same point should lost the same. .As $1.40 per ton
asked
for Ci and $1.20 for H.
should not be used, and thus is ollralnated

— Coals

are supplied from the same source, but are different In both heat value and price, .V being an 80 per cent, coal costing $1.50 per ton, and O being a 90 per cent, coal costing $1.60 per
ton.
D being 12Vj per cent, better than A, and costing only 6% per
cent, more, should be used to the exclusion of A.
Inequal Heat Values. Unequal Prices an4 Different Bourcei of
Supply. Coals D and J, Fig. 4, are unequal in heat value and price
and are supplied from different points. Their competitive point
would be found as follows:
$2.50

$0.10 + x ($0,002)

-f

$1.60 f $0.10-f (150

120 percent.

90 per

— z) $0,002

cent.

T >= 14.S miles.

'

of

11

—

l.<

from consideration.
Equal Heat Values, Unequal Price and Different Sources

A and

J,

The competitive iwlnt of coals D and J Is 14 miles north of
therefore stations No. 1, No. 2 and No. 3 should be supplied with

r

jA.MAitY

•
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D, and station No. 4 with J. At the competitive point coal on the
engine would cost as follows:
Coal U.
No. 1

r. 0. b. station
First cost

$l.(jO

Haulage
Handling at chute

27

.03
.10

10

Cost on engine, per ton
Cost on engine of amount equal

The competitive point

$1,97
to

ton standard coal.

t

of coals J

2.1

.

and E, Fig.

?2.63
2.10

'J

found from

is

5,

Present vs. Proposed Coal Distribution A. B. C. R. i?.— The
present coal distribution on the A. B. C. Railroad is shown by Fig.
8 and the proposed distribution by Fig. 9. -Some objection may be
offered to the distribution shown in Fig. 8, but when it is considered that the relative heat values are not known before tests
have been made the distribution is not an improbable one.
The cost of fuel per day under the present system of coal distribution, and that of the proposed distribution, are. shown in two
large tables not reproduced here. The following totals, made up
from these tables, show the amount of each kind of coal used under
the present and proposed distributions:

Coal J.
No. 4
$2.50

the following equations:
.|2..1U f

$0.10 + X l$0.002J

$1.30 + $0.10 + (450

120 per «ent.

— X) $0,002

100 per cent.

rresent distribution

,

S6.4 miles.

This shows that J coal cannot be used east of station No. 4 and
that E coal should be used at stations No. 5 to No. 13 Inclusive.
At the competitive point coal on the engine would cost as follows:

Owl

$2. .'ill

Haulage

07

.S3

Ai)

.10

$2.67

$2^23

HiindlTng at chute

Cost on engine, pel" ton
Cost on eiiglnu ut amount equal to

ton slnudard coal.

1

H

The competitive point of coals E and
following equation, as shown In Fig. 6:
$1.30 + $0.10 + x ($0,002)

875.0
500.0
888.8
700.0
700.O
ii.30.3

ti3C.3
UU(i.4

determined by the

$1.20 + $0.10+ (600

i)er cent.

B

H

coal

Coa

.

229 miles

—

Present
"Proposed

Klfference

U-/lO%-^Zf>

10

-74
.10

Cost on engine, per ton.
Cost on engine of nmt. equal
Ion standard coal.
1
.

.

$1.86

$2.04

The competitive point

of coals

C and

no

pel- Sent.

X

is

7,

,$1.10 + $0.10+ (150

found from

— x) $0.0p2

100 per cent.

^

13.2 miles.

Note that x is a negative quantity which shows that '.F can
be hauled 26.4 miles more than the above 150 miles and then cost
the same on the engine at station No. 22, the point of distribution
of C, as the amount of C coal equivalent to one ton of standard
This is proven by the following table:
coal.
Coal. F.

Coal C.
No. 22

F. o. b. station

No. 23
$1.10

?l-30
no

First cost

Haulage
Handling at chute

.10

Cost on engine, per ton
Cost on engine of amount equal

$1.50

$1.40
to

1

1,100

700
400

.

397.6

Average

,

HaulTn-mlles.
1,084,035
783,140

40

300,803

.

Cost of coal
/
First cost. Haulage. Handling.
Total.
$8,840.55 $2,108.07 $015.83 $1 1.624.45
8,058.68
1,566.28 576.07
10,201.03
1

17«
_.
136

age.

$781.87

$601.99

$39.70

$1,423~!42

The proposed coal distribution would effect a dally saving of
$1,423.42 on a dally expenditure of $11,^62,4.45, or a saving of 12.2
per cent.; $782 of the saving Is due to the decreased amount paid
mine companies; $602 due to saving In haulage, and $40 is saved
by having less tons of coal to handle, there being only 5.761 tons
of coal used daily under the proposed •distribution as against 6.158
tons under the present distribution. The table also shows the decrease in the average length of haul atftf the decrease in total tonmiles.
It is not expected that every ra'llroad company
in working
out a coal distribution would find that a saving of over 12 per
cent, could be made by distributing the coal according to the methods
herein outlined, but there is no doubt that considerable saving is
to be -.effected on most systems.
The relative importance of fuel and oil economy has often been
mentioned, but by way of comparison it may be said that a saving
of less than 2 per cent, in the fuel bill would pay for the entire
amount of oil and wa^te used for locomotive lubrication, and many
railroads can save several times the amount of the lubrication bill
by perfecting their system of coal purchase and distribution. During
tho i.n.q! fiscal year the average cost of fuel for locomotives
and
lubrication for locomotive? on Ave leading
western roads was as follows:

iio->.-*zio
..-^f-i

F, Fig.

the following equation:
$1.30 + $0.10 + x ($0,002),

999.9
583.1
333.3

Fig. 9.

l.Sfi

.

400
2,300
1,100

i'-AOO^-'i./V

Coal II.
No. 37
?l-20

•»"

Haulage
Handling at chute

,

Tons.

6,158.3
...5,760.7

point the following would be the cost of
coal on the engine:
Goal E.
No. 13
$1-30

1

Distribution.

coal is thus limited to station No. 29 and west thereof and
from stations No. 30 to No. 37 inclusive. At the competitive

F. 0. b. station
First cost

444.4
2,300.0
1,100.0

Below are given the averages and totals of these tables, and
the savings to be made by adopting the proposed distribution:

— x) $0,002

110 per cent.

=

X

ton standard coal

l..^.-

AB.C.R.R.CO.
CO/IL OlSTff/BUT/ON.

Per cent.

PRESENT

F-nox-'i/a

V\\o\ f.ir locomotives . ..
l.uhrliatliin for locomotives

Total "perallng expenses

$6,042,206
14S.160
43.604.820
.

1.X2
0.3

This shows that the cost of lubrication
amounts to only 2.5 per cent

of locomotives

—

^—\-u

^^ o-—
—
—K —J J—

n
*

+-

iT^.ie
«

I

£-IOO'\-*I.JO

f-/so*,-'rio

,

l'.(iuiral^Dt

to fullowlne tons

7110

400
500
800
700
700
700
700
800

55.^.5

,

100

Proposed distribution

,

2.23

.

is

Tons used.

Coal K.
No. 13
$1.30

J.
4.

Nu.

b. station
First cost

F. 0.

,

liciulvalent
to following tons
of standard coal.

Fig. 8.

»

It
«

Ji

•

•

!

»-'-•

of the cost of fuel for locomotives and that
at least 40 times the energy that is now
spent in reducing the cost of lubrication

"

should be expended on the fuel Item.
It is not expected that any railroad can
all
times distribute coal according to
some predetermined plan, but the cost of fuel
will be considerably less, when purchased and distributed according
to its heat value and cost, than when purchased and distributed in
a semi-haphazard manner.
The greatest saving can probably be
effected when the commercial demand is not at a maximum, which
will prove benefloial to purchase and distribution by allowing more
economical coals to be used and correspondingly less amounts of
the less economical coals.

Jf

M

1

»

*2 e./,
*ff-/i
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The Block Signal and Train Control Board.
The

portrnltH

Hhown

on this paKe art- those of the memtjerg of

the 'Uloclj SiKiial and Train Control Board" which, acting under
the aiithorliy of iho lntfir«tatf Coniinene CommlBslon. 1b chargeil
with th<; duly of InvpHtlKalIng the milijet-t of autoraatlr train Htopi
and othor l>lo!'li ^lignallng que«tloii». The appointment ol this Ijoa.d.
under auihoilty of a Congreio^lonal reHolutlon, wajt noticed in the
The Chairman of the
ItailriiuU Onzetle of July 19, laBt, page 58.
board In ProfPHBor Cooley, IJean of the Engineering School of the
UnlVfrHlty of Mlchlgiin. He hajs been connected with that Imstilulion since lX8r>. jirevious to which time he wa« iu the United States
Navy. Professor Cooley has done expert engineering work In connection with railroads for the state of Michigan and for the city
of ('hicano.

CapUiln Ames Is Signal Engineer of the Electric Zone of the
(Central & Hudson River, and has served on the I-ake
Shore & Michigan Southern and Uoston & Albany, as well as on
different (lIvlsionH of the New York Central.
His title a.s Captain comes from his service
in the Ungineerlng Corps of the Ignited States
Army during the war wllh Spain in 1898.
Mr. Ewald Is Consulting Engineer of the
IlUnolt: Railroad and Warehou.se Commission,
and was formerly In the Engineering Department of the Alchl.son. Topeka & Santa Fe.

New York

Mr.

Adams

Is

associate

etiitor

of

the

Kailroatl Oazclte.
Concerning the

work

Commission,

annual report, says that

in

ll.s

A/i'l

A

>,

of this

Board, the

Vol.

In the large number of inventions and alleged inventions which
have not yet been developed and Installed. Concerning the first
class a number of concerns are now proposing to make experimental
installations, and these. If ready, will be Inspected by the board

be

during the coming winter. As to the second class, all but a few
of the devices that have been presentee! for consideration are from
inventors who have little knowledge of the present state of the
art of signaling and who appear to have taken little pains to secure
the counsel of men experienced In railroad operation.

No.

2.

1.-:

desirable to luvt-tiiigale certain cab-signal iiifiUllatioDS In
Europe, kome of which are of ten years' standing. Cab signals are
not automatic train stops, but they use either the merhanical trtp
or electrical contact In the same way that an automatic stop would
use it. hence the ne«d of learning the lesson of this European experience through a visit by a meml>er of the t>oard or some other competent person to England and France.
"L'p to date the board has examined descriptions of 495 devices
or systems; 245 of this number have been laid aside as not coming
They deal with devices
within the terms of the Joint resolution
Intended to improve the condition of tracks, automatic car couplers,
boae couplers, safety
and
air
steam
automatic
Of the remaining Inventions the
cars, etc.
board has t>een furnished with descriptions
of 175 which relate directly to Mock BlKnals,
cab signals, or automatic train stops; 55 of
this number have already been disposed of
and 120 are now in the course of examination.
In nearly all of the 55 cases which have
Ijeen passed upon the board has unanimously
ilecided that the alleged Inventions have not
.-tufndent merit to warrant further attention.
In most of these cases the plans and speciflca.
it

will

bt-

Y

its attention

"The nuostlons to be determined by test are. first, the merit
when used In general service of those devices which are already
In use In exceptional slliintlons, and, second, what merit there may

,

"The ubt of automatic stops neceitsilates special equipment on
each engine traversing the line where the stops are Installed. This
IS a radical Innovation and involve* questionb which must be considered with great care. There are two principal methods of communication with the engine, namely, by mechanical trips and by
electrical contacts.
The relative desirability and reliability of tbes«
methodH
one of the (IrKt questions to be settled. Inkier this bead

.Ir.

has thus far been directed to an
examination of inventions that have been presented In response to a clicular letter Issued
by the Commission. Continuing, the Commission says:
"As the block system proper Is
now in general use and Information concerning It can be obtained with comparative ease
the l>onr(l has devoted Its attention mainly to
the question of nutoniatlc slops.
In considering the (leHlnil)lllty of sinh devices on railroads generally one of the first problems to
II. II
be solved Is the reliability of (he app:iratus
when Its operation Is interfered with by snow.
Ice or accidental disturbances or obstructions.
Another problem
la the arraiigonieni
and regulation of the apparatus so as to
provide against failure or Inconvenience and delay caused by such
irregiilnrllii'.s as unusually long or short trains, varying rates of
speed, train moveineiils In the reverse direction, and the unexpected
stoppage of trains.

XLIV

.

< Kwaltl.

tlons that have been furnished indicate that
the Inventors are manifestly unacquainted
with the requirements of railrotul service.
their devices being merely repetitions of what

has been previously invented."
Mallet

Compound

Locomotive

for

the

Central of Brazil.

The .Vmerlcan Locomotive

Co. has recent-

ly built three Mallet articulated

compound

lo-

co'motives for the Central Railroad of Brasll,
which, while not ranking In sl7.e and capacity with those built
by the same company for the Baltimore & Ohio and
Erie,
are still of goodly proportions and have a capacity on a par with
the heaviest consolidation locomotives In use on .\merican roads.
In general design the tyjie built resembles the Erie engine, except
that it IS fitted with three pairs of driving wheels in each truck
Instead of four pairs.
The boiler Is rigidly attached to the rear
frame and the flexible connections to the front cylinder and the
exhaust arc the same as those shown In the Railroad Oazette Oct.
4,

1907.

the case of the other locomotives the Walschaerts valve
used.
There Is one detail to which attention may be called,
and that is the comparatively low position of the injector check.
It will l)e seen to be Just alwve the top of the main air reservoir
and well down below the center line of the boiler, showing that
despite nil of the discussion on the subject that has appeared during
the last yeAr or so, the position of the part has not yet been definitely settled.
.\s In

gear

Is

Januakv
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The following are some

of

the priinipal dimensions of these

engines:
Cylinders, dinnielcr,
CyllndeiB, diameter,
Piston stroke

Track gage
Wheel base,
"
"

li.

p

1.

J)

.il'A
.28
'.

rigid
total

*'
engine and lender
Weight on drivers
Weight, engine and tender
Ueatlng surface, tubes

Ilrebox
total

Grate area
Journals, engine
Journals, tender

200

Firebox, length

width
"
"

"

number
diameter
length

Brake

.'

thickness crown, sides, back sheets
thickness tubo sheet

water space, front
water space, sides and back

Tubes, material
"
"

x 9

" i 9

In.

5
4 "

In.

IS

ft.

a

%

travel

exhaust clearance

3-lti-ln.

50 in.
30 "
Rolled steel,

Heating surface
Grate area
Firebox beating surface
Total heating surface

We.stlnt;l).,iise

?7eGeneral Elevation and Cross Sections; Mallet

Compound

In.
In.

3-lU-ln.

2-ln. rim.

42,420

=

4.85

=

924.16

=

56.50

Beating surface

Charcoa' Iron
234

I'lston

Allen-Rlcbardson
5^6 In.

Tractive power

*'

In.

4,300 gals.
8^4 tons

Improved

Tractive power x diameter drivers

"
"

2

p.
p.

9%

Water bottom

Weight on drivers

*'

lbs.

^4

I.
1.

90V& In.
63y, "

%

p

ft.

lead

Cardiff coal

I'^uel

"

In.

1.

13

'

Wheels, diameter, driving
Wheels, diameter, tender
Wheels, type, tender
Tractive power

2,190.2 Bq. ft.
"
121.5
"
2,316.7
"
41.0
5

Steam pressure-

In.

26
"
5 ft. 3
9 "
27 " 8
5.> " 2*4 "
200,000 lbs.
304,300 "

7%

53

stack, height above rail
Tank, style
capacity, water
capacity, fuel
Valves, h. p
h. p. travel
h. p. lap

for Central Railroad of Brazil.

lbs.

I
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Weight oo drivpn

'IlK-ir

and

Tutal beatlnKnurface

Volume uf 2

b.

p.

cylladen, cu.

(c.

=>

Total beating •urfac*

Vulume

1!

b. p.

cyllodvni

UrateariMi

Volume 2
Area

Ares

Tube

b. p.

cylinder*

p.

ryllnder

b. p.

cylinder

I.

heatlnir lurfacc p(|iiated to llrebox hcatliiK nurfoce ( VauKliuii rormulu;, ni). ft.

TutuI cgualed llrebox beating Hurfacc,

>q.

03U.23

ft.

Total actual beating surface

=

3.02

Kfjuated llrebox beutlUK nurface

The Galesburg Timber Preserving Plant

of the Burlington.

The Clilcugo, HurlliiKton & Qulncy built Its (irst timber preserving plant In lUOO.
it was located al lOrlgcniont, S. IJak.. for li'eatnient of Oregon llr and mountain pine cut in the vli-iniiy. This
plant, which was described In the llailroail (Jazettt of April C, 190U,
used the Burnettlzlng and Weiiliouse prgcesses. The following year
It was moved to Sheridan, Wyo., to be'nearer the sources of timber
Its capacity is
supply. There it has been in operaHon ever since.
only Sfjd.UOO lies a year.
The Burlington lately determined to
build another and much larger plant embodying the most recent
Ideas in timlier preservation. As the timl)er to be tieated was th'e
inferior oak, maple, gum, pine and ot'hel' .soft woods, coming prlllcipally from the southern states, the logical place for the locatioip
of the plant was some point in Ulinolii readied by the lines extending southwai'd in that state. The plant was put at Galesbu^
where all of the lines in Illinois center.
A large new freigjit yard, described in the Railroad Gazelle .ot
Sept. 8, l'JU5, was built at Galesburg al^joiit a year ago.
The timber
preserving plant Is located soiithwes-t of Ibis 'yard on a cut-off built
from Its south end, 'which is adjacent to the Kansas City line, acrci^
to the Oinahu line.
The plant is about tour miles from the city,
on an .SD-acre trat-l. Tiiere is storage spac^ Xor 1,500,000 ties, which
yearly
There; Is also space for a coijIs the
caiV>clty of tile plant.
siderable amount of piling and bridge timber. The tract is rectangular 'in shape and tin storage yard i.s laid put witli nine paralli'l
seta' of tracks, tjie .tliwl'" nui'Hieily aC whiclr will not be bulft
at present.
Four of the tracks are laid with three rails for narrow
and standard gage

cars.

Tho main building, which is 152 ft. x 115 ft. and has retort,
engine, boiler and lank rooms. Is built ot reinforced concrete. The
beams, root and lloor are crushed stone concrete ot a 1:2:4 mixture, and tho Willis and foundations are gravel concrete ot an equivalent 1:2:G nilxlure.
The .side wails are 5 In. thick and reinforced
with Vj in. corrugated steel bars, spaced 18 In. centers both ways.
The noors, where reinforced, are in 15ft. x 30-ft. panels with ',-i-in.
corrugated bars spaced 3 in. by 8 in. on centers, every other bar
being archetl over the beam. The roof lias '.. in. bars spaced 6 in.
by 12 in. It wius mopped wllli jiitrti and covered with a fonrply
composition roofliig. The retort room is ventilated with two monitors each 10 ft. wide and 30 ft. long made entirely of concrete.
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la excavating for (he buildioK, water was encountered at a
depth of u ft. This modllied the method of erection somewhat.
After putting In the foundation walls, the pilasters were built first
and the intervening wall panel/i put in afterward suiiably keyed
to the pllaiiters.
This was U-caui-e of the poiisibillty of unt-qual settlement between the loaded pilayteni and the unloaded wall panels
ariil wuii done to avoid cracking.
The K-tori room is il>Z ft. long and 38 ft. wide. There are
llirc-e retorts 13:2 ft. long and C ft. in diameter, made of %-in. steel,
with a capacity of 4UU ties to the charge. The plant capacity per
24-hour day is 5,0(«U ties. The plant U equipped for either the Card,
Rueping or Burncttizlng process. The second and third of these
have been fully described herelofore. The Card process is the zinccreosote iRutger) proceiis adapted for use in this country at reasonable cost by an efficient and inexpensive method of agitating the
mixture under pressure. Unless this Is done, the i^se of a special
Imported oil is necessary to get a mixture that will not separate
under pressure. In the Card proceps a centrifugal pump Is used,
with suction and discharge connected respectively to the top and
bottom of the treating cylinder. The discharge pressure is dU-

i3-,^4.-..^;^i....y'^
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Reinforced Concrete Foundation for Tank.

throughout the' lengttrof-the cylinder; by mejina
k perforated pipe. The pressnres oh th'e two sidesMif the pump
are equalized, being the same as the cylinder pressure, and little
power is needed to handle large quantities of the mixture.
Thorough agitation is obtained and enables the use of any good
grade of oil with ihe zinc chloride regardless of their respective
spedtic gravities.
Impregnation is effected at a pressure of ISO lbs.
The boiler room, which is 46 ft. square, has three 150-h.p.
boilers, one of which is extra for emergency use.
The boilers are
equipped with an induced draft system. The engine room, 30 ft.
X 115 ft., contains an air compressor, fire pump, electric generator,
three pressure pumps and an oil pump, with ample room for additional machinery.
The valves for controlling the fluid In the
headers in the basement also are worked from this room and all
gages are under the eye of the engineer.
In the tank room, 39 ft. \ 56 ft., is a 50.000-gal. ateel working
trltfqted unifornilj-

of
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Burli

Janiaky
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ste^l storage tank for creosote.
This room
specially designed for tliese tanks, arched ceiling, beams being
to permit the convex tank roofs to come close to .the ceiling
and thus avoid waste of space. Outside, close to the building, are
the storage and measuring tanks. There is one 500,000-gal. steel
tank for creosote storage and two 5,000-gal. steel creosote measuring

tank and a 100,000-gal.

was

used
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the bottom of the beams. The two inner bars are made continuous
through all the beams, while the two outside bars in each beam
are bent downward and run to the foot of the column. The table
is 6 in. thick and is reinforced with %-in. bars spaced 6 in. on
centers. At first it was intended to make the tank foundations of
plain concrete. But there is considerable vibration of the tank
when the liquid is being forced in it; in fact,
if care is not used when first opening the
valves the sudden rush of the liquid will
cause heavy shocks within and to the tank.
For this reason reinforcing was put in the
foundations.
The drawing shows the foundation for
The
the lo-ft. steel tank in the tank room.
columns are rectangular in section, those at
the periphery being 18 in. x 24 in. and the
cithers 24 in. square.
All details are shown
by the drawing.
There is a concrete loading platform
ISO ft. long and 25 ft. wide in the yard.
Narrow-gage tracks from the retort room run on
top of it and there is a standard-gage track
lach side. The yard is piped for tire protecwith hydrants well distributed.
ion,
The
water for this and for the boilers is obtained
irom a well 1.200 ft. deep, yielding 6.000 gals.
an hour. There Is a steel storage lank of
1

i

1)0,000

gals, capacity.

Besides the four large rooms in the main
Ijullding already mentioned, there is an exIieriment room, lii ft. x 39 ft., fitted with a
miniature tie treating plant, whose retort
will hold two ties.
The preparation of the plans of the plant
and Its construction were in charge of \V. J.
Frein, .-Vrchilect of the Burlington, under
the supervision of T. K. Calvert, Chief KnglReinforced Concrete Foundation for Tank; Galesburg Timber Preserving Plant. neer. The buildings were erected by the
Knickerbocker Roofing & Paving Co.. Chicago.
lilMr fi.r srcoiiil f<'tlli<hili,i,i in f'.in, in fiirr,,,:.,,,,,!.
F. J. Angler, superintendent of the plant at
tanks; also two .'iO.OOO-gal. wooden tank for zim- chloride. The Sheridan, has been put in charge of the new plant. The Sheridan
outside creosote tanks have steam heating coils.
plant is being renewed and modified to administer the Rueplng
All tanks are set on reinforced concrete foundations.
These process in addition to those previously used.
are of two types, one of which is shown herewith by a pholo^iaph
and the oth(M- by a drawing. The foundation shown in the photoThe English have built a railroad 36 miles long on the Island
graph is for one of the .')0.O00-gal. zinc chloride tanks. The con- of Cyprus, which is large enough, populous enough and fertile
crete columns, which are 22 in. in diameter, rest on piers and are enough to support much more than this; but this it supports ill.
•joined at the top by 12-in, x 16-in. beams.
Columns and beams In the first eight months of its last fiscal year Its gn'oss earnings
are reinforced and tied together by four %-in. corrugated bars near were |12,186 and its working expenses J31,179.

Forms

for Erection of

Main Building: Galesburg Timber Preserving P'ant.
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Interstate

Commerce Report.

111.- roliowiriK cxtrartH aif taken from the twenty-flrst aauual
report of the Intentute Conimt-rcf ConinilxMlon, iBHiied Jan. 6, which
1b of H[>or'|al IntereKl bccauoo It t-ovein the firm yi.-ar'h work uuder
the I'JOO Kat« Law.
Utile more Ih attempted In thiii report than a general Blatement of the work performed liy the CommlHwlon during the lawl
year In the discharge of IIm oflli'lal diitleH. A coiuilderable part of
the time haw been occupied In giving admlnlHlratlve construction
to varluuH provlHlons of the law for the guidance of both shippers
and carriers. To secure the bcjtt results of legislation with the
least possible delay there was obvious need of a correct and uniform
interpretation of the statute. Therefore, wllliout referenie to questions arising In particular cases, and to avoid unnecessary controversy, It has seemed our duty to construe the law in advance
wherever It appeared obscure or aral)lguou8, so that the obligations of the railroads and the rights of the public might l>e promptly
understood. This ha.s resulted In numerous rulings explaining our
view of the meaning and api)llcation of various provisions of the
statute.
These rulings have In practically every instance been accepted by the carriers, even In cases where their legal advisers
were not entirely In accord with the opinion of the Commission.
The benefits of this course are beyond question. The Commission has endeavored to adopt a workable construction of the
law in all cases, and has as a rule announced Its conclusions in
matters of Importance only after conference and discussion with
representative shippers and traffic officials. This is especially true
with reference to tariff regulations. This matter is fundamental
In any scheme of public regulation.
There Is scarcely a complaint
or controversy which Is not based upon the schedules of rates
and charges established by the carriers. It those schedules are
clear and definite In their statements, there Is no excuse for disregarding them. If the rates and regulations are reasonable and
plainly announced, the Khli>per knows his rights and the railroad
official knows the obilgalions of his company.
If the charges are
claimed to lie excessive or discriminatory, the que.stion can lie intelllgenlly determined after the full hearing which the statute
provides.
It is believed that the efforts of the Commission in this
direction have already liecn fruitful of good results and thai they
will prove of increasing value In the future.
The amended law li;us now been in force for upwards of 1.^
months, and some opinion may bo expressed as to its operation and
effects.
The substantive provisions of the original act, forbidiling
the exaction of unreasonable charges and prohibiting discriniinatlons between persons and places, were unchanged by the legislation of 190C.
The main purpose of that legislation was to provide
more adequate means for the enforcement of rights and duties
already declared to exist. The vital principle of a right is found
In the obligation lo respect it.
Without remedial jirocedure the
declaratory portion of any law Is little more than the statutory
expression of a sentiment, but when efhcient machinery for securing observance Is provided the performance of definite duties and
the recognition of deHnito rights may be expected to follow in ordinary conduct without resort to litigation. That this Is true In regard to the amended act. and to an extent not generally ajipreclated. Is confidently as.serted.
Just as the value of criminal laws
is measured by the peace and security of society rather than the
occasional conviction of offenders, so the salutary effects of the
present statute are shown In the more general enjoyment of previously existing rights rather than by the number of cases In
which the authority of the Commission has been Invoked or the
list of decisions and prosecutions which makes up the record of
administration.
It Is likewise true that the sulxstanliai and permanent benefits
of this law are indirect and frequently unpercelved, even by those
who In fact profit by ILs observance. It means much for the present
and more for the future than the principles of this law have gained
greatly In general understanding and acceptance.
The Injustice
of many practices which were once almost characteristic of railroad operations Is now clearly apprehended, and an insistent public
sentiment supports every effort for their suppression. »y railroad
managers almost without exception the amended law has been accepted in good faith, and (hey exhibit for the most part a sincere
and earnest disposition to conform their methods to Its requirements. It was not to he expected that needed reforms could be
brought about wilh more or less difficulty and delay, but It Is unquestionably the fact that great progress has been made and that
further Improvement Is clearly assured. To a gratifying extent
there has been readjustment of rates and correction of abuses by
the carriers themselves. Methods and usages of one sort and another which operated to Individual advantage hove been voluntarily
changed, anil It Is not too much to suy that (here Is now a freedom
from forbidden discrimlnntions which Is actual and general (o a
degree never before approached. As tills process goes on, as spivlal
privileges disappear and favoritism ceases (o be even suspected,
the Indirect but not less certain benefits of the law will become
more and more apparent.
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An Ineldental respect In which equality of ueatment has been
greatly promoted U in £uch matters as switching, terminal, demurrage, reconsigumeut, elevation and other charges making up
the aggregate cost of transportation. In the past it was often within the power of a carrier to waive chargea of this nature in favor
of particular shippers while collecting them from business rivals.
Now the law and the rules of the CommLstiiou require all charge*
of this deiicription to be plainly staled in the tariffs and to b«
applied with the same exactness and uniformity as the transportaThis Is only one of the ways In which distinct
tion rate itself.
advance has l>een made toward placing competing shippers In each
locality upon a basis of equality in the enjoyment of a public
service.
It Ib this general and marked improvement in trani^portatlon
conditions that the Commission observes with special gratlficatioD.
The amended law, with its enforceable remedies, the wider recognition of Its fundamental justlie. the quickened sense of public obllgration on the part of railroad managers, the clearer perception
by shippers of all cla.sseii that any individual advantage is morally
as well as legally indefensible, and the augmented influence of the
Commission resulting from its Increased authority have all combined materially to diminish offensive practices of every aort and
to signally promote the purposes for which the law was enacted.
I'nder the operation of the interstate commerce act the right
to initiate interstate rates rests entirely with the railroad, which
may, by giving iO days' notice, put Into effect any rate or any
regulation or practice afre<tlng a rate which it sees fit. The Commission Is not required to api)rove these rates and has no authority
whatever to condemn them. It can only act upon a rate so established by the railroad In case a formal complaint is flied attacking
that rate and after a full hearing. This is the ezprenB provision
of the statute.
In the majority of instances, perhaps, advances may properly
be made before the reasonableness of the advanced rate has been
finally passed upon by this Commission; but there are also many
instances where great Injustice must result unless matters can
be kept in statu quo whii? proceedings are pending to tPst the
reasonableness of the advance. Where a rate has been maintained
for a considerable time and where business interests will be seriously affected by its change It Is no undue hardship to require
the carrier to continue that rate In effect until the propriety of
the advance can be passed upon, and. to finally make the advance
itself at such time as will work no unnecessary Injury.
Certainly
there ought to be some tribunal to which shippers can appeal.
with authority, If such a course seems Just, to prohibit the advance
or the change until the general question can be considered.
At the present time It Is not very clear whether such authority
anywhere exists. Certainly the Commission does not possess it.
It cannot Itself by any order restrain the advance, nor can it. apparently, apply to the courts for such a restraining order unless
the advance works such a discrimination as is forbidden by the
so-called Elklns bill, and this is not usually true of a mere increase
in the rate.
In several instances courts of equity have Interfered
to prohibit advances pending proceedings before the Commission.
In these cases an injunction has been issued In favor of the complainants alone, so that at the present time the general public Is
paying the advanced rate, while the complainants are being charged
the old rate. These Injunctions were granted upon the filing of a
bond— $10,000 in one case and $250,000 in the other. It is evident
that the application of any such practice must result In discrimination and hardship to the general public.
We suggest that when an advance in rates or a change In any
regulation or practice is attncke<l by complaint to this Commission,
the Commission shall have the power. In Its discretion, after notice
to and hearing of the parties, to prohibit the taking effect of the
advance or change until the matter has been flually beard and
determined.
At all events Congress should definitely understand that we.
under the present law, lire powerless to act In reference to these
advances except upon the filing of a formal complaint and after
a full hearing of the case.
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Joint control of the .Mton Hallway by the Union Pacific
the Chicago, Kock Island & Pacific Railway Company has un-

doubtedly eliminated competition between the Alton and the Rocic
Islanil between Chicago. St. I.ouls and Kan.sas City.
These are conspicuous Illustrations of the development of the
theory of "community of interesf and 'harmony of management"
which .Mr. Ilarrimnn suggested when he demanded representation
upon the Santa Fe board.
If the policy of purchasing and controlling slocks in competing
lines Is permitted to continue. It must mean suppression of competition.

The function of a railroad corporation should be confined to
the furnishing of transportation. Railroads should not be permitted to Invest generally In the storks. Irands and securities of
other railroad and steamship companies, except connecting lines,
for the purpose of forming through routes of transportation. In-
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eluding branches and feeders. It is in the interest of the public
The credit of
to facilitate the consolidation of connecting lines.
a railroad company is founded upon the resources and prosperity
Its surplus funds and credit
of the country through which it runs.
should be used for the betterment of its lines and in extensions and
branches to develop the country contiguous to it. The testimony
taken upon this hearing shows that about 50,000 square miles of
territory in the state of Oregon surrounded by the lines of the
Oregon Short Mne Railroad Company, the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company and the Southern Pacific Company are not developed, wliile the funds of those companies which could be used for
that purpose are being invested in stocks like the New York Central
and other lines having only a remote relation to the territory in
Pacific system is located.
Railroad securities should be safe and conservative investments
for the people. To this end the risks of the railroad should be
reduced to a minimum. Every one knows that railroad securities
fluctuate more or less, according to the prosperity of the times,
and also by reason of the wide speculation in such securities. It
therefore adds an element of hazard to a railroad's capital and
credit to have its funds invested in the stocks or other companies,
thereby endangering its .solvency and its ability to pay reasonable
dividends upon its own capital stock. It is a serious menace to
the financial condition of the country to have large railroad systems fail to meet their obligations or go into the hands of receivers,
and the object of legislation and administration should be to lessen
the risks of railroad investments.
It is contrary to public policy as well as unlawful tor railThis
roads to acquire control of parallel and competing lines.
policy is expressed in the federal laws and in the constitutions and
laws of nearly every state in the Union. We have examined the
constitutions and laws of all the states, and find in about 40 of
them prohibitions against consolidations of capital stock or franchises of competing railroads, or the purchase and acquisition by
a railroad of competing lines. Competition between railroads as
well as between other Industries Is the established policy of the
nation. And while the acquisition of a small minority of the stock
of a competing line might not decrease the competition, yet the
acquisition of any considerable amount of stock, with representation on the board of directors of such railroad, unquestionably has
the effect of diminishing competition and lessening to that extent
its effectiveness.
So long as it is the policy of the general government and of the states to maintain competition between naturally
competing lines, the ownership of any stock by one railroad in a
coinpeting railroad should not be permitted, and such lines of railroad should be prohibited from having any common directors or

which the Union

officers.

The time has come when some reasonable regulation should
be Imposed upon the issuance of securities by railroads engaged
in interstate commerce.
We are aware that in the construction
new lines of railroad, developing new territory, It has been
necessary in many instances to sell railroad securities at large discount, and to sell bonds with stock bonuses, and even in such cases
Men
It has many times been difficult to raise the necessary capital.
will not invest their money and take the risk for small rates of
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disclose the financial standing of a corporation, and this it
does by placing in parallel columns a statement of assets and of
liabilities.
But in the case of railroad companies the Commission
is unable to test the accuracy of the assets reported, and there is
no feasible means of providing such a test other than by a detailed
is to

inventor) of the property which the assets represent. It Congress
designed, by the provision which it made for a prescribed system
of accounts, that the Commission should do what lies in its power
to guarantee the sound financing of railroads, the necessity for
making an inventory appraisal of railroad property cannot longer
be delayed.
From whatever point of view this question of valuation be regarded, whether of reasonable capitalization, of a reasonable schedule of rates, of effective administration of the depreciation accounts
or of the correct interpretation of the balance sheet, one is forced
to (-onclude that an authoritative valuation of railroad property is
the next important step in the development of governmental supervision over railroad administration.
The Commission cannot emphasize too strongly the significance
of the supervisory work which, upon the authority conferred by
the twelfth section of the act to regulate commerce as amended,
has assumed such large proportions; and believing as it does that
a comprehensive, systematic and authoritative valuation of railroad property is essential for the succes?ful development of this
work, as well as for other purposes named, it does not hesitate to
submit to Congress a formal recommendation for the enactment
of a law under which such a valuation can be made.

HOLDING COMPANIES.

The compilation

of reports has been greatly

embarrassed by the

fact that certain "holding companies" have questioned the authority
of the Commission to require the Information sought.
Two illustrations, showing the character and effect of holding
companies, may be noted.
The Rock Island Company was organized apparently for the
purpose of securing a centralized control over operating properties.
it
Its interest is confined to the Rock Island system of railroads,
has, so far as its reports to stockholders reveal the tacts, no equities
in any other industries nor in any other railroad systems than
those generally regarded as a part of the Rock Island railroad

system.

The Rock Island Company was chartered in New Jersey In 1902
as a holding company. It had outstanding, outside of the treasury,
on June 30. 1907, $49,047,390 of preferred stock and $89,602,402 of
common stock, a total of $138,049,792. It has no debt.
The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad Company, charIowa in 1902, is in fact a holding company intermediary
between the operating companies and the Rock Island Company.
Its entire outstanding stock, amounting to $145,000,000. is owned
by the Rock Island Company, which the latter corporation secured
The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
in exchange for its own stock.
Railroad Company, using this Rock Island Company stock In combination with two issues of collateral trust bonds, has purchased
more than 93 per cent, of the stock of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific Railway Company, and nearly 60 per cent (practically
the entire common stock issue) of the St. Louis & San Francisco
Railroad Company stock, the stocks of these two latter corporations
being deposited as security for the collateral trust bonds.
tered in

I!ut this principle does not apply to old fashioned railroad
systems having good credit. Such railroads should be prevented
from inflating their securities for merely speculative purposes.
It should be noted further that the Chi.ago. Rock Island &
Railroads should be encouraged to extend their systems and develop Pacific Railway Company owned on June 30. 1907, 48 per cent, of
the country. It is of the utmost importance, also, that railroad the stock of the Chicago & Alton Railway, which amounts to virtual
securities should be safe and con.^ervative investments for the public control; that the St. Louis & San Francisco Railroad Company
and should yield good and ample return for the money invested. owned 82',-.. per cent, of the stock (excluding treasury holdings)
Reasonable regulation will tend to make them safer and more of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois Railroad Company, and that this
secure inve-stments. and thereby benefit not only the railroad com- latter corporation owns 60 per cent, of the stock of the Evansvllle
panies but the public.
& Terre Haute Railroad Company.
The voting right of securities is also pertinent. Holders of the
VALUATION OF RAILROAD PROPERTY.
preferred stock of the Rock Island Company have the right, to
Reference has been made in previous reports to the Importance the exclusion of holders of the common stock, to choose the direcof a physical valuation of railroad properties.
The considerations tors of the first class, such right to be surrendered only with the
submitted in favor of such a valuation need not be repeated at this consent of two-thirds of the preferred stockholders. Furthermore,
time.
It may, however, be proper to call attention to the fact that
tho amount of preferred Eto«'k cannot be Increased, except upon afthe introduction into operating expenses of a set of depreciation firmative vote of the holders of two-thirds of the entire preferred
accounts brings prominently into view an added necessity for an and two-thirds of the entire common stock. It therefore appears
Inventory of railroad property.
The chief purpose of the depre- that a majority of the preferred stock of the Rock Island Comciation accounts is to protect the Investor against the depletion of pany, or say, $25,000,000 out of a total of $49,000,000 of preferred
his property by an understatement of the cost of maintenance, and stock of that corporation, dominates the situation and controls the
to protect the public against the maintenance of unduly high rates vast network of railroad lines comprised In the Rock Island system.
by charging improvements to cost of transportation.
Another striking instance of consolidated control through the
These accounts, which serve so importa^jt a purpose, require for their proper medium of a holding company is that of the .\tlantlc Coast Line
and safe administration complete and accurate information relative Company, of Connecticut, organized in 1889 for the purpose of
to the value of the property to which they apply, and this informa- consolidating under one ownership a series of Southern roads along
tion can only he secured by a formal appraisal embracing all classes the Atlantic coast.
This corporation, with a caplt-ilization on June
of railroad property.
30, 1906, of only $10,500,000 of stock and $13,000,000 of certificates
Yet another reason may be submitted. Before the close of the of Indebtedness, owned more than 53 per cent, of the stock of the
present fiscal year the Commission will be in a position to prescribe .\tlantlc Coast Line Railroad Company. The significance of this
a standard form of balance sheet. The purpose of a balance sheet holding becomes clearer when It Is observed that on June 30, 1907,

.
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out
the- Atlantic Coaat Line Railroad Company owned $30,600,000
of »(;0,000.000, or 51 per wnt., of the Htock of tlie Ix)ul»vllle Ik Na»hJointly
cor|ioratlon.
latter
tlial
th«
and
Company,
Uallroad
vlllo
with the .Southern Railway Company, owned 88 per cent, of the
Btook of iho Chicago, IndlanapollH & Ixjulsvllle Railroad Company,
and leaHod Jointly with (he Atlantic Coast Line Railroad Company
the railroad properth.-s of the Ceorgla Railroad and Banking Company. Thin holding company, with a comparatively Bmall caplUIIzatlon, which repreitentB bIIII less of actual Inveatmont, probably
not more than l.l, 000,000, 1h In control of a railroad Hyslem more
than '.,000 mllcM Ioiik, and with capital Block aggregating congld

erably more than imo.ooo.ooo.
It Ih not Intended to diHcuHS the economic Jiustlllcatlon of such
holding companies. If. Indeed, they can be Justified from that point
of view. The algnlflcant fact for the consideration of Congress Is
that companies of this class deny the Jurisdiction of Federal supervision under the law, a contention which. If admitted and carried
to Its logical result, would exclude many Important llnanclal questions which affect public IntereslH from the supervisory control of
It Is the purpose of the Commission to bring this
the ('ommlsslon.

question to Judicial determination, but In order to arrive speedily
at some practical conclusion, to the end that the work undertaken
be not further embarrassed, It Is respectfully submitted that the act
to regulate commerce be amended so as to make clear the responsibilities and the rights of the Commission as regards holding

companies.
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iheo in uoiIod:

with the usual statistics and with the report of the Bridge KnglActing under the law passed in 1906 dividing railroads Into
three classes; "railroad corporations." "street railway companies"
and "electric railroads," the board has Issued one certificate of public
convenience and necessity to an electric (interurban) railroad, has
The board
rejected two and has two others under consideration.
has again Investigated the locomotive smoke nuisance but finds
nothing new to .say. The principal difficulty is in unskilful firing.
The boani believes that before long electric motive power will have
to be used in order properly to abate the smoke nuisance, and recommends that the whole question of electric propulsion be studied.
Kleven grade crossings have been done away with during the
past year. Since 1890. when the state began to aid the towns in
this work, over $29,000,000 has been expended; nearly 18 millions
by the railroads, nearly eight millions by the state and the rest by
neer.

the cities and towns.
Two years ago the board recommended a law providing for
compulsory block signaling and the report gives a brief statement
of the number of miles of track on each road now worked under
the block system, but It does not appear that any mandatory orders
have been Issued. The board has formally approved the use of automatic block signals of different types now In operation on the three
principal roads of the state, but does not appear to have approved
manual signals anywhere except on the New York. New Mavcn &
Hartford. The Boston & Maine Intends to expend $370,000 on automatic signals in 1908 tinishing the e<iuipment of all its double-track
lines in Massachusetts,
The Boston & Albany proposes to equip
The New York, New Haven & Hart23 miles of track this year.
ford has no new work laid out for this year on its lines In Massachusetts.
Speaking of block signaling generally, the board expresses
satisfaction with the progress of the work and with the attitude
of the officers of the railroads.
Over 2.') pages of the report are devoted to the Boston & Albany,
the legislature having directed the board to make a special Investigation of that road on account of the poor service afforded.
The Improvements made during the past year are set forth In considerable detail and the commissioners seem to think that the
managing officers are now doing their best to put the road in condition lo give good service.
Concerning the ventilation of street cars, which was discussed
In tho last preceding report, the commission says:

The llonrd Iihh i-oci'iilly clianRi'd lis n-qulrcnuMit with ii'fi'roiiri> to Ihipoint of iiutKldc lcm|»'rnluri< lit anil Im'Ihw which i-ointinidcs ni<- cnllcil upon
to hciit Hiroi'l cHr«. mnkliie IhnI poliii Id limtcnil of .'lO di'Kii'c.i above xcro, Iho
Ih- ihiMi IiialhlaliuMi to linve u ranK<> that Hhnll not Im> lower
in, nor hlichcr than 00 di'tjri'i'n.
In making thin railU-nl chnnKv and certain oihor ohanRpR. the lloaid hax had In view a rnlc that companleK »vlll niul
It possllile to olioy, and that (he dUlrlct police ran enforce under the Htntiiie
which makefi them responiilhle for llK enforcement.
It U UDlnrlnus thai opInlonN differ oa to what tho lemperntmo of n ro.im

tonipiM-atiirc lo

than

In a private house ought lo he, and that the same person entertains different
opInlonH nl different times, aocordhiK to eoiulltlon of health or clrriilal!.>n
of hli'od.
Olivlmisl.v. then, on atlempl lo nlways satisfy every oernpnnt of a
street oar with ihe alnmspherle rnndlilous must he f utile.
Kven If pnssenKers
were of the same mind. It Is Iminnetlcable to constantly mnlntnin nlr of a
i.'ini.iiin, ,

mi

„
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with doun coutlouaUr uproluK sod

In
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Is
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aod with an
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kM-p the air

I'l
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now suiloniry,

;

ktautllDs.

.

,l„li,^

way

Id the

of

ihrlr obllgaiiooa

and yjunf,
wbo thrive oo drauebi* of ruld air and

rx\>rt\.

to deal wilh lb«- old

tmlh maiiJi.
'h>i>»
with the twiih lbos<- n. »ij"iM -M' II .iiiwikliiii are fatal: with tho«<> who arr dytpeptle
and nervunxly uDiound. an well «• «llh the sane and cbrtTful.
The day of b«riM- i-ars, with straw ..n the floor v, keep ibe feri warm, and
with DO vriilllatloD except ibai affordnl tbruush Ihe doors. U wllliiD eaay
Wblle lo-day tbe elertrlc beater eiempllfiea radical pmcreai In
reeullectlon.
heallDi;, tbe veDlllator cofsoiooly In uw U about as irude as any derte*
- •:-«-rl7
could be. I'resent discomfort U due fully as murb to tbe f-"
la
use means at hand for keeplDK tbe air pure and warm as
» la:ip|iarnlus
Tliere Is no reason why. for example, a morali
ilow should Ij" kept entirely o|irD or entirely shai, or In snj '^i- i-.>»iilon
throUKhoni a lonK Journey In total disregard of tbe temperature ootalde and of
tl
hatiKtng eimdlllons Inside tbe ear.
-'
-p(i|.
It should l>e a part of itie regular duty of those In chars
.og
late both heuiing and ventilating apparatus from time to tin.
ra,
needs.
Admirable work of this kind Is now done by Indl.
and there Is no reason why their succeas In raring for the imoiir mii.uid not
Cooperation, too. between paasenliecome a general feature of the servli-e.
:iiuiit

—

'

•

.

gers and employees Is of great b.-neflt to both, aod tbe privilege of maklDg au«gestlons ought not to be monopollied by the chronic romplaJnanf.
The Hoard must ask that companies adopt prompt measure* for a larger
experimental use of the more Improved metboda of venillallon. aad meanwhile enforce rules for adjusting all devices In use lo existing coDdltlooik

PoMlble Peace

The state railroad commissioners of Massachusetts, W. P. Hall.
G. W. Bishop and Clinton White, have Issued the thirty-ninth annual report of the Board. The first part of the report Is taken up

ilie

einpiy <Dd the m-il crowded lo the limit

.

Massachusetts Railroad CommisBloners' Report.

Klven luinlliy mk.I

Vol. XJ.IV., No.

In

Paagenger Fares.

In South Carolina, which state has not followed Its neighbors
in taking radical action concerning railroad rates, the Southern
Railway has announced a voluntary reduction In passenger fares.
President \V. W. Flnley, In announcing the new rates, proposes that
they shall be kept In effect for one year so as to give the scheme
a fair trial. In detail the proposition, as sent by Mr. Plnley to tbe
Governor of the state, is as follows:
First .-^ flat rate of 2>-j cents a mile for Interstate passenger
travel, with an extra charge of 15 cents against persons boarding
a train without a ticket except at stations where there are no
agents, provided that no charge shall be less than 10 cents, and in
the event that a charge at the said rate of 2'-,. cents a mile shall
aggregate a sum between two multiples of five, such charge may
be made that multiple of five to which it Is nearest.
Second Two thousand mile books, intrastate. Interchangeable
with such of the solvent roads of tbe stale as will consent, at 2
cents a mile, good for heads of firms and employees not exceeding
a total number of five, the names to be furnished at tbe lime of
'the purchase of mileage book and entered thereon.
Third One thousand mile books, intrastate and Interchangeable with such of the solvent roads of the stale as will consent,
limited to one Individual at 2 cents a mile and good only in the
hands of the purchaser, the name of the purchaser lo be furnished
at the lime of the sale of the book and entered thereon.
Fourth Five hundred mile books at 2^4 cents a mile, good for
heads of families and dependent members thereof, intrastate and
non-Interchangeable, the names of the families to be furnished at
the time of purchase and entered thereon.
.\ll of such mileage books to be limited to one year from dat«
of purchase and redeemable, charging for the part used at 2V3 cents

—

—

—

—

a mile.
It is reported in Atlanta that the State Railroad Commission
of Georgia, acting In line with the recent propositions made by the
Southern Railway, will soon order the establishment of a uniform
rate of 2''.. cents a mile for passenger fares throughout the state
of Cleorgla, the change to go into effect .\prll 1.
If this should be
done there are a few lines on which the preisent rates would be increased. On the Atlanta & West Point and the Western * Atlantic
the present rate is 2 cents.
It Is reported that the Virginia Commission also will issue an
order In consonance with President Finley's offer.

Opening

of

New York Subwaya

The subway under the East river from tho Battery, in Manhattan. New York City, to the Borough Hnll. in Brooklyn, was put In
use for regular truffle on Thursday morning. .Tanuary 9. This subway Is operated by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, the
same as the Manhattan subways, and trnlns are run through from
the northern termini In the borough of the Bronx to the Brooklyn
Borough Hnll.
The tunnel of the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad, beneath tbe
Hudson river, from Hoboken, N. .1.. to Christopher street. New York
City, which will be open for business within a few weeks, has been
so far completed that a special train, carrying ofDcers and guests,

was run through on .lanuary
minutes.

4.

The

trip

was made

in

about seven

—
January
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Arrangement

of Railroad Shops.*

Railroad repair .shop.s cost money, Ijoih to Iniild and to operate.
Just at this time it may be of interest to approach the subject
of their design, arrangement and equipment from a financial standpoint.
There is hardly a better field for demonstrating that "engineering is the science of making a dollar go the farthest" than the
art of designing and building railroad repair shops, and, as nearly
all work of this character must start with an "authority for expenditure," or perhaps an "appropriation," it will be instructive
to inquire just how great an investment in repair shops will ordinarily be justified.
The original cost of an average modern locomotive may vary
from $lt.Oiti) to $17,000. The actual expense for labor and material
to mainliiin this locomotive in first class condition will range from
fl,,'>00 to $3,000 per year, each road, of course, having Its own individual conditions that influence this cost, and which make it
impossible to establish an absolutely definite figure. P^or our present
purposes, however, it may be said that a locomotive costing $15,000
involve a maintenance cost of about $2,250 per annum, and
this expenditure should go far toward overcoming the natural
depreciation of and wear on the equipment, and thus keep the
locomotive in first class running order.
The original investment in a complete new locomotive repair
shop, fully equipped to efficiently make these repairs, will depend
on the location, the size, the design, the selection of the equipment and the cost of labor and material entering into the buildThese factors are so variable that it is inijiossible to deing.s.
termine an average that can be regarded as an exact standard.
Even an approximate estimate for any given case can only be obtained after a detailed study has been made of the conditions
surrounding the particular problem in liau<l. The following figures

59

minimum

to secure the

locomotive maintenance, including
all the items of not only actual repair expenses, labor and material,
but also interest, depreciation, insurance and taxes upon the plant
provided, is a question that should have the most careful considcost

of

eration.

The following analysis of the total cost will serve to indicate
the relative importance of the decisions that must be reached in
order to give each dollar expended a maximum earning capacity.
The sum total of the "low" and of the "high" figures shown will
result in grand totals which will show a wider range than the
33% per cent, variation indicated by the unit figures of $3,000 to
$4,000 per locomotive, but as it is improbable that any shop would
be built using either the lowest or the highest estimate for every
one of its parts it will be found that only in exceptional cases will
the actual total cost fall outside of the limits first given.
'.VIU.K

or ClLSr

On

l<I.MITS
llio

FOK

ItasiB of

I><>r<IJH>TIVE
'^Tt

Krectlng

UKI-AIU

SHOI'S,

I'ltK.

Approx.
Limit

I*ro|Hjrtlon

of total cost

DkiHtonn

will

:

Shop Yards.

percent.

'rniiks. iriiriH riinwayM, transfer or liirntal)li-»
Wiili'r and .si-wit sysliin
I'lplii); anil wliinir lunin'ls and tiinnpl pi|iini;
ltij|lilhii:i<.

Maclilnp and cTHcilrn;
Hulkn' and tank Kho|>
(•orgi-

slioji

Hliiip

.^torelioii.'*!'

and

offlri's

l.oc(»inotive carpi'ntcr Hliop

t'ower honHp
Oil liouse and ei)ulpmont
.MIhc. IddKs.
.scrap lilns. mati>rlal sbedK. &c.
Or'nornl l<^ijulpment for all lIppartinPDIs.
:

Powerhouse equipment

.I.IHiil

TravellnK cranes
Tool I'ljiilpinent
MeallnK .syslem

1

.."on

IO.ihmi
l.'Jisi

I'owcr and ll^hllnR systems*

I, .'00

and lockers
wale]', sii-am and oil piplne In bnlldlnga
Incidentals, ort!anlzallon and engineering...
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I'liinitdntr

.Mr.

;tiHi
tiiNi

100
•Including yard wiring and llgbtlng.
These llgures do not Include Items for real estate and preparation
of the shop site, which cost necessarily varies Itetween wide limits.
The
foundry lailldlng and Fi|ulpnient are not included in these figures.
Ni>TK.

—

The history of "modern" locomotive repair shops may be considered as beginning with the use of what has l)een called "the
electric drive."
The use of the electric motor makes possible (a)
the arrangement of departments independent of the line
shaft requirements: tb) the use of electric cranes, and
Ic) the construction of all power produiing equipment
in one central power plant from which may l)e distributed heat, water, compressed air. light and ixjwer. One
of the first shops to make use of the electric motor for
both Individual machines and groups of tools, as well
as the electric i-rane and the central power plant, was
f*tvh,iH
Mat^'^tw
Sfvf*
ffaif
the Oelwein, Iowa, shops of the Chicago Great Western,
Ooy
OH^
0^1/
which were put in commission In 1900. Since that date
Fig. 1
Cross-Section of Main Shop Now Under Considera tion.
there have been over 70 shops either built entirely
must, therefore, be used with judgment, or they may be misleading. new or modernized from previously existing plants. It is safe to
These figures have been taken from the records of the actual cost say that more than $80,000,000 has been expended upon railroad
of a number of repair shops with the design and construction of repair shops and their equipment within the last 10 years.
The advance that has been made in the art during this period
which the writer has been connected. The fact that there is such
a wide variation emphasizes the danger of deriving a general law can best be illustrated by a comparison of the cross-section of the
from any particular experience, or even of drawing a conclusion Oelwein machine and erecting shop and the cross-section of a shop
for a similar purpose which is now under consideration, as shown
for a particular case from a general experience.
The figures, however, should be of assistance in determining by Fig. 1. The Oelwein erecting shop was equippeil with one 80-ton
the limits outside of which it will ordinarily be unwise to go. To crane and one 15-ton crane, both upon the same runway over the
spend less money than indicated in the "low" estimate might be erecting pits. The second and more recent example has one 120-ton
the result of a fortunate set of circumstames contributing to crane operating over the erecting pits on a runway aliove the two
economy, but every precaution should be taken to insure that the 10-ton messenger cranes, while the machine shop is supplied with
saving accomplished is not at the expense of a false economy. To two 10-ton cranes over the heavy tools, and an additional crane is
spend more money than indicated by the "high" estimate may be provided over the covered yard.
It is needless to say that the more elaborate equipment of the
desirable, or even necessary in certain cases, but ordinarily the
higher figures are suflioient to cover all repair shop needs, unless latest development in repair shops cost more than the more modest
shops which first adopted the electric system, but at the same time
It is the intention of those in charge of the work to erect a monulocomotive e<iuipnient has been gradually Increasing in size and
ment.
The writer has purposely approached this subject of cost with cost in such a way as to make these more extensive repair shop
considerable caution, and it is only because the literature of shop facilities an absolute necessity. Care must be exercised, however,
building is so meagre of actual cost data that the risk has been to insure that the repair facilities provide*! are not greater than
taken of having the figures misunderstood, and therefore the in- the needs of the equipment to be served, which brings us at once
to the question of the size of the shops.
formation misapplied.
Some of the first shops designed to use a central electric power
Our records show that locomotive repair shops which are laid
cent,
plant were handic^ipped by the use of the 220-volt direct current
per
equal
to
6
pits
required
basis
of
the
niunlur
of
out on a
of the nuiubor of locomotives served can be built and equipped com- electric system, which made it desirable to limit the radius of di.sThe develplete for an e.xpendilurc ranging between $50,000 and $(55,000 per tribiition to about l.ooo ft. from the generating plant.
opment of the induction motor and the alternating current system
pit.
If one pit will serve lli^i engines per year, the cost of repair
soon removed this limitation, but as it was still ne<essary to use
faciliti-i's \yill fall some place between the limits of from $3,000 to
the direct-current motor to obtain satisfactory electric speed con.\n investment amounting to the lower limit
$4,000 per locomotive.
trol on many of the independently motor-driven tools, a mixed elecis absolutely necessary if the engines are to be kept on the road.
Just how much more than the lower limit should be spent in order tric system was adopted by many shops. It Is still the practice
in a number of recent Installations to provide both direct and alter•A impcr presented ni the .lannarv meeting of tlie Canadian Uallwa.i nating current throughout the shop using direct current
for the
Club by Uco. A. liaiuoii. M.inaglng ICngliiocr, The .\ruold Co.. CbUago.
Cross Section of Oelwein Main Shop

Chicago Great Western.

—

—
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the udvanlageg and dlfiadvanlages of the various point>>
b'; thoroughly canvaBBed
Id order to reach consistent
preliminary concluBions, as these subjects have be«n already covered by B[ieclal books and technical papers, which are available to
tho^e who are interest<.-d enough in these subjects to study them
In detail.
To Indicate briefly the problems which must be conslderi'l and i|e<<ii|i.(| upon by the .-^hop dcBlgner early in bU work on

crancH, varlablp flpecd motorB, and perhaps the inertury vapor laiup«.
alleiimtinf; current for the conHtant Hpeed motorH, Iniramle :c<:nt
The recent ImprovementB
llRhtP, and the yard IlKhtUiK HyHlemH.
In mechanlfal npi-edi hauKlnK devlccB, the development of the alternalInK current crane, and (he redintlon In <-OHt of the Induction
motor are crealltiB a rle.lded tendency toward the elimination of
Uy th.-nt; ImprovementB It Ih posflhle
llur <llrect current HyHleni.
lo diHtrlhiite i«)wer from a central plant over a larger area and

liihcu.sii

which must

arirl

any pcrticular layout will, bowi-vi-r. be of value.
For inBtanc*> the question of "transverse shop versus longitiiihnal shop" for the erecting bay must be settled before much
hy the Hhop plant.
The i^lze of a locomotive repair Bhop will depend primarily progress cun lie made. The tendency appears to be in favor of the
upon the number of locomotivfn lo be repaired each year, and the traiiiiverBe shop, but the writer muHt admit that bU own pe.>conjil
number of dnyB each locomotive under repair must occupy an erect- equation enters Into this conduBlon.
V.'iKtber or not the l>oller shop shall be under the tame roof
InK Bbop pit. To the pItH required for "heavy" repairs miwt be
added a number of plU for "IlKhl" repairs, for emerRency work with the machine and erecting shop is a question that is uEually
The ratio of the number of pltB to the settled by the experience and preferences of those who are lo opermle
anil for future growth.
number of locomotives will vary with the aBSumptions au follows; the shop.
The use of a transfer table or a turntable as a means of getling
l-.riilinu Kliiiii.
It'4iulii,l
I'llH
locomotives into the shop Is a subject upon which volumeii have
iiuiiilici- i.f |..c<,mi>ilvf« «iTv.il liy hI»)|>.
I.cl \
rcpnlra paoli yi-or.
rr.-Miiit,'!' of ImimidllviT* In iiiiili'rKo "lieftvy
I!
been and can be written, but this question is usually decided in
('
iiM-rnKc niiiiilx-r iluyH i-aili Irn'mniillve uocuplPB un creel InK Bbop pit.
favor of the desires of the operating official who Is to have charge
.NniiiInT (if wnrkbic iIiivh ciicli ycnr,
I>
r ' niimlxT of |>llH ii'i|iilicd fnr "hi-uvy" rcpnlrH.
of the shop after it is completed.
I" -T. niinilior of pIlH riiiiihi'd for "light" repnlm.
The use of yard cranes, telphers or locomotive cranes for
Totnl number of pllH leiiiiln
I"'
handling materials outside of the buildings is being given more
Then

iilBO

remove the old llmltailona of the amount of ground covered

III

I'l

.

il.

---.

The effecl of the lilffeient a.ssumptlons as to the percentage of
the total number of locomotives to be repaired each year and the
length of lime on a i)lt are shown by the following table, which was
prepared for a shop serving 400 locomotives at present, with a
probable increase to 500 within the next five years.
Working
repiilred.

dHyH

llenvy

In veiir.

repiilrH.

1»

!•

'JNS

28

r

•jn

-I'er cent.

-rilB-

t

Days
In «lion.

•.

Mght
repnlm. Totnl.
i"
7

21

I"
:to

ti

careful attention than formerly, with the result that these auxiliary
transportation systems are having a marked influence upon the arrangement of shops. There is a tendency to cover a portion of
the yard with a crane, and locate the lye vats and lire furnaces
in this covered yard.
The location of the storehouse and the oil house will depend
upon their individual use, whether it is the intention for them
to serve the entire system or not.
Fireproof concrete construction Is having an effect upon bringing the storehouse closer to the various departments to be eupplieii, the tendency apparently being to locate the storehouse contiguous to the machine anil erecting shop, as was orl^nally done
at Oelweln.

2S8

IIU

From

this table it will be seen
vary from 5 per cent, to 7
of
the total numcent,
per
ber of loiomolives, which

Whether
that

the

number

of pits

may locomotive

to locate the car repair department contiguous to the
repair department is a question of policy for the man-

variation corresponds with
Individual
actual practice.
I'ondltlonH will govern the
lussumpllons for each road,
and there are, fortunately,
a number of other methods
of liieclting these calculations.

The size of the machine
shop space per pit depends
largely upon the methods
adopted for operating the
shop. The work on the pit
can be crowded, and the
erecting output under normal conditions can be

Fig.

2

— Oaklawn.

doubled iliirinK rush periods, but the output of the machine
tools cannot be increased in the same ratio.
The tendency at
l)ri'sent
Is to favor the amount of Moor space allowed for machine tools.
On the other hand, the use of high-speed tools
is rapidly Increasing
he output of each machine, and this development Is contributing to the output edlclency of each foot of machine
tool space.
The space per i)lt for machine tools varies from l.-SOU
to 2,600 sq. ft.
This result Is often largely influenced by the demands made upon this space for manufaclurlug new work, or tor
supplying repair parts lo other shops.
An average rule for the size of the boiler shop Is to allow
one-third as much space for this deparlment as is allotted lo the
machine and erecting shop, but Ibis rule Is affecteil by the character of holler rejinlrs to bo made. The kind of coal, the conditions
of the water supply, and whether or not new boilers are lo bo
constructed must be known before a Hnal decision can be reached.
The blacksmith shop Is ordinarily one-lbird the size of the
machine and erecting shop, but local conditions must again be carefully considered before reaching conclusions.
The .safest way for
all shops is to canvass the rcqulremenis for output and the capnclly
and floor space required of each machine, and then design the
shop to flt the machines, rather than crowd or spread out the
mailtines into a space the size of which has been too hurriedly
determined.
The prellnilnnry considerations which must have attention before the problems of relative arrangement of the buildings can be
approached Involve so much of the personal equation that only
tendencies of recent i)rnclice can be noted, and no hard and fa,«t
rules cuu bo ostubllshed.
It Is not the province of this paper to
I

III.,

Shops. C.

&

E.

I.

Ry.

Plan No.

2.

and the answer depends largely upon local conditions of operation and organlratlon. The location of the car r«^
pair tracks, the desirability of having the common power house
near the planing mill to burn refuse, and the location of the forge
shop convenient to both departments has a marked Influence on
the general arrangement of the shops.

agement

to decide,

The location of the shop Itself, as influenced by traffic conditions of the system, and the selection of the shop site after the
general location has been doMded. are questions In the solution
Rei-ent decisions seem
of which serious mistakes have l«>en made.
to indicate a tendency to' locate shops as near as possible to favorable labor markets, instead of in smaller towns, or at some Inconvenient distance from the larger cities.
Certain fundamental principles should be recognUed before attempting a railroad shop arrangement, and as far as possible the
arrangement should Ih" worked over until
menis, always recognizing exceptions due

It

sati.sfies

the.se

require

to individual conditions.
100 per ccut.l should bo allowed for

l..lberal spaco isay
(1)
the extension of each deparlment.
The storehouse twlth admlnlstrailve otfli-es In one of the
(2)
upper floors) should be central, convenient to all departments and
easy of access on two tracks from the main line service track.
The forge shop should be convenient to Iwth the locomo(3)
tive and car repair departments.
(-1)
The power house shotild be central and near the planing
mill and repair tracks in order to burn refuse.
Yard cranes should be arranged to serve between the store(5)

house platforms and all departments.
The roundhouse should be very near the shop, or located
(6)

.Taniary
far
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enough away

to justify a separate machine shop for light repairs,
Tracljs, cranes, telphers and storage spaces should be ar-

The yard tracks form a "Y," thus obviating

pit.

6i

the necessitj' of
a turntable. Incoming engines pass onto the transfer table over
(7)
ranged to insure the movement of materials with the greatest one of two ash pits. There is one outgoing track. Engines can
take coal and water either on the way in or out. The engine house
economy of time and labor.
Some consideration should be given to the appearance of is built of reinforced concrete, and is designed for simply the care
(8 J
the shops and accessory storage facilities, lumber yards, etc., from and storage of locomotives, no drop pit being provided on the engine
house side of the transfer tabhe. The machine and erecting shop
the main line.
(I))
The advantages of a short tunnel of ample cross-section has two drop pits in a separate section devoted to light repairs.
for the use of the various steam, air and water piping systems while the erecting shop proper has a drop table to unwheel engines
undergoing more extensive overhauling. One track without a pit
should not be forgotten.
The possibilities of the adoption of longer and heavier is reserved for boiler repairs, which has sufficient space to work
(10)
engines .should be considered, and some provision made for present on two boilers at one time.
This arrangement makes the most
economical use of the space available. It would have been impo.sor future repair facilities for Jihese larger engines.
The co.st of the sbops .should be consistent with not only sible to have introduced the usual turntable plan with a round
(11)
the actual necessities, but in proportion to the refinements which engine house on the property.
the road can afford. All expenditures over and alx)vo those reThe Oaklawn Shops vf the Chicago d Eastern Illinois (Fig. 2i.
The remarkable thing about this plan is that in 1904 the first
quired for actual needs should be capitalized and made to show a
satisfactory return on the investment.
machine and erecting shop was built with 14 pits, and the proActual examples of shop arrangements can be studied to ad- vision made for doubling the shop was considered to be ample for
vantage; in fact, a designer of a new shop should make himself years to come. In 1907, however, the shop was doubled, a fact
convcisant with existing plants, and thus make every effort to im- which emphasizes the necessity of allowing ample room for growth.
Advances in any art are usually made Klej)
Iirovi' present piacticc.
In this plant the locomotive department may lie said to have
been grouped around the engine house, from whlcli
a shop track running between tlie machine shop
and the Ijoiler shop leads directly onto the transfer table, thus providing a convenient mean.s of
transportation to and from all departments. The
coach shop ami the paint shop have not yet been
constructed, but eventually the transfer table will
also serve these two buildings of the car department. The boiler shop is separate from the machine and erecting shop, and Is served by the
same transfer table. The blacksmith shop is convenient to the car repair tracks, as well as to
the roundjionse and machine shop.
The storehouse is central and handy to the main line. The
power bouse is located between the two departments, and serves the locomotive shop through a
•'//
__^^
^^^^ tunnel that connects all departments.
""^I'tPlw
''I l—l//
Too little space was originally allowed in the
machine shop for machine tools, but this defect
Fig. 3
Proposed Arrangement, Superseded by Layout in Fie
has been remedied to a certain extent in the reanil Iniik shii
.,,.„,„i.,i /,„,„ ih,
cent additions. The general layout has proven so
i,i,il,,l I., forililiili
niliihU.i hail
satisfactory in actual use that recently the man.11 frnm
oni
The
i:
hi II II Ui
agement has had under consideration the reproduction of the entire plant at another point on
the system.
In the main shop of this plant the larger Individual motor-driven tools are located in the
erecting bay, that is made extra wide for this purpose.
The disadvantage of this arrangement Is
the necessity of increasing the span of the traveling cranes and thereby adding to their cost.
The Battle Creek Shops uf the (Jrand Trunk.
The distinguishing feature of this arrangement
is the efficient use of the j-ard crane idea, extending over the storehouse tracks and part of the
storehouse platforms. This crane serves all at
the ends of the bays of the machine and erecting
shop; the foundry, forge shop and frog shop, and
eventually can be extended over the car repair
tracks.
The "midway" space under the crane,
Fig. 4
General Arrangement of New Plant Now Under Construction.
which will be used partly for storage of materials,
In thi.1 iiliiimjiini nt llu mililiinr inid i-nrtimj .v/io/) is .iirinl liii innins uf
The boih-r fi;ir Iiiiik
a tiansfir tabic exlcniliitif iilunij onr siilt- of the s/iop.
is provided with a system of industrial tracks,
shop i« locatid in the tj'Irnsiiin of Ihv mnin shop, it being the intent
which are a part of a network extending throughmaintiiin the same scctionn of Ihv builUimj tliriniiihoiit.
out the entire plant. The boiler and tank shop in
by step, and progress in the right direction can be made with much this arrangement are located at one end of the machine and erectmore certainty if there is a familiarity with the ground already ing shop, but these departments are at right-angles to one another,
covered by others.
so as not to interfere with the entire plant being doubled nt some
The shop arrangements described in this paper are examples future date. Ample openings are left in the wall between the boiler
taken from recent practice.
None of the plans are advanced as and the erecting shops, so that a boiler can be conveniently passed
ideal, but each one is the result of at least 20 preliminary studies,, from one department to another.
and the reasons
their selection may be of interest.
In two
The 100 per cent, extension to the main shop will be accomcases the shops ar not yet built, and' therefore, their location can- plished by practically duplicating the present shop, leaving a
comnot be disclosed.
mon machine shop twice the size of the existing one between two
The leorydalc Shops of the Cineiiinati. Ilamillon if Daiiton parallel erecting shops. This arrangement will eventually provide
{Itailroad Oazette. Sept. 21. 190(>).— These shops were designed to for 50 erecting pits, and all departments can be extended to
meet
provide facilities for the storage and care of loi'omotives lying over this maximum requirement. For the present the locomotive shop
at Cincinnati between trips, and also for the necessary light run- will be served by two tracks, but when extensions are made
two
ning repairs upon engines running in and out of this division point, turntables can be Installed.
This shop is, therefore, an example of a terminal locomotive repair
The Beech Grove Shopn of the Big Four (Railroad Oazette.
plant to take care of light repairs only jis an auxiliary to the main Nov. 29. 1907).
In this layout even more extensive use has been
repairs shoj) where all heavy repairs are made. The unique feature made of the idea of a storage yard served by a high-speed overhead
of this arrangement is the longitudinal engine house, sometimes crane.
The midway may be said to be the main avenue of travel
called a "square roundhouse."
This engine house is served by the between all departments, and the space between the buildings can
same tran.sfer tal)lo that serves the erecting shop, the two build- be conipare<l to side or cross streets. This crane serves practicallv
ings being directly opposite one another across the transfer table every building except the tank shop, the wheel shop and the freiehi

—
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car ntpali

nhoi),

liiiliiHtrial

trai'kH.

liiil

all

of

Ihi'.si-

HhopH can

Im.'

rcarhod caHliy

Ijy

'V\\i- Hocoiiil
rcatiirf- of liiiportanct In thiH arranceiuent Is the
turnlalili; HcrviiiK tlu- IioIIi.t Hhop, the tank xhoi). ami the main Khop
of the locomotive ile|iartnii:nl.
Trackb have been provldeil Into each
of IhcHe hiillillnKH Inilependent of IIiIh tiirntahle. hut for Intercomniiiiilcatlon or the tranHfer of parlH from one department to another

ThiH tnrntahle arranKetiiriilable will he In conMtnnt demand.
nient waH adopted after the moHt larefiil lOnHlderatlon of an alternative iilan havliiK a transler lahle alonK each nhle of the main
Hhop, with 111"- iKiller Hh()|j on the opposite Hide of one tranofer tahle,
and the tank Hhop on the oppaslle Hide of the other tahle.
On one Bide of the yard crane nearly all the ImlldlngH extend
away from the runway, IhiiH allnwIiiK for future extenHloii, while
on the other Hide of the crane the hiiildlngH are arranxed with
The freight
their Rrealer length parallel to the main line of travel.
car repali department Ih located along the main line tra/'ktt and
llilH

convenient to the claHHlllc-atlon yarilH.
77ic Sprinij/lrlil {Mo.) Shops ol the t'riHto Syntrm.—Ux this
arrangement the yard crane Ik a prominent feature, and the midway anrl crosH street Idea has heen ileveloped still further, as all
huildtngs are at right angles to this main avenue of Interdepartment
travel.

of the Frisco shop arrangement, however,
use of the transfer table serving one side of the erecting
The erecting hay next to the transfer tahle is single
decked. I.e., the heavy crane used for unwheeling locomotives is
not placed on an upper runway, so that it will he Impossible to lift
one locomotive over another In this shop, and rellan<-p must be

The striking feature

Ik

the

shop only.

Fig.

placed

5

— New

Shops

ilic

iritii.srer

talilc

to

—

XLIV., So.

2.

was ihe only uo'- which lould l>e placed along the
retaining wall which iinUti-i-* part of the Kite. The hea\y cranes
In the erecting shop and the steam hammers in the forge Kbop
make It (Ichlrahle to locatf these latter departmentJi on solid ground.
The irannfer platforms, one roundhouse, and the acceiiDory ash
pits and coal chutes were in place at the time the new shop arrangement was taken up, but even with thei>e baudicapB. a fairly
satisfactory arrangement of buildings haK li«en worked out.
The layout of shops io Fig. 5 la
ShoiiH I'nilfr ('oimideralioti.
now under consideration and pruvideK for a ompleie locomotive
repair shop combined with a proposed terminal car repair plant.
The main lar department Is lo<-ated elsewhere.
This plan shows a cranest'rved covered yard extending through
the center of the main sho]i. This yard Ls not to l<e heated, and
b«'Sldes furnishing storage facilities for material, it will provide a
convenient location for fan rooms, toilet rooms, locker and wash
rooms, which often occupy valuable room inside the shop.
The outside storage yard is served by a lo<'omotive crane instead of an overhead crane, and thU same loromotive crane can
he used at all other poinU in the yard where it can be worked to
this depart nient

—

<

advantage.

The tiansfer table serves one side of the machine and erertlng
shop, as in several of the other plans, two <-ross tracks being proviiled to transfer engines Into and out of the erecting bay on the
further side.
As the main shop becomes crowded, it is poaaible to erect a
separate holler and tank shop along the transfer table as abown.
but for the present all loiomollve repair departments will be under
one

roof.

Now Under

put Ihe locomotives on their pits.
ICventually, however, when Ihe shop is doubled, the future erecting
bay on the other side of the shop will be double-decked, and the
locomotives will be delivered to their respective pits on this side
of the shop by :iii overhead 120-ton crane, instead of by a transfer
table.
When the shop Is extended to its full lapaclty. no doubt the
trnn.-ifer table side of the shop will be devoted largely to light repairs, and the douhle-Oeckod crane-served side will take care of Ihe
heavier lepairs.
The storehouse Is at one end of the transfer toble and near
the center of the yard crane runway, so that material can be conveniently collected from or delivered to any building on the ground.
The power house is located exactly In the center of Ihe site. Kvi-ry
depavtnu'Ul can be Increased at hast KMl per leiil. without uniluly
extending Ihe lines of travel for men and material.
SliopH I'lulcr CiiHiilnirtioii.
The arrangements indicated In
Figs. :t and 4 are good examples of shops located on a congested
site, whiih makes it Impossible to sei-iire an etilclent layout of buildings, or nuike any liberal allowances for future extension.
The
advantage of locating the shop |ilant near the center of Ihe city,
however. Is thought to olfset the (lisadvantage of having the shop
site I'Ut In two by a city street.
Fortunately the ground is high,
and the dialnage is gooil, making pos.sible a subway under the slieet.
and connecting all departments. This feature adds much to the
convenient handling of materials.
The yard crane Is again the determining feature of the nrrangemeni, serving nearly all departments, and arranged to take
or deliver material from and to the subway, and also tln' sireel,
which fortunately Is on a gnxie, so that it can be bridged.
The locutiou of the foundry was determined by the fact that
in

Vol.

Consideration.

The usual precautions have been taken to locate the blacksmith
shop and the power house convenient to all depailmenls.
The cross-section of the main shop (see Fig. II shows the
covered yard between Ihe two shops as well as the transfer table
serving one side of the building.
Will the results to be expected with new shops Justify the
Investment? This Is a question very often asked, panicularly In
view of the fact that apparently some of the new shops are not
showing any better economy as far as actual cost of locomotive
maintenance is concerned than Is obtained with comparatively older
and poorly equipped shops. .\s a matter of fact, there Is no reason
why a new shop handicai>j)ed with an undeveloped organixallon and
a lack of an etilclent system, should do any better work, or even
as good, as an old shop with a harmonious corps of workers equipped
with a full complement of Jigs, templets and methods of operation.
The logical developments In cutting down the oost of engine
repairs upon any road woubl appear to be lal make the best use
of the repair equipment at hand by perfecting shop kinks and
systenui for handlliig the work ailapted to Ihe outfit available: |b)
to wear out the old tool equipment in Ihe old shop as far as possible, so that when the hulldlng of Ihe new shop cannot be postponed longer there will be little. If any temptation to economiie
by using the old tools; and tci with the coming of the new shop,
old methods of operation should Ih> lmprove<| to Ht the changed
conditions and new systems develojied and adopted. A new shop
should not be considered complete until every man. tool, ai-cessory
and system Is doing lis most effective work. I'nder the.>;e conditions the new shops will show ample results to Justify the Inopment of the induction motor and the alternating current »y*iem

veFtment.
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W.

A.

Gardner

wake

to the Traveling Engineers.*

you have doiiLiled your responsiljilities.
two interests your family and your
master mechanic; now you have four interests to consider your
subordinates
and the shareholders that own
family, the public, your
your company. * * * A higher standard of zeal and accuracy
maintains in railroad service than elsewhere. In all ordinary business, an error or over-sight is speedily corrected, generally without
l)firsonal injury or financial loss, but in engine or train service an
error or over-.sight is quite likely to result in fatalities, and there
is no bu.siness on earth where the opportunities for mistakes are
Happily, the employees are so instinctively alert and
so numerou.s.
have been so trained and drilled until it is a part of their every
day life to be ready for emergencies all the time, that comparatively
few mishaps occur. So while we read of medals being awarded to
l)eople for devotion to duty in their particular line, we must be content with the apj)rovaI of our immeiliate associates and our own
conscience until such time as some impartial historian analyzes
railroad service without prejudice and records the fact that railroad emi)loyees, as a class, embrace a very large number of the
highest types of manhood, conspicuous o'(|iially for efficiency and

Having

acrrepted office,

Heretofore, you have served

—

—

modesty.
*
*
*
Very few men are (it to govern unless tliey have been
governed, and it is very easy on a railroad to detect those who are
trying to boss without ever having been liossed themselves. * * *
take it for granted that u traveling engineer, before he accepts
I)romotinn, has agreed with himself that he has como to a parting
of the ways
a |)c!aceable and self-re.specl ing parting, however.
Of
I

—

course, the old man you fired for will look askance at your suggestions as to how he might do better work. Those who fired when
you did will possibly wonder what the company saw in you that
they thouglit could be made over into a general manager, and the
young lire eaters may wait for a chance to lest your nerve, but not
a one of them that does not really wish you well at heart and not
a ditliculty that you cannot overcome by exercising tact.
I
do not
believe it is possible lor any man, however honest and square he
may be, to do justice to himself or anybody else if he tries to look
with one eye at the Brotherhood of Firemen or the Brotherhood of
I'^ngineers, and with the otiier eye at the superintendent or master
mechanic. Either one or oilier of the optics will be pretty badly
strained in the course of time, and eventually, both would become
entirely useless.
I would not have you mi.sconstrue my position as to labor organizations on railroads.
I
believe the particular orders which you
are naturally affiliated with, are composed of honest men; that
they are honestly conducted. I do not think they are a menace to
the railroads; on the contrary, they are of assistance in assorting
the sacredness of contract, in raising the standard of service, and
in

many
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can recall the day when the general superintendent
of the North-Western knew, personally, four-fifths of the employees;
that is no longer possible, and the relations that were establi.~bed
directly, now have to be carried on through traveling engineers,
trainmasters, superintendents, etc., and whatever may be the policies
of your respective companies and I will wager that they are alike
humane, pacific and solicitous of the welfare of their employees
it is no small part of your duty to impress this policy upon those
with whom you come in contact. I see men here to-day with whom
I
have been associated all my life; they have seen my hair grow
gray, and I have seen theirs grow gray.
Perhaps at odd times we
have both done things that added to the other fellow's gray hair;
but I would rather have their good will and confidence than the
greatest office in the gift of any railroad, and I flatter myself they
feel the same way toward me
or would if I did not make an occasional speech
and that is a condition, gentlemen, that I recommend you to nourish and cultivate on behalf of yourself as well as
up.

I

—

—

—

your company.

•

•

*

Do

nol let your job overtake your education. You have read
about great public men who obtained a start by teaching school,
and they always had to study at night to keep ahead of their classes.
Perhaps, some of you have had occasion to look up a few things
in advance so as not to appear in an unfavorable light before your
children.
The art of anticipation is a great thing. If you keep one
day in advance of the class, you can really make them believe you
are a very wise man
have tried that and recommend it highly.
I
The company cannot afford to educate you as an officer only to go
part way on the journey; they want and are entitle<l to the maturity of your Judgment.
You cannot afford to go through hardships of a subordinate officer's life only to fall by lack of education
when you have nearly in your grasp that which always comes to
him who toils and labors hard. Keep up your study, associate with
those who know more than you do; do not confine yourself to technical things; inform yourself on business methods in general; be
an all-around fellow; have visions of what you will be when you
are general manager; prepare yourself to perform the duties of that
office, and after awhile you will do some of those very things you
dreamed about. Regard the company's material as if it were your
own. your iKial. your oil; see that they are used economically. Don't
lie afraid lo be called a company man. nor a family man; there is no
stigma about either one of them. People generally think well of
a man who thinks well of his family, and they likewise respect a
man who realizes his responsibility as trustee for the owners of a
railroad, or anything else.
have not pictured an Ideal. A great many people fulfill all
I
that 1 have said, and more too, and positions of great trust and
adequate compensation will always be at the command of him who
is honest, faithful and zealous.

—

other ways.

The Ocean

Now

all this is commendable, I grant you, and it is not because
mistrust the motives of organization that 1 suggest you should
withdraw from them, but otherwise you will be misjudged, and
forced eventually to pay more attention lo politics than to your
legitimate duty, and 1 believe that once a traveling engineer, your
next aim shoulil be master meihaiiic, or superintendent, and one
way lo Insure going ahead is to cut off all the avenues for going
in any other direction.
Some way should be provided for organizations to perpetuate your insurance; possibly, that is already done,
and mark you this, more men would be promoted from organized
labor, it organized labor offered more encouragement and support
to their meiubers who liave ability and ambition.
You are one of
the first lieutenants of the army, if you please.
You are expected
to iiiiderstand the rules and regulations and to exact obedienoe thereto- not with an ax— liecause it is one of your duties to educate
before you admonish and admonish before you resort to harsher
measure.s.
Give confidence; trust the men and they will trust you;
be square.
A great many changes have taken place in the manner of conducting negotiations between officers and men on a railroad. Individuality seems to be at a discount.
About the only things our
men ask for. personally, are passes or to be placed on the pension
rolls, or to see that tlie payroll equals the record of their time
slips.
Everything else is done through a committee, and of late,
the committee gets as far away as it can by delegating its desires
to a general conference.
One month we meet a federated body,
and the next month the two parts of that same body notify us that
they have hands and feet of their own and are liable to grow horns.
Then, on the other -side of the house, the officers associate, confer,
look as wise as their salaries will justify, talk about the Declaration
of Independence and the Battle of Bunker Hill, but in the end. I
notice that hiinuiu nature has endowed us all with a good many
things in common,
So over in the particular household that I hail
from, we still cling lo the belief that the personal factor never dies,
although it seems to go to sleep and require a little shaking to

Carrier.

1

nv

Ill

S.-JKI.I.

.S.MITH.

Pll.l).

a world
power of nearly ,S0 million people. That amazing
20 fold growth of the nation may serve as a parallel by which we
can get some concept of the development that has taken place In
the ship that served us at the two periods, but there is this difto

ference, the ship has advanced faster than the nation; the present
is BO times bigger and several times faster than the prototype
of George Washington's day.
Taken on the even basis of ton for
ton. the shipping of the present is Ave or six times as efficient as
that at the beginning of the period under review.

ship

This remarkable Improvement is the result of a rapid evolution
produced by the competition of .sail and steam for motive power,
and wood, iron and steel for material of construction. This double
competition has made a rather complex result as an Improvement
In one of these fields often reacted in the other, and lioth have
conduced to Improvements in design that cannot be easily classified
under either heading. One peculiarity of the century of progress
is the fact that we have had revolutions without the destruction
the old type. As material for great vessels Iron has replaced
wood and steel has replaced iron, but wood continues to be used.
Steam may be said to have vanquished sail but sailing vessels art>

of

being built.
merit attention.

still

The

steps in

the progress

of

this

competition

The

rivalry between steam and sail is distinctly a rivalry between the modern and the old. t'or a thousand years man has
hoisted a sail to be filled by the winds of nature which took him
across the sea with all the fickleness and uncertainty for which
(he wind Is famed. This motive power is cheap but it Is variable,
uncertain, may be adverse if there are zones of calms. The sailing vessel may make a short journey between Saturday and Mon-

day,
•!• 10111 nn artilioss t).v \V.
A. (Jartlner. Vlcol'resldent of the t'hicn^> &
Ninth Wostein liofoie tlio Niitlonnl Association of Tiavellng KuKlneors, ai Its
nniuial convent km In Clilcago,

.1.

In the space of a century and a decade from the time of our
census, 1790, to the last in 1900, the Tnited States rose from
a string of feeble commonwealths with a population of 3.929,214
first

trip she may not reach port until Monday
The fact that Providence furnishes the power gives the
cheaper costs of construction than the steamer and more

and on repeating the

week.
sailer
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Hpacc to Blow frelKht. The Hiiare taken by L'(iuli»riifiil in Iml oii«twentieth III comii.-ii'lHOii lo the Hteanier'H one-third. The buililInK
of enKlneH KlveK greater initial cost; their repair requires greater
mainlenatiee cohI
their ii|ierallon elvejt a fuel hill unknown to
the Haller; ami the operation of this nieehank-al Hhip requlreH a
erew at leaHt three elghlliH larger than that of the ualler, and ex
amplett of heitt modern types would Hhow crew rollu with variation
of 100 per cent, helwoen the two lypeH.
But the steamer has speed
and u regularity that gives .nniall heed to the ordinary whims of
wind.
'I'he ohject of the ship Is transiiortation, and the users of transportation usually want lo Im' aide to know In ailvanee the riale of
Its perroriuani'i'.
lly this HtandarrI tlie slow anri irregular sailer
is found wanting for all exacting service.
A few years ago It was
declared that "the ratio of four to one" is "the present measuro
of the elllcleni-y of steam tonnage compared with sail tonnage."*
In this r-ontest low cost and low efflcleniy Is giving way to high
cost and high edicienry.
A century ago the steam vessel was a dream of ridiculed enthusiasts and the world's commerce was u.sing hlocky old luijR with
hlunt ends and a widtli .sometimes one-third us great as their length.
Some of them had hlgii liows and sterns, relics of the mediaeval
ligiillng towers, and the average vessel was prolialily below 200
tons register. A few vessels were mucli larger tlian this; for exami)le the "Orand Turk," J7!tl, with i^iil tons, was a record l)reaker
;

for Ani'-iican liuilders.
'I'he rapid lncfea.se

In

our r-ommerce during the period of

tlie

Increase In American shipbuilding,
and Yankee Ingenuity marie great improvements in de.sign. The
decks were liattened and the vessel narrowed.
The period of the war of 1812 saw two suggestive changes in
shipping technique. The almost constant danger of capture at sea
by either Frencli or Kritlsh vessels made speed an e.i.sentlal for
the American mcrchanlman that was eventually to market Its
cargo.
The war made jirlvateering profitable and if the
small privateer could catch a big merchantman or elude a
big man-of-war. the returns of tlie business were likely to be good.
Spurred by this impetus the American shipbuihier made a.stonIshlng Improvemcnt.s In .sijeed. Ualtlmore seems to have been the
leader In this and was long famed for her fast clippers. Two
hundred and nine of these vessels went to sea as privateers during
the war of 1812 and not one was captured.
Parallel with this came Ihe general adoption of the steamboat
to river use.
Fulton's "Clermont" began on the Hudson 1807, the
Delaware was shortly provided with a similar service; in 1812
the great Father of Waters was redeemed from Us one-sided commer<-i' that could only go downstream with the Hat boat and the
raft; and In INll there were five steamers on the Thames.
The
general adojitlon of steamers on rivers was almost immediate.
During the 2.'> years 18I.")-18I0 the steamer, feeling her way behind
the protection of the shore, was gaining the necessary experbnce
and receiving the needed perfection to sally forth upon Ihe iiigh
seas and challenge the sail lo the final contest for maritime supremacy. In I80y the American fiag was the first to be steam
bourne upon the high seas. Hying at the masthead of the "Comet"
as she Journeyed from New York to Philadelphia.
In 1810 there
was a line established from New York to New London, Conn., and
one across the Knglish channel from Hrighton to Havre. The mail
route from Ireland to Wales was a very Important one, and the
distance between Holyhead and Dublin is only
miles, but the
sailing vessel seivic'e there often took tiiree or four days and someUnu>K seven or nine days. In 1S2I steamers were tried with such
signal suci'ess that they were promptly used in various services
to the continent and In British coasting trade.
A Parliamentary
ri'iiort of 1822 Khoweil that
upon .'iO coasting routes the average
speed by steam was eight or nine knots per hour, and the voyage
was completed in one-iialf lo one-sixteenth the lime required by
sailing vessels.
It Is Interesting to note that at this time the steamers sailing
u|)on the ocean were using tlie same side-wheel propellers that
were In use on rivi'r boats, and tliey had the hulls of sailing vessels.
The ailaptallon of the steam engliu^ to nuirliu- u.se. and lis Improvement In elllclency were slow. The "Savannah." a sailing vessel Willi auxiliary engines, crossed the Atlantic in ISlii using her
engines a part of the lime. This mixed effort Is commonly hailed
as till- beginning of ocean steam navigation, l)ut tlie practical dlftlcullles with such weak and hciivy engines as llien existed were
sui-li that it was 18:iS before tran.satlantic steam navigation in a
comiuercliil sense may be said to have bad Us beginning In the
repeated and siici'cssful voyages of llie "SIrlus" and "(ireat Western."
which vessels, Imlh British, one from Bristol, the other from Mverpool. practically had a race to New York and arrived within a few
Naiioleoiilc

wars

led

lo

great

li.">

hours of each other.
In the meantime the sailing vessel had experienced great technical progress.
The American shipbuilders had been stimulated
to

prpduce a fast boat by the dangeitjus commercial conditions
•Hi'port of V. S.

CommlivloDcr

of NavlgnlloD, 1003, p. 181.

Vol. XLIV., No.

2.

Oi-twi-en ITKolMO, aii'i up^jii iii-- r>-iurn of peace and the
lacrease of trade and travel after 1815 they t>egau to study ship
design in a scientiflc manner. As a retsult of experlm«Dl and copying the lines of fast bwiniming dsh we soon evolved ibe packet
Until the
ship, which was the flnesl seagoing vesiiel in the world.
middle of the (entury the maximum size of these vessels was
about 1,000 tons register, and they could carry from 000 to 1,000
l>crson«.
The tlaie to Europe was 19-20 days, which was two or
three days lielter than the KnglUh vessels did, and there were
records of crossing the Ailautic in 12 or 13 days. This sui>eriorlty
of the American packet over its rivals from other cuuutri'-h was
HO marked and so well reivgnlzed that 11 bad a praiti<al monopoly
of the pasw-nger, mail and express tralDc,
This su|>erloriiy of the
American sailor and his \c)tn-\ is yet held In spe«>d contests as
witnessed by all the international yacht races of a half century.
The supremacy of the American anil his sailing vessel was
challenged by the British Kteani>-r. Nature made Kngland marltime.
Being set down in the sea within sight of the continent
and of Ireland she had had exi ellent opportunity to practice in
the steamer business in short journeys lo nelghUirlng lands.
Twenty-two years of Ibis, from 1810, when the first F^ngtlsh channel
line was established, lo 1838, nerved for the accumulation of enough
experience for the successful mastery of the problem of crossing
Ihe Atlantic In a real steamer. The Atlantic r.i<e of the "SIrlus"
and th-J "(Jreat Weslern" mentioned alKive was the r«'al beginning
of transatlantic steam Iraflli- which has, with very short bn-aks
Tinduring the first winters, tieen continuous fn>m that time.
•Great Weslern" kept right on. and while the "SIrlus" returned lo
her old work in British coasting trade other vessels were quickly
built to get a share In the novelty traffic- for the rates on the new
steamers to New Y'ork were high. The British Government became
convinced of the feasibility of the Atlantic steamers for the mall
service, and having been long in ihc habit of advertising for private
offers for the mail service, a mail subsidy was offered by the government and taken by Samuel Cunard, the founder of the Cui.ard
line.
Steam vessels and lines rapidly multiplied, but mechanical
and architectural Improvements had to come first.
The paddle wheel Is admirable for river trafllc but It Is illadapted to the ocean, where the rolling vessel often has one wheel
clear of the water and the other deeply buried. There was at
the same time dissatisfaction with wood as a material for the larger
vessels that were desired In the transatlantic trade. There had
been some occasional experiments with iron vessels from 1777.
but they had their practical beginning alioiit 1830, and one of
600 tons was built in 18'J7. These experimental vessels easily overcame the idea that an iron boat being of heavy material must
Iron boats not only lloat but are actually lighter than woo<len
sink.
vessels of same size, and therefore have more buoyancy. The Iron vessel can be strengthened at the desired point easier than the wooden
one, and the comparison of a few wrecks .soon proved that the Iron
vessel could stand more pounding and had a stronger hull than a
wooden vessel. The fact that the iron of the hull disarranged the
compass was an effective barrier to an open sea journey until 1839.
when an improvement in the comiiass made that Invaluable Instrument workable on iron ships. The way was now open for the use
of Iron on any vessels, and In 1840 the famous engineer, Brunei,
designed the "Great Britain," an Iron giant of that day, bulll for
the New York trade. This vessel of 2.984 tons was an Innovator
in size. In material and in mechanical equipment, for she was
driven by the screw propeller, a device that had l)een proved efficient In 1830 by John Eric-won.
The "Great Britain" was a success, but Brunei was rather ahead of his time.
He had seiied
upon new processes that had, like most improvements. lo make
As late as 1S.'>9 the .same Brunei built the
their way gradually.
"Great Eastern." which had both screw and paddle wheels. The
slow adoption of Iron was due in part lo the con.Hervative influence
of the Cunards. the leading line of Britain, and the one enjoying
This company built wooden paddlethe government subsidy.
wheelers while llriiiiel built the "t^ireat Britain." and the Cunards
only adopted iron hulls in IS.'iO. The scn>w came into general use
about is.'tii. In I8.'i3 Iron was the material used in building onequarter or more of the vessels built in Great Britain and one-quarter
were propelled by steam.
The American Civil War develoi>ed the Ironclad and IntiXKluced
iron to the war fleets of the world. The economic situation In Great
Britain made that country Ihe leader in iron merchant vessels.
She was devoid of forests and supplies of timber, but was the
world's leader in the manufacture of iron. Consequently the transfer lo Iron ships was rapbl and in less than half a century the
disappearauio of wooden ships In British yards had become complete.
A similar period served for the disappearance of iron as
building material, for In 1873 experiments shoA^ed the suitability
of steel, whlcli Is merely a lielter form of iron. In four years
the new material was used In one-tenth of the new vessels Iwillt
on the Clyde, and In 10 more years Us virtue was so widely recognized that its use In new vessels was well nigh univers;il. amounting to 97 per cent.
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The change from wood to iron did not come so rapidly in the
United States as in Great Britain. We were exporters of wood and
importers of iron; we iiad the equipment for Ijuilding the wooden
During the
ship, and our wooden ship was the Ijest in the world.
civil war the industry of the country was paralyzed, and since that
period our merchant marine has been in a state of low development when it was limited largely to the coasting and sailing vessel
trades.
Here wood had its stronghold, and when Great Britain
had entirely ceased to build wooden vessels they still outnumbered
iron in this country ] Vi to 1.
The accompanying table of materials shows the progress of
the different materials in the world's needs since 1890. That is
a period during which new building has been predominantly of
Wood
steel, as is shown by the Mi) per cent, increase in tonnage.
and iron have decreased respectively 52 and 40 per cent. These
are not exact measures of the virtue of the two materials, for wood
has been used as material of construction much more than iron,
so that vessels of wood have been replenished while those of iron
have not been affected much by any factor except the natural reducThe life of a wooden ship is
tion of tonnage exisling in 1890.
short in comparison to iron. There are some cases of wonderful
longevity of wooden shii)s, the century mark even having been
reached, but the East India Company had a general rule that the
life of the ship in their business was eight years, and that she
was then sometimes worth repairing for four more years of service.
The life of an iron ship has scarcely been determined on the basis
of life of material.* but they are steadily being broken up because
they are obsolete and incapable of competing with the newest types
embodying the results of a half century of progress in motive power
and design. These imi)rovements in power and design have been
made in both steam and sail.

the ship into water-tight compartments, of which one could be filled
with water and the ship, buoyed by the remaining seven-eighths
or eleven-twelfths of her hull, still float in safety. This also enables the ship to have separate engines and engine rooms, so that
one of these may be flooded and the other run steadily onward.
Double engines mean twin screws, which under all circumstances
are great guardians of the ship's safety. The modern steamer dependent upon one screw is helpless with a broken shaft. With
twin screws she proceeds at something more than halt speed and
a calamity is turned into a mishap. The twin screw is therefore
the usual thing on passenger ships; the new turbine Cunarders
have four screws.
During the two-thirds of a century that have elapsed since
the "Sirius" and "Great Western" raced to New York in 1838 the
designers of sailing vessels have not by any means been idle. The
sailing vessel is still with us and during the first .lO years of the
oceanic competition she held her own numerically at least, and
it is only in the last 15 years that she has had to go down ingloriously before her steaming sister.
The steamer with hull and machinery has a greater field In
which to perfect improvements, and it is really remarkable how
much the sailing vessel has been improved under the goading competition of advancing steam.
Iron and steel were found to be quite
as usable in the construction of sailing vessels as in steamers, and
these materials have been adopted, although it did not come as
promptly as was the case with steam vessels. The spreading of
sails to the wind seems to he a simple process, but it has been improved almost as fast as the devices for harnessing steam. The
typical sailing vessel of 1850 was a square rigged ship a vessel
with several spars at right angles to each of several masts and
many square sails high aloft. Much rigging held this complex hartogether, and the numerous sails were set and reefed by many
ness
Mfitaials of World's Mcnliant Muihic.
men far aloft at the risk of their lives. The thousand-ton "East
(Kicim iniiniiil report Conimlssloner of Nnvlgallon, 1904, p. '2^>'S.)
Indiaman" of 1850 had a crew of 80 hands, a 2.500 four-masted
Iron.
Stwl
Wood.
>
,
,
barque of 1900 had 33 hands. Taking the figures for the British
Tous.
No.
Tons.
No.
Tons.
I'.nvci-.
No.
2,343 4,0S(i,r)5.1 merchant marine for 21 years it appears tliat the sailing vessel ha-s
f)<)2
.•?(i0,147
7,71!) 8.4n.5,n20
Sl.iim
248
348.653
Sail
18,924 6,603,738 1,870 2.021,593
actually reduced her crew faster than the steamer. For British
2,59t 4,435,208 vessels engaged in the foreign trade the number of crew per 100
19,826 7,0.-)3,88.'; 9,598 10,517,.'>13
4.994 0,03,S,000 tons net register has been as follows:
Sliaiii
7,090 7.432.800
1,007
300.011
>

\iiir.
IN'iu.

IS').-,.

S:iil

14,526 5,173,700

1,671

1,778,671

15,533

8,770

9,211,561

—

v

,

801

5,795 10.223,101

.Saillnj;

2.32

vessel

Steamer
382.131
9,070 3,627,491

sliMiri

lliiiii.

1.1.-.8

.Sail

I'.ioi.

IVt

7,648

7,.398,102

9,308 17,508,704

5,684
1,195

5.067.025
1,280,293

11,299 23.072. .'i76
1,352 1,792,074

9,400 3,455,610

6,879

6,347,318
00

12,65124,865.8.50

S.'JOl

1,.

IS'.IO

8,286 15.999.406
1.082 1,509.20.-J

419,056
3,035,054

1.2S0

Siiil

10(11

5,915,714
1,482,388

11.128 4,009,022
SIcuTii

cl..

6,262
1,386
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The marine engine has been improved more than the

560
h\ill

since

vessel sleamed across the Atlantic.
In l.S',1!) an old steamer
was torn up and her engine weighed 17 times as much per horsepower as the then best type. The Atlantic racers of 1840 had a
boiler pressure of 13 lbs. per sq. in., and passed the steam from the
cylinder where it did the work directly to the condensers. The
compound engine passes the steam from the first cylinder, where
has great pressure, to a second cylinder with greater size and
11
less pressure per unit of area.
The pistons from both cylinders
tile first

drive a

common

shaft, but the connecting rods exert their pressure

at different angles and there is an interval of time between
the strokes of the two pistons. The available power from a given

upon

it

amount of steam is not doubled but it is considerably increased.
The compound engine was applied in Glasgow in IS.'JG, was put into
vessels in t'hina trade in IStJo. and was generally adopted about
1,S70.
Boiler pressures were raised until 200 lbs. per sq. in. became

common

in the last decade of the nineteenth century; the compound or double-expansion engine was followed by the triple-expansion, and it in turn by the quadruple-expansion engine. In the
years from 1S40-1905 the improvements just mentioned, along
with better <ombustion by forced draught, the return of heated
water to boilers and many minor im|)rovenients have reduced the
coal required for the horse-power hour from 5ii lbs. to about 1 lb.,
Theoretically the best engines are yet
and the end is not yet.
getting but one-fltth of the power from coal.
The turbine is apparently opening a new epoch in steam navigation.
With the new Cunarders it leads the world in size and
speed of vessels. It makes no great saving in coal but it uses
its power advantageously.
11 is smaller and takes up much lei!s
space.
It is simpler, occasions less friction, less wear and repair.
lis operation is quiet.
Like an electric motor, the parts are bal»).">

anced.

Another Improvement of great value has been the division of
•The eni'oor of the "Grent Riltaln." the first Iron .Vtlantlc stonnior Is In
ini-silng proof of this fact.
She was lannvlied In 1.S43. spent tho wlntrr of
II', T
ashore on the roeks of the Irish const, was re-enslned. spent 22 years In
ilii' Melhoiirne trade, and was converted Into a salUnc vessel In 1SS2, and
in
isii.'i shn was reported as doiii^ service as a ciai'hnlk at l^alktnnd
Islandi?.- See Henry I'ry's History of North Atlantic Steam Navigation,' p. 43.
I

1.S9R.

1901.

IVr cent.
redii.ilMU.

1.05
2.32

1.61

31

2.22

'25

1,1.S.-.,101

IS.SO.
5, !534,677

2.!I5

ISOO.
1.96
2.73

These figures from the British marine are hut averages of many
vessels of all ages and do not cover the case as accurately as would
figures which described only the most modern types.

The

much

to the fast disappearing
disappear from the competiThe
tion of the typical American sailing vessel, the schooner.
a*vantage of this rig* lies in the absence of the yards and spars.
Tho sail being fastened on one side of the mast only and supimrted by booms and gaffs that swing upon the mast as a pivot.
Kach mast has a small top sail and one great sail whiih can be
hoisted by a rope from the deck. This is a safe process and one
This vessel was evolved
in which men can work to good advantage.
In ISOO these fishing
by the Gloucester fishermen al)0ut 1745.
soon after they began
40
tons,
and
schooners were of from 20 to
By 1860 the typical
to be used in the American coasting trade.
coasting schooner had two masts and was of about 250 tons burden.
If she were made larger the raising of anchor and sails required
more men than were needed at any other time.
A three-masted schooner had been built in 1S31. By 1850 they
had passed the experimental stage, and by 1870 they were the
prevalent type, ranging from an average size of 300 tons to 700
for the largest.
Then followed one of the most striking of modern
ship developments. The masts began to be multiplied. In 1880
a four-masted schooner was built; in 1888 came the five-master.
A representative of this pattern, built in 1899. carries 4,000 tons
of cargo.
In 1900 came a six-master carrying 5.500 tons. All these
were of wood and the center of construction was the coast of
Maine. In 1902 the present climax was reached In the launching
of the "Thomas W. L&wson," a seven-masted schooner built of
steel and carrying 7.500 tons of cargo with the amazingly small
crew of 19 men. Of this vessel, recently wrecked, three decks were
of steel, 135 ft. of tlie 193 ft. of mast was of steel; the standing
rigging was of steel, and the sails were hoisted by steam. The
In this steam crew lies the
steering gear was steam-driven.
secret of the small force of men aboard, and the ultimate value
of the American schooner, if she is to have any ultimate value, lies
in the fact that she Is of such a design that sh? can use auxiliary
steam to harness the wind as she ."spreads her acre of sails. Tho net
result of the working of all these factors in the competition for the
motive iiower Is shown in the accompanying statistics of the world's
merchant marine for a period of 32 years.
Table I. shows that since 1873 the steam tonnage of the world

British

figures

refer too

square rigged ship which promlse.s

to

•-

•.\ny pom! unnbriilged dictionary cives cuts of the various and
which are nntued in acc\>ril)mce wliU the
1. c., the rig.

vnri.'tlos'of sailinfr vesj*els
sail

arrangement,

numerous
method of

—
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The
all countrleg has increaged enormously and RteaUlly.
averaKf! for the world helnK •iSB per (•ent. for a r|iiarter of a century, aveiace of oviT 100 per cent, for each of the three decadent.
nurliiK the time of IhU Kreal nliHolute Increiuie In Hteam tonnaRe,
the Hall tonnage, aH hhown In lotaU In table II. or In detail In
table in., declined abHolulely. ThlH decline of 40 per cent. In the
world's total was not relieved by a gain In any Hinsle country,
and of

nor did any counlry hold Its own. Norway having her foretitB and
h.;r lumber trade held out the longest, but with the new ceniury
her Hall tolal fell. Tabli' IV. ahowH that niont of the relative and
abHolute decline of the Haller has come Blnce \H'M). Before that
time he clllcifncy of Hailing ve«HelB as <-heap freight carrlerH enabhtd them to outrank Hteamers In toial tonnage, but the latter
half of the decade, 1880-1)0, was the period of the general adoption
With these Improveof steel hulls and triple-expansion engines.
I

In the Hleanier the sailing vessel could not compete and
building fell off In favor of the Improved steamer. The relative
proportions of steam and sail lit different periods show the newIn 1S71 sailing vessels were to
ness of steam predominance.
steamers as 4.7 to 1, In 18!>0 1.2 to 1, In 1904 .34 to 1. Kxprcsslng
It In pen^entages. It appears that 18 per cent, of the world's shipping
was propelled by sail. I'Yom the standpoint of work done, the application of the old rule of efflclency of 4 to 1 In favor of sail, shows
that sailing vessels are now doing but .5.3 per cent, of the world's
ocean carrying.
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Id lt)Ul, 1902 and 1903 steamers carried many cargoes of Pacific
coast grain to Europe. It was. it Is true, done at a la>ss. but such
periods come rather fre<(uenlly In the shipping industry. It is not
l*c-lnK claimed here that the steamer promises immediately to replace the sailer in this trade, but it has already competed for full
cargoea.
Much more significant is the consolidation of all saillns
lines between the two coasts of Ameri<-a. and the sale of these
Freight carryvessels and their replacement by high type steamers.
ing perfection Is Illustrated in the new American sieameni that
have been built to replace the sailing vessel line from New York
Some of these ves8«?lB i-an carry lu.uo'J tons dead
to San Krancls<'0.
weight of freight and 2,500 tons of loal. If the Panama <anal were
open It Is exi>ecicd that they would make the ^.ttoomlle voyage
from New York to Sao Francisco at nine knots per hour with
With
1,000 tons of coal, or one ton of coal for 10 tons of freight.
coal at %'i per ton, the coal ccst of a ton of freight carried 5.000
miles would be 30 cents. Small wonder that a man interested In
these steamers exclaimed, when comparing them with sailers, "Ob.
I'jion the oftening of the Panama canal
the coal is a bagatelle."
the sailer will probably be entirely dbtplaced in the Atlantlc-PaclBc
trade by the apparently impossible task of comiieting around C*pe
Horn with a steamei passing through the canal, and aavhis more
than half of the distance.
The route from New York to Australia was claimed by Lieutenant Maury, the great ocean expert of 40 years ago, as the per-
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petual home and exclusive possession of the sailer. The route Is
long, the winds are fair and coaling stations for the rival steamers
are scarce and expensive. But when the trade turned against the
sailers this stronghold was also Invaded.
In the year 1896 several
lines added steamers to their service, and have maintained them
lor II years and are shipping a large part. Indeed the greater part,
of the freight by them.
It appears from the statistics of 1904-5 that there has been a
pause in the downward course of sail tonnage. During the Ave
years, 1899 to 1903. the total decline was not much greater than
the annual decline from 1890 to 1899. This hall was due largely
to the great boom of 1898 and 1899, which made every kind of vessel
proHlnble in the extreme, and produced the greatest Increase of
steam shi|)ping ever known. Steam and sail alike were profitable, and
were built wherever the equipment was available, and the decline
of the sailer was staye<l, but the figures for 19o4 show that the t)oom
Inlluenco is over and that the upward march of steam and the down-

7.:iipip.s.i'.p

ward march of .siii tonnage ha.s lH<gun again.
The miiltlmasteil schooner with minimum crew and ateam, sail
and
steering gear Is spectacular, and has lieen heralded as the beginHI..-.2N
i4.H74,2.-.:i
iL',.-.it:t
1002
I7.1.-.r.
Iil.ii2il,:i72
12.472 ii..-.77.77ii ning of a renascence of the sailer.
These ves.sels are not being
100:1
ll.4.-.0.7ili;
I7.7lli
1II,K22,4IIII
12,I.S2
built very rapidly, and In ihe steamers there Is the counterbalancing
IO11I
)O..S2:i
ll.l.-.li..Mi.-|
Is.4li7
i7.il.S2,Ml
improvement of oil-burning engines which require less space and
This decline has been general, not local; It has aflfected the
less crew.
There is also a mechanical stoker in use and the turshipping of all countries, the trade of all oceans and of almost all
bine is apparently coining. There does not appear to l)e any conloiii

7s:;

ii..".!ii.ii:;7

commodities.
The claim

often made that there are special commodities
routes that belong excliuslvely to the IralTlc of the
sailing vessel,
t'onsplciioiis among conimoilltles supposed io belong
to the sailer are nitrate of soda from Chile, lumber In the American
coasting trade and el.Hewhere, and wheat from San Francisco.
Within the past ilecade the sblpnieiit of full cargoes of iiltrnto by
steam has become common, and several lines of steamers rcKulnrly
carry It as a large part of their return cargo. Special steamers
have been built to carry Carolina pine to New York and New Kngland, and the shipmcnLs* of pine lumber and ties from the port of
Siivamiali. (ia.. for sevon months, April 1-Nov. 7. 1905, show the

and
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trivance In sight to Increase the force of sail conip<>titlon with steam,

and Increasing disadvantage a|ipears likely.
The exllnctloii of the commercial sailer Is not predicted here.
For a long period to come there will bv some distinctly sailing
vessel work, but further decline ol tonnage s<>ems evident.
She cannot hold her paltry twelfth pari.
In 1902 the British steam tonnage Increased 708.000 tons and the sail tonnage declined 65.000
tons.
The trafflc upon which Ihe sailing vessel has the strongest
hold is some irregular and spasmodic trade. Iioth coasting and
foreign, which cannot be organised and handled as line trafflc.
The
beginning of a new triule may be the occasional departure of a
sailing \etisel.
Such a trade is now arising )N<(W(M>n Ihe (lulf ports
of the rnited Slates and the I,a Plata |>orls.
If It grows, a line
of steamers will lake it over and most of the sailers will be displaced, giving another reduction to sailing tonnage.
There are times when the sailing vess».l Is il<>slre<i l>ecause the
low speed and consequent long voyage enable the shipper to save
storage expenses at one of the termini, but the competition of a
seaworthy ship as a mere storage warehou.se is not a strong foundation for continued prosperity.
{To be conlinucd.)

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
succeeded

lifting her from in front of the approaching train
rushed by. McGrath was struck by the pilot beam of
the engine, but escaped serious injury. The child was entirely

just as

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is now running
room sleeping cars between New Yorlt and Boston.
At Jersey

.state-

uninjured.

a street railroad company was
fined |50 for violating the (-ity ordinance requiring that every passenger be furnished with a scat. The case will be appealed to the
City, N.

J.,

last weejt

Supreme Court.
The applicalion of the railroads of Mexico lor permission to
increase their rates on ores is to be granted but, according to rethe government will not "permit the higher rates to go into
effect until April I.
liorts,

Tbc

I'eiin.sylvauia

Railroad

has discontinued sending through

freight

trains over its I'ortage line, and, according to press
despalclios, the result will be the dismissal of several hundred men
at

Kast HoUidaysburg.

The Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton last week ran an "Agricnltural special" over its line, making a three days' journey and
stopping at the principal towns where farmers could be gathered.
Lpcturos were given on the best corn to plant in Ohio and on the
value of alfalfa.
The Long Island Kailroad Co. has notified the New York State
Commission that demurrage charges on cars at Long

I'Mblic Service

City and at certain other stations would be at once abolished.
There is now no serious congestion of freight and consignees will be allowed to take their time in unloading their goods.
Island

The New .Jersey State Kailroad Commission in its
rcjjort recommends the granting of increased power

first

annual

to the comcertain directions, but does not favor granting to a
commission the power to regulate rates. On this last point ComniisFioner Whiting dissented and made a minority icport advocating the passage in New .Jersey of a law similar to that now in

mission

(ri'ect

in

in

New

in

it

Southern Pacific Orange
Besides buying this year

Traffic.

the best refrigerator cars for
its California fruit traffic, the Southern Pacific has taken up tne
problem of cooling the fruit before it is loaded. The company has
begun building pre-cooling plants, and also ice-making plants to
supply its <ars.
When pre-cooling comes to he general a large
amount of fruit will be saved that now become.s spoiled, and fruit
can remain on the trees longer. It is expected that pre-cooling will
add from 10 to 20 per cent, to the value of California's citrus fruit
production, which, in the season just closed, brought J34.000,000,
and made the total fruit crop of the slate worth twice as much as
her gold production.
All-theyear-round demand for oranges has increased to such
an extent that California growers have found it necessary to propagate more very early and very late varieties, until now there is hardly a day in the year in which citrus fruit shipments are not made
from this state. The bulk of the crop, however, i; handled between
January 1 and July 1. For the fruit season ending Nov. 30. the
total number of cars of oranges shipped was 23.984, and the increase
for all citrus fruits was 2.000 cars for the vear.
G.tJOO of

Pneumatic Pipe Bending Machine.

The accompanying illustration shows a portable pneumatic pipe
bi-nding machine made by H. B. I'nderwood & Co., Philadelphia.
Pa.
It has been in use for some months in a large railroad repair
shop,

where

it

does

all

the

pipe

bending required

in

equipping

York.

lengthening 24 passing tracks between Roseville, Cal.. and
Truckee, the Southern Pacific has increased the capacity of its
main line eastward from Sacramento almost 50 per cent., these
|Kis.sing tracks, now 2,600 ft. long, being able to accommodate 4.5-car
trains, whereas before trains were limited to 30 cars each.
The
company has during the past year increased its freight car capacity
20 per cent, and its locomotive power capacity about the same.
13y

The attempt which was made

at

Pittsburgh

last

week

to

re-

street car passengers to pay their fare on entering, broke
iluwn before the end of the sec;ond day.
Many passengers offered
and $2 bills and Insisted on stopping for their change, and the
!fl
lacks were blocked with cars for long distances. One conductor,
who encountered a woman holding a nickel between her teeth, is
said to have succeeded in pushing the coin down her throat; and
several conductors thiew up their jobs.
(|iiire

I

Tbc Committee on Car

ICfficiency of the

American Railway Asso-

iaiion. Arthur Hale, Chairman, has issued a statement of car surpluses and shortages on December 11. showing an aggregate suriiliis of cars amounting to
119,339 and an aggregate shortage of
only 4,520. As there is now a surplus of cars everywhere the committee will discontinue detail bulletins, but will issue, fortnightly,
condensed bulletins; and the Chairman will, on request, furnish
details for particular roads, where desired.
c

According to a press despatch from Chicago the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe has changed 200 oil-burning locomotives into
coal burners because the Interstate Commerce Commission rules
that one railroad must not carry fuel lor another without compensation.
This apparently is meant to be taken as indicating that
some other company (the Southern Pacific?) has such a warm init is willing to carry
without charge. Thus the Government at Washington,
milk of human kindchilling
the
decision,
by its cold and unfeeling
ness in the breast of a corporation, dries up the springs of the oil
traffic in southeastern Texas.

terest in the prosperity of the .Mchison that

fuel for

M.iLiinf.

Pi(j.

New

Yorl< City Slow.

Three thousand suburban travelers living along the line of the
Western Railroad of France, exasperated by continued delays in
transit Ihiough which, they allege, they lo.se hours in pay daily
and sometimes even are dismissed by their employers, wrecked
the offices at the St. I^azare terminus of the railroad Jan. 3. and
They were finally dislodged by
for an hour held the police at bay.
the Fire Department, which played on them streams from two lines
of hose.

it

President Roosevelt has awarded a railroad life saving modal
A. McC.ratb. of Milwaukee, station agent of the Chicago.
He is a
Milwauko>e & St. Paul at Peecher street, in that city.
cripple, his left leg being aboui 8 in. shorter than the right one.
making it necessary for him to wear a piece of wood on the bottom
On the 20th of
of his shoe to make his legs of even length.
August while he and others were standing on the platform, the
crossing gates being closed for the passage of a train, a six-year-old
girl attempted to cross the track in front of the npi)roachlng train.
Mil! rath shouted to her to stay back, hut she did not heed his
warning. McGrath at great risk to himself ran to her aid and
to

Pneumatic

locomotives, including the air-brake piping.
It makes a right angle
bend in a 2-in. pipe in two minutes and does not flatten or injure
the pipe in any way.
Dies of standard radius for locomotive work
are furnished for pipe from ',• in. to 2 In. diameter, while special
dies of any required radius or shape can be made to order.

Edward

Supply and Demand

in the

Labor Market.

Mr. Gompers is reckoning without his host when he says that
the wages of organized labor will not have to come down along with
the prices of raw materials in the present general business and
The inexorable law of supply and demand will
financial depression.
make itself felt in the case of organized labor, as well as in all other
branches of business. Mr. Gompers notwithstanding. Labor has been
at a premium for the last four years, and It has also been less
.\ll classes of employees have pointed to
efficient that ever before.
the heavy earnings and. in consequence, have received their share in
the shape of higher wages. Mr. Gompers overlooks the axiom that
when labor Is at a premium the employee Is in a position to make
terms with the employer, but when labor is at a discount, as it is
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now, the employer Ib the dictator. In the Immeiltate future employerB will have more to nay about the wale of waf;c>i than for several
yearH, provided the present buBlncRH reieBBlon obtalnB, as now. The
price of unBklllcd labor ha« already declined.— /n/crtietc with F. D.
Onderwood.

An Enormous

Planer.

The planer shown in the accompanylns lllUHtrallonB wa« recently
Rement Works of the Nlles-Bement Pond Co., New York,

built at the

HltsburKh. Pa. It weighs
for the Mackintosh llcmpblll Co., of
845,000 llM)., and the niotoiH used to drive It aKKri:eiiie 207'i h.p. It
uprlphta,
and
the distance from the top
between
wide
4
In.
14
ft.
Is
The stroke
of table to the under Bide of the cross rail is 12 ft. 2 in.
of the table Ib :!0 ft. The main di-ive Is by a lOOh.p. motor, attached
It
has
a
sllnht
variation
In
honsUiK.
rlnhthand
of
the
base
to the
speed and further chanKes can be made by the Koars. Power is
transmitted by gearUiK from the motor to reverslnR multiple disc
pneumatic clulidies. A small valve controls the startInK, stopping
and reversUiK. the valve being tripped by table-dogs for automatic
Inside of the bed Is a part of the driving mechanism, conreverse.
sisting of two large steel bull wheels, which engage with two racks
on the t.able. The pinions driving the bull wheels are cut directly
on the forged shaft with teeth spaced half pitch apart. Faces of
pinions, bull wheels and racks are 15 In. wide.
In general the machine Is of the usual type, but has several
unusual features, in addition to the reciproSlotter bars, with 8-ft.
cating table motion.
One
stroke, are carried In the rail heads.
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uprighu Is a cross rail 5 ft. high and long enough to allow full
traverse of either head l>elween uprights. On this rail are beads
with counterwelghted tool Bliiles 7 ft. 8 In. long, having a vertical
traverse of 4 ft. The tool aprons are of steel 28 In. wide, with three
Blots for clamp bolt*, and are arranged to swivel In the usual
manner.
Horizontal quick power traverse of beads on rail
or vertical traverse of tool Blldes is operated by a 7'.i-h.p. motor,
placed on tlie right-band end of the cross rail. A 20-h.p. motor for
raising and lowering the cross rail is at the top of the right-baod
upright.
'be
Pneumatic feed was a!
;

•'.nj:
work and the table which
.liu:- .
-..-,
-,
or cross planing. On the :..
der, whose piston-rod connects with a rack which meshes with a gear
near the bottom of the vertioal feed shaft. The feed shaft has on lu
on a horilower end a bevel-gear meshing, wlih anoth- r
shaft on
zontal shaft, which transmits motion to th<ilts is conthe left-hand upright.
The movement of tli.
stant at all times, and lunount and direction o( bead feeds Is controlled by adjusting the connecting ro«l in the slotted iranks on the
ends of the cross slide. Feed cranks are graduated, so that definite
cross and vertical feeds can be obtained, and by using the cranks on
both sides at the same time an angular feed cnn l>e given to the tool,
«fre not designed
which is at times ileslrable, as the conji
ry when slotting
to swivel.
Tho feed mechanism for
ithe ba.-<- of lh<or transverse planing Is directly in f;'

—

.

'

I

'

•

power revcr.slng cross
planing, while l)oth
traverse
on the rail, as well
have tpiick power
as tool slides in heads for quickly bringing

of the heads also has a
motion for transverse

them

to

approximate

ting certain classes of

The Two

jjositlons.

work the

Whi-n

slot-

table has to

UprigKits of Niles Planer.

be Intcrinltlciitly fed as on a ri'giiiar .slotling machine. The motor
it has a slight
for the slot lug and cross planing motion is fid h.p.
speed variation, and there are change gears to further alter cutting
speed tlie same as for the table driving motor. This smaller motor
Is near tlie base of the Icflbaiid liousing. and drives pneumatic
dutches of smaller size, but similar to those on tlie driving side.
Power Is transmitted through bevel gearing to a vertical shaft, which
is made square to eliminate the use of sliding keys under great
torsional strain. Above the motor Is a disc driven from the main
train of slotter gearing.
It has adjustable stops on Its ciri'umference which are set to control the length of stroke Just as dogs on a
I

planer table.
Tho short vertical column attached to the right-hand side of tho
bed consists of an inner shaft and a sleeve. On the upper end are
two sockets, in one of which Is a handle. The upper socket Is attached to the inner shaft, which connects with the rod for controlling valve and pneumatic clutches for slotter bars.
The lower
socket Is attached to the sleeve, which controls the movement of
table for regular i)lanlng, and is connected by lever and rods to tho
automatic reversing ilogs on both sides of the bed. This control
Is dupllcateil on the other side of tho planer.
Only one handle
is provided for each side, and thus mistakes arising from operating
the wrong lover are avoided.
Tho uprights are massive castings 25 ft. high. 12 ft. deep, where
bolted to bed, anil with vortkal faces
In. wide.
Mounted on the

W

Planer;

Nlles-Bement-Pond Co.

riglil-liand ujiright.

This feed works much

li..

.-..

>

i

for

the cross head, except that variation in stroke or amount of feed is
obtained by an adjustable stop, which regulates the movement of the
piston.
The machine has Its own air compressor, driven by a 30h.p. motor.
The table Is 32 ft. long. 14 ft. wide and slides on three ways
each 15 in. wide, the center way being V-shai>ed and outside ways
Hat.
The bed is GO ft. long, 13 ft. wide and 73 in. deep at center.
Ilecaiise of the great weight and large dimensions. It was Impracticable to make the bed or table In one piece.
The central section
of the bed is divided longitudinally Into three i»arts, and the two
end sections into two parts each. The weight of the bed is about
275.000 lbs. The table is made In two sections, divided longitudinally in tlio center, and weighs about 140.000 lbs.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Beer and Water Not

to

be Mixed.

In an opinion rendered by Chairman Knapp the Commission
has announced Its decision in the case of the Milwaukee-Waukesha
Brewing Company against the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul and
othei s.
nefendnnis refused to apply carload rat*s on carloads made
up of less than carload lots of mineral water and beer. Upon the

January
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10, 1908.

and principles announced in the recent case of Paper
Mills V. Pennsylvania Railroad, the Commission decided that the
refusal of defendants has not been shown to be unlawful. The
complaint was dismissed.

facts disclosed,

Railroad Papers to be Preserved.

An order has been

issued by the Commission to the effect that
fmther notice all records, documents and papers bearing on
ihc statiistics and accounts of railroads, with certain exceptions, shall
be Itept as a permanent file and in such manner as to make them
iiiiiil

easily accessible at all times for inspection by a properly accredited
examiner of the Com.nih.sion.

Certain papers that may bp destroyed are indicated In the order.
Among these are tissue copies of statements, waybills or reports,
duplicate detached reports, used or canceled tickets, 'waybills dated
liefore January 1, 1889, and conductors' and waiters' check.s.
Among
the papers that may be destroyed after having been retained in
the files for three years are train conductors' reports of train and
car movements, detached paper.s relating to labor and material
and papers subordinate to payrolls, including time checks and excepting time books.
Dining conductors' trip reports, daily reports of service of
mechanical department emjiloyees and dally reports of service of
transportation depaitment employees may be destroyed at the ex|iir;ili(iii of six
months after a carrier which has given previous
riiiiii,'
of such |]uri)0fie in writing to the ('ommission shall have
icccivcd formal acknowledgment of such notice.

Enyinecrs'

Ihiiid

Book on ItulUng Doors.

L. W. Barber, Secretary of the Standard Car Truck Co., Chicago,
was killed on the South Side Elevated Railroad In that city on
January 5.

The Anderson-Lacy Electric Headlight Co., Houston, Tex., has
shipped four locomotive headlight equipments to the Union Pacific
for experimental use.
.
Charles F. Pierce has been appointed Manager ol the railroad
New York & New Jersey Lubricant Co., New
York, maker of non-fluid oils.

department of the

E. S. Nethercut, Chief Engineer of the Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., Chicago, has resigned. Mr. Nethercut will he In California for several months and expects to form no business connection until his return east.
E. M. Hedley, who has been In the experimental railroad department of the General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., has l)een
General Superintendent of the Hudson & .Manhattan,
which Is soon to start operation through its tunnels under the

appointed

Hudson

river.

W. Martin, Assistant General Manager of Jenkins Brothers,
New York, died on December 31 of pneumonia. .Mr. .Martin was 37
years old.
He had been with Jenkins Brothers for a number of
years and in 190.5 was Chairman of the Executive Committee of
C.

the Railway Supply Men's Association.

Robert W. Hunt & Co., inspecting and consulting engineers,
Chicago, New York and Pittsburgh, have established a branch office
and chemical laboratory at St. Louis, Mo., under the charge of
Charles W. Gennett, Jr., .M.E., formerly with the Baldwin Locomotive Works and the Southern Railway and lately Western Sales
Agent of the Atha Steel Casting Company at Chicago.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

— This

is

catalogue

of the James G. Wilson Manufacturing Company, No. 3
West 29th street. New York, and it can be obtained free; nevertheless the title given it is a correct one.
It contains 31 large pages
of detail drawings which the engineer can ill-afford to do without
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A plan has been made public looking to the termination of the
receivership of the Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. It
includes the Issue of $7,200,000 three-year 6 per cent, notes secured
by about 18,500,000 in bonds of the comimny. Claims of less than
?1,000 are to be paid In cash and the others In notes.
No dividends
are to be paid until provision has been made for retiring the out-

planning locomotive roundhouses, sheds and shops, car barns,
houses, pier sheds and the like wherever openings are standing notes.
to bo covered and uncovered by fireproof or other construction efF. .1. Cole, Mechanical Engineer of the American Locomotive
liriently and without waste of space.
There are also about 60 good Co., New York, has been appointed Consulting Engineer,
with headliliotographs, valuable in showing the varied applications in many quarters at Schenectady, N. Y.
The office of Mechanical Engineer
kinds of building construction. Rolling doors are made of wood, has been abolished and Its duties will be
included In those of WillliKiiizf, iron or steel, and arc flexible, so as to easily lift and coi!
iam Dalton, Chief Engineer, whose headquarters are at Schenectady.
in a roll over the oijcning.
The engineer is more directly inter- Carl J. Mellin, Designing Engineer, has also been appointed
a Conested in two forms:
The (orrugate<l steel, a solid sheet, but flexible sulting Engineer, with headquarters at Schenectady.
enough to roll up, and with malleable-iron clips which prevent
The E. H. Mumford Co.. Philadelphia, Pa., has acquired all the
wear in the guides; and the interlocking slat doors, with the same
patent rights, molding machines and equipment of Ph. Bonvlllain
malleable-iron protection, more flexible and easier worked. It is
and
E. Rouceray in the Iniled States and has added these machines
out of place here to attemjit giving more than a notion of the
in

—

freight

variations in details in making these applications to meet differing
conditions. For example the Northern Pacific shed, at Seattle, has
bays with shutter-covered openings 19 ft. wide; one at Baltimore
24 ft. wide; a car barn at Mt. Washington, Pa., with an opening
30 ft. wide. These involve considerable weights in the broad steel
shutters to be lifted and lowered. They are counter-weighted or
spring balanced.
They are commonly operated by a winch, conveniently located, but small electric motors are frequently used.
I'he methods of automatic closing of fireproof doors, when unusual
heat comes from an accidental fire, are interesting. Indeed the
whole catalogue is interesting.

The Union Pacific passenger department has made up a brief
statement regarding the irrigation pi'oject-s on ami tributary to
that road and its related lines under consideration and construction by the V. S. Reclamation Service; also concerning irrigable
lauds in public and private ownership which will eventually be reclaimed by means of proposed systems. It is printed in circular
form for general distribution. A handbook relating to (he operation of the Reclamation Act, prepared in the form of questions and
answers, has also been issued by the t'nion Pacific for the Information of the public generally.

Small Electric Motors.

—Bulletin

No. 4545. of the General Elec-

Company, Schenectady, N. Y., describes single-phase motors,
type I. S., form K. G.. ranging in size from Vj h.p. to 15 h.p. The
usual full dimensions and other information are given.

tric

and pattern processes

The

plaiit

which the Chicago Railway Equipment

been building

at

Grand Rapids,

iu molding machine

line.

The

offices of

OBITUARY NOTICES.
John F. Fanning, a pioneer railroad builder of the Northwest,
died in Chicago January 5, age 81 years.
Mr. Fanning built parts
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Northern Pacific and
the Union Pacific lines.

Samuel Carpenter, formerly General Eastern Passenger .\gent
of the Pennsylvania, died at his home in New York on January 7.
When he retircil, a year ago, Mr. Carpenter had servwl on the Pennsylvania for 49 years.
Albert A. Folsom. Treasurer of the Eastern Railroad Associadied at his home in Brookline, Mass., December 24, at the
age of 73. Mr. Folsom was for many years Superintendent of the
Boston & Providence before It was merged in the Old Colony, having
entered the service of that road in 1854.
tion,

Arthur G. Stanwood. Assistant Treasurer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. died at his home in Boston. Mass., December 31.
at the age of 58. Mr. Stanwood had spent the whole of his business life in the service of the Burlington road, having begun as a
clerk in the Boston office.
From that position he was rapidly promoted

until he

became

.Vuditor.

He had been

Assistant Treasurer

seven years.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

lias

to

the company will be moved from 17th and Callowhlll streets, the
present location, to 1315 Race street, where the French machines
have been installed as a working exhibit for some months.

Co..

Chicago.

Mich., is nearly completed.

The name of the India Rubber & Gutta-Percha Insulating Co.
has been changed to the Habirshaw Wire Co., 253 Broadway, NewYork.

Enos H. Tucker, who was a prominent flgure In railroad life
in Massachusetts for over 40 years, dle<l at Needham, Mass., December 30, at the age of 93. Mr. Tucker began his railroad service
on the Norfolk County Railroad In 1849 and had served on the
Boston & Providence and on the New York & New England under
its

He was for many years Superintendent of the
division, retiiing about 10 years ago.

various names.

Woonsocket

.

K\mcr

E.

waH

at

1)0111

—

l«

andifr Ih Auditor; office at Augusta, Ga.

He had heen demiirrase

I'leaHant View, Ohio.
iJenver aliout ten yearn.

that he was at
Umaha. The Omaha demurrase liureaii, eHtaldlHhed In li(87, wbb
the llrHt Imiiortant InHtitLitlon of the kind In the i-oiuilry, ho that
Mr. Hill waH the pioneer manager In thiM Importani reform.

eonimlHHlotier at

2

home

IiIh

He

brief lllneHH.

No.

Comm)Hnloner of the Colorado Car Service Gcori/ia d Florida. F. Q. Brown ha« bet-n elected Finst Vice-President: ounce at New York City. E. L. Beiniss has been elated
In Denver lant week Wednegday afler a
Second Vice-President; ofBce at Richmond, Va. W. H. AlexHurvlved liy a widow and three children. Mr.

Hill,

died at

Huifiaii,

Mill
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Itffore

'/'/iinfc.-wN. J. Power. AiwUtant Auditor, with oflSee al MonQue., Iian been apiioluted General Auditor, in place of
H. W. Walker, who hati \>nvn retired on pension aft*>r over 50
years In the coropany'H i-ervlcc.

Oranil

treal,

Vorfc Ventral A HuiUon /ffi'tr.— Edgar VanEtlen, Vice-President In charge of o[K'ration of the Boston * Albany, has resigned. See Cuba Eastern.

A'eic

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
uiiii reyulur meetlnui o/ rullrnad cunienllu
toctelUa, tto., tee advcrtUtttij puue *J4.;

%For dale* of conirnlloiis
eni/Oi«<.'roi^

American Society

of Civil

Si

Engineers.

At the meeting of this tioclety, January 8, the suhject for <IImeuHHlon waH the Use of Ucinfoncd Concrete In Engineering Structurefl.

Canadian Society
At

ineeiliiK of this Koclely January !«. there wa.s a dlHcwsWater Wheels In continuation of the dIseiiKxIon on the
W. Kennedy, Jr., which was read Novemher 14.

(lie

«lon on

paper

of Civil Engineers.

iiy

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.

The SiMielary wishe.s us to announce that the International
Hallway and Master Steam Boiler Makers' A.ssociallon having consolidated, there Is now only one a,ssociaUon, Hie International Master
Holler Makers' Association, wiilch will hold Its ne.\t convenlion In
Detroit. Mlih., May iti-28, ISliiS.
The officers are: George WagPresident N. Y. C), Uiiffalo, N. Y.; K. S. P'lt/.simmons. First
Vice-President (Krie), Callon, Oiiio; E. J. Henncssy, Second VlceI'resldent (N. Y. C), Depew, N. Y.; W. M. Wilson, Third VlceProHldenl, Chicago, 111.; E. W. Rogers, Fourth Vlce-Hrealdtiil (Am.
Loco. Co.), Paterson, N. J., and I^eter V. Flavin, Fifth Vice-President
(Standard Ry. Co.), SI. Louis, Mo. The Executive Committee Is
N. Y. C), West Albany. N. Y.; I),
compo.sed of:
0. W. Uennelt
P. J. (^onralh, St. Louis, Mo.; A. N.
(i. Foley, f.reen Island, N. Y.;
Lucas, Milwaukee, Wis., and James J. Fletcher, Toronto. Onl. Harry
Ciray,
I). Voughl, Se<relary. *iZ Liberty street. New York, and Frank
staff,

Central Miiex.— Alexander S. Lyman has b««n appointed
General Attorney of the New York Central * Hudiuin River and
of Its leased and operated lines east of BufTalo, except the
Boston & Albany. Clyde Brown ha.- U-en appointed General
Solicitor of this company and of ii- li-a»ed and operated llnis
east of Buffalo; and also of the Lakr Shore ft Michigan South
ern. the Michigan Central, the Clnvelaud. Cincinnati. Chicago
& St. Ixiuls, the Chicago. Indiana Ik Southern, the Indiana Har
He will have charge
iior Belt and the Ijjke Erie ft Western.
of legal matters r'-lailng to Interstate commerce and train<
Charles C. Paulding has l>een appointed Solicitor of the N Y.

w York

C. ft H. R. and of Its leased and opi-ratcd lines east of Buffalo,
exiept the Boston ft Allnny. He will bavi- charge of legLslalivc
matters. Messrs. Glennon. Cary. Walk'-r ft Howe have l)een ap
pointed General Attorneys of the Ijike Shore ft Michigan Southern, and the C, C, C. ft St. L., with office at l..aSalle 8tre<-t
They will have charge of legal matters at
station, Chicago.
Chicago and In Its vicinity. Leonard J. Hackney has been ap
pointed (jcneral Counsel of the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago
Henry Russell has been
ft SI. Louis, with office at Cincinnati.
appointed General Counsel of the Michigan Central, with office

at Detroit.

(

Treiusiirer,

Hlonmlnglon,

III.

A'cic

of A. E. Blackmar.
A'ejc

Milwaukee, and there accepted aa a progress report without dlscuBslon.
At the afternoon session, at 2 p.m., there will be a paper
by F. R. Cook on Economical Operation of Electric Signals and
i;are and Maintenance of Storage Batteries; also the report of
Committee No. .1, Electric Interlocking, beginning at No. (50, page
IUU7.
Advance Notice No.
At the Executive Committee meeting on December

sel,

2,

1U07,

It

that dues for representative members for 1!M)8 should
Instructions to committees are to be
per vole per annum.
Proceedings for IDOS are to
piihllBhed in (he annual proceedings.
Subjecis for March meeting to be mailed
be published as follows:
February 2r>; subjects for May meeting to lie mailed May 1; suhAdvance nojecLs for September lucellug It) lie mailed August ITi.
tice of annual meeting lo !» mailed two weeks in advance of date
December
meeting
he
mailed
to
annual
at
discussion
of meeting;
The September meeting Is lo be devoted lo rending of papers
20.
presented and accepletl by the Executive Committee; no reports of
oommltli'es for annual meeting to he discussed

with

.\lbany. N. Y.

office at

held similar positions at Cincinnati.

Portlanil i( Scuttle.
F. B. Clarke has lieen ele«ted President,
stead of .Assistant lo the President, as previously reporte«l.

— S.

Scaboaril.

L.

in.

Kamps was on Deiember

to the President, with office at

27 appointed Assistant
Norfolk. Va,

— S. Davles Warfleld and R. !.anca»ter Williams,
week Receivers of this road, have de-iignate.l
W. A. Garrett as Chief Executive Officer for the

Seaboard Air Line.
appointed
President

last

Receivers.

South Side Elevated

{Chii-<i{/o).

— C.

been elected Presldenf and
Hopkins, deceased.

Toledo Terminal Uailroad.

Railway

ft

Terminal

V. Weston, Chlet Engineer, has
General Manager, succeeding M.

— This

Co..

company, successor of the Toledo
was organized at Toledo. Dei-eml>er 31.
Michigan Central. GenFogg Is reappointed.

The

President Is H. B. l.eilynrd, of the

eral

Manager Thomas

B.

Operating
.4;iii

Arbor.

— See

Topeka

Detroit. Toledo

ft

Officers.

Ironlon.

—

Santa Fe. W. F. Buck. Mechanical Superintendent, at To|M>ka, has been promoted to the position of Superintendent of Motive Power, with office at Chicago, succeeding

Alchi.i<in.

.(•

Lovell. resigned.

.•\lfred

—

Topeka

cf
Santa Fe, Coast Linen. J. KInucan has l>ee.T
appointed Superintendent of Terminals at San Francisco. Cal.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

—

«(
tHiio.
Thomas Fitzgerald. General Manager, has resigned: but reports are uncertain as to whetlier he Is to retire
from the service of the company or Is to be appointed to some
other position.

Baltimore
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
lia.s

—

i-

.{tchixon.

—

Dittriit.

—

votetl

Volumliia Hirer. F. B. Clarke
M. Levey.

Y'ork City.

Pcrc Miiniiicttc. J. L. Cramer has been appointed Vice-President
and Comptroller, with offl. at Detroit. Mich. J. E. Howard halieen appointed Secretary and Treasurer.
While the P. M. an<i
the Cincinnati. Hamilton ft Dayton were operated Jointly tiie.se

he $1

it

New

William A. Sutherland, of Rochester, has been appointed Coun-

,>.

Astoria

Office at

York Slate Public Scrrice Vommiation, Kecond

—

this association will be held in licture
Societies building. :;« West :!'.tlh street.
January II. At the morning session.
Tuesday,
New York City, on
10 a.ni., the subject to be discussed Is the report of Commitlee No. 4,
Automatic Block Signals, as presented at the annual meeting, at

The iKXt meetlni^ of
room No. «, Engiueeriug

was

Public Kervirc ('ommi^tion. First District. George S.
to the Commission In plai-e

I'orfc

Coleman has been appointed Counsel

men
Railway Signal Association.

L':i.

—

(

been chosen President

In place of C.

lioslon

Albany.

if

— See

New York

Central

— A.

ft

Hudson

Brookhaven
River.

.\ndersou has been ajipoltited
Comptroller, with office at Cincinnati.

(Uncinnatt. Ilaniilton

Cuba Hastcrn.
llie

— Edgar

New York

I'uba

,(

Eastern.

Dayton.

J.

VauEllen. who has resigned his position on
Central, has bc«>u appointed President of the
The chief operating office of this road is at

Guantanamo, Cuba,

<(
P<'<ir/ Hirer.— W.
H. Sullivan has been appointed
General Manager, with office at Brookhaven. Miss., sticceeding
E. C. Enochs.
K. A. Smith has bet<n ajipointed Assistant General Manager,
with office at Bogalusa, Ijl F. I. Curtis is Superintendent;
office at Brookhaven.

Ca»ini/inii

—

Xorthern iintario. C. W. Spencer. t>eneral Manager of
and of the Canadian Northern Quebec and other Mac-

this road

Januahy

10,
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kenzie & Mann lines oast of Fort William, has resigned.
Halifax & Southwestern.
(Uinadian Northern Quebec.

— R.

— See

Pacific.

Pacific,

witli

at

iC-

Rock Island
General Agent at

Chiea(/o,

Gulf, Colorado

.Mississippi

W.

Freight and

—

Hanla Fe. J. R. Dillon, Assistant General Freight
See Houston Belt & Terminal.

P.

Central.

— R.

D. Reeves has been appointed General
with office at Hattiesburg, Miss., in plate of
resigned to become Secretary of the New

Emerson,

Orleans Traffic Association.

—

Knn-ian d Texas. J. L. West. Assistant General Freight
Agent, with office at St. Louis, Mo., has been promoted to the
place of F. A. Leiand. with the same title, Mr. Inland having
resigned to l)ecomc Chairman of the Southwestern Tariff Committee.
W. W. Miller, Assistant General Freight Agent at Kansas City, suiceeds Mr. West at St. LoiiLs, and R. F. Campbell,
heretofore commercial agent at Joplin, takes the place of Mr.

.Mt.s.iouri,

struction of telegraph
lines in Indiana. After
that
he
returned
to
Canada as agent and

as

d e s p a t c h e r on the
K. K. Jii
Credit
Valley
road.
That road was absorbed by the Canadian Pacific and from 1890
to 189G, Mr. Jamieson was Assistant Superintendent on the
C. 1'.
He was successively promoted to the positions of Superintendent of the Eastern division and of the Crow's Nest branch,
and in IHOli, as before slated, to the (ieneral Superintendency
at Calgary.

—

('.
d .Mliiii.
A. ('Dodnow. General Manager, has resigned
and the position has been abolished. 'I"lu; autlioiity of P. Houlahan. General Superintendent of the Toledo. St. Louis & Western,
has been extended over the Alton, and his otfice will lie at

Miller at Kansas City.
R. W. Hockaday has been appointed General Freight and
Ticket Agent in Kansas, with office at Parsons.

E. V. Dexter, Gencial
Material, has resigned.

Inspcilor of

—

Southern. L. A. Emerson, Assistant General Freight Agent
Charleston. S. C. has resigned and the office is aliolished.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Arkan.ias, Louisiana

IC(iuipnicnt

d

Monroe,

Officers.

— E.

G. Courtney has been appointed
new road, whicli has been built from
La., to Wardville, 30 miles.

Gulf.
Master Mechani<' of this

and

at

—

H.

.J.

Fuel,

—

Pacifi.c.
B. Howard Payne has been appointed General
Passenger and Ticket Agent, with office at St. Louis. Mo., In
place of H. C. Townsend. resigned.
W. H. Blssland has been
appointed Assistant Geneial Passenger and Ticket Agent, with
office at St. Louis, succeeding Mr. Payne.

Mis.souri

Chicago.

—

d-

Freight Agent,

Grand Trunk and
afterward for two yeai's
was engaged in the con-

Iniiitiin.

Murray has been appointed

Agent, has resigned.

the

A

—

A. D.
Louis. Mo.

Pacific.

St.

—

<-,

Detroit. Tiiledi)

<l-

Evansville d Terre Haute. D. H. Hillman, General
Passenger Agent, has resigned.

Mr. J a ra i son
was horn in Wentworlh
county, Ont., and began
his railroad service on
the Great Western of
Canada as telegraph
operator in 1873.
He
subsequently
went to

Chitni/i)

—

Peoria d- St. Louis. C. W. Oalligan has been appointed
General Freight Agent. Office at St. Louis, Mo.

Western
division,
which he had held since

subsequently

Sullivan; office at Potlatch,

D.

Broolchaven
Pearl liiver.^H. C. Homeyer has been appointed
General Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at Brookhaven, Miss., in place of W. J. Helmiok, resigned.
chicat/o,

was
Winnipeg, Man.,
profnoted to that office
from
the
General
Superintendency of the

]90:i.

.1.

Traffic Officers.

R.

oflTice

place of

Canadian Northern Ontario.

Jamieson, who was recently appointed
General Superintendent of the Central division of the Canadian

Canadian

Superintendent, in
Idaho.

See

I'^raser,

heretofore Superintendent

Canadian Purifir. Grant Hall has been appointed Superintendent
of Motive Power of Western Lines, with office at Winnl|)eg, Man.

at Springfield, Ohio, has been ap|)ointed (Jeneral Superintendent

of this road and of the Ann Arbor
Lines, with office at Toledo, Ohio.

liailroad

and

Stt'anulii|i

resigned.

—

.lames McCowan has been apijointed General Car
Accountant, with office at Montreal, Que., in place of W. H.
Kosevear. retired on pension after ,')3 years in the service of

Grand Trunk.

the company.
W. H. Karrell has lieen appointeil
minals at Toronto, Ont.

—

tC-

']'enninal.--.i,

i(

R.

Western.— W. P. Chrysler.Master Mechanic at Oelwein,
Iowa, has been appointed to the new office of Superintendent of
Motive Power, with office at Oelwein, Iowa, succeeding to the
duties of J. E. Chisholm, General Master Mechanic, resigned.

Chicaiio Great

Superintendent of Ter-

t^outhtrcsiCrn.
Halifax
W. B. Barclay has been appointed General
Manager, with authority over the Mackenzie & Mann lines in
the Maritime Provinces, including the Inverness Railway &
Coal Company's line.

Houston Belt

chirai/o. Hurliniiton d Viii/Ki/.— Joseph W. Cyr has. been appointed
Ma.ster Mechanic at Hannilial. Mo., in place of Isaac N. Wllber.

—

Grand Trunk. James Coleman has been appointed Superintendent
of the Car Department, with office at .Montreal, Que., in place
of William McWood, retired on pension after 52 years in the
service of the company.
of

intendent.

Hudson

—

Manhattan. Edward M. Hedley, heretofore with the GenElectric Company, ha.s been appointed General Superintendent of the lluilson & Manhattan. This company will soon
open a line liencalb lli(> Hudson river between Hol.oken and
iQ

eral

New

International d Great Northern.— O. H. Crittenden, Resident Engineer at Palestine, Tex., has been made Consulting Engineer.
Michiiian Southern.
O. M. Foster has been appointed
Master Mechanic of the Michigan Southern division, with office

Elkhart, Ind.. in place of .M. J. .McCarthy, resigned to go to
the C, C. C. & St. L. as Superintendent of Shops at Beech
Grove. John T. Carroll has been appointed Assistant .Master
Mechanic at Elkhart, succeeding Mr. Foster.
at

—

J. S. Reddoch luis been appointed Superintendent
in place of J. H. Clegg.
R. M. Elliott has
been appointed Superintendent at Gomez Palacio. .1. .). Lewis
has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at Tampico.

at Aguascalienles.

Northern Padfic

— G.

A. Goodell has been appointed General Superintendent of the lines between Mandan. N. Dak., and Trout
(^reek, Mont., with otiice at Livingston, Mont.

Priniii
at

,t

l-Uifitrrn.

— Thonias

iiloomingtuu.

111.,

in

Hayes has been appointed Trainmaster
place of W. F. Schaff.

—

Toledo,

tit.
Louis if Western. J. F. Clement, heretofore Superintendent of Telegraph, has been appointed Superintendent, with
office at FraiiUfoit. hid.
P. H. Houlahan, General Superiniendput. who now has cbarsic of the Chicago & Alton also, has moved
to Chicago.

—

Tonopah

«'. W. Cahill. Assistant Superintendent, has
it Tidewater.
been appointed Superintendent; office at Ludlow. Cal.

(1'(1.s7m)I(//(/(i,

—

Lake Shore d

Yorli.

Meriran Central.

—

loua d Minnesota. H. S. Rogers. Engineer of Maintenance
Way, has resigned to go to another road, and the office has
been abolished.

lllinoiK,

Dillon has been appointed Super-

Idaho

i(

.Montana.

—

J.

D. Morrissey has been appointed

Mexican Central— W. J. Dempster has been appointed Master Mechanic of the Monterey division, in place of J. A. Lewis, transferred.
R. N. Millire has been appointed Master .Mechanic of
the Aguascalientes division in place of R. D. Gibbons, transferred.
L. G. Wallace has l>een appointed .\cting Master Mechanic at Guadalajara in place of R. N. Millice. promoted.
.VciP

York Central d Hudson Rircr.—George H. Haselton. heretofore
Division Superintendent of Motive Power at West .\Ibany. has
been appointed .\ssistant Superintendent of Motive Power, with
office

at

New York

City.

Eben

Superintendent of Motive Power

Walton, hitherto Division
Oswego, succeeds Mr. Hasel-

.\.

at

ton at West .\lbany.

Hio Grande, sierre Madre d Pacific— J. M. Barnes has been appointed Master Mechanic; office at CIndad Juarez. Mex.
Texas Midland.

— N.

L.

Smitham, formerly Master Mechanic

of the
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TexaH Central, Iibk
TexaB Midland, with

ofll'<-

ai

Mechanic of the
place of O. W.

MuHler

appointed

bt-en

Terrpll, Tex.,

In

lieamH,

Vol XLIV, No.

and duKt guardK.

LewlH, renlgned.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Purchasing Agents.
HuffiiU,

HiiHiiiK-haHiia.—

,t

offlPf al

iHK AKent, Willi

UiifTalo, N. Y.

Hi'Hier,

CidHr

appulriliMl

hmiix-K.

HI.

h'ltlU

A Sorlhi'rn.—^\.
Agent,

I'lirchaslnB

with

HreckenrldK.-

I.

at

hrailc|iiarti-rH

— Pluuk

have l.e»'n made by the Pitubursh
Erie for building a Hieel bridge over the Ueaver river.
liK.WKU, Pa.

A

1-akt-

—

hon hoen

I<iiimi.m;iiam, Ai.a.
The Southern Railway. It in said, is doubletracking from iJecalur Jiimtlon, for thre*- miles, and will build two
new steel bridges over the Tenne^hee river. The Louisville A Nashville has the joint use of this track.
The cost of the Improvement

Walerloci,

Is

liciiii'forlh

will

AkciiI.

Wnlerloo,

apiMilnted PurthaH-

liaH Iw^en

A. WilllaniH. C-neral PansenKfr
have charKf of piircham-H alHO, C. H
n-nlKned.
havluK
Agent,
I'lMihaHlnt?

d

l;„rl(i

Chiiaiio,

Folwill

I).

li.

2.

brawes, door fast«nlDSS. doors, draft rigging

hrake-iihoeg,

about 1500,000.

—

Dk.nvkii, Ciiiji.
Action will soou lie taken by the city authorities
towards building the 19tb street viaduct.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
Weslern waH recently
hiw poHlponed the order.

Thr Ihlnuari; iMikauanna A
iiiarkcl

toi-

.'.::

loiomollveH,

bill

In

the

En.MoMii.v. Ai.ii.
bridge for the

west of this

Till<ii

rhiiaiin

more

car.s

Cimnoliihilnl

Timlixii

market for 500

lln-

carK.
lia.s

ordered

Mr

up a

— Contract

Is

repotted

let

to Barnett

Canadian

k Mc-

Pacific elevator

— New

car shops.

It

is naid.

are to be built by

tb<-

fur liili-nii'lum

•..••••,•• .;.;,',',"'"'''

SlicrwInW

Piiliil

.McCnlie

TriirkH; 'r'l.V iiiKTiirlmii
TiiiikK. for iipi-ii ciirK

llllains
CuiiiiiiliiKS
'
",.\l'',''

Crlfflii

^\l„,,.|„

Minn.— The

Chicago, Milwaukee k St. Paul will
addition to its engine bouse here.

—

OwK.vs, Wis.— The Ealrchild
to the Hennepen lirblge

tract

A Northern, as reported In the Kail- bridge
has ordered two Interurhan and ten

special etpiipnienl lor all cars includes:

IS,

lU-stall steel

New Wk.st.min.stkii, B. C. The plans for the steel bridge to l>e
built over (he north arm of Eraser river, provide for a combined
highway and street railway bridge.

falls

road (iuzette of January li,
lobcnch open cars from the McGulreCummlngs Co. for January
and May delivery. The inlerurban cars will weigh 40,000 llxs. and
The
will measure r,2 ft. long and S ft. wide. Inside measurements.
open cars will weigh :{0,oo() lbs. and will measure :!l ft. long, inside
MyMl

I.Mike

',

MiN.NKAi-oi
I>ut

Line has ordered two elecKIcclric
These cars
tric cars from the Danville Car Co. for March delivery.
wide.
in.
will measure 40 ft. G In. long and 8 ft. 5

The

|2.'iU,000.

Shore t Michigan Southern, It is said,
25 acres of land as a site for new shops here.

Wii.i.iA.M. O.NT.

Kavix)R,.^a.

The Chirai/o-Xiw York

mciLsurt-nicnl.

— The

on 1,000 thlrlyton

liiil.s

The Colorado A Southern is figuring on 12 iuteriirban comInleriirban.
bination baggage and paRsenger cars tor the Denver &

The Waterloo. Cedar

estlmali'd that the cost of a proposed
I'a'idc over the Pembina liver

about

at about $tiu0,O0U for rebuilding the

closed electric

l.'.

Is

l.e

Western Allegheny Railroad.

The Ijehiph A New Knuland Is askiiiR
box cars and 2r.O forty-Ion gondolas.

lli'iilliiK

I-'oiiT

Queen
here.

The lAlUe Ruck A I'lin- Itliiff
from the Jewell C!ar t'n.

I.xii.

has bought aliout
in

Is

It

Grand Trunk

placL- will

iSi.KiiAiiT.

CAR BUILDING.

—

steel

& North-Easiern has given a con
Company for putting up a 8te<-i

here.

—

PiT-rsBi'iioii, Pa.
The Pittsburgh & l.ake Erie
put up a new freight station here.

is

planning

ti>

—

RiHiiKsTKic, N. Y.
Announcement l.s made by Mayor Cutler that
New Y'ork Central has appropriated ll.'iOO.ouo for a new passenger slalion here, .\bout seven acres and a half of land adjoining
Hie presint .station In Central avenue have t>een bought, so that the
entire site will i-omprise 14'... acres.
The plans provide for a building to cost ?1. 100. 000 eiusl of Clinton avenue.
The present sutlon
l-s
west ol Clinton avenue.

the

The Neio York, New Haven A Hartford, as reported in the HailTopoi.onAMiM>, Mkx.— It Is state<l that the Mexican goverument
road (lazetle of December 27, has ordered 10 blind end baggage will join the Kansas City, .Mexico * Orient In converting Topolocars. 10 unvestlbuled baggage and smoking cars, five vestibuled bampo into a flrst-class port.
It is estimated that more than 115.smoking cars, three unvestlbuled smoking cai-s, 27 unvestlbuled pas- 000,000 gold will be spent In making the improvements planned,
senger cars and one mail and letter car from Dsgood liradley 4: of which the K. C, M. & O.. under the terms of the concession for
Sons for 1908 delivery. The blind end baggage cars will measure which it has made application, agrees to furnish two-thirds. The
CO

long, 8

ft.

ft.

11

'>s

In.

wide and

9

ft.

high, inside measurements,

over all.
fl. :!'•.• in. long. 10 ft. V4 in. wide and 14 ft. high,
unvestlbuled baggage and smoking cars will weigh 78,000 lbs.
and will measure (10 fl. 2 In. long, 8 ft. ll'j In. wide and !» ft.

anil

«:{

Ilie

high, inside measurements, and (iS ft. 8 in. long, 10 ft. '4 in. wide
The vestibuled smoking cars will weigh
14 ft. high, over all.
8:i,500 lbs.; the unvestlbuled p:.ssenger cars, 77,700 lbs.; and the
unvestlbuled smoking cars, 78.000 lbs. All these cars have the same

railroad has bought .Momocahiil Island, at the entrance of the port,
on which great terminal yards will be situated. Six steel piers
will be constructed and the road will fill In the low places on the
northern side of the harbor for about three miles.

and

ineasurements as the unvestlbuled baggage and smoking cars.
iiuill

wiile

10

ft.

(if

all

letter car

will

rommonivpiiUli

IIiiIhIim'8
llriiki' l.i-iiiiiH

•

•

•

Dlnmoiiil S

MliiH'H

.

.

Dlniiioml

iiteel iMii-k.

s|u.,l,il
f Ijiiik-mI

\v™ilni:l,..u».;

llnik..s

MllKiniM
HaliiMM'

|t,',i.4s,'K

I'liiu'l'ix

from

Di'vls,

I'liilaln nxtiirrii
Curliilii iimt.Tliil
Kiir iiiivi'Hillmlnl Iiiikkiiki- "ikI HiiiokliiK
Hiiiokliii;

ciirii,

hiili'il HiiiokliiK
riKKliiK
iMisI Kiiurdx
llralliiK HyntiMn

uiivi'Nilliiili'il

I'urs.vtli

vt>Hllbuli>il
iinvi'sll-

iiiiU

nim.
SPMlong-StnnUnrd.

Imifl

Ari't.vliMH'
I'lHUili'r i'".

l.l^lil

Ciiinnipri'lnl

I'liiMniiuM

StniHlnnl

I'anvus

It.H.fs

l-cmr
Itiihoun blind
limit nnd li'ltor
HiiiitklnK cars).

Wbt't'ls

frlcllnii

llurrisoii
<!"ld illn-rl sl.Mim

•fni.kH
Vi'-Hillinloa

Ktcm

I'lUiinBoli-

cnm,

|iiiKii<>iiK<'r

Pnd (for blind
cure)

;

wti..,.l

pdiI lmin;nk'<- iiir« "n«l

Diihoiip wlilc (for Vfullbiilwl

east

to

Hollofields.

four

miles." completing

the

main line and making it a low grade line
Washington Junction. Altoul three-quarters of
a mile wiis saved and altoiit 542 deg. of curvature eliminated. The
maximum curve between these two places was reduced from 12 deg.
per cent.,
to 7 deg., and westbound grade was reduced from 9 to
The work, which took alioul two years
the enstboiind to .H per <vut.
to finish, cost alKJut JiuO.ooii, and Included a tunnel al Dorsoy's.
1.025 ft. long, double-tracked and lined with brick, with stone portals; also a tunnel at Davi.s 4'.is ft long, also double-tracked and
Two deck girder brldge.s were
lined with brick, with stone portals.
also built on stone piers nnd abutments. The bridge at Davis ha.s
two spans, one of 90 ft. and one of 98 ft., nnd the bridge at All>erton three 90ft. spans, one 100-ft. and one 2t".-ft. span. T. A. Shoemaker & Co.. Philadelphia, wtre the contractors.
Mil.,

oiil

to

All trains will sixm bt> operated over the new double-track line
bullnliig between Sterling. Ohio, and Nova, on the New Castle
division, 15 mlle.s. Over 2.000.000 yards of grading has been done
In constructing this new line, nnd some 40.000 yards of Hone arch
All the bridges and viaducts are
and bridge masonry erected.
arched nnd have ballasted tops. Double-track jtasslng sidings are
Homer. The new double-track bel.<idl
at
east
of
and
locateil Just
tween Nova and Sullivan and ln-twi>i'n the point of divergence east
of I.odi and Sterling has been In operation for some time.

now

l"nlgc plntp. steel tiros

The Sew York. Chiiai/o A SI. Louis, as reported In the R<iiJroad (lazelle of December 27. has orilered 1. 000 box cars of 80,000 lbs.
.apaclty froni Haskell & Marker, for Kebruary delivery. These
In.
ft. long. 8 ft.
cars will weigh IL^.-^OO llis., and will measure
wide and 8 ft. high. Inside measurements. The special equipment
Includes Janney couplers and Haskell & Barker bolsters, brake-

M

Md.,

rebuilding of the

..'•

lii.-liil
•'

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

& Oiiii).— This company recently began operating a
new track known as the .\lbertou cut-olT. on the old main line,
ItAi.riMoiiK

from Rela),

liK'ludes:

iiiiil(>>

New

The

measure Ul ft. 10% In. long, 9 ft. •% In.
9 fl. high. Inside measurements, and 64 ft. 10 In. long,
U In. wide and 14 ft. high, over all. Hodles and underfranu«
cars will be of wood. The special equipment for all cars

and
and
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company through Broadway as far as Eleventh street, then under private
added 4,1.50 ft. of double track as follows: From Livingston and proi)erty to Lexington avenue and thence northward to the Harlem
avenue,
3,400 river; beyond which the line branches; the western arm going to
Flatbush
Court streets, in the Borongh of Brooklyn, to
Woodlawn by way of Jerome avenue, and the eastern to Pelham
ft., and on Lafayette avenue from Flatbush to Fulton street, 7.50 ft.
On the Brighton Beach line the company has laid third and fourth Bay Park. The Commission has ordered plans and estimates prepared, but has taken no further definite action.
tracks from Church avenue to Neptune avenue, 24,215 ft.
Brooklyn Rapid Transit.— During the year 1907

—

Cairo & Kanawha. An extension of this road
MacFarlan, W. Va., to Smithville, eight miles.

this

projected from

is

—

Canada Wkst Coal Companies Railroad. Announcement is
made that this company, the head office of which is at St. Paul, Minn.,
will build a line to haul coke from Butte, Mont., north to the smelters
at Calgary, Alb.

—

Ckniiial Ontaiuo. Contracts have been given by this company
to build an extension from Maynooth, Ont., to Lake St. Peler, eight
miles; aieo from Lake St. Peter to Whitney, 19V{! miles.

—

This company, which has given conTru.nic Pacikic.
building its entire line from Winnipeg. Man., west to
Alb., 78a miles, and which linishod track laying on
325 miles of main line and 28 miles of sidings on this section in
Much delay was experienced last fall
1907, is pushing the work.
on account of bad weather and scarcity of ties. Near Drumague,
Mild weather permits good progress
Saslc, 160 men are at work.
to be made.
It is hoped to have this section finished by spring.

Grand

tracts for

Edmonton,

—

Great Northern. Contract is reported let to F. P. Howard, of
Maroon Valley, B. C, for work on the Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern,
near Hedley, B.

C.

—

Grkknmli.k & K.\oxviLLE. This company is building an extension from Marietta, S. C, to River Falls, 11 miles, and has projected
a further extension frotn River Falls to the North Carolina state
line, 22 miles.

— Sec Oregon
Bristol. — Surveys

Ii.WAco Railhoaii.

& Navigation.

Railroad

are rei)orted made and contracts
are shortly to be let for building this pro|)Osed line from Kingsport,
Tenn., east about llll miles to Bristol.
V. A. Cothran is Chief Rn-

&

KiN(isi'()RT

Joseph,

9.10 miles.

Oregon. Wasiiim.io.n & Iuahh.

0.s( EDi.A,

& Atlantic. — Contracts have been given

Mason,
Richmond, Ky., and to the Canton Bridge
to

Hanger & Coleman, of
Company, of Canton, Ohio, for building three miles of line for this
company from Heidelberg, Ky., to Elk City. C. W. Moorman, Engineer Maintenance of Way, Richmond, Ky.

—

Louisville & Nashville. The work on the Cumberland division
reducing grades between Barbourville and l^lat I..ick, 3.10 miles,
in Knoxville county, Ky.. is about finished.
On the Kentucky division grading has been finished and secondtrack laid from Livingston to Berth. 2.60 miles; from East Bernstadt
to Pittsbui'gli. 2.70 miles; from Little Laurel River to Frantz, 3.40
miles, and nl.'^o from I.ynn Camp Creek to mile post 172. one mile,
all in Kentucky.
During liiDS grailing work and sccniid track is to be laid on
the Kentucky division from Perth to East Bernstadt, nine miles,
and a new double-track line is to be built between Pittsburgli and
Little Laurel River, 6.80 miles.
A new double-track line is also
to be built between Franlz and T^ynn Camp Creek, 6.50 miles.
On the South & North Alabama between Graces, Ala., and
Hardy, 17 miles, work is under way reducing grades and revising
the line. A second track is also to l)e added, which will probably
be finished early this year.
On the Pine Mountain Railroad between Clear Fork River.
Ky., and datlilT <oal mines. 17 miles, il is expected to have grading
work and track laid this year: also a bramdi diverging from this
line at Yost to Mahan. 2.30 miles.
The Swan Creek Railway has laid track from Mount Pleasant,
Tenn., for about four miles, leaving W-. miles yet to be built to complete the line to Flanagan.
It is expected to have the work finished
early this year.

—

Auburn & Lansing

(Eleptric).

— This

company,

which is building an electric line from Auburn. N. Y., to Ithaca.
39 miles, has track laid from Auburn to Genoa, 19 miles, and during
1907 finished the section from Myers to South Tjansing. 10.9 miles,

and from Ilha<a
the

to

McKlnneys.

1.1

mile.

Work

Auburn Construction Company from South

Kinneys,

4.1

miles,

t.luly

—

26,

p.

&

We.stej:.v.

company from Youngs,

Pine Mountain Railroad.

— See

— An

extension has been proArk., to Little River, seven

Louisville

&.

Nashville.

—

Pittsburgh, Siiaw.mut & Northern. This company has finished
relocating its line from Paine, Pa., to Detsch, five miles. On this
section the ruling grades have been reduced and 1,000 deg. of curvature have been eliminated.

—

Salt Lake & Oiuiex. This company is building an extension
from Ogden (Utah) city limits to Canyon, 5.60 miles.

South &

NoiiTii Alaiia.ma.

— See

Louisville

&

Nashville.

—This

company, which last year added 22
it is building from Elkhorn, Ky., south to Bostick,
finish all the work from Dante, in Russell county.

South & Western.

miles to the line
N. C, expects to
On this section grading
Va., south to Bostick, during 190S.
per cent, finished, also the tunnel and masonry work.

Swan Creek Railway. — See Louisville & Nashville.
Va.ncoiver, Victoria & Eastern. — See Great Norlhern.
Versailles & Sedai.ia. — This company has projected an
from Ouachita, Mo.,

sion

Is

70

cxlcu-

to Sedalia, 24 miles.

Virginia Air Line. This company, which last year built 17
miles of railroad between I^indsay, Va.. and Palmyra, has work
under way on 13 miles. J. N. H. Cornell & Co., Gordonville. Va.,
are the contractors. W. Washabaugh, Chief Engineer, Charlotteville, Va.

—

Washingto.v, West.minster & Gettysburg. This company, which
between Washington, D. C, and LaytonsMd., liist yejir, is making surveys to build three miles additional in the District of Columbia, with a terminus at 15lh and H
streets, N. E.
The line will probably be operated by gasolene motor
cars.
J. B. Colegrove, President, Washington. D. C.
built 25 miles of its line
ville,

—

Wisconsin & Northern. An extension is being built from Crandon. Wis., south three miles. Surveys made to extend the line from
Van Ostrand, Wis., north to a point south of Crandon. 28 miles.

—

Woonvii.i.E Railroad. This company, which last year built four
miles in Florida, has projected an extension from Lavender to Crawfordvillc. 10 miles.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

.ArcHLsoN. TopEKA & SANr\ Fe. Gross earninss of the sy.>;tem inOperating expenses were |1,creased slightly in November.
250,000 larger, leaving a decrease of $1,1So,oimi, or 37 per cent.
In net earnings; this with an increase of 154 miles in mileage
operated. This decrease in net earnings followed a decrease of
$1,240,000 in the month of October. For the five months ended
November 30, gross earnings increased $2,800,000 and net earn-

ings decreased $3,260,000.

Baltimore &

Oitio.

Boston & Maine.

Nevada-Calieorma-Oreho.n. This company is building with its
own men an extension from Likely, Cal., to Alturos, 20 miles. A
further extension is projected from Alturos to Lakeville, 60 miles.

York,

Oregon Railroad & Navi-

—

a 12-mile extension from Douglas.

New

LiTiLi; River

jected by this
miles.

—

Little Rock, Mai MEi.r.K & We.stern. This company, which
built 16 miles of road last year in Arkansas, is making surveys for

— See

gation.

gineer.

Louisville

—

Work is under way by this
finishing extension as follows:
Between Elgin, Ore., and
on the remaining 56',.1. miles, and between St. John and
Woodlawn on 1.80 miles;
On the Oregon, Washington & Idaho, between Riparia, Wash.,
and Lewiston, Idaho, 37 miles.
On the Ilwaco Railroad, between Ilwaco, Wash., and Knappton,
Oregon Railroad & Navigation.

company

under way by
Lansing to Mc-

is

111.)

New York Sntw.ws. The New York State Public Service Commission, First district, has approved the building of a subway from
the south end of Manhattan Island northward, most of the way

— See

Chicago Terminal Transfer.

—This

company has $1,000,000 5 per cent, oneyear notes outstanding which mature on January 15. Through
R. L. Day & Co. these have been renewed at 6 per cent, until
January 6. 1909. Another $1,000,000 notes mature on February
15 and a third block of the same size on March 15.

—

Pacific. An issue of $24,826,000 additional common
(ordinary) stock Is to be offered at par to stockholders of
record January 14 on the basis of one share of new stock for
each five shares held. Payments of 20 per cent, each are to be
made on or before February 19. April 21. June 19. .\ugust 19
and October 19. This issue was approved by the shareholders

Canadian

in special

Ciiio.uio
line

meeting on December

—

30.

Illinois Wkst»:rn. This road, which has 17 miles of
in operation in the outskirts of Chicago and 37 miles

&
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fonHtruftlon, ha» made a mortgage lovt-riiis H,i>»'>M»»
The proi'eeds are to he uxed for new
tiorids.
fi per cent,

iiiiilfir

40-year,

ronHtrui'tlon.
..f
»
u U.I i,--,„ i..„^i,i..r,i ,.f ihiu .r.m.
CMHA.;..
T""M~.^«L,h
Lr ^V
^1 were on
pany.'^''-V;.l
and CharUs
11. '•«•"">'. "f
»"'*•;;
direct rewan taken as a"''•'"""*':i^
8 apno nted rcie vers. Th H action ^j
HnlZ-of Mr_ Btickney;. failure io .nake a.^ngeme.ns

JanuZ

J

;;.:r

v,i:rr;:..:r^;:.er":^H.:

ra;;'":;;:e

for

have

facilities

lieen

insiif-

Including the Mason City & Fort Dodge

for ItM trainc.

liclenl

Nkw

aiiked

ilie receivers, vaiil that notes to the
already gone to protest. There are no
issued on the 818 miles of the Cliliago (;reat
It is the Intention lo create a |20,0<M>,000 first
Issue on these main lines with which to fund
olhcr olillgations niitslaiiding and to double

mortgage bonds
Western prope.'.
nioitguge bond
noles and
Itie
track and improve the road, whose

& Ml

l':"r.
$l4.28t>.

'

sKi.M.i

Vai.i.kv.

.M

,,
„
I)AV.,.N
HAMt.;.»N &

„"

,?.

'"

five-year
.

•

— See

-A
.

Pennsylvania Company.
,

,,„„ „,
°f

Special
,

^_'^^''"«

,,,-

J"«

„i„,.i.

^°'';:

\ ltT.Z!Thot
r' rchase
money notes, who.se

'/"
4 per

cent.

i)u

.u

,
,
.,
..„,„.,,ii.,„ „,„,.,c,o„<.
proceec B are to bo used for retiring the refunding mortgage
'..i-y.ar 4 per cent, bonds of 19.'-.4. of which |1 l,r,.'-,7.tt(H. are outstanding. The tnaturily of these bonds is to be changed from
1. ..
™ is not.1.,
i.f...i.
-ci 1..
lii.s
is a
in default.
Interest/ on ,1,
Ihem
l!t;il
to 1UI3.
„ ,,
...
..
..„
„,,,„
step towan the Icrnilnation of the receivership.
,

,

,

,

.

I

I

.

,

Ci.KVKi.A.Mi

&

Maiiikita.

— See

Pennsylvania Company.

& Sot riiKK.N.— With an increase of 178 miles, gross earnings for the month of November, 1907, were 11,422,244. an In<rea.se of $272,52(); net earnings |.-.46.139, an Increase of ?lfi9,GSr>.
tiioss earnings lor the five months ended November 30 were
|(i,4r.2.97t). an increa.se of $sys.204
net earnings $2,311,218, an
increase of ?38li,538.

C..i.o.iAi,o

;

I.I-

1....

& CiiicMio.— See New

Orleans. Mobile & Chicago.

earnings for the month of November
45 per cent, from the net earnings for November.
Cross earnings for November. 19117. were »3,!loo,mMi, a
decrease of $174.1100; cperating expenses lncrea,sed $4r.0.00ti.
leaving net earnings of $7.^.3.000. n decrease of $ti24.000. The
operating ratio was ,S0.7.'-. per cent., against i;(:.3 per cent, In
1!Hm;.
For the five months from July
to November 30. I!m7.
the loss In n.t earnings was $73!-,„^.(io. only a little more than

isvii.i.K

&

Na.siivii.i.k.— Net

deciea.sed
lliot;.

1

the (le.rease for the
.Mdiiii.K.

month

November

of

Jackso.v & Kan.sas City.— See

New

alone.

Orleans. .Mobile

&

Chi-

lago.

—

,,

„

,

iMiiiui i: ti
iiuAiai.
I his
Is the iiaiiic of a company
,,,.
,.
,,
over .,
the ,,
Mobile,
JacUsoti & l\ansas C ty
1
and
'
.,,,,,„,,,,
.,
,,
hlcago, probably
some .,Itue during the
present.
the t.ulf 4c
month. Most of the bondhol.lcrs of the two companies wh ch
are to be taken over have agreed to this action under a plan
of reorganization by which securities of the old roads will be
exchanged for those of the new company. The interest payon the bonds of the Mobile, .lackson &
nietils due January
Kansas City and the (!ulf & Chicago were not paid. Iiut are to
be funded with securities of the new company.

Ni;w Otu.KA.NS,

.,

w ,,,,..,
Ch s to aUe

(

,

,

,,

,

,

,

,

,

I

Nkw Youk

Ckvtiiai. I.ink.s.

— Qross earnings for

the

month

of

Novem-

ber were as follows:
1007.

L;;ki.\Jl!n.v*Mllhiu^m'n.!f.'r;i'.

-.v. ..•.:

l.iikc i:rlf «; WrmiTii
rlllcill!.). IlKlllinn \ S.iUtlll'ril
Nt'w YitK. ciiiciiKM \ SI. 1.4.1IU
."!.'.';.;!;.'.'
Ml.lllKim i'l'lilnit ...'..'.
I'i.-v.'limil. Clnrliiiniil. I'lil.iiKii
I'l'.irln 4i i;iisi.Mii

&

St. Louis..

V'ln'XMKh&''V,lr>'\:ii.;.... .'.'. ,',^^
It"! i""'i

Ni:\v

YoitK Ctrv

*1lt\7.;^
.t»l.il71
'J4:i.4l):i

Koa.804

\V.

fhiiiiite

--^

Inc:

^HsVi^lls

Kec.

•.':i.7:tl

Inc.

40.S-J(I

"

n 7S7

J.n.'il.'nitH

IVr.

"'i:!.-,

-'.•Jns.ono

Inc.

l.-.l.lilv

'ja.VTlN

Dec.

I.'J77'.:m7

liir.

jiio.-.'77

Railway.— Frederick

.--

•

lN,im;t
ly'ilio
Jti.'.v.?

Whitrldge was on Janu-

ary C. appointed Receiver of the Thlril Avenue Railroad.
In
Mnrch. 19011, the Melropolilau Street Railway acquired control
the
Third Avenue, then in the hands of a receiver, and
of

u

— The steamer lines runnloK
whN h the .S'ew York. New Haven k
now oiM-.-ated liv two companies:
The New Kngland Steamship Company operates the lines which
Soiinil

in

arp

Interested

is

cwned and the United States Transportation Com-

are directly

iiany operale.s the lines of which the New Haven's lOntrol ic
not so deflnile. The New Kngland Steamship Company on
.lanuary 4 opened an all-water freight line between New York
and Hoston. There are to l»e three sailings a week from each

of road.

Ci.vct.NNATi.

m

cons«,ue„ce

Nt.w Ha\k.\ t HAin> nin

Viiiik.

Hartforil

ii«'*<l

Cimi.n.nati

2.

Z:TL^ ^Z^i^

the p.oper.y. and that

of

on Long Icland

city,

—

No

'" "•"' '-onu't'on

and the Wisconsin. .Minnesota & I'acltii-, component parts of
the system, the Clilcago Great Western operates 1,470 miles
('MM Aco Tkh.\iinai. 'liiANHiKii. The stockholders' protective committee has announced that the Maltlmore & Ohio has not yet
ratined the arrangement by which the committee was to sell
not le.-s than »4..VM..O.IO of the »17.(HMM.(I0 preferred .stock of the
Chicago Terminal Transfer al fit, a share. The committee,
which represents upwar.ls of »(;..5.10,IMM. of the preferred stock,
believes that the Uurllnston owns or controls about $T..'io(l.iMi()
The offer of the Ballimore & Ohio has not been re.scinde.l.
of It.

(ii

'- dep.eHa..cn
*«*

note.H

hail

,

ti.,„,

^^;^ K^^SVII^t :.^^'Z:::

z.ru.:s^

of

apiioinlnienl

llie

anioiiiit of $.")I5,000

XMV

shortly afterward leased it tor 9S9 years, at the same time
agreeing to iiay. Iieglnning In Itf'U. annual dividends of from S
to 7 per cent, on iu lilotrk. In the lourte of the present reoeiver"hlpK of the New York City Railway and i(i> leased company.
the Metro,K,ll.an Street Railway, this guaranteed dividend ha*
heen defa'.I.ed.
In D.-emlM-r the re-elvern of the two eon-

. I.<^

more or lliew not.n maiiiriMg tills year and »l.i)iiii.OUO
I'.IO'J.
Frank U. Kellogg, of St. I'aiil. who
niiiliiiiiiK ill

Vol

and the

"Bunker

The steamers
2" hours.
is to l)e made in
"Old Colony" and "MaseachusettB" are to be

trip

Hill,"

this route.

*>n

Ohio Oin.nkctim..

— Sej

Penn.«ylvania Company.

the table published In the Hatlroad
aazellr of January 3. 1S08, page 11. showing new railroad
,.^|,„^, a,„„„ri,ed or Issued during the calendar year 1907.
through a mistake, the IVnnsylvanla Companv was Bhown to
^^^.^ ,^^^,p^, J5U...0O.
three-year T, |>er cent, .oilateral Improvemenl notes, which refunded a like amount of 4", per cent.
^^^^^^ ^j^^ NovemlK?r 1.
The Pennsylvania ComiMny. however.
did not Issue any obligations during the year 19<'7. and the
$,Sii,(iciit.iMi(i collateral-improvement notes which matured .N'ovemThe |5....mh...k.u
r,er I of that year were paid off and canceled.
"«<P« "'"-•i-.S November 1. shown to have U-en refunded by
. T.
^
„
lie ssue of $i;m.(MIII,(iiiii notes by the Pennsylvania Railroad,
>
...to.
^vere the Pennsylvania r^
Company s notes already referred

p^.,,.,^vl.vAVlA

Cmi-avv.— In

.,.,.,

,..>.,.

.

.

.

i

which matured November 1.
,
^
.^.
comImreased annua div drnds on stocks
of, subsidiary
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19"« "^einB 5 per cent.; Cleveland & Marietta. 4 per cent., rate
'" J9<'« 3 per cent.; Toledo, Walhonding Valley A Ohio. 2 per
'en'- "0"^ Pald in 190t;.
.\ii! Link.— On application of the attorneys of this lompany in a bill slating that there was due on January 1. 1908.
on bonds and equipment notes I7C.5.000. and for taxes, traffic
balances, pay-rolls, supplies and other claims, many of them
overdue, more than $2.(io;t.ooo, besides a floating indebtednc.ss
^f _.,,,„„, ,;, oon.ooo. all of whl.h the companv was without funds
^„ „,^,., ,,,^. i„iie,| stan>s Circuit Couit tor the Ea.stern dlstrlc:
^j Virginia on January 2 appointed S. Davles Warfleld and R.
i,„n,aster Williams, re.eivers of the Seaboard Air Line Rail^^,^^.
^^^.
^varflel.l is President of the Continental Trust Corn,,_.,„y ^f Baltimore, which is trustee under the first
mortgage,
^,„, ,„.obably represents the Rvan-Ulair Interests, which have
controlle.l the companv.
Mr. Williams is a brother of John
Skellon Williams, fo. merly i.nsident. an<l for the |>asl thr.-.years a bitter critic of the comiianys (lollcies. The receivers
have been given authority to Imrrow money to pay the Imnd
Interest and the amount due on equipment notes. The obJe<-t of
_.
...
,.„
,,
j.
tlie receivership was to maintain the system Intact pending
,....,
..,„
™u
j..
...
T
reorganization.
The company uhad no »funds nor credit
on which
,„ ,„„.^„„, „„,, t.^.^ofore a receivership was necessarv In order
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—

SorniKttN. (Sross earnings for November decreased slightly and net
earnings showed a decrease of 9 |H>r cent. The I>eceml>er ivsuits are understood to have Ihhmi still more unfavorable, but
the current month shows iK'tter results both in gross and net
earnings.
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Railiioai). — See New York

Tolkdo & Indiana
Ei.n-rKir).— This comiwiny has postponed payment of the semiannual Interest due January 1 on Its $1,650.'"^" 1'"st morlgage
per cent. Iwuds. Many of the lionds are
held by the directors of the iximpaiiy and It Is therefore l>eHeved that a receivership will be avoided,
(
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amenable to a situation, if not to reason, while the halting of
Improvements is far easier when the traffic that calls for them Is
ebbing than when traffic is "balled up" for lack of rolling stock or
a second track.
Finally, in the list of benign forecasts. Is the
chastened spirit to be observed at one end of Pennsylvania avenue.
letter
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from a subscriber who
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a car foreman on one
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of the

large roads says the majority of passen.ger car repair shops are not
up to the times for handling work. This was after a trip, taken

something more than a year ago. in whioli the shops of a number
of roads and manufacturing concerns were visited.
No one will be
inclined to dispute this assertion with regard to any but the newer
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shops, which doubtless constitute the minority that by Inference
our correspondent considers up-to-date. In this connection a glance
at the latest practice, which is probably best exemplified In the
Union Pacific car department at Omaha, now being rebuilt, will be
of interest.
Its arrangement and equipment were planned to minimize waste of time and labor, and to establish a system of routing
work to avoid unnecessary handling and have a continuous forward
movement.
The department will have the sub-store feature to
facilitate delivery of material.
The coach shop has a 60-ton overhead traveling crane for removing and replacing trucks beneath
cars.
The wheel and truck shop has overhead traveling cranes for
handling trucks and heavy material.
There are electric trolleys
and electric derrick cars for moving wheels and axles to and from
the storage platforms and In the shops.
A 10-ton electric crane
spanning three tracks will be used for unloading wreckage and
handling heavy material. The transfer table has the unusual length
of 90 ft., which Is 1,'> ft. greater than present general practice. The
shop equipment will Include the latest machinery to effect all possible saving in the cost of producing finished material and turning
out work.
-As compared with the locomotive department, the car
department piol)lpni is a simple one. Paramount considerations are:
rapid and efficient distribution of material, and a continuous forward movement of the work. Yard cranes, telphers and overhead
shop cranes are effective agents In the accomplishment of these
objects, and have l)een employed in the Union Pacific plant more
fully than In any pi-evious Instance. This does not. however, imply
the neglect of Industrial tracks for the movement of material. With
these features well worked out, and suitable planing mill, forge
shop and storage facilities, the rest Is largely a matter of organization and methods.

The Great Central and the Great Northern are two English railroads which serve almost exactly the same territory and for the
past 14 years have been strong competitors. They are now to be
united under a working agreement which, according to the English
custom of great publicity in such matters. Is to be submitted to the
shareholders of each company and after being there approved, to
the Railway and Canal Commission.

parently
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feature In

only a small proportion of those defaults in railroads; to the fact
that past prosperity has also made operating economy more feasible
In such matters, for example, as more concentrated train service;
faced,
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few weeks of sti-ess in the money market, from abnormal to
normal symptoms with the ine.xoiable laws of political economy
now asserting themselves. Men were wondering a few months ago
at steadily falling prices of railroad securities in the face of a
great volume of business and increased railroad earnings, both
gross and net, coupled with a general condition of prosperity
throughout the country, and actual failures few and insignificant.
Corporation "baiting" but partly explained the anomaly. It was an
element, but an insufficient cause.
But a brief period of semipanic has brought us back to the natural and logical sequels of
such a period. Prosperity has somewhat receded. Railroad earnings have dropped in gross, and roads not returning a positive
decrease have failed to maintain a normal gain; and net earnings,
owing to rise of operating expense, have decidedly fallen. The two
things that differentiate the situation from earlier epochs of sudden
depression are, first, its impact at a time of high expense and
large loans for improvements, and, secondly, its recovering just after
a general increase of railroad wages.
The problems ahead are:
how can improvements be held up or curtailed? how can imperative improvements be financed? and how can fixed charges and dividend requirements be met without the risk of labor troubles by
reducing wages at a time when later is highly organized and
assertive.
But the gloom is far from encircling, and rational
optimism has also its kindly lights. It can point to financial conditions at the New York center oscillating upward where they were
lately downward: to the few defaults in interest and dividends and
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This consolidation for apbrought about by the simple

device of appointing the boards of directors of the two companies
A working
as a joint committee to manage the two properties.
arrangement has been in force since the beginning of 1905 between
the London & North Western and the Lancashire & Yorkshire which
has resulted In greater eflJciency and economy of operation to the
railroads and better service to the public.

Judging from similarity

territurieH, a like arrangemenl b<;lwi-fii iliu (ireai <,'«--n
and the Great Northern Hhoiild aluo be effective In producing
rhfHe name reHullH.
Holh loadH run from lx>ndon north to York,

of

their

tra!

caih with
polntH.
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iM'iwork of hraii<h llncH reachlnis very

IncliidlMK

Shi'dWId,

ManchcHter,

Liverpool.

much
Leeds,

the tsame

Lincoln

and the port of OrlniHby on the eaHt ('oa«t. There are In fact only
four Important lownH on each Byatem which the other doeii not
reach either directly or hy trackaRe riKhtH. The Great Central has
The (Jreal Cen
1.072 mlU-M of line and the Great Northern 1,257.
tral haH groHH earnlnKH of $10,700,000 and net earnhiKH of »3.600,O00,
axalnHt Kroiw earnlnKH of $1 l,SOii,000 and net earniiiKH of $5,0U0,00U
for the Great Northern.
The hlHtory of the two companies la strikingly different.
The Great Central was huilt about 1846 and was
originally an east and west line running from Liverpool on the
wi'Ht lOUHt airosK the country to (Jrlmsby.
The Great Northern wan
liiillt from lyondon north to OoncaHter. which Is on this croHs-coiintry
line of the Great Central, In 1850.
An long aw the two lines were
thus distinctive In their functions one an east and we«t, the other
a north and south railroad
they were close allies, but In 1891 the
(;reat (,'entral, under Its then name of the Manchester, Shedleld &
Llni'olnshlre, began to promote an extension to Ivondon, which was
opened for pasMenger tratHc In 1899. As a result of this move In
l.S9.'l
the close alliance between the two companies was broken and
the (Jreat Central and the Great Northern became sharp competitors.
The (ireat Central, however, under Its old charter granted In 1S58
when It was an east and west line only, was speclflcally authoii/.ed
to unite with the Great Northern.
Meanwhile the recent competition
of the two roails resulted In duplication of facilities, partii ularly freight facilities. In a number of Important towns.
Recently,
however, the Great Central has built a short line connecting with
lie Great Northern at a point not far north of Ijondon over which
through trains are now being run between the south"A'est and the
northeast of ICngland. This evidence of co-operation has been followed by the announcement of the proposed consolidation of the
two companies.

but there
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point,

a

large

amount

there

held
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which U shipped to a dlBand later re-sbipped to the

of freight
lo

store,

A vast amount of grain In this country is so marketed.
Iron ore shipix-d from the mines to the lakes, forwarded by lake,
and then forwarded by rail to the blast (urnax-e counts twice. Altogether It Is probable that there is more of such traffic here than In
Germany, and that we do not actually produce three tlmea a£ much
weight per Individual as the G<-rman8 do.
In both countries an
consumer.

enormous proportion of the whole tonnage U furnished by mine*,
furnaces and manufactures of meiAl In G«rmany just about two-

—

thirds of the whole tonnage.

MATTHIAS NACE FORNEY

Forney became atlai bed to the leiilfjad ijazttte during toe
He had beec
first year of its exlstcme as a serious newspaper.
for some time In the 8ervl<-e of the Hinckley I..o<-omotlve Worka, ot
Boston, but was then endeavoring to Introduce an Invention of bis
own. the "Forney locomotive," wLicb had Its chief career many
yfarb later on the elevated railroads of New York. The Hailroatt
(lazcttu at the time was desperately In need of an editor with
practical technical training; out, (hough the young man from tbe
first made tbe impression of Integrity, earnestness and hlgbmlndedness. no one guessed then that here waa a man whose character
His career had
outweighed the highest technical accomplishments
b3en a struggle upward from modest beginnings. From bis father's
lanyard, after some schooling, he had gone into a Baltimore machine shop as an apprentice.
He took drawing lessons, attended
debating societies, read and studied, became an expert draftsman, and through this door entered the engineering profession.
His tastes were as refined as If he had sprung from a long line of
aristocrats.
His senses were painfully acute, and bis conscience
was as acute as his senses.
During the first year of bis connection with the Kailroad
Gazelle Mr. Forney continued his professional work as consulting
engineer, and thereafter gave the whole of his time to the paper
Statistics of the freight carried on the German railroads give The great Chicago Are drove the nailmad Gazette to New York,
striking evidence of the growth of productive Industries In the which was the occasion of Mr. Forney's becoming one of Its proICniiilre; a growth which has In en surpa-ssed probably only in this
prietors and directing Its policy on the technical side for more than
country.
We discussed (ho growth of freight traffic In the United twelve years, until 1884, when he retired.
States In the llailroad Gazette of Sept. 27 last, when it appeared
It
is hard for railroad men of this day to appre*-late what a
that the number of ton-miles increased from 173,221 millions in task this was. There was (hen si-arceiy any literature on railroad
1903 to 215,878 millions In 1906—24.6 per cent.— within three years. mechanical engineering in America, and little other railroad literaThe German statistics give tons shipped and not ton-nilles. which ture. There were good engineers, and some of extraordinary ability.
are sufflclent as statistics of production, and in that countiy, where but few of them could write, and most ot those who could wilte
the average distance carried docs not vary much from year to thought they couldn't; and moreover, there seemed to be a general
year, Is sufnclently accurate as statistics of transportation.
cling that a railroad man ought not to write for publication. The
This
Increase In tons was from 315 millions In 1903 to 379 millions in
chnical societies were iinhorn or In (heir swaddling clothes. Both
1906-64 millions, or 20 per cent.. In the same three years. That t!ie Master Mechanics' and the Master Car Builders' associations are
this Increase should be so near ours may seem surprising.
The technical editor to a very
It has younger than the Railroad Gazette.
not, however, been nearly so dlfflcult for the railroads to handle great extent was compelled to extract the results of experience
as the growth here, for the reason that it has been much more regu- and the opinions drawn therefrom by personal intercourse with
lar.
The increase here was less than 1 per cent, from 1903 to 1904; tile practical men: (o obtain by pressure, as l( were, the data which
In Germany It was full 4 per cent.
The next year freight traffic now comes In floods in the form of papers for technical societies
grew 7.4 per cent, here and 6 per cent, there; while from 1905 to and Journals.
1906 we had to provide for an Increase of 15.9 per cent.; the GerMr. Forney will doubtless never get full credit for what he
man rallroails fur one of 8.9 jier cent. In the two years since 1904. did to change this condition of things. His influence on the two
the German railroads had an Increase of 15.5 per cent., and ours an societies named was very great, and otherwise he did much to
Increase of 23.7 per cent., the growth here being greater in the later favor the method of collecting data of experience, complete so far
year than In Germany for the two years. Of course the absolute as possible, as a basis for conclusions and a guide for practice.
quantities carried are enormously greater In this country than In
To us who knew Mr. Forney indmately. however, tbe character
Germany, and if wo go back to 1902. we find that the vnriasc in of the man overshadows all accomiillshmenls and performances. He
lour years In tons (not tonnilles) shipped by rail in the United not only did Justly, but he was willing to spend and l>e spent that
States (431 millions) exceeded the tntal carried In Germany In jiistire might be ilone
He loved mercy, and he lalxired that the
1906 (379 millions). This little problem, to provide in four years weak and helpless should be mercifully dealt with.
In the later
for a new freight traffic greater than that of the whole German years of his life he gave a great deal of work and was at considerEmpire, Is what our railroad managers have had to worry over. able expense to se<nire lieKer treatment of horses creatures with
Doubtless they would have solved It much more satisfactorily If which personally he had little more to do than with elephants.
the growth had been at a somewhat regular rate. Instead of 1 per Helieving that material iwlltlcal progress Is to be hoi>ed for from
cent,
in
one year and 16 per cent. In another.
The a\er- minority representation, he published at his own exiiense a l>ook
ago haul being longer here, a given amount of production on the 8ubje<'t, containing, with much else, the substance of other
causes an amount of transportation larger In proportion than In works then out of print.
In many similar ways he demonstrated
Germany,
nut conipared with population, the number of tons his public spirit, his hiimiinity and his unselflshness No one could
Bhipped Is astonishingly largo here, where about 86 millions of more truly say:
people shipped 1.631 million tons of freight in 1906, which in Ger"Write me as one who loves his fellow-men."
s. \v. n.
.Mr.

—

—

I

1

t

—

many

60 luilllons shlpfH'il

:579

million

tons— 19 tons per Inhabitant

here against 6.3 tons there.
In both countries, the same ton Is
doubtless often counted twice,
A through shipment over several
connecting railroads is now counted but once here as well as there;

Forney was a dreamer and saw visions, but his dreams and
visions were not unreal except as to time.
For practical purposes
he was apt to look too far In the future.

His highly successful

In-

January
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vention of a tank locomotive was probably fully ten years in advance of ttie need for it, although he did not think so. Its chief value

proved to be for suburban services, not then highly develoi)€d. He
was among the early observers of the evil results of the foolish
practice of high-checking horses and did much earnest work as a
reformer, with the usual early disappointments. He sustained the
same relation and like early disappointments in his advocacy of
cumulative voting and minority representation. It was long years
before he could get attention to his powerful and valid arguments,
which resulted in the standardization of screw threads in this country, a reform whose beneficial results are incalculable.
He was
among the early engineers who recognized not only the value, but
tlie absolute necessity of standardization
In locomotive and car
work. This was his central idea in joining in the reorganization of
ihe Master Car Builders' Association on a basis which secured for
It official recognition and caused the adopted standards to be generally accepted by the railroads in this country.
His professional
work is' outlined in his own biographical notes, but little reference
Is made to his other activities, which were many.
For example, his
too long foresight is illustrated by his study, many years ago. of the
real estate possibilities in a portion of the city of New York.
To
some extent he profited by this study in an important real estate
investment. His undertaking to produie a commercially successful
balanced engine occupied intervals of time through many years,
but latterly his drawings and studies for a solution of the problem
seemed to be a form of recreation. Nevertheless, he was always

denied even telepathic communication with President Tuttle, and all
from the New Haven directorate flow^ing toward Boston & Maine territory were dammed up at the Massachusetts bor-

train currents
der.

And

this state

embargo on influences concrete and mental was

enforced by mighty penalties rising to $10,000 and a year's imprisonment for each offense.
Politics were
All this was "before election" in Massachusetts.
hot, personal ambitions vaulting high, candidates timid on the sul)ject of popular sentiment, and Governor Guild, who signed the
drastic measure afore-cited, himself seeking another term since obtained.

It is

There has been financial panic,
President Mellen has reduced train

"after election" now.

contraction, industrial retreat.

and trolley service, the looms of Massachusetts are humming much
less than they did, and the verities of an industrial "drag," longer
or shorter, rest upon the

Bay

state as

upon other commonwealths

In this sharp light of the luminous after event it is
interesting to read the text of Governor Guild's message just sent

of the land.
in to the

Massachusetts law-makers.
last spring assertive, now becomes suggestive and

The Governor,

interrogative.
The public service corporations must still be made
aware that the dignity and inviolability of Massachusetts statutes
maintained.
But "legislation that is merely destructive
will be
should be avoided. No policy which has not been thoroughly and

The burden
Its conclusion should be adopted.
any proposed change of management emphatically is on

carefully followed to

hopeful.

No one

of Forney's friends will ever recall his personality with-

humor and his use of
He was never a funny man and he abhorred such men. He had
what might be defined a useful sense of humor and in the use of

out a qulclt thought of his peculiar sense of
it.

an argument

he was highly successful without being
six)ke
and he spoke often at conventions of railroad associations and railroad clubs
he was always
expected to be amusing as well as instructive, and he seemed never
to disappoint either of these expectations, although it was plain
that he was In thorough control of his power to amuse and he was
using It for a specific purpose. In the use of ridicule for the purIKjse of argument In the discussion of mechanical problems he was
masterful. For example, two locomotives designed by Ru.gene Fontaine were built at Paterson, N. J., and put at work.
Before building these locomotives Mr. Fontaine naturally consulted Forney, then
the highest authority, who gave him an adverse report on his design
for superimposing the two forward driving wheels over the two rear
driving wheels, so as to have a friction drive and be capable of adjustment for a high rate of speed with a slow piston motion and
dispense with side rods. The machines were unsuccessful, but before this was discovered in practice Forney ended the discussion
which the invention involved by an absurd drawing of a man driving a bicycle under somewhat like circumstances.
ridicule

77

prohibiting "any control, direction, supervision or influence whatsoever," directly or indirectly, by one railroad corporation over tne
other in which it had an interest. Apparently President Mellen was

as

disagreeable.

Whenever he

—

—

During the period 1870 to ISS.") it was often said of Forney that
he had a wider acquaintance and more friendships among railroad
officers than anyone else, and this was perhaps true if we assume
that friendship means respect.
He was a man of many fads, none
of them objectionable.
He was well known for his condemnation
of smoking. He maintained over his office desk a modestly printed
card reading as follows: "Is smoking offensive? Yes, always." and
yet frequently In his own office he would Insist on a friend smoking
when he noticed that the temporary abstinence was producing un-

of proof In

He who asserts must prove. • • •
those seeking the change.
Detailed and exact knowledge of actual existing conditions should
precede any action In any case in question." Right here, by the way,
one might criticize the Governor's own "exact knowledge" when
later In his message he refers to one of the three steam railroad
systems of Massachusetts as "dominated by an express company with
headquarters in New York." Were not the American Express Company's holdings, direct and indirect, of about one-tenth of the outstanding Boston & Maine shares transferred some seven months
ago to the New Haven by exchange of stock? The former one-tenth
interest In the Boston & Maine has become an interest of about onethirty-third in New Haven control now, and without a single New
Haven director to represent it. Does it still "dominate" the Boston

& Maine.
Mildly and in an interrogative form the Governor treats matwhich a few months ago were expressed by the foes of the
merger in Massachusetts as radical dogmatisms. He criticizes steam
railroad service in the state and still favors the severance of railBut he
roads from the trolleys and from express corporations.
holds it wise and beneficent that the railroad corporations should
control steamship lines, this idea obviously carrying with it the wisdom of control of the Sound boat lines a subject which has been
"under investigation" at Washington and raised against the New
Haven by some of Its foes in Massachusetts. But it is upon the
ters

—

more relevant and Imperative question. "Should one steam railroad
be allowed to control another?" that the Governor's

recession

be-

Forney remained a bachelor until he was 72 years old and then
married a friend of his youth, a lovable and helpful companion, and
Is unquestionably true that his last year in this world was his

comes most evident. He believes that "on certain terras permission
for some union of interests not in violation of any national statute
should be granted." This under larger powers of the railroad commission, with community of Interest between the combined systems,
under Massachusetts charters, with headquarters at Boston and the
controlling system owning no Atlantic terminal for eastbound
These conditions hit the New
freight outside of New England.
York Central. They obviously do not hit hard the New HavenBoston & Maine merger proposition which has been the focal point

happiest year.

of the recent acrimonious controversy.

rest.

it

w.

THE RECESSION OF

A

ii.

ii.

GOVERNOR.

Some six months ago. near Ihe close of lt>; long session, the
Massachusetts legislature passed a bill, necessarily general In terms,
but aimed actually at the New Haven-Boston & Maine merger. It
was a veritable lurlo In railroad law-making, all the more grotesque
as emanating from a commonwealth in which mind is inferred by
tradition and habitude to dominate matter.
It prohibited any railroad corporation of that state from acquiring or attempting to ac-

any shares of a Massachusetts railroad corporation: gave
enlarged powers to the State Railroad Commission; and, until .Inly
of 1908, set the veto of the state on the voting power of stock held
by a railroad company in another railroad company. The measure
even went further and into the Umbo of corporate psychology by
quire,

After the bitter asperities of the Massachusetts anti-merger conthe recession of the Governor is suggestive even though one
In that state,
allows for the elimination of pre-election politics.
as elsewhere, the pocket nerve of communities has begun to quiver
Industry
and
trade
have struck
and not without pain. Depressed
home and. as usual In manufacturing re.eions. struck home quickly.
flict,

The large ratio of the railroad in the sum total of commercial welfare and touching that welfare not merely as a carrier and as an
employer of labor, but through the flscal weal of thousands of shareholders, becomes more luminous In the gloom of industrial depresCorporation backing recedes when the public finds that it is
sion.
balled too. Governor Guild Is but one of many advance agents to
proclaim these economic truisms, nor does judgment go far astray
when It Infers that the Massachusetts legislature will be but one of
a good niany lawmaking bodies to follow his example.
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dent EmerHoo showed that for the 19 mouths from June. 1905. to
brought In nearly $4,W0.0«« addiFebruary, 1907, "prosijerlly
'
tional revenue, but the same ""prosperity" took away in the v.-.':
Increased wages. Increased itjiii of material, etc., nearly %l
HO that for this i>erlod the Atlantic Coast Line's share in tb>
perlty of Uie South was represented by about $900,000 lest ibau
'

Atlantic C'oant Lliie-LoulHvlllt: & Niisliville HyBUm l» Hit
lai-K<rtil, richcHt and most Important of the three large railroad ityBlems In the South. The Atlantic Coast Line llHelf without the
l.^ulhvHle & NaahvUlc In BtronRir than either the Seaboard Air
Line or the Southern Hallway. iVa Uh name Implies, Its territory
Ih tho Btrlp of country Houth of Chesapeake bay nearest the AtlanticcMiast.
This coast strip, as the map shows. It occupies very comIjletely,
Generally speaklUK, the Seaboard Air Line occupies the
north and south strip next Inland; and the Southern Hallway, the
Till!

territory further Inlanil

'

•

nothing.

Meanwhile the public was demanding increased facilities, more
and better equipment. Improved stations and more of them, and
faster freight movement.
Mr. Emerson showed that In order to
meet these demands the Atlantic Coast Line during the 34 years

still.

The Richmond & Petersburg, n

2&-niile

road chartered by act

and opened for traRIc between
Jtlchmond and Petersburg on SeptemlxT 17, 1838, was the iHjglnning and nuili'us of the Atlantic Coa-st Line. Various other railroads reaching southward along the coast as far as Charleston,
S. C, and Inland from the coast, were bought by tho owners of the
Klchniond & I'etersliurg and were operated together a« "The Atlantic
CouHl Line of Hallways to the South." Control of these allied roads
was transferred in 1S89 to the Atlantic Coast Line Company which
was organized in that yeai' under the laws of Connecticut. In 1900,

of the loKlslature of Virginia In 183C

amendment of the original Virginia legislative act, the name of
the Itlchmond & Petersburg was changed to the Atlantic Coast Line
With this were merged a few months later the other
Uailroad.
railroads controlled by the Atlantic Coa.st Line Company.
The
fact that the .\llantlc Coast Line Hailroad Is the successor of the
KIclimond & Petersburg explains the fact that its report for the
year ended June 30, 1907, Is the "seventy-third annual report."
In 1901 the Savannah, Florida & Western, tho principal railroad of the Plant system, was taken over, anil in the following
year the rest of the Plant system of railroads. Previous to these
acquisitions the Atlantic Coast Line had operated at)out 1,800 miles
of line, all. with the exception of a line from Columbia to Port
The acquisition of the Plant sysItoyal, north of Charleston, S. C.
icni ailiieil about 2,200 miles south of Charleston, including a main
line through Savannah, Ga., to Jacksonville, Fla., a branch eastward
by

t'roin litis main line to Montgomery, Ala., and a large mileage of
branches and connecting lines in soul hcasleni Georgia and in Florbla
Tlirsc additions brought up the Atlantic Coasi
Line mileage to over 4,000 miles.

October, 1902, as a result of the sale
Louisville & Nashville of new slock
previous to Its Issue and listing on the New
York Stock Kxchange and the Gates corner
which followed. It was arranged that the AtIn

by

the

lantic

Coast Line should buy a majority of

the stock of the Ixjuisviile & Nashville. Con
irol of this road has since been held, but lliu
two companies
are
operated
separately.
Ownership of the Louisville & Nashville,
which lies to the westward of<j'both the
Seaboard Air Line and the Southern, has
been
valuable among
other
rea.sons
beCJiiiBc the Atlantic Coast Line has received
from it, either directly or through controlled
road.s,
considerable high grade and other
tralBc.

With tho taking over of the Plant system
and the Louisville & Nashville purchase, the
IHJwer and Importance of the .Vtlantic Coast
Line Company were greatly Increased, so that
MOW, according to tho annual report of tlie
interstate Commerce Commission Issued la.st
week, this holding company, with a capitalization which probably represents not more than
15,000,000 of actual Investment, Is in virtual
control of a railroad system more than 11,000
miles long.

For inauy years the Atlantic Coast Lino
was tile aristocrat of the southern railroads.
had money to spend and It bought the
best.
As recently as l»Ot; Its stock sold as high as 167. But It
could not escape tho consequences of the various adverse factors
which have developed In the South diirlug the last two years.
Along with Its poorer neighbors. It BufTored severely. Net earnings
for the last fiscal year were the smallest earned in any year since
the Plant system was tukoii over. The net earnings in 1903 were

Atlantic Coast Line.

It

$7,800,000. while lasf year's net amounted to only $7,200,000; all
this while gross earnings were increasing, so that from $19,700,000
In 1903 they rose to $2t!,S00.O00 last year.
In four years, therefore,
there was an Increase of 36 per cent. In gross earnings and a
decrease of 8 per cent. In net earnings.
Even with its better

equipment, larger yards and terminals and greater fxprit tic corps,
the Atlantic Coast Line was not able to liandlo the sudden rush
of tratlk- in the South.
In a speech on March 7, 1907, at the
annual banquet of the Wilmington Chamber of Commerce, Presi-

1, 1907, had bought new equipment costing $16.and had spent for yards, terminals, new stations, hekTier
i"ail, signal
towers and Interlocking plants, double tracKlng, etc..
$(1,200,000, which latter amount did not Include $2,000,000 more
authorized but not then spent owing to scarcity of material and

preceding March

800,000,

On July 1. 1902. the road owned 13.157 freight cars
On January 1. 1908. If delivery of now cars ordered was made
promptly. It owned al>out 26.000 freight cars, or nearly 100 per cent.
Increase in 6V,> years.
These large expenditures, too, were made
at a time when prices were high.
For Instance, Iwx cars which In
1904 would have cost from $ri00 to $550. in 1907 cost $900 to $1,000
Early in tho year these expenditures for new Improvements
came to a stidden stop. In February the .-Vtlantic Coast Line sold
$5,000,000 5 per cent. 3-year gold notes at 95i^ net, but since tben
it has been able to get no new funds.
Its working capital. In (act.
olTlcieut labor.

January
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fell so low that the semi-annual dividend of 3 per cent, declared
in December, was made payable in 4 per cent, certificates of indebtedness instead of in cash.
On Wednesday the closing market price
for Atlantic Coast Line stock was 72.
President Emerson speaks as follows in regard to the rate reductions of the year.
His brief comment should be pondered by
every citizen who favors reductions of railroad rates by act of
legislature without investigation:
"Since our last report the following named states, either through their

legislatures or (.-orporation eommissions, have taken sueh action as will greatly
reduce your passenger rales:
Vlrybiia.
Hy corporation commission ItediicliiK passenger rales from ." cents a mile
:

to 2 cents

a mile, effective Oct.

1,

11)07.

North Carolina.
Ue'duclng passenger rates from .I'i cents a mile
for flrst-class, and 2% cents a mile for second class, to 2'1 cents n mile tor
both classes effective Aug. 8, 1907.

By

act of legislature:

79

annual report for 1906 analyzing certain increases in expenses for
the last six months of that fiscal year, which amounted to $1,845,876,
or 70 per cent, of the increases in operating expenses for the whole
fiscal year ended June 30, 1906.
This table follows:
Increase.

$227,975

.\ddltlons and b<!tterment8
Ueal estate purchased
Changes In method of accounting
.\ddltlons to force

Wages

0,.'*53

:

Various small Items

Keplacemeut charges, e<|ulpment and structures.
.Material and supplies

..

Overtime

.

26,375
454,435
41,700
42,270
225,918
158,020
05,.'>03

44.044
85.602
100,970
144,287
159,814
2,889

I'ald foreign roads for ear repairs
r'uel, increased cost per ton
Fuel, hKTeased cODSunipllon

Car mileage balance
Loss and damage
Itentals

»1, 845,870

Totals

;

Oeorffla.

By

railroad commission
Reducing passenger rates from
to 2Vi cenis a mile, effective Sept. 1, ]!)07.
:

,1

cents a mile

Alabama.

By

act of legislature: Ueducing passenger rates from .! ctnts a mile to
2Vi cenis a mile, and also a material reduction In freight rates, effective
Oct. 1, 1007.
"We are now operaling these reduced rates, although we believe them to
be confiscatory, and tlieir legality is being tcslcd in Ilie courts; In the meantime the company Is suffering Irreparable loss pending llnal decision."
Gross earnings for the year increased |1, 900,000, or 8 per cent

over 190G. Freight earnings increased (! per cent, and passenger
earnings 12 per cent. Operating expenses were larger by $3,500,000,
or 22 per cent. As a result there was a decrease of Jl.Ooo.OOO, or 18
per cent, in net earnings. Net income was $:!,1(IO,(|0(), against
The operating ratio
$4,800,000 in 1906, a decrease of 40 per cent.
was 73.2 per cent., against G4.7 per cent, in 190G. After payment of
the regular dividends, there was a surplus for the year of $12G,000,
against $2,100,000 in 190G, a decrease of 94 i)er cent
The income results of particular interest are in the operating
(not including
expenses. Maintenance of way and structures
$249,000 charged in this account for additions and betterments) increased 18 per cent, and cost $S42 per mile of line, against $719 In
1906. I>arge improvements were made to the roadbed. There were 352
miles of new 85-lb. rails and over 2,000,000 new cross ties laid in
track.
Nearly 14,000,000 board feet of lumber, not including piling,
were used in new work and repairs. Work was begun in February
on 22 miles of new second track in North Carolina. With completion
of this, the road will have 86 miles of second track on its 4,34 miles
operated. There were many general improvements, including new
bridges, changes of line, new freight yards at South Rocky Mount,
and Wilmington, N. C, and at Southover ,Iunction, near Savannah,
Ga.; new freight and shoj) yards and new shops at Waycross. Ga.,
and coal storage plants of 40,000 tons capacity, at South Rocky Mount
and at Waycross. All these were to have been finished by the beginning of 1908.
Maintenance of equipment (not including $9,000 charged for
additions and betterments) increased 28 per cent. Repairs and renewals of locomotives cost $2,10S, against $1,948 in 1900. The 1907
Refigure included $94,000 charged to replace missing numbers.
pairs and renewals of i)assenger cars cost $S3S per passenger car.
against $754 in 1906. The 1907 figure included $41,000 charged to
replace missing numbers. Repairs and renewals of freight cars cost
$78 per car. against $73 in 1906. This item for 1907 included $258,000
charged to replace missing numbers. New equipment costing over
$5,000,000 was contracted for on equipment trusts for delivery between March and November, 1907. The apportioning between capital and operating accounts of the expenditures for new equipment,
are given clearly and fully, an example which ought to be followed
by all railroads.
1

Conducting transportation, the cost of getting and moving the
traffic. Increased from $9,000,000 to $11,000,000, a rise of 23 per cent.
Part of this was due to the greater traffic, for there was an increase of 11 per cent, in revenue ton-miles and of 12 per cent, in
revenue passenger-miles. Engine miles (coal burning) perhaps the
most accurate test of the amount of work done Increased 16 per
cent.
Mr. Emerson analyzes certain increases in expenses aggre-

—

—

gating $2,700,000, or 7S per cent, of the total rise in operating expenses. Most, though not all, of these fall under the head of conducting transportation. The analysis of these increases follows:
Changes In method of accounting
Keplacemeut charges, equipment and structures....
Materials and supplies
Overtime
I'ald foreign

roads for car repairs

Fuel. Incnascil consumption
Car mllcnge biibuue
Loss and dnmagc

Uoadwav

viav

roll

Shop

force pay roll
Other additional forces
i'av roll of train crews
Other pay rolls

With

Total
this

Increase.
?44,0S!)

bo

248,98.">
26l!,S0!l

221,371
245,401
272,380
70,702
163,877
296,888

in'

been, to be fair in their treatment of the public. They ask In return
justice; no special favors, but an understanding by the public of the
facts and difficulties of railroad operation: and the passage of laws
based in fairness on these facts. The most encouraging sign of the

present railroad situation In the South, amid all Its discouraging fealures. Is the tendency toward a fair and reasonable co-operation
between the railroads and the public.
The following table, rearranged according to our usual method,
shows the income results of the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad for
the past two years ended June 30:
1007.
:Mllenge

worked

26.771,520

Improvement appropriations...

NEW

17.374.520
24.S68.44S

l.S.44.3.605

Operating expi'nses
Xet earnings
Net Income
Dividends
surplus

4..127
».'..43K.17:t

$6,083,001

Malnt. wav and strucluies
Malut. of wiulpmenl
Conducting transportation

Year's

1900.

4..I47

rassenger earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings

;!.600.312
3.0,30.686

3.1I2..'«08

3.I171.036

10.08ai57

.'<.n04.001

10,328,025
7.442.904

15.740.<»O7
0.122..V.1

.3,376,708

.5.1.53,175
2.718.6.311

2.092.080
258.753
125.800

.336.233

2.008.312

PUBLICATIONS.

—

124,871
016.661
84,180
69,957

compared another table published

—

Hoir to Rum Illinois Coat Without Smoke. Bulletin No. 15 of
the Engineering Experiment Station of the I'niversity of Illinois,
on the above subject, by L. P. Breckenridge. Director of the Station, has been Issued.
A few p.iges are devoted to the principles
of combustion and the losses due to smoking chimneys, but the

$2,731,230

may

These statements suggest the difficulties with which the management has had to contend in the last two years.
No classification of tonnage by commodities is given in the
report. The Atlantic Coast Line's traffic is quite different from that
of any other road. Probably the two most important items are fruit
and vegetables, and lumber two widely different classes of traffic.
The perishable fast freight traffic of the road is large and varied.
From its southern lines It carries Florida oranges, lemons and
grapefruit to the northern markets; Georgia sends peaches; South
The
Carolina and North Carolina, small fruits and vegetables.
Atlantic Coast Line has been known to haul in one day off ILs main
line between Florence, S. C, and Weldon. N. C, 210 miles, as many
as 700 cars of strawberi ies. Last year there was a shortage of the
strawberry and vegetalilo crops which resulted in a decrease of
$239,000 in gross earnings from these sources, but other traffic more
than made up for this loss. The extent of the refrigerator traffic Is
reflected in the trainload, which Is 179 tons.
The next two most
important items of traffic are probably naval stores and phosphate.
The road has an agricultural and immigration department through
whose efforts 578 heads of families, in addition to a large number
of settlers placed by other agencies, last year located on the lines
to engage in agriculture. There were 127 new industries started.
Since November the traffic of the road has shown a great falling
off.
The lumber industry was one of the first to be hard hit by the
panic owing to the general suspension of building and construction
operations. There has also been a large decrease in general traffic.
These are the most unfavorable features of the present situation. On
the other hand, puhlic opinion is changing. The people of the South
are beginning to realize that railroad officers were sincere when
they prophesied that the legislative attacks on the railroads would
hurt the people of the South. The receivership of the Seaboard Air
Line has had some effect in bringing about this change, but even
before that happened, the effects of the industrial depression were
being sharply felt in the South and it was obvious that the attacks
on tiie railroads had been one of its principal causes. The future
of the Atlantic Coast Line rests largely with the people of its territory.
The officers of the road are doing their best, as they have

the

larger part of the bulletin relates to the constructive features of
those boiler settings and furnaces that have been found practically
smokeless in operation at the power plant and in the experiment
station at the I'niversity of Illinois. The leading dimeusions of
the settings and furnaces are given, and sectioned cuts show the
general character of the settings. With each cut Is given a state-

:

;
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m<'nt an to the ranB<' of capai Ity of ea/'h utttlnK tor 8inokfl<:ii«
operation.
EBpeolal cmphaiilH U given to the Imporiaiice of knowHqiiare foot
lii(? the rate at which the coal Ih to he hiirne<l on each
of Kratfi Burfatc, together with the percentage of volatile (onil)iiKtll,le
which the coal iontalnn. and for which a Hullable comSome Interesting
be provided.
niiint
l>iiMllon Hpacc or iluiniliir
llliiHtratlonH Hhow rj.-arly the »lgnlflcance of the numljerB imed In
ilciicrlhlriK hnioke deiiHlllcH, and there Ih also a chart devlw^l for
Five lableu of
iiiuklng graphic re.ordH of Kiiiokc olihervatlonH.
IcMtM are given Hhowlng the comlltlonH of operation of a Hnioke-

furnace under changeti of boiler capacity varying from 50 to
There are no llluHtratlonH Bhowing approved BeilingB
ir.O iier cent.
for the horizontal lire-tube boiler, but HUggeHllonB are given aB to
iii.lbodH of hiind (Irlng which will tend to reduce Hmoke pro<luctlon.
While tlilH bulletin dlwuHMe.s the HmokelcBS burning of IlllnolB
coalH, the prltiilpIcK and methods explained apply equally well to
Copies of thiM bulletin may
the burning of all klMcU of soft coal.
be had free by writing to the Director. Knglneering Kxiwrlmenl
leiui

I'rbana,

Station,

III.

of nHnforiid Ci/nrrete «eam».— Bulletin No. H, Tests
of Reinforced Concrete Beams. Series of 190t;, has Iwen Issued by
The
the University of Illinois Engineering Experiment Station.
Ti-hIh

a contlimiitlon of the tests discussed In Bulletin
ontopics Investigated Include the effect of quality of
crete upon the strength of l>eums, the effect of repetitive loading
diagonal
to
beams
resistance
of
the
upon the action of beams, and
tension failures. The results of the Investigation of diagonal tension failures throw light upon the amount of the vertical shearing
stress which may be allowed in relnforied concrete beams not
testa described are

No.

The

4.

(

The resistance of beam.s to
having metallic web reinforcement.
diagonal tension may l>e the controlling feature of relatively short
l>eamB. and as suih failures occur suddenly and without mtich warnSome
ing, a knowiedg'j of the resistance of the concrete Is essential.
beams gave surprisingly low values and It seems evident that the
values allowed by many city building ordinances are higher than
The tests of plain and reinforced concrete
Bho\ild bo recommended.
(olunins and of reinforced concrete T-beams tor 1906 have already
Ix'cn published.
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edition.
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and Maintenance of
Ilallwiiy ICnglneorlng
II
Cloth, 2!ll piiKCH
In.

Amerlcnn

;

edition of the Manual was published In 1905 and covered
ImsI year
the work of the (Irst six conventions of the Association.
a Bupi)lemeiit was published containing the amendments and addenda to the .Manual adopted by the As-soclatlon at its lyoc convention.
This bore the title, "Supplement of 1906, Addenda to
ICiiition of 1905," and was contained In Bulletin 79 of the Asso-

The

first

edition contains all matter in its final and
duly authorized form as adopted by all conventions to 1907 Inclusive.
The volume has almost twice the number of pages of the
ciation.

The present

edition.
The style of printing and tlie arrangement is similar
that of the annual l>r(«eedings. the marginal topic headings
being a great help to quick llnding of any point sought. The Manual
of this Association has been In demand by railroads in all parts of
the world, and Its value and usefulness Increase each year.
tirst

to
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To

N. Y..

.Iiin,

!>.

statemenlB.
The developing of the manufacturer and of the agriculture of
the country can l>e said almost to depend upon Its transportation
Its railroad building, which has pushed forward to such a point
that In 1905 there was one mile of railroad for e«ch 381 people.
I'OpDiatloD
Vt-ar

\H-M

I'onuUtloo

MIlM

loMcb

f. 8. cen»u«.
\t.m:t.H22

of r»llro«d.

mile of r«Uro«<l.
1»,«3332-J

n:io

1 ll.Mtlil.S'J-.'

'23

i5»,31>:;

1S40

i7.ot!i».4.'>;i

IH.-iCI

a:».101.hTll

:;.MiM
1».0SI

«,057
2,571

IHIMI
1.S70

.•tl,44:»,3al
:»8..'i58.371

W.a-M

1,0211

ISSO
ISOO

r>U,lSS,7(»3

1W.2«2

02.022.260

ltMJ.703

I'lOU

70..1O3,3S7

194.202

1

21H,101
M.U.I.WW
Thoroughly to appreciate what this enormous growth of railroad mileage means. It should be compared with the railroad
mileage In some of the principal countries of the world.
1!)0.',

Miles
of railroad,

Countrv.
Frnnic"

Hungary

Auslrlii
n.'lttliim

riilnn
i.-rniiin

•

Kmpire

Italy
.lapiin

UuHslan Kmpire
Spain
I

nlliMl

I

nil.

Kingdom

d Stales

24.500
12.370
26.901

reoplr to nirb
mile of rsllrosd.
1.50O
1.55k
1.7S9

AkTlcnllnre

Not rclnrnii nor

oacli

Avpniiti- siilnry

— wnge

p<<r

worker

»1.:VJ4

l.'.o

US

I'.il

1ST

1.'

1(^4

It

•»!

:e<

!>:;

.'lO
<I07

477
M17

24ri

'J4.*i

:

^lnnural'turcr8
UiillioiulB
Totiil Kiiliu-.v

wage per each |il,t)U» of Dxpvndltiirp
MunnfiK'turorH
HnllnmilH
Totnl Hiilniv
wnge per iMidi Jl.Oflo net retiirnH:

.'.7'-'

fifls

MiiniifiuluriTK

1.7.10

llnllroii.ls

l.IUf.'

1.4.10
I.2i:i

These flgtires bring out clearly the following pointii:
1.
That the gross returns or receipts per dollar of Investment
the railroads of the I'nlted States are leas than the re<'elpts
either from niniiufncturlng or from money invested In agriculture.
In

of raltro«d

KM

20010
9.70

4.3.17

1.031

2.<;2

3.500
33.421
9.943
4.400

119.714

1.443.00

.18.04.'.

3..'hIK

8.200
22.K4T

2.207
1.N21

.'.29

21.S.101

3S1

13.01

1.S13

<l

J-

1112

3.2H0
9.S44

30.17
220.24
23.WI

—

Ualrperton
Year.

t>nt»

fnll.Hl Sinien

lt*>.'.

<> 7»J<t

r.<<rnianv

\'.x>i

1 3.*.

I'ran.-.'

1'"'4

I

42S

An»trin

v>"t

1

."."3

i'"':t

1
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Regardless of the fact that these statements show that there is
almost tlve times as much railroad mileage per capita, or, in other
words, only one-fifth the nnml)er of people to support each mile of
the charges for transportation of freight In this country
railroad
are lower than In any country probably In the world.
That the charge for passenger transportation is wonderfully
low. considering the fact that there is only one-fifth the population
per mile, is shown by the following figures obtained from the Department of Commerce and Labor. Bureau of Statistics, and from
the British Statistical Abstrai't of Foreign Countries, published by
the Board of Trade. London: from the Interstate Commerce Commission and the London Statist:
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Editor ok tiik Uaii.ii<>,\i> Gazkttk:
In the Xorlh Amvriian Hrviru- of November. 1907, Logan (i.
Mcl'her.son brings out some interesting comparisons uniier the headMr. Mcing. "The l''armer, the Manufacturer and the Railroad."
I'herson's llgures are taken from the reimrts of the Interstate Commerce Commission, the I'nited Stales census and the Year-Book of
the Depart ment of Agriculture, and show:
iiiK

ino.-,.

No.

.

KurnsHT.
Alliiiny.

.

2.
That the Interest, reward or profll on each dollar iDvested
the railroads Is 4.4 per cent., while that of the money Invested
agriculture Ih 9.8 per cent ami In manufacturing 15 1 per cent.
3.
That the average salary paid by the rallioads of the country
U 12.6 i»er cent, greater than the average paid by the manufajctures,
and, If the figures were known, Is wonderfully greater than the
average pay of tho«e engaged In agriculture.
Mr. McF'heriion al«o slate*:
"The outcry haa Ijeen taken up by
politicians who ilo not ship freight or pay freight bills and their
utterances have Impressed the great tK)dy of the people, who likewise do not to any appreciable extent ship freight or dlre<--tly pay
freight bills.
Tht.-He people have been Ignorant of the fact that the
freight charges have l>een In constantly decreasing ratio to the cost
of production and the cost of marketing the great commodities of
dally need.
The freight charge Is so low that It Is seldom a factor
That Is, the reull prices
In the retail prices of theBe lommodltles.
of the commodities of dally use, with but few exceptions, are determined without reference to the rate of freight; they would be
neither higher nor lower If the commodities were transported by
the railroads gratis."
That the American railroad has done this much and even more
for the United States Is In a measure brought out by the following
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But It Is said that the American railroad Is overraplialiied.
regardless of the fact that the Ini-ome enrne»l on a dollar Invested
in American railroads Is less than that of a dollar invested In almost any other line: that the average wage paid by the railroad
is greater than that paid In almost any other form of business:
that Iheir charge for freight transimrtation is U>.ss than In any
other nation In the world: and that their passenger charge, when
considering the character of the equipment, the si>eed of the trains,
the excellence of the service and the limited numl>er of people to
be transported compared with those of other countries. Is wonderThe ground Is not well taken, as clearly shown by the
fully low.
following Hgures which are copied from a report on the Iransporta-
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Venezuela
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Switzerland
United Kingdom
KiisRla
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Finland

Norway
Sweden (State railroads)
Sweden (private railroads)
.

.,

Italy

As a matter

08,44:5

I!l0:i
l!lo:i

ISelKlnm (State railroads only)
I'rance

As pointed out by Mr. McPher.son, the people of the i'nited
States do not realize what has been done for the country by its
railroads, or the present hostile (oiiditions would not exist. Apparently every one of the 4(i states in the Ignited Stales is passing
hostile railroad legislation.
Some of it is confiscatory in its results.
Much of it is unnecessary, ill-advised and harmful, and a
little of it is proper and will have a healthful effect.
All of it,
however, has had the effect of undermining the credit of the railroads, and ali-eady one great line has gone into the hands of a
receiver; and the monthly returns of the railroads unfortunate
enough to be located in the stales where legislation has been most
drastic show that they are being sadly hampered; that their earnings are being depleted; that for lack of money, necessary railroad
work is being stopped or slowed up all over tlie country; that they
have had to borrow money on short-lime notes at high rates of interest; and that the additional moneys which unreasonable legislation has deprived their making would have been put to very much
better advantage were it used in the building of additional secondtrack, of block signaling and bettering the physical conditions of
the properties.
Over 90 per cent, of the Ameri(an railroad system is still single
track, while In the United Kingdom there is only a little over 40
per cent, of single track. The further growth of the American
manufacturer and of the agricultural interests of the country depends absolutely upon the prosperity of the American I'ailroad.
That, In .some lew cases, there has been rebating and undue
favoritism, is admitted, but the enforcement of the IClkins law
absolutely stopped these practices.
It
is most unfortunate that
through lack of exact information the American public should have
any other than the kindest feeling toward its transportation prop
erties; and as the people of this country have righted every wrong
just as quickly as it is demonstrated, so will they correct the present
situation when its vast impcrtame iind llie injustice done is clearly
brought to their attention.
c. s. sims,

Analogy

of

Conditions

nn.l i;.ii

in

M-zr.

1884 and

l!eiiiwnn'\- llii.ls.m

in

C.i.

1907.

To

1.-..

lOOS.

TiiK EiiiToit di'
111-:
Raii.i;oai) Ga/.kitk:
Your editorial entitled Five Panics (Dec. 27, 1907) says that
the 1907 imnic was more akin to that of 1884. in many important
respects, than it was to any other of our serious commercial setbacks in this country, and because of this you conclude that the
after-drag is going to l>e short and the recovery comparatively rapid.
The Annual Review of the Foreign Commerce of the I'nited Sta'.es,
recently published by the Department of Commerce and Labor, puts
in evidence a rather striking confirmation of one phase of the re1

follow-

\

Of exports.
Of Imports.
»72.815.91«
1884
1893
$18,735,728
1873
446.429,653
119.656,288
1907
I realize that this showing was affected by local conditions In
each of the above years, and that it is to a certain extent superficial.
Nevertheless it certainly indicates an interesting tendency which
bears out your analysi.s and we should all like to believe that
your prophecy of a short drag i= rorrwi
histobiaj;.
Of Imports.

1837

tl9.029.67U

1H.)7

.-.4.604.582

Of exports.

Troubles.

Road, Chelsea, power house which is furnishing electhe district, several tube lines, and to a portion
of the London I'nited Tramways, is supplying an
average output of about 100,000,000 units per annum, which are
sold at a price which while reasonable from the point of view of
the different Interests mentioned, is also yielding a satisfactory
profit on the power house expenditure.
In mentioning this fact
in the annual report recently issued, the direc'lors of the I'ndertrical

of

energy

to

the system

ground Electric Railways Company of London show how far their
different tul)e lines have been advanced structurally during the
year, and they add some notes concerning the progress that each
has been making from the traffic standpoint. The following references are made to the appointment of Mr. Stanley and to the
troubles of financial and competitive kinds that the concern has
been and is still passing through:
In April of this year the directors secured the services of Mr.
Albert H. Stanley, who was up to that time general manager of (tie
New Jersey Public Service Corporation. He Is now the general
manager of the Underground Electric Railways Company, as well
as of the District and the three tube companies above mentioned,
by which means co-ordination and uniformity of operation are secured. The very unsettled state of the money markets of the world
has seriously hampered the development and operations of the company, and this unrest still continues. Stocks all over the world
have depreciated in price, and those dependent on London traffic
have, owing to severe competition and excessive reduction In fares,
fallen lower than many securities of Intrinsically less value.
The
competitors for London passenger traffic Include the London County
Council, on whose growing network of tramways passengers are
carried at fares which It Is l)elieved are In many cases unremun
erative, and the motor omnibus i-ompanles, who have come Into
the field since the incorporation of the company, but who can probably not operate profitably on the basis of their existing fares. It
seems at last, however, to have been universally recognized that
for a large number of companies to carry passengers at a loss is
not sound business. The responsible heads of the principal l^ndon
passenger traffic companies have, therefore, recently constituted a
Traffic Conference under the chairmanship of the company's managing director. Sir George tlibb, for the purpo.se of discussing the
best means by which injurious competition can l>e, as far as possible, avoided.
The Hoard has been for some time considering (In
conjunction with Messrs. Speyer) a plan for dealing with the
will become due on June 1. 1908.
i: 7.000.000 notes which
It Is
hoped that within a short time, probably early in 1908. the plan
will be published and submitted to the shareholders and noteholders
for their approval.
In the meantime. Messrs. Speyer offered to
purchase at their face value the coupons on the notes due December
1.

1907.

Immigration

in

1907.

The total number of cabin and sieeragi' passengers landed at
the port of New York during 1907 by all the transatlantic steamship lines was 1.287.617.
In
1906, the number was
1,159. .551;
in 1905. 992.065.
The largest number of passengers was carried on
the ships of the North German Lloyd Line from Bremen and from
Mediterranean ports. In 151 trips, 222.121 passengers were landed
by the steamers of this line, and of these 17.051 were first cabin
voyagers.
The Hainburg-.-\merlcan Line, with 131 steamers arriving, brought 200,909 passengers, of which number 16.991 were first
cabin.
The White Star Line, from Liverpool, Southampton and
the Mediterranean, landed 1(;,74S first cabin passengers, and the
total

Ni-w V..rk. .Ian.

The
Kscess

'

-.

I'hc Lot's

dollaxs.

I'lis,

l-^oesK

,.

The London Underground

the capitalization of the American railroad is vastly less than the actual value of the properties today.
It is very much to be doubted whether one railroad in 20 could
be replaced for ils e.\i.stiiig capitalization.
The roads have forged
ahead .so rapidly that seldom, if ever, could their bonds be sold for
par; in some cases they wore sold al a discount as great as 40 per
cent., and in many cases, in addition to a dis<-ount on the bonds,
stoclt bonuses had to be given.
This was necessary in order that
the country could have this vast railroad growth and that the
country could be built up to ils present greatness.
Each year vast sums out of earnings are put into Ijetiering
the properties, in the form of heavier bridges and rail, better stations and grade and line changes; and these sums have not been
capitalized and are of such magnitude that they would equal dividends of from 2 to 3 per cent, yearly on the entire stock capitalization.
Again, the land and property increment in value is not capitalized and it is increasing at a rate of 4 or 5 per cent, a year, and
in the case of railroad terminal property has reached vast proportions.
An Illustration: one of the important trunk lines paid a
few hundred dollars for its terminal when entering the city of
Chicago. Recently, under oath, a numlier of railroad presidents
testified that the value of this property was from 12 to 15 million

ml \l<r

—

semblance between 1884 and 1007 the trade balance.
ing table (specie not included) illustrates this point:

—

of fact,

S

8i

number brought by

this

line

was

115.859.

The

trips

num-

bered 98.

The Cunard steamers, from Liverpool and the Mediterranean,
brought 147.76G passengers of all classes, and of these 12.086 were
first cabin.
Sailings to the numl)er of 100 were made. The Red
Star Line, from .\ntwerp. brought 81.642: the French Line, from
Havre, S3. 882. anil the Holland-American Line, from Rotterdam,
brought 62.056 passengers of all classes. Composed of four lines
and six services the International Mercantile Marine Company's
ships made 196 trips from foreign ports, and brought a grand total
of 237.906 passengers of all classes.

I

Autobiographical Notea by Matthias Nace Forney.

NeWH of itiu Ueulh of Mr. Koruey after a llrHt attack of paralyulM,
We
.Ian. 14, came aw an entire BurprlKe to aIrao«t all IiIh friendH.
iirf Klad to have the opportunity to print the following notes, which
Rather, rl toKcthor In 1803:
If tradition and the record of the family Bible can be relied
was brirn In the old house on Chestnut street, In Hanover,
1
York County, I'.nnKylvanIa, on March 28, 183.''., My father, after
whom 1 was named, died on March 25, 1837, leaving our good
mother Amamlii Forney, to take care of three sons and three
111-

on

daiigiiterR.

which was administered to us In Hanover
days was of a somewhat irregular kind, and demliilslratioiiK of teacliers of a more or less Itinerate
They wen- good, bad and Indifferent— chiefly the latter—bo
hal.lt
that our lK.ok knowledge had to be assimilated from much indiTiie school education

ill

early

tiiose

pended upon

llie

•estible food.
life mechanism and science interested me very
great pleasure to decorate the top of our old
miniature windto construct water-wheels
mills,
which wen- driven by the stream
from a spring near tlio house,
to make toy cannons out of
iiiiii
anything which would hold a
ihaige of powder. My great ambilion was to build ii small sleam-

Very early
much. It gave
woodshed with

iigliie,

I

ical

In

me

tliat my mechanwere not adequate,

but for

rosoiirces

made a number

allliough I
li-mpts in

that

direction.

of at-

Tools

and machinery were ray delight
hen, and have bcnm ever since.
1
then always had a workshop
which was very poorly equipped
I

with carpenters tools, but it was
a .source of endless pleasure to me.
My first ambition was to be a shipliiiilder, then steam-engines took
hold of my Imagination and finally locomotives got possession of

me and have absorbt^d much ot
my time and thoughts ever
since.

When

fourteen years ot age
to a school In Baltiwith my brother George,
who had already been there two
years before me, where he had attended the ••Collegiate Department
of the llniverslly of Maryland."

was sent

1
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more,

under which higli sounding title
Mr. Horace Morl.son an uncle ot

—

the engineer,

the

late

(Jcorgo S.

—

Morison conducted a school ot
from thirty to forty boys. Three
winters were sjjent there, which
ended my school education.
sho|>

In April,
of Ross

IS.")2,

1

enlered the

Winans as an apHe was then engaged In

prentice.

No.

3.

the New York Elevated Railroads nearly ten year* after ihf
imteni wau allowed. No other kind of locomotive wab ever unttii
on thow. roadh then-after, and it wa« also exclusively adopted In the
Urooklyn ;iii<l <,'hUa«o Elevated lines, and many were also built for
other roads. Now, 1!*03. these engines have bt«n superseded In the
elevated roads by electric j>ower, but it is still a popular form of
locomotive for suburban and some other kind* of traffic. Aft«r the
patent expired it was very Kencrally adopted. It wa« a source of
some profit to me durlns the latter pan of the existence of the
patent, but never imld as much as It would if the merits of the
for

Invention had l<cen recognized earlier.
*'y engagement on the Illinois Central Railroad also continued
about throe years. After this a brief engagement aa draft*man with the Detroit Bridge t Iron Works followed, which waa
succeeded in the spring of IMT, by an appointment by the President
of the Illinois Central Railroad Company, to superintend the build
ing of some locomotives for that line, for the constructton of which
a contract had been made with the Hinckley « Williams Works In
Boston. This was In the spring of 18C5, and o<cupled me for about
When the engines were '«»"P';^*^'
six months.
for

*•'' Jf;["'^™" ™*ff
with me to rearrangement
main In their employ. My duties

were partly those of a draftsman
and partly of a traveling agent.
.My

services

there

also

lasted

about three years.

During the last year ot that
my office and headquarters
were In New York, and when my
engagement with that company
was ended, and after a year or
more spent in futile attempts to
make a living by office and other
term,

work. In the fall of 1870 I accepted
the position of Associate Editor
of the Railroad Oasette. which
was offered to me by Mr. A. N.
Kellogg, who then published that
In 1871 the
paper in Chicago.
great fire occurred there and the
publication office of the paper was
was then
as
It
temporarily

—

—

removed to New York
Soon thereafter Mr. 8. \V. Dunwho was EdItor-ln-Chlef.
ning,
and myself, each bought an Interest In the paper, and a year or
two thereafter bought the whole
of it, each of us owning a half.
thought

In editing the paper,

my

depart-

ment was that of engineering and
mechanical matters, while Mr.
Dunning had charge of the tran.sportatlon and traffic department
anil general railroad news.
In 1873 we obtained a copy of
Ceorg Kosak's excellent little
Iwok on the locomotive, written
Mr. Dunning, who
in German.
reads that language, agreed to
translate the book and proposed
that 1 should revise and adapt It

to .-Vmerican practice, and that
building locomotives In Baltimore,
the translation should then be
for tlie Ualtlmori- & Ohio
Matthias Nace Forney
published serially In the Railroad
Railroad. Three years were spent
(lazellc and In book form thereIn the shop, and after that one was
made
and submitted to me for revision
draftswas
as
after.
The
translation
position
spent in the drawing ofllci'.
1
then secured a
man in he shops of the llallimore & Ohio Railroad, in Baltimore, and adaptation, according to the original intention. Before that 1
had planned and had commenced writing an elementary treatise
lien under the charge ot Mr. Henry Tyson, who was Master
chapter of the
first
the
revising
loiomotlve.
the
In
of Machinery of the road, and continued in that position altogether on
alwut three years. As the prospect ot advancement there seemed translation of Mr. Kosak's Imok, it was found that it occuvery poor, In 18f>7 or 1858 I was led to go Into mercantile business pled only, to n very limited extent, the ground which In my
incomplete plan I hoped to cover. Therefore the original intention
In Baltimore, and continued In such occupation tor about three
years more.
Phis brought me to I8()l, tho period of the outbreak of "adapting" Mr. Kosak's work was almndoned. and the whole book
In writing
was rewritten and pubM.-ihed In book form thereafter
ot the War of Secession.
My business ventures up to this time hail not been successful, it, the aim was to explain the principle.-;, construction and opera-

chiefly

I

I

number

tlon of locomotives In the slmple.<t and clearest language possible,
so as to be easily comprehende<l by cnginiH>rs. mechanics, firemen

Chicago, then under the charge of Mr. Samuel J. Hayes, who was
.Superintendent ot Machinery ot that road.
While employed there 1 designed an •improved tank locomotive," which afterwards became known as the "Forney engine."
A patent was applied for. but there was considerable difficulty and
delay In Hie Patent Office l>etore the patent was allowed, so that It
was not issued until ISf.C. Although every effort was made to introduce It into use. my efforts had little success \intil It was adopted

and apprentices who have had few educational advantages. The
only mathematics employed, excepting simple arithmetic, was one
algebraic formula, and that might have N-en omlUed.
Tho book se<>med to supply a need, and at once had a large
It was rewritten and enlarged
sale, which has continued ever since.
in 1SS9. and the demand for the revised edition still continues.
In 1872 I became an associate member of the .\merican Hallway Master Me<-hanlcs' Association, and in 1S73 of the Master Car
Builders' Association. About the same time—or perhaps earlier

All business In Baltimore was much dlsttirbed, and after trying a
ot different occupations I accepted a imsltlon as draftsman
In the Machinery Department ot the Illinois Central Roilroad in

—

January

17, 1808.
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elected a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers,
but resigued a few years ago. I was one of the organizers, and am
(1903) a member of the American Society of Mechanical En-

The appendix which I wrote for the report contained the
recommendation, "that no authority should be granted to any company to build a rapid transit railroad without the express stipula-

gineers.

tion that not more than half-fare should be collected unless the
passenger is provided with a seat on demand."
My recollection
is that such a just and salutary provision was inserted in the
original bill, but was eliminated before it finally passed the legis-

was

still

The work of these associations, especially the two devoted exclusively to railroad engineering, was of great interest to me, and
for years I took an active part in their proceedings, as is shown in
their early annual reports.
By way of explanation, it may be .said that away back in the
.seventies before any sy.stem of transit, more rapid than horse cars,
existed in New York, that its population and daily papers, every
winter, were thrown into paroxysms hy each severe snowstorm
which obstructed traffic in the streets and made it very difficult for
people to be transported up and down town mornings and evenings.
During such periods all kinds of wild projects were proposed for
systems of rapid transit above, below, and in the streets of the
city,
in September, J 874, during such a period of exacerl)ation, at
my suggestion, Mr. Octave (Jhanute. then Chief Engineer of the
Kailroad,
introduced a resolution at one of the meetings of
lOrie
llu^ American Society of Civil Engineers, "that a committee of five

members
I

of the society be appointed by the president to investigate
he necessary conditions of success, and to recommend plans for:

"First

— The best means of rapid transit for passengers, and
— The best and cheapest metliods of delivering, storing

"Second

and distributing goods and freight in and about the city of New
York
and to report thereon."
The resolution was adopted, and a committee consisting of Mr.
Chanute, Ashbel Welch, Gen. Charles K. Graham. Francis Collingwood and myself were appointed.
Although there were three other members of the committee.
Mr. Chanute and myself did most of the work of preparing the report.
We each of us devoted a great deal of time to collecting and
tabulating data relating to the subjects submitted to the committee
lor investigation, concerning which there had then been very litle
The old Greenwich street elevated
reliable information published.
railroad had been built from the Battery up to Thirtieth street, on
Ninth avenue, and had then abandoned the use of a cable, which
was first used by Mr. C. T. Harvey for transmitting the motive
I)ower to the cars, and a small four-wheeled locomotive had been
s\ib.stituted for the cable.
This was then the only thing approximat.

.

.

lature.

member of the Master Car Builders' Association
of years and taking an active part in its work, it
became apparent to me that there was a great deal ot work which
such an association ought to do, but which could not be done unless
some direct relations existed between It and the railroad companies,
whose interest It should represent. At the same time. It was evident
that any important change in the existing conditions of memberIn this
ship would be defeated if proposed to the Association.
dilemma, to quote from a report made in 1889, "the Idea was conAfter being a

for a

number

ceived of leaving the conditions of membership the same as theretofore, but of creating a new class of members to be appointed by
the Presidents, General Managers or General Superintendents, to
represent the railroad companies in the Association, such members
to have a vote proportionate to the number ot cars owned by the
companies they represented. This measure was proposed to some of
the older members, including I.,eander Garey. F. D. Adams, an<l
others,

and approved by them.

After much negotiating, many reports and a great deal of discussion, such a measure was finally carried and ultimately resulteil
in all the principal railroad companies in this country and Canada
appointing what were called representative members.
It was carried, however, in the face of very strong opposition.
but its salutary effect upon the Association and its effectiveness
at once became apparent, and the beneficial results have Increased

every year since.
A full account of the reorganization of the Association was
given in my final report to the Association as Secretary In 1889.
"The influence of the Association has been
In that it was said:
very much widened and strengthened by the reorganization, which
has given to railroad companies a representation In Its deliberations."

After the reorganization in 1882, I was appointed Secretary of
The only data the Association and held that position until 1889. The work Intering to "rapid transit" in the city of New York.
obtainable concerning the probable traffic and expenses of a real ested me very much, and perhaps by aiding in the adoption of
"rapid transit" road was from this line, and those operated on the standard forms and methods of construction of cars, and the Introsurface of the streets; the motive power of all of the latter was duction of safety appliances, -some good may have been accomthen horses.
plished.
At any rate, the work which was commenced then has
In the report made it was said:
"The committee deemed it been followed up by other people and other agencies notably the
necessary, as a preliminary basis, to ascertain what would l)e the Interstate Commerce Commission so that there is the satlslactlon
])robal)le earnings and expenses of rapid transit roads, and in what
of having helped in a movement which has greatly lessened the
amount of capital the net revenue thus estimated would pay a fair loss of life and limb in railroads.
rate of interest.
The usual methods of assuming the operating
Early in the history of the Master Car Builders' Association
expenses to be a certain percentage of the earnings seemed to us the confusion of names used to designate the different parts of cars
quite worthless when applied tn roads possessing so many features attracted attention, and in 1871 a committee was appointed to preof novelty.
During the progress of this inquiry, therefore, two of pare a "Dictionary of Terms used In Car Building."
the members of the committee made careful estimates, from the
In the preface of the "Dictionary" which was subsequently publ)est data they could obtain, of the possible revenues, and of the
lished, it is said:
cost of running trains furnishing the required accommodations.
"This committee originally consisted ot eight or ten members,
Those computations were entirely independent of each other.
who held a number of meetings without accomplishing much, and
The result was gratifying. Although carried by somewhat different it soon became apparent that it was too unwieldy to do the work
processes, the final computations agreed so closely as to give the which had been undertaken."
It was finally narrowed down to
committee confidence in the approximate correctness of their Leander Garey, Calvin Smith and myself. I did the writing and
estimates."
the other members acted as (onsulting members of the committee.
The conclusion which was reached was: "That the traffic on We held many meetings, and the preparation of the first edition of
rapid transit roads would in a few years be equal to 35,000.000 pas- that book was a long and tedious work.
The Iwok was, however,
sengers per annum, on each side of the island, and that it would finally completed, and published by the Railroad Gazette. Several
warrant an expenditure of about $0:5r>,000 per mile of road."
new editions have been issued since.
The last (]n02) annual report of the Manhattan Elevated and
Mr. Dunning and myself continued to publish the Railroad Gathe Interborough lines shows that 246.587,022 passengers were car- zette until the end of 1S83.
I
then sold my interest to W. H. Boardried in the year covered by the report.
When our committee in man, who had been business manager of the i>aper tor a number of
1875 ventured to estimate that "the traffic on rapid transit roads
years. In a valedictory editorial, with the title "Some Last Words,"
would, in a few years, be equal to 35,000.1100 passengers per annum. published In the Kailmnd Gazcllf of Dec. 2S, l.ss;;. u was said:
on each side ot the island," or a total of 70.000,000. this "estimate"
"The work ot editing a journal like the Railroad (}<izclte is not
of the committee was regarded as wild and visionary.
only severe, but unremitting. Every week brings Its tasks, and
The report was completed and read at a meeting of the Society there Is no opportunity tor recuperating exhausted energies, however
It was received with a perfect storm
held on February 3. 1875.
serious the need may be. • * • When it became apparent that
of opposition and ilenunciation by members, some of whom had
the editorial steam gage could no longer be kept up to working
for years been recommending and lending their names and influpressure, the question had to be decided whether it would be wisest
ence to different schemes for rapid transit railroads.
The report vinder the circumstances to diminish the loads and continue at work
was, however, printed by the Society.
Legislation was then pend- until the mechanism was fit only for the scrap heap, or whether it
ing in Albany, which led to the appointment of what was known would be best to uncouple from the train entirely and lay up tor
as the "Tilden committee," whose investigations and report was thorough repairs.
The latter plan is the wisest course to pursue
followed by the enactment of a Rapid Transit Act under which the with locomotives, and is the one which the master mechanic who
the
placed
existii\g Elevated roads were built.
in
The report was
superintends the repairs to the w^rlter Insisted must be adopted in
hands of that committee and had much influence in shaping legis- his case, or the machine would soon be too dilapidated for any furlation and guiding those who directed it.
The value of the work ther service.
which the committee did. however, was never recognized, although
".\nd thus a career commenced with much hope, pursued with
it served to shape legislation and guide those who afterward built
more than a little toil, is ended with some disappointed anticipathe elevated roads, and resulted in great advantage to their projec- tions, but with many pleasant and some tender recollections."
For three years thereafter my life seems to have been divided
tors ami the public generally.

—
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yours— I wa« not eneaRcil In any regular buHlUolng nothing Hoon grew wearlBome, and In the latter jmrt
of 1880, for the Hake of having regular occupation, I bought the
AmerU-an Hailrnad Journal and Van .N'oHtrunil'H Knoineffritif) ifaaazinc, and on thi- firnt of ,)iinuiiry conHolldateil the two publicatlonR
under the nanii- of 'I'hi- Itiitlrunil iiii'l Hit)iiiiriTimj .Inurnal. That paper
i>ul)llKhcd and edited until the cud of 1895, liul cliiiiigcd ItH name at
the beginning of the year ISM:! to tlie Ameriinii Hmjim-vr anil Hailrnad Jonrual. The enterprlHc, however, never waH tinauclally huiceHKful, and on .lau. 1, 18!t<i, my IntereHt In It wuh gold to H. .M.
Van Arsdale, the proprietor of The S'atUmal Car and Locomotive
Part of the
Huilder. who then conBolldated the two publlcallonH.
agreement iu making the Hale wan that 1 Hhoiild edit the new
Into cycleB of three

neBii.

I

paper for one year,
have not been In any regular buslneKH, alSince that time
though mui-h (M-iiipled in different ways and on a variety of matterH.
Invention haM always had a great faHciiiation to me as It has many
which the fortuity of gambling
It
Is akin to the passion
others.
has to a gamester, and once having developed the taste for Invention
Its allurements have led me on. as will be Bhown by the following
lint of patentH which have been granted to me, anil which will indicate the subjects In which my efforts to Improve things have been
I

exercised
I.ImI

So.
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Ignorance.

During the most active part of my life. I often made the
mistake of undertaking loo much, and now the consi iousneaa is
distinctly felt of having had too much work and not enough play
during many of the past years.
Perhaps Fome men. and all women, who see these nQtet, will
l)e curious to know why no woman
wai ever asked lo share my
joys and sorrowH. It would not lje ditncult to give an answer, which
would be i^omewhat like this during the impressionable period of
could not afford to assume such a partneriihlp: when
my life
things went lietter with me my time was too much oicupied to give
the matter the required attention, and later, by reason of age.
attrai'tlve women would not vmile on me.
It would do no good to
admit now that It was a mistake to live alone, but It Is alao true
that celibacy has it.s compensations.
This brings the summary of life up to the present time. August.
Someone else must add the date when It will be ended.
ions.

—
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Locomotive for Paaaenger and Freight Service;
politan Railway, of London.

or olliir

himiIk.

m

l)olli'i>.

Of the ten electric locomotives for passenger and freight serrlce
which are being supplied by the British Thomson-Houston Co.. Ltd..
of Rugby, to the Metropolitan Railway Company, of London, three
have been delivered.
These locomotives are of the double bogie type with box-wagon

of

mci-lianlHni.
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1
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INIIII.

So.

and the other, "Minority Kepresentation in Municipal Govemment."
If any of then* ever produced any effect It has nci yet been made
apiiarent to me.
Writing them, however, gave me liome diversion,
and it, of courae. may \te that it Is a case of "bread caat upon the
waters."
have had and i-till have a utrong conviatlon that the
most efTcctivi- means of improving natiouaJ. state and municipal
guvernmcnt, would l>e Kime form of proixjrllonal or minority repreteiitatloii. whli h would plaie it in the jMwer of portions of people.
The
less than a majority, to reprcbi-nt their views and InteresLii.
Justice of such a measure does not s««m to be suited to the apprehension of popular Intelligence, or perhaps it should be aaid, popular

Electric

Ijicoinollvf cnglni'H.

I'liting

Apr.

.

(liNii-K.

Kiillroiiil I'lir iHxIlm
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X^4.H-2:.
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Vol.

Fluid prHHHiM't* engine.

Of the patents on tank locomotives, mention has already lK>en
made, Thu.s far the only other of these patents which have been
prodtable lo me are some of those on car-seats. These for a time
yielded me considerable Income. Some of the rest, 1 feel sure,
would have done so If sufficient effort had been made to Introduce
them, or. In other words. If they had been properly "pushed" commercla'.ly.
Of the ultimate success of those, which still have any
consldirable term of existence. It is, of course, impossible to predict.
It may, however, be well to make a confession here of a consciousness of a deficiency of the kind of capacity needed In selling things,
and a constitutional abhorrence of anything relating to what Is
called the
solicitation of business."
Probably If as much effort
had been exerted, to the Introduction of some of my Inventions as
was exercised in devising and perfecting their mechanical features,
they would have been more or less succe.isful and perhaps prolltable.
The mechanical development of my various schemes has
been Intensely Interesting lo me. whereas the effort required to Introduce them has always been more or lets obnoxious.
UesldeM a disposition to Improve mechanism of various kinds.
have also had an Inclination to Improve social and political affairs,
and to that end, have Imh-u a member of the American Free Trade
League and Amerlnui Peace Society in Uoston, ihe Citizens' I'nlon
and Anll-linper!allst eagiie of New York, and have Im-cu a member
of the Kxccutlve Committee of the latter.
am also a member of
the -Union
eague. the Century, Ihe Kngineer.-*' and the New York
Railroad Club-i. In IS'.iS. the American Railway .Master .Mechanics'
Association did me tlic honor to elect me an "honorary memlHT."
My os.^ociato membership dated back to IS":!, and that In the Miuster
Cnr Rullders" AsEodation to 187.1. The latter elected me a life
1

1

I

I

member

In 1890,

Hesldes the two mechanical hooks already referred to, in IS!>4
tlie Constitutional Convention of the Stale of New York was
In session, I wrote a book with the title "Political Reform by Ihe
Representation of Minorities," with the purpose of influencing that
convention to make some form of Proportional Representation iiosslble iu this state,
ll
failed to accomplish that purpose, and ap
pareiltly has had little or no other Influence.
Later 1 wrote and
published two pamphlets, one with the title "Proimn tonal Repre
sentatlon;
Menus for Ihe Improvement of Municipal tiovernment,"

when

.-V

Front View of Electric Locomotive:

Metropolitan

Railway.

shaped cab. and weigh. In running order. 4" tons. The motors with
which they are equipped are of the fSE t>9 type with one-turn armatures, the gear ratio being •",„
3.36.
One motor Is mounted on
each of the four axles
They arc of '.'tW h.p. each, and weigh, complete with gearing and gear case, approximately, 6.100 lbs.
They
are of the box frame type with no.se suspension. The internal construction is of n. T. H standard practice.
The control is the Sprague-Thomson-Houston multiple unit sys-

=
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tem, and is similar to that used on the passenger trains equipped
for the Metropolitan Railway by the B. T. H. Co.
The collector gear consists of twelve shoes arranged as follows:
'^wo positive shoes in parallel on each side of each truck which are
supported by oak beams bolted to the axle boxes. There are four

swinging

The

bolster is

%

up with steel sections and steel castings.
supported on two nests of coil springs of circular sec-

bolster,

built

tion, each nest consisting of three springs.
The bolster is also provided with cast steel wearing plates, center and side bearing plates.
The side frames are supported on the axle boxes by laminated
springs of heavy design. The axle boxes are
of steel castings, machined to work in the
horn plates, which are also of steel castings
and machined, being riveted to the side
frames which are cut out to receive them. The
side frames are further strengthened at this
point by a doubling plate. The axle boxes are
provided with removable fronts, each front of
which is fitted with an inspection door. The
bearings are of anti-friction metal. The axle
boxes are provided with lugs at the bottom
to which the collector shoe beams are attached. Ample provision is made for lubricaThe brake
tion and the exclusion of dust.
gear is of the inside type, one block per wheel
being provided, the whole being of specially
heavy design so as to stand operation by both
power brakes simultaneously. The wheels
have centers of wrought iron with nine open
spokes forged Into them, and are fitted with
rolled steel tires 5 in. wide by 3',4 in. deep,
held in place by retaining rings, and also by
four set screws. The motors are carried on
the transoms by means of cast steel brackets
riveted thereto, in which the nose on the
motor rests, being held there by a forged
strap.
Collector shoe beams are of oak and
Side View of Electric Locomotive: Metropolitan R ail <iay.
bolted
to
the axle boxes on each side
each truck, the collector shoes being hung Inside the wheel
negative shoes, one being attached by a suitable insulated bracket
base.
to each motor.
The following are the leading dimensions:
Utiderframe. This is constructed of steel members of sufBclently heavy section to bring up the locomotives to the weight de4 ft. S Ml In.
Gage
3(1 " (i
Length over cub nnd In-iulsliicks
sired.
Each side sill is formed by a channel 12 in. x 3 in. x '.. in
" (i
Length over biilTers
;t:t
section connected together at the ends by head slock channels of
Centers of bogle.s
17 "
"
Wheel base of each bogle
C
7
the same section. The underframe bolster is formed by two chan14 "
Width over cab
8 "
nels 10 in. x 3Vj in. x V> In- section, and between the two bolsters
Width over side sills
8 " O
Width over nil
8 " 7
there are two crossbars of channel section 10 in. x 3 in. x ^S, In.
Ileltlit rroiii [11 lis to top of cab
12 " 3% "
Between lieadstocks, bolsters and crossbars there are two longiHelghl fniTii riiils to top of floor
4
7Vi "
Dlnnii'ter of wlieels
3 " 2
In. sectudinal channels parallel to one another of 10 in. x 3 in. x
Diameter of axles
tion.
To furt;her strengthen the ends of the frame against buffing
At cenliT nnd In motor su.spenslon bearings
CVi "
At genr wheel seat
7 Mi "
strains there are two struts, diagonally placed, of channels of 10 In.
At wheel seats
7'/io "
The whole frame is firmly riveted together
x 3 in. X -'s in. section.
"
'i'/j
At truck Journals
Length of Journals
with steel angles and gussets. The top of this main underframe Is
Above this is a sub-floor 6 In.
with
in. thick.
covered
steel
plate
Vi
Trucks. These are of the pressed steel type strengthened with
reinforcing plates, steel angles and gussets; they are fitted with a deep, formed by channels. In which is laid the whole of the piping
containing the wiring, besides the piping for the brakes. On the
top of this sul>floor is a floor of steel plates Vi in. thick made in
removable sections. At each end of the driving positions and down
the center of the locomotive this floor Is covered with wooden
walking grids 's in. thick. .\t each end of the underframe are

—
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Control Apparatus

in

Cab

of Electric

Locomotive.

Interior

Arrangement

of

Electrical Apparatus.
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placed

GngllHb

buSerB and draw tiookH with Hcrew coupling, of Btandard
i)attt'rn, beuldCH a central automatic coupler, no that the
be used for baullug eltber Htaiidard coacbcg or

loconiotlvcH cau
electric ntock.

—

(Jah.
The cab, of the box-wagon shape with curved roof, la
conRtructed of Bteel plateu i^ in. thick riveted to supporting vertical
and longitudinal angleH, which arc In turn riveted to the underframe. The upper portion of the cabs on each Hide between the
doorways are fitted with louvrcH of pregscd Kti^el for ventilation.
All lines of rivets are covered with neat metal mouldings so as to
Improve the apiicuriiiKc- of the outside of the cab. At each end of
the cab there an- four movable windows, three Ix-lng dropping
lights, and one hinging Inwards.
There Is also one dropping light
at each side. In the corners.

Hinged duors are fitted at each side of the lo<:omotlve at the
ends, there being two single doors and two double doors, the double
doors for use wheueviT It Is necessary to remove the exhausters,
compressors, etc., from Inside the cab. All windows are gla/.i-d with
V« '"• K'ass, the doors being lltted at the bottom with steel frames.
The locomotive Is fltted at each end with complete driving equipment consisting of master controller, provided with "deadman's"
handle, air and vacuum brake, driver's valves, starting switches for
exhauster motors, valves for air operated whistle and sanding gear,
air and vacuum gages and ammeter; also at each end of the cab
to the right of the driving equipment Is fltted a column to carry
the hand brake gear.

The

control and brake equipment Is as far as possible divided
Into two sets and placed on either side of the locomotive, leaving a
gangway down the center. The control Itself Is entirely divided
into two sets, one .set for ea(-h two motor equipments.
Taking each side of the locomotive, the arrangement Is as follows:

On one
trol

side,

switchboard containing the necessary main, con-

and cut-out switches, compressor motor switch and main

gear consisting of contactors, resistances and
mounted on a strong steel frame rigidly connected to the cab sides and underframe. Underneath this is fixed
the rever.ser. The air compressor, main air and vacuum reservoirs
are placed In line with the supporting frame.
On the opposite side of the locomotive, looking from the same
end, are arranged two motor-driven vacuum exhausters, and control
gear on framework, arranged as above, together with switchboard
containing the neces.sary control switches, etc., with the addition of
the main switches for the vacuum exhausters. The auxiliary reservoir for the air brake is fixed in the cab over the exhausters.
The air brake is of the quick-acting pattern, air being supplied
by a 11. T. II. electriiallyilrivon compressor of tlio ('. P. 23 type.

Mill,

sq.

So.

3.

diameter. Immediately under the atwve are two iraoEven>e rocking
Bnafts to which the pistons of the cylinderii are connected, vir.: one
air and one vacuum to each fehaft; each set In turn b^'ing connticled
to the rigging for one truck.
It should l>e noted, fauwevvr, that (he
hand brake wheel at either end of the cab operates the brake rigging
on both trucks.
Trip coi kB, one for air and one for vacuum, are fltted on esicb
truck.
I'ower sanding gear Is provided, a sand hopper being fltted at
each end of the locomotive in the cab, under which is flxed a combined air and sand valve, the sand and air being i-arrie<l by a flexible
pipe to the flxeil delivery pipes on the leading end of ««ch bogle.
Liyhttny.
Four lighting circuits are provided, one of five
lamps placed In the roof down each side of the lo<'omotlve. and one
of five lamps at each end of the locomotive, the distribution of the
light in the latter being four lights In the destination Indicator and
one In the headlight. All the lamps are of IC r.p. and are arranged for working five in series on a ••"•> volt circuit. Provision
is also made at each end of the locomotive for the reception of the
necessary oil signal lamps to suit the traflli' requlrementa.
H'iriny.
All lables are asbestos covered, and are run In drawn
Bteel tubing fitted in the BUl>-floor wherever possible.
The connection between contactors and rheostats are of copper rod. The oet'^ssary connection boxes are fltted In the sub-floor and underframe for
connecting to the motors and collector shoes.

—

—

—

('ap<u'ity.
Each locomotive when operating on a GOO volt circuit Is capable of hauling a 120-(on passenger train on the level at
a speed of 35 miles per hour, and of starting with tiie same load on
a grade of 1 in 44, also of hauling a 250-ton goods train up a grade

of

1

In 44

and starting with the same load on a grade of

New

1

in 90.

Freight Car Repair Shops of the Santa Fe.

The great growth of freight trafflc on the Atchison, Topeka tc
Santa Fe has made it necessary to provide facilities for rejialring :i
greater number of freight lars with a shorter average detention
than heretofore. For the past 10 years repairs to freight cars a!
Topeka, the largest shops on the system, have been made in a large
shed run in conjunction with the passenger car repair shops. One
planing mill and one wheel shop served both. But the need for
larger and more modern facilities was so great that a new group
of buildings has been provide<l for repairing freight cars only, ami
this work now is separated entirely from the passenger car work
Each of the departments is In charge of a general foreman who
reports directly to the superintendent of shops.
The new buildings are. freight car repair shop.

Structural Street Shop and Power House on Lett;

This set will opornte against ii pressure of yO lbs. per
has a cylinder displacement of 50 cu. ft. per minute.

,

light-

ing switch, control
circuit breaker, all

FlaniMij

Vol XLIV

In.,

and

In connection with the vacuum brake, there are provided two
exhausters each elect ilcally-drlven by a B. T. H. typo D A motor.
One of theso exhausters Is used for creating the vacuum when
starting the train, the other (continuously In operation at half
speed) for maintaining the vacuum whilst running.
In the nnderframo there are flxed two iilr brake cylinders of
the vertical type, 13 in. diameter, and two v.tciiiim cylinders. 22 In.

FreigMt Car Sfiop

208.5

ft.

x

Beyona on Right.

'.too fl.;
planing mill. 76 ft. x 350 ft.;
steel car repair shop, 80 ft x 450 ft.;
lavatory. 16 ft. x 36 ft; dry kiln. 52

power house. 50

ft.

x 80

ft.;

wheel shop. 60 ft x 100 ft;
ft.

x 00

ft.

These buildings

are located along the north side of the main line tracks Just east
of the older plant.
Considerable land had lo be bought to provide
room for them, some of It Improved residence proi>erty. Not all
of this has yet been vacated, as the accompanying plan of the
new gro\ip shows. The main line of the road also had to be moved

southward.

It

formerly ran through

the site of the freight

car
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repair .shop. The new buildings are brick with wooden roof framing
and tar and gravel roofing.
The freight car repair shop, with roof of the familiar trainshed type, is plentifully supplied with windows, there being
40,000 sq. ft. of glass in the roof and walls, giving ample light.
The roof is supported by wooden posts. The brackets for the scaffolding are attached directly to these posts and are so made that
the lower or supporting member can be unfastened and the bracket
swung down at the side of the posts out of the way. This leaves
more room for handling heavy material to and from the cars.
There are 12 tracks running lengthwise through the building.
Eight are repair tracks and four are material tracks, one of the
latter supplying two repair tracks.
There is a total of nearly two
miles of tracks in the .shop, with room for 140 cars, allowing 50 ft.
of repair track to a car.
On each side of the material tracks are
bins and racks for bolts, nuts and other small material, so placed
that the workman will always be within easy reach of whatever
small supplies he needs. The material tracks are planked for
convenience in handling small hand trucks, but the rest of the floor
is surfaced
with finely ciushed stone. This is wet down about
once a week, which keeps it hard and smooth and in good condition.
Outside of the shop, along the south side of the building, are
well-arranged racks and bins for such large forgings and castings
as cannot be accommodated inside.
.Material which is liable to
damage by the weather is stored at the west end of the shop, between it and the planing mill. The distance between these buildings is 250 ft. and a large part of this is to be roofed over for the
protection of this material. Repaired cars are painted outside of
the shop on the first two tracks south, compressed air being used

where

possible.

Practically all of the car repairers work by the piece. The
only exceptions to this are the "students," who are paid by the
hour until they have become proficient enough in the use of their
tools to warrant their being changed to piecework.
The car repairers are worked in gangs of fonr, a leader being in charge of
each gang. The work which each gang reports completed Is checked
liy a timekeeper, who also figures the earnings of each gang.
The
earnings are divided equally among the members of the gang. Each
leader has the privilege of choosing his own co-workers.
This
method has proven very satisfactory as it combines the good men
into gangs by themselves and puts the poorer ones into less efficient
and lower-paid groups.
It is the intention to make only heavy repairs in this building.
The working force is to be increased in the near future to 400
men, Including laborers, and the output will be between 50 and 60
extra heavy repairs a day.
Just west of and in direct line with the freight car shop is
the planing mill. This is a modern building equipped with new
machinery throughout and has capacity to prepare daily, without

overcrowding, between 40.000 and 50,000 ft. of finished lumber for
repairing freight cars. The shavings exhaust system is worked by
tiO-in. single exhaust fans, feeding to the tlretjoxes of three 150-h.p.

Prtttnt Frtif/lf />tfiairS/>ta

return tubular boilers. No other fuel is necessary. Power for driving the mill is supplied !)y a simple Corliss engine built at the shops
from designs furnished by the .\llis-Chalmers Company.
North of the planing mill is the structural steel car shop. It
has a capacity of eight cars and is supplied with all the necessary
forges, etc., for handling the work.
.\ traveling crane of 2.000 lbs.
capacity supports a portable pneumatic riveter. There is also space
in this building for making heavy repairs to car trucks for the
freight car shop.
The wheel shop is north of the structural steel shop. It does
all of the freight wheel and axle work for the Topeka plant and
also for many outside points.
There are two wheel presses, one
each for pressing wheels on and off the axles, and three axles
lathes.
The capacity of the shop is between 130 and 140 pairs of
wheels a day. The depressed track for unloading wheels and axles
and loading scrap and mounted wheels aocommo<Iates four cars.
.Mounted wheels are stored on a spur leading from the wheel shop
along the north side of the main shop: trucks from the structural
steel shop are handled in the same way, and both are run into the
main shop on a crossover track.
The structural steel and wheel shops are run by a small Corliss
engine In the former, steam being obtained from the planing mill
power house near by. The main shaft extends through the wall
to the wheel shop.
K rope drive is used.
The drying kiln is west of the planing mill and at the head
is large enough to accommodate sills and
of the lumber yard.
It
all other lumber that must be seasoned under cover.
The steam
coils are supplied by heavily lagged overhead pipes from the power
house. The doors are canvas. The lumber yard has five tracks,
each about 1,000 ft. long, with si>aces 50 ft. wide between them,
giving room for the storage of a considerable supply of green
lumber, .\t the extreme east end of the shop grounds are tracks
for ihe storage of l>ad order cars, with room for 1.000 cars.
The shops were planned for the economical handling of m'tterlal.
The lumber yard, drying kiln, planing mill and freight car
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In a line, and there Ih do reverae movement
of material.
The repaired cars are drawn from the eoKt end of
the Hhop.
For Huch lumlter an doco not go through the dry kiln
or planing mill, tracks pauH oiKhIiIc of there IniildlngH directly from
the lumber yard Into the freight lar Hhop. All of the trackK from
the lumlier yard to the freight rar Hhop. tiolh oulHlde and liiHide
of the Intermediate bulldlngH, are connected iraoHverHely by three
puHh car tran«fer tables, one placed reBpeetlvely between the lumber
yard and the dry kiln, the dry kiln and the planing mill, and
planing mill and freight car shop.
The building of iIiIh freight car repair plant at Topeka Ih In
line with the policy of the Santa Fe to centralize, as much aH poHThe addition of thene KhopH
alhle, n^palrn to carH and locomotlven.
gives the Santa Fe the largest railroad shop plant west of Chicago.
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Coleman
Coleman

Sellers.

one of the mosL ilistinguishuil meL-hanical
engineers of the nineteenth century, both a scientist and an inventor, died at his home in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, December
2H, 1907, at the age of 81.
Or. Sellers was born in Philadelphia, and in boyhood worked
on a farm. His parents intended to have him live a farmer's life,
lull his mechanical bent was irresistible and during the two years
that he worked on a farm he gave his time largely to improving
farm implements. At the age of 19 he left the farm and went to
work for his elder brothers in the Globe Rolling Mill at Cincinnati as draftsman, and from this time on the story of his achievements is a continuous record of important inventions rapidly succeeding one another. The story of his lite, printed below, from
the pen of the late president of Stevens Institute of Technology,
gives the Impressions of an associate and friend. Supplementing
President Morton's narrative it should be noted that Stevens Institute conferred on Mr. Sellers the degree of Doctor of Engineering;
and that the University of Pennsylvania made biin Doctor of Science.
Ur.

Selleis,

IIY TIIIO l..\rK

Coleman

Sellers

was

l)U.

IIKXUY jrOBT

l)orn .lanuary 28, 1827

His father's family
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coveries as they were from lime to time announced by Faraday and
others, and made for his own use the apparatus necessary to repeat many of the experiments for the benefit of his friends. Much
of this apparatus is still in existence, and its marked excellence
speaks well for his neatness and skill. He botanized, collected fossils and fresh-water shells, and in the latter pursuit his zeal and
success were recognized by the distinguished conchologist, Mr. Isaac
Lea, who named a new species from his cabinet ilelania Sellersiana
in his honor.

In 1850 he married the daughter of Horace Wells, of Cincina man of advanced mechanical Ideas, who was first attracted
to his future son-in-law by a lecture he delivered on "Sclentlflc
Fallacies," in which he demonstrated the conservation of energy

nati,

and assailed, among others, a perpetual-motion scheme then very
alluring to many otherwise sane persons.
In 185« he removed to Philadelphia and entered the esUblishment of his kinsmen. William Sellers & Company, as chief draftsman and engineer. He applied himself with zeal to the duties of
his new position, which afforded him ample scope for his marked
inventive ability. His thoroughne.ss. his originality and sound mechanical ideas, as illustrated in the productions of his firm and
demonstrated in his published writings and his lectures, soon earned
As In
for him a distinguished position in the engineering world.

Cincinnati he had identified himwith the Ohio Mechanics' Institute, so in Philadelphia he soon
applied himself to the work of
the Franklin Institute, and in a
measure helped, by his
great

were among the earliest Quaker
settlers of Pennsylvania, and his
immediate ancestors were^en of
mechanical pursuits and respected
influential citizens.
His
:iiul
mother was a daughter of Charles
Wilson Peale, l)est known for his
portraits of Washington and other
(illicers

self

papers,

committee

a new measure of
vitality into that venerable society.
look
up
Sellers early
Dr.
photography, first as an adjunct
to advertise mato his business
chines then as a pastime, and
found in it a new outlet for his
He atvigorous mental activity.
proficiency
considerable
tained
contributed
many useful
and
papers to the photographic press.
He was for several years the
American correspondent of the
"British Journal of Photography."
then the leading exponent of tne

of the Revolution, but also

icmarkable for the versatility of
his talents, his mechanical skill.
and his ingenuity. Dr. Sellers
began his education in private
schools in Philadelphia, and in

instil

—

—

is:i8
entered
the academy
of
Anthony Bolmar at West Chester.
Pa., where he remained until his

.seventeenth
himself for

and

lectures

work, to

year, distinguisliing
his scholarship, es-

in mathematics and the
natural sciences, which had for
him a marked attraction. * * •
In his nineteenth year an opportunity was offered him in the
Clobe Rolling Mill in Cincinnati,
then
operated
by
his
elder

|)ecially

art.

Dr.

Sellers was admitted to
In the firm of William
& Company about 1870.

partnership
Sellers

Charles and Escol. It
was arranged that he should lie
the draftsman for the rolling mill,

and

first work was in that
line.
He found his new business
congenial, and he applied himself
with ardor to mastering its de
tails and with such success thai
we llnd him, before his twentyfirst birthday, acting as superintendent of the plant, with entire
control
of
Its
operation.
The

house for over 30 years, retiring
in 1887 to take up an independent

brothers.

ui)on

1885 was
engineer.

and his

its

incorporation In
to the office of

elected

He remained with the

practice as a consulting engineer.

He has been granted more than
HO patents of utility and value,
and the science of engineering is
largely indebted to him for the
great progress it has made during
the last half century in the direction of Increase of efficiency of

mills made wire bars, merchant
machinery and mechanical applibar and flat rails such as were
Coleman Sellers
ances.
then in use, and also drew iron
The versatility of Dr. Sellers has already been referred to. As
telegraph wire. His brothers sold out their interests in the business, and in 1850 he was persuaded to join his brother Escol In additional evideme of this, and also the practicality which marked
building his patent hill-climbing locomotives and his "orograph." a his original work in whatever line, may be mentioned the use of
mechanical surveying-machine for plotting contours: it was also a absorbent cotton for surgical operations, which was first thought
of and recommended by him In his contributions to scientific jourI)art of the scheme that they should instruct the young men in
He also proposed the employment of glycerine
the mechanic arts. Three locomotives were built for the Panama r.als as early as ISlil.
for the purpose of keeping photographic plates moist: and It is
Railroad and did good service there, although the third-rail grip
llic biU-i limbing feature
was not used. A few other locomotives interesting to note, in connection with the experiments In the early
were constructed, but the enterprise failed, and Coleman Sellers da.vs of photography, that in the year l.Si>l Dr. Sellers invented and
accepteii a position in the Niles Locomotive Works in Cincinnati patented an apparatus in which figures in stereoscopic photographs
aiul soon became foreman.
He reorganized the shop, sulnlivided the could be seen as if in motion. Dr. Sellers' uncle, the late Franklin
work, introduced an effective piece-work system, and radically Peale. suggested the name •kinomatoscope" for this apparatus, which
changed the methods of manufacture, purchased and installed new therefore, both in name and purpose, may be truly accepted as the
machinery, and recorded in his diary that he was prepared to com- parent of the "kinetoscope of to-day. which has l)een made possible
by instantaneous photography and subsequent improvements in elecl)lete two engines a week.
These strenuous years of his young manhood were formative in trical appliances. He had many avocations. Needing a microscope
a great degree in determining the bent of his mind and in giving to study boiler scale he mastered microscopy and Invented many
him a fund of experience and a diversified practice which was of improvements In that field. He used the telegraph to connect the
great value to him in his subsequent career. They were years of different departments of the factory at Philadelphia and himself
hard mental and manual work, often with primitive and inet- bei-ame a capable operator. He was also expert at shorthand. At
the Centennial Exiwsitlon in 1S76 he was one of the special judges
licienl appliances; hut they developed his ingenuity and resourcefor final settlement of disputed awards.
fulness.
When Dr. Sellers retired from his position as chief engineer
He read with interest the published accounts of electrical dis-.

—
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with Wllllatn SellorH & Company In 1887, he became a non-resident
member of the Fai'iilly of Ihi; Stevciw Institute as I'rofehuor of Engineering iiractlcc, Kivlug Huch time as he could epare from his prai-tlcc as tonHultinK engineer to deliver lectures on the actual practice
of engineering.
In 1889 Dr. Sellers wan called upon by cuplLallHts to consider
the practicability of the development and utilization of the hydraulic
jwwer of Niagara Kails. He was KulLsequenily appointed to represent America In ilie Inteniuilonal Niagara Comniliwlon of five memIjers, with Lord Kidvin an chairman, which In 18110 was eHtabllahed
In I^ondon to roiiHldi-r various methods of ntili-iiing the power of
the falls; and In; l)ei'nme the active engineering head of thi- work,
both as r-onsultlng engineer of the Cataract Construi-llon Company,
and presiilent and chief engineer of the Niagara Kails I'ower Company. Tiie important me<-hanlcal design of the large dynamos for
the plant w;ih the Invention of Dr. Sellers, and they were built
under his patent.s by thi- Westlnghouse Klectrlr & Manufacturing
Company. Under his advice and directions important Improvements
have been made In tlie hydraulic machinery, and to his mechanical
ability, sound judgment, and experience is largely due the success
of the entire e<iulpnient and its freedom from costly methods so
often met with in undertakings of this magnitude.
In 1881 Dr.
Sellers was appointed to the honorary Chair of Professor of Mechanics In the Kranklln Institute of the state of Pennsylvania.
He Is a member of the .American Society of Naval Architects
and Marine Engineers; member and past president of the Franklin
Institute of the state of Pennsylvania; member and past president
of the American Society of Mechanical Kngineers; member of the
American So<-iely of Civil H^ngineers and of the American Philosophical Society; also of the Institution of Civil Engineers and
the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, both of Great Britain; and
corresponding member of the Society of Arts of Geneva, Switzerland.
In 1887 the Royal Norwegian Order of St. Olaf was conferred
upon him by the King ol' Sweden In recognition of bis valued services In his profession.
He was one of the founders and for a time
I)reaident of the I'holograpliic Society of Philadelphia, and also of
the Pennsylvania Museum and School of Industrial Art of Philadelphia.
He was a member of the Seybert Commission of the University of Pennsylvania for the investigation of the claims of spiritualism, iH'Ing chosen in consequence of his active and clear perception of the laws governing cause and effect, and his knowledge
of sielglil-of-liand In which art, as a pastime, he had been an expert
since boyliood.
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In the discussion Mr. W. H. Elliott thought that Mr. Cook had
figured the cost of using gravity cellfi too hieh, and that the sa%ing
:i
be had shown. Beby using the power Hue woiibl b.sides this there Is a marked ad\,;
.; a power line, with
On
storage batteries, because of the ;."in from failures.
a four-track line the saving In cosi lii uoiug the power line is still
greater.
Mr. Cozzens told of the satisfactory service of a power line
on the New York Central, where power Is bought from the Niagara
Kails i)lant. .Mr. Gllmor told of the successful use of jKrwer lines on
the Pennsylvania. Asked as to the grc*ate«t dlf!l'-'i!ty en..oiintered in
the use of storage batteries, he said that It »
of l)etter
r trouble
Informed repair men. These men should be a
.

'li
the batIn storage batteries by o<-ular insi»ectlon.
teries every ilay, whereas the battery exjiert canuui maktr inspecUona
so often. Mr. Rudd said that in one case the charging line on the
Pennsylvania had l>een out of service for a week, yet the storage batteries kept the automatic signals working natlsfartorily.
This,
however, was with electro-pneumatic signals, requiring but little
current. The Pennsylvania now uses cells of the 5E type, fixed at
each signal bridge a cell working a track circuit and a signal circuit.
A four-track bridge requires eight cells, one for each track
and four In reserve. Formerly "S-E" cells were used, each c«ll feeding two-track circuits; but this was not entirely satlsfactorr. On a
busy four-track line cells are charged every night, and on lighter
divisions three times a week.
On the Lake Shore & Michigan Sou^ern. as reported by Mr.
Denny, power plants, consisting of a 15-b.p. gasolene engine and a
10-kw. generator, are situated at lnter\-als of about 15 miles, and
each is used to charge two loops, one east and one west. This is a
convenient length of line for a maintalner. Mr. Denny could give
no complete statistics, but said that for the first 11 months the cost
was about 20 per cent, less than It would have been with primary
•

—

batteries.

The meeting i)as8ed a vote of thanks to Mr. Cook, the
author of the pa|>er. and referred it to the committee on storage batThe specifications for automatic block signals were then
teries.
again taken uji for dl.s<nisslon. The only radical difference of opinion
developed was on the question whether an automatic semaphore
should be so designed as to lo<-k when in the stop itositlon. One
member had had a distant signal (standing In a horizontal position)
pulled down by a |)alnter and tied there for convenience In painting
and then forgotten and left so as to send a train over a misplaced
switch. The majority of the speakers, however, believed the lock
undesirable.
In discussing the question of what metals should be used for
bearings attention was called to the fact that new non-corrosive
metals were now appearing on the market, so that a specification
requiring the use of bronze for one of the two metals for bearings
may be behind the times.
An informal discussion followed concerning the difficulty In arranging mechanical connections between cabins and signals, so that
all switches can be bolt-locked by the signal connection.
In large
plants it is often necessary to run a circuitous line of pipe to comply
with this requirement of the specification. Many members agreed
that electric locking was the only practicable remedy.

Tile regular meeting of this association was held at the United
Engineering Societies Building, New York City, on Tuesday last.
President A. H. Rudd In the chair. About 150 members were present, which is the largest attendance ever reported at other than
an annual meeting.
The executive committee announced that under the revised constitution 22 railroads had appointed representative members of the
association, the representative member in nearly every case being
the signal engineer of the road. Tiiese roads are the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Ke; Baltimore & Ohio; Baltimore & Ohio SouthForeign Railroad Note*.
western; Boston & Maine; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Chicago,
Indiana & Southern; Chicago & North-Western: Chicago, Milwaukee
The Swiss union of railroad employees asks the state to raise
& St. Paul; Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton; Canadian Pacific; Delaware & Hudson; Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; Lehigh Valley; the pay of the lowest grade of employee to $291 per year.
Maine Central; New York Central & Hudson River; Norfolk &
Western; Pennsylvania; Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh;
The Hungarian State Railroads purpose to buy three coal mines
Plilladolphla & Rending; Pittsburgh & Lake Erie; Seaboard Air In different parts of the country to secure a better supply of fuel.
Line, and the Stnten Island Rapid Transit.
The fli-st discu.ssion was that on specifications for the Installation
Trial trips have been made on a new railroad up the Wetterof automatic block signals, taking up tlie report which was presented horn, which Is so steep It Is called an "elevator." rising 450 meters
at the Milwaukee meeting last October, but which was not then disIn a length of 600. which is a "grade" of 3,960 ft. per mile, or 75
cussed. Mr. Denny, Chalrnum of the committee, rejid the specifications per cent.
paragraph by paragraph, and the meeting, resolving itself Into a committee of the whole, dlscu.ssed ami criticised every word. As In
Hungary is rejoicing over Its first self-unloading car. It Is
former discussions of this kind, the dlfferencee of opinion which for coal, built In Budapest, and apparently substantially after an
developed were legion, and the subject occuplenl the attention of the American design, with trucks, but carrying only 44,000 lbs. It Is
meeting until luncheon time. Votes were taken on a number of for a 3Sln. gage road, however.
questions, but the conclusions reached have the effect only of suggestions to the committee— to guide It In making revisions for the
The project for pooling the rolling stock of the state railroads
next annual mooting.
of the several German states, which was seriously discussed a year
In the afternoon the association listened to a iiaper by T. R. or two ago, has come up again, and Is said to be likely to succeed.
Cook, an electrical export of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pitts- but limited to the freight car equipment.
burgh, on Economy In the Use of Storage Batteries in 0|)eratlng
Signals and on the Details of Caring for Such Batteries. Mr. Cook
The train-robber turns up Ih Germany adapted to the environis not a member of the association, but the paper was
prepared at ment. He put on a conductor's cap. sidled along the foot-board
the request of a member. Statistics of service and of experiment until ho came to a compartment where
there was but one man,
were presented, showing the cost of operating signal motors by opened Uie door and asked to see the passenger's ticket; when the
I)ower derived from a power house conveyed by a line wire, and by passenger pulled out his pocketlMiok with
the ticket he knocked
primary batteries situated at the signals; and the principal conclu- him senseless with
a revolver and seized the pooketlwok (which
sion
that for the average double-track road the cost by the power contained
J8.331. and when next the train slowed down lighted out.
llr.c will be 30 per cent less than with the use of
gravity batterlea. and at last accounts had not been traced.
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Reinforced Concrete Railroad Viaducts at Seville, Spain.
UV

h.

OM.MH.A.NOE.

Spanish Cala Iron Company recently built a private railroad about 60 miles long from its mines in the interior to the port
'I'he

where it ships ore by vessel. Its original plan foi- terminal docks in Seville included two timber loading wharves along
the river, approached by timber trestles and earth embankments
over the low ground between the river bank and the high ground
further inland. Work had already been begun on this plan and
some of the approach embankment made when the company decided to build the loading wharves of reinforced concrete instead
of timber and instead of timber trestle and embankment approaches
The change in plan was deto use reinforced concrete viaducts.
cided on because of the height of the approach viaducts necessary
or Seville,

91

high water. Additional lateral bracing is provided for the high columns at about 42 ft. 7 in. above high water. Each lateral row of
four columns supporting the two tracks rests on a reinforced concrete slab 22 ft. 2 in. X 5 ft. 9 in. x 8 in. deep, stiffened with ribs.
This slab is in turn carried on a foundation block of ordinary concrete. 22 ft. 11 in. X 6 ft. 6 in. x 12 in. deep, giving a uniform bearing pressure on the ground ot 1.000 lbs. per sq. in. under normal
load and which may be increased to 2,200 lbs. per sq. in. if both
tracks are supporting the weight of two loaded trains complete
with their locomotives. The first six spans of one of the viaducts
inland from the wharf are built in the form of a curve of 622 ft.
radius which was made necessary in order to join the line to the
other line back on the high ground.
The two wharves or docks were the most difficult part of the
work. They consist of reinforced concrete columns, the highest of
which are 89 ft high, braced together by
longitudinal and lateral girders and by diagonals in the three outer panels. One of the
Illustrations shows one of the docks in the
foreground and the other dock In the background. The docks have two levels, one 17 ft.
6 In. above low water and the other 49 ft. 6 in.
above low water. The upper platform is about
2.5

ft.

wide and Ih

ft.

long.

The

floor Is 8 in.

thick and is designed to have a carrying capacity of 736 lbs. per sq. ft., or to support at
any point a movable 10-ton crane. The lower
Iilatform is 5 in. thick and Is designed to carry
:i
load of only 184 lbs. per sq. ft.
It is used
for loading ore from light dump cars.
The
upper platform supports the large cars used
in through transportation of ore and If necessary the locomotives, as shown in the illustration.
The vertical posts and all ot the diagonal and horizontal braces are 12Vi in. sq.
Reinforced Concrete Wharf With Car Dumper at Seville, Spain
On the upper level ot the dock is mounted
Hrroiid iiharf and viaduct in left background.
a car dumping apparatus tor unloading the
cars direct Into a spout leading to the hold
lo carry the line from the high ground back from the river to the
of the vessel loading alongside.
docks, the treacherous nature of the intermediate low ground and
The columns in ;he docks are supported on reinforced concrete
the necessity ot making as small obstruction as possible to the flow piles 12'(; in. sq. These piles were moulded and allowed to set two
of water across the flats during floods.
months before being driven. In building the fli^t dock a pile driver
The two wharves are about 600 ft. apart. The completed part with a tup weighing 2,500 lbs. was used and the piles sunk with
ot the embankment was made use of in building the approach the aid of a water jet.
In driving the piles for the second wharf,
viaduct to one of the docks. Nine spans of concrete viaduct were however, no water jet was used, but the weight ot the tup ot the
built between the end of the embankment and the wharf. The other pile driver was Increased to 6,000 lbs.
viaduct approaching the second wharf is built entirely of reinforced
In the construction of the first viaduct and wharf the conconcrete girder spans.
crete moulds were made ot timber and the scaffolding was erected
In general the concrete spans of both viaducts are similar. and taken down as each panel was finished.
It was found, however,
ICarli is double-tracked and is built in two levels.
The upper level that the temping of the concrete into the moulds together with

Section of

Two

Reinforced Concrete Viaducts Leading to Wharf of the Spanish Cala Iron

down grade to the dock from the high ground back
The track on the lower level slopes back from the
dock and is used for returning empty cars by gravity to a storage
yard at the inner end of the viaduct.
The reinforced concrete
girders are 4 ft. deep by 9 in. wide with a span of 29 ft. 2 in. between centers of supporting columns. There are two such girders
under each track supporting a concrete slab floor 11 ft. 8 in. wide,
on which a track of
ft.
4 in. gage is laid with 65-lb. rails on
longitudinal stringers secured by bolts passing through the concrete floor.
The girders and the supporting columns were built
in the form of a monolithic structure.
The columns are rectangular, 23% In. x 9 in. They are braced
laterally at two levels, one 2G ft. 3 in., and the other 35 ft. above
gives a slight
the river.

of

.T

Company

at Seville.

the caustic action of the cement and the changes from wet to dry
and vice versa made the boards warp. Therefore, and because the
spans were similar so that the same moulds could be used for the
same parts on each, the moulds used on the second viaduct were
made of sheet iron % in. thick stiffened with ribs of angle iron
placed 1 ft. 8 in. apart.
In this way the erection and dismounting
of the moulds was hastened, the concrete ran better and the finish
was smoother and finer. In a few Instances this method could not
be used and at such times specially stout timbers were selected.
The moulds for the girders and the cantilever extensions were made
in the same way.
Before use. the whole structure was carefully t«eted. One of
the spans ot the first viaduct was loaded with rails placed ao
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under this load wbh only

n 18 ton locoiiiolln-.
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afliT 72

hoiirtt.

Tlit Uellec-

Anollictr

span

waH loaded willi 12 UinH. wliicli Im nior(> tliun \\u\t aKain uk much
an the weight of l.h<; loi'oniotlvr; whli-h Ih iiwiil on the viaduct. The
In another test a
KreatfHt di'dcclioii under thU load waH '/. In.
moving train of "lit iarn welKhlliK 2'* lon« eaeh hauled ljy a loeotiiollvi! welghliiK IK tonn wax KUddenly Btoppeil hy emerKem y a|>|)ll'
cation of the lirake*. Thin waw done repiratedly, the wheelH helng
skidded on some of the mIoijh. The greatwil dcdeetlonH recorded
were '/„ In. under the locomotive and '/,, In. under the cam. No
OBclllatlon waR olwerved even In the curved part of the viaduct where
the columnR are hlgheHt.
The one of the two vlaductH which wait built flrat took aliout
Its loading pier, not Includeight monthH.
It cu«t about 134,500.
ing the tipping apparatUH, coHt about 112,000, making a total of
146.600.

The Ocean

Carrier.

BU8HKI.L SMITH,
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The common carrier performs the most conspicuous transportation service upon the ocean, but the private sea carrier continues
The wagon, the
to perform a surprisingly large amount of work.
typical private land conveyance. Is relegated to a purely lo«-al work,
but on sea the Independent vessel Is yet a good ship still maintaining a position of Independence, equality and rivalry In certain phases
of the work.
The development of the common carrier upon the ocean giving
regular service Is more recent than it Is upon the land.
Its beginning In American foreign commerce dates practically from the close
of the war of 1S12.
Before that date, with certain small exce|)tions,
the unit was the single private vessel belonging to and used by a
merchant or a roving captain. Since that date the independent shi])
has been of steadily declining importani-e In comparison to the line
of vessels running at regular Intervals and carrying for all shippers.
The causes of the late continuance of the merchant epoch and the
slow emergence of the common carrier may be considered under
three heads: (1) The lack of facilities for carrying on commerce,
(2) the character of the commerce. Including the great lack of travel
and exchange of mail, and C!) the disturbed, warlike and semipiratical conditions of the times.
(1) At the beginning of the last century and during all the preceding colonial epoch, a long period was required to deliver produce
In a foreign country and get the returns from il.s sale.
There was
not, as now, prompt departure and quick voyages, not to mention
selling by telegraph, and If need be. |)aylng by telegraph.
It Is now
easy to follow prices and. If need be, to send produce to a European
commission merchant and get quick returns. By the actual commercial practice of to-day the world has ceased to have dimensions,
80 far as they affect International sales and payments. For practical purposes the telephones bring the merch.mts of a great city
as near to each other as though they were in one building, and the
ocean cable, with Its codes of pregnant words, brings the man of
all cities side by side.
Their knowledge of prices, their quotations
and their bargains are almost as prom])! as the telephone. The
financial psirlners of the wlre-tlashed knowledge are the bill of exchange, and the International banking system which can transmit
credits and payments to the seller as quickly as quotations can be
passed to prospective purchasers.
Kroni bargaining and from payment the time element has been eliminateii, and the improvement of
shl|iplng shows that In a century about three-fourths of the time
element has been cut out of the actual moving of commodities.
A comparison of the modern si>eedy methods with the iiosslbllitles that faced the ISth century merchant shows why there was so
little organization In those days.
A single exchange of letters in
any l)argaining operation tcKik an amiuint of time. If a man made
a quotation by mall greater than the long round voyage, it might
be three months before his transallanll<' correspondent i-ould accept
or decline.
Plainly, business by correspondence was well-nigh impossible a paralyzing example of the drawbacks that came from
slow communication. It is true that the bankers had long used bills
of exchange In pl.u'o of bullion and cash, but the bills had to be presented,
in the year l.s:i7 there were some heavy failures of American merchants In London, due to the nonarrlvul of large remittances
which they expected to come by the .New York packets. They were
hourly expected, but were so greatly delayed "during the prevalence
of extraorilinnry east winds which blew for two months"' that the
merchants with wealth locked in the Atlantic winds failed wretchedly In London for the want of It. This, too, occurred In the days
of the famous Amerloau packet ships. The present cable would have
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Three or four modern freight cars would hold as much as a goodsized vessel and more than most of them. The Maryland or Virginia planter living upon the tidewater estuaries connecting with
the Chesapeake often had his own willing vessel by which be could
fend his tobacco or grain to Euroi>e. If he had room he might
carry some of his neighbor's. The merchants of our seaports who
handled the export commodities of the small producers placed this
freight In their own ships, sent it across the sea to market to be
sold upon their own account, by their own representatives and
loaded the ships with goods to be distributed from their own warehouses on this side. Almost the whole of ocean transi>ortation of
this period was upon the basis of the Individual ship carrying the
Iirlvate cargo of her men-hant owner.
(2) The character of the commerce was such that no steady
(low of goods took place between Europe and America or any other
two continents of the world, .\merlca was in the homespun stage
and every hoiL^ehold was nearly Independent of every other one and
of the rest of the world.
Foreign trade dei)ended largely upon luxuries and exotics.
The Import of manufactures from abroad was
small and the family sui>ply for many months could easily be laid
The export of our raw colonial produce was not a
In at one time.
trade requiring shipments at all seasons of the year. It was shlpptMl
Hence there
then, as are such goods now, shortly after harvest.
was no great need for lines of vessels to carry freight either to or
from this country at all seasons. The commerce of that day was
sufflciently served by the Irregular voyages of lnde|>endent ships, of
which there were many.
Nor were lines necessary to accommodate the travel of that
period. The number of travelers was so small that it would not have
paid ship owners to establish passenger lines. People did not go to
sea for pleasure In those days. They went when they were compelled to, and their departure was a matter of tears, prayers and
the making of wills. Those few persons who were thus comi>elled
to make sea journeys hunted up any vessel that hapi>ened to
going their way and made their bargains with the captain.' The
passenger was a corollary, a by-product gladly taken and even advortlsed for* when opportunity offered ami the vessel i-arae to a promising port; but the passenger traffic was never sufflclent for a regular

W

business.
It Is surprising to note the small provision for passengers
and the consequent small passenger trafdc nt the time of the Introduction of steam navigation on the North Atlantic. The famous
packet ships of 1S40 usually had provision for ten first cabin passengers and twenty second cabin passengers. In the steerage they
could carry hundreds of emigrants to a new home across the Atlantic, but the emigrant business was small In the half century l>etween the Stamp .\cl and the exile of .\a|>oleon. The satisfactory
unit for all kinds of ocean carrying was, therefore, primarily and
naturally the freight vessel sent across the sea upon the private enterprise of her owner.
After the Revolution various changes in national life, commercial conditions and the technique of ship building were paving the
way for a rapi<i rise of common carriers when the world settlml down
to order after the commercial chaos of the epoch of dynastic, colonial
and imperial wars that ended In IsiTi.
It is not the Intention of the writer to give the Impression that
the period prior to ISIS was one of meager commercial connections.
It was. on the contrary, a period of very wide shippin.g connections.
American shl|>s were everywhere: our flshermen. our traders and
our merchants carried the flag upon their small sailing craft to
placei where It has since b<'en unse«^n for dec.ndes at a time, but
U,.,i|.
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century preceding the peace of 1S15.
The continuance of the period of private ocean carrying enterprise was made easier by the small tonnage of the ordinary vessel
of that day.
It was by lis size fitted for a private conveyance.
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were l)oun(l on in(IivJ(Jii;il ontei'prises, not as common carriers,
and Ihey went once where they might never go again.
Referring to the eastern trade of Boston and Salem, Lindsay'
says:
"In the late 18th and the early part of the 19th century
the merchants of Massachusetts supplied not merely their own people
with the bulk of the teas, spices, silks, sugar and coffee from the
East, as well as with nankeens and other cotton clothes, but reshipped them from Boston to Hamburg and the northern ports of
Europe in their own vessels." Owing to the monopoly of the British
East India ("omiiany they were enabled to derive large profits from
trade with British colonies from which British subjects were extliey

cluded.
In the same |)erioil Philadelphia boasted that her ships went to
Calcutta, Madras and Canton and Sumatra; to Leghorn Messina,
Hamburg; the ports of Spaii], Portugal and France, and, as of old,
greatly to the West Indies.!
This is almost as good a list of conne<tlons as that same port
lan boast to-day, when it is the nietroiiolis of a stale twice as popuMany a little port like Salem, Nantucket,
lou.^ as the nation of 1790.
Hichniond, Bridgeton, N. .1., which sent shii)s the world over a century ago, is now but the harbor of fishing boats and paddle-wheelers.
The method of carrying foi'eign mail during the colonial period
is indicative of our tiansportation methods until after the war of
1.S12. We are told in the early history of New York that the keeper
of a tavern hung up a coffee bag in his place for the recei))t of
Before setting sail the masters of vessels called for any
letters.
accumulated mail and delivered the letters through some tavern at
the port of destination for a penny a piece. This method the British

conquerors of New York found in vogue in ](i(i5, and continued
throughout most of the colonial ])eriod. It was only in 1.S16 that the
mail was taken permanently by regular lines of i)ackets.
As late as 1S51 an American iniblicist in setting forth the reasons why the United States should have a steamship line to the
Mediterranean advanced as one of hi.s arguments the fact that it
was a shame for the American peojjle and the American nation to
lie any longer dejjendent upon the chance sailing ship for the transport of mails to that part of the world. "At the present time it (the
Government at Washington) is compelled to rely even for the carrying of its despatches to naval commanders on that station and the
coast of Africa upon transient vessels or the ordinary routes over
the continent of Euroiie.
We have known of a case of a vessel in
Ibe Mediterranean and others on the coast of Africa required in our
home service and oi'dered home immediately when the despatch did
not reach the commander for fourteen weeks after it was sent*
time enough for the battleship "Oregon" to sail around two con
linents and have a month to spare.
The same writer who in 1S50 was arguing for a steam line to
Italy from New York estimated that since travel to Italy had so
greatly increased, there must then have been 700 Americans going
to Italy each year.
As mail and travel go hand in hand, it is plain
to be seen why there was no regular connection or regular mail
10 the Mediterranean from this country even in 1S50, for these conditions were like those prevailing between America and the other
countries of Euro|>e at earlier dates.
The effect of unsettled conditions. The i)eriod from the
Revolution to the war of 1S12 w;ts one of great commercial activity,
but one ill-suited to the establishment of regular connections.
The
lOuropean trade reprisals which accompanied the wars, beginning
with the French Revolution and extending through the Napoleonic
ii|)heaval, rendered the American ship often the prey of the naval
vessels of both England and France.
She suffered from the navies
and the privateers of both these countrie.s from Mediterranean
pir.ites. and it is even asserted- that under the cover of the general
di.sturbances American privateers took American vessels.
Under
such risks the maintenance of regular service was Impossible. But
the profits of the commerce of this period were so large as greatly
to tempt individual enterprise, and this indeed seems to have been
lie
period of its greatest develoiuuent in ocean transportation.
Lindsay in his "History of Merihant Shipping" says tVol. 2, p. 363)
of this time that American "merchants and shipowners increaseil in
numbers to an extent out of all proi)ortion to the general state of the
population. Many persons who bad realized moderate capitals from
mercantile and other pursuits now became daring adventurers as
carriers by sea."
Plain commerce was "daring adventure."
The establishment of line.s which might have come then was
unquestionably delayed by the uncertainties and disturbances of the
Periods of peace, then as during the preceding century were
time.
of short duration
too short for the growth of well-established lines,
which at best are the result of years of development.
The great shipi)ing lines of the present have nearly all had small
beginnings, with slow growth at first and have attained their great
size in from SO to (>0 years.
Their ripening into grejitness is usually
the result of some one man's business genius, and his career noruially reaches over several decades
sometimes halt a century.
(
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between privateers and protected pirates. Both forbid line
No vessel was so surely theirs as the vessel of known and
regular movements.
There was thus a premium on disorganization and a premium
on increased trade in the first quarter of a century of our national
existence. The merchant trader loaded his vessel with a cargo and
sailed away.
If he escaped capture he could sell his cargo in the
West Indies or Europe at rates which were extremely profitable.
But he took in his own hands not only his property, but his life.
Here, therefore, was the most commanding motives for the building
of fast ships.
If you could outsail your rivals and the i)irates you
got rich quickly; if they outsiiiled you there was a fight, and perchance your ship went oft under some other captain flying a foreign
flag, and you might return a man before the mast or you might end
your days a slave in Barbary. The result was that the American
vessel became the fastest in the world.
The trade method of the period is well established by the case
of one Abraham Pesch, a prominent shipping merchant of Philadel|)hia.
He decided to risk the danger of trading with the blacks of
San Domingo, who were then in insurrection and bitter with hatred
toward the whole white race.
Pesch's schooner was forthwith
invitingly" laden and cruised about at a safe distance, but near
enough to tempt the natives. Thomas Thuit. the single whlu man
whom the natives had saved, that he might serve their commercial
interests, communicated with the schooner, assured her of safety if
she moored, unloaded and sold her cargo. "Impromptu coffee at 5
cents a pound was poured like sand into the hold of the craft until
water washed her gunwales."' The cargo was sold at a great profit
on the vessel's return. Such vessels might be owned by a merchant
who would send his vessel after cargo, or they might be owned by a
roving trading captain, who would get a cargo in the manner Indicated above and sell it to some merchant upon his arrival in i)ort.
The career of Stephen Girard is typical of the commercial
methods of the period. He was a merchant and shipowner who sent
his ships for foreign goods, and he also bought cargoes that were
brought to the port by such rovers as Pesch. Girard's greatest prosperity came during the period 179;M812.
He seems to have been one
of the pioneers in a quickly copied policy of sending a vessel out to
make rei)eated exchanges of cargo before returning with the accumulated profits. "His vessel went to the West Indies, where cargo
was exchanged for coffee and sugar; then proceeding to Hamburg
or Amsterdam, the coffee would be sold for Spanish dollars or exchanged for cargo which would secure him at the Spice Islands,
Calcutta or Canton the products of those climes."- We probably owe
the possession of Oregon to voyages of this character by which
Astor and others of .New York traded for furs on the Pacific coast
that they might exchange them for tea In China.
.Men did not usually embark on these enterprises, more dangerous than present service In the navy or standing army for mere pay.
Then, too, the owner wanted the greatest imsslble Interest of tlie
crew in the success of the voyage. Derby, the great merchant of
Salem, gave each of his common sailors the privilege of taking 800
lbs. of freight for private trafficking and personal profit.
The officers
had a proportionately larger share. In I.si9 an English publicist bewailed the fact that his nation must soon disappear from the China
trade because there was nothing to send out but bullion and coin,
while the prosperous traders of the United States had the coveted
ginseng and possessed a monopoly of trading on the north Pacific
coast of America, where for a few trinkets and old clothes the
Indians would surrender the choicest furs to be exchanged for China
cargoes on so profitable a basis that even the common seaman's
share of the gain was sometimes several thousand dollars.
During the merchant carrier period of the beginning of the
19th century the captain of the ship naturally filled a much more
important place than he now does. At present he is chief navigator.
tion

traffic.
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-Many of the great ocean lines show, by an examination of their
history, that they have been started and built up by the life-work of
some one man. This slow growth, too, has occurred when the merchant and the carrier have had at their commaad all the speedy tools
of to-day
of steamships, railways, telegraphs and the security of
large populations and nearly continuous naval peace.
During the
ISth century England, France, Spain or Holland were engaged in
naval wars nearly half of the time. Two decades of continuous
jieace were almost it not quite, unknown, and the intervals were
usually much shorter than this. And pirates almost as bad as war
were ever on the sea and were never out of the merchant captain's
mind.
The New York and Philadelphia journals of the first part of the
18th century contain a wonderful collection of reports of the encounters and experiences with the pirates who sailed the shores of
the North Atlantic. This is the reason for the 18th century resemblance in build that existed between a merchantman and a war
vessel.
To make matters still worse, war in that day meant
jjrivateers who multiplied many fold the number and commercial
destructiveness of navies. It is hard to draw any economic distinc-
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Bubject to BteaiDfihlp aRentii, who load and unload liiH veaBel, and to
pIlolH who keep hlrn In loading strlngH until he Ih «afely down to
Bca.
A hundred yearH ago he was uHUully hU own pilot, and he
wax often, In addition, the owner or the bUHlness representative of the
owner, If perchance the owner waH not alao on board. The captain
If he lacked the qualltlc*
Bold and bought cargo like a merchant.
for Huch Hcrvlce the ship carried a buHlncHg manager called the Bupercargo, a man who haH now long been unnecessary becauHc of the commlBHion merchant, the whip broker, the freight broker, the ocean cable
and the wide mercantile organization that has reHulled from InstantaucouB communication, changcB which have reduced the captain to
the poHltlon of conductor on a freight train and made the Mupercargo, like the pirate, an ornament of history.
The close of the war of 1812 has been mentioned as the roost Important dale marking the transition from the merchant carrier to
the common carrier.
It is. almost needless to point out that the
merchant continued a carrier after this date, and that, on the other
hand, there had been mauy jjrevlous slguB of the coming change.
Some of the preliminary steps In this change are worthy of notice
here. First among these signs of change Is the Increase In the praci.
e., hiring out; second. Is the growth of
tice of chartering ships
the practice of having an agent transact the port business of the
ship; third, the increase of Joint ownership of shipping enterprises;

—

fourth, attempts at founding lines.
1. The practice of chartering vessels is almost as old as history.
It was practiced on the Nile In Uoman times, with a good bill of
The Venetians carricil It to a fine point to the heyday of
lading.

their prosperity, but the jiractice did not begin to affect relations in
the western world until about the close of the 18th century.
It was the most natural thing conceivable for a merchant knowing the lines of trade to find that he could use more ships than he

had and hire one. That it had not come into prominence much
sooner must be due to the fact that wars, disturbances and governmental restrictions in America and the greater charteretl companies
in Europe kept mercantile firms at a small size in colonial times.
Hut in the prosperity that came from supplying Napoleon's armies
during the last decade of the ISth century ships were chartered.'
Closely akin to chartering was the offer of merchants of Havre
to the rover Cleveland, when he was in that port empty-handed and
with full pocket from protltable sale of both ship and cargo. Several
firms offered to fit up a ship for him, load it with a rich cargo and
let him start out to make traffic with It.'
In Boston' two vessels were advertised In 1789 as about to sail
for the Isles of France and India, and "any person wishing to adventure to that part of the world may have an opportunity of sending
goods on freight." The use of the word "adventure" there is also
extremely suggestive of the altitude of the day toward maritime
operations you sailed over unchartered and i>iratic seas to unknown
lands, strange peoples and markets of which you had only last year's
reports.
This practice of carrying for others evidently advanced
rather more rapidly in Great Britain than in America, as witnessed
by the following passage from the Introduction to the volume published In 1S07 by the Society of Shipowners of Great Britain:*
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2. Ttic Rise of the Affcnf.— Toward the end of the 18th century
there appear evidences of a change in the function of the captain.
Ills old iwsltlou Is well shown by this advertisement from the
.New York Gazette of 173G:
•I'l.r fblbulflplilii, the Schooner Judith mid Itelx'cnb. John Clnrk, Maater.
Well ncioinmodiiled for I'liaaeiigeia, will Mill In iiliout ten diiys.
For Freight
or rn»Hiige ngree with Hiild master iit bis liiHise ni'iir tbe I'lialom Ilon.te."

This announcement,

atmosphere of a village on the
1783 by another announcing that In
addition to the captain (who might not always be nvnilable to landsmen) persons desiring freight or pa.ssage could confer either with
the captain or some merchant who was an Important user of the
vessel' nnd was taking orders for her and for the time at least
acting as the merchant captain's assistant. We have here the germ
of the present Institution of shlji agents— a world-scattered fraternity- who now arrange such a large share of the world's ocean
transportation.
An advertisement of the year 1800 (Philadelphia General Advertiser, April) shows that tho ship's agent was faat developing:
••aAMi :KI. K.MUKV, Ship Uroker.
Hiiya nnd sellH vrHseU. procuren frrlgbt
river's bank,

full of the

was replaced

In

—

I.lndsny'a "lIlBlory of .Merclinnt Sbliiplng," Vol. -J, p. 3117.
'VoyaKcs of n .Mciibani .Nnvlgnlor, p. IT. Clevelnnd.
".M.Miu.ilal llUl.ir.v ..f liosti n."
•Tbe v..liinic l.s entlllcd •I'ollecl Ion of Inti'reHtIng nnd IniportnnI lie
pons and papers ..n the NnvlKiillon nnd Tinde of Ureal llrllnln. Irebin.l nnd
llie llrltlsli folonles In tbe Went
Indies nnd .\merlca. will) nibl.-!. of Ion
nnge nnd of l':jiporia nnd Iniporia."
'See New iork ;.'i«j/(i/ (iiu<«/r, 17fi
'
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3. Joint A'nferprwe.— The cloee of the Revolutionary war made
possible for Amerlcaos to engage In the China tea trade—a trade
requiring Buch a long voyage and kg much capital that the Individual
owner was often unable to finance the venture. The first American
ship that went out from New York to China was the joint enterJoint
I>rlse of mcrihants In Philadelphia. New York and Boston.
Kto<k companies' were formed to Imlld and despatch these ships. It
also became common for partnerhlilps' to be formed. In which each
holder had a share corresjiondlng to the present method of divided
ownership In American coasting vessels, various persons owning
halves, fourths, sixteenths, thirtysecondB or slxtyfourihs. The captains of thes<- vessels usually had a small share; each sailor also
often had a share. In that he was allowed a certain aniouDt of spaee
or a certain weight of cargo to use for any merchandise he might
take for private trading on the voyage. The partnership ressel waa
operated as a unit a private unit the partnership having merely
The
split the ownership without changing management or service.
time for lines had not yet come.
It

—

—

—

There were some early attempts at
4. Karl]/ Attempit at l.ineii.
the establishments of lines, but a diligent search of the literature of
the period reveals but little concerning them. There were vessels to
charter, and there were roving sea captains engaged In all grades of
o<:cupatlonB, from the "honest" buccaneer to the legitimate merchant. But none of these approach line trafllc, and the very existence of most of these navigators and the act^'ounts of their activity
add weight to the belief that the scanty annals of the ISth century
What
line traffic are scant because of the paucity of such activity.
we know of the history of the period and of the requirements of line
traffic show that It was plainly Impossible for any such service to
haVe been long-lived. The following Incidents appear to be natural
and descriptive of the period:
Before the Revolutionary war there were five {lacket boats
lilying between New York and the port of Falmouth. England, known
as the Falmouth Line.* They sailed occasionally during the Revolutionary war, and some of them resumed service after 1783, but the
accounts of their operations are extremely meager, and a dozen
chroniclers aver that the first line from America was in 1816.
The signing of the Treaty of Peace of 1783 was the signal for a
pretentious French venture at opening up connections with the new
In November, liso. before the evacuation of New York.
republic.
the "Courier de I'Europe" arrived In iiort from I'Orient. France, and
heralded herself as the first of a line of first-elass packet ships which

make monthly sailings between New York and France
But the depressed conAmerican commerce seems to have been very discouraging
new venture which did not long survive. Then came
the French wars, and regular service was lm|>os;sible.
Mention Is made in Colonial Office Records (London), Board of
Trade papers. Vol. XVI, Trade Papers, of the establishment of regular
sailings of packet boats between New York and England. 1703. There
are also post-office record references to the New York packet service.
An examination of the documents of Colonial History of New
York shows plainly (Vol. V. p. Sll) that packet service could refer
to a single ship, 172G. and further accounts of the trafllc show that
If lines existed they must have been very nearly Imaginary lines.
For three years, 17ir>-lS (Vol. V. p. CIS* the average numt>er of ships
sloops and the like from New Y'ork to Great Britain was 21. of 1.461
tons and 22G men. This entire flotilla Is only one-tenth the slxe of
some steamers now plying on that route. The correspondence of the
colonial governors with the Board of Trade shows frequently that
there was no regular service, and that many weeks, and even
advertlse<l to

and

to

carry passengers, mall and freight.*

dition of
for this

months, elapseil between opportunities to send a letter.
This rather brief statement of the conditions under which early
ocean carrying existed bus, it Is ho|>ed. made clear the reason for
this long period of the American colonial e|>orh and the
establishment of the republic the epoch of the merchant carrier.
There was, practically s|>enklng, no other carrier than the merchant
carrying his own goods; other service was Incidental a by-product.
The common carrier, the specialist, had to have the better conditions of the 19th century, and of all of these beneficial conditions
the most important were peace and security friim the ravagiivg hand
The resulting trafllc transformation has been remarkable.
of num.
In the merchant carrier da.vs of the late ISth century a small
city like Salem sent ships to a wide list of countries, such as we
now only find trading with a few of our iKirts. each of which is ten
to twenty times as large as w.ts the now decadent Salem In her
prime. Her meivhanis sailed from place to place and traded with
the merchants in the ports where they stopi>ed. To-day the merchant ships his consignments by some line of steamers from
New Y'ork, Boston, San Francisco, Philadelphia, and if need be be

calling

—

=
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'

'

Sebnrff nnd We«lac<itl°a "IIIalorT of rblliidel|ilil«." V<i|.
-Meniorlnl lllalory of lUwton." V«l. IV.. p. 'M*.
«i. \Vll»on"!< ••.Meniorlnl Illslory of New York." Vol. 4.
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will have them transshipped at Liverpool, London, Hamburg, Antwerp or Genoa, hut it goes by the lines.
We still have a long list of countries on the custom house
books tor ship entry and clearan<:e, but instead of being roving merchant ships, with valuable cargoes, they are tramps carrying a full
load of some bulky produce logs for cabinet, dye or tanning stuffs,
ores or copper, nickel silver, iron or manganese, flint or clay for the
potter, pebbles for cement grinding, guano bones or fossils for ferMost of this is
tilizer, coal, petroleum, lumber, sugar or wheat.
new commerce commerce of the steam engine and steamship era,
and it has arisen beside the old which yet Hourished, but in a different way. The tea, silk. .si)ices and trinkets of the 18th century now
ride in state and haste in some snug, .secure and peaceful steamer
fully insured and following a |)rosaic schedule along a firm, ii.\ed,
Together the merchant carwell-lighted, safe and unromantic route.
rier and his counteri)art in independence of the pirate, ceased to be
figures
the
sea.
{-onspicuons
of
the
[To be continued.)
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or 58. y per cent., went to Italy and the Slavic countries. The total
amount of these money orders sent to Italy was $10,239,134, while
the amount sent to Austria-Hungary and Russia was $20,559,428,
the number of natives of those countries in the United States being
about double those from Italy. These sums, great as they are, represent but a part of the total savings of these laborers sent abroad.
Large amounts, of which there are no records, are sent over through
Italian bankers.
Immense sums in the aggregate are carried over
in peison by immigrants who return to Italy late in the fall of
each year. At least 100,000 Italians return to Italy each year for
the winter months because they find it hiapi-i healthier, and more
vinter months with
satisfactory to return to Ital>
their families.
>

,

Alternating Current Automatic Block Signals on the Highland
Division of the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
Signal engineers who have been perplexed to decide the queswhether semaphore arms should be inclined upward or downward, and whether they should project from the riglit or from the
left of the post, may find all their difnculties settled in an actual
installation which has lately been finished on the Highland division
Here
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, near Hartford.
the arms point both ways at once and all theories ought to be satisfied.
These block signals have been installed on this section, which
is eight miles long. East Hartford to Vernon, because of the introduction of electric propulsion and of a consequent large increase
The two main trackj of the steam
in the number of daily trains.
railroad have been equipped for the use of the cars of the Con
The
neclicut Company, running between Hartford and Rockville.
signal installation is a. c. stepping down from a 10.000-volt power
purtransmission line to a 2.200-volt transmission line for signal
poses.
The signals are operated (and also lighted) directly by a
110-volt 60-cycle alternating current, so that no balterymen or lamp
men are required.
Signal arms similar to those here used, pivoted near the center.
have been in use for several months on the electrified section of
the New Haven road, west of Stamford, where all the signals are
suspended from the under side of the bridges which support the
power lines for conveying current to the motors. Those here use 1
(Fig. 1) are of the same design, except as to minor details of the
casting.
In the horizontal position these arms extend equal distances to the right and to the left of the bearing, but when In the
proceed position much more than half of the arm is at the left of
tion

Immigrant Laborers

in

the United States.

Italy, Austria-Hungary and
the Slavic lountries ol ca.^liTii
Europe are at present the principal sources of the unskilled laboisupply of the United States. They contribute more than two-thirds
of all the immigrants now entering the country, about one-fourth
of (he total coming from Italy.
The Slavic group includes the Jews
from eastern Europe, who, while not Slavs, economically and industrially represent practically the same classes.
The distribution,
employment and manner of living of these imiliigrants, with special
reference to their assimilation Into American industrial life, is the
subject of a study by Frank J. Sheridan in Bulletin 72 of the
Bureau of Labor.
Although about half of them had previously been at work as
farmers or farm lahorers, they do not seek a similar employment
here, mainly becau.se of the higher rates of wages in transportation,
manufacturing, mining and in building, where the demand for lommon labor has been very great. The Italian immigrant shows a
marked preference for railroad construction, tunnel building, grading, ditching, building excavation, and work in factory indu.stries,
while the Slav and the Hungarian turn to those industries where
the pay is somewhat higher and the work somewhat heavier as
in blast furnaces, iron and steel works, iron-ore handling, and coal

—

mining.

I-arge numbers of the immigrants seek and And work through
employment agencies, but the great mass, through acting on the the post.
advice of relatives and friends, go directly to the states where
This section of the line is now used both by the New Hav?n
wages are highest and their services are in greatest demand. In road for passenger and freight service, using steam locomotives,
190G, 78.82 per cent, of all immigrants and 8G.5.") per cent, of the and by the Connecticut Company, for passenger service, using eleiItalian, Slavic and Hungarian immigrants went to seven states
The Signal Engineer was required not only
trically propelled cars.
New York. Pennsylvania. Illinois, New Jersey. Massachusetts, Ohio to install a signal system to work with the present dlrect-curre.'.t.
and Connecticut the slates where the demands of industry were 550-volt equipment of the street railway company, but also to proexpressed in terms of tile liighest wages. Objection to paying long- vide for working equally well, and without any change, with an
distance railroad fares, the great demand for labor in the north, alternating single-phase propulsion current of 25-cycle frequency,
and a seeming disinclination to work in the south, except in some in case that should be adopted.
cases where northern contractors are building railroads in the south,
At each of the junctions. East Hartford and Vernon, there has
kept the majority of the Italian laborers in the north. To these been installed a manual interlocking station for the operation of
reasons may be added the desire of the Italian padrone agency to the switches and signals, and the automatic semaphore signals b:-keep the men where it can again distribute them to its own ad- tween the stations named are set at intervals of from 3.700 to 5.20')
vantage and furnish the commissary after the temporary employ- feet. The entire electrical equipment is operated by alternating
ments cease.
current.
Of the 36,176 unskilled laborers distributed by New York City
Source of Energy. Through the entire length of the signaled
agencies, the average rate of wages per day for the Italians was section there is a 10.000-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle commercial line
l|;i.46, for the Slavs and Hungarians $1.46, and for the other nationgiving a reliable 24-hour service. From this supply current Is pro

—

—

?1.41.
Of the Italians, one-third received less than $1.50 a
day. 60 per cent. $IM) a day. and 7 per cent, over $1.50. Of the
Slavs and Hungarians. 38 per cent, received less than $1.50 a day.
41 per cent. $1 50. and 21 per cent, over $1.50.
These rates are for
The records of a large
1!H15 and the first seven months of 1!U)6.
contracting company engaged on railroad construction and employing majiy laborers of various nationalities as well as Italians shows
that the actual cost to the company of groceries, provisions and paynu^nt for cooks, waiters, fuel, light, etc.. at its boarding camps for
u given period was lit cents a meal, or $3.!t!) a week for each man.
I'he men were charged $18 a month for board and lodging.
The
records of three railroads in New York. Pennsylvania and New Jersey for 1905 and 1905 give accurately the earnings and the total
cost of living of large numbers of Italian laborers employed on
these railroads and living under the usual commissary system. The
average earnings per man for a representative month in 1906 for 89
gangs, numbering 1.330 men, were $37.07. The cost of all food was
$5.30. and of rent of shanty and sundries $1.49. or a total of $6.79.
leaving a surplus of $30.28.
The Italian laborers are said to save more money at the same
wnge rate than any other class of European laborers in the I'nited
The amotint is indicated to some extent by the money orders
States.
sent from this country to Italy. The total amount of money orders
sent In 1906 to all countries was $62,435,343, and of this $36,798,562.
alities

cured for the signal system, the connection being made through
The transformers are connected to one
step-down transformers.
phase of the high potential line, stepping the current down from
10.000-volt to 2,200-volt and connecting through oil switches to the
signal transmission lines which extend the entire length of the
From this 2.200-volt. 60-cycle line, current is ob
signal system.
talned through transformers for the various signal requirements.
Interlocking Plants. The interlocking towers are built on con
In the front opening in the foundation for th"
Crete foundations.
lend-out the building is supported by cast-iron pillars set 24 In
apart between centers. In these cabins special attention was give-i
The roof is carried out
to the design of the roof and the windows.
four feet from the side of the building to shade the windows, and
it Is slightly curved upward so that the lower edge does not reach
below the top of the window and there is no limitation of the
signalman's outlook. The lower window sash is much longer than
the upper so that the frame at Its upper end is above the rangr of
the eye. and the building is so framed that the sash when rais.passes up to the plate, bringing its lower edge up to the top sasli
The machine is a Saxby & Farmer and the frame rests on
concrete foundations. All home and dwarf signals are pipe connected and stand upon concrete foundations. All cranks and compensators are mounted on Iron piers imbedded in concrete. The
distant signals are of the electric motor type the same as the auto-

—
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malic HiRTialH hcrolnaftijr ili-wrlbud. Thfw nlsnalK are ionlroll»'<l
till!
towor anri alno thr(iiiK>i '-Irciilt ootilrolliTH attachr-il to
llif arms of the home HiKiial lo whlili Ihey govorii Iho approach.
All home MiKiialH are equipped with electric hIoIh, which are controlled hy an Indicator In the lower, the IndlcatorH being controlled
by the track cirriilt, ho that the operator has con«tantly hofore him
an Indicator which tibowi^ llie prcHcnce of any train on any Hectlon
All levers which
of track to which IiIh HiKnalM Klve admlsHlon.
operate home hIkhuIk contiollinK dlKlanl KlunaU aie e(|iilp|>ed with
an Indlcalliin lock whiih iircvenlw the latchliiK of the home «i«iial
lever In the Htop puHltlon until the distant t'lKnal Ih In the rautlon
The electric Hlots, Indicators and lockH are supplied with
poHltlon.
current by a duplicate set of 2-l-amppre-hour Btorage batteries. The
liatterleH are charKcd hy a Hlnglepha.se mercury-arc rectifier, taking
current from the 2,:iuii-volt .vlgnai tranHmifHlon line through a transformer slepplng down to 110 vollst.
The automatic equipment consists of home
Auttnniitiv Nii/iiuls.

from

—

and distant signal.s mounted upon the same past. The easlhoun'i
and the westbound signals are placed nearly oppo-iite each other
hut are staggered sulllclently to avoid putting a signal where a trol
The blade grip ca.stlngs
ley pole will hide it from the englneman.
are designed to permit the arm lo extend lo the left of the post
for the reason thai the trolley poles would olistruct the view of the
signal If It extended only lo the right.
The motor signals have ilouble-case bases and rest on concrete

Fiy.

^

— Signal

Motor and Relays.

which respond only to alternating currents of a given freThese control the signal circulls. At each end of the irark
there is also an inductame bond the iermlnals of which
are connected to the rails and the center of which Is connected to
Ihe center of the bond of the next tra:'k circuit, thus forming a
metallic connection around the Insulated rail joints for the return
propulsion current. This center connection may also be uee<l for
cross bond taps.
The inductance bonds were designed to carry the heavy current
necessary with direct-current propulsion and also were
perfectly balanced lo offer Ihe least p.isslble Impedance to an
relays

quency.
circuit

Fig.

1

— Special

Semaphore

for East

Hartford-Vernon Line.

foundallons. The upper case contains llie signal mechanism which
The motor
is operated hy a llu-volt single-phase Induction motor.
has sutllcliMit torque at starting to start under load from any point
The time required lo
In the arc through which the signal Iravel.s.
clear both the home and llie distant arms Is tlve seconds.
I'he
lower case conlains the irui-k relays, the line relays, the control
ling switches, the fuses and the lightning arrester.^. All signals have
the same apparatus In the same relative position and are wired
alike, ir'o that the maintaincr Muds a uniform arrangement in all
the cases.
I)ui)llcate two-candle power Incandescent electric lights
arc used in the lanterns. Oil founts are also provided.
At each signal there Is a trnnsformer transtormlng the cur
rent from the :;.2m)-volt line lo 110 volts lo supply iiirreni for the
local signals and the i-nntrnl circulls for the next signals in the
rear.
All wire connections between transformers, signals, tracks
and the signal control circuits arc in wooil boxing placed upon stakefour feet apart. The signal control line extends ihe entire letigili
of Ihe bloi-k section, taking energy at the outgoing end and looping
through Ihe track relays and switch Instruments.
The rack circuit equipment installed Is designed to be used
with a propulsion current eilhi'r direct or allernaiing: either .iriu
.oil direc; or II.oijo-vdIi i'.")rycle slugle-phiise nlternaling.
The elec
trie ruilw;iy company required tliul the tracks be cross bnnded nl
least every H.OOO ft,, thus making necessary a "cut section" in eadi
block.
ICnergy is suiiplled lo the tracks by a transformer situated
In the- middle of n track circuit section.
The track circuit has u
relay at each end.
These are "frequency" relays, that Is to say.

allernaiing propulsion current.
In fact. If the external track return Is perfectly balanced the only Impedance of the bonds may
be said to he ohmlc. The frequency relays are absolutely Immune

I

Fig. 3

Signal Cabin. Vernon, Conn.

Januauy

17,
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a direct current or to alternating current of 25 cycles, having
been designed to operate at GO cycles. The unbalancing of the traclt
therefore, even if sufficient to throw a heavy current through the
trequ(>ncy relays, would not result in a false clear signal indication.
This .system will, of course, be not in the least affected by
In connecting the inductance bonds
;iny foreign trolley current.
the
To connect
to
rails u.se is made of an old rail about 15 ft. long.
up an inductance bond to a track with broken or staggered joints,
it is necessary either to cut one rail of the track so as to have the
to

Fig. 4

— Signal

Circuits for Electrified Line;

Fig.

— Details

of Signal,

Showing

Electric Light Connection.

New

York,

The arrangement

New Haven &

of the track

Hartford.

and signal

circuits is

shown

hi

W

Fig. 4, in which
is the westbound and K the eastbound track.
Taking, for example, the eastbound track, the current is fed to
the rails at e 6 near the middle of the section, and this circuit
controls the signals through relays 6 and b'. These two track relays, when closed, close signal relay h. at station X, which recelve-s
energy through home control wire 12 from transformer s t J Al station Y, through wires 18 and 19.
Signal relay h closes the motor
circuit to home signal H', admitting trains to block section X Y.
Power for this motor comes from transformer s f i at station X
through wires 17, h. c, etc.
Home signal H being cleared. Is clears the corresponding distant signal in the rear by means of the circuit closer 1, and distant

Fig.

Fig. 5

1

Highland Division.

insulated joint near the bond, or to provide a conductor from the
bond to connect with the track beyond the insulated joint, which
may be some 15 ft. The piece of steel rail is belter than copper
because it costs less and is not liable to be stolen; and besides this
if alternating current is used for propulsion, the iron serves to
restore the balance of the inductance of the two lines of rails, which
with one side 15 ft. shorter than the other, would be unbalanced.
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the 2,200-volt signal wire may be seen on the pole
which stands close to the signal. The 110-volt signal wires are on
the lower arm of the Western Union poles, situated at the extreme
right of the photograph. The three-phase. 10,000-volt. 60-cycle, and
the three-phase, 11,000-volt, 25-cyele power lines are on the upper
arms of the poles at the left of the track, while the short lower
arm on these poles carries the 550-volt feeders for the trolley wires.
Fig. 2 .shows the motor signal case with the relays in the lower
Fig. 3 shows one of the standard interlocking cabins.
part.
In

6

—

Electrified

Line

— East

Hartford to Vernon.

control wire 20. The distant signal at station X is controlled in
the same way through i-elay </, which receives- energy through circuit breaker 2 on signal H' and distant control wire 21. which
may be traced to circuit breaker ,2 at station V. Signal H', when
put to the stop position, causes the distunt ^signal on the same post
to also go to the horizontal position by opening circuit breaker 2.
The control wires not numbered are for the westbound track.
The common wire is shown by a heavy line throughout the drawing.
The control wires are run through the switch instruments in
the usual manner, and opening either switch 14 or switch 15 puts
The locations
in the stop position the si,gnals on both main tracks.
of the lightning arresters at each signal are shown by broken-line
connections to the ground, A.
The arrangement of the electric lights on the signals is self-
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Rxplanatory. Thene llgblB derive lh<-lr power frotu the rnalnn, as
may be seen by following wlren 17. /. t at Htalloo X.
TIki apjiaratus for Ihe entire liiMtallatlon wan Ueulgncd and In
Hiallcd by the Union Switch & Signal Company of 8wli»»vale, I'a.

The Best Design

of

Car for Suburban Traffic
IIV

TIIOMAH

at

Melbourne.*

lAlf,

Clinlrman of the Vlclorlnn Itallwayi CummliuloD.

car bent suited for the paHsenger tralllc on the
Melbourne suburban lincH Is a Hubject which has been receiving
the coriBlderatlon of the C'ommlsBlonerH for Bomo time pawt, and I
lost no opi>ortunlty of aiqulrlng Information which would be of
help In dctcrmlnin); thbi important question, visiting Hamburg and
Chicago mainly for that purpose.
The latest standard car In use on the Melbourne lines for suburhati traffic 1h of the cross compartment type, with two side doors
The body of this car Is
for each compartment, and no (corridor.
50 ft. long, and 8 ft. IJ In. wide, anil will seal about 80 passengers.
The principal advantages of such a car are maximum seating capacity for Ita length and width, as no space Is taken up for corridors,
and the celerity with which pa.ssengers can enter and leave the car
owing to there being side doors for eai-h compartment.
One of the dlsadvantaKi's of such a <-ar is that there is no
means of getting from one compartment to another, wlii<-li results
frequently in some overcrowding with passengers standing In some
compartments, while, at the same time, there Is seating acrommodatlon to spare In other compartments on the same train. Passengers from a way station lx)ardlng a fairly well fllled train (that
Is, a train
In which a number of Ihe compartments are already
fully occupied), have not much time to select a compartment in
which there Is unoccupied seating accommodation, and are apt to
enter compartments which are already fully occupied. In which
event, owing to the absence of any means of access to other parts
of the car or train, such passengers must either stand or overcrowd the seating capacity of such compartments, and this, although there may be seating accommodation to spare elsewhere
on the train. The provision of corridors in the cars and of vestlbule connections between the cars would overcome this and permit
of a better distribution of passengers throughout the trains, and
the use of the .stnitlng a'-commodatlon to the fullest extent.
Investigation of some of the complaints received as to overcrowding on
our suburban trains shows that while some of the compartments
had more passengers in them than there were seats, there was
seating accommodation on the train as a whole for all the p;issengers on It.
Another disadvantage of the existing type of car Is the swinging

The type

of

side door.

Although the gage of the Victorian lines Is 5 ft. 3 In. (with the
exception of three short narrow-gage lines),, we do not derive as
great an advantage as we should from this wide gage In the direction of being able to run wide carriages, etc., as contrasted with
a 4-ft. 8!-!-in. gage, owing to the I'aci that the tracks on double-track
lines and elsewhere have been l)uilt so close together, viz., II ft.
8 In. center to center, whereas in America the 4-ft. S'i-in. double
tracks are built from 12 ft. to I.", ft. center to center.
It has not been considered arlvlsable to use so wide a side-door
car that the slile door. If open, would strike the head or arm of
a person projecting from a car on a contiguous track, and this has
limited the width of the body of the cars for use on our suburl)an
lines to 8 ft. (J !n.
The use of sliding. Instead of swinging sidedoors would. 1 think, permit of the width of these cars being Increased to about y ft. (! In., with a considerable Increase in the lloor
area available for seating acconimnilatlon and corridors.
Another dlsailvnnlage ol' the swinging side-door is Ihe fact tha'.
It roqulres
In the Interest of the safety of the passengers In the
compartment, as well as those on trains running on contiguous
tracks and of persons standing on station platforms to be closed
and fasteneil, and that this requires the services of the guards and
platform staff, as well as involves some delay at stations, and the
closing of Iheae doors is accompanied by objectionable noise, which
cannot bo entirely avoided. Moreover, a swinging side-door closed
but not fastened is an element of danger, ospeclnlly In the case of
children riding In the compartment, as It may swing open If leaned

—

—

against.

The closing and fastening of side-doors will become a very Important matter It electric traction Is adopted, for with the Increase
In acceleration on elccjrlc trains (that is, the Increase In speed
when starting from stations) It will not be possible for the present
staff to ilose and fasten stich doors, and to restrict the acceleration
on electric trains would be to abandon to some extent one of the
chief advantages of olectrlllcatlon.
The adoption of a sliding side-door on the cars employed, at
least for the suburban trafhc. would enable us to safely widen those
•Tills Hintrmpnt Is from the report of Mr. T»lt on clpctrincnlloii of atriitn
most of which wiis published In the KotlmaO Qacrtlr of tVc 13,
lOOT, on |>age TOO.
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cars eufli' ifcully to provide a corridor wllboul dimiuishlDg their
Keating capacity, thuH with vestibule connectlunB, between the cars.
enablliiK the paiie«ngci-g lu distribute themselves throughuul the
train, and utilize the heating accommodation to it& fullest extent.
Sliding slde-doork could not, however, be closed and fastened
by the guards and platform sLaff, but I se« no rea^u why such
doom could not only be upencd. ab the awingiug doors are at prebent,
by the pasHengers tbeuitelvch. but the cloislDg and fajiieniug of
them b<> left, with safety, to ibc pa£teugers, aB In the ca^e of the
electric cars on the Soutbpori line of the Lancashire * Yorlubire.
Thus, not only would some time at glatlons and labor of stAS be
saved, but the noise accompanying the clo«lug of swinging doohi
be got rid of. Less danger would be attached to failure to fasten
a sliding door than Id the case of a swinging door, for. Id the event
of a child or other person li-aning against it. ll would not twing
outwards and would not slide. The liability tu catch and seriously
Injure flngers would be b-ss with the slidlDg than the swlDglDg
doors, as also the liability to injure persoos standing on station
platforms.
I
may add that sliding doors at the ends and the center
of cars have been lately adopted on the underground railways in
London, and op|>oslte each pair of seals on the llllaols Central for
Its suburban trafOc at Chicago.
As I have mentioned, the adoption of sliding doors would enable
us to safely use wider suburban cars and provide a corridor without much. If any. reduction in the seating capacity. On the underground railways in London the cars with sliding doors have a central corridor, or. more properly speaking, a central aisle, while
In the Illinois Central company's new type of suburban car there
i.s
an aisle on each side. This latter is, no doubt, the best arrangement to facilitate the movement and distribution of passeDgers
throughout the car and the celerity of Ingrets and egress, but two
aisles occupy too much space, and the advantages gained as con
t lasted
with one aisle do not Justify the sacrifice of so much seating
accommodation. The extra space gained by the use of sliding Instead of swinging doors for suburban cars will not be sufflclent
to provide more than one aisle without a serious diminutiou In
seating capacity, which we cannot afford, but a corridor or an
aisle along one side only would appear to have an advantage over a
center aisle In that passengers entering the car on the aisle side
could. In the event of there being no vacant seat in the compartment Immediately opposite the door by which they entered, pass
along the side aisle to a compartment with vacant seating accommodation without in any way disturbing the passengers In the
compartment immediately opposite the door by which they entered
the car as they would with a center aisle.
It would be possible, as a rule, to so run cars with one side
aisle that the aisle would be next the station platforms on the trains
bringing passengers Into the city, especially during the busy hours
of the morning, the seating capaciiy of which trains Is fully taxe.l.
little time to select a compartment
with vacant seating room. The aisle being on the side of the car
away from the platform at the central terminal stations on de
parting trains would be no disadvantage, as pai^sengers taking sich
trains at those stations have, as a rule, ample time to select a
compartment which is not fully occupied. Nor would the aisle
l>eing on the side away from the platform be of any disadvantage
In the case of passengers disembarking at any station, as it would
not be necessary for them to use the aisle to reach the door of their
compartment. The rriis-^lan State Railways have adopted an aisle
on one side for their suburban cars In Rerlln and Hamburg
The accommodation for passengers In a number of our suburban
cars Is somewhat too luxurious and too liberal as to space, and
consequently too costly, having regard to the comparatively short
time suburban passengers occupy such accommodation. Th» average length of all Journeys on our suburban trains during Ihe year
ended .lune .?0. 1007. was only 4.76 miles, and the average time
occupied per journey about 17 minutes the average fnre lieing 4.s;
cents.* which Is equivaltnt to 1 cent* per passenger mile.
Not
only do partitions and high seat backs ami luxuriously leather u|>
bolstered seats and backs with upholstered armrests add appreciably to the cost of suburban cars, but they add materially to
their weight
a very Imiiortant fa>tor In view of the numerous

and for which passengers have

—
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starts which the suburban trains make, and the heavy gradient.*:
on some of our lines. We can undoubtedly save considerable ex
pendlture In the construction and maintenance of our suburban
cars by the adoption of comfortable low hacked seats upholstered
In leather or other suitable material without arm-rosts. and the
elimination of all partitions except between smoking and nonsmokIng compartments. In combination smoking and non-smoking cars.
The abolition of partitions and high-backed seats will not only increase the air space and Improve the ventilation and light, but
allow passengers to see at a glance where there are vacant seats,
and reach them by way of the proposed aisle.
The se<»tlng and other acconimo<latlons provided for suburban
travelers at the various places visited by me fully conflrm me In
the views I have Just expressed.

rnllroiiils.

*reDcc transferred to renti by mnltlplying by
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
Tho New York, Now llavon & Hartford has established a school

The

of telegraphy at Boston.

The Swiss Federal Railioads have opened a handsome
office in New York City, at 241 Fifth avenue.
of anthracite coal mined in the year
tons, by far the largest production on record,

1

1

millions

i/i!

more than

l!)u7

and

was
alioul

in 190(>.

The State Railroad Commission

of Georgia is to issue an order
revising passenger rates in the siate in accordance with the proposition lately made by the Southern Railway.

The legal department of the state of Wisconsin is to sue the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for violation of the law limiting to
eight hours the working time of certain employees.
rresident Finley announces that, in view of the falling off in
business, the Southern Railway has determined to reduce by 10
per cent, the pay of the President, Vice-Presidents and the other
general officers, and their office forces.

The Chicago subway now moves

2,000 cars daily, of

Interstate Commerce Commission has issu^ a circular
the attention of railroads to the necessity of changes in
many features of many freight tariffs to make them conform to the
law and to the rules which have been promulgated by the Commission, and stating that all tariffs hereafter issued must conform
strictly to the regulations.
Tariffs now in use. however, may be
continued in force until July 15, 1908, notwithstanding their Irregularities, provided the railroads show good faith In their endeavors
to eliminate all features which are not approved by the Commission.
calling

pas.senger

The amount
t>7,109,393

the large numbers attending. State Grain Inspector Culver accompanied the party and gave useful statistics concerning the profits
which have been made on different kinds of grain.

which 1,200

carry United Slates mails. The lines now connect with 11 railroads
and 14 large mercantile houses. Negotiations are under way for
many other connections.

Prosecutions for Imperfect Car Couplers, Etc.

The Government Is going to prosecute the Illinois Central In
Kentucky for 22 violations of the Safety Appliance Act. A prior
decision in that district on similar cases was unsatisfactory, but
the circumstances were such that the United States could not take
an appeal. The suits now about to be brought will be so framed
as to cure this difficulty.
Attorney-General Bonaparte last week directed the various
United States Attorneys to institute suits against 43 other roads,
342 violations in all. The roads are:
No. of
Tliilatlons.

& Iron Itwy. Co
Toppka & .Santa Vv
linltimoie & Ohio
llalilmiire
Ohio Srjuthwestcru

28

Coal

.VslLl.Tiiil

The Attorney-General of Texas has filed suit against the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Texas & New Orleans and the Galveston,

11

.\tilil»(iii.

28
1

.V:

Harrisburg & San Antonio for heavy penalties for alleged violalions of orders of the Railroad Commission, re(iuiring them to run
their passenger trains on time.

&

lt(,.s

.MlHiny

Jiosn.ii & .Maine
Untti', .\nnconrta
I'.ull.'
1

Under a decision by a board of arbitration telegraph opei'ators
on the Grand Trunk are to receive an increase of salary of about

12
5

&

I'acUic

1

Coiinlv
c.f .New .Jersey

11
15

i-niral

l-li.-s;ilH.alvr

A:

2i4

f>lllii

hi, !!«.., Itnrllnnt'.n & (Julncr
I'Iniinnall, .N'> w iirlmns & 'rexas I'aclflc
p.lawar.- & ilnilson

.'>

I

per cent, and aggregating $27,000 yearly. This refers to ordinary operators; about $10,000 will also be added to the pay of
telegraphers in the higher grades.
10

8
!>

1

I

lenver

HI

I'aso

& Klo Grande
& SouiliweKtern

8
7

Erie
Xortliern
Gulf, CoUirado & Santa Ke

4
2

Idaho Nonhi-in

2

lireat

Senator Crane of Mai^sachusetts has introduced

in

Congress a

resolution instructing the Interstate Commerce Commission to enlarge the field of its investigation of safety appliances by including
facing point switches, the necessity for protecting them, and also
the question of the automatic control of such switches.

higher court.

in

A number of roads have reduced wages in freight houses and
forces of laborers, on track work and elsewhere; and reductions

more expensive appear to have been
liut not formally announced.
Reductions
and on track work arc numerous. On
lieen much reduced within the past two
still

rates,

by the

fallin.g off in freight traffic,

decided on in
of

many

working hours

many roads

cases,

In shops

payrolls have

weeks, without changes in
trainmen being paid by the

trip.
'I'he Farmers' Special, which was run by the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton the first week In January, and heretofore referred to.
stopped at 26 places and over 6,000 farmers were addressed by the
speakers. Division Freight Agent Law says that the enterprise was
a great success, outdoor meetings having to be held to accommodate

1

ir.

g.in Slinrl

38
1

9

Line

I'l-nnsvlvanla
I'loria & Kaslern
I'lilla.lelphla & Reading
I'lttsbiirKh * r.ake Krlc
Si. I.imls. I run Mminialn
Si. l...nls Sinitlnvesiern
Si.
SI.

Sail

2
I

6

& Southern

3
I

Louis Siinthwesiern of Texas
Walklns & Gulf

'•

Louis,

11

Lake & Ogden

1

|'iinil>li;bee

8
10
a

Wheeling & Lake Eric

3
24

Soiiiliem

Southern raelflc
Valley
Union Freight

The

At Mineola, N. Y.. Januaj-y 8, a' conductor on an electric railwas sentenced to three months' imprisonment for manslaughter
the second degree. He was held responsible for leaving a meeting point before the opposite car had arrived, his action being in
direct disobedience of an order.
In the resulting loliision the niotoruum of the other car was killed. The case has been appealed to a

1

4

10
2

I

<

rule requiring railroads to receive and check baggage for prospective passengers, in advance of the passenger's departure. The checks given
may be made exchangeable for a regular check at the time of departure, and if baggage is brought more than 12 hours in advance
a storage charge may be imposed.

in

3

Missouri. Kansas & Texas
.V.w Orleans & .Niirlheastern
.New York Central & Ilndson River
.\.\v Vi.rk, .New Haven & Hartford
New- York. I'hlhulelphla & Norfolk
Nrirlhern l-aelflc
ireKon It. H. & N'Rvlgation Co

The Georgia State Railroad Commission has issued a

n)a(i

1

i Nashville

l.oulsvlllc

The Department of Justice at Washington announces that the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and the Chicago & Kastern Illinois
are to be at once prosecuted on indictments for giving secret rates
similar to those on which the Chicago & Alton was tried (but let
off) and on which the Standard Oil Company was fined $29,400,000.

Ijong Island Railroad advises that there has been no
thought of abolishing demurrage charges at Long Island City or
other stations. The note in our issue of January 10 proves to
have been based on a proposition to discontinue track storage
iharges, which, however, has not yet been carried out. It appears
lliat on certain team tracks special "track charges" are made.

6

Kansas CItv Sunt hern

Helping to Restore Confidence.

The Sherwin-Williams

Co.. Cleveland, Ohio, Is trying to help
reestablish normal business conditions by Increasing the enthusiasm

of the members of Its force. The following extract from a bulletin
issued by General Manager W. H. Cothlngham to representatives
of the company is a good example of the encouraging literature It
is distributing.

"America is a great and an extraordinary country. Whatever
she does, she does in a big way. No other country has ever done
many big and extrao:iliiiary things as she has. When she goes
in for a panic it's a good one; not a little flurry, not a little storm,
but a good, stiff hurricane; one worthy of her vastness and her
gigantic force. Big storms, while extremely severe at the time,
don't last long. They usually leave some wreckage behind. It's true,
but the worst is soon over. The clouds quickly pass and the sun
shines for all once more, and we feel better for It and appreciate
as

more

fully the daily blessings

we

enjoy.

The

great financial hurri-

cane that has swept across the land is over. It will take a little
time to clear away the debris, but not long, for the wreckage has
not been great, and the warm sun of prosperity will soon repair
what damage has been done. Let me repeat. America Is a great
country, and always does big and extraordinary things this is the
piMof of her genius; and. Just as the panic stunned us all with
its fearful suddenness and frightful severity. I believe, now that It
has passed, we will have an exhibition of the country's grreat stability

—
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Overhead Carrier Between Warehouie and Dock.
All

on

lh(!

iaiKo<-» dlwdiaigwl or uwallliiK

Hicariiliinil
hi

reel

o|)|>ohUc

doi k
Hlilrt

In

of

Scalllc,

\Vash.. arc

Hallway avt^nuc,

i-lilpiiifril

Hlort-il

al>oiil

2.00

A

a

In

al

from the
handled dally

made

Id ae(rtioiiH, ko that

any part

of tbe

mecbasism

readily acceMible.

Tbe motor

the

fi.

No. 3

and drawbar head are provided at eai'h end. All the macbiuery
Ik Ixdow the top of the fram<- and U covered by a heavy w(X>deD
deck for carrying tbe load. ThU deck, which iii not Bbown In tbe
Illustration, l8

wart-'houHe

.

nli-p

in

VlrKliila

Vol XLIV

Ik

of tbe

heavy cverloadh. and
troller l8 of the

name

V.'

Ix-li..

iyi>.-

- .-.

;

for
'inc-.

large volume of mlHi'ellun(H>UH freight Ih
lH>tween the dock and warchoiiHe. To tranHfer thin economirally
and at the neci-iiHary Hpeed. wllhoiil ohstructlnK irafflc In the htrfrci.
there wuh ii'cenlly Intitalled an overhead carrier which doex the
work al low ohI and which can handle the freight more rapidly
than It Ik puHHi>>le to load or diHpose of It at ihe terminal polntM.
The erinlpmenl Ih Himple and can lie modified to utiit almoiil any
IndiMtrlal ciindlllon which Involve.s moving packages or lulncel(lock.

(

between fixed polnte.
illiiHtratlons, the dock and warehouHO are connected by a light elevated Btructiirc which Buppoits
an endle.iiHclialn carrier, with terminals on the dock level al one
end and on the necond lloor of the warehonne at the other. The
In.
In. wide by
carrier conHlMtH of a serleg of wooden fUghlB,
These are «ecured
thick and 30 In. long, made of Piigel Sound fir.
steel-thlmble
roller
180
Jeffrey
strands
of
No.
every 12 In. to two
rhain, forming an almoHt contlnuou.s apron on which ihe freight
laneou.s arllcU'H In large niimliera

Ab Hhown by the accompanying

'.»

Overhead o.ni.ci

Lii.i..c<.i,

I

Ajrchouse and Dock.

Wedge-shaped blocks attached to every third flight catch
anything that might roll down the Incline at the dock end. The
conveyor Is driven by a lO-h.p. electric motor at the upper, or wareIs

carried.

house, end.
il
carries freight to equal advantage In either
designed to liamlle packages not more than 'i ft.
high. They are usually cases of salmon, sacks of
salt and sugar, barrels of cement and miscellaneous articles weighIt travels at a speed of 70 f.p.m.
ing as much as 1.000 ll)s. each.
and consumes about t> h.p. when delivering 1,000 packages weighing
100 lbs. each per hour. As already mentioned, this rate of delivery
represents the limit of speed with which packages can be loaded

Being

rever.slble,

direction.

wide and

II

4

Is

ft.

It Is provided with operating and reverse lever*, which are
interlocking to prevent premature reversal.
The battery Is in two or more trays of cells and Is built to
operate at high rales of charge and discharge, so as to stand short
periods of heavy duty usually requiring a iMittery of four or Ave
times the capacity, .\nolher reason for adopting a battery of
smaller ampere hour capacity than is customary in similar work
Is that the lime available for charging during tbe working hours
is usually three times the period of time that the truck Is actually
running.
During a six months' test of the 10-ion truck, the power re
quired to charge the battery In regular and heavy shop service aver-

tion.

for al the dock niid the warehouse; It is much below
the actual capacity of the machine.
The plant was designed and Installed by the Pacific Engineering
Co., Seattle, the conveying nuichlnery being furnished by the Jeffrey

and cared

Columbus, (Jhlo. The latter company has In
machines of this general character for handling
freight lo and from ships direi'l; for s\ich work the outer cud Is
adjusted to the rise and fall of the lide and the height of freebonnl
Manufacturing

stalled

Co.,

several

of vessels.

Storage Battery Motor Truck for Industrial

Railways,

The Wesllnghouse .M.tchlne Co.. riltsburgb. I'a..
now making
and selling storage battery motor-trucks of from 10 to 40 tons capacity for use on industrial railways. The company used to use
at lis own works small casl-iron ;t-ft. gage trucks, of small capacity
and moved by hiind. Heavy castings were carried on .'lOtoii trucks,
which were usually moved by a rope passing under a snatch block
Wcstinghoutc lOTon Storage Battery Motor Truck.
and attached lo a crane hook.
When the storage battery trucks
were Installed iheie wius a nuirked improvement In crane s(>rvlce, aged 03 k.w. hours a month. The work done was recorded and averslni'e they relieved the crane of Ihe work of transporting many of
aged about 700 ton miles a month, the loads ranging from a few
Ihe heavier castings from one end of the long shoi>s to thf other.
hundred potinds to
tuns
These trucks used as locomotives on
The accompanying photograph shows a 10-ion truck
steel
a level track and without any weight to secure adhesion can haul,
frame, thoroughly braced. Is carried on four wheels, the journals on suitable cars, from one-half to their full rated capacity as a
of which run In roller bearings.
The driving axle or axles, as the truck, depending on the condition of the traik and kind of bearcase may bo, carry the motor, or motors, as in street railway prac- ings on the cars hauled.
Uy placing sufficient weight over the
tice.
The motor Is spring susprndtM from the fioine at one end. drivers to .secure adhesion, they can handle from one to two times
and connected to driving axle by suitable rediK'Ing gearing.
A their capacity ns a truck for a continuous period of not more than
spring suspeniled cradle of angle Irons carries the battery trays. five minutes
At the operating end of the truck are mounted the controller, brake,
Stniulard trucks are made for six dilTerent gages: 18. 21 Vj. 24.
charging receptacle, cut-out switch ond volt-ammeter. A convenient 30 and 36 In., and 4 ft. 8>-j In. For track systems provided with
l.-i

1.".

.-V
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where the speakers will discuss the aims of the society and induseducation as an essential factor in national prosperity. The
next day there will be public meetings at the Art Institute. The
subjects of addresses and discussions include:
The Apprenticeship
radius.
Systems as a Means of Promoting Industrial Efficiency; The Place
of
a
Trade
School
in
Industrial
KIducation
and
the Wage Earners'
Long-Time Burner Without a Chimney.
Beneflt from Industrial Education. On Saturday morning the sul>ject before the public meeting will be, A True Ideal of the Public
Peter Cray & Sous. S2 I'nioii .street, Boston. .Mass., makers of
School System that Aims to Benefit All. The afternoon will he
switch and signal lamps and lanterns, use a chimney-less longtime
taken up with business meetings of the society. C. R. Richards.
burner for such lam|)s. They rejiort the results of a long-time service
The Columbia I'ni versify. New York, is Secretary; his address after
test as giving a high caiidlc power after burning 100 hours.
.(anuary 20 will be the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago.

Where tracks are inturn-tables they are made with rigid trucks.
stalled with curves, the trucks for all gages, up to 36 in., have
swivelled front axles, allowing free operation on curves of J 2 ft.

trial

Cast Iron Culvert Pipe

in 3-ft.

Lengths.

The American Casting Co., Birmingham,
the maiket a new design of cast-iron pipe for
iron

pipes usually

Ala.,

is

culverts.

putting on

The

used for this purpose are the ordinary

cast-

water

main sections which are of unwieldy lengths and unneie^sarily
heavy for culverts, the internal pressure in a culvert being so much
less than that in a water main.
The pipe made by the above company is furnished in 3-fl. lengths, with dimensions and weights as
Fig.

1

Chimney-less Long-Time Burner.

Fig. 3

—

Oil

Fount.

follows:
XblckiivHs
pipe, T,
liinicter of pipe

Face of hub.

Welcbl.
per ft.

.

Vi.-ln.

K.
V,.-in.
V..-ln.

70

••

.

%ln.

Id.

!MI

••

.

Hi-ln.
V4-IO.

%ln.

10.1

%-lD.

VM

V,rln.
%-ln.

•/irln.
%-ln.

100
sat

"/win.

'•'irln.

:itK)

••

»)4-ln.

%-ln.
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••

,. In.

4«t»

••

•
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•JO-imli.
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L'4-lncli.

.

.

milncli
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l:'-lach

14-locb.
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%

"
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The accompanying drawings show longitudinal sections of the
whole
pipe
and
the
joint.
The bell Is 3 In. deep
of
and the inside diameter at the face of the bub is V4 in.
larger
than the
outside diameter at the thickest part of
the spigot.
The short 3ft. lengths of pipe, besides being
handled, render the culvert quite flexible and by the enlargement of the inside diameter of the middle of the bell still
further tlexibility is secured. This design gives enough clearancf>
for assembling, yet requires but a small amount of lead or cement

I'asily

Peter Gray

&

Sons'

Semaphore Lamp.

shape and style of the burner are shown in the accompanying engravings. By doing without the chimney it Is expected to save about
one-half the cost of this part of the lamp, besides doing away with
tlie risk
of failures of lights from accumulations of smoke on
iliimupys and from breakages. Because of the peculiar design of
he burner, the llanic issues in a wide and uniform body.
It is a
robust and steady flame. Messrs. Gray & Sons have also designed
a new fount, as shown in the engraving, KIg. 3.
Both fount and
burner are so designed that the position of the flame in relation
to the lens Is the same as in former styles.
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Machinery Club
The Machinery Club

of

New

York.
Cast-iron Culvert

Now York

is being organprovide a convenient meeting place for persons interested
in the machinery and metal tiades.
It is to be. primarily, a lunch
club.
The rooms arc to be on the 21st, 20th and possibly the 19th
floors of the Fulton Teriniiuil building, which is under construction
liy the Hudson & Manhattan as the Manhattan terminal of its tunnels under the Hudson river. Tlic club's quarters include a roof
garden, lunch and grill rooms, assembly rooms, library and perIt expects to ocliaps a few l)edrooms for out-of-town members.
The membership is limited as foliiipy this space by May 1. 190S.
lows:
Resident, 7.50; suburban. TjOO; non-resident, l.OOO. The temThe officers are: President,
Iiorary address is 2li Cortlandt street.
H. Stillman. President of the Watson-SliUman Co.. New York:
Vice-President. R. C. McKinney. President of the Niles-Bement-Pond
Co.. New York; Treasurer. Walter 1^. Pierce. Secretary of the I^idgerwood Mannl'aituring Co., New York; Secretary, Theodore Waters.

ized

of the City of

to

of the

Society for Promoting Industrial Education.

Iln' ;iuiiual meeting of the National Society
of Industrial Kducatlon is to be held at Chicago
day and Saturday. .Tanuary 23. 24 and 2.=;. It
imblic dinner at c, :!0 p in. on .Tanuary 23 at the

Promotion
on Thursday. Friwill begin with a
Auditorium Motet.

for the

Showing

Detail

of

Bell

and Spigot.
In con-

nection with culverts, the following table of estimated areas which
certain sizes of pipe with given fall will drain of storm water is
of interest:
liiamoler of
pipe.
1:^

1

j-n

•

In.

-.>

24

In.

In. :tit-ln.

Aori-s

In

••

14 ••
Hi "
'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'.'.

•J4
:io

•'

••

••

••

.1(1

••

••

so
80

1''.

Meeting

Pipe.

and frequently make.s any calking unne<essary.

for calking

NO
100

(10

75

100

10(1

i:«»
20(1
2»tO

2(HI

ion

12.'!

i.-.o

IL'O

ITiO

L«tH>

Mh*
40(1

Abolition of Grade Crossings on the Pennsylvania.

While invariably avoiding grade crossings on new work, the
Pennsylvania has in the last five years been eliminating crossings
grade at many other places. On Jan. 1. 1902. there were 994
grade crossings on the lines of heaviest traffic between New York
and Washington, and Philadelphia and Pittsburgh: but in the six
years since then .168 of these or more than half have been abolat

—

—

—
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The lonipU-lloii of tli<? new WanlilnKtoii tprmlnal markii the
iBhed.
coiiHuniniallon of llio pliiii of lli<- lalf I'lnHlclRiit (•aiwialt to eliminate
all grade croHHlriKH In ilie iinporiaMt eltleM l>eiwe4.|i New Vork ami
Thin haH Involved the elevation or depreHslon of tra<:kn
Waitlilngton.
In Jersey City, Newark, Kllzaheth. New UrunHWlck, Trenton, Philadelphia, CheHter, VVIImlnBton, Haltlmore and WashinKton. Out of
101 grade croHBlngH between Altoona and HarrUibiirg on Jan. 1, 1902,
only fil remained on the first day of this year. These (IgureH take
no account of the extcnBlve and coBlly revisions of grade so consplcuouii In Philadelphia— whereby tracks for trains In different
directions have been either elevated or depres-sed, thereby eliminating the necessity for trains to cross trarrks at grade. This has been
an Important factor of safety at places where traffic Is dense.

—

A Forty-Yard

Blue Print.

stotkJi.

and 120

ft.

iilintoKraph

long receiill>

mil.

.n

.show.s a
:i:i

wide
.McVdani continuous

bine print

(Oveiell

.'.I

in.

is equipi>e<l

electrical machinery, consisting of
cyclo, 750-k.w., 500-r.p.m., 2,20o-voU generators;

3.

with Allis-

two three-phase.

25-

seven step-up trans-

formers, and auxiliary apparatus. The description of the plant
quite complete and will be of Interest to engineers and studenu.

Is

Haiitl-Hau Toolt and Bharpenern—Tbe Hotary Kile k Machine
Jirooklyn, N. V., has lasued a booklet describing bandThe Ideal
setting, brazing and Bhariiening machines.
band-saw sharpener ii! a new machine Just being put on the market.
It Is similar to the New Reliable power machine, but in worked by
hand and Ik de>slgned for filing small band-saws up tu 1', In. wide
with teeth spaced '-j in. apart. The saw Is gripped by a vice flrmlr
enough to hold It while each tooth Is being filed, yet allowing it
afterward to slip along Into position for filing the next tooth. At

Company.
saw filing,

automat icalljr withdrawn
file engages the
easily adjusted to take different sizes and the

each revolution of the

The accomixinylng

The power house

eaeb 1,165 ft long.

Chalmers

No.

file

from the tooth, the saw

shaft the

Is

file is

moved along and the

next tooth. It is
cutting depth is controlled by cams.

—

SpcetJ Indicator.
Hariy Vifaerlng. Chicago, has publlsbei] a
pamphlet dearriblng the Hausshditer speed, time and distance Indland recorder for locomotives and cars. This apparatus has
It indicates and
ijeen used in Europe for the last eight years.
re ords speed at all times up to 100 miles an hour, and also records
the time of stops and time between stops, the t3lal time tha' the
tiuin stands still between terminals, the lime of delays and distance
troni the terminal where the delay occurred, the time of accele.-ation from stop to any speed and vice versa, distance between staI.lne drawings show the
tions or stops and the total length of run.
construction of the device and Its application to cars and locomo-

c:itor

tives.

—

Gas Plants. A pamphlet issued by R. D. Wood * Co
This
Pa., is devoted to suction gas power plants.
designed particularly for prime movers from 40 to 30o h.p
T/ie pamphlet gives tables comparing the relative net efficiency of
steam engine and gas engine based on the original heating power
per pouud of coal. Other tables show the comparative consumption
and fuel costs of different types of reciprocating and turbine steam
engines, of gasolene, oil and gas engines and of the gag engine with
suction produier. There are also some intereiting results of test*
The illiistrailoiis consist of line drawings and half-tones of suction
producer plants.
tiuition

.

i^hlladelphla.

-sy:

Blue Print 120 Feet Long.
electilc

blue |)rlntlng

chine Company,

New

manufactured by the Revolule .MaThis print was made on a single sheet

niacliliie

York.

of paper.
In

Reduced Circumstances.

railroad in Now Kngland.
has Installed ga-solenc motor cars, and will send back to the Ho-slon,
Kevere lieach & hynn the little narrow gage locomotive lliul has
been Its motive power for many years. The line is S..10 miles In
Now there
length, and Its yearly mileage has been G.500 miles.
will be that boon that Nantucket Island piople never enjoyed before
Slasconset.
winter 8<>rvlce between Nantucket and
The first of the new cars arrlve<l the other day. It is a small
Two larger cars will be
affair, capable of carrying nine persons.
constructed for summer use to carry 35 persons each.
It Is planned
to construct a turnout at the four-mile marker so that trains may
leave Nantucket and Slasconset simultaneously and pass each other.
The trains will stop wherever signaled to allow passengers to lioard.
Hereafter the forie will |)robably consist of one baggage master, in
charge of the baggage car. two or three motormen (as traffic reHitherto there has been a coal
quires), and a master mechanic.
bill of $500 annually.
This will be materially reduced. .-Vnother
plan Is the extension of the track down Steamboat wharf as far
as the freight house. This will bring ilo.sc connection with the
steamboat trade. Boston Herald.

The Nantucket

c:entral, the smallest

—

TRADE CATALOGUES.
A ciiUloniKi liyilnt-Kli-i Irii- /'/(inf.- Itullcllii .\o. L'.(i'J7 of the
Allis-t^halmers Co.. Milwaukee, Wis., enlilleil "The Hydro Electric
Plant at Trinity Itlver. California." gives Inforiuation on an Interesting [lower transmission system. This plant has been built with
an eye to future, rather than present, needs of the eommunilles
which it sen-es. U Is in the central part of Trinity county, California, two miles below Junction City, where Canon creek, which
supplies the water power, flows Into Trinity river. The drainage
area Is 02 square miles. The dam. which is small, serve.s only to
divert the water.
In the sy.stem arc S.250 ft. of dltche-- and open
flumes and a a,82l-ft. tunnel. .\\\ effective head of (500 ft., or a
working pressure of 2(>0 lbs. per sq. In.. Is obtained from two pen-

tern is

Small U. C. Oenerafors.— Bulletin No. 93 of the Crocker-Wheeler
Ampere. N. J., is devoted to small engine type d.c. generators
These range In size from 25 k.w. to 150 k.w. The bulletin Is illu-^(rated with half-tones showing the motor and certain parts; rating
and speeds of the different sizes are given In a table. Bulletins
Nos. !M, t)2 and 94 take up, respectively. Induction motor paneU;
combined generator and feeder panels for direct current of from 125
(o 25U volts; and switchboard panels.
Co..

Boilers.— A pamphlet of the Rust Boiler Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
mostly taken up with lull reiwrts of two evaporation tests made
by William Kent, Mem. A. S. M. E.. of a 33o-h.p. Rust boiler. The
tests show between 10.8 and 12.2 lbs. equivalent evaporation per
pound of combustible and from t>9.2 to 75.9 per cent, efficiency of

is

boiler based

uminous

on combustible.

The

coal.

rest

of

The

fuel

used

was Pittsburgh

bit-

the pamphlet Illustrates and des«Til>es

the Rust boiler.

—

The Mas.sachusetts Fan Co., Watortown. Mass., har Just
an additional section of its pert>etual catalogue. This section
is IG pages and is entltle<I "Vertical and Horizontal Engines for Fan
Driving." It Is illustrated and gives descriptions, dimensions and
Fans.

Isoiued

horse-power tables. Previous sections of the catalogue relate to
blowers and exhausters, heating, ventilating, drying and roechanlc.il
draft apparatus, etc.

—

Paint. A recent issue of Co-o/)eraf<on and ETpamion. published
the Intereiits of the Heath & Mllligan Co.. Chicago, contains two
Interesting addre.-ses on paint legislation, suggestions to sales
agents, figures showing the growth in the number of establishments,
capital Invested and value of product of the paint manufacturers In
the country, and news notes of Interest to agents.
In

—

llritifoirfil
CoHcirfc
The At la.-; Portland Cement Co. New
York, has luibllshed a 249. page pamphlet entitled "Reinforced Concrete In Factory Construction."
It gives general data on factory
construction and design, with one chapter on concrete aggregates,
and then goes Into more detail In lie.scrlptlons of 10 individual buildings.
It is profusely illustrated with photographs.

Potialil)-

burgh. Pa.,

is

Industrial H<ii/ir<n/.'S.— The .\rthur Koppel Co., Pitti:distributing a pamphlet devoted to portable Indus-

.Tanuabt
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gives dimensions, weights, etc., of types of dump
and platform cars of various gages, and the weight of 15-ft. secThere are
tions of track with different gages and rail sod ions.
trial railways.

It

numerous photographs

way,

New

York.
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His position in the

company

he promias yet undecided, as the details of organization
latter

w^ill

nent; the title is
are not fully worked out.

of installations.

The Erie has arranged to have some locomotives repaired by
Uie American Locomotive Co., New York, but has not made any defiStorage.— BuUetin No. 4,002 of S. F. Bowser & Co.. Fort nite contract
as to the number of engines. The Baldwin LocomoWayne, Ind., describes the Bowser system of oil storage as adapted tive Works, Philadelphia,
Pa., has been for some time repairing
It describes in detail
to railroad storehouses and signal towers.
about one locomotive a day for the Erie.
the construction of the tanks, dumps and accessories, and is illusDuring 1907 the Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia, Pa.,
trated with half-tones showing parts and complete installations on
built 2,603 locomotives, of which 3<i3 were for export.
The total
several roads.
output includes 2,371 steam locomotives and 292 electric locomoCatenary Line Material. Bulletin No. 4,538 of the General Elec- tives. Of the steam locomotives, 40 were Mallet compounds. The
tric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., describes the catenary system of line average weekly payroll amounted to 18,665 men.
Oil

—

conductors for high tension a.c. electric traction. The bulletin also
describes designs of frogs, crossings, hangers, etc., and separate
It is illustrated with numerous half-tones of installations and

parts.

auxiliary devices.

—

Thermit. A folder issued by the Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New
York, briefly describes the process of welding broken motor cases
with thermit. A matrix of yellow wax is shaped about the fracture and the sand mold built about this as a pattern. The wax
is then burnt out with a gasolene torch and the weld made as usual.

—

Storage Batteries. Bulletin No. 8 of the Gould Storage Battery
New York, describes the two storage battery plants on the
Dayton & Western, an interurban line. Bulletin No. 9 is devoted
to storage batteries on alternating current systems and describes
the plant on the Rutland Railway, Light & Power Co.
Co.,

— One

of the most attractive publications
yet received is that of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with the above title. It is printed in colors,
with artistic halftone illustrations. There is a map of the system
and a schedule of the "Overland Limited."

F. K. Rhlnes has been made Assistant to the Treasurer and
General Manager of the General Fireproofing Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Mr. Rhines was formerly Engineer with the East Iron & Machine
Co., bridge bullder.s. at Lima, Ohio, and more recently has been
Chief Engineer and General Manager of the Dixon Engineering £
Construction Co., Toledo, Ohio.

The new factory of the Glidden Varnish

Co., Cleveland. Ohio,
operation, and the old factory, the home
for the first time in its history.
a half in building and cost over
It covers 17 acres and the buildings are of brick, con?500,000.
crete and steel.
It is said to be the largest and most perfectly
appointed exclusive varnish factory tn the world both in manufacturing and storage facilities. There also is a large grinding departis

completed and

in

full

company since 1874, is idle
The new plant has been a year and
of the

ment.

Beginning Jan.
Co.. Kewanee,

1,

the sales departments of the Western
and the Shelby Steel Tube Co., Pittsburgh.
with the sales department of the National

1908,

"Off for California."
for the California season

Tube

The Valve World.— The December issue of this organ of the
in full a paper on Kdiu-ation tor
Mechanics, read by President R. T. Crane at a recent meeting of
the Western Railway Club. Correspondence between Mr. Crane and
Andrew Carnegie on Ihis subject is included.

Tube Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. The new sales organization will be as
follows.
Edward Worcester, First Vice-President and General .Manager of Sales; James W. Downer, John Duncan and H. S. While,
Assistant General Managers of Sales, all with office.s at Pittsburgh.
Instead of five local sales offices, there will he nine, as follows:
New York, Battery Park building. Clifton Wharton, Jr., Manager
of Sales, with sub-offlce in the Pennsylvania building, Philadelphia.
Pu Pittsburgh, Pa.. Frick building. .\. .M. Lally, .Manager of Sales;
Chicago, Commercial Bank building, H. S. Raymond, Manager of
Sales; St. Louis, Mo., Chemical building. E. A. Downey. .Manager
of Sales; San Francisco, Cal., Crocker building. George S. Garrltl.
Manager of Sales, Thos. W. Brooks, Assistant .Manager of Sales;
Portland, Ore., R. R. Hoge. Manager of Sales, with sub-office at

Crane Company, Chicago, gives

—

United of Havana. A recent folder entitled "Cuba: Its Battlements and Bowers." maintains the standard set by the pa.s.senger
department in previous publications. Nearly all the photographs
reproduced are now and well adapted to attract the attention of
prospective tourists.
Kelts and Hopes.— The Cling Surface Co., Buffalo. N. Y., has
issued a pamphlet entitled "The Treatment of Belts and Ropes for
Service and Profit." It goes at length into methods of using Cling
surface on many different types of belts and ropes under various
conditions.

111.,

Pa., will be consolidated

:

Seattle,

Wash.; Denver.

Manager

of

of Sales,

and

Manager

of Sales.

Sales;

.Majestic building, Edwin H. Fowle.
La., Hugo Weidmann, .Manager
Candler building, Edward Worce-ster, Jr.,

Colo.,

New

.Atlanta, Ga.,

Orleans,

Iron and Steel.

The Chicago, .Milwaukee &

St.

Paul has bought 2.200 tons of

bridge steel.

—

A recent folder Issued by the passenger dedesigned to point out the interest and comfort of the
via New Orleans.
It describes, with attractive illustrations, the sea voyage and Havana and other Cuban cities.
Illinois

partment

trip

to

Central.

is

—

Rail Chairs. T. H. Symington, Baltimore Md., is distributing
a circular showing a drawing and perspective view of Gilchrist rail
chairs of two types: one for light work on electric lines and the
other for heavy work on Iwth electric and steam lines.

Frogs,

Swfitches

and

Crossings.

— The

Indianapolis

Switch &

tons

(If

Is reported to be in the market for
bridge steel for a bridge at Beaver I'.n

—

Tie Plates. The Spencer Otis Co., Chicago, has issued
pamphlet illustrating the Economy rolled steel flange tie plate.
Several types of this and other plates are shown.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
Fritz von lliller has been appointed representative at Mexico
City of the Pressed Steel Car Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., succeeding D. G.
Farragut, resigned.

An

organization in western Europe wants to get In touch with
of pressed steel tire bars.
For address, apply to the Bureau
of Manufactures, Washington. D. V.. mentioning file number 1,S29.

makers

A. E.

Robbins has resigned from the Gold Car Healing & LightYork, to go to the Ward Equipment Co., 141 Broad-

New

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Frank

L.

Henry

F.

Palmer, formerly and for about 30 years connected
with the passenger department of the Wabash, died suddenly at
his home in Chicago. January 11, at the age of 65.
Mr. Palmer
resigned the office of .\ssistant General Passenger .\gent about three
years ago.

Kenney. formerly and for many years Superintendent
Wilmington & Baltimore, died on Januarj- 10
home in Ridley Park, near Philadelphia, at the age of 73.
Mr. Kenney continued in charge of the P.. W. & B.. and also of
a the Baltimore & Potonia<' after they came under i^ntrol of the

Frog Co., Springfield, Ohio, is distributing a portfolio consisting
of perspective views and drawings of many styles ac switches, frogs
and crossings, including parts and accessories.

ing Co.,

The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
1<; 011(1

Cuba

of the Philadelphia,

at his

Pennsylvania, and he retired from active service only a few years
ago.
He remained President of the Delaware Railroad, a part of
the system, up to the time of his death.

George F. Evans, Vice-President and General Manager of the
.Maine Central, died suddenly at Vanceboro. Me., January 10. while
on a tour of inspection. Mr. Evans was about 60 years old. He
was born at Concord. N. H. His first railroad service was on the
Louisville. Evansville & St. Louis, where he l)egan in 1881 as Secretary and Treasurer and rose to be General Manager. In 1892 he
left that company to go to the Boston & Maine, where he was for
three years Superintendent of the Southern division. Then for a
year he was .\ssistant General Manager, and on December 1. 1896.
was appointed to the position on the Maine Central (controlled by
the Boston & Maine), which he held at his death. He was also
Vice-President of the Washington County Railway.
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MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

d

Tijituituh

Ooldfielil.

ulcKri, etc.,

1

— E.

.

So. 3

Van Muukvu baji bet-n appointed Chief
ami uf the BullfroK-CioliifiHd Railroad.

S.

thin road

Kiifiliiter of
ul rulliuau
tiMtng patje 1'

and reuulur

New York

VuL XLIV

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Railroad Club.

The Imperial Copper
mcctliiK of ihU c-liib to Ik- tuMd In Ihi- building of (he
KnKlNc<-rliiK SfM-bUfH, No. 2H Wi'Ml :{9lh «tri'<'t, on KrlJay,
Th"- Kni t>l Stcfl and thi- I'asHlnK ul Wood
.liiMiiary I", u pajxT cm
W. it
by Arthur M. Waitt, will In- rnad.
In Car ConHtniillon.'

At

Ihi-

liilliMl

MiKii-n (I'nion

and

F'uclttc).

from

Co. of Oregon ban ordered one loi-omottvr
HickK l.«comotlve t Car Worka.

tbi

Till- Smith d Poirert Logytng Co., of Oregon, has ordered one
locomotive from the Hicks locomotive k Car Workji.

H. HenderBon, of Ni-w York, will

(J.

CAR BUILOINQ.

In tho dlHcUHRlon.

parlli-l|iati

The Stanley, ilerrUl
Ihe Hii'kH Locomotive k

Western Railway Club.
Al the January ineelliiK, to be held In Ihc Auditorium Holei.
ChliuKO. on TueBday. the 2iHt InHt.. al 8 o'llodt p.m.. the paper
on ••Venlllailon and lieallnR of Coaches and SleepiuK Car«," by
S. (i. 'I'liiinipson. AMHiHtant linslnef-r of Motive l^ower, HennHylvanIa
Kallrdad, |)OHl|)<)ne(l from the Derember raeetInK, will be preiwi.ted;
alHo a pajier on "The Cur Wheel and Its Relation lo the Ilali and
Car." by S. I*. Hush. Vlre-I'resldenl and (ieneral Manager of the
lluc-keve Sleel CiusllnKH Co.. Columbus, Ohio.

Phillipn Ity. haB ordered

rf

flat

cars from

Car Works.

The Canadian

Pacific haH ordered 400 compoBtte Bleel and wood
and ballast cara from the Dominion Car k Foundry Co.

freight

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporatlone, Survey*. Etc.

—

I.III i-i AN.\
t Gi LK. This company's projected line
from .Monroe. l>a.. on Ihe St. Louis, Iron .Mountain * Southern
and the Vicksburg, Shreveiwirt k Paclllc, north acrosB the lx>ulBlana.
Arkansas stale line to Pine Bluff, Ark., with a Beven-inlle branch
to Crossetl, Ark., on the Chicago. Rot k island k Paclflc, In all
143 miles.
It has made a mortgage, of which the Colorado Title k
Trust Company, of Colorado Springs, Is trustee, securing $6,(JWj.'nm>
per cent, gold bonds. Of these, $2.86b.OOO are to be Issued at the
rate of $2n,iiiiii a mile on the 143 miles now projected, and the
remaining $3,14ii.oii(i reserved for future extensions. The road has^
lieen built from .Monroe. La., north to Bastrop. 28 miles, and grading
is finished 28 miles further to Hamburg, Ark., and also on the
Track-laying is In progress on these line*
branch lo Crossett.
The 80-mlle further extension from Hamburg to Pine Bluff has l)een
The company has already received equipment both for
surveyed.
operating the completed lines and for carrying on the constnK lion
work. J. .\1. Parker Is General Manager of the Southern Develop
men! Company, which is building the road.

AicK,\Ns.\,s.

Is

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officera.
fhmiijo lliver d /m/ia/in.— The I'resldenl ol' Uii.s lonipany is
(Jllberl; Vire-l^reHldent and Treasurer, Frank Donnelly,
of both at Chicago.

il

T.

offlre

.'>

—

(iovernor Stuart on Janannounceil the appointment of the three members of
authorized
under Uw law
C^ommlsslon,
Railroad
the new Slate
which went Into effect January 1. The Chairman Is Nathaniel
Hwliig, now Judge of the United States Ulstricl Court in Western IVnnsylvania, and formerly counsel for Ihe I^ennsylvania
Railroad and other corporalions. He is ap|)oliited for a term
The second member Is
lie is (iu years olil.
of live years,
Charles N. Mann, of Philadelphia, clerk in the office of the
prolhonotary of Philadelphia county, 70 years old, appolnte<l
The third member is John V. Hoyd, of Harris
for four years.
Mr. Uoyd was formerly connected
burg, retired: 4."i years old.
companies on Ihe line of the Pennsylvania
coal
witii anlhra<lte
Railroad.

I'iniiHylvania XIali- Kailiuad l'i>miiiiniiion.

uary

13

— The

United States Circuit Court has appointed
('..
as a lliird Receiver of Ihls
K. C. Duncan, of Raleigh. N

KfOhnaril Air Line.
road.

Operating

—

\un Arbor. Eugene Herlensleln
at Owosso.

— C.

lias Ijim'u

Superintendent

a|i|i'iliiti'il

Weston has

Chicago Hirer

and T.

P.

Indiana.

it-

S.

— D.

L.

Phlpps

Convey ,Car Accountant;

Cinrinnali, Chicapo

Vlrvt'land,

d

St.

Is

General Superintendent

offices at

Louis.

appolnteil

t)een

— A.

Chicago.
A.

appointed Trainmaster on the Cairo division,
Hayes.

ConhuHn

Xninlei-a.H.

iC

Manager, with

iMkr

Short' d

—

I'Vankiin

K.

O.

—

J. M. Horgau, heretofore TralnAssistant Superintendent of liu'

appointed

at

.Miii^i

.(

P'ort

at

'i'opcka,

/<.

Stoci( Officer*.
.McCofi

11

.1.

Madison. Iowa,

Superlnlencleiit

ical

J.

division.

Topvhii

Mechanic

place of T.

Carr has been appointed General
Mex.

Engineering and Rolling
Alrhiiion.

ba.s

of llu" ICastern

be.'U

Grand

heretofore Master
apisdnled Mechanwith office

division,

Kan.

.Uexiean.

d-

— W.

Way

T. Ingram, heretofore Engineer of Maintenance of
on the Inleroccanlc. has been appointed Superintendent of
in place of T. .\. Corry: office al Mexico, Mex.

Permanent Way,
.Ifi.v.vourj

Pacific.

—

J.

K.

Butler has been appolnteil Master Mechanic

at Atchison, Kan., In place of

Mobile

iC

Ohio.

— E.

I..

J.

Molille

and

Ga.,

southwest

Hrooks has been appointed Master Mechanic

— Work

is

now under way

Smith &

to

New

Co..

Birmingham,

Ala.

is making surveys for a line from Atlanta. Ga.,
Orleans, approximately 500 miles.

k

Gaink.-svii.i.k.

— Incorporated

In

Georgia

to

build a line from Atlanta northeast to Gainesville, about 5U miles.
The incorporators Include: H. D. Jaqulsb, C. C. Sanders. W. H
Smith, J, H. Hunt, R. Smith, A. J. Mundy. H. B. Smith. .M. M. Ham,
J. W. Bailey. H. H. Dean and J. L. B. Stevens, all of Hall county

—

Canaiuan NoiiTiiKKN O.NTAHio. Work Is now under way on a
Key Harlior. on Georgian Bay. about six miles, to carry Iron

line to

tiie

Moo.sc .Mountain deposits.

—

CtiAKuurt: Hakuoii & NoRTiiKKX. This company, which last
year built 37 miles of railroad in Florida, Is building with Its own
men a three-mile line known as the Hull cut-off to Hoist No. 7
The company Is planning to build an extension from Arcadia to
Plant City. 60 miles.
CiiATTAiiooi iiKi: Vai i.Kv— This company. It Is said, has filed
plans for an extension from West Point, Ga.. north through Troup
county. Ga.. to Standing Rock, In Chaml)er8 county. Ala., thence to
a point near Texas In Heard county. Ga.

—

CiiicAiui k Mii.WAi KKK I Ei.KCTKH).
ThIs Company last year
built 3S miles of electric line lus follows:
From Racine, Wis., toward Milwaukee. 34 miles, and four miles In .Milwaukee. Work

now under way

six miles to

liy

the

MacArthur

Milwaukee; also on

3<<.,

Bros. Co.. on the remaining
miles additional in Milwaukee.

—

CiiUAiai. Mii.WAiKKK k St. Paii..
It Is said that this company
ex|>ect8 soon to begin operailng Its Pacific extension from the Missouri river west to Mnrniath. Mont.. 200 miles.
The line is now
In operation from tlio Missouri river west to Bowman. N. l>ak..
1K3 mlliv.

Most of the grading lH>tween ihis point and Butte. Mont..
and it Is expected to have the line in operation west

is

finished,

to

Butte alx>ut June
Ci

G.

D.

C.

l.

Mills.

division at Whisllcr. Abi., In place of J. K.
Hrooks also holils the title
.Mr.
Knrlght, who has resigned.
iif
Master Mcitianlc of tin- Simlhern Railway In Mississippi.

of the

Biri.Mi.MiiiA.M

company under

.

Is

—

Ureal Siirthein. J. V. Hlnright has been appointed
Superintendent of Motive Power, with office at Palestine. Tex.
See Mobile & Ohio.

hitirnationni

ATi.A.\Tir.

ore from

Hyatt has been
in

Saitillo,

Soiithfrn.

.IficAif/nri

has Ijeen

nuisler.

P.

office at

k

Ati.a.nta.

this

on an extension of this company's line from Talladega. Ala we«t in
HIrmingham. T.5 miles, and on that from Bessemer. Ala., lo Mulgay.
miles.
The contractors are the Lane Bros. Company. Atljnla
I4..'>

Ati.a.nta. Nohchos.s

Superintendent of Ihe Southwest division, with office at Des Moines,
Iowa, in place of C. I... Nichols, resigned. C. T. Ranks has
been appointed Superintendent at Red Wing. Minn.
Wesli'rii.

(Irrnt

Chiiiiijii

WnsTKBx.

The company

Officers.

— See

Akk.ws.vs. 0ki..\iioma k
Railroad Corporation News.

MiinuAMi

Hi\Kii

A

Nasiivii.i.k.

— Contracts

have been given

to

the Monticello Construction Company, of Monliceilo. Ky.. for building this proposed line from Burnslde. Ky.. southwest to Monticello.
The line Is projected from Corbln.
20 miles; gradtM for 12 miles.
Ky west lo Burnslde. and thence .'•outhwest to Ihc Tennessee state
.

Jamjauy

100 miles.

line,
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S.

Woodwaril,

I'resideiit.

Carlisle Ijiiilding, Cincin-

& Mou.NT MoHia.s. — This company has projected a line
under the name of the Hornell & Dansville from Dans-

Da.n.svii.i.k

built

lie

N.

ville,

south to Burns, 10 miles.

Y.,

—

Denvkh, Nohth-Westehx & Pacific. This road, building from
Denver. Colo., weat to Salt Lake City, Utah, .500 miles. Is now in
operalion to Yarmony, Colo., 147 miles. Contrart has been let to
Orman & Crook, of Denver, for the section from Yarmony to Steamboat Springs. H.H miles, leaving 340 to be built to finish the line to
Salt Lake City.
A contract was recently signed by which 2.000
men will be put to work to finish the line to Salt I>ake City as
rapidly as possible. A company has been formed by D. C. Dodge,
Charles Hoettcher. Thomas V. Walsh, of Washington; C. Phlpps.
of Pittsburgh, and H. M. Porter to push the work.

—

Thls company, it Is said, has
Dio.WKii & TuA.N.sco.Mi.NK.NTAi..
stopped making surveys for its proposed line from Denver, Colo.,
southwest to the Pacific coast.

—

Fi.oHiDA Ea.st Coast.
The extension of this road from Homestead, Fla., southwest along to Florida Keys, Key West, 12fi miles, is

reported opened for traffic south to Knight's Key. 66 miles.
Key West north track has been laid on about 15 miles.

From

—

Location surveys
Koiiiciii': RivKH Vai.i.i-y & I.ndian TKiutrroKy.
have been made by this company from the present end of track
to the west line of Perry county. .\rk.. 38 miles.
An officer writes
(March
that the company has stopped work until times are easier.
If),

from the mouth of .Mingo i-reek. Pa., northwest to Thomaf on
Wheeling branch of the Baltimore & Ohio,
miles.
C. McK.
Watts, President, Elizabeth, Pa.

—

Missouri Southeb.v. Contracts let to the S. H. R. Robinson &
Son Contracting Company, of St. Louis, Mo., for an extension from
Ohlman, Mo., to Bunker, eight miles. The company has projected
a further extension from Bunker to Salem, 20 miles.
Mo.vTA.NA Rah.roai).—Contract has been given to Dittner, BradCo., of I^ombard. .Mont., tor rebuihling this line from Lom.Mont., east to Minden. 36 miles.
Surveys also made from

bury &
bard,

Minden north

to

Summit,

Nevai'a Coc.ntv

Grays Valley,

Long Ravine,

Cal.,

14 miles.

Narrow Gage. — Contract

let to Horan Bros., of
from Coleman Station to

building a line

for

miles.

SMj

—

New York Siiiway.s. The necessary consent of property
owners has l>een obtained by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company for its proposed improvements at Broadway, 96th and 102d
streets.
Three additional tracks are to be laid to make a more
convenient junction.

(Aug.

23.

p.

215.)

—

Pacific & Eastern. Surveys are being made by this company
for an extension from Eagle Point, Ore., to Butte Falls. 21 miles.
Pirr.sm

made

been

141

field,

—

Rial,
BiNiiHA.siToN & Eastern.
Ixtcation surveys have
for extending this line from Cedar l>edge. Pa., to Clearof which 21 miles from Cedar Ledge to Powell

miles,

were built last year. The Holbrook, Cabot
Boston, Mass., are the contractors.

& Rollins Corporation.

384.)

p.

CiiAMi
Laisen, of

—

Pa( iKic. Contract has been let to Foley Bros. &
Winnipeg, for building from a point six miles east of

Till .NK

lOdmonlon. Alb., to Wol.' Cieok. 120 miles west. The section will
most expensive of any .so far under contract, the cost being
estimated at between $40,000 and $50,000 per mile. On the Lake
Superior blanch, which is being built by the same firm, there is
some difficult engineering and it is not expected that the road
between Winnipeg and Port Arthur can be finished before the latter
About 100 miles was built last year on this section,
part of 1910.
fenders have been asked for building a lOO-mile section In British
Columbia from Prince Rupert east.

Randoi.imi

Gri.K, Coi.oKAim

& Sons,

& Santa

Fk.

— Contract

has been given to John

of St. Louis, Mo., for building a connecting line
on the Texas & Gulf, 21 miles.

—

Hoii.NKi.i.

Idaho &

&

Dansmi.i.k.

— See

Dansville

& Mount

Morris.

—

Wa.siiinoton Northern. This company is building
men an extension from Grand Junction, Idaho, to

with its own
McOuires. 1.3 miles.

Creek

Laki; Si I'KRioR

Vai.i.ev.

company has

&

Ishi'e.mi.no.

— Surveys

are being

made

for a

change

of main line through Negaunee, Mich., about three miles:
for reducing (he grade on a five-mile mining branch and to
extend this branch three miles. The work, which will be heavy,
is being done on account of prospective oaving ground at the mines.
It will necessitate the building of a number of steel bridges.

also

—

Lara.mie, Hahns Peak & PAiitic. This company has location
surveys made and Is about ready to lay tracks on an extension
from Centennial, Wyo.. south to Hebron, Colo., 77 miles; 33 miles
Grading has been
will be in Wyoming and 44 miles in Colorado.
finished on about six miles.

Mexican Central.

— Grading

reported finished on about 40
miles on the line this company is building from .\piilco to Tamos,
and track laying on this section is shortly to be started. Work is
under way on a bridge over the Panuco river. Connection is to be
made at Tamos with the Tamplco-Aguascalienles branch, which is
25 miles from Tampico.
The line is now in operation from Mexico
City to Apuico, and when the entire work is finisheti will furnish
a short and direct route from Mexico City to Tampico.

Mexican

is

—

Towns and

Plans are t)eing made by Robert S.
who own large smelting interests hi Mexico, to build a
from Gutierrez, on the Mexican Central, to the Sombrele mining
district in the state of Zacatecas. about 100 miles.
Final location
surveys for most of the way have been made, and construction work,
it Is said, will soon l>e started.
A concession is shortly to be granted by the Mexican Government for a line from Comacho. Zacatecas, where a connection is to
be made with the Mexican Central to Bonanza, about loo miles.
Roaiis.

associates,
line

The names

of the projectors are not given.

MixGO & MoNo.NUAHELA.

— Surveys

made by

this

company

tor a

officer writes

company

that this

extension from Hailison, N. C.
Grading has been finished.

its

—

San Fra.ncisco, Iuaud & Montana. Contract has been given to
Congon Construction Company, of Caldwell. Idaho, for building
from Caldwell. Idaho, to Homedale. 16.2 miles, and work
now under way. Surveys made from Homedale to WInnemucca.

is

Nev.,

275 miles.

Steimie.nvii.i.e

Address

F.

H. Richardson. Caldwell.

North & SoiTii Texas.

— This

company has

pro-

jected an extension of its line from Stiegler, Tex., north foi- 38
miles, and from the southern end of the line at Hamilton, south
60 miles.

Texa.s State.

— This

road. In

operation from Rusk, Tex., west

owned by the

state.
It is to l»e extended west 18 miles
also from the eastern terminus at Rusk east to a
connection with the Southern Pacific, six miles. Plans, It is said,
are being made to extend the road from Palestine northwest to
Dallas, Tex., 100 miles, and on the southern end soulhea.st to Sabine
Pass, on the Gulf coast, about 160 miles from Rusk,
(.\prll 26.
to

p.

is

Palestine;

600.)

ToRo.NTo,

— This

location surveys
made for an extension from Jones Mills, Pa., about 10 miles. C. F.
President,
Hood,
Normalville, Pa.
l.M>i.\.\

— An

this line

10 miles,

HiM.snoiio & NoiiTiiKASTKiiN. This company has projected an
extension from Hillsboro, Wis., south to Richland Center, 28 miles.

Cr.M(tERi.A.Ni).-

the

from

("enter, Tex., to Zubei-,

&

has temporarily stopped work on
northeast to Tillman. 3'^ miles.

be the

Scott

U

the

nati. Ohio.

to

lo;

line

company

Hamu.ton &

BiFFAix).

— Contract

Anderson & Goodale,
ing the Westlnghouse spur to the city
this

to

has been given by

of Hamilton, Ont.,

for build-

of Hamilton, Ont., 1.26 miles.

—

Tre.mont & Gii.F. This company, which now operates a line
from Tremont. Tex., south to Winnfield. 50 miles, with a luanch
from the main line near its southern terminus at Menefee. northwest to Pyburn. 10.5 miles, is building an extension of this branch
from the main line at Menefee southeast lo Rochelle, 18 miles.

—

Van's Harror Lanii & Li.mber Co.mta.ny's Roaii. Work Is
progressing in the clearing of the right-of-way on a proposed logging road to be built from Van's Harbor. Mlih.. towanls Cook's
Mill, nine miles, and it is expected to Itegin grailing early this
spring.
A further four-mile extension is projected to finish the
line to

Cooks

Mill.

—

& Sill thwestehn. An officer writes thai this
company, which was incori)orated last year to build a line from
Wateri.od. Peri.a

Waterloo. Iowa, southwest to Charlton. 120 miles, with about 20
miles of sidings, is making surveys and securing rights-of-way.
Contracts will protebly be let for building the entire line early
this spring.
E. A. Harris. Vice-President and General Manager,
Pella, Iowa.

—

WiiEEi.iNr, & Lake Erie.
Referring to recent reports of improvements on this road, an officer writes the company has in contemplation a considerable amoiinl of double tracking and minor grade
and curvature reduction work and also the completion of the Sugar
Creek & Northern, a new cut-off from Bolivar. Ohio, northwest to
Orrvllle. 22 miles, whiih is now three-fourlhs finished.
This cut-

save six miles In distance, and will do aw^ay with the
only severe grades on the main line, also provide greatly Improved
yard and terminal facilities. This work, however, as well as all
other improvement and betterment work, has been for some time
suspended, and there is no early prol>ability of Its being resumed
until the financial conditions are wholly changed.
off line will

Wichita Fall.s & North wester.n

Svstem.— This compai.y

la
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io6
buildinK
to

v/ltli

own men an extension from Uluuy,

Its

t
t

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
furmtTly Hi"from RoKCfH,
An
Ark., we«l to Sllourii HprliiMH. on tlwj KanKiiH Cliy Southern.
exIeuHlon of (jS mlluK In proJcL'lfid from IIh wontern tcrmlnoB to
eajiiextension
30
miles
from
Its
of
I'ryor Creek, Okla., and an
ern tcrrolniiH in l<:inT-ka SI)rlnK^. Ark. Merrlam, Smith & Co..
of New York, ari; offi-rliiK al |)ar th'- IhKl inortgaKe, 40year
t;
prr (rent. bondH of 1K47 of IIiIh roniiiany. 'Ihi- Immuc of Ihew.bondK Ih limited to |10,OOU a mile.
OKi..Mi<i.M.k

HogfTH

Uai.timoiik

&

HoiithwfHli-rii,

W't.M

Iihh

I

Kii.v.

;!0

ThUi lomjiany,

riillcH

In

& Ohio.— See Chicago Terminal

CiiK'Aco.

this Kale, but
I)lan

for

April

it

Is

UooEiiK

I.

—

tee

—

Cheek Central.^ The quarterly dividends on the common
and preferred stocks have been passed. The annual rates have
been 4 per cent, on the preferred and 6 i)er cent, on the common.
This action is taken because of losses which the company sustained in the recent failure of the banking firm of Kessler &
Company.

Ckippi.e

—

Net earnings for November, after taxes and equipment deErie.
preciation charges, decreased 68 per cent. Gross earnings were
$4,294,23'.l.
Net earnings $419,644
a decrease of $341,996.
against $1,418,816 in 1906, a decrease of $969,173. The gro.ss
earnings for the five months ended November 30 were $23,855.Net earnings were $5,096,200.
349, an Increase of $1,024,667.
a decrease of $1,947,468.

& Sun- Island.— All
many of which were

t!i i.K

again.

the lumber mills on tlie line of this road,
closed during Oecember, are In operation
Miss., south to Oulfport.

The road runs from Jackson.

Mk'iikian CKN-riiAi..— The Turbine Steamship Company, of Buffalo.
Is reported to be negotiating to buy or lease the line of the
Ml<!hlgan Central extending from Fort Krle, along the western
bank of the Niagara river, north to Nlagara-on-the-Lake. 27
miles, as a connection for a line of turbine steamers from
Nlagara-on-lhe-l.ake acrass Lake Ontario to Toronto.

—

This company has made application to the New
York Stock Kxehange to list $1,935,200 additional slock. This
Is to pay the regular semi-annual dividend of 2'-.. per cent,

MiBHoiiRi Pacikic.

recently declared payable In stock.

Rochester Railway & Mght Company has
dividend of 5 per cent, on Us $6,500,000 common slock. The Syracuse Rapid Transit ha.s declared the first
dividend of 3 per cent, on lis $2,750,000 common stock. Both
companies are controlled by the Mohawk Valley Company, which
In turn is oonlrolled by the New York Central & Hudson River.

Mohawk

Vau.ev.

d(Hiared the

-'ITic

first

New Yoiik CENTnAi. & Hudson Riveh. — See Mohawk Valley Company.
New Yduk CicNTnAi. Lines. —-The expected Issue of equipment trust
it consists of $30,000,000 5 per cent.
notes has been announced,
15-year notes maturing in e(iunl annual Instalments, beginning
Tlicy
arc
guaranleivl JiJnIly and .scvcially by
November 1, 1908,
the New York Central & Hudson River, the Lake Shore & Mich
J^nn, thn Mlcliltan (.'enlral. the Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago

—

Judge Pritchard. In the I'nited States Chrult
Court at Richmond, Va., on January 14. announced that as ibe
two present receivers were representatives of two hostile interests, he would appoint a third receiver of the Seaboard Air
Line, representing the I'nited States Court and no other Interest.
Edward C. Duncan, of Raleigh, N. C. a director of one
of the constituent companies of the Norfolk t Southern, was on
January 15 named as third receiver.

believed that the transaction is part of the
per cent, notes maturing
4'/i;

Tkanskkk. The stockholders' protective commithas Issued a statement to the effect that It was the "alleKcd
lease dated April 1, 1903. to the Baltimore & Ohio at the ruin
ouslj low rental of approximately $160,000 per annum which
brought the Terminal Company to foreclosure, the properly
leased to the Haltlmore & Ohio being worthy of a rental of not
les.s
than $6(1(1,000 i)er annum. The propcitles leased to the
Haltlmoro & Ohio are among tlic most valuable owned by the
Terminal Company." It was liecauBo of rei)resenlatlons to this
(rfcct made by the committee at the lime the Haltlmore & Ohio
applied to the Court for permission to pay the first mortgage
bonds of the Terminal Company that the Court ordered that this
action should be done without prejudice to the rights of the
Chicago Terminal Transfer to contest th(i Baltimore & Ohio
lease as fully and freely as If the Haltlmore & Ohio had not
been allowed to pay the first mortgage bonds.

South w»>iTtK.N. — See Arkansas. Oklahoma * Western.

Seaiioaro Air Link.

redeeming |6.000,000

CiiiCAiai Tkiimi.nai.

—

During the calendar year ended December 31. 1>07.
the shipments of coal and coke originating on the Lines BtM
of Pittsburgh and Erie amounted to 58,457,932 tons against
49,711,088 ton£ in 1906. This Is an increase of 8.746.844 tons,
or 18 per cent.

I'e.v.nhyi.va.ma.

& Company.
HdcK Ini.a.m) & i'A( iKic— This company has sold to Speyer
& Company |3,0U0,000 tlrst and refunding 4 per cent 30-year
bonds and has given that firm an option on $6,000,000 more of
It
the bonds. The bonds are part of an issue of |r)5.592,000.
Ik not announced what use Is to be made of the proceeds of

til.

Sk i.iiiTiKH.— This company'b income for the year ended
December 31, 1907, amouiiteil to $359,000, an Increase of $94,000
over 1906. Itii two principal sourcc-.s of income are dlvid<>nd>
on the HUK'k of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad and
on the .iitock of the Crows Niail Pass <'oal Company. During
the year the company acquired 150 additional tihares of Burlington stock and 2.067 additional shares of the Crows Nest
Pass stock. The one remaining outKtanding share of the company's original capital stock was also surrendered to it, thereby
permitting the distrlbutiou of Its former holdings of Northern
Pacific and Great Northern shares to \te completed.

Tranafcr.

—

3.

.\<>KTii».B>

oiicralloii

Ibwni.N & MAi.Nt:. The FItchhurg Railroad has renewed for one year
at « per cent. J500,00U 5 per cent, notes which matured January
The now notes have been sold at par through R. L. Day
15.

No.

Louih and the Chicago, Indiana A Southern. J. P. Morgan
(.'ompany and lirexel t Company hav<- offered Ibetn tor s&le
at prices ranging from 'J'S tor the instalment maturing in 1922
to 'J'J% tor the first Instalment.

li

Belknap, 14 miles.

AiiKANHAH.

Vol XLIV.,

Sin

—

Pa( irii
This company continues to report heavy decreases in net earnings. The average mileage operated In November was 9.483. an Increase of 175 miles as compared with
November. I9oi;. Gross earnings were $11,692,722. an Increase
of $539,430.
Net earnings after taxes were $3,524,434. a decrease of $1.3S 1,822. For the five months ended November 30.
with 202 more miles operated than in the corresponding period
of the previous year, gross earnings were $58,030,955. an
increase of $7,492,816.
Net earnings for the live months were
$16,765,486. a decrease of $3,545,848.
In explanation of the
showing for November the following official statement U made:
"About $866,000 of the Increase In expenses Is for malnte
nance of way. structures and equipment. The continuous rains
of the spring of 1907. lasting longer than ever before known since
the construction of the lines, softened the roadbed of the entire
mileage in the states of California, Nevada and Oregon, so that
under the exceptionally heavy trafllc the track deteriorated very
rapidly, and it was found after temporary repairs necessarily
put on the line were made, that practically all of this
mileage had to be resurfaced, ballasted and retled. and these
causes have affected expenses in every month of the present
fiscal year.
They have added $494,000 to the expenses, of which
$320,000 was for roadbed repairs and $174,000 for renewal of
ties.
Renewals of equipment increased about $190,000. due to
Increases in wages and heavier repairs required.
Expenses for
conducting transportation Increased $665,000. Of this increase
$295,000 is due to the higher prices of coal and fuel oil and a
larger consumption. The remaining expenses resulted mainly
from an Increase of 78,000.000 ton-miles, or atwut 11 per cent."

riiKii.N

roi.Kiio

.

& Ohio Centrai..— The Ohio Savings Bank

It

Trust

Com

pany. of Toledo, Is offering at a price to yield 6H per cent,
part of an Issue of $500,000 4 per cent, car trust notes maturing
up to 181S of the Zanesvllle ft Western, guaranteed by the
Toledo ft Ohio Central. 1 hese notes were Issued for 500 steel
iinderframe drop-bottom gondola cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity.
The Toledo & Ohio Central owns the entire capital stock of the
Zan<^-svllle ft Western.-

—

Terminai Raii.roao. The reorganization plan of the Toledo
Railway ft Terminal Company has been declared operative by
The new company Is the Toledo

Toi.Eiio

the bondholders committee.
Terminal Railroad.

—

Pacifk-. The average mileage operated in November wa.^
miles, an Increase of 120 miles as compared with the
figure for the corresponding period of 1906.
The gross earnings
for that month- were $7,406,655. an Increase of $806,132.
Net
earnings after taxes were $3,371,176. an Increase of $6-1.055
With 93 miles increase In average mileage, gross earnings for
the five months ended November 30 were $36,389,214. an Increase of $4,114,764, Net earnings for the five months were
$15,010,474. a decrease of $1,168,019.

I'xioN

5.713

Vam>ai

lA.

-The

Indlnnapolls
to be paid.

$1,676,000

first

mortgage

7

per cent, bonds of the
1, 1908, are

& VIncennes. which mature February

Zanesviixe & Western.

— See

Toledo

ft

Ohio Central.

.
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day for two months;
why should we miss connection (and waste two hour.s) three times
in the next ten months?
The telegraph is infinitely faster than the
locomotive, yet it bothers us in the same way. A broker telegraphs
from New York to Chicago and gets his answer in five minutes or
less; why do ordinary messages sometimes take six hours?
These
facts of experience are called to mind by a letter in a New York
paper from a complaining passenger. He says:
.My wife and (wo chlldicn boarded tlie Second Empire for Rochester at
the tirand Central Slallon. New York, on Dec. 23.
I
accompanied them as
\n linur before arriving there I was informed that the car
we were in would lie taken off at that station, and that I had better take my
family into the crowded car ahead.
The train arrived In Albany promptly
at 3 :.">7 p. in., and left on time, 4 p. m.
In the interim of three niiuules I
managed Willi much trouble and Inconvenience, to tlnd a place for them in the
car ahead.
They were hardly sealed when we were told to return to the car

far as Albany.

We had Just left, as It had been decided to take off the car we had been
Inlo.
Meanwhile the crowd at the -Mliany station was permitted to
crowd in. My wife and 1 managed to carry our boy, two and a half years old,
and an Infant, one year old. together with winter wraps and baggage, back
into llie original car we had boarded at the Grand Central Station.
I had to
Jump from the car, going at about seven miles an lumr, to avoid being carried
beyond Albany.
The change-car performance was repeated at Utlca, where
my wife was compelbd lo make two trips wllh children and baggage through
Iwo parlor cars and a diner.
sent

That passenger, no doubt,

is mad enough to blame the company for
his troubles, even if he were to be shown that he himself was
partly n-sponsible; yet his case is not so clear as it seems.
In the
first place he should have inquired as to the best time to change. He

all

would have been told to go forward just before reaching Albany.
The party should have gone to the center of the forward ear. there to
stand until the Albany passengers vacated seats. Then the woman
and children would at least have been somewhat calmed and prepared for the return journey. Remaining in the train to assist liis
wife to settle herself may have seemed to this man reasonable, as
it does to some people to throw kisses after a train till sometime
it has vanished
fi'om sight; but it Is utterly unreasonable,
unless one is willing to limit himself not only to the time allowed
by the time table, but to a considerably less time. It is a gross im-

after

position on passengers entering a train to be knocked over by
hurrying mil at the last moment. It is a pity that there is no

who

lack

the

fortitude

to

men
wny

say good-bye
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Notes
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Modern transportation affords so many luxuries that we careassume that it can give us everything. Having got a car of
oranges through from California in ten days we expect the railroads
to bring all cars of all fi-eight through in the same time. Why not?
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(This mans estimate of the actual stop In this case
appears to be wrong.)
at the gate.

The car insiiectors may or may not have been negligent.
Taking off the forward car was probal)ly due to some fault
which was discovered after the train stopped; and not even a critpassenger will ask that
while trains are in motion.
ical

utes
if

is

all

defects in trucks shall be discovered
of the stop to three min-

The limiting

also a feature that the passenger will agree is unavoidable,
to that great majority who demand that every train

he belongs

shall

man

reach

its

As this
destination in the shortest possible time.
it is to be assumed that the leaving and

gives no particulars,

entering crowds at .\lbany avoided each other with reasonable decency; but we should not have been surprised if he had found twothirds of the passengers entering at the wrong door and many persons waiting for others to get out of their way when they might
have been moving if properly instructed. By intelligent co-operation
between siationmeu and trainmen passengers might be saved a
Why do not stationmen
great deal of unnecessary annoyance.
direct passengers, two minutes before the train arrives, to gather
at the most favorable point on the platform? Where there are two
or three cars in a train, a trainman ought to be watchful and
show passengers where seats are most plentiful, possibly remaining

on the car platform or inside the car to stir up the car-s*at hogs
who are intrenching themselves against newcomers. In a dark
train-shed the assistance given by brakemcn is particularly welcome
(Why should not, cars be lighted 'well Instead of by
to pa.ssengers,
On local trains where
a single burner when In a dark station?)
people have little hand baggage, these ntteutions to passengers" wants
are less important, but a through train, stopping only three minutes
at a big station, presents another problem. Quite likely the best
way to cure these difficulties. In many cases, would be to lengthen
threemiriute stops to six minutes, and put the corresponding additional burden on the engine: but brakemen and platform men ought
to be "jacked up" in any event.
As to how this road came to be so
unfortunate as to have to cut out two cars on a single trip, our
complaining friend should go to the Public Service Commission.
That body is going to investigate obscure causes of delays.

—

—

The courts have succeeded the legislatures. The opinions now
being handed down dealing with the state railroad legislation of
litii" are not temporary restraining orders granted for the sake of
preserving equitable rights pending judicial determination of the
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United States District
a statute paused by the Missouri leslsla
turo In I'JOT forbidding foreign corporations from transferring
suits brouglil against them from the courts of the stale to federal
Hoth In Missouri
courts on pain of forfeiture of their charters.
aiul In AikanHus and Alabama, which also In 1907 passed similar
laws, fedi-ial Judges had Htralghtway Issued temporary lnJun<llonB
prohibiting the stales from enfonllig any of the penalties laid
down In these laws, pending decision as to their constitutionality.
The decision of Judge McPherson Is, we believe, the first final deAs
ilslon which has been handed down lu one of these cases.
long as we have a federal govcriiniciil and a constitution there can
Mi:Hbfr«on,

Hnillh

City, Mo.

the

In

dealt with

It

be no great doubt as to the fate of such laws as these, but the gist of
.Judge McPhersoiis opinion Is worth quoting for the brevity and
accuracy with which It sums up the absurdity of such laws. He

holds as follows:
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a permanent

of various railroads of the state for
the secretary of stale from enforcing

prevent

the

The attorney-general of Missouri ha.s
law was Iherefoie granted.
announced that the case will be appealed, but we fall to see any
reasonable chance that this law will be upheld. The other decision
was given by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, which, on a
close division— 4 to 3— In effect overthrew the 2-cent passenger
This was an affirmation
of a (liHlsion made in Septcnilicr. 1907, by tlic Common Pleas Court
for the district of I'hiladelphia, which declared the 2cent fare law
iMUld not be enforced against the Pennsylvania Railroad because
II
was confiscatory. From this last decision there Is no possible
aiipeal. and the Pennsylvania, which on October 1 reduced its rates
cents a mile, in spite of the favorable decision of the lower
to
court. Is now free to make a general Increase in passenger rates.
The majority opinion of the Supreme Court was given by Justice
Mitchell, who took occasion In the course of It to say In substance:
rate law passed by the legislature in 1907.

[i

Tlitf point of Injiisllcc Is ivmlii'il lone iM-forc thai of lOiillHciillon. nnd
piitlInK the leiriil phiIiiiuIi. of h'^lllmnli- prolli iil ti per ciMil. IhiTe iiii'
InJUHlIci- Is doniother clenionlH which would JiiHllfy iinich liii(jpr iMirnlncH.
l)y any fnlluri' lo conHldcr ihrac.
I'liBscniter anil frcl^hl traffic should lie sepnrati'ly considered, otherwise
fielRht rales wciuld he Inequitable, so Ihal paHsenKer travel mltjht be cheap.
While the pnhlle hiiH lerlnin rlKlils. which In inse of conflict must prevail, yet II mnsi not he foiisolieu Ihal-even »«> called puhllc service corpoi-aIlons are private pioperty. oi'Kanl7.i'il and conducted for private corporate
l.rolll.
AhsuiiiIuk thai II fulllllH Un iliilles to the puhllc. n corporation Is eii
tilled to a fair piolll on every hninch of Us business Just as a merchant or

In

manufacturer

One

Is.

mile Is not unreasonable; another that the exact effect of the law
cannot be determined on account of the complex nature of the
railroad business, and another that the effect of the act on the
gross earnings, and not alone on the earnings from passenger

should have been considered. The practical application of
Is complicated by the fact that directly It applies only

the decision

to the Pennsylvania, but

In

effect

It

appari'iilly

applies lo

all

the

railroads of Pennsylvania.

COAL ROADS UNDER THE RATE LAW.
of the Rate Law makes It unlawful
transport In Interstate commerce after

The "commodities clause"

common

for a

May

carrier to

any commodity except timber, "manufactured, mined
It or under Its authority, or which It may own In
In which It may have any Interest direct or
Indirect," except for Its own use.
This section of the law affects
mainly the anthracite coal roads and also some railroads which
own bllumluuus coal companies.
enforcement four
Its
strict
months hence could hardly fall to cause great losses to the holders
1.

1908.

or produced by

whole or

of

many

XMV

No.

4

have received

following i-tatemeni made on January 17 by
Honaparte, covering the "jommodities clause":

the

Attorney-General

It In eli-nr ihni lhl> clauiM- If valid olll uialir it lm|»oelhlF for many
rallroadx which own eoal luluen to iraiuport the i-oal lo uarkft utttr Ihr
dale named, and ll In undernluud lliat Hum* of tbrw railroailt hav« l>f«ii advUol by their reii|><-cllvr couDiiel thai tbr above quoin) pruvUlua ot lav 1«
uneirepilonul.
The Itrpnrirneut of Juallcp niDtrmplaini ibe luMtlutloo of
l>ro< wtllnic*. a> »»on an iMwsMile niter tbr dale named, wbrretiy a prompt <!<.
lerniluatloii of ihU i|U<i>tlon by the .'Supreme Court uf ibr l'DlI<-d Ktaica may
l>e oblalni-d.
Ii In ei|>r<.'lril that ihe rallroatU coucerurd will ojH^iirratf with
llie (iuverumeni to IhU end. and If they do mi lu Rood faltb. and If thvy lo
Kood fallb Buil Imiuitllalely ul>r> the derlalon of Ihe Kuprem-' <'«url wbtru
tendered ll Ik not Ihe pur|H>M- of ihe lieparimeui uf Jualln- to pi»>e<-utr lb*n
for a failure lo loiupl.v with ihe irrnui of the net iM-odloc Ibe d'<'l«l'<D ul Ibe

Supreme

Coiiri.

There are two railroads which bad already made clear their
position In regard to this section of the Rate I-aw.
The Buffalo.
Rochester & Pittsburgh in I)e<emljer. 1906, sold the Rochester *
Pittsburg Coal & Iron Company, whose Block is depoaited as part
mortgage bonds of 1937,
to the Mahoning Investment Company, subject, however, to the lien
of this mortgage.
For the 14,000.000 stock of the coal and iron
company the railroad received a little more than $4,000,000 of the
stock of the Investment company, which It distributed pro rata
among its stockholders. Whether or not transferring coal properties to a separate company, presumably controlled Id exactly the
same Interest us the railroad satisfies this law. Is a question. It
of the security for the railroad's general

would certainly seem that

In this

case the railroad

still

has at

least

Interest In the company which mines the coal.
The other company which has outlined its position on this
In
section of the law Is the Delaware, Lackawanna 4b Western.
the annual report for the year ended December 31. 1906. President

ail

iiidlre<'t

Truesdale speaks as follows In regard to this section of the Rate
Law: "The avowed purpose of this law was to compel companies
such as this to dispose of their coal properties, thus separating the
transportation of coal from the mining and merchandizing thereof.
The management is advised by Its legal representatives that this
company cannot lie required to dispossess Itself of its coal properties by the action of Congress under the giiise of regulating commerce between the states, especially as by the terms of its charter
one of the early ones granted by Pennsylvania It has the
undoubted right to mine, purchase, transport and mercbandlxe
coal."
This flat denial of the right of Congress to compel the
disposal of their coal properties Is likely to be the position taken
by all those companies which have early charters granted by the
state of Pennsylvania specifically giving them the right to engage
in the coal business.
One of the anthracite roads holds even a
stronger position than this.
The Delaware A Hudson, though
usually spoken of as if it were the Delaware A Hudson Railroad,

—

—

the Delaware & Hudson Company, the direct successor of the
Delaware & Hudson Canal Company, which was a canal and coal
mining company which owned and leased railroads.
However.
is

Ihe general question of the constitutionality of this section of the

of the minority opinions declared that tha rate of 2 cents a

traffic,

Vol.

therefore, with a great deal of relief that the aulhrailte loal roads

In part, or

kinds of railroad securities, both because many railroad
to sell property nt a time when values are

companies would have

low, aiid biN-ause the uncertainty attending the

method

of separa-

tion of railroads and coal properties combined as security under
the same mortgage would reduce current prlci>s.
Application of
this section of the law would also upset the whole anthracite coal
trade, by making illegal the present methods of marketing.
It is,

law

Is

settled

by the United States Supreme Court, the case of

this road will involve special technicalities.

Besides the anthracite roads, other roads which are in one
or another Interested in coal properties, are the Buf& Susquehanna; Pittsburgh. Shawmut A Northern; NewYork Central; Peuusylvania; Baltimore A Ohio; Western MaryNorfolk & Western; Chesapeake It Ohio; Hocking Val
land;
ley;
Evansvllle & Terre Haute; Ixiulsvllle k .Nashville; Mis

way
falo

sourl Pacific; St. Louis, Rocky Mountain t Pacific; Denver *
Rio Grande; Union Pacific; Great Northern, and Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern. These last two roads are included In the list
because they own stock In subsidiary companies, which subsidiary
companies own coal mining companies; the Great Northern, the
Lake Superior Comi>any; and the Ijike Shore & Michigan Southern
stock of the Lehigh Valley and of the Reading Company, which
The
i-ontrols the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & iron Company.
ownership of coal properties by the railroads ranges all the way
from direct ownership of coal lands by a railroad company to
ownership of a railroad i-ompany by a coal mining or by a manu-

company like the Tennes.';ee Coal. Iron & Railroad ComA decision on the
pany, part of whose business is mining coal.
part of the United States Supreme Court that this section of the
Rate Law Is constitutional will necessarily be followed by much
lltlKatlon. for there are so many forms and degrees of ownership,
control or Indirect Interest In coal properties by railroads, ond
I'irc vrrsn. that a large number of individual cases will have to
be decided to establish enough precedents to cover the whole
facturing

ground.

:
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RAILROAD BONDS AS FINANCIAL POINTERS'I'lic

financial

plaie of the railroad bond in this country as an index of
conditions is becoming more and more definite. In the

place the volume
mense even allowing

first

of that class of security

has grown

to be im-

considering the fact that the market
starts off very encouragingly. In the face of adverse prophecies the New York Central has refunded the 114,000,000 of Canada Southern bonds and
has placed its $30,000,000 of new equipment notes. The New York,
bonds, the year,

the industrial bond
and, in a localized sense, of the street railway bond. The railroad
for

the competition

have had their receiverships, their bond foreclosures,
and not many years ago came that vicious
form of speculative high finance when the capital stock of high
class roads was translated Into bonded debt and new and relatively
valueless stock Issued for purposes of control pure and simple.
Still, allowing for all Its mutations and vicissitudes, the railroad
bond has generally asserted its value. The senior bonds of a strong
railroad becomes the first and earliest investment of the capitalist,
The
large or small, in his reaction from the terrors of a panic.
long "drag" of five years following our great panic In the autumn
of 1873 depressed greatly railroad stocks and kept them down; but
during the same time the Interest return on high grade railroad
Imnds fell from 7 to 4 per cent, or a little more. The railroad share,
even of a conservative railroad, fell; the conservative railroa<l Iwnd
properties,

their reorganizations;

I'ose.

the present

In

stage of

the closing months of 1907 the

of

them

lately

hoarded,

into

from the panic conditions

recovery

of

same

many

transfer of funds,

high class railroad bonds

to

is

especially

has but just emerged

of

bond has thus the high status derived from its relative magnitude
as a vested Interest.
It also has the dignity of age based upon
a form of property and investment which goes back for more than
three-quarters of a century and, contrasted with which, almost all
other classes of bonds, except public or realty securities, soem of
mushroom growth. Finally It has the reputation of conservatism,
To be sure it has had its periods of gloom. Railroads, like other

New Haven &

process of construction; but it is doubtful whether, in their total,
. ix,
«
^,
.,
1,
.
.
they were more than a moderate
fraction
of the various forms of
in

-

,

,

,

up now and awaiting a
better market for loans, and those loans, in turn, depending measurably on a recovery in railroad earnings itself based partly upon
an uplift of productive industry. Finally, overhanging the situation like a summer cloud, is the coming period of maturity of the
so-called "short notes" of the railroads added to the natural maturity of regular funded obligatloius.
In round numbers about
.$117,000,000 of these short notes of the railroad companies mature
this year; about $71,000,000 in 1909; and about $235,000,000 in 1910.
To these are to be added about $215,000,000 of regular railroad bond
maturlties during the three years besides some $65,000,000 of equip,

more or

,

tied

less

ment notes or bonds.

The Impressive total of the maturities of
approximatelv $703,000,000. of which $179,000,000
mature during the year 1908. It is an Imposing sum: and, as It
-1
1,1
mustX 1)0 liquidated mainlv bv rmlroad
securities
senior .to stock,
^
,
the railroad bond, both as a liquidating force and as an index of
the situation, leaps to fresh prominence.
The pessimist, or In the vulgate of the street, the habitual
"bear," naturally lays stress upon the bigness of the figures and
talks in the language of despondency.
But a blow runs through
his major premise.
He talks as though the whole of these railroad liabilities must be met with cash. Thev are In fact liabilities
actually outstanding to be replaced by others without Increase of
the debt. Of the total maturities only about 25 per cent, fall due
In the present year, and of these about 22 per cent, are old long
time mortgage bonds easily refunded. It Is noteworthy also that
of the old railroad bonds falling due during the coming three
,.
„
„„
,, „
_
years, out of 5o Issues 32 represent old 6s and is sure to be refunded at a lower rate and with a considerable annual saving of
Interest.
The reverse Is true, however, of the equipment Issues
of the three years of which almost the whole of the $65,000,000
were marketed In low rate Interest periods, verv few of them as
high as 5 per cent., and most of them to be refunded probablv at
a higher rate thai, they bear now.
Some $22,000,000. or about onethird, fall due in the present vear.
Of the railroad short notes,
so copiously marketed during the last year or two, $423,000,000 fall
due within the three years. They are. fdr the most part. 5 per
cents, and refunding at that rate or lower ought to be feasible
,
.,
,,
,.
...x
.
„• ..
considerably lower if a mortgage bond is substituted. Of the whole
the three years

is

,,.,,,

,

•

,

,

.,,,,,,,",,,,.

,

.

1

,

,

1

,

Three new railroad loans alone
cent of the
whole of the $117,000,000 of short notes falling due In 1908, or
about GO per cent, if the 1908 equipment notes of the railroads
are included. Taking another test one finds, since the recent recovery of the market, the high grade mortgage bond back at iho
total Issue $50,000.4 per cent, basis
for example West Shore 4s
oOO selling at above par, or Union Pacific first mortgage 4s total
is

there high mortgage security.

thus, In amount, represent $83,000,000, or about 71 per

—

—

'

•

—

,

,

.

J.

.

—

—

As a pointer to the future
the substantial and dividend paying corpora-

issue $100,000.000— a trifle below par.

the railroad bond of

There

tlons thus responds cheerfully.

are, of course,

adverse con-

Nobody knows just what Is the volume of undigested
securities, some of them underwritten, waiting for a better market.
Nobody can measure with exactitude the length and depth of the
tlngencies.

industrial drag;

and, after the chastening experience of the last

few months, every motive urges railroad corporations toward economy and conservatism. But, with that motive harvesting results,
the railroad bond, so far as

it

is

a solvent of the situation, points

toward clearing weather rather than toward cloud and storm.

—

Train Accidents

In

December.'

Our record of train accident.s o<curring on the railroads of the
United States in December Includes 14 collisions and 10 derailThis record is not published In full
ments, 24 accidents in all.
except in the cases of the few accidents which are esi)eclally promlnent-in the present instance four collisions and two derailments.
accidents— which term includes, for our
The .<=
record
"tu of
" "ordinarj'"
"
'
...
,.
1
,
, .
Injurj- to a paspresent purpose, onlv those which result In fatal
^^^g^,. ^^ ^^ employee or which are of special Interest to operating
officers— is given at the end in the shape of a one-line item for each
accident, showing daie. location, class and numl)er of deaths and
injuries.
The items of which details are given are indicated In the
tabular statement by the use of Italics. This record is based on
accounts published in local daily newspapers, except in the cases
of accidents of such magnitude that it seems proper to send a letter
°^ Inquiry to the railroad manager.
,

,

,

,

xhe rear collision of passenger trains at Hanover, Md.. on
the 4th, killing five passengers, appears to have been due to the negligence of the englneman of the following train who had passed
two automatic block, signals set against him (at Sand Pit and Harwood) one and two miles west of Hanover respectively. The lead'"E ""a'" was a local passenger just starting away from the station.
and the one following was an express. The men killed were pas...
„.
.
sengers. The passengers lnjure<l were mostly in the rear car of
,

.

,

,

-

standing train, which was wrecked,
.j.^^ collision near Worcester. Mass.. on the 14Ui. was due to
the presence of freight cnrs on the main track In the face of an
express passenger train, the men In charge of switching operations
having moved these cars to the main track without proper protecAn eastbound passenger train running at full speed on a
tion.
descending grade crashed Into and wrecked the freight cars and
"* «°Slne was overturned. This pan of the line Is equipped with
automatic block signals but the switch at which the freight cars
j,,^

>AbbreTlitlon8 and marks uied In Accident Llit
fcJV.'.'.'.'.'.'.Buttlng'conuion.
xe.'.'!".'.

,

,

$39,000,000

its

the basis of present market values the index
is about 5 per cent., and only in one case

On

rate of the three loans

be

But the situation varies much from that In 1873 and
the succeeding years. There was then no great mass of "undlnested" securities, many of thom railroad bonds, waiting to be
|)()ured lipon the market.
There wore practically no underwriters
holding such securities in stock awaiting liquidation. There were
in 1873 a considerable number of railroads caught by the panic

...improvements

from panic conditions,

Hartford has negotiated successfully

of debentures.

observed.

railroad

lOtJ

$703,000,000 to be met during the three year period only a very
small part is likely to call for cash and the only question in liqnidation will be the market value of the refunding bond.
in this vital question of the future, the potency of refunding

!!!other colllilons: ai at cronlnfi or in yard*, where only <•• tral»
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.Mallcloiia obstruction of track or misplacement of swltck.
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FVelght train dncludei empty, engine*, work train*,
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were thrown to the main track has no Indicator by which the men
In chargo of the switching movemenlH could know when a train
waH approaching the entrance of that block M»;ctlon on the main
line.
A fliiginan had been nent out by the »wltchlng crew, anu, a
few mlnutcH before, he had Mlopped a train and the main tnw;k
It apixrars that IiIb Hignal waii not Heen
by the englneman of the paHH»<nger train. There wan a blinding
Huow storm at the time. TIiIh englneman at lant accounu had made
no Mtttlemeiil, being conllned to the hospital. The englneman waH

ha<l l>een cleared for It;

but

as

It

Vol. XLIV.. No.

does the outer one; the important point

Is

4.

that the heating

of the inner tread would not set up dangerous condlUoDs, or Interfere with the wearing capailty of the wheel in the manner that
such conditions now affect the outer tread. In order tx> have a

proper understanding of the whole matter, I l»eg to give herewith
the reasons that lead me to U-lieve that thli> new type of wheel
will remedy the preueut unsatisfactory couditions of wheel service.
In order to produce a ear wheel that will sucressfullr meet

the only person serlouHly Injured.
The collision at Camden, N. J., on the 27lh. cauaing the death
of three passengers, occurred on a block signaled line, but appears
to have happene<l close to the terminal, where the space Interval
was not enforced. A train from Pemberton ran into the rear of
one from Atlantic City. The speed was not high but It apiK?ars
that the tender of the engine of the I'emberton train penetrated the

behind It and thai the faUlltW-s occurred In
There was a dense fog at the time ot the accident. The
newspapers say that since the collision an order has been Issued to
enforce the block system on this part of the line.
The collision near Lenox, Mich., on the 27th, also occurred
The freight train, with two engines, was standing
In a dense fog.
on a side track and It ai)pear8 that the switch connecting with the
not been set right. The live men killed were all
track
had
main
trainmen; two englnemen, two firemen and a biakeman.
The derailment at Shenandoah Junction, \V. Va., was caused
by a rear collision of freight trains. This collision did not do great
damage but the wreck fouled the adjacent track, on which the
passenger train was running. The conductor and flagman of the
freight train which was run into are held blameworthy for not
having properly signaled the following train. Testimony was given
before the coroner that the conductor was asleep in his calxiose.
The derailment at Marshall, Colo., on the 24tli. was of a kind
which has been hoard ot before in Colorado but rarely In other
Two passenger cars and a baggage car were thrown from
states.
the track and lodged some dl-stame away and the express car was
overturned. The engine remained on the track. In former years
the derailment of trains by lilgh wind was reported nearly or quite
every winter In Colorado, but the trains which suffered were made
>ip of narrow-gago cars and engines, which were both light and
top heavy; but the accident now rei)orted occurred on a line which
Is recorded In the Official Guide as standard gage.
firm passenger ear

this ear.
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the severe requirements of heavy car and locomotive service, there
must be some change or Improvement in the present type of wheel.
L'nder 30-ton cars and heavy locomotives the wheel load has nearly
doubled; In passenger car service, the Increased load and speed
develop brake service conditions that are proving very disastrous
to every type of wheel used, whether steel or Iron.
At present
all of these strains fall on the single outer tread, and It Is manifest that If Ihey can be divided so that an outer tread Is subjected to rail wear only, while the Inner tread takes the strains
arising from brake service, the life of wheels will be Increased,
and the dangers involved In having all strains Imposed on the
single outer tread will Ije averted.
During the past 50 years' the standard freight car wheel used
in America has been the chilled wheel.
The manufacture of such
wheels began in a limited way in the United States about 60 years
ago and the section of wheel first used was known as "single plate"
(see Fig. 1).
When the weight of cars and locomotives began to
increase. In the early sixties, it was found that the single plate
wheel would not stand the expan.slon strains caused by the Increased brake friction necessitated by heavier loads and higher
speed. Cracks running through the single plate in line with the
tread and extending afterwards to the tread became so prevalent.

Double-Tread Car Wheel.

and broken wheels became so numerous, that It was necessary*
to And some means of overcoming the trouble.
The double plate
wheel was Invented to meet the need.
One of the original types of this s»»ctlon, known as the Washburn double plate wheel, soon bei-ame the standard section for
American railroads. This type of double plate wheel, made heavier
from time to time to meet the Increasing requirements of service,
has remained ever since the standard section. Within the iM»st
few years, the rapid Introduction ot heavy equipment has produced two Imimrtant results In the life of car wheels:
First.
more rapid wear on tread and flange: second, disintegration and
burning of the metal In the wearing face of tread and flange by
reason of Increased lirake friction.

Fig. 2 shows t\ section (half size) of the .M. C. B. standard tread
and Hange, and an A. S. C. R. Sa-lb. nUI section. The vertical dotted
line shows the limit of flange wear allowed under M. C. B. rules.
When the limit Is reached, the whe«>I must bo removed from .lervlce.
The dllTerenco In prollle betwjH.Mi throat of wheel and corner of
rail agahisi which the flange must liear may l>e note<l, and al.so
the actual section of metal that can be worn from the flange at
throat of wheel before the latter is condemned as unfit for service.
wheel mnker.s throughout the country who may wish to make such There can Ik) no question but that the factors of wear and strain
arraivgoraenta, In order that the wheels may l>e obtained at any under 50-ton cars and heavy locomotives have been very heavily
desired point or in any desired quantity. I would also like to Increased, and that the life of wheels will be correspondingly
correct the Inference, which might be drawn from your descrip- shortened.
tion, that the Inner uoad would not be subject to brake heating.
The causes for which wheels are removed from service under
The friction from binkeii would heal the inner tread the same heavy equipmvui show a marked increase in certain directions,
r.nrrnl.i. N,

To

TiiK

ICiiirtiii

On account

OK

v., Ih-c

30. 11)07.

riiK U.mi.iio,\ii ti.\/.i-:rrK:

from home

saw only recently the description of the double tread car wheel, piililishod In your l.ssue
of November 8.
There are some points In the arllcle that should
lie corrected.
The paleni was not Issiieii to the New York Car
Wheel Comiiany. It Is the intent liui to nrrangc for the maiuifaclure ot this typo of wheel, under proper condllloii.s. with any car
of absence

I

January

24, 1908.
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namely: cracks in the face of tread and in the throat of wheel
at flange extending through the chilled surface, which arise from
the heat caused by heavier braking friction; shelling, or crumbling,
out of the metal in the face of tread ^fhen the life of the metal
has been destroyed by constant heating from increased braking
friction; and thin flanges, caused by more lapid wear due to heavier
service.
It may be seen that these three causes of wheel removals
are connected entirely with the tread and flange, and that they
arise principally from the results of brake service.
It is also
evident that proper control of the heavier equipment by means
of brakes must produce greater heating on the tread and flange
of wheel, and that therefore the life of wheels will be shortened
as the use of the heavier equipment becomes more general.
Not only is the question of increased cost of wheel service
due to the above conditions a serious matter, involving as it does
the removal of the cars from service while wheel repairs are being
made, but the factor of increased danger from broken wheels and
broken flanges is one that must be provided for in some way. The
breakage of wheel flanges due to the formation of cracks as above
described is rapidly increasing, and very few wheels removed from
heavy equipment fail to show groups of such cracks or long cracks
made up of such groups when flanges are broken oft with a sledge
It is not an exaggeration to
to determine if such cracks exist.
state that nearly all wheels under heavy equipment will develop
such defects sooner or later. Some remedy for these conditions
must be found. The use of steel wheels has been proposed, but it
remains yet to be seen to what extent steel wheels, or even steeltired wheels, will be free from like conditions after t>eing subjected
tor a similar length of time to the heavier car and locomotive
service.
The burning of the metal due to heavy brake friction
produces effects as disastrous on the steel wheel as on the chilled
wheel.

The fact that the chilled wheel has been, practically, the standard wheel used under all freight equipment in America during
the past 50 years, the low first cost and high scrap value it pos-

Ill

applications from the outer single tread, the life of the latter and
of the wheel as a whole would be very much increased.
Efforts
have been made to find some means of accomplishing this, and
with light equipment braking discs on the wheel, or separate braking discs on the axle have been tried. No satisfactory development along these lines, however, has yet Ijeen worked out, and
in the case of 50-ton cars and heavy locomotives, the whole effect
of brake friction, expansion from brake heating, and all other
results of brake service fall upon the single outer tread.
In the case of the double tread wheel, it may be seen that
the extra tread can be added to the present section of wheel so
that the inner tread can meet all the conditions of brake service
precisely as well as the outer tread now meets them, and with
the additional advantage that the beating of the inner tread will
not lead to the disastrous results now caused by the heating ot
the outer tread, for the reason that the inner tread never comes
in contact with the rail.
Brake friction may heat the inner tread,
but this will not in any way impair its efficiency tor continuous
braking service, even if the small cracks referred to heretofore
are produced. While it is proposed to add the inner tread to present wheel patterns in order that the manufacture ot wheels according to the present standards will not be interfered with, it is
also proposed on new or even on present equipment to Increase the
length ot the wheel hub by IVi or 2 In., in order to obtain an additional length of wheel seat, which experienced railroad officials
state is needed under present conditions ot service with heavy
equipment. The diameter ot axle at wheel seat has been increased
to 7 in., which is the full length of the wheel hub, and it is manifest that the resistance ot the wheel to displacement on the axle
Is less than It was when the wheel seat was smaller In proporThe section ot proposed double tread wheel
tion to its length.
with longer hub is the one shown in Fig. 3, and the section of
double tread wheel with double tread as adapted to present section
and length of hub is shown in Fig. 4. These drawings show a
flange on the inner tread to keep the brake shoe from touching

and the readiness with which it can be obtained from manu- the other flange; but if desired the wheel can be used without the
facturers in all i)arts of the country, certainly make it \inique second flange.
It will be necessary to move the brake-head about 5 or 6 in.
in its position among the important items of railroad equipment.
If some way out of the difl^culties created by the advent of the on each end closer to center, to provide tor proper contact with
the
inner tread. To properly clear all guard rails, switches and
car
50-ton
and the great increase in weight in all classes of railroad equipment can be found, it will be a very important advance special work, the inner tread should be about 3 in. less in diameter
in overcoming one of the great difliculties of present conditions than the outer tread, or a diameter ot 30 in. as compared with the
of service. The rail problem is familiar to almost every one; the outer diameter of 33 in.
Shortening the distance between points
wheel problem is familiar enough to railroad officials and wheel of strain on the brake-beam as stated will decrease the tendency
manufacturers who appreciate its gravity, but it has not yet been to deflect under heavy pre.ssure, and in case breakage ot brake-head
publicly discussed as extensively as the rail question.
or shoe occurs the broken parts will fall between the tracks and not
The standard section of 33-in. chilled wheel weighing 700 lbs., npon them or on the special work.
as now used by nearly all railroads under 50-ton cars, seems to
As a matter ot foundry practice the manufacture ot the double
possess ample strength in the body for the service required.
The tread wheel is little more difficult than the manufacture of the
entire difficulty seems to lie in the tread and flange. Following present single tread wheel, the division between the outer treads
the line of development from the single to the double plate wheel, being made with a suitable pan core in the same manner that the
it is now proposed to use a double tread wheel to avoid the indivision of the double plates in the present type of wheel is now
creased failures caused by present conditions. Fig. 3 shows the made. It is not necessary to go more fully into this matter at
GriflJin double tread wheel, developed to this end.
The fundamental present. It can be explained to any one Interested.
purpose in the double plate wheel was to replace the straight line
The additional weight of the inner tread would depend on the
and section of the single plate wheel by the curved double plates thickness ot metal used. In the case ot a Tuii-lb. standard wheel
connected with the hub and the curved single plate connected it is probable that the Inner tread would add about 200 lbs. to
with the tread, the latter being supported by the curved brackets the weight ot wheel. As the metal on the inner tread would have
running from the double plates to the tread. The idea was that the same scrap value as the rest of Uie wheel, the additional cost
when the tread of wheel was heated and expanded by the applica- on account ot extra weight can be determined.
tion of brakes, the curvature of the double and single plates
it is proposed to use the double tread wheel tor centers for
and brackets supporting the tread would permit the expansion of the steel-tired wheels as well as tor the chilled wheels. As the inner
tread
will be chilled precisely "In the same manner as the outer
wheel as a whole without the cracking or fracture which occurred
in the single plate wheel.
This was exactly what took place, and tread, it will provide the same resistance to wear ot brake-shoes
not only was this valuable object accomplished by the use of the as the outer tre.id now does, and considering the serious damage
double plate wheel, b\it the support of the load on wheel tread to steel tires caused by brake application, it is manifest that to
was distributed over a greater length of wheel seat in a proper move this service to the Inner tread would be a very great admanner by means of the double plate wheel section. It may be vantage. As cast-iron centers are now used generally In steel-tired
readily seen that it this type of wheel has carried the lo.id and wheel.-;, it is not necessary to dwell further upon their suitability
stood the effects of brake heating all upon the single tread, that lor such use.
by removing the effects ot brake healing and wear from brake
If the double tread wheel will prove to be the means ot re-

sesses,

—
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based on many years of practical experience and Investigation of
such qucKtIon.s, It does provide thi; means of overcoming comlitlona
for which .some remeily must be found.
This opinion Is also .strongly expressed by some very competent practical railroad officials to
whom the matter has been presented.
r. it. (iititFiN.

Seaboard Air Line.
.Norfolk, Va.. .Ian.

To

iiiK

IOi>rripit oi'

1.'.,

ino.s.

TiiK ItAii.KoAi) (!A/Krn::

Referring to your review of the annual report of the Seaboard
Air l..lne In your Issue of January 10,
beg to call your attention
to one or two Inaccuracies therein.
In the thlid paragraph you say:
"In 1906 Alfred Walter succeeded James M. Harr, and would perhaps have succeeded in bringing atxiut (he rcgeneralion of the property as he had earlier with
brilliant success of the Lehigh Valley, but before his first year of
service was over his health failed rapidly, and he died on February
27 1907."
When Mr. Walter assumed the presidency of the Seaboard, May t, 1906, that property retiulred no "regeneration"
this
had already been effected; Its oijeratlng staff was thoroughly efllclen(
the relations between the official staff and all employees were
niosl cordial; the cupiil dc corp.v of the service was high; and the
character of service rendered the public was fully equal to that of
any road In the South Atlantic stale.s.
1

—

;

When

took the management of this road as Vice-President,
found i(.s Iransportatioii servUe Inefflclcnl, and its
I
(rack generally In low physical condition. This was especially true
of the lines In Florida, whose condition was (ho worst I ever saw
In an experience of thirty years in railroad work.
The transportation service was qiilcUly brought to an etficlent condition, and the
(rack was improved gradiuilly unlll Its condition equaled that of
any road In the same section. On account of light density of traffic,
aiul meeting the cost of the improvements out of earnings. It was
necessary to spread this work over several years; as the business
handleil Increased, the expenditures were Increased. The disability
of (he road wius confined to Its grade line. Its Inadeipiate facilities,
and lis ilecri'plt freight ci|ulpmcnt; and the restills secured from
lis operation were as good as could be obtained thereunder.
These
things are matters of comnion knowledge throughout this section.
You win .see from the statetnent enclosed that during the five
years 1 was In charge of the Seaboard, (here was no Increase In (he
cost of condiicllng transportation per unit of service performed,
notwithslaiiding (he Increased losi of wages and materials used In
operation and malnlciumce; and (ha( (he rate received per passenger
and per ton mile for the year endeil June SO, 1907. was as high as
thai received tliei-efor during a pari of the period natued.
When Mr. Walter look hold of the Sealioard he was a sick man.
and in consequence did not iiossess the physical and mental vigor
necessary to successfully cope with the c6ndl(lons confrondng him.
and (he resulting worry unt|iics(loiiably hastened his death. At the
(Inie Mr. Oarrcit was placeil In charge of the operation of the
Seaboard by Mr. Walter, as Vice-President, the nitlo of exiHMises to
anilngs was above 7r> per cent.
Since May 1. 19(m;. the efficiency of the service secure<l from
its employees by the Seaboard has decllnetl. as the enclosed figures
show, due In part to the many changes in its official staff: but
the primary cause of its inability to earn Interest charges was the
failure of Its owners to provide money to remove Its disabilities.

May
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Pennsylvania

Two

Cent Fare

Law

Void.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania has decided by a vote

of
that the two-cent passenger rate law passed by the Uegtalalure
of 1907 Is invalid so far as the Pennsylvania Railroad 1b concerned.
The decision applies specifically to the Pennsylvania Railroad
because its appeal was the only case before the court. Chief Juatlce
Mitchell wrote the opinion of the majority. Justices Fell, Elkin and
Brown concurring. Separate dissenting opinions were written by
Justices Mestrezat, Stewart and Potter.
4 to o

The majority opinion !-a>¥:
"The exact question to be determined on this appeal is not the
general con.'-altiKlonalliy of the act of 19oT, but the right to enforce
It against the appellee.
The same clause in the Constitution that
authorized its passage provides that such legislation shall do no injustice to the corporators of any company whose charter is thereby
Would the provisions of the act of 1907 do injustice to the
altered.
corporators or the appellee?"
Chief Justice Mitchell finds that it would, and continues:
"Corporations are private property, organized for private profit,
and unless necessary for the fulfilment of their corporate duties they
should not tie required to do any part of their business in an unbusinesslike way with a resulting loss.
If part is unprofitable it is
neither good business nor justice to make it more so because the
loss can be offset by profit on the rest.
Freight must not be
made dear that travel may be cheap. The corporation is entitled ti
make a fair profit on every branch of Its business, subject to the
limitation tliat its corporate duties must be performed, even though
at a loss."
Justice Mestie/.at in his dissenting opinion declares that the
inajorKy conceded the right of legislative supervision of rates of
common carriers, but declined to pass upon the immunity of the
plaiiitiff comijany from such supervision.
The reason given for this
neglect, he says, is that counsel did not argue that question.
He
says that in determining whether a rate for transportation is reasonable or not all the revenues should be considered. Including all the
revenues from freight, expressage and all other sources. It is impossible to accurately determine what revenue the comixtny receives
from each of the several sources. It Is clear (hat under the evlden<-e.
considering only the revenue from the pas.s<>nger traffic, that the
rale Is not unreasonable, much less confiscatory.
Justice Stewart In the second dissenting opinion declared that
the two-cent rale act violated no contract between the stale and
the railroad; and Justice Potter says that (he evidence has not
shown that a fiat rate of two cents would prevent a fair return
uimu the capital invested by the railroad. Justice Potter agre«?s
with Justice Mestrezat that the company's revenues from all sources
should have been Included when considering tite question of rwwonableness of the rate. tTho lower court had <lcclded that the reduced
rate would not pro<luce a fair interest on the capital invested by
the Pennsylvania in jMUssenger facilities.!
There Is a report thai the roail will put into effect the old rate,
but no definite annoumement has been given out.
.\ttorney deneral Todd, who made the principal argument in
support of the act, says that (he matter is ended. No ap|>eal can
Ihj taken to the CnltiM States Supreme Court.
Mr. Toild said fur"The court has merely affirm«<<l the judgment of the lower
ther:
i-ourt in granting an injunction against the enforcement of the law
against the Pennsylvania Railroad. It refusiM to imiss on the question of the constitutionality of (he law.
Two iioints were raised by

Jaxuaky
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the railroad: 'I'lic first that, under its contract rights, the legislature
<ould not compel it to carry passengers for less than 3 and SVi cents
a mile, the amount specified in its charter; the second point was
that it could not be compelled to carry passengers for so low a price,
which, it contended, would mean a loss. The court refu.=ed to decide
the question of contract right, Init passed upon the other question
merely; so that the law remains in force against all other railroads
in the state."

The two-cent fare law was enacted Ijv the last legislature, the
passing both houses by a practically unanimous vote. The railroads fought the bill vigorously, and after it became a law the Penn.sylvania Uailroad instituted suit in the Common Pleas Court of
I'hiladelphia restraining the County of Philadelphia from enforcing
the law.
The court sustained the company's contention. The
County of Philadelphia then tooli the case to the State Supreme
Other railroails brought similar action in several counties
Court.
bill

of the State.

Tlie Trials of a Master IVIechanic.*
of engine failures to all of us is synonymous with,
"please explain," "can you tell us why," etc.. and all the attending
evils
briefly, the handling of an amount of correspondence which
would be staggering to a layman. It requires a cool, well-balanced
head, either to interrogate the engineer or to subsequently present
the explanation on an acceptable basis to the superintendent of
motive power, who as a rule is equally well-versed, it not sharper,
than yourself. Some of these things are knotty in the extreme.
For instani'e, two minutes are lost on a certain Important run,
account of low steam: should we say it is "up to the fireman," they
would probably tell us to take him off, or question our judgment
in using an incompetent man; if we state "blower-pipe tipped over,"
or "exhaust base leaking." we are called upon to explain why we
ilespatched the engine in that condition; if we claim that the engineer is incompetent, or did not take proper advantage of his opportunities, and discipline him In accordance with our ideas concerning the gravity of the offense, he will point to his 20 or 25 years'
successful record, and no doubt send his committee after us; should
we on the other hand fall back on the time-honored and time-worn
"bad coal," the superintendent of motive power, if he is on to his
jol), and he generally is, will likely come back, asking us to state
definitely wherein the coal is bad, in other words how much slate,
sulphur, bone, ash and other inert substances figure in its com-

The problem

—

position.

ICxplanations of engine failures truly place a man between
Scylla and Charybdis, because the middle ground is restricted to
a degree, and once or twice worked over there is no more to it.
Some of the explanations would make a dead man turn over in
"This failure was due to an old concealed dehis grave, to wit:
fect, which could not be detected in an ordinary roundhouse Inspection"; another, "Owing to a high northwest wind which prevailed while tlie engine was being sanded some particles were blown
into the truck box, resulting in delay of ten minutes from box
heating, subject of your letter such a date"; and still another, "Pipe
to auxiliary reservoir, engine 2.397, failed, causing delay of 27
minutes. This failure was due to pipe being short-threaded, and
was a builder's defect of a concealed nature. This part has never
been removed since engine was received here."
A great many of these explanations are soundly based on fact,
but many are not so. To handle the matter intelligently an observant man will make each case an object lesson, and will Insure, so far as his facilities will permit, against its recurrence.
Sometimes letters come from up the line stilting that "bad coal"
will no longer be accepted as an excuse, but this does not alter
the fact that very often the coal is bad, in the broadest acceptance
of the term, and the best thing to do then is to read up thoroughly
on the subject and try to prove it if you can.
Having to do with the coal problem, one of a master mechanic's
trials, and certainly not (he least, is tor the rumor to go broadcast
over the division that the fuel is not up to the standard; and It
requires many days, if not weeks, to swing the firemen back into
line.
Some of my most exacting days have been spent in missionary work among the latter, preaching always from one text.
"Kine coal does not necessarily mean bad coal." Logical and scientific arguments, coupled
with practical demonstration, sometimes
turn the trick, but a number always remain outside the fold.
Some engineers are prone to resent any questions regarding an
engine failure, and patience and tact are both requisites to secure
the facts
"Why, that was only a minute," some of them will say,
and they don't seem to grasp the idea that just as long a letter
is required to explain one minute as 20.
It is only fair to add,
however, that to a man they fight hard to keep a delay oft the
run slip, and this is all the more commendable in view of the fact
that it is exercised irrespective of any feeling which they may
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have against the master mechanic or the shop. I cannot recall a
case in my entire experience where a delay was wilfully brought
about.
Under a divisional organization the superintendent is practically
general manager in his own territory, and the master mechanic will
be sorely tried if he fails to gain his good opinion on the very
start.
Primarily the superintendent wants his trains to run on
time, and, just as important, he wants power to move them when
a movement is necessary. Thus is brought about another complex
situation with which many of us have contended. A man could
never be placed more curiously between two fires than in trying
to please both the superintendent and the motive power department,
when the freight movement is heavy. The natural inclination of
the master mechanic is to keep peace at home, and to this end he
turns the power as fast as possible. If It runs down, he will likely
fall Into disrepute with the general offices; while on the other hand
if he holds the engines in and painstakingly and thoroughly does
all the reported work, a lament will go up from his own people in
regard to slow movements from the roundhouse. This situation
requires the middle ground again, and all the common sense, judg-

ment and diplomacy you can ram

into

it.

Engineers with an imperfect understanding of what

is

meant

by a divisional organization are inclined to criticise the authority
of the superintendent to assign the power, claiming that this belongs
properly to the master mechanic. They also blame the master mechanic for not taking the business in his own hands. In my own
case I was very fortunate in having a superintendent who simply
insisted on the best possible train service, and was more Interested
To digress
in the results than in the means employed to reach them.
a little, this man truly had the so-called knack of handling men,
and certainly understood the true meaning of a divisional organization.
We all knew, however, that he meant every word he said,
and We were very anxious to please him, as he did not consume
time in exploiting trivialities which might be much better employed
at something else.
I can't exactly say why suiting the superintendent should be thought a trial. I have found that if a man will
make the honest effort to do all that his resources will permit,
the superintendent will come to his aid more frequently than he
will be censured.
The question of providing for material Is probably as vexatious,
There is certainly no
it not more so, than the engine failures.
greater trial for any man's patience than to have a bunch of orders
returned to you every day. marked "not in stock." Always It Is
something of which you are in the greatest need. In particular,
venture to say
1
the locomotive equipment is a serious problem.
that with possibly two or three exceptions this matter of keeping
more
than
a
bluff
or a farce.
supplies on locomotives is nothing
This situation is extremely embarrassing to a master mechanic, and too often a temporary remedy is sought In robbing one
engine for another; and I may as well say now. that this thing
once started, it never stops. I have known an engine to be laid In
about two weeks waiting for some minor casting, and to be so
stripped in that time, owing to storeroom shortage, that scarcely
more than the boiler and wheels remained.
The extremes to which a man may be driven would scarcely
I
worked for one road some years ago which possessed
be credited.
more than its share of able-bodied requisition slashers. It was not
out of the accepted order of affairs to see an engine go out on an
Important passenger run with a lantern stuck up In the headlight
case In lieu of an interior. When an engine would come ou the
ash pit a gang of men would be waiting to remove the grease-cup
plugs, coupler knuckles, headlight reflector, and occasionally the
Even the
air hose, with which to gel something else into service.
fire hooks and shovels, especially the latter, ran first In, first out.
and when they began chain-ganging the tanks and reverse lever
latches. I left for a place where the pay was less but things were
not quite so strenuous. This was the only instance In my career
when I voluntarily throw up the sponge. This same road, by the
way, also ran out of nuts. They had plenty, of course, 2^. and
3 In., which would have filled the bill all right In some marine
engine works, but none of the common sizes, seven-eighths or Inch.
In consequence a machinist at 30c. an hour would spend half a
day rooting In the scrap pile, and the other half tapping the few
nuts he was lucky enough to find. The entire situation was distressing in the extreme.
From my experience all roads are short In locomotive equipment The majority have a system of tool inspection an<i accounting beyond criticism, but It Is an almost Impossible task to live up
The situation may be held within reasonable
to the requirements.
bounds when the engines are assigned to regular crews, but it Is
practically hopeless in the pool. The engineers do not stop short
of the master mechanic in filing complaints along this particular
line:
"Mr. Soand-so, I have a hammer and a broken chisel on
my engine, and no monkey wrench. I will go out if you say so,
but I will not be responsible If I have to disconnect," What are
you going to do In that case? Time may be pressing; perhaps he
should then l)e on his train. You try the storehouse, and they have
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not. mean lo HUKKeHl a remedy for thiK condition, Indeed
I do
not riuallllcd to do mo; Itnt take It all In all, it Ih a menace
the ijeace of any mnHter mechanic. AlthoMKh I am naturally
of a Htolcal and rather optlmlatlc temperament, It haii com me
many anxlouH hourR.
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wheels and tlreH
liavlng been dclcinilned, an examlnaiioii with the mlcroHcope was
made of HampleH from each. In the iir)-j>arallon of the epeclraenH
for thlH work stiipH were cut from each wheel and lire In accordance with the llni'H whown on the diagram. The numberB 1, 2, 3
and 4 are for the Identification of the Htrlps and are used In connection with the photographs, all of which were made with a magHieel

in

Ilu-He

nitlcation of SH diamelers.

Section of Tire, Showing Location of Microphotographs.
Interpretation of Grain Structure in Tire A at Varying Distances
the micropholographs of the U tire, Nos. 1
to 6.
Nos. 1 to 5 were taken In strip No. 4. at the tread and at
'V
In.,
%
In. and 1 In. below the tread, respectively, and
V* In.,
No. 6 at 1 in., l>elow the tread in strip No. 3. These photographs
show an exceedingly line granular stru<ture. Indicating careful heat
treatment, a low average percentage of carlKin and an abundance
of ferrlte.
The structure becomes somewhat coarser as the metal
Is penetrated and the normal structure Is reached at a depth of
about 1 In. It will also be seen that there is a slight difference
lietween the structures of the metal as Illustrated by the two photographs Nos. r> and
which were taken at a depth of 1 In. below
the Irejiil In strips I and I! resi>eitlvely. No.
Is the finer, showing
that the metal i-cccivcd more work at that i)oint than it did deeper
in on strip No. :i.
This I) tire had the finest grain and the most
uniform structure of the samples examined. On the other hand,
tlic photographs corroboiate the chemical analysis of low carbon
content, possibly down lo 0..')0 jier cent, as Indicated by the proportion of ferrlte (white! and pearllte (black).
Next In order of fineness of grain conies the C, R and A tires
respectively.
Here again the reliitlve amounts of ferrlte and pearllte give an appicixiniale indlciition of the amount of contained carImui fiom which II would appear that llie H and (' tires would not
run over (l.tiO to O.Oo per cent, while the A may rise lo 0.70 per cent.
The material of the H lire shows a practically uniform texture
of grain throughout Us whole dei)th. with no decarbonizatlon at the
tread due lo heat trciilmenl, although this Is undoubtedly due to
the tire having betui turned before being examined.
In the (" tire, which was new. It will be seen that the outer
layer of the nuiterlal next to the tread, as Indicated by the photograph No. 7, was decarbonized by the action of the heat treatment
lo which it was subjected.
The presence of ferrlte Is very marked
all the way acrass the tread, but below the surface, as Inillcated
by the photographs Nos. S.
and 10, which were taken at depths
of 1^ In,, i.j In. and I In. below th'> tread respeitlvely, the grain
a.ssunies the normal condition for the steel at Its flnlshiiiK temperature, although 11 Is somewhat finer at the eilge strips Nos. 1 and 4
llian In the center strips Nos.
and 3, Indicating failure of the
work to penetrate the center.
The A tire has such a high carbon content that the absence of
excess ferrlte causes the grain to become ol>«cure; It was possible
to bring the formation out In part only by oblique Illumination.
When viewed umler the microsiope with the light adjusted to the
besl advantage a decided coarsening of the grain is noted at sue-
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tread.
For example, at the surface the
grains are apparently about the same size as those immediately
below the decarbonized shell of the tread in the C tire, but the
grain ooarsens rapidly and ai a depth of 1 in. it is somewhat coarser
than that of the C lire. The structure is interpreted from the micropnotographs in the accompanying diagram made at the same
magnification.
The E wheel has an exceedingly coarse structure with traces
throughout of inequality of carbon content and disappearance of
the grain. This is especially noticeable in photographs Nos. 19
and 20 and appears in the others to a greater or less extent, showing an unevenness of structure that is suggestive of cast steel.
This is discussed elsewhere in connection with a shelled-out wheel
of the same make. The penetration of work was apparently very
slight as is shown by the large size of the grains in No. 17. taken
at the surface of the tread, and the increasing size of structure
as shown in Nos. 18, 19 and 20 taken at depths of 14 in., \i. in. and

cessive points below Ihe

m

1

In.

respectively.

The F wheel has a coarser grain than the A, B or C tire and
slightly coarser than that of the D tire.
The carbon content appears to be about the same as that of the C tire or somewhat above
is
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decarbonization which is
pears in this one also, as
of ferrite accompanied by

by the chemical analysis. The surface
so marked In the case of the C lire apindicated by the increase of the amount
softening of the surface. The large size
of the grain in this wheel, as illustrated by photographs Nos. 21
to 2t>. Is caused by the peculiar heat treatment to which this wheel
was subjected, as there is no work put upon it after the final
heating.
This also explains why there Is comparatively little enlargement of the grain going down from the surface of the tread.
The photograph No. 21 was taken at the surface of the tread and
the others followed at depths of H in., »-j in.. 1 In., 2% in. and
O.fiO.

A/Q/4-. V^'/V.

E!ELOW7?7E^D

this

Is

2'V in. respectively.
The B tire Is typical of the others and needs only a word of
explanation of the microphotographs Nos. 2" to 30. which were
taken at the surface of the tread and at depths of '^ in.. >4 in. and
From these tlie gradually Increasing size of
'J In. respectively.

A/^/^.^w. belou' r/fE^o
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OP ^ T/RE

the grain Is apparent, though from its large dimensions, even at
the tread, it would appear that this particular tire was finished at
a rather high temperature.

The microphotographs
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wheelu and tIrcB cxaniliii'il, but Ix-low ihlH depth Hh grain ln<:reane«i
a comparallvt'ly uniform niannc'r, iIioukIi with a variation
to b(! noted later, until, at a depth of 1 In., It Is ullKhtly eoarHer
than any of the tIreH. On the other hand, It eonlalnH but a traie
of ferrlte, Indliatlng that the carbon content Ih about the uaroe a*
Hero aRaln, owing to the absenec of Hufltrient
that In the A tire.
ferrlte to outline the grain clearly. It was neceHwary to photograph
by obll(|ue lllunilnailon, and It waK under this light that the accompanying Hketi'beH lo Hhow the grain's size were made. The mlcrophotographH dowdy check the abraKion tcHts and the determlnatiouH
In Hize In

of Hpeilllc gravity.

where there beginK a gradual increase of ibe grain size
the normal dlmenxionii are reacbe<l at aljout '/,-. in. t>elow
the lop of the flange. The flrrt '/,, In. lii formed of a very floe
mixture of aljout equal proportlonH of ferrlte and pearliie. and
below thlM the ferrlte gradually dli>api>earH and the grains increaiie
In Bize.
At a depth of '/,, In. the ferrlte appears &S a dlscoatinuous
tend or envelope around the grains of pearllte. Indicating that the
This increai-e In the ilze
cjirlion (ontent Is aljout 0.70 per cent.
of the grains continues downward until they reach their maximum
at a depth of about 1 In.
In strip No. 2 there Is the same flne-grained surface structure
'/;,

in.,

of

F Wheel.

//A'.

Grain Structure in Schoen Wheel
Distances Below Surface of Tread.
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corresponding to that of No. 1. The depth of this decreases
from one side of the strip to the other and Is about '/,, In. thick
the corner. This structure Is shown In the photograph No. 31.
On the r!ght hand side, two zones will be seen: one of which, start-

at

There are two weli-dellned zones In the rim of the Schoen wheel,
that are evidently due lo the rulllng. One Is at a depth of 'i, In.
This Is best
"n In. Ik'Iow the surface of the tread.
Illustrated by the acconi|)auying diagram of ihc microstruclure in
the Sohoen wheel, In which the four strips and the location of the
mlcropholographs are niughly Indicated.
Strip No. 1 shows a very line grain at the surface with carbon
well below 0.50 per cent.
This structure runs down for ntiout
and the other

Is of very tine pearllte.
The point of maximum coarseat d.
This is not really a coarse grain In Itself, for It Is
even when compared with that of the P tire. Below rl there
is an abrupt change to extreme fineness aptin at /2.
This Is followed by a gradual increase In the size of the grain down to c2.
where the normal structure Is found at a depth of about 1 iu.
In strip No.
there is the same fine grain at the surface, as

ing
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line
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shown

in the photograph No. 32, which extends down to a depth
of about 7;„ in.
The extreme outside shows almost entire absence

carbon, or nearly pure ferrlte. This is followed by a gradual
increase in the amount of carbon until, at a depth of about Vi» in.
fine grain structure almost wholly of pearlite is indicated at fl.
Xext comes a uniform increase in the size of the grains, until they
r<;ach their maximum at the point marked cl, where there is an
abrupt change to a structure of great fineness, which, in turn, increases in size to a maximum at c2, when there is a second abrupt
change to extreme fineness at ^3. Below this there is a gradual
Increase in the grain size until the normal structure is reached at
iif

.1

about

A/SJ/, /I T FDGE

or

r/fs^yio

A/Q.32./IT sdgc

Of^-

r/r'£>]D

1 in.

In strip No. 4 there is the same decarbonized outer layer (a)
which is about Vs., in. thick at the center, thickening towards the
right in the direction of the edge of the wheel rim. This structure
differs in appearance from the corresponding area in No. 3 due
10 the distortion of the grain by mechanical treatment of the metal
after ferrite or pure iron became excessive as the result of burning
out the carbon on the surface of the steel.
The size of the grain
increases from fine at n. to a maximum coarseness at cl, y» in.
below the .surface where there is the same abrupt change as before
to a fine structure at i'l.
This will be seen by a reference to photograph No. 38. The grain again increases to a maximum coarseness
at c2, with another change to extreme fineness at /3, at a depth
Beyond this point the grain increases uniformly
of about V-v in.
until the normal size is reached at a depth of 1 in. as indicated by
photograph No. 36, and the diagram of grain sizes.
These changes in grain size are accounted for by the successive

heat and mechanical treatments to which the Schoen wheel was
subjected.

The conclusions drawn from this work with the microscope
are practically the same as those reached by a study of the physical
and chemical tests. It is apparent that the Schoen wheel Is quite
equal to the best tires, as regards depth of finish and the fineness
of the grain in the steel.
Influences Affecting Train Resistances.

f^/^JJ. ^^W- B/TL Oyy T/f£/)0
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A/034.
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of sc/jfosA/ steel W^EEL

C. Cams Wilson read a pajier before the Institution of Civil
Kiigineers in London on Dec. 10, 1907, in which he discussed the
forms of train resistance formula, and concluded with a resume
of the various causes affecting that resistance and the effects which
they produce. They were as follows:

Journal-friction in its relation to train-resistani^e and its
(1)
possible reduction by roller-bearings. The real value of roller-bearings in railroad traction is show^n to lie in the reduction of running
resistance and consequent saving of energy, and not in the reduction of starting-effort.
The results of tests with roller-bearings on
the Eastern Bengal State Railway show a saving actually obtained
of 1 per cent, greater than that calculated by the use of the resistance-formulas.
The influence of the truck on the resistance of bogie(2)
(oaches.
The resistance of a coach is shown to depend largely
upon the wheel-base of the truck, and the relation of the weight
of the bogie-trucks to that of the whole coach.
The effect of electrical ilriving on the resistance of bogie(3)
loavhes. The weight of the motors and the extra weight of the
motor-trucks in electrically-driven coaches increases the fiange
action and the total resistance of such coaches. The resistance of
electrical motor-coaches is in some cases as much as 34 per cent.
greater than that of trailing coaches running at the same speed
under similar conditions.
The reduction of the resistance of goods-\cagons by the
(4)
use of bogies. The influence of the bogie on train-resistance Is
shown to be greatest In the case of goods wagons.
The relation between the tractive efforts required to haul
(5)
loaded and empty bogie goods-tcagon^. Since flange-action depends
upon the ratio of the weight of the bogle to that of the whole wagon.
it
must follow that the resistance per ton of a loade<l bogie-wagon
must be less than that of the same wagon empty. This is a matter
of general experience, and can only be explained on the above
hypothesis. The results of tests in which a train of bogie-wagons
was hauled over a considerable distance backwards and forwards,
first loaded and then empty, show that the ratio of the mean drawbar-pull in the two cases was 0.56.
When the resistances are calculated by the formulas, the ratio is found to l)e 0.62.
(6)
The incidence of train-resistance on flange and rail-irear.
The energ}- expended in overcoming flange-resistance Is represented by the wear of tires ami rails. This wearing action Is much
preater in some cases than in others.
(7)
The reduction of tiange-action by mechanical contrivance.
It Is shown that by giving the bogie a lead, as is done In Tlmmis"
bogie-lead, the flange-action of the bogie can be reduced, and that
the saving depends upon the ratio of the bogie wheel-base to the
distance between the Iwgie centers, and also upon the ratio of the
bogie weight to the total weight.
(S)
The effect of side play on irain-resistanee and its possible
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The rclUiifc tm|tortanl^: of air-regislauce. The resistance
with a train o( bogie-coaches, running at 60 miles per
hour, amounts to about one-half of the total tractive ellurt required
to haul the train.
The experiments conducted by he St. l.,oul» Elei'tric Itallway TeKl CommlHsion show that a large reduction can be
made in the front and rear air-resistance by .shaping the ends, and
that by this means a saving can be effefted of lu per cent, of the
total tractive effort with a long passenger train, and 30 per cent,
with a single coach.
of the air

I

Tlie

Car Wheel and

Its

Relation to the Rail and Car.*

In going baci< to the period of the 24.oiiO-lb. capacity car, and
it with the present 100,000-lb. capacity car, the Increase
Is Tti.OOO lbs.;
increase in tare weight, formerly
4:;.OiiO, Is 2-1.000 lbs.;
Increase In permitted excess
load, 10 per cent., formerly 2.400 lbs., now 10.000 lbs., or 7,«00 lbs.,
wheels of the car have to
Increase
which
the
eight
making a total

comparing

load cui)ai-ily
18,000 lbs., now

in

which Is 240 per cent., or 3.3 times as much load.
under a 24.i)iMi-lb. capacity car weighed 525 lbs.
and the wheel used now under a loo.ouo-lb. capacity car weighs 700
The brake pressure
lbs., an increase of 175 lbs., or 3:! per cent.
applied to the eight wheels of a car was formerly 12. GOO lbs. and at
the present time Is 30.000 lbs., an Increase of 138 per cent. In addition to these changes, there liave been other changes that have had
a material effect upon the service, viz., greater rigidity of car trucks
and car bodies, higher speeds, and a general Introiluction of the air
brake, involving a much greater and more general absorption of
energy at the periphery of the car wheel. It thus appears that the
work generally imposed upon the wheel in service at the present
tiina Is very much more severe than formerly, and in this there
seems to i)e little opportunity for disagreement.
might state here thai during this period between the general
use of the 24,000-lb. capacity cur and the introduction of the 100.000Ib. capacity car, the refiuirements of the cast iron wheel Imposed by
railroads upon manufacturers have been made considerably more
The lime guarantee has been raised
severe and comprehensive.
from two to four and five and. in some cases, six years. Physical
tests of car wheels have been generally imposed, and the thermal
test has been added to the drop test. The increased exactions of the
railroads in lliis way have been met by the manufacturers at an
actual reduction in price of about 25 per cent.
It has l)een suggested of late that the cast iron car wheel is no
longer etjual to the conditions imposed by modern service, unless a
very niaterbil Improvement in quality can be obtained, which no one
has thus far been willing to suggest as probable, but it does not follow by any means that such a thing is not possible. While the (jucslion of Improving the quality to meet these new conditions is under
coi.slderation. It occurs to me that possibly other developments
might lie lirouglil about which would greatly mitigate the difflculties
that are being experienced.
The ilevelopment of the steel car wheel has been taken up actively by several concerns in this country willi the idea of providing
somelhing to meet the neetls of modern service, and there are others
who are about to embark In Ibis line of work. They have received a
good deal of encouragement, and there are those who believe that
carry, of 107,000

The

lbs.,

wiu'cl used

I

the real remedy for the present dinicullies lies In the use of steel instead of cast Iron. Steel has many <iualltles thai commend It for the
purpose, but 1 do not think It is going too far to slate that the use
of steel should not be expected to completely eliminate the present
troubles, and that whether or not the steel wheel shall be considered
essential and come into more general use, it would appear that It,
as well as the cast iron wheel, should l)e proteele<l, as far as [ws
slblc, from .some of the very trying conditions to which all wheels
are now subjected.
Tho particular failure of wheels that Is attracting most attention at the present time Is that of the breaking off of the Mange.
Tills Is not so freqilPUt as might be supposed, but Its eonsequence:<
are often most disastrous; the numlier of removals of wlieels whose
(langi s might easily break Is much larger than the numlier of those
that tliially fail in service.
In addition to this, I find that of all
wheels removetl from service, not less llian 50 per cent, are removed
on account of worn llanges. and in this percentage 1 Include those
that are worn away from the flange, usually found on the opiKisite
end 6l the axle and which cannot be remated. Fifty per cent. Is the
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4.

S5 per

My dau

for thia Biatemeut Is obtained from four heavy service
eastern railroads and two typical western ratlroadR. Taking up flrbt
the question of broken llanges, I would htaie that m> conclufilons
are based on personal observation of a large numlier of wheels examined on several railroads. Compaialively few broken flanges
cent.

the flange Ix'iug worn thin and broken off laterally
through the smallest section at the base of the Ilauge. Hy far the
larger number come as a result of the development of a seam opened
on the tread of the wheel and oftentimes beneath the surface clofie

come from

to the tjase of the flange, and often before the OaDge Is worn to aiiy
considerable extent. Sometimes this i><.-«im existn and is not apparent
at the siirlace; in fact. I have seen cases where the seam ha*
existed beneath the surface for some time U-fore reaching it, but
in the majority of cases the sf-am extends to the surface at about
the same. time.
In moht of the cases examined It has been noted
that the fractured metal has a blue discoloration, an indication
In thus stating the facts I am confirmed
of oxydization from heat.
by exi>erienced railroad and mechanical men and wheel makers. Several explanations for this failure have been made to the writer, but
the most logical explanation seems to be as follows:
Fig. 1 illustrates the relation Itetween a wheel with a 25 to 1
taper on the tread and the rail head. This shows the wheel and
rail
in their normal relation; that is to say, the wheel occupying
the
its proper gaging position with reference to the rail, and It will be
seen from this that the contact between the two is reduced to a
very small area. In fact, theoretically it is a point. If the wheel
occupies a position such that the flange or the throat of the flange
is against the rail, the contact will be changed as shown by Fig. 2.
so that the contact will be practically on the tread at the base of
Frequently heavy loads are carried for some time on
the flange.
the wheels in this way, so that under this condition there is an
extreme concentration of the load at this point, which is. as a rule,
At the same time
the point at which these seams are developed.
.severe application of the brake 'occurs, the brake shoe bearing
heavily on the tread at the base of the flange. Such a combination
of conditions as this might occur on a down grade and in passing
around a curve. In addition to the heat developed by the brake
shoe there is a material increment of heat developed as a result of
the abrasion between the flange of the wheel or the base of the
Here, then, is a combination of extreme condiflange and the rail.
tions; in other words, concentrated load and concentrated heat, together with considerable lateral pressure acHlnst the flange if the
car happens to be pa.ssing around a curve at considerable speed.
During the period of the lighter capacity car these same conditions prevailed and occasionally the flange of the wheel failed in
the same way as it fails at the present time, but such cases were
so infrequent and so much less disastrous in their effect than at
the present time that little notice was taken of them. It sometimes
occurs to-day under tiO.ooO-lb. capacity cars.
in considering greater frequency of flange failures at the present time it must be borne in mind that the number of freight equipment cars in service has Increased very greatly during the last fewyears and the average mileage that these cars make Is very much
greater than it used to be as nearly as I can ascertain altout loo
per cent. and the applicjttion cf air brakes to freight equipment
cars is now universal, so that the increased number of flange failures is readily accounted for. allowing the causes to be practically
the .same as formerly.
As to the manner, in detail, by which this seam is developed. I
suggest the following explanation:
The sudden application of
heal to the tread of the wheel at the base of the flange ha.s the eff-i t
primarily of making the metal at the surfai-e exi>and quickly. The
metal below the surface cannot expand so quickly and .*o resists the
expa!islon of the surface metal. The surface metal Is therefore put
under compression while l>elow the surface the metal is put under
tension. The one Is worlvlng against the other with the result that
the nielal will yield at the weakest ^ectlon. which would be that
part tiiat is under tension. Subsequently, if the conditions prevail
for n siilflcient length of time the surface will crack also and a
thrust against the flange. a.<5 in passing around a curve, would remove a portion if not the entire flange. The operation of heat in
this way may be illustrated in large metal ingots.
It Is not Infrequently the case that when a large liody of hot steel U poured Into
an ingot mold, that that i>art of the metal which comes In contact
with the metal mold cools rapidly while that at a distance from
the surface cools very much more gradually, with the result that,
as the surface metal tends to contract and Is resisted by the body
of metal within, the siirfai'e metal, which is subjected to a pull or
tensile stress, yields, and a crack or check develops.
This operation is the reverse of that which lakes place In the
wheel, but the foro<^s at work are identical and operate in the same
way. To thcs<- conditions brought about by tJie application of beat,
add the conceiitralion of load at the same locality with lateral
thrust against the flange, and It would seem strange if failures
did not occasionally occur.
The writer has seen flanges of steel tired wheels that have failed
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a question whether tne
causes were precisely the same, although it would appear the same
causes were largely contril)utory. Where the load is concentrated
as here described it would seem that a peening action must take
place to some extent, probably more with the steel than with the
cast iron, inasmuch as steel is ductile and there is at times what is
generally designated as a flow of metal under pressure. This peening action would necessarily seem to have a considerable influence in
the case of the steel wheel, but the chill of the cast iron wheel being
so hard, the metal cannot flow as in the case of the steel, but may wear
But this
or disintegrate very rapidly if the pressure is extreme.
peening action, in the case of the steel wheel, and the concentration
lu

the

same way as

cast iron, but

It

is

of heat together with considerable and constant lateral pressures,
do not appear as unreasonable causes for the failure of the flanges
of some steel wheels. It should be borne in mind that on a straight
track a wheel is often running to one side constantly and lateral
flange pressure Is produced.
I might here call attention to the fact that the chills in which
car wheels are cast develop such cracks in the surface in time as
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the development of seams at the throat of flanges and the breakage
of the latter than any other items."

As has been said, the fracture in the case of flange failure
starts in a vertical rather than a hoilzontal direction, as shown
in Fig. 3.
The thickening of the flange in a horizontal direction
will not therefore materially assist in the elimination of this
trouble.
In considering this matter I think it is generally fell that
the flange of the cast iron wheel is weak, possibly too weak to
perform the service required, but in the light of my Investigation
I cannot see that such a conclusion is fairly reached.
This particular question was of sufficient imi>ortance to one
railroad to enlist the interest of Purdue University in making some
tests for it with a view of determining the pressure required to
remove a piece of flange as if it were in contact with the rail.
The wheels were mounted on a suitable support under a heavy
service press and the ram of the press was brought down on the
flange until the latter gave way.* Three of the wheels tested were
taken from service under 100,000-lb. capacity cars after having
been in service about eight months. A number of others which

Fig. 1.

were tested had not been In service. In all, 23 testa were made,
the results of which are shown by the following tabulation:
Resulls of Flange Tc»la.
BrenkliiR

:x:

No. of wheel.
H. 10.413
n. 10.413
H. 10,413
II. 10,413
11. 10,413

loiKl.

52,8.10
47, -.iO
4n„t.".()

Fig. 3 A.

a result of sudden heating and cooling.
In fact, it is one of the
chief reasons for the discarding of chills and the requiring of renewals.
It is not at all an unusual thing for heavy castings to
cracli in a foundry as a result of internal stresses caused by a
difference in temperature between the surface of the casting and
the metal within.
In fact, the process of annealing is for the purjiose of preventing very large internal .stresses which might cause
failure in use, and the practice of soaki.ig wheels or slowly cooling
them is provided for the purpose of eliminating internal stresses.
I
present some samples of broken flanges which are typical
of the failures that I have described.
desire to lay particular
I
stress on the fact that that part of the fracture which exists at the
luise of the flange extends vertically for a considerable distance
into the tread, as sliown in Figs. H and 3A.
If the flange itself
were not suflicicnlly strong to successfully resist the lateral thrust
it would seem that the fracture, instead of going vertically down
into the tread, would go transversely across the base of the flange.
There are comparatively few cases that have come to my notice
where the fracture has been transversely across the base of the
llange.
In nearly all such cases that I have examined tlie flanges
have been worn thin vertically and the wheel should not be held
responsible.

One prominent car builder with whom

have talked in conI
this matter expressed a l)elief that at points where
seams develop there is already an internal stress which might
lio considered a seam
in embryo, and one manufacturer of cast
iron wheels suggests that this might occasionally occur, deiwnding
upon the conditions of manufacture and particularly depending
upon the rapidity of pouring and the temperature of tlio metal.
The superintendent of motive power of a very prominent
railroad that removes from service a large number of seamy wheels
states as follows:
"The most serious cause for flange failure is
the development of seams at the throat of flange and subsequent
lireakage.
Wo consider that these seams are the result of concentrated load and heat in combination with poor quality of wheels.
nection with
lliese

We

believe tliat tlie discontinuance of the use of the proper proportion of charcoal pig iron, together with the inauguration of the
thermal te.st and the more liberal use of ferromanganese in connection \Yith the inferior wheel mixture has had more to do with

53,400
105,000
02,850
48,700
58.250
58,000
74,850
72.200
87.000

II
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II.
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11.
II.

10.254
10.254
n. 10,254
H. 19.254
II.
II.
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be seen that the minimum load was 47,700
lbs., maximum 111.600, the average about 60.000 IIjs.
In the case
of wheels that have been In service for some time it is probable
that the average would be less than this.
The strength of the flange of the steel wheel made by the
Schoen Steel Wheel Co.. tested at Purdue University with the same
apparatus, showed that a pressure of Ti^O.fili lbs. was necessary to
remove a piece of the flange. This would indicate that the strength
of the steel flange was over eight times that of the cast iron, but
as I have stated, the flanges of steel wheels sometimes fail, also
indicating that lateral thrust Is not likely to be the primar}- cause
of such a failure, although it may be the ultimate cause.
Geo. L. Fowler has recently written for the Schoen Steel
Wheel Co. a very interesting publication on the subject of the
steel wheel and makes comparisons with the cast iron wheel.t
His ."irguments are based on the belief that the failure of flanges
this
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Ih primarily ami iiliimalbiy dui- to preHHUii' alone, Ijut In thin I
i:annol aKnt- wlili liiin.
Ttic- evlili.-nifi that 1 havo lollecUid Ihufc
far IndloaleH that tin- niinilifr of caHcs of llanncH broken a» a reHuH,
primarily, of lateral tliriiJil Ih alrnoKl neKllKllil<-. and that Iht- other
He
caiiHCB already doHcrllied are more likely to Ik? the real oncB.
|)olntH out, however, and very truly, that the lateral thruHt between

oftentimes very connlderahle,
determine accurately Just what
tho lateral IhruHt Is. Me ha.s made an exhauHllve series of experlmenu on the I'ennKylvanla LIneK West of HltlMhurKh with an apparutiiM deslKned hy hlm.nelf. for carefully niea-siirlnK the lateral
thruKt In the caHc of movluK carh or trains paHsliiK around curves.
His measurements were taken at the outer rail near the end of a
4 deg. 2r» mln. curve, or a radius of 1,307 ft., the elevation of the
outer rail being 3% In., which, as be states, Is correct for a
Moirt of his results are obtained from a
speed of 3B.«t; m.p.h.
single car allowed to run alone around the.se curves at different
speeds.
At a maximum speed of 3(i.<;n m.p.h. his maximum pressure recorded 12.Ki;.") lbs, No doubt the lateral thrusts considerably
exceed these figures at times, in fact there can be no doubt about
It.
am fully convinced that they do, and have seen evidence
I
I have
within the past 3(t days to Indicate that such Is the case.
seen a number of arch bars, IVs* In. x 5 In. material, used under
100.000 lb. capacity car trucks bent laterally % in., not as a result
was told
of wreck or derailment but extreme service conditions.
at the time I was shown these bars that similar cases are found
from time to time. The cars under which these trucks were used
were of very rigid construction, both body and truck, and such
evidence as this, together with the Information presented by Mr.
Fowler from actual measurements, should, I think, confirm anyone
In the belief that in the designing of modern cars this item has
been greatly neglected.
When the new M. C. K. axle.s were designed a very important
Item of allowance was made on account of lateral thrust which
tho llanKe of the wheel and the
and he haw taken ereat paInK

•

rail Ih

to

I

Fig. 4.

In conclusion

on thl? jwlnt, I would state that It would seem
the flanges of cast Iron wheels were not aufllclently strong
to stand the thrusts of modern service we would have very many
more failures than we do; In fact, to my mind we could not have
gone as far ns we linvc In tho use of the cost Iron wheel. The
thickness of the flange has been Increased and tho limit of wear for
the flange has been decreased, with Uie Idea that more strength
might originally bo had and subsetiuently maintained.
Greater
coning of the wheel has been recommended and adopted by some,
for the purpose of keeping the flange of the wheel away from the
rail as much as possible.
With reference to the Increased coning, the consensus of opinion seems to be that It has rendered some assistance In the matter
of making the wheels under trucks in service track better or maintain !i projier alinoment on straight or tangent track.
I
call nltenllon to tlie fact, by referring to Fig. 1, that the Increased coning
has also served to concentrate the load on a smaller area and that,
too, closer to the flange of the wheel.
It would appear that little
consideration lias been given the matter of dissipating or distributing the load rather than concentrating it. and similarly little
If

j:ffa4ltxia<i

OaeeUo, Sopt.

IS,

MOT.

4

attention seenui to have lieeu given the matter <»f the apidkMion
•.< enof brake shoes to the wheels In the way of
liO**
iration of beat at the throat of the flange,
: the
are applied to new wheeU It Is almoi^t genuliCtrU at
bearing is at the throat alone, and In the caM: ul
the throat and the outtr iwrtlon of the tread.
It 1» often the «*»«
also that brakes are so hung that the brake sboeii themselves wear
into the fiange at the throat.
have examined a great many ca«ea
I
When •
of late and find this statement to be entirely correct.
new wheel is put In service on a new rail, or even on old rails,
the bearing between the two would be as indicated lii Kigs 1 and 2.
As wear takes place, which must be very rapid In ho small a bearing, the area of contact Increaiies until finally the roning I* all
worn 0(1 except a small portion near the flange, but the tread of
the wheel In time Increases Its Itearlng so that I'j or 2 In., sometimes more, of the width of the tread will be found In contact with
the rail. Apparently this Is a condition to which It Is desired the
wheel should come, and It may be hald that if wheels are succeasful
In reaching this condition they are likely to continue In succeaaful
service giving a normal life unless for some reason there U an extreme condition brought about at some time whereby the heat la
concentrated as indicated heretofore.
It would appear then, that
that portion of the coning which remains Is reasonably effective In
preventing the wheel from running to the rail. I think It Is clearly
understood at this time that it Is dlfflcult. If not Impossible, to
mount a large number of wheels on axles and for each two wheels
mounted on the same axle to have exactly the same diameter, and
the coning, therefore, has for Its principal object the equalization
of the differences In diameter. The wheel of smaller diameter will
have a tendency to run to the flange and the wheel of larger
diameter will have a tendency to run away from the flange.
In
time they seek a level if not prevented from so doing by other
causes which will be spoken of later, and accomplish the result
wish here to draw attention to the fact that with such
desired.
I
:

.

Fig.

Fig. 5.

reached the axle through the wheel, yet on many railroads, at least,
the thought of relieving the wheel has been given little or no considerntlon.
Some railroads have taken this Into account and provide in their truck construclion for lateral motion or yielding
resistance. Tho old Hwiiig-motion lr\ick provided this, and it would
seem that .some provision for yielding resistance would lie highly
deslrnbie.
Here, I think It Is fair to state, that some provision
of this kind should not be considered as a complete remedy but
as a means for alleviating the didlculty somewhat; in fact. It would
seem that a satisfactory provision of this kind would be very
material In Its effect.
that
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a limited bearing between the wheel and the rail as is shown by
Fig. 2, the larger diameter on which the wheel rolls could not be
expected to last very long; in fact, it would naturally break down
very rapidly and therefore the purpos*' of the Increased diameter
might be defeated, particularly if the influence of the greater
diameter to turning the truck is not at least equal to the resistance
As a matter of fai't. the resistance to turning is probably very much
greater than this Influence, in many cases, and therefore a wheel
may run constantly for a limited period on this larger diameter
without accomplishing (he purpose for w^hlch the ronlng is Intended.
In my Judgment It would seem that having reached this working Ijasis by wear, the coned wheels are In far l)etter condition to
withstand service successfully than they were when first put into
service for the reason that gradually the load is changed from a
concentrated condition on a small area of tread near the flange to
a very much larger area extending outwardly toward the edge of
the tread.
So far as I have been able to ascertain from railroad mechanical men this statement of what I have described as a good working basis Is regardetl by them as correct- at any rate I regard it
as correct.
If this working basis that I have described is a desirable one to reach, why should it not l>e brought into play when
wheels are first put Into service by making the contour accordingly?
From an examination of the treads of a large number of wheels
I
have obtained a composite contour which corresiwnds very closely
to that shown In Figs. 4. 5.
and T. and It will be seen that this
contour bears quite a different relation to the rail from that shown
by Figs. 1 and 2. In tho former case the bearing Is of considerably
greater extent, .going as a rule beyond the crown of the rail from
the flange, and instead of the existence of straight coning, as is
originally applied, there Is the equivalent extending a short dlsanoe from the base of the flange outward and having a radius
i".
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to 2 in. Ijefore meeting tlie lillet at the base of the
uKually worn to IVi in. or less.
contention that a contour of this kind bears a much
Iji'tter relation to the rail, is quite as effective in equalizing the
(lifferi'nces in diameter, has the material advantage of dissipating
th(! loiid on the rail and wheel tread and makes the wheel more
serviceable with less opportunity for failure than would the
straight coning of i in 20 or 1 in 25 recently recommended and
now constituting the practice of the country.
It would appear from the facts as found in service that an
increase of the radius of the fillet at the base of the throat beyond
is a positive disadvantage rather than an advantage, inasin.
'yU
much as In a short time it must be reduced, and provides an opportunity for more extreme concentration of the load on the tread
than with the smaller radius. It would appear that a coning beyond
this fillet, having some relation to the top edge of the rail so as
to avoid extreme concentration of load but which would permit the
wheel to roll for a short time on a larger diameter, would be a
more effective mcan.s of protecting the flange than that at present
provided.
In conclusion on tlii.s point I do not state that this alone would
be a cure for existing difficulties, but I do state that it seems reasonable to me, at least, that It will tend to mitigate the difficulties
somewhat If I am right in my premises that It Is desirable to dissipate loads on the tread of the wheel rather than concentrate them.
With reference to the matter of improving the quality of the
wheel it would seem that after consideration of the conditions
under which wheels ojjerate at the present time ;ls compared with
formerly, there must have been a considerable improvement In the
process of manufacture and In the quality, but it Is possible that
the larger use of ferro-manganese and the introduction of the
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Fig. 7.

thermal tests have contributed to the development of seams In
cast iron wheels.
The thermal test was Introduced several years
ago, before the high capacity cars were in general use, to prevent
wheels from flying to pieces under severe application of the brake,
and in this it seems to have been reasonably successful. If, however, as stated by some, a more general use of ferro-manganese has
contributed to our present trouble, no doubt in time this difficulty
can l>e overcome and a more efficient test of wheels might be devised than the thermal test.
On this point It would seem that the
man\ifacturers of cAst iron wheels might present something that
would be helpful.
have already set forth the greatly Increased work required
I
of wheels at the present time.
I am of the opinion generally speaking, that unless an Improvement Is effected In the quality of wheels
the failures will be very much more numerous than they are at
the present time.
If physical tests are of any practical value In
determining quality there can be no doubt that the quality Is better, although it may be entirely possible that a change In chemical composition such, for instance, as the increased percentage of
ferro-manganese used, may have had some effect on the chill
whereby It is not so well able to withstAnd the application of heat.
It Is a fact In making slight variations In the chemical makeup
of Irons and steels that certain relations are oftentimes very radically changed.
I
can only say that in making my Investigations
in this direction so little seems to bo actually known and so much
unknown that this matter must be approached most conservatively.
am prepared to state beyond question, as a result of actual experience In making wlu^ls. that it is entirely possible to produce
a cast iron wheel the body of which will be very much tougher
and stronger than is the case today.
I
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A short time since, wishing to ascertain something about this
matter, I made a number of wheels with the Idea of eliminating
some of the elements that usually make cast Iron what It is. viz.:
brittle.
By greatly reducing the phosphorus and sulphur content
I succeeded In
making a wheel, the flange and body of which were
incomparably stronger than anything that has been commercially
produced up to the present time, but I am not at all prepared to
state whether the chill of such wheels. If subjected to the conditions of concentrated load and heat at the present time, would
withstand existing conditions any better than do the average
wheels, although it appears quite probable. It Is well known that
sulphur is an element that makes for brittleness, yet It also makes
for hardness.
It Is well known that phosphorus makes for brittleness, yet it also makes for red shortness and greatly reduces the
strength, but it also Increases the fluidity of iron In the melted
state and assists In the process of pouring, and it is possible that
with a reduction of sulphur and phosphorus content some other
element might he substituted which might greatly Improve the
There has, however, been little done in the
quality of the chill.
way of investigation along these lines, and I am led to believe that
wheel

manufacturers

have

had

little

Inducement to

pursue

in-

might here state that if an improvevestigations of this kind.
I
ment In the quality of the wheels is desired it is absolutely certain
that an Increase In the cost will be unavoidable. I hope to be able
to pursue this phase of the question later, but at the present time
it is my desire to point out other possible remedies which may
materially alleviate the difficulty of broken and worn flanges, not
only in the case of the cast iron wheel but of the steel wheel as
well.

While the matter of Improving the quality of the wheel must
necessarily be a very gradual one and worked out by experiment
covering, no doubt, a considerable period of time, the question
arises In the meantime what other things suggest themselves as
have already pointed out that the concentrapartial remedies.
I
tion of heat Is one of the probable causes of failure at the present
time and It has occurred to me that probably something might be
done to avoid this. Would it not be possible to so design our brake
shoes as to prevent any material bearing or development of friction and heat either at the flange or on the tread of the wheel
near the flange where the load is often concentrated? In discussr
ing this matter with one railroad man a short time since, he suggested that he thought the area of brake shoe contact with the
wheel was already rather limited, and that If contracted any further It would be a disadvantage rather than an advantage. Since
that time I have taken occasion to Inspect a large number of brake
shoes in service and find that probably not more than one half of
those in service have effective use of more than 50 per cent, of
their full area.
found also, some years ago, when conducting
I
brake shoe experiments for the Master Car Builders' Association,
that when the surface of the shoe In contact with the wheel became
hot the metal expanded, changing the shape of the brake shoe
so that the bearing was considerably greater at the central part
of the shoe and very little at the ends, and that upon cooling, the
shape of the shoe was again changed as a result of the wear of
the central portion and when thoroughly cooled the brake shoe
would take its bearing at the end portions only; so it would
appear that little or nothing would be lost by removing almost
entirely that part of the shoe which cow bears on the tread of the
wheel at the throat This might necessitate some modification of
the brake shoe holder and of the point of bearing of the brakebeam, but I am led to the belief that a great deal can be done by
changing the shape- of the brake shoe alone, that is, by cutting
away the bearing near the flange. I wish to point out again that
do not present this as an absolute cure for the difficulties that
I
exist, but as something that would tend In the direction of mitigating the difficulties.
In fact. I believe that the means suggested
for diffusing the load and preventing the concentration of heat
would have a decided influence towards reducing wheel failures.
From one railroad where the service Is exceedingly heavy 1
have obtained the following facts concerning the removal of wheels
during the year 1007: Total wheels removed for all causes. 79.000;
wheels removed on account of seams at or near throat on tread,
without failure of flange. 3.312.
I might say here that this condition Is typical of the conditions
on a number of other roads with which I am familiar and which
I have Investigated, and It seems to lend considerable weight to the
argument that I have here advanced concerning the concentration
of heat and load.
have already made the statement that of all wheels removed
I
from the service on two typical western roads and four heavy
service eastern roads, about 50 per cent, are removed on account
of worn flanges, with a maximum of 86 per cent, on one road. The
enormous loss of wheel service on this account, to say nothing of
the necessity of holding cars out of service for the purpose of
renewing wheels and of increased train resistance, seem to be a
waste and expense that should be avoided somewhat, at lea^i. if
Whether the quality of the cast Iron wheel is impioved
possible.
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or whether the steel wheel Is brouKht Into more general oae. IhU
Item of worn MaoKr-H will continue ami be more expen«lve with the
ConHldciahli- luui alrea'ly been said
Increaifeil llr,it io«t of wheelH.
by otlDTH coneernlnK thlH matter and aluo about means for prevcnllnK It. A few rallroadH huv<' taken Bome active steps towards
mlnJnil/.InK tbiH waHte, but the majority Meem to have done little.
The dinirulty Hoems to lie In the fart that wheels under can* do
not track aH intended: that ix to huv, IUp alinement of the wheelH
|8 not colnclik'iit with the alinement of the railH.
It Ih well nnderHtood that this (lango wear is not produced as
a result of passinK around curves; It takes place on straiKht or tangent track; it is so general and has extended over so long a time
that it seems fair to state that the wheels are not permitted to
say this for the reason that in some cases where thejr
track.
I
are permitted to track they do track.
It Is often the case, as
stated previously, that wheels mounted on the same axle are not
of exactly the same diameter, and It is the tendency for a wheel
of smaller diameter to wear toward the flange. The coning Is Intended to ovf-rcome this dlfflculty.
In some cases It seems to bo
effective, and In other cases to the extent already noted it does not
seem to be effective. There is considerable evidence to show that
coning might be made more effective If the real.stance of the trucks
to pivoting or turning about their pivotal center could be materially
reduced.
It has been well established that the resistance of trains has
considerably diminished in the case of cars where the body and
truck side bearings are free or clear of each other, and where the
Numerresistance to pivoting is principally at the center bearing.
ous papers have been presented and numerous discussions have
taken place before this club covering this point, and I think it Is
safe to say that this principle is so well established that it is
regarded as right and necessary to construct cars that shall have
I
the side bearings free and continue so for some time at least.
would call attention, however, to the fact that on some roads,
If not on most, where this effort has been made with considerable
success to keep side bearings clear, that the percentage of wheels
removed on account of worn flanges has. Instead of decreasing,
actually Increased; In fact, on one heavy service railroad, in comparing the service of wheels under 40.000 and 60.000-lb. capacity
cars with those under 100,000-lb. capacity cars. I And that the
average life of the wheels has been reduced until now it Is but
liH per cent, under high capacity cars of that which it was formerly
under the lighter capacity cars, and that l'> per cent, of all the
wheels removed are on account of worn flanges, which, as I have
said. Includes those that are worn away from the flange and cannot be rcmated, lint which are not worn through the chill.
This
would aeem to indicate that this condition, while possibly reaching the extreme on this particular railroad, exists to a marked
extent on all railroads, or nearly so, and that enough has not yet
been done to provide an elflclent or partially efficient remedy.

Some years ago one

In this country having its Interpursue this matter with a view of ascerL. H. Turner, S.M.P. of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, has kinilly. furnished me with a resume of
his experiments in this direction,
.•\ftpr making preliminary tests
atout seven years ago and reaching the conclusion that an antifriction center bearing would relieve the worn flanges, they commenced to equip some of their cars with the ball l>earing center
and side bearings, so that at the present time they have a total of
8.600 cars so eriulpped and i;.!ilit cars without. The latter are older
cars of ordinary design, largely coal cars or gondolas.
The average life of the ball bearing cars at the present time Is between
three and four years, ipilte long enough, it would appear, to ascertain whether the tendency of the ball bearings has operated in the
direction of avoiding worn flanges. Covering a period of S6 months,
ended May 31, 1!»07, I find that 19,608. or S6 per cent, of all the
wheels removed, both from their own and foreign cars, were removed on account of worn Manges; lliat 47:!. or LM per cent., were
removed from cars equipped with ball bearings; that S.92t;. or 39.2
per lent., were removed from the non-ballbearing cars of their
own ei|ul|)ment, and 10,207, or 44. S per cent., were removed from
foreign cars, out of a total of 22,S0G wheels removed from all
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taining what might be done.
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were onebalf that which be stAtes, tbe results should be well
worthy of serious comiideration.
Some shop tests made re<*ntly by one railroad ivlth • view to
determining the difference In resistance Ixrtween antifriction center bearings and plain center bearings show that the reitlstaoce to
turnloK of a dry cast steel or malleable Iron center bearlog, as
compared with the anti-friction center Itearing, Is ai> C to 1 and
In one caiie over T,0 to 1.
Mr. Turner, In his shop tests, gives the
relation as al>out :<<( to 1, but there Is r<-ason to l>elleve that In
service this relation might be somewhat changed and not he qult«
MO great.
In case of the Ijearing used by ihe P. t I. Kf the construction Is such that In passing around a curve the action of
the balls on their seats rabies the Iwdy of the car slightly anil
when passing off 4he curve on to a tangent this elevation of the
car body is applied to return the truck to its normal and proper
position, wiib relation to the rail.
Other anti frii-tion center l»earIngs thus far developed do not appear to have Included this feature,
and It ie not evident at this time to what extent this Is an advantage, for with an efficient antifriction center bearing without
this feature the wheels themselves would be expected to return the
truck to the same normal position.
I
feel that the Pittsburgh * Lake Erie is entitled to a ereat
deal of credit In carrying this work as far as It has, and am convinced that In these results which Mr. Turner has presented there
must \te enough reliable sul)8tance to warrant the l>ellef that
many railroad men have bad, that something of the kind would
be valuable for the purpose Intended. What I desire to point out
in this connection Is that one railroad has tried and obtained results, and tliat if attention and effort are concentrated on this subject by other railroads, or by railroads in general, an entirely efflclent means will be developed for relieving the car wheel from
what appears to l>e an unnecessary burden. It Is usually the case
that where there is concentration of effort, results are forth-

coming.

The inability of wheels to track. It would seem, has some bearing on the failure of flanges, lu that a wheel would be crowded
constantly toward the flange and would necessarily have its lo«ul
concentrated near the flange. In this way I am of the opinion that
some additional relief might be given the already over-burdened
wheel.
Finally, to summarize the points that I have endeavored to
make, and laying aside, for the present, the matter of Improving
the quality of the wheel, which is a work that must necessarily go
on, F would suggest (1) avoid the concentration of load by the
use of a more satisfactory relation between the contour of the
wheel and that of the rail; 12) avoid the eoneeutration of heat at
or near the flange of the wheel by a modlDcation of the brake
practice; (3) relieve the oftentimes existing high pressures agairst
the flange by Introducing the feature of lateral motion In truck
construction, so that a considerable yielding resistance will lie
offered instead of an abrupt one; (4) for the purpose of avoiding
the excessive wear of wheel flanges of all kinds, modify the contour
and provide means whereby the resistance to the pivoting of the
truck and of the wheels to track may be very materially reduced.
Foreign Railroad Notes.

The Italian State Ra:lix>ads have lioen authorised to contnul.
Italy and elsewhere, for 330 lo<-omotives. 27o passenger cars. 25u
l>aggage lars and 10.951 freight cars, at an aggregate cost of about

In

t2.S,000,000.

A

world's electrical exhibition

Is

to

l>e

held In Marseilles, begin-

ning April 19 next and closing Oct. 31. The French Prime Minister.
C'l^meiiceau. is honorary president, and the Minister of Public
Works and other high public functionaries are among Its offlolals.

The Executive Council,

to which Is committed the oversight
had Its pay fixed at )!,000 a year
member, and $6 additional for every iluv it meets. This

of the Italian State Railroads, has
for each

council

Is

supposed

to represent the people

whom

tlie

railroads serve.

causes.

true that these figures may not accurately and
hensively slate the entire situation, but it would seem to
sonably clear that with .S,l!00 cars iii service an average
three years that only 2.1 per cent, of the wheels removed
It

Is

comprebe reaof over
in

that

lime were duo to worn flanges, is considerable anil Important evidence to the effect that If wheels have a better opportunity to track
they win do so.
It may be true that the particular device whieh the }'. & L. K.
used has not been all that might be ileslred. It Is true that balls
have broken and that they have become imbedded in the i)lates,
and there Is considerable that may be desired before pronouncing
this iiutlfriction center hearing entirely satisfactory, but there is
no saiusnyins the fad that If the accomplishment lu suving wheels

Putting obstructions on a railroad in order to cause a derailment seems to be regiH-d«Ml as a serious matter In Prussia. Two
young men, thinking to amuse themselves in this way, fli^t put
heavy Iron hooks over the mils and hid nearby to seo the fun.
The engine shoved these books several hundred feet lM>fore It was
stopped, but illd not leave the track. Then they put a number of
rails across the track in front of another train; and again the
engine was stopped after shoving them some distance. The men
were caught, brought to a confession, tried and sentenced to six
years in prison and we may be pretty stire that they will not be

—

pardoned within a year or two.
iRaMcuflil Udcrtrr, Jau. 30, 1003, p. 82.
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Canailiuns, with a genuine appreciation of the relationship between transportation facilities and commercial expansion, find satisIn public
faction in watching the growth of their railroad system.
regard this question is of first importance, as the course of events
has demonstrated. To the lavish appropriation of public money,
and still more generous gifts of land, in aid of railroad enterprises,

no objection has been offered. Federal and Provincial governments
alike have opened their treasuries to the owners of charters, while
municipalities all over the Dominion have cheerfully assumed heavy
debenture liabilities in order to provide the wherewithal for railroad
construction. No other people under the sun have done as much to
help themselves in this respect as have the sturdy citizens of this
iiortbland; and in thus proceeding they have been nudged as much
by the stern call of necessity as by the instincts of optimism.
The extent to which our railroads have grown may be gathered
from the following statement of mileage in five-year periods:
1863
1808
1873
1878
1883

-',189

2,270
3,8.12

0,220
'.t,r)77

1888
1803
1898
1903
1907

12,58u
15,000
16,870
18,988
22,4.-12
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of $6,400, on a basis of half the cost over $15,000 per mile up to
$21,400.
This was not, however, the commencement of the giving
of aid.
The $3,200 was in 1882 taken to be the cost of steel rails
I)er mile, and was adopted as a general mea.sure of assistance to
practically all new roads, but without any definite policy, many
millions had been appropriated in preceding years. Time will probably demonstrate, however, that the granting of from 7,000 to 10,000
acres per mile to lines in the West was the more valuable subvention. The experience of the Canadian Pacific leads to this conclusion. This line was in 1881 given $25,000,000 In cash, 25,000,000
acres of land, and the mileage which had been built in the West
In 1886 the bargain was
by government at a cost of $62,785,319.
modified by taking back 6,793,014 acres of land and substituting
$10,189,521 additional in cash. This left the company with 18.206,986 acres of land, which amount it has added to very largely
by the purchase of charters from other companies. The Canadian
Pacific commenced by selling land at $1.50 per acre; but as settlement progressed this price was increased year by year, until last
year it reached an average of $7.15. The company still has approximately 16,000,000 acres for sale, and, with settlers coming Into the
West at the rate of 200,000 a year, it will be seen that these land
holdings, In a rising market, must eventually yield an enormous
sum probably suflficient to pay their total funded liability.
It cannot be assumed, however, that the policy of granting liberal subsidies toward railroad c-onstruction will continue indefinitely.
Much as Canadians feel the need of transportation facilities,
and freely as they approve what has been ilone to meet that need,
there is a growing conviction that the time must be near at hand
when the government should close the till against further payments.
This judgment Is accentuated by the fact that the railroad bill is
only part of the total. Canals have cost $92,000,000, and a proposition is now before Parliament for the construction of a waterway
between the Georgian bay and Montreal involving prot>ably $15<',000,000 more. The cost of administering the present canal system of
The government, too, is
the Dominion is $1,000,000 per annum.
engaged in building l.SOO miles of the new transcontinental railroad
through a different country, and when that work is completed another $100,000,000 will likely be added to the gross capital outlay:
so that, resourceful as the country may be, the fixing of limitations
for the future will soon be imiierative.
The total earnings of Canadian railroads for the year ended
,Iune 30 last amounted to $146.73.S.214, which, after deducting $103.748,672 for operating expenses, left a net balance of $42,989,537.
Gross earnings have grown more rapidly than has mileage, as the
following statement shows:

—

l'"or the year ended .lune .30, 1907, the addition of 1,099 miles must
view of prevailing conditions.
be regarded as satisfactory, in
Scarcity and cost of labor, coupled with swelling prices for supFor example, the
lilies, have retarded construction very seriously.
new (Jrand Trunk Pacific Ihree years ago estimated the cost of
their prairie s-ection at $17,.'Jiio per mile; it actually cost them durThey were
ing the past year from $22,000 to $23,400 per mile.
i('(iuired to pay .50 i)er cent, more for labor and 100 per cent, more
tor .supplies.
The same influences are restraining projectors and
In this land of
contractors generally throughout the Dominion.
forests ties are now costing from 75 to 90 cents each in the West,
as compared with 20 to 25 cents when the Canadian Pacific was
built in the early eighties,
Over and above the 1,099 miles referred to in the preceding
paragraph 324 miles of second track were laid down during 1907.
This is practically encouraging. It brings the double track mileag(>
up to 1.067 miles, and completes a total of 27,611 miles of all tracks
in Canada.
Ontario heads the list with 7,638 miles of line. Quebec
lias 3,074, and the Western Provinces which were without a single
load in 1883, have 8,198 miles. In fact, the Dominion, by one vital
test, is the best served country in the world in respect of railroads.
1897
.$29,027,789
t.'12.:t,'.3.270
1882
With a population of 6,500,000, she has one mile of railroad to every
S:t.«0fl..'>03
1902
1S.S7
38,841,009
289 persons, as compared with 381 in the United States, 1,821 in
.'.1.08,-),708
1907
140,738,214
1S92
Great Britain, 1,590 in France, 686 in New South Wales, and 10,119
Thus, while the betterment between 1882 and 1892 w^as 78.0 per
in India.
The reverse is true, however, by the territorial measurePerhaps
cent., It was equal to 180.3 per cent, for the latter decade.
nK'Ut, for Canada has but one mile of railroad to every 161.80 square
no other test of growth could be so comprehensive. Certainly no
miles of her area, as against 13.61 in the United States, 5.29 in
other country within the same period has done quite as well. To
Creat Britain. 8 46 in France, 146.09 in New South Wales, and 61.09
make up that amount $95,738,079 was received from freight service,
in India.
These figures will, of course, be materially altered when
and $45,730,652 from passenger serrice. Other sources contributed
the 3.500 miles of line now building in Canada are completed.
$5,269,483. The proportion of operating expenses to earnings was
The 22.452 miles of railroad in Canada represent a capitalizaCanadian rail70.70. a relative Increase over 1906 of 1.2 per cent.
tion of $1,171,937,808, divided into $588,568,591 of stocks and $583,roads have not fared diflTerently from American railroads during
369,217 of funded debt.
This sum is the equivalent of $53,417 per
recent years in realizing a steady encroachment on their net earnmile, as compared with $65,926 in the United States, and $273,437 in
Higher wages and ever-Increasing prices for supplies
ing power.
Great Britain. Tlie railroads of .Australasia and India are owned
have been the chief influences in this movement.
by the government, and cannot therefore be compared on the capiA summary of items growing out of the results of operation for
talization basis:
but the fact that those at the .\ntipodes cost
the year is as follows:
$63,100 jier mile, and those in India, although more than half of
03.800.1 S.I
Tons of fiolKlil arrle.1
narrow gage, $56,800 per mile, would seem to make the Canadian
32,137.319
I'assonBcrs carrlcil
showing relatively satisfactory. Net earnings of $42,989,537 last
Earnings per ton
*'-*7r
"
*'
,...,-...
passenpor
year yielded 3.67 per cent, on the total capitalization, although the
I'i*'^
"
0.5:t.*.O4
mllo of rniln>iid
actual results as applied to all the principal railroads were much
'
train nillp
"
'^
|iassi>ni:iir ner mil"more favorable. Hundreds of millions included in the statement
,
_
ton iiiT mile
never have earned, nor never will earn, a penny of dividend.
It
"
sj-.i;
fri'lslit
tmin mile..
1.513
passencer train mil.must also be remembered that Canada has 1.815 miles of line, built,
2.04n..'.49.81S
I'a.ssenKers carried one mile
owned and operated by government, the capital cost of which,
11,<W7,711..8.30
..
Tons hanled one mile
'',4
.Xveraee Jonrtiey oer pnssenifer. ni;'.
amounting to $100,958,402, is not included In the figures given al>ove.
1-'
.Vveraae frelslu linul. miles
In dealing with this question of capitalization, the element of
..'
I'assi'ncei
train mileage
•"
Krelirht train mlleape
aid assumes an important place, .^s has been said, no other people
r "
Touil train mllenEe
in the world have been so generous in this regard.
In subventions
lAicomotlve mllejise
^
_
Avornce cost, one mllo. ftll trains
and land grants the contributions have been as follows:
I'liel consumed by loeomotlviJ. ton.

^

_
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'

~

1

.

'•
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.

.
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.
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.

1

1

'

Komliilori fioveinmciit
I'invlncial Governments
Miiiiii-l|i.Tiltlps

•

$128,827,019
3.1.123,131
17,340,03:!
31,762.9,14 acres
20,420.109 "

In connection

with the rate of .7o2 cent per ton per mile, a

word or two of explanation is called for. This was the first year
in which specific information was gathered of this nature under
Here is a total of $181,298,412 in money and 52.183,063 acres of the schedules and classifications of the Interstate Commerce Comland, quite apart from the cost of government-operated railroads. mission adopted by Canada in 1906. and the returns in some inThe cash payments alone amounted to $8,074.93 per mile for the stances were obviously too high. There are about 70 strictly com(otal mileage of Canada, and are over and aliove guarantees of
mercial operating lines in Canada, and some of these in the West,
interest on possibly $100,000,000 of bonds.
The average of
In 1SS2 the policy of with a low mileage, have exceedingly high rates.
giving a subsidy of $3,200 per mile to railroads was adopted by the these western roads was 12.352 cents per ton. Including these, the
Dominion Government, and in 1898. as an encouragement to the average of all lines was 3.655 cents: while 59 roads showed a rate
construction of high-class lines, this was increased to a maximum of 2.328. The average, however, for the railroads which hauled 75
lands
rrovuK-lal lands
lii.iiiini..ii
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per cent, of all ihe freight waB .702 cent. The rate for the Dominion Oov<?rnment railroad syHlem wan the luwext returned .584
on a total of ;{,i;9.''i,(;41 tons hauled. The average of United StateH

—

rallroadd for I'JUfj was .748.
The opi-ratlne exjienHen for the
»I03,748,<;77, divided as followH:

yi-ar

w.-re,

...

Muliili'iiiiiicf of Miiy mill dlriiiluri'M
.Mttllilrliiilnv of Mi|ullilii>Mll
I'iiikIiii'IIiii;
I

Ji-iiiTuI

lriiii"|i(>rfiii

a« hag licen Bald.

Ion

»:i0.8»7,01>:;
21,fl<ltl.37M
|j7.:fJ5,.%4.'t

-.l.HtM.IWJ

fX|ifiiHi-K

Owing to Important changeB In cla88lflcatlon tbeHe HgureM can
not be compared with those of preceding years.
The average operating expenafH per traln-mlle have increased
within the deiade from .772 to »1.2I9; but the grosH earnings, which
had grown from $1,178 lo $1.9r.3 within the same period, more than
met this advance. In other words, while the operating charges
went ahead l)y lio.f) per rent., the earnings showed a betterment of
ti5.8 per cent.
This reHult was due almost wholly to higher traitlon
lOarnlngs per mile
IHJwer, heavier units and road Improvemenls.
of line, amounting to $ti,53G, were considerably below the $lu,4tJ0
returned for the United States In I9Uii, while the comparison of
operating expenses was as J4,(;21 is to $f«,912. This reveals a difference in favor of Amcrban net results as between .^1,3 and 41.4
per cent.; but the measure of growth on the Canadian side has
been quite as large as on Ihe other.
An agitation has been begun In Canada for the reduction of
The question is now before
rates to 2 cents per mile.
Parliament, all hough the .sentiment behind the movement is not
as yet strong, illtherlo Ihe average revenue per passenger per mile
has not been available; but. under the new statistical reorganizaThis is
lion apiilUd in l»(l<i. Ihe rate is found to be 2.083 cents.
but a Irilli' above the rate of 2.002 which obtained In Ihe Uniled
Slates last year. At the present lime the standard ticket charge
There
In Canada is 3 lenls per mile wllh a return rate of 5 cents.
are no I'cenl rates on any of the railroads. The fact, however,
that the average passenger journey in Canada was 64 miles, as
compared with 30 miles In the United States last year, shows a
low proportion of suburban traffic. In the Colony of Victoria
which is typical of all Hrltish colonies south of the equator with
a population of 1.200.000, the number of passengers carried was
1)5.000.000, as against 32,000.000 in Canada; but the average journey
was slightly over six miles, revealing a very large suburban business.
It Is this class of travel which also swells the British returns.
So that, having regard to the railroad situation in Canada.
a 2 cent rate would practically mean a reduction at least of 20
per cenl. in the earnings from passenger service, and It Is scarcely
likely Parliament will be disposed to impo.'-e such a heavy ta.\ on
Ihe railroads. This agitation, however, demonstrates the hostile
feeling which Is steadily, although in large measure unreasonably,
gaining force against corporate Interests.
For several years past complaints with respect to the available
car supply of the Dominion have been persistently made. The
Railway Commission has been fairly obsessed by the clamor from
shippers. Boards of Trade and other bodies. To laymen the matter,
of course, has always appeared simple and the remedy easy of
application.
"The railroads should buy more locomotives and cars."
they say.
In this situation special inquiries were made nnder my
direction to ascertain what would be Ihe number of cars obtainable
If all the car shops in the country were run at their full capacity.
The answers were complete. They showed the annual producing
capacity of all the plants, whether owned by railroads or private
corporations, lo be 227 locomotives. 9,994 box cars. 212 stock cars.
passcngi'i

—

2,221

flat

cars,

113 vans, 37

refrigerators.

134

first

class

ears.

14

second class cars, 44 sleepers, 83 combination cars, 75(i other cars
for freight purposes and 122 other cars for passenger service
a total of 227 locomotives, 14,333 freight and 397 passenger cars.
In 1906 there were 99,884 cars of all classes In use on Canadian
rnllronds, of which 96.565 were In the freight service and 3,319 In
the passenger service.
On June 30, 1907. the account stood:
Freight cars 113.418, and passenger cars 3,632 an Increase in the
former of 16.853, and in Ihe latter of 313. Wllh regard to locomotives, the number had increased from 2.911 to 3.499.
In all lbe.se
classes of equipment it will be observed that the betterment was
beyond the actual number turned out of Canadian shoiw during
the year. A bare 41 locomotives and 455 Ikix and flat cars bad been
Imported from Ihe United States, which were probably all that could
be had from that source. 'I'hc explanation probably lies In too low
a return In 1906, and a full accounting under the new .schedules.
There is, however, another phase to the matter. Just bow many
cars were put out of comuilsslon during the year could not be ascertained.
The railroads fought shy of that question. On an equip
ment of 99,884 cara in 1906 whnt should have been the normal depreciation? In trying to determine this Important point I soon
found that Ibere was a wide divergence of opinion. The estimate of
the Master Cnr Builders' .\ssoctntlon is alleged lo be too low; it
probably Is, But who can say what Is the life of a freight car?
Until the principal railroads Join in an honest effort to follow the
history of a given croui> of ,;irs on ividi sv-;ictn .ind something

—
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work of lD£urance companies U applied to this
problem, the whole queiitlon will remain In the field of conjecture.
No value can lie attached to the displacements which take pla<.'« year
by year, having regard to the changing character of the unlu.
Be this as it may, It U apparent from (be figures given abore
thai our Canadian railroads did all that was possible lo meet the
demand for more cars. They bought or built every car that could
be turned out In Canada, and probably imported as many more aa
could be ha<l from United States sbops already working under pressure.
Yet they were short. The total supply for the year wa" equal
to but 5,218 freiglit cars per 1.000 mll<« of railroad, as compared
with 8.810 on American railroads. By the sam*- test, the number
of locomotives on this side of the line was 156. as against 23S od
the other. This shortage of equipment arose from a variety of
causes.
The increase in freight tonnage, the addition to the mileage in operation, plus the rolling stock put out of commission, combined to keep the railroads in despair notwithstanding the fresh
supplies brought in during the year.
Producing plants are being
increased; but with the growth of railroads and traffic It is doubtful
If more locomotlvis and cars will entirely solve the difficulty.
To
these agencies must l>e Joined more double tracks, more yard room
and increased terminal and siding facilities.
The public side, however, cannot be ignored. Shippers have
not added to their warehouse accommodation to the extent of trade
expansion.
Delays are constant from this cause. Last year the
average volume carried per freight car was 594 tons, as against 888
In the United States, clearly demonstrating that our railroads have
not obtained Ihe maximum of service from their car supply. These
hindranc'es have been aggravated by an element which does not exist
in Ihe United Slates,
Just when Canadian railroads were distracted
by Ihe appnals for rolling stm-k the lx)rd'8 Day Act came Into operalion, practically stojiping all traffic on Sunday,
shall not gueiw
I
like the acluarial

at

Its

effect

in

limiting Ihe

movements

of

trains.

The

Assistant

Railway Commission spent months in studying
the matter, and he has officially dei lared that It has reduced the
carrying capabilities of the Canadian Pacific by 21 per cent. That
estimate no doubt fits to all lines. Then in the West the Manitoba
(irain Act has borne very severely on the railroads by Its arbitrary
provisions wllh respect to the distribution of cars, and to protect
themselves from heavy penalties the C. P. R,. in particular, has
bad to skimp the Kast. So that, taken altogether, the car supply
problem Is not likely soon to be solved In Canada.
During 1907 the number of railroad employees In Canada and
their rates of remuneration were ascertained
Even the census
had systematically disregarded this important matter. The results
are most instructive, .\ltogether 124.012 persons were employed,
and the aggregate compensation was 158.719.493. This snm was
equal to 58 per cent, of the operating expenses, and a careful estimate of the relationship of employees to population makes It clear
that probably one person in six obtains a livelihood, directly or

Traffic Officer of the

indirectly, out of the transportation Interests of the country.
In
this calculation shipping Is. of course, included, together with all
collateral industries.

The accident record

for the year Is both alarming and distressAltogether. 587 persons were killed and 1.698 Injured, both
numbers being the highest In our railroad experience. The division
of the total is as follows:
Passengers. 70 killed and 352 Injured:
employees. 249 killed and 1.126 injured: trespassers, 195 killed and
125 injuied: non-trespassers. 70 killed and SS injured: postal clerks,
three killed and seven Injured. One passenger In every 459.105 carried was killed, and one in every 91.290 Injured.
Relatively, there
have been two worse years by a small percentage: but the tendency
has been steadily in the direction of an annually longer casualty
list.
Trainmen were killed at the rate of one In 137. and Injured
In the proportion of one In every 26.
This is considerably below
the Unite<l States record for 1906: but measured by train mileage
Ihe Canadian showing Is the darker. One or two features of the
year's returns are surprising.
For example, with the universal
application of the automatic coupler and the airbrake two or three
times as many trainmen were killed while i-oupling cars, and by
falling from trains, as in Ihe da.vs of the link and pin and old
hand-brake. The level crossing cost 69 lives, and the broken rail
was much In evidence among the causes of accidents. Collisions
and derailments Involved the sacrifice of 108 persons, and the Injuring of 439 others.
The railroad situation in Canada at this Juncture Is particularly
Interesting,
The Canadian Pacific has spanned the continent, the
Canadian Northern has pushed lis western terminus to the Rocky
Mountains, and Ihe t^rand Trunk Pacific is under construction from
ocean lo ocean, .-MI this outlay and effort has In view the new Canadian commonwealth which is springing up in the far West, and
which during the past year has grown In population at the rate of
700 souls per day as the result of a swelling tide of Immigration.
Nearly 60.000 settlers came over from the United States during the
twelve-month. The peopling of the prairies with producers creates
almost at once an urgent need for additional transportation facilities.
These newcomers mu.st have the manufactures of the Elast.
ing.

;
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and they must at the same time have an outlet loi- their ijasloral
liroducts.
In view of these conditions, the Grand Trunk Pacific has
made strenuous efforts to complete its central section from Lake
Superior to Edmonton. In Octoher last part of that line was opened
for grain traffic, and before another harvest has been reaped it will
probably have 800 miles in full operation through the center of
the great wheat belt. This will mean practically three trans-continental roads in close competition in the West, and before another
five years have passed that section of the Dominion, which until
882 had not heard the whistle of even a construction locomotive,
Out
will have more than half the railroad mileage of the country.
of this development has come a marvelous stimulation to industrial
lil'e in the older provinces, and to it are attached the larger hopes
of the Canadian people.
At least one enterprising American has made extensive plans
to reach out for a share of this new Canadian traffic. James J. Hill
has already pushed eight lines connected with the Great Northern
1

.system across the boundary, rejjresenting a total of 388 miles within
the Dominion.
He has done this wholly without aid from the
government, and at considerable cost. These encroachments are natlesentcd
urally
by Canadian railroad interests, and rumors of a
retaliatory invasion of Great Northern territory are being given
(turrency.
Meanwhile, the people of the West are not .saying nasty
things to Mr. Hill. But just what may be his ultimate ambition
cannot very well be guessed from the somewhat scattered nature
of his existing enterprises on Canadian soil.
Whatever it may be,
he at least has the example before him of many United States lines
doing business in eastern (Canada. The New York Central, the Michigan Central, the Wabash, the Maine Central, the Boston & Maine,
the Vermont Central and the Pere Marquette have lines and connections in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, with a considerable passenger and freight traffic. It is to the future they are
shrewdly looking, and in that prospect the citizens of Canada are
Just beginning to discern the measure of their great heritage.
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brought peace in Europe and America, and what
was of particular imimrtance, peace upon the Atlantic. Coninierce,
treed from the risks of war and increased to greater dimensions
than ever before, was now in every respect ready for organized
transportation by lines of vessels performing the service of common
carriers.
The speedy American vessels, built for privateers and
with Of-cupation gone, were well suited for this new service, to
which they were now turned. Promptly after the jieace of December, 1815, a line was established between New York and Liverpool.
Others quickly followed,
Boston and Philadelphia were soon included.
These new lines of sailing packets carried |>assengers. the
uuills and valuable freight, and from that time to the present we
liave had a steady development In the extent, efficiency, permanency,
and regularity of line service across the North Atlantic Ocean,
The first line, the famous Bhuk Ball Line of ISltJ, was founded
by Isaac Wright & Son. Chas. II. Marshall and others. Their vessels, of 400 to 500 tons burden, were considered very large and fine
and sailed regularly on the first of each month from New York to
Liverpool.
l<\)r the first nine years the average time to Liverpool
was 23 days, with a record of 15 days and 18 hours, and the return
voyage against the North .Mlantii- winds averaged 40 days.
A
s<>cond Liverpool line, the Red Star, was founded in 1821 by Byrnes,
(irimble & Co.. with a monthly sailing day on the 24th. The now
prosperous Black Ball Line met this rivalry with enough new ships
to despatch one on the Kith.
Promptly thereafter the interval In the
weekly calendar was filled iby the Swallow Tail Line (Thaddeus
Phelps & Co. and Fish, Grennell & Co.), which had its sailing day
on the Sth. and for the first time New York had the advantage of a
weekly packet to Liverpool.
In 1821 Thomas P. Cope & Son. of Philadelphia, merchants, who
had for 14 years l)eeii in the Liverpool shipping trade, established a
packet line from their city to Liverpool, which was sustained
through all circumstances. For nearly halt a century this was a
famous line, and for many years it was Philadelphia's only line.
In 1823 tile proprietors of the Swallow Tail Line from New
York to Liveriiool established a line of packets from New York to
London, which survived until about 1S70. The founding of this
first line of Ixindon packets resulted In a second line being founded
about the same time by .John Grlswold (later E. E. Morgan's line).
".\boiit" 1822 the first line was sent to Havre by Francis Depau.
and ten years later William Whitlock started the third, the second
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having been established somewhere in the interval by Messrs. Boyd
& Hincken.
The line traffic of the packet ships, now well established to
Great Britain and the continent, went on increasing and prospering,
new lines being established, new and better shiis added, until past
the middle of the century.
This is the much-boasted period of
America.n leadership upon the seas. Nearly all of our commerce
was carried under our own flag and much of the commerce of other
countries.
We outsailed the ships of other nations and got the
lion's share of the passenger traffic.
The packets were the most
elegant, comfortable and commodious ships afloat.
A packet for
London in 1823 was advertised as having a physician and a piano
on board, and one enthusiastic American writer, with a mind full
of details and performances of ships, declares that "in their presence the English and French trading vessels were absolutely insignificant.
Their agents, builders and captains speedily became rich,
for all were owners
the agent owning, say, an eighth of the vessel,
the builder another eighth, in order that he might secure the job
of repairing her, which cost about |5oo a round trip; the captain
another eighth, that he might have the strongest of all motives to
vigilance and prowess, the biockmaker and the sailmaker each a
sixteenth, perhaps; and the other persons the remainder, a packet
of 500 tons being worth about ?4O,000."
These sailing ships were steadily improved and enlarged, but It
Is stated that the .Mississippi, of 750 tons, was the largest American merchant ship when she was launched in 1833, In 1843 there
was a marke<l increase in size, and in 1846 the New World held the
size record and was regarded as a wonder with her 1.400 tons.
In
1854 the two Morgan liners, "Palestine" and "Amazon." reached the
hlghwater mark of 1,800 tons. In that year one of these ships put
her passengers In London two days ahead of the Cunard Line
steamer, having landed them at Portsmouth on the 14th day out
from New York. This 14-day record for the packet ships was an
unusual, though repeated, occurrence.

—

The New Y^ork packet service to Europe greatly stimulated the
coasting trade. In addition to having the local market, the coasting
vessel had the surety of being able to forward goods to Europe by
the packets, proceeding at regular intervals. Goods came from New
Orleans, Charleston, Baltimore, Philadelphia and Boston toi be forwarded. The development of coasting lines wa-s the next natural
step. In 1818, two years after the origin of the packet service, there
was a line of 180-ton sloops running from Boston to New York.
There Is mention of a "regular packet" to Charleston in 1825. In
1832, E. K. Collins established a line of full-rlgped packets to Vera
Cruz.
The prompt success of this line caused hlra to send a
schooner line to Taniplco. and in 1832 the first regular line of
packets to New Orleans.
No one should let this account of the packet lines create the
impression that the era of the merchant carrier with his Individual
ship was at an end. The packet lines were limited to the North
.Atlantic and to the trade of a few ports in America with a few
I)orts in Europe.
The long-distance trade of all the rest of the
world went on as of yore, while line traffic grew and improved In
the one little corner of the world's ocean that separated the oomnierclal metropoll of Europe and North .America.
is rather remarkable that this period of the origin of line
should have been also the period of the greatest brilliance
whole history of single ship enterprise. Yet such was truly
the case, through the fame that attended the clipper ship era from
1840 to 1855. The clipper was among tramps what the packet was
among liners. The trade with India and China, and later with
California, was over routes so prodigiously long, that line traffic
was practically ImiJosslble, but speed was none the less desirable.
So the clipper, profiting by all the exiwrlence of the packets, was
Inillt, long, sharp and narrow, with every possible regard for speed,
so that she might distance all rivals in the race for the ports of the
.Antipodes. This speed was particularly valuable, because the English tea purchasers coveted the first new teas, and there was an
annual tea ship race to get the new crop to the British market
The captain of the ship carrying the first cargo was in an exceedingly fortunate position, because he could sell it out at a fancy
price, yielding an exorbitant profit.
The time of tea harvest In
South China .saw annually a fleet of vessels there waiting for the
chance to hasten away with the first cargo. This fleet of clippers
was largely .American, because In the preceding thirty years it
had been so repeatedly demonstrated that no other ships were so
fast.
In 1853. the little clipper "Architect." built in Baltimore, won
distinction by placing her tea in London in 107 days from Canton,
and getting her whole cargo sold before any of the British fleet
arrived.
The "Architect" took scrap Iron to New York, and there
loaded flour and cotton goods for China.
Her next tea voyage
showed the value of a speed record, for she was at once chartered
to take tea to London for £8 per ton, while the English vessels
were glad to get £3 or £4 per ton.
The first of the clippers to demonstrate the differentially high
value of speed was the "Rainbow," 750 tons, of 1843.
She was
quickly copied by the leading merchants of the day, but they rather
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and pa.SHlnK 2,000 ton.n. One of Ihe.se larger v<-h«i-Ih, tlie •'Coniet,
the r(;<:ord voyage from New York to 8au I'VanilHiro in 70 dayM.
and the "Klylng Cloiai" made the San l-'ranelwo-New Yorli voyage
III the aittoniHhing time of 84 dayn, hrealdng all records.
In 1854 the "Dreadnought" reaelied Sandy Hool< from Liverpool
he Hume day that the Ciinarder reached BOBton, and the Cunarder
had Htarted one day earlier than the clipper.
The "Sea W'ldh was another of Ihene faraoim sblpH, which
netted her ownerH $50,000 alxjve all expenseH hy tlie freightx earned
on the voyage from New York to London via San PranelHco and
{Canton.
In 1852, 157 vcHBels arrived at San Francluco, and of these
70 were clippers.
These cllp|M-rs were often owned hy the leading merchants of
the period, and they hrought a world renown to the American
sailor and the Ajiierlcan Hag, which the Americans of that day
enjoyed to the fullest and which the historians of the present make
the most of.
The change in the names of the ships from 1815 to 1850 is
.suggestive of the changed spirit of the men of the time.
At first,
as they crept out from under the right of search, their ships were
named "Hope," "Endeavor," "Perseverance." "Traveler," etc. Then
ciime a jierlod when the names of merchants and captains were
lommemoraleil, and lastly (-ame the confidence of triumph, and the
Khip wa.s named "Challenge," "Invlncihle," "Flying Cloud," "Soverto

made

I

'

eign of the Seas."

Several causes contribute to this double trhimpn in
bjth
branches of ocean carrying.
It is all included hy saying that it
was a superior class of men commanding and manning a superior
cla.ss of ship.s.
This period was dominated hy the men who went
to sea or went to the counting room In the iieriod iirecedlng the
peace of 1815. Most of thesf; men came from New Ungland, where
the opportunities for employment were not numerous.
The Great
West was a wilderness unapproachable by any except those who

emigrant wagon and the life of the frontier farmer, whose
opportunities for marketing produce were exceedingly meager. Other
tlian tills the young men could go to town or go to sea. and they
did both.
Vouiig men of jiarLs, of family and of education went to
sea In tho.se days and began before the mast. The quarter century
preceding the iieace of 1815 was a time wtien the risks and prizes
of the sea trade were a particular temptation to a lad of courageous,
hardy and venturous equipment. Combining this with stagnation at
home, we have a reason why some of the ablest men in America
should be found <ilspatching ships and striding the deck between
18i;o and lSt;o.
The New England whaler was a schoolship of the
most efhclent sort for the graduation of the sons of New England
Into the sea life which Ihey helped to elevate to its most distinguished epoch.
Harried by privateers, pirates, hostile navies and British captains exercising the right of search, the American ship had come
to beat the world at running away, and hence was the fastest thing
on Ihe surface of the fait sea. The good .Xmerlcan sailor had a
good ship. The merchants of the day had also often come to the
counting house after having risen to the command of ships. With
such men having such experience, the era of packets and clippers
was natural. There are occasional records of whole crews on an
American ship in which all but two or thi-ee of the men could
lierform feats of navigation only known to the offlcers of foreign
(rhose the
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Cajie Cod, and at 15 wa£ m clerk
be waii a hUi>ercargo. Bharing the

piohtM of voyages to the WcKt Indies and iei>Uog hii> uervei; in
i-iilpwreck and pirate fray.
At 2'i he Iw-i-ame partner with his
Iath<-r in meriantiie buslneio; In New York.
One day a r'-turning
LIveriMjol paj kel reported a phenomenal rice in the price of cotton,
htraighlaway the Hpeeulators bought all they could And and engaged
liassage to CharleHton on the packet which departed that afternoon.
A rival syndicate waa formed to try for this CI»arle=lon priie. Tbetr
representative was the young Collins, now 23, who much to the
merriment of the speculaloni on the iiackei croBsed the bar betide
them in a pilot boat. But he had Ijeeu down that oa.st before, and
his shallow draught boat followed inshore pai!Aag>-s and when the
New York packet croiised the Charlenton bar. young Collluo
liaillng out, master of all the cotton in Charleston and on adjafenl
rivers.
His fortune was half made and tlie nest year be married
an heiress. Four years later he estabiiiihed a line of full rigged
Iiackets to Vera Cruz, then a line of schooners to Tamplco. and in
1832 he established the Orst packet service to New Orleans.
He knew enough al>oui ship building to introduce some new
designs for the New Orleans packets, and when In 1835 he sent
his "Shakespeare" to Liverpool she created so much Ihtereal that
she had to decline three times as many passengers as she could
carry.
Mr. Collins took the hint from this profitable and auspicious
voyage and founded the Dramatic packet line to Liverpool.
But scarcely had he got his transatlantic line running when in
1838 the British steamers. "Sirlus" and "Great Western." successfully and profitably crossed the Atlantic and were followed by others.
in 1840 Mr. Colling is reported to have said, "There is no longer
chance for enterprise with sails. It is steam that must win the day.
will build steamers that shall make the jmssage from New York
to Europe in 10 days and less."
It took blm 10 years to keep this
promise, but he did it.
Tliese glowing accounts of success and speed of the sailing vessel are not the whole story.
The best sailing ships in the world
sometimes had their exceedingly great difflcuities in the perverse
winds of the Atlantic. There Is an account of a ve.s8el that made
5.000 miles and crossed the Gulf Stream three limes on the 3.0aO-mlle
route between Liverpool and New York. The Imrk "Ellen." 103
days from Leghorn, hoisted her flag at Sandy Hook and was then
driven oft to sea for another month with her crew subsisting on
macaroni and sweet oil. In February. 1837. the British ship "Diamond." 100 days from Liverpool, reached New York with 163 pasiiengers, having lost 17 from plain old starvation.
The packet
record for tedium from Liverpool to New Y'ork was 110 days. Truly
the passenger on such voyages needed many resources for entertaining himself.
These extremes of slowness, like the extremes of speed, should
be compared with the average performances of the packet ships.
New York to Liverpool. Liverpool to New York.
<
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The era of the prosperous and triumphant clipper ships was
short-lived; 1855 may be put down as the last year of their heydey.
.•\
few years before a Y'ankee offer of $20,000 on a race from Canton
had had no takers, but In 1855 a British clipper won a notable lace
from the East. In 185t> the i'anama ilailroad was completed and
thereby a great prop was knocked from clipper ship prosperity.
California trade had been one of its main standltys. Linked In with
the China trade the clipper ship made fine voyages round the world.
By our coasting trade reservation the Atlantic coast trade to Califor.
nia was an American monopoly. But here came the Panama Railr>>ail

social

Joining

ships.

In 18Si). with possibilities of safety considerably advanced, insurance rales on the same kind of vessel had gone down 50 per
cent.

—a

direct

measure

of etficlency of navigation.

captain of a packet or dipper was a man of more llnanclal
importance than is now to be found on the ships of peace.
He was absolute master of the ship and all on board. The en.nineer
on some great slenmer lines is not responsible to Ihe captain.
Ihe
captain of 1840 was commander, part owner, often attended to ihe
cargo and met merchants on an equality. "His income was often
$5,01)0 a year, consisting of 5 per cent, of all of the freight money,
5 per cent, of all the steerage passage money, 25 jier cent, of all the
cabin passage money, the entire receipt from tho carriage of the
mails— two pence a letter from the British (Jovernment, and two
cents a letter from the American Uovernment and a salary of $300
per annum, and, moreover, lie had the privilege of taking his wife
and soiiietlmes even her sister, board free."
Forty years later the steamship lines had driven those noble
old captains and their ship.s from the sen, but the steamer caplain had not .secured his emoluments. The eaptains of the Hamburg
and Bremen liners received $1,200 per year and the Cunard commodore got only $2,500.
The lines, firms and sliipptng enterprises of the period from
1815 to 1S50 grew up naturally and gradually as Is the case with
nearly all great enterprises. The Inception of the famous ami recordbreaking Collins Line is due to the energy of K. K. Collins, whose
career Is typical of the period. He was horn In 1S02. the sou of

and

d

Its

steam wagons with the steamers that came down from San
up from Colon to New York on the

Francis<-o on one i-oasi and went
other, cutting into the ilipi)ers'

boom of prosperity with a nuTclquick and regular couniTtion between New York and San
Eighteen hundred and fifty-six was a black year In
shipping rates and a blacker year in the almost abandoned ship
yards. The next year brought the panic of 1857 and four years
later came the Civil War and the clipper bad descended to the
inconspicuous common place.
Tlie downfall of the luicket.s was less sudden In that It was a
gradual divllne spread over a period of 30 years from 1S40 to 1S70.
The first successful crossing of the .\tlantic by steamer was
really the doom liui by no means the cause of immediate death of
the packet ships, despite the graphic journal ejitry of a passenger
on one of the "Black Ball" packets a.s the "Great Western" overhauled and passed her on this maiden trip to New York:
"Then
•
•
•
the steamer)
the brave old 'liner'
dasliing ahead
packet ) Is no more seen.
Her owners will scarcely know her when
she reaches port at last. She brings no news. She will soon l>ear
no letters no species. Nobody will watch for her. nor speak of
her, alas! her day la gone by.
Who can think of her suffering without a sigh?"
le.-;sly
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But the steamer did not do all this suddenly. Her struggle
upward was slow and painful. In five years after the "Clermont,"
the first of the steamboats run on the Hudson, 1807, the steamer had
lonquered the western rivers by ascending the Mississippi and opening a continent by putting lines of steamers on its rivers; but it
took more than five times five years more to develop the ability
In the interval the
to compete with packet liners on the Atlantic.
lines of steamers on short voyages and coasting voyages had far
outstripped all rival sailing lines. The sailing vessel is good for
the open sea, away from the impediments of coasts where sailing
ships so often come to grief. The sailing vessels that carried the
mail were, when winds were adverse, sometimes many days in making a hundred miles between some British and some continental
port.
In 1815 a 63-ft. steamer passed from the Clyde to the Thames
the first to be upon that river. Other voyages were soon made
and the fitness for coasting service was observed.

"Great Western," advertised for bids for a fortnightly steam service
from Liverpool to the United States via Halifax. The bid of the
Cunard Company, of Halifax and Liverpool, at about J15.0UO per
voyage was accepted, and on the fourth of July, 1840, the "Brittaina," a wooden paddlewheel steamer of eight knot.s per hour, sailed
under this contract from Liverpool for Boston, via Halifax. This
is the date of the founding of line traffic by steamer across the
Atlantic following a regularly maintained schedule that survived
in winter and summer and calm and storm.
It should be noted that the introduction of steam made no revolution in the torm of service by ocean carriers.
It simply gave
a new and improved tool for the old work. The line traffic was
already established and the Canards, with their steamers, merely
substituted the new type of vessel in the North Atlantic service.
It was merely a better line, that was all.
The packet lines had
taken the passengers, mail and fast freight from the occasional
The action of the British government concerning the mail serv- sailing vessel. Now the steamer, faster than the packet, took from
it the mail and the freight and the passengers possessing the highest
ice during the decades 1820-40 throws interesting light upon the
ability to pay.
eflficiency of the new lines of sailing vessels and the limitations
From that day to this there has l)een nothing new In the sea
of their service in competition with steamers on short voyages.
About 1820 it was found that steam vessels could satisfactorily service except continuous and rapid improvement of the then existing
services and the substitution of new types of vessels for the
But
Europe.
carry the mail from Great Britain to the continent of
there were no private owners in a position to do this work, and obsolete.
{To be continued.)
from 1822 to IS.'il the British government provided its own steamers,
the mails being carried in vessels owned and operated entirely by
the British government upon regular service, carrying some freight
The Era of Steel and the Passing of Wood in Car Construction.*
in addition to the mails.
When the government began this service private enterprise in
UV AKTIIUR M. W.^ITT.
but
soon
a low

—

•

seized the new tool for
ebb,
it
sliipping lines was at
the development of common carriers and the coasting trade is tlius
glowingly described by a writer in the Quarterly Review of 1838
(Vol. 62, page 188)
"There are at this hour scarcely two ports in the United Kingdom of any consideration between which steamers do not regularly
In 1818 the most sanguine never dreamed of their being availl)ly.
able for much more than inland navigation, with here and there a
little circumspect sallying out and skirmishing along the curves
•
•
•
of the coast something after the style of the ancients.
Who would have believed that l)y this medium would be maintained
our regular communication with all the neighboring ports of the
continent and through them with Europe at large? that every
week at least, in some cases daily, London boats would be visiting Hamburg, Holland, Belgium, the French coast, Lisbon and
;

_

—

Cadiz?"

At this time the steam coasting service that had survived upon
the American coast was limited to Long Island Sound, although in
1818-20 a steamer had made several trips from New York to New
Orleans via Charleston and Havana. There had also been some
other isolated voyages, but all were of small significance.
1818-]8;)8, when the steamer line had been
the English coasting, continental trade and upon
lakes, there had been various sporadic
and unsuccessful attempt.s at long ocean service. The famous voyage of the "Savannah" to Liverpool was not a commercial success,
nor was the ship steam-driven all the way. In 182.') a steamer
with auxiliary sails went from England to India, but she stayed in
llie Indian service.
In 1830 one went to Australia, i)ut instead of
being the founder of a line, she was a heavy loss to her owners.
In the late twenties a steamer made a few trips from Europe to
Guiana, but she soon stopped and no others followed.
The occurrences of 1838. however, showed that after all of these
experiments the steamer was at last ripe for the Atlantic trade.
In that year the transatlantic steamer proved itself to the satisfaction of business men and even of the conservative British governnicnl.
Since 1833 Junius Sniilb. an .\merican merchant in
London, had been laboring on the scheme and finally his company,
the British & American Steam Navigation Company, succeeded in
landing a steamer in New York from Portsmouth, England, on April
23, 1838, the same day that the Great Western Steamship Company
landed the steamer "Great Western" from Bristol. The people of
New York went into transports of joy. Later in the year the Tram-atlantic Steamship Company of l^iverpool also sent a steamer to
New York, bul despite this auspicious start for the record-making
year these new .steamship companies were not yet able to give a lin;'
service of the regularity afforded by the weekly packets.
During ]S38-3!l their service was irregular, some of them being
taken off entirely during the winter. In the words of a writer in
ChamhiTS JoKriial (15, 3901: "From the alvsence of method in the
departure of the several steamers arising principally, perhaps from
the rivalry and non-accommodating spirit more or less characteristic of all comiu'ting companies, there was a wanting that faultless
regularity in the despatch or receipt of intelligence, which, whether
in matters of politics or commercial information. Is of the first
importance."
The British government also recognized this along with the
fact that the steamer was capable of regular line service, and in
October, 1888, six months after the crossing of the "Slrius" and

During this 20 years,

proving
the

itself in

American rivers and

The standards of 10 or 15 years ago are considered entirely Inand unsatisfactory to meet the demamls of the public and
the increased business of the present lime, and the track, bridges,

sufficient

and transfer yards, locomotives and cars of many
our progressive trunk lines have been almost entirely replaced.
It is the purpose of this paper to consider, somewhat briefly, the
progress and changes which we see to-day in car construction,
especially in the United States and Canada.
There are those living who have seen the development in car
construction from a car which, aside from the wheels, axles, journalbox and bearings, center plates and couplers, and the necessary
rods and bolts for tieing the structure together, was composed almost exclusively of wood, these cars being built to carry a load of
only 10 tons. From this very primitive car to the modern one of
almost exclusively metal construction, development has been rapid,
and yet only by grad\ial steps. The modern sleel car was not created
full-fledged and perfect by the mind of a god as was the goddess
Minerva by the power of Jupiter; it has been developed by the
plodding, persistent study and work of the human minds and human
hands of the master car builders, whose ruling motto was. "To do
with their might whatsoever their hands found to do." The substitution of metal for wood came gradually, necessitated by the
rapid wear and frequent breakage in service of parts too weak for
the duty demanded of them.
John Kirby. formerly General Master Car Builder of the I^ke
Shore & Michigan Southern, who is probably the olde.st living representative of American master car builders and who has been
largely responsible for the highest development of (he American
wooden freight car. stated to the writer that his first knowledge
of metal car construction in this country was in 1853. when the
New York Central had a few hundred box cars made principally
of metal, although the body bolsters, inside sheathing, floor and
root boards were of wood. These cars gave fairly good service for
a few years, but corrosion took place just above the sill line in the
outer metal covering, and considerable patching was required; never-

stations, terminal

of

theless, they continued

in

use

many

years.

As

early as 1860. Mr.

Kirby put in passenger car service the cast-iron brake-head and
shoe as a substitute for the wooden block and the wooden block
with an Iron lining; again. In 1868. he designed and put In service
the double, metal body bolster as a superior substitute for the old

wooden

bolster.

So far as the writer can learn, the earliest metal cars used in
this country were a large number of four-wheel iron cars built by
the Baltimore & Ohio prior to 1853. These were built for carrying
coal, and were In constant use for that service up to the time that
all four-wheel cars were discarded from service, which was some
In 1861 the Eastern of France began substituting
20 years ago.

wood in car construction. In 1895, 34 years later,
company had over 20,000 cars with metal framing or of allmetal construction. The first 50-ton pressed steel hopper-bottom car
built In America was exhibited at the Master Car Builders" convenThis was the first year
tion at Old Point Comfort. Va., in 1897.
that modern metal cars were built in any large number in this
for the coal and
built
especially
were
designed
and
country. They
ore trade, and. though of much lighter design than cars for similar
iron sections for
this

purposes constructed to-day, they have been In continuous service
*At>sirnct of a paiwr prpscntvd nt the
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for 10 yeaiM, iiiid on the average show vnry llitl<r deicrtoratlon froni
Hcrvlcc or corroMlon. Sleel carH In Hcrvlre on thf Katilprn of FraniiMince 18ti'j are Halil to have Hhown a Iohh of only »> per citnt. In cornwlon a» a nwiill of iIik llrHt 28 yf-arn of service. Only In a very
few cuMeH, and ihoHe where exceptional and unuHual condltloni! exiMled, hBH there heen inihlidy reported any Berloiis deterioration .>f
modern «teel carH from exces«lve corroHlon.

M. L. Tolmar, Chief of ShopB on the Eaiitern of France, haii,
within a few yearn, pulillHhed In the AmerUan Knyineer an InterCHtlnK HerleH of artlclcH In connection with the company'H long ex
pcrlence with the metal car. Mr. Tolmar eHtlmatcd that the life
of carB with all metal underfranilng would lje about 50 yearh, mo
far aH the lx)dy frame Ih concerned.
Where the upper trameH are
of metal, he found that these give out first, while the underframes
are still good.
In general, his conclusions were that the steel underframe car woulil have double the life of the car with a wooden
underfranie. Sonn- of his further conclusions were:
"In the design of the cars the smaller the number of pieces
the better. Rivets are better than bolts. Good rivets give no
trouble.
Cars of all steel construction should. If possible, have the
Inside at exposed places cleaned and repainted every three years."
The use of all steel upper frames for box cars Is not encouraged by
Mr. Tolmar. Me furlbcr says: "We have never been able to i>rove.
even In shojis where liO.dliO cars a year are repaired, that damage to
the frames was attributable to disappearance of rivets or the premature weakening of sections by rust." The final conclusions regarding
the use of steel cars In preference to wooden ones are as follows:
"li'lrst— In an enterprise or an undertaking of a transitory nature
one can be content with wooden (urs. which for 1,". years will not
Involve expense greater than those of mixed or Iron frames. Second
—The enterprise of long duration should seek permanence In
lis construction at the risk of dimiiiisliiiig a little the
benefits accruing during the earlier years, and to this end must use metal frames."
Shortly after the appearance of the flr.st steel hopper-bottom
coal cars In 1897 some very Interesting comparisons were made by
C. T. Schoen, designer of these original pressed-steel cars, as to
the cost, life and malntenanie of such cars as compared with wooden
ones. Any one Interested In learning the basis for the claims made
In favor of the steel car at that early date can see them by
referring to the Amcrivan Ktigineer lor February 25, 1898.

The

early advocates of steel cars made a great deal of the adto the lighter weight as compared with wooden cars
of similar capacity.
In the early days of steel car construction
the additional cost as compared with wood was quite consldeiable.
To find favor in placing the new cars on the market it was necessary to show some material offset for the added cost, in order
to accomplish this by reduction in weight the earlier
steel cars

vantage due

were made somewhat
manner the strains of

too light to stand in an entirely satisfactory
In later designs this fault was grad-

service.

ually rectilied so that the cars turned out at present are
almost
always fully capalile of resisting the shocks In the heavy trains
In which they are run. and they are standing up
quite satisfactorily.
With the exception of the results of collisions or accidents the steel
car of to-day Is lor the first few years of Its life nearly free
from
repairs other than the renewal of wearing parts, such as brakeshoes, wheels, axles and Journal-bearings.
The deterioration from
corrosion and other causes is hardly noticeable In cars from
eight
to ten years old. except In a few cases where they
are used under unusual and exceptional conditions.
Foreign roads, as well as some
American roads who have reported on the subject, have found that
there Is almost no cost for repairs to steel underframes
In the first

four years.

According to the Railroad aazcllt; In the year 1907 there were
cars built In
the United States and Canada by car
building companies, and of this number 2N0.21G were
for domestic use. About 72 per cent, of the freight cars built
were of
steel or steel underfrnme construction.
This Is a growth of over
400 per cent. In the proportion of steel cars as compared with
the
record of 1901. The ca|>aiity of the sleel car works in
the country
has been materially Increased during (he past four years;
at present
the total available capacity for building ste«>l cars has
iM-en Increased
to about 150.000 cars a year, and (ho total
available capncKv for
all kinds of freight cars approximates 1.000
cars per day which
would seem to provide amply for (he number of cars required
ycarlv
for some years (o come.
289,(145

In the statistics of freight cars ordered during
1907 It Is Interesting to note that, with the exception of a few built
for private
companies, for small railroads, or for special purpose.s
the great
majority are of SO.OOO lbs. and 100.000 lbs. capacltv except
for roads
in the southern stales. In New Englan.l
and In Canada. For roads
In the latter groups, many cars of fiO.OOO lbs.
capacity are still being
built.

The "passing of wood in car construction" Is not only due
economy In maintenance, the greater stability and

the greater
ficiency

and the much greater safety of the

steel car. btit

forced by the scarcity of suitable lumber, as well as

its

to
ef-

Is being
rapid In-
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crease In coi-t
In a paper prepared by R. L. McConnlck. Prei>ideol
of the MUsihtiippl Valley l.uml>er Men'B Ajisocialiou, oo "The HxhaUMtlon of the l.uml*er Supiily," ne staleh:
"The present stand of
yellow pine In the southern slates haii been hlateu by K. A. l>uDg
In a paiRT read Itefore the annual meeting of the Southern bumiter
ManufaclurerH' Association to be about 137,000,000,000 (e«t. For the
ceniiiut of 1900 the total cut of yellow pine was given an nearly
10,000.000,000 feet.
These flgureh show thai al the present rale of
consumption the present stand of longleaf yellow pine will t>e exhausted long before a second crop could Iw produced " In a
pamphlet published by the L'nited States I^epartmeul of Agriculture
on the "Waning Hardwood Supply," the following stiUementK are
made: "Ttie hardwood lumber cut in 1899, according to the ceoMis,
was 8,634.021 thousand feet; In 1906 It had fallen to 7.315.491
thousand feet, a decrease of 15.3 per cent. Thai the decreue U due
to diminished supply rather than to letisened demand Mem* to be
proved beyond question. During the same period the wholesale price
of various classes of hardwood lumber advanced from 25 to 65 per
cent.
The most notable shrinkage has Lteen In the leading bardwoods to which the public has lteen long accuslomed. Oak. which
In 1899 furnished one-half the entire output of hardwood lumber.
fell off 30.5 per cent."
As to the supply of hardwood lumber In
sight for wooden car construction, Mr. Hall says further:
"The
plain truth Is that In the Appalachians, as In the other regions,
the hardwood lunibermen are working upon the remnants. The
supply It' getting short and the end Is come Into sight The largest
estimate sets the figure for hardwoods at 4OO,0UO.O00.00O feet. If
we are using hardwoods at the rate of 25,0O0.0uu.0O0 feet per year
this would mean a 16 years' supply.
There Is no hardwood supply
In the far West.
When the supply In the central and eastern stales
IS gone there will be no other source to which to turn."
The Norway pine supply in the L'nited States Is about exhausted. The
most available substitute for yellow or Norway pine for car sills
Is the Oregon fir, of which there Is an ample supply for many years
to come; but which must necessarily be high In price as well as
less suited In strength for the requirements of service for freight
car framing.

There are three distinctly different theories and systems In
connection with the design for steel cars, each supported by able
advocates. With one system the designers endeavor to carry the
load on the side sills, using the center sills for buffing only. Another school of design endeavors to distribute the load nearly equally
over all the sills. This design necessitates somewhat heavier construction than the former. The third school, which has the support of several car builders, endeavors to carry the load largely on
the center sills, which are made very deep (even up to 30 In. (;
the center sills thereby not only carry the load but are also exceptionally strong to resist buffing.
With the rapid Introduction of
steel car framing and Its permanence in future practice. It seems
at this time desirable as far as possible to eliminate the present
great diversity of designs; such diversity makes It Impossible to
keep In stock the necessary parts for Interchange repairs In the
shops and repair yards of the various roads in the country. Not
only Is li desirable (o simplify and eliminate this great diversity
of design, but there are also many strong arguments for working
toward a body framing In freight cars, which will permit of an
underframing interchangeable for box cars, gondolas and flat car^.
The system of body framing which carries the load largely on the
center sills seems to have a basis which will make it readily possible to have the body framing interchangeable as alwve sugge.-.ted

Much has been done In past years toward unifying and simplify
Ing the design of wooden cars, and It would seem that sufficient
experience has now been had with cars of all metal construction,
or at least of all metal umlerframlng. to make It desirable for the
Master Car Hulblers' Association to take similar sleiis soon In
regard to them. It seems perfectly feasible at this lime to adopt
as recommended i)ractlce. and later as standard, some rolled and
pressed sections, at least In the main members of the body framing.
A move In this direction would before long be felt In Increased simplicity and economy In Interchange repairs.
It would seem even
possible at this time to adopt standards In lengths ami widths for
steel box. gondolas and fiat cars, and then as a natural sequence
nuiiiy standard shapes and sizes would follow,
it would be also
practicable to standardize many of the rolled s<'cllons for angles and
channels which are useil in the suiM'rstrui ture of many styles of
cars.

In freight and in passenger car construction during the development period In (he past the cars were strengthened where found
necessary; (here were all sorts of n>akeshlf( methods and devices, such
as truss rods. tIKch plalcs, e(c.. and malleable Iron was Introduced
In place of cast-Iron.
All this was done (o make the cars stand up
In service, with their increasing size and the increased severity of
the work imposiHl upon (hem. All proved ineffectual and unsatisfactory, and the needs of our present-day service can be met only by

a car with steel lx)dy framing.
During the past year one prominent road In the country has
designed and constructed box cars wilh not only a steel under-
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a daring attempt

to

framing, but a steel superstructure.
furtlK^r develop "the era of steel" for car construction, but the pracis

one which would seem open to decided doubt as to whether
On first
results will be obtained in service.
Impression the observer might assume from the description or examination of the all-steel box car that it was in every way a decided advance step.
It is to be hoped that railroads will very carefully consider the history of steel box cars both abroad and at home
In a communication
before going heavily into their construction.
which the writer published in the liaihcay Ape in reference to this
of structural
a
standpoint
"From
all-steel box car, it was stated:
design and practical construction no serious difficulty may be feared
in this departure for American railroad service, but from the standpoint of service conditions, the development should be approached
with great care.
In America, freight cars go from north to south
and from east to west without territorial restrictions. Any satisfactory car adopted in America for general use must be one suited
to the hottest as well as to the coldest temperatures, and they must
be adapted to the rapidly varying climatic conditions of an enormous
area of diversified country.
"If one has spent hours in midsummer in large railroad yards
where great numbers of steel gondolas are stored they need not be
further enlightened as to the enormous heat in such yards due to
the accumulation stored up in the sides of these steel cars. Many
times in midsummer the steel sides and ends of the cars are too
If such cars were covered
bad to be grasped with the bare hand.
with a loof of sheet steel on which the direct rays of the sun would
fiill, and in addition have steel sides and ends, the heat emanating
from them would be enormously increased, and the temiieralurf
inside such cars would not only be destructive to any forms of liftin them, but would be seriously injurious to a large variety of the
different classes of freight ordinarily carried in box rai's.
"In summer time in a yard where large quantities of all-steel
box cars might be stored, the heat would he .sufficient to seriously
injure, and po.ssibly kill cattle, hogs or sheep that might be in trains
which were held any length of time in such yards. With cars carryin.H grain, the heat in summer-time would be injurious to such grain
and would seriously depreciate its value. In winter, with sudden
changes of weather from hot to cold, the deposits of moisture from
the atmosphere which are so frequently noticed on the sides of locomotive tanks would occur with many classes of lading, on either the
inside or outside of such cars.
"It is argued that steel grain elevators have been successful,
and that they do not require lining in order to prevent the grain
from sweating or becoming dampened as the result of sudden
changes of temperature. The writer has been advised, however,
that considerable trouble has been experienced with steel storage
elevator.^ for grain, and in order for them to be at all satisfactory
for general use in climates subject to considerable variations in
beat and cold and variations in humidity, it Is necessary to have
hem lined, giving an air space between the inner and outer casings.
tice is

entirely satisfactory

I

"In the design of all-steel box cars which have recently been
illustrated in several of the technical papers, there seems to be no
provision made for an inside lining either at the ends or the sides.
l'\)r carrying grain, as well as many other classes of freight, such
a lining made of wood would seem absolutely necessary as a protection from heat as well as cold, as a non-conducting air space
l)etween the outside sheeting of the car and the inside lining is
always necessary to prevent damage to many classes of lading. The
addition of such a lining, which in an all-steel car would be necessary for the roof as well as the sides and ends, will so add to the
weight of the car as to give the all-steel car no advantage over its
wooden superstructure predecessor so far as weight is concerned.
"When one realizes that in box cars heavy machinery and automobiles are often loaded, and when it is remembered that in properly blocking the lading as well as properly slowing it In the car.
it is often necessary in some manner to get a good hold on the floor
in order to readily move the machinery or other articles to a convenient place, and furthermore, when it is remembered that many
classes of freight, such as automobiles, carriages and machinery,
it
is necessjiry to fasten blocks on the floor to prevent the lading
from shifting, it will be seen that no small amount of difliculty
will be experienced with a box car floor composed of steel sheets.
It should be remembered that in a large number of cases the load
is put in the cars at points where the men doing the loading do
not have conveniences for making and adjusting long braces to
properly hold the lading in position. In case of renewal, convenience of moving and securing the lading, a floor composed of 1%-in.
or 2-in. plank has many advantages over thin steel plates.
"It would seem wise in the development of the steel box car
construction that progress should be made slowly and with great
care, and to this end it would appear first desirable to design a
car with a steel iindertraming and a steel framing for the superstructure, which is entirely inactlcal, but to protect the car both
on the sides, ends, root' and floor by a covering of wood, which.
with present experience as a .guide, Is much more suitable and better
adapted to the peculiar and varied climatic service conditions met
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with in freight traffic on the lines of our American railroads." In
the construction of gondolas and flat cars, except where such cars
are likely to be used in service for hot cinders, hot billets, or some
similar lading, it would .seem to the writer the wisest policy to
use a wooden flooring raiher than steel.
In a paper read before the New Kngland Railroad Club in 1904
by John F. MacEnulty, he said:
"It has been determined by two
of the largest railroad systems of the country that the drawbar pull
required to move a ton of freight in a properly constructed car
of 100,000 lbs. capacity is 24 per cent, less than that required to
move the same load in an average wooden car of 60.000 lbs. capacity."
This is not only a strong argument in favor of steel car
construction, but also for the use of large capacity cars.
Ease of renewal of the worn or broken parts In steel car construction is a feature of considerable advantage in favor of such
cars as compared with those made of wood. Another great advantage is found when trains are wrecked, for steel cars withstand successfully pynishment which would mean the total destruction of wooden cars.
It has been found that the parts bent or torn
in damaged steel cars can be readily renewed or put back in their
original shape at a comparatively reasonable cost. The cost of steel
cars per ton of carrying capacity is in general less than that of
wooden cars. In large wooden cars it is found that the ratio of
light weight to carrying capacity is altogether too high for comparison with steel cars. In cost of maintenance the steel car has
a decided advantage.
The life of wooden cars built lo-day must necessarily be shorter
than those built \'> years ago. for at present it is impossible to gnt
lumber anywhere approaching in quality that which was required in
first

class freight cars In ]8«2.

The demand
mu<h in excess

for lars has, during the past few years, been so
of the supply that cars have not lieeu taken out
needed repairs so long as they could be kept going
and pass inspection for safety. I'nder such conditions the wooden
car has suffered very materially and depreciated rapidly. The Increased cost of all kinds of material going to make up the car has
so added to the cost price that one of the principal arguments
against steel cars has been nulllfled.
Length of train and increased
size and weight of the average car. together with the very great
increase in size of locomotives, during the past decade, has sul)jected cars to such increased strains as to make the strength of
the wooden car of 10 years ago insufflclent for economical service
in heavy trains on our trunk lines.
The continued construction
of the so-called wooden cars for general use and Interchange on
trunk lines is an uneconomical proposition, and cannot longer be
justifled except on the narrow policy of a temporary saving of
of service for

slight

amount

in

first

cost,

regardless of the following Increased

and Increased amount of depreciation, which
the officers ordering such cars do not expect to have to justify during
their own terms of office.
As showing the conclusions arrived at on one of the prominent
railroad systems of the country, the writer has had before him a
report recently made to the chief executive officer of the company.
The report recommends letiring 4.ti00 coal and coke cars ranging
from nine to 23 years in age. and having from 40,000 to 60,000 lbs.
cost of maintenance,

capacity.
It was shown that these cars, on the average, cost $05.98
a year for repairs, or 37.8 per cent, of the average value of the
cars.
It was shown conclusively that the company could buy 3.000
new steel cars having a total capacity 20 per cent, greater than
that of the 4.600 wooden cars, and out of the amount that It would
cost to maintain the wooden cars for one year they could pay 6 per
cent, interest on the cost price of the new steel cars and have remain-

ing over 1215,000.
There are, unfortunately, some executive officers whose policy
is to make a great financial record for themselves for a few years,
regardless of the consequent depreciation of the property entrupte<l
to them, and regardless of the fact that their succes.«ors will have
to spend mu<'h money later to correct the evlU resulting from a
selfish, shortsighted ami necessarily short-lived policy of those who
preceded them. On railroads dominated by such a "penny wise
and pound foolish" policy lor lack of policy), it may be expected
that the "era of steel" for underframlng for all freight cars will
be deferred as long as possible, even in the face of undoubted evidence that the wooden-framed car Is an uneconomical structure.
It Is only during the past three years that much has been done
in this country to adapt steel construction to the various styles of
passenger equipment. Ouring several recent yearly visits to Europe,
the writer found that the use of steel underframlng for passenger
equipment Is now quite general both on the Continent and in Great
Hrltain; but the use of practically all-metal construction has been
quite limited in the past, abroad as well as In America.
The many serious railroad accidents of the past few years, and
the use of electricity a? a motive power, both as a substitute for
steam in heavy railroad service as well as its use for lighter service
in subways and elevated rallroati traffic, has given the design of
all-metal cars for passenger transportation a rapid impetus. Very
satisfactory designs have been developed for baggage and postal
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well an for Bubiirbaii ami regular paHHcuger iiervlce. and
within Uie pa«t year, also for FiiUmaii Bleep'-rs. It Is too early yet
to ijrmllct the outi-oiiie, hut It Heenih to the writer that In future
flevelopmint of (leHlRHH for »teel paiwenger i-tiulpraent a happy
medhini may he found and generally adopted, where the underfriinieH and the HuperHtnicture framing will he of metal, hut a
reanonahle u«e he made of wood or «ome fireproof Bulwlitutc, other
than metal, which will permit of a decorative treatment more pleasing to the eye than thin metal, and which will alHO have all of the
reaHonahle and necetiaary elements of Hafety for thoBC who entrust
Ihelr llvn« In Huch cars.
In the early days of steel cars the matter of repairs waa looked
u|)on with many mlsKlvlnKS by the average master ear hulliler and
Hxperlence In handling thene cars In large
car repair foreman.
numb<-r<i has shown that there w;ib no cause for any uneasiness on
In the repairs of steel cars It |g not neceasary to employ
this score.
specially trained labor, and very few extra tools or facilltleH are
absolutely necessary, though, of course, a few especially adapted
On roads
tools and appliances will greatly facilitate the work.
having large numbers of steel cars in service It has been found
that not more than one-half of 1 per cent, of ihl.s equipment need
be out of service nt any one lime, needing repiilr.s, while in the
ciiHc of wooden cars from 2 to 4 per cent, is not unusual.
carH, as

Relations Between Interurban Railways and Steam Railroads.*

Vim liiivc a
Iween the main

li'iTiloiy

llial

Is

iii'uhably

^i>

>"

'•"

inilch

wide, he-

Apparently all of
he biislrie.ss that an be secured in that territory i.s being well and
elllcleiitly handled by the sleam railroads.
Until live years ago there
were no evidences thai such conditions wore noi satisfactory or ideal
to the people in belween these main lines, simply because these
people had no Idea of any i)etter or more eflicient transportation
service.
As the country further east became more thickly settled.
Ihe merchant, manufacturer and farmer found that a greater degree
of prospeilty attended the locality where it was ea-sy to gel about
The result was hat between main lines of steam railroads
(inlckly.
In territory that was reasonably densely populated, there was usually
not suflldent aildltlonal business In tight to cause the steam lines
to spur out l."i, 20 or :!fl miles and put on the mechanical appliances
llne.s

your sleam railroads.

of

i

I

I

necessary

to

efficiently

operate that spur.

But the people

in

Ik'-

tween demanded additional service. Your electric railway man in
As he
cities then began to reach out his line 10, 20 and 30 miles.
reached out, it was found not only that he did not impair the freight
and passenger business of Ihe .steam railroad, but he generated business In between those main lines and brought it Into the stopping
places of the steam railroads, adding lo their receipts. For instance, take as an Illustration two railroads 20 to 25 miles apart.
A man would have cattle enough on the place for the milk supply
of the family and possibly a few gallons over.
He would raise
vegetables enough in the garden to supply Ihe family, and have a
few bushels over. There would be a certain amount of farm produce, for Instance hay, (hat was not consumed. All that was wasted:
the steam roads did not come In and take over that sort of business.
The electric railway man came Into the field, and people
found It profitable not only to keep cows enough to supply them
selves, but to send off a half dozen cans or a dozen cans of milk
to market.
They alto found, at limes when they could not work
Ihe large crops In the big llelds, that It was possible to attend lo
smaller ijroducts, cabbages, celery, etc., and to lake care of the
orchard, to plant plum, peach and pear trees, and they foiind a
ready sale for all tliat sun of stuff whenever they got to a polnl
where they could reach the market. The electric lines developed that
business, and where you find electric rallwa.vs and steam railroads
In contact with each otliej-. you will Mud territories that produce
.'lO
lo (!0 per cent, more In any line of small produce than thiy do
where Ihere are ho electric railways. The electric railway takes
up the commodity and delivers it lo the next neare-st .stop for the
long dislance haul of the steam railroad, and any rallioad thai
has such shorlllne feeders pays mure per mile than the line that
does not hove them. I do not believe thai steam i-allroad nlnna^ers
have given this subject altenllon enough to appreciate the ratio
of Increased business.
The prollt from the operation of any railroad depends directly
upon Ihe population and productiveness of the territory It reaches.
Take the case of Ihe more newly scltled parts of the country. We

have, belween the Mississippi basin and Ihe foot hills of the Rocky
mountains, five or six transcontinental lines that are absolutely
losing propositions In the local territory, for the reason that the
population Is sparse and the productiveness of the country, outside
of livestock, is absolutely nil. If there I'an be any conditions brought
about whereby the population of these localities Is liii-reased. and
whereby the productiveness of these Uualltles Is Increased, It will
add revenue to the long-haul transportation company's treasury.
•Krniii

till

ii<l<lri'S.>i

by A. H. Turk
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Wherever electric railways have been In&talled counecting two cities
with a country strip of terrltoiy lulervenlog tbey bare r««ulted iu
an increased population ranging from 10 lo IS per cent, for the
flnit three yearn afler tlie Iniiiallation of the e|M-trt<- railway.
ilaFollowing the electric railway, there l« a:
tlon and In production, and that lncreai!*d ;:
li
to
tlonal freight traffic and pai-kenger traffic to
htii.-,
f;om
the
New York or San Fran< Itco.
ttgures
iakcu
have
records of the railroad commlhiiionerii at the Stale Houite, sbowlne
,

.

.

I

the Increase In population In luterurban localities in Iowa. The
railroad officials In Iowa recently eaIlc^d attention lo the Increased
population that had been brought airaot by Interurban railroadii
while the population of the slate, as a whole, decreased 3u.<>00 between I'JOO and IHUO. Between Waterloo and Waverly, which are
connected by electric railway, the population In the townships, exclusive of towns, Incriased from 3,845 to 4,805. The population in
the townships between Iowa City and Cedar Rapids, outside of
the towns. Im leased during the same period from 11,512 to 13,456.
The townships between iJes Moines and Colfax, exclusive of the
towns. Increased from 8,633 to 9,178.
At the commencement of Inlerurlian development around IndianAt the
apolis, the population there ranged from IGH.OOO to ITo.WJo.
present time. I am informed by the president of the Amerli'an ICnglneering Company of IndlanajMills that the itopulatlon exceeds
Every steam railroad that runs Into or out of Indianapolis
250,000.
gets Its projxirtlonate share of the passenger trafflc of that 2&0,000
people and Us proportionate share Is greater than It would have
been had Ihere lieeu no Interurbans to add lo the popiilailoa of
Indianapolis.
In addition to that, there is the proportionate share
of th- fiiight over Ihelr road that Is manufactured by Ihe Increase
in population.
The same thing is true of every center In the L'niteU
States which has fostered the building of systems which reach
out over the adjacent localities; the centers have an increased population and that Increased population Increases every line of business
in the territory.
For the la«t two years I have l>een driving across tbls country
that we expect to occupy.
The people pay no attention except to
the farm business. They po.ssibly go either to Creston or Des Moines
and they don't think about going back to make the folks down east
a visit: they don't think of going to the Bxposition: tbey don't
think of going to California or Florida for the winter. Why?
Simply because they haven't the vision of a car just pa.sslng their
door every day. They have got to climb into a lumber wagon or
surrey, which Is an Inconvenient way of riding, and drive six or
eight or ten miles to get to the nearest steam railroad station. The
result Is. they do not think about going back to see tbe home folks.
The same class of people, in those states with the advantages that
we have in Iowa, gee an Interurban car go by their door every
day, and the first thing they do is to get on an interurban and
go down six or eight miles to see John Smith about a bunch of
cattle, and then Ihe good wife gets on a car and goes six miles the
o;her way to see Sarah, and the first thing you know, they get the
riding habit and they go to the Interurban man and want to know
how to get to some point in Indiana or Ohio. The Interurban man
can only carry them 25 miles, but he is foxy enough to know there
is a little bit of commission In selling the ticket, and he goes to
the steam line ticket man and gets the price, and the result Is
that the steam line gets four or five pass»MigerK that it would not
have got In 20 yeai-s unless the eleiiric railway people had started
them. The percentage of long distance travel at Jackson, Mich.,
to New York City. New Orleans and San Francisco has Increased
some 18 per cent, in six years. That Is the effect of the interurban.
building the electric railway has openinl up new steam railroad
business.
So long as any of us are alive, I l>elleve that trains of eight.
10 and 15 cars will always be hauled through the medium of steam,
and I sincerely believe that the day will come when the ability of
man to build a machine big enough to haul the people who are
teased Into Ihe desire lo travel by the electric railway, will be taxed
to the III moat.

The Swiss Diet has declared that tbe Simplon (uirallel tunnel
shall be enlarged, lined and made ready for a se?ond track ImmeUrand. Krandau & Co.. the contractors who built the tun-

diately.

now In operation, contracted also to complete the parallel tunnel
for a given sum if notified lo do so by Feb. 8. 190S.
The firm does
not wish to undertake It. It made only $240,000 on the work heretofore done, or 2 per cent, on Ihe expenditure.
One of them died before the tunnel was completed, a second became an Invalid, and a
third Is 70 years old.
Moreover. Ihe traffic so far is abundantly ac<-ommodateil by a single track. Uiil Ihe Slate Railroad authoritleis
say that Ihe parallel tunnel must be enlarged and lined to preserve
It
and to prevent the deformation of the other tunnel wher* the
track i.>.
Moreover. If the work Is not begun till the se?ond track
Is needed, it will Ih> much more difficult to do It.
While there are
few trafflc trains on the existing track It can Ik? utilized for the
new construction.
nel

'

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The conference of railroad commissioners called by the Commission of Oklahoma will meet on January 28 at Oklahoma City.
states to be represented are Missouri, Kansas, Arkansas, Texas

The

and Oklahoma.

The State Railroad Comitnission of Wisconsin has ordered six
of the principal railroads of the state to reduce by 33 V6 per cent,
their rates for carrying pulp wood.
The paper makers' have been
asking for this reduction for over a year.
In the Federal court at Kansas City, January 20, Judge McPherson de<-ided unconstitutional the law of Missouri forbidding railroads to remove to the Federal courts suits begun against them in
the State courts to compr^l compliance with the rate laws of the
state.

The State Railroad Coniniissioncrs
murrage regulations to be adopted for
state on February S.
On coal,
free time must be allowed. The

of Montana have issued defreight cars throughout the
lumber and precipitates three days'
demurrage charge after five days is

maximum of |2 car per day.
The Supreme Court of New Jersey has decided in

These rates are to be put on trial for a period of 12 months. In
North Carolina a special session of the Legislature has been called
to pass an act validating the understanding regarding rates which
has been reached between the Governor, the Railroad Commission
and the Southern Railway. In South Carolina it is expected legislation along the lines of the compromise will be enacted.
In Georgia
the Railroad Commission is supreme, and an understanding has been
reached with the commission. In Alabama the situation is about the
same, and in Mississippi it is expected the necessary legislation will
be passed.

Government Statement

Interstate Commerce Commission last week made public
for the first time as provided by the law passed by the last Congress,
figures showing the monthly earnings of the separate railroads.
A
typical example is given below In order to show the method of reporting railroad income results according to the revised accounting

standards
for

favor of the

railroad a suit brought four years ago by J. G. Montgomery asking
to have condemned as extortionate a charge of 10 cents made by the
railroad for the storage of a package in the station at Pemberton,
which Montgomery had brought with him from Philadelphia, but
which he did not take away for several days.

The time

Twentieth Century Limited Express trains over
New York and Chicago has been
train is now scheduled to run through
in IS hours 30 minutes, one hour less time than by the schedule
abandoned, but still 30 minutes slower than the summer schedule;
and the eastbound train runs through in 19 hours, which is a
shortening of 30 minutes, but still Is one hour longer than the

summer
at

of the

Central lines between

The westbound

is

The showing of the Pennsylvania Railroad

as follows:
I'ennsyhania

MiiintPDani'i

Ilailroad.

$9,958,743
2,606,390
1,137,551

122,849
$13,825,534
$1,402,679
2,088,946
172,072
5,244,408
289,454

of e(|iiipmcnt

Traffic expi-nses

j

Transportation expenses
General expenses

The Subway

New York

in force.

Total operating revenue
Malntonano' of-wny and structures

Total operating expenses
Net operating revenue
One-twelfth of annual taxes
Operating Inromi;

the

shortened.

now

November, 1907,

Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
All other revenne from transportation
Revenue from other operation

increased gradually to a

lines of Manhattan. New York City, operated by
Interborough Rapid Transit Company, having been extended
from the southern terminus beneath the East river to Brooklyn, are
carrying more passengers than ever before. On Monday last the
total was 704,879.
On the same day the Elevated lines, operated by
the Interborough, carried 910,215, making a total of 1,625,094 passengers on the Interborough system.

Monthly Railroad Earnings.

of

The

Opening

of the

$9,840,974
3,984,560
174,339
8.810,220

Guatemala Railway.

The Guatemala Railway, which is controlled by the United Fruit
Company, has finished its through line from Puerto Barrios, on the
Atlantic coast, to Guatemala City, the capital of the republic, about
200 miles, where it will connect with the Guatemala Central, which
runs to San Jose, on the Pacific coast, 70 miles. The United Fruit
Company has announced a new fortnightly steamship service between New York and Puerto Barrios. The new line Is to be put In
operation on February 1.

schedule.

The Philadelphia & Reading has announced In Philadelphia that
the end of this week 60 local passenger trains will be withdrawn,

passenger receipts having fallen off .seriously. Nineteen trains will
be taken off the Chestnut Hill branch, six from the Norristown division, six from the Frankford division, seven from the Glenside
division, three from the New York division and smaller numbers
from other divisions. The announcement says that it is believed
that the trains will not be seriously missed by the public.

The disagreement between the New York, New Haven & Hartford and its connections appears to be the subject of varied and
successive complaints before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The Central of New Jersey and its connections have now filed
formal proceedings alleging discrimination on the ground that the
New Haven continues with the Pennsylvania and the Lehigh Valley
arrangements which it threatens to breali with the complainants.
There are rumors that a compromise will be reached, but no substantial grounds arc given for the rumors.

The Governor of Tennessee has invited the presidents of the
principal railroads of the state to meet him January 27 to see what
can be done about reducing passenger rates and obviating the necessity of calling a special session of the Legislature for that purpose.
In the meantime, the State Railroad Commission, apparently looking ui)on the action of the Governor as too slow, has issued an order
requiring the railroads of the state to reduce their fares to 2i-<; cents
a mile on the first of April. The railroads declare that they will
ask the courts to forbid the enforcement of this order.

Exports of Grain, Beef and Cotton

In

1907.

During the calendar year 1907 the recorded exports of wheat
from the United States were 89,897.600 bushels, valued at $84,859,379.
an Increase of 47 f^r cent, as compared with 190G. when 61,347,789
bushels, valued at $47,716,891, were exported. There were 15,191,351
barrels of wheat flour exported as compared with 14.259,252 barrels
in 1906. Exports of canned beef fell from 35.028,912 lbs. to 21.948,354
lbs., while other cured beef decreased from 73,638,734 lbs. to 50.354,S35 lbs. Exports of fresh beef decreased very slightly. The year's
exports of cotton, other than Sea Island, were 4.404.992,246 ll>s.,
valued at 10.7 cents a pound, which compares with 3,471,934,550 lbs.
at 11 cents In 1906.
Effect of Eight-Hour Telegraphers'

Law

in

Wisconsin.

The last Wisconsin legislature passed an elgbt-hour telegraphers' law and a number of complaints have now been filed
with the State Railroad Commission to the effect that the railroads, In order to supply the nece-ssary shifts of telegraphers at the
large stations, have closed the telegraph offices at the smaller stations.
The companies point out that they cannot afford to maintain three shifts at small way stations.
Net Weight Packages for Paints and Colors.

Leading paint, color and white lead manufacturers have changed
all packages of their products sold by the pound from gross weight
The Southern Railway has decided to extend voluntarily to all to net weight. This change went into effect January 1- Hf
its passenger traffic in Tennessee the same rates which It expects
fore It has been the custom of the trade to put up non-liqui.l ^
shortly to establish in many of the Southern states as a result of in gross weight packages, although liquid goods have
the compromise agreements now being reached between the road sold by all reputable manufacturers for some years full United States
and those states in which rate laws were passed last year. No rate standard measure. This Is a step in the right direction becau.«<>
'
laws liave been passed in Tennessee. President Finley says that It fixes a definite standard regardless of the shape or wei-'
compromises are being reached in most of the states on the basis the package in which the goods are sold, and enables the coi'

cents a mile for single tickets, 2V4 cents a mile for family
'.J
mileage books, and 2 cents a mile for commercial mileage books.

of 2

to

know how much

material

he

Is

buying.

A number

of

r

"

and colors are already on the market bearing the net weight oa
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the lalielB. All npulalilp IIiksh of Ihl/i ehararler will l>« affected as
norm aw Ihi! variuiiH makerH ran make the net-ttuiary I'haiiReii.
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State Public Service

Commiulon
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<urt

Janney Radial Coupler

New

(New Vork

4.

for

the First Oiatrict.
'J"h(!

No.

of the iojuuctlous which have
mii«i*d thai ao appeal

i

Annual Report

.

V'ork Stato I'lihllc Service t'oiniiilHhluii, Klr»t dlstrlcl,
City). haH aeiil IIh report to the Senate. It ret^ommeiidB

the puBHage of four amendmenlii to the public aervlco law:
1. A conHlltiitlonal ainenilnicnl exeinplhiK from the 10 jier cent,
debt limit lionilx for the conBtriiilion of rapid tninKil llneH when, ko
far, and ho Iomk an such rapid Iransll lines .shall In- Kelf-Huppoi ling.
2. An anieiiilnieiil to the rapid IninHit lawH |irovldlng that leaBCB
of extenBlouH of rapid tiansit IImch may be made to terminate at the
Bame tln'ie aH the original lease, tlilH i^onimlaHlon having the power,
In conjuncllon with the Uoard of EBllmate and Aiiportionmeut, to
the termB, condltlonB
fix

The arrompanyliit;

ilrawint;

for Electric Care.

hhoWM

a

tr,.,

m

tlon of the Janney coupler wlih radial
for electric and Interiirban i>ervice, llk<

.lly

the Btreet railway convention at Atiam:
ii
U
an adaptation of the Jauney M. C. B. type
l>ler. but
ha« a wide range of lateral movement to a
iuelf to
hharp eurve«. The auxiliary Ijar. conneiied at u.-. tiuui tud to the
platform and at ii.s rear end to the coupler yoke and to the Htem
of the coupler, prevenlh lateral
buckling of the ktem under
the impact Bliock of coupling. The draft spring, acting through
at

j

anil compensation and to
the same each
readjust
twenty or twenty-live years

thereafter.
3.

An

amendment

lo

rapid transit law
which shall give the local
authorities and this commission the power to allow the construction ami
the

operation of rapid transit
lines by private (!ompanle.s
upon the payment of part
of the earnings to the tity
or other proper terms and
with a reservation to the
city of the privilege lo purchase at any time after a
certain period of not more
than twenty or twenly-flve
without any
years and
payment for the franchise
Itself;
4.

and

An

amendment

to

transit
law
the rapid
authorizing contracts for
operation for a longer period than twenty years or
else

to

make

the

lease

terminable at any time
after a cerlaiii period of
not
more than twenty
years,
with a provision
the equipment shall
purchased at a fair
by the city on the
termination of the lea.'ip.
The commissioners
have been unable lo accomplish anything dellnite to
bring about the removal of
that
l»e

price

Burfuce tracks of the New
York Central on Klevcnth

avenue and West
For the six months

street.
it

has

been in odlce the board has
held 179 pubili! hearings,
and as a result of tlieso
hearings the commission
Janney Radial Coupler.
has issued 18(i orders
which have called for Increases of from 20 lo 2 per cent, in the this bar, returns the coupler in ine ai'iiroxiiiiaie .iii;r. iiui'
the
local railroad services.
A conservative estimate of the increases car when the side strains are removed. It has been found desirabbreciulred of all the operating compiinles Indicnles that over ir., 000,000 to have, on the heavier types of electric and interurban cars, a
additional seals yearly have been added to the service In New Vork stronger type of coupler than that prevlotisly In service on the
City under orders of the commission. This wius accomidished largely lighter cars on city streets; it is al.^o desirable that these cars be
through improvements In facilities already at hand. .\t the same equipped to couple wlUi cars of steam roads, which are sometimes
titiio compreliensive plans for extension of subway construction and
hauled over Interurban lines or Interchanged with them.
This
Important moiimcatloiis In idans already accepted have been made, coupler fulfills these requirement*. It is made by the McConway
A
Much attention has been given to the extension of subway con Torley Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
structlon, not only In Manhattan and the Ilrpnx, but in Brooklyn as
well.
Plans for a Hroadwayhexlnglon avenue .subway line, with
two branches running Into the Bronx, will Ik- submitted to the
Andrew Carnegie Research Scholarship.

m

Board of listimate this month.
Commenting on the ntimber of accidents In the six months the
commission describes the total as "appalling." In the six months
ended December 31 last there were 21,200 accidents, the number of
deaths being 2S8. A committee has been directed to make a thorough
Investigation to ascertain whether It will be ptvsslble to adopt any
.method that will result in fewer persons being kille.i.
The commissioners reiiort that they have not been able to en-

.\nilrew Carnegie has given the Iron and Steel Institute JS'.t.OOO
In 5 per cent, debenture bonds. The council of the in.Mitute is to use
this fund to endow one or more research scholarships annually,

Candidates, men or women of any nallonallty. but under H.i years of
age, must apply on a special form before the end of February to
the secretary of the Institute. 2S Victoria street. lx)ndon. Eng.
The object of the scholarship Is not to facilitate ordinarv col-
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legiate studies, but to enable students who have passed through a
college curriculum or have been trained in industrial establishments
to conduct researches in the metallurgy of iron and steel and allied
subjects, with the view to aiding its advance or its application to

industry.
There is no restriction as to the place of research, proThe appointment to
vided it be properly equipped for such work.
a scholarship shall be for one year, but the Council may renew it
for a further period instead of appointing a successor. The results
of the research shall be reported to the institute in the form of a
paper at the annual meeting, and, if of sufBcient merit, the Andrew
Carnegie gold medal shall be awarded to its author.

The Milburn Acetylene

Light.

U3

steam shovels. A unique use of the light Ls for tunnel and sewer
work. Jn one case two lights have been coupled together and a
pipe run from these down a 60-ft. shaft and along about 250 fL
of tunneling each way, where a series of burners are used at intei'vals of about 50 ft.
At the ends where the work of excavating
is carried on, flexible tubing Is used and connected with a tripod
bearing several burners; these brightly illuminate the work and can
be quickly removed when blasting is necessary-.
The No. 3-Z size, giving 5,000 candle power for 16 or 17 hours
with an extra cylinder, measures 12 in. square x Sti in. high and
weighs only 80 lbs., as outside of the charge of from 12 to IS lbs.
of carbide only water Is used; the handling of the light is an easy
matter. The Milburn hand lights cost in use less than a cent an
hour.

of

The Milburn aietylene light for construction and maintenance
way work is shown in the accompanying illustrations. The ap-

paratus consists of an outer tank, generally square, a vertical burner
interior
cylinder.
The carbide trays, A,
standard, and an
are half filled with carbide and nested in the cylinder, B; the
cover, C, telescopes over cylinder B and locks itself.
The whole is
then put in the tank, which is filled up
with water. On turning the cock, as soon
as the air
takes not

is e.xpelled

from the

pipe,

which

more than a minute, the gas

ready to use.
The water rises under the
as the air or gas pressure Is
and enters the inner chamber
minute holes at the side, thus

is

cover, C,
relieved,

through

reaching
the carbide. The reflector and burner is
attached by a swing joint, and, since the
burner pipe is free to turn around the
iniier pipe, the light can be turned tn iiiiy
angle rcqiiircil. There is a small diiuli

The light is made by the Alexander Milburn Co.. 507 W. Lombard street. Baltimore. Md., and among the company's agents are:
Manning, Maxwell & .Moore, New York, and the Handlan-Buck .Manufactiiring Co.. St. Louis W"
Performance

of

Large Gas Engines and Electric Generators Under
Adverse Conoitions.

The Allis-Chalmers

Milwaukee, Wis., sends the following:
under unusual and severe conditions of service was shown during the recent
heavy snow and wind storm in the Northwest. Interurban lines
centering at Milwaukee, as well as a large part of the street railway
system of that city, were completely at a standstill for 24 to 36
hours, with the exception of the Milwaukee-Northern Railway. This
line, with power house at Port Washington, on Lake .Michigan, 20
miles north of Milwaukee, is supplied with current from one of two

The

Co.,

reliability of large gas engine-driven electrical units

Allis-Chalmers alternating current generators direct coupled to fourcycle, double-acting, twin-tandem gas engines made by the same
company, each unit being rated at l.iiOO k.w. Most of the right-ofway is through a flat, open country, where there was full exposure
to the storm. Accordingly precautions had been taken against snow
interfering with fraflic by putting up snow fences along the worst

places, but the storm, very early in tlie day, destroyed these fences

and the tracks were soon covered with snow

to the

depth of several

feet in places.

At this time three large interurban cars, a large snow plow, a
large sweeper and four city cars were running.
The interurban
cars, when going through heavy snow, would take as much as 55tt
h.p., and the snow plows considerably more.
This, together with
the city cars, gave the gas engine at Port Washington a swinging
load of from 2S0 to 2.400 h.p. The engine acted extremely well under
these trying conditions, picking up the heavy load with apparent
ease, and running so quietly that it it had not been for the wattmeter it would have been hard to detect an overload by the action
of the engine. Although the cars did not run on schedule time durnn.l by niclitfall were back to the
ing the day, they were 1;'
•

:

-

regular schedule.

Tie and Post Contract

Joseph Meloney. of Bloomer. Wis., and J. H. Meloney, of Williams, Minn., report that they have entered into a contract with
Grand
Trunk Pacific for 125.000 ties and 150,000 posts. This
the
material is to be used for the construction work in Canada. The
ties and posts are being cut In. the state of Wisconsin, north of
('l)ippi'wa

Kalis.

Date Growing

Parts and Sectional Views of the Milburn Light.

chamber

at llie base of the tank through which the gas passes begoing into the burner standard, so that back firing cannot
take place; any condensation is draine<l into the chamber to prevent the pipes becoming stopped up.
Carbide of calcium generally costs from 3|.j cents a pound, by
the ton. and 3% cents a pound, in 100-lb. lots, upwards. Rach pouml
In the Milburn light burner it is
of carbide gives 5 cu. ft. of gas.
mixed with an \inusually large percentage of air. so that the light
is inexpensive.
The I'niltd Stales Life Saving Service, after tests,
reported that with the No. 2 Milliuru light fine printed matter could
be read at a distance of 3110 ft. and objects GOO ft. away were plainly
fore

visible.
It can be |)ipcd by tloxilile or permanent tubing to any part of
a wreck'ug car and either a reflector or large open burners can
be usoil
It has l>een successfully adapted to dredges, cranes and

in California.

Investigations by the Southern Pacific company have gone far
enough to show that the date palm can be grown successfully In
California soil.
At the Government's experimental farm near
Mecca, in the California Desert, several acres have been set out
and the trees are thriving. They have not reached the full bearing stage, but several branches have produced as high as 20 Ujs. each
already.
Mr. Fee. Passenger Traffic .Manager of the Southern Pacific,
has received samples of both the soft and dried dates produced at
these farms, and pronounces them of excellent quality.

Kansas, Mississippi,

New

'Vork

and Texas.

The legislature of Kansas is now in session. The Governor in
his message told the ^members that they would be expected to pass
a two-cent fare law. 'in the Mississippi legislature, which is now in
session, a bill has been introduced making 2^ cents a mile the maxifare on the railroads of the state and requiring the railroads
to sell l.OOtVmile tickets at two cents a mile.
A press de.spatch
from Austin says that the railroad commission of Texas has abandoned its projMJsed reduction of passenger fares In that state, this
action being taken, it is said after the re«-elpt from 16 railroads of
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would abandon their attempt to secure an Injunntlon agaln8t frclRht rate reductions ordered by the conunUglon. The
New York State Public Service CommlBHion, Second DiHtrlct, hah
iHMUod a di'oiHlon prepared by ('omiiilHHloncr Ucckor holdln*; that low

rate of 13 cents to New Rngland points were uojust, and should
not exceed 10 cenU lo New Vork and 12 cents to New England
points.
The CommmlKMlon decided, however, to make no order in
the case, pending leave granted to the defendant lo esiablich a pro-

torn,

rates for Ibc uho of cbildren ultcndiUK Hchool, a long ••xlHtlnK ciihIh ili-tilruble, propt-r and Ictal.
The practice, conOnr-d within
reuHonablo llmltH, l8 not dlncrlmlnatory. The two-cent fare law of

Inatlon.

Pennsylvania has been declared unconBtltutional by the Supreme
Court of that state.

Lackawai.nu
from Uuffalo

iiotireH ihat tbey

Steel Ties.
It

won

iiiciiiioni-ii in

thcw..

lia<l

27, that L. P. Frleii-

IjoukIiI

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Export
In

Rate on

the case of the

Walnut Lumber Reduced.

Miller

Walnut

In the case of the Thornton

A

Chester Milling Co. v. Delaware.
the rale of 13 cents per luo lbs.
to Providence was condemned, but no order wag naule,
the action l>elng similar to that In the Banner Milling Company
ft

Western et

al.,

case.

cohimnH, December

the I'nited States patents for Ibe Vork
crosH-roillng pror4"nH.
Wc are now told: "The negotiations whiih
were supposed to have been closed between Mr. York and Mr. Krlesledt have been terminated, owing to present unsettled Hnantial conditions; and, as soon as things appear again to In- all right, the
original Intention may be carried out."
tedl, of Clilcano,

poilionate rale on ex-lake grain, which would correal the discrim

Co.

v.

Similar action was taken by the Commission in the caae of the
Washburn-Crosby Co., of Buffalo, v. the Erie et al., and In the c-aae
the Washburn-Crosby Co. v. the I^bigh Valley, on complainis
of excessive and discriminatory charges on wheal products from
Buffalo lo New England iiolnls.
The case of the Wa-shburnCrosby Co. v. the Pennsylvania Railroad, attacking the rales on grain and grain products from Buffalo to Philadelphia and Baltimore, was dismissed.
It was shown
of

that th" failure of Buffalo to obuin differentialB given to Philadelphia and Baltimore was due lo Us location, a disadvanUge which
Ihe railroad never has attempted lo equalize and which the Commission do<'H not believe it ought to be required to equalize.

Atdilson, Top<-ka &

Philosophy of the Long and Short Haul Law.
Santa Fe and Oulf, Colorado & Santa Fe, the Commls.slon (opinion
by (;ommlH.sl()iifr Prouty) has derided that the rate of 2ti'/* cents
The Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Clark, has
per 100 lbs. for transportation of walnut lumber from Oklahoma
City, Okla., to Galveston, Tex., for export, Is unjust and unreason- announced Its decision In the case of the Bovaird Supply Company
v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al.
able, and should not for the future exceed 21% cents per 100 lbs.
On rope cables from San
Francisco to Independence, Kan., complainant is charged 73 cents
100
Ib.s.,
P''r
whereas
the
rate on such rope from San Francisco to
Reparation on Two Cars of Snapped Corn.
the case of the Ocheltree Grain Co. v. St. Louis & San
Francla<o (opinion by Commissioner Prouty) It appeared that previous to December 12, 1906, the rate on snapped corn from Lavcrty.
In

to Mllllcan, Tex., and from Laverty, Okla., to Nava.sota,
had been for a long time 29 cents per 100 Uw., but by tariff
effective on that date the rate was advanced to SGVi cents per
100 lbs. This advanced rate was continued In effect until February
17, 1907, when it was reduced to the former rate, where it stands

Okla.,
Tex.,

to-day.
On that statement, the Commission declared that it must
bold that the rale charged complainant was excessive. The fact
that the defendant had for some time maintained a rate of 29 cents
and has since reduced its rate to the same figure is in the nature
of an admission on Us part that this rate is a fair one.
Reparation
of %^S was awarded complainant for unreasonable charge
for the
transportation of two carloads of snapped corn at an excess charge
of 714 cfiit.s per 100 lbs.

Rate Fabric Upheld; Indirect Supervision Over Interstate Rates.

.Missouri river points, Chicago,
sion decided that the rate is not

U

60 cents; but the Commisbe unreasonable.
The Commission views with disfavor the maintenance of a
lower rate for a longer haul than for a shorter one Included within
the longer, and the circumstances and conditions obtaining at the
more distant point which are relied upon to justify It must not
only be clearly shown lo be substantially dissimilar from those prevailing at the nearer point, but also to clearly exercise a potent
or controlling influence in making the lower rate.
If the influence of competition, between points of production,
in commodities, between carriers, and In rales prevailing at the
farther distant point but not at the nearer one controls the establishment of a lower rale to the former. It will constitute such dissimilarity of circumstances as will justify the lower rate for the
longer haul.
Comjietition in commodities alone, at the nearer point, will not
make the circumstances there substantially similar to those at the
farther point where the other competitive influences and conditions
etc.,

shown

to

also prevail.

Dissimilar circumstances which justify under Section 4 a
in an opinion rendered by Commissioner greater charge for a shorter haul than for a longer haul will also
Prouty, has announced decision in the case of Reliance Textile
prevent
such rate from constituting an illegal preference or advan&
Dye Works v. Southern Railway et al. The complainant alleged tage under Section '^.
that rates on cotton piece goods from Cincinnati, Ohio,
I'pon discovery that shipments have through mistake l>een
to Chicago,
III., are so adjusted as to discriminate
against Cincinnati in com- moved at an unlawful rate the carrier should forthwith demand
parison with certain similar establishments at Clearwater,
and the shipper forthwith pay the difference between such unlawful
S. C.
and Lunelle, Ala. The rate on cotton piece goods from Clearwater rale and the legal rate applicable thereto.
and Lunette to nearby dye works and from the dye works to Chicago is less than the combination from the mill to the dye works
TRADE CATALOGUES.
of the complainant at Cincinnati and thence to Chicago.
This is
because the rates from Clearwater and from Lunette Is competitive
Pipe Coverings. The revised catalogue of the Philip-Carey Comwith rates from Now Hngland. The Commi.sslon decided
that while pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, Is devoted to the many typos of Carey rovj-r
the lower combination of rates In favor of the southern dye
works
may be a discrimination agulnst the works of the complainant. It ings, including 85 per cent., 50 per cent, and 35 per cent, magnesia
pipe coverings: asbestos ahd air cell pipe coverings: .-Vrgentum air
is not, under all the circumstances, undue and
therefore unlawful. chamber and cork pijM^ cdverlngs. Other products include: So per
The complaint was therefore dismissed.
cent, magnesia sectional blocks and locomotive lagging: a.'il>esta>i
In connection with this decision, the Commission declared that
block covering; air cell flre board: magnesia and asbestos cement:
whore a diacriminutlon results from the combination of a state and
Carey cold water paints, and other magnesia and asbestos special
an interstate rate, both i>stHl)ilsbed by the same carrier, the matter
ties.
Prices are given.
is not wllh.lrnwn from its Jurisdiction by the
fact that the discrimination is produced by an Improper stale rate i-ertainly not
when
.Udchiiic 7'o(i/.s'. ^Catalogue No. 45 issued by the Newton Machine
the state rate is voluntarily made by the carrier.
Tool Work.s. Philadelphia. Pa., is a new general catalogue. It Is
(>'.. In. X 9'4
In., has 30:! pages and is iHHind in cloth.
The pres.«
Grain Rales from Buffalo to New York and to New England
work throughout is excorient. The tools ilhistrated and described
Reduced.
include boring machines, cold saw cutting-off machines, drilling and
milling machines, crank and rotary planers, shapers, etc.
The Commi.ssion. through Commissioner Prouty, has decided
.several eiuiea covering grain rates from B\ilTplo to
New York City
Compressed Air. The December Issue of Compre.ssett Air Inand to New Kngland points. In the case of the Banner Milling
cludes "The Caisson Work for the Paris Subway": "Life and Work
Company v. New York Central & Hudson River It appeared Hint of the Sand hog": "Compressed
.\\r on the Belmont Tunnel Work":
the complainant Is engagcl in grinding .spring wheat
Hour at Huf "Steam Consumption in .-Mr Conipres.sors." and the usnal departfalo In compelitlou with mills at Minneapolis, had
Its rate on flour
ments.
from Huffulo to Now York advanced on May 1. 1907. from 10
rents
to U cenis per 100 lbs., while no similar advance
was made from
Trni-fioM Draft Hipginp.
The Edwin C. Washburn traction
Minneapolis. "I'lie Conimis,sion held that the 11-cent
rate and the couplers and draft rigging are fully illustrated in a pamphlet re-

The Commission,

—

—

—

—
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by the Washburn Steel Castings & Coupler Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn. These devices are particularly adapted for use
on curves as sharp as 45 ft. radius. The illustrations consist of
photographs and working drawings. The pamphlet also describes
steam freight and passenger couplers, engine couplers and spring
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MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

eently publislied

iFor iatet of conventions and regular meetlngi of railroad eenv»nxi«Ht and
engineering societiea, etc., see advertising page 24.)

Franklin Institute.

buffers and cast-steel bolsters for electric cars.

At the section meeting held January

—

Holler licarinys. Bulletin No. 103 of the Hyatt Roller Bearing
Newark, N. J., is a circular giving some data showing the
friction load of shafting in an electrically-driven machine shop when
equipped with roller bearings made by this company. The data is
the result of tests made at the Dubois, Pa., shops of the Buffalo,
Kochester & Pittsburgh.
Co..

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
.1. B. Cox, formerly Chief Engineer of the Chii;ago Junction Ry.,
has opened an office as Consulting Engineer at 1741 Railway Exihange building, Chicago.

23 there was an address
on Semi-Liquid Steel Ingots by N. Lilienberg.
At the meeting to be held February 28, there will be an address
on Electric Power Transmission by Paul A. Spencer.

Western Society

of Engineers.

The officers for 1908 are: President, C. F. Loweth (C, M. &
Ry.); First Vice-President, J. W. Alvord (Chicago); Second'
Vice-President, P. Junkersfeid (Chicago); Third Vice-President, D.
W. Mead (Univ. of Wisconsin); Treasurer, A. Reichman (Chicago),
re-elected; Trustee for three years, L. E. Ritter (Chicago).
St. P.

Canadian Society

of Civil

Engineers.

Co., Geneva, N. Y., has made the
Hiiilway Specialty & Supply Co., Great Northern building, Chicago,
agent for the Hayes derail in the Chicago district.

The Hayes Track Appliance

The twenty-second annual meeting at Montreal will fill three
days, Jan. 28, 29 and 30. The first day, Tuesday, will conclude
the general business, and there will be an exhibition of lantern
At the recent annual meeting of the American Civic Associaviews illustrating the Quebec bridge by Henry Holgate. On Wednetstion at Providence, R. I., Mrs. A. E. McCrea, Landscape Architect
day
the members will visit the works of the Lakefield Portland
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, was re-elected Vice-President
Cement Company at Poinle aux Trembles, the new power house of
and Chairman of the Railroad Department.
the Montreal Street Railway, and the foundry of Warden King at
The Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has Maisonneuve, these to be followed by the annual dinner In the
made the Railway Siiecialty & Supply Co., Great Northern building, Windsor Hotel. The reports will be presented on Thursday.
Chicago, agent in Chicago for the sale of Kopp signal glass. The
latter company is prepared to furnish promptly all styles of lenses,
ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
roundels and lantern globes.
Executive, Financial and Legal Offlcera.
The Maryland Railway Supply Co. of Baltimore City, 510 Continental building, Baltimore, Md., has been organized to handle Arme^ Red I'ivcr d Xnrthi'rn.—T. K. Hawkins has been appointed
Secretary,
Auditor and Treasurer, with headquarters at Dallas.
steam railroad, electric railway and automobile supplies, working
under exclusive territorial contracts in eastern and southern states.
Several agencies have already been secured. A general office for
Now England is to be established at once; traveling salesmen will
lor the present cover the southern states and other offices will be
opened in the north, east and south as soon as the amount of business justifies them. The officers are:
President, Nelson E. Perin;
Vice-President and General Manager, Charles Elliott; Secretary and
Treasurer, Thomas W. Boykin. As Sales Manager of the West Virginia corporation of similar name and as a former railroad officer,
Mr. Elliott already has many friends among railroad officers in the
South and the i>ersonnel of the new company makes its prospects
lor success of the brightest.

The following reorganization plan for the Westinghouse Elec& Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa,, has been approved
the receivers, the directors and the creditoivs' committee.
Us
lonsummation is subject to subscription by stockholders to ?7.000,1100 new capital, unless otherwise determined
by the committee.
The plan provides for IS,'), 000, 000 first mortgage and collateral trust
5 per cent. 25-year bonds secured by mortgage on the variotis plants
and by pledge of most of the heretofore unpledged securities of
subsidiary and other companies. Part of the bonds are conveitible
into stock after January 1, 1910.
The $18,500,000 convertible sinking fund 5 per cent, bonds and the ?1, 969, 000 5 per cent, debenture
certificates outstanding, are to be exchanged, dollar tor dollar, for
these convertible bonds. The remainder of the first mortgage issue
The $G,t)00.is to take care of the $14,531,000 (about) fioating debt.
01(11 threp-year ti per cent, collateral notes maturing August 1. 1910.
collateral
ten-year
per
cent,
5
and the 14.000,000 francs ($2,800,000)
notes maturing October 1, 1917. are to be exchanged toptional in
the case of the ten-year notes) for similar notes with modified collateial and rights to participate in case of deficiency pro rala with
the new bonds. The personnel of the board of directors is to be
approved by the committee. Provision for the election of future
boards satisfactory to the committee is to be made by voting trust
tric

by

Iron and Steel.

The new Grey universal

structural steel mill of the Bethlehem
The company
Is now in operation.
to the mill's capacity; at present

South Bethlehem, Pa.,
expects to work up by degrees
onlv

12-in. 70 1b.

girder

beams are

l>eing

made.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
\V.
(lied al

I^.

bis

Eslcs. General Freight Agent of the Central of Georgia.
in Savannah last week.

home

L. Cotirtney. formerly and for many years Superintendent
Richmond. Kredericksi)urg & Potomac, died at his home in
Kicbnutnd. Va., on the ninth of this month at the age of S3.
T.

of the

—Jacob

L.

Greatsinger has been elected

P'irst

Vice-President, succeeding E. C. Fairchild.

Central.— Morris McDonald has been eleited Vlce-Pre.sldent
and General Manager in place of George F. Evans, deceased.
Mr. McDonald has for 10 years been General Superintendent.
George S. Hobbs, Controller, has been elected Second Vlce-Piesl-

.Mniiie

dent.

Sn.sguelianna d Xeiv York.— P. .M. Newman, hitherto General Manager, has been elected President in place of C. S. Honon. deceased; office at Williamsport, Pa.

Wa.ihington County.
dent,

— Morris

in place of

McDonald has been

George

F,

elected Vice-Presi-

Evans, deceased.

Operating Officers.
Canadian Xorthern Ontario. See Canadian Northern Quebec.
Canadian Northern Qu-ebec.—F. M. Spaidal, hitherto General Superintendent of the Canadian Northern Ontario at Toronto, has

—

been appointed General Superintendent of the C. N. Q.. with
headquarters at Montreal. A. J. Hill succeeds Mr. Spaidal.
liilernaliunal

d Great Xor/ftcni.— Henry Martin has been appointed
Superintendent at Palestine, Texas.

Louisiana Western.— See Southern

Pacific.

of Texas— W. G. Koch has been appointed
Superintendent of the Dallas, the Fort Worth, the Demon and
the Henrietta divisions in place of C. H. Scott, reslgneil.

Missouri. Kansas

A Teras

Morgans Louisiana

«{•

Texas.— See Southern

Pacific.

Xorthern Poti/ic— Newman Kline. Assistant General Superintendent, has been transferred to the office of Superintendent
at Minneapolis, Minn., In place of M. M. Fowler, who is now
Trainmaster.

San Antonio d Aransas Pass.— See Southern Pacific.
i^Duthrrn.— On account of the resignation of M. M.
Richey. E. H.
Coapman. Manager, now ha.s authority over the Middle and

or otherwise.

Steel Co.,

Texas.

Delaware d Eastern.

Western

with office at Washington. D. C.
Laughlin has been appointed Trainmaster at Princein place of Niles Shaw, who has been
appointed
Chief Train Despatcher.
dislricLs,

T. C.

ton.

Ind..

Southern Pa.i/ic.— William M. Hobbs. hitherto Vice-President
and
General Manager of the San Antonio A Aransas Pass, has been
appointed .Manager of the Louisiana Lines of the Southern
Pacific, succeeding to the duties of E. B. Cushing.
General
Superintendent.
H. W. Sheridan, heretofore Trainmaster on the Union
Pacific at Green River, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of the Sacramento division of the

S.

P.

:
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Traffic Officers.

Vhicayo, Uurlinf/lmi

ym/K

,i

I'ri'lKliI

(Jenf-riil

ABHlHluiil

II

HoL

.\K''nt,

with

j/.- I(

iM-en

appointed

,

No.

4.

which cost »15y.0(K), waa recently destroyed by fire. About $HH».»MW
worth of freight was In the station at the time of the fire and it

was

(.'lilcaKO.

ollli

XLIV

entirely destroyed.

N. y.— Announcement is made that the Erie is plan
to Its sbops here.
Vermonl.—W. Kfiniii-ily luut lj«eii appointed Siiperlnleiideiil ning to make Improvements
St, AllianH, Vt.. In pla<e
Nkw Cakti.k, P.\.— All objwtlons to the Pituburgh street bridge
of Motive Power and CarH, with office at
having been withdrawn, plans will l<e made at onc-e to i-arry out
of JameH Coleman, reBlgned.
appointed the worC. The bridge is to be uned by the Mahoning A Shenango
Chicago, liuTlinulon A Quinty—J. G. Crawford has l>een
have Valley Kailway k IJghl Company.
Fuel KnK'nt'"'. w'th hPadqnarterH at ChlcaKO. He will
SoMKiiHfrr, Kv.
Plana, it is said, are being made to rebuild the
rharge or the InHpection of coal.
over the Kentucky river.
M. Klannagan han been appointed Ma-stci- Me- high bridge

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Hoi:\Ki.i..

Officer*.

Central

—

Oreat

,V«»/ft«'r;i.—

PVohiirg.
chanl<' of the Montana division In place of K. M.
KanHiU Cilu H<lt.—W. E. New, heretofore foreman of Bhops on the
SuperlntemlA T. ft S. K. at Newton, Kan., has been appointed

Kansius Clly,

office at

ent of Motive I'ower of the K. C. B.;

.Mo.

Wis.

up a

steel

—

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

\Vii.KKsn.\HitK, Pa.
The railroads entering this place are planning to alK)llsh a number of grade crossings within the city limits,
and to put up a union passenger station near Market and North-

asklnK
The Orteans Kailroad. 8 Rue de Londres, Paris, France. Is
ampton
American Imllders for bids on 10 passenger locomotives.
reported as
The \e,r York Chirniio .( SI. Louix. which wa«
ha.s
IIV.
December
ho market In the Itailroad Gazelle of
In

liPlng

ten-wheel (4-60) locomotives, live simple .-onsix-wheel switching
solldatlon (2K0) locomotives, and five simple
American Locomotive Co.. for February
(U-e-0) locomotives from the
follows:
delivery. The speclHcatlons are as
Ty,..H of ........oiwe,

...^«-".h.
u< b,."x
ItiKllal

::::::::::
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trak.-Hh.MK
nlppK
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Anierl.'an IJrnkc-Slioe

:t3ln.
:il.34
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(joiininr
& Mattlaon
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afos

Xalhan bull's-eye
llallwiiy Sleel-SprlnR Co.
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RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Al.l.KNTowN,

Pa.— It

is

said

that

tlic

l"liihul.M|ihia

& Reading

Jersey are pliinnlng a more convenient
Plans are
Inter.haiige of traffic from the North l'i>tin division.
river
niidfi- way for iMitting up a three-track bridge over the Lehigh
probably
and
yard.s
additional
at S.iutli Helhlchi'tn, and building
new puHseiiger an.l freight stations in AUentowii. The improvements are to cost aUmt $1.00(1. 0(il». When lomplctcl. trains of the
North Penn .im run through to ami from Allenlown by itsltig the

and the Central of

Now

Ci.Ncix.vATi, Bi.iKKrox

ft

Ciiicaiio.

—

Bids are wanted .Innuary 25, by Engineer R.
Bktiii.kiikm, Pa.
E. Neumeyer. for putting up three Iriisw spans and one girder span
Plilladelphla & Rea.ling an.l the Helhlehem
the
over
bridge
steel
Steel Works tracks bctw.'cn William an.l Anihra.ite streets, Northampton Heights. The proposed bridge is to be SS'i ft. long, and the
cost Is to 1k> shared by the Philadelphia & Rending, the Bethlehem
Steel Company, the Eastern & Pittsburgh Transit Company ami
the Boroitgh of Northampton Heights.

—

Bhooki.yn. N. Y, The Coney Islanil ft Brixiklyn le planning to
build six substations this year at a total cost of $250,000.
FiiUT Wii.iivM. Oxr.— This town will raise $50,000 towards building a municipal railway system. Bridges are also to l)e built over
the McKellar, Mission and Kaininlsflquln rivers.

Tkx.— The Texas &

Pacitlc

freight

house here.

— This

company now

o|)erates

—

& Bi.iM>Msiirii(; STKK»rr Railway. This company, it is
planning to build an extension from DanTllle, Pa., west to

Danmi.i.k
said, is

Milton, 16 miles.

Dayton. Lkiia.nox & Cixci.vnati Raii.roah

company

ft

Tkrmixal

Co.

—This

Dayton

begin work early this year on an extension of
branch from l.ambeth. Ohio, weflt to I'nion Station

Dayton,

l.»

w'ill

its

in

miles.

—

HrD.s.iN ft Mamiatian Raii.iioaii.
The "uptown" tunnels extending from Hol)Oken to Sixth avenue. New York, have been finished.
Experimental trains are now in operation. Forty all-steel cars have
been delivered and equipped and are now in the tunnels for preliminary operation. They will shortly t)e opene«l to the public for traffic
between the station In Holioken at the Lackawanna Terminal and
the station at Fourteenth street and Sixth avenue. New York. A
few weeks later the runs of the trains will Iw extended to Nineteenth street and shortly after to Twent> -third street and Sixth

New
Work on

avenue.

York.
the "downtown" tunnels, terminating between Conlandt and Fulton streets in .Manhattan, has actively progressed, the
work being pii.^'he.l by driving shields liolh from the New Jersey

sId.'

and from the

The terminal

Hkam-.h, Pa.— Bids, it Is said, will soon be a-sked lor by the
Pittsburgh ft Lake Krle for putting up the proposed steel bridge
over the Ohio river, which Is to have a total length of 1.787 ft.
The cost of the Improvement with the neces.sary changes in tracks
and approaches will be about $2,000,000.

WiiHTii.

Eyre-Shoemaker

52 miles of main line, having tinished last year the extension from
Bluffton, Ind., to Huntington, 15 miles, where the company has shops,
rounrlhouses and terminals. It Is expected that contracts for work on
the southern extension from Portland south to Versailles, Uhio. Jiii
miles, will be let shortly.

Central tracks west of Bethlehem.

Fottr

let to

—

Leach

sK

fIr.'H, ilrlvWiK

•

n'tt'd

^
United States

Snii.ll^iiir.dpvl.Vs .........'.'.'..'..
'.".MMl h >rl.. I. rs

SprlnKs

Co.

Cllmnx

'

Valv.> rod pa.kliiiss

sr..inii

s<i. ft.

4.4 l..ns.

& foundry

....."....

packliiBH

Contracts for grading

long.

Ca.naiiiax Noictiikk.n.
Surveys are reported being made for an
extension from Reglna, Sask.. west toward l^thbfldge. Alberta,
on about 200 miles.
Dec. V, p. 7U1.I

Monitor

.,, irnal iH-ii'rinKH

ft.

Co., of Philadelphia.

ft

ITnlted States

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

Iter or

I'lst.M. r..d

about 1,000

"'S--

•

II.'.n.lllirlitH
I

II,h.

Waycott

''Hni"

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.
BiKFAi.o, RiH iifsiKit & PiTTsnrii.,11.— An ofBcer writes In regmrd
to the reported Improvements to t>e made on this road that the only
large Improvement under way or contemplated at the present lime
Is on a ten-mile section from Carman. Pa., south to Bro«-kwayvllIe.
where the line Is to be revised and a double-track tunnel pierced,

I
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streets.

I

10 simple

ordered

""""^

— Plans

have been made by the Great Northern
elevator to replace the one destroyed by Are.
Schmidt Bros, ft Hill, Superior, Wis., and the Minneapolis Steel
Company, of .Minneapolis. .Minn., will have charge of the work.
The cost of the Improvement will be about Jl.OOU.OOO.
Si.'i'KiiKm,

put

to

streets,

in

which

New York

side.

station buil.ling at Corliandt. Fulton and Church
Is the loop terminal of the downtown tunnels.

nenring completion. The building is to be ready for tenants by
April 1.'> of this year, and the station will l)e finished by the time
the railroad Is ready for operation.
The station at the present western terminus of this tunnel,
at the Pennsylvania termiiuil in Jersey City, is almut finished an.l
work is prugressing on the approach to the river tunnels on Railroad avenue and on the north and south tunnels along the line of
Washington street in Jersey City.
The electrical power house at Washington street. Jersey City,
Is flnlshe.l an.l Imllers ami ma.hinery are being put in.
All work
Is lx»lng .lone for the Hudson & .Manhattan Railroail Company by
the Hudson Companies Charb-s M. Jacobs. Chief Engineer, and J.
Vipi>ii.l Davie-s. Deputy Chl< f Engineer.
The ele«Mrlcal Installation,
power an.l rolling stock equipment are under the charge of L. B.
Stllhvell. Consulting Electrical Engineer, and Hugh Hazelton. Electrl.al Engineer.
Is

—

Ill

nsox CoMPAMKS.

Kansas Cnv.

— See

sion of this road all

Hudson

—

ft

Manhattan Railroad.

Oriknt. On the Kan.sa.'i-Oklahoma divithe track has been laid and train service is

MK.xicti

ft

.Iamjauy
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the Red

MOW ill operation from Wi( iiilii, Kan., south to
The next seetion to ]>< finished is from Sweetwater, Tex.,
north on which track is now laid to a point two miles north of
Uenjamin, 90 miles, leaving ahout 69 miles to finish the line to
the Oklahoma line at the Red river, where a 3,000-ft. bridge is to
he Imilt. On the completion of this work the company will have
):il
miles of continuous track laid south of Wichita. Plans are
also "made lo Iniild south from Sweetwater to finish the line to San
Aiigelo. 77 miles.
On this section track has been laid for 11 miles
liom San Angelo north. All the roadbed is graded and all ties
and bridge material are on the ground, but the rails are coming
miles.

decrease of $2,000,000.

Boston & Maine.— President Tuttle has filed a petition and bill with
the Massachusetts House of Representatives, claiming that the
law covering the issue of new railroad stocks and bonds should
be changed so that .securities may be issued "on such terms and
such price as would warrant stockholders in subscribing" for
them. The bill submitted with the petition provides that railroad corporations be authorized to issue preferred stock on such
terms of preference as the railroad commissioners may approve,
and also to issue convertible bonds subject to the same approval!
See New York. New Haven & Hartford.

slowly.

—

An officer writes
Massii.i.o.v, Woosikk & Ma.nsi.'ielu Thac'iio.n.
hat this company has given contracts to the Northern Engineering
& Construction Company, of Cleveland, Ohio, to build an electric
I

from Massillon. Ohio, west via Dalton, Orrville, Smlthville.
Madlsonburg, Wooster, Reedsburg, Jeromeville and Hayesville to
Mansfield, 50 miles. Grading linished for about four miles between
Smlthville and Afadisonburg. (1. A. Bartholomew, Chief Engineer,
J 423
Williamson building, Cleveland, Ohio.

BiEEAi.o.

RodiESTKn & PiTT.sBiKCii.—Gross earnings for the
weeks of January. 1908, were 21 per cent, lees than

line

corresponding period
was 14 per cent.
Ciiu.vao

—

Nevada
to

Noutiieh.n.

—

It is

reported that this

company

an extension from its southern terminus
Goldfield, about 170 miles.

is

planning

at Ely, Nev., south-

—

New Yokk & Noinii Shohe TnA<,"rio.v. A franchise has been
granted this company to exten<I its line from Foleys Corners, Roslyn.
Long Island, east via Manhasset, Great Neck and Thomaston. to
Little Neck, about five miles.

—

New Yohk

SunwAY.s. The New York Public Service. CommisFirst district, expects to ask for bids early in February to
build six sections of the projected subway from the Manhattan
bridge, in the Borough of Brooklyn, toward Coney Island as follows:
From the Manhattan bridge to Willoughby street under Flatliush avenue extension.
Willoughby street to the beginning of Ashland place.
Ashland place to Sackett street.
Sackctt street to Ninth street.
Ninth street lo a point between 2Gth and 27th streets.
From the point between 2Gth and 27th streets to 41st street.
When these contracts are let the Commission will immediately
take up the other divisions continuing the line to Fort Hamilton

sion,

and the spur to Coney Island under
street and Stillwell avenue.
(Oct. 18, p.

New

Utrecht

avenue,

CiiK

operation for about 200 miles.

—

—

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

yeai^s.

public sale for

some

time.

—

Denvku, NoiiTii-WESTERx & PACIFIC. The Denver Steamboat Construction Company was on January 10 incorporated In Colorado
with $1,500,000 capital stock to extend the Denver. North-Western & Pacific from its present terminus at Yarmony. Colo., west
through the coal fields of the Oak Hills district of Routt county
to Steamboat Springs. 68 miles.
Contract for this work has
already been given by the railroad to the construction company, whose directors are:
Col. D. C. Dodge. Henry M. Porter,
Lawrence C. Phipps. Thomas F. Walsh. John F. Campion.
Charles Boettcher, Charles J. Hughes. Jr.. William Byrd Page
and Samuel M. Perry, representing mining, cattle, beet-sugar,
coal and other interests at Denver and outside interests.
Much
<

of the stock of the construction
for before its incorporation.

—

Ohio. tJross earnings of lliis system for December
decreased over $1,000,000. or 16 per cent.; operating expenses
increased $165,000. leaving a decrease of $1,200,000, or 53 per
cent.. In net earnings.
President Murray is quoted as saying
that the increase in expenses was more than accounted for by
higher rates of pay and the larger charges for depreidation.
Over 85 per cent, of the decrease in gross earnings was in connection with the steel industry, particularly in coke, ore and
pig iron traffic.
In the McConnellsville region alone all lines
together in December moved only 23,000 loads of coke as compared with 61,000 in December, 1906. The movement of bituminous coal, which comprises about 50 per cent, of the company's tonnage, showed an increase of over 100,000 tons. This
movement was. however, eastbound and therefore less profltablti
than the usual ordinary westbound tonnage. For the six

for

Rock Islam. & Pacific—The Peoria & Bureau Valley,
which is leased to the Chicago. Rook Island & Pacific Railway,
AGO.

has declared a regular semi-annual dividend of 4 i)er cent,
and
an extra dividend of 1 per cent, on its $1,500,000 stock.
Speyer & Company are offering $6,000,000 first and refunding
mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of 1934 of the Chicago, Ro( k Island
& Pacific Railway at 85'.^, a yield of 5 per cent. There were
already $66,851,000 of these bonds outstanding. The Railway
company, which is controlled by the Rock Island Comi>any
through the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railroad, has paid
dividends of not less than 5 per cent. ea<.-h year since 1898.
These are the first straight long term railroad bonds offered at

—

Balumoke &

—

Stith

Wii,MiN<in).\ & Wesichesteu (Ei.EcrHu).
T. E. O'Connell, Wilmington, the principal promoter of this company, is quoted as saying
that work will soon be begun on an electric line from Wilmington.
Hel., north to West Chester, Pa., 17 miles.
A power-house is to be
put up at Brandywine Summit.

—

in

unsatisfactory

473.)

Pennsylvania. Work on the tunnels under way for the past
three years, under 32d and 33d streets, New York, from the terminal
station at Seventh avenue to the East river, are about finished. The
final blast was fired re<'Qntly (iO ft. under Sixth avenue and 32d
street.
It cleaned the last obstacle in the 32d street tube.
The 33d
street tube was entirely blasted through some weeks ago.
Much
work yet remains to be done in the tunnels under the East river, in
the Long Island City yards and approaches, and on the Jersey
aii|)roaches to the Hudson tubes.

two

A(i<) GitEAT WE.STERX.
SInce the appointment of receivers the
Income results for the month of November have been made
public.
Gross earnings were $715,000, a decrease of 10 per
cent.; and net earnings $110,000, a decrease of 50 per
cent.
For the five months ended November 30. 1907. net earnings
were $74,400, a decrease ot $592,000. or 44 per cent. Both the
showing for November and for Uie five months are the most

Cm<

Pan-American. This company, which is building a line from
the National Tehuantepec Railroad at San Geronimo southeast to
the Guatemalan border. 250 miles, expects to have the line finished
to 'I'apachula, 10 miles from the Guatemalan border, next month.
I'lie company has money on hand to finish the line, which is already
ill

first

for the
In the second week the decrease

stock of the old Chicago

solidate<I

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Mahie. This company, it
said, has plans under consideration for building an extension
from Thief River Falls, Minn., northeast to Roosevelt, on the Canadian border, about 82 miles.

west

& Alton.

in 1907.

A stockholder owning 500 shares of the com& Alton Railroad, which was conMarch, 1906, with the Chicago & Alton Railway
into the present Chicago & Alton Railroad,
has brought suit
in the United Sutes Circuit Court at Chicago
asking that separate accounts be kept for the old Railroad company and
thai
an accounting of profits wrongfully diverted from It be ordered.
The contention is that the old Railroad company was much
more prosperous than the Railway company which was consolidated with it in 1906, and that the outstanding stock of
the old Railroad company should receive returns In proportion to the profits which are being earned by Its individual
properties.
If the claims of this stockholder are upheld,
the
economies which were 10 have been brought about by the consolidation of the two companies in 1906 will be done away
with, for it will be necessary to keep separate act-cunts
for the
old Railroad company and for the new Railroad (consolidated)
company.
mon

is

to build

137

months ended December 31, 1907, gross earnings were $42,900.000. an increase of $1,100,000, and net earnings $13,000,000, a

river, 272

Erie

company had been subscribed

—

This company, whose road runs from Erie. Pa.,
Cambridge Springs. 27 miles, which Is on the Brie, is reiiorted
to have been bought by the Wells-Fargo Express Company, presumably to prevent the Adams and American Express companies
from shipping over it. thus cutting Into Wells-Pargo terrltorj-.
This attempted action of these two i-ompanies follows the success of the Wells-Fargo in getting into Pittsburgh over an elecTii,\ction.

to

tric railroad.

GiiEKX

Bay & Western— Besides

the regular annual dividends of
the A debentures and 5 per cent on the stock
an initial dividend of one-half of 1 per cent, has l)een declared
on the B delHnitures. The .\ debentures are entitled to 2V.
per cent. If earned, then the stock to 2^J per cent.: thereafter
the two share equally. The B debentures are entitled to all
5 per cent, on

earulnRH

HurpliiH

(lehentureti

afli-r

and on the

5

pt-r

lent.

Iiuh

Im'imi

palil

on the A

decreased
$92,000. or 12 per cent.; operating expenses Increased $04,000,
leaving a dP<Tease of $1."jI;,000, or 4C per cent. In net earnings.
Net earnings, taxes deducted, were $IUC,00O. After deducting
one-twelfth of the other fixed charges for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1907, fronj this sum, there would be left $07,000 for the
It
preferred stock, which Is at the rate of 3.S jier cent, a year.
Is, of course, not fair to judge of the year's results by any one
month, as the results for the six months ended December 21,
In this half year gross earnings were $.'j,000,000, an
1907, show.
Increase of $700,000, and net earnings $1,700,000, a Bmall Increase.
The company Intimates, but does not say, that a considerable
amount was charged to oi)eratlng expenses during this period,
which ordinarily would be chargeable to betterments.

—

& Nashvii.i.k. An extra dividend of 1 per cent.. In addition to the regular semiannual cash dividend of 3 per cent, declared Decemljer 19, 1907, was declared after the close of business on January 18, 190S. This extra dividend Is payable in
stock of the Louisville Proiierty Compauy, fractional parts of
shares to be represented by non-Interest bearing scrip. The
Louisville Property Company Is a holding company which owns
various lands In Ix)ul8ville & Nashville territory. Including coal
Ita capital stock on June 30, 1907, was $.'.0,000, but this
lands.
has since been Increased to at least $000,000, which amount exactly covers the recently declared dividend.
Milton H, Smith,
President of the Louisville & Nashville, is President of the LouisThe regular dividend of the Louisville
ville Property Company.
& Nashville was declared on l)ecenil)er 19 In the usual way, but
no announcement of the extra dividend was made until after the
close of business on Saturday, January 18.
On January 20 the
books <lose<l for payment of the dividends.

—

This company has been Inc'orporated in Arkansas with $100,000 stock to lease the Portland & Southeastern,
which operates 14 miles of railroad In Ashley and Chicot counThe Incorporators are: J. H. Bird and M. G. Price, of
ties.
St. Louis; H. L. Pitman. C. C. Curl and C. Sawyer, of Ashley
county.

MiHHissipi'i Vai.i.kv.

—

Kansas & Tkxas. Net earnings for the month of November were $512,000, against $1,007,000 in 190G, a de<Teasc of 52
per cent. Fixed charges were $553,000, leaving a deficit of
$41,000 for the month, against a surplus of $CGC,(iOO for the
month of Noveml)er, 1900. This decline came after a long
period of great prosperity. Gross earnings for the month decreased $449,000, owing to the almost entire lack of cotton shipments, the reduction in traffic In coal and manufactures and legislative rate reductions, while operating expenses Increased
$139,000, owing to higher cost of materials and labor and legislative restrictions on operations.

Missoi'Hi,

—

Mohawk

Vai.i.kv Co.mi>any.
It is reported that the International
Traction Company, which operates 217 miles of line. Including
all the street railway mileage of and between Buffalo, Niagara

Tonawanda and .North Tonawanda, N. Y., Is to
be acquired by the Mohawk Valley Coin|)any. This acquisition
would greatly strengthen the Mohawk Valley Company, which
already controls the street railway systems of Kochester, Syracuse and Utica and Jointly with the Delaware & Hudson, of
Schenectady. The D. & II. owns the street railways in Troy and
Kails, Lockjiort,

Albany. The Mohawk Valley Company also controls several Intorurban Hues, Including a line from Utlcn to Syracuse. The
New York Central owns 00 per cent, of Ita stock.
Ck.\tii.m,.

made on

— An

interest

the $750,000

Income bonds.

The

first

i)aymcnt of

2';.

per cent,

is

being

mortgage 5 per cent, non-cumulatlvo
payment on these bonds was
The road Is narrow gage and runs

last previous

per cent, in July, 1906.
from Battle Mountain, Nev., to Austin, 93 miles.
4

|iaMrui;<-r

No. 4

iiacM^ueiT cMr%.

can, 'MO balUat

gitndula car*.

.uiM)

.

car»,

MV

(lal rant

auj

—

CblraKu It St. LakiIs 10* locumotlrn, 31 «l«M*«i.
lo<) tialla>[ ram, '^M tint can, 2S0 hopper car*, and 500 s^D^oU ran.
K paaamgrr can, ISO tiallaat can, 300 dat
riilcaB'j, InillaDB k K<>uih>-rii
cam, nnd lf>0 tifiiJ|M*r i-am.
•

li'Vi-luiiil,

I'oorlii

N»

k

w VoKK

(iui-luiiati.

Kanti-rn

Cestbai.

.Vj<i

t

Kuiiilula lara.

Hl'uso.n

Rtvut.— Bee Mohawk Valley.

—

— See Mohawk Valley Company.
Soutiikkn. — GrosH carnlngH for December

Intkk.natiu.vai. TiiACTioN.

Loi'iHvii.i.K

li>miiiutlvi-«, I'J

Ootrmt ~1&

MI<')il|iBn

I.MKKNAiioNAi. & Gkkat Nohtiikiin.— EHtlmatfd KroHD carnlnKB for
the week t-ndccl January 14. 1908, were $135,000, ut;alnHt $182,000
In the correHpon<linK week of 1M07, a decrease of $47,000, or 2C
per cent. ThiB wharp fullinR off In net earnlnB* Ib typical of the
experience of most other railroads In the SoiithweBt during the
liuit bIx weekH.

Ka.nhah City

& AllMoy — 7tl

Is^mloii

Htoi-k.

I

Nevapa
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Cf.ntkai. Links.— Nearly all of the $30,000,000 5 per cent,
equipment trust certificates recently offered have already been
sold.
Of these, $20,389,000 were Issued against the following
equipnieut which has been or Is about to l)e delivered to the

following companies:
Ni'W Vi>ik Ci'iilnil & lliiil.inn Itlvci'
IC>."i
liii'iiiiinllvi-!). 70 i>nsat'njt<T i':irs.
1.000 K<iiuliilii nils. 1.000 rial ciira iiiul ::,(>00 Nix curs,
I'.'.")
InoonioHvos, 2f) pnsgrn^'r onr»,
l.nko Shon- & Mlrlilciiii .Suutliorii
::U0 txillust I'lirs, i,OUU lii>|>|H'r curs, nu<l 2,000 sondulu curs.

.Nkw Yobk, Ni:w Havex * HAirrroiin. Butler Ames, Kepri>««atative
In Congress from Lowell, Mass., has Issued a statement ravoring
the consolidation of the Boston k Maine «ilh the New York.
New Haven & Hartford In view of the following advantages to
tie gained:
Better freight and passenger rates; transfer accommodations around lUtxlon Ijetween the two roads; electrlOcatlon
of suburban lines about Boston; a large saving In equipment and
reduction of aUiut half of the cost of management. Mr. Amessajra
that control of the Boston t Maine was not sought for by the
New Haven, but that a blo<'k of stock sufficient to give control
of the property was seeking a market, offered to the New
Haven and the offer aoepicd. He regrets that this stock was
not bought by citizens of Massachusetts, but believes that since
It was not. control by the New Haven Is preferable to that of any
other railroad in the I'nlted States or Canada. He also points
out that the interests of New England are a unit as against the
Interests of the territory west of the Hudson river In the matter
of rates and traffic.
He also calls attention to the fact that Ie«s
than carload lots shipped from any point on the Boston k
.Maine to any i)oint on the New Haven and t ice versa now are
transferred from car to car at junction points.
He urges that
two members of the board of directors of the consolidated system
should be named by the Governor of Massachusetts.

—

Electbic. The Northern Electric Railway, incorporated
on September 19, 1907. In California, with $10,000,000 5 per
cent, non-cumulative preferred stock, of which $5,000,000 is
outstanding, and $15,000,000 authorized common stock, has acquired the properties of the Northern Electric Company, which
Include a line from Chlco. via Orovllle, Yuba City and Marysvllle to Sacramento; also the Shasta Southern (Electric) Railway operating between Chlco and Hamilton. The Northern
Electric Railway has made a first consolidated mortgage securing $25,000,000 5 per cent., 40-year gold bonds dated December
1, 1907, none of which are as yet outstanding.
The company
Is now operating more than 100 miles of track and plans to
bnlld over 300 miles more.

.NoitTiiKR.v

—

The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago A
St. Louis reports for December, 1907, an estimated decrease of
$500,000 in gross earnings and a decrease of $200,000 In operating expenses and taxes, leaving an increase of $300,000 In net
earnings after ta.xes. This would seem to show that this company Is able to reduce expenses to meet the decreased earnings.
For the year ended December 31, 1907, gross earnings inireased $2,700,000 and operating expenses and taxes $2,500,000.
leaving an increase in net earnings after taxes of about $200,000.

Pennsylvania Lines West.

Pkohia

& Bureau Valley.

—See Chicago,

Rock Island A Padflc.

Shawm it & Northekn. — Part

of an Issue of $592,000 5
per cent, car trust bonds Issued by the receiver of this railroad,
and of the Shawmut Mining Company and the Kersey Mining
Company, dated November 1, 1907, and maturing from 1908 to
1914. have recently offered for sale at a price yielding 6'... per
cent, for the 1908 maturity and 7 per cent, for each of the other
maturities. These l)onds cover three locomotives and 500 steel
underframc coal cars of 100.000 lbs. capacity. 10 per cent, of
whose cost has l)ecn paid. Owing to the fact that they are
Issued by the receiver, they have, besides the usual advantages
of an equipment trust, a lion prior to existing mortgages on the
properties of the three companies.

Pirrsni-RGii,

PoiiTi.ANn

&

& Southeastern. — See

— Estimated

Mississippi Valley.

earnings for the two weeks
ended January 14. 1908, were 24 per cent. less than for the corresponding period In 1907.

T>:xAs

Pacific.

—

gross

.\vENiE Raii.roau. Former District Attorney J. Addison
Young, of Westchester county, has been appointed temporary
receiver of the Westchester Electric Railway, which operates
the electric lines at Mt. Vernon. N. Y., and of the Tarr>'town,
White Plains & Mamaroneck. which operates electric lines between theso three jtolnts. Former County Clerk I>eslie Sutherland, of Westchester county, has been appolnte<l receiver of
the Yonkers Railroad, which operates electric lines In Yonkers
and thereabouts. These companies are all controlled by the
Inlon Railway, which stock Is owned by the Third .\ venue Railroad, which. i)re\ious to the re<-ent appointment of a separate
receiver for If. was leased to the Metropolitan Street Railway,
w bich was leased to the New York City Railway.
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6 per cents., dated February 1, 1908, guaranteed
by the Missouri Pacific.
Of these bonds, $12,000,000 have been
deposited as collateral for $('1,000,1100 .Missouri Pacific two-year 6
per cent, notes dated February lii. 1908. convertible at par into the
first refunding mortgage
per cent, bonds ot the Kansas & Colorado
Pacific by which they are secured.
These notes are to refund a
like amount of 5 per cent, notes originally issued in 1904 as twoyear notes. In 190() extended for two years and maturing February
10. 1908, and they have been sold to bankers and offered to the
public at 99. We are inl'ormed by the bankers that these are the
first notes convertible into bonds ever issued.
At the moment the
railroad company could not sell the bonds themselves; it evidently
hopes that the notes will all be converted within the next two years

is

interstate

In

l.>0

bonds are 30-y€ar

There

Talents

CominLsslon
Right to Discharge a Inlim -Man Uplield
by the United States Supreme Court...
i'rovlile for

SIX'TION

.Notes

Affecting Foreign

created covering the lines of this company which, including refunding, is limited to J3U,U00 per mile on 1,450 miles, a total of $43,500,000.
The prior liens are at the rate of $15,544 per mile. These

Tictng

GENERAL NEWS

Great Britain
148
Car Surplusses and .Shortages, .Ian. 8.... IDO
Improvements Ordered by Texas Railroad

running west to meet the Denver & Rio Grande at Pueblo, Col.,
which will on completion by 1909 of the Western Pacific, be part
of the through line to Ihc Coast, are the property of the Kansas
& Colorado Pacific. .\ new "first refunding" mortgage has been

issue.

-

144
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Rail Section

per cent, on this loan is strong evidence of financial
Pacific has adopted a new expedient in order

into the bonds

Rail-

Compound

The Missouri

to get funds.

Do About

to.

road AcddentsV

The short term notes issued so freely during the past two
years are beginning to mature. But fortunately it is now possible
to secure new railroad capital.
The Delaware & Hudson, which
has ?6,0l)0.()0U one-year notes of the Quebec, Montreal & Southern
falling due in February has borrowed Jti.OOO.OUO from the First
National Banlc and Kuhn, I..oeb & Company, of New York, for six
months at 4'-; per cent. This company evidently believes that by
August conditions will be favorable for permanent financing. The
clearing.

IM

CONTItlBUTION.S;

HU
14:i

Western Canada and the Canadian Northern Railway
The Ocean I'arrler
Foreign Railroad Notes:
New Road In German East Africa ...
Westinghouse Brake Tests In Hungary.

l.-|.-.

.

Gasolene Electric .Motor Car

dale and turn over to his supervisor on the
Its effect is to make it easier to detect and

generally prevent any attempt to pad the payroll, or date back a

new laborer or

credit

any laborer more time than he has made.

has a telling effect in preventing the men from
paying the foreman a commission for their employment. The book
is 8Vj in. wide by 9 in. high, but it folds to 4'i in. by 9 in., and is
inserted in an oilcloth cover and carried In the foreman's pocket
with little danger of getting soaked and illegible.
Its petiiliar feature is that each leaf consists ol two pieces of
w)iite paper pasted together at the edges, and fastened immovable
between those leaves is a carbon paper, so that when a pencil record
is once made it cannot be erased because It Is duplicated on the
Indirectly also

it

other sheet of this compound leaf. When a foreman makes a ml-stake in entering he cannot rub it out, but on another page provided
Op|>ofor the purpose he can write an explanation of his mistake.
site each man's name there are two blank sqtiaros about a quarter
lalwrer's
name
the
Opposite each
of an inch wide for each day.
foreman puts a dot in the blank square showing when the man
reports for work. At noon he puts the number of hours. 3 or 4 or 5;
after dinner when each man begins, he puts a dot in the afternoon
square, and in the evening puts In the number of hours, so that
when a man works all day there are two dots and two figures entered.
At night the foreman turns to another page of the book
and enters up the totals for each man and the distribution of hours
to the

accounts chargeable.

To prevent the foreman dating a man back, and so giving him
some extra days' pay in return for a commission or fee. the foreman
is

required to keep

all

blank spaces of a previous date cancelled by

drawing lines across the spaces. The supervisor looks at the foreman's book frequently, and he must see to It that these cancellations ot previous dates are kept up. More than this, the company
employs a number of time checkers who have no other duties than
the checking of the number of men employed In the gangs with the
number of men shown on the time rolls. These checkers are shifted
from time to time to various points and they appear on the work
and check the lime rolls of the foremen at any time. This might
be called surprise checking.

The subsequent history of the books
month the books are handed

27th of each

is

to

interesting.

On the
who

the supervisor

holds them for a day or two for checking and correction ami the
making up of his own report. The foreman's book of original entry
then goes with the supervUor's report to the auditor, who compares
the payrolls with the work shown in the books, signs each book and
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returnH it to the HuperviRor. H. R. Safford, Chief Engineer of Main- of about 10 per cent. CompariKon at that period cannot be pushed
tenance of Way of the Illinois Central, tclU ur that In the beglnnlns further as the New Haven In the flscal year 18S8 bad included in
the foremen liail to be r-ducaled In the U8e of thefle time rolli, anil ItH ret'urnK Important additional lines under leaf«.
For come twenty years and until March 1. 190C. no Important
although Bomf Utile trouble wan experlenccil when the book was
..... •
,,
jj,j^
adopted, It was overcome In a Bhort time and they arc now having chnii:;yr
no trouble In getting the foremen to poHt up the lime an described, It.
me
1,
four llmcK a day, and to keep their buukH In a neat condition.
The use of the book has effected a reform and In this eonnei;- rale for Ouu milea in the tnree states of Massacbuiietts, Hliudv ieiand
Early in
tlon the following commentH and remlnlscenceB of an experienced and Connecticut had entf-fd vo^' extonctvpiy (n"> use
..n to two
supervisor are intc-roBting: "The dishonejity among track employees the year
di«lre
put
off
u
-le
to
cents a
whole
Is nearly alwiiys due to weaknesn— to a foreman's
,,,
...
The
the day of trouble— to be comfortable, after finding that It cohIh some- system o; .
be
thing to be known as a good fellow, 'appertaining to which,' as Bill change wan to l>e progre>
- ;,
It
Devery once wild, "A man might as well get ready to get It In the complete on November 1, )
was to begin on certain Eub..t.dtar> I.uca ui ibv uoieiii d^h uf the
neck with an axe as soon as trying.'
"One of my foremen sp<!nt his evenings In the saloon to meet system and work eastward until in November it rea(-he<l the through
New York-Boston rate, thus, to
of
his friends and smoke a pipe,
lie did not drink In oxces.s and went
.achome early, lie paid cash for hh beer ami tobacco at flr.sl, but density of passenger traffic. It
once when lie happened to be short, his friend, the proprietor, said, tion was voluntary; that It fori«;e«»
'never mind.' This habit grew and It grew a good deal until the degree on the Boston & Maine al^o. and that gratitude for It on the
proprietor casually mentioned that he knew a good man who wantpd part of Boston and Massachusetts has hardly been Tlvld. On the
a job. After that Mike paid for no more beer and the proprietor basis of existing passenger fravel the reduicd annual receipts were
furnished all the men, charging the men for their jobs and keeping estimated by the company at $7o3.oi.>u. What actually came to pass
them as customers. I soon detected this in the amount of work Is set forth In the table annexed showing regular passenger and
done and had to let the foreman go. He was a good fellow and a commutation earnings by months for three years beginning with
the month (November) of the completed reduction:
good trackman.
"1 had another foreman who was all for the Interests of the
ino.-. I^'m;
10O4-19O5.
100« 1W7.
»1,"1'0.17h iM>
November
$1.T60.)>T4 24
fl,H4'l.fl04.1T
company. He got good men and he held them. In a broadniinded December
l.ftSO.sj- L"*
l.Ti'. '•:.- ..^
1 ,60'J.737.2.T
1.37rt.nfl3.fl5
1 .5:»o,,'.'M ft2
way he offered premiums for efficiency. If a valuable man wa-! .laniiary
l,2fll.077.«2
I'l'hrmii-T
l,37H.5;il» <V1
Bick for a day or two he creiUted him full time If necessary; to coax March
l,4<t4.»I01,S.'i
1.513.(WL' rtii
l.r.J.-,.>--.'0>:;
l.i!;>7.<i;-.M0
a good man from somewhere else he dated him back a tew day.s .\i>rll
-.:
7-... -:.. ;..
1, ,,•„, v., ,;,;
•Miiy
:-- 24
•..:.-.•.
.-.;.
IT
on the payroll. He had the best gang I ever saw. But the small .Iiine
,. •,-,
.:..• t.l.-,
.-..I...!- I'.
.tllly
Irregularities leaked out and the foreman was blackmailed.
He is .\iif:ust
.;_.'.« 44
IT- '••
"J,"
2.oT."i.«!7c, 01
r.J>
Scplemlier
Btill working, but he was transferred and Is living down the past.
October
1 .8110.040.54
- 22
"Another valuable foreman was positively afraid to take a pen
J20.2SI 4. nn4, 3 4
T.jinl
-T.KJ
or pencil in his hand. He was always on his job. loyal anil enerThe first column represents the complete year beginning with
getic; the flr.-il man out at the least sign of a storm.
Work exhilarated him, but in making up his time book he would gasp for breath November before the reduction; the second column includes eight
and at just the right time a handy man appeared who offered to months under the sliding scale of reduction, and the final column
keep his book and employ men for him. Of course, this handy man represents the first full year after the reduction went into force on
collected from the laborers and credited long hours and extra days the whole system. The Impressive comparison is therefore between
and pretty soon I called In the foreman and showed him the results. the fir.=t column and the last. It shows a gain in pas.senger receipts
of $2,487,212.72, or somewhat more than 12 per cent., and with no
The results were a reduilinn or 411 ]»•!• rent. In efficiency."
increase of track mileage worth mention, a fact which gives the
comparative returns increased value. The great Increment is emphasized also by the fact that It appears on a system where the
CENTS A MILE ON THE NEW HAVEN.
mileage books were already very commonly used and. Indeed, priIn the annual report of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
vately traded in by temporary transfers. On the other hand, it 1^^
Railroad Company for the year ending September 30, 188<i. President to be noted that In the year 1905-1906 the company coU'^lderaMy
George H. Watrous announced an important reduction of passenger developed its excursion business which, however. In the following
fares by vote of the directors. Beginning with January 1, 1887, he year, was reduced by Its inability to nin Its excursion trains to
said, the company would reduce to two cents a mile the regular New York City owing to obstruction due to the terminal improvefare on the main line from New York to Springfield. Mass., and at ments above the Grand Central Station.
the same time would reduce to 2'.j cents a mile the fare on the
How much of this greatly Increased pas.-icnger business was
Shore line and Air Line divisions of about ^lO miles each. The due to the two cent rate, how nnich to national growth of passengt-r
actual reductions In each I'ase appear to have been aboiit half a traffic, cannot even be guessed at, and obviously there will be no
cent a mile. The reduction was. In the main, voluntary. It was light upon the subject during the year to come with Its Industrial
true that to some extent the mcuaie of a "parallel" hung over the recession affecting passenger traffic as well as freight. It is maniNow Haven line that later materialized In a bitter and very corrupt fest also that the New Haven system, with its volume of passeniicr
battle in the Connei'tlcul legislature when in the metaphor of the business not only Immense, but dense and producing operating revtime "the ship of state lloated In a sea of champagne shored by enue almost equal to that from freight, holds a unique |>osltlon in
greenbacks." But at least there was no popular outcry for the the matter of passenger rate reduction. Still, with every aIlownn< e
reduction and no threat or danger that 11 would Im> enforced by on the plus and minus side, the Increased revenue from reduced
legishitlon.
It was a matter of broad rather than spedfii- policy
and uniform fares is peculiarly Impre.^slve. One cannot reason
and In that policy the New Haven ranks as a pioneer among from the New Haven to other railroad systems great or small with
American railroads. The charter rale of two cents a mile on the their pa.'isen,.jer tmslness. nor to whole states or other geographbal
main line of the New York Central, it is true, antedates the New divisions that contain varied railroad lines. Hut the New Haven
Haven's action, but It was the legislative price paid for the c-onsoll- example has at least two sharp suggestions: First, the occasional
datlon of Its lines across New York State.
value of voluntary as contrasted with compulsory passenger rate
In his report announcing the reduction. President Wairous reductions; and, secondly, the feasibility and success of the "postage
forecast, on tbi> basis of existing pas.senger traffic, a loss for the stimp" idea as applied progressively In systems with high pas-ennext fiscal year eniling September :I0. 1887, of $500,000. The gap ger density, at first in the form of the mileage book, next to the
between prophecy and the event was striking. The year In ques- zone of densest travel and finally to the .system as a whole. Along
tion ineludeil nine months of the reduction.
But Instead of a half these lines, without the dictate of legislatures or commissions, the
million decrease passenger receipts rose from |4, 225,698 to |4.31!),- future of the American railroad promises some Instructive results.
252, or a gain of $!);!, 551.
Passengers carried rose from 8,2t)7.310 Were It not for the fear of public clamor for further and unreasonto 9,3C1,426, a gain of 1.0!t|,11t;, or somewhat more than 13 per cent,, able reduction the idea would proKibly l)e tried out sooner and more
and passenger mileage rose from 22(i.U>2,(H)0 to 24!>. 161,000, a gain often.
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GOVERNMENT ACTION AGAINST THE HARRIMAN ROADS.
The rninent

weel; lias Ijrought out two interesting and highly

141

almost a cardinal principle of American faith. Yet said Mr. Adams,
"it is found that wherever this characteristic (the natural monopoly

-contradictory pieces of

news with regard to the attitude of our
government towards the railroads. On January 25, Attorney-Gen-

of the railroads) exists, the effect of competition is not to regulate
cost or to equalize production, but, under a greater or less degree
of friction, to bring about combination and a closer monopoly. The

eral Bonaparte directed that a bill in equity be filed to set aside the

law

control by the Union Pacific Railroad Company and its subsidiary
corporations of the Southern Pacific and the San Pedro, Los Angeles

&

Salt Lake; also to have declared illegal the ownership by the

Union

Pacific or the Oregon Short Line of stock in the Santa Fe, the
Great Northern and the Northern i'aciflc, it being alleged that all
these lines are competitors of the Union Pacific and that they have
conceived and carried out a conspiracy in restraint of trade. E. H
Harrinian, Jacob H. Schiff, Otto H. Kahn, James Stillman, Henry
C. Frick, Henry H. Rogers and William A. Clark are cited as indlviiliiiil dei'enilants.
Mr. Honaparte has issued an official statement
in which he says that the e.\tcnded investigation by the Interstate
Commerce Commission into the relations existing between the
various roads engaged In transcontinental traffic, supplemented by
inflopendenc investigations by the Department of Justice, has caused
tile department to arrive at the conclusion that the stockholding of
the Union Pacific and its subsidiary companies in the other corporations mentioned al)ove is in direct violation of the Sherman act.
Tlip department regards the suit as of great importance, since it
fieeUs by means of it to break up what it refers to as the substantial
nionojjoly of the transportation business of the country between the
Missouri river on the East, and the entire Pacific Coast south of
Portland on the West.
This news came out on January 2.o, ns stated. On January 27,
a conference as requested liy the President took place in Washington,
and some nine highly experienced railroad men discussed with him
the question of modifying the Sherman law so as to minimize the

now placed upon railroad pooling and traffic agreements
securing uniformity of traffic regulations and rates, etc.
It luis. of course, for a long time been obvious to all careful
eeouuniic students in this country that our national law has
definitely taken two positions which are absolutely irreconcilable
with each other. Through the Sherman law it has required competition: through the rate law of 1900 it has made it Impossible.
The

restrictions
for

competition is a subject too big to discuss
is sufficient to say that It has been the historic theory of
government=! which did not own their railroads that competition
between the roads should be required by law, although
experience has amply shown that the law has never yet been successful in its efforts to sow seeds of dissension that should
raise fruit of benefit to the public. On the other hand, evidence has
been a( (luuulatin,!; year after year which shows with incontrovertible
dcfinilcness the fallacy of the whole proposition as outlined by

doctrine of enforced
here,
niosi

1 1

is

invariable."

Well,

it

now

was 22 years ago when Mr. Adams wrote

his

book and

years since the British committee reported, and
materially longer since George Stephenson observed that where
combination is possible competition is impossible. Yet to-day the
government is attempting to tear apart a great and enormously
useful railroad system because its form of organization Is alleged
to represent combination just as all great and useful railroad systems must represent combination, instead of competition which. In
the days when rivalry had full swing in this country' effectually prevented any railroad system fi-om being either great or useful, in the
fullest sense of both of these words.
In the face of this action,
however, the government appears to doubt the divine inspiration of
the law which requires competition In all things else why the
conference of January 27?
A bystander unlearned in the law cannot help thinking that
these two pieces of news in Washington have come out in the wrong
order.
If the government really thinks that the Sherman law Is
probably a foolish one, wjiy does it not settle the conference on this
point before it undertakes great new prosecutions under that law?
While the chemist is still investigating our drinking water to see
whether it is going to poison us, is it not better to drink something
else for the time being?
it

is

36
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What

a

Technical Journal Ought To Do.

a curious and interesting commentary on modern scientific and industrial development that book making cannot keep pace
with it. The surgeon can learn the groundwork of his profession
from recognized text books, but to keep abreast of the best current
practice he must either see that practice, or hear it described, or
read of it in the technical publications devoted to that alone: the
lawyer can pass his bar examinations on the basis of his theoretic
instruction at the law school, but to win ca.ses he must read cases,
as fast as decisions are handed down. The same thing has always
been true of the work of the civil and the mechanical engineer;
certain standard books on bridge design and on locomotive design
have collected together a great group of cardinal principals derived from two generations of practical experience, but no text
book has ever yet or will ever be able to contain a full record of
progress as it is illustrated by the best current practice a record
corresponding to the cases which the lawyer studies and also to
the cases of a different kind which the surgeon studies. As ruleof-thumh methods in engineering work have more and more given
way to scientific methods it has been more and more necessary
lor the engineer to know just what was being done simultaneously
in all parts of the world.
Within the last decade, progress, greater
than many people realize, unless they look back and count Uie mile
stones, has been made in the application of scientific, definite and
well understood methods to the operating, financial and traffic departments of a railroad as well as to the engineering department,
and here again, the ])roduciiou of text books has utterly failed to
meet the demand for information.
To (ill this deniand is one of the two great purposes for which
a technical journal exists. Colonel Prout pointed this out with great
clearness in a paper which he wrote for Transport (now IncorporIt

is

—

government.
It is now 36 years since the famous committee on railroad
amalgamations was appointed in Great Britain. Charles Francis
Adams, Jr., told us 21 years ago how this committee had showed
with grim precision that in the 40 years during whidi railroads in
Great Britain had been doing business up to the time when the commilloe made its report. English railroad legislation had never
accomplished anything which it sought to bring about nor prevented anything which it sought to hinder. The cost to the comjianies of the useless mass of enactments t3.300 of them) had
amounted to some $400,000,000, yet the committee concluded that ated in the British edition of the liaitroad Oazellci in 1902. He
competition between railroads existed only to a limited extent and cited the case of the costly and elaborate volume entitled Modem
that it could not be maintained by legislation. The committee cited Locomot.ves. published at the end of 1900, which. In 1902. was
practical examples of the respective workings of amalgamation and valuable as history, but not as a description of current practice,
while th'^ greater branch of service, covering both traffic and transof competition, and then stated that in view of such facts as these
portation, was represented In no book at all that did it even the
it was clear that amalgamation had not brought with it the evils
most meagre justice.
that were anticipated, but that in any event long and varied
But imiwrtant as that function of the technical journal is. Its
experience hail fully demonstrated the fact that while Parliament other function
the broadenln.g of the individual for his own good
might hinder and thwart, it could not prevent it, and was powerless and for the good of the whole machine is far more Important
to lay down any general rule determining its limits or character.
There are many branches of railroad service, just as there
Having thus quoted the British I'arliamentary committee on the are many branches of every other kind of service, that In
tendency are exceedingly narrowing. Thus, a difutility of attempting to enforce by law competition between rail- their direct
roads. Mr. Adams took occasion to comment that the whole theory vision superintendent may be so anxious to get a record figure
for
the
biggest
trainload that he forgets that tralnloadlng. like
under which the American railroad system was left to develop itself
was founded on the same the<iretical error which had prevailed in every other branch of railroad work, exists for the sake of moving
traffic.
Similarly, a very large and important collection of railGreat Britain; the supposition bein.g then universally accepted as an
road accountants, last spring, forgot that their accounts were colaxiom that in all matters of trade, competition, if allowed perfectly
lected for the sake of use and not merely as a hot house collection
free play, could be relied upon to protect the community from
Narrowing down our
of beautifully developed statistical plants.
abuses. Thus the efficacy of railroad competition, expressing itself discussion from technical journals in general to a particulai class
in ihe form of general laws authorizing the freest possible railroad
of technical journals, it Is undeniably true that the great and funda<oiisl ruction everywhere and by anyone, at an early day became
mental value of a paper which tries earnestly and suoce^fively

—

—

—
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to

make a compiehen»lve study and

pracllce Ifes In
to

give a broad vtew of railroad
incentive at once to Individual development and

Itx

team play.

The Railroad Oazette hajs recently been enabled to support tbU
kind of tlir-ori/lri!; In a railu?r remarkable manner. Some timo ago,
we addreHKcd to nil our readerh u circular letter asking tht.-m wbethcr
or not we were ilevotlug too much space to the reviews which we
printed of annual reports. Our own point of view was that a
proper ami underMiamllni; review nf an annual report constituted
an extrcnu'ly valuable part of the Joint business of furnishing
that an abslrjct of
atiil rurnlKliing Incentives to usefulness;
a report niadc only with an editor'.s blue pencil was not useful
along either ol these lines, because the facLs which it presented
were only half truths, and the conclusions that could be drawn
from those half truths were of no service to anybody. Ther' (ore,
we had been making a series of thorough, careful and painstaking
reviews. In which the information kIvl-ii in the reports was Interprett'd, measured by rules and standards applicable to all companies, end expanded with comment based on real Information about
facts

the phy.siial and llnancial status of the property, including the efficiency or lack of eniclency of its management.
Hut all this took
a great deal of space, and we sent out our circular letter of Inquiry to see what the real opinion of our readers was about this
matter.
We tonfldently expected that railroad presidents, financial ofllcers, and banking houses would approve heartily of these reviews,
because we knew that the work was done well; but in our weekly
audience there are a great many more master mechanics, and chief
englnee.-.-f, and signal engineers, and general superintendents, and
engineers of maintenance of way, than there are bankers and railroad presidents; Just as in a well constituted regiment there Is
only one colonel and one lieutenant colonel, but there are two
majors. 10 caplain-s, 20 lieutenants and some GO sergeants.
Our theories about the real use of a technical journal In training men to think and to see their positions as parts of a whole
instead of as separate entitles, received a most gratifying confirmation in the replies to this letter of Inquiry.
The total number of
replies received was .335; say, in round numbers, one reply for 20
sub.scribers among ofllcers.
Twenty-seven of these 335 were Inclined to think that we gave too much space to the publication
of annual report reviews, 20 of them cast ballots which may be
desciibed as defective because they answered some other question
than the question asked, and 282 said very positively that we were
not giving too much space to the reviews and that they found them
helpful iind valuable In their work.
Now let us ."ee who these people were. Comparing for the
moment railroad llnancial oOlcers with officers In charge of the roadway Including chief engineers, maintenance of way engineers and
their principal assistants) we found, to our great interest, that
three llnancial officers answered our letter, all of whom spoke enthusiastically about the reports; and that -ll engineers of roadway
answered our letter. 3t of whom were heartily in favor of the report
reviews. Thus, a llnancial ollicer writes:
(
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what we expected and hoped

for, although we would
never have believed that he had rend every word of these reviews
unless he himself had told us so. But now observe the following

Thi.s
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replies:
"'I'lio

Hui'li

llailroiiil

miillerH,

(laicllc

and we

In

our most Important source of Informntlon In
spnce which you giro to the Binleraent .iiid
grcnt vnluc."
Oonsulllno Knglntcrt.

feel Hint the
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uniil,V8ea of riilli'oiid reports Is of

"You hnve not given too much Bpncc to the review of reports. The oompnrlNnuK you miike, ns. for Instnnre, Ihnt of the rhesnpenke & Ohio nnd Xocfotk
It WcHiei'ii, heiirliii; on Iheir cliiss of trnrtlc, dlffloiiltles of oper.itloo, department expendlliiieH, elc, nrc nil very Ihterestlni; and vntuahle lo an euKlneei'.
ami I llnd them eHpeelnlly go In connection with the theory of rnllrond eronomlcs, ns Riven tiy Wellington, Webh and others."
—Cnnsiilllmj
"I lake Rieat

— Enuinccr

"I rend, clip. Index nnd tile nearly
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"Vour articles are so admirably prepared and give the Information desired
sneh convenient and systematic form (hat they mnst lie extremely valnnble
to those whose Inicri'sis He In the depnrtment of operation. Irntfic and
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only

Is support from the permanent way d' ,
the 39 permanent way officers who approved, 16 citil ebtsineers, two or three of whose replies were quoted above, espreiiit^
their entire approval of the work we bad done along lines which
apparently lay to a considerable extent outside of things in which
they were directly interested.
Now let us see how the mechanical people feel about the reviews. We found one master mechanic, one shop superintendent
and three men In the car and locomotive department who thought
we gave too much space to report reviews; also an assistant engineer of tests, whose work is doubtless primarily mechanical. But
the mechanical people who did read our reviews last year and who
approved of them, lome second on our entire list in order of preHere are some of their letters.
cedence, to a total number of 28.
have got murb Infuru
"I do rend these revlewa with gpai lnier>-<t
Hyprrlmlendemt of Uachtmrrji.
lion of value fiom tbem."
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"
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"We do read these reports. We cannot offer any suggvatlnos that »•
Improve the manner In which the subject has been handled by the Katli -ij

much disappointed

think your readers are convinced that that
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your Intention and effort
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"I rend the reviews with considerable Interest as they eertalnly give In •
nutshell a pretty complete resume of the Items In wblib all railroad men ire
Interested and eiinble one to coroimie the results obtained on bis own r.iad

with the results obtained on others."
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me

a better knowledge of tbe rondltl<>o« n
oiir ron<l thnn I could have obtained In any other way."
Siiiimnlrnacnt of Uolire Potrrr
Among men engaged specifically in railroad service, we got tl:largest affirmative vote, next lo the permanent way and mechanicil
"I

feel

that they have given

departments, from the superintendents, 16 of whom he.irtily endorsed the work we have been doing while three dissented. F"or
example:
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Continuing up a step in the same operating line, we found th.i
general managers mid nssl.stant general managers approved by

unanimous vote
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who

of the 15
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of the especially
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from the lieneral Manager of a large strec
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useful In the eli'ctric railway business from reading these rejiorts than I hn>
from rending nil the street rnllnny Journals published in tbe country.
Tbe^
iinbinsed and critical nnnlyses. altsolutely inde|H-ndent of the feeling "f ili
corporation which Is liuing discussed. I hnve held up to my friends in i..'

street rnllwny puldlcntioii tleUI ns shining exninples.

the steam railroad general
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principal lines and I consider them the hest that have bueu
bi'llove the work Is the v*"'}' best there Is and that It ought

—

General Manauer.
affirmative vote in acUlilion to the officers already
niaue up oi ilie replies from persons whom we have
classified as follows:
Railroad presidents, 12; vice-presidents in
charge of operalion, 11; miscellaneous manufacturers, 17; manufacturer:, of cais and car spei:ialties, 10; raanufa(aurers of locomotives and loiiomotive specialties, five; signal engineers, seven; librarians, one; bankers, six; lawyers, statisticians, slate railroad commissions and trainmasters, each three; bridge engineers, bridge
nianufa'durers, purchasing agents, ticket agents and officers of coal
companies, each two; also one favorable reply from each of the following:
Traffics man, economist, assistant to president, industrial
agent, contractor, locomotive engineer, chemist, superintendent of
telegraph, yardmaater, passenger department, car accountant, passenger conductor, architect, timber expert; also 41 favorable replies which we have not attempted to classify by vocations.
We
will cjuote only a few of the replies to show the general range of
interest and the point of view of people occupying a great many
different kinds of official positions.
can tjalhcr what
I have read ninny of llie reviews with Interest as
ili'slrc to know with less difficulty than by studying the annual reports, and
|i.

riiiillnui'd."

lie

The

given

total

wa:,

I

I

revlesvs save nie the trouble of calling for such of the reports as

wish to
see If they do not otherwise find their way to my hands.
Permit nic to say
In Ibis connection that the praclicc of the Railroad Oaxelle In regard to these
reviews seems to me not only quite In keeping with Us character as tin: railway journal of Ibis country, but esixcially beneficial to the class of railway
lu.ri who habitually read the (Jazcllr in that It leads their minds to an Intelligent consideration of the three principal elements of the railway question;
namely, operalion. traffic and finance.
As a rule I think operating men are
your best readers. In which I Include the engineering department. Traffic
nun probably come next and thos-c having to do with finance last.
The tendency with operating and traffic men is to dwell upon their own particular
Once In a while there
branch of the service to the exclusion of the other two.
Is one bright enough to understand relative values and this man moves np, but
ten to one of the successful operating men fall of such advancement as their
ability In that branch of llie service would seem to entitle them to because
The articles n
their minds are not trained to take a larger grasp of things.
ferred to In the l/iiihoitil UiUtltc are calculated to stimulale this lack of i'
terest in and appreclalion of elements with which their duties do nm
orilliiarlly bring them Into immediate contact."
Prcsideiif.
llii'

I
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have been a very great admirer of the manner
lias been presented through j'our paper."

"I
11"

ilch

this Infoima-

—President.

"We have looked over these analyses and we find them In every way
We think that your claim that they are better than those published
any other paper Is not exaggerated; it Is almost Impossible to find a brief
and fearless analysis of a railroad report setting forth the bad points as well
as llie goi.d. and we congratulate you upon the straightforward method In
which .vim have done this."
Dankers.
^likudld.
In

—

•We

U3

by the state was 21,719 miles, l)ut o£ these 15,614 miles were worked
by corporations under contract with the state. The capital of these
railroads was at the average rate of $42,553 per mile. For the
year 1906 their average gross earnings per mile were $4,8ir<, and
their net earnings $2,410, the working expenses having been a trifle
less than 50 per cent, of the earnings.
The gross earnings per mile
were nearly 3 per cent, greater than in 1905; the net, 1 per cent,
less.

The traffic of these railroads in 1906 was at the average rate
of 367,948 passenger-miles and 376,807 ton-miles per mile of road,
or equa! to a dally movement each way over the entire system of
504 passengers and 516 tons of freight. On the railroads of the
United States the corre^^ponding figures were 155 passengers and
1,345 tons of freight each way daily.
In India the passenger-miles
and ton-miles are nearly etpial; here the ton movement is nearly
nine times as great as the paa.senger movement. That the passenger traffic per mile of railroad should be 3Vi times as great In
India as here is sufficiently cxi>laincd by the fact that there are
more than 10,000 inhabitants per mile of railroad in India, and less
than 390 here. The light earnings per mile of the Indian railroads
Is due to the very low rates on the large passenger traffic, and the
comparatively small amount of the freight traffic. In 1906 the
averagfl rates received were 0.4157 cent per passenger-mile, and
0.808 cent per ton-mile.
If we charge half of the mixed-train mileage (which is more than 30 per cent, of the whole) to each kind
of traffic, the average train loads were 203 pas engers and 191 tons
of freight.
No other country has so large an average passenger
train load. The average earnings per train-mile (all kinds) were
There is probably no other
124.9 cents gross and 62.5 cents net.
country which has so low a cost per train-mile, which is very
largely due to the very low wages paid to natives of India. These
formed 463,108 of the whole number of employees, against 6,850
Europeans and 9,326 Eurasians offspring of white fathers and
Hindoo mothers. This is at the rate of 16.5 employees per mile of

—

road.

Of the whole number of passengers 95 per cent, travele third
paying an average fare of 0.387 cenl per mile. The first class
passengers were but as 1 out of 367; but they paid a trifle more
than 3 per cent, of the total passenger earnings, with an average
I

class,

rate of 2.224 cents per mile.
The largest specified freight was
coal
Next came 11.939.400 tons of grain and
12.530,000 short tons.
beans. 2.565,000 tons of flax seed and other oil seeds. 2.064, OtiO tons
of salt, and not very much less weights of sugar and cotton.
In spite of their low rates, the Indian railroads are prosperous,
partly because of their low capital cost, but chiefly because they
are worked so cheaply. Their net earnings were 5.83 per cent, of
their capital In 1906, and 5.92 In 1905. Additions of considerable
extent are made yearly.
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much

the critical analyses of railroad reports con
tallied in tile Kuilroad Oaxettc, and the frank and full way In which you deal
principal
topics
of
such
reports.
We always read them with much
witli the
attention."
Hankers.
apiireclate very
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"These reviews are iiiori' interesting to the average railroad man,
than nearly any uilin- railioad news Item which might be published."
VicePrcaident and Oencrul Manager.
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and Genera/ Manager.
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have no suggestions to make.
I may say, however, that In your trentI
have found much of Interest and value."
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of these reports
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my Judgment,
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practice to read these reports."

the clearest and most comMel anil practical outlining of railroad doings that ever appeared In any
ralli iiMd iiiipir.
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—Secretary,
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can say
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road

all

read them with the greatest
liolling Stock Company.

of them."

— Trainniuslir.

We have devoted a good deal of space to the?e replies because
thoy show far better than could be shown by theorizing, what the
actual helpful work of a carefully edited technical journal is, in
broadening the outlook of the individual. We can safely assume
that the trainmaster who road every one of these reviews got more
out of lliem which will be of service to him in shaping his future
career than any of the railroad presidents did.
The Railroads

of

India.

The railroads

of British East India at the end of the year 1906
had an aggregate length of 29,0;»8 mites, of which S02 mile.4 had
been opened in that year. A little more than half the mileage was
of the 5-ft. 6-in. gage originally adopted for the Indian standard:

but there were 12,254 miles of meter gage, and 1.419 miles of narrower gages (30-in. and 24-in.l. The length of the railroads owned
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Mr. Byers has endeavored to produce a book which will be to the
science of railroad operation what Wellington's Economic Theory
of Railroad Ixtcation has been to railroad construction, and be haa
probably succeeded. .\t all events, he has produced a standard reference book entirely different from anything now in print; a book
which ought to serve a very useful purpose for a good many years.
The author makes a point which has often been brought out in
the Railroad Gazette, thai with the extremely rapid development of
railroad transportation along special lines it has become more and
more difficult to obtain a true perspective. The department officer
too often works for the advancement of the department alone, losing
sight of the broader Interest of the stockholder; while the young
man entering upon a railroad career finds it difficult. If not impossible, to obtain any very clear view of the relation of his work
Therefore, Mr. Byers has tried to
to that of other departments.
bring into view the general outline of the mechanism of railroad
operation as it is carried on to-day and to develop the principles
involved.

chapter deals with organization and gives some very
For example. Rule 1 reads: "Provide a supreme
authority at all points where action must be taken": Rule 2. "Carefully and fully outline the authority and responsibility of each position"; Rule 4. ".\void as far as possible making any person subordinate to two or more others, especially in regard to matters al all
closely related." A full quotation showing the disadvantages of
extreme centralization in matters of administration is taken from
the report of the committee appointed by the British Secrefiry of
State for War to consider the decentralization of the War Office
business resulting from the tireakdown of that department in the
Boer war. In this same chapter on organization, the departmental
and divisional types are clearly differentiated and the advantages
and disadvantages inherent to each type are shown. A specimen
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get of by-laws giving detallH of organization for

a large railroad
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nopinion, which the uewsp^t:
sliuwn that lluence, together with the enforccmc-Ll of Uic prticijl lavki, it jj.-jb35,010 mom- _ably the only hope for a belter conditlOD.
telegrapbera
TB.liN
within their
employees have U-ea
While It Is true that :
union. The third division of the first chapter relates to accounts Killed on the railroads In
thrVss pprplc ^-t- nerto
criticism
ground
on the
and ucroiintlng and It Is perhupx open
ijaL
ally accept this as meaning uuiu u!.' litiu i.
'>>
that It Is rather more theoretic than the case demands. The func- all of it or nearly all of it can be stopped.
tion and Idea of the accounting system receives wide dlHcusslon, misleading and does a lot of harm.
<M<-.
An ,:
but we Hlionld suppose that the men directly engaged In this highly from a bruised thumb to a lost leg. and tl>e miuul<.-iie)>it u( repoitspecialized branch of the business would want considerably more ing varies on dlRerent railroads and in different countrlen, to that
on the subject, while the men only casually interested would reijulre fair comparison can only b« had from the more accurate records
considerably less.
of those killed.
Let us separate the items and try to see bow much
The same crlllclsm can be made of other parts of the book. of the killing Is within control of railroad ofllcers, or of asyotie.
Yet on (ho whole It must be admitted that the .selecllon of concrete Only 1,421 people were killed In train anldent>. Of these, T7G lost
material to illuminate theory Is quite good. Under the general head their lives in colllsioi<H, and it Is quite nearly true to hay that every
of reports, GO pages are devoted to abstracts such as the following:
a lack of discipline
collision Is due to disobedience of ordeis
"Koriii .M. \V. '^ii will bt» tiHciI by fori'iiiiin wutcr m-rvlcf fur ri'iHl*Tln,f
so that at least this much is pure waste and can be stopped. Of
aiDntlily i''i>«ii'l« I" »ii|ri'rliili'iuli-iit of wultT Hcrvlip on or before the lotli of
the 515 lives lost In derailments this is nearly but not quite so true.
cai'li miiiith CoJIowliii; Hint covi'i'i'il by tbc ri'iiorl, of cost of operutliii; udJ
A detailed examination shows that at least 22 of these lives couid
muliiluliibiK III! uiiii'i' NtiitloiiH III IiIh ti'rrllory."
not have been saved by the railroad man's vlgilat:ce. Unusual disThe objection which the casual critic might make to the selecturbances by the forces of nature and malicious interference are
tion of this material Is that It would be better either to show all
beyond control. Also by no means all these derailments were due lo
the forms iherasclves or to refer to them In more general terms.
a lack of discipline; a considerable proportion, fully one-fourth,
However, we do not doubt thai the tiO pages of definite examples
were caused by defects In equipment, prevenlable, but nol by the
like thc< abovi' will have their use.
same methods. Kquipment includes the roadway and Its structures,
Under the ({eiioral head of economic operation, which constias well as all rolling stock. Une hundred and thirty lives were lost
tutes Part 5 of the book, and lIUs some 360 pages, each detail of
in unclassified train accidents, and these cannot be analyted fully,
the expense account Is discussed at length with copious examples
except that we find the same causes, human errors, defects of equipfrom the practice of speclflc railroads. Specific examples are shown
ment and uncontrollable elements.
at large of such documents as "Dally report of condition of boilers
The other killings which go to make up the total of 5,000 are
."
and Hrelxixcs examined at X Station; Roundhouse No.
The
3,57!) lives lost on the right-of-way, and a careful examination of
topic of transportation Is then taken up, under IS specific heads,
For example: Seven passengers
these losses is most instructive.
from the standpoint of the division officer. Topic No. 1 is train
lost their heads by sticking them out of windows, and 147 passengers
rules; No. 4, foreign car-home-routing instructions; No. 15, yard
were killed while trying to save time in getting on and off trains.
service, etc. The standard code is given in full; specifications are
Due to the same foolishness, more than 2.000 passengers were
shown for train order forms, etc., illustrated with cuts; preparawounded self-innicted Injuries, beyond the control of others.
tion of the train schedule or time-table is fully discussed, and each
THE IIl'MA.Nt: EFFECT OF SAFETV DEVICES.
of the detailed 18 topics receives careful and studious treatment.
In coupling and uncoupling cars, 302 employees lost their lives
Wo have only the highest praise for this entire .study of economic
last
year.
the year 1S90 a greater number. 396, were killeU
In
operation. It is admirably done and is by Itself worth the cost
while doing that work, although the number of freight cars iu
of the book many times over.
and
Part 6 deals with analysis of operation and control of expenses, service has considerably more than doubled during the period
showing the difference between constant expenditures, which do the yard and terminal work has Increased by a much larger proRailroad
portion.
This
subject
is worth a Utile further study:
not fluctuate with any ordinary hange.s in Ihe amount of traffic;
Indirect variable expenditures, and direct variable expenditures. accident statistics show, uncertainly, that 15 are injured for each
This analysis l.s well made, and is I'ollow'ed by discussion of the one killed: but in car coupling accidents the ratio is about 23 to 1.
le.ss than half as many
general balance sheet and general Income account. The book then In 1&90, 7,842 were injured while coupling—
cars were coupled as last year, when only 3.94S were Injured: that
tells what an Inspector of transportation ought to do. and gives a
number of specific examples of such an inspector's work and of Is to say. more than 75 per cent, of these Injuries have l)een elimthis relativ reduction iu killing and
the kind of report which he ought to make. Control of ejpend- inated. We may assume that
wounding Is entirely due to the use of the automatic car coupler.
itures Is, of course, the underlying theme of this final section of
In tending switches and other slr>.ilar work about trains. 310
the book, and the topic is handled In a thoroughly competent and
were killed this year. This. too. is a prnportionate reduction, due
satisfactory manner.
to the increasing use In busy yards of a power movement of switches
We should be very much surprised if there was an operating
man to be found in the whole great group of highly trained .-Vmer- In connection with the interlocking machines.
In contacts wlUi overhead bridges and structures 142 lives were
lean railroad officers who would not derive much profit and helpful
method of classifying accidents has been changed
suggestion from reading Mr. Hyers' book, which seems likely to lost last year. The
so that we cannot in this ciuic make exact c«>mi>arisons, except that
remain n standard work for a long time.
here there has been an enormous reduction, due entirely to the invent'on of the Westlnghouse air-brake, with the result that brakemen rarely need to ride on the freight car roofs.
j
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What Are We Going

to

Do About Railroad Accidents?

Xcw York. .Inn. 30. IDOS.
Ovis hi;ni:u lo Nkwsi"ai"icii Unrroii.s:
The appearance of the yearly accident bulletin Is always occasion for expressions of horror In the great dailies, and too often
with III considered demands for drastic legislation. The Urcning
Post, sane and with tine traditions to live up to, asks a proper quesA.N
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Khastly IlKiiri's In ltd recent nnnnni report.
nni-w
'What me you roIuk to ilo aliont ItV"

They bring up the questluu

:

The answer by railroad managers might truthfully be: "We
are doing more than ever before; are making progress, but cannot
be successful until we are allowed to control our employees."
In
the employment and discharge of engineinen anil train crews the
trade unions have rather more authority than the employers and
except perhaps on the Reading and the Chicago. Burlington &

TRACK

LAIIOKIJIS.

the large number of 1.S73 lives lost
on the railroad right-of-way. Perhaps the largest single Item Is the
killing of trackmen.
The foreman of a track gang has a heavy responsibility.
He Knows the time table atid watches his timepiece,
but he needs to be alert and watchful for extra trains and light
engines.
Nevertheless, foremen vary In alertiies.>i. and Iho killing
goes on. These workmen, Italiai.s and Ihe IlKo, .iro apt to be stupid,
but with a low cunning. In night work it Is difilcult to keep track
of them and protect them.
They will skulk and be found dead on
the track behind a passing train. Material improvements have been
made in methods of watching out and warning, but we need not
expect much reduction in this kind of killing.

There remains

uncl(iK.-iined

WE CAN SAVr. 1,000 I.IVES.
would seem, therefore, that only a small reduction can now
be made In the above mentioned total of 3.599 lives lost outside of
It

train accidents.
It appears also that nearly all of the 1.421 lives
lost
In
train accidents
wotild l>e saved If there were strict
obedience by employees and if Ihe design and material of rolling
stock and perinaiicnt way were perfect.
Perfection is not attainable in this world, and therefore a somewhat lareful examination

has been made of the accidents which involved these 1.421

lives..
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Without going into
Ijy

two-tliirds— tliat

ol'

1,000

lives

of

does seem possiljle to reduce tlial lo.sb
our problem is limited to the saving
passengers and employees a year in railroad
detail, it
is

to say,

operation.

THE GENERAL MANAGEU'S BESPO.NSIBILITV.
The newspapers have taken as a text the remarkable exonerathe fatal
tion oi; General Manager Smith from responsibility for
derailment on the electrical division of the New York Central— remarkable because the Court decided, without allowins the jury to
consider a verdict, that the evidence showed a full measure of
energy and caution in the use of equipment and the choosing of
men. This is all that the manager can do, but he will be held to
higher standards than we have had heretofore. The ste.-.ographer's
report of the Smith trial makes a ponderous volume, including most
inspiring
of the material tor a text book on train operation, and is
and men. Inasin suggested possibilities of inspection of materials
much as this railroad has been under severe fire, some details of Its
methods of improving discipline are worth noting. Some of the
same methods are used on other roads.
THAINMASTEKS.
This not quite descriptive title is given to the four or five men
employed on each engine division to spend their entire lime on the
line, riding in freight-train cabooses and on passenger trains and
being at signal cabins and stations wherever train movement can

—

be observed. They are field inspectors of operation, such as enginemen's obedience to the signal indications, and their compliance with
the rules for giving whistle signals at crossings and for sending out
They watch for infractions of safety rules by
front and rear flagmen.
conductors, brakemen, towermen and station men. To prevent their
spies or detectives, they are given a
simply
as
regarded
being
measure of authority to deal privately warn without reporting
with first offenses and make recommendations in favor of efficient
men. They make "surprise tests" for example, go to an automatic
signal post and hold the semaphore and light at the caution or stop
position and see if the engineraan is alert in obedience.

—

—

INSl'ECTIO.N

AND

I'UHI.ICITY.

The New York Central has

also, within the past year, put in
a plan which seems to be original. An expert investigator,
whose ordinary work at headquarters is such that he can leave at
a moment's notice, proceeds at once to the scene of an accident
that is serious or involves a lesson, and joins the division engineer
and superintendent in an investigation and report. Mr. Brown,
Senior Vice-President, writes: "The expert investigator's duties are,
primarily, to bring out any wrong practice that may exist and which,
1 hope
if it had not already done so, might lead to an accident.
that with experience these special investigators, of whom we have
two east of Buffalo, will become such authorities that the cause
of an accident will be quickly determined and full of accurate information given to the press."
The establishment of an inspection department, thoroughly organiiied, primarily to insure strict observance of rules, was probably
original with Julius Kruttschnitt, now Director of Maintenance
and Operation of the Harriman lines. He appointed an Inspector
of Train Service, and he and his staff have done great things on
the Southern Pacific. The work covers cleanliness, ventilation, heating and lighting of cars and stations: neatness and good manners
everywhere; excessive speed, schedule failures, neglect to flag and running past signals. These latter dangerous practices have been nearly
eliminated.
Mr. Kruttschnitt in his plan recognized the fact that
neatness and orderliness are closely allied to uniform obedience to
orders.
It is surprising that this departmental method of administering discipline has not found favor on more railroads.
On the Chicago & North-Western and on the Hock Island and
probably on other roads there is an interesting undertaking for
the triple p\irpose of promoting discipline, establishing frank relations with the public and getting, or holding, business. There Is a
fixed, compulsory, monthly meeting of division superintendents, and
at this conference all that pertains to these subjects is discussed.
Each officer then goes slowly over his division, keeping his eyes
open and examining each station agent. He stays long enough in
each community to make calls on shippers and others who have
complaints or are otherwise critical and disaffected.
If a frank
pxchnngp of views and facts can accomplish a better understanding,
as it generally does, his work is done, for. as President Winchell
expresses it, "he has no time to call on our friends, he must see the
men who paint us black."
effect

—

—

UEfECTIVE EiJflPMEXT.

During the present winter a succession of rail breakages
prompted a thorough inspection of about SO miles of track cleaning the sides of the rails with steel brushes and looking closely for
flaws.
Twenty-six cracks were found, all ripe for breaking and
disaster.
And even now. after this inspection, they are breaking
on this short piece of railroad an average of one rail a week. It Is
only by sleepless vigilance that these accidents are prevented. The
bad rails forced on the railroads under conditions which have made
them helpless for several years make a story too long to be told
here.
The cause is greed, and it is only because of united action

—
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by all the railroads, through the American Railway Association,
that there is now hope of reforming this outrageous situation.
The freight car travels from Maine to Texas—and the Lord
have mercy on it if the Texas State Commission should notice anything assessable in it! They might levy on its grab irons for taxes.
The quality of material in its sills, cast-iron wheels, brake-beams
and brake riggings, draft gear and coupler knuckles, varies with
the grades, loads and speeds of the owning railroad, and also with
Foreign cars form a large proportion
the quality of its officers.

On a
in long freight trains on any trunk line.
descending grade the long-applied brake shoes heat a cheap cast
material,
poor
train.
Due
to
iron wheel. It explodes and wrecks the
brake-beams fall, knuckles and flanges break and draw-bars pull
There is no known means of preventing,
out with like results.
under unfavorable cirtumsUnces, a passenger train from deraila wrecked freight train on an adjoining
from
debris
ment by the
and are mixed

track.

THE

6.3:50

other

PEBSONS^' KILLED.

Before studying out the ways in which the railroads can reduce
the number (5.000) of passengers and employees killed, it is necessary to look at the much larger number of "other persons" killed
by railroad trains, and not included In the Interstate Commerce
Commission Accident bulletin. In 1906 (these returns for 1907 are
not yet available) 6,330 people other than passengers or employees
were struck by trains and were killed. Concerning this greater
killing we have never seen serious mention and consideration In any
dally newspaper. Of those so killed, 5,381 were trespassers, mostly
tramps, but including many women, children and other not aiert
persons walking for short distances on the tracks. The railroads
spend large sums and try hard to persuade the community to enforce the laws of trespass and vagrancy to get rid of tramps who
steal and destroy railroad property, cause wrecks and get killed.
Under Mr. Loree's administration of the Pennsylvania Lines West
an orderly and measurably successful undertaking to this end w»«.
made among the communities along the lines. That region Is salu
Their tramps have simply
to be now one of the least infested.
moved to other fields of harmfulness.
During the year, 920 presumably good citizens were killed a..
highway crossings of railroads; proportionately as real a loss to
the country as the 1,421 lives lost in train accidents. The elimination of a grade crossing usually requires joint action by the community and the railroad. The state of Massachusetts stands alone
in cordial co-operation with its railroads for this desirable end.
New York and other states have good laws, based on the Massachuthe state to pay one-fourth, city or town one-fourth
setts plan
and the railroad one-half of the cost of eliminating grade crossings.
It is the railroad's interest to effect these changes In order to avoid
the cost of slow-downs and killing, but it is only by strenuous effort,
pressure, argument and persuasion that some small progress is made
in this humane and economic reform.

—

—

THE rOSSIIILE KEMEDIE-S.
The General Manager is responsible and has

the power to slop

most

It la
of the loss of 1.000 lives in collisions and derailments.
hard, but he must.
Perhaps his most dlflicult problem is getting

obedience and weeding out inefficient men. The trade unions are
arrayed against him, but his disciplinary work is essentially military and he cannot succeed until he gets a high quality of military
discipline throughout the entire operating force on train and track.
We have said that the General Manager will be held to higher standards than heretofore. We need no new statutes. The law of criminal negligence is good; it needs only to be enforced. Judge Kellogg
showed plainly in his summing up of the evidence in the Smith
trial that if he could find any lack of extreme caution in making an
operating organization for the Electric Zone: In delegating authority
to anyone without an unassailable record; in making a working
schedule without excessive speed; in training and examining motor
men: in having a high standard of maintenance of way and rolling
stock
for any lack of a full measure if vigilance and caution the
General Manager must go to jail. Criiiiinal prosecutions do good,
although it is an agouiioing experience for a faithful officer.
The present rate of killing nearly 1,000 persons a year at grade
crossings has been a necessary Incident in our method of developing
new country by cheaply built railroads and city and town streets.
This pioneering method has made our country rich. But long ago
the time came when the elimination of these grade crossings was
both humane and profitable, and it is now the communities and not
the railroads who are at fault. Right-minded editors of newspapers
can do much for this reform.
The killing of 5,381 trespassers on railroad tracks Is largely the
fault of government, whose primary duty is police protection of
citizens. The amount of this killing is appalling, but It only tour hes
the edge of the harm done every year by tramps. They ravage the
country, wreck trains and get killed. The subject is so big. and its
effects so wide, that its concern to the railroads becomes only inciNevertheless, the railroads have a plain duty to spend
dental.
money and work energetically with any community that tries for
Improvement
w. h. BOAROiLajf,

—

Editor of the Kailroad Guicttc.

—
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The thickening of the whole flange It only a temporary adjustment and will not cuffice for the kucceavful rolling of siruclurally good rail above certain sizeif. The many (roubles which
are associated with the manufacture of the present large litaadard
rail give evl'|en<'e that the limit of an unaatural mechanical treat-

the Railiioah li.v/.t.iiK:
nliapc of the larse American T-rall Is not in harwith the fiiiirlamfiilul priiiclploH of rolling, and pri>V(>ntH a ment li.i
lied.
nal.iirul loiiformatioii of the niftal.
Two faetorH an- reBpoi-Kiblf
If
'lie design muK( Ij« made to gain a natural confor ihlH (rondltlon: llr«l, the eHtalilliihoil nx-i-hanical rclaliooH in the formaii'
of fulu'-tal, it should Ix? one luHuitely capai.;.
roll jjaHceH; bccoikI, the leiriperadiro inaiiilained !)>• I'erlalu parts
filling Uic luccliaulcal
requiremeni in rolling still
of tlie rail diirinK conformation.
Higher lempenitiire can be lielil If the present design will not conduce to a natural
In Hjme partH by ulmply increasing llielr thtckneti.'i, but the proper of a rail shape, how are the larger soctioDB going to i,> .-.,....
mccliaiiicai roll effects cannot be had without altering the form of by the same mechanical treatment?
the Hectlon.
A suitable metal dlstrlliMtlnn off<*r!n«r the propr mf'^hani'-a!
Some parts of a ulandard rail are formed in a manner which, applications in the roll f
If permitted to continue, would .subHcquently lieip Improve Ihe inthat a natural conform;!'
ternal character of the material, while other parlH of the rail are the siruiture.
Keliable iformed in an unnatural way which curtallx the ))roceH8 of forming. way without working injury lo the luateriai. Ihe ixtA iuleruai
In other words, If a difference of mechanical effect is preuent. In characterLsllcs are gained by treating the metal decently In the
separate parts of an integral section the final finishing of the whole Initial stages of rolling, and similarly throughout the whole proceius
is governed by the part of the rail which aB.sumcs refractory conof forming, not relying on treatment after the final form of the
ditions first. This phy.slcal condition will prevail in rolling the rail has taken place.
thick or thin flanges, since no effective change can be made in the
A practical way to gain the ni>-<-hanical roll effectB which would
mechanii.al action of the passes. However, within prescribed pro- elongate the metal in a natural wuy at the head and base of a secportions this i)hyslcal disparity can be controlled by proper me- tion Is to use a section which may be descril>ed as being a comchanical application of the different diameters, but while it has bination of the double-head and American types.
In this form
had the effect of getting out the section, it has never eliminated the section assumes a contour susceptible to mechanical influences
the use of auxiliary apparatus and artificial requisites.
which have benefited the character of the double head rail. The
Small Trails are rolled and finished without artificial assist- good granular condition of the double-head rail Is well known, but
ance, although, to a degree, they are unbalanced.
Middle sized sec- the principal reason for Its superiority has never been thoroughly
tions require subsidiary ajjparatus to overcome progressive irregu- investigated.
The ease with which a double-head rail can be rolled
larities In curvature (metal flow) and physical distortion, and large
is due to Its symmetry about the horizontal and vertical axes, so
sections inviiilnlilv icquiri- tlip iild both of artificial and of ine- that an equal amount of reduction cati I..- nla .-il ov<>r all. Most
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chanlcal means. It can readily be seen that the development of of the reduction of metal is thus accomplished in the line of least
the flnal form Is, and always has been, at the expense of the struc- resistance, which is fundamental.
An equal diametrical compression of co-acting roll surfaces on
ture, while Independent means, other than the rolls themselves,
the head and base elongates the metal freely on both sides of the
must bo applied to arrest excessive distortion.
-section,
causing a true rolling motion. The elongation of all parts
necesWith every enlargement of the standard rail section the
in line of least resistance eliminates internal straining and pr<.'sity for Independent mechanical assistance during and after the
This proves that the shape of the standard vents any inclination on the part of the metal to flow laterally.
rolling has Increased.
In the standard rail the metal to form the flange is greatly rerail does not furnish the proper mechanical conditions In the roll
passes and 1b at variance with the fundamental principles which duced over that which is to form the head and naturally minute flaws
would benefit the material while rolling. It also Indicates that the move more readily toward the rail head. If the metal can be made to
present method of shaping rails pretends to be nothing more than flow uniformly In one direction only, a far better opportunity to
refine the metal is presented.
a means to form them.
Hurlng and after the conformation, similar parts of the doubleSince medium sized standard rails are not In harmony with
natural and fundamental principles for conforming the metal, it head rail cool evenly and more or less separately, therefore the
follows that larger unbalanced sections must have a greater disad- chill does not travel toward either head, and a coarse, crystalline
vantage in rolling. ICxperlmentIng with small thick flanged sec- structure is avoided.
As said before, a uniform elongation of material by co-actins
tions win not guarantee Internal Improvements lu larger sections,
because every section has an individual relation with the center roll surfaies equidistant from the center line of rolling eliminates
longitudinal
tension.s: hence Inlernal straining is not set up. and
establishes
the
T-rall
general
shape
of
a
line of rolling.
If the
rolling can be continued to lower degrees of temperature without
center of gravity near the flauge In smaller types of rails, and thi
same shape is preserved In the larger sections, there is no denying fear of distortion. To fluish rolling a rail at the critical point in
that there will be greater curvature and longitudinal tension In temperature Is desirable and has Its iK-neflts. but the character
of the nuiterial can b<> enhanced by approaching that degree in
the metal while It Is being elongated.
Because the head of a standard rail Is formed by coactlng heat with a more gradual reducing of the metal. It Is not generally
vertical pressures, which are posit ivo, progressive, and cause a known that heavy reduction per pa.ss is out of all proportion to
free flowing of the metal, these pressures disagree with the me- Internal concentration ami the natural contraction of the crystals.
chanical conformation at the base of the rail. The flange is I'ormed The harder the material, the more destr\irtlve is the pro»-ess. and
by lafi'ral pressure of roll surfaces varying widely In dlanu'irlcal the greater the necessity for a gradual natural conformation.
If a symn\etrlcnl figure is primarily responsible for good stnicspeed from the center line of rolling. They are slow and retarding, and the metal compressed between them Is operated upon Irreg- lural results, the principal factors involved should be embodied in
ularly and elongated unequally. Even If a higher temperature can a flat-bottom, double-head rail. The effective mechanical action In
be maintained in the flange part of a rail It will not obviate this the roll pa.sses which will assist In a natural treatment of the metal
mechanical condition in the roll passes, nor will It remove the can then be gained. A vertical compression of roll surfaces Is poslcause which sets up lontlgudlnal tensions In the metal at -the rail lively necessary on the base of the rail to advance the metal at an
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applied at the proper place on the
llange it will be the means of equalizing the elongation or flow
of the rnetal.
The cooling of the separated heads in the double-head
sec-lion is more or less independent, with an alternating radiation
of heat from similar shaped part.s through the web, the effect of
which subsequently anneals the whole section.

even rate with the head.

If

aiiv

47

more than bread can without the proper amount of kneading.
Considering all the conditions in rail making up to the rolling

there

is

no factor as important as the mechanical treatment.

It

is

what gave enduring quality to the "John Brown" rail. It is what
will give character to any piece of metal.
It is one of the principal
factors which will prolong the use of the Bessemer process, since

By assuming a similarity of parts, approximately those of the analytical conditions ot the material tending toward brittleness
double-head rail, a combination section can be designed in which can be overcome and benefited by a natural conformation, raor? roll
a uniform heat iadiatlon is possible in all parts of the rail. This passes, less reduction per pass and a final cooling which is al the
lactor, together with the proper metal distribution, would undoubt- same time uniform and more or less self-annealing.
A. W. HEINLE.
edly extend the workable stale of the metal. The continual work(^'onsultlni; Itoll Turner.
ing of the metal to form the combination section with light reductions per pass, accompanied uniformly with an equal contraction
New Compartment Sleeping Cars for the New York. Nev Haven
of the metal, will give a den-se; homogeneous structure.
The metal in a thicker flange section can be distributed to
& Hartford.
better advantage by removing it from the flange points and placing
it within vertical lines corresponding with
the width of the rail
The accompanying photographs show interior views of one of
bead. This transfer of the metal from the flange points to the the two compartment cars recently built for the New York, New
liase of the web is the point where the mechanical influences of
Haven & Hartford by the Carney & Smith Car Co.. Uaylon, Ohio.
the roll pa.sses are gained, and it will make the rolling of extremely They were delivered on December 19 and 20, 1907, and
immediaiely
large rails possible.
put in service between New York and Bosion. They are 71 ft. « in.
By placing the metal in the base of the rail in a form cor- long, over sills, and 78 ft. 5 in., over platforms. Each has 10 state-

Interior View; N. Y., N. H.

responding

&

H.

Compartment

Car.

general shape of the head, a vertical roll pres.sure is applied midway between the flange points and the foot ot
tlu- web.
By so doing there is gained an active mechanical advantage of 50 per cent, over the established conditions for formiiig the standard flange.
The delivery ot the base is then as positive as shorter flanges beginning at the web.
If the only true
rolling action, which drags the metal through the passes, is excited at the converging of ihe flange and web, the presentation of
a like influence higher u|) on the flange will make the forming of
still longer flanges possible.
The true mechanical advantages the
flat-bottom doublo-head rail will permit of. together with its ability
to equally distribute the heat throughout all the parts, and prini-i pally
the base, enables Ihe whole section to go through any numlier of roll passes consistent with the workable state of the metal.
Tl-.e number of roll passes to be used would then depend on the
comparative reduction per pass and the diminishing of the heat.
By this arrangement the speed of (he rolls could be increased, reduction per pass
educed, and more roll grooves added, or, less
reduction per p.tss at the present speed of the rolls with enough
additional grooves to reach the proper finishing degree in temperature without ceasing to work the metal. .-Vctual practice will prove
the usefulness of not less than 28 or 30 passes, according to the
size of the section.
However, all these advantages will depend on
the specific shape of the rail and Its successful passage through
the roll.<!.
The physical improvement which can be gained in roiling
cannot be created in the la!>oratory as some are prone to believe.
Uiiils cannot be nKide good regardless of the mechanical treatment.
to

t'he

i

Stateroom; N.

Y., N.

H.

&

H.

Compartment

Car.

rooms with upper and lower berths and toilet facilities. The passageway runs along the outside of the staterooms. One of the photographs gives the impression that there is a corridor running through
ihc staterooms.
This is because the doors between them are all
opened. With these doors it is possible to arrange the rooms in
suites.
The rooms are C ft. 3 in. long and 6 fL 9 In. wide, the
passageway taking up 2 ft. of the width of the car. There are
lockers at each end of the car and at one end Is a general toilet

—

room. The lighting is by both elei-triclty generaied on an axlelight system
and gas. with a combination chandelier In each section and a berth light at each seat.
The corridor has deck electric
lights and bracket gas fixtures.
Each room is fitted with an electric

—

fan.
The windows, each 2 ft. 4 in. wide, are in pairs, with upper
semi-elliptical panes of art glass.
particularly interesting feature
of the Interior finish is the variety of woods used.

A

Stateroom A is finished In courbaril. The trade name In the
I'nlted States is Blanche! wood, so called from the name of the
importer, who says that this special Importation came from the
island of Martinique shortly before the last volcanic eruption. The
same wood is known in the West Indies as locust, in Panama as
algarroba. in Brazil as jabai, and in tiuiana as simiri. The tree
grows to enormous size and great age in most parts of tropical
.•\merica.
Immense buttresses form at Ihe trunk, frequently so large
as to ma'ke the diameter 60 ft.
Sta:troom B
Barney & Smith.
three years ago.

is finished in Peruvian mahogany, so named by
It was first Introduced into this country fwo or
The native name is quitacalcon. It is used exten-

thl:

14«
alvely at piCKeiii for
furnliure.

liigli

r.i;i«H

iiiti-ilor

Hululi

ami

railroad gazette.

Hoini-'llmcn for

Stateroom C i8 flnltfheU In what Im kuown ax true or SpanlHb
muliogany to dltitlnguibli It from other varletleH. Real Hpaniiib
growH In Cuba and San iJomingo, but In the latter i;ounThe wood used
iry It cannot now he obtained In practicable alzes.
In ihlH Hiatei'oom Ik from the mountalnB directly back of liuantakes 12 oxen
It
i>ald
that
often
Cuba.
Ib
It
tanumo and Santiago,
from three to four weekB to haul a Blngle log from Htump to «hipStateroom I) in done In JlQue, the name being native Cuban.
Thla particular variety U seldom
Ih Homewhat like mahogany.

iniporteil Into thin country.

room K

l.s

.i

elude any
Ucatlon napatent the giant ol »..
tlonn filed under the Int'
of opposition has beei. „

in tiKerwood. no-called

from

Its

mottled appear-

It comes from Africa and Urltlsh Guiana, where It is known
as Itaka or Itlkl wood.
.Siatcroiim F Is llnlshed in Kust Indian walnut, otherwise called
koko, from Kangoon, India.
StalcToom (i has the distinction of being finished in a wood
The Bureau of Forestry
of whose origin nothing definite is known.
It Is called Moro wood and Is supposed to be from
Is investigating.

ance.

iU-.U'J'-i ^.

a further
grant of a ,
may be opposed on the ground thai tbe invention or the manner
in which It is to !<•• ''!trri»l out its not (airly or fully described in
.I'l
J) the Comptroller may award
the complete s[n-

:

I

costs In

lilng point.

Stall

5.

•

iiiahuKiiiiy

It

cation on

Vol. XLIV.. No.

lespect

•.

luay require oral evidence tuslead of
or In addition to any Ue'lu.ations filed in an oppOitiiiou.
/fet7ocu(u>n of Palcnl».— The Comptroller may, on an application
made within two yeais of the date of a patent by any |>erson who
would have been entitled to oppose the graitt of the patent, revoke the patent on the same ground o. groiin'H on wh)'-h th- grant
l'"urther, the

i

might have been opposeu.
of opposition

to

This

pr.i

i

the graiit of u pu

The Comptroller's di-<'ii-ion is
tiearih tu to \oii.lly.
In relation to ibc Ou .•<.-ais o-.-arta lu
the records of Urlilsh patents, made by the Patent Office examiners
under the Act of 1902, In respect of all complete s|>eciflcatlonb filed,
the East Indies.
Stiiteroom H is in Circassian walnut, sometimes known as the Comptroller has, under the new act. the iwwer to refuse the
French walnut. This importation Is from the Caucasus mountains. grant of a patent If he considers the Invention claimed to iiave
Stateroom I Is In padouk, from the Andaman Islands, south been completely claimed in any prior patent within the 50 years.
Cnder the 1902 act the most the Comptroller could do wa* to
It is also known as vermilion, East Indian mahogany
of India.
insert a specific reference by number and date to such an anticiand Burmese rosewood.
patent.
pating
Stateroom J is in English oak.
An appeal may be made to the law officer from the Compiroller'B
The corridor and other public parts of the car are fliil.shed in
mahogany. The design of the seats is simple and the upliDl.stery decision refusing the grant of a patent under this section.
Further, the new act provider, by a special section, tiial the
Is in keeping with the elaborate wood finish.
search shall extend to specifications published after the date of
the application in respect of which the search Is made. This brings
New Law Affecting Foreign Patents in Great Britain.
in specifications on applications filed under the provisions of the
International convention, and which may be actually deposited or
UV .lOll.N V. O'UO.N.SKLL.*
filed at the British patent Office suljsequently to, but on which
The Patents and Designs Act of 1907, which finally came into the patent when granted would bear an earlier date than thai of,
force on Jan. 1, 1908, in addition to various alterations in the pre- the application in respect of which the search is to be made.
vious acts and in the practice thereunder, introduced some striking
Ilfntoialioii of Patents.
The Comptroller has power to restore
innovations. The principal points in the act may be set forth any patent which has lapsed owing to the failure of the patentee
briefly as follows:
to pay the renewal fees at the proper time or times.
Any applicaWorkiiifl.^At any time not less than four years from the date tion for restoration of a patent is, however, subject to opposition
of a patent, and not less than one year after the passing of this by the public, and the Comptroller's decision Is subject to an appeal
act (I.e., Aug. 28, 1907), any person may apply to the Comptroller to the court.
for the revocation of a patent on the ground that the article or
This procedure is much cheaper and simpler than under the
process covered by the patent Is manufactured or carried on en- old acts, which necessitated all the trouble and heavy cost of obtaintirely or mainly abroad.
This is practically on all fours with the ing a special act of Parliament to re--itorf a patent.
working clauses In the patent laws of most of the European counCoinpulsory Liienses. Any Interested party may petition tUe
tries, which compel patentees in those countries to actually manuBoard of Trade for the grant of a compulsory license under a patent
facture the patented articles In the countries within varying periods or for the revocation of a patent on the ground that the reasonable
(generally three years) from the date of the patent.
requirements of the public In regard to the supply of the patented
This working clause practically amounts to a protective clause, articles have not been comiilled with, and If the Board of Trade
which renders a i)ateiit liable to be declared void If articles made is satisfied that a case has been made out. the petition shall be
under the patent are manufactured abroad and Imported into this referred to the court: the court shall decide either to dismiss the
country.
petition, to grant a compulsory license, or to revoke the pa'.ent,
The Comptroller may either order imniediale revocation of according to the circumstances of the case.
the patent. If ho is satisfied that there are no good grounds for the
Conliacts for Sale or Licenses of Patented Invention*. All
non-manufacture, or he may allow a reasonable time within which agreements or contracts for the sale or license of patented Invenmanufacture on a commercial scale sulficlent to supply the demand tions containing ta) any condition prohibiting or restricting the
In this country nnisl take place, and if manufacture Is not com- purchaser or licensee from using any article supplied or owntd by
menced within that time, he may then order the patent to be revoked. any person other than the seller or licensor, or tbi containing
An order of the Comptroller revoking a patent under this sec- any condition requiring the purchaser, or licensee, to purchai^e any
tion of the act is .subject to an appeal to the court.
articles from the seller, or licensor, or his nominees, and not covPatents of Additimi. Patents of addition may be obtained for ered by the patent, shall be null and void in respect of such conimprovements or modlflcatlous of inventions covered by a specifica- ditions.
tion on which an application for a patent has been filed, or on
Further, any contract containing conditions n.~- :i!vivo set forth
which a patent has been granted. Such patents of addition are and made before the passing of this Act may N
cHher
>
limited in (luriitlon to that of the original patent and e\pire party gi\ing three months' notice in writing to
party
therowlih. No renewal fees arc jiayable on patents of addition.
, either
giving notice, however, lielng liable to pay
I'tovisiiinal Hiicrificaliinin.
An applW-ant lor a p:itcnt having to be agreed upon by the parties or. falling an agrremeul, to be
filed two or moro provisional specifications for kindred Inventions
settled by arbitration, the arbitrator to be appointed by the Board
or inventions that are mere Improvements on or modifications of of Trade.
those covered by the preceding specification or specifications may
Further, any contracts relating to the leasing or licensing of a
file a single complete
specification including the subject matter patented article or process, whether made l)efore or after
the passcovered by each of the provisional specifications, and if the Comp- ing of the act, may, providing the patent or luitents has or have
troller Is .xiitisHcd that the combined subject-matter of all the probecome void, be canceled \>y either party by three months' notice
visional speclfii-alions con.^tllutes a single Invention, he may grant
in writing: but where such notice Is given in respect of a contract
a single patent thereon, and such patent shall be dated as of the made before the passing of the act. the party giving notice ts liable
date of the first provisional specification.
In relation to auejitlons to pay compensation to be agreed uinin by the imrtles or to be settled
of validity and for the purposes of oppositions to the grant of
by arbitration.
patents, however, the dates of the respective provisional specifica.Mnrkinij of Patented Arlietes.
All patented articles must be
tions will be taken Into consideration.
markeil with the number and year of the patent in addition to the
Opimsilinn tn Paliitls. Three important changes have been word "patent" or "patented": otherwise a patentee
may be unable
made In regard to oi)p(v;ltioiis to the grant of patents, namely, d) to recover damages In res|>ect of infringement.
the secpiul ground of opposition under the old act has been amended
PenKjiis.
The new provisions relating to designs are briefly
SO as to permit of opposition on the ground of any complete speclfl- as follows:

—

.

.

^

—

—

—

—

•

—

—

—

—

nn applientlon for registration of a design is not completed
within 11 days .ifter the expiration of 12 months from the date
If

niiil

l'lini'li>reU

rntciit

I'.xihti.

I'nhui'

(|iiiinli.M->.
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31, 1908.

the application will be deemed
The Comptroller may give a further extension of
of application,

be abandoned.
14 days in excep-

to

tional cases.

The duration of a design may be extended under the new act
to 10 or 15 years, instead of, as under the old act, being limited to
five years.
design is worked mainly abroad, the Comptioller may, on
an application by an interested party, cancel the registration.
A design registered in one or more classes of goods may be
registered by the proprietor of the design in some otner class or
If a

classes.

Generally speaking, all articles covered by registration must
be marked.
I have given above the most important provisions of the Patents
and Designs Act, 1907, but there are other modifications of and
additions to the old acts, which are, however, mainly in the nature
For instance, the act provides that
of detail.s relating to procedure.
models and samples of inventions may be called for. Further, the
increase
the amounts of renewal fees
power
to
Trade
has
Board of
payable for the maintenance of patents, but 1 am glad to say that,
according to the new rules of practice recently issued and consequent upon the new act. the renewal fees remain, at all events for
the present, the same as before.
Act Hetrospective. The act is retrospective, and will therefore
apply to patents and designs granted, and also to iho.^p peniling,

—

before the

commencement

of the act.

The Alberton Cut-Off

of the

Baltimore

&

Olnio.

The Baltimore & Ohio has recently finished a revision, known
as the Alberton cutoff, of its main line between Hollofield, .\Id.. and
Davis, on the old main line between Relay, -Md., anci Washington
Junction. This is part of the work which has been going on for
the past seven years making a low-grade freight line between these
two points. Relay is (he junction point for Washington coming

—

of the river as the old line. The material here to be excavated was
a mixture of mica sand, soft granite which disintegrated when ex-

posed to the air, and a hard rock which followed the subgrade
closely, at times reaching as high as the wall plate grade, 14 ft.
above subgrade. This tunnel was 498 ft. long and had to be limSeven segments 12 x 12 were used
bered for its whole length.
for the centers

and a plum post

low-grade freight line.
The eastern part of this line from Relay to Mt. Airy follows
the Patapsco river, the valley of which is narrow and crooked, with
hills rising from the water's edge and spurs from these hills projecting across the bends of the river. The original main line, which
had heavy grades and curves, followed closely the windings of the
stream. In the reconstruction the line has been straightened and
a number of tunnels and bridges have been built. The accompanying plan and profile of the territory between a point west of Hollo-

and Davis shows the old and the new lines.
Work was begun on this section in September, 1905, and completed in October, 1907, during which time 400,000 cu. yds. of material were excavated.
Seventy per cent, of this was granite; the
rest sand, loam and clay.
There were 10,000 cu. yds. of Pennsylvania sand stone bridge masonry built and 5,000 cu. yds. of concrete in foundations.
Two tunnels, together 1,523 ft. long, and three
undergrade crossings were built. Two changes of the river channel
were made and a highway nearly a mile long was reconstructed.
The grading averaged 100,000 cu. yds. to the mile. In the cut
west of .\lberton, which is 2,000 ft. long and 75 ft. high, there were
187,000 cu. yds. of grading. Nearly all the earth on the entire contract was in this cut between the original surface and a point about
25 ft. above subgrade.
.\11 the material in this cut was removed
with a 70-ton Uucyrus shovel working in lifts from surface to subgrade, bringing it down full width and wasting the top material on
tracks running around the contours of the hill on the same grade
as the shovel.
The material in the east end of the south side of this cut was
made up of pockets of mica sand, red clay and ledges of limestone
alternating.
This formation caused the south slope to break and
pockets of this material to slide out at the seams. These slips were

field

3

ft.

center to center.

Where hard

rock was encountered at wall plate grade, the segments rested on
wall plates on the rock bench. This tunnel was driven In a different way from the Dorsey tunnel. The first heading was excavated from the roof 10 the wall plate grade and was taken out
The excavation
full width, the bottom bench being taken out later.
in the Davis tunnel amounted to 17.000 cu. yds.
On October 22, 1906, while this tunnel was being lined, after
96 ft. of lining had been finished in the east end. a fall 30 ft. in
diameter occurred 140 ft. from the east end. almost on the center
line and extending to the original surface of the ground, 92 ft. above
subgrade. This fall was almost plumb and looked like a shaft.
The north side overhung slightly and had a well defined rock seam.
From that point south the material was soft granite and mica sand.
The contractor then began to line the tunnel from the west end
and finally got to within 104 ft. of the lining from the east end.
It was then several times attempted to get under the fall by using
crown bars. Four different times the men were within a few feet
of getting through when the southwest corner gave way and crushed

Plan and Profile of Main Line Improvement Between Hollofield, Maryland, and

from the east, and Washington Junction the junction point coming
from the west. The through passenger trains run via Washington.
The old main line between these two points is being made into a

149

removed with the siiovel. The rest of the excavation was all Maryland granite and was removed with steam drills and shovel.
Dorsey tunnel, one mile west of Alberton and on the opposite
side of the river from the old line, is 1.025 f(. long from face to
face of portals. This was bored through solid granite. Only 96 ftthis on account of seams in
of the west end had to be timbered
the roof. A top heading 7 ft. x 10 ft. was first driven from both,
ends; the rest of the material was taken out in two benches. The
amount of excavation in this tunnel was 3G,500 cu. yds.
Davis tunnel is one-half mile east of Davis on the same side

Davis; Baltimore

&

Ohio.

This method was then given up. By June,
1907. the sides of the fall had been increased to 53 ft. at the roof
A model
of the tunnel and 140 ft. at the surface of the ground.
A. Marion shovel was then put on the work and this removed the
fall, which contained 36,000 cu. yds. and formed a natural slope to
the original grade. The Davis tunnel waa finished on September
the

timber centers.

25, 1907.

Both tunnels are standard double-track section lined with shale
vitrified brick and have sandstone portals.
They were both
driven by compressed air, the compressor plant being midway between them and connected with them b> 4-in. pipes. I'.iyment for
this work was not made per unit of excavation classified but at a
price per lineal foot of finished tunnel.
The bridge crossing the Patapsco river at Alberton has five
spans;
One 27 '.j ft. span; one 2 ft. 9 in. deck girder, forming an
undergrade crossing; two 90-ft. spans; one 100-ft. span, and one
70-ft. span.
The deck girders are lOM; ft. from base of rail to
bridge seat and 32 ft. to the surface of the river. The bridge crossOne 9S-ft. span and
ing the river east of Davis has three spans:
two 90-ft. deck girder spans 12 fl. from base of rail to bridge seat
and 36 ft. to the water in the river. The superstructure of these
bridges was furnished by the Pennsylvania Steel Company and
erected by the Youngstown Construction Company.
Except for one-half mile west of Hollofield, which was raised
5 ft. above the old grade, the old line was abandoned.
East of Alberton (he new line was built south of the old line through a rock
cut.
From Alberton to just east of Davis tunnel the new line is on
the opposite side of the river from the old line. At the east end
of Davis tunnel the new line crosses the river and the old line at
a point 12 ft. alKive the old grade and at the west end of the tunnel
crosses the old line again at a point 8 ft. above the old grade.
It
continues on the north side of the old line to Davis where it connects with the old line.
The change Of line does away with 542 deg. of central angle of

and

1

reducea the niaximiini riirvature from 12 to 7 (leg., the
weHttjound grade fram O.U tu O.O per cent., and the eajtbound grade
Irom O.H to 0..5 per tent. On the new line ail ciirvPH are splraled
and all grades (ompr^nsated. The new line Is double track litld with
Ktono ballaKt and 85-Ib. lall with a roadbed 'Hi It. wide in riitH and
ciiivature,

wide on

ft.

:
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the work was
(lone under the direction of 1). I). Carothei'B, Chief Knglneer; A. M.
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Improvements Ordered by Texas Railroad CommissiIon,

.S7.714 14.740

il«ys
:',l.

The Railroad Commission

of Texas, after Inspection of the
Issued orders to the Texas & Pacific, the International &
Northern, the Foi-t Woilh & Denver City, and the Chicago.
Koili Island & Culf to make Iniinovenient.s.
The orders to the
llist
tluei' (if these roads fix mininuim schedules for passenger
trains over the lines which are to be improved.
These schedules
are lo remain In effect until the Improvements have been made
Jind the schedule lime can be shortened, subject to the Commls.sion's approval.
The Iniiirovemenl orders lo the Texas & Pacific do not cover
Ihe El Paso (llvlsion. which had not yet been Inspected when the
orders were Issued, liul on which Imiirovements are to be ordered
later.
The improvements reqiilrea of the Texas & Pacific are as
lines,
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New

Interlocking at Hoboken.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western has put in service at lt£
enlarged passenger terminal at Hoboken, opposite New York City, a
new electro pneumatic interlocking plant, a general plan of which
is shown in Figs. S. 9, 10 ar.d 11 herewith.
This is a track circuit
plan and it does not show the normal position of the switches.
Fig. 1 is a general view of the yard, looking east from bridge No. 5.
No detector bars are used in this plant, track circuit detector locking being used.
A good view of a slip without detector bars is
shown i:i the foreground al Fig. 1. As will be seen from the plan
there are two long signal bridges as well as four short ones. The
latter are not new, having been put in with the former plant several years ago.
Fig. 4 shows the cabin, which Is of brick to the first story and
of reinforced concrete above that. The top floor contains the interlocking machine. This Is the standard electro-pneumatic machine
made by the Union Switch & Signal Co. There are:
,"i,"i

2:i

;iil single sw liclies
double slip swllches witli movable

levers for

:

|K>lnl

f rugn

simile slip swilrh w lib movalile |iolnl fros.
II levers for 110 alKnnls.
:i'.i
workliiK levers
II spare switch levers:
21 spare Htirnal levers
lever frame.
i;!l
1

;
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fiom 2,,'iOO (o Ij.OlKi cu. yds. per mile, nil Hie ninin line from Ixincvlcw
.liiiicllon via I'nIesHne to Laredo, except such pnrls of ilils line a» hnve been
liallnsteil with an et|iitvnleiit amount of isravel liallasi ilnrlni: Hie yenr 1007.
linlluHt

To

liallastlntr wllli sand or Kiiivel
Ihe Mil
la
Inancli, from Tronpe to
Mliieola: Hie Henderson Inaiich, from Overlon to Henderson, and Ihe (;eoii;e
town hianeh. from Kound Itork to (ioorKetowii. The work of tiallasHuK the
main line nnd hraiiehes lo lieclu at onrc and cohltniie al the rate of not

thnn 200 miles per year until oomplcteil.
ties on the main line nnd lirnnrhes nii follows:
llelween
.Inni'llon and ralesHne. from (Kill li> 70<l lies per mile;
lH>l\veeii
I'nIesHne and Valley .Innctinn, from 800 lo IMK) ties per mite; helwiyn Valley
and Aiislln. from PdO to l.nOO lies per mile: lietween Austin and Sun Antonio,
from 1,000 to 1,200 ties per mile; lielween San Antonio nnd Uiredo. from
700 to SOO ties per mile: lietween Overton and Henderson, from ilOO to 700
ties per mile: between 'I'roiipe and Mlneoln, from lioo (o 70ii (U>s per mile;
less

To renew

l.iiii);vle\v
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,

,.,„.^

wlihin glx

These
months

shows the machine. In this machine there are light Indishowing whether or not a track is occupied, one under
The.«e consist of ground glass disks about 2 In.
in diameter, but they do not show in the llliistrntion.
They are
fixed In the ledge beneath the levers, each indii-alor directly under
the switch for which It Indicates. The number of the Indicator Is
painted on Its face. The machine was found to be too narrow to acFig. 5
cators,

each switch lever.

ccnimodate all the necessary contacts on the usual horizontal rollers.
To overcome this dlflicully vertical rollers were added at the
baclj side.

The train director has before him a cabinet containing 11 miniature semaphore indicators to Indicate whether or not the train shed
tracks are occupied (Fig. 7t. There Is another cabinet cont.iinlng
14 disk indicators controlled from push buttons fixed in the train
shed nt Ihe east and Ihe west ends on each track. These buttons are
ufed to announce that the trains are ready to leave. The row of

—
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— General

View

of

Hoboken Yard Looking East from Signal Bridge No.

Fig. 7
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Electro-Pneumatic Interlocking Switch and Signal Apparatus at Hoboken, N.
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Train-Director's Desk in Cabin.
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Fig. 8.

Fig. 10.
Figs. 3, 9, 10
Acid'.
pii.^li

7«

and

11

— Plan

of

Tracks

follinr » iiiiiii Inirk fiuiii

at

Passenger Terminus of the Delaware. Lackawanna

in »r In timl llnuuilh

llii-

iliinl,

butlons shown In the Illustration are for restoring the disk

Inilliators to their

The middle

normal position.

cabin contains the relay room, supervisor'h omi(. yardniasiers ofllre, and tollel.
In the telny room are
II!;; repeating relays and To
roulelocklnu relays^, nmklni; a total of
J!i2 relays.
They have six points each and arc of 1,000 ohm.-* i-efloor of the

mid

tin

•InlirlDi/ii

&

Western. Hoboken, N.

imlrr uf Ihiii HMmbi

hi Ihr

m-

>*.

!>.

Fig. 3 shows a battery cupboard Axed in one of the legs of
brU1,i;e No. 5.
The cupboard contains 19 relays and the resistance
used In conneiilon with track circuits. The four storage Itatlerjr
cells In the lower cnpl oard are for track circuits near this bridge.
These cells arc U4 amp. hours each. They are General Storage

RalUi>

d.

>

:

i:

i

>

p,

distance.

The lower Moor Is used for a repair shop and
generator and
batteiy room. The generator room contains a 11. K. 5 h.p. 440volt.
.1

:!phase. GO-cycle Induction motor, direct connected to a O. K. COvolt,
:; k.w,
d.c. generator and (i. E. 1-h.p. Induction motor, same characteristics n.s above, direct connected to a 0. K. L'i> volt. '...k.w. d.c.
Kcnerntor.
The large .vet Is used to charne ilip storage batteries,
ami the small one to furnish current tn ih^ InterUn-klng tuachlne
In (Use of enicrK.'Urv,
The main swlt<-bloard Is In this room.
In the storage buttery r«ion\ are two sel.«, eight cells each. 44i>
limp. Iicurs. chloride ai'cumnlntor to supply current to the machine,
and ;wo stis, two cells each, of same tyi:e to furnish current to the
na;U circuits In the train shed.

M

J.

H> n»./ II

Fig. 6

— Track

Indic.v.

—
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Plan of Tracks at Passenger Terminus of the Delaware.
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Fig. 12

— Typical

Electric

Locking Circuits for Route Locking.

One humlred and twenty-two track circuits arc fed from storage
The batteries are contained at each signal bridge and
two special boxes opposite the cabin. The track circuits cover
all switches, fouling points, and in many cases gaps between a signal
and the first switch, and also between switches, to make route lockbatteries.

in

Ing continuous.

irai k u
i he
ioruini; eircun
Kii;. 1- shows a typuiU elei n u
divided into convenient sections between signals so as to allow of
maximum freedom of lever movement; a. b. c are track relays
Each of these track relays confor circuits .\. B. C. respectively.
These merely repeat the action of
trols a repeating relay, a', b". c'.
The
the track relays. Relays a' and c' control advance stici. rei.iv-;

:

:
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reiiin'd, no
clrcilll Ih operative only when Blgnal lever n
thai for reverHe train inovemenUi the circuit will he an ordinary
to the
owing
opened,
haa
relay
locking circuit. When once this
prcHcnce of a tiain In the Hectlon with the signal lever reversed,
track nectlon;
It cannot pick up again until the train has left the
hut with tlie Icvir iiornial the relay will he Inoperative. This arrangement provides approa- li locking. Spo lal magnets are provided on the Indication iiuadranls In the machine lo prevent the
lever from helng put full normal or reversed, a* the case may he,
when the magnet is <l<» energized. The circuit for these magneti* Is
selecled through a circuit controller on the lever and pajtses through
the slick relays or repeating relays for the route governed and
to the hattery; and to common, through a latch clrcultconlrollcr
In parallel with the circuit for these magn'ti) Is
normally open.
an electric light pla.ed Just helow the lever handle, which hums
when the switch l-s free hut Is extinguished when the switch Is
«tltk

locked by the presence of a train.
Thus circuits are provided to lock

switches In the route when

all

a train pa.sses the governing signal at clear. The switches remain
locked until the train has passed over them or has hacked off the
Kach switch is released as soon as a train has cleared Its
route.
points or cleared a foullug point. Thus a route cannot he changed
ahead of a train, hut may be behind one provided the home signal
ha.s been put normal.
All control wires are inn In bituminous fiber conduit, made by
This conduit is laid In concrete with
the American Conduit Co.
manhoUy at distrlbutliig or junction points about every 100 ft.
ivarge main conduits run each way from the cabin.
The distant signals governing movements into the train shed
are used to indicate whether or not the shed tracks are occupied.
If a train Is already on the shed track the distant cannot be cleared.

This plant was Installed by the railroad company's men under
The material, exthe direction of M. E. Smith, Signal Engineer.
cept as otherwise noted above, was furnished by the Union Switch
& Signal Company, Mr, Smith informs us that the value of the
light Indicaiors (beneath the switch levers) as an aid to quick
movemi'Ut in case of dense log, when the levermen can see but a
short distance from the cabin, ha.s already been tested, with highly
satisfactory results.

Rigl^t

to

Discharge a Union

Man Upheld by

the

United States

Supreme Court.
The United States Supreme Court (opinion by Justice Harlan)
on Jan. 27 decided that the most important section (10) of the arbitration act pasaotl In ISOS Is unconstitutional. Justice McKenna
and Justice Holme.s deilvereil dissenting opinions. The case was
that of William .Adair v. Lnltod States. Mr. Adair, who was and
now is Master Mechanic of the Louisville & Nashville, at Covington,
Ky., was tried in the United States District Court on the charge

of threatening to discharge a locomotive engineer named Coppage.
because he was a member of a labor union. Under the act of 1898,
which was passed as one of the results of the great Chicago railroad strike, the District Court lined Adair $100. The decision of
the Supreme Court overthrows this verdict.
In the course of his opinion Justice Harlan said:

"The
I'v

Ik

till'

sell

riKht of a iiithcmi Id aril his Inlxir iipuii siii-li tiM'ins nx hi> dwms pri<|>
the «iimi- iiB ihi" right of llio purchimer of labor to proscrlbi'
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It.
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riKht of the i-mployer, for whalfviT reiinon,
of »ncli I'mployi'c.
It \v»k the li'BUl right of tin'
ili'fi'niliint, Ailiilr, howi'vcr nnwlHi- sui'li a cinii-si' hiIkIiI havi' oi'i-n. lo illschar);)'
•'oppiigi' hi'iauHi' of IiIh lii'lnit a nii'inlHi- of a labor oi'gaiil'/.allon. ai. It was Iho
li'ltal rlKht of I'opiiaKi', If In- law III to ilo no, howt'Vi'r unwl«i' siioli a courHC on
hlH part inl(!lit liavi' Iwi'ii, to ipilt Ihi- Hi'rvl<i> In which he was oiiKagea be
niiiKc Ihv ili'fi nilant cmployi'il those who wcri' not nu'niliei'H of soino Inli-ir
rciiMoii, In

lo (llHpcniio Willi

oi);nnl«nlliiii.
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vuch pnrllrnlarH the employw anil

rri'vliiimy.'nr.

thi-

employer have
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Irgally

To Provide for a Uniform Balance Sheet.
Intergtate Commerce Commission has sent out a circular
asking ihe criticisms, suggenlions and asslsiao' i- uf lailruad ufBc«rs
the study
For
In drawing up a uniform l>alance sheet.
larrlers
the suggestion is made that the assets anil
il)
should l>e divided Into three general or pr. ;,..... « .>.iiiU-.
capital, (2) deferred and miscellaneous. (3| rurrent or working.
These general or primary accounts it is propo'<^'! to "'itxllvWe Into

The

'

'

to
such detail or subprimary aicouuts a..-Is.
reflect sutncient data to enable clear
folqu'
The Commission asks the following
lowing tentative Lmlance sheet, with the r<:<iueBi thai repiieb lo the
circular should be made In duplicate. o\ie copy lo be sent lo C. G.
Phillips, Secretary. AsBociatlon of American Railway Accounling
Onicers, H3 Dearlx)rn street, Chicago, and one copy to the Division
of Statistics and .\ccounts. Interstate Commerce Commission, Washington, D. C.
Replies should l>e si-nt prior lo .March 1.
1. To produce uniformity In compilations, subprimary accounu
should be classlfled and a prescribed classlflcatlon thereof agreed
upon. You are therefore requested to submit tor consideration a.
classlflcatlon representing your views as to what Items appearing
on your general ledger should appear under the three general
account3 suggested, and the order In which they should appear.
speaking, "Coet of Road," "Cost of Equlpmmt,"
2. Generally
and "Cost of Property" other than road and equipment, as refle.ted
in the balance sheet, are those costs only which are oapitalized.
and do not Include additions made to either of the classes mentioned
from surplus or income; as a result, those accounts do not reflect
true costs.
If additions are made and charged to income. Ihey disappear through the profit and loss account. To the end that the
balance shed may reflect Ihe true costs of the property of a carrier, should not the costs of additions made and charged lo Income
or to surplus he shown on the balance sheet as separate and distinct Items?
3. Should the cost of equipment as stated on the balance sheet
be affected by the introduction of the depreciation charge: that is.
should that cost be the original cost, or the Inventory value at a
given date, or should It be the original cost or the inventory value
as reduced periodically to the extent of the depreciation charge'
You are requested to consider these three methods of procedure,
and to state which of them approves itself lo your judgment, giving
your reasons therefor.
In considering this question, due regard
should be had to the possibility of Introducing depreciation charges
for other classes of railroad property than equipment.
4. The disposition through the balance sheet of premiums and
discounts on securities sold, when securities are sold for the purpose of recouping a corporation for additions lo its property, or
for the construction or acquisition of new property, should be carefully considered.
Should premiums and dlsc-oiints be disposed of
through "Income," "proht and loss," or "cost of property." or should
they lie set up in a permanent capital account on the balance sheet?
^ oil are requested lo suumit definite suggestions relative thereto,
and your reasons therefor.
5. In stating capital liabilities, what distiniiiou upon the balance sheet between "authorized issue," "outstanding." and "held in
Ihe treasury." should be made, 11 being understood that these terms
are used In connection with an analytical slatemenl of balance sheet
<

ii

liabilities?
li.
Should material and supplies on hand he treated as a capital
or a current a.sset and your reasons therefor" Many other que.lloiis will present themselves when the lialance sheet is taken into
final consideration.
Y'ou are therefore requested to submit whatever
observations and .statements of facts. In your opinion, will Ik- of
assistance in working out the problem here submitted.
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The Shelling Out
BY

of Steel

(;liO.

I,.

Wheels and Tires.*

FOWI.KR.

The

service that can he expected from any wheel depends on
the soundness and homogeneity of the metal of which it is composed. Irregularity of texture must necessarily result in irregular
wear, while local defects are apt to result in an immediate failure.
Of such failures, one that is the cause of much annoyance and
trouble is that known as shelling out.
It was for the purpo.se of
ascertaining, if possible, the causes of this shelling out of wheels
and tire.s that an examination with the microscope of a number
of defective tires that had failed in serv'ice was undertaken.
The Rules of Interchange of the Master Car Builders' Association define a shelled-out wheel as one "with a defective tread
on account of pieces shelling out." This is a poor definition; It
may be supplemented by saying that the common understanding of
a shelled-out wheel is one in which pieces from the tread have
Haked ott, due to inlierent defects in the metal, such as the laminations so frequently found in wrought-lron boiler plates. It will
be seen later that the analogy in the case of steel wheels is very
close.
The cause of .shclliiig out oC casliron wheels is outside of
this investigation and will not lie considered.

not strictly followed in all cases, since the examination was governed, to a certain extent, by the structure of the material examined, as it appeared under the microscope.
Nos. 39 to 42 show the structure of the C tire at the point
where the worst shelling out occurred. In strip No. 1, which ran
down into the wheel from the flange, the metal shows a fairly good
finegrained structure at the edge and well down into the rim. In
No. 39, which was taken at Vt in. below the edge, spots of manganese bisulphide are visible. The metal shows a good structure
in all of the strips down to li. in. in depth, wherever the photographs avoid the serious defects. In No. 40, however, which was
taken from strip No. 3, there is a distinct flaw due to the presence
of slag.
The same kind of (law appears, very pronounced, in the
photographs Nob. 41 and 42, which were taken from strips Nos.
2 and 3 respectively, and through which a continuous line of slag
extends. At other points adjacent to these defective places normal
conditions and structure of metal was found.
Photographs Nos. 43 and 44 were taken from points on strip
No. 3 at depths of
in. and Vi in., cut from an apparently solid
piece of metal, and yet they show the presence of pronounced slag
flaws.
These flaws had not developed into shelled-out spots, but
it is reasonable to suppose that it was only a matter of time when
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they would have done

Comparing

The samples

of defective material

so.

this defoctive

C

tire

with the sound new tire

the

investigated include one of

each brand of wheel and tire previously referred to in these pages,
and were obtained from several railroad companies. Each of these
wheels and tires had one or more shelled-out spots on the tread,
and there were also places on each where no signs of shelling
out could be detected. The general appearance of two samples is
shown in the accompanying photographs, and these may be considered as characteristic of

all.

A section was taken at the spot where the worst shelling was
found and another through a pla<'e on the tread where the metal
showed no external signs of deterioration. These sections were
Microphotographs
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Section of Tire, Showing Location of Microphotographs.
then cut into strips whose centers lay along the lines 1, 2, 3 and
4 respectively.
The strips were then polished, etched and photographed. The photographs were taken at the tread, and at intervals approximately \^ in., % in.,
in. and >{; in. below.
This was
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of Shelled-Out

absence of a decarbonized surface on the defective lire Is to be
noticed, while it was very apparent in the new tire and can be
clearly seen in photograph No. 7 {Railrooil Gazette, Jan. 24). This
is accounted for by the fact that the defective tire was In service
and this soft outer shell had been worn away.
The balance of the material of the defective C tire Is normal
in structure, except that the manganese sulphide globules are large.
Its failure is readily accounted for by the slag flaws found scattered through the whole body of the material as shown In Nos.

The B tire failed from the same cause as the C lire. The
structure of the metal Is normal through a large part of the sections, but contains occasional slag cracks, and the characteristic
markings of manganese bisulphide, as shown in No. 45. In the
other parts of the tire precisely the same conditions exist as In
(' tire, namely, slag cracks, as shown in Nos. 46. 47 and 4S, which
were taken at various depths, and where no Indication of shelling
out had appeared at the time that the tire w-as removed from
service.
The presence of such large slag veins as those shown
in Nas. 46 and 47 leaves no room for doubt as to the cause of
failure.
The presence of manganese bisulphide was also indicated
in the new Tire B. but no slag veins are revealed.
Nos. 49 and 50 were taken from the defective A tire. If the
metal of this tire is compared with that of the sound new tire. It
will be seen that there is no variation ii\ tlie normal structure
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which were Uk.?n from the bhelled-out portion. In No. ^o there
a dlstorUon of the slag defecU due to the forging and In No.
57 there can be se^m a Blag crack which existed in the meva with
no visible defect on the surface.
The material In this particular wheel Is bad In every particular.
The carbon content Is low, apparently ranging from 3j
the work and heat treatment
In nomc pla.eB thero were apoU of man- to 0.40 per cent. The effect of both

quality, bo
of the material to Indicate a dltrerfni.e In the wearing
undoubtedly due to the
that the failure of the Hlielltd-out tire
Blag nawH clearly Bhown In the photographs.
InIn the shelled-out IJ tire normal Htructure waji found but
These
t.rHpersert with Hlag cracks as In the other defective tires.
Nos. 51 to 54, eorae of which were taken close to

1h the
blfiiilphlde near the edgcH, but the cause for failure
r.rfwnco of Ihn hIiik Haws iliat form planes of extreme weakntss.
DhotoKranh No. 51 such a Ilaw Is shown, which eventually muKt
have cauKOd shelling out. Another example of the same sort Is
Kliuwn In No. 52.
and 56,
In the B wheel, the slag flaws can be seen In Nos. 55
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untreated
Is practically nil and the structure looks like that of
The surface shows
cast steel or a metal that has been oveiheate<l.
slag, the
and
ferrite
of
mixture
the
rolling
In
cold
the effect of
The pr•^ence of so much
whole having a schistose appearance
slag, as shown In Nos. 55, 66 and 57. renders the wheel totally unfit

The grain Is coarse, as Is seen In photos Nos. 58 and
and resembles that In the new wheel of the same brand that
was examined. The carbon content of the new wheel, however, wm

for service.
59,

apparently

much

higher.

In the shelledout portion of the
appear well down In the metal, ste

£1^^

F wheel
N'os.

the slag flaws also
61 and 62. What waa
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said of the defective E wheel applies to the F wheel.
The carbon
content seems to be low, while the presence of large quantities
of slag, photograph No. G7, caused the many lines of weakness
along which rupture occurred.
At the time this examination was being made, three specimens

t57

Western Canada and the Canadian Northern Railway.*

The commercial history of Western Canada begins in 1670, with
the charter by which Charles the Second constituted Prince Rupert
and seventeen of his friends "The Governor and Company of Adventurers Trading into Hudson's Bay" and permitted them to trade

—

—

over an area of 2,500,000 square miles. For these tremendous privileges their only obligation to the monarch was to supply him annually with two elk and two black beaver from the country over
which they assumed practically sovereign rights. The difference
between the elk and beaver of the Governor and Company of Adventurers and the annual reports of the Canadian Pacific Railway
and the Canadian Northern Railway is the difference between Western Canada without transportation and Western Canada with transl)ortatlon.

One of
we belong

most remarkable characteristics of the race to which
the pioneering instinct.
It has made us what we
do men carry implements and wives into the tar
of the Peace river when a thousand miles nearer the
the
is

Why

are.

country

market for their produce, there are square miles of ferland to be obtained for the asking? A gentleman, whom
will not name, was asked if he would sell, at a magnificent

best
tile
1

lirofit, his interests in a railroad system.
His answer was. "No, I
like building railroads."
.Now, the instinct of the Peace river agriculturist is vitally the same as that of the railroad projector. Each

is

the complement of the other, and each contributes to the newness
comes to the migrating millions of the race without which

of life that

no empire can save itself alive. The impulse that brings my fellowcountrymen to Canada is not always the desire to acquire a little
money. It is rather the reassertion of that elemental quality In
virile mankind which has founded colonies and transplanted empire.?
across the face of the planet. Abraham trekked out of Ur of the
{'haldees under Divine direction. Thousands of settlers In the
Canadian west were moved by the same influence, though they didn't
recognize it, in the lantern lectures of the agents of the Dominion
Government or the advertisements of steamship and railroad companies.
It is a profitable exercise occasionally to dip into the earlier
literature of the prairie provinces of to-day. To glance over the
prophecy of a living general in the British army. Sir William Butler,

"The Great Lone Land," written In 1S71, as you cross Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta in a luxurious train. Is to make one fairly
well satisfied with what has been done.
Butler trailed from Fort
Garry to Edmonton and Macleod. and returned over Saskatchewan
ice.
Reading his book you breathe an atmosphere of Isolation, not to
say desolation. But in the middle of It there is the prediction of
settlement and abounding grain field.s, a prediction fulfilled In his
own time. Butler's journey was made just 200 years after the
charter of the Company of Adventurers was granted. The intervening years had seen the company's work spread over a vast, immeasurable territory, and had produced Lord Selkirk's heroic efforU to
found an agricultural community, imported via Hudson's bay to the
Red river. But there was a majestic vacancy about the whole land.
Even when a corner of the country had become sufliciently civilized
to need an armed force to dissipate political rebellion the white
population was pitifully sparse. The advance guard of ploughmen
pioneers from the East soon afterward, however, began to break
through the woods and waters of the Dawson route. But there could
be no real advance so long as the Red river and the Dawson route
governed the going out and coming in of the people. Men eagerly
looked for railroads. They got the r.iilroads, but they have never
had enough of them, and never will have so long as there Is a railin

•
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of the Schoen solid forged and rolled steel wheel were obtained,
two from shelled-out wheels and one from a section of a wheel

road

builder in

whom

parallel lines of steel

Burned Metal

of

Schoen Steel Wheel.

iKi.l
l)een [Hirpo.sely burned in heating during manufacture.
cxauiiuation of the photographs of the two defective wheels.
Nos. 67 to 70, shows that there are defects in the interior of the
metal that were undoubtedly the cause of the shelling out but
there is no evidence of slag. The same characteristics are to be'
noted in Nos. 65 and 06 of the specimen that had been purposely
burned. The three specimens are examples of burned steel in which
there is no evidence of slag.
From these photographs it is evident, therefore, that the cause
of the failure of all of the wheels and tires, except the Schoen
wheels, was due to the presence of slag flaws occurring near the
surface of the tread.
It nppears, therefore that there are at least two causes for the
shelling out of steel tires and wheels, namely, slag flaws and overheating.

thai

An

the

and

pioneering Instinct expresses

itself

In

reduced passenger and freight rates.
was the forerunner. The early promoters
of that great corpoi'atlon have never, 1 think, received all
the credit
due for their marvelous and successful effort to bind the East with
the West. Remember the conditions under which that great
enterlirlse was accomplished.
Between settled Ontario and the prairies
there was a wilderness of poverty. Between the prairies
and the
Pacific were ranges of mountains which many people
thought no
combination of engineer and capitalist could penetrate. The end-all
of the scheme was foreseen by some excellent men to be
unpaid bills
for axle grease.
Financialy. the times were unpropitious. In ls79
Sir Sanford Fleming felt compelled, in view of what he
considerately

The Canadian

in

Pacific

called "the necessities of the situation," to advise the
Minister of
Public Works to 'establish a great territorial road on the
site of the
main line of the Pacific Railway from Lake Nlpisslng to the north
side of Lake Superior."
When, in ISSl, the first Canadian Pacific rails were laid west
of Winnipeg, the white populaUon between the western

boundary

of

Ontario and the Rocky mountains, and between the United
States
boundary and the Arctic Circle was 66.161. Manitoba
contained
u9,187 whites, of

whom

'From an address by

S,000

were

in

Winnipeg, and several thou-

D. B. Hanna. Third Vice-President of the Canadian
Northern and President of the Canadian Northern Quebec and
thi ^^'=^'. «
*
Lake St. John, before the hmpire Club of Toronto.
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KindH were bioughl in by the railroad fontractors. The true populaHon Indicator of that lime 1h the fact that In the North went Terrllories there were only 6,974 whiten, practically all living on Hie fur
trade, and 4!»,.';00 Indiana. It waw only in 1876 that civil E(»vernnient
wan organized In the territories, fiovcrnor I.Aird. who tool< up his
almdoat tlie newfoiinded Uattlefoid. ami who Htlil ilveji in Winnipeg.
lijiK de.scriliiMl the perilous conditions under which he Journeyed of
llcially to Fort Mai leod. wliich Is now in the fall wheat se,ction of
southern Alberta. Klimiiiating Hrilish Columbia, then, the Canadian
I'acillc In 18HI began to open up territory 900 miles long and 300 miles
wide— taking the Saskatchewan valley as roughly the northern fronlor— with a population of 66,000. or one-fourth of a civilized jierson
If) the square mile.
Hut In the territories, or three-fourths of the
l.ralrie country, there was only one white jierson for every 35 scpiare
It wim not an inviting prospect for men
iiillcH of lulllvable land.
The Canadian I'a<ifl<r builders were
of faint heart and little faith.
True, the company was given an unprecedented
of another sort.
flake In the posHlbllities of the We.sl. but Its early history was one
(>r hard times, and for years was a load of care to those who had
riveted to it all of their own fortunes and as much of the fortunes
That It Is to-day
(if other peopir- ius they could attract lo their cause.
an enterprise of which all Canadians are proud Is gratifying alike
t

Dominion and lo the company.
Ueginning with 1S81, the year In which the Canadian Pacific laid
the first track west of Winnipeg, the growth of white population In
25 years was as follows:
lo the

1.S81.
.lO.ls'i

Munltiiliii

Hiiskiiuhi.waii

»n<\

.\

iiii

mofl.
:!(ir..oss

"""

(Mt74

—^—-

^-^'J^'i Aibl^rirv'"

0(1,101

''"'"I
808,803
This iu an increase of over 1.200 per cent. In 25 years. Quite as
illuMiinatlng as the growth of population are the immigration returns, which show that during the year ended June, 1S96. the total
immigration to Canada was 16.835. and In the year ended .lune. 1907,

Yet the twentieth century had come In before the
it was 256,000.
immigration reached 50,000 In a year. In 1901-2 it was 07,379, and
in 1902-3, 128,304.

Kfiually illuminating is the growth in actual settlers located on
Thirty years ago.
free lands granted by the Dominion of Canada.
or in 1877. 845 homestead entries were made, aggregating 135,200

acres (a homestead

is

160 acres), l)ut 54 per cent, of the entries

were subsequently canceled, the duties required under the Homestead Act not having been complied with, and the land reverted to
the Covernment. Five years later, in 1882, when the railroad reached
Brandon, the homestead entries were 7,483, representing 1,197,280
Twenty years later, in
aires, with cancellations of 47 per cent.
1902, the western country had jiassed the experimental stage, and
Hie larger movement of settlers was in full swing. Then began
what has often been called the American Invasion, and that year. In
addition to hundreds of thousands of acres of land sold by land companles to actual settlers. 22.215 homestead entries, representing
The figures are as follows:
3,554,400 acres, were made.
Homestead
JQP3
19U4! !.!!!!......!.
.....'..."..;..."..".
Jggg
1007'(i6 iniin'tiii) ')..'.'...".'..'...'.....'.

!

Up

Average

IvLai-l'

^,220.120

ijcioilt

4'.242!o80

-ildlE

o.'72i:920
4'.oi8!800

25'.:ii)r)

may

be conservatively estimated
that over 30.ii(in.(Mio acres of land have been granted by the Crown
Add
to legit imale settlers in Manltolia. Alberta and Saskatchewan.
lo this acreage sales made liy railroad companies and land companles of approxinuilely 20,00(1,0(10 acres, and it is not difficult to
foresee that Hie Canadian West must soon become the bread basket
The Surveyor-Cieneral of Canada estimates that in
for the world.
Saskatchewan iind Alberta alone there is a total land area, aftei
lo the

end of

.Uine. 1907, it

acres for water, of 324.125.440 acres, of which
he says l(i6.24(i,iiii(l ai'i-es are suitable for growing grain, the remainder lieliig suitable for ranches and mixed farming. The inlliix
of pwiple and the occupation of the land have been coincident with
rallroad expansion.
The great expansion In immigration in 1902-3 was In a most
remarkable degree coincident with the extension of the railroad
with wliich
am associated. The Canadian Northern claims no
special credit for the phenomenal Increase in inimigration: but it
cannot dispute the fact that the rapid development of the enterprise
opened up a wide and fertile territory and made It possible for the
great Inlliix of new settlers to locate on free or cheap lands near to
markets and general supiilles.
Besides enjoying the privilege, as 1 do, having been the officer
In immediate charge of the operations of this comiNiny from the first
day a wheel wiis turned, 1 am able to speak from a personal knowledge of what lias been done. 1 shall refer exclusively to the lines
west of Lake Superior. Ten years ago. in 1S97. we operated 100
miles of railroad through a then unsettled country. Traffic was
light and train service limited.
Our i>qulpment consisted of three
locomotives and some SO cars, all told, a working staff of less than
deiiucling

30.0Sii,iiilii

1

,
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men aliOBether, and a payroll for the year of lees than J17,000.
The Kroiw revenue for the flrbt year wa« under $C0,OOO, but It wa«
more than Mufficlent to pay our debu. During that year we handled
25.700 tonB of freight and carried 10,343 pauBengers. There is
20

nothing particularly Impressive In these figure*.

Today, or ten years afterward, we are oi>©raling 3,345 miles.
We have an equipment of 237 locomotlvea, 219 passenger cam. Ineluding 35 sleeping and dining cars, and about 8.500 freight cars of
The«e ngures do not include the large number of locomoall kinds.
tives and cars ordered and now building. The 20 men of 1897 have
become 10.700 In 1907. with a payroll of over »5.ooci.oyo a year. And
these figures do not include the large construction forces which at
times run Into thousands of men. The gross earnings now amount
to over $10,000,000 a year; the freight handled for the past fiscal
year Was 1,822,220 tons, and we carried 703.988 passengers. We are
accepting freight and iiassengers for 411 different points west of Port
Arthur. If 1 were dealing with eastern as well as western lines I
could tell you that the Canadian .Northern has become the second
largest railroad in Canada.
Only a chastened humility prevents me
from enlarging the fiut that with 2.990 miles In the West actually
In operation. 150 In Ontario. 531 in Quel>ec. and 431 In Nova Scotia.
we have in all 4.059 miles In Canada, whereas the Grand Trunk
Railway has In the Dominion 3,829 miles.
To me. however, the most fascinating result of the past ten years
of western development Is that the Canadian Northern system Is
responsible for the creation of over 15" town sites, of which at least
1-^ have been named by our officers and at least 70,00tt persons (exelusive of Winnipeg and other large centers) have found homes
tributary to this railroa/l. I think It is reasonable to estimate that
at lesist one-third of the growth of Wlnnl|>eg In this century is dlrectly due to the business Opened u|i by the Canadian Northern. Let
But even railroad
,„e repeat, we claim no spwial credit for that.
men are not devoid of the Instincts of citizenship and may be allowed
to reflect without boasting that they have Inaugurated communities
wherein the Institutions of a free, strong and intelligent people may
mature.
The railroads which connect W'lnnl|)eg with Eastern t^anada are
western lines. Inasmuch as without them the West could not be
gerved. They bind the East to the West and the West to the East
They are the abiding symbol of Canadian
j^g nothing else could.
nationality, and. as they increase In number, they make the nationThe lakes are the friend of the West
.,iity the more abiding also.
jn summer, but steel is its defense against the rigors of winter. The
r-ailroads are more vital to the national prosperity than water, for
niils can do without the help of navigation, but navigation, of itself.
would be helpless against the forces that tend to an Identity of Inteiest between the western I'nited States and the western provinces.
The function of railroad transportation In the West. then. Is to
keep open communication with the East. On purely commerrlal
grounds it is infinitely more imi)ortant to the East than to the West
May we not say that tills is true, also, as a
that it should he so.
matter of sentiment? It is not necessary to argue that the present
luosperity of Eastern Canada is the fruit of transportation in the
W'est.
It is conceded, on the one hand, that the rural population
On the other hand, the manufacturing
°' Ontario has declined.
jiopulation of Ontario has enlarged out of all proportion to the
increase of Ontario's demand for Ontario-made goods, while the Winnipeg warehouses of eastern manufacturers tell an eloquent story
of <he origin of modern Canadian growth and i>ay tribute in the
fullest sense to the wisdom of rail connection with the East.
For
Canadian solidarity there must be more and still more commiinlca"<"> to

and from the West.

^^=^=^==^^==^=
Foreign Railroad Note*.

—

—

The railroad in lierman East Africa from Dar-esSalaam »n-*lward lo Mrogoro. 140 miles, was opened for traffic I>ec. 16 last,
It was begun Feb. 9. 1905;
Dar-esSalaam Is In 7 deg. south lalllude and Just about 20(i miles south of .Mombasa, the ocean terminus
of the Hrlti.'ih rganda Railroad.
The new railroad irosses the unhealthy lowlamis near the coast and reaches the comparatively
healthy high country.
It Is intended eventually to extend the railroad lo the south end of l.,ake Victoria Nyanxa. making a line nearly
parallel to. but aliout 200 miles south of. the I'ganda Railroad.
l>ast summer the Hungarian Slate Railroads conducted a series
of tests of the Westlnghouse qiiiik-aciion brake, the results of which
were recently published. The tests were made with a train of 71
covered freight cars, with three passenger cars intersp«'rsed among
them for purposes of observation, and two testing cars equipped with
all manner of rtvording instnimenls.
Preliminary tests were made
In which the brakes were applied 275 times, with no injurious shook

and no parting of the train. The main tests were then made in the
presence of a committee of the German Railroad Union, and of
many other Austrian and IJerman railroad officers. The train was
hauled first by one and then by two locomotives, and all the applicalions of the brake wore satisfactory.

;
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sleeping and dining accoinnioilalion, or as inspection cars, wrecking

baggage cars, etc.
run was recently made witli llie car over liie tracks of the
Delaware & Hudson fioni Schenectady, N. Y., to the junction with
the Susquehanna division, thence to Albany, Cohoes, Mechanicsville
and back to Schenectady, about 78 miles in all. The car carried
its full complement of passengers and made 23 stops, the engine
running continuously. The speed varied from 23 miles an hour on
a 1.3 per cent, up grade to 56 miles an hour on a 'A per cent, down
grade, except where traffic conditions and road regulations required
lower speeds. Where traffic conditions permitted, a speed of 50
miles an hour was recorded on level track, and from Albany to
Mechanicsville 47 miles per hour was sustained on a steadThe operation of the equipment was in every
ily rising grade.
way satisfactory, neither vibration nor sound of the engine reaching the passengers. The car heated readily from the exhaust system
although the day was cold and the air keen. The gas engine developed at times 150 h.p. and the two motors were under such control that the acceleration was noticeably smooth and free from jerks.
cars,

.

A

The Ocean
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Carrier.
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The British Government, which had been

the pioneer founder
of steamship lines in 1822, did so because private citizens did not
seem to be able to fill the need. By 1838 the government was able
to hand some of the work over to private firms and the first regular
tran.satlanlic line, the result of the British mail contract, was really
a subsidized lino. Without such aid a transatlantic line in the
period of 1840 to ISliO was in a precarious situation as witnessed
by the speedy failure of most of those attempted during the period.

The Cunard, starting with a strong subsidy and backed by the
support of the government, kept steadily on, as also did the Inman
Line, which started 10 years after the Cunards, and after 1856
shared the mail contracts with them. By 1861 there haii been 12
distinct attempts at steam connection between I'nited States and
England, and only these two had survived although the second
Glasgow line had then been running five years.
Between 1840 and 1850 the old packet lines were as numerous
ant} as fast as ever, and they occasionally beat the Cunard steamers,
even when that line had been 15 years running, but these performances were unusuni and far from the average. The Cunarders had
their own way with mail, with the express freight which paid ?3G
per ton, and also with those passengers who could afford a costly
journey, for the charges were much above the packet fares. During
this decade the steamers carried only first and second class passengers, although the third class, then as now. made up the bulk
of the travel and was very profitable.
All of this class, from necessity, still traveled in the packets which were on the whole well
able to compete with the steamer lines and were effectively doing
so as was proved by the repeated failure of steamer lines during
the period 1840-1860. Up to 1850 the steamer certainly could not
have held Its own, without the aid of the subsidy. The decade 185060 witnessed the real estalilislimeut of an economically self-sustaining ocean steamship line traflic on the Atlantic.
The full list of the failures in this transition period need not
he enumerated here, but at least four American attempts of the
period are worthy of attention.
The success of the Cunard steamers was a great blow to American pride.
Our newspapers had for decades been rejoicing in no
moderate terms over the triumphs upon the sea that had been won
by our world-famed packets and clippers. Then the British Hue
steamers sailed into our ports, and the speed records were held by
the other side. In 1847 an attemi)t to win back these laurels was
made by an American corporation, the Ocean Steam Navigation
Company, which started the first of its two steamers. "Washington" and "Hermann," to Bremen via Southampton (Cowes) on June
first.
But It was counted a failure because the Cunard steamers
made from two to four days better time. The American Government mail payment was |i200.000 per year, but the British authorities discriminated a,e:ainst the American-borne mail.
The city of
Southampton gave the line no welcome and it was continued only
a short time.
While this lino was leading its cheerless e.xistence. another
of similar performance but longer life began operations.
An American company, the New Yorlv & Havre Steam Navigation Company,
Chambers' Journal. 1!) :M;;
History of Merchant Slili.Wesiwinslcr Kei-ifir. 101 :3C7 : Kr.v's History of North Atlaiille
Steum Nnvlgnllou: Wlu'ehvilchfs I'nollio Steam NavlRntlon; Uunfs .Mir.
rhants' Maua^inf, •2!l;ll(i; I.lndsay'.s History of Mcrohnnt Shipping, 4:11)11!:
Chamber's Journal. 22 :1S0 Journal of Ihc Soeieti/ of Arts. S :Ui4
Scribnct'ii
ilaga:inc, 70 156 Living Age, 165 :784
Scribncr's Magazine, 10 ;207.
•llofeienoos
M'rstmiiislcr lUiicw, 101 ;,1C8
Ifuiifs Mfrvlianis' Mmiazine. 17:358: LIndsnv's
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organized in 1848. sent its first steamer, the "Franklin," in 1850;
a second steamer was put on the next year and the company with
difficulty managed to maintain a two-boat service until the outbreak of the Civil War. The gap was thereafter filled by the French
Transatlantic Company, founded in 1860.
But this line to France did not even pretend to be in the
Cunard record-breaking class. The failure of the one American attempt in this direction goaded the nation to more determined efforts.
The idea of naval dependence was brought before the public
mind by the carrying of all steamer mail by the British. The
packets were recognized as useless for this race. The nation was
stirred and a subsidy was granted to E. K. Collins, owner of a
line of packets running from New York to Liverpool.
He contracted for 20 voyages a year and was to receive $19,250 per voyage;
later it was raised to ?33,000, or $858,000 per year.
No pains were
spared in the effort to beat the British. The national spirit was
shown by contractors who assisted in the enterprise by delivering
to Mr. Collins at cost.
In 1850 the Americans were ready. Mr. Collins sold his packet
ships and launched his fortune on the sea In his great new wooden
paddlewbeel steamers, having the unheard-of boiler pressure of
13 Ihs. per sq. In. This race between Britain and America was a
world event and Mr. Collins beat the Cunards. He beat them once
and beat them regularly, the average difference in time of voyage
for the two lines in 1851 being seven hours going east and 18
hours going west; the annual average time of the Collins steamers
for that year being a fraction over 11 days and the Cunard slightly
over 12 days. It is Interesting to note that In the 96 trips made
by the.se two lines between New York and Liverpool that year
they carried only 8,268 passengers, an average of but 86 per trip.
They were almost evenly divided, but the smallness of the number
will help to explain the lamentable failure of the Collins Line a few
years later.
This competition was In more than speed. It was an Inroad
upon the Cunard's monopoly. I'pon the opening of the Collins service the steamship freight rate fell from £7. 10s. to £4
a rate
which to-day would seem like the most Heavenly kind of manna
to the owners of ocean greyhounds.
In December of 1S50, the same year that the Collins Line began,
the Inman Line (British) established a fortnightly service between
Liverpool and Philadelphia, and made the innovation of giving
full and complete competition with the clipper ships by providing
for third class passengers.
This was a popular move which was
copied three years later by the Cunard Line. The Collins Line still
represented the strictly express type of service built for speed, at
which It succeeded. It thereby added great laurels to the American
flag and name, but it netted only losses to the stockholders.
In
1854 one of their steamers, the "Arctic." was lost In collision on
the Grand Banks. Two years later, the "Pacific" disappeared at
sea with Mr. Collins' wife and two children on board. Then, even
worse for the fate of the line, the great subsidy upon which It

—

had rested was withdrawn, due, some say. to the jealousies of Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore, and to the business jealousies of
the clipper ship owners who made a combination In Congress which
killed the Collins subsidy, and this promptly killed the Collins
Line. It made its last voyage in 1858. During the eight years of
Its brilliant, but unfortunate career, the passenger traffic had Increased five fold.
The experience of this line with the subsidy shows how unstable
company is that depends upon the repeated votes of a legislature
dominated by party politics. The government support of the Cunard
Line was never violently withdrawn.

the

Upon

the failure of the Collins Line, the

Inman Line swung

Its Philadelphia service to New York and took the Collins dates
and kept up the bi-monthly service. In 1860 it became weekly,
1S63 three in two weeks, and In 1866 bi-weekly in summer.
Another sturdy American. Vanderbllt, tried to follow in the
footsteps of Collins and get a subsidy for a route to the continent.
He labored hard in this cause and failing to get a subsidy, he determined to put on steamers anyhow. In 1S55 he began service
from New York to Havre and Southampton. The next year he extended it to Bremen and in 1858 he got tlie contract for carrying
the mall and was paid the amount of the actual postage receipts.
In 1861 he gave it up and sold most of his steamers to go to the
Pacific, and retired from the Atlantic carrying trade.
The year 1S56 witnessed the founding of a line, the second
attempt, which was probably more nearly a freight line than any
other of the period the .-Vnchor Line from Glasgow to New York.
This service, with its greater dependence upon freight, marks another stage in the progress of the development of line traffic and
of the replacing of sail by steam lines.
From 1850 until 1870 this
replacing continued steadily, and with increasing speed. The new
lines were usually ste.nm lines, and the old lines gradually changed
their vessels from s;ul to steam.
The Hamburg-.\meriian Packet
Company, incorporated in 1847, had sailing vessels only, for nine
years, and then in 1856 a screw steamer was added.
Others

—
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followed and In 1860 the nine remaining Railing vcgselv on the
were replaced by four new Bteamem and forlnightly Bailings

lino

New

were inaiiKurated.
Tiie old Ulatk Hall Line, the pioneer lielween New Vorlt and
Iviverpool, the pioneer ut all the Atlantie lineit, had 25 flno bailing
Hhliw in 18&0. Hut the eoniiwtlilon of the new lincH of Btearacra
wa» Huch that they hail to Us merged »hortly into the Union Lino,
and thlH company in I8i;3 made an arrangement with the Cunard
Line to carry Konie of Its paHHengiTM In the (Cunard Hteamcrs. In
18(iC (ho (iuloUH added their llrnl Hteamer and In eight yearh more
they had a Hteani lleet. 'l"he decade i8«0-70 marked the practical
disappearance of the olil tran.><atlantlc packetsiilp lincK and their
The last days of the packet
llnai replacement by llncH of HteamerH.
lines found them carrying emigrants while the flrBl and necond
cabin pasiHeiigerH were taken by the ateamers. The White Star
Line waK an e.xample of thiH tranHformatlon of an ctiLabllblicd line
The present service had
trafllc from one type of veH»el to another.
Its origin In the purchase of a sailing vessel fleet In 1870, their
Immediate transference to another service and their replacement
by steam vessela.
to

Yorlt

The summer of IS.IG saw the establishment of the Bnl>sidlzed
Line steamers from Montreal to Liverpool by an old firm
merchants and sailing hliii) owners who had been running their
vessels In the .MontrealClasgow trade for a quarter of a century.
The first ocean steamer lo reach Montreal came In 1853. and for
two years there was a poor, irregular service, but it was .so Irregular
that the government canceled Its mall contract, and the next effort
was the more liberally paid Allan i.,tne, which succeeded and mainAllan

(if

tains itself to the pre.«ent day.
In IXtili. the North (jcrnian I>loyd Line from New York to
Bremen, which had been founded with steamers in 1858, increased
service to once a week. Between 18(i6-70 It succeeded in beating
out three attempts of New York capitalists headed by Henry linger,
who tried to establish competitive service to Bremen and to Scandinavian ports, in IStiit the Bremen company started a steam servits

New Orleans. The next year the New Orleans cotton merwho hail been depending on sail for their direct shipments
Kurope. formed the Mi.^issii)pl anil Dominion Steamship Company, whlcii ran steamers from New Orleans to Liverpool In winter
when the cotton season was on and In summer when the St. Lawrence was open they went to Quebec and Montreal.
This New
Orleans service was not long lived. It was shifted to the New England and Canadian ports and there became known as the Dominion
ice to

chants,
to

Line.

The period of 1840-tiU. that of ihe founding of steam line traffic
on the North Atlantic, was also the period of its establishment In
nearly

parts of the globe,
It la rather remarkable that the backward, warring and disturbed countries on the west coast of South America should have
had ujjon the I'aclllc oi'ean one of the earliest of oceanic steamship
lines, but lliere were iioculiar reasons for this.
The topography
of the coast mad" land travel to any distance absolutely impracticable.
The sea was the only highway and here the peculiarities
of the winds were such that sailing vessel communication was exceedingly slow and tedious. William Wheelwright, an enterprising
American, who had spent some years on those coasts a.s consul,
appreciated llie situation and went to Kurope to raise money for
a steamship line.
Ills piini|)lilet slated that "by steam many voyages would be performcil in 10 or 50 hours which now occupy 20
or 25 days." Tlie explanation of these disparities he showed to be
a combination of southeastern trades and prevailing westerly winds
to the south of them which made It necessary for a sailing vessel
liound on a mere coasting journey to go far out Into the Pacific
to get the requisite winds.
Mr. Wlieelwright secured his financiai
suiiport and Ihe lirst two steamers reached their station In 1840.
In 1S52. there was a bimonthly service from Vnli)aralso to Paiuimn.
where It connected with llie .\tlantlc navigation. In IStiH tlie service
was extended around the .southern etid of the continent to Ihe River
I'late and the Falkland Islands, and two years later regular sleam
connection was had with Kngland through the Straits of Magellan.
all

line, the Pacific Steam Navigadiniculty to secure the necessary fuel
which liad to be brought around the Horn in sailing vessels. In
this respect it was identical with the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, an .American company, giving service from Panama northward.
The acqulsltic.n of California gave the United States an exceedingly remote ptvssesslon (there Is no '-olony anywhere so really
remote today). With this territory some kind of connection was
imperative and Ihe administration, which was so liberal In helping
the Collins Line to bent Ihe British, contracletl with the I'aclllc .Mall
Steamship Company. torn\ed In 1S'17. for a service from Piuiama to

At

tion

first

Wheelwright's I2ngllsh

Company, had

great

New York. Charleston and New Orleans to Havana,
from which port the company already had a t-onnectlng line to
Chngres (Colon), thus completing the connection between the
'i'he first steamer left New York Octotier
coasts,
ISIS, and the
company soon had six of the finest steamslilps atlont. The speed

Astoria and from

<!.
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from Panama to San KranciBco was more than 10 miiee per hour.
ThUB the L'nited Slates had line traffic of first ^!a<=s rharacfer conto
necting Its remote coaMtK lK.-fore it had a k '
(RaKurop*.'.
At Panama it connected with the
'"r«
tion Company, giving service to Peru and
the middle of the century the Pacific bad at Irasl <>,«mm uiiIfb oontinuous steam line traffic. The suceess of the I'uited States government's line on the Pacific was far more enduring though some,
what litBH brilliant than that of the Coliios Line. lu sleamen> had
not reached the coast befoie the gold fever M-t roveris from all
over the world Hying toward California. Despite the troubleb of
'round-the-Morn coal, the company, dropped by chance in the golden
stream. reaiK'd a golden harvest, and when railroad competillou
began shortly after 1870 it was by all means the largest American
maritime organization. It had 33 One sleamshiiM <-apabie of holding 74,000 tons of cargo and many pa^isengers.
it served •IT Pacific
and three Atlantic ports and had 35 agencies in the Orient L'nited
States. Spanish-American and Kurope.
On January 1. 1867. it bad
begun a monthly service to the Orient, terminating at Hong Kong.
This was soon made a fortnightly service and a branch establl*he<l
at Yokohama lo skirt the Japanese inland sea and go on to Shanghai.
There was an express steamer from San Francisco every two weeks,
connecting with the New York steamer via the Panama Railway.
There was also an accommodation sti-amer which attended to the
local needs of the coasts of .Mexico and Central America, and at
Panama connection was had. not only with New York, but aleo
with lines to Hamburg. Havre. Southampton and Liverpool.
England pushed out her steamer lines to her colonies about
as quickly as she had to America. "In IC years after the rroasing of the North Atlantic, regular lines of steamships traverse Ijoth
the North and South Atlantie, the Indian ocean, the Arabian sea,
i

'

the Mediterranean sea," etc.

The same burst of confidence and mechanical enlhuslasm that
started companies to building steamers in 183C for the North At
iantic, sent two steamers out to India in 183i> and 1837 to ply
between Bombay and Suez. This line soon t)ecame a link In one
of the largest and certainly the oldest steamship companies in
the world. The prctient Penin.siilar ft Oriental Company started
as the London & Dublin Steam Navigation Comi>any. running two
steamboats about 1824. This enlarged in 1837 into a line ninninj
steamboats to the (Iberian) Peninsula, hence the name Peninsular.
Before this Innovation. Ihe sailing vessel time from London lo
Llslx)n had been three weeks.
As the next step in the development of Its service and its name, the Peninsular Company took
a subsidy in 1842 to carry the mail in steamers between .Mexandra
and London.

At .Mexandria It connected first by camels and then
by four horse vans with the Suez Line to India a service which
has been maintained to the present day and extended to the east
and southeast, taking in China and Australia. Ihe Australian Line
came In 1873 after the opening of the Suez Canal permitted the
abandoning of the iiothersome shifting at Suez and substitution for
It of a continuous steamer voyage.

—

Austialia appears to ha\e

first

had

line traffic connection with

the mother country in 1850 when a lively sailing vessel traffic was
deemed of enough Importance to be reduced to a schedule. In 1852.
the desire for greater regularity of mail brought al>out a contract
for the carrying of the mall in steamers.
The first steamer sailed
June 5. 1852. and between that and 1854 several others were successfully added.
In the fifties, the South African traffic was carried In sailing
vessels with the exception of such service as the first Australian
steamers rendered. In 1857. the Union Steamship Company, which
after 50 years, still dominates the South African situation, entered
into a contract to carry the British mails.
In 1S72 the Castle Line
was founded. In 1873 It participated in the mail ixmtrart. and In
1876 it shared equally and helped maintain the schedule.
The pioneer in the service from England to eastern South
America was the Hoyal Mail Steam Packet Company, which 8t«rte<l
its first steamer from I'almouth in 1S42 and has sinr« built up a
great service and met the rivalry of many companies.
It appears that the .-Vilantic ocean can scarcely be called the
pioneer In the establishing of o<-ean steam line traffic although it
certainly had been in the sailing traffic.
Experiments were being
made in all oceans at the same time, and the period 1840-1857 Is
the epoch of the establishment of steam line traffic to all Important
quarter.'? of the glolM».
There were lines on the North Atlantic,
fast, fine and competing.
These were the Imckltone of the world's
connection. At New York the .Vmerlcan Pacific Mall Line gave
connection thro'.igh Panama with the Pacific coasts of both Americas.

The Cunard Line had connecting

lines hero to

Bermuda and West

Indies.

On the other end of the Atliuitlc trunk, the English lines gave
quick access to the Mediterranean and India, to South Africa and
.\uslraila.
The world was connected. The rest is a story of improvement.
(To be continued.)
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The Baltimore & Ohio has issued a notice that employees must
abstain from the use of intoxicants both while on and while off
duty.
The Baltimore & Ohio has reduced by 10 per cent, the pay of all
and employees receiving $166 a month or more and reducing
|150 all now receiving between $150 and $166.

ofllcers

to

At Kansas City, Jan. 21, D. H. Kresky and W. A. McGowan, the
former agent for a shipper and the latter for a railroad, were fined
$1,000 each for violation of the freight rate law. They were indicted
two years ago.
Acting on a complaint concerning the compression of cotton in
Oklahoma, the Interstate Commerce Commission has decided to hold
a general inquiry into the whole question of compression and the
relations of the railroads to compressors, buyers and shippers everywhere.

A press despatch from Pottsville, Pa., says that some of the
employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad at that place have been
furloughed for nine months. By taking this course, instead of dismissing the men, the company reserves to them their rights and
At Denver, Colo., the United States District Court has issued a
temporary injunction requiring ticket brokers to confoi-m to the
recent decision of the United Stjiles Supreme Court in the Uitterman
case, outlawing all outside dealing in tickets which, according to
their terms, are non-transferable.

The Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington has conveyed to the
government by deed he recently almndoned passenger terminal at
Sixth and B streets, Washington. The railroad surrenders its right
to use any portion of Ihe mall; and the sum of $I..')00.000. to be contributed by the government toward tlie cost of tlie new union station,
I

payable.

The State Railroad Conimi.ssion

of Illinois has directed the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis to run one passenger
train each way daily over the Kankakee & Seneca branch regardless
of the probability that the trains will earn less than it will i-ost to
run them. Hitherto for many years the company has maintained
only a freight service on this branch.

Those employees of the United Steel Corporation who subscribed
for preferred stock in 1903 under the profit sharing plan and have
since held their stock, are to receive an extra dividend of $().5.40 in
addition to the regular 7 per cent, dividend and the regular bonus
Next year, stock subscribed for in l!i(i4 will
of 5 per cent, a year.
be entitled to a similar extra payment.

The Railroad Commission

of Wisconsin,

which

is

invent

ii;

the action of the railroads \inder the law of that state limiting telegraphers' work to eight hours a day, finds that the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul has discontinued 6:! teleKra|)b offices; the Chicago & Northwestern 41, and the Wisconsin Central ;!6. These all did commercial business, but the roads had to have the operators to put into
more important stations to comply with the law. It Is probable that
the telephone will be exten.sively used by these railroads.

The Pennsylvania Hailroad. in reporting monthly earnings to
the Government, declines to make affldavit that the accounting rules
Issued by the Intei-state Commerce Commission have been followed,
and the New York Central, it Is said, has made no monthly reports
whatever. The Government proposes, therefore, to proceed against
these roads for not complying with the law. Notice has also been
given that henceforth all roads will be required to send their
monthly statements within in days after the end of the month, as
required by the rules issued by the Commission.
The railroads centering in Manhattan. Brooklyn, hong Island
City and Jersey City have agreed on "track service charges" in addition to car service (demurrage) charges at congested stations, to
be put in effect Feb. 20, amounting to $l_a day (total demurrage and
track charge $2) for the third and fourth days; $1 additional for the
fifth and sixth days and $1 more for the seventh, making the gross
rate after the sixth day $4 per car per day.
Coal, coke and hay are
excepted from this regulation. It appears that the Long Island Railroad has decided not to abandon this "track charge" as was proposed
a few weeks ago.

At Washington

last Monday a number ol' i)romineut railroad
on the President and on the Interstate Commerce
Commission to see what could be done towards securing the amendment of the law limiting the hours of telegraphers and signalmen,

officers

called

At the conference called by Governor Patterson of Tennessee
Tuesday to see if the railroads would reduce passenger fares, the Southern repeated its former announcement that rates
would be reduced in Tennessee to the basis which is to be adopted
in Georgia, and the Mobile & Ohio and the Cincinnati. New Orleans
& Texas Pacific announced that they would follow the action of the
at Nashville last

The other roads represented said that they could not
make the desired reduction. President Smith of the Ix)uis& Nashville said, however, that if the surrounding states suc-

Southern.
afford to
ville

ceeded in securing a reduction of pas.senger fares on his road the

company would adopt the same reduced rates In Tennessee. The
Illinois Central made a similar promise. 'Meanwhile the order
issued by the State Railroad Commission requiring all rates to be
reduced on April 1 to the basis of 2'.j cents a mile still stands.

In an opinion by Justice Peckham the Supreme Court of the
United States has decided the case of the Penn Refining Company, of
Western New York & Pennsyh-ania and the
Lehigh Valley In favor of the railroads. The Independent refiners
of Western Pennsylvania charged that the privilege of shipping In
tank cars, permitted to the Standard Oil Company, was denied lo the
other companies. The Interstate Commerce Commission ordered the
railroad companies to pay damages of $13,000, and the United States
Circuit Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania upheld the
order. That court, however, was reversed by the Circuit Court of
Appeals, and the independent refiners took the case to the Supreme
Court, which now has affirmed the decision of the Court of Appeals.
In his opinion Justice Peckham said:
The whole theory of discrimination rests upon the alleged
failure to furnish tank cars to shippers demanding them, while at
the same time the defendants (the railroad companies) leased tank
cars from their owners and used them to carry the oil of such
owners exclusively; and yet In this case there has been no such
failure because there has been no demand for such cars by the
refiners, who had no use for them.
It
is therefore apparent that the failure of Ihe plaintiff to use tank cars was not
owing to refusal or omission of the defendants to supply them,
but because the plaintiffs did not demand and could not use them
economically for the transportation of oil.
Oil City, against the

privileges as regards promotion.

now becomes

which comes into force in March, but it does not appear that the
conference produced any tangible results, and the Washington reporters seem to think that Congress will be very slow to take action
on any modification of the laws affecting railroads. The Chief of
the Order of Railway Telegraphers says that there are plenty of
competent telegraphers in the country.

...

Detector Bars Abandoned.

The Pennsylvania

is making great improvements in Its interA new electro-pneumatic machine, with latest imlocking up fouling points electrically, has Just been
installed in the tower at Henderson street. Jersey City.
This does
away with the old-style detector bars used on switches as. until the
route is perfectly clear, the track circuits keep the signal lever
locked.
The drawbridges across the Hackensack and Passaic rivers
have been similarly equipped.
(Approach track-circuit locking.)
Five towers on the New York division arc now equipped in this way
and all others will be in due time. Xeicaik (\. J.) Call.

locking towers.

provements

In

Cement Makers' Association.
The Association of Licensed Cement Manufacturers, 30 Broad
street. New York, was organized on January 9 by the North American Portland Cement Co.. the Atlas. Alpha, American. I>ehigh, Lawrence and V\ilcanite Portland cement companies, and various other
companies in the East and West, including the Dexter, Edison.
Nazareth. Pennsylvania. Penn-.-\llen and Catskill companies, all of
which have secured licenses under the Hurry and Seaman, Edison.
Carpenter and other patents controlled by the North American company. The association already represents nearly 70 per cent, of this
country's Portland cement output, and other applications for membership have been presented and are under consideration. The
officers of the association are:
President. .V. F. Gerstell. Vice-President and General Manager of the Alpha Portland Cement Co.; VicePresident. Conrad Miller. President of the Dexter Porthind Cement
Co.: Secretary and General Manager. Alfonso De Navarro, VicePresident of the Atlas Portland Cement Co.
The purposes of the association include: the betterment of the
mechanical and chemical pro<-^sses used In making cement, the improvement of the quality of cement, matters of traffic and shipment
and the wtabllshlnp of an association laboratory for technical testa
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ini'iriHlooil that all exUtluK aud iirui»:il.
expfniiiiinIi-qulpped <:(iment jilanlK will bo granted llcenReH and admitted to
InfrhiKerH of the patentH above referred to will be
inemberHlili).

uiiiJ

rlKoroiiHly iiroHecuted.

Landia Staybolt Cutter.
•||i« lllualratlonH hhow the new L.andl8 staybolt cutter, recently
placed on the market. It Ix G(|ulpiied with LandlH patent dies. The
chaHfTH are wich 4 In. lonK, with threads milled on the flat side and
riinnlnK the full length. ThcHp chaHcrH are HCt tanRenl to the rorl,
hoInK threaded to slvc the right cutting clearance. The rake can be
ground to any angle deulred to suit the kind of material that Is being
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...i.i i.ii.- .n L Utaiue effective, all one-way rales were reduced to
conform to the law aB it stood. The syi-tem of paseeneer farew
which prevailed prior to Oct. 1 will, after Feb. 1, a«aln apply to all
portloHK of the Pennsylvania Railroad within the State of Pennsyl-

vania, Including the Buffalo t Allegheny Valley, the Philadelphia k
Brie, and the United Hallways of .Sew Jersey grand divisions.
But iui the act Is held to apply to the Pennsylvania Railroad and
ItM branches only, the "J-cent rate, until cajies now pending before
the courts are decided, will be retained on such ponlooa of the
Philadelphia. Baltimore t Washington and the .N'orthem Central aa
are within the MUite of Pennsylvania and on the Bedford division and

the Lancaster and Quarryvllle branch.
The company will also resume the sale of 180-trip three-month
tIcketH, luuride tickets (good within a year) and all
other commutation privileges which were withdrawn
Although the
pending the decision of the courts.
I'-cent rate will still apply to the Philadelphia. Baltimore and Washington Railroad, the <'ompajiy will,
after Keb. 1, rcFtorr- all commutation privileges which

Landis Staybolt Cutter.

and a rolling chip

Chaser tor Landis Die.

cut just as from a lathe tool, so that the
thread can be cut at high speed. All chasers are Interchangeable.
The die requires no lead screw to govern the pitch of the thread
that is being cut. The chasers are not bobbed but milled, and they
are held so that the front or working teeth do the cutting, while the
back teeth do no cutting, but extend across the cutting line, so that
the four chasers form a lead nut which bears on the threaded rod
and draws It Into the cutting teeth true to the pitch of the die. This
lead Is so positive that it is impossible to influence the pitch of the
thread by retarding or forcing the rod Into the die. Before such
action could affect the pitch either the threads would be stripped off
the rod or the teeth would be pulled oft the die. This leading feature
Is permanent, as the die never needs to l)e ground In the throat;
the end.s only of the chasers are ground, which keeps their shape
uniform. In machines using lead screws there are at least two
hardenlngs and one screw, whose Inaccuracy must be corrected to
get the right pitch. The best lead screw made must be cut with
some form of die or on an engine lathe where accuracy cannot be
guaranteed. In the Landis die there Is but one hardening the hardening of the (lie. When lead screws and dies are not of exactly the
same pitch a Iwd and distorted thread will be |)roduced. The lead
screw will work against the dies, ard the lead screw nut being the
most powerful of the two the die Is bound to distort the thread, giving It a ragged appearance and freiiueiitly pulling oft the top; of the
thresuls, as all of the teeth can shave the thread in the bobbed die.
The die in the Landis machine never needs to be annealed, hobbej
or relcmpercd.
Ii.s
life Is much longer and it has a muili wide;range nn special diameters.
The carriage on the machine can be adjusted upward, downward
and sidewl.se, aiul the cutting strain is central. The rack has recesses
between the teeth, so that when chips or scale drop on the rack they
will fall through and not Interfere. The machine Is built single anil
double head. In sizes up to \u> In. Ka<-h machine Is provided with
pump, countershaft, wrenches and automatic throw-out. The main
spindles are so arranged that. any oil which may be carried Into the
spindle will feed tiack Into the oil tanks and not be carried out nt the
rear end of the spindle to run on the floor.
The machine Is manufuelure.l ,ind sold by the Landis Machine
Co.. Inc., Waynesboro, Pa.
cut.
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were withdrawn Oct. 1, 19Q7. Pending the decision of the court*,
the Pennsylvania Railroad and Its affiliated lines East of Pittsburgh, Buffalo and Erie withdrew the issuance of orders for special
rates to clergymen living along these lines.
Beginning March I
orders will again be issued, the amount of work Involved
preparing them making this delay unavoidable.

c-lerical

in

Portable Lathe Driven by Westinghouse Motor.
Electric motor drive has brought Into use several convenient
and labor-saving portable machines. An example Is the portable bolt-tumlng lathe, for use In locomotive repair shops. The illustration shows a lathe made for this purpose by the Williams te
Wilson Co., Montreal. Que., equipped with a Westinghouse motor.
They form a compact unit, which is mounted on wheels. It can be

—

Passenger Fares on the Pennaylvania.

The Supreme Court of the state of Pennsylvania having decided
that the act of the last lx>glslature llxing a maximum passenger fare
of 2 cents a mile Is inapplicable to the Pennsylvania Railroad, Its
branches and leased lines, the company announces that on Feb. 1
It will restore the schedule of tares which had prevailed
from Nov.
1, 1906— when the maximum one-way rate was volunUrlly redficed
to 2Vj cents a mile— until Oct. 1, 1907.
On the latter date, when the

Portable Lathe, Driven by Westinghouse Motor.

by a crane and placed beside an erecting pit and then shifted
as desired by hand. When In working position the machine rests
on the two rear wheels and the front legs. To move it, the legs are
lifted from the floor and the load thrown on the front wheel by
simply lowering the handle, which acts as a lever.
TUe wotpr Is the Induction type, 2 h.p., 1,700 r.p.m., connected
lifted

—
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through a friction clutch, providing for either 200 or 400 r.p.m. of
the spindle. Direct current motor applications arc equally successful. Current is carried by flexiihle cable connection to plugs located at
convenient intervals. A simple and convenient connecting plug is
made for the purpose. The advantages in the use of a machine of
this type in work that requires turning each bolt to the proper size
It saves trips to and from the machine shop
is readily apparent.
and enables the nicilKuiic to do his work without interruption.

The Hendershot Shaft Coupling.

A new shaft roupliuK. to be known as the Hendershot coupling,
being put on the market by Manning, Maxwell & Moore, Inc.. New
York. The a.ssembled coupling and the parts are shown in the accompanying illustrations. The advantages claimed for it are un
usual strength, and quickness and ease of application. The shells A and B are first slipped
^p^_j^
on the shafting. The short taper compression
I
sleeves, S, S, Kig. 2, are put in place and the
shells are drawn over them and bolted together.
The shells have cast lugs which engage each
other so as to put the torsion strains
directly on the shells themselves.
This reFig. 1.
lieves the
bolts of all shearing stresses.
The internal surface, 3, on shell B, and the external surface,
shell A, true up the coupling to approximate alinement
4, on
which is made exact by keeping the faces 1 and 2 i)arallel while
adjusting the coupling. This saves a good deal of time, particularly
in a new factory where it Is not convenient to start up to see how
the line runs. The use of two sleeves makes it possible to put the
is

^J^^

16:;

money or baggage,

traveled on his face in a third class car nearly
the whole length of the road. The trainmen would not venture to
put him off.

John R. Walsh.
John R. Walsh, President of the Southern Indiana Railway, and
late President of the Chicago National Bank, has been found guilty
of violating the national banking laws in making loans Irregular in
form and without the knowledge and approval of the directors. That
the acts were reckless and wrong, the evidence Is convincing, but
that they were with criminal intent there Is no evidence, and, based
on this, an appeal has been taken from the verdict. An acquittal
was given In all the counts relating to the railroad company. This
is a case of a great man and a good man, attaining great power, uniformly acting for the benefit of the community, and in this accomplishing great results and doing good in the world.
With nearly
uniform success from the time when he l>egan as a Chicago newsboy,
it was natural to get a confidence in his own judgment which made
him impatient of control and perhaps arrogant in administering
the affairs of a bank and the funds of depositors and stockholders.
His fellow-directors were at fault and he was at fault, but for the
purpose of estimating his character It is a fair plea In abatement to
note that he became a banker late in life and In making loans without the knowledge of his directors he followed many precedents, and
also that after the failure, by wonderful vigor and with >;iiirdy integrity, he saved his depoaitora from loss.
Earnings of the United States Steel Corporation.

The United States Steel Corporation on January 28 reported its
earnings for the three months ended December 31. 1907. by months.
There has been no more striking testimony to the effect of the financial panic on business.
The earnings, after deducting all operating
expenses, including those for ordinary repairs and maintenance
of plants, employees' bonus funds, and also bond Interest and
other Hxed charges of subsidiary companies, were as follows:
October,

1907
1 007

?17.052,211

.Novonilicr.
1

ic<i'inl)er.

10,407,25:1

11107

.'i.o;i4,.'i3l

The earnings

for October were the largest for any month in the
company's history. As against the total of $32.5i)u.ii00 for the quarter, the corresponding figure for 19iit) was |41.7imi.ii(iii.
In the quarter
ended June 30. 19ii7. which was the largest on record, earnings were

and for the September, 1907, quarter $43,800,000. Unorders on December 31, 1907, were reported as 4,624,553 tons.
against 8.489,718 a year previous, 8,043,858 in March, 1907, 7,603.878
in June. 1907. and 6,425,008 in September, 1907.
$4,5,.500,000
filled

Fig. 2.

two halves of the coupling

in place while the shafting is on the
then be hoisted into position and bolted together as
easily as a plain flange coupling.
In uncoupling, the shells can be
drawn apart by screwing two bolts into holes tapped for this purpose.
If the shafts to be coupled are of slightly different sizes or are
a little out of line, or both, this coupling adjusts itself and the compression will be the same on the whole length of the sleeves. The
strength of the coupling is increased, without increasing Its outside
diameter, by making the sleeves thinner and the hubs heavier. It
floor.

is

It

made

may

of gray iron.
Trifles

Make

Perfection.

T. F. Whittelsey, General -Manager of the Seaboard Air Line, has
Issued a general order, in which he says that "all officials and em-

Seaboard Air Line Railway when answering telephone
do so with a rising inflection of the voice. The teleI)bone is to a large extent the voice of the company, and we should
assure our patrons that we' are eager to communicate with them
and in a cheerful and accommodating manner."
I)loyees of the

calls should

Third Class

in

China.

An Englishman who ventured his life in a third class car on
the Shantung Railroad, where the trainmen are Chinese, found It
disagreeable. These cars have three compartments, intended to
liold 20 passengers each; but sometimes twice as many squeeze In.
The rules say that a passenger may take In,to the car only so much
baggage as he can carry in his hand; but it is common for one
to have a pile of boxes, baskets and packages, sometimes making
a respectable bale. Often the passenger piles the seat full of baggage and himself sits on the floor. Some bring bedding with them,
and if they get into the car while there is room, they spread it
on the floor and sleep, remaining undisturbed by the guard, however the car may be crowded afterwards. Meanwhile the air becomes thick with the smoke of Chinese tobacco, Japanese cigarettes
and Manila

The

with egg and peanut shells,
sweet potato skins and melon seeds, and slippery with spilt soup
and spittle. In the course of a few hours tJie car looks like a hogpen. The Chinese trainmen are obeyed by the Chinese passengers;
but shrink before a European. A German tramp, without ticket.
cigars.

floor is littered

Traffic Club of

New

York.

The January meeting of the Traffic Club of New York was held
on Janviary 28. James H. Gannon, Jr., Financial Editor of the New
York Times, gave a clear review of the causes which brought about
the banking panic of October and drew comparisons for the future
from the year following the panic of 1893. C. H. Crosby, VicePresident of the United States Express Company, gave a general
review of the express business, tracing Its history from Its beginning
in 1839 and describing the \'arious functions of the express comThe difliculties of compliance on their part with the rules
panies.
of the Interstate Commerce Commission may be judged from the
fact that the filing of the rates to competitive points alone, including

points at which there is competition by any possible combination
companies, required 39 volumes, which cost $45,000. It was
announced that Governor Charles E. Hughes will attend the annual
dinner, which Is to be held on March 6.
of

Referred to the Committee on Standardization of Practice.

There is a station on the Chicago & North-Western Railroad at
State Line, Wis., the depot being built on the boundary line between
Wisconsin and Michigan, a white strip down the side of the building
showing where one state ends and the other begins.
The station stood mostly on Badger soil and the town has been
credited to Wisconsin. Since the passage of the Wisconsin eighthour law the company has moved the building into Michigan. The
postofllce designated as State Line, Wis., Is not in Wisconsin, and
the ageut-operator-baggageman-express agent-postmaster has to put
Press Despatch.
In more than eight hours service.
Final Decision In Axle-Light Suit.

Notice of the decision In the suit of the Consolidated Railway
Electric Lighting & Equipment Co., New York, against the Adams £
Westlake Co., Chicago, for Infringement of Its patent relating to car
axle generating electric lighting equipment was given in our issue of
March 29, 1907, page 462. That decision, which was rendered in the

1
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Circuit Court of the ITnlled Hlaten for the Northern illHtrlct of IlllnoiR, Kaiitern dtvlHlon, held thut, with the exception of a Hlngle equl|>tnent whii-h had been built by the defendant for a euKtonier, the
patent had never bf-en InfrlnKeil. Neither party waH fully Hatlsfleil
with tlilH declHlon and both appealed, the complainant BeekinK to
have the flndiuK of InfrlnKeinenl extended to cover all cqulpmentM of
the defendant, and the latter aHkluK to be relieved of the finding In
the HlnRle inntance referred to.
On .lanuary 7, 1908, the United
suites Circuit (!ourl of AppealH rendered a decision In favor of the
defendant and ordered the suit dlHnilDsed.

Dinner to Mr. Vreeland.
HeupondInK 'o numerouH HUKKeHtiouH from the tnemberHhlp at
New York Railroad Club has
arrauKed a reception and ilinner to Herbert H. Vreeland, PreHldent
of the club, to be ulven Keb. 7, the hour and pla<:e of meeting
to be announced later.
The announcement says: "Mr. Vreeland has
for many yeara given moHt generously of his time and effort wherever
possible to promote the welfare of the club.
In unusual measure
he has contributed to lis continued success and present high standing.
It HoeniH peculirirly lining that .some evidence of our appreciation should bo made inanifesl.
Your committee has therefore
decided that this tetitlmonial dinner shall be by popular subscription at a cost of |.') jjer i)late, that each member In attendance may
feel he is present as a host and to personally attest his esteem for
our president and guest." Members are asked to signify their acceptance by I'-eb. 1.
The circular Is signed by W. G. Besler, chairman; Frank Hedley, William B. Albright, Richard L. Thomas, Otis
H. Cutler and Daniel M. Brady.
larse, the executive coniinlttee of the

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Coke Oven Basis

of

Car Supply Condemned.

The Conimiiisloii, in an opinion rendered by C;hairnian Knapp,
has announced decision in the case of the Powhatan Coal & Coke
V. Norfolk & Western and :">« coal operating companies in the
Hocahontaa di.strict of West Virginia.
The compiainl in Ihi.s proceeding alleged that the method of
cjir distribution known as the "coke-oven basis," enforced by the
Norfolk & Western Hallway Company in the Pocahontas-Klat Top
coal disirlcl. uniluly (liscvlniinates against the complainant, and
asked that the so-called "capacity basis" of car distribution be
adopted. The theory of the coke oven basis of distribution is that
the available supply of coal cars shall be distributed to mine operators in proportion to the number of coke ovens erected by each
operator.
Thai is to .say, the nunilier of ovens erected by an Individual operation divided by the total number of coke ovens in the
district will give the percentage of the available car supply to which
such operation is at any time entitled.
The Commission decided that the coke oven biusis does not
fairly measure Iho relative rights of the various operators, but unduly discriminates against complainant and operates to the unreasonable preference of other mining comi)anles in the .same field.
The Commission further declared that while the mine capacity
of a given shipper may be greater than his allotment of cars, yet
where this Is also the case as to other shippers similarly situated
In the same coal field, it Is the duty of the carrier, when the supply
Co.

of

cans

among

is

inadequate,

to

fairly

distribute

the

available

number

all o|)erators.

requires only ordinary imagination, said the Commission, to
see the illogical and nrlillclal character of the coke oven basis.
One company, with limited capital, uses Its money In building coke
It

ovens

In-stcad of

extending

Its
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No.

While the CommiHiflun Ui couvinoed by the fu.-t« and clrcumKtanccK ulHcloHed that the present ImhiIb is unjust and results in
unlawful discrimlnallonii, it U ool uaniindful tliai the cbange which
will t>« directed may occasion low and Injury to some of the operktors wbotie exiiendltures for the construction of coke ovens, as required by their leaMai, may lie materially, and perhaps greatly.
diminish) d In value. Although not warranted In sanctionlns a further continuance of the coke oven basis, which under existing condItlouH Ih found to Ije neither just nor suitable, the Commtssion
does not d'wire or intend that the report and order herein shall
alTecl the rights, responsibilities or liabilities of any of the Interested parties under any contract or agreement which they might
otherwise be able to enforce for their I>ene0t. It is assumed that
some form of capacity bai^ls hultc-d to the conditions and peculiarities of the district In question will be devised and put Into effect:
but the railroad should take the respontilblllty, at least in the flrat
Instance, of determining and applying the sutMtituted baola.
The Norfolk & Western was ordered to cease and desUt for a
period of at least two years from enforcing the coke oven bftals
In said district.
It was further ordered (o establish for at loHt
two years a regulation whereby coal cars shall Ije dlHtrlbuted fairly
and equitably among the operators along its line in said district.
without undue discrimination against or undue preference in favor
of any of said operators.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Bridges, Huildinfjfi and Foundations. The Condron A Sinks Co..
Civil Engineers, Chicago, have prepared a book of views of steel
and reinforced concrete structures built after their designs and
These structures include railroad and highway
specifications.
bridges, shops and mercantile buildings, foundations, reeervolrs,
tanks, roofs, etc. The Illustrations, which are half-tone reproductions of photographs, are good and their arrangement is in good
taste.
Line engravings show two steel truss designs and a reinforced concrete arch. The book is 6 in. x 9 in. and has 31 pages.

—

Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe. The American Concrete Co..
Chicago, a new company, has prepared a pamphlet illustrating and
describing its reinforced concrete culvert pipe. The characteristics,
construction and advantages of this pipe are described in detail,
and its economies compared with cast-iron pipe. The Illustrations
are full-page half-tones, tnoetly from photographs. The pipe has
been used by the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy for over a year and
was described in the Railroad Gazelle of Oct. 12. 1906. The company also makes reinforced concrete piling and girders.

—

Tcslinp Alternating Current Oeneratort. Bulletin No. 1.037 of
the Allls-Chalmers Company, Milwaukee, W'Is., describes the comwas
pany's method of testing alternating current generatora
It
perfected by B. A. Behrend, Chief Electrical Engineer, who makes
it possible to get. comparatively easily, the most important data
of the performance of alternating current generators while they
are yet in the shop, the machines being subjected to full load conditions without actually putting them under full load.
Valves.

—Catalogue

No. 10 of the Golden-.\nderson Valve S|>eclal-

ty Co., Pittsburgh. Pa., illustrates and describes Anderson cushion
non-return valves, emergency stop valves, pressure reducing valves.
Clean Seat valves and blow-offs; check valves, balanced plug cocks

and blow-offs and Golden steam tilting traps. Other spe<-ia)tles include:
Anderson automatii- standpipes and counterbalance valves,
automatic float valves, controlling altitude valves and strainers and
fish

traps.

underground workings, while another

company expends the .same sum in enlarging Its mining facilities,
but without adding to the number of superlluous ovens. The neces-

.

—

Conduits and (Conductors. Pamphlet No. •429 of the
Sprague Electric Co., New York. descrll>es Greenfield flexible steel
sary result would be that the former, with its mining capacity un- conduits and flexible steel armored conductors and cords, together
changed, would secure an increased car supply, while the latter, with tools and fittings In connection with them. The conduits are
with largely augmented ability to produce coal, would have fewer made of rolled concave strips of steel, galvnnlxed inside and out.
cars for its shipment. A system which Involves such absurd con- ami rolled spirally on each other so as to interlock. The conductors
sequences is open to grave objection.
are armored with sheathing made in a similar way.
It api)enred in the case that the Norfolk & Western some years
ago became and still Is the virtual owner of the coal lands on which
Car Couplers anrf Kindred Hevices. The Washburn Steel Castthe operations in question are located, the legal title thereto being ings & Coupler Co.. Minneapolis. Minn., has issued its I90S cataIn a land company whose .stock is owned by the railroad company.
logue.
It
Illustrates and liriefly descrllH>s the car couplers and
The coke oven basis of car (list riluit Inn seenis to have been the kindred devices made The latter incUule a new design of car reoutcome of the general policy of the railroad. In accordance with placer, shown In this catalogue for the first time. The form and
which the land company required each lessee of coal lands to method of working these frogs are ftilly llhustrated. The N>ok is
construct n certain number of <'oke ovens per hnndred acres of « In. X 9 in. and has 94 pages.
land leased. This policy wa.s evidently adopted for the purpose
of encouraging coke production and the manufacture in ibnt district
Signaling on the I'nion Pacific. The passenger department of
of articles which could be made by the \ise of coke,
"Phc railroad the I'nlon Pacific has prepared an interesting pamphlet on its interiimipany preferred to discontinue the coke oven basis and apivir- locking and block signal systems. The principles of both systems
cntly desired an order of the Commission as a justification for are explained briefly, and colored halftone views illustrate the
taking that course.
various tnillcalions of the signals. The.se engravings are made from
Flerilile

—

—

—
January
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photographs and give an excellent idea of the character of Union
Pacific signal equipment.

167

29 West 39th street. New York. The subjects for discussion will
be "Experimental Gas Turbines in France," illustrated with lantern

"A Simple Continuous Gas Calorimeter," "A Gas Engine and
Producer Guarantee." Other subjects relating to the question of

slides;

—

Korth-Western. The passenger department of this
road has published a pamphlet describing in full the "American
This service began
.special" train between Liverpool and London.
with the first sailing of the "I^usilania" last fall. The train conThe
.sists of a baggage car, five corridor cars and a dining car.
pamphlet is illustrated with line drawings of each type of car.

London

•(

—

Injectors. A pamphlet issued by William Sellers & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., descrilies and illustrates with sectional and prospective
views the latest types of Sellers' injectors, giving dimensions, capaciOther spefialties of the company are also inties and prices.
hem l)eing valves, water strainers and boiler
cluded, among
I

washers.
Bo!s«er.s.— Bulletin No. 4 of the Atha Steel Casting Co., Newark,
shows a number of types of cast-steel body and truck bolsters
used by various steam roads. Driving wheel centers, motor frames,
electric railway truck frames and cast-steel gears made by the company are also kIidwii.

N.

J.,

—

Cement Plantx. Bulletin No. 4,55.5 of the GenCompany, Schenectady, N. Y., describes the application
of electric drive to cement plants, and gives information regarding
different processes and the apparatus used in making cement.
Electric Drive in

eral Electric

—

Sprimjs. A pamphlet issued by the Union Spring & Manufacturing Co., Pittiiburgh. Pa., illustrates and describes a number of
types of coil and elliptic springs for locomotives and cars. Several
styles of pres.sed steel journal bo.x lids are also shown.

gas power will also

Ije

discussed.

Convention Plans for Supply and Machinery Associations.

A

joint meeting of the committees appointed from the AmerSupply and Machinery Manufacturers' Association, the National Supply and Machinery Dealers' Association, and the Southern
Supply and Machinery Dealers' Association, was held at Richmond.
Va., last Friday to formulate a programme for the joint annual con-

ican

vention of these three associations to be held at the Jefferson Hotel,
Richmond, May 13, 14 and 15, 1908. The complete programme will
be ready for publication early in April and will be sent to all members of these associations fully a month before the I'onventldn.
The committees who met to arrange the programme wefe made
up as follows:
American Supply and Machinery Manufacturers' Association.
M. W. Mix, Dodge Manufacturing Co.. Mishawaka, Ind.; E. H. Hargrave, the Cincinnati Tool Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio; C. F. Aaron, New
York Leather Belting Co., New York; F. A. Hall, the Yale & Towne
Manufacturing Co., New Y^ork; D. K. Swartwout, the Ohio Blower
Co., Cleveland, Ohio; W. M. Hood, the Lunkenheimer Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio; F. D. Mitchell, Secretary -Treasurer, New York.
National Supply and Machinery Dealers' Association. George
Puchta, Queen City Supply Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; A. T. Anderson.
Secretary-Treasurer, Cleveland, Ohio.
Southern Supply and Machinery Dealers' Association. J. C.
Miller, Miller Supply Co., Huntington. W. Va.; Alvin M. Smith.
Smith-Courtney Co., Richmond, Va. Hunter B. Frischkorn, Hunter
B. Frischkorn, Richmond, Va.; Levin Joynes. Southern Railway
Supply Co., Richmond, Va.

—

—

;

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
W. P. Cosper, Chicago, dealer in railroad spe(rialties, has been
appointed Central Western .Xgenl I'ot- tlip Lord Klectric Co., Boston,
Mass.
The Detroit Seamles.^

Steel

Tubes

Co..

Detroit,

Mich.,

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

is

In-

machin^^ry to make larger sizes ot (-old-drawn saamle.'is
steM tubes. This increases materially the capacity of the plant.
siix'ling

The St. Paul, Minn., office of the Northern Electrical Manufacturing Co., Madison, Wis., has been moved from 21 East Fifth
street to 516 Endicott building.
T. E. Drohan. formerly Superintendent of the company's shops at Madison, is in charge of the new
office.

A meeting of department and district office managers of the
Allis-Chalmers Co. was recently held at headquarters in Milwaukee,
Wis. The prevailing note during the meeting was one of decided
optimism. With the possible exception of a single district, which
depends on one particular product for its prosperity, i-eports indicate that there is a general resumption of business activity, and
the outlook for purchases of material of all kinds, particularly power
and electrical machinery, is encouraging. Many district managers
stated that during the past two weeks inquiries have been many,
and customers are only waiting for a little more nearly complete
restoration of normal conditions to place large orders for apparatus.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

I'err Marquette.

Michigan

— Henry

Central,

B. Ledyard,
ha.^

been

Operating
<t

February

Officers.

—

J. R. Cameron has been appointed General
Superintendent, with office at Winnipeg, Man. A. Wilcox has
been appointed Superintendent of the First division, with office
at Port Arthur, Ont.

Canadian Northern.

—

Pacific.
Grant Hall, who has been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power on the Western Lines of the Canadian

Canadian

Pacific,

Railway

Engineering

and

of

treal and was educated
Bishops College
School at Lennoxvllle.
P. Q.
He entered the
service of the Canadian
Pacific as a machinist
in 1886 and was soon
promoted to the position of locomotive foreman. In 1893 he went
to the Intercolonial as
general locomotive fore
man, but in 1898 he rein rned to the Canadian
at

Way

SThe nominations for officers for this association to be voted
on at the coming convention to be held in Chicago March 17, 18
and 19, are: President, Walter G. Berg (I.,ehigh Val.) Vice-Presiilent, L. C. Frltch till. Cent); two Directors. C. S. Churchill (Norf.
& West.) and E. F. Wendt tP. & L. E.): Treasurer. W. S. Dawley
(Mo. & North .\rk); Secretary, E. H. Frltch, Chicago.
:

American Society

to

{)e

of

Mechanical Engineers.

mectinK of Ihc gas power section of this society Is
held February II. in the Engineering Societies building at
first

Assistant

three years past.
Mr.
Hall was born in Mon-

Association.

The

Winnipeg,

Superintendent of Motive Power for about

1.

Maintenance

at

has been

there will be
a paper on Engineering Problems in Road Construction, by Joseph
W. Hunter, illustrated with lantern slides. The Secretary announces
llie election of the following officers:
H. W. Spangler. President;
Washington Devereux and William Kasby. Jr., Vice-Presidents:
Francis Head. Secretary, and George T. GwlUiam. Treasurer.

American

of the Board of the
Director of the Pere

—

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.
this club to be held

a

Ohio. John G. Walber, hitherto Assistant General Manager of the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern at Cincinnati, has
been appointed Assistant to the Third Vice-President of the
Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore. Md. Mr. Walber
began his railroad career on the Ohio & Mississippi in 1885 and
has been Secretary to various Managers and Vice-Presidents.
He was made Assistant to the (Jeneral .Manager at Cincinnati
four years ago.

lialtimore

xFor dalet of conventions and regular meellny$ of railroad contention
engineering »ocietie$, etc., see advertising page 24.)

At the meeting of

Chairman

eleilcil

Marquette.

Grant Hnll.

Power

of the

Eastern

Line.s.

Western Lines, as before

Pacific and wa-s rapidly
promoted through the
several grades until he
became Assistant Superintendent of Motive
In October, 1904, he went to the

stated.
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lieneral Suiwrintendeul at New Orleans,
of W. M. HobljH Id his place. Is denied.

appolulcl
A//o».-Palrl<:k Henry Houlahaii, who-haH beeu
with olDcu al
General S.iperlntendftnt of H... Chhu^o Ik Alton,
('hlLago, thuH iMJcomliiK

CMcaoo d

"'" *"""*

men I

toth'the''A'lWn
St.
Toledo,
the

Western,

In

at Ottawa, ill., and
lieKan his railroad eervice ill 1807 as a water
lioy with a track con\H'>'>

Htrii(!lion
-:,
1S7.'.

III

By

t>e(orae a
lie had become
he

^!:'^

ffl.
later

yfiars

Ion

ganK-

the

City, Kan., In place of Mr. Taylor.

—

Colorado Houthem, Seic Orlcant d Paci/lc. C. H. FUk has been appointed Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way, with office at
Beaumont, Tex.
J. Correll has been appointed DlvUlon BngJneer of the Valley division of the St. LouU, Iron Mountain *
Southern at .Monroe, La., In pla^e of R. A. Gray, resigned.

j^-^^^^ Paci/lc—E.

"^!
..'t" 1..
conductor

Fox

and the appointuent

of the .MlKHouri division, with ofllce at Fort Madison, Iowa. In
O. W. Taylor, heretofore
place of J. H. McUotf, promoted.
.Master Mechanic of the Uklahoma division, has been appointed
.Master .Mechanic of the Middle dlvUlon at .Newton. Kan., lo
J. T. I>endrum has been appointed Master
place- of A. iJlnan.
.Mechanic of the Oklahoma division, with office at Arkanaaa

has

that offlce on the
T.. St. L. & W. for the
Mr.
past three years.
l>orn

5.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officer*.
Top,ka d Hanta F. - A Dluau, her-iofore 4U*ler Mechanl.
of the .Middle division, haji U-i-a appointed Majiier Mechanli

held

Moulahan was

So.

•I'cAiw.on,

x>n

and
Louis &

,

River

Xorthern Pat-iflr.—C. T. Hessmer has been appointed Master Mechanic of the .Minnesota division, with office at SUples. Minn.,
Sllaa Zwigbt ha« been
in place of Willlard Lincoln, resigned.
to 1880 he
l-'rora 1881
appointed .Master Mechanic of the St Paul division, with office
Louis
St.
was on the
at Minneapolis, Minn.
division of the Burlington, rising from train
Iji-aiich

of the

Chicago.

Hmlluglon & Qiiincy).

r. H. UoiiiBhan.
despatcher to Assistant
1880
Trainmaster and then lo the position of Trainmaster. In
Arkansas
Loul.s,
St.
&
he went to the
'^^''^'''^Z^,!'.^.!^'
dlMslon
Master of Transportation on the .Missouri & Kansas
became Superbut he soon returned to the Burlington, where he
of the
Superintendent
was
1905
he
intendent. From 1892 to
From
Hannibal & St. Joseph, a part of the Burlington System.
which road.
there he went to the Toledo, St. Louis & Western, of
three
for
Superintendent
as before stated, he has been General

years.

—

SuperlnChicago, Burlington d Quincy. Robert Rice, heretofore
tendent of the Hannibal division, has been appointed SuperlnMo.
tendent of the St. .losopii division, with offlce at St. Jaseph,
E. Welsle succeeds Mr. Rice at Hannibal.

<himyo Ureal VVc.s<tr«.-C;harles S. We.slon, who has been iDPointed
omce
Division Superintendent of the Southwest division, with
years ^'UPerinat Des Moines, Iowa, has been lor the past five
at
18i>8
in
born
was
Weston
Mr.
tendent at Red Wing, Minn.
Linden, Wis., and began his railroad service on the Burlington,

CAR BUILDING.
The Kexce.naxc Central has ordered 20 flat cars of
Locomotive & Car Worka

$0,000 lbs.

The Pittsburgh, Canombarg d Washington, under construction.
intends to ask bills on electric cars about April 1. F. Thlenhaut.
Pittsburgh, Pa., is Chief Engineer.
^^ 1^ reported, U in the market for
^,^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^
200 or more freight cars.
Up to the time of going lo press we have
not been able to confirm this item.
,

^^^^ Woodblock. Marengo Genoa d Sycamore Electric. whic:i
^^ ^^^^ 1^ Illinois, Intends to ask bids on roiiing
^^ ^^.^^ ^^
^,1^^^ ,^ ^p^.|
claries A. Spenny. Chicago, is Secretary.

^^^

^^

^^^ BrownxviUe. ilasontccn d Smithfield Street Ha.hi^y. under
p^j^g^ruction

^,^ ^^
is

^^

from Brownsville,

Pa., to

^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

^^.

fniontown. 36 miles, will ask
j
sheldon, McKeesport. Pa..

President

The Morgantown Interstate Railroad, under construction from
_ Northern as brakeman in 1879. Ho was rapidly
Cedar Rapids &
Va., to Star City, four milee. will ask bids on elec
promoted' through the different grades until he became Train- .Morgantown, W.
W. W. Smith, Morgantown, W. Va.. is Secre^^^^ •=*'^ about April 1.
•
master in 1901.
tary and Treasurer.
of
Superintendent
appointed
been
has
Abell
A.
J.
Missouri Pacific—
The Northern Pacific, as reported In the Railroad Oazflte of
Southern,
the Valley division of the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
i)eceml>er G, will. It Is said, lie in the market for new passenger
with offlce at Monroe, La., In place of C. H. Bevlngton, resigned.
equipment within a few days. Up to the time of going to press we
Northern Pacific. George Arthur Goodell, who has been appointed have been unable to confirm this item.

—

General Superintendent of the Middle district of this road, with
Livat
headiiuarters
ingston, Mont., has for
been
years
five
the past

General Superintendent
of the Chicago Great
Goodell
Western. Mr.
was born at KnnxviUe,
111., on August 13. 18r,5,
and began his railroad
service on the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy in

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

Austin, Tkx. The State Railroad Commission has made public
improvement orders which direct that the following work be carThe Chicago. Rock Island ft Pacific to
ried out by the railroads:
biiilil new stjitlous at Amarillo or to jointly build with the Fort
Worth & Denver City a union station at that place; The Texas ft
Pacific to build new passenger and freight stations at Longview
Junction and at Jefferson; the Fort Worth ft Denver City to build
new stations at Decatur. Eloctra. Quaiiah and at Amarillo; the International ft Great Northern Is required to replace all wooden culverts
and bridges with concrete and steel structures.

telegraph
as
1809
a
He .served
operator.
lor a short time on the
ToImIo, Peoria & Warsaw, and In 1877 went

Burlington,
the
to
Cedar Rapids & Northern, where he was promoted successively to
the

positioius

—

Bhooki.yn. N.V. The Delaware. I.«ackaw.tnna ft Western company's freight yard, at Kent avenue and Cro.ss street, is to be enlarged alxiut 17.500 sq. ft., which will jiermit the handling of 25 more
cars.
When the yard is enlarged It Is understood that the tracks
The Improvements will give the yard 175 ft,
will be rearranged.
more frontage on Washington avenue.

train

of

Assistant
and
Sujiorlntendcnt

iU<apiitcher.

.

Superintendent.
In
i-oad

The ilassiUon. 'Woostcr d Mansfield Traction, under construcfrom Massillon, Ohio, to Mansfield. 50 miles, wilt ask bids on
rolling stock in about three months. G. A. Bartholomew. Williamson building, Cleveland. Ohio, is Chief Engineer.
tion

Gimilrll.

he left that
and went to the Chicago Great Western, as above noted,

1902

So^^thern.—3. M. Bennett has been appointed Superintendent of the
Wlnston-Saleni division. In place of A. M. Smith; offlce nt Wlnston-Salem. N. C.

Southern Pacific.— The report of the resignation of

E. H. Cuslilng.

—

Bids are to be asked for at once by the ManuCompany, controlled by A. Busch and associates,
up a steel and reinforced concrete elevated structure at
Second and Dorcas streets. St Ixiuls, at an esUmate<1 cost of about
The work will call for about 3.000 cubic yards of concrete
JIOO.OOO.
and 575 tons of steel, .\ddress Edward Flad. Consulting Engineer.
St. Louis, Mo.
facturers' Railway

for putting

Fullerton building.

.

Jamtahy
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RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

169

southwest to Clearfield, Pa., 232.5 miles. Grading under
Renova." Pa., to above Westport. Contract let to the Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins Corporation, Boston, Mass.
About 21 miles
was built from Cedar Ledge, Pa., to Powell last year. Additional
contracts will probably soon be let.
Branch located and most of the rights of way have been secured
from Cedar Ledge to Oregon Hill, 32 miles. Work will probably be
started this spring.
ton, N. Y.,

way from

New
Brownsville,
Brownsville,

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Carmk hakls & WAYNtsuum; (Electkk). — See

Masontown &

Smithfleld.

—

Bkownsville, Masontown & Smithfield (Electbic). Grading
work is to be started early in February on this proposed electric line
from Brownsville, Pa., south via Masontown to New Geneva, thence
northeast via Smithfleld to Uniontown, 36 miles. Surveys made for
Red Bud & Belleville Interdrbax. Incorporated in Illinois
20 miles and being continued on the rest of the line. The company to build an interurban
line from Red Biid, Randolph county. 111.,
has already graded about half a mile between Masontown and West north through Monroe county to Smithton, 15 miles. C. Becker,
Masontown. The work will include several viaducts. Contracts are Red Bud; J. Keller, Hecker, III., and B. A. Gundlach. Belleville.
E. C. McCullugh, Chief Engineer,
to be let in February and March.
incorporators.
Uniontown.
St. Louis & Oklahoma Southern.
This company has been inThe Brownsville, Carmichaels & Waynesburg has been granted
franchises and is shortly to be incorporated to build about 58 miles corporated with a capital of $10,000,000 to build a line from Benton
of electric lines from Waynesburg east to Carmichaels, thence north County. Ark., Bouthwest to a point near Oberlin, Bo'an county,
via Jefferson and Rice's Landing, in Green county, and Clarksville, Okla., 260 miles. H. G. Baker and W. R. Eaton, of Muskogee; C. L.
ZoUarsville and Bentleyville, in Washington county; also a line from Slower, J. B. Christensen and J. H. Elton, of St. Louis, Incora point on the Monongahela river opposite Rice's Landing northeast porators.

—

—

Work

expected to be started
1.5 miles.
When the
organization of the company is finished it may be taken over by the
Brownsville, Masontown & Smithfleld. W. J. Sheldon, McKeesport,
holds the franchises and is organizing the company.
to Brownsville, in

this spring

Fayette county.

from Rice's Landing

to

is

Waynesburg,

—

Canadian Pacific. William Whyte, Second 'Vice-President, is
quoted as saying that in addition to the work already under way,
the new work arranged for to be carried out during 1908 includes
the completion of the following lines:
Between Kirkella and
Asquith, Sask., on the Edmonton branch, and a line to Hardisty,
Alb.; also a line from Lanigan, Sask., to Sheho, 82 miles; between
Woolsey, Sask., and Reston, Man., 23 miles; extension of the Winnipeg Beach line north to Icelandic river: and continuation of the
line from Tuxford, Sask., 50 miles west.
A large amount of bridge
work is also to be carried out; in British Columbia many of the
present wooden structures will be replaced by permanent structures.

—

Centrai.ia Easteun. Contract has been given by this company
to W. F. Nelson, of Seattle, Wash., for building its proposed line
from Centralia, Wash., northeast nine miles. Grading is expected
to begin early next month.
Contracts will probably soon be let for
building five miles additional. B. A. Johnson, Chief Engineer, Centralia.

—

Chicago, Lake Sucre & South Bend (Electric). This company,
building an electric line from South Bend, Ind., west to Chicago, 111.,
71 miles, has track laid on 48 miles.
Grading will shortly be finished
on 13 miles additional. It is expected to have the entire line In operation by July this year. A mortgage for ?6, 000,000 has been filed,
of which $3,.')00,000 will be used for construction and the remaining
$2,500,000 held for future extensions and Improvements.

—

Southern Pacific. The Cananea, Yaqui River & Pacific, building through western Mexico, it is expected, will be nearing completion by the close of 1908. The government concession requires that
248 miles of track shall be built this year, but the company plans to
greatly exceed this mileage. Orders have been given for 30,000 tons of
65-lb. rails for delivery at Guaj-mas during 1908.
Large quantities of
construction materials are also arriving at Orendaln, where the road
will connect with the Mexican Central.
The federal inspector of
railroads reports that the following track has been finished:
Main line from Guaymas southeast, 217.5 miles; from Mazatlan
north toward Guliacan, 17.5 miles; Mazatlan south toward Teplc.
22.5 miles; Orendaln toward Tepic, 7.5 miles; Nacozari branch. 18
branch between Cananea and Xogales, 12.5 miles; branch
between Alamos and Navajo, 47 miles: and on the branch between
Corral and Cumaripa, 37 miles.

miles;

—

Susquehanna & New York. This company, in 1907. finished an
extension of its road from Pleasant Stream to Marsh Hill. Pa., from
which point trackage arrangements have been made with the Pennsylvania into Williamsport. At Williamsport the company has shops
and yards, and connection is made with the Philadelphia & Erie
division of the Pennsylvania, with the Pennsylvania di\ision of the
New York Central and with the Philadelphia & Reading, giving a
good connection from the coal fields of Pennsylvania to New England
points.
In addition the company has carried out revision work on
its main lines from Tonawanda to Ralston, replacing light rails
with 80-lb. sections and putting in heavy bridges to replace light
structures.

—

WwmsTocK, Marengo. Genoa & Sycamore (Electbic). This
company, which was incorporated last year to build an electric line
from Woodstock. III., southwest via Marengo and Genoa to SycaCumberland Railroad. Contracts let to S. P. Condon, of Knox- more, 38 miles, is ready
to receive bids for material and for buildville, Tenn., for extending this road from Artemus, Knox county,
ing the line. The company expects to begin grading work in May.
Ky., south via Cumberland to Jellico, Tenn., 32% miles. Track laid
Charles A. Spenny, Secretary, Chicago, 111.
from Artemus to Cumberland, 8.2 miles. B. C. Mllner, Chief Engineer, Warren, Ky.

—

East Carolina.

— This

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

which was recently extended from
Farmvllle, N. C, south to Hookerton, 13 miles, is now open for
freight service on this section, and the company expects to start
passenger service next month.
road,

—

Keweenaw Central. This company Is building a branch from
Phoenix, Mich., to Eagle River, two miles.

—

—

Balti.more & Ohio. .\ semiannual dividend of 'J'-, per cent, has
been declared on the $8,000,000 common stock of the Cleveland.
Lorain & Wheeling, which is operated by the Baltimore & Ohio.
The Baltimore & Ohio owns about 75 per cent, of Its stock.
This is the first dividend on the common.

—

Mexico. Santa Fe & Perry Traction. An officer writes that
company began grading its proposed line from Mexico. Mo.,
northeast via Molino and Santa Fe to Perry. 27 miles, last November.
J. M. Wolfe, CoUinsville, 111., has contracts tor all the work,
some of which has been sublet. About three miles of grading is
finished and the company expects to have the entire line in operation about September of this year.
The work includes a number
of bridges for which contracts are soon to be let.
An extension
from Mexico to Columbia is also projected. S. L. Robisou, President and General Manager, and C. O. Thon, Chief Engineer, Belle-

Boston & Maine.

ville. 111.

Boston & Worcester Street.

this

MoiiiiANTowx &

DuNKARK

—

'Valley (Electric). Under the name
of the Morgantown Interstate Railroad grading is now under way
for an electric line from Morgantown, W. 'Va., to Star City, four
miles.
The work includes a bridge GOO ft. long. W. W. Smith, Secretary and Treasurer. Morgantown.

Morgantown Interstate (Electric).— See Morgantown & Dunkard Valley.

—

Mountain Central. An officer writes that the projected extension from Campton, Ky., northeast to Hazel Green, has been abandoned for the present.
Pittsburgh, Binghamton & Eastern.— Building from Blngham-

This company has renewed for one year at 6 per
cent. $1,000,000 5 per cent, one-year notes maturing on Feb. 15
and $1,000,000 5 per cent, one-year notes maturing on March 15.
It has also arranged to sell $1,300,000 Boston & Lowell one-year
6 per cent notes.
This arrangement was In addition to the
renewal of $1,000,000 5 per cent, one-year notes which fell due
on Jan. 15, and $500,000 Fltchburg Railroad one-year notes
which tell due on the same date, both of which were renewed for
one year at G per cent. All these arrangements were made
through R. L. Day & Co.. of Boston, and associates.

—

E. H. Gay & Co., New York, have
offered $250,000 4Vj per cent, first mortgage bonds of 1923 of
this company at 96.
The Boston & Worcester has paid 6 per
cent, dividends on its stock since completion of the road in 1904.

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. On January 1 train service was
extended so that the Pacific extension is now in operation from
Mobridge. S. Dak., on the Missouri river west to Marmartb,
N. Dak., 193 miles.
At the same time the train service
in Montana was extended.
The road is now in operation In
that state from Harlowton Junction east to Musselshell. 92 miles.
It is expected that the road will be in operation from the Missouri river to Butte in May or June. Rails are being laid on
the completed grading at the rate of about four miles a dav.
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$8,y.".ii,iMjo

190C.

Ah no Himllar depre

and

labor.

CiilcAuo ft St. I»i IS.— A aenil aniiiial
per cent, waii on January 28 declared on the
wtock.
Four per cent. haM been paid an$47,000,000
nually »hue 1901, In which year 3',i per cent, was paid. In
1900 3 per cent, was paid. This was the Hrsl distribution since
Ci.Nci.N.NATi,

dividend of

1

1893.

for the 12

months ended

ICxpeosoa

70.

(

1

1

per

cciit

?:;«,:iS4,300.00
-^0,081,300.00

)

The option given by the New
Ck.>tkai. t Htunos Rivkr.
York, New Haven & Hartford to the New York Central to buy
a controlling Interest In the $29.1Co.OOO Ne»- York. Ontario A
Westtjrn stock held by the New Haven at the price paid for It
by the New Haven, $45 a share, has been again extended; this
time indefinitely. The original option expired on April 1, 1907,
and the second on January 1. 1908.

»1,7KO,400.0«
1 ,tH8,000.00

8,303,000.00
180,000.00

140.800.00
L>7, 700.00*

llroBH Inconii'
KliHt clmigM mill tuxCB

0.483,000.00

1 13,100.00
214,800.00

Available

l.«03,000.00
1.911.800.00

101,70000'

51,500.00

l.JOO.OO*

Net cariiliiKH
Other Income

4,.-.:;o,fl00.00

illvldcnd

for

Dlvldciidiit

SurplUH

piT (•ni. on preferrpo.

Clevela.nu, LoiiAix

and

4 p<'r cent,

on common.

Nkw

on
;

5

In 15)00.

— See Baltimore & Ohio.
LioiiTiNO. — See New York, New

Haven &

—

Delawark & HuD.sox. This company has borrowed $ti. 000,000 for
six months at 4i-j per cent. from, the F^rst National Bank and
Kuhn, Loeb & Co., of New York City. The proceeds will be used
to pay off $G,000,000 one-year notes of the Quebec, Montreal &
Southern, which mature early in February.

—

Coast. Harvey Flsk & Sons, New York, have offered
per cent, notes
about 7 per cent. $750,000 3-year
These are part of a total issue of $5,080,000
ilue Aug.
1910.
which were issued in two series. $3,500,000 dated Aug. 1, and
These notes are secured by
$1,580,000 dated Aug. 15, 1907.
$7,258,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of the Florida East
Coast, which is at the mte of 70 per cent, of the par value of
the bonds. The notes are further secured by the personal endorsement of Henry M. Flagler, of the Standard Oil Company.
The first mortgage bonds which are deposited as collateral are
all the first mortgage bonds outstanding, and are a first lien
at the rate of $18,000 a mile on the main line from .lacksonville
to Miami, ;!<)() miles. 37 miles of branches and all the rolling
stock and ollu-r properly of the company. The ])roieoJs of
these notes were used lu the extension which is being built
south along the Florida Keys to Key West, which was recently
opened as far as Knight's Key, 47 miles from Key West.
ICa.st

at 98 to yield

li

— New

financing

is

being considered.

On June

New

expenditures on

the

lines

to

and

lndiana|)olis

—

t!

li

New York

Central

It

Hudson

—

Y'oRK-Pnii.AUEi.riiiA Comi-any (Eleitric).
This company operates trolley cars between Philadelphia and Jersey City. It
owns about two-thirds of the stock of the Camden A Trenton
Railway and all the stock of the Trenton t New Brunswick.
These companies are now in ilefaull In Interest payments on
their bonded debts.

& Lake

—

Erie. Gross earnings for the year ended Dec.
were $14,900,000. against $14,500,000 in 1906. and net
In 190C.
Of the groas
earnings. $13,300,000 were from freight, against $13,000,000 In
1906. and $1,400,000 from passenger, against $1,300,000 In 190«.

Pirrsiu
31.

Riiii

1907.

earnings $3,384,000, against $3.2.ss.ooo

— See Delaware
— Kleybolte A Co.,

Quebec, Montreal & Soitiier.n.

mlnghom.
Mlssouki Pacikic. This company has $li.OOO,000 two-year 5 per cent,
notes outxlanding which mature on February 10.
In order to
refund them it has sold $G.(i(Hl.000 two-year collateral
per cent,
convertible gold notes dated February 10. 1908. which are secured by $12,000,000 Kansas & Colorado Pacific first refunding
mortgage 30-year
per cent, bonds dated February 1, 1908.
guaranteed by the Missouri Padfii'. These notes have been offered by Taller & Company of New York at 99. yielding
per
cent. Income.
The Kansas & Colorado Pacific owits 1.450 mlle«
of the Missouri Pacific lines. Including the Colorado through
line.
This new mortgage Is subject to prioi- liens, at the rate

— See

Nkw

30.

lilr-

York. O.ntario & Westekx.

River.

1907. bills payable outiitanding amounted to $10,300,000 against
Thes«' reiiresented principally con$1,400,000 a year earlier.

struction

—

York, New Haven & Habtfobo. At a recent meeting of the
stockholders of the Connecticut Railway A Lighting Company
the Chairman said that the company Is earning about 4 per
cent, on Its $8,100,000 4 per cent, cumulative preferred stock
and 2 per cent, on Its $9,000,000 common stock. The road Is
leased to the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
It baa 193
miles of track in trolley lines.
The $39,029,000 convertible 6 per cent, debentures offered
In December at par to holders of stock and debenture bonds
have been fully subscribed. Between $20,000,000 and $25,000,000
has already been paid in.

—

Illinois Ckntiial.

—

Nkw

1.'),

HuiiHON & MANiiAi"rA\. The Hudson Companies, through Harvey
Flsk & Sons, New York, are offering to preferred stockholders at
9S',-j. $5(1,0(10,000 G per cent. 2-year collateral notes secure<l by
$22,500,000 4'>1. per cent, convertible bonds of the Hudson &
Manhattan Kailroad. This company's line Is soon to be in 0|)eratlon from the Susquehanna station to Holwken to Sixth
avenue and Mth street, New York.

issue.

Citv Railway. The receivers of this company have
brought suit In the I'nlted States Circuit Court at New York
against the Metropolitan Securities Company and Its directors,
alleging that these diret'tors, most of whom were also directors of
the New York City Railway, entered Into a conspiracy whereby
the notes of the New York City Railway were sold to the SecuriIt Is claimed that
ties company at a discount of 30 per cenL
the Securities company derive<l a profit of $2,797,200. The New
York City Railway asks for an accounting. The Metropolitan
Securities Company Is the owner of all the stock of the Ne»York City Railway.

Hartford.

l''i.()itiiiA

thi.s

Nkw York

& Whekli.vg.

CoNNKOTicuT RAILWAY &

—

York. Ciiicaoo i St. I^ofis. An annual dividend of 5 per
was on January 28 declared on the $11,000,000 second preferred stock.
In 1907. 4 per cent, was paid, from 1902 to 190«
inclusive. 3 per cent., and In 1901. 2 per cent., the first payment

cent,

100.200.00*

•DccreuBC.
tC per cent, on incffiicil. and 3 per cent, on common. In 1007

—

Nkw York

lllcrellBc.

KiirulliKH

—

Railwayh or Mkxico. It Is probable that the financial
plan for the merger of the Mexican Central, the National of
Mexico, the Mexican International and the Interoceanic will be
announced shortly. Its general terms were announced In 1>07,
but It was postponed because of the financial sltoatlon.

.S'atio.nal

common

when also 3 per cent, was paid.
Income results (partly estimated)
December 31, 1907, were as follows:

5.

i

elation rharK"- wa« made In rjofJ, the net earnlnKH for 1907 on a
HlralBhl coniparlHon woiilrl Ij.- $8,400,000 liinlead of $8,900,000.
The other Increase of $r,r.t;.OUO over the lyotJ operatlDR exi)en»ieK
waH largely due to Increased wageH and higher coHt of materlalK

Clevei,a.\p,

No.

The Altoruey-Ueueral of New York biui rendered an opinion
that Id order to have their bonds qualify aii legaJ ioveetment*
railroad companies muKt pay dividends in cash. The bonds
of the Mlwionrl Pacific, heretofore legal savings bank investments, will therefore ease to be such on expiration of a year
within which the company has not paid cash dividends equal
The January dividend of 2H
to at least 4 per cent, on stock.
If. however, the Missouri Paclflc
[RT cent, was paid lu stock.
should before the end of 1908 declare a total dividend of 4 per
cent. In cash the bonds of the company would still remain legal
savings bank Investments.

C'MICAOO, KocK Ihlano t I'ACluc— For the Ave uioulliB eudetl Nov.
30, 1907, KfOHB earnlnsH were $27,200,000. agiiluBt J24,700,0OO In
1906.
IncliKJInK In the operatliiK expenHtti for 1907, $498,000 on
account of dcprcclatloii of ((iiilpnient. net eariilugB were $7,900,
000, aKaliiHt U-HU than

Vol XLIV

St.

t Hudson.

of New York, have
offered at prices yielding G'* per cent., $669,000 6 per cent
equivalent trust certificates maturing semi-annually from 1908
to 1918. Inclualve.
These cover 45 locomotives bought from the

I»uis & San FRAXcisa*.

Baldwin Works for $743,690.
U.Niox Pacikic— The Attorney-Oeneml of the I'nlted States has directed that a bill In equity be filcl In the Vnited States Clrcnlt
Court at Salt Lake City. rtah. to set aside the control by the
Cnlon Pacific of the Southern Pacific and the San Pedro. I>os
.•\ngeles

&

Salt I.«ike.

and

to

have

declare^l illegal Its

ownership

nuthorize<l Issue of the new Ininds.
including refunding of the prior liens. Is limited to $30,000
a mile, or $43,500,000. Those notes, being secured by bonds,
are believed to be a legal investment for Insurance companies
in the state of Now York.
They are the first convertible notes

Topeka k Santa F«. the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific, on the ground that all These lines
are its competitors. F. B. Kellogg and C. A. Severance, of St.
Paul, who were the counsel for the Interstate Commerce Commission in the Harriman investigation of 1907. have been engaged as s|)eclal assistants to the Government. See editorial

ever Issued by any company.

columns.

of $16,544

per mile.

The

of sto<'k in the .-Vfchlson.

'
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.
TBB BRITIBH AND BASTBRN CONTrNENTS ADVERTISEUEXTS.—Wetcish it distinctly underis pubtithed each
Friday at Queen Anne's Ohamberi, Weetminater,
London. It contains selected readinfj pa{jes from
the Railroad Gazette, toyether with additional
Britikh and foreiim matter, and is issued under

edition of the Railroad Gazette

the

name

Itailicay

Gazette.

CONTRiniriOXfl.— Subscribers and

others will
materially assist in making our news accurate
and complete if they will send early information
of events which take place under their observaDiscussions of subjects pertaining to all
tion.
departments of railroad business by men practically acquainted with them are especially desired.

stood that u-e will entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this fournal for pay, exceit
We give in our
IN THE ADVKUTisi.va COLUMNS.
editorial columns ocu own opinion*, and these
only, and in our neics columns present only such
matter as we consider interesting ond important
to

state of

made

is

.<-(.,

and

W

Those who wish to recommend
machinery, supplies, financial
to our readers, can do so fully in

.

age.

:

Kav Mobbis. Secretary

and Editor.
Simmons,
Prest.

inventions,

schemes, etc.,
our advertising columns, but it is useless to ask
us to recommend them editorially, either for
money or in consideration of advertising patron-
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of foundation expedients, but like all

innovations

it

must be borne in mind that the ground under and
must ultimately carry this load, and since there is a
any soil, there must also be a limit
to the load we can concentrate on one pile of ordinary section."
This imposes severe demands on a small section of concrete, reBut
around the

.

X,
Kepc.rcs.

can lie
overdone through excessive enthusiasm and the desire to try something new. "Economic considerations usually demand that a concrete pile shall l>e capable of replacing at least three or four wooden
piles.
To do this it must carry safely a load of approximately 30
tons.
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Engineers and contractors who have occasion to use concrete
would do well to read C. R. Gow's article in the October number of the Journal of the Association of Engineering Societies. He
believes that the concrete pile has come to slay and must be accepted by the engineerinK fraternity as a permanenl addition to
list
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it

pile

limit to the carrying capacity of

quiring particular excellence of construction. Few, If any, of the
present methods of making and driving concrete piles are free
from objectionable features; they also inv'olve an element of risk.
Concrete pile construction falls into two general classes those
built in place and those cast and driven.
The former leaves some
doubt as to the final sufficiency of the pile because of the Inaccessibility of the space in which the concrete is placed and the
vincertainty as to what takes place during and after placing
the concrete. The second, while of iissured quality of con.striiction.
involves a factor of considerable uncertainty in the driving.
Different conditions require different methods, and careful study by
the engineer is recommended before making a choice. The author
of the article descrilws several methods used In special cases, etplaining the reason for their adoption.
In connection with one of
these, where it was necessary to use cast piles, he records an interesting fact. Construction of the piles was begun late in the fall
and an unexpected freeze caught a large number, some before Initial
set and all before final set.
These lay exposed throughout the

—

winter, alternately freezing and thawing.
It was decided to make
a test to determine the actual condition of the piles after such an
experience. After thawing one and testing it immediately thereafter for crushing strength, with results that were not very satisfactory, another was thawed and then allowed to remain in a warm
room for four weeks before testing. It made practically as good
a showing as an unfrozen jiile tested at the same time, indicating

7,
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it had recovered practically full strength as soon as the freezing action was permanently removed. All the frozen piles were
subsequently used.

that

"Thermostat." whose letter we print, makes a complaint which
fit a good many railroads, though he does not name a single
one.
As -he speaks of the third rail his first incident must have
occurred on the I^ong Island or the New Y'ork Central: and as his
second happened at the Grand Central station. New York, it seems
likely that he means the N. Y. C.
But his grievance cannot be
against that road, for it has a specific rule which forbids such
will

neglect of passengers;* therefore by a "process of exclusion" the
guilt Is fastened on the New Haven road, which runs trains over the

New York
Is

Central tracks.

not guilty above others;

But, as

we have

said, the

and, to be sober about

New Haven
we cannot

It,

swear that all N. Y. C. conductors fully and intelligently carry out
Rule X. Like the Bible and the standard cotle, that rule lays down
principles, but does not

fit

all

To

cases with specific Instructions.

would need to be greatly amplified. On most roads another
amplification would be necessar.v that of the force of trainmasters.
do this

It

—

To educate conductors

so that they

will

carry out with thorough-

ness the spirit of this rule, high .srade trainmasters, who know how
to Improve petty practices without being petty-minded, should ride
on trains very frequently, getting Into real touch with the men. The
trainmaster who has to supervise 500 trainmen has far too heavy a

Taking Rule X. as it stands, the trouble Is that In practice It
does not come Into action until passengers have already done a considerable amount of worrying. Telling passengers, after an hour,
that they will t)e detained two hours longer. Is all right. If that is
the best that can be done; but the passenger demands, and often
justly, that he shall be Informed In lf» minutes of a delay of, say.
Possibly
40 minutes, or be advised that conditions are uncertain.
some reader will say that we are going pretty well Into small
details; "hut no New York Central oflflcer can complain at this, for
the "general notice" in the N. \. C. rule book says that "the
task.

—

N. Y. (^ & 11. R. R.It —Whenever the passcnser service Is dis•Uri.i: X
arranged the public shall Iv Informed of the probnhle t-nffth "f time nf the
Interruption, and. when ascertained, the lime the s.--. • .. ni i.. ^,^^>.,r^,
!'n
.\dvlees from the snnerlnlend.-ni ni-elved l<y staii
nt
agents must t>e posted In a .•oiispleuous place at ih.- iien
^
must also !><> made In walling r.^oms and on platform^
,..,-»cn..!?
.u.
nmr.
..
purchasing tickets.
of
delayed
trains
Conductors
i

•

'

.
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»tronoe»t rocoinmeudatlon any employee can bave la the fact that by
kindly accommodation of jiatrona be hati Bccured tbe good
will of the community."
To do thiM, an employee must devote bU
.

.

.

days and nIgbtH

to

perfecting bIniHelf In

what seem

to

be petty

details.

TWO ANOMALIES OF

A RAILROAD SITUATION-

At a time like the preHent when the country i» In the penumbra
of recent panic and when buslneHH l» rcceHslvc tbe noun "coniractlon" bccomcH a kind of all-round watchword.
to

our

rallrotulH

there

Ik

Htill

for

Limiting the term

the word scope enough and to

There Is contraction of train Kervico, contraction of A\o\twork, conlrarlion of ImprovenientH and contrai-tlon of credit mea.sured by the high Interest rate on the new railroad loan unless It
happens to be very highly securetl. The railroad manager Is asking
not as much what be can do as what he can do without where be
can economize most and where he can expand least, If at all. Such
:i Kituution always flings to tho surface certain anomaliex which Just
now, owing to .somewhat ex(^cptlonal causes, are peculiarly conHimrc.

—

spicuous.

Tbe present stress in American railroading has followed close
on two uncommon conditions, which to some extent have denoted
lause and effect. One of them has been the era of corporation baiting shared by both federal and slate authority and the first In a
Kroat degree an irritant and proniotor of the last.
In the states
th>? anti railroad hostility has in a measure calmed down.
At Washington It would calm down tint lor the assertlveness and persistency of the executive, to use the mlldeat words of description.
Hut public sentiment toward the railroad still remains sub-acute
and exacting and pushes some anomalous and unjust demands. The
railroad, hard pressed to pay moderate dividends, perhaps even
to pay tixed charges, tries to retrench.
But public sentiment resists
tho privilege which It concedes to the private corporation. The big
factory may clo.se and discharge its thousand hands and there is
no public note save one of passing regret. But let the railroad
lake off a single unprofltable train and public outcry rises. Certain fundamental rights of private capital are denied to the quaslpiiblic capital Invested

in the railroad.
True, the railroad corporahas derived from the community, crystallized into the stale,
a charter that conveyed a franchise and certain privileges including that of eminent domain. But the railroad has shared with

tion

the public the task of making the franchise valuable; it has been
attended with greater or less risk to the invested private dollar;

and public necessity and convenience have been served by utilizing
the franchise
Who will say that, under such conditions thr private
dollar publicly Invested lias not served a cominunlty better than the
private dollar privately invested? Yet hard times and forced retrenchment give us the paradox of public pity for the one, public
censure for the other, and that whether the company is poor or
prospered, diluted by water or solidified by past reorganization and
loss.

Another anomaly or at least novelty. In the railroad situation
bears upon (he attitude of the railroad corporations toward labor
in the existing period of stress and strain.
Prosperity, reaching
over several years previous to the present recession, had produced
tho usual result of higher wages and more thorough organization
lus well as enlargement of the unions.
Some of tlie railroad companies not only had raised wages a number of times but raised
them last year not long before the financial flurry and its aftermath. The railroad corporations, therefore, face the dilemma of
risking a strike by a general reduction of wages on the one hand,
on tho other hand, of reducing the hours or the number of
iMith.
Ordinarily the first alternative would have been
adopted.
Under the peculiar conditions the railroads are now almost universally adopting the .second, although they may be forced
to general wage reductions later when the number of unemployed
makes a strike more Improbable or Its effet-ts. should It come, lesss
seriotis.
The results In the ranks of "highly organized" railroad
labor nro anomalous and Impressive.
Instead of the usual and
orthodox scaling down of wages evenly distributed willi the luluimum of suffering there Is now an uneven distribution. A certain
number of hands retain their old hours and pay; others, not a few,
retain the old rate but, with lessenwl hours, liiminlshed absolute
pay; and a large number are discharged and get no pay at all.
Organization of labor on the railroads and the consci|uentlal dread
on the part of railroad manugers of an organized and costly strike
has thus forced privation and hardship on the man out of work
or,

hands or

Vol XIJV

.

No.

6,

instead of dividing them In a much le««er degre« in reduced wages
with the man who holds his Job. Cue union man must starve that
another union man may bave tbe union wage.
The outcome of iiuch an anomalous result of tbe theory of
unionizing the railroad wage earners will t>e watched with Interest as the enforced railroad ei.-onomies proceed.
As a diaorganli
ing and weakening force on the unions Its Influence Is manifest
but that Is only one branch of the general truism, that unions
are strong during businf-ns proH(>erlty and tbe reverse during adversity.
The normal striker doesn't strike when another man la
waiting for his Job. Hut apart from that it will be instructive t0
si.-e
bow far shorter hours, less absolute pay and lmp«'rllled work
and wages brace up to greater efflclency the train man, shop man
and track man. The head of a great railroad system not long ago
i-alled to bis oflBce the presidents of the unions, gave them some
of the figures of reduced earnings, told

tbem that many men must

be discharged and that only greater efflclency of the

men who

mained would avert a sweeping reduction of the wage

scale.

re-

That.

in substance, represents the position of a goo<l many beads of railroad (.-orporations who front, not without grave solicitude, earnings
that have run down while flxed charges, including wages, have
run up. But anxiety has Just now its place In tbe councils of organ-

ized labor as well

a:<<

in the offices of railroad presidents.

SOME CAUSES OF WHEEL

SLIDING

The development of the high-speed brake, using increased brake
pipe pressure and greater leverage In tbe foundation brake gear,
has caused a gradual Increase in initial brake shoe pressure up
more than 100 per

cent, of the light weight of cars. Theoretically
braking pressure should not cause flat wheels durfrom
ing ordinary stops
speeds above 40 miles an hoar even under
unfavorable conditions of wet rail, because the time required to
bleed otT the pressure in the brake cylinders through the highspeed reducing valve is less than the time required to reduce the
speed to the point where the coefficient of brake-shoe friction begins
to rise rapidly.
Nevertheless flat wheels do develop, and frequently
the size of the flat spots Is such as to Indicate that the wheel has
skidded almost from the beginning of the stop. The not uncommon
sliding for a car length at the end of the stop is not sufficient to
produce a spot from 2 in. to 4 in. long, even with a sanded rail.
There are a number of causes of wheel sliding with these high
braking pressures, which may occur singly or in combination. Some
of them have not developed heretofore because the margin of safety
between the braking pressure and the braking weight was great
enough to take care of slight variations from the theoretical calculations of leverage and friction. They are nearly alt due to defects
in tbe design of the foundation brake gear, which is an equalized
unit, while the wheels to which the brakes are applied are separate

to

this high initial

units.

In the usual arrangement of foundation brake gear the rod
connecting the floating lever and the truck live lever pulls in a line
from 14 in. to 17 in. to one side of the center of rotation of the
truck.
If both trucks rotate simultaneously and equally, the com
bined effect Is neutralized, but If for any reason one truck turns
more than the other when the brakes are set up hard there is an
Instantaneous Increase In the brake-shoe pressures on tbe rotating
truck which may be just enough to cause tbe shoes to lock on the

wheels.

Kvery one who has watched the action of a truck when tbe
brakes are applied has noticed the tilting which occurs, forward
with outside hung brakes and l>ackward with Inside hung brakes.
This results In a change in the static wheel loads, relieving the
wheels under the high end of the truck of an appreciable part of
their normal load.
The brake-shoe pressure, however, is equalised
and Is the same for tlie lightly loaded wheels as for (he heavily
loaded wheels.
This is perhaps the most common cause of flat
wheels.
If tbe lirake shoe pressure is constant and at a maximum any
Instantaneous decrease in the pressure between the wheel and the
rail may cause the wh<^l to lock.
A l>ad Joint In the track will
cause the wheel to leave the rail altogether for an instant of time
and give the brake-shoe a chance to take hold even though the
opposite wheel on the axle is still carrying its normal load.

The method

of hanging

the brake-shoes below the
a powerful wedging action to
which tends to drag under the wheel There is no logical
this long continued practice except perhaps the limited
the

axle gives

in

elTeit

center of
the shoe,
reason for
clearance

February
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he would say constreet car truclts made a few years ago proved that bralte-shoes hung cerning the indication of the Takoma signal was that he saw nothopposite the center of the wheel were very effective in preventing ing as he passe<] there. But, on his own testimony, he was negligent in not approaching Terra Cotta with speed under control, there
flat wheels, even though a more powerful brake was used.
Sticking triple valves, giving undesired quick action applications being a crossover there. Engineman Vermilion of No. 66 also testiThe remedy fied that he had received a "double green" signal at Silver Spring,
at slow speed, are also a source of some trouble.
Is more frequent cleaning and oiling than was formerly required.
and that, therefore, he had concluded that Takoma had been closed
With an increase in brake-pipe pressure from 70 lbs. to 110 lbs. there for the night. But he acknowledged finding a while (clear) signal
In view of the unshaken
Is a much greater pressure on the triple valve slide valve and this
at Takoma, which, he said, surprised him.
causes the oil to be forced out from between the valve and its seal testimony of the signalmen, the most plausible explanation of the
In a short time.
The valve sticks and does not respond to a light testimony of Engineman Vermilion and of the two firemen, who
service application, but if this is followed by another application the corroborated the testimony of their respective enginemen, Is that
valve jumps into quick actio'n and is followed by all the other valves they desired to support the theory which Hildebrand depended on
between wheels for

inside

hung brakes.

Some experiments on

in the train.

to

CAUSES OF THE TERRA COTTA COLLISION.
The

Interstate

(see page 177 of

not bound to look for a signal at

Commerce Commission

thi.s

issup)

what seems

conclusion on the Terra Cotta collision

gives in

its

annual report

to be intended for its final

(Dec.

.'{0.

lOOtJ)

;

but as a

Takoma.

All

clear himself.

Engineman Hildebrand and also the conductor, the fireman and
one brakeman of his train were indicted In the District of Columbia
and tried for manslaughter, but, on December 23, 1907. were acquitted, after a trial lasting three weeks.
We make this summary at this time because, on account of the
incompleteness of the Interstate Commerce Commission's report,
and the unsatisfactory result of the criminal trial, railroad otficers
who are interested will, presumably, desire to form conclusions of
their own.
By reading again the testimony 'which we published a
year ago, they can readily do this. The unreliable character of the
trial before the court and jury Is perhaps sufliciently indicated by
the fact that, notwithstanding the clear indications of the preliminary Inquiries, all the members of the crew of train 2120 were

and incomplete, and as
a decision it is still less complete. As this collision is one of the
most notable of recent years and as it occurred on a block signaled
line (the telegraph block system) it seems desirable that the facts
and circumstances should be fully summarized.
The essential facts of the collision itself were given in the
These may
Railroad Gazette of January 11 and 18, 1907.
follows:
Eastbound passenger train No. tried.
be summarized as
It is scarcely necessary to point out that the overwhelming
66 of the Baltimore & Ohio was making its regular trip,
on Sunday night, December 30, 1906, and had just made its |)reponderance of the support given to the signalmen's testimony
stop at Terra Cotta station, about three miles west of the terminus goes to show that the opposing testimony was false. This concluThe time was between 6 and 7 p. m. and sion is reinforced by the statement of the engineman's hours, raisat Washington, D. C.
there was a dense fog. This train was run into at the rear by a ing a presumption that while running down grade he would easily
following train of empty passenger cars, headed by engine No. 2120. fall asleep; and by the fact that, on his own testimony, he was
Neither the engineman nor the fireman of No. 2120 saw the tail running at dangerous speed. The Interstate Commerce Commission
lights of No. 66, and the passenger train was pushed forward sev- rightly calls attention to the employment of Inexperienced block
Forty-three passen- signal men, and to other collateral facts, but does not cite all of
eral hundred feet and its three cars wrecked.
gers were killed and 07 injured. The stations involved, beginning these facts, nor does it give sufficient emphasis to those that are
cited.
It is proper to recall these, for the testimony as a whole
at the west, are:
revealed loose or improper practices which go far to explain how
silver SpriiiK, dn.v and iii;;lil block oUke.
Tiikomn. 1.2 mllra. duy lihn'k iifflce.
such gross disregard of rules could come about. For example the
Terra Coltn, 3.2 miles.
omission to call to account enginemen who overran block signals
University, 4.3 miles.
appeared to have been common. An engineman who was willing to
Q N, r<.:\ miles, day and iilKlU blork iifflce.
work excessive hours, at the risk of l>ecoming too tired to attend
The grade is descending from Silver Spring to Terra Cotta at about to his duties, seems to have found it easy to do so, no vigilant
1 per cent., with some irregularity.
At Takoma the block signal officer being on watch to prevent such a dangerous practice. The
rf'sumfi ol

the facts this statement

is

brief

usually is not operated at night after 6:30 p. m., fhe signal being at
that hour (or soon after) put clear and the light extinguished. At
Silver Spring the block signal is on the left of an engineman approaching from the west. At Terra Cotta there is a crossover, and

practice of giving permissive signals constantly, even when clear
signals could have been given, evidently tended to relax respect for
Finally, the
the block signal rules, as one would naturally expect.
rule to regularly extinguish the Takoma signal light at 6:30 p. m..

at night, when Takoma is closed, it was the custom to give to all
eastbound trains at Silver Spring, a permissive block signal indicating that the block through to Q N must be traversed under
control and that a train may be switching at the crossover.
The
ordinary permissive signal is a green light, but in cases like this,
where it is desired to give a special caution concerning a crossover,
two green lights are displayed, the second being a lantern hanging
on the signal post about in ft. above the ground. The signalman
at Silver Spring gave to No. 2120 (as he had also given to No. 66)
a white (clear) signal at 6:28 p. m. At 6:31 this train passed
Takoma, the signal there being at red, but evidently not seen by
either the engineman or the fireman; and the train passed that
station at high speed and evidently continued at unchecked speed
(though not using steam) until the collision occurred.
These are the facts as shown by the testimony of the signalmen,
which was not shaken, and they indicate that the engineman of No.
2120 was not keeping a good lookout. This engineman had been
on duty -IS hours with the exception of two periods of four hotirs
each.
During these two periods he had opportunity to sleep. During one or two other short periods he had been waiting, with no
duties to perform, but had not glept. The statement of the signalman at Takoma. that his signal showed red and that the train
passed his station at 6:31 at high speed was well corroborated by
other testimony. The General Manager of the road in testifying
l)efore the Commission, accepted as correct the statements of the
signalman at Silver Spring.
The enginemen tell a different story. Bnglneman Hildebrnnd.
of No. 2120, claimed tliat the signal at Silver Spring was "double
green"; that the time was past 6:30; and that, therefore, he was

though not contributing to this collision, is shown to be one which
ought to be changed.. The worst result from it in this case was that
it gave an opportunity to juggle with the facts as to the exact time
It is fundamentally unthat the trains passed different points.
sound in that it permits an engineman to treat the absence of a
signal as indicating "all right." This condition may seem to be
provided for. when the order tells enginemen to treat such a block
signal as though it were non-existent, but this is of questionable
propriety, for whenever, by the light of the moon, or otherwise, the
semaphore arm can be seen, the arm and the lamp seem to convey
Even If the whole signal, post and all.
conflicting requirements.
were to l)e taken down and laid In the ditch It would still be desirable to have at that point some visible thing which the engineman could be required to see and to take note of. Again, the safety
of the rule permitting enginemen to Ignore a signal depends. In
I>art, as was shown In this case, on their having accurate timepieces; whereas the block system should be safe regardless of inaccuracies in enginemen's watches.

The rule requiring passengers to show their tickets on entering
the cars, which was adopted in the state of Missouri by the Chicago
Railroad. December 1. has now been in force two months,
and an officer of the road informs us that it has worked successfully.
There is no friction or trouble and the people comply willingly.
The circular which was issued annotincing the change gave instructions that for the first week conductors might hold trains If necessary to allow passengers to go b.ack to the ticket office to buy tickets,
but it does not appear that serious delays were caused In this way.
The reason why this new rule is necessary Is that the law of Mis-

& Alton
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llniltliiK
iiiiHHciiKer fai<-«. forljlfla the lallroads to charge
Not beliiK
exi'CHS fan.- lo p.-uiHcnKLTH i)aying iriiHli on Ihu trains.
ablo to I'lnitloy ihlw liidiKi-nicnt to buy tlcketh the rom|>any found
llmdl confroiilcd, on Uii; .iflujnt of tbi; 2-r-(mt law, by a tr«m<nidou»
iMireaw- In the amount of caah fan-H, raakUiK It ImixJSHlblc In hookA number of
caHt-K for tho conductorH to make their colleitlonn.
local BlallonH furnlsherl an average of 30 ca«h fare paHaengers a day
While, as In thU ca«e, the caahfare evil If agto certain tralnH.
gravated lo ttonif cxli-nt by the lawn of the BtalCH, It Ih troublesome
even where the nillroad« are free to adopt iheir own corrective
meaKureH, and It In much to be deHlred that Much a rule abould be

communication, and to which the indirect benefits muM Ite added.
This is followed by an expose of the methods to be pursued in
order to kc-ep the recelpth an lilgh a« possible in comparison with
the taxes, without lm|>edlng traffic, and without falling Into an
arbitrary method of handling it in the eslabllKhment of the rales.
An examination Is alKo made into the effect of a mulllplbity of
enterpriseH that are Intended to serve the same needs, and the agreements that may lie maile iKrtween them. The question of the extent to which private enterprise may be aiuMx-lated with public
service is handled In a way to show the advantages and dlsad
vantages that may lie prei>eiite<i by exploitation by (ho nlaxe or by

everywhere

coi'poratlons, as well as the object anil character of the control
that should be held In the hands of the public.
This portion of the

Kourl,

an

adopted

a

In

gnat many other

places;

that

Ih

to say.

such practice without causing serious
delays to trains. The Alton tried a scheme of this kind ten or a
dozen years ago, and. If we remember correctly, had It In force for
a numljer of months on nearly or (|nlte the whole of Us lines; but
ihero was considerable objection and we l)elleve trains were delayed
somewhat; and after a short time the old practice was resumed.
It looked as though a good deal of the objection was based on other
than .Honnil and honorable reasons, and It can hardly bo said that
the oxperlmcnt was continued long enough to warrant the acceptance of the apparently unfavorable results as conclusive.
that

It

Ih

poHHililo to require

Paul Kelly, the motorman of the elevated train ol the Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company, New York City, which was wrecked
at .13(1 street and Ninth avenue on September 11, 1905, has been
tried, convicted and sentenced to state's prison for not more than
two years and six months and not less than one year and six months.
Kelly alteconded Immeilialely after the accident, but was persistently followed thiough many distant cities, and at last was captured.
This accident. In which a dozen or more passengers were killed,
one car falling Into the street, was due to excessive speed on a .shaii)
curve, tho curve which leads from the Ninth avenue to the Sixth
avenue line, Kelly's train was bound south on the Ninth avinue
line, which is straight; but the switch was set for Sixth avenue,
and Kelly |)aKsed around the curve without slackening speed. Home
and distant slgnal.s were set against him. These signals consisted
The side of the case of the
of lamps turning on vertical spindles.
lamp (the distant signal painted yellow and the home signal red)
constituted the daylight indication. Kelly had been in the service
of the road six months, running only on the Ninth avenue line.
His previous experience had been on electric cars in SI. I.ouls.

NEW

subject Is concluded by a study of the various methods (hat have
been attempted for the exercise of this control and association of tbe
two Interests from a financial viewpoint, such as subgidlee, guarantee of Interest and a division of profits. Finally In tbe last chapter there Is a summary of the principles that have t>e<rn set forth
relative to means of
ommunlcatlon, showing how they may be
applied to the distribution of water, gas, compreaaed air or the
electric current,
it is also shown, at the same time, how these same
principles extend to such enterprises as the establlsbment of sewers,
the draining of swamps, the construction of levees to prevent inundation and the regulation of streams where tbe dlre<.'t lieneflt
accrues to a certain locality, but which differ in the fact that those
who participate In them do not nei'essarlly do so voluntarily, as
may be said of travelers, and the consumers of water and gas. but.
because they are located In a certain locality, must share in the
results perforce, so thai. In order that all Interested may share
In the expense. It becomes necessary that their contribution shall
be a forced one, and shall not partake of the nature of a payment
for servbes rendered, and yet It must be a direct rather than an
Indirect tax.
Naturally the book Is based upon the conditions of affairs as
they exist In France, In comparison with conditions In foreign countries, and In the use of such comparisons a warning Is issued against
drawing conclusions too quickly. t)ecau8e It Is always necessary
to consider the differences of national customs, temperament, legislative tendencies and the general organization existing.
Tbe work
<'oncludcs with a plea that the principles of political economy should
always be considered. In order that the future of lllierallsm and
civilization may be Insured.
i
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This volume Is one of a number of books, forming together an
encylopedia of public works In which such ciuo«tions as water
supply, railroads, physics, steam engines and locomotives, bridges
and masonry and the like are discussed. This sixth volume of the
course on iiolltlcal e<ononiy <leals with public works and methods
of transportation, and by public works are meant all those that are
executed for the purpose of general utility, by the organizations of
collective Interest.
The book opens with an explanation of Its scope
and plan, and show.s the distinction that should be borne in mind
between works that are executed solely by the public through Its
own servants and by its own means, for its own use and behoof,
and those works which are of a iiiiasi public character but are executed by private enterprise, by virtue of a formal delegation of the
pul)llc iK)wer, as In tlie ca.se of England and the Unlleil Slates where
the situation is quite different from that In France.
In these English-speaking countries the companies have no contract with the
state, they are proprietors In perpetuity of the works which they
build, they usually llx their own charges and subsidies and a division of i)ronts is rare.
Hut any public service, howsoever It may
bo organized, can bi' vlewinl as conilng within the domain of iiolltleal economy, because It Is always possible to cahulate Its money
vaUio, at least approximately, as well as Its usefulness to the community or nation. Questions of this character are treated In the
first seven chapters In so far as they relate to methods of communication.
In this there Is an allenipt lo determine the cost of transportation theoretl<ally, and there Is a discussion uikui the Inllucnce
of tolls on services rendered, and an Incpiiry Into Ibe principle of
making those who profit by the facilities pay the cost In contradistinction to taxing the public lor the maintenance.
There then
follows a general resumf' of the situation In the mailer of highways of coratnunlcatlnn in Krance, and in some foreign countrlw.
with especial reference to the standpoint of traffic, expense and
receipts.
This Is done from both a practical and theoretical point
of

view.

The discussion

of

this

question

Is

at

first

llmlto<l

an Investlgnlion of the utilitarian value of a proiKised work, and
an inquiry into the elements which enter Into the cost of transportation, the lowering of which represents the sole dlnsl benefit
acerulni; from Ibi' crentlnu oi ,ir :iii iiniunvcni.iit in the means of
to

The use of relnforce<i concrete Is recent and as compared with the
use of masonry and of iron In structures there are many points
that require exact determination.
Reinforced concrete is not a
homogeneous material, lis value for structural purposes depending
on Its composition, tho manner of making the concrete and on the
character and position of the reinforcing Iron. It was for the purpose of obtaining precise data for deductions as to some of the
lmi>ortant ix>lnts on which the use of concrete and of Iron in conjunction depends that the tests detailed In this monofrraph were
made. They were carried out at the Koyal Testing Station at GrossLlchterfelde West, their scope anti <haracter were planned jointly
by the author and Mr. A. h. Johnson, of St. I<ouis. Mo. The results
of the testing sttitlon are given in tabulate*! detail, the mathematical deductions are those of E. Prol)st. The en^neer and the
Investigator in the field of siruclural materials will find both worthy
of study
It will be of Interest and may be an Inducement to consult the
original to give a short sketch of the ground covered. A detailed
description of the materials used in the toncrete. the proportions
of these materials, the character iind dimensions of the reinforcing
Iron and the manner of preparing and the dimensions of the test
pieces Is given.
I'reliniinnry tests were made on a large number
of prisms and cyiindei-s to determine the tensile, compressive and
transverse strength, together with the mo<luIus of elasticity of the
concrete.
Four different kinds of Iron t«ir8 were used: plain round,
square twisted iRnnsomci, bullHtus (Thatcher!, corrugated (Johneach
son),
kind being terted to determine Its modulus of elasticity.
The mjvin te.its consisted
Its elongation and Its tensile strength.
In determining the transvei-se strength of reinforced l>eams. experito the llabllily to corri>slon In the Iron after ftssures had
developed, bending ti>sls lo determine the capacity of adhesion
belwe«>n concrete and tho different styles of bars.
The graphic and mathematical Interpretations and analyses of
the results are the work of E. Prolist and the testing station Is In
no way resiK>nslble for them. They are given In extended delAll
and are clear and comprehensive. His discussion ends with a calculation, based on his deductions, of the factors of s.ifety secured
following the official formulae governing reinforced concrete
l>y
work In Oermany. Switzerland and France, The nine plates give
autotype reproductions of photographs showing the condition of the
test pieces after the tost In about one-eighth to one-quarter natural

ments as
lH>en

Pkhkuaky
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and the illustrations and diagrams throughout the work are
ample and clear.
i;. i-.
i;.
size,

VkI.
I'roceedinuH of the Hociety fur the Promotion of Enoineerlng Education..
XV.; (i!)0 pages; 6x9; elotli.
Kdlled by Cliiirlcs S. Uowe, Arlliiii- I..
\Villlsr(jii ;in(I William T. .Masriidei-.

This volume consists of the proceedings of the fifteenth annual
meeting, held in Cleveland, Ohio, last July. There are the usual
lists of officers, committees and members, followed by about 50
papers and the discussions. Most of the papers deal with methods
of teaching, but some of them go into wider fields.
The authors,
with a lew exceptions, are members of the faculties of technical
schools and colleges.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Wilson's Curve and Switch Tables.
('lil(at;i>.

To

Jan.

-I'.K

liMis.

of tiii; Kaimioad Gazette:
Referring to a letter from Mr. S. S. Roberts, printed in your
issue of December 27, 1907, in which he calls attention to errors
In the explanation of the Curve and Switch Tables published in
your issue of November 8, 1907, I wish to state that the line under
the expression "CC-2G" was intended to act as a vinculum or the
equivalent of a parenthesis, making the formula the same as the
one given by Mr. Roberts, namely, N (CC-2G).
The explanation of the combined uses of tables I. and II. is
for a turnout from the outside of the curve and not from the inside, the mistake being a stenographic one in the copy furnished you.
In the sixth line from the bottom of the second column, page
552 (issue of Nov. 8, 1907), the term "straight jacket" appears. Of
course this is a misprint of "straight track."
k. u. wii.so.n.
riiK lOiiiToi;

To Eliminate Petty Grievances.
N.'W V.irk.

To THE

Kditoi! oe

.Ian.

'.'.s.

lOO.S.

1

I

—

before the public.
I
feel very sure that such minor difficulties as the unnamed
correspondent refers to have had more influence in shaping public
opinion than $100,000 arguments by Joseph Choate on the sacredness of contracts, the right of corporations to a square deal and
all other matters of that sort.
In one case there is something definite before the private individual, a grievance that he communicates to his father-in-law, his mother-in-law and all his friends and
relatives; in the other a more generalization on an abstract subject
which the average citizen onl.v hears of through newspaper headlines.
I submit that you and other jouinalistic representatives of railroad Interests can do good work for your patrons by urging the
cutting out of petty annoyances.
k. w. sawarii,
(JpHPiul ManaBcr. cotit Trodr .lotmiiil.

Keeping Passengers

in

Suspense.

New

York.

.Ian.

'Jii.

lOOS.

To THE Eurrou OE the Railuoaii Gazeite:

Men

that go

down

to the sea in ships

and lonesome situation,

and people take

seem

to be in a perilous
great pains to be con-

siderate of their wishes.
They are accorded special notice In holy
writ, and the jirayer book recognizes all kinds of people good and
bad when they are in such a situation. In modern times, since
we have come to rely more on our own ingenuity and less on prayers,
the wireless telegraph has been invented for the benefit of men
thus Isolated, and unable to communicate with the rest of the world.
A passenger on a suburban r.iilroad train, however, is as l>ad oft
as he has ever been at any time since the world began; and his
condition seems to be growing wor.^e. On a train running out of
New York not long ago a halt dozen cars filled with passengers
were kept standing for an hour at a point not far from a st'ition,
while the men got rid of some obstruction on the track; and the
only way vhat any person on the ti-ain could find out whether the
detention was to lie :10 minutes or :!0 hours was to go out in

—

some unofficial and reckless employee who would lake the risk of
answering a civil question.
Of course, many ladies and other persons would prefer to remain in suspense rather than go in search of information under
such conditions. One would naturally expect that after, say, 20
to 40 minutes, some brave spiiit among the railroad men would
find out what was the matter and spread the information in the
cars.
In this case, however, no such relief expedition came to us,
and so the scores of passengers continued to sit decorously in
their places, contented and ignorant.
I
was one of those who had
an Interesting story to read and, being in no particular hurry, have
only a mild grievance. I am writing to you on behalf of those
who had a more serious grievance but who did not know how to
prosecute it. Why did not the telegraph and telephone stations
within 500 to 1,000 ft. of that train imparl some iuformatioD to
the passengers? Of course, they knew what the trouble was. They
may have been utterly unable to predict the length of the delay,
but. In such a case, passengers^ are glad to know that they are
unable; to know that someone at least desires to measure the length
of time which Is going to be lo.st, even if he can't do it.
Or, supposing the stationnian or signalman Is not fully informed, why
should not the sui)erinten(lent advise him at once? If the superintendent is not on duty
this was about 7 p.m.) why should not
the train despatcher on duty be a man as big as a superintendent?
It would do no good for a state railroad commission to issue
an order to regulate a matter like this, for Improvement, if there
is to be any, must depend on the railroad superintendent himself.
A commission could say that pa.ssengers must be promptly informed;
but the real issue hinges on what interpretation is put upon the
word "prompt." Judging by the way relief trains art made up and
sent to wrecks, it may often happen that to act in one hour Is
prompt. Surely a state commission, prescribing general rules, could
not try to figure closer than one hour, but the railroad superintendent can do much better than this. On a road with block-signal
jitations every two or three miles communication ought to be bad
with headquarters from a delayed train usually in 20 minutes or
I

even

Kaii.ikiaij (!a/et'1'e:

ri[i;

Noting your comnient in last issue relative to inconvenience of
a passenger on a New York Central train, would say that while the
second section of your comment is somewhat of an improvement
upon the first section,
think that, on the whole, you do not attach
enough importance to the general theme of the weight of minor
complaints of this sort in their effect upon public sentiment and
influence.
think that such complaints as are referred to have
had a very important iiilluence in shaping adverse public sentiment
concerning railroad matters more so than some larger features,
such as mergers, etc., that have attracted much more public attention.
It seems to me. further, that the railroad papers, by advocating the elimination of tliese minor causes of complaint, might
have put their patrons, the companies, in a much stronger position
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the dark and, braving the dangers of the third rail and of being
struck by lightning express trains on adjacent tracks, search for

less.

A

smaller but equally exasperating delay happened to me only
week. 1 boarded a train at the Grand Central Station, New
York City, at 6.30 p.m. It started out on time and progressed beautifully for about one-eighth of a mile
that is to say, one-quarter
of the distance through the yard; and then stopped.
We were
backed down into the station and stood there 30 minutes while
the engine was repaired or changed.
During that half hour we sawno relief expedition whatever; though the candy peddler, who had
"worked" the train before it started, came back and renewed the
attack.
As in the former case. I had a book and so did not much
care.
I
am writing now simply to let you know my poor opinion
of the railroad.
Here, again, although we were in a station, we
were worse off, as before suggested, than If we had been 1.000 miles
east of Nantucket
lightship;
for
there
Marconi would have
helped us.
thermostat.
last

—

Chilled Iron Versus Steel Wheels.
loT Kcncliiinli

SI..

I.cinilnn.

K.

C. Jan.

'J.*?.

IIMIR

To THE ISorroii oe the Rah.iioai) Ga/ette:
The article entitled "Comparative I'hysli'al Tests of Car Wheels
and Tires," running through the present volume of your paper, has
proved very interesting reading, but to my mind it seems that the
chilled cast-ir-on wheel does not come in for its fair share of commendation; in fact. It appears to be brought In for adverse criticism
only, whereas by noting the results carefully, and endeavoring to
bring them in line with actual running conditions, the chilled iron
wheel apparently shows itself for all practical purposes equal to
the steel wheel for ordinary freight rolling stock, as In use In this
country and the Colonies, and especially for narrow-gage light stock
of all type, and therefore to be recommended to all who are aiming
at obtaining the best

results at the least cost, owing to the great
economy effecte<i in the first cost of the cast-iron wheel against thai
of the steel wheel, provided, of course, thai (lie chilled wheels are

purchased from a manufacturer of reputed standing.
The cnst-iron wheel tested on the short length of track, as mentioned in Chapter 2, is stated as having a depth of chill of about
'•s in., whereas a fracture of a 28-in. diameter wheel of Messrs. Miller
& Co.'s (a Scotch firm) make now before me shows a cJiill extending over "/,„ In. deep, which should therefore give even better
results than the one tested.
Now. in the first chapter it is stated that "In the tests for both
cast-iron wheel and steei wheel the permanent set was all in the
rail.
The i-ail • • • showed signs of a perfuanent set under a
load of 20.000 lbs.," this seemingly applying both to the cast-iron and
the steel wheel. Taking, for example, an ordinary 12-ton wagon,
and assuming a tare of eight tons, this gives when fully loaded a
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whet;l load of 11,200 IbH., ihiTcroie with ix-Banl to lli<- qufsitloii of
giving a periiiuiibiil set to the rail do uotlce iioed bu taken.
Again, ou n-terrlDg to tlio diagram on page 10, It U sbown
that the area of eoutaot lis practically the Hams for lioth caiit-lron
and steel wheels up to 2:^,500 llw., although owing to the co-ef-

and tikiddlng Lielng Kitghtly more for the stoel
a HDiall advanlage l8 on the Hide of the uleel wheel, but
hardly worth conHldering. Further, It Is shown that the thilled
Iron wheel doeu not break or show signs of yielding until a load
of 27,000 lbs. Is a|)|illed, therefore this point need not be brought
tolo very serious consideration, as the maximum weight per wheel
would Dot approach within 60 per cent, of this under ordinary
conditions.
In the test for wear, on a length of trai'k It was shown that
at throe miles an hour the chilled iron wheel wore away at about
S-h times faster than the steel wheel, while at 12 miles an hour
the posillons were practically reversed, owing, It is assumed, to
the liree becoming heated. Granted this, the balance Is all In favor
ot the chilled wheel, because the brake would ordinarily be applied
when the speed of the truck averaged 10 or 12 miles an hour, and
cause, according to the figures given, the steel wheel to wear at
•l.ti
times the rate of the chilled wheel, apd thl.s state of things
should, without doubt, continue until the train was brought to rest,
as when the speed had been reduced to three miles per hour, surely
the tire would not get cooler?
The laboratory tests for abrasion are valuable so far as demonstrating the points of greatest density and hardness of the metals,
but owing to the tests being made in a manner far from approaching ordinary running conditions, do not seem to be of much service
It would,
in comparing chilled Iron wheels against steel wheels.
however, be very Interesting to know the result of the lest for
the
cast-iron
wheel;
surely
one
hardness on the Martel scale of
was made? But possibly this was suppressed owing to showing a
superiority over the Schoen wheel.
In conclusion, may I be permitted to give a couple of extracts
from a jiaper by Mr. \V. K. Fowler, Master Car Builder. Canadian
"The imporUmce and
Pacific Hallway, on the Chilled Iron Wheel?
value of the cast-iron wheel In railroad service lies unquestionably
llclcuts of Hllpplng
wh(;el,

Tunnel

Track from Tunnel

•}

;

Bay Shore

2:

Vol. XLIV.. No.

6.

Uu- 'Ai'^iiiiig (jualltiee of lti> tread or U<e, the more than steely
hardness of which glvei: more mileage for the Eaine amount of
wear (or metal removed), than any other wheel in existence. Aod
not only docs It stand up well under lis present service coadltlooji
that of tarrying heavy loads over steel rails made &£ hard as they
can be without danger of breaking. It also wlthstandi- with comparative freedom from failure the tremendous friction of the orakeshoes when making stops from a high speed, or when descending
long heavy grades.
It Is not uncommon In mountain districts to see the grease on
the face of the wheels smoking from this cause, the wheals themselves tMrlng too hot to touch, and the brake-shots red-hot, and It
will be, I think, very dlfflcult to produce materials of any other
kind, which will give us wheels so serviceable, so economically
manufactured, and so valuable when worn out, as the chilled caatIn

iron wheel."

And again: "The 600-lb. wheel costs about 110. SO new, and
after giving a milage of 40.000 to 70,000, It Is turned back to the
foundry at a scrap value of about 17.80, giving a coat per 1,000
miles of about 5 cents.
Can It be possible that this showing can ever be beaten with
a. t. PSHUit,
any other kind ot wheel?
Of Alrxaodrr Pauuy 4 Ca
The Bay Shore Cut-Otf

of the

Southern Pacific.

The Bay Shore cut-olT of the Southern Pacific out of San FranDecember 8, notice of It being given In our Issue
The construction work, which was very heavy,
was described in the Railroad Gazette of March 15, 1907. This line
forms a direct and easy entrance Into the city for the Coast Line

cisco was opened
of December 14.

2'*- miles In distance, and as mnch as 30
minutes In time for some trains, as compared with the Ocean View
line, which it supersedes.
The latter climbs through the high ranges
of hills on the south of the city and, in order to find workable
grades, makes a considerable detour to westward.
But even with
this it has heavy helper grades of 158 ft. to the mile southbound and

of the road, saving over

Bay Shore Cut-Off.

Tunnel

5;

Bay Shore Cut-OfT.

Fbbhuary
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a maximum elevation of 292 ft. above city base. The new line
pierces the hills avoided by the other. Although only about 10
miles long it has almost two miles of tunnels, cuts with a maximum
depth of 96 ft., and over 3,600 ft. of permanent oreosoted timber
The
trestle and steel bridges carrying the road over city streets.
maximum grade of the line i.s 15,84 ft. to the mile, and it is only
20.3 ft. above city base at its highest point.
We show herewith some interesting views of the finished line.
The right-of-way and general design are for a four-track road, but
only two tracks have been built.

Annual Report

177
of the Interstate

The first part of the twenty-first annual report of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, sent to Congress recently, was given in
the Railroad Gazette of January 10. The present article deals with
other portions for which there was not room in that issue.
Decisions of the Supreme Court. Of the whole report, which

—

157 pages, about 25 pages are filled with court decisions relating to enforcement of the commission's orders, to injunctions to
restrain proposed changes in rates, demurrage charges, free passes,
the Schlemmer and other safety appliance cases, and many other
On three decisions
subjects, all carefully classified and digested.
by the Supreme Court of the United States special comment is
made, these decisions being regarded as peculiarly important in
The first is that in
their bearing on the work- of the Commission.
the Texas & Pacific cotton seed case (204 U. S. 426), in which the
court held that the only remedy against the payment of an unreasonable interstate rate was to apply to the interstate Commerce
Commission. No suit at law can be brought in the courts until
the Commission has acted. This seems to mean that any claim for
damages based on alleged unjust rates must be taken l>efore the
In the Illinois Central case (206
Interstate Commerce Commission.
It. S. 441) the court held that as a general proposition the reasonableness of rates was largely a question of fact which must be
passed u])on in the first instance by the Commission, whose findings of fact would not be lightly disturbed; for the Commission
In
will have studied the conditions and have seen the witnesses.
he Atlantic Coast I^ine case (206 U. S. 1) a jury in North Carolina
found that the public interest required the running of an additional
train at a loss to the road of ?15 a day.
The Supreme Court held
that it was lawful for the state commission to compel such service.
The court distinguished between a single rate and a schedule of
rates; between a single train and an entire passenger service.
The
state must allow the road a reasonable return for its entire service,
but still it may be justified in requiring a single train to be run a(
less than cost.
In the Illinois Central case referred to the court held that a
railroad has no right to put its earnings into Iwtterments and at
the same time pay dividends, if the two appropriations together

fills
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luipioxno- iiirjpiMl)
the valui- of Hit- proix-rty for many
yuai-H maul be paid for out of net liiioiiiu and not out of eariiliiKH
tnnuljliiint Itiulroail l-iicttilieii.—TUe r<-|iort. written prolmbly
two nioutliH ago. xpi'aku of the Hliortage of frclKlit carH and the
la<:k of (rack rapacity am! oilier tlilngH which have hlorked freight
tralllc durliiK the paBt year; hut the only recommendation Ih that

exceod a
nieiilH

n-tiirn

reamiiiiilih'

wlilch aii-

on im- valm-

Increaw,-

lo

"all who believe In the full development of. the country nhould give
earncHt thoiiKhl" to he problem.
TarllfH.— Alt Ininionw: amount of work has been done In isyHtematlzlng frelglil and piiaHenger tarlffH ami condemning Irregular
and unlawful iHBue>). Much Ih being done, but much reniaiiui to
be done.
In the year ending November 30, the CommlHHlon received
I

and about 400,000 nollcen of concurrence In tariffs.
no nieauB hopeleHH. The ConimlBHlon
bellevcH thai It Ih empowered by the law to modify the requirement
that tarlffH wliall be poHted In every Htatlou and propoHCH to iBHue
an order allowing tarllTH to be kept In the agent'n otflce. He muBt
keep thoHe applii-alile at iilH Htation, and at one ntatlon on the road
there nuiHt be a conii)lete llle of rates applicable from all HiallonH.
Every agent must have an Index of this complete (lie. Agents must
aid Inquirers lo Inlerprei the tariffs, without asking them to give
^20,1)82

tarlffH

The tank

Ih

di-.lared lo be by

a reason for

llielr

Inquiry.

Hills uf Latliii!/.- -Thv Commission expects soon to prescribe a
bill of lading which will be acceptiilile to all the raili'oadii.

uniform

Vnifiirm ('hmnxliialuin of Ficiyhl.
the

Commission

feels

much

— This

Is

again mentioned and

.satisfaction that the railroads are trying

lo carry out Its wishes.
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Opinions. The principal decisions made by the Commission
'ummlaaion would Dot deal wicb tbe
3. The tneaaure recommeoded by tbe
tlic past year are given in an appendix, and the more imAs in the case of the aafety apiillancc law*. 11
dctallB of block algnullng.
portant ones arr? summarized In the report itself. These deal with would alinply reipilre. In auhalance. that tbe railroad* aa a whole aball make
free transportation, parlyrate tickets, violations of the anti-trust proKiesH In a direction In which tbe moat Inielllgeoily managed roada are alThe Cungreaa would do a great aerrlce If It were oD'y
lemly tnaklng progreaa.
act, unreasonable rates, estimated weights, elevator charges, compression of cotton In transit, undue discrimination In rates and In lo compel the laggnrda to keep ubieaai of the ataodardii of progreaa let by tbe
Tlie principal thing propoaed. aalde from tbe main
The number of con- licHt managed llnea.
facilities, and through routes and joint rates.
Again making
reiiiilrcment, Ih the provlHluti for governmental BU|>erTlaloD.
tested cases decided from the time the revised law took effect to
comparison with the Hafety appliance law, tbe situation as regards block
November II, 1907, was 107. In 41) cases orders were made against
ease
of automatic
encountered
In
tbe
of
1893
like
which
the
law
Is
that
Hlgnnls
the defendants; In Iti the complaints were dismissed, and In 15 cur couplern a fair degree of uniformity ion tbe best roadsi In tbe funds
no orders were Issued.
details.
great
In
featiiie,
dlvcmlly
but
mental
Kebatinj/.
The Commission now has a "nivislon of ProsecuProbably it It not a prof>er
Tlieae ileiallH are not unimportant, however.
but It Is
tions" which has In (tharge investigations into iriminal violations function of Ilii' ijoveriiiuent to rigidly regulate or prescribe tbem
This division prepares cases to Iniportnnt that they be given more publicity, and the Federal lioTemmenl I*
of the act to regulate commerce.
In
publicity.
It* iwo
Investigations made during the only aiithorlly which i-an bring alxiut such
be sent to the Department of Justice.
liberal and unconditional requirement that
the year show that rebating by payment of money or by billing main provlHlons -M) for n very
inspection,
and super
the block system hv used, and I'.'i for Investigation,
at secret rates Is now "far less" common than ever before, but
vision of bluck'iiignnl practice- the pruptwed measure is tbe same a* that
preferences of a less tangible kind are still enjoyed by some shippers.
which was passed In i;reat Ilrltuin uver seventeen years ago and wblcb bas
These present practices are briefly described. Including cases where produced such highly Haiiafaciory results In that country.
In a senae. supershipper
exorbitant
price,
property
from
a
at
an
railroad
buys
a
vision of block signaling bus greater posBlbllltlea for good, as a goremmenial
and even In some ca.ses stipulating that the price of the property function, than has InveHtlgatlon of accidents: for l( looks toward preTenllon
of a certain clans of accidents without watting for the objeri ieason of an
shall be determined by the number of shljiments made.
Court Decisiinis. A detailed resume is given of court decisions actual disaster.
It will perhaps Ih- fair and Just lo re<)ulre the railroads to adopt tbe
since December 1, I'JOi;, which have s\istalned the interstate Comperi.Ml of time than has lieen lieret"for« aaneated.
merce Commls-Mlon law; such, for example, as that decision in the hlock system in a shuiter
Some roads iiave made nearly or i|uite as rapid jiruKreiw in tbe Introduction
SfandarrI Oil pro.sc( utlon where a tine of $2!t. 11411.000 was Imposed.
It la believed.
of tiliick signals as would prubatity have been re<|ulre<l by law.
Wiirk />(iH<-.- During the past year the Commission has re- iheiefoie. that no Injustice will Ik- done If railroads, or part* of railroads.
ceived r>,15t> comiilainls. formal and informal, and has begun 415 Iinving passenger receipts of *1..".II0 per mile i>er annum, ore r«<|alrc<i to Ihformal Investigations. The number of hearings held has been 276; bruuglit under the lilock system In two years.
Kallntada baring total receipt*
more than three times as many as in former years. All depart- from all traffic of $3.lHio per mile per aoDum should tie subject to tbe aame
ments of the work of the Commission in this direction sliow large leiiillreinent.
Laws looking to the compulsory establishment of the blork ayatem arv
Increases.
The aggiegate amount of reparation awarded was
Indiana, and tbe reriaed publicThese now III force in Massnchiisetls. Minnesota and
$104,700, and at)Out 200 reparation claims were denied.
service law of New York gives plenary powers in this matter to tbe public
claims ari> so numerous that the work has been made a special
There Is as yet no Indication that there
service conimlsslon of that Stale.
department of the Division of Statistics and .\ccounts.
will be any conflict between State and Keileral laws on this subject: but a*
lilovk tiit/iKil mill Train Control Hoard.
The work of this board any law which the t'ongress. pursuant lo tbe constitutional prorlalon. may
was noticed In the liailroad (lazfttv of January 10. In connection pass concerning interslate railnHiiis will, without donbt. prevail aa asaloat
with the work of this board, the Commission suggests that Congress- any conflicting State statute. It is desirable that action lie taken by the Con
men who want to have the board take up and consider all sorts of gross without delay and iM'foro the state legislatures aball go further.
The Investigation of n>llialons. derailment*,
/hi I'xIii/iiKun of .ii-cii(rn(«.
so called safety devices should have the scope of the law enlargetl
and other serious accidents on railroads by .timpeient eX|>ertB la a matter deto provide for this.*
.\ re<-omniendatlon to antborlse
serving tile careful attention of the congress.
Ulock Sy.itrin. A chapter Is given, as In former years, briefly
such Invest Ignlion has Ixvu made In previous re|>ort». and Ibe same recomsummarizing the accident reports as ptiblished in the monthly bul- mendnlloii Is now again made. The dally and technical pr<-ss have both en
letins for the periods up lo June ao, 1907.
The number of pas- dorsed the recuininendnllons which have bc-n made liy this I'ommisalon. Tbe
sengers killed In train accidents for the last four years has averaged cniiaes of nillrond niclilents are often ••ompllcated and ob*cnre aod a croa*
30:{ a year.
As In former years, the board recommends a law to examination and slfllng of evldeno- la m-cetisary In nearly every Important
compel the establishment of the block system and to empower the case In order to bring out the truth and to rigbliy np|Mirtion tbe blame. VnCommlailon lo Investigate train accidents. This subject and the like some of tile i|uesllons connected with the suliject of rotes, or other matter*
necessity of suspemllng prol)ose(l Increases In railroad rales until not affecting the safety of liven or the security of pro|M'rty. this aubjcct of
as that of blink signallngi Is one on which
their justice can be Investigated are emphasized by the Commission accident Invesllgallon i«s well
.\il imtsoos are agreetl that tbe llvew
Is no doubt as lo public jHilicy.
as the two specially Important matters of the report. On the Mock there
of passengers on railroads should lie N'ttor safegiinnliil. and there la little, if
system bill the Commission says, In part:
government activity should take.
illrectbin
which
any
as
to
the
any. disjuite
Thi> colUnliMi liiinoi- colli liiui's li> ho ii crylliK ivll.
ThiTo has, tiulci-di
As lias iHvn polntiMl out in previous re|M>rts, all rallrioid accidents
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uf tlip l>li>ck a.vatoin mi llu' rnllronila >( ih«
|iiis.ioiiKcr triivi'l of the |)ll^l tow yonrs.
your by yi'ar^ the pnHsoiiKcr biittliicHH uf luiii.
has liicri'aai'd, with Hint »r olh>T!i. am) many iMix.si-nKiTs
collisions.
In the frw Horlonn colllaUnni that have oc-

hi'cn H Hlriiil.v Incrciiso In

lli« iiso

coiuitrv,

ncitvlty In

which

lull

111

I

lie

Kit-iil

hfts litMMi i-aplrlly

liliK'k'tilKiKilPd

have bcrn

lliii<8

kllliMl

Senator

In

k1'<)wIii|{

of Miissuicliiiselln, on Jan. U, IntrotlnciMl a rcnolnilon look
Ing to the onlai'Kement uf lln- funrtluns of the bonrd.
('rniic.

should he reported to the Coinmlssion monthly, rfllevlng the railroads' annual
To provide for this and as a definite embodiment of
reports of this feature.
the recommendation for Investigation a tentative draft of a bill is given In the
.\ppondlx.

—

Terra Cotta Collision. In this chapter the Commission makes
report on the collision at Terra Cotta. D. C. December 30.

Its first

Peuuuauy
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when

43 persons were killed. Acting under the Congressional
resolution authorizing the Commission to investigate the subject
of block signaling, a special inquiry was made into this acciaent.
Tlie report now embodied in Ihc annual leport i.s brief and apparently not intended as an exhaustive study or a formal decision.
It
lilUG,

says:
iialn of empty passenger ears struck a regular train heavily
passengers upon a division of road wlilcii was equipped witli
manual control.
Several intelligent and credible eyewitnesses tcstilled that red signal was displayed against this extra train at a
liioik'Slgnal station passed by it sliortiy Ijefore the collision occurred; thai
he signal was disregarded, and that train proceeded at a higii rate of 9i)eed.
rids was corroborated by Icicgrapii operators who heard the operator In
ciiarge of that signal immediately report by wire the fact thai Ibis train had

cxiia

.\n

Iciadcrl

Willi

Ijlock-signul system, of

I

his red signal.
The men who were employed <fa this train testitied
a red signal was there they did not see it.
The testimony was conand contradictory between the men on the train and those at the
.station as to the character of the signal displayed when this extra train passed
lie block signal station next jireccdlng tlie one at which It was alleged the
danger signal was disregarded.
Imiuiiy was made as to the care wltii which employees in eiiarge of trains
and engines and of block-signal stations were selected, and as to the thoroughness with which tiieir Illness for the positions was tested and determined.
Many young and ralhcr Inexperienced men are employed as block-signal operators, but it was not shown Ihal neglect or lack of experience on their part
conlributed to this disaster.
If the preponderance of evidence as to the condition of the signal at the
last signal station passed by this train before the wreck occurred is accepted,
llie men In charge of that extra train are thereby convicted of having run by
a danger and positive stop signal.
On the other hand, it their own testimony
as to the condition of the signal at the last signal station but one which they
Iiassed before the wreck occurred Is accepted, they are thereby convicted of
having entered the block under a caution signal, which, under the rules of the
company, required that they run tlirougii the block with extreme care and
witii train under full control, and of having run through that block at a high
anil dangerous rate of speed, especially In view of the fact that at the time a
ilriise fog prevailed;
wblcii fact, under the rules, would require extraordinary
care and caution.
Many references were made to incidents or instances of
iiHiie or less ini|iortanl infractions of rules by employees and of absence of
rigorous discipline by the coniiiany.
Tills wreck was <-aused by disregard of
rules and signals upon jiart of the men In charge of he extra train.
Inquiry
did not disclose act or omission on part of other iMnployees or defect In the
uperatlng rules of the company which ciHilrltmlcd to ibis awful occurrence.
I

iin

l)y

liiat if

flicting

I

I

Tliese miui took clinrge of
7 o'clock in Ihe evening.

tlils

liain at nnoii

and

I

lie

(••illlslon

occurred about

Concerning the collision at I,awyer, Va., where President
Spencer was killed, the Commission made no investigation, but embodies in the report the conclusions published by the Virginia Slate
These were given in the Railroad Qazette

Corporation Commission.
of

May

24,

1907.

—

From reports made to the Commission by
inspectors of safety appliances, the general condition of cars
Somewhat fewer
to be much better than it was a year ago.
cars were Inspected during the last year, the number being 271,617
for lUOG, and 242,881 for 1907.
Calls upon inspectors to investigate
complaints of violation of Ihe law were more numerous and they
were also engaged more frequently as witnesses in court. For each
l.UUO cars inspected in 1906 there were 139.34 defects; in 1907 there
tiafciy Appliances.

its

appears
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this effect was made by Judge McPherson in a case against the
Chicago, .Milwaukee & St. Paul, November 27, 1906 (149 Fed. Rep.,
486>. This case has been taken to the Circuit Court of Appeals
by the railroad company; argtimeni has been had and the case
submitted. A decision holding the movement of chaiued-up cars
unlawful was also made by Judge McCall on June 11, 1907 (154
Fed. Rep., 516).
In nearly all train yards of importance men are now specially
employed for the purpase of looking after the condition of safety
appliances.
These men have become trained in their work aind
more readily detect defects than the ordinary inspectors who have
other duties to attend to. The employment of traveling inspectors
by railroads has also done much to improve conditions. These inspectors educate repairmen.
The number of cars equipped with air-brakes has greatly increased, due largely 10 the order of the Commission increasing the
percentage of airbrakes to be used in trains on and after August
1, 1906, and also to a rule of the Master Car Builders' Association
requiring all cars delivered in interchange to be equipped with
air-brakes.
This rule went into effect September 1, 1907, but it
was anticipated for some months previous to that date by practically all the large roads in the country, which refuse<l to receive cars from their connections unless they were equipped with
air-brakes.
While this increase in the number of air-brakes used
is gratifying, it must be noted that the maintenance of air-brake
equipment has not been up to the standard. Insufficient attention
is paid to the matter of piston travel, train pipe leakage, and the
proper cleaning and oiling of triples.
Comparatively few train yards are equipped with testing plants,
and cars are often permitted to leave terminals without a proper
brake test. This results in many defective cars being hauled in
•
•
trains and a consequent decrease in braking power. •
Complaints are numerous loiicerning the bad condition of hand brakes.
*
*
*
Many employees have suffered serious Injury in gravity
yards because of defective handbrakes, and to this cause may be
attributed much of the damage to cars and their contents which Is
commonly lai<l to rough usage or carelessness in switching.
The safety-appliance law should be amended so as to cover all
appliances included in the Master Car Builders' standards for the
protection of trainmen; sill -steps, ladders, roof hand holds and
running boards. These appliances are necessary for the safety of
employees, and it is important that they be kept in first class condition.
There should also be an amendment to the law requiring
the use of automatic air and steam hose couplers. Men are subjected to danger by going between the cars to couple and uncouple
hose.
Many casualties are due to this cause and as automatic
appliances for the connection of steam and air hose are no longer
an experiment, it is believed that their use may properly be enforced by law.
In general, carriers have shown a disposition to comply with
the law and have co-operated with the Commission to secure Us
proper enforcement The Commission has endeavored to secure
the ends of the statute without prosecution wherever possible.
Since our last report 171 cases, involving 716 separate violations
of the statute, have been filed in court.
In 29 cases. Involving 117
violations, verdicts have been rendered for the Government; in four
cases, involving 28 violations, there have been verdicts for the defendant. Two cases have been dismissed by the Government on
account of technical error in complaint. The four cases in which
verdicts in favor of defendant wer^ rendered have been appealed.
Since the last report of the Commission, the imjiortant case of
Schlemmer v. Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg Railroad Company
1205 I'. S., 1
has been decided by the Supreme Court of the United
•
•
States lA'ai;ronri Oaccffc. .March 1.'). iyo7J. •
In one count of
a case against the Missouri Pacific, decided by Judge Munger. Nebraska, October 5. 1907. involving the height of drawbars, a verdict was
rendered for the road, the court holding that the language of the
regulation is indefinite in that the 3 in. variation from the standard
height of 34'.^ in. might apply either way. • • • Up to date judgments to the amount of $4r..oO(i have l)een had against carriers for
violation of the statute.
In a total of 282 violations involving fines
amounting to $28,200, the repairs necessary would have cost but

were but 94.14.
By an act of the last Congress the Commission's inspectors
are required to examine mail cars and to report upon their conSince July 1, 1907,
struction, adaptability, design and condition.
70 postal cars have been inspected. Copies of reports of these inspections have been transmitted to the Postmaster-General, in compliance with the terms of the law.
Higid enforcement of the interchange agreement, adopted as a
result of conference between the Commission and the railroads, is
The
largely responsible for the improved condition of equipment.
fact that cars cannot be delivered to nor received from connecting
lines with defective safety appliances has practically resulted in
double inspection. Cars are inspected upon arrival at a terminal
or interchange point and again before delivery to a connecting line,
'fhls system works admirably and gives satisfaction wherever it
is enforced.
The roads most rigid in observing the interchange
agreement are the ones uiion which cars are found in the best
condition.
Considerable increase in Ihe number of men employed by rail- $68.03.
The question of the safe handling of trains on heavy grades
roads, in repair work has been made at some points, but there are
Dif- has been brought to the attention of the Commission, it being constill places where more men could he employed to advantage.
liculty in securing competent men has caused disabled cars to accu- tended that a literal interpretation of the law requires that trains
mulate, and bad-order ears have been moved long distances to points shall t)e handled exclusively by means of air-brakes under all cirwhere repairs could be conveniently made. .As a result many com- cumstances and conditions of train operation. The object and in
tent of Ihe law is to save life.
lilainls have been made concerning the movement of cars without
If trains cannot be handled upon
drawbars and attached to one another by means of chains. This these heavy grades without the u.se of hand-brakes It is certainly
practice is extremely dangerous and the Commission has made not the intent of the law to require that they be controlled by air
alone.
every effort to put a stop to it.
The Commission has examined the practices in handling
The courts have decided that carriers must have men and mate- trains on heavy grades in all parts of the counto'- A report conrial necessary to make safety-appliance repairs wherever there is
cerning this matter is now being prepared and will be published
likelihood of defects occurring, and to haul a disabled car past later.
a repair |ioinl because it is more convenient to have repaii-s made
^fc(Utls of Honor.
By an act of Congress of February 23. 1905.
at some point farther on is a violation of the law.
A decision to the President of the United States is authorize*! to iv.iitnw bronre
)

—
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medalH of honor on perHOuu who by extreme UarluK, eudanger tbelr
own llvfH Id waving, or endeavoring to nave, llveH from any wreck,
dlHavter, or grave accldinit iiijon ruilroadK engaged In luterHtate
commerte. Up to date 7 appllrationH for UKMlaLb under ibln law
have been received by lUe Coninil«hlon.
even of tt eiMi applieatlonu
J
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4,525
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sulitileni evidence and could not be acted
In tbe lU iither cases, eight applications have been approved
two appllcatlonu have been rejected. The

medals awarded;

of persons to whom medals have been awarded
an appendix to this report.

names
in

will

appear
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Uniliiim llailroad Aiinuiils. The report summarizes what has
n done during llie pa.st year in pre.s<ribing methods of rallioail
l>ookkeeplng.
Hefoie tlie beginning ot the next fiscal year, July I.
l!iU8, rules will be prescribed for the financial accounts of railroads.
Congress Is again asked to authorize an ofllcial valuation of the
property of all the railroads of the country, and the rea-sons for
recommending llii.s aie given. The government is going to require
the railroads lo keei) depreciation ac<ounts, as being an essent.al
feature of any sy.slcm which li to show the true cost of maintenance, and a valuation is declared lo be nece.s8ary as preliminary
to this.
Fifteen slates have already provided for a more or less
complete valuation ot railroad properties.
Having prescribed bookkeeping rules for the lallroads, the Commission now requires the person at the head of the accounting department to take the responsibility of seeing that the law is obeyed
that Is, to see that the accounts are kept according to the prescribed rules.
Slate railroad coiiuiilssions are uniformly in favor of doing
everything possible to make their accounting forin.s uniform with
those of tbe Federal Commission. This is especially desirable in
connection with electric roads, for not more than one-fifth of such
lines come within the jurisdiction of the Federal Commission.
The
National Association of Hallway Commissioners has requested the
Interstate Commerce Commission to establish a bureau of corr.'spondence for the purpose of unifying statistical practice throughout all the Commissions, and this will be done.
Ix-

—

The Commission proposes
examiners

to

Uu,'j:;8
ll"7,ia«

.

were not supported by
upon.

liu|i|HT.

to establish

keep track of the accounts of

a large board of special
the railroads through-

all

out the country.

I'nUmiiHiry tilatistiis tu June .id, J'lin.—Vor tbe last fiscal year
emiing June :i(i. I!i07. lelurns have been received for 894 railroad
companies, represenling an operated mileage of 225,584.30 miles, or.
presumably, more than 'M per cent, ot the mileage that will be
covered by the final report.
This advanced reporl shows that the gross earnings of the
roads It covers for the year I9U7 were $2,585,913,002; passenger

kludii.

Tulal.
331*,O03

Uox.

341,U83
^•<jU,8|5<j

457
187

iiy.33«
40,348
12,201
3,»40

.',50«
ll,t*08

420
8«»

37,473
U 1,51)2

3,000
3,54«

3t*2

Total.

132
34
81

744

135
12U
205
848

2,tMH
lo,U14
1S.»«7

5,55V
U.032

7V
42
Ibl

The
The extension

Florida

IM>.75f

East Coast Extension.

the Florida Elast Coast Railway southwest
along tbe Florida Keys lo Key We^it has often Ije^n described In
the Ilaihuad (laztltr. .\rticles describing the nature of the work
of

This average exceeds the like average for any prior year since the
Commission was organized. The grosa earnings the year before
averaged $10,4()0. The operating expenses of the roads covered by
the 1907 preliminary report were $l,74().097.122. equivalent to $7,740
per mile. Nd earnings were $839,815,880, or $3,723 per mile, and
the net earnings tor the corresponding roads for the vear 190G were
$787,420,827.

The

total Income of the operating roads covered by the prelimiwas $997,350,466. There was ebargeil against this
for Interest, rents, betterments, taxes and miscellaneous
the sum of $605,916,745, and also as dividends the sum of

report

amount

$259,233,580, leaving a surplus for the year of $132,200,140.
The
of taxes charged lo Income during tbe year was $73.i;i7,082.

amount

Since the preliminary report i)ertalns to operating roads only. It
not Include any dividends paid by leased lines from the income
which they received as rent. It may be said, however, that the
divldend.-i declared by subsidiary leased lines for the preceding year
ending June 30, 190(;. amounted to about $43,000,000.
The report also gives an abstract of tbe final reiiort of the stall.>itlcs for the year ending June 30, 1906.
These statistics were r.
ported In the Itaihoatl (laztltr, September, 20, 1907.
iloes

The Maffel Locomotive W.orks of Munich has delivered to tbe
Baden State Railroad an express locomotive described as of the
Pacific" type, with frame of American design, which has made
-satisfactory trial trips with 13 elghtwhreUHl cars, and speeds
reaching 68 miles per hour.

724

4^2u
17.0O4
57,oU3

on 153 roaiLs. T'he figures for Jan. 22, while representing fewer
roads than previous reports. Include all the larger roads and are
fairly comparable with figures for earlier dates.
While the mcjst severe effects, as ludlcjiled by the surplus
figures, were felt In the eastern and middle stales, comprising roads,
a large proportion of whose business Is Iron. ste«i and coal. It is
nouble that the earliest Indications of surplus are in the northwestern states, which on .Nov. 13 reported a large net surplus of
box cars, while other groups still report<-d large shortages of all
classes of equipment.
On Nov. 27 the grand total surpluset. exceeded the shortages, not only In the total cars, bul also by claeSM.
The surplus was still heaviest In the northwest, while the Ii:a«tern.
North Atlantic, Southern. Pacific and Canadian roads still reported
more shortages than surpluses of box cars. Coal and gondola cars had.
however, begun to grow plentiful In the eastern and middle sutes.
and by Dec. 11 there was a large surplus of i-ars In the«e classes.
The Canadian roads reported gradually diminishing shortagas
and Increasing surpluses until Dee. 24, when the conditions quite
suddenly became aggravated, and tbe reports for that and subsequent dates denote conditions similar to those existing in the United
States.
From the reports for Jan. 22 an Improvement in the box
car situation seems quite general, while the westeni roads have
also reduced tbelr accumulation of gondola and coal cars.
These
latter classes, however, still show large surpluses In the east, which
will be gradually reduced If there is an Improvement in the genera]
business situation. What effect the unusual conditions of the past
few weeks have had on the general car performance can only be
estimated until such time as complete statistl--8 covering this period
are available.
There Is little doubt, however, that one of the results
which will be shown Is an enormous Increase In empty car mileage,
a large proportion of which would seem to have been unnecessary.

|ti83,980,921, or 2ti.45 per cent.;
freight service, »1,826,209,111, or 70.G2 per cent., and miscellaneous earnings, $75,722,970.
or 2.93 per cent. The gross earnings averaged $ll,4t;3 per mile.

Items

2.r.'4

7te
053

From Oct. 30 we see the condltloiu changing with each fortnightly report until on Jan. 8, 19U8, there Is a total of 341,683 idle
cars of all classes on 160 roads, and on Jan. 22, 339,053 surplus

service,

nary

•

c«ir

Mlhrr

IM

l'3.oO'J

.

and

lioi.
llia.Jl'U

,

.

6.

III- roiiowing
tanie, Irom th'urrt-ui Uulletiu of the American
Hallway AKKociatlon'M Cuiuniltlee on f'ar Kmcieuey, Kummarizeji the
Hiiuatlou u r Jan '>: In (.-onip uribon wltti previous periods, as t oUows

Coal
Uuiu.

No.

Car Surpluses and Shortages, Jan. 22.

The

Florida East Coast Extension.

1

Febbuabt

7,
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or the progress made were published on Oct. 6, 1905; April 20, 1906;
April 2fi, 1907; Aug. 30, 1907, and Oct. 11, 1907.
About the middle of .January, track was laid on the extension
as far as Knight'.s Key, 109 miles south of Miami and 47 miles

short of the eventual terminus at

The Ocean Viaduct.

Key West.

Trains

in

On Feb.

Crossing

It

5

the

Go out

first

Cuba

l8l

only about one-tenth under cultivation and there are great
investment there which would be likely
up if brought directly to the attention of Americans.
On the other hand, a large proportion of even the wealthy Cuoans
have never left the island because of the dread of seasickness. A
route which requires only five or six hours
water trip is likely to attract many of these.
One great advantage of the extension will be
that deep draft vessels can be used between
Florida and Cuba. Previously only light draft
vessels could be used on account of the shallow water in Miami harbor.
The Florida East Coast Railway is the
personal property of Henry M. Flagler, of the
Standard Oil group of capitalists, and the extension Is his personal enterprise. Every
share of stock and every bond of the company is owned by Mr. Flagler, except $3,500.000 three-yeax 6 per cent, notes dated August
by all the outstanding first
1, 1907, secured
mortgage bonds of the Florida E^ast Coast and
personal
also by the
endorsement of Mr.
Flagler, which were Issued to provide funds
for the construction work.
is

possibilities for profitable

to be taken

of Sight of Land.

One of the results of the building of the
Siberian Railroad has been the establishment
of 2,200 creameries in Silxria.
A large part

which tickets were sold was run
and on Feb.
regular passenger service was
begun, with through connection to Cuba \>\
a new steamer service from Knight's Key to
Havana, 115 miles away, the Havana ser\i(i'
of the Peninsula & Occidental Stoaniship
Company from Miami being at the same time
abandoned. Passengers leaving Miami at 1
a.m. are due to reach Knight's Key at 4 p.m.
and Havana at 6.80 a.m. the next day.
The remaining 47 miles to Key West of
train

for

the extension are to be finished within a year.
is only 90 miles from Havana, and
it is planned eventually to connect the two
points by a car-ferry service which will take
trains straight through, making direct connection with the standard gage railroad system
of Cuba. The accompanying photographs show
typical scenes along the line of the extension
and the temporary terminal at Knight's Key
from which the boats for Havana start. The
longest of the viaducts on the whole extension
is from Long key to Grassy key, 5'.^ miles
over ihe bed of the ocean.
This is on the
road already in operation. The rails are carried ;il ft. above the mean surface level of
the water on a reinforced concrete viaduct.
On this viaduct trains go out of sight of land.
The accompanying map shows the route of
the extension, the steamer connection from
Knight's Key to Havana, and the proposed
car-ferry connection from Key West to Havana-

Key West

Cocoanut Palms Along the Beach

of

One

of

the Keys.

It is expected that the completed route will get a large part
of (he i)as«pnger, express and light freight traffic between Cuba and
the ITniled States, liesides a certain share in through freight tralfl<'.
Florida tourists in particular will be likely to take a trip to Cuba.

Temporary Terminal

at

Knight's Key for Havana Steamers.

Work

Train on Ocean Viaduct.

1

—

\

:

—

,

^

)
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or the buttRr inadf In th<'ni Ih exporteij lo Ueruiuny uud wtiiUjru
Ijui'ope.
Ki-Kular dairy iraluH with rerrlgerator irarx carry IIiIh butter to lialtW.' poitH, dlBluiit l,83U lu 2,55U mllcii.
Thf number of
ereaiuerieM and th(i (luunillieti of butter exported Inireaxe cxinttiantly.
In the four niunUiH lo .July 31 over 44,UOU,UOU IIjh. were Mhlpped.
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Accident Bulletin No. 25.

=

= 2

«

The

Commerce CommlHKlon

.
.

}

iHSued Accident Uulletln No. 25, giving a Hummury, in iho UHual form, of the railroad
during
accidents in the Unlled StateH
the three months ending
September .'io, 1907. The niinitxM' of pernonH l<llled in train accldentH waH 34li, anri o( injured, 4,'JUO. AccidentK of other kIndH bring
the total number ot caHualtlcM up to 23,Ui;;i {l.'.i'M l<llled and Zi.Tii
Injured). Thecie reportx dea! only with («) paHKengerH ami (bl
employeeH on duty.
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Following Is the usual list of t^lass A train accidents—4UI In
which the damage Is reiiorled at $10,000 or over: uotiible cases In
which passengers are killed, and those iloing ibnuagr less than
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the period here reporled on, i.s InilicaU'd by the marked increase in
casualties to piussengois ^-om causes not connei'led with train accidents (Si now, iiS a year before); for this item undoubtedly contains a proportion, larger than others in the table, ol accidents
which, from the railroad standpoint, are to l>e classed as unavoidable, and therefore In the long ruii showing totals more directly
proportionate to the number of persons traveling.
Ini-ieases are shown in the other principal items (see Table
lu below), except item No. J; but in this connection it Is to be
borne In mind that Hulbtln No. 24 lepresents a quarter In which
the volume of tralllc, and conseipienlly the number of casualties,
usually is lighter Ihiui in eltlier of the other quarters of the year.
As lo Item No. 1 passengers killed in train accidents a black
record is again presented. Three collisions
Nos. 26, 27 and 30,
In Table 2(1) and one derailment being responsible for 80 deaths
in this clii.ss, an average of 21) pii.ssengers to each of llie four accidents.
Particulars of these and other notable collisions and rleiailments are given, following Table 2(i.
TAul.t-:

;
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7,

5,448

35

8

7,300

29

8

79
8,223
9,370 112

183

commissioners, who investigated the case, believe that the preponderance of evidence is in favor of the theory that the despatcher
made the error In sending; but, so far as can he learned from the
Cause.
records at the despatcher's office and in the station telegraph office,
and the testimony of the despatcher and of the station operator,
the oflScers of the road say that it is impossible to decide which of
tracked between ball and web; four
these two persons committed the error. The operator wrote "No.
passengers killed.
Interlocked switch thrown under mov30 thirty," and declares that in repeating the order to the despatcher
having
failed
Init train, detector bar
The despatcher, on
bar Mi-ln- thick, iVi Inches wide, was he sent in the same way that he had written.
supported by "motlonnlate" clips.
the other hand, declares that he sent "No, 34 thirty-four," and that
Cause unexplained engine running tenthe operator in repeating wrote "No. 34 thirty-four." The operator
der first. Two passengers killed.
Kxcesslve speed on lOih'gree curve.
Uunaway on steep grade; air pump had been in the service of the company at different stations lor
had stopped cnglneman (killed) was 23 years, and the despatcher had served as despatcher six years.
capable and experienced.
The company gives good reputations to both of these men.
Spreading of rails.
Derailment No. 8. causing the death of 14 persons and the InTrack distorted by solar heat; track
hixpeclcd one hour iH'l'ore.
jury of 19, Is reported as due to some cause undiscovered. The
(Seelext below.)
I'ne.\plnlned.
train
was running about 3.5 miles an hour on a 3-deg. curve, and it
cars;
been
of
38
freight
had
Kunaway
left on sidi' track without being sewas thrown off the track just as it was passing a station. The
cars ran 27
cured by handbrakes
cars in the front portion of the train ran to one side and were
miles and were then sidetracked by
telegraphic order, and were wrecked.
crushed against a locomotive standing on a side track, and the
Unexplained.
baggage car, reported as one of strong construction, penetrated the
Misplaced switch.
rnssonger train wrecked by running first passenger car a smoking car and killed or Injured every
Inio parts of cars which had falli-n
upon Its track la cimsequence of de- person in this car, all the deaths being of persons riding in this
:
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No. 27 was between a westbound local freight train
and an eastbound passenger excursion train of 11 cars. Twentyeight passengers and two trainmen were killed and 102 passengers
and three trainmen were injured. The freight train was running
about .io miles an hour and the passenger train about 40 miles an
hour immeiliately before the collision. Both engines, six passenger
cars, and three freight cars were wrecked.
The men in charge of
he freight train liilsreail an order which they had received from
ilio despatcher giving Iheni the lime al which the excursion train was
duo at the several stations. This order read:
Collision

1

Saleui

9,10

riymouth

men

9.2,"i

and therefore allowed
it
"Salem
themselves \T^ minutes more time in which to reach Salem than
they could rightfully do; consequently they met the excursion train
I'.j miles before reaching Salem.
The figures "9.10" were not exaclly opposite Ihe word Salem, and this appears to be the explanation of the mistake in reading, though the operator In writing
Ihe order had made dotted lines from the name of the station to
ihe Hgures showing the time, in order to insure a correct reading.
Hill

these

read

9.25,"

consequence of the figures being nearer the top of the sheet,
to the words, these lines inclined upward from left to
right.
The engineman did not read the order aloud to the conductor, nor was it read either by the fireman or by any brakeman,
though all these readings are required by the company's rules.
The station operator who delivered the order (but who was not the
same one who had written It) says that the conductor in his presence read the order correctly.
Hutting collision No. 30, t)etween eastbound passenger train
No. 30 and a westbound freight train about 4 o'clock on a very
foggy morning, killing 2(i and injuring 33 persons, was due to
:in error in sending or receiving the number designating one of
lie
trains in a despatcher's order.
Two passenger trains running in Ihe same direction, Nos. 30 and 34. being behind lime, the
train despatcher sent an order to the freight train giving it notice
that the passenger trains would be a certain number of minutes
late,
respectively, between certain stations, thus permitting the
freight to continue on its journey to meeting points different from
those at which it would have met the passenger trains normally.
One order was sent and delivered correctly.
second order, dealing with only one of the two passenger trains, was wrong, .\s delivered, it named the passenger train as "No, 30 thirty": but It
should have read "No. 34 thirty-four." Being read "30." it gave
a wrong number of minutes as regards that train, and this led to
the collision. Train No. 30 was represented to be an hour and ten
minutes late, when, in fact, it was liut 40 minutes late. .\ number
of other orders were sent about the same time, so that the despatcher
had Iwth these train iniml)ers in his lulnd; and the state railroad
In

as related

I

.-\.

—

The track was reported as in excellent condition, the
weighing 80 lbs. per yard. The weight of the engine was 44

car.

rails

tons.

Collision No. 26. causing the death of 10 persons and the Injury
was due to a misplaced switch. The telegraph operator at S.
turned an eastbound passenger train coming from single track to
the left-hand instead of the right-hand of the two main tracks extending eastward from S.: that is. to the westbound track: and.
after proceeding about three-fourths of a mile on the westbound
I'nder a
track, this train collided with a westbound freight train.
general rule it is allowable for the operator at S. to send trains
therefore
the
engineeastward to 11. on the westlwund track, and
man took it for granted that the operator, in turning the train to
the left-band track, was acting In accordance with Instructions from
the despatcher: but in point of fact no such order had been given,
and the operator had given a "proceed" signal under the mistaken
assumption that the switch was set for the eastlx)und track. As
soon as the train had passed his office iie endeavored to telegraph
to B., the next station east, and prevent the collision, but he was
too late to do so.
This operator had been in service at this office
1.")
days and in the service of the company five months 17 days.
He had been on duty 20 hours. 50 minutes.
Collision No. 2."> was due to the carelessness of an engineman
Northbound
in not keeping in mind a detail of a meeting order.
train No. 38 and .southbound train No. 35 were to meet at C, at
to enter
train
the
southlx)und
about 10 p.m. The order required
the side track at a certain switch, and the train was passing from
the main line to the siding at this point when it was struck in
the aide by the northbound train. The engineman of the northbound, contrary to the terms of the order, assumed that the southbound was to enter Ihe side track at another switch, and, although
he saw it approaching, he thought that It was already on Uie side
track.
The northbound engine and four cars were badly damaged,
and the wreck took fire from an explosion of gas in the tank of one
Of the total damage of $16,000. more than
of the passenger cars.
one-half is estimated as having been due to the fire, which Includes
the damage to five freight cars standing on the side track.
Collision No. 28 between a northbound and a southbound freight
train was due principally to the failure of an operator to deliver
a meeting order. He accepted the order from the despatcher after
the freight train to which It was addressed had gone beyond his
control.
This operator, at I„. had delivered a meeting order to
two sections of a northbound regular freight train, but on account
of damage to one of the engines, which necessitated changing them,
so that the engine and engineman of the second train were assigne<l
In conto the first one, both trains were dclaye<l about an hour.
sequence of this delay, the despatcher sent a second order changing
the meeting point, but this later order was not delivered. The men
of both the freight trains claim that, just before departing, they
asked the operator if he had further orders for them, and that he
The operator denies this conversation.
replied that he had none.
The operator, a few minutes after receiving the second order, was
relieved by the night operator, and in transferring his orders to
the night man. Informed him that the trainmen would come back
This they did not do. The train
to the office to sign for the order.
despatcher is also held blameworthy for allowing the northbound
train to pass another station 10 mile^ farther north, about aji hour
afterwards, without taking niea.=ures to stop it.
Collision No. 31. causing the death of two passengers and two
trainmen, was due to errors In the writing of a telegraphic order,
leading to its non-delivery, thus allowing a train to run pa.«t the
meeting point fixed by the order. The order was to the conductor
anil engineman of train No. 412. .and the train to l>e met was No.
till.
In copying the order, the last number. 611. was copied 411.
The order was received by the manager of the telegraph office. In
of 32,
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place of Operator B., who uBually receiver tiucb orders, but who
was temporarily out of the oHlce. JuHt as the manager bad flnUbt-d,
rutui'iKii and took uji tbe work uf repeating llie order to Ibe
II.
<le«palih(r.
When he i>ached llii- laut line and sent "411," the

dcKpalchor broke hini ,ind Bald 'Tor till." The operator acknowledged tbe correction l<ut be did noi properly correct biH manuHcrlpt.
He thought It wa« the addrcHH of the order (412) which wuh to
be changed to read 611. After acknowledging the correction he
Hcnt the conductor's signature. An apparently correct repetition
having thuH been received at the dexpalcber'H office, the despalcber
authorized the order to be delivered to the Inferior train at another
While the order
Ktatlon, so that It proceeded and niel train 412.
waH being written and repeated, the conductor of train 412 wa«
Htundlng at (he window waiting for whatever orders tbe operator
might have to give him; but be had not signed this order, and tbe
operator committed a groK8 breach of the rules In telegraphing tbe
After
conductijr'8 name beforo the conductor had signed the order.
finishing with the despatcher, Operator B. gave to the walling conductor two other orders, but omitted to deliver the one whlcii he
had jUMt repeated. Operator H. decamped and would not appear at
the Investigation of the accident which was held by the superintendent.
He wrote, however, to the superintendent of telegraph,
claiming that he had not sent the conductor's signature over the
wire.
In the wawtebasket of the office there was found the original
order, with the address of the order, "To train 412." changed to
read "To train 411." while on the table was a new order addressed
to 411 which, evidently, Operaloi li. bad made in place of the original, on the assumption that the correction which he had received
from tbe despatcber referred, not to tbe train number at the end
of the order, but to that in the address.
Table No. 3 gives the usual details of causes of accidents to

employees In coupling and uncoupling cars. Table No. 3a the nature
of such Injuries, and Tal)le No. 4 the details of causes of accidents
to employees in falling from and getting on or off cars and engines.

Car Elevator for the Hudson

&

Manhattan.

At the Hoboken terminal of the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad's
tunnels under the Hudson river a car elevator has been installed to
carry passenger cars to arid from the tunnels and the subway connecting with them. The passenger cars are 48 ft. long over all and
9 ft. wide; they weigh 114.000 ll).s. empty and S.'J.OOO Ujs. loaded
The elevator has 100.000 lbs. lifting capacity
and Its platform Is 50 ft. long and 12 ft. wide.
The elevator Is In a wellway with reinforced concrete walls from the ground level to
the tunnel. On the side walls are six steel
columns sup|)orting a steel girder framing directly over the holstway and carrying the
This consists of two
hoisting apparatus.
drum shafts each ,')0 ft. long, one placed near
each side of the wellway. They are driven
at their centers by four balanced worm gears.
arranged so that the load on all four Is equally
distributed under varying platform loads. All
thrusts are balanced by the worm shafts,
which have right and

left
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the tunnels, the elevator can be used for quickly changing motor
trucks under a car body
For tbis purpose, the platform travels
three feet above the surface tracks, bloiks are put in place under
the car bo<ly, the trucks are dlsconuecied and the platform descends,
leaving tbe car body susijended on tbe blocks.
This elevator hae been In uninterrupted operation since it wa«
installed, handling rails, ballast and other material In loads as high
as 65 tons. It Is believed to be tbe largetst elevator In size and lifting capacity ever constructed.
It was tmllt and installt-d by the
Ceorge T. Mcl^uthlln Co., Boston, Mass.. according to tbe desi^
and patents of Martin B. McLautblin.

Committee Reports

at the

Maintenance

The ninth annual convention

of the

of

Way

Convention.

American Railway Engineer-

ing and .Maintenance of Way Association will be held at the Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, on March 17, 18 and 19. Secreury Fitch has
prepared the following outline of the committee reports to be submitted at this convention:
The committee on Roadway has had under conslderatlOD during
the past year the subject of tra<-k elevation and depression inside
cities, and alao the practical work of grade and curve Improvements
outside cities, and presents In ad<lltion to Its conclusions a summary'
of replies to lis inquiries on track elevation and depression.

The Ballasting committee presents only a brief report.
The Tie committee presents a valuable report on the future
policy of railroads with reference to sources of tie supply; a compilation of answers as to causes of failure of ties; also additional
Information on the live subject of tie preservation, together with a
list of tie-treating plants In the United States.
The committee on

Rail submits a series of blank forms for use

In reporting rail failures.

The Track committee presents a report on turnouts and turnout material. Including the recommended types of switch stands,
switch points, frogs, guard rails and throat clearance; a report on
the tiling of wet cuts and the curing of slides; a report on the subject of widening of gage on curves, the latter subject being a Joint
recommendation of the Track commltlee and a sub-committee of the
.Master Mechanics' Association.
Locomotive coaling stations and the use of reinforced concrete
lor

roundhouses form the main

f.atii!.- uf the report

on Buildings.

hand worms operat-

gears.
Both worms and gears
run In oil baths In tight casings. They are
driven by one 100-b.p. motor.
The main members of the platform arc
the two longitudinal steel girders, one under
each rail. Tbe floor Is covered with diamond
pattern steel floor plates.
Tbn platfoini is
hung from S2 steel cables, '', In. In diameter,
which pass under suspension sheaves below
the floor and return to anchorage In the overhead structure. Half of the loail Is thus suspended dlrwlly from the overhejid structure
and half from the drum.s. In addition to Ibes*'
cables, there are eight <'(Minterwelght cables
of
the same size. The
weighs
platform
32,000 lbs. and the counterweights. 64,r>00 lbs.
C.ir Elevator; Hudson & M;)nh;tttdn Railroad.
The approaches to the elevator are protected
by Iron frame gates which close when the
elevator platform Is not at the landing. The nwniiMtiii i>i [\ir !]> Oilier suhjwis dealt with in this report are the liost nietho<l of .>imoke
vator Is controlled by a pilot switch operated by a band shipidng removal; ventilation and heating of roundhouses: the use of movable
cable; the speed can be varied by the operator from 10 to 20 ft. per ai\d fixed cranes for facilitating locomotive re|ialrs In roundhouse*;
minute, the platform stopping automatically at the track levels The arrangement of windows and roof lights, and pro|»er ratio of light
rise from tunnel track to surface tracK Is atxiut 30 ft.
The plat- 10 floor surface in roundhouses.
form will l)e equipped with tbe third rail, charged only
The commltlee on Wooden Hrlilges and Trestles submits a
when the platform Is nt a track level, so that the cars may valuable report on the cost of construction, maintenance and life of
be run on or off under their own power. Provision has l)een ballast floor trestles of the iliflferent types now In use. with designs
made lo hold the elevator platform securely In position while the explanatory of and types considered: an extension of the list of
cars are run on It.
recommended safe unit stresses for tlinl>er; a report on the methods
In addition to the usual service of handling cars to and from of preserving structural timber, their cost and efficiency, and their

ing the

worm
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Influence on the strength of timber; a report on the question of a
standard speciflcation for structural timbers.
The Masonry committee presents for final adoption the specifications for stone masonry, and in addition a report on the most
economical size or combination of sizes for stone to be used in stone
This
concrete, as applied to the different classes of railroad work.
committee has also in |)rei)aralion an exceedingly valuable report on
culverts,
both
masonry,
typical standard designs now in use for
stone and concrete. The lafit-nientioned subject will be published
after the convention In a special bulletin.
The subject of snow fences, snow sheds and other means to prevent snow acciiniulaling. and beM. methods of clearing tracks and of
snow removal, form the principal feature of the report on Signs,
Fences, Crossings and (Battle-Guards.
The report on Signaling and Interlocking will be of especial
interest not only to engineers, but to transportation officials a.-i well.
The committee has prepared a valuable report on the subject of a
comprehensive system of signaling; and in addition presents as an
nppendix three interesting i)apers by members of the committee
(Icaliug with the matter of signaling.
The committee on Records, Reports and Accounts i)resents a
report on the subject of individual ledger accounts and on the i)ropcr
system of right-of-way and track maps.
Rules governing supervision of signals is the subject of the
rejioil on Uniform Rules.
Rules governing supervisors of track and
.-ilructures have already been adopted by the ;issociatiou in previous
years.

The Water Service committee has taken for its subject this
year a revision of matters previously adopted by the association, ami
the committee submits a condensation of the recommendations heretofore ai)i)roved by the association.
The committee on Yards and Terminals presents an interesting
and comprehensive leport on the subject of hump yards. The report
contains a large number of diagrams showing the practice of various companies in reference to hump yards.
Under the auspices of the committee on Iron and Steel Structures a series of experiments have been made during the past year
on the effect of moving loads on railroad bridges. The tests have
been made with 12 instruments specially constructed for this purpose, and the work of making the experiments has been performed
by a number of experts, under direction of the sub-committee above
named. A preliminary report is presented on the tests already made,
and forms a valuable contribution to the literature on this mooted
question. The experiments referred to have been made on the Illi
nois Central, Rock Island, Burlington and Nickel Plate roads.
In
addition to this feature, the committee's report contains a discussion
on the care of existing bridges ^inspection, methods of field work
and records of inspection; also a report on the classification of
bridges as to safe carrying capacity. As an appendix to this report
is to be considered an interesting and instructive paper by A. F.
Robinson, Bridge Engineer of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway System, on "Open versus Ballasted Floor Bridges," giving
the results of the use of ballasted floor structures on the Santa Fe.
The committee on Economies of Railway Ijocation presented an
exhaustive report on the matter of train resistance in 1907. A rel)ort of progress will be presented this year, in addition, as an
appendix, an interesting paper by A. K. Shurtleff ('.. R. I. & P.),
entitled "Time as an Element to be Considered in Oi^ade Reduc-

—

(

tions."

The convention will open in the banquet hall of the Auditorium
Hotel on the morning of March 17.
Both morning and afternoon
sessions will be held. An evening session will be held on the night
of the first day of the convention. The annual dinner will be given
on the niglil of the second day.
Railroad Station Improvement.*

At the beginning

of 19l)7 1 congratulated myself that all the
railroads in the country were not only convinced of the desirablity
and the advantages of artistic and well-kept station surroundings,
but that they were rapidly be('Oining so interested and enthusiastic
in the work of co-operatlon with the Railroad Department of the
American Civic Association that my work of persuasion was a thing
of the p;ist. and that in the future it would be simply a steady
growth and development along the lines of artistic education, and
the carrying on of missionary work in the railroad towns by the
establishment of village improvement associations.
But last spring, instead of the encouragement to which we had
become acquainted, orders were issued on many railroads, "no parking this year." This was followed from lime to time with like
orders regarding all improvenients which were not al)solulely necessary; in other words, retrenchment was the order of the day.
At first it seemed possible that Ibis coudiliou was <onflned to the
West, or particularly where .adverse state legislation had affected the

•A

annual meeting of the American Civic Assoby Mrs. A. E. McCrcn, chnlrmau of the Uallroud

lepoit. preseuted at the

i-latlon at

Providence, R,
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business of the railroads, but I was soon led to fear that It was
national In its scope and was the result of the governmental attacks
which had disturl)ed the entire railroad world. To verify my suspicion I wrote to the heads of various railroads throughout the country, and the almost universal reply was along this line:
"I beg to advise that under existing flnancial conditions we are
not giving much thought to questions of esthetic character, but we
are trying to maintain the condition of our property for safe operation, also to maintain a sanitary condition in and about our coaches
and buildings; we are not doing, nor do we contemplate doing in
the near future much, it anything, for purely esthetic reasons."
All the oflficials assured rae of their interest and appreciation
of the work and of their keen regret for the conditions which com])elled them to relinquish the work.
And I am glad to say that
orders have been universally given to preserve and care for the
work which has already been done along the line of station ground
improvements. The few railroads, I am advised, that are contemplating new work this year are the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Grand Trunk and the Norfolk & Western.
I find my consolation in knowing that the work which we have
already done can never be wholly undone. Many village Improvement associations have emanated rluring the past five years from the
little station park which was the nucleus for future park systems
and general civic improvement. The ma.ssed planting to shut off the
unsightly secondary bnilding-s at the station was a suggestion to the
villagers to he carried out in screening off their backyards, the
grouping of the shrubs at the corners of the grounds where the
blending of the different foliage made a beautiful and ever-changing
picture was a desirable contrast to the straight lines of shrubs from
the front door to the gate. The manner In which we have proven to
the people the uselessness of fencing off the parks and converting
them into a graveyard scene has led to the oblitenition of door yard
fences, thus transferring the ugly \'illage streets into beautiful
boulevards. All know how infectious the spirit of civic improvement is. From this beginning has usually come the Improvement of
the high school grounds, the courthouse square and the formation of
a village Improvement society and the general crusade against all
that detracted from civic beauty.
There is a mistaken idea in some minds that railroad station
ground Improvements enuinate from the village Improvement association.
The reverse is generally true. I have known many instances when the townspeople have sent their earnest request to the
railroad officials to improve their station surroundings, but where
upon investigation it was found that for many blo<-ks on every side
of the railroad property there was not one redeeming feature.
Tumble-down buildings covered with circus posters. stock-i)ens, garbage pile.s. filth and squalor of every description led up to the railroad property, which although not in any sense artistic or attractive,
was usually decent looking. The Inconsistency of the request, under
those conditions, was the first thought that occurred to the oflficials,
and the suggestion that they clean up the town l)efore troubling
about the railroad property, was a remark that might reasonably
be pardoned. It is a most unusual thing for railroad officials to
refuse to co-operate with a town on village imiirovement lines, although they sometimes balk at the suggestion of the townspeople
that they lead the procession.
would suggest to any interested in
I
this matter that any time they want a new depot or station park, or
improvements along these lines, the best way to interest and Influence the officials would be to clean up and improve the streets and
property leading to the railroad, so that the contrast would reflect
discredit upon the latter.
I doubt if co-operation on the part of the
railroad officials would ever be refused.
1
will give as one illustration something that has come under
my observation during this last year. In a northern Wisconsin
lumber town (Tomahawk, on the C. M. & St. P.) an Interest In
civic improvement which had been created by illustrated lectures
through the efforts of the railroad department led to the formation
of an active village improvement organization and the formulation
of plans for a more beautiful town.
This meant the removal of the
warehouses from the heart of the village to the suburbs, nei-essitallng
a heavy expense, but a purse was made up to assist in this work, and
a committee waited upon the oflficials of the railroad .who without the
slightest hesitancy promised to build tracks to the new location,
remove the old tracks and convert the property on which the warehouses stood into a beautiful park extending for several blocks
through the center of the town. This work is now in progress and
it Is expected that before another year a wonderful transformation
will be effected.
Other Interesting work which has been accomplished by this
town was the passing of city ordinances regulating the width and
style of sidewalks, which are to be concrete, with combination concrete gutter and lurbings. grass park midway between gutter and
sidewalk, trees of uniform variety, and sizes to be planted at certain
distance In the parkway, the removal of telegraph and telephone
poles into the alleys and various other reforms. A carload of shrubbery tpurchase<i at wholesale through the railroad company by a
public-spirited citizen, who, by the way, is a member of the American
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CAvU: Awiocl.-itloii), and the servlceH of a landncape arcblte«;t, were
placed at the iUHpoKal of the townHpeople, who for a nominal sum
could avail themHelveH of the opportunity to havt- their groundH
ThoHe who were too poor to pay
j>lante<l and arranged artlirtleally.
wore Klven tlip Hame coiiulderallon as the others, and the whole town
iH triinHfornicd from iiRllnesH to beauty through this kindly act of

one public-spirited man.

—

Othnlel Fetter NichoU.
KoHler Nichols, one of the conHullIng onglne<!rB of the
Deimrtmenl of Bridges, New York, and well known to readers of
the Itailruad Gazette, died suddenly of apoplexy at his home, 42
Gates avenue, Brooklyn, February 1. His death wa« without warning, as !if had bei-n In his uNual good health, and on .Monday, barely
\'l hour.s before \\>- died, he had taken lunch with hl.s friends at the
Othiilfl

englneei-s' table In the .Xstor Hous«^.

Mr. Nichols was liorii July 29, ISl.'j, at Newport, R. I., and received his education at tiie Brooklyn, N. V.. inibllc schools and at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
whore he graduated as a civil
engineer In the class of l.SCS. Immediately after graduating he
l)egan his professional career as
assislanl engineer on the work of
out
Prospect
laying
Park In
Brooklyn.
His next position wa.s
assistant engineer of the Greenwi<h Street elevated railroad In
New York, and he built the first
elevated railroad fouiiihilious
north of Corlhindt
street.
In
1S70 and 1S71 he beiame assistant
to Edward (Jooper, President of
the New Jersey Steel & Iron Coml)any, and from this office he went
in 1871 lo the Lima & Oroya Railroad In Peru as assistant engineer.
He remained two years in
charge of lunnel location and construclioii on this road and then
bewinie division engineer of the
Chlml)ote Railroad, where he had
c-harge of work of the same kind
Mr. Nichols returned lo the
United States In IS7(; and was assistant superintendent ami engineer of the ICdgemoor Bridge Company In Its contract for building
the Sixth Avenue Elevated Railroad In New York. The work was
delayed by Injunction and Mr.
Nichols entered the service of the

Park Department in charge ot
sewer work In the annexed district.
In 1878 he went to South
America again, this time as resident engineer of the Ill-fated
Madeira & Mainore Railroad project
In Urazil, and subsequently
first

which giew out

of

clltnate,

labor

conditions, and

the distance from

the

base of

supplies.

and

1880 Mr. Nichols waa a.sslstani engineer In the
bridge shops of the New Jei-sey Steel & Iron Company.
In 1881
ho was for a time assistant superintendent of the Peter Cooper glue
factory, and from that time until ISS.'l he was resident engineer
ot the Louisville & Nashville bridge over the Ghlo river at Hender
son, Ky.
In 188») he was made chief engineer of the waterworks
at Westerly. R. 1., but resigned his position to become prlncl|>al
assistant engineer for the Suburban Rapid Transit Company In
New Y'ork City. \Vhen this company was consollilaled with the
Manhattan Unlhvay he became chief engineer of the Brix>klyn Elevated and designed and built about half of the elevated roads In
Brooklyn belonging to that company. In 1892 and 1893 he was general manager as well as chief engineer of the company, and at
that time made his llrst surveys for the Wllllamshurgh bridge.
which waa then intended to be built by a private company allied
In

1879

6.

with the Brooklyn Elevated. VSlien IMten Buck was made chief
of the Wllllamsburgh bridge. In 1895, he named Mr. Nichols
hU principal amlslant. and Mr. Nichols held this poeition until
July, 1903, when he wah apiminted chief c-nsrltif-^r of "hp fK-parlm<'nl of llrldgc-s. Slnc<; \'Ji<^> he haj* be*ii
'-r
of
the department of Urli|gc«, In charge of th'
uck'.v
wells Island bridges,
i^e was awarded the
the

en^neer
as

•

;

Britlah

Institution of (."Ivll Kngineers In l>)'j',.
iiv wiia nibo expresident of the Brooklyn Englnwrs' Club and a member of the
of Civil Engineers. American 8o<.lety of Me<'haiiIcal Engineers Society of Municipal Engineers. New York Engineers'
Club. Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sclen<**, American Geographical Society and the lostliulion of Civil Engineers of Great Britain.

Amerlian Society

The engineering profession will be shocked and grieved by the
news of the sudden death of Othnlel Koeter NlcboU. one of it«
distingulsheil members.
The city of New York loses a moat faithful servant, whose value was never greater than at present when
enormous bridges are b<>lng built, to the design and construction
of which Mr. Nichols has given the best years of his life a life
ripe In experience covering a wide field of railroad practice, shop
practice, briilge englnct-rlng and erection, and especially the study
and solution of transportation problems. In all these branches Mr.
Nichols was an expert of high
rank, and his professional attainments were united with rare executive ability.
He bad a live in-

—

terest in everything pertaining to
the welfare of the profession and
its progress.
Memljership in
American Society of Civil
Engineers, in the institution of
Civil Engineers, in the Society of
Engineers.
In
the
.Municipal
Alumni Association of his alma
iiialfr. and In the other organisations to which he tielonged. he
did net regard merely as recognition of professional standing.
To
him It meant opportunity for furwork with corresponding
ther
duties, which he fulfilled as few
men have the energy to do In continuous efforts for the elevation
of the profession and the maintenance of Its dignity. Witness
his contributions to its literature
these
the
Proceedings
of
in
learned bodies and bis eager part

to

the

in
their discussions, bis
loyal
service as head of the Engineering
Sei-tion of the Brooklyn Institute
of .\rts and Sciences.

He was a most devoted friend.
His friendship was not confined
intimates, but numberless acquaintances have reason to bless
his memory for acts of unvarying
kindness and subiitantial aid. Not
only to young engineers just startto

ing in the profession, but to men
every rank and calling, to
widows and the fatherless, and to
Ichols.
those otherwise unfortunate was
he especially helpful. .-\ most genial companion, he was a strong,
energetic, gtMierous. wise, ho|)eful man.
His public and private
career was lH>yond reproach. .-Vn inspiration to hU fellows, a model
of lldellty to duty, his place cannot be tilled and his memory will
be kept green by all who knew him.
\. f. r.
of

half of 1879 in London in connection with litigation
of this enterprl.se.
Mr. Nichols always retained a vivid Impression of his South
Amorlcjin experiences. He .saw clearly the possibilities of development In the region where he had worked but had profound respect
for the difficulties of getting anything done there on account of the
th(>

No.

I

only
I could give many more examples of similar 'nature, but I
want to urge on the department the greatest of all advantages that
of co-operation between the people and the railroad.

spent
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Tlie Prussian State Railroads have had since 1901 an uninterrupted growth in tniflic luid gross earnings, and until this year
also a satisfactory yearly Increase In net earnings, which In 1906
were 2'.j per cent, more than in 1905 and 35 per cent, more than
This year the Increase in gross has continued, but as In
In 1901.
some cQuntries not so far off, the exi)enses have increased so muc^
more that there will lie a decrease In net. The reasons given for
this are precisely the same as those which account of the notable
decrease In net earnings In this country in 1907. The Prussian
tl.scal year ends with March.
The latt«t nMH>rts do not show any
decrease in gross earnings, such as has occurred here recently. In
November the Prussian Stale Railroads had an Increase of nearly
per cent, in gross earnings, while for the eight months of the
The railroads of the
fiscal year the tncn'ose wois .'i'-.. per cent.
whole German Empire had an Increase of more than A\ per cent,
in November.
The demand for coal could not be satisfied: but the
li\)n works were not the urgent buyers.
.'>
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Transmission Line Crossings Over Railroads.

BY RALPH

D.

MEKSIION.

rapid increase in the number of electric transmission lines
and the distriljiiting circuits therefrom, is rendering every day more
important and more perplexing the (juestion so frequently encountered as to the protection, if any, which should be provided at railroad crossings.
The fear which the steam railroad operator has in regard to
such crossings arises from two sources. He fears the damage which
might result through mechanical agencies, in case the transmission
line should fall upon the track.
He fears, also, the damage which
he thinks might result through electrical agencies. The fear of the
electric current is usually the greater, probably because of the fact
that most steam railroad operators have had little, if any, experience with electricity, and they attach to it more or less of the mysterious dread which people have for it generally.
The protection for which the railroad man generally asks, is
a steel bridge constructed underneath the transmission line for that
portion of its length which is across the railroad company's rightof-way; or at least for that portion of its length which is across
the tracks.
In some cases, it has been required that the transmission line be carried on insulators attached to this structure;
such a requirement is an undesii-able one from every standpoint.
There can be no question that a transmission line can be
made as strong as any steel protecting bridge that can be installed,
and, in general, strcngtli can be obtained at a great deal less
expense than is involved in installation of the bridge. A simple
span of wire or cable supported at each side of the right-of-way,
on steel structures if necessary, can be made as strong, both as to
supporting structures and as to the cables, as any bridge which
can be erected. It seonis foolish, therefore, to insist tipon the installation of a bridge below a transmission line for fear that,
through mechanical agencies, the transmission line may be thrown

Tho

down.
Probably no railroad operator would make special objection

to

liave built across his tracks a construction similar to that of a well
designed transmission line, if he knew no current was to be put

upon It; but, in some instances, the mere idea of having current
on the wires seems to introduce immediately a fear of the construction
both mechanically and electrically. In such cases, the
ultimate source of the fear and objection to the transmission line
crossings may be said to lie In the fact that the lines carry an
electric current; and it is well, therefore, to examine into the possible ways in which the existence of an electric current on the lines
may affect the safety of the property or employees of the railroad.

—

Assume a crossing with the same side clearanc'o. overhead clearance and factor of safety as would be allowed in tho case of a bridge.
Assume that there is no electric current on the wires. Under such
conditions, no damage except such as is equally likely in the case of
a bridge can result to the property or employees of the railroad
company.

Now assume that the electric current is put on the crossing.
The added possibilities of danger are as follows:
The possibility of overhead contact either direct or through
(1 )
some conducting object.
The presence of the eloclrlc current in case the structure
(2)
is thrown down by a train wreck, by wind, or other mechanical
forces.

(3)
line

The

wires to

possible effect of the electric current in causing the
fall.

The probability of (1), overhead contact, can be indefinitely
reduced by Increasing the overhead clearance, if such clearance as
would be allowed for a bridge is not considered a sufflcient insurance.
The probability of (2) can. so far as wrecks are concerned,
bo indefinitely reduced by sufflcient overhead and side clearance;
and. so fiir as wind or other forces are concerned, by proper design and construction with reference to ice and wind loads. The
practice in these matters in the case of bridges would seem to be
amply sufficient, especially in view of the fact that, as mentioned
later on. in a well designed and properly operated transmission
system, anything which would cause the line wires to be thrown
down, would cause the power to be cut oft by reason of the resulting
short circuit.
Tho question, therefore, finally resolves itself Into an examination of (31. the effect which the presence of the electric current
might have in causing the line wire.<! to fall upon the tracks.
Tho only conceivable way in which the presence of the electric
current could be the cause of the contingency mentioned is that
of the establishment of an arc which should burn off one or more
of the lino wires.
Such an arc might be oslabllshod between two
or more of tho line wires, or between one or more of the wires and
the structures supporting tlie transmission line.
An arc between
a line wire and the supporting structure could occur only In case
the striicture is mefal. or in case the insulators are supported upon
metal pins connected to each other or to ground.
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An arc between the line wires, if it be instituted at a point
distant from the supporting structures, can hardly be conceived of
as due to anj'thing other than the swinging together of the wires,
or to their having thrown across them, either maliciously or by
accident, some conducting object. The chance for an arc to be
started by the wires swinging together can be removed entirely by
putting them sufficiently far apart. The chance for an arc to be
established by something being thrown across the line wires can
be made very small by recourse to the same expedient.
The occurrence of an arc between one or more of the line wires
and the insulator pins or the steel structures carrying them, might
be due to a direct puncture of the Insulator by electrical means,
or to breakage of the insulator by mechanical means, or to the establishment of an arc around the insulator to the pin by an initial
creepage of current over the insulator surface, when the insulating
value of such surface had been reduced by a film of moisture, dirt
or other conducting or semi-conducting substance.
It should be
noted that the first and last of the three possible causes mentioned
would be extremely unlikely except in the case of high voltage lines,
and, even then, not at all likely, it the insulator be well designed,
except in the case of lightning.
In the case of the occurrence of an arc from any of the causes
mentioned, the arc would not, with a properly designed transmission system, exist for any considerable portion of time, since Its
occurrence would cause the automatic circuit breaking appliances
in the generating station to operate, thus opening the circuit and
stopping the arc. The amount which such an arc could do towards
burning a line wire asunder, or otherwise damaging the crossing,
would depend upon the amount of power behind the arc. the length
of time it lasted, and the size or mass of the metal from which
the arc was drawn.
That is to say. It would depend upon the
amount of heat generated in the arc tending to melt the wire or
other metal concerned, and the amount of metal there was present
to conduct away and absorb this heat, and thus diminish the melting action of the arc. The size and weight of the wires and other
metal parts Involve<I could be so proportioned relative to the destructive potency of any arc which might be formed that they would
easily withstand the melting action, without being burned off. until
such time as the automatic protective devices at the generating
station opened and the arc ceased.
It would even be possible to make such provision that. In case
an arc formed, it would rupture itself, even If the automatic protective devices at the generating station did not operate; and so
that It would rupture itself before any serious damage to the crossing could occur. To accomplish this, it would be necessary to properly proportion not only the metal parts, but also the distances
separating those parts between which an arc could occur; that Is.
the distances between the line cables and between the line cables
and the supporting structures. Such proportioning should be done
with reference to the voltage and power capacity of the transmission system: the less the voltage, the less the distances would have
to be: and the less the power capacity of the system, the lighter
could be the metal parts.
It would appear, therefore, perfectly possible to design a transmission line crossing so that it could not constitute a source of
danger from either a mechanical or electrical standpoint. Such a
crossing would preferably be one along the following lines:
(al
It should he so constructed that the line conductors fllne
wires or cables) and the supporting structures at each side of the
track would be of proper strength to withstand the Ice and wind
loads which might come upon them. It should be self-sustaining:
that is. should be capable of standing up under the action of wind
and Ice without reference to the remainder of the line, so that the
line, on one or both sides of the crossing, might break without Interfering with the crossing Itself.

There should be sufflcient overhead clearance between the
(b)
and the track, so that there would be no possibility of contact
except by deliberate Intent.
(c)
The line conductors should be far enough apart so that
they could not swing together.
(d)
The line conductors should be sufficiently massive so that
an arc might exist between them for .several seconds, without danger
of burning or melting them off.
(e)
If the supporting structures are of steel, or the Insulator
pins are of metal and the pins connected to each other, or to ground,
the insulators should have casl metal caps cemented upon them.
These caps, or extensions of them. shouM extend out on each side
of the Insulator for some distance along and underneath the conductor, in order to further protect the conductor, or else the conductors should have, in addition to the caps, a protection from
arcs In the form of a serving of wire upon them for some distance
on each side of the Insulator. The result of such protection will
be that an arc formed near the Insulator will expend Itself upon
the serving wire, or metal casting. Instead of upon the conductor
line

itself.

It Is

not to be understood from the above that a crossing would
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neceeaarlly conslBt of a filriEle span. It might comilHt of a Bertea
of spans, meeting the abov<- iuqulromentn, where fieveral upans were
necessary for croBslng a number of tracks, such as would l>c found
In a railroad yard.
A croHsing constructed on the above lines would be aa safe ax
any reasonable Individual could ask, and at the same time would
bo a great deal cheapur than the steel bridges aometlmos InsUited

upon.

The matter of Hleol protective bridges Is a very serious one to
the transmlsRlon companlea, not only on the score of expense of
tho bridges tbenisolvefl, but because of the difflculty often met In
InRtnlllng them or getUng permlflslon to Install them, especially
when they are required In towns and are objected to by the municipality.
If they are InKlslc*! upon. It will greatly retard the development of those sections of tho country fortunate enough to be
electric
roach of cheaply generated power, since the requlnv
within
ment of a bridge for a railroad crossing will. In many cases, proThis,
of
small customers with power.
hibit tho supplying
of itself, Is a matter of Importiinco to tho railroads In that on the
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of Peru.

BT J. B. CA.UILL.
In order to understand the location and workings of the railroad systema of Peru it Is flrbt ne<;es8ary to get an Idea of the
physical featun-j. and industrial condition of the country. In sire
Peru is nearly one-founb as large as the United ijute«. It Is
divided topDKraphically Into three zones; the coast region, 1,500
miles long varying from 20 to 80 mllee wide; the Sierra or Cordilleras of the Andes averaging about 300 miles wide; and the
Montafia on the eabtern slope of the Andes extending down way
into the basin of the Amazon.
The Montafia comprises more than
half the area of the country and Is a tropical jungle immensely
rich in rubber, hardwoods and gold. The Cordillera region Includes
two ranges of the And<-s running parallel to the coast. It
the
rich mineral belt and also 8upi>orLs a stock raising Industry. The
coast Is given up to the production of sugar and cotton for export
and tropical fruits and vegetables for home consumption. It is
productive only near the rivers where Irrigation la easy, the reet
Irrigation plans
of tho land being barren.
are being projected that will bring much
more of the land under cultivatlou.
There are three general types of railroads:
Trans-Andine roads, extending from
the coast eastward across the Andes; short
lines running from the seaboard up Into the
valleys of the coabt region, and Hues running In a general north and south direction
through the Cordilleras. The flri>t type carries the cotton and sugar produced In the
valleys down to the ports at the termini

U

and

carries back imported manufactured
commodities. The trans-Andlne lines carry
the products of the Montafia and the mines
of the Cordillera down to the coast along
with the agricultural products of the coast
region. They carry back mainly lumber and
other mine supplies.
The lines running
north and south exist for the Immediate purpose of developing the mines and of serving
as feeders for the trans-.\ndlne roada
Eventually they will form a means of
communication between the trans-Andlne
roads.

Railroad

Map

of Peru.

welfare and progress of the community depend tho amount of, and
Increase In, the railroad company's revenue, but there Is an aspect
of the question asldo from this which should bo the subject of much
thought by railroad men. Tho lime Is undoubtedly near at hand
when all of the principal railroads of tho country will equip a
portion at hast of their lines for electric traction. It this Is done,
the railroads cannot hope to be froo from tho necessity of carrying
their lino conductors acrosH not only tlielr own rights-of-way, but
the rights-of-way of other roads.
If the railroad men now Insist
upon the elaborate nieoiiM of protection which have boon Insisted
upon In some cases, iind crystallize public opinion to tho lilea that
such elaborate protection is necessary, they themselves will be confronted with tho necessity of making use of the elaborate and expensive protection In que-stlon.
It behooves the railroad man, therefore, to consider tliU matter
of crossings very carefully and with the utmost spirit of fairness,
since In 80 doing be wilt not merely serve the Interests of the transmission companies, but also the interests of his own and other railroad companies In the future.

There are at present about 1,340 mile.s
Of these 1.053 miles
of railroad In Peru.
are of standard gage. The remainder, for
the most part unimportant lines, are of 3 ft
or of meter gage. There are two lines that
may be called trans- .\ndlne roads: the Central Railroad, from the port of Callao to
Oroya on the east slope of the Andes. 138
miles, and the Southern Railroad, from Mollendo to Puno, 325 miles. There are three
roads running north and south through the
Cordillera;
The Cerro de Pasco road from
Oroya to Cerro de Pasco, 83 miles long: the
Southern Road's branch north from Juliaca
to Chlciacupl. 150 miles long; the Central
Road's branch south from Oro)'a, about 30
miles of which has been builL This rood is
being continued to Huancayo. The JuliacaChlciacupl branch Is being extended now to
Cuzco. Eventually Cuico and Huancayo will
be connected.
Most of the lines are the property of
the government of Peru. These are, however,
operated by the Peruvian corporation, an
Kngllsh company that in 1890 leased the roads from the stale for a
period of 06 years. The Peruvian corporation assumed the foreign
debt of I'eru ami received large land grants and a monopoly of
The
the guano deposits together with certnin other privileges.
corporation agreetl to make certain extensions of roads and the
government to pay J400,000 per year to the corporation. Neither
side was able lo carry out the bargain and the agreement ha» since
been readjusted, the Peruvian corporation agreeing to complete extensions from Oroya to Huancayo, Slcuanl to Cuico and Chllote
The road completed a short lime
to Yoiian by September. 1908.
ago from Oroya to Cerro de Pasco was built by American capital
copper properties. The road and
Pasco
to develop the Cerro do
smelters represent at present an investment of some $17,000,000.
This road will also allow the coal fields In this region to be developed.
railroads of the Peruvian rorporatlon were mismanaged
years and did not begin to earn money until the Cerro
de Pasco enterprise furnished them with increased traffic. This
business, combined with the heavy trafllc from Mollendo to La Pa«

The

for

many

Pebbuabt
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brought about by the estendve railroad building now going on In
Bolivia, is now placing the Peruvian corporation on a paying
basis.
In the year 1905-1906 the preferred stock received a 1%
per cent, dividend, and In the year ending June 30, 1907, the gross
traffic receipts amounted to $8,260,000, an Increase of 1905,000.
The
Peruvian corporation i.s now negotiating nith American and German
capitalists for a loan of fl5,000,000 to enable it to improve its rolling
stock and roadbed so as to be able to handle the traffic that is now

swamping it.
The Central Railroad

is a piece of the most difficult mountain
construction ever built. In a space of 138 miles the road has six
switchbacks, 10 large bridges and a dozen smaller ones, and is
operated over 4 and 4',^ per cent, grades. The canons are so steep
that tunnels are far more frequent than deep cuts. There are

Arequipa Station; Peruvian Southern.
56 tunnels In 80 miles of road, and very few of these are on tangents. Curves as sharp as 15 deg. are used. The canon walls are
so precipitous that in many cases in side hill cuts heavy retaining
walls are built to reduce the amount of fill. At an elevation of
10,920 ft. above sea level at the Infernlllo bridge the road plunges

from a tunnel out across a

steel tru.ss

hung betwetn the mouths

of two tunnels a couple of hundred feet above the river. At the
suniuiit is the Galeia tunnel, three-quarters of a mile long at an
plevatiou of 15,7U0 ft.
In 98 miles the road rises 15,160 ft. In
elevation.
The average grade between Callao and Oroya Is 2'/;

The 138 miles from Callao to Oroya cost originally
and was built by Henry Melggs, an American. Twentywere used, weighing 60 lbs. per yard, and all rail
renewals have been of the same kind of rails.
Redwood ties
per cent.

122,000,000,
four-ft.

Peruvian Railroad Scenery.

Mollendo. Terminus

ot

rails

the Peruvian Southern.
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rllfflculiy hi pn-venllng stealing.
The passenger rates, first class,
arc alxiui 5 cents, gold, jx-r mile. Cholos ride In the second clasB
cars and Orlngos and Peruvians ride first class. The freight rales
are very high. The road, through Insufflclency of rolling stock,
has great difficulty In handling the traffic offered It. and this traffic
Is bound to Increaiie to still greater proi>ortlons aa new mines are
being opened up and as the C«rro de Pasco mines are not working
up to their maximum output as yet.
The Cerro de Pasco road that conne<-tB with the Central Road
at Oroya Is operated by the American capital owning the Cerro de

brought from California and Oregon are used. There are no tie
The ciirvea are bo Hharp that the rails are lied together
platea.
with Hteel rodH. Steel rall.i with ateel rail chains are alKO uncd
as additional ties on sharp curvcB. The track Is ballahled with
Very little difficulty Is encountered with the
rock and gravel.
drainage of the roadhcd as the rainfall Is not very heavy. The
principal dllllcMlty In the frequent occurrence of rock slides resulting from Hteep slopes In side hill cuts. Owing to the high cost of
lumber and Its rallier short life in parts of Peru, as little wood as
possible Is used in railroad structures. The main stations are built
of Oregon pine, but all sheds and minor buildings are of corrugated Iron laid on wooden
frames for the smaller buildings. For larger
sheds, caHtlron columns and steel roof trusses

^

covered with corrugated Iron are ii.sed. The
fences along the right-of-way through the
Rlmac valley are built of large blocks of
adobe about 2 ft. thick. All the telegraph
Very little concrete
Iron.
posts are of
Water tanks are of
was used.
work
supported generally on cast-iron colsteel

umns.

The natives, having been raised In a country devoid of timber, are naturally very skil-

The bridge abutments
ashlar masonry, and the tunnels when
through solid rock are lined with
u.shlar.
Side bill ruts are supported by heavy
dry rubble retaining walls. The bridges are
For short spans, VVari'en
structures.
steel
all
The longeV bridges are
girders are used.
There Is one cantii'rall trusses or viaducts.
masonry work.

ful

In

are
not

all

cut

Old style Phoenix columns were
some extent but most sections are

lever bridge.

used

to

channels

and

plates.

Joints

are

generally

riveted.

These bridges are now proving too light
for the heavy locomotives necassary for handling the great Increase of traffic, so they
are shortly to be replaced. The passenger engines now used are
of the Mogul type. The freight engines are of the Consolidation
type.
The new locomotives are of the Mastodon class, and their
weight of (iO tons is proving too great for the ])resent bridges. All
the locomotives except a few .small switching engines are of American manufacture. The old freight cars were all small ones following the English practice, but after the construction of the American Cerro de Pasco road the English company commenced using
the onllnary :!•) ft. .Americiin pattern car of 50,000 lbs. capacity.

Near Arequlpa; Peruvian Southern.
is
far more modern road than any of the
Pasco mines.
It
Peruvian corporations properties, and Is able to deliver more
The lack
freight at Oroya than the Central Railroad can handle.
of facilities on the Central has been a big hindrance to the develop
ment of the Cerro de Pasco mines.
The Cerro de Pasco Railroad Is 83 miles long, and Its eleva
The grades are lighter,
tlon ranges from 12.000 ft. to 14,000 ft.
curves easier and bridges fewer than on the Central Railroad Inasmuch as elev:ilion does not have to be developed. The road follows along a cai^on for almut 15 miles and
The maximum
ihen crosses a level pampa.
^rade is 214 per cent, and the maximum curvaii

ture
of

It

is

Seventy-lb. rail
16 deg.
of English manufacture.

Is

used, some
rolling

All

The outstock is of
put of the Cerro de Pasco mines, after it
leaves the Cerro de Pasco Railroad at Oroya
i.s
i)eing handled so badly by the Peruvian
Corporation that the construction of a roa<l
imrallel to the Central Road has been conAmerican manufacture.

sidered by the American company.
The Cerro de Pasco company holds a confrom the Cerro de Pasco
road eastward into the .MontaAa to the navigThis
l"ca>-all river.
of
the
able headwaters
will probably he built and will supply the
mines with coke and lumt)er and at the same
i-esslon for a railroad

time open up an Immense rubber territoryThis means new business for the Peruvian
Central, and If It does not handle the traffic
iM'iier It means another reason for a com
pellng road from the Cerro de Pasco line to
ihe coast.

The other of the two most Important
Peruvian railroads Is the Southern Rail
running from the pt>rt of MoUendo
up to the city of Arequlpa, then over the
.luvi.nn Central
the shores of Lake
.\ndes to Puno. on
Tillcaca. where It connects by steamer with 1^ I'ax. In Bolivia.
At Jullaca a branch shoots northward along the Cordillera
towards Cuii-o.
It Is now const ruiled as far as Chlrlacupl. 150
This
nilli\s. making the entire mileage of the system 475 miles.
construction Is not of the sensational type of the Central Road.
The canon walls are not so steep and precipitous, and the bridges
and funni'ls of the Central line have their counterpart In deep
cuts on the Southern. There is very little rainfall, so
tills and
SIxtylb. steel Is used,
drainn.Kc .hanncls need not bo provided.
but the rails are In very poor condition and are now being reroad

Infiernillo

There are a few

Bridge

.ind

Tunru-I

.!.'.

Eicv.itioii

U),'i.'0

(t,.

P

Corrugated Iron Is used In repairing the root of box curs. All the cars bought during the last
few years have been of American manufacture.
Train hands and ouKluomeii are for the most part drawn from
the best of the native "Cholo" class, a mixture of Spanl.sh and
Indian. All track work Is done by Cholo lalwrers, who are paid
about 75 cents a day. The station agent and general clerical staff
Is composed of Peruvians of S|)anish descent.
The mnnagement
Is, of course, English.
The standard of honesty among the train
hands and station agents Is very low and there is a great deal of
steel

ore cars.
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Old rails are being sold for almost
section.
per pound, for ii.se in the towns for building conrolling stock is of the same general description
as on the Central Railroad. The new heavy lo(;omotives are being
used on this line, as there are few bridges. Such bridges as there
are will be replaced by new structures now being fabricated in the
United Slates. Curves are now being tie-plated.
The employees are of the same class as on the Central Road.
Officials of the road blame the poor class of labor for the poor
train service, and it is undeniable that the Peru\ian Cholo gives
poor service, being indifferent wliether he works or not. It Is
also hard to get men of sufficient education to make good station
agents and clerks. Owing to the small number of trains run it
is very difficult for officials to travel between different points on
the line without great waste of time. No motor cycles or motor
cars are used.
The principal traffic of the Southern Railroad, at present, is
furnished by the eastbound haul of railroad supplies for llolivian
railroad construction and for the extension of the Peruvian road
towards Cuzco. Normally the eastbound freight consists of manufactured commodities supplying the mines of Bolivia and the Corplaced
2
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is being built that will improve this somewhat but it will be an
expensive work. It was started with riprap but it Is now proposed to finish it with flve-ton blocks of concrete placed with steam
cranes. It is probable, though, that the Arica-La Paz road will
not be completed for several years. In the meantime the Southern
road will carry the railroad material for the road building in

Bolivia.

Bolivia has just received J14,000,000 from Chile and Brazil
indemnities. This will all be devoted to railroad building, and
with this money as an inducement, American capital is taking an
interest in the construction of the roads.
A contract made with
Speyer & Co. and the National City Bank of New York provides
for building 863 miles of roads.
The total cost is estimated at
in

and the government contributes $12,500,000, which shall
be repaid within 25 years. This leaves the government with capital
for future extensions.
The construction was started in 1906 and
is being pushed rapidly.
American rolling stock and track material
is being used.
There are three roads to be built, the La Paz-Toplza line, the
Oruru-Cochabamba line, and the La Paz-Puerto Pando line. The
La Paz-Tuplza road will be 530 miles long. It connects with the
Antofagasta road at Oruro, giving La Paz another connection with
the coast and hence creating more opposition to the Southern
Railroad of Peru. It will also connect at Tupiza with the Argentine road, being built into Bolivian territory, joining Buenos Ayrea
and Tupiza. This will divert more of the Bolivian traffic from the
Southern Railroad.
The La Paz-Tuplza road has been graded as far as Oruro, and
track has been laid for about 80 miles. The other two roads will
serve as feeders that will develop valuable mining districts and
open up a rich rubber territory. The Oruro-Cochabamba line will
be 133 miles long. The roadbed has been graded a few miles out
from Oruro and work stopped pending a change of plans. The
La Paz-Puerto Pando line will be 200 miles long. The stimulus
these roads will give to the rubber and mining Industries in a now
almost inaccessible region will create an increase of traffic from
Bolivia to the coast that will probably compensate the Peruvian
railroad for the diversion of a portion of the business to Chilian
$27,500,000,

and Argentine ports.
The government of Peru has adopted a policy aiming to stimulate

railroad building.

for proposed

Mountain Scenery; Peruvian Central.
Peru and the towns of ArcQuipa. La Paz and the other
.small towns subsisting off the wool industry and farming.
The
westbound freight is largely mine products and wool. Rubber pro-

lines,

in

The state gives concessions or franchises
some cases guaranteeing interest on Invest-

ments and in others giving land grants as Inducements. It also
grants various other privileges such as free passage of railroad
material through customs, cash bonus per mile of railroad built
and guarantee of freedom from competition for a specified term of
years.
In order to insure being able to meet such obligations the
proceeds of the tobacco tax, amounting to about $1,000,000 yearly,
have been set aside as railroad encouragement fund. The general
railroad policy is to encourage roads into the Montaiia from the
two present trans-Andine roads to encourage a third trans-Andine
road in northern Peru; to bring about a connection along the Cordillera between the two trans-Andine lines now In existence, and to
connect some of the short roads that run from the coast ports Into
the valleys.
One of the hindrances to railroad operation In Peru Is the
high cost of fuel. The oil developments promise to lessen this
somewhat. In the north of Peru oil fields are being worked and
the government is commencing extensive prospecting work in fields
that American consulting geologists have pronounced to be oilbearing.
On the Central Railroad of Peru It has been proposed to
utilize the Rlmac river in developing power and electrifying the
Government engineers claim that the Rlmac can develop
road.
100.000 h.p. This is probably exaggerated, but there Is no doubt
Such
of its being adequate to supply the demands of the railroad.
an installation could also do considerable business in supplying

dillera of

power

duction in the Montana bids fair to increase the traffic greatly as
several important properties are being opened up. The present
congestion of the traffic is shown by the fact that it generally takes
a month to get a shipment through from Mollendo to Arequipa,
a distance of lOti miles. The Cholo engiuemcn refuse to take night
runs on account of the iwor rails, heavy grades and sharp curves,
so no trains are operated at night.
Probably the congestion will
be relieved when the roadbed is placed in good condition. Upon
the completion of the railroad from Arica to La Paz. which the
Chilean government has agreed to build according to the terms
of a recent treaty with Hollvla. the Southern Railroad will have
a severe compctilion for tlio l^n Paz business that it will find it
hard to meet. The new line will be about 300 miles long and will
afford direct communication with the coast.
The distance from
Mollendo to La Paz via the Southern Road and Lake Titlcaca Is
r)63 miles by water and rail, involving a ti-ansshipment at Puno.
In addition the lerniinu.s of the Southern Itailroad, at Mollendo,
is probably the poorest harbor on the coast of Peru.
A breakwater

roads that will be built running from trans-Andine roads
into the Montafla have as their objective point a terminus on one
Peru has 9.300
of the navigable rivers flowing into the Amazon.
miles of navigable rivers in its eastern or Montana territory. The
I'cayali river alone flows north and south for almost the entire
length of eastern Peru. Hence the roads Into the Montafia have
a network of water ways serving as feeders. Rubber companies
receive large grants of land in return for oi)enlng up means ot
communication between the Montaiia and the present railroads.
One London company is making surveys now for a railroad from
the Cuzco branch of the Southern Road to the Madre de Dlos river.
Another concession In force is from Huacho. on the coast, to the
The
Cerro de Pasco road and thence east to the I'cayali river.
Peruvian government has made surveys for a third trans-Andine
road to develop northern Peru. This will run from the port of
Palta through the town of Plura and what Is claimed to be the
lowest pass In the Andes to the port of Limon on the Maraflon
It is proposed to run this road over the mountains with
river.
Several other minor concessions are in force. Conelectric power.
cessions are generally obtained upon depositing with the governAll

for the

mining

district

that the railroad taps.
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ment

a stipulated sum to nerve as a guarantee of good faith and
to the Btate If promiscB of conBtructlon arc not ful-

which paaaeH
filled.

moHt linportaDt of the new proiHMltionK In the
Rail road, a line to run from the port of C'himlMlo
the iliiuylajj valley. Recuay Im 11,000 ft. above the
8ea level. The road will bi; ItJC miles Ioiik. The coni'cittlon Includes valuable coal nilnr-H that can Klve an output of 130,000 tons
per year. This will do much to cheapen railroad opi-rallon In I'eru,
The roitd will open up a good agricultural territory us well an a

One

Peruvian

to

of the

I'aclfic

Recuay

In

inliilnK district
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their large lilow steamers, which had been Intended to carry on a
trade which until that time wab entirely served by sail. The«>e
Kteaniers were devoted chiefly U> frelgbl and emigraniii, a very
small number of cabin pa-sKcngcre being carried. The strictly freight
line of 1874 has since be<-n muH!pll<"! un'il the n'imli«-r almost or
quite equabi that of the ::
their deThe greater part of
.-stnger acparture from the smaller
commodations are meager aiiU Khcrc llic uui^ucv lu Europe !•
greater than from New York so that there Is small reajiou for a
passenger to desire the longer voyage. The steamship owncns, therefore, nnd no Inducement to cater to the few pasiiengers whom thejr
uilght gel and whom 'hey ("oiild scarcely carry at a proflt. Aa a
traffic, we have within the past
counterpart to that
,.reh« i-teamers from New York In
15 years had the fi
'iits of
large crew and exlenalve
which the combiiii
bunkers and machinery fur fanl speed and large passenger accommodation have practically eliminated freight carrying.
In 1876 the same National Steam Navigation Company that
gave so little attention to passengers was the fln>t to carry fresh
meat from America to Europe, and the next yeir they were aUso
••
Improvethe pioneers In the transport of live cattle
inl factors
ments have been widely copied and have b.
!
wide usein ocean traffic.
The refilgerated chamber li,.
fulness In carrying meat not only across the Ailautic, but practically around the world.
For many years there have been lines
of steamers devoted largely to carrying frozen meat to Great Britain
from Argentine Republic, from Australia and from New Zealand
The artificially cooled chamber is also in use over the routes from
Australia, South Africa and America to Europe for the transport
of dairy produce and fresh fruits, and In all of these commodities
the trade Is growing rapidly.
In the period since 1870 connections have been established between the leading American ports and every European country
of importance.
In 1879 tho Thlngvalla Line from Copenhagen sent
i
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V.
Itccent Dft'flopmenls in lAnr Trafflr.

The year
In

1.S70

may

the hlslory of llm^

be put
Inilllc

down as the fourth Important date
modern eoininerce; isit; waH Its

In

beginning; the year ISIO had the (Irnt steamship
line; 1850 marked the advance of steamship Hues to economic Independence as evidenced by their severe lompetltlon with each
other and with the pa<'ket lines and by the carrying of steerage
passengers. Eighteen hundjed and seventy may be taken as a kind
of focal date rather than im an exact date, marking the virtual
disappearance of the packet lines and a great advance In steamer
lines.
It Is true that there was at lea.sl one Atlantic sailing packet
line running to New York as late as 1873 and one to Montreal in
1875, but 1870 may be safely taken as the date of their virtual disappearance a process which had gone forward by great strides
during the preceding decade.
The period central In 1870 and ending in 1873 was one of great
pro.sperlty throughout the commercial world.
America was feverl.shly building railroads, transcontinental and otherwise.
Europe
was also on a boom and the response in ocean transportation was
shown by the rapid establishment of new lines of the now thoroughly-proven ocean steamers.
We had new services to the Continent. In 1866, '67 and '68,
the firm of Ruger Bros., of New York, established under different
combinations line sorvicos to Itremen, and in ISiJ'J they founded
one to Copenhagen, Stettin and Chrlsdanssand, but all of these
failed through the competition of the North German Lloyd.
This
strong company put on steam service from its home port to Baltimore In 18()8, to New Orleans in 18G9. In 1870 the Mississippi and
Itomlnlon Company started steamers from New Orleans to Liverpool.
In 1868 the Boston & American Steamship Company started
a steam service to Liverpool, but it did not survive many years.
In 1871 came the eslabli.shment of the .\merican Line, running
from Philadelphia to Liverpool In connection with the Pennsylvania
Railroad. In 1872 there came a Hue from New York to Bristol, and
the next year another from New York to Cardiff.
In 1872 the Holland-America Lino started its service from Amsterdam and Rotterdam to New York. In 1873 also the State Line was started between New York and Glasgow and the Red SUr Line between
Philadelphia and Antwerp. But the most significant and epoch
making member of Ibis group of new services was the White Star
Line. The company back of this lino had for several years been
planning Innovations and In 1871 they launched and sailed from
Liverpool to New York their first steamer, the "Oceanic" larger,
longer, faster, more luxurious than anything afloat and with Improvements In design that had to be copied in all p.-ussenger ships
thence forward. Before that time (he steamer had merely continued
the practice of the sailors and they the |)ractlce of the merchant
ships of the agt«. These vessels had put the crew In the forecastle and more elegant quarters for captain, ofllcers or passengers
were erected In the stern of the ship. So In the steamer, but the
White Star "Oceanic" ended all this for the better class passengers
by appearing with cabins amidships where the motion In all directions Is minimized in the .same way that theie is little motion In
that part of a seesaw-board that rests on the fulcrum.
The perlo<l of prosperity and boom that was central in 1870
came to a sudden termination In the "crash" of lS7;i, the start of
a long Industrial depression which from 1S74 to 1878 made great
hardship and loss among ocean carriers. Mere as on land many
smaller and weaker comi)nnles disappeared and were absorbed by
their stronger rivals.
From 1870 onward has been a period In which line traffic has
had few If any opo<-h-niaklng dates. It has proceeded gradually by
Improvements In kind of service rendered. In the number of lines
and In the portion of the globe that they cover and connect.
In 1874 there was a strictly freight steamship line ostablishod
between New Y'ork and Bristol. A predecessor in this direction had
been the National Steam Navigation Company, which was formed
In England during the Civil War to carry on trade with the South
upon the return of p«>ce. This was so long deferred that the comp:uiy In 1S63 opened service between Llveri>ool and Now York with
real transatlantic

—

—

I

New

York. French lines have come from Bordeaux and
Spanish and Portuguese lines have been established
The Italian line has come, and In 1891 even the German Lloyd put
on a New York-Italian service. Then came lines to the Adriatic and
Its

ships to

Marseilles.

in 1899 to Constantinople.

This process of multiplication of lines went on so rapidly that
by 1890 the port of New York alone had no less than 'i'j steamship
lines to Europe, of which six ran express steamers. 23 carried both
Of these line*. 12
freight and passengers and six freight only.*
had sailings weekly or oftener and employed a total of 84 steamships
The speed, frequency and excellence of the North Atlantic service centering at New York, but snared in no mean degree by Boston,
Philadelphia, Portland, New Orleans nnd ttalveston, partially explains why there are but a small total number of steamship connections between America and other parts of the world, and It has
innocently helped to call forth many a bitter American lament liecause the best, the quickest and cheapest and the usual way to get
from America to many parts of the world was via Europe. Typical
of these laments is that of Senator Frye, of Maine, in his speech In
the United States Senate. April 30 and May 1. 1884.
"A manufacturing concern in my city a few years ago undertook to sell cotton goods in Rio Janeiro. They forwarded them to
New York, where they were shipped on an English steemer, carried to Liverpool, reshippcd on another English steamer and carried
in her to Rio Janeiro, and the malLs went the same way."
After citing figures for Spanish-American trade and saying that
England, France and Germany have nearly three-fourths of this
"Why do these countries have threeInide. the Senator continued:
fourths of all that immense trade in supplying these people and
For no asin taking supplies from them for their home market?
signable leason other than the fact that those coiintrlee have regularly established lines of steamers to the South American port-*,
speedy, prompt and reliable, while we have, comparatively speaking,
none."
The answer to the Senator's eloquent lament Is not far to seek.
New York was then and Is now the chief seaport assembling point,
These are great
as was Liverpool, for the trade of ii continent.
metropoli. Betwet>n them plies the very fastest and finest and most
continuous ocean service.
If you or your freight are anywhere
near either of those ports, the quickest way to reach the other Is
to go to the nearest one and take the fast steamer for the other.
Between New York and PhilaIt Is Just like the travel on land.
delphia Ihere Is a magnlflcent passenger train service. Those cities
are only SO miles nixiit, but If a man lives 35 miles north of New
York and desires to go to a place 35 miles north of Philadelphia
ho will probably find that tho quickest and oven tlie cheapest way
for him to make tho Journey Is to pass through iKJth of the great
cities and thus take advantage of the fast trains liotween them,
and of the radial organization of local routes to each city, although
this roundabout way nearly doubles the length of his journey.
In Identical fashion the North Atlantic trunk route served as
Ua,)asine. 9:
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a magnet to draw to itself the trade between all parts of the old
world and all ports of the new world, just as the trunk railroads
between rhiladelphia and New York command the travel of a
hundred towns adjacent to each metropolis. Each metropolis has
good connection with its hundred towns and with the other metropolis.

Similarly Europe and especially Liverpool has developed connections with all parts of the old world and Incidentally with that
part of the New World called South America. Europe was the
pioneer In getting these services instead of the United States, because those ports of the world were her economic dependencies and
.she was de|)endent on them while America was not.
Furthermore,
these countries are all cultural dependencies of Europe, South
America is Latin, South Afi;ica and Australia are British, Asia Is
sprinkled with European possessions, and 25 years ago as now
was a great European market. With emigrants, with mail, with
colonial ambitions, with manufactured export and raw import,
Europe had need of connection with the ends of the earth and where
the need was the lines promptly came. Some of them were subsidized, but most of them were not.
In the meantime wo did not have these strong needs to communicate with Africa, Asia, South America and the Isles of the sea.
We were showering wheat, corn, cotton and meat Into Europe by
the minions of tons.
Manufactures came back over the route, with
millions of European emigrants and hundreds of thousands of returning American tourists. Here, to meet thase heaviest needs,
arose the world's fastest steamship lines. By their connection at
Liverpool, New York was but a little farther from Asia and Africa
and South America than was Liverpool. In point of time. New
York was often no farther away by this devious route than she
would have been by a direct one because the small American demand for direct service would have sufficed only to command slow
steamers. At the same time the livelier demand and the subsidies
paid for connection from Europe had resulted in faster steamers
from England, France and Germany, and these, connecting with
(lie Atlantic racers, gave New Y'ork as speedy connection with the
far corners of the seas as it was possible for her to have, unless
lier direct lines could be In receipt of other Income than traffic
earnings namely, subsidies.
Nor was this roundabout connection necessarily an expensive
connection. We still had the charter vessels, both steam and sail,
in great numbers plying wherever there was demand for full cargo
raffle, or wherever any merchant could load a ship as they were
continually doing. It was only a comparatively small trafflc, the
trafflc In manufactured goods that sought the route to market via
Europe, and the freights were rarely high for the North Atlantic
end of the trip. The steamers that carried the wheat, corn and cotton eastward were always half empty coming west across the Atlantic and the stray products of any non-European clime were gladly
taken at a reasonable rate. It was furthermore often the case that
the large New York passenger steamers were at certain seasons
so pressed even for eastbound freight that they took It at low
rates across to Liverpool or Hamburg or Antwerp, whence it could
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easily go anywhere.

An even more remarkable situation has arisen frequently In
New York. It has been cheaper for

recent export trade from

American shipper
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In practically every case it has come about gradually and
at the hands of some firm that began as a mercantile house of the
good old style of 1800. There have been a few large American merchant firms doing business in all these regions. They would load
a sailing vessel back in 1850 or 1860 just as Girard did 50 years
before and send her out to their agents or branch house at Valparaiso, Buenos Aires, Cape Town, Melbourne or Shanghai.
Sometime later they would send another. They would occasionally take
such freight as they could get for other shippers, and if trade was
good there would be more vessels than when it was not good. When
steam vessels became cheap enough to use, they were occasionally
employed, and the despatchlngs of some firms that were dignified
by the name of lines, in the prosperity of one year were not worthy
of mention iij the depression of the next.
In 1891* the depression
in Argentine Republic due to the Baring failure had disorganized
the New York shipping trade. Before that Mr. Norton & Sons, of
New York, and other firms had been sending from New York four
to 12 steamers a year.
They kept their services alive and for a
decade have been running lines of slow chartered freight steamers.
to say.

The question of just what constitutes line traffic is not always
easy to decide. In 1891 two New York firms were receiving about
25 steamers a year chiefly loaded with China and Japan tea. These
same vessels went out to any port of the world to which their
owners could be so fortunate as to charter them. At the same
time Edward Perry & Co. were despatching about one steamer a
month to East Asia. They had the habit of sending It when they
got enough freight, and while the firm were freight carriers, they
could scarcely be called the operators of a line, for a line has a
schedule. The Railroad Gazette credits the first "line" to East Asia
to the year 1899.
The connections between the United States and Australia are
typical of the development above described.
In 1853 two New York
firms that had been despatching vessels for themselves and such
others as desired to participate, agreed to take turns in .sending
out their sailing vessels. In 1878 a Boston firm began to send out
sailing vessels regularly and in 1884 It began to alternate with
the two New York firms. In 1890 a fourth company was added
to the list of turn takers.
In 1898 an English firm put on a line
of steamers from New York outward, and the four .\merican firms
who had been sending sailing vessels only now united to form a
rival steamship line.
There soon came a third steamship line.
European owned, and line traffic, on a modern basis but carrying
freight only was thoroughly established.

The same decade, 18901900. that saw the phenomenal expansion
American exports and the establishment of line trafflc to the
Orient and to Australia also witnessed the establishment of two
semi-merchant steamship lines from New York to the west coast
of South America.
During this same period also a transformation
occurred in the South .•Vfrlcan trade Identical with that which has
of

just been described In the Australian trade.

The last few years in this decade were Important ones In the
establishment of steamer lines in the place of the old sailing vesdespatched occasionally. In 1899 the consolidated fleet of sailing vessels engaged In the American coasting trade around Capo
Horn were sold and replaced by steamers which plied regularly
in the long service between New Y'ork. San Francisco. Puget Sound
and Hawaii until the opening of the Tehuanteplc Railway in 1907.
give them a more expeditious way of getting their freight from
ocean to ocean.
The line trafflc on the Pacific has had a more orderly and
normal development than upon the Atlantic. It was well established to the Orient upon the opening of the first transcontinental
railroad, and with the building of a new railroad line to each
fresh port there has followed the establishment of a new steamship line to the Orient. These will be referred to more fully In the
chapter on the railway steamship line.
The evolving ocean service has passed from the Individual vessel, operated by Its owner In the merchant carrier stage, to the
common carrier with a world-embracing system. This evolution
has been going on during the past century and it can also be seen
today in all Its stages. The trading schooner picks Its way through
Polynesia and along the shores of many half civilized lands. The
private owner still fills his .American coasting vessel, sometimes a
steamer, with his own lumber and sends It off to market The oil
producer loads his own cargoes of oil in his own ships for export
A single firm In recent years has sent a full
to foreign countries.
ship load of locomotives of Its own manufacture half way round
delivery.
The west South .\merlcan and Australian
the world for
trade of New York was, until recent years, carried on chiefly by
merchants who loaded their own vessels;t sometimes filling them
partly with the cargo of other shippers and sometimes entirely with
The cheapening of steam power
a cargo ol their own consignments.
sels

the
the

have his goods forwarded via Liverpool to
Australia or Africa than it was for the Englishman to have his
goods go out on the same steamer. This anomalous condition has
resulted from rate wars on direct lines from New York at a time
when there were no rate wars from Europe, and the trans-shipping
lines have had to put the rate via Liverpool down to meet the direct
rate from Now York.
The trans-shipping of freight due to the excellence of the North
Atlantic steamer lines Is not a monopoly of Liverpool or of the
ports on the European end. New York also has a share of the
trftfflc to those parts of the world where New York's connections
are superior to those of Europe, for then it Is advantageous for
European shippers to trans-ship at New York. The commercial
iKind between the North Atlantic ports of the United States and
the Uiulf, Caribbean and West Indiau ports is stronger than that
of those regions with Europe.
We feed them and buy their produce, therefore we have more lines to them than Europe has. and
the quickest and best way to and from many of the?e ports is via
New York. As early as 1891 there were 18 lines of steamers with
scores of vessels plying from New York to these waters, and European forwarders have for a decade been advertising the speed and
excellence of the New York gateway for European goods to the
West Indies, for they go as far as Now Y'ork on the fastest carriers of freight.
The backers of a British line to Colon complained
of the hardship resulting from the fact that it was four days quicker
from Colon via New York than by direct steamer.
In the period since ISl'O there have grown up steamer lines,
freight steamers in practic^Tlly every case, between New York and
to

Important quarters of the globe, to wit; The Orient, Australia,
South Africa and South America, East and West.
Just when line trafflc began with these regions It would be hard

all
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iThe fact that these vessels
affect the service.

were often chartered, does not
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any way
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1890 has cauaed the Introdiirtlon of atcamors on tbo«e routeM
between 1890 and 1900, and the original mercantile flrmR, which
bCKan yearK ago by Hendliig out their own Balling vetutelH, turned
to the running of llnex of ttteamerH.
They are now being competed
with In Bomo (;;iHeH by other IIuoh which are public carrlerH only,
and the continuance of the merchant au a carrier in Ihetie Hervlceo
Ik Hometliing of a nlic In the world's romnii-rce.
In time It Ih
likely to disappear here, aH In Groal Britain, before the more npecialIzcd organl/.alloii In which theHhlppIng llrm devolew llwlf to llie IjuhIneHB of carrying, and leaven the mercantile operatlonH lo other
(IrmB,
ThiB xpedallzatlon Ih the method of the larger commerce
ao we now Bee It In the trade between America and Europe. The
Bamo change Is foreHhmlowed In these old-faBhloned Bervlces, aB
shown In the recent reorganization of the New York-AuBtralian
Kliivo

carriers.

Each

6.

BrltUh Khipplug:

Balling ve8i>«U 7,227, steamships 8.147, and of
the latter he estlmatod that 1,247 were liners tuul 6,900 tramps for
hire.
"Excepting the hrnall Scandinavian fleets and a few con*
*
*
tinental lirms the world tramp shipping is Uritlsh
an Investment of over 1:120.000,000 of genuine unwatered capital."
•
•
•
-They do the carriage not only of Uriiisb and Colonial
trade, but, mo far as tramp shipping Us corn-<Tnc1 '"< rn ^o per cenL
of foreign trade as well."
"Silent and 'i'
u of man
they lire really the backbone of oui
This
I
statement Implies that the German. Kriiieise
and
,
American merchant navies are largely dekul>rd lu line irafflc. The
sailing vessels were almost entirely in the charter class.
ITo be tonlinued.)

Derailment of a Standard Gage Train by Wind.
of four different

merchant firms had been

for years run-

ning sailing vcHsels to Auxtralasla on Its own account. When {)rltiHh Bteamshlp companies offered rival service as common carriers,
the four firms iinllcd and formed a steamship company, also a
common carrier. 11 would he easy for them to sell out the steamHhip buslnees* and continue an merchants only, thus completing

Derailment

of

a

—

—

vessels tlii'insolvcs nro iluirlorril. Imt

Kea<ier8 of

the accident

record

for

July

8,

IDOS.

month

of

Ilecenilier,

llie tivisliuvis iiixl

kihhI will n.c

were overturne<l but the engine remained on the track. We give
herewith two photographs showing the scene of this accident, from
which It will be seen that It oci-urretl In nn open country a few
These mountains, which
miles from a range of high mountains.
are seen In the extreme right of the upper view, seem to have
had the effect of deflecting the wind so b« to produce an exceptionally high velocity at the point of 'he derailment

The

track.

It

will

be seen. Is In good ronditlon: the rails are SO-lb.. ami the ballast
and drainage good. That hish winds are not uncommon In Colorado
Is evident enough from the somewhat numerous accidents of this
kind which have occurred in past years to narrow gage trains, but
this Is the only accident of the kind, In rei-ent years, to a standard

Marshall
gage train, so far as we recall.
Oenver and It Is 5,410 ft. above the sea.

Is

24 miles north of

They
In Italy they are detailing soldiers to learn railroading.
are employed as brakemen. switchmen and In making up trains,
entitles
which
testimonial
receive
a
and when sufficiently proflclcnl
them to employment on the State Railroads when vacancies occur.
A short road out of Rome Is worked entirely by engineering troops.

valunblo.

iSyrm and SMppIng,

the

which was publlshe<l in the Railroad Gazette of Jan. 24. page 109.
one of the derailments, resulting in one death and
six Injuries, was caused by a severe wind storm.
This was ou the
Colorado & Southern near Marshall. Colo., December 24. Four cars
will recall that

Passenger Train by Wind Near Marshall. Colorado.

the advance of the common carrier for general traflk- In this service,
as It has been completed in so many before.
There yet exists along with all the services mentioned above a
vast traffic of private cliaracter the so-called tramp or charter
traffic In which any ImllvUiual, who so desires, loads a ship and
sends her wherever his interests dictate. Thousands of vessels are
hired by any one who can ship a full cargo. Such charter traffic
Is limited by this fact to cheap and bulky materials.
It
Is also
of declining Iniporlanco In the greatest ports, because In these the
line steamers suffice.
Hut for small and out-of-thc way ports,
shipping bulky raw produce, the charter or Independent v»jssel will
be an Iniportiint factor for many decades to come. The vessel will
In the majority of cases be hired for the particular cargo In question.
It Is easy to let an account of the nineteenth century Hue traffic
with its splendid developments cause one to undereslluuite the
present Importance of the unobtrusive, eighteenth century survival,
the single chartered vessel the sea beast of burden.
.-VcionllMg
to Mr. >V'alter Rundmnn, Jr., M.P.. a Hrltlsh ship owiii>r of New
Castle on Tyne, lu a letter to the North of England Ship Owners'
Association, t there were at the end of 1901 the following totals of
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tUdltorlnl lu fairvtay, July 6, 1908, p. 886.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
would be necessary

to

have a hearing

in

respect to

each

office

affected.

James C. Towers has been sentenced to imprisonment for life
at Boulder, Mont., for murder and train robbery on the Northern
Pacific, IVlay 7, 1907.

On the Pennsylvania I.,ines West of Pittsburgh 1.^9 grade crossings of streets and highways have been abolished within the past
years,
mostly within cities.
six
The Missouri Supreme Court has declared unconstitutional the
law of that state requiring railroads to give a free return pass to
the shipper of each car of live stock.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy now uses telephones on
train wire between Aurora, 111., and Galesburg, 129 miles
track). Gill's selector is used for calling the stations.

its

(double-

Chicago papers say that at the end of January many ticket
speculators in that city vacated their offices, having concluded that
under the recent sweeping decision of the United States Supreme
Court it will be useless to try to continue their business.

The Wells-Fargo Express Company has appointed an industrial
agent for the state of Texas, who is to confer with producers of
vegetables and fruit in that state with a view of promoting their
business in distant markets.
The estimate of the expenses of the
Service Commission, Second District, for
1262,000, which, however, the legislative
certain will be the final maximum.

New York
the

next

State Public
fiscal

year

committee does not

is

feel

At the meeting of State Railroad Commissioners held at OklaCity last week a "TriState Commission" was organized, with
This comJ. E. Love, of the Oklahoma Commission, Chairman.
pound "commission" will meet in Galveston, Tex., April 16.

homa

According to a press despatch from Louisville, the Louisville &
Nashville announces that in consequence of the prohibitory law now
In effect In Georgia and Alabama, the road will not receive shipments of intoxicating liquors to be carried into those states.

The Railway Commission

of Canada,

reviewing numerous

re-

The Attorney-General has this week begun suits covering 101
violations of the Safety Appliance Law, the railroads to be prosecuted and the number of violations charged against each being
as follows:
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 14; Baltimore & Ohio,
13; Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, 1; Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, 4; Denver & Rio Grande, 13; Illinois Central and Y. & M.
v., 2; Missouri Pacific, 5; Pennsylvania. 2; St. Louis Southwestern,
1; St. Louis & San Francisco, 3; Southern, 4; Southern Pacific, 17;
L'nion Pacific, 2; Wabash, 4; Wabash Pittsburgh Terminal, 14.

William Coffin, Division Freight Agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Camden, N. J., has Issued a booklet describing the business
and industrial advantages of southern New Jersey, in which he
offers to give all inquirers any desired information concerning commercial matters In that territory. During the past year 12,000 carloads of perishable freight have been shipped from southern New
Jersey to other states over the West Jersey & Seashore, which Is the
principal part of the Pennsylvania system in that region.
During
the same time the West Jersey & Seashore carried from the farms
85,000,000 quarts of milk.

The Interstate Commerce Commission holds it to be a discrimination to permit anyone to ride on limited passenger trains between
where passengers are not carried regularly, and that It is
illegal to refuse to sell tickets to stations where such trains stop,
unless the exceptions are plainly stated In the tariffs. The decision
made was in case of a man who demanded a refund on a ticket he
was compelled to buy over the Lake Shore from Chicago to Toledo.
He was going only as far as Elkhart, but was made to pay through
to Toledo, Elkhart not being a passenger stop.
Such limitations
must hereafter be shown in the i)osted tariffs.
stations

Since the first of January the General Manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, by issuing a suitable notice, has greatly reduced
the volume of telegrams sent over the company's wires, the reduction at the main telegraph office of the railroad company in Broad
Street Station, Philadelphia, amounting to an average of 1,500
messages a day for the month of January. It is about four years
since a similar shrinkage was produced, by a similar order, the re-

ports of railroad accidents, urges railroads to take more precautions
against the injury of employees in clearing up wrecks and in moving disabled engines. Men engaged In such work should perform
their duties under the direction of a responsible foreman.

duction in numbers having been somewhat larger then than now.
Like the issuing of passes, the writing of telegrams would seem to
be a matter which can be kept within satisfactory bounds only by
repeatedly "jacking up" the per.'jons responsible.

At the end of this week the Black Diamond Express trains of
the Lehigh Valley between New York and Buffalo will be disconThe company hopes that the causes adverse legislation,
tinued.
state and federal orders, increasing costs, dull business, etc.
will
so as to permit the reinstatement of the trains.
abate
soon

The special session of the North Carolina legislature, called to
consider the passenger rate question, adjourned on Saturday last
bill was passed providing for a rate of
2'.i cents a mile and. so
far as appears from the press despat<-h, there are no exceptions to
this, although, presumably, the law takes into account the proposition, which was made by the Southern Railway, to sell mileage
tickets at rates less than 2Vj cents. A proposal to delegate extensive
authority in this matter to the State Corporation Commission was
not adopted, and a resolution was passed expressing the hope that,
with the higher passenger rates now permitted, the roads would not
lind it necessary to reduce the wages of their employees.

—

—

The coastwise steamship lines carrying freight between North
Atlantic and South Atlantic ports have announced uniform freight
tariffs showing considerable increases.
Southbound, classes one,
two and three have been advanced two cents per 100 lbs. and classes
tour, five and six one cent per 100 lbs.
Most of the commodity rates,
which cover a large part of the heavier staple articles, remain un-

A

changed.

Arica-La Paz Railroad.

Texas newspapers say that the Southern Pacific lines in that
For the past two years 16
of these men have l)een employed, their duty being to take the place
of the cond\ictor in collecting tickets and fares.
An officer of the
road says that with the effective operation of the law forbidding
state will dismiss their "train agents."

the scalping of tickets, the work of the train agent will be less necessary than in the past.

The Trunk Lines announce that after March 1, a carload shipment will not be delivered at a number of different places, except
on payment of an additional charge. It apjiears that carload shipments of provisions and other goods from the West are regularly
brought to New York at carload rates and each car taken to a number of different steamship docks to be unloaded.
It
to charge $9 for each delivery after the first one.

is

proposed now

The Chilean Government has given a German bank and a Ger-

man

firm a $15,000,000 contract for building the Arlca-La Paz RailThe line will run from Arica, the most northern port of any
consequence In Chile, to La Paz. the capital of Bolivia, about 335
miles.
It is to be completed within four years.
The government
Is to provide the right of way and to admit free all material and
machinery used in building the road, it is understood that the
only Interest tlie bank has In the matter Is that it takes the government 5 per cent, bonds that are to be issued to pay for the
road.
It Is to be built in accordance with the treaty made with
Bolivia on March 21, 1905. when Chile took over that portion of
Bolivia that bordered on the Pacific nrean. The address of the
contractor Is on record at the Buri
r
ictures, Washington,
D. C.
Consular Report.
road.

i

i

i

The

Interstate Commerce Commission, which has been asked
by prominent railroad officers to suspend the operation of the law.
which goes into effect March 4, limiting the hours of telegraph
operators, is now being asked by many telegraphers to refuse any
suspension. Over 1.700 telegrams from telegraphers were received
in three days.
A provision in the law empowers the Commission,
after a full hearing in a case, to posti>one the date on which a
common carrier shall comply, but it is understood that the members of the Commission put on this proviso a very strict construction, holding, in effect, that before ordering a postponement, it

Terms

of a

Recent Railroad Pool

in

England.

The consolidation of two Knglish railroads, the Great Central
and the Great Northern, under a joint committee composed of the
lioards of directors of the two companies, was described In the
Railroaa Gozcttc of January 17, 1908. page 75. Further particulars
of this consolidation have been issued to the shareholders of the
two companies. With the exception of the Lancashire, Derbyshire
& East Coast and the Sheffield District Railway, the ilndertaklngs

—
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of the two companies are to be worked and maintained by the
Out of Iht- net nitelplB for each year, after allowjoint conimltlee.
InR to f'iirh company Intiif^st at llio rate of 3f-i per cent a year
on the aulhorlzfil c^pltiil issued and to be issued, the Joint commlttee l« to pay »19.01G,i;00 ( l;3,8o:i,332) to the two companies in
the proportion of 47 in.-r cent, to the Oreat Northern and 43 per
These are the ratio proportions of their
cent, to tho Oreat Central.

net receipts for tho year 190C to the earnings of both for that
Out of tho balance of the not rocelpU, if sufficient, the (Jreat
Central is to be allowed $500,000 (£100,000) for new capital exAny net receipts reinalnlnK are to be divided between
pendlturc*).
Down to and
the two companies in tho following proportions:
Including the year 1910, 57 per cent, to the Great Northern and
After the yfrar 1910 and down
43 iwr cent, to the (!roal Central.
Great Northto and Including the year 1912, 5tJ'/j per cent, to tho
Central. After the year 1912,
Great
to
the
per
cent,
ern and 43'/j
per cent.' to the Great Northern and 44 per cent, to the Great
•It;

6.

eulatlon on the electric light wiree owing to damp. The heating of
the wires resulted in the liquefaction of a small block of bitumen;
an explosion of bitumen vapor followed c-ausing smoke and fumes,
SulMequently there was ele<;trlc flashing along the pipe and at the
Junction Ijox under the car.
ThiTf wan no dlfflculty at all with the center doorg and the eight
pas F-iiKfTK Kti-iiiMvl out on the platform without apparent alarm,
No omplaint of Injury or danger was made to any railroad officer.

year.

Central.

Motive Power Apprentices;

Tho following extracts
tho annual dinner of Uie
Industrial Education:
"On March C, 1906, the
on the New York Central

New York

Central.

are from an address by J. F. Deems at
National Society for the Promotion of

present apprentice system was organized
Lines, its object is to provide for the
motive power department an adequate recruiting system which will
eventually produce from the rank.s a large number of skilled workmen, a number of foremen, a sufflciont number of good draftsmen.
a few master mc('hanlca, and an occa.sional superintendent of motive
The interest of the railroad is identical with that of the
l>ower.
apprentices In that the better all around training the boy receives,
of trainthe more valuable ho becomes to the railroad., The course
.u
w,
tho
in the
Ing has been outlined with the intent to educate the b<)y
provides
and
two-fold
is
plan
genera!
trade and not out of it. Tho
and for his infor shop in.stnu;tlon of the apprentice in tho trade
working
struction in educational subjects allied to his trade during
at the 10
operation
hours while under pay. The plan is now in
The
apprentices.
over
500
includes
already
larger shops and
work is so arranged that each apprentice may go lus rapidly
handled
principles are
or as slowly as his ability will allow. All
are
through shop problems and must have practical t)earing. We
for apprentice intext-books
of
lack
the
by
handicapped
somewhat
l>e written.
struction, as the literature of such instruction has yet to
apprentice
Classes are held from 7 to 9 o'clock in the morning each
and direct
immediate
The
week.
per
mornings
reporting for two
Increased output (notwithstandresults of the .system liave been:
spoiled work,
ing the four hours per week spent in cla.s.s), less
templates and to make sketches,
out
lay
alilllty to road drawings, to
work, sugbetter grade of apprentices. Increased interest in the
•

.

a

The Government and the Block System.

When

a certiiln churchman of high rank, after the execution of
Boleyn, ventured to remonstrate with Henry VIII., the muchmarried King of England, for sending his wives to the beadBman at
the Tower, the King merely smiled pleajiantly and assured the ecclesiastic that his point was not well taken, and for reasons that he
would at once make clear. "Vou see. Your Eminence," said Henry,
leaning back on tho comfortable cushions of his throne and twirling

Anne

his thumbs refle<'tlvely, "you see, when a man runs his matrimonial
train in several sections ui>on a single track, as I do, the safety of the
public requires that we shall adopt the block system." Harper'*

-""f"*'"".

PInttch Mantle Lamp*.

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York, has Just InHtalled 8,000 of Us latent type of single mantle lamps on cars of
the Canadian Pacific. This ty|)e of mantle lamp. No. 3500, which Is
shown In the accompanying Illustration, Is the one introduced some
months since. In tests made by J. G. Denton, Professor of BnclneerIng Practice at Stevens Institute of Technology, the hourly consumption of Plntsch gas was found to be 2.12 cu. ft. per hour, giving 99.5
candle i/ower at a cost of 1 cent an hour. When the company Introfour-mantle or multiple mantle lamp, it was pointed out
that such repair
parts as the mica
chimneys, cup
tors,

tion
of gas, the
candle power was Increased three times.
Now, with the introduction of the single
mantles,
the
same

company

candle

On one of the motor cars of the District undoiground railway
Station there was an
in London on January 8 at Sloane Square
examlexplosion and electric flashing. The Board of Trade made an
this accident, whose
on
report
Issued
a
17
January
nation and on
conclusions may bo summed up !is follows, tho reference being to a
"The
corrospondenco which had been going on in the daily press:
are not
apprehensions of danger expressed by the writers
The main danger in any such ca.ses of Are will
justilicd by the facts.
publibe from panic. For this reason we deprecate tho writing for
Prlngle
cation of alarmist letters." This report is signed by Major
and A. P. Trotter, Electrical Adviser, of the Board of Trade.
there was some blistering of
It was found that above floor level
doorway and
the varnish on tho woodwork around a window and
with smoke and fumes. ."
blackened
were
glass
of
that two panes
rubbed
glass was broken. When the blistering' and the smoke was
wa.s undamaged.
off, the red paint work underneath
wires
light
electric
tho
carrying
metal
pli>e
the
level
Below floor
and a metal junction box was fused. Tho under side of tho timber
In
charred
were
flooring just ai>ovo tills pipe and junction box
inch.
Inside the
places, but nowhere deeper than ont-quarler of an
All
sides.
car no mark of Are was visible on the flooring, seats or
woodwork in proximity to electric conductors on tl^osc cars Is non
intense
heat
effect
of
the
under
bar
will
inflammablo. This wood
from electric flashing but will not catch fire. "The real i-ombusllthis Hro were
blcs it wo may use the word," tho Inspectors say, "In
copper iron and brass." Such electric arcs contlniio until burnt
cut
off, as happened In this
Is
current
the
until
or
exhausted
out or
The ordinary method of exUnguishIng a Are Is useless for
case

....

eiectric arcs.

The cause

of this explosion

was probably the failure

of the in-

power

Is

maintained, the consumption of gas decreased one-third
and the necessary

obtained in these courses."

Dangers on Underground Electric Railroads.

cluster

stems and domes, as
used Id the fourflame lamps, would
be eliminated. With
the same consump-

for
gestions as to Improved methods and tools, draftsmen
needed. The
drafting rooms and apprcnilces for special work as
the results
over
enthusiastic
already
are
railroad
officials of our

Fire

reflec-

ring reflectors,

clusters,

maintenance of mantles reduced 75 per
of the single mantle was estimated at three
months of actual service, it has really averaged four months.
j,, lonjunction with the equipment of the Canadian Pacific cars,
|i,e I'lntsch Compressing Co., New York, has also Installed PInlsch
gag plants at Vauiouver, 13. C. .Moose Jaw, Sask.. and Winnipeg,
Pintsch Single Mantle Lamp.

While the

cent.

life

and has arranged for charging facilities on the Canadian
Paclflc In conjunction with its plants at .Montreal. Que, and Toronto,
Plants are now located at 7S places In the I'nited States and
Canada, and there is also one at Mexico City, Mex. At Chicago.
g^s can be supplied to
roads; at Cincinnati. Ohio, to 14; at
Kansas City. .Mo., to 15; at St. Louis, -Mo., to 18. and at the other
.Mm,.,

Qnt.

K

|^|,„^ („ from one to 12 roads. The company has published an
intorestlng map showing the roads using Pintsi-h light, the supplv
stations being also indicated.

Radical Reform*.

For a prompt and

solution of the tninsit problem, comHe lntro<luced on January 22 a
truly epoch-making measure, which requires "that nil trains, owned,
leaseil, operated or controlltM by the New York Ceutrsil k Hudson
lllver Uallroad Company, the West Shore Ifcillwar, the Harlem Railway Company and the P\itnam nivlslon of the Harlem Railway Company, and the New York. Now Haven & Hartford R;»llway Company
shiUl. after the passage of this act, stop each and every train at the
station now established at Park avenue and 125th stre^ within the
state of Now York, Iwrough of Manhattan, for the purpose of recelv'"S ""'I discharging p.issengers."
For the theory of tlils measure we have only praise and wondar-

mend

us to

.•ilmiilo

Assemblyman

Cu^illler.

—
February

7,

;

Wages

in

South America.

annual report of the Buenos Ayres Great Southern
gives the following comparison of average weekly wages paid on
Argentine and English railroads:
last

Argpntlnc.
lOiiKliic'iniMi

;
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ment, but we can, nevertheless, offer a few humble suggestions. For
example, if it is practicable to make the West Shore trains traverse
a river and four miles or .so of intervening housetops in order to stop
at the i25th street station, too much speed cannot be made in ordering the I>acl{awanna trains to .stop, .say, at the Fulton street station
of the subway, and the Erie trains at Wall street. On the other hand,
considerations of fairness would suggest some trifling exemptions.
It is unreasonable, we think, to require, as Mr. Cuvillier's bill does,
all trains running between Boston and Providence, or between
Rochester and Syracuse, to call at the Harlem station. However,
these arc minor points, and perhaps it is a.s well to make the railroads do as niucii for us as possible. The main thing is that we are
wasting money on Public Service Commission and new traction lines
when we have statesmen who, like Mr. Cuvilller, can make all these
appear superfluous. Neiv York Evening Post.

The

;

.|I(!.10 to

Kli iMucii

y.70 •

(iiiards
Switclimi'ii

5.80 to

l$li;t.2.">

Eoglnnd.
$fi.l)0 lo $l().;;i)

14.].'.

.$8.70

7.30

land

finished.

Electrical

Exhibition at

Marseilles.

An

"International Exhibition of the Applications of Electricity"
be held at Marseilles in the south of France from April 19 to
Marseilles, whose population is more than 500,000, has
now an elaborate system of distribution of electrical energy. The
entire South-East district of France also, which has hitherto received its electrical supply from a few small power stations, will
now have the advantages of a great system of distribution by a
series of hydro-electric generating stations, which, when completed,
with reserve stations, will have a total capacity of 150,000 h.p. A
territory with a population of over 3.000,000 is, or shortly will be.
thus supplied with ele<tricity and open to all branches of electrical
industry. The object of the exhibition Is to bring the numerous possible appliaitions of electricity to the attention of the public and to
establish new commercial relations for electrical manufacturers In
this territory. The exhibition will comprise the following sections:
Tiau»uil8«ion and Distribution ot Klectricul ICiiiTsy
1.
is to

Oct. 31, 1908.

C.SO

1'.
::.

4.

The Hiilman Locked

197

nearly finished. This is a section of the Midland Railway
from Morecambe via Lancaster, to Heysham. The London, Brighton & South Coast single-phase line, between Ix)ndon bridge and
Victoria, a large undertaking altogether, is not yet anywhere nearly
is

Clevis.

0.
6.

A patent has l)cen granted to E. D. Hiilman, M.E., for an adjustable clevis that can be locked at any desired position. The accompanying drawing shows clearly the locking device, which consists of
a conical split nut fitting into a conical recess in the stem of the
clevis.
When the clevis has l)een properly adjusted, the nut is

7.
•s.
:•.

ApijlltutloDs
.\ppllcatlous
Apijllcntlous
Api)llcatlon8

of Klectrlclty to iDdugtrlra In );<'neral
of lOIectrlclty lo DoniuHtlc Industrleii:
to Domestic Kcononiy
;

to IMililIc and Private Lighting;
Appllrations to Heating and Vent Nation
Applications to Machinery for Llftlhg and Manipulation,
;

.applications to Mines and tjuarries
Applications to Traction

;

;

10.

11.
];;.

Applications to Agriculture:
Applications to Military and Naval Ruglneering
Electrochemistry, Klectro uielailurgy and the Allio<I

Sciences;

Telegraphy and Telephony;
Appiicallons to the Medical and Surgical Sciences;
Electrical Instruments for .Measurement and Calibration;
10.
IG.
Kaw Malcrlals and Manufacturers used in ICiectrical Industries;
17.
Practical and Theoretical Teaching of the Science of Elect riclty.
A special corps of engineers under the direction of the General
Commissioner will take chai-ge of the erection, repair, maintenance
and proper working of the exhibits, as well as their packing and return shipment, at the close, and if desired the commercial interests
of those exhibitors who are unable to be present. Paul Dleny, Park
Row building. New York, is the Commissioner for the L'nited States.
I'i.

M.

Resolutions on Forest Preservation.

The Board

of Directors of the

American

Institute of Electrical

Engineers adopted the following resolutions on January 10:

Hillnaan Locked Clevis.
.screwed into the recess of the shank until (ho threads of the rod and
nut and the sides of the nut and recess bind. The locking feature can
be used in either drop forged, malleable iron or steel clevises. Standard clevises can be treated in the same manner. This device should
be of value wherever adjustments are necessary, such as in brakegear, switch and signal work, cranes, bridges and various rigging.
It will be put on the market by the U. S. Metal and Manufacturing
Co.,

New

York.

Paint Tests.

The Paint Manufacturers' Assm-iation. Chicago, has been arranging tor a series of paint tests to extend over Ave years. Some of the
made at the Carnegie Technical Schools, Pittsburgh,
Pa., where committees of the association and of the faculty will test
232 mixtures to establish standard formulae.

Whereas, Tiie American Institute of Electrical Engineers recogniies that
water powers are of great and rapidly Increasing importance to tbe community at large, and particularly to tlic eDgineerlng Interests of the couotry

;

and.

Whereas, The value of water powers is determined In great measure by
regularity of Uow of streams, which regularity is seriously Impaired by the
removal ot forest cover at the headwaters with the resulting dlmlnutioa In
the natural storage capacity of the watersheds, this lmpalrm<-nt frequently

permanent because of the impossibility of reforestation, owing to the
destrucjion ot essential elements of the soli by lire and Us loss by erosion;
iieing

tliercfoi-c

Be It Resolved, That It is the opinion ot the .\merlcao Institute of
Electrical Engineers that ihc attention of the national and state goreromeois
should be called to the im|>ortaucc of taking such immediate action as may
he necessary to protect the headwaters of imivortant streams from deforestation, and to secure through the Introduction of scleutitlc forestry and
tbe
elimination of forest flres the perpetuation of a timber supply; and further
Iti' it Kesolvcd, That the Committee on Forest I'reservatlon
be Instructed
(o communicate these resolutions to all members of Congress and to the
governors of all the stales.

tests are to be

A 25,000-H.P.

Rolling Mill

Engine.

The

English Electric Railroads.

The

its proposed
connect Euston with Watford, for which Parliamentary approval has been granted, will not be built at present
owing to the financial situation. This line is to cost between $13.000,000 and 115,(100,000 and is to give relief to the main line and a
better suburban service to Watford, partly by a subway.
During
the last year or two there has been little street railway construciion
work done in the United Kingdom except Uie underground trolley
system of the London County Council, one or two lines on the surface contact stud system and extensions of some of the more important tramway systems. It was hoped that elei-trical manufac-

electric

I.,ondon

line

& North Western has announced that

to

turers would receive enough work from steam railroad electrification to make up for the lack of strtH>t railway work. Init they have
not.
What is described as the first single-phase electric line in Kng-

Allis-Chalraers Co., Milwaukee, Wis., has shipped to the Carnegie Steel Co., Sharon, Pa., a monster rolling mill engine ot over
25,000 h.p. capacity and weighing more than 1.250,000 lbs. Two of the
castings weighed US tons each after machining, and other parts ere
in proportion. The heavier parts were shipped on special, reinforced
luoion cars. The engine Is horizontal, twIn-tandem, with cylinders
42 in. and 70 in. x 54 in.
It runs condensing at 175 lbs. steam
pressure and a speed of 150 to 200 r.p.m. In spite of its size and
power, it is. easily controlled and needs only one engineer.
The character of service requires quick reversal at the end of each
run of the rolls, and the load varies quickly from nothing to maximum. The reversing mechanism Is of the Reynolds-Marshall type,
run by a small indeiwndent engine with oil cylinder lock, and another
small engine works the throttle valves. All these units are under
the control of the engineer. The engine can be reversed In a few
seconds.

This company

Is

also building 12 gas-engine-driven blowers for

"
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the Carnegie Slcel Co.'h lJoni<;Htea(l plant and the new works of the
Indlaua Steel Co. at Gary, JnU. It built large vertical Bteam-blowlng
englncH recently for the Northweatorn Iron Co., Mayville, Wis., and
other prominent iilanlH, and bau ou Ita erecting Hour eugineH of this
type for the Wlckwlre Steel Co., the Tonawaiida iron & Steel Co,
the PennHylvanIa Iron & Bteel Co. and the Kei)ubllc Iron tc titeel Co.
between three and four hundred AIllB-CbalnierH vertical steam-driven
blowing engines, and nearly as many more of the horizontal type, are
In service at various iron and steel producing centers of the country.

Advance
Consul

VV.

1>.

in freight i-ales

In

Freight Rates

in

Mexico.

Shaughnessy Htalen that Increasi's are to be made
on the Mexican railroads, averaging, on speclfled

commodities, about 12 per cent. The railroads desired average increases of about 20 per cent., but the govemmont comnilisbiou rethis.
lucluded under special tariffs are commodities like
coal, coke, lumbi-r, gralnti, sugar, ores, etc., which form the bulk
of the freight moved by the railroads. The matter of the clatsiflca'
tion of ores and the revision of the special tariffs covering ores has
been referred to a sub-committee for consideration, it is calculated
lliat these IncreaHes will result In the material enlargement of the
revenues of the railroads and provide them with the funds for the
construction of needed improvements. The railroads have insisted
that increases In rates are necessary, lor the reason that the cost
of labor and of materials has increased from 60 to 150 per cent,
since the revision of rates In 1900.

duced

Tug Takes 11,616-Mile Journey.
The newspapers announce the arrival at Panama of the "Catherine Moran," a 154-ton tug, 90 ft. long. Needing a new tug for
service at I'anama, the Canal Comrai.ssion bought the vessel from
the Moran Towing Company, of New York, and on October 2ti it
started on its trip.
The course was laid close to land, but followed, in the main, the route laid out for the battleship fleet now
making its way to the Straits of Magellan. A stop was made at one
southern port before the tug entered the Culf of Mexico, and U
touched at six other places for coal and other supplies. A total
of ll,tilU miles was traversed at 9.13 knots, an average of 219.6
knots a day. The tug burned on the voyage 601 tons of coal.
Annual Dinner

of the

The annual dinner

American Institute

Engineers.

of the .Vniericau Institute of Eleitrical Engi-

neers will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria,
of

of Electrical

Wednesday, February

19,

at 7 o'clock.

New

York, on the evening

As on former

pccasions,

the speeches this year will be on the relation of the electrical engineer to public service corporations. It is called the "Public Service
Dinner," and among the speakers who have promised responses to
toasts are many men prominently Identllied with public utilities,
either as members of commissions or operating heads of large
orgaDlzatious. The price of the dinner will be $5, not including
wine or cigars. As usual, ladles will be present. Guests will be
seated at small tables accommodating eight persons. The dinner
committee is composed of Robert T. lazier. Chairman; A. A. Gray,
I'Vederlck C. Bates and George H. Guy.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

Vol XLIV..

No.

€.

iiUiiluie uir-aiiure of the rale to be charged oo domeeilc traffic from Uie |<uri
of entry Id this country through which the Import ahlpiBeot move*, Kould
IM- ii, i-iitablUh a bnril and fa>i rule dlfflrult If not ImiKxulble for the raU
carriers In tbU country to conform to In the entablUbmeot and publication of

their ratva. In view of that uu'.ertalo and flriible elnu.-ut lorolved In the aa
ceriiilnuicnt of the total through charge*, to wit. ocean rates.
I'lHcrlnilnatluni of the nature referred to In tu^ii'jat 3 and 4 of the
Kate l.aw. In so far as thejr result from the boaa |l<f( action of a carrier to
iii.-i'ling elrruuiiitauc<ii and cjudltlons not of Ita oan creation, and which are
renwuably neeeaiary for that purpose, do not of ueceaaity fall under the
cuudemnatlun of the law.
Transiwrlatlon from a seaport of the United State* or an adjacent foreign country to an Interior American destlnailon. In completion of a through
niuvement of freight from a point In a foreign but not adjacent couniry,
whether on a Joint through rate or on a separately eaiabllahed or proportional
Inland rate applicable only to Imports moving through. 1* not a "like aerrlcc
to the transportation of iralTIc starting at such domestic port, though bound

same destination.
Aa held In numerous declaloos of the Supreme Court.

for Ihe

It U neither r«
by law nor Just, that the rates of a carrier on traffic lubject to Intense competition shall mark the measure or limit of Its rate* on traSe not
subject to such competition.
Being bound to consider the more Intena* CDmpetition to vihlch the transportation of the foreign product la subject as
one of the "circumstances and conditions" affecting the relative adjastmeat
of rates, the Commission cannot, solely upon the basis afforded by a comimrlHim of the Inland prop<irtloi> of the through rale from the foreign port
of origin with the rule applying on domestic shipments of plate glaas In this
country, condemn the latter as unreojionable or unjustly discriminatory.
Aa
rates applying on domestic shipments of plate glass t>etween points in this
country were challenged mainly on the ground of unjust discrimination and
not on account of their unreasonableness per §e, and as there la no basis In
the record of the case as presented for a determination aa to whether tbrae
rates are or are not Just and reasonable of tbemaclTea, the complaint Is
illsmlssed without prejudice.

i|Ulred

The complaints were dismissed.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Motor Slartiny DciUes.

—

Bulletin No. 4559 of the General ElecSchenectady, N. V., describes d.c. motor starting rheostats
and panels. Rheostats with no-voltage release and those with both
no-voltitge and overload release are Illustrated and described, as
well as rheostats for siarting reversible shunt or compound wound
constant speed motors. The bulletin also shows a variety of panels
Dimeusioa
In which different types of starting rheostats are used.
diagrams for different capacities of rheostats and panels are intric Co.,

cluded.

—

ahay Geared and Hod Locomotives. The Lima Locomolive A
Machine Co., Lima, Ohio, has issued catalogue No. 15. This company makes the Shay geared locomotive and also direct-connected
or rod locomotives. Illustrations of the different classes are shown
and the principal dimensions and hauling capacities of the different

The standard specifications for the construction of the
locomotives are primed and there is also some useful information
Besides locomotives, the company builds logging
last pages.

sizes given.

on the
cars.

Spriiigs.—The Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia. Pa., has puban illustrated catalogue showing types of steam railroad
aud electric railway springs. These include semi-elllpllc springs.
single and multiple full elliptic springs, coil, draft, bolster aud other
spi Ings.
Specimen dimension sheets are reproduced on which speciUcatious may be conveniently made when ordering springs.
lished

Import Rules on Plate Glass Upheld.

—

The Coninil.ssion, in an opinion by CoMiniissiouer Clements, has
announced decision In the two casos of I'ltlsburgh Plate Glass Co.
V. Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. houis <"t al.. and of the
same comi)lalnnnt against the Illinois Central. The complaints in
these cases alleged vinjust discrimination in rates against domestic shippers of plate glass in favor of import shipments, because
the rales of the former are relatively higher than the Inland rail
proportion of the total charge from the point of origin in a foreign
country; but the Comnilssion held thai under the law ius interpreted
by the United States Supreme Court In the Import lUite case the
Commission cannot consider such disparity In rales alone as constituting unjust dl.scrlmlnatlon.
Kurthor llndlngs of the Commission were as follows:
In coiiBlilorliiK tlie (iiicsilon of iilleKcil luijiigt illacrliiiliiatlon In fnvor of
sblppera of Import pliite kIiiss moving from llie ports of entry In this ftn<l
adjacent forolk'n (•oiinlrloa to Interior Amerirnn (IcsllnntlunH. nnil aRuiniit
domestic shipments between points In the linllcil Slnli'!i. It Is the duty of
the C'ommls.ilon to look to the circumstnnces iind conilltlons iilTertlnK
tlie
mutters Involved, not only In this couutrj-. hut In the entire tleld of commerce hero nnil ahronO.
It Is well BCttlc<l by the hlchest Ju.ll.lal authority
that the existence luid etteitlveness of competition between carriers,
whether
hy rail or water, whether subject to Ihe Kate Law or not
and eomp'etliion of
markets,, or the absence of such mmpetitlon, are, nmouK other things, pertinent to the question of similarity of circumstances nnd conditions,
and as
to whether the diacrlmlnntlon complained of and shown la or
Is not undue
or unreasonable.
To make Ihe total through charge from n foreign port of origin the
;

Heaters. The Consolidated Car Heating Co., New York, U disThey are
tributing a circular showing its new vestibule heaters.
made both stationary and portable and are designed for motorroen's
small
ticket
offices or other places
vestibules In electric cars and for
where but little heat is required. The standard type Is arranged
for IVj amperes at 600 volts, consuming 900 watts.

—

Corliss Engines.
The Murray Iron Works Co., Burlington, Iowa,
distributing a pamphlet giving the nomenclature of Murray Corliss engines.
It consists of half-tones and line drawings of different
a.sscmbird engines and parts, the names of the latter being indicated on the drawings. The nomenclature Is quite full, no part
being overlooked.
is

—

Part catalogue No. 4 of the Gould Coupler Co., New
devoted to the company's Crov*n tyi>e liody and truck l)OlBlers.
it is illustrated with half-tontxs and working drawings showing separate bolsters and the body bolster with draft gear applied.
Holsters.

York,

Is

—

Variable Speed Motors. The Northern Klectrlc&l Manufacturing Co., Madison. Wis., has issued booklet No. 54, discussing variable
speed motors and advocating the single voltage shunt field control,
which Is Ihe system used by the company.

—

has

Acetylene Lights. The .-Moxander Milbum
Issuetl an Illustrated catalogue and price

Co.,
list

Baltimore. Md..
of several typts

Februahy
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1908.

7,

for different

of portable acetylene lights

kinds of service.

of agencies and customers is included. One of these lights
scribed in the Railroad Gazette of January 24, 1908.

A
was

Traffic Officers.

de-

International <t Great Xorlhern. N. .M. Leach has been appointed
General Freight Agent in plate of U. H. Turner, resigned.

Co.,

—

Superintendent of Machinery, with headquarters at Palestine,
The office of General Master Mechanic has been abolished.

Philadelphia, Pa., intends

to occupy within six weeks a four-story building, with a floor space
of 15,000 sq. ft., at Twenty-first street and Fairmount avenue.

Corporation announced on Tuesday
that the 2.'J,000 shares of preferred .stock offered to employees under
the profit sharing plan of i;)08 at $87. .".0 a share have been largely
over subscribed.

The United States

—

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
International d Great Northern. J. F. Enright has been appointed

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Hess-Bright Manufacturing

Steel

Tex.

—

Southern. The master mechanics of the Atlanta, Birmingham.
Knoxville and Selma divisions have been ordered to be transferred as follows:
Master Mechanic John F. Sbeahan, of
the Atlanta division, to be transferred to Knoxville; Master
Mechanic J. B. Michael, of the Knoxville division, to be transferred to Selma; Master Mechanic G. Akans. ot the Selma
division, to be transferred to Birmingham: Master Mechanic
N. N. Hoyden, of the Birmingham division, to \>e transferred
to Atlanta.

Raymond D. Carter, formerly Managing lOditor of the Xcicark
Miirnnifi ,Star, has been appointed General Advertising Agent of the
CiMilral Railroad of New Jersey and I'Mitor of its monthly magazine,
'J'he

New

tiuburttanite ; office at 143 Liberty street.

York.

Union

H. W. Nutt, who tor the past year has represented Buell &
Mitchell, New York, in Boston, Mass., has been appointed District
Manager for the New England states of the General Fireproofing
Co.. Youngstown, Ohio, with office at IGl Devonshire street, Boston.
Mr. Nutt had previously been Assistant General Sales Agent of the
American Steel Hoop Co. (now merged in the Carnegie Steel Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.), Secretary of the American Tube & Stamping Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn., and Vice-President ot the Superior Steel Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Fuller,

late

Superintendent of Motive

&

Alton, has been appointed Assistant
Superintendent of Motive Power of the Union Pacific; office at

Omaha, Neb.

CAR BUILDING.
The WooiUrard Iron

Co.,

hopper cars ot 100,000

Birmingham,

lbs.

Ala.,

has ordered 40

all-

capacity.

The National Car Line, Chicago, has ordered 10 tank cars of
60,000 lbs. capacity from the Betfendorf Axle Co.

According to press despatches, British mills have made confor 17,000 tons of rails for shipment to Africa and 14,000
tons for Australia.

tracts

The New York Central & Hudson River

is

asking bids, under

revised specifications, on 3,500 tons of structural steel for the northeast corner of the new station building at the CJrand Central ter-

New

—

Charles E.
of the Chicago

Pacific.

Power

steel

Iron and Steel.

minal.

199

list

The Grand Trunk Pacific has ordered 2.400 freight cars from
Canada Car Co. and 500 freight cars from Rhodes, Curry & Co.

the

The
8,000-gal.

liepiiblic Creo.ioting Co., Indianapolis, Ind., has ordered five
and one 10,000-gal. tank cars from the .McGuire, Cumniings

Manufacturing Co.
« In. wide.

York.

The

These cars will be 31 ft.
equipment includes:

6

lirnkp

The United States Steel Corporation has an inquiry for a large
tonnage of rails from an important road for early delivery. The
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Is believed also to be in the market for
several thousand tons.

in.

long and 8

ft.

special

"olslers

Monnrrh
'Monnrrh

benms

Couplera
Draft rigging

Monitor
Cardwoll

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Judge Gary, of the United States Steel Corporation, announced
last Tuesday that the rail manufacturers and many of the railroads
BuTi.KR, P.\.
The city council has under consideration a propohad reached a satisfactory agreement on rail specifications. The
sition of the Baltimore & Ohio to replace the wooden overhead
new specifications provide, he said, for a heavier rail with improved bridge
on Lookout avenue with a steel structure, 27 ft. wide and
section and with the practice in manufacture somewhat improved.

—

The

additional cost of the
purchasers.

new

57

rails,

if

any.

Is

Ohio.— The Pennsylvania freight house on the
was recently destroyed by fire.

Clevt:i,.\nd,

front

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

American Society

of

Civil

Engineers.

At the meeting of this soi iety held February .5. there was a
paper on Overhead Construction for High Tension Electric Traction or Transmission by R. D. Coombs; also one on A New Suspension lor the Contact Wires of Electric Railways Using Sliding Bows,
by Joseph Mayer. Both of these papers were printed in the proceedings for December, 1907.

Edmonton, Ai.b. An understanding, it Is said, has been arrlve<l
between the city of Edmonton, town of Strathcona. province of
Alberta, and the Canadian Pacific regarding a high level bridge
to be built by the railroad here, at a cost of about $700,000.
Bids
for the work, it is said, will be asked for at once.
at

Four
planning

McKay & Kakabeka Falls Railway Is
Canadian Pacific. Canailian Northern and Gi-and
West Fort and the Canadian Pacific tracks
Fort William by overhead bridges or subways.

Trunk
in

Wii.i.i.\M.

O.NT.— The

to cross the

Pacific tracks at

New
filed

ough

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

York, N. Y.— The New York. New Haven & Hartford has
plans for putting up four new passenger stations In the Borot the Bronx on Its Harlem River branch at a total cost of

?1 90,000.

Operating Officers.
Canadian Northern. A. Wilcox has boon appointed Superintendent
at Port Arthur, Ont., in place ot J. R. Cameron, promoted.

—

—

Canadian Pacific. J. Brownlee, hitherto Superintendent of the
Moose Jaw division, has been appointed Superintendent of the
Cranbrook division, In place ot John Erickson. Allan Purvis,
heretofore Chief Clerk to the General Superintendent of the
Pacific division, has been appointed Superintendent of the Kooteline, with headquarters at Nelson, B. C.

nay

—

d- Great Northern.
Henry Martin has been appointed
Superintendent of the Fort Worth division in place of C. High-

tower, resigned office at Mart, Tex.
Effective Feb. 1, the office ot .Assistant General
abolished.

lake-

—

iFor iatet of convention* and regular meetingt of railroad conv»ntioni and
engineering eocietiet, etc., see advertiting page 24.)

International

long.

ft.

to be paid by the

C—

is

Prince Rupert, B.
It is reported that the Grand Trunk Pacific
arranging preliminaries for the construction ot a great hotel.

—

Rknnik, M.\n. Contract Is reported let to S. C. Hill & Co. for
putting up two trestle bridges near Cross Lake for the Grand Trunk
Pacific.
The larger trestle is to have 75 spans and the other 31
spans.
S.\CR.\MENTo,

Cal.— The Western

Pacific, It Is said, will build its

main shops here.

Ont.— It Is thought that City Engineer .Rust will be
to prepare plans for a street railway bridge over the
western gap at Queens wharf to cost $60,000.
Toronto.

instructed

;

is

Washinctox, Pa.— At a joint meeting of the Commissioners ot
Washington and Westmoreland counties in Pittsburgh, the contract

J. F. Hays has been appointed Manager of the line between Hendorsonville and I>ake Toxaway (Transylvania Rail-

for the proposed bridge over the .Monongahela river between Donora.
in Washington county, and Webster, in Westmoreland county, was
let to the Toledo-Massillon Companv. who offered to do
the work
for $189,000.

Southern.

Manager

—

road), with

office

at Brevard. N. C.

Central— F. M.

Gates. Chief Clerk in the car service department, has l>een appointed Car Service .\gent, relieving P. W.
Mr. Drew continues as Superintendent of Telegraph.

M'i.iconsin

Drew.

WiNNirEO. Man —William Mackenzie. President of the Canadian
.Vorthern. Is quoted as .saying that bids will be asked for early this
year to build the proposed union station and hotel here.
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2tt

Wknuji.v

tc

from Niw

-ThiH

CarllHli-, Qui-.,

mlleH. ban given a tonlra<t to the

HaHpeblac, and work

U

Incorporations, Survey*, Etc.

Qi KiiM

ATl.A.NTlf,
iHherl ItB line

In

loriipaiiy.

north to

wlil<U

I'ort

New Canadian

under way from mile 20

baH

lln-

Daniel, about
Co., Ltd., of

to mile 102.

(Aug.

23, p. 215.)

Bato.n

Kdiuk, HA.MMO.M)

ft

.VlAi.NK.— The (loublelrark

ft

lationh of roads laid out by the old Rapid Traniait C'ommiisslou and
approved at the lime by the Board of Estimate. Ab boon as the
Board of EHllroale approve*, the Public Service Commiixilon will begin obtaining the necessary coniientJi from property owoers, and when
these are received will probably advertise for bids.
(Jan. 10, p. 73.)
NoKTiiEB.N oi Mai.ne.—Grading U to tje started about May 1 on
from Van Buren, Me west along th«
northern boundary of Maine via Grand Isle, Maxliiwaska, Freochvllle. Fort Kent and Su John lo St. FraacU, 62 mllee, for which
contracts are to be lei soon. The work will Include one bridge.
E^lsou E. Goodrich, President, Watervllle, and Henry F. Hill, Chief
Engineer.
this proposed line, projected

Ea.stek.n.— Sce llllnoi« Central.

work Ix-lween Johnwjnvlllf,
N. v., and Troy, about IIJ miles, which wuh Htarled In April, 1907,
haH been flnlHhed and waH put In operation lastt month. The method
of altoUHhlng lU grade croHBlngH between IheHe |K>lnt8 haa not yet
BoHio.v

,

been decided ui>on.
llHni.sii C..I.I MuiA (Hi.wTiiu ).— HldH, It is Hald, will Bhorlly be
asked for by tills company lo build altoul t;;i miles tbrougb southern Urlllsh Columbia. Work lo be started Ibis spring. K. H. Sperling, tJeneral -Manager, Vancouver, B. C.

Pacihc— This company

Ca.vaiha.n

6.

aiiklug the Board of Estimate to asaent to the scheme. This cooheni Ik uece«iiary becauHe the new route
made up of aeveral modiO-

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Vol XLIV., No.

OwE.NHiHJUo

ft

RocKroBT BRIDGE

ft

Tesminal Ompa5T.

— Plans and

specifications are nearing completion and work Is expected to be
started this year ou this proposed Hue from Oweosboro, Ky., north to
Rock|K>rt, Ind., 12 miles.
A. H. Kennedy, President; G. H. Cox,

Secretary, Owensboro.

has been granted an exten-

(May

24, p. 727.)

— Incorporated

in Kentucky to build a line
from Paducah west 13 miles lo a point on the Ohio river, where,
said, the Chicago, Burlington ft Qulncy and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago ft St. l>)uls win build a bridge.
The company Is
also to have terminals In Paducah, and its trarks are to be uiteal
for an entrance Into that cliy by the C, C, C. ft St. L. and the C.
i;i, p. 732.)
& E. I. Surveys are being made. It Is reported that the BurlingThis company. It Is said, will this spring extend the Hue with ton has projected an extension from Herrin, III., to the Ohio river,
pre.sent terminus at Nominlque, Que., west to the line with northern and will use the tracks of the Paducah Northern Into Paducah.
G.
terminus at iManlwakl, 41 miles.
C. Wallace, President; E. Palmer, First Vice-President; L. M. Rleke,
CIIABI.KSTON, Pabkkusbuw; & Wkstkrx.— An officer writes that Second Vice-President; M. O. Overly, Secretary, and J. C. L'tierl<ark,

sion of four years to complete the Kstiulmalt ft Nanaimo branch.
Location work is about finished and it is expected lo ask bldb for
building the line this month. Contracts for 10 miles from Welllnglou. B. C, have been let lo John Bright, of Nanaimo, and a contract
(Dec.
ba.s bwn given lo A. Carmichael lo .secure the right-of-way.

30 miles of track laid on the line it is building
Va., north via Slssonville, Spencer and Palesabout OOmlles. Some engineering work Is now
Parkersburg,
tine to
under way on the rest of the line, but it is undecided when grading
C. P. Peyton, Chief Engineer, Charleston.
will be begun.
this

company has

from Charleston, W.

DiiiiiiAM

vision

& SoLTHEBN.— This company

own men

last

year carried out

re-

between Apex, N. C, and Angler.

Cauoi.i.na.— This comiiany is building with
a yard about one mile long at Owen, Wis.

Faibciiilu
Its

six miles of its line

work on

NOBTU

ft

CK.\rnAi..— The Baton Rouge, Hammond & Eastern is
operated by the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley l)eginning Feb. 27.
Work is to be rushed on ibc section from Baton Rouge, La., east
(Nov. 22,
lo Covington, 65 miles, of which 20.75 was built in 1907.

Pauii'aii Nobtiikb.n.

it is

Treasurer, Paduc-ah.

—

Pabbai, ft DuBANGO. ThIs company, which last year built three
miles of railroad south of .Mesa de Sandla, Durango, has work under
way on about nine miles from Kilometer 80 to Paraje Seco. Contract let to R. M. Dudley, of Meea de Sandla.
An extension l»
projected from Kilometer 95 to Guanacevi, at>out 115 miles.

—

PAYFrrxE Vallev. Surveys are being made by this company for
an extension from New Plymouth, Idaho, southeast to Falk's Store,
seven miles.
PE.Ni.NstLA

li.i.i.Nojs

to be

p.

tiSU.)

iNDiANAi'oi.is,

In

Illinois.

Missi.ssipi-i

(May

Bartow,

is

Fla..

west

lo .Mulberry, last year,

has rights-of-way 8e<-ured

—

Quebec ft New Brlnswick. Application is being made to Parliament for permission to build a line from a point near St. Johns
Junction, Que., to the Slate of Maine boundary, and to secure trackage rights over any road in that stale. Hon. J. Cosligan is President.
Robebt

by this company
road from Roxle, Miss., east

Is reported let

14 miles of Its

Mis.soiiKi & NoiiTH Abkan.sas.— This comi>any now operates 130
miles of railroad from Sellgman. .Mo., southeast to Leslie, Ark.
Track-laying is Ju.sl being llnlshed on 31'... miles from Woodruff,
which is nine miles north of Seiigman, ou the St. lyouis ft San Francisco, northwest lo Neosho, where connection will be made wilb the
Kansas City Soulhern, over which the coini)any has trackage rights
The roadljed for 100 miles south of Leslie is being
into Joplln.
graded by M. C. Burke and L. S. Joseph; 2ti miles of track Is laid
and the grade is practically ready for 20 miles more. It Is expected
From Kensett for
to ftnish track-laying on this section by July.
30 miles southeast towar<l Helena grading contracts are let for 14
miles to the Dalhoff Construction Co., of Lilllo Rook, Ark., lUid the
next 15 miles, one-half to the Alabama Construcliou Co. and oneThese firms are putting up the embankhalf to James Dlshman.
ment across the White and Cache river bottoms with revolving derFrom Cotton Plant to Helena, 55 miles,
vlc-ks and Page buckets.
grading Is 80 iH>r cent, done and track material Is being received.
It Is the intention of the company to finish connecting links for a
through line from Joplln lo Helena, 3«1 miles, about Oct. I next.

New YoitK Si bwavs.— The New York Stale Public Service Commission of the First dlslrlil has approved the plans for the Broadway-Lexington aventie subway from the Battery, at the .south end
Manhattan Island north, under Church and Vesey streets to
Broadway, thence under Broadway and lx>\ington avenue lo the
Bronx side of the Harlem river, where it will branch into two
spurs, one to Woodlawn Cemetery and the other to Pelham Bay
Park. The estimated <osl of the work with a line across the Island
The Commission pas.xeil a resolution
at Canal street Is $('i7, 000.000.
of

that this

Chief Engineer.

10, p. CG3.)

Centrai,.— Contract

Gibson to build
toward Brookhaven.
to O. A.

writes

and

miles, has

and 23

officer

l,0(Ki tons of rails on hand.
The company expects to t>egln
work soon on the remaining 37 miles to finish the line to Tampa.
At Mulberry the company has Its power stations. The Florida EngiLooANsi'ouT & CiiicAco.— This company, which has
neering Company is the resident engineer and W. H. Evers, Bartow,
south to Indianapolis, CG

a line from LogansiK)rt, Ind.,
for 25 miles and
till the surveys made and rights of way
franchises for entering Indianapolis secured. Grading has been
for
this work have
Contracts
finished on 2';. miles at Indianapolis.
been leL Waiter Osmer, Chief Engineer, Logansport, Ind.. The line
Is eventually to be extended, Lo have a total of 1G3 mllee In Indiana
projected

Railway (Electkii). — An

company, which started work and finished about eight miles from

LEt:,

FoBT Cuadbibne

ft

Eastebx.

— This

company

is

building a line from Robert Lee. Tex.. northea.<il via Rawlings lo
Winters, 35 miles. Work was started last December by J. E. Hunter,
of Robert Lee, who has the contract on the section from Rol)ert 1-ee
Grading has been finished for 2'4 miles.
10 Rawlings, 13u. miles.
Additional contracts are to be let during the first half of this year.
The company Is planning to make other extensions for which
definite i)lans have not yet been decided upon.
J. Austin Spencer,
President, and S. J. Bross, Chief Engineer, Robert l.*e.
R'>4ii)ii(n sE ft ViBOE.N Railway.
Quin<-y Traction.

— See

St.

Louis, Terre Haute

ft

—

St. Louis, Tebbe Haute ft Qii.ncy Tr.\i-tio.n.
This company has
been Incorporated in Illinois with $50,000 capital to build an electric line from Qiilncy, 111., southeast and then e>asl to Taylorvllle,

Surveys finished and franchises secure<l for the entire
and all the rights-of-way secured or guaranteed. E. Yates.
President; H. C. Simons. Vice-President; F. W. Knollenborg. Sc-reParts of
tary and Treasurer, and G. H. I-awrence, Chief Engineer.
the line are to be built under the names of the Roodhouse ft Vlrden
Taylorvllle
Traction,
which
see
below.
Railway and the Vlrden ft
Surveys and estimates have l)een finished by the Roodhouse
& Vlrden Railway, and It Is exptvled to iH'gaIn work early this
year on Its proposed electric line from Rooilhouse, 111., east to
H. C. Simon.i. President. Vlrden.
Vlrden. 33 miles.
The Vlrden ft Taylorvillo Tnu-tlon expects to begin grading
work early this year on its proposed electric line from Vlrden.
east to Taylorvllle, 2S miles, with a branch for which
III.,
surveys have been made north lo Dlveraon. four miles. The work
Includes a bridge over the Sangamon river. J. Gelder, President,
and Ci. H. I.,awrence. Chief Engineer.
143 miles.

lino

—

Savannah. AuiifSTA ft Nobthebn. An officer writes that this
company is making surveys lo build from Savannah, Ga., northwest

—

Febbuaky

7,
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to Chattanooga, Tenn.. with an extension east to Augusta, Ga., in all
425 miles. Grading finished on i58 miles and traclt laid on 30 miles
between Statesboro, Ga., and Garfield. Contracts let to W. J. Oliver,
of Knoxville, Tenn.
W. H. Lynn, 111 Broadway, New Yoric, is interested.

— This

& Inland Empibk (Electbic).
.501/0 miles of extensions to its line in
given contracts to Grant, Smith & Co.,
build an extension of its eastern division from
Spok.\.vk

built
lias

company, which
Washington last year,
of Rosalia, Wash., to
Palouse, Wash., south-

Construction Co., which was building the Milwaukee extension.
Chicago & Westeb.v Indiana. Proctor & Borden and Potter, Choate
& Prentice, New York, have offered at 95 and interest, to yield
41/4 per cent., $400,000 consolidated mortgage 4 per cent, bonds
due 1952 of the Chicago & Western Indiana, guaranteed by the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, the Wabash, the Grand Trunk Western, the Chicago & Erie and the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louis-

—

east to Moscow, Idaho, IGVi miles.

Tami-a NoFMUKit.N.

— This

ville.

(ompany, which

built 39 miles of road

Florida last year, has given a contract to B. H. Hardaway. of
Ga., for building nine miles from Finvill .Junction, Fla.,
Brooksville. Surveys under way from Brooksville north to
Thomasville, Ga.
in

Columbus,
to

Tuscaloosa Bklt Railway.

— Contracts

have been given by this

company to the Birmingham & Gulf Construction Company,
mingham, Ala., for building its proposed line from Tuscaloosa,

BirAla.,

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.— President Earling Is quoted as
having said at Seattle on January 31 that negotiations have Ijeen
made for a line of steamships between Pugel Sound and the
Orient. J. W. Hiland, Third Vice-President, and F. A. .Miller,
General Passenger Agent, have gone to China and Japan to investigate traffic conditions. The establishment of the line depends on their report.

Railways.— The North Chicago and the West Chicago
Street Railroads were on January 25 sold at foreclosure sale to
representatives of the protective committee. These two companies are to be taken over by the Chicago Railways Company.
N. W. Harris & Co. and the National City Bank of New York
are to buy the $l2,00i).(»iii» first mortgage bonds provided for in
the reorganization plan for the rehabilitation of these proper-

CiiicAi.o

northeast to Gadsden, 120 miles. Eleven miles in operation in Tuscaloosa. Geo. H. Ross, Superintendent, Tuscaloosa.

—

Vallky Rivkk. This company, which was incoriwrated last
year to build a line from Mill Creek, W. Va.. south to ('lover l.ick.
43 mile^, for which surveys have been made, has work under way
(Dec. 6, p. 702.)
on the line from Mill Creek south to Valleyhead.
ViBDKN & Tayi.okvm.i.io Tuacpio.n.
Quincy Traction.

— See

I^ouis,

Terre Haute &

—

Walcottville & CoLiiwATKB. An officer writes that this company
proposed line from Walcottville, Mo., to Coldwater, 30
inlles, during 1908.
O. G. Wales, Kansas City, Mo., is interested.

& Iowa

(Elkctuic).

These bonds will be a first mortgage on 300 miles of
track, serving without competition the north and west side of
Chicago, embracing a territory with a population of l,500,00o.
ties.

SI.

will build its

Wkstkh.v Illinois

— Incoriwrated

in

CoiouAiHj & SouTiiEKN.— Gross earnings of the system for
increased 17 per cent, and net earnings 26 per cent.

$2,,'')00,0()0 capital to build an electric line in Hancock county.
incori>orators are I*. A. Neuffor, .1. E. Hauronick, H. H. Philliiis,
.J. Horn and U. M. Cole, all of Chicago

months ended December

six

16 i>er cent, and

Illinois

—

December
For the

1907, gross earnings Increased
net earnings 21 per cent.
31,

See Houston Belt & Terminal.

with

The
t;.

20I

Bank of Chicago. Receivers were also appointed for A. C. Frost
& Co., and a receivership suit was brought against the Republic

Dei.awakk & Hi:i)so\.— Railroad gross earnings for December Increased 15 per cent, and railroad net earnings 5 per cent. There

was a decrease of 77 per cent, in net earnings of the coal department, so that there was a final decrease of 17 per cent. In net
earnings of all departments.
For the year ended December 31, 1907, railroad gross earnings were $20.1(io.(hi(i. against $17,(JOO.OO0 In 1906.
an increase

Wolf, Magantic & Lotbinikbk. This company, which was chartered to build a line from Lime Ridge, Wolf county. Que., north
toward Quebec, about 100 miles, has surveys made from Lime Ridge
A charter baa also been granted to continue the
to Lyster, GO miles.
The company
line from Lime Ridge south to Sherbrookc, 20 miles.
will ap|)ly at the next session of the legislature for s\ibsldies, and if
its application Is granted it is expected to begin construction work
W. H. I.^mby, Secretary, Inverness, Que.
early this spring.

of

$3,10i),0i»o.

or

IS

per cent.

Expenses and taxes Increa.sed

leaving $S.ii(p(i.(K)0 as the net earnings of the railroad
department, an increase of $1,600,000, or 25 per cent, over 1906.
$1,500,(100.

Toledo & Ibonto.n.— On February 1, George K. Ixjwell, VicePresident and General Manager, and Benjamin S. Warren, General Counsel, were appointed receivers by the United Stales
Circuit Court at Detroit, .Mich., following default on
$2,776,400
consolidated mortgage 4'^ per cent. l)onds on which semiannual

Deiiioit,

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

& Santa Fk. December gross earnings increased
and net earnings after taxes decreased 13 per cent.
The operating ratio for the month was 70 per cent., against

At< iiisoN, T(iri:KA
2 iier cent,

interest

fell due February I.
The companys directors impute the
receivership directly to adverse railroad legislation, particularly
that section of the Rate I-aw which prohibits a I'ailroad from
having any interest in coal properties except for its own use.
The income results for the year ended June 30, 1907, were however, very unsatisfactory.
In 1905 the Detroit. Toledo & Ironton
was reorganized from the Detroit Southern and control of the
.\nn Arbor was acquired, making a through line from Ironton.
on the Ohio river, north to .\nn .-Xrbor. on I-ake .Michigan. The
owners planned to develop the combined property by an extension across the Ohio river at Ironton. Ohio, to coal lands In
northern Kentucky, on which it had acquired options. A bridge
at Ironton was begun.
The Detroit. Toledo A Ironton itself
operates 438 miles of road. and. including the Ann Arbor. 734

75 per cent, in November, 1907, and 64 per cent, in December,
1906.

See Houston Belt & Terminal.

BUFKALo, RociiK.sTKK & Pnisiii Kcii. William A. Head & Co., New
York, have offered at 101 1;^, yielding nearly H- per cent.,
1500,000 consolidated mortgage 4';.. per cent, bonds due 1957. a
legal investment for savings banks in New York and Connecticut.

Canauian

—

Pacii'ic.
Gross eiirnlngs for December were $6,400,000.
against J6, 000, 000 in 1906. Net earnings
were |2. 100,000,
against $2,300,000 in 1906. For the six months ended December
31, 1907, net earnings were $14,430,000, against $14,590,000 in

1906.

CuKSAi'KAKK & OnTo.

—

Gross earnings for December were $2,142.0(10
against $2,052,000 in 1906. an increase of 4 per cent. Net earnings were $573,000 against $735,000 in 1906. a decrease of 22
per cent. For the six months ended December 31. 1907, net
earnings were $5,248,000 against $4,730,000 in 1906.

miles.

GiciKcMA Si)i TiiEKN & Flc.hiiia.— Samuel F. Parrott, Vice-President of
the Georgia Southern & Florida, was, on February 3, appointed
receiver of the .Macon & Birmingham, which has .since F'ebruary
1904, been operated by the

1.

—

Ciiu'Aoo & MiLWAUKioK Ei.ECTRic. Oil January 28 receivers were appointed for tills road. .A.n earlier receivership was instituted
on the evening of December 31. 1907, but after the road had
been for less than three days in the hands of its President. A. C.
Frost, as receiver, this was terminated. The institution of this
receivership played a large part in injuring the company's credit.
It was Impossible to sell bonds to get funds to finish the extension to Milwaukee. There are only about eight miles of
this to be finished, more than half of the work on which has
been done. The total cost of completing the extension, according to President Frost, would be about $250,000. The receivers
appointed by Judge drosscup in the ITnited States Circuit Court
at Chicago were as follows:
W. Irving Oslxirne, Vice-President
of the Central Trust Co.. of Chicago: D. B. Hanna, Third VicePresident of the Canadian Northern Railway, and Albert C.
Frost, President of the company. Owing to objections raised
to the appointment of Mr. Frost, he withdrew on January 31
and was succeeded by 11. .\. Haugan, President of the Slate

Georgia Southern & Florida.

Macon & Birmingham operates 105 miles from
Gi

The

.Macon, Ga.. to

Grange.

Lit

&

Siiir I.sLA.ND.— Cramp. .Mitchell & Sbober. Philadelphia, have
to yield B'., per cent.. $460,000 5 per cent, car trust
bonds maturing semi-annually to 1918, secured on
.-,(111
fr.'iKlit cars ni »774 ..ii.li
i:tK7 <Miii
;t
imss.'nger cunclii-s nt *«.!HK) e»cU
i'd'timi
clialr our at
I2!74n
ronihlnntlnii b»KgMge car at
.'Jill.',

i.h

offered,

1

1

1
hiiKKHKe iiir at
J pn.sKPnei-r ImomoIlTis at »l,-i..-i(»«i each
li
frplglit locomollvi's al $I.'i.:!.'iU eacb

]

''"'«1

The excess
GiLvxD

Teink

47.-i.-i

:il!n(j<l
»I..-|IKI
«.-,.->:.>.N!«i

ot 17 per cent. Is being paid by the railroad

Pacific.

—On

January

14 this

company

company.

offered at 94

London $5,000,000
tl.OOO.ooO) 4 per cent, debenture stock
ranking equally with the same amount already issued and guaranteed by the Grand Trunk. The proceeds are for additional
rolling stock, which is to be used by the Grand Trunk until it
in

(
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by the (JiamJ Trunk

regiilred

offerliiK

Trunk
HotKi.Nd
cent,

InKH

«lo(k

tlif

Pacific

VAi.iJiV.

Hityn

will

— la

Ijc

that

l'a<lHt;.

iilmul

800

The ailvertlBement
miles of the Orand

rJucember, gro«8 carnlngH decreaited 13 pt-r
In net earnIn other In-

come.

Houston

Bki.t

& Tkrminai..— The Houston

Belt

& Terminal Com-

pany, of whli-h the Santa Fe, the St. T^uls & San Francisco,
the Trinity & Bi-azos Valley and the St. I.onis, Brownsville t
Mexico, arc owners Is to take over the Houston terminal property ol the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe as the nucleus of Important terminals to be built at a cost of several million dollars.

—

cent.

—

iNrMc.NATioNAi, & OtiKAT NoBTiiKR.N. Estimated gross earnings for
the week ended January 31, 1908, were $195,000, against $311,000
This Is a decrease of 37 per cent.
In '1907.

Loi'isiANA & Abka NBAS.— Gross earnings for December were $64,188;
operating expenses were $63,986, and net earnings were $202,
against $16,643 In 1906, a decrease of 99 per cent. For the six
months ended December 31, 1907, net earnings were $184,000,
against $177,000 In 1906.
Ma(().n

& BiBMiNOHAM.— See Georgia Southern &

Mkxioaji Centbai..

— See

Florida.

National Railways of Mexico.

St. Paul & Sai'i-t Ste. Mabiic.— By rea.son of comwith a time of severe winter weather In 1906, this
large Increase In net earnings for December,
which were $512,000, against $3.50,000 in 1906. The operating
ratio was 52.7 per cent, in 1907 and 61.9 in 1906.

MiNNKAi'ot.i.s,

parison

company shows a

Xatmi.vai.

—

St.

—

]a>\ih t S\y Fba>ciijco.
This company has sold $3,000,000 C
per cent, seven months' notes dated January 29. 1907, to Hall-

garten t Co., of New York. These notes are Issued in denominations of $50,000 and are eubjcxt to rail on Ave days' notice
in sums or multiples of $150,(KK).
All have been sold, partly
In Europe.
See Houston Belt t Terminal.
St. I.ouis. Bkow'.nsville

Railways of Mexuo.

—Earnings

In

December, 1907,

In-

creased as follows over those for Dec-ember, 1906:
On the National of Mexico there was an Increase of 2 per
cent. In gross earnings aiul a decrease of 4 per cent. In net
earnings.
On the Mexican International there was a decrease of 5 per
cent. In gross earnings and a decrease of 20 per cent. In net
earnings.
On the Interoceanic of Mexico there was an increase of 8',-j
per cent, in gross earnings and 17 per cent, in net earnings.
On the Hidalgo & North-eiLstern there was a decrease of 7
per cent. In gross earnings and of 9 per cent. In net earnings.
On the Mexican Central there was an Increase of 23 per
Gross
cent. In gross earnings and 8 per cent, in net earnings.
earnings of the Mexican Central for the six months ended Decomber 31, 1907, Increased 28 per cent, and net earnings 31 per
cent.

—

Yoric City Railway. The Metropolitan Street Railway has
defaulted the semi-annual Interest, due February 1, on Its outstanding $12,500,000 general collateral trust mortgage 5 per cent,

Nkw

bonds.

ft

Mexico.

— See

Houston Belt A Terminal.

— Gross

earnings for December decreased 14 per cent.;
net earnings .30 per rent, and net earnings after taxes 38 per
cent.
The operating ratio was 82 per cent against 75 per rent,
in 1906.
For the six months ended December 31, 1907, there
was an Increase of 4 per cent. In gross earnings and 8 per cent,
in operating expenses.
Net earnings decreased 8 per cent.;
taxes increased 33 per cent, and net earnings after taxes decreased 12 per cent.
See Georgia Southern t Florida.

S<jLTiiER."e.

Ckstrai.. Gross earnings for the six months ended December 31, 1907, Increased 5 per cent.; net earnings decreased 11 per

li.i.i.NoiR

6.

OjMPAKr. The Phlla^lelphla Jk Reading Railway is one
of the very few companies to show an Increase in net earnings
for December, which were $1,274,000. against $1,218,000 in 1906.
This Is particularly noticeable becauBe gross earninge show a
slight dec-rease.

Keaui.n'c

ready for traffic thin fall.

and net eariilUKH G5 per cent. The decrease
wa» more than compensated by an Increase

Vol. XLIV.. No.

—

PACiFir. Gross earnings for December were $11,073,000
against $10,995,000 In 1906.
Net earnings were $3,319,000
against $4,044,000 in 1906. For the edx months ended December
31, 1907. gross earnings were $69,100,000 against $62,100,000 in
1906.
Nee earnings were $20,084,000 against $24,355,000 In
1906.
The following official statement Is made covering both
the Southern Pacific and Union Pacific:
In 1000 iiiily till- le-t n-vi-nup frcrai the tip<>rstlon of iIIdIob ram. hoirli

SouTiiER.v

unfd In rnnnectlon with the traoKporlailnn Mom of
companli'K waft in(-lud«*(1 In the transpfyrtatlon operations.
Tbr rlamil
I 111Interstate Commerce Commlwilon In eff>Tt ulnre July I.
1007. di'alH Willi this revenue as "outnlde operations." and In thui dealtnc
with It. the revenue Is Included In ihe gross revenue and the expen»e« In
the operatlnR expenses.
To brlnir last year's p-a«s revenue and expenses
In respect of these "outside operations" In aooord with those of this vear,
the (trosi revenue expenses for the Ave month! ended November. 1!>06. In
the rase of the I'nlon Paclflr were Imreased f414.1.'S4. and In the rase
unci iithor rnillUip^
tlip

Illation of

of the Southern Parlflr

were Increased $.'>9,'.,0O3
Net revenue for Tnlon
and for Southern I'arinr amuunllnic to $94.

rneltlr iinioiuillnK to SOL.SOo
.'»".",.

Is

Included In the fn'oss revenue.

tilri'iuly

—

Railway. A. B. Andrews. First Vice-President, was on
January 27 appointed receiver of the Tallulah Falls Railway.
On January 6 receivers were appointed by a Georgia state court,
but these receivers were discharged later In the month. The
Tallulah Falls owes about $1,500,000 to the Southern Railway
for advances. The application for a receiver was made by the
Southern Railway.
The Tallulah Falls runs from Cornelia.
Ga., north through Rabun gap, to Franklin. N. C, 60 miles.
According to the last annual report of the Southern, the Tallulah Falls is eventually to be used as part of a low grade
through line from Maryvllle, Tenn., via Bushnell and Franklin.
N. C, between "the Knoxvllle territory and north and west
IhercMjf" and "the consuming territory of Georgia and South

SoiTiiER.N

Carolina, avoiding the necessity of handling tralDc over the
heavier grades via Ashe\ille and Spartanburg."

—

—

Yokk. Nkw Havkn & Harti-okd. Gross earnings for the six Tai.i.ilau Falls. See Southern Railway.
months ended December 31. 1907, were $29,500,000; net earnings
were $9,100,000. For the six months ended December 31, 1906, Third AvENfE Raii.roaii. Frederick W. Whitrldge. receiver of this
company, was on February 1 appointed receiver also of the
gross e:irnlngs were $28,300,000 and net earnings were $10,400,Forty-second Street. ManhattanvUle ft St. Nlchola,* .\venue
000.
In 1907 the figures were com|)lled according to the InterRailway, and the Dry Dock, East Broadway ft Battery, which
state Commerce Commission rulings.
own street railway lines In New York City. The Third Avenue
Norfolk & Western. Passenger earnings for December decreased
Kailroad owns nearly all the stock of both companies. The
2 per cent.; freight earnings, 10 per cent., and gross earnings,
Forty -second street comiwuy operates 24 Mi miles of track. Con8 per cent.
Operating expenses lncre;ised 4 per cent., leaving a
trol was bought by the Third .-\venue in November, 1905.
The
decrease of 30 per cent. In net earnings. The operating ratio
company was In the hands of a receiver from March. 1900, to
was 73 per cent., against 65 per cent. In 1900. l''or the six
April. 1901.
The Dry Dock company has 17'>i miles of track.
months ended December 31, 1907, gross earnings increased 13
The Third Avenue bought control in 1897.
pur cent, and net earnings 5 per cent.
Tiii.KiMi & Ohio Central.
On February 1 the Toledo ft Ohio Central
Pe.nnsylvama. Shipments of coal and coke originating on the
assumed the operation of the Marietta. Columbus ft Cleveland,
lines of the Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pittsburgh and Erie,
which runs from Marietta, Ohio, to Palos, on the Toledo ft Ohio
.\kw

—

—

—

—

,

.1

"

,

were 3,050,000 tons for the 1908 year to .lanuary 25. For the
1907 year to January 26 they were 4,127,000 tons.
Gross earnings of the Lines East of Pittsburgh and Erie
directly operated by the Pennsylvania Unllixiad for the year
ended December 31, 1907, were $u;4, 800.000, against $148,200,000
111
1906, an Increase of $16,000,000. or 11 per cent.
Operating
expenses Increased $17,800,000, or 17 per cent., leaving a decrease
of $1,200,000, or 3 per cent. In net earnings.
Gross earnings of the Lines West directly operated by the
IViinsylvanIa Company for the year ended December 31, 1907,
were $J4, 200,000, ;iu increase of $8,100,000, or 12 per cent, over
1906.
Net earuiugs were $14,400,000, an increase of $12,000, or
9 per cent, over 1906.

Central. 45 miles, with n 4-nille branch.

—

I'.MON Pacific. Gross earnings for December were $6,530,000
against $6,380,000 in 1906. Net earnings were $2,635,000 against
$2,894,000 In 1906.
For Uie six montlis ended Dcvember 31,
1907. gross earnings were $42,900,000 against $39,000,000 In
1906, and net earnings $17,600,000 against $19,000,000 in 1906.

See Southern

The

Pacific.

brought by the I'nited States Government to
the I'nlon Pacific's control of the Southern Pacific
and the San Pedro. Los .-Vngeles ft Salt Ijike and Itis stock holdings In other transcontinental lines was filed on February 1 at
set

Salt

suit

ai!i(le

Lake

City.
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TBB BRiTIBU AND BABTEItN CONTINENTS ADVERTIBBUENTS.—Wewish
edition of the Itailroad Gazette U published each
Friday at Queen Annc'a Chamber), Weatmintter,
London, It contains selected reading pages from
the Itailroad Gazette, toyether with additional
Brltikli and foreiyn matter, and is issued under
the name Hailuay Gazette.
CONTUIIIITIONS. Subscribers and others will
materially assist in making our iietca accurate
and complete if they Kill xend early information
of events which take place under their observaDlscufisions of subjects pertaining to all
tion.
departments of railroad business by men practically acquainted with them are especially desired.

—

it distinctly understood that we will entertain »io proposition to
publish anything in this journal for pay, EXCEIT
IN THE ADVEKTISINO COLUMNS.
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to say,
it

on March
at the

the combined

1

most

wisdom

— to
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more or less generally known. But that the idea has
been in use in this country since about the time attention was

nals and are

In VM)2 the
first drawn to it In England may be new to many.
Western Electric Company. Chicago, having had much trouble from
spontaneous combustion with Illinois coal stored in quantity, determined on water storage as the simplest and most effective preventive.
A large hole was dug In the ground, the coal dumped in
and flooded. When the large new plant at Hawthorne (Chicago)
was built something more than a year ago, the scheme was elab-

orated to

its

A

present proportions.

concrete pit to hold 10,000 tons

was built, with tracks across on concrete arches, and alongside,
and the reserve supply of coal is kept In the bins thus formed.
To deposit the coal in these submerged bins costs about 5 cents
a ton. It Is removed by a locomotive crane with a grab bucket
The water for the bins comes from the roots of nearby buildings.
The cost of the pit, which is 310 ft. x 114 ft. and 15 ft. deep, was
at the rate of $7,000 per 1.000 tons ot capacity.

ballot,

month following

the

This would seem to give due consideration to the needs ot the
most strenuous objector. The only real remaining ground for dissatisfaction is that the rate will still remain arbitrary, in the sense
that it cannot be quiolily changed, and that it must be the same every,
where. Moreover, tlie live commissioners will liave to exercise their
wills rather than their reasoning powers to settle some of the questions that will come before them.
But if they make their report
with reasonable celerity It will have to be a decidedly poor one not
to merit prompt and universal acceptance; for a code of arbitrary
rules, universally applicable, seems at present to be the only practicable way of managing freight car interchange in this great

When

the coal Is

allowed to stand 24 hours to drain
and then put Into the overhead bunkers ot the power station, from
which It feeds to the stokers. It Is therefore used within 48 hours
Since the water reafter coming from the pit, and burns well.
moves all of the finely pulverized material, it is equivalent to using
washed coal. It will be recalled that the British experiments included storage in both sea and fresh water, and in the former instance the quality ot the coal actually was improved, presumably
from its permeation by the salt. The elTect ot salting the water

used

It

is

loaded

has not been tried

into

at

cars,

the Western Electric Company's

PENNSYLVANIA RAIL ORDER FOR

We

eon n try.

received news after

we went

pit.

1908.

to press last

week that the

Pennsylvania Railroad, on February 6. placed definite orders with
manufacturers for 55.000 tons of rail to be delivered during
190S, so that this new order, in addition to 30,000 tons on hand from

steel

Sloring coal under water is admittedly the best way known ot
minimizing deterioration, as well as of avoiding spontaneous combustion or accidental ignition. The advantages ot this method of
storage have been determined in Great Britain within the past
five years.
The British Admiralty has been the most noted as well
as the most extensive investigator, although Its studies were antedated by individual experimenters, who were able to record definite
and conclusive results. The methods and conditions of these experiments and their results were given in English engineering jour-

the 1007 order, will give the
or enough rails to lay some

main

line distance

from

company
5.=>0

miles

New York

85.000 tons for use this year,

—considerably

to Pittsburgh.

more than the
The orders were

distributed as follows:
United States Steel Corporation, 27..S00 tons;
Cambria Steel Co., 11,000 tons; Pennsylvania Steel Co., 11.000 tons;
and Lackawanna Steel Company. 5.500 tons.
These rails will
be rolled under entirely new specifications.
In view of the in-

creasing severity ot road service and the recognized necessity for
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the Pennaylvanla baa for name moutbB
examination of the entire art and pra<Jtloe of rail manufacture.
A commlttoo of experOt n-prenentlng the
railroad and two Uuiiortant Hteel manufa'.'lurerH waa appointed la«t
Bummer to make a special study of the suhject and the exi>erlmentii
which this committee made were perhaps without precedent In their
completeness and In the Importance of the scientific data supplied.
A new rail section has been developed and we hope to have the
opportunity to show this fully In the near future, but the important
point for pre«ent consideration Is the Htatement In the official announcement that the company places upon the manufacturer the

developing an Improved

rail,

f»een conductlnf? exhaustive

responsibility

for the character of the rail produced, recognizing
a purchaser and not Itself a manufacturer. In all branches
of trade It Is the privilege of the purchaser to require results.
In few or no branches iloes the purchaser attempt to prescribe
the exact way thcHe results shall bo obtained.
The new Pennsylvania 8r)eclflcations adhere to this excellent principle and allow

that

It Is

considerable latitude In the methods of manufacture so long as
the result is a sound rail.
We have for a long time maintained
that exactly this thing .should be done; that the burden of proof
should be put upon the manufacture!-, not upon the user, and that

rigorous and exacting test of the finished product will work better
than a set of specltlcatlons so minute that the manufacturer, ->n<e
he has compiled with them, places himself beyond criticism, whether
the result comes up to expectations or not.

The Pennsylvania

In

this Instance has devised tests so exacting that It is to the Interest
of the manufarturers to discard all material which Is in any way
open to suspicion.

new

The

do not require any fixed discard,
being thrown entirely upon the manuand they provide that rails shall be free from Injurious
mechanical detects and flaws, without attempting to describe the
particular defects or flaws that will cause the rejection of the rail.
In other words, Instead of saying to the rail manufacturer, you
must make u.s a lall from Ingots whlc'h have been cropped to a certain specified per cent,, the company in effect says merely, you
must make us rails that will not break The methods of testing
ai'e very complete, and to place the company's rail practice upon a
responsibility

specltlcatlons

for

this

facturer,

sound historical basis and to insure that whatever future changes
made shall l>e based upon accurate data, a system has been devised whereby the history of all rails purchased by the company

are

shall be fully recorded.

In order to identify the part of the ingot

rail was made the new speciflcatlons readdition to the usual marking, that a letter shall be
stamped on each rail to Indicate Its position in the Ingot. A special
committee has also been apiwinted to keep continually in touch

from which a particular

quire,

in

with the rail (luestinn. In order to enable the company to secure
the best rails which at the time of any order It Is possible to manuIn placing Its orders, the Pennsylvania speclflcally invites
the steel manufacturers to fill part of the allotment with open hearth
rails In order to ascertain more clearly the actual service differences

facture.

between open hearth and Bessemer.

It la

understood that standard

prices will prevail.

THE SHADOW

IN

THE RAILROAD FORECAST.

Under normal conditions a period of financial

stress, as affecting especially railroad properties, follows certain fixed lines. Et>onomic theory and practical experience alike confirm them. There
Is flrfct the antecedent process, often reaching over years of time,
of undue expansion.
The structure of credit and of business becomes topheavy. Presently some single failure, usually of magnitude, discloses the general condition.
Panic and contraction follow
next, at first smiting the financial centers, with its familiar symptoms of tight money, hoarding and swift fall of security prices. It
hits business next, and the blow deflects Instantly upon the rail-

roads.
Earnings fall and compel economics, some of them harsh
and painful and not always effective enough to prevent reduction of
dividends.
Next comes the recovery, sometimes slow, sometimes
swift.
The wreckage Is cleared away, credit revives, money rates

On

the railroads, earnings Increase, dividends are reassured,
Such, In the briefest forms of statement and
distilled to Its final terms, is the normal story of a panic period.
Were external conditions now normal also, one might almost confall.

and the

crisis passes.

sider our period of trouble over

and the railroad situation bright.

Indeed, the purely fiscal recovery has been quicker than usual, and
the actual wreckage to be cut away less.
But, unfortunately for the railroads, external conditions have
l)eeii. are. and promise for some time to be abnormal. Heretofore the
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railroads have been able to work back from bard times not only
with a large measure of public sympathy and oo-operatlon. but also

under tbi- protection of well defined law. They could rely on a
deep and Instant public respect for the basic rights of property and,
on the other hand, upon statutes which had stood long, which the
court.-: had interpreted and which rested on the precedents of judicial
ruling. The deepest shadow on the railroad situation is the cbaage
During the last year or
In these respects which has come to pans.
two railroad statute-making has stretched beyond all bounds. It U
not merely that twenty-flve or thirty states have passed positiTeljr
They rary
hostile acts, but that the volume of statutes U so vast.
In different states and In adjacent states are Inconsistent with each
other.
They impose severe or ridiculous restrictions on railroad
operation. The most serious of them veer head-on against the "due
proceM^" amendment of the federal constitution, yet even so mast
travel the long and slow path through the courts that leads to their
If unrepealed by leglsdeath, but meanwhile doing their mischief.
latures, It would take years for the higher courts to expound the
statutes of the last twelvemonth.
But, luckily for the railroads,
many of the worst of those statutes are of such a character that they
tend to repeal themselves, and a second legislature undoes the policies of the first.
In federal law. with the statutes less in nuinl>er
and not no complex and contradictory, there is much the same tincertainty as in the states.
Hardly a day passes that one doee not
read of some new question raised under the Sherman Act; and. over
all. hangs the doubtful action and attitude of Congress.
A railroad situation Is unpleasant when the corporations are
mired in such a morass of legislation, federal and state.
It Is worse when It Is up against any unfriendly public sentiment.
That sentiment left to Itself and to logical outworking would have
cleared up soon enough. Reverting again to the rule of experience
in such cases, any popular movement against a large vested interest
is apt to run to extremes.
At first started by discolored abuses,
Honest men,
civic feeling goes wild In the effort to check them.
But
acting under quick Impulse, often Join in such a movement.
presently sobriety succeeds rashness. The pocket nerve of communities begins to be touched, the cry of hardship is heard, and the
radical turn.<^ conser\'atlve. But here again we happen now to strike
an abnormal condition. From those exalted official quarters whence
we should expect the conservative keynote comes instead the word
of flame.
It is taken up as a countersign by every federal law
officer: it stirs up state commissions: it revives the demagogue: it
rewakes the antl-corporatlon spirit of legislatures Just l>eginning to
slumber. Shot through it all Is "politics" and the issues of personal
or party vanta.ge In a presidential campaign near at hand in which
corporation questions promise to cut a wide swath: and. If the paradox may be allowed, not a few of the foremost party leaders on l)Oth
sides vie In striving to prove which party Is most like the other. To
the railroad manager struggling to make ends meet when engines
and empty cars are Indefinitely side-tracked, it must be confessed
that such a situation is more anomalous than cheering.
Of the final result there can. of course, be no real doubt
The
underlying forces of conservatism are too strong and the currents of
an enlightened public and personal Interest too deep not to prevail
at last.
But meanwhile the shadow remains and the strange situation presents itself of the great railroad Interest of the country iti
a time of Industrial stagnation and distress forced to battle with the
law that .should protect and with the public sentiment that should
be sympathetic and helpful. Years hence, when with a broad and
landscape view, the political economist or historian writes up the
year 190S. in which the railroad faces the combination of hard times,
acute politics, befogged law and federal antagonism, there will be a
record to which. In uniqueness at least, the history of other fiscal
crises In this countr>° have no parallel.
In the story of the nation
and Its railroads, the year may also be an epoch.

THE WHEEL SITUATION.
Probably no reader of the Railroail Qazrlte can recollect the time
the car wheel of the former day was not better in remembrance
than that of the present, and yet the oldest Inhabitant would not claim
that the first wheel was the best wheel ever made; hence at some
time there must have been an Improvement of quality. The dlfflculty Is that there Is no standard of quality with which to make
comparisons, since the standard of life and wear becomes utterly
worthless because of tlie changed conditions of service then and now.
In fact, if Is only within the past few years that there has
been a wheel question as we understand It to-day.
It was about

when

Febkiary
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cars of 100,000 pounds capacity, had become
plentiful enough to be a factor in railroad operation, that indefinite
rumors floated into the office of the Railroad Gazette to the effect
that there was trouble with the wheel.
A representative was ac-

six years ago,

when

cordingly sent to enquire, and he found a condition of anxiety in
the minds of thoughtful railroad men that would have been panicky
with people of smaller caliber.
Wheels were breaking in unprecedented numbers under high capacity cars, especially upon mountain divisions, where there were long and heavy brake applications,
and users and makers found themselves face to face with the problem of improving the wheel or abandoning the high capacity car.
By an increase of weight and a charge in material a better wheel
was produced, and a year la'er these same officials were breathing
easier, but they by no means considered that their troubles were
at an end. Since that time, the increase in the relative number of
high capacity cars has increased the actual number of failures in
proportion, and the weakness of wheels, as evidenced In flange
breakages, has become one of the vital questions of the hour.

Meanwhile, the wheelmakers are insistent that if the railroads
would only pay more for their wheels, better work could be pro"You come here
duced. The railroad replies to this, in substance:
and offer a wheel of a certain weight at a given price and guarantee
it to render a certain service.
If you can make a better proposition,
whereby, by paying more, a better wheel and a better guarantee can
be obtained, accompanied by a lower cost per 1,000 miles, we will
The burden of producing a
certainly be willing to entertain It."
better and more economical wheel is thus thrown upon the shoulders of the makers. The relations between them and the railroad
companies is one tliat is purely commercial, and it is left to the
si'Ucr to prove that

he can make a cheaper wheel than the one now

word cheaper being used In the sense of a lower ultimate,
not of a lower first, cost. Whether this can be done or not remains
to be seen, but an outsider would be led to infer that, in the
in use, the

opinion of the users, it cannot be done. If he based that opinion
solely upon the external evidence of the action of the Master Car
Builders' Association during the past two or three years.
Appar-

Pittsburgh club. In November, there was an address In which the
speaker opened with a well-deserved tribute to the cast Iron wheel,
and an acknowledgment of what American railroad development
owed to it, but he followed this by a very vigorous and emphatic
attack upon its use under high capacity cars, arguing that it was
not safe. This in Pittsburgh, where the cast iron wheel is at home.
Yet, though the speaker was warned In advance that if lie
attacked the cast iron wheels he must expect a vigorous defense and
counter-attack and be prepared therefor, he found himself in the
midst of a love feast, and even the wheelmakers agreed with almost
everything that he said.

Again, In January, at the Western Railway club, a paper was
presented in which the causes of failure of the cast iron wheel were
set forth with great elaboration.
No excuses were offered, and the
case was clearly and definitely stated.
In the discussion that followed there was at least one vigorous attack upon the use of the
wheel under high capacity cars, followed substantially by a corroboration, or at least, by no refutation of the arguments ottered to
show that the wheel was not safe. These straws are certainly very
indicative of the opinions of men who know; for, in both cases. If
railroad officers present had held any opinions contrary to those
expressed, or if the wheel makeis had any figures or arguments to
contradict or meet the opinions set forth, these opinions

offer to

and arguments would undoubtedly have been brought to light.
Now, there must be a reason, or reasons, for all this, and It
appears not unlikely that it Is founded upon a mixture of knowledge
and Ignorance. We know that the cast iron wheel gave satisfactory
service under cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity, and that when that
capacity was raised to 80,000 lbs., the difference in efficiency was not
enough to be noticeable, but when the load was made 100,000 lbs.,
the crash came. That much represents knowledge. Then came the
talk about inferior wheels, brake action, stresses internal and external, soft and hard chills, and all manner of excuses and guesses, of
the validity of which we know nothing. Who knows whether there
is really any difference in the hardness of the chill of different

We know that there is a diCference in the depth of peneBut how about actual hardness? How many tests have
been made of the strength of the chilled metal cut from wheels?
meet the requirements of the car of 100.000 pounds capacity, and so Who has ever measured the Internal stresses that exist in the
they have set themselves to work to improve the wheel, not by average cast iron wheel as it leaves the annealing pits? Has any
iniprovins the material of which it is made, but by strengthening one ever attempted to measure the effect of brakeshoe action on
the finished arlicle, by incrensing its weight and thickness, using these internal stresses? Who knows, except In a general way. the
the existing grades of iron. In all the reports of the wheel commit- effect of the temperature of the metal at the time of pouring, on
tees and in all the discussion upon the floor of the conventions, the internal stresses of the wheel? In short, do we know one single
there is not one word or hint that an attempt at improvement of item of what is going on Inside that metal, to give us a clue about
material should be made or that it could successfully be made, as a what should be done to Improve conditions?
means of strengthening the wheel. It Is, apparently, resignedly
Who knows very much about external stresses either? With
accepted that the best that can be done along those lines has been the exception of the Investigations of last summer as recently
done. Wheel users have accepted the metal as it stands and propose published in the Railroad Gazette, nothing is known of lateral
to make the best of It.
stresses, while of vertical stresses our knowledge is still more
The result of this position has been the designing of wheels limited. It Is, as the Investigator asserts, a case where the merest
In which there Is a progressive thickening of the metal and a cor- scratching has been done on the surface of a field that stands
responding increase of the weight of the wheel as the service rises inviting a thorough cultivation with the promise of a rich reward
from that of a 60,000 pound capacity car, through 80,000 pounds to the cultivator. We have no present opinions to express on this
subject; we wish merely to record the apparent conditions; the state
to 100,000 pounds.
This is official action, with no official comment other than the of the art. But It is quite proper to suggest to wheel makers and to
bare statement of the necessity that the wheel that has given railroad officers that before there Is smy further condemnation of
satisfactory service under cars of 60,000 pounds capacity must be the cast Iron wheel and before there are any further attempts to
Improve it, it would be worth while to find out deflnitely what is
Improved if It Is to be used under those of 100,000 lbs. capacity.
The whole situation is not deflned. however. In official action the matter with it, and what effect brakeshoe and other actions
though it may be. in part. Indicated. We have the private expres- have upon It. When we have learned this, we will all be in a
sions of opinion of superintendents of motive power and master car better position to proceed intelligently with Improvements, or at
builders, the so-called piazza talk of the conventions, the general least to decide whether improvement Is possible or not.
ently the

members

of that association

have come

that the cast iron wheel of the standard contour

gossip

that

is

floating

about

to the conclusion
is

from untraceable sources, and

discussions at the railroad clubs.

As

for the position of those

the

men

charge of the rolling stock, it is well within bounds to say that
It averages one of anxiety, especially where work has to be done
on mountain divisions, while the feeling that there must be eternal
watchfulness of the most wide-awake character Is universal. In
order that flange breakage— that dreaded result arising from those
Insidious and non-detectable cracks that are apt to be set up In the
Interior of the wheel, may he avoided. The general gossip merely
confirms this fear of cracks, and .solidifies the current impression
that the cast iron wheel Is not just the thing— not quite safe
for use under high capacity cars.
As for the club discussions, the
case seen\s to be merely emphasized by them.
Two such discussions have taken place this winter, both marked by a practical
unanimity of opinion upon the cast iron wheel question. At the
In

—

wheels?
tration.

insufficient to

Probably nobody will deny that the
cure is not yet In sight, is evidenced by
percentage of steel wheels that are being
cars.
It is not reasonable to suppose that

case

is

serious.

That a

the large and increasing

put under high capacity
railroad managers would
wheels for this purpose, if, by an advance In price, they
could obtain a cast iron wheel to meet their requirements. It is not
a case of obtaining business through advertising the superiority of
their equipment, nor would these same managers consider for a
moment a proposition to put steel wheels under 60,000-lb. cars. They
simply feel that traffic demands have outgrown the capacity of the
cast Iron wheel, and they are obliged to use steel just as they did
years ago In passenger cars and engine truck wheels.
In this there can be no thought of condemnation of the cast
iron wheel in itself. At present we know pretty well the extent to
which It can be depended upon, but for high capacity service. In

buy

steel
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external and internal, and the causes affecting

It,

Is cer-

rather than proceed

What such
no one can say, but it Is quite safe to
predict that until tho cast Iron wheel Is improved along the lines
blindly with

no dennltc Idea of what ought

an Investigation

will

to be done.

revial,

of positive information, the use of
continue to incnraso. and the steel

its

rival,

the steel wheel,
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From the net income of I28,900,OW there was paid in dividends $13.200,0UO and appropriated for betterments and additions or reserved
for d«pi.
Iling Block, |1,2W,000, leaving a surplus for U»e
>''"' =«"
This compare*
au<l Paymenu, of $H.4W.<>W.
with $11
•oc.
"OO
GrOM laihoati earnings were $117.300,OW aj-'
In 1900, an Increase of |18,2U0,0OO, or 18 per cent.
jad
N
n the cou.-try except the Penn>>ylvanla had gross ta.....,^
.... ..ear
of as mnch as llOO.oou.uOi
lirobs earnings were $1::,4>>1 per mile.
Railroad operating expent,<-»- ri'Tfay"-'! !7 per cent !f-;ivin? n*-t •-arnvver
ings of $43,700,0011, an In.

to bring Uh quality up to the severe regulrementa,
talnly better to pry Into the prescmt service condition of the wheel,

order

It

will

wheel will be placed under a
larger and larger proportion of the high capacity freight cars of
the country.

-

1906.

For many years the Pullman Company has set the railroads of
the country good examples In certain of the details of Its dealings
with its employees, but In nothing has it done better than In Um
"The
action leported from Chicago In the following press ilespatcli:
Hullman I'alaci.' Car Company has distiibulecl $174,850 among 3,770
employees of Its car service department. The honusi aniuunt.s to
one month's salary for every condiii;lor and porter who continued
on the payroll of the company throughout 1907 and who hail no

.

Passenger oarnlngh

19 per cent.

Meanwhile

l;

th

.iig>
:;-31

per cent, last year.
in a year of exceptional difflculUes aiul
lapidly Increasing cosb> by spending a smaller proportion of gross
earnings on maintenance than In the prevloiih year. Considering
maintenance of way and structures and malntename of equipment
as "maintenance," and conducting transportation and general exper.ses as "operation," there was a great change in the relation of
The maximum number of porters these two groups to the gross receipts. In 1900 almort as large a
demcrltii charged against him.
employed during the year was 4,400, and of conductors, l.tJSS. It percentage of gross was spent on one group as on the other, "maintenance" taking 30.88 per cent of gross and "operation" 32.43 per
Lb the Intention of the company to grant the bonus of one month's
pay each year hereafter to such conductors and porters as make a cent. Last year, however, "maintenance" was reduced to 26.46 per
cent, of gross earnings, while "opeiallon" rose to 3C.29 per cent.
clean record throughout the year."
Operating expenses of all lines increased $12,100,OC>0, or 18 per
cent., but the actual Increase in the co!<t of carrying on the busiLess
Southern Pacific Company.
was greater than this, for the expenses of 190C were charged «'lth
$2,100,000 which was credited to a reserve fund for future mainThe tweiity-thlid annual report of the Southern Pacific Company tenance and renewals for which there was no necessity last year.
was
The increase In actual operating expenses was. therefore. $14,200,000,
and proprietary companies for the year ended June 30. 1907.
under date of .January 2:!, 190S. A.s usual It Is or 22 per cent. There were higher wage schedules, most of which
Issued on February
a model of completeness; a standard for other companies to follow. went in effect in the fall of 1906: a larger amount of Improvements;
Not only Is full Information siven for the holding company, but greater cost of material, principally of lumtK-r and fuel; more traffic
moved; and extra expense of moving traffic under exceptional conditions which included the greater cost of operation after the economical limit of the road had been exceeded by the amount of traffic,
the congestion from the accumulation of cars and traffic following
the San Francisco fire and the interruption of service due to tremendous rains In three great .states.
Maintenance of way and structures Increased $1,500,000. or 10
per cent, over the straight maintenance of way cost of 1906. The
1900 expenses were charged with $1,800,000 as a reserve for future
maintenance, renewals, etc., for which there was no corresponding
^charge last year, so that there was an indicated decrease of $288,000,
or 2 per cent., in the maintenance of way account. There occurred
during the year, in California. Nevada and Oregon, rains which lasted
longer than ever known since the construction of the roads. Under
the rush of traffic the entire roadbed in those states was so much
damaged that all of It had to be resurfaced and much of it rebalThe reconstruction of the roadbed and the relasted and retied.
placement of material previously adequate had not been completed

Southern
most of the important facts are shown in detail for each of the 15
proprietary companies directly Included In the system as well as
Information about four other proprietary companies which are not
directly Included.

The average mileage of railroad directly operated has risen to
miles, and tlie gross transportation receipts from both rail
lines to just under $12."i.000.000.
The Increa.'so in transportation receipts over the year ended .Iiine .10, 190C, was $19. .'500,000,

9,400

and water

but operating expenses and ta.xes of all lines Increased $12,500,000.
leaving net earnings after taxes of $41,SOO,000 against $.15,000,000
In 190G. an increase of $(5,800,000. Increases In other income brought
up the total amount available to pay fixed charges to $4r..sO0.n00, a
gain of $8,400,000 over the previous year. Fixed and other charges
were $700,000 less and net income $9,000,000 larger than In 1906.

In 1906 to 62.7ii

This was accomplished

Pacific.
at tho end of the fiscal year, but has been Increasing the expenses
of maintenance In the fir.it six months of the current fiscal year.
The cost of repairing damages caused by storms and floods on the
lines of tho Pacific system west of El Paso amounted to $565,000.
Kepalrs of bridges, culverts and trestles lncrea.*ed $45S.O00, of which

$102,000 represents fiood damage and the remaining amount includes
the cost of 0,900 ft. of ,<leel and the wo<iden structure* replaced. The
average cost of ties during the year Increased 23 per cent., from 47
cents to 58 ccnt.s. so that although there were over 600.00O less ties
laid In track, there was an increase in the cost of tie renewals.
Repaii-s of buildings other than docks and wharves Increased $695.000. which Includes the cost of repairing damages by fire and earthquake at San Francisco and of repairs to the passenger terminals
There is also Included In mainat Oakland and at .'Vlameda Moles.
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tenance of way under a separate account $218,000 spent by the
Southern Pacific Railroad in finishing the work of moving its tracks
and of building about 40 miles of new line higher up on the side of
the Salton sink. The expenditures in 190G for this work amounted
There
to $537,000, making a total of $755,000 In the two years.
were 355 miles of new rails laid, a decrease of 64 miles from 1906.
The unit cost of maintenance of way per mile of main and second
track (including 175 miles of second track in 1907 and 1G4 miles In
1906) was $1,676, against $1,744 in 1906.

oinfoiirlh

20-

Maintenance of equipment increased 5 per cent, over the figure
which included $313,000 charged as reserve for future maintenance, renewals, etc., and 7 per cent, over the straight maintenance
of equipment cost of that year.
With an increase of 12 per cent, in
the locomotive mileage, repairs and renewals of locomotives increased 3 per cent. These expenses include $202,000, the difference
between the present cost of replacing 44 old light-weight locomotives
and the price received for them, if sold, or the value of the old
material, if dismantled.
With an increase of 10 per cent, in the
miles run by passenger cars, repairs and renewals of passenger-train
cars increased 12 per cent. They include $140,000 similarly as
with locomotives, on account of replacing 31 passenger-train cars.
There was an increase of 11 per cent, in the mileage of cars In freight
trains and in the cost of repairs and renewals of freight-train cars.
These expenses include $1,137,000 for replacing, as above. 2,518
freight-train cars. Repairs and renewals of road service cars include
$67,000 for replacing, as above, 139 cars. The unit maintenance of
for 1906,

Freight Service and Traffic.

III
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equipment costa and the average number of serviceable locomotives
and cars owned per year are shown below:
Average c»tt
,

Locomotlrci
For rpiialm and renewulH
For I'Ciilaccmentii
Total
PaaaenKvr train cars:
For rcpalm aod rcoewali
For rpplaccmcnts
Total
Frelelit train cara

i.iT

yi-ar.

.\v.
,

119

1906.
|3,U07
464

13,563

$3,531

$700
82

$792

1007.
t'-i.-H-t

$87'.'

mTvlicablp

^7.'

19oi?

1,7U0

1,624

:

For repalra and rcncwala
For reiilaccmoDts
Total

$li:i

$104

The great

Increase In operating expenses came In oonducting
transportation, where the effpct of the unfavorable causes which
have already been mentioned was particularly felt. With an Increase of 14 per cent. In passenger miles and of 11 per cent. In ton
miles the cost of getting and moving the business Increased
$9,600,000, or 32 per cent.
The "total locomotive mileage In service
for which the attendant expenses are charged to conducting transportation," Increased 12 per cent., while the cost of fuel for locomotives IncrcaHed 4:! per cent, and of locomotive service, other than
fuel, 22 per cent. Train service Increased 23 per cent, and station and
terminal service 2G per cent. As a result of the 50-cent per diem
charge and the unusual detention of cars caused by the congestion
of traffic throughout the country, payments for car mileage and
switching Increased from $418,000 In 1906 to $2,156,000 laat year, a
rise of 415 per cent. The greater eo.st of handling the business may
be briefly and accurately summed up by the statement that the expenses per locomotive mile were 13.353 cents for fuel for locomotives, against 10,475 cents In the preceding year, and for the entire
expense of conducting transportation 71.035 cents, against 60.229
cents In 1906. These unfavorable results, It must be remembered,
followed a year, In which, with an increa.se of 8 per rent, in passenger miles and 10 per cent. In ton miles, the cost of conducting
transportation was less than in the year 1905.
There was an increase of 36 per cent, in general expenses. Expenses of water lines increased 23 per cent., largely as a result of
two additional single trips between New York and New Orleans and
45 additional single trips between New Yorlc and Galveston, and the
doclc facilities In New Yorli City.
tralnload on the lines east of El Paso was 346 tons, a decrease of 17 tons, or 5 per rent, from the 1906 figure. West of Ei
Paso the tralnload Increased 6 tons to 401 tons, making an average
for all lines of 3S0 tons, a decrease of 3 Ions.
The average loading
per loaded car was 20 tons, and the average train had 20 loaded
cars.
The freight density, including both revenue and company
freight, increased from 784,590 tons per mile of road to 848,420, a
rise of 8 per cent.
The passenger-mile rate, excluding ferry and
suburban psissengers, was 2.287 cents, an Increase of 2 per cent, over
1906, and the ton-mile rate 1.105 cents, an increase of 8 per cent, over
1906.
Receipts of passenger trains per revenue train-mile were
$1.81, an Increase of 6 per cent., and freight trains per revenue trainmile $3.54, an increase of 8 per cent. The train-mileage figures on
which each of these results \s based Include all mixed train miles,
but exclude mileage of helping locomotives,
t'our diagrams, which
are given herewith, show by years the growth in mileage, earnings
and tralllc of the rail and water lines over 1885 (calendar year), the
year in which the Southern Pacific Company began operations. The
mileage figures show the miles oif road In operation at the end of

overcrowded

The

each year.
Six per cent, of the Southern Pacific's tonnage Is made up of
fruits and vegetables and only 3 per cent, of bituminous coal.
-Agricultural products make up 20 per cent, of the total, animal products
3 per cent., mineral prodtiits 28 per cent., forest products IS percent.,
manufactures 16 per cent., merchandise 12 per cent, and nilscellanneous 2 per cent. During the year the proportion of agricultural

and mineral products and

manufactures and merchamllse Increased, while the tonnage of animal and forest products and miscellaneous decreased.
The total tonnage of revenue freight was
25,500,000 tons and of company freight 5.300,000 tons.
As on the Union Pacific, separate accounts for betterments and
for additions arc now kept.
The total expenditures last year
amounted to $7,600,000, of which $600,000 was paid out of Income.
There was spent on the Hues In Louisiana $927,000, In Texas
$444,000 and for the lines west of El Paso and Ogden (Pacific
system) $6,300,000, of which $66,000 was spent on the New Mexico
& Arizona and the Sonora Railway. One of the most lm|)ortant expenditures. Included umior additions. Is that for signals. On the
Pacific system $970,000 was siH>nt during the year.
On June 30.
1907, 1,263 miles of these lines were protected by signals and work
was In progress or contemplated on 860 miles more. On the eastern
lines tliore was spent $121,000. and 355 miles of lines have, or are
of

shortly to have, signal protection.
Construction work was under

way on the date

of the report on
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15 dllTtrcnt new lines. The mont far-reaching of ihete are iu Mexico,
wb«re a line Is now under construction south along the west coast to
Guadalajara. 720 mileti, and two other llntB are being built along the
two branches of the YaquI river, a lerriior)- long held In pofisession
by the YaquI Indians. These northern extensions are shown on the
accompanying map; the Guadalajara extension Is indicated.
The balance sheei of the .Southern Pacific Company and proprietary companies, which excludes all olTiietUng accounu between
the companies and the cost of stocks and bonds owned by ihe Southern Pacific Company, shows these large consiruction expenditures.
From June 30. 1900. to June 30. 1907. the Item advani** for construction and acquisition of new lines, including electric lines in
California." Increased from $19,200,000 to $39,9tMj,wo. This Includes
the cost of 718 miles of completed railroad and "of work on a part
of about 1,700 miles of projoted llnee," l>ei>ides 208 miles of finished
road in Louisiana and Texas, for which most of the funds were advanced by the Southern Pacific. Cash and cash accounts during the
same period decreased from $29,600,000 to $21,600,000. while loans
and bills payable increase*! from $50,000 to $24,700,000. The need
for new working capital was met by the Issue of $36,000,000 preferred stock, under resolution of the directors of May 9. 1907. This
was offered to the stockholders at par and $35,300,000 was subscribed, of which $16,100,000 was paid In by June 30. 1907, and the
remaining $19,200,000 has been received since the close of the year.
Judging by this showing, the cash assets on June 14, 1907, the day
before the first subscription payment on the new Issue of preferred
stock was due. amounted to only about $5,500,000 against bills payable of probably $24,000,000.
President Harrlman describes In some detail the great work
which was done In closing the Colorado river crevasse and saving
the Imperial valley. This can best be quoted:
river supplies the water (ur the Irrigation of tbe lands in
TbU valley, which Is In (he southern part of the SaKun
&0U.000 acres of land as fertile as any In the world, and
about
comprises
sink,
Its business Is lerred by a branch
has a population of atwut 10.000 jhtsods.
line of railroad extending from Old Beach (now Imperial Junction i. on the
Work Is progreMlng
Southern I'aclflc Itallroiid. to Calexico. Cat. 41 miles.
un an exten^ilon of this line from Calexico, Ihroagb tbe northern part of
.Mexico to Yuma, oo miles, irf which 19 miles Is completed.
In the spring of 1005 there occurred an enlargement of a amall artlflclal channel, connecting the Colorado river with the California Develupnient Company's canal, which subsequently became the river's low water
During a flood stage In November, 1905. the C\>lorado rlrer made
channel.
Ibis channel, parts of tbe Alamo and New rivers, and certain Mctlotu ot the
Tb? rl\er. thereupon, flowed Inland and discharged
canal. Its main channel.
Into the Salton sink, Intead of Into the (iulf of California, where Its waters
had gone for centuries.
The surface area of tbe Salton alnk Is about 1.950 square mile* and Is.
The eontlnnat the lowest point, near Salton. abont 2TS ft. below sea level.
ous Inflow of the river filled up the sink, converting It Into a saline lake
over 45 mllea long iind about 15 miles broad, with an extreme depth of about
»0 ft. This Inflow, unless checked, would ultimately have ruined all Improved
lands In (he Imperial valley as well aa the lands along the lower sectlooa ot
the Colorado river.
After a number of attempts by the California L>evelopment Company to
During
lose the crevasse, It was successfully accomplished on .Nov. 6, 1006.
the last days of NovemlxT. ond the early part of I>ecemb«r, 1900. hea>'y
rains on tbe headwaters ot tbe (ilia river sent a further flood, which reached
Its ma.\lmum at Vumu on I>ec. !>. 11*0<J. causing a break In the leve« some disTbU rapidly enlarged to a width of l.KiO
tance below the original break.
ft
widi a depth In nild channel of 34 ft., through which the water rushed
with n flow of j::.iioo seconds feet back again on Its Inland cuurte and swept
(o des(ruc(lon all before It.
It was believed that the work of closing Ihe new break should l>e undertaken by tbe United States Iteclnmailon Servlee. but. falling In baring this
(lone, and having been ri<iuested by the l"re»ldent << the I'nited States ;o
close the break at once (provision for (be equitable distribution of the burden
to Ik> made by Congress i. the Southern I'aclflc Company vigorously comin4>nced operations, and men. malerlal. cars, and Ioo;)motlve8 were assembled
111
order to do this work with the uttuost expedition.
On Feb. 11. 190*. a
little over 15 days from (he dale of (be dumping of tbe flrst rock, the break

Tbe Colorado

the Imperial valley.

1

.

waa

succejisfully closed.

In that time, there were put In place about 7J.000 cu. yda. of rock, and
5.000 cu. yds. of gravel and clay.
In completing the cloaure and the neoeasary prt>tec(lon work, (he Sou(hern I'aclflc Company bull( '.2.250 ft. of dam and
put In place SO.OOO cu. yds. of rock. 80.000 cu. yds. of gravel and 'J50.0O0
cu. yds. of earth, a total if 410,000 cu. yds. of material.
It also built 15.6
miles of levee, handling In thl:i work 9'JO.OOO cu. yda. of earth, and 'J15.000
cu. yds. of gravel.
To handle and place Ibis material 1* mile* of standard

gage railroad was built.
The LViupany Incurred an outlay ot $I.4S0.TS4 In aldloc the California
l>evelopnient Company In Its attempt to close the crerasa* of the Colorado
river, and $1.0U:i.l30 In undertaking Ihe work It waa requested to do by the
'resident of the I'nited Slates.
Tbe total outlay amounted to $3.1S3.e'20.

There was a notable Increase In the number of stockholders
during the year. On June 30. 1906. the holders of the preferred
and common stock numbered 3.910; IS months later the number
was 14,830. With particular reference to the new stockholders a
statement is made summarizing the operations of the company
for the past 10
years, during which time the average mileage
operated has Increased from T.'C."! miles to 9.401 miles; gross receipts and Income from $58,000,000 to $129,900,000: net earnings after
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taxes from $21,400,0U0 to $46,800,000; fixed charges from $15,400,000
to $19,100,000, and surplus after fixed and other charges from $5,900,000 to $27,700,000. Up to the fiscal year 1905 no dividends were paid,
so that the surplus after charges was applicable to the improvement
of the property.
The table shown at the end of this review sums up, with certain differences necessary to bring the figures in accord with our
usual standards, the operations of the company since the iiayment
This shows that dividend payments
of dividends has been begun.
have risen from $2,800,000 in 1905 to $i:j,2UO,000 in 1907. For the
year ended June 30, 1908, based on the present amount of stock outstanding at the present rates, the total dividend requirement will
be $17,100,000. In this connection it is interesting to observe that
the surplus after fixed charges (including improvement appropriations) and preferred dividends amounted last year to 12.(1 per cent,
on the $198,849,258 common stock outstanding on June oO, 1907. The
present annual rate of common dividends, which was begun In
October, 1907, is G per cent.
The operating and income results of the Southern Pacific Company for the last three years, ended June 30, are shown in the fol-

lowing table:
1907.
9,401
S33,G3(i,377
7G,50(J,135

Mileage worked
Passenger earnings
Freight earnings
Gross earnings
•Gross eiiiiilngs

Malm,
Malm,

ot
of

way and

strueture.s.

.

1000.

117,331,S12
124,942,798
10,031,877
15,017,190
39,238,102
73,031,374

.

equipment
Conducting transportation
Operating expenses
•Operating expenses
Net earnings
•Net earnings
-Net Income
Dividends

.'(0,220,800

43,700,438
44,721.998
28,911,816
13,157,013
1,220,711
14,408,585

Improvement appropriations
•Years surplus

S

1!)0.-).

9,192
9.138
$29,224,510 $26,412,031
84,122,439
iJ-,902.830
99,123,550
89,403,832
105,032,550
99,515,158
13,731.801
16,319,831t
14,286,1111
12,989.732
29,083,882
29,891.001
02,752,771
58.530.015
68,120,893
63,004,235
36.370,779
30,873.01
37,511,656
31,850,923
19,913,371
13,124,415
7,716,125
2,709.43]
777,502
5,520.380
11,118,837
3,420,798

•Including water lines ami ilir Southern Pacific Terminal Company,
which owns the Galveston terminals.
tThls Includes .$1,803,813 charged as reserve for future maintenance, renewals, etc.
no similar charge In 1!M17.
tThls Includes .$313,474 charged as reserve for future maintenance, renewals, etc.
no similar charge In 1907.
;

;

8

Include

the

following

owned hy Southern

stock

$609,251

In

1907; $4.s3.7!)3

amounts reserved for depreciation of rolling
(,'ompany and leased to other companies

I'aclllc

IflOO

In

NEW

:

;

$540,996 In 1905.

PUBLICATIONS.

Ky J. A. L. Waddcll, C.K., D. Sc, LI.,. li.. and
Speciflcativns and Contracta.
,Tohn C. Walt, M.C.E., LL.U.
New York The Engineeriny News Publishing Co.. 174 pages; G x 9 In.
Price, clolli, $1.00.
:

This book is made up of two lectures, one on specifications and the
other on contracts, delivered by Mr. Waddell before the senior class
of the Rensselaer Polytechnic In.sliUite. and supplemented with an
appendix by Mr. Wait containing Note.s on the Law of Contracts.
The lecturer apologizes in his opening paragraph for the dryness
of his subject and begs for the indulgence of his listeners, and then
straightway proceeds to handle it in the most interesting manner
and In a way that holds the attention from beginning to end. The
whole text of both lectures is indexed by marginal references by
which every point is made readily accessible, and the points thus
referred to are clearly and concisely set forth. The burden throughnut

Be careful. Know
and what the parties

is,

first

exacUy what

it

is

desired to ai-com-

to agree to, and then
express it so clearly that there is no possibility of a misunderstanding in a later interpretation of the document. This excellent advice is followed by driving home the idea that the engineer must
above all things be honest with himself, his employer and the contractors with whom he is called upon to deal.
But while due importance is put upon the ethical treatment of the subject, it by no
means overshadows the purely engineering and commercial features.
Then, afttr touching with clear incisiveness upon the many things
that must be taken into consideration in the preparation of specifications, examples of model specifications are given, followed by ex-

plish

to the contract

wish

209

them in the study of the subject, but it can well be made to
much broader purpose than that, for there are few engineers
who would not find many suggestions in it of great value in the
to

serve a

work of preparing specifications and contracts, together with bints
about the view the courts will be likely to take of the agreements
that they have drawn, as well as hints about the language of the
documents themselves.
By J. T. Sallows. The Technical PresB, Brattleboro,
Price, cloth. $1.50;
Vi.
161 Illustrations.
157 pages: 5V4x7 1n.
leather, round corners, $2.00.

The Blackuviith'a OuiUe.

;

working book appears that shows all through
it that it has been written by a practical man. thoroughly familiar
his
with
subject.
That is the case with the book at hand. In his

Once

in a while a

preface the author modestly disclaims to be the only one who knows
how to do blacksmithing, and then plunges at once into his work
and to the end sticks closely to his text, which, for the most part,
He makes no
is that of telling how particular jobs should be done.
attempts to explain the whys and the wherefores of any of his
methods. These he ignores on the general ground that it is needless for the man 10 know the carbon content of the steel he is handling or the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit to which it should
be raised for proper working. "There are books which give this
information, which is very useful in its place, but if a spring is
brought in for a blacksmith to temper, and he does as 1 have stated,
he will have a position longer than he will by starting out to find
the percentage of carbon in the steel and other points that properly

concern the scientist."
While the book deals with the details of the manipulation of a
multiplicity of jobs, no one of which may come exactly as it is described to the reader, there is an underlying principle In the whole
range of the work that is valuable and suggestive and can be utilThe book deals especially
ized by anyone engaged in the same line.
with those more delicate branches of blacksmithing in which high
grade steels are to be manipulated for tool making and include
the forging, hardening and casehardenlng of the products. The
book should be used not only as a reference for the repetition of
a piece of work that has been described, but should be carefully
read so as not to miss the unexpected suggestions that are frequently made. These suggestions are not grouped but are scattered
throughout the work. His explanations for the hardening of tools
is particularly explicit and throughout the whole of it the fundamental idea is to get a hard cutting edge backed by a soft, tenacious
metal that will have the strength to resist shock, without the brit.\nother lesson that la
tleness that usually accompanies hardness,
impressed upon the reader is the necessity for a close attention
.\gain and again he emphasizes the importance of points
to details,
that are apt to be considered of minor Importance to the average
smith, and insists that success only attends the most careful atIt Is the case of the emphasizing of the
tention to those details.

value of little things. The book makes no pretense to teach a trade
but it cannot fail to be of great value to those who will read It
understandingly. It is full of suggestions gleaned from the long
practical experience of* three generations of blacksmiths.
liuUelins of the Engineering Experiment Station of the Luiversitu of ///iiiois.— Bulletin No. 16 briefly presents the results of several years' study of trussed roofs by .\. ClitTord Rlcker. Professor
of Architecture.
About 50 trusses of a selected type and of different

proportions and arrangement were designed in long leaf pine and
and were changed until the assumed and actual weights of
Other trusses were likewise designed in white
the trusses agreed.
pine and steel, and a few made entirely of steel. To perform this
work as conveniently and as rapidly and accurately as possible. It
became necessary to devise simplified formulas, and tables, with
a systematic method of treatment, all of which are fully explained
The results illustrated are mostl y shown In
in the pamphlet.
graphic tables for ready appreciation. The most Important fi-atures
amples for practice.
are a new formula for the weights of trusses; per cent, of weight
The same thoroughness marks the second lecture on contracts, to be added for connections; most economical ratio of depth to span
and great attention is paid to the line of demarkation separating of truss; distance between trusses; number of purlins per panel,
them from the specifications proper. There are a multitude of cau- and dimensions of panels. It was found that white pine and steel
tions as to what it is essential the contract should contain as well trusses are about 10 per cent, lighter than those of long leaf pine
as what is useless and avoidable, and every precaution is taken and steel; also, that if carefully designed, steel trusses from 100
to warn the unwary against the pitfalls that lie upon all sides
to 200 ft. span have about the same weight as those of white pine
of those who have such documents to prepare.
and steel. It is believed that this bulletin will be valuable and
As for the appendix. It will be a remarkably well-informed engi- suggestive to all persons Interested In the design and construction
neer, or lawyer either, for that matter, who can read it through with- of trussed roofs.
Bulletin No. 17 Is on "The Weathering of Coal." by S. W. Parr
out finding many things of which he never dreamed, when the
laws of liability are expounded. Many a phrase that has been a per- and N. D. Hamilton. It relates to the weathering of coal and losses
functory part of contracts from time immemorial is shown to be in fuel values which accompany storage under various conditions.
useless and worthless for the purpose for which it was intended, The Information heretofore available concerning the behavior of
The results of tests as outas it serves, apparently, merely as a sort of bugaboo to those who coal In storage Is exceedingly meager.
do not know.
lined In this bulletin, add materially to our information and open
There is the same brief treatment of the headings that is to be a way for a better understanding of matters pertaining to weatherfound in the lectures, but nothing is slighted or treated cursorily. ing, spontaneous combustion and other difficulties which attend the
The book professes to have been prepared for students as a guide storage of coal in large masses. Deterioration has been studied
steel,
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with hiiiriiilc.'i maiiiiiiiiMO in iu<- uinii an, iiiiil>i njn-i al 4ai>liiii
temperaturex, In alr-tlKht <-ontaliit"in, and in Hubmerged conditions.
Bulletin No. lU Ih entitled "Comparative TestH of Carlton, Metallized Carbon and Tantalum Filament LampB," by T. H. Amrlne.
It gives a foraparatlve Ktiidy of the electrical characterUllcii, life,
candle-power malnteuani-e, horizontal and vertical dltttrlbutlon and
coflt of operation of the three most widely iiHed electric ianipK under
It is baued upon a
both good and poor conditions of operation.
BfTlcH of tcBlH in which particular attention was paid to obtain
three
I)
lamps in order to
the
pea
of
exactly similar condlllonj for
give a fair baslw of comparLson between types. Comparative rather
than abKolutc reKullii have been souKbt, though, In almost all cases,
dependable qiiantitlve values have been obtained. In an attempt to
explain the reason for high elllclency of the newer lamps a study
Is made of curves plotted between "filament temperatures" and
"candle-power per wiuare inch of filament area" and between "watts
per candle-power" and "fllanient temperature." A consideration of
these curves loads to the concluiiloii that the increa.se in efficiency of
the metallized over the carbon filament Is due almost equally to
higher filament lemperaiure and lo selective radiation, while for
the tantalum filament It is due almost wholly to higher temperatures.

iii'jijfiu iviiuiiue'i

overcome.

V.ii.

iiiuu>

.Hid serious difficulties,

M.IV

which

.

No.

finally

were

The other way may

George
Kowler sail
Railway Club, where
were discussed iJCaih
I.,.

:i*

not be any harder to solve.
Mip Inn'Kirv iiie^-ting of the Western
-•
Iron wheel question
.i.a

he hoped to have

.some data on the str'
m cuires at different
speeds for the next M.
B. cuuveuliuu.
Aji indicative of the excessive loads borne by the wheel when running, some inveailgalions
of bolster stresses had revealed Impact io:id8 on that member of
25 to 30 per cent, of the static load, at Bpee<ls of 2G to 30 m.p.h.
Whether the correspondence of imi>act and speed figures was only a
coincidence he was unable to say. This Impact occurs about three
times a 8e<'ond on a track with staggered joints. As to what portion of the blow to the wheel Is absorbed by the Intervening bolster
springs, Mr. Kowler did not hazard a guess.
It is his opinion,
though, Itased on his recent wheel Investigations, that wheel fl«nge<i
get their heaviest blows on tangents, when the car starts nosing,
rather than on curves, and this nosing is an Important factor In
ll-.mge breakages.
The shorter the distance between truck centers
the more severe the effect. It should therefore be the worst on locomotive tenders. It Is studies such as Mr. Kowler Is making that
will finally solve the wheel problem, and the sooner the parties mt
Interest get together to work It out along these lines the sooner their
troubles will end.
Vi'iiSJCMittu.

C

CONTRIBUTIONS
Car Wheel TesU.
Cast Iron Car Wheels.

To

TiiK EiJiroK Of

lUE Kailboau Gazette:

New
l-lll.llB.I.

To THE Editor of the

Rait.ro.vu

III..

I'.l.

V.

^^<•»^.

Gazktte:

would seem that certain definite things need to be done before
can be expected from present cast iron wheel troubles. The
real (llfllcully underlying the whole matter is that not enough Is
known about the chilled cast Iron wheel. In the flrst place there
Is no text-book or authoritative data on Its manufacture, despite the
length of time it has been In use on American railroads; therefore,
outside of the experienced wheelmakers few have expert knowledge
But the really serious question Is the Ignorance reof the subject.
garding certain essential qualities of the finished wheel, and what
the wheel must encounter In service. Not only are the nature and
magnitude of the stresses imposed on It under a moving car unknown quantities, but much more needs to be known of its strength
to with.stand these stresses. The wheelmakers claim that the roads
generally seem inclined to consider that the responsibilities for
the solution of the chilled wheel problem rests with the makers.
From the (ncls above stated It appears to be a two-part problem, on
which each side has a s|)ecial work to do.
With regard to the manufacturing end: The makers have contended all along that the chilled cast wheel, properly made, Is fully
equal to present service requirements; but that good wheels cannot
be made for the price that the railroads, or many of them, will pay;
that the price determines the quality, and for this the railroads
solely are responsible. This attitude of the wheelmakers is open to
criticism; for although what they allege Is largely true, they themselves are not free from blame, since they continue to supply wheels
that they know to be of Inferior quality and therefore unable to
Btand the service. When manufacturers contract to supply wheels
at a price equal to, or even less than, the price of i)lg Iron, they cannot afford I.I put much new stock into their product. Cheap wheels
presuppose the use of poor sto<k. Hut the use of good stock does
not by any means assure wheels of corresponding quality, for not
only can Iron unfit for use be drawn from a cupola in which the
best 8to<-k has been put. but good iron will make poor wheels if the
foundry practice is bad. The liability of internal stresses is minimized only by the most careful foundry practice. The temperature
In the ru|>ola and of pouring, the temper of the mold, the time of
"shaking out" and of "pitting" are all factors affecting the character
of each ludividual wheel.
This is the part of the problem that is
the province of the wheelmakers to determine. A careful study of
the effects of all of the rlin'erenl variations in cupola and foundry
practice, and a determination of the limits for each within which
the wheels will be of acceptable quality, should be a matter of record.
Much, perhaps all, of this the experienced wheelmaker already
knows, but it is not In a form to be of use to any one else.
The railroad's part of the work should be to determine as nearly
as possible the service stresses of the wheel, the lowest factor of
safety that reasonably can be allowed, and a fair price for wheels
having this factor of safety. It doubtless will be sjild In regard to
the first of these that the stresses are Indeterminate, and there Is
no practical way lo get at even a fair approximation to them. And.
of course, this is unfortunately true at present, but ways may yet be
Bridge engineers In the past have had to guess at the effect
touiiil.
:" impact of moving loads on bridges
and make liberal allowof
ances for It. because they were only guessing; but they seen\ in n
fair way now, after years of empirical forn\ulas, of arriving at
accurate determinations of these stresses by practical methods. This
It

relief

1

—

The communication

York. Keb

10.

1808

your Issue of Keb. 7, from A. T. Perrln
wheel Investigations published under
my name, falls at the outset to grasp the situation and the ^t>pe
of the reports in question. The point is not whether the cast-iron
wheel Is suited for service on the "ordinary freight rolling stock
as in use in this country (England) and the Colonies, and especially
for narrow-gage light stock of all type," but whether It Is suited
for use with the excessively heavy wheel loads obtaining with the
cars of 1U0,U00 lbs. capacity In use In the United States where the
individual wheel may be called upon to carry a static load of more
than 19.000 lbs., which may rise to nearly or quite 30.000 lbs. under
the shock of running.
It Is quite true that with the ordinary 12-ton wagon, and its
Insignificant wheel load of 11,200 lbs., no trouble will be experienced.
This merely checks with the universal experience in the
I'niled States where with cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity and wheel
loads of approximately 11,200 lbs., no noticeable trouble has been
experienced, and it has been demonstrated beyond all peradveuture
that the cast-iron wheel is eminently well suited for such purposes.
Even when the wheel loads have been raised to 14.500 lbs. as they
are under cars of 80.000 lbs. capacity, no noticeable increase of
wheel failures occurred, and it was only when these loads were
In

In criticism of the results of

increased by raising the car capacity to luo.OOO lbs. that
serious trouble was experlenctd. and it was on the basis of use
under such cars, and such cars only, that a doubt was expressed
as to the advisability of using the cast-iron wheel.
In further explanation of the articles in question it may be repeated that they were reprinted from a book of reports of investigations that were not originally Intended for publication, but were
made, as said in the preface, "for the purpose of securing Information regarding the standards of quality of metal and workmanship
that must be met in the development of a new Industry, the success
of which depended on the production of a wheel that would at least
meet the present requirements of railroad tralBc." It was with the
steel-tired wheel that the wheel cumiNtrlsions were made, and the
cast-iron wheel was only brought in Incidentally and as an utter
thought
And It was not until the stresses put u[>on wheels under
cars of 100,000 lbs. were measured that any actual data was obtained
showing that the cast wheal was not suited for that service.
The iMsllion. taken by your correspondent Is, therefore, unassailable, but it Is doubtful if he would care to sign his own letter
if "50-ton wagon" were to be written for "12ton." and "19.500 lbs."
for "11.200 lbs.." and "high capacity mineral wagons" for "ordinary
freight and narrow-gage light stock."
That would put an entirely
different aspect on the matter, and one that is l>ased on an experience In the I'nlted States that has caused no small amount of
oeo. l. Fowi.r.«.
anxiety.

again

There Is an Immense traffic In wine on the Italian railroads;
but the consignees this year complain bitterly of the "evaporation"
from the casks en route. In a single fortnight a Milan firm found
one cask with a gimlet hole and 25 gallons short: another with
bung out and also 25 gallons short: three broken open with 60
gallons missing, and another which lacked the bung and 20 gallons
These calamities are doubtless due to the failure of the
of wine.
railroads to keep a supply of water on their freight trains. From
time immemorial It has been the custom of wagoners hauling wine
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Rome

(and tlouljtiefs other places) over the Campagua in llie
heat of the day to take their siesta under the shade of the cask,
provided with a gimlet. But they always delivered the casks full,
which was easy to do because further on the evaporation could
be made good from the aqueducts.
into

The Brotan Locomotive.
liV

VVII.l.IA.M

C.

iJltliHEH.

The Brotan locomotive boiler, with a water-tube firebox, has
been mentioned occasionally during the last few years in the American technical press; but, so far as I am aware, American readers
have not yet had a full description of it, with adequate illustra-

one on the

St.

Uotthard Railroad in Switzerland.

It

will

soon he

practically tested in other countries; four machines are being built
for French, two for Belgian, and one for Swedish roads.
Switzerland is to take two more and Russia two.
The new boiler is the invention of the engineer, Brotan, of
the Imperial Railroad Ministry of Austria, after long study and

experiment. It was lirst put in operation in January, 1901, on one
of the Austrian roads, and it immediately established its superiority.
In September of that year trial tests were made between the
Brotan locomotive and two ordinary ones of about equal load capacity, and it was found that the new boiler consumed 35.8 lbs.
of coal per locomotive-mile, as against an average of 49.3 for the
other two. The saving of fuel was thus over 27 per cent., or 23.6

Passenger Locomotive for Austrian State Railroads, Fitted with Brotan Boiler.
per cent, when reckoned on the basis of ton-mileage. In the following month there was a second competition between the Brotan and
four other locomotives, including the two of the previous test This
trial showed a saving of 20.7 per cent, on locomotive-miles and 19.5
per cent, on ton-miles in favor of the Brotan locomotive.
In America to test tho worth of the new boiler.
It any mechanical engineer were asked what part of the present
On the Continent, on the olber hand, its use is steadily increas- locomotive boiler stands most in need of improvement, he would
answer, without doubt, the water-chambers,
or water-legs, that surround the firebox.
These are built somewhat differently in
Europe from the system in vogue in .\merica,
thick sheet copper being used abroad as casings for the firebox; but on both sides of the
ocean these water-legs are the weakest and
most troublesome part of the locomotive.
Their two sides are held together by a great
number of stay and anchor bolts to resist the
expansive force of the steam and prevent explosions.
For all that, it is precisely bare
that most of the bad boiler explosions occur.
'I'he inner heads of the copper bolts are in
time consumed by the fire-gases and leaks
develop that are difflculi to stop. Repairs are
usually made by hammering the heads, but
this cannot be continued Indefinitely; the
slieets must in time be completely overhauled
or replaced by new ones. Another great
trouble with the bolls is that they become centers for the collecting scale: heavy deposits
also accumulate In the corners. This not only
causes a serious waste of fuel, but a great loss
of time and money while the locomotive is
undergoing repairs and cleaning at the shops,
the entire machine being dead capital pending repairs and cleaning on a small part
In the Brotan boiler these troublesome
•vater-legs are done away with, and in their
stead a system of water-tubes forms the sides
and root of the firebox. These can be made
fery thin (", ,. in.), so that the water passing
through them is exposed immediately to the
bent of the firebox. They are of the weldless
iMaunesmaun) type, are made of mild steel,
Brotan Boiler with Water-Tubes on One Side of Firebox Removed.
and have an exterior diameter of about
3-',
Ing.
buildin.
'l^ventyone are already in operation, and '2'J more are
They are thoroughly annealed and tested to a pressure of
ing.
Austria, where the invention originated, is far in th'> lead 750 to 900 lbs. per sq. in.
They are set up in four rows on each
of other countries in introducing it.
Of the 21 In use, not less side of the firebox and converge in a Gothic arch at the top where
than 14 are on Austrian and Hungarian roads, while 17 of the 29 they enter the steam-collector. Strips of copper or asbestos are
building are for them. The Prussian State Railroads have had two hammered into the spaces between them, so tliat each row presents
In use for over a year; two are working on Russian roads, and
an impervious wall to the fire-gases. Between each pair of tubes in
tlons,

before them.

it
lias bt-cii adverti.'ied to .some extent
locomotive buikieis and railroad managers, but
as the former have been working at their utmost capacity for some
years in meeting the demands for locomotives, and the latter have
been overwhelmed with larger plans, no attempt has yet been made

laid

among American
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the Bame row a space of only '/,, In. Is lefl to lie ilion llll<-il, cxtc-pi
at their cndB, the tubes bi-lng reduced at the top and bollotn to
about 3 In. diameter, and bo leave more space between them. They
are made Hmailr-r ihi-rc ho a** not to weaken loo greatly the bottompipe and the Bteamiollecior.
The bottom-pipe 1h of caHtHtcfi], and, except In Bmall locomolives. Is cast In two or three Hcctlons, bec-aiisr- of the difficulty
of making perfect ciistlngH lu a Hlngle piece.
An American locomotive builder, however,
has exprosBed the opinion that the best American Bhop« can make these pipes of any deThe ends of
sired Hize In a Hlngle caHllng.
each Hcctlon are flanged ho that they can be
screwed together Hteam-tlght. Their croBs-sertlon haH the Hhape of a broadened letter I).
the flat surface of which Is Bet upright and
turned away from the firebox. Their round
Burface Is provided with bosses for receiving
The bottom-pipes
the firebars and ash-pan.
have an interior diameter of over tj in, ami
are connocied with the longitudinal holler by
bent pipes.
The bottom-pipes and the grate
usually Hlope upward somewhat from the
boUer-head, but sometimes they are set hori-

Vol. XLIV., No.

7.

iii;ddl« of the bii.am-collector, the former can be completely filled
with tire tub's. Hence the Brotan boiler Is usually made conUderably Kmaller than that of the ordinary locomotive, and even then
It hati ?.lK)Ut 10 per cent, more Ore-lubes than the latter.
The upright position of the water-tubes ensures a moht aiiivt- vaitr circulation. As the tubes are very thin, and as the heating surface of
per cent, greater than that of the common
th« firebox Is alwul

M

zontal.

As steam Is generated in the upright
water-tubes, It rises rapidly to the steam-collector, forcing the water along with It,
The
collector, which Is 2S to :iO in. in diameter,
extends the entire length of the boiler and is
connected with it by three oi>«nlngs. Through
these the non-vaporized water returns to the
boiler, and the steam generated In the latter
gets Into the. steam-collector through
the
same openings. Those connections can be seen
in the illustrations.
The under part of the
Brotan Boiler, Adapted to American Locomotive, Showing Arrangement of Tube*.
collector. Just above the firebox, is strengthened by a plate of soft steel, making it 1 In. thick. The holes for type, steam Is generated much more easily and carries the water
receiving the water-tubes are cut in this plate on a zig-zag line. very rapidly up Into the collector. A test made of the first Brotan
The tubes are expanded Into tlic l)ottom-pipe and the collector, so locomotive put In service in Austria and an ordinary lo<.omoas to make them watertight; their projecting ends are then coul- live gave striking proof of the steam-producing capacity of the
cally enlarged, or bell-mouthed,
l-'rom three to five holes are cut former.
The two boilers were filled with lold water and fired
In the upper surface of the collector, and several in the bottom pipes
up simultaneously with brown coal, or lignite. After 2 hrs. 34 min.
the Brotan boiler had developed a pressure of 171 lbs. per sq. In.,
having consumed only 624 lbs. of fuel, while the competing machine
showed only 142 lbs. pressure after 3 hrs. 24 mIn., with a fuel
consumption of

8.^1

lbs.

of the new firebox Is also a great
tube can be removed and replaced within a few
hours.
Kach one lan be rut out with a
chisel from the Inside of the firebox, and a
new one fitted In without disturbing the
adjacent row.
The holders of the Brotan
patent claim that, where proper tubes are
kept in stock, the entire system can be taken
out and renewed within 14 days, while Eurol>can shops generally lake about four moi^lhs
to renew completely a firebox of the ordinary type. The technical bureau of the
Prussian Railroad Ministry has said that
the saving in repairs and cleaning Is regarded by the Prussian authorities as the
chief merit of the new boiler.
The boiler is also claimed to be much
safer than that of the ordinary locomotive.
The danger from explosions In the firebox
Is reduced to the danger from the bursting
of a tube.
There are no rivets or staybolts
to ""lose their heads": and the high pressure to which the water-tubes have been
tested warrant,s the englneman's feeling of security.
Not only is the cost of maintenance of the Brotan boiler cJaimed
to be much less, liiit the original cost is also said to be lower.
In
Kuropean shops, where, as already mentione«l. thick copper Is used
for firebox sheets and the staybolts are also made of that metal,
20 per cent. In the i"ost of construction is saved; In American shops
the sjiving would Iv somewhat less.
The foregoing description applle.« to the usual method of consti notion.
It may be worth while for American railroad managers
and locomotive builders to know that a different type of boiler has
been introduced so that an existing locomotive i^n be equipped with
the new firebox. .\ny loromotlve with a Iwiier 4''j ft. or more in
diamoter can be thus converted, and a numl>er of these are already
in use In Europe, or lu process of transformation.
In this form
the steam-collector Is connected with the longitudinal boiler at the
boiler-head.
To get sufilcient space in the front tube-plate for the
connection, the last ring of the boiler-barrel, if necessary. Is en-

The quick and easy repairing

consideration.

,.??#»

^1^

Cross Sections of Firebox;
h'itl.

1,

irilhoul

suprrhmlcr:

fia.

'.',

Brotan Boiler.

irtfA .•iiim/iiiilii

;

/ /y.

:!.

,'iHi"il<(i"j'

flue nhifl.

for fitting in the tubes and cleaning them.
A steel casing encloses
the banks of tubes and the space between It and the outer row is
filled with a composition of asbestos scraps and other non-conducting material,
rirobrlcks fill the space under the firebox door.
The advantage clnlniod for the Brotan boiler is that since the
water-level is no longer In the longitudinal boiler, but about in the

A

Febbuaby
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larged conically at the top, as showD Id the cross
section taken
at the bcilerhead.
The diagram shows such a locomotive. It was
designed for one of the best-known American railroads, but, owing
to cause.s already explained, has not yet been built.
A reference to
the diagram shows that such a locomotive, from the
boiler-head
forward, presents no outward difference whatever from the present
type.
Everything in the machine, indeed, will remain unchanged
except the Hrebox; it is important to note that any ordinary firebox that needs considerable repairs can easily be replaced by the
Brotan invention. Such a transformed boiler has a much greater
1^

4Ji

<>i'

^—Sl-

,

E

OOOO'
S4 Hbftr

Toits, ^i'tift/xvn

C

4%int.dfOm.

Manntsmann

>*tldltfs

SfttI

Tu^s

94i-

Section

of

Firebox on

Line G-H.

heating surface, especially in the firebox, and is claimed to be more
effective than present boilers.
The following table gives a summary of the principal dimensions of the Brotan boiler both with and without a superheater, as
compared vvilh those 01 an ordinary boiler:
Brotan boiler

,

With
...

pressure
No. of Are tubes, 2-ln.. O.
••

.

Without

Ordloarr

superheater, superbeaier.

W orkiiiK
,

fire tubes, 5-ln.,

O.

200 lbs.
233
22
54

D
U

water tubes
Grate area

50.8 sq.

lleatiDg surface, flrebox
"
of 2-ln. tubes
of 5-ln. tubes
"
total
"
„,

Steam space
Water space

at
at

215
424

medium water
medium water

2,424
level. .
level..

Total capacity of boiler

Weight of empty

boiler
Do. boiler filled to med. water level.

200

lbs.

•>44
"2-'

54
50.8 sq.

ft.

"
"
"
"

1,785

boiler.

200 Ib8.
335
ft.

"
"

215
2.577
2,782

80cu. ft.
"
330
"
410

4<I0

42.250
62,850

42.000
02.000

80
320

lbs.

"

5r).2 sq. ft.

413

"

2.413

cu. f t.

"

"

180
1.S20

••

SO
330

"
cu. ft

4|i)

•

lbs.

42.."i.-,0

"

02..VtO

lbs

The following

table gives the complete results of the trial competitions Instituted by the Austrian railroad authorities:

WollK DONK

I

V

ned.
No. of loi-omol.OOOlocomo- five- Effect, ton
tlve.

miles,

.VND FlEl. CONSV.MF.D.

Standard coal
Per Loco.
Per 1.000

Work

miles, miles,

Load,
tons
per
1

eff.

mile.

;

Total
lon-

sumpfn
In lbs.

mile

^

<-ton-mlle8-,

Con-

Con-

sump- Sav- sump Sartlon,

Ing,

tlon.

lbs.

%.

lbs.

<"<.

31.1
47.6

....
....

62»
564

...

35.8

27.0

454

23J8 Brotan

....
....
....

712
656
705
722

....
....
....
....

jne
Boiler.

Scptem ber.
4752
4756

1,611
1,657

1,136
1,091

131
140

115
128

82.430
78,980

3,268
1,634

2.227
1,113

271
135

...

122

161,410
80,705

4754

1,737

1,264

137

108

62,222

4743
4752
4753
4756

1.316
1.290
1,389
1,806

026
914
932
1,257

105
103
109
140

5,851
2,925

4.029
1,007

1.582

1,126

'total

Ave

1~

= So
....
777 777 777 777 1=^5
49.3 .... 595 .... Ji ~

October.

Total
-^'•<'

4754

The Brotan patent

114
113
117
111

74.778 56.8
67,602 62.4
76,830 55.3
101,028 64.4

457

...

113

114

320,238
80,059

122

108

6S.6S7

is

1

E

.

=ife
[

=P=
I ~

777 77" 777 777
54.7

....

699

....

43.4

20.7

563

19^ Brotan

I

held by the Deutsch-Oesterrelchlsche-Maa-

Asnpan

S^cflon C-D.
Section E-F.
Expansion of Tubes Into Bottom Pipe and Collector.
nesmann-Rohren-Werke of Diisseldorf, Germany. It supplies the designs for the flrebox and sells the rights to use the patent.
The
machines themselves have been built by various locomotive shops
on the Continent. Owing to the high duty on steel tubing In the

—
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JJingley tarill law il would not i)erbapii be profitable (or proiipective
Americaii builders of the uew boiler to Import their tubes from

Germany.

Consumption

The following Information

of Poles In 1906.

taken from Circular 137, United
States Department of Agriculture, Forest Service;
The Information In this circular concerning the consumption of
poles during 190C Is based upon the number of polea purchased rather
than the actual number produced during the year. It seems safe to
Inquiries
asHunie, however, that the two were practically identical.
were sent out to more than 0,000 compunleB operating telegraph and

I

Aiii.i.:

1.

Xumbcr and Value

of
-Total.

Kind.
Ccdni-

o( purcbuae
».'j,370,891

111,«.'J7

37,064
24.760
9,924
0.601
21,488

Uedwood
Oak
-.

All other

Total

3,574.066
T.VUI.E

Kind.

Total

/

Value

Average

Quantity,

at point

value
per pole.
$2.57

Quantity,

number,

of nurrbnse.
I5.5,.-.79.801

IS.O.il

1.41

21.637

All other

35,745

2.25
3.56
1.68

38,331
121,609
2.980
9
7,140
9,454

Total

3,574,006

$0,471,171

$2.65

2,395.722

Oak
Fir

Redwood

railroad companies which

telephone

number,
1,532,906

661,898
21,395

2.00
2.30
2.86
3.86

2,62.-i,.')68
2.">t!,!).'0

183.437
080.803
S7.1,S!I

own and operate

their

of purcbase.

value
per pole.
$2.57
2.65

$2.65

3,520,875

$9,260,690

bv

li

lou« Clatsea of

at point
of purchase,

value
per pole.

$3,079,852
1,510,484
36,559
91,854
478,427
1,500
94
24,390
11,789

$2.01
2.2S

$5,234,949

$2.19

or

480

1.71

2.40
3.93
0..-.0

10.44
3.42
1.25

Consumers

<n

.Vvermge

Quan:
oumtx

value

WT poi«-

-

4,4 lo

»h.'.:

781

a63

365

6,254
96.067
1.083

24.280

83.9M

1.300

3,120
1.722

15,208

2.30
2.86
6.78
1.26
2.28
1.68

860
587
47,791

$2.63

$1.95
8.00
6.32
2.97

S.4«
2.40
2.00

720

1.23

$201,481

$4.22

1906.
Street rallroadi. clecUlc Ugtii

,

Steam railroad companies.
Value
Average

Quantity,
nunit>er.
144.3.-.9

63,151
11,976

at point
of puri'base.

$371,240
139.579
20.271

,

voluc
per pole.
$2.57
2.21
1.00
1.37
1.36

465

03S

16..S20

22.^6l•.

2,736
1,284
9,871

2.549
2.533
21.920
4.225

0.92

3.800

254.268

$585,827

$2.30

1.97
•>

o,>

1.17

,

and power companies
Value at
Quantity, point of
number. parrhaie.
497.014 $2,128,793
203.035
975.505
78.286
200.120
70,94^
18.268
185.510
39.374
4.208
9,902
19.010
8.308
40,879
7,749
19.731
8,434
,

924.670

$3.65'».r.95

Aremge
value
p*r pole.
$4.28
8.71

2.56
S.88
4.71

235
2.29
5.28
2.34
$30.-.

by preservatiTes, gena liquid to the wholS of the pole or, more generthe butt, which Is most liable to decay. Poles which have not
been treated with preservatives may be expected to give from ten to
fifteen years of service, roughly speaking.
Creosote Is probably more extensively used than any other preservative, though ordinary paint Is a common agent.
For the butt
tar is often employed, and charring by fire Is found useful.
The
American Telephone & Telegraph Company Is carrying on extensive
experiments In co-operation with the Foreel Service to determine the
best methods and materials. Several experimental llnee: of variously
treated poles have been erected and careful reconls of the behavior of
each pole is being kept. By the comparatively new open-tank treatment the preservative is forced Into the wood of the butt by a much
simpler and more inexpensive metho<l than was formerly used.
Successful preservatives make possible the use for poles of a
great number of otherwise unsuitable timbers, many of them among
the cheaper and more abundant woods.
effort to Increase the period of service of poles

erally by applying

ally, to

—

of supply of the two principal pole timbers cedar
fairly well defined, and are, unfortunately, ex-

— are

tremely limited.

The present source

I'nited States

conQned almost entirely to the Lake

is

at point

number.

»9,4-],171

own telegraph

suri'Lv.

The regions

Average

Quantity.
2,100,869
987,303
162,601
111,292
57,064
8,624
8,741
20,901

lines.

and chestnut

in 1906.

iHjIeii.

1.41
2.25
1.68

Telephone and tPlegroph
opb
companies
Value
Average

2,174,279
988,084
111,657
57,064
177,809
0,924
9,601
24.760
21,488

Cedar
Chestnut
Cypress
Juniper
Pine

value
per pole.
$2.57
2.66
3.86
2.30
2.86
3.50

:iiust

:

luipu.-uiil u! these are:

Value

13.951
21,637
35,485

108
686,803
256,950
163,437
87,180

2.— /'oJe» Purchased
>

The moxl

$5,571,312
2,619.314
590,736
255,867
163.437
3,253
10,831
19.915
35,025

2,62.'.,.

s.

possess to adapt
durability in
it
contact with the soil, minimum weight, stralghtoees coupled with
The wood must l»e soft, so
relatively small size, and little taper.
that the spikes of a climber may enter readily, and at the same lime
These qualiIt must have strength to support considerable weight.
ties are admirably combined In cedar and in Junli>er, which commercially Is a cedar. No other woods i)OB8e«K so many.
Chestnut and cypress are both durable; chestnut Is not so
straight as cedar and Is liable to l>e knotty. The wood, though soft,
it has greater strength, but this advantage
is not as soft as cedar,
Is more than counterbalanced by its greater weight, which problbiLb
long shipments. Cypress frequently is too large for use as a pole
and has greater value for lumber. Even when its general diameter
is small enough the butt will often be so big that it adds too much
weight Pine, besides being heavier than cedar. U so much less
durable that it cannot compete as pole wood without preservative
treatment. Redwood possesses durability, lightness and softness, but
Its size necessitates sawing, which adds to the cost.
PBKStBV.^TIVE TBEATMEJfT.
One of the results of the Increased cost of poles and the difflculty
of obtaining a sufficient quantity of satisfactory stock has been an
to use for poles.

ItouniJ

2,174, -JTO

988,084
177.809

,

hUIT.mil
quail'.-

There are several

Average

guantlty
DumbiT.

Cbeslnut
Pine
Cypress
Juniper
Fir

still standing in this country or Canada to meet
enormous demand of 2,000.000 poles each year. It is certain,
however, that when the present supply Is exhausted It will be gone
forever, since the cedar, though it reproduces fairly well, grows so
slowly that other kinds of tre«<>, ohef!tnut for instance, will be more
.-ul.
lirofltable to produce by h>--

the

Hound and Sawed Poles I'urchaied

Vului'
at i>i.lui

So.

quantity of cedar

Is

telephone lines, electric light and power systeniK, trolley and street
railway lines, and to railroad companies which oi>erate their own
PractU^lly all replied. The number
telegrajih or telephone lines.
of jjoles purchased during the year, as shown by these statistics,
was 3,574,6GC, valued at $9,471,171 at the point of purchase. These
figures do not Include pules less than 20 ft. long. Shorter poles are
used for local lines and for temporary work, but they constitute only
a small percentage of the total.
Table 1 shows, by kinds of woods, the quantity and value of
round and sawed poles purchased In 190G. In both clas.'fes ceilar
ranks first and chestnut second. These two together furnish nearly
nine-tenths of all the poles used, cedar supplying about three-fifths
and chestnut over one-fourth.
The telegraph and telephone companies purchased about twothirds of the total number reported and the street railway, light and
power companies about one-fourth. The remainder Is credited to

Vol XLIV.,

of

supply of cedar poles In the
states.

The

purchase of cedar poles reported for the United States In 1906
2,171,279.
The production of the Northwestern Cedarman'a Association, which operates in the Lake States, as shown by the asso-

total

was

was more than 1.700,000. The greater part of the
production outside the Lake states can be credited to two sourcesMaine and the adjoining states. Including the Adliondacks in New
York and the Idaho cedar territory. From these districts cedar
poles are shipped to practically every state In the Union.
The regions from which the supply of chestnut poles is drawn
are even narrower. A small territory embracing parts of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia
furnishes nearly all
or these poles.
Cyprt>s.s poles necessarily come from the South,
probably the greater part from the Gulf states; juniper, from Virginia, the Carolinas and other South Atlantic states.
Redwood
comes wholly from California.
With the regions of .>;up|)ly so restricted, transportation becomes
an Important factor. The cost of the pole Is sometimes doubled by
freight charges.
This difflculty Is obviated. In a measure, by the use
of local woods, cypress and pine In the Southern states, for Instance,
and chestnut and Juniper In the Atlantic states. On the Pacific coast
cedar Is supplemented to a considerable extent by pine and redwood. Both such local supplies are InsulTlcIent, and cedar and pine
are found everywhere.
There are no data available which show even approximately the
ciation statistics,

—

—

Cab Signals.
The following discussion of the subject of signaling to and from
the cahs of moving locomotives by means of electrical or mechanical
contacts between the eugine and ixMidway or roadside fixtures, is
taken from tho Introduction to a paper by Mr. J. Plgg. recently
read before the Institution of Electrical Engineers. Ixindon. describing the apparatus of Mr. V. L. Raven. In use on the North Eastern
Railway. .Mr. Raven's apparatus will l)e described In a future Issue.
Of

late years the subject of the signaling of railroads

has

re-

Feuhiaky
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a good deal of attention, and the difiSculties under which
drivers labor under exceptional conditions of weather have been
officially recognized by references and recommendations from the
A number of systems
inspecting officers of the Board of Trade.
have been devised and put forward during the last 10 or 12 years
for supplementing the ordinary outdoor mechanical signals but,
Whatpractically, no progress has been made in their application.
ever the merits of the various proposals, not one has made acy headway towards adoption, and railroads still continue to use the system
of visual signaling during clear weather supplemented by the
This delay cannot, however,
audible, explosive signal during fogs.
be laid to the charge of the railroad companies, who have on many
occasions furnished opportunities for the trial of apparatus, but
whose officers have, necessarily, to gage carefully the merits of proposals from every standpoint.
The problem to be faced is not a simple one.
At high speed the time allowable for the collection of a signal,
by any reasonable design or apparatus, is very short, and the apparatus must be exceedingly prompt in operation. Where mechanical
ceivetl

—

—

impact is relied upon for the operations, the stresses to which the
parts brought into contact are subjected are tremendous, and in all
forms of actuation involving mechanical contact between parts on
the engine and parts on the line, the greatest possible care must be
taken to minimize the blow experienced.
The financial difficulties are no less evident. Any system of
supplementing the present signaling which does not take into account
the cost factor will fail in a most important point. If the proposals
hold out any prospect of relief in this respect so much the better.
The engineer's object should be the keeping of the cost within the
value of the service given, but certain things must be provided for
railroad operations, regardless of cost, and signaling is one of these.
It is much more difficult to prove that an accident has been averted
by some means, than to point out, after the accident has taken place
and the circumstances become known, how it might have been
avoided by the means referred to.
If we carefully consider the operations involved in that mass
of conventions known as the block system (in which term is included all apparatus used for signaling), we find that it implies
implicit observance of the signals exhibited.
We further find that
while the signalmen arc provided with reminders to a certain extent,
and hedged about more or less completely with restrictions on their
actions, the driver must rely upon his physical powers sometimes

— to

—

enable him to observe and obey
the signals by which he is to be guided * * * Man has many
more interests than those appertaining to any one task ho may
undertake, and to carry out any work requires more or less exclusive concentration of the mind upon its details. Probably nothing
Is more difficult for the average man to accomplish than to concentrate his attention exclusively upon one subject for any length of
time; his other interests will rise in his mind, and engage his attention unbidden, especially if his other duties are monotonous.
During the last two years the author has been associated, in a
minor part, in experiments with apparatus which has been designed
by Mr Vincent Raven, the Chief Assistant Mechanical Engineer of
the North Eastern Railway. The system is essentially an electrical
one, which aims at reproducing in the cab of the locomotive, all
the information that the driver now obtains from the present
mechanical signals, but is not intended as a substitute for Uiose

under most

difficult

coiidilions

signals.

The time when

the driver most urgently requires supplementary
indications is undoubtedly durin.g fogs and snowstorms, but it by no
means follows that it is only during such exceptional conditions
of weather that supplementary indications are of value.
Absence
*
*
*
of mind is common.
No more strenuous duty can be Imposed on a man than the driving of a 100-ton engine, with from
250 to 350 tons behind him, at a speed of GO or 70 miles per hour,
through a gray wall which rever seems to end. where sight Is useless, and the driver must endeavor to keep track of his position
by the "feel" of the road and by the explosive signal which means
for him the danger signal
the only practicable signal given to him.
Many suggestions for providing supplementary indications have
been made during the last twelve or fourteen years, most of which
have had as their object the giving of the indications directly on
the engine, in the cab where they arc most easily observed. Others,
however, have aimed at producing a signal, ordinarily an audible
signal, on the line.
The latter are merely variations of the present supplementary
explosive signal, with the added disadvantage that they are not so
readily heaid. Much of the efficiency of the explosive signal Is due
to transmission through the body of the engine.
The difficulty of
conveying sounds fiom the line to the cab of an engine, running at
a high speed, under ordinary circumstances is so great as to render
such systems totally useless. Cab signaling Is undoubtedly the only
method worth consideration.
Purely audible signals leave no record; and purely visual signals need more attention than the driver can give. With the first
he may forget which indication he obtained after it has ceased, either

—

21^

automatically or by his own action; with the second he may forget
to observe it.
From these considerations alone, it seems imperative
that both classes of signals should be employed, the audible signal
being of the nature of an alarm, or "call attention" signal, and the
visual signals giving the "condition of line" signals, and route indications.

—

Choice of Design of Aiiparalus. The design of the apparatus
divides naturally into two parts that of the indicating apparatus,
and that by which the indications are to be produced. The indicating
apparatus will be subject to violent vibration whatever arrangements
are made, and must be capable of withstanding it. The means by
which the indications are produced, if a contact .system is used, will
necessarily be subject to severe shocks, and must be strong. Purely
mechanical apparatus for producing the indications, depending as it
does upon impact. Involving movement of some part against a resistance, has small chance of adoption on account of liability to
failure under the stresses sustained, and the difficulty of operating
such devices at the distances rendered necessary by the high speeds
of trair.s. Where off signals are to be given, the cumulative effects
of the multiplied blows would render such apparatus liable to constant failure. Moreover, mechanical systems, at their best, can never
hope to reproduce in the cab, under the driver's Immediate notice, all
the information be obtains from the line signal.
The use of electricity offers much greater advantages, and
enables the effects to be produced at any required distance from the
operator without effort. The combinations that may be made with
a given apparatus are more numerous, and the methods in which
electricity can be utilized preclude the necessity for the violent
shocks which are almo.st inseparable from purely mechanical opera-

—

tion. Nevertheless mechanical means may, if designed with a knowledge of the conditions to be met, be made to form a valuable
auxiliary to electrical systems.
The collection of signals on the engine Is a matter of the highest importance in any system of cab signaling.
In purely mechanical systems, as has already been stated, this is done by contact
of apparatus carried on the engine and apparatus fixed on the line
which partakes more or less of an impact or blow. This blow
may be minimized to some extent by the adoption of yielding devices
on the engine or track, or by applying the contact more or less
gradually by sloping devices, but the effects are but slightly reduced.
Electrical systems have generally to provide some form of
mechanical contact between the circuits on the engine and those
on the track, but as they do not necessarily involve the movement
of the apparatus, their design need not follow the same lines.
If
efficient contact is established, that is sufficient.
Metallic contact
is necessary, and it has been thought that under the conditions of
use snow and Ice, or dirt, might form an objection by causing
failure to make efficient contact.
In any system whatever the
design Is the most Important point. If the apparatus brought into
contact is not such as will tend to clean, but rather to press and
consolidate whatever the bar may be covered with, failure is sure

to result.

Considerations like these have given rise to suggestions for
contactless systems of collecting indications, of which Mr. W. S.
Boult's system is perhaps the best known.
These systems depend
upon magnetic influence for the operation of the signaling apparatus
on the engine, and are therefore Independent of such conditions as
have to be provided for in contact systems.
Kequirevients to be Satisfied t>y Supplemenlary Apparatus. The
distant sigmal is the one of greatest Importance, since at that signal
the driver gains information by which he is guided in his immediate subsequent actions, .^t that point he is informed of his position
relatively to the stopping place of that signaling point, and he there
obtains the "condition of line" and route indications if the line
has been prepared for his further passage. What is required, therefore, in any supplementary apparatus is that it shall advise the
driver, when he is passing a position corresponding to that fixed
upon as the distant signaling point, of the condition of the stop
sigrals In advance.
It this is done, the driver is Informed on all
the points which it is necessary for him to know.
The following
points should be provided for:
1.
The first useful operation is to inform the driver, by w:iy
of warning, of his position relatively to the signaling point he is
approaching, at such a distance as wlli enable him to carry out any
steps that may be necessary.
2.
To advise him Immediately afterwards of the conditions of
the stop signals he Is approaching.
:!.
If the off signal is obtained it should be accompanied by a
route indication, which will enable him to judge whether the right
road has been prepared at a diverging junction.
It should be possible to rever.>-e this Indication at some point or points before the
train passes the home signal, in case of emergency, just as it is
possible to reverse an indication with the mechanical signals by
throwing them to danger before they have been passed.
4.
If the on signal is obtained, the indications on the engine
should be maintained until the off signal is received. It should be
possible to receive the off signal at some point or points between

—
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New PaMenger Stations at Attleboro.
the distant algnaiing point and the home Kignal to (ireveut unuecfesIt sbould be poKHlble tor the apparatuH to Indicate to
New
between
The
Vork,
New Haven tt Hartford ba£ built new passenger
the driver at Homc point or pointH how far he has traveled
the dltitanl HUnallng point and the Btop blgnal when the indloallon stations at Attleboro, Mass., which Is on the main line of the Prortdivision,
12
mllee
norttaeut
contlnueu at on. It Hhould be poxxlble for the driver to obtain the dence
of
Providence,
K.
I.
Kllmlnatlon of grade croGslogs made new statloos nrrriMii j
It should also be
off Indication when .stunUliig at the home signal.
possible to give a signal to a train standing at the home signal and the northbound station, shown in the photograph, waa boUt
which would be of a cautionary character
and distinguishable from the ordinary
authority to proceed.
As corollaries, the following conditions
should also be provided for:
The warning signal should be
(d)
given by the natural operations of Uie
apparatus, and should require no action on
the part of the driver or signalman to bring
It Into operation.
The "condition of line" and the
(bi
route Rignals should be under the sole control or the signalman, should be subject to
the control lni|>OKed by the interlocking,
and must be such that failure shall not be
liable to give a dangerous false indication.
The signalman shall be provided
(c)
with Indicators which will show him that
the apparatus on the line, for giving the
signals on the engine Is in order, and that
the apparatus prepared Is In accordance
with the positions of the signal levers.
ill)
The apparatus on the engine
sbould be of a reliable character, easily
seen and heard, and such that the Indications shall, aa far as possible, correspond
with the apparatus It Is intended to supplement.
It should
be self-testing and be
continually In use, so that failure may be
instantly Indicated, and It should be so
arranged that attention can be readily given
and defective apparatus easily removed and
Stations, Express Building and Passenger Subway at Attleboro.
Bary delay.

replaced.
(e)

The apparatus should

be capable of easy adaptation

to

single or double line working.

Conservative Socialism

last
year.
The stations are between Mill and South Main
which the railroad crosses on granite arch bridges. The
two stations will be connected by a concrete passenger tunnel under
the tracks.
At this point the road is on an earth fill so deep that
concrete foundations for the stations were necessary, and In the
southbound station advantage is taken of this situation to
make a lower story, which is to be used for express. An elevator
is to be installed to handle loaded trucks of express matter between
the delivery floor and the track level. Temporary wooden platforms
were laid, as If was not thought best to build concrete platforms
until the earth had entirely settled.
The lower walls of the southbound station are of granite masonry, harmonizing with the stone
arch bridges and the retaining walls. The upper walls of this sU-

streets,

in

Belgium.

Belgium has a new Railroad Minister, by name Helleputte.
as deputy belonged to that section of the clerical majority of
the Parliament known as Christian Socialists, especially devoted
to the interests of the working man.
But like many others who,
radical as critics, become conservative when In authority, he finds
that there is a limit to what the state can pay the working man;
and when his fellow Christian Socialist, the Abb6 llaens, moved
that the minlniiini daily pay of an employee in the state railroad.

who

North Bound Station at Attleboro, Mass.;

New

York,

New Haven

A.

Hartford.

and telegraph service .should nut bo loss than
francs tlon and of the northbound station are of red brick with white
(58 centsl, he objected. nlllrmInK that the working expenses of the Joints and trimmings of granite and concrete.
Both stations and
railroads had already Increased seriously. The mover of the reso- sheds are roofed with red Spanish tile. The interior of the waltlutlon suld that at one stnllon laborers were offered only 47 cents Ing rooms, toilet rooms and ticket offices are plastered, and finished
a day; and another deputy ntflrmed that there were employees re- In chestnut, stained dark brown. The other rooms are sheathed
celving only 58 cents a day after 23 years service.
with varnished North Carolina .vellow pine. An unusual feaiure
postofflce

;i

February
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Plan of North Bound Station at Attleboro.

Plan of Main Floor; South Bound Station at Attleboro.

Street Elevation of South

Bound Attleboro Station; New York. New Haven & Hartford.

Fr

Front Elevation of South Bound Station.
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waiting room of tlie houiIiIiouikI elation lb the alcove, biiowu
The uorihbounii /tatioii Ik now beateU by a direct hot
•'• '•' ultimately to heat both bulldlngi)
water HyHtem, but It
for the southbound station.
by the direct Hteam

In the

in the

jilaii.

I

t-

i

Picked Up on the Road.
BK UUl.K.
In these diiys wlien railroad rauuagera are vying with tach
other in fast scheduieM on paper, and the dear public is left gur«8Ing as to the time of arrival and departure of rains, it would l>e
a gracious act on the part of superintendents and general ticket
agents to Issue Instructions to sellers, gaiemen and ushers to give
such full and complete information to travelers, an to mitigate,
as far as possible, the irritation felt against their superiors because of the aforesaid paper schedules, and not withhold matters
the knowledge of which would serve to allay the hostile feeling that
unfortunately exlFts. To take a concrete case from exiicrleiice; I
was going from X lo Z on the A. B. C. through line. There were
two trains scheduled to run 15 minutes apart, and I, being somewhat experienced, and knowing that the A. B. C. trains were likely
to keep In the fashion and run late, went to the ticket office at X
at my convenience and asked, "How late is No. 17?" the first of
was tokl that It was one hour behind. I bought
the two trains.
my ticket and went away. Coming back in an hour or more ami
asking for a I'ullman ticket 1 was informed that the parlor car
had gone on No. 13 which had left only 30 minutes late. I leally
am afraid I said things to that agent for not telling me that 13
would lead 17, when he knew that it would when lie sold me the
But then, what's the use? No
ticket and answered my Inquiries.
amount of instructions will put common sense into Indifferent employees.
And then, what could be expected on a line. In one of
whose principal depots. 1 was once unable to And or procure or get
access to a time-table?
i

I

sometimes think, oh well! we are all agreed that centralization and consolidation is the order of the day, and also that it is
demoralizing to the personnel. Those of us who travel, and have
to do with the ticket agents and conductors and baggagemen, sigh
for the time when the ear-marks of the superintendent were apparent in the land; when there was some sort of espril dc corps
due to contact with superiors who could Issue an order, and not
have it referred up and up until it finally disappeared in the hazy
proceedings of the Hoard. It you want to do business with a man.
you go and see him. If you want to have your cavalry charge a
success, you don't send a telegram to your men, but you order boots
and saddles sounded and head the line yourself. If your ship
Is In a storm and the seas are boarding her. you are upon the
bridge and not asleep in the cabin. But if you are a railroad magnate you expect to reach success through a series of letters and
Everyone of you appreciates the value of
telegrams and reports.
personal contact, but how many of you ever take a trip over your
own road In a day coach? How many of your men know you and
how many do you know? How often, too, do you ask the conductor
How much
of your train to come back into your car for a talk?
do you know of the Ideas held by your men? How often have you
consulted thorn per.sonally before an order was issued? When did
you ever sit In a day coach or even In a Pullman and talk to
a passenger about your road? And finally, how much can you tell
your maaters In Wall street of all these things? A certain ruler
knows their value. You give him a special train and pay the engineer ami fireman and conductor and trainman for the service they
give him, but when he reaches his destination, he shakes hands
with the whole crew and asks after their babies and they would
vote for him and follow him and back up his policies to the utter
damnation of you and your road and their own welfare! He doesn't
send &n aidcdecamp to express his good will, he goes himself.
And really, you would be surprised to learn how little of his time
None
It takes, and how little It would lake of yours to follow suit.
at all, in comparison with the dividend it would pay.
I

—

I
wonder how much of the pop\ilar hostility to railroad interIs due to the work of jiollticlans and to Inflammatory writings
that are publLshed to sell, and how nuich to unfortunate personal
expericnc.os!
How many commuters have got it in for the road
they use every day because of what they read In their morning
paper, and how many because of the failure to keep the promise
How many
of the guessing sheets, formerly known as time-tables?
casuals believe In government Control with n big C. because of the
Insolence or indifterence of a ticket agent, forgetful of the tact that
for supremacy In Itnllffen'nce, insoliMice, and all other aggravating
qualities one must go to a government employee?
How many
women lend their Influence to the movement to dovVn the railroads
because their trunks came out of a baggage car rather loo rapidly,
and the corners were not as strong as the conditions demanded?
How many regular travelers think "something ought to be done."
because they don't make connections and are always late at dcstl-

ests

uutiun,

and

yet,

being
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regular travelers, realize that

It's

ptelty

draw up an exact

speciflcatiou of what that "something"
employees follow the teachings of the demagogue and the politician one grade removed, because the demagogue
and the politician shake bands with them and call them by name
and ask after the wife and babies, and the general manager doesn't?
Every month there is a frantir appeal from some general lb ket
or freight agent to bis men to be polite and to make the puMIc
dlfllcult to

should be?

How many

are Interested in their welfaie. They realize that
a better lubricant than vinegar, but I doubt If any of
to come into any very clo«e personal contact
with their representatives, and so the work of betterment lags.

Uilnk
sweet

they

oil

Is

them have the time

Tbtii placing of blame on the sup<
agcr. to which I plead guilty, may. b'.
of the story of the office boy who,
sponsible party there, replied:
"I don

aanlure
;,.

.•.

i

kuuw whus

re-

rvspubnible.

—

but I'm always to blame." Perhaps you see I'm repentant now for
all the things I've said
perhaps the responsibility lies higher up,
while we, the public, blame the department beads. When locomotives are bought by men who don't know a mogul from an Atlantic,
and superintendents of motive i>ower and traffic officers are Ignored,
and Wall street is all sufficient unto itself, it is quite natural that
some things should be as they are. When men get control of a
road and do not realize that there are things to be learned l>eyond
the pale of high finance, and pleasure, and the clipping of coupons,
the men represented on the Board are apt to be those whose hkill
in brightening the executive lunch. In percentage calculations, la
getting speed out of automobiles, is acknowl)-dged: balanced, perhaps, by some silent men of substance who can clip a coupon with
ail the dexterity thai Louis XVI. showed In the opening of an egg,
and who have about as much value to the road as he bad to the
state.
Then if there happens to be a busybody In the crowd, a man
who takes interest enough to meddle, why, then ye gods and iiille
we have a condition to make the economist weep and ihe
fishes!
stockholders gnash their teeth. Blame and responsibility then become separate and distinct, and we follow the motto of [>onnybroolc
Fair and hit the visible head regardless of Its degree of offenslveness.
Possibly, quite possibly, we have swung through the whole
circle only to locate the seat of public hostility to railroads, of ihe
wariness in taking up railroad securities, of the Indifference of
employees, of the clerical positions occupied by departmental heads,
of the indifference to contract agreements as shown in the Issuance
of the giiessing-sheets. an<l of the general demoralization that sometimes seems to pervade the service. In the magnates of high finance
who do not know that they do not know, and so have not the wisdom
to direct what they want accomplished in operation and man^igement and then leave It to the competent men in the service to bring
about this result In their own way without let or hindrance or dictation as to details.

—

—

—

People who have traveled and noticed, frequently remark up«n
the rapidity with which the crowds of the New York Elevated and
Subway trains are handled. Away back in 1878. when the Sixth
Avenue or Gilbert Elevated Railroad was opened, the guards began
urging the passengers to "step lively." and have kept It up ever
since, with the result that they do step lively and station stops
are materially shortened. Suppose, now. there were to be someone
well say the .\. B. C. Railroad
in authority ail along the line of
or to accompany trains that are late say all trains, to avoid controversy, and to be on hand at the baggage, express and mail cars
to shout a "step lively" to the men at work and thus hasten the
movement of the Saratogas and Innovations, thereby cutting down
station stop delays!
It would
help matters somewhat, and serve
to put the running time a little more on a par with the representations of the guessiug-shcel.
It's rather discouraging to the driver
who has succeeded in scaling three or four minutes off a run
of 40 miles, or made up some time, to lose five minutes of It through
the station baggageman's desire to tell the train baggageman almut
Ills wifc'.s sister's boy:
or through the general Indolent handling
of baggage and express.
He sympathizes with the foreman of a
gang of chattering Italians, who. disgusted with their volubility
shouted:
"There yoi. jist sihop yer dagoing. an lift!"

—

—

The Bologna Chamber of Commerce rei-ently sent a circular of
inquiry to the chambers of commerce of all the other cities and
towns of Italy, asking for opinions as to the present handling of
From one solitary place. Turin, came
Irnftlc on the State Railroads.
Ihe answer that it is generally satisfactory
Many said that it is
better than formerly: but a large number Jeclart-d that It continued
.\
summary of the answers Is that most of the
to be very bail
I'hambers of commerce find the railroad service unsatisfactory from
causes due oili to e<iiilpnieiit and to the staff of employee". Tt'ere
is negligence In mnlntcnaiice. delay In making repairs, and Indifference In operation. The lower employees are deficient In sense of duty
and honor. Complaints bring nothing better than promises. One
chamber complains especially that nothing can be done without tips.
I
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Ship Building During 1907.

The worlds oiiti)iil of ships in 1U07, according to The Marine
In 19Ut;
Iteview, was 3.330 vessels with a tonnage of 3,220,399 tons.
the world's output was 2,941 ships of 3,323,250 tons.
in point of tonnage the American Ship Building Company, of
Cleveland, Ohio, leads the ship builders of the world, having built
'I'he ne.\t is the corporation of William
34 ve.sselK of 191,602 tons.
Doxtord & Sons, Sunderland, England, which built 22 vessels of 91.254
tons at one ship yard. Tlie American Ship Building Company has
seven yards, so that it is not altogether fair to put it at the head
of the list, but it built a greater tonnage than any other company.
The following table shows the first nine companies in output of
tonnage during 1907:
Ameilcan Ship liullUlng Cu
William Du.xf Old & Sons
Swan. Ilunti'i- & Wlgliara KIchardsoD
HarlaiHl & Wdlff
Russell & Company
Workman. Clark & Co

The Great Lakes Works
ITie Hremer Vulcan Works
The Kalrfleld Company

•

Vc».si!ls,

Tons.

34
22
19
8
14
24
10

]!J1,602
1)1,254

11

49.431
48.027

75,818
74,115
71,705
63,245
58.051

different countries of the world, the United Kingnot only far and away the leader, but built more ships of
a greater tonnage than all the other countries of the world put
logcthei-.
Creat Britain and Ireland produced 1.571 ships of 1.724.921
tons during the year; including the colonies, the total output of the
As against this,
British Empire was 1.764 vessels of 1.758,601 tons.
the outiput of all other countries was 1,566 ships with a tonnage of
1S9
I.462.V9S.
with
vessels
of 488,340
The United States com.es second
Ions.
Germany is third with 513 vessels, who.se aggregate tonnage
however wius only 315.548 tons. In this oompari.son between Germany and the United States is clearly shown the great size of the
bulk Ireiphters on the (ireat Lakes which constituted nearly all of
the American output.
The following table shows the world's out|)ut
liy nations during 1907:

Milcayr. rrciyht DcnHilj/ and Train iliUaijc.

'lull

Comparing the

dom

>i9

This table shows that the Burlington, with 117 per cent of the
North-Western 's mileage, has about the same ratio of gross earnings.
Its operating expenses, however, are 131 per cent, of the
other road's and its net earnings in consequence only 98 per cent,
of the North-Western's.
In the same way, the Hock Island, with
lo:j per cent, of
the mileage, has only S7 per cent, of the NorthWestern's gross and only 79 per cent, of its net.
On the other hand, the Atchison, with mileage of 123 per cent,
and expenses of 131 per cent., has 144 per cent, of the net. By far
the best showing is that of the Union Pacific, With but 74 per
cent, of the North-Western's mileage it earned 110 per cent- as
much in gross, and by keeping operating charges down to 91 per
cent, manages to show 147 per cent, for net.
The Northern Pacific
makes almost as good an exhibit. While the Chicago & North-Western spent 65 per cent, of its total earnings for operation, this road,
with almost exactly the same amount of gross earnings, used only
55 per cent, of gross for this purpose.
The following table gives the ton miles, the freight density
(tons one mile per mile of road), and the mileage of freight and
mixed trains, which in one way expresses the amount of energy used
In moving the freight:

Tons

Is

Chleago

& North-Western

...

eent

I'er

Ihle. Mil. & St. Paul
I'er cent

& Quiney

Chic. Hurl.

mile

1

revenue freight,
5,428.771,597
100
5,155,662,231
90

Uallroad.

7,169.8'r9,492

132

I'er cent

Chic. Rock Island & I'nelflc.
Per cent

4,281.228,365

Canadian Pacific

5,789.191.940
107
6.842,669.206
124
5,370.157.882

79

Per cent.

Topeka & Santa Fe...
Percent

.\tch..

Great Nt.rthern
I'er

Tons 1 mile
Miles of frt.
per mile road, t mixed trains.
2O..-,91.011
719.042
100
100
731.403
17.805.620
102
80
808.906
18,410,855
111
89
550.286
10,084.714
70
632.422
88
738.021
103
897.719
125

99

cent

Northern Pacific
Per cent
Inlun Paclfle

5.504.444,098
101
5.704.001,535
105

Percent

78
19,509.133

95
24,058,639
117
9.788.355
48
13.532.148

1,011.102

140

06

1.010.641
141

14.080.856

08

191)7.

Hoard
Great

llrilaln

Trade, tons.
1,724.921*
33.680
193

and Iselaml

The Colonies and dependencies
Total of Itrltish Kraplre

United

The

of

No.
1,571

.'^l.-iUs

Germany

1,764

1.758.00]

189
513

488,340
315,584
113,345
17.630
152,371
24,488
51,523
15,646

51

I'rnn.r

42
344
39
75
34

ItelL'iuiii

llolhuiil

Iieninaik

Norway
Sweden
Spain
Italy

AustrlalluuKar

4

4,341

20
48

41.06CP

86,370

<ireece

Russia

Japan
China
Total output

13

20,7011

157

30

126,008
4,282

3,330

3,221 .399

Paul, with 95 per cent, of the North-Western's ton mileage, handles It with 86 per cent, of the number of trains, while the
Burlington makes a better showing with 132 per cent, of the tonnage and only 89 per cent, of the train mileage. The Rock Island
has practically the same ratio as the standard taken. The Northern
Paclfle jind the Union Pacific again make an economical showing
In carrying a little more freight than the North-Western with twothirds as much effort.
But the Great Northern easily takes ott the
palm for economical handling of freight. With about the same
amount of tonnage as the North-Western it used only 48 per cent.
of the train mileage to move It.
In the next table the revenue tralnload. the number of cars
per freight train and the average load in each loaded car are shown:
St.

Trainloail ninl Carlouil.

No. of
cars fwr

.\y No,
ions rev. frt.
per train. Pr cent.
262.05
Chic. & Nor.-We.sfn.
100
Chic, Mil. & St. P.
289.55
109
Chic. Rur. & Q. ..
389.45
147
Chle. R. I. & Pac.
200.17
101

."il.soo (nns

A

Comparison

warship displacement.

of

Earnings

and

Operation

of

Nine

Western

Railroads.

.\teh.

The Wnll

Street Journal has made an elaborate analysis of the
earnings and operating results for the year ended .Tune 30, 1907.
of the four big granger railroads, the four transcontinental lines
in the United States north of the Southern Pacific, and the Canadian
Pacific.
Every one of the roads is an important grain carrier.
The comparisons are made in percentages, using the results on
the Chicago North-Western as a standard, the results on that road
being taken as 100 per cent, in each case. By this means the other
roads can be compared not only with the North-Western but with
each other.
The first table gives average mileage operated, gross earnings,
operating expenses (not including taxes) and net earnings:
Milraiir

Rnllroact

I'i'r

I'er

Clilc.

I'er eenl
.\lih., 'Pop. &
I'er eeni

lireat

Santa fe

Norlherii

I'er eenl
I'aellUI'er eenl
I nlnn I'aelflr
I'cr ceut

Norlhern

I'aclftc.

raollii-

Top.

&

S.

(ireat Northern
Northern Pacific
Inlon Pacific

Operal

Cms.-;

earnings

lui:

exiien.ws.
J44,7.'*9.025

.<i!s.s7s.'.):!l

(:0,23.S.419

103

87
72.217.527
105
9:t.(iS3.406

5S.,S67.901

9.153.90
121
9.273.15

loci
(10..-, ls..-,.-,4

S7
.S2. 473. 2.50

119

123

i:t«

5.982.31

55.144.402
80

7!)

5.443,67

72
5.644.55
74

131

6.S.534.S32

99
70.O40,--.>6

110

.

32.562.775
73
37.664.316
84
40.574.889
91

Nel
earnings.
$24.0S9.90ii
100
21.14S.144

.30.24

119

23.07
22.96
28.61
35.54
28.98
30.02

90
90
112
139

.

.

.

Fe.
...
.

295.38
284.42
548.08
406.77
404.92

112
108
208
154
153

9,S

19,194.27r
79
25..10.1.30S

105
34.815,505
144
22.5S1.626
94
30.870.515

128
35.465.857
147

114
118

frt. car.

15.33
14.72
17.56
15.27
16.67
15.46
20.44
17.78
18.2

I'r

cent

100

96
115
100
109
101

183
116
118

•1906.

The most striking feature of these figures is again the economical handling of freight by the Great Northern.
Carrying on an
average 20.44 tons per mile In each loaded freight car It makes a
showing of 133 per cent, as compared with the Union Pacific's good
record of 18.2 tons and 118 per cent. The Northern Pacific Is close
behind with nearly 18 tons.
The last table shows the average gross revenue received by each
road per freight train mile and average ton mile rate:
Tmin-Milr ami Ton-Milt Rcrrnur.

Chicago

frt

A North-Western

Chicago. Mil. * St. Paul
Chicago. Hurl, ft Q(dni\v
Chlrago. Rock Island ft Paclflr
Canadian Pacific
.\tchlson. Topeka & Santa Fe.
Great Northern
Northern Pacific
I'nlon Pacific

per

train mile. Per cent,

$2.40

.

.SS

23.,>6S.26:!

25.5»

Pr cent.
100
106

27.1

..

..

train.

.

Kallroad.

7,780.26

8.863.40

cent

i:iirnhi!i-<^

100
39.400.410
88
58.904.987
131
41.044.142
90
46.914.218
105

117

Rook Island &

I'er

Kio
7.049.46

93

& Qulnev

cent

Canadian

"5om

.7..

cent

Chic. Hurl.

Pacific

frt.

.

.\v. rev.
iiii,l

Mileage
worked.

Chicago & North Western.
IVr <-enl
Chle.. Mil. & SI, Paul

Canadian

.\v. No.
tims loadnl

.\v.

Kallroad.

2.47
3.07
2.53
2.29
3.07
4.27
.^57
3.S9

100
103
128
105
95
128
178
149
162

At. rev.
pr ton prmlle. Per rent
joo
J0.9O
.85
.79
.A5
.77
.95
.77
.87
.96

M

8S
lon
85
105
85
97
108

The Great Northern again shows the lowest average rate of the
.Vmerlcan roatls. .77 of 1 cent, which Is as low as the Canadian
Pacific's, while at the same time it earns the most per train mile.
Only the Canadian Pacific earned less per train mile than the NorthWestern. although five of the other seven roads received a lower
ton mile rate. The Union Pacific received the highest ton mile
rate, .96. while the Rock Island and the Atchison got .95 of 1 cent
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from whiili llie laller vuaU'/Atu |3.0i por liiila milt luinpai
with $2.53 for the llock Ulaiid. The Ali.hlMon'H ton inih-agf «-x
plains thiH, for It In almoBl J«0 per tent, of tliar <,t ili.- uiIki roail
i-aili,

A Locomotive

The Railroad from the Red Sea

I

Sled.
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the Soudan.*

The new railroad which th« BrltlKQ ha\e built from Atbara to
the Ked Hea bi-glns 200 mileii north of Khartum In the heart of the
Nubian deMrt, and runt to Port Soudan, 'S32 mlleM. It croasea one
of the bleakest det>erts on earth.

acronipmiyl'iK phologruphH Hhow a n«w tyiw of trai'llon
engine for haulInK Iorh ovit Bnow and Ire roailH. The iMller Ih
Thew; channelH are reinmoiinleil on a hi-avy channel Iron frame.
forced anil extend from the extreme front end to the rear of the
machine. HiipportInK the i-al> and the coal Idn. The water lank Is
carried under the lK>llcr on the same frame and han a capacity of
alKjnl 10 barrelK CUT) KallonH) of water, whirh Ih enough for a nin
The fiame rents on heavy traction wheels In the rear
of five mllcH.
and on a kUmI In front. The boiler is :iU ft. lonK and 2 ft. 11 In. In
pressure Is 2nO lbs. The Itollers are ja<>keted
workliiK
diameter; the
with a 2-ln. coverliiK of moulded magnesia, outside of which Is a
heavy Iron Jacket. The flues are ILj In. In diameter. There are
four uprlghl cylinders Iwlted in pairs, two on each side, to the
frame and the tK)ller. They are t;'.,. In. In diameter, with 8-ln.
stroke, and are heavily Jacketed
wltli maKnesla and planished Iron.
The valve gear Is a reversing link

The

There la no vegetation at all be
tween Atbara and the Ked Sea until within aijout nine milea of
the coaet, where there 1^ a wanty growth of thorn tiujih and scrub,
which [e«i|g amall flocka of camela and ahe«p. The only inhabltaiiu
of the desert are .Nubian tribeH, who go about from place to place,
living in tcniH of matting, seeking pasture for their Oocka and

camping by the occaaionul

wella.

road wait opened in 11*06 and now has more freight than
the trade of the Soudan will probably ko over It. and.
It
Is Itelleved, much of the tourist travel as well.
Already the
.Mohammedan pllgrlma, from central Africa and the whole l.'pper
Ni'e valley are taking thla railroad on their way to and from Mecca:
feme of the tourists who go up the Nile are returning by the Red
sea and ships are now sailing regularly from Port Soudan to Baei.
In the past all freight for the Soudan bait been landed at Alex'I'hls

cars.

All

motion.
of the weight of the

That part
engine which
motive would

In
Imj

an ordinary
carried on

loco-

the

drivers. Is In this machine carried
on a Iran-sverse "jij-ln. shaft. This

turn re.sts on steel castings
which act In the .same way as the
runners on a sled, although, as will
be seen, they do not touch the
ground. Theae runners carry on
ea<h en<l Journals in which auxll
.shaft in

hammered iron
transver.se
iary
shafts run. On each of these shafl.s
there Is a sprocket wheel carrying
a tread or lag chain, which is 12 in.
wide and about 14 ft. long. Inside
of these sprockets are other sprockcarrying steel roller chnlns.
l.s
The runners bear on these rollers,
which in turn rest on tiie tread
chains when the machine is in
Power Is transmitted
operation.
from the crankshaft to the longidriving shafts by spur
tudinal
pinions. The rear ends of the driving shafts arc geared to largo bev
eicd gears on tlie single transverse
Kroni this
shaft first mentioned.
shaft the power is transmitted to
the rear sprocket by Intermediate
gears. All gears are cut from solid
they are pre.saed on the
steel;
shaftM under heavy hydraulic; pressure. The runner castings, sprockets, tread chains and all parts subject to strains are made from a high

Traction Engine for Ice Rcidt Hauling String

of

Log Sleds-

I

and

grade of cast steel

built

for

severe work.
their other tlttings these
In
engincM in general follow standard
locomotive practice. The cabs are
fitted up like a locomotive cab, with
quadrant, reversing lever and roKH
locoinolivc

lar

llirollle.

glue

is

feed

lul)rlcator

Twenty

lilted

feet

will)

of

ICacli

en

a double sighi

and two

Injectors,

suction

hose and

;!0
ft. of steam
hose are also part
of tlie et|Uipment.

Locomotive Sled for Hauling Loga on

One

of Ihese engines weighs ir> Ions wllhoul walcr and about
18 tons ready forihe road.
At 200 lbs. jn-essure it develo|>s 100 h.p..
and has a speed of from four to five miles an hour. While it can be

used

rough country.

needs easy grades for satisfactory workevery four or five miles. On well
It will handle from seven to 15 heavy logging
sleds with r.,000 to 7,000 board feet of logs lo the sled. Twentynine of theae engines are now being used In Minnesota. Wlsionsln,
Michigan and Saskatchewan by 20 lnnilH>r companies. Some of
these are making 50 miles a day and doing tlie work of from 12 to
18 four-horse teams. There are three men In an engine crew: the
englnenian. the fireman and the pilot, who steers the front sled by
the wheel shown In the photogrnidi. The engines are built by the
Phoenls Manufncturing t";o., of Kan dalre. Wis.
in

Water must be
graded and Icy roads
ing.

It

supiilied

Ice

Roada.

andria and curried by rail or bout up the Nile to Shellal. a distance
almost as great as from New York to Chicago. There it has been
taken by steamers to Wady Haifa and thence on trains to Khartum.
On the way to Shellal the railroad freight had to be transferred
from the broad-gage curs at l.iixor to the narrow-gage from Luxor
rates
to Assouan.
.-Ml of these transfers were costly, the freight
were high and the time slow.
Now ships go right through the
Suez canal to I'ort Soudan, on the Ked sea, and there land their
goods for the Soudan. The freight Is transferred almost direct to
the car,-<. which by one continuous 50i»-mlle haul land them In
Khartum. In the past, wheat could Im» sent from ^^licagt> to Ulverpool at a lower rate than that which formerly prevailed between
I. like

Fkhriiahy

14.
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Khartum and Wady

was the high price
of coal, all of which had to be brought up the Nile from Alexandria
The coal is now coming in direct from the Red Sea.
Atbara, the station which forms the terminus of the Red Sea
Haifa.

The cause

for this

railroad, is in the heart of the Libyan desert.
It is about 200 miles
north of Khartum, at the junction of the Atbara river and the Nile.
It is also at the junction of the lied Sea railroad with the great
trunk line which may some time go from Cairo to the Cape. The
northern section of the latter starts at Alexandria and runs northward through here to Khartum, where the Blue and White Niles
come together and form the main stream.
The Atbara river, which can be plainly seen from this station,
is the last branch that the Nile has between this point and the
sea.
The Atbara rises in the Abyssinian mountains and it carries
down to the Nile every year millions of tons of the rich Abyssinian
mud which mal<es so fertile the Lower Nile valley. During a part
of the year this river has a volume which compares with that of
the greatest rivers of the world and at other times much of It Is
as dry as a bonS. From March until .lune for about 1.50 miles above
Atbara you can walk across it in most places without wetting your
feet and there is water only here and there in the depressions
and pools. These contain hip[X)potami. crocodiles, turtles and fish.
The great floods begin in .July and last till October. Then the
waters are about ;!0 ft. deep and they roll down in a great river
from a quarter to a half a mile wide. They are of a reddish color
and are loaded with the volcanic dust of which the Abyssinian highlands are made. When the floods come they bring down masses of
which are .sometimes the dead bodies of eleihiftwood, on
phants and buffaloes. 'l"he waters come with great force. The
.\tl)ara bridge, over which the railroad crosses the river, was built
by an American bridge-building company, and was sent here
in sections.
It
consists of six great steel spans of 200 ft. each.
Iiiiilt
on ])iers which extend 30 ft. down under the river to the

bed rock.
Atbara, lying as it does at the junction of the two chief lines
of the Soudan, is an important railroad center.
The railroad shops,
which lie here in the sands of the desert, cover two or three acres
of the bleakest part of the earth.
They are great sheds, with walls
of galvanized iron and roofs of iron and plate glass.
The machinists are a mixture of whites, blacks and yellows, representing a half
There are British overseers,
dozen different nations and tribes.
(Jreek and Italian mechanics, Nubian blacksmiths, and many Nubian
boys taking a manual training course in order that they may serve
as locomotive engineers, under-machinists and tiackmen.
The desert is a great wear and tear on the equipment. The
sands ruin the car wheels. The desert is covered with grains as
hard as flint. They blow over the rails, and as the cars move they
grind out the steel as though they were emery powder. Deep grooves
are cut out. As a result a wheel's life is short, and the tires have
to be cut down every few months.
Moreover, the sand gets in the
bearings, and there Is continuous wearing which necessitates almost
constant repair.
Sandstorms are serious obstacles to traffic. At times they come
with such violence that they cover the tracks: they darken the
sun so that when you are in one you cannot see your hand before
your face. They often spring up afar off, and you can watch them
coming. At such times the sand gets in everything and grinds its
way through all parts of the machinery.
Another thing to contend with is the extraordinary dryness
of the air, which shrinks everything connecte<l with the road.
The rolling slock has to be tightened up again and again. One of
the passenger cars will shrink as much as 18 In. in one wall alone,
and extra boards have to be put in to fill up. This Is so with all
sorts of woodwork.
Another trouble Is the white ant, which eats anything wooden.
It chews up the Insldes of the cars and even attacks the furniture.
Where there Is any least moisture the ants go for the railroad ties.
and they will also chew out the insides of the wood telegraph poles.
I'hey always work in the dark, leaving a thin shell of wood outside.
The result is that a tie or polo may look sound, but alUat once
it
crumbles to pieces. The road has to be inspected very carefully
at ieK\ilar intervals.
Steel shells are now being use<l as ties.
They
do not make as smooth a road as the wooden ties, but the ants
cannot eat them. Steel telegraph poles are also used.
American locomotives, according to the manager of the road, do
not compare well with those from (Ireat Britain. Some American
engines were bought seven years ago, and are still in use, hut
most of them have been repaired and made over, .\merican builders
make locomotives, expecting to be run to their full capacity for
four or five years and then thrown on the scrap heap.
This
is not advisable in the desert, where freight costs so much and the
trouble of getting rolling stock is so great.
What is wanteil is
machinery that will staitd all sorts of trials. Including the climate:
rustproof and rotproof and heavily made all around. There is not
only the dry air and the sand to contend with, but in the neighborhood of the Red sea, also the salt air and the alkali water. The
latter ruins boilers, more so. In some respects, than the sand.

The lack of water is one of the chief difficulties. The railroad
is over SOU miles long and the track is laid through the sand.
For
about one-third of the distance inland irom the Red sea the country
is mountainous,
but the rest is flat. There are no streams, and
artesian wells furnish the water supply.
The water in them in
many places is salt. One well had 3 per cent, salt in it, and another
1 per cent. salt.
Of course such water is useless for locomotives.
There is also trouble in getting a good water supply at Port
Soudan. One well was sunk to a depth of 800 ft. and struck a good
How of fresh water. It was hardly completed, however, before the
salt water from the Red sea began to seep in.
There are some
stretches along the route where there is no water whatever.
In
such places water has to be carried. For this tanks of galvanized
iron, each of which will hold about 1,500 gallons, are used.
This road is the short cut to the Soudan and Central Africa,
and it is likely to have the most of the carrying trade of that region.
The country is vast, and it is just now on the edge of its development. Goods will be brought over the Red sea road to Khartum
and thence sent up the White and Blue Niles. There will be new
roads going out from Khartum connecting the Nile with all parts
of the country, and both the rivers and the road will be feeders of
the Red sea line. A bridge is being built across the Blue Nile,
which will carry the road directly into Khartum, and in the near
future a bridge will probably be built across the White Nile, which
will

The

Omdurman.

take the road to

The railroad terminus on the Red sea is known as Port Soudan.
original intention was to end the road at Suakim, but the British

surveyors found a much better jwrt a little farther north and located the terminus of the railroad there. This is Port Soudan. It
lies about half way down the west coast of the Red sea and just
opposite Jeddah, about 500 miles south of Suez. The harbor there
is the mouth of a creek shaped like a leaf, with the point inland.
The water is 200 ft. deep in places, and there is deep water close
to the shore.
Just outside is a coral reef, which protects the harbor.
The British are now dredging the edge of the harbor, and they
will have it so that the biggest ocean steamers can come right up
to the quays.
They are building a quay wall of granite blocks nearly a mile long, with electric traction cranes running on it.
The
railroad tracks will come out on the wall and the freight will be
loaded and unloaded by the cranes into the ships and the cars.
The harbor will be lighted by electricity and the best of coaling
arrangements supplied. The government has already planned an

enpenditure of $4,000,000. Most of the improvements are well under
way. Six or seven lines of steamers now make regular callings
there, and the prospect is that Port Soudan will be the chief port of
the Red sea and the principal place of import and export for lower
Nubia, and a large part of central Africa.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The

.-Vustrian

State Railroads are to renew the tracks of lines
70-lb. rails are the rule now,

on which express trains run. where
with 85 and !»0-lb. rails.

The Cerman Dining-Car

Co. in its last fiscal year had cars on
profit and the other 10 a
of 10 per cent, possible.
Since June smoking has been prohibited in these cars. The receipts
for food have increased since; but there has been a material falling
off in the money taken in for drinks.

25 diffeient routes, 15 of
loss; but the net result

the

which yielded a

made a dividend

The French Minister of Public Works recently announced to
Chamber of Deputies that he should soon lay before the Senate

what he considered uncontrovertible evidence that the state should
immediately acquire the Western Railroad system. The Chamber
had already voted in favor of
action.

It

is

doubtful

if

it

this;

can delay

but the Senate has delayed

much

longer.

There Is talk of putting on a limited train between Paris and
Munich. The latter city Is on the route of the 'Orient Express,"
which, however, adapts its time more to Vienna and the East than
to the Bavarian city. and. moreover, is likely to l>e so crowde<l
that Munich passeuger.s haven't a fair chance.
The proposed train
would be a sort of through-by-daylight Empire State Express, leaving Paris at 8 a.m. and airlving in Munich at 10.25 p.m. (565 miles),
and leaving Munich also at S a.m.. and arriving in Paris at 9.15.
On the route are such important places as Strassburg. Karlsruhe
and Stuttgart. This will make a neat little 40 miles-an-hour run.
Russian Turkestan, since the opening of the Orenburg & Tashkeud Railroad, may become for Russia what California has become
for a large part of this country— and some other parts of the
world that is. its fruit garden. It produces very fine fruit and

—
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It

liaii

more

fruit-groworH,

Hkllled

and co-operation among

Ihcm, and cold storage, and refrigerator traloH, and reasonahle railroad Hpeed, and low freight— for Turkestan, like California, U very
ll may l)loHHom like San Johc and Riveriilde.
far from Its market

—

On Huliiirban llne« out of Mayence a trial has lieen made slnc'
spring of five passf-nger carts driven by accumulator batteries,
which for such service had dropped out of sight for some yearH.
These cars are Interspersed among the regular steam suburban
trains.
They make ronnd trips over lines 7.6, 12.7 and 13.2 miles
long, respectively, and their batteries must be charged after each
round trip, requiring 41) minutes after the two longer runs and 25
minutes for the shorter one. Hy the end of September these cars
had run 60.737 miles, and there had been no irregularities In traffic
due to them. The builder of the cars undertook their maintenance,
and no data as In their economy ;ue civen.
last

The Ocean
IIV

.1.

Ill

.SSKl.I.

Carrier.
S.MITII.

I'll.

11.

VI.

The Normal Type

of

Steamship Line Orf/anization.

It has been stated that nothing will so prolong the life of a
person advanced In yeara as an annuity. The even and absolutely
dependable Income gives a certainty, repose and peace that produce

Principal Services of

tlie

i.s

any change tending toward steadiness of business is eagerly
sought hy the managers of these enterprises. In this fad lies the
explanation of much of the recent growth and development of these
so that

ei)tori)rlses.
It Is evident thai a short railroad serving a .small territory,
sharing the plenty resulting from giHid harvest and want of the
meager harvests, has much less prospect of steady bii.sine.ss than a
larger road, serving more territory wiiere local variations tend to
1h> equalized.
The strife for regular freights has another phiuse
in the terminal connections which can Ix" made hy tlie company.
It
Is again rorliinatc, if .some oilier company will iiromptly carry the
freight away from it.s terminal and iiii.s.s it on lo oilier lerritories.

XLIV

,

No

7.

ttett«r yet If some isecond company delivers goods at its termini
for carriage over its lioeo.
In ot>edlence of these economic forces, transportation corpora-

It Is

lions may 1.x- said (o have a law of expansion
Within limits of eai>y
control, the larger they are and the wider their territory, the s&fer
and more reliable Is their buslne«K. This expansion tends to go

on until the carrying unit embraces an <><'onomic unit so (bat there
are no commercial wants of the people along the lines that cannot
easily be supplied by the great carrier.
The people want the ship,
and desire to receive goods on through bill of lading with prompt

The carrier strives to furnish these opi)ortunltiee. In re.sponse to this law the past 40 years have been a i>eriod of astounding conKolidatlon and enlargement of the units of management In
j-ervlce.

transportation by land and by sea. Single steamship companies
regularly circiimnaglvate the globe. This has been far eclipsed bjr
the actual laltor and capital Involved in the operations of rallroada
which have performed the greater work of crossing an entire continent and establishing subsidiary steamship lines. Coanectlng railroad lines have been brought closer by through frefght agreements.
by the leases of long term, 99 or 999 years, and by outright purchase.
Great trunk routes have thus been established, branches
built, subsidiary industries eBtabllshed, rival trunk lines bought
entirely or controlled by majority stock purchase, or by community
of Interest in which the same men are on several boards of managers 80 that mutual agreements prevail.
When the railroad was first introduced, people tbou^t of the
various roads as connecUoos between certain towns, which was Indeed their only early goal. During the past 70 years we have seen

Hamburg-American

new lea.se of life. A .slinilnr dopeiidiiblc iinoiiic
about a.s wholommiv and lus important for the hpallhy development of a business
rorporallon us for the iiidlvliluiil. The transportation business is
uncertain in the amount of lt.s busiiitws and It.s income, so much
a

Vol..

Pacl<et

Company.

railroad develop from a set of links connecting two or three
.';enii-adjacent citltvs into vast systems consisting of trunk Kne-s
and many branches or feeders.
While we have long since learned to think of railroads as systems, wo are still prone to think of steamship lines as doing what
the early railroads did connecting two places. This Idea must be
dl.scarded.
The law of growth among steamship lines works surely
to the development of trunks and branoheis. a development which
has already taken place, although the branches are fewer than
upon rnilronds. The improvement of the steamer and the use of
the

—

ocean cable ga\e the mvded regularity, dependableness and
organUatlon of ocean commerce and transportation Into a regular and systematic service akin to that of the railroad.
The great ocean line.s sail with precision and regularity.
To supply these great lines with freight, their managers have been
ooiiipcllccl lo esiahlish smaller lines to supply and distribute the
the

kiio\vle<lgp for the

PEBRfAKY
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necessary cargo. Thn
ception, tluis equipped

largest
at,

transatlantic linas are, without oxThe Nortli
botli of their termini.
at their Euro-

one or

German Lloyd and the Hamburg-American connect
pean ends with lines running

to

South America, Bast Asia and

other distant parts of the world. They also connect with smaller
lines plying to llie iicarliy Rurojiean ports ami with ."trann'r. on

:523

New York to Hull ccunects in that city with an enormous
Heel of small steamers which thread the coasts of the North Sea
all ports of importance in Scandinavia and along the
Baltic.
Some of the other British transatlantic lines connect with
British coasting lines and with the lines to Australia and other
British foloni's.
The French and Italian lines are fed by fleets
of Mediterranean coasiers and transoceanic
liners at Havre, Marseilles and Genoa. The
Cunard Line, giving a service from New
from

and reach

York to Liverpool and from New York to
southern Italy and Fiume, Austria, has a
line connecting Liverpool and Fiume. These
steamers call at more than 20 ports and
gather freight which is to be transferred at
the ends of the route to the next steamer
bound for America. Other examples of this
systematic trunk and feeder development of
ocean service might be mentioned; but they
would show no feature differing from the
development of the examples cited or froip
the railroad and its branches except that
the ocean service of single companies at
times circumnavigates the globe and covers
a much wider scope of territory than any
railroad system the world can ever have.
The world's greatest steamship company, the International Mercantile Marine,
differs from the other giant organizations,
such as the Hamburg-.American, North German Lloyd, and Peninsular & Oriental, In
that, while exceeding any of them in tonnage. It covers a smaller area with its services.
This results from the fact that it was
formed for a different object. The three
European companies referred to are older,
and were built up gradually, ship by ship.
service by service, as the traffic grew and
the service expanded to meet it.
One Improvement or extension of service to get
freight demanded another to dispose of It.
The Mercantile .Marine Company grew differently.
It was the last step in a series of
consolidations of equals.- The .\merican Line
had taken over the Inman Line in 1884. It
had later taken over the Red Star Line and
become the International Navigation Company. This company now con.solidated with

four other great lines for the purpose, not of
extending service, but of making living rates
a time when severe competition made
general loss. Its genesis, therefore, differs profoundly from that of
the other great companies.
In some respects the law compelling consolidation and the establishment of feeders works with stronger force among steamship
lines than among railroads.
The railroad runs through certain territory where it has scores of stations supplying It with traffic and
many of them are so situated that they control freight that can find
no other suitable outlet. This much the railroad has beyond per-

Steamship Kaiserin Auguste Victoria; Fast Passenger and Freight Service

at

German rivers. These two German companies carry the same
system even further. Their trunk lines to East Asia are fed at
Singapore and other eastern ports by Jines of smaller German
steamers which traverse the eastern archipelagoes and tlie Asiatic
coasts and rivers, collecting cargo for the trunk line stations of
the large steamers bound for Bremen or Hamburg, at which ports
it Is distributed by the European distributors referred to above or
sent on to America by the transatlantic lines. The Wilson Line
Ihe

West Indian Service.
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do,
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ItH freight there or nowhere, and In the port
and the freight may ko to any rival, if it haM

lineH UrlnKing in

freight, the Hitiiation

lit

instantly

different

The uonipany
of

any

local

thai niiiH a line on one route only
nuctuation In trainc. A Htrike even

Ih at

might

the

mercy

Hpoll

the

proUtH of a quarter, ho might a drought or any local uncontrollable
diflurbance. Then, too, there are Hi^asonK in nearly all tradeH
during which the traflic Ih abundant and others in which It Ih
.siarce,
JuhI after harve.st lime, wheat, corn and cotton go forward
In quantity and the tra<le falU away to Hmall proportions an the
next harvest approaches. The Hteamshlp company with many lines
can have IIh annual worl< evened up by seasonal prOH|>erlty In one
(|uarter as ilulness conies in another.
Instead of having shl|)s half
Idle on Its one dull route. It can shift them to the inosperous route.
As the ve«8eis get old and anti<|uated for the finer routes they
can be shifted to a slower and Inferior route. The greateat advantage, however, is the picking up of freight for the main lines,
Just as the branch roads feed a main trunk railroad.
All these fori'cs are welding the ocean carriers Into ever-growing systems. There are. of cour.se, multitudes of small steamer
lines OH there are many small railroads, but there l.s a steady
tendency toward their consolidation into well articulated groups.
The reading public has been thinking of steamship lines as
lines, as entitles, when really they are parts of systems, and many
of the North Atlantic lines have from their liueptlon been but an
out reaching arm of a European system.

Vol- XLIV.. N<i

ul ih>- Adiiaiii:, ihey go in the Baltic to Kusisla and Sweden aad
out In the Atlantic (o Iceland and North Cape and on to Arctic
Spllzlx-rgen.
In Africa it touchev at Alexandria and down the
whole wetit coast ax far as the mouth of the Congo. In A«ia It serveii
Aden, the ports of Arabia, Fersian Uulf, Ceylon. CaJcutla, 8tr«iU
Settlements, China, Korea, Sll>eria, Japan and finally and poagibly
most remarkable of all it trends steamers thence acrosb the Pacific
to I'ortland. Oregon
a grand total of 57 servicKS cruming every
ocean, touching all continentjj and every commercial tone.
The Illustrations accomiuinying thin chapter show the more Important of the Hamburg-American Company's* HH lines and ««rvIces
an example of equalized traflic through world orgauizatloD
and also a group of the company's steamers selected as being typical
The express steamer "l>euisrbof four distinct types of service.
land.
Ti knots per hour, for some years holder of the Allantlr
racing record. Is «t;i ft. long, and of 16.502 gross tons register,
with 37.U00 h.p. This vessel can carry 467 first class pasaeogers.
3U0 second class, 3UU third class, hnt owing to a large crew and roal
consumption and fine lines, she can carry less than I.OOU tons of
express freight.
The "President tJrant" represents a combination freight and
passenger ship purchased and fitted especially for the HamburgNew York emigrant trade. This steamer, Olt; ft. long, grow tonnage of aliout 17,540, can carry 324 first class passengers. 125 second
class. 1,000 third class and 2.320 fourth class on the middle and
lower decks. This enormous steerage capacity is the dlrwt result
of the enormous westward movement of emigrants and the veaael
can. at will, fill a large part of its space with low class passengers

—

—
'

Steamship President Grant; Designed Especially for North European Steerage Trade.

The North German Lloyd was formed

in 1856-7 by the consolidasteamship lines, local and otherwise. In Bremen.
has been fairly regular sailing vessel traffic to
New York carrying emlgraiila one way and cotton and tobacco the
other.
Now that nearly all the lines of the i>ort, the assemblers

tion of nearly all the

Since

1827 there

and distributers of this

trade, were consolidated, 11 was the most
natural thing In the world for the company to reach out for the
trallli
ami they reached again and again, in 1808 they
started the steam service to New York ami in IStHi ll was made
weekly, 18G8 a line was sent to Baltimore, in l.si!!! to New Orltans,
1870 to the West Indies, 1875 to Brazil and Argentina, ami so the
comiiany has gone on reaching out until with lis partner, the Hamburg-American Com|)any, it practically covers the world. The strong
hold It had In the local trade of liremen and nearby waters enabled
It to beat off the lour .\nieri<-nn atteini)ts to eslabllsli service to
llremen 18(;t;iS70, as 11 had the iirevious one of ISSSC.l.

American

—

The Hamburg-American

C()mi>any, which in the minds of some
be thought of as a New York-Hamburg l.lne. Is really one of
the leading factors In the carrying tratle of all .\merlca and of the
old world as well.
This one company dominates the metropolitan
city of Ilnniburg and connects it with Montreal, Portlaml. Boston.
New York, I'lillailelplUa. Ilaltlmore. Newport News, New Orleans
and Oalveston in Ihe ciuslcrn I'nlled States, II sends steamers to
Mexico, Central .\merlca. Panama. Colombia, Venezuela and the

may

Lesser and Greater

.\ntllles.
They go to tlie Amazon, to the ports
and South Brazil, to I'ruguay and Argentine Republir,
and Peru. In Kurope they circumnavigate the Biitlsli Isles,
skirt the coasts of France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, to the head

of Central
to Chill

or with freight, having at times a capacity of something like IS.OOti
tons freight, but this at some sacrifice of full passenger list.
The twin-screw steamer "Kaiserin .\ugusia Victoria." at 17
knots per hour; 677!-.. ft. long, 24,581 gross tons, and 43.000 tons displacement, repreiients the highest type of i-ombinntion freight and
She carries 550 first
passenger steamer for the North .\tlantic.
class, 350 second class, ;!00 third class and 2.300 steerage iMissengers.
and In addition, about 10,000 tons of freight.
.\s a subsidiary tyiH- we show the ".Mleghany." formerly of the
Atlas Line: 2.4y4 gross tons. 2,000 h.p.. 12 knots. This vessel Is In
the New York-West Indian service. It can carry 60 first class passengers and nearly 2,000 tons of freight.
While the Hamburg- \merican stands as the high type of world
dm\s not stand alone, and it differs only
traflic developnicnt. it
In IS74 the .-\nchor Line, not particuIn degree from many others.
larly well known, iMvause of Its chlclly freight service from tilasfcow
to New York, was heralded by Us admirers as Ihe largest steamship
company in the world, but It had not l>ecome so solely through
Before the New York servli'*
its 18 years of New York service.
began, the .-Vnchor Line was great in the British Mediterranean
trade, and for nf«rly a decaile the New York serviiH> was a secondary
interest to the Mediterranean service from which it had sprung.
The consolidation of a number of local European lines may
be taken as the signal for Ihe founding of a new line to some foreign
land.
In 1875. a perioti of great depression an<l failure and. therefore, of ease of consolidation by the hands of the strong, the Wilson
Line from Hull to New York was started, but It was merely the
•lliimlMiri:

.XmiTlkimlmlu- I'ncliolfiihrl .\kllrn Dewll.

Feuhi'aky
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offshoot and distributor for one of tlie largest colicclions of coasting steamers that ever fed a port. The head of this firm is often
called the largest ship owner in the world.
As long ago as 1891
the firm had 140,000 tons of steamers, of which 40,000 tons were
trading to the Mediterranean, others to South America, Hindustan
and Australia. The l^eyland Line, which started a service from
Liverpool to lioston in 187fi, was an old established firm with a

large Mediteiranean trade; and the Johnson Line to Baltimore was
started in 18X0 by a firm with a great business between Liverpool
ports.
The White Star Line on the Atlantic was
the noble effort of old Australian traders, and they are Australian
traders yet, despite Atlantic success and tlie Morgan merger into the

and the Danubian

so-called shipping trust.

The largest Italian Line, the Navigazione Generale
was formed in 1881 by the union of smaller lines, and in

Italiane.

13 years
steamships operated on many seas. A few years ago.
the numerous small companies plying about the island capital of
Copenhagen united to form the I'nited Companies of Copenhagen
and with that basis for distribution they l)egan at once to send
steamers to the far East to take their freight and get something
it

for

had

10.5

them

to distribute.

With these facts and tendencies of line traffic organization in
view, it becomes very plain that the forwarding of American goods
by foreign steamers was the most natural thing in the world. Not
only were the existing lines well ('(piiiiiji'd and located to rende:-

bteamship tJeutscnland

:

Type

of

the service

well, but in dozens of cascis the goocl.s could and did
pass from the foreign country to Europe and theme to the United
States and vice versa in the lines of the same company. One of
the linos was merely serving as the feeder to the other as it was
meant to do when it was created.
(7'o be continued.)

The Express Business.*
Ill
the early days the stage driver was the expressman.
He
was indeed an important individual, next to ihe par.son and the
judge; not. however, below even them in his own estimation.
He
carried all sorts and kinds of big boxes, little boxes, Imnd-boxes
and bumlles. He put them in the boot under his feet, and the letters, bills, ordei-s, etc.,
into his bell-crowned hat.
Many stage
drivers became l>ald in consequence of this practice.
Tlie stage
driver not only carried the packages, but executed commissions of
various kinds at the terminal of his. route, and, generally at least,
the charges were his perquisite. Long prior to 1820, the grandfather of your speaker w:is a bank messenger, traveling on liorsi^
liack. with saddle-Uigs .'ind a pair of trusty horse pistols, to and
fro between the scattered banks and Imnkers in Central New York,
carrying what they considered large sums of money, and protecting
his treasure at night in the rude roadhouses where he slept by a

Knim

an

Vlco-l'resldiMit

iul(hi'.ss iK'foii-

the Traffic Club of New York, by C. H. Croshv.
of the United States Kxpres.'s Company'

and Geueial Manager

stout piece of steel with a fork at each end. one of the ends being
forced into the floor and the other end into the door.
The bud of express evolution bloomed in the hand of William
F. Harnden, of Boston, about 1839.
The great Adams Express Company of the present day is the full-blown flower from that bud.
office in New York was at No. 1 Wall street.
far as records are available, Harnden was the first man to
contract with a railroad for the carriage of express matter.
It seems quite an insignificant transaction now; less than lou miles
of railroad; but in the act an acorn of principle that has produced

Harnden's

As
make a

the oak, whose inception, growth and existing status has received
the recognition of the Supreme Court of the fnited States. This
contract differentiated Harnden from all who had gone before, and
even to this day differentiates the express companies of the I'nited
States and Canada from all other freight forwarders in the world.
Let us glance at the statements of tfte Supreme Court in the
Express cases of 188.i. The Court said that the express business
had l)ecome a public necessity, ranking in importance with the mail
and the telegraph; that it was used in every conceivable way and
for every conceivable purpose by the people and by the government:
ail have become accustomed to it, and it cannot be taken away without breaking up many of the long settled habits of business, and
interfering materially with the conveniences of (ommercial life
That there never had been a time since the express business wa^
stalled thai it had not been encourage<I by the railroad companies.

North Atlantic Express Service.

and no railroad in the L'nited State.-; ha<l ever refused to transport
express matter for the public upon the application of some express
company of some form of legal constitution; that every railroad
has recognized the right of the public to demand transportation
by the railroad facilities which the publii- ha.s permitted to be
created.
The Court further note<l that the transixirtation required
is of the kind which must if possible be had for the most part on
passenger trains: that it requiretl not only spee<l. but reasonable
certainty as to the quantity that will he carried at any one time;
as the things carried are to be kept in the pei-sonal custody of the
messenger or other employee of the express company, it is Important that a certain amount of car space should be sperially set apart
for the business, and that this should, as. far as praitii'able. be put
the exclusive possession of the expressman in charge. .\s the
business to be done is express, it implies access to the train for
loading at the latest and unloading at the earliest convenient moment. By inference at least, the Court held that it was the duty
of the railroad to furnish express facilities.
The language of the Court is that the railroad company performs Its whole duty to the public at large, and to each individual,
when it affords that public all reasonable express ai-commodations.
If this Is done, the railroail owes no duty to the public as to the
particular agencies which are selected for that purpose: the public
requires the carriage, but the company may choose Its own appropriate means of carriage, always provided they are such as to
insure reasonable pi-oinptness and security.
It was also noted by the Court that it was neither averred nor
in

1
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iiln-d Staloh lia<l i,-virr
that any rullroa^l company In llio
out ax a common carrier of exprcHS companleii; that l«
to nay, an a common carrier of common <-arrler>i; and then the
Court went on to »how. at Kome length, that when a railroad took

8hown
held

I

ItHftIf

an exprcHH company on ItH lines It was always under some form
of contract.
There are many Interesting Htatcment« In this celebrated decision, but I have cited enough to prove my statement
In the evolution of the express, when
ilarnden, the carriage of the goods by the railroad
w;tH done undiM- lonlract; and besides this, the principle was flxerl
aL that early date that one of the considerations of the contract
was the aKsumptlon by the express company of the risks of carriage

of the great

Vol XIJV.,

No. 7

niuht to- txjnn- by the hhipi>er, prevent the freight from encroaching to any gr<»t extent on the express. One supplementb the other,
and together they give to the American public a nervict- (hat. xritb
all of Its occasional imperfections, is not exctflled by any service
on earth, and equaled by very few.

Pig Iron Production in 1907.

advame made

starting with

and

liability for delivery to consignee.
Oulshle of the fadlltlcH granted the express companies of trans
portation under contract, another feature of equal lm|)ortan<e to
the public, and of far greatei- expense to the express. Is that of
terminal and acccHsoriai wrvlcc whii'h, subject to a very slight ex
ceptiou. distinguishes
at least In the United States) the express
from the freight. Terminal expenses did not trouble Harnden at
first, as for a long time he carried all hla express matter In a
carpetlmg; but the growth of the business soon compelled him to
procure horses and wagons, oltlces, bookkeepers, clerks and all the
I

Items of terminal service.
The tremendous Increase In terminal service rendered by the
express conipanU'H to the public Is little known. To illustrate Its
plieiionienal growth, there was quite a dlwu.ssion in June, 186S.
aliout extending terminal service north of Kourteenth street. New
York City. At that time the rate to Chicago was $5 per 100 lbs.
To-day the terminal service covers Greater New York to 181st
street in Manhattan, and 170th street in the Bronx; and the rate
U would be wearisome to go Into
to Chicago Is i'iJtO per IdO lbs.
the details of in<'re;use of wages, rents, taxes, horses, wagons and
materials.
At the present day the great difference in speed between the
express and freight which existed 40 years ago has been materially
reduced, and when one rellects that eight to 1.") miles per hour used
(o be good s|)eed for a freight train, and that they now run at anywhere from 25 to 50 miles per hour, it can be readily seen that
the express has lost the greater pari of its advantage In speed.
The express <-onipany to-day Is hanging on by its eyelids, by virtue

terminal services, the personal care given to goods in transit,
tact that It Is ready to accept and transact all kinds of
commissions. An example is goods carried C. O. D., with privilege
instruments for a brass band used to be tested in
of examination,
the express oftlce, but recently shippers allow them to be taken
away and the torture more widely distributed. Medicines, even,
can be tested foi- a few weeks; If a euro Is not effected, put the
cork In the bottle and the express will cai-ry It back. Suits of clothing
can be tried on in th6 office, and rumor sjiys that even fighting
cocks have been tried out in front of the counter. If you want anything l)ought, from an early folio of Shakespeare to a bulldog or a
I'lymouth Rock hen, you merely nee<l mention your wants to the ex|)ress agent, and he will tell you where to buy. and generally be
Information wanted: That
able to tell you the cost of the article.
is where the express agent comes out strong.
The line of demarcation l)etween the freight and the express
is drawn most sharply and effectively by the difference in price
The express company cannot escape the
of the respective services.
cost of terminals, and the cost Is just the same whether the goods
have come ten miles or a thousand. The terminal costs In New
York are Jiiat the same on a package from Jersey City as on oni"
from Alaska. The result Is frequently that the relative rates of
express and railroad exhibit the widest variation. Quite recently
the newspapers reported that a member of one of the western railroad commissions .said his state did not want any express comThey had found out that the railroad charged the express
panies.
company 50 per cent, of what the exi)res8 company charged the
puhllc; therefore, the railroad should do the express business at
This report may not be true, but I have
half the existing rates.
not seen It contradicted.
The wonderful Improvement In the construction of roadbed,
bridges and rolling stock, and the consequent vastly increased speed
of freight trains has gone far to deprive the exjiress of that advantage, and has caused It to lose large Hues of traffic formerly
enjoyed by It. They are now carried by all sorts of special freight
in great measure the express business has
cars and arrangements,
gone back to the days of Us founders. It Is largely a buslne.-is of
small parcels, combined with various side Hues of collections, moneyOur average transaction, great and small.
orders, commissions, etc.
The time when the expres.s practically
Is not over 50 cents groins.
did all the fust service has departed, and there Is no probability
that It will ever return.
There can be no competition ImMwci'U the expnws department
of a railroad, or on a railroad, and the freight department oi" the
The severe terminal and accessorial expenses of the
sjinie road.
express effectually prevent it from meeting even part way the regular freight rates. The slower time and the terminal expense which
of

Its

and the

Thi: Hulletin of the American Iron * Ste«l Association gives
following statistics, received from the manufacturent, of Ihe
production of pig Iron:
The total production of pig iron In the United StAtcs id 1!M7
was 25,T8l,3)n gross tons, against 25,307,191 tons in 1906. The following table gives the half-yearly and yearly production In Ktow
tons during each of the last five years:

the

IVrlud.
i'trHt half
Sifcond balf

1UU4

Hum

9.7U7,3U7

ts,l73.43K ll.l)i3.17S
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ItHia.

ISM>6.
ll.b-Jtt.'JOS

18.00e,2o2 10,497,033 22,I>»2,38U U.307,101 23.781.Sai

Total

The pig iron production of 1907 exceeded that

of 1906 by 474.170
an Increase of 1.9 per cent.
Production In the second half of 1907 was 1,174,727 long less
than in the first half of the year. The whole number of turnare*
tons,

In blast on Oecember 31. 1907, was 1C7, against 359 on June 30.
1907, and 34" on December 31, ISOC. The number of a<tlve furnai-es
at the end of 19u7 was smaller than at the close of any year since

when

189ti,

were 216

were In blast. At the dose of 1907 there
compared with 89 idle furnaces at the

159 furnaces

idle furnaces, as

close of 1906.

The

total

production of pig iron by stales

Is

shown

in the sub-

joined table:
by Slain.
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•Includes splegrlc-lsm and form maugamiw.

The production of pig Iron In the United States Is classlOed by
kinds an<l by fuels. There were 13.231.620 tons of Bessemer and low
phosphorus |ilg Iron producinl In 1907. against 13,840,518 tons In
a decrease of 608,898 tons, or 4.4 per cent. The production
In 1907, not Including charcoal of basic quality,
5,375,219 tons, against 5,018,674 tons In 1906. an Increase ol
7.1 per cent
The production of spiegeieisen and ferro-manganese
was 339.348 tons, against 300,500 tons In 1906, an Increase of 38.848
tons, or 12.9 per cent.
In the production of the great bulk of pig Iron bitumlnoua coal
and coke was used as a fuel, the pig Iron made by these fuels
amounting to 23.972.410 tons, as compared with 23.313.498 tons In
1906, an Increase of 658,912 tons, or 2S per cent.
The production
of pig Iron from anthracite coal and coke mixed as a fuel amounted
to 1.335,286 tons, as compared with 1.535.614 tons In 1906. a decreiase
of 200.328 tons, or 13 per cent.
Anthracite coal alone was used
in the production of 36,268 tons, as compared with 25.072 tons In
1906.
The production of charcoal pig iron in 1907 was 437.397, as
against 433.007 tons In 1906. an Increase of 4.390 tons. There were
437,397 tons of pig iron made In California In 1907 with charcoal
I!i06,

of b'bslc pig Iron

was

and

electricity.

The

total production of all kinds of pig i^n In Canada in 1907
Ions, against 541ili57 tons In 1906, an Increase of 39.189
tons, or 7 per cent.
In the first half of 1907 the Canadian production was 270.100 tons, and In the second half 311.046 tons.
The

was 581.146

growth of the Canadian output of pig iron Is shown in the following table, which gives the production during the last 14 years:
Yoni>.

<ii». lens.
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i;r». Imi.'..
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94.077
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244, 97(!
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
until recently there has been a good demand for Americans
this demand is now filled.

on the

Mexican roads, but that
At thti special session on Feljruary
lature passed the 2'Ac. fare bill.

1,

The new Pennsylvania state railroad
of office at Harrisburg, February 4.

The

tlie

Nortli Carolina Legis-

commission took the oath

Interstate Commerce Commission expects to send out
month forms for recording the depreciation of cars.

ing this

dur-

It is reported that the Pullman Company will abolish the operation of cars between Chicago and Cincinnati, on grounds of economy.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is reported to be receiving
500 inquiries a day about opportunities for location on its Pacific
extension.

A prominent locomotive builder <alls attention to the fact that
orders from foreign countries are just now as scarce as orders from
the United States.
It Is understood that the Atchison is going to reduce Its passenger train service in Oklahoma on account of the two-cent clause In
the state constitution.

The Senate committee on interstate commerce has made adverse reports on the bills to allow newspaper publishers to accept
railroad passes in payment for advertising and to permit railroads
to exchange passes or tickets with passenger transfer companies or
with other railroads for their officers and employees.
The Lake Superior Car Service Association reports that 5,518
fewer cars were bandied in January, 1908, than in January, 1907,
but that the recent cold weather has greatly increased the movement of coal, and also of pulpwood and other forest products, depending on snow in the woods to facilitate their movement.
Blueprint copies of the chart showing the position of all the
telegraph wires on the Tucson division of the Southern Pacific are
being issued from the ofl[lce of the road master at Tucson. These
charts are given to all of the freight conductors on the division and
are to be kept in the cabooses for reference when it is desired to use
the telephones with which each car is equipped.

The action of the interstate commission in insisting on the railroad companies keeping on file at each station two copies of all
has caused the iegal departments of certain roads to instruct
their claim agents that rates quoted by agents or employees are
given at the risk of the shipper and that clerks making such quotations are for the time being agents of the shippers.
tariffs

The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce Is
discussing the transportation of high explosives, and heard testiDr. Charles 13. Dudley, of Altoona, on February 7 and 8.

mony by

The Pennsylvania's suspension on December 15 of purchase of
second-class timber has been supplemented by a notice that no ties
of any kind will be bought after December 15 until further advice.
reported that the Union Pacific has received an Inquiry
motor cars from the Russian Government, with especial
reference to the adaptability of the cars to Russian railroad condiIs

It

about

its

The live stock agent of the Canadian Pacific in the West shows
export cattle shipments from Alberta and Saskatchewan to have
been 42,960 head in 1907 as against 74,740 head in 1906. Other live
Etock shipments also fell off materially, shipments of horses decreasing from 19,549 to 11,352; of all cattle from 114.651 to Su,043;
of hogs from 30,099 to 29,588 and of sheep from 57.024 to 28.573.
Beginning February

tions.

On February

by .lohn \V. Gates and
his associates, from Tulsa, Okla., to Port Arthur. Tex., 582 miles, was
opened for regular oi)eration. The cost complete is said to have exceeded |G,000,000.
7 the S-in. pipe line, built

Hy the last easlboMud IranscoutinentMl tariff ])oints on the Northwestern Pacific will have the benelil of coninion i)oint rates to eastern points. Heretofore points north of Santa Rosa have had to pay
an arbitrary In addition to the common point rate.
The Governor of Mississippi has sent a message to both houses
urging the passage of a two-cent passenger rate, but giving the
State Railroad Commission a certain amount of discretion in the
cases of individual roads not able to stand the reduction.
the New York, New Haven & Hartford
will be operated in seven divisions instead of in 10 as heretofore.
The divisions will hereafter be known as the New York, Shore
Line, Providence, Boston, Old Colony, Midland and Western.

Beginning February

16,

The Western New York Car Service Association handled t)5,828
cars during December, 1907. at 587 stations. The average detention
was high, being 2.19 days, of which 48 days were required by railroads and 1.71 by consignees. The percentage of cars released within the limit was 8(i.6.
of the Atchison estimate citrus' fruit shipments from
Coast this season at 32,000 cars as compared with 27.000 cars
year.
The company has no surplus of refrigerator cars and
leased 1,000 additional refrigerator cars from Armour & Co. at
rate of ?1 per day.

Oflficers

the
last

has
the

A press despatch says that the Harrinuin Lines in Texas have
discontin\ied their suits to enjoin the Texas Commission from enforcing its whole group of freight rates, in consideration of the
withdrawal by the Commission of the 2 '-..-cent passenger ral'.> ordered on the Houston & Texas Central.
The New York Assembly Railroad Committee has ordered by
unanimous vote, without amendment, the Wagner Bill providing for
a fiat five-cent tare from Brooklyn Bridge to Coney Island. The
Assembly Committee has apparently learnou nothing from the Governor's veto of the Baldwin two-cent bill last year.

The Mexico-St. Louis Special, which has been running since the
beginning of the year for the third season from St. l.iOuis to Mexico
City via the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern, the Texas &
Pacific, the International & Great Northern and the National of
IVlPxico. has been given up for purposes of economy.
a Mexican railroad warns railroad men of the Unlteil
States who have been thrown out of employment that Mexico is
with
American
railroad men looking for jobs. He says that
crowded

An

ofticer of

18,

the Missouri, Kansas

& Texas

will issue

1,000-mile books at 2c. a mile in Texas, being the first road to do
The Texas state commission has approved the issue
so in that state.
of the Rock Island and the Colorado Southern two-cent interchangeable mileage books. They can be used in Texas on the Trinity &
Brazos Valley, which, however, can collect the coupons at the rate
of

2'.i.c.

a mile.

The United Slates Forest Service announces

that 150.ou(i.000
acres of forest land in British Columbia have lieen placed in reserve
by the Canadian government. This includes every acre of timber
lands of the Province except what has already \teen leased. The
action was taken to check wasteful exploitation of timber resources
and to bring the care and cutting of timber more effectually under

Government

control.

reported that the Rosenbaum Grain Co. is going to sue
the St. Louis & San Francisco for recovery of $42.0lMi. alleged to be
the loss sustained by failure of the railroad to deliver a large 8hi|)ment of grain to a steamship on which it was booked to be carried
The matter has been under investigation since
to the Black sea.
a
1906, and brings up the question whether a railroad Is liable to
shipper for delay which causes the shipper's goods to be sold on a
It

is

falling market.

The transatlantic steamship war is ended, and substantial inthree-year
creases have been fixed upon as a minimum basis for a
I.usitanla
period. The minimum rates on the Mauretania and the
of
have been fixed at $127.50. first class, as against a minimum rate
lower
lake
steamers
passenger
Other
$72.50 during the rate war.
and applies throughrates, but the minimum is higher than usual,
No agreeout the year instead of changing in the winter seai=on.
and steerage basis.
freight
has as yet been reached about the
ment

On February

5.

the Louisville

&

Nashville, following the action

reBaltimore & Ohio, the Erie and the Southern Railway,
a month.
duced the salaries of all employees making more than $250
cent., while those
Those receiving $400 and over are reduced 10 per
per cent.
receiving l)etween $25u and $40u are reduced 8

of the

The Mobile & Ohio

cent,
also announces a reduction of 10 per

in the salaries of all executive officers, officials

and employees

receiv-

from $100 tx>
ing $10it a month or more. All employees receiving
being effective
$r.0 a month are cut 5 per cent., the reductions
March 1. Colonel Russell states that among the causes necessitating
legislation
the changes are the financial crisis and unfair railroad
in the Southern states.

Dinner to H. H. Vreeland.

On February 7 a large dinner was given to H. H. Vreeland
under the auspices Ql Ui<? Nov.' York Railroad Club in recopition
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Mr. Vreeland'H long and HUt:i.'»i>«ful earui^r a* l're«lii<-iii ul ilnr
W, O. Healer. Sei ond VUreI'reHld<nt of the clul), wuh loa«lmaBier. and at the clobc of the dinner, whUh wa« altendvd by 321
perHons, Mr. Vreeland wa« preoented with a silver water pitcher.
The jipeakcrs of the evening were John F. Dwms, William J. WllgiiB
and Oeorge A. Pout. Mr. IJeem* Hpoke of the foundation of the
iliih and of the helpful part played liy Mr. Vrei-iand In lt« rapid
growth and develoiinienl; Mr. WilguM talked on his own huhject
of eletitrlflcatlon, and Mr. PoBt gave a hiimorouH addretui on the
subject of Mr. Vreeland. Mr. Vreeland replied gracefully to the
addreBHCB In hlu honor and emphaiilzed the point that a man living
in the world to-day cannot make a (Irm rate succens alone, hut
muBt have the help of his friend.s In order to attain the blgheul
of

cliilj.

V..L

XI. IV..

Ni,

diiry.
This would be a theaiK-r (iropusition for the comiiaiiy, they
claim, than to grant the request of the Goodwin citizens to erect for
them a Htatton with the ne<'e«sary nwltch and platfuriu facilities, requiring a deep cut of 1.0 ft. wide and Z.'>W) ft. long. The citizens bail
asked the conimisHlon to comitel the railroad romiiany to build the
station when the counter propo«ttlon to buy the town was made.
'J'ljpeka Utatt Journal.

Life on the Prairies.

A Kansas

his i.i
the railroad time-tables from his i>
line:
"Trains are due when you

ut

slni-e

e<lllor,

u

off,

haji

dropped

In Ibolt place

IbU

usefulness.

Anderson Controlling Altitude Vaiv?.
Installation of Dr. Coss at the University of Illinois.

The accompanying drawings show the improved type of AnderThe formal exorcises incident to the Installation of iJr. W. F, M. son controlling altitude valve. A former deoign was described In
as Dean of the College of lOnghieerlng of the I'nlverslty of the Jldilroail ilazittc of Septemlier. 1. 1905. The present form Is
In connection with the formal opening
Illinois occurrcMl I-'cbruary
simpllficil.
The valve tak<« the place of a float In maintaining
of the Graduate Si:liool of the Hniver.sily. The exercises of Installa- uniform water level In tanks, standplpes and reservoirs.
A float

Cioss

.'>

Included two sessions and a tour of Inspection through the
laLoralorles of the College of Knglneering.
Among the guests of the occasion were: William Mcintosh, representing the American Hallway Master Mechanics' Association;
.1.
W. Taylor, representing the Master Car Builders' Association;
F. H. Clark and C. A. Seley, representing the Western itailway Cluli;
William Forsyth, representing the American Society of Me<-hanical
ISngineers; W. K. Halt, representing the American Hallway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association; Morgan Brooks, representing the American Institute of Electrical Engineers; O. Stephenson, representing the Engineers' Cluh of St, Louis; C. F. Loweth,
representing the Western Society of Engineers; ftobert Quayle, representing the Chicago & North-Westein U. U.; T. F. Barton and W. (J.
Moody, representing the Illinois Central K. U.; C, B. Young a..d
M. H. Wickhorst, representing the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Ky.; A. F. Uoblnson, representing the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Ky.; A. L. Kuehn. representing the Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago
& St. Louis Hy.; (ioorge N. Dow, representing the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern ity.; A. F. West, representing Princeton University; n. C. Hoagland, representing the Illinois Traction System;
(.'.
li. Benjamin. M. .1. Golden, C. A. Waldo. Stanley Coulter and
L. E. Endsley, representing Purdue University; J. J. Flather, F. S.
Jones and W. H. Kavanaugh, representing the University of Minnesota; W. H. Siebert, representing Ohio State University; W. D.
Pence, representing the University of Wisconsin; C. U. lUehards.
repioscntlng the University of Nebraska; F. L. Bishop, representing
Bradley Polytechnic Institute; G. i"'. Gebhardt, representing Armour
Institute of Technology; L. E. Young, representing the Missouri
School of Mines; E. C. Woodruff, representing Mlllikin University;
Mrs. Laura B. Evans and F. L. Hatch, representing the Board of
Trustees of the University of Illinois.
tion

New

property at the rate of $18.01 per $1.0t)0 of valuation Instead of
The state treasurer has received
at the rate of $5 as heretofore.
more than $2,500,000 of the contested balance due. the i)rlnclpal
amounts In arrears having been as follows:
$t.001.«8!l

finiiHylvHiilii »y^t(•m
.liTscy I'cntiiil

&

3.-iU.8;t-»

KiMuiiDg Hy.ttpni

r.'::.i.'i::

17«..V.tl

i;rli>

I.tirknwnnim
l.i'lilKli

Ice

Jersey Tax Contest Ended.

New Jersey railroads have given up their contest of the Perkins
"Average Rate Main Stem" tax law of 190G, which taxes main stem

riiiiiidi'ipiiiu

through getting either water-logged or lodged io
formed on the surface of the water. The valve Is placed in a pit
under the tank or in any other place where it is accessible and
protected from frost. The bo<ly and top Is of heavy cast-iron. The
upper part of the liody Is lined with bronze and the piston is solid
bronze with rubber cu\m and seat.
The longitudinal section shows the main valve closed. When

is liable to failure

4:{it.l"*.i

Vail.-y

L':!?,

Telegraph Block System on the Wilmington

&

Ijs

Nortliern.

The Phllndelphia & Ueading Is about to install the telegraph
block system on its Wilmington & Northern division, single track,
from Blrdsboro. Pa., to near Wilmington, Del., tiO.fi miles. There
will be l!l block stations, eight of which will be operated (oniimioiisly and 11 closed a part of each night.
Communication from
station to station will be by Morse telegraph and semaphore signals
win be used. The outlets of long sidetracks will Ite connected to
the nearest block station li> irli |)liiiiiiv

Fig.

water

is

reduced so that the spring P lifts the valve spindle. K.
valve. H. Fig. 1. then closes and the exhaust
valve, I. opens." so that the water above the main valve. B. is free
to escape through the port M, and the drain N.
The p:es3ure of the
water In the main Inlet pipe now lifts valve B and water flows into
the tank. The main valve Is cushioned In opening by the water
above it which can escape but slowly through the small drain. As
the valve moves upward It draws In. through the port. F, air which
cushions the valve when it afterwards closes. When the water
level in the tank has l)een restored, the pressure, through the pipe
T and diaphragm R. closes the exhaust valve 1 and opens the valve
H. Water now pa.-ises through the pipe I, and the port M and puts
the same pressure per square Inch on the top of valve B as there
Is on the bottom.
The top having a greater area than the bottom,
the valvi' doses and shuts off the water from the tank.
The valve is made by the Goldeu-Anderson Valve Specialty Co..
Fig.

2.

is

The high-pressure

Pittsburgh. Pa.

"Rights of Trains" a Text-book.

The University
Offer to

Buy Town.

Fig. 2.

1-

drawn from the tank, the pressure on the diaphragm, K.

of

Illinois

has adopted as a text-book H. W.

Forman's "Rights of Trains on Single Track." published by the
llnOmail Gazflte.

Through Chief Engineer Morris the Santa Fe Kailroad Company
A New German Cab Signal.

made a

))roposltlou to the state corporation comnil.-sslon, Feb. 4. to
buy the entire town of Goodwin, Rills county, reimburse the residents for all the money expended there and move them bodily and
free of charge to the new town of Holsteln. which the Santa Fe Is

exploiting on

its

Panhandle branch

ne;<r the

Texas-Oklahoma boun-

report from Consul T. J. .\lliert. of Brunswick.
Germany, the Prussian railroad administration now has In use a
cab signal giving both a visual and an audible indicftUon, in which
.Vci-ordiii.i;

to

:i
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the connection between the roadside fixture and the apparatus carried
in the cab of the locomotive i.s made by means of a bristly broom of
pliable copper wire, carried on an arm projecting from the side of
the locomotive and rubbing against two parallel iron bars fixed near
together and mounted along the track for several yards. This roadside apparatus is fixed at about 100 meters (330 ft.) in the rear of the
ordinary vi.sual signal, and its sole purpose is to warn the engineman
that he is near such signal and must look out for it. Thus knowing
the precise location of the roadside signal presumably a distant
signal
the engineman will be on the alert so as to bring his train to
a stop at once in case, by reason of fog, he fails to see the visual

December

31, 190G, to 9,149 on December 31, 1907.
In addition to
the figures quoted above there are also 20,793 stockholders in the subsidiary companies; 11,111 for the Lines East and 9.6S2 for the Lines

West.

A

—

—

signal.

The Anti-Monopoly Crusade.

—
—

The railroad is scllin' tickets ter Chicago fer
They can't afford ter do it at that price.
Uncle Steven No; that's what Hiram said. He went an'
bought nine tickets an' didn't use one of 'em. Said if he had money
enough he'd keep on buyin' tickets till he'd busted up the hull railroad monopoly. He's got it in fer the trusts, Hi has.— PmcA-.
Uncle Jejitha

four dollars.

Tractive Effort of

New York

Central Electric Locomotives.

The accomi)any!ng chart, compiled by Muralt & Co.. New York,
shows the comparative drawbar i)ull, in i)ounils, of a New York Cen-

22y

110 shares.
The number of women stockholders Increased from
19,282 to 20,471, and the European investors increased from 7,753 on

Portable Compression

On heavy work

economical

Riveter.

use a portable riveter.
A portable hydraulic riveter is not practicable because high pressure water lines are unwieldy and the disposal of exhaust water
is difficult.
An air-driven machine, however, is well adapted to
this work, as the air is carried to it by a comparatively light rubber
hose.
In the compression riveter shown by the accompanying photograph it will be noted that a comparatively small cylinder is
u.sed.
The necessary pressure is obtained by the toggle leverage
and the rivet is driven by one piston movement. The speed of riveting, therefore, depends mostly on how quickly the machine is moved
from one rivet to the next. In one case 12,000 rivets were driven
in 10 hours.
The work was a long plate girder and the machine
was hung from a trolley on an overhead runway. The operator
had become very expert in moving the machine from one rivet to
the next, the spacing being equal, and several heater-boys kept the
it

is

to

tral electric locomotive and a Pacific locomotive, at various speeds;
that of the former is shown in white. Both locomotives are designed
for about the same speed
miles an hour. The electric engine
weighs 9.'> tons, with 70 tons on drivers, and the Pacific locomotive

—

10

m.

p. h.

IS

m.

p. h.

20 m.

p. h.

25 m.

p.

30 m.

p. h.

.'J.5

3 35.000
35,000

C

3 35.000

h.C

3 35.000

3

3 35.O0Q

35 m. p. h, jg

HO m.

35,000

p. h.

Comparative Drawb.ir Pulls

of Electric

and Steam Locomotives.

weighs 171 tons, with 70 tons 011 drivers. The former can exert its
full power up to
miles an hour, after which its efficiency falls,
primarily because of internal reactions in the motors. The efficiency
of the steam engine decreases rapidly at speeds over 15 miles an
;{.">

hour.

Exports of Rails, Cars and Locomotives

The Naluc

in

1907.

and locomotives during 1907
was .foO.NOO.OOO. which is the largest on record. The value of these
exports from the United States in 1906 was $21,700,000, which was
the previous high record. The exports during 1907 were almost
equally distributed in value between rails, cars and locomotives.
Mexico bought more than $1,700,000 worth of cars, $1,500,000
worth of locomotives and over $8t)0.000 worth of rails. South America took over $2,000,000 worth of cars and $;i,000.000 worth of rails.
British North America bought nearly $1,500,000 worth of ears and
Locomotives valued at over $1,000,000
$2,000,000 worth of rails.
were exported both to Mexico and to Central .Vmerica.
The following table shows the value of the exports of these three
of exports of rails, cars

items during the

last

Albree Portable Compression Riveter.
holes
•'i

in.

given

in

diameter.

intervals.

were driven

These figures are of interest merely to
The class of work Is all important,
rivet must be steam-tight and well
driven, no such record could possibly be made.
The riveter illustrated herewith is made by the Chester B.
Albree Iron Works Co., Allegheny, Pa. It weighs 850 lbs., has 6 in.
reach, and drives % in. rivets.

Cms

Total

loot!.

?,s,no;(.OM
,'!,:!ii7.oo(i

9,080.000

i,4;i0.0(t0

$30.S2S,000

?24,700,000

Pennsylvania Stockholders.

The Pennsylvania announces that on .Tanuary
hnlilings !\uiubered 57,22(!, an

10 hours.

The Eleventh Avenue Controversy.
11107.

SUi.lii.oiio
ii,;t;{:;.oo(i

I.cM.miotlves

in

show what actually can be done.
and on iHJiler work, where the

two years:

Kails

full of hot rivets.
The rivets were
The hot dies were replaced by cool ones at
Under quite similar circumstances 10,000 rivets

ahead of the machine

increase of

l(;,:i70

4. 190S. its stock
for the year 1907.

During the year the average holdings decreased from 150 shares to

The New York Public Service Commission. First District, conit is unwise to place a freight line either below or above
Eleventh avenue, and recommends that an electric freight structure
be built on the so-called marginal way along the North river water
front between West street and the piers. The Commission says there
is no doubt that an elevated freight road along the river front would
some time be of advantage to shippers, although it holds that the
present pier uses are such that there is no great demand for freight
car connections, as the docks are used more and more for passenger

siders that
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tliu inleriur can Ijl"The l)e«l
CoinnilHHion nnyH:
available jilan would Heeni lo be to let Home conipuny build at lUi own
expenHB the New York Cenlnil If It would undertake the work on
more favorable icrniH than any one elue. An arrauKenient nileht
be made analriKOUB lo that made by the authoritleH for the continuation of the .McAdoo tunnel route throUKh Sixth avenue to 33d atreel,
whlc-h waH HubHtanllally that the city could buy at ltn then value at
any time after twenty-live years and In the meantime a fair uoniiideratlon was made payable to the city for the franchiHe lulvllegeB."

and package

and frelKht Intended for

frelKht,

cheaply IlKtilered to

railroiidB.

The

—

Direct Current In Belglur

The management

Belgian Slate Railroads, after long
Investigation, has de<;lded to use direct current and the third rail
on several miles of road at the I'arc de Laeken, near UrusHeis. This
decision was maile In iU:cordance with the recommendations of a
report by E. Uytboreck, electrical engineer of the government railroads, who some months ago visited the United Slates and spent
considerable time Investigating the operation of the New York Central, the .New Haven and other installations, visiting manufacturing
comiianieH ami fully acquainting bim.self with the state of direct
current and single-phase development in this country. The Belgian
government haw been given a license to use the Wilgu.s-Sprague type
of protected third rail, and orders for much of the necessary maThe road on which
terials have already been placed In this country.
this Installation is to be made is new, but It Is understood that this
is the Initial step In the electrification of certain lines near Bru.ssels.
of

the

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Midland Valley Need Not Re-establish Station.

The Commis.ujon, in an opinion by Commissioner I'routy, has
announced di'ds^lou in the case of Kddleman et al. v. Midland Valley.
The complainants iisked the Commission lo order the lailroad to
re-establish its station at Elder, Okla. (formerly Indian Territory),

which was removed in December, laoti. The complaint was dismissed by the Commission on the ground that the interest of the
general public does not retjulre such re-establishment. The Commission further found that the lot-ation of this station at Elder
would be an unnecessary burden on the defendant. The Commission also declared that if tlie coraplainanls had a contract with the
carrier to locate and maintain its station at Elder, they may perhaps maintain a suit at law for breach of that contract; but that
the Commission has no power to award damages for failure lo perfoiin

siirh a

contract.

Freight to be Billed at Actual Weights.

The Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Lane, has announced decision In the case of Romona Oolitic Stone Company v.
the Vandalia Railroad. The Commission decided that a rule of
a carrier, subject to the act to regulate commerce, by which shipments of stone from uon-scale points are billed from sui;h points
equal lo the marked capacity of the cars, subject to
correction when weights are taken. Is unreasonable, because on
such cars as are not In fact weighed before delivery the carriers
proceed to collect freight upon such marked capacity weights. A
change of such rule to a rule that such shipments shall be billed
at the published carload minimum is held to be also indefensible.
'I'he Commission ordered the defendant to desist and refrain from
at weights

showing purported weights upon

its billing until such weights shall
have been ascertained either by weighing or by some fair method of
compiiialloii Irom cubic contents.

Classification of

Wire Coat Hooks.

Vol. XLIV.. No.

of the articles placed in the third clase.
It ap|Mran>. moreover, that
many article*! of less value than wire coat hooks are also in the
third class.
It is true that these artlcleB Instanc-ed al the bearing
by the defendants are generally made of cast metal somewhat more
liable to breakage than the wire coat bouke.
It does not appear,
however, that any considerable lottH to the carriera in cauficU by
breakage of these cohtiroa hardware specialties.

Freight Bureau Competent to Bring Complaint; Classification of
Brushes.

The Commiiislon, in an opinion by Commiiisioner L<ane, has announced decision in the case of the Forest City Freight Bureau t.
the Ann Arbor Railroad and others. The CommlsKion held that
the bureau, a concern which admits memi>eni upon written contract
to perform certain ijervlieu in return for an annual f>?e, ia an aa>oclatlon competent to bring a lomplaini before the Commission under
the act to regulate commerce. The fact that it may not be abk to
answer in costs in case such should be awarded against it on appeal
from the Commiaslon to the courts does not take away lis right to
bring complaint under the act. The Commission decided in this
case that the Inclusion of wire brushes and brooms, nol toilet, in
cases In less than carloads, in the lirst class in official claaelflcatlon
unreasonable. Defendants were ordered lo claesify such brushes
and brooms in official classlflcatlon territory in the third class.
Is

Grain

from

Differentials

The Commission,

In

St.
Louis and
Southwest.

an

opinion

Kansas

rendered

by

City

to

the

Commissioner

Prouty, has announced decision on motion for rehearing in the case
of the Traffic Bureau of the Merchants' Exchange of SL Louis v.
.Missouri Paclflc and St. Louis, Iron Mountain k Southern.
In the
original case the Commission ordered the carriers to cease from
exacting for transportation of grain and products thereof from St.
I.,ouis, Mo., to Little Rock. Ark., a rate of 18 cents per 100 lbs. on
wheat and its products and of lo cents per lou lbs. on coarse grains,
so far as applied to such traosixirlation after the traffic has been
carried by railroad to St. Louts from points outside that city. The
defendants were required to put in rates on wheat not to exceed
13 cents and on coarse grain not to exceed 11 cents per 100 lbs.
Defendants filed motion for rehearing on the grounds that the
lower rates from St. l.,ouls will necessitate a reduction in rates from
western points of production, and that thesie lower rates will enable
the St. Louis merchants to handle grain into territory which Is
now covered by Little Rock. The Commission refused to modify
its former order on these grounds.
A third reason was that If
the rate from St. Louis to Little Rock was reduced, the Kansas
City Southern will reduce Its rates to Texarkana and corresponding points. The Commission did not think this was any Justifiable reason, but In order to avoid giving any |>ossible color to
such action on the part of the Kansas City Southern, decided lo make the differential between Kansas City and St.
Louis into this territory 1 cent less than Its former order contemplated; that Is to say. 12 cents on coarse grains and their products,
and 14 cents on wheat and its products.
Accordingly the Commission denied the petition for rehearing.
but struck off Its former order and issued a new order putting in
effect these revised rates.

TRADE CATALOGUES.
Mill Type .l/(»<o/A.— The motors described In bulletin No. 4562
Electric Co.. Schenectady. N. Y.. are the d.c. M D
They are built in sixes from 30 h.p.
a. c.
I
type.
to 1.10 h.p.
The d.c. motors, while generally rated at 220 volts,
can be supplied for 500 volts with a slight variation from standard
speed, and the a.c. motors are wound for either 220 or 440 volts.
2.1 cycles, three-phase.
They are for operating rolling mills, hoists,
turntables, i-onveying machinery, etc.
of the General

type and the

M

The Commission, In an opinion by Commissioner Cockrell, has
announced decision In the case of the Forest City l-'reight Bureau
V. the Ann Arbor Railroad and nS other carriers In olflclal classlflcallon territory.
The comi)lalnant asked that a change be made by
lAlli»a
these carriers in the classlflcatlon of wire coat hooks packed In land. Ohio,
casea,

when shipped

In less than carload lots.

As the

classllicatlon

now

stands, these ix)at hooks arc In the third class, being Included
"hardware specialties not otherwise specllled." It was asked that
they be translcrred to the fourth class; but the Commission held
in

the present classltlcntlon of these articles In offlclul dasslflcaterritory is not shown to be unreasonable and ordered the complaint dismissed.
The Commission said that while It Is evident that wire coat
hooks are bvit little more valuable than the raw nialorlnl from
which they are nuide and no more liable to damage In transit, still
the present classillcalion is not unreasonable. The comparison as
to their value and that of the spiing hinges .<hows a widi- discrei>ancy, but It Is not .shown that these hinges are typical of the bulk

.Waj/)i.7i.— The ElecUlc Controller & Supply Co.. Cleveis distributing a well illustrated pamphlet describing
several types of lifting magnets for handling Iron and steel to and
from cars, in shops, in scrap storage yards, etc. Different types are
furnished for handling different shapes of material. The pamphlet
includes the list of the company's ctistoniers of the past three years.

that

lloii

—

Air-Iirakf Luttricalioii. The Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey
J., has lssue<l a pamphlet calling attention to graphite airbrake and triple valve grease. It mentions the parts on which this
lubricant can be useii lo advantage, and the lubricating troubles
ordinarily experienced with the air-brake system are pointed out
and the remedies given.
City, N.

llliiiDix

I'lnliiil.

—

.\

folder issued by the passenger department

Fehiuary

14.
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calls attention to the coming Mardi Gras carnival at New Orleans.
The folder Is illustrated with photograph., taken during last year's
cainival, and descriljes train .service from various points to New
Orleans via the Illinois Central.

Mayncls.

Lifliiiff

— The

Cutler-Hammer Clutch

Oo.,

Milwaukee,

Wis., la distributing a booklet entitled "Lifting Magnets and Recent
Improvements in '1 hern." The booklet is a miniature reproduction
of Cassier's Magazine for October, 11*1)7, in wliich the article orig-

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Richard Tull, Treasurer of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway
and the Philadelphia & Reading Coal & Iron Co., died at his home
in Philadelphia on February 9.
Charles L. Francisco, for many years Superintendent of Building at the Grand Central Station, New York City, died at his home
at Yorktown Heights, N. Y., on January 29.

inally appeared.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

—

Ruofing. A pamphlet issued oy the- Eastern Granite Roofing
Co., New York, describes Granite roofing and shows photographs of
buildings roofed with it. This material is made of alternate layers
of wool felt and granite coMposition, surfaced on the outside with
sea grit.

—

Second Haml Metal Working Machinery. List No. 15 of the
Nlles-Beraent-Pond Co., New York, is a catalogue of a large variety
of secondhand metal working machines, which the company has
Each machine is briefly described, with dimensions.
for sale.

— Jenkins Bros.,

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Baltimore d Ohio Soulhueslern.—E. W. Scheer has been appointed
Assistant Secretary, with office at Cincinnati. Ohio in place of
J.

G. Wallier.

Canadian Pacific— W. R. Baker, Assistant

to the President, has been
appointed also Secretary, succeeding Charles Drinkwater, re-

signed.

Macon

tCBirmingham.— S. F. Parrott. Vice-President, has been appointed Receiver by the Superior Court at AtlanU. on petition
of the Old Colony Trust Company.

New

York, have issued catalogue supplement No. 1, which describes and illustrates, with price lists, extra
working
steam pressure and medium
heavy gate valves for 250 lbs.
pressure gate valves for 150 lbs. pressure.
Valves.
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Minneapolis

<( .^7. Louis.— W. W. Cole has been appointed
.\sslsUnt
Treasurer, with headquarters at Minneapolis. .Minn., in place
of Joseph Gaskell, deceased.

Mississippi Central.— John T. Porter has been chosen Treasurer and
G. F. Royce, Secretary, both with offices at Scranton, Pa.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

Valley.-This company operates the Portland & Southeastern under lease. J. H. Byrd is President and M. G. Price,
Vice-President and General Manager. Office at St. Louis, Mo.

Mi-isissippi

Robert

\V.

Hunt &

Co.,

Chicago, have established their St. Louis,
W. Gennet. Jr., at 1445 Syndiand cement laboratory will be

Mo., otfice, which is in charge of C.
Their diemical
cate Trust building.
in the same building.

San Antonio

Sellers

J. \V. Duntley, President of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co.,
Chicago, sailed for Europe on Feb. 4 to attend to business matters
abroad.
It is stated that the January business of the company in
America showed a considerable improvement over December.

The usual convention
Manvllle
to

Co.,

February

fairs of the

was given

New

York,

of branch

managers

was held

in

of the H.

that city

Union League Club.

J.

F.

Bank

W. Terry has been elected SecreCampbell has been appointed
office at

New

York.

Western Allegheny.— The officers of this road, formerly the Western
Allegheny division of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, are:
Emmet
Queen, President; Thos. Liggett, Vice-President: A. H. Eames,
Secretary and Treasurer. Offices at Pittsburgh. Pa.
Operating

Officers.

Hdllimon .^.]osep\\ O'Hara has been ap.(
pointed General Superintendent, with office at Baltimore, Md.,
to relieve W. E. Slaughter, who continues as Traffic Manager.
Henry Donavan is Master Mechanic, with office at Odenton, Md.

Canadian Northern Quebec— R. S. Richardson has been appointed
Assistant General Superintendent, with office at Montreal.
Canadian Pacific— C. .Murphy, hitherto Superintendent of district
No. 2. Ontario division, has been appointed Acting
General
Superintendent of the Lake Superior division, taking the place
of F. B. Brady, who is absent on account of ill health.
Fort Smith

New

mercial National

J.

<t
Xew York.—\V. R.
Assistant to the President, with

from January 29

Donahue, for five years Secretary and Manager of Sales
Castle Forge & Boll Co., New Castle. Pa., has been appointed Western Sales Manager of the Russell, Burdsall & Ward
Bolt & Nut Co., Port Chester, N. Y,, with headquarters in the ComJ.

—

retain the position of Auditor.

W. Johns- Annapolis. Washington

Seaton, Jr., Second Vice-Presitfent of the C. W. Hunt
Co., West New Brighton, New York, died at his home at Clifton,
Slaten Island, on January IS. from typhoid fever. Mr. Seaton was
He began
3(i years old and had been with the company for 17 years.
as ofnce boy and was steadily promoted.
of the

Aransas Pass.
will

Susquehanna

There was a general discussion of the business af1.
company and on the evening of January 31 a banquet

at the

William

d-

He

tary.

Manufacturing Co., Chicago, maker of railroad supplies and equipment, has bought a IB-acre tract adjoining its present
planl.
The land lies between north 45th and 47th avenues, adjacent
1(1 the SI. I'aul and the North-Westeru tracks.

The

building, Chicago.

The G. Drouve Company, Bridgeport, Conn., at the annual meeting of directors on February 3 elected G. Drouve President and
Treasurer, and William V. Dee, Secretary. Mr. Dee, who recently
resigned from the Jiailwai/ Age. has been appointed also General
Sales Manager. The company makes the "Anti-Pluvius" skylight,
the Lovell window operating device, Drouve ventilator, drying stove,

d-

Western.-W.

E.

Crane, Vice-President and General

Manager, has resigned.
Gulf Line.—W. T. Hargrett has been appointed Superintendent
in
place of D. L. Turner, resigned; office at Sylvester,
Ga,
Intercolonial.- J. H. Brassard, hitherto chief train
despatcher, has
been appointed Inspector of Transportation, to travel
throughout the conipanys lines and co-operate with other
officers In
securing efficient service. John Stewart has l)een
appointed
Traveling Inspector of Locomotives and Cars, with
similar
authority and relations to other officers.

Louisiana Western.— See Morgan's Louisiana

etc.

&

Texas.

Mississippi Valley.-H. L. Pitman is Superintendent;
offlc at Port-

Iron and Steel.

land, Ark.

The Pennsylvania has ordered

55,000 tons of rails.

Details are

Pacific— y,l. M. RIchey. heretofore with the Southern Railway, has been appointed Superintendent of the
Arkansas divi-

J/i.woi(ri

given in our editorial columns.

The New York City Railway has ordered 2.500 tons
from the Pennsylvania Steel Co.

The Canadian
rails

Pacific is said to

sion, with office at Little Rock, Ark.
of

rails

have ordered 40,000 tons of

S5-lb,

from the Lake Superior Corporation.

reported that certain western railroads are In the market
for an aggregate of 100.000 tons of rails and that two eastern railroads are also making inquiries.

Morgans

Loui.siana d Tcj-as.-W. M. Hobbs, hitherto
Vice-President
and General .Manager cf the San Antonio & Aransas
Pass has
been appointed General Superintendent of Morgans
l»uislana
& Texas and of the Louisiana Western, with headquarters at

New

It is

The Chicago. Milwaukee &

Paul has ordered 3.000 tons of
bridge material from the Pennsylvania Steel Co. According to
Chicago despatches, the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy is about to
order 1,000 tons of bridge material, and the Great Northern and the
Chicago & North-Western have ordered, or are negotiating for, large
aiuounts.

St.

Orleans, La., in place of E. B. Cushlng. assigned
to other

duties.

Morrissey. Fernie d
Manager, with
.Y<'ir

Michel—J.
office at

D. Kurd has been appointed General
Fernie, B. C.

VorA-. .Vrir Haicn .( Hartford.— la
connection with a radical
rearrangement and enlargement of divisions assignments
of
Superintendent to the several new divisions are announced
as
follows:
New York, J. P. Hopson. offi.e at New York city
Shore Line. C. N. Woodward, office at .New Hav.-n
W.-^wrn
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Midland, U. K. I'ollook. ortiM
fit New Haven;
Maitfoid; I'rovldf-ncr-, J. A. Oroege, omre at I'rovl'lence;
W.
Old Colony, Andrew Ko«h, office at Taunton; Boston, A.
have a
Martin, office at UoHton. Kacli Superintendent will
maHter-mechanlc.
Tho new dlvl«lonH are ai. fo Iowh:
IncluU(Jid (Jolony— Kroin South Uraintree to I'rovlncetown,

C. S. I.ake, offlte

/*/««./ a I'wtfiL.—H. F. White. Engineer of Maintcnance of Way, has resigned, and the position baa been abol-

I

/'fit i/lc— John
A. Turtle, hitherto Aesletant Superintendent
Motive Power, haH been appointed Majif-r Mei-hanic of the
Colorado dlvlKlon. with headguartcrs at Denver, in place of

,n<,n

of

Pay, tranaferred to Cheycriue. Wyo.

k.

jc.

l)oro Marlboro and Sterling branches.
Mldland-Krom Hartford to Kcadvlllc. including the Hartford'lermlnals Haritord to SprittKfleld via Melrose; Cedar Hill
PlainHeld.
to UIke street, Providence. R. I., via WllUmantlc and
Conn., to WorcesliK lurllng the Colchejter branch; from (iroton.
ter, Including the SouthbrldKe branch.
PittHlleld. Mass.. Including
Bridgeport
Wpstcrn
'^""'
western 'From
"'
"|^^' ""^ to
'
i„„„,i^„ and
o„,i btate
>ji-.tP i>ine
I ine
Haven Lichfield. Brookneld Junction
New navtii,
the
lilt i^iLw
,',Junct,i on
,„ ,i-i„„,,„i i,w.i„,iini»
„ t"
ihp
l" '""'
Naugatuck

Purchaalng AgenU.
Ureal WcHtern.-A.

c/.u-aj/o

Agent

Ward has been appointed Purchasing
Mr. Ward held

I).

Ue Vinney. resigned,
he resigned two years ago.

In place of V.

the position until

F.

jj,iauarc A Eaiitcin.—K. H.
Agent.

Dunham has

......

......

'

toUerlin.

i

—

Marquette. W. C. Atherton has been appointed Purchasing
Agent; office at Detroit. Mich.

P<'''<!

New York— From the Grand Central Station. New York, to
Stamford, the New Canaan branch and the line from Harlem
river to New Rochelle, Including the New York and Harlem

—

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

—

river water terminals.

Shore Une— From Stamford to Midway (near New l>3ndon); New Haven to Turners Falls and Shelbiirnc Fall-s. includIng the New Hartford, Holyoke and Williamsburg branches;
Cedar Hill (New Haven) to Springfleld. Mass., including the
Suffleld branch; Fen wick to Hartford; Wilson Point to Danbury, including the RIdgefleld branch.
Providence— From Midway to Readville. including the Provl.
.u
D „,.i,i...,„o vvn,.rt.n
jfe liristoi.
Mvistni ti,p
Hnnp Pas
f"ahtne Mope.
Warren ec
Providence.
dence terminals, the
coag. Valley Falls. Franklin. Ashland. Wrenlham. Stoughtou.
Atlleboro and East Providence branches; Boston Switch. R. I..
to Worcester. Mass., including the Woonsocket branches.
Boslon-From the Boston Terminal (^ompaity's connection
to Readville on the present Prov dence and Midland d visions
lo Needham Junction; to Cook street; to South Braintree and
all intermediate branch lines, including the South Boston freight

terminals.

NorinucHlern Pacific.— \V. J. Hunter has been appointed Superin
tendent of the Southern division, with office at Sausallto. Cal.;
and John H. McRae. Superintendent of the Northern division.

Manager
Orange

Albion, Cal.

—

K. Geddes has been appointed General
R. Crumpton; office at WoodsfieUi. Ohio.

J.

W.

t- 11
.
1
„
„„.,„!.,. „,i
E. Kelly has been appointed

T
Northwestern.— J.

iC

tendent;

ha.< ordered six el.vin<locomotives from the Westinghouse Electric ik .Manufacturing Co.
be similar to those now in use on the road.

77,^

T,

«„„...iM
biipciin-

,

,.,„„,
Sunderland

^

,

,

=^=^=^=^^^=

77ie .indv/d

.S-a«

u Ki„
Antonio d Aransas Pass-W U »°'^';«.
Manager, has resigned.
(.eneral Manngei.

eral

Talliilah

,,.,

W.

S.

Ulcnhcuu

Western

««

J.

S.

\'i

„

D..„„i.i.>.>» o.,.i
«'"'

"^^^^^^
^''^ff
been appointed
Peter
has ^'ji^"^

The

'
.

-H

V

Birmingham

.itianta.

^

llickell

has

been

appointed

Co.. Ltd..

•'

The Charleston d Siimmerville (Electric), under construction
South Carolina, will .srhortly ask bids on rolling stock. W. O.
New York, is Chief Engineer.
Sprigg,
»»• 15 Whitehall street.
'

j,^^^^.^^^

J ^„„

^.„'^^|,

Tftc Co/orado

SoiirfttTH.

i(

division,

changing

i)laces

with

tons,

i^uina/.-Soe Qulncy.

St.

May and Juno

j^^ .\prU.

and measure 53 ft 10 in. long. 10
all.
The special equipment for

all

in.

wide and

ft.

Ilewllt

\
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RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
Omaha &

Kaiusas City.

J.

Louis.— Soe Quliuy. Ontiihu & Kansas

City.

Omaha d Kansas CiliJ.—A. J. Bandy Is In charge of the
Frelght and Passenger Departments, with the title of General
Freight and Passenger Agent; and he has i-harge of the same
department of the Iowa & St. Louis, which roiid is lea.sod lo the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

(^uincij,

lx.,.l.s

delivery.
The motor car.* will
tons, and measure 55 ft. 6 in. long. 10 ft. V, in. wide, over
The trailer cars will weigh
14 ft. 3 In. high from rail.

^.^

weigh .15
and
:i5

inter-

I!.

Costello has been appointed A.'wistant Traffic
Manager, in place of H. M. Adams, resigned; office at Seattle.
^Vash.

Iowa d

as reported in the R(Mfroad Gajrfff of

10, has ordered for the Denver & Interurban eight
>^^^^_. ^^^^^ ^^^^^ interurban trailer cars from the St.

January

11.

Great Northern.— i,l.

have ordered four 60-ft. flat car.*
Vernon Car .Manufa* luring
Mount Vernon brake.b«.ms.

""'kcs

Cana,lian Paciflc.-G. H. Sniiiii. l.itheno Assistant General Freight
.Agent at Vancouver, B. C, has been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agent of the Central division In place of W. H. Robert
son who has been transferred; office at Winnipeg. Man.
'W. H. Robertson ha-s been appointed Assistant General

.(

l^hoirs

of 60.000 lbs. capacity from the Mount
Co. The special equipment includes;

|triiss*'!i

Chicago. Hurlinglon

Atlantic has ordered 188 box cars

In

llriilii-

I'acltic

rf

high, over

Traffic Officers.

•

The West Chester d Wilmington (Electric), which Is to build
17 miles of road this spring, expects to ask bids on rolling stock in
March. T. E. O'Connell. Wilmington. Del., is President

all.

•

Freight Agent of the
Smith.

»

,

The Texas Interurban Company, which plans to build about 30
miles of road in Texas, is figuring on gasolene motor cars. T. Moore,
•^''^a'^eth, N. J., Is Interested.

^^^^.

Superin-

.,

Winnipeg, have ordered 50 flat .^r.
^^^^ ^^^ Hicks Car ft Lm-omotive Works.

yjcArthur d
^^

^^^^^^^

Irwin, resigned; office at Cornelia. Ga.

.
,
,-n freight
k.
laO
ordering accessories
for

from the American Car & Foundry Co.

(-on

rails.—.!. A. Dodson has been appointed Superintendent

In place of

Mc.s7

.(

„. ,,
PoinMs

''^^^^

P. Q.
i.r

Havtn d Hartford

The Great Cosmopolitan
„

a^ K„„„ o.„. ,i„to,i
Quebec d Lake St. John.-3as J.
„!! ,.^' " p^
Acting Superintendent in place of James lia.n; office at Quebec,
.

y„.A-. .Vci<

C/^r BUILDING.

at Orange. Tex.

office

y,,,,.

'iijey will

.

M'estern.
in place of

appointed Purchasing

..
,
.
.
V. Dexter has been appointed Purchasing
.
.».
^..
«
t>,
„«ii,
„.
of
oOcex
The
City
of. Mexico.
Agent. With headquarters in the
Acting Purchasing Agent in the city of New York, and Assistant
p„,,.h\,,„g Ag,„f ,„\he City of Mexico have been abolished.

V

it

Ijeen

„
MfsUan Central.— E.

.

"«'<-^bramhes; from
"^ ..'';.
^
V. 1.^ u
Wat.rtown branch; l.om Hartford \°
'^ ewell,
uiltalu
New
from
Ing the branch from VVaterbury to Merldcn;

office at

Officer*.

McUonough.

Hanover, itridKewater and I'lyraoulh braiiihe.s; from Uraiutr.,"hramh; from .Mayto KlnK»ton IncludUiK the Nantaskct Beach
to
(lower I'ark. MasH., to Newport. R. 1.; from New Bedford
Middlel^wfell and Fltchhu'rg. Including the Watuppa, SomeiHel.

with

7

chcago. Hock

Chatham
hiK the Kastoii, i'air Haven. Woods Hole. HyannlB and
the
hraiirheH; from Souih Uraintree to Plymouth. ImludlnK

Ohio llivcr

SV.

ciiuayo, »oik lutand A Kl I'usu.—i. G. Mcl-aren ha* been appointed
MaHier Mechanli. with office at Dalliart. Tex, In place of J.

at

•

^^IV.

^''"-

^^^

I

ncorporaTlo^7 Surveyt, Etc.

Ahkrokkn & Asiiim.ho.— The Carthage branch of this road has
,,^p,j opened for business from Pinehurst, N. C. north lo Carthage.
,3 miles.

(Dec.

6.

p.

701.)

tii.\<tio>.— This company, operating seven miles of
electric roads In in>niisylvania. proposes to build extensions to varlous points aggregating I(< miles. The principal extension will be
through Cherry vllle. Weaversvillc and Bath. .\ bridge is also to
be built at Alliance. The headquarters of the company is at Beth-

^^

leheni.

^.j,

p,p^,j,

FEiiiiiAiiY
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14,

&
—
— See Southern Pacific.
Coast Line Railway. — See Southern Pacific.
CoLOHADo & SoiTiiEKN. — On the terminals that the Galveston
Cana.nea, Yaqui RivEB

Centbal California.

Joliet

$850,000 has already been spent filling in and putting
freight house. About $5,000,000 is to be spent altogether.
Over 40 miles of track has been laid and large repair shops, roundhouses and other buildings will be put up. In addition to the six
blocks oi; water front, which the company owns, as a site for extensive shipping facilities, the company has 130 acres of land on
which the railroad terminal will be established. About $3,000,000
will be spent for improving the water front, including the dredging
of a 30-ft. channel, so that large steamers may load at the railroad
docks.
Me.\h,o,

up a

CoLb.MULs &

Euiic.

— See

Krie.

—

CoLLMiius, Mao.nktic Si'iti.vGS & NonTiiiouN. This company,
which i.s a consolidation of the Delaware & Magnetic Springs Hallway and the Richwood & Magnetic Spring.s Railway, oi)erates 18
miles of line from Delaware. Ohio, via Magnetic Springs to Richwood, of which a length of five miles was built last year. The company intends to extend the line from Richwood north to La Rue,
12 miles.
W. M. Galbraith, President; C. Magee, Vice-President and
Treasurer, Pittsburgh, Pa.; H. E. Buck, Secretary, Delaware, Ohio.

&

Couri.A.M)

Aiitiiix.

— An

officer

writes that this

company

ex-

begin grading work early this spring on its proposed line
from Cortland, N. Y., northwest via Homer, Scott, Glenhaven and
Owasco to Auburn, Sii miles. It has not yet been decided whether
the road shall be operated by steam or gasolene. Walter L. Webb,
])ccts lo

—

This company has finished its line from Silver
Dragon Hollow to the Beck tunnel and the Colorado
now in operation hauling ore to Silver City, at which

City, Utah, via

mine, and is
a smelter

is being built by Jesse Knight, President of the comWilliam Knight, Vice-President; R. E. Allen, Secretary
and Treasurer, and W. Lester Mangum, Director and General Man-

piiint

J.

ager, Provo, Utah.

—

Florida Central. This road is now opened for business from
Thomasville, Ga., south to Roddenbery, 13 miles, and from Fanlew.
Kla., south to Veren, 12 miles.
Work is under way from Roddenbery, Ga., south to Fanlew, 34 miles.
(Jan. 3, p. 3G.)

— See Colorado & Southern.
Pacific. — Bids,
said, are wanted

Soi TiiERN TRACTION.

New

—

Kanawha Central. This road is opened for business from
Broundland, W. Va., where connection is made with the Coal River
Railway, to Olcott and Dungriff, five miles.

—

Kanka.s City, Mexko & Orient. The Chihuahua division has
been extended from Picachos, Mex., to Falomir, eight miles.

—

Kan.sas Soltiiern & Gl'lf. This company expects to build this
year an extension from Westmoreland, Kan., to Manhattan, 22 miles.
The work will include a 300-ft. bridge over the Blue river. Surveys
are made for an extension from Blaine, Kan., to Falls City, Neb.,
65 miles.
Grading is to be begun about May 1. O. J. Collman,
General Manager, Lincoln. Neb., and J. E. Williams, Chief Engineer,

Westmoreland, Kan.

Kenticky & Tennessee.

(iitA.No

Trunk

it

is

Laramie, Haiin'.s Peak
tracts are about to be let for

p.

Li.MA

officer

writes that con-

& Toledo Traction.

— See Ohio Electric Railway.
— See Southern Pacific.

Lincoln Noiitiiehn Railway.
to

— This

road has been extended from Curtis, Mich.,

Wilman, three miles.

Mexican Pacific Coast.

— See Southern

Pacific.

—This

Nevada Coitnty Narrow Gage.
year on a cut-oft between Colman

company began work last
Station. Cal.. and Long Ravine

about two miles. Work is being done by the company's men. Grading finished for 1'^ miles and track laid for about
three-quarters of a mile.
The work includes putting up a steel
bridge 190 ft. high and about 800 ft. long, which is lo be begun
April 1.
to shorten its line

—

Norfolk & Soitiiern. The Columbia branch has been extended
from Creswell, N. C, south to Columbia, nine miles.

—

On ID Electric Railway. The Lima & Toledo Traction, building
an extension from Deshler, Ohio, northeast about 30 miles to Toledo,
has finished a reinforced concrete bridge 1.220 ft. long over the
Maumee river near Walerville. Grading has been flnisbcd to the
Toledo city line. Work has been suspended, but will be resumed
this spring, and the line finished into Toledo this summer.
(Dec.
p.

701.)

10

—

— An

of the

105.)

OitEooN Eastern.

—

& Paciuc.
some

work on the extension from
Centennial, Wyo.. south to Hebron. Colo. Part of the work is being
done by J. F. White and some by the company's men. (Jau. 17.

6.

March

building from Stearns,

pended.

Galveston Terminal.

by P. E. Ryan, secretary of the Transcontinental Railroad Commission. Ottawa, Ont., for building the following sections:
District D.
From a point designated on the plans of the commissioners, about 8 miles west of the Abitibl river, crossing in Ontario, west about 100 miles.
District E.
From a point 19Vj miles west of the crossing at
M\id river, near Lake Nepigon, for about 75 miles.
Bids are also wanted for building 195 miles in New Brunswick
and 52 miles in Quebec.
The company, it is said, has settled the difterences with the
British Columbia government in regard to the lands around Prince
Itupert, B. C, and a contract for the first 100 miles from Prince
Uupert eastward is to be let within three months.

— This company,

Ky.. west to Rockcreek, 20 miles, has finished the line to Oz. 10.5
miles.
Work on the rest of the line has been indefinitely sus-

Manistiqie.

—

Erik. The Columbus & Erie will soon be finished.
U is a
single-track line from Columbus, Pa., to Niobe, and a double-track
line from that point to Lakewood, N. Y.. a total of 23 miles.
The
work was done by Burke Bros., of Scranton, Pa., and J. G. White
& Co. About S.34 miles of this line was finished last year. The
line is a iiai't of the improvements being carried out to reduce the
grades and improve the alinement of the main line.

liany.

—

This company, which last year
111., and seven miles from
Lenox, expects to finish work on the last named, the
Blue Island division, this year; also south from Joliet through EUwood to Wilmington, 10 miles.
Joliet to

Ch. Engr., 2221 Land Title building, Philadelphia, Pa.

EiiRKKA Hill.

&

built about three miles of line in Joliet.

Terminal Company is building at Galveston, Tex., for the Chicago, llock
Island & Pacific, the St. Louis & San Francisco, the Colorado &
Soutliern, the New Orleans & Pacific and the St. Louis, Brownsville

&

233

H. Bracey, 1606 Tribune building. Chicago, will have charge of the
construction work.

See Southern Facific.

Pacific.

— See

Southern

Pacific.

—

Orecon Railroad & Navig.vtion. This company has opened the
Pilot Rock branch for business from Pilot Rock Junction, Ore.,
south to Pilot Rock, 14 miles.
Oke(.on Western.

— See Southern Pacific.
— See Southern Pacific.
Reading. — Bids are waflted t'ebruary

Peninsilar Railroad.

27 by W.
PiiiLADEi.riiiA &
Hunter. Chief Engineer. Philadelphia. Pa., for work in connection
with the elimination of grade crossings on the Philadelphia, Germantown and Norrislown as follows:
Contract No. 28 car cleaning yard Huntington street
Contract No. 30 coal pocket yard between Berks and Norrls
streets (East Side).— (Nov. 22. p. 636.)

—

Indian ApoLLs, Hintincton, Coi.imiua City & Ndutiiwk.-itern
Flectric). This company, of which William Self. Syracuse, Ind.,
was the receiver, was sold Feb. 1 by order of the Superior Court
of Marion county at Warsaw. Ind., to Melvin A. Peoples, of Chicago.
This line is built for five miles from Syracuse, Ind.. to Vawter's
Park, and has about five miles additional graded toward Goshen,
Ind.
The company was organized to build an electric line from
Goshen. Ind.. south via Syracuse. Wawasee Lake and Columbia City
to Huntington.
Mr. Peoples, associated with Burns & Company.
Isabella building, Chicago, plans reconstructing and extending the

Portland. Ecoene & Eastern (Electric). This company, which
has projected an electric line from Portland. Ore., via Eugene to a
point in eastern Oregon, about 1S2 miles, has grading work under
way from Eugene to Springfield, six miles, and track laid in Eugene
for three miles.
The work includes putting up three bridges.
Under the name of the Salem-Mehama, a line is projected from
Salem. Ore., southeast to Mebama. 24 miles. Surveys and rightsof-way secured l)y Walters Bros., of Salem. The project is financed
by A. Welch, of Portland.

line as projected.

for incorporation

(

—

Inter-Cai.iiorma.

— See Southern

Pacinc.

(Electric) .—This company expects to
start grading this spring on its proposed electric line from St.
Joseph. Mo., to Kansas City, 47 miles, Uight-of-way secured. Smith
Inter.staie

Railway

—

Port Simpson & Fort Ciiubciiill. .\pplieation is being made
by this company, with a capital of $100,000. to
build a line from Port Simpson, B. C. northeast to Fort Churchill,
on Hudson Bay. The incorporators include: W. H. C. Duval!, Surveyor General for Canada: J. Brandon. Victoria. B. C. H. While,
former .Mayor of Seattle. Wash.; J. McLaughlin. Los .\ngeles, Cal.;
:

W. H. Harding, New York;

S.

Shenstone, representing the Roths-

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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chlUlw;

E. H.

IJeaii,

Siraiiloii,

I'a..

and A.

C.

Lallmer, Washington,

D. C.
St. JosKcii

Vallky R.\ii.wav.— Set-

Si.

Joneph Valley Traction.

St. JoHKi'ii Valley Tiiaitio.n.— ThiB comiMiny l» building a line
from MIddlelMiry, Ind., cahl. via ShIpHliewana to l-a Orange; and,
under tho name of the St. Joseph Valley Hallway, from that point

Construcalon work Is
to Angola, r.i.l miles.
llnl«hed with the exception of Home grading, on which work
preliminary surveys have been made
will be re.siimed thia spring,
from Mlddleljury west to South Bend; also from Angola east to

via

Mongo and Orland

on the Pacific systeni between Uurbank. Cal., and Lob Angeles. S.lo
miles.
The ]:• miles between ElvaH. Cal., and Roseville will prob-

Work Is under way on three miles
ably be finished early In 190S.
between Shrlever, 1^., and Thibodaux. About 24,75 miles of narrow
gage was changed to standard. Work Is also under way on a change
of line near I'alisaue, Nev., on 1.4b miles of main trax.'k where the
line Is to be shortened; also near Santa Barbara on l.CO miles of
main track and second track.

al>oiit

Pioneer, Ohio, and Monlpeller.

G. T. Moore, General Manager.

Sackamkmo Vai.i.kv & Eastkhn.— This company Is
with Its own men from I'itt, Cal., to Delamar, IG miles.

building
Contract
for the bridge work let to the Globe Construction Co., of San FranAddress T. J. Dearborn, Wlnthrop.
cisco.

Vol. XLJV.. No.

its

—

This company. It is said, has announced that
main line from Dallas, Tex,, to New Orleans is to be
month and pushed to completion. The first section to

I'.Mo.N Ck.ntuai..

work on

started this

be built will be from Dallas to Irondale, 6U miles. A branch is alThe office of
rea<ly finished from Irondale to Wortbam. 30 miles.
the

company

Is

W.

at Dallas.

J.

Hogue

is President.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Sai,kmMkha.ma.— See Portland. Eugene & Eastern.
for business
Soi Til Dakota Ck.ntkai..— This company has opened
Haytl, 21 miles.
the extension from Arlington, N. Dak., north to

(Aug.

30, 1907.)

SoiTiiKiiN
ended .lune -.W.

Pacihc— The
I'Mil,

report of

this

<:ompany for the year

shows that work was under way as

follows:

Smeltzer,
Grading Is finished on a line from Benedict, Cal.. to
been laid on a
about six miles, and about seven miles of track has
the grading tlnline from Empire to Rossi, about eight miles, and
Ished on the remaining mile.
from San branline
double-track
The Bay Shore Line cut-off. a
year was finished
cisco to San Bruno, about 10 miles, during the
The line will l)e finished during the early
for about nine miles.
part of 190S.
to Ked
Central California.— Organized to build from Niies. Cal..
Grading finished on three miles and
City, about It; miles.

wood
work

In progress on the remainder.
Cru/.., Cal..
Coast Line Railway.— Building north from Santa
remaining
about 12 miles; nine miles finished and work on the

three miles progressing.

Peninsular Railroad.— Building from Maylield, Cal.. to \ asona.
under way on
about ir. miles; nine miles graded and grading work
the remainder of the line.
Cal..
Lincoln Norlhern.— Organized to build a line from Lincoln,
Dairy Farm Mine, about 11 miles.
On the Inter-California branch line from Old Beach (now Imunction), Cal., on the main line of the Southern Pacific,
perial
from
south to Calexico, ll.yr, miles, an extension is building east
Mexico
Culexico, Cal., thiough the northern part of the Republic of
About 19 miles of track laid and three
to Yuma, Ariz., .55 miles.
I'.a miles.
miles addltlonai graded. Work under way on the remaining
track from Tacoma. Nev., lo the Ore
spur
Central Pacific— A
Bins of the Salt Lake Copper ('i)iiipiui.v, al;oui :;.NS miles, was opened

—

Dethoit, Tolkko & Iho.nton. Thomas D. Rhodes, of New York, formerly receiver of the Detroit Southern, has been appointed a
third receiver of the Detroit, Toledo & fronton on the applita
tlon of the Knickerbocker Trust Company on t>ehalf of secunly
holders In New York. Officers of the railroad were appointed
as the first two receivers.

of 14.885,204.

Cknthai..- Decision Is to be given on February 20 on the
right of E. H. Harrlman to vote 281,231 shares of Illinois Central
stock held by outside corporations, principally by the
I'nion Pacific.

iLLi.NOLs

—

Liu isMi.i.K & Na.siivillk. Gross earnings for December were $3.35S.bill), against J4,u5;i,bOU in
19oi;. a decrease of 17 per cent.
Net
earnings were J371i,Oi.iO, against $1,371,000 In 19o6, a decrease
of 72 per cent.
For the six months ended December 31, 1907,
gross earnings increased 3 per cent, and net earnings decreased
22 per cent. The ]90i; figures are revised so that the comparison Is not vitiated by the Interstate Commerce Commission's
classification of earnings and expenses In use since June 30.
1007.

to

This company has issued a circular to its stockholders, giving information about the Louisville Property Company, In
whose stock an extra dividend of 1 per cent, was paid this week
lo Louisville & Nashville stockholders.
The Louisville Property
Company is a Kentucky corporation whose entire capital stock,
amounting to $50,000. was owned by the Louisville & Nashville,
It held many tracts of land adapted to the uses of the railroad
and also considerable bodies of coal lands, chiefly In Kentucky,
Because of the provision of the Rate I.aw against transportation
of coal In which a railroad has an Interest direct or Indirect,
the close relations between the two companies were severed by
dividing the railroad's interest In the property company among
the railroad's stockhohlers.
To this end the capitalization of
the property company was increased from $5o.ooii to $t>oo.cioo and
certain conveyances of land were made In order that the large
Indebtedness of the property company to the railroad company
should thereby be reduced. "It is believed that the shares of
the Louisville Property Company are reasonably worth their
par value. If not more."

.1

September )i.
Oregon Eastern.— On the l'i2 miles projected liy this company,
the surveys between Nation, Ore., and Klamath Falls, and between
been
tho eastern side of the Cascade Mountains and Ontario have
finished and considerable right of way secured.
from
made
Surveys
S2
miles.
line
Projected
Western.—
Oregon
Drain, Ore., via Marshfield to Ward and considerable right of way
Grading and tunneling on the line is progressing, and a
secured.
large part of the steel bridges, rails, ties and other track material for
the line were bought during the year.
Texas & New Orleans.— A line from West Port Arthur, Tex., to
Port Arthur, about three miles, was opened for tratllc on September

15.

Cananea. YaquI River & Pacific- On this

line,

from Empalme.

Mex.. a point on the Sonora Railway, to TonlchI, about Ifi".) miles,
the line from Corral north to Buena Vista, about IS miles, was
opened for tralUc in February. I'.tnT, making a total of S2 miles In
operation. Work Is progressing (ui tho remaining "It miles. On the
extension from Corral southeast to Alamos, about 92 miles, the line
from Corral to Velderraln. about 27 miles, was also opened for
trafilc In

miles,

February,

was opened

Work on

and from Velderraln to Navopoa. about 27
May, making a total of 51 miles in operation.

l!)ii7,

In

the remaining

;tS

miles

Is

progressing.

Mexican Pacific Coiust— Huildlng from Navojon, Mex.. on the
Cananea, Yaciui River & Pacific, southeast to Guadalajara, aliout 72(»
About It) miles was finished from Navojoa. south, and work
miles.
is progressing on other sections of the line.
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas,— On the extension from Lafayette,
La., to Port Allen (opposite Baton Rouge), about 21 miles Is finished
and work on the remaining :i2 miles Is In progress. On the extension from Bayou Sale to South Bend, about 11 miles, grading Is
finished.

Louisiana Western.

— On

is

NoitHiLK & SoiTiiKisN,- J, F, Plerson. Jr., ft Company. New York,
are offering at 94 and accrued Interest, netting about 8'-.. per
cent,. $500,000 of the $2.750.ooo three-year 6 per v^*nt. collater.i.
trust notes dated November 1. 1907. and subject to call at 102';
and Interest. First and refunding mortgage 5 per i-ent bonds
are re.served to retire these notes, which are secured on $2.040..
000 general mortgage 5 per cent, bonds. $1,200,000 5 per cent,
equipment trust bonds and $1,000,000 first and refunding mortgage 5 per cent, bonds. The notes were Issued to provide funds
for finishing th(? new lonstructlon connecting the various lines
of the company and for working capital.
Pim.i.n-s

& Ramjki.ev.— See Sandy River.

Samiv Rivkh— There

Is

a

report

tliat

the

Phillips

A Rangeley.

whiih runs from Phillips. Me., to Rangeley. 29 miles, and has
iH-en for two years In the hands of a receiver. I? to be free<l
from Its receivership and merged in the Sandy River Railroad,
which runs from Farmlngton. Me., to Phillips. 18 miles. The
Sandy River has acquired all the outstanding bonds of ihe
Phillips & Ran,.;eley and of the Eustls Railroad, which runs
from Eustls Junction to Berlin Mills Camp. 15 miles, an the
Madrbl Railroad, which runs from Madrid lo a point In Township No. 6. six miles, both of which are operated by the Phillips
& Rangeley. All these roads are 2-ft. gage railroads; their busli

the extension from Euniie, La., to

finished on about 10 miles
seven miles.

nion .aradlng

—

NcuiTiiEiiN.
The approximate gross earnings for Januar;were $3.31G,I30. an Increase of $769,604. For the seven montbb
ended January 31, gross earnings were 138,006,974, an incress*;

Giikat

Ma

and work under way on the

remaining
Other Improvements during the year include: second main track

«

ness

Is

principally lumber.
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1SS7 until in a formal statement, that the commission has received thousands
week a letter on the Soudan Railroad from of telegrams informing it that operators are plenty. As these telethe Red Sea to the Nile, which brings vividly to remembranre a grams appear to have had their inception in a request sent broadpiece of uncommonly interesting history, in the making of which cast by an officer of the Order of Railway Telegraphers, and as no
he had an important part. We printed in the issue of February 14 evidence is adduced to support the statement as to the number of
an account of the operation of the railroad which has been built operators available it remains to be seen how much force it should
just about where Colonel Prout made surveys, more than 30 years have.
In his telegram to the commission one of the operators said
before.
that "10.000 telegraphers were being turned away by the railroads"
If this line had been built at the time when lie recommended it the political and economic history of the Sotidan would and he pleaded that "the law should remain as It stands for huhave been changed radically. Colonel Prout is quite wrong in sup- manity's sake.' It is greatly to be regretted that this law was
posing that there is anyone on the editorial staff of the Railroad not subjected to a little more rational discussion before its terms
(lazette to-day who is ignorant of his work, first as Major and then were crystallized.
"Humanity" would be much better subserved by
as Colonel in the army of the Kliedive. and as Governor-General of the application of more rational molhods of improvement to the
till'
I'rovinces of the Kquator. succeeding General Gordon while telegraph and signal departments of most of our railroads, than by
Goiiloii WMs in command at Khartoum.
If those who served with
a "strike law" which gives some men too little work and to others
liiiii
(iti
the Huilroad Gazette fail to grasp all the detail of his re- allows much. There is evidence a-plenty that in Maryland, where
iiKirkablf work in the East, it is because the Colonel combined per- an eight-hour law for telegraphers has been in force for a year
loiinancp with silence, to a degree unknown in most offices, and con- or two. the charge has done little or nothing to promote iniTease<l
spicuously attsent in the government of this country.
It is very
safety while some of its results have been demoralizing, as wnere
much to the Colonel's credit that those who worked with him and a man works eight hours a day for one company and another period
knew liim liest have learned most of what they know about his of eight hours for another. In putting such a strict construcreroid in the Nile country from outside sources.
tion on the law the Interstate Commerce Commission seems to be
only following the policy which it has adopted with rate and tariff
qtiestions and all other points which have arisen since the amendIt is announced that the Interstate Commerce Commission on
l-'cbruary 27 will take testimony as to tlie need of action by the ments of 190fi were passed: and the strict construction would reem
commission postponing the day on which railroads shall comply to be one which the courts would be likely to sustain. But to appeal
with thi^ law limiting the working hotirs of telegraphers and signal- to Congress tor a modification will probably be as futile as were the
men. This law goes in effect March 4. unless the commission appeals for more rational treatment of the question a year ago.

Colonel Prout, editor of the Railroad Gazelle from

1903, contributes this

shall

is.sue

an order modifying

it.

The proviso giving power

to

the commission in this respect applies only to these classes of employees not to tiainmeni and the coiumission has issued a notice

INCREASING THE CAPACITY OF THE BROOKLYN BRIDGE,

I

holding that the proviso is e.xtremely limited.
It
is believed to
apply only in exceptional Instances of unusual conditions which
could not have been foreseen. Conditions common to many railroads cannot be deemed "a particular case" tor relief by the commission. The fact that business is small at a given station can
have no weight; neither can the commission accept testimony as
to a scarcity of operators, if it api)ears that higher wages would
secure as many as are needed. The commission cannot postpone
the taking effect of the law because compliance will be inconvenient
or costly, nor can a suspension be ordered after the law has taken
effect.
It
has been given out in the newspapers, though not

The Brooklyn Bridge
in the world.

Is the most congested passenger terminal
For half an hour on four afternoons of every week,

come into the Manhattan terminal
This does not include those who walk
across the bridge. For years it has been the practice during rush
houi-s to carry passengers bound for iioints on the elevated railroads in Brooklyn across the bridge in trains of bridge cars operated
by cable, necessitating a change at the Brooklyn terminal. An
article in another column describes the most important physical
changes which have been and are being made to increase the
capacity of the bridge. The extension of the Manhattan terminal
from

5.40 to (i.lO p.m.. passengers

at the rate of 1.000 a minute.

:
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over Park row, wbiith wa8 iiut In service on January 27, baii made
It )>OHHlble to run elevated traiuH from Brooklyn to and from Park
row illio(!t (luring the whole day, dolnt; away wlih the chaiiKe at
the Hrooklyn terminal. The chief engineer of the Public Service
CunimlHElon for New York City, In a report to the commlKHlon puljllMhed last Saturday, crItlclHed the new HyHteni and urged a return
to the old method of running trains of bridge cnrH, on the ground
that a teat made on Kebruary 3 showed that the new service does not
furnish sufllclent capacity to do the work required, and that with
It it would be Impossible to carry as many people as were accustomed to use the bridge before the subway tunnel to Brooklyn was
open. The principal rciwon for arriving at this conclusion was the
fact that a bridge car being wider and having center doors thus
saving the Bi)ace which would otherwise be uaed in the middle of
the car by seats, can accommodate more people than an ordinary
elevated car.
In answer to
Department of

commission's engineer, the Bridge
which has had direct charge of
the Brooklyn Bridge Improvement, on Monday, February 17, between the hours of 4 and 7 p.m., made a count of passengers using
the elevated and surface lines on the bridge and a comparison of
their number with the niinibffl- of passengers who by actual count
liiid
used the bridge during the same hours on the afternoon of
Thursday, October 10, 1907, before the Brooklyn subway was in
oi)erallon.
It should be observed that Monday is the day of heaviest
this report of the

the

r'lty.

travel of all the week.

The surface

lines In the

February count ran 987 cara In the

three hours, or at the rate of 329 cars an hour, which

more than were run

In the October count.

Is

26 cars

These cars carried 5,321

than were carried during the corresponding three
The elevated Hues between the same hours ran
1,02G cars, carrying 59,994 passengers, as against 700 cars carrying
57,207 passengers In October, an Increase of 326 cars and 2,787 passengers. The comparison, both for the elevated and surface lines, is
affected by the fact that In October the local traffic across the bridge
was carried In elevated cars, but now Is carried in trolley cars. In
the three hours on the afternoon of October 10 there were 4,518 such
local i)a.^sengers carried on the elevated, so that the Increase In the
number of people who used the elevated lines for through srvice on
February 10 over October 10 was really 2,787, plus 4,518. or 7,305.
Correcting the comparison, from the standpoint of the trolley traffic,
the l.,")I.S local passengers must be added to the decrease of 5.321
trolley passengers, making a total falling off In through travel on
the trolley cars of 9,839 people. The through elevated service over
the bridge has apparently attracted a total of 7,305 passengers to
the elevated who formerly used trolley cars. The net decrease in
the number of people carried over the bridge on both elevated and
trolleys was 2,534, which may fairly be said to represent the number
of pas-sengers who formerly used either one service or the otlier on
the bridge, but now use the subway tunnel. This number would represent the loss in through travel to the Brooklyn Rapid Transit,
which operates the elevated lines and all but two of the trolley
lines.
In order to gage the whole effect of the subway tunnel on the
whole business of the company, however, it would be necessary to
know the Increased number of passengers who take the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit elevated lines and trolley lines at or In the neighborhood of Borough Hall, Brooklyn.
The.ie figures of the number of passengers carried across the
bridge are surprisingly close to the previous estimates made by the
Bridge Department of the new service as compared with the old.
They show that the present elevated service, which is the crux of
the operating problem at the bridge, has a greater capacity than the
old service of bridge shuttle trains.
Further improvements to the bridge will Increase this capacity.
Some of these are outlined In Ihe accompanying article. In addition, contracts have already been let for eliminating the grade crossing of trolley cars at Sands street at the Brooklyn terminal of the
bridge.
When this crossing is <lono away with the case of moving
the trolley cars across the bridge will be Increased.
It has already
been arranged with the Brooklyn Rapid Transit that, as soon ns
this change is finished, a service of elevated trains originating at
Sands street will be begun, to which people crossing the bridge by the
local trolley service can transfer direct and take elevated trains not
already fiUcii with luissengers.
less

iJiussengers

hour.s In October.

The arrangements which have been made for handling the
crowds. at the large Manhattan terminal are Interesting. The general plan of the terminal Is shown in one of the drawings with the
article.
Passengers come from the street up a stairway 40 ft. wide
to a mezzanine floor, from which there Is access to each of the dif-

Vol

Xl.IV.. No.

8.

ferent train terniluaU, one for each of the elevated lines. One of
the greatest problem* U to handle the crowd when getting into the
irs.
ExIt Is !
ii
fenc««
periments are
_ ._
.ilj a 1-ft.
or railings liavc
clearance between It and the edge of the platform, the other about
The l-fL clearance
4 ft. further back from the platform's edge.
l>etween the nearest railing and the edge of the platform, together
with the 8 In. of additional clearance between the edge of the platr<-<-. wide enough
form and the sides of. the cara, leaves a t-. to be caught
to |)revent accident to any one who i-!
"j'ening in this
between this railing and a train. Th'
nearest railing opposite the gates of the cars when they are l>ing
In the terminal.
In the rooming rush hour the outside railing will
be opened op|)oslte this same point to let (tassengers out of the train.
the
When
rush of travel is Inward Instead of outward, that La,
in the afternoon, passengers of incoming trains are unloaded on outside platforms, and this opening in the second railing will be kept
closed.
At a point opposite the middle of each car there Is another
opening in this outside railing, through which, whether there is a
train ready or not, passengers will be allowed to go, walking from
here to the open part of the Inner railing nearest the track and
opposite the car gates. The space between the two ralllnga is designed to be just large enough to hold half a carload of paasengers.
the passengers for the other half of the car being In a similar space
facing the other way. The total capacity of all these spaces Is the
capacity of the trains. When one of these spaces Is filled the opening In the outside railing Is closed by an iron bar and no more passengers are allowed to crowd inside. When the train pulls up to
the platform, the passengers who arrived first are nearest the door
and the passengers who arrived last furthest from iL Instead of
crowding toward the two car platforms from three directions, all
going to one platform proceed In the same direction, those coming
to the adjoining platform of the other car. coming In the opposite
direction.
The train can be loaded In this way In 40 seconds.
In order to make passengers walk as fast as possible the Interval
which now exists of about 8 In., between the edge of the station platform and the edge of the car platform Is to be bridged by an Iron
grating filled with carborundum to prevent people's feet slipping, and
lighted from underneath by an electric light. An interesting fact in
this connection is that the spaces designed to hold half a carload each
will probably be made larger for some lines than for others.
It has
been found that the passengers on the lines serving the better parts
of the city will not crowd together as closely as those bound for
other parts.
The principal disadvantage of the system of running through
elevated trains on the bridge is that for 20 to 30 minutes on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs<lay, the four busy evenings of
the week, a delay of two or three minutes to an elevated train will
result In blocking the platform. That Is. so many passengers will
arrive In this time that the entrance gates will have to be closed
until the platform Is cleared.
It would appear, however,
that
this Is a defect which will steadily grow less with experience.
In
crowd
from
order to prevent a
thus detained
rushing the entrances
where the chopping boxes for tickets are. pnrtllions have been built
In the entrances to jjrevent shoving from side to side.
If this plan
Is not successful, these partitions are to be extended out from the
railings so as to effectually separate the crowd 5 or G ft. away from

trains, for

!<

.,

:

,

,

'

.

,

'

the l)arrler.

A

further Improvement to Increase capacity

is

the installation

This Is already under
way. These are to be worked on a new system developed especially
for this use. Each block Is 700 ft. long.
This is to be the minimum
Interval between two trains, but each block Is divided Into seven
sections of 100 ft. each, so that as soon ns a train in the block ahead
moves 100 ft. ahead, the following train can move 100 ft. ahead also
Instead of having to wait until the leading train lias cleared the
700ft. bloi'k.
This s.v.^tem. It Is believed, will give the maximum
efficiency of the tracks.
Still other Improvements are to be made.
The yard at the Brooklyn end of the brld.se Is to be rebuilt to allow
trains to be more promptly and efficiently handled and better interlocking mechanism is to be put In at the terminals to provide for
quicker operation of switches and signals.
In one sense these Improvements are temporary, for when the
subway between the Brooklyn and the Williamsburg Bridge Is
finished, there Is to be through service over the two bridges as a
loop.
The immediate chnnges. however, are of special Interest as
examples of the way In which tiie largest and most violent l>ody of
concentrated rush-hour traffic In the world Is handled.
of automatic block signals across the bridge.

—
February
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STEAM AND TROLLEY DURING HARD TIMES.
The present period

of financial

and industrial strain

will,

—

before

it ends, test for the first time in this country the relative strength
of the steam railroad and the electric railway in resisting, as investments, the shock of hard times. It is true that in the latter
part of the year 1893 and the twelvemonth following, there was

financial depression that rested heavily upon the railroads and, in
But at that
less degree, upon the street railway properties also.
time the street railway had barely emerged from its "horse railroad" character. It was still in its Infancy of the "novelty" traffic
that increased receipts; it had not settled down to business; and
what is of more importance in the comparison, it had not reached
its high expansion of these later times when, in many quarters, it
•competes with the steam lines.
But now steam and the trolley,
with both their systems greatly developed, face together the ebb of
the industrial tide which has been running out for two months.
Such a period is a short one for the test. The returns from the
.steam roads are still pretty meager; from the electric roads, only
fragmentary. But from the best information available, it appears
that a group of eighteen fairly representative electric properties
actually increased their earnings 2 per cent, in December, as compared with December,' 190G, while 61 steam roads decreased 4.28
per cent, in the same month. In January, six electric properties
(including the Chicago elevated lines) increased their earnings 3.6
per cent., while 53 steam roads (including certain lines in Canada

.and Mexico) decreased 7.45 per tent.

These returns, viewed as

Jumping

city

elevated

lines

statistics, are unsatisfactory.
We are
with interurban lines, and including

"With the steam roads certain properties in Canada and Mexico which
are showing gains instead of losses. The entire number of companies is too small to neutralize these imperfections. But from one
quarter, the steam and trolley lines of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, we have returns on so large a scale and representing
auch a diversity of operating conditions that the figures are very
suggestive, even for a brief period.
Alone among steam railroads, the New Haven has made investments in trolleys which may justly be called vast. It holds them
in four states, and in two states, Connecticut and Rhode Island, it
lias almost a street railway monopoly.
Its trolley lines represent a
maiket value of considerably more than $100,000,000;; they comprise more than 1,300 single track miles; their gross receipts are
Tipwards of $15,000,000 a year; and they include lines of all types
urban, suburban, crosscountry, long distance and short distance,
parallels to steam roads and laterals.
January, 1908, was the first
month of traffic depression in which to measure the steam system
.against its trolley subsidiaries.
Gross earnings from operation of
the steam system, as compared with January, 1907, fell oft $643,000,

16 per cent.

The

earnings fell off only $21,000, or 2
per cent.; and, in one of the four states, there was a positive gain. On both the steam and trolley systems, changes
in mileage operated for the year were unimportant.
In the year
1S94, when the New Haven company first encountered fully the
financial setback that began in 1S93, its earnings allowing for
earnings of the Old Colony just absorbed fell off for the whole year
only $903,435, or a little more than 5 per cent. At that time the
company had only a few miles of street railways, and comparative
earnings then are meaningless. But the contrast between the 5 per
cent, reduction of 1S94 and the 16 per cent. January reduction of
190S suggests the severe industrial depression in the New Haven's
territory which its trolleys have just met with the slight reduction
•of a little more than 2 per cent.

-or

trolley

—

—

Pushing the analysis further, it is to be noticed that the New
Haven's great street railway system, particularly in Rhode Island
and Connecticut, depends in a considerable degree for its earnings
on the patronage of factory hands, for whom in places special groups
of cars are operated at "rush" hours. That under such conditions
street railway gross earnings should all but hold their own during
industrial ebb seems strange on its face.
But it is to be remembered that an equation of trolley earnings at annual periods
means a loss of what, in normal times, would have been an increase:
that to the trolleys paralleling the steam lines, particularly on Interurban routes there has been perhaps a division of steam passenger
traffic due to the lower trolley fares; and that the unemployed may
for

awhile, until

the trolleys freely.

idleness

begins

to

pinch the

tensified relation of public necessity which the street railway has
assumed somewhat the same as the telephone in another field.
The more it is looked into, indeed, the New Haven example of
comparatively undiminished trolley business seems but a strong
illustration of a general truth that hard times hit the freight traffic
first and hardest.
The great loss of the New Haven in January last
was in the freight traffic, the loss in steam passenger business relatively small.
Going back again to 1893-94, one finds that the New
Haven's freight receipts fell from $8,115,524 to $7,260,433, or somewhat more than 10 per cent. Allowing for the Old Colony merger;
passenger business fell oft from $9,807,545 to $9,761,201, or hardly
at all. In the same period of industrial stringency, with due allow-

pocket hard,

use

But even with such modifying elements, the
retention of the New Haven's trolley business seems remarkable.
It argues, for one thing, for the persistence of passenger business
through hard times, as compared with freight, and also for the in-

ance for a nine months' report, the passenger earnings of the Boston
& Maine actually rose from $7,801,352 to $7,894,908, while freight
earnings fell $786,413, or nearly 10 per cent. The New York Central
passenger earnings were almost unchanged, while freight earnings
fell off $3,267,561, or almost 12 per cent. The Pennsylvania, however,
lost about 15 per cent, in passenger receipts and about 12 per cent,
in freight, being the exception that accentuates the rule in a somewhat similar group of eastern roads, the Boston & Albany reasserting the rule with about 8 jier cent, loss in passenger and more than
17 per cent, in freight.
It looks therefore as though in our hard
times street railway earnings, almost all of them on our eastern
lines derived from passengers, are to prove much more stable than
those of the steam roads, and demonstrate even more strikingly than
heretofore the general stability of passenger business as contrasted
with freight. A few weeks more will tell the full story.
The New Haven returns, so far as they have gone, bring out
another bit of comment. President Mellen has been censured by
his critics, notably in Massachusetts, for nothing more severely
than for his bold excursion into street railways. Many changes have
be"n rung on the rashne.'is of that venture, upon the size of the new
liabilities a.ssumed, upon the water solidified by the leases of the
parent corporation, and upon reduction of Its dividends as the
ultimate result. The first returns In hard times now Indicate that
his trolleys are ballast rather than excess of sail and that it Is the
old line business, which he has been criticized for not sticking to,
that has fallen away. As our troublous times go on It will be an
instructive experience to see how far the stability of street railway
earnings extends beyond the New Haven system and whether or not
it Includes, for example, the mixed freight and passenger long distance electric lines of the Mjddle West. It is one of many lessons
that our hard times are to teach, and a lesson that bears directly
on the future fiscal relationship of electricity and steam in the land
carrying trade.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Soudan Railroad from the Red Sea
Swissvalf.

to the Nile.

Va..

I-Vb.

17.

l!)iis.

To THE Editor of the Railro.m) Gazette:
One of several disadvantages of living long In the world Is that
you become a sort of contemporary ancestor and you have the bitter
experience of finding that your progeny forget you. I have Just
noticed in the Railroad Gazette of Feb. 14 an account of the railroad from the Red Sea to the Nile, in the Soudan, but nowhere in
that account do I find mentioned the fact that the first suggestion
for such a railroad, and the first rough survey for such a railroad,
came from a former editor of the Uailroad Gazette.
Many years ago a young Major of Engineers in the Egyptian
array was ordered into the Soudan. He survived, and later became
the editor of the Railroad Gazette. This Major went into the Soudan
by practically the route now followed by the new railroad, the account of which by Mr. Carpenter appears In your Issue of Feb. 14;
that Is. he went to Suakln on the Red Sea. about latitude 19, and
crossed the desert to Berber on the Nile. He, being somewhat
familiar with railroad enterprises in the United States, was at
once struck by the practicability of building a railroad from Suakin
to Berber, and by the strategic value of such a railroad for military
and for commercial purposes. He made an itinerary of his route,
keeping directions by prlsmaiii- compass, estimating distances by
rate of march, checking direitions and distances by sextant latitudes and longitudes, and getlinp elevations by aneroid barometers.
The result was a quick, rough survey, stifficientl.v accurate for a
preliminary reconnaissance.
Ho found that the distance from
SuaHln to Berber was about 240 miles. In the first 60 miles from
Suakin he rose about 3.000 ft., and then for the next 180 miles descended gently and gradually to the Nile. He went through a somewhat rugged range of mountains by a pass not at all formidable
or impracticable.
When the Major got to Berber, he sat down and wrote his re-
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port to the War Office in Cairo, reporting «uch ihlngH hh he had
been sent out to obHerve, and then made an apiM.-ndlx, urging hlH
notion that a railroad ought to Ik! built from tiie Ko<l Hea to the
Had
Nile on Homelhliiii; lll<e (he line that lit- tiad traveled over.
this road U-en built, IroopH could iiave been put Into tlie Soudan
from deep water by litO nilleH of rail tranHjiortatiun, and probably
the Hebelllon of the Mahdl would never have taken place and
(lordon would have died In his bed If hlH energetic temperament
had permitted him to do ho; the development of commerce with
the Soudan' would have been greatly advanced, and |to88lbly that
unhappy country would liave l>een Honiethlng like ',() or maybe 100
yearst in advance of It.s present condition. becauHe the warx following the Hebelllon of the Malidl cau.sed a destruction of population
and a desolation which cannot be conceived of by anybody who has
no Intimate knowledge of the country.
The Khi'-dlve of Kgypt at that time wa.s Ismail Pasha, who was
a very able man Indeed, but came far short of being a great man.
He was not permitted to keep a navy, and, obviously, was not willing to put the key of the Soudan In a deep water jKirt far down
the Red Sea, and so endeavored to hold the Soudan by the tedious
and coKlly line of the N'lle Valley; and we know the result.
'I'he young .Major's report, with the sketch of his Itinerary and
with the barometric prodle, wa« printed at the War Olflce in Cairo,
and something of It appeare<l later In the Bulletin of the American
Ueographicai Society, In the IKiilniinl (Inz'tlr and in Enyincriiiff
Xcicn.

When Cordon was

beslegeil at

Khartoum, and Kngland

reluct-

antly decided to do .something for his rescue, the project of building a railroad from Suakln to Herber was taken up, and at that,
time It was spoken of In the English newspapers as the "I'rout
Some light railroad material was shipped out to Suakln,
route."
and, if I am not mistaken, a few miles of road was laid inland
from Suakln. Hui while it woulil have been easy to build the road
before the rebellion and In times of peace, it was a different thing
to do in the face of an active enemy, and the project never went very
far.
That route for the relief expedition was abandoned and the

expedition went up the Nile.
Years later, after the English had thoroughly established themselves In the Soudan and had restored peace and had introduced
good government and security to life and property, they took up
again the project for the railroad from the lied Sea to the .Nile,
but they abandoned Siiakin and went a little farther north to a
They wi.sely
l)etter harbor, where they established F'ort Soudan.
carried the line farther south than the pass by which the Major had
gone through the mountains, and so got belter grades and lighter
work, and having gone .so far south they naturally made the Nile
terminus at the mouth of the Atbaia, between Berber and Khartoum.
So Instead of a line 24U miles long, as the Major had estimated,
they made it ;!32 miles, but they undoubtedly got a much better line.
This page of history may be new aad interesting to some of
tlw present editorial staff of the liaUriml Gazette, and may possibly

amuse

for a

few moments some of
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Car Design.*

& H. R.).— I would

emphasize the

Importance of standardizing steel cars so as to reduce the
of designs. 1 can see no reason why we should not have a standard
length of flat car, coal car and drop-end gondola car. There Is a
tendency among cur designers to have just enough difference in the
for

repairs.

make them

Not only does

call

for a great many different parts
to steel cars, but it should

this apply

apply to what Is known as the American Railway Association standard box car. .\ box car that is suitable fur one trunk line could
be made standard throughout the country; but to-day each road
has It.s own standards for doors, trucks, size of sills, kind of roofs,
and different makes of couplers, which 1 think is unnecessary. Not
that
would cut out competition in such matters, but I believe
many of these parts can be standardized lus well In steel cars as In
box cars.
We have founti hat the steel cars we have had In accidents can
l)e repaired and In many cases put
i)ack in their original shape at
a reasonable cost. They certainly will deteriorate fast If allowed to
renuiin Idle, and 1 would suggest that steel cars he kept In service
In preference to wooden cars. In these days when there Is not such
a demand for cars.
One of the greatest drawbacks lias been to find a paint that
would prevent rust. Our experience lias been that many of the steel
cars began to deteriorate at the joints from. I believe, lack of proper
leading or .some treatment for slopping corrosion.
Possibly this
may be overcome In the future. It Is only a few years ago that we
began to use steel stake pockets on our coal and flat cars, witli results
well known to us all; they simply rusted to pieces, and to-day nothing
1

I
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the paper on "Tlio Ki-« nf Stwl nnd the I'nKsInK ef Wiwil
icnU by A. M. Wnlll befure the New York Unllnind
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remaiiui but KtreakK of rust in place of the steel. These have t>een
condemned and malleable iron uMd aii a Kubblliute. 1 believe steel
eonntruetion for baggage and postal cars, or In fact all passenger
service cars, will U- the i-tandard of the future, becauiie airs iu this
service will have better care taken of them.
Twelve months ago car manufacturing companies were Glle<j
with orders and wwre not able to take additional orders for many
months to come. Today, with many of the car maoufacturtng
companies' plants closed down, and with all railroads economizing
anil at least 2U0,uuu empty freight can> slandlng on side tracks,
there is time for us all to Investigate and look over idle trqutpment to see what, if any, are defective and to plan improvementc.
C. R. Henderson.
Mr. Waitt speaks of a design to carry all
the load on the center i-ills. This must depend ver> largely ou the
type of car. Where we have a car with sides eight feet high there
is a great strength available to support the load.
I
think under
conditions like that it would l>e tuanifestly unwise to design our
cars so that the entire load is carried on the center <'II1«
When
will
you consider a hopper car, with the deep bolster i"
see that there Is no difficulty whatever in translrain
--sign
from the aide sills to the center plate. In other »
of the car should depend on the service for which it is luieaded.
Mr. Waitt makes a point of the necessity of keeping down the
various sizes ot parts so as to reduce the amount which must necessarily he kept in stock for interchange repairs in the shops, etc.
cannot second this too heaitily. Anyone whn hn-- hrid tn rlo with
car repairs, partieiilaily in the West, knows
'ilng
standard shapes for repairs to these new t.v
It
be
seems to me that the suggestion that menb
generally more acceptable than pressed steel sliat>f» is a v«?ry good
one.
think that the shape.'* of structural steel work used in the
I
various industries in this country will indicate the class of met
ehaniable shapes which may l)e used in car repairs. We should try
to regulate our standard shapes so that we will be in a position
to repair almost any kind of a car by using these merchantable
shapes.
thii.k that this club shoulil initiate some action toward
unif.v'lng the construction of steel cars, and 1 do not know of any
better way than for it to suggest this subject to the Master Car
Builders' Association committee as a subject for action at the meeting of the assodallon next summer.
It is important that the .standard sizes be amply strong.
Some
time ago 1 prepared the following speciflcations for sills of 50-lon
steel hopper and Hat cars:
"For hoppers, the IxKly Is to be proportioned for carrying 12ri.000
lbs. uniformly distributed between bolsters, in addition to the dead
weight of the car. For flat cars, the sills are to be proportioned for
carrying I2.'i.uii0 lbs. uniformly distributed in addition to the dead
welglil. and also for T.'i.uoO lbs. concentrated on a line across the
car at any point between the liolsters. the side sills l)eing considered
as carrying the same proportion of load as the center sills, to allow
for concentrated applications in loading heavy objects.
"In both types of car the center sills and draft attachments
must be proportioned for a force of lUO.rtuii His. pulling, and 2lMl.0i>»»
lbs. buffing, and strains due to either or both the horizontal forces
and the vertical loading combined must not exceed 12.000 lbs. per
square inch In tension (net section), or 12.000 1 r In compression
where 1 =: the length and r
radius of gyration, both in Inches
The maximum rivet shear must not exceed S.ooo lbs. jier square inch,
and the rivet bearing. Iti.OOU lbs. per square inch."
There recently appeared, in one of the engineering journals, a
suggestion that ."lOd.ooo lbs. buffing strain lie provide<l for.
In the
same article the author stales that he would work up to the elastic
limit of the sill on such an allowance.
That actually brings it to
the same tigures which I have here stated, viz.: 200.000 Ibe. with
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allowable strain.

Wain

rcfer.-i to the great carrying capacity and reduced
large capacity cars as a strong argument In favor of
would call
1 agree generally with this, hut -I
attention to the fad that some years ago there were wooden hoppers of 30 tons capacity which, 1 think, weighed about 30.00i>
lbs.
Now. if you take the present designs, you will find that they
run about 40.iniO lbs., so that with the one-third more weight p«'r
car we get two-thirds more carrying capacity.
think that Is well
I
woith the extra expense, when you lake into consideration a great
many other points in favor of the larger cars.
Now we come to the question of cost. That is a gircat bugbear
to many railroad companies, especially at present.
1
know of a railroad Ihai got some tigures on steel cars and also cars with wooden
frames, and when it was found that for the .same money they could
obtain a groat many more wooden cars. It apiH-ale^ so strongly to
the "powers that lie" thai they said "well, we will put In the steel
cars a little later, but now buy wooden cars which will give us more
cars for the same money."
In the early part of last year we got
bids on steel cars, and the prices ran a little less than three cents
You- can get very little structural steel erected for less
a pound.
than four cents a pound. And even at that price very few people
would think of pulling up a wooden building nowadays. In the lon.c

Mr.
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the earlier construction of steel cars, built in 1897 to 1900, and a departure from that construction since seems to be largely on account
of the difficulty that was encountered in obtaining the pressed steel
forms for repairs. I found tho.se same difficulties and rather favored
the change to the structural steel forms with the expectation that a
good many troubles would be eliminated. We did find less difficulty
in making repairs, but I want to pay a tribute to the pressed steel
car and say candidly, that as far as my observation goes it has
given as good an account of itself as any cars that have been produced since; that is, taking into consideration the weight and the
It seemed to possess a good many elements of
results obtained.

Details of Cast Steel Tender Frame.

Sections and End Elevations of Cast Steel Tender Frame.

run the saving on the

steel car is certainly very large, and it seems
me that it is perfectly logical that railroads should put up steel
cars rather than continue their old wooden cars on side tracks and
hold (hem tlieip for months for repairs.
William Mcintosh (C. of N. J.) 1 notice Mr. Waitt mentions

to

—

resistance that the latter cars do not have to the same extent In
other words, it had some of the interesting features of an old tin
can, that it would shove up under stress and if given a little time It
would stretch out again like an accordeon and assume its original
form. However, I think .some of the difficulties we have met with
in the later construction are owing to the quality of steel that has
been furnished. No doubt a good deal of ordinary Bessemer has
lieen pressed into service in car construction under the stress of
scarcity of material, where we supposed we were securing the openhearth product.
Mr. Waltt comments on the slowness of some of the New England people in taking up the larger forms of cars. This was perhaps
owinc; to the lack of confidence in the cast iron wheel which was
being loaded iii> '" its capacily. Recent changes have strengthened

<V—fi

Cast Steel

End

Sill.
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llilH whf<!l materially and Increased confidence In lis aljlllty lo carry
additional weight.
I
am dlHpoNed to lake cxfeptlon to Mr. Waltt In hU remarkH
where he mentlOHH three ileHlKiis of dlfferenl conHlriiitlon, hut does
not Rive cawt Hieel any coiiHlderatlon at all In modi-rn <on«tructlon.
I believe a fourth deMlKn ouKhr lo he hrouKht In emhiadnK more or
less (aht Hteel, which IK quite a laitoi' In ear lonHlructlon at preHent
and. I believe, Ih de.stlned to eul a murh larger fisure. It Ih poKKlhbIn dealKnInK cars for wlthntandlnK Kieat reKlntance and weight to
UHe a very conxiilerahle proportion of eaHt Hteel,
We have made
some KtrldcH In that direction In the conHtructlon of cant Hteel tender
rramcH. My attention was first attracted In that dlre(rtlon by reason
of the rapid tieterloratlun of the structural uteel frames from corrosion; we found that we conld produce a very sironK and substantial flame of cast steel, or a comhinution of cast steel and struclural steel.
We built some tender frames of this kind two years
«K0 which have Lieen In constant and hard service since and have
uol Bliown any indications of weakness or beluK affected unfavorably
by corrosion.
Mr. VVallt must, therefore, leave a niche for that
design.
In the matter of repairs to steel carS. but little need be said.
It only requires some capable men of the laborliiK class, properly
As has also been .said,
directed, to do that work and do it well.
the proportion of repairs to steel cars is very much less than that

to

wooden

cars.

,\s to standardization, this Is a good time lo suggest it, and a
great deal can be done In thai direction. Of course, as in all new developments, there is a lenden<y towaid introducing many different
He soon flnds that someideas, and everyone thinks his is the be.st.
body Is doing as well. If not better; and then the disposition to compromise comes In and there Is nitiniately the survival of the flltesl.
We have had experience cnougli now lo gel together and appoint
some coinniiltee with the necessary capacity to select the best and
cmtjody those speciflcalions In some form of construction that will

meet the rei|uireinenls of all companies. Then it will remain for
ihp higlier oIFk er.s to secure its adoi)tion and thus eliminate a great
deal of the useless designing now going on.
We are salislied from our experience with the use of cast steel
that a similar design to the one used in tender frames can be used
We have not done mucli In the way of car
In car construction.
design except in the matter of cast steel end sills. We have ir.lrodnced a great many of these, with much satisfaction, in the early
construction of steel car frames. It was not thought necessary to put
a great deal of strength in the end sills, ivs it was iigure<l that the
We all know that cars
Imfling was supported by the center sills.
are not always handled in that manner and that they are subjected
is advisable, for selfunnecessary
stress.
And
great
of
it
lo a
deal
protection, lo provide cars with strong enough ends to resist a conIhinU. it is only with
sidcrnlile amoiinl of unfair Ireatmeiil and.
Siructural steel
cast steel end sills that this can be accomplished.
e.ids are either luoken or dislorleil under Ihe force of the cornering
blow they so often get in switching, while a well designed end sill
of cast steel is not easily distorted i:nder punishment of this kind
and seldom breaks.
The cast steel end sill, tender frame and the application of
lie hitter's principle features to a box car under frame, as mentioned by Mr. Mcintosh, are shown in the acfompanylng ilrawings.
Of a number of the lender frames bulll. some have been in servics*
ini t ,vo years without developing any indi'Milons whatever of we.ikness.
In this construction the members carrying the di-aft gear
allachmenis are cast in one piece with the body bolster.
From
the bolster toward the center of the tender extend short 1-henni sections to which are riveted Ihe intermediate framing of the tank,
which In turn carries the water scoop, etc. The draft gear used
in these designs is the ordinary tandem spring type and alno Ihe
transom gear. The end sills are of wood and plates, and the side
sills are channels.
In applying the same bolster and draft gear principle to a
freight car, channels are used for lulerniediate sills largely as a
matter of convenience In construction; cast steel center sills could
be nseil If desired. The point lonsldered especially advantageous
is Ihe comblnalinn of bolster and center sills extending from the
bolster to the end of the car, and the short chanind-sbaped extensions toward the center of the car which make it easy to build
111) the Inlermediate
framing in any manner desired.
.\
number of cars have lately been built with the design of
cast steel end sill shown herewilh, and It has been found entirely
satisfactory.
It
Is made either In three parts or In one casting.
It has Ihe advantage, as compared wllh wooden or light structural
steel sills, of being strong enougli to resist cornering.
.lobn M tioodwin Kioodwin t'nr Co.).
The pioneer sleel dumping car in this country was built by me In ISilt.
Its weight was
L'l.Oiiii lbs., wllh .! capacity of -lO.OOO lbs.
It was of strnclural steel
and operated by nir pressure.
After numerous experiments this
capacity was increased to (lO.lMlO \\\s., and the weight lo •lii,ii(Ui lbs.
A few cars of this design were built by the ("oodwin Car t'o. i:i 1S05.
.Xgain. after thorough testing and experimenting, profiting by the
1
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Mcrvice experience with the first ears, I produced, lo ISM. a steel
car In wbich the weight was reduced to i'i.WH) lbs. and the capacity
IncTeased to Il'.'i.OUO lbs. This was entirely of strucmral steel c-omhine<l with malleable iron and cast »le<.d.
All parts were coated
before being assembled with a carburet comiMund mixed with
graphite, with very satisfactory results.
In the early part of ]S9.'J the Uoodwlu Car Co. began to exhibit
the operation of their cars to the Carnegie Steel Co.. and for several months the cars handled almost every kind of materlaj handled about the furnace yards, including pig iron, rail ends. slag.
coal, coke, ore and all such material.
peritODally operated these
I
cars during this entire (teriod. and made copious notes as lu costs
and methods of orM-ratlon.
*
As a result of these exhibitions. Ihe Carnegie Hiei-I Co about
a year later, built two all-steel hopper cars of structural forms lu
its own bridge shops.
The weight of these cars was ::b.!)>)*i lbs., with
95,1100 lbs. capacity, estimated to safely carry Vli.tMi »m. If the
roadbed would allow It. The company exhibited these two rant at
the M. C. B. conveotlon at Saratoga In June. lS9ii. I'p to this time
the Goodwin company had had only its own equipment to refer to
for Information as t/i service requirements.
In iny" the Carnegie Steel Co. made an arrangement wllh the
Si-hocn Pressed Steel Co. to design a pressed steel car on the lints
of the two structural steel c-ars of hopper bottom type, which had
proved too expensive to sell.
The understanding was that the
weight must be reduced something over G.uoo lbs. and the rapacity
increased to liiO.ood lbs. The Si'ho»'n company was then making
pressed steel stake pockets and center plates anil was Just startlns
lo build pressed steel trucks.
Mr. Hanson, the d«>signing engineer
of the Schoen company, designed and patented the pressed steel fortns
from which the Schoen company built a number of pressed sleel
cars of the hopper lottom type in 1S97. They weighetl 34.IUO lb»„
with ino.oipo ll>s. capacity. These were the first pre.ssed steel hopper cars built in this country. .\s Mr. Waltt has stated, these cam
"proved ^omewhat too light to stand in an entirely satlsfartory
manner the strains of service."
The weight of pressed steel cars has gradually been Increased,
until to-day it appears to contain sulHcient material to meet ordinary
service requirements.
In a car that has a carrying capacity of
llKl.lldU lbs. and weighs much over ll.UUU llts.. the earning capacity
must be increased through a special design which saves labor in
unloading.
In my research in several foreign countries. I found many designs of steel c^rs and was able to gather considerable data.
I
took measurements and photographs throughout Ijermany and
France and even secured full information in the Far Bast, where
steel coal cars were In general use. parttcularb In Burmah.
In
considering all of this foreign Investigation. I find that my strongest
point consists in knowing what not to do.
The problem of building cars for railroads in the Tnited States
stands absolutely by itself. Our railroads must have today a car
that they can buy at a price approximating the present cost of u
wooden car for its life service.
As something over 70 per cent, of the freight of this country
is coal, if railroads can secure for their coal service a simple twosill
design, strong In construction, with discharge hoppers sufflcli-nlly enlarged over the present designs to allow free discharge of
coke as well as of coal, and if this design produces a car that will
carry Its 110.000 lbs. of coal with a dead weight not much over
41.1111(1 lbs.. I believe that the limit of economy In capacity and in
weight will have been reached. The only remaining question will
then be the proper distribution and quality of material u-sed. and the
class of labor employed in meeting the above re<iulrements.
William Marshall .\nglo-.\nierlc-an Varnish Co. ».— This subject
in different forms has come up a number of times of late, and the
mattcM- of a proper protective coating is always sure lo lie brought to
the front. .Mr. Waitt practically Ignored It In his paper, because he is
thoinughl.\ '.mbiied with (he idea that sleel cars and cars of metal
co-struction have come to stay. Mr. Brazier. »ho is perhaps more
intimately connected with the matter of car building at the presen.
Mr. Coodwln referred to It in
time, touched upon it but slightly.
the form of pigmeni he u.ses on the plat<>s In his cars. Whatever
may l)e done by Ihe Master Car lluliders' Association, or whatever
association may have the final adjustment of thi.« matter, the question of the protective coating must linve full consideration.
I do not
know that anyone can sav what mav be the best coating to apply
lo metal.
The dlfflculty se»>ins to lie In 'he illfTerence lietween a
metal surface and a wooden surface. All paint has a vehicle for the
pigment: the vehicle in which good pigment is ground Is linseed
oil.
If you appb paint to a woode;i car. the wood begins to absorb
the oil and the iwlnt grips the wocul so that It stays there for an
Now. when yoti apply paint to meinl It
Indefinite
i)eriod.
is very dilTerent
Metal has very little affinity for linseed oil.
it lies on Ihe stirfnce like a glaze and has tiot the "bite." if 1 may
use the term. o:i Ihe nleial. No matter how good a paint you use.
The Idea
If it has not that clutch on the metal it.s life is very short.
1
have is a partial remedy. 1 suggest that before the parts of the
.
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linseed oil be applied to the plates
heated the pores are opened up in

car are assembled a coat of raw
while hot, because while iion is
such a way that linseed oil will be absorbed. Subsequent coats of
paint will cling to the oil.
-A number of years ago I recommeiyded a paint made of linseed
oil and lamp black as being the mo.st desirable for painting iron and
steel .structures, for the reason that lamp black absorbs more linseed
This paint
oil ill proportion to its weight than any other pigment.
lias proved to be the most durable and is the nearest approach to
perfection in painting metal cars. The Central of New .Jersey uses

lamp black as a color on all its freight cars.
W. H. McKeen, .Ir. (Union Pacific),— The character of steel
being so entirely different from that of wood, a great many advantages and possibilities are obtainable in a steel car design which
were impossible with wooden cars. The use of steel is no reason
why there should be a material increase in weight; my opinion is
I
make the following suggesthat it should decrease the weight.
tions for steel passenger car construction:
1.
Round roof, saving weight and giving greater strength.
2.
Induced or mechanical ventilation, instead of the gravity
system: intake of Ifesh air at the door of car and exhaust ventilation at the top.

disposed steel should be utilized for strengthin re.sisting shock, including side sills, plates,
SufBcient area of cross section provided in
center sills for small or ordinary shocks,
4.
End construction such as to preclude the possibility of
All

S.

laterally

ening the car frame

steel side, braces, etc.

telescoping.

As to Mr, Waitt's item of the sweating of tteel box cars with
ordinary materials, this is limited to the amount of water contained
ill the air confined in the car:
the volume of water in this condensation is self-eviilently very insignificant.
With the transportation of
iiKiisiMic Ixariiig materials, however, there may be a slight increase
III
inis coiiiici'.sation, but we have had two steel cars in service over
It is
a year, and there has been no damage from this cause so far.
leasonable to suppose that the slight volume of water that might
be condensed in the steel cars from such materials as potatoes, etc.
would not be detrimental to thf potatoes. Box cars, however, are
not the proper equipment for shipping such materials as a general
proposition.
They should be shipped in refrigerator cars, or in
such cars as are provided with proper means of ventilation, ventilation lieing an absolute necessity as a rule for such things,
Mr. Waitt speaks of the trouble from the increased heat incident
to the use of steel box cars in railroad yards.
We have at present
three to four hundred steel cars in railroad yards, and we have
exiierienced no piactical trouble from this feature; I believe our
hojiper bottom and gondola coal cars, so-called "b:tldheaded box cars,"

much heat as box cars would.
as Mr. Waitt states, that some steel elevators are
it is also true that for many years it was considered that elevators holding wheat should be made of wood, inside
and out, to protect this very valuable grain, but at present there are
steel elevators without any lining, the grain coming directly in
<ontact with the steel shell.
If these steel elevators are a success.
a-: they
tiniitiestior.ably are, there should be no question as to the
of
cars
In tact, our steel
inacticability
steel
in the wheat trade
iMix cars were used in this wheat traffic for a while with great satisfaction to the shippers.
C, A, Seley (C, R. I. & 1'.).— It is believed that center sills
strong enough to carry their proportion of the lading will also be
stron,g enough to transiuit the pulling and buffing stresses.
The
remainder of the load may then be calculated for the side framing
an<l transmitted by the bolsters to the trucks.
There is not much to be hoped for in standardization of framing
of steel cars if we can judge of the record in regard to wooden cars.
Such cars were mainly designed by the ownin.g roatis who had it in
their power to get together on standardization.
The majority of
steel car designs have been made by the car builders, and because
of competition It will be dilficull to unify designs. There is not much
need for this as an economic proposition as regards interchange
repairs.
It has been found in repairs of cars of composite construction that two-thirds or more of the cost is for labor. leaving a small
proportion lor new material required.
It is well known that heavy
'I'liairs of wooden cars reversed these ratios.
This proves that the
I'd, though not indestructible, can in most cases be repaired and
lurned to service without much new material being required.
There is no doubt this is the era of steel and the passing of
wood in car construction, but it in frei.ght car design the sills, plates,
posts and braces are of steel, it eliminates all of the expensive lumr. now diiruult
lo obtain, and there is reasonable hope of securing
iiitable lumber for flooring, roofing, lining and sheathing for many
will i;ive off as
It

lined.

is

true,

However,

•

I

1

:!rs

to

come.

—

R. P. C. Sanderson (Virginian Ry. ),
In 1S96. a committee of the
\l:ister Car Huilders' Association made ten recommendations whicli
it
lielieved should be followed by the designers of steel cars, as
follows:
1,
Specially forged, pressed or rolled shapes, cast steel, etc.'.
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or patented forms of construction are undesirable for cars to be
used in general interchange business.
2.
Steel and iron bars and shapes of standard bridge specifications and .-egular market sizes should be generally preferred, so
that railroads and car builders can avail themselves of the competition in open market when purchasing.
:!.
Accessibility in the design is of the greatest importance In
keeping down the first cost and maintenance; parts that are riveted
together should be so arranged that they will be equally convenient
for hydraulic or power riveting when the car is being built, or for
field riveting in repair work.
4.
In designing riveted work, it should be laid off with plenty
of rivets, these to be spaced closely as in the boiler work, and with
the same care to insure true, fair holes; hot rivets, well driven, and

completely

holes, as in first-class boiler work, if necessary.
are used to hold iron or steel parts in position, not
merely to carry weight, they must be turned bolts (a driving fill,
in carefully reamed holes, fitted with the greatest care.
f).
Every structure ha.s a foundation, every machine has a bedplate, every animal, bird, fish, and most of the higher works of
nature have a backbone or spine on or around which the structure
is framed;
this cardinal principal of design seems to have been
largely overlooked in freight car construction, and it is believed thai
the center sills of a freight car should be made its main strength
and reliance, and that the entire load should be carried from the
platform, the upper works being arranged simply as a housing to
confine and protect the load.
5.

filled

If bolts

7.
To enable the center sills to withstand collision and severe
to the best advantage, these sills should be spaced so that
they will be directly in line with the dead blocks, and thus take the
buffing and collision shocks in direct compression.
Also their depth
should be such that at least the center line of draft and centers of
the dead blocks will be within the vertical dimensions of the silis.
S.
That care should be taken to avoid punching or drilling holes
in the flanges of channels or I-beams where these are subject to
heavy strains, espei'ially tension or bending strains, unless additional material is added to compensate for this.
9.
That with the change from wood to steelnhe necessity for
truss rods no longer exi.sts for cars of reasonable lengths, but (hat
ample and sufficient strength can be obtained within reasonable
limits of weights without the use of truss rods and consequent need
of adjustment.
to.
On account of the sweating and rusting of iron and steel,
wood is preferable to iron or steel for flooring, siding and lining of
merchandise and stock cars.
There is one other caidinal principle of design for steel cars,
not mentioned by the committee, which I believe to be of the first
importance. Wherever possible, parts and altachmenis, and also
the means of attachment, subject to strains in collision shocks,
etc. beyond their elastic limit, should not be strained in reversal,
whenever it is possible to avoid this; when it is impossible, double
or triple the usual margin of security should be allowed, and for
this reason it is especially important to-day that collision shocks be
transmitted to the underframing through dead blocks, and not
throu.gh the couplers and draft atiacliments.
The dead-blocks, socalled man-killers in the day of link and pin couplers, had a bad
name then, and there was a strong sentiment against their use. based
on humane consideration; but since the Interstate Commerce Commission says that no man shall go between cars for the purpose of
coupling and uncoupling cars, and we have gone to the expense of
furnishing automatic couplers, etc.. It seems foolish to dispense
with this most valuable protection to the steel underframe of the
car from the excessive damage which will follow in a collisimi
whether light or heavy, when the dead blocks are not used

;-:hocks

The Fortieth

Street Track Elevation of the Chicago Junction.

The Fortieth

street track elevation work in Chicago of the
Chicago Junction Railway, although not unlike much other track
elevation work that has been done there. In its general features,
is of special Interest because of the construction by the Chicago
Junction, as a part of the work, of branch lines for the South Side
•
Elevated Railroad.
The Chicago Junction is a switching road, the chief function
of which is to handle the I'nion Stock Yards business.
The 40th
street line rtins east to connection with the Illinois Central on the
lake front, and crosses the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, the

Chii-ago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Pittiiburg. Ft, Wayne & Chicago,
and the Chicago & Western Indiana, all of which secure connection
to the stock yards through it.
Built some 30 years ago. it is now
In a closely-built section of the city, occupying the larger pan of
the thorpughfare from which it takes its name.
The South Side Elevated runs south to 40th street, where It
turns east for four blocks, and then continues southward. It was
desired to extend the serviie eastward in 40th street to the lake
to traverse the populous residenri> district known as Kenwood, and
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'aUo

to

build a

llrifc

wec.twaril

In

40111

Htieet to

ihe Union

Slock

Juiicllon aKrccd to build both llne« and lease
elevatod railroad company. For the eajitward extenHlon tbo Chicago Junction built a three-track line on Im raised
grade, the two Boutherly tracks being equipped for the excluHlve
use o( the elevated tralnH. The westward, or Mock yards, extension
Is the usual steel structure, which Is being built above the steam

YardK.

them

The Chicago

to the

ofM;'pi
Fig.

8

Jun^ tiuns bridg<-. From this point
the Junction runs down on a 1.3'i per cent, grade to an under
cruHHlng of the 1'. F. W. k C. and the We&iern Indiaua. This formerly waH a grade crossing, but the grades were strparaied, the nortband-soulb roads going overhead, while the Junction raised oolr
about 2 ft. to secure the gradienl above mentioned. The grade
ascends again to an over crossing of Butler and Wallace 6tre«(s
1S>-II

lift

clt-araiiK-

umlir

tlie

i:

1

— Map

of 40th Street

Track Elevation Work; Chicago Junction Railway.

avenue, two blocks from the yards, where
It swings southward to enter the yard.s.
The accompanying map, Fig. 1, shows the extent of the track
elevation work, which ends on the west with a run-off starting east
Work was begun In April, 1905, at the east end.
of Union avenue.
As the map shows, besides the Illinois Central connection, the
Chicago Junction has some team tracks at this point, which He
The grade of
at riglit angles to the general direction of the line.
the north track, used by the Junction, descends gradually from
IJrexel boulevard, while that of the other two rises from Ellis
avenue to enable the elevated railroad's tracks to acquire the requisite bead room over the tracks at grade east of Lake avenue.
From this avenue eastward the elevated road built its own line on
a .steel siructure. It turns southward to a station
on '12(1 street and Oakenwald avenue, a block further
south than the map shows. Adjacent to the station
road as far as
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I'liioii

and Union avenue, the runoff starting a short distance east of the
latter, as already mentioned, and extending weist of Halsted street.
All masonry work is gravel concrete, the rKalnlng walls being
an equivalent 1:3:6 mixture, and the copings and bridge seats 1:2:1.
ft., but where there
The wails averaged a foundation depth of
was a possibility of the walls being In proximity to future large
buildings, especially where the soil waii mostly sand, safety was
assured by going down 10 ft. Piles were used only at two points.
The abutments of the I^ke Shore-Rock Island crossing are so
founded, due to the height of same, the soil conditions and the
length of the bridge span. .\lso. where the elevated railroad structure crosses over the P. F. W. t C. and C. t W. I. the poor bottom
and the length of span 230 ft necessitated piling.
)j

—

Track

—

Track

7rcrck

an elevated yar.l of several tracks.
The Chicago 'Junction had a double-track line
from the lake to Wentworth avenue before elevation
work began, four tracks from Wentworth to Butler,
and six from Butler to the stock yards. As already
mentioned, the elevation work started at the east
end.
The south retaining wall of the section east
Is

of State street was built flr.st, the adjacent track
being ustHl as a conslriKtion track and Irallic carried
on the other. When the south wall was done, a
trestle was built to west of Langley avenue and
traffic thrown on this while building the north wall
from the northerly track, .still at grade. From
Iwangiey avenue to Crand boulevard there was more
room and the line from the trestle was run off on
Fig. 2
Cross Section Showing Details of Entrance.
to a partial 1111.
The north track .also was raised
by filling as the work advanced, though kept at a lower lever than
It
has already Ijeen mentioned that the western extension of
the operating track.
From Grand boulevard to State street the the South Side Elevated Is liullt above the Chicago Junction for
north 26-ft. of the right-of-way had to be given up to the city for a part of the distance. As the map (Fig. 1) shows, this is l)ea street, under the terms of the or<linance.
While this stretch of tween Armour and Union avenues. The steel structure Is carried
the north wall was being built the operating track was run outside on the retaining walls, which are widened, or buttressed, at the
of same, as the space between walls was too narrow to accommodate top, wherever the steel columns occur, to furnlsli the requisite bear-

—

the construction and operating tracks conveniently.
The line formerly crossed under the Lake Shore and the Rock
Island tiacks, already elevated. With the new work the Chicago
Junction agreed to go over these two roads. Passing under the
South Side IClevnted east of Stale street it rises on a 1.3 per cent
grade to a maximum of 41 ft. above city datum above the two
roads mentioned, which depressed their tracks slightly to give an

Chicago Junction Railway and Elevated Railroad Bridges
Lake Shore and Rock Island Tracks.

ing area for the latter. The load is not sufllcient to require any
Increase In the base dimension of the wall.
.\n interesting detail of the north wall as far west as Dearborn
street Is a conduit for telephone, telegraph, signal and electric light
wires.
It is a four-duct conduit embedded in the wall 12 in. btlow
the top, with openings at intervals of about 300 ft,, which are 12 In.
wide, 24 In. deep and 48 In. long at intervals, as shown In the

Elevated Station

in

Stock Yards

—
February

Drexel
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Boulevard Crossing, Kenwood Line;
Junction Track Elevation.

Fig. 4

]

i

Chicayo
Fig. 3

Details of Typical

— Bridge

Floor Details; Chicago Junction Track Elevation.

Elevated Railroad Station; Chicago Junction Railway.
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Section Through Approach.
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2A,U

(IrawinK.

The

opfitiliiKs

have a wrought Iron baml around the lop
downward, and

ancbor'eil Into the coniTeK- by four short roiJa bent

are doaed with a malleable Iron cover.
OetallH of the lonKer Kpari bridge (loorH are nhown In KIg. 3.
For the alleyH and narrow HtreetH the MieaniH run longitudinally
and KiriliiH are not uned. The (Iooih are the Maine for both klnd».

The concrete
forced

with

which are a

alabH,
'f-ln.

corrugated

\:'l:\

«ieel

gravel

barn.

The

mixture, are reinnlabH are water-

proofed on the horizontal portion with ".VleduHa" oomiwund contained on a l-ln. HidewalkflnlHh top coat, overlaid with a '...-In.
In the
coat of gum awi)halt and above thiK 1 In, of anpLalt maHtlc
Inclined Hide Hectlons, where a trowel finish could not be applied
put
was
in the
comjiound
the
"Medui-a"
on account of the forniH,
The Hinall trlangular-.>4haped trough next to the
body concrete.
girders Is filled with gum auphalt. At the overlap of Hlab and
abutment two thlckneHHes of tarred felt are placed. Four of ihc
bridgcH are exception to this form of conatrucllon, limited clearani
preventing the U8e of the (oncnde Hiabs. In these instances mela
plates are laid directly on the I-beams.
The stations for the elevated railroad on the Kenwoo<l extenDetails of a typical Elation
sion are a feature of special Interest.
are shown In KIg. 4. They are at the street level and are of Arc
Kntraiice
and exits are througli the
throughout.
proof construction
abutment, the face of which Is bush-hammered, presenting a tJOoil
appearance. The station Interiors are roomy, well-lighted and well
arranged. The train platforms are concrete and the roofs are th'
usual umbrella type, with steel framework and translte board rool
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operated by tt<-am and the New York terminal wau lo l>e in
the vicinity of NVaithingion Square. A company was formed which
spent a good deal of money and built about 1.2oiJ ft. o( tuDoel. Tbi»
company failed and In lt>8J the undeitalclag wai> temporarily
abandoned. Ten yearij later another company was orgnnized with
English laplial. and H. I'euri'on * Son. the Arm which ij> now building the EaKi river M-ction of the Pennsylvania tunnele. r<>suair<l
work where the Hasklns company had left it. This company added
Tbeae
alraui 1.80U ft. to the part already built, and then alito failed.
early attempts were marked by several accldentii. The tunnel was

covering. The slatlon.s between Lake and Ellis avenues and between Drexel boulevard and Cottage Grove avenue have entrances
from both streets. All subways are lighted by the railroad lompany. the power being furnished by the station at the stock yards.
The wall conduit already described is used east of Uearborn otieet
The Kenwood line has been In service for about two months.
It is expected to have the work west of State street ready by the
All of the concrete work,
first of the year or shortly thereafter.

paving, sidewalk and s-ewer work was done by Jame.-i O.
Heyworlh, Contractor, Chicago. The steel work for the elevated
done by the American Bridge
Company. W, M. Hughes, Consulting ISngineer, Chicago, de.signed
included
the subway bridges and the
work,
which
all of the steel
elevated railroad structure. The filling and iracklaying ar;> being
done by company forces. The work was designed and executed
under the direction of .1. B. Cox, until recently Chief Engineer of
the roail. O. V. Cole, who as Principal Assistant Engineer was in
active charge of the work, succeeded Mr. Cox as Chief Engineer
and now has entire supervision of the work.
stroet

railroad. Including erection. Is being

The Hudson & Manhattan Tunnels,
The first
the Hudson

ot

ilie

liud.-ioa

& Manhattan Kailroud tunnels under

river will be opened to the public on February 35.
This section consists of a twin tube tunnel from Hoboken, N. ,j.,
to Morton street, .NVw York, and thence northeasterly
nup and Nlneleenlli slieet, nearly three miles Jn all.
panying map shows the entire system, which

to

Sixth ave

The ao^om-

Interior

of

Tube;

Hudson

&

allowed to

hll

with water.

In IStiH the property

has direct connection with the principal transportation lines on both sides of the river. The
first
section comprises the north tunnels,
which are about lo be opened. The second
sectloti. the south tunnels. Is to be opened next
Septeml)er,
They run fi'oni Cortlandt and
I-'ullon
streets. New York, to .Jersey City,
where a large terminal station has been built
solid rock directly beneath the present
In
Pennsylvania Railroad station. The third section Is a tunnel, l',4 miles long, connecting
the terminal In .Jersey City with that In
Hoboken. The principal point on this line Is
the Erie terminal, where the tunnel station
is nearer tiie train shed than the entrance to
llie

iCrle

ferry Itself

is.

The fourth

section

running from .lersey City to
Newark. This runs underground through Jersey City ami then <'onies lo tile surface near
the Siinimll avenue station, from which point
the trains will run over the Pennsylvunln
tracks to Newark,
.\nother branch Is now
being built In Manhattan. It runs from Sixth
avenue en.st under Ninth street and will connect with the interl>orough Rapid Transit subway near .\stor place.
The project of building a tunnej under
Uie Hudson river for handling local passenger
trainc between New Jersey and New York City
dates back to 1S78, when l>. C. Haskins. a civil
engineer,
planned a
brick
tunnel
from
'•'
Hoboken to New York. Tralits wrIs

Manhattan.

wag sou! at
a re<elver's sale and In lfui2 it was taken over oy the New York *
The Hudson ft .Manhattan
Jersey, organized by William Mc.\doo.
was incorporated the next year to build the south tunnels ami the
former company and other subsidiaries have since l)een merged with
it.
The Hudson Companies is a construction company. The old
tunnel was completed as one of the north tubes, of which the we«bound tube was driven through in March. 1UU4. and the eastbound
some months later. Work on the south tunnels was begun in the
summer of l!t05, and both of these tubes have now been driven from
the New Jersey side to alout the pi?r-head line at New York. The
finally

a branch line

St^ttion

Platform: Hudson

&

Manliattan.

FKiiitiAKV 21. 1908.
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and Sixth avenue. At the Hobcken terminal, connection is
the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, where all through
coming in from the west may get out of the
trains and descend directly to the tunnel cars without leaving the
station.
The first section is to be operated by eight-car trains, and
the time between Hoboken and Nineteenth

entire i-ystem, nearly nine miles, is to be double-track and will be
put in operation during the coming summer. The cost is estimated

made with

at 170,000,000.

and

There will be no rail connection with other lines except, as
mentioned above, at the Summit avenue station. Passenger sta-

24;

street

local passengers

.street.

New

The cars
liaz'lli- of

York, will be about 10 minutes.
described in the Railroad

were
June

14, 1907.

The platforms are so arranged

at the ter-

minal stations that passengers enter and leave
Hie cars at the same time; those leaving go
out on one side and those entering come in
on the opposite side. This, it is hoped, will
do away with much of the congestion which
occurs at terminal stations on other lines.
The tracks at all station platforms are on a
tangent, so that there is no dangerous cpace
between the cars and the platform, as is
he case where stations are built on a
I

<urve.

The stations are intended to be large
to accommodate present traffic and
provide room for increased crowds if improved
train service later gives the tunnels more
carrying capacity. Every part of the stations
> of either concrete or metal.
One of the
companying photographs shows the interior
i( .1
station.
A noticeable difference between
the appearance of these stations and those of
the Interbprough Rapid Transit subway is
that in the former there is a curtain wall between the tracks at all points, except where
there are crossovers, as shown in the photoNsar Hobcken Terminal; Hudson a. Manhattan
graph taken near the Lackawanna terminal.
This view shows the form of <onstruction of
lofHled
the
tions in Manh:illan, on the line about to be opened, will be
tunnels under city streets in part of Holwken and Jersey City and
as follows:
Christopher and Greenwich streets, connecting with under Sixth avenue in New York. Most of the line, however. Is
the Ninth avenue elevated; Christopher street and Sixth avenue, tube construction. A typical view of this is shown in another
connecting with the Sixth avenue elevated; and. in Sixth avenue, photograph.
The tubes arc entirely lined with concrete except in
at Fourteenth, Nineteenth. Twenty-third, Twenty-eighth and Thirtythe under-river sections and on certain curves.
In these cases, the
third streets.
For the present, trains will run only to Nineteenth concrete is carried only half-way up the walls. Thr- olij.-. t of separenough

The Hucson & Manhattan Tunnels.

r
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atlng the tracks by curtain walls In tbo aectlorui where they do
not run In tubes is to seture natural ventilation due to the movement of trains. A system of power ventilation has also been In-
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Huw the cuuuection will l>e formed l>etwe«n the subway level and
the level of the bridge tracks is shown upon the plan and elevation
of the bridge approach. The tracks w!!! be liroiieh' up <in a pradual
nl
incline from Park Row and
gh
bridge level at or near Cliff
'ace
the upijer part of the varl<<^
underneath the arches of llie liiiUbC ai<piuai.li.
At tLv extreme
.Manhattan end, In order to avoid interference with other bridge
trafllc, the tracks leading from the subway will be carried at the
outer edge of the approach Uruclure. Hence the ne<-<»Kslly of the
widening «o afford teaming space. Beyond Cliff slreei. when the
incline has reached the pre'^ent bridge track level, the tracks will
'

stalled.

Under the
Interior diameter of the tubes Is 15 ft. 3 In.
river the rails are from 00 ft to 90 ft. below the surface of the
water. The depth of earth and rock between the roof of the tunnel
and the water ranges from 15 rt. to 40 ft., the deepest part of the

The

river being on the New York side. The two tubes are about 30 ft.
apart ^or the greater i)art of the distance under the river.
The down town New York terminal Ih to be under the Hudson
Terminal buildings at Church ami Cortlandt slreetH. These structures occupy the larger i>art of two city blocks and are Ti stories
high. They will accommodate 10,000 otilce tenants and will be opened
on May 1. They contain more than 25 acres of floor space. One
building is on Cortlandt street and one on Fulton street. They are
separated by i)ey streel and are connected by a bridge at the third
story.
The tunnels come from under the Hudson river and under
the terminal buildings about 30 ft. below the streel level, forming a
loop.
The train platforni.s are two stories below the street level.
A foot passage runs under Dey street to a station on the interborough subway under Broadway.
It has been, estimated that 75 per cent, of the passenger trafBc
now carried between New York City and the New Jersey side of the
river by ferries will be diverted to the tunnels when they are all
The numbers of passengers carried in the last three
In operation.
years by three of the largest ferries are as follows:
I'PDDsylvanIa
Kilo
I.iukBttniinu

1007.
43.4O«,750
I9,718,40.'>

1900.
37,74r,.012
18.796,871

8.

•

1005.
.•i2.H-J!l.l.s-.>

17,:i'Jl,7.-.!t

:i4,l>K(!,7!is

-KJ.SHO.S:;.'!

who have been in charge of the building of the
Walter G. Oakman, President of the Hudson Companies; William G. McAdoo, l^resldent of the Hudson & Manhattan;
Pliny Flsk and William M. Barnum, of the banking firm of Harvey
Klsk & Sons; Charles M. Jacobs, Chief Engineer, and J. Vlpond
The

offlcers

tunnels are:

Davies, IJeputy Chief Engineer.

Increasing the Capacity of Brooklyn Bridge.
Iini>i<>vcmcnts looking to a considerable increase in the tiallic
capacity of Brooklyn Bridge, with especial relation to the Manhattan terminal, are now underway and an important part of the
work covered by the plans in their entirety the extension of the
bridge approach over Park Row has been completed and is now
In operation.
The plans for adapting the bridge to its part of
the service required as a section of the loop now being built, whicli
is designed to form a close connection between the boroughs oi'
Manhattan and Brooklyn, are now being carried out. This improvement involves principally the widening of the Manhattan approacli
so as to afford room -for team traffic to the out-side of the space now
utilized for that purpose, which latter will be occupied by tracks
connecting with the loop subway near Park Row and Centre street.
The object of the widening and its general character will appear clearly from an examination of the accompanying engravings.
From North William street to Pearl street the bridge approach is being widened to the building line on each side by the erection of steel
structures supi)<>rted from the ground upon col\imns and attached
These additions
to the existing stone masonry of the approach.
are of a general width of about 20 ft. on each side as far as Cliff
street, at which point the widening is tapered off, so that at Pearl
street the outer limit of the new structure ends on a line with the
present approach.

—

—

Widening

of

Manhattan Approach.

be brought closer lordlier, as ^llovvn upon the plan, and occupy
the space now used by bridge trains.
On account ot the nature of the location and the close quarters
within which the work is confined, the character of the structure
forming the lateral extensions varies somewhat in detail. Typical
bents, however, are composed of girders made up of web plates SSU^
in. by Vh in-, four angles each 5 by 5 by N» In., a top flange 16 in.
These are supported
In.
by 1^ in., and a bottom flange 12 In. by
The floor beams are generally 20ln.
upon built-up column.-^.
i-beams of a 65-lb. section, and these are supported by three rows

%

———

1

I

I

HTIHr3
.C^,.^

ELSVAT40N

Elevation, Section iind Plan of Track Floor:

New Manhattan Terminal

of the

Brooklyn Bridge.
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It is
of tie-rods 1 in. in diameter upset at the ends to 1% in.
required that all outside fascia girders he e.icactly 40 in. deep from
the top of the top cover plate to the bottom of the first cover plate
of the bottom flange. The floor beams vary in spacing on different
sections in order to equalize spacing between block limits, but it
The whole length ot the
is ordinarily 4 ft. 2 in. or 4 ft. 3 in.
steel structure i.s 642 ft. 6% in. on the south side of the approach
and approximately the same on the north.

Plan of Mezzanine Floor of

New Terminal

at

Park Row,

Worlc upon the widening has progressed to the extent that
A general idea of the
most of the steel work is now in place.
nature of the work may lie gained from the photograph.
improvements
above
described
are
entirely independent
The
of those now about completed and which are involved in the extension of the elevated track floor of the bridge over Park Row.
This was put into service on .Tanuary 27. The difficulty which this
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temporary extension was designed lo remedy was the lacl\ of room
tlie Manhattan terminal to handle trains of sufficient length
to care for the traffic in rush hours.
Previously bridge cable trains
of five ears each were run which involved a change at the Brooklyn
terminal for all passengers destined for points on the elevated
lines of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit a very large percentage of
at

—

the entire bridge travel.
On the date above named, six-car trains from the several Brooklyn elevated lines began i-unning through to
the Manhattan terminal without change at
the Brooklyn .end; and during the evening
rush hours similar trains now run from the
Park Row terminal to the terminals ot the
several lines in Brooklyn without change.
It Is also expected to increase the bridge
trolley service from 270 to .310 cars in the
morning rush hours and from 300 to 320 cars
in the evening rush hours.
The extension and the rearrangement of
terminal facilities rendered possible by its
completion are clearly shown in the engravings and one of the photographs.
A steel
structure 160 ft. long has been erected over
Park Row, having a main floor on a level with
the level of the previously existing elevated
tracks, and with tracks extending to the end
The latter reaches almost
of the addition.
to the line ot fence of City Hall park and is
directly opposite the entrances to and exits
gu'iofo
from the subway. It is architecturally in harmony with the previous structure and has a
broad stairway, 40 ft, wide, leading to a mezManhattan
zanine floor whence the crowd Is distributed
by five stairways leading to the train floor above and designated
according to the destination of trains. Aside from the additional
track room afforded, this whole amount of space is a sul>stilute
for the two stairways and narrow platform which formerly extended
over Park Row. This is shown in dotted lines upon the engraving
of the plan of the mezzanine floor.
With sufficient room for the extension of tracks to accommodate
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To encourage traveling (or winter EportK, ihe Swiise railroadk
will accept those long Know-shoes which the Norwegians call "skis"
and small tolioggans as baggage; but not l>ob-i>leighs (spelled out
In Just those letters as if the Swiss were Yankeei>i, whl<h are a
little clum«y foi" baggage rars.

Kome

upon the track

amount

the

No. 8

whirh can be prepared very qulckly
>ii'.
ready for the ineu at a large proportion of
all the
The prepared chcx-otate U sold to the men for
$1.20 per 100 padcagen, which may be charged a^osi wages.

.i>.nBon.iii

Thene were formerly at
but have now been moved

the iioint ^hown by llif ilotted
I'nder lhl»
toward the end to the location nhown In full ilncH.
arranKerni-nl about ;'.40 ft. of free space for loadiiiK and iinloarlInK
\h afl'orded between the end of the trackH and the fouling polntH of
the Hwltcheti ample room for ttlx-car trainH. ThlH cbanKc of trackn
lini-K,

Vou XUV.,

available

Hpace.
It Ih eHllmated tliiil the Increase In loadliiK and unloading fadllthe UHC of nlxiar trains anil the avoidance of change at the
Brooklyn end of the bridge, will InireaBc Us

To show how much more ImiMirunt to Prance is the old Mont
Cenls Tunnel than the new Slmplon. the xtatistics of French trafflc

tIeH,

9,000 paHsengerH pi-r hour.
week.f during which Ihe i-xtenslon
In service afford Bome ground for
hope that bridge criiHheH of unsavory nolotemporarily, at
ileiy are things of the past
The llrKt few days of service were
leaHl.

about

capacity

The two
ha.s

been

—

during the hours most favorable to
congestion, by crushes perhaps equal to anything in the previous hlslory of Ihe brlclg?,
but both by The engineers of the city bridge
ileiiarlment and the offliluls of the operatini;
tenant, the Hrooklyii Rapid Transll Company,
iliese were attributed to the lack of I'amillarity
with the proper lines of passenger progres.slo
on Ihe part of the public and of the company's
employees.
Since the first week, however,
there haa been no noticeable ilifflculty l.i
handling irafdc as fast as It presented itself,
and even during that week C-1 trains per hou.'
were despatched from the Manhattan terminal.
With the completion of the signal and interlocking arrangements it may be expected that
trains will be handled regiiUu-ly and smoothly
under this or even less headway.
It has. however, been suggested that a
New Extension of Manhattan Terminal ot Brooklyn Bridge.
considerable Improvement could be effected by
increasing the door and gale space.
It
is
ite<l.
calculated that In the ab.sence of side doors and on acrotint of the passing by the two routes in the first quarter of 19u7 are
narrow gales upon the regular cars of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit when 93,1 1.5 tons of freight went from France to Italy by the Mont
Company, the entrance space is some IS ft. less than upon the Cenls and 3,330 by the Simplon.
cable cars of which they take the place.
This wonld be roughly
^^
equivalent to a stream of nine persons abreast.
Even with the
Car Surpluses and Shortages. February 5.
present equipment it Is apparent that a great improvement nas
been made, though it is possible to altriliute some of the decreased
The following table is from bulletin No. 17 of the American
congestion u|)on the liridgc to the relief afforded by the East river
Railway Association's Committee on Car Efficiency. It summarizes
tunnels from the baltery lo lUirnuKh Hall.
Both of the improvements herein described were planned and the car s-urpliises and shortages from October 30. 1907. to February
executed, or are under execution by the city bridge department, 5. 1908, inclusive, being similar lo the table published in the ICailThe extension and rearrangement road Guzitte of February 7. 1908. but carried lo a latter date, and
C. M. Ingersoll, Chief Engineer.
of tracks was made in accordance with general plans accepted by with the figures for January 8 and January 22. 1908. revised to inIhe Hronklyn Rapid Transit Company.
Though the work was ac- clude reiwrts since received.
coniplishcil under a daily trafllc of 41it;.il(l0 persons, it has been
While the figures for February 5 represent fewer roads ihan
broimlit Id completion with remarkable rapidity.
those for January 22. the omitted roads are small and would make
The total surplus of all cars on
no nialerial I'hange In Ih totals
February
is larger '>han on January 22 because of some large In
Foreign Railroad Notes.
creases in coal, gondola and fiat cars.
Considering all dashes of cars together, the surpluses have deThe Krciicli Minister of I'ubilc Works has submitted lo Parlia- creased slightly in the Eastern. Middle. Central Western and Southment a bill for pensions to railroad employees, by which all em- western groups. .All ihe otl.er groups show increase<l surpluses of
ployees who have served as long as wo years will be entitled on cars, the highest percentage of lncrea.se appearing
In the Southern
reaching the age of
lo a pension at the rale of 17 per cent, of
group. The surplus of box cars has considerably decreased, showtheir regular pay; and at the same rate if invalided at an earlier
ing an Improvement in general business. The surplus of box cars
age.
In case of Ihe employee's death his widow Is to be entitled
decreased In ihe New i-^ngland. Eastern. Middle. North Atlantic.
lo one-hair of this jienslon.
In case of death before .1.i. widow and
Northwestern. Central Western and Southwestern groups, while the
orphans will have the same rights as If he were already enjoying other groups reported slightly increased surpluses of Ikix cars. Sura pension. This Is to apply lo employees of Ihe railroad conipnnles pluses of coal and gondola cars show lncrea!<es In all grmi|ts except
well as to those of the small system of State Railroads
the .N'orih western. Cenlral Western and i'aclflc. The heavie.>-t Increase was In the Eastern group. The increase in Ihe Middle group,
The I'rusvilnn Stale Railroad nulhorltlcs lay stress on provid- where the surplus of these cars has been heaviest, was slight, while
ing Iraliimen. etc., wilh facilities for taking something hot lo eat there was a contlnueil decrease in the Northwestern group and a
or drink when on duly during cold weather.
One group of lines slight indication of improvemenl in the Pacific group. The total
offers them powdered sweet chocolnte, put up In packages each of surplus amounts to about 15 per cenl. of the country's cara.
ni'irkcd,
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Raven's Cab Signal.
UV

J.

I'lOO.

—

Actuation of Apparalxis. As already stated, this system is electrical, and it is designed to collect indications by the rubbing of
motallie bnishcs (Fig. -4) carried on the engine over metallic bars
I'^igs. S and 10)
placed 011 the lino. This method of collection is
not essential to the system, since it is capable of being operated
equally well without contact, by causing electromagnets on the line
This method of collection is
to influence magnets on the engine.
not now being put forward.
Indication/!.
Characters of
The system is one which uses visual
(

—

o
Fig.

— Failure

1

Fig.

Diverging

3

Route

Indicator.

—

a .small seniapliorf
given, and (2) two

2 and 3
4 respectively, which are tho
small pointers showing 1
The audible signals, which arc of Ihc iialinc of
route indicators.
are
given
by
a bell.
'call attention" signals,
Besides these indicators, the instrument carried on the engine Includes a visual failure
indicator, by which the conditions of the
apparaUis can be gaged.
Kigs. 1 and 2 show several forms in which
Ihc indicator on the engine has been made
he circular form being the latest.
Fig.
shows in diagrammatic form the complete
i
equipment of engine and line circuits, the lal
ter being for a 3-way diverging junction.
Fig. 5 is a photograph of the back of the
engine indicator with the cover removed to
expose the apparatus.
Details of Indicator. The action of the
apparatus is of the simplest possible character.
lie main principle being the invariable opera
lion of the apparatus at certain points by the
natural action of certain parts witliouL the
.lid of either the signalman or the driver, and
ho subsequent continuance of the indlcalioiis resulting from the natural operations
until they are stopped or reversed l)y the action of the signalman.
Considering Pig. 9, and leaving, for the present, consideration
of the line of bars out of the center of the space between the running

—

piipor road before the Institution of Kleolilcnl EnKlncers, Lon
]i)07.
The Introductorv pnrt wns given In the Hailrouil fin-

cif

I-'.

Iv

14.

1

mrkI'ij,^*
~^^^^x^^

I

:,ltr

to ring.

In addition to passing through the electromagnets A' and C, as
described, the current to the brush 1 passes through the springs
c' (l\ and c^ d', each pair of which is normally in contact
These
springs are opened by the raising of the armatures of D' and D'
respectively.
Opening the circuit at either c' 'V of c' eT obviously
releases the armature of A-, and, as a consequence, stops the ringing of the bell and lowers the semaphore arm.
Currents passing through D' are collected from the line hy the
brush 2, currents passing through D' are collected from the line by
one or the other of the brushes 3 and 4.
Between the poles of I)' .md D' are placed magnetized needle-s.
". n'. pivoted to imn iimlfr iln- iiolariiy of the poles when the eb-ctro

u

1

Iioci'mln'r.

C

—-1

'.'

I

•From a

will be

apparatus.
Besides passing through A' and the brushes, the initial current
passes through the bell relay
during the continuance of the shortcircuiting of the brushes 1 and 2; the armature is attracted and
breaks the circuit through the spring contact (e). This contact
forms part of the bell circuit, which itself is connected in shunt
across the electromagnet A'.
Hence when the armature of A' is
raised, the current from the engine battery tends to divide, part
passing by A' and part by the bell. The connections, however, are
such that current only passes to the bell when
is unenergized. and
this condition only obtains when the brushes 1 and 2 are not shortcircuited.
When the brushes are on a metallic bar, say A, therefore, the bell is silent, but as soon as they pass off the bars it com-

mences

and audible signals. The visual signals are (1)
arm by which the "condition of line" signals are

lion,

it

C

Indicator.

—
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found that the short-circuiting of brushes 1 and 2
on, say, bar A, causes a current to pass through tlie main magnet,
A", by which its armature is raised, putting the semaphore arm to
danger. At the same time the armature closes the circuit of the springs
c d, diverting the current direct back to the battery after passing
through A'. Hence the armature of the latter will remain attracted
to the poles as long as may be necessary for the purposes of the
rails,

'.

Fig. 2

— Apparatus

in

Cab

of

Engine.

magnets are energized. The spindles carry the pointers shown In
Fig. 1.
Each spindle also carries a small metal sector, slotted as
shown by Figs. 9 and 5, in which rides a small metallic loop, pivoted at the other end. The passage of a current through, say, D'
deflects the needle to one side, and the loop drops into a recess at
the end of the slot and locks the needle and pointeir on the front
of the instrument in the deflected position.
At the same time that
this occurs the lifting of the armature of D' breaks the contact c' rf'.
and lowers the semaphore arm and stops the bell as already stated.
Auxiliary Apparatus on i)nginc. The engine carries, in addition to the apparatus described, two rotary switches, the arrangement of which is shown in Fig. 6. Each switch consists of a ca-ststeel wheel free to rotate, the spindle of which carries a two-part
commutator, on which bear two springs. The wheel is weighted so
as to tjike up a normal position. In this position the springs bearing
on the commutator are insulated from each other, but when the
wheel is rotated they are connected through the commutator. The
springs are connected with the brushes 1 and 2 respectively, and
each rotary switch, when turned from its normal position, connects
the brushes in the same way as the latter are connected when on
the bar A, or any subsequent bar of those shown in Fig. 9.
Track Apparatus. The rotary switches run over fixed bars on
the line side of the general form shown on the diagram, and of
which more detail is shown by Fig. 7. These bars are fixed in close
proximity to the bar .-V. as shown by Fig. 8.
Hence the rotary
switches are only actuated at or near the bar A.
Turning now to the line equipment, the point represented as
I'cing approached is. as already staled, a three-way diverging junclion.
The six levers shown represent the home and advance signals
Each home lever is fitted with a
for each of the diverging lines.
double-pole, and each advance lever with a single-pole switch, which
are operated by the levers in the ordinary movement for operating

—

—

Fig.

4

— Brushes.

—

—
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the uigDiilH.
The home and advance levers for ilie uiick uiark.-ii
Noa. 1 and 2 connect the Lattery In the cabin with the haru U. C,
D, E. placed In the cent.i' of Ihe track, the only difference beluK
that the levers marked I apply the poHlllve pole of the battery
to thewe barH, and the leverw marked 2 apply the negative pole to
the same barn. The two jevorH, No. 3, connect the battery In the
cabin to the Hupplementary barn, and If the Junction was a four- way
one, other leverH would reverne the polarity precUely as la done
by IcvcrH No. 2.
Ab will be «een, the battery Ik not applied to the bara unIe«H
both the home and the advance Blgnal levers are pulled over. The
mechanical IntorlocklnR prevents the levers for more than one
line bcUiK pulled over at once, or the home signal for one line and
the advance for another, and
therefore In the case under
couHlderatlon there Is no

more

need

for
battery.

A

than

view of the bar

shown

Klg.

In

on

Mioiinteil

8.

wood

one

A
It

Ik

Is

blocks,

which are in turn mounted
on stoneware reels. The

mounted

g.

It will |,t found that the bell will ring momentarily at
the Inhtaut the engine pa*beh over each of the bars C, U, E, but
no change Is ma<le in Uie character of the visual Indication.
The indicator now sbows the off t^lgual by the semaphore arm.
and route 1 by the pointer. These indicatiODB continue until the
next signaling point is reached, and are a reminder of the lael
signal received.
Assume that the engine h:i.s reached anoth. r tia
The sajne
actions take placi- u^
,r the prevln
(uint. but.
in addition to ralsji
bore arm, u
net A, b)
the rod 1<
Klg !*j,
le loop out u:
ind allowii
the pointer to aiisuiue tin normal position.
We aiisume again, also,
that Ihe road hai> been prepared for the train to pass forward, but.
in this case, it is tht right-hand road of a two way diverging June
lion.
On reaching the bar B, Uie same operationh are carried out
with the exception that .No. 2 route is shown.
It happens, how<-ver. say, that at the time the engine obtains the off algnal.
and
route Indication, 1,000 yards away from the cabin, the signalman U
being Informed of a circumstance which mak«« It Imperatlre for
hlm to stop the train If possible, and he Instantly throws hia home
signal to danger, and Immediately afterward the advance. The
.

<

;

.-V.ssunie now that another Itar X, belonging to another signaling
has been reached.
Precisely the same effects are pro<luced
there as have been already deecribed. The line, however, has not
been preparej for the passage of the train. On arriving at bar U
Ihe bell stops ringing momentarily, but the semaphore arm remains

|)oint,

double-shed

porcelain

Insulators of the
telegraph pattern.
further consideration

ordinary

A

No.

These Indications will c-ontinue as long as may be necessary.
These actions constitute the receipt of a warning signal, the off
and route Indications and an emergency signal, calculated to avert
a disaster from circumstances which have suddenly arisen.

m

upon

Vol XLIV..

roiiow.Mi,

engine at the moment is just reaching bar C. say, and on passing
on to It, the off signal shown by the semaphore arm Is reversed and
danger shown, the route Indicator is displaced, and the bell com
mences to ring as soon aa the engine Is completely over the bar

Insulation Is not high, as
there Is no need to aim at
a high degree of Insulation
for this bar. Klg. 10 shows
the a r a n g e
e u t
for
mounting the l>ars. It Is
necessary that those bars
should, be well Insulated,
and they are therefore
1-

I'-

;t
will show that the
preparations made for signaling to trains are indicated in the signal cabin.

of Fig.

The two

indicators required
in the case of a three-way
or four-way diverging junc-

Fig. 5
Circular Indicator.
Rear
aro shown In Fig. 9.
View.
Cover Removed.
the levers are pulled
over, the current passes thron.i;ii a liiKh resistance ti.xod at bar B,
which limits the current jjasslng before and after the engine reaches
Ihe signaling bars, but which, being in ."hunt with the engine clrciilLs when signals are being given, docs not
affect the current to
the comparatively low-resistance circuits of the engine.
The re.sistance of the indicator is kept low with the same object.
The
permanent dedectlon of the indicator needle Is comparatively small.
When the signals are being given, the deflection Is Increased, and
it can bo used as an indicator to
the signalman (1) of the position
of the train which is approaching, and (2) whether the signals
are
being given on the engine.
Consecutive Operations. ~Coi\s\CieT now in further detail what
takes place in a typical instance.
Assume that an engine is approaching the junction shown in Fig. !t, and that line No. 1 has
been prepared for It to pass forward. The homo and advance signal
levers No. 1 are both In the off position, and the battery
In the
cabin Is connected positive to line. All the bars, E, D, C
and, B,
are connected to the battery. Bar A is never connected to the battery, and is in no way under the signalman's control.
When brushes 1 and 2 are on bar A, the current from the engine
battery passes through c" (l\ c' d\ A', C, brush 1, brush
2, and to
the battery.
At practically the same instant, the same circuit Is
separately established by each of the rotary switches 5 and 6.
The
semaphore arm is put to danger, and as soon as the brushes are
clear of the bar, the bell coniniences to ring.
Ordinarily the time
occupied In pn.sslng over the bar Is from H. to 1 se.-ond, so that the
boll practically begins to ring simultaneously with
the raising of
Iho semaphore arm.
The visual and audible Indications given at bar A continue until
the brushes, or brush :;. conies Into contact with the
bar B.
A
current then passes from the bar B to brush 2, thence to the
colls
of D', and the engine frame, and the rails, etc., to the
battery In
the cabin. The armature o" of O' Is raised and bn-aUs
the cli'cult
through the siuings c' </', lowering the semaphore arm and
causing
the hell to slop ringing.
At the same time the polarized needle ii
Is denecle.l so (hat its iM.inter indicates
1. and the wire loop drops
into the depression and locks the |M)luter in the position
it has taken
tion

When

up (Fig.

The

.!)

visual and audible signal given at bar

A

Is

a warning

sig-

nal indicating locality with reference to the signaling
point lieing
approached: the reversal of the warning signal is the off signal
If
the fuither passage of Uie train on its Journey to the
home signal

Fig.

5

Fire-Proof

Fixtures at Switches.

at danger,

immediately the brushes have left the l>ar the bell re
commences. The samp effects are produced at bars C. I> and E if
no oilier signal Is obtained at either of those points. The last bai

IS placed close to the home signal .and Is double the length of the
other bars to allow of the train being brought to a stand easily
with the brushes on the bar.
Hence the on signal is obtained by the continuance of the warning signal after Uie engine has pas.sed over bar B. and that indication Is continued until a subse<]uent Indication Is given by the signalman. The on signal, moreover. Is of such a character, considered
In view of the momentary stoppag»>s of the bell by the Intermediate
bars, as to enable the driver to locate hl.s position between the point
at which he ol>talneil the warning signal, and the home signal at
whieh he must he prepared li> stop.
.\ssume that Us Ihe engine approaches the bar P. the signalman
lower.s the home nnti advance signals. When the 'uiishes come upon
the bar the off signal ;iMd route indication will be received precisely
as already explained.
Hence the on signal originally received at B may b« reversed.

February
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signal mayi he obtained at points between B and the first
stop signal just in tlie same way as the driver sees the line signal
lowered before he reaches it in clear weather by the projection ot

and au

off

Mis vision.

Making another assumption, suppose that the engine has been
to a stand on bar E close to the home signal, and is waiting for ihe receipt of an off indication. The semaphore arm is at
danger, but the bell is silent. The signalman lowers the home and
brought

Immediately the
advance line signals for the train to proceed.
semaphore arm on the engine is lowered, the route indication appears, and the bell commences to ring and continues to do so until
the brushes have left the bar. Hence, the receipt of the off signal

Fig. 7

—Spring

Bar and Ramp.

When

233

battery fails the disc or grid shows red.
Single Line Working. Fig. 11 shows the engine equipment
available for single or double line working.
It only differs from
Fig. 9 in the addition of a small three-pole, three-way switch. It is
unnecessary to describe this in detail, as the side references afford
In the center posisufficient information to follow the connections.
tion of the switch the. apparatus is ready for double line working,
engine or tender first. In the left-hand position it is available for
single line working, engine first; and in the right-hand position for

shows

red.

the

—

single line working, tender first.
The peculiarities of single line working require modifications of
the track apparatus to obviate the receiving of signals on an engine
proceeding in one direction, from the track
.iljparatus provided for traffic proceeding in
i:lopposite direction on the same pair of
ails.
A simple form of single line equipment
shown in Fig. 11, an examination ot which
ill show that the bars A are double, but coniHoted together electrically, and that only one
spring bar for operating the rotary switches
is provided near A, instead of two as In double
liii" working.
The additional bar connected
III
A is always on the left-hand side of the
alter looking in the direction in which traltic
|)asses for which the line signals are provided.
Similarly the spring bars for the
rotary switches are always on the left-hand
side.

wlien standing at the home line signal is given, and the driver's
attention is called to the change by the bell commencing and continuing to ring.
Suppose, now, that instead of sending the train straight away
after bringing it to a stand at the home signal, the signalman wishes
merely to call the train forward to communicate with the driver,
or to bring the train forward to the advance signal, the signalman
lower.s the home signal and works the advance signal lever back
and forward. The semaphore arm on the engine will be worked up
and down and the bell will ring intermittently and call the driver's
attention to the character of the indication given.
Hence a can
tionary or "calling on" signal can be given to trains standing at
the home signal, and the indication is of a different character to
other signals obUiined in that position.
In the foregoing description the signals have been given for a
two-way diverging junction, or for a straight road. Suppose a train
traveling to the signaling point In Fig. 9, and that road No. 3 has
been prepared for it. The brushes H and 4 are connected together
so that either is available for the same purpose. As shown by the
diagram, brush 4 will engage with the bars parallel to B, C, D and E.
The warning signal is given by brushes 1 and 2 on A as before.
On the arrival of the engine at B, the brush 4 takes the current
from the bar, after which it passes through the coils D-, dellerting
the needle n' to 3, and by the raising ot the armature breaks tincontacts c' d'. The wire loop drops into the recess at the end ot
the slot In the sector, and locks the route indicator in the position
required. The net result is precisely the same as described for the
route indications 1 and 2 with the exception that the first of another
pair of such indications is given. Had the junction been a four-wa>
one, the action of the levers for the signals for the fourth line would
reverse the polarity ot the .bars, and the indication 4 would be
obtained.
The next operation of the electromagnet A frees the
i-oute indicators, 3
The double
2.
4, precisely as described for 1
brush, 3 4, is to enable signals to be obtained whether the engine
is running engine or tender first, toward a three-way or four-way
.junction, and it is also used in connection with single line working
to be described later.
Failure Indicator on Engine.- The means for testing the condition of the circuits and battery on the engine have not yet been
relprred to.
The actual indicator is a small disc (Pig. 2) or a
grid (Fig. 1) appearing at an opening in the front of the Instrument, which is white when the engine battery is in operation, and
red if the battery fails or Is cut off. The failure indicator circuit is
independent of the other apparatus.
Current is taken to the
coils of R' from one end of the battery, and thence to the brush 2,
which completes the circuit.
Interposed in this circuit are two
small electroma.nnets, the poles of which embrace the polarized
needles n n\ and tend to preserve their magnetism. As the failure
indicator is always in action when the engine is at work, there is a
constant current available for this purpose. In carrying the "failure indicator" to brush 2, the insulated wire is wrapped around all
four brushes as shown in Figs. 9 and 4. Hence any obstruction on
the line which displaces the brushes will break the failure indicator
circuit and bring it into action.
The failure indicator magnet E'
lias a back contact, e\ which is open when E" is energized, but is
closed if the armature o' is released.
This contact simply bridges
Ihe open springs, c, d. of A', and if the armature a' is released,
through the breaking of the circuit of E'. the semaphore arm rises
to danger, the bell commences to ring, and the disc or grid (Fig. I)

—

—

An examination of the switch circuits will also show that the
operation of the switch to right or left always cuts out of u.se the
right-hand rotary switch and the right-hand brush (3 or 4) -looking
in the direction in which the engine is traveling.
It also puts out
of action brush 1. Hence only the left-hand rotary switch and the
left hand brush (.'J or 4. according to whether the engine Is running
engine first or tender first) are operative, and while the right-hand
rotary will be turned by the spring bars for trains going in the
other direction, the brush 1 will always hear upon the center bars.
and the right-hand brush (3 or 4) will always bear on the right-

—

—

Fig. 8

— Bar

A.

hand bars, their usual functions are In abeyance in consequence of
the position of the switch.
The warning signal Is given by the
short-circuiting of the brushes 2 3 (or 4) and the rotation of the
left-hand rotary.
The off signals are taken up by the brush 2 for
the route indicators 1 2. and by the brush 3 (or 4) from supplementary bars for the route Indicators 3 4. All other operations
remain as described. Hence a simple movement of the switch to
one side or the other, according as the engine is running engine or
tender first, is all that is necessary in passing from double to single
lines, or licc versa.
Recording Indications Obtained. The system lends Itself readily
to the adoption of means by which the "condition of line" signals
obtained may be easily recorded for each signaling point.
The
length of time during which the semaphore arm is maintained at

—

—

—

—

—

—

.
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If an
(llffr-iH iu acfordanoe with the roiidilion of lh<; line.
BiRiial IH oliliilii(-(l ut B the time is hhoil; if th<; on hIkhhI Ih
received the time will be lontior, and will dcpwnci upon the point
In any cane the difat which the off kIkdeI Ib ultimately received.
ference is appreciable. This difference may be utilized In order to
produce marks of corruHponding lenKth upon a cyllndi-r which rotatex
and travolB longitudinally at the name time, by aildlnB a marking
pen or pencil to the rod b of A', ho that a mark lb made as long an
the armature (a) Ik raiued. The motion of thf r^yilnder iauKo« th<'
marks to form a Kplral. For places where the off slKnai is obtained
Whore the on signal Is
at tbe bar li, the mark la a dot only.
obtained at B, the mark Is a line of greater or less length according to the time that elapses before the off signal Is obtained. The
drum carrying the paper cylinder In driven by clockwork, and Is
under tho control of the signaling apparatus, so that it Is only running when marks are to be made, and the driving mechanism and
the marking cylinder are therefore kept of quite mo<lerate dimenArrangements are made by which the driver can produce a
tlODS,
space longer than that provided by the design uf th<! apparatus, and
80 distinguish between the marks made during one Journey and

Vol

iliiiJKCr

the uexl.

(o)

I

i>tf

The natural

Xl.rv.. No.

CUSCI-LHIUS
action of the bar A. tiirougb the l.ru»hefi.

and that of the yielding bars upon the rotary swiu-he* upon the
engine circuits coniititute a signal, warning the driver of bis approach to a signaling point, at which further indications must be
looked for at once,
(b) Neither the engine driver nor the signalman are required to do anything to produce this signal, (c) The
given
from three indepenflent poir!'".- for double
indliationji Ijeing
for
lines, and from two for single llne»>, p
'*
failures of apparatus from any cauiM- o^
'

:.'liof the battery,
(d) The alternative met!.'
cation, and the difference In their poiiiiionA un the eugiue and
track, are guarantees that anything likely to affect one means

prejudicially

is

—The

not likely to affect the other

continuance of the warning Kignal constitute* an efdanger "condition of line" signal, relating to the stop signals
The bar A is situated at a distaBce
whicli are being approached.
of aliout 100 yds. from B. The warning signal proper is therefore
No time Is
of short continuance only if the stop signals are off.
lost in conveying the further indication on when the stop slcnals
indications,
given
by the
The subsidiary
are in that position.
II.
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The signal
tion is called to it.s being given by the audible signal.
given when the train is standing at the home signal can be modilied by the signalman lo ii;dicate a calling on signal, or the equivalent of a flag signal, and this is totally distinct to the off or "line

increasing speed of trains makes it desirable that the signals given
at B should be obtained as early as possible, to admit of easy
braking when necessary.
VI II. The line distant signal plays no part in the working of
the system, and may be dispensed with if desired.
IX. A further examination of the system will show that failure
of the apparatus on the line will not cause a false off signal to be
given
Any failure of the battery in the cabin, or breakage of the
line wire puts the bars B, C, D and E into exactly the same condition as A, which can only produce the danger indications. Contact
of the line wire with telegraph wires on the same poles is not likely
to give a false signal, as the apparatus on the engine requires
stronger currents than are to be met with in telegraphy. Failure
of the apparatus on the engine provides its own indications.
X. and XI. * •
The system has been used two winters
with no difficulty from ice. The brushes seem to clean the bars
at every operation.
If films of ice were to make trouble, a daily
rubbing with an oiled rag would cure it. The insulation of the
energized bars has been found more difficult than the maintenance
of the contacts, but the double-.shed insulator, now in use more
than 18 months, has cured all troubles. • • • It will be seen
that the system ffirnishes the maximum information with a minimum of apparatus. Shocks due to impact have been done away

clear" signal.

with.

luomcntaiy stoppages of the bell, are valuable lor indicating the
lJiogics.s of the train toward the stop signal, when conditions of
weatlier prevent the ordinary landmarks from being seen.

— The

stojjping of the warning signal by the return of the
to the off position, the stopping of the bell, and the
receipt of the routi' iniiicalion constitute a complete off or line clear
signal, which, since it cannot be given unless Ijoth the stop signals
controlling entrance to the next section are off, gives also the exact
information now given by the lowering of the line distant signal.
111.

semaphore arm

The convention under which the route indications are numbered
accoidance with the convention under which the line
A straight through point is always signaled as 1.
Either "condition of line" indication received at bar B
IV.
The
before
the engine reaches the stop signal.
can be reversed
number of intermediate (loints at which these reversals can be
obtained is limited only by the number of intermediate bars provided. Additional bars are not costly.
The off signal can be given when the train is standing at
V.
is

in

strict

signals are erected.

—

—

home

the

signal equally as well as

when

traveling,

is

it

and atten-

— Indications

are provided in the cabin by which the signalman knows whether his apparatus is in order, and by which he
can trace the progress of a train toward the home signal from the
bar B, and note whether the signals appear to be given correctly.
The system, being electrical, admits of the signaling point
VII.
the bar B being put at any distance from the cabin without
efficiency. There is, therefore, no reason why It should
Ihe
affecting
be put at the point at which the line distant is now erected. Such
signals are usually visible at some distance, and there Is no reason
why the bar B should not be set a: this sighting distance. The
VI.

—

—

—

Warning signal given by cenCre brushea 1 fta,
Bot;h rotary switches in use as supplemenCdry switches,
Relea.ae indicaJ^Dr
"

"

—

•

»

•

— The

system has now been in use experimentally on the
NorthEastern Railway for nearly two years, on what is the fastest
short-distance train in the world, and on other express passenger
XII.

trains.

No attempt

has been

made

to

develop

it

by trials on slow

Under the conditions of use. the apparatus is working perThe directors of the North-Eastern have arranged for the
fectly.
equipment of 20 more of their express engines and of about 14
miles of their main line between Newcastle and Durham.
Dry cells have been found to give the best results on the engine,
and have given perfectly >;ood results in connection with the track
trains.

Diagram of circuitia including
switch for double and single
line working.

o

^Ofp

—
—

& route indioaXor Dl operated by brushz,
"
u
"
3or4

IN
LEFT HAND POSITION
SINGLE LINE ENGINE FIRST.
loy brushes zJt4 by additional
bar at side connected with centre bar.
Rotary swiCcb 6 in use as supplement>ary switch,

MAIN 5V/1TCH

Wfciming signal given

Release indicator! route indicator D'opeiuted by bruahz,
"

MAIN SWITCH

IN

D'
"'
RIGHT HAND POSITION

"

4

"

SINGLE. LINE TENDER FIRST.
Warning signal given by brushes zia bu additional
bar at side connected with centre ban
Rotary switch 5 in use as supplementary switch,
Release indicator h rotary Indicator Dopena.Eed by brush 2

!The non-energised bars ( warning signal bars)
are double but electrically connected together
one bar is in the centre of the track and the other
on the left hand aide looking in the direction brains
travel in accordance with .-Mgnal.
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circultii.

lined

III

Six cellH are required on the engine, auil iwi.-lvc ctlls are
the cahin for tlii5 track (jliTiiitM. The wire tor ronnectlne the
baiH with the battery In the <al.ui U <;.iii.-.l i.n ihe tele-

oiieiKizuri
;{rai)h

pole.'

The Ocean

Carrier.

Vol XLIV..

No.

8.

lines, and they coiu|K'ted even more Oercely iliao the steamboat
lines, and IhU coinpclitioii was ki-vn.
This cuiup4-(iliou between the
two groujui of carriers promptly worke<l lowaril a cousolldation of
service upon the ot>entng of Uie rallioad from Huslou to Providence
June 15. 1835 Junt at thin time <'orii<»lliis Van'i- rbllt piit a steamer
on this route, and he met the
lines by
having a spet-ial train take his
.« to Bo«ton.
The boats of the older lineYork Jiut
after the arrival of the noon train fiuui kHmluu.
This informal connection betwe<-n the railroad and the steamboat did not survive, nor was the Ktt-amboat's dominance in the
relationship to be permanent
Within two years 11827) the Rhode
Island Legislature was calling the Boston k Providence Kailroaxl
to account for having violated its "barter by refusing to some steam
boats free access to its wharves for the dis<-harge of through passengers and freight This frultlees action resulted becauae the rail
road had for some time l>een Interested in some of the ataamboats
.•-

|,

UY

J.

IIUISHCLL .S.MIIII.

•ll.ll.

VII.

The Uailroail

tili-uniHlup

Linen on the Atlantic anil Uul( Coasts of
the United

.•ttatea.

The

previuiiH artlelo has pointed out the tendency of transportation coniiiauiHH to cunHOlldatc by liotli land and sea.
There is no
reiuion why the two systems of tranHiiorlatlou should stay apart,

and

it is natural that this process of i-onsoUdatton shoulil overleap
the land anil demand the eorablnatlon of both steamship ami railroad lines to complete the requisite unity of
service.
The railroad line with steamship
feeders would be benefited thereby and at the
same time sieanmhip lines with railroad alliances would be better served. There I.m a com-

—each

mon want and a mutual advantage
help

the

otlier

In

its

desired

e-xtenslon

.

can
of

service.

Extension of service does not neceasaril.v

mean

consolidation

of

carriers.

If

It

»d

happens thai the desired service can be obwithout conaolidatlon, the consolidation will probably not occur.
The railroad
that has lis terminus in a port with great rea
connections finds its wants supplied. ? 11ances there are unnecessary, and Indeed t .ey
may be rather more entangling and limiting
than beneficial, and are therefore to be avoided.
New Yorli, Loudon and Liverpool are not the
ports in which we can be.st siudy railroad
steamship lines. The railroads that reach these ports have practically completed their world connections by reaching a point where
these connections have been already established in response to the
demands of existing local commerce. The number of ports with
such satisfactory conuectious Is small, and in most parts of the
world the railroad that reaches the sea finds its wants unsatisfied
If it depends upon
.sucli sea carriers as may
independently seek
freight at ILs terminus. The railroad must extend itself across the
seas.
It Is thus manif(»t why the railroad steamship line is of a
world-wide occurrence,
it has Its fullest development in America,
but It exists also In the Irish, Baltic, Aegean. Yellow and Japan seas.
tained

rilK KXI'K1<IK.N( K Ol-

A.MEltUA.N H.MI.HO.MIM.

In its larger aspects, the railroad steamship line Is coincident
with the development of long railroad lines. Imt it had Its American

and took this means, though

ineffectually, to break the opposition
owned by another company was completed from ProviStonington late in the same year, and in the season of
lt)38 this company made agreements with Vanderbiit and other
steamboat owners for a steamboat line connecting at that point
for New Y'ork.
Just at this juncture the Atlantic Steamboat Company, a new corporation, put on a very fast boat to Providence.
The Boston & Providence Kailroad Company at once put down the
fare from Providence to New York to %2 direct and 13 via the
quicker Stonlngton route. The boat of the new Atlantic company
was too fast for them and the next step was to offer to purcha^>
Vanderbilt's steamer for $t>U.(JOO. provided she could beat the boat
of the rival Atlantic Company.
This she failed regularly lu do
so the fare by the railroad steamboat line came down to $1.
i'etly
persecutions followed, no special trains would
be granted to the passengers of the rival boat
when she missed the regular train. But

A

dence

railroad
to

despite

these

efforts,

the

rivalry

and races

were stopped only by the railroad comtiany's
purchase of stock in the rival Atlantic Com
pany and consequent strong representation on
the board.

By 1845, upon the completion ot the Norwich A Worcester Railroad, the Boeton-New
York traveler had Uie option of a third combined water and rail route, that via rail to
Norwich, Conn., and thence by boat down the
Thames and along the sound, but this did not
give any .severe competition with the Boston
& providence Company, which was the strong

member of the group.
The years 1844-46 were years of active
competition with three or four independent
steamboat lines running lietween New York
Steamer Priscilla (1894) Fall River Line; New York, New Haven & Hartford
and the Long Island sound terminus of the
lloston roads.
In 1S4,". Vanderbiit, Drew and
origin on Ixing Island sound in the early days of lallroad.s in oilier
got |H>ss(\<slon of the I'rovidence i Stonlngton Railroad,.
America. This partly undoseil iMjdy o( water offering a somewhat and
Prow took the presidency of the New Jeraey Steam
sheltered route almost directly toward Boston from New York was
Navigation l\)mpaiiy
which was the U>adlng t>oat compaar of
admirably placed by nature for this combination service, which the sound
and the
ssor of the original line.
1844
In
developed most naturally. The .steamboaU from New York to Northere was another combination rout
o|H<ned via the Long Island
wich In 1818 connected there with the stage lines to Boston and
Railroad from Brooklyn to dreeniwrt. I^ng Island, whence steamers
other eastern points, and from that day to this there has been
a piled to Stonlngton & Providence, and also to Norwich to connect
varying bin generally increased amount of cooperation between
with the road via Worcester. This Ixing Island route, having the
the two carriers, wlitch has almost resulted in unanimity of
owner longest rail line and the shortest water line, had the advantage oyer
ship.
all otliers in iK)lnt of time required.
In this respivt. It had the same
"The flrst steamboat line from New York to Providence in
1822 advantage over the Stonlngton route that the Stonlngton route had
was followed by another in 1827. jind connecting stage lines carried over the Providence
route.
This Long Island line was very popular.
the passengers on to Boston. In 1832 there were four of these
stage was much used for three years and carried the United Statf« mrii

Febhuaby
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was discontinued in 1847 on tlie completion of the rate war lasted until 1881 and was ended by an agreement to divide
New Yor]{, New Haven & Hartford Railroad and the opening of a part of the traffic among the contestants.
About 1885 the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad
the Fall River Line. The Long Island route was a Vanderbllt InThe new Company began to strengthen its grip on the steamer lines of the
terest, and he also had control of the Norwich route.
steamer "Atlantic," which made its first trip from Norwich to New sound and in a decade it had gone a long way toward their absorpYork, August, 1846, was a vessel 320 ft. long, 1,400 tons, and was tion. In 1893 the New Y'ork, Providence & Boston liailroad was
described in Hunt's Merchantu "Magazine of that year (v ].'j:323) as merged and with it went the Providence and Stonington Lines of
the property of the Norwich & Worcester Railroad & Steamboat Co, steamers. Two weeks later a 99-year lease of the Old Colony Railroad followed and with it went the Fall River
Line.
In 1898 the New Y'ork & New England
Railroad was absorbed, carrying with it the
New Y'ork & New London Steamboat Line.
In 1899 the New Y'ork & Hartford Steamboat
to Boston, but

it

Company opened a new
the
next year the
ford Railroad
withdrew the
calling

it

line to Providence,
Narragansett Bay Line, but the
Ne«- York, New Haven & Han-

got control of the

Steamship
It

was said

to bo the arnie of perferlion.

Railroad.
the

largest ever built iu America,
The Fall River Line (the

lliicst

as well as the

company and

line.

The monopoly by the

railroad steamship

lilies was, however, hard to maintain.
The
year after the last purchase just mentioned,
the Joy Line, which had before been carrying
only freight to Providence, began to carry
pai.sengers.
The railroad met this by putting
on a new steamboat line. The older regular
lines were charging %Z to Providence, the Joy
Line $1.75 and the new railroad boat line
charged $1, and the Joy Line met this with
$1.50 round trip.*
At this time the rate on
the old Fall River Line was still J3 and the
traffic was falling.
The competition went on
until October, 1902. when the railroad with
IS many steamers and services could |)rotecl
self only by making an agreement with the
luy Line.
Nor did even this guarantee it in
;"aceful monopoly, as "every year or so"t
new competitors kept springing up. In 190C
litis rivalry took
the new form of Irolley.steamlx)at competition in an active form at
the hands of the Enterprise Navigation Company, which was selling through tickets at low rates in connection
with trolley lines from Fall River to Boston.
The checkered experience of the steamboat lines on Long Island
sound as they have gradually become more and more nearly railroa<l

Bay State Steamboat Co.) commenced
business in May. 1847. running in connection with the Old Colony
Railroad, which had been opened a few months before giving a appendages is illustrative of the methods that have prevailed the
through line from Fall River to Boston. The early opening of the world over, but it is scarcely worthy of the name of ocean transsteamboat line to complete the service to New Vork was brought portation.
The Panama Railroad & Steamship Company is probably the
about in the now well known manner of having the steamboat
company well represented on the board of the railroad company. first clear example of the oversea line in connection with an AmerAt various times during this early period difficulties arose over ican railroad. This railroad, completed in 1855, was almost unique
the division of proceeds between the railroads and the contracting in having no local traffic and in being a connecting link between
steamship companies. In ISGfl the future was for-.shadowed and two sea ports which exist only because of through trade. To Imfor
the Norwich &
the difficulty settled
Worcester Railroad Company through the
company itself taking a large interest in the
oiganization of the Norwich & New York
Pi-ansportation Company.
In 1860 the Stonington Railroad was extended to C.rolon. which in that year became
the terminus of the steamboat line to New
York.
The destruction of the terminals at
droton led (o the return of the line to Stonington in 186.').
In the disturbed period just
after the Civil War, there were various rearrangements and reorganizations of lines on
the sound, one of which, through the failure
iif
the Merchants Navigation & Transportation (.Company, left the Stonington road without connections in January, 1867. The company then adopted the thoroughly modern expedient of organizing the Stonington Steamship Company, in which it held 85 per cent,
of the stock.
In the sjime year, 1867. a new route
Boston was opened by a contract arrangenn
between the steamers and the railroad con
Steaoisliip Momus: Soutliern Pacific Company.
necting at Bristol. In 1868 this line and the
Stonington line competed until rates went
down to a dollar from Boston to New York, but they soon stopped prove Its traffic this road promiitly established a steamship line
that policy and worked harmoniously until in the hard times from New Y'ork. and made contract arrangements witli the then
of
1S77.
the Stotiinstou
Company opened a new passenger existing Pacific Steamship Comiianies plying north to Portland and
sleamship line to connect with Boston via Providence, This south to Valparaiso. At tiniej; it has operated steamship line* of
precipitated anotlier rate war, during a part of which fherp its own on both oceans, and its traffic contracts have been numerous.
were six different comhinatlon water and rail routes from N'ew
•iti.t!
The year 1870 seems to mark the general beginnf"' '^i
York to Boston, and two of them were operated by the Fall River
'Itailroaii Uiuetlf, 1000. p. 499 nnd 516.
Line, now in the control of the Old Colony Railroad Company. The
tRailroait aaae»e, 1906. p. 447.
1

i

'
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conuectloiiH bvlwrcn Aiiiiiican railioiiil iliiuh ami uaiinalUiiUc
varlouh
HlilppliiK companii^H.
Ilt-rori.llial IIiik-, coattlllig IlriCH at
poliiU liail oomi- iiiiiliT till; loiitriil ut lli<! rallmud rumiiauiOM to
lii^nolll till! ilullvi'iy uf thi' railroad rndKlil.
TUIh iirucuNH han gouc
Hleudily forward iiiilll now many of tbt- IIir-h of i.-iiaxtliii; vuAHela lu
tbo United SlateH arc dlrui.lly or Indirei.tly (rontrullfd ljy IIil* railroad companieH, and moMt of tliOHu which are called Independent
niiiHt

apparently
order to

lliioh In

have gotid
kii'ii

working arranKcmentH with

rallroail

out rlvalu.

About 1K7U till- eastern trunk line railroads. Iiavlni; their termini oti the Mm- from ilulTalo lu I'ltlHburKb, and down the Ohio to
Cincinnati, bc^an to i-xlend thoir linen to the MlHslaulppI and to
Lake Shore iiolnlK. To Hecure IrulHc from airofH the lakes they
put lluoti of carrleiH iiiion the Ureat Lakes, and on thoMe watcrH today the Independent carriers are In a very small minority. Thin
process began on the (Jreat Lakes shorlly after 1850, • when the

Vol XUV., Na

8.

an ui raiiKc-iiieui lur ixiiaiUHiun uii; j>er\lce. Tblfi steamfrom the mouth of the Jameh and the Ch<->>jipe<ike, appears.
In fa^rl, tu have gone through a numljcr of arrauK<-meuli>
lu \itWIX
the Southern Railway hail l>eca admitted lo Juiul UM uf it and
Kleunierh were dcb|tatchc-d lo l»ndon, Liverpool, liajuburg and Bolterdam. At the same time two of the railroadb, the Southern and
the Norfolk A Weiitern, had an arrangement with the L'utted Staleai
Shipping Co. for the despali h of itleamerii direct to Dublin, Uelfasc
(;iaHgow, Antwerp and Aniblerdam.
The ownership of the irauh^Ailanilc steamiibip line by the railjTBlabiihli.Mj

iibip line,

road company

is

nut usual on the Atlantic

coai>i.

nor

hai>

it

iieeu

from the nmt, the common method l>elnK a freight agreement between a railroad and a Kieamnhip uwniug com|>any
The railroad
company builds lerminals, which It lea««ii to (be Kteamsblp company at nominal rates. In the iterlod uf the 70s and early KUb it
was common for the railroad to guarantee the KleamKbip eompaoy
a certain amount of freight ea<-h month. This practice lb not now
so common, although the contracts cover perlo<li> of from Ove lo
ten years, and the railroad guarantees lu deliver guodb to the steamship line, and the steamship line to take the goodji from the railroad and deliver Import goods in return. The contracts are not
mutually exclusive, but as ihe railroad controls the terminaie, switching charges upon cars from other companies serve a« a practical
tax upon such shipment.
It Is easily poasible, however, for goods
to come by lighters from other railroads and go over the ship's

roads having their termini at nuffaio reached out to the west for
by oi>erallnK or arriiiiging lor Kleamer lines on the lakes.
The new western ronnections won by the expanding eastern railroads gave an Inirea.se of through tratllc whicli demanded salistaclory outlet across the Atlantic if the railroads were to prosper.
This situation Is well described lit the words of the I'ennsylvanla
Kallroad Report for 1871 (see p. 2.'»):
"The main object of the
oiganization of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company was to promote the traffic between ihi.s cliy
Philadelphia) and the weet.
•
•
•
It was conlldeiilly i-.xpeitiMl on the completion of our railside, although in the city of Boston even this La taxed by a so-called
way, that the enterprise and the cajiital of the citizens of Pliila- switching charge when the frtlght comes from the terminal of
ilelphla would have been at once enlisted in the marketing of the another railroad company.
product brought to their doors, and the means furnished to transThis is quite difTerent from the situation In New York, where
port them to the points of consumption. But It soon became evi- nearly everything that Is shipped is lightered, and each carrier deals
dent that this could not be depended upon, and that our cars must wllh all others on terms of equality. There Is also this further
pu.s« to New York to me.-l purchasers of their contents, or the busi(lifTerence, that in New York the shipping line being Independent
ness of the company would be dwarfed to that of a second class of all railroads must provide Its own terminal facilities, whereas
railroad, a fact which the Interests of the shareholders would not In other ports they are usually provide<l by the railroad, which
permit."
thereby guarantees its outlet. This Is plainly evident at present
The situation thus described by the directors of the Penn- in Philadelphia, where there are several lines operating to European
sylvania
was felt keenly by all eastern trunk lines, and ports in connection with (he Reading and Pennsylvania railroads^
they took sleps to help lheras<'lves out of the predicament. and using their terminals. Boston has such lines, and from PortThe; Pennsylvania organized a steamship company, which operated land, .Maine, the Crand Trunk announced In 1903 that there would
to l.ilvei-pool a line of steamers called the American Line. estal>- be four .services to British ports, in connection with the Grand Trunk
ilsbiHl in I87I.
The majority of the slock of this company was Railway during the ensuing winter, weekly to Liverpool and Lonheld by the Pennsylvania, which also guaranteed the bonds of the don; fortnightly to Bristol and Glasgow. These contracts were with
shipping company. The organization of this corporation wiis sim- three different steamship companies.
ilar to that of numerous subsidiary corporations organized by the
The ports upon the Gulf of Mexico usually having small popula
ofllcials of the Pennsylvania.
The venture can scarcely be called tion and little variety of freight are quite as dependent upon formal
a success liecanse of the railroad's needs for more frequent and arrangements between railroads and steamship as are the smaller
varied services than the commerco of Philadelphia supported. Th" .\tlantic ports.
The .Vtlanllc Coast Line, for example, has lines runriports 0(1 the railroad for the next few years very clearly showed ning from Miami to Key West and from Port Tampa to Havana.
this dlftlculty.
As the next slep to overcome it, the Pennsylvania The vessels, under the flag of the Peninsular A Occidental Steamsecured the Cnited Railroads of New Jersey (leased in May. 1871. ship Company, are controlled by the railroad company. The small
for OUil years), giving a direct outlet lo New York harbor with lis
port of Pensacola, served by the Louisville tt Nashville, has a line
many steamship connections.
of British steamers in which the railroad company is Interested.
In 1884 the railroad company's American Line ceased to run
tunning to Mexican ports. The company also has a contract with
under that name and passed into the hands of the International an .Austrian steamship company to run a regular line of vessels beNavigation Company. Uolh of these companies were presided over tween Pensacola and .xouthern Kurope, This regular service sucby
director
a
of
the
Pennsylvania, and
this
relationship ceeded the occasional despatch of ships which had for eight years
continued
until
after
the
formation
of
the
International past been running between Pensacola. (Jenoa and Venice. The LouisMercantile Marine Company in 1902. Intelligent opinion In both ville & Nashville has also con(rac( nrrangemen(s with seven other
ICngland and America held strongly lo the opinion that there was lines of foreign steamers giving service from Pensacola to Liverfriendly and i>ra(tliiil relationship between the Pennsylvania Rail- pool. Hamburg. Bremen, .\ntweri). Havre. Co|M>nhagen. Rotterdam.
road and the shipping company.!
It should be remembered thai
China and Japan
The railroad took these steps to free Itself from
the primary wants of the Pennsylvania Railroad were satisfied by the Irregular service of tramp ve.ssels.
lis New York terminal, which accounts for the railroad company'.s
The Illinois Central Railroad, with Its spacious New Orleans
leatlened Interest in the slcuniship enterprise.
terminals, has similar arrangements with lines to .<tome European
The Baltimore & Ohio' with Its terminus at Baltimore, ports, but in the larger jKirt* of New Orleans and Galveston, the
preceded
by a
year
or
two
the
entrance
of
the
Penn- steamers in the foreign (rnde are mere commonly independent than
sylvania Into (he sbl|)ping business by aiding in the establLshment is the case in the smaller |>orts like Pensjicola and Gulf|K>r(. The
of the Atlanlii- Transport Line, which grew out of the Haitiinor:' Southern Pacific has long-run a line of steamers from New Orleans
Storage & Lighterage Company, and gave the Halllniore & OhI
(o New York, and in 1!»0'J a dlr«v( line was establlsheil lietween
a
lOuroiiean outlet. As was shown in the rase of the Penn- Galveston and New York, thereby shortening (he rail haul for westsylvania Railroad, ocean service from Philadelphia depended upo;i ern goods, but the New York-New Orleans service was still con(he steamship company acting in connection with the railroad It- tinued. Since Ihe acquisition of (he Cromwell Line, passengers as
self.
This was still more the case at nuitimore. and at such small well as fnMght have been carried between (hese |K>ln(s by the railplaces as Norfolk or Newport News, a railroad was heiple.ss that
load company'.s steamers, and (bri'«> fnsi passenger steamers have
did not depend upon some other seaport or furnish its own connec
been added to Ihe service, one of which is lllustrate<l herewith.
lions.
At llrsl the Norfolk & Western and t hesapeake & Ohio lines
[To be continufil.)
were dependent upon New York. Ihroiigh the aid of the Old nominiou
and Clyde lines of coasting steamers. Then each of these railroad
The German Kmpire more (tinn a year ago imposed what seemed
companies established a line of steamers to Kurope. Ijiter the Nor
The result of it has been
folk & Western gave up Its line and llglitere<l Its goods across the to bo a mo<lerate tax on railroad tickets.
estuary of the .lames to the terminals of the Ches4ipeake & Ohio, a diver.'iion of travel from the higher to the lower classes to such
an extent that n decrease of aliout $2..')00.000 In (he passenger earnto export them by the Chesapeake & Ohio steamers.
Thl.s .slejimship company, which is technically n llrilish company with ships ings of the Prussian Stale Railroads alone Is at(rlbn(ed lo l(. Nearly
under the Itritlsli Mag. wa.s conn oiled by the Chesapeake & Ohio until at the sr.me lime a new .schedule of charges for imssengers and
bagg-.tge w.is introduced, which on the .same niilwads reduced e.im.Iiine, P.lOR, at which time the railroad withdrew Its Interest, but
ings about $1,500,000; but this was expected.
tralllr

<

>

•Morrison's "History of AmiMk-iiii Sleiiiii NnvlKUtlon." p. -iT.'l.
tSce t'airplav, Nov. 3. 1904, p. OSl, tor ii sliitomcnl of British optnlou.

.Sro Itailniiul OiKellc. Oct. 10. ItfOO.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The Pennsylvania has

issued rules forbiddinR profanity

It the railof the station agent of Hiram, Ga., to post late trains.
road does not pay, the Governor will be asked to sue under the
law, which places, a fine of $200 for such offense.

in

its

shoiis.

The roads

in the

no further thtatrical

The Southern
liill

through

to

Southeastern Passenger Association are to grant
rates.

Paciiic is increasinR the

number

of stations

which

enstern points.

Railroad employees in Louisiana are preparing a great petition
to the legislature not to pass a 2-cent-a-niile law.

The Western Transit Company, the
Central,

is

to

open a

traffic office in

lake line of the

New York

Spokane, Wash.

The Baltimore & Ohio put the nine-hour telegraphers' law In
effect on February 17.
The law becomes operative on March 4.
The Jim Crow railroad station built by the Midland Valley, in
accordance with the constitution of Oklahoma, at Taft, Okla., was
burned by negroes.
on February

H

Interstate Commerce Commission, through United States
attorneys, is to prosecute the Southern Pacific Company for alleged
large rebating transactions in California.

The

The Boston & Maine has cut by 10 per cent, the salaries of all
employees receiving more than |100 a month, with the proviaion
that none of these shall be reduced below $100.

The Supreme Court of Kansas has declared the freight demurrage law of 190.5 constitutional, imposing a penalty of %1 per car per
day for delay in furnishing freight cars ordered.

A

general wage conference has been called at St. Paul, March 9,
at which contemplated wage reductions west of Chicago will be
discussed by railroad officers and union delegates.

The OKlahonia State Corporation Commission has ordered that
no i>assenger on a railroad shall be compelled to give up his ticket
or pay his fare until a seat has been furnished him.
The Nebraska State Railroad Commission, on February 11, instructed the Attorney-General to prosecute all iwss-holders not included in the list of exceptions to the anti-pass law.

Colonist rates to the west, to be in effect through March and
April, will be $5 higher than formerly from both Chicago and Missouri river gateways.
Although stop-overs are not allowed on
regular first and secpnd class tickets, they are on these cheap tickets.

The Kansas Railroad Commission ordered the railroads of the
state to put a maximum freight tariff which makes a reduction of
about 20 per cent, in the freight i-ates in effect on February 14. The
roads have 30 days in which to determine whether they will contest
the law.

The railroad commission of Texas on February 18 directed the
Attorney-General to bring suit against the Missouri. Kansas & Texas,
the Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio, and the Texas & New
Orleans to recover heavy penalties for failure to run pas.senger
trains on time.
The Railroad Commission of Indiana has given a de<'lsion that
a railroad may grant lower rates to other railroads than to other
It was shown that to prohibit these lower rates would
shippers.
destroy a market for about 750,000 tons a year of Indiana coal now
sold to railroads.

The Union Pacific is to reduce its rates from Missouri river
gateways to points in the Northwest to the reduced level in force
on the Great Northern and the Northern Pacific as a result of reductions under the 2-cent fare law in Minnesota and 2V{>-cent fare
law in Nortli Dakota.

The Pennsylvania will hereafter use only one engine on passenger trains up the steep westbound grade near Altoona, Pa. The 18hour Pennsylvania Special Limited will lose six minutes in consequence, but the time will be made up west of the Gallltzin tunnel
near the top of the grade.
The Burlington and the Denver & Rio Grande have begun a new
joint service for l.c.l. freight from Chicago to Colorado and I'tah
pointj.
The time over the Burlington from Chicago to Denver is
G8 hours, and over the Denver & Rio Grande from Denver to Sail
Lake City 48 hours, a total of IIG hours from Chicago to Salt Lake
City.

The New York Court

of Appeals has awarded damages In a case
where "this side up" notice on a number of freight packages were
ignored by the railroad, to the damage of the contents of packages.

at Dayton. Ohio,
ciation which is

The differential in favor of Galveston over New Orleans on packing house products carried to Havana h;is been reduced from 2
cents to 1 cent; in July, 1907, it had been reduced from 4 cents

southern Michigan and northern Kentucky, The new organization
is Intending to do for electric lines what freight and passenger
associations are doing for steam roads.

to 2 cents.

In spite of the 2-cent clause in the Oklahoma constitution, the
Corporation Commission has issued an order exempting the Fort
Smith & Western, the Oklahoma Central and the Wichita Falls and
Northwestern railroads from the reduced rates. The Fort Smith
& Western Is to be allowed to charge 2U, cents and the other two
roads will be allowed to charge 3 cents.

President Diaz has ordered that all .American railroad employees
in Mexico must learn to si)eak Spanish within six months in com|)liance with the i)etition of the Grand Lodge of Mexican Railroad
Kmployees.
Botli houses of the Virginia Legislature have passed the bill
allowing parallels to the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac to be
built.
This stej) wa.s recently favored in a long letter by John Skellon Williams.

The New England Car Service Association has voted to dissolve,
February 29. The railroads which con.stituted the associawill handle the business and hope to save some |40,000 to

effective

tion

.ir.0,000

cylindrical cement kilns, 125 ft. long, each with an outside
diameter of 9 ft. 5 in. at the widest point, are being shipped from
Each
the Vulcan Iron Works at Wilkesbarre, Pa., to Los Angeles.
kiln is loaded upon three steel flat cars.

Judge Hanford, of United States District Court, on February 15,
at Olympia, Wash., handed down a decision holding that the railroad
commission at Washington has no authority to fix rates, this right
being vested only in the state legislature.

The Wisconsin Railroad Commis.sion has ruled that the railroads of that stale are free to close telegraph stations on account
of the nine-hour law.
It holds that the stations closed thus far do
not interfere with the safe operation of traffic.

On the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific and the Alabama
Great Southern, employees whose pay is more than $100 a month are
to have it cut 10 per cent.; employees receiving between $50 and
$100 a month are to have their pay cut 5 per cent.
press despatch says that the Georgia Railroad Coramisslon
order the Southern Railway to pay $100 fine for five failures

.\

Electric Traffic Association, which has been formed
is a branch of the Central Electric Railway Assomade up of electric lines in Ohio, Indiana. Illinois,

The Arkansas Supreme Court, on February 10, decided that the
state could not compel through trains on the Iron Mountain to stop
at Arkadelphia in compliance with a special act passed by the reThe court held that Arkadelphia was provlde<l
cent legislature.
with ample facilities, and that to stop through trains there would
be an interference with Interstate traffic; hence the act was declared
void.

a year.

Two

will

The Central

in

to

The Interstate Commerce Commission, reporting to the Senate
answer to a resolution of Senator Tillman in an inquiry designed
throw light on availability of railroad bonds as securities under

the proposed Aldrich currency act. reports that there is a constant
tendency toward railroad combination; also that the express companies of the country hold $22,200,000 in railroad stocks and $12,300.000 in railroad bonds.

Central Passenger Association has resolved not to make
tourist rates lower than 2 cents a mile, subject to a
concurrence of we.stern roads. The Grand Trunk has reserved the
.\niong the difficulties of adhering to
right to make a lower rate,
this minimum are the competition in certain localities between rail
and water lines for summer traffic and the fact that rate fare legislation is threatened unless lower tourist rates are made.

The
summer

Adversity has its uses. Since the slackening of freight traffic
the Pennsylvania Railroad has been extending the use of absolute
block signaling in the running of freight trains, and an officer of
the road says that he hopes that the facility with which the regulations can be carried out and the satisfaction which the trainmen
find in absolute blocking, will be so pronounced that the abandon-
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of permlBHivc blocking can
biiKhiefls shall havo picked up.

bo
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Vol. XLIV.,

The Block System

penuuiienl, oven atltr

N<i.
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in Indiana.

iM' .X lie Railroact CommlKHlon of Indiana, which. u< hum uuoer
The Ward Line and eaHtcrn trunk llneB have failed In ihelr
the recent law, has ordered the principal railroudii of the slate to
to make a rUm\nf In the dlvlhion of territory for .Mexlean
liave
the
bbx-k Mystem In use by July 1. 19011, rei>orl8 thai progress
traffic, and the divldlni; line rcnialnH much as It wan; that Ih, through
The bUHlneHH cant of thiu line to Mexico Is being made already. The number of miles of road now equiiiiied
UufTalo and Plttxhurf;.
with block slgnaU U 1.!>!«1 and the number of miles yet to tie
via New York ha-s been given to the Ward Line, and the buitlneiui
wcHl of thJH line via New UrIeanH to the Mexican American Steain- equipped, under the order, Is 3,42,'!. Llne« earnlog le«s than fT.SiXi
per mile per year are not subject to the law. The Commihbion hms
IntereHtH
tried
have
the
line
moved
The
eastern
to
Company.
Hhlp
relieved two roads from complying on account of their light irafflc;
weHl HO aH to gel more of the bUHlnetut.
the KIgin, .lollet A Eastern and tlie Chicago, Lake Shore t Bastern.
At hearlngH held la»t week before the Public Service ConimlaI

effoil

Hlon of the fIrHt district repreHentatlvevf of the Interborough Rapid
TranHlt oppOHed the proposed order requiring blo<-k KignalH on the
They said that the present capacity of
lociil IrackH of the Hubway.
the lo<:al tracks Is from '.Vi to 'M> trains on hour, and Improvements
were being made whl<'h would Increase It to j'jI (rains; the block

system and automatic stops would reduce the maximum to
an hour. Furthermore, that no passenger had ever l>een
Inside a car on the subway.

:'.<;

Railroad Legislation In

trains
killed

Mississippi.

The Governor of Ml.sslsslppl has sent a special message to the
Legislature UKkln;; for a Hcentamilo law, with the provision that
the railroad commls.siou may lncrea.se the rate if It is shown to be
unprolllable.
He suggests that the law be made effective .seveial
months hence. The message also calls for repeal of the fellowservant law and of the statute relating to contributory negligence;
asks the enactment of a law prohibiting railroad blacklist.s; demands
u law prohibiting 'the drinking of intoxicants on running trains,
and asks for new statutes for the regulation of telephone companies.
Uepresenlatlvcs of the Southern Itailway and the Mobile & Ohio
have submitted to the Mississippi House Committee on Uallroads
a voluntary offer to establish a flat pas-senger rale of 2'i. cents a
mile on Intrastate business and to Issue interchangeable mileage
books In 1,00(1 and 2,0iii) mile forms at the rate of 2 cents a mile.
It Is proposed to try the experiment for a year from April 1, with
the option of abandonment by the railroad if unprofitable.
The
representative of the Southern Railway said that these rates embodied the Ijusis of settlement in Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee and
North Carolina, and he thought that Mississippi was entitled to
obtain by peaceful means what the other states got by fighting. The
offer was opposed by the lepre.'-entatlves of a number of the other
railroads in Mls.=lssippi, particularl\ the Illinois Central.
Appointment

at Purdue.

Prof. C. K. Harding has been appointed head of the RIeclrlcal
Kngineering School of Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind.

The East River Tunnels.
The following

regarding the East River tunnels of the
Pennsylvania Railroad was made at a recent meeting of the board
report

of directors:

"At the present rate of progress, the four tunnels of the Pennsylvania Railroad Co. now being excavated under the East river
from the Long Island and New York City sides will meet within
the next three months. This will mean that one of the tunnels
will be excavated and iroii-llncd this month; two additional tunnels
will be excavated and Iron-lined In March, and the excavation and
the Iron lining of the fourth tunnel will be completed In .Vpiil or
May. Work will then begin on caulking and lining of the tunnels
with concrete 2

ft.

thick."

Traveling on

a

Pass

in

France.

Allowed to Smoke

The new General .Manager

ft Great Northern has caused to im- ()Ohte<l In the hhops and roundhouses at Taylor.
card
giving
the
employees
a
permlKjilon to smoke during working hours and while on duty. Heretofore this was absolutely denied
the men. The supposition Is that Manager Clarke was of the opin
Ion that smokers would smoke regardless of orders, and that If
not allowed to smoke In the shops tbey would find meMU to
themselves.

Tex.,

;

Semaphore Blades.

Flexible Metallic

The Pennsylvania and the

ft Ohio have adopt.-d
;i>
standard the flexible metallic semaphore blades for dwarf signals
made by Blank ft Russell, Wilklnsburg. Pa. The acc-ompanying

lialtimore

drawings show the construction of this blade.
rib of clock spring temper, thick enough to be
'

consists of a ste«l

It

sufflciently strong

and

//////// ^////////////////////////////////^

Ste*/
^'^^^^^^^^^^////////V//////////////^^^^^^^

Sections of Flexible Semaphore Blade.

wide x 8 In. long.
It Is ire-aled In a copper solution to
prevent rust and encased In rubt)er firmly vulcanized to It. It Is
claimed that this blade will not warp, so Its whole fac« is always
presented to the englneman. When struck by proJe«'tions It bends
and afterwards springs back to Its original position without damage.
Kven If the rubber covering should be entirely torn oBf. the reinforcing rib would be left to give the signal indication.
However, they
have been tested in exposed places for three years without renewal.
In.

2V|,

It Is. of c-ourse. Impossible for boys or malicious persons to cut or
tear the blade from the casting.

Principal Articles of Traffic by Seasons, in Argentina.

The Hueiios .-\yres & Rosjtrio Railway, which oi)erated 2.361
miles of line in the .-Vrgentlne Republic, and had gross earnings of
L'4.i>t>4.-i().')
for the year shown l>elow. has published
the accompanying diagram showing the principal commodities carried, by seasons.
The slic of the type is intended to Indicate the
proportion of each class of Irafhc carri''.| duriiiK each ixTlnd: the

J22.822.:$2."i

(

I

most lm|)ortant article

On

the continent of Kurope. where the state puts Its finger Into
most pies, railroad traveling Is Invested with a number of formalities.
One of these Is In connection with the issue of free passes,
on which, like most other things In that country, the French government levlea a tax. The said taoc Is |)alcl by the pa.ssholder affixing
stamps to the value of four cents on the face of each single-jotirney
voucIkm-. and the railroad company dews not profit thereby.
Other
I'ornialllles have, howevc r. to l)e olKserved by the deadhead.
In the
first place, only I'ecclpl or other commercial stamps must be u.sed.
What penalty the unfortunate traveler furnished with a "permit
of free circulation" renders himself liable to by the absent-minded
employmcnl of an ordinary everyday postage stamp Is not deilultely
stated, but It Is cvldontly a very serious mailer.
Having pa.'<ted
the con-eel ndheslvcs In the spaces provided therefor as the law
directs, one must take the pass to the lKX)klng ofllce of the station
of depar(ui-e In order that the slamivs may 1h> ofhclnlly canceled.
There* the voucher must be turned over and slgnc^l on the other
side.
'IMie holder is then free to travel by the train. piovlilc»d that
ihese operations are eonipletod before Its doparture.
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A Blow

.

to the

Tipping System

Business.

in

the Appellate Division of New
was held that a merchant need not pay

A

decision has Ijeen given

Ijy

State, under which it
for or return goods lx)ught by one Oi his employees who had accepted
a tip from the manufacturer. In discussing the decision, the counsel

York

for many of the largest department stores in New York, including
the store which brought the action under which the decision was
returned, said:
"I 111'
viTv ti-w ronvictions obtained under the anil tipping law p'.oved
tliat law tu be Imijnictlcal as a means of stampint; <jut the nuisance.
At the
be.st, It: was a small line for tlie offender on conviction, and il was found lliat
many were willing to rl«k thin. Thereto le, It was deleimiued to ii-l'use to
pay for or return .$l..'i."i.'i worth of giods which had bein nought by an emThe grounds
ployee who had received a bribe of .$7."i from thi- manufaetnier.
for this refusal were that the niai.ufactunr In bribing the buyer was a parly
to a crime, and that being so, the law says that the parties 10 a crime canhoi
On apjieal to the Appellale Division our view of the
get any benefit from It.
matter was held to be id.reel. and the resull. 1 Ihink. will be lo stamp .lul
the practice.

It is

lo charity, as,

oi'

in-ohable tb:ii

ii.iiis.-.

value of the goods retained will be given
does noi waul 10 iiicilii by the commission

ilii'

ilic slor.'
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intendent of the London & South Western.
automatic signaling to a greater extent than
Mr. .Johnson is a son of Henry Johnson,
engineer, and brother of Sidney G. .Johnson,
Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa.
Atlantic, Pacific

This road has adopted
any other English Hue.
the

well-known signal
Switch &

of the L'nion

and Gulf Ports.

The commerce

at the principal customs districts and ports of
the United States, calendar years 1897 and 1907. in millions of
dollars was as follows:
i'ortH
I mpuil-tS.
Kxp< irts.
I'oris
Imports
Kxports.
and customs
dlslrlcls.
1S07. 11107.
>*i)7. 1907.
districts.
1
1897.1007. 1897.1907.
.New Vork
4li(i
8311
40.1
083
All other
220
198 428
Boston
|-.':{
8ti
104
105
.New Orleans
14
44
KKI 105
Total
1

;

.

.

.

Ijalveston ...
IMilladelphia
lialllmore ...
I'liget

tjl

44

SI

197
107

11

30
04

99
40

99
:w

2."i

15

14

-

2«

Go

1

.

.San

.

Kranolseo
.Sound

8
1

of erime."

.s

Atlantle

ports.

Gulf ports

Ii2

I'ailUc lions
.Nor.

brdr

Interior

i

181

4.Tt

..

lake

ports..

Street Railway Fares.

Organizing a Friendly Union.

At the same lime that a bitter political campaign is raging
around the Cleveland and Detroit street railway companies, to bring
about universal .'i-ceni fares, the Le.\ington & Boston Street Railway Company (Boston Suburban Klectric Companies) has demonstrated that it cannot make a living profit out of .5-cent fares, and

At the annual meeting of the Postal Telegrapli Co. (Mackay
Companies) President Clarence H. Mackay gave the following account of the change in labor organization which the company made
last lall.
The idea seems capable of extension.
In August, 1907, in .several cities part of the employees of the
Postal Telegraph Company struck." They struck without warning,
without grievance and without cause. They seem to have struck
in sympathy with a strike by the employees of the Western Union
Telegraph Company. They did not even formulate their demands
until several weeks later.
Thereupon the officials of the Postal
company, all of whom came frwni the ranks, became telegraphers
again, and with those operators who remalne<l loyal and with
clerks from other departments kept the business of the company
and of the country going. The trustees do not hesitate to say that
a more devoted and expert staff is not to be found anywhere in any

1

rates to the old-fashioned horse-car basis of 6 cents.
built in J9U0; it operates 33 miles of
track, competing sharply with the Boston & Maine, and has found
that its receipts have remained practically sitationery, while new
llnancing has been necessary to provide for the upkeep of the property.
It has paid no dividends since 1904.

has raised

its

The Lexington & Boston was

Production of the United States Steel Corporation.

The following

table shows the percentage of normal production
which the United States Steel t^orjioration was producing on certain

recent dates:
Dec.

111.

.lau.
.Ian.

1...
:',1.

l'"ib.

1.

p'l'b.

IS,

2H per cent, of

I;iii7

llliis
I'.Mis

noriniil.

;t.-)

411

4U

llMi.s
f.iiis

'•

4i>

New York

City Accidents

in

January.

The Public Service Commission gives out figures of the .January railroad and street railway accidents in New York City, as
follows:
Car collisions
I'ersons and vehicles
Hoarding

ITii
U'.U

striiek by ears

47'.l

Alighting
I'onlaet with electrlclly
illlier accidents

411i

Hi
1.888

Total

:!.;iLM

The following

injuries to persons

were recorded:

To passengers
To persons not passengers
To employees

1

.4-1

570
480

Total

2,500

Another table gives these

44

Knutured skulls
Amputated limbs

li

32
91

Total
total

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.

l.-|

Hioken limbs
Other .serious Injuries

The

The strike lasted 12 weeks and then the company took back
only the efficient and reliable men. The monetary loss to the company due to the strike only served to demonstrate the soundness
of the plan on whic:h the .Mackay Companies is formed: namely,
so wide a distribution of its interests as to minimize the effect of
any loss from one particular source.
The Postal Telegraph Company realized, however, that the telegraphers' union was a menace. Telegraphy is a profession, and its
messages are so confidential tlial to divulge them is a criminal offense.
Telegraph employees cannot be allowe<l to give their allegiance to a union in preference to their duty to their business. Accordingly, the company in October. 1907. organized the Postal Telegraph Employees .\ssociation, to Le open to all its employees who
would abjure all unions, to l)e conducted without dues and without
debts and to entitle its members to aid from the company during
sickness or disability.
This association was enthusl:ustlcally received and joined by the employees. It is now thoroughly e'^tablished, and renders impossible another strike, and
further, it
strengthens the l)ond of loyalty and sympathy which always existed between the Postal Telegraph Company anil Its employees.

statistics:

Killed

killed

line of business

188

number

of accidents in

December was

.'^,993

and

total

.'il.

Canadian Grain Shipments by Lake.
Port William and Port Arthur, Out., during the 19iiT reason of
navigation, shipped by vessel 2t!. 559,685 bushels of wheal in Canadian
vessels and 5,.'<3,><,n(i9 bushels in foreign vessels (all to Port Huron
and Buffalo), a total of 32,397.755 bushels, as against t;5.472.:?97
bushels in 190C.

An American Signal Superintendent

in

England.

Arlbtir M. .Ic.biisoii has been appointed Chief Signal Superintendent of the London & South Western. En.gliind, succeeding
.1.
U. Aniiell. retired.
Mr. .lohnson was liorn in England, but received his early i~ailroad training in the I'nited States. He was for a
time, about 1,SH4, Speiial Engiueer of the Brie, and has been an
ot'cjisional contributor to the Uaihnad Gazelle.
From the Erie he
went to England, and after two years went to New Zealand, where
he Wiis Signal and Telegraph Engineer on the New Zealand Governinent Railway.;!.

For some years past he has been Telegrai>h Super-

The Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Harlan, has
announced decision in the case of the Merchants' Traffic Association
vs. Pacific Express Company.
Complaint was made of a general
special rate of $2 per 100 lbs. on milk and cream from St. Paul.
Neb., to Denver, Colo., lawfully in force only because of inadvertent
omission of defendant to file its mileage scale of milk and cream
rates under which the lawful rate between these iminLs would have
been 58 cents. After this complaint was brought before the Commission, defendant filed on short notice a mileage tariff making the
5S-cent rate. This being satisfactory to the parties, it was stipulated
on the hearing that the complaint might be dismissed. The Commission in making the stipulation effective ordered the maintenance
of the 5S-cent rate for a period of not less than two years, but holds
the case under further advisement.

Rulings About Passenger Service.

The Commission, on February i't, announced that the railroad.':
arranging personally conducted tours must keep sei>arate the
charges for transportation, meals and hotel accommodation, leaving to the passenger the right to accept the transportation with or
without the other accommodations. A railroad is permitted to stimulate traffic by providing entertainment to which it may contribute,
at a point on its lines, but sin-h contributions must be made in a
in
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definite Mum and be In no way dependent on the number of tlckeU
Hold.
A paHni-nger traveling on a Bpeclal Itmltfl xoiirslon ilfket
with htopover pilvllegcH wlio iuIkkvh ionnc-<
f
delayH of Iraln.s, 1h ontltled to have IiIh
1.1
date when ho niakea the return trip. Fa
road raniniiKslonerB cannot le UHed In lnt«rbUile jouiueyk.
•

1

'•

1

Reparation Granted Because of Reduced Rate.
In the wi.se of Minneapolis Threshing .Maehlne Co. VH. Chicago,
I'acKlc (opinion by Chairman KnappJ It appeared
that complainant shipped from Dallas, Tex., to Kansas City. Mo.,
seven carloads of agrliultural maihlnery on which It was compelleil
At the same time the rate
to pay a rate of 12 cents per lOU lbs.

boilers; Garden City Co., Garden City. L.
tubular boilers; National Sii^-ir H»-(1ntng <'o
h.p. In U.

k W.

Hopkins, Minn., on tln-Ke iirtlcles was i'iV* cents.
The distance from Dallas to Kansu.s Cliy Is ti2r, mlle.s, while the
distance from Dallas to Hoiiklns Is l.i-'lii miles, Kan.sas City bdng
It appears that
directly lutermedlate between Dallas and Hopkins.
at the present time the shipments made as above stated would take
lJalla.s

200 h.p. In return
Yonkers, N. Y., 1.134
.J Foster

1.,
,

It

it.

i

Iron and Steel.

The New York. New Haven k Hartford
market

U

said to be In the

for 1,000 tons of material for a bridge at Providence, R.

The board

I.

of supervising engineers in charge of the rehabilita-

Chicago street railways has.
purchase of 8.000 tons of rails.
tion of the

It

Is

said,

authorized the

OBITUARY NOTICES.

only.

The Comml-sslon decided in this case that the 72cent rate was
excessive and that the 3Gcent rate which the defendant now voiiinThe defendant was ordered to pay
larlly affords Is reasonable.
<i>iiiplalii:int the .sum of $641 as reparation.

8.

of West
the New J
;
the SeaVirginia; the AlK-ndrotb
coaNt Cunning Co. The lallei >.uuip<iii> liiu> uiiliiu Um pajsl ye&r
equipped seven of Its plautH with Ko8ter auperheater*. lastalllDi;
them In return tubular boilent.

to

a rate of 3C cents

Ujllerii.

No.

Hiip<Theati-rs 10

Kock iHland &

from

Vol XLIV.,

Asa G. Oalley. formerly Superintendent of Tracks and Bridgea
of the Michigan Central, died at his borne in Detroit Felimary 5.

David P. Barhydt, who died at his home In New York City Uutt
week at the age of 92. was for many years President of the Erie *
Kalamazoo, one of the first rallroadi- west of l.Ake Erie; and he was
of Stockholders.
one of the Incorporators of the Sixth Avenue Street Railway In New
York City, In 1851.
The Commission, In an opinion by Chairman Knapp, has anJames D. Layng, V'ice-Presldent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati.
nounced decision In the case of John B. Manning vs. Chliago
The Chicago & St. Louis, died al his home In New York City Februa.-y
Kallroail and Louisiana & Missouri Hivcr Railroad.
tk Alton
Mr. l^yng was formerly one of the
12, at the age of 74 years.
cou)i)Iainant alleged that he ha.s for many years bi>en the owner of
shares of slock of the Louisiana 6 Missouri River, which has beo>n most active railroad officers In the country and had held Important
mergea In the Chicago & Alton Railroad, and that he cannot pro- positions for half a century. He had seri'ed on a number of difcure a statement of the earnings and expenses of the Mis.souri com- ferent lines but will be most generally remembered as Superinpany, and asks the Commi.ssion to investigate the malter and re- tendent and General Manager on the Pennsylvania Lines West of
(piire the Alton company to keep a separate set of accounts cover- Pittsburgh between LS.iS and ISSl. and as Vice-President or Geneial
-Manager of the West Shore Railroad from 1S84 to 1899. Mr. I.ayng
ing the operation of Hie Missouri company.
was born at Columbus. Pa.. Augrust 30. 1833. and was graduate<i
|'lw Commission decided that the powers conferred on it were
not Inlcnded to be exercised for the purpose of ascertaining whether from the Western Iniversity of Pennsylvania at the age of I'J. He
an Individual KtockhoMw has been wronged by such transactions immediately entered railroad service, beginning as a roilman on the
as those In question. The Investigation which the complainaul de- Ohio & Pennsylvania. He worked up through different engineering
sires is not required by considerations of public interest or the positions on this and other roads until 1856. when he was made
Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way of the Steubenvllle t Inproper discharge of ofUcial duties The complaint was dismissed.
diana. As the western lines which made up that part of .the Pennsylvania
system were gradually consolidated. Mr. Layng was proDemand for Station Facilities Compromised.
moted to different positions and In 18T4 was made General Manthe
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh and Erie ( 7i. In
The Commission, in an opinion by Commissioner Clemenb!, has ager of
1881 he went to the Chicago & North-Western. but two years later
announced decision in the case of .lohn H. Lewis et al. vs. Chicago.
went to the West Shore, then just flnlsbed. and he remained with
Rock Island & I'acilic. The complainants prayed for an order requirthe New York Central lines until his death. When the management
ing the railroad to re-establish its station facilities at Fanshawe.
of
the West Shore was merged with that of the New York Central.
Okla. It seems that defendant had established a station at Fanshawe
Complainants claim that Mr. Layng devoted his time chiefly to the "Big Four." of which he
In 1S92. but had discontinued it in 1901.
At the hearing, defendant had been an officer since 1S87, having been President of the Clevethis resulted in unjust discrimination.
land, Columbus, Cincinnati & Indianapolis before Its consolidation
agreed to build a spur track at Fanshawe for delivery of freight

Powers

of the

Commission do Not Include Authority Over Rights

to have stopped every day, on signal by flag, one passenger
Complainant stated that this arrangement
train In each direction.
would be satisfactory, and defendant has compiled with the understanding in respect to passenger facilities.
The Commission said that since It appears that the public interest, so far as Involved, will be subserved by the fulflllment of this

and

undcistandlng, and In the expectation that this will be accomplished
by the deftmdant at an early date. It will not review the fact or
express an opinion on the merits of the controversy, but an order
will lie cntrrcd dismissing the ease without prejudice.

with the present "Big Four."

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
I

For dalei of convrnllont and rfgular mntlne§ of railroad eanrtmttoiu
eHglnrcring $ocietlei, etc.. tee adrertitlmg page 24.)
Iron

and Steel

u"'<

Institute.

The Secretary announces that the ann\ial general meeting is
George street.
London. S. W.. May 14 and 15, 1908. The annual dinner will be
held under the Prt^i<lcncy of Sir Hugh Bell. Bart In the Hotel
The autumn meeting Is to be held In MiddlesCecil, on May 14.
brough on September 29, and following days. The council will soon
award Carnegie Research Scholarships, described In the Ratlroatl
Oazftir of January 24. and candidates must apply before February
The awards will be announced at the general meeting. Bennett
29.
H. Brough. 28 Victoria street. London. S. W.. Is Secretary.
to be held at the Institution of Civil Engineer.", (Jrcat

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
Robert McF. Doble, t'ousulllng and
ing a specialty of hydro-electric power
sion, formerly of San Fraurls<-o, Cal.,
Springs, Colo., to 528 Majestic building.

has moved
Denver.

—

—

SuiicrvisiUK lOnglncci', makdevelopment and transmis-

from Colorado

At the annual meeting of the directors of the Frost Railway
Supply Co., Detroit, Mich., on February 11, the following officers
were elected: President, Harry W. Frost; Vlci^l'resldenl. George

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

A. Cooper; Treasurer, Frederick H. Holt; Secretary, .lames Whtttemore; Assistant Secretary. Harry C. Smith.

Among the recent orders taken by the Power Specialty Co.. New
Home
York, for the Foster steam superheater are the following:
Kleftrlc Light & Steam Heating Co.. Tyrone, Pa.. 8(0 h.p. In Heine
Torresdale Filtration Plant. Phlladel|ihln, Pa. (second
boilers;
order). 900 h.p. in Heine boilers; Western Clock Manufncttirlng
Co.. LaSalle, 111, (second order), 300 h.p. In return tubular boilers;
Hernhelmer & Schwartz Hrewtug Co., New York. 1.900 h.p. In Heine

Executive, Financial and Legal Ofllcera.
/'(ici/l'o.- Charii's Drinkwatcr. who has resigned as Secretary, will continue in the -servico of the company as Senior
Assistant to the President, with office at Montreal.

Caiiiulian

—

Ti-rminal Transfer. William T. Nelson and H. H. Hall
have iH-en elected Directors, succeeding Fred G. Reighley ami
Ralph M. Shaw.

Chii-npo

—
FKltKHAUY
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<t Kansas City.— George R. Sheldon, A. P. Walkeiand John W. Simpson, of New York; John McLeod, of Philadelphia, and Wallace B. Rogers, of Laurel, Miss., have been

Mobile, Jackson

elected Directors, succeeding Charles E. Levy, R.

W. Jones,

Jr..

former President of the suspended Oriental Bank of New York
City, Edmund K. Stalle, J. W. Whiting and Richard B. Scandrett.
Bray ton Ives, President of the Metropolitan Trust Company of

New

L.

and Alexander McDonald.
Himthern

Cal.

Operating

— G.

W. Kirtley has

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Standard

Officers.

sion,

J.

Dailey. Superintendent of the Chicago diviSee International & Great Northern.

C.

has resigned.

—

Oreat Northern. .1. C. Dailey has been appointed
General Superintendent, oflice at Palestine. Tex.

International

cC-

Mexican Central.

—

J. D. Melville has been appointed Superintendent
at Cardenas, in place of A. C. Hobart, assigned to other duties.

—

.Missouri Pacific.
E.
of Transi)ortation
,lohn
St. Louis.

1'"'.

Kearney has been appointed Superintendent

in place of T. E. Byrnes, resigned, office at
Cannon, who has been succeeded by M. M.
Rock, has bein appointed Superintendent of the
Missouri division; office at De Soto, Mo., in place of J. W. Dean.
Mr. Dean will take the place of Mr. Kearney as Terminal Superintendent at St. Louis.

Richey

New

at I^ittle

d Hudson Uiver.—C. 1. McCoy, Passenger Tiainmaster of the Hudson division, will also assume the duties of
Trainmaster of the Putnam division in place of W. W. Currier,
Y07-k Central

deceased.

New

York, Neic

Harm

d Ilarttord.—.l. D. Gallary has been appointed
.1.
W. Carr, Train-

Trainmaster of the Providence division, and
master of the Western division.
.S7.

The New York Central Lines are figuring on passenger coaches.
The New York, Ontario
passenger equipment.

—

D. W. Newell, hitherto Superintendent at Rock Hill,
C, has been appointed Superintendent at Jacksonville. Fla.,
place of J. A. Baumgardner. who has been made General
Agent at Charleston. S. C. W. R. Hudson has been appointed
Superintendent at Birmingham. Ala., in place of E. E. Stoup.
W. J. Bell, hitherto Superintendent of the Macon division, has
in

been appointed Trainmaster at Macon, that division having been
consolidated with the Atlantii division.

The Idaho. Washington d- .\'orthern has ordered two passenger
one smoking car and one baggage car from the Pullman
Company.

The Kiangsu ct Chekiang has ordered two first and se<ond class
combination passenger cars, two straight second class cars and six
third class passenger cars from the Pullman Company.
The Grand Trunk Pacific, as reported in the Itailroad Gazelle of
February 7, 1908, has ordered 2.200 Grand Trunk standard box cars
and 200 Hart convertible ballast cars from the Canada Car Company, and 500 standard box cars from Rhodes. Curry & Company.
These are the cars to be received from these two companies during
1908 under a contract between the Grand Trunk Pacific and these
companies covering a period of years.
The Panama Itailroad is asking bids, up to February 24. on
300 thirty-ton Imjx cars and 100 forty-ton Hart convertible cars. F.
C. Nordsiek. 24 State street. New Y'ork. is Assistant P'urchasing
Agent. The box cars will be 40 ft. long and the Hart convertible
cars 35 ft. long.
Bodies and underframes will l)e of wood. The
gage of track is 5 ft. The special equipment for all cars includes:
r.olsters
Hocly (boxcars) SImiilex truck Slmpl.'jc
liiaki-s
WrailnKlfUKf
;

Ilnike-lieiiins
Itrnke sluira

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Slmitlt'X
'.

New Orleans d '/'c.rd.v Pacific— .V V. McCuen. Superintendent of Motive Power of tlie lines in the "Queen & Crescent
has resigned, the resignation to take effect March \.
Mi-. McCuen entered the service of the Queen & Crescent as Road
Foreman on March 1. 1SS2: served as Division Master Mechanic

ste.'l

tmrk

Ilox cars. Tower ; conviTilbIc rnr.x. Clilrat"
KiMirs
box cars) .. .Side, Security; Locks, Xnt. Mall. Pasic c...
I "iHl'i
rlRi-lng
.MIiKliT tundom.
.I.inin.il l)oxes
McCord
I

H.h.llii);

Drakr & Wlers Co.
.Woods' or Minor.
Arch liar

(box cars)

Slile benrings
| links

The Canadian Pacific, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
January 17. has ordered 400 steel Roger-Hart lonvertible ballast
cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity from the Dominion Car & Foundry Co..
to he built at the Blue Bonnets works.
These cars will be 3G ft.
10 in. long between end sills. 8 ft. 7Vi in. high over all, and 10 ft.
wide over
high from

35 ft. 3 in. long inside as a gondola car. 4 ft. i% in.
to top of floor, and 8 ft. 8 in. wide, inside measuretops and underframe will be steel. The special equipincludes:

ments.

all;

rail

The

Ilol.'itor.

sieol built In the car frani.Slm|ilcx

iMxlj-

Holsters, truck
Urake-b.>iims
Urnltcs

'.

..Slnipl.x

WestlnKbouse

t'lHiplcrs

Tower

Hust Kuanls

..'.'.."

.lom-niil l>carings
.tnuinal boxes

"Harrison

Canadian lironzc Co.

McCord
Motallslic

-,

''i'!'".
M(b'
iH'arings

Susemlbl

Cnnadinn

^^I'rlngs

Officers.

SIrwi.T

''""lil'-rs

ment

Traffic Officers.

—

Missouri Pacific. C. E. Styles, .\ssistant General Passenger Agent,
with office at Kansas City, has resigned. Mr. Styles entered the
service of the company 3S years ago at .\tchison. Kan., and has
served in many different positions in the piissenger department.
Benton Quick has been appointed General Ba.ggage Agent.
In place of A. G. Brisliam. office at St. I>ouis. Mo

Western has been figuring on new

cars,

—

S.

<£•

The Keeiceenaiv Central has ordered one smoking car, one baggage car and one express car from the Pullman Company.

Joseph Valley. G. F. Moore, General Manager, with office at La
Grange, Ind., has resigned and has been appointed an Inspector
of Accounts for the Interstate Commerce Commission, with
headquarters at Washington.

Southern.

bids on 2uo locomotives.

is said to

CAR BUILDING.

—

—

Company

be in the market for 20
contractors' engines to be used on Stateu Island, N. Y. This has
not yet been confirmed.
Oil

lnoii ajipointod

Fort fitnith «C- Western. W. M. Bushnell, hitherto A.ssistant General
Freight Agent of the Chicago & Alton, has been appointed General Manager of the Fort Smith & Western and the St. Louis,
El Reno & Western. sueceedinM W. E. Crane, resigned; oflice at
Fort Smith, Ark.
Illinois Central.

Old Colony, D. R.

go to new headquarters.

to

Superintendent of Car Service.
C. C. Riley, Superintendent of Transportation, has resigned
and the office has been abolished.

Erie.

Hocking, South Boston;

The New York Central Lines have asked

— W.

F. Ingram, heretofore in the service of lines
controlled by the Southern Pacific in Mexico and Arizona, has
been appointed Assistant Auditor, with olfice at San Francisco,
Pacific.

J.

of the Board, and the other Directors
President; W. D. Stratton, Vice-President,

Berg,

S.

Boston.

Killinger, Taunton. Mass.; Midland. J. B. Gannon. East Hartford, Conn.; Western, H. C. Oviatt, New Haven, Conn.
Messrs.
Collins, Killinger and Gannon, heretofore at East Hartford. Roxbury and New London, respectivelv. are the only ones who have

Chairman

Y'ork, is

are:

dence;

263

'"rucks

and wItb

Cincinnati,

Pacific standard

ItnrlH'r rolled, witb cbnnncl cross ilc
l>nike-l)<>nnis Iiimik to si. 11 clnniiis

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

Route."'

Chattanooga ISSd-lSST; was promoted to the position of Division Master Mechanic at Monroe. La., in ISST. and in 1S92
was made Division Master Mechanic at Birmingham. On January 1, 1S9.''). he was appointed Superintendent of Motive Power,
with headquarters at Ludlow. Ky.. which position he has held
up to this time.
at

\

'

—

» York, New Haren

Appointments of .Master Med Hartford.
chanics for each of the seven divisions of the company's lines, as
reorganized, are announced as follows:
New York division. J.
M. Collins, office at Harlem river. N. Y.: Sliore Line. P. C. Zang.
office at New llaveii. Conn
Providence. G. .A.. Moriarity. Provi;

New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Bl lUt.Mtu-WK.STMlNSTKR
BoiNP.MJV R.ULW.^Y & X.\V1G.\T10X.
Organized to build lines as follows:
Vancouver. B. C. to Eraser river bridge. New Westminster;
thence via Port Moody to the proposed Vancouver. Westminster &
Yukon Railway bridge at Second Narrows. Burrard Inlet and thence
to the place of commencement in Vancouver.
From the propos<Hl Vancouver. Westminster & Yukon bridge to
north arm of Burrard Inlet and to Howe Sound.
From Eraser river bridge at .\ew Westminster to the international boundary line between Semiameo Bay and Sumas.

From False Creek. Vancouver, to Point Grey:
Eraser river bridge. New Westminster.

thence to the
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Krom

—

Thlfl Company, which hau Ju»t flnCiiKH'ii^RFiKi.ii & UMiCMiTKR.
Its road from Ruby, 8, C, via Mount Croghan, Gucb* and
Pageland to Croburk. 21 miles, haH projected an extenHlon from that

iHhed

Monroe or Chailolte,

point north to

N.

C, 20

to 40 mlleH,

—

Thlh company, which la«t year
NoiiriiKAHTKB.N.
added Ave miles of line to Its road, expects to llnUh IIk exleiuilon
to Owen by June.
It will then have a line from Falrchlld, WIh.,
Faiik

&

iiii.i)

via Greenwood to Owen, 38 miles.
change of track near Owen, which

Work
Is

1b

now under way on

to be finished this

a

summer.

NoitTiiKH.v Kr.KCTKic— This company ban llnlKhed work on Its
extension from ("hlco, Cal., west to Hamilton. IS mlleH. with the
exception of tho drawbridge over the Sacramento river. The line
During this year
is now in operation over a temporary bridge.
the company will probably build an extension from Marysville, Cal.,
to Colusa.

—

cently
6

—

0«K(i().\

Ki.KCTHic.

— This

Bull, Secretary

V.

company has work

and Treasurer,

finished on Its line

Ore., via Tualitln and Wllsonville to Salem, r,(i miles,
with the excci)tlnn of sonic balla-sting now under way. An extension is projected from Tortland to Forest Grove, 2.") miles, for which

Guy W.

Talbert. Manager, Portland.

Paniia.mh.k Short Li.m:.— This company has projected a line
from Dalhart. Tex., south via Hereford and Midland to San Antonio,
with a branch from Midland to Deepwater at Rockport on the Gulf.
Grading contract let to Miller & .lefferson for work from Dlmmitt
south to Lamb county. t!0 miles. Grading finished from Hereford
There will be a number of bridges. Addito Dlmmitt, 32 miles.
\V. G. Ross, President, and
tional contracts are shortly to be let.
A. D. Goodenough, General Manager, Hereford, Tex.

— See
—

Illinois Central. There Is a plan favored by the Harrlman party
to issue |3O.00O,0(W equipment bonds on I40.00U.000 worth of
unmortgaged equipment to be used as collateral pending arrangements for permanent financing.

Kan.^as City. Mexico & Orient.
to

—

Grading
PrrTsniiRoii. Caxonsuuuo & Washi.noton (Electric).
started In November, 1907, from Washington, Pa., via Canonsburg.
Thorapsonville, Ca.'-lle Shannon and West Liberty to Pittsburgh. 31
Contract from Kast Canonsburg to Van Kman. two miles,
miles.
let to W. 11. Murilocii, Pittsburgh; from Thompsonvilic to Clifton,
I'/j miles, to W. J. Payne & Sons Co., Pittsburgh, and from Clifton
to Castle Shannon, two miles, to Samuel Gamble, Carnegie, Pa.
There arc to be bridges at East Canonsburg, Van Eman. ThompThe
sonvllle and Clifton.
F. inilonhaut. President. IMttsburgh.
line is being built by tho Pittsburgh Railways Comi)any.

"I riiiinot utRc
intloB

—

St. JosKiMl.
line

from

— Grading

ha.s l)een

Savannah & Northern. — This company

St.

struction work is
M. Tootle and F.

llnlsheil

luus

San Diego & .Arizona

ami

liiivo

stronnly

I<>o

Ihi-

to connpi-t (tie

will

iic.i-s.iliy

rtMitl

fiiiilili'

fxpiTleno-d

iiH

vir.v

work

of i-umplvtlDc

ll»f «><

tlir KpO riTrr Jind
from Wlrhltn. Kan.,

lM*tw*-*>ii

n line In i<|MT8llon

lis

u

lo m-ciiri' a

grrat

IryliiK ilnio«

and

iliirluK lh«>

pawl

of iliiMu(ta

ileal
It

lia«

IHI <lay».

tfrn dlfll

but

»< hax-

our nlorktioldem will now mme to our a*
llils 07 nillf* no nfo-aaarjr lo thr »iir.-.-»!i
of till- iMitcrprlHC.
Tills will elvi- iih 4:I4 mlUii of coollniioiia irark In
this one Keel Ion which oURhl li> vhow farnlnga ol (SU.OOO.IMMI, or mu.h
luorc Ihiin wo hiivc Invciilcd In thi- cnllrt- lino up lo Iho prrTwnl ilmo."
Hisliini'i'

nnd

National ok

do

8u,

nnd

I

lio|ii'

rniilile ii» lo hiilld

— The

directors at a meeting held In the City
14 decided to postpone action on tho
dividend on the first preferred stock, although it was announi>>d
been
earn»Ml.
that It had
fully
In I907. 2 per cent, was paid.
Me.xii'O.

February

of Mexico on

The

New

first

payment.

1

per

cent.,

was

in

August, 1906.

—

Mouile & Ciiicaoo. President Berg of the Mobile.
Jackson & Kansas City, says that his comiuiny has obtalntol
alHiut $1..">00.000 under the plan of reorganiration with which to
pay off floating d^^bt. Imiirove the property and provide now
equipment.
(Jan. 10, p. 74.)

New

—

— Sec

'Vvx.,

We

iHiiitliiiK'd lo

located

San DiEoo & Arizona. An ofBeer writes that this company has
not yet flnlshed Its location surveys for its proposed line from San
DIcgo, Cal., east to Yuma, .'\rlz., 200 mllca. A small amount of
grading luis been done between San Diego and National City; also
some In the mountains. Over $1,000,000 has been spent in securing
rights-of-way and terminals in San Diogo and National City. The
company has taken over tho franchises and property of the San
Diego Eastern, projected over the same route. John D. Spreckels,
San Francisco, Is the principal pronuiler, and W. Clagton Is VicePresident.

you

•HI

nP'-t-fcsnr.v

Tills will Klvf

cult In nirr.v on i-onslniillon

on

Joseph, Mo., north to Savannah, l.'i miles. Conexpected to be begun this spring. T. B. Campboll,
J. Wheeler, of St. Joseph, are Interested.

San DiKut)-EAsrERN.

triK-k

SwoPlwntcr.

Puiu.u- Bki.t Railroad.
Contract has been let to the Orleans
Engineering Co., of New Orleans, for building part of this doubletrack line around New Orleans, La. Th(> proposed route is from
the upper Parish line along the river fnuil to Kentucky street,
around the rear of the city (o upper Parish line, thence along the

ll.s

f»f

lli-njiimiu.

biiKliiriig.

Sacramento Vallev & Eastern.

—

President Stilweii has sent a letter
stockholdei-s a.sking that while the officers of the company
are again undertaking the sale of bonds and stock In Europe,
the stockholders subscribe either to one-year 6'-. i>er cent. Joint
notes of the two construction companies which are building the
railroad, each $1,000 note being secured by $2,000 In first mortgage bonds of the railroad company; or to first mortgage bonds
of the railroad company, with a bonus of 40 per cent. In preferred and 40 per cent, in common stock; either of these subscriptions to be made at par. The funds thus obtained are to be
used in pushing construction as fast as possible.
Mr. Stilweii concludes as follows:

—

this lino from Pitt near Kennett, Cal., via Pitt River and Copper
City to Del Mar, II miles.
It Is expected to have the entire line
finished by March I.
T. .1. Deerborn, Chief Engineer, Kennett.

cent,

in

Hudson & Manhattan.

HtiiMiN Co.Mi'ANiEs.

Rights of way are being secured by this
Pkrkio.mk.n Traction.
company for an electric line through Perkiomen Valley, Pa., about
UVi miles. 1. H. Dardraan, Schwenkville: H. T. Hunsicker, Ironbridge, and J. H, Dagcr, Norristown, arc interested.

Singleprotection levee to the point of commencement, 22 miles.
track has been laid from Parish line to Montegut street, 10 miles.
W. J. Hardee. City Engineer, is Chief Engineer, and Hampton
Reynolds, A-sslstant Engineer In charge. Work Is also under way
on storagi! tracks and bridges at various points.

\n:r

l'-..

bonds for each |1,U00

from Portland,

surveys have been made.

mortgage

i-onvertlble bonds of 1957 of the
at the rate of $1.5o<J of these
notes outstanding. These bonds are
convertible after 1912 at i>ar into common slock at $11U a share.
The notes are convertible at maturity Into these bonds at par.
An article de^c^lblng the present status of the Hudson * Manhattan Railroad, one of whose lines under the Hudson river U
to be opened to traffic next Tuesday, will be found in another column. The Hudson Companies is the company formed to build
and ec|uip tlie Hudson & .Manhattan Railroad. It has a paid up
capital of 121.000.000 and owns over J5.00o,00O worth of New
York City real estate, largely at Sixth avenue and Thirty -second
and Thirty-third streets, where the uptown underground terminal
will be built.
first

Hudson & .Manhattan Railroad

this

I).

—

& .MAMi.^rrAX. Harvey Fisk A Sons, of New Vork. have reoffered J5,000,000 of an Issue of lla.ow.ooo two-year
per cent, convertible collateral notes of the Hudson Companlea
at 9>i'j, yielding over C'^ per cent. These noteu are secured by

Hinso.N

west

waldson, VicePresident, and
Kdlnburg.

8.

CiiicAuo, Ci.Ncix.NATi A Ixi iBviLLK. The Iniled States Circuit Court
at Cincinnati, Ohio, on February 14 appointed James P. Goodrich, Chairman of the Republican State Central Committee of
Indiana, receiver of this company, on application of George A..
Fernalil tc Co., liaiikers, of Bostou. This action Is reported to
be a friendly on<'. The applii-atiou for a re*eiVHr was due both
10 inability to raise money and to the fact that grose earnings
have fallen from »1H;.00() in October. 1907, to |C4.oiX» in January, lUuh. There lb said to be a floating debt of |1.7&0,U4K). The
road was formerly part of the "Great Central Route," but was
separated from the Clociunall, Hamilton A Uaytun and the Pere
.Marquette after their re<.'elverBhi|»K.

NoiiTiiEKN Dakota. Grading is to be started in April or May
year on this proposed line from Kdlnburg, N. Dak.,
It
l.s
exto a terminal not yet named, about 21 miles.
pected to have the line flnlshed by August. Contracts will shortly
bo let for «0,000 ties. Thomas D. Campbell, President; E. Thor-

of

N...
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to Stave river and tho eaet boundary or MIbTiippor & Grlffln. Vancouver, U. C. SoUcltorH.

Moody

I'ort

Municipality.

Hloti

Vou XLIV.,

Oiu.ean.s.

—

Total operating revenue for
York, New Haven & HARrKoRU
the six months ende<l Decemb«r 31. 1907. was $29..i00.000. Oper
ating Income (after taxes) was $7,450,000. There was a deficit
after fixed charges and dividend payments of $153,000.

—

F'aitfic.
The annual Interest payment to he made March 1
on tlie $24,601,770 second consolidated Income Ixinds has been
per rent. From 1901 to 1907 inclusive, 5
to
reduced from
In 1901 4 jier cent, was paid, and In 1900
per cent, was paid.

Texas &

."i

1 '.j

:*.'...

|H>r cent.

—

ToLKiMi & CiiicAoo iNiERiRBAN. James D. Mortimer has been appointed receiver of the Toledo tk Chicago Interurban Railway,
which operates alKUit 40 miles of road from Fort Wayne, Ind.,
!

to

Waterloo.

.
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.
TBB RRITIBH AND BASTBRN CONTINENTS

ADVERTIBBUENTS.— 'WeiCith

OFFICERS.

it distinctly understood that ice vHll entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this journal for pay, EXCEl'T
We givt in Our
IN THE AiivERTisiNO coLCMNS.
editorial columna OCE own opinions, and these
only, and in our news columns present only such
matter as we consider interesting and important
to our readers.
Those who wish to recommend
their inventions, machinery, supplies, financial
schemes, etc., to our readers, can do so fully in
our culvertlsing columns, but it is useless to ask
us to recommend them editorially, either for
money or in consideration of adverti*ing patron-

edition of the Ilatlroad Oazetle is puhliehed each
Friday at Queen Anne's Ohambera, Westminster,
London. It contains selected reading pages from
the Railroad Gazette, together with additional
British and foreign matter, and is issued under
the name Itailway Gazette.
CONTRIIitlTIONH. Subscritera and others tcill

—

materially assist in making our news accurate
and complete if they will send early information
of events which take place under their observa-

Discussions of subjects pertaining to all
tion.
departments of railroad business by men practically acquainted uHth them ore especially desired.

state of

— In

New

accordance with the lau) of th4
York, the following announcement

made

is
fit..

and

of the office of publication, at 83 Fulton
York. N.Y., and the names of the officers
editors of The Railroad Qazette

New
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OFFICERS
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W. B. BoxsDK^N,
Prest. and Editor.
Simmons,

Rat Mobris, Secretary
« » ("uisolu. Treat.

Vice-President.
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B. IliNES, Cashier
B. Sbeiiman,

EDITORS:
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the following statement?
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company."
How long does the President suppose the wage-earning employees
of a wicked railroad would stay in its employ if it reduced wages

below the figure which these employees could obtain elsewhere?
And if economic conditions are such that the supply of labor
exceeds the demand, how long docs he suppose wages will remain
at the plane to which they have been forced in a long series of
years when the demand exceeded the supply? Between January 1
and June 30, 1907, the Railroad Gazette reported 81 cases of wage
increases, involving tiT roads, although no special effort was made to
obtain a complete list. Did anybody investigate these increases, on
the ground that the vested owners of the properties the employers
of labor
were not treated fairly thereby? We imagine that such
investigation would h;ive proved futile; demand was forcing wages
up, and the increases had to be paid if men were to be secured and
traffic moved.
The converse of this (as seen by everybody except
Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Gompers) becomes true when demand ceases,
and labor seeks employment. But the President is not opposing
natural laws unarmed: he has a pretty formidable club. His letter
may be paraphrased as follows: If you reduce wages, you thereby
become subject to a sovernmental inquisition on the assumption
that you are unable to continue overpaying your employees because
your property is overcapitalized. Choose, therefore, between your

—

—

and an inquisition which

will

damage your

credit!

Low prices in the stock market, idle freight cars and business
depression do not delay the maturity of financial obligations which
are outstanding against railroads any more than tliey do those outstanding against individuals.
.According to a table given in the
Journal of Commerce there are maturing during the next five months
a total of $35,948,000 in bonds and $36,880,460 in notes of steam

2!l<i
.

29ii

2!'l
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FWDAT, February

Is caused by misconduct in the past
"If the reduction In wages
ifnanclal or oilier operations of any railroad, then everybody should know it,
especially If the excuse of unfriendly legislation is advanced as a method of
covering up past business misconduct by the railroad managers, or as a
Justification for failure to treat falily the wage earning employees of the

scale
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President Roosevelt is somewhat out of touch with the commercial interests of the country, but we presume he takes cognizance of the fact that earnings of manufacturing industries and railroads alike are lower than they were a year ago at this time, and
that urgent need of economy confronts every manager. What was
the object, therefore, in including in his recent letter to the Inter-
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few of the larger equipment trust
These figures do not include $15,000,000 notes of the
Interborough Rapid Transit Company maturing in May, $16,500,000
notes of the Underground Electric Railways of London maturing
in June, or $10,818,000 bonds of a subsidiary of the Manhattan
Elevated, of New York City, maturing July 1, 190.S. The principal
railroad note Issues maturing are Missouri Pacific, $6,000,000, already refunded; Hock Island, $6,000,000, maturing in .April; Erie discount notes, $5,000,000, maturing in .April, and Pennsylvania equipment trust instalments estimated at $6,000,000. maturing in June.
The largest bond issues are $6,000,000 Delaware & Hudson 6 per
cent, bonds maturing this month, $4,700,000 Great Northern 5 per
cent.s maturing in April, and $4,993,000 Oregon Short Line sevens
maturing July 1- The Erie has also $2,500,000 in sixes and fives
maturing on that same date. The present great difliculty of raising
railroads, the notes Including a

instalments.

new

railroad capita!

is

resulting in the production of

some novel

forms of corpoi-ate securities. The means by which the Missouri
Pacific refunded its $6,000,000 two-year 5 per cent, notes which
matured February 10 was by an issue of the same amount of twoyear 6 per cent, collateral convertible notes.
These notes were
secured by $12,000,000 Kansas & Colorado Pacific 30-year 6 per
cent, mortgage bonds dated February 1, 1908,
It is these bonds
into wliich the notes are convertible at par.
We are informed by
the bankers that these are the first convertible notes ever issued. It
is interesting to observe the various ways in which they are made

They are a
They are secured by twice

attractive to investois.

direct obligation of the Missouri

new mortgage
bonds on 1,450 miles of the Missouri Pacific system. They are al8t<
convertible into these bonds.
Both the notes ai:d the bonds are
6 per cent, issues.
The bonds are guaranteed by the Missouri
Pacific.
This Missouri Pacific is.sue wa-s soon followed, by another
convertible note issue.
The Hudson Companies, the construction
company which is building the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad, the
first of whose tunnels under the Hudson river was opened on Tuesday of this week, have recently put out $15,000,000 two-year "secured" 6 per cent, notes with first mortgage bonds of the Hudson
& .Manhattan Railroad as coUateral. The notes are convertible at
maturity into these bonds at par. There is a further interesting
feature of this collateral convertible note issue secured by bonds.
The first mortgage bonds of the Hudson & Manhattan are themPacific.

their par value in

selves convertible at par after 1911 Into common stock of the Hudson * Manhattan at $110 a share. *Thus we here have notes convertible into bonds which are themselves convertible into stock.
Other methods which seem to be the favorites at the moment for
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lallroafU wliiili aro lookliiK for

new

fuiul« aix-

IU>-

iBnUf of

morl

on home part or a big ByHteni wlilrli ellht-r l» not Ijonded
at all or has a low Iwnd Ikkuo, or the Ibhik- of wiulpment nolcB
Hccuriil direct!) on equlproent and ellhcr Bold outrlijbt or UHed an

bim a» the mere

bimm uiiiioi

to

The Uulilrnore & Ohio, for luHtanee, laxt week
sold JC,0OO,(»00 one-year 5 per cent. noteB becured by >8, 000.000 PItUThe I'nion
linrgh, Lake Erie & We»t Virginia refunding hondH.

enterprise, he Ib not

planning to iHHue mortgaKe hondd on the
mllcB of Us llnt-H whiili were on June 30. 1907. free of lien. The
In Janiiaiy of |:iu,ooo,Oi)0 New York Central Linen equipment
iH

l'a<i(ii
!,i;.')0

Hiile

reporK'il to

In

nolcK |8 the largeHt piece of recent railroad financing. The llllnolB
Central may Ihhuc the 8ame amount of eijulpmenl notes on Bome
SKI.OOO.OOO worth of unmortgaged equipment, but these are likely
10 be used as lol lateral for borrowings Inwtead of being sold.

THE COMPLEXiriES OF RAILROAD PENALTY.
and somewhat topsyturvy times, when the big
and the rods of state legislation are
upon the backs of the just and the unjust, It Is Interesting

In these parlous

stick of the federal executive
litlUng

In the end may bo instructive to study the variations of railroad penalty— past, i)re8ent and proposed— and also Its diversity of
victims.
We are seeing sonic uiipreieilcnted anil-railroad forces in
more or less active play. Some primal laws of political economy,

and

recognized alike In the academic classroom and in practical experience, are to be suspended If authority can do It. There Is to be one
law for the corporation, another for its working units, with the
stockholder, whether innocent on the one hand or, in the legal
phrase, guilty of "conlributory negligence" on the other hand, shoulUnder such conditions the incidence
dering the ultimate burden.
and distribution of pennlMcs, their justice or Injustice, and the

compliialions that attend them become, as subjects for analysis,
something better than a merely intellectual exercise.
Starting with the railroad corporation itself, how va.st its variaOne corporation projects Itself on the screen as
tions in history!
speculative from its llrst Imeplion and speculative in high degree.
Or, from the start, it may have been conservative or well-nigh so.
(Jr. again. It may have risen from the low plane of speculation to
the upper plane of honesty, or reversed the process and descended.
It may have been solldined by a reorganization or it may have been
railroad consolidation in this
these changes have l)een lost sight
of.
Investors, as well as non-Investors, are apt to be forgetful.
'I'ho great railroad system of to-day Is outwardly an entity, but
historically made up of units the original status of which has.
generally speaking, disappeared In the march of railroad events.
inflated.

In

country and

Some

the

many

held in memory,

but

only by

beyond the bounds of middle
life may recall the Credit Mobilier In Union Pacific or the Oould
'Chapters of Erie" as crystallized In the narrative of Charles Francis

One not

far

Adams, or the 80 per cent, stock dividend of New York Central.
Hut most of the details of railroad history, and nearly all the
details of consolidation, have for the ordinary observer and the
ordinary Investor sunk below the horizon, save as they appear In
lines or some
till' form of a long lease of component or subsidiary
special guarantee of bonds or the mortgage quality of bonds as
The big railroad of to-day is a
applleil to parts of a system.
composite, broadly speaking.
When one comes then to the application of penalty (o past railroad
misconduct, whether that penalty is to be exercised under actual
law or merely used as a moral force for the regulation of wages,
one may well Inquire what are the scope and limitations of such a

How far does It go liack, of what class of offem-es Is It to
take moral or statutory Jurisdiction, are Us methods to be personal
Will it reach back to the scandals of the Credit
or corpornlive?
Will It "go for" the
Mobilier. or will it stop with Harriman?
speculative railroad systems alone, or will it include those which
have been relatively sane an<l the Investment field of the trustee
policy.

Will
few years ago,

It

strike at the

work

of the high financiers

the case of certain big western lines,
lliumced their stock into bonds, sold out and retained control by a
holding company? or will II merely consider present conditions of
a

risk

and

Is

not entiUed

aii regards steam railroad
His railroad shares. »ei: : .
death on a four or five per i-en-

railroad project, but In that character,

now common.

market at the time of hl<i
have passed to others. I( may be
the

In fee to direct heirs.

It

ui,;,.

the trust from fundi ol Uie
estate on a market valuation. It may be thai at the same valuation
the shares have Ijeen sold. But whether held or sold, two points are
to

truBteea anthorized

to

make up

be emphasized for the conservative Investor in the dividend
First, that It has been bought or held on
paying railroad stock
a low inter<-Kt rate return, and, secondly, thai it has been acquired
or held nnibr the reasonable aBSuroption that old i>ollcle« of Ihe
government, slate or national, would protect II, and that radical
policies would not assail It. Such an Innocent Investor had a rJgtol
to assume, did assume, and the precedents of federal policy gave
to

right to assume, that natural law rather than artlflclal
checks would adjust wages Just as It would affect earning! or dividends, that (here would not be one rule for earnings and proflls
and another for wages, and that hard limes would dlBtrlbute Its
burden on both parties and not load them upon one on the basis of

him the

official Inlcrpretallon of railroad
Saying nothing of the federal proposition, as a
•misconduct."
matter of public policy, does It not Invade a basic right of property?
One can push the analysis of the confusing situation still furIt can be asked, for example, how far railroad "misconduct"
ther.
line
l)ears upon the rights of bondholders or holders of leased

some vague and Indeterminate

and whether they, too, may not, under certain conditions,
come under the federal theory of direct or Indirect i>enally In the
form of fiscal loss? Then there are the street railway corporations.
few of them interstate, to be sure, but liable to be the victims of
stocks,

reflex action from the federal capitol playing u|>on state railroad
commissions and legislatures. But this Is a look ahead. Itaougb not
necessarily a far look. For the moment the new executive diet* striking into the vast complexity of corporate relations to wages and
into primal rights of property are big enough when limited to steam
Time will show whether or not they are more
railroads alone.
serious and abiding than the political gestures that end with a

|)rcsidontial voting day.

of

plcturcscpic l'cat\iro8 are still

the older generation.

who

hU

9.

swift progress of

others

and the widow?

..»•-»

No.

much men y, and treating him as the honest investor, he offers
He may in a few i-a*«« be
UB still many inveutlng per»oualltle«.
the now wblle-balred original Inventor In a new and succesBful

KiiKC LoikIh

collateral for loanH.

«„.,

,

in

earning power? Will it, as a test of threatened wage reduction,
apply the hydrometer to each railroad corporation and make that
the test of equitable earning power?
So much for the corporation considered as the target of penally.
T\irnlng next to the stockholder, we find him In as many diverse
But excluding
situations of responsibility as the railroad system.

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO ABOUT ACCIDENTS?
We print this week three contributions commenting on Mr.
Hoarclmans open letter to newspaper editors, printed In the Hailroatt
(lazctti-. January 31. under the caption "What Are We Going to do
About Kailroad Accidents?" One of our contributors Is Mr. Cease.
editor of the Unilroail Trainman, who .says that there has as yet been
no evidence submitted to prove that the railroad (labor) organlra
tlons have interfered with the enforcement of discipline, that they
have advised their employers, or in an arbitrary or unfair manner
have Intimated to them who should be employed.
Well, let us see. Discipline looks forward as well as backward.
and Us use In preventing things from liappening Is a great deal more
important than itJi function
have happened already. No
necessary than consideration
army who talks back to the
sentry

who

falls asleep at

punishing people for things that
further instance of this principle U
of what happens to a private In the
.sergeanl. or of what is done with n

of

his post, -lulte regardless of the actual

which either of these Infractions of discipline may have. Now,
what is the procedure when a railroad officer tries to enforce disci
In building up or in
pllne before trouble comes, instead of after?

effect

maintaining any organization, the first question Is that of the person
How is the personnel of appointments In railroad work de

nel.

termined?

and Its employees arc comthe form of a contract for which the superintendent, locally, and his employees, locally, have no direct respon
This contract makes the superintendent presiding officer
slblllty.
of the court of first Instance, from which there are unlimited appeals

The

monly

relations between the railroad

set forth

In

This applies to discias to fact, interpretation of agiwment. etc.
At such Investipline, rates of pay. apimlntments. or promotion*.
gation board, the trainman or the employee Investigated Is represented by a man irnlned In such work, whose business It Is to make
as

much

capital

and gain as much as

po.ssible for

his clients.

It

exceptions, to pick flaws, and otherwise to
hinder any prompt and efficient measures to remedy a condition by
Is

his object

to

make
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When

a run becomes vacant the
determines
the right to that position. By "other things being equal" is meant
qualifications
of
not the judgmont of the superintendent as to the
the man, but tangible facts against his records which can be proved
and substantiated. This means that the opinion of the superintendent as to the ability or efficiency of the man in question counts
He is merely there in a judicial capacity, with power
for nothing.
to keep out men who have already made mistakes that prove their
He becomes, therefore, a
lack of qualification for the position.
judge of the past, and his authority to provide against trouble in the

man

disciplining the

at

fault.

fact is advertised and, other things being equal, seniority

future

is

greatly restricted.

that he can prove against him.
The fact that to the best of hlB
linowledge and belief the man is untrustworthy, is not enough. His
position is closely comparable to that in which the chief of a track

gang would

find himself
but not craclted ones.

On a

—

m

.

i_„,,„ ,„,.
...
,,
,„ ,
inally taken, is
humiliating,

.

,

.....

»,.
».
.
.X
and1 »i
that» the situation
Is certainly not
conducive to good discipline.
I'nder such circumstances as these
a superintendent naturally hesitates to discharge a man who is a

member

he were allowed to remove broken rails

large railroad, with 10 divisions, for example, there are
chairmen of division organizations, and some four or

at least 100
five

to

general chairmen.

The

a rule, are paid by the year
members of their organizations
railroad work. The 100 division corn-

latter, as

look after the interests of the

and are not engaged in actual
mitteemen are engaged in railroad work, but

their principal interest

looking after their associates. It is the practice for every
of the organization who is disciplined either by dismissal
or suspension to take up his case in writing with the committee,
and probably 98 per cent, of all the applied cases of discipline are
brought to the attention of the division officers by the local committees.
If there is any loop hole in the investigation, or if there
are any differences in the testimony, a pretext for an excuse ia

member

thereby furnished, and if no possible excuse can be found, the plea
sympathy is then set up for the delinquent. The members of the
committee are all selected for their special power in pleading: they
are what are known as good railroad lawyers. If the division people
fail with the local officers, the general chairmen, who have no other
occupation, will take the question up with the higher officials,
It must be said in all fairness that there are times when these
committees do secure evidence which was not brought out when the
of

was first applied. There have been numerous cases where
they have seen justice done to their associates, but it Is impossible
to confine committees to the pursuit of entire justice. They take up
the plaints of the just and the unjust alike, and the superintendent
knows well that enforcing discipline means a struggle, while the
young employee who has recently entered the service is very much
impressed with the knowledge that his labor organization has In
its membership thousands of men, with a million or three million
dollars in the treasury to defend its members when they get Into
trouble.
It would be strange indeed if he did not feel that his
discipline

union came

and his railroad second. It would be untrue to
he did not possess the conviction that a discipline
case was a sort of feud between two strong clans, one composed
of the officers of the road and the other of the members of hla
brotherhood, and that his clan duty was clear— and the worst of
it is that the man most affected by this is the superintendent, the
officer on the ground, who knows the facts and has more power than
anybody else to make travel safe or unsafe. Of course he hesitates
to enforce necessary discipline when he has reason to fear that bis
decision will be overruled, and that continued appeals will lead his
superiors to regard him as unfit to handle labor,
The point Is, that discipline to prevent accidents should look
forward and not backward.
While the labor agreements do not
prevent a superintendent to dismiss a man for the harm he has
done, they make it exceedingly difficult to dismiss him for the harm
he is likely to do.

.

.

,

of a strong organization unless he has a clear, tangible case

first

human nature

if

Train Accidents

In

January.i

^

on the railroads of the
^'""«'' S'**" '" January includes seven collisions and 10 derailments and one boiler explosion. 18 accidents in all. This record is
^^^ p„b,ished in full except in the cases of the few accldenu which
^^.^ especially promlnent-in the present instance three collisions
^nd one derailment. The record of "ordinary accidents— which
term includes, for our present purpose, only those which result in
fatal injury to a passenger or an employee or which are of special
interest to operating officers^is given at the end In the shape of
a one-line item for each accident, showing date, location, class and
O""" record of train accidents occurring

>AbbreTlatloDB and marks used In Accident List:
EJv.'.

..'.

xe

•

„.,,,,

if

lies in

The superintendent has not the authority to enforce discipline
which, for instance, is considered ab.solutely necessary for the commissioner of police in New York. The investigations become wrangles,
compromises, deals, in which the employee feels that he is being
attacked by the railroad and defended liy his organization. Dlsregarding for the present the question of punishment for infractions of discipline which have made trouble, it is clear enough
that this arrangement ties the hands of the superintendent desiring
to place his personnel on a basis of efficiency only, and requires
him to base his action on an entirely different set of facts, the prlncipal one being that trouble with the unions is costly and has got
We have a case in mind where
to be avoided whenever it can be.
there were thirteen brakemen in line for promotion on the basis
Numbers 5 and 7 (according to the time of service)
of seniority.
were two experienced conductors from other roads who were firstclass railroad men and entirely competent to take charge of a
On the other hand, numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6
train as conductor.
were all young men who had been in the service of the road less
than two years and who were unable to pass an examination under
which they were required to take a time card and figure themselves
over the road with an assumed extra train at a speed of 30 miles
an hour; a very simple proposition for an experienced trainman,
Numbers 5 and 7, the two experienced men who had come from the
outside, were promoted, but the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen
appealed from the decision of the superintendent, claiming that
the rights of its men were being ignored, since the men promoted
were members of the Order of Railway Conductors. The case was
appealed to the general manager, who felt obliged, In the interests
of harmony, although against his own judgment, to reverse the
action of the superintendent, sending Numbers 5 and 7 back on
the list, and promoting Numbers 1 and 2 an action exactly opposed
to the kind of discipline that looks ahead and prevents accidents.
Here is another instance. As is well known, the Order of
Railroad Telegraphers does not permit the members of the order
to teach students; consequently agents or operators who are members of this organization openly refuse to talse orders from superintendents to give any instructions whatever to young men to learn
their business.
If we revert again to the army for an instance, we
find this kind of attitude described by the term "insubordination,"
and punished promptly and severely. What does the editor of the
Railroad Trainman suppose would happen to a group of corporals
In the army who refused to Instruct their squads when ordered to
do so by the lieutenant? Yet are we not right in assuming that if a
railroad telegrapher should be discharged for a similar refusal, his
organization would sustain the insubordination to the last ditch,
,,
1
,,
o
,,,
^
^L
J
even to the point of» a strike?
We
have another
case
mind,
somewhat parallel, occurring where two railroads were consolidated. The
employees of one road were dissatisfied with the positions of their
names as placed on the seniority list by the superintendent, and
they appealed to the general superintendent and then to the general
manager. The question was not one which affected the company very
directly or tangibly, and so the general manager, fearing a strike,
reversed the action of the superintendent. Of course the employees
of the other part of the consolidation did not like this decision, and
they appealed to the general manager to reverse himself, which he
„
rni,„ »„
rianWr^r^A t« jn
»
ii
j ».
declined
to do.
The
four train
service organizations,
represented
by
their grand chief officers, then appealed to the president of the road
and obtained a reversal of the decision.
At time of writing, we
understand that the first set of employees is now working up
another appeal, and it is expected that the general manager will
again be called upon to reverse himself and come back to his first
decision.
Whether he does or does not do so, it is very clear that
the position of the superintendent, from whom the case was orig.
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..BnulSg"coni°lon.
Otber collisions; as at crossings or in Tarda. Where only on* trhln
• mentioned. It Is usually a case of a train ronnlnc Into a at&ndIng car or cars, or a collision dne to a train breaking In two od •
descending grade.
Broken.
Defectlre.

d.
!

eg!!

'.!

"
unf
•

nni

!

!

iPefect "n '™r''or'englne.
NeRllitence

unforoaoen obstruction.
Unexplained.

'"^"^"^"^

engineman or algnaimn).

"'
^™.'';;:; :M?sp\a«<i'''il"rtch"'''''
ace. obst. .Accidental obstruction.
malice. .. .Malicious obstruction of track or misplacement of awlteh.
Eiploslon of boiler of locomotlre on road.
boiler

p^^
1^
ISiTo^r

™°°"'*"
rassen'or'uain"*
Freight train (includes empty engine*, work trains, etc.).
"^

mo?e^p«VnVe™ kmJS"^"^
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of deatbH and iDjurleu
Thi.- Itenui of which details are
given are Indicated In the tabular atatement by the use of Italics.
'Ihls record Ig baHc-d on iiccuuiitB publlHhed in local dally newspapers, except In the cases of accidents of such niugnltudt; that It
seems proper to send a letter of inquiry to the railroad manager.
The collision at Vinegar Ucnd was reported In the newspapers
as having Involved a passenger train, but It did not; It was on a
logging road, and we are iuforuied that each of the trains consisted
of an engine and some empty cars; one was a log train and thu
other a work train. The log train had been brought to a stop
before the collision occurred. Neither was it true that a trestle
bridge was demolished. Four employees were killed, neverthelesB.
The collision at Crockett, Va., occurred at 2.25 a.m. at a water
tank, a westbound freight train, with two engines, which was
standing there, being run Into by the castbound Chattanooga-Washington ICxpress. Two engines and the mall and express car were
damaged, and two postal clerks and one passenger were sllgtitly
injured.
The <-olllslon was due to the freight train being on the
time of the passenger train on the main track without proper protection.
The pa.ssenger train was running 4 hours and 15 minutes
late, exactly as had been stated In the order.
Both of the enginemen on the freight were young, and they offer no rational explanar
tlon.
The telegraph block system which had been In service on
this district about three months had just been discontinued by
reason of a decrease In business and In order to reduce expenses.
The collision at Cameron, N. C, Is reported as having been due
to an error made by a telegraph operator In copying a train order.
One of the trains was to wait at Southern Fines until 12.15 a.m.,
but the order was delivered to the other train reading 12.50 a.m.
The cause of the derailment near l-llram, Ga., on the 7th was
not discovered. The second seotion of the southbound Florida
Special was derailed at a trestle bridge, the engine being overturned just as It had passed over the bridge. Four of the cars fell
20 ft. to the ravine below. One of the car bodies was broken In
two, and In this car most of the serious injuries occurred. The
englneman. a traveling engineer, a fireman and one passenger were
killed and 62 passengers and 13 employees and five Pullman employees were Injured. At the time of derailment the train was
running about -10 miles an hour. Close Investigation following the
accident failed to develop any cause for it. The track and equipment were In good order.
TUAI.N AlClllK.VT.S
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Collisionn.
,

Date

Road.

Accident.

Place.

—

ri. C. B. & q.
C. Gt. W. B. Dubuque.
10. .41(1. •{ iir<)i8
VlnoKar Bend.
li. Norfolk a VFe»<eni. .. .Crockett.
11. Buff. & SuHp
B., n.
P. Jun.
14. Chle., It. I.
Pac
Caldwell.
18. I^iuhuunl
TAne. .. .Cameron.
22. Denver & Kill Grande. .Iliiertnno.

be.
xe.
be.
xc.

Mr

DostoD & .Mbany

29.

Train.

be.
be.

&

Cheshire.

V

P. & Ft.
Kt. * Kt.
P. & Ft.
Ft. & Ft.
Ft. * Ft.
I". & Ft.
Ft. & Ft.
P & Ft.

xc.
be.

.

i

Kind of

No. persoDK
/-reported-.
KlPd. InJ'd.
2
1
4
«
3
.'j

1
1

1

2

20
2

1

1

I>frailmnilH.

No. peraons

Kind
Date.
2.
8.

Hoad.
Boston & Albany
Great Northern

t7. S«ii(ftern
to. .Southern Paelflc
13. Illinois Central
19. .Southern
19. Central of Ga

Place.

Westboro.

Wolf Creek.
Hlnim, Ga.
Kuekii'. Cal.

Holly Springs.
Corv<lon.

Mneon.
Tyrone.

20. A., Blrm. * A
20. Louisville & Nashville. Frankfort.
21. A., T. & S. Fe
Quenemo.

of train.
Puss.
Ft.

Pass.
Pass.
Pass.

Cause

^reported-.

of derlmt. Kll'd.
o
b. wneel.
b. llanRe.
2
unx.
4
uni.
2

eow.
nax.
ms.

3

ace. obst.

2

1

InJ'd
4

O
80

O
3
2

Ft.
Ft.
Ft.
Pass.

unx.

3

Pass.

unx.

(I

1
:.

Olhrr Accldrntii.
!•'!

Kutherfnrd.

i:il''

In

Ft.

holler.

1

:t

the reports of the electric car accidents published in the

newspapers

In

January we And no account of any

fatality.

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The

Company during the
year ended December 31. 1907, were J36, 400,000, the largest In the
company's history, though little larger than In 190(;. Operating expenses. Including "liberal charges on account of renewals and up-keep
of plant and machinery," Increased more than gross sale-s. so that
the net protlls, not Including dividends from subsidiary companies,
were $2,900,000, against »3. 100,000 In 1906.
No dividend.'^ were
paid by subsidiary companies last year, as nil of them needed their
surplus earnings to add to working capital. In 1900. on the other
hand, the Pressed Steel Car Company received a dividend of $225,000
from the Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company. For depreciation and
renewals there was $365,000 set aside In 1907 and $350,000 In 1906.
The 7 per cent, dividend on the $12,500,000 preferred stock which
has been continuous throvigh the nine years since the organization
of the company, was paid, leaving a surplus of $1,CGS,000, which Is
equal to 13.3 per cent, on the $12,500,000 common stock. The surplus earned In 1906 was $2,157,000.
The percentage of profit renllzod last ye.ir wns lower th.in In
gross sales of the Pressed Steel Car

Vol XLIV,

No.

9.

some previous

years, for two main reasons. During ilarch. work at
both the Allegheny and .McKcee Hocks plants was stopped for aereral
dayh. owing to the greatebt flood slnc-e 1(>32 in the Ohio rlref.
.Several weeks passed before output was again normal.
Most of
the machines were badly damaged and eome had lo be entirely

The
rebuilt, all of which expense was charged to operating cost.
other cause was higher wages and lower efllciency of labor during
the first half of the year.
As a re-uli of the gnat demand for
labor In the Pittsburgh district the company had to choose new
men out of the newer foreign population, who represented a lower
average standard of efficiency than those who formerly came to
the district. This had a distinct eflei-t i.i lowering profits
In this
connection. President lloffstot remarks that the slowing down of
bUBlnees which came at the end of the year, although It de<;reaaea
profits, has some redeeming features, for it makes the supply of
labor larger than the demand and thus makes It possible both to
choose belter men and to get better work out of the whole force.
During the last six nioiahs the company has b<-en able without any
lowering of efficiency, substantially to reduce latmr costs, so that
cars built In the latter part of the year cost less to build than those
built previous to the decrease of business, when the demand for
labor equaled or exceeded the supply.
Another favorable feature is that when work Is being done at
low pressure, time and attention can be devoted to economies and
development along new lines. The company's policy (n regard to
prices Is not to artificially maintain prices which under existing
business 'conditions would l>e unsutMitantial and unreal, but to
reduce prices to a iioint which will create and restore a normal
demand. Mr. Hoffstot believes that the policy of maintaining the
same prices during periods of depression aa In prosperous times
retards rather than helps the speedy return of normal conditions.
.\ddltion8 and betterments costing $268,000 were made during
the year, over two-thirds of which went for a new water purifying
system, additions to the planing mill and wooden car shops, and new
machinery for the passenger car equipment of the McKees Rocks
plant.
The leet of the expenditure was used in the Allegheny plant
for additional power.
Here also a water purifying plant is to be
put in if the one at McKees Rocks, which is not yet finished, is sticcessful.

The Pennsylvania Car Wheel Company earned less than in
former years: what it did earn was added to working capital. Its
due to an increase in the cost of pig iron and

smaller earnings were
coke greater than in
ment of earnings is
Including the Canada

No statethe price received for car wheels.
given for any of the subsidiary companies.
Car Company and the Western Steel Car A
Foundry Company. In 1905, the last year in which figures for this
last company were reported, its gross sales were $7,563,194.
In that
year a 6 per cent, dividend was paid.
Generally speaking, the report, like that of most Industrial companies Is Inadequate. The only figures shown, except those Included
In the condensed balance sheet filling one page, are the two of gross
sales and net profits.
Publicity Is one of the most Important tendencies of the times and Is becoming more and more important.
There are. of course, certain fact.-; in regard to the operation of a
manufacturing company whoee business is sharply competitive
which ou.ght in justice to It never to be shown, but there Is a
golden mean possible between the present meager Information ^iven
by this and other similar companies, and Injurious publicity.
The steel passenger car department Is just finishing an order
for S5 steel passenger train cars for the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Although the all-steel passenger car is as yet a pioneer and cannot
be .relied on as a fixed source of revenue, the company believes
that these cars will before long be standard In this country.
Mr.
Hoffstot takes occasion at this point to decry the hostile public
sentiment toward railroads.
A changed attitude toward railroad
securities, he believes, would make It possible for all railroads to
offer the best equipment and the greatest safety and thus speedily
result In replacing wooden passenger cars with fireproof steel cars.
This department of the company has been so arranged, however,
that semi fireproof and wooden p.issenger cars can be turned out
when steel pa.«isenger cars do not require its full capacity.
The following table i;ives for each of the nine years of the company's life the gross sale.-*, net profits Including dividends from aul>sidlary companies, dividend payments and surplus for the year:
(in>«s sales.

1007

$.'«rt.443.304

ItXIO

8t!.l.\S,B80
in..i.%7.S2n
4.4».S.2fl8

ino.'v

1904
190S

•Loss.

Dlrldrnds.
»ST.%.000

i.ioe.ooi

87,s.ooo
1.2,Vi.000
1 ..%00.000

70T.111*

.240
S3.S,83.,M9
23.032.491

4..*>78.I14
1.027.92.".

22..-.40.11.%

2.07.n.l8I

I4.I0S.212

2.237.000

2rt.«iil

1902
1901
1900
1S99

Net proflis.
»2.n07.n20
S.SS1,SS4
2.7tt8.S07

S7.'i.000

I.37.VOOO
1.37.VOOO
.1.62R.0OO
S7.VnOO

Tfsr's (arplut
Il.e67.ir20
2.1.%S.SS4

n8.9oi
2.0S7.1Ilt
i .008.897
2.90.1.114
409.2tKI

1.200.181

612.000

tDellelt.

The uptown tunnel of the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad was
opened last Tuesda>' afternoon, when a train carrying officers of
the companies concerned, the Governors of New York and New
.lersev .iti.i ntlier illsflngulshed men. was run from Nineteenth street
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and Sixth avenue, New Yoik, to Hoboken, N. J. At midnight of
the same day the line was opened to the public. For the present,
cars will be operated on three minutes headway during the rush
hours, the time for the three miles now iu operation being 12 minutes, including five stops.
At other times, they will run on five
minutes headway. These twin tubes are the first of the several
tunnels under the Hudson river to be opened for service. This line
also IS the oldest of the projects, its history going back 30 years.
It^ checkered career was summed up in our issue of last week,
As mentioned in that
in the description of the completed tunnel.
article, the southern tubes of the company are nearly finished and
will be opened in the summer.
Farther north are the four-track
Pennsylvania tunnels, which will be ready still later. The line
just opened will have no immediate result in relieving existing
lines of the burden of taking care of the enormous daily movement of people within New York City, as the great part of this
traffic is between the uppftr part of the city and the southern part
of the island. However, when the connecting line is built from
Sixth avenue, under Ninth street to a connection with the Interborough Rapid Transit subway near Aster place, it is to be expected that many people living between Fourteenth and Thirtythird streets, west of Fifth avenue, will take this route in going
up and down town and so relieve the older subway of some of the
traffic originating between Astor place and Forty-second streot.

The great value

of the

new tunnel

Journey from Hoboken and

.Jer.sey

lies, of course, in making the
City to Manhattan quicker and

surer.
The extent of this traffic was suggested last week In the
article mentioned.
It is now being taken care of by ferries, which
are subject to delays by fog and storm, and, during most of the
winter, by floating ice. The completion of the various Hudson

river tunnels will therefore result in extending westward the area
available for residence of people who come to business dally In

New

York.

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

Principles of Reinforced Concrete Construction.
K. IS. Mauer.
New York .Tohn Wiley & Sons.

By

:

130 Illustrations.

Price,

cloth,

F. E. Turncaure aud
317 pages, 6 in. x
In.
:

$3.00.

To quote from

the preface, "the authors have endeavored to cover.
In a sy.stematic manner, those principles of mechanics underlying
the design of reinforced concrete, to present the results of all available tests that may aid in establishing coefficients and working
stresses, and to give such illustrative material from actual designs
as may bo needed to make clear the principles involved." The book
opens with a brief historical review of the use of reinforced concrete and then takes up its properties, dealing first with the materials and methods of mixing and the strength of the whole after
setting.
In dealing with the material the standard assertion is made
that "Portland cement only should be used." It is curious that in
spite of the unanimity of opinion upon this point among all authorities of the subject, none of them state the reason why, or give any
data showing the difference of action between Portland and natural
cement when used in reinforced construction.
In discussing the physical properties of concrete, the authors
go very elaborately and thoroughly into the elasticity, and show
that, contrary to preconceived ideas, there is no change in the characteristics of concrete in this respect when it is reinforced, and
that it does really crack when stretched beyond its elastic limit,
and that it is the steel reinforcement that holds it together, preventing the cracks from becoming visible and the concrete from
failing.
Great emphasis is, therefore, placed not only upon the extensibility of the concrete but its adhesiveness to the steel.
In the third chaptpr there is a full theoretical discussion of the
method of resisting the stresses imposed, including the general stress
distribution in a homogeneous beam, the common theory of beams,
the formulas for working and ultimate loads and the parabolic formulas. This chapter also includes a mathematical discussion of
double reinforcing, flexure and the strength of columns.
This is followed by a presentation of the results of many Important tests, which are analyzed and correlated, with reference
Then
to the theoretical principles that have already been set forth.
comes a consideration of working stresses and economical proportions, with a collection of such formulas and diagrams as may be
needed for general use.
The final chapters deal with building construction, arches, retaining walls, dams and miscellaneous structures, all of which are
Illustrated by examples taken from practice and th«n analyzed mathematically in accordance with the principles previously enumerated.
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Engines; Air-Brake Requirements to Effect a Proper Train Control;
Superheated Steam and the Best Methods of Getting Good Results;
Waste of Energy in Railroad Operation; Lubrication of Cylinders
Using Saturated and Superheated Steam; Reduction of Coal Consumption and Increase of Locomotive Efficiency; Relation of the
Road Foreman to Indifferent Enginemen; Advantages of the Automatic Stoker and the Performance of the Automatic Stoker on the

Iowa Central.

The

report on the mechanical stoker is interesting in that it
work that has l>een done by the Monarch and
Satisfactory results have apparently been obtained
with both, so far as maintenance of steam pressure Is concerned.
In the matter of economy of coal consumption, some definite information Is given, and, in the report of the work done on the Iowa Central a marked saving is shown by the use of the stoker.
Taken on
the basis of the coal consumed per 1,000 ton-miles, the schedule
shows that for runs without the stoker there was a marked Increase in the amount of coal consumed. For example, on engines
with the same cylinder and firebox dimensions, the coal consumed
was 181 lbs. and 206 lbs. per 1,000 ton-miles without the stoker and
143.7 lbs. and 166.6 lbs. with the stoker; an. average saving of nearly
20 per cent. The engines used in the two tests had 20-in. by 26-in.
and 22-in. by 26-in. cylinders respectively. It was probably on the
basis of such a showing as this that the report concluded by expressing the opinion that "the stoker has come to stay, as it can
do all that is claimed for it if the care is taken of it that it is enstates, in outline, the

Hayden

stokers.

titled to."

Another paper of value, the subject of which has been discussed
with all the variations imaginable, is The Waste of Energy in Railroad Operation. This time the discussion is confined to the locomotive, and there is a staggering array of causes of waste, divided
under the headings of coal, heat, steam, power, time at roundhouse
and time on the road. The paper concludes with the statement that
"in view of the many ways in which energ>- may be wasted It may
seem surprising that there is really any left." Then it must be
borne in mind that "while one or two of them alone would make a
small item, nevertheless a man must be alert and watchful to keep
them down to a minimum for waste is a prolific creature and unless
watched and controlled increases and multiplies to such proportions
as to ruin good men's careers and wreck good roads."
In the other papers listed the subjects were well handled in a
practical manner, and were up to the standards of the previous proceedings of the association.
MiHhinc Shop irort.
By Frederick W. Turner, Instructor In Machine Shop
Chicago: American
Work, Mechanic Arts High Scbool, Boeton. Mass.
School of Correspondence.
190 pages: 6V^x9^1d.
248 lllnstratlons.
;

Price, cloth.

$1..'>0.

This book contains part of the series of papers used by the publishers in their correspondence course of machine shop instruction.
These papers have already appeared, for the most part, in Vol. III.
relating to the Foundry, F'orge and Machine Shop of the set on
Modern Engineering Practice that was issued two or three years
This statement holds for the whole book with the exception
ago.
of the chapter on the Milling Machine, which has been re-written
and extended for the present volume. Of course it cannot be expected that the whole science of machine shop practice can be taught
or even touched upon extensively within the limits of a book of the
size of this one. but it can serve, as indicated in Its preface, as a
practical working guide for those who are employed in shops. Naturally, where such brevity Is demanded, much has to be taken for
granted, and the reader is assumed to know many things that can
only be learned by actual experience. This appears from time to
time by reference to certain things of whose use and construction
there is no explanation, and in this it frequently falls Just short
It Is. however, valuable in its
of giving very specific instructions.
suggestiveness. and for the reasons that are given for the performance of certain operations in a certain way. and the use of certain
methods. The book is concise in its language and is made to cover
the ordinary ranges of work with hand tools, the lathe, planer,
drill, milling and grinding machines; and. while it does not attempt
to enter upon a description of the construction of these tools, it does
give a very clear idea of the class of work that may be expected to
be done on each.
The

Uliile Rule.

&

Co.

By Charles N. Plckworth. London and Manchester Bmmoct
D. Van Nosirand Co. 10.1 pages: 7 In. x 5*i In.; 24
:

New York:

Illustrations.

Price, cloth. $1.00.

Tenth

edition.

Characteristic of the slide rule that It Is used either very persistently and constantly or not at all.
The engineer who has once
ac/julred the slide rule habit, uses it for any and all varieties of
calculations, fully aware of its inaccuracies but knowing that these
inaccuracies lie well within the limits of permissible error. The
It Is

iifion.

The
The

190".

3-10

pages: 8 In

association meeting was held at Chicago, in September. 1907.
subjects presented were all connected with the operation of the
locomotive, as follows:
The Best Means of Locating the Fault of a
Poor Steaming Engine without Removing the Draft Appliances: Advantages of Hot Water Washing and Filling for Boilers: Best
Methods of Eliminating the Smoke Nuisance on Soft Coal Burning

probability is that many would use the instrument who do not now
do so were the principles of its construction and manipulation understood.
The book under consideration is intended to furnish Just that
Information and will do so 'if It is carefully studied. Of course the
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beat way to acquire the needed Information and BkiU would be to
read tbo book wltb a slido rule in hand.
It KlartH in with tbe Blniplobt of proposltlono, the adding together of two uuiubbi'K of a hlngle digit each, and then shows how
Identically the same thing Ih done when the two logarithms of the
same numbers are added, the result being a multiplication of the
11
the same manner thi; simple at-l of a
two original numbers.
subtraction becomi-s a divlHion. Nothing Is tak'.-ii for granted and
each step in the process is explained with painstaking elaboration,
leaving nothing to conjecture, and nothing for even the motit stupid
Having explained In the fullesl d'-Ull this siinpli- printo desire.
ciple of construction and operation, the author goes on to show the
methods to be followed in solving certain deflnite problems, auch
as proportion, multiplication, division, combined multiplication and
division, Involution and evolution, and the solution of examples In
technical computation, such a.s the wei^lits of metals, falling bodies,
centrifugal force, steam engine probleni.s, screw cutting, strengih of
shafting, moments of Inertia and a mass of trigonometrical applica1

tions.

closes with a description of the log-log slide rule and
other special rules that have been designed with a particular object
Taken all In all, the book Is a complete, and therefore a
in view.
valuablf, guide to the use of the common slide rule, and withal It
la 80 simply written and the explanations are so clear and compre-

The book

hensive that It cannot fall to be understood by even the most Indifferent of students; and. If it can but be placed In the hands of those
who do not use the Instrument, It cannot fail to lead many of them
to adopt It as a time and labor saver for all ordinary and many
extraordinary calculations.
lUoort of the fiocvcdinna of the Fifteenth Annual Convention of the Inter244 pages 6
national Railroad Master lllacksmitht' Association, 1007.
;

In.

X

In.

:

11 llluBtratlonH.

at Montreal In August. 1907, and some of
the papers have already been reviewed in the Railroad Gazelle. The
Tools and Formers tor Dullsubjects presented and discussed were:
dozers and Steam Hammers; Forging Machine and Bulldozer Wo.k;
of
Work;
Flue
Welding; Case HardenClassification
Discipline and
ing; Best Fuel to Use in Smith Shop; Piece Work; Frame Making
and Thermit. In addition to these topics the proceedings contain
a number of others reprinted from previous proceedings. These are:
The Clean Shop; Relative Importance of the Blacksmith Shop to

The convention was held

The Foreman Blacksmith;
Case Hardening; Uniform Methods; Treatment of Tool Steel; HeatTrack Tools; Scrap
Annealing;
Annealing;
and
Hardening
ing for

the Cost of Rolling Stock Maintenance;

Materials; Iron vs. Steel and Shop Discipline.
Buhlect Matter Index of Mininy, Mechanical and Metallurgical lAtcrature for
Kdltcd by M. Walton Brown. Secretary of the North of
the Year 1902.
Newcastle-uponF:ni;land InBtllute of Mlnlnc and Mechanical Rnglneera.
IMibllshed by Ibc Institute.
180 pages; 0x1)% In.
Tyne, England.
Price, pnper,

This

l'.'

shIlllnKS.

an Index, for 1902, of articles which appeared In 993 Journals, proceedings of societies, government reports, etc.
A large
number of separate books are also Indexed. The publications selected are from lountrles all over the world.
The Index Is arranged
according to subjects, each being minutely subdivided. They Include:
(leology, mining technology, metallurgy, machinery, navigation, railroads, legislation, etc. An Index of authors Is iocluded.
Is

CONTRIBUTIONS
What Are We Going

to

Do About Railroad Accidents?
Clev.-lnnd. Oblo. Feb. 5, 1UU8.

To TUB Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
Your open letter to newspaper editors, under date of Jan. 30,
1908, captioned. "What Are We Colng to do About Railroad Acclflonts?" while Interesting

and timely, lacks proof to substantiate the
statement made by you that holds the railroad employer responsible
for railroad accidents, because ho does not enforce discipline and
holds the employee responsible because he, through his organizations, will not permit of the enforcement of discipline.
In answer to the inquiry propounded by the Kvcning Post, New
York, which had the question of railroad accidents under discussion, "What Are You Cioing to Do About It." you answered for the
railroad managers as follows:
"We are doing more than ever before; are making progress, but cannot be successful until we are
allowed to control our employees." In the employment and discharge of enginemen and train crews, the trade unions have rather
more authority than the employers, and except perhaps on the
Reading ami the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, which have paid
millions for the privllpge, dangerous men cannot always be weeded
out.
Nevertheless, many railroad officers do less than their full
duty In organization and vigilance, and are legally and morally
guilty of criminal negligence. The force of public opinion, which
the newspapers aim to express and often Influence, together with

Vol.

XHV,

No.

9.

tbe enforcement of the present laws, U probably the only hope for
a better condition.
Tbe statement made by you Is simply a repelllloD ot others that
have been made from time to time but, as yet, there ha£ beeu no
evidence submitted to prove that the railroad organlzAtions hare
Interfered with the enforcement of dibcipliue, that they have advisAd
tlieir employers, or in any arbitrary or unfair manner intimated
to them who should be employed.
Tbe enforcement of discipline Is entirely In the bands of the
railroad employer.
He makes bis rules and be can and does enfo.'ce thi-m.
The organizations have not by threat, intimation of
trouble, or by unfair or arbliniry performance, Intlsted on the r*t*;iitlon of any employee who Justly has l>«^n disciplined.
Tbe railroads employ whitm they pl<-ase. In order to protect IhemselTe*
against ln€Xii<>rlcnced emtjioyees, the railroad organizations will not
accept an employee to membership until he has served an apprentlCAshlp of from six months to one year.

The railroad organizations naturally prefer tbe employment of
members of their organizations, the first reason l>elng that there la
assurance that the employee knows something of the duties of the
service.
The "student" does not and until be does he Is a dangerous fellow servant, and consequently not as desirable a fellow
employee as one who Is experienced.
When you say "In the employment and discharge of enginemen
and train crews, the trade unions have rather more authority than
the employers," you are In error.
We will welcome a statement from any railroad manager, giving
specific Instances that will prove the often repeated charges that
railroad organizations Interfere with discipline, tbe employm*-nt
<or difmissal for cau.<ie of men, or that they have prevented tbe
safe and proper operation of any railroad property.
This statement has been made in The Railroad Trainman. Courteous treatment has been assured any operating offlcer who will
come forward wltb his bill of particulars, and The Railroad Tramman will give him. or as many of hitn as there may be. full opportunity to state bis case and show wherein the Railway Assoclallona
have hampered him.
There has never been anything offered to back up the statements made, and I request for the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen that the Railroad Oazette make request that every railroad
operating offlcer come forward with a bill of particulars setting
forth in clear, unmistakable language. Just when and how be baa
been prevented from safely operating his property or enforcing
proper discipline.
So far as the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen Is concerned.
Eind I feel that the other railroad organizations will voice the statement, It welcomes anything of the kind and is anxious for tbe opportunity to meet every question offered, with your permission, in the
Railroad Oazelte. taking It for neutral ground, and let your readers
Judge the questions for themselves.
Let us get at the bottom of these assertions. Let us have a
clearing up of the statements that have been made concerning the
Interference of the railroad organizations with the right of the
railroad managers safely to operate their properties.
It might be Just as well to say In this connection that tbe conductors and trainmen have bad a splendid organization on the Burlington for many years, and that the Reading is very well organized.
Your comparisons, therefore, are not well selected.
Inasmuch as you have taken up this matter and made answer
of your own. for the railroad managers. In all fairness we ask yon
L,et us
to kindly continue the discussion and let us get the facts.
tell the public the truth not only about the "interference of the
railroad organizatloos." but while we are at it, it might be well to
Introduce other questions that affect the safety and efficient operation of railroad properties.
trust that the Railroad Oasctte will throw open its columns
I
for signed articles, showing Just how far this great abuse has been
carried.
d. l. cxass.
Editor The A'aUrood 7ra<iiiiia«.

N-w
To THE Editor ok the RAaROAO Gazette:
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have rend with Interest the proof of Mr. Cease's letter, and
could give him all the speollic Instances he wished. If it were
not for the effect which this might have on our present friendljr
But I can cite the following actual
relations with our employees.
cases, omitting places and dates, which have come under my perI

.sonal

observation:

A locomotive
(1)
a lUsc signal at red at

engineer was discharged for running by
an approach to a drawbridge, running Into
the open draw, the engine and two or three of the cars going Into
the river, the eimlneer and fireman saving themselves by swimming.
Investigation dl.tclosod that neither engineer nor fireman could
have been looking for .-signal as brakenian back on box car in
middle of freight tmin saw signal at red. and bystanders also saw
signal at retl as train was approaching. The B. of L. E, appealed
from decision of the Division Superintendent to the General Manager, the Committee of Engineers claiming that both engineer

^

^

Febbuaby
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wtiite and claimed statements of
be taken against other witnesses. The General
o£ the Division Superintendent.
olTicial to another, going up to
the highest official of the road, the decision of the Superintendent
being sustained up to the last appeal, the engineers meanwhile
trying to force their man back at all hazards.
An engineer was discharged for burning a crownsheet of
(2)
his engine because of low water, the engineer being dismissed
after investigation by roundhouse foreman and Master Mechanic.
The engineer claimed he would not stand for the decision, appealed
to the General Superintendent and then to the General Manager,
the decision of the Master Mechanic being sustained. He then took
his case up with the Grand Chief Engineer of the B. of L. E.,
who notified the General Manager that the organization would not
stand for the decision, and that it would have a state inspector
inspect the boiler of the engine, and it surreptitiously sent an
Inspector to examine the boiler. This case is still pending, the
Grand Chief Engineer claiming that he is going to force it to the
end, and that this man shall be reinstated regardless of the facts,
which cannot be controverted, as the General Manager of the road
in question had the Master Mechanic of another road send its
inspector, who made an investigation and a full report confirming
the original report of the Master Mechanic who discharged the
engineer.

and fireman saw disc signal at
their

men

stiould

Manager confirmed the decision
The case was appealed from one

(3)

A
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stopped the train had he been on the alert. I have no doubt many
similar cases can be furnished by operating officers on other roads.
On some lines, 1 am sorry to say, the decisions of the Superintendent are frequently overruled. It is only human nature for a
Superintendent, knowing that his decision is likely to be overruled, and that continual appealing by committees is liable to make
those in charge regard him as unfit to handle labor, to forego
necessary discipline or make it milder than the case warrants, I
have read recently a number of results of alleged surprise tests,
showing that almost 100 per cent, of the men obeyed the signals,
etc.
Every practical man will agree with me that if the tests
resulted as stated, the men had been advised in advance where
and when the tests would be made.
A strictly divisional organization, with the right of appeal in
questions of discipline limited to the General Superintendent, together with a continual and properly conducted system of surprise
testing, and greater care in the selection of men, will do more than
anything else to minimize the number of train accidents. On the
road I am connected with, every officer from the Superintendent
down Is required to make continual surprise tests, submitting a
report of them monthly, and it is the intention to transfer to a
less active sphere of usefulness such officers as have not the moral
courage or backbone to make these tests.

OEKEBAL MA.N.\UEE.

conductor who refused by telegram to pick up a car
to do so by despatcher, claiming that because he

The Draft Gear

Line.

when ordered

up this car. When
Feb. i:,. 1008.
the Superintendent wired him to either pick up this car or take To THE EdITOB of THE Railrcvd G-\zette:
One of the points the standing committee of the Master Car
his time at the end of the run, he answered that he would take
his time.
The brotherhood organization struggled for a long time Builders' Association is asked to pass upon in connection with its
was on through freight he did not have

to pick

man back in the service, claiming that his action
entirely correct, and that the Superintendent had no business
him to do something that was not customary. This case
was appealed to the General Manager, by the organization, the
action of the Superintendent being sustained.
An engineer on a passenger train collided with another
(4)
passenger train standing between switches at a station, running
trying to get this

report on friction draft gear is the so-called line of resistance, the

was

committee being asked to "recommend the most desirable resistance
during each %-ln. compression." This opens up a sea of imagination and theory that is possibly going to flood the committee, as it
has sent out to motive power and car men a circular asking for
opinions and suggestions.
If there is any hard and fast rule to guide In this matter, it has

to Instruct
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clear through the first coach and half way through the second,
killing over 40 persons, there being straight track for a distance
of over five miles, the marker lights of the standing train burning

brightly on a clear night. The engineer being dismissed from the
service, the organization appealed from decision of the Superintendent, because it was shown that the flagman was out only about
1,000 ft., the organization of engineers claiming that the collision
was the result of the carelessness of the flagman in not being
out the full flagging distance, and this case has been appealed from
time to time, the organization claiming strongly that the engineer
to blame.

genebal manaqer.
•Feb.

16,

1908.

To the Editor of the Rajlroad Gazette:
Referring to the article in your issue of January 31, with respect to railroad accidents, which 1 read with a great deal of Interest.
Every thinking railroad operating officer to-day is greatly
concerned about this question. In addition to the accidents that
result in loss of life and property, practical officers know of continual slips that "might have" resulted in serious accidents.
It is unquestionably practicable to at least lessen the number
of train accidents.
On nearly all large systems, the labor organizations have committees who take up nearly every case of discipline.
On many of the roads the organizations pay a traveling
chairman, whose time is devoted to investigation grievances real
or alleged, appealing the discipline from officer to officer, and endeavoring to strengthen the loyalty of the employees toward the
organization rather than toward their employers, the railroads.
On many of the roads it is a common pi-actice for committees to
appeal cases of discipline right up to the Vice-President and President.
I
have personal knowledge of two Instances where the dismissal of conductore for having over-run meets, resulting in serious
loss of life, was appealed from the Superintendent to General SuperIn
intendent, to General Manager and finally to the President.
both cases the collision occurred 1,000 to 1,500 ft beyond the
switches, and the evidence showed that the conductor could have
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so far escaped the mechanical engineers who have figured on this
thing, for out of any hundred of these men you might select there
would be almost, if not quite, a hundred different opinions, all backed
up by more or less technical argument, and all more or less right.
The writer does not pose as a mechanical engineer, and is not
versed in the science of determining the work done and other items
that flow so glibly from this school of students, but there is a parin railroad mechanics for determining the proper line, and it
submitted as being the only thing so far discovered that sheds
any real and practical light upon the subject. Every railroad owns
one or more speed recorders, attached most generally to private
cars, and from these can be obtained a graphic record of the speed
of trains and the line made In starting and stopping. There is a
marked similarity between the service of stopping a train and stopping a car; in fact, the relation between the two Is so intimate that
it Is impossible to disassociate them.
Why not, therefore, consult
these speed recorder tapes for evidence?
The drawing shown here is taken from the catalogue of the
Boyer Speed Recorder, and perhaps is as accurate as any that can
be made. It shows a run of 211'-.. miles of a train at varying speeds,
and making stops from 20. 30 and 40 miles an hour. The lines are similar in every case, and If they were inverted would give you some idea
If anj-thlng is to
of a draft gear line based upon actual practice.
be deducted from this showing It is that a draft gear should offer
to the load a low resistance until the actual stopping Is to be
effected, and then the line should show a sharp and continuous rise
allel
Is

to Its ultimate capacity.

x. r. z.

[If that portion of the record

showing a stop near the thirteenth

milepost be taken as typical of the resistances required to stop the
train it will be found that their total amounted to 1.85 per cent, of
the weight of the train. They include the frictional resistance of

provide the stop was made on a level
made from a speed of 30 miles
an hour, as Indicated on the record. In 1,625 ft., the approximate
total resistance against a car weighing 160,000 lbs. would be about
the brakes, air. Journals,
track.

If

now

etc.,

the stop were to be

^
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... But ir t..B were to .e unKo.... ''-^^iUa.a
the drawbars
the entire train, then there would be no compreHnlon of
to bo ael up rrom ine
at all, while If the whole reBlsUnce were
at that point
front end there would be an accumulated prtasure
for each car, or
equal to 2,9C0 IbB. less Journal and alr-realBtancea.
lbs. and 74,000 Ibe.,
for a liScar train of something between 62,500
have to
which the draft gear at the front end of the first car would
At the same time, this gear must necessarily support

,,1

---;^^^«-P--J.Jn»u^^
^_

lesson to he
tractive effort of the locomotive, so that the
seems to be somewhat
learned from an Inspection of stop records
more difllcult than would ai»pear at first sight.!— t-i.iioK.
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The Location

of Brake-Shoes.
Keb.

To THE Editor oi' the K.ulhoau GAZtrrt:
Commenting on the article on brake-gears and

W,

1008.

slld-Hat wheels,

February 7 Issue of the Railroad Qasette, I would suggest
the height of
three objections to the plan of hanging brake-shoes at
(1) The brake hangers would be short,
the centers of the wheels:
shoes wore,
the
as
Inclinations
their
resultlng In wide variations of
pressure will force the
(2) There is greater danger that the brake
waste or grit to
Jo'urnal away from the bearing far enough to allow
(2) The pounding between the shoes and heads,
get between them.
become severe
bearings
and
hangers
the
and
hangers,
the heads and
sufflwith a high shoe while it can be practically avoided with a
clently low one.
pressure
shoe
the
angle,
proper
the
hangers
at
By Inclining the
diminished
can be Increased on the forward wheel of the truck and
effective
on the rear one. This simple. inexi)enslve and highly
not to be
seems
brakes
of
efficiency
method of Increasing the
properly deanoreciated though It Is perfectly successful when
.yl-j
0. E.
In the

'

.

of

Railroad Records.

.New York Feb 17 1008.
EuiToii or THE Raimwao Gazette:
deread with extreme Interest that the Brotan locomotive,
miles, 5G3
scribed In your Issue of Feb. 14, consumes, per 1,000 ton
locomotives under the
lbs of coal and that the standard Austrian
same conditions consume Gfl9 lbs. of coal. On the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Ke the coal charged against all the locomotives In freight
200 lbs.
service on the Knstern division, In Kansas, averages about
per 1 000 ton miles, but on special test runs where every pound used
'

'

Z^'^

-^

Suppose the rate from A to B Is 10 cents. From B to C
law.
The through pubis 10 cents, making a combination of 20 cents.
All these rates are properly
Hsiied rate from A to C Is 25 cents.
Section 6 of the Act
published and filed with the Commission.
file with Uie
gays, "every common carrier subject to this Act shall
Commission, agreed by this Act, and print and keep open to public
for
inspection schedules showing all the rates, fares and charges
transportation between i>oints on Its own routes, and points on
water.
the route of another, carried by railroad, by pipe line or by
when a through route and Joint rate have been egtabllshed If no
several
the
esUbllshed.
been
has
route
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ through
carriers In such route shall file, print and keep open to public Infares and
spection, as aforesaid, the separately established rates,
\ou will note the
charges applied to through transportation."

=^=^=====

The Value
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rates,
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These objecu, mark you, are co-ordinate, that is. of
to that end.
equal Importance. I sometimes think the Act. in its Perfectly laudn»l
able desire to prevent discrimination. eflecU a rale '''Kh '«
only unreasonable but discriminatory. Let us take, for example,
prevent
to
was
course,
this,
of
the 30 day clause. The theory of
midnight lariirs in favor of large shippers. But how does it work
near the
in practice? A bridge Is to be erected across a stream
Perhaps there never was a pound of iU?el shipped
l.ttle town of "X."
there never
perhaps
and
of
man,
memory
the
before
in
place
to this
There are no rates, save the almost prohibitory
will be again.
^j^^ ^^^gg ^he railroad stands willing to publish Immediately a
rate
to
"X," which Is reasonable and non-dlscrlminaiory.
commodity
b„j ^jjg ,4^^ says, No. Walt until that rate has been posted for
30 ^^ys before you may profit by Its terms. The shipper Is comunreasonable
peiied to hold forwarding of his goods or else pay an
the law elTecU the %ery
^ate.
I submit that this interpretation of
rates.
unreasonable
thing it was intended to guard against, namely,
go again in the matter of the sum of locals versus through
we have an example of an impractical interpretation of the
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omission in the second column make.-* the formula read
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r; whereas
^
1
the formula for comprosBlou Is given as 12,000
r the
and
length
the
Is
where
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Hr,
000
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It should read 12
and
radius of Bjratlon. As It is printed in the paper it Is Incorrect
wou d not *give satisfactory use In practice.
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true of the Act which regulates the commerce of this "Ualfyhave a good law. It would perhaps be Imponslhle K> "W*^^
and
a better one. Us avowed objec-t Is to effect rea«>nab,e rates
be
stop discrimination. All constructions placed thereon .hould

find that a slight
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men of thTume agreed
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was to
^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^ ^^^ ^.^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ reason ol the law, which
distress.
In
vessels
save
encourage sailors to
meuilon ibU simply as an example of the universally acI
knowledged fact that all laws should be cou8lrue<l in the manner
Which will best carry out Ihelr reason and spirit. And if Ibis
man.
principle of InterpreUUon is true of any law ever passed by
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how to publish a through rate and how to Puo' *"
which
a combination rate, nor is it silent as some claim it Is. as to
The text of the Act 'IJ*'''^
rale shall lake precedent over the other.
to be «^n<'e»*<'
states that charges made for any service rendered or
as aforesaid, or In
.„ the transportation of passengers or property
reasonable,
and every unand
oonnectlon therewith, shall be Just
charge for such service, or any part thereor.
was carefully measured, the actual consumption from train start to just and unreasonable
Tabulating is prohibited and declared unlawful, it seems «» °« *»'*'T,|^^
train delivery was about SO lbs. per 1.000 ton miles.
through
publlsho.i combination of locals Is lower than the Published
these different results, we have:
lower rale.
rate the shl.M'er should have the advantage of the
'" '•""•' ''"»•""'"
since the early
-Ihig has been the universal and undisputed custom
days of railroading. Neither has this custom ever worked an InfCr.n''l'o:,,^,',','i;'!"hl or;MA\'!irtriar. ;;::::::;:;::
such
is the case, does
200 ;;
Since
could.
It
how
we
see
(ml .l.niK'd I" f<»nii' ''« fniRlit inoomotlves.
nor
do
justice
su
.vciiiiii ..ml ......sun.,..i ..n iii«i run on Siinta F«
^^^ ^^^^ unreasonable to so arbitrarily construe the law that
per ^^
This Impracticable construcUon
Question. How much coal ought a locomotive to consume
^^^^ higher rate shall be charged.
1,000 ton miles on a level track In good weather?
an Injurv to-dav to commerce.
working
1^
consumpnormal
What were the conditions that increased the
necessarily a
^^^^. j^^. ^,^,^„„g ,.,(,,
..abuinoton emerson.
tlon from 80 lbs. to 699 lbs.?
^^^°^J^ ,^,„g „^ commerce must In a sense be elastic. The great
law of Eng
unwritten
and
^^^_ __
advantage of the unwritten constitution
surrounding
,.
. ,
„
.and Is Its elasticity. Kach case Is regulated by the
^ m Practice.
and
Theory
in
Regulation
Commerce
When a legislature endeavors to Include all sorts of
.ondlllons.
Imposconditions In the confines of the law. It Is attempting the
,,
There are fortunately only a few subjects of government tuai ^^^^^^ ^^^^ legislatures of several of our states have lately passed
some
are
there
Yet
state.
or
law which
cannot well be loft to the municipality
^^^^.^ „^^ , hp.ieve Congr.ss Is at present considering a
At Uie ^^^
that can only be dealt with by the central government.
.^^ ^^1^^ ^^^ ^^^^. ^ reasonable rate for moving freight,
-^^^ ^^^^^^
head and front of those stands Interstate commerce. The manu- ^ j,Q,„p„^ that you cannot arrive at a reasonable time by any arby
facturer today coul.l not sell his products If he were restricted
^^.^^^^^.^. ,,,„nrtard.
What would be a reasonable lime on a 50 mile
A man
mile
as many different laws as there are states lu the Union.
.,,,,, ^^^j k(o\\U\ not be proportionately reasonable on a 3.000
shipping a carload of oranges from Calltoinia to New -iork would g,^, ,^pj,j
^p,,n ^^^at would be reasonable on a carload of coal
Our
lawyers.
full
of
caboose
a
Because
have to send along with the freight
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ rca-sonable on a .-arload of watermelons.
forefathers recognized the necessity of some central control over ^^ ^^ reasonable that It should take two days to haul a car of Iron
miles, it
hundred
a
distance
of
a
York,
New
to
Philadelphia
from
of Now T^>rt^
M'rom an address delivered l>b, 28 before the Traffic Club
follow that It would be reasonable to allow a railroad
Bridge Coinp«n>. aoes not u>iiu«
by CUnrles S. Belstcrllng. Traffic Manager of the American
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Xcw York to San Francisco, a distance of
looking at the question from the railroad standwould be a reasonable time under ordinary conditions
would be unreasonable under other conditions, it is liorn book
law tliat negligence is the "want oi cars undfir the circumstances,"
and no legislature in the world can measure negligence by a yard
stick and a Waterbury watch.
The matter of the equipment that a railroad should furnish
its patrons is more capable of being regulated by a general rule
than the one just mentioned. If there were always an abundance
of cars, the distribution would be comparatively simple, but most
of us know that there are times of insufficient car supply.
A railroad in its original conception was simply the highway
on which tracks of iron or other materials were laid. The vehicles
were the means of transportation and were to be supplied by the
shipper, excepting, of course, the engine and its fuel. The impracticability of such a custom was soon apparent, and to-day the law
compels the railroad company to not only supply the highway,
but also the instrumentalities of transportation. All freight tariffs
are figured with this in view. Certain industries grow to enormous
Large numbers of cars are required to carry on the
proi)ortions.
The railroad company itself had not sufficient faith in
business.
such particular business to spend millions of dollars for the necessary equipment. The industry, in order to live, reverted to the
original idea and secured its own cars at enormous outlays of
moneys. I do not suppose there is any man, save a demagogue
or an anarchist, who would question the right of the owner to provide his own cars, yet I fail to see by what theory of law the
fact that a shipper has cars of his own should deprive him of a
lair and equitable share of the general equipment of the railroad
company in its distribution of cars. You must not overlook the
fact that millions of dollars that these concerns have invested in
private equipment is today totally unproductive. At times of car
shortage they certainly should have their proportionate share of
the general equipment of the road. That they have cars of their
own works no haid.ship on the other shippers. In point of fact,
by depriving him of his proportionate share in the distribution of
the general car supply, you are taking away from the private car
owner a right that he would have had had he not put a dollar In
an investment which inured to the benefit of the general shipping
company

tiO

3,00U miles.
point, what

days Irom

And

public.

So I have mentioned a few instances of the difficulty of reguThere must be elasticity in all the laws
pertaining to commerce. When 1 advocate an elastic law I do not
mean an indefinite one, but a law that will allow an honest shipper
to movn freely witho\it suffering unwarranted injury.
There is
no greater fallacy than that rigidity of rules will compel honesty.
A law, like anything else, when too rigid is apt to be brittle.
Especially is this so when applied to trade. Commerce and liberty
can go hand in hand. Give us laws; without law there can be
no liberty. But just as truly with too much law there is no freedom. It has been said, "commerce is sometimes destroyed by conqueiors, sometimes cramped by monarchs; it traverses the earth,
flies from the places where it is oppressed and stays where it has
liberty to breathe; it reigns at present where nothing was formerly
to be seen but deserts, seas and rocks; and where It once reigned
now there are only deserts."
Theory is too straight laced. Practice Is often too lo.ose as
It Is very apt to run along the lines of least reslstanse.
It loohs to
the ends and cares very little for the methods. What we need is
the golden mean: where theory will listen to the lessons that practice can teach and practice be guided by the less impetuous and
cooler brain of theory.
lating practice by theory.

^71

he
get to and from the car which carries him, the ease with which
can enter or leave this car, and the comfort, speed and safety with
destination.
which it transports him to his

THE PRESENT CAB.
The car equipment at the present time consists of 500 compofireproof
site cars in which some wood is used, 300 all metal, strictly
and
cars, and 50 additional all metal cars which have been ordered
the
are now being delivered, making a total of 850 cars. All of
similarly
doors
cars are practically the same size, with seats and
in.
ft.
and
7
length
8
all
in
over
2
in.
arranged. Each car is 51 ft.
and is provided with 52 seats, 16 of which are cross seats
near the center of the car, with the other 36 seats placed longitudithe
nally near the end. The cars are as long as the curvature of
critical
tracks will admit, and as wide at the top as the clearance on
curves will allow. All the cars have closed vestibuled platforms,
with sliding doors, instead of the usual gates. The accompanying
drawing indicates the seating plan and general dimensions of the

in width

car.

The operation of these cars in actual subway service has disclosed certain fundamental defects in design which should be remecapacity
died before the subway can furnish the speed, comfort and
which the passenger has a right to expect.
PRESENT SERVICE SUPPI.lEn.

The distinguishing feature

of the

subway

is

the Intimate con-

between the local and the express tracks. Of the four
parallel tracks extending between BrooKlyn Bridge and 96th street,
a
the two center tracks are used for express trains running on
time-table which requires a schedule speed of nearly 25 miles per
express
these
street
96th
and
hour. Between Brooklyn Bridge
72d
trains stop only at 14th street, Grand Central Station and
miles,
street, and they are scheduled to make this run of nearly 6Vi2
rush
During
minutes.
including the three intermediate stops, in 10
rehours, however, on account of excessive station waits and the
run
sulting caution signals, which require reduction in speed, this
usually takes 18 to 20 minutes, and often much longer.
nection

The

local trains are scheduled to

make

this

same distance

be-

tween Brooklyn Bridge and 9Gth street In 26 minutes, the additional
made by
10 minutes being due to the four extra intermediate stops
In actual service during
the local trains between express stations.
minutes,
to
from
28
30
require
usually
trains
local
hours
the
rush
and sometimes more, the delay being caused by the long station

waits at the express stations.
At each express station the passenger has the privilege of
transferring from the local trains to the express trains, and vice
sUtlons are
versa, and, to facilitate this transfer, the five express
arranged with island platforms between the tracks, so that the
passengers can leave the trains of one service, cross the platform
and directly enter the cars of the other service, and this privilege
is much used and even, to a great extent, abused.
Owing to the excessive use of this transfer privilege, many
passengers, in traveling from their starting points to their destinaof them
tions, are loaded and unloaded twice, and a large number
three times, so that many of the passengers use the car doors four
times, and some six times, while in an ordinary railroad without
each
the transfer privilege the car doors are used but twice by
On account of the excessive use of the doors, the
passenger.
present type of car. which ordinarily gives satisfactory service, has
proved to be extremely Inadequate for the subway.
Some of the express stations have been built with separate
the
local platforms, but. on account of the conf\ision resulting from
use of two platforms serving one train, these local platforms have
station.
been abandoned and closed up. except at the 96th stree*
The express station platforms are nearly all 350 ft. long, and
8car express
The Subway Car.
at present serve 14 of the 16 doors on one side of an
platform
train, thus leaving the first and the last doors without
and are
long,
ftare
200
The following report on the subway car of the Intcrborough service. Most of the local platforms
local
5-car
of
side
a
one
doors
on
10
the
serve
8
of
to
Rapid Transit Company of Now York City is part of a report to the arranged
Public Service Commission of the First District. State of New York, train, the first door and the last door of these trains being out of
by Bion .7. Arnold. Consulting Engineer. It is a full and careful service at all times.
investigation of the general problem of the best type of car for
At the time my study of the subway began (October. 1907), the
use in rapid transit subways.
schedule or time-table on which the cars were run called for 30
The following is the concluding paragraph of Mr. Arnold's let- trains per hour during the rush-hour periods upon both the local
ter of transmittal, dated February IS. 1908, to the Commission:
and the express tracks south of 96th street. Owing to the excessive
"After studying the conditions surrounding the operation of delays of the trains at the station platforms, the schedule was not
cars in the present subway. I have reached the conclusion that the maintained, invariably falling to less than 27 trains per hour at
present car, when provided with an additional side door located Grand Central Station, during the morning and evening rush. Renear each end. thus making four doors in each side of the car, will cent improvements, however, have made it possible, except on very
busy days, to get 30 trains an hour through the limiting stations
best meet the conditions of the present subway, and that, when
these cars are properly operated through the stations as rapidly as on both the local and the express tracks.
Eacn express train consists of 8 cars, and each local train of
the signal system, when modified as recommended in my report of
January IS. 1S08. will permit, a marked increase in the capacity 5 cars, and each car contains 52 seats. Under these conditions, the
and comfort of the subway will be realized."
number of seats per hour which pass a given station are (30 x S x
Wl^ or 12.480 seats on the expre?s tracks, and (30 x 5 x 52) or 7.800
The report follows:
That part of the subway which is of greatest Interest to the seats on the local tracks. Actual records show that during the rush
traveling public is the design and operation of the car. The passen- hours the cars often carry twice as many passengers as there are
ger Is mostly concerned about the convenience with which he can seats, and that during the height of the rush period there are times
'
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when three tlmcB as many paseengere are carried on some expreas
carH as there are Hcata, although the latter condition exists only for
short periods of time on very biiHy dayH.
Since the opening of the tunnels to Borough Hall, Brooklyn, on
January 10, 1908, a schedule ban been prepared calling for 40 express trains per hour between 'JGth street and Brooklyn Bridge during the rush periods, this Hchedule having been adopted In order to
provide the Breoklyn extcuHion with 20 trains an hour, corresponding to a Snilnute headway. The delays of the trains at the station
platforms, however, have eeriausly interfered with the carrying out
of the improved Bihcdule, and. although there are parts of the system where 40 trains per hour are HUpplied during certain periods
of the day, this rate is not maintained at the critical part of the
ruHhliour period, the lime when it Ih most needed. In other words,
aa Hoon as the demand for seats increases beyond a certain limit,
the supply of seatd begins to decrease.
.\NA1.VHIH OF I)KI..\Y8 AT STATION I'LATFOIIMS.
The present arrangement of loading and unloading passengers
throuuli tlie same <'nil doors of the carK Is the chief cause for the
The crowded
inefllcient operation during the rush-hour period.
condition of the <ar entrances and station platforms under the
present arrangement results In passengers leaving the cars In single
The unloading
flip and with considerable difficulty and discomfort.
under such conditions usually requires from 15 to 30 seconds, and
period at
most
congested
seconds
during
the
In extreme cases 50
the principal points of transfer.
Passengers desiring to board the cars must wait until the

have been reduced or curtAlIed.
For
Station and at 14th street, where •'
ferring is done, separate platforms
serve the local and the exprt-ss tra:.'

Vol XLIV.
lnKtan<-e,
-

No.

S.

Grand Central
amount of trans-

at

!>een arranged tu
would have made

necessary for all passengers wisblDg lu traiibler from one service
to the other to climb the stairs from one platform to the mezrsuine
walkway which connects all platforms, and go down again to the
level of the platform serving the other train.
As the maximum
time that can now be saved by transferring from a local train to
a northbound express train at Grand Central Station U 4 minutes,
and the average time saved by trani-ferring at 14tb Btre«t la
about C minutes, and, as it would require on an average 2 minutes of this time to make the transfer on account of the necessltjr
of climbing up and down the stairways. It will t>e seen that much
of the present unnecc-ssary transferring at these two points misht
have been discouraged by the use of separate platforms
It is also possible to divide the Island platforms longitudinally
at lertain express stations by means of a central iron fence, which
could be provided with gates, to t>e closed at such times as it would
be absolutely necessary to discourage the present practice of excessive transferring. These gates could l>e closed, for Instance, at
the times during rush hours when a local train and an express train
both occupy the station platform, so as to make It possible to ruah
from one train to another, but they could be open at all other times.
With the present narrow platforms, this dividing fence would add
considerably to the platform congestion, and thus would Interfere
with the prompt handling of the passengers, who must necessarily
It
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Plan and Elevation of

Recommended Type: Present Subway Car

been |)ra(tiialiy complelod, unless they wish to force
themselves against the outioiiiinn passcn,<('r8, and this loading must
be effected quite frequently through an entrance obstructed by
passengers walling to get off at nearby stations who prefer to hold
their positions and thus obtain an earlier and easier exit.
It will
be seen, therefore, that the streams of outgoing and Incoming passengers not only meet, but do so under peculiar and trying conditions, as the same doorway Is used for both entrance and exit.
An nalysls of the average time required by an express train
nt a station platl'iirni during the height of the rush hours shows the
unlDUiiiiiK lias

;

following figures:
Averuge
1.

S.
S.
4,

8.

To
To

0|>pn doors of cars uftvr train liaa stopped
unlonil nn avornKc of iu:t luiasciigcrs throuKli 14 doors (IS to
BO seconds)
To lond an nvpragc of 20tl unssengcra througli 14 doors (IS to
30 Bci-oiids)
To clogp the car doors nod give tbp signal by mcnns of bcllrope
to DiotormaD

Total average time of express trnlns at station plattorms between stopping and starting during (be height or rnnh bourn.

2

spc:i.

20

"

20

••

IS

"

n5

sees.

DEFKCTS IN PBESENT ABRANOF.MENTS.
which stand out prominently in the operation of the subway are, first, the excessive use of the transfer privilege, and second, the use of tlio same end doors In the cars for
both the entering; and the leaving passengers.
.\l)pnrently the only permanent way to Improve these conditions
Is either to reduce or abandon the transfer privilege, or to change

Two

of the defects

the car.

There are several ways

in

which the transfer privilege could

Altered to a Car with Double Doors Near Ends.

use the station. Unless the platforms were widened the.*e dividing
fences would probably cause as much discomfort and loss of time as
their use would obviate, and. therefore, with the present subway
these fences would not prove to be a comprehensive solution of the
transfer problem.
As the public for the past three years has enjoyed the advantages of a simple and ready means of transferring from one service
to the other, and as any introduction of difficulties In connection
with this process of tran.sferring will savor of the withdrawal of
privileges, 1 am sure that any attempt to Improve the servK-e by
rearranging the station platforms so tnat those desiring to change
from local express service, or vice versa, would be delayed, would
meet with strenuous objection, and. with the present subway, would
not be justlfled. While It may l>e contended that such convenient
means of transferring at so many points should not have been provided. It Is my opinion that this principle, having been established,
cannot now be withdrawn, and that the only remedy, therefore. Is
to change the cars.
It has been suggested that even with the present car the passenger.s could be made to enter at one end door and leave at the
other end door, but when It is considered that p.tssenpers leaving
the train at the express stations under this regulation would be
forced to push their way past every standing passenger throughout
the entire length of the car. and that this discomfort to all would
be constantly recurring during the rush hours, it can be understood
that this solution of the difBculty would he neither popular nor
Furthermore. If the entering passengers were to be conefficient.
fined to the use of one door in each car. and the leaving passengers

Fehruary
to

the other, the

from the
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])resent

number of entrances to the
number of 14 to a maximum

train

would be cut
and the

of 8 doors,

This would be a disadvantage, particularly
at 14th street, where the great majority of passengers using the
car doors of the local trains are leaving passengers, and those using
the express trains are entering passengers. Moreover, since the
present station platforms are not long enough to serve the doors
at the extreme ends of an 8-car train, it would be impracticable to
establish a circulation in the end cars.
The present car works very well during periods of light and
fairly heavy travel, but as soon as it is called upon to carry upwards of 100 passengers, the single-end doors become a decided disadvantage, and their inefficiency in handling large crowds seriously
It might be
Interferes with the prompt movement of the trains.
exits liliewise reduced.

Recommeded Future Car

for

officials are of the opinion that it is impossible to confine
the waits to the 45-second limit suggested in that report. Their
however, in improving the service have resulted in cutting
these station waits down from an average of 65 seconds to an
average of 55 seconds.
In the preliminary report referred to, I pointed out the fact
that if the wait at the station platform could not be "limited to 45
seconds by efficient methods of handling the passenger traffic. It
would be necessary to consider an improved type of car which
would accomplish this result. As the station waits have not been
thus limited by the subway officials, and, further, as it is their
opinion, as expressed in their reply to my preliminary report, that
it will be impossible to always limit these waits with the present
type of car to the 45 seconds, it is necessary to consider a car de-

Present Subway; Car with Double Doors near Ends, Combining Cross and Longitudinal Seats,
Seating Capacity 48; More Compact Seats Than in Present Car.

maintained that all of the passengers who shuuUl be carried in the
cars can enter and leave the present end-door cars within the time
to which the station waits should be limited, and that any further
loading of the cars should be prohibited and prevented. If there
were other ample and equally as good means of transportation
paralleling the subway, this regulation of the amount of loading
would be a practical solution of the difficulty, but until other sub-

ways are built, the people will demand transportation in the present
subway even at the sacrifice of comfort, and, therefore, every effort
should be made to give transportation to as many as possible. As
the limit of capacity under present circumstances will be the maximum carrying capacity of the car. It is essential that a type of car
be used In which this limit can be easily and quickly reached.
In order to accomplish this purpose It is clear that the ease of
loading will be greatly Increased when the entrance is cleared to a
Passengers
;,reat extent of passengers waiting to leave the car.

^

subway

efforts,

signed

that

so

it

will

considerably

reduce the

present

platform

delays.
In

my study of the signal system 1 found that the trains can
be run between stations on a headway of 90 seconds, or at the rate
of 40 trains per hour.
However, on account of the delays at the
station platforms and also on account of the arrangement of the
signals on the tracks approaching the stations, it is just possible
under present conditions to pass 30 trains an hour through the
busiest stations during rush hours. Changes in the signal system
were pointed out which would make possible a headway of 105
seconds (34.3 trains per hour), even with the present car. and still
allow a station wait of 50 seconds. If the platform delay can be
reduced to 35 seconds and the signal system improved as suggested,
then it will be possible to get the trains through the limiting stations in 90 seconds, thus maintaining a headway of 1^^ minutes,
corresponding to the capacity of 40 trains per hour, which is the

^LULULULi^

JfULUiJjtij

y

^LUmUJLP
Arrangement

of

Guiding Ralls on Subway Station Platforms,

to

could be handled with greater ease and comfort by having separate
doorways for exit and entrance and the process of unloadinjj and
loading should take place simultaneously, thus reducing the station
wait now required by nearly or quite one-half. To state the case
briefly, the principal defect in the present car is due to the tact
that a definite and ready circulation of traffic Is not provided for
and that owing to the lack of sufficient doors properly located, the
maximum carrying capacity of the car cannot be easily and quickly
reached.

POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS.
In my preliminary report reference was made to the excessive
time required by the express trains at the station platforms during
rush hours, which the record showed to be G5 seconds at that time
(November. 19071. Suggestions were therein made with the idea
of limiting these station waits, if possible, to 45 seconds.
Many of
these suggested Improvements have been put in operation, but the

be Used

In

maximum

'

Connection with Recommended Type of Altered Car.

rate at which the signal system between stations will
allow trains to pass.
To secure the desired capacity of 40 trains per hour without
making any changes in the signal system, will require that the
station wait be limited to 20 seconds.
To thus limit the time required for unloading and loading the passengers and for opening
and closing the car doors and transmitting the starting signal to
the motorman to 20 seconds, means an entirely different type of
car than that used at present and a rearrangement of the stations,
as this result could not be accomplished without the use of a large
number of doors along the entire length of the car and suitable
tiates for preventing an excessive number of passengers reaching
In other words, if the present arrang>
the car at any one time.
ment of signals is retained, the only possible way to secure an increase in the capacity of the subway from 30 trains per hour to 40
trains per hour Is to scrap or use elsewhere the entire subway car-
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body efiulpmt-nt and build new carH at an exptnn- or ut lc-a«t $o,uih...
and to rearrange the present platforniH. which lis practically

OUO,

prohibitive.
If on the other hand, the signal syBtem can be Imorcved lu
Buch a way that even tne preaent trains can be paused through the
stations on a headway of lOS seconds (1% minutes) It will reci-i'ie
only a omparallvely simple alteration In the car to reduce the
allowed stop of 50 socondH to 35 seconds and thus secure the 15
seiondB' saving which wll. make the deslre.l 90 second headway
possible.
The moFt economical and efflrlenl as well as the quickest
way therefore, to secure a capacity of 40 tnilns per hou-- In hi
subway Is to Improve the signal system (as recommended in my
report of January 18, 1908) and at the same time alter ihc present
cars sufficiently to limit the platform waits to a maximum of 35
soonds. It should be understood that this 35 secon Is l.s a Ilm;t
which If exceeded, would at once affect the headway, and that the
average platform delay should be somewhat less than »hl.s limit In
order to provide a leeway for operating exigencies.
i

To secure this result 11 Is evident that the loading and the
unloading must be carried on at the same lime. Soine improvement should also be expected from the use of pneumatic doorhandling equipment and an electric door signal. Theag changes
should easily bring the actual wall at the station platform do:vn to
the following fi'nires:
i;
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a„orH.nndto ioai -ido m''.
S,.?on,iTo:1 p"«1.™k"'" .'hrm?gb
HcnRLTH itirouKh »e|mrale doors, botb piotessi's being carilcd ou
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the foregoing discussion It Is plain that iu order to run
40 trains per hour through Ihe subway. It Is essential that more
door openings bo provided than are found In the present cars.
Tlicre are a iumil)er of different types of cars which will pro-

From

Plan of Present

Subway

Car,

xuv,

No.

».

lUc b.-atlug cajmclty per car, ibeir Uise uhould so limit the
waita that the total sealing capacity carried by a station
wUhln a given time is not rfJu':<.-d from the pr^-scnt number of
reased num:.
wealH
In other .\
a least equal
ber of seatH mad.
occupied by
to the total numl^
••
.
the extra doors.
Owing to the overloaded condiUon of the subway It will be
necessary for the present to utilize the extra carrying capacity
made available by the additional earn for sUndlng pasaeugers.
If •nes*'
until such a time as additional subways can be builsubways are built sufflckntly In advaiue of the dei.
surface iransiwrtatlon. a part of this extra spa/e
be nttcd with seata and thus approach nearer to the
n-.lu...-

Hlation

seat for every passenger.
If 40 trains of eight cars each are passed tbrougli a alaUon
each rush hour, each car having additional doors to provide for
the more comfortable and rapid handling of ihe paasengers. It will
require but 40 .seats per car to provide the same number of »eau
that are at present supplied by 30 elghtcar trains per hour. The
new cars, therefore, should not have lets than 40 aeata. Any greater
number of seats than 40 per car will Indicate a correspoodlng Increase In the total number of seau available.
'^^'^ number of seats which can be placed In a car depends
upon the type of seat, and there are three kinds of seaU which by
common use have become standard practice In cars of the subway
type.

The longitudinal seat usually oc^cuplea a space 19 In. In length
along the side of the car. This type of seat has long been in uae in
gypfaj,g p^^g j^ niany elevated cars, and the ends of the present
subway cars.
The cross-seat

of the "back-to-back" type has been adopted
for use in the center of the cars on a number of elevated urban
roads and for the present subway car. As the elbow of the pas-

senger occupying the seat next to the aisle can encroach upon the

Showing Arrangement

vide extra doors, thus reducing the station waits and Increasing
the present number of cars which can be run through a station
during rush hours. Kach type, however, will allow for a number
of different arrangements of the seats, and therefore before taking
up the most desirable location of these extra doors, it will be well
to discuss the arrangement of seats In order to determine how
best to utilize the additional carrying capacity provided by the
Increased number of trains.
Before determining uiion the proper arrangement of the seats,
the question ol policy submitted to your Honorable Commission in
my preliminary report of November 2t!, IMO". must be decided. In
that report I requested a decision as to whether the capacity of
the subway should be limited to the number of passengers who
could be carried If the cars contained the maximum number of
seats, or whether it would be preferable to sacrlflce somewhat the
possible number of seats, thus providing a relatively larger amount
of standing room and correspondingly increasing the total carrying
capacity.
Not having been Instructed by you on this subject. In order to
complete my report upon the subway car 1 take the liberty of
suggesting the following policy for your consideration:
It seems to me that it should be the aim to eventually provide
a seat for every long-haul passenger, but until this can be at least
approximated by the construction of additional subways or other
tnin.sportivlion lines. It will bo necessary to furnish transiportatlon
lor all, oven though existing conditions compel many passengers
to stand during rush hours.
While it seems ut present Impracticable to provide seats for all except during non-rush hours, every
possible Improvement that tends In this direction consistent with
Justice to the subway company should be made. In order to gradually reduce the proportion of standing passengers to those seated,
and no change should be allowed which will reduce the total number
of seats per hour now provided by the subway cars.
If has just been pointed out that the maximum number of
cars per hour can be secured only by the Introduction of additional
.\llhouph these extra doors may slightly
side doors In the cars,

Voi_

of Seats

and Single Doors at End*.

space, only 18

aisle

in.

in

width

is

required for each passenger.
14 In. to 30 In.,

The space between the seat cushions varies from

a fair average being from 18 to 20 In.
The cross-seat of the "walkover" type is being quite generally
adopted by the interurban electric roads and by a number of city
lines.
A width of 17 In. per passenger makes the seats 34 In.
wide, although In some instances, surh as the new cars now In use
In Chicago, the seat Is 36 In. wide.
The distance from the center to
center of l)ack varies from 27 In. to 36 In., a fair average for a
properly deslgne<l seat being about 30 in.
The advantages and disa<i vantages of the various kinds of seats
are pointed out in discussing the possibilities of seating arrangements in the different types of cars which are most suitable for
subway conditions.
TYPES OK SfBWAV CABS.
A successful car for the present subway should posaesa as
many as possible of the following i-equlreiments:
1.

Soiinrnti.\

enirnntcM ami rjlu.
run Ix cU-nml su as l»

fi|>nr« nlilrli

t>c

rradf lo quickly rvcrlTt the p*>

siMiKors bi^irtlUiK a car.
:i.

4.
.".

G.

7.

("onvcnirnt niraiis of clmilatlon Insldo a car.
Standing room sparo oontlciiouA tti the oxlts.
As many cross «i'at« as pnirllcaliK'.
Kxit and entrance iloors sutflclpntly rvmoTfd from racb othrr (o allow tor
ihp car's slopping cnuvcnlonl to giildlnc rails on (hr plalforms.
Doors located so as to minlmlip the dangrr from ojwn >|>am at corv»
pliitfornis.

The various cars may be

classified In

accordance with the num-

ber of doors In the sides of the cars as follows:
fars with cnlrBl aldo doors and end door*
fars with two qiiiirlor kUIo dixies
l^ara with throo doors near center.
Cars with niultl side diHTs.
Cars with double dwirs near ends.
t.\-pes may have seats of either the longithe cross "Iwck-lo-baok." or of the "walk-over" style, or

Each one of these
tudinal,

FKliKLAKY
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a combination of two or more

styles,

as will be

shown more

in

detail as the cars are described.
CAK.S WITH DOUBLli UOORS -XEAIt K.NUS.
car, or adding materially to its
possible to introduce additional side doors, one near
side
of
the
car
and
as near as practicable to the
each end of each
present end doors, the distance between the doors being at least
sufficient to furnish a pocket for the sliding doors.
It will be seen by referring to the accoiiipaiiyiug drawing that
these additional doors can be added without disturbing the present
seating arrangement of the car to any great extent. It is true
that the introduction of these doors will make it necessary to remove eight seats from each car, but the operation of the cars in
actual service will make it i)ossible to pass so many more oars
through the subway that the loss of eight seats in each car will
be more than offset by the additional seats in the added cars, and
the extra standing room, so convenient to the separate exit, is a
feature which will decrease the station waits, and thereby increase
the schedule speed.
This proposed change in the present car has many advantages,
which even a casual study will reveal. The new doors can be used
for exits, and the present end doors for entrances, thus providing
at once the means of carrying on the process of unloading and loading simultaneously and without the present conflict which during
rush hours has become so objectionable.
This car provides a separate space for leaving passengers to
collect around the exit doors without blocking the space which
should be provided for the passengers entering the car. The result will be that passengers will move in and out much more
quickly than at present, and the movement of passengers into the
car will facilitate the movement of passengers out of the car.
With this car it would be possible to keep the platforms clear
of standing passengers, particularly at the time of approaching a
station where considerable additional load is to be expected. With
the present cars it is impossible to keep the platform clear, as
the passengers readily make the excuse that they are getting ready
With a clear platform there
to leave the train at the next station.
should be none of the discomfort now experienced in boarding a
crowded car; the passengers will pass rapidly into the empty car
vestibule, and can move at once into the space which has been
vacated by the leaving passengers.
There should be no hesitation on the part of a passenger in
the selection of an entrance with this t>-pe of car, as is so often
the case with the multi side-door car. Under these circumstances
there is no reason why a rate of flow of passengers in and out of
the car amounting to at least flve passengers per car per second
should not be expected with this car with double doors near the
end, and this rate is fully as good as the experience in Chicago
would lead us to expect from the multi side-door cars, even with
eight doors distributed the entire length of the car.
While this type of car provides for setting up and maintaining a circulation, this circulation is not obtained at the expense
of comfort to the through passengers, as the circulation is conflned
to the two ends of the car, and it is therefore not necessary for
a passenger boarding a train at one station and getting oft at another to pass through half the length of the car, with the attendant
discomfort to both himself and to all of the other passengers In
the car.

Without weakening the present

weight,

it

is

Both the exit and the entrance doors are directly under the
eye of the guard, who is thus in a position to accentuate the circulation, and, therefore, the rapidity of handling the passengers,
by opening the exit door slightly in adv.mce of the entrance door,
which can easily be done by either mechanical or pneumatic means.
This car lends itself readily to the introduction of platform
These
railing at all of the more important station platforms.
railings can be arranged as shown in the aoi'ompanying diagram,
which will Indicate at once the advantages of collecting the passengers who are waiting tor a train at deflnite loading points, thus
leaving the remaining parts of the platform free and ready to receive the unloading passengers. This particular doubleend-door car
fortunately allows for an arrangement of platform railings In
such a way that loading points can be provided for the Broadway
passengers separate from those set apart for the Lenox passengers.
Should the distance between the doors as shown be considered too
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the public and the operating company, than any other type, and
its use will increase the capacity of the subway sufficiently to fully
justify the expense of altering the present cars into cars of this type.

RECOilMEXDATlOKS.
recommendations, summarized, are as follows:
That every car used in regular passenger service in the
present subway be provided with two additional side doors, located
near the ends, approximately, as shown in the drawing already
mentioned. I recommend this car for the following reasons:
A. The double door space at each end of the car will greatly reduce the pres-

My

First.

—

ent station wails.
U.

The separatv

exits

and entrances

will

remove tbe present uncomfortable

conflict at the car doors.
<'.

The present cars can be altered
their

structural strength,

to this type of car without detracting (roa
or materially altering the present seating

arrangement.
D.

Tbe

!•;.

This

result In Increased carrying capacity

due to changes will abundantly

Justify the Investment.
Is the only type of car with additional doors that will not materially
Increase the present trouble due to curved platforms.

—

Second. That all cars be provided with pneumatic or other
for quickly opening and closing the doors, and with signals,
which will automatically indicate to the motorman when the last
door is closed.
Third. That all new cars bought in future be of metal and pro-

means

—

seats more economically arranged, as shown in the
accompanying plan.
Fourth. That when the cars of the double end-door type are
put in service, a system of platform railings, similar to that shown
in the accompanying plan, be provided to direct the passengers.
Fifth.
That for future subways a wider car should be con-

vided

with

—

—

This car may be a multi side-door car, it separate platforms can be arranged for each class of trains, and if the stations
can be designed to control the flow of passengers at the entrance
to the platform, instead of directly at the car doors.
If, however, it is found that it is impracticable to design stations with
sufficient room for waiting passengers independent of the station
platforms, it will probably be found that the best car for future
subways is a wide car of the type with double doors near ends.
Sixth.
That if it is found that future subways cannot be built
without the occasional use of curved platforms, the cars for these
future subways should be designed so as to allow the station platforms to extend under the car in such a way that the necessity for
sidered.

—

sliding platforms will be obviated.
[The part of the report given above covers the general discussion of the problem, a description of the recommended type to

which the present subway cars should be converted and
general recommendations. The report also includes
discussion of the various types of subway cars and
kinds and arrangements of seats In them. This will
in

a later issue of the Railroad

Gazette. — Editor.]

Mr. Arnold's

an extended
the various
be published

Perkins of the Burlington.*
Charles Elliott Perkins,

who was

for

some 20 years president

of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, was a strong personality with a marked and effective individuality.
He was honored,

respected and beloved, and his character, which was typical of the

age which produced him, is for all time inseparably connected with
the history and the development of the Middle West during the past
50 years.

As a railroad builder he was perhaps as great a strategist as
any man this country has produced; and yet his name will never be
connected with those who, in undertaking daring things, havd
brought ruin to themselves and their associates. With all of his
personal courage and his unwavering faith in the future of the West,
he was a man who recognized his position of trusteeship for others.
There was a very strong line of division, as he viewed things, between his rights as an individual and his duties as a trustee and
guardian for others' interests. This very quality made him a careful
and safe guide, and made the railroad, the development of which
he presided over, a wonderful example of careful and sound financing, and well able In times of stress and money panics to weather
the fiercest storms.
In llioi. when the sale of the Burlington was made to Interests
close for ease in stopping at the proper points, the distance could representing the Great Northern and Northern Pacific roads, he
be Increased by moving the supplemental doors one seat nearer the showed not only his business sagacity, but his determination to procenter of the car.
tect to the fullest extent the Interests of all the stockholders. Before
The standing room in this car can be increased during rush negotiations had been opened for the purchase of the road he had
hours Ixv folding up the two seats between the doors, and. while learned that a considerable portion of the stock had been bought In
this practice is not to be commended, there will be times, and par- the open market.
In fact, to his surprise, as well as that of other
ticularly on heavy days, such as Mondays, when this feature could directors of the company, many of the so-called "widows and
be utilized.
orphans" and little stockholders of the company in Massachusetts,
The present cars can b© changed to conform to this arrange- who had held the stock for years, had parted with their holdings to
ment for an expense of about, |2,000 for each steel car, and about the syndicate which was making the purchase. As soon as Mr. Perkins
?1,500 for each composite car.
•From nn article by Frederic A. Delano. President at the Wabash RnilFor the present subway this car seems to me to possess more rond. and formerly Gonernl Manager of the Chicago,
Barllngton & Qulncv, In
()/)(<• (on s ilaffatinc for March.
advantages and fewer disadvantages, both from the standpoint of
I
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on, he at once entered Into negotlatlone with
the syndicate, taking the position with hla own directors that It
would not do to let this Byndlcate acquire a majority of the stock and
leave the minority Hto<kholderH to lake what they could get. The
result, as 1« well known, and now a matter of railroad history, was
that a proposition was made hy the purchasing syndicate and submitted to all stockholders alike, and Anally accepted and ratlOed by
upward of 97 per cent. In other words, regardless of his own personal ambitions, for It must have been a keen disappointment to
him to part with the control of a properly with which he had grown
up, he roncludeil an arrangement for Ihe sale of It which was as fair
and as liberal to the Interests which he felt It his duty to protect as

saw what was going

was poMHible for such un Instrument to be.
Mr. Perkins saw the state of Iowa grow from a population of some
C75.000 In ISIJO to a population of 2.232.000 In 1900; he saw the Burlington roail develop, and actually and personally superintended the
construction of much of Its mileage, from a railroad of a few hundred miles to one of more than 8,000, opening for development 14
states; and yet, such was his modesty and such his Insistence on
remaining In the background that he was far less In the public eye
than many men who have achieved only a fraction of what he did.
He belonged to the class of men which. In the nature of things,
must grow fewer as time goes on men who have great constructive
gifts and who have had the opportunity to develop and work In a
new country, free and untramraeled by precedent or conventionIt

—

ality.

Starting out from a small position In the railroad he became
paymaster and assistant treasurer, and soon the general superintendBut the road of which he had charge extended only from Burlington to Ottumwa, 7G miles, and as It grew and developed he grew
and developed with It. When It was merged with the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, then wholly an Illinois corporation, with a mileage
of some 210 miles, he was for a time put In charge, as vice-president,
of the Hurllngton & Missouri River Railroad, In Nebraska, which
extended then from Plattsmouth, Neb., to Kearney and was being develoi)ed In a wholly new country. This was only a temporary assignment and he retained his headquarters at Burlington. In 1881 he
ent.

wa.s

made the president
& Quincy.

of the united

company

—the

Chicago, Bur-

lington

With the Increased Importance and responsibility of this posiwas one of the most influential and best-known railroad men
the western country. During the prosperous years which followed, the road was extended to ramify through a very large area
of Nebraska and beyond It Into the states of Colorado, South Dakota

tion, he
In

and Wyoming.

The Burlington became the leader of the granger roads and Its
stock a favorite Investment for trustees and others. The managemeni. of the road was successful and etilclent, and the property well
maintained. It was naturally so under such a leadershl|).
Indeed,
to have grown up and to have done creditable service In the "Burlington school" was as good a diploma as a railroad man could ask
The graduates of Ihls school have carried Its influence far and
for.
wide throughout the country. Included among them are four railroad presidents. Kdward P. IUi)ley, of the Santa Fe; Howard Elliott,
of the Northern Paciftc, and George B. Harris, now President of the
Burlington.
|The fourth Is Mr. Delano himself. Editor KQilroad
ilazrile.]
Paul Morton, of the Equitable Life. Is a Burlington grad'v
ate; so Is W. C. Brown, the Senior Vlce-Pre.sldent of the -New York
Central lines. Out of many men of prominence may be mentioned
a few such ns C. M. Levey. Third Vice-President, and H. C. Null. General Manager of the western end of the Northern Pacific; George W.
Holdredge. General Manager of the Hurllngton lines west of the
Missouri: T. E. Calvort, now Chief Engineer of the Burlington
system. .\mouK those who have passed on may be mentioned T. J.
Potter, once the Vlce-Prosldent of the Union Paclflc, and Henry B.
Stone, who left tlio Uurllugton to become the President of the Central I'nlon and the Chicago Telephone companies.
All through American railroad service are to be found men
trained by Mr. Perkins to be "thorough" railroad men. Thoroughness was something that he insisted upon. Mr. Perkins never liked
to hear a man spoken of as "a good operating man," "a track man,"
"a motive power man."
He wanted "railroad men"; that Is to say,
all around and etilclent "business" men.
He believed that fundamentally a railroad was a commercial enterprise iind should be governed accordingly both In Us management and its relations with the
public.
He dealt with the fundamentals, with the underlying principles of railroading, and to serve under and In close contact with
him was an Inspiration. He was quick to form his Judgment of
men, and when he doclde<l that he could place his faith In one, his
method of duvcloiilng hlni w;u3 to give him large responsibilities.
To those who know hini not he was at times brusque, for he could
assume an almost tierce manner. He was a big man ph>-sloally, and
untiringly active.
Both his father, the Rev. James Handasyde
Perkins, and his mother, Sarah H. Elliott, were of Puritan stock,
and he had many of the Puritan qualities, mellowed perhaps by the
western environment In which he grew up, for In 1840 Cincinnati,
where he was born, was pretty close to the frontier.

—
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He received a common school education, and being the oldest
son in a minister's family, it was ne<*<!«!?ary for him to go west at
jrting, but. Id the
the age of nineteen, not only to bet"
ip with Ih'r i.-oun
Un:ii familiar languagf of Horace Onr.^ business men in
try.
He went to Burlington, Iowa. In
our larger cities often wondered that Mr. I'erklns was content to
remain In a small town, for he retained his residence in Burlington
They marveled that he did not come to
until the end of bis life.
live In some great city where he might be in closer contact with
men of equal prominence and ability; but. In this particular, Mr.
Perkins showed his character as clearly as In any other. It waa his
thought that a man could do bis work better If freed from the
diversions and distractions of the city life. He preferred to keep
a little apart from these conditions and exactions of the city, and
remained in his country home a home where he was surrounded
by every possible comfort, yet where he avoided every evidence of
display and magnificence.
He was a profound student of the problems of every-dajr life,
and, while not a university man, he was a man who. by r1o«« railing, had trained his mental qualities to an exceptional degree. There
was scarcely a single broad question of policy concerning the dutiea
of an olTlcer of the railroad, the functions of the railroad or its relations to the public, upon which he had not prepared "memoranda"
papers which were comprehensive and thorough in the fullest degree.
Then, again, he liked to associate with men who were thorough,
painstaking and forceful. He loved to have young men about him
and to discuss and argue with them on every conceivable topic. He
liked opposition If It was Intelligent and backed up by sound reasonNeedless to say, he hated hypocrisy and demagoguery in any
ing.
form.
A contemporary of Mr. Perkins in railroad administration, himself a man of notable ability, said of him recently, that he knew of
no man in the profession of better intellectual capacity and training,
no man so well equipped to understand all the problems, technical,
economical and commercial. High praise this, for a man who had
acquired this equipment wholly by his own labor.
People who knew him best In the community where he lived
and along the line of the railroad which he managed for so many
years, knew that he appreciated in a way that few railroad executives have appreciated, the true Importance of the good will of the
community with which he did business. He laid the greatest possible stress, In the organization which he developed, on the importance
of local self-government. While he appreciated fully the advantage
of supervision by centralization of authority, he recognized and
always preached the Importance of letting the man on the ground
have the authority, the tools and the men to do with.
The railroad over which he presided was not only recognised
as a model of honest management and careful capitalization, but
It also enjoyed an almost unexampled popularity and even affection
His Idea of keeping a commuin Ihe communities along Its line.
nity satisfied was to give all the service which it could reasonably
demand, and yet he did not tamely submit to harsh treatment or
e.xactions.
Indeed, few men ever fought more stubbornly for the
rights of their stockholders against some of the senseless legUla'
lion resulting from the wave of popular hostility in the Granger
movement and afterward. He should have the credit, more than any
other one man. of supplying the initiative and the arguments which
finally secured a decision from the United Slates Supreme Court
in favor of the railroads In the "Nebraska Rate Case."
His logical
mind, his capacity for reasoning closely and clearly, and for analyzing complex questions made him alike a strong advocate and a powerful combatant.
It is not to be supposed that this man's career was one unbroken
He had his trials and his sore disappointIirocesslon of triumphs.
nients, as many another, bearing them so manfully withal that few
ever knew of them; but In his railroad career, perhaps, his hardest
experiences were the repeated disappointments in carrying out his
ambitious plans for the development and extension of the Burlington
road.
Without criticising his associates and directors, who took
what they thought to bo a safer and more conservative course, he
was keenly disappointed that he could not make them appreciate
the grand opportunities which lay before them; first, in the purchase of the then bankrupt Northern Paclflc. and later In the purchase of the Oregon Short Line. Finally, of course, the loss of control of the property by his friends was a severe disappointment, but,
after all, to his reasoning mind, only a natural sequence of the
failure to grasp opportunities which had been offered and had been
allowed to slip.
With all of his great qualities as an admlnlstr.itJve and executive officer, so successful In his achievements, Mr. Perkins was even
more. He was a great. large-hearte<1, generous man. doing In a quiet
way many things for his friends and neighbors. He was capable of
inspiring in his associates loyalty and devotion to a remarkable
degree, and yet he was exacting In his demands for thoroughness
and accuracy, while generous In his approval of work well done.
His life-work Is a sufficient monument to him. but the business ideals
and the Inspiration which he gave to many a man who came under
:

;

—
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perhaps mean even more in the long run.
After all, the most encouraging thing that can be said Is that
Perkins'
methods
and his success were not absolutely unique,
Mr.
for he was a product of American civilization, a thoroughly typical
American. In these days when -sensationalism runs riot and public
attention is constantly directed to everything unfavorable, It Is
worth while to remember that there are such men, and to realize that
business methods are fundamentally sound, for the reason that men
in business believe, and fortunately so, that corporations must be
fairly conducted in order to survive.
his

influence

will

Picked Up on the Road.
BY

GULJ".

Every one ought to have read the discussions on track stresses on
curves that have been published during the past year, it only from
curiosity to see how men are seeking the solution, though it must
be admitted that the mathematics of the case has many will-o'-thewisp features. Mathematics is an exact science, but its usefulness
depends on correct premises. When we have an equation of two

unknown

quantities that are treated as variables, the construction
assignment of a known value to one of them Is an
easy matter, but when it comes to solving an equation involving a
score or more of unknown quantities, the case assumes different proportions.
If we could know the value of all of the variables that
enter into and affect the pressures of the wheel on the rail, then
there is no doubt that a mathematical solution of the result could
be obtained. But who knows the values of these elements? For example, who really knows the simplest one of the lot the height of
the center of gravity? Then, who knows just what position a fourwheel truck will assume on a curve, and what effect gage widening
has on that position?
If
you don't even know that, how can
you make even a wild guess at the position that will be taken by a
consolidation locomotive; and how dare you assume that that position will be the same at all speeds? Will the centrifugal action that
shifts the center of gravity affect the position?
I don't know.
Do
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cut off again.
This was to be repeated all along the line. Could
anything be simpler? But somehow or other the scheme never became popular, probably because of the rope. So now we have
another rapid transit car a "wonderfully simple and very practical
invention" which is, in effect, a car with a number of side doors,
attached to the through train. Then there is to be another just like
it on a side track.
As the express approaches, the side track car
starts and runs alongside, and when the doors are exactly opposite,
"the cars are to be coupled, the platforms lowered, vestibules fixed
and the transfer quickly made," the car cut off, and there you are.
We are not informed ot the length ot side track needed for the
transfer at CO miles an hour, or how the various little details of the
arrangement have or have not been worked out But we are all
anxious to put money in it, for we have seen it stated in a reputable
paper that "when it becomes generally known that this great Improvement in railroading Is possible, there will be a universal demand made by the public for its introduction!" The principle is
old enough. Away back, fifteen years ago, a newsboy made a practice
ot transferring from an express to a local on a tour-track line, so
the paper said, and kept it up until he was stopped.
But that boy
was a gymnast and had nerve. And now we await the trial trip
of the gymnast car.

—

—

of the line by the

—

you?

Now, everybody knows that in rounding a curve one wheel
must slip to make up the difference in the length of the rails. Which
wheel slips? Is the slip all on one wheel, or is it distributed between the two? Is there any difference in the slip of the front and
rear wheels of the same truck? I don't know. Do you?
What is the coefficient of friction between the wheel and the

when both are worn? Rather, how much will it take to slip a
worn wheel laterally? Doesn't it jump up in the air to a point that
rather tends to take your breath away? I have been told confidentially that an attempt to measure the matter on a consolidation locorail

motive running at 10 miles an hour resulted in putting the measuring apparatus out of commission, with a good big margin to spare,
and that this didn't happen until a load of 30,000 lbs. had been exceeded. Won't It take more to slip a wheel toward the outside of
the rail than In? Anyhow, can you guess what the coefficient of
that resistance ^whether frictlonal or something else may be on a
worn wheel? I can't.
How much of this thrust Is due to side bearings sticking; how
much to engine stiffness, and how much to speed?
Now, with such an array of ignorance before us, what possible
basis does a mathematical calculation have to stand upon? It looks
like attempting to solve a problem In calculus before the value of
the common numerals had been learned. It reminds one of the
answer given by a certain superintendent of motive power to a question as to the method he used in calculating the strength of his main
rods.
He said: "I calculate a little and guess a good deal." From
the lessons of past experiments, it looks as it an engine or car
rarely behaved twice alike in going around the same curve at the
same speed, so that the only thing to do is to take a cut across lots,
drop the calculations and measure up the results. We ought to do
this often enough to be sure that we have the most destructive
effects, and then we ought to act accordingly.

—

—

History occasionally repeats Itself, and the old invention has
a habit of bobbing up serenely as a novelty. I suppose that ever since
the first mail bag was dropped from a passing express some one has
been scheming to do the same thing with passengers, and inventing
ways for picking them up is just as attractive. Care have sometimes
been cut loose from a moving train and allowed to come to a standstill, as in England, and it is not so many years ago that one genius
proposed a sort of window-shade affair. In which a coil of rope was
to be wound on a drum on a standing car and was to have a projecting loop caught by a hook at the rear ot a passing train.
The
aforesaid
drum was to be fitted with a spring, which
should be gradually wound up as the rope was paid out,
and the resistance to this winding was to start the car
and bring it up to train speed. Then the rope was to be wound
in. the ear coupled to the rear, the passengers transferred to the
"car ahead," others for tJie next stop were tt) be put in and the car

Colonel Yorke on the Great Western Audible Distant Signal.

The cab
way

signal in use on a section of the Great Western Railof England, In place ot visual distant signals (which have been

abandoned) and which was described in the Railroad Gazette ot
November 15, 1907, was the subject recently of a paper by Mr. W.
Dawson, read before the Institution ot Civil Engineers, and ot a
discussion following the reading. From this discussion we reprint
the remarks of Lieutenant-Colonel H. A. Vorke, Chief Inspector of
the British Board ot Trade, as reported In the Bulletin of the International Railway Congress:
I think you will all agree with me that this Is the most Important development ot signaling that has been attempted in this country
tor some years past; and I venture to suggest that the thanks of
the community and of the railroad world at large are due to the
Great Western Railway, tor their enterprise in inaugurating and
continuing experiments in this direction. The device under discussion represents the most serious, or at any rate the most continuous,
attempt that has been made, as tar as I know, to solve the problem
It
has been
ot audible signaling on railroads In this country.
watched with the greatest interest by the oflScers ot the Board of
Trade, and I may say that, through the courtesy of the Great Western Railway, I have been personally kept informed of all the details
I have seen it when it was tried
of apparatus from its inception.
merely in a siding outside the signaling works ot the company.
have
seen
it
tried
tentatively
on
the main lines. I have seen it
I
on the Henley branch, and finally on the Falrtord branch, where it
is now more or less permanently installed.
So tar as their experience ot it goes, the Board ot Trade officers have been able to express
The
satisfaction with the results obtained up to the present time.
innovation may seem perhaps somewhat startling to some railroad
engineers, the innovation being the substitution ot an audible signal
for a visible signal, but audible signals are already in existence on
railroads in the shape ot the detonator, which was introduced in the
year 1840. and has done good service since that date. The difference
between the appliance now under discussion and the ordinary detonator, seems chiefly to lie in the tact that the audible signal in
this case is carried on the engine instead of being placed on the
ground, and the driver therefore has the advantage of carrying the
signal with him instead ot having to hear a momentary explosion.
As I understand it, this appliance has resulted from the efforts of
railroad companies, and the Great Western Railway Company in
particular, to discover some apparatus for tog signaling on railroads as a substitute for the fognien. The Board ot Trade have tor
many years past been pressing railroad companies to endeavor to
seek for some apparatus of this nature. Not tliat we have any reason to doubt the reliability ot our fogmen. I believe our fojmen do
their duty in the most devoted manner, and when present on the
ground, are quite reliable. I cannot at present call to mind any
accident which has been due to the neglect of a fogman when on
duty; to his absenting himself from his post; or to his tailing to
put the detonators on the line' when necessary. On the contrary. I
believe they constantly expose themselves to danger in carrying out
the responsible duty which is put upon them. But the danger of
fog arises from its coming on suddenly. At such a time fogmen are
not always immediately available to take their posts at the signals
It
to which tliey are allotted, and then follows a dangerous period.
is to meet that danger that the Board of Trade have always pressed
some
endeavor
to
find
reliable
fogging
apparailroad companies to
The requirements of a fog-signal are of course well known.
ratus.
It should be absolutely reliable, or at least as reliable as the fogmen
are at the present time; it should be always available; it should
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give a

an well as a negative Indication; It nhoulil bi.- eahlly
by a eirlvcr; and It should be placed at micli a distance
stop-Blgnal, that the train can he brought to rest before It
reaiheH that signal after the driver haw received thi- communication
i)0,<lllve

l

Express Locomotives

State

The standard express locomotive

Railroads of Sweden.
that has formerly been used

on the State Railroads of Sweden has been known as the Class Cc
and has rendered very satisfactory service until recently, when the
weight of trains has been so Increased tliat It has been very difficult
maintain the schedule without either double heading or iislng
tlip company's l-ti-O two-cvliiider compounds.
The olijcctlon to thi.s
flubstltutlon lay In the fact that these engines had a rated speed limit
somewhat below that called for by the express train schedules. Consequently, an Atlantic locomotive was designed by the Bureau of
Motive I'ower Design for the State Railroads at Stockholm In order
to meet the Increased requirements of the service, which sometimes
called for the hauling of 12 sleepers.
After considering the relative
merits of the four-cylinder balanced compound and the simple
engine, the latter was chosen and nn order placed with the works of
Nydquist & Holm, of Trollhatliln, Sweden, for nn engine of which
the following are some of the principal dimensions:
to
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from the fogging apiiaratuK. It »cem« to me that the only way in
which to ensure compliance with thene requirements, Is to keep the
apparatus In constant uhc. Unless it Is In constant uhc, It Ih liable
to be neglected, and the maintenance of It might not be sudldently
attended to. Supposing that It were put out of use In the Kumracr
months In the anticipation that It was not required, and that fog
came on unexpectedly in the autumn, the apparatus would not be
available, and dlfllculty and dimmer woulrl arise.
I
have always regarded it as essential ihat any fogging apparatus, to be reliable,
should be In constant anil dally u.se. It Is then under the observation of the ilrlvers and the signalmen and all the officers of the company, and then It Is known to be at nil times available. But if It Is
always In use, and if it Is placed alongside the distant signal (which
Is the most suitable place for it) It seems tliat the introduction of
such an apparatus means the duplication of the signal, that is to
say, there would be an audible signal as well as a visual signal, and
such a duplication might be disconcerting to a driver
He would
get In the habit of regarding one signal and Ignoring the other; he
might prefer to observe the audible In preference to the visible, or
the visible In preference to the audible; but he would get In the
habit of attending only to one. In that case, the second signal becomes superfluous, and might as well be taken away, and It would
seem that the one to remove would be, not that which Is distinguishable at all times, whether the atmosphere be clear or foggy, but that
wliliti Is only of service under favorable atmospheric conditions.
A
signal which is sufficiently reliable for the conducting of traffic during time of fog must. It seems to me, be equally serviceable for use
when the atmosphere Is clear. If, therefore, we are goln^ to pin
our faith to an audible signal In time of fog, why should we hesitate
to pin our faith to the same apparatus when the atmosphere Is
clear? The present apparatus, as I say, arose from the desire of
the company to And a suitable fog-slgnal, but if placed alongside or
In substitution of the distant signal. It has a further advantage.
Inasmuch as it enables a distinction to be made between a distant
signal and a stop signal. There has always existed in England an
anomaly In signaling, Inasmuch as at night-time, the red light is
used on distant signals as well as on stop signals. That has never
seemed lo me to be entirely satisfac-tory. If such an apparatus as
this should he found to be reliable and be introduced into this country, it will enable that difficulty to be overcome, and the distant
signal would at all times be easily distinguishable from the stop
signal.
Mr. .lacomb-Hood suggested that the time is approaching
when |)ossibly we might dispense with semaphore or visible signals
altogether.
think that Is looking rather far ahead. At present I
1
should prefer to see this apparatus tried only in substitution of distant signals.
It is doubtful whether It would ever be suitable for
stop signal.'!. MS these must indicate the exact spot where the driver
has to bring his train to rest, and an audible signal on an engine
does not meet that requirement. But when all is said and done, the
opinion of the drivers Is one of the most important factors in all
signaling questions, and 1 suggest that the company should endeavor to arrive at the feeling of the drivers in regard to an audible
signal such as this carried on the engine, and to ascertain whether
In the driver's opinion It Is a better signal, than a fixed signal
alongside of the line. There are debating societies among railroad
men, and institutes where men can meet, and I think It would be a
good thing if the drivers were encouraged to dl.scuss the utility of
this apparatus among themselves.
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Swedish formula only

<!.")
per cent, of the boiler pressure Is used
In all the comparisons, however, that calculated
on the 85 per cent, basis Is used so as to make It comparable with
American practice.
The boiler has an Internal diameter of 59«*. In. and the rather

In

estimating

it.

remarkable length between tubesbeets of 23 ft. 8 In., an Increase
beyond even the most advanced practice of the United State*. The
foundation ring Is of cast-steel and rests upon the frame by four
lugs. These lugs are of a peculiar shape and are grooved on the
sides to take pads having corresponding projections.
They are
bolted to the frames so that a rigid attachment Is secured for the
boiler l>oth laterally and vertically and yet it Is free to move fore
and aft under the influence of Its expansion and contraction due
to changes of temperature.
The only notable feature about the
boiler Itself is to be found In the fact that the first course Is weld«l
Instead of being riveted for the longitudinal seam, which was done
in order to simplify the connection with the front tul)eBheet and
thus make it easier to .secure a tight Joint
The superheater is arranged in accordance with Schmidt's latest
design, with its pipes placed In enlarged fire tubes In the upper
part of the shell. The steam leaves the boiler in the ordinary manner by way of an enlarged T head which Is divided into two chambers In such a way that one of them is In direct communication
with the dry pipe and the other with the steam chest of the cylinders.
Steam reaches the second chamber from the first by way of eighteen
1'4 superheater pipes placed In the enlarged flretut>es.
The course
Is the usual one l)ack toward the firebox, through a return bend
and thence to the smokebox. making two round trips through the
four pipes, finally reaching the second chamber of the T head and
the cylinders In a highly superheated condition.
.\
damper
placed In the smokebox by which the firebox gases may bo prevented from passing through the large tut)es and coming In contact
with the superheater tul>es when there Is no steam In them, thus
avoiding possible overheating. This damper is also so connected
with the blower that It is always shut when the latter Is In use.
The smokebox Is very large, being about SO in. long, and the
old spark extinguisher at the Iwse of the st.ick is replaced by a
mantle of perforated plale set l>etween the exhaust pipe and the
base of the smokestack, by which lei« resistance Is offered to the
passage of the gases than In the old method.
The grate has a slight slope down to the front: but otherwise
Is of the standard pattern.

U
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The cab appliances are the same as in the later types of Slate
Railroad locomotives, with a few additions that are only usea in
the United States for experimental purposes. These include a
pyrometer, made by Steinle & Hartung, that is placed in the steam
chest and shows, by mean.s of a dial in the cab, the temperature
of the superheated steam.
There i-s also a steam gage to indicate
the steam chest pressures; an apparatus for cleaning the tubes by
steam and a mercury controlling gage.
The steam turret is of comparatively new design and is made
In one piece with the throttle stem stuffing box on the back head
of the boiler, ami will be seen to have a dry pipe connection to
the dome. The advantage of this arrangement lies in the small
space occupied and the accessibility of the whole to the engineman.
The design of the engine differs in many respects from that of
the ordinary P^uropean locomotive, and, with the exception of the
cylinder location and the crank axle, shows a decided leaning towards American practice. The frames are of the bar type, flattened
at the front to a thin slab to give more room for the cylinders and
Simplify their fastenings.
The cylinders are between the frames and are cast with half
saddles and valve chests, are made reversible and interchangeable
and are bolted together and to the boiler in the American manner.
The main rods connect to the front driving axle, which, being
cranked, is of nickel steel, while the others are of open hearth
All the rotating weights are fully balanced in each wheel,
steel.

New

2SI

on the reach rod by means of a hand wheel of European practice
being used.
The springs and spring suspension closely resembles that in
use on American Atlantic locomotives, though, at the rear driver,
the springs are underhung by means of an extension of the jaws
of the boxes.
This effects the three-point suspension system, where
the truck carries the front end on a swiveling or swinging center
bearing and the driving and trailing wheels are equalized together
on each side of the engine. Further than this; especial attention
was paid to so proportioning the springs that a soft and easy motion
will be secured.

Single bar guides are used because of the lack of room for a
lower one.
The cab is of wood, instead of plate, for the purpose of avoiding
the slamming noise that is apt to occur at high speeds with a metal
construction. It is provided with a wind-splitting front so as to
reduce the atmospheric resistances.
As the machine is built for high speeds, equalized brakes are
applied to all the wheels, including those of the truck. Those on
the drivers and trailers are worked by a vacuum cylinder at the
rear of the engine while those on the truck are operated by a separate cylinder connected to the same suction pipe and vacuum receiver but capable of being cut in or out at will. The brake valve
is so arranged that only the train brake is applied by a partial
movement of the handle, as a normal condition of operation. But,

Express Locomotive for the Swedish State Railroads.

and, in addition, 30 per cent, of the reciprocating forces arc equally
distributed over the driving wheels. The crank pins for the side
rods are set diametrically opposite the inside cranks for the main
wheels In accordance with the usual practice.
The driving boxes are of a novel design in that they are provided with adjustable side bearings for taking up the side wear,
and thus maintain a smooth working engine for a longer time than
is possible with the ordinary boxes.
The adjustment is effected by
means of two vertical bolts with countersunk heads on the top of
the box and double nutted beneath the oil cellar, which, in turn,
supports the side brass that abuts solidly against the upper brass
through an intermediate liner. The truck journal boxes are of the
ordinary form but are placed outside the wheels in order to secure
better accessibility to springs and bearings, and at the same time
give more room between the frames for the cylinders. All boxes,
wheel centers and engine and truck frames are of cast-steel.
The pistons are of cast-steel and are supported by an extended
piston rod with bearings and stuffing boxes in the front cylinder
head. This is in accordance with current practice in Europe, where
It has been found that large pistons with three rings, working under
highly superheated steam, wear the cylinder unduly unless they are
given this support.
The piston valves were designed by. Mr. Carlqulsta. the designing engineer of the State Railroads, and are operated by the Heuslnger von Waldcgg. or Walschaerts gear, the usual screw working

for the loquirements of a quick stop, a further movement of the
handle brings the locomotive brakes into action also. The brakeshoes are attached to the head by a key which facilitates replacements when they are required. The vacuum ejectors discharge the
steam to the atmosphere through a muffler on top of the cab so as
to avoid the usual long discharge pipe leading to the stack.
The engine is provided with a speed recorder of Hausshalter's
Lubrilatest design, indicating the speed at three-second intervals.
cation of the valves and pistons is obtained by means of a Michalk's
oil compressor, driven by an eccentric pin on one of the trailing
wheels, thus forcing the oil to place, a provision that has been found
to be necessary when using superheated steam.
At present the tender is of the standard type used on the old
passenger locomotives, because the existing turntables are not large
enough to accommodate a longer wheel base than these call for;
but, as soon as the contemplated changes in turntables have been
made, a larger tender will be used. Several runs were made with
the new engine in order to obtain a comparison of its performance
with the old Class Cc, or eight-wheelers. Two weights of trains
were taken, one having a weight equal to the maximum load of
the smaller Class Cc engines, and the other one suited to the new
locomotive. These heavier trains were hauled with the Cc engines
double heading and the fuel consumption compared with that of
the single superheater engine doing the same work.
The tests were run between Malmo and N'asijo. a distance of 167

,
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In a trial with the heavier trains weighing 400 net tons without i.-HKliii'S and tenUerH, which were run as specials, over the same
track, making one round trip with the superheater t-nglne and one
with tho Class Cc doulile headed, the schedule waa laid out for an

average speed of 34 miles an hour, but, owing to d'-lays, cou-slderable lost time was made up by both trains so that the actual average
speed with the superheater engine was 42 miles an hour, and that
with the Class Cc, 39 miles an hour. The maximum observed speed
with the former was G5 miles and with the latter G2 miles an hour.
The coal conaumptlou per 1,000 ton-miles, weight of engine and
tender Included, was 113.20 lbs. for the locomotive with the superheater, and 211.78 lbs. for the smaller engines, showing a saving
of 4G.G per cent. In coal

and

40.5 i)er cent. In water.

It will be noticed, of course, that the light engines were at a
disadvantage with their comparatively small boilers, short tubes
and restricted grate area, so that they had to be forced to maintain
speed and burned 11G.5 lbs. per f.q. ft. of grate per hour aa compared with 84.7 lbs. In the superheater engine. Kiirther than this,
It should be borne In mind that only about 80 per cent, of the tractive fx)wer of each engine is utilized at the drawbar of the second
engine. So that comparisons from an engineering point of view
are weak, though when considered from that of the trafllc department It can readily be shown that a considerable saving can be
effected with the new type of engine.
The highest power developed by the superheater engine was
1,095 h.p., and was done at 48 miles an hour with a 40 per cent,

tons, that is to say, locomotive, tender and seven cars, at a speed of
31 miles per hour on a continuous 1 per cent, grade or G4 miles per
hour on a level, while the speed of the lighter engine will be limited
to 17 and 56 miles an hour respectively.
In the case of n lOcar train the superheater engine can haul
It up the 1 per cent, grade at 22 miles an hour and over a level
at 58 miles an hour, while the light engine cannot take it up the
grade at all. Finally the superheater locomotive can haul a 12car train up a 1 per cent, grade at 17 miles an hour and over a level

at 52 miles per hour.

These curves are based upon the assumption that the superheater engine can evaporate 9.5 lbs. of water per sq. ft. of heating
surface i>er hour and that the ('la.';s Vc engines will evaporate

Pulpwood
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In 1906 the 'onsumptlon of wood for pulp exceeded the highwater mark of 3,192.123 cords reached In 1905 by nearly one-halt
million cords, making the total consumption, by 250 mills, 3 661. 176
lords.
The year showed a heavy increase In the consumption of
hemlock wood. Kxccpt balsam, the consumption of which fell off
by nearly 23,000 "ords, or 40 per cent., all other kinds of timber
show a normal Im rease In quantities consumed. The increase for
poplar was less than for any of the others, and its consumption
remained nearly stationary.
The following table shows the quantity of wood of different
kinds used for the manufacture of pulp In 1899, 1905 and 1906.
hinilt

and Amuunli of Wood Manufactured
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used by the pulp mills of the state.
The following table summarizes by states the quantity and value
of wood used for pulp and the amount of pulp produced during the
years 1905 and ISOn.
IN 1906 AND IU06.

Average
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In both the consumption of wood and manufacture of pulp New
York has ranked first from the earliest time of which there Is record.
In 1906 .\ew York alone consumed 1,295.904 cords, or more than
twice a-s much as Maine, which ranks next, with 617.743 '-ords.
Wi.sconfin ranks third, with 542,354 cords.
.New Hampshire fullows,
with 319,729. Pennsylvania with 282.973. and Michigan with 115.271
cords.
No other state consumed as much as 100,000 cords. It !•
Interesting that the consumption of New York shows a small decrease from the 1905 figures, while Maine, Wisconsin, Pennsylv.ini*
and New Hampshire have all increased their consumption. It .should
be borne in mind in connection with these figures that In practically
no case is all the wood produced in the same state In which it Is
consumed. In New York, for example, the report of the state forest,
fish and game commission shows a cut of 516,778 cords of pul^
wood In 1906, or approximately 40 per cent of the amount of wood
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Cottonwood
Total
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corda."
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into Pulp.

Qaantlty,

price per co
Valiie.
|4.r>-.VI(in

1906.

The highest average value per cord for all kinds of wood.
(2)
l3j
An Increase of 93,000 cords In the Imports of pulpwood.
Of the two woods Imported spruce and poplar spruce alone showed
an Increase poplar decreased by over 5,000 cords.
SInee 1899 the amount of wood consumed each yeftr for
(4)
pulp has Increased, In round numbers, from two million cords to

.\verage
.Vmouiit,
corda.

in

The chief features of the year 1900 in conueciion with the maoufaciure of wood-pulp were:
A consumption of wood greater by 469,053 cords than that
(1)

Wood Used fob Pulp
Siiiiiv

9.

The results of these tests were so aallsfactory in every re6i>ect, includine ease of motion, accessibility of
working parts as well as economy of operation '•':»! in inure were
ordered of the same design.

cut-off.

The temperature of the superheated steam averaged about 454
deg. Kahr., though on two occasions It rose to 490 deg. Fahr., or a
maximum superheat of about 180 deg. Fahr.
The illustration shows the curves of the drawbar pull of the
two classes of engines at various speeds and also the train resistances, exclusive of engine and tender, for three trains consisting
They show
of 12, 10 and seven bogie sleeping cars respectively.
that the locomotive with superheater can haul a train of 333 net

No.

lequireil for the strwce.
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According to this
consumed 4«.5 per cent, less fuel and 21.5 per cent, leas water than
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10,8 lbs., although It has been found that this latter figure can be
exceeded by forcing the fire.
An endurance test was run with the superheater engine from
Malmo to Kntrineholm and return, n distance of 300 miles In each
direction, changing crews midway on each trip, when it was found
that the engine could miike the run In ordinary express service with
no appreciable loss of steaming Qualities at the end. This Is naturally regarded as of groat Importance from an economic standpoint
as it will make It possible to greatly reduce the number of engines

1

'.

.i;

in:i

.SO. .-.40

:»i >'J

4.41

1

New York
.so.ond.
llfth.

led in both 1905 and lOflC.
In 1906 Maine ranked
Wisconsin third. New Hampshire fourth and PennsylTanla
1905. however, I'enn.<ylvnnia ranked fourth and New

In

Hampshire

fifth,

a reverse of the order of 1906.

All of the

wood

Imported into the United Suites for the manufacture of pulp comes
from Canada and is free from duty. The amount has Increased from
369,217 cords In 1S99 and 622.545 cords in 1905 to 738,872 cords In
1906.
*Abatract of • report of the Forest Serrlcc, laaued Not. 26, 1907.
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A Method

of

Repairing Cracked Piston Valve Cylinders.
I!Y H.

I'.

FLOKT,

Mcihiiiilial Kngini'd-, Central of Now Jersey.
Most roads that use locomotives with piston valves

built sev-

have been troubled more or less with cracked cylinder
These cracks usually form In the walls of the piston
valve chamber and it is very hard to patch them so that they do

eral years ago
ca.stings.

not leak.
of New Jersey has a large number of piston valve
criKines and quite a few of these have cracked cylinders. On some
classes of engines these cracks
p- •**—) gmss cellar
around the
vertically
run
Dmttdonpipe
V
H
valve chamber, and on other/s
they extend longitudinally,
.(ust what causes these cracks

The Central

—

I

has not been determined. One
explanation i.s that the relief

in

almost no difference in their consumption. The heavy freight trains
on the Central of New Jersey are not loaded to the maximum
hauling capacity of the engine.
The train load is that which
experience has proven best for getting the greatest tonnage over
a division in a given time.
On a road where the train load is
based on the maximum hauling capacity of the engine, the reduction
in area of the steam pipe may necessitate a slight reduction in this
train load.
The cost for fitting up a pair of cylinders as above described
is about $90; the cost of a new pair of cylinders and the jabor of
installing them is $700.
This method was devised by William

Signaling of the East River Tunnels,

New

York.

Though the signaling arrangements for the recently completed
tunnel under the East river between Bowling Green, Manhattan, and
Borough Hall, Brooklyn, are on the same general principles as those
followed in the New York subway, there are a number of interesting

shrinkage strains.
To renew a pair of cylin-

in the cylinder port

tary steam pipe.
The train was made up of all-steel coal cars to
insure uniformity of loading.
No difference could be noticed in
boiler pressure and admission pressure on the two engines with
the throttle open.
The cards showed that the engine with the
smaller valve had a slightly higher back pressure and a slightly
more rapid drop along the steam admission line. The coal and
water tests showed that with the same weight of train there was

Mcintosh, Superintendent of Motive Power, assisted by G. L. Van
Doren, Superintendent of Shops, and the writer.

valve let cold air into the
valve chamber while the engine was drifting. Another
rea.son that may be advanced
is that the cylinders may not
have their metal distributed
properly
to
care
of
take

ders is quite expensive, and
various methods of patching
have l>een tried, but none
seem to have been successful.
Plugging up the relief valve
opening in the valve chamber
and putting the relief valve
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Bushing and Supplementary Steam
Pipe for Repairing Cracked
Piston Valve Cylinders.

the saddle did some good, but

still

there

were a few that cracked. Therefore it was found necessary to either
replace the cracked cylinders or find some other method of repairing them.
The following method has lately been adopted:
The valve
chamber is bored out to as large a diameter as possible without
weakening the walls, and a solid bushing is put in. A supplementary steam pipe is then run from the steam pipe proper through
the steam passage into a hole In the side in the valve chamber
bushing. This supplementary steam pipe is made of wrought iron
and is beaded into the bushing by the tube expander shown by the
accompanying drawing. The other drawing is a cross-section of
the piston valve chamber fitted with the bushing and the supplementary steam pipe.
On one class of engine we were able to use some extra heavy
12-in. pipe for the bushing and use the same size valve.
On another
/Taper ^'m /e'

variations from the previous practice.
In this as in the previous installation, the distinguishing feature is the use of an alternating track circuit for the oi)eration of the relays by means of
which the electro-pneumatic apparatus is controlled, while the .•alls
act as returns for the current.
It was shown by experiment before
the installation in the New York subway was made that an alternating track circuit could be successfully used with a high-voltage
direct-current return-power circuit provided that the return-power
circuit was carried through only one rail and that the other rail
was insulated at the ends of blocks. This principle controlled on
the previous and on the present installation.
This extension of the subway system of Greater New York consists of a double tube under the EJast river connecting with the Manhattan lines at Bowling Green, t)eyond which the Manhattan lines
terminate in a loop. It runs to Borough Hall In Brooklyn at the
present time, though construction work has already been completed
as far as Hoyt street, Brooklyn, and the continuance of the line to
Atlantic avenue is in progress. The present account, however, deals
only with the line between Bowling Green and Borough Hall, a
distance of about 8,000 ft. This section is of especial interest, since
for the greater part of the distance the tunnel lies under the waters
of the East river and has grades much heavier than found in

ordinary subways.
The new tunnel line, like the Manhattan subways. Is operated
by the Interborough Rapid Transit Company, though It is owned
by the city.
Eighteen signals are Included In this section, of which 14 are
in the "tubes"
by which Is meant the under-river portion In distinction from that part which is under land only on either side.
The tubes are wholly separate and the signaling of each is to a
great extent a separate proposition, except so far as current supply
is concerned.
Alternating current at 550 volts is carried in mains
each consisting of two No. 2 wires In each tube, from the sub-station
in Brooklyn.
These are carried overhead In the tunnels In iron
pipe to avoid disturbance by dampness. This voltage Is transformed
twice, reducing the voltage to 10 or 12 volts, the transformers being
fixed on columns in the subway outside of the tubes and on the
outer walls in the tubes. At Borough Hall station the cables are
carried across overhead to avoid dampness and deterioration from
oil.
An extra set of alternating current mains is carried through
the tubes for use In emergency. Air for the operation of switches
and the automatic stops Is taken from compressors situated at City
Hall, New York, and in the Brooklyn sub-station.
It Is conveyed
from the sul>station to the pipes by two 3-in. mains. These have
expansion joints about 1,000 ft. apart. The compressors are of IngersoU-Rand manufacture. There is also a small compressor under
the Borough Hall station for use In case of emergency.
The principal compressors maintain a pressure in the pipes of
7.") lbs. to SO lbs.
They are driven by Westinghouse type S-10 directconnected motors. The compressors are of the straight tandemconifKjund single-acting type, having a capacity for compressing
210 ft. of atmaspherir air at 120 r.p.m. Between the high-pressure
and low-pressure cylinders Is an intercooler. The cylinders have
diameters of 12>.4 and 19U in. respectively and a stroke of 12 In.
Each is provided with an automatic starting and stopping device
governed by the pressure, which operates to start at 80 lbs. and to

—
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L
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Section A-B.

Tube

Expander

for

Beading Supplementary Steam
Bushing.

Pipe

Into

type, however, a

heavy freight engine, it was necessary to put In
a new valve lOVi in. in diameter, while the original valve was 12 in.
diameter. It was also necessary to provide another place for the
relief valve, so a pipe was tapped into the T head and the relief
valve attached to the pipe outside of the smoke 1k)x.
Uecause of
(he reduction of the area in the steam port, due to the use of the
liipe, it was thought that, perhaps, the amount of steam passing
through would not be sufficient, and so an indicator test was made
to

determine

The
fitted

this.

was made on the engine that had the valve reduced
comparison with another engine of the same class
with the original valve and cylinders without the supplemen-

to lOVj

test

in.,

in

stop at 90 lbs.
From the nature of the location lights only are used for signal
indications.
The signals differ from those in the New York subway.
They are similar in respect to color indications, green being used
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In llu; New York
for r:aution and red for hlop.
IjuH'K-fye It-niicH are of c-lear glaiw, and In the front of
placed two four-camlle-power Incandescent lamiui oo <oniiected that light Ih maintained In one If the other Iti out of order.
The color Indication Ih Riven by meanH of colored glOMKes mounted
in HJIdfffl which are ralwed by rodw worklnR In air cyllnderH In the
liaMe of I he Hlgnal box, and lowered by counterwelghLH.
In the tunnel Imttullatlon IIiIh arranRemenl Ih done away with.
No movement
lakeK place within the HiKnal box. There are iieparate lenweH and
a Heparnte Ket of lami)H for each color.
Ah the relay Ih picked up
the HrIiIh behlnil the green Ioiih are turnoil on, and when It Ih
for cli-ar, yi-llow

Hiibway
llii-m

tli('

art!

Fig. 2

— Signals

Vol.

XLIV,

No.

9.

care whii h hah Lxen taken In working out the detalU of the InHtallailon may be mentioned the uae of asbestos- wood guards along
the third rail oppohlte the Hignal apparatus and the euclcbiiug of all
track InatrumeniH with a covering of the same material.
See
I'Ig. f<.)
The utraoHt care has every whf-rc
r-n
Taken to guard
agaluHt the jKjHHiblllty of (Ire. At Boi"
'.'ttiou most of
the HwltcheH now In une are lem|>orary,
for termliiAl
purpow-'H for which there will lie no oc
the Hue Is extended further; but 00 all permanent swiictic ibe valves are InHulated from pipes and from the third rail.
The automatir- stop apparatus Is the same as that In use on the
1

Ij

.

1

.

and Overlaps. Westbound Track.

droppcil the ii'd or the yellow is displayed according to whether the
signal Ls home or distant.
In the lubes (where there are no column.^) the various parts of
the Hignal apparatus are arranged aionfe the right-hand wall in separate boxes, as shown in one of the accompanying illustrations.
They are conveniently reached by maintalners from the shelf forming the top of Ihe enclosure containing the conduits and a hand
rail is jirovldod at each signal a-s a measure
of safety. The apparatus consists. In addition to the signal box, of a transformer to
which current is brought from the alternating-current main overhead, a resistance box
for preventing the short-circuiting of the
alternating-current relay, a relay box with
Impedance coil and a box coiitalniiig the
valves for tlio operation of the atitoinatlc
stop.
Current for Ihe operation of these Is
furnished from storage batteries, .situated at
Bowling tlreen and llorough Hall stations,
which lire charged by direct-current motor
generators furnishing current at 16 volts and
taking power from Ihe third rail.
An interesting detail in connection with
the signal boxes fixed on the columns outside the tubes is the iirovlslon of n solid
block of concrete In the form of a step. In
place of the usual ladder.
This affords an
easy foothold and Is free from any possible
objection In the way of short-circuiting.
Along similar lines and as indicating the

Manhattan section of the subway. It consists of a rod extending
across under the rails opposite each signal and having an arm or
trip on the end next to the third rail.
In a rast-lron box between
the rails are contained an air cylinder, an electro-pneumatic controlling valve aud a counterweight on the end of an arm allacbed
to the rod.
When the signal stands to Indicate stop the air In the
cylinder Is cut otf by a circuit-breaker conneotMl with the signal.
soot 4CH»ns

Fig.

3

— Typical

Block Signal Circuits.
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The counterweight drops and (hiows the

position projecting it above he level of the
ears are provided with an arm which is connected with a valve
in the air-brake train-pipe, and this arm, in case of a train running
past a signal set at slop, engages with the trip. The valve in the
train-pipe i.s opened and the brakes are set so as to stop the train
before it enters the second block ahead.
In order to provide against
unnecessary delays to traffic, trainmen are furnished with a socket
key by which the air valve may be turned in case of any derangement of the stop.
The location of the signals has been determined by a careful
consideration of grades, tinie-inlerval and speed of trains. The
I

Fig.

4

—Sketch

of
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arm to an upright They are so arranged
rail.
The trucks of all opposite directions at

trip

Illuminated Track

as to make it impossible to admit trains from
the same time. Assuming that the south tube
is to be used alone, the operator at Borough Hall, having
as.<=ured
himself of a clear track, gives a signal to the operator at Bowling
Green and one train may be admitted to the south tube from the
Brooklyn end— a reversal of the traffic; and after it is once admitted
the signals admitting to the tube are locked beyond control of the
operator at Bowling Green. In case of an accident to the train
from Borough Hall, and the fact is communicated to Bowling Green

Indicator.

grade each side from the lowest jroint is l!.l per cent., the loiiglli
of the incline on the Brooklyn side being nearly .'JO per cent, greater
than on the New York side. Full-block overlaps are provided giving
two clear blocks in advance of each train, and they vary in length
from 800 ft. to 2,400 ft., as shown upon the accompanying engravings.
Circuits are so arranged as to make it possible to run trains
in either direction on either track, thus providing for single-track
operation in case of emergency or when track work is going on.

Fig.

5

— Fire-Proof

Fixtures at Switches.

by telephone, the operator at the latter point can tie up the line at
Borough Hall so that no other train can be admitted to the tube

from the Brooklyn end.
In the signal cabiu at Bowling Green there is an illuminateid
track indicator, illustrated in the accompanying engravings.
Primarily, the indicator consists of a case with a glass front on which
are shown representations of the two tubes divided into blocks corresponding in proportionate length to the actual blocks. All of the
glass e.\cept the representations of the longitudinal sections of the
tubes is painted and made opaque. The tube sections normally ai>pear green (clear of trains) and are illumLnated by incandescent
lamps within the case. A relay at each signal is connected up with
the lamps in the indicator circuits in such a manner as to change
the color of the space on the indicator representing a block from

Fig.

6

—Track

Indicator.

Fig.

7

—

Signal

No. 312 ana

-
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posigreen to red upon thi- ifiitrami! ol a uain to lliat ijloi k.
1 lie
tion of every train in elttn-r or iHjth tiiheH Is tlum ulearly kIiowu
at all tlinejs to the operator at Howling (Jreen.
Ah a furllier meanure
of Hafety a telephone eonnei;llon Ih provided at every manhole In
each tube by raeanH of wliinh trainmen may communicate with the
operating tower. TheHe conniM'tlonH are avallat>le about every 40U ft.
throughout the length of the tubsH.
The lower Btory of the Bowling Green cabin contains the
junction boxes and the reluyu for operating the iilumlnute<l indicator, and in the malntalner's quarterH nearby are kej)l the Btorage
batteries and the motor generator uet for operating eloctropneuwith
matic valves, etc.
'i'he maintainer's quarters are fitted up
lockers, etc.. In the neatest possible manner.
The primary motor
generators have compound wound motors and shunt wound genThe
erators, and are designed for a range of from lou to 700 volts.
generator ut the J]orough Hall station Is somewhat larger on account
of the larger storage batteries.
The latter are larger than requlre<l
but were on hand and therefore were utilized.
The equipment of the sub-.station at Brooklyn Includes two oilcooled Iranaformers designed to operate either at 25 cycU« for the
third rail rotary transformers or at GO cycles for the light circuit.
Electric detection Is used on switches in place of detector bars.
All cables are of Ukonlti! or of Standard make. As in the case
of the Manhattan subway, the ajiparatus throughout was furnished
by the Union Switch & Signal (.'onipany and is largely from designs
'I'lie Installation was in charge of J. M. Waldron,
of its engineers.
Signal Engineer of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company.
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in operation, in

power consumed and in adjui-tmenti!. and owing tu the fact that
lens mai'hinery Is involved the single t>ar machine is the most
e<'onomi>al to buy.
There have recently been built several heavy and solid single
bar machlnc«, with the liorlng bars capable of the heaviest strains,
and of such a design as to Insure working the cutting tool.s to tta«
ver> highest capacity. The accurate setting of the work. especiall>
in connection with multiple cylinders, is brought nbout by the ippllcation of a table having l>oth lateral and vertical motion, and iaese

Boring Multiple Cylinders.
UY
Tool

l-:.\ijiTt

;

E. J.

Al KEIl.\.V.\,

Ati'lilMun, 'Joiiikii

Ji

Sanlii

I'"e.

The usual locomotive cylinder boring machine consists of a
horizontal spindle and table permitting of no adjustment at all
or of only lateral adjustment. With these machines of the old design much lime is consumed in properly setting the cylinder so that
the boring bar will strike the true center; and high speeds and
rapid cutting are not obtained. These disadvantages are, of course,
magnified when cylinder castings having two or more cylindrical
chambers are to be bored and faced, because the work has to be
set twice, and the cylinders and valve chambers (where piston valves
are used) must be truly parallel with each other.
If the cylinders
should be out of iKirallel the working of the engine will throw
great strain upon the guides, with consequent detrimental effect on
the locomotive machinery, causing undue wear, strain and trouble.
The machine of the old single bar type, designed when simple
slide valve cylinders of not more than IS in. or 20 in. diameter
were the prevailing type on locomotives, were adapted for use with
the slow speed carbon steel which was the most efficient material
for making cutting tools at that time.
The mechanism of these
old machines was Mlmiile, but the driving and feed gears were
weak cast-iron affairs which drove the tool along at an unprofltably
slow speed. l>ater as the art of cutting materials was on a more
Hcientlllc basi.s, and tool steels of greater cutting capacity and speed
were introduced in shop practice, attempts
to work these new cutting tools to their
proper limits in Iraring machines of this
class would result in stripping the gears or
other injury to the machine.
With the latter developments In highspeed cutting tools of great capacity, ami in
locomnllve construction, with engines having
piste. II valves and often compound cyllnder.s
on the Vauclain principle oi- on tlie four-cylinder balanc.e<| compound i>rinciple, a macliine
capable of the most effective service under
the latter conditions becomes a shop necessity,
in order to meet this demand, one manufocturer produced n three-spindle machine which
would require but one setting of the work and
which would Insure the parallel boring of all
cylinders and chambers.
While this type of
machine possesses a number of advantages
for certain classes of work, the single bar
machine luis been found superior for general
lallroad practice. A comparison of the two
types of machines shows that the single bar has less gearing and
is the simpler machine of tlie two ami is consequently minh easier
maintained. On account of the lesser number of parts, the single
bar machine Is the more economical to drive, hence the power required can be obtained from a small motor. Where there are s.onie
advantages in boring three chambers nt once it has been found In
practice that chatter in one tool is transmlttiMl to the other tools,
causing a rough llnish In all bores. It Is appariMit that this is entirely obviated In the single bar machine.
From experience in the
ordinary railroad shop It has been found that the single bar machine

Boring Non-Parallet Cylinder Chambers.

machines produce very excellent work. But the examples thus far
constructed are heavy, ponderous affairs, costing a great deal for
the weight of metal in them alone, and they do not have the universally wide range for accommodating all classes of locomotive
cylinder boring that should be a requisite in modern machines for
this purpose.
Their flrst cost is high, and the best results are not
always obtained from them, not to spe.ak of the relative large amount
of shop room required.
At the Topeka shops of the Santa Fe there has been built a
cylinder boring mill which will answer all requirements in boring
cylinders for all classes of compound engines. This machine is
also adapted to bore cylinders on engines which have one cylinder

Single Bar Cylinder Boring IVIactiine.
or chamber at an angle to the others. .-Ml cylinders or chambers
may Ik- Iwred at out- clamping of the cylinder, by merely raising
or lowering the table. This table has an elevating movement of
:17 In. and a cross tnivel of 35 In.
The table, which has the cross
travel movement, has also a swiveling motion by which a range
of 15 deg. incline may be had.
(Fig. 1.)
This new boring mill is direct motor driven. The table is raised
or lowered by power connection with the main motor through lievele<l geai-s and clutches. handl<\l from the operator's side of the
machine. All the mechanism is of the latest design and is strong
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and durable, all gears being made from good gray iron, all
ings of phosphor bronze; the boring bar is 7 in. in diameter and
i.s
made from open hearth steel, and is fed through he cylinder
by means of a spur gear and rack which makes it very rigid in
operation and gives a very smooth bore.
One of the facing heads on the machine is made so that it will
move along on the bar and Is driven by means of a 1-in. key and
set screw, and will pull any kind of a cut that is put on the machine.
The facing heads are fed by means of a star feed attachment.
The screws that elevate the table are made from soft steel and
are 5% in. in diameter and are three-quarters pitch, the screws set
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at right angles to the boring bar, making everything rigid. The
total weight is about 15 tons, and the machine takes up floor space
of 22.3 sq. ft., having an extreme length of 21 ft. and an overall

range in width of 14 ft.
This machine is capable of boring a three chamber compound
cylinder in 15 hours, or in a year of :i,000 working hours it can
bore 200 three chamber compound cylinders. It can also bore a
simple cylinder in three hour.s, or 1,000 in a year of 3,000 working
hours.

On the old style boring mill it has taken from 2G to 28 hours
a three chamber compound cylinder. It will be noted that
by the use of a modern boring mill of this kind 11 hours can be
.saved on each three chamljer compound cylinder, where It used
to lake from eight to ten hours to bore a simple cylinder.
One of
tliese cylinders can now be bored in three hours on this machine,
thus making a saving of five hours on each simple cylinder bored,
or over $1,500 per year in operator's wages alone, in addition to increasing the machine capacity from only 375 cylinders per year to
1,000 simple cylinders, giving an output of 625 more cylinders per
year.
Where only 115 three chamber compound cylinders could be
handled with the old style boring mill the new machine will bore
200 cylinders, thus increasing the output of compound cylinders
about 77 per cent.
If a machine which bores only one chamber of a locomotive
cylinder casting at one time is to compete successfully with one
which can bore three chambers simultaneously it must not only
l)ore rapidly, but it must be so made that only one setting will be
required to bring the chambers into position to bore. This arrangement has been attained in the machine described, and after a cylinder has been lined up and clamped on the table any of the chambers
may be brought exactly into position for boring, making it imiwssible to bore two chambers out of parallel unless desired.
A machine of this design has been in operation for some time
at the Topeka shops, and is giving first class satisfaction, both in
its convenience in handling, and in the lower production cost.
It is
understood that arrangements have been made for the Tool & Railway Specialty Manufacturing Company of Atchison, Kansas, to
handle machines of this type on the market.
to bore

.1.

i;i.s.sKM.
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TUE BAILIWAU STEAMSHIP

On

LINE.

the Pacific Coast of the United States

and

in Europe.

The Pacific coast of the United States and Canada is the terminus of great transcontinental railroads, and also of long transPacific ocean lines.

Furthermore, the population of Pacific sea ports
comparatively small, the local traffic is light, and the consequent mutual dependence between the railroads and the steamships
is strong.
There results here a more complete and extensive alliance between railroads and steamship lines than In any other
section of the globe.
Every transcontinental line has its secure
arrangements, and several of them own steamship lines plying to
all important countries of East Asia.
The alliance began soon after the first transcontinental road
reached San Francisco In 1869. At that time the Pacific Mail Steamship Company had a line to China and Japan, to Australia, to Vancouver, local lines on the United States Pacific coast, and reached
New York via Panama, where it connected through its contract
arrangements with the Panama Railroad & Steamship Company.
This was a well organized and strong system. The company had
long exercised tlie independence that arises from monopoly, and
the Pacific Railroad Company soon became dissatisfied with the
freight supply in which the steamship company did entirely as best
suited its own arrangements and its eastern service.
In 1874 the
railroad objections took the form of a California Company formed
by the Union & Central Pacific Railroad Companies. This com
pany, called the Occidental & Oriental Steamship Company, char
tered four White Star steamers, and established an Oriental service
In the rate war that followed, rates went down to almost nothing,
but the railroad made tlie quicker connections with New York
This competition, making loss to both parties, resulted in a work
ing agreement between the rivals, which came near to being a rea
consolidation of shipping interests. The ships of the two com
panics alternated in dates of sailing, they had the same rates,
rules and conditions of service; they had Joint agents to solid
freight, and the agents were not permitted to make any discrimlna
tion whatever between the two companies on pain of discharge
There were two companies to watch the workings of this plan
Is

and protect their own interests.
This friendly competition went on for nearly 20 years, when
the Southern Pacific bought a controlling interest in the Pacific
Mail Steamship Company, but it did not in any way alter its service
or apparent relations to the partner steamship company. In 1897
a group of Japanese capitalists backed by $6,000,000 and governEight Years of Development of the Illinois Central and the ment influence and subsidy concluded to go into the shipping business.
They formed the company known as the Toyo Kisen Kaisha
Chicago & Alton, as Compared by Stuyvesant Fish.
and toureil the Paciflc coast of the United States for a suitable
terminus. The Southern Paciflc interests, foreseeing a destructive
Stuyvesant Fish, ex-President of the Illinois Central, has given
rate war, admitted them to a place at once in the San Francisco
out a statistical comparison between the eight years' development
service, and this third company joined the others on the terms
ended June 30, litOB, of the Illinois Central under his management
identical with those established at the close of the rate war in the
and the development during the same period of the Chicago & Alton
'70s, when the two companies first agreed on the conduct of this
under the more or less direct management of E. H. Harriman. ComseiTice.
parisons between different railroads, especially between two railEncouraged by this result, some Chinese merchants In Hong
roads so different as the Illinois Central and the Chicago & Alton,
Kong formed the China Commercial Company shortly after this,
can seldom be made with exact accuracy. Without attempting to
chartered four steamers and started to carry passengers to Manexamine into the qualifying circumstances of each case, we present
zanillo. Mexico, and to compete at San Francisco with the combelow some of the most striking comparisons, showing in percentbined lines. These new comers were not received on terms of
ages alone the increase or decrease of the figures for the year ended
equality, but were beaten off the Pacific after six months of furious
.lune 30, 1906, over those for the year ended June 30, 189S:
Iiicrcusts in Pc,- Vciil.

1000 orcr 1808.
Illinois Ccnlriil.

80.03 per cent

Gross earnings
Net enrnlngs, taxes deducted
I'Mxi'd charges
.

.\viilliible for

&

Alloii.

84.30 per cenl.

7.-..4C.

16.64
147.51

.

dividends

permanent Improvements,

Dlsliursod for
t'nplliil stock

Chic.

etc.. 141. 23

"

81.03
Amc.viiit cllvlilcnds puid on capital stock
lo3.44
KuiHlcd ilclii. IncUulIng Icuscd line stock guar. 18.80
Kuiiiicd di'lil. olc. per mile
1.45
Caplfnl slock and funded debt:
Total capitalization
36.74
16.68
I'er mile
rixed ohargea, InoUig. Interest, etc., per mile '0.52
Uatio, fixed charges to net Income, change. .'31.12
Net Income per mlle.t
111.27

"

"
"

.

•Decrease.
tNet earnings and other Income
and sinking funds.

less

flxed charge

154.02
•37.08
•06.83
79.31
•47.63
771.21
G58.01
260.03
214.04
121.00
84.41
•43.23
Including Interest,

rents,

Expenditures from income for permanent improvements, etc.:
Chicago &
Chicago &
Year.
1

.SOS

III.
.

.

.

ISOO.

..

ISIIM).

.

.

tool.
1002...
1003...
.

.

.

.

Central.

.•i:i,726,4.''.2

..

1,47."),040

.

.

2,416.674

.

.

.

.

3.14.^1,400

.

.

.

4.004,.MI2

.

..

4,081,253

Alti>n.

Year.

?262,300

1904
1905
1906

111.
.

.

Central.

?3. 115.048

Alton.
S205.S(10

3,430,282
4.164.780

41.014
8,31 S

Total.. ..$29,450,290

$518,350

.

.

.

.

rate cutting.
The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad for several years
after 1898 maintained a line to the Orient from San Diego, but
the local trade was not satisfactory, and the relations of this railroad company with the Southern Paciflc w^ere so Intimate that the
San Diego service was discontinue*! In 1901, and In Its place the
company used the S.an Francisco lines maintained by the Southern
Paciflc interests.
Portland, Ore., has the Portland & Asiatic Steamship Company rendering a service, almost exclusively freight, in
connection with the Oregon Short Line and the Harriman roads.
The steamers are chartered from the Hamburg-American Company.
Puget Sound and the Hill roads are served by a variety of
Paciflc carriers.
The Great Northern has the Great Northern
Steamship Company, which ran the splendid new steamers, the
"Minnesota" and "Dakota" until the "Dakota" was wrecked in
1907.
They operated alternately after the San Francisco manner
with the vessels of the Japanese Nippon Yusen Kaisha and extended their services to Manila.
The Northern Pacific once had
a Northern Paciflc Steamship Company operating with chartered
steamers, but it now has a traffic agreement with the Boston Steamship Company, which operates a line of steamers to the Orient.
The Boston Company seems to have a preferred claim. Such resl-
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In 1901 the l'a<:ini- ('oa«l SleainHliiii Company, a comimny MiiliKldlary to the (ireat Northern, took over the hIiIiw and
good will of the Alaska SleumKhIp Company, and It aliwi operaKw
a line from Seattle, Tiu-oma and Victoria to San Kraneiwo. and
to (iuayman and Mazatlan In Mexleo; alHo minor llneM on the California (»aKt. The wide reach north, Houth and we«t of Iheue dUttrIbiitarleH and feederH given the lilll roads a strong hold on Paclflc
commerce.
The popiilutlon of rcKloiiH adjacent to the Pa/Mflc Ih Kcanly
and the new nillroails at present under conHlrnctlon towardii that
coBHl will Mud the local trafllit of |x»rtH awlde from that produced
by thembelvcH to he ho Hmall that It has now apparently IxH^ome
the ciiatom to pre[>aro for the steamship line at the same time
the railroad Is decided upon.
Some years hence the Urand Trunk
Faclllc Hallway will reach the I'aclllc coast.
Its (IrBt plan was to
go to llie now unused harlwr of I'ort Simpson near the south point

year ending June
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a transcontinental railroad operated two transoceanic services, connecting Kajit Canada with Kurope. and West
Cana<la with Ja[>an, China and Hong Kong. Lake« and livers are
used as feeiiers. an<i there were at one time rumors of proposed
r-onnections with the Trans-Siberian Railroad, and with the Yukon
river through puri has<.- of the White Pass k Yukon Railroad
and a line of Alaska steamers. The steamship lint* of this railroad company are not operate«l on working agreement*, but are
run by com|)anles frankly owned by the railroad company, it also
charters steamers which it operates on a line to New Z««land on
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Principal Railroad Steamship Lines on the Pacific.
of Alaskii.
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had
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Company)
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ice now In oi)erati()n in conuecllon with that railroad.
'I'his will
require a new Meet of steamers. New railroads to the Pacific ports
of Mexico are also making contracts for steamer service tor lines
yet unbuilt.

The llamhurg-Amerlcan Steamship Company has entered

Into

with the Kansa-s City, Mexli-o & Orient i-oiul to run a
steamers from Topolohampo acro-ss the Pacific as soon as
the Orient road is completed.
In I'.tUl. the Orient Company already had u steamer in service from Topolobanipo running north
to Uunynias and south to San Bln.s.
It has also a sailing vessel
service tiom Topolobanipo, whh'h was being extende<l to San Diego
in southern California.
The Canadian Pacifi<^ may lie presente«I as the railroad with
the most widely organized water tnins|iorlatlon auxiliaries to lie
found nixin the surface of the glolie. In 1S;U the establishment of
its lloiiK Kong line set a new mark In transportation annals for
then one company had a road clear across the American continent
and steamers extending It to (he limits of the China coast. In
18!»8' two steamers were also operated to Vladivostok.*
In the com.1

contn.ct

lino

alternate
Zealand.

of

18118. p.

(11.^.
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at
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In this widespread combination of the railroad and the steam
ship line, the railroad is the dominant factor: the steamship Is
but a railroad attachment.
When one stops to consider the capital
Involved. It appears natural that it should be so. Great Britain Is
properly hailed a-s the mistress of the seas, the world's great oceaji
carrier, and yet her merchant marine has a value not exceeiiing
oni^s»>venlh ptirt of the capital value of the British railroads* and
a much smaller part of the value of the American railroads. The
amount of money involved affects the order of development of transportation more than it reflects the value of the commerce. This is
because the railroa<l is primarily a costly road, the ship but a
vehicle using the highways of Providence.
That s»'a invi>stnients of railroad companies are but props to
the railroads Is clearly brought out in the annual report of the
Canadian Pacific Railway for 1904. After giving a list of
shipping amounting to nearly 150,000 tonS,t the report states
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that tho Atlantic steamer service shows no net revenue, due to
(Icraoralizing conditions, "nevertheless the steamship line has, as
anticipated, proved a valuable auxiliary of the railroad." The report to the stockholders then proposed more new ships. The inevltal)lc conclusion from the above seems to be that the railroad coml)any can

sometimes afford

to lose

money on a steamship

line
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so costly a type of construction several British railroad companies
have built docks, thereby practically making harbors to which ships
are glad to come. The railroads in question have in effect done
for themselves the same thing that American roads have done when
they contracted with foreign lines.

which

serves as a freight collector or distributor for the railroad line.
British opinion also bears out this conclusion. The privilege
for a railroad company to run steamers must be secured by special
grant from Parliament, and such grants are bitterly opposed by
shipping interests, Ixjcause of the fear that the private vessel owner
niiglit be driven from the business, through the railroad steamers
making rates that would be ruinous to a competing company that
was an ocean carriei- only. In the words of an editorial in Fair"It is well Known Ihat these steamers (belonging to the
lilair*
railroad companies) generally run at a loss, but the accounts of
the steamers are merged in the general accounts of the companies
and the steamers are supposed to make up as feeders for the lines
what money is lost on their own making." Three years later an
editorial in Lloyd's Oazette'i stated that there seemed to he an al-

to

BRITI.SII RAlLRO.\U STEAMSHIP LI.NES.
The distribution of British railroad steamship lines responds
the same laws as prevail in America. They are more common

in the small ports

than in the great ports. Harwich, Dover, BrighSouthampton, Hull, Goole. etc., lack the traffic temptations to
induce the establishment by ship owners of the complete and varied
connections desired by railroads. They needed them and made them
themselves. It was a very easy step for the British roads to operate
steamers because the short sea journey to the (»ntinent lx)re abont
the same relation to railroad activity that our lake carriage does
to our railroads.
It has a local rather than an oceanic quality.
The lively trade with the continent continues with a small type
of vessel because of the frexiuent voyages required by the perishable nature of the traffic, and the large number of passengers
ton,
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tempt to make them

more

of Principal

prolitable.

But

Steamship Lines Run Primarily
this

can scarcely

be

general.

A

recent British government report (Dept. Paper 210 Foreign
Merchant Shipping, London, 1905), discussing the fact that the
Great Central Railway Co. runs steamei-s from Grimsby to Hamburg and carries emigrants pursuant to all the expensive regulalions of the (Jornian law, say.s that this practice "is rendered profitable solely owing to the fact that (bis company is able to carry the
emigrants tliro\iRh England on its own railroad lines to the port
of onibarUalion for their trans-.Vtlantic destinations."
The building of terminal facilities is a necessary part of the
connection between railroads and ships. It might apparently be
undertaken by either of these carriers, it being the essential to
one as to the other, but as a matter of fact the dock is usually
built by tho railroad because of the fixed location of the land carrier.
The freedom of the seas gives the ship the opportunity to
go to the best port that is already prepared, .so it devolves upon
the land end of the investment to provide the port and the harbor.
Hence we find the state, the municipality and the railroad furnishing the necessary funds to provide the unloading facilities for the
carriers by sea.
The shipping company sticks to its element.
British harbors are usually enclosed stone docks yet with

—
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Railroad Service on the Atlantic.

Thebo contineiUal connections almost resemble ferries In
the frequency of the service. From Hull on the east coast to Southampton on the south coast and at many intervening ports steamers
pass each day to and from the continent. This daily service includes Hamburg on the east and Havre on the west, and where
the sea Is narrowest there are at times several railroad steamer
connections daily, as at Dover and Brighton.
The small type of vessels required combines with British
thoroughness to make ownership the prevailing practice rather than
(he traffic agreement, which is common in the trans-Atlantic steamship services of .-American raili-oads. The sea I'onnection of British
railroads with termini on the Humber estuary affords an interesting example of the British niediods. The North Eastern Railway
Company with a port at Hull, and the Lancashire &. Yorkshire,
having its port at Goole. have duplicate privileges from Parliament to own and nin steamers to the following 17 ports: Copenhagen, Antwerp. Ghent, Dunkirk, Hamburg, Rotterdam, Bruges,
Amsterdam, Delfzyl, Flushing. Hulst. Harlingen, Stettin. Lubeck,
Danzig. Stockholm and Warhus. This grant guarantees the railroads in such connei'tions as they may care to establish. It is not
necessarily for immediate use.
The North Eastern Railway actually runs no steamers In Its
own name. It controls majority stock in a company running a
line to .Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Harlingen. and has an agreecarried.
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merit with Thou. VVIldon Sons & Company, Ltd.. Bhlp ownerH of
Hull, to work In imlnon with them to the remalnInK iM>rtH.
The lAiH'EHhlre & Yorkhhlre l{allway riinit HleannTn to the flrst
nine of the 17 porta named In the Parliamentary grant.
The Groat Central ftallway, havlns termlnuH at GrlraBby, also
on the Iliimhcr, has a Parliamentary srant to own and run Btearacrfi
Antwerp, llamburK, Itolterdam, Gothento elKht iK)rl« an followH:

The comMalnio, l-andscrona, HIlKlnKlxTK and llalniHtadt.
KleanierH to the llrKt three and had an iinderMtandlnB
with ThoH. UllKon & ("onipany not to rnn lliieH
to the other live portH «o loriK as \VllnonH kept
hurK,

pany

rniiK

Vol XLIV.,
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Since 1S73 there hae been a traiBe
matter In the Baltic and usually
making new ariangementK each seafson upon the opvniog of navigation. ThiH awoclatlon ("Northern Oversea Inlemalional Trafllc"j
regulat«f!, arninge« and even goes bo far ae to desy to some iinea
permlBBion to run Kteamcrv where they wl^h. In 1901 the coniraclB thus arranged by the Moscow Windau Rybinsky Railroad
Company provided for Kervice by four Bt<Amis)iip companiee from
Windau to 10 ports distributed between Dundee, Dunkirk and Copenship coiiiraciij are the rule.

af<K(j<-latlou

attending to

this

a reRnlar Hervlee.

The Ininii' with Ireland partakeH of all
the m-oiioinh' iharacterlKlli-tt of that with the
continent, aii<l Ih ihlelly carried on hy the railroarl HteainKliIrt

llneH.

There were announced

for IMlli; twelve of thew! lineK lonneclInK
Nearly all of
(Ireal Hrltaln with Ireland.
Ihcni (two only are for Liverpool) run from

small an<l often nnnotlced ports where the Hve
railroads have been able to reach the sea.
From Mverjiool and (ilasBOW there are lines
of Independent steamers.
The maturity of lirltlsh Industries gives
less prospect than in America for probable extension of this form of organization In tiansporlatloii.

Thus

far the

British

railroads have not

ventured on trans-oceanic steamship connections, nor Is it likely that they will find It
necessary to do so. If It should be the case
it will occur through the growth of some of
the small |)()ns, which are now lacking In
coniipction.-^. and inobably In harbor facllltleB,
Steamer Scotia, 21
Knots: Holyhead-Dublin Service. London A. North-Wectern.
hut the large Hrlti«h ports are so well supplied with .steamer connections, and cover the needs of a small hagen.
Arrangement was also made for service to tbe Rhine and
country so adequately, that we may not expect much change In the for French and Spanish trans-shlpmenta at Dunkirk.
near future.
In the management of state railroads In monarchial Europe
EXPKIIIK.NCK IN OTIIUIl I'OItKIGN COUNTRIES.
we see the bureaucracy doing by rate control exactly the reverse
The managers of the newer railroads of Europe and Asia seem of the common practice of American and English companies. The
to bo as generally convinced of the necessity of developing steamer Anglo-Saxon Company runs a st«MJUship line for the beneflt of the
connections as do those In America, The .Anatolian llailroad Com- railroad. The governments of Germany and Hungary, dominated
pany loaned ?GOO.O(JO to a steamship company to enable it to give by different and national motives and endowed with strong conlietter service in the Aegean sea.
In 1901 the Chinese Eastern trol arising from national power, use the railroads to favor and
Kailroad (Trans-Siberian) had 11 steamers at Its disposal and wae make profits for the pet national steamship line or lines, to whlcli
the railroad is made suliservient. It is a part
of the German exjMjrt subsidy policy to give
In .some cases much lower railroad rates for
export goods than for domestic traffic. Tbis
is a policy, however, whii-h must be supported
by taxation rather than industry. It Is political rather than economic.
In Hungary, the
.state has a railroad line to Flume, and a sul>sidlzed line of steamers in the Adriatic. The
.-\iistrian
government, using the port of
Trieste, has the same.
Four years ago competition arose and the .Austrian steamers «-ere
cutting in on the trade of the Hungarian
steamers at Flume. The Hungarian government stopped this by arranging Its railroad
tariff, giving preferential rates on goods going
out by the Hungarian steamers.
'i..

(7*0 be continued.)

Foreign Railroad Notec.

A Berlin a:<sociation of merchants «'hlch
ive may, perhaps, compare with the New York
riiamber of Commerce, takes three standards
for estimating the economic situation in Germany: Railroad earnings, number of workmen employed, and reports of the Imperial
Hank. Now in ll'oT (11 months) passenger
earnings were 3 per cent, and freight earnings
'
per cent, larger than In 1906; against Inleases of 8 per cent, and 11.8 per cent, from
,lwa>.
r.'0!i to 190t>.
In the Inst half of 1907 fewer
men were employed than one year before;
and the average rate of discount of the Imperial Bank, which had
been 1.99 per cent. In 1906, was 6,03 per cent. In 1907.
1

'
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1.,^.;

increasing them; in l!t02 the niilroad had six .seimrato stoiimer
lines ruiinlng from Vladivostok, sonic of Ibcm running as far lis
the sea of Okhotsk, but .lapancso compeiiiioii made this service
rather un.sallsfaclory— and 11 has since done worse things.
The Uoiinianlan State Railroads have l)oen operating steamers
from the Danube for a dccailc. and for a iMirt of tho time the line
reached points as remote as Egypt and Antwerp.
The railroads of an undeveloped country like Russia are In a
position akin to those of the United States. Gulf ports and steam-

The Prussian State Railroad estimatos for the fiscal year beginning with April next a.sk for 240,200 kllometric tons of rails. 105.800
of Joint fastenings, spikes, etc, and 141.600 of ties and switch«w.
the whole to cost alwut IIS.000,000. The fuel requirements will be
S.S4.i,900 tons of coal, 1.294,900 of coke, and 111,600 of lignite, to
cost 131,700,000.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
Figures have just been compiled by the Long Island Railroad
showing that the company carried 23,950.547 passengers during 1907
on its trains. No passenger has been killed on the company's trains
in 15 years.

The railroads of Mexico, particularly those connected with the
government system, report heavy passenger and freight traffic.
There is a considerable blockade at Vera Cruz of freight awaiting
shipment to interior points.
.

The Iowa Railroad Commission has informed the express companies that they must <omply with the long-and-short-haul provision of the Iowa railroad laws which have hitherto been applied
only to freight and passenger rates.

An

quoted as saying that the company will
stand firm on its determination not to do away with piece work.
The machinists of the road have bitterly opposed the piece work
plan ever since its inception in the company's .shops.
ofTicer of

It is

the Erie

is

understood that the state of Sinaloa has voted a subsidy

$1,000 for every kilometer of road which the Kansas City, Mexico
& Orient builds through that state on its way to Topolobampo. The
company also has large bonuses from the state of Chihuahua.
1)1'

Employees of railroads

in the state of Mississippi are said to

preparing a large and impressive petition to the legislature opThe emliosing tlie proposal that a 2-cent law should be enacted.
ployees see a connection between reduced fares and reduced wagea.
lie

The Ohio legislature has before it a bill to prevent the inspection of railroad men's watches by private individuals and to place
bo inspectors under the supervision and direction of the state. The
bill lequires watches to conform to certain standards but avoids
reference to any specific makes.

I

The Midland Valley has this week been authorized by the State
Corporation Commission of Oklahoma to charge 3 cents a mile for
passengers. The state constitution makes a general rate throughout
lie state of 2
cnts a mile, but allows the Corporation Commission
some latitude. Other exceptions to the 2-cent rate were noted
last week.
(

I

The County Attorney of Platte county. Neb., is about to bring
criminal action against the Union Pacific under the new Nebraska
anti-pass law. The comiiany. through its attorney, has sent a letter
to the railroad commission stating that it has given transportation,
to surgeons in accordance with continuing contracts made before
he anti-pass law was enacted.
I

The Pennsylvania has collected data showing that 43 of its 85
principal officers are graduates of American colleges. The average
these officers Is 51 years and the average length of service
with the Pennsylvania is 26 years.
Sixty-seven of the 85 started
(heir work for the company as beginners and, with a few exceptions,
have been with the company ever since.

ai;o of

The Railroad Commission

of Ohio decided on Feb. 17 thai Ohio
railroads are permitted, but not compelled, to issue excursion, cominiil ition, milea.ge, and party-rate tickets: therefore, it is not in itself
inireasonable and unjust discrimination for a railroad voluntarily
to establish commutation rates between certain stations and -to fall
and refuse to establish like rates between all other stations on its

the Secretary of the Interior for a report from the government
reclamation service.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has given

Governor Haskell, of Oklahoma, has ordered the Attorney -General of the state to institute proceedings to dissolve an alleged merger
between the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the St. Louis & San

Francisco in Oklahoma.

W. \V. Finley. Presiilent of the Southern Railway, has openly
ihallonged an examination of the circumstances which have led his
company to contemplate a reduction of wa.ges in the operating departments of his system. Mr. Kinley, in effect, asks the Commissioner of Labor and the Chairman of the Interstate Commerce Commission to bring out all the facts, as a demonstration that his road
entitled to practise

The Southern

economy.

through its counsel aiul special engineer.
aiipeared bel'ore the United Stales Committee on Claims at Washingion, February 24, advocating a favorable report upon the bill apIiroprlating $I.t!00,000 to reimburse the company for its expenditures in reilaiming territory in southern California from the Colorado river Hoods of 190G. T'le committee has referred the bill to
I'acific.

in-

every sense competitive

lines.

The order demands a complete

dis-

solution of the alleged combination and the perpetual maintenance
of the two systems as distinct and separate roads.
In the controversy between the New York Central and John H.
O'Brien, Commissioner of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, with
regard to the requests by the commissioner that the Public Service
Commission require the railroad company to remove its overhead
high tension transmission pole line and conductors along its right
of way from a point north of .Macomb's Dam bridge along tlie
Harlem river, Harlem ship canal and the Hudson river to the city
line, the railroad has tiled a denial of the jurisdiction of Commissioner O'Brien and the Public Service Commission in the case at
issue.

The Supreme Court, on February 24, gave the first decision in
a series of cases attacking the validity of the Elkins anti-rebate
law on the ground that this law was repealed by the Hepburn law.
The case at issue was concerned with the appeal of the Great Northern from a |15,000 fine for granting a concession of 20 cents per 100
lbs. on 15 different shipments of oats from Minneapolis to Seattle
in 1905, prior to the passage of the Hepburn law, so that the indictments, although returned after the passage of the law, were under
the Elkins law. The court held that the anti-rebate provisions of
the Elkins law were not repealed.

The annual report of the Insurance Department of the Pennsylvania Railroad shows that the company's employees extinguished
195 (ires in 1907. These occurred in property value<l at $7,500,(M)ii.
Fifty-one of the
yet the loss from them amounted to only $16,000.
fires in Pennsylvania Railroad property during last year were caused
by adjacent burning property. A loss of about $3,000 followed explosions of benzine, naphtha and lamps. Lighted cigars and cigarFires
ettes and matches cost the Pennsylvania over $49,000 in fires.
following wrecks caused a loss of about $43,000.
bustion was responsible for a loss of $6,498.

The Rights

Spontaneous com-

of Capital.

The Canadian Board of Investigation, a body created to assist
adjusting difficulties between labor and capital, has given an
opinion on the occasion of a demand by Grand Trunk telegraph
operjUors for increased pay based on the increase which has been
The hoard held as
granted operators on the Canadian Pacific.
in

follows:

"There are many considerations entering into

jurisdiction in this case.

is

The Governor's order says that the

terests of the two roads are pooled and are under the same management and that they are (meaning perhaps that they should be) in

lir.cs.

Conferences have been held in New York during the past week
on the proposal of the trunk lines to increase materially the terminal charge for split delivery of carload goods. A statement of
the matter has been forwarded to the Interstate Commerce Commission by a special committee of the New York Produce Exchange.
although it is not generally considered that the commission has

notice to the

Interstate Commerce Commission that it will continue until May
1 the traffic arrangements with the Central Railroad of New Jersey,
the Philadelphia & Reading, and the Baltimore & Ohio, for interchanging traffic via New York harbor. In December the New Haven
gave notice that the arrangements with these roads would be canceled, but after a hearing by the Commission extended them to
March 31. They are now to be extended further.

our view there
and that right
fair day's

wage

to be ignored
to

produce a

is

this question.

In

man to receive a living wage
The workman is entitled to get a
day's work. What, however, often seems

the right of the

Is
is

paramount.

for a fair
that capital

and labor are both necessary

in order

profit.

"The object of the laborer should be to secure a fair share of
But there is also to be considered tlie position of the
the money to enable the undertaking to be car-

this profit.

man who advances

on which gives employment. He. too, is required to receive a
return for his money and his risk. A hundred millions of the capital slock of the Grand Trunk Road receives no dividends whatever.
If such dividends on the preferred stock as are now being paid are
still further reduced by the wage bill being increased, what must
necessarily follow? The company cannot obtain further money for
expansion, for it can be more remuneratively employed in other
undertakings.
"This certainly would be a disadvantage to the vast number who
Then there arc the constant defind employment on the railroads.
mands of the public for the betterment of the service and eqtiipment.
the
bettering of the roadbed and
and
facilities
for the increase of
general improvement In the accommodations. These can only be obried

.
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where the partleH usked

taiiif.'il

to

advance the money tan nee MOme

return for the advance.
led uh to the concluHlon that there seemfi to
be an over«lKhl on the part of the public of two tbIuKM.
KlrHt, that
there Is .1 continual demand for an Increase of expenditure on the
part of the company for facllltlcH, and hecond, a continual demand
for the reduction of the tarlffB whiih furnlHh the moneyH neceoiiary
to provide tbcHe facllltU-H and acconiniodatlonH.
"The growth of earnluKx Ih not keeping pace proportionately
with the growth of expenseH. If operating exponReK and wageti rouHt
be increaHed from time to time, and the public ho demandH, very
Berluua consldrration niu.t be given to the propoHalK for the reductions of freight and puHtienger ratcH, InHomuch aH every reduction
directly affects the ability of the railroadx to pay the wages a.sked
by their cmployceH.
"There 1k no doubt that the cost of living ban greatly increased,
and that the employeen of a railroad company are entitled to be
better compenHaled to meet such Increawed cost, but surely they annot entltle<l to be compeni-ated at the Hole expense of people wl.u
have Invested their mom y and who would in return be deprived of
their means of livelihood. The public should bear their share. Thirailroail employee si)pn(is tils money for the Ijentl.l of every other

V..I.

XMV NV
.

9.

Stover Twelve-Passenger Motor Car.

poHslljillty of

"Our experience has

The 12pa wnger
r.-wlih U the l.eep*r
type of <-ar made by
The
Kre^ijort. 111.
eompany has been m.,
and Is now making
also this new type iM-eauiH- u( demand lor ears of greater eeatlng
capacity.
The slxpas-senger car answers the ordinary requirements
of the division olDcer and a large number of them are in service on
various roads. The thre<; sirats of the larger ear llaie Ijeyond Che
body enough to give room on each for four good-sized men.
:

The
engine.

car

The

is

driven by a vertical four-cylinder

accompanying

photograph

shows

3<i

the

gaaolene
engine with

h.p.

of the community, from farn)er to manufacturer, and if
the employee has to oi.tain more money to me t his Increased cost
of living, other ciasseB of the community who receive the benelit
of the money he spends should contribute their share toward enabling
him to get the money he has to spend."
ineinlier

More Investigations.
"I see by liradstreels and Uun's lepoit^ that buyers in the dry
goods trade are i)lacing very small orders. You will look Into this,
and ascertain whether it is due to the slite of trade or to past

transactions of theirs.

flnaiicial

"I am Informed that large wholesale houses in Chicago and New
York have cut prices on cartain classes of goods as much as 2ii per
cent. You will inquire about this, and discover whether it is alleged
that legislation, state or national, has been the cause. Of course,
lower prices would lead to great disorder at the bargain counters,

which

would be

my

duty to put down.
have been low and business
will investigate and report to me whether
It Is true that the sales of stocks have been so small that the revenues from stamp taxes have fallen off in a way to embarrass the
treasury of New York, and that many woithy brokers have been
brought to the verge of want. I desire that stocks be at once advanced In price." A'cic York Kvening Poxt.
it

fir^;t

"I learn that Hie (luotalions of sUK'hs

on the Kxchange

Vou

dull.

—

The World's

Iron Production.

Stover Twelve-Passenger Motor Car.
wiring and intake and exhaust pipes removed. The cylinders are
4V(; In. X 5 in., water coole.l.' The crank case Is of aluminum alloy
and is in two castings, the upper half containing all of the bearings.
The engine is attached to the frame by supporting arms cast on the
upper half of the crank ease, so that the lower half can be taken off
1m order to get at the bearings without dls<-onnertlng any other
parts.
The crankshaft is drop forged. Each cylinder Is eaat separately.
The pistons have oil reees^e8 and are fitted with four rings
with square-cut Joints. The piston rods are of large diameter and
hardened. The connecting rods are drop forged, the bearings are
phosphor-bronze end babbitt bronze, and the valves are drop forged
The valve lifters are hardin one piece and are interchangeable.
ened steel and bronze. The timing gears are drop forged steel: they

It Is estimated thai the ])roduction of pig iron in the world in
l!t07 was about til, 000, 000 tons, as compared with 59,000,000 tons in
the preceding year.
Had it not been for the depression in the last
quarter the increase would have been much greater. Of the total,
the I'nlted States contributed about 42.3 per cent.. Great Urilalii 17
percent., and Cermany 21.4 per cent.
The following tal)le sliows the world's prodiution for a series
of years:
Vein-.
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The production ot tiic three leading producing countries, the
United States, Germany and Great Britain, in past years wiis as
follows:
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of

Stover Gasolene Motor Car.

•1;m||iiui|,.(1.

In 1810 the United Slates produced less than 54,000 tons, and the
1,000,000 ton mark was not reached until 1864.
In IS'O the count rv
produced only l.SG7,000 tons.— IV'o/J Utivvt Journal.

New Sound Steamboat
A concern known
pany has

with the
Captain AV.

Steamship

Line.

New York & I'rovidence Steamship Combeen Inccrporatod In New York and proposes to compete
Sounil tines of the New York. New Haven & Hartford.
V.

'St.

us the

Howmnn. who was ma.<;ter of the Knterprlse Line
Croix" when this comiiany suspended business Is

said to bo the leader in the eulerprlsc

'

are completely endoscil lu the crank eji.<e and run In oil. The cam
s^hafls and cams are in one piece, made of steel, case hardened, and
also run In oil.
The intake and exhaust pipes can l>e quickly removed by loosening four nuts. There are no gaskets in the joints
iH^tween pipes and cylinders. The water pipes are brass, and the
pump Is the gear tyiH'. made of bronze, except the bearing shaft,

which Is steel. The commutator has hardened steel contacts, and
terminals are all proterted by a glass eover. The eyllnders and
bearings are lubricated with a Hill Pre. Islon oiler. The ignition is
jump .spark, operated onlinnrlly on a storage Imttery circuit, but
the makers will also wire the engine for a dry battery to be used In
tiie

emer^ndes.

FEBHUAisr
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The transmission

througli friction cones, instead of the usual
rains of gears. This mechanism is under the front seat. Two small
rones, mounted on the transmission shaft, bear against the face of a
largo wheel on the transverse jack shaft. By shifting the cones
toward the (renter or towards the circumference of this wheel, the
transmission ratio may be lowered or raised. As one cone bears on
the wheel, the car is driven forward; when the other bears, the motion is reversed, so that the car can move at maximum speed in
cither direction. All these changes are governed by the vertical
lever at the right of the driver.
The power is transmitted from the
jack shaft to the rear axle by a chain on cast stcjl sprockets. The
spark and gas levers are on a vertical column in front of the driver.
The car is designed for 30 m.p.h. with ftill load on level track.
There are brakes on all .four wheels, applied through- a hand
wheel mounted on the same column as the gas and spark levers.
The frame is of heavy pressed steel channels and the body i.suspended on long semi-elliptic springs with cast steel hanger.-^
making an easy-riding car. The axles are 2Vi in. in diameter and
run in Hyatt roller bearings. The wheels are cast steel, 22 In. in
diameter. The seats are tiphol.=-:tered in leather, and the floor anii
is

I

for
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pamphlets ot any thickness.

A

rack has 26 wire holders. For
general office use the racks or frames are mounted in a. cabinet,
usually holding eight racks. One of the illustrations shows this
form and how a rack is drawn out and swung into position for
use.
Each tariff is separately filed so that it may be taken out and
put. back without disturbing any others.
The tariffs are put in
special folders to protect them.
These folders carry the number
and description of the tariff and the numerical filing order. Since

running board are covered with rubber matting. The standard body
is Brewster green,
n. chime whistle, operated by the exhaust,
9 in, acetylene headlight, generator and an oil tail light, are
included in the eiiiiipment. The fuel consumption of the car is given
as one gallon of gasolene for 12 to 15 car miles.
color

and a

The Cook System

of

Filing Tariffs.

The file for railroad tariffs illustrated hercwilh is in use in
the general offices and station.s of a number of railroads by some
coninicriial concerns in the country and by the War

of the largest

Station Frames for Filing Tariffs by the Cool< System.
Ihey are thus in place, much time is saved in consulting or filing
them. It is said thai tariffs .seldom get disarranged.
A satisfactory system for a large number of tariffs in a general
office is as follows:
(1)
Distance tables; |2) distance tariffs;
(•!) clas-s tariffs, own issue first, followed by class tariffs joint with
foreign road alphabetically arranged according to roads: I4l association tariffs;
(.5)
special commodity tariffs alphabetically arranged according to commodity, local tariffs coming first and then
joint tariffs alphabetically arranged according to roads.
For stations the plan is much simpler. The racks can l)e hung
on the station wall, or any suitable support. One or more frames.
as needed, can be put in. and others added as required. The agent
thus has his tariffs conveniently and systematically arranged and
instantly accessible.
They also are convenient for public inspection and thus enable easy and satisfactory compliance with the law.
The use of this system of filing at local stations tends ;o
do away with having agents wire the general freight offlce for rates
and copies of tariffs which they may already have in the station,
thus saving work at the gerieral office, as well as use of the wires.
The arrangement for quick and easy reference enables agents to
quote rales promptly, and they quickly become trained to a better
understanding of the tariffs. With a uniform plan for all stations,
an agent changing from one station to another only needs to be
instructed in the few details peculiar to that station. All details
of the system are worked out In the general ofljce and all an agent
needs to do in familiarizing himself with the system is to folic—
the printed instructicns furnished him.
The frames and cases used in the Cook filing system are made
liy the Rockwell-Wabash Co.. Chicago.

Warren
Warren

Tariff Cabinet for General Freight Office.

Departiueni.
It
was invented by C. \V. Cook. Assistant General
Freight Agent ot the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe, and has been
improved to its present form through several years of experience.
It is convenient, simple and flexible as compared
with the usual
niothods of filing tariffs, both in the general office and by station
agents.

The
K!

in.

I'linu.

to

the

basic feature of this file is a narrow rack or frame about
in. high, carrying wire holders rectangular in
shown in the illustrations. These holders are fastened

wide and 40
as

rack with nuts and washers, and are adjustable vertically

S.

Stone.

S.

Stone on

Wage

Reduction.

Grand Chief

of the Brotherhoo<l of Locomotive
Kngineers, is quoted as follows on the question of proposed wage
reductions by the railroads:

'The threatened reduction of the wages of employees In train
is absolutely unjustified from any point of view.
Their pay
based on a mile.iije ba'-is, practically piece work, ard they are
only paid when there are services to be performed. Wages of employees in train service fall parallel with the shrinkage in business,
plus the increased living expenses away from home. When their
earnings are $15ii per month their expense of living away from
home is about 15 per cent., while at the present reduced rale of J70
which has to be met y hundreds under present conditions, that
expense will incr^aso to at least 20 per cent, of earnin.es. because
they are held away fioni the home terminal until there is a full tonservice
is

—

I

—

—
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nagR train to he handl(!<l, making a total automatic reduction already
wages from 00 to 70 per cent.
"The roadB are getting the Hame return In freight receipts for
the Hervlcc rendered as they did when the iiUMlnoss was good, and
there 1h no conj-lstency In UHklng men to accept further rcductlouH
than result from the present business shrinkage, and the full power
of the Hrotlierhood of Ivocomotlve Engineers will he used. If necessary, In an cITort to prevent any further reduction, Ic-cause it would

Vol XLIV

mileage

be absolutely unjust."

In connection with the Pennsylvania Hal
retrenchment, alKjui 75 brakemen have been
passenger trains Ixrtwcen Jersey City and Wa

American Hallway Association
at Chicago, i''<'l)ruary 7, In favor of reducing the per diem rate on
interchanged freight cars from 50 cents a day to 25 cents, has Ijeen
confirmed liy the letter ballot which was ordered, and the new rate
goes into effect March 1. The vole represented almost the entire
number of curs In the association, being as follows:
iht-

iiii'iiilu'rHlil)iH, ri'jiri'Hi'iitliiK I,liiil,:!.'i5 curH uwiii'd or crmt rolled.
75 mciiilM'rHlilim, •pri'Hi'iilliiK ."i81l,ti:i."i I'lim ownml or roiilrollcd.
17 ineiiibcrHlilpH. rr|ii'i>>o*iiiliig .'tO,1.1*J ciirH owihmI or convoting

YcH

-'J4U

No
Not
Irolh'il.

totnl inPinlicrHlilp of

Till'

ronrrollffi hy ilu* infMiilMM'H.
iniij<>i'll.v

'I'Ik-

i'I'iiiiIhIIc

llii-

AHHoclalli.ii

Ik

::35, niid

llii'

cars iiwikU

'>r

:!.'J1!1,1.'{2.

for a|i|M'oviil

Ih

1i!N

9.

Economy

In

Train Crew*.
of

;

ne
us.
to reduce each crow U> a

Lower Per Diem Adopted.
resolution ailopted by

No.

iana, to the east of you, during the last 8ixie«n years the railroad
lias Increased 150 per cent., and now has twice as many
miles of railroad as that of Texas to the square mile. The liberal
laws of Louisiana were the inducement.

In

Tlie

.

iDi'iiibiTHlil|iN

niiil

I, 'ISO, ?.'.'>

Altoona and Pittsburgh. The purpose is
conductor, a baggageman and one brakeman. The from jrakemau
IS the one dispensed with.
The new plan will make all "iotrrdivision
trains comply with the standard In operation which haji
been In vogue for a long time on the New York division between
Jersey City and Philadelphia. The new rule affects the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington and the Philadelphia Midd!-> and
Pittsburgh divisions, of the Pennsylvania, which with the New York
division, make up the lines east of Pittsburgh.
Eighteen men have
been taken off trains running out of Jersey City on the Interdivision schedules, and the others lome off trains having llieir
headquarters on the other three divisions. The taking off of these
men from the head end compels the younger men to fall b^ck into
the freight train service.

CIII'H.

The

A MHMMIng

A Committee on Automatic Stops and Cab

Traffic Club of Philadelphia.

1908, to adopt a <onformally organize The
Tratflc Clul) of I'iilliidelphia.
The proposed constitution and bylaws are similar to those of the New York TralUc Club. The first
steps toward organization were taken at a meeting on December 17,
l'j()7,
called by a circular letter signed by 75 industrial firms in
i'hiladelphia.
A nominating committee has made a ticket with
Holiert S. F'erry, Presiilenl of Harrison Hrothers & Company, President, and Henry C. Trumbower, Treasurer of John Wyeth & Brother,
Secretary. Apparently industrial concerns are to be more largely
represented than in the New York Traffic Club, for out of the 18
jiroposed offi<ers and directors only three (and these directors, not
officers) are railroad men.
Of the 19 officers and governors of the
New York Traffic Club, 12 are officers of railroads, steamship lines

stitution

or

traffic

and

tins

t)een culled

bylaws,

elect

lor .March

officers

."i,

and

The Railway Signal Association

in assigning work for 1!M)8
W.
the following committee on the al>ove subject:
Central, Chairman, New York City; A. R.
Raymer, Pittsburgh & L. E., Vice-Chalrnian; E. M. Weaver. I»ng
Island; U. 1). Kowie, Penna.; J. V. Young, Boston A Maine: G. N.
.VlacDougald. Virgii:ian; W. E. Bullard, New York. New Haven k
Hartford; W. McC. Grafton, Penna. Lines West; H. J. Koale,
Wabash; D. .M. Case, Cincinnati, N. O. AT. P.; E. E. Mack. Chicago
& E. 111.; Wm. Hiles, C, C, C. & St. L.; A. C. Holden. Great .Northern; J. R. Decker, Michigan Central; O. W. Hulsizer, Southern;
G. H. Dryden, Bait. & Ohio; E. G. Graham, Boston * Albany; J A
iiiis

II.

api)olnted

Beoddy. Norfolk & Western.
The committee has iieen instructed to report on:
1.
Cab Signal.^ and .Automatic Stops which are worthy of

Yoakum

On proper

ditions of
3.

The following remarks are tuUen from an address by

re,--

ommendatlon.
2.

Texas Legislation and Taxation.

New York

Elliott,

associations.

Effects of

Signal*.

location of

Automatic Stop Trips for varied con-

traffic.

The

advisability of the use of

Cab Signals as a substitute

for fixed signals or adjuncts thereto.

B.

F.

The committee invlteis Inventors, manufacturers and others interested to communicate with the chairman giving full desrrip
tions, patent specifications and drawings.

Fort Worth, Tex., Feb. 15:
for the people of Texas to consider whether or not It is
to their interest to treat the existing railroads fairly, and fix laws
on a fair ami equitable basis as will Invite capital to make further
Fellowships at the University of California.
railroad Investments In the state. I am not going Into details in this
connection further than to Illustrate one point which should appeal
In July, 1906, Clarence W. .Mackay and Mrs. John W. Mackay.
to every man as being unjust and prejudicial to existing r.allroads
and a hindrance to further construction. The railroads of Texas jointly, gave the University of California $liK).000 to endow a professor.-iliip of electrical engineering.
Part of the income was to 1m'
are capitalized at about |'100,000,000, or f3;!,0()i) ji mile. The Railroad Commission of Texas In Its last annual report valued the pro|)- used for the salary of the incumbent of the chair, and the rest
ertles at |1«,5(I0 a mile, or one-half of the capitalization.
The tax devoted to the furtherance of resean-h work in electrical engineerassessors of Texas have assessed the railroad properties on the 1907 ing In the university. Accordingly, two John W. Mackay Junior
Fellowships In Electrli-al Englnet^rlng, of $600 a year each, have
lax rolls at ?23,0()0 a mile. One of these valuations must be wrong
either that llxed by the Railroad Commission for rate-making pur- been established; they are open to all properly qualified university
poses or that assessed by the tax iussessors for taxable purposes. If, graduates.
The object of the fellowships is to enable students who have
however, the tax assessors use the same percentage of true value of
property in preparing their apsessment roll for railroads as they comploleil a college course to do research work with a viewdo for other i)roperty which Is about ;!8 per cent. then they have to aiding the advance of the application of electrlcpy to 8rlentifl>
placed the true value of the rallroaii.-! at more than they are capi- and inilustrial purposes. The holders of the fellowships are to live
Experimental or other work, howat the University of California.
talized, and the owners are entitled to consideration.
.Now let us see for a moment what restrictive legislation has ever, may be carried on outside the laboratories of the university.
each
fellowship
appointment
to
shall be for one year, which
accomplished for the state. During the last sixteen years there have The
been only :).900 miles of railroad built In Texas, and more thau one- appointment may, however, be renewed, at the discretion of the
.-\ppllcatlons should be filed,
third of this entire mileage has been constructed In the last few C.raduate Council of the university,
years by Interests with whom I have been associated and largely as early as March 15, If possible, with the Recorder of the Faculties.
application
should
lie made for announcewhom
to
Berkeley,
Cul..
under my Influence. Texas needs and should have as raplilly lus
money can bo found for such Invc-stmenls 10.000 miles of new rail- ment of courses and details of the work In electrical en^neering
road, and It the lO.OilO miles cannot be llnanced and constructed and related subjects, and for application blanks, etc.
It

at

Is

—

—

more rapidly than railroad construction has taken place
during the

In

Texas

last sixteen years, which has been on an average of 2<5
miles a year, It will require forty years to furnish the 10,000 new
miles necessary for the best Interest of our state— too long for most
of us to hope to see lis accomplishment.
Lot >is see what our new sister state, Oklahoma, has accomplished wltliin the last sixteen years, wliere they have \inti| recently
had liberal laws. Tliere have been constructed In Oklahoma 1.400
miles of railroad within the same period—sixteen years- with only
25 per cent, of the area of Texas. To put It In another way, wlthlii
this perlo<l capital has come forward for over four times as much
railroad in Oklahoma, considering the area, as in TevBs.
In Louis

Eight Thousand Miles from Stump to Mill.
All .Vustralian cmporation has received a concession from the
Russian Govcnimeni to take out P.O.OOO.iiiio ft. of limber a year from
a forest in Siberia, which Is 900 miles from Vladivostok. This is to
delivered in Melbourne. .-Vustralia. approximately 8.000 miles
iH'
away, and nearly three times the distance from New York
to
San Francisco, In taking out the Siberian limber the
Melbourne Inmberinen will have to ship the entire year's cut in
July. August, Sejiteinlier and October, for during the rest of the year
there Is no open water at Vladivostok, rnmanufactiired logs are

February
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admitted free in Australia, while there is a heavy duty on all manufactured wood, the duty on lumber, for instance, being nearly $5
a thousand board feet. At Melbourne a new mill is being built to
manufacture these logs into dressed stool< and lumber. These
Siberian lumber operations illustrate the pinch in the timber supply
in all parts of the world.

Trolley Route from Boston to Chicago.

A

traveler who has covered the trolley rouie between Boston
and Chicago reports that out of 1,497 miles he had to travel but 230
by steam train, two by stage and two on foot. He changed cars 08
Imes.
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agents of the Pittsburgh Lamp, Brass & Gla.ss

Co., makei-s of this

glass.

Hyndman, until recently Mechanical Superintendent of
York, New Haven & Hartford, is now representing the
100 William street. New York City. "Eldo" is a protective coating for metal.
The claims tor this pioduct are that it
is made from a mineral gum and is perfectly elastic, is applied
easily, dries rapidly, will resist high temperature, is a non-conductor of electricity and will not deteriorate. In color it is a
F.

T.

New

the

Eldo

Co.,

glossy black.

The Federal Railway Signal Co., a New Jersey corporation,
office and works at Albany, N. Y., has been reorganized.
A
new company, the Federal Signal Co., formed with a New York
charier, assumes all the assets and liabilities of the old company,
and new capital has been provided for carrying on the business.
Surprise Tests on the Lehigh Valley.
The officers of the new company are: President, A. H. Renshaw;
The superintendents of the Lehigh Valley have just had made Vice-Presidents, Eugene Seit/. and John T. Cade; Secretary. Frederic Pruyn, and Treasurer, Eugene Seitz.
1!I7 surpri.se tests of cnginemen, and report perfect records in all
cases; no enginoman was caught napping.
It is a lule on the
Richard S. Mercer, who has for several years lieen representLfhigh Valley that at least three officials shall take part in every ative at New York of the American Brake-Shoe
& Foundry Co..
test, and they sign a report giving full details.
Mahwah, N. J., died on February 23. Mr. .Mercer was 4« years old.
He was born at West River, Md.. and, after being educated at Charlotte Hall Academy, began work in 1882 on the Pennsylvania.
TRADE CATALOGUES.
He
was in the con.slruction department for a uumljer of years and
Han Pedro, Lufi AiujiU-h <l t<all Lake. The passenger depart- then went to the maintci.ance of way department, serving for some
ment has prepared a unique booklet entitled "A Souvenir of Delight- years as supervisor of the Middle division until he resigned to go
to New York.
ful Journeys."
It is made to resemble an oiaiige both in size and
(•over color, and the inside has suggestions, in the form of halfThe Robins New Conveyor Co., New York, which was recently
tone views, of what may be seen on short journeys out of Los incorporated, will be operated under the management of Thomas
Angeles. Another book is entitled "The A U C of the Salt Lake Robins, who founded the Robins Conveying Belt Co. in 189G and
Route," having a page for e;ich letter of the alphabet, with a suitable was President of that concern until March, 1907, when its managesentiment thereon.
ment passed into other hands. C. Kemble Baldwin is Chief Engineer of the new company. He has served in the older company
Hummer Drills for Mining. Bulletin 60-A of the Sullivan in the same capacity for the last seven years. The offices of the
Machinery Co., Chicago, is a 12-pagG pamphlet on Sullivan hammer company are at 38 Wall street. New York, and 1240 Old Colony
drills for mining work.
This is a comparatively new type of rock building, Chicago.
drill, similar, in a geneial way, to the large pneumatic hammer.
The Allis-Chalmers Co., .Milwaukee. Wis., will furnish the equipTlip bulletin gives full inl'nrmntinn aljout their construction and
ment for the central sUtion in the electrification of the plant of
iipei'atioii.
the Clark Thread Co., Newark, N. J., plans for which have been
completed. The plans call for a generating plant of 10.000 k.w.
with

I

—

—

—

Lidhlninii Arrester.
Bulletin S. 118 of the Railway Specialty
Co., Chicago, consists of si,\ pages describing lightning
arresters for either a.c. or d.c. circuits.
It is called the Arc iJamp
Arrester, and the circular describes its application to block signal
laydiit.s and interlocking plants.

a Supply

—

lluhher licit Conveyors. The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., ColuniOhio, has published a 48-page booklet of illustrations to show
application of rubber l)elt conveyors for handling material of
various kinds. I'lice lists and details of parts of the machinery are
lius,

ttie

also given.
Rooflnri.

— The

current issue of The Exchaiiriv. published by the

Standard I'aint Co., New York, has among other examples of the
use of Ruberoid rooting, photographs of a large freight shed of
the Northern Pacific, and of a large hotel at Monte Carlo.
Proo/ing.— The Hydrex Felt & Engineering Co., New
distributing a reprint of the paper on "Water Proofing
Kngineering" read before the Boston Society of Civil Engineers in
October, 1907.

Water

York,

is

—

lAuhting Current Transformers. Bulletin 1.061 of the AllisCo., Milwaukee, Wis., is about lighting current transIt aLso gives information on insulating oil and insulation

Chalmers
rormeis.
tests.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The othce of he Vulcan Iron Works, Chicago, has been moved
the new plant at 28 N. Irving avenue, near Fulton street.
I

to

C.
K.
Chicjigo, in

Walker

has gone to the Locomotive Appliance Co..
charge of sales of locomotive cylinders and valves,

effective Marcli

1.

Co., New South Memphis. Tenn..
has decided to double its capacity by erecting another building and
buying additional machinery.

The Conley Frog & Switch

Philip J. Nash has taken charge of the sales department at
Monadnock building. Chicago, of the Ernst Wiener Co.. New
Yiuk.
Mr. N!V.sh lias hail long technical and practical experience in
the industrial railroad business.

St;.'?

Kopp

signal glass is usetl for most of the signal glass, lenses
in the installation in the yards of the new Washington terminal. The Railway Specialty & Suiiply Co., Chicago, are

and roundels

supplied

by five steam turbine units. Only one unit will be Installed at the outset; this will drive a three-phase. C(t-cyile, tliiO-volt
generator, rated at 2,500 k.w. on normal load. The turbine will

run condensing.

About

stalled at the start.

2..'>00

h.p.

The complete

induction motors will be inelectrification of the plant will

in

be carried out gradually.

H. U. Wallace, President of the Wallace-Coates Engineering
Chicago, has rrsigned to become General Manager of the Chicago, Lake Shore & South Bend, an electric line nearing completion between South Bend, Ind., and Kensington. III., where It connects with the Illinois Central. Mr. Wallace is a graduate of
Purdue University, and was with the Illinois Central for a number
of years, being Division Superintendent for three years and Chief
Engineer for three years. He then became Third Vice-President
of J. G. While & Co.. .Vew York, and for the past two years has
been at the head of the Wallace-Coates company.
Co.,

Robert F. Carr and several associates in the Dearborn Drug
of boiler compounds, have
bought the holdings of the estate of the late William H. Edgar,
who died two years ago. At a meeting of the stockholders, followed by a meeting of the Directors, the following officers have
been elected:
President and General .Manager. Robert F. Carr; VicePresident. George R. Carr; Vice-President. Grant W. Spear; VicePresident and Eastern Manager. William B. McVicker; Assistant
General .Manager, J. D. Purcell; Assistant Secretary and Chemical
Director. W. A. Converse; Assistant Treasurer. R. R.
Browning:
Superintendent, A. E. Carpenter. C. .M. Eddys holdings were also
taken over; he desired to devote all his time to personal business

& Chemical Works, Chicago, makers

interests.

Wynn

Meredith. Member of the American Institute of ElecEngineers, has become a partner in the firm of Sanderson
& Porter. New York, engineers and contractors, and will have charge
of the western office which they have opened in the
Fnion Trust
building. San Francisco. Cal. After technical training at
the University of Illinois. Mr. Meiwlith. in 1888. worked on
construction
and operation of lighting and electric railway properties. He was
connected wlUi the electrical plant of the World's Fair
at Chicago
in 18!t3 and the California Fair in 1894.
He was later associated
with Hasson & Hunt, and then Itecame a member of
the firm of
Hunt. Dillman. Meredith & Allen. San Francisco. Cal.
During 1.5
years' residence in California. Mr. Meredith has
been engaged in
general engineering work, and including much of the
hydroelectric
and power transmission work on the Pacific coast, in the United
Slates and Canada.
trical
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Iron and Steel.

The New York, Onlurlo
a.lOli ton» of rallK from the

Vol..

& Witi.;ni 1h reported
Lackawanna Steel Co.

to

have

orili

red

ii,.i;i,i:
;i,.;,-

•'iji.-,

!•

,.(

I

;

.

-.ii-ii-iunt.

..:,r!

•

1

and

"!.j with

of
'bo,--.

..,,......

fahrlcaled Hleel.
I.,iickawanna

& WeHtcrn haH ordered

8,500 tonB
The price

of open hearth 'JOlb rails from the Bethlehem Steel Co.
will he H-)nKwhal higher than tin? Htandard flmire for Li sHenier Kteel.

The Great Northern has ordered

tonH of

IJll.oOo

rallt*

fiora the
Steel Co.

CaineKle Steel Co. and I'j.ooit tons from the Lackawanna
The Pennsylvania Sleel t'o. has onlerB from the tJreat Northern
for G.OUO tons of open hearth and 5.(100 lonw of lle«Hemer rails; from
the Allantli- Coasl Line for X.ooo tonw, and from other roads for
The latter amount 1h In addition to the coaipany'H
li!,000 tonH.
share In the recent Pennsylvania liallroad order.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

No.

&.

—

The Chicago & North- WeKtern haB Klven the McCllntock-Mar
re<iulrlnK 1,400 lonit )
Hliall Coiihtnictloii Co. a brldRc contract

The Delaware,

XLIV,

Atr hirw. L. U. Haas, heretofore A£i>iblaut General Manager of the Baltimore A Ohio, hai> been appointed Aeenl for the
.\
I.
He will have charge of ceruiu englU'-, ,.|N.r^ i.f 111.- S

nciiboartt

the ludubtrlal depart<,:
Mr. Garrett, chief
t'l-fe.
beretoforo
• * Ohio, baa
•
S. A.
•

Operating

L

Officers.

Uallimom A Ohio. — I..

(',.
iL^as, AssUlant General Manager, has reSee Seaboard Air Line under Executive, Financial a^d

signed.
L<-gal

Offlcers.

—

William Collins baa been
Itii'cr VntUy A Inilian Territory.
appointed (Ji-neral Manager In place of F. C. Faust, renlgned;
office at Fourche, Ark.

t'uurchr

KiinMH City .Soi/f/u-rii.— Charles C. Riley has l>een appointed General Manager and Superintendent of Transportation. erre«tlve
February 15. Mr. Riley was l)orn In Indiana and was edu.-ated

He prepared himself for the medical probut In 1888 entered the railroad service on the Cleve
He held various posiland, Cincinnati, Chicago ft St. I»uls.
tions in the tranaportallon department until .^prll 1" 1H97,
,"-rwhen he went lo the Baltimore tk Ohio Southw,
••a.
intendent of Car Service and SuiH-rlutendent of
inwhich place he held until DeiemlK-r I, 1900. In
structor at the College of Physicians and Surgeuua at lujianapolis.
From October, IStOl. to July, IStoS, he was Car Servlcf
Agent of the Chicago Great Western, and then for a year was
Superintendent of Car Service of the Erie. From that pla<-e
he was promoted to be Superintendent of Transportation, resigning from this position this month.

at Butler University.
fession,

William

K.

Ilallhtf-ad,

forme,

ly

Lackawanna & Western, died

ware,

General Manaser of the Delalast

week

at

hU home

In ricran-

-^

Mr. Hallstead was born at Henton, Pa.
Ha., at thf age of 72.
entered the service of the Lackawanna as brakeman In 1852.
and continued In the service of the company 47 years. He was
promoted througli the dlfferenl grades of the operating department
In
until In 1872 he was made Superintendent of the main line.
188C he was appointed General Manager, which office he held for
ton.

He

13 years.

Dun, Consulting Engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
l-'hi.. of heart trouble, on February

.lames

died at St. Augustine,
Mr. Dun had been on Ihe
>'.i.
Santa Fe for the |)asl 17
He was born on Sepyears.
tember 8. 1844, at Chllllcothe,
He began railroad
Ohio.
work when he was 22 year.s
old as a chalnman in an engineer corps on the Indianapolis & Cincinnati, which Ls
now part of the Cleveland,

Santa

l''e,

—

.\rw York, .Vt'ir Haven d Hiirtford. E. T. Horn has be?n api>ointed
Assistant Superintendent and I). F. Stevens Trainmaster or
the Shore Line division. P. W. J. Smith has been appointed
Pa.'Jsenger Trainmaster of the New York division, with offlce
at Ihe Grand Central Station. New York City; C. H. Motxett
ha.'^ lM>en a|)pointed
Freight Trainmaster of the New York dl
vision, with offlce at Harlem River, .N. Y.
F:.
H. Morse has
lien appointed Pas„senger Trainmaster of the Boston division.
with offlce at Boston: F. S. Hobbs, Freight Trainmaster of the
Hosion division, with office at South Boston.

St.
Chicago &
Cincinnati,
Louis. Next year he was appointed Assistant Engineer of
the Atlantic & Pacific, now
pari of the Atchison, Topeka

Ke.

he went

to

cific

and

as
In

1874

was made

l';iigi-

neer of Union Depot Co., at
In 1S77 h'
Louis, Mo.
St.
was appointed Superintendent
of
Buildings
of Bridges and
.iiiiii.-» •'"•.
the St. Louis & San Franlo the
Cisco, and, after serving In this imtitlon for a year, went
In 1900 he was
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as Chief Kngineer.
made Chief Rngineer of the whole Santa Fe system. Including the
He was appoinleil Consulting Knginecr of the system
Const Lines.
in

the

f'lll

of

lIMii;,

Traffic Officers.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
•

llhK.

American Society

The March meeting

of

of

J..

li

IhiilH

III

iiiilinilil

iilisiiii; iiiiin

'-'

II
>

Mechanical Engineers.

this society Is lo be

held on Tuesday

evening. March 10, in the Engineering Societies building. West
Thirty-ninth street. New York. An address will be made by Dr.
Charles P. Stelnmetz, Professor of Electrical Englmcrlug at Union
University, on "The Steam Path of the Steiim Turb'.n.'."

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
fMci/Ir.— F. \V. Peters. Assistant Freight Traffic Manager
of lines west, has been appointed Assistant to the Second VlcfPresident, with office at Winnipeg.

—

Cnmiilian Paiifif. W. li. Lanigan has l)een appointed Assistant
Freight Traffic Manage,- at Winnipeg, Man.. In place of F.

—

Harry E. Paisley has been api><>inted
a K<(i(/i)i!;.
Treasurer of the railroad company and al.-^o of Ihe Kcading
Company ami the p. & R. Coal & Iron Co. In place of Richard
.lohn S. Sneyd has been ai>poliiled Assistant
Tiill. deceased,
Treasurer in place of Mr. I'.iisley,

W

Peters, promoted.

Miltmukfr A SI. Pnit.—R. M. Calkins, hitherto Assistant
General Freight .-\Kenl at Chicago, has lie«>n appointed (tenernl
Freight ami Passenger .\gent of the lines west of the Mi.<i.<:oui'l
River, with office at Butte, Mont.
E. C. Nettels. also Assistant
tJeneial Freight .-Vgent at Chicago, will sucrced to the place
vacated by Mr. Calkins.

chu<i()o.

—

E. A. Bynum, apimlnted Assi8t.ant General Freight
with offlce at New Orleans, in place of N. M. I..each, has
taken up the duties of his office.

.Motiih'

A

Ohio.

.•\genl,

l.ini:i

l'iiiii.\iilianta

\Vrst of Pittxlixirph.

— W.

M

Wallace has been

Division Freight Agent of the Erie * Ashtabula
division in place of 11. M. Bradley: offlce at Erie. Pa,; effective April I.

appointed

Cii"(i(/i(i»

PItihulcliihia

—

Chicago A SI. Louis. The lines of this company have
Bufdivided into three operating divisions, as follows:
falo division. Buffalo lo Coniieaut: Cleveland division. Conneaiil lo Itellevue: Fort Wayui' cllvlsion. Bellevue to Chliiigo.
The Superintendent of the Buffalo division is W. F. Watterson, offlce at Buffalo, N. Y.; Trainmaster. G. C. Todd, offlce ai
Conneaiit, Ohio.
The Siipeiiniendent of the Cleveland division Is R. W. Mitrhener. offlce at Cleveland, Ohio; Trainmaster, C. E. Maxfleld. ctlirf
at Cleveland.
The Superintendent of the Fort Wayne division Is S. K
Blair, offlce at Fort Wayne. Ind.; Trainmaster, E. S. KIrby
offlce at Fort Wayne.
\V. 1. Bll.>^s has been appointed Superintendent of Telegraph, in pla(e oT R. W. MItchener, promcted.
York-.

lieeii

Four years later
Ihe Missouri PaAssistant Ung'.ne -r.

& Santa

—

Snlioiial of Mrsivo. J. C. Slelski has been appointed Superintendent
at San Luis Potosi in place of A. Larkln, deceased.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Chii-ago.
at

Umk

I^Uiiiil

A

/'n.

i.fii.

-K,

K.

Officers.

Chrysler. Master Mechanic

Chlcka-sha. Okla., ha.s resigned.

A (Iriat Sorlhrrn.—F. S. Anthony has been appointed
Master Mechanic of the Gulf divisloi) at Palestine. Tex. .1. B.
Dolsen. Foreman of the Car Department at Palestine, ha-s re-

/iifcrimfioiKiI

sinned

2S.

l<'KI!Itl'AI!V
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—

Mexican Central. F. L. Carson has been appointed Master Meclianic
of the Torreon division in place o£ O. R. Hale, transferred.

CAR BUILDING.

this

company

(July
AU'Uiht. Ilirmingham tt- Atlantic has ordered 112 coal cars
of SO.OUO lbs. (capacity and 30 cabooses from the South Atlantic Car
& Manufacturing Co.
'I'lir

The Mexico, Santa Fe
in Missouri, Intends to

iC Perry Traction Co., under construction
ask bids on rolling stock soon. S. L. Robiand General Manager.

son, Mexico, Mo., is President

The ./. U. MacArtltiir Co., Ltd., Winnipeg, Man., as reported in
he Railroad Oazette o( February H, has ordered from the Hicks
Locomotive & Cai' Work.s, for delivery on .'Vpril 1. .'50 Hat cars of
tiO.OOO lbs. capacity and one caboose.
Bodies and undertraraes will
I

of wood.

Ije

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Ae.i;xa.m)I!1.\.
i>r
I

lie

—A

conlraet has been given to

Edward Crebo,

new

put up a
(!i:.\Ni)

MiiiUc

— The

Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo is planning
steel bridge on heavy concrete abutments here.

Ont.

C.M.NSVJi.i.K,
lo

1,.\.

Kansas City, to build the union passenger .station to be used by
Texas & Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern.

Forks, B.

improvomrnts

C.

—

It

here,

said that the Canadian Pacific will
roundhouses, at a cost of

is

including

Ifir.O.IMH).

Mi.N.N.--

.Mi.N.NKAiMii.i.s,

'1

lie

Milwaukee &

Cliicago,

St.

Paul,

will

.Mii.NTKHAL,
I'iK ilic

Qui;.

— Bids

are

being asked for by the Canadian
new stock yards in this city.

for the construction of the

—

OriAw A, O.NT. The Canadian Railway Commissioners have auihorizcd the Canadian Pacific to build bridges as follows:
Over
lielly river at Lethbridge, Alta.; at mile 35.2 over Carpenter creek,
li.
C; at mile 0.72 over Fraser river. Mission branch, B. C; at
highway crossing at Bala, Ont.; at mile 7.32, Mud Branch, Thames
liver. Ont.; at mile 8.2 over Thames river, Ont.; at mile i).14,
Huron street crossing, Embro, Ont.; at mile 18.9, Brockville branch,
Out.; at mile 34.0 over Badger creek, Man.; at William street
subway, also approved plan of abutment and piers of proposed
liridge over Pine street, at Woodbridge, Ont.
Qciciifx',

Que.

— The

Quebec Bridge Co. has decided to rebuild
Lawrence which collapsed

the steel cantilever bridge over the St.
last spring.
Sr.

I'm
Id

—

N. B. The New Brunswick Southern is asking
aulhorily 10 build a bridge over the St. Croix river.

STf:i>nKN,

r.'iliiiuu'nt for

—

M IV.

iiuiUc

19, p. 83.)

—

DEN\Eit, Laramik & NoHTii Westeu.v. This company, which has
projected a line from Denver. Colo., to the northern boundary of
Wyoming, about 500 miles, is said to have bought recently 160
acres of land in Denver as a site for terminals. Rights of way
are reported secured for the line. S. Johnson, President; J. O.
Curry, Treasurer; J. T. West, Secretary, and former Senator Harris
and Judge J. T. Millkan. of Kansas, are said to Ije interested. (Sept.
27, p. 370.)

—

EvA.vsvii.i.i:, .Mt. Caiimei. & Oi.nev iNTEitLKUAN.
Incorporated in
Indiana, with a capital of $10,000, to build an electric line from
Evansville, Ind.. northwest to Olney, HI., about GO miles. A. Knoop,
President, Olney; G. W. Couerter, Secretary, Mt. Carmel. The
directors include G. J. Siebert, J. Laubscher, E. O. Lockyear, of
Evansville; T. Newall, E. B. Bixby. of Cynthiana; J. F. Siebert,
J. O. Smith, of Lancaster; A. Knoop. F. W. Boyer, J. F. Hyatt, of
Olney.

—

FoKT Wayne & Si'ii:n«;i-iei.ii TiSAcrioN. Plans under way to
build a line from Decatur, ind.. south to Richmond. Ind.. 70 miles.
Othcials of this company are reported to be interested.

—

GiiANu Think Pacific. Foley, Stewart & Welch, contractors
for 120 miles of the line from Edmonton. Alb., west, have sublet
30 mile sections to J. Mc.Mlister. M. McKenzle and B. Baker. The
remaining 30 miles is to be sublet In one and two-mile sections.

it is

has bought 10 acres of land adjoining the city limits as a site
shops and terminals. This is preparatory to changes which
follow the extension of the company's lines to the Pacific coast.

said,

for
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from Cherryvale, Kan., via Pawhuska, Okla., and Guthrie, to Geary. General Manager J. H. Brewster is quoted as saying that capital has been secured to complete
this section of the line.
S. M. Porter, President, Caney, Kau.
for its proposed line

Ti:x.
'I'hc Beaumont & Great Northern is planning
iniprovpments here, to include shops and a roundhouse.

—

Ii.i.iNoi.s Centhai..
Construction work on the connecting links
on the Birmingham extension 10 a connection with ihe Central of
Georgia have been finished, and the line is to l>e ready for operation April 1.
The line from Jackson, Tenn.. 10 Birmingham, Ala.,
219 miles, is over the Illinois Central tracks to Perry. 5.80 miles,
thence over the Mobile & Ohio to Ruslor. Miss.. 51.48 miles. The
iMississippi & Alabama in .Mississippi and the Alabama Western
in Alabama extend from Ruslor to Haleyville. Ala., 80.07 miles.
From Haleyville Ihe company has trackage rights over the Northern Alabama lo Jasper, 40. G9 miles, and from Jasper over the

Kansas

City,

Memphis & Birmingham

to

Birmingham.

40.96 miles.

This will give the Illinois Central a through line 10 Birmingham.
The line from Corinth, Miss., to Haleyville. Ala., 80.1 miles, was
opened for traffic Feb. 10. The company has finishe<l terminals
in Birmingham at a cost of $2.immi.()00.
It is announced that through
trains from Chicago to Birmingham, Ala., will probably be established about April 1.
Work on Ihe Memphis & State, which is to be a double-track
line from Anion, Tenn., to the Nonconnah yard, about seven miles,
has grading (iiiished and about one-half the track laid. It is expected to have Ihe line open for traffic about March 15.
The work under way on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley relaying the present track from Natchez. Miss., northeast lo Harrison.
27.8 miles, with 75-lb. rails, will probablv be finished about March
15th.

The new double-lrack

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

Railhoau ok Poino Ru o. This company expects soon
lo finish the cut-off from Hormigueros south to J.,ajas, 12 miles.
(April 12, p. hU.)
A branch line is to he built this year from San German, east
10 Sabana (irande, nine miles.
This work includes one large bridge
and several smaller structures. AU the work i.s being done by the
company's forces.
\Mi:i:ir\\

—

Atlantic, Qukiiko & Wkstkkn. The Canadian Railway Commissioners have approved the location of this company's line in the
townships of Perce, Mai Baie and Douglas, county of Gaspe, Quebei",
mile 60 to 90; also in section 3, mile 20 to 30.8, and section 10.
mile 90 to 102.4 through the townships of Douglas and York, county
of (Jaspe.

Baton Hoi

Canadian
force working

i,k.

Hammond &

Eastkhn.

— This

— See Illinois Central.

company,

it is said, has had a large
all winter on the Hudson Bay line from Etolmami.
Sask., north.
The line is finished lo Pass Mission, at the junction
of the Saskatchewan and Cari-ot rivers, about 100 miles.
The surveys to Ft. Churchill call for a line 425 miles long.

Noktiii:i!n,

Several improvements. It is said, are to be made this year on
the line between Port Arthur an<l Winnipeg. The company intends
to replace 30 miles of the iiresent rails between .\tikokan. Ont..

and Rainy River with SO-lh. rails, and make extensive imi)roveinents on this division, mainly at Fort Frances.
CiiKHUYVAi.K,

Oklauo.ma & TEXAS.— Surveys reported made by

belt line being built around Memphis,
expected to be put in operation March lath.
Train service was be.siun on the Baton Rouge. Hammond &
Easlern on February 27. This line joins Ihe Illinois Central at Hammond. La., and connects at Baton Rouge with .in exten-^^ion of the
Southern Pacific, which is being built from Lafayette, La., lo Baton
Rouge. A saving of about 50 miles is accomplished by this short
route between the Illinois Central and the Southern Pacific, which
also saves going through the congested terminals at New Orleans.

Tenn.,

is

Mata.mouos & Santa Ciu
cate organized by

z

Stheet Railway.— A St. Louis syndiT. West. S. Fordyce. H. Harstick,

W. H. Bixby.

and R. Brookings, has recently bought this .Mexican line.
the purpose of the new owners to rebuild and electrify the

E. Scoot
It

is

line, also

to extend

it

to

a connection with the National Railroad.

The proposed improvements include a line to Brownsville and the
absorption of the Rio Grande Railroad, operating 22 miles from
Brownsville. Tex., north to Point Isabelle. This is a steam road,
which it is proposed to convert into an electric line. The work
will Include a bridge over the Rio Grande at Brownsville, for which
permission to build will have to be obtained from both the United
States government and the Mexican government.
Me.mi-iiis

& State.

— See

Illinois Central.

—

Me.mpiiis. Paiiis & Gri.K.
This company is now in operation
from Nashville. .\rk.. southwest to Ashdown. 26.9 miles. The company proposes to extend the road this summer. The projected route
is from Memphis. Tenn.. via Lilllc Rock, Ark., to Paris Texas,

400 niil?s.

Mexican Centhai .—This company is improving its track beChihuahua and El Paso and adding heavier rails. Five

tween
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OU-lb. rullH

now

75-11).
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illtitrlbuleU

lo

'

trrudlng work

MoNTA.N.\ llAii.iMiAi).— riil.s company han flnlsheil
on a. rovlHlon of line from Lomljard, Mont., to mile 'M.Z, near
MInden. DItmcr, Uradlmry & VVheltbrec, contrattoru. TrackUylng
The work included eight tunl8 expected to bo flnlHlied in March.
nelM and one vluduct.

I.VTKK.XATio.NAl.

Raii.ikiau.

—

—

T.

It.

St.

iiturk,

I(y.

In itm-urUlr* uf

at ccMt

In

N
Itiill

aKeM.4U.oo
Si>i'iirltt<i(

:».320.60S.I»0
I'o.

IIOO.uuO.UOU.OU
6.7:i7,Mt)*.0O
fA.>,0<IO.IIOU.oO

mock* not
n.uoo.ooo.oo

—

This company has sold $10,000,000 4 per cent,
There
in London at a price slightly above par.
was previously $106,045,411 of this stock outstanding.

awauh & HiD.so.N.— A temporary Injunction rostralnlug
(9 per cent, for the year)

pnyal)le at

2'.i

four difrerent dnte-s
Court of lieneral

In the

Sessions of New York City tills week to ex-Judge Uufus H.
at the annual meeting In May, 1907. made an attack
on the present luanagemeiit criticising especially the purchases
of coal lands, of traction properties about Albany and of railroad properties in Canada.

Cowan, who,

—

No action was taken on February 19 or on Kebruary 26 by
the directors on the llrsl preferred dividend. The former Is
the date on which Ihe semi annual diviiiend Is usually <leclared.
The question as to whcllier the company hail Ihe right to issue
dividends in scrip without the approval of the New York
Public Service Comniis.vion is .>^till pending.

EiiiK.

—

Cknthai,. Judge Ball, of the Superior Court of Illinois,
on Februtiry 20 dissolved (he injunction granicil on Dctolicr 14

lii.iNOis

ITU.OOO.UOU.WJ
nut
2.175,0OO.0«J
rt7.K'.:o.<i<MMM<

Notes poyalilp
Acoounia |lnyahli>
Accrued InUTitit. :i

4..".4."i.i»»«Mi«i

4'J.3«1«.70
iims.

Ii>

.Ian. 1. IIWI.S.

on

IntfT.-Mi-l.

4S

piT cenl. iNindH (covprod by dividend of Intvrlwroucu
U. T. Co.. imld Dec. :tl. inOi )

and

Prollt

7M.IWI.::'.
766.016..*."

less surfilua

$212.»44.509..-.l

Total

of the year. largely made up of dividends on
Interborough Rapid Transit and Metropolitan Street Railway
stock, was $4,753,561, and the expenses, largely made up of
interest on its own bonds and dividends on its preferred stock,
were $4,511,569. The surplus for the year therefore was
$211,992.
This, added to the profit and loss credit balance on

The income

December 31. 19(t6, of $524,924. makes up the profit and loss
surplus of $766,916. shown on the balance sheet.

—

Kansas City

Sim iiikhn.
Gross earnings for January. 1908, wen>
$646,000 against $773,000 In 1907. a decrease of $127,000. or 16
per cenl. Net earnings were $203,000 against $320,000 In 1907.
a decrease of $II7,Omo. or 37 per cent.
For the seven mouths
ended January 31. the net earnings were $1,929,000 against
$2,028,000 In 1907, a decrease of $99,000.

—

In the year ended December 31, 1907, gross earnings
increased $535,000 and operating expenses $1,045,000. Net earnings decreased $510,000.
In the month of December. 1907. the
excess of expenses over gross earnings was $53,000 larger thaTj
In the corresponding month of 1906.

Nkw

—

Gross earnings for the year ended
were $10,385,288 against $9,901,947 in 1906.
.Net earnings were $3,151,549 In 1907 and $2,322,511 In 1906
These are high rei-ord figures.
31.

Pkhk MARijfETTK.
•

&

YnitK. CiiicAc.o

December

the com-

per cent,

|Xt ivnt. ImmlK
riiiUitandlng atucks

ngaliiKt

aciiulrril

authorized stock to $50,000,000.

during 1908. was given by Judge Plat/.ek

««

43.74n,<MMi<Mi

Ki-Korvod

lyOMi Isi.AMi.

eacit

Th

Hindu out

I'lillntoral trust. 4'J.

Northern is applying to the Parpermission to Issue $19,250,000 new

from paying the four unarterly dividends of

.

«03.-.>Q2.IU;!.iiO

— The Canadian

I)uny

i

f2I2.M4,S<».ol

Capllnl Kt.xk. pri-fiTriMl
KosprviMl aKiilniit iiutHtandIng

debenture slock
1)1.1.

i

:

*'-* •»<

UablUllea.

delphia Company.

Canadian Pacipic.

r,r.4.4<M.KJ(
'
c.l rut

*

Toliil
I'npitiil miM'k. i-oniinon
Itcscrvi'd HkiitiiKt ontKtiindine
nr(|iilr-'d

—

for

8.M4.70<i.4H

riiriiiliin- mill llxtiiri-K
inililllloiinl miliwayai.
l';iiKl<ii'''riiiL' III HiioiM'iix.M<'ir..|M.lilMii .s.'riii'lil'^ »
k. full paid
t'lmli mid iii-i-)iiiiilH riTi'tvHble

Camiik.v & TiiK.MoN (Ei.KCTitic).
Wllbur F. Sadler, Jr., of Trenton,
was. on February 18. appointed receiver of this company by ViceChancellor Walker, of New Jersey, on a bill of complaint by
former President Henry V. Massoy, alleging insolvency and mismanagement. The road is controlled liy the New York-Phila-

its

IbU

Co. Hiuck Bl roat In aMrarliln of

urrio'

Illinois Valley.

Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling.
Cross earnings for .January decreased ?1, 188, 000, or 19 per
cent.
Expenses were ?201.00() less, leaving net earnings of
$l,0i;i.000 against $2,000,000 in 1907, a de<i-ease of 11.988.000, or 17 per cent.
For the seven months ending .lanuary 31.
1908, the net earnings were $14,000,000 against $16,009,000 in
1907, a decrease of 17 per cent.

Canada

i-om-

Iimna, im'ur<^ by nuira aoU
kH anil iKindH »t aulnldlary cuio|uinlra aa rullalvral.
.'Htal.-. Ill ctwt

.M<<tri>l>'illiiiii

P.Ai.iiMouE & Ohio.— This company has sold 16,000,000 one-year 5
iier cent, collateral notes dated March 2, 1908, lo Speyer & Co.
and Kiihn, Loeb & Co., of New York. These notes are in (".ei.oinlnalloiis of Jln.ooO and |25,000 and are secured by $8.(i()O,000
refunding 4 per cent, bonds of the Pittsburgh, Lake Erie &
West Virginia "System." which includes 1,687 miles of Baltimore & Ohio lines, including the Pittsburgh & Western and the

of

(bU

•prurlllp* of

lliqlllrpd

liament

miles of

—

Hlock. al nint

.Mi-lrii|>.i|jtan Si'riirllii-K
lhl« cr.iiiiHiny

Aii-AN-nc CoA.sr Li.Ni;.— The Atlantic Coast Line Company of Connecticut, which is Ihe holding comi)any for the Atlantic Coast
Line liailroad, has declared a quarterly dividend of 2 per cent,
reducing the annual rale from 10 to 8 per cent.

stock, increasing

ccijuesi.

>IIM.5«3,(>4:LUU

.Mi'triiiMiMinn
cuiiipuiiy

—

NcniriiKiiN.

uu

1.160

liany

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Canaiuan

i>o

Freeman. Solicitor of Uie

Texas.

in

all

InliTlmro

Tkxa.s & NoiniiKiix. The West Texas Construction Company has been organized to biiihl this proposed line from Stanton
on the Texas & PaclHi- to Lubbock, the county .seal of Lublwck
county, 110 miles. Kourteen miles graded north from Stanton.
(Nov. 15, p. tiCG.)

— See

J.

.»«.«»«.

Union Tkaction Co.mi'a.ny. Incorporated In Texas, with office
Red Kiver county. The company proposes to build
an electric line from Tr-xarkana via Sherman and Kl. Worth to
Mineral Wells. C. P. Moore, President, and J. T. Tpchurch, Secretary and Treasurer.
at Clarksville, in

Vai.i.kv.

—T.

;Kh
:>--r8

President Shoots, of this company,
which controls the surface, elevated and subway lines of the
lK>rough of Manhattan, New York City, has sent a circular lo
stockholders summarizing the financial condition of the company for the year ended I)e<ember 31. 1907. The general balance sheet on that date was as follows:

Antonio. Texas, south to llio (Irande. on the Mexiran Iwrder, about
200 miles, with a branch east lo Cori)Us Christl, 50 milea. Kails
are said to have been bought to be laid on the first 40 miles.

Yazoo & Mishissii-ci

.\'JKTiii.KN.

I.NTdimjiiouiiit-MKTiuHtii.iTA.N.

Tkxah Koadh.— a company is being organized by Dr. C. K.
Slmmon.M, of St. I.ouis, and asswiates lo liullcl a line from San

Wkkt

tiUKJii

tc

The International t Great Northern operates
line,

See Matamoros & Santa Cruz.

'

Texas & Pacidc, was on February 26 ap|>oiuted re«'eiver of
this coinpany by .Indge McC'ormick in the Cnited States Circuit Court at Fori Worth, T-x.
President George J. Could
issued a statement that the reu^lvership came as a result of
orders of the Texas Railroad Commission (or extensive improvements at a time when earnings were rapidly decreasing.

105.)

Kio UiiA.MiK

9.

'

.the adjourned annual meeting ou March 2.
has »<'IU a letter lo the stockholders saying that a:who wish to withdraw proxies given to him may du

PnTHBUHOir. Ui.vuiiAMTo.N & Eantkkn.— The New York Public
Service CommlHslon (Serond district) has granted permission to
this company lo chunge that iiortlon of Its proposed route within
the state of New Yolk. The line Is proji-cted from lilnghaintoii,
Twenty-one miles built in lUoT.
N. Y., to Clearlield, Pa., 225 miles.
(J:iii. I",
Tlie Hoibrook, Culjot & Koliina Corporation, contractor.
p.

No.

and the Union

uho.

In

XLIV.

Vui-

to tiiuyveKaat Fish reianiiniiig the Railroad Securities Company
Pacific Railroad from voting $28 123 I'm) IlllnoU
Central i-lo<-k (29.56 per cent, of the total) hat

replace Iho

St! Loris.

1907.

—

Arrangements have been made for refunding the
$2,600,000 5 per cent, equipment bonds maturing March 2. with
the same amount of 6 per cent, equipment notes, which are to
be redeemed In four annual Instalments of $650,000 each, due
March 1. 1909-1912 inclusive. The.se $2,6OO.iiO0 bonds are the
outstandin.g balance of $3,500,iWfl five-year equipment bonds
issued in 1903 to pay for $5,503,000 -worth of equipment, for
which $2,103,000 was paid In cash.

A St. I^mis.^— Gross earnings for
decreased $506,000: operating expenses and taxes,
$375,000. and net earnings. $132,000.

PiTTsnt'Roii. Cincinnati. Ciiioaoo

January

TixAs &

Pacific.

ruary

— Estimated gross earnings for the week

31. 190,S,

week of

were 16 per

cent, less than In the

1907.

Cmon Pacikic— ^ce

Illinois Central.

ended Febcorresponding

—
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declared

preferred stock and
the regular annual dividend on the second preferred stock, in 4 per
Under the
cent, interest-bearing scrip, payable in cash in 1917.
Public Service Commissions law of the state of New York, the
company applied for authority to issue these interest-bearing divifirst

Decision of this application was delayed until
March 1, ]90S, when the Albany Public Service Commission, in an
opinion written by Chairman Stevens, denied the application. The
Commission holds that in order to authorize, under the Public Service (Commissions law. the issue of stocks, bonds or other evidence of
indebtedness (1) capital must be secured by the issue. (2) the use

dend

warrants.

must be necessary for acquisition of i)roperty, conimprovement or maintenance of
refunding, and (S) that the amount authorized be
reasonably required for such purpose or purposes. Furthermore,
that dividends can be declared only from surplus profits, which

of such capital

struction or extension of facilities,
service, or

for

belong to the cbrporation and not to the stockholders until a dividend Is declared. The Commission then points out that by the
declaration of a dividend payable in the future no capital Is secured.
and that the issue of warrants evidencing such dividends is not necessary for any of the four specified purposes to which new capital
may, under the law. be applie<i. By the declaration of a scrip dividend a company secures nothing which It did not i>ossess before,
and therefore under the law the issue of dividend warrants cannot
be a|)proved. In other words, the Commission will not authorize a
company to put itself i:i debt for the puriiose of paying dividends.
As was remarked in tho Railroad Oa:ctlc shortly after the declaration

of

these dividends, they represented

what was

really

an en-

forced loan from the stockholders at 4 per cent, while the Erie was
able to get money in the open market only at rates more than twice
as costly as this.
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.MISCKLLANEOUS;

in

state a railroad company will either decide to pay dividends or not to pay them, and that there will be no attempt to compromise by issuing obligations on the future. One of the interesting
sidelights of this case is tho fact that there Is small i-eason to doubt

March

6,

1908.

come about since last
August, the directors of the Erie are likely to be the people most
that with the industrial depression which has

pleased by this decision.

The extent to which it Is possible to control locomotive fuel
expense by careful and systematic purchase and distribution of
the coal, based on exact knowledge of its quality and other conditions affecting Its economic use, was described in the paper presented
at the November meeting of the Western Railway Club (Raitroad
Gazette, January 10, 1908).

The scheme

outlined

Is

more or

less

backed up by about a year of experience
on the Burlington, where the ideas and methods described are being
gradually Introduced. Naturally. It requires a long time years
to get such a scheme fully in operation.
While the plan has been
worked out primarily on the basis of the conditions peculiar to the
Burlington, the purpose of the paper Is to present it in such form
as to be generally adaptable. There is so much to commend In
the plan that it Is well worth the careful study of every manager
interested in lowering the cost of this, the largest single Item In
theoretical, although

it

is

—

his operating expense.
The competitive points for the different
kinds of coal determined by the equation used in the paper will. In
nearly all cases, fall between division termini. While It Is not so
stated in the paper, it Is not the Intention that there actually should
bo a change of coals at such a point.
The l)est results are got,
of course, when the quality of coal is uniform over a division, since
a change of adjustment In the locomotive Is necessary to burn each
different grade of coal with the best economy. A locomotive drafted
tor poor coal. If given a good coal would burn It wastefuUy, throwing an unnecessary quantity out of the stack.
Practically, the
change of coal would doubtless be made at the division point nearest
the competitive point. Other factors of primary practical importance are grade conditions and the volume and direction of traffic.
The former, the author points out, can be taken care of by the
lost of haulage, which it is important to determine accurately. Concerning the latter, the plan would, of course, be subordinate to
traffic requirements at all times.
Traffic fluctuations and the exl-
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300
genclcs

opGialion

of

acrloiiBly

at tInioH,

process
thorlty

Ibereto

might.

chief advantageH of the

IncreaHod earning (:apaelty of coal cars.

A VAGARY

OF THE RAILROAD SITUATION,

If one looks back ou the panic periods of this country in their
bearing ou railroad affairB he flnds that the period of 1837 had no
such bearin;? at all simply becaiit-e at that early date our railroads
weie practically nonexlBtent. Coming down twenty years to the
panic of 1857 conditions were esBcntlaily the same because the railroads had not risen to be a great Qscal Interest. The two sharp
panics of those periods were at bottom financial, with, of course,

shadows on general Industry. Very different, as related to
the railroads, were thf panic of 1873 and the long drag of Ave years
that followed it.
By that time the railroads had grown to bi- a vaat
interest, and the jianic of 1873 was, in fact, rooted In undue railroad
expansion which In the two or three years preceding had become a
their

kind of craze. Similarly In the later panic periods, including the
present one, the Impact on the railroads has been quick and severe.
Having grown to a larger size and become closely Identified with
the Industrial energy of the nation, railroads have also been the
first to receive the shock.
And this is also true probably of any
panics to come in future years. We refer, of course, to the steam
roads regarded as a great and pretty homogeneous transportation
system and as distinguished from the street railways which. In the
main, are still localized Institutions and outworking their destiny,

whatever

It

may

bo,

under different and more limited conditions

as contrasted with the steam lines.

Looking more closely into the panic periods In which our railroads have figured actively one notes, however, between those of
the past and the {)resent a sharp distinction.
In the earlier panics
of 1873 and later down to the present period the railroads, like
other great vested Interests, have been allowed to recuperate under
natural law. It was a hard and Inexorable law, but its workings
were simple and logical. Credit was contracted, business receded,
earnings fell off and the weaker roads went to the wall. There
were receiverships, reorganizations and heavy Individual loss, sometimes inflicted even upon the conservative investor, though, in his
.-.ase, apt to be temporary.
Combinations of capital and transitory
devices like the clearing house certificates, modified and assuaged
panic, but they did not affect much the railroad situation which
had to work itself out through adversity and pain. But painful as

was the ordeal of the railroads it was n»t Intensified by artificial
and extraneous agencies, and prosperity re-established Itself under a
law Just as natural as was that which had brought adversity. The
railroad corporations had one load, and a heavy load, to carry, but
they did not have two loads, and, In a general way, and under the
teachings of experience, they could foresee results, brace themselves
burden and adopt the means to alleviate It.
Kor the first time In our national history one finds now those
normal conditions shltto<l and the railroads in effect singled out

to bear the

from other great vested Interests to be the vlilims not only of
economic, but of artlflcial and mnn-made law. The man-made law
even goes further and repeals or arrests the recuperative statute of
political

economy.

gogical he

may

There

Is

no foe of the railroad, however dema-

who questions

10.

by which hard limes emerge into l>etter tlmee. Yet au
is doing ItM beet to suapend, lo the caae of the railroads, that
remedial process and, unless all precedent misleads ua, la thus post-

UiiiarraDge the plan

the general good effect would uot be lunt

Ini'iUetit

but

xcheme an outlined have been summed
up as followB:
(1) Material reduction In the cost of fuel Is shown
to bo poBBlble.
(2) Improved locomotive service, due to the use of
uniform grades of coal. (3) Increased mileage and coosequent
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poning the recovery.

The times Indeed are extraordinary and unprecedented. For
time In American history, and it may even be said. In the

the

first

history of nations, great forces are seeking lo check or, at least,
retard the normal remedies of panic and after-panic and administer
to the patient, medicines not only novel but In their character directly opposed to normal therapeutics.
Big trade combinations are
declaring that prices must be maintained however low the Tolume
of business falls.
The unions, in a somewhat similar combination
and mood, are declaring that wages must be sustained even though
men be discharged and the profits of the employer still fall; and a
Is not merely
primary right of the
These may be policies

great branch of the nation's Industry, the railroads.

marked

for continuous attack, but refused the

employer and property owner to help himself.
that will cure hard times and be panaceas for Industrial ailment,
but they are of a nature to amaze Adam Smith or John Stuart Mill.

PENALTY LAWS
We

IN

THE SOUTH.

print this week, on another page, an abstract of the prin-

group of southern states. The list
Most of the penalty laws were enacted during

cipal railroad iK-naity laws In a
is

very instructive.

pursuit of state legislation which followed the
activity of the national government In 1906, and the schedule perhaps Illustrates as well as any other single document the effect
the extraordinary

which the federal government's methods of Invective has had on
the minds of state politicians who have seen and remembered the
success which has attended this sort of thing in the highest quarters.
The plain a.ssumption that the railroads are acting unfairly and
that their occasional failures of service are wilful, runs through
all

this

mass

of penalty

legislation.

The toce and moderation

of

these laws suggests the tone and moderation of the popular tribunal

which meets Saturday evenings In the village store. There is no
thought of fair play or of giving the railroads a chance to explain
or justify their own position. Thus, In Alabama the free time under
the car service rules Is 72 hours on a large range of commodities.
and carriers are not permitted to release cars by unloading carload
freight for storage Into their own warehouses or Into public or
private warehouses until $5 demurrage charges have accrued: that
Is to say, until the carrier has suffered about ten days' delay.
If
a company enters suit through the federal court. Its license to do
business in the state is canceled, and the carrier must, to all Intents
and purposes. Insure freight more broadly than any chartered Insurance company In the world, since It Is Illegal for It to ei:ter Into
any contract limiting Its liability for loss or damage to property
In transportation, whether or not this loss or damage Is caused by
act of Ood or the public enemy.
In Georgia, there Is a penalty of
a dollar per car |)er day for failure to furnish cars for loading within
four days, Sunday.s and legal holidays excepted: there is a penalty
of full damage to be paid by the initial line, regardless of place of
damage, for failure to trace freight and advise applicant within 30
days of the cause and place of delay or damage: and there is a
penalty of |50 for failure to pay loss or damage claims on Intrastate business within CO days.
In North Carolina, the penalt}' for
not furnishing cars within four days of application is %5 per car
per day, entirely regardless of the car supply situation, although
the North Carolina legislature doubtless

knew

or

was

In position to

have been times within the last two years when
the Angel Gabriel could not have gotten freight cars for $10 a day.

the place of the railroad not only
as an Industrial asset, but also as an element in public convenience
and necessity. He would not have to be hanl pushoil to admit that
the railroad Is a more Important Ingredient of prosperity than the

find out that there

Yet not only does public policy not single out the
great factory tor attack, but even protects It under the tariff. Here
and there In the form of conspicuous combination It becomes a

are unjust to the railroads or not.
It Is a comparatively simple
matter to right law-made wrongs which have been occasioned by
ignorance ond misapprehension, but It Is not so easy to remedy

be,

great factory.

main public policy Is protective. Not so with the
must be picked out from the mass ot vested Interests
for assault from every quarter.
Legislatures must raid It. State
commissions must hamper It. Federal authority, with Its far-reaching Influence on public policy and temper, must menace It. It may
raise wages liberally In good times, but It must be denied the right
to lower them In hard times.
Fundamental rights of property con
ceded to the meanest cltlr.ens— .ind to private corporations must be

The discouraging thing about an
is

exhibit of enactments like this

that the state le.cislaturcs do not care in the least whether they

We

target, but In the

grievances that are the result of direct intention.

railroad.

however, that it will not be long before the most harmful and Injurious of these laws are repealed.
Wisconsin gave an example of
this In the seventies, as ovcrylKidy knows, and It must always be
remembered that lawmakers, however dim their economic vision,

It

carrier.
The dollar placed In private enter
by law, the dollar placed In the public serving railroad must be penalized. Recession of pay and prices Is the normal

refused the railroad
prise

Is vjiiarded

may

feel

sure,

be counted upon to have a perfectly clear sense of the things
make for popularity. Railroad development In some of the
stales that have boiMi hardest hit by this legislation h.is received a
setback the extent of which cannot yet be reallted. but will t>e seen
plainly when capital Is again actively seeking investment and turns
away from the states where It Is treated with conspicuous injustice.
that

Mabch

6,
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have already exprcfc^ed the opinion in these coluijins that repeal may exist afterwards and be diBcovered on Investigation; if not,
most iniquitous statutes will occur before they have time he might buy ill-constructed vehicles and his passengers be without
remedy." It was affirmed also that the degree of caution required
to get to the Supreme Court, and we should be very much surprised if the pendulum of legislative enactment did not swing a in stage-coaching was not as great as in steam railroading where
long way back from its present position, which is certainly high trains run at a high rate of speed, which, In this case, was shown
above the point of equilibrium, on the radical side. Meantime, there to have been 25 to 30 miles per hour, or "the ordinary speed of
passenger trains." The car was a new one and had been laid up
If
is one feature of the situation which must not be overlooked.
the existing lines in .some of the most troubled states can contrive during the two winters of its life because the company "did not
want to deface it by putting stoves into it."
to live under the state laws at all, they ought to be able to live
In the appellant's brief it was contended that carriers are not
without competition, and it may well be that there are areas where
the 1907 crop of legislation is preferable to the competition which Insurers and to hold them responsible for latent defects was tantamount
to making them insurers.
would surely have come within a year or so if the attitude of the
It is an impossibility for a railThis principle has for road to do all its own work; it must depend upon others and the
state had been friendly to corporations.
some time found an example in New Jersey, where the tax require- law will protect It against things which elude human sagacity. If
ments are so onerous that new capital keeps away from steam and greater care is required than in the case of the stage-coach, the pasThus, after all, it may turn oui mat the senger takes the risk for the benefit of the higher speed. The whole
electric enterprises alike.
existing lines in some of these southern states will not eventually charge was characterized as "singularly Inaccurate" and as requiring defendant to possess greater knowledge that was available at
be hurt as much as they anticipate.
the time. Nevertheless, the judgment of the Supreme Court was

We

of the

affirmed.

THE LAW OF LATENT DEFECTS.

In several other cases, notably In

A

recent decision in the courts of the state of

New York

In

46

Hun, the rule

which an interpretation is given of the law governing responsibility
for mechanical defects of such a nature or so located as to make
their discovery an impossibility under any ordinary system of inspection is of peculiar interest to those who have to deal with

in

every particular.

,

such matters in railroad rolling stock equipment. An investigation
covering the whole range of decisions discloses the somewhat remarkable fact that reliance is placed in nearly every case subsequently decided upon a decision rendered in 1852 in Hegeman vs.
Western Railroad Corporation, 16 Barbour, 353, and affirmed on appeal, 13 N. Y. 9, two justices, however, dissenting.
The facts may
Plaintiff on September 9, 1850,
be stated as briefly as possible:
was on his way from Greenbush to Boston. Near Hinsdale, Mhss..
the car in which he was seated was derailed and broken up by
Examination subsequently disclosed a firethe breakage of an axle.
crack 11 in. inside the wheel and about 16 in. from the mid>lle of
the axle, where the breakage occurred. The accident resullo:! in
the death of three passengers and the plaintiff was permanently
crippled.

An

brought out during the trial was
the existence of something known as a safety beam, which it appeared had been in use upon New York and New Jersey roads for
some 10 or 12 years. The use of this beam it was said would prevent a broken axle from falling on the track or thrusting up against
the car and a car could run a long time with a broken axle. Among
the witnesses upon this point were Mr. Bradley, of the Bradley
Car Works, and Mr. Bouton, master mechanic of the Watervliet
side

issue

arsenal.
In his charge the judge stated to the jury that defendant

responsible for

all

defects in the axle

built by the railroad

was

whether

tlie

car had

was
been

company or by an outside manufacturer, and

whether the defect could have been discovered by investigation and remedied; that it the safely ticam
were capable of preventing serious results from such an acciilent
it did not necessarily follow that defendant was liable because the
device had not been adopted.
It was for the jury to say whether
defendant had boon negligent in this regard. The jury gave a
it

for the jury to say

down

in

the

Palmer

vs.

Hegeman

D.

& H.

C. Co.,

case was sustained

"These cases
and illustrate the views of the Court of Appeals
and of the Supreme Court of the United States with
the duly of railroad companies towards the passengers
In the case cited, the court said:

sufficiently indicate

of this state

reference to
they carry on their trains."
But far more stringent

is

the doctrine

laid

down

in

Alden

New

York Central. 26 N. Y. 102. In this ca«e the
accident was caused by breakage of an axle from a crack so
concealed by the hub of the wheel as to he undiscoverable without
removing the wheel. The Court of Appeals affirmed the judgment
vs.

sustaining a verdict for the plaintiff. It adopted the rule of vigilance and care laid down in the Hegeman case, but suggested
that the ground of that rule lay not in the negligence of the carrier
but rather in that the carrier seems to be an absolute Insurer of
the passenger's safety.

The Alden case was, however, disapproved
N. Y.

44 N. Y., and the rule In the
followed with the limitation that

Central.

asserted and
interesting

laid

In McPadden
Hegeman case

vs.
re-

the rule did not
apply so as to render a railroad company liable for injury caused
by the breaking of a sound rail by reason of extreme cold which
could not have been anticipated or avoided by any human foresight
In Brignoli vs. Chicago Great Western, 4 Daly 182, the defendant was held liable for a broken rail owing to a defective
cross-tie.
The car in which the plaintiff was a passenger overturned and his shoulder blade was broken without negligence on
his part.

While none of these cases is especially remarkable of Itself, a
mention of them appears to he of value as indicating the closeness
with which subsequent decisions have followed the Hegeman case.
Notwithstanding the development in all lines of railroading since
1852 when there were less than Ifr.OOO miles of railroad In the
country, and when the precedent established by that case was Itself
supported upon precedents of stage-coaching days, the law so far
as it relates to hidden defects in mechanical appliances In railroad
equipment appears to have then been established beyond probability
of disapproval.

verdict for plaintiff for ?9,900.

On appeal, the prevailing opinion held that defendant was responsible for damages if the defect could have been discovered In
the process of manufacture by the application of any test knnwn
to

men

skilled

in the business.

The

significant

feature, however,

was in sustaining this position in the charge of
That although the defect was latent and could not
have been discovered by vigilant external examination, yet If it
could be discovered by a known test applied either by the manufacturer or by the defendant, the latter was responsible. The dissenting opinions were offered on the ground that the position of
making a railroad company responsible for all defects whether
cllscoverable or not wa.s not tenable and it would be dansefons
to establish such a rule.
Another point of dissent was to the position that defendant was as responsible as If the car had been built
In the company's shops.
The manufacture of cars Is a distinct
business and the workniop employed are In no sense servauta of
the railroad company.
It Is of Interest to note in passing a citation from an earlier
case that "a coach proprietor is liable for all defects in his vehicle
which can be seen at time of construction as well as for such as
of this decision

the trial judge:

Pennsylvania Railroad.

The Pennsylvania system now Includes 11.176 miles of line, of
which 6.078 are East and 5,097 We.st of Pittsburgh and Erie. The
gross earnings of all lines East In the year ended December 31,
1907 were $216,000,000. and of all lines West for the same period.
1110.000.000.
Thus the total earnings of "all transportation companies owned, operated or controlled by or affiliated In Interest
with" the Pennsylvania were just under J327.O00.0OO, an Increase
of $31,000,000. or 10 per cent., over the year 1906.
Net earnings of
all companies were 183.600.000, against $84,400,000 In 1906, a decrease of $700,000. or less than 1 per cent During the year these
lines carried 3..S0O.000.000 passengers one mile and 37.700,000.000 tons
of freight one mile.
The Pennsylvania Railroad proper Includes the cream of this
Immense system. The operations covered by the sixty-first annual
report, just issued, are those of the 3.903 miles Including trackage
rights, directly operated by the Pennsylvania Railroad, of the total
6.078 miles of line east of Pittsburgh and Erie.
These returns do

not include the Philadelphia. Baltimore & Washington: the Northern Central: the West Jersey & Seashore: the Cumberland Valley;
the New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk: the Baltimore, Chesapeake
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Atlantic; the Maryland, Delaware k Virginia, or the Long Uland
Railroad, all of which are wiBt of Pltltiburgh.
The lines directly operated are In five grand dlvlHlon*. The
ISaHtern HcnnHylvanIa divlHlon includes 1,248 nilles of line, made up
of the main line and hramlicB hetwecn Philadelphia and Alloona.
The Western I'eniiHylvanIa division ha« 0312 miles of line and Includes the main line and branches between Altouna and Pittsburgh. The New Jersey division Includes 47.'i miles of railroads,
the ferries from Jersey City to Manhattan and to Brooklyn, two
miles, and the Delaware & Rarltan canal, CC nilleH. The H^rle division, the old Phlladi'lphla & lOrle, has UUG miles and runs from
Wllkesbarre and Sunbury lo Krle, on Lake ICrle. The Uurfalo &
AlleKheny Valley division has 830 mileM and rearhes UulTalo and
Kochester on th<- north and Pittsburgh on the south. The lines
directly operati-d, and these only, except for the New York & Long
Branch Railroad, which Is operated under special contract Jointly
with the Central Railroad of New Jersey and Is Included, are
shown on the accompanying map.
The gross farnlngs of these 3,1*03 miles directly operated were
1164,800,000 la.-^t year, against $148,200,000 In 190C, an Increase of
Hut the Penn.sylvania had the same experloni'c as other
11 per cent.
railroads and operating expenses rose fi'om $101,800,000 In 1906 to
$119,600,000 last year, an Increase of 17 per cent., which was larger
Net earnings. In conseIn amount than the gain In gross earnings.
quence, were $1,200,000 smaller than In 1906. To the 1907 net earnings was added the "other Income." mostly

ft

from Investments and
income
amounting to $13,800,000, making a
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and net earnlDgB per ton mile. While the Increase in
the p&sj8«nger traffic was much below ^e p«-rceniage (hown In 1906
over 1905, being but &.13 per cent, as againiit 14.41 per cent., the
gross revenue therefrom Incr'-ased barely 4>-^ per cent., a* compared
with a gain In 1900 of 14 per cent, over 1905. The expenses, also,
were largely Increased, the cost r>er passenger mile showing an
Increased percentage of nearly 12 per cent and the cost p«rr train
mile an Increase of nearly 17 per cent. As a result there was a
reduction of nearly one third In the net earnings per passenger train
mile; and while this was due in part to a more accurate distribution of expenses as between freight and passenger traffic, it was
clearly shown that the lower fares which prevailed during part
of the year had not stimulated traffic lo the extent neceasary
to offset the loss of revenue and the higher cost of op<-ratlon due
to the Increase In wages and cost of supplies.
It may be noted that
th<> average rate received on the entire system during the ye«r was
less than two cents per mile."
lo the groui

The detailed operating expense accounts are made up In a
peculiar way, as a result of the changes In claaalflcatlon made by
the Interstate Commerce Commission on July 1, 1907. Each subheading which Is the same under the old and the new classiflcatlon.
Is shown for the full year.
On the other hand, sub-accounts which
were changed by the new classiflcatlon are shown under the old
heading for the first half of the year and under the new heading for
the second half.
For Instance, under maintenance of way. engineer-

Interest,
total

fund

of $59,000,000 available. Atter deducting from
this, rentals paid to roads operated on the
basis of net earnings, $4,900,000;
taxe.s,
$4,000,000, and other fixed charges, $1G,G00.000. there was a net Income of $33,600,000.
agJiinst $35,700,000 In 1906, a decrease of
$2,100,000.

Dividends paid amounted to $21,900,000,
against $19,900,000 in 1906.
Payments of
principal of car trusts amounling to $3,200,000 were made, as against $4,200,000 In 1906.
There was a sharp reduction In the extraordinary oxponditurcs. from $8,700,000 In 1900
to $3,300,000 la.st year, but in addition $2,500,000 was transferred to the extraordinary expenditure fund in each year. The year's surplus was $2,400,000. which was transferred to
profit and loss, while in 1906 no part of net
Income wa.s so applied.
Pi-oflt and loss account was also credited
with $4.6110,000 received as profit from the
stock dividend of the Northern Central, adjustment of value of securities owned in
roads absorbed, and settlements of sundry ac
counts. In 1906 profit and loss was Increased
$15,200,000 mainly through the sale of Bal

tlmore & Ohio and Chesapeake & Ohio stock.
It Is through this account that
the New York
tunnel line Is being financed.
There was
$7,000,000 taken from this credit balance for
this
purpose
In
1907
and
$13,000,000

Pennsylvania Railroad.
Unc$
in

1906.

In

1906

was also $2,200,000 transferred from profit and losa
extraordinary expenditure fund. As a result of these
various adjustments, the profit and loss credit
balance on December

there
to the

31. inod,

The

and December
cost of the

:!l,

was the same— $L'4.700.O00.
tunnel extension lo December 31

1907.

New York

1907

appears to have been $(;9.:,00.000. of which $39,500,000
Is capitalized
on the balance sheet and $30,000,000 has been
charged against Income and profit and loss. The present status of the work, as shown
more In detail In our Railroad Construction column Is that the
tunnels under the Hudson river are finished,
the foundations for the
station between Seventh and Ninth
avenues at Tlilrtv-second street
are finished and work on the steel structure
of the building has
begun, the tunnel under Manhattan Island Is nearly
finished and
two of the four lunnel.s \inder the Kast river have been
Joined with
every prospect that the other two headings will
meet by the end
of next month.
There have been and will be substantial credits
to the cost of the work from the sale
of r.'ai estate not permanently
required. From this source $1,600,000 was i-ecelve<l
last year the
main Item in this amount being the payment by the Fnlted
States
liovernment for the post olhce site on ICIghth avenue
between Thirtyfirst and Thirty-second streets.
President McCrea sums up the oiM>rating results of the year
as follows:

"There was a heavy Increase In the volume of freight trafBc
December, the tonnage and ton mileage for the year showing
a large gain and the. revenue, an Increase of more
than 12i.i
per cent, over the previous year; but there was a
material
until

reduction

i:,)gl

,,/

rillsl,„,,,u

,j„J

/;,i,

,(irfi-(/v

ojirrud./.

Ing and superintendence covers one-half of the year and superintendence the other half. I'nder maintenance of equipment, depreciation
accounts are shown for the second half of the year. Depreclatloo
on steam locomotives amounted to $27."«.000. on passenger train caw
$267,000 and on freight train cars $2,000,000. Conducting transportation has dl.sappeared, and In its place are the two accounts. tralDc
expenses and trans|>ortallon expenses abbreviated In the general
summary to "traffic" and "transiwrtatlon."

Maintenance of way. i)er mile operated cost $5,192 per mile,
against $4,378 In 1906: repairs, renewals and depreciation of equipment (no renewals of steam looomotlvee) cost $3,315 per locomotive, against $2.«.'>2 in 1906: $1.3S1 per passenger car. against
$1,144 in 1906. and $US jier freight car. against $103 In 1906.
There were 7.72S caiTi iKnight during the year, which with 2.540
other cars bought for the Lines West were provided for by $11,900,000
of new oar trust securities.
At the close of the year the Pennsylvania Ralli-oad owned 3.210 locomotives, 2.070 passenger train cars
and 12S.024 freight cars. No new locomotives or passenger cars
were acquired during the year, but the number of freight cars available for service rose from 119.036 on December 31. 1906.

One of the most riMuarkable results shown Is an Increase of over
40 per cent. In the tonnage of the combined Eastern and Western
Pennsylvania divisions, which carried 142.000.000 tons, .against
101.000.000 tons in 1906. The Increase In tonnage carried by the
five grand divisions was 12 per cent., and the Increase In ton mileage
16 per cent., which was handled with an Increase of only 7 per
cent. In freight train mllcige.
Mr.
{ktcCrea
sup^^
up the company's
policy
for
the

o

•
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ImmediatR future and the present business situation
as follows:
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accompanied by instructions reeardine the onpr^finn

"The prosperity which had existed for a number of
years in all
branches of industry and which had so exceptZaMy
ncreased the
traffic on the railroads met
with a severe ch^k in November
last, which is now largely affecting
the revenu^ of

^ '"•^^ch which, in the eyes of the general public.
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nH
thus brought on the financial panic which
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the business interests of the country, an
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commended.
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rerhaps the most salient feature of this book is the
fact that the text
and Illustrations are confined exclusively to
apparatus made by the
W estinghouse Air-Brake Company. The discussion
is confined to
practice on this side of the Atlantic, where
the author has gained
his experience.
As its name indicates, the work is in the form
of a catechism, and the questions and
answers are couched in simple

simple to the complex, in construction and action
just as the rail
roads have been led on in the use of the
air bVke itself
Tltis
the book represents the evolution of the
brake and it i^„M hf
exceedingly dimcnlt for a nov ce in a
«" tl "asl^h!
o.
complexities of the operation of the latest
deveopm^Ustlfoueh
it becomes comparatively
easy to do so wl en led upTo
i P "^
step, provided, of course, that cl.^e
attention is given
The book deals not onlv with the •ut-brake nieclr.ni.n, »n
operation in themselves, but tal es
1 e
a^xilUr
p
anpTra^s
such as the brake slack adjusters,
the hangtng of brale-shoes the

t

S
i

^:ar:r^:^;r-- ---The genera, description

'^^^^^ ^'-^'

---

for distribution,

free of

This breezy little book is described as containing
the observations
"'"^ experiences accumulated by the author in over
20 rears as trav^'""6 salesman. European buyer, sales manager and emplover
It
'* exceedingly easy to read, and in a rather slangv.
narrative style
'"''°Ss °»^ a good many ideas which ought to be helpful to
young
sa'^^sraen.

language, readily understood even by those
who are not in the
habit Of acquiring information from books.
In its arrangement
the catecnism follows the chronological
order of the development
of the brake itself, starting in with
the very simple construcUon
of the straight-air design, as first introduced,
and proceeding through
the plain automatic, the quick-action, the
high speed and the new

'

handbook

to their customers and prospective customers,
have done
^ thorough job in small space. The tables show at a glance the
principal points on which an investor wants information
and cover
^ ^"' ''"^" "' investments.

I'^oosi'i
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"

this

charge,

13,000,00u
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of the apparatus is either followed or
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Service
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other cau«eB. Tlw-He roporU
Ihere
for tbem ^nd c«rlajnbr
Ught on tram delay* and the rca.onB
Independent galherlug " '^'^ '^'"-(/^^
,H need for Bome HUch
*"
remedied.
"^^
evil IH surely capable of being
"^^,,'-'^'""f,;
that""if cannot
«u.h a dilapidated condlt on
U. a« a whole not la
then.
If,
'
/^^ '^o
a breakdown.
be run over a dIvlHlon without
a schedule faster than he
tM« the trouble mu«l be looked for In
terminal facilities that trains
an mal<e.'"n Huch defective
ngln
sUtlon
or In Inadequate train and
cannot be run Ibruugb the yards,
passengers, baggage and exprc^s^
crewB for expedltiouHly handling
down
to cut the schedule speed
The natural remedy would be either
^o 'm=r,^«J^'of the facilities
lU It comis within the limits
excep
notable
roads,
Ah matters stand, except on a few
raclUtles
U is the general expectation of the P""''^
berviu.
If the '"^^'.f-'^^.^i^^
1 ubllo
People merely wonder how late.
l,P
late
a
terminal, and

^'^^^'^^'''^^Z
,

-

Uol

will have done
reform this state of affairs 't
It will
Itself In public favor.
very Ereat thing toward establishing
subsUntlal service to the railroads
ha7e bough about a lasting and
conhas
that
of Irritation
by removing one great cause
wel
of railroad -rpor^ns.
m'uch toward the unpopularity

Comm's«.on

Sn

10.

rebuilt at u> expenM
a co«l of ll.frw
before and a t^r being

can can l>e
find that at present the allmeul
car. altered at
of $2 000 per car. and the compo»ltir

per car. A drawing of the present car
doors Is shown In 1-lg. 1^
altered to a car with central side
sides ol
the
of
These flgures contemplate the .emforcing
frames- In such a way as
under
the
the car and the trussing of
'^^
practically as .irons a.
to leave the changed cars
^^/'tf"
by the Intro
both cases will bo slightly Increased
The weight
car.
present
the
ducllon of the central side doors In
the Brooklyn Bridge
Cars of this type have be-n In use on
They have ^«*«'"y ,'^°. "^^
shuttle trains for many years.
and PhUaJelphl*.
Boston
duced for subway and elevated service In
Mauhailan Ra»"-o*d for use
and have been aaopted by the Hudson *
.Manhattan and Hoboken. The Hudson *
In the new tunnels between
eld. <1~"
Manhattan cars are fireproof car,, with central
present '"'^'•'
the same time weigh less than the
,f ^^^^^LT*:
«nlra^
desired, future car. can be built with

L

Ulbuteci

The Subway

No.

Car.

^^ailroadGnzette 0/
[There was published In
f«;'7%f^'
for New
Service Commission
part of a report to the Public
Engineer, on subway cars.
Consulting
Arnold,
York City by Blon J.
prob^
the
general discussion «
?h s pa t of the report covered the
by^e
P^e^ent subway ope ated
lem o' handling the traffic In the
interborough Rapid Transit Company. \^^'''''^''°\^Jl\l'^Z
subway cars should be con
mended type to which the present
and Mr. Arnold's general recomVerted to got maximum efficiency,
.U.uss.on
r.po.t, whhh follows, >s .
mendations. The rest of the
1908

m

»°^"

demonstrating that.
weight and at the same time vouem
side doors without excessive
subway car*.
the fireproof quallUes desirable for
Mrrlce. the car. were
the Brooklyn Bridge shuttle-train
loaded from • •eP*'*»« P-tunloaded to on..- platform and then
passengers, which la such a
form thus avoiding the conflict of
advantage of the center door
noticeable feature of the subway. The
addlUonal door space, and for the
this case was simply that of
this extra door «i«ce
Brooklyn Bridge conditions the loeaUon of
was most advantageous. At the Ume
In the center of the car side
the
were abandoned on account of running
If

m

m

shuttle trains
Into the ManhatUn terminal,
In the present elevated car. was
the lack of this extra door space
fact that ">« car. of the
the
emphasizing
decidedly noticeable,
for handling the New York
single-end door type are not adapted
In connection with maintainCity rush-hour crowds. No difficulty
was experienced with the central
ing a circulation of passengers
f.-parat.- loading and unloading plaUorma,
ar-^ tir.ans.^ of tho
iloor

the

Brooklyn Elevated trains directly

.

till
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IJJ
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Fig.

2— Car

With Central Side Door and End Doors.

be used in rapid transit
the various types of cars which can
of seaU In them
work and the various kinds and arrangements
the brief 8"n>raary of
Intelligently,
In order to start the argument
and of the classlUca
desired requirements for a successful car

of

_ „.3V

T

-

"^^

Longitudinal Seat.. 44 Seats.

on
the operaUon of th«^ cars
so that llUle can be learned from
study of the car problem
the Bridge that can be applied to the
of the present

subway.

.„kw«t
nearly similar to U>e subway
In Boston <onditlons are more
passenger, at the .ta^
althougn the excessive transfer of
lion of the various cars is repeated.— Editou,J
l^'"
Oons 18 lacking. In many sutlons. ^°^f'-'''-^^f^^^p.''°,l
plaUorm, and. »n o"-"!*^
TYfES OF SimWAY CABS.
and leave the cars, using the same station
an
as to avoid the conflict between these two streams of passenger,
possess
should
subway
present
A successful car for the
put In comthe central door cars were flrsl
when
requirements:
made,
was
effort
following
the
of
possible
many as
by making It U>e rule
mission in Boston, to set up a clrculaUon
Scpnrulc cntiniuuH nnd oxltB.
1.
Uie end doors and leave by thi
quickly receive the pas
for passengers to enter Oils car at
i A space wliU'li can be cleared ao as to be read.v to
cars, and at the same Ume
center door. Signs were posted In Uie
Kcngcrs boarding a car.
were Instructed to carry ou
Convenient means of circulation Inside a car.
the car guards and sUUon attendanU
a.
proved futile. It has been found
StandlDg-room space contiguous to the exits.
4.
U.ls regiTlatlon. but the effort has
not be controlled sufflclently o
As many cross seals as practicable.
5.
th^^ Boston pas.songers could
each other to allow ror that
from
removed
surflclenlly
doors
entrance
Some passenprs wou d
and
Kxlt
this much desired clrculaUon.
maintain
platforms.
the
rails
on
the car's stopping convenient to guiding
the end d.xjrs. while others '-""d
open spaces at curve (persist in getting off through
from
danger
tbe
ralnlmlr.e
to
as
so
located
Doors
7.
U.e central '»«'°«- ^^^"» =*"'^
Insist on goUlng ou the cars through
IilnltorniR.
passengers who were endea> or ng
Ing considerable annoyance to
the num
Theopen^Uon
The various cars may be classified In accordance with
In confusion.
generally
ending
to obey Uie rule, and
bor of doors in the sides of the cars as follows:
therefore, has Anally resulted In
of the cars In actual practice,
Cars wllb c.nUal aide doors and end doors.
to leav-e
passengers
allowing
partlallv reverting to the old plan of
Cars wllb two iiuiirler side doors.
circum.tance. Uie extra
and enter the same door. Under these
Cars with three doors near center.
the conflict of paMengers
door in the side of the car has reduced
Cars with multl side doors.
area, resulting In somewhat decresaCars with double dwirs near ends.
bv providing additional door
of these station inilts
Ume
longithe
i„K the SUUon walls, although
Each one of these types may have seats of either the
"walk-over" style, or has not been reduced much below that found In the present New
tudinal the cross -back-to-back." or of the
shown more In
a combination of two or more stylos, as will be
°'
how the
WUh'lhV Boston experience in mlna. It Is hard to see
detail as the cars are described.
would grratly relieve Uie New
car of the central side-door type
OAKS WITH CENTRAL SIDE UOOH ANP END IXHIBS.
account of the usual excessively conwith an addl- York subway condlUons, on
has often been suggebted that cars provided
cars during rush hours. When a passenger
once do away with ttostod'con.liUon In the
Uonal door In the center of each side would at
the IntonUon of getting olt
boards one of those crowded cars wlUi
place at the Present
the conflict of pnsseuKers which now takes
should not bo compelled to push himself
providing addl- at the next staUon, he
time,
by
same
the
at
and
cars,
the
end doors of
the car in the short Ume which
thi-ough the standing passengers In
waits.
even if this clrculaUon In
Uonal door space, materially reduce the station
to nin betwi^^n sUtions. and
takes
doors.
It
side
central
provide
The present cars could be altered to
movement of the passengers
and Uie car could bo maintained, Uie
construcUon
of
details
studies
of
of
number
would become an obJecUon1 have made a
I
from the end door to Uie central door
car of Uils type.
general nnnngement of seals applicable to a
the

U
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able feature, causing nearly as much discomfort to the passengers
and delay to the trains as the present method of operation with the
single end doors.
It would, therefore, seem thut to attempt to
compel all passengers to maintain circulation by entering the end
doors and leaving by the central door would not be effective under
the congested condition of the present subway.
The Hudson & Manhattan cars will operate under conditions
very similar to the Brooklyn Bridge terminal service; that Is, a
large majority of the passengers will get on the cars at the stations at one end of the line and get off at the stations at the other
end.
In such service It is not essential to maintain a circulation
of passengers in the car, as the transfer privilege is not a factor to
with,
tinder these circumstances, the central side
l)e contended
door, cutting down as It does the average length of time required
by a passenger to reach a seat, and at the same time furnishing a

wider door space, will add materially to the comfort and speed
The successful use
with which the passengers can be handled.
of the central side-door car In terminal work, however, does not
furnish a precedent which demonstrates that tbi.s type of car

"

1

'0

D

305

ever, are not available for use with the present

subway

car,

and the

introduction of an additional door in the center of the present car
would therefore mean the use of a sliding platform at a number of
the stations where the cars stop at curved platforms of which the
edges next to the car are concave.
The present platforms have been built of sufficient length to
serve only one door of each end car of each train, and the end
cars therefore lap over the end of each platform. To get the full
benefit of the Introduction of central doors in the sides oi the cars,
There
it would be necessary to extend each platform at least 50 ft.
are no difficulties, however, in accomplishing this extension, except
the matter of expense, which would be considerable, on account
of the Inconvenience of carrying on the work and at the same time
keeping the subway trains in operation, but this expense and
Inconvenience could not, in my Judgment, be justified by the advantages gained.
With the central side-door car It would be expected that the
train guard, who now opens and closes the doors from his position
between two cars, would experience difficulty In operating the addi-
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Fig. 3

— Car With Central Side Door and

End Doors, Using Present Subway Car Body.
With Two Aisles, 46 Seats.

would be satisfactory under subway conditions, whereas the failure
of the center-door car on the Boston subway to reduce the length of
stop to much less than the time required in the New York subway
even with the present end-door cars, does not furnish any encouragement toward rebuilding the present subway cars so as to pro-

mem

vide
with central doors.
The difficulty of operating the central side-door car in the present subway with curved platforms at many stations has been
often pointed out by the subway officials. There is no doubt that
the use of these curved platforms, even with the present type of
car, is a source of danger and the cause of considerable delay, both
of which could have been avoided If the platforms had been built
with straight edges.
The stations at which the curved platforms would give trouble
with a central door in the .side of the car are shown by the foUow-

Cross Seats Back to Back

tional center doors, particularly during rush hours, but as station
attendants are now provided at express stations for handling pa.*;
sengers at times of heavy traffic, this difficulty should not be serious.
Several possible arrangements of seats with a central side-door
car are shown in the accompanying drawings.
The number of
seats above the established minimum of 40 indicates at once the
increase over the present seating capacity secured by each car.

WITH CENTRAL

CA.R

SIDE DOOB

Figure

AND END DOORS.

2.

Longitudinal Seats.
(44 Seats.)

the
the

The seating arrangement in this car is similar to that used in
Hudson tunnels, the Boston and the Philadelphia subways, and
Brooklyn Bridge

cars.

Side doors can be Introduced In the
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Fig. 4
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— Car With Central Side

Door and End Doors, Using Present Subway Car Body.
Aisles. 42 Seats.

ing table, which also gives the minimum radius of the platform
curves and the width of the open spaces at the center of the car
between the platform and side of the car:
Mliilmum
Width of spaces
Stntlon.
railliia of platform bet. car and platform
i'lirvntiire.

at centtT of car.

flty Uall

H7ft.

Soulli Terry
Fulton St
liroolilyn Brldse

191

"

2,-.0

•'

26 In.
24 "
16 '•
12 "

Worth St.
14tli St
Times Square
ITTlli St

410 "
480 "
48.1
4.'i2

••
•'

470"

10 "
10 ••
11 "

lOVj"

At many of these stations, If a central door car were used. It
would be necessary to provide a sliding platform similar In operation to the ones used In the Boston subway, and also at the South
l'>rry station of the Manhattan Elevated.
In future sunways It Is
possible to obviate the necessity for these sliding platforms either
liy avoiding the use of a curved platform or by designing the
under framing of the car in such a way that the station platforms could project under the car body.
These solutions, how-

^-seV-^

Cross Seats of "Walk-Over" Type With

Two

present subway cars, as Indicated by Fig. 1, which shows the plan
of the present car altered to a car with a central side door.
This design contemplates the removal of all cross seats In the

A number

of partitions can be placed between the
cars, which will compensate
in a degree for the removal of the cross seats.
The vertical hand
rods can be Introduced, which will be more convenient for the

present car.

seats, as Is

done

In the

Hudson tunnel

With the
support of standing passengers than the usual straps.
circulation Idea maintained, the distance which ea<'h passenger must
move In getting to and from a seat Is the same In every case, so
that with this car all passengers are treated exactly the same, and
there Is no advantage of position or comfort to be secured by
crowding.
This car allows the most effective arrangement of seats and
standing room that can be devised. All seats are equally good, thus
removing the objection of having three kinds of seats, as found in
the present subway car. The rates of acceleration and retardation
In the subway, although rapid, are accomplished smoothly, and
very little fault can be found with longitudinal seats, altliough It

—
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3o6
muHt be adniiltcil
croHa seats.

that

CAB WITH

h.alH of

ihlH

kind an' nol a^

MIDK lim)B
FlKiire 3.

tK.MllAI.

AND

iHjpular

a«

K.MI lAHIHH.

(Using rresont Subway Car Body.)
Orosa Heatu ttark to Hack with Ttvo Ai»le».
(46 Seats.)
This ear comtiliieH a car of llie central side door type with the
Two
Hlyle of soatInK uHcd In the IMInolK reniral »ul)Urbaii car.
seatH more per car than is provided l)y the longitudinal seal plan
are secured liy tills arrangement, but at a considerable sacrifice In
the cltlclency of the standing room. The location of the standing
room In the center of the car next to the exit will have a tendency
The backs of the seats
lo niaite paHsengers •'move uj) in the car."

Fig. 5

— Car With Central Side Door and

ludinal Heat car.

Half of the seals in this car "ride backward," and this may be
considered otijectlonabie by some passengers. In the subway, however, riding backward Is not as uncomfortable as in a car running
in the open.
In the subway (he eyes are occupied with objects
inside the car, while In a surface or an elevated car a disagreeable
sensation may be caused to a iiassenger riding backward liy looking
at objects which are receding from him.
Owing to the use of S''ats
of the "l)ackto-back type" on the present subway car.s. on many of
the elevated cars, and on I'uUman coaches, the public is becoming
educated to ride backward, and the fact that seats of this type do
not involve turning over at stub-end terminals gives this arrangement quite an advantage from an operating .standpoint.
Owing to the narrowness of the aisles this car is not well
adapted for the easy circulation of passengers during rush hours.

CAK WITH CENTUAI. .SII>K IMIOIl AXD KXU D«X)HS.
Figure 4.
(Using Present Subway Car Body.)
Crus.1 Seats of

"Walk-Over" Txipc with Tiro

Aisles.

(42 Seals.)
Ill

this car all seats are

ward, which will make it iie^ essary tor the train guards to turn
the Ijacks of the si-ats at ail siub-end terminaie.
It will be necdesary to limit the space l<eiweeu seats to 2^ In. in order to provide
a central standing room space as well as a crofts-over aisle at each
end of the car. If a greater space between strata Is allowed, either
this standing room must Im- re<luced and the aisle removed, or
some of the seats sacrificed. In any event the car cannot be made
to compare favorably with the "backtoback" cross seat type.
To make the center seat of a bank of three seats acceptable. It
tnust be made easy of access and egress, as the passengers naturally
take the outside seats llrsl, which maktrs it inconvenient to get In
and out of the center seat. To use the "walk-over" type of seats,
therefore, with two aisles, would pra<-tlcally mean a reduction of
seating capacity of this lype of car to 30 seats. Instead of the 42
in- Inefflcient u.se of room, therefore, with
seats, shown in rig. :;
foi

I

End Doors, Using Present Subway Car Body.
With One Aisle, 52 Seats.

at this point will give something solid to lean against, thus making
this standing .sjiace somewhat more comfortable than In the longl-

arranged so that passengers can "ride

Vol. XLIV., No. 10.

Cross Seats of "Walk-Over" Type

the "walk-over" cross seats and the extra care required for the
operation of seats of this type are objections which would prevent
the adoption of such a car.

CAH WITH CENTRAL SIDE IKMB AXD EXD DOOBJB.
Figure 5.
(Using Present Subway Car Body.)
Cross Seats of "Walk-Over" Type with One Aisle.
(.'>2

Seats.)

a single aisle Is used a very satisfactory seating capa>-lty
with the present subway car fitted with central side doors can be
obtained by using cross seats of the "walk-over" lype, spaced In
The seat
the car without reference to the present windows.
spacing can be rearranged much better with the seat of the "walkover" type than with a seat of the "back-to-back" type, as the former Is not required to fit the framing of the car.
The average passenger appears to prefer a "front-facing" seat,
and this car provides the maximum number of seats of this kind.
If a sutflcient number of cars could be passed through the subway
to keep the standing passengers down to 50 passengers per car,
there is no doubt that a car of this type would give excellent satisfaction, but as soon as this car is called upon to carry 100 passengers standing In addition to 52 seated passengers, the congestion
in the long, narrow aisle will slow down the movement of passenIf
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Present Car Before and After Being Altered to a Car With Central Side Doors.
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gers inside the car, and the car would then unload slowly and
neutralize the advantages gained by the introduction of the central door.

CAR WITH TWO QUARTER SIDE DOOIl.S.
the traffic is not as heavy as in the subway, a
type of car with two doors, each located about one-fourth the
length of the car from the end, is sometimes advocated. This type
of car would have as many doors as the present tnddoor car, but
the doors dividing the lar into quarters would give the quarteriloor car the advantage of providing the shortest average distance
liom the door to the seat. This car would therefoie cause the
passeuKers to occupy the center of the car and thus use the entire
length of the car more effectively than it is now used in the present

On roads where

end-door type.

With cars

of this

type,

each door should be of double width.

Flg. 6

accommodate subway

— Car With Two Quarter

it

is to

traffic,

type of car, as these guards could not work to advantage from
between the cars as at present. If the guards are moved into the
car their most effective location would be at the center of the
side of the car, from which position they could not only control
the movement of the doore but also encourage the circulation of the
passengers from the roar toward the front exit door.

CAR Willi

C.\U

QUARTER SIDE DOORS.
Figure 6.

l\Vi>

WITH QUARTER
Figure

SIDE D<X)RS.

7.

CrosK and Lonyitudinal Seats.
(48 Seats.)

A

certain

number

of cross seats could be introduced in the
quarter-door car, and these cross seats could be placed to advantage
in the ends of the car.
Such an arrangement would leave the cen-

Sice Doors.

so that two streams of passengers could pass through the doors at the same time; that Is.
at each quarter of the car there would be practically two doors.
The circulation may be jjrovided for by using one set of doors as
entrances and the other set as exits. There would be no objection
to a division post in the center of the double door with this type
of car, as the door openings are large enough to require two separate doors, each of which could close toward the dividing post, and
thus do away with the tianger of a sliding door opening past the
middle post. Owing to the distance of the doors from the end of
the car the same difficulties at curved platforms would be met
that are encountered with the center door car.
The location of the train guards would b*a problem with this
if

30;

with this car would be by means of platform railings. At stations
where it is desirable to divide the Broadway passengers from the
West Farms passengers, as is now done at Grand Central, this type
of car would not lend itself to a satisfactory division of tne platform space, as the doors would bring the passengers leaving one
train in conflict with passengers on the platform waiting for the
next one.

Longitudinal Seats, 44 Seats.

part of the car free, so as to provide the two open standing
spaces contiguous to the entrance and to the exit doors. The location of the cross seats with the one central isle at both ends of the
car leaving the two standing spaces near the doors connected by a
broad aisle between the longitudinal seats in the center of the car,
is an arrangement which should materially assist the circulation
in the car from entrance to exit.
Passengers who are slow In
leaving the cross seats in the rear of the car would no doubt have
some trouble in reaching an exit, as they would encounter the
stream of entering passengers.
Either type of cro.ss seat could be used with this car, though
there is some preference for (he "back-to-back type." as the back of
such seats would present a substantial support convenient to the
door openings.
The vertical post idea could be advantageously
used to make the standing room in this car comfortable.
If future subways could be built sufficiently In advance of the
demand for them, this type of car could be used to good advantage,
and cross seats could be substituted for longitudinal seats. Under
present conditions, however, there would be a temptation to move
In the other direction and fold up the longitudinal seals during
rush hours, thus providing increased standing capi-city.
tral

CARS WITH THREE DOORS NEAR CENTER.

Longitudinal Seats.
(44 Seats.)

The

It would be difficult to alter the present car frame so as to
introduce the wide doors shown in Fig. 6 without making the car
considerably heavier than at present or sacrificing its structural
strength, and this latter expedient would not be advisable.
Except for the tact that all the passengers entering one car

objections to a car with a central side door, on account
of the ditficulty which might be experienced by the train guard
in controlling the center door from his position between the cars,
could be removed by locating the end doors nearer a central door,
thus providing practically a large dcor in the center of the car
with two smaller doors, one between the center and each end of

-1

I

i

41- e

Fig. 7

must gather

—Car

With Quarter Side Doors.

at one place on the platform, and that, therefore, the
crush would take place in loading, this type of car has
This car, however, would work much better during non-rush hours than during rush houi-s.
It would be difficult
to maintain a circulation of passengers in one door and out the
other as soon as the space in the car between the doors became
filled with standing passengers.
As soon as passenger on the platforms desiring to enter the car became blocked at a time when the
exit doors were empty and open, there would be a rush to board the
car through the exit doors, as has been proven by the experience
with the Boston public.
The only way to control the circulation
incvitalile

many advantages.

^

.

,

I

n

Cross and Longitudinal Seats, 48 Seats.
the car. This arrangement would also be an improvement over the
quarter-door car. as with three doors the moving passengers would
be divided into three groups instead of two.
This car should be provided with a separate guard for each
car, and this guard should be located so that he could see along
the side of the car in one direction, and thus be in a position to
quickly close all doors at once.
A circulation with this car can be set up in either direction.
In maintaining a circulation, however, this car would not have the
advantage of a space such as a platform which could be cleared of
passengers while moving between stations, so a.« to i.r,ui,i.. an

I
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oprniing space

for

the

passengerB,

entorlriK

uh

with

car* of the

criddoor type.

The rloor opeiilriKi* being on the center and near the quarter
lines of the car, would liTid themselveH conveniently to an effective
Hystern of platform guard rails, but the center door would be a
illHailv.-tntaKc at

curved platformB.
(Aii

WITH

IIIIIKK INXIHH .NtlAU CK.XTICH.

Figure

8.

Lunoitudinal Seats.
(44 Seats.)

similar to the preBent end-door car fltted with an
additional center hide door, wllh the exception that the end doors
The nearer these end
an- loiated niiicli n«-arer the central door.

This car

Is

n
>

3»3i'-t-

Fig. 8

<+•

50)4'

.nk.au

ie.ntkh.

9.

Gomhinatiim of Gross and Longitudinal Seats.
(44 Seats.)

make room for cross seats in the ends of a car of
and at the same time provide the shortest distance pos-

In order to
this type,

—

I

I

I

I

n
•-5»i —T-

•

Center.

cross seats.

Figure

1
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—Car With Three Doors near

TiiutU'; dikuis

10.

CAHS WITH ML'LTl KIl'i: OOOBS.
Cars of this type are in successful use in the suburban serrice
of the IlllnolH Central in Chicago.
These cars are 72 ft. long over
There are 12 sliding
all, and 10 ft. U In. wide over the sheathing.
doors on each side, opening on a level with the platform, and two
doors on each side, opening to steps which are used at stations
where there are no high platforms. There are end doors, so that
passengers may pasK from car to car in the train, and the cars are
not provided with ••xtenslon platforms.
The doors are operated by the train guard from the Inside of
the car, the operating mechanism being designed so that when the

1

entrance doors are brought to the central exit door, the easier will
It be to maintain a circulation In and out of the car through the
separate doors.
The location of the end doors at the quarter division points of
the car, or even nearer to the central door, is practically the only
way lliai the central door can be used with success in the subway,
as a comparatively easy means of reaching the exit must be provided.
Otherwise a passenger boarding a car when it Is crowded
will either find it Impossible or will refuse to crowd his way
til rough
the standing passengers in the car in order to reach the
regular exit, and will insist on leaving the car by the door he
entered. As soon as one exemption Is allowed to the rule of "In
one door and out the other," confusion will at once take place, and
till'
advantage of having the passengers move together In a predetermined way without hesitation will be lost.
This car lends Itself to the longitudinal seat plan througnout
ltd length, as there Is not enough space in the ends of the car for
cross seats, and it would be a mistake to limit the connecting space
between the doors by the Introduction of an aisle or aisles serving

lAU With

So

subway.

|iiiiihm
-o.!i"

,

cultlea of adapting the present car frame to this design, are kdoue
disadvantages to the use of a car of this type with the present

I
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Longitudinal Seats, 44 Seats.

car stops at the station platform the train guard on each car
unlocks the doors by means of a single wheel, tearing the doors
to be opened by the passengers.
Before starting from the station
the movement of the operating wheel by the guard In the reverse
direction closes the doors which have been opened, and at the same
time locks all the doors.
When the edge of the door is within
3 or 4 in. of the Jamb it stops, and then moves slowly forward to the
closed position, the purpose of this being to allow any passenger
who may be caught in the door to move aside. An electric signal
apparatus is connected with the doors so that a signal is automatically transmitted to the engineer when the last door in the train is
closed.

Seats are provided for 100 passengers, 50 facing in each direcand there is an aisle on each side of the car between the
and the doors so that passengers entering any door may
pass down the aisle to any seat The seats were originally all of
wood, but were found to be uncomfortable, and were changed to
rattan.
In general, this car has given satisfaction, the principal
objections apparently being in regard to the size and the shape o(
the se&ts and their arrangement in the car.
Some objection is
also made to the lack of ventilation in the summer.
The prot>lem of heating the cars In winter has not proven to be a serious
one, as ample steam colls taking steam from the locomotive are
provided under each seat.
Under subway conditions it would t>e
better to have the door mechanism designed so as to open all the
doors simultaneously, as some delay Is now occasioned by passengers hesitating to open the doors.
tion,

seats

»l-»*

Fig. 9
sible

—Car With Three Doors near Center, Combination

between the entrance and the

double door
may he placed In the center of the car, to be used for an entrance,
and two smaller doors at each side to bo used for exits.
The circulation In Mils car would be in the opposite direction to
that shown with any of the other cars.
The passengers would
gather at one place on the station platform ready to enter this car,
and would iiiiickly ijass through the large double doors. The passengers leaving the cars from the cross seats would not encounter
a stream of entering passengers.

of Cross

exit doors, a large

The seating capacity of this car Is liberal, and the location of
the standing room is convenient and efficient.
All the doors can
be controlled by a guard centrally located where he can see the
moving passengers, and to a large extent control their movements.
The troubles with the curved platforms, and the structural diffl-

IllK

and Longitudinal Seats. 44 Seats.

.Ml l.ri

SlliK'lHNiK

CAK

VM)

riiK

rutSKM SinWAY.

The

iiresent length of the subway cars would allow for a maxiof S side doors, or for four times as many doors as at present.
The pri-sent end doors, each abo\it 38 in. wide, or a total
door area of 76 In. for each side. With 8 side doors, each 25 In.

mum

wide, there would be a door opening of 200 in. jH>r car. or nearly
three times the door space provided In the present car. The best
that could be expecteil of the niultl side-door car. as far as reducing the time required at present for unloading and loading the
passengers Is concerneil, would be to have this time cut down to
oue-thlnl the present amount.
In order to determine the efficiency of this type of car I have
had a large number of observations made of the Illinois Central
car in actual operation.
The density of traffic on the Illinois

MaKcH
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Central suburban line at Chicago does not compare with the density
of traffic In the subway, and therefore a conclusion from a comparison of the movement of passengers must be drawn with caution.
During rush hours in Chicago the maximum number of passengers passing through the 12 doore of the car was found to be
4.8 per second, and, in making this observation, care was taken
to include only the time between the opening and the closing of the
doors, so as to eliminate the variable time required for giving
It should be borne
the starting signal and in starting the train.
in mind that the Illinois Central cars are over 72 ft. long, and this
result was obtained with 12 doors, and not with 8 doors, which
is the greatest number possible for the 50-tt. subway car.
It Is fair to assume, therefore, that with the 8-door car In the
subway, passengers would' be unloaded and loaded at the rate of

Fig. 10

—Car With

Multi Side Doors.

Cross Seats Back to Back With

not more than 4 persons per second per car.
As a result of a
great many observations of the present rate of passenger movement in and out of the present cars during rush hours In the
subway, I find that this rate does not vary far from 1 person per
second per door, or at the rate of 2 passengers per second per car,
except under extremely congested conditions, when the rate becomes slightly less. During slack periods passengers readily pass
in and out of the car doors at this rate, while during rush hours
the station platform attendants facilitate the movement, which
would ordinarily be considerably reduced by the congestion, and the
prompt closing of the doors by the uniformed attendants at the
busy stations goes far toward making it possible to load the cars
at the rate of 2 persons per car per second, except during the very
busiest periods.
At the BorouKh Hall station of the Brooklyn extension, recently
opened, this rate is often increased to an average of 2i/o passengers
per car per second for the first 30 seconds of loading, but at this
station at the present time there exists only terminal conditions
without the conflict of transferring traffic.
It would be impracticable to provide a platform attendant for
each door of the multi side-door car.
It is therefore necessary, in
considering the effect of a car of this type on the length of station
waits dviring rush houi.s. to compare the operation of the multi
side-door car without the advantage of a station platform attendant
at each door to assist in the loading of the passensers. to the

Fig. 11

— Car

for Future

the doors. With this comparison in mind It is difficult to see how
the use of the multi side-door car in the subway would reduce the
present time of loading and unloading by more than one-half; that
Is, the present rate of passenger movement of 2 persons per car
per second maintained with the present enddoor car might possibly be increased to 4 passengers per car per second with the
multi side-door car.
This result could only be obtained upon the assumption that all
of the multi side doors could be promptly closed by the train
guards. In Chicago there Is apparently no difficulty in doing this,
but it should be remembered that during rush hours the subway
traffic
fully 10 times as large as the Illinois Central traffic during

Two

Aisles, 48

Seats.

some manner,

in order to allow the prompt movement of the trains.
the multi side-door cars were to be adopted for the subway, the
stations should be arranged so as to control the passenger flow
before it reaches the train, as it would be found exceedingly difficult to cut off the passengers at 04 separate places, which would
result from the use of 8 doors In each car of an 8-car train.
The introduction of the transfer system, which furnishes a
possible saving of a minute or two as a reward for considerable
pushing and crowding, has driven a number of the regular subway
passengers "minute mad." To deprive these patrons of an opportunity to catch a train by closing a station gate in their faces
at the time the train pulls Into the station would meet with considerable objection if attempted in the present subway, where the
stations are not built to provide for the comfortable carrying out
of this arrangement, but the suggestion should be borne in mind
in connection with the design of future subways.
The only logical
place to cut off the flow of passengers is at the entrance to the
station platforms, and not at the doors of the cars, a fact which
is demonstrated by the design of steam railroad passenger stations
and ferry-boat waiting rooms.
To allow the successful use of the multi side-door car would
make other changes necessary, particularly with the station platforms.
The present platforms serve only one of the end doors
of each of the end cars of the train.
To get the full advantage of
all of the doors along the entire length of the train It would be
If

Subways With Multi Side Doors and Cross Seats Back

operation of an enddoor car with a platform guard to not only
expedite the movement of passengers, but also to assist In closing

i.'i
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the corresponding period, and experience in the subway has demonstrated that in order to close the car doors during the rush period
a corps of uniformed, trained platform guards, in addition to the
train guard, is absolutely necessary.
It has further been learned that the only way to move trains
through the subway on schedule time is to close the car doors
promptly, and thus limit the platform delays. It is difficult to see
how this could be accomplished with the multi side-door ear unless
the stream of passengers was stopped before It reached the loading
platform.
This would transfer the "crush" from the platform in
the vicinity of the car doors, as at present, to a platform entrance
or a number of entrances, which could be made sufficiently large
to considerably reduce the crowding, but the inevitable cutting
off of the stream of passengers must be quickly accomplished in

to

Back With One

Aisle,

80 Seats.

necessary to extend both the express platforms, which are 350 ft.
long, and the local platforms, which are 200 ft. long. This requirement would mean a 50ft. extension on 38 separate platforms south
of 9Gth street, as well as the extension of a number of platforms
north of 96th street, and In some cases this alteration under running conditions would be an expensive and exceedingly difficult
l)iece of work.
The final serious objection to the multi side-door car in the
present subway is the fact that practically the entire car bodies
now In use would necessarily either be scrapped or used elsewhere,
as It would be practically Impossible to rebuild them so as to provide 8 side doors on each side of each car.
Under these circumstances, the cost of the change would mean an expense of at least
$5,000,000 for multi side-door cars, and of about $2,000,000 for plat-
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In my opinion, the Improvement to be cxptclcd Irom
thcHe chiingc-B with the i)rtH(>nt Buhway would not Justify the lnve«t-

incnt.
HIDC-DOOII

.Ml I.TI

CABH AXD KLTUBE 8UBWAVS.

the multl Bldedoor car Is to be considered for future sub
ways, the Htatloii platforniB Hliould Ik? arransed Bo that the unloading can be done on one Htallon platform, and the loading can be
Such an aruccorapllBhed from another and Hcparate platform.

rangement would

necc-HBarlly

contemplate Bome

Inconvenience to

paBnengi-rB transferring from one service to the other, and the
adoption of the separate platform Idea would make Impossible the
use of the Uland platforms which, under present arrangements,
often serve both the express and the lo. al trains, an arrangf-ment
ilio

Fig. 12

—Car

for

multl side-door cars are to be used, the station platforms should be free from curves.

specify that

It

of

annoyance

Illinois

I'ri'ss

Srals Hail; lo Back, with
(48 Seats.)

Tuo

Type

Aisles.

This plan indicates (he introduction of three wide doors in the
the i)risent subway cars and the rearrangement of the

of Seat,

68 Seats.

This car ought to work well with a load not exceeding 100 passengers, 80 of whom would be seated, but would prove exceedingly
uncomfortable if the standing passengers began to encroach upon
the space between seats. As the space between seats Is sufBclent to
allow passengers to pass between the knees of those seated, and Is
the only avenue of entrance and exit, this space would naturally
be occupied by standing passengers, particularly during rush hours,
much to the Inconvenience of the seated passengers, and this la
the penalty that must be paid for maximum seating capacity.
There are 8 doors In ea<h side of this car, but the absence or
free space near each exit and entrance will cause this car to be
loaded and unloaded .slowly, ami the advantage of the extra numt>er
of doors will disappear just at the time that this feature would be
of the greatest use.

C\n WITH MII.TI SIKK IMIOBS
Figure
Illinois

(

»X)K

FITIBE SfBWATS).

12.

Central Type of Seat
(fiS

s!des of

Fig. 13

Central

SI1>K noniis.
10.

10.

This design has the advantage of one aisle Instead of two. and
18 In. wider than the pnsent car, thus at once lucreaslog Ibe
posHlbIc Beating capacity, and this general arrangement of seats
will, therefore, be found the most efficient way to carry out the
policy of attempting to provide a seat for every long haul paasenger.
The free space between the Keats has been Increased to 30 In. In an
attempt to provide room for the passengers entering and lesvlns
the car to pass by the seated passengers with the minimum amount

7'/i«-

Mil II
Figure
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Future Subways With Mult! Side Doors and the

which contributes greatly to the convenience of those using the
tran.sfer privilege.
To make the changes necessary to provide
separate platforms for the present subway and at the same time
keep the trains In operation on a schedule which calls at frequent
Intervals for a train on each of the four tracks every two minutes,
would be so dlfflcult as to make its cost unjustifiable, and the suggestion, therefore, can only be used in considering an entirely new
subway. These remarks apply as well to the straightening of the
platforms.
The curves of the present platforms would seriously
Sliding
interfere with the operation of the multl side-door car.
platforms, or extension platforms on the cars, to correct this defect
are at best complicated and unsatisfactory expedients, and as long
as with future subways a different station arrangement and sepalatc platforms would be necessary to make a success of the multi
side-door car. it would add little to the station requirements to

XLIV,

CAK WITH UtI.TI SIbK bOOBS ( ruB rCTl'ICE SL'BWAys).
Figure 11.
C'rotf 8eal» Bark to Back, tclth Oii« Aitle.
(80 geau.)
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This design shows a car IS In. wider than, and of the same
length lis present cur, with seat.s in banks of four on .ift. centers.
which spacing will allow the same number of passengers per foot
length of car as Is found with the Illinois Central cars. There Ls a
door opening between each set of seats, making eight doors along

— Car With Double Doors near Ends. Combining Cross and Longitudinal Seats,

Using Presrnt Car Body and Seat

Spacing. 44 Seats.
seats In accordance with Illinois Central plan.
With this car no
attempt would be made to set up and maintain a circulation, and
every door would be used us a combined exit and entrance. While
this car would lessen the contllcl of iiussengers at the car doors
It would not provide a means of entirely removing this cause for
discomfort.
At least two platform attendants tor each car would be necessary during the busy hours, to assist the train guard In cutting
oft the stream of passengers entering the car and to aid In closing
the car doors. The cur platform space would be available for passengers preferring to ride on the platform, as with this car It
would not be necessary to enforce the rule that passengers must
not ride on the car platforms.

the side of the oar. The two aisles are made a little wider than
In the Illinois Central car, and the seats are more comfortable, although the tree space lH>tween opposite seats has been reduced from
27 In. to 24 In.. In order to make each seat deeper.
The car Is contemi>lated only for future and larger subways,
It would be imi)ractlcable to relmlld the present cars to allow for
the extra width ne<'essary for the four cross seats shown and
oi>erate them in the present subway.
The advantages of this type ot multi side-door car. although
many, are not as great as would at first appear, owing to the delay
which woulil 1)6 caused by passengers searching for seats before
they selei'te<1 an entrance and entered, and the conflict of entering
passene»<rs with those who would have already entered the car and

u
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For
for the purpose of finding seats.
subway use all doors should be operated at once by the car guard,
in order to reduce the delay which is sometimes experienced in
would be using the

aisles

Chicago, due to the hesitation of inexperienced passengers in opening the doors.
CARS WITH DOl'liLE DOORS NKAK E.M)S.
Several different seating arrangements possible with cars having double doors near the ends are shown and disi-ussed lielow:

OAK WITH DOl'HLK DOORS .NKAR KNDS.
Figure 13.

Combinino Cross and Longitudinal

iicats.

(44 Seats.)

the car.

Using Present Car Body and Heat Spacing.
This design contemplates taking out eight of the longitudinal
seats in the present car and introducing four extra exit doors. The
design, which is the same as shown in the drawing previously published of the

recommended type

of the prt-sent

subway car

altered

a car with double doors near ends, shows the most effective
change that, in my judgment, can be made with the present subway car, as it introdu('es the extra doors at places where the
framing of the present car and the arrangement of the present
to

seats will be the least disturbed.
When the first consignment of subway cars was built the end
doors were only 29 in. wide, but the operation of the cars soon
proved this narrow door width to be a mistake, and the
doors were widened to 38 in.
While this width is not .sufficient
to allow passengers to pass through the doors two abreast, it is
found that they naturally stagger themselves and pass through the
door much faster than if they were forced to move in single file.
As soon as the doors are made much wider, as in the Brooklyn
liridge shuttle cars, the crowding passengers make an effort to
l>aas through the door three abrea.st. much to the discomfort of

SLMMABY OF TYPES OF CABS.
The various types of cars which approximate fulfilling the requirements for present and future subway service are as follows:
1. Car with central side door and end doors (Fig. 5).
(a) Longitudinal seats (Fig. 1).
(b) "Back-to-back" cross-seats, with two aisles (Fig. 2).
(c) "Walkover" seats, with two aisles (Fig. 3).
(d) "Walkover" cross-seats, with one aisle (Fig. 4).
2. Car with two quarter side doors.
(a) Longitudinal seats (Fig. 6).
(b) Cross-seats (Fig. 7).
3.

4.

tlie middle iiassengcr.
To avoid this difficulty a dividing post In
the center of a wider door might be introduced, but with a sliding
door for cutting off the flow of passengers this center post would
serve to niulli|ily tlic dangci' and iucrcasi' tin- arcidpni s. 'I'lic new

Fig. 14

— Car

for Future

Subways With Double End

doors have, therefore, been shown of the
signed doors of the present car.
cAi!

same width as the

wnii Dorni.E poors near

Shown

a.

e.nds.

last week.
'

(48 Seats.)

More Compact Seats for Future Cars in Present Subway.
This is the recommended future car for the present subway, a
drawing of which was shown in the previous article.
In the
present subway cars the space devoted to the cross seats is used
in an uneconomical manner.
There are 70 In. between the center
backs of these seats, which is taken up by two 6-in. back
cushions, two 18-in. seats and a clear space between seats of 22 in.
Where space is as much at a premium as it is in the subway cars,
the arrangement of these seats should be made more compact, and
tills can be done without sacrificing the comfort now secured with
the more liberal spacing.
For double side seats, served from a
center aisle, a clear distance of 20 in. between seats is sufficient, and
the allowance of 18 in. for each seat, together with its bjick. has
lieen found satisfactory, thus making a total over-all distance of
in. for one bank of seats.
The width of 18 in. for each pas
scnger for the cross seats and of 19 in. for the longitudinal seats
in the present car is good practice.
With the more economical
arrangement of cross seats, more space can be devoted to such
seats and at the same time the seating capacity of the car can be
increased.
This improvement should be kept in mind in ordering
future cars for the present subway.

of the

DOORS (FOR FUTURE SUBWAYS).

Figure
tl!2

60-in.

subways.
Car with double doors near end.
(a
Combination of cross and longitudinal seats (Fie.
I'sing present car frame and body

Back

Back Seats on

to

13».

60-in. Spacing, 62 Seats.

Combination of cross and longitudinal seats (drawing
shown in previous article). Using more compact spacing of seats; for future cars for present subway,
(c) Combination of cross and longitudinal seats (Fig. 14).
Wide car for future subways.
Wider cars containing CO seats and run in 10-car trains at the
rate of 40 trains per hour will provide 24,000 seats per hour on
one track. The capacity of the express tracks in the present subway is 52 seats per hour in 8-car trains which pass limiting stations at the rate of 30 trains per hour, or 12.480 seats upon one
track.
In other words, future subways may have twice the sealing
capacity of the present subway, as now operated.
Deptlis of the Principal

Harbors of the World.

—

York. The approach to the harbor when completed will
have a depth at low water of 40 ft.
Boston. The depths of the approaches are being increased from
3t; ft. to 44 ft. at high water.
The variation of the tide is 10 to 11 ft.
Baltimore. Present depth 29 ft. 6 in. at h. w., to be increased
A'eio

—

—

to 36

ft.

—
—
San Francisco. — Thirty-one
London. — The Thames has

yewport

Setcs.
To have a depth of 36 ft
A'eic Orleans.
The channel is to be dredged to a depth of 36
h. w.

36 ft 6 In. h. w.
a depth of scant 28 ft. I.

ft.

1.

ft.

w.,

w.

The

docks are separated from the river by locks. The dock entrances
Gravesend have a depth of 25 ft. 8 In. I. w. and 44 ft. h. w. It
is intended to increase the depths to 29 ft. 6 In. I. w. and 48 ft h. w.
Southampton. Twenty-nine ft. to 31 ft. I. w. spring tide, with

at

—

14.

Baikto-Tfack Seats on

(a) Longitudinal seats (Fig. 8).
(b) Cross-seats (Fig. 9).
Car with multi side doors.
(a) "Back-to-back" cross-seals, with two aisles (Fig. 10).
Using present car frame.
(b) "Backto-back" cross-seats, with one aisle (Fig. 11).
For future subways.
(c) Illinois Central type oi seat (Hg. 12).
For future

(l>i

.'it'i

llOUHI.E E.NO

Car with three doors near center.

I

Doors.

rede-

Combination Cross and Longitudinal Seats.

CAH with

3"

carrying capacity per lineal foot of car, an increase not practically
obtainable in any other way.
The widening of the car could be carried to any reasonable
degree, but in Fig. 14 it is designed to allow for five seats abreast.
The 60-in. spacing of the seats will provide convenient access to
the inside seats.
There is but one aisle, the width of which is
ample and the standing room is convenient to the exit. During
rush hours this standing space can be increased by folding up the
longitudinal seats, each of which can have a ledge arranged to provide a comfortable support for part of the standing passengers.
Vertical posts can be conveniently located so as to guide and support the passengers standing in the open spaces at the end of

Spacing.

Seats.)

As it is probable that future subways will be larger than the
present one, the cars can be made wider, and thus increase the

14 ft 9 In. rise of tide.

LitrrpooJ.— The channel in the -Mersey has a width of 1.475
with 27 ft depth at 1. w. Rise of tide 19 ft 6 In. to 26 ft
Plymouth. Has a natural depth of 30 ft. I. w.. 42 ft h. w.

—

ft.

ft. 6 In.
of dredged chanuel to deep water 35
principal baiiln, Basin Bellot, Is i»'J ft. wide, with
ifi
ft. over the sill at h. w.
the harbors Is
Aulweri,.- The depth of the Scheldo and of
planned for 24 ft. 6 In. 1. w. and 38 ft. h. w.
Uotterdam.—'rhe minimum depth of the channel to the sea. when
completed, 24 ft. 6 In. 1. w., 29 ft. 6 In. h. w.
Amsterdam.— After completion of the Improvements to the North
Increased
8ea canal. lU minimum depth will be 32 ft., which can be
ft., with a lock
to 33 ft. 6 In.; the minimum width of bottom 164
Ymulden,
738 ft X 82 ft. X 32 ft. 5 In. The depth of the outer harbor,

Is

37

lock to the

ft.

No. 10.

lesson from the
The Automobile Club of America has learned a
designed for
locomotive testing plants and has had a dynamometer
similar work has
testing automobiles In the same manner that
Pennsylvania
the
by
R*»'«>*f
done with locomotives at Purdue and
be provided
Owing to the fact that but one pair of wheeU has to
much simpler than that ol the
for the rae<hanlKm Is. of course,
of lu kind, and U
locomotive machine. It Is the first and only one
per hour and feet per
arranged to show at once the speed In mllea

b^

800

?

,

.

*to

h. w.

'

rtremerfttttien.— Bremerhaven 1b the port of Bremen,
the
and extensive dredKliiB oiHjratlonB have secured a channel in
Woser to the Hca 2« ft. 3 In. deep at 1. w. and 37 ft. at h. w. The
lock
entrance
an
has
principal harlxir basin, the Kalaerhafen,
sill at h. w.
732 ft. long, 92 ft. wld.-, with 34 ft. 8 In. depth at the
deepened
Since 18SS the fairway of the Weser to Bremen has been

Bremen and

to 14 ft. 1. w. and 18 ft. h. w.
Elbe
//a7nJ)urff.— Previous to 1902 the fairway In the
at
at h. w., compelling the largest vessels to lighter

XMV,

An Automobile Dynamometer.

Havre.— Depth

The

Vi.i-
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\\

jV

..u

^
^'--''^t.

was 27 ft.
Cuxshaven

Dredging has Increased the depth to 32 ft.
As thus Is barely sufficient for present requirements,
extensive Improvemrnts on the lower Kibe are contemplated.
Oenoa.— Deplh In the harbor .'>2 ft.; alongside quays 29 ft. G In.
In.
ft.
Nap/e.<i.— l)i-ptli 1" the harbor 111 ft.; alongside quays 32
Calcutta. Twenty-seven ft. at h. w.
Bombny.— Twenty-nine ft. 6 In. at h. w. Rise of tide 8 ft. « In.
Urunshausen.

or at

9 In. at h. w.

C.

—

RUe of tide 2 ft.
ft. at h. w.
A'oHf/.— Thirty-nine ft. at h. w.
V"A'./i(ima.— Thirty ft. fl In. at 1. w., 35 ft. at h. w.

Colom&f).— Thlrty-slx

Pendulum Dynamometer: Automobile Testing

Ilotu)

Plant.

Speed Roller and Cone.

Pc//.

Speed and Power Diagram.
the tractive effort, horse-power of
grade climbing ability and braking

.-econd;

motors,
power.
It

Is

also provided

with an electric fan

automobile
lor catching the exhaust from the
room may be kepi
ill order that the air In the
clear of

smoke and other producU

of combus-

tion.

Dr. S S
It was designed for the club by
Wheeler, and Is an assemblage of power ab

sorMug and measuring In.-itruments and a
large power chart with automatically operated
pointers.

Automobile

Position for Records.

In

w.
Sl/(/ncy.— Thirty-four ft. h. w. Rise of tide 6
Afelftourne.— Thirty ft. h. w. Rise of tide 3 ft.
.Yiij/usuAi— Twenly-one

ft.

to 121

ft.

Rio Janeiro.— ViHy ft.
Capetown (Table Imy).— Thirty four

1.

ft

1.

ft.

w.. 39

to a ruler traveling across the face of a large
ft.

h. w.

In this connection the following Is also of Interest:
of the work In progress, depth will
year vessels
ft. 9 In. width at bottom 1.0S3 ft., so that In this

Suez Canal— On completion
be 33

with a draft of 27

ft.

bottom 160 ft

ran be admitted.
projected depth Is 40

9 In.

Panama Canal.— The
of

ft.;

The car Is held In place by cables, and
the driving wheels arc carried by drums as
in tho rase of the locomotive testing plart
In.stead of the hydraulic brakes the motion
of the drums Is resisted by a pendulum hang
below the floor and attached to th<iiig
drum shaft, not rigidly but by means of a
frlctional resistance that can be varied. This
pendulum then swings out from lu vertical
position according to the pull exerted by the car upon the drums.
This Is indicated by ,i pointer attached to the pendulum and reach
Ing above the floor. The Indications thus obtained are transferred

minimum width

chart

of the car Is obtained by moving another ruler vertically across the chart by means of a special piece of apparatus.
A cone Is revolved by an electric motor at constant speed. To
verify this speed, a bell, attached to the rone, shaft, rings at each
.\ wheel or roller,
100 revolutions, or at intervals of SO seconds.
driven by the antomoMIe and therefore revolving slowly or fast
Is pulled, by
to correspond, rolU upon the surface of the cone and

The speed

March
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an Independent motor, back and forth between the small and large
ends of the cone until it finds the point where it does not slip because that portion of tho cone presents the same speed as the roller.
This longitudinal adjustment of the roller is transmitted by a wire
cable to the speed ruler on the chart, and the power required for
moving the ruler is thus made independent of the automobile. The
roller, driven by the car if running at 60 miles per hour, must be
drawn to a position near the large end of the cone in order to run
with the cone. Whereas, if the car drives the roller at only five
miles per hour, it must be drawn to a position near the small end
of the cone. A sy.stem of electric contacts is arranged with a motor
to shift the roller automatically until it finds the point where it
will roll on the cone without slipping.
The speed and power rulers are thus moved across the chart
automatically to correspond with the speed and the tractive effort
or pull that the dynamometer shows the car is making.
On the board are painted the horse-power corresponding to each
different speed and pull so that the result at each moment can be
read at a glance and without calculations.
The chart Is on a heroic scale and can be read easily by the
driver of the car. The speed of tho car may be read from the chart

<;PEED -RirO.IIO'^l'-"*'"""^
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duction of the Donez coal mines increased 2,115,000 tons, which Is
more than 20 per cent. In fuel value this increase in coal is about
equivalent to four times the decrease in petroleum consumption on
these six railroads.

Penalty Laws

In

the South.

The following abstracts cover the principal penalty laws

in a

group of southern states:

ALABAMA.
Free time under car service rules, 72 hours on fertilizers, hay,
coke, brick, lumber in box cars, bulk meat, potatoes, grain
and grain products, cotton seed, cotton seed meal and cotton seed
hulls, and 48 hours on other freight, Sundays; holidays and bad
weather days not counted.
The 1907 Legislature passed 52 bills inflicting severe penalties,
the effect of which was to decrease earnings, to increase expenses
by inflicting penalties, forfeits. Increased taxes, etc.
The demurrage laws of Alabama as enacted by the 1907 Legislature differ from the requirements of any other state. In that the
coal,

'1
I

.

(:,'<

for car service

—.„„„T IN

POUNDS

is

fixed at $10

;• r

ar

No

other

g|

Wall Chart; Automobile Dynamometer.
either of the popular ways of stating it:
Miles per hour; minutes
lior mile, kilometers, etc., by means of the several different scales
in

l)rovided.

All of the measuring apparatus Is made reversible so that when
running backward the performance of the car may be measured.
As a secondary apparatus, a grade meter is provided, operated
l)y the pendulum Indicator of the dynamometer.
To use the grade
meter the clamp is set upon the sliding scale at the point representing the weight of the car. The moving lever then assumes at
each moment tlie angle of inclination of the grade the ear would
climb (if there were no wind resistance, slipping, etc.) with the
effort that the car is then making.
To observe an automobile coasting down hill, either forward
or backward, it is niMos.sary merely to start the electric motor on
the shaft carrying the two large drums upon which the driving
wheels of the automobile rest. The brakes may then be tested and
the wheels or gears or engine may be run free (not run by the
power of the automobile) and the relative friction loss In the principle of the automobile may be ascertained.

The consumption of petroleum for fuel in Russia has been suddenly checked, due largely, and perhaps chiefly, to higher prices.
During the first nine months of 1907 the six railroads which have
been the chief users of petroleum consumed but 142.500.000 gallons in 1907, against 261.500.000 In the corresponding nine months
Of 1906, a decrease of no less than 45 per cent
Meanwhile the pro-

state imposes a maximum charge for car service, and under the
state laws, when a receiver of freight has detained a car long enough
to accumulate a demurrage charge of $10 he is at no expense for
any additional detention of the car.
Among the penalties fixed by the 1907 Legislature are the fol-

lowing:
Penalty of $500 for each failure to give receipt for application
for cars to be loaded.
Penalty of $1 per car per day, maximum $10 per car. for failure
to furnish cars for loading within the specified periods.
Penalty, carloads $1 per car per day, less than carloads 1 cent
per 100 lbs. per day, for failure to receive freight and issue bills of
lading therefor.
Penalty on carloads $1 per car per day, and on less than carloads 1 cent per 100 lbs. per day. maximum penalty $10, for failure
to transport shipments at the rate of 50 miles per day of 24 hours,
computing from 7 a.m. of the day following receipt of shipment.
Penalty on carloads $1 per car i>er day. less than carloads 1
cent per 100 lbs. per day, maximum penalty $10, for failure to give
consignees notice of arrival within 24 hours after arrival of the
shipment.
Penalty of $1 per car per day for failure to deliver freight or
to place cars for unloading within 24 hours after arrival, computing
from 7 a.m. of the day following arrival.
Carriers are not permitted to release cars by unloading carload
freight for storage Into their own warehouses or Into public or
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private warcliouBcs until $5 ilomurrage charges have accumulated.
This practically means, until the carrier han HUffered 10 days delay.

The following forfeit
legislative enai'tment:

Penalty of 115 per cent, to 400 per cent, of the amount of the
claim for failure to pay Iohh and damage clalmH within 60 days, the
penalties varying with the amount of the claim.
Penalty of f 1 per day, maximum penalty |10U, for failure to pay

Penalty of |50 for failure to forward freight by route designated by shipper.
Penalty on carloads 115 first day and |20 each succeeding day.
and on less than carloads $10 flrst day and $1 each succeediug day
for failure to transport and deliver freight within the lime specifted
within the statute, this penalty being In addition to actual damages.
If any, sustained by the claimant
Penalty of |50 for failure to deliver freight upon tender of legal

overcharge clalniH within (>0 dayH.
Penalty for entering unit through federal court, cancelation ot
llceose to do buHliii'ii« through the Htate of Alabama.
Penalty for reiHHuance of llccnae, one-tenth of 1 per cent, of
corporation's capital stock.
Franchise tux, foreign corporations with actual capital of over
11,000 employed within the state of Alabama to pay annual franchise tax of 25 per cent, of the llrHt $100. 5 per cent, on the amount
In oxcen« of $100 up to and Including »1,000. and one-tenth ol 1
per cent, on the aihoutit over 11,000, this applying only to that part
the state of Alabama.
of the
Penalty of $100 per day for each day's failure to make annual
report* of State Railroad Commission within specified time.
Penalty of $100 for each day's failure to file with the State
itallroad Commission abstracts or lists of vouchers or receipts withca|)ital

employed

In

specUled time.
An act prohibiting carriers from entering into any bill of
lading contract, stipulation, receipt, rule or regulation In any way
limiting their liability for losa of or damage to property received
for transportation, thereby requiring carriers to become responsible
in

for acts of

Ood and the public enemy.
vi.onwA.

The free time under car service rules Is from 72 to 96 hours,
according to the commodity. The Florida commission indulges In
a system of lines when the railroads fall to move freight promptly;
for diversion of busincK.s. and for other irregularities which might
occur in the operation of the line through fault of agent, trainmen
or workmen.
Penalty of $1 per car per day for failure to deliver freight or
to place car for unloading within 72 hours, computing from 10 a.m.
of the date following arrival.
Penalty of $2 per car per day for failure to furnish cars for
loading within two days on perishables and four days on other
freight.

Penalty on carloads |2 per car per day, and on less than carloads 1 cent per 100 lbs. per day for failure to transport freight
56 miles within two days, and each additional 50 miles within one
day 24 hours additional time allowed for transfer to connecting line.
Penalty of 25 per cent, of the amount of claim for failure to
settle claims within reasonable time.
OEORQIA.

Under car service rules the
48 hours. The penalty rules of
the State Railroad Commission
to-day as follows:
Penalty of $1 per car per day

free time In Georgia is generally
Georgia were largely imposed by
in

the year 190G, and they stand

on carloads and 1 cent per 100 lbs.
per day for less than carloads for failure to give notice ot arrival
within 24 hours.
Penalty of ?1 per car per day for failure to furnish cars for
loading within four days, Sundays and legal holidays excepted.
Penalty of |1 per car per day on carloads and 1 cent per 100 lbs.
per day on less than carloads for failure to forward freight at the
rate of 50 miles per day, computing from 7 a.m. of the day following
receipt of shipment.
Penalty on carloads $1 per car per day. less than carloads 1
cent per 100 Uxs. per day, for failure to deliver freight or to place
cars for unloading wlUiln 48 hours from 7 a.m. following day of

and

{>enalty requlremeote are

a result ot

freight charges.

Penalty of |50 for failure to pay loes and damage claims intrastate within 60 days and Interstate within 90 days.
Penalty of $5 per car per day for failure to furnish carfc for
loading within four days from

7

a.m. of the day following such

application.

The 1907 Legislature of North Carolina passed a bill limiting
hours of trainmen, englnemen and telegraphers to conform vitli the
Federal law which becomes eftective March 4. 1908.
HML'TIl

Demurrage

CAItULI.NA.

Carolina Commission allow 48
hours free time in the case of personal notice, and 72 hours tre«
time In the case of mall notice, except that 24 hours additional free
times allowed on grain and grain pro<lucts. cotton seed. coal. luml>er
in l>ox cars, brick, etc.
The various penalty laws and rules are as
rules of the South

follows:

Penalty of 150 for failure to deliver freight upon tender of
lawful freight charges.
Penalty of $500 for failure to pay loss and damage claims intrastate within 40 days. Interstate within 90 days.
Penalty of $1 per car per day for failure to furnish cars for
loading of dead freight within four days, and of perishable freight
within three day.s.
Penalty of $1 per car for failure to deliver freight or to place
cars for unloading within 48 hours from noon of the day following.
Penalty of $1 per car for failure to issue bill ot lading and
forward dead freight within 48 hours, and perishable freight within
24 hours.
Penalty of $5 for each and every failure to bulletin passenger
trains in accordance with the legislature's requirements.
'Forfeit of five times the value of property so confiscated for
confiscation by carrier of fuel or other property for its own use.
Penalty of $25 for failure to advise consignee of live stock delayed more than three hours of the cause and extent of the delay
and expected time of delivery.
Fine ot $5,000 for each and every failure to provide union and
other depots as required by State Railroad Commission.
Penalty of $5 per shipment per day (maximum value of goods
and transportation charges) for failure to transport freight within
the time specified within the state statute.
Penally of $1 per day for failure to furnish consignee within
10 days information as to the cause of delay to delayed freight

Penalty of $1 per car per day for failure to deliver cars to
switch connection within 24 hours after notice from consignee.
Penalty of $1 per car per day for failure to receive and place
switch cars within 24 hours.
Forfeit ot value of goods with Interest at 10 per cent., penalty
not to exceed actual damage plus 25 per cent, for failure to observe

Storage, demurrage and car service rules, including penalties,
are made by the State Corporation Commission, and the current
rules have been in effect since Aug. 15, 1903. The Commission ha*
now under consideration changes that will not in any way lessen
the burdens Imposed upon the carriers by the existing rules. The
existing rules provide, among other things, as follows:
Forfeit ot $1 per car for failure to furnish car for loading
within four days.
Forfeit ot $1 per car per day on carloads, and 1 cent i>er 100 lbs.
per day on less than carloads for failure to transiMrt freight at
rate of not less than 50 miles per day of 24 hours, computing from
7 a.m. of the day following receipt of a shipment.
Forfeit of $1 per car per day on carloads and 1 cent per 100 ll>s
per day on less than carloads for failure to give consignee notice
of arrival of freight within 24 houra
Forfeit of $1 fn^r car jM^r day for failure to place cars for unloading within 24 hours, computing from 7 am. of the day following

shipper's routing.

arrival.

Penalty of double the amount ot overcharge for failure to pay
overchai'ge claim within 30 days.
Penalty of full damage to be paid by Initial line regardless of
place ot damage for talUire to trace freight and advise applicant
within r.O days of the cause and place of ilelny or damage.
Penalty of J50 for failure to pay loss or damage claim Intrastate within 60 (lays and interstate within 90 days.

Free time on freight to be trans-shipped by water: 10 days on
hay. coal, coke, brick and lumber In box cars, meat
potatoes, grain and grain products, cotton seed and cotton seed
hulls in bulk 72 hours, and on other freight 48 hours. Sundays,
holidays or bad weather days not Included, and free time allowed.

arrival.

NORTH CAROMNA.

The car

servl(e rules ot the North Carolina commission allow
72 hours free time on fertilizers In sacks or In bulk, and on brick,
cotton seed, cotton seed hulls, coal, coke, fertilizer materials, grain
luid lime and tanlmrk In bulk, and dressed lumber in box cars, and
48 hours free time on other freight. Sundays, holidays and bad
weather days not Included.

fertilizers,

The estimates of the Prussian State Railroads for additions to
rolling stock to be delivered before Oct. 1 next amount to the tid>
sum of $31,423,140. to be expended for 710 locomotives at an average
cost ot $I6.42."i each. 2.105 passenger and baggage cars at $4,390
each, and 14.160 freight cars at $757 each— the latter nearly all fourwheeled cars of less than halt the average capacity of our cars.
It Is expected that about 16,000 more cars will be needed between
October and April.
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The Railroad System

of

Newfoundland.

Newfoundland has a unique jjo-sition in the railroad world. It
has a narrow gage railroad system 635 miles long, with steamer
connections to different parts of the island and to the peninsula of
Labrador, making a total mileage of .steamer lines of 3,.'?6-4 miles.
The railroad linos and the steamship lines are all under the same
Tlicy are the property of the Reid Newfoundland
iiiMnagcnient.
LAB/fADOR

315

Express trains which are scheduled to
special steamer services.
cross the island in 28 hours are run three times a week. The Reid
Newfoundland Company's steamship "Bruce," a 17-linot flyer, plies
nightly across the 90 miles of Cabot strait, which lies between Cape
Breton island and the southwestern extremity ot Newfoundland.
This steamship connects with the Newfoundland system at Port aux
Basques and with the Intercolonial Railway at North Sydney. On
the other days of the week local railroad service is operated across
Other trains twice a day serve
the island.
the more populous centers within 100 miles
of St. Johns.
The railroad is equipped with 25 locomotives. 38 passenger cars and 364 freight
cars.
It has two rotary snow plows and
A large
other snow fighting equipment.
granite station at St. Johns built at a cost
of $100,000, holds the general offices of the
company. The rolling stock is of modern
construction and of good design. The lo<^omotives were especially designed and built
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works; the passenger cars were built by the Dayton Manufacturing
Company, of Dayton, Ohio;
Rhodes, Curry & Company, ot Amherst, N.
S., and \xf the company's own shops, which
turn out cars equal to the best bought
abroad. The best class of cars are mahogany
finished inside and out. Through trains
have sleeping,^lnlng, colonist, day and baggage coaches. The roadbed is well built and
has been considerably Improved during the
last ten years.
The bridges are built on

masonry abutments with steel girders.
The passenger traffic of the system is
The colony of
large and steadily growing.
.Newfoundland has 250,000 people and the

movement

of local passengers Is one of the
traffic.
At certain seasons
of the year a large number of the people of

main sources of

StJomnS

Newfoundland and

Its

Railroad System.

Sir Robert Reid, was recently knighted
for his conspicuous services in the development ot Newfoundland,
The same company owns at St. Johns, the capital of the island and
the eastern terminus ot the railroad, a large dry dock, an electric

Company, whose President.

and the local street railway.
railroad runs from St. Johns on the east coast of Newfoundland westward across the island to Port aux Basques, connectlng either directly or by branches with most of the large bays
with which Newfoundland is surrounded, which are served by
light plant

The

Bay

of Islands,

Newfoundland find employment in the steel
works and coal mines on Cape Breton island,

and this makes a considerable passenger
movement. There is also a steadily growing
lourist travel from Great Britain, Europe
and the American continent.
The freight traffic Is made up of lumber
and the commodities required by a community scattered over G.OOO miles of coast
line and of itself producing nothing except
its catches of cod. seal, herring, lobster and
whale. All other necessities of existence, such
as food and clothing, come from St. Johns. A large Increase of the
freight business Is assured through the recent establishment by two
large corporations financed in London, the Harmsworth and the
Albert Read companies, each capitalized at $5,000,000, of pulp mills
These two enteron the Exploits river, inland from the coast.
prises promise to become important factors in the Industrial development of the colony. Near St. Johns are iron mines and In the
northern part of the Island copper mines which furnish traffic. Agrlcultural settlements also are springing up at various points along

Newfoundland.
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the railroad and large additions of

traffic
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are expected from this

source.

From Fori aux Basques the steamer "Glencoe" plies eastwardly
along the south coast to Placentia bay, 371 miles, where connection
is made with a branch of the railroad connecting directly with St.
Johns. From the railroad at Bay of Islands station, on the west
coast, the steamer "Home" plies north to Battle Harbor, Labrador,
on the straits of Belle Isle, 379 miles. The railroad connects with
Notre Dame bay on the north coast by a branch from Notre Dame
.Juni'tiou to Lewisport, from which the steamer "Clyde" furnishes a
weekly service around the bay. This trip is 'SH2 miles long. From
Port Blandford the steamer "Dundee" performs a similar service
lor Bonavista bay; a 148-mile trip.
Trinity bay and the west side
of Conception bay as far south as Carbonear, are served by the
steamer "Ethie," which connects with the railroad at Ciarenville
and Carbonear. This is 152 miles. A branch of the railroad touches
eveiy Important place on the rest of Conception bay. These last
three bays are on the east coast. Placentia bay, on the southwest,
is serveil by the steamer "Argyle."
This route is 294 miles long.
During the summer there is fortnightly service from St. Johns by
the steamer "Virginia Lake" to Labrador, which is 1,021 miles away.
The operations of the Reid Newfoundland Company are large
and varied. The steamship "Bruce," the connecting link for through
traffic between Newfoundland and Cape Breton island, was built on
the Clyde for this particular service at a cost of 1250,000. A photograph of this steamer is shown. The seven other steamers of the
company's fleet represent an outlay of 11,000,000 more. The company
year.

Is

adding new railroad equipment at the rate of $250,000 a

Owing

to the

increasing demands of

traffic it is

probable that
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snipe and plover.
There ia fine trout and salmon fishing. Most
of the interior of the island is untraveled.
Only a few sportsmen
have crossed its broad barrens and climbed its rugged mountains.
J. C. Millais, the English naturalist, son of the famous painter,
has recently published an elaborate volume describing his journey
in the untrodden interior of Newfoundland in which the joys of
caribou hunting are enthusiastically described. This sport can be
obtained more cheaply and with less discomfort than deer hunting
can in other parts of the world. From New York and New
England it is only a three days' journey to the best hunting grounds
in the interior of Newfoundland.
Guides and helpers can be obtained at rates much below those charged elsewhere, the only fee
imposed by the colonial government on sport of any kind is one
of 150 on visiting caribou hunters.
Payment of this fee entities
one to shoot three staga Every other form of sport with rod and
gun is free. One of the photograplis shows caribou near the railroad
line.
Moose have recently been introduced and are thriving well,
but are still protected. The number and variety of wild fowl is very
great.

For the summer tourist the air is bracing, the climate salubrious
and the surroundings stimulating. A variety may be given to a visit
to Newfoundland by cruising on the different steamers, visiting the
various bays about the island and observing the fisher folk engaged
in the operations which yield them subsistence.
The cod and other
fishing has many picturesque incidents, though tragedy often accompanies it, for the wind and sea are at their strongest in this region.
One of the most remarkable attractions is the daily procession
of
majestic
icebergs
drifting
south
along
the
Newfoundland coast from the arctic region. These present the most striking
pictures.
The Labrador trip is also a remarkable one. The region
compares with Norway, and besides the wonderful beauty of Its
scenery, offers fine sport for rod or

rifle.

Signals and Automatic Train Stops in the Hudson

& Manhattan

Tunnel.

The signaling of the recently opened up-town tunnel of the
Hudson & Manhattan Railroad under the Hudson river cousisU
automatic block signals and automatic train stops, covering the
double-track line between Nineteenth street, New York, and Hoboken,
N. J.
Between Hoboken and Greenwich avenue. New York, the
of

river

Reid

Newfoundland Company's Steamship Bruce.

a daily train and steamship express service will be begun in the
near future. Passenger and freight tariffs are made on a mileage
basis, the distance by rail or by boat being counted as part of the
one journey. Through tickets are on sale between all important
points in Canada and the United States to Newfoundland points
and baggage can be checked through on these tickets. Joint traffic
arrangements for freight have been made with Canadian and American railroads and there is a steadily growing interchange business.
The company has a monopoly of the public service facilities of the
city of St. Johns, including the electric light system and the street
railway, whoso earnings in the calendar year 1907 were $31,948, an
average of alxjut ?87 a day. During the year it carried 638,967 passengers. An electric power hou.se has been built at Petty harbor,
nine miles from the city, which furnishes power for both these
operations and for various other industrial enterprises. The Colonial dry dock owned by the company is situated at the western
end of the harbor and is capable of taking up the largest ocean
going steamships. Here steamers can be found under repair the
year round, for St. Johns is a noted haven for shipping In distress
on the western ocean. The machine shops are near the dry dock
and are used for both car and ship repairs. As an adjunct to the
dry dock the company owns a powerful wrecking tug equipped for
marine salvage work.
A large part of the company's expectations for future increases
in traffic are based on the wondorfiil natural resources of the Island
ns .a tourist and sporting resort.
It has beautiful scenery, bracing
climate and a wide range of hunting and fishing opportunities.
There Is sport at Newfovindland at all seasons of the year. Of large
game there are boars, wolves, caribou, otter, marten and beaver.
Other game, migratory and indigenous, includes the hare, rabbit,
ptarmigan, spruce partridge, Canada goose, ducks of many varieties,

section
apart,

of

the

tunnels, signals are plated, on the average,
14 blocks to the mile. The minimum distance
where speed is low is 115 ft., and the maximum is 1,620 ft On
steam railroads, block signal sections average 2.640 ft., or two
to the mile; on the express tracks of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Subway the distance is 800 ft., or nearly seven to the mile.
The signals give three indications: Proceed, indicated by a
green light; proceed with caution, yellow light; stop, red light.
There is an automatic stop at each stop signal. This device has
two movable short arms or trips, one placed alongside each rail.
When the signal is in the stop position, these arms are raised to
engage with the trigger of a valve in the air-brake pipe of the
train, releasing the air and setting the brakes.
Each car is equipped
with two of these valves, one at each end and on opposite sides
of the car.
When the signal moves again to the proceed position,
the electric motor lowers the stop arms, permitting the train to
pass without setting the brakes; the arms return to stop position
by gravity after the train has entered the block. This device Is
used on the Boston Elevated and on the Interborough Rapid Transit
subway express tracks, but on these lines only one arm is used.
The arrangement of the block sections Is unusual and so designed to provide more train capacity without loss in safety. In
steam railroad signaling, with few exceptions, the block sections
end at the home signals, no clear space being provided at each
signal in case a train should overrun it.
In the Interborough Rapid
Transit subway the block sections overlap each other for half their
length.
In the Hudson & Manhattan tunnel, one block section is
the length of three overlaps. Thus each train is protected by three
stop signals, four caution signals and two automatic train stops.
The length of overlap is equal to the distance in which a train
moving at maximum speed can be stopped, plus a 33% per cent
safety margin.
Both rails of each track are used for the train propulsion current and also for the signal current. This constitutes broken rail
protection.
There are seven interlocking plants: One, the largest, at the
Hoboken terminal; two at caisson No. 1; two at caisson No. 2;
one at Greenwich avenue, and one at Nineteenth street. The Taylor
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ft.

making

system is used. The signals are the same type as used
the block system.
Illuminated track indicators are placed in
front of each Interlocking machine for the Information of the
operator.
In all, 90 home signals. 82 distant signals. 10 dwarf signals, 13
switches and 85 automatic train stops are used.
all-electric

in

The
Co.,

System

was furnished by the General Railway Signal
and the automatic stops by the Kinsman Block

signal system

Rochester, N.
Co.,

New

Y.,

York.
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ymrnul tbat in for hire, and worlus as a unit wherever there Is work
to be (lone.
Tli«ie vceselg are ImiIU bikI owned for Jujit this work.
The contrar! that the lessor and !•
!.i-n the vessel Is hired
.- U-Uir chartered, but
In (;alled a tharter, and the Hhl|>
••.

i

IX.
Tin; Oryanization of

reKularly for hire she Is coniij
:i
tramp." Such »e»Mi-JB rarry a large share of the wor.d o uadt- and are utlliz«d for
any freight that may go In shipload lots. For the carrylni; of raw
materials, and cheap, heavy or bulky goods, the regularity and
proniplueKs of the line vetisel are not often required. Cheapness is
ihe prime factor. This Is true of a long list of commodities lying at
the very foundation of mo<lern Industry.
As the prime refjulslte of the charter traffic is cheapness with
safety, the combined efforts of the marine architect and the shipowner have been toward economy In cost of operation, while the
managers of lines are often striving for regularity and speed regardless of cost.
The economics of the tramp steamer fall under three
If

Ocean Currying.

We

naturally think of the traflin of the lana an ue.nK carr.eii
on by this or that railroad, and we think of the railroad as a carryFurther than this the wide prevalence of the steamer
Ing unit.
lines tends to produce In the minds of those not directly Interested,
the Idea that upon the ocean alKo the world's traffic Is moved by Ihe
steamship lino us It Is upon the land by the railroad line. Such an
Idea of marine unlfonulty Is far from the facts, for the ocean trafflc
differs profoundly from that uiK<n the land In that It has three
These are the common carriers, the
dlsllnct types of service.
merchant or private carriers and the charter carriers, the host of
single Independent ships that are for hire to any bidder.
The sea has a freedom and a cheapne.ss unknown to the large
scale land cariiers and It profoundly affects the organization of the
ocean carrying. The most pronounced and far-reaching difference
between ocean tranKiJortation and land tiansportatlon arises from
the fact that the ocean Is a highway without the efforts of man,
and the navigator has but to provide his vehicle. Uy land roads
must bo made evi'U for a pack train. For carrying upon the ocean
the completion of the ship Is all that is necessary, and if she be a
slier the winds of Providence will drive hei- into all seas and
around the world. This fundamental differenie in the ocean trade
Because of
produces many peculiarities uiiUnown upon the land.
the smaller capital that Is required upon the ocean, we And relagroups
individuals
and
of
a<'tinK indetlvely more individuals
pendently than we do In the railroad traffic of the land. The single
vessel operated as a unit has as much independence as the great line of steamers, and
Both
in some re.-jpects more independence.
are alike free to pass over the high seas, to
take advantage of the government survey.s
thereupon, and to enter the harmors that
connect with the land, for every port welcomes the greatest possible multitude of

—

classes:
2.

Construction.
Navigation.

3.

Management.

1.

1. The tramp steamer Is bulU upon a sort of general average
model to fit her for as many kinds of service as possible and to go
Into all oceans and ports. The first object of the designer Is to lit
her for holding much cargo rather than making high speed. These
two diverse olijects In design give a great difference in the resulting
shape of Uie ship. The sharp bow and curved ribs of the fast line
steamer are replaced In the tramp by a blunt bow. a flat bottom and
straight sides, producing In her model a strong resemblance to the
cubical form of a section of a squared log. The ship builders' term,
"block coefficient of fineness," shows the per cent, that the ships
displacement is of the content of a circumscribing paralleloplpedon
of the following dimensions: length of ship on the load line, draft

ships.

In closer examination of this traffic the
to be considered Is the single vessel
that Is managed as an Independent unit.
Such vessels do not attract much attention.
first

They come and go unnoticed

umns

In

news

col-

of the public pre.ss unless perchance
they meet with accident, and the reading
and traveling layman docs not often have
his attention called to them.
They do not
cany his mall, his baggage or his person.
These choice and exacting services are rendered by the aristocrats of the deep, the
great lines, whose names and performances
Satsuma; Bari;
rter Fleet.
and owning companies are known by tens
of thousands of people scattered over all
and
ships,
breadth.
coefll«lent
This
for an ocean greyhound is about sixtyparts of the reaillng world.
The advertisements of these
photographs included, reach the inland hamlets of the five con- two per cent.; for a nine-knot tramp steamer about eighty per cent.
The keel of romance Is replaced by a steel bottom as flat as the
tinents, and their movements are heralded as news by numerous
journals.
They are very important. They carry passengers, mall floor of a warehouse. The keel, as a center of construction. Is inside
rather than outside the line of the hull, enabling the ship to store
that
for
and
and much freight with speed, regularity and high cost,
reason they do not and cannot do all the ocean's work. The single freight in every foot of her depth. To prevent the rolling of the
ship gives a cheaper service and there Is therefore a large part of vessel, this freighter has bilge keels— fln-Uke strips of metal riveted
to her hull nwir the blunt jingles between the bottom and the sides,
the world's ocean carrying left for it to do, and It is done with
With her Hat bottom she can cross bars to enter the shallow harbors
little comment or public notice.
of any ocean and engage in almost any trade,
If every ])ort In the world had a large trade, made up of a wide
2. The economies' of navigation group themselves around the
variety of articles shipped in fairly even quantities throughout the
It is a fact In mechanical engineering
year, there would i)robably be no vessels operated singly. With such central question of speed.
an even and dependable commerce ships could be organized Into lines that high speed Is attained at much greater expenditure of power
which would handle the tralllc In regularly recurring shiploads. Hut per tinlt than that required to traverse the same distance at low
In automobile test.s a four-horse-l>ower car has made flft«H>n
those conditions of evenness and variety and dependaldoness do si)eed.
not exist. The nearest approach Is In the great commercial i>orts miles per hour, but seventy horsepower was required for sixty mll<>8
such as New YorU, l,lverp(«)l. l»ndon. Hamburg.
In those ports per hour. The Increase In f\iel required Is In a similarly high ratio,
the per cent, of tralllc In the line vessels Is Increasing and that In sometimes approaching in steamshi|is the square of increase in
Independent vessels Is decreasing. One cannot generalize on worlil knots per hour. The fast steamer, in addition to form that does
commerce froiu the world's great ix>rts, for they are few In nvmiber not moke resistance in imssing through the water, must hare
enormous engines and heavy coal consumption, and larger crew to
and the small ones nro very numerous.
During the ilecades that have nuule up the i-allroad ei-a handle it. These factors mean more expensive construction, less
many new lands have been opened to commerce, new products Intro- space for freight because of engine room, coal storage and crew
duced, new parts establlshoti.
In the vast ntajorlty of the many quarters: more expensive operation because of greater wear of
hundred of ports upon the world ocean, the btilk of the commerce machinery, and cost of coal and crew. The advantage side of the
account arises from the fact that there are more voyages In a year
is limited to a very small variety of articles, often a single article,
and that again Is often shipped during only part of the year. It and consequent greater carrying iwwer and t)e<-ause of the speed
be
a raw product, cheap, and heavy, which must higher freight rates may be charged. But at twenty, twentytwo or
Is most likely to
be carried at us low a rate as jxisslble.
This then Is not work twenty-four knots per hour the cost of this service Is more than
that can be done by the carefully organized line of vessels. This traffic In raw materials can stand.
simpler, unorganized and cheaper service falls to the Independent
At the other extreme of the mechanical question Is the fact
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A steamer could
that low speeds cost a surprisingly small sum.
make four knots per hour with modern engines at a very small peroentage of the oast required for twenty knots, but she would make
such a small number of voyages per year and command such low
freiRhts that it, like the high speeds, would not be profitable for
fieight carrying.
For freight carrying there is a point of equilibrium in speed above which additional speed costs more in outlay
than it add.s in income, and below which a lessened speed costs
more in loss of earning power than it saves in operating expenses.
This point of wiuillbrium rises with every improvement in engine
At present the usual speed for tramp steamers is
construction.
about nine to ten knots per hour, and it may be confidently expected
to increase, some of the newest steamers l)eing already somewhat
above it.
These comparisons lietween the chartered vessels and the liner
may be brought out more clearly by the examination of the actual
fact-s of operation of typical vessels of each class.
The 'baron Kldon" is a British tramp steamer, built at Sunderland (1899) for general work. The gross tonnage is ,3,705 net tonnage, 2,385 and the crew, 29 men, all told. Her dead weight capacity
is 6,100 tons and she has actually carried as cargo 5,360 tons of coal
on one voyage and on another 5,550 tons of rice. Her coal consumption at nine knots per hour is 22 tons per day. The "Kaiser Wilhelm
11" and the "Cedric" are two modern ocean giants, and built for the
North Atlantic line traffic. The "Cedric" is not a racer, however,
and has a displacement of 37.870 tons, will carry 18.400 tons of
freight, 3,000 passengers, a crew of 350 and has a coal consumption
of 2G0 tons per day at 17 knots per hour. The "Kaiser Wilhelm 11"
records,
has a displacement of 26,000
break all
built
to
carry less than 1,000 tons of freight, 1,888 pastons, will
sengers, and has a crew of 600, with a coal consumption of 750
Ions iHjr day at 24 knots per hour. She could beat the "Cedric" by
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As there is no effort to hold patrons and develop a clientele,
there is little expensive advertising done, and the simplicity of the
cargoes requires a minimum of office force.
The business of managing this charter traffic is one of the most
characteristic developments of the world's commerce of the present
era, the epoch of the ocean cable.
Several thousands of ships are
scattered over the ocean of the commercial world, engaged in the
traffic that is supplied by hundreds of ports in all climes and all
continents, from Greenland to New Zealand.
Every day scores or
even hundreds of these independent vessels are seeking freight to
carry.
It is a complicated world puzzle to bring together the ships
and the freight so that the one may be most profitably employed,
and the other most economically carried. The work is done by the
ship brokers and steamship agents who receive their pay in the
form of a commission or brokerage, a percentage on the transaction.
In all shipowning countries these firms have their headquarters, and
each one has agents and "correspondents" in many other countries,
so that among them all they make a complicated web that reaches
to all cities of commercial Importance.
The whole is so bound
together by telegraph and cable, that, like a spider's web, if touched
by anything of importance at any point, the whole struciure vibrates
with the news.
The departure of a steamer loaded with sugar
from a small port in Jave or ore from Chile, is reported by telegraph
in Europe and America.
There is practic<»lly a complete record of
all vessel movements published daily by Lloyds, the great British
Association of Underwriters. The men engaged in world commerce
have, through their world telegraph, a world community of information.
The method of securing cargoes for ships, and ships for cargoes,
is best described by the relation of some common incidents of every
day occurrence. A Liverpool shipowner had a steamer in the Mediterranean loaded with jute, which she was carrying from Calcutta
to Dundee. The owner desired another cargo
for the steamer at the end of the voyage.
Knowing there was nothing in Dundee he
wrote to his agent in Newcastle, and hims-elf made Inquiries among the shippers of
Liverpool. The Newcastle man suggested a
cargo of coal to Hamburg, but this the owner
declined, and sought the aid of his correspondents in Dumbarton, but the iron trade
of Dumbarton was not promising.
Meanwhile the days were passing, the vessel had
reached Dundee and there was nothing provided for her. The Liverpool man was himself the correspondent of a London firm of
ship brokers, who telegraphed him at this
juncture that ihey had offers of a shipmeni of

German coke

to

go from Rotterdam

to

Santa

Rosalie, lower California, and of another of
Cardiff coal for Buenos Ayres. The first the
shipowner declined, as being only suitable
lor a sailing vessel, and because of news
from across the Atlantic he allowed the secBaltic; White Star Line, 23,876 Tons.
Best Type of Liner. Less Than Expiess Speed.
ond to go to a steamer then lying at .\ntwerp. Three days before this he had cabled
about two days in a voyage from Now York to Liverpool, but to make to his New York correspondent a description of the steamer, and ofthis gain her crew is nearly doubled and the daily coal consumption fering her services to carry grain to the Inited Kingdom at a certain
nearly trebled. The coal consumed by the "Kaiser Wilhelm 11" in rate and saying that she could load after a certain date or between
one day would run the "Baron Eldon," with her large amount of certain dates. As New York freight was dull, the firm in that cltv
freight for thirty days, and carry her from New York to Liverpo;)l telegraphed their Boston and Phlladelihia agencies.
At the same
and back to New Orleans. In this comparison the fact should not time a Chicago grain exporter decided to export ]5iKOO0 bushels of
be overlooked that the "Kaiser Wilhelm 11" carries 1.SS8 pivssen- corn, and telegraphed to his agents in New York and Philadelphia to
gers.
The "Baron Eldon" carries none, but her gross tonnage of secure offers of transportation. In the shipping exchanges of those
3.705 tons is a disproportionately large fraction of the Kaiser's cities the representatives of the Chicago exporter and the Liverpool
19,500.
shipowner bargained face to face. Offers were, however, made nt
3. The economies of ipanagement are possible because of the
the same rate by the New York representative of the owner of a
lack of dependence upon other ships and because the work Is always ship then off Rio Janeiro with a cargo of Chilean nitrate t>ound for
of a temporary nature.
The tramp has no schedule, and is free New Y'ork, and also by a Philadelphia broker who sought future
from the exactions of any particular round of engagements or the employment for a vessel then In the Red Sea with a cargo of Java
disadvantages of any particular route. She undergoes no unneces- sugar for Philadelphia. The Liveriwol owner was informed of this
sary dallying at ports wailing for sailing day. The coming of pas- competition, and still having nothing for his steamer he cabled that
sengers, the arrival of mails, long time contracts to carry certain he would charter his ship for three pence (6 cents) less per ton
freight, none of these handicaps of the liner affect her movements.
than he had offered, or for the same rate he would take freight
As soon as her special cargo is loaded she is dispatched without loss to continental ports as far as Copenhagen. He added to his cableof time.
No further time is lost in making unprofitable calls at gram the word "range." which means in cable code that he would
ii\terniediatc ports, and as soon as her destination is reached she send the ship to the Delaware Bay with the understanding
that she
is free
to unload and seek further employment.
No announced might be ordered to .New York. Philadelphia. Baltimore or Norfolk
Schedule requires her to be run, halt empty, over a certain route or to load.
This offer secured the freight for the representatives of
to lie in i>ort awaiting freight as advertised.
She has the freedom the sugar ship and the nitrate ship having more time at their
of the seas to seek freight in any port in any continent, to take disposal preferred to take chances rather than cut
rates.
The
advantage of any local conditions, any single shipment, that may steamer, which, pending negotiations, was still lying at
Dundee,
appear to her advantage. If a bad harvest in America cuts oft the proceeded to Newcastle to coal, and departed thence in
ballast for
grain export, the tramp that has been working in the north Atlantic the Delaware. Meanwhile the Chicago exporter found that
railroad
may seek freights at the mouth of the Danube or South Russia or in ix)nditlons made Norfolk the most convenient port to deliver his
corn
the Indian Ocean or in the East Indies; wherever freight is ottering, at the appointed time.
When the steamer rea«hed the Delaware
there may she go.
Breakwater (just Inside Cape Henlopen) the captain received tele-

graphic InHtructlonB to go to Norfolk. There he loaded a full cargo
of corn and, as the llnal deHilnatlon of the corn wag Btlll undecided,
There be wan
iKj nailed to the Channel port of Falmouth for onlem.
instructed hy signal to proceed to CopenhaKcn. where the corn was
which
contract
another
ready
for
vchhcI
was
the
illHcharged and
the agents had been trying to arrange since the day they learned
of the llnal destination of the corn cargo.
That operation Is typical of scores that are enacted dally. In
almost every exchange of Ideas connected therewith, the ocean
cable or land telegraph plays an Important part. The manager of
a merchant lleet may control hla ships almost as perfectly from his
olhce In London, Liverpool, Hamburg or New York as does a chess
There are signal stations
jilayer the men on a board before him.
over the greater part of the world where the captain of a ship can
central
office.
It Is common
the
instructions
from
receive cabled
to send veshelB to sea with the final destination unknown, the captain reporting at some prearranged signal station where he receives
further Instructions. This Is also true with vessels without cargo
Nearly all of the grain ships going from the
and seeking It.
I'acinc Coast of the United States lo the United Kingdom sail to
Cork, southwest Ireland, "for orders" announcing the final destinaWhether the cargo Is to be Anally consigned to a port In
tion.
llrltaln or any one of four or five continental countries Is dcndded
by the grain shipper according to the latest market conditions. Vessels hound lor noithwest Kuropc, via Suez, often receive final order.s
at Gibraltar or Falmouth or Lizard's Point. If coming up the South
Atlantic, orders aro received at Cape Verde or Madeira Islands. A
typical case Is that of a vessel, which, lying Idle at Singapore, was
ordered to proceed for orders to a signal station In Lower Burmah.
While en route her owner In London sought cargo. By having the
vessel go to Lower Burmah he had the possibility of getting a cargo of
ricf from Rangoon, or proceeding lo Calcutta if cargo were offered
there.
By ordering his ships from station to
station the owner or manager on the shores
of the North Atlantic keeps In touch with
scattered fleet In the Indian Ocean,
Ills
l':astern Asia, Australia or the East Indies
almost as easily as if they were a mile or
two away in the harbor of his own city,
rcient equlpraent of oil barges with
riie
wireless
the day
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telegrapli

s\if;gests

the

arrival

No. lO.

she could there get a cargo of coal and take Jt over to Chile In seasoa
to secure a cargo of nitrate for a European or American p<jii
The tendency of the tramp steamer to rove U lutenBlIied by the
fact that none of the worlds greatest trade rout** ha« equal amount*
.W.rih America sends
of freight moving along In both direcUons
'"s of freight
airoSM the North Atlantic more than twb
jr more than
as Kurope sends liack. China and Jaiian
Kast Indlea.
twice as mu<h tin bulk) as they exiwrt. a
.

i

the west coast of South Amerl<» and the 1'iu.llic Cuaj.1 of the L'nlted
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must be taken even under the most careful management.
lacking cargo the vessel must take ballast to steady her, and
for this cause thousands of tons of useless sand, earth, stone and
water are carried from country to country. But rather than take
ballast for nothing the tramp vessel can afford lo carry bulky cargo
very cheaply, so It happens that coal and sometimes ores are carried
practically as liallast substitutes, and at. or even less than, the actual
cost of running the ship. The voyage must be made to secure profltable cargo at the other end, and the cheap coal freight Is that much
Shipowners are sometimes compelled to send vessels
clear gain.
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from England to the Pacific Coast of the United States, with no
choice but to carry sand or coal, and with plenty of competition for

of

when the ship owner may under
In constant communi-

normal conditions be

cation with his ship In all places.
The tramp vessel has eai-ned the name by
her absolute freedom of restraint to particular localities, routes or trades. In the con
Btant search for freight she may traverse
every sea, and in the course of years, often
circumnavigates the globe many times. Thi-rovlng tendency Is increased by the fact that
so much of the work done by these vessels Is
of a seasonable nature, a certain region shipping its product at a certiiln time only. CaliType of Freighter in Line Service.
Idaho; Wilson Line.
fornia wheat Is ready to ship at a different
season from that of Argentine Ucpublic or
Under these conditions the product of the Welsh mines
the coal.
India. The torn of the Mississippi Valley Is ready to ship later than
the wheat from the same region. There Is a different sugar season has been carried from Cardiff to San Francisco for eight shillings
from Hawaii, Peru, Java and Germany. There is a cotton season and a ton. whilo the return cargo of wheat paid thirty-five or forty, or
a nitrate season, the latter being decided by the greater demand for fifty or more shillings a ton. and gave the shljwwner his profit.
nitrate fertilizers In the spring jilantlng of the northern hemisphere.
The distribution of coal by ocean carriage may. In most cases, l>o
The seasonal nature of the raffle adds to the complexity of the considered a by pioduct of the charter traffic. There are some cases
business of ship management. The shipowner has to keep in mind where coal Is carried short distances in lines of vessels especially
not only the conditions of the contract he is making, but also the built for the puri>ose. but this represents but a small proportion
prospects ahead of the ship when she must again seek cargo. It Is of the total coal carriage. The consideration of the by-product phase
like a game of chess, in that each move must be made with regard of the carrying trade shows that nations are in the best position to
export their products cheaply when they Import a greater quantity
to succeeding moves. The shipowner is glad to arrange a voyage
that will release the ship In a good location to secure freight, and of merchandise than they export, for there Is then competition among
For this reason the
loath to send her to regions that are devoid of freight, and rates the shipowners to get the outgoing freight.
are made accordingly.
A cargo of lumber would be taken at a greatest coal exporter Is Great Britain, the greatest Importer of
distribution of this
wide
of
the
respect
Next.
In
lower rate lo New Caledonia, with Its export of ores, than to some bulky freight.
coral Isle In the MId-Paclfic with no export but a few cocoanuts.
prod\ict, come .-Vustralla and Japan, both fourth-rate co.il producers,
Thus the possibilities of two or even three voyages enter Into the but countries whose Imports are more bulky though less valuable
decision of the rates for one. The manager of vessels that happened than their exports. Theso countries are able to export coal, widely,
to be In India or Java or South America wo\ild give, under usual
yet In none of them Is coal so abtinilant or cheap as In the United
The United Slates has not l>e»-ome an Important coal
conditions, a relatively n\ore favorable rate for a full cargo to New States.
York than to Ixindon because he is reasonably sure of getting a exporter, except to adjacent countries. Ixvause the heavy exports
materials have employed more shipping than our Imports
profitable freight cargo away fi-om an .\inerlcan port, and an of
unprofitable coal or ballast ciirgo away from Great Britain.
uqulred. so vessels come to u.< In luillast. and a .<5hlp that carries
.\s a
result of judgments of this character steamers aro sometimes started
coal fixim an .-Vmerlcan port must usually return In ballast, making
This
upon a chain of voyages requiring months to comi>lete. For example, It nivcssary for the coal freight to pay for both voyages.
a man In London, may have an opportunity lo secure a cargo of cannot be done, bec-ause the somewhat more expensive British coal
goods from Liverpool to China, and he takes it bwause he thinks Is carried at very low rates as Itallast cargo and undersells the
The American export of coal is
that by the time his ship has reached China he can arrange for a .\merlcan In most foreign ports.
cargoof Java sugar to New York or Philadelphia, and from that point llmlteil almost entirely to Canaila and Mexico and to the West Indies,
he can get grain back to Liverpool or London; or the same man might whence we are importing Iron ore. sugar and woods, all of them
send out his ship from London with a cargo to Australia, because bulky articles, and the outgoing vessels carry the coal. In contrast
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goes more than half way around the world.
The tramp is cheap but slow and uncertain, she suffices for raw
materials, but for a large share of the ocean work she cannot compete.
The exchanges of articles of high value per ton, require,
because of that value, the more dependable and expensive service of
to
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the two words, regularity and speed, or in two others, increased
efficiency.

The efficiency of the line of steamers is only obtained by incurring certain expenses that are not necessary if the vessel is working
independently and carrying special cargoes. These expenses may
the line vessel.
be classed under the heads:
1. Maintenance.
2. Management and
The regular service in its turn stimulates trade by its regularity, advertising. 3. Costly construction. 4. Speed.
and is a necessary part of the commerce of highly civilized states.
1. The
most important single factor al>out line service, the
Passengers cannot make their arrangements to sail on vessels whose schedule and its maintenance, Is one of the great cares and costs
time of departure is uncertain. Like the mails, the passenger traffic of the managers. When a vessel is scheduled to sail on a certain
requires a definite schedule of sailings, which must be made out date, her time may l^ie up before she is fully loaded, or she may be
months in advance, and announcement made of the day and hour loaded or ready to load and have to wait till the appointed time.
of sailing.
Certain classes of valuable freight are scarcely less Both are expensive to the owner. The making of a schedule must
exacting and there are many lines of vessels carrying freight only provide for the worst conditions of weather, and then in good
that are made to follow an advertised schedule almost as punctually weather, the vessels may lie idle in their expensive docks.
In
as do the passenger lines.
keeping up a regular schedule it may be necessary to enter ports
The distinction between line tiaffic and charter traffic is in some when the freights do not warrant the delay and the cost.
cases hard to point out.
The difference between the work of the
In contrast to this is the freedom of the chartered vessel. She
best TransAtlantio liners and that of a tyiiical tramp steamer or takes things as they come, she has made no promises, she sails as
sailing vessel is unmistakable, but there is a point where the two soon as she is ready, can be delayed without any further inconkinds of traffic approach each other closely and, from the stand- venience than the loss of time, and proceeds only to such ports as
IMjint of the vessel, there are many cases in which the distinction
best suit the particular conditions of a particular voyage,
cannot be drawn at all, because many vessels pass repeatedly from
Accidents fall with cumulative force upon a steamship line
one service to the other. This transition service is best explained because of the effect upon the schedule. In addition to the direct
by describing the methods of operating some of the cheaper all- loss due to the accident, the future sailings and service are often
freight lines.
demoralized, and the fulfillment of outstanding contracts becomes a
With these, as all other lines, the amount of freight to be car- matter of great difficulty and financial loss rather than profit. If
ried fluctuates, and the coinpiiny will oftoii do it all with chartererl a ship is disabled a few days before time for putting to sea. her
place must be filled, and it is difficult and
often costly to secure a good steamer in an
emergency or even to secure accommodation
elsewhere for the passengers and freight that
have been engaged.
Such necessary shiftings may make a month or more of losses
where high profits were expected.
2. Line traffic, particularly when an object is made of carrying passengers, requires
a largo amount of advertising to catch and
keep the attention of the would-be traveler
and to create the desire for travel. Allied to
the advertising is the elaborate arrangement
of offices and agencies in many cities for the
selling of tickets and securing of freight. At
he port of sailing, the office of the steamship
.igeuts managing a high grade steamship line
requires an efficient force of clerks. The staff
must be organized on the basis of its ability
10 manage the work at the times of grreatest
rush sailing day although It may be partly
idle in the intervals.
To handle the line traffic in freight rei|uires more clerical work and more warehouse room than the same amount of charter
traffic, because of the greater number of shipments to be received. Invoiced, cared for till
loading time, placed safely in the hold of the
New York; American Line. 10,798 Tons. Largest and Fastest Type Until 1893.
.'ihip and finally* a.-^sembled at the point of discharging cargo. Such cargo is often spread
vessels or own only enough vessels to atlond to a sure minimum of out iu separate lots over a large
area of quay or warehouse space.
business, and when temiMrary increase of traffic comes the mana- The bulk equipment of grain or other uniform charter
cargo can
gers turn to the ship market for additional vessels to be taken on be discharged more easily into coasting or river
craft alongside
time charter, and operated in the line service so long as it seems or It may be thrown in great heaps, so that It occupies less wareexpedient to do so.
When trade decreases the charters of these house space than any other kind of cargo.
vessels are allowed to lapse and the fleet is reduced.
In this work
3. Many kinds of line traffic require special types of ship consteamers are often chartered for a year or even two years If rates structlon.
First among these is the passenger service, which is
promise, in the opinion of the charterer, to be steadily rising. Ves- pi-ovided for wherever the travel Is sufficient to give passengers
sels are also taken into the line service for only a single voyage,
for a part of each year.
Human freight is more exacting than
particularly where there is much more traffic one way than the inanimate cargo and while the business is very profitable, it adds
other. It is common for some of the lines regularly carrying freight greatly to the cost of construction of the steamer,
increases the crew
from New York to Australia and the Orient to charter vessels for the and decreases the freight space.
out voyage only. On these routes returning freight Is so scarce that
Many kinds of freight require nearly as much special construeeven the vessels owned by the companies may become tramps or are tion as do passengers. This statement applies especially to perish"put upon the berth" at the end of the voyage, and work their way able goods requiring refrigeration. There is a large traffic in frozen
back to New York by whatever indirect route offers the best chance meat between Great Britain and the southern hemisphere. The
of earning freights.
It is a common, almost a regular occurrence
frozen carcasses are taken from a cold-storage warehouse In Argenfor some of the companies operating steamship lines in these trades tina or Australasia and carried
to Europe in the ship's freezing
to announce the date of a steamer's sailing when they cannot give chambers.
Another division of the refrigerator traffic Is the larger
her name, because the yhave not yet chartered her. Any good tramp and rapidly growing
use of chambers where the freight is chilled,
steamer may be secured for the assignment at the latest available but not frozen. In this manner
is carried the American fresh meat
date.
en route to Europe, and the most of the ocean trade in fruits and
This elasticity of service is not possible with the lines having dairy produce. Some other forms of special construction
are found
passenger service, specialized frel.ght traffic and vessels especially in ships prepared for carrying live cattle,
and In tank steamers for
adapted to the trade and built for it. A fleet of such vessels cannot the carriage of oil In bulk, and the
fruit steamers that carry
be enlarged by chartering at will.
oranges and bananas from Caribbean and other tropical countries.
Despite the traffic of uncertain qualities there Is a vast line
4. High speed Is not a necessary part of all line traffic, but it
traffic having pronounced differences from the charter traffic.
Prom is an essential factor and a large element of the cost In those lines
the standpoint of traffic these differences may be summarized in
carrying passengers and mail, and In some freight lines.
Tlie
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IncroaHed conHumptlon of coal liiiB liocii referred to In the dlscuBBlon of charier tralflc. Hlfh Bpeed rrqulren, alons wlih R-reatcr coal
cost, Kreater crew to handle the coal, larnf-r hunkeiH ami machinery
Hpace, and conHequenl lewiened freight Hpa<.-e. Machinery running at
high Hpeed wears out sooner and requires njore repairing per mile
than when operated at lower Hpeed. The fast veHsel Ik alBO more
liable than a hIow one to accldenlH at sea. CHpcclally coIIIhIodh.
As a conipeuHatlon for the various costs the line steamer has
can
1. It
several BtroUK advantaKcs over the chartered vesHcl.
charge hlKhcr rates of frelKht on HOnie Kood.s. Z. It can secure more
advantageouH loadH through mixing cargo. 3. It wins luttronu and
develops trade through atxiualntance.
1. The liner monopolizes the passenger tralflc, the carriage of
ccausc of Its speed or regularity, or both. It can charge
niallH, and
a higher freight rate for much valuable expiesa cargo In the transportation of which time Is an important factor.
2. In the carriage of ordinary freight the liner ha.s an advantage
In Its ability to secure mixed cargo, and stow into a given space
more tons of freight than can usually be secured by the special cargo
vessel, which ordinarily carries a cargo of one article only.
The fiuestlon of the relation of the bulk of cargo to Its weight
The ship has a cerIs a very Important one for the ocean carrier.
tain capacity in dead weight ton.s, and an absolutely Inelastic amount
of cubic space into which those tons must be stowed. It is important
that both space capacity and weight capacity be utillzeil, and to do
this there should be some heavy cargo to give the weight and some
light to fill the space. A full cargo of either Is unsatisfactory.
The ocean carrier solves the problem by basing his freight rate
on two different units, one of weight and one of cubic contents.
Both are called tons, the weight ton and the measurement ton, the
latter consisting of 40 cubic feet.
The shipowner exercises his discretion as to whether he receives freight on the weight or measurement basis, and, of course, uses the one most favorable to himself.
The measurement ton happens to have its particular size because
a weight ton of wheat occupies about 40 cubic feet, and as wheat
has long been a staple, and often the greatest staple of ocean commerce, shipowners came to think of their vessels In terms of their
wheat-carrying capacity, and this grain became the norm lor measuring other coinraoditles. Freight gots by weight or measure, at the
discretion of the carrier.
Hence a shipping company's report
of the number of tons of freight carried, gives neither an accurate
measure of weight nor cubic content of the traffic, because it Is
usually composed of unknown quantities of both kinds.
A mixed cargo will give a greater cargo tonnage than a full
cargo of either kln<l, because all vessels will contain more heavy
cargo than they can lloat, and they will float more light cargo
ihan their space can contain.
A vessel that can carry 1,000 tons
dead weight would have four-fifths of her space empty when carrying a full cargo of Iron.
On the other extreme a full cargo of
wagons or wooden manufactures would not weigh more than
300 or 400 tons.
In one case the ship Is wasting space. In the
other carrying i)ower; but with 700 tons of Iron or steel In the bottom of the hold there Is still space tor iwsslbly 700 tons of light
measured cargo, say, wagons and furniture 1,400 freight tons in all.
The possibility of making such combinations Is constantly before
the managers of line vessels, and freight Is sought and rates are
made with such arrangements In view. If 1.400 freight tons of
wagons and steel rails can be put Into the vessel that can only
carry 1,000 tons of rails alone, the agents can well afford to take
iMJth articles at a rate somewhat lower than could have been offered
for a full cargo of either, and yet have greater returns than would
have come from a full cargo of a single commo<ilty at the full rate
1,000 tons at %5 per ton equals $5,000 and 1.400 tons at $4 per ton
I
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(To he continued.)

Suburban Lines

of the

Western Railw.iy

of

France.

As a result of the laiiipalgn which ll has been coudiirting
against delays to trains In the suburUm work of the Western Unllway of France, the Tarls Mutiii has receiviil a letter from the managing director, a portion of which might well have been written
by any one of a dozen managers of .VinerUan railroads who Is deal
Ing with congested terminal facilities,
fhe writer stales Ihat Inasmuch as It! Maliii hits opened its columns to coniplalnts of passengers
that are made because of trains that are late In reachlug the Saint
Lazare station, he confides In the spirit of justice with which the
paper Is endowed to publish the reply of the railroad company.

No.

10.

l^azare,

1.2f><J

has undertaken.
Coal Production in

1906.

According to the .M<.;ii7f'Hr Indiislricl the total coal produitlon
of the world for 190r> was about 9o5.o00.0O0 tona
In this there has
been a decided Increase lu some countries over the preceding year;
Ureal Britain, for example, showed an Increase of 15.000,000 tons;

Germany

of about 15.300.000 tons, and the I'nlted States nearly
19,000,000 tons.
The production of the principal countries is given

as follows:
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of the Increased trade that Its regularity fosters, but It must also
maintain Its reputation and preserve that regularity of performance
during iMjrlods of depression and loss.

XUV.,

where the engine and
a day, it u quite inevitable
incidents to delay operation. The comare excessive, and the suburltan palroos
very properly Inslet that even the most Inislgnlflcant of these delays
interfere with the satisfactory [»erformance of their daily work.
What the public wants to know is whether the company has done aJI
In Its power to remedy the situation.
NegollatluuH were opened with the city of Paris in 1902 for the
purpose of running the Auleull line beneath the Rue de Rome, but
the construction of the second Metropolitan Hue killed all hope of
doing away with the Katlgnolies tunnel. From that time on every
effort has been bent towards the suppre<>slon of the throat through
which all tralDc to the Saint Lazare station muist pass. And as soon
as it wa.s understood that prompt action on the plans could l>e counted
upon, a deflnlte project was presented. This was done In July, 1!K*6.
but It was not until May, liiu7, that the plans were approved whereupon work was undertaken at once. But while the execution >f
these works of improvement are being pushed as rapidly as po»It wa« 20.000.000
slble, the suburban traffic is constantly increasing.
passengers In 1884: 40,000,000 in 1»U4. and 42,000,000 In 1906.
This expansion of the traffic has not been" evenly dlstribut«d,
as, for example, the line to Versailles and Its branches have fallen
far behind other portions of the system because of the competition
of the tramway lines, whereas that of St. (Jermaln d'Argenteull has
advanced by leaps and bounds. It was 11.100.000 In 1884; 26.000. OO"
in 1»04, and 2'J.3O0,0OU in 190G.
The consequence of this has been
an enlargement of the original program and an announcement that
the road is prepared to electrify this line.
It Is the expectation that the completion of these works will
make an entire transformation of the service, not only In the c&se
of the short distance runs, but also of the long ones, and that great
elasticity will be given to the Saint Lazare station and its approaches.
The electric lines, starting from a subterranean station below
the level of the Cour de Rome, will make it possible to run electric
trains between the Saint l..azare station and Germain and Argenteuil
without any grade crossings.
The rolling sto<k will be like that of the Metropolitan, but
enlarged.
It Is estimated that the schedule time will be cut down
one-half and that it will be possible to run 20 trains an hour.
The letter concludes with the statement that the Western Railway Company, against whom these constant recriminations have
been hurled, has not ceased for an instant in spite of the difficult
situation in which it has been placed to struggle for an Improvement of its service, and this is manifested by the magnitude of the
Ill a hiatlon
like that
train movemetils are more
that there »bould be some
plaint Ik that thcKc delays

$5,1100.

The steamer Is also much safer to navigate with a full dead
weight rather than a light measurement load.
3. The line has al.so the advantage of getting regular patrons,
of making contracts for long i)crlods and of reaping the advantage

Electrification of the

Vol.

France produced about 1.000,000 tons less than In 1905. probably
iK'causp of the trouble In the north at the tK'glnnIng of the year;
though the output was but 15.000.000 tons during the first six
months, it r»>se to IS. 500.000 tons in the last. The Tnlted States
furnished 50 per cent, more than England: Germany about half as
much, and France and Belgium s<'arcely more than a quarter. If.
on the other hand, these figures are compared on the basis of the
population of the Intercstetl countries, we find that the production
in Kngland amounts to 4 75 tons |)er capita, while that of the Tnlled
States yields but 4.50 tons; Belgium. 3.25 Ions; Germany, 2.25 tons,
and France less than a ton. Kngland. which holds the first plaie
In
this proixirtlonal i)roducllon. exporte<l. during the first nine
months of last year, 4t), 884,000 tons of fuel, a figure that indicates
a considerable advance over the same period for the two preceding
years.
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The Increase of 190t; over 1905 was due to large orders from
Fiance. Italy. Belgium. Russia and .\rgentina; while that of 1907
over 1906 ciune from exportatlons into Germany. Holland. Belgium.
France and Italy: orders from Argentina having been comparatively
Insignificant

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.
The Chicago & North-Western has issued an executive order
and other missiles at or around any bridal
cnlcrinn or leaving trains.

lirohlbitiiiK tlirowing rice
jiarty

The Pittsburgh Car Service Association

reports that 122,130 cars
vv'ere handled in its territory during January, 1908, as against 220,654
cars in January, 1907, a reduction of about 44 per cent.

The Supreme Court

of

Montana, on February

25,

declared valid

the state law i)roviding that employees must not be worked for
than l(i hours without eight consecutive hours for rest.

more

The Ilotk Island has reopened its traflic office at the city of
Mexico, indicating apparently another change of policy by the road,
which had temporarily withdrawn from the Mexican field.

Announcement is made that the Seaboard Air Line, beginning
April 1, will act independently in the matter of party rates and
will give a flat rate of 2 cents a mile for parties of 10 or more
persons.
It is understood that S.') per cent, of the telegraph operators
on the Northern Pacific voted against the proposition made by the
road In regard to the new schedule of hours and wages, to become
effective this week.

It Is understood that the Per Diem Commission to be named
by the executive committee of the American Railway Association
will consist of Lucius Tuttle. Marvin
H-ighitt, James McCrea,
W. W. Finley and Howard Elliott.

The Nebraska Railroad Commission has ordered the railroads of
that state to show cause by March 10 why certain radical reductions should not be made in freight rates and
distance tariff should not be established.

Announcement

is

made

why

a

maximum

that there will be a rail connection be-

tween the Hudson & Manhattan tunnel at Jersey City and the Erie
running Erie suburl)an elec-

station, with the ultimate intention of

trains of special type into

tric

New York

City.

Pacific Is now charging passengers not holding
cents a mile for 10 miles or less In Kansas and 2'j cents
excess fare where the regular rate is between 50 cents and $1.50.
if the rate is more than $1.50, 50 cents excess fare Is charged.

The Union

tickets,

'.i

The Louisville & Nashville and the Atlantic Coast Line have
Instigated a friendly suit In Alabama to test the new franchise tax
of the state.
The Louisville & Nashville paid approximately $23,G59
on account of this tax on February 2 and at once brought suit to
recover It.
The Inland Empire System, operating approximately 150 miles
by steam and electricity in the state of Washington, has
adopted a compact rate schedule card for class rates out of Spokane,
which is designed to be simple enough so that the shipper can use
it
himself without difflculty.

of road

Effective March 1, it is undei-stood that a 10 per cent, reduction will be made in the salaries of officers and subordinates on the

New

York,

New Haven &

Hartford receiving $2,000 and ui)ward

and that a 5 per cent, reduction
tween $1,200 and $2,000 a year.

year,

will be

made

i)er

in salaries be-

Attorney-Cicneral Bonaparte, on March 2, directed United States
Mttorneys to Institute suits against 27 railroad companies to recover
penalties Incurred by them for alleged violations of the sjifety aj)pllance law, as reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission
by its Inspectors of safety appliances.

On February 25 the House committee on Interstate and foreign
commerce authorized a favorable report on the Esch bill, requiring
railroads to make reports monthly of all accidents on their lines to
the Interstate Commerce Commission, and authorizing the publication of those reports by the

commission.

The Erie allows members

of the faculty of the Cornell College
of Agriculture, who are traveling through the state In the interests
of good farming, to travel free on Its trains, and also carries seed
samples and agricultural matter free when sent to the college for
examination, or when sent from the college to the farmer.

The Central Freight Association has agreed to reduce the rate
on grain and wheat originatln.g west of St. Louis 1'-.. cents, and on
tiour and other grain products, destined to the Atlantic seaboard, half a cent, effective April 15, to protect the St. Louis market,
since St. Louis has no direct lake route for eastbound traffic.
oats,

A

local

surgeon of

the

Union

Pacific

in

Nebraska, and the

editor of the Gothenberg (Xeb.) ImUpendent. have been lx)und over
for trial for accepting free transporution from the Union Pacific.
These are regarded as test cases. In which the company will make
a strong fight against the validity of the state anti-pass law.

Announcement is made that the Burlington has abolished its Industrial dei)artment, effective March 1. The department was created
by VV. H. Manss. now with the Chicago Association of Commerce,
and for several years the company made large expenditures in
educating farmers in various branches of farming along the route.

The Texas Railroad Commission has given the Texas & Pacific
March 15 to make answer whether or not It will comply with
commission's order to make improvements to its physical prop-

until

the
erty In Texas, costing about $2,000,000.
obey the order, the state will seek to
for It.

If

the railroad refuses to

have a receiver appointeu

The Western Union Telegraph Company has instituted suit
against the state of Wisconsin to recover $12.S.St), which it alleged
was paid as excessive taxes in October, 1907. The complaint says
that under the ad valorem law the company's property within the
state was assessed at $1.800,uoo, whereas the true value was but
$653,544.

Circulars have been sent to shippers in New York providing
for a reduction on the charge for all split deliveries from $9.00 to
$3.00, this action having been made possible by the Interstate Commerce Commission in authorizing the trunk lines terminating at
New York to make changes In rates under certiln conditions on one

and three days'

notice.

The Long Island Railroad announces that a

year's experience
has proved that the refunding of fares because of the failure of
commuters to have their commutation tickets with them causes
a greater loss of revenue than anticipated or warranted by the legitimate accommodation thus afforded. Therefore these refunds have
been discontinued since March 1.

On February 29 the i..ouisville & Nashville rescinded Its recent
order reducing the pay of engineers and conductors 10 per cent
on all its lines. The engineers had declined to accept the cut, but
the conductors had agreed to a compromise at a reduction from
the former scale. Both classes will continue for the present to
receive pay on the former basis.
A series of joint rate meetings is to be held, beginning with
one in Chicago, March 9. at which the revision of the Chicago joint
passenger rate sheet will be undertaken. As soon as this Is completed
the revision of the St. Louis sheet will begin and others will follow,
in accordance with an agreement reached by the Central, Western
and Southwestern passenger association lines.
It is not true, as currently reported, that the Erie has abolished
piece work In Its shops.
After a year's trial it has made certain
modifications to meet service conditions, but retains the principle as
strongly as before.
General laborers working in and about the
shops have had a reduction of 10 per cent, in their pay, but no reduction has been made on the piece work scale.

Pacific is standing firm in Its refusal to make any
system of elevating charges on grain, as opposed to
the efforts of certain grain-carrying roads south of the Ohio river to
reduce the elevation charge to the shipper. The Union Pacific believes that the assumption of the maximum part of this charge by

The Union

changes

in its

the railroad has Its principal effect in furthering speculation.

Five bishops of the African Methodist Episcopal Church have
complained to the Interstate Commerce Commission about the accommodations furnished negro passengers on trains in the South,
alleging that the cars are dirty and have Inadequate accommodations, and that negroes are not allowed to buy sleeping car tickets
or to eat in dining cars, although they pay the full first class fare.

As a result of the reduction in per diem from 30 cents to 25
cents a day, the New York. New Haven & Hartford has re-entered
the American Railway Association, but with the proviso that in any
future change of rate it shall receive notice a sufficient time ahead
to give it opportunity to withdraw frotn the association if it should
desire to do so. The New Haven has stood aloof since October 1, but
has charged to itself over $600,000 per diem at the 50-cent rate.

The Texas Railroad Commission is in a state of mind at the
criticism it has received because of Its extreme requirements of
the railroads at a time when they are unable to raise funds, contributing to the causes of the International & Great Northern receivership.
The commission declares that it will put every railroad
in Texas iu receivers' hands rather than permit operation under
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perhaps, that from time

Immem-

on bankrupt roailH liaH tx'en more hazardous than
provide for the upkeep of the property.
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The ChicaRO, Milwaukee & St. Paul has axked authority to
cancel through pasaenKer tarllTH from eastern iwlnts to Seattle,
via Portland, owlnR to the recent opinion of Commissioner Clark
that, throuKh larlffK, Involving travel over more than one line,
must have the sanction of all the roads Involved. The commission has had the question of the estahllshment of a through rate
and joint rate via Portland before It since last summer.
At a labor mass mecllng of 1,500 men

at Atlanta, Oa., P'ebruary
President Roosevelt's action In ordering an Investigation of
reductions In railroad wages was endorsed. On the following day
the Georgia Railroad Commission ordered all carriers contemplating reductions to furnish the commission with a statement of the
proposed reductions and the rea.sons for them in full. The order
1h Issued under the state law which requires carriers to maintain
reasonable service, the commission holding that the reduction of
wages without sufficient reason would tend to produce discord and
2i,

|)revent carriers

from maintaining

Vol XUV.,

be llrcjiroof, built of brick and located as far as practicable from
other buildings: they may now tje located adjoining an insured
building, and fireproof construction is not required
Lift

Bridge Foundation

Work

at Indiana Harbor.

The new East Chicago canal empties

Into Lake Michigan at
Indiana Harbor, Ind., at the ore unloading slip of the Inland Steel
Co.
Lift bridges are to be built over the canal to carry th? traclu
of all those railroads which skirt the lake shore on their way east.

The Pennsylvania, with two tracks, is farthest from the shore of th«
lake; the Lake Shore & .Michigan Southern, with six tracks. Is next;
then the Baltimore t Ohio, with two tracks: and nearest the lak« Is

tracks.

ing plan shows

the
the foundations for the bridges.

i^^/r:

witli

At a hearing on the nine-hour law liefore the IntersUite ComFebruary 27, the re|)resentative of the St. Louis
Fraiicis<o testified that the company would have to increase
its rates to offset the charge.
The representative of the Southern
Railway testified that It would be necessary under the law to employ
220 additional operators, and that the company was unable to do this
and meet its other obligations. Similar arguments were presented
by a large number of other roads, but the commission showed no
desire to help, and on March 2 definitely denied all petitions. It
is undei-stood that the Pennsylvania will require 700 additional operators to meet the requirements of the law. The immediate results
of this legislation, effective March 4, have been the closing of an
exceedingly large number of small telegraph stations all over the
tiierce ("oniinlssioii,

country.

The chairman of the Public Service Commission for New York
City called attention In a recent address to the very urgent need for
new subways In New York and to the fact that under present conditions nobody is interested in building these lines.
He felt it was
necessary that the state constitution should be so amended as to
enable the city to build the subways directly, or else that laws
should be i)asse(l that would allow private capital to build and operate new lines under conditions wliich would tempt ca|)ital instead
of frightening it away.
The commission in Us recent report to the
legislature said that it was necessary to start with the Idea that the
city's rights were to lie |)rolected, and then to make a reasonable and
safe contract with the man who is willing to risk his money.
If a
capitalist is shown that his principal is safe, and that he is reasonably sure of a fair profit on bis InveBtment, he will take hold; other-

dumping the 1-yd.
The first 8

cylindrical buckets, constituted the gang for
ft. was dry sand.
Six feet below the top of
the sheet piling, 9 x IS In. walling pieces, with the wider sides against
the sheet piles, were placed all the way round the cofferdam.
As
cross bracing, 9 x IS timbers, with the greater dimension vertical,
were then strung across at Intervals of every 15 ft., along the longer
dimension of the excavation, and every 14 ft. along Its shorter
dimension. Vertical posts were set at the junctions of the longitudinal and transverse bracing; these posts were secured to the
bracing timbers with i«j In. x 4 in. forged angles, each leg 5 In. long,
with two holes for S-in. lag screws. The 9 x 18 In. timbers used In
the cofterdam were taken from old bridges and trestles.
As the excavation was carried down, new walling pieces were
added at Intervals of about 5 ft. until the full depth of 2S ft was
car,

this work.

reached.
walling

These lower

pieces,

composed

were

however,
of

two

9 X IS In. timbers lagged

A,B'Deftnhabl0
LOMTT Sec*$on

together and placed on
edge against the sheet
piling to gain additional
strength.
Beneath the
points of Intersection of
the walling pieces and
the cross bracing vertical
S X 1('> In. timbers were
lagged on with the wider
side against the sheet

ef/^/f Oritur

Reducing Liquor Sale on Pullman Cars.
There are now only aliout eiglit stales where the Pullman Company is selling llciuor on Its car.s. Partly because of state prohibition
laws and partly on account of changing public sentiment, the company has for ten years been reducing gradually its liquor business,
and has recently added Pennsylvania to the non-liquor list.

piling.

Acetylene Insurance Rules.

About

rules forniulated by the National Hoard of Klre I'nderwrlters for the use of aicljlene have hitherto required outside installation of acetylene generators. Although in most sections through
out the United States this rule has not been Insisted on. In certain
limited sections it has been rigidly enforced. At a meeting on Jan
uary 30 the board, after considering reports submitted to it by its

various committees, amended these rules by striking out such vvords
as prohibited inside Installation and sul>stltutlng the tnllowlng:
"Generators, especially In closely built ui> districts, should preferably be placed outside of In-^ured bulbllngs In generator houses constructed and located in compliance with Uuie 9." Where outside
installation Is preferred, as aliove. the rule regarding constrvictlon
|iad

S

ft.

surface, wafer

The

Such houses formerly

of excavation
for
the
piers of these lift bridges
5.000
is about
cu. yds. for
each two-track lift bridge.
Un the Lake Shore three
double-track bridges are

Location of Foundations for Lift Bridges t" Ije '"'"l slile by side.
so the excavation work Is
Over New East Chicago Canal.
obviously less for each
iiridge than in the case of the other three roads, which have only
one (loul)le-track briilge each.
At the beginning of the work on the Lake Shore, Wakefield sheet piling, consisting of 2x12 yellow ]ilne timbers, 32 ft.
long, was driven and jetted. As shown In the accompanying section
of the coCferdam, which is 42 ft. x 105 ft., the piling is 6 in. thick, the
joints between tlie planks being staggere<l.
One 2.000-lb. drop
hammer, with a gang of 12 men, at an average of $2. -15 \ter day.
drove 15 ft. of the sheet piling each day. The piling generally sank
under the weight of the hammer because of the jetting, and little
driving was needed. Excavation began about the middle of Septemt>er:
by the first week In November the work had been carried down 26
ft. and foundation pll^-<lrlving started.
Ten men at Jl.CO i>er day.
one hoisting engineer at $3 per day and two men at the gondola

wise he win not.

Of generator houses has been modified.

and

The average amount

ii'ductions, last week, a delegation of railroad

& San

E^astern,

tracks

^ff/r.

:>

Lake Shore
two
with
The accompany-

the Chicago,
tc

a satisfactory service.

At the same time that Georgia was strenuously opposing wage
men had an audience
the House committee in Mississippi, protesting against any
legislation that would Interfere with the management of Mississippi
railroads and give the corporation an excuse to reduce wages.
When tlie Mississippi legislature, now in session, first assembled,
the Governiir sent a message strongly urging a 2-cent law, but the
Senate coniniltlee. to which thi.s part of the message was referred,
has rccomnieiiileil that no action be taken, oxi)ressing the opinion
that no rate lower than
cents Is advisable under present conditions
In the state, and this report has been adopted by the Senate, to the
great encouragement of the railroads.

No. 10.

tci

'

Cofterdam for
Lake Shore

Lift

&

below the

was found.

and two type B Emerson
.lunior pumps, ISO gals.
per minute capacity, eacJi

-;

Bridge Foundation;

IVIichigan Southern.

with
•'

'n

4-in.

auction

discharge

and
pipes,

were hung from the upper
timbers.
These kept the excavation dry liown to Its lowest level,
25 ft. below the water line, during the time the foundation pll<s were
being driven. Two other Emerson pumps were used also In the
cofferdam for the smaller pier. These weighed 250 lbs. >\'u;h.

A

total of 1.200 piles

were driven

vations and 24 men. averaging
QIP? 2,000-lb.

drop

hammer

$2.4."i

In Uie main and minor excaper day. with one 2.S00-lb. and

in 65-ft. guides,

drove an average of 30

Makcii

e,

1908.
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each pile about 45 ft. long. The method of mounting
the pile-drivers is shown in one of the drawings. Two chords, 9 x 18
in. eath, were lagged together, with joints staggered, and in about
piles a day,

:!0-lt. lengths, so as to make an 18 x 18 in. beam GO ft. long.
Two
of these, spaced about 10 ft. apart, rested on the transverse and vertical cross bracing of the upper tier.
Across these two were laid

10-in. wrought-iron pipes which served as rollers
which operated the drop. Since the piles
were not driven until the excavation had reached its lowest level,
there were four different tiers of cross bracing which interfered
with the lateral movement of the pile-driver guides; instead,' therefore, of lifting the entire C5-ft. length out of the excavation whenever the progress of the pile-flriviiig made it necessary to cross a
longitudinal or tran.sverse bracing timber, the lower 30-ft. section
of the pile-driver guides was made detachable.
By taking out eight
bolts the hoisting engine could lift this lower section above the
upper tier of cross bracing and the engine was i)ushed over into the
ii(!xt shaftway, where the
lower section was again dropped into
The change required
Ijlace, attached, and the pile-driving resumed.

two extra heavy

for the hoisting engine

a

little

A

was
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limited,

the railroads, with their convenient terminals, gave
quicker and more satisfactory service than the waterways. Later
they prevented the restoration of river traffic by keeping down their
rates along the rivers, recouping themselves by higher charges elsewhere. They also acquired water fronts and terminals to an extent
which made water competition impossible. Throughout the country
the railroads have secured such control of canal and steamboat
lines that to-day inland waterway transportation is largely in their
hands.
This was natural and doubtless inevitable under the circumstances, but it should not be allowed to continue unless under
careful Government regulation.
"Comparatively little inland freight is carried by boat which Is
not carried a part of its journey by rail also. As the report shows,
the successful development and use of our interstate waterways will
require intelligent regulation of the relations between rail and
water traffic. When this is done the railroads and waterways will
a-ssist instead of injuring each other.
Both will benefit, but the
chief benefit will accrue to the people in general through quicker
and cheaper transportation."

over five minutes.

Hayward orange peel bucket was used in the excavation
for the Pennsylvania bridge.
One No. 3 Emerson standard pump,
with 725 gals, capacity, 5-in. suction, 4-ln. discharge and lYi-in.
steam pipe was used. A similar size was used in the B. &. O. excavation and another of the same size in the ('., L. S. & E. excavation.
1-yd.

Southern Pacific Service Accelerated.

The Southern

Pacific rail and water lines have put into effect
the following revised service:
Freight leaving Boston Tuesday by New England Steamship
Co. or Metropolitan line will go forward from New York on Morgan
line steamer, sailing the following Thursday.
Freight leaving Boston Thursday by New England Steamship
Co. or Metropolitan lino will go forward from New York on Morgan
line steamer, sailing the following Saturday.
Freight leaving Boston Saturday by New England Steamship
Co. or Metropolitan lino will go forward from New York on Morgan
line steamer, sailing the following Tuesday.
Freight leaving Philadelphia Monday and Tuesday by Clyde line
will go forward from New York on Morgan line steamer, sailing

Mr. Truesdaie on

the

Railroad Situation.

The following comments are taken from the current annual rethe Delaware, Lackawanna & Western;
The two great political parties of the country, In planning their
forthcoming presidential campaigns, make the sins of the railroads
and their management, and drastic correction of the same, their
j)ort of

leading issues, and herein may be found the real underlying cause
indiscriminate abuse of the railroads and of their
of the paralytic stroke which they and all In-

of the general,

management, and

with them have suffered. With great foresight
and shrewdness those who have planned and are resijonsible for this
jwlitical program have alienated from the railroads the chief political influence that they might and should have every reason to
ex|)ect would use their infiuence to protect them against a campaign
of this kind, their own employees.
This has been accomplished by
the imssage of certain laws governing the hours of service, wages,
conditions of employment generally, and others more far-reaching
have been promised and are now pending.
terests connected

After declaring that the swee|)ing denunciation of the managing
authorities has weakened their authority over their employees, Mr.
Thursday.
Truesdaie added;
Freight leaving Philadelphia Wednesday or Thursday by Clyde
"No greater blow has been dealt the railroad interests of the
line will go forward from New York on Morgan line steamer, sail- country, none that will
react more quickly or with greater permaing Saturday.
nency on the public at large, than the legislation that has been
Freight leaving Philadelphia Friday and Saturday by Clyde line enacted and that is proposed and pending,
the effect of whim
will go forward from New York on Morgan line steamer, sailing the is to take from those in charge
of the management of railroads the
following Tuesday.
reasonable and proper control of these proi)erties, including espeFreight leaving Baltimore Monday by New York and Baltimore cially the army of employees engaged in their
service in various
Transportation line will go forward from New York on Morgan capacities. The tendency, furthermore, to place
the control of the
line steamer, sailing the following Thursday.
railroads and their operations, down to the minutest detail. In the
Freight leaving Baltimore Wednesday by New York and Bal- han.ls of public officers, boards or commissions, all
of which are
timore Transportation line will go forward from New York on subje<-t to political influences to a greater or less
degree, is by no

Morgan line steamer, sailing the following Saturday.
Freight leaving Baltimore Saturday by New York and Baltimore Transi)ortation line will go forward from Now York on Morgan line steamer, sailing the following Tuesday.
Freight leaving Richmond Monday by Old Dominion line will
go forward from New York on Morgan line steamer, sailing the
following Thursday.
Freight leaving Richmond Wednesday by Old Dominion line will
go forward from New York on Morgan line steamer, sailing the
following Saturday.
Freight leaving Richmond Friday by Old Dominion line will
go forward from New York on Morgan line steamer, sailing the following TiU'silay.
President Urges Improvement of Inland Waterways.
President Roosevelt has transmitted to Congress the preliminary
report of the Inland Waterways Commission and accompanies the
report with a message of considerable length in which he reviews
tho whole subject.
Ho says, in part;

"Our river systems are better adapted to the needs of the peothan those of any other country. In extent, distribution, navigaand ease of use, they stand first. Y'et the rivers of no other
civilized country are so poorly developed, so little used, or play so
small a part in the industrial life of the nation as those of the
I'nitod States.
In view of the use made of rivers elsewhere, the
failure to use our own is astonishing, and no thoughtful man can
ple

bility

believe that

it

will last.

"The Commission

linds that It was unregulated railroad compewhich, prevented or destroyed tho development of commerce
on our inland waterways.
The Mississippi, our greatest natural
highway, is a case in point. .\t one time the traffic upon it was without a rival in any country. Tho report shows that oommeroe was
driven from the Mississippi by the railroads.
While production
tition

means hopeful

or reassuring as respects the future value or efliciency

of the transi)ortation facilities of the country."

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Spiral Hircted Pipe. The .\moriian Spiral Pipe Works. Chicago,
has issued circular No. 21, showing some of the many uses, as well
as the advantages and economies, of Taylor's spiral riveted pipe
with forged steel flanges, it is claimed to be the strongest riveted
pipe made, by 30 to 50 per cent. A half-tone from a photograph
shows a section of 12-in. pipe, Iti-gage steel, which is stated to have
withstood a hydraulic pressure of 650 lbs. per sq. in. The parts
between soams bulged -'i In., but the seams were practically unaffected.
Strength to resist collapse under vacuum or heavy fills, and
strength and rigidity against bending are other good qualities
claimed. Many photographic view^s of the pipe in use in various
applications are shown, and details of the different joints, and other
details, are illustrated and described.
The circular is 8 In. x 10 in.
and has 20 pages.

—

Shoulder Flange Tie Plates. The Railroad Supply Co., Cblcaeo,
has issued an attractive 16-page pamphlet on Wolhaupter shoulder
flange tie plates. This is a new form of tie plate, being the standard Wolhaupter plate with a shoulder rolled on it. The results
of some Interesting tests made by R. W. Hunt & Co., Chicago,
are recorded. A compression test to determine the comparative loads
required to imbed the Wolhaupter and a flat-bottom plate In a tie
showed a difference in favor of the former of 9.100 lbs. Other tests
were for track spreading and for transverse bending strength.

—

Missouri Pacific. The passenger department has Issued a
pamphlet describing the attractions of Hot Springs, Ark. It treats
the resort from different points of view as it appeals to different
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those who go to get the tj«nellt of the eprlngs,
tho«e who are looking for open air eomhlned with rest and comor thoHe who want to iday golf. The pamphlet gives eittimaleM
of living expen.seH, and a llHt of hotels and their eharaeteriiitU'H
and rates. The inutHcnger ilepartment is to be complimented on
the taKt(; shown in thi' photogruph» selected for Illustrating the
pamphlet and for sni'h a hlgli grade of press worl< that the views
lose nothing in reproduction.
ilatiHe« of travelerH:
fort,

—

KmpUtyecit' Magazine. The February niiml>er has CO
full of interesting matter.
The run of the "Scott
Special," made in July, lUOo, which holds the world's long-distance
8|)eed record, is re-di'ScribeU.
Other articles are "Tt-amwork Avoiding Claims"; "Investing Money," reprinted from the Outlook;
"Ixjeating Piston Valve JJcfects"; "The Past, Present and Future";
"llrave Work In the Uockies," the llrst prize winner In the shortstory contest, and a number of shorter articles, with the usual Items
and notes of interest.

Hantn
pages and

h'e
is

—

—

HwUvhboardH. Bulletin No. l.'iSS of the General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., de.scrlbe8 and illustrates isolated switchboard
panels with circuit breakers. These panels are for controlling 125volt generators of from 5 to 120 k.w. capacity, and 2r)0-volt generators of from 10 to 240 k.w. capacity. Bulletin No. 4,544 Is devoted to direct-current swltchljoards for railroad use, which include
generator panels, rotary converters, panel circuit breakers, etc.

10.

Symington Co., Baltimore, Md.. who suffered a fractured skull by
lieing thrown from bU borse In Chicago nearly a year aso, has returned from a trip around the world which be took to regain his
health.

I'nder the advice of

do<.'tors,

another tour of the world, expecting
In Chicago by next fall.

to

however, he
Ije

at

is

about to

work again

io bis

make
oOce

The Ward-Packer Supply Co., recently organized, with offlce
at 1107 Fisher building, Chicago, has elected the following ofllcers:
President. A. D. Ward. St. Paul. Minn.: Vice-President. A. A. Packer.
J. E. Chlsholm. formerly with tbe motive power department of the Chbago (Jrcat Western. Is mechanical engineer. The
company was organized to deal In railroad, factory, mill and general supplies, and has 8e<'ured exclusive control of a number of
articles of merit, in< luding Ijoller compounds, bell ringers, metallic
piston rod packing, t>oller feed pump and vacuum car cleaner.
Chica(jo.

An Uhlo paper mill which had ordered several engine type
generators of the Northern Electrical Manufacturing Co., Madison,
Wis., did not spei'Ify who should mount the armature on the engine
shaft.
When the generator was being ere<.-ted It was found that no
Jobbing shop was In a position to make tbe force flt of about 150
tons required for mounting the armature. Accordingly, the manufacturer sent a motor-^lriven hydraulic press, with necessary rlg^ng.
for pressing the armature on the shaft. A small generator was
rigged up to furnish current, and the work was quickly done, thus
saving the time and expense of shipping parts back to the factory
for

—

Journal Itoxes. The T. H. Symington Co.. Baltimore, Md., has
Issued a pamphlet describing and illustrating, with half-tones, different types of journal boxes. Including the torsion spring lid box
for freight service, and the pivot lid box for locomotives, tenders,
steam passenger cars and electric cars. The company is also prepared to furnish boxes with M. C. B. pressed steel or malleable
lids, Fletcher lids and lids of special design.

Vol XIJV., No

mounting.

The l'nite<l States Circuit Court of Appeals for tbe Third circuit in a decision just handed down has reversed tbe federal Circuit
Court for the nistrict of New Jersey In the suit of the AJax Metal

Brady Brass Co., Jersey City. N. J. The
Appellate Circuit finds that the AJax patent on which intringement
was claimed Is invalid. The case has been In tbe courts since 1903.
The Ajax Metal Co. claimed that It had invented and patented an
alloy
capable of holding up within itself more lead than had t>een
Air Compressors. Bulletin No. 4,564 of the General Electric
previously possible without the use of nickel and bad thus proCo., Schenectady, N. V.. Is devoted to centrifugal air compressors
for industrial air blast and exhauster service.
These compressors duced a bearing consisting of less than 7 per cent, of tin. more than
are made to deliver air at pressures from 0.88 to 4 lbs. per sq. in., 20 per cent, of lead, and the balance of copper. The validity of
and in capacities of from 750 to lO.ooo cu. ft. of free air per minute. the patent had been sustained by the trial court. The rei-ent deThe compressors arc driven by Curtis steam turbines or electric cision says. In passing on the claims of the plaintiff, that "the
patent Is for a product and not for a process. There Is no claim
motors.
for any particular method of combining the constituents of this
Steel Rail tiptdflcations.
The American Bureau of Inspection alloy, and the specification only states the ordinary foundry practice
and Tests, Monadnock block, Chicago, has prepared a booklet con- well-known and re<ognlzed by those skilled In tbe art." The written
taining the specifications for standard Bessemer steel rails recently opinions and evidence of experts are quoted to confirm the main
adopted by the manufaiturers of the United States and Canada. point, that the alloy in question was not patentable as It "differed
The iMoklet also contilns useful tables for figuring quantities of In degree and not in kind" from that which bad been on the market
for a long time.
Testimony Is quoted to show that the so-called
lra<k material.
Copies may be had on request.
"critical point" in copper-tin alloys was known at least three years
The opinion also says.
Kleclrical Swilih Inilicators.
Bulletin No. 4.563 of the General prior to the application for the patent.
Electric Co., Schenectady. N. V., illustrates and describes S. I. 104 "A mere difference in the proportions of the constituents of an alloy,
switch Indicalois.
however tiseful the result may be, does not entitle the originator to
the monopoly of a patent, in the absence of other circumstances
than those here disclosed. Being of the opinion that the patent in
MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
suit is invalid, it Is unnecessary to consider other grounds of deThe main office and works of the Pennsylvania Brake-Beam Co. fense, though we may lie permitteil to say that the prior public use.
set up In the answer of the defendant. i>eems to us to have l>een
have been moved from Easton, Pa., to Danville, Pa.
sustained by the testimony."
The oltlcps of the American Car & Foundry Co., New York, will,
about May 1, lie moved from 25 Broad street to the new City InvestIron and Steal.
ing building.
Co.. Philadelphia. Pa., vs. the

—

—

—

The Wisconsin Engine Co., Corliss, Wis., has established a
branch office In the Candler building, Atlanta, Ca. .lulius M. Dashlell
has been appointed Sales Manager.
The American Water Softener
a nitration deparlnient
fon.
The company Is

Co., Philadelphia. Pa.,

has opened

under the management of George

F. Ilodkln-

prepared to Install nitration plants of

The Great Northern has ordered

10.000 tons of rails from the
tons from the Bethlehem Steel Co..
thest' orders being in addition to those for 45,000 tons placed with
other companies recently.

Cambria

Steel

Co.

and

5.000

OBITUARY NOTICES.

.iny

capacity.
\j.
H. Pomeroy, who has been for a nunibci' of years special
representative of the railroad department of the General Electric
Co.. Schenectady, N. Y,. has gone to the Safety
Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York, as Assistant to the President.

Russell Harding, formerly Vice-President and General Manager
the Missouri Pacific system, and later President of the Pere
Marquette and Vice-President of the Cincinnati. Hamilton A Dayton,
died on March 3 In New York City. A fuller record of his railroad
career will be publlshe<l later.
of

Frank Engelhardt. In charge of the Chicago sales office of the
William A. W'ashhurne, New Y'ork rail sales agent of the CamWisconsin Engine Co.. Corliss. Wis., has resigned. The company
bria Steel Company, died at his country home In Salisbury, Conn.,
has ilosed the office and, for the lime being, the business from
that
on February 2t!. .Mr. Washburne had Ihm^u ill for nearly two months,
district will be under the direct charge of
C. T. Myers, General Sales
but continue^l to come to his office in New York until a we^-k liefore
Manager, at Corliss.
He hail represented the Cambiia Sieel Company and Its
his death.
The Southern Railway Supply Co. has bought the business and predecessor, the Cambria Iron Company, for 14 years. Before this
good will of the II. F. Vogel Contracting & Railway Supply Co.,
St.
he was In the rail department of the New York sales office of the
Louis. Mo. The new company will do a general railroad
supply Pennsylvania Steel Company.
business.

The nianagenicnl

and the

tary,

nlllccs

Is In the hands of J. F. llarfinan. Secreand storerooms are at 117 Walnut street St.

l.ouls.

E.

n.

SymiUKloi\.

.Mauatcr

of

Wi.si.in

s

ii...

,,r

The

T.

H.

Charles T. llempst<Hid. formerly General Passenger Agent of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, died at his home in Glenbrook, near Stamfoni. l\>nn,. on March 4. from Bright's disease.
He was 64 years old When Mr. Hempstead retired in 1905 on ac-
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fi,

health, he had fompleted a service of 43 years, his first
He l)ecame Paymaster
position being ticket agent at Hartford.
of the old Hartford & New Haven Railroad, Paymaster of the New

count of

ill

Haven system, and,

finally.

General Passenger Agent.

new Saskatchewan division.
See this company under

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(/V/r datcH
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has

been appointed Superintendent of the Moose Jaw
liivision, succeeding J. Brownlee, transferred.
C. S. Maharg. Superintendent at Souris, Man., has been
appointed Superintendent of Operation and Construction on the
Ont.,

and

Railway Club of Pittsburgh.

Special Officers.

—

Chicago, Burlington
Quiney. F. L. Johnson, General Inspector of
Stations, has been appointed Superintendent at St. Louis, Mo.,
succeeding J. A. Somerville, resigned to go to another company.
it-

See Mi.ssouri

Pacific.

At the meeting of this club, Feb. 28, a paper on Steel Car Con- Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago d St. Louis.— See Lake Erie &
Western.
struction and Maintenance, by G. E. Carson (P. & L. E.) was read.
Lake Erie
Western. C. S. Rhoads. Superintendent of Telegraph,
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers.
of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with office at
Indianapolis, Ind., has had his authority extended over the
At the meeting of this society, Feb. 27, a paper on the MechanLake Erie & Western.
ical Equipment of the Ottawa Mint, illustrated by lantern slides,
Mexican Central. Ralph Nelson Elliott, who was recently appointed
was read by the author, A. H. W. Cleave.
Superintendent of the Torreon division of the Mexican Central, was born on July 28, 1871, at .Marysville, Kan.
In his
Railway Signal Association.
early boyhood he lived at San Antonio, Tex., where he had a
common
school
education,
and, at the age of 15, entered railThe March meeting of this association will be held at the Great
road service on the Texas-Mexican Railroad, part of the NaNorthern Hotel, Chicago, on Monday, the 16th, beginning at 10 a.m.
tional Railroad of Mexico.
Two years later he went from
The subjects to be discussed are the report on specifications for
Texas to the Northwest, where he was employed on the Columelectric interlocking, beginning at No. 60; the report on specificabia
Puget
&
Sound
Railroad,
a small line belonging to the
tions for automatic blo<k signals; also the paper on storage batOregon Improvement Company. He then served on the .Northteries which was presented at New York in .January.
All these
ern Pacific and the Great Northern and was employed by the
reports have been discussed in part at previous meetings.
In this
Puget Sound Reduction Company. In 1894 he went to the
announcement the Executive Committee gives the names of repreNational of Mexico, but soon left railroad service again to go to
sentative members of the association who have been appointed by
the Waters-Pierce Oil Company.
He returned to railroad work
2.')
railroads.
The committee also gives the result of the letter
in 1902 on the Interoceanic of Mexico, from which he went
ballot, ordered at the Milwaukee meeting, last October, the result
to
the
Tehuantepec
National.
In
1903 he was on the Uurango
of which is the adoption of the report of the si)ecial committee on
Central and since 1904 has l)een on the Mexican Central.
interlocking and blo<k signals, which was presented at Milwaukee,
and which was given in the I'.aUroad (lazettc of October 18. This Missouri Pacific. J. A. Somerville, Superintendent of Terminals of
report, it will be remembered, presented a comprehensive scheme
the Chicago, Burlington & Quiney at St. Louis. Mo., has been
of uniform signal indications.
The letter ballot was as follows:
appointed Superintendent of Terminals of the Missouri Pacific
iiifinlH'i-s
:!!I4
Active
at Kansas City. .Mo., succeeding C. E. Carson, resigned.

—

it-

—

—

Ki'iiii'scnlnllve votes east
Inillvliliinl

lii.'i

Hit

votes cast

Traffic Officers.

—

.•H4

Afflrmailve

Chicago. Indianapolis it Louisville. .\. C. Tumy has been appointed
Assistant General Freight Agent, with office at Chicago, a position which has been vacant since the death of N. Staat last

-J.-iT

S7

.NeKnl ive

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

November.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Canadian

Pacifit-.

— F.

W. Peters, Assistant Freight

il-

TrafTK'

Manager

of the western lines, has been appointed Assistant to the

Second

Vice-President, with office at Winnipeg, Man.

Chifago Oreat Western.

— See

Minneapolis,

St.

Paul &

Sault

Ste.

Chicago

Marie.

—

Lackai<HMna it Western. W. S. Jenny, General Attorney,
has been elected also a Vice-President. The other two VicePresidents are in charge, respectively, of the coal department
and of the traffic department.

Iii'lnware,

—

lUinuis Central. Joseph F. Titus. Assistant to the President, was
elected a Director at the adjourned annual meeting held March
Mr. Titus is to resign shortly
3. succeeding Stuyvesant Fish.
and be succeeded by J. Ogden Armour, who is not yet a stockholder of record.

Minneapolis, St. Paul »( Saiitt .S7c. .l/(ni<'.— J. L. Erdall, Assistant
General Solicitor of the Chicago Great Western, has been
appointed Assistant General Solicitor of the Minneapolis, St.
Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

—

<( Ifeadinp.
Llewellyn Snowden, Assistant Auditor of
Passenger Traffic, has been appointed Auditor of Passenger
Traffic, succeeding Charles H. Quarles, retired.

I'liiladelphia

Operating Officers.
Iloston

Maine.

— Fred

A. Hortter has been appointed Superintendent of Car Service, succeeding H. E. Howard, relieved from
service at his own request.
Mr. Hortter will report to the Second Vice-President and General Traffic Manager on matters
relating to car distribution, and to the Fourth Vice-President
and General Auditor on matters relating to car accounting.
d-

—

—

Norfolk
Western. DeLos Thomas, Division Freight Agent at
Winston-Salem, N. C. has been appointed Assistant General
Freight Agent, with office at Roanoke, Va., succeeding O. H.
Rogers, deceased.

Canadian Paiific. J. W. Leonard, Assistant General Manager of
Eastern Lines, has been appointed to the new office of General
Manager of the eastern lines in iharge of maintenance of way
and operation, with office at Montreal. Que. G. J. Btiry. Assistant General Manager of Western Lines, has been appointed to
the new office of General Manager of Western lines, in charge
of maintenanr'e of way and operation, with office at Winnipeg.
Man.
J. G. Taylor, Superintendent of Terminals at Ft. William,

i(-

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
4;^'H.— See Toledo. St. Louis & Western.

Orand Trunk.— See Grand Trunk

Pacific.

Grand Trunk Pacific— W'm. Geil, Master Mechanic of the Grand
Trunk at Ottawa, Ont.. has been appointed .Master Mechanic of
the Grand Trunk Pacific, in charge of motive power, cars and
shops, with temporary office at Winnipeg, Man.

Mexican Central.— O. R. Hale, Master Mechanic of the Torreon division, has been appointed Master Mechanic of the San Luis
division, with office at Cardenas. San Luis PotosI, succeeding
C.

F. Roberts.

Missouri Pacific.— F. T. Carberry. Master Mechanic at St. Louis. Mo..
has been appointed Master Mechanic at Fort Scott, Kan., succeeding J. J. Reid. transferred.
Xeu- York.

named

Xew Haien

d-

Hartford.

—On

the reorganized divisions

this column on February 14, maintenance of way
have been appointed as follows:
New York division.
H. A. Weaver. Division Engineer, office at Harlem River, N. Y.:
Shore Line division, F. H. Ellsworth. Division Engineer, New
Haven, Conn.; Providence division. J. S. Browne. Division Engineer. Providence, R. I.; Boston-Midland division, G. T. Sampson,
in

officers

Division Engineer. Boston. .Mass.; C. J. Bennett. -Assistant Engineer, Hartford, Conn.; Old Colony division, J. W. Pearson, Division Engineer, Taunton, Mass.; Western division, W. T. Spencer,
Division Engineer. New Haven, Conn.
E. W. Wiggln has been appointed Superintendent of Bridges
and Buildings, with office at New Haven, Conn., vice E. E.
Pratt Jr., resigned.

Toledo. St. Louis d

Western.— H. H. Eggleston. Supervisor of Bridges
and Buildings of the Eastern division of the Chicago & Alton,
has been appointed .Siting Su|>erintendent of Bridges and Buildings, being also in charge of water station service and interlocking plants, with
Kinney, temporarily

office at

relieveil

Frankfort. Ind.. succeeding C. H.
on account of ill he.alth.

)
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Special Officers.
Canailian Pacific. (i. Hrlilofoii, .Siiix-ilrili-iicleiil at Cranhrook, B. C,
liaH bM-n traiiHferrerl to the forfHtry depart nifiit.

—

Vol XL! v..

of

0('iol>er

lO.

18.

ut that time, pohii>on>-<J.

lif-^ii,

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
Uarriosde Lacarda, Pemambuoo, Brazil, ha« onit-red from

J}r.

N*o.

equipment were published in the Hailroad Oazftle
when IjidK were HrRt aHkml, the purchase having

Ucattonfi (or ihiK

the American Locomotive Co., through Elierton D. Hitch & Co.,
York, two 2-4-0 type locomotives, with cylinders 'J In. x 16 In.

New

—

Ai.irxi.N'A, Ha.
Plans are made and now under consldermtlon for
putting up a combiDe<l highway and i-treel car bridge at Seventh
street, to be lUU ft. long and 50 ft. wide, to cost about $60,000.

—

Bkaio.v Pahk, Mash. Work is under way by the Bobton A
The Houth Manchurian haK ofdcrcd Hve locomotives from the
American locomotive Co. The motive power ordered by thl« road Alliauy putting up a new engine house heri*, to coisl atmut $250,000.
last sprint; was biillt and Bhip|)c<l some time ago, but live locomo- Similar work has Ijeen authorized at Worcester, to com $200,000.
tives were lo.Mt In a shipwreck and the above order is to replace
Ki.i.wixju, Pa.
The town council has passed an ordinance rethem.
(piiring the Pittsburgh, Harmony, Butler A New Castle railroad to
pay for the construction of a subway on Fifth street.

—

CAR BUILDING.
The Northern

Pacific

—

ScRA.NTOx, Pa. The Scranton Hallway Company will provide a
temporary bridge during the construction of the new bridge over

figuring on 200 refrigerator cars.

Is

lb",'

The Ureal Northern

Is

asking prices on from 40

to 45

Lackawanna

passenger
Wi.vMi'K<i,

cars.

river.

Man.— The Grand Trunk

PaciOc,

soundings for a proposed bridge over the Red

The Vhicayo, Miliiaukee

HI. I'aitl

it

Is

senger cars.
Chicago,

lilant Tranniiortalion Vu..

is In

making

tho market for

New

The Atlantic Coast Line

Is

understood to be figuring on 100

cars.

l)ox

Bow

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

Application is being made to Incorporate
to build a line from the Bow River collieries to a
point on the main line of the Canadian Paclflc near Casslle, Alb.,
about 47 miles. The Incorporators Include: R. F. Reeve, W. C.
Simmons, W. L. Hamilton, C. V. Bennet, B. C. Moore, of Lethbrldge. Alb., and Harry P. Cherry, Winnipeg, Man.
HivKi!

(^>i.i.ii:itiKS.

this comijany

The Cadiz Company, Cadiz. Ky., has ordered one passenger car
from the HIcks Locomotive & Car Works.
The Toledo
capa<:lty

said, is

is

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

The Cold

200 slock cars.

ventilated

It

river.

asking prices on 15 pas-

rf Indiana has ordered five flat cars of 60,000
from the Hicks Locomotive & Car Works.

railroad has ordered through Frazar & Sale,
York, 168 coal cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

A Japanese

lbs.

—

Biieto.\.
Surveys are under way for an extension to be
early this spring from St Peter's, N. S., to Louisberg, 31

Cape

New made
miles.

G. E. Johnson, St. Peter's, General Manager.

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. This company. It Is said. Is
The Chilian State Hnilroads have ordered, through W. R. Grace
& Co., New York, 20 passenger cars from the American Car & operating its Pacific cojist line from Mobrldge, S. Dak., west to
Terry,
Mont., about 250 miles.
Foundry Co.
CiiK'Aoo, South Bend & NoirriiERN Imiia.va (ELrcTUc). This
The Indi-prndenl Packing Co., St. Louis, Mo., is In the market
for 75 second-hand refrigerator cars, but will buy new cars if it comi>any has decided to let contracts and push work on the exten-

—

cannot secure good second-hand cars.
Neiv

York City Koi/wai/.— Frederick W. Whilrldge, Receiver

sul>sidlary street railways of this company, has ordered 75
cars for these roads from the J. G. Brill Co.

of

sion from South
point connection

west to
will be made with
l>aporte northwest to Michigan City.
Bend.

Ind.,

two

own

shops, one sleeping
car, 72 ft. 2 In. long and !• ft. Kl'o In. wide over frame; two first
class cars, with smoking room. 72 ft. long and i) ft. lO'.j In. wide
over frame; two tourist cars, 72 ft. long and 9 ft. IOVj In. wide over
frame; one colonist car, 67 ft. long and !t ft. lO'/j in. wide over
frame; one baggage car, 60 ft. long and 9 fl. lO'.j in. wide over
frame; five mall and express cars. 60 fl. long and !) ft. lOf... in.
wide over frame; six mall cars, 60 ft. long and !t ft. lO'.j In. wide
over frame; 84 thirty-ton box cars, 36 ft. 8 in. long and !i ft. f^s In.
wide over frame; four refrigerator cars, 41 ft. long and 9 ft. l">s iu.
wide over frame; 22 stock cars. 36 ft. 8 in. long and 9 ft. 5 In.
wide over frame; 162 thirty-ton Hal cars, 36 ft. 8 in. long and 8 ft.
10 In. wide over frame; two Hart convertible cars, 36 ft. 8 in.
long and 8 ft. 10 In. wide over frame; 12 baggage cars 29 ft. long
and 9 ft. wide over frame; three baggage and smoking cars, 65 ft.
long and 9 fl. 10'... in. wide over frame; one pile driver, 45 ft. long
and 8 ft. 9 in. wide over frame. Bodies and underframes will be
of wood. The special equipment Includes:

The (Canadian

Pacific Is building, at Its

ItiiUtPrH
ror fi-clKlit iM|iil|imi'nl )
Itrnki' hvaiiiH
Ifrakc Hhot'H ( ft>i- piiHHonRci' cnrti) .

Slinplivx
Sliniilox

I

Knikc

hIiui'h

(for

nrnkPR

Onter

IxmrliiKN (f(ir Ihix

.

I'^lnnRod tttool bftck dltiinnnd
niul bnKKXgi' cnrsl . .
Stt-cl Imt'k. (Iliiinimd

iM|iil|iin(>nt

fri'lKlit

iiikI

.

One

luiillonlilp

1111(1

'I'owor

Kornyth

llxliiri'H

Ciu-laln nintrrlnl
Diiiir rasli'ni>rH (for box cars)
l)(M)r8 (fi>r Ixix earn)
Iioois (f'"' rofrlRprator cars)

l'nnlnKoii>

roxltlvp
.Sinnirlly
Uffrlifoi-alor staiiilard.

witli

Draft

l.a

Klarc Inniilatlon
.Miliar

riKKliig

litiHt KOiirUa (for
.)o\ii'nal lioxi-a

rialf orni!)
Canvas,
ItoofA
SiMits (for Klopplng cars)
SentB (tor tourist ami •olonlst cars)
Slili> lii'arbiKs (for frelglit vnrs)
Hoofs for box caisV
for f rolclit cars)
'I'ruoks
I...
f...,
I.. ..».,.>»
rtnt.av
cars)
(for
Tiiu-ks
baidiaK)*

Standard ('oiiplcr To,
Oanndlnn I'ncini- slaiulard
I*iiUnian Hlnmlard
Slaltitl

.

("lilrago

nnrbcr rollor Simplex
ri.^r*
Ooff
I'nilnmn wlilo

Vi'slllinlos

Whppls (for

wnml

Siisi'mllil

(

I

lanili'ni

Harrison
MrOirrt
rintsch

freight cnra)

Mglillng

m

S

oni> 8t(H>l

CoupIiM'R
('iii'tnin

S

.

\Vo9iliiKhou8c
Hurt coiiverllblp rars)

pnssi'iiiiiT iipilpmi'nt

The New York. Ontario

.

.

.Si.'fl

ilr.Ml

H'rsfprn has ordered nine passenger
coaches and one chair car from the Pullman Company. The speclif

28 miles, at which
line In operation from

I.iaporte,
its

—

CiiirAoo Railways Company. This company. It Is said, will reconstruct many subways beneath the rivers on the North and West
sides, to permit the use of larger cars.

—

Clear Lake & Southern (Electric). Surveys are under way
and rights of way are being secured for this proposed electric line
from San Francisco, Cal., north via Napa, to I>ake Port. 133 miles
Grading is expected to be started this summer. l»Grand Brown.
Chief Engineer, 34 Ellis street, San Francisco, Cal.

—

Crows' Nk.st & Northern. Incorporated to build from a point
on the Crows' Nest line to Michel, B. C. about 27 mlle& K. V.
Bodwell. the attorney representing the company, says that construcR. O. Belden. J. A. Hemphill. C. L.
tion will bo started at once.
Butterfield, E. A. Wayland, all of Spokane, Wash., are incorporators

—

Easton & Sol Tit Bjtiileiiem Tran.-jit Co. This company has
given a mortgage, the iiroceeds of which are to be used for flnishing
the line from Euston, Pa., through Freemansburgh to South Bethlehem.

—

iNDiANAitu.is, I»<;ansi'oi!1 & Ohio.
This company, which has
projected from Indianaixilis. Ind., north via Sheridan, Russlato lx)gansi>ort, 68 miles, has been granted franchises by the city of indlana|)olls, and exi>ects to let grading contracts In June.
W. A. Osmcr, C. E., Logiinsport.
l>een

vllle anil Kemi)tln,

Kansas City T»;rminal Co. — This company, which was incornew passenger station for the railroads entering
now negotiating wllh the city authorities for
Kansas City. Mo..
the mvessary franchises. The work will include a numl)er of yards
porated to build a

!.•<

and retaining walls, highway viaducls and railroad viaducts. DeJohn V. Hanna, Chief Engineer, Kansas
tail plans are not yet made.
City. Mo.

I»NO Island.

—See

Pennsylvania.

Mexico Mildnu & Tran-simutation Company.

—

This company
has been autborizod to build railroads in the municipalities of
Guanajuato. La Paz and Santa Rosa, with branches, a total of about
50 miles. Six miles must bo built this year, and a similar amount
each year until ihe line is llnlshetl. The Departraont of Communication and Public Works and (?ih). W. Bryant will build the line.
l*ENNsvi.vAMA.- The

December

31,

1907,

reivirt of ihls

shows that the

company

f.iur

for the year ended
trn.k s-v^i.ni on the main

March

fi,
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between Pittsburgh, Pa., and Jersey City was extended, and
also the revision of the low grade freight line, formerly the Western
Pennsylvania, along the Conemaugh river. There were also improvements to yards and terminal facilities at various points. Rights
of way for additional relief lines were bought.
On the Middle
division, between Van Dyke, Pa., and Port Royal, the four-track
system was put in operation early in 1907. Similar work has been
continued during the year between Ryde and Mt. Union. This includes building a new 10-mile line, also two stone arches over the
Juniata river, the elimination of grade crossings in the borough
of Mt. Union, and a reduction in grade and curvature.
The section
from Ryde to Vineyard wa^ put in service in October, and from
Newton Hamilton to a point west of Mt. Union, at the end of 1907.
It is expected to have tiie section between Vineyard and Newton
Hamilton finished in May. This will give a continuous tour-track
system on the Middle division, from Harrisburg to Petersburg,
where connection is made with the double-track relief freight line
over the Allegheny mountain, also from Petersburg to Altooua, except on about 6 1/0 miles between Spruce Creek tunnel and Tyrone
Forge, where there are only three tracks.
line

On the Pittsburgh division the four-tracking was flnished in
October from Sang Hollow to Bolivar, including a revision of grade
and alinement on about 14 miles. The revision work on the Sang
Hollow extension, and laying second track from Dornock Point to
Uolivar Junction was finished. Grade reduction work and doubletracking on the Conemaugh division, from Bolivar Junction, west
six miles, including a now single-track bridge over the Conemaugh
river, was finished.
Similar work is under way on this line between Blairsville and Tunnelton, eight miles. On this section, five
double-track stone arches have been built over the Conemaugh, and
double-track laid on the steel bridge at Social Hall. A new doubletrack tunnel 700 ft. long has been built west of Mow Station, and
grade crossings on this section in the town of Blairsville are to
be eliminated.
This work is to be finished this summer.
l'''oiir tracks between Beatty and Southwest Junction
wore put
ill
service during the year. A new line was built from lieatly to
four miles, and an additional track from that point to
Southwest Junction. As a result, passenger and through freight
service no longer pass through the double-track tunnel at Donohoe.
The westbound classification yard at HoUidaysburg was finished, and considerable progress made on the eastbound gravity
yard at Pitcairn. part of which is now in use.
On the New Jersey division, track elevation was continued
through Camden to eliminate grade crossings between the Delaware
river and Cooper's Cr«ek.
Similar work was started on the Kensington branch in the northeast part of Philadelphia. The storage
and classification yards at Greenville, N. J., were finished and work
is being continued on the Pacific street terminal yard in Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Improvements finished on the Western New York & Pennsylvania included building the Ebenezer branch in South Buffalo
to connect the main line with the ore docks on the lake front so as
not to carry freight through the city of Buffalo.
Improvements to
yards and shops at Olean, N. Y., and at Buffalo were also made.
The Brownsville extension, of the Monongahela division, was
built for 4V1" miles up the river lo a connection with the Pennsylvania, Monongahela & Southern, which is finished to Rice's Landing. Pa., 7i.i miles.
The Ten-Mile Run branch, which is ultimately
to extend from Ellsworth, on the Monongahela division, to Millsboro, on the Pennsylvania, Monongahela & Southern, 15Vi miles, has
been finished from Ellsworth south for eight miles, and from Millslioro north for 1.0 miles.
From the old Redstone extension, the
(irindeslone branch has also been built. Both these branches were
built to supply facilities for extensive coal and coke operations.
Work is now under way on a connecting line at Newberry,
along Lycoming creek, between the main line of the Erie division
and the Elmira division of the Northern Central; and the line be(icorge,

tween Jersey Shore and McElhattan
and curvature.

Is

being improved in grade

On

the tunnel extensions to the new terminal in New Y'ork
satisfactory progress has been made, and it is expected to finish
the work in 1910. From the New Jersey division at Harrison, east
of

Newark,

west portal of the Bergen Hill tunnels considerable progress was made on the masonry, superstructure and embankment necessary to carry the line over the railroad trucks on
the meadows and the streets.
The two tunnels through Bergen Hill,
except for about 700 ft., have been excavated, and concrete lining
is being put in.
The two tubes under the Hudson river are also
being lined. Excavation work is finished from the river to the
iiinnel station approach at Tenth avenue in New York City.
BeIxvepu Tenth avenue and Ninth avenue over half the work has been
finished, and on the terminal station site between Seventh and
Ninth avenues all the retaining walls and foundations are in place.
Steel viaducts are also ncaiing completion to support adjoining
streets and avenues crossing the station site, and work on the steel
structure of the station itself is under way. From the terminal
site east, tunnel excavation work is finished to the First avenue
to the
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shafts on the west side of the East river, with the exception of
the section between Fifth and Sixth avenues, and about one-half
the concrete lining, and other work is flnished. On the four tunnels under the East river two of the iron tubes have now (March 4)
been finished, and it is expected to connect the remaining tubes
within two months or less. The tunnels under Long Island City
from the East river to the East avenue shaft in the borough of
Queens have been excavated and iron lined, and two-thirds of the
concrete lining is in place. Work is under way between the East
avenue shaft and the western end of the Sunnyside yard, near
Thompson avenue, where the tunnels reach the surface. This work
is being done by the Pennsylvania Tunnel & Terminal Railroad.
Work on the Sunnyside yard has Ijeen delayed by the necessary
relo<ation of city streets and the construction of highways atross
the yards to eliminate grade crcssings. Work on the viaduct and
embankments and bridge masonry is under way. Near the Sunnyside yard, which will be 5,500 ft. long and 1.550 ft. wide, there will
be a connection with the Long Island Railroad and the New York
Connecting Railroad.
During the year the elevation of the Philadelphia, Baltimore
& Washington road through Wilmington, Del., and the new passenger station at that place was finished; also the joint coach yard
and north approach to the new union station at Washington, D. C,
and revision of the line through Washington.
On the West Jersey & Seashore, grade elevation work and revision of the line was carried out and a freight connection built
between Haddonfield, N. J., and Westville.
On the Long Island Railroad additional tracks were put in at
various points and yard improvements made. The Bay Ridge line
was also improved and the Atlantic avenue improvement was
finished.
Pe.n.n.svi.vam.v Links Wkst.— The most important work carried
out by this company, as shown in its annual report, for the year
ended December 31. 1907. was track revision work in Chicago and
in Allegheny City; revision of line and construction of second and
third tracks on tlie Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis;
improvements of yards, docks and other terminal facilities, increased
sidings and securing new rights of way.

Pex.vstlvania Tlsnel

& Terminal.— See

Pennsylvania.

& Washington. — See Pennsylvania.
Right of way secured and surveys made by

Philadelphia, Baltimore

Quebec Eastern.

—

company for a line from Lyster. Que., on the Grand Trunk,
Lime Ridge, and thence to Sherbrooke, 110 miles. Address W.
H. Lamby, Secretary, Inverness, Que.
this
to

—

Southern Pacific. It is said that this company has authorized
the relaying of about 50 miles of track with 75-lb. rails on the
West Side division from Beaverton, Ore., south to McCoy.

West Jersev & Seashore.

— See

Pennsylvania.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
& Santa Ft. Gross earnings for January decreased 6 per cent.; operating expenses increased 3 per cent.,
leaving a decrease in net earnings of 25 per c«nt.

Atchison. Toi'eka

—

& Ohio. The Baltimore & Ohio, which since 1901 has
owned about 75 per cent, of the stock of the Cleveland. Lorain
& Wheeling, has bought the minority stock. The Chicago,

Bai.ti.more

& Wheeling has 192 miles of line. Its gross earnings
the year ended June 30, 1907. averaged $24.n00 a mile.
In
January, 1908, a semi-annual dividend of 2Vi per cent, was declared on its common stock, which was the first dividend on
this stock.
The Baltimore & Ohio has sold $1,000,000 one-year
notes. $1,000,000 two-year notes and $1,000,000 three-year notes,
secured by the newly purchased Cleveland, Lorain & Wheeling
Lorain

in

stock.

—

Canadian Pacific. According to report from Spokane. Wash., the
Canadian Pacific is planning a line from Spokane to Pacific
tidewater, through purchase of the right of

way

of the projected

North Coast Railway.

—

CincAco Railways Company. The National City Bank and N. W.
Harris & Company, of New York, recently offered at a price to
yield about o'.j per cent.. $2,500,000 first mortgage 5 per
cent, bonds of this company, which recently took over the
West Chicago and the North Chicago street railway companies.
This offering was six times oversubscribed.

—

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific. A quarterly dividend of I'-l. per
cent, has been declared on the stock of the Chicago. Rock Island
& Pacific Railway. In January, quarterly dividend of 1 per cent,
was paid. In 1907. 1 per cent, was paid in January. I'-j per
cent, in April. 1 per cent in July. 1% per cent. In October. This
year's record, tlius far, is, therefore, the same as that of 1907.

-
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GroBB

were $4<i,uoi»,oiw, aKutniil
for January
Net earnlngH, after Uxes, were $1,100,000,

earningB

$48,000,000 in 1907.

&

Uethoit. Tdi.kix)

iHo.NTo.N.

— The

iHsiie

of

recelverH'

$;!00,(IOO

cer-

hy the Tnlled Stales
CIrrull Court al Detroit. Mich.
Of theBe, $100,000 are to be
There hBH been a falling off of SO per cent. In
iBHiH'cl al once.
groHH earnlngH. Iml owing to economies the loss in net Income
hat) Ijeen only 15 per cent.
tlflcatcB

on Kehriiary

wa.<i.

2ii,

aiithorl/.ed

—(iroHs

earnings of the lines In New York State for the three
nionlhH ended December 31, 1907, were $11,800,000 against
$12.r.00,ooi)
190tl.
in
Net earnings were $1,700,000 agalmit

EuiK.

$4,100,000 in 190i;.
The Krii'H ca.sh on

hand on December

was

31. 1907,

$4,000,000

bills payable were $5,575,000
30. 1907.
June.
The New \ovk Public Service CommlHslon of the Second
(liHlrict has denied the application of the Erie Railroad for permission to Issue 4 per cent. Interest-hearing dividend warrants,
payable In 1917. covering the spnil-annual dividend of 2 |)er cent.
on the flrat preferred stocl< and the annual dividend of 4 per
cent, on the second preferred. <leclared August 2S. 1907.
See
editorial columns.

agaln.st

$tl..'<Oii.iMio

agaiUKt

on June

$(;.iiOO,OOU

In

—

Uhami

Trii nk.
A new insue of $5,000,000 4 per cent, guaranteed
stock has been sold at !i2'/i.. a yield of about i'j per cent.. In
London. There was already $8,392,200 of this stock ouLstanding out of an authorized Issue of $50,000,000
1 10.000.000).
The new issue, whose proceeds are to lie used for double-tracking and other Improvements of the line and for new rolling
stock, was oversubscribed by about 50 per cent,
its success
indicates the advantage which the Cana.lian roads have at this
time over roads in the United States, both in having a market
for their securities in London and in being freer from legiflatlon. actual and threatened.
(

Gi'i.K

& Smr

at

In

—

Fisk & Robinson, of New York, have offered,
yield (i% per cent.. $750.oiio of the $1,000,(100
per cent, mortgage bonds of 19o;)-1911.
ISross earnings for January were $ltil,000 against $225,000
1907.
Net earnings were $2,s,ooo against $t)8,000 in the
(si.A.M).

price

a

authorized

to

(>

earlier year,

HocKi.Mi

— William

Salomon

&

New

York, have
per cent, eipiip190S, to February 15. 191S. These notes are secured by 500 new steel underframe drop l)ottoni gondola cars, whose cost exceeds by 23.5 per
cent, the total par value of the notes.
(Jrosa earnings for January were $329,000 against $522,000
in 1907. a decrea.se of 37 per cent.
Net earnings were $42,000
against $123,000. a decrease of 66 per cent.
Vai.i.kv.

offered at a i)riee to yield

Co.,

of

per cent., $500,000

(i

ment notes due semi-annually from August

at

a

making a new

— The

bonds, covering the power liouses and ndliiig stock, the Steinway tunnel from Manhattan to Long Island City and the Long
Islan.l traction properties owned by llie company, and that
$20,000.0011 of these bonds will al once bo i.ssued.
Of these,
$15,000,000 will be used to meet the $15,0im.(ii)0 notes nialiiring
on May 1 and the rest to pay off the Moating ,lebl, which now
stands about $5,000,000.

&

I..<irisiANA

AitKA.\.s\s.

against $88,000 In
$21,600 in 1907.
Loiisvii.i.K

&

— Gross
1907.

Nasiivii.i.ic.

earnings for Janiniry were $79,000
Net earnings were $21,800 against

— Gross

earnings for January were

$3,300.-

000 against $4,100,000 In 1907. a docreaae of $800,000. Oi^rating expenses decreased $73,000.
Net earnings were $621,000
against $1,326,000 In 1907. a loss of $705,000. or 47 per cent.

Mkxican iNTKHNATiitNAi,.

— (iross

earnings for January were $716,000
against $711,000 in I9(i7.
Operating expenses decreased $i'>0,000,
leaving net earnings of $263,000 against $199,000 In 1907.

National Railways ok Mkxico.
dation

of

the

Mexli'an

— The

ratified on Febnniry 2S at the city
it is reported that the terms of the agreement are
changed from those previously announced (July 12. 1907.

of Mexico,
little

merger plan

for the consoliCentral, the National of Mexico, the
the Interoceanic of Mexico an<l the

Mexican International,
Hidalgo & North-Eastern was

page 54).
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Yokk. Nkw Have.v & Habtkokk. The Hartford k New York
Transiiortation Co.. which owns the line of steamers running
between Hartford and New York and i» owned by the New
Haven, is to take over the Cnlted States Transportation Co.,
which controls several steamship lines affiliated with the New
York, New Haven & Hartford. These are the Joy line, between
New York and Providence: the Neptune Line. betwe«n New
York and Fall River, and the Maine Steamship Co.. between
New York and Portland. Me.

Nkw

—

Nkw

Yokk. O.vtakih & WtsTEKN. The operating ratio (taxes Included in operating expenses) was 80 per cent, in January. 1908.
as compared with 72.6 per cent, in January. 1907. Net earnings
for January decreased 30 per cent., and net income after
charges. 50 per cent.

Nkw

YoKK-Piiii.AHKLi'iliA

Co.Mi'ANv

(Ele»tbii).

— J.

Kearney Rice,

New

Brunswick. N. J., was on February 21 appointed b>
Judge Lannlng. in the I'nited States Circuit Court. Receiver of
the New Y'ork-Philadelphia Company, and David F. Carver, of
Newark, was ap|)ointed Receiver of the Trenton A New Brunswick and the New Jersey Short Line. Wilbur F. Sadler. Jr..
of Trenton, was. on February l.s. appointed Receiver of the
Camden & Trenton, another subsidiary of the New York-Phila{Railroad Oazctte. Feb 28. p 298
delphia Company.
The
various companies have 63 miles of road in operation and 20
under construction out of Trenton south toward Camden and
north toward New York. The parent company has contracts
with the Public Service Corporation by which It operates cars
between New York and Philadelphia.
of

)

Pe.nxsylvama.— The annual dividend rate on the $9,641,600 common stock of the West Jersey A Seashore has been reduced by
the declaration of a semiannual dividend of 2 per cent.
In
1906 and 19o7 6 per cent, a year was paid: In 1905. 61... per
cent.: from 1S97 to 1904. Inclusive. 5 per cent., and In September. 1896. 2'm per cent.

—

MARyii-mE. This company is now reorganized and has arranged to exchange its 6 per cent, equipment notes, secured also
by $500.1)00 refunding mortgage 4 per cent. l>onds. for the
$2.60(1.000 5 |«'r cent, equipment bonds of the Eastern Equipment Compjuiy which fell due March 1. 19(>S These notfti cover
equipment liought in 1903 and 1904 and now Insured for

Pkiik

stockholders of this company
be held March 17. will vote on
mortgage, securing $50.ooo.(I(hi 5 per cent,

Raimi) TiiA.NsiT.
special meeting to

iNTKKiioiioiHiii

4

15.

10.

Ck.ntkai, Linkk.
UrosB earnings for the month of Decernand for the year ended l>ecember 31. 1907, were
follows:
Ijer.

—

iiMO.N.
GroH» railroad earntngB for January were
Net rallroii<l earningB
agalnnt $1,400,000 In 1907.
There waH
after taxea were $481,000 aKalnjft $459,000 In 1907.
a rallUiK off In net earnlngH of the coal department from $1^9,000
In 1907 to $«9,000, .so that the total net earnings from all
departmentH were $f),';i,000 against $.'>87,000 In 1907.

& Hi

$I,.''jOO,000

No.

—

Nkw Yokk

agatnut $l,:{00,ooo In 1907.
Dki.awaiik

Vol XLIV..

$2,745,000.
Piiii.AiiKi.fiiiA

&

ItLMiiMi.

— tiroes

earnings of the

Philadelphia k

Rending Raihvav for January decrea^ed IT per cent,, operating
expenses decrcaseil 17 per cent., and net earnings decreased 16
per cent., as compared with the corresponding month of 1907

—

.Vir Link.
The coupons which fell due on March 1 on
the three-year 5 per cent collateral trust tmnds of 1911 and
the series II car trust certificates, as well as the interest due
January 1. 1908 on the first mortgage Seaboard II Roanoke 5
per cent, bonds, have been paid by the Receivers.

Skaiioaiiii

—

Gross earnings for Jar.iiary decreased 14 per cent.: opernling expenses. 11 per cent.: and net earnings. 28 per cent.
Net earnings after taxes decreased 37 per cent. The o|)erating
ratio was S9 per cent., against S5 i)er cent. In the corresponding

Sol TiiKKN.

month

of 1907.

I'NioN Pacikh-.— The Oregon Railroad A Navigation C)ompany has
declared an extra dividend of 75 per cent, on Its $11,000,000 4
per cent, non-cumulative preferred stock, almost all of which,
as well as the common, is owned hy the I'nlon Pacific. This
appears to be similar to the 50 per cent, dividend declared In
1906 by the Oregon Short Line.

W»sr

Jt:ii.-.>v

& Seashohe.

— See

Pennsylvania.
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Kallroad Corporation

rail

report that a well-known I'oad which

pfe8ej-\'iiiig

plant

is

is iilaiiniiig to biiihl

process throuKh fear of trouole to the track circuits of automatic
signals, is drawing attention anew to a i)henoinenon first observed
st^veral years ago, and moteci in these columns at the time.
In

vifw of the i>i-esent interest in the matter and of the fact that most
peopJe have forgotten tlie investiigation referred to, it seems worth
while to give again the essential poiiitB reported at that time.
The investigation w^as made Ijy V. 1. Smart, then signal inspector
oil'
the Illinois Oentral. The troTil)le is. of course, caused by ihe
greatly increased eondiictivit.v of a zinc-treated tie. By introducing
enoiagh of these ties, the leakage lietween rails becomes so great
that thiere is not enough current to hold the relay. As this leakage

proportional to the number of ties in track, a temporary
reduction in tlve length of the section relieves the trouble by increasing the resistance between rails. The trouble disappears after
a time, when the section tnay again be extended to its original
length.
The reason for the disappearance of the trouble after the
track circuits hav-e been -worldBg for a while was explained in the
rep»rt.
The ties lose in conductivity, because the electric current
causes electixjlysis of th* zinc solution (ZnCl, HO). "The CI is
freed at the positive pole, -n'hich in this case is one of the iron
spikes holding the rail to the tie. Zn is deposited at the other spike,
the negative pole.
The CI enters into combination with the H in
Is directly

HO. forming HCl. or hydrochloric

acid.
This attacks the iron of the
which is deposited on the
or rather between the spike and the wood of the tie. in
greenish-bUie. hydrated cnstals.
This deposit of chloride of iron
offers sutTlcient resistance to the weak track circuit to reduce the
condnctlvity of the tie to such an extent that the trade section may
be lenghened considerably without trouble to the relay reappearing."
It is therefore suggested that where track circuits are to he installed
in conjunction with a large number of such ties, trouble to Ihe signal
circuit may be obviated by putting several cells of the battery in
series on the track for som*" time before the signals are put in service in order to insulate the spike in the manner described; but care
must be taken not to change the polarity of the rails afterward. It
must be reitiemhered. also, that the Irotible will return if the sjdkes

8pik«, producing KeCl, or ehioilde of iron,
spike,

The foregoing, as it
number of these

a

hesitating about adopting a zinc-rhloiide

3i0

387
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388
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working.

specltlcally states, applies only to the use of a

—

For ordinary renewals 12 to 15 per
a year, and even up to 25 per cent. there seems to be no
trouble, in addition to the effect already described, signal engineers
claim recently to have established the fact that there Is a storage
battery effect from the.se ties, but that it does not Interfere with
the working of the circuits under the renewal conditions mentioned.
large

ties.

—

cent,

—

It is reported that on long circuits
4.000 ft. or over, say— where
there are a good many of these ties in track, there is considerable
leakage.
But track circuits of this length are uncertain in their

operation under any circumstances and need to be short/cned where
possible.
We understand that on the Santa Fe. which was perhaps
the largest user of zinc-treated ties in the country until its recent
change to the creosote process, the track circuits were reduced to a

maximum

of half a mile.

apprehension in some quarters that rreosoted
tics, will have a bad effect on th" track
circuits; in
some signal men claim to have had experience
proving that creosoted ties act as partial conductors, and they say
that a sufficient number will cause a short circuit. There se<?ms to
be no reliable data on the subject, however. On one of the Southern
Pacific lines a few tests were made of untreated 'ties, of zin;' chloride,
and of creosote-treated ties, to determine their relative resistances.
There was such a wide variation in results, however, under appar-

There seems

ties,

to

l)e

as well as zinc-treated
fact,

it was not considered safe to draw any
conclusion but the very general one that the resistance of the ilnctreated tie Is considerably less than that of the creosoted or of the
untreated tie. At the 1907 convention of the Southwestern Electric
and Gas Association, its president vouche<i for the fact that creosoted poles are good conductors. He stated that in Galveston. Tex.,
where they are compelled to use creosoted poles because of the soil

ently like conditions, that

mounting and dismounting
from the poles with a jump so as not to have a spur In the pole and
a foot on the ground at the same time.
One signal engineer who was asked about his experience with
treated ties re?i>onded that he was having far more trouble from the
brine from refrigerator cars. This long-standing trouble the signal
men share with the bridge men. The only effective remedy is one
conditions, the linemen have a practice of

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

.(.•l-^

Hui:\\

an a committee of the SiiperlntendcntB of Brldgt-K and Build-

ings rec'omniended at the last convention, namely, that InHteid of
allowing the brine to drip on the trac-|< It Hhould be caught In a
leccplai

Htand
In

k!

iliat

hand

note, in

be emptied at Intervals by the tralniiieii.

to

a committee of the HlKnal AflMoclailon

for the collection of data

and report.

now haH
It

Ih

We under
the subject

IniereMthiK to

thU connection, that trouble was experienced with the track

circuits on the trestles on the

Ogden-Lucin cutoff across Great Salt
Lake from salt water dashing over the track and wetting the tops
of the ties. During a quiet period, when the ties were dry, they were
given a coating of crude oil on top, whiih en<led the dllTlculty.

NEW RAILROAD

BUILDING.

The fourteenth regular Construction Record

of

the

A change

of policy In

Its

compilation has this year been carried

In earlier years the Hal Included, besides lines on which

was actually under way,

work

and new companies incorporated since the previous Con.stru<tlon Record was
issued; it was, In short, a comi)lete summary In condensed form of

all

projects not yet undertaken

the Information printed during the year In our railroad construc-

columns. This sort of a record, though complete, contained
built, and, as experience proved to
never would, build a mile of railroad. This year the aim has been
to list only such work as Is actually being carried out or which there
Is strong likelihood will soon be undertaken, A very large majority
tion

many companies which never had
us,

of the Items in this year's Construction Record

proportion as

9.1

per cent,^are

made up

— probably

with all poNhlble xpeed. But the Southern neither bac any funds nor
can secure them for cuch work.
North of the Canadian boundary line the outlook is different.
Although even there coDStructlon
:uodifled by the
present financial situation, the
of the Uranl
Trunk Pacific, backed by the Don,
_
for a ne»- line
from ocean to ocean, is lieing fast advanced, and imporunt exteDslou«
and Improvements are being continued by the Canadian Pariflc. A
great deal of progress has been made by the Grand Trunk Pmclhc
during the year, not only In the complete location of Its S.SM miles
of line, but in laying more than 5oo miles of track, I'J" miles on the
I-ake Superior branch, from Wlnnii>eg. .Man., to Fort William. Ont..
and 41,''i miles from i'ortage l^ Prairie. Man., to Saskatoon. Sask
,

.

as large a

In .Mexico also there

Is

active during 19u7. and is colng
its plans (or exIeniiloDS.
extensive work under way. The Southern

Pacific forces are pushing construction of a line south alooK the
west coast of the Republic, which, when completed, will connect
the United States boundary, over the Sonora Railway. «-ith Guadalajara, state of Jalisco, .Mex.. nearly 1,000 miles south. Now that the
merger of the principal Mexican roads has been formally carried
out. It Is probable that certain Important pieces of new construction.
which have been po8t|)oned while the merger negotiations were
pending, will shortly be undertaken and carried through the most
important of these lieing the construction of a <utoff which m-lll
furnish a direct line between the city of .Mexico and the lery important port of Tampico and be less than one-third as long as the
.Mexiian Central's present route.

RAILROAD TRACK TANKS

of official Information sent

The small proportion remaining Is made up of projects on
which we know work is under way, projected lines of companies
us.

11.

The Canadian Northern was not so
Uaihoad more slowly than
in recent years in

OazettP is published In this Issue. This comprehen«lve list of railroad construction work was compiled semi-annually from the spring
of 1898 until March, 1902, when It was made an annual record,
out.
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.\lthough track tanks have been a feature of railroad operation

for 50 years, and have been used In .\merlca for nearly •lo years,
which built railroad last year and seem likely to carry on construe- there is little published information on the subject, at least in this
tion, and a very few projects of large railroads which, although they country.
This is doubtless due principally to their limited use. since
are not likely soon to be undertaken, are so important In showing at present there are only seven or eight roads, all eastern lines,
the direction of their future expansion, that they should be Included which have them. But although comparatively few in numlier. they
In the record.
By following out this policy the length of the Con- have been developed and Improved wonderfully, so that the track
struction Record has been reduced but Its convenience and value tank Installation of to-day Is an elaborate and expensive plant as
greatly Increased,
The list has been prepared with great care, by compared with its prototype of a generation ago. Hence the article
experienced men. under an improved system for seiuriug official on another page, which describes present practice, espei-lally as found
Information.
It Is. we believe, the best summary in existence of
on the Lake Shore.xpre^ents much that is new. and brings the re;-ord
actual railroad construction In America.
up to date.
This record of new railroad construction accurately reflects the
A feature of s|>eclal Interest In that article is tile record of
present financial and Industrial conditions.
Not a single new scooping tests, graphically shown. Data thus obtained gives Inforproject of large Importance has recently been undertaken.
Certain tnation on three essential points: The efficiency of the design of the
Important companies operating thousands of miles of line do not scoop, its correct adjustment, and the most effective scooping speeds
appear In the record at all. Many of the larger railroads which The lmi)ortance from the money stand|ioint of having these right
are Inchuled In the list are simply finishing small improvements or Is referred to In the article. An interesting iwint Is suggested by
extensions which were begun a year or more ago. The big under- these records:
Each road has Its own design of scoop and it Is fair
takings in the United States, the extension of the Chicago, Mil- to assume that they are not all equally efficient. Tests of this charwaukee & St, Paul to the Pacific coast, the Western Pacific, the acter for all designs would enable their relative efficiencies to be
llenver. North-Western & Pacific and the Spokane. Portland & delerinincii and would suggest improvements in the less efficient
Seattle which is the new name of tlie Hill low grade line down the designs that might mean a material saving In 0|>enitlng costs.
north bank of the Columbia river to Portland, were already begun
.'Vnother interesting point is the evolution in trough dimensions
back as far as 1905 or earlier, and have to be carried on to com- and the reasons the Lake Shore has for preferring a trough 28 In.
pletion In order to make the already large Investments profitable.
wide. "'... In, deep and 2,000 ft, long. The Pennsylvania once experiThe hard times have, however, brought one Important ailvantage mented on Its Philadelphia division with a trough 29 In, wide, bnt
to those companies which have funds on hand for carryini; on ex- the results were unsatisfactory and no change was made from the
tensions and iniprovenieuts. During I90(; and the first half of Uio; standard of 19 In. Trains running at ordinary spee<ls wasted more
construction work was carried on at the largest expense both for water and received less than with the standard trough
To correct
labor and materials ever known. Now prices have gone down and this, flanges were put along the top of the trough extending inlarge savings accrue as compared with the cost of construction a wardly so that the opening provided for the scoop was atwut the
year ago. President Earllng. of the St, Paul, estimates that present same as with the standard trough. This put more water Into tha
cosis of labor and materials are fully 30 per cent, less than those loconioliv«> tank than the st^indard trough but also wasted more
It
which prevailed when work was begun on the extension in I90,'i and was decidetl from these results that any saving In water would have
mot;.

to be made by a modltlcatlnn of the scoop, rather than of the trough.
comfort to the average railroad. For lack of The ex|>erlments Included the placing of deflectors on each side of
all of even the strongest railroads have reduced conthe scoop, but they did not reduce the waste appreciably and were
struction expenditures to the lowest possible minimum. The present objectionable because they Impeded Inspection and repairs to the
situation of a road like the Southern Railway Is particularly un- scoop details.
fortunate. A little more than a year ago lis tracks and yards were
While track tanks are Installed primarily for passenger service,
literally swampeil wllli tiafflc. Dne yard at the Junction of a through some of the lines having them consider It almost as essential to water
main line and a branch line was so full that for days more than freight trains from them as well, since this expedites all train
100 cars were stored on the main line of the branch and had to be nuivement. particularly on congested sections.
It also lessens the
shifted on to the through lunln line and bark for every br.invh line number of stops of long, heavy freight trains, and the rxtaAf whVh
train.
Per diem and penallles on nuiny cars more than ate up the have tried It believe that the saving from the use of track tanks is
freight charges.
Today, when all Is .hanged and there Is little greater In freight traffic than ft is In pasisenger traffic. With the
traffic, is the time that a large campaign of double tracking and
Improvement In design, equipment and sire of track tanks the cost
yard enlargement should be undertaken and pushed to completion has. of course, increased cnirsiderably. A double track installation
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years ago cost around $iU.iJOii.
Now a modern plant will cost $15,000 to $30,000. exclusive of grading
and track work, depending on the width and length of troughs and

on the

Baltinioi-e

—

—

& Ohio

ID

or 17

The total cost is
the methods used for filling and for heating.
greater than this by the amount spent on grading, drainage, ballastlor
each
job.
The maintrai-k
work,
which
is
different
ing and
tenance, we underi-tand. will jjrnbably average about 8 per cent, of
Track at troughs costs about twice as much for maintenance as elsewhere. The cost of operation varies considerably.
The labor cost is about double that at a station of equal importance
without track tanks; the fuel for pumping will probably be at least
double because of the waste of water, and of the heating. The heating co.st is a great variable, not only as between stations, depending
on local conditions, but for the same station for different years. As
regards local conditions, a station supplied from a river will need
the cost.

1
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be seen that the expenditures
from 1895 to 1897 were moderate, at $875 to $946 per mile, but that
with 1898 they began to increase, and in 1906 reached the large
expenditure of $1,G10 per mile of all tracks, including sidings and

By examining Table

There

yard tracks.

is

I,

it

will

evidence of a slight check in 1904, but it is
not even check their new conbe noted that the expenditure

known that some companies did
It is to
struction work in that year.
well

per train mile unit increased as well, indicating that for every train

run over the road more money was being spent for an improved
roadbed and track. It reached 25Vj cents per train mile in 1900.

II, the maintenance expenditures have been separated
component parts, and in addition to the expenditure per
unit of track and of traffic, the percentage which each account bears
The main object of
to the total M. of \V. & S. expenses is shown.
the statement is to show how large a proportion of the expenses is
more heat than where the water comes from a well; the regularity on account of labor directly employed by the railroad company.
of train movements also has considerable effect, frequent scooping Of course, labor enters into the manufacture of articles which are

being a great help in cold weather.
The Lake Shore at present has nine track tank stations between
Chicago and Buffalo. There are some pretty long stretches between
some stations, and we understand these will be broken up. the ultimate ))lan being to have track tanks or regular stops at intervals
This Is to- meet the requirements of freight
of about 20 miles.
service, passenger trains not needing intervals shorter than 40 miles.

In Table

into their

regarded strictly as materials, but in such a case

It was in 1900 that the quantity of traflBc carried by our great
transportation systems began to advance in ever increasing strides,
so that in the years 1901. 1902 and 1903. the amount was so great as
to well nigh swamj) even the best managed and best equipped rail-

remembered as

roads, and cause those years to be ever after

uous ones.

This increase was slightly checked

1903, but the struggle to

make

stren-

in the latter part of

the improvements and additions sur-

pass or "get ahead of" the business had already begun in 1900, and
the work was advancing with ever increasing vigor. Money was
literally poured in for additional facilities, and the increasing tonnage together with the increasing rapidity of the service, the units
which hammer down the permanent way. caused the expenditure
of heavy sums for the maintenance and improvement of the roadbeds and tracks, which were the foundations for this mighty business.
These heavy expenditures were kept up with scarcely a halt
to the very threshold of the panic of 1907. when they were brought
to an end more suddenly than has been known before in the memory
of the present railroad officers, although the signs were apparent

for

some time

in

advance.

We

have been examining into the record of maintenance of
way and structures expenses given in the annual reports of some
roads, and have reduced those of one of them for several years back
to the lost per mile of all tracks, and the cost per train mile, both
passenger and freight, in order to facilitate comparison, and present
the results in the accompanying tables:
Taui.k l.~.Miiiiilciiiiiicf III Hill/ ami

stri,

I'diilhnil Irai'ks inclii llO(t

Yonr.

s.

frt

.t
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isn.-i.

lSO(i.
]8!)7.
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1808.
1809.
1900.
1901.
1902.
1003.
1904.
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1.298
1,247
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1.421
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1
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1906.
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2i.:f4:f

\liiintrmliu-i

-Sootiou Inbor.-

Urldees aud
butldlngs

—

and 7 are partly material and partly labor,
to from 30 to 40 per cent., is wholly for
labor.
It is thus probable that from fully 50 to 65 per cent, of the
entire M. of W. & S. expenses are on account of labor actually employed by the railroad company. In times of depression, it Is quite
possible and entirely safe to cut the rail and track appliance allotment, because a large percentage of rail is removed from the tracks,
not because it is worn out. but because its surface has become impaired, and trains do not ride quite as smoothly as the administraAccounts Nos.

h
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Signals,

Cross

t
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-teleg. * telep.-

Ics

14.2 $134

12.4 $118
15.0 130

2.33

19.6
21.8

4.4.5

3.21

3.69
2.98
3.38
4.01

2.87
2.70

1.'..4

1.3.-.

16.1
18.4

201

—General

S

I'r ct.

I'r ct.
!

1 S.(!

312
248

re-

first

increase in the size and weight of rolling stock. It has been necessary to replace bridges which were only from ten to twenty years
old. to enlarge round houses, turntables and shop buildings, and to
Improve the coaling stations and freight houses. It has been a

B.22
7.79
7.80
7.17
9.34
9.9S

necessary to carry on the renewals with

placements. An interesting feature of the table is the increase In
expenditures per mile for account No. 2. bridges, and all kinds of
buildings and structures, for the past ten years, due largely to the

374

498
442
573
632

it is

were built a few years before, and are now ready for the

2.36

36..".

36.3
40.4
39.2

he observed that

the exercise of close scrutiny. There will also be irregularities in
the tabular record due to the necessity from time to time for beginning the renewal of a large number of the ties in tracks which

;«i.o

3.">.7

will

be observed, because their replacement is
governed by the law of decay, not of traffic units, but even In the
case of ties, it is possible to reduce the requirements somewhat by

.'i.9C>

fi..".!

it

regularity, as will

37.'!

39fi

referring to the table,

In the case of ties,

more

32.%

48.-.

By

^*

I'r ct.

20.2

6

from 189G to 1899 the expenditures to this account varied within
narrow limits. $139 to $170 per mile of track, while from 1900 to
1906, both inclusive, with the exception of two years, the expenditures were much larger, $216 to $268 per mile of track.

....
....
....
....

204
-MX

2, 5.

amounting

desires.

tion

ae.

li

1.

I.Tiiiiiililuiin Sciuiniliil Into

ot U'dj; dn./ S(|-

,

not directly

transition stage with which the transportation lines have had to
contend during the period of greatest expansion of traffic in a short
time In their history.
Item No. 1. Section Labor, is noteworthy. Since 1896. or in ten
years, the expenditure for keeping the roadbed and tracks In good
condition has doubled. From expenses of $300 to $396 per mile of
track between 1895 and 1901. the amount jumped to $485 in 1902,
$498 in 1903. dropped back to $442 during the slight depression In
1904, rose higher than ever to $673 in 1906', and reached a maximum

milo

*r Irnlii

pn;

is

the material.

while No.

KEEPING PERMANENT WAY MAINTENANCE DOWN.

it

employed by the railroad company. Accounts Nos. 3 and 4. amounting to from 25 to 30 per cent, of the total, are. therefore, to be regarded as strictly material accounts, and are for rails, track appliances and cross ties; the labor for applying them is not charged to

3.89
4.2.3.9".

4.09

1.26
1.72
1.36
1.00
1.40
1.07
1.88
2.30

0,68
.84
.71

18.2
n.3
4.0
4.7

212
6.-.

53
58

.83

4..'5

61

i.n

4.3
4.9
4.5
4.1

57

.81

1.16
1.32

1.05
.80
.96
.8,>J

.89

50

97

64
67

1.06
1.0
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of $632 In 1906.

This certainly Indkalca an excellent condition of
The cost per train mile polnu out, too, a steadily
Increasing quality of roadbed and track. Whereas about bIx cenu
were »pent for labor In 1899 for each train run one mile. In 1906
almost ten cents were spent on the roadbed and track for each train

permanent way.

run one mile.
There Is no task so pleasant to the operating officer as that of
employing a large numb<!r of men to keep his property In flne condition at all times.
This has been the characteristic task of the past
seven or eight years, but now storm clouds have arlnen and It has
become necessary to close-reef and sail under almost bare poles on
account of a reduction In earnings whl<h has amounted to 20 per
cent, and more.
No such drop In earnings has taken place since
the depression of 1893 and the railroad manager has before him the
plain duty of reducing his expenses to an extent that will enable
him, BO far as possible, to show a protlt from operating under the
changed conditions. The dlsbursi-ment during the last decade has
been so generous and open-handed that railroad companies In making these reductions have to go back ten years to establish a comparison. The tables we have quoted prove amply that liberal reductions can be made without Impairing the efficiency of the property.
They show also that the very high cost which has been paid for
labor, both by unit of time and by unit of performance, must certainly bear its share of the reduction
were any other evidence
needed to prove this than that of the many workmen now without
employment.

—

A

DECADE OF BRIDGE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION.

The iiilroduction. about a dozen years ago, of modern freight
cars of large capacity, and the practice of hauling heavy train loads
to reduce the most of operation, led to a rapid Increase In the weight
lopomollves, which in tuin required exten.slve rebuilding of
bridges on the principal railroads of the country. Whenever it was
possible to reduce the span by the addition of extra piers, plate
girders replaced old pin trusses as well as plate girders designed
of

in building new railroads, the plate girder has
likewise been favored, so that during the past decade the construction of bridges of this class has been unprecedented.
.\s the span
and loading have been Increased, new forms of flange sections as

for light loading,

well as more effective web splices were designed. The most decided
change relates to the extensive adoption of pin bearings and segmental expansion rollers. In several Important particulars, theoretic
considerations are given more consideration than formerly.
In order to secure greater .stiffness as well as strength, riveted
truss bridges have been substituted for pin bridges and gradually
their span has been Increased to about 160 ft. and occasionally to

nearly 200 ft. Increasing attention has been paid to the design of
details calculated to develop the full strength of the main sections
of members.
In pin-connected trusses, the widths of eye bars for
short spans are

now

three times as long.

equal to those formerly used for spans two or
sizes of pins have iK-on similarly Increased,

The

while the reinforcing pin plates are more scientifically designed, not
merely to furnish adequate bearing, but to distribute the stresses
properly among the shapes composing the members.
Secondary
stresses are reduced as far as practicable by making the axes of
connecting members Intersect In a point. Not only are adjustable
members In short pin spans more generally avoided In the main
trusses, but the lateral systems as well as the portal and sway-

bracing are built of shapes designed to resist both tension and
compression.

There has been a tendency to Increase the depth of the floor
system nnd to lengthen the panels, the maximum length for simple
trusses now being 37 ft. for a span of 407 ft. The use of end floor
beams for short spans is coming Into more extensive use, although
originally designed for only long span truss bridges.
.V reaction
has sot In against the extreme curvature of the upper chord of long
span trusses that was In vokw for some years. Tlie relative reduction In depth adds some metal to the chords but secures posts of
greater stllTness. At the same time the general appearance of such
trusses Is Improved. A good Illustration of this may be seen in the
bridges at Port Perry and at nrtUlant, Pa., on the Pennsylvania
Rftllroad.

er's

the

Several railroads are now designing all their bridges for CoopE 60 loading. Class V. 50 was the highest loading tabulated In
1906 revised edition of Cooper's Specifications; E 40 In the

edition

of

minimum

1896.

The

lalo.'t

specifications

loading for railroad bridges.

designate

E

40

as the
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An Imfjortant step In the progress of bridge design wai> the
adoption in 1906 of general speclflcations for steel railroad bridges
by the American Railway Engineering and Malnteiiaiic« of Way
Association.
The detalU of deeign were under dUcu&slon by the
commltlee and before the Association for several years, while the
speclflcatlons on materials and workmanship were under consideration for sir yearn.
Special studies of the literature and the latest
practice regarding some topics were made before the adoption of the
correHi>ondlng paragraphs of the specflc-allons.
The adoption of

recommended standard epeclflcatlons by me railroads will help
secure still further Improvement In details and in the general
character of bridge structures.
these
to

Last

and

summer

the Association, through Its

Committee on Iron

Steel Structures, began to determine experimentally the actual

stresses in bridge

members when trains cross the structures at difAnd the effect of Impact or the dynamic

ferent speeds. In order to

Increment to be added to the computed live load stresses. Daring
the previous year the Association secured the co-operatton of many
railroad companies In defraying the necessary expenses, and It Is
expected that these tests will be continued during the coming summer. The allowances made for Impact In speclflcatlons prepared
by various prominent engineers differ widely from each other, and
It Is gratifying to look forward
to the early elimination of this
element of uncertainty from the design of railroad bridges. The
need for such tests has been advocated for a long time by competent
critics.
A beginning was made In a small way a number of years
ago, and more recently over two thousand records were obtained
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, but, unfortunately, they were
destroyed In the Baltimore fire before they could be thoroughly
studied.

During the decade, 1888-1898, a large amount of solid floor conwas Introduced In connection with the

struction of various designs

abolition of grade crossings In several large cities, notably in
Chicago, while a few railroads adopted It as the standard for
other bridges also. Observation of these structures has shown that
In most cases the solid floors as designed were too shallow either
for stiffness or for durability, so that the more recent designs
employ greater depths and simpler details, affording more con-

venient Inspection of the steel work. The substitution of creosoted
timber and water-proofing In place of steel plates has been maae to
reduce to a minimum the metal subject to corrosion and thereby to
diminish the cost of maintenance.

A more radical change in the design of solid floors consists In
placing reinforced concrete slabs on the metal floor system In order
This constructo support the ordinary railroad track with tiallast.
tion has been adopted experimentally with a view to

use

If

experience proves

It

to be satisfactory.

Some

are of the opinion that ballasted floors should finally
floors In railroad bridges.
There Is an Impression
ballasted floors will materially reduce the effect of
loads and the results of experiments on this subject

more extensive

bridge engineers
replace all open
that the use of
lm|>art for live
will be

awaited

with keen interest.

One

of

the most characteristic features In bridge development

during the past decade is the extensive adoption of the lift bridge
both for railroad and for highway traffic. Only three bridges of
the type known as the Scherzer rolling lift bridge were In use before
1898, all of these being located In Chicago, while since that time more
than thirty of the same type have been built In various parts of the
country, nearly holf of them carrying railroad traffic. During this
period the greatest siwn has been Increased from 127 to 275 ft A
modlflcation of this type known as the Cowing lift bridge was Introduced a few years ago, the Hrst one being built at Cleveland.
Since 1901. more than a score of trunnion ba.scule bridges have
been built, including some of the I^nge and of the Strauss forms,
but most of them were designed by the bridge departments of
munlcipnlltles, especially Milwaukee and Chicago. The spans range
from about 33 ft. to 20.t ft. 7 In.
The hinged lift bridge has been revived to some extent with
different counterweight arrangements than those usetl In ancient
times.
Some Improvements have likewise been made to the direct
lift bridges, a type which, with one exception. "Is ui>ed only for very
short spans crossing canals. In these modern forms both the trusses
and floor are lifted vertically, alr-tlght pontoons replacing th«
counterweights In some cases. The most novel form of movable
bridge Is the aerial ferry bridge crossing tne ship can.il at Dulutb.
completed In 1905. The movable car Is supported by a track on the
lower chord of a truss having a clearance of 135 ft. above the
ordinary stage of the water.

Majk

II
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without the advice and direction of a competent engineer. In this
case two narrow arches are built near together and the intervening
space is bridged over by the floor system.
Another example worthy of especial mention is the Connecticut
operation and maintenance.
Only nine swing spans over 400 ft.
long were built in the last decade, the maximum span being raised avenue bridge in Washington, D. C. The outside blocks were cast
exactly one foot over that reached before. More cantilever bridges separately and hoisted into position, while the remaining concrete
with spans exceeding 400 ft. were erected than in the decade im- was deposited In place in the usual way. r)y using yellow sand in
mediately preceding in fact, almost as many as were built in the some parts of the exposed surface and biulsh crushed stone la place
two previous decades, a period extending back to the introduction of sand in other parts, two tints are shown according to a definite
of the cantilever In this country, In 1877.
Counting short as well color scheme Instead of the ordinary single color of concrete.
A view 01 a train crossing a concrete arch viaduct which carries
as long spans, ten cantilever bridges were erected between 1877 and
1897, 25 between 1888 and 1897, and 19 between 1898 and 1907, ex- It out of sight of land, ha,s recently been published In the Railroad
This novel structure is two miles long and consists of a
Gazette.
clusive of the Blackwell's Island bridge, not yet completed.
The Blackwell's Island bridge has a span of 1,182 ft., which is series of reinforced concrete arches of 50ft. In span. It is known
370 ft. longer than the next in order, the Monongahela river bridge as the Long Key viaduct on the Key West extension of the Florida
beat Pittsburgh. This 182-ft. span was in turn to be exceeded 618 ft. East Coast. As several other viaducts more than a mile long,
by that of the Quebec bridge, nearly one-halt of which had been sides numerous shorter ones on this railroad, are to be built, some
erected when it collapsed August 29, 1907.
The design of the Idea may be gained of the part which concrete, either with or withQuebec bridge has covered nearly the entire decade just closed. Its out reinforcement, plays at present in the development of bridge
collapse has been properly characterized as the greatest engineering construction. When the number of concrete bridges now in use is
considered. It seems surprising that the first one In this country was
disaster of the period.
designed as recently as 1895 and built in 1896. Study of this probThe engineering profession awaited anxiously the publication
lem by a large group of engineers has produced many changes In
of the complete report of the Investigating Commission of the Canaform and arrangement, effecting the arch ring, spandrel walls,
dian government, the findings of which are printed this week in
spandrel arches, columns, floor beams and slabs, and reinforcement
another column. That the profession will take the lessons of this
and the surface treatment of the concrete. In flrst-class practice,
disaster to heart Is indicated in many ways.
Hardly a week has
the elastic theory Is applied In the design of the arches.
passed without the publication of articles in the technical periodicals
While the extensive development of concrete bridges has been
on the design of compression members, including that of lacing, and
in progress, a considerable number of stone arch bridges and viaon full-.size tests, some of which were made many years ago and ought
ducts have been built, notably in rebuilding the Pennsylvania Railto have been published then for the benefit of bridge design. Promiroad, in replacing many short metal structures, and In eliminating
nent engineers representing the interests Involved in both the design
grade crossings. Some of these bridges are of unusual magnitude,
and manufacture of bridges, are trying to induce the government to
like those crossing the Susquehanna river at Rockvllle and Shock's
build a testing machine of far greater capacity than any now in use,
Mills.
The bridge at Hartford, Conn., Is a corresponding example
in order to extend materially the investigation of full-sized comIn the design of statically Indetermiof a large highway structure.
pression members.
It may not be amiss in this connection to call
nate structures, It is now recognized that special means should be
attention to the tendency to cut down the weights of details of
used to complete the erection In such a manner as to make the
other than great cantilever bridges which, like lacing, have not been
actual conditions agree closely w-lth those assumed in making the
subjected heretofore to a satisfactory theoretic treatment.
The
Excellent examples of this are given by the means adopted
design.
careful analysis of the weights of details of bridges of all classes
to close the great arches of the Niagara and Clifton bridge; by the
woulil do much to correct mistaken ideas of economy where they
erection of the floor system and stiffening trusses of the Williamsexist.
burg suspension bridge, and by the manner In which the arch rings
Only three suspension bridges with spans over 600 ft. long have
of the Walnut Lane bridge were completed by filling In the narrow
been erected in this country in the last ten years. The Williamsburg
keys between the segments of the concrete ring previously placed.
bridge belongs to this decade. While its span is only seven Inches
longer than that of the Brooklyn bridge, completed 21 years before,
it was designed for a much greater traffic.
In re|)ly to charges made by Social-Democratic members of the
Although the Chestnut street cast iron bridge in Philadelphia Diet of the German Empire that accidents are caused by too long
hours
of service. Dr. Schuiz, President of the Railroad Bureau, said
was completed 42 years ago, and the famous Eads bridge at St. Louis
showed that much the larger number of
was begun a year later, one-half of all the metallic arch bridges that the accident statistics
accidents occurred, not In the later hours of the employees' days'
without hinges have been built within the last decade. The number
the
case
service, as would be
if due to over-fatigue, but In the earlier
of such structures Is comparatively small, American engineers pre- hours, when the men are fresh.
ferring the use of two or three hinges. The first bridge with twohinged arches in this country is only about 20 years old; hence it
The American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way
is not surprising that at least one-halt of the bridges of this tyi)e
Association differs from kindred railroad associations In one Imwere built during the past 10 years, the span being increased 290 ft. portant respect, in that its active membership includes a good many
over that reached in 1897. The progress in the design of this class men who are not, and never have been, connected with railroads.
of structures is indicated by the projected tour-track bridge for the These men form some of the most valued members of the comNew York Connecting Railroad over the East river at Hell Gate and mittees. To get the best results from committee work there must
Wards' Island, the span being 977 U- ft- Ijetween centers of end pins. be full meetings and all the members must work. But every committee meeting means a railroad trip, and some Incidental expense,
About one-third of the existing three-hinged arch bridges were
at least, to the members attending. The railroad men having passes
built during the last decade, while 73 per cent, of the balance belong
are, ordinarily, at only a nominal expense for such a meeting unless
to the previous one.
Only one bridge of this type has been built the session is prolonged. But for the member who cannot have a
with a larger span than that reached as early as 1SS9, the difference pass the railroad fare may be a considerable item of expense, which
being $4 ft. Undoubtedly the number of metallic arch bridges Is he probably must pay himself. In most Instances such members will
smaller than it would have been if concrete construction had not feel that they cannot afford to attend many committee meetings,
assumed such large proportions. Nearly 30 per cent, of those with perhaps not any. if they intend going to the convention. Committee work naturally suffers under these circumstances. Just how
three hinges are used for railroad service.
the situation can best be helped Is a matter for some thought, and
The most characteristic feature of bridge construction in the It needs to be thought about, for the valuable work this association
period under consideration Is the enormous development In tne use is doing for the railroads should be freed from such hindrances as
of both plain and reinforced concrete for arches with spans ranging
much as possible. As a matter of fact, a good many of the railroad
from those of small culverts to 233 ft. This length is the clear span men who do committee work cannot afford the expense incident to
It Is enough If they give of their time and energy.
of the main arch of the Walnut I.Ane bridge in Fairmount Park. this work.
i^hlladelphia, which is approaching completion, and is the largest Some means should be provided for reimbursing members 6t committees
tor
any
personal outlay Incident to their work. The assoconcrete anh in the world. The problem of the erection of an arch
ciation cannot do this; It hasn't the means. As the chief benefiof such magnitude required as careful study by the de.'Jigning engiciaries of this work the railroads might well feel that they can afford
neer as the proportioning of the structure itself.
The method of to subscribe to a special fund to be used by the association for this
erection was made the subject of definite specifications, as no con- purpose.
In thus aiding the activities of this organization they are
tractor had, sufficient experience to enable him to build the structure materially furthering their own Interests.

The advances made

the design of swing bridges have been
mainly those required to keep pace with the Increase in live loads
and in improving the mechanical details so as to reduce the cost of

—
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proved that steel wheels under these cars are safe and,
of longer life, cheaiter per <ar-roile than c-aBtiron wbeeU.
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Into couHlderatlon In loialInK and Idilldlng electric railways, clotlng
with a diHcuHHion of direit current Biil>-»tatlon work. The first
volume of the iserleH, which waj» Issued Home lime ago, dealt with
first

will

basis for the work Is given In a long list of electric railways, located
over the I'nited Stales from .Maine to California and from the
Lakes to the (iulf. There are 4i; center.s of propulsion thus selected,
and from Ihe summary prepared, It appears that the railways carry,
Having determined
annually, about tiS paasengers per inhabitant.
all

What Are We Qoing

the present iwpulatlon, the next step Is to consider future growth,
and instances are died to show the method of plotting the curves.
When the probable traffic' has been estimated, the next step Is
to determine the electrical features and the type of rolling stock
to be used, and various methods for accomplishing this are explained and discussed, including the speed, acceleration and power
curves of various cars and motors, followed by the methods of arranging for schedules and the load diagram.s of the power plant.
This part of the work occuj)les the first four chapters. In the

i&

Do About Accidents?

to

do about

acci-

dents" In your Issue of February 28, does not, 1 think, fix any large
measure of restranslbillly for accidents on rallrcjad labor organizations.
The Inference to In; drawn from "tJeneral Manager's" letter
dated Feb. 1.5th, Is that on the road with which he Is connected
discipline Is maintained and thai Just decisions made by Superintendents are not reversed at the behest of the "Brotherhooda"
The other "General .Manager" who writes under date of Feb.
Itith seems to me to place most of the responsibility on Ihoee officials who either kept incapable Superintendents In place or failed
to support capable officers in the proper disciplining of their subordinates.
In the final paragraph of this letter. "(Jeneral Manager"
sets forth plainly how good dlstipline may be obtained and main-

the power house location takes first place, and In this is Included thai of the sub-stations. In this the capacity is taken up.
as well as the cast. Kxamples are given of Ihe range of these costs
per kilowatt, which shows such great variance that It Is evident
that no c'alculatlons for a specific case can be made on general
principles or from average data, but each one must be worked out

own

to

To THK KllITOB OF THE HAUJiUAU GAZfTIE:
The correspondence on "What are we going

fifth,

its

it

.

conslderaHon In the location of an electric railway
And in the discussion of the preliminary
It pay?
InveHtlgatloiiH that should be made, the author outlines the methods
These Inilude a study of the character anrl amount
to be purHued.
of population, the probable number of passengers the territory will
contribute, the type of cars and motors, the .speed and load diagrams, and many other Items of llrst i-ost and operation that will
have an Influence In the solution of the problem. The empirical

from

If

•

the Buhjcct of rolling stock.
be,

because

necesMary or advisable to try someth r.g still better than Ihe
steel wheel, or as good and cheaper, then let all effors V- l>ent.
to this end.
But someone must take the lead. A u'l.irs
ago a .standing committee of the Ma>ter Car Bulld>
.lU
was appointed to design steel underframen and st'ils
committee went on from year to yeir making progretts repori». but
no definite progress. The problem was finally taken up by a manufactuier. who put Into It all the energy and enthusiasm be bad.
What he did not know he hired. As a result, there are, to-<lay.
probably 1500,000.000 worth of these lars in use In this couniry.
On many roads they mean the dlfTerenie lH?tween a deficit and a
dividend; and in all case.s. Increased profits. The car wheel will
1m; developed In the same way.
in the meantime let us all put our
energy Into going ahead on the lines already proved best. Instead
of criticising and wondering if this or that thing could not be
better done In some other way.
If we put otf doing anything at
all as long as any one has a theory that other ways may be better,
we shall never get anywhere.
cii.is. t. schoe.v.
feJt

<

The

11.

of either irteel or steel underframe couiitructioD.
Prol>ably 5«
per cent, of theee were of lOO.OUO lbs. capacity, lovestlgatlous jave

Thl« volume, while forming ihe Bocond of a aeries thai the author
has In preparation, l« omploto In ItHclf, and dealB, In the warly
rhapK-rs, with tin- •ukIik-im luK pri-llnilnarli-« that muHt be taken

should

X...

were

PUBLICATIONS.
H)

V«u XLIV.

local conditions.

In this treatment of the subject no attempt Is made to discuss
the electrical features or the details of the apparatus used. The
work Is confined to the arrangement of the buildings, the purposes
to be served by the station, and Ihe only reference to the construc-tlon of the apparatus occurs In connection with this arrangement.

tained.

My knowledge of military affairs Is superflcial and I may be
mistaken In thinking th." likeness between an army and a railroad
equally so, but even In the army is there no method of appealing
from disciplinary decisions? If the sentry accused of falling asleep
at post protests his innoieme. can the sergeant forthwith put him
voltage
battery,
the
local
storage
the
in
considering
For example,
and amperage that are giving good results, the author states the in clink for 30 days? .\nd if the group of corporals believed their
methods of c-harging, the usual arrangement and the switch connec- lieutenant had set them tasks not provided for In the articles of
tions.
In chapters VII. and VIII. the rotary converter and irans- war, or whatever the form of their contract with the state may be
named, have they no appeal? And If they have and uae It. doea
foi-nier and their methods of operation are described, but this Is
the discipline of the army suffer thereby? Do you think the grant
In connection with their functions ralher than In the details of
of arbitrary i)ower to the Superintendent will bring about order
their construction.
In chapter IX. speclllcutlons are given for Insulating oil;', in and good service from subordinates?
On one of the best managed roads In this section, the right of
which greater emphasis Is put \ipon purity than on any other quality.
In minor cases the appectl from the SuperIn fact, they are based upon the proposition that, "all oils whether appeal was recognized.
decision was to the General Superintendent only, but
IntencUnit's
are
good
Insulators,'"
and
when
pure,
mineral, vegetable or animal,
the wide range found In the insulating qualities "seems to be due, should the employee's position be In Jeopardy he might have his
not to the chemiciil composition of the oil but to Its purity." The case reviewed by the General Manager. This rule Involved no humilbook closes with a brief description of the auxiliary sub-station iation to the Superintendent, its operation occaslonetl no retalla
.Xppeals were freijuent. reversals
lion by him on the subordinate.
apparatus and the methods of its operation.
rare and discipline well maintained. The possibility of appeal from
certainty that, II well
practical
World rdltloii. with a Superintendent's decision and
CiiiHi'ii .S'(on(/(i)(( .Imeitcan llailiniii SiiKlim AlUia, lOns.
c'lolh
•omit lies.
O-IL' pp.; 14 x 18Mi In.
clc-tiillod Ma|i8 of KorelKii
founded. It will be enforced should and will serve to make that
Markot St..
Hforge V. Crnm. IJtO I'lilloii SL. New York, iiiid
.flL".50.
official more careful In his Investigations and more securo in his
Clilcngo.
(

;

.'i.'i

Cram's atlas has several excellent features; It shows Interurban
trolley lines. Indicates Important towns with a red circle, prints Its

authority.

railroad lines In colors, bo that they may be
tinguished, and uses type that Is easy to read.
found It serviceable and accurate.

tion of rules

more readily

We

dis-

have always

CONTRIBUTIONS

It

Is

not unustial for railroad ofBcials to disregard the violawhen iho.e Is ap|x»rently no danger to result there-

A train
from and when some immediate advantage Is to lie gained
on which I was traveling recently was stoppe«I between stations by
the bursting of an air hose. One of the principal operating officers
of the road who was In his car at the end of the train cxime out and
looked on while conductor and brakemen replaced the hose. He
apparently did not note the failure of the flagman to comply with
the rule.

Do you not think the laxity of discipline, and consequent accimay arise from an indisposition on the part of officials always

Car Wheels.

dents,
IMllllllll'Iplllll.

Mlll.il

|0.

To THE KiiiToit or THE R.Mi.iioAn G.v/.KTrK:
The work done In the last five years by the Master Car

I'.ION

Uullders"
Association's .standing committee on car wheels has resulted in efforts by the makers of cast-iron wheels to improve their product so
as to make them serviceable under cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity.
There, has been, however, so little Improvement that it is now time
to admit that the passing of the use of cast-iron wheels under high
capacity cars is as sure as is the passing of the wooden car attlrmed
by A. M, Waitt in his recent paper on steel cars.
It has been said that 72 per cent, of the cars built last year

and indiscriminately to enforce train and other rules, and enforce
them whether the offender be a Brotherhood man or not? Appeals,
one
even though backed by "Brotherhooils." dont mean reversals:
"General Manager gives testimony to that, and the other "General
and
Manager" shows us how to build up dlsiMpline. enforce rules
mtnlmlzo accidents. To his general recommendations. 1 would add
one more: appoint one or more experience! railroad men as inspec"

tors

inot detectives)

reporting to the chief executive officer of the

Require the Inspector to note not only how the men
obey, or disobey, the rules, but how officials enforce the rules.
road direct.

VICE-PRESIDENT.

MAr:i

13.

ij
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Railroad Track Tanks.
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Track tanks mu.-i b" located where the supply of water is
abundant as well as of good quality, as, under the best conditions
we can hope to obtain, at least 15 or 20 i>er cent, of the water put
into them is wasted by being forced out over the sides and ends by
the engine scoops; and if engines scoop at too slow or too great

S.iiiUiern.

Track tanks have been used since 1857, when they were installed
on the London & North Weotern Railway of England. In the speed, or if the scoops are not kept adjusted, but are allowed to
United States, the New York Central used track tanks in 1870. The drag on the bottom of the tiough, a greater percentage is wasted,
This
practice in England is to use troughs of sheet steel, or iron; in a probably averaging 50 per cent, for all engines scooping.
few cases cast iron is used, and one road the Great Northern of difference in adjustment makes more difference in scooping than
England uses troughs of creosoted wood fastened by cast iron one would imagine. An engine with scoo]) properly adjusteil will
brackets to the ties. The English trough is usually supported upon not throw the water badly even at high speed, whereas one too low
wooden .stringers fastened to the ties, the top edge of the trough will throw water all over the right-of-way. Another curious feature
In the is that an engine seems to scoop as much when the water in the
being bent over and bolted to the top of these stringers.
United States, troughs are of sheet steel and are supported directly trough is an inch or so low as when the trough is full, the reason
upon the lies, although at one time the Chicago. .Milwaukee & St. probably being that the scoop piles up the water ahead of it. or else
Paul had a track tank between Chicago and Milwaukee made up the force of the water pulls the scoop down deeper. The photograph.
Fig. I, shows about the average amount of water thrown out by the
of cast iron sections, each section being 6 ft. long.
The relative elevation of the top of rail and top of trough scoop of a passenger engine running 40 or 50 m.p.h.; this amounts

—

—

to 15 or 20 per cent, of the total taken out of
the trough.
Prof. 1. P. Church, of Cornell University,
made a mathematical investigation of water
scoops, and later our road made some practical tests which checked up almost exactly
with Prof. Church's formula, viz.. that 22
Mi.p.h. is the minimum speed for taking water
and at 25 m.p.h. water is scooped satisfactorily, although more water is forced into the
tender at higher speeds, 40 to 50 m.p.h. working about the l)esl; speeds exceeding this are
apt to spill the water badly unless the scoop
The grades apis very carefully adjusted.
])roaching track tanks must therefore be such
which
are
to
take water can
trains
iliat all
easily attain a speed of 25 m.p.h., and for this
reason track tanks should be away from stations, yards, railroad crossings, drawbridges,
rlc.

aie

The results of the latest Lake Shore tests
shown graphically in Fig. 2. Curve 1 of
shows the amount of water theo-

Ibis figure

possible to lake; that Is. the depth
water above the scoop, multiplied by the
width of the scoop, multiplied by the distance
Fig. 1
Passenger Train on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Taking Water
the scoop Is In the water. Curve 2 shows the
is governed by circumstances.
In lOngland the trough is about 3 In. aciual amount of water taken out of the trough by measurement
before and after scooping. No. 3 shows the amount actually put Into
higher than the rail and at the ends the rail is raised
in., this
change in grade being made very rapidly, usually in ISO ft. In the engine tank. No. 4 shows the depth of water above the tip of
the Unite<I States the top of rail and top of trough are about the the scoop for each of the tests, which explains the irregularities of
same height. The main advantage of English practice is that the the curves. No. 5 shows the amount of water taken up by the scoop
scoop does not have to work through such extreme limits, and there in percentage of the theoretical amount. No. « shows the amount
is no necessity for inclines at the ends of the trough, but this of water taken up by the scoop in percentage of the amount actually
would not be practicable on our railroads, as the bottoms of hopper taken out of the trough. No. 7 shows the gallons of water delivered
cars, the brake rigging and other apparatus do not have as great per inch of dip of scoop.
Of the above diagrams. No.
is the most Interesting as it shows
clearance as in Knglanil and the troughs would be injured. Ameiican practice is to allow nothing between the rails which projects that the amount of water actually wasted is about 15 per cent.
above the rails. It Is entirely possible to maintain track tanks on for a scoop in adjustment and running at a speed of 40 to 45 m.p.h.
curves English roads not hesitating to place them thus, and there It is evident from this diagram that speeds below 25 and above 60
are several in this country but it is not advisable to do this unless m.p.h. waste a good deal of water. This is more Important to the
absolutely necessary, as much better results are secured on tangents. maintenance of way department than to the motive power departretically

of

—

(>

tj

—

—

Fig. 2

— Graphic

Results of

Water Scoop Tests on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

—
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The track should t>e iborougbly surfaced and
In with stone baltast. and the same quality of ballast should
be continued for at least a 1,000 ft. beyond the trougba on the
trailing end, on account of the large amount of water that will be
The photograph
spilled from the engine tanks for that distance
shows the above
Fig. 5
of one of the older steam heated troughs
features of paving and type of ties, all of these ties being tie

nii-nt,

Bh Is Hhown liy curve No. 7, from which It is evlileiit thai
will get nearly as much water at 25 m.p.h. an It will at
50 m.p.h. All of this reduced to dollarg and cents means that If
traln« are run at proper Hpei-ilg for BcooplnR, the bllla for water
will be 10 to 21) per <eni. Ichh than If they try to scoop at BpeedH
below 25 or above GO ni.p.li. Klg. 3 Khown the outllneH of the scoops
used In these tests.

maintenance charges.

an engine

fllled

Next to the problem of water supply, that of dialnai;e Is most
Important.
The larse amount of water wanted kei'ps the ground
under the troughs continually Koakcd. Therefore, unless the subgrade for a considerable depth Is compOHed of material that will
drain Itself quickly and thoroughly, arllllcial means to thin end
must be piovlded.
This has always been one of the hardest
obstacles to overcome. The track would ride todly even It It were
At the present time the construcl)elng continually worked over.
tion useJ on the Lake Shore, which Is shown In Fig. 4. seems to
meet all requirements. The essential points are to carry away
quickly, l)y means of tile laid between triU'ks, such water as gets
Into the bank, and to minimize this amount of water by covering
the ballast with large flat stones, so placed that the water will run
These llal stones answer another purpose also, as.
off rapidly.
being very heavy, the force of the water cannot dislodge them and
they hold the ballast from l>elng washed out from between and
under the ties. Since the l^ake Shore track tanks have l>een paved
In this way the track over the troughs rides as well as elsewhere.

plated.

i

(

for track tank"

Water

1^

urcliIIv suppHf.l

fr<iMi

«.i<-vai»-(l

i/tSsa If

Ties for track tanks should be heavier than those on ordinary
track to allow for the recess In which the trough rests, and should
be sawed so that there will be a minimum amount of work to
get everything lined up. These ties should be of white oak or some
other hard wood, and all ties should be tie plated. The practice on
It Is
the Lake Shore is to use ties 8 In. x 10 In. by S'.j ft. long.
very essential to do this part of the work well, as the expense of
renewing ties In such a place Is very great; therefore any reasonable Increase in first cost will soon be offset by the saving on
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Details of Track at Troughs:

— Track

Tanks

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

at Springfield, Pa.:

Lake Shore

A.

Michigan Southern.

tank*
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the size of the pipe supplying the troughs being determined by the
minimum time in which it is desired to fill them. On the Lake
Shore a 12 in. main is used, reducing this for the different inlets,
and it takes IVi to 2 minutes to refill the newer troughs after a
locomotive has scooped.
This filling is done automatically, the
valves opening as soon as the water in the trough falls below a fixed
level.
On the older troughs the water is controlled by a man at
the pump house, but on account of the personal equation of pump
operators it is found much more satisfactory to make this filling
automatic.
In England a float system is used for keeping the
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that all tile drains between tracks are connected to them and are
thus much more easily maintained. The tunnels will also take care
of the water in case of broken pipes and prevent the track from

being washed out.
Troughs vary

in width from 18 in. to 28 in. and in depth from
7'/-> in.
The majority of troughs at the present time average
19 in. wide, 7 in. deep and 1,400 ft. long.
The New York Central
and the t^ike Shore are using troughs 28 in. wide and 7 in. to
in.
deep,
the
length
varying
according
to
conditions. The exIVi
perience on the Lake Shore favors a trough 28 in. wide, 7V'j in.
6 in. to

£lgration of

Incline.

ri'-r

Detail at Inside

£nd of Incline.

3

Section of Trough.

Fig. 6

troughs

and the same object

full

—

is

Details of Incline for

Track Troughs; Lake Shore

attained as with our automatic

valves.

ft.

C

Michigan Southern.

long.

The

old

style

trough was 19

in.

wide,

in. deep and 1,400 ft. long.
This was all right for passenger
trains, but freight trains running 25 or 30 m.p.h. and needing 5.000

l\i

The number

of automatic valves per trough varies according
to local conditions and class of traffic.
The practice on the Lake
Shore is to put in three or four valves per trough three where the
inlets are a part of the heating system, and four where a separate

—

beating system

These valves are placed in small pits
and are controlled by an equalizing pipe
from the trough, connected to a small tank over each valve. In
this small tank a float operates a pilot valve that in turn controls
the main valve. From the main valve a pipe is run to each trough,
being connected to the latter by a short piece of corrugated rubber
hose.
All of these pipes are run In small cross tunnels under the
tracks.
By the use of these tunnels and flexible connections all
piping is easily got at, and changes due to expansion and contraction, as well as changes iu the level of the track, do not cause leak.s
or broken connections. Another advantage of these cross tunnels is
provided.
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of

water in the tender required a greater length. The
length was then increased to 2,500 ft. and was satisfactory from
a freight train standpoint, but the difficulty of keeping the troughs
level for this distance was great and it was finally thought best
to reduce the length to 2,000 ft. and make the section wider.
The
main advantage of this wider section is in the greater quantity
of water it holds.
If a train takes water and for any reason the
trough is not immediately refllled, a following train can still get
water; furthermore, it is possible to scoop with a double header.
the rear engine getting all of the water needed. Other advantages
are the possibility of using a wider scoop as larger engines are put
in service, and making a stiffer and more rigid construction in the
trough Itself. The main disadvantages of the wide section are,
that with a badly adjusted scoop the waste is greater, and the cost
of heating the water in winter is greater on account of the larger
surface exposed. This increase in cost of heating Is greater than
the difference in exposed surfaces would lead one to believe, probably due to the action of the wind.
The question of a satisfactory incline at the ends of the trough
to raise the scoop, it for any reason it Is not raised before the end
is reached, has always been one that has caused the maintenance
departments a good deal of trouble and annoyance from the loss
In
of ends and breaking of scoops, and other incidental damage.
England, where the practice of lowering the rails at track tanks
is in vogue, there is very little possibility of this part of the trough
causing trouble. On the Lake Shore the earliest inclines were
quite short, consisting of a steel plate running over the end of the
trough and spiked to the ties. These were replaced with an Incline 12 ft. long, made of cast-iron and riveted to the bottom of
the trough, with a steel plate beyond the end, spiked to the ties.
Then for a while no incline at all was used: instead simply a board
fastened to the end of the trough, and an auxiliary gate so arranged
that it the board end was taken out this gate would awing around
and stop the flow of water until the end could be replaced. Beyond
the end of the trough a piece of sheet steel is'us fastened to the
ties, and two short pieces of rail in line with the edges of the trough
These board ends have
to guard against dragging brake rigging.
been quite satisfactory, but require a good deal of watching. At
the present time the incline shown in Fig. 6 is being used. This
incline is built in a very substantial manner, has been deliberately
and severely tested, and has withstood all attempts to plow it out;
also, on account of the length
20 ft.
it is found that at reasonable speeds scoops are not injured. The construction of this incline Is virtually carrying the bottom of the trough up and over
the end. A sheet of %-in. steel plate is used and this plate is
riveted to the sides of a standard trough section, the space between
the plate and bottom being packed with oak fillers. The length
of the Incline Is 20 ft. in the direction of traffic and 6 ft. on the
outside to guard against dragging brake-beams, etc., on trains running against the current of traffic. This incline is used at both
ends of the trough.
When track tanks are used in cold climates it is, of course,
necessary to heat the water in some way to prevent freezing. The
practice in England is to station men along the track and keep the
troughs open by shoveling out the ice. Also, as their trains run
at shorter intervals than ours, their troughs are being filled with
warmer water more frequently. If the weather becomes too severe
the track tanks are kept out of service. On one English road (the
to (i.OOO gals, of
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water from freezing:
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IntervalH, and (li) liy ririiiladng (In- water In the trough l>y nii-aii.s
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Klg. 7 Hhowd dlagruniniatically
the different methodn at prenent employed, and also a, proposed
method of circulating. Diagram 1 of this figure Hhowa the usual
methoil of blowing steam into the trough. A steam main Is run
from the boiler house (o a lio.x liciween tracks. In this Iwx a
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covered steatu pipe ruius the full length of the trough and at interralii of 25 or 3U ft. a smalt pipe runs to the trough.
The diagram
also shows the automatic valves and water lines.
Figs. H and 9 show the details of a four-track steam-heated Installation on the I.^ke Shore at Sprlngfleld, Pa., Kig. S being a
photograph of the same. In a general way (his covers all track
tanks heated directly by steam. The difference between this and
earlier inhtailatlons is that here the steam pipe is carried atxtve
the level of trough and does not become llll<-d with water, whereas
the old method was to larry the steam main below the surface, and
o<.-caslonally It would lie spilt from end to end by freezing.
The
water connections an- coutioiled by automatic valves and all piping
under tracks Is placed in concrete tunnels and Joined to the trough
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connections. '1 he drawings show these features distinctly.
In Fig. 5 the valve pits can be seen at the side of the
track; also the Inclines show plainly in the foreground.
It should
be explained that the troughs of the two inner tracks in this
view are the old, or I'J-in., width, and, as may be seen, have been
shortened to the present standard length. The outer Iroiishs are
the 28-in. width.
Markers lor night time are placed ISO ft. inside
the ends of the troughs. They are switch lights, mounted on a
short length of wrought iron pipe having its lower end embedded
in concrete, as shown in Fig. 10.
Diagram 2, Fig. 7, shows diagrammatically the double-pipe
circulating system used on the Pennsylvania and the Lake Shore.

by
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circulated by an ejector and is heated by the steam
while passing through the ejector. The arrows show the direction
of flow of water.
The water pipes and automatic valves are shown
is

also.

Fig. 11 shows the principal details of this double-pipe system.
The top system of piping carries the hot water, and the bouom
one brings back the cold water. The advantage of this system
over the direct steam is that the track, as far as the maintenance
work is concerned, can be handled in the same way as at other
points, as there are no steam pipe connections in the way to be
easily broken, and there is nothing between the tracks.
The piping
is all below the surface of the ground and wherever it is connected
to the trough a flexible connection is used, so that neither expansion
and contraction of trough or piping, nor section men working on
the track, interfere with its functions. Trains passing over the
direct-steam troughs occasionally have a loose brake rod and this
may catch in the steam piping and pull loose all the connections
to the trough.

7rotJa^

'

'"*-*

The water

for

Track Troughs.

In diagram 3, Fig. 7, is shown a proposed improvement on
the double-pipe system.
It is proposed to use a single pipe the
entire length of the trough for each trough. .\ steam main will
be carried to the next-to-last manhole and ejectors installed as
indicated.
This will cause a local circulation as shown by the
arrows, and if one end of the trough requires more heat it can be
easily furnished.
The idea is to install all water pipes and the
steam pipe in a common conduit underground so that whatever
heat is lost by radiation from the steam pipe will be abi^orbed by

Water Supply Tunnels and Manholes

for

Two-Pipe Circulation Syste
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the water pipes. The water supply and aulomallc valvcH are thir
same au on the two-pipe nyiiiem. The advantages of the proposed
systein over the douhle-plpe system are:
Lutm flnsl cost and greater

can Jhj localized; heat radiated by the
by water pipes; all pipes Insulated and the

flexibility, as the circulation

steam pipes

Is abHorb<:si

heat loss minimized.
Karller artli-lfM on one or more features of this subject are
given In the following list:
Oeslgn of Klesel balanced scoop, used by the Pennsylvania Railroad. American UnginKcrino and Railroad Journal, November, 1896,
p. 283; Uailroad Gazette, Jan. 8, 1897.
DcAlgn of L, S. & M. S. scoop, American Engineering and Railroad Journal, November, 1900, p. .'J44; December, 1901, p. 37G.
iJeslgn of N. Y. C.

and Railroad Journal,
Kxperlmenls with

&

American Kngiueeriny

H. R. R. R. scoop,

.May, 1901, p. 143.

scoops, American Engineering and Railroad
Journal, December, 1901, p. 392; July, 1900, p. 211; November, 1900,
344;
December,
1901.
p.
pp. 37ti and 392.
Modern Water Supplies for Locomotives, Proc. American Ry.
Master Mechanics' Asso., 1902, p. 287; abstracted In Railroad Gazette,

July

11. 1902.

Le Genie

Civil, Sept. 16, 1899;

June

8,

190).

Railroad Gazette, Dec. 9, 1898.
Rullctin international Railway Congress, September, 1903.

The Sunnyside Yard
UY

I'.

II.

of the Pennsylvania.

SUAIvESI-KAIIK.

The management of the Pennsylvania Railroad, having decided
on building the New York e.\tonslon with its two Hudson river
tubes, tour K&st river tubes, underground station at Thirty-third
street and Seventh avenue, Manhattan, and the cross-town tunnels
under Thirty-second and Thirty-third streets to the river tubes,
was confronted with the question of how to provide suitable yard
facilities for operating this terminal.
The location of a large terminal yard in Manhattan was obviously out of the question, owing
to the prohibitive cost of real estate, to say nothing of the improbability of getting a franchise permitting Its construction in
the heart of the city. Having provided for a yard of very limited
capacity In connection with the track facilities at the Manhattan
station, the choice of sites tor the main yards lay between Long
Island and New Jersey, Inasmuch as the Manhattan station was
to be about midway between the ends of the tunnel.
After considering the proposed New York Connecting Railroad in conjunction
with the Long Island Railroad (controlled by the Pennsylvania;
and the probable first cost of yard construction, the location of
the site was decided on in favor of Long Island.
Near the eastern end of the tunnel extension is the Long Island
Railroad's passenger terminal station in Long Island City.
Near
it
are the much congested North Shore freight yard and float
bridges of the same company. From these terminals the Montauk
and Main Line divisions of the Ix>ng Island run eastwardly on
diverging linns which join again at Jamaica, some 10 miles away.
About three miles out on the Main Line division Is a junction point
where a short line called the North Side (llvlsion diverges to the
northwanl: close lo It is the line of the proposed New York Conto make an all-rail connection to the
three of the al)ove mentioned divisions
are at present operated by steam locomotives, but In a few years
«lectrlflcatlon is to be extended so as to Include nearly all the lines
within the limits of Greater New York.
The Atlantic avenue. Ilrooklyn, division of the Long Island is
now operated with nuilllple unit electric trains, and It Is intended
to uso this class of etiulpniont for all suburban tralllc Ixith on Ix)ng
Island and In New Jersey. At Harrison, N. J., and Jamaica, L. I.,
there are to be interchange yards, where the steam locomotives
of through trains are replaced by electric locomotives for the run
through the tunnel section. The Manhattan station will therefore
handle trains of two classes, namely:
Multiple unit suburban
trains, and ordinary coach and Pullman trains drawn by electric
locomotives. The Thirty-third street side of the station and the
Thirty-third street tunnels have been designed tor uso principally
by nuilllple unit trains.
Following Us usual custom, the Pennsylvania management appointed a committee to take up this question of terminal yard
faclUtlGS. decide on a definite location, and formulate a track plan
from which detailed drawings could be made and preparations got
under way for the work of construction. After various surveys
and other Investigations, this comniltt<H^ decided on a location In
the "Sunnyside" district In Long Island City. The purchase of a
strip of land was begun along the Main Line division, commencing
about one mile from the Kast river, and extending eastwardly for
two miles; the average \vldth is about 1.500 ft. The plan (Fig. I)
prepared by this committee contained many Interesting features.
It Included an Inlerchansc yard with space for motor storage, engine storage, coaling facilities, etc.. it being the intention at that
time to change the motive luiwer at Sunnyside yard rather than at
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the head or we»tfrly end of ea<h a (louljletraik lliif InaiU to Ui<eastbounil ami weHtljoiiiKi main trackn respectively, grade croHfeiDKH
being avoided by the um; of track brldgeH. TheHC 8e<.-tlous were an
followH:
Two for I'lillman arw, having a total (.apaclty of 310 earn
with an average of 17 to a iraok: two for coai'h<'«, having a capacity of 375 cnrH, with 2o to a iraik; and two for niulllple unit
carH having a capacliy of 700 earn with 24 to a track.
In the multiple unit xiM-tloiiH, all IrackH and ladderh were to lje elerlrllled;
In each of the I'lillman and coai-h HectloiiH, all running tracks and
laddero, and two yard trackH were to be elcctrlfled, It being Intended
to UHe thene two yard tra^kK for receiving draftM from the Manhattan .station, the larH to Iw them-e Hhifted and dlHtrlbiitcd by
steam switch etiglncK. This plan provided alHo a Kingle-irack connection leading around a thriM-lrack loop to the eimterly end of
the yardh, no u.s to turn compleie tralnH around. The work included, among other thIng.M, 14 diHtlnct track bridges and alxiut a
mile of waterproofed Hubwayu as approachuH to tlie tunnelK. The
total HrFt loBt was estimated at aljout JIO.OOO.OOO.
Negotiations with the city authorltie.<< were under way when
tlie Idea presented
Itself that the numlier of track bridges and
the length of subways were rather excessive; also that the ground
occupied (some H80 acres) was somewhat large for the storage of
only 1,400 cars. After a decision l>y the late President Cassalt, a
new plan waa adopted, providing for a yard about 5,500 ft. long and
1,550 ft. wide at Its widest jwinl.
This has been developed as shown

Vui_ XLIV.. No.

This yard haudleii the North

dUii-iuti

.Sid<-

aii<l

through busluees.

Vmni
No. of irarkii
Total caparltv

S
SO car*.

vgr<l

r,t

13

i

In Fig.

2.

This new plan was made up in accordance with a basic change
In the mi hod of operation.
The yard tracks were, so far as possible, made continuous, rather than stub end; that is, nearly all
drafts will be taken around the loop, entering at the easterly end
of the yards and leaving at liie westerly end. This will keep all
yard traffic moving in the same general direction, avoiding many
conflicting movements and lessening the danger of collision.
The
Inlerc hange yard was eliminated, .satisfactory evidence having been
produced to .show thai a saving in time of operation <ould be made
by locating it at Jamaica. The idea of uting steam switch engines
was al)andoned and it was decided to operate the whole yard electrically.
All crossings of tracks at grade were avoided by the use
of track bridges. A freight classiflcation yard, having a capacity
of 400 cars, was provided for and has been located just north of
and adjacent to the tunnel portals about half a mile from the East
river.
From here nearly all freight will lie carried by means of
a Y or switchljack along the north side of the passenger yards to
an elevated line crossing the passenger trai-ks and running touthI

I

investigation

of

|M<

r.

This yard

liutjdl>-r

all

Sn.

both Jersey City and i.,ong Island (Mty produced the following
working information:
At Jcrs<?y City there arc two yards: the
Waldo avenue, which Is .situated about I'-l. miles from the station,
and the Jersey City, which Is adjacent to the station.

the

Side division.
»«><i .\u. 3

.tcriiKC Voce/.

No. of triK'ltH
Cnpnclty of yard

_'"
:i;;(i

No. of ciii-H pi>r truck, viirlcs frnm
2 to
Mnx. No. of cars In .vnrd nt one tlnn'
I'lillmnn i-nrs In .viird iit one llinc
" I'enn. U, It. cnr« In yard nt one time
AvcrnRo No. I'lillmnn cars per 24 hrs
"
"
IVnii. It. It. cars per 24 lirn
Mnxlmnm No. Pullman cars per 24 hrs
'•
I'enn. It. It. earn per 24 Ill's
No. of wlieel racks
'I'line at wlilcli maxiniiini nnnit>er of earx are In .yard.

20

cars.

"

2."iO

"

110
140

"
"

lliO

•'

100
210
l"."i

•'

•
•

-j

I

to 10 a.m.

This yard Is used exclusively for through line and Pullman
business, no attempt being made to separate the Pullman or dining
cars from the coaches. Tiie yard people think this is as It should
be and also consider tliat a track holding 12 cars and one engine,
or about 900 ft. long, is the most suitable length, even though the
make-up sheet shows that ftw trains carry more than eight cars.

Jimvu

Cllu Yiuil.

No. of tracks

!:i

fapaeity of yard

l.^H

No. oars per track, varies from
Mnxlmnm No. of enm In yard at one time
"

"

•
"

.Werage No.

17

4 to
1

loaclieH In .vani nt ,ine lime
expiiHH cai-M In .varil nt one time
mall cars In yai-il at one lime
of espieioi ears \wr L^l lirs

.\venige No. of mall cars per 24

cnr^

TK.\<'K hl-AI t>u.

Both the Pullman and Pennsylvania yard people agre«d that
tracks in the through couch yard should l>e spaced with alternately
wide and narrow platforrofe, planking to extend to the rail and
level with it; the narrow spacing leaving
ft. between cars and
the wide spacing 15 ft. The wide platforms are covered by a shed
over
with roof extending
the lower de<ks of the cars. Thes« gpacings mean that tracks are lt> ft. and 25 ft. apart, center to center,
respectively.
In the lotal yard a space of 4 ft. between cars. I.e.,
14 ft. center to center of track, is considered ample
ti

WIIKKI.IMi KA<ILni»'JJ.
In the opinion of the yard men, each wheeling traik sliould
be long enough to let five cars be worked at once, tracks to be spaced
25 ft., center to center, and each track to have a pit under IL
An overhead traveling crane should be provided, together with space

and

for storing wheels

facilities for
I'lriNG IX

for steam, gas

be piped with separate
and water, and also air for cleaning and for

dna

difch on bef>i

Slenin

30
40
37
.

:

Water;
:

Locale

Air for cleaning.
.Mr for testing: I
Ilatlery charglnc

:

Kril.PINOS.

The

carpet cleaning shed should have platforms 15 ft. by 75 ft,
and about 4 ft. al)ove the ground; the vacuum cleaning system
IS consldereil preferable to the blower system.
The following table
shows the present floor space at the Waldo avenue yard, where 700
men and 30 women are employed; also the floor space required to
properly perform the work:
/'U/(»IUN

Time

of sliorte.si

nialerlal storeroom
Mls<-ellaneoiiR sloreriM>m
• 'lean linen storeroom
Soiled linen slorertom
t'lenncrs' e<|iil|iment <8torrroom
I'liimlHTs' storer<M>m
• "nrpenlers' slorerixim

"

Kecoril storeroom
Porters' storensmi
I'oinnilssarr slorerooni
Siiiu nint ir.. remans of fl.f

"
"

.

If

storeriMim

the .soiled

for raising

and

linen

nack

2s."i
>
:

l.'i

S

Is

cars
•
••

••
2S.1
11 n. m.

nd HrguLrmcnIa.
rresenl.
SOI aq ft.
2..'>0i>

l..M"i

2.1>00

300
360
600
"00
000
7.''ii'

"

"

Kequlrvd.
I.IOdaq.fl.
3.80U
2.600
4.000

"

"

000
oOo

"

1.300
1,100

"
••

"

i

"

.JOrt

•

l.".;00

3.r>0'i

7.200

3ito

tHX)

placed on the second

"

"

floor,

"

an elerator

a chute for lowering the linen should be provided.

.Vmple toilet facilities should l>e provided throughout the building.
the porter's room having separate toilet and Iwth facilities. The
refrigerallng boxes In the commissary should be cooled by refrigerator plant rather than liy Icing.
/'cnnj*v'e(tHtii

tiaitroad /iHJ/disjij.

At pre»ent.
Ilatlery house

Mnlntennnce-of «av storenMim

1,S.-|0 sq. ft.
8,.'>00

("nrpenter shop

1.000

"

"'JO
7.%0

'•

I'nrpci

room

Stenmlllters' room
.Mr hrake room

.,,

No. of cars In yard nt one time
nt whlcli nuixinuini No. of rai-s an* In ynrcl

SIM,

.s'to

Heavy

"

1.

No. of irack.s
Tolnl cnpnctiv of vard
I'apnelly of lonuesi inick

and middle of all track*
with 100 fl. tielween plug*.
wlih 100 ft. Iielween pluit»
I'lpe all Irnrkii wlih lOo fl. Iwtween plugs.
ale i.ullelH ni both ends and middle of all track*.
Wire all tracks with Ik", ft. I>etween plagt-

otilleis nl l>oth eucLs

I'lpe nil tracks

I'lpe nil tracks

6.''i

Maximum

of tacfi frac*.

brake testing: there should be, also, outlets for charging electric
storage batteries. Details are as follows:

ai

.

Oipnclty

f^u

Fig. 3.

"R

ll.'i

lir.s

\o,

turning wheels and axles.

YAKIIS.

The coach and Pullman yards should
lines

Cnrpel

Time at which inaxininin niMnher of cars are In yard.
It p. m.
This yard Is userl for local, mall and express service. It Is
very much congeslfMi and to properly handle the present business
should have a capacity of 275 cars. The yardmaster recommends
tracks having a capacity of 15 cars and a locomotive, or about
1.050 ft. long, his idea being to handle two trains on one track.
It is probable that
per cent, of the suburl>an service to Jersey
City will contlntie to be handled at that point either by the present
ferry or by the Hudson & Manhattan tunnels.
At Long Island City there are three yards.
)<ir.»

Mran

Ti.lal cnpai'li) of >Bril

This yard Is used to store nee tnUna and Is always filled
except during racing hours.
During the maximum 24 hours, ha6 cars run out of I>ouk Island
(Jity.
At 11 a.m. there are 450 cars In the yards, 45 of which must
necessarily stand on the station tracks. The yard people here recommended tracks having a capacity of 12 cars each.

IJns
tl'utifo

"

car* arr is yard
II a. B.
local buBlnefls exi-«ptlD8 the North

<.r

passenger yard facilities at

present

the

&0

yard ai on* tin*

M.'

ward for about half a mile to a junction with the .Moiitauk divi.-iion.
The passage of freight through the Sunnyside yard is thus avoided.
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240
37."i

Officers
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are usicl per month, iind a suitable hiiiUling, should be provided for
the storage of the same together with about 300 sq. ft. each for
Pennsylvania Railroad and Pullman paints:
Storage room required for
XO bbls.

Used,
I'lillraan

I'.iiii.

40
30

cleaiizlne

bbls.

.".

wiKjieu waste
(Jalena winter oil....
Calclia snininci- oil ...

:

00
30 bales.
10 "

"
Hi bales.

kerosene
lolton wii.stc
waste
It. I!., cotton

"

"

IM;"
40 bbls.

fio bbls.

411 bbls.

00

•*

bbls.

The general sentiment of all the yard people is opposed to
narrow gage traiks for trucking purposes between the standard
gage tr;i( ks. It is also agreed that a single post inverted umbrella
shed is preferable to any other type.
KI.KIllllIlKl)

SKKVKK.

about 150 motor cars and trailers in the
The officials in charge of
service.
this equipment recommeiul a spacing of 14 ft., center to center, of
track for the nnilliplc unit storage yard, thus giving "ji... ft. between
Thpi'e are at pre.^eiil

Long Island Railroad

electric

cars.
l.SSPKCTIO.N

I'lT.S.

basis, cars going
over the pits after having run 750 to 800 miles on the road. With
the present service, this averages once in four days. The pits now
in use have a capacity of four cars each, all light repairs being
made while the cars are over the pits. Owing to the exce.ssive
weight of the motor cars and trucks, heavy work, such as wheelPits having
ing, or rep&iring motors, is done at the repair shops.
standing room for seven cars are recommende<l so that an entire tram
can' be inspected over one pit. The pits now used are of concrete,
42'- in. deep from top of rail to bottom of pit. bottom being slightly

The motor cars arc inspected on a mileage
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with these switches, connections will be provided whereby an occasional interchange of steam and electric locomotives may be effected.
Throughout the limits of the Sunnyside yard, all westbound main
tracks lie together and all eastbound tracks together. This track
arrangement was made possible by a crossing of the tunnels between the portals and the river on the west, and an arrangement
of two-track bridges on the east.
From the portals eastward all
tunnel tracks are in waterproofed subways to a point where the
top of rail is 8 ft. above the mean high tide level. Just beyond
the ends of these subways the tracks have been so graded as to
prevent surface water from draining towards the subways and tunnels.
This was accomplished as shown in Fig. 3. Beyond these
points, which are in the vicinity of the Thomson avenue viaduct,
all main tracks are carried eastward on a rising grade, thus passing
through the yards on a level some 20 ft. higher than the yard tracks.
A station is contemplated just east of Thomson avenue, whereby
passengers may transfer to the trolley cars or other transit facilities
which will be in operation over the Blackwell's Island bridge. The
general principles followed in making plans for main tracks are
as follows:
Standard spacing of 13 ft., center to center, wherever
possible; no masonry walls or abutments placed closer than 8 ft.
Irom center of track to face of masonry; all grade tangents connected by vertical curves having a radius of 30,000 ft. or more;
horizontal curves kept as low in degree as possible and easements
provided in case cf a curve sharper than 2 deg. 30 min.; No. 15
frogs used for all connections in the main tracks.

Near the subway-ends are connections from the main tracks
running tracks which lead to and from the yards. The eastbound running tracks pass along the southerly side of. and on a
lower level than the main tracks, leading thence around the loop
to the easterly end of the yards.
Provision has b?en made for the
ultimate construction of four loop tracks, one from each of the
.New York lines and one from Long Island City. In addition to
to

the loop tracks these will be, ultimately, a double-track connection
lo the yards passing under track bridge No. 6 as shown in Fig. 2.
Previous to the construction of No. 6 bridge, a singletrajk emergency connection will lead from the westbound main tracks at the
interlocking plant down along the embankment so as to connect
with the yard tracks adjacent to the motor storage space. On the
plan in Fig. 2 the following points of interest should be noted:
Kunning track heading to loop from line B (Thirty-third street,
eastbound) is crossed over other loop tracks, thus affording a route
for multiple unit traffic to the yard, independent from the routes

Building

Fig. 4.

Fig.

5.

concaved. The pits are lighted, piped with air which is used for
blowing motors, and are steam heated. There is no third rail along
the pits, current being delivered through an overhead trolley. Tracks
on the inspection pits are spaced 14 ft., center to center.
From the above mentioned investigation, it will be seen that,
in order to handle business of an amount equal to that carried
at present, yards must be provi<leil having a capacity of at least
840 cars, about 500 of which are used on through service.
In the
course of a very few years, all the local or suburban trains will
be made up of multiple unit equipment and consequently have been
considered as such in the design.
In developing the plans for the Sunnyside y:ird and contem|)orary improven'.ents. the following general ideas were kept in mind
and the design made to conform thereto:
Separation of multiple
unit equipment from ordinary coach and Pullman equipment; main
tracks separated from the yard proper and the running tracks leading thereto, by being placed on a different level; no crossing of
running tracks at grade; all switches to be designed so as to alloW
as many parallel movements as possible without unduly complicating the track situation or greatly increasing the cost; running
tracks and connections between the main tracks and yards arranged
so as to allow an alternative route for each movement, these alternative routes being w'idely separated so as to prevent the yards
being tied up and blocked by a serious derailment or wreck occurring at any particular point.
In the design of the Sunnyside yard
and the Manhattan station provision has been made for two additional tunnels under the Kast river, which, when built, are to run

under Thirty-first

street.

Manhattan.

The

city

of

New York

has

required the construction of two viaducts carrying streets over the
yaril approaches, one over the freight yard, and three over the
Sunnyside yards proper; also three bridges carrying the main tracks
over streets east of the yards, as well as the elimination of several
grade crossings on the Long Island City passenger line.
Approaching the Sunnyside yards from the west there will be
10 main tracks, four from the Long Island City station and six
from Manhattan by way of the river tunnels. At the easterly end
of the yards there will be eight tracks, four leading to the Main
Line division, two lo the North Side division, and two lo the NewYork Connecting Railroad. These main tracks meet and are joined
by a system of interlocked switches, so arranged as to allow three
trains to pass in each direction at the same time.
In connection

used by coach and Pullman or combination traffic; an emergency
connection from main eastbound tracks to this multiple unit running track near bridge No. 3; an emergency connection located west
of Line A portal between Line C (Thirty-second street, westbound)
and running track to Long Island City. On the loop is a system
of switch work whereby drafts may be passed to either the multiple
unit section or the coach and Pullman section of the yards.

From the loop switching plant, multiple unit equipment may
be sent direct to the storage yards or may be diverted to the inspection pits, whence it may pass on to the storage yards or, again,
be diverted to the repair shop.s. The multiple unit storage yard
will, ultimately, have 42 tracks, eaeh with SOO to 900 ft. of clear
These
standing room, thus giving a total capacity of 550 cars.
trai'ks are divided into seven groups of six tracks each, the tracks
in each group being spaced 15 ft., center to center, with spaces 25 ft.
wide between groups. The westerly or leaving ends of these tracks
are connected to a double-track ladder, and the easterly or entering ends to a three-track ladder. The reason for three tracks on
the easterly end is lo provide for some switching movements and
also to allow drafts to leave the yard by these easterly ladder connections, as would be necessary in case of a movement to line E
(Thirty-first street, westbound).
The spacing of 25 ft. between
groups of tracks was necessary to allow the Introduction of slip
crossings in the near ladder without fouling the adjacent track in
the next group.
The coach and Pullman storage yard consists of 11 tracks,
spaced alternately 25 ft. and 16 ft., center to center, and 35 tracks
divided into groups of six tracks each with a spacing of
ft.,
center lo center, between the tracks of ea^h group and 19 ft. between groups; these tracks vary in length from 950 to 1.100 ft.
of clear standing room and have a total capacity of 600 cars.
The
southerly or leaving ends of these tracks are connected to a threetraik ladder, the far track of which serves to connect with a small
storage space for electric locomotives or motors. The northerly or
entering ends of these tracks are connected with a ladder increasing from one to five tracks as the number of storage tracks connected thereto increases. While the general design of the Sunnyside yards is such that much switching of cars will be avoided, yet
it has been thought l)est to provide the above-mentioned five ladder
tracks with connections which will let a considerable number of
swit.hiiig movements be made without interfering with the movement of drafts entering the yaiM. It is the intention to equip at
With a track
least one track in each group with Inspection pits.

H
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fl., center to center (15 ft. where rulumii (o.iii.l iHomb
for vlaUiiclH are Introduced) U will l>e noted that by removing eath
thlnl track and llninK over each Kerond one of the remaining two,
a Hiiai.'int; of 2li ft. and 10 ft. may be obtained, thUH affording u
ready mt-anH of Increaulnf; the number of wide spaced trackh Khould
traffic condltlonB require It.
A yard for private carK, with u limetable, has been provided as xhown on the plan.

qulreh the moving of ;s,<>UO,UUU cu. yds. of earth, the driving of
SUO.OUO lineal feet of piling, the erection of 200.0U0 cu. yds. of concrete masonry and the laying of aome 73 miles of iracli.
The estimated cost Is about ti.UUU.OUO.

A portion of the npacu within the loop haH been utilized In the
doHlgn for an additional Klorage yard, having Htub end trackH with
a total capacity of H.'jU earn. The con«iru(llon of this yard Is not
contemplatod for some years a» yet. Throughout the yards, all
ladders and running IrackH have been Hpaced 13 ft., center to center,
and all connectlon.s have been designed for No. 8 frogH except at
the loop switching plant, where a few No. lO's and No. 12'h were

Illusirationa are shown herewith of the looomotive co&llag staon the Eastern Railway of New Mexico, better Icnown as the
Helen cut-oIT of the Atchison. Topeka k Santa Ke, which was recently completed between Belen, N. Mex and Texico, on the Texa«.Now .Mexico boundary.
The terminals for the eastern end are located at CloviB, N. Mex.,
10 miles west of Texico, where the conditions were particularly
favorable for a model arrangement. The coaling plant, which is
shown on page 347, Is built of reinforced concrete and steel. The bin
nas a storage capacity of 750 tons and four tracks are served, two
outside and two underneath. The bin is filled by a belt conveyor.
The receiving track is 250 ft. away, has room for 10 ears and is
sloped 1 per cent, for ease in moving the cars across the hopper.
The elevating capacity of the belt Is 120 tons an hour. The incline
for the belt conveyor Is of steel frame construction and the roof
trusses over the bin are steel. All siding and roofing on the plant
Is "asbestos protected metal."
Coal is weighed in steel hoppers suspended on a special "Buffalo"

EpacinK of 14

found necessiiry.
varloii.s yard buildings will be In the space lying between
unit 8e<'tlun and coach and Pullman section of the
There will be stairways for the use of yard employees
leading from these spaces to two of the street viaducts crossing
the yard; also an Incline driveway leading to the Honeywell street
viaduct. Among the various buildings contemplated are the following:
Pullman store building, motive power store building, Pennsylvania Uaiiroad service building, .storage battery house, l)unk house
for yard men, larpel cleaning sheds, wheel crane shed and crane,

The

the multiple
yards.

multiple unit

inspection sheds, multiple unit

repair shops, car

in-

Coaling Station* on the Belen Cut-off.

tlocLs

,

Coaling and Cinder Plant at Belen, N. Mex., Under Construct)
spector's

pump

building, oil house, air
house, yardniaslcr's offlce.

compressor

|)laiit,

heating plant,

In excavating near lie space set apart tor multiple unit repair
shop, a very good supply "f water has been found,
it has been decided, therefore, to iuiild a reservoir located south of the main
tracks nnd within the loop, thus placing It high enough to .supply
by gravity Mow the whole yard and also the hong Island City power
house. A pump house nnd wells are to be located near the Honeywell street viaduct and within the space for buildings.
In a yard so large as that to be built at Sunnyslde. the problem
of handling su|iplles, etc., is quite serious.
In this case, a system
of telpher tracks has been designed whereby the overhead single
rail Irolley, or telpher, can be used to meet this neeil without In
any way Interfering with the train movements or other oi)crallon.-i
of the yards.
These teli)her cars are to carry linen, storage batI

teries, cominlssury and other stipplies, nnd even employees, back
and forth between the yard buildings and the various tracks. The
layout of telpher tracks Is shown In KIg. 2. and the methods of
supporting ihem are jus In Figs. 4 and
Construction of the Sunnyslde yards and approaches was commenced about January 1. 1307. nnd the yards will probably be put
In operation some time during the year 1!U0.
The construction re.">.

<>on,

Topeka

&

Santa Ft.

having plus and minus t>eams and a type registering device to record on the coal ticket the exact weight of coal
taken on a locomotive."
In addition to the coaling plant Is a novel cinder handling plant.
seen at the right In the photograph. I'nderneath the two tracks
passing under the co;il pocket are cinder pits lined with fire brick.
Between these two pits is a hoisting tower of steel constnicUon
ThMe buckets
in which travels a |>alr of large Holmen buckets..
iuitoniattcally operate gates which deliver the cinders to the buckets.
At the top of the lowi-r the buckets automatically deliver their load
to steel-lined cars working In time with the elevator and operated by It. a system recently patenteil. Those cars, which dump
pipe-level scales,

close autoniallcally. deliver the cinders to a concrete storage
bin a short distance from the elevator, arranged to deliver to railroad cars underneath. Both the cinder plant and coaling plant are

nnd

worked by

electric motors.
connection with the coaling plant is a reinforced concrete
The sand Is elevated by the belt conveyor and
siind storage bin.
discharged Into a bin under the coal pocket .\ stove dryer and
screens are so arranged that the sand Is dried and screened without haml labor. The dry sand Is raised by compressed air.
.\i Tailmn. 4.1 miles west of Clovis. Is the coaling plant shown

In

March

13,
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herewith. This is a wooden frame plant of 2.50 tona storage capacity.
The coal i.s elevated ijy means of hirge Holmen buckets in the usual
manner. Another plant is located at Yesso, 42 miles west of Taiban,
and is a duplicate of the Taiban plant in all respects.
The next plant is at Vaughn, 43 miles west of Yesso. There
Is
a novel feature connected with this plant, which is also
shown. The coal is received on a track about 4S ft. from the
storage pocket. A Holmen elevator and Barrett automatic tram
car system is used to convey the coal to the storage pocket as
described for the cinder plant at Clovis.
A sand plant is also a part of the equipment at this place.
The sand is elevated in the Holmen buckets and discharged Into a
reinforced concrete bin between the elevator tower and the coal bin.
The sand gravitates through a stove dryer, over screens and into
a steel drum from which it is blown to the dry sand bin by compressed air.

it is

A

A molder employed in the Baden State Railroad shops at Karlsruhe was elected on the Social Democratic ticket a member of the
city common council.
The railroad authorities informed him that
if he accepted this office he would be discharged from the State

Coaling and Cinder Plant at Clovis, N. Mex., on Belen Cut-Off of

A coaling plant at Willard, 55 miles west of Vaughn, is a duplicate of the ones at Taiban and Yesso. Another at Becker. 39
miles west of Willard, is also a duplicate of these in general design,
but of 350 tons capacity.
The plant at Helen, the western terminus (page 34()) is like the
one at Clovis, except in the method of elevating coal. This is done
in Holmen buckets, and by means of the Harrett automatic tram
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delivered to the coal bin, 135 ft. from the receiving
track.
Two kinds of coal are handled here and to prevent their
getting mixed, the receiving hopper is divided into two parts. One
Holmen bucket bandies the coal from each hopper and the tram
cars deliver the coal independently to their respective bins.
Holmen-Barrett cinder plant here is a duplicate of the Clovis plant.
With the exception of the Clovis plant all the plants are equipped
with the weighing hoppers mentioned with the Clovis plant, and
all but this plant are driven by "Ohio" gasolene engines.
The plants were all designed and built by Roberts & Schaefer
Co., Chicago.

car system

the Atchison, Topeka

&

Santa Fe.

Railroad service. In the Baden Parliament Social Democratic members declared this notice to be in contravention of a citizen's rights.
The Prime Minister answered that the action of the government
was due to the fact that the Social Democratic party regards as
one of the most important means of obtaining its ends strikes by
workmen, and especially by railroad men. The Slate Railroad management is responsible for the reg^ular and uninterrupted operation
of the railroads in the interest of the public at large, and cannot
keep in its service any man who openly declares that It may become
his purpose to prevent such regular and uninterrupted operation.

Coaling

Plant at Taiban,

N.

Mex.;

Belen Cut-Off.

Coaling Plant at Vaughn, N. Mex.; Belen Cut-Off.
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Station Standards; Virginian Railway.

v,i,iiili-u

In the previous articles (see Haitroad Gazette of March 15 and
August 23, 1907, und<r caption "The Tidewater and the IJeepwater
RallwayH") the general features of the road and the methods of
track and bridge <x)nHtructlon wore conHldered. The naiDe systeni

of standardization that

columns.

Vol XLIV.,
The

ticket

office

at

No.

11.

one end has a width over

the partition walls of 11 ft. and extends the whole width of tbe
building.
Tbe total length of the ticket office and wailing room
section of the building is 34 ft., of which the waiting room occupies
23 ft.
beyond this Is an open driveway 11 ft. wide and then a
freight room occupleH the remaining 23 ft. of the plan.
The floors
of these freight rooms are either on the ground or raised 2 ft. II In.
above the level of the waiting room door. The intention is to us«
tbe rustic station with an elevated freight floor in the tobacco
country of Virginia, while that with a low floor will be used in
West Virginia. The interior flnish of these stations is essentially
the same as that of the design already described. Externally they
have a rubble chimney for tjotb the ticket office and wailing room.

Iiiik already been outlined has been carried
nf the work.
not often, however, that railroad standardization Is carried
to such an extent as to include the station buildings and section
men's houses, so that they can be built and located where desired,
without further attention from the engineering department. This
has been done In this Instance, and is working succ<.>8Hfully. The
plan«, as prepared, could only bo made applicable to places where the conditions to be met
are practically uniform; but as there are no
largo towns along this line, the plans are applicable to nearly every place upon It.
The
original plans were of three main types; one
for towns of considerable size; one for small
places In Virginia, and one for small places
In West Virginia.
Later It was found that a
modification of these would be required in certain localities.
Kor example, new stations
were designed for use in the tobacco section
of Virginia tor both large and small towns;
and. In West Virginia there has been a revision of the plans for small towns. The
reason for the distinction made between the
two states is that the laws of Virginia require
separate waiting room accommodations for
white and colored people, while tliose of West
Virginia do not. The first design of st.ition
for large towns is 80 ft. long by 22 ft. wide.
The second Is 70 ft. long by 2i; ft. wide, and
both are combination freight and passenger
stations.
The original station for small Virginian towns contains waiting rooms for wnlte
and colored passengers and a ticket office and
a freight house and measures 60 ft. by 22 ft.
That lor West Virginia has but one waiting
room, the ticket office and freight house, and
measures 40 ft. by 16 ft.
Of the smaller sized stations of the original design that at Mullens, W. Va., Is typical.
Station at Mullens, W. Va. Virginian Railway.
It
is
a frame building and the speciflca
tions permit that tbe rough framing shall be of either white, Norway
which gives them the characteristic feature of the other buildings
or southern pine, spruce, Pennsylvania white hemlock or fir, pro- of the country, and It is the intention to plant climbing vines about
Tided only that it Is sound and tree from defects. The interior the one at the end of the building. This will be an innovation and
finish is In natural wood, kiln dried and varnished on the exposed
add to the attractiveness of the structure.
surfaces. The flooring of the offices and waiting rooms is of quarter
The floor plan of the 60 ft. by 22-ft. station for small towns In
sawn Carolina pine or maple of 2i.l. In. face and t» in. thick and Virginia is the same as that of the larger 80-fL by 22-ft. sUiion.
matched for the whole length. The baggage and freight house floor- except In dimensions, and the inside and outside finish is like that
ing of ail stations is of 2-ln. southern pine 6 in. wide, quarter of the smaller West Virginia stations.
eawn and smooth. The exterior is given three coats of standard
The 80-ft. by 22-ft. station, of which that at Brokneal. Va.. Is a
paint, one priming coat and two finishing coats, the body color to sample, has a freight room at one end 34 ft. 6 in. long and two
be a sUndard light yellow with white trim. Six settees are pro- waiting rooms for white and colored people respectively, each with
Tided along the walls of the waiting rooms, and these are made of a width of 21 ft. 9 in. at the back and 16 ft. at the front, where the

on to other dcpartnienu
It Is

ticket office Is located.
In modifying this design, the building has been widened to 2S ft.

and the waiting rooms placed one back of the
other at one end of the building with the
ticket office between them and the freight
room. These stations are also frame buildings
erected to the same general specifications as
the smaller stations and with the same interior and exterior finish.
In addition to thes<> regular stations that
are to l>e built in towns and villages, a smaller
building known ns an operator's house has
bwn designed for use at |>oinls where it will
be necessary to make stnilon or water slope

Side Elevation of Rustic Combination Station.

%ln. oak or ash

slats with

V

Joints screwed to cast-iron

brackeU

or supports of the form shown. These speclflcatlons as lo Hnlsh
also apply to the largei sized stations.
in the Mullens and similar stations the waiting room has an
Inside measurement of 10 ft. by
ft. 10 in., or the full Inside width
of the building; the ticket office has a width of 6 ft. 6 in. and the
freight house 21 ft. 4 in. The latter has sliding doors at the front
and back and. on the track side, has a gangway of 4-ln. planks for
an approach. In the second design of "rustic stations." ns they
are called, the total plan of the building covers an area of 62 ft.
by 16 ft. with an operator's window at the ticket office end projectIng 5 ft. 6 In. on the track side. This projection Is merely the extension of the ticket office out to the edge of the overhang roof of
the platform.
Ihls roof is carried at its outer edge by eight round

H

and where no freight will be received. Such
example, as Kimore on the Deepwater section.
an assembling vard and water tank
Here It
will be necessary to have an operator and accommodations have accordingly been provided for su. h pa.ssenger traffic as mav offer
The
outside dimensions of tbe building are 12 ft bv .10 ft and it Is
divided in the plan Into two rooms; one a waiting room and one
for the operator.
The Interior and exterior finish Is the same as
that of the standard stations, and It has the same large opening
between the two rooms filled with a wire mesh that obtains in the
case of the other b\illdlngs.
This standardization of station buildings is possible, of course.
only for small towns. For large places special designs would have
to be prepared, and this has been done in the case of the road's
large places. Norfolk and Roanoke. Here there will be a vard and
a

place,

for

where Uiere

will be
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platform will be spaced on 38-ft. centers so that a string of five
cars can be spotted in front of the house, each with its door opposite
one in the house. Scales will be placed near the center of the floor
of the first section to be built, and this will be completed with a
brick end wall, which will afterwards form a brick firewall extending
up through the roof.
A basement with a headroom of 8 ft. will be located beneath
the offices and will be used as a heater room. The floor of this
space will be of waterproofed, reinforced concrete on a screening
foundation, the whole having a thickness of 21 in.
The roof is carried by a simple wooden truss and the
whole floor space will be clear and unimpeded
by columns. These trusses are spaced on 19-ft
centers.
Skylights are put in each slope on
38-ft. centers so that there is ample light admitted from above. The curbing around these
skylights is to be of white pine with wooden
bars glazed with %-iB. ribbed plate, shingled
and set in putty with clips. The roof covering will be of No. 1 American Bangor slate
laid with a 3-ln. lap.
The drainage of the roof water is provided
Those
for by five down-spouts on each side.
on the track side deliver into a 6-in. vitrified
side
of
the
down
the
pipe
that
leads
sewer
builaing to the ends where it empties Into
8-in. pipes that run across the ends of the
building into a sewer opposite the center of
the building and set some distance out from It.
At the back corners where the 8-in. pipes turn
from the ends, lamp or cleaning holes will be

a freight house of dimensions suited to the requirements of the
The passenger stations have not yet been designed.
The layout of the tracks and building is given on the plan.
These are located at the south side of the city at the crossing of
the Hoanolie & Southern or the Winston-Salem division oi the
Norfolk & We.stern. The passenger station will be 40 ft. wide by
l.'JO ft. long and will be approached by a screening driveway from
Jefferson avenue along which there is a line of street cars. This
The
street will be raised about 5 ft. to meet the grade of the road.
road is single track and will have a connection with the Norfolk
& Western over a 13-deg. curve, and there will be a long passing
cities.

placed, and at the sewer opening there will
be the usual manhole and cover. In this way
the water from the roof is led away from the
foundations at once and the seepage of dampness beneath the building will be avoided,
as the pipes are run at a minimum distance

Plan of Standard Combination Passenger and Freight Station

siding in front of the depot, with a track leading off to a double- of 4 ft. from the walls.
track siding in front of the freight depot with space left for addiThe offices are to be finished In natural wood, with rubbed down
tional tracks when the traffic offered may require it.
Beyond the shellac, followed by two coats of hard oil rubbed down to an eggfreight house there will be a number of team tracks as shown.
In shell gloss.
all of this layout the plans have been prepared for present construcThis is the only large freight house that has, thus far, been
tion and future extension.
designed, as there is no need of so extensive a provision at other
The freight depot, as designed, will have a width of 40 ft. and points along the line. Work is also in progress on the yard that
a length of 231 ft, of which but 134 ft. 11 in. will be built at present, will be located at Roanoke.
and the remainder added when the requirements of the traffic shall
Roanoke Yard. This yard Is the only one of any magnitude that
demand it. The part to be built first will be the east end and will has. thus far. been designed, and even this is small in comparison
Include the offices. The building is to be of brick set on concrete with other distributing and classification yards that have been built
foundations of 1-4-71;. mixture except around the basement beneath In recent years. The reason for this, at so important a point as
the offices, where a 1-3-6 mixture is to be used.
Provision Is made Roanoke. Is that the traffic that is expected will consist almost exIn these foundations for expansion and contraction due to variations
clusively of coal bound for tidewater and originating on the Deepof temperature by the use of vertical tarred paper joints.
The piers water section. This traffic will be made up and classified In th«
for the posts supporting the freight house iloor are also of concrete
Princeton yard, which will be the main point of assembly for the

—
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Combination Passenger and Freight Station at Brookneal, Va.
mixture, and these are spaced on 9 ft. G in. centers
longitudinally and y ft. 5 in. centers transvei-sely. Everything Is
carried down to at least a foot below the natural surface of the
ground, or as much lower as may be required in order to get a good
footing.
The floor of the freight house is carried on 12 in. x 12 in.
posts capped by 12 in. by 14 in. girders, upon which 2 in. by 12 in.
joists are laid on 12-in. centers, over which the 2-in. flooring Is
laid.
The top of this floor will be 4 ft. 6 in. above the base of the
rail and will have a drop of 2 in. in the slope of the outside platform, so that the latter will be 4 ft. 4 in. above the base of the
rail.
This platform, which will be on the track side only, will
have a width of 8 ft. 2 in. The sliding doors opening upon the
of the

1-4-7'

_•

road as well as that from which the empties will be distributed
among the mines. Hence both east and westlxjund trains will for
the most part pass through Roanoke without breaking bulk.
The total length of the Roanoke yard Is about 7.800 ft. and
it
is
located almost entirely west of the passenger station at
Jefferson avenue. The layout Is somewhat peculiar and is based
upon the exigencies of the case and the topographical limitations
Imposed. In general the yard follows the bend of the Roanoke
river, whose banks it reaches a short distance west of the roundhouse. On entering from the east there is a lead from the main
line to the left which runs parallel to the same for the whole length
Before reaching the paisof the yard and forms a passing track.
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senger Htatlon there 1h mi vujrr iiii.i to u..- j.tr wtil.li braDilieH Into
the double track In front of the frelBht house already referred to
with two extra tracks that may be UHed for HtoraKe. The total capacity of these four trackK from a point east of the frelRhl house
to the Bwllch<« kIvIhk access to the team tracks is 114 cars.
This
team track yard Is placed between the freight house and the storage
yard and is arranged witli double blind-end tracks with a screening
driveway approach to one side of each track. These have a total
capacity of 120 cara, and beyond, between the loam tracks and the

in that, as

already
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:.-re

will be very little

thence around the running track to the south to the caboose tracks,
and whatever classification may be needed will be done over tli«
latter at the east and the running track extending down past the
freight station, the cripples being taken out and dropped in on the

Plan of Freight Yard and Station at Roanoke, Va.; Virginian Railway.

roundhouse, is a storage yard composed of 18 blind tracks served
by a single ladder track and having a capacity of 300 cars. As
will be seen from the engraving, the switching lead for all of these
tracks Is one running parallel to the main line and extending down
Into the eustbound yard, where it Is to be used as far as the necessities of the string of cars being handled will require.
The roundhouse Is to be in the angle formed by the line of
Jefferson street and Prospect avenue. At present a house of 10
stalls will be erected but provision will be made for extending it
by 20 stalls, making it 30 in all, as soon as It may be needed. The
coal trestle, water column and sand i)ocket8 are placed between the
Incoming and outRolng tracks, with aah pits set In the incoming
tracks, and these are doubled at that point.
The coal pockets have
a length of 200 ft. and stand 30 ft. above the tracks, being reached
over a trestle on a 5 per cent, grade.
The repair tracks are south of the approach tracks to the roundhouse and are served by a single ladder track that Is extended by a
switching lend running along the southern side of the main yard
and connected with it in such a way that cripples can be taken to
the yard and the rcpaireil cars removed and placed in either the
east or westbound yards without interfering in any way with the
engine movements to or from the roundhouse.
Next to the repair tracks come those for cabooses and the wrecking train. This arrangement of caboose tracks necessitates special
Bwitchlng for tho caboose both on incoming and outgoing trains In
each direction.

Tho nock of tho yard is formed below the Franklin Road
bridge, which is about 3,000 ft. west of the eastern end of the
yard
or near the middle of the same when it Is considered as a whole.
At this point there are live tracks; that on the north is th- main
then comes tho passing track, then two cross-overs
tracks, and last the switching lead tor tho repair tracks.
lino,

Tho

and engine

and wes( bound yards lie .sblo by side and, except for
the arbitrary afsignmenl of tracks to the two, are essentially a single
yard consisting of 14 traclis exclusive of the running track at tho
south side and the passing track at the north, and having a common ladder at each end. that at tho west end being run into tho
passing track and then used as a switching lead. Tho total capacity
of the yard is 1,128 cars, of which l,38r. are assigned to eustbound
and 743 to westbound traflic.
ta.sl

The movement

of the cars through the yard will bo very simple

breaking up

of the trains.
On
a the west the trains come in over
the passing track :i
-i.;
lead and in upon the ea^tbound
tracks. The engine lb cui off from the train and pai-ses on directly
to the roundhouse.
The caboose Is cut off and hauled back and

Standard Water Tank; Virginian Railway.
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repair tracks to which a direct lead is provided by way of the
ladder from everj- traclc in the yard.
Entrance to the westbound yard is effected in a similar manner.
The train leaves the main line at the first switch and runs over
the passing or running track by way of the cross-overs beneath the
Franklin road bridge to the yard ladder and thence in upon the
westbound tracks. The engine returns to the roundhouse over the
running track to the south of the yard and the caboose is cut off
and hauled directly back upon the waiting tracks. Classification
and the cutting out of cripples is accomplished in the same manner
as in the case of the eastbound traffic.
From east to west the yard grade is level as far as the station

aboua fop 0/ corKr-efe jzew

'

IvJ

kj

M

I

luJlw lwJ~

,

'square rods
f

/o b^ €'a.

So//ty rocA, Ofrtif r^tnfonc/ng

Standard Masonry for

when

80-ft.

Turntable.

begins to rise and continues to do so to the western extremity at a rate varying from 0.20 to 0.358 per cent.
The yard is in no sense a classification yard although some
work of that character will necessarily be done there, but it is more
of a halting place where engines can be changed and cars inspected
and repaired prior to their onward movement to tidewater or the
mines. For this reason a complication of operation is not provided
for as it will be in the case of the great assembling yard at Princeton, which will be dealt with at length in a future issue.
Miscellaneous Standards. In connection with the station and
It

—

Map

of Norfolk, Va.,

The

floor of the

surface

is 7

in.
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tank is made of 3-in. cedar plank, and its upper
above the tops of the columns, so that it is 20 ft.

above the top of the rail. In the general features of the construction the tank does not differ essentially from others of a similar
character and is illustrated as an example of good current practice.
With the design adopted the only flexibility required is in the
adjustment of the foundations to the soil upon which they stand,

and the same holds true of those for turntables. In that for the
80-ft. table, which is the size adopted, the engraving shows the center
arranged to be carried on piles, and these are ordinarily calculated
to carry 15 tons.
The concrete is of the 1-3-C proportion as in the
case of the water tank piers, and is reinforced with 1-in. square rods
spaced on 12-in. centers and in two rows which are 3 in. apart
horizontally; the lower rows being 6 in. above the tops of the piles
when these are used and projected 12 in. into the concrete.
When piles are not used the lower row of reinforcing is placed
6 In. above the bottom of the concrete, and when the concrete is
carried down to a rock foundation the reinforcement Is omitted.
The foundation is finished with a cap of richer concrete of the C
class or 1-2-2 mixture 18 in. thick, upon which the base of the
center is to rest.

In the matter of signals the final decision has not yet been
reached as to what will be done all along the line, except that it
Is probable that some system will be adopted whereby a space Interval can be maintained between trains.
Meantime the details of
the signal posts and semaphores have been worked out In accordance
with standard practice, being identical with that adopted on th«
New York Central lines.
In working out these standards allowance had to be made In
some cases for the variations in the laws of the two states through
which the road runs. These usually make themselves felt In minor
details hut are of suflficient importance from a legal standpoint to
make themselves felt. For example in the case of crossing signs.
In Virginia the simple wording "Railroad Crossing" suffices, but
in West Virginia there must be added to this the words "Look Out
for the Locomotive."
From what has been said in this and previous articles it will
be seen that thoroughness in all of the details that go to make up
the sum of the construction of the road from the preliminary sur-

Showing Railroad Connections and Terminals.

yard work certain other standards have been adopted that are based
upon good American practice and which will serve to simplify the
work of the engineering department as already intimated. Among
these are standards for water tanks, signals, turntable foundations,
crossing signs, methods of running wires, fencing, towers, etc.
One example of these standards is given in the 16-ft. by 24-ft.
water tank having a capacity of a little less than 52,000 gallons.
As in all other foundation work concrete is used for these tanks,
In this case the proportions being 1-3-6.
Ordinarily the footings are
4'.j ft. sq. but these are increased where the soil is soft.
All of
these columns are formed of 6 in. by 6 in. by '... in. angles rising to a
height of 17 ft. 9 in. above the rail and there carrying the floor
beams, which are made up of 12 in. I's with 8 in. I beam braces.

veys

to the construction of the buildings

watchword

of the

and tracks has been th«

management throughout.

It now remains to say a few words regarding the terminal faciliIt will be remembered that this road is built with
the intention of building up a traillc that does not yet exist and of
developing coal properties that have not yet been fully opened.
Further, as there is no market for this coal along the line of
the road and the outlet to the west is restricted, it is evident that
the seaboard must be the destination of practically all of the traffic
that will originate along the line, and that provision must be made
to handle it in a coastwise traffic.
For this reason no attempt
has been made to enter Norfolk over its own lines, but on the other
hand, a wide detour carries the line well beyond the limits of the

ties at the coast.

j
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to the north of the same to the terminal at Sewall'H
Before reaching the ICIIzabetb river It runs parallel to the
Norfolk & WeHtern, but about two mllcu to the north, thus BklrtIng the iJIsmal Hwamp. A yard will be located on the went bank
of thiH Bouthern branch of the Kllzabeth river at the point of crossing of the Portamouth & Newport NewH Klectric Hallway, beyond
which It croHscH all of the roadH centering In Norfolk and then runs
down on the sand Hpit that form« Cape Henry and ho reaches
Sewall'a Point. ThlH point Ib opposite Old I'olnt Comfort and borders the deepwater of Hampton Koads, but U still sudlclently shel-

city

V..I.
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and around

1

I'olnt.

tered to make It possible for vessels to lie securely at the wharves
that will be built, without experiencing any Inconvenience from the
seas that may roll In from the capes outside.
The terminal property as acquired by the railroad was a barren
stretch of sand, and on this the hi^avy wharves and coal handling
apiiaratus will be built. Soundings have been made to determine
the qualities of the underlying ground and It Is probable that the
methods of transferring the lading from the cars to the steamship.s
will bo similar to that used upon the lakes, where the cars are lifted
and dumped Into the hold or weighing hopi)ers direct without the
use of the conveyors or hoists that usually accompany coal-handling
plants.
11 Is thouKht that these car dumps can be made of greater
capacity and can handle u large tonnage more expeditiously and
economically than a trestle and Incline, and for that reason it Is
probable that they will be adopted. The road will thus be a further
exempllticatlon of the predominance of the progressive Ideas which
it has been shown have controlled every step In its construction
from Its llrst Inception to the completion of those facilities that will
play so Important a part in the delivery of its tralflc to the markets
of the country.

in.

B
-(Ai

D

In which ni. la tlie common moment for the giyea loa4iDg plus an
equal and Bymmetrlcally placed load on a beam supported at the

ends.
In a previous* article ll was shown (or two arch rings having
spans of L and 40 and rises of f and I respectively, that, when the
ordlnates y,
y,'
y,"
y,'
if
unity
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y,
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y,
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Supposing that formula

A) has been solved for a unit load at
each point of division respedively, then the values of H,' for each
load are readily found by simple multiplication. In a like manner
the expressions for the moments at the supports become M,
I

=

„

M,' and M,'

r=

-^ M,

.

The

vertical

reactiona remain the

same

regardless of changes In L and f.
Table A contains a complete set of coefllcienls which were based
upon an arch having a span of 100 ft. and a rise of 16.67 fL The
depth of the ring at the crown and the springing being in the ratio
of about 1 to 2.

Columns 1 and 2 of Table A contain the coefflcients which must
be satisfied by each arch ring to which the coefflcients in the re-

Symmetrical Masonry Arches.

maining columns apply.

l:.MT

LOADS

A.NI)

BY MALVEItD

fOEFFICIE.NTS.
A.

HOWE.

The application of formulas based upon the elastic theory leads,
necessarily, to approximate resuU.s unless the moments of inertia
at all sections of the ring and the curve of the axis are such that
the expressions for the horizontal thrust, bending moments at the
supports, etc., can be Integrated.
In the case of masonry arches It Is seldom that the Integration
can bo performed. Summation formulas, however, can be used.

That is, each y for the axis must beAr
the ratio to the rise f of the axis as the coefflcient in column 1
bears to unity, and each value of A ^ <)s -^ I must bear the relation
The use of
to -1,,, that the coefllcleni in column 2 bears to unity.
the coefficients in Table A will become evident in the solution of a
problem.
Asisume that for some reason that the rise must be changed
from 16.67 ft. to 12.5 ft. while the span remains unchanged or 100 fL
12.5 y*.
In
In Table B, column 1 gives the new values of y
Fig. 1 divide the span into 20 equal parts and, at the centers of
oCT
the
ordlnates
and
draw
curve
through
these divisions, lay
a
y

=

Saje o/ Aai/

Fig

These simply mean that the moment of inertia is assumed constant
for a Unite length of the arch axis ami that for this length the
axis Is n straight line.
It is evident then that the shorter the
length assumed as straight the more nearly will the results approach
the true values.
In applying the summation formulas the method of procedure
as follows.
(See Fig. 1.)
The span Is divided Into e<iual parts
(n
20 will be sulflclently close for most cases) and each part
is bisected.
At these points the values of the co-ordinates x and y
of the arch axis are eitlier computed or scaled from a carefully
made drawing. The moments of Inertia 1 of the sections of the
arch ring at tlio points for which x and y have been determined,
are next computed, and tlien the lengths i"s of the arch axis for
each equal division of the span determined.
Let A = lis -f- I, then if H, represents the horizontal thrust
at the supports, for vertical loads
Is

=

1

the extremities. This will be the new arch axis. Then scale the
values of ils and place the results in column 2 of Table B.
The next step will be the assumption of the depth of the arch
ring at the crown, or for all practical purposes at the section numbered 10. This depth w^lll depend upon the loading and the material
composing Uie ring as well as the radius of curvature at the crown.
Lot It be assumed that the ring is to be composed of concrete and
that the till will be comi'osed of gravel and about 3 ft. deep over
the crown. The moving load will be assumed at 5.000 lbs. per foot
of span with 100 per cent, impact.
In other words, a single-track
railroad bridge Is the structure to l)e designed. The depth at the
crown by various empirical formulas will be somewhere In the vicinity of 4 ft., and. as a little error now can Vk? easily corrected later,
the depth will be assumed as 4 ft. at the section numbered 10. A
longitudinal slice of the bridge 1 ft thick is assumed. Then !»

=

•A'allronJ Qacette, Aug. 20, 1807.

March
5.'.i'i'i

and

0.<j;)8

A
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13,

=

i,„

<5s,„

-=-

=

1,0

5.00

These values are given

'.

-=-

5.33

= 0.938,

column

in

and hence A„

=

The equilibrium polygon

3 of Table B.

(Ss

=

'

I

I
"

=

""

h^

(Js

~

A

h

12

The values of h are given in column 4
Assuming that the till weigh.s 120

=

12.1s

for each point.

of Table B.
lbs. per cubic foot, the rails,
100 lbs. per square foot, and

ties and balla.st to be equivalent to
that the concrete in the ring weighs 140 lbs. per cubic foot, the dead
load concentrated at each point becomes as shown in column 5 of
Table B. The dimensions employed are shown in fig. 1. In column
11
of Table B are given the values of H, for unit loads at points
The.se coefficients multiplied by the actual
1. 2. .i, etc., respectively.
loads at these points will give the values of H, as shown in column 7

,

is

now

located since

yi

=—

or the polygon starts 0.55 ft. below the axis at the support.
For convenience in drawing the equilibrium polygon, the moment
at crown should be computed by the formula,
0.55

Since A

353

ft.,

M.
or M,
In this case

M

= M, + V,x — H,y — I'P (X — a)
= M, -f i.^L.V, — H,f - SJ^l-P (J^L — a)

=—

and

13,900

y„

= ^^'T^
124, oOO

=—

O.IX

ft.,

or the

polygon passes the crown 0.11 ft. below the axis. This polygon is
shown on Fig. 2, one-half only being drawn as it Is symmetrical.
For convenience and accuracy in drawing the polygon, start at the
support and at the crown and close at the quarter point.
Inspection shows that this polygon lies well within the middle

111
tj

~4 vi

..j

^

ci cs «i 15

of Table

B.

The values of H,

for the loads 1 to 10

is

=

62,230 lbs.

124.500 lbs.
and for the entire dead load this becomes 2 X 62,230
The vertical reactions V, and V- each equal one-half the entire dead
load, or 79,500 lbs.

The computation

of Mi
iSx

are each nniltipUed by

-^

now

follows:

Since the coefficients

M/

=: 2.5 to obtain the values of Mi for unit

(column

9,

Table B), and the sum multiplied by

value of M, and

X

2.5

maximum moments.

(Approx.)

Live Load 1

may

be considered as a constant factor and introduced
In column 8 of Table B are given
at the end of the calculation.
the sums of each pair of symmetrical values of H,' as given in
columns 5 and 6 of Table A. These multiplied by the dead load
loads, this

third of the ring and that the maximum compression is very macli
below the safe strength of the concrete.
The live load will now be considered. Let this be 800 lbs. p«r
square foot or 5 X 800 := 4,000 lbs. per division.
Table A, column 11, shows the fields of loading which produce

M., for

= — 68.400

lbs.

the total dead load, or M,
feet.

(!x

=

^
M.

=

H,'

M,

=

-

2.5 gives the

=—

27,359

= 0.2
M,' =

H,

H,' or

2.5

M,'

188,200

V,

V.

to 8.

= 0.2 X 30.668 X
or M, = — 18.819

H,

= 7.203 X 4,000 = 28,800
= 32,000 — 28.800 = 3,200

Ibe.
lbs.

Ib8.-ft.

4,000

X

2.5

= 24,500
X

4,000

lbs.

=—

35
M,
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— +
=—

/

i.i.:!i;(j

U,:iuO

2.t,

/

.—

i.OMO

f

The moment

lijK.ft.

i:i;i,t;uu

lljH.ft.
>'i

CornblDing these valueg wllb tbose obtained r»r Wv
the following reeultii obtain:

Dead Load and Live Load

li.'id.UOO IbiL ft.

l>.\..

108,300 llM.fi

D. L. + L. L.

1 to

-

I), r-.

+ L. L.

--

n.

+ L. L.

=

r,.

—

yt

By a

H.

+ L. L.

+

0.'.200

lb*, ft.

—

l.H.IIIK) ItM. ft.

—

'iH.wf) ii.«.r*.

82,700

lb€.-ft.

—28,200
__

,

— — —0.19ft.

140,000

140,000
Xi

—

+ 0.43

ft.

1411,000

In like manner each set of loadings Is considered.
Any other
Held can be taken by simply adding the values of H,', M,', V„ etc.,
in Tabli; A corresponding to the loading used.

OOOO

o

o o
Cori^e for

at the Kupporl

Vf =

11.

e/p

11.

U

=

H.

0.H17 (12.5)

H.

(10.21)

(see Table A).

IjecomoH evident that the concrete will
|je subjected to tenKlle iitreB«ei> greater than lUi liafe strength when
the axial ihrust is conwidered without taking Into account the effect
of a drop in temperature, hence it becomes necessary to either reinforce the rib with steel or Increase its depth. Assuming that the
latter la not feasible the rib will l>e reinforced with steel.
Let K,
1.500,000 lbs. per square Inch, and iC.
30,000,000 lb*.
brief calculation

It

=

=

alent to 20 square Inches of concrete.
Let 1 per cent, of the area at the crown be assumed as ste«l,
or 0.8 of a square foot of equivalent concrete, and place the center
of the steel d.'iTi ft. from the outside of the concrete. The effectlre
area is now 4.0
0.8
4.8 sq. ft.
F at the crown, and practically
at section number 10.
the moment of Inertia := 7.78 and the section modulus
I

=

+

65,000

•f

= U. ~C^ =

Vol XLIV., No

S

=

^
= 3.89.

Since the values of .^ must always remain In the relative magnitudes shown in column 2 of Table A, If the moment of inertia is

o o
-

ft/g

Fig. 4.
In Table C are given the values of H„ M,, etc., for the various
loadings considered. Since the first four sets are symmetrical, only
ont>-half of each equilibrium polygon is drawn, as shown In Fig. 1.
In the Inst two sets the loading Is not symmetrical and hence the

polygons must bo constructed for the entire span. Proceed as follows:
Lay off y, and y, at the left support and y^ at the crown
and construi't both halves of the polygon on the left of the crown

as shown

in

Fig.

3.

All of Iho above results arc obtained

with comparatively little
labor and in a short time. As usually considered the arch rib, as
shown In Fig. 1. would be passed as quite safe for the given loadings.
Hut tht> effect of the axial thrust and temperature changes

remain

lo bo considered.

The

olToi't

zontal thrust

of the axial thrust will be

lirst

taken up.

is
I

H.

=

11.

-1

-r,+

^

(

^

)

V "'»)•[

"

<ts

F

The

hori-

Increased at any section, the moment of inertia at each other section must be Increased In like proportion.
1.46. or
At the crown the original 1 was 5.33 and 7.7S -=- 5.33
each section must have its I Increased 46 per cent.
For example take section number 1. The original I was 32.68.
and adding 46 per cent, to this I becomes 47.72, then

=

£
The

+

»

» (."

=

^°')

47.72 or h

3

^^^}*

t

tis

=

f»A,„ or

n =

In like manner the proper depths of the arch ring at other sections can l)e determined.
It Is not feasible or necessary In this article to compute the
fiber stresses for all loads at all |>olnts.
The method is Identical in
each' case so one example only >^-ill be given. Point number 1 will
be selected and the fiber stress for tlie dead load, dead load axial
thrust and a change of temperature of — 20 deg. be determined.

)

80.82 (see Table A)

F

=

8.45 sq.

Cos *

Number

=

=

\%i H, (nearlv)
V
.
•

I

=
=

S

ft.

0.SS5.

y

section considered.

19.48 .-. II..

ft (nearly).

and the section modulus

is 12.42.

Point

= D'f"A,„ = 0.ri89
-Ix = 5.0 ft.
F = area of rib at
1)

= 7.65

= 8.45

65 -f 0.80

effective area Is

I~)ead

The axial thrust
The moment M,

=

=

N.
.M,

=

-f-

1.36

=

Sin «
0.454.
X
2.5 ft.

=

ft.

I»ad.

cos
V, x

IT,

1.

12.42.

V, sin
H, y

-f

—

=

=—

14«.300 ll>e
39,200 Ib8.ft.
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Thfi fiber stress p

=

146,300 ^
8.45

Or the stress in the upper
and the stress in the lower

fiber

+

fiber

+

anywhere and the unit values of Hi, M,, V,, etc., are determined
from a curve drawn with the computed values of these quantities

12.42

based on unit loads placed at the points of division.

14,100 lbs.,
20,500 lbs.

Dead Load Axial Thrust.

=

—

=

1'

=

—

885

_

8860

-SA5-

-^

U.4i

+

0.60!)

for

H„

=

1

lb.,

respectively.

lbs.

— 818
= + 609
quantities become — 0.818

these

=

18 per cent. H,
For the dead load H„
22,400 lbs.
Therefore, the stress in the upper fiber
18,300 lbs., and the stress in the lower fiber
13,600 lbs.
20°:
Temperature change of

=

stresses.

= 8,860

Or, the stress in the upper fiber =:
and the stress in the lower fiber

Then

(See Fig. 4.)
is approximate must be conceded
but it can be made a very close approximation. The largest
errors in the values of H, lie near the supports where the actual
values are small. For a parabolic arch computed by the integration method and the summation method the difference in the values
of H, was 0.16 per cent.
By the integration method the values of
M, were
63.004 and
62.930, and by the summation method

That the summation method

by

Assume H
1,000 lbs. and determine the fiber
1.36)
1,000 (10.21
N^ =1,000 (0.88.5) =885 lbs. M,,

Ibs.-fl.

all,

EL

0,589 f» A,„

_
~

e

t°

EL

lbs.

61.940.

and

= 18 per cent. 124,500
= 22,400 X 0.818 = —
= 22,400 X 0.609 = +

isa

^

y.

MS

in
II

ci

-1

5.05
5.45
5.35
5.28
5.18
5.10
5.05
5.04
5.00
5.00

.'-..82

ft.

7.50
9.03
10.20
11.13
11.81
12.20
12.47

ft.

t°

lbs.

lbs.,

lbs.

In i)recisely the same manner any other loading can be considered or any other section of the arch ring examined.
Table 1) contains the fiber stresses for section number 1 and
at the crown for various loadings.
Exclusive of the temperature
effect the maximum tension in the concrete is 12,700 lbs. per square
The maximum
foot, or a little less than 100 lbs. per square inch.
compression is at point 1 and equals 52,800 lbs. per square foot, or
about 370 lbs. per square inch. The stress in the steel is less than
20 X 370
7,400 lbs. per square inch.
If the temperature effect is considered, the maximum tension
in the concrete is 38,500 lbs. per square foot, or about 270 lbs. per
square inch, and in the steel less than 20 X 270 =: 5,400 lbs. per
square inch. The maximum compression, Including the effect of
temperature, is 67,800 Uis. per square foot, or about 470 lbs. per
square inch, and in the steel, less than 20 X 470
9,400 lbs. per

».

^g

11

"

J

o.i-.-i

0.225
0.298
0.384
0.480
0.588
0.709
0.819
0.899
0.938

°

a

b" °

-s

=

o-^
lbs.

13,400
11.500
9,900
8.700
7,000
8.700
0,000

0.0000 0.000
0.0880 1,019
0.2610 2,584
0.5094 4.432
0.8170 6,-.!09
1.1574 7,755
1.4982 8.989
5..500 1.8020 9.911
5,200 2.0304 10,558
5.000 2.1520 10,763

5.09
5.48
5.06
4.72
4.41
4.20
4.00
4.00

s

i|£i'^'

unit Ids.

fl.

7.32
6.02

ft.

1.36
3.77

e

^:

II

k"^
ft.

86.32

lbs.

+

and

lbs.

= 0.000006.
E= 1,500,000 X 144 per sq.
=
L
100
= 20°.
and H, = 30,000
Reducing this for the effect of the axial thrust
H = 82 per cent. 30,000 = 24,600
The stress in the upper fiber = 24,600 X 0.818 = ± 20,100
and in the lower fiber 24,600 X 0.609 =
15,000
e t°

=

—

— 62.510

lbs.,

±

H.
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1.000
2.214
2.600
2.378
1.473
0.127
1.436
2.956
4.158
4.815

?

— 13.400
—25,461
—26,334
—20.689
-11.195

—

851
8,616
16.258
21,622
24.075

—97,930

62,230

+ 70,371

Table
(o)

D.L. and
LondliiR.
U. L.
L.L., 1 r.
.— 08.400
M,
33,300
.— 68.400
M.
33,300
207.000
H,
124,500
V,
119,500
79,500
V,
119,500
79,500
.— 13,900
10.000
M.

—
—

=

—

=

—0.55
—0.11
—0.55

.

y.
ys

(d)

n.L.
and L.L.
1-8&S'-1'.

D.L..

(e)

and

L. L. 9-9-.

(f)

D.L. and

D.L. and

L. L. 1-8.

L.L. 9-1'

—122.990 + 21,300 —256.600 + 154,900
—122.990 + 21,300 + 65,200 -167.000
149.000
158.000
108,300
87,500
82.700
87,500
17.500 + 28.200
—1.72
+ 0.14

173,000

.

yi

C.

(c)

(6)

m.-ioo

—

111.500
41,900 +

—0.16

—

—0.16

—0.24
—0.71

—O.05

0.71

182,500
90,700
116,300
^
3.900
-^

0.85

+ 0.11

—0.19

+0.02

+ 0.14

+0.43

—0.92

square inch.
In case the tension values are considered too large the arch
ring can be made a little deeper.
The dead load was based upon a plain concrete ring which
now has been increased in depth a maximum amount at the supports and not at all at the crown. At section number 1 the additional concrete increases the dead load about 150 lbs., which Is of
no practical importance when it is considered that the dead load
assumed for this section was 13,400 lbs. Increasing the depth of
the ring actually decreases the effect of the axial thrust and hence
the values given in Table D are a little large. Since the stresses
due to temperature changes include the axial thrust effect, the values
given in Table D are a little small.
The above solution shows that the use of unit loads In determining the values of H,, M,. V„ etc., for an arch ring, enables
the designer to change at will the loads, the span and the rise of
the arch as well as the depth of the ring with very little labor.
Although the loads have been assumed as concentrated at the
points of division as being most convenient for determining H,. M,,
V,, etc., for unit loads, it Is not at all necessary that the actual
loading should be so arranged. The actual loading may be placed

Point NolI

,

Top
n.
II.

3.

2.

1.

Ixiiiillin;.

L

fllwr.

Sum
±

Temp.

20°..

O.L.

—24,300

&

L.L. 1-8. +

Sum
Temp. ±

—15.700
20°.. ±20,100

—

Sum
±

20°..

Total

Sum

D.L.&

?:

9,300

fiber

+ 29.600

—17.800
+ 11.800

±

19,600

S&8 r + 25.300

1

+ 11.800

Ailal

Sum

+37,100

+ 22.300

Temp. ± 20°.. T 9.300

± 19,600

+ 52.800

T 15.000

Bottom

+ 40,100

1 otal

+ 36.600
+16.200

fiber.

+ 22.400
+ 8.400

+ 30.800

Temp. ± 20°..

+49,10

Total

+ 46.400

&

9 9... +37..5O0

+ 29.400

D. L.

+ 22,700

Ailal

+10.700

Sum

+48.200

±20,100

+ 52.100
T 15.000

Temp. ± 20*.. T 9.300

± 10,600

—23,800

+67,100

+ 57.500

-13,700

3,700

— All stresses are
signifies compression.

Note.
i-'lgn

.

—38.300

Total

Temp.

6.200

—21.900

Do., axial

.

+34.100
¥ l.i.OOO

4,200

±20,100

Total

Top

liber

+29.40f)
+ 22.7ii(i

+ 14.100
18.300
L. axlnl ...

—
—

,

Uottom

Total

expressed In pounds per square foot.

+ 5.900

The +

>
II

A'
0.1086
0.3012
3. 0.40o6
4. 0.6048
5. 0.7224
6. 0.8160
7. 0.8892
8. 0,9444
9 0.9804
10. 0.9972
1.
2.

0.1840
0.2305
0.3180
0.4087
0.5115

H'
0.000
0.443
1.305

0.6260)

0.7504
0.8728
0.95S0
1.0000

7.491
9.010
10.152
10.763

II

>"

W
-1.000
-2.455
-3.347
-3.667
-3.443
-2.752
-1.706
-0.4.50

0.838
1.970

n

V,

M,'
o.-ooo

0.241
0.687
1.289
1.970
2.025
3.142
3.406
8.320
2.836

1.000
0.992
0.976
0.949
0.910
0.859
0.796
0.721

0.024
0.051
0.090
0.141
0.204
0.279
0.363
0.454

.v/

H,'

M,'

—5.907

o.s.is

•10.668

-is.'siii

—2.719
—
1.530
— 0.902
—0.513
—
—0.066

0.522
0.502
0.479
0.451
0.418
0.376
0.324
0.259

7249S

-

0.251

0.072
0.177

Each point vlth

load.

22.333

- 5.459
S.973

61.336
41.830
103.166
51.583

P

=

1.

V,

—+ is^seo
— 9.846
5.459
+ 8.973
+ 3.514
+ 19.516

2.0011

10.000
8.386
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Rebuilding the Northern Pacific

From

StiiiileH,

In

Minnesota.

COLK IC.SIKI'.
Mlnii., to Fargo, N. Dak., a dUlance of 109 mileR,
IIY

II.

I'aclflc
U now engaged In one of the moot Imand IntereHtlng pieces of recon»tructlon work on the entire iiiulii line liotwei'U St. I'aul and i'urtjand.
ThU Minnesota work
both for Its quantity and
la dUliiiKiilHbed
quality.
It Is the largest single continuous
betterment now under way on the Norlliern
Pacitlo system, and Is at the same time the
most thorough and complete. While the engineering problems encountered lack some of
the spectacular features of mountain work,
they aie much more dllllcult and Interesting
by virtue of their very subtlety.
The Improvements Include double trackreduction of grades and
ing, reballasting,
modifications of allnement throughout the
whole of the 109 miles from Staples to Fargo.
Some of the simple double-tracking and reThe
ballasting was done In 1903 and 1904.
heavier reconstruction work between Wadena
and (ilyndon was commenced during the
spring of 1906. All of that between Wadena

the

NorthL-rn

portiint

and Lake Park,

54.1 miles. Is

now

the

easll)ound

North

and

grain

Dakota,

plies going Into the

well

a-s

same

stock coming
the westbound

live

as

district.

^%.
"4.
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/

/

The work falls naturally into Ave seciione, as follows: From
Staples went to Uower I^ke, Z.H miles; from Dower Lake to Wadena,
14.5 miles; from Wadena to I^ke Park, 54.1 miles; from Lake

yW

Park

Fill,

Temporary

Trestle,

and Old Main Line.

Glyndon, 27. miles, and from Glyndon to Fargo. 9.9 miles.
1903 the first section, 2.S miles between Staples and Dower
was double-tracked and reballasted without change of grade
or allnement. Similar improvements were made on the second section. 14.5 miles between Dower Lake and Wadena, in 1904.
to

tj
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View Showing

from Montana
coal
and supUetween Lake Park and Hawley on the old line there was a heavy pusher grade against both
east and westbound traffic.
It was to relieve the pressure on the

and

single lrax:k due to the unusually dense traffic over this division
and lo eliminate the expeosive. time-wasting pusher Venice betwe«n
Lake Parle and Hawiey that the present improvemeoLs were under-

practically

completed; about one-fifth of the work on the
25 miles from Lake Park, Minn., west to
Glyndon, remains to be finished this spring.
At Staples the main line from Duluth
joins the lini! from St. Paul and Minneapolis.
As a result this division between Staples
and Fargo bears the densest traffic of any
similar stretch on the Northern Pacific system.
It not only carries the normally heavy main
line frclglit and passenger travel, but In
addition, every autumn must lake care of
all
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between Wadena and Lake Park,
contains aside from the usual double-tracking and reballastlng,
grade revisions of importance and one notable line change. Betore
the improvements on this section were made there was a 0.4 per
This has been lowered to
cent, virtual grade east and westbound.
0..3 per cent, actual east and westbound; the total rise and fall has
been reduced 176 ft., while the total curvature has been cut down
130 deg.
1,800,000 cu. yds. of material were required for the improvements. The work was commenced in April, 1906, was suspended during the winter of 1906-07, resumed in the spring of 1907,
and is now practically finished.
The one line change occurs near McHugh, Minn., 40 miles west
As is seen from the accomof Wadena.
It is one mile in length.
panying map, the old line was carried northward following the arc
of a circle around the contour of the hills, and thus avoiding the
heavy cut and fill necessary on the new location, which goes directly
across the hills. The new line contains a 2.000-ft. fill averaging
50 ft. in height, and a cut 2,500 ft. long, approximately 30 ft. deep.
By virtue of this line change a heavy grade is reduced, the main
line is shortened and the soft, uncertain foundation upon which the
old grade was built is replaced by firm, unyielding construction.
The fact that in a thorough revision of the 54.1 miles comprising this section of the work only one line change was required to
bring the new double-track road fully up to the requirements of today is highly complimentary to the ability and foresight of the

The third

section, 54.1 miles

;

who originally located this division. It is not often that
we find an old road so located as to combine the low first cost which
was necessarj' in the first instance, with the possibility of economical revision to meet the requirements of later and more prosperous days. The task confronting the original locating engineers
can be better appreciated when we consider the topography of the
region through which the road is built. This teriitory known as

engineers

—

—

the lake park region of Minnesota is strewn with innumerable
sheets of water varying in size from mere ponds to lakes 15 or 20
miles In length. Separating these bodies of water are rolling hills
from 20 to 100 ft. in height, while various chains of ponds and
lakes are connected by creeks and small rivers.
We have here the old problem of choosing the best of the several possible routes which lie in a lightly rolling country, complicated by the presence of the lakes. The large ones must be skirted,
while the small ponds are often too soft to fill economically. This
results in a strong tendency to locate a very crooked line in order
The original engineers,
to avoid heavy and expensive cuts and fills.
however, seeing into the future, located a comparatively straight
line in spite of the lakes, and attained the requisite economy of
construction by introducing rather heavy grades.
The problem of revising and modernizing this line was comparaAll that was necessary was to cut down the humps
tively simple.
and with the material so obtained fill in the sags. The economy
Where a radical revision Is necessary, interest
of this is patent.
must be paid on the cost of an entirely new road, including new
right-of-way. and also on the cost of the old road and right-of-way
which is abandoned. In this case the comi)any had only to finance
the cost of the -second main track and of the work required to bring
the old construction into line with present day requirements.
The fourth section of the work comprises 27.6 miles between
Lake Park and Glyndon. Minn. Here we find the heaviest construction and itiost daring engineering of any piece of railroad in the
For a prairie country, the new work on this
state of Minnesota.
27.6 miles is in every sense spectacular.
At Winnipeg .Junction, seven miles west of Lake Park, is the
Buffalo river, which Is the controlling feature of the situation. The
old line, in order to cross this valley, contained grades of 0.9 per
cent, against eastbound, and 0.75 per cent, against westbound traffic.
Expensive pusher service had to be maintained between Stockwood
and Hawley, 11 miles. In order to assist heavy freight trains over
these hills. The exigencies of the situation demanded a complete
Inrelocation of this section, which resulted briefly as follows:
crease in distance. 2.3 miles; increase in total curvature. 120 degs.:
reduction of east and westbound grades respectively to 0.3 and 0.01
per cent. The resultant reduction In operating expenses will fully
justify the heavy expense incurred by this relocation.
To complete the Improvement 5.850,000 cu. yds. of material,
mostly earth, must be removed. Of this total, 4.750.000 yds. have
been moved to date, leaving 1.100.000 yds. to future operations.
The work was commenced in May. 1906. was suspended during the
winter of 190607. resumed in March, 1907, and is again suspended
on account of winter weather. West of Hawley. both the engineering and the construction work is being done by the railroad company.
The new line is a succession of heavy cuts and fills. Cuts from
1.800 to 2,500 ft. long. 35 to 40 ft. deep, and containing 150.000 to
280,000 cu. yds. alternate with fills of equal length, height and bulk.
The channel of the Buffalo river has been changed and the river
is now crossed on a pile trestle 45 ft. high.
At several points the
new line crosses over the old, which was kept open by timber bulkheads, a temporary pile bridge spanning the gap in the new embank-

ment.

The

largest cut

on the work

Is

located near mile post 238, be-

It U 7,000 ft. lonK with an average
followed hy a HtupendouH fill 50 ft. high
Tlie cut, which aluo nerved a«
iit ItH maximum and 34,000 ft. long.
a hoiTow |)lt, was lixcavatt-d Ijy Hteam Hhovels In Htandard American
faHliloM.
The accoiniianying plan and Hoctlons of this cut show the
general scheme employed in operating the hIiovcIh. The extra wide
Hi'ction to which the cut was excavated was adoirted bo that there
would be no snow blockadeb at this point, even In the worst Minnesota blizzards.
In making the big fill a pile trestle 25,000 ft. long, consisting
The material from
of four pile bents spaced 15 ft. apart, was built.
itie steam shovels In the cut was loaded on trains ot Hat cars, which
were pushed out on the trestle and unloaded with a i>ailaiit plow.
The culverts under
Ill this way very low unit costs were obtained.
lie big till are all of permanent construction, the larger ones being
monolithic reinforced concrete arches.
From Glyndon to Fargo, the last section of the work under
consideration, the improvements consisted simply In reballasting
and laying the second track without change of grade or allnement.
The work between (ilyndon and Moorhead was finished In niOU, that
between Moorhead and Fargo the year previous. The bridge across
the Ked river at this point is a single-track structure protected by
automatic block signals.
It will not be amiss to emphasize again that the chief reason
why this work has been carried out with economic success Is that
the division, taken as a 'whole, was so located originally that permanent and effective betterments could be made at a minimum of expense.
To get a clear understanding of the matter the previous
Ix'tternient work that has been done on this dl.strlcl should be known.

tw<!fn

il<-|»lh
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MuHkoda and Hawley.

of 13

ft.

This cut

The Proposed Elimination

of

Grade Crostinge

at

Worcester,

11.

Mau-

1h

I

Ur ( llAULLS U. BHEIlO,
Astwiair Mpm. Aui. Soc. C

E.

Although the state of Massachusetts was the first to undertake.
-ings, this hAB
In a systematic manner, ihe abolition of
that the progsomellmes been accomplished with such
'is as In some
ress of Ihe work has not been as rapid ii.
rciiAOU
for delay in
other states. There has been more than one
In the first place,
the advancement of this work in Massachusetts.
the grade crossing statute of 1890, together with lis subsequent
amendments, provides that the apportionment of cost shall be
The steam railroad shall pay 65 per cent., the
divided as follows:
municipality not over lu per cent., and the remainder shall be apportioned between the state and the street railway companies which
may be operating In the streets where grade crossings occur, and
which are benefited by their elimination. With this fixed apportionment of costs. It Is evident that the Interested parties, in their
overzealousness for certain advantageous features of design or construction may delay the settlement of the whole matter for an
unreasonable length of time. Furthermore, it always takes considerable time to awaken public Interest In these important matters,
so that it frequently happens that the municipality does not realize
what Its needs and desires are until the hearings relative to the
grade crossings have been well under way. The whole proceeding
Is one of education for the municipal authorities, who, as a rule,
are dealing with this Important problem for the first time. The
railroads, on the other hand, are thoroughly familiar with such
matters and frequently their preliminary studies of any particular

i:ilUi$im8lipilim8llll8l||l$||IIMUltJ9|tnutMU)i>ni«!ni};;wM<

Temporary Trestle Nearly Five Miles Long; Northern
Originally the road was built from Staples to Fargo with 1 per cent,
ruling grades. In 1897, by an expenditure of $217,000, the district
was so revised that the grades were reduced to O.l per cent, virtual, leaving, however, 20 miles of oastbound pusher grade near
Hawley.
At that time more expensive Improvements were not
economically advisable, but all of the work wtis done with a view

permanent revision.
In r.KiG tialllc had grown to such large proportions that the construction of a second main track became an absolute necessity. This
track could not l)e laid alongside the old one, but had to be properly and permanently loc-iited, fuilliilng the demands of the present
and anticipating those of the future. l"ltiniate economy was the aim.
The Northern Pacitlc is not only stronger financially by reason
of this betterment, but Is also owner of what Is undoubtedly the

to I'm lire

stretch ot railroad in the state of Minnesota.
The now line,
indeed, compares equally with the best modern construction on the
trunk line systems of the east; n fact which la pregnantly suggestive
ot the true status of western Ideals In railroad construction and of
the firm, solid character ot the prosperity of the great empire lying
west and north of the Mississippi and Missouri valleys.
The construction work which was done directly by the company
was carried out under the supervision of S. .\. McCoy, Assistant
Engineer. \V. L. Darling, Chief lOnglueor, is rei^ponsible for the
general design iind execution of the entire project.
The writer wishes to acknowledge his Indebtedness to the Northern Pacific Railway Company for the data, maps, etc., which accompany the article, and also to acknowledge the pereonal courtesy and
assistance of Howard Elliott, President of the Northern Pacific, \V.
Darling, Chief Engineer, and S. A. Bratager, Principal Assistant
Engineer.
fiiH-st

U

situation
designs.

Pacific

Grade Revision.

have been made several years

in

advance of the

city's

The city of Worcester, In the early stages of the grade crossing
discussions, furnished a good example of lack of preparation and
familiarity with the problem. The earliest commission to consider
the grade crossing problem in Worcester, appointed by the Superior
Court in IS'.'O. rei)orted on the elimination of the crossing at Grafton
streei only, and recommended that the railroad should be elevated
The city then appointed a
2 ft. and the street depressed 13 ft.
commission of three civil engineers. Including the city engineer,
who, after making an exhaustive study of the problem, reported
on five different methods of abolishing the crossings and recommended the adoption of a plan tor elevating Uie railroad and depressing the streets a small amount. Later, a commission, composed of 12 citizens, considered the whole subject and reported favorably on track elevation. Several .-Vets, presented by the cltj of
Worcester, passed the state legislature and delayed the settlement
of these questions until finally. In 1900, another special grade crossing commission was appointed by the Superior Court under the
statute of 1890. The report of this commission has recently been
made a decree by the court, .\fter nearly 17 years of study and
discussion the matter has finally Ijoen decided and the work, which
will be briefly described hereafter. "Will probably be started next
spring.

The city of Worcester Is located about In the middle of the
where the topography is somewhat rolling. The northerly
portion of the city Is quite hilly, that district being given up almost entirely to residences, in the southerly .ind easterly portions
are the rnilroads, located through rolling country, and adjacent to
them are the manufacturing Industries for which the city is noted.
state,

March

13,
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Haven tracks from

Boston & Albany division
of the New York Central runs in a general east and west direction.
At the present time the Norwich & Worcester and the Providence
& Worcester divisions of the New York, New Haven & Hartford run
along parallel to and on the south side of the Bo.slon & Albany
from Worcester Junction to the Union Depot, the pas-senger traffic
running into the station on the south side of the Boston & Albany
tracks. The freight traffic of the New Haven, however, crosses
the Boston & Albany at grade at Worcester Junction to reach the
New Haven freight house, which is located on the north side of
the Boston & Albany. Furthermore, all interchange of freight between the New Haven and the Boston & Maine is made by crossing
the Boston & Albany at grade near Franklin street and by passing
over the short location, calied the "Viaduct," which is used at the
present time for freight traffic only. The Boston & Maine joins the
Boston & Albany at the Union Passenger Station.
Its pa-ssenger
trains run into the Union Station, crossing Summer street and
Shrewsbury street at grade, and its freight traffic goes over the
Viaduct and connects with the Boston & Albany or crosses it at
grade to reach the New Haven i-oad. The work which is to be undertaken is the elimination of these two railroad grade cro.ssings at
Worcester Junction and at the connection with the Viaduct, and
it is proposed to abolish all the highway grade crossings on the
Boston & Albany and two on the Norwich & Worcester, but those
on the Boston & Maine have been left for future independent consideration.
The remaining street crossings on the New York, New
Haven & Hartford within the city limits already pass either over
or under the railroad. There are also no grade crossings on the
Viaduct, this connection having been originally so built as to pass
above the streets. The proposed work also involves building a new
union passenger station and the necessary, connections with the
Referring

the south side to the north side of the Boston
& Albany road, the railroad grade crossing at the junction with
the Viaduct is eliminated. On account of this feature it will be
seen from the profile that it has been necessary to depress the
Hermon street extension and Madison street extension considerably,
so as to pass under the New Haven tracks.
From the Union Depot to Worcester Junction, two streets, Franklin and Southbridge, already pass under the railroad and the elevation of the tracks will evidently require no change in the grade
of these streets.
Grafton street will be depressed about 7 ft. and
pass under the tracks, the railroad being supported on a masonry
arch, the clear headroom above the street to be 16 ft.; this will
be cut down slightly by trolley wire connections for electric car
lines which occupy this thoroughfare.
This arch is illustrated in
Fig. 2.
To eliminate the grade crossings at Summer street and at
Shrewsbury street, it was at first suggested that the passenger
traffic of the Boston & Maine could be carried over the Viaduct
and then switched back into the Union Depot. This objectionable
feature of switching led lo the suggestion that the new passenger
station should be located between the Viaduct and Green street,
but it was finally decided that the location, shown on Fig. 1, In
the angle between the Viaduct and the Boston ft Albany tracks
would be serviceable for all thrtc railroads.
The site for the new union passenger depot having been decided upon, it seemed advisable to continue Harding street, carrying it under the railroad so as to connect with Canal street, on
the other side of the tracks. The railroad above this street is to
be supported on a steel bridge with watertight floor and with provision for deadening the sound of passing trains.
Green street, a street of very heavy traffic, including two elec-

will be seen that the

General Layout of Worcester Grade Revision, and Profile of Boston
Boston & Albany freight yard, which

is

to

remain undisturbpd in

grade.

On

the Boston & Albany this work will involve the elevation
and a half miles of the two-track main line, a mile and a
which will be raised to an average height of about 17 ft.
above the present grade, while the "run-offs" at each end of the
track elevation will require the remaining mile. Fig. 1 shows the
plan and profile of this location.
It will be seen that the maximum
grade on this elevated portion of the road will be 0.,")40 per cent,
for westbound traffic, and 0.398 per cent, for eastbound.
Worcester
Is a division point.
The ruling grades on the division from Boston
to Worcester are, both westbound and eastbound. 0..t7 per cent.
For
the division from Worcester to Springfield they are for westbound
0.117 per cent., and for eastbound 0.99 per cent.
It is obvious, then,

of two
half of

that the proposed railroad grades are well within the required limits.
Throughout this entire elevation the railroad is to be on an earth
embankment with side slopes, except for occasional side retaining
walls, where the location is too narrow to admit of side slopes and
where the adjacent property is too valuable to be purchased for
slopes.

Beginning with Grafton street, which is located just west ot
the present Union Depot, the work is to be carried on jointly by
the Boston & Albany and tlie New Haven to Worcester Junction,
where iho New Haven branih>!s oft toward the south. At this junction point the New Haven at the present time crosses the Boston

& Albany

at grade and It has been decided to eliminate this railroad grade crossing at the same time that the highway grade crossings are abolished. Beginning at this junction point, the New Haven
tracks will p;i.ss under the Boston & Albany tracks with a clear
headroom of IS ft. and will ascend on an 0.72 per cent, grade toward
the east on tlie north t^ide of the I3oston & Albany tracks (as shown
in Fig, 1) until they meet tiie grade of the Boston & Albany tracks,
about at the iumtinM with the Viaduct. By relocating the New

,

&.

Albany Entrance.

be depressed only about 3 ft. The railroad,
as at Grafton street, is to be sujiported on a masonry arch with
a headroom of 16 ft., this clearance being measured from the crown
of the street to the soffit of the arch.
Washington street will be depressed about 5 ft. and the railroad will be carried over the street by a solid floor steel bridge,
the clear headroom to be 14 ft. At Plymouth street, where the
present grades on the street are already steep.- it has been deemed
advisable to close the street to team travel, providing onlj- a subway
This subway is to be
for pedestrians to pass under the railroad.
12 ft. wide and 10 ft. high, the outer walls to be of quirry-faced
ashlar granite and the abutment walls to be ot concrete, faceii on
the Interior of the subway with white enamel bricks. The subway
will be approached by stairs at either end, these stairs and the
floor to be granolithic.
On account of the necessity of closing Plymouth street to carriage travel, Madison street, which does not now cross the railroad
location, is to be extended and carried under the railroad by means
In a similar
of masonry arches whose headroom will be 14 ft.
manner Hermon street Is carried under the railroad with a headroom ot 16 ft.
West of Worcester Junction there are but three grade crossings
on the Boston & .\lbanv Hammond street, Gardner street and Grant
street.
At Hammond street it is proposed to leave the street at
its present grade, and to carry the railroad above It by means of
a solid floor steel bridge with a headroom of 13 ft. Gardner street
is to be depressed about 11 ft., this heavy depression being necessary because the railroad grade has begun to fall rapidly so as to
allow Gates street to be extended and to be carried above the tracks.
At Gardner street a masonry arch with a clear headroom ot 15 ft.
will be constructed.
Grand street, which now crosses the railroad, will be closed
to tp.'ini tr.TvcI: hut a font subway
slichilv .•;in:illHr but sitnilar
trie

car tracks,

is

to

:
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to that

proposed for Flyraoutli

BiibBtltutlon

for

Grand

street, will

In partial
Oalt-B street,
be extended and car-

be provided.

an additional

Birtct,

strpet,

whl<h does not now crosB the railroad, will
abovf the rallroa<l .ro.sslnK of the UoBton & Albany by mcaiJB
ft. above
of a Hterl highway brl.lge having a clear headroom of 18
rled

new
the rail. On the" southerly side of the railroad location this
street will branch and run in both an .aHterly and wcKterly direcshown
tlon conaccllMg with Grand Htrcet and Canterbury street, as
the plan of Fig. 1.
These changes In ulreet grades will In several InsUnces affect
being
the grades of adjoining ptreets, the most extensive changes

in

on

The

IllinolH

where

street,

proiKiKoil .street

It

made

Is

grades are

In

to

conform to Gates

some Instances

large.

street.

On Wash-

grade will be 5.75 per cent.; on
Hammond. T.SG per cent., and on Gates.
Madison
These souiewhat sleep grades on Washington and
5 60 per' cent
Hammond streets are practically no steeper than exist on these
tracks,
streets today and neither of them is occupied by street car
The steepest grade to be Introduced on thoroughfares where street
short
a
will
be
there
where
street,
Green
on
cars are operated Is
Ington

for example,
5.50 per cent.; on

htreet,

the

grade.
In all cases where the streets are to be depressed or extended,
the roadways are to be paved to conform to the rest of the street,
sewers are to be relald and strengthened, and gas and water pipes
be lowered where necessary, the latter to have a cover of
2 per cent

are to
The sidewalks are to be at the same grade
at least 5 ft of earth
as the roadway In all Instances and to be paved in most cases with
granolithic.
On the Norwich & Worcester line the grade crossings at two
streets Southgate and Cambridge street, are to be eliminated as
The grade of the New Haven tracks
a part' of the entire project
from Worcester Junction to Southgate street will remain practhe railroad pa.ssing over Hammond
tlcally unchanged
at the present time and as the grade of the Providence &

street as

Worcester

passes
line is not to be changed Southbridge street, which now
under' the railroad, will be 'unaffected.
abandoned
be
will
location,
present
Its
In
street
Southgate
except that a footway will be carried under the tracks. A new
street however Is to be constructed just north of Southgate street
80 as 'to pass tinder the tracks by means of a masonry arch which
being
will have a clear headroom of Hi', ft., the grades of approach
where
5 25 per cent on the west side and quite flat on the east side
street.
It runs to a Junction with Southbridge
In a southerly direction from Southgate street, the grade of
the railroad Is to be depressed by a 0.20 per cent, grade until Cam
bridge street Is reached, where the tracks will then be about 11 ft
lower than at present. Cambridge street Is to be raised about 10 ft
so as to pass over these tracks with a clear headroom of 18 ft
The street will be carried over the tracks by a steel highway bridge
ith\ooden plank lloor. the grades of approach on bo'lh sides
being 5 per cent

On account of the elevation of the Boston & Albany tracks at
their junction with the Viaduct it will he necessary to raise the
entire Viaduct, beginning at the point where It joins the Boston
& Maine and ending with a raise of about
Boston & Albany
an up-grade of 0.55
down-grade of about
1.3 per cent, on the portion of the Viaduct
The grade propose<i
south of Front street.
for the Viaduct between Front street and the
Boston & Maine Railroad will be 1.42 per cent.,
which Is a little steeper than the present
The Viaduct will be on an earth flll
grade.
for the moHl of It.s length except the portion
between Front street and Foundry street
which win be built on a steel viaduct. Since
these tracks already pass above the slreet.s
15 ft.
tracks.
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where
This

It

joins the

will liupose
per cent. In the place of a

Tli- floors of the main waitiug room and of
Mil
rehtaurant and i-ldcrooms will be of cement. The »
•>or
be flnUhod with a wainscoting of marble and ».
liiiUJ.cd
In
to i^
and window finish to match, and the plastering
ImlUtlon of Coen stone. All Interior wood finish will be of red

U

birch.

The staircases will be either cement or Iron; th* plumbing and
lighting thoroughly modern. Subway, an-! p>eva'on= sr- prrjvlded
.
the
^h-re necessary and there wli:
Kenney Vacnum System for deai
Ing and hot water facilities for
Watson t Huckel. of Philadelphia,

at*

'

ara

-

t

ii ka «=»ijnjaltd

lUa

LhU

station

about 1500,000.
'" apportioning
the cost of this entire
In
'"-'

will cost

work the grade crosslnc
Albany shall pay the
entire co.st of the site for the new union passenger station and alao
05 per cent, of the total cost, including land damages, of all work
west of Worcester Junction, and 32.5 per cent, of the alterations
between Worcester Junction and Harding stre«t. and also 6o per
cent, of the cost of alterations east of Harding street.
The New York. New Haven tc Hartford Railroad will pay 65

—

that the Boston
commission
has decided
_
_..
._
_
.

ft

per cent, of the total cost of alterations. Including land damages,
Its railroad south of Worcester Junction, 32.5 per cent, of all
work between the junction and Harding street, and 32.5 per cent,
of the total cost of raising the Viaduct.
The Boston & Maine is to pay 32.5 per cent, of the cost of alleratlons on the Viaduct and 65 per cent, of the cost of removing their
tracks from the junction with the Viaduct to the present union
The commonwealth of Massachusetts Is to pay 25 per ceoL
depot.
of the total cost of all alterations ordered except the cost of the
site for the new station and for constructing Harding street extension.
The city of Worcester Is to pay the entire cost of extendIng and building Harding street and also 10 per cent, of the total
cost of all other alterations ordered by the decree,
In apportioning the cost that shall be borne by the street railways, the commls.«lon has decided that all public service corporations having rights In the streets within the llmlU of the alterations prescribed are to care for the several structures owned by

on

them at their own expense.
The grade crossing commission which has finally brought this
difficult problem to a solution is made up of the Hon. James R
Dunbar, Professor George F. Swain and Judge James H. Flint the
The cost of the
latter succeeding Henry P. Moulton. ''^^^fsf^entire project will be In the neighborhood of }3.000.000.

New

Bridge Derrick Cars; Chicago, Milwaukee

A.

St.

Paul.

of the Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul has recently built a heavy steel derj-lck car and some
wooden derrick cars of unusual design and capacity. An Illustration
of each kind Is shown herewith.
,
,
The 3leel derrick car Is of 50 tons rated capacity, and Is designed
to allow construction of steel trestle work SO ft. ahead of the trucks.

The bridge and buildings department

&

St.

.

.

~

|

1

this extra elevation of this railroad will evidently require no change In the streets In that
vicinity.

The tracks of the Boston & Maine from
the junction of the Viaduct to the present
SOTon Wooden Underframe Derrick Car; Chicago. Milwaukee d St. Paul.
tiniou station will be discontinued and reuse of falsemoved, and in the future all the trains both freight and passenger or place a 95-ft. steel girder in position without the
steel.
It Is .11 ft. long over end
ot the Boston & Maine will approach the new union pass»-nger work. The car frame is structunil
The frame overhang* the
sills and 9 ft. 10 In. wide over side sills.
station over the Viaduct.
trucks
The new union passenger station (Fig. 3) Is Intended to be trucks 5 ft. on the boom end and 6 ft. on the cab end. The
adjustable. Its smallest
boom
Is
The
center.
to
center
one of the handsomest and best planned stations In Massachusetts, are 40 ft.,
Us proiiosed site will be nearer the business center of Worcester length being ina.le up of two 21-ft. sections. By the use of various
this length can
than the present station and Its approach much more convenient, combinations of l.". and 21 ft. intermediate ^ectlons
so ft.
The roundations of the building are to be of reinforced concrete, be increased successively from 42 ft. to .->:. Co and
In the subjoined table the Hgures In the secon.l .-olumn show the
On the granite base, which Is to show about 7 ft. above the tlrst
length In the first
noor level, will rest (he exterior walls of light cream colored brick; capacity of the boom for the corresponding
distance the boom can swing
the same brick is to be used for Inside walls In the baggage rooms column. The third column gives the
loads shown
resistive
the
carrying
when
center
line
track
the
from
and toilets. The ornamentation for the exterior walls will bo of
The building Is to be fire- In the second column and using the outrigger. The fourth column
dull finished cream-colored terra cotta.
lower end
The
outrigger.
the
using
sjlve-s these distances when not
proof throughout

s

Mahcii
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Tracl< and

boom swivels in a self-lubricating ball-and-socket joint bushed
with phosphor bronze.

of the

Capacity of
Ijoom

Lcniitli

of liiMjm.

KO

ft

(i.j

•

lIHons.
20 ••

.-i7

••

:«.-,

4J

The boom

is

Without
in.

2(i f t.
l!l

•

li

••

(i

"
"

IH "

••

!.">

composed

—

of Ixjom

Ising outrigger.

.'lO

tackle

Swing

,

f or

tills lengtli.

"

outrigger.
in.
1 2 ft.
« " (i "
••
S " :)
t>

•'

••

two seven-sheave blocks with

of

side i)lates, reeved with 15 jiarts of %-in. steel wire rope. The
sheaves, which aie self-lubricating, are 24 in. in diameter and have
phosphor bronze bushings. The tackle supporting the .50-ton hook Is
composed of a five-sheave and a four-sheave block, with Vinin. side
|)lat.es reeved with 10 parts of *'i-in. wire rope. The sheaves are 21 in.
'.j-in.

in diameter, and, like the boom sheaves, are phosphor bronze bushed
and self-lubricating. These blocks wei'e designed and made by the
lailroad company. The A frame, when erected for operation, stands
It folds back by revolving on a
21 ft. above the top of the rail.
casting at its base, so as to reduce for shipment the height from
top of rail to top of frame to IG ft. 8 in.

The outrigger
is

Ballast.

At a recent meeting of the Iowa Railway Club two papers on
"Track and Ballast" were read, the first written by H. Rettinghouse,
Division Engineer of the Chicago & North-Western at Boone, Iowa;
the second by R. R. Auerbach, Roadmaster of the Chicago Great
Western at Marshalltown, Iowa. These papers were followed by a
discussion. An abstract of the papers and the discussion is given
below.
.Mr. Rettinghouse:
Good track means first, good roadbed and
drainage. Often I have seen carload after carload of gravel, cinders
or other dry material put under traik in some particularly soft
cuts, only to churn up in a short time with the underlying soft
mud. In such a case good judgment would dictate a litt'.e work
on di-ainage ditches and tiling, with better results certain. Good

for increasing the capacity of the car for side lifts
is wide.
It slides in and out
A fi'ame, and when extended affords

an I-beam almost as long as the car

of the casting at the fool of the
a

|)oint of supiiort

:")

ft.

i)

in.

The cab frame, which

from the center of the track.
is

steel,

is

sheathed with

common

box

car siding, and has a sliding fi-ont and folding side doors which afford anii)le view for
(he engineman and wide ojienings for exil.
The cab contains a 50-h.p. hoisting engine,
with two drums and four spools. Besides the
air-brakes, the air-pump supplies four riveting
hammers, at 100 lbs. pressure, from two
storage tanks under the car floor. A pioenough excess counterIiclling device and
weight are provided to move the car with an
80-fl. girdei'- at the end of a 57-ft. boom.

The 3U-ton derrick cars are simihir to
dome others recently built by the St. Paul,
except the A fi'ame. which has been adied to
7"
the top of the tower to increase the i^ffectiv
height of the mast and thus diminish the
jjjjjj^^
stresses on llie top tackle and boom.
This
A frame can be removed when the car
50-Ton
is
to
be shipped, redu<'ing the heigli' of
1.')
the tower to
The car is of extra heavy con.'-tniction, with
ft.
In the attachcenter and side sills reinforced by l.'j-in. channels.
ment of the steel lower to the car there is provision for resisting any
twisting due to side lifts by the derrick. The trucks also are extra
heavy.
The tower has a foot-step for the boom at the base and a revolving connection at the top for the top tackle. These connections
are in a vertical line, making the mast the greatest effective height
which the height over all will allow. This latter dimension is limited by through truss bridge clearances.
It is important that it
should not exceed this height to enable the car to work in and
around such trusses.
The top tackle con.^ists of a four-sheave block fastened by eyebars to a foi'ging. This forging revolves horizontally about a vertical axis, while the block itself revolves vertically on a horizontal
pin.
The other end of this tackle has a similar block turning on a
pin which i)as.-ies through plates on the boom.
These connections
allow movement in any direction without introducing eccentric
stresses.
A %-in. wire rope is used. The load tackle consists of
three-sheave blocks and ';<i-in. wire rope, the rope passing over the
end of the boom and back to the engine. The hoisting engines,
water tanks, coal bins, etc.. are so |)laced in the cab as to have the
greatest effect as counterweights, and yet give enough working
space for the engineman and winchman.
Kquiljped for work these cars will weigh i:!2.ooo lbs., of which
7-1,000 lbs. Is on the front truck and ."iS.OOO lbs. on the rear truck.
They ai-e equipped with a self-propelling device attached to one of
the rear axles. T.he weight on the rear truck exceeds the counterweight requirements by an amount sufficient to enable the car to
propel Itself while carrying a 70-f;. girder at the end of a 50-ft. boom.
The rated capacity of the car is :!0 tons at the end of a liO-ft. boom
and 20 tons at the end of a .")0-ft, boom.
These cars are fitted for any class of bridge work. One car can
put a 70-ft. girder in place without falsework, and an SO-ft. girder in
jilace using falsework.
Two cars working together are needed for
anything longer or heavier than this. One car has the capacity
and boom reach to erect, without ti-aveler. all single track through

^^^^B

or de<-k truss spans of 2(10 ft.. C. M. & St. P. specifications.
The
cars are |iart of the bridge and building department's erecting organization, which erects all of the company's. bridges.
of

We are indebted to C. V. Loweth. Engineer and Superintendent
Bridges and Buildings, for this description.

Steel

D>

C

drainage should be had in mind during construction of the roadDitches in cuts and
bed, which should be built with extreme care.
along low embankments should wherever possible be made continuous and leading to the nearest outlets. Adequate waterways
under tracks should be built. The question of drainage should be
paramount. Modern engineering methods of determining drainage
areas and the consequent volumes of drainage to be disposed of.
are doing much toward perfecting drainage conditions and thereby
helping to make good track. In the colder climates, especially where
track maintenance Is a difficult problem because of the heaving of
track, thei-e should be more attention paid to perfect drainage of
roadbed, than at a location where frost does not penetrate deep
enough to cause heaving of track. The roadbed should not only
l;e
perfectly drained, but should be of proper consistency to receive ballast and track, so that the material from it will have no
tendency to churn up with the ballast after it is placed. If the
material forming the roadbed Is of such nature that it will not fulfil
these conditions, it is often necessary to place' a layer of cinders
or coarse rock on top of it so as to leave the ballast unimpaired.
Second, comes good ballast. The proper preparation of the roadbed and sub-grade Is most important. The roadbed should be slightly sloped from the center line of track each way so as to permit
quick drainage of such moisture as will penetrate through ballast,
it is easy
to do this with new beds previous to the track laying.

When

there

is

old

Hack

to

be rel)allaste<l

it

is

essential

that the

removed from between the ties to the bottom of ties
the ends, and the excavated material leveled off to the shoulder
the roadbed so as to leave no ridges and leave no "obstruction to

old ballast be
at
of

the flow of sub-drainage.
Of the different kinds of ballast that have come under my personal charge and observation I will name the following:
(b) Gravel or sand,
(c) Cinders.
(a) Broken stone or slag,
(d) Eai-th.
Broken stone or slag. From all points of view there is
(a)
nothing better than stone ballasted track. Opinions differ, howSome favor crushed
ever, as to the size of crushed stone or slag.
stone averaging 2-in. cubes, washed so as to be absolutely clean
and fi-ee fi'om stone dust. Others advocate a size as small as -'i in.:
a mixture of all sizes between and including these two extremes:
a crusher run article with a limit to 2-ln. stones and a certain proadvoi'ate the last of these classes.
I
portion of dust In the mixture.
1
find that with broken sfone or slag there is a tendency for the

—
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Moil- id hiiiy iiii-niw.'lv<?H iii ili'It In dlfflcult to
of traltiH.
keep track In good Uiii- lliroiiKh thf further tendency of broken
track they
llnInK
other.
On
the
or
;<tonc fragmentH to roll one way
lend to again crowd hack and throw track out of line. With the
mixed material thiH olijettlon Is reduced to a minimum and the

sharp edgi'K of

llii-

Ii-.ikiiiiiiI>.

Ijollom of the lleH thiouKh

tin;

<iI

Inipaci

A8 to the Bmall amount
till out the voids.
a few rains wash down to Hul>-prade and by
rormlng a coat lug over the hul>-grade lie helpful to drainage.
It Ik oflen held that broken stone or slag Is too expensive as
cannot agree with such an opinion as the
compared with gravel.
one Item of life of ties Is an Important factor In the cost of main
tenance. The porous nature of stone balla.st prevents Its speedy
oullng and thereby proves a long time Inve.slment. The thickness
of stone or .slag ballast and for that matter all other ballast should
be no le«H than 12 In. from sul>grade to bottom of ties, while IS In.
The material should be harrl and not subject to
better.
Is much
Limestones and granlteK, trap and (lint rocks are most
crushing.
commonly In use. Only the hardest sand stones are admissible.
(b) Gravel and .sand.^Good gravel which must be composed
of stony parts that will not rapidly decay, and run In sizes
from coarse sand to pel)blcs 2 In. In diameter, is extremely seance.
There must be no clay or earthy substance In It In order tliat It may
drain freely and not churn when soaked by rain. The proportion
of sand must not be too large nor mui-t there lie an excess of
'I'he pro|)ortion should be about three parts sand and five
pebbles.
Itter
parts coarse pebbles. These speciflcalions are hard to 1111.
ruinous disappointment has followed the opening of
nearly
and
certain gravel jilts, which were said to have been thoroughly tested,
and on lie strength of such tests bought at fancy prices, only to
be found composed of three quarler.s fine sand and one-quarter fair
Kmallcr particles will

of dust.

11

will

Willi

I

•

I

and usable gravel.
Good track can be made wilh gravel ballast. The ballast can
be maintained somewhat more <lieaply than stone ballast, but as
It is less porous it will foul more speedily and will hasten decay
of ties. Sand ballast is used only when other material Is unavailIt is objectionable on account of
able or on unlmporlant track.
the large amount of duht raised from It by passing trains, although
excellent track can be made with it. The coarser the sand the belter.
The greatest objection to sand ballast is that it is less porous than
other ballast and therefore greatly hastens decay of ties and fouls
quickly.

know a railroad manager who will not allow
(c) Cinders.—
lie does
the use of cinder ballast on eitlier main or branch lines,
passing or side tracks iraineiiiately adjoining
it
on
even
favor
not
main track. He objects to the so-called "sink holes," but his opinion
know of one important western railroad which
1
is rather radical.
has cinder ballast on several hundred miles on one of lis most Important main lines. Cinder ballast has been advocated as giving
less resistance than any other and appears springy and therefore
would make a good riding track. Because It is springy II requires
It never gives the
rrequenl "picking up" and consequent renewal.
1

appearance of first class track and is for thai reason tabooed on
most of llrst i^ass lines, though it is used a great deal on side tracks
and industrial spurs.
(d) Karth.— Track ballasted with earth is in trackman's language called "mud track." It is well named. There Is yet a good
I
deal of earth ballasted track in this and other western states.
know of many miles of such track, which is really good as long as
it does not rain, but when llic rain comes down it is very poor track
Maintonance of cailh ballasted track is quite expensive anil
Indeed.
One big item of expense during the sumtics are eaten up rapidly.
mer months is the removal of weeds.
Tlc«.
Good ties are essential to good track. All ties of soft
as well as hard wood have doubled and trebled In price in a very
few years. Kconomy in their use is therefore imperative. It requires good judgment on the part of section foremen and ri>jt(lmasters not lo jeopanli/.e tlic safely of track for tlie sake of false
economy. The perccnlage of oak ties used today is far larger than
the soft wood ties such as cedar, hemlock and lamarai-k. and is
greater than It was some years ago, notwithstanding the fact that
many more miles of railroad have lieen added since that time and
Experiments
the (otal number of lies used enormously Increased.
are being made to tlnd u subslilute lor wooden ties In steel or conbeen
found. The
substitute
has
crete, but as yet no satisfactory
only salvation for the railroads seems to lie in planting tret's and
It Is gratifying to see that many railroads are .starling to do that.
Ralls and Fastenings. There Is a great variety in fastenings.
The old style (Ish plates have seen their day and the cast chair
The effort Is to get a rigid joint. There is a little
Is a curiosity.
danger of overdoing this by creating such rigidity of Joints as to
overshadow the rail proper.
Good Men. When Ihe young Ktlwlu Ilooth .set out In his dra"What
matic career, ho went lo an old actor with this question:
must 1 do to play Hamlet? 1 wish to play Hamlet. I must play
Hamlet, and 1 will play Hamlet." The old man, with the Hre of
enthusiasm In his eye, said: "Well, If -you put It that way, If you
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" i:iilet,
rtiiiiL lij play Hamlet, .mu iii\i.-i
you must drink Hamlet, and by
1
have often said to a young maii
lo
lie a truckman and roadmaeter:
l! ^ou ».iiu lu bv a. UALkmau,
you must read track, eat track, dtink tra<'k and live track."
The American roadniaxttr or fiupervUor of track, as be U Kometimen calleil, Is a type distinctly of bib owa. Wbeiber be b&s a
college training or bax rliien from the rankii. in all (.•mseti he must
1)6 a good
general, ami aUtve p.ll a good traikman.
t'nlike bU
brother on the EurofH-an contln'-ni, he haji a comparatively large
district under bis charge and is always a bu«y man.
Every wreck,
every washout and every mishap deniandB his |>en>onal altenllOD.
it has liecome a aeriouH problem of late to find wnion foremen,
and this Is at prevent one of the greatest dlfnculties with whlcb
the roadmaster has to deal. .Most track laboreni lonlay are foreiguera
who offer no suitable timber for [>romot|f>n. and It tak*-!" ••onflderablc discretion and ability "
Ia*c
of lalior to accomplish wha:
ack
In good condition.
Ilailro.:
rera
less than other lalion-rs and a.-) a icnull the iultliigeiil auU promising men In this department tend to go Into other flelda.
.\lr. Auerbacb:
Cinders for ballast cannot seriously be considered by a road doing anything but a <imall businew, although tbey
are undoubtedly cheapest In the first place. When traffic Is not
heavy they do very well to widen narrow fills, to put In urn culjs
and other weak places. These places can usually be repaired with
the cinders that are made by the comi>any using them. On a road
using heavy power and running a good many trains a day. cinders
are not a satisfactory lialla!-:t. Iliey are altogether too light (o
stand much heavy pressure from aljove, and they are not heavy
or compact enough to keep track In line tinless au unu.sually broad
shoulder Is used. Consider the substance of i-inders; the non'<-ompact clinkers, the brittle and uneven stone-like pie<-e». and the almost powdered ash. Per ciibii foot cinders weigh almut one-fourth
as much as gravel and one-sixth as much as rock. When cinders
are used as ballast, the clinkers are not broken by the bar or shovel
when lamped, but soon become crushed by the heavy weight of the
rolling stock.
You can dig down under ties where cinder ballast
has been In for a year or mor^ and you will not find one clinker.
They become crushed by the trafflc over them. This crushing put?
the track out of line and subsequently out of surface. The track
goes out of line because the weight of the cinder shoulder is not
sufficient to hold It.
To be sure track will always go out of line
-

:

:

•

allowed to get out of surface, or vice versa; but It will not get
much out of line or surface, or as easily so, witb a stiff and substantial shoulder and a Arm bed as it will with a light and loose one
such as cinders give.
Cinders are best in wet places where there is a broad, flat subsoil such as yards.
But on now dumps they are decidedly bad.
The water easily drains through them, but does so mostly In certain places, forming pockets and cutting away parts of the dump.
This year on my territory we filled some 20 bridges. Where cinders
were unloadoti on these filled bridges and ralne<l on heavily, we
had parts of the new dump cut away by an unequal amount of
water going through the less compact part of the cinders. I unloaded 200 cars of cinders on one section this summer. The cinders
were put under as fast as received. Two months after they were
put in, leaving a good top and line on track. It was nec«ssary to
re-ralse this track.
This was done about September I. and track
is in such condition now thai it will have to lie gone over again
thp
ground
formation under tht^e cinders Is of the
in
spring.
The
best.
Cinders in yanis are excellent. Tbey drain well, are hard
and present a gooil apiu'arai'ce If kept clean.
Ballast cannot be entirely taken away from a track. Roads
that are dissalislled with their cinder track and want to Improve It
should put gravel on and reballast It. I have seen gravel put on
over cinders with excellent results. The coarser gravel very soon
forms a cushion with the cinders.
(travel or rock? This Is the vexing question.
tJravel.
The reasons for having ooarse gravel for liallast are
obvious.
With flue gravel there Is too much sand. The sand
washes. Is dusty and while the fine gravel is almost as heavy as
It cannot
the coarse, it Is not nearly as siilistantlal or enduring.
be tamped to give as firm or lasting a lied as gravel made up mo«tly
of .stones aliout the sire of iho end of your finger, because the large
amount of sand fnund in the finer gravel will work out when dry.
and when wet will churn.
Coarse, pure gravel is considered by many to be the idea! ballast, but let me surprise some by saying that If a small amount
of clay Is added to this gravel we have mora nearly a perfect ballast.
The neetl of this clay Is not so apparent in newly ballasted
tiack. but as Ihe track pets older and parts of the gravel wash away
and rain liegins to form small dilches in the shoulder of If. then
iMvonuvs noticeable that the gravel h.is not packed hard enough
ii
But If mixed
lo turn w-ater or to leave 11 as originally dressed.
with this gravel is about 10 per cojjt. of clay. Just enough to cement
It, rains will not affect it, and the older It becomes the harder It
If
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forming a strong, cement-like shoulder and bed. It tan be
maintained with less work and e.xpense than any other ballast. I
oan show you tour miles of such ballast on a trunk line in this
vicinity that has not been touched for three years, and is at present
in as good line and surface as any track in this part of the country.
can also tell you of a large load in this state that has coarse
gravel for ballast, which has issued instructions to its section men
that they should, whenever possible, mix with the gravel a small
amount of clay. However, great care must be taken that there is
not too much clay in the gravel, as too much would be worse than
none at all, for in wet weather the track would churn and work.
The cost of maintenance of gravel ballast is approximately the
same as for cinders and the finer grade of gravel, except that it
does not have to be gone qver so often.
What I mean to get at
in comparison to rock is that a light raise of joints or centers can
be made.
I might add here that, except rock, track should be lifted
as liltle as possible, and should never, it it can be avoided, be raised
out of face. The old tie bed made by years of service is always
preferable to a newly made one.
Hock. It is true that from section men to roadmasters comparatively few handle crushed stone intelligently. The reason is,
rock ballast is comparatively new to us. There is a vast difference
between rock and the nearest thing to it, coarse gravel. Rock track
cannot be kept up with less than from 10 to 15 per cent, more force
ban is necessary to maintain gravel or any other ballast the year
round. You cannot lift a joint here or a center there in rock.
It
must all be taken out of face. That is, you cannot make a light
raise of a joint or center, such as a half inch, because the dimensions of crushed stone generally used cannot be got under such a
light raise, and in order to get up the low place of a half inch you
must raise it higher than necessary to make it level with the rail
on each side of it; consequently, in order to get a true surface you
will have to raise the rails adjacent to this joint, and so on, and in
doing so you are lifting the track out of face, or making a new
cushion for it. It is impossible to make light raises and keep them
u|).
You cannot get under enough ballast to hold them. You lift
a joint only. The quarters on each side will come up somewhat.
too, and there is no crushed rofk small enough to put under these
(luarters where the joint is raised a little.
But still you will find
foreman after foreman trying to do this kind of patchwork on rock
track.
It is simply time wasted.
In rock track you practically have no choice of the quality of
lies.
Nothing but oak or ties of equally hard wood should be used.
Kock on a solid formation will penetrate softer ties, shorten their
life, and ultimately attect the surface of the track.
In the maintenance of rock track too much attention cannot be paid to the way
in which the ties are tamped.
No track becomes so easily centerhound and swinging as rock. Ties in rock should only be tamped
at the ends and under the rail, never in the centers.
Don't try to
do this tamping with anything but lamping picks. Bars are not
|)roperly shaped and shovels are out of the question.
Rock track
should always be lined before being raised. Raising track before
gets,

1
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lining

it

will invariably disturb its surface.

Compared with other

the care of rock track is very slow. But when once laid it
remain that way for some time, and the force caring for it
can be reduced half until such time as it requires attention again.
Perhaps this possilde reduction of half the force when rock is in
good shape would seem to lessen the cost of maintenance of rock
to equal that of other ballast.
But on the other hand the additional
force requiied to ))ut rock in good order when it is partly run down
more than offsets by from 10 to 15 per cent.
The best feature of rock ballast is its drainage. Nothing short
or a cloud-burst will affect it, and churning :ind working track is
unknown. I have in my territory about two miles of track on a
bill that washed out every time there was an unusually hai;d rain.
It was so situated that the water poured on it from the adjacent
hills.
We had both gravel and cinders on this piece of track. That
is. we had them from one washout to another.
We finally put rock
liallast in, and since then have never been troubled with washouts.
might mention here that this piece of rock track, two miles long.
liiis not been raised or lined for two years, and is in good shape now.
Mr. Hettinghousc:
There is one point in the last paper that
cannot entirely ngree with. The claim was made that the best
track men would not disturb track after it has been once settled.
l).illa.st

will

I

I

liave found in my experience that the raising of the joints was
always (onsiderod as an expedient. We go over a piece of track
every year, and if the material is there we always have found it
l)etter to raise tlie track two or three inches and it would keep the
1

track in better shape.

Mr. Farquharson (Roadmaster. Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific):
It Is all right to raise track if you don't raise it too high, but
enough so you can bar tamp it. But when you raise it so you can't
bar tamp it. the places where it is settled away will have (o be bar
tumped to make good track. Two or three inches would make good
track with bar tamping.
In
Mr. Hayes (Roadmaster, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific 1:
1905 I made some tests for gravel ballast. It was almost entirely

3(^5

under water on the Coon

river, what would be called a practical
well-washed gravel. We put a large amount of this in track in 1905
but found that the gravel did not hold as well as it should because
there was not enough clay in ii to bond. Therefore it has not given
good satisfaction. We have been using a large amount of gravel
the last year or so which gives good satisfaction and which has a
certain amount of clay which causes it to bond. I think gravel
ballast is a great deal cheaper than rock and gives just as good

satisfaction.

Burnt gumbo has not been mentioned. I think from experience
that it gives about as good track as you can want with as small
an amount of attention as any other and less attention than gravel
requires.

It costs a little more in the lieginning.
Mr. Jones (Superintendent, Chicago, Rock Island &
track man has the same opinion of water that the
of holy water.
He wants to get rid of it as quickly as
Some experience we have had in the last two years on

A good

Pacific »:

devil has
possible.

our road

may

be of value.
Our dumps were pretty narrow and also the cuts,
so that all the. water that fell near the track ran down on it.
It

was impossible to secure money necessary to widen our cuts with
steam shovels and use the material taken therefrom to widen our
banks, so we were forced to take care of it with tile.
On our
division we have put in the last two years .something like 27 lineal
miles of tiling, using sizes from 4 and « to 8 In. In placing the
liling we put it as nearly as possible in the bottom of the cut.
which, as the cuts were narrow, was from 3 to 4 ft. from the end
of the ties.
We put the tiling from 3 to 4 ft. below the bottom of
the tie and gave it a good drainage from the center of the cut to
each end. making the ditch we dug to place the tile as narrow and
as straight as possible. Then we filled our ditches with
in Icr.;
from the top of the tile to the bottom of the ditch. The result has
been that with the heavy downpours of rain or cloudbursts which
wo have occasionally in Iowa, there is little if any water that luns
on the surface of these ditches out of the cuts. The water goes
down through our cinder bed and into the tile and runs out through
the tile instead of over the surface, the result being the water does
not get much opportunity to get into the track or dump through the
cuts and we have secured with a small outlay what we consider
the best possible results from this method.
Burnt gumbo is too expensive in this part of the country because of the price of coal and high comparative cost of slack. There
was a time 20 years a.go when coal mines were glad to give the railroads the slack for hauling it out and some coal mines paid the
railroads something for hauling it away. At that time the burnt
c

gumbo

could be made at a very reasonable price, as the principal
the burning of it for ballast. A couple of years ago some
burnt clay we burned because we had to carry coal so far and paid
so much for it. if I recollect it correctly it cost close to JI.50 per
yard deposited on the roadbed for placing under the ties, making
an almost or quite prohibitive figure for that class of ballast.
The ballast Mr. Hayes speaks of that we got from the Coon
river, river w.oshed gravel near Commerce, I think we placed under
the ties for approximately 43 cents a yard.
1
think it was figured
4;f or 43'-j, and that included the cost of loading the ballast which
we were able to load at about ti cents per yard, and we hauled that
70 or 75 miles.
During the summer of 1906 we put In nearly 60
miles of Grettinger ballast which we hauled I think 250 miles, paid
a foreign railroad company a pretty heavy mileage, and my recollection is that it cost, loaded by steam shovel, 3 cents a yard and
cost us 72 cents a yard placed under the ties at that distance.
Stone
ballast ordinarily costs considerably more than that, at least 50
to 75 per cent. more.
In this country I believe it is extremely difficult to get a first class quality of solid rock, and unless you do, it
is very expensive and makes mighty bad track in a short time.
The
softer particles disintegrate very fast from the moisture and the
frost.
Then they break and pump under the joints in a short
time.
know of stone ballast put in within two or three years
1
in an adjoining state which at the time was considered very good
ballast, but within the last six or eight months they have been
compelled to ditch at almost every tie and joint allowing the water
lo gel away from the track on account of disintegration.
Yet It
was considered fairly good rock at that time.
These papers have stated the differences between maintenance
of gravel ballast and rock ballast too closely.
I
believe it must
cost us at least 25 per cent, more to maintain rock ballast than
gravel and from 75 to 100 per cent, more to change out ties in
rock than it does in gravel ballast. The ballast we secured that
Mr. Hayes spoke of being river washed has proven rather unsatisfactory ballast.
.\s mentioned In one of the papers It is "alive."
we can't tamp it with a bar because if we do we drive it out from
the other side of the tie and we can only shovel tamp it.
I
am
satisfied, however, that this ballast is getting better.
It has been
in now over two years and it is getting better because the dirt
and clay blown or carried in is l>ecoming mixed with it and holds it
in bond.
The C.iaettinger gravel has a fair quantity, perhaps from
5 to 10 per cent, of foreign matter in it. that is, a sort of a clay,
more like a disinte^ated iron ore, and that gravel in a very few
cost
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W(!ekB or inontliK at It-ant after imt on a track will lic< oim- jicrfeitly
Holul alraoHt aH much ko aH dlHlntegrated graiiitv, which without
question Ih the Ueat hallast Ihat \n In uhc to my knowledge.
think the gentlemen In their pajierM where they have Hpokeii
I
HO harxhly aKalUHl clndcrH have gone a little too far.
Cinder^
without any ((ueHtlon are "the poor man'H friend," and we have
cinder ballast on our railroad under heavy trafflc, under heavy engines; one Htretch I recall of some three miles put In two years
ago last sprinR about \2 In. under the ties still remains good track
and the section on which thin three miles of cinder ballast Is locate I,
averages one man, besides the foreman, during the past season because we could not gel men In tliiil vlilnlly because the other railroads were paying higher wages than we were permitted. They
may have lost «lght of the fact that there Is a great dlPference In
cinders, perhaps greater difference In cinders than In gravel.
Some
coal makes ashes almoiit entirely, with some clinkers mixed in.
Other coal makes hard sharp cinders and the hard sharp cinders
In our experience do not disintegrate and bed down as explained
In the paiMTS, and while cinders are not so good as roi-k nor a*
good as gravel, they are better than poor gravel and' they are much
better than no ballast at all.
.Mr. Ketllnghouse:
believe I said in the paper that my experience was limited to that one Instance and also that the suggestion had been made to wash all gravel.
got this information
from llie proceedings of the American Railway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way Association of a few years since, but there
was nothing said about the outcome of that experiment. It reminded me of that one instance where we used naturally wa.shed
giavel.
The statement has l)een made by Mr. Jones that he found
track that was l)allasted with such washed gravel improving through
the addition of clay.
It Is evident that you are not much bothered
with heaving track in this vicinity. My exiierleuce has been in a
very cold climate and heaving track was one of the greatest troubles
we had. The minute we put any particle of clay In our ballast we
would have a great lime, I have seen track heaving .so much that
Consequently il
It required a full sized tie each side of the heave.
heaved over « In. This was all due to poor gravel or clay sub-soil.
If there Is no trouble with heaving, perha|)s clay would be best.
The exchange of ties or renewing of ties in stone ballast will
The cost of gravel
cost a great deal more than in gravel ballast.
That is to say
ballast depends on the e(|uipment at your disposal.
the kind of steam shovels and ballast cars and the methods of unpractical man
every
loading, etc.
It 18 a most im|)ortant item, as
In tii
will know, to have the equipment as perfect as possible.
years 11)05 and lUUG I was in charge of track in Wisconsin and no
expense was spared. We had some very large steam shovels with
I

I

we had Uillasl cars, side dump cars; Lidgerwood iinany quantity of them no scarcity of equipment whatever.
We had s|)reiiders that were operated with air. and as a conseqiieme
think Unit we handled our gravel about as cheaply as it could
be handled, and
think It came very near to the figures mentioned
by Mr. Jones, so
presume he had the same kind of equipment.
We ballasted about UO miles of single track with a yardage of -1,500
to the mile, which is very heavy liaiiast Indeed, amounting to prac
Tlial ballast cost us from 2;i to H3
tically IS In. under the ties.
cents a yard for different .sections and depending on tlie haul.
had In the same year another stretch of 10 miles wilh a different
kind of a liallast where the cost ran up to something like 50 cents
a yard. It was because we had to haul over another road, and our
calculation as to the number of trains we could haul each day was
could only
knocked In the head. Instead of hauling four trains
gel three through, and of course thai means a whole lot of differ5-yd. dipiiers;

—

loaders,

I

I

I

very good alierualiw- and very satisfactory. As to Ihe cinder balI
must take exception to what the papers infer or intimaxe.
beMeve that the cinders from the Iowa coal when a sufliclenl
I
amount of it Is put under the ties with a good sub-grade and provision made for good drainage, and track properly put up, that It
does make a comparatively good riding track and the maintenance
expense Is nominal, about equal to gravel. The quality of the cinder
Is no doubt to be considered in this respect.
I
did have a little
experience this summer with cinders made from Colorado coal which
approai'hes very nearly a lignite in lightness. The cinder is so light
as to lje almost entirely unsuitable as Ijallast.
In the second paper
on ballast I notli e at the outset the use of cinders in wet boles is
suggesteil, but later condemned in arguing against placing cinders
where they will produce a imcket. I believe if you put cinders in
a wet hole in an embankment and the truck continually settles it
will produce what Is called a sore spot.
lant,

for

With the rock

believe thai the class of soil making the sub1
There are localities in Colorado where
the sul>-grade is a gumbo or material known as "doby." and the
slag or rock Is shown by experience to be too heavy In that it settles
very readily into the "doby" and the "doby" works up around the
end of the tie and you have goi to be continually digging it out and
refllling.
We found by experiment that it was impracticable to place
anything heavier in the way of I>alla8t than cinders or disintegrated

grade should be conslilered.

granite.

Disintegrated

The cost of broki-n rock ballast is 1 think safe to assume
a dollar a yard as an average cost, meaning the entire cost of the
production of rock, hauling and i)utllng under the track. We have
on the North-Weslein now a crusher near t'edar Kapids which has
lieen put In opeiallon in the early spring, and we have not proA great deal
diuetl this year tlie rock as cheaply as we should.
of that Is due to the fact tiiat much more stripping was necessary
the
cost down
undoubtedly
get
iliaii we lirst aniiiipaled.
We will
during Ihe coming year to about 10 cents a yard ami perhaps le.HS.
In that case the rock
It should be gotten out for :!5 cents a yaril.
ballast track should not cost more than 75 cents a yard complete,
II should be put In for 25 cents a yard
llguring on a 40cent basis.
ence.

and we tlgured

10 cents for hauling.

in my paper broken stone and slag as you notice,
reference to the Chicago & Norlh-Western track
had
don't know whether any of you
between Chicago and Milwaukee.
genlieinen have Iruveled over that llite, bul it is said to be one of
The
trains are very fast and very
the host tracks in the country.
believe that most of that distance, some SS miles.
numerous.
Is ballasted with broken slag, obtained from the rolling mills in
I

bul

1

nionlloned

jKirticiilar

I

I

that vicinity.

consider primarily essential. From
tl\e results from placing tile in some of Ihe wet
my
cuts recently. I am about ready to believe that considering the ex
pense to which the managements feel able to go, that it Is a
Mr. Hreheny:
observation of

Prainage

I

granite

Is

the

ballast is no doubt first class, but

best
I

ballast

do believe

I

it

have seen. Rock
has a rigidity that

not experienced In the riding of gravel or cinder ballast. It has
an effect very close to that produced by slag. The slag in the
vicinity of Denver or Puel)lo is not used as much for ballast as
might be exi)ected considering the quantity in which it is furnished,
and when asking as to why this is so the majority of the answers
were that it was too heavy for the sand or "doby" 8ut>-grade and
they did not consider It provided as good a ballast for the locality
in which It was burned as did the disintegrated granite.
The expense of the disintegrated granite, lioth In Its original cost and
lonsldering Its ultimate cost in the maintenance, compares favorably
with that of our gravel, and while it is in itself a material that
drains well, yci I believe that in a proper cross section there can
be exceptionally good drainage.
In the locality to which I refer
Ihe slag was used for the most part In rip-rapping, protecting embankments, covering trestle bridges as a protection against Are
hazard and comparatively little of It under tra»'k as a ballast. The
disintegrated granite is readily obtainable, works nicely, and we
found by experience that it was a little more easy to secure labor
to work in the disintegrated granite than ii was where stone or slag
was used as a be.llast. This is possibly a feeling that existed in that
locality only.
We got the disintegrated granite from the Colorado
Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway in the North Cheyenne
canyon, beginning at mile post 5, about five mOes up in the hills
from Colorado Springs. The available granite pits have b.»cn worked
out from that lo mile post 8. three miles.
is
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Illinois Central's

Birmingham

Line.

The Illinois Central l>egan active Investigation for a line to
Birmingham, Ala., early in 1901. The topography of the region presents many difflculties to railroad construction, and to determine the
feasibility of a line from some point on the present line required
Surveying parties were put in the fleld in
careful investigation.
l!Mi2, and a number of routes projected from i>olnts all the way
from Jackson. Miss., to Jackson. Tenn., on the existing line. As n
result of these surveys, the most feasible location appeared to he
between Jackson. Tenn.. and Jasper. Ala.. 176 miles, by way of Tuscumbla and Sheffield. iKissIng through Chester, McNary and Hardin
counties In Tennessee. Tishomingo county In Mississippi, and ColIt was
bert. Franklin. Winston and Walker counties in Alabama.
decided to make traffic arrangements with the Frisi-o System between Jasi)er and Hirminghnm. 41 miles. The line, as located, followed the general direction of the headwaters of Deer river out of
Jackson, through Malison and Chester counties, ascended to the
summit of the divide between the valleys of Ihe MiasissippI nnd
Tennessee rivers In Hardin county, and thence descended to the
valley of the Tennessee river and followed it to Tuscumbla. 104
miles.
At Tuscumbla. the line broke sharply from the Tennessee
valley and ascended to the top of Sand mountain, the watershed
between Ihe Tennessee and Black Warrior rivers, near Double
Springs. From Double Springs .south, a tortuous descent was made
Into Jasper by way of the valleys of Sipsey and Clear creeks, both
tributaries of the Black Warrior. The maximum grade on this section was I |)er cent., and the maximum curvature 4 degs.: hut from
lo a point 17 miles south of Tuscumbla the maximum grade
was only 0.5 per cent, and the maximum curvature S degs. 'ihe
distance
from Jack.son to Birmingham is 184 miles and the
air line
distance by the location described is 215 miles. The 176 miles of

Jackson
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this to liavc liccn built womIiI
a mile.

have cost ahout 110,000,000, or fSO.OOO

Tho

linaiiiial (iejHiK.sioii of 1904 deferred further action in the
iiiilil the spring of im'>, when arrangements
were made for
the following trackage rights:
IMobile & Ohio from P.-rry, Tenn. (near Jackson), to

matter

Corinth,

Miss., B\

miles.

Northern Alabama from Haleyville,

Kansas

City,

Ala.,

to

Jasper. 41

Memphis & Uirmingham from Jasper

into

miles.

Birming-

ham, 41 miles.
This lessened considerably the mileage

to be built.
It was neces.sary only to build a <onnection 3.0« miles
long with the Mobile &
Ohio at Jack.son; a line ,S0.1 miles long, leaving the Mobile &
Ohio
at Corinth and connecting with the Northern Alabama
at Haleyville; and freight terminals in Birmingham.
The connection at

Birmingham Line
Jackson presented no particular problems in railroad construction,
being a standard single-iracU line laid with X5-lb.
rails on gravel

The lorporate name

l)alla.sf.

of the

eastern Kailroad.

The

line

i.s

the .Jackson

& South-

from Corinth ascends directly to the top of the ridge
watersheds of the Tombigbee and Tennessee rivers
This ridge is cut up by cross
which are well wooded hut
without undergrowth. They ai-e made of clay, with
an occasional
seam of .sandstone. The location continues on the top of
this ridge
into northern Alabama, striking the Northern
Alabama at Haleyline

dividing the

Known

locally as the "dividing ridge."
ranges of hills of moderate .levalion,

ville.

known

The

section travei-sed in Alabama is a portion of what is
as "Apalachian America." and the foot-hills of
the Blue Kidge
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per cent, for half a mile each way from passing
siding stations
The maximum curvature for the line is 3 degs., except for
one curve
ot 4 de?s., 2,085 ft. long, near the Haleyville
end. which was necessary to secure the most economical location tor
crossing Brush
creek. All curves of 2 degs. and over have
spiral easement approa.h
curves.
The profile, parts of which are shown herewith, gives a
clear idea of the work encountered, and the
accompanying photographs show the nature of the cuts which were made.
The geology
of northern Alabama according to the authorities
shows sub-carboniferous rock masses and coal measures. As a matter
of fact, however, very little rock was encountered in large
masses but many
of the cuts contained disintegrated rock, cemented
gravel and rock
seams separated by clay and sand. In cerUin cuts this
clay was
indurated and very difficult to remove.
.01

Stephenson

of the

Chub

Hill

cut,

stations 3,991 to 4,022. near Corinth, and

Illinois Central.

Hill

cut,

stations 1.781 to 1,798, shown In the illustrations
the line.
The former contained
latter 106,000 cu. yds.
Besides these there
were numerous cuts of over 100,000 cu. yds.; the fills
were correspondingly large, as the line w;is built on a balanced
grade line
The total material moved on the entire line from Corinth to
Haley-

are two of the largest cuts on
196.000 cu. yds,

and the

ville was .I.SOO.OOO cu. yds., or about 70,000 cu.
yds. to the mile.
Near the Haleyville end of the line. Brush creek, a small tributary to the Tennessee river, cuts a wide, deep
gap in the dividing
ridge, and it Is here thai, after thorough study
and careful inves
tigatlon requiring numerous preliminaries, ii was
decided to cross
the gap by a steel viailuct, in preference to increasing
the length
of the line by staying on the top of the ridge
and building around
the gorge into Haleyville. The general dimensions
and weights of
this viaduct are:
IfllKth. flH'O to flUl' of |)iirn|i"l!<.
.MHxIimiin heluhl. biisc of nil to niii.^nnry
wpijrlit of strurturc
Tntiil aiiioiuit of iniisoiu-v

•|'<lllll

.

.

.

;;!il

I'iilii!

I.'t

ft. 7".,

In.

tonR.

It consists of ten 75-ft. deck plate
girder spans, nine towers
with 40-ft. deck plale girders, and two 60-ft. deck
plate girder approaches. The BO-ft. approjich spans rest on
concrete abutments
and rocker bents. The towers and rocker bents rest on
mason rv
piers on solid rock foundations. The tops of the
piers are all 5 ft

6 in. square,

varying from 6 ft. 10 24 ft. in depth, ac.ording to conThe masonry piers are all stepped on the outside to permit
future extensions to the masonry for a second
track.
The tower spans are fixed at both ends on the i-olumns
and
the 75-ft. spans on each side are alternately loose
and fixed at the
ends. The towers themselves are fixed at
diagonallv opposite corners of the bases, expansion being provided for
at the other orners
Each of the towers consists of four columns joined bv
diagonal
braces of channels.
Each column is made up of two plate's and four
angles.
Two angles are riveted lo each plate, the two plates being
spaced 21 '.4 in. and laced with 3in. x 2-ln. x
<-l|-.r-ir-it-,.—.r-ir-lr-.?:
%-ln. angles
The
towers are built in one. two or three sections,
according to the
Railroad Terminals in Birmingham.
height.
The top sections, the middle sections, and the base
sections, respectively, for all lowers, are
built of similar elements
'iiountaiiis.
The
Thi.^ district ha.s been referred to as the
"land of saddles steel for the viaduct was furnished by the
McClintic-Marshall
:iiiil bad roails,
Conwhere a great variety of climates prevail, and where struction Co..
Pittsburgh. Pa.
It was erected by the Strobel
iliere is a survival of
Steel
i)ioneer conditions, woodcraft and the open Construction
Co.. Chicago, with a double follev
traveler as shown
liicplace with the "sti.k and mud"
chimnev— in everv wav an un- in one of the photographs herewith.
The total time from beginpromising land for railroad building. The line
runs through Alcorn ning the work of erection until trains
were allowed to cross the
lishomiugo and Ittawaniba counties in Mississippi,
and Franklin. viaduct was 40 days.
Maiiou and Winston counties in Alabama.
The part in Mississippi.
The design of the columns in the present lowers
allows for
4- -S miles, was built under the corporate name
Mississippi & .Wa- future double-tracking of the viaduct
by erecting additional columns
bania Railroad, and the portion in
Alabjima, 37.82 miles under the on each side. To install
this
second track, the ma«)nrv will be
name Alabama Western Railroad.
extended and additional columns placed and connected
to the present
While the line is laid on the dividing ridge, it
nevertheless
columns by struts and diagonal braces, and one
additional deck plate
involved very heavy grading to get
the kind of line desired that girder span will l,e added
to each side of the viaduct 8 ft from
IS. a maximum
grade of 26.4 ft, to the mile, compensated .04 per the center line
between the present girders, the present track being
>pnt. per degree of curvature,
with an additional compensation of moved to one side so
as to rest on one of the present girders
and
ditions.

(
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one of the new gIrdorB. The new tnu.-k will it-Ht on the other two
gird);rK, one new and one old.
The BruBh Cip<!k viaduct and the overhead croHHlnK of the
Southern Hallway are the only noteworthy bridge «lructure« on
the line. The Southern Railway croBKlnK. which Ik the only railroad croBHlnK on the line, 1b u through girder bridge, 71 ft. long,
on coniTCte abutmentB. All other bridging Ib IlllnolB C'-ntral BtanThe Bmaller openlngM
<lard Blx pile, open deck, Bingle-track trcBtle.
have roBt-lron pipe.

Thf

bullillngH

I

for

the line are

In

kei-plng with

the kind of

Vot. XIJV..

/kii/.

Profile

Overhead Crossing

of

from Goddard

to

11.

which (hey are located. The depot and office building
Bhown in the illuBtratlonii, is a combination freight and
paBBenger Btatlon, with oi>erating officers' headquarters on the second
floor.
The local htatlous have combination freight and passenger
dejMitB of a Hlze Kuiialile to the n<?e<li! of the community.
A cotton
platform and a Btock (x-n an- provided at esijh station.
The section foremen's and agents' houses, which are alike, are
story-and-a-half frame Ktructures, designed to afford comfortable
living quarters in a warm climate. They have two large living
rooms, 16 ft. X Iti ft., separated by a wide hall leading to a porrb

country in
at Corinth,

If

Condensed

No

Red Bay: Birmingham Line

Southern Railway near Corinth. Miss.:

IV1

of the Illinois Central

ississippi

& Alabama

Railroad.

Maucii

13.
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wide, and a rear porch 6 ft. wide. Back of the dining
room, and connected with the main portion of the house
by a latticed porch, is a large kitchen.
The second floor, or attic. Is fitted
up for sleeping rooms and is reached by a sUirway from the
hall.
The interior furnishings are plain. The two living rooms each
ft.

have
an open fire-place finished in common ashlar and red sandstone.
Houses are also provided for section lalxjrers, near the section
foremen's houses. These laborers' houses are also
stoo'-and-a-half.
with a front and back covered porch, each 6 ft. wide,
extending
the full length of the house. The two rooms are 16 ft.
x 16 ft., but

are not separated by a hall as in the section foremen's
dwellings.
The attic is reached by a stairway from the kitchen and is fitted
up
for sleeping rooms.
The type of water station used is shown In a photograph; it

Brush Creek Viaduct, Showing Traveler,

Stephenson

Chub

Hill

Cut; Mississippi

& Alabama

Railroad.

Cut; Alabama Western Railroad.

Hill

a 100.000-gal. tank with steel underframe on concrete footings
Those water stations located at points where there is a passing track
have a penstock between the nicks.
The finished grade is 24 ft. wide in cuts and 18 ft. wide on
tills.
The theoretical side slope in cuts is 1 to 1, and on fills 1'-. to 1.
Ill the cuts are side ditches 4
ft. wide and 1 ft. deep.
The "track
is laid with A. S. C. E. section. So-lb. rail,
and is ballasted with
gravel, the ballast being obtained from pits located
on the line.
Passing tracks 3.200 ft. long are placed at Intervals of about six
is

t

miles.

Type

of

Water

Wherever
Station.

possible,

under the tracks.

In

public highways are carried either over or
instances it was necessary to buy extra

many
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projMJrty on which lo divert a highway, In order to t-lliulnal<Krado rroustnK.
To operate the line at the outHol lo the bcBl advantage, terminal
(acuities have heen provided at Corinth and Haleyvllle. These comprlHC a coaling Htatlon, water Btatlon, turntable and the neceHnary
;i

tracks.
Traffic arrangcnientH with other companies provide thai Im
provenienlH be made on their respective lines which will enable th^
llllnoiti Central to operate from Ja(rkHoti, Tenn,, Into BlrnilnKhani.
a20 miles, by providing only a few addlilunal fucllltioH at .(ai-U.-oii.
where It now has freight terminals, and by building complete freight
terminals In lllrnilngham. The passenger trains will use the new
union station along with all other roads now entering Dlrmlngham.
The freight terminals In Itlnnlngham consist
of a city yard, a fielght house and a threestory storage warehouse e(|ulpped with electric freight elevators, on the property bouii'lcii
by Klrst and Second avenues, and Thirteenth
and Sixteenth streets; also an outer yard at
Kast Thomas.
The city yard Is convenient
to the wholesale district, as well as being
centrally located for the entire city business.
The storage warehouse at the coiner of
Sixteenth street and First avenue was formerIt is 196 ft. ti In.
ly the Brewer building.
X Ml ft. and has been entirely remodeled.
high and equipped wiUi
It Is three stories
in remodeling. It
electrii- freight elevators,
was divided into three sei'tlons, separated by
fire walls.
The entire lop floors and twothirds of the second lloor are used tor the
One-third of th? .'^econd
Ktorage of freight.
Two of the yard
floor Is used for offices.
tracks extend Into the building on the ground
The ground floor space fronting on the
floor.

Vui„ XLIV., No. 11.

a pump-house and au oil houiK-, and ibe uecei>i>ary piping and fire
protection.
The construction of the line was begun In February, l!Mt6. The
grading and track laying of the nc-ctlon in MlBslsbippi was completed
ilurlng Ortol>er, 1907, and the Ml>'>-l>->l|ipi t .\lalKinia liallroad waii
put in operation during Oe
7
The part in Alabama was
put In operation Feliruary
The line shoulil haw .
'im the start.
BirmiDghain
is an Important mauM'
ui. the iron trade iM-lng Its l«ailing industry. The A
Ix-cause of the phoKphoruK and
silicon they contain, a.
suited to the open-hearth process.
The steel Industry In lllrmlngham has grown to large pro|>ortioos
In the last 12 years.
In the same period the manufacture of cotton
'

.

,

between I'Mrst and Second avenues Is
inbound freight.
A one-story addition,
;il2 fi. long and ao ft. wide, has been built
along Klrst avenue. This addition, with the
alley
for

portion of the first lloor of the original build
lug facing First avenue, constitutes the out

bound freight

The

city

hous-e.

yard connection

is

made with

System at Ninth avenue and
Twelfth street, and required the construction
of SMm ft. of double main track in Twelfth
street from Ninth to Second avenues laid
tile

'I'-risco

with

85-lb.

rails.

The yard contains

7,000

of track.
At First avenue and Twelfth street a single-track connection. 700 ft. long. Is made with tlie Birmingham Southern.
The

outer yard, containing 47,000
at

ICasI

Thomas,

Brush Creek Viaduct; View

of Structure.

ft.

of track, connects with the Frisco
through which suburb a single track 1.95 miles
ft.

long has been built.
Other terminal facilities are located adjacent to the outer yard;
lliey comprise a 20-stnll engine house, a machine and repair shop,
a store-room anil a joint office building for the operating and iiiechanlcal departments. These buildings are all of brick. There are
also a 7r)-fl. turntable, two Illinois Central standard ll'r)-ton coul
pockets, two standard concrete cinder-plts, a 100,000-gal. water tank
with steel uiiderfi-anie on concrete foundations, a 10-ln. penatock.

The resources of the country traversed by
the new line include coal. tlml)er and agricultural products, of which
cotton Is the most Important.
goods has quadrupled.

Among

.\ustrlan

State Railroads

They

briquettes are used only by the
used, last year. 33.000 tons made at Pllsen.
The coal u.**'.!
The briquettes

railroads,

Bohemia, and 11,000 tons of ICnglish briquettes.
during the same period amounted to 4.4U(i.000 tons.
were of two sizes: one weighing 2.2 lbs. and the
both kinds being oval. The price for the Bohemian
about $3.60 a ton and for the Kngllsh briquettes,
Consular Keporl.

Combination Freight and Passenger Station and Division

Offices; Corinth. Miss.

other

4.4

lbs.,

briquettes was

about $5.80.—

Makcii
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Harding.

and courtly dignity were bound up witli a kind iieart.
His genial character was sliown to best advantage in his home
Russell Harding died in New York City on March 3, 1908, from life. He and his wife, who survives him, were an unusually concomplications following a surgical operation. He was an exceed- genial and loving couple. He was also a devoted son. His loyalty
ingly able railroad man.
His early railroad experience was largely and affection to his mother were outwardly evidenced during her
on the Gould lines, to which he later returned as an executive, but lifetime by the fact that a week never passed without his writing
his first great reputation was made under .James J. Hill on the to her.
His remains were taken to Portland. Me., and laid beside those
(ireat Northern, of which entire system he was made general superintendent two years and a half after going to the road as superin- of his father and mother at a point '•'. fhimself on the slope
tendent of the Dakota division.
His rapid advancement on the of a hill overlooking the railroad.
(!reat Northern resulted in his return to the Gould lines, which he
Mad left as Superintendent and Division Engineer, as Vice-President
Corporate Management Versus Government Control.*
and General Manager of the St. Louis Southwestern, an office which
carries with it the presidency of the St. Louis Southwestern of
My experience in the conduct of independent and impartial exTexas. In this capacity he proved himself a bright and capable
xecutive officer and after about two years was called to be execu- amlnatlons of books of account and affairs has covered many years
live head of the Missouri Pacific system as Vice-President and Gen- and has been concerned with the federal government, state goveral Manager, his authority later including the Denver & Rio Grande ernments and city governments.
It has covered the field also of
and the Rio Grande Western. It was on the Missouri Pacific that railroad, street railway, light, power and other public service corIt has dealt with industrial corporations, the so-<-alled
Mr. Harding made his most notable record. The road during the porations.
lour years in which it was in his charge made great advances botli "trusts."
It has taken
me into banks, trust companies and insurance companies; into educational and charitable lnstitution.s. I
in prosperity and in physical condition.
Mr. Harding was born on ,Iu!y 24, 18.56, at Springfield, Mass. think I may say it has taken me pretty generally over the whole
At the age of 14 he entered railfield of public and private busiroad construction service; three
my eyes have seen, it is the unasyears later lie was office boy and
ness, and if 1 am to judge by what
|)aymaster for his father, who was
sallaljle truth that almost any one
Russell

'

••

1

then a contractor on the Portland
Ogdensburg, a road part of
which now belongs to the .Maine
Central, and the Vermont division
of which belongs to the St. Johns,

of the men who stand at the head
of our great business institutions
is far more competent to run the

&

government,

Superiiiten(l(>nt

neer of
Kansas,

the

with

in
southern
headquarters
at
a post which he

Wiidiita Falls,
for eight years.

lield

Then he went lo the Great
Northern as Supei'intendenI of the
Dakota division, with headquar
ters at Grand
Forks, N. DaU.
I'^ighteen months later he was ap
pointed General Superintendent of
the Western district, with headRussell
(piarters at Spokane, Wash., and
months after that General
Superintendent of the entire Great Northern system. This position
he held for a year and nine months.
In the fall of 1898 ho be(Mime the operating head of the St. Louis Southwestern, and on
March 12, 1900, of the Missouri Pacific. In August, 1904, he left the
Gould lines to take active charge of the "Great Central Route,"
made up of the Pere Marquette, the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
and the Chicago. Cincinnati & Louisville, being elected President
ol' the first and Vice-President of the other two.
When this system
was bought by J. P. Morgan & Company for the benefit of the Erie
1

1

Mr. Harding was elected Vice-President of the Erie also.
imsilion which he held for only a month, when the Erie retired
its purchase of these roads.
In November. 190"). he left active
railroad service to act as an adviser of H. B. HoUins & Company,
bankers, of New York, to whom his extensive and successful experlence proved to Ije of great value. He was associated with tills firm
np to the time of his death.
Itailroaii,

a

from

Harding had both ability and an attractive personality,
he was courteous and kind; by his employees
to the lowest of them he was accessible.
The
Pacific, with wliom and over whom he worked,
lie regarded almost as bis children.
One of his strong points as a
railroad officer was the fact that during his whole career there
was harmony between him and his employees. His gracious manner
Mr.

In

his business life

was beloved, and
men on the Missouri
lie

would

run

it

running governments.
know as a matter of fact
I
management of our great

that the

liroperties is generally intelligent

and economical, and that the management of our government bureaus

is generally loose, irregular
frequently
dishonest;
and
when I read the articles with
which so many of our newspapers
and magazines are filled nowadays, reflecting on the men whose
genius is developing the country's
resources, and when I hear the
proposals of politicians, from the
most eminent to the least, for the

and

and Division Engilines

and

more economically, more wisely,
and more honestly than any of
those who are In the business of

bury & Lake Champlain. In 1S7:1.
when he was 17, ho went to Tex.cs
iind worked for three years in tlw
engineering department of tlic
International & Great Northern.
During the three years from 1S77
to 18SU he was station agent, opcr
ator and ticket seller on the sann
road.
In IS80 he was appointed
Assistant lOnginper of Construetion of the international & Great
Northern, and during the next six
years was Engineer of Construe
lion. Superintendent of Con.strnc
lion, and Resident Engineer in
iliarge
tracks,
bridges ami
of
hiiildings.
In 188fi he was transferred to the Missouri Pacific as

passiige of laws to

hamper and

re-

the energies of these men
on the theory that their integrity
is open to suspicion, my mind inevitably lirings up the contrast
that I always observe between a
corporation's way of doing things
and a government's, as disclose<l
by their respective records and
books of account.
For the purpose of this comparison, incompetency and disHarding.
honesty need not be separated.
Putting them together It is my
deliberate estimate, that, .jtidged by the highest standards prevailing in the l)est conducted corporations, there is less than 10 per
cent, of both among men in the management of corporations generally, and at least 90 pev cent, of Iwth among public office holders,
and I base this estimate upon my experience as a public accountant!
The men entrusted with the management of the corixjratlons
are better fitted to administer the affairs of such corporations and
to exercise judgment in matters concerning both the investor
and
the public which takes their product or utilizes their franchises,
than are those men who hold public oflSce qualified to fill even their
own positions, much less to undertake administrative control over
corporations. The facts that prove this do not deal with the mere
matter of honesty and efficiency. The organization of a public bureau
i-s much
less compact, much less harmonious in its operation than
the organization of a great railroad or a great industrial corporation.
The men at the head of such business organizations. In practically every ease, are exi)erts. working diligently, in harniony.
and
ready to work to the limit of their endurance, with full and direct
control of their subordinates. On the other hand, nothing can be
more notorious (the results are obvious to every public accountant
who Investigates* than the fact that In nine cases out of 10 the
strict

—

—

^^''

Acrount8St8"Sf'xew^jerKy^"^"'

^*'"*'

^

*"'

^•'

"^'"^ '"* Ceniried Public
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Iii.ai]
of a public department spends mo»t of bis time proraollng
hiB ijolltlcal liitercHtB, and the employees neiierally, protected by the
civil service reBiilatlous, are looklnK to see howr little rather than
liow much work thoy can get Into their appointed short hours.

(=

Oijlrituaal force

»}'/,

Chief ICiislnofT, Miiliili-imiHf

B

nVKRS,

I..

.if

11.

I.

Curve Superelevation.
UV M.

No

Vol. XI.IV..

Way,

Mlntiiiurl fnclllc Itnllway.

of trains, together with the
the holght of the center of gravity of the locoraillial chanRe
motive, due principally to the Introduction of the wide firebox, has
cauKed the subject of superelevation of curves to assume greater
Importance than was formerly the case.
The usual basis for determining the amount of superelevation
curve and
Is a formula In which the factors are the radius of the
If It were possible to regulate the speed of
ih<- speed of the train.
Iraln.H so that all passed around the curve at the same speed, this
formula might be practically satisfactory; on the contrary, howcomI'ver,
II
is always necessary to make the superelevation a
If the
promise! between tho speed requirements of various trains.

The constantly Increasing speed
In

curve Is prepared to exactly suit the speed of ihe fastest train, ."iuch
as the limited mall train when It is several hours late, then difllrulty Is ex|)erlenced In connection with the operation of the slow
the contrary, the curve Is elevated to suit
If, on
Irelgbl trains.
Ihe speed of the .slow freight trains, then the track may be absolutely dangerous for unrestricted highspeed traffic and U may be
necessary to place restrictions on the speed at which the curve
can bo used. It becomes Important, therefore, to determine the

Fig.

understand tlio practical
the various forces encountered in connec-

and also

resultant of the centrifugal
(or car) must fall wllliln
the middle third of the space t>etween the two rails of the track,
the proper speed for a given elevation, or the proper elevation for
a given speed being that which will cause the resultant to fall in

means that the

it

fone and the weight

of the locomotive

the center of the track.
formulae as follows:

Let

E,

=

'=

speed
curvature

From

these assnmptions

we may derive

= Gage of track In feet (assumed in tables as =
In
= Superelevation of outer
= Superelevation of outer rail In Inches.
V = Velocity of train In feet per second.
V, := Velocity of train In miles per hour.
F = Centrifugal force In pounds.
W= Weight of locomotive In pounds.
R = Radius of curve In
H = Height of center of gravity of locomotive In
rail

15

4

ft.

'.»

.Maj-imum

and from any point b lay
6c so that be shall represent the gage of the track and the |ktpendlcular cm to the line al shall represent the superelevation of
the outer rail. From c. the center line of the track, erect a perpendicular to he such that erf shall represent the distance from the
top of rail to the center of gravity of the locomotive, the point d
representing such center of gravity.
Lay off on be the point / such that it shall lie on the middle
third of the (rack and, consequently, that cf :=

vertical

Hue

draw

anil

(//.

ilij

Draw gh

fn.

from

let fall

(lb

U

be

:

:

I.

lie

r=r

iif,

approx.)

fa

=
=
=

the

fk.

and dek

In the similar right triangles biiic

em

:

:

:

ed

ek

:

in.t
i;

As

ef

E

:

=

::

,

kf

H

ek. or ek

:

be

:

cm

=11

**:

we have

{=fg)

=ck +

In the similar triangles
::

/fc

:

=

ef

bme and

H

(H

fgk.

kg
i</

or hi

= E

dg

ef,

=

dk

—

Substituting for

we have
:

<j

d.

parallel to df.

If (/;; represents the force of gravity W, equal to the weight of
locomotive, acting through its center of gravity d. then will
represent the centrifugal force F, acting also through the center
of gravity d, of the locomotive, such that the resultant of these
two forces shall pass ihro\igh the point / on the edge of the middle
third of the track, and being the maximum safe centrifugal force
under the conditions.
As It does not involve a material error, we will assume that
6m (= 0)
6e
ed
kd (= H)

W

;

3.

a horizontal line Intersecting at

Proper Speeds and Htcvations.

:

'

the

feet.

Construct Fig. 1 so that il( shall represent the gage of the track
G, fe the superelevation K; be the horizontal line from tho middle
point c of the line ilf will represent the centrifugal force F. and the
of the locomotive, such that the
perpendicular ah tho weight
resultant shall bo perpendicular to the track and shall pass through

F

=

(III

reel.

:

gage of track

'

Fig.

Draw

feet.

W

Speed.

fia/e

off

E,

the center point e.
in the similar right triangles abc and def,

and
(A)

given elevation

a

=: Proper elevation for a given speed and cunrkture
(B)

Inn

G

or

for

l'ro(»er

In rig. 2, lay off- the horizontal line a1,

to

on curved track ol'
tion Willi train operation thereon.
Some years ago Mr. J. C. Bland. Engineer of Bridges, of the
I'ennsylvania Linos West of Pittsburgh, proposed to apply to the
solution of the problem of superelevation of curves the fundamental
principle employed In the design of masonry structures, namely,
that the resultant of all of the forces must, for safety. He within
Translating this Into terms of
the middle third of the structure.

effects

conditions,

= \ B -^
*

Fig. 2.

1.

limitations of sate operation

track

V,

we have dg
If

In

=

fl

the right

Q
kg.
dJl'

E

Its

H

value

and

for

kg

(n^ + 4)
G

triangle dgf,

t{

Its

value In (1)

V"
6
(;
("l^+«)
'

we represent dg as equal

to

(2)

W,

:

March
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the weight of the locomotive, and fg as F, the
centrifugal force, we have

dg

_

J.-

the values of dg and gf in

(3)

(2)

W

=: Centrifugal force =:

,^-

F,

tie

= W^
=W
di/

snrr-ij

W x -5V
= Frictional resistance =: c\V, where
c = CoefHcient of friction between
and
safety, F should probably not exceed ^ W
W V'
Then

F

Let

and (1)

we have

F

=

W

f/f
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the frictional resistance between the different layers of the ballast
or subgrade, must be equal to, or greater than, ihe centrifugal
force.
When the speed is greater or less than that given by formula
A, there is also a tendency for the tie to slide on its bed of ballast.

(!i)

Substituting In

But F

allowaljle

of

ijr

respectively,

maximum

For

^-i-(^w + ^)

ballast, etc.

,,,

'"-Vo representing g, the force of gravity).

V

or V =
18 Re =
Velocity which will cause sliding of track, ballast or subgrade.
(F)
Let us investigate the case of R
640' (a 9 deg. curve, about).

Eliminating F, and dividing through by W, we have

=

Then V
II

For

=

c

'llf +0.8)
or,

-f

=

—

V",

(«l?+o«)

II

E,

/

E,
-i

'-

+

\

0.8

will

I

never exceed

0.61,

V

=: 100

= 71
=50
is

= 70 mi. per hour = safe speed.
^ 47 mi. per hour = safe speed.
second = 33 mi. per hour = safe speed.

ft.

per second

ft.

per second

ft.

per

not one to be entirely neglected;

it

is prac-

a

or say, 6 per cent, of H,

and so may be neglected, causing the formula
tical

-v/l".240 c.

So the danger

But, as E, will seldom or never be greater than 12 in., and as H
will seldom or never be greater than 10 ft., the expi'ession

-^1 H

1,

=

=

become, for prac-

to

use

F
R
V/
If

12

\

(—J- -I- ^ff'-^
Maximum safe speed in miles per
" -^
^ *
hour
(C)
we as.sume that the locomotive may stop on the curve, we
I

E,

Y= -

have for that condition V, =; O, whence
48.0

maximum

H

12.0
,j

or, E.

.

=-

safe depression of low rail

(D)

Uelermination of Height of Center of Gravity of Locomotive.
The height of the center of gravity of a locomotive can be
determined experimenlally as follows;
1.
Weigh the locomotive, which should, for the
purpose, contain the maximum iimount of water in

P-«-

the boiler.
2.
Place the locomotive so that the wheels on
one side are on the track scale in such position that
they are some (i in. higher or lower than the opposite
wheels; measure carefully the exact difference in elevation ol ilic
two sets of wheels and obtain the weight S. carried by the wheels
on the scale.
The forces acting are as shown in Fig. 3, whei'e
o represents the center of gravity of the locomotive, at' the line of
action of the weight of the locomotive through its center of gravity,
and S and S' the reactions of the supports of the two sets of wheels.
In the similar right triangles ahc and dfe we have u6
(k,
:

rfe

:

(1)

fe

:

= df (approximately, since ef small)
= ac (approximately, since 6c small)
e/ ^ E := superelevation,
and ab ^ H =: height of center of gravity of locomotive.
in

which de =: G

is

ah

is

Substituting in (1),

we have

H
or

:

6c

H

:

G

:

he

E

;

E

Fig.

•

If we iet \V
weight of locomotive, acting along the line
and S and S, the portions of the loads carried by the two rails
e and d respectively, then, taking the origin of moments at d, we have

oc,

"

S,

X

Since de =:
dc

=

=W

de

X

dc, or

"

dc

^

bd

Substituting,

—

6c

—

bc

the difficulty

Morement of Track Due to Kj-cessive Superelevation.
The slowly moving train is in the position of a weight on an
where the three forces, \V, N and T produce equili-

Lateral

inclined plane,

\V

brium (see Fig. 4).
From which we obtain 06

he

or,

G

;

E

-

S,

:

•

= M — dc=

H _^..^,

;

W

we have

X.; = \V('= ^hr)

S,

by

G

= G
-^

5.

experienced in maintaining, in
good line and surface, curves used at widely varying rales of speed.

evidenced

tically

"g"

^j

- S,

Figure 4.
But the horizontal

—

-^

E - E

V 3

that

W

E

E

=
=

2.37

ft.

I.IS

ft.

=

0.53

or

(E)

Lateral Movement of Track Due to Centrifugal Force Exceeding
Frictional I}csistavccs Between Tie, Ballast and Subgrade.
of a curve does not destroy the
centrifugal force; it merely transfers its effect to the track, and.
in order to prevent motion resulting from the action of this force.
rail

.<o

\VJ-

Height of center of gi-avlty of locomotive.

Superelevating the outer

W.

component

For c

=
_

_

1
1

1

4

E

T

should

W

=

6c

;

:

:

dc

;

ef

T

J_

G

not.

=G

ft.

;

for

safety,

exceed

.(G)

in.,

which

Is

a lower limit than
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m

lliat iiHually requir>-ii
im-ii tuaUUi the middle third the rcMuliaiit
of all the forceg for the fant moving train.

Mounting

WhrttI Flanyt

shows

the relative poxltlon
the llange Is crowdlnK the Hide of the
'llcrt of eeiitrifiiKal forie exerted on
II
to rlfc and that BiitlW-lent presHiire
mount the rail.
Ah the force F 1« leHlHted hy the
l-'lg,

vertical

5

component

K

:

rail

when

It Is

this condlllnn

rlne;

W

:

:

will

rcmill

under

be
ah
ah
hr

lull.

Ill

praellco, ab =
gives K
2\V.

—
W — V« K
V«
Suhstltutlng, 2W = W
or V^ =
R
V = 8 V K approx. or V, = 12 V K
lM)r a
curve, V ^ 12 \/ 955 = 360 miles per hour approximately.
which
Itiit.

n

spiral all

K

32'/,,

lU':,

ti"

Evidently under ordinary conditions there Is no danger of accident on this score; however, where an engine is improperly counterliHlauted and running at high speed It is known that at times there
Is almost no pre.ss\ire exerted by the wheel on the rail anil It would
.scciii possible that, uniler these conditions, a case might arise where
the wheel will \w lifted iii) and forced over the rail by the centrifugal force.

General Hemark.i.
formulas in regard to the proper superelevation and safe
speed for curved track are more or less open to the criticism that
they are far more accurate theoretically than the data upon which
their practical use is based.
All track, and especially curved track, requires more or less
constant attention In order to preserve a reasonable degree of accuracy of line and surface. Inasmuch as any deviation from the
true circular curve means a sharper resultant curve, errors in alinemeut produce the same effect as the uneven superelevation of a
circular curve, and conversely, errors in uniform superelevation of
circular curve produce the effect of the curve l)eing out of line.
When curves are not spiraled it Is necessary to commence the
.Ml

ii

-

:

load

for

the instant;

thiM, of

course,

lntro<luce« a

new

factor In

determining the resultant of the various forces at work on curved
truck and with a lo<-oniotlve running at a speed hlght>r than that
I'orrespondlng to the elevation of the curve aerlous recalls might

some case lie produced.
The long rigid wheel

liase of

some locomotives

the effect of considerably iDcreasIng
aguinKt the head of the rail.
.

2bi

11

.•-!>
It
->liop lehlthat, with some
1h
rlialancing. there are
engines at
due to Imptimeg In ibi- rcvuluiiuu of the driving mIicvI where there is absolutely no preeoure on the rail from that wheel, the pressure having
been transferred to the opposite driver which rarries an abnormal

in

:

\V

XI IV, No

eneounu-red and ihi- teodeni-y. of course, is toward overturnlDg the
locomotive In the direction of the high rail. Naturally, perfect reBults cannot Ik> obtained under thlc <-oii<!iMon and U has become
the gener;i

and

evident that one
the wheel will ho to cauae
ennbhi
the wheel to
would
rail.

normal to the line ail, the
muHt equal W. the weight of the

re.siiltlUK

wheel, licfore the wheel can
the followluK relation:

Rail.

of the wheel

V..I.

the

has, of course,

pressure of the flange

Oencral L'oiKlu«i"iu.
1.
It is undesirable to use a greater superelevation than that
whiirh will permit any locomolive to stop with safply on the curve.
("urve tables which state, not only 'he pro|>er elevation for
2.
a given speed, but also the safe maximum speed for a given elevation for the locomotive with the highest center of gravity in use
on the railroad, should be used.
as will make
3.
All curves should be given such train will be
them safe for the maximum speed at a
.• speed should
apt to use them, or spe<!ial instruciions ibe placed on the time cards.
4.
All curves of 1 deg. or over and used by trains at high
speed should be spiraled and the change from zero to mazimuni
superelevation should occupy the limits of the spiral.
5.
The ill effect of high center of gravity, long wheel base, and
Inadequate counterbalancing of locomotives, should be kept in mind
with a view to minimizing their undesirable results on the track.
ii

G.
As the superelevation selecte<l Is usually a compromise between opposing speed conditions, the extent of the variation of the
extreme conditions from the compromise should be kept In mind
and the character of the track regulated accordingly.

Train Heating on Electric Divisions of Steam Railroads.
IIY

CIl.VBLF.8

M. Hin.KV.

passenger terminals in New York
City, involving extensive tunnel systems and other improvemenUs.
looking not alone to the more econon]<'-al and exi>editiou8 handling
of trafflc, but also (and in a measure primarily) to the minimizing

The establishment

T

-I

of great

HT-

'^

^

Locating of Heating Apparatus

In

superelevation on the straight line some distance In advance of
'he iKiInt of the curve, a very general practice being to place onehalf of the run-off on the straight line anil onc^half on the curve.
The result of this practice may lie illustrated as follows:
Assume 11 curve with (1 in. of elevation, then the elevation at
the point of curve will lie :i In.; just b.-fore reaching the point of
curve the effect prodmeil is that of encountering on a straight line
a spot where one rail has liecomc 3 In. out of surface; this would
lio regarded as a dangerous condition Inasmuch as it tends to overturn the locomotive In the direction of the low rail; immediately
upon passing beyond the point of curve on to the I'urve. the condition of a curve with but one-half of the proper superelevation l.s

New Haven

Electric Locomotive.

due to the obscuration of signal.-) by reason of smoke In
the tunnels, has led to the employment of electric traction within
the terminal stations and for a distance of several miles along the
right of way. The adoption of electric traction at once gave rise to
How shall the passenger coaches lie he.ited afier the
the problem:
steam locoiuollve Is supplanted by the electric locomotive which I.*
train a distance of several miles, and. conthe
incoming
to haul
versely, must haul the outgoing train an equal distance before it can
depend upon steam from the steam locomotive to heat Its coaches?
In the solution of this problem economy as well as efficiency
must be .studied. To Install ob-solete stoves for temporary use In the
Individual coaches, a method of heating as Ineffective as It Is fraught
of accidents

Makch
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So far as these methods are

identical,

mav

they

be briefly de-

.^cribed as follows:
In the electric locomotive is installed a vertical
boiler, which, as
soon as the steam loftomotive is unhooked and replaced
bv the electric motor. Is connected to the regular piping
system of' the train
Thus, with virtually no interruption steam heat is
supplied

to the
coaches, regardless of the change in the mode of
traction without
necessitating any addition to the regular heating
apparatus of the
coaches. The fuel for this boiler is ordinary
commercial fuel oil.

The photograph shown herewith was taken

in the Inside of one
New York Central electric locomotives, and shows the oil-fired
auxiliary steam boiler now used in heating
trains on the electric
division.
The apparatus consists of a multi-tubular boiler mounted
on a cast iron firebox lined with brick. The
boiler has 800 copper
tubes y. in. in diameter and fitted with steam
and water gages try
cocks, safety valve set to so lbs., blow-off
connection and automatic
leed-water regulator.

of the

Water and oil are carried in two steel tanks under
pressure
The pressure of the water is Kjr, lbs. per square inch,
which is sufflcient to .supply the boiler without employing
a feed pump
The oil
IS stored at a pressure of 2.5
lbs. per square inch.
The air for supplying this pressure is taken from the main
reservoir in the locomo-

tive

airbrake apparatus and

is

reduced to feed the

oil

cf a regulating valve.

The water tank

tank bv means

of 200 gal. capacity and is filled by
attaching
a hose on either side of the
locomotive and opening the vent valve
<m the top of the tank. The water is then forced
up into the tank bv
the i.ressure on the mains.
Try cocks are fitted to test the height
ot the water in the tank.
The oil tank, which is 40 gals, capacitv.
IS fitted with two glass gages to
enable the operator to ascertain the
amount of oil contained.

End View

of

is

Water is led to the boiler through an air trap.
In the photograph the screen is shown thrown back to better
show the apparatus
under the boiler. The Kirkwood oil-burning
system manufactured
' ,f '''.,, "J*^ ?°- '"'^- "f Pittsburgh, Pa., which supplies the
uel for the boiler, is arranged to use
either air or steam to atomize
he oil. The change is made from one to
the other bv means of a
three-way cock. Air is used to start the fire
and steam when boiler

Heating Apparatus.

pressure

with danger, was not, to be HiomkIu of. To heat the
cars by electrifity, while perfeotly feasible, involves
not onlv the e.xpense of
H(|iiipping every coach with electric heating
apparatus, in addition
lo the steam pipes which would be
in use during the major portion
or (he run, but al.so involves the considerable
loss of efficiency alwavs
accompanying heating by electricity.

is

reached.

The main

difficulty in connection with oil
as a fuel Is to obtain
complete combustion of the ordinary commercial
fuel oil
In order
to obtain this complete combustion of
such oil it must first be completely atomized.
To atomize each gallon of oil there is
required
approximately 60 cu. ft. of free air at a pressure
of 15 to 25 lbs per
square inch. There must then be supplied
by one or the other of
two means, approximately, 1.440 cu.
ft. more

give sufficient oxygen to the flame.
The New York Central apparatus i.« arranged to allow considerable space around
the
nozzle
of
the Kirkwood
burner, through
which air from the surrounding
atmosphere
i.s
drawn into the combustion chamber by the
force of the injected atomize<l
oil.
This
method of drawing in the 1.440 cu. ft.
of air
has been known to result in a noisy
burner
at times, and it has been open
to the objection
tlial it is difiScult to control
the amount of
air drawn in.
It is also obvious that the
use
ol a greater amount of
compressed air than
is necessary for atomizing
Is required in order
to draw in a sufficient amount
of the surrounding air.
This method makes out with compressed air any deficiency in the
quantity of
surrounding air drawn in. A decided advantage, however, in this method is
that it
makes unnecessary the expense of installing
any extra blowing apparatus and drive for
same, both of which take up considerable
room
in the rather confined space
of the electric
locomotive.
to

The
road

is

electric

Side

View

of

Heating Apparatus.

The mechanical engineer has been

called in to i;ivo assistance
o the electrical engineer in this
heating problem, ajid there have

been devised two methods
10 the rolling stock of the
|>l

the

New Haven.

now

in successful operation:

New York

one adapted

Central and the other to that

electric

system of the

rather unique in the
traction,

field

inasmuch as

New Haven
of

American

transformers
are used in the locomotive to reduce the voltage of the alternating current supplied. The
advisability of cooling these transformers by
air needs no comment; an air-blast
apparatus
has been used both to cool the transformers
and to assist in burning the oil. The accompanying drawing illustrates a New Haven
electric locomotive, in which a Kirkwood
oil
burner is installed. A low-pressure fan blast at from
3 to 4 oz.
pressure is used for blowing into the combustion chamber
the neces^
sary air for combustion. Thus compressed air is needed
only for
atomizing the oil.
This scheme cuts down the amount of compressed air
used and

IricreaHex

man

to

tin;

i!itii

icniv oi iiic liri.-.
It <.Mial)li,-»
control the nature of thn

0M[ii|ili!t<!ly

lliu

fire

ojierator or

fire-

by varylns the

Quuntily and jireHitiire of tlie alriirt-M.siire blant for (•onibusllon. The
oil and coniprcHHod air for alunilzlng 1.4 regulated by one lever, and
the ratio iKitwcen the oil and the comiiri-HKed air for atonilzlng
alwuy.s remains at a eonHtant jiolnt, whl<-h hau been found to be
the beHt for complete atomlzatlou. The fireman or operator cauuot
make an innfflclent or smoky fire, the regulation of the air blast
varying only the nature of ihe (Ire from a soft and nonoxyjtzing
llanie to a hot concentrating fire.
Both the .S'ew York (Central and the New York, New Haveii A
Hartford railroad heating syuteme are simple to operate, and no
extra men are re(|ulred In the cab to operate them, this work being
|i:Mt

111

Vou XLIV.,
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ilii'

iliilv

the

iif

tlrcniati.

The Ocean
iiY

.1.

Carrier.

iiiNSKi.i. 8.\irni,

I'll.

II.

X.
I.I.NK

TUAIKIC

I.N

TIIK

l.MTKai 8TATICS COA.STINO TRAUK.

The United Slates coasting trade has always been composed
of two elements and the line traffic in its service has been the sport
of at l('a8t two circumstances.
The two elements of the coasting trade are, first, the local exchanges between the various parts of the United States, which are
ever growing; and second, the collection of produce at convenient
places for export, and the distribullon of imports from greater to
This foreign trade factor is an uncertain one, having
lesser ports.
fluctuated greatly from time to time in our hLstory. This fluctuation arises, and with it the changes in line traffic, from the differing degree of development of our line traffic from the various AmerIf there are many ports on an equality
ican ports to foreign ports.
of foreign connection there is little need for collection and distribuIf some
tion among them In connection with the foreign trade.

ports have a great predominance in foreign line connections the
coasting trade will center at such ports and develop largely.
The second factor that has Influenced the line traffic, has been
At one time the coastthe growth of the American railroad system.
ing vessel was almost the only means of getting from port to port.
Then came the railroad which took away from the coasting vessel
all possible claim to being a fast line connecting the various parts
This left the coasting lines only such traffic
of the United States.
as they could snatch from the competition of the speedy railroads
above and from the slower and clieaper schooner and latterly the
yet cheaper barge below.
In its origin, coasting line traffic is closely akin to the ocean
line traffic as was pointed out in the article on the "Origin of I^lne
Traffic."
In the Colonial time the coasting trade was light and
with the small vessels of that day each colony traded direct w^th
the mother country, more directly, Indeed, than do many of the
American commonwealths at present. In the era between the Revolution and the War of 1812, the same conditions prevailed and one
This was the period of greatest
port was almost as good an another.
democracy among American seaports. New Orlean.s, Charleston,
Savannah, IJaltimore, I'hiladelphia, New York, Boston and Saiem
were more nearly on an eiiuality than they ever have been since.
Kach
'I'he difference in their population was surprisingly small.
liad that breadth of sea connection which the enterprise of her
merchants brought and it was a wide range, as these cities, with
Ihe exception of Salem, were tlie nietropoii of states which in the
days of the confederation svtre not only politically Indepeiuient, but
also commercially liulependeiit and isolate except for the merchant
ship that roved alike to foreign and to coasting ports.
The close of the war of 1812 changed all this. New York
straightway, upon liie declaration of peace in December, 1815, became the center of packet lines to ICiirope, especially Liverpool the
great market for cotton and other American produce. By 1820,
these lines had niultlplieil until there was a weekly sailiiiK on
regular schedule and tlie shi|>s were the fastest on any sea. These
New York packets carrying mall, passengers and fast freight straight
way put into our coasting trade the stimulus for regularity that
ripens into line traffic.
If the New York packet left regularly It
was an advantage to reach New York just before she started, and
It was desirable to get the ICuiopean mall and piussengers and goods
started down the coast at regular intervals so the Now York lines
were really tlie motlier of the coasting line services that sprung
up proniptly ujion Us inception.
The New York foreign connections had an influence not measured solely by the founding ot coasting lines, for they served also
as a magnet to draw to New York the chartered vessels from the
South Atlantic ports. This influence w.is not alone in producing
this result, for the claim was also advanced that tlie New York
merchant gave belter credits and other inducements than were to
be obtained further south. Trans|>ortatlon. however, was no weak
force in this drawing influence, and the decade 1821-31, the ten years
;

No.

11.

folii^wiug tin- efclabliehmeui of New York's weekly service to Liversaw a marked shifting of foreign trade. The country at large
and particularly the i-outh was prosperous. The foreign trade of
i folthe iJort of New York increai>«d ItK) per cent. In
ined
lowing 1821, and tiiat of Virginia with Its tidal
did
iwi>-thirdK, and so did tiiat of South Caruliua.
I.'
nut mean a declining commerce, despite the alarm uud liic luvefetigatlons by commlsHion and convention. It was merely a growth
in the coasting trade by whicli New York absorbed the foreign
trade of smaller poru that bad dealt directly with Europe In the
epoch of the merchant carrier 20 years before.
New Orleans was far enough away not to be so greatly in
liuenced by New York's maelstrom and retained her commercial
independence all through the packet ship epoch and praftically down
to the Civil War.
The gulf packet lines went to New Orleaoji.
as did those of the Atlantic to New York and to a lesser degreeto Boston.
Until 1800 tSalveston traded entirely through New
Orleans, and the connection of New York and New Orleans was
rather slow in founding. The reasons ot this were that New Orleans
was rather Independent of New York in the foreign trade, and New
York was rather independent of New Orleans In the coasting trad<'
through her ability to secure cotton, lumber, meat and gnin and
pool,

•

.

naval stores at nearer ports.
From 1820 to 1840 there was a large development ot coaating
packet lines along the American coast from Portland, Maln». to
New Orleans. The earliest of these lines appears to have been in
1820 from New York to the southern ports. Baltimore bad had a
line to Norfolk as early as 1785, but this can scarcely be called a
coasting line l)ecause it was entirely on Inland waters. In 1820
Baltimore had its first regular service by sea, a line to SavLnnah
and New Orleans.*
Upon the founding of steam connection between New York and
Savannah in 1848 there were six packet lines connecting theao two
ports, t

The

difficulties of sail

navigation on such a windy, stormy and

dangerous coast as that of the American Atlantic made the line
Efforts
service of packets, at best, but irregular and undependable.
were early made to put steamers in the coasting service, but the
steamer in its origin was a river craft and its flrst successes In
giving that line traffic with a schedule having an arriving as weli
as a departing end. was in that part of our shore waters which
partly resembles a river and which is also adjacent to the Hudson.
the original home of the steamboat
Long Island sound, being a kind of compromise, half sea, half

was a good place for the steamer to experiment with line
on salt water. In its trafBc development. Long Island sound
a sort of offshoot from the Hudson river, the flrst home of
the steamer. For at least 40 years the same boats were used interbay,

traffic

was

changealily on the two bodies of water.
During the war of 1812.
boats built for the Long Island route to New Haven were unable for
fear of the enemy to run on the sound and were put on the Hudson
in 1814.
in March, 1818, the two steamers built for the sound l>egan
a service from New York to Norwich, the steamers connecting with
each other at New Haven, one attending to each end of the route.
In 1822 they were withdrawn from the New York. .New Haven and
New London route, because of the retaliatory law of Connecticut
against the New York steamboat monopoly of Fulton, and sen' In
stead to Providence and Newport. This action of the New York
and Khode Island Steamboat Co. was regarded as hazardous In tlie
extreme, because of the dangers of going into the open sea to lound
Point JudlUi. The venture was a success, and the forbidden Connecticut traffic was pit ked up at Long Island points whither it was
taken In connecting sailing packets. The Providence line kept on
and the two trips ench way per week in 1822 were changed to four
trips per week in 1825.
In November, 1821, the New Haven Steam
Imat Company was organized by the shareholders of the packet

company running between New York and New Haven and steamers
were put on the route.
The efforts of sailing vessel owners to get a tax laid upon
steamboat passengers failed in the sound states, but a new line
to Providence in 1S27 was a more serious blow to the finances of the
pioneer company. Ix^cause if cut the fare down from $10 to $6. In
1831 It was cut to |4. then to $3. but the next year It was $7 by
each line.
By this time, line traftic by steamers was well establUhed oo
the sound, and it has continued from that day to this.
In 1S.1,'"..
when the railroad connecting Providence and Boston was completed,
the sound steamers established schedule conne<-tlons which were ns
good as those of the trains with which they connected, and such
connection liy high-clnss steamers has been continuous, although
there are freight lines having no such scrupulous schedule connection witli the railroads.

The thorough and efficient line organization of the steamers on
Long Island sound in 1830 was far different from the situation
on those routes that

had tb stand the

full

fury of the .Atlantic

••(Tironlctmi of Rnlltmorr," J. T. Srh«rff. p. 420.
t Morrison's history '.\mrrlriin Stniin Navlgatloo," p. 448.
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The 20 years 1818-1838 were a time during

wliich the steamer

was

evolving from a river craft to a sea craft and the short journeys
along the Atlantic coast tempted men to try the coasting trade
before the ship was ripe for it. For five years beginning in 1820
the steamer "Robert Fulton" plied unprofitably on the route from
New York to New Orleans via Charleston and Havana. At the
end of this time she was converted into a sailer. Between 1836
and 1839 steamers were run fiom New Yorlt to Charleston and
from Baltimore to Savannah, and another attempt was made on
be route to New Orleans. Two terrible disasters, coming in the
inid.st of the great financial depression, caused all these attempts
to be given up by IHZ'J; and just at the time the Cunard and other
companies were succeeding with their steamer lines on the Atlantic,
the coasting lines in the open sea came again to consist entirely
of sailing packets.
In 1842, there was no steam coasting line outside of protected shore waters, but the North Atlantic steam lines
I

The Quaker

City, 1854;

1,143 Tons.

Regular Line to

with their jireviou.sly unknown precision made louder the demand
for relief from the uncertainties of packet, and 1846 was the real
beginning of .steam service and therefore of regular line service
between New York and Charleston. Spofford & Tiletson, shipping
niercbiints of New York, contracted to carry the fnited States mail,
and despatched the first steamer in September. In 1848 there were
similar steam mail contracts to Savannah and New Orleans. The
service to Norfolk, which had been tried and given up in 183,'i, was
permanently established in 1844 by the founding of the Clyde Line
to Baltimore.
Richmond was connected with New York in 1835
and Boston with I'hiladelphla in 1852. For ten years, beginning
l.sTin, Philadelphia
was actively connected with New York by the
outside route.
The route affording the most excitement during this period
was that to the Isthmus of Panama. The gold rush of 1849 made
plenty of travel in that direction and put a high price upon trans-

Steamer Texan.

Lively competition ensued for the prize,
•sometimes the vessels stopped at Charleston or Havana or New
Orleans, or all three, or none of them.
Sometimes there was one
lino, sometimes there were several.
The keenest competition was
that between the i>aciflc Mail and the United States Mail Company,
whose rivalry wound up In a consolidation In 1850 of the service
to Chagres in the hands of the United Stales Mall Company.
In March, 1852, t there plied from New York seven line.s of
coasting steamers, one to Philadelphia, two to Norfolk, two to
Charleston, one to Savannah and one to New Orleans via Havana.

There were no less than ten diligent advertisers of lines to the
Isthmus of Panama making connection for the Pacific at Chagres
or San Juan do Nicaragua.
Some of these lines had only one
steamer, and during this month of March, 1852, a total of 20 steamers
\Jta(lroad Qazette. Aug. 15, 1902. p. G38.
Kay Morris, to which the author Is

An
much

excellent and tborougb
Indebted.

377

in

vessel.

The predominance of New York In the transatlantic line traffic
and consequently in the coasting lines caused It to become quite
largely the clearing house for the loasting trade.
Go to New York
and transfer was the easiest way. From the Civil War onward
that city had steam connection with the coast of Maine at Portland, with the leading gulf ports, and with the chief ports between.
In 1859, the Boston Chamber of Commerce tried to improve the

The American-Hawaiian Line Connects New York and San Francisco

liortation in that direction.

nitlcle by

New York

the San Franci-sco trade; while 30 departed on
the seven lines of the coasting trade, Charleston t)eing the destination of nearly one-third of the 30,000 gross tons involved.
The height
of the San Francisco rush was probably in February, 1849, before
the isthmian routes were in full operation; during that month 22
sailing vessels left New York for California with 2.000 passengers.
There were ten from Boston and other ports in proportion.
The date 1850 may be taken as marking the firm establishment of steamer lines on the transatlantic service, and it also
marks their thorough establishment and extension in the ccasting
trade.
In this work perfection followed quick upon the heels of
installation, for the fifties mark the period of highest relative development of the coasting trade. The Collins and Cunard liners raced
across the Atlantic to and from New York, and the wealthy, lu.xurlous southerners had no such service from their own ports to
Europe. They must connect with New York, but the railroads weie
In that day a poor dependence for they were
new, rough and bad, breakdowns were common, changes were frequent, sleeping cars
were practically unknown. What roads there
were in the south commonly connected the
interior with the nearest port rather than
with the North. Hence the traveler who could
.sought the coasting steamer to New York
whether he were bound to Europe or only to
the northern states.
The coasting steamers
that went to Charleston and Savannah were
next only to the Collins line in comfort and
luxury, and they were as fast as the coasting
lines have ever been until very recently.
Their passenger traffic was extensive.
The Civil War. of course, entirely demoralized the trade and transportation with the
south for a time.
During a few years succeeding the war, however, the lines resumed
Charleston.
their antebellum importance.
The railroads
were still inadeciuate and the passengers still sought the steamer.
At the same time there was general prosperity and a great traffic
movement that brought shipping proflts and led to the creation
of many lines.
There were in March. 1872, 23 deep water lines In
the place of the seven lines In 1852 at New York, besides smaller
lines and sound and river boats.
During this month these line*
despatched 117 steamers with about four times the tonnage total
of 1852.
The average tonnage was almost exactly 1,000 tons per
left

via the

Tehuantepec National Railway.

connections of its port, because the only way from Boston to points
below Baltimore was by sailing vessel direct or by transshipment
at New York. In 1854 the Merchants & Miners' Transportation Company, a combination of .Maryland aud Massachusetts capital, had
started service which connected Baltimore with Boston without making a New York stop, and the agitation of commercial Interests in
Boston in 1S59 had the service which also Included Providence, extended to Savannah in addition to the two Chesapeake ports of
Baltimore and Norfolk. Excepting the interruptions due to the war.
this service has been steadily maintained, and is one of the few
important services that does not touch New York, and the only
one that steams regardlessly past that port. The other services on
a par with this have been the Boston services to Maine and the
Canadian Maritime Provinces and the Philadelphia lines to Savannah
and Florida points, but these Philadelphia lines have not been
steadily maintained.

.
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ThlH Iohh threw the coimters Into a diKtInctly secondary pOHltlon. They coiilil not compete with the i-allroad In these
reHpectM, and It was recognized a« being of no itte to try, bo the
Bpeed did not Increase. Oreater efficiency was sought In a larger
and more economical vessel. The passenger tralflc had changed
from th« general body of travelers to those persons who. for special
reasons, wanted a slow sea Journey. This brought about a considerable summer tralllc anri a iiegliglble winter traffic.
Thcfc I'hunges In conditions recorded themselves In the statistics of the traffic.
In Mar.h, \m'>, the Ti New York lines of 1872
had Usconie 14, the 117 clearances had become 109, but the average
Increased
about 50 per cent. During this period,
size of steamer had
also, the railroads which had <lealt such competition, also began
to annex the steamer lines, the best examples of this being the
Morgan Line to New Orleans and the Savannah Mne. Ten years
later, these were the most efficient lines on the coast.
From 1880 to the present there have been surprisingly few
changes In the coasting line traffic, other than in Its increase In
quantity. The departures from New York In the month of March
1872, 120,000 tons gross; 1882,
have been approximately as follows:
In 1872 Boston led by being
11)0,000; 1892, 280,000; 1902. 410,000.
with
Norfolk
and Charleston closely
destination
for
over
a
sixth,
the
following.
In 1^82 Norfolk had a fourlh with Boston and Charleston conslderaijly in the rear. Ten years later Norfolk was still first
with more than a fifth, and Savannah and New Orleans following.
In 1902. Norfolk led with a fifth of the whole, with New Orleans
and Boston puKhing it for first, and crowding each other for second
place.

This growlli of lonnage Is essentially for the freight service,
as passengers and speed have l)pen steadily declining in the manager's mind, since the loss to tlio railroads of the mail service that
occurred 30 years ago. Kxceptions to this should be made for the

Morgan Line (Southern Pacillc), which connects New Orleans with
New York In five days, and Is a link In a transcontinental route,
and also of the passenger service of the Old Dominion Line to
Norfolk and the much advertised passenger line to Maine through
Long I.sland sound. 'I'he extensively patronized passenger l>oats of
the Long lslan<i .sound routes aie not included in the above cited

New York trafhc which are for deep sea vessels only.
Mention should also be ma<ie of the regular services that have
been maintained throughout nearly the whole of the last hundred
years between New York and Philadelphia by sea, and between
I'hlladelphla and Hallimore via the canals during the season of
o|)en navigation.
'I'he Chesapeake bay with lines connecting Norfolk with Baltimore and Washington is in llie class with the Hudson
river in respect to earllness of the development of lines, the frequency of service and the type of steamer used.
The years 1901) and 1907,* following a long period of quiescence,
were a time of Interest and excitement In coasting trade circles.
At the beginning of 1907 Boston had seven coastwise companies
with lines to ten American ports between Rastport and .Jacksonville.
New York had 12 companies with lines lo 19 ports between Portland and (Jalveston.
I'liiladelpliia had five <ompaiiies with lines lo
eight ports from Boston to Savannah.
Baltimore had three companies reaching six ports. Including Boston and Savannah. The
interest of the year centered In the rapid and mysterious consolidation of at least nine companies In the hands of Chas. \V. Morse.
Ills plans were uncertain, but he was In a i>osition to go far towards controlling rates where he had no competition, or to make
lively war with llie two gre:il railroad c:)astlnK line owners, the
New York, New Haven & Hiiitford and tile Southern Baclllc. These
companies made some defensive moves. The latter company announcedt Its intention of ordering very large new ships and of Improving the service and extending It to give (Jalveston and New
(Jrleans connections for New York, I'hlladelphla anti Baltimore with
stops also at Havana. The New Haven road purchased the Boston
and Philadelphia steamship line and the fleet of the Merchants &
Miners' Transportation Co.
The ten companies controlled by Mr. Morse In 1907 were, first,
the Kennebec, Boston & Bangor Steamship Company with services
from Boston to Maine points; second, the Kastern Steamship Company with linos from Boston to Portland. ICaslporl and New Brunswick ports: third, the Clyde Line with 21 .steamers running from
Boston to Chnrleston, Brunswick (lieorgla) and .lacksonville; from
New York lo Philadelphia, Charleston. .lacksonville. Wilmington,
N. C. Cieorgelown. S. C and lastly to ports In San Domingo; fourth,
the Maine Steamship Company, which with the bixstcru Steamship
Company has 22 shli>s. New Y'ork to Portland: fifth, the Metropolfigures of

.
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itan Line, four Khl|)«>, New Yoik tu Boston; eixth, the &lallury Line,
11 ships from New York to Mobile, Urunswlck, Cia., and UaltebUfu;

seventh and eighth, two llucs on the Hudson river; nlnlb, the New
York and I'orto HIco Hieamsbip Company with uiue i>bipi>; and
tenth, the Ward Line to Cuija with 2u ships*
From the examination of such an array ae tbU It becomoK plain
why the newspapers refeired lo Mr. Mori>*K almost comphK- control of the Atlantic and (Julf shipping.
He had more (luiu half
of the comiHinies, much more than half of the nblpi) and a complete equipment of services to the whole coast and all of ibe Urealer
Antilles except Jamaica.
The Hues that remained without the grip
of Mr. Mors4- or a strong railroad company were few and compara-

tively Insignitlcant.
The developments of the euterprli*« were
watched with great interest by jtersons taking coguiiance of the
coastwise situation. Despite the many theories few anticipated the
sudden and spectacular toppling of the whole structure.
The sirui'ture Itself was Impressive, hut showed lu weakneiie
from afar, i'hyslcaily its anatomy was good. With one focue al
Boston many lines radiated to the eastern porm. New York, the
greater of the two service fo<'i, had a fine array of lines to Ibe
southward, including as extreme ports San Juan, Porto Rico and
Vera Cruz. With these southern lands there Is great and growing
trade.
The service groups were finally articulated by line* connect
ing New York and Boston.
The elements of weakness were financial. Some of the purcha.sed companies were secured at a high figure.
The whole wis
held by a holding company, "The Consolidaief] S»esm«>iii> L(ni-»
re
Company," which had an ambitious scheme ;
placing $86, 7,57,000 of securities with $14ls.7'.
:ock
on land Is one thing, hut watering It on il.'
r -I"
seems to be a ca.se where like cures like. The reji propi-.ly value
of the 97 steamships, 65 lighters, seven lugs and the wharves, piers.
etc., was put at $45,000,000 by the bankers who tried lo promote
it on the basis of prospective profits l)eiaiise "The fundamental Idea
of this consolidation was the benefits to be derived from concentration of control which would result In the working of all lines
under one management, the securing of the lowest possible coet
of operation, the elimination of Idle tonnage, the curtailment of
pier room, harmonious working arrangements betwet-n the various
lines, the most favorable price for the purchase of supplies and fuel.
the lowest cost of Insurance, repairs, legal expenses, etc."
High purchase prices, watered stock, over-building of new ships
and strong competition with strong rivals were l»ad. but despite
these drawbacks, some well-informed steamship managers think that
he might have succeeded had he stuck to the shipping business.
But this was not to be. Mr. Morse busied himself in Wall street,
where high finance, trust companies, pyr.imld banking, corners in
copper and alliances with Mr. Helnze caused his financial downfall
to he one of the first symptoms of the 19o7 panic.
The steamship
pyramid fell with the banking pyramhl. and by the end of October.
1907. the great holding company of the year before had become an
•.-

empty shell. Its 120 millions of se<-urltie8 were worth six millions.
Us New York offices even were clos«'d up and Its headquarters re
moved to Boston. Within a week the underlying companies were
transferred to their old managements. In explanation of this move.
H. P. Booth. President of the Cuba Mall Steamship Company, ^al^|
"The different lines forming the Consollilatcii Steamship Co will
In future be run indepcnilenlly. just as they were before the con

We shall attend lo our business just as If there had
never been a consolidation, and the other companies will do the
same as we do." .\ny earnings after paying interest on the underlying bonds were to go lo the Con.solldated Company.
But this reorganization was insufflilent and by February. I90S.
the clamor of the holders of unpaiil coal and other bills was so
great that receivers were appointed In three .stiles, and the final
dissolution of this greati-sl of coastwise combinations Into Its origFor a time it was questionable even
inal elements was assured.
If Its promoter would b^ able lo maintain his personal liberty while
attempting to extricate himself from his wonderful financial tangle
{To be continued.)
solidation.

New

Railroad In Africa.

The Bonguella Railroad Is now being built between Ix>btto and
Katanga. .-Vfrlca. The princlivil objt>cl of the new road Is to tap
the rich mineral field of Katanga, In the southern pert of the Congo
Free State. It will traverse the entire province of .-Vngola and open
It may eventually be extended to connect
vast areas to commerce.
with the Cflpe to Cairo and Uhodct^lan systems. This would shorten
the journey to Pretoria or Johannesburg by 3^000 miles, and reduce
the time occupied In transit by four or five days. It Is expected
II will open
that the line will reach Katanga In about four years.
up n copper Industry which. It Is believed, will lieconie one of the
.-Vfrica.
copper,
in
Besides
the
minerals of
Industries
greatest
Katanga are tin and gold.

t.Vcic

'

^jinrinf RevitK. Mar. 14, 1907.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The Sargent

NOTES.
of freight handlers on certain districts of the Erie has

The pay
been reduced from $1.50 to $1.35 a day.

It Is estimated that 20 per cent, more people went to the
Orleans Mardi Gras festivals this year than last.

New

It is understood that over 200 short-line railroads have joined
In a petition to Congress for a readjustment of the pay for carrying mails.

Re-Railer.

Two improved forms

of car replacers, on which the treads of
the wheels, instead of their flanges, bear, are illustrated herewith.
The principle on which all car replacers work is to raise the
wheels by inclines and guide them laterally to the rails by ridges
or grooves engaging on the flanges, or by sloped surfaces down
which the wheels slide to the rails. By using the tread-bearing
principle in the replacer here shown, the concentration of weight

The Pennsylvaania Railroad has opened a new headquarters at
J., for the instruction of motive power men of the New
York division in the operation of air Ijralves.
Trenton, N.

The third

of the Pennsylvania's four tunnels under the East
New York and Long Island City, joined its headThe fourth may he through by the end of this
5.

river, connecting

March

ings on

week.

The Erie is said to have annulled the movement of all freight
trains on Sunday, except those carrying live stock and perishable
merchandise. The order will remain effective until business conditions improve.

The Baltimore & Ohio has announced

that

it

will

restore,

on

Straddle-Rail Type of Sargent Re-Railer.

the old rate of $1.15 per ton on bituminous coal from the
Fairmont district to Cleveland and Ix)rain. The rate has been $1.05
for some little time.

April

1,

The Burlington announces for the coming summer excursions
Colorado common points between June and October, on the same
basis as last year without regard to the efforts to maintain passenger business on a uniform 2-cent basis.
to

The Boston & Maine has sent a circular to its conductors, trainfiremen asking them to accept a 5 per cent, wage reduction
continue only until .Jvily 1, it being agreed that upon the first day
of July this reduction shall be discontinued. This arrangement has
been accepted by the employers of the road.

men and
to

Announcement is made that the United States Steel Corporation
has 95.000 stockholders on its books, a number considerably larger
than any before recorded in the history of the company. The Steel
Corporation believes that the entire number of shareholders probably approximates 125,000, owing to the tact that many bankers and
brokers carry blocks of Steel securities under one name for a large

number

of holders.

Alongside-Rail Type of Sargent

Re-Railer.

on a point on the wheel flange is avoided, thereby reducing the
imit stress on the bearing surface, and also the resistance to lateral

movement which would

result

from the flange cutting into this

surface.

The Wisconsin Railroad Commission has dismissed a complaint
against the use of gasolene motor cars between Madison and Freeport, 111., on the Illinois Central Railroad. The complaint was made

To illustrate the advantage of picking up the wheel on Its
tread instead of the flange, the accompanying chart was prepared.
It shows graphically the travel of a 3C-in. wheel from a position ott
of the rail, between two ties, to complete rerailment. and shows the proportionate rate
of elevation for both the tread-bearing and
flange-bearing forms.
It
will be observed
that the former affords tread support for the
outside wheel for the entire distance, and
for the inside wheel for all but 15 per cent,
of the distance. The initial lift for this form
as compared' with the other is lessened by
an amount equal to the height of the flange,
or H,^ in. Also, the use of wooden wedges
to start the wheel on the replacer Is unnecessary; the derailed wheel rests on the
ties on its flange, so that the tread runs
directly on the replacer.
.Another advantage claimed for this
Comparative Wheel Travel on Tread-Bearing and Flange-Bearing Re-Railers
form of replacer is that because of the treadbearing construction the metal may t>e so
on the ground that the motor was "dangerous and inadequate as a disposed as to produce n lighter section than commonly used,
means of locomotion." The commission, in dismissing the com- without sacrificing strength. The weight of a pair of either of the
plaint, held that the use of the motor cars marks an advance in two types
straddle-the-rail and alongside-tbe-rail
is from 160 to
railroading and will result in great l>enefit to the public.
ISO lbs., as compared with some other replacers weighing 220 to
270 lbs. George H. Sargent. Chicago, is the designer.
The Interstate Commerce Commission is opjiosed to the Fulton
bill prohibiting railroads from advancing rates in the face of a protest made by a single shipper until the commission shall have
Waterproofing a Track Elevation Bridge on the Lake Shore.
passed upon the reasonableness of the increase. The commission
says that to give to the protest of a single shipper the effect of preThe track elevation bridge on the Lake Shore & Michigan
venting the advance of any rate until the reasonableness of that Southern at Sixteenth street and Park Manor. Chicago, was wateradvance can be afflrniativcly determined by the commission, would proofed with "Sarco" waterproofing. As on most track elevation
establish a hard-and-fast rule of doubtful fairness to the railroads bridges, the space below ties was small
and it was essential to have
and of questionable advantage to the public. Until conditions be- a hard-surfaced, elastic waterproofing which would withstand
the
come more stable, the commission believes that wider latitude of effect of vibration from moving loads and the cutting
of the rock
discretion on the part of carriers than this meas\ire allows, should ballast.
.\
first
coat of "Sarco" primer No. F. was thoroughly
be permitted.
brushed over the surface of the concrete to form

—

—

an anchorage for

—
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coat of "Sarto" No,

waterthe
following loalK. Next <i
proofing; waa nioi)p<-rJ on while hot.
AtKJve this wi-re laid two coatK
of "Sarco" inautlc with JolntH broken, about a G In. lap bi-lng allowed. Tlie.se (!oat8 of mastic were made from "Sarco" mastic and
Mux, and grit about the BUe of torpedo gravel No. 2, in HU<'h proportion aB to form a hard surface and yet be elaBtlc enough to take care
of contraction ami i-xpauHlon and vibration without checking.
The maBlIc waH taken from the mixing kettle and poured on
the concrete, being floated fairly Mmooth with a wooden Kpatula.
The joints were made by using a strip of wood 'S, In. thick agalnut
which to work the mastic waterproofing. After the mastic was
applied, a coat of the No.
waterproofing was mopped on the surface while hot. The ends of the bridge were waterproofed by carrying a burlap curtain over the drain. This curtain was made by
applying a coating of "Sarco" primer to the surface of the concrete,
followed by a coat of No. 6, a layer of burlap, another coat of No.
G, a seconti layer of burlap and a final loat of waterproofing, forming an lmi)crvlous curtain to carry the water from the bridge floor
This method. It Is claimed, makes a satisfactory,
to the drain.
durable and efl]clent waterproofing for the special needs of track
elevation work. The work was done by the Standard Asphalt &
li(!avli;r

Rubber
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the State Mined the Coal.

U

The retail
theme In that

price of coal in Philadelphia
always an imporiant
city of small salaries and keen e?onomist«.
State
ownership finds favor with many. What a fine thing that would
be!
Quay Is dead, but bis spirit still llveo. Think of the rake-ott
on the JoO,OOiJ,000 of necesbary purchat^eK each year for the hard
coal mines!
Mules at 25 cents per pound, pipe at lu c»-ijts per
cu. In., rope 3 cents an ounce, and other myi-tifying bills, as for
furnishing the Harrlsburg capltoi;
I'nder state control coal would
cost the people of Philadelphia 120 per Ion. Cual Trade Journal

Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge at Cleveland, Ohio.

The Cuyahoga river winds for several miles through the eltjr of
It was originally narrow, shallow and crooked, bat
It Is now navigable for
large vessels. The river Is spanned by more than 20 bridges, both

Cleveland.

many Improvements have been made, and
highway and

railroad.

Nearly

all of

tbese structures were origlnallr

Chicago.

Climax Track

Drill

with Forged .Steel Hooks.

An imiirovcinent in the "Climax" track drill Is shown in the
accompanying illustration. The new feature Is a forged steel hook.
The regular hooks, which answer well the requirements of ordinary
work, arc made of malleable iron and therefore will break, and
when broken they must be replaced with new ones. To do away
with this trouble the forged steel hook was designed. It is made
amply strong, the material being '/„ In. x I'/j In., and it is fastened

%

%

body by
In. bolts, which are
In. larger than used with
the malleable Iron hooks, to obviate shearing them off.
The form of the hook makes it possible to drill a hole within
to the

End View,

Showing Metho
Without Interference with Traffic.

230-ft. Scherzer Bridge,

tion

c-

of the center pier swing type, a number of them have been removed
and replaced by rolling lift bridges.
The naltlmore & Ohio crossed the old river bed (a short branch
of the Cuyahoga) on the line of West River street to reach the ore

docks on the north side of the river. A long span single leaf
Scherzer rolling lift bridge was placed In service at this jiolnt a few
months ago, replacing a swing bridge used by the railroad company

Improved Climax Track

Drill.

of the end of the rail.
The set screw at the top saves making
adjustments at every hole, one setting only being necessary. The
'a

In.

handle

Is a convenience in movlns. and also in collapsing the drill
for the passage of trains,
.\nother device, quickly adjusted, enables
Uie hook to bo extended over a guard rail or n patent rail joint,
which Is a great i-onvenloucc and a time-saver. This hook permits

the use of a spoclal combination chuik for either flat or twist-diill
bits; this chuck Is too long for the ordinary hooks.
"Climax" track
drills are made by Cook's Standard Tool Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich.

for many years.
The accompanying plan contests the channeU of
the old and new bridges. The old brblge had its center pier on the
westerly side of the river, with an approach extending well out Into
the channel on the opposite side.
In the new structure the main
supporting piers on which the bridge rolls are on the easterly side
of the river with the front or rest pier on the edge of the far side
of the channel, making the entire width of the river available for
navigation. The plan illustrate^, too. the particular advantage of
the rollln.g lift brid.ne In making available all dock space adjacent
to the bridge, the disadvantage of a swing bridge In this respect
being particularly apparent when the main pier Is at one side of the
channel, as was the case In this instance.
Urawlngs of this bridge were shown In the Railroad Oa:rtle of
March 15, 1907. The movable span is 230 ft. long, center to center
of bearings.
It Is the longest span single leaf bascule bridge In the

Makcii

13,
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the minimum clearance above the ties is 22 ft. The counterweight
is of concrete carried in steel boxes in the plane of each truss, the
bridge being counterweighted so as to be at rest in all positions.
It is operated by two a.c. electric motors of 7.i h.p. each, the controller governing the motors being in • the
The motors are equipped
operator's house.
with solenoid brakes operated by an independent switch on the switchboard in the operPower is applied in the operaator's house.
tion of the bridge by pinions on the main
operating shaft engaging with fixed racks
placed on independent supports outside of
The operator's house also coneach truss.

world, the clear channel for navigation, measured between faces of
being 210 ft. The total length of steel work, including the
short i)late girder fixed approach span at the rear end of the bridge,
The bridge is 20 ft. wide, center to center of trusses, and
Is 334 ft.
piers,

tains indicators which show to the operator,
both day and night, all positions of the bridge
during operation. Indicators are also provided showing the positions of the end latch.
Signals are placed at each end of the bridge

Side

View

of

230-ft. Scherzer

Bridge

Location of

in

New

Cleveland,

Lift Bridge

Scherzer

Under Construction.

interlocked with derailing switches and with
the end latch and main operating controller.
The substructure consists of one front
pier, three main piers, carrying the track
girders on which the bridge rolls, and an abutment supporting the rear end of the plate
girder approach span. These piers are of concrete carried on piles.
The bridge was erected without Interfering with traffic over the old swing bridge or
with the operation of the old bridge for the
passage of vessels. Two of the photographs
show the method of erection, the front pier of
the new bridge being built under the old
swing span on the channel side of the center
pier.
The main piers of the new bridge were
built under the approai h to the .swing bridge,
superstructure
being ereiied on these piers
lie
1

and Old Swing Bridge Over Cuyahoga River.

Bridge

in

Closed

Position.
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so as to provide

ample clearance

for the operation of iraliih over the

of the bridge was In charge of
.(.
Oroiner, AHBlstant f:hlef Engineer of the Baltimore t Ohio.
IC.
I'hc HiipeiHtriictiire, openillng iniu-hlnery and electrical equipment
old bridge at all timeH.

The building

vaB deBlgneil by the Scherzi-r Kollliig Mft Bridge Co., Chicago, which
HupervlBed the conBtriictlon anri erection. The BUbMtructure
The superBlructure waH
cleBlgned and built by the railroad.
liullt by the King Bridge Co., Cleveland. tJhlo. and the Bteel work
>'••
erected by the F'lttfburgh Constructiou
ilHO

.v:lh

The Hurley Track-Laying Machine.
The Hurley track-laying machine, llluHtrated herewith, does Its
work automatically. A pair of reversible, stationary engines supply power for operating the machine and for propelling the conThe supply car following the
struction train of some 30 cars.

<

equidistant from each end of the car. The rails are fed
these rollers from the rear cars by a hoist, and are connected
tosethcr by inserting one bolt in each end of their angle bars.
The continuous line of rails thus formed on either side, from the
rail cars over the tie cars and to the machine, are utilized as tie
conveyors. The tie cars arc provided with a crossing plank on
which the ties are loaded so as to permit the rails to pass over the
rollers and freely under the ties.
On each side of the machine car, 7 ft. center to center, is a
cluster of upper and lower power rollers which grasp the rails
between them and pull the entire line of connected rails forward.
center,
to

Elevation of the

No.

11.

The gearing is so arranged that as the train moves forward
supplies the required amount of material at the front. The front
is made to admit of swinging to currature and
depositing the ties to the center line. It la immaterial whether
it

&

Louisville.

are laid with square or broken Joints, as each side is
worked independent of the other.
Among the claims made for it are: The machine car has high
tractive power while the actual power consumed is small.
The machine is moving constantly though slowly in order to
economize the power and time usually lost by stops and delays.
It requires no locomotive, and therefore saves this cost.
It begins laying track in 15 to 20 minutes after starting to
connect up: it can be stopped and disconnected by simply uncoupling cars from machine.
It lays track to line, to any curvature, on any grade, on trestles,
Has been successfully operated In long tunnels by
or in tunnels.
artificial light.
Lays track equally well night or day. in winter or
summer, and in any kind of weather.
The capacity
It lays track at the rate of 2 to 4 miles a day.
of the machine Is determined by the numt>er of rails that can l>e
On one occasion S4 rails per hour
laid and connected in front.
the

rails

io.'

b

^

II

i^^
b"^

^

Hurley Track-Laying Machine.

Work

were

pa.ss

;!

is begun on the lie car ncarcsi the niacliliie.
.\s the r.ills
beneaUi the tics, men roll the latter down on to the moving
rails, as many Ilea being placed on each rail length as are needed
In track.
The ties aic carried to the machine in this way, the tie
men working backward from car to car.
From the front end of tlie machine car. e.\tcndlng over the
roadbed and about 8 ft. above It, is a (iS-ft. steel truss. When the
rails with the lies arrive at the machine they separate.
The reqtiircd number of ties per rail are delivered, one at a time, by a
trip, to an endless chain tie conveyor (with attachnient.s) and are
carrleil over
be top chords of the truss to Its extreme end, where
they lire deposited on the roadl>ed, one at a time, as the machine
moves forward, thus spacing them so that they are easily straightened by two men.
The rails move along the lower chords of the truss, and, after
passing through the friction rolls previously mentioned, they are
I

IV.,

end of the truss

r7j.fC=^^'V^;?^
>»V'ii V^w w'li
ia Si
Plan and

XI

disconnected from those In the rear by taking out one bolt and
slackening the other, leaving the angle-l>ars on the rear end of
each rail. After the rail is disconnected it is brought forward by
means of iKiwer rollers located on the lower chords of the truss
to a point about 2u ft. in advance of the machine car wheels.
Her«
the rail Is grasped by Hi>ecially constructed tongs and lowered
until it drags on the previously laid rail.
When within at>oul a
foot of the end of the latter It Is swung forward by one man until
the angle bars drop over the ball of the Qrst rail, when It gravltatea
to place.
The clamp over the angle-liars then Is applied and tha
longs released. The Joints are completed while the tr«in Is moving
the jii ft., aiid the quarter spiking U coutinuouii.

Hurley Track-Laying Machine on the Chicago, Cincinnati

machine has an elevated |)lalt'(>rni for oal anil water, and the i'uili>
and ties pass under this platform to the machine. The cars nearest
the machine carry the ties and the rail cars are back of these.
The rails and ties aie moved forward to the machine cai' as
follows:
The construction train consists of ordinary flat cars, each
equipped with two flanged rollers, one on each side, 7 ft. center lO

Voi.

on each side. Forty good men will lay and quarter-splk»
miles per day.
oHlce of the Hurley Track-Ijiying Machine Co. Is at 1740
Itiillway Kxchange building, Chicago.
to

laid

-1

The

For Railroad Library at Wlacontin
.lames

J.

University.

Hill has given the I'niverslty of Wisconsin.

Madison.

an additional ll'.OOO for the development of the "James J. Hill
Railway Library." which was established by him with an endowWis.,

ment

of

$.">.000

in rJOr>.

Nearly S.OOO

t>ooks.

pamphlets. perio<licals

and papers have been secured for the library. The material relates
to the history and development of railroad systems of Engliind.
Germany, France. Belgium and Holland, be.-sldes those of the fnited
States.
Mr. Hill's gift was the result of his Interest in the work
of Prof. Balthazar H. Meyer, of the department o.' political economy

March
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in the University of Wisconsin, and chairman of the Railway Commission of Wisconsin, while Prof. Meyer was securing material for
his monograph dealing with the Northern Securities case, published
some time ago.
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selection for the authoritative position that he occupied was warranted, and the complete confidence that was placed In his judgment by the oQicialB of the Dominion Government, the Quebec

Bridge & Railway Company, and the Phoenix Bridge Company was
deserved.

Report on Quebec Bridge Failure.

The three commissioners appointed by the Canadian government to investigate the cause of the collapse of the Quebec bridge,
August 29, 1907; Henry Holsate. C.K., .lohn G. C. Keiry, C.E., and
John Gallnaitli, Dean of the Faculty of Ai)plied Science and Engineering in the University of Toronto, have presented their report
to the Canadian Parliament.
The commissioners do not think that
either the general design of the Quebec bridge, the methods of
financing the enterprise, the payments of money that have been
made to or by the company, or in its interest, or the obligations
that the company has undertaken under various contracts and agreements have direct connection with the fall of the bridge. Their
positive findings are as follows;
(a) The collapse of the Quebec bridge resulted from the failure
The
of the lower chords in the anchor arm near the main pier.
failure of these chords was due to their defective design.
(b) The stresses that caused the failure were not due to abnormal weather conditions or accident, but were such as might be expected in the regular course of erection.
(c) The design of the chords that failed was made by P. L.
Szlapka, the Designing Engineer of the Phoenix Bridge Company.

(d) This design was examined and officially approved by Theodore Cooper, Consulting Engineer of the Quebec Bridge

& Railway Company.
(e) The failure cannot

The report contains appendixes describing the history of the
proposal to bridge the St. Lawrence river at or near the ciiy of
Quebec; the history of the Phoenix Bridge Company; the effect ot
linaucial limitations upon the design of the bridge; the history ol
the development of the specifications; a description of the organization of the development of plans and of the method followed In
the design; a statement of material, shop work and inspection; a
statement discussing transportation and erection, and a discussion
of the difficulties that arose during erection, and of the events at the
time of the collapse of the structure. Some of the parts of especial
interest will be treated more fully in a subsequent Issue of the
Railroad Gazette.

=

Elevating and Conveying System of the Cedarcliff Stone Co.

An unusually large stone crushing and shipping plant was recently completed by the Cedarcliff Stone Co. at its works near Cedarcliff, N.
Y.
An important feature of the plant is the complete
system of elevators and conveyors for handling stone through the
various processes of preparation and shipment. A series of elevators
and conveyors takes the stone from the crushers to the revolving
screens and thence to the storage grounds. Another series delivers
the sized product from the storage grounds to ears, or to vessels on

be attributed directly to

any cause other than errors in judgment on the part ot
these two engineers.
(f) These errors of judgment cannot be attributed
either to lack of common professional knowledge, to
neglect of duty, or to a desire to economize. The ability of the two engineers was tried in one ot the most
difhcult professional problems of the day and proved
to be insufheienf for the task.
(g) We do not consider that the specifications for
the work were satisfactory or sufTicient, the unit
stresses in particula;^ being higher than any established by past practice.
The specifications were accepted without protest by all interested.
(h) A grave error was made in assuming the diM!
load for the calculations at too low a value and n
afterward revising this assumption. This error \vm< <>(
suflicient magnitude to have required the condemnation of the bridge even if the details ot the lower
chords had been of sufficient strength, because, if the
bridge had been completed as designed, the actual
stresses would have been considerably greater than
those permitted by the specifications. This erroneous
assumption was made by Mr. SziapUa and accepted by
Mr. Cooper and tended to hasten the disaster.
(i) We do not believe that the fall of the bridge
could have been prevented by any action that might
•

Any effort to
27. 1907.
Elevators
brace or take down the structure would have been
impracticable, owing to the manifest risk of human life involved,
(j) The loss of life on August 29, 1907, might have been prevented by the exercise of better judgment on the part of those in
responsible charge of the work for the Quebec Bridge & Railway
Company and for the Phoenix Bridge Company.
(k) The failure on the part of the Quebec Bridge & Railway
Company to appoint an experienced bridge engineer to the position of Chief Engineer was a mistake.
This resulted in a loose
and Inefficient supervision of all parts of the work on the part ot
the Quebec Hridge & Railway Company.
(1) The work done by the l^hoenlx Bridge Company in making
the detail drawings and In planning and carrying out the erection
and by the Phoenix Iron Company In fabricating the material was
good, and the steel used was of good quality. The serious defects
have been taken after August

to

were fundamental error.s In design.
(m) No one connected with the general designing fully appreelated the magnitude of the work nor the Insufficiency of the data
upon which they were depending. The special experimental studies
and Investigations that were required to confirm the judgmirnt of
the designers were not made.
(n) The professional knowledge of the present day concerning
the action of steel columns under load Is not sufficient to enable
engineers to economically design such structures .is the Quebec
bridge.
A bridge of the adopted span that will unquestionably l)e
sate can be built, but In the present state of professional knowledge
a considerably larger amount of metal would have to be used than
might be required If our knowledge were more exact.
(o) The professional record of Mr. Cooper was such that his

a nearby river, as the case may be. The first system. Illustrated
herewith, consists of three elevators and two belt conveyors. Each
of the elevators is 65 ft. high from center to center of wheels. Two
of these elevators, standing side by side, handle the product of one
No. 9 and four No. 6 Gates crushers. The stone from each elevator
is delivered to a revolving screen, from which the tailings go back
to two No. 6 crushers on each side and are recrushed.
Everything
which passes through the screens is received by the third elevator,
which stands directly behind the other two, and which delivers It to
the finishing screen In the top ot the building.
The finishing screen separates the stone Into 2 In. and
In.
sizes and screenings, which pass through a •'Si-In. hole.
The screenings are carried away about 100 ft. by a 14-ln ."Century" belt conveyor. The 2-In. and ='i-in. products are carried to the storage
grounds by separate belt conveyors 24 In. and IS In. wide, respectively.
They are shown in one of the accompanying illustrations,
They discharge Into the proper compartments by automatic trippers.
The plan of ground storage Is, so far as we know, unique In
stone-crushing plants. It is said to be much cheaper In first cost
and maintenance than bins. The plan Is the same as is used for
coal, the storage space being 160 ft. x 100 ft.
The distributing conveyors are 35 ft. above the ground, giving a storage capacity of about
^.000 cu. yds.
The distributing conveyors rest on concrete columns 35 ft. apart,
center to center, each column being 12 ft. x 7 ft. In plan, and having
a ventilating shaft S ft. x 3 ft. In Its center from top to bottom.
Underneath the column, in the center and running the length of
the storage ground. Is a conduit cut out of solid rock. S ft. x 8 ft.

Crushers and Screens, and Belt Conveyors to Storage Bins,

%

Wl
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The walls and floors are concrete and the
Inslrle and ICO ft. long.
roof 1b of 121n. IbeaniH, 2 ft. apart, flileil In with concrete. In this
roof bin-gates are plated every (J or 8 ft. Over the tunnel stone will
bo fjllcd to a height of 35 ft.
To convey the cim.hIiimI stone to railroad lars or to barges a 36-

seven

other

highly

recommended waterprooflng

XLIV.. No.
materials.

11.

As a

result of the tests the German Empire became the largest consumer
of the nitunien-EmulKlon. using It In fortiflcatlons, harbors, railroads, bridges, canals, canal locks, etc.
Thl.4 niair-rlal baK been in use In this country for about a year.
A photograph Is shown herewith of the Junction Avenue bridge of
the Wabash in Detroit, Mich., which Is waterproofed with Ibis mate-

This bridge is of I-beam and concrete constnicllon. It Is
claimed that the bond between the meul and the waterproodog
coat Is absolute, and Is unaffected by the vibration, whirh Ib con-

rial.

"mgnvi

Conveyors over Storage Bins.
conveyor travels the length of the tunnel. It recelvea the
stone through the roof gates and delivers It to an elevator 45 ft.
This discharges to another belt
high, center to center of wheels.
conveyor, 3C in wide by 200 ft. long, which goes over the railroad
herewith. The stone Is disto
the
wharf,
as
Illustrated
tracks and
charged by a tripper either at the wharf or into a small pocket over
In. belt

Junct

e

Wabasn.

Detroit, MIcii.

slderable.
The Wabash bridge, at Forest Park. 8t Louis, which is
of ornamental design {Kailroad Oazette, Oct. 28, 1904), was waterproofed with the Bitumen-Emulsion last May, after other materials
had failed. In the biisement of the West Street building. New York
City, leakage was completely stopiied by this compound after various other methods had been tried without success.
Theodore F. Koch & Co., Chicago, are sole agents for the United
States.

A New Wooden Smoke-Jack.
The smoke-jack here

represents several year* of
durable, fireproof jack
that will stand the test of acid, smoke fumes, steam, etc., without
decay or corrosion. It is made of the best quality of dressed and
matched lumber.
The Inside surface Is smooth and offers no
projections or cracks in which sparks can lodge. The wood is noncombustible. It is said that tests extending over three years have

experiment and

Conveyor from Bins

to

effort

to

illustrated

produce a

light,

Cars and Vessels.

the nillroail track.-;, from which it i., loa.ieil Into cars. The loading
conveyors have a capacity of about 4(10 tons an hour. They are
driven indeijcndetitly, so that the barges or cars can be loaded without reference to the main plant.

Tho elevator buckets, which are 30 In. long, are carried l)y two
parallel chains of special design, made for the heaviest work. They
are the "Michigan" type of .Jeffrey "Climax" steel chain, made rlouble
width to give greater bearing surface on the head and foot wheels.
They are designed

to carry a steady load of 6 to 7 tons, and have a
factor of safety of 15.
This elevating and conveying system was installed by the .leffrey
Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Bitumen-Emulsion Waterproofing Compound.
Wuniicr'.s "Bitumen-Emulsion" waterproofing Is a German preparation for use on masonry or concrete. Among the properties claimed
it, vorifled by tests and In service, are:
It Is non-porous an.l impermeable to water under all preiisures; makes an absolute bond
with the protected material, and If this Is metal expands and contracts with It without injury to the bond; Is unaffected by heat,
cold or sudden temperature changes: does not seiiarale fnini masonry umler settlement, jars or vibration, and does not break unices
the foundation breaks llrst
Is not abraded by wind or weather,
will not decompose or disintegrate, and Is Insoluble: does not Interfere with the setting of cement mortar, and is easily applied.
This waterproofing compound Is a thick black fluid which
mixes readily with cement mortnr. It Is applied by mixing a small
quantity in ready-made cement mortar or in concrete. A report of a
test made In Germany by the Royal Building Inspection Department
at Saarburg at the request of the Imperial authorities shows excellent results for this compound.
The test was In competition with

for

:

Tile

Dicl^inson

Smoke-Jack.

compound is hermetically
sealed within the cells of the wood so that its effectiveness is permanent. Cast iron bands, which are specially treated to resist the
effect of smoke and acids, are placed outside and Inside the jack
to give It the necessary strength and rigidity.
The part of the jack above the roof Is octagonal in section so
proved

this,

and that

tlio

llreprooliiiij

Mahch
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as to better resist wind pre.ssures.

The

sliort

inside diameter

is

36 in.; below tlie roof tlie jaclv is 24 in. square. This allows ample
ventilating space for removal of the steam, smoke and gases from
The ends of the hood are
the upper part of the roundhouse.
given a steep pitch to prevent smoke from rebounding into the
house.
The hood is 8 ft. long, G ft. high and 40 in, wide at the
bottom, with 12 in. hanging sides to enclose the locomotive stack.
These dimensions, however, can be made to suit any requirements.
These jacks are made by Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chicago.

Strauss Trunnion

Bascule Bridges.

The trunnion bascule type of drawbridge is almost as old as the
swing bridge, there being many early examples of it in Europe. In
1839 the North Eastern of England Tjuilt a double-leaf trunnion basIn 1807 the city of
cule, which remained in service until recently.
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built at Cleveland, Ohio, for the Wheeling & Lake Erie in the tall
of 1905.
Since then 11 additional bridges of this type have been
built,

are under construction, or are ordered.

These include the
Copenhagen, Denmark, and the 170double-track bascule bridge tor the Chicago & North-

monumental Knippels bridge
ft.,

single leaf,

at

Western at Kinzie

street, Chicago.
The Strauss designs embrace a number of modified forms of
trunnion bridge, all intended to increase economy and effectiveness.
The principal features are the pivoted counterweight and the parallel
link mechanism, which apply to both the overhead and underneath
counterweight types illustrated herewith. The following are some
of the claims made:
It was the first bascule bridge in which a concrete counterweight was substituted for cast iron.
It is the only
bascule which is exactly balanced, and, being at the same time positively connected to the foundations, it is free from any danger otherwise attendant on the erection and service operation of such a struc-

The truss
center in the trunnions, and all
the loads are transmitted
directly to the
foundations at the same point, in all positions
of the span.
The trunnions give a surface
bearing, thus avoiding any injurious effects
of line bearing. The absence of tail locks and
other adjusting devices lessens maintenance
The ease with which the
cost and danger.
number of tracks can be increased, the lessened delay to traffic because of the single
channel and the greater speed of operation,
aud finally, its moderate cost, make it a desirable bridge for railroads.
ture, especially in case of accident.

members

The
Co.,

all

Strau.ss

Chicago,

is

A

Bascule

& Concrete Bridge

the designer and

Ixillder.

Cast Steel Tie.

The accompanying

illostrations

show

de-

the use of cast steel for a tic body,
Ijoth in ballasted roadbed and in special strucThe steel is placed in
tures, such as tunnels.
the ballast or embedded in concrete as part
of the permanent structure, and it need not
be disturbed in ordinary track work, except
as the ballast itself is raised or moved. The
metal is so distributed as to give the greatest
strength where it is needed and to give a
large area of bearing surface underneath the
rails.
The ribs, flanges, projections and openings are so placed as to provide a firm hold.
In the design, three stresses have been considered: the downward pressure under load,
the lateral thrust and the tendency of the rail
wave under moving trains to lift the tie. The
necessary resiliency of the rail support is
provided by the wooden block to which the
rail may be fastened In any of the usual
ways.
This block Is carried in a i>ocket
formed near the end of the tie; for such
maintenance work as ordinary alinement It Is
evident that the steel portion need not be
disturbed.
In designing the cast steel tie it was held
that the following requirements should be fulfilled:
(1) The tie should be such as could
easily be substituted for an ordinary wooden
tie in existing track.
(2) There should be a
certain amount of elasticity In the rail support.
(3) .\fter the tie is im>)edded in the
liallast it should be possible to make the ordinary adjustments necessary to maintenance
without disturbing the tie or the ballast
^4) The design should be such that the bearing surface could be varied to suit different
.signs for

Strauss Bascule Bridge. Overhead Counterweight Type; Staten Island Rapid Transit.

Strauss Bascule Bridge, Underneath Counterweight Type:
& Southern.

St.

kinds of traffic, roadbed and ballast. (5) The
tie should resist downward, lateral and liftlni;
forces.
(6) The bearing surface should be
greater under the rails than under the middle of the tie. to tend
to prevent center binding.
(7) The tie should not Interfere with
ordinary provisions for drainage.
(S) It should have a definite
scrap value if removed within tlie period of its assumed life.
(9)
It should bo heavy enough, aside from its grip on the ballast, to
partially counteract the lifting force of the rail wave,
These ties were originally designed for use in tubular tunnels
where the bearing surface of the tie outside of the rail is restricted,
One of the designs illustrated is for use In concrete roadbed, as in
tunnels, paved streets, terminals, etc. The tie designed for ordinary
use may be extended to hold a third-rail bracket.
It Is claimed

Louis,

Copenhagen. Denmark, built a double-leaf highway bridge. 56 ft S In.
clear span, which is also still in service.
In 1892 the city of London
built the famous Tower bascule, which is 226 ft. 6 In. span, c. to c.
of trunnions.
This is the largest and heaviest bascule in the world,
In 1902 the city of Chicago began building a series of trunnion
bascules over branches of the Chicago river; It has built seven to
date, some of them being unusually large and heavy structures. The
city ot Milwaukee has five trunnion bascule bridges In successful
operation.

The Strauss designs of bascule bridge are claimed to represent
the complete development of the trunnion type. The first one was

Iron

Mountain
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and

that
the Htablllty of

lenglli,

fewer of these need be used to a
Itghter ratlB can also be used without lesneolng
the track.
A modification of this tie has been considered. It Involvea
HiibKlliiitlon of lonKlliidinal utrlnKers on the permanent Bteel cr08»
Paul 1). Ford, who was a memtle« liisli-ail of (be wooden blocks.
ber of he roinniltlee on th<- form of track construction for the
InlerljoiouKli Hapid Transit mibwa.v In New York City, recently
calculated ilial the pre»Hure on the KtrlUKcrs under Cooper'K E 5i)
HpeciflcatlouH, or 50,U0() IbH. axle load, with axles spaced 6U In. apart
and with lui) per cent, allowance for Impact, would be 8:!:i lb£.
to the lineal Inch and lu2 IbH. to the squaie Inch, under a rail
rail

that

Vol. X1.IV.. No.

11.

(Inu.j, 11 Uroadway, New York City, are muiuf&cturiDg these polM
at Mllliken, Suien Uland, N. Y., where complete amngemeolg hare
been made In the bridge and Btructural »hope for getting out this
Iiartlcular clasH of struclural work.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

I

.'.1;.

In.

wide.

The

calculations of the

Hureau Indicate (hat

I'oreslry

21.')

lb«.

I'.

The SanduHky, Ohio, plant of the Saodueky Portland Cement
which wa« cloned down early In December, haa resumed work
with a full force. The plantji at Syracuse, Ind
and Dlxon, IlL.
are to be Blarted up at once, it in said
Co.,

.

S.

to the

square Inch Ih a safe working stres.s for yellow pine. As a basis for .Mr. Ford's calculations, he took creosoted yellow pine timbers
in. wide, 11% In. deep and a:! ft. long,
7'/ii
the Joints. between stringers and between rails
In this deslpn it Is proposed to space the ties 55 In. apart, except
when laid in concrete or In track not in service during construction, and 'i'i In. apart at
bcinj; alternate.

Combination Cast Steel and Wood Tie

for

Ordinary Track.

rail Joints.

In one design Illustrated herewith, the
Inverted T form of the tie body as shown Is
reduced In height from G In. to 3Vi in., and
In width from 7% in. to SM: In., Including
both llanges. These dimensions are tentative
and may be varied to any extent. The pockets for the wooden blocks are closed at each
end and on one side, and the end walls incline
Inward at the top so that the block dovetails
Into them and Is held from lifting. The rails
Combination Cast Steel and Wood Tie for Special Track Construction.
can be fastened to the block or the block replaced without disturbing the ballast or the metal part of the tie.
The Lock Joint Pipe Co 3lt; Broadway. New York, has secured
It is believed that the tie should have a long life because of the
contracts from the United States Quarantine Department for proenduring (|ualities of cast steel.
tecting from marine wood borer* with lock Joint pipe, the DepartThe Metal Ties Company, with office at 21 Park Row. New ment's docks at Charleston, S. C. and Boca Grande, Fla.
,

,

York

Stewart Andrews
Is President, and associated with him are Edgar M. Smith, Charles
F. Quincy and James W. Leahy, the Inventor of the tie.
City, has been

formed to handle

this

tie.

J.

Galvanized Steel Poles for Transmission Lines.

The Great Western Power Company, of California, has adopted
the Mllliken pole, shown herewith, for use in carrying its high
voltage power transml.sslon line. It Is intended eventually to carry
these Hues a distance of al)Out 1,000 miles. The power Is transmitted on two circuits of three wires each, carrying a current of
100,000 volts.
In view of this high voltage and the consequent
danger to life and risk from fire Involved, great care was exercised
in selecting the particular class of jxiles to be adopted.
The pole
Is designed with three crossarms, the intention being to carry a feed wire on the
outer end of each crossarm by suspended
Insulation. The top of the pole is arranged to take a guard wire. The pole-*
are Intended to be used about 750 ft.
apart.

he bottom of the pole

at the
ft. square.
the pole are separate
pieces of steel and are of such length as
to allow 6 ft. for bedding in the ground.
These poles are made entirely of stiucturnl steel shapes and are designed to follow the theoretical stresses and produce
a pole of given slrcngtli anil stiffness
with a minimum amount of material.
There are a great many duplicate pieces,
thus making it a simple matter for the
purchaser to put the .same together in

ground

1

level occupies a base 17

The stub ends

the

of

field.

The polos are designed to stand the
following tests: When tested In a vertical
position, on an Immovable foundation,
and with a proper margin of safety a
simultaneous

horizontal
side
pull
of
1,000 lbs. at the top and 2,500 lbs. at each
of the three crossarms, or In other words,

a total strain of S,500 lbs. The crossarms
were to support a suspended weight ot
1,000 lbs. at their extreme end, and any
one of the crossarms to carry at one of
these ends a horizontal pull along the

line of 3,000 lbs.
The receivers

of

Mllliken

Bros.

The sales of railroad and structural Iron paints made by The
Alcatraz Company. Richmond. Va., were twice as large during January and February. l!iU.S. as during the corresponding months of
1907.
Trade increased particularly In the Middle West and the West.
G. Fred Collins, who has for many years been Identified with
'^e raiiroa.i supply business as representative of Valentine A Co.
In Meslro, has
returned to this country to take a position wiUi the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., .New York.

and others, and recently as manufacturers' agent

xhe Continental Fibre Co., Newark. Del., which started in buslness In .November, 1906, has recently completed an addition to Its
pjant that will enable It to double Us output. This company Is
now one of the largest manufacturers of vulcanized fiber for track
Insulation.
J. P. Wright Is General Manager, with headquarters at
Newark, and the Wallace Supply Co., Chicago, Is western representative.

W. C. Lawson and J. E. Simons have formed a partnership
under the name of Lawson & Simons. 505 Fisher building, Chicago,
.-Vt present they are
to act as selling agents for various companies.
prepared to quote prices on long leaf yellow pine, oak, fir. creosoted
lumber, ties, piling and telegraph poles, tool steel. l>olts and nata,
and bar Iron and steel. Mr. I.Awson has had experience with the
.-Vmerican Car & Foundry Co.. .New York, and has been salesman for
the Preissed Steel Car Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa., and the Scullln-Gallagher
Iron & Steel Co., St. Ix>uls. Mo.
Mr. Simons was recently wlUi the
lltz-Ilugh Luther Co., Chicago.
through similarity with the name
Maryland Railway & Electric Supply Co. has been substituted for Maryland Railway Supply Co. of
llaltimore city, of which the organization was recently noted In
these columns. Changes in the olllcers of the company have also
been made. Charles Elliott is now President and General Manager:
Nelson Perin. VIce-Preslilent. and Thomas D. Claiborne. Secretary
and Treasurer. Mr. Elliot! is the son of W. G. Elliott, who was
I'nxsldent of the .\tlantLc Coast Line up to the time of his death.
Mr. Elliott served for a numl)er of years in the engineering corps
of that road, later going Into the railroad supply business, in which
he has had considerable experience. Mr. Perin Is the son of the
late President of the I'nitetl Railways of Baltimore, and haa for
some time been engaged in the contracting busine.<<s. being also
Treasurer of the Johnsstonl'erin Contracting Co. Mr. Claiborne Is
an engineer and also President of the JohnstonPerln Contracting
The headq\iarters of the Maryland Railway & Electric Supply
Co.
Co. will be continued at 510 Continental building. Baltimore, Md.

To avoid possible confusion
of another corporation, the title

The Fibrous Paint

Co..

Real EstJite Trust building. Philadelphia.

March

13,
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Pa., having succeeded to the business of the Pennsylvania Standard
Rubljer Paint Co., is now the sole maker of "Standard Fibrous"
paint. This is a preservative coating for proiecting iron and
steel structures.
It has tor the past ten years been used successfully for the preservation of metal structures under conditions
where paint mixed with a linseed oil binder is rapidly disintegrated.
By adhering closely to iron and steel, its design is to prevent oxida-

tion by forming an elastic waterproof coating impervious to rustproducing agencies, acid fumes and the mechanical abrading action
these properties are especially desirable in the
•of exhaus^t blasts;
coating of bridges, train sheds, car roofs and other metal surfaces
exposed to similar conditions. The Standard Fibrous paint is put
up In a variety of colors in one, five and ten-gallon packages ready
for use. Sales through agencies have been discontinued and the
manufacturers now deal direct with the consumer through their

own

salesmen.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.
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York, has been also elected President of the Tionesta Valley,
with office at Williamsport, Pa. W. R. Campbell is Assistant
to the President, with office at New York.

Operating

Arkansas

it

Louisiana.

Officers.

— M.

tendent, with office

M. Richey has been appointed Superinat Little Rock. Ark., succeeding J. Cannon.

—

Astoria tt Columbia River. E. E. Lillie has been appointed Superintendent of Car Service, with office at Portland, Ore.

—

Atlanta, Birmingham o£ Atlantic. Alexander Bonnyman, Chief Engineer, has been appointed General Manager, with office at Atlanta, Ga.

—

Buffalo iC- Susquehanna. This road for purposes of economy is now
operated in one division instead of in two, as formerly. F. W.
Allen, heretofore Superintendent of the Northern division, Is
now in charge of the whole road, with office at Galeton, Pa.
The business heretofore handled by the maintenance of way
department is now in direct charge of the Superintendent, who
will appoint the necessary subordinates.

—

M. Featherston has been appointed Assistant Boston if Maine. Fred A. Hortter. who was recently appointed
Superintendent of Car Service of the Boston & Maine, was born
Augusta, Ga., succeeding B. Anderson.
on May 8. 1870, at New Brighton, Pa. He was educated in the
Birmingham Southern. Geo. G. Crawford has been elected Presipublic schools at Boston, Mass., and in 1889 entered railroad
dent, succeeding J. A. Topping; L. T. Beecher, Treasurer, sucservice with the Railway Clearing House Association. The next
ceeding W. A. Green; F. B. Winslow, Auditor, succeeding S. A.
year he went to the Boston & Maine as a tracing clerk in the
Cameron, who has been appointed Car Accountant. All have
car service department, being made chief clerk of the car service
headquarters at Birmingham, Ala.
department three months later. From 1890 to 1908 he served
Brookhaven it Pearl River. M. E. Olmsted, Secretary, has been apin this position, and on March 2, 1908, was appointed Superinpointed General Counsel, with ofliice at Harriaburg, Pa., and his
tendent of Car Service, succeeding Hoyt E. Howard, who retired
duties as Secretary have been transferred to H. C. Homeyer,
at the age of 70 years after 49% years of continuous service
General Freight and Passenger Agent, who also becomes Treaswith the Boston & Maine.
urer, succeeding G. C. Lignou.
Mr. Lignon continues his duties
Central of New Jersey. The office of H. G. Sherman, Superintendent
as Auditor. W. H. Baumes is Comptroller, with office at Buffalo,
of Telegraph, has been moved from Jersey City, N. J., to New
N. Y.
York.
Canadian Pacific. W. T. Payne, Superintendent at Vancouver. B. C,
Chicago, Burlington d Quincy. Robert Rice. Superintendent at
has been appointed to the new office of Manager of the Pacific
Hannibal, Mo., has been transferred to the St. Joseph division,
steamship service, having charge of company's interests in
with office at St. Joseph, Mo., succeeding A. N. Willsle, who
China, Japan and Hong Kong, with office at Yokohama, Japan.
takes Mr. Rice's place at Hannibal.
Cincinnati, Hamilton rf Dayton. F. M. Carter has been appointed
Coal iC- Coke. Edwin Bower, Assistant General Manager, at GassaTreasui-er, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, succeeding J. E.
way, W. Va., has been appointed Acting General Manager, with
Howard, resigned. The office of Assistant Treasurer for the
office at Elklns, W. Va., succeeding General Manager W. H.
Receiver, previously held by Mr. Carter, has been abolished.
Bower, resigned. J. A. Emmart, Purchasing Agent at Elklns,
De Queen d- Eastern. C. C. Ray has been appointed Assistant TreasW. Va., has been appointed Assistant Acting General Manager,
urer and General Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at
with office at Gassaway. W. Va., succeeding Mr. Bower. Mr.
De Queen, Ark., succeeding T. E. Brown, resigned.
Emmart also continues his duties as Purchasing Agent.

Augusta Southern.
Auditor, with

J.

office at

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Oulf Line Railway. J. H. Hillhouse, Traffic Manager at Sylvester, Delaware
Eastern. O. F. Wagenhorst, Chief Engineer, has been
Ga., has been elected also Vice-President.
C. H. Reynolds.
appointed Superintendent, with office at Margaretvllle, N. Y..
Treasurer at Sylvester, Ga., is now Secretary and Treasurer.
In charge of the transportation and motive power departments.
<C-

Idaho & Washington Northern.

—

J. T. McDevitt, Secretary, has been
appointed also Auditor, succeeding W. T. Hireen.

JAcking River.
lice

— A.

Siegworth has been appointed Auditor, with ofat Chicago, III., succeeding C. M. Mohr, who continues his

duties as Treasurer.

McCloml
H. 0.

—

D. M. Swobe has been elected Vice-President and
Manager, with office at San Francisco. Cal., succeeding
Johnson, resigned.

River.

Traffic

Mexican Central.

—

W. G. Larch has been appointed Assistant to
the President, with headquarters in the city of Mexico.

Peoria

—

Pekin Union. H. K. Plnkney, Secretary, has been elected
President, with office at Peoria. 111., succeeding Curtiss Millard,
resigned. The duties of Auditor and all matters pertaining to
the traffic department have been assumed for the present by the
President. J. F. Kiefer succeeds Mr. Plnkney.
<C-

—

Sandy River

it Rangeley Lakes.
The officers of this new company,
a consolidation of three narrow (2-ft.) gage railroads In Maine,
are:
Weston Lewis, President; Josiah S. Maxcy, Vice-President
and General Manager; Geo. A. Farrington. Secretary and Treasurer; F. N. Beal, Freight and General Passenger Agent, and
P. A. Lawton, Superintendent.

Santa Fe Ventral.
with

— E.

office at

K. Paul has been elected Assistant Tr-easurer.
Santa Fe, N. Mex., succeeding Frank Dibert.

Southern Railway

—

Navigation. The offlcei-s of this company, which
operates a terminal line at Chicago. III., also steamers and
barges on the Ohio and Tennessee rivers, are:
D. K. Jeffrls.
President; Marvin Hugitt. Jr., Vice-President: A. B. Donaldson,
Secretary and General Manager; J. T. Jeffrls, Treasurer, and
W. T. Beckman. General Superintendent; all with office at
Chicago, III.

—

iC-

Tionesta Valley. P. M. Newman. General Manager of this company
and President and General Manager of the Susquehanna & New

—

Delaware, Lackawanna if Western. E. M. Rlne, Superintendent of
the Scranton division, has been appointed Superintendent of
the Morris and Essex division, with office at Hoboken. N. J.,
succeeding C. H. Ketcham, resigned; H. H. Shepard, Superintendent of the Syracuse and Utica division, succeeds Mr. Rine,
with office at Scranton, Pa. G. A. Poore. Superintendent of
the Bangor & Portland Railway division, succeeds Mr. ShepWilliam Fletcher, Trainard, with office at Syracuse. N. Y.
master of the Bangor & Portland Railway division, will perform the duties of Superintendent of that division until further
notice.

Merican Cfntral.-~G. W. Vandersllce has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at Ciudad Juarez. Chihuahua, Mexico.

—

Mississippi River, Hamburg iC- Western. A. J. Abell has been appointed Superintendent, with office at Monroe, La., succeeding
C. H. Bevington.

—

Missouri Pacific. The Central district has been abolished.
The
superintendents of the Central division and the White River
division will hereafter report to the General Superintendent at
Little Rock, Ark.
The Superintendents of the JopUn, the
Wichita and the Southern Kansas divisions will report to the
General Superintendent at Kansas City. W. J. McKee, General
Superintendent of the Central district, has been appointed General Superintendent, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark.
A. De Bernardl. General Superintendent at Little Rock, has been
appointed Superintendent of the Omaha division, with headquarters at Atchison, Kan., succeeding W. E. Brooks, transferred,
and of the Northern Kansas division, succeeding W. E. Merrlfield, assigned to other duties.
Mr. Brooks has been appointed
Superintendent of the Joplln division, with headquarters at
Nevada. Mo., succeeding G. H. Stapp. resigned. J. F. Murphy.
Superintendent of the Memphis division, has been appointed
Superintendent of the Central division, with headquarters at
Van Buren, Ark., succeeding J. M. Walsh, assigned to other
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duties,

J,

11,

.Sriii;iiiiiK,

1 iaiiiiii;i,-:l'i

ut.

lie rioiu,

.Mo.,

tia.-i

b<--en

appolutcd SuiicrliitendL-nt of the Meiupbls divlnlou, with headquarters at Wynne, Ark,, Bucceeding J. F. Murphy, truusterred.

iioryanlown A KinuwooU.
maater, with
Ulcnn.

Portland

»t

— C.

at

offlce

It,

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

Metzler has been appointed TrainVa., succeeding G. W.

Morganlown, W,

BiiMfri.N

acattlc.—See Spokane, Portland & Seattle,
it-

—

Bouthcrn. The ofllce of A, H. Westfall, Superintendent of the Northern dlvlHlun, l« now at L!refn,sboio, N, C, Instead of at Danville.
Va. (j. P, Walton has been appointed Superintendent of the
Danville division, with odlte at Greensboro, N. C, sueceedlng
W. R. Hudson, transferred.

—

Bpokane, Portland <t Seattle. E. K. Llllie has been appointed Superintendent of Car Service of Ibis road, formerly the Portland &
Seattle, with ofllce at Portland, Ore.

—

Tonopah

.Maim.

tc

-

.\

hjii-'

lUe

nieetliKi

lal

in
Filchbuig will be held March 1'
U>
bonds to refund iL'.OuO.OOU bondii
provide part of the funds for improving Uie iiiie iruUi Juuiuonville, N, Y,, to Troy.
At the las', annual met'tiuK an issue of
<-s
$2,'JU0,0UU bonds was authorized for these
Thl»
1h to be rescinded.
;uied by
The aiuuunt deslretl
.live t>e«n
$.^00,000, as some of the purposes of the >a
provided for by the Issue of $000,000 oneyi-ar i..i"-t
.

:.

—

Wentarn. W. M. Uusbnell has been appointed
Ueneral Manager, with office at Fort Smith, Ark,

Bt. Louis, ill Iteno
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Uaxlroad Uazttte of March G U to be equipped wiih ibe Gold beatios
bystem, with Frumveller heater.

Tidewater. John Ryan, General Superintendent, has
libeen appointed Ueneral Manager, with ofllce at Ludlow Slagg
The position of General Superintendent has
(

post ofllce), Cal,
been abolished.

Traffic Officers.

—

Chicago Qreal Western. W. H, Burke, .\ew England agent at Boston, Mass,, has been appointed General Eastern Agent at .New
York, succeeding B. G. Saunder?
W. A. Dolan succeeds Mr,
Burke,

•

—

of Gmiui.ia. The Georgia Railroad Commission announces
that the Ci-ntial of Georijla is now the property of E, H, Harrlman and that it will be turned over to the Illinois Central
whose lilrmlngbam extension, described in .inothrr column. Is
'k
nearly flnlsbed. in June, 1907, all the %
of the
Central of Georgia was sold by the Rid:
:ial reorganization committee to Oakieigh Thorne .;;. .....
..
J. Perry.
it now appears that tbey were acting as agents (or Mr. Harriman, for which service they received 5 per cenL on $3,000,000,
the purchase price.
The announcement of Mr, Harriman'a
ownership of the Central of Georgia was postponed until the
Illinois Central contest was settled by the election at the recent
postponed annual meeting of four directors fa%-orable to Mr,

Ck.n'tiiai.

.

Harriman.

Milwaukee Elkctbic,
to be issued.
pointed on January 28, 1908.

Chicago &

—

Licking River. Malcolm Stone has been appointed General Freight
and Passenger Agent, with ofllce at Chicago, III.

.

— Receivers'

$1,000,000 are

—

up
certiOcates
The present receivers were

to
ap-

—

R. T. G. Matthews, General Agent of the passenger Chicago, Milwalkee & Gabv. This Is the new name of the Illinois,
department at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed .Assistant
Iowa & Minnesota, which runs from Rockford, III., to Momence,
General Passenger Agent at Kansas City, Mo,, succeeding C. E.
^27^ miles, and with which has been consolidated the Rockford
Styles, resigned,
l^elt Hallway, a ^^rnall subsidiary.
It is planned to extend the
line north to Milwaukee and south to Gary, Ind.
Raleigh A Charleston. A, T, Vannerson has been appointed to the
new office of General Freight and Passenger Agent, with office Chicago Railway.s Comi-anv. The National City Bank and N. W.
Harris & Co,, of New York, who recently offered $2,500,000 first
at Marlon, S. C.
mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of this company at a price to yield
Raleigh iG Southport. J. O. Hendley has been appointed to the new
0V2 per cent,, have offered another $2 500.000 of these bonds,
ofllc.; of General Freight Agent, with office at Raleigh, N. C.
The first ottering was six times overto yield 5% per cent

Missouri Pacific.

—

—

—

at.

—

Joseph <t Grand Island. W. H. Brynlng, Assistant General
Freight, Agent at St. Jbseph, Mo., has been appointed Assistant
General Freight Agent at Kansas City, Mo,, succeeding H. V.
Clark.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

Chicago. Hock Island it Pacifu.—W. A, .Xettleton, General Superintendent of Motive Power of the St, Lxjuis & San Francisco, has
been appointed General Superintendent of Motive Power of the
C, K, 1, & P, See Delaware, Lackawanna & Western,

—

Delaware, Lackawanna
Western. T, S, Lloyd, General Superintendent of Motive Power of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacilic.
has been appointed Superintendent of Motive Power of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, succeeding R, F. Kilpatit-

Rock

1908. p. 329.)

6,

—

The Chicago. Rock Island it
Railway has arranged with Speyer & Co. for extension of
its
$6,000,000 two-year 4',i per cent collateral trust notes
wliich mature .April 1, 1908. The extension is for one year with
I.si_and

&

Pacific.

Paciflc

The extended notes

interest at G per cent.
$9,000,000 Rock Island,

will be secured by
.Arkansas & Louisiana flrst mortgage
lien on 30S miles of road and equipment and the entire amount outstanding. A cash payment of
$0 is to bo made on each $1,000 note extended, so that there
will be a yield of G'i per cent, on the extended notes. Holders
of the old notes who desire cash will receive It In exchange for
their notes,
Speyer & Co. are offering the extended notes at
ggi-i and interest, yielding 6Vj per cent.'
4

per cent, bonds, a

first

—

rlck, resigned.

Mississippi Central.

(March

subscribed.

Chicago.

—T.

Myers, Division Engineer at Brookhaven,
Miss., has been appointed Chief Engineer, with office at Ro.xle,
S,

Miss,

—

Detroit. Toleik) & Ironto.n. The lien of the receiver's certificates
is junior to that of the
Detroit Southern, Ohio Southern division, 4 per cent, bonds of 1941, which cover the middle part
of the line and the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton general Hen and
divisional first moi t,«ape 4 per cent, bonds of 1955, which cover
the two ends of the line, from Detroit, .Mich., south to Lima,
Ohio. 125 miles, and from Ironton. Ohio, north 30 miles.

Louis
Sati Francisco.
George \. Hancock, Superintendent of
Motive Power, has been appointed General Superintendent of
Motive Power, succeeding W, A, Nettleton, resigned to go to
This company Is reported to have sold about two weeks ago
ii.o niii.-o of Superintendent Erie,
the Chicago, Rock Island
r uiii.$1,000,000 Lehigh Valley stock, which It acquired in 1901. Some
of Motive Power has been
of Its other Lehigh Valley holdings are also reported to have
been sold several months ago. Lehigh Valley stock has recently
CAR BUILDING.
been selling slightly above par.
Gross earnings for January decreased 14 per cent, and net
The Colorado if Southern is asking prices on 200 steel underearnings after taxes, decreased 77 per cent Net earnings after
frame gondolas.
taxes, were $210,000. against $922,000 in 1907.

Bt.

<(•

—

«;•

The Calu7net Electric
This

Is

The
cars.

said to bo In the

Is

market for IB

cars.

not yet conllrniod.

Traction Co. Is said to be In the market for 60
not yet conllrniod.

Illinois

This

is

The Chicago, Milwaukee
of miscellaneous types at

if

its

SI.

own

Paul will build 2,500 freight cars
shops.

The Jforthcrn Pacific, as reported In the Railroad Oatelte
January 31, is asking prices on 80 passenger cars.
The Duluth, Missabe

if

prices on 20 passenger cars.

The Canadian

Northern

Is

This report

Pacific passenger

of

to

In

the

—

Gross earnln.cs for February were $2,841,000. an
Increase of $184,000, and for the eight months ended February
1908. were $40,800,000. an increase of $5,100,000.

2!'.

Illinois Central,

—

There is to be a sp{K*ial stockholders' meeting
on May 18 at which the directors will submit a plan for raising
between $"0,000,000 and $50,000,000: probably by a combined
stiH-k and mottnai;'' bond Issue.
See Central of Georgia.

Illinois.

again said to be asking
Is not yet conflrmed.

equipment referred

Grkat Nokihkrn,

Iowa & Minnfsota.

iNTEKi-.oRoiGii

— See Chicago. Milwaukee & Gary,
— Plans for the proposed l)ond Issue

Rapio TRANSIT,

{Railroad Gasctlc. March G. 1908, p, 330) have been changed.
special meeting of the stockholders will be held on March

The

March
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secure $55,000,000 of 45-year
bonds. The company has applied to the New York City Public
Service Commission for authority to make this issue, also to
issue $25,000,000 notes dated May 1, 1908, payable within three
years with interest at not more than
per cent., the.se notes
to be secured by not more than $30,000,000 of the new mortgage
bonds.

and the new mortgage

28,

will

&

MoBiLK & Ohio.

—This

Gbeai' Nortiikk.n

.

company has issued $600,000

first

mortgage

three-year 5 per cent, notes dated February 15, 1908, secured
first mortgage bonds of the Warrior Southern guaranteed by the Mobile & Ohio, and $145,000 equipment trust
notes of the Warrior Soutliern, as well as real estate.

—

New

Yobk, New Havk.n- & Hahtfohu. President Mellen, answering
an inquiry of the New York City Public Service Commission,
says that work Is not being carried out on the New York, Westchester & Boston because of a cloud on the validity of this franchise, and i.s not being carried out on the New York & Port
Chester because consent of the Board of Estimate and Apportionment to cross certain streets is lacking. The two companies
together have all the necessary authority for building the line,
but neither has complete authority separately. Mr. Mellen says
that the New Haven will proceed without delay to finish the
line as soon as the legal difficulties are settled.

— Gross earnings

—

Unio.v Pacific. With 200 more miles operated than in the previous
year, gross earnings for January, 1908, were $5,200,000, against
$6,000,000 in 1907, a decrease of 13 per cent.
Net earnings
after taxes were $1,800,000, against $2,800,000 in the earlier
year, a decrease of 35 per cent.
There was an increase in expenditures for renewal of rails and of ties of $195,000; taxes
increased $62,000.

Wabasu-Pittsbvrch Terminal.— The following

is the statement of
with the Interstate Commerce Commission for the
month of January and for the seven months from July 1, 1907,

earnings
to

— See

be taken over later.

(February

.

14, 1908, p. 234.)

Pacific. Gross earnings for .lanuary were $9,300,000,
against $10,800,000 in 1907, a decrease of $1,500,000, or 14 per
cent.
Net earning.s after taxes were $2,000,000. against $3,500,000, a decrease of .fl .500,000. or 43 per cent.
The higher price
of coal and fuel oil was responsible for $128,000 of the increase;
taxes increased $108,000, and renewals of ties $197,000.

80.r>23
l.'i.SOS

201

3,390

$59,327

$897,700
G7.48S

.

7,<j79
7.i;79
I,(il8

Total operating' expenses

Operating Income

—

Southern

7.472
2,284

;hi.!i(!i)
1

l,7.-.l

19,027

•J<t<>..'l13

3,.'i.';4

2J.4 14

$38,915

$392,969

20.411
5,970

50<;.738

$14,435

$461,021

Net operating revenues
Taxes

—

SeTon montba
$797,971

January.
$40,369

General expenses

Spokane, Portland & Seattle.

Riviou

31. 1908, inclusive:

Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Trnnssportallon expenses

for

& Ranoklky Lakes. This company is a consolidation
of the Sandy River Railroad, the Franklin & Megantic, and the
Kingfield & Dead River, which together operate about 54 miles
of narrow (2 ft.) gage line. The Phillips & Rangeley may also

Sandy

January

Total operating revenues
.Maintenance of way and structures

against 63 per cent, in 1907.

Portland & Seattle.

filed

Freight revenue
Passenger revenue
All other revenue from transportation
Revenue from operations other than transp.

January decreased 25 per
cent.; operating expenses decreased 20 per cent., and net earnings decreased 34 per cent.
The operating ratio was 67 per

cent.,

—

& Pacific. Gross earnings for the two months of January
$2,500,000, against $3,100,000 in 1907, a decrease of $571,000, or 19 per cent.

TE.xjiS

and February were

by $603,000

Norfolk & Western.

—

This is the new name of the Portbuilding' a low-grade cut-off from
Spokane, Wash., via Pasco, to Portland, Ore., for the Great
Northern and Northern Pacific. This new line is to be finished
from Spokane to Portland this year.

— Gross

earnings for the week
ended February 2ii, 1908, were $152,000, against $216,000 in
1907, a decrease of $64,000, or 30 per cent.

iNTEBNATio.NAL
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Si'OKAXE, Portland & Seattle.
land & Seattle, which is

45,710

Western Maryland.—Judge Morris In the United States Circuit
Court at Baltimore on March 5 appointed President B. F. Bush
cf this company its receiver.
The company was embarrassed
by lack of working capital. Its earnings were increasing, gross
earnings for the week ended February 29, 1908, being $120,000.
against $108,000 in the corresponding week of 1907, and from
1, 1907, to February 29, 1908, having increased over $500,or 15 per cent.
The management was also embarrassed
by the uncertainty as to the proper procedure under the commodity clause of the Rate Law. The Western Maryland owns
large bituminous coal workings.

July
000,

ANNUAL CONSTRUCTION RECORD.
ABKHDKEX

& T0MI!1(!HF,E -nulldlng from
Okolona, Miss., southeast to PIckenvlUe, Ala.,
O.-i
miles; surveyed,
(iriuling finished between
Okulona and Aberdeen 17.5 miles, also Co-

lumbus to PIckensvllle. 11.5 miles.
W. T.
McKee, Chief Engineer, .\berdeeu. Miss.
CENTRAL.— Building from Seward,
north to Tannia river, 450 miles.
Contract
to Snow & Watson, for 23 miles.
Surveyed to
mile 183 also for branch from Knik, mile 150,
east to Matanuska, 41) miles.
ALASKA PACIKIC— Building from Martin Is-

ALASKA

:

land, near
coal fields.

AMEItlCAN

Katalla,

Surveyed

Alaska,
to

to

Bering

Copper river

river
valley.

UAILUOAD OF POUTO RICO.—

Cut-off from lloi-mlgueros south to Lajas, 12
miles, to be finished thl.s month.
Branch to be built this year from San
Cei'mau, east to Sabana (Irande. 9 miles.
Includes one large bridge and several smaller
structures.

.

ARIZONA & CALIFORNIA.— See
& Santa Fe.
ARKA.VSAS. LOUISIANA

Atchison,

To-

peka

&.

OULF.— Building

from Monroe. La., north to Pine BluCE, .\rk.,
with a i-mlle branch to Crossett. .\rk. In all
143 miles.
Built from Monroe. La., north to
Hastrop, 24 miles, and graded 38 miles further
to Hamburg. .\rk,
also on the branch to Cros:

Track-laying In progi-css.
The SOmlle
further extension from Hamburg to Pine Bluff
has been surveyed, and grading Is to be begun
soon as line Is finished to Hamburg.
E. '1'.
Bond, Chief Engineer, Bastrop. La.

sett.

ARKANSAS. OKLAHOMA & WESTERN —Sur-

vej-8 being made tor extensions from Rogers.
northeast to Eureka Springs, 30 miles,
and from SUoam Springs, Ark., west to Pryor
Creek, Okla., 66 miles.
Contract let for some
of the work to the W. R. Felker Construction
Co., of Rogers, Ark.
Bonds offered In January.
1908, at par by Mcrrlara Smith & Co., of New

Ark.,

York.

ASIIEVILLE & HENDERSON
Electric).— Surveys being made from Ashevllle to a point In
(

Henderson county, about 20 miles. C. E. Van
Bibber, 60 Wall street. New York. Chief Engineer.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA * SANTA FE.— Building

new double-track tunnel through Raton Mountain, near Ratou, N. Mex. To be 5.000 ft. long,
through solid rock, 144 ft. below the existing
The
tunnel.
Work 70 per cent, finished.
Lantry Construction Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
contractors.

Contracts let to .\. Moore, of Newton, Kan.,
for reconstructing 14 miles of road from Sbattuck, Okla., west towards lllgglns, Tex.
Contracts let for change or line and grades.
Plalne.
southwest to Cimarron
Belle
Kan
river, near Wavnoka, Okla.. to the C. II. Sharp
Con. Co. and L. J. Smith, of Kansas CHy, Mo., i§.
Didman & Son. Topeka. Kan., and Wood, Bancroft & Doty, Omaha. .Neb.
(^lutracis let to Wood, Bancroft & Doty,
Omaha, Neb., and Dolman & Son. Topeka, Kan.,
for rebuilding the line from Cicero. Kan., to
Maylleld. and for enlarging the yards at Wellington.
,

The Southern Kansas

of

Texas, permitted

to take up the track on the Panhandle Railway
from a point 1.25 miles west of Panhandle.
Tex, to Washburn. 14.3 miles, ami to build a

Talladega. Ala., west to Birmingham. 75 miles,
(jraded fur about 65 miles, and on branch from
Bessemer, Ala., to Mulgav. 14.5 miles.
Lass
Bros. Co.. Atlanta, Ga., and C. U. Smith & Co..
Birmingham, Ala., contractors.
Surveys are being made from Atlanta. Ga.,
southwest to New Orleans. 500 miles.

ATLANTIC
Wade &

COAST
Bell,

LINE.— Contracts let to
Fla.
Wade k Morrison,

Trinity.

:

Washington, N. C. and Phillips & Allport.
Richmond, Va., for building extension from
Wilcox, Fla.. northwest to Perry. 55 miles, for
a change of line at Goldsboro. 'N. C. 4 miles,
and a change of line at St. Mary's river, Kla..
1.5 miles.
Surveys being made for a change
of line 4 miles long at Inverness, Fla.

ATLANTIC. NORTHERN &

SOUTHERN— Built

year between .Vtlantlc. Iowa, and Klm17 miles.
Extensions to be buUt this
north from KimballtoD to Manning, 20
miles, and south from Atlantic to Villlsca. 40
miles.
C. B. Judd, Chief Engineer. Atlantic
last

ballton,

year

new

line from the point 1.25 miles west of
Panhandle to Amarlllo. 25 miles.
Work finished on 75 per cent.
Wood. Bancroft & Doty.
Omaha. Neb., contractors.
Contract let to Ran.som & Cook for grading ncAv yards at Chanute, Kan.
The Arizona & California projected from
Wlckenburg, .\rlz., on Santa ^e, Prescott &
Phoenix,
west
Bengal,
to
Cat.
on
main
2115 miles.
In operation from Wlckenburg
west 113 miles to the Colorado river.
Work
under way on bridge over Colorado river and
northwest across the Mohave desert to Bengal.
- -Projected connecting line shown on map In
l'.)o7 annual
report from Texlco. N. Mex.. the
eastern end of the Helen cutoff, southeast via
Plalnvlew. Tex.. Floydada. Dickens, Aspermont.
Hamlin. .Xn.-^iMi and -Vblleiie. to Brownwood. Tex.,
on San .\ngelo branch <f Ciulf. Colorado A Santa
Fe. alxMit 300 miles.
This would give the Santa
Fe a short through line from San Francisco to
Galveston.
Not likely to be built for some time.
See Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe.
line.

ATLANTA &

ST.

ANDREWS BAY —Building

from Youngstown.
Panama City. 25 miles.

extension

ATLANTA.

BIRMINGHAM

Work under way on

&

Fla.,

south

an
to

ATLANTIC.-^

extension of main line from

B

BAKERSFIELD A VENTURA

(

Electric). —Build-

from San Francisco, Cat,
Santa Paula, thence southwest

ing

southeast via
Ventura, on

to

the Pacific ct^ast. with franchises from Sunset
norlhoTst to Biikersllcld. and fmrn Piticoy
south to lluenenie. on the Pacirt
>'nl
of .'iTO miles.
Branch also proj.
t.i
Paula southeast to Santa Me:
-t
to Los Angeles, 50 miles.
Tl..
nclude several tunnels and eight ., m. u....i;e!,;
20 miles finished. T. B. Blackburn, Ch. Engr..

Los .\ngeles, Cal.

BALTIMORE & OHIO— Plans

for a freight line

be hullt under charier of the Patapsco &
Susquehanna, around Balilniore. Md.. 40 miles.
of .Vi |)eals has decided that
the legislation enacted In 1906 to prohibit
to

The Maryland Court
building this line

Is

Ineffective.

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK.— The

annual

report

tor year ended June 30. 1907. Includes a map
showing a line projected north fr.:>m the main
line at Schools. .\le.. along the east bank of the
.\llagash river to St. Francis. 140 miles. Surveys made over the most difficult parts.

;
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HAY

& CLAYTON. -BulIJInK from Bay
t lulabed to
(Kiulheaul to Clayton,
\V. U. fJcorgi". Secretary and
.Miiiuik<t, Han l'roin.Uco.

I'OI.NT

roliii

<"iil.,

Cowcll, 10
(Ji'iieral

iiilkii

-

Tex., to SiiniloKn, la
further to llutaon.

BKHHKMKlt &

lulleii.

•

Ceo

« to
addl-

I

,

I.

I-AKIC

from

tUe

of

Kxlensloii

Kllli:
lo.nteil

Allec'licny

I.iike

Kaylor.

la.,

fi Ueldatiurc. ou the projected I'raDkClearlleld line of tiic Lake Sliore 4 Michigan Houthcrn.
^
„
Aljout rj miles of track to be laid, to HnUb double iracklnis between Conneaut Harbor,
Ohio, and North Beortcmer. I'u.
Id

•"

Juuctlon,
I'rojcctcd Ij luUea

from Sour

••xti-nitlon

Itiilldliik'

Weiteni
northenm

al«o Irom liigu l-..-iut to
built last year
Wlnston-Halem, 21 mile*.
Southern Pacific.
"^
'• • w. F.
'
ci:vM--;
tnll<-«

CENTRAL CALIFOU.VIA. — »*«

& SAIIATOCA TIIAXSI'OUTATION.

DKAIMONT

\oi. XLIV., No. 11.

m,.>

,,

,.

...

..•

..

.^.

-".

-

Cb.

by

tlie

'j!

••liil

tunnel,

Work repo
on

..

il,.

.'1.

-:.

Engr., l.cutiuUa.

CHARLESTON
(..rilr.i.l

l.-i

ACIFIC— Work

& SUMMEUVJLLE (Electric).—
Ih.- <,.-lj.i:i: f-.ljtra.tltig A Ldt..

new yard

of

-

&

....

See Norfolk & Weatcru.
BH; stony
KII.I.INUS & NfdlTlllCIlN.— Sec Great Northern.
BIU.MIN(;ilA.M. COI.LMBCS A ST. ANDKEW8
HAY.- ContnictB let to L.-muel E. Miller, riiUadeliihln. for bulldlug from Green Head, tla.,
Grading under
to St. Andrews Bay, 38 miles.
way by J. M. Wllfla, from Sodom to laylcra,
10 miles.
Surveys for an cxIenBbiu from northern
tcrnilnuK

Chlpley.

in

ICuterprUe.

to

Kla.,

BOSTON

\V.

—

Plans belni! made to abolish
10 grade crossings between Jubnsonvlllc, N. Y.,

and Troy.

Work on the Camlirldgc
i:i,i;VAri:il.
i.osip.meil. nniiltInK " court decision
rHl«e<l by the .Mayor of Cambridge.
bought on the East
land
upprovi'd
and
I'lans
Cambridge elevated extension. Including the
section In Boston, the viaduct over Charles
river and the connections with surface tracks

BOSTON

subwav

on ((uesllon

Cambridge.
Surveys under

way

fur

,

lo souili bank of Charli-s rlv>r.
to bi'yond Harvard bridge.
To be used by trolley cars for .Newton, Brighton,
Work not to
outlying points.
other
Allston and

be begun for some months

yet.

BRINSON ItAlLWAY.— To
Sprlngllelil. Ga..
Last year bnllt

build In 1908 from
northwest to Sylvanla, 32 miles.
miles from Savannah, Ga.,
•-*.">

north to Sprlngdeld.

BKOOKLYN UAPIU TUANSIT.— Plans made

for

Maiiliattan
Klntbush avenue extension to
This work. Including third and fourth
bridge.
tracking of other lines, to cost $8,000,000.
BltoOKVlLLIO & MAHONING. See Pittsburgh,

the

—

Shawmut

Northern.

4c

BUKKALO & DKPIOW
&

Genesee

(Electric).— See

Buffalo,

Rochester.

nUKKALO & SUSQUEHANNA.— Plans made

to

rebuild parts of this road south from Juneau
Junction southwest to Sagamore, 23 miles. Propose<l extension from Sagamore southwest toward Pittsburgh. Surveyed to Southbend.

BUKKALo CUEEK & GAULEY. — Extension

sur-

veyed from Cresmont, W. Va., to Camdon-onWm. D. Jauncy, Ch. Engr.,
Gaulev. 40 miles.
Clay.

W. Va.

GENESEE & ROCIIESTEU

BUFEALO.

of
tric).— Certlllcale
double track line from

Chester,

Buffalo

Ilepew.

now

In

(Elec-

granted

Kepew. N.

Will

miles.

liO

k

necpsslly

Y..

also take
operation.

for

to

over

Ro
the

The road

run Ihrough the towns and villages of
Lancaster. Crittciulen. Corfu. Batavla. I,eRoy
Henry H. Kingston. J. J. Collier
and Chill.
J. A. Harris. Jr., S. Welch and T. H. Olxon. of
Philadelphia: W. B. Cutler. .1. H. Baker and
H. I'. Blssell. of Buffalo, arc Interested.
will

BUFEALO. LOCKPORT & ROCHESTER
tric).

to

— Work

under way

Lockport,

r>4

miles.

(Elec-

fnmi Rochester west
Contract let to J. O.

From Lockport the
White & Co., New York.
companv expects to use the tracks of the InChas.
Buffalo.
Hill. PresUli'iit. Elliott sipiare. Buffalo. N. Y.

ternational
It.

BUFFALO,

Traction

ct>.

ROCHi:STHU

Into

&

PITTSBURGH.—

Ten-mile section from Carman. Pa., south to
Brockwavvllle. to be revised and a double-track
Contracts
tunnel about l.ooo ft. long, built.
for grading let to Eyre Shoemaker & Co., of
Philadelphia.

BURRS FERRY, BROWN PEL & CHESTER.—

Projected from Chester, Tex., east to Louisiana
State line at Burr's Ferry, on Sabine river. 85
Surveyed from Rncklnnd to Burkvllle.
miles.
miles, graile.i for 20 miles, track laid on 11
There will be a 200. ft. steel bridge over
miles.
Grading llnlshed last year
the Angelina river.
on 21 miles by the Wormack Construction Co.,
Work suspended. S. G. Omohunof Browudel.
Beaumont.
dro. Ch. Engr..

M

\

ALLEY.— Proposed

ex-

Mactarlan. W. Va., to Smithvlllo,
Work to begin us soon as bonds can

tension from

8 miles.
be sold.

—

CAIRO &

TIlEllES.
Building from Cairo. 111.,
northwest tt> Thebes. 2.% miles.
J. B. Magee,
President.

J.

L.

.Vrmstrong. Ch.

Engr.. Cairo.

CAROLINA A TENNESSEE SOUTHERN— See
Southern.

CAROLINA VALLEY.- BulUIIng

extension from
miles, and
Thomasvllle N. c to High Point.
from High Point to Greensboro. 10 miles: two
,

'

—

,.

......

flied

for

Work suscontractors.
pended .Inly 1. l'Jo7. on all but 2 miles, which
Is now under construction on Plney creek above
the mouth of Soak creek. Raleigh county.
-ConirHcts f.ir extending the Coal River Railway let to Cariienter. Haley A Co.. of Clifton
Forge. Va.. for work on Little Coal branch from
Rock cri-ck. W. Va.. to mouth of Laurel Fork. 17
miles; Laurel to Seng Camp, o miles: Laurel to
On Big Coal
miles up Laurel Fork.
point
Richmond. Va

.

.'

branch to

.

SmI:i iiu

s

1

KUN— 8»«

I

St.

,

extension from West Point, Ga.. north through
Troup county. Ga., to Standing Rock. In chambers county. Ala., thence to a point near Texas
In Heard county, Ga.
CHESAPEAKE A OHIO.— The Raleigh A Southwestern, building from the PIney branch at
Raleigh. W. Vu.. up the Plney river and over
the divide, thence down the tributaries .if the
Guyandotte river In Italelgh or Wyoming counties; also i-xtenslon from Raleigh up Beaver
cnek Into the Glade .reck valley. Johnson A

-

BEND

•

'>uih Ib-od.

•

OD th*

d-lic a I ^.'ocOt

!»•:

tracit

noUbad

l:

CHATTAHOOCHEE VALLEY.— I'lans

Brlggs.

J

L-:

.

A XOU'niEBN I.NDI<;outrarts t« be lei soon for cxInd wot to Laporte,

I

'

HARBOR A NORTHERN.— Last
Building with
year built 37 miles In Florida.
Its own men a 3.mlle line ku<nvn as the Hull
Extension from Arcadia
cut-off to Hoist So. 7.
to Plant <'liy. 00 miles, surveyed

J. C.

Carpenter

A

Dartmouth, to

Co.,

Racine, 8.') miles.
Double-tracking work on 07. S miles at various points, and a change of line on 0.4 miles
between Norge. Va.. and Dlascnnd. which hail
been temporarily abandoned, was resumed last
fall on certain sections that were nearly flnIshcd.

Extension of the Potts Creek branch, 2o
miles: work stopped July 1, 1907.
CHESTERFIELD A LANCASTER. Recertly flnExS. C, to Croburk.
Isheil line from Ruby
tension projected from Croburk north to Monroe
or Charlotte, N. C, 20 to 40 miles.
CHICAGO A MILWAUKEE Electric).- Grading
under way hv the M:ic.\rthur Bros. Co. on last
8 miles nortli to Milwaukee. Wis. The company
have
Is In the hands of receivers, but hopes to
235 miles di>uble track line from Chicago to
Milwaukee Onlshed bv May. Republic ConstrucGeraghty, Ch.
F.
J.
tion Co., contractors.
Engr., Illghwood, 111.
CHICAGO A NORTH-WESTERN.— Work under
wav on track elevation and a new passenger

->0» made and

CISCINNAI
right

of
belt line nr

..,..,.,„.,

.

lru>i

tracts for

work

Portland.

Ind

K E. WillCloclnnatl,

..i-lo.

building.

HLnri"V

CINCINNATI.

duuMe-traek

a

r
,...,

lamson. I uo.u
Inten-sn^.

M

riiirAnn

i

Con-

J"
!o.

.

35 miles, exped,

CLAHK A

ir...

V -•

1

Right of
to ltocb<

".'».

'

.>:

t,i

-^l"
t>e

Wade."Cli.

-.

CLEAK LAKE 4

:

.

sol TIIKIt.N

(

.

»"0t*

resumed

James

)e«r.

May.

In

D.

— Sarreys
secured for

Klr<:trlc)

under way and right., of way being
this pr..i».,»ed line fr.,m San I-ablo bay, Cal, nortli
via Napa, lo Ijikepori. on Clear lake, 1S5 mlle^
LeOraod
Gruillug to lir started this summer.
Brown, Chief Engineer. 3-1 Ellis atreet, San
Francisco, Cal.

CLEVELAND. CINCINN.KTI. CHICAGO A
LOUIS.
the
Mt.

— Sutreys

Evansvllle.

Carmel,

III.,

ST.
l.eing made under charter of
Mt. Carmel A Northern from
43
south to EvansTllle, Ind
.

miles.

CLEVELAND SHORT LISE.— Bnlldlng

an 18Located
mlle belt line around Cleveland. Ohio.
from West Park, 7 milea west of Cleveland
southeast to near the Cleveland city limits,
th'.nr.. east and northeast toward Colllnwood.
In Southeast Cl.-v
the main stre..i~
I'ennsylynnla 1.
A Lak.. Erie

!:.ii.l

:iii.

il..-

l•a^-•

-inder

-

'he

'

'•»»

ft.

ng

t.

'rk

—

(

sta'tlcin

In

Chicago.

CHICAGO A WAilASH VALLEY.— Building an

extension from Dinwiddle. Ind., north to Gary,

20 miles.

A

IJIINCY.— Con-

tracts let last year to the Kllimtrlck Bros. A
Collins Construction Co. of Beatrice. Neb., for
new Hue to reduce grades from Lincoln. Neb..
Including new yard at that place west to MilWork suspended.
ford. 20 miles.

CHICAGO. INDIANAPOLIS A EVANSVILLE

—

Contract let to the Carter Construction Co. to
build from Indiana Ilarlmr. Ind.. south through
Branch
Indianapolis to Evansvllle. 340 miles.
from I.ogunsiiort. Ind.. north to South Bend.
W. M. Keneflck A C.>.. of
70 miles, projected.
Kansas Cltv. are the financial backers. William
B. Carter. Vice PresiJ.
Kcnetlck. President
C. A. Dunncim. Secretary, and R. Zendent
kere. Treasurer. Indianapolis. Ind.
;

:

CHICAGO,

LAKE SHORE A SOUTH

BEND

(Electric) —Building from South Bend. Ind..
west to Chicago 111. 71 miles; track laid on
Grading Mnlshed on 13 miles addl
48 miles.
Seven bridges flnlshed and two being
tlonal.
built.
If Is expected to have the entire line In
Hanna. President.
J.
B.
operation by July.
South Bend.
ExtenCHICAliO. MILWAUKEE A ST.
sion from Glenbam. S. Dak. west via Butte.
Mont., to Seattle. Wash., 1,372 miles, with a
Black
line
at
from
main
branch
the
River Junction south to Tacoma. 20 miles
Thire will be 7 steel bridges aggregating .'>.72.%
L.'iOO
3.42.'.
long;
ft.
ft., with steel approaches
of steel trestles: 4 tunnels with a total
ft.

PAUL—

of

St

)

11-

and

l.'i.OSO

ft.,

and

later

at

Snoqualmie

The line
Pass a tunnel about 2 miles long.
from Glenhani to Bultc Is under cntract to
The Hitter Root
Mcintosh Bros., of Milwaukee
2Vi
tunnel In Montana, and approaches for
miles on each side, are b<-lng built by Nelson
The line h<>twe«'n
Bennett, of Tacoma. Wash.
the Hitter Root mountains and the coast Is
All
under cuilrad to H. C Henry, of Seattle
steel bridges and trestles will l>e erected by the
Track laid on Jnn, 1 from
company's men.
183 miles, and
Glenhaiii west to Ives, N, Dak
on 144 miles In Montana, out of 731 to finish
Much grading has been
the line to Butte.
.

'ho

'

Mar.s.li.

I

the

•n-

l-y
King

»n

-Jm
Co. fur
"'
•'
Rockp..rt
to
,
Gra.l. 1 f.r :. m\ » .m! c inlderCleveland.
for
4
laid
Track
on
balance.
able work done
miles.
II. M, North, Encr, of Con., Cleveland.
Bridge

CO.\I. RIVER. — See Chesapeake A Ohio.
CO.VST LINE — S..e Southern Pacific.
COL<TRADO A SOUTHERN— Terminals

being
bv the Galveston Terminal Co. at Galveston. Tex., at a ct>»t of SS.WKl.OOO: »850.0O<.i
nutting
has alreadv been spent Hlllng In and
Over 40 miles of track
up a freight house.
built

have been

BURLINGTON

CHICAGO.

length

CAIRO A KANAWHA

'

I

-

CHARLOTTE

,

Common

Boston

'

..

.

.-;t1;;«.

<>

Charleston.

by proppoint near Park
i
erty owners for subway li
street slallon of prcsiin NUbway. w.«t under

and uud-r Charlesbuuk

.

Truck laid for 30 miles on the !'•
from Charleston, W. Va.. north
Engineering wor,
burg, 00 miles
on the rest of the Hue, but un:.
grading will be begun. C. P. I'eytvi,.

a subway from
to .Maiden, about

Sullivan s'tpiare. Charleston,
3 miles.
Permission eninted by city and

V\

New York.
CHARLESTON. PARKER8BURG A WESTERS

.M.

Hudson Klver.
BOSTO.V & MyVINi:.

In

.

Ala.,

Gordon, Trcs., Columbus, Ga.
& ALBANY.~See New York Cenlral &

100 miles,

under

:ig

.nd
I-

TfiiMir. r. .<iiu.n,.-ri I.-. .-, |Ch. Engr., 15 Whitehall street.

COLORADO
PACIFIC,

laid.

NEW ORLEANS

See.
— SOUTHERN.
St.

I^Mils

A San

A

Francisco.

COLUMBUS. MAGNETIC SPRINGS A NORTH
ERN.— Consolidation of the IH'laware A Mag-

netic Springs and the Itl.-hw.vxl A Magnetic
Springs, operotlng 1> miles from IVlaware.
Ohio, via Magnetic Springs to Rlcbwood. of
Extension to be
which 5 miles built last year
built from Rlchwo,Ml north lo Iji Rue. 12 miles

W.

.M.

tialbralth.

COPPER RIVER

C. Mage*. VicePii'-^'urgh. Pa.: H.

Pp-sUUnt

President and Treasur.r.
E. Buck. Sc-retary. I".

:

AN

KN—

Build
v«. through
of Alaska,
A l.rcil.«:i:.r .nt..iut 1 mile
about fiOO miles.
Contract let to
long Kill be built at Kaialla
M. J. Henry for some of the work. This road
P. Morgan and Guggenheim
Is one of the J.
projects In Alaska, and will »>e built by the
Katalla Co. M. K. Rogers. President and GenJohn Krey, Ch.
eral Manager. Seattle. Wash.
Engr., Katalla, Alaska.
Ing from tidewater a:
Copper river valley t

;

CORVAI.LIS A ALSEA RIVER -Building lonlng
road from Corvallls. ore., southwest to Aim*
miles; 13 miles graded; track being
Stephen Carver. President. Corrallls.
-Contracts let lo 8.
P. Condon, of KnoxvUle. Tenn.. for extension
from .\rlemus. Knox county. Ky.. south to
Track laid from
Jelllco. Tenn
32 H miles.
miB.
.Vrtemus to Cumberland, 8.2 miles.
ner, Ch. Engr.. Warren. Ky.
river 25
laid.

CUMBERLAND RAILROAD.

C

.

CUMBERLAND RIVER

A

NASHVILLE —Con-

tracts let to the Montlcello Construction Co.,
Humslde.
of Montlcello. Kv.. to build from
Ky.. southwest lo Montlcello. 20 miles; graded
for 12 miles, nnd foundations being built for

Projected from Corbln.
Fork brldcv
west to Humslde. and thence southwest
the Tennessee State line. 100 miles, and from
this point under the name of the Nashville A

South
Kv..

to'

Northenstem to Clarksvllle. Tenn. 00 miles.
Woodward. President. Carlisle bnlldlng. Cin-

S.

cinnati, Ohio.

March

1908.

13,
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ILLINOIS

DANBURY

&
See ^^
New York
^°™'
New Haven &PORTCHESTER.—
Hartford.

& C'>'CINNATI RAILROAD
K
&^'xEU\IINU^-rn^'
ii^u.viii\Al, CO.
Work to be beejn thli venr
lambeth'^oh?"'" "^"'« UaytonTranch /rom

^'

—

DEEI'WATER.— See
lerision

70

to

built by the Schenectady &. Mar"'"^ ^''''^"<^' ^'- ^- 'o Sch^entctad;,

& K

,K

ni-V.,;'.

..

*

¥'-i,"/^'i'''

11

lirauch from East iirancli,
" Wilkeabarre, I'a., IGO miles.

ist

UIJSON. —Contract

O-Rrlen

let to

l'o^s;''T;,?."'d?s 'c^i:i?,i:;°/'-»4?,
r'^:;!r''^fe
(Jiiebec.
About threefourths of "the rails are
on
"'"^ sub structures of the b tdges
at
N ?.„?„?"',',"
Nlcolet,
Recancourt and lOasl
(;pniillv

'ithI

',!,''•,

way

dcr

n

on

luriuci at 011,4 ft.

Liii.

"

'(V",'''t

\i',?,','lJ'

track

iiinml

"°"^ cut-off

"'"'!'.

'

from

through
\V
IT,:.
\\aii,Mi
oo'ni^ to 'v;'","';^*''.*^ii,uiil>
iSiateford, I'a., on the Uelawar,. ilvr. -J^iJ miles.
Will save 11 Vi miles of
I'lmiN'o

I,

line

Ulll

I,,

"•-'«'

^"""'' ""^ cu "irand
t-M^V'}''
'''™ '"'" '*'*"° "'« I'lesent
,'

,

mile.;.

c„|

^/eamboat

"

-i,

1

i„,ij.?.

i

-----,£&€ri£=^
RIVER
Dl..njoir

TUNNEi;. -See Michigan Cen-

NORTHERN MINNESOTA

DlIlJITII &

^'''''

"^•""X

n„,.,i''""''i'

vl^K'leV;

City,

_«„,.„„„„

southward across the

^'-'-"^

"

'"""i

steei'ani"c^'L'

'^I'e

i^'^^f4'fj^^,?(^s.-..-fhro^i^'^,?j,,.r?,r,,S

i:;''-l?'!"f?f

V'"'-"

r-i'-

o. w''S.V;;:'s.''!^;i.,;k/ii-

"»'« "fd William
ninsni-ore
ir T,\"- •'v
E.iR'l^'«--'-^'^'OS:'o:^"ec.^
CI

y^tmf, nar"'Th7"l'''

tr',!-^k'^,'^,i"'

it

""^'''-

'•?•

H
1.^0
hori

(1

B.

"

«"" "" Jersey

-'o'"ft'"SeepTnd"'|.-,f."n''

f"Vlro",ll\'.,,^'!^;:^/>v^!".",

pa'r'b"s"b'';;

'.""^
r",

,T,n'" ^?,!,.^-'if,,rif,'

"•'"^'"

,';,T"

t^ms

Tie'c;^'.

£-™;-^"r"v^oo^-c.;^''?drs
'''".
™"^''' «nd
""^

v,L

,.,

f

building

masonry.

';"l'^^''ete

C,-,,;!,^.);!!,

The Pen-

ne 17 1,,, 1..'''"';„.r"'T"?'"<''' t" ''tilld this
'"„'" '"« '^""ard
ConstniCiln
ro 1I-,nlladelphia.
M,^Hn'^'"
'n,
_;'.'"'""
Pa.
"tension of Penhorn
Civ,.|"ii',,ii,.n^'i , ";S-^' °?
>"''' * Greenwood Lake
ItaTl
Mv
1
fiMni^^"'
"'
,,"°''"'.''
*"« name of
?.^,,?\"'?;'
Newark

ii^?;,r'^,fe!^^^^„«s'-r^,:i„^^"Srai;A^

a

,,..inn-it

douhlcfiack

b 'V^ ;;;;,""N,l"r;""""'f;„

V

'
,

?nn"""l'
U "h,

'

,v

\Y

iT,
i„

'^"'"t"'

,',',7'"Moo!i"

tunnel

thrnimh the
"rnracts

-^il'Il'l'-nnl

^'.'"^ "'"I

'io.vmard as

";. *"."'"'''•

Rlch-ond

fol-

IIllP.

''''•< viaduct,
steel work
^'"l'?""
'\! ,".' '",i'n'"i.v's forces, niasoniy
Mri ,,rml,k r,,.. lieirnst, .\. v.;
"

,

«nii
II

I

';,
111

sn,

^^c'

':.''' ''•O'lci-klll. Ferguson
Contracting
t'";'i-yil to Stony Ford.
>il,",'„" c-'U'
"''»"•""'' Co., Scranton. Pa.
'^,
v,,,^
..""",'.'"''• ^.^^- Clement & Co.
I'
NI,.,,1^?„
"" ','' Pliln. Pa. Four miles Inillt last vear.
1
""'ia'"'s let and work under way
on the
,^„. „
eiu^see KIv.m- Railroad from
Hunts. N. V.

\ „

r

tl.n,,

5

,

n

.

south

Vn -'jill

6

^ *^"r,?'''',"'U°"

Co..

Sniitb.' Winfl'"n'si„i"!;'1.„^''^'"^

Ciihn""'-

'''",','"'''

'';,';

pemiod""

^^\"'1^-^1''o
See Cleveland.

"''"'"'•

i'"-

?,n,ii

to";!',n.1"?,''34";^flcB.''"°

FIjORlIM

'v^^^r^V^^

"'"*"' '

EAST

12

5 H

«°'"'«'"'"y- ««••

BonVh

^o"'" 'o Veren

COAST.— Building

the stock /ards at Venice.
^V^rk on 't'^.^.'^und,.'?
iiridge
piers soon to be begun

;3\f^^^/^^,^a^Y'i^^K---:

extension

^ft^Xf'^?s..^{?^?^fl^!!-f'„£s«3S
2or}i;,'^?isi.^'^- iiLf 'iimfer ^^^^ ^"'
FORT WAYNE & SPRINGFIELD (Electric) —

Indianapolis.

"! '^P'-'i o" «' extension Vrom
De?a ;!? 'I'n,?"*'"'
uecatur,
Ind., south to Berne, 12 miles

'''M.clll^'a'n'^'

^'"'<'

lou^tk^'i.^""""^^^-^-

»".

year to S. E.
of I'rlnceton, Ark., for extension
In Arkan^

»?s/™™

tulle ,22

to mile 2U.

^-.

1

.

uooii, I'rcsideui. .Vormalvllle

I'm

i-\terborou(;h rapid
'I-** lu
rn^vs^ /v
tU.\NSIT
(New .^
Clrr,
r7.ii.Ii
York

Bower ™e°

E.

Mgr., Eagle Mills, Ark.

^Sr O^^cl::'^.:'^:^^.

«""- *

let last
''''lP»n*^
Neu, JA^H^^;~^°."'''"^'3

GALVESTON TERMINAL.-See Colorado & SouthGENESEE RIVER.— Sec Erie
^ FLORIDA.— Projected connecting
'^'i'fi??',^
nks

I

Springs, 08

vear

:^vll,^^™^i^?,„, -;^on ^j^

Work

,.

<;«AN1)E -Double-tracking from

""i.'h)i'':,',!.,.'' ,';,',!^

^"^

"

SYSTFM

Thi. , .
we'^J'^trst^^L'oTs "^;j '?|^anv-Iil^e"l''ll..r S?
530 miles' ThTprCt[,^''lnlu, '",'^'.°' ?'»'"
^<=i"des an lndepl/n'i^e';;|^?er'-.:;ii;^rYn

•-"P'^cts to linlsh extensloii to
IJ"^""*° complete line from Falrchlld!
v^^
Ua r'i-?!;.
(.reenwood to Owen, 3S miles.

;^^o"ngaT Owen 'wis"" "'™

TRACTION

between centers.

'''"'

I'ori

double

>':<J1'T1U;ASTKRX.-La6t

in,

OmtraVtsTl'^ m'ires'iuor.'"'^ "^""' flnlshed.
I'ACKAWANNA '"&" WBSTEKN.^''w'.fniy-^
\Joik

I,

ZLn

W
His..
s
''f;lf

be

mu'es."-"

Uie llau

Virginian Railway

IM

-"1\, *

Philadelphia,

*'' ^"^^•'''

«^'>"'="

''™";, Carrollton. N. Y., to
'" '""''^ nnlshed: work sus-

CARMEI. & NORTHERN

iMn,luniul. Chicago

is"

—

"miil

aggrega Ing

es to ,™mplete a

150 miles between eilst Ing
through line from Augusta.

Contract let to Schofleld
/' '"
So, « Philadelphia,
pi' n''i"l'
.^lons,
lor part of the work
The Billings & Northern
building a connecting line
between the Great
Central on the north and
Mre'^'x-'rii^o"" H^°f»P''
^ "''"'"
""<> •'"•'ington
on the
^ ,Mh
-'"o
.-outb.
i.rading
about two thirds llnlshed fr<m
Ai-mlngton, Mont.. ,o Laurel, 109 ni"les.
Tra^
^'lui
laid last year on 32 miles.
——Contracts let to extend the Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern from Keremeos,
B. C. west to
°""'^>• "• Ste«"rtr of Grand
^^nllTu'-,^^

&
&

GREAT NORTHERN.—

\^-

J„/i?i

J
Phla

!.-„„'

feported to have grading contract

! Howard,
^?, ""'.'^^ ""d
f"
ley, B.
for work near
I'-,

*!?" ^^^ I'"'^'"'^ ™"st east to meet
till
the 'ilnr'!^
line building west fr,.in K,Ti-nieos an,l
fr,>ni
CloTerdale. B. C, east to Abbotsford. 20.25
miles
ITie v., v. & K. and the Victoria IVrrv
>\:
Itall?• "/'^ building a low-grade line from New
5v"„*'f
^\e.•,tmlnstel•. R. c., south to RInlne.
Wash.
part of ih,. line from N,.w Wi'stmlnster The
to
Ollv,is. (LSI! mUcs, Is b,.|ng built bv
tb.' \'.. V.
& E.. and from that place to the International
boundary north oi Blaine, 11.32 m.le.^. Is being
''
built by the V.. F. & R.
-Work under way on the Crow's Nest Southern building a 24 mile extension fr.im
Fcrnle.
B. C.
north to the mines of the Crow's Nest
Pass Coal Co. at .Michel. B. C.
I'i'oposed double-tracking „f the mountain
aistrict to be begun as soon as surveys
are
made on the west slope of the Rockies from
Summit. Mont., northwest to Whitcflsh. 68 miles.
Much of the line will be rebuilt
-- -See Spokane. Portland & Seattle, formerly

Pa
to
'"'.to

tlni
Being

Miroon ValWork also

of

Hedley.

(...,

t Electric). -General
con^i'^T^^'^'f/'
C<).. of Phlladel.
l„'|•ll"''*"?'*^*
IJiilld
extension from Plttsburr
to Joplln. Mo.. 25 mllS
Tra5!
iVm^^I
laid.
Another extension bulldlne frmn

•"^t^ac't^'le*

I

—

——

I'ortlaiul

&

Expecu to finish work od
he R^„»
''^?°J;
""s >ear: also south
Ion I-^'.'V"'
^'J'fl'!''
Jollet
through
Eilwood

Feb. is! lOtis"

•

FE.-The

t<j

Norfolk

Western.

-Branch projected from San Antonio, 'Fex
south to Del Rio. 180 miles
Kan.sas City Outer Belt & Electric,
n hich Is to he the Kansas city M.r) terminal
ol'
the K. C. M. & O.. building double-track line.
Grading masonry and bridge work flnlshed except bridge over Missouri river.
L. J
Smith

'

HANCOCK & EAST BRANCH—See
Eastern.

IIOLSTON
&

International Construction

——

A

H

HIDSOX

the

Co..
of Kaiisas City, for building 152 miles
——Rights of way t.elng secured tor a branch
froin S,-ntlnel. Washita .ounlv. ukl,i..
souih.-ast
Extension from Lawton
I^ ..."'="",•
J" "'"''
east
to Sulphur,
about 100 miles. als.> projected
Jii ";<•
Some grading done at Lawton.
Surveys made to Kervlllc for a branch from
San Angclo. Tex., southeast to San Antonio

T,>xas

from Center. Tex., via Tenamiles.
John Scott & Sons
'""""'""""^Work suspended

GUYANDOTTE & TUG RIVER.— See

Wilmington. IB

In the United States northeast
from Eldor.ido
"""'".east from Benjamin. Tex., southwest
<r^m' Sweetwater,
from
Tex.; In Mex
wcsi of
Falonler on the Chihuahua diTlslon, west
of
Sancb..z n the Sb-rra Mn,ire mountain^
an,l .^ast
"'< I'aciflc coast division.
Con?r. ^"^"i"?*
?B
tract
let

year built
15 iiilles north to Marietta. S. C.
Building extension from Marietta north to River Falls 11
miles.
Projected from River Falls to the North
Carolina state line, 22 miles.
^^-^^'TA

to

''^fr^ol^l-.*^'"^,^E-'^''CO & ORIENT. -Bulldln*
"" ^''='""' Kan.; Fal^f
view Ok^r'T*^";;
^"i»• ''"eetwater and Presidio. Tex..
an, CMh,?;^
Chihuahua,
MInaca and
Fuerte, Mex
to
V!l
Topo obampo. on the Pacific El
coast. In the state
of hinaloa. 1.0(14 miles.
In operitlon for 714
miles.
Track laid in Kansas. 91 45 miles OkU'^"^' 101 '^T mUes. and
Me'?{^o^^?T^5o'°",r''
nA,^'^ ; ^^^•?.9 ""eS' a total of 724.07. leaving

Seattle.

-^

,

K

GREENVILLE & KNOXyiLLE.— Last

'^^l^lr9'-?",-,V,'"'
& t.uif
Is building
ha to Zuber. 21.3

Ti

f lom
nom

——The

Delaware &

i

It

I

VKU.

.><,.,.

Virginia

& Southwestern.
-The two

MANHATTAN RAILROAD.

ubes of the south tunnel from .Tersev CItv under
llmlson river tcrmlnnllng hetwe.ui iSirtlan,! and
i'Ultoii streets in Manhattan have been
driTen
from the New .1ers,\v side to about the pier head
Ine In New York.
The terminal station at Cortland. Iiilton and Cbiircb streets, \,w York on
der which is the b,op terminal of the south'tunnel. is nearing ci>mpletb>n and the building Is to
be opened May 1.
The station Is to be opcne<i liv
the time the south tunnel Is readv for operation
The station at the western terminus of the south
tunnel at the Pennsylvania Italln.ad terminal
in Jersey City is al),iut Hnished.
Work under
way on the approach to the river tunnel
on
Railroad avenue and the connecting tunnel under
Washington street In Jersey CItv.
The north
tunnel from the !>.. L.
W.'stalbm in II,.b,.ken
to Jlorton street. New York, thence northeast
to
Nineteenth street and Sixth avenue was opened
to the public Feb. 2.".. Extension north t.i Tw.-n
tv-thiril street to be opene.l shortly, and t.> tb,Ihirly-third
street
terminal.
Inter.
Work
under way Jn Manhattan on branch from Sixth
avenue east under Ninth street to the subwav
'
.<.-

at .\stor place.

HUNTINGTON RAILROAD
Island.

(Electric!.— See Long

contractor.

K.ANSAS CITY

OUTER BELT A ELECTRIC .see Kansas City, Mexico
A Orient
KANSAS CITY SOUTHERN.- Bnlldlng .1-mlle cutoff
scnith
of Howe. Okla.. to reduce grades.
Some bridge work. Extensive surrevs made
last
year for other similar work.

KANSAS SOUTIIEItN &

GULF—

Expects to build
extension this year from Westmoreland. Kan., to
Manh.itt.in. 22 nille.s. including a 300 ft. bridw
over the Blue river. Surveys made for extenalSn
from Blaine. Kan., to Falls CItv. Neb.. 65 mllec
t.radine to be begun about May 1.
o J. Collman. i;en, Mgr.. Lincoln. Neb., and J. E. Williams. Ch. Encr.. Westmoreland. Kan.

KENIJCKY MIDLAND— Last

year bnllt 8 mile*
Kentucky.
Contract let to A. B. Wood of
oltage Grov... Ore., for an extension from
'Crpress creek. Ky.. to Midland. 5 miles. Inclndlir
SO" ft. tunnel near Midland. Surv,.vs under
w«»
fnrm Midland to Madisonvllle. 13 miles. M. M.
W heeler. Ch. Engr.. Central CItv.
Building branch trtWD
Phoenix. Mich., to Eagle River. 2 miles.
In

(

KEWEENAW CENTRAL—

I

IDAHO & WYOMING.— See Oregon Short
ILLINOIS. IOWA & MINNESOTA— Final

Line

surveys
extension from Monience. Ill
northeast to Gary. Ind.. 42 miles. Work to he
Viegiin
"
this year.

made

for

L.VKE ERIE & PITTSBURG.— .See Lake Shore i
Michigan
L.VKE

Southern.
SII.IRE A MICHIGAN

SOUTHERN.—

Projp,ted extension of the Plttsbnrg A Lake
Erie from Tonngstown. Ohio, to Lake Erie
< ontract
let last year by the Lake Erie & Pirla-

•
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I'l
Ijuru
Carter Conmructlon Co. from Mill
Crci'k Junction, near Cleveland, Koutbeail to
Kent, 'M mllea.
u 11.10 iirojucteil from
Krunkllu

M
Crary

Itruoltvlllc,

Kranklln, i'enn..
inllcK.
Coutraci
lohHtiuctlon Co
trad lug Co.; ,\l
llrldKe Co., and Ajnil-

to

the

l-eruilHol
HOD
I. in
Co. ;

m

(-'on-

King

I'.iUI^'-

LAKi; HUri:illOU & ISI11'KMI.N<;.— Surveya beInK made for t'liuiige or uialn line tbrougb
Ni-uaunee.

Midi.,

3

iihout

alao

mlleH;

for

re-

ducing Uie Krade on a ."inille brancb and to
The work will be
i-xli-nd this branch 3 ujIIoh.
heavy and Include* aeveral atcel brIdKca.
I.AllAMIi;, IIAIINH I'KAK & rACIlIC— ConIractH iiboul lo be let for work <in extension
from Centennial, Wyo,, aouth to lli-liii.n. Colo.,
77 inlleii.
I'art of the work la b.-liiK done by
White and part by the coinpauy'a men.
J.
LAS VI:(;AS & TONurAll.— rrellmlnary surveya
made from Coldlleld, Nev., to Touopah, 10 tnllea.
vear 74 mllea built on extcualoo from
l/a«t
I'".

Kbyollte to GoldDcld.

LI.MA

TOLKDO TUACTION.— See

tc

Ohio Electric

Kail way.

l'°ork8, Tenn., to Trentbams, 15 mllea.
miles llnlahed and -I miles In operation.

from

Six

HOCK. MAIJMEKLK & WKSTERN.—

Survey.? belnt;
HoukIijh, .\rli.

Arkansas.
L(i.\<i

made

for

Last

rjmlle extension from

year

built

1(1

miles

In

— KInol details not yet
olllclaU about ebanse or

ISLAND.

settled
line of the
part of the

with Ibe clly
.Manhattan Iteach line, which Is
11 will remove, altolUiy ItldRC Improvement.
Relher, about 80 grade crossings belwecn Bay
llldgi' and Kaat New York and bclwccn Manhattan Ileacb .Junction and Manhattan Beach.
Contract let to Walter II. Gahagan. Work suspended.
I'lnns made to eliminate grade crossings
nt Old West road, Wcatbury, and New York
uvenui', Huntington.
Work started last year on following:
Huntington Itallroad (electric) from Huntington. K. Y., south to Amltyvllle, 1S.75 miles.
Includes :t bridges.
Truck laid on 7 miles.
.Surveys on Ibe Habylon extension (electric)
from Babylon west to Amltyvllle, 5.82 miles,
.lanialca & South Shore branch from SpringHeld .Junction south to Cedarburst, 3i/j miles.
All of this work suspended.
For other work In connection with the
Pennsylvania's tunnel extension to Long Island
City and the New York Connecting Itallroad,
sec Pennsylvania.

LOl'ISIANA & PINK BLUFF. -Contracts

let

to

S U. Neel, of lluttlg. Ark., for extension from
Hollar Junction, Ark., to New London, IB
miles.
Further extension projected from New
London lo Wilmington, 15 miles.
LonSVILLIO & ATLANTIC— Contracts let to
Mason, Hanger & Coleman, of Itlcbmond, Ky.,
and to the (^anton Bridge Co., of Canton. Ohio,
for building 3 miles from Heidelberg, Ky.. to
KIk City. C. W. Moorman, Fnglneer Maintenance
of Way, Itlcbmond, Ky.

LOI'ISVILLH & NASHVILLE.— During 1D08
ond track

sec-

be laid from Perth, Ky.. to East
Bernstadt, 1) miles, and a new double track line
to be built between Pittsburgh and Little Laurel
.Mso between Frantz and
river, fi.Sn miles.
Lynn Cmnp Creek, 0.50 miles.
Work iiiKkr way on the South & North
Craces. Ala., and Hardy. 17
Alabama ln'iw
miles, redui'hiK grailoa and revising the line.
Second track lo he added.
Work under wiiv i-xtendlng the Pine Mountain Hallroiid between Clear Fork river, Ky.,
and (iatllfr coal mines, 17 miles: also brancb
diverging from Yost lo Mahan, 2.30 miles.
The Swan Creek Hallway la to be llnlshed
Track laid from
to Flanlgau, Tenn.. Ibis year.
Mount Pleasant, Teun., 4 miles, leaving 13 Mi
miles yet to he built.
LOUISIANA WKSTKIIN— See Southern PacIOc.
to

i

—

M
MANILA RAILROAD.— Cradlug

started about a
year ago on lines on the Island of Luzon, P. I.,
aggregating 428 miles, to be built by a syndicate
rormed by Spever & Co., New York.
No contracts to be lei for any of ihe work,

MASSILLON, WOOSTFK & MANSFIELD TRAC-

— Contracts
neering
Const ruil
TION.

Engilo the Northern
Ion Co., Cleveland. Ohio, to
Masslllou. Ohio, west to Manslleld,
(iradi'd for 4 miles between Smllblet

Jt

from
oO miles,
vllle and
Mndlsonburg.
(!.
A. Bartholomew,
Ch. ICngr., 1423 Williamson building, Cleveland.
build

MEMPHIS
MEMPHIS,

.V:

CHATTANOOCA— See
PARIS

Memphis, lenu.. via

&

fil'LF.

-

Southern.
Projected from

Ark., to Paris,
Texas, mil miles.
In operation from Nashville,
.\rk.. soulbwesl to Ashdown. 2»l.l> miles.
Extension to be built this summer.
1. title

R.i.-k,

MEXICO, SANTA FE & PERRY TRACTION.—
under way from Mexico. Mo., northPerry, 27 miles
J. M. Wolfe, CoUInscontractor.
About 3 miles graded.
Kxppcled that whole line will be In operation
about September.
Conlracis soon to be let tor
bridges.
Extension fr.ini Mexico southwest to
Columbia projected.
S. L. Roblson, President
nnd Oeneral Manager, Mexico, and (?. O. Thon,
Ch. Engr.
MICHIGAN
Detroit
River Tunnel
Co, i.iiiuilng Ihe Mlcblcnu Central's new rallr.'nd tunnel under the Detroit
river between
Windsor, Ont.. and Detroit, Mich. The length
C.radlng

east

vllle.

Last
:il., !.!
1, 1U<jU.

June

til.-

,;c,li,l,:..!r.I,

the

:,l

M.yfk

OJ

^k.
:ell.
..ea.

1

yi-if

ulles lo

NEW YORK k I'OUTCHKSTEB. — 8*«
New Haven * Hartford
NEW

Sew

1

MINNEAPOLIS

it RAINY KIVKR.— UuIIdloc with
Us own forces extension from Big Fork, Minn.,
north to Second Crossing, II >^ miles.
Graded
fur 10 miles.
MINNEAPOLIS, ST. PAUL * 8AULT 8TE
.MARIE.— Work under way by Foley, Welch
it
Stewart,
from
St.
Paul,
on
exteaslon
Brooii-n .Minn., uorlbeaat to Uulutb, IbU miles:
40.0 miles bulii last year.
.MISSISSIPPI
Contract rei>orted let
to O. A. Glbs/<n to build 14 miles from Koxle,

•

'

j7
07

j.U.—
»iy by

CENTRAL—

I'.n

recon-

<jt

-•"

INTERIRBAN.—Or-

VALLEY

MISSISSIPPI

Yof*.

P.

cast toward Brookhaven.

.Miss.,

ganized to build from Sprlnglleld.
IIIIlHboro,
miles, absorbing us

4a

J

L-ji.:t .:iria

York.

south to

III.,

part of the
line the Sprlnglleld C'lear Lake It Rochester,
building from Sprlnglleld to Uocbester, lu miles:
also Ibe Sangamon Valley, building from lllllslioro, north 8 miles.
J. E. Melick, President,
.'i.'t

S|>rlnglleld.

LI.VCOLN NOUTIIIOUN.— See Southern Paclllc.
LITXr.K lUVICIl.— Conlract let to J. W. Anderson & Co., of Townsend, Tenn., for extension
LITTI.i:

La., to
L«., »U

ir.l

No. U.

tv

lo

III.,

CENTRAL—

It NORTH ARKANSAS.— Operates 130
from Seliifiniin, .Mo, Hoiitlii-asi to Leslie.
Track laying Just llnlshed uu 3I>', mllvs
from Wooilniir.
miles north of Sellgman,
northwest lo .Si-osbo, on the Kansas City .Southern, over which the .Missouri It North Arkansas
The roadbed
has trackage rights to Jopllu.
for 1110 miles south of Leslie Is being graded
by M. C. Burke and L. S. Joseph; 20 miles
of track laid and grade ready for 2<i miles
more.
It Is expected to llnlsb tracklaying on
this section by July.
From Kensett, .Ark., for 30
miles southeast toward Helena grading con-

MlSSOIMtl
miles
Ark.

tracts let for 14 miles to the balhotf Construction Co.. of Little Rock, Ark., and the
next l.'i miles, one-half to the Alabama Construction Co. and one-half to James Dlsbmon.
These llrms are putting up the embankment
across the White nnd Cache river bottoms.
From Cotton Plant to Helena, 5.") miles, grading
Is 80 per cent, done and track material being
received.
It
is
the Intention to finish the
through line from Joplln. Mo, to Helena, Ark.,
301 miles, about Oct. 1, 1908.

OKLAHOMA & GULF.— Building

MISSOURI.

ex-

tension from Wagoner. Okla., north to Jonlln,
Mo., 120 miles, and another from Rose, Okla.,
south to Denlson, Tex., 102 miles.
MISSOURI PACIFIC— Work under way extending the Sprlnglleld Southwestern, from Gulf
street through Sprlnglleld. Mo., 1.33 miles.
Track-la.vlng and ballasting under way on
II miles of jard tracks at Dupo, HI.: 27 miles
llnlshed last year.

Grading under way for passenger yard west
new Union station at Little Rock, Ark.,

of the

which

Is

nearly llnlshi;*

MISS0I:RI

southern.— Built

4 miles In 1907.
the S. II. R. Robinson & Son
of St. I^ouls, Mo., for extension
from Ohiman. .Mo., to Bunker, 8 miles.
A
further extension projected from Bunker to
Salem, 20 miles.

Contracts

let

(\)ntrnctlng

to

(?o.,

MONTANA RAILROAD.— Contract

to Dlttner,
Bradbury It Co.. of Lombard. Mont., for rebuilding from Lombard, Mont., east to MInden, 36
miles.
Surveys made from MInden north to
Summit. 14 miles.

MOREHEAD

NORTH FORK

It

let

—Building with

Its own
men extension from
southeast lo Redwine, 10 miles.

Paragon,

from

—Morgantown.
The Morgttntown
W.
The work

miles.

W.

Smith,
town.

Interstate

South(Elec-

grading

Is

to Star City, A
W.
Includes a 600-ft. bridge.

Secretary

W

^

laid In

track

ulira of

i.).-r

10<>7.

Tracks

Ne«

I..

V...

rr..!i,

i.-lir.%.-.l

'..•

aTenaca.

Eleventh

and

Tenth

In

V..rt.

irlace of

t

'bey

tl.-

•lelB

for

11
ll

u of grade croaslngs on
kaboe. .V. Y.
nans be-

.

...
.

riU.-«.

:iuti.

r.>ulncs on

Tarryiown
re eWtrl-

II
III

U'-.W 6U^;-•.

li,

SoUic Uu.-k

——-Work

bU*.

d'.-'L-J,

Croton.

.'.h

D Jed.

under way on the Boston A Albany
on 14>-j mlh-s of third trsck between Ptltxa«Id.
Mass., and Albany, N. Y.

NEW YORK. NEW HAVES

nAnTFORn.—

It

brancb from Harlem river to

llarleui river

Rocbelle, S. Y., now d.^uMe !.',
Daly & Hoi!
tracked.
tracks will be equip;
svstem.
tbird-rall
work. »7. 101.891
J4.^.
stations, and t2.2S0.i""i lor t

Is

I

being
of

:

'

the
entire

adway and

-

•

six-

with

,

-

Sew

Four

Tors.

•

irlcal

eqalp-

ment and apparatus
The Providence Terminal Co. ballding
double track connecting line from the main line
station at Providence, K. L. under the river
to
East Providence. 2.70 miles. Including a
The tunnel is being
tunnel under the city.
driven from both ends: about 2.100 ft have
been driven, leaving 2.900 ft. yet to be bored.
Iiouble-tracklng on the Highland division
Work
between Waterbury. Conn., and Bristol.
under way from Waterbury t. l.rr.yvr> Sum
»he<l
mit. 9 miles, which Is expe."
of
early this year, and the r. '.Ion
This work InvoU
the year.
at
of much of the line and a
c<^unty.
Pequabuck, LItchtleld
Widening cut through the city of Sew Haven
B Blakeslee 4
for 4 tracks. 1 05 miles.
Sons, of New Haven, have the contract. Nearly
:

C

llnlshed.

Building electric roads from Waterbury.
Conn., to Woodbury, 13 miles, and from WaterWork under way.
miles.
bury to Tbomaston,
Elimination of nine highway crossings at
New Bedford. Mass.. under way and to be finNew engine bouse and
ished In alxMit a year.
freight yard also to be i.nri
Ingfield It
Bullillng an exlei
to Flsk.
Eastern (electric) fr..:
onrbalf
dale, 12 miles: and

.

MORGANS LOUISIANA & TEXAS.— See
ern Paclllc.
MORGANFOWN & DUNKAUD VALLEY
tric).

Ky.,

-N

fal.,.

Va.,

.

t

mile.

Morgan-

and Treasurer,

MORGANTOWN

INTERSTATE— See Morgantown * Dunkard Valley.
MOUNT VERNON & EASTERN— Sec New York.
New Haven & Hartford.

Palmer to
The Danburr

.

FIsk.:..
It Po.-t

n.st,,.,!,

4 a

(.'.

new double

track cutoff fi
near Greenwich. C'l

division

to Highland division west of 1
will shorten distance t>etweeu

..

Danburv 15

and

I'ostponed

miles.

Negotlatbms with city of Springfield. Mass,
wherebv the lands on which the rallniad enters
Sprlnglleld on the east side of the Connecticut

.

N
NASHVILLE & NORTHEASTERN —Sec Cumber
land niver and Nashville.

NEBRASKA. KANSAS A SOUTHERN— Bids

are

to be asked almut Mav 1 for building this proposed line from Stockton. Kiin
soulbwesl to
Garden City. 107 miles. Rights of way partly
(^.
Hopper. President, Ness City,
J.
.

secured.

Baxter L

Kan.
Mo.

Brown, Ch. Engr.,

St.

Louis,

own men

.\lluros,

20

with

extension from Likely, I al.. to
miles.
Projected extension from

Alturos north to Lakevlew, Ore.. 00 miles.
last year
tion. Cnl., ond

minus
of

New

York,

Long Ravine,

miles.

3>.j

Bronx
II

Work

11

tension from Ely. Nev.. southwest
about 170 miles.

N'EWARK * Hl'DSON.- See
NEW ORLEANS GREAT
year to W.

Eric.

NORTHERN— Con-

Oliver, of Knoxvllle.
I'enu.
Smith & Scott. MeiO|ihls. Tenn.
the
Wortblngton Construction Co., of .Mnbania
E.
W. llnnlou. of New Orleans. I.n and Shea *
Ford. Buffalo. N. Y".. for building various sections of (bis line as follows:
May's Creek.
J.

:

:

:

.

off

from

Plantsrnie.

on

th*

vision, southeast to Y'aleaTlIIe
Investliinr:t..rd division. 8 miles.

York.
177th

for ex
to Qoldlleld,

plans

southern termiles north
.ink of the
with Harnear West
river termlnos'.'

be

three-quarters of n mile.

NEVADA NORTHERN.— Reported

last

nf

s

on cutoff between Colman Staon Ihe
gaied only.

let

'

main

of

being done by the company's men. and InIs
cludes a steel bridge 100 ft. high and about
SOU ft. long, which Is to be begun April 1.
Graded for 1 i.j miles nnd track laid for about

tracts

In

-^Proposed

I!h

NEVADA COUNTY NARROW GAGE —Work
gun

Under

field.

NEVADA CALIFORNIA-OREGON— Building
Its

river will be sold to the city of Springfield,
the tracks transferretl to the west side of the
river and a new line built from Warehouse
Point northward to Sprlnglleld. 12 mile* When
the change Is made trains will run all the way
the west side
from Hartford t.^
1
rlll build
> new
of the river.
river at Springbridge over t!

N,

a year ago by the Sew
Boston (electric) froB
It
(o
the city
Y'ork. north
la
line
miles.
The proposed
12;ltli
nortll
street,
river at
r.iius Wis; lie..ter. Ilav Chester,
'<
Rocbelle. iJirch-

Some work dime over
Westchester
strei't.

lioundarv.

4',

from Harlem
through W.-s:

Pelham

^'

.New

»

mont. M
Chester

.ind
ne.

Rye
with

Port
branch

to

Vernon. .Msmeda
r - ViImo. Arthur Manor
Park. Falr\l.« fik
and Scarsdale lo While Plains. N. Y.. In all S8
miles. The New Y'ork * Port Chester, which baa
franchises over nearly same route. Is also con-

from

P.

•

1

;

Mahch

13,
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trolled by the New Haven.
No new construction in last year.
Mace Moulton, Ch. Engr., 37

Buffalo, 11.2 miles; the present
used for eastbound trains.

New York.
Vernon & Eastern (Electric)
Incorporated in the Interest of the
New Haven through the New York, Westchester
& Boston, to build from Mount Vernon, N. \'.,
northeast to Lewlsboro, near the ConnecticuL
State line, 35 miles.
Preliminary surveys in
Wall street.

The Mount

has

in

between

lyn and Williamsburg bridges in the Borough
of Manhattan.
Contracts let on Ave sections,
aggrogallng .^;0,()Ot,(iOO as follows:
Bradley
Contracting Co., In Centre street between Pearl

street and Park Row
Dognon Contracting Co.,
in
Centre street between Pearl and Canal
streets, including a spur from Centre street to
;

Manhattan bridge approach Cranford Co.,
Centre street between Canal and Brooms
Bradley Contracting Co., in the new
extension of Delancey street between Centre
street and the Howery
same company In Centre
street between Bowery and Norfolk street.
No
work has been done on the Brooklyn side.
The New York Slate Public Service Commission, First district, has approved the route
for the Fourth avenue subway In Brooklyn.
It is to be a four-track subway through Flathush avenue to Fourth avenue, from where a
two-track subway will run to Conev Island
also one to Fort Hamilton.
Bids will soon be
asked fo?-.
The estimated cost Is $20,00(),n00
The Public Service Commission, First district, has approved plans for the BroadwayLe.i£lngton avenue subway from the Battery at
the south end of Manhattan Island, north under
Churcli and Vesey streets to Broadway, thence
under Broadway and Lexington avenue to the
the

;

:

Bayboro and Oriental, 0.80 miles
Mackay's
Ferry and Edenton, 9.37 miles Mnckav's Ferry
and Columbia, 22.40 miles, and Bishop Cross
and Pine Town, 10.95 miles.

69

north

to

to

Shively,

and from Flodgate
south 63 miles, on the branch from Albion to
a Junction with the main line at Healdsburg.
line,

O
OCEAN

SHORE

(Electric).— Building

double-

track line from San Francisco. Cal., south
to
Grading 85 per cent,
'?-5, miles.
f^Pl" 1 ™.rflnished.
Track laid for 36 miles.
J.

;

YORK, WESTCHESTER & BOSTON —See
York, Kerw Haven & Hartford.
NORFOLK & SOUTHERN.— Contracts let and
work under way in North Carolina as follows
Between Fnrmvllle and Snow Hill, 10. 10 miles-

Wlllits

main

——

New

Missoula.

Improvement Co., of San Francisco for
made from Wlllits, Cal., north 3 miles

.Surveys

"lade from
?"A"^''^-\?
3 08 miles, on the

——

NEW

and

Mont.,

NORTHWESTERN.— See Oregon Short Line
NORTHWESTERN PACIFIC— Contracts let
Warrtn

:

Bron.\- side of the Harlem river, where It will
brnnch inio two spurs, one to Woodlawn Cemetery and the other to Pelham Bav Park.
The
estimated cost of the work with it line across
the Island at Canal street, is $67,000.00(1.
The
Commission passed a resolution asking the
Board of Estimate to assent to the scheme
It is expected that bids will be asked shortly
after contracts are let for the Fourth avenue
subway.

Garrison,

Downey

Harvey President: Burke Corbet, Secretary;
J. B Rogers, Ch. Engr., San Francisco.
In operation from San Francisco to Pedro Valley
17
miles.

NORFOLK & W'ESTERN— Work

is to be carried
out by this company as follows:
Extension of
the Tug Pork branch. 2.13 miles up the right
fork of Sand Lick, in West Virginia: also
an
extension above Pageton, -1,03 miles.
Work

under way.
The Pocahontas

& Western

to be extended

,m'les In Virginia to the Pocahontas Consolidated collieries.
The Interior & West Virginia, building
;
from the terminus of extension of Big Stony
through Moni-oe county, W. Va., to Virginia
State line, 17yj miles.
The Virginia & Potts Creek, to be
from the terminus of the Interior & West built
Virginia fo Potts Creek, Va., 11
miles.
Work
under way to Paint Bank, 4.2 miles.
—The nig Stony started work last vear on
extens on from Interior, Va.. to West Virginia
State line. G miles.
I^l^er has secured
TirP"'
,F''}}'^''^,°V'^ * 1""S
nearly all
the right of way for main line between C arks Cap, W. Va.. and WharncllCfe.
1.2.-'
miles; also located the Barker Creek
liraneh. 10.7 miles, from the mouth
of Plnand secured
",'\ ''".V'lndotle river,
^^.^It
't'Tk''
most of
the right of way. Extension located to
'. "i';''!' /'" Oi'.vanrtolte river above the mouth
of Slab Fork, 3 03 n.iles.
Branches also located
ns follows
Pinnacle Creek branch, 7 35 miles
and Still Run branch, 3.5G miles

—

from

Shore & Eastern to build
Santa Cruz. Cal., southeast

«atsonvlIle. 19 miles.

S'^P '"®"
Cal.. to

Pacific

a

build from WatT,'"'
sonvllle,
Ilolllstcr. 25 miles.
Surveyed
In operation for one-third of the distance
to

OCEAN SHORE & EASTERN.— See

Ocean Shore.
The Lima & Toledo Traction, building extension from Deshler,
Ohio, northeast to Toledo. 30 miles. Reinforced
concrete bridge 1.220 ft. long over the Maumee
river near Waterville flnished.
Graded to Toledo city line.
Work suspended, to be resumed
this spring and flnished this summer.

OHIO ELECTRIC

RAILWAY—

OPELOUSAS, GULF & NORTHEASTERN.- See
Texas &

:

Contracts

21l"'"^rf

slnirtly

"v.

to

be

Campbell. President

J'<''''''"<"sl'lp'!f-

«n<J

S°^'
and
Treasurer, Edinlnirg.

^^^Zir'^^
about May

for

let

P-

F".

E.
Buii,

:

MAINE.-Grading

?''i
1 from

60.000

to

ties

Thorwald
Secretary
v.>=i«'j
be begun

Van Ruren. Me., west along
l:?""<'i>'-.y "f Mnlne via Grand Isle.
UL. "',"" /'''''";'"'"'^''
'•'"''
Kent and St.
1 ST"''=?'
'"'"*
Contracts soon
t,
'A™"''^i'to
beJ^.?*let.
One bridge.
Edson E, Goodrich
|;j™hlent. Waterville. and Henry F. IIIIl.
Cli.
r-^CIFIC-RebuIlding and

double'»'" Lnk*! I'a'-k. Minn..
miles.
Work 80 per cent
completed and lo be llnlshed this spring
';l*'~r."-'tive line being built from Alta,
>r nni-"'
^"''''^"'
^-^ '""''s '"'"tl' of Valley
'
city

'"''^f^aT^ini^^
"",«'
lecf
west ."''^.""'i'
to Glyndon, 2,",

•

——-New

track on revised grade being
for
westbound trains from Wheatland, n': built
Dak to
.

Pacific.

OREOON & WASHINGTON.— See Oregon Railroad & Navigation.
OREGON EASTERN.— See Southern Pacific
OREGON ELECTRIC— Work flnished from Portland, Ore.,
via Tualitin and Wllsonvllle to
Salem. 50 miles, except ballasting, which is
under way. Extension projected from Portland
Surveyed. Guy W.
Talbert, Manager. Portland.
to Forest Grove, 25 miles.

OREGON RAILROAD & NAVIGATION.— Work
under
way
-Between

flnlshing extensions
as follows:
Klein, Ore., and Joseph, on remaliilng :,ni!, miles.
Contract for 47 miles let
to Erickson & Peterson, of Portland
——Between St. John and Woodlawn, 1.80
miles.

On the Oregon, Washington & Idaho,
tween Rlparla, Wash., and Lewiston. Idaho
miles.

be-

37

On the Ilwaco Railway & Navigation, between Ilwaco. Wash., and Ivnappton, 9.40 miles
Erickson

&

Peterson,

Portland.

Ore.

contrac-

tors.

—

Ti^''^
Portland,

^i;

J..W

Oregon & Washington, projected from
Ore., north fo Tacoraa and Seattle.

miles.

.\t

Tacoma

there

is

to

be a 8 700-

ft. tunnel.
Surveyed to Tacoma.
Northwestern Railroad projected from Huntington. Ore. north
along the Oregon-Idaho State line followlnc
the Snake river to Le^viston. Idaho.
Contracts
let last year to Utah Construction Co..
Ogden
Utali. froiii Blakes Spur north to Homestead.
5,S
miles: Includes 2.200-ft. tunnel east of Hunting
ton.
Graded tor 25 mlle.s. Work suspended.
Location surveys made for the Idaho &
\\yomlng from Elva Idaho, oast to Jackson.
Wyo.. 10..i,_, miles.
Work not vet started

OREGON SHORT LINE —The

——

OREGON WESTERN.— See Southern Paoillc
OWENSBORO & ROCKPORT BRIDGE &
TI RMIN.AL co-Work expected to be started
this >ear from Owenslioro. Kv. north to
Rockport, Ind.. 12 miles. Including' a bridge over
the
Ohio river.
A. H. Kennedy. President
t;
II
Cox. Secretary. Owensboro.

PACIFIC & EASTERN.— Surveys
"•^"*l'\n '""o™
rails. Jl miles.

Kagle

Point.

being

made

Ore.,

to

for

Butte

PACIFIC & IDAHO NORTHERN— Surveys belnc
made for extensions from Evergreen.' 'uano.
Idaho
cast

to Roseherry. 35 miles.

SHORT LINE.— Projected from
^S^ln'^^'^y^
Dalhart. Tex., south via Hereford and Midland

Idaho.

sontS-

Erie.

(Electric).— Built
8
.""•tow. Fla.. west to Mulberry, last
of way secured and 1.000 tons
of

?Jl?
car. 'm".
Rights

}

n^illinTnr??-

.lllTo

'V^T

L°f,'o",t.!t^Ch^''En'g°r.^'"'^^'^'

^^pS^^^"*

RAILROAD.

"<^

VTrlfS

\°£^e
^•-

_ See

"^^"^"

Southern

"nprovcments
"w.^^^Y•^^',''^•~'^f'™'°«'
""."^-'^
"-'

at

«"'
th"- Pennsylvania
T.lnnL"^''^'""*?
Tunnel
Terminal Railroad as follows
line from Harrison, N. J., the
point
east of Neu-ark where the tunnel line
leaves the
"'''", ""• '» ">< Weehawken shaft of
r.'rM",
the
Hudson river tunnel. Much of the masonry
^upe^.structure and embankment work flnished.
"ork being carried on from both ends and
from a shaft in the center on two single-track
tunnels und.-r Bergen Olll.
William Bradley ic
Sons contractors
Excavation on tunnels flnshed, except on 700 ft., and concrete
lining
* be-

——New&

•

——

ing put In.
-Two single-track tube tnnnels from Wee."'!''''''
""18<"» --Iver to nth avenue
BhnV^r°
shafts, tubes completed and concrete lining
being put In.
O-Uourke Engineering Construction
i-O., oontrartors.
——Western approach to passenger station beNew
v^^S°r>
V<^'^"? and Ninth avenue.
York
Contracting
Co.. contractors. All excavated
*"" *'*"'''"' ""'' ''"^''"' ^^'e""™ half
finished

V'

for
construction
of
the
stabuilding and all electrical equipment
for the
terminal and approaches let to Westing,
Church. Kerr i Co.
Steel work under
on stath.n building.

tloii

to

Surveved.
Jonquln Valley 'Western to build
Zfrom "^'w ,?,''"
HoUlster, Cal.. to Coalings, 200 miles.
Surveyed.

I

"™<""K <" be begun In
^•^AnTn"'"^,,"-^'^"!"-^—
April or May on line from Edinburg N
Dak
*"^," terminal not yet named, about 21
Zu
miles.
Work exneoled to be finished bv August

Plym'outh,
^^?°f^'T
/J.""..^^^
east to Falk's
Store, 7 miles

PENHORN CREEK.— See
RAILWAY
^'';^P'^^^'^

Coiitract

The Ocean
branch

:

;

SUSQCEHANNA.-See Baltimore
^Yohfo^^ &
PAYETTE VALLET.-Surveys being made for

——

way on

to connect the Brook-

in

,

Alternate line to eliminate mountain
from St. Regis, Mont., to Paradise, 21.8 grades
miles;
this in connection with the proposed line
and
grade revision between De Smcth and St Regis
now operated as a branch line, will reduce the
eastbound grade to 0.3 per cent, and westbound
grade to level between Tunali and Paradise. It
is expected to have this finished In
1908
On the While Pine Hill line, 28.4 miles In
Montana, work Is under way on a change of line
to reduce grades.
In Washington between Kalama and Vancouver second main track work and Improving
ine and grades on 29.9 miles is under way
and
Is expected to be finished In the fall
of 1908
See Oregon, Washington & Idaho under
Oregon Railroad & Navigation.
-—-See Spokane, Portland & Seattle, formerly
the Portland & Seattle.

—

streets;

Is

construction from west
Bozeman, Mont 11 S
expected to be put In operation
to

miles.

Surveys being revised tor this line.
Projected from Pittsburg, Pa., east via Indiana,
Cherry Tree, Irvona, Sandy Ridge,
Lovevllle, Tusseyvllle. New Berlin,
Sunbury,
Mahanoy City and Tamaciua to Allentown. 298
miles.
Joseph Ramsey, Jr., Orange, N. J., is
Interested.
No connection with electric line
projected under similar name.

under

1908^"'^'^

San Antonio, with a branch from Midland
^""- Gradhig contract let
11 Mm^""
'""J °?i^^
* Jefferson from DImmItt south to
T.™i
?"^=- Grading flnished from
H»?ef„'^5"?**'K?^
Hereford
to DImmItt, 32 miles.
There will be
O;''" <^^^Dtracts soon tS
he ,]®'yp'?'""'w' „G.
^r^'^f^Hoss. President, and A. D.
^
Y- General
Goodenough.
Manager, Hereford, Tex
to

to be flnished this year.

-Work under way changing the line and
grades In connection with new second track

See East Side Viaduct.

subway loop

D.,

of

NEW YORK CONNECTINO.— See Tennsvlvania.
NEW YORK, PITTSBURO & CHICAGO AIR
LINE.

a four-track

-iJoubletrack work between Casselton, N.

and Wheatland,

progress.

NEW YORK SUBWAYS.— Work

be

T-Seeond track under
—
end
Bozeman tunnel

been

393

will

line

i^..
house.

way

——Tunnels

under 32d and 33d streets. Manfrom terminal station at Seventh avenue
'"^;' ""*'' Engineering & ContractInc. Co
rJ' contractors.
ing
All excavated except be""." ^'="" "venues, and abou
oneL'JTri,''""'
half
lining and other work finished,
-—lour single track tubes under the East
•^(""''afinn shaft to Long Island,
•t^ree
rhree IJ'Tk
of the Iron tubes have been Joined
and
It Is expected to connect the
fourth by March
rearson & Son. Ltd., conUactore""
l-ube tunnels from river shaft east
under
'flond City ,0 F^st avenue shaft.
Excav„.-S Iron lined and
vated.
two^thlrds of concrete lining In place.
S. Pearson & Son. Ltd.. contracthattan

——

Tiinnellng under streets In Long Island City
from Last avenue shaft to western
end of
bunny.slde yard near Thompson avenue;
about
twothlrd.s finished.
sldc yard, between Jackson and Thompson
avenues Long Island City.
To be 5.,-,oo ft. long
wide at widest point and Include about
joo
^^'"'' "" viaducts, embankment...
inrt bridge masonry
and
under way.
——-Franchise granted to the Ixinc Island Itall™'-°" between (Jlendale Junc•;
Ho„'',n'',
Vv'"*!"
tion and \\ oodslde. at the entrance
to Sunnvslde
yard.
The cut off Is to be a four- track line
between Jamaica and Wood,,aJu,'',""''.':*"F^
side
will I).,

h^T

eliminated

"Le -'^'e"- Yorlt Connecting
^^I^^lV">^''^''„^'"'"i''''
Railroad for line through
Brooklyn and Queens
boroughs. .New York City, and 'over the
East
river on a bridge to connection with the
^ork New Haven & Hartford at Port -MorrisNew
on
the Harlem river
New line to be built from

Manhattan Junction, on Long Island Railroad
to the East river and bridge over the
East river
and Wards and Randalls Islands, with
a ron'"
'^."^ Island City to the Sunnvslde
.?.'
lln'J'i
The line Is to Include on Us south" end
•)i
through Brooklyn the Ilav Ridge line of
Long Is and Railroad from Fjist New York the
to
nay Kldge. on which Improvements
under
way to ellnilnafe 115 grade crossings, are
at a cost
of abi>ut $7,000,000.
y'"<'^ '" be started

,"'.""'.'""' "'''*:'
TiT'V"
inis is^ to be the western

soon on large freight
waterfront, lirooklyn.

terminus of the New
lork
.-nnectinc Railroad, where cars will be
put on l.,nts to be sent to the Pennsylvania
yard
^'•
Contracts
for piers and
?i'
:TPI"'''\
float
bridges let.
There is to be a pier 600 ft
long with four tracks.
The yard will have a
frontage on the upper bay of 56.". ft., extending
between 64th and 65th street^
VI "^'^'l',"""""'
About
40 tracks, with a capacity of l.SOO cars,
are to be laid west of First avenue
r.TermlnnI yard at Pacific street. Brooklyn.
N. 1.
Work under way.
-Work under way by the Pennsylvania Railroad on the four-track system on the Middle
•Ilvls on.
between Vineyard. Pa., and Newton
Hamilton.
To be finished in May.
Revision of
lliie on the (onemaugh division, between
Blalrs(

n—

—

and Tvinnelton. 8 miles, and elimination of
In Blalrsvllle.
Under way and
lo be flnished this summer.
F.isih-iund classification yard, at
Pltcalm,
vllle

grade crossings

——
In.
Work under way.
—
— Tnii-k
elevation on
through Camden. N.

J.,

the

New

Jersey division
grade cro»8-

to eliminate

—

bi'twePD

Trark
braiK'li

111

iJolawarc

till!

Work

creek.

iiiiUi-r

Oil

beKiiii
iioriliiaitfrii

oulb

nu

ilii:

the

Coopc-r'*

Kcn«liii{liju

RALEIGH

I'lilladi-lpliij.

Ell.N

Co.

e«ht

.MouoiiKiilifIa UlvUloii
fioiii i;il«»orili, l-a.

tliu

Uulubvd

been

liiiH
Milieu,
» nilleM,

imrt "t

and from

'.o

(rom

Mlllnboro

Ten Mile
Mlllnboio,
l!:iUworlli
1.0

ourtb

ml lea.

liulldlng

from

.obert

Work
Wlntern. 31 mlie»
Robert U'e to Rawllngn,
for J',4 miles.

E M

J.

line

I'uniiecllni;

from Newberry,

I'a.,

along
to

tbe

Under

Kli-.

Work

^.^

'

uillei.

dur-

•'

l're»l•••

I

5

;

from SI
Rogers to i:'.
from -

tng

conittrueilon.
luiiiroveinenl of gradeK and curvature between Jeritey Sbore, I'a., and McKlliattau. Ludcr

mill's

way.

of

.

W.

l'ro|)o»ed relief frelgbt line, to be built unnanii' of tlie I'enniiylvania & Newark,
.MorrlHvllle. I'a., to Newark, N. J.,
Wltb Ita <-om|iletlon, the all track
mlleK.
MyHteiu win extend from Trenton to JerHcy Cliy.
InclndeM new briilge acronH tbe Delaware river
from Trenton, N. J., to .MorrlBvllle.

son

o'ri.

flJ-:.-!

T.-Ijli

if.l-rt Lee,

'

Additional con'
contractor.
ing tlrat half of lUoK. J. A
dent, and S. J Hr.,fii!, <'h

ROGERS

LIX\

Jobr.i>',o

way

under

i

LyLMinInk' cre.Ti. from tbe Krle dlvlalon
islmira dlvlnlon of the -Norlbern Central.

11.

Tex., north-

I-ee.

to

from
Graded

No.

Work under way from Dante, Va.,
burg, B. C.
Tbe Meadow* to., ot
to Boatlc. 211 mllea

SOUTHWEBTEUS.— 8«e C»l*«»„ „„
KOUT CIIADHLUNE k EA8T-

&

peake & Ohio.
ItollEHT I.KE,

Jaimn McUraw

till-

briiiicli.

li.:,

and

rlvi-r

\»ny.

i-k-vallon

Cuntrai't let to the

Kuii
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iiiKH

,

made

being

iim-

uii

ii"in...ii,

i,,ii'.r

.'ii'l

iiii*-

;i

be built from a |)olnt 7 miles aoutbwetl
lluntsvllle. 22 mllea.
Eureka Springs south

to

Is

'

President. Rogers, Ark.

Eelber.

It.

der the

from WcMt

8

.10

Tbe Ulalr Lumber
ItOALiS.
Co. baa given a coulrati to Vlto Cireco, of
Llgonler, Va., to build from Laurel Summit, I'a.,
Addrcaa J. W. lluker,
to Indian Creek, 4 mllea.
LIgonler.

PENNSYLVANIA

PKXNSYLVANIA TLNNKL & TKUMINAL KAIL
IIO.VIJ - See

reiiiidylvanln.

cently

.

ItAl'ID TRANSIT. -Work under way on extcnnlon of .Market street aubway.
Contract let to li. 10. Smith Contracting Co.
from Klfteentb street around tbe City Hall and
eaitt to .lunlper street, and to tbe Millard Contrucllon Co. for eastern section from City Hall
Work from the iJclalooii to Kront street.
ware river west to City Hall may be Unlgbed
by July.
Work under way by
PlIll.lI'l'l.N'K K.MLWAY.
the I'lilUpplnc Hallway Conatructlou Co., which
hiiH let lonlract to J. C. White i Co., New
York, to build 3U0 miles of road on the Islands
William
of Negros, I'anay and Cebu, P. I.
Salomon, Clialrmnn, and Ciiarles M. Swift,

PlIILAUKLl'IIIA

New York.
.MOINTAIN. See Louisville & Nashville.
PITTSKUUlill & LAKK KRIK.— Sec Lake Shore*
President,

—

I'lNl'I

Michigan Southern.
prrTsiii;i((;ii.

ihnghamton &

iCASTiiUN.—

Y., southwest to
Cradlnij under
miles.
to beyond Westport.
I'u.,
llolbrook, Cabot & Uolllns

IluUdlng from Itlnghainlon, N.
Clearlleld.

way

I'n.,

from

Contract let
Corporation,

liliJ,.".

Ueiiova,
to the

About ^1 miles
Uoston, Mass.
built from Cedar Ledge. I'a., to Powell last
year. Other contracts will probably soon be let.
Branch located and most of tbe rights of
wav secured from Cedar Ledge, Pa., to Oregon
32 miles.

Illfl,

PITTSHUItCII.

Work

&

NOKTIIKKN.—

be begun In April on extension of
the Itrookvlllc & .Mahoning from Kreeport, Pa.,
to Mahoning, 20 miles.
Is

to

SI'.M.MKUVILLl'; & CLAIIION.
MtllLTeek linincli being extended from MUlcreek,
I'a., Ill nillis. hy A. Cook's Sons Co., to connect
Kour miles built.
wltb luiiilier properties.
POCAHONTAS & \Vi;STKKN.— See Norfolk A
Western.

PITTSIiUUClI,

POUTLANU &

SEATl'LE.

—Tbe

name

of

this

has been changed to Spokane, Portland & SiMittle, which see.
POUT OCii.VNolt, Itll) CltANKE & NOUTHKRN.
ProJeeleJ fioiu Port O'Connor, Tex., north to
San Antonio. I'JU miles, with branches from
Gonzales north to Smlthvlllc, 50 miles; Yoakum north to La Grange, 111 miles, and Seguln
northwest to Nnv Itraiinfels, l."> mllea. At Port
O'Connor, the Gulf terminus. It Is iilanued to
Grmled for 100
develop a deepwater port.
W. S.
miles and track laying soon to be begun.
L. A.
Illppa & Co, Houston, contractors.
Guerlnger, Ch. Engr., Victoria, Tex.
coniptiny

POUTLANII, El'GENE & EASTERN

— I'rojecled

<

Electric).

from Portland, Ore., via Eugene to
eastern Oregon, about l.S'J mllea.
a
Grading under wav from Eugene to Sprlngllcld,
U mlteH, and track laid In Eugene for :i miles.
Tbe project Is llnanced bv A. Welch, of Portpoint

In

land.

The

Salem-Mebama

projected

Railway

Salem. Ore., southeast to Mehnina, 24
Surveys and rights of way secured by
Walters Itros,, of Sniem.
Pl'llI.IC lli;i.T RAII.ltuAli. -Contract let to the

from

miles.

EngliieiMing Co.. of New Orleans, for
building part of Ibis ilnulile track line around
New Orleans. I.a. Prop.iseil route Is from tbe
upper I'nrlsb Hue along be river front to Kentucky street, around the elty to upper Pariah
line, thence along tbe protection lovee to startOne track laid from
ing point, 2'J mill's.
Parish Hue to Montegut street. 10 miles. W. J.
Hardee. City Engineer. Is Ch. Engr.; Hampton
Reynolds Is .\sslsinnt Engineer in charge, work
tinder way on storage tracks and bridges at
Orlejins

I

various points.

year

—

'"ta
»"»*

-

OMAHA

SOUTII

lullct-

WESTERS —See

A

Unfcm

I'iKllU'.

I

and Mortuiowu, jud li
by April.

—

ml,i

an<i

was llnlshed last year:
The Car..llna A T

PASS. ^Heavier

ARIZONA.— Location

&

surveys

San Ulcgo, Cal.. east to
200 miles. Small amount of grading done between San Diego and National City;
(Ivcr $1.000. ooo spent
also In the mountains.
securing rights of way and terminals In
In
The com|)any
San Diego and National City.
and property of
franchises
has taken over the
the San Diego Eastern, projected over tne same
J'din D. Spreckels. San Francisco. Is
route.
W. Clagton Is Vicethe prlncl'ial promoter
Ar-

-Build-

i.

from Calilwell. Idaho, to Ilomedalc. 10.2
mUes. l^ontract let to the Canyon Construction
ing,

Graded for 12 miles;
of Caldwell.
Surveys
to be begun In April.
Idaho, to WInneniiicca. Nev..

laving
miles.

111

II.

SANGAMON

Shore (Electric).
Shore

(Elec-

LIBERAL A

ENGLEWOOD.— See

Santa Fe, Raton A Eastern.
FE. RATON A EASTERN ^Work

SANTA

re

sunied In oklahiuua on the Santa Fe. Lltx-ral A
Englewood. projected from Des Moines. N. Mex
east via Hooker. Okla,, to Wooilward, Okla.

ENCAMPMENT

&

from

—Building

Walcott. Wvo.. south to Encampment. 45 mllea.
Track laid from Wal.Ml graded except vards.
In operation
cott to Cow Creek. 34 miles.
from Walcott to Saratoga. 24 miles.

SAVANNAH.

ANGfSTA A NORTHERN,— Sur-

veys being made from Savannah. Ga
west to I battanooga. Tenn,, and east

.

northto

Au

Graded for 58
425 mllea.
gusta.
miles and track laid on 30 miles between
Contracts let
Statesboro. Ga,. and Garfleld.
W. U.
to W, J, Oliver, of Knoxvllle. Tenn.
Lynn. Ill Broadway. New York, Interested.
Ga,.

In

all

SCHENECTADY

A

V>elaware

A

MAROARETSVILLK.— Sec

I'sstern.

Louisville

A

ClMllEl!LA.>Jn.— Work

tempor-

from Halllson. N. C.
miles,

(iradliig

lln-

SOUTH A WESTERN.

Building from Elkhorn.
Kv.. south via St. Paul and Cllnchport. Va.,
Klngsport and Johnson City. Tenn.. Spruce
Bostlc.
N. C, to SpartanPine. Marlon .and

t^al

.

to

for

V.i

mllea

'>

-

"n

S

from

Ung

1;

graded and grading »
' -The InterCallforn
i'
east from Calexico. Cal
part of Mexici to Yuma. Ar!.laid on 10 miles, and 3
Work nn.l. «si ..n r.ir,,vli

rest.

.v'.iisloD
'.''ern
'

r*e»
"led.

t-

I

On

.

SARATOGA

Peninsular

Mavtleld.

tric).

FE.

The

.

SAN JUAN PACIFIC— See Ocean

NRe^

'the Central California, building from
Graded
Cal.. to Redwood City. Irt miles
miles and work In pr.'gr. >- ..r, f-',

Interurban.

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY WESTERN.— See Ocean

SANTA

progreKs.

to South Bend. 11 miles
The Coast Line Railway building nort*
from Santa Crui. Cal.. 12 mllea; 9 mllea finIsheil and work under wav on the remaining S

from
275

Richardson, Ch. Engr.. Caldwell.
VALLEY,— See Mississippi Valley

F.

and work on the remaining 3'J mllea
Exlenskm graded from Bayou Sal*-

finished,

track-

Homedale.

.'

.

izona.

Co..

..re-

miles

President.

A

-.

SOUTHERN KANSAS OF TEXAS.— S«« Atchison. Topeka A Santa Fe.
Loolilana *
SOUTHERN PACIFIC— Morgan"! Lafayette,
l-a..
Texas building extension from
21 m «•
to Port Allen (opp.wlte Baton Rouge

;

Diego

"'I'^ended.

..

,

made from

SAN FRANCISCO, IDAHO A MONTANA

-

'

1

;

Ariz.,

SAN DIEGO EASTERN.— See San

-or'^ri

'"•
from Busbnell.
'9
northern bank of the
2e
the North Carollna-T':
:
,i..iea:
n
iiiisuue.i
miles. Is flnlshed from
From the Stale iine further
work suspended.
extension under the name of the Tenneaaee
38.8
A Carolina Southern to Maryvllle. Tennflnlahed
miles; on the latter, grading has been
Track laid on 4.5 miles Abont
for 37.4 miles.
July,
operation
by
for
ready
will
be
20 miles
About 150 miles of second track has t>een
finished between Washlnaton and Atlanta. ««>•
32 miles more will be put In operation
miles
.
by June.
Tbe Memphis A Chattanooga projected
from Chattanooga. Tenn. to Stevens*.n, Ala..
fron»
masonry
grading
and
which
on
42 miles,
point near ChaItano.>ga to east portal of I.ookout mountain tunnel, about 00 per cent, finWork under way
Work suspended.
ished.
lining the double-track tunnel through Lookout
Thia Is to be finmountain, 3.50<1 ft. long.
ished by July,
.....
The Louisiana Western building extension
Graded for 10to Mamon,
from Eunice. I-a
miles and work under way on remaining T
.

miles laid.

DIEGO

Line ready for

i

east
rails being laid from San Antonio. Tex
to Y'oakum. 120 miles; also from Houston vieat,

Yuma,

New

jected
.

I'Uistern.

partly

.Jlns

.

llulstOD
ll>i:stOD

Ibe

have the entire

.ind

miles,

ex-

extension from
Ogden, Utah, city limits to Canyon. 5.00 miles.

SAN

ul«rr
to

About bait tbe double-track work between
Ooltewah Jiin.tlon. Tenn., and CItlco. 13.7!V

SALT LAKE & OGDEN.— Building

II

.<la!e

'.-d

operation

with Its own men from Pitt, Cal.. to Pelamar.
Contract for bridge work let to tbe
10 miles.
Globe Construction Co.. of San Francisco. Address T. J. Dearborn, WInthrop, Cal.
SALEM MEHAMA.— See Portland. Eugene 4

where

..

.

river, ai,
line bet"'

SACRAMENTO VALLEY & EASTERN —Building

ANTONIO & ARANSAS

-ot.

work Is
Tenn a
a new

tension under construction at .\rgenta. Ark.
Similar terminal extensbin about 2 75 mllea
long projected to Fort Worth. Texas.

SAN

.»'!-

On

City, Okla.

SOUTHWESTERN. — Three-mile

of

.;;>

cepilou

.

LOUIS'

,_
and^ Uur-

II, e

.l,r,.u,_.h

'

r.!..«hed

L'^

W ln»<uip

tu:

—

ST.

1

'

«...

lu^tc

work h^twe^n

i),n|ii,r

Nashville.
arily stopped on extension
northeast to Tillman, 3V-j
iBbed.

-

from lioslic to Spaflaiibu:g. --

from .Mlddlebiiry. Ind. cast via Shipabewana
to La Grange; and. under the naun' •< tlo- St.
Valley Railway, from tl.
Jo8<'ph
Angola. 43 7 miles. About onlslo
grading, on which work will I"Preliminary surveys mailspring.
dlebury west to South Bend; also fr.rii Angola
G. T.
east to Pioneer, Ohio, and Monipellcr.
Moore. General .Manager.
ST. LOUIS & SAN FRANCISCO. The Colorado
Southern. New Orleans & PaclUc, which last
year built 121 miles In Louisiana. Is putting
up a bridge over the .\tchafalaya river. This
will complete this new line from tbe Mississippi
river to Houston. Tex.
ST. LoUlS. KOCKY -MOINTAIN & PACIFIC.
Surveys reported made for the Cimarron A
northNorlhwestern from Cimarron. N. Mex
west up tbe I'onll river to Ponll Park. 22
Grading llnlshed on 15 miles, and 3
miles.
General contract to tbe
miles of track laid.
Whitescarver Construction Co., Trinidad. Colo.,
and subcontracts to Maney Bros., of Oklahoma

SOUTH A NORTH AI.ABA.MA.— See

RANDOLPH &

.•*•

nj'

tui.i

,

SIIAWMIT

"'g

c..;

i

PIlILAIiKLI'lIIA & KKAIiINC— Agreement made
wltb (be city of I'blladelphla to elevate track*.
Some of tbe grade elimination work on the
Germantown & Norrlatown rerblladelplila,
let.

ST. JOSEPH, SAVANNAH & NORTHERN.— Located from St. Joseph, .Mo., north to Savannah,
Work to be begun this spring. T. IJ.
15 miles.
Campbell. M. Tootle anj F. J. Wheeler, of 8t.
Joseph, Interested.
VALLEY TRACTION. Building
JOSi:i'H
ST.

'

'ISJ*"

Eastern

tbe

math 1.

nn

Cas
Uheil a.
Or.

I

'"t"^'

,^

''"»'<•

veys in
fo'War.l

Grading

•

aii'l

ui\n\-::ui

part of steel bridges,
track material iM.ught

nii.l.r

rails.

iv:i>

Ilea

a

an.l

and

'"^
large

other

The Lincoln Northern organised to bolld
from Lincoln. i:al.. to Dairy Farm Mine. 11

miles,

For

Mexican

Yaqul River
der Mexico,

A

Pacific
Pacific. s.'e

ananea.
Coast and
Smithera I'aclfic unt

road,
sn^KANE. PORTLAND A SEATTLE —Thisproject

A Seattle. Is a Joint
of the Northern Paclll.- and Great Northern, togive iheni a dln-ct low trade line to Portland,
Ore. Building from Portland up the n..rth ban*
of Columbia river and to Sp.ikane. Wash,, wltlk
branch east along the Snake rlrer to Texas t erry.
formcrlv the Portland

.

March

13,

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

1908.

Wash., a total of 415 miles.
From Vancouver,
Wash., to Kenncwick, opiioslte Pasco, 2M miles.
Ilnlshefl In 19(17.
Work under way on doubletrack steel bridges over the Columbia and
Willamette rivers. The line between l*asco and
Spokane, 14") miles, arid the branch to Texas
Kerry, 41 miles, also the 10 miles from Vancouver south to Portland Is expected to be
finished by August.
Contract let to Slems &
Shields, St. Paul, Minn., from Portland east to
Kennewlck, 230 miles. N. 1). Miller, Ch. Engr.,
Vancouver, Wash.
SPOKANK & INLAND EMPIRE (Electric).—
Last year built oO.D miles In Washington. Contract let to Grant Smith & Co.. of St. Paul.
Minn., for extension on the eastern division
from Palouse, Wash., south to Moscow, Idalio.
15.5 miles; graded for 14 miles and track laid

on

one-luilf mile.

SPKINHFIELD. CI-KAU LAKE & KOClIESTIOlt
(Electric).

Valley

Mississippi

See

-

Interurban.

STEPIIENVILLE NOKTII & SOUTH TEXAS.

-

year built 4:i miles from Stephenvllle.
south to Hamilton.
Projected extension
llnmilton, south
00 miles, and from
Stephenvllle, north 38 miles.
SUGAIt c1ii;EK & NOKTHEUN.— See Wheeling
Last

Tex.,

from

& Lake

Erie.

SWAN CHEEK.— See

&

Louisville

TAMPA NOKTHEKN.-

Nashville.

TENNESSi;iO

&

3'J

miles In

Florida

CAIIOLINA

SOUTIIEUN.— See

Southern.

TENNKSSIOI';

KAll.WAY.— Grading

recently

lln

by Walton. Wilson, Uodes & Co. on 1"
miles, from a point
Smokey
2 miles below
creek, Tenn., to lieccb fork, on New river. 8'/..
miles
also on spur along Smokey creek to
Asher fork, SMs miles. Track laid for 7 miles
and in progress on remaining 10 miles.
A 3mile spur to be built at once up Straight fork
of Smokey creek.
The line is bi-lng built to
develop the coal and timber lands along New
river and is eventually to be 7o or 80" miles
lung.
W. U. Dyer. Ch. Engr.. tjnelda. Tenn.
ished

;

TEXAS & GULF. — See Gulf, Colorado &
TEXAS & NEW MEXICO.— Projected

Santa Fe.
from .McKinney. Tex., west via Denton. Krum, Bridgeport and Jacksboro. 175 miles.
Surveyed for
80 miles, and gradlUK flnlslieil on 4 miles.
W.

Ilealy. Vhe Picsldent. McKlnney.
.1.
& PACIFIC. Tile opelousas. Gulf &
liiilldlng
from Opeloiisas. La.,
Northeastern,
northeast to point on the Mississippi and southwest to Gulf.
Finished from Melville, La., to
Crowley, 5.S miles.
Myrlck & Andrews, Opel-

TEXAS

oiisas,

contractors.

TEXAS STATE.— In

operatlim from Itusk, Tex.,
Building extension west IS
west 10 miles.
Palestine: extension also projected
allies
to
from Uusk east
miles.
Plans rejiorted to
extend from Palestine northwest to Dallas,
Tex.. 100 miles, and on the southern end southeast to Sabine Pass, about UIO miles from Husk.
TOl'IOKA
&
NOUTIIWESTEHN.— See Union
Pacllic.

TOPEKA-SOUTllWESi'lOHN.— Contracts

last

let

year to the Southwestern Construction Co., ot
Topeka, Kan., from Topeka, Kan., southwest
to Council Grove, with a brancli west of Topeka north to the Kansas river. 60 miles. Steel
W. L. Taylor. President V.
bridge at Dover.
U. Parkhurst, Ch. Engr.. Topeka.
TUEMONT & GULF.— Building branch from
Menefee, La., southeast to Hodielle. 18 miles.
TUSCALOOSA BELT. Contract let lc> the Blrm
Ingham & Gulf Construction Co.. Itirinlngham.
Ala., from Tuscaloosa, Ala., noribcast to GadsEleven miles in opcralloii. Geo.
den, 120 miles.
II. Ross. Superintendent. Tuscaloosa.
TWIN Cri'Y & LAKE SUPERIOR (Electric).—
Building double track third rail line from
Minneapolis and St. Paul. Minn., via Superior.
Wis., to Duluth, Minn.. 130 miles.
Grading
contract let from Belt Line, Minneapolis, to St.
Croix river. 3S.5 miles': graded for 30 mil.>s.
Additional contracts for tio miles to be Id
;

April 1.
President
11.

Number
W.

ot bridges.

E. W. Farnham.
Vice-President. .1

Crossland.
Thomas. Ch. lOngr.. Minneapolis.
:

11.

u
UNKiN i'AciFIC— The
now
Omaha.

South

tractors.

Contract let to Kilpatrlck Bros, v^ (^ollina
Contracting Co., Beatrice. Neb., to build branch
from Hock Springs. Wyo.. north to coal llelds.
8 miles.

Contract
let
to
the
Kilpatrlck
Bros.
Collins Contracting Co.. Beatrice. Neli., from
Luther. Neb., northwest to Nortliport. 51 miles,

&

11.-

line

from Ilershey. Neb., to

.N'orthporl.

iiilc

Kxlinslon of the Topeka & Northwestern
(ii\!ii;ii,
Kan., to Marvsvllle, 32.44 miles.
Kilpatrlck llnis. & Collins Contracting Co.. contractors.
Expected to finish the line bv Mav
1. 1908.
To he used In connection with part
of the SI. .loseph & Grand Island as a through
line from Kansas CItv to main line In Nebraska.
Contract let to the Kilpatrlck Bros. &
Collins Contracting Co.. Beatrice. Neb., for the
Athol Hill eut-olt south of Cbevenne. Wvo..
from Care. Colo., northeast to Borle. Wvo.. on
the main line: also on branch on the main line

from

Sykes, of Sykesvlile,
Pa.,

vllie.

to

Big

to A.

let

W.

to build from Sykes7.5 miles.
Grading
miles.
E

Pa.,

Run,

W

and track laid on B.5
Hess, Cb. Engr., Du Bols, Pa.

linlshed

WHEELING

LAKE

i

•

"'P.Ul''-^,. f'.'^LLS

ILM.— Building

& NORTHWESTERN SYS-

with

from Oiney, Tex., south

VALLEV RIVER. — I'rojected
W.

from

Mill

Creek,

Va., south to Clover Lick, 43 miles
surreys.
Mi'i Creek south to
;

Work under way from

Valleyhead.
John Alden, Ch. Engr., Elklns,
W. Va.
V.\.\DALIA. Second track and grade reduction
work under way from Harmony, ind.. west to
East Yard at Terrc Haute, 15 miles. Including
a better line between Seelyvllle and Brazil, 8

—

Will be 9 reinforced concrete subways
and 2 reinforced concrete bridges for highway
traffic, eliminating 11 grade crossings; also 8
reinforced concrete culverts.
Contracts let last
year to Jones Bros., of Columbus, Ohio.
To
tx- llnished in April.
About one mile of second track being laid
between the west end of the Wabash river
bridge at Terre Haute and Macksviiie.
To be
llnished by April.
miles.

Norfolk

Western.

VIRGINIA & SOUTHWESTERN. -Contract

&

lent. Bnished.

Va., south to Upper Bremo,
for 27 miles, and track laid
pects to begin operation in

July.
J.
N. H.
Cornell & Co., contractors.
W. " Washabaugh.
Ch. Engr.. Charlottesville, Va.
VIRGINIAN RAILWAY.— Consolidation of the
I'idewater and the Deepwater roads.
Building
from Norfolk. Va.. west througli Virginia. 332
miles, and north
through West Virginia to
Deepwater, 118 miles.
Grading llnished, except
on few cuts between mile 215 near Leesvllle.
Va., and mile 235. east of Roanoke.
Track
laid on 30t> miles.
Work under way im large
viaducts prevents tlnlshing track-laving.
In
o|)eration from Norfolk west to Victoria. 125
miles, and from Di-epwater south to .Maloaka.

80 miles.

W

to

build

from Walcottville. Mo., to Coldwater. 30 miles,
during 1908.
o. G. Wales. Kansas Clfv, Mo.,
Interested.

WARREN. JOHNSVILLE &

SALINE.-I'roJected
from Warren. .\rk.. southeast to Longview, 25
with hramh southwest to Hermitage.
from Warren to Fullerlon
miles: also
from Fullerton on the branch 7 miles. Grading
under way on 1 mile.
Grading to be begun
In May on 5 miles from Fullerton south.
J F.
miles,
Hullt

i

Forsyth, (ieneral
t.*li.

Manager

:

C.

W. Holderbauro,

Warren.

I'^ngr.,

WASHINGTON.

WESTMlNSTEIt & (;ETTYS
— Projected
from Washington. D. C.
northeast
Gettysburg.
BURG.

to
Pa.. 90 miles.
Built
25 miles last year.
Surveys under wav on
3 miles in District of Columbia.
Grading' soon
to be resumed.
Ira Taylor. New S'ork. con-

tractor.

Branch

projected

west to Frederick. Md.
grading and materials agreed
probably be operated by gasolene
motor cars. J. B. Colegrove. President. Washington. D. C.
Walter Atlee. Ch. Engr.. Baltimore. Md.

Contract

upon.

for

Will

W.\TERLOO,

PELLA

&

SOUTHWESTERN —

Projected from Waterloo, Iowa, southwest to
Charlton. 120 miles.
Contracts will probably
be let this spring.
E. .\. Harris. Vice-President and (Ieneral Manager. Pella. Iowa.
WEST CHESTER & WILMINGTON Electric).Pr.ijccted from West Oicster.
Pa., south
to
Wiliiilnglon. Del.. 17 miles.
Work to be begun
in March.
Two bridges. Thomas E. O'Conncll,
President
c. P. Faucett, Secretary and Treasi

urer.

Delaware Trust building. Wilmington.
Bessemer & Lake

WESTERN ALLEGHENY.— Sec
Erie.

PACIFIC. Building from Salt Lake
City. Utah, west to Oakland. Cal.. 929 miles,
of which 122 miles are In Utah. 427 In Nevada
and 380 in California.
Contracts let to the
Utah Construction Co.. of Ogden; E. B. &
A. L. Stone, of Oakland. Cal.. and Manev
Bros. & Co.. of WInnemucca. Ncv. Up to Feb. 2»i.
lOoS. grading tlnlslied on t>20 miles and track
liiUi
on 275 miles, including the section from
Salt Lake City west to the cro.ssing of the Nevada Norlhern at Shatter. Nev.. and in California from Stockton east 35 miles, and from
Marysvllle east 34 miles.
There will be 43

tunnels aggregailnv 45.342 lineal ft., three of
which are to he over a mile long and n fourth
over 4.2S7 ft. 'funnel work about 55 per rent,
llnished.
There are to he 75 steel bridges, a
total of 15.535 ft. long: 7 of these have been
,

nnlshe<l.

Construction

from

Menasha, His., north 153

miles,
in operation
miles.
Projected
extensions
from
to Shawano, 40 miles
Van Ostrand
to C'randon, 32 miles, and from JuncUon
with
the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Stc. Marie,
to
the northern boundary of Wisconsin, 33 miles.
All but 12 miles suneyed.
Three miles

for

43

;

partly

graded from Crandon south.

WISCONSIN CENTRAL.— About

28 miles to be
built to ttnish the line from Ladvsmllb. Wis
north to Superior.
In Duluth, Minn., building
about iV, miles. Contracts let to H. F. Balch.
of Rice take, Wi
nd to Lantry Construction
•

Co., of Dalut'b.

WOLCOTTVILLK

&

COLDWATER. — Projected

from Wolcottviile, Ind., northeast to Coldwater,
Mich.. .10 miles.
Contract let to Panama Construction Co.
Grading to be begun In June.
O. G. Wales. President, 541 Frisco building,
St.
Louis, Mo.

\ELLOW STONE I'ARK.-To

build from Brldger,
Mont., southwest to Cook, 125 miles, Includlog
branches. Thirty miles In operation. Contracts
'et last year to Western
Development Co.. of
Belfry, Mont.
•Arrangeuieuts pending to continue construction."
No connection with recently built Oregon Short Line road of same

name.

CANADA.
ATLANTIC, QUEBEC & WESTERN.— Built

last

year from NeAv Carlisle, yue.. north to Port
Daniel
20 miles.
Contract let to the New
Canadian Co.. Ltd.. of Paspeblac. and work
under way from mile 2ii to mile 102.
CA.\AD1AN NDRTIIERN— (;radlng llnished by
(ott-an Construction Co. and track laid from
Etolmaml, Sask.. northeast to Pas MIsaloD,
"
"
miles.
The tlrsi sectl.m of pro
Jected line to
'iiurchlll on Hudson bay,
425 miles.
Branch from Dalmeny. Sask., to Coulter,
miles
'..''••.. "•^
graded from Dalmeny north
24 miles.
Extension of Rossburn Junctlon-Rossbum
branch, from Rossburn. Man., northwest to
western boundary of Manitoba.
Track laid
from Rossburn to Russell. 25 miles.
Further
extensions projected, one northwest to Bachanan Sask.. on main line, the other west via
Dunduni on the y.. |.. L. & S. to point neat
western boundary of Saskatchewan.
-Branch projected from Edmonton, Alb..
north to Athabasca Landing. 100 miles
In
operation to Morlnvllle. 23 miles.
Only surveys beyond that point.
Proposed extension of Thunder Hill branch
from Benito, near wratern iMiundarv of Manitoba
west to proposed Aberdeen-F'enton connecting line. .Nothing done in 10o7.
-l^-oposi-d connecting line from Prince Albert, Sask., southwest lo main line at North
Battleford.
Bridge being built over North Sas-

——

:

-—

katchewan

river.

-Projected
line
from
Saskato^^n.
Sask
southwest to Calgary, 300 miles.
Graded for
30 miles. This is to form part of through line
between Calgary and Fort Churchill on Hudson
bay by connection with the line north from
Etiomanl. Sask.

——Contract let for rebuilding 8.4 miles of
Qu Appelle. Long Lake A Saskatchewan,

—

the
be-

tween Lumsden, Sask.. and DIsley
-Plans ai.prove.1 for the Joint terminals to
be built at Main street and Broadway. Winnipeg,
by
the
Canadian Northern and the
Grand Trunk Pacific at estimated cost of »3,-

Improvements reported
year on

will

bo

made

this

betwi>cn Port .\rthur and Winni30 miles of present rails between
Aiikokan. tint., and Rainy river to be replaced
with Solb. rails, and extensive Improvements
at Fort Frances.
peg.

line

AlKiut

CA.VADIAN NORTHERN ONTARIO —Building
(>-miie line to

carry

Iron

ore

a

Key Harbor on Georgian Bay to
from tne Moose mountain de-

posits.

WESTERN

WEST TEXAS

own men extension

to Belknap, 14 miles.

Menasha

Lindsay,

30 miles. Graded
on 8 miles.
Ex-

WALComviLLI-: & COLDWATER. — Is

Its

NORTHERN— Projected

&

let to

Callahan Construction Co.. of Knoxvllle, Tenn.,
for extension from Moccasin Gap, Va., south to
the Tennessee State line, 6 miles, thence under
the name of the llolslon River Railway, southwest to Persia, Tenn.. 38 miles. Work started
in
I90<i,
partly suspended in October, 1907,
and now under way by small forces "at ruling
liolnts."
All grading and structures 80 per

VIRGINIA AIR LINE.— Building from

ERIE.—Considerable

amount of double tracking and minor grade
and curvature reduction work contemplated
also the completion of the Sugar Creek
&
Northern, a new cutoff from Bolivar Ohio
northwest to Orrviile. 22 miles, now ihree^
fourths llnished.
All work suspended.

WISCONSIN

:

Omaha & Western

building a double-track line from South
Neb., to Lane, 11. GO miles.
Four miles
finished last year.
The Kilpatrlck Bros. &
Collins Contracting Co., Beatrice, Neb., conis

onihe

UNITED TRACTION CO.— Contract

VIRGINIA & POTTS CREEK.- See
Built

Contract let to H. 11. Ilardaway, of
Columbus, Ga., for 9 miles from Envlll .lunc
tlon,
Fla..
HrooksvUle.
Surveying from
to
HrooksvlUe north to Thomasvllle, (Ja.
last year.

395

between Carr and Borle 3 miles south of Coriett, connecting with the Wyoming division 4
'/a
miles west of Cheyenne.
Total length of the
new lines 17 miles.'

&

NORTHEUN.— The

Co.

organized to

Extension from Parry Sound.. Ont., northwest to Sudbury and beyond: 111 miles bnllt
In 1907 and in operation for freight Berrlce to
Sudbury. ProJcclf^l west to the Canadian Northern, at Port .\rlhur. i!oo miles from Sudburv.
Projected line from Key Inlet, near 'Sudbury, tint., east to Ottawa. .150 miles.
Grading nearly Unlshed last year from
Ottawa east to Junction with Canadian Northern Quel>ec at Hawkeshury. 50 miles.
Contract let last year to Central Contracting Co.. Toronto, to build from Nepigon, Ont..
north to Lake Nepigon.
CANADIAN NORTHERN
About 65
miles graded and track laid for 20 miles on
extension from Garneaii .function. Que..' to
Quebec. 84 miles.
Work Is t>elng pushed to
completion.
O'Brien & Mullarkev. of Montreal,

QFEBEC—

contractors.

West Texas

build

this

line

from Stanton on the Texas i I'aclflc to Lubbock. 110 miles.
Fourteen miles graded north
from Stanton.

Cbarter granted last year for pi^posed
from Quebec bridge east to Moncton. N. B.
Proposed line from Moncton. N. B.. to
S.. with branch In New Brunsxvlck
south to St. John.
line

Pugwash. N.

—

Work under way on 1««
I'ACIl'lC.
'ruin
(IoiiI)Ih iruckliiif
Iliic:oiiiiilet«
lo
ulh'H
WiDulpt-B. Muii.. piiHt K. K'.il Wl"','»'"> ,••-'
* SK^wart. NMniilDeii,
Wi-leb
fo\ey,
mllcH.
i\ii
ul
luiinel
-liMifi.
A
uontiuctorM.
Ceuvral

CANADIAN

-Work Btarled

lant

year on the

InclndlnK

nillf»,

(i.

l..-ln({

on

M.iio...

Mncklln. ni.

1-i

on

I

the rcinalnlnB

:,H

.

Mary

hi.

on

.1

Maryx.
mllcM
.(>
Knlli.. Ont,.

ahoiii

tii-

and Sn

lo !» llnlalied this year.
«•
Saak., weHt to
(•ontraci let laxi year
mllca.

nillci

w

from HuHkutoon,

Line

;

mllua loward «arnla.

KnKr., St.

nick laid
Second
twc-n Stir. Ann..», i/uc

-..,
b
inllya.

<omr.-i.-

uutlor tin- lirimd Triink iil
KradlnK tlnlahed and track laid

way

Hurv.-yK

wi-at

Out.,

ICiiibr

nOnfoi-'-o

"

Marya 4

8t.

Wn.,d«to.k,

Ontario from

WcHti-rn

loiiin
to Sanilu, 05 mlk-H.
Wel)b, of Toronto, from Si.

J.

laaklwln, Alh., ai'.'.
atankiw In,
to Kolcy, Welch & Stewart, from \\
ilrarlloK
Alh.. eaat lo Hatlleford, li.-.U inllen.
mllea hulli from
Ur. per cent. flulaheU and Ui
WetaBklwln eaBt anil 1!(1 mllea weat from haa
Sub contract reported let to J. 1>. Mac
katoon.
Arthur, of Winnipeg.
.
,,
,
Work under way on .'i? mile exienalon of
,

the Yorkton

.

,

branch from Sheho, Snak., north

Projected to LunlKan.
weat.
ioK 00 per cent, tiniahed.

H'i

l^rad

mllca.

Contract let laat year to .1. 'I. llarKrave.
WlnnlpcK. for Kra.llm; ;)i> mlk-H on branch
from Stoughton. Sank., west to Weyburn. .)i
inllea built Inat year.
'J
All Kruderl and
miles.
Projected from Weyhuni, Sask.. west ID" inlleH
to UauKe .'ill. west of the second mi-rldlan.
HuTldlni! branch from Iteston, .Man., northweat to Wolseley. Sask., 122 miles; 118 miles
built to Kaiser In 1007.
from
line
proposed
for
IleconnolsHnnce
KiUam. Alb., northwest to Strallicona. SO miles.
Hitenalon of Kootonny Central from lioldI

Steel or Jaffray.
en, B. C. southeast to
Contract for grading lo
about 180 miles.
mllea from (Jolden aouth let last year to the
Urltlsh Columbia Ccncril Contract to., of \ ancouver. Track to be laid by the railroad.
Projected branch trom Moose Jaw, Sask..
(irad
northwest to I.acomlie. Alh., 37,'-. mllea
Ing contract from mile TiO to mile 123 let to
J
U. MacArthur. Winnipeg, tor work fron.
Moose Jaw north via Tuxford to point .10 miles
Track being laid
beyond Uiitland, 50 miles.
finished to
by the railroad on llrst 50 mllea
Tuxford, lo miles. Work also under way from
Moose Jaw.
toward
miles
100
east
I.acombe
to easi
operation
In
miles
Surveyed, and 51
Welch & Stewart, conl''olcy.
Slcttlcr, Alb.
t'ort

;

tractors.

„

„,

k

V

year to Foley, Welch &
work on Toronto-Sudbury line
from llolton. Out., north lo Itomfoid, 220 miles;
to be llnlahcd In June.
whole
built:
]t)0 miles
Itosa & Harris, contractors for -10 miles.
Col-n
Agreement made with the Nort
Hallway to hulld extension fiom
onization
Nomlnlniiue, Qui'., west to Kaplde de I.Orlglnal.
In Wright district. 34 miles.
The Walkerton & Lucknow building from
Walkerton. Onl.. to Proton. :i7.5 miles. Aboiil
25 miles hullt.
.
„ ,
On the branch of the Guelpb & Goderl.-h
from LInwood. Out., to Mstowel, 10 miles,
B. Gibson,
there are 3 miles still to he hullt.
Toronto, contractor, and P. A. Peterson, (iode
rich, Ch. Kngr.
i:
to McDonnell
let
reported
Cimtracl
GzowskI, of Vancouver, B. C, for Improving
The
the main line grades n ar I'Mcld. It. C.
tunnels aggregating
work Includes two_
about a mile and a half, one on each side of
To
the Kicking Morse river, and two bridges.
Preliminary work begun.
cost about $1,500,000.
Additional work to be carried out this
and
Alh..
Ilardlsty.
to
Line
year as follows:
extension of the Winnipeg Beach line north to
A large amount of bridge work
Icelandic river.

Contract
Stewart for

let

last

,

also

to

,

,

.

,

,

be done In British Columbia; many
will be I'enlaced by permanent

<7uelK-i-

years granted lo completi'
l
Nanalmo branch from Nan
I.ocn
west to Albertl. 50 mllea.
tlon work llnlshcd. Contract let to John Bright,
of Nanalmo. for grading from Wellington to
Nanoosc hay. 12 miles, and to A. Carmlchnel
for clearing right of way from Nanoose hay to
Albcrnl, 40 miles.
CAPH BIlKTOI'f. Surveys under way for extension
lo be built this soring from St. Peters, N. S..
nltno,

B.

('..

—

norlheast lo l.oulsburg. 31 miles.
CKNTUAI, ONTAUIO.— Contracts let to build
extension from Maynooth. Ont., to I-ttkc St.
Peter. 8 miles: also from I.nko St. Peter t"
Whitney, 10 Vj miles.
Sep Great North

NANAIMO. — See

Canadian

TKTINK PACIFIC. —To extend from
Moncton. N. B.. 3.550 miles across Canada to
Prince Uupert. B. C. a new port on Knl V.n
Island, about 25 miles south of Port Simpson.

0UANI1

The

total length of all the projected lines Is
7.000 mllea.
Moncton lo Wlnnliieg. Man.. 1.807 miles.
called
the National Transcontinental, to be
Contrncls
built bv the Canadian government
let for ".850 mllea and bids asked for 305 miles
more. Total expenditure to Jan. 28. IDOS. J21.304,'8()4.

Contracts

let

laat

year as follows:

To Grand I'muk I'aclllc Construction t^v.
from Moncton. N. 11.. west to point near Chipman. N. B., oO mllca.
To Lyons A White, of Ottawa, trom Grand
Palls. N. B.. west to New Bruuswick-Qupbec
koundary line. (i2 miles.

•

"

•

lo llogan tc MclJouald. Montreal, for 150
from north end of yuelH-c bridge, weat to
La Tuque. Thirty-four miles of track laid lo
Over «.ooo,<JOO yds. of earth
abort aectlona.
and l,o^o.uiJO yds. of rock excavation on thU
alretch, of which part la Ilnlahed. Sub contract
tor .>o mllea Irom yueoec briilge we«t let to
.Vork under way on
.M.
T. Kavla. Ottawa
Cape Itouge viaduct. 3,000 ft. long.
- To Grand Trunk PaclHc Conatructlon Co.
from La Tmiue, Que., weat to Weymoutachene.
45 miles.
To Grand Trunk Padllc Construction Co,
from point » miles weat of Abltlbl river, raat
Some of this aublet to J. II, Key150 miles.
Work lo be started on
nolda Construction Co

.**.

N.'.l.

Ihia section

To

J.

fax,

1

U miles.

CITY.
company under

and

rock work,

two years

The

Building

Ibe

;

tr"m

eTten«|on
'

'--

'

:_3

Tui45
*n-

12
•••n

Collma and the p
at Collma with National Consir

-....,-,

ii..n

Mfilcan
whole

",

extension to be
.
Ijirge terminal i.
About I.Ot>0 acres of land
:

Paclflc.

lo

Is

and It Is expected will take
and cost $7,000,000,
Branch Lines
Pa.lilc
branches from the main

Trunk

:

Southern

under Mexico.

MEXICAN WESTERN.

line

.\Ianianlllo.

[.n,. ;u
l>ou|tbl.

:

COAST.— S«*

PACIFIC

MEXICAN

lo be l>e
to Som

'

gun from Gutlerrex. /
Fli.
brerete. lOO miles.
tlutlerrei.

It

I>'.

Tow-ns. Presldi-nt of tlo
struction Co.. Interetted.

'.

-l

.

Vlutou

Ch Engr.

MINERAL BELT OF GtANAJVATO

».

»tem Con-

P.

Salfonl.

— Corlraci

let to E. J. White, of Guanajuato, to build 4"
Ileavj:
miles to mines in state of Guanajuato.

The
Graded from Tepetapa. 2 mile*.
Guanajuato I>eveK.pment Co., Is building the
work.
line.

Helms,
let to H. L
of San Geronlmo. Oaxara. to build from Hulxtla.
Clilapas. to the Guatamala line. ,\0 miles. Includ
Taiiachu.a.
Track laid from
Ing 5 large bridges.
Chiapas, to San BIneto. 20 miles,
This company has concessions for main line
to Panama through San Salvador and NIcar

PAN-AMERICAN,— Contract

agua,

The Pacinc. Gulf A Yucatan Is a pr«je<-ted
branch from Jalisco. Chiapas, to point In stale
of Yucatan. 6«0 mllea.
PACIFIC. GLLF & YUCATAN. 8»« Pan-Ameri-

—

can.

PARRAL & nURANGO,- Ijist

year built S miles
south of Mi>»a de Sandla. Dursngn. Work under wav on 12 miles from kilometer 75 lo
Contract let to R. M Dudley,
Paraje 'Seoiv
of Mesa de Sandla.
The Cananea. YaquI
SOlTllEItN PACIFIC,
River & Pacirtc is building a branch from Cor
rr.>
ral. Sonora. north along the Yaijul river
-

B.. south to St. John:
honinlnry west to the
near Ulvlere du Loup. Que.
from a point further west
south lo Montreal
southeast to Montreal: to Ottawa; to North
from point northeast of Fort William.
Hav
Winnipeg south
Ont.. southeast to tirllll. Ont
to International boundary: Brandon south to
inlernallonni boundary with a west line from
itrandon to Ueglna. and from point on the Inlerniiilonal boundarv In southeastern corner of
to
Iteglna.
thence
nort^iwesf
Saskntcbew-au
northeast across main line south of Sprlngslde.
Sask.. to Fort Churchill, on Hudson bay: point
east of Saskatoon, north to Prince Alh»rt
pidnt near western boundary of Saskatchewan,
point near eastern
north to North llattlrtord
lioundary of .\lberta. southwest to Calgary,
thence southeast to International boundary
Fort George. B. C, aouth to Vancouver: i>olnt
near Ilaielton. B. C,. northwest to Dawnon.
Also line from the southeast end to
Yukon,
the northwest end of Vancouver Island.
GMFAT NOBTHFUN.— See Great Northern under
United States.
GUELPB & GODKRICH.— See Canadian Pacific,

- From Moncton. N,
New Brnnswlck-tjueboc

Lawrence

Manxanlllo

Collm.i
Ilampson k S:mlleaNumber of I:
traclors.
Much heavy m
tunnels.

pan. Jalisco, to

Co,, authorized to build
linn as follows

St.

M

.."•

to build,

Grand

cut-

- ^4
i>er c<»nt. ...^'
lean, will have a
miles the maximum will be 2 5 i>^t c.ut. wltn
8 (leg. curves.

to run north along the
Skeena river to llaielton, then southeast to
Junction with main line again at point 350
The lOO-mlle aec
miles east of Prince Kunert,
tlon directly east of Prince Uupert Includes

much

Tampio

aa against l.ooo mllea by the p
142 miles from TanipIco to tin

KIteselas
bepoint

eastward

the

(-In

I

is

G. White *
Hills to Sas-

Junction

—

miles remain to be built.
from the Panu.-.. river inuthi
The line a« l- '••i tr-<" the
under contract.
-iC.
to
Tampico will Iof
Mexico
city

about 101
miles of which

:

line

— Se*

off

:

the

PACIKIC.

A.

I'nlti-d States.

MEXICAN CENTRAL.

Sub-contracts let to
katiM^n. Sask.. I in miles.
J. H. ArmM. C. Cancc. Italny Itlver. Ont,
Finished,
strong, and S. D, Lake,
To Folev Bros.. Larsen & Co,. Winnipeg.
Man., from Saskatoon to Edmonton, Alb., 328
Subcontracts let to Cash Bros, for
miles.
work In Alberta near Battle river. Work under
way and to be linlshed this year.
To Folev Bros.. Larsen le Co.. Winnipeg.
miles east of Kdmonton. Alb.,
from a pidnt
The section
to Wolf Creek. 12o miles west.
will be the most expensive of any of the western
Work under way.
lines vet under contract.
Contracts let for ties to H, A. Calder, J200.0OO
Carruthers. Bound & Co,, and McPhee Bros, \

Is

KIVF.U

MEXICO & ORIENT.— 8« thU

KANSAS

near Lake

Finished.

direct

Englehart to Charlton. »
Conalructioo Co,, Muntr«al,

from

MEXICO.

To MacDonald McMillan Construction Co.,
Winnipeg, from Winnipeg west to Portage la
Work under way.
Prairie, 50 miles.
To MacDonald-McMlllan Construction Co..
Winnipeg, tor grading from Portage la Prairie.
Man., west to Touchwood Illns, Sask.. 275

which

Mc-

--

4

Llskeanl. Ou!.. aiiU ii.Uai, ChanDriftwood City, Ont.. cootrar-

Southern PaclBc. under Mexico.

laid.

which

Juu'-tlon.

New

-

"t

"*

McNeil,

CANANF^. VAQIl

miles

Lake Superior branch, from Lake Superior
Junction southeast to Fort William. 210 mllea.
to Foley Bros-. Larsen & Co. (now Foley, Welch
& Stewart), Winnipeg, .Man.; 100 miles of track

located

.

-

PaclOc,

Prnlrle. .Man., via Brandon and Touchwood
Grading Qnlsbcd
Hills to Saskatoon, 41.'> mllea.
Confrom Winnipeg to I'ortngc La Prairie.
tracts let last year as follows:

cateil loop line

Niil;

Branch from CVbalt to Kerr Lake. 4 miles:
Mi'Qulgge & Hunt, Cobalt, OnU, contractors.
Surveys for branch from Cobalt to ttud110 miles.
VANCOUVER, VICTORIA & EASTERN',— 8e«
<;reat Northern, under I'nlted Suies.
VICTORIA FERRY k RAILWAY.— H** (irrat
Northern, under Cnlied Stales,
WALKERTON & LIiKNuW See Canadian

la

tween

k

<v

bury,

west of the
Neplgon, easterly 75 miles.
The western line, Winnipeg, Man., via Sas
Fdnionton, Alh. and Yellow
katoon, Sask.,
Head pass to Prince Uupert. 1.750 miles, and
the Lake Superior branch eaat of Winnipeg to
Fort William, to be built by Grand Trunk
Contracta let for 1.108
All located.
Padllc.
miles from Winnipeg. Man., west to 120 miles
Track laid from Portage
west of Fdmonton.

east

&

Branch

.

canyon,

M.

miles: Canadian
conlraclora.

:

main

111.

tors.

-BIda asked up to March 11 for the followDistrict A. -From about 58 miles
ing aectlons
west of Moncton, .N. 11., to the crossing of the
nill.«ge '.)7.7. a diatauce of
Interioloiilal, ai
From the latter point to the Tomiles.
.•iO.7
bluue river, at mileage 1(S5.7, leaa one mile, 67
From the Tohlque river to about 2V4
miles.
iiilleH west c»f Grand Falls, N. B., 31.5 mllea.
District B.— From the t^ucbec-New Brunswick
boundary westerly for 52.4 miles. District D,
From n indnt aljoul 8 miles weat of the Abltlbl river crossing In Ontario, weat abfiut 100

ork under way on 100 miles of
from Prince Uunert, B, C. to

'.

Mum

Donald.
dler

of rock.

To Canadian White Co. (J.
Co.). Montreal, from Touchwood

from

.v:....fi,ri

.I,!.;.-

•*.

contlneuiiil

Guy Campbell, ijiiawa. rock work,
NV. T. Parsons, of Kenora. Ont,, 15 miles.
Including about l.oOo,oiio yds of rock excava
Isxcavallon on this section aniounis to
over ll.OOO.OOO yds. of earth and 3.500,000 yds.

miles.

P.. 11

Kxti-Dfdon of main lln<
the Watayl>Mig river to i.

rock work;

river,

SIAIS

'

TKMISKAMING

and

ItM'd

Canadian

-•. iiuii.
.—^ i»laware A Hud»'.>n. under t tiitr^l Mates.
HT. MARY'8 h WKSTKUN ONTARIO.— 8«e Canadian Pai.uc.

;

point

«=...

I

QLEBKC.

MacArthur. Winnipeg, from Junc-

K,— From a
crossing of Mud

M'll

Manaonvi:
and from

to Lake Su|H-rior branch with main line,
weat to iiolni a few mllea eaat of WInnlin-g, 244^
Sub-contracts let lo A. Herbert. 20 mllea
miles.
W. Wardrup, 15 miles; K. W. Smith. 2 mllea of

District

•:.;-,

COLONIZATION —lyw

Pa<inc,

tion

miles.

.«>»

O.i..-'

•...

oUFOKD

spring.

tlila

I),

Uall-

.d.

fr./o.

NOUTHKUN

river,

;

:

;

&

11.

mlleii

wooden bridges

structures.
lOxtenslon of
the I'.squlmalt &

No.

under wsy
tracking
Cooiract
Halifax.
I:Ef-!.r 7 mllrs. let

P. Jt J. T. Unvim, of Ottawa, from
52.4 mllea west of the New Brunawlcktxiundary weat to aoutbern end of the
Ill,i\j4'r bildge, l.-.o mllea.

To M.

l>olnt

tlon.

of

la
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1ft

:

:

:

:

to international bounilary. 3,8« mile*.
Grant Bros. Con
Built to Cumuripa. 41 milessirucilon c... Ia>» Angeles. Cal.. has cnotrart to
Tonichl. tta mllea.
„. „
.
- _
-Work under way on branch from Bio Taqul.
Sonora. north to Nacoaarl. 108 miles.
jectiHl

Work under way from

the Naoo

Onanea

line,

Pel

northwest

-the Mexican Pacinc Coast
Navojoa,

Sonora.

south

Onanea. VaquI River *

Rio Sonora, on
to Nogalf*. 75
building

from

on the
of t^orral
Paclflc. southeast |o
About R4
miles.

C.iiadalajara. Jalisco. 730
miles flnlshed last vear from

Navoloa sontb.
The Grant Bros Conand work progreaslng.
struction Co. l/>s .\ngeles. Ci>\.. has contracts
for some of the work.
7.ACATECAS A EASTERN. Projected from Camacho, Zacstecas, via Tesolnte and Cedros to
llonanto. Coahulla. with a branch from Odros
Concessions
to Salverna. a total of SO miles.
granlnl to John Cooper thnMigh J. P. Taylor, of
(Contracts soon to be let and gradSlexlco Cltr,
ing started' within 6 months.

—
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J.

Arnold,

the Public

signal system of the subway.

Mr. Arnold's report on the Subway

Car was published in the Railroad Gazette ot February 28 and
March 6, 1908. Mr. Arnold declares that the existing signal system, when it was put in in 1904, was as complete as it was possible

make

but that the art of signaling has made rapid strides
Besides advocating a change in the signal system
on the express tracks, which will provide an automatic stop for
trains entering stations and the extension of the signal system
used on the express tracks to the local tracks, Mr. Arnold's mosi
novel recommendation is that the express stations should lie double
decked, so as to make it possible for two express trains to lie in
a station at the same time, alternating on one and the other side
of the express platform, the local trains running underneath the
express level. This he believes would increase the capacity of the
subway by fully iiO per cent., because the great delays in the subway come In unloading and loading passengers. There Is said to be
room for double decking the express stations without additional exAt
cavation, with a possible exception at Ninety-sixth street.
present during the rush hours each express train usually has to
wait just short of each express station while the train in advance
With
is discharging and taking passengers at that station platform.
capacity for receiving two express trains at the same time at each
platform, a second train could pull into the platform and begin
unloading while the first train was finishing its. loading and about
Mr. .Arnold's recommendations in regard to the signal
to pull out.
system are suinmed up in another column.
to

it,

since that time.

We

week

in pretty full detail a very noteworthy document; the report of the commissioners appointed to investigate the
Quebec bridge failure. The finding that the professional knowledge
of the present day concerning the action of steel columns under load
is not suflicient to enable engineers to design economically such
structures as the Quebec bridge is immensely important, but It
tells only part of the story, for the commissioners specifically deny
that there was any improper desire of economy or any neglect of
duty. The bridge fell because its design was fundamentally wrong.
Insufficient provision having been made for unit stresses higher than
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Service Commission for .^lew York City to report improvements
which might be made to the present Interborough Rapid Transit subway, has made a further report to the Commission dealing with
Improvements which can be made to the express stations and to the

:
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'I'rade Catalogues
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:
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any established by past practice. The dead load upon which the
calculations were based was assumed at too low a value, and the
error got past all the engineers who should have detected it. But
this error, great as it was, might have been detected early or might
at least have been prevented from working terrible barm had It
not been for the fact that "the greatest bridge in the world was
being built without there being a single man within reach who
by experience, knowledge and ability was competent to deal with
the crisis." The bridge company had the services of an excelconsulting bridge engineer, but. owing to Mr. Cooper's
lent
advancing years and ill health, they were absentee services. The
correspondence quoted from the report shows perfectly clearly the
instant apprehension of the consulting engineer at the first sign
of danger; but he was 111. he was a long distance from the work,
and there was nobody on the ground possessing either the experience to grasp the full meaning of the desperate situation which had
arisen or the combined experience and authority needed to deal
with

it.

The commissioners

say, "the

impression

left

with us

is

that throughout the work Mr. Cooper was in a position of a man
forced in the interests of the work to take responsibility which did

not fully belong to his position and which he was not authorized

and that he avoided the assumption of authority whenever
So here we have the two great causes of the disaster:
defective design, and a defective organization for doing the work.
No further comment need be made. The rewards which compensate
the engineer who has succeeded are not great, apart from the joy
and pride of conquering quietly and progressively all the difScuIties. old and new, which nature provides with such abundance, and
of realizing that there are a few who know and appreciate: the
penalties and the sorrow of failure are perhaps greater than in any
to take,

possible."

other profession.

The announcement by the Georgia Railway Commission that Mr.
Harriman and his associates bought the Central Railroad of Georgia
last summer through their agents. Oakleigh Thome and Marsden J
Perry, is of unusual interest, for several reasons. First of all. because a transcontinental system has l>een created within the boundaries of the United States under common control.
Details of Mr.
Harriman's exact holdings in the Georgia Central are lacking, just as
they are In the case of the Illinois Central, but it is clear that the
Harriman party commands the policy and resources of both these
roads, which together afford a through route from Omaha, Xeb., to
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Savannah, Ga., by way of the new IllinoiH Central exteiihloii to
UlrnrilnKham, Ala., described on nother page last week. The Could
IntereKtK have been measurably close to a trauHContlnental line (or
Home years, and when the Western Pacific Is completed the only
gn[> between Oakland and the terminus of the Western Maryland at
Baltimore will be a stretch of 100 miles or so (of exceedingly dlfllcult country) In tin- West Virginia mountains between the West
VlrKlnla, Central & PIttsbursh and the Wheollns & Lake Erie. But
Mr. Harriman haw a good deal better through route than this could
have been. The grades on the Denver « Rio (irande and on the
West Virginia, Central & Pittsburgh are not adapted to a heavy
through haul, and the dlfUcultles In connection with the West Virginia mountain strip of Intervening territory are so great thci no
active attempt to close the gap Is being made. On the other hand,
the Harriman route from the Pacific coast right through to Birmingham, Ala., Is thoroughly well adapted for heavy traffic, and the
(icorgia mileage, although not yet developed for that purpose, ought
to be capable of development at comparatively small expense.
To
what actual use this combination of roada will be put In Its capacity
as a transcontinental line. Is another question. The Illinois Central
has a most excellent, substantial, capacious line from Chicago to
New Orleans, with easy grades favoring southbound traffic. The
Southern Pacific has a line of freight and passenger steamers from
(iaiveston and New Orleans to New York which can handle through
business with the greatest advantage and economy, and It Is not
clear that It would benefit the system to haul transcontinental traffic
over the Central of Georgia to Savannah, thereby competing with
the Illinois Central gulf lines and with the great fleet of Southern
Pacific coastwise steamers.
The Central of Georgia also has an
excellent fleet running between Savannah and New York.
This
steamship property has been carried upon the Georgia Central balance sheet at an absurdly small figure. In view of the fact that all
the steamers now In commission are large, new boats, none of them
except the "Kansas City" oelng more than six years old and all being
excellently adapted to the traffic, and the Inference is a fair one
that this service has been so profitable that much of the actual cost
of this fleet has been met out of surplus earnings.
It is not clear
how the Harriman system will derive any advantage from using
this Savannah fleet to compete with the New Orleans fleet for
through traffic. It seems more likely that the best us? of the Georgia
Central will be as a large and very important local railroad, fully
able to take care of Itself, with Its sphere of usefulness extended
by the additional traffic which the western connections will be able
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values, hucb an unraveling of tangled

and ob&cured skeins of ioterand change as would defy the labors of tile
But even were It practical, bow much have the
railroads actually to fear? Not a few of them. If exIlDciiou of old
Investment by reorganization U reckoned In, are under-capitalized

ests complicated by time

economic gods.

Others
than over-capitalized by a (air valuation test.
been Holldlfled by the Immense Increase of their realty
great
values,
especially
when Uiey Include terminals in
cities.
Under constitutional llmitatlonB and ciiecks tlie rery
rather

have

worst that valuation could do, in the case of the steam roada.
would be the clipping of the edges of speculative securities. Even
in the case of speculative lasues, which morally dest-rve small
pity, most of them are protecte-i behind state law, though that doea
not prevent them, perhaps, from being reached by legislative reduction of rates. This would apply, however, to street railways rather
than to the steam roads, honest Investors In which can afford to treat
valuation as a bog>' anif rely pretty conQdentlally on the courts to
resist confiscation by statutory rate-making.

when one studies the preshave now begun to rea«b the
aftcr-iianic period when the procession of receiverships has started
But no great railroad system has yet Joined it. What Is of more importance, unlike the after-panic periods of the seventies and early
nineties, the recent receiverships have come, usually, not as the
serpiel of basic railroad weakness, but of credit contraction. There
has, of course, tjeen contraction of earnings, but this has been a
minor factor; there has been a malign Influence reaching somewhat
further In the form of state and federal action: but the main cause
has been stagnated credit at a time when only the highest security
commands funds. Though the distinction may seem a fine one. the
recent receiverships in railroads have been fiscal rather than physlThen they were the result of
(*al. as they were after 1873 and 1893.
an undue mass of debt In ratio to physical capacity and earning
power; now they come when physical capacity Is good and indeed
.so good that it has been seeking extension, but has been met by
sudden and unlooked for collapse of borrowing power. The distinction seems obvious, as also its corollary that the railroad receiverships of 1908. unless hard times greatly deei)en and len^ben, will
perhaps not Involve any great railroad system, and will many o(
them be transitory wimout root and branch reorganizations In this
respect not unlike the suspension of certain New York banking inAnother

rift In

the clouds

Is

descried,

ent phase of railroad contraction.

We

—

stitutions.

In this connection another rift to be watched for hopefully Is
market for raliroad lx>nds. the real financial criterion of railroad
Through that fissure in the gloom there gleamed a cheering
light in January.
The normal reaction from panic conditions
seemed then to have set in. Capital, made timid by panic, had
begun to seek actively senior classes of good railroad bonds for
RIFTS IN THE RAILROAD CLOUDLAND.
investment, and the demand had even begun to reach the Junior
The president of a great railroad system, itself not so severely bonds of the stronger roads, and promised to extend downward still
visited by adverse legislation as some other systems, recently in a further and alleviate the strain on railroad credit. Why the upward
semi -private talk expressed his fears that the present general onset movement of railroad credit ceased within three weeks is partly
upon the railroads presaged ultimately one of two things compul- conjectural. Those who attribute it lo the exhaustion of dividend
sory and arbitrary scaling down of their values by state action or a Investments may possibly be as near to the truth as those who
smaller scajlng down under federal ownership. Such words were charge it to the untimely utterances of the President. But. whatthe language of pessimism all)elt they represent In these strange ever the cause, the normal drift of capital into railroad bonds has
times what too many people who are always looking toward the probably suffered a pause, not a check. That the free capital exists
sunset rather than to the dawn, are saying or thinking.
to renew it Is at least suggested by the great oversubscription to
It is one
of the evils of hard limes that their Ills are not merely concrete. the New York City loan and the success and high premium of the
They also tend to create a kind of atmosphere which, breathed in. new $39,000,000 loan of the New York. New Haven ft Hartford.
Infects overmuch the vision and distorts the perspective.
In such Upon the future of railroad bonds during 190S the solution of the
atmospheric conditions It is well now and then to take a draught railroad situation very largely depends and. on the whole, the outof ozone and readjust vision to Its true focus.
Nor, somber as the look is not unpromising save for "iralltlcs" and unnatural Interfer-

to give

it.

But. after

all,

the greatest value of this property to the

Harriman system probably lies in the
out nf tlie hands of the Kock Island.

fact that It is thereby kept

the

credit.

—

general outlook

may

he. Is such a search for rifts In the railroad
nor like an attempt to draw rays from the cucumto demonstrate the much-disputed canals of Mars.
The
bright rifts In the railroad situation are really there and likely to
widen rather than narrow especially after election.
Let us take, for one example, that valuation Idea which rises
every few days like an >iueasy ghost, and has but lately assumed
somewhat clearer apparent outlines, while not more tangible really.
In the Nebraska platform, which is known to be .Mr. Bryan's own.
and which may be rebuilt at Denver along the same lines, rt scares
somewhat conservative railroad Investors already made nervous by
previous events. But how many of them remember In that connection the "due process" clause of the federal constitution relating
to property and how it stands right athwart anything that savors
of confiscation? "Valuation" of railroad properties means a process of such intricacy, such an excursion Into an infinity of varying

cloudland
ber, nor

In vain,

—

ence by high officialdom with the national law of post-panic

re-

covery.

We have referred to certain breaks In the railroad obscurity
which are secondary in diaracter and remote from others which
are primary and more visible, such as the underlying strength of
the nation's industries, the powers of common law as a check on
demagoglBm. the final trhimph of common sense and of the axioms
of political economy and the bracing fact that a presidential campaign cannot last forever. But while optimism still has the vantage
of pessimism the deeper must be the regret that the rifts In the
railroad cloudland are not broader, that they do not open faster
and that In the commercial quarter the horizon still remains so
The

curt phrase, "net earnings'" of the railroads are the
words, and those In time rest on general trade conditions.
How far and how long they, in their Uirn. are to be distempered
by policies external, hasty and rash, only lime will inform us. If
thick.

final test

Mahcii

20,
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they could only be

let

alone prophecy would be both more definite

and more reassuring.

THE ENGINEERING DIFFICULTIES OF THE HUDSON &
MANHATTAN TUNNEL.
The shield method ha,s now been used so often for subaqueous
tunneling that from the engineering standpoint there is nothing new
or particularly interesting about its general principles. The striking
features of such work are the means devised to meet unique difficulties.
It is here that the duties of the engineer in overcoming
natural forces branch out into the romance of achievement. The
twin Hudson & Manhattan tunnels recently opened for traffic under
the Hud.son river between New York and Hoboken, had their full
share of such critical situations, which were successfully handled
by new methods. In an address before the Yale Club in New York
City recently, Charles M. Jacobs, chief engineer of the Hudson &
Manhattan, spoke of a few of the most striking of these problems.
They are worth special mention as illustrating the highest type of
engineering achievement.
At the beginning of the work on the south tube of the uptown
tunnel, the shield from the Hoboken side through the silt was being
advanced with the shield doors closed so as to save the cost of
excavation. While the heading was still under the Lackawanna coal
dock the night superintendent, thinking that the shield was moving
very slowly, determined, contrary to orders, to open one of the
center doors so as to let the mud come in and so let the shield
go ahead faster. The silt shot in under such pressure that it buried
some of the men before they could escape; the rest of the shift got
away through the upper emergency lock which was then 115 ft. from
the shield face. The heading was lost and, the tunnel between the
shield and the lock being filled solid with mud, there was no space
for air pressure in which men could be put to work digging out the
mud. The coal dock was crowded with shipping and. furthermore,
the Lackawanna at that time was not particularly favorable to the
tunnel enterprise, so it would have been almost impossible to get
permission to dredge out the bod of the river in front of the shield
so thai a diver could go down and timber up the exterior opening to
the doorway. The problem was solved as follows: Two heavy mainsails
(one being an old one of the cup defender Reliance) were procured
and a double canvas cover, about 60 ft. by 40 ft., made of them.
Around the edges were secured small weights of pig iron. The
canvas was spread on a flat barge and lines carried to fixed points
to hold the mainsail in the position; the barge was withdrawn and
the mainsail allowed to drop to the bed of the river, 30 ft. of it
covering the shield and the remaining 30 ft. extending out Ijeyond
the face toward the middle of the river. One of the pipe valves in
the lock was then opened and the mud. under the direct
pressure of the river, shot into the tunnel westward of the lock for
40 ft. It came in a solid stream for eight days and nights. Finally
A
It let up for a few minutes, began again and then stopped.
cavity had formed in the bed of the river outside the cutting edge
of the shield until the canvas dropped with the cavity and was
eventually drawn into the opening of the doorway through which
the mud was pouring. A small cavity was excavated in the mudfilled tube ahead of the lock and air pressure being put on. it
Immediately relieved much of the strain on the temporary
canvas cover. Miners were then able to get Into the tunnel and dig
out the mud. In about nine days the heading was recovered and the
door on the inside closed.
The north tube is an extension of an old tunnel abandoned some
years ago. Within 100 ft. from the point where the shield stopped
In the previous attempt, was a reef of rock, standing from 1 to 16
(t. above the intended grade of the tunnel.
Before the shield arrived
at this point, it was necessary to build a temporary workshop In
the river ahead of the shield, so as to build on the front of it a
fiteel apron under which men could work in drilling the rock and
blasting it out of the path of the shield. Above the rock was soft
slit and, alKive that, from 60 to 65 ft. of water.
It was expected that,
in blasting the rock with so slight a cover and with such heavy
water pressure, the heading would probably l>e blown out. Clay
loaded on barges was, therefore, always held In readiness to be
dumped into any such blowout. After a few weeks the expected blowout occurred and the 900-ft. of tunnel from lock to heading was
flooded.
The men at work escaped. The clay scows were Immediately brought over the blowout and dumped, thus blocking the hole.
The water was pumped out into the western workings, and within
11 hours men were able to reach the heading on a small raft.
No
damage was found and work was soon under way again. In all, only
21 hours time were lost.
There were two more blowouts while the
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tunnel was being built across the 700 ft. of reef, and in each case
they were similarly dealt with.
Finally, however, there arose a
problem which could not be dealt with by dropping these clay
blankets. At the extreme eastern end of the reef the rock rises about
16 ft. above the bottom of the cutting edge of the shield. The tunnel
at this point is so near the bottom of the river that the clay was
almost fluid and continually slipped into the pockets of the shield,
so that the men could not get out underneath the apron to drill the
rock.
Scow after scow was dumped, but the clay would not hold.
Finally

blow pipe flames, fed from two tanks of kerosene, were

It was indurated, so as to
hold its position while the men drilled the rock. The blow pipe
process took eight hours, during which time streams of water were
continually played on the shield structure to prevent its being damaged by the high temperature. This Is probably the first time that
man has made brick in the bed of a river.

directed against the exposed clay until

There was a serious problem on the New Jersey side In regard to
the transverse tunnel running from the river tubes north to the

Lackawanna terminal and south to the Erie and Pennsylvania
downtown tunnel of the Hudson &
Manhattan. The problem was to eliminate, as far as practicable, all
terminals, and thence to the

crossings of the tubes at grade and
with all the terminals mentioned.

still

give each track a connection

The south tube

of the uptown
tunnel was, accordingly, carried under the north tube at the
Fifteenth street shaft, Jersey City. About 200 ft. west of this shaft
a reinforced concrete caisson (known as caisson No. 1) was sunk
from the surface; the caisson Is a two-story structure, carrying two
tracks on each level. The south tube enters on the lower level, and
trains are switched in the caisson to the north or to the south. The
north tube comes on the upper level, and branches similarly north

and south. The caisson is 105 ft. long. 23 ft. wide at the easterly
end, and 46 ft. wide at the westerly end; it Is 51 ft. high, is sunk 85
There
ft. below tide level, and the total weight Is about 10.000 tons.
In
is a similar caisson (No. 2) about 700 ft. west of the first one.
Hoboken
may
switched
over
caisson No. 2 trains from
be
to New
York or to the Erie and Pennsylvania stations in Jersey City.
Caisson No. 3 is south of caisson No, 2, the three caissons making a
triangle.
In caisson No. 3 trains from the Erie and Pennsylvania
It was
stations are switched either to Hoboken or to New York.
originally Intended to use steel caissons, but the high cost of steel

and uncertainty as to the delivery of material resulted In the decision
to make them of reinforced concrete with steel cutting edges, being
the first of their kind. They were sunk to position and the shields
then run Into them, making In a unique way underground switch
yards, and saving a large amount in cost and In time, the latter being
of the utmost importance. It would probably have taken about nine
months and cost $75,000 to make one steel caisson. .\11 the caissons
were sunk under air pressure.
Perhaps the greatest, though not the most spectacular, feat In
thus far completed was the building of the
tunnels at the intersection of Christopher street. Ninth street and
Sixth avenue, in Manhattan. From this point two tunnels go east
under Ninth street and two north up Sixth avenue. Here there was
the elevated railroad overhead, the Metropolitan Street Railway
lines on the street surface, and buildings on each side of the street.
It was a problem similar to the intersections In Hoboken. just deail

the construction

scribed, but in this case, of course, sinking a caisson was out of the
To accommodate the two tubes coming up from the south
and the four diverging to the east and north It was necessary to build
an arch whose maximum width was 6S ft. The work was all in
running sand and was done under air pressure. Two Iron-lined tunnels were run through this intersection first, ana the sld?-walls then
built in.
Openings were then made at the tops of the tunnels and
timbering for strutting was carried up so that sufficiently heavj-

question.

work could be put in for springing the arch. After the arch
was completed the two temporary tunnels were taken out. This
work required the greatest ingenuity and care for at least eight
weeks. Any accident to the timbering, any loss of the necessary air
pressure, or any carelessness of the men. would have undoubtedly
false

caused a cave-In. and the elevated structure and the surface lines,
together with the streets and the buildings on each side, would have
fallen Into the excavation.
Every square Inch of the treacherous
ground had to be protected by wooden sheathing the moment It was
exposed, otherwise the vibration of the passing trains above would
start the sand running.
This part of the work was the last of the
excavation necessary for opening the railroad to trafllc. and although
it was early in last December when the spring of this large arch
was under way. It was finished so that trains could be operated
on February 10. 1908.
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Committee Reports

at the

Maintenance

of

Way

Convention.

Kollowiiig arc brief Hyni)|)H<'K of tin- coinriillti't- niMMlH |)ri-Hoiilf<J
at the toiiveiulon of the AmtTlran Hallway KiiKlnecrlnK and Maintenance of Way ABHooiatlon, held In Chicago this week. An aluttract
•if the diRciisHlon of these reportH will be given next week.
ItOADWAY.
The report on Roadway dealH with the 8ubJ(H;t8 of "Track Elevation and l>epreKHluii In CItleH," an<l "The Oeneral I'raetlcal Work
i)f fjrade and Curve Improvement Work Outside CItleH."
Under the flrnt heading, the committee presentB, In tabular
form a Hunimary of replleH received In answer to a circular of InThe roads reporting are the Chicago & Western Indiana;
quiry.
he Uurlltigton; the Rock Island: the Chicago Terminal Transfer;
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western; the Illinois Central; the
long Island; the Michigan Central; the New York, Chicago & St.
ouls, and the Pennsylvania.
The Information Included the extent
of the work; how It was handled; how It was organized; where the
material for tilling was obtalni^l; how unloaded; number of cubic
yards a day, and the egulpraeiil for unloading; method of handling
the bridge work, and the methods of handling water, sewer and gas
pipes, electric conduits and wires, street cars and general traffic.
The second subject has been confined to the practical work of
grade and curve Improvement, with particular reference to the consideration of practical methods and organization.
The committee reports progress on the "Determination of Waterway for (Uilverts." and presents a list of references to articles published on this subject.
The committee recommends the adoption of the following conI

I

The

report

Is

Vol XLIV.. No.

12.

signed by H. J. Sllfer, Chairman: G. H. Bremner,
C. Beye. D. J. Brumley, F. R. Coates. W. M.
C. Dougherty. S. B. Fisher. D. MacPherson.

VIce-Chalrman, John
Dawley. Paul DIdler,

W.

D. Pence, J. G. Sullivan. J. E. Wlllougbby

and R. C. Young

mallastino.

The committee presents a

revision of the ballast •eciions for
crushed rock and slag, Classes A and B, with a slope of 2 to 1. The
1907 convention adopted a rock slope of l>-j to 1. but the committee
believed that this was passed under a misapprehension, and therefore submitted the question to letter-ballot.
The result of the lelterballot showed 79 votes In favor of the slope recommended by the
committee, and 21 votes against.
C<>XCLl'SIO.\.

The committee recommends the adoption of the ballast •M.llons
and slag, shown herewith, as being good practice.
The report Is slgne<] by John V, Hanna. Chairman: C. A. Paquette. VIce-Chalrman: Wlllard Ueahan. W. B. Causey. G. D Hicks.
B. C. Mllner. F. J. Stlmson. G. M. Walker. Jr.. W. J. Bergen. J. B.
for crushed rock

Dickson, Alfred Jackson and A. F. Rust.
ties.
In

The report on ties contains a compilation of answers received
reply to a circular of Inquiry as to causes of crosstie failure:

I'luslons:

SUCH AS TKACK
ELEVATION AND DEPIIF.SSION.
Organization. There should be a superintendent of con1
struction in complete charge of the work. To him should report
the following officers in charge of the various branches of the work:
The engineers having charge of the contract work and givin;; lines
iiiid grades: the roadmaster in charge of earthworlv and track work;
the engineer In charge of masonry and bridges; the yardmaster in
charge of engines and switching; the trainmaster, with a despatcher
in charge of the operation of traffic over the territory covered by
the work in hand,
if the proportions of the work allow, every person connected with this organization should he relieved from all
other duties relating to the operation of the road.
The railroad company should handle with its own force
(2)
all work which may interfere with the operation of the road, such
as track raising or lowering, flillns and excavating, handling and
laying tracks, moving switches and putting In bridges under traffic.
.\11 other work which can be done without any interference with the
operation of the railroad should be let l>y contract, both for economillADK A.NI) CUIIVK

•

(

.MI'ROVEMENT WOIIK I.NSIUK OK CITIES,

—

)

and

ical

I

political

reasons;

this consisting of street

work and

all earthwork should be handled by
maifhinery; that is, loaded by steam shovels and unloaded by plows,
handled by cable unloaders and moved by spreaders.
The best material to use for fllling is sand.
(4)
Bridge work, both railroad and highway, must ordinarily
(5)
consist of temiwrary bridges, to be replaced by permanent bridges

after tracks are elevat<'d or depressed.
((!)
Water, sewer and gas pipes, electrical conduits and wires
should be taken care of and the work of moving them should be
done by the companies owning them, whether or not the work Is
paid for by the railroad company.
cities.

and lightest curvature which
physical conditions and the present and prospocllve business of the
(1)

KstabllBli the lowest gradient

road will admit.

Complete the location entirely before entering on work of
(2)
construction.
Attend, first of all. to surface and waterway drainage, and
(3)
last to the roadway drainage in excavations.
Separate grades of railroads and highways, wherever prac(4)
t

icablo.

(fi)
.Eliminate temporary bridges,
permanent structures In concrete and

ilone,

by the substitution of
wherever It can be
having In view the formation of a continuous roadway on
etc.,

steel,

ballast.

Do all light, short haul and preparatory work with teams
(())
or other light working plant.
Provide separate tracks for work and traffic, wherever It
(7)
nn be done.
Have a well-dellned plan for conducting heavy excavation
(8>
before tarting work.
(il)
The simplest organization is the best. Some one man
should be In responsible charge of the work, with a staff of engineers under him, and enough supervisors to cover the work, who
have full control of men. material and moans for each section, with
foremen and sangs everywhere needed.
.

,

Crus/ref' /ToeJr. SmrxJi^''e£^

f

J^taf Cfirja B.

Sfo^ •t/Vv/.tT' tie i/resse^/ *

secf/tn

jAmmm

Crushed Rock and Slag Ballast: Recommended Practice.

con-

work where practicable.
As far as practicable,
(3)

crete

niiAni-: and curve improveme.nt wobk outside ok
The following rules of practice are recommended:

Crusfitef /foek

whether due to decay, rail cutting or spike cutting: a su;?geste<l
method for analyzing coal-tar creosote, and determining the amount
zinc in wood treated with that material: a discussion of the
future policy of railroads with reference to tie supply, and a list of
wood preserving plants In the United States and Mexico.

of

CoFic/usion*.

The committee recommends the adoption

of the following con-

clusions:

That the method for analysis of coal-tar creosote shown
1 )
on pp. 9S-101 of Bulletin 96 be approved as good practice.
(2)
That the method for determination of zinc In treated timbers shown on pp. 102-105 of Bulletin 96 be approved as good prac(

tice.

The report Is signed by E. B. Cuahlng. Chairman: W. W. Curtis.
Vice-Chairnian; E. G. Erickson. W. F". H. Finke. E. O. Faulkner.
E. E. Hart. H. C. I-andon. J. D. Isaacs. A. S. More. Dr H Von
Schrenk. J. C. Nelson and H. J. Simmons.
RAIL.

The committee reviews the report of the .-Vmerican Railway
.\8soclation committee on Standard Rail and. Wheel Sections, and
points out the desirability of all railroad companies uniting on a
The .\merlcan Railway .\8soclatton committee
single rail .section.
submitted two series of proposed rail sections, which are shown In
KailnHiil Hazrltf. Nov. 22. 1907.1
the body of the report.
{

A form

rail failures Is submllted for adoption
by the railroads represented in the association. The arguments
advnnt'ed for the approval of the proposed blank are the following:
1 )
The desirability of keeping the size of the form to that

for

reportin,;

1

of a letter-size sheet.

The majority of the railroads of the country require re(2)
ports of rail failures to be mailo out by a track foreman, as he Is
generally the first on the ground after a rail failure, and they will
have to depend very largely on him for the information: therefore
it seems desirable to put the questions In such a way that men of
ordinary intelligence can nnsw-er them.
(3)

Certain questions were asked by the blank submitted by
.\8sociatIon committee which were to be
to diagrams.
We believe It better to have

American Railway
answered by refereni-e
the

}

Maik

II

^

.
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written replies as far as possible to all questions. We have, howmade use of the diagrams showing rail failures suggested by
the American Railway Association committee in connection with
the instructions on the hactc of the blank recommended.
Conclusiun.
The committee recommends the adoption of form M. W. 1200
for reporting rail failures by the railroads represented in the asso-

ever,

ciation.
is signed by Wm. R. Webster, Chairman; R. MontVice-chairman; F. E. Abbott, J. W. Kendriclv, E. F. Kenney,
J. Kruttschnit, E. B. Ashby, A. S. Baldwin, D. D. Carothers. J. A.
Colby, C. H. Ewing, S. M. Felton. J. F. Hinckley, Robert W. Hunt,

The report

fort.

D. W. l.um, F. H. iMcGuigan, H. T. Porter, J. T. Richards, R.
Trimble. G. W. Vaughan. H. U. Wallace and G. B. Woodworth.
TKAfK.
The report on Track embodies formulas and tables for computing the elements of the split switch (straight points) from a
tangent. A diagram showing a 15-ft. reinforced split switch was

main

For

presented.

track,

recommends

committee

the

spilt

switches in accordance with the diagram, with distant switch signal
interlocked with switch-stand and pipo-conne<ted derail. The bolted
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The
in.
is assumed to be 53% in., and for middle drivers oiv^
clearance between the hubs of the wheels and the driving boxes is
taken as 1% in- The committee recommends to the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association that the present clearance between wheels and driving boxes for new and repair work be increased from Vn to Vi in.
Conclusions.
The committee recommends the adoption of the following conclusions as representing good practice:
That the elements of the split switch turnout from a
(1)
tangent be computed according to the formulas given and as indicated by Table No. 1.
The adoption of the reinforced split switch shown.
(2)
The adoi)tion of the frog and specifications for same, out(3)
lined in the body of the report.
The adoption of the guard rail and throat clearance, shown
(4)
with the 15 ft. reinforced split switch.
That tie-plates be used on all ties throughout the leads.
(5)
That glazed sewer pipe with bell ends be used for the
(6)
drainage of wet cuts, pipe to be laid without cemented joints, and
to be covered with hay or straw and cinders, and laid below frost
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Recommended Form

for

type of frog is recommended, the length to be such that the standard
angle bars can bo applied; flangeway to be I's in.; rails to be of
open-hearth steel, fillers to be made of rolled steel and to fit snug;
bolts of fine B. B. iron, round and true to size, with U. S. standard
ends and threads; bolt holes to be accurately drilled, holes to be
made '/,« in. less in diameter than bolts to be used; parts of frogs
to be then assembled and holes reamed in order to be straight and
of such size as to give the bolts a driving fit. Bottom plates to be
made of rolled steel. A plan of the proposed frog was shown on
the diagram.
The guard rail recommended Is 15 ft. long, with flangeway 1%
in. where track is maintained to standard gage.
If turnouts are
located on curve, it is recommended that flangeway be widened to
maintain a distance of 4 ft. 6^^ in. from the gage of frog to the
gage of the guard rail.
The diagrams and formulas for the widening of gage were prepared for the standard spacing of wheels of consolidation engines.
The tables given are for consolidation engines having IS ft. wheel
base, consolidation engines having 19 ft. wheel base, and decapod
engines having wheel base of 19i.j ft. In making the calculations,
the distance from back to back of tires for forward and rear drivers

Cffe/t /foi/root/ iri// /i//

m //leje t/anJrj

/o juif

i/j

proe/ice

Reports of Rail Failures.
line where possible.
French or pillar drains to be used for the
curing of slides.
That the widening of gage on cur\'es be calculated accord(7)
ing to formula on diagram A in the report, like tables B, C and D.
The report is signed by L. S. Rose, Chairman; T. H. Hickey,
Vice-chairman; Wm. Ashton. R. K. Brown, G. C. Cleveland, A. L.
Davis, Garrett Davis. R. L. Huntley, W. S. Kinnear, C. E. Kimkerbocker, R. K. Rochester, F. A. Smith, Earl Stimson, R. A. Van
Houten and A. A. Wirth.
BUILD LSGS.
The subjects assigned the committee were as follows:
(1)
Report and present recommendations relative to best type
of locomotive coaling station to adopt for various conditions.
Report on use of reinforced concrete for roundhouses.
(2)
Report on best method for smoke removal, ventilation
(3)
and heating of roundhouses.
(4)
Report on use of movable or fixed cranes for facilitating;
locomotive repairs in roundhouses.
Report on best arrangements of windows and roof lights
(5)
and proper ratio of light area to floor surface in roundhouses.
Under the first heading, the committee submits its conclusions.

:
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No.

12.

aH follows (concluBlonB 1 to 4 were adopted In I'JOT, but are reproduced for (onvenlence In dlHciutitlon)
The cost Items Hhoiild Include cliargeg lor Intereiil and
(1)
depreciation, charges for maintenance and operation (the cost of
switching cars onto trestles should be Included), and a charge for
the use of cars for slonige jiurposes.
l'rovl«lon should be made for Ure protection, the avoid(2)
ance of damage to the coal, and Its delivery In the best possible

window headb to properly secure the window frameiS. Windows or
transoms as large an practicable should be provided over all doors
where locomotives enter.
The report Ik signed by O. P. Chamberlain, Chairman; \Uur1oe
Coburn, Vice-Chalrman; J. W. Cowper, H. M. Cryder, C. H. Fake.
J. S. Metcalf, A. O. .S'ortou, L. U. Smith. Wm. Graham, E, W. Wiggin,
C. H. Stengel, 8. I). Brady, M. J. Capies and W. H. Sellew.

condition.

on Wooden Bridges and Trestles contains siandJtrd
bridge and trestle limber; revised speciflcatloo
for piling; a discussion of wooden trestle bridges with ballast floors.
Including plans typical of the two general designs for ballast floor
trestles In use on the Santa Ke, Illinois Central, Mobile t Ohio,
and Union Pacific railroads; safe unit stresses for tlml>ers used
In wooden bridges and trestles, with a graphical comparison and
tables of unit stresses; a discuHslon of preservation of structural
timber. Its effect on the strength of timber, c-ost of treatment, method
of treatment, etc.; speclflcations of the Santa Fe for creosoUng Pacific coast piling and timber; standard names for structural timbers
and classification of southern yellow pine.

viiled

WUOUL.N UBUMtJs A.M> TUUiTUlfi.

The

of self-clearing cars should be made possible, and
ordinarily It should also be possible to shovel from flat-bottomed cars.
(4)
Storage for emergency purposes and fireproof construction
are, in general, to be recommended, and In some cases duplicate
machinery Is desirable.
(fij
It l.s not possible to give absolute limits between which
dlfferi-nt types of coaling arrangements are to be used.
Each Installation must be considered ua an Individual problem.
Prices of materials, cost and character of labor, the possible track arrangements,
the amount of storage desired, the power and attendance, and shifting service available, all are to be considered.
Where the quantity of coal handled Is small, particularly
(6)
at terminal polnta where locomotives lie over night, It Is recommended that the locomotives be coaled, either directly from cars
by the hostler, or by handling from cars to an elevated platform pro(3 J

The use

with a jib crane and one-ton buckets, and from these buckets

to the locomotive.

At terminals where the daily consumption of coal does
not exceed 75 tons, a locomotive crane with clam-shell bucket is de(7)

such terminal other work that can
be economically performed by the locomotive crane.
At terminals where the requirements are from 75 to 200
(8)
tons per day and a deep foundation is practicable, a "balanced twobucket hoist type" of coaling station is recommended.
For terminals larger than those previously considered, the
(9)
type of coaling station which should be selected as most desirable
Is dependent entirely upon local conditions.
Where it is required
that coal be delivered to not more than two tracks, and where the
necessary ground space is available, a coaling station of the "trestle
type," with incline approach. Is recommended.
In yards where delivering locomotives are constantly lu attendance a plant with a 5
per cent. Incline is preferable to one with a 20 per cent, grade operated by a hoisting engine. Where it Is required to deliver coal to
more than two tracks, or where the ground space for a "trestle type"
is not available, a "mechanical conveyor type" is recommended.
(The following substitute lor conclusions 8 and it Is submitted
by a member of the committee as a minority report.)
At terminals where the requirements do not exceed 200
(8)
tons a day, when the desired storage is not so great that auxiliary
buckets are necessary, and where a deep foundation is practicable,
a two-bucket hoist is recommended.
(It)
At points where the requirements are greater than tills a
mechanical conveyor plant is recommended, except that when the
track arrangement and the ground space available permit, especially
where it is diflicult to obtain proper care of a mechanical plant,
the use of a trestle should also be considered.
Under the second heading, "I'se of Reinforced Concrete for
itoundhouses," the following conclusions are submitted:
Reinforced concrete should be used below the floor when
(1)
It Is cheaper than plain concrete.
The iidrtltlonal security against interruption to traffic war(2)
rants the construction of a roundhouse with a reinforced concrete
(3)
be of the

When
same

the root
material.

is

of reinforced concrete the

columns should

for

Conclutiont.

The adoption of the following conclusloDS is recommended:
That the standard speclflcations for bridge and trestle
(1)
timbers be approved as good practice.

That the revised specifications for piling be approved.
(2)
That there be added to the definitions of standard defects
(3)
of structural tlml>er the following:
16.

sirable, provided that there is at

roof.

reiKtrt

speclQcatlons

17.

—

Ring Shake. An opening between annual rings.
Through Shake. A shake which extends between two faces

—

of a timber.
The report is signed by

Henry S. Jacoby, Chairman; James
Vice-chairman; F. H. Balnbrldge, A. L. Bowman, R. D.
Coombs. R. T. Darrow. H. G. Fleming. Hans Ibsen. S. S. Roberts.
W. F. Steffens, 1. O. Walker, C. C. Wentworth and B. A. W^ood.
Keys,

MASONBT.

The specifications for stone masonry, presented In 1907, have
been revised and are submitted for final approval.
The committee was instructed to report on the most economical
size or combination of size£ of stone to l>e used in stone concrete.
as applied to the different classes of work. A circular of inquiry
was issued, requesting an expression from the members of the aasociation as to their preferences, and a summary of the replies Is
given in the report. From the answers received the committee
draws the following conclusions:
"Cons-ldering plain concrete only, and assuming that the aggregate will range in size from M In. to the maximum named, a preference is shown for the following maximum sizes:
"For foundations, 2'- in.; for abutments, 2 in.; for arch rings.
11^ In.; for coping, bridge seats and thin walls, 1 In."
The committee reports progress on the subject of waterproofing
masonry, and on the subject of failures of concrete structures.
A comparison of standard plans in use on a number of raliroa<Ls
for masonry culverts is In preparation, and will appear In a bulletin
after the convention.
The report Is signed by A. O. Cunningham. Chairman: C. W.
Boynton, Vice-Chairman: W. B. Hanlon, W. K. Hatt, H. H. Knowlton, C. H. Moore. W. H. Petersen. Job Ttithlll. J. W. Schaub. Richard
L. Humphrey. F. B. Scheetz, G. F. Swain and G. H. Tinker.
SIU.NS, FENCKS AMI CAXri-E OlARUS.
The committee reports progress on the subject of "snow fences,
snow sheds and other means of preventing snow accumulating and
the best methods of clearing tracks and snow removal." A larg«»
amount of valuable Information has l>een obtained In response to

made on

Reinforced concrete should be used for the walls only
(4)
where special conditions reduce Its cost below that of brick or plain
concrete and where plaster Is not considered satisfactory.
Subject No. 3 "Best method tor smoke removal, ventilation and
licalhiK or roundhouses"— no definite reconimendation is made.

a circular of inquiry, and a report will be

Subject No. 4
movable or fixed cranes for facilitating locomotive repairs In roundhouses" the conclusion of the committee Is that:
Jib <'rancs attached to the posts alongside of a number of pits
in roundhouses, or. In the case of large roundhouses, a small traveler working around the outer circle, capable of handling two tons
should be Installed, in such roundhous(>s as may Ih? designated by
the motive power department as requiring such appliances for light
locomotive repairs.
Subject No. 5 "Best arrangement of windows and roof lights,
luid proper ratio of light area to floor space"
the committee concludes that:

Sl(,)NAUSO AND INTERLOCKIXO.
The report contains an historical review of the efforts made
by various railroad companies towards formulating an ideal system
of signaling, and the committee brietly summarizes the requirements
thus far adopted by the association and published In the Manual

—
— "The use of

—

—

—

The disadvantages of roof or skylights In roundhouses are
(1)
so much, greater than their advantages as to make them undesirable.

Windows in the outer walls of roundhouses should be made
(2)
ns large as practicable and contain the largest glass or light area
consistent with the requisite strength.
In general, the lower sill
should be not more than 4 ft. from the floor and only suffldont space
loft

Iwtween pilasters and sides of window frames, and girders and

the

coming year.
The report is signed by W.

the subject during

Williams. Chairman: F. P.
Gutellus. Vice-chairman; L. G. Ctirtls. Ole Davidson. A. E. Doucet,
I'aul Hamilton. C. W. Plfer. W. A. Wallace and H. F. White.
O.

Recommendeii Practice.
The committee has developed and presents the Indications
deemed requisite, with their appllratlon. shown by means of a dlagi-am. and from which It has deduced the necessary requisites of
Installation and adjuncts.
of

Requisites of inslallntion for telegraph block, controlled manual,
niilomatlc block and other systems are given.
The requisites of
installation recommended depart from the Standard Code of the
.\merican Railway .Vssociatlon in six Important features:
A distinctive position is recommended for the caution tn(1)
dlcAtton of the distant signal, in lieu of a special form of arm displayed in stop position of other signals.
(2)
Two lights are recommended on every signal In lieu of
one. two. three, four or even five lights under present practice.

Maiuii

20.
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The requisite use of two lights is taken advantage of in
(3)
distinguishing Ijelween the different types of signals.
differentiation is made between signals requiring stop
A
(4)
until authorized to proceed, stop and proceed, and stop and investigate, because the first two have been provided properly and necessarily by the standard code, and the third one is recognized in universal practice and should be embodied in the rules laid down for
the proper conduct of transportation.
(o)- A differentiation is made between the indication regulating
the approach to another signal and the indication permitting a train
to enter a manual block that is not clear.
Adequate approach indications are provided for all high(6)
speed signals.
The following arguments are advanced for the adoption of the
committee's plan:
The advantages resulting from uniformity of signaling on
(1)
the different systems of the country are:
(a)
A considerable mileage of track in the country is operated
jointly by two or more roads, and at present if the signal practices
of the parties to the joint use of tracks are at variance, as frequently occurs, the same crews may have to run under different
systems of signaling on a single run. Under a uniform system
these crews would have but one system of indications to learn.
Men leaving the employment of one road will not have
(b)
to unlearn one system of signaling and learn another in order to
qualify to work upon another road.
Uniformity of indications will tend to uniformity in a
(c)
considerable portion of the apparatus used, resulting in a decrease
in various manufacturing expenses, and amount of stock to be carried by manufacturers and railroads, especially at jointly operated
plants, and will result in quicker deliverj' of material.
The expense for damage claims should be reduced and a
(d)
better legal status secured to the railroad companies on account of
less liability to confusion of indications, and on account of the
system of signaling proposed having the endorsement of general
adoption.
Quicker and more accurate interpretation of signals by
(2)
enginemen.
Indication of diverse functions by the signals themselves.
Instead of by generai orders, special orders, etc., thus relieving the
englnemen's minds of a burden of detail.
Classification of indications of the same general meaning,
(4)
(3)

thus avoiding misunderstanding.
Information by the aspect of the signal of the improper
(5)
display of an indication.
The report also contains three papers by members of the committee, on "Signal Indications and Aspects, " and "Suggestions as
to the Selection or Development of a Basis for a Correct System
of Signaling."
Coiielusions.

The committee recommends
shown on page 12 of Bulletin

that the "requisite indicaare adequate and embody
all essential and proper indications and that they be recommended,
to the American Railway Association for adoption.
That the "requisites of installation" set forth on pages
(2)
11-17 of Bulletin 94 are practicable and form an adequate and proper
basis for the design of a system of aspects required for the display
of the requisite indications and are essential for a uniform, universal
system of signaling, and that they be referred to the American Railway Association for adoption as proper for new work and renewals.
The report is signed by A. H. Hudd, Chairman: L. R. Clausen,
(1)
tions," as

U4,

Vice-chairman; Azel Ames. Jr., C. C. Anthony, H. S. Balliet. Chas.
A. Dunham, G. E. Ellis. M. H. Hovey, J. C. Mock. F. P. Patenall,
J. A. Peabody, Frank Rhea. W. B. Scott, Thos. S. Stevens, J. E.
Taussig, H. H. Temple, H. M. Waite and Edwin F. Wendt.

It should also show all
of lots and blocks, and names of streets.
main tracks, sidetracks and structures that were built in connection with the original construction of the road; the exact location
of all crossings of steam, electric or other roads.
On or near each part of the land on the right-hand side
(2)

each map should be shown the deed custodian's number; the date
grantor and grantee, mileposts. kind of instrument, date and
book and page where recorded. This also includes reference to
leases, franchises, ordinances and grants concerning the use of land.
The original right-of-way map should be traced, and the
(3)
tracing filed away for a permanent record of the conditions existing
The map from which tliis
at the time the railroad was completed.
tracing is made should be corrected from time to time as changes
are made in important tracks and structures, which are of value
as reference to the right-of-way boundaries, as well as any transfers
of property made to and from the railroad company, and any important tracks or structures.
The property of adjacent railroads or of subsidiary and
(4)
associated companies should be shown in different colors for the
purpose of ready distinction.
It is important to show on the original right-of-way map a
(5)
profile of the same horizontal scale and of the same station numbers
as the map and of suitable vertical scale, which profile should show
the original subgrade, the location, character and size of opening

of

of

of each bridge, waterway or under-crossings, and the original surface of the ground, the necessity for this being the knowledge of
physical conditions at the time the road was built, often needed in
defending litigation and settling questions arising from time to time.
In regard to the scale, size and methods of filing maps,
(6)
it is not considered advisable to make a definite recommendation
as to the scale of such maps, because of the different conditions that

require greater or less detail. It is suggested, however, that a range
of from 50 ft. to the inch to 400 ft. to the inch should cover all possible conditions, except, possibly, in undeveloped portions of the
country, where a smaller scale could be used.

TRACK MAPS.

—A

map used primarily for showing
Definition:
"Track Map.
physical conditions, including tracks, bridges, buildings, water service and mains, leases, station facilities and all of the physical and
operating features."
Track maps should show all physical conditions pertaining
(1)
to the construction and operation of the railroad and the limits
They
of the right of way without reference to title or ownership.
should show all main and sidetracks and their alinement, distance
between them, capacity and car lengths; all builJings upon the right
of way and adjacent thereto, dimensions and character thereof and
location with reference to main or sidetracks; bridges, culverts,
water stations, coaling plants, turntables, shop buildings, water
mains, electric light wires, fences, street car and other railroad
crossings, and the angle they make with the railroad track; sewers,
signals of all kinds and all physical conditions on the property.
All structures on such maps should be located by chainage numbers
and plusses.
in

They should be corrected whenever any changes are made
(2)
any of the features shown thereon and a corrected copy sent to

the general

of the

—

Ledger Accounts. Three blank forms are submitted Form M. W.
1,020, Monthly Progre.ss Statement of Expenditures; Form M. W.
Standard Method for Recording the Cost of Individual Pieces
of Work; and Form .M. \V. 1,017, a suggested substitute for the
Estimate Form shown in the Manual of 1907.
The following conclusions are submitted tor adoption:

1,014.

—

record.

conditions.
The map should show very plainly the north point, scale,
(4)
original dale and date corrected.
The conventional signs adopted by the association should
(5)
always be used where it is possible and convenient to do so.
local

INIIIVIDCAL LEDGER ACCOUNTS.

report on Records. Reports and Accounts contains a review
subjects of Right-of-Way and Track Maps and Individual

Hl(iIIT-<>F-W.\Y

office for

It is recommended that a scale of 100 ft. to the inch be
(3)
used for such maps except in territories and cities of large industrial development, where varying scales may be used to suit the

RKlOltDS. KKI'ORTS .\M) .VCCOl-.NTS.

The
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M.\PS.

Definition:
"Right-of-Way Map. A plat representing the actual
location and dimensions of all property, rights or franchises that
are owned or controlled by a railroad company."
Right-of-way maps should show the state, county, town(1)
ship, town or city; the right-of-way alinement complete; the station
plusses of the crossing of all important land or property lines and
streets, with the distance to all permanent land or street corners.
The angle which the center line of the road makes with property
lines; the number of the right-of-way sheet; the points of the compass; the scale and date of the map; the Ixiundaries of the several
parts of the land owned by the company, and the width of the rightof-way. particularly at those points where the widths change; any
additions, or subdivisions of towns or cities, with numbers and sizes

of form M. W. 1020, to be used for a monthly
progress statement of expenditures (p. 55, Bulletin 97).
The adoption of form M. W. 1014 as a standard method
(2)
for recording the cost of individual pieces of work, such form to
be used in making a report to the officer in charge of the department doing the work (p. 54. Bulletin 97).
Your committee recommends for consideration, and. if
(3)
possible, approval, a suggested change for form M. W. 1017 (pp.
57, Bulletin 97).
The report is signed by H. R. Safford. Chairman; J. B. Austin.
W. Archer, Edward Gray. Henry Lebn, A. W.
.Ir.. Vice-Chairman;
Newton, .1. E. Schwitzer, V. D. Simar. R. C. St. John, J. E. Turk,
and E. K. Woodward.
I'NirORM RIXES.

(1)

The adoption

.".(;.

The committee submits for adoption the following rules pertaining to supervisors of signals:
They shall report to and receive instructions from the
(1)
(To be filled in by each road).
They shall be responsible for the safe condition and proper
(2)
maintenance of all signals and interlocking plants in their districts.
They must inform themselves of the condition of signals
and interlocking plants, make necessary repairs of such defects as
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rill. 111^1

1

111

I

ijiiiij

iii<niiiii-iii

111.

port defective condition to

(

i)i

iraliin,

aiiJ

iiiouiplly

re-

Title j.

Tilt')' Hliall etriiiloy. In the dlHcliartic of their work. Huch
uH un- necewHary for carrying out the dullCH for which they

Ci)
jiifn

are rt-BimnHllilc.
(l)
Tliey muHt

know that all foremen are provided with all
forniH and H|jeclal inKtructlons pertalnInK to their
and that ihey fully underxtand and comply with the name.
(i))
They niuKl xec that all foremen arc familiar with the
ruloB in regard to train Hlgnals and llagglng, and that they fully
underhtand and comply with the same.
They inuHt know that all foremen are «iipplled with
(0)
IooIh and matirial neceusary for the eUlcient performance of their
duties aiKl must «ee that they are jiroperly care<l for and UHed.
They Khali conform to the preHcrlbed standardH and plans
(7)
in the execution of the work under their charge.
nili'K,

I'lrciilar.s,

diille.s,

They

(N)

not permit experimental trials of appliances
or dcvlccH not standard with the cmnpany, nor give out Information
of llie results of any trial, except liy proper authority.
ii<)
They Khali keep general over.siglit of all work |)erformed
ill
their (llHtricts by contractors or others who do not come under
iheir illrecl charge, and see tiiat nothing is done hy them that will
Interfere with the safety of track or movement of trains.
III)
They must make frequent Inspections of all signals and
interlocking plants In their districts and have necessary repairs
made a.s promptly as condition.s require.
The report is signed ijy K.
Barnard, Chairman; .1. H. Abbott,
Vl<e('halrman; C. C. Anthony, Robert Bell, C. N. Kalk. F. h. Nlchcilson. .1. O. Osgood, J. C. Mock, J. A. Peabody. CJ. H. Webb, and
C. A. Wilson.
Khali

W,VTEU SKHVICK.

This committee look for the subject of its report a revision of
the conclusions previously adopted by the association on the 'Quality of Water, with
Methods of Treatment and Results (Jbtained
The:efrom." The matter appearing in the Manual of 1907 under
the above heading has been rearranged, condense<l and a portion
eliminated.
C'DniluniuHS.

of

The committee recommends that the material in the "Manual
Recommended Practice," edition of 1907, be revised to read as

follows:

WJTII METUOUS OF THEATME-NT AND BEStlLTS
OBTAI.NEI) TIIEREFKO.M
CONCLUSIONS ANO RECO.M .MENDED
PRINCIPLES OF PRACTICE.

QIALITY OF

W.VTKIt,

—

locating water stations along a railroad, an investigation should be made of all the available water supplies, and care
should be taken to avoid the use of poor water, or to curtail Its
luse as much as possible.
Most water used in locomotive boilers contains scale(2)
forming matter in solution cr suspension, causing much troul)le and
expense in operating and maintiiinlng locomotives.
Hard water can be softened before it Is put Into locomolive
(3)
boiler.'! by treating it with chemicals.
(1)

In

(t)

Water whose hardness

magnesia can

lie

of lime
solteiied water.

the "use

is due to carbonates of lime and
softened at a moderate expense for chemicals b\
alone, without adding any soluble salts to the

I.'))
Water whose hardness is due to sulphates of lime and
magnesia can bo softened, but at a greater expense, by the use
more expensive chemical. In this case soluble sulpliiiti
of soda will lie added to the softened water. Increasing the

of soda ash, a

teiulency to foam.

The mechanical methods

(11)

new

iiiid

liiniiiiis

(7)

differ widely,

of modern water-softeners are
but consist of two general types, the con-

and the Intermittent.
At stations where hard water is used, special study should
relative to the economical value of treating the water,
method best adapted to meet the conditions.

be niiide

and

ilie

(S)
The cost of Installing a water-softening plant varies
corillng to the capacit.\ of the i)lant. Its type, cost of material

labor in
(9)

its

locality,

and other

ac-

and

local conditions.

The cost of operating a water-softening plant varies according to the efflclency of the water-softening apparatus and the
cost of lime and soda ash, or other chemicals available for softening water In Its locality.
( KM
The cost of chemicals required to soften water varies
according to the quantity of hardening matter In the water, and
also Us composition.
(in The bonetlts derived from water-softening plants are:
Fewer boiler failures due to leaking: longer life of flues and firebox
sheets; reduced cost of lalior for repairing and waslilug boilers;
increased locomotive mileage between shoppings; decreased number of locomotives required to perform the same service; less expense In cost of overtime and delayed time.
The removal of the sulphates of lime and magnesia Is of
(12)
greater value than the removal of the oirbonates alone, as the
carbonates of magnesia, without the |)resence of the sulpli;iies of
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lime or

luagiieiilu, do nui i»mii i.iiiu Mdi<-. out are precipitated in the
boiler as soft Ncale and mud.
The greatest dli^advautage In treating wat«r ic the in(13)
creaiied tendency to foam, due to the reaction of soda ash on tne
sulphate^) of lime and magnesia.
The report is signed by A. K. SburtlefT, Chairman. W. P.
Boright. J. L. Campbell. John P. Congdou, J. P. Halilban, K. N.
Layfield, C. A. Morse, John P. KamMy, C. L. Kansom. G. J. Hay.
O. E. Selby and M. H. Wlckhorst.

YAKUS A.ND TUIMl.NAlJi.

The report on Yards and Terminals deals with the iiUbi«(U
of Freight Yards for Hump Switching; Track Scale*; Convtrying
Car Riders In Hump Yards; Y'ard Lighting; Freight Transfer Station; Railway Freight Houses and WarebouMrs, and Preigbt Handling .Machinery.

Plans and profiles of a number of gravity switching yards are
shown; also plan of entrance to classiOcalion yard, with double
plans of freight transfer blations; iiluKtratlons of freight
in use at ocean terminals; tables giving car
capacities of freight yards on the Pennsylvania Lines; track scales
in freight yards on various railroads; methods adopted for weighing cars, and descriptions of railroad freight bouses and warehouses
at Newark, N. J., and Pittsburgh, Pa.
ladders;

conveying machinery

Conclmiom.
The committee recommends the following changes
and the recommended principles of practice:

I

C

Vol

in

con

elusions,

HUMP

YABU8.

Hump yards should consist of receiving, classlflcation and
(1)
departure tracks, in consecutive order.
A hump yard is a desirable form of yard for receiving.
(2)
classifying, and making up trains, because lars can be bandied
through it faster and at less cost than through any other form of
vard.
C!)

Receiving tracks should be of sufOclent length to bold
trains of the various classes bandied.
Receiving tracks should be sulUcient in number to bold
a number of trains arriving In quick succession. The number will
depend on the amount and character of traffic bandied, and upon
the relative location of the yard with respect to the other yards

maximum
(4)

and connections.
If it Is possible, the grades of the receiving tracks should
(5)
be such that one engine can push the maximum train over the

hump.
((i)
No definite recommendation can be made as to length or
number of classification tracks, except that when they are to be
used as departure tracks they should be long enough to bold full
trains, and that when conditions permit, there should be as many
of them as can be used to advantage to avoid .-ubsequent classification and consequent delay.
Departure tracks should be full train length and of suf(7)
ficient number to provide ample standing room for trains while
being tested for air, and while waiting for engines.
IS)
An air brake testing plant should be provided in the departure yard; the tracks should be pii>ed. and sufficient outlets
furnished with hose to test air brakes on all outgoing trains.
(9)
To secure the greatest possible efficiency or to so construct
a hump that the greatest number of cuts of cars may be classiOed
over it, the steepest part of the grade should be reached in the
least available distance after passing the summit, and the grade
or fall should provide suflirient momentum to carry all cars to
lower ends of classification tracks.
(10)
Where cars to be classified are largely empty or light,
and the scale Is on the hump, grades are recommended for average
conditions as follows:
The summit of the lAimp should be reached by vertical curves
with radius of about 1,500 ft. that raise the grade about one foot in
a distance of GO ft.; the cufve over the summit to be continued on
the descending grade a distance of about 3i) ft. to Join a grade not
exceeding 2 per cent, for a distance not exceeding 60 ft. Thence
descending by a vertical curve with radius of altoiit 2.000 ft. a
distance of 40 ft.: thence descending on a grade of 4 per cent, a distance of 50 ft.; thence descending by a vertical curve with radius
of about 5,000 ft. a distance of about 155 ft. to Join a grade of
1 per cent, at the heads of the ladder tracks.
Thence down through
ladder tracks and turnouts, 1 per cent.; thence down through clas-

cenL
cars to be classified are largely heavy or loaded,
on the hump, the same grades are recommended

sification tracks. 0.5 per

111)

Where

and the scale

Is

for use over the hump as for light cars, but as the proportion of
cars diminishes the length of the grade of 4 per cent, may
be reduced.
It is recommended, however, that the length of the 4 per cent
grade be at least 25 ft.: that the grade of ladder tracks l>e at
least O.S per cent., and that the grade of classification tracks be at
least 0.4 per cent., where conditions permit.
Where traffic or climatic conditions require, the sum(12)
mit of a hump may be made higher in the winter and restored
wliiMi till' imre:iS!'il heiclu is not iieeileil
light

Makch
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When

requiied by traffic conilitions, a track scale not
exceeding 60 ft. in length should tie located at such a distance
from ihe summit of the hump (30 to 40 ft. is recommended) that
when cars to be weighed reach the scale they will be properly
spaced from following cars and will be running slowly enough to
easily secure correct weights. The grade over the scale should not
e.xteed 2 per cent.
For average conditions It is recommended that No. 8
14)
frog he the sharpest used in classification yards.
YARD LIGHTING.
For yard lighting the use of arc lamps of 2,000 candle(1)
(la;

(

power

recommended.

is

For lighting hump and ladder tracks, the lamps should
(2)
be spaced 140 to 150 ft. apart and hung 28 ft. (or more) above
the tracks.
For lighting body tracks, the spacing should be such that
(3)
cars will be clearly visible.
riiElUllT TRAKSFEB STATIONS.
l-'reighl tiansfer stations should
be located at points
(1)
where traffic converges or diverges, or both, and where necessity exists for its consolidation of separation.
The installation should provide for the greatest possible
(2)
economy of operation, both as to time and cost of handling.
Where fixed platforms are used, they should be covered,
(3)
and it Is recommended that the width under ordinary conditions
be not more than 24 ft., and that the tracks on either side be built
in pairs.
If greater facilities are required, additional platforms
S ft. in width may be provided outside of the first two tracks and
additional tracks placed outside of them.
The width of these
additional platforms may be 8 ft. if without r(K)fs. or 12 if covered
by roofs supported by a line of posts in the middle.
Where large amounts of freight are to be transferred, the
(4)
use of power-driven covered traveling platforms, instead of fixed
platforms, is suggested.
I'liKIGllT II.V.NDl.lMi

The use

.\1.\CII1NKKV.

machinery at railway freight
bouses, warehouses and shipping piers is worthy of consideration.
The report is signed by F. S. Stevens, Chairman: E. E. R.
Tratman, Vice-Chairman
E. P. Dawley. A. C. Everham. A. P.
iieensfelder, F. G. .Jonah. Paul Jones, B. H. Mann. .1. D. Mason,
A. Montzheimer, G. F. Morse, H. J. Pfeifer and M. E. Shire.
(1)

of freight handling

;

IliO.N
AND STEKI. STRICTUIIKS.
The report on Iron and Steel Structures embodies a discussion

<if

Inspection, Repoits and Records of Bridges, and Classification ot

Bridges as to Safe Carrying Capacity.
I'nder
11)1'

the

heading of Inspection, the committee lecomniends

The following

not necessary for trackmen to make reports unless
(1)
something wrong is discovered, in which case the proper authorities
should be immediately notified, in order that necessary measures
may be taken Lo insure the safety of the bridge.
Bridgemen making monthly and quarterly inspections
(2)
should report on each structure each time examined. These reports
should cover briefly all the items outlined in Article 2, under the
heading of Inspection, as well as any other items shown on the
printed forms.
The annual report, by experienced bridge inspectors, should
(3)
be complete in detail, as it will form the basis from which will
be determined the degree of safety ot the structures, the necessity
for repairs and the extent of strengthening and renewals required.
In addition to the foregoing, reports should be made of
(4)
It

Records.

The following records are deemed

essential to show a complete
history of structures:
General drawings of bridge sites, showing alinement of
(1)
tracks, span lengths, skews, etc., with all necessary profiles.
When
the structure Is over a stream, the profile ol the river bottom should
be revised from time to time, to show the rate of scour and condition of foundations.
Set of strain sheets and detail drawings of the super(2)
structures, preferably on tracing cloth.
(''.)
Detail drawings of the substructures as actually built,
showing all information relating to the foundations.
Copies ot all specifications, contracts, tests of material and
(4)
inspector's shop and mill reports,
Records of all rejiairs, repainting, renewal of ties. etc.
(5)
Copies of the annual inspection reports, kept up to date
(())
by frequent revisions.
Tabulated statement of all clearances, covering the traffic
(7)
through, under or over the structure.
Copies of all documents relating to the work, such a»
(8)
special legislative acts, licenses, findings and awards ot commissions, agreements relating to the sharing of cost of construction,

maintenance, etc.
(it)
Complete calculations and schedules, showing classification of the bridges as to their safe carrying capacity.
For convenience ot reference in the office. It Is advisable
(10)
to make a synopsis ot the above information on cards or loose
sheets.
This should Include:

edied,
(c)
After heavy freshets tor evidence of damage to superstructures by drift and to substructures by scour.
(d)
By the engineering department whenever a structure is
reported as requiring "extensive" repairs or renewal.

Name and

(a)
(b)

location ot the structure.

Character of crossing.
Spans, skew, height above rail, clearances, high-water
mark, number and alinement of tracks.
Brief description of the super- and substructure.

(c)

)

the masonry, scouring or undermining of foundations and any delects whatsoever.
They shall carefully observe the action of the
structure under traffic, with the object of directing any new, unusual or excessive motion.
Quarterly, by competent bridgemen. who shall inspect, in
(:i)
the manner and with the object as defined in Article 2. those good
;uul substantial bridges which shall be particularly designated by
the proper officer.
AnnuuUy, by an experienced bridge inspector, who shall
(4)
uitli thoroughness examine In detail the condition of every part of
the super- and substructures.
The object of this inspection is to
olitain a check on the monthly and quarterly inspections, a report
on the v.rtent of defects, deterioration, motion, etc., from which may
be determined the degree of safety of the structures, the necessity
lor repairs and extent ot strengthening and renewals required.
(:"))
Annually, by the authorities in charge of bridges tor the
purpose of officially deciding the extent of reinforcing, renewals or
traHic restrictions which must be made during the following year.
((>)
In addition to the foregoing, the following special inspections should be made, as occasion may require:
(a)
Ot all structures which are severely strained or show
signs ot distress under traffic.
(b)
Of all substructures which show signs ot movement, until
the movcniciu ceases, or the conditions causing it have been rem-

is

all special inspections.

IXSl'EcriO.N'.

DaiUi, by trackmen, who, in connection with the inspection of track, shall examine every bridge, with the object ot discovering any change in condition or movement of super- or substructure, damage from drift, high water, falling objects, broken or
loos(>ly hanging bars or members, broken or badly damaged ties,
niis.siiig bolls or nuts.
Monllily. by competent bridgenicn. who shall examine
(21
every membei' and every part of the super- and substructure of
every bridge whose inspection is not governed by Article 3. with
the object of detecting cracks, wear of parts, loose bars or members, loose rivets, excessive deterioration, crushing or breaking of
1

necessary by the com-

mittee:

following plan:
(

405
Reports.
reports are considered

(d)
(e)

Speiifications under which structure was built
Quality ot materials.
Date of building and name ot builder,
Details ot timbering.
(i)
.\bstracts ot inspection reports.
ij)
Records of painting and repairs.
In addition to the above, each division officer and In(11)
spector should have a list containing every bridge coming under his
supervision, and copies ot all inspection reports pertaining thereto.
(t)

(g)
(h)

Classification ot Bridges.
The subject of Classification of Bridges has been subdivided
into (1) carrying capacity, and (2) classification for operating purposes.
Under the first subdivision, the committee offers the following

conclusion:

The carrying capacity of a bridge is here understood to
( 1 )
the heaviest moving loads which may be operated over It In
regular service for a limited time without subjecting It to such
severe strains, motion or wear ot parts as to seriously impair its
safely and serviceability.
The carrying capacity ot any bridge will depend upon a
(2)
large number of controlling factors, all ot which must be taken into
consideration. Some of these factors are design, material, workmanship, speed, strains, behavior, physical condition and the possibility of maintaining falsework for a considerable time should the
bridge show distress under increased loading.
.\ railroad bridge which has been constructed In accord(3)
ance with a speiification which provides tor strength, design, material and workmanship at least equal to the standard ot the American
Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association specifications will, when in good condition, carry for a limited period a loading in excess of that for which it was originally designed.
The
bridge, however, will be subjected to a greater amount of motion

mean

and wear of parts, have a lower margin of safety,
a shorter
(4)

less efficiency

and

life.

When

the span

is

less

than 200

ft.,

all

controlling factors
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given In Artl<-lc 2 good, the raathenialli-al analynlh niadt Ui au
lordancf with the American Hallway Knglneerliig and Malnteuance
Way AsBoclatlon HpecitliatlonH of IbUU, using full tipeclflcatlon
allowanci-'B for imparts for regular service fast speed and one-half
of theue impact allowameH for alow speed, then, so long as the
lontrolling factors remains ^ood, unit strains In tension to the extent
of 'M.OdD lbs. in Htruclural open-hearth steel and 2:i,000 lbs. in
wrought iron, will not, in themselvt*, be Hufllcient JuBtlfltatlim for
suspending tnifllc or <'ondemnlng the Htrurture.
When the controlling; factors as outlined In Article 2 are
(5)
not good, the limiting strains or capacities cannot be determined
by any gencnil nilc, as they are questions of actual conditions, judgment and experience, supplemented by a close watch on the structure
of

In service.

Under the second heading, claKsiticatlon for operating purposes, the committee advances the opinion that bridges should t>e
classifled according to their efficiencies under a loading of the type
outlined in the association's specifications; tITat the efficiencies
should be indicated by flgureH representing either the total weight
or drlvlngiixle weight of the heaviest permissible engine of the
specification tyi)e, and that these figures should be placed on the

map of the railroad in such a manner as to show at a glance the
capacity of the weakest structure on the main line, branches and
engine districts. A schedule on the map giving the service classes
of engines and cars whose operation is permitted by the stated
Notes on the map would indicate reefficiencies is recommended.
strictions as to speed and double-headers. The scheme outlined is
illustrated by a map and schedule.
I.MP.\CT TESTS.

The convention of 1907 by vote authorized the Inauguration of
a series of experiments to determine the effect of moving loads on
railroad bridges, and the committee on Iron and Steel Structures
was entrusted with the work of conducting the tests. A fund was
provided to defray the exijcnses of making the experiments, and the
work commenced during the summer of 1907.
A 8ul)-committee, composed of Prof. F. E. Turneaure, University
of Wisconsin; C. H. Cartlhlge, Bridge Engineer, Burlington Railway
System, and Prof. C. L. Crandail, of Cornell University, were appointed to take charge of the work.
Twelve instruments were constructed at the shops of the University of Wisconsin, with which the experiments were made. The
subsefirst bridges tested were on the Illinois Central Railroad;
quent tests were made on the Chlcajjo, Burlington & Quincy; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and
New York, Chicago & St. Louis railroads. The results of these tests
are embodied In a preliminary report, published in Bulletin 97, pp.
13-25.
The experiments will be resumed next summer.
The report is signed by J. E. Greiner, Chairman; C. F. l.oweth.
Vice-chairman; M. F. Brown, C. H. Cartiidge, C. L. Crandail, B. W.
Giippy, A. J. Himes, Charles M. Mills, A. D. Page, C. D. Purdon.
A. F. Robinson, C. C. Schneider. J. P. Snow. F. E. Turneaure and
J. R. Worcester.
OI'KX

VERSUS BALLAST DECK STRUCTURES.

By A. F. Robinson. Bridge Engineer. A.. T. & S. F. System.
The object of the author is to demonstrate that it is more
economical to use ballast deck structures than open dec-ks, and
presents comi)arisons as to cost of the two types.
Formulas giving the distribution of the wheel loadings of the
various khuls of decks are embodied in the paper.
The author assumes a life of 28 years for creosoted ballast decks
on metal bridges and seven for the untreated pine used in o|>en
de< ks on metal l)rldges.
He also assumes 24 years as the average life of creosoted ballast deck pile bridges and eight years as the
average life of ordinary open deck pile bridges witli soft wood
timber and plli's untreated.
Tlic author lias given in the paper In itemized form the total
cost and tlie average annual cost per lineal foot of track for various
kinds of decks, whiih he has designated by numbers. Following
is

a

summary:
,

I't'r tin. ft.

Totnl
(i|«'ii

dvvk No.

-

8
4

:t4.l2
41. -o

.•

5
Ilnllnst deck No.

l.i.ll)

7

OiKui

<li>rk

8
pile bridge Nft

10
11
Ilnllnst (lo.i-k pllp
Ilnllnst (li<ok pile
I'inii

No.

Ilnllnst

t;i.

plnii

.No.

nvornnc $30 ppr
No.

li-A

"

pill-

7 A
bilgp plnii No, 14

,

iin'l cost.

$0.S«
.1),-.

1.08
1.10
L.rj
.ml
.74
.70

40.43
5S.0S

1.79
2.12
i.nit

.'.0.02

1.S2

SILLS

I.IIK

21.08
20.08
03.43

1.07
1.S3
.70
.85
2.23

i:i..
fl...

ilpck

of trnrk

Avg.

21.18

ri3.4S

Mgi- No. 12(J1!))
IiiIk<' N». I2«f20l

Ui'liiforci'd conci'pti>
•

iMiat.

$a:i.40
2-.-HI
!t0.«2

1

In presenting the foregoing comparisons for various structures,
the author recognizes the fact that any great variation In market
prices for material or labor may show declde<lly different results.
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Conclution*.
The advantages of the use of ballaM deck Etructures. In tlieopiuion of the author, are given in the following concliuions:
(1)
Ballast to a large extent absorbs or diacipatea and diatributes the effect of Impact in such a manner as to materially Increase the life of structures.
12)
Ties will not "bunch" in good alone or gravel ballast, and.
this kind of floor gives increased safety in case of derailment.
It almost entirely prevents accidental Ores that can catcb
(5)
from falling coals, thereby rendering insurance unnecessary.
It gives a more nearly perfect riding track, there belns
(4)
no breaks in liallast from beginning to end of division.
io)
It gives an increased feeling of safety to the traveling
public, to the trainmen and operating officials.
(6)
It gives a more stable structure in time of high flood.
By the use of ballast floor structures we are enabled to
(7)
use the poorer or seiond grades of timber, thereby tending to reduce
the great and dangerous drain on our visible supply of flrst grade
material.
In final conclusion, the writer believes ballast dei-k structum
are advisable from all points of view; that they should be uaed on
bridges of all kinds, both on main and branch lines, and believes
the time not far distant when open deck structures will be ancient
history.

The Signal System

of the Interborough

Subway

In a report on the signal and interlocking system In use
in the New York subway. Bion J. Arnold. Consulting Engineer,
has recommended to the Public Service Commission that improvements be made in the signal apparatus by which less headway for
express trains may be obtained without sacrificing the safety of

passengers, and that after these improvements are perfected the
local tracks be equipped with the same block signal system as Is
now used on the express tracks. The signal changes he recommends would make possible a headway of .90 seconds, or 40 trains
an hour, on both express and local tracks. At present the rate is
about 3U trains an hour.
Mr. Arnold declares the existing signal system as complete as
it was possible to make It at the time it was put In
(19041. but
says that the art of signaling has made rapid strides since that
time.
According to the records furnished him by the Interlxirough
company for the two years from October 1, 1905. there were 155.0)>4.894 signal and stop operations with 497 failures, or one failure
to 312.001 of block and interlocking signal and automatic stop movements. This he considers a satisfactory test of the signal sy.stem
in use. but he believes that with new methods and appliances
perfected since the installation of the system, it can be greatly improved.
"Although the original installation of the signal system." says
Mr. Arnold, "was such that safely was obtained at all points, the
congestion due to the long delays at the station platforms caused
changes to be made in the station bloiks on the express tracks.
These changes were based upon the assumption that a reduction
in speed would be made when trains approached stations, and It
therefore follows that safe automatic control of trains Is not now
always obtained. In other words, the motorman's Intelligence and
judgment, as well as his physical condition now entered as a factor
In the safety of train movements, particularly when approaching
stopping stations. To maintain a uniform standard of safety over
the entire system, it is necessary to introduce some device that
will insure this reduction in speed when approaching the stopping
point."

Several observations were made of the movement of trains In
subway. The highest observed speed was 40 miles an hour.
The usual speed of express trains at places favorable for fast running was
miles an hour. Heavily loaded northbound express
trains leaving the Brooklyn Bridge made 32 mites an hour. At the
Grand Central Station, where observations were confined to the
movement of trains at express platforms, the number of trains
moved an hour was 27 northlmund and 29 southbound, and the
average time interval In-tween the arrivals of trains was 2 minutes
the

3.')

and

12 sei'Muds

The average

northbound and

2

minutes and

1

second southbound

slop was .iS seconds northbound and 3a
shortest stop was 25 se«-onds on both
tracks and the longest stop was 82 seconds on the northbound and
i;2 seconds on the southbound track.
Suiuiuing up these observations, Mr. Arnold concludes:
"Those flguies show the average length of time required for
the trains to pass from Grand Central Station block and Indicate
that under present conditions it is hardly possible to maintain a
two-minute headway \ipon the express tracks during rush hours. A
two-minute headway corresponds to the rate of 30 trains an hour,
whereas trains wore passed through this station at the rate of only
27 trains an hour northbound at night, and at the rate of 29 trains
an hour southVmund in the morning rush hours."
There is a special signal placed just outside of each express
length

seconds southbound.

of

The

—
March
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station which operates to prevent approaching trains from running
into a train standing at the station.
Since the system was installed
thi.s stop signal has been brought nearer the station platforms for
the purpose of reducing the delay in trains stopped by it, and thereby increasing the capacity of the express tracks. Inasmuch as the
alertness and attention of the motorman are relied upon to prevent

Mr. Arnold thinks that some automatic device should be
added so as to make the safety absolute in the case of signals at
express stations. Final changes in the present system should move
the automatic stop further away from the platform rather than
closer to it.
The existing system with its automatic safety trip insures absolute safety on the express tracks between stations, and it
should be important to provide the same degree of safety in the
station blocks by means of automatic stops.
Speaking of the design of the express stations, Mr. Arnold says:
"The subject of the proper design of express stations will be
iliscussed in another report, but it is proper to state here that, had
the express stations been constructed from the beginning, by being
double decked or otherwise, so that trains could have been alternated first on one side of the platforms and then on the other,
the capacity of the subway could have been increased at least 50
per cent, with the signal system as originally installed, but as this
was not done it seems nece.ssary under present conditions to revise
the present signal system to the greatest extent practicable consistent with safety in order to secure capacity.
collisions,

As a temporary means

of increasing the efficiency of the existing signal system, Mr. Arnold suggests a visual and audible signal
to be given by a stopped entering train to a subway platform station
attendant that it has been delayed to the extent of a full stop.
He also suggests a manually operated switch whereby an attendant

can release the emergency stop holding the entering train and give
it the signal to proceed after the leaving train has begun to move.
Much time is now lost, he says, because the proceed signal is not
given to the motorman of the entering train until the last car of
the leaving train has left the platform.
In regard to the signal system for the local tracks, Mr. Arnold
says that the only difference between train movements on the different tracks is that more frequent stops are made by local trains.
As the introduction of more frequent stops between the terminals
introduces a risk, the need for safety signals on the local tracks is
really greater than it is on the express tracks.
It would therefore
appear that if the practical degree of safety decided upon for subway operation demands the installation of the signal system and
automatic stopping devices on the express tracks, the same or similar
equipment is necessary on the local tracks.
As the local and express trains alternate on the same tracks
north of 9(ith street, it is desirable that the same headway should
l)e maintained on both systems south of 9Gth street.
As far as the
signal system is concerned, there is nothing to interfere with such
an arrangement up to the capacity of the express tracks which can
eventually be operated with a headway of !I0 seconds, corresponding
to 40 trains an hour, although it cannot be denied that the introduction of the block signal system on the local tracks will thus reduce
their present possible capacity from 50 trains an hotir to 40 trains
an hour. Inasmuch as there are now being operated on the local
tracks during rush hours only about 30 trains an hour, it will be
seen that the block signal system can be installed upon these tracks
and at the same time allow an increase in the number of trains of
33'/, per cent, over the present number."
Mr. Arnold's conclusions are:

The subway signal
(1)
fective and well maintained.

system

is

in

the

main, modern,

There is no reason so far as the signal system
cerned why a 90second headway cannot be maintained.
(2)

is

ef-

con-

This 90-second headway will eventually be desirable upon
(3)
both local and express tracks.
The signal system at the present time does not afford
(4)
positive safety at the approach to stations, as the motormen are
relied upon to reduce the speed of the trains.
In addition to the excessive platform waits additional
(5)
time is lost at each station stop by holding the following train a
considerable distance out of the station until the leaving train has
entirely cleared the platform.
As at present operated delays at the station platform have
(6)
a cumulative effect upon the following trains, so that even one prolonged stop may disarrange the sihedule for the entire hour.
The re|)ort recommends the following changes:
1.
That the necessary steps be taken to develop and install an
automatic speed control signal system to be used as an auxiliary at
station blocks, which will allow the incoming train to safely approach tne rear of the train at the platform and to enter the platform prompt'.y upon the leaving of the outgoing train without
sacrificing anv of the standard of safety which is now maintained
between stations.
2.
That during the development of the system there be installed at every express station the changes in the block signal
system proposed by the Interborough company for Grand Central Sta-

407

The equipment required for these changes will reduce the;
present possible headway by 7 seconds, and could ultimately become
a part of the permanent recommended arrangement.
3.
That the subway officials consider tor the purpose of effecttion.

ing temporary relief the installation of a manually operated permissive signal at every express station to be used to expedite a..
delayed incoming train and thus overcome the cumulative effects
on the schedule of a prolonged station wait.
4.
That the local tracks be protected by a complete block signal system when the automatic speed control system herein suggested has been perfected^
5.
That, when the load on the subway increases to such aa.
extent as to require additional conductors for carrying the electrical
energy to and from the trains, the present signal system be altered
so as to use both rails for carrying the return current, and at the
same time make the system conform to the latest accepted practice
whereby the signal system detects and indicates a broken or removed rail, provided the system shall at that time have provea
superior to the single-rail system.

The Failure

of the

Quebec Bridge.

The Royal Commission appointed by

the Canadian government
29, 1907, of the
report which is dated.
l'>bruary 20, 190S.
The scope of the inquiry was described and
the summarized findings of the Commission published in the liailroad Gazette of March 13, 1908, page 383.
The Commissioners
were Henry Holgate. C.E., of Montreal; John G. G. Kerry. C.E., of
to inquire into the

cause of the collapse, on August

Quebec bridge, has recently published'

its

Campbellford, Ont., and John Galbraith. Dean of the Faculty' of
Applied Science and Engineering and Professor of Engineering in.
the University of Toronto.
The Commission acknowledges its great indebtedness to the following gentlemen: Charles Macdonald, formerly Chief Engineer of
the Union Bridge Company, contrai tor for the superstructure of
the Memphis cantilever bridge; H. W. Hodge, of Messrs. Boiler &
Hodge, engineers of the Monongahela cantilever bridge; Ralph ModNoble & Modjeski. engineers of the Thebes cantilever
bridge; Colin M. Ingersoll and Henry B. Seaman* of the Department of Bridges of the city of New York, and Messrs. Reynders and
Kunz, of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, respectively the engineers
and the contractors for the superstructure of the Blackwell's Island
cantilever bridge; Prof. Mansfield Merriman, Prof. W. C. Kernot,
Prof. W. H. Burr, Prof. Edgar Marburg, Prof. H. M. MacKay. Prof.
C. F. Swain, and Messrs. W. R. Webster, T. K. Thomson and W. W.
Stern, Consulting Engineers: also "the hearty co-operation of all
officials of the companies directly
concerned.
Messrs. Cooper,
Szlapka, Deans and Hoare especially have made every effort in their
power to assist us to establish the facts and have not attempted
to spare themselves."
Most of the Commission's discussion of the difficulties that
arose during erection of the bridge and of events at the time of its
collapse, including the correspondence between the interested persons immediately preceding the catastrophe, follows:
The contract for the construction of the main spans was made
conditionally on June 19. 1903. and finally accepted by the Phoenix
Uridue Company on March \ty. 1904, By the 1st of August. 1904. the
assembling of materials for the falseworks on the south shore had'
commenced, and by the beginning of September, 19U4. the erection
of the falsework was well under way.
The wooden falsework for
the supply tracks, and the steel falsework for the traveler and
bridge trusses were erected simultaneously, not quite one-half of
the falsework being put up before December 1. 1904. The erection
of the big traveler was commenced, and the storage yard at Chaudiere was in working order before the end of the season of 1904.
A considerable amount of material was delivered at the Chaudiere yard during tlie succeeding winter, but the work was not
pushed in the spring of 1905. because there was no rail connection between the bridge site and the Chaudiere yard.
This connection was completed on July 9. 1005. at which time the framework
of the big traveler was being completed, and the falsework had been
jeski, of Messrs.

main pier but was not finished.
The equipment of the traveler was installed and the erection of
the steelwork was begun at the anchor pier on July 22. 1905. By the
middle of September the lower chords of the anchor arm had been
erected, the pedestals and feet of the center posts were being placed
and the erection of the web members and upper chords had commenced. By the end of the season six panels of the anchor arm,
out of a total of 10. were in place.
The total amount of metal
erected during 1905 was about 10.500.000 lbs.
In 1906. erection commenced on .\pril It; and the south anchor
arm was all in place, except for some decorative details, by June 27.
Erection continued on the south cantilever arm and this was completed with the exception of some connecting pieces between it and
the suspended span, before work closed down for the year, on Noerected to the

.Mr. Soanian

Is

now Chief Engineer

missioner. First District.

Editor.

of the

New York

Public Service Com-
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The total weight of metal ereoteU during UiIj> hi-asoii wab
IbH.
Work on the north Hhore commeuccd about
the middle of July and a small iioillon of the fal»ework wan In
poMltlon by the end of the 8ca«on.
During thlH ueaison few difllcultleH oecurred, and these were of
a Kind UHually met with on all lar^c work. The following quotation
from Mr. MfLiire'H roporl to Mr. (.'ooper, uniler date of July 21,
"The
190';. given a fair Idea of the (.ondltloiiH exiHting on llie work:
whole policy of the l'ho»*nlx ererilon department «eenu) to be to
make thIngH Hafe and take no (•hanccK, which Ih a very HatlHfactory

Vol.

Uelair yard the Commissioners found
manship which would account for the cono:
in our judgment these could have been

Xi.IV., No. 12.

ot work-

veraber

rial In

alK)ul 21,000,000

above,
by matching the chords together In the shop previous lu BhipuieDt. The
small gaps between abutting ends of chords closed as the pressure
on the chords increased, wllh no result other than producing Irregularity of stress, but the lateral deviations bad to be corrected by
the use of jacks.
Ah Mr. Cooper, In hU evidence, has expressed the opinion thai
these lower chord joints were, during erei.-tion, the weakest and
most hazardous part of the structure, and that they suffered from
lack of appreciation of the necessary care to be given them, 11
advisable to closely review all evidence (^ncernlng them.
The chords consisted of four deep and narrow ribs latticed
together and finished with square ends so that the preanure might
be transmitted from one chord to the next by contact of the abutI'nder the system of erection adopted It was possible
ting ends.
to place the adjoining chord ends In contact only at either the
upper or lower edges, and It was expected that the chords would
gradually turn during the settlement of the bridge until the eud
surfaces came fully In contact. This expectation was realized. The
adjoining chords were held together by eight splice plates; an
upper and a lower horizontal plate, two vertical plates on each
outside rib and one vertical plate on each Inner rib. The order
of erection required that the lower plate should be put In position
before the next chord was set; the vertical plates were next placed,
and the erection of the joint was finished by bolting on the upper
plate.
Owing to erection angle at the joint it was possible to use
full size bolts on only one horizontal plate and one edge, either
upper or lower, of each vertical plate.
The instructions with regard to the bolts were very definite and
read as follows:
"All bottom chords to have two-thirds of all holes
of web splices filled wllh 1-ln. bolting on the outer ribs, and %-in.
bolts on the Inner ribs, or their equivalent In smaller bolts or
drifts.
For top splice plate apply rule (1), (this requires that
every hole shall be filled with a bolt) and never take off splice
Bottom
plate again, not even while driving rivets In web splices.
spike plate to be bolted with bolls two-thirds value. While drivrivets
web
splices
remove
bottom
splice
plate
and
ing
in
of chords,
bolt across flanges temporary angles to keep flanges In place."
Owing to the camber openings at the joints It was found necessary
In some cases to use
In. bolts, as no larger bolts could enter the
holes In their erection condition.
The evidence shows that these instructions were carried out
but not with a full appreciation of their importance. Mr. Birks.
who was admitted by all witnesses to have been an exceplloaolly
accurate and painstaking inspector, examined all the boiling towards the end of the season of 1906 this examination being made
on direction of Mr. Deans, and at the express request of Mr. Reeves,
the President of the Phoenix Bridge Company.
He reported a.s

to UH, and in purHuance of thiH everything Ih being Ijolted up
cantilever arm. with the largeul size bollH the holes will take,
post and chord spliceH, main and Hub-dlagonal HpllceH aH well an all
lateral and transverHe bracing connectloiiH."
Till- CoinnilHHlon lia.s been unable to tiatlafactorily determine the
According to Mr.
reHpecllve dulleH of Mr. Moan- and .Mr. Cooper.
Deans, Mr, ('o()p»M- lia<l to approve all plans, l)ut all oilu-r authority
continued to
lloare,
opinion
.Mr.
D<an.s
was vested In .Mr.
and this
hold throughout the work. According to Mr. I^arent, Mr. Hoare was
practically an executive ofllcer acting in all technical matters on the
Mr.
direction of Mr. Cooper, who was, de facto, Chief Engineer.
Cooper himself has stated that the erection plans were not subject
to his authority and has disclaimed any responsible connection with
the Inspection either In the shop or In the field. With few exceptions, all hl.s directions are advisory and not imperative, and he
seems to have endeavored throughout to avoid encroaching on the
privileges and rights properly pertaining to Mr. Hoare's position.
He gave frequent directions to ijoth Mr. McLure and Mr. Edwards
on technical matters, but throughout the construction period
(August, 1905 to Augusl. 1907) he had practically no correspondence
with Mr. Hoare. Mr. Cooper's opinions, when given, were accepted
by the" inspectors as instrucllons.
The impression left with us is
that throughout the work Mr. Cooper was in a position of a man
forced in the interests of tlie work to take responsibility which did
not fully belong to his position, and which he was not authorized
to take, and that he avoided the assumption of authority whenever

one

full In

Such an organization cannot from an executive standpoint
be considered entirely satisfactory.
Work for the season of lito" began In March, it i)eing necessary
to have a yard prepared to receive material on the north shore
by early spring. The yard was located ai Belair, close to the junction of the Canadian Pacific and the [projected] National Transcontinental Railway.
Work on the trusses began on May 1. but
until May 31 was confined mainly to riveting.
Using the big traveler, the connecting links between the cantilever arm and the suspended arm were put in. and the small traveler was buiil. On .luly
13 the erection of the suspended span was commemed, the small
liaveler l)elng used and the dismantling and removal of the big
traveler wa.s begun.
Botll of these operations were in progress
when the bridge fell, on Thursday. August 29. On the north shore,
work continued at a leisurely rate from aliout May 15 until the day
of the accident. The north shore falsework was not fully erected by
that date, there l)eing no reason to hurry, becau.se rail connection
could not be obtained.
During this season less than 3.0l)0.0(i0 lbs.
of metal were erected.
The last progress estimated (August. 1907)
showed thai about ;tl. 4011. 0(10 lbs. in all had been erected.
The difficult ies with the lower chords that finally resulted in
the collapse of the bridge were noted early in the season, but those
first observed were considered to be of minor importance.
On June 15 Mr. McLure reported to Mr. Cooper as follows:

possible.
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follows:
"All bottom chord splices In anchor arm
top plate full
bottom
plate and webs 67 per cent. all joints boiled as per Instructions."
and also "all chords in the first Ave panels of the cantilever arm top
plate full
rest 67 per cent."

—

—

—

—

Mr.

.McLiire"s

and Mr. KInloch.

report about bolting has already been quoted
his evidence, stales that the Phoenix Bridg.-

in

Comjiany's Instrucllons about bolting were fully obeyed but that
he personally did not pay much attention to the bolting of th
bottom cover plate as he knew that It had to come off during rivet
Ing.
We are of the opinion that the top and bottom cover plate.and the splire plates for the outside ribs, all of which could Ihreadily seen by the inspectors, were correctly bolted, but ihere may
have been some cases of Insufllclent bolting on the Inside ribs. Such
cases were,

we

think, rare.

was intended that, as the camber openings closed, the smaller
should be taken out and replaced by larger bolts on all out.
liliilc, II WHH tlii'ii ImiioHslbli' to ili'ti-i-t IbiMii. mill It \va» only wbi'i) this plahside plates, the Inner plates being difflcult of access until the bot
was removed for rlvctlni; that the Incfiiialliy was iiotUod. Tbc cburds found
torn chord plate was removed.
This Idea does not seem to have
iiikI I, 7 ami .s. iiiiil s anil
III tlilH sliaiH' wiMV lii'twi'i-ii
In i>aht ti'iiH!i. and
been followed In practice to any extent nor Is there any evidence
8 and
Voii will note (bat tbis occiirs only on IukIiIp rll>».
In went tniHs.
show
that
the
to
bolting
was
systematically
tightened up rm it
(bin
s|illi'i>
]iImIi>
wbli'b arc provldi'il wllh but a shiKb'
iMicb.
I
Ibink Ibat a
worked loose with the adjustment of the structure. The evidence
lii'avy plnti' on oni'li sUlt- of thisi' iIIm. bo||i>d up (iKbt wIumi cbordn wrri'
(.<'..
I'l'iM'ii'd,
would liavi> I'iMUcdIi-d (Ills.
drawn tbp rllw loxi'lbiT (III tbi' also shows that the liottoin rover plates were left off during the
"ruci'il cnilM iiialrbed."
whole period of riveting a joint
usually from ten days to two
wt^ks). and thai In the ca.se of 7-8 L cantilever arm this plate
Mr. Cooper replied on June 17 saying:
was off for nearly tire whole month of August. 1907. We must
it would be well
Make as pioil work of II as you can.
It Is not serious.
therefore conclude that the splice plates at the joints were rather
to draw attention to iihIuk as niueli eare as possible In future work (o Ket tlie
best resuUs In niateblng all (be iiiemtiers befniv ilie full strains are brougbt
loosely attached and that the importance of rigidity at these points
upon (bem.
were strangely overlooked.
It should be noted that of the four jolnt.s mentioned, those beIt should be noted that tills system of bolted splices was a
tween chords 3 and
and 7 and S liad originally been opened at necessity due to the method of erection .Tdoptod. but that there was
the lower side and l\nd come together by "camber" movement; but no reason why the end details of the chords and the splice plates
the -8 and 9 joints had been set witli the lower edges abutting. themselves should not have been much more strongl.v and rigidly
During the first stages of erection, the upper edges of all the ribs designed. The erection problem was unique in magnitude, particuat a joint were exposed to view, as the upper cover plate was not
larly in the camlH'r requirements, and the method followed by the
In place.
Mr. Kinloch states In his evidence tliut he observed gai>s Phoenix Bridge Company closely corresi)onds to that in general
between abutting ribs us great as '/.,: in. due to irregular finish and successful use on smaller structures. It Is open to criticism
of the planed ends of the chords.
In the examination of tlie mate- on theoretical grounds and it is possible that other engineers might.
luiilly MlinlKlili
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by other design serve the same ends; the problem in its dimensions
is so entirely new, that there is room for much study and invention

methods for great structures.
We Itnow of no reason why the method adopted cannot be suclessfully used, but the evidence show.s that the Phoenix Bridge

in erection

Company
and

tails

failed to appreciate the important influence that end desplices had on the strength of the chords.
Steps were not

taken to insure that the work was so handled that the maximum
rigidity consistent with design was secured at those joints.
Considering! the circumstances, we know of no good reason why the
riveting should not have been much further advanced before the
great stresses created by the erection of the suspended span were
thrown upon the joints. The report of Mr. McLure on November
10, IflOfi, shows that all but eight of the 40 lower chord joints were
then closed and ready for riveting. Mr. Cooper has clearly stated
that he did not consider that the erection methods were subject to
his control, although the evidence shows that he was frequently
consulted about them, both by Mr. Szlapka and by Mr. McLure.
The erection problem in this case was of great importance, and the
Quebec Bridge Company did not place their interests under the
direct and responsible control of an experienced engineer acting
solely on Its behalf.
Difficulties developed almost as soon as the erection of the suspended span got well underway. On August 6 Mr. McLure reports
as follows:

New Liverpool, P. Q., Aug. 6, 1907.
Mr. Tlieodoro Cooper. Cnnsiiltint: lOnginoer, 4.5 Broadway, New York.
Dear Sir: In riveting up the splice between chords 8 and 7 In the west
(russ of .south cantilever arm we found the condition of the Inside ribs at
splices u» Indicated In following sketch.
Owing to the limited space between
the two Inside ribs. It would be Impossible to Jack this splice back, and as
he condition Is not nearly as bad at the top of (he splice, we have proposed
putting a diaphragm i)etween the two inside ribs to cover the first live rivets
up from the bottom on each side of the splice, as Indicated In red In the
The splice plates being riveted on the two Inside rlhs. It will
sketch above.
l)p neccssar.v to cut out and re drive twenty rivets to do this.
This provision,
together with the top and bottom cover plates, should be sufficient to hold
this spike against the thrust due to Its being out of line, which thrust when
under Its maximum compressive stress I estimate at not over GO, ODD lbs.
The Phoenlxvllle office Is being notified of this plail, and It they will
approve will wire us.
If this also meet.s with your approval or If you wish
In suggest another wa.v to remedy the difficulty, will you please wire me at
St. Komuald, I". Q.. care Phoenix Hrldge Company, as the riveting gangs are
ready to finish riveting this splice. Very truly yours,
K. B. M'LtmE.

—

On August

409

10th, Mr.

—

Deans wrote

On

receipt of this letter. Mr. Cooper wired the

Phoenix Company

8:

New

York, Aug.

S,

1907.

Hrldge Co., I'hoenlxvllle, Pa.
Method proposed by Quebec tor splicing joints ot lower 7 and ,S chords
not satisfactory.
How did bend occur In both chords?
THEODORE COOPER.

Pliiienlx

Is

:

JNO. STERLING DEANS.

And on

the 12th Mr. Deans again wrote to Mr. Cooper as follows:
Dear Sir: Chord splice south cantilever arm. 7-L and KL.
Mr. Szlapka reached the office this morning and I am able to give you
Information in connection with this one Joint.
All ribs of the chord 7-L have a complete and full bearing on ribs of SL.
The bend was no doubt put In the rib In the shop, before facing and was
probably done when pulling the ribs In line to make them agree with spacing
lit these ribs and the clearance between ribs, called tor on the drawing.
The
bend being on only one rib of one chord, there being a full bearing over the

—

entire rib, all splice plates being readily put In |)o«ltlon, we do not think
necessary to put In the diaphragm, suggested by the erection department.
Please let us hear from you on this subject promptly, and oblige.

9

as follows:

.New York, Aug. 9, 1907.
Mcl.ure, Esq., Inspector for erecting IJuebec Hrldge, Liverpool. P. Q.
Yours of the (ith, regarding bent condition ot lower 7 and 8
chord Joints, came yesterday.
I wired Phoenix that
the proposed method as
sketched liy you for repairing was not satisfactory.
.\lso asked, what you
should have reported, how did both these chords get bent?
In my opinion these webs can be brought back to proper line by use ot 15
to liO 1 In. bolts, threaded at both ends for nuts, passing through the two
webs of that half of chord.
Of course, means must be tiUien to stiffen the
straight web against Its bending when the bolts are tightened.
If necessary, after getting the bent web In line, to hold them, spacers and
possibly some through lx)lts may be used.
Some miire satisfactory method than the oift shown In your sketch must
he devised.
Mr, Deans telegraphs that upon Mr. Szlapka's return he will give me
N.

It.

Dear Sir:

fuller

JOH.V .STERLING DEANS,
Chief Hoglneer.

On August

13,

reply

in

Mr.

to

tacts.

Yours

truly,

THEODORE COOPER.
Aug. nth, 1007.
Theodore Coojjir. Consulting Knglneer. 4,'> Broadway New York:
Mr. Szlapka happened to he at bridge site yesterday — expect him home tomorrow, with full Information concerning chord Joint, will then write vou
Phoenlxvllle,

I'a.,

fully.

J NO.

To Which Mr. Cooper

STERLIXC DEAXS.

replied as follows:

New

York, Aug.

0,

1907.

Deans. Chief Knglneer. Phoenix Bridge Co.. Phoenlxvllle, Pa.
Sir:
V.uir telegram regarding chord Joint at hand
The method
proposed as skelclud by .Mr. McLure Is not satisfactory, as I telegraphed yes-

,l..lm

SierlhiL;

Diiir

terilay.

I

In

These bent webs can be pulled back by use of about 15 to 20 1-ln. bolts
win. holes) threaded at both ends tor nuts, passing from the outer to

1'

the

Inner bent web, the outer straight web lieing stayed In some manner
against Its bending.
It the bent webs after being pulled Into line, tend to go back when released from the bolts, stays must be Introduced to hold them In position.
Possibly It may be necessary to permanently rivet In some ot these 1-ln. twits.
Please let rae know what method you propose t6 use.
it Is a mystery to me how both these webs happened to be bent at one
point, and why It was not discovered sooner.
Yours very truly.

THEODORE COOPER.

Deans, Mr. Cooper wrote as

follows:

Dear Sir;-- The Information regarding chord splice 7 and SL. Is so different from the dimension sketch sent by Mr. McLure, 1 can take no action
on this matter till the exact facts are presented. Please have your resident
engineer and Mr. McLure re-examine this Joint and send the exact condition
of this rib, as to the amount ot the bends and relation ot the bearing services
(" each other.
I don't see how one rib being bent only, as stated In your letter, there
inn be a complete and full bearing v( these rlt>B.
Neither can I anderstaod
how pulling the rib Into line at the shop could bend It out ot line.
I

will write Mr.

McLure to-day

and to report as promptly as

Joint

to

And on
N. U.

the

McLure,

have a further Investigation

possible.

ot thig

Y^ours very truly.

THEODORE COOPEB.
Mr. McLure:

same day Mr. Cooper wrote to
New York,

Ksq., Inspector for erection, Quel)ec Bridge,

Canada.
Dear Sir: Mr. Deans writes

Aug. 13. 1907.

New

Liverpool.

P. Q.,

—

that only one rib at Joint 7 and SL la
bent and still that there Is a full and complete l)earlng; that the bend was no
doubt put In the chord In the shop before facing.
I have asked him to Instruct his resident engineer to Join with you Id
making an exact report, with dimensions of the conditions of this Joint, with
amount ot bearing, and If It Is a square bearing or askew.
In reference to the splicing of T-o and T-.<0, mentioned In your letter of
10th, I do not care to Interfere with the regular programme, as I have not
followed the various actions of the loadings at different stages, without going
Into it carefully.
1 think there will be more compression at these points

me

with more of the suspended span In place.
Please report promptly regarding Joint 7 and 8-L with

all

the facts.

Y.oirs truly.

THEODORE COOPER.
Mr. Deans wrote Mr. Cooper on August 14 as follows:
Dear sir: Cliord splice 7 and .sL. Your letter Aug. i:t.
will have a full and complete report made of this Joint
and Mr. Birks, and submit it to you earliest possible moment.
I

—

Then the following telegram was received from Mr. Deans:

It

Yours truly.

:

and wrote Mr. Mcl-ure on August

Mr. Cooper as follows:

Dear Sir
Mr. Szlapka did not
"Splice cantilever chords 7 and 8."
return to-day as expected, but will no doubt be here on Monday, when we
will write you at once.
Yours truly,

I

as follows, August

to

l>y

Mr. McLure

Y^ours truly,

J0H.\ STERLING DEANS,
Chief Knglneer.

On August

14,

Mr. Cooper received the following letter of the

12th from Mr. McLure:
Dear sir;beg to acknowledge the receipt ot your letter of Aug. 9 and
have noted what you say regarding the method ot repairing splice between
We will not do anything with this
ehord 7 and S cantilever arm west truss.
then until the matter has l>een arranged between yourself and Mr. Silapka.
The reason I did not report at first as to honv these chords got lient was
because tliere were many different theories here as to the cause, no one ot
One thing I am reasonably sure
which I was at that time ready to accept.
of, and that Is, that the bend has occurred since the chord has b<>en under stress
This being the case, the
and was not present when the chords were placed.
eause of the bend would seem to be the slight overrunning In length of the
Owing to the fact that these chords are
bent rib In either chord 7 or S.
faced on the rotary machine the tour ribs at once this would at first s«"em
to be out of the question, but It seems to me that after the first end of a
chord has been faced In turning it with the crane, to bring the other end Into
position tor facing. It might be possible tor one rib to work slightly by the
others longitudinally, without being noticed, and In sjilte ot the latticing, and
In tact, in taking the opening In
thus cause a slight difference In length.
the chord splices on the south anchor arm. It has often been noticed that a
considerable variation existed between the openings of the different rll>s at
the same splice, which difference I was not able to account for except by the
above theory that during transportation, and In the handling before erection, some of the ribs have worked slightly In a longitudinal direction by each
other.
In the case In question, of course, this must have happened belw'-'i
If this Is correct, then It will be
ihe time ot facing one end and the other.
a pretty hard matter to draw this splice l>ack Into line with bolts, and oar
Idea in suggesting that a diaphragm was to prevent this eccentricity from Increasing, rather than to correct that already there.
.^s 1 had supposed, the strike In force tor the last three days of last week,
has been settled, and work has again resumed this morning.
A meetlna ot
the nnlon was held Saturday night and enough ot the discontented element
had tM'en lost so that when the matter was brought to a vote the majority
were found to be In favor of returning to work under the original agre.>ment.
Those who were not In favor of returning to work, however, are now leaving
so that our force Is rednce<) greatly on both sides of the river.
Since writing the nlwve I have discovered that splice between the chords
I

—
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This was acknowledged August 27 by Mr. Deans to Mr. Cooper:
Chord millre 7 aod 8 cantilever arm •outh bide
:

—

neplylnB to your letter of Auj- 20. I wUl bare Mr. Kxlapka i-all to •«« yott
He will write you later the da7
opportunity to dlwuM this qumtluo.
Youm truly,
he will l)e In New York.
llrst

JOHN

as

15

STEBLI.tC DEANS.
Chief nigloMT.

This wa» the

-I

la«l tbat traniiplred

with regard to the bent ribs

and 8-L cantilever arm, and It U plainly Indicated thai
no one except Mr. Cooper looked on this matter at> iserious or as
It will be noted that the
Indicating any conKtItutiunal weakness.
liends at 7 and 8 were reported on August 6, the bends at 8 and 9
discovered on August 12, and that Ijoth bends were In the west
truss, that previously from time to time chords with ribs more or
less wavy bad been reported, and Mr. McLure gave it as his opinion
that these bends were caused by stress since erection, because he
was sure they were straight when erected, while Mr. Deans thought
the bends were made In the shop.
While Mr. Deans after Mr. Szlapka's return gives certain information as to the bend in the 7 and 8 splices. Mr. Szlapka states
that on his visit to the bridge he did not examine this splice, and
further says that during none of his three visits to the bridge did
he examine any chords. Mr. Kinloch states In his evidence that
he did not notice the bends at the 7-L and 8-L Joints when the bottom cover plate was first removed, and that he felt confident that

at joint 7-L

lojclr,

have evolved another theory, which Ih a pimBlble, If not the probahle
ThCHe chordii have bt-i-a hit by ttioHC vuHpended beainn uned during the
Iviamlne If you
predion, while they were bcluK r>ut In place or taken down.
cannot llnil evidence of the blow and also make InqulrlcH of the man '»
I

one.

Youm

chariic

A

riirther report

very truly,

TnEODORE COOPEB.
was made by Mr. McLiire to Mr. Cooper on

August 16tb:
l>eur sir:
7

I,

your

-llefi-rrlnB lo

on Houth cunilleviM'

iirui,

leiii-r of 13tli. regarding Hpllce bctweeu
you have not doubt by this time received

8L
my

Thciie
cause of tbla bend.
Mr. Ulrks, the realdent
«.
condllloMK lire ax In.llcated In
engineer for ihe I'hoenIx Hrldge Company, reported •xactly the same thing.
In Honiewhat different language to rhoenlxvllle. but .Mr. Denns had evidently
He evidently
taken a different meaning from hia report than was Intended.
thinks that only one rib of one chord is bent, whereas It Is the same rib at
There Is really nothing
«ach chord, as Indicated In the sketch I sent you.
to add to the two letters I have already written regarding this bond, except
to say that all the four ribs have full bearing on each other, as Indicated
In order to verify our first reports, Mr. Blrks
also In the sketch of .\ug. <1.
letter of Ihi- )2Ih Innt., kIvIok

my theory of the
my report of .Vug.

careful and more thorough measurement of this spllee to-day,
and bottom, and I am enclosing a blueprint of a sketch made as a
It Indicates practically the same condition
as described In my llrst letter, except that It Is given more In detail.
.\s to the cause of this bend, regarding which I wrote you on Aug. 12.
Mr. Deans seems to think that It was put In In the shops; but that Is becaus.'
.\slde from the fact that It
he did not understand the condition existing.
would be hardly probable that these two ribs of different chord sections
should be bent the same way exactly the same amount In the shops to

and

Ihne

Dear Sir

follows:
Deiir Nil';-

couvi-nl'-ut

12.

THZOOOBJC COOPEB.

her three.

Thin In the iinine rib, nnd the bend U In the name dlreotlon a* that reWhen It U decided In what way to treat the
ported for the other Hpllce.
)i In
•pllce lietween chord" 7 and 8 we will rnpalr that between i-bord» s and
Vourit very truly,
n almllur niiinncr.

nnd
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made a

I

T)oth top

result

of these measurements.

—

—

% -In. less than called for, I am reasonably sure, as I salil
before, that this condition did not exist before the erection of these chords,
as I have personally Inspected every member yet erected in this bridge thus
far, except the bottom chords of another arm, on the cars Just before the erec
lion, looking particularly for bends In libs of compression members, and
wlieniviT (llscovereil have taken measurements of the amounts and recorded
them.
if these rllis then had been this much out of line before erecting. It
Consequently, the only
would be well nigh Impossible to miss seeing them.
way the bend could have occurred, It seems to me. Is that reported In my
dimensions

Mi-ln. to

letter of .\ug. 12.
I

trust that these explanations, with the enclosed sketch, will make th>'
cIcmii.
.Mr. Ulrks Is sending same sketch to I'hoenlxvllliVery truly yours,

matter entirely
today.

N.

B.

M'LUBE.

Mr. Deans also received a copy of this sketch and wrote Mr.
Cooper on August 20 a^ follows:

—

We have advice from your tleld that you received copy of
.\o. 28, giving further details In connection with cantilever chord
You will notice that the two chords have a perfect
71. and 81..
llolh <'hords having one bent rib and not
bearing with each other at all ribs,
one chord only as we llrst understood. Yours truly,
Hear Sir:

sketch
splice

JOHN STEBLINQ DEANS,
To which Mr. Cooper

Chief Engineer.
replied on .\ugust 21 as follows to Mr.

Deans:
Hear Sir;
r
'Ived copy of sketch of Joint 7 and S L two days ago.
wrote Mr. Mcl.ure last week telling hlni none of the theories as to bow
was logical.
Tliat my theory was a blow on this rib
after the two sections were in contact, and that It probably was done In
moving tliiwe suspended bt'ams used In erecting.
To examine carefully to see
if he could llnd any evidence of this.
lie has not yet reported.
lie did report a similar bend In I. 8 and
west truss In same rib. but of less amount.
still believe this bend can be partly removed by use of long bolts with
threads at each end outer rib being stiffened to prevent Its bending.
If It
can be pulled nearer straight, stays or Iwlts must be provided to hold It
against future movement.
cannot consent lo let It go without furtlier action us the rivets In tho
cover splices would not satisfy the requirements to my mind.
I

I

this bending occurred

i

I

Yiturs verv truly.

THEODORE CHWrER.
This

letter

was acknowledged by Mr. Deans on August 23

ciiutllever arm."
Ueferring lo your letter of .\ug. 21.
notice you expect to hear again
from Mr. Mcl.ure.
As soon as you have this report kindly let us hear from
Yours truly,
you again, and oblige.
JOHN STBRLINO DEANS,
I

Chief Knglneer.

Mr. Cooper wrote

U»e

It

showed distortion, he called Mr. Blrks' attention to this conbut neither of them considered it of importance. Mr. McLure was ill and did not see these bends until several days after
they were found (.\ugust 23), but Mr. Yenser was made aware of
them. On August 23 the joint at chords 5 and 6-R of cantilever
arm was found to be off on one center rib '-! In. at bottom, the otls^l
running to nothing at top. Mr. Kinloch visited chord 8-R daily
for several days and imagined tbat the bend was becoming greater,
also

dition,

four ribs being bent, but not alike.
The bend in chord 9-L anchor arm was discovered aboat 9.30
a.m. August 27 to have g^reatiy increased, it having been previously
noted and being under ol«ervatlon. Owing to the fact tbat the 25th
was a Sunday and that there was practically no work done on the
26th, it Is doubtful whether this chord was examined between the
24th and the 27th. Mr. Kinloch, who made the discovery, In his
evidence says:
all

riease relate the occurrences following your discovery of the bent
IJ.
chord on Aug. 27.
.\.
Immi'dlately after discovering Ihe lM<nd I brought the matter to the
attention of Mr. Y'enser and Mr. Rlrks. and with them re-examined tvoth chord
We did not know what to
.\ 01, and several other lower chord meinN-rs.
make of the matter and then went up to our office and arranged with Sir.
Mcl.ure to have the deflections of the suspicious chonfci meaaurmj — ihl» mmaurement, which was made by Ilirks. McLure and myself, showed the extent of
the deflections: and their cau.se and their ultimate result immediately t>ecame
Mr. Illrks expret<*e<l himself deUnltely as
a matter of very active discussion.
lM>lng of opinlim that there was no danger and endeavored to persuade me
that Ihe bend had always been In the chord.
Mr. Yenaer and I were uneasy
nnd considered the matter serious, and finally sugirested tbat Mr Mcl.ure and
It was oiotld
Illrks should go to New York and rhoenlxvllle for advice.
ered tbat the matter could not be satisfactorily explained by telegraph or telephone, and none of ns expected Immi-dlate disaster.
Mr. Rlrks and Mr Mcl.ure illil not wi'lcoiui- our suggestion, saying that they would only t>e laughed
at ou arrival, and It was llnally agreed to refer Ihe matter of sending to
Mr.
headquarters to Mr. Hoare. who decided In favor of our suggestion
Iloare visited the bridge ou Ihe Wednesday and spent moat t<f Ihe day there,
should abandon my position of being poallie appeaml very anxious that
lively convlncwl that the bend had occurred since the erection of the caDtllever
arm was rompleietl. and argiiml both this and some (xxtslble method of
strengthening the chord by bracing, several rimes with me.
I was somewhat excited nn,l much annoyed at the unwllIlnKner>.s of all Ihe engineers to
acceiit my statement of facts, and ou Is'lh Wednesilay and ThursdaT avoided
It was understood
further discussion of the matter as much as jniesnile.
that Mr. McLure would Immediately wire me If Mr. Cooper look a terlons
Mr Blrks. however. toM me
vli-w of the situation, but this he falliM to do
on the morning of the 2'.>th thai he had be<<n advised by phone from I'boenlxTllle that they had a record which showed that the bends had l>een In
the chord before It was shipped from rb<^nlxvllle. and that he bad Jmi
advised Mr. Hoare by telephone at the roiuest of Mr Dean.'s to th.tt effect.

—

I

In

the following letter to Mr. Cooper:
Uear Sir;- ".lulnt 7 1, and SI. south

.On August 26

place after the removal of the cover plate.
seems dear from the above that Mr. Cooper's statement that
the delicacy of the joints was not sufUciently appreciated by the
Phoenix Bridge Company Is substantiated. Mr. Szlapka was on the
ground and made no special examination In the matter, and Mr.
Deans endeavored to throw the blame for the distortions entirely
on the shop work. No evidence has been shown to us to prove that
Mr. Deans had any grounds for this assertion, and his inspector.
Mr. Morris, was in possession of information that Indicated that
there was no great probability that such an error could have escaped
detection.
On August 20. Mr. Kinloch discovered that chord 8R
of cantilever arm was bent, and afterwards found tbat 9-R and 10-R

these distortions took

following letter to Mr.

Deans:
Hear SirMr. .Mcl.ure reports that he can llnd no evidence of the bout
ribs having been hit and does not think they could have been struck.
This
only makes the mystery Ihe deeper, for I do not see how otherwise the ribs
could have been bent.

As soon as the raeaisurenients above referred to were made. It
was recognized by Mr. Yenser .'ui.l the insnp.tors th.it they were

:

March
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face to face with a crisis.
Mr. Yenser announced hi.s intention of
stopping erection until he had referred the matter to Phoonixville.
The measiiremenis were plotted and were reported by mail to Mr.
Cooper and to Phoenixville, these reports being delivered on the
morning of the 29th. Owing apparently to anxiety already existing
among the worltmen it was not considered wise to use either telegraph or telephone. As suggested by Mr. Kinloch, Mr. McLure reported the matter fully to Mr. Hoare on the evening of the 27th,
the delay of about 12 hours being accounted for by the making
and plotting of the measurements and the necessity of using a personal messenger as it was not wished to report particulars over
the telephone. It is clear that Mr. Yenser, Mr. Kinloch and Mr.
McLure were very much alarmed, but Mr. Birks could not be convinced that the bends had recently taken place. He knew better
than anyone else on the work the care with which the calculations
and designs had lieen made; he was familiar with the experience
and abilities of the designers, and could calculate that the stresses
were then far below the expected maximum.
To engineers the force of such reasoning is very great and we
do not consider that the confidence Mr. Birks placed in his superiors
was in any way unusual or unreasonable. There was no misunderstanding, however, on his part: he realized that it the bends
had
not been in the choi-d before it was erected, the bridge was
doomed,
and although Mr. McLure had evidence that the bends had increased
more than 1 in. in the course of a week, although Mr. Kinloch was
positive that the bends had very recently greatly
increased and
although Mr. Clark stubbornly maintained that the chord
was'absolutely straight when it left Chaudiere yard, Mr.
Birks still strove
to convince himself that they must have been mistaken.
Mr. Hoare
evidently concluded that the matter was too serious for
him to settle
by any offhand derision, and approved Mr. McLure's mission
to
New York, wisely requiring that he should get all possible facts
before leaving, so that Mr. Cooper need not wait for
further information on which to base a decision.
The texl of Mr. McLure's report of August 27 is as follows:
N>\v I.iveipof?!. P. Q.. Aur. 27, 1907.
Theoclon> C.nppr, Cunsnllln- ICn^lnepi-. 4,> Broadway.
Nc«- York.
Dear Sir-:--I eni-losc skPtchos showing condition of hortom
chnnl sectlo-ns "C06—
I," of south nnclior arm and "G21—
9 R and S R" of south
cantilever arm. an found from measuromonts made
today hv the Pliocnlx
Ri-ldgc Company'.s Assistant EnRlncei- and
myself, by stretchlns a line from
bnlten plate to batten plate as Indicated on
the sketches and measuring
from this line held taut, to each rib, top and bottom.
It was noticed this
mornlnR that these chords were bent In this manner, as It
Is very evident to
one walking over them, and as It looked like a aerloUB
matter, we measured
them.
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Hff..t of holding

up th.- work would be very bad on all concerned and might
also stop the work for this season on
account of losing the men.
From
further Investigation during the day I cannot help concluding
that the metal
received some injury before It was erected, as the
corresponding chord In
the same panel and stressed the same Is In good
condition.
These panels
are being stressed to-day, approximately, about
'/,o of their maximum, and

It Is difficult to believe that
this is the entire cause of the dUtortion.
Sow
and again a rib In certain members is found to be a trifle longer
than
another, which, when compressed, might cause a trifling kink
In It.
There
are a few examples of this. The chord In question, when being
lifted to the
cars In the storage yard broke loose from the grips, one end
of which fell
a distance of 6 ft. on to timber sills the other end fell a distance of
2 ft.
on to a block of eyebars. In falling It fell over on Its side, breaking one of
Its angles on the north end splice and twisting some
of the lacing bars, all
of which were renewed.
After this the Inspectors reported the ribs perfectly
:

straight.
On account of this chord falling on to two rigid higher points at
ends, with no support In the middle but soft material, the conclusion would
be that the deflection would be downward, as a matter of fact the evidence
shows that It was In the opposite direction. Since Mr. McLure left. Mr.
Itlrks has made careful examination of the chord and states that the actual
bending commences at the souili spll<-p» and was not oonllneil entirely to the
length between the bottom plates, where the lacing angles are used.
As
the foreman and Inspectors declare that these defects were not noticeable
until recently, perhaps the stress In this chord has made previous defects

more pronounced.
Investigation

by

I

thought I would give you the alwve story from further
mall to help you to come to some conclusion.

to-nlgbt's

Yours

truly,
E.

Letterhead

.\ltbough a number of the chords originally had ribs
more or less wavy
I
have reported to you from time to time. It Is onlv verv
recently that
these have been In this condition, and their present
shape "is nndoi'ibtodly
due to the stress they are now receiving. Only n little
over a week ago. I
measured one rib of the
L chord of anchor arm here shown, and It was
only % In. out of line.
Now It Is 214 In.
Tn the sketches the red Indicates straight lines and black
ones the ribs
of chords.
A top and bottom view Is shown In each case. You will note
that chords 60(i— 9 L and 021—9 R have all ribs

9—

bent In same direction,
while 0.21
8 R has Its ribs bent In reverse curves.
These bends had become
so apparent by to-day that the gangs riveting at these
points noticed them,
:ind lulled Mr. Kluloch's aiti'nllon to them.

—

This mntler is bi-lng reported In this mall, with sketches from the same
measurements, to the Phoenixville office, and the erection will not proceed
we hear from you and from Phoenixville. Yours very truly,

until

N. K.

M'I.IRE.

Wednesday, August 28. was a ,lay of waiting and uncertainty.
Mr. Yenser had changed his mind during the night and in the morning continued erection. The men were uneasy and alarmed
and the
olfirials were anxiously awaiting instructions from
Phoenixville or
New York. Mr. Yenser's decision to continue work was laid before
Mr. Hoare, upon whom, as Chief Engineer, the final responsibility
for every step taken rested, who decided that Mr. Yenser had acted
wisely.
Mr. Hoare makes this clear in the following letters to Mr.
Cooper:
l.i'llerbiMd

Theodore Cooper, Esq.
Dear Sir
.Mr. Birks has Just called me up on the telephone from the
bridge and states that he has received a mes.sage from Phoenixville stating
that they have positive evidence that the chord was not straight before It
left the shops.
This possibly clears up the mystery why the deflection was
In the opposite direction to what It should have been, due to Its fall In
the storage yard.
Mr. Birks has wired that Information to Mr. McLure at
your office. Mr. Birks further stated that he Is positive that the chord ribs
were more or less out of line when the splices at the south end was riTeted
up In the bridge. Yours truly,
:

—

E.

Quebec, Aug. 2.S, 1907.
Theodore Cooper, Esq., 45 Broadway, New York City.
Dear Sir
I wired you to-day as under
"Have sent Mr. McLure to see you early tomorrow to explain letter
mailed yesterday about anchor arm chords."
.Mso the following message to the Phoenix Bridge Co.
".Mr. McLure
will call to-morrow to explain Birks" letter re ancUor arm
chords.
Will
si'C Mr. Cooper first."
Regarding this matter I thought It best for McLure to go at once to
be able 10 expliiln niattei-s and answer <iucstlons.
lie did not hare much
time for extended Investigation Iwfore leaving.
I
have been' at the bridge all day trying to get some evidence In connection with the bending of the ribs In this chord.
Mr. Kinloch noticed ll
for the Hrst time yesterday and ail Inspectors declare that no
such pronounced distortion existed a few weeks ago.
Mr. McLure made measurements yesterday afternoon and iH'ought them to my house late last night,
and stated that the erection foreman hastily concluded that he would not
continue erecting today, which alarmed me at the time.
Cpon arriving at
lbi> work tills morning be thought better of It and
decided to go ahead, at
the same time asking me If It would be all right.
After ascertaining that
till'
iffiits I'lom moving the traveler ahead and proceeding with the next
p:ii\ol
would lie so Insigulihnnt I requested him to continue, as the moral
;

—

;

A.

HOABE.

(The Quebec Bridge & Railway Co.).

Letterhead

Quebec. Sept.

2.

1907.

Theodore Cooper. Ksq,
Dear Sir: I thank you for replies to all our messages. I am sorry that
you are not well and of course, this appalling disaster has made you feel
a thousand times worse.
Mr. Berger will answer our purpose very well for the present.
The Investigating commission may find It necessary later to Interview you In New
York, due notice of which will be given you.
I
wish to correct a misstatement In my letter to you of the 2Sth of
August, which was written late and very hastily to confirm telegram and
conversation with Mr. Birks about the chord under discussion.
The statement In my letter as fulliiws
"Mr. McLure made measurements yesterday afternoon and brought
them to my house late last night and stated that the erection foreman
hastily concluded that he would not continue erecting to-day, which alarmed
me at the time. Upon arriving at the work this morning he thought twtter
of It and decided to go ahead, at the same time asking me If It would be
all right.
After ascertaining that the effects from moving the traveler ahead
and proceeding with the next jianel would In- so insigiiitlcant I requested him
to continue, as the moral effects of holding up the work would be very bad
on all ronii'rne<l and might stop the work for Ibis season on account
of losing the men."
Is to some extent a misstatement of facts and not clearly stated, due to
too much haste, and which I wish now to correct as under.
"Upon arriving at the work that morning the foreman told me that
he had considered It during the night and had already removed the traveler
forward, asking myself. Mr. McLure and Mr. Birks If we thought that what
be bad ilone would do any barm.
We nil thought that ll would not. as they
stated it would only add 50 lbs. to the square Inch to the chord In question.
We all thmight at the time that to discontinue the work would entirely stop
the work for this sea.son as the men would not wait and would go elsewhere

—

:

to prepare for the winter."
.\s stated In my last

letter, strictly speaking. I did not request the
work, as he had already done so; at the same time
This
In adding so small a load.
letter more clearly slates the conversation between us, and I am sorry that
have misstated In my hurry one or two points which would l>e more or
1

foreman

to continue the

we thought

tThe t^uebec Bridge & Railway Co.).

HOARE.

Quebec, Aug. 22. 1907.

Ml-.

as

A.

(The Quebec Bridge & Railway Co.).

there

less confusing.

was no Immediate danger

Yours truly,
E.

was clear that on that day the greatest bridge

A. HO.VRE.

world
built without there being a single man within reach
who, by exi)erlence. knowledge and ability was competent to deal
with the crisis. Mr. Yenser was an able superintendent, but he was
in no way qualified to deal with the question that had arisen.
Mr.
Birks, well trained and clear headed, lacked the experience that
teaches a man to properly value facts and conditions, and Mr.
Hoare. conscious that he was not qualified to give judgment, simply
assented to the courses of actions that had been determined on by
Messrs. Yenser and Kinloch and made no endeavor to make a personal examination of the suspected chords.
Some measurements were made to test the stability of the main
pier, but no one seems to have thought of testing the span for alinement or levels, and. above all. to measure the chords again to see
if they showed any increase of deflection.
Mr. Moore discussed
some means of bracing the chords, but decided to postpone action
It

was being

in the

-

;
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until Mr. Cooper waH heard from.
At Mr. Hoare's retiui.ht Mr. Ulrka
InHpected the chord A 'J-\, and the A-I. 8 'J Joint t-arefully. aud hl8
observations tended to reuBHure both Mr. Hoare and hlmBelf, as he
thought that he found evidence of original crookedness In the chord.
His report to Phoenlxvllle, which was received on August 3U,
reads as follows:

The

riioeiiix BrlilKi-

Dear Sim:

—

L'iiin|iaii.v,

N'BW Mvi-rpool,
riiuonlxTlMo, I'a.

I',

y.,

Aui;.

28, I'JOT

of cbord

A. iiDiI \i«k
The hend In the chord utarta at the
to reporr follotvloi,' addltloiml diita
It
fared apllce at the Hhnre end and not at the edge of the apllce Uatten.
nppeni'H from thlx lliiii iii li'jiHt a larKi' pmllon of Ihe bend waH in Ihi- ihoid
when the top and liullom Hplire halienx wore riveted early In June. Thl«
and the fact that the lacInK angU-H are not dii<turl>ed leadx me tir (relieve
that the rllw were bent iM-fore erection. In apltc of the fact that Mr. Clark
and Mr. KInloch think all rlliH were alralghl when the cbord wan repaired.
Prom the evidence, ao far, I do not think we are Justltled in aasiimlni; It to
be a fact that the riba of any of the i:bordB have buckled since erection, and
Yours truly,
Mr. Vender haa come to the aamc concliialon.
A. II. IIIBKH.
I

liavo innili-

it

furtlior liivi'atlKation
:

After he had made his examination, Mr. Blrks called Mr. KInloch and waited at track level, while Mr. KInloch went down to the
chord and checked Mr. Hirks' obaervatlona. After careful discussion with Mr. Kinloih of what was then done we are forced to conclude that the sketch In Mr. Blrks' letter shows only his personal
Idea of the shape and extent of the existing distortion and cannot
be considered a-s furnishing data on which to base engineering conclusions, as no act\ial measurements were taken.
On August 29 Mr. IJIrks' report of the 27th was received at
Phoenlxvllle and was Immcillately dlscus.sed by .Messrs. Deans and
Szlapka and MllUken. 11 wius finally decided that It was safe for
the work to proceed and a telephone conversation took place between Messrs. MUllken and Yenser and another between Messrs.
Deans and Blrk.s. Mr. Szlapka had made some calculations and
Mr. Blrks reported his observatlon.s of August 28. Messrs. Yenser
and Blrks were as.surcd that the office approved their action in
continuing work of erection and Mr. Blrks was told to tell Mr.
Hoare that the bends had been in the chords before they left
Phoenlxvllle. This Mr. Blrks did.
Mr. Deans also telegraphed Mr. Hoare as follows:

E

Phoenlxvllle, Pa., Aug. 29. 1007.
A. Ilonre, Esq., Chief Engineer, Quebec Bridge Co., Quebec, Canada:
AIcLnre has not reported here; the chords are In exact condition they

and now have much leas than maximum load.
Mr. Hoare had telegraphed to lx)th Mr. Cooper and Deans on
August 28 advising them of Mr. Mcl.ure's mission. Mr. Deans
has since explained tnat his telegram did not refer to the chords
measured on the 27th, but after considering the circumstances, we
are entirely satisfied that Mr. Hoare was justified in thinking that
it did, and in so doing he was confirmed by Mr. Blrks' telephone
message previously received.
From the time these assurances were received, anxiety at the
bridge practically ceased, and there is no evidence that any further
measurements were made to determine the movements of the suspected chords. As Mr. Hoare expressed it:
"I felt quite comfortknew it could not be long before the
able that day about It.
I
matter would be taken up."
Shortly after 11 a.m. on August 29, Mr. Cooper reached his
office and found Mr. M<Lure there,
.\t\er a brief discussion, Mr.
Cooper wired to Phoenlxvllle as follows:
left

Phoenlxvllle

In

New

York, Aug. 27, 1907, 12:ir>

Phoenix Bridge Co., Phoenlxvllle, Pa.
Add no more load to bridge till after due consideration of

facts.

Vol

lower hordh 'Jl. aud 'JR anchor arm. which, in our judgment, were
the first lo fall, failed from weaknesis of latticing, the stresses that
caused the failure were to some extent due to the weak end details
of the chords, and to the looseness, or absence of the splice plates,
arising partly from the necessities of the method of erection adopted,
and partly from a failure to appreilate the delicacy of the Joints,
and the care with which they should l.>e handled and wat<'bed during erection. We conclude from our tests that owing lo the weakness of the latticing, the chords were dangerously weak in the body
for the duty they would be called upon to do.
We have no evidence
to show that they would have aitually failed under working conditions had they been axlally loaded and not 8ubJe<-t to transverse
1

stresses arising from weak end
recognize that axial loading Is
practically attained, but we do
was in this case made to secure

details

anu loose conoectlons.

not consider that sufficient effort
a reasonable approach to this conIndifferent engineering ability in the design of the joints and did not recognize the
great care with which these should Ije treated In the field.
We consider that Mr. Deans was lacking in Judgment and sense
of responsibility when he approved of the action of Mr. Yenser in
continuing erection, and when be told Mr. Blrks and Mr. Hoare that
the condition of the chords had not changed since they left Phoenlx-

The Phoenix Bridge Company showed

dition.

vllle.

No evidence has been produced before the Commission In proof
the correctness of this statement atiout the chords, and Mr.
Szlapka's calculations, as stated in the following letter, showed that
the rivets were even then loaded to their maximum specified stress
of 18.000 lbs. per sq. in.
of

Montreal. Jan. 24. Itxtv,
I'boenix Bridge trompany, Phoenixville. Pa.
Gentlemen: Will you please flle with the commUslon
copy of the
calculations made by Mr. Szlapka on Aug. 29. 1907. and wblcb are referred
to on pages 0*'»7 and GCS of the evidence.
.\s wc ;iri' Hearing the completlun nf our re|Hirl. s-e would e«te«B It i
favor If you would have this information sent to us Immediately.
It Is possible that you may not have an exact copy of tbeae calralaibm*.
but no doubt they can t>e duplicated, and Mr. Silapka't certlflmie to ibis
effect will l)e sufllclent.
Truly yours,
IIENBV liOLCATl:.
Phoenlxvllle. Pa.. Jan. 31. I9<iS

—

Henry Uolgatc, Esq.. Chairman Ilo)al Commlsalon, Montreal. Caoada.
Dear Sir: Replying to your letter of Jan. 24. I enclose herewith leitiT
from .Mr. Szlapka of this date giving calculations similar to that made .>n

—

Yours irul>.
couth lanillever arm.
J NO. STTBLI.NO DEANS.
Chief Eaginrrr
Phoenlxvllle. Pa.. Jan. 31. 19<»'.
John Sterling Deans, Esq., Chief Engineer the Phoenix Bridse Co., Phoenix
.\ng.

l".i.

ngiiriling diord

vllle.

'.'I.

Pa.

—

Dear Sir: Referring to Mr. Ilolgate's letter of Jan. 24. addreaaml to
the Phoenix Bridge Company. 1 beg lo give you l)elow tbe calculations »imllar to tli4> .me made on .Vug. .'9, 1907, referring to chord »L auutb ancli r
arm.
Taking 1
hi. iis tlie average rvportfd curvature of chord 91. we b.iv
'•..

\V

1.

X

\

1-.

ts.ooo X

'.'|.i>ito.on<i

will be over at five o'clock.

This message was received at Phoenlxvllle at 1:15 p.m. Mr.
Cooper nas explained In his evidence that he was not aware at the
time that erection was proceeding, Mr. Mcl.ure having advised him
to the contrary, and that he telegraphed lo Phoenlxvllle instead of
to Quebec because he thought action would be more promptly secured by so doing.
Mr. McLure had promised to wire Mr. Cooper's de<'islon to Mr.
KInloch Immediately, but he did not do so.
Mr. DeuMB reached his office about 3 p.m. and foiiiid Mr. Cooper's
telegram there. He arranged for Mr. Szlapka and Mr. MllUken to
be on hand to meet Mr. Mcl.ure, but otherwise took no action. After
Mr. Mcl.ure arrlveil there was a brief discussion during wlili-h Mr.
McLure meutioned that he had received a wire from .Mr. Blrks
giving him the result of that gentleman's ob.servatlons on .-Vugust
2S.
It was decided to post|>one action until the morning and to
await the arrival of Mr. Blrks' letter of August 28. This decision
was made almost at the minute that the bildge fell.
As a conclusion reached from the evidence and from our own
studie.s and tests, we are satisfied that the bridge fell beiause the
latticing of the lower chords near the main pier was too weak to
cari\v the stresses lo which It was subjected, but we also l>elleve
that the amount of those lattice stresses is determined by the deviation of the lines of center pressure, from tlie axes of the chords,
and this deviation is largely affected by the conditions at the ends
of the chords.
We must, therefore, coni'lude that although the

In.lb*.

-^

<U.6iHi lbs

in.tuMi X 1.

Stress

in

each lattice:

S

=

4

=

21.000

lbs.

I

Y'ours truly,

l-Ill'KMX

m.

Mcl,ure

We

an Ideal condition that cannot be

Tilt:
p.
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The theory underlying these calculations is very questionable,
but it was adopted in the design of the bridge, and we cannot uu
derstand why its warning was so entlrdy disregarded In the face
of the consequences that might resultL
With reference to Mr. Cooper's twegram. Mr. Deans knew that
he was In possession of later information from the bridge than had
reached .Mr. Cooper and therefore decided to wait for Mr. Mcl.ure

August ;s l>epoints out the need of a
charge at the site.
Mr. Hoare was the only senior engineer who was able to reach
the structure between .\ugust 27 and .\ugust 29. He was fully advised of the facts, yet did not order Mr. Yenser lo discontinue ere.
tlon which he had [Miwer to dff. " We consider that he was in a much
better position than any other resiwnslble officer to fully realize
events that had occurred, and bis failure to take action must be
attributed to Indecision and to a habit of relying on Mr. Cooper for

and afterwards

for the arrival of Mr. Blrks' letter of

fore taking action.
competent engineer

The whole

Incident

in resjionsible

Instructions,

We are satisfied that no one connected with the work was expecting Immediate disaster, and we lielleve that in the rtwe of Mr.
Cooper bl.s opinion was Justified. He understood that erection was
not proceeding, and without additional load the bridge might have
held out for days. Our tests have satisfied us that no temporary
bracing such as that proposed by Mr. Cooper could have long arrested the disiiste.r: struts might have kept the chords from bending, but failure from buckling and rivet shear would soon have
occurred.

Makcii
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enterprises. This change is due to the magnitude o£ the modern
corporations, which outrank the individual as a regiment outranks
a policeman.

Carrier.
.S.MITll.

Present operations in coal, iron, petroleum, asphalt, fruit and
other indu.stries are prosecuted on a scale unprecedented in size

XI.

and made possible only by the modern corporation, in which propThe Renaissance of the Merchant Carrier: The Private Steamship erty
and resources sufficient for a medieval kingdom are bound
Line.
together by telegraph and telephone by which a more than miliThe nineteenth century has witnessed the evolution of the com- tary organization can control an army of men laboring towards a
mon carrier by sea. At the beginning of the period the merchant common result. Like a state or a regiment, the corporation has an
carrying his own goods was the conspicuous figure. But, by one organization and a continuous existence that
depends upon no man's
of the strange repetitions of history, his disappearance was quickly life, and it can, by this scope
and continuity of action, attain a
followed by reappearance.
The twentielh century opens with pri- scale enabling ft to incorporate and use a steamship line as a part
vate carriers, operating on such a scale that they are able to run jf a single business. This has occurred
in both agriculture and
lines of steamshijjs as links in hu^f liroilmfivi' mihI mercantile manufacture, in the
marketing of products, and the assembling of
raw materials.
There are several reasons for this development of the line as
an adjunct to an industry:
First.
The freight for shipment from the ports of a certain
region may be only of the coarse and bulky character that goes
in full cargoes.
There is then small demand for the services of
a common carrier to furnish line service. It is chiefly in such

—

regions that the industrial steamship line has arisen.
Second. With private-carrier traffic of the character just referred to, it is natural tor the large operations of modern business
to demand regularity of movement.
Hence a line arises within
the service that naturally belongs to tramps.
Third. Special service may be required with specially designed
vessels to supply it.
Fourth. The ordinary arguments in favor of consolidated enterprises
elimination of intermediate profits and reduced coet of
supervision per unit of output incident to the enlargement of the
business are potent in water transportation.
Probably the best examples of the industrial steamship lines
are to be found in the oil industry and in the American banana
industry.
Well over 100 steamers are engaged in carrying bananas
from the West Indian and Caribbean region to the United States
and Europe. Over nine-tenths of these vessels are operated or controlled by a single company.
The evolution of the business and
its transportation organizations have been rapid.
In the beginning
bananas were occasionally sent to this country on consignment,
a group of growers sometimes combining to send a small schooner,
leaving the sale to some American commission merchant. This
method is the one followed by the distant farmer who sends his
produce to a large city market, but in the banana trade the practice did not survive.
The usual method, even in the early days
of the trade, was for the importer to .=end or take his ship to
purchase the fruit at export points and bring it to our ports for
sale on his own account.
This has led to rapid changes in the
business because of its especial need for organization and because
the banana trade, owing to the perishable nature of the fruit, requires a faster ship than can commonly be found for hire. Ship
owners will gladly build such boats if the banana merchant will
promise to hire them all the time or for long periods: otherwise
the ship might be compelled to take employment for which she
was not well suited. The result Is that the banana merchant must
hire his ship for a long period, if at all.
The banana importer enters the business with heavy stakes
and it Is a business in which competition is particularly destructive.
There is no middle ground upon which competition can exist
steamer holds a great many bananas, and as they .iro a perlsh.\
Miodity st)metinies sold at auction in the pr
;is-

—
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tributluii,

time

may

prlccB

and

two HtnainiTH arrlvinK at one port

ai

ulxiiil

Die Kaim-

eaHlly ho ov<T8lo<'k the mark>?l that tbbre would t>e low
Iobb for both parties,
it 1« therefore ne<HfH8ary for

each company to l<now wliat Uie otherM are doing and Iteep out
of the otherH' way or malte conditions of mutual Iohh.
Agreement
in hard to maintain for Home firm must exerclHe the whip hand,
a poBltloD U8ually not to he accorded without competitlonH and
wars. In the tropical fruit IfUBinoBs these UghtH have come often
and have usually been tlRhta to a flnish or to conxolldation. ho
that by 18!»y the chief Hurvivor, the United Fruit Co.. handled 'JS
per cent, of the American banana traffic, and with Its hundred
sU^amerH it now scour.s the Went Indian and
i;arlbl)can coasiH, ruuM lines to Iloslon, New
York, rhlladulphia, Baltimore, New Orleans,
Mobile and Urlstol, ICngiand, and occasionally
sends steamers to other ports In both ICngland
and America. At the present time thi.s company's monopoly is not so complete as in ISOlt,
but the independent companies do so small a
business that they are not worth the cost of

Indued
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produie a regular and suffliieut supply of bauauais and
other fruits, and In teif defeuse the underlying compaoieij of the
United Fruit Company long ago started plantations and orchardsThe present company produces a large part of the fruit that It
carrleH and sells.
It is stated by their represenlalives that the
cost to them of producing their own fruits is as great as that
of the purchased fruit, but the quality U better and the supply
more regular. The process has even gone farther* for the fruit
company has organized subsidiary companies that build and lea«e
railroads to carry the fruit from the plantations to the port of
original shipment.
to

the general price reduction that would result
from attempts to drive them out. A small
company running one steamer to Philadelphia,
for example, could not \ye forced out by competition unless the large company redii<;ed the
price on eight cargoes in that and other ports
reached by rail.
easily
The independent
knows that he dare not grow, or he would
be l)ig enough to be ilealt wltii anil put out
Ilc^
lias seen
others die the
of business.
through
prosperity
jii.sl
death
in
thai

Captain A. F. Lucas; Standard Oil Coastwise Towing Service.
maunor.
These vessels of tlie banana lleet do not usually Itelong to the
t)nie the steamer service of the United Fruit Company was
fruit company.
There Is a drawback to the full working out of the organized. It was inevitable that this regular service should deprocess of consolidation at this point.
Why does it not pay the vote some room to other freight and to passengers, particularly
fruit companies to stop jiaylng profits to ship owners?
Some of the as the other freight Is almost exclusively return freight which
earlier companies tried it, but it is being given up.
The fruit Is can be put Into an otherwise empty ship as she goes out for
marketed in the United States and the companies are American another cargo. The managers of the fruit company are also cogcompanies, but owing to the co.st of building and operating Amer- nizant of the fact that the passenger irafDc is profitable and that
ican ships they cannot afford to use American ships, and they must the fruit steamer is speedy and well suited for IL
The addition
be operated under foreign flags and through foreign companies. of a limited number of state rooms does not seriously Interfere
This, comliined with the large capital involved, has served to limit with the fruit carrying capacity, so the fruit steamer has become
the fruit companies to carrying on most of their traffic in foreign a common carrier to a limited extent, for both freight and passteamers.
It is, however, currently reported that there Is some
senger, but this, like the company's ownership of Jamaica hotels
American money in these steamers. They are built on the specifica- for the entertaining of the tourists, is purely incidental to the
tions of the user, who often charters them for four-year terms main business which is the marketing of Its own fralL When
iM'fore they are built, and some vessels have been taken for ten-year
tlie passenger business sprung up, the fruit company merely comperiods.
These long charters show the real solidarity of the enter- pleted this circle also by providing hotels of the elegance and comprise.
fort necessary to satisfy the tourists attracted by their ships.
This process of consolidation is complete so far as water transThe formation of the United Fruit Company has in nearly all
portation Is concerned, but It Is only the beginning of the fruit Its steps been the result of economic causes and has resulted In
the great enlargement of the industry.
If
some Czar should sell separately at public
auction every single piece of property owned
by the United Fruit Company and common
carriers should attempt to carry the fnilt, it
would not be three years until some central
power guided Its distribution. It Is but a
step to the guidance of the ships themselves.
If conditions demand the sending of one cargo
to a
port not regularly served, the ship,
under central control, can be sent. If this
business depended upon a line or lines of
common carriers such a shifting would be
impossible.

The even supply

of bananas Is in strong
the spasmodic supply of straw
licirles. peaches and other perishable, seasonable produce shipped by rail to the s,-ime
markets. The lack of common carriers has
compelled the Imnana shippers to become their
iiwn carriers and then distribute their prod
m-t by central control.
The peach and straw
berry business is larger when It comes, but it
not organicilly advanced beyond the stage
of the banana business In Its first b»>glnnings. Kach shipper sends, as suits his fancy,
Markets are alternately glutted
to commission men here and there.
The California orange
and starved, the demand is half met
growers have, by voluntary assov-lation, learned to control the distribution of their prmluct. and in a few years probably other Important industries will similarly organize and distribute their prod-

contrast

to

i.>i

company's enterprise.

Wlien a fruit company owns or is ttnanresponsible for a steamer, that steamer must be kept employed as constantly as the banana seasons will permit. If she
goes for bananas and cannot get them, there is loss on the steamer
and loss of profits on the bauiinas that are not secured. .-Vs a
consequence, the fruit business, which In^gan as a mi'nantile op.ratlon and was couipellcd to Include a carrier to have something to
sell, has been compelled to become a producer to have something
for the steamers to carry.
Private producers on the hot, turbulent and sparsely peopled shores of the Caribbean could not be
clally

•Presldi-m'K ndilrrss. UK".'., mo-llne KomiI Malt Sl.-niu I'nckct Co.
tit Ik Pii!>y to !>eo licrf thp iKisHlblo Imuls for the bitter roinplatnts that
nrlse from iho Indppondent tvinnna plnnirrs wlio declare that they have be»n
A rpturnlne traveler tersely pnta It ""The rnlte<l
forced out of tlie budlnefw.
rnill Ooiupnn.v owns rosta Rlrn." lu thU cuiiniry the fruit company has some
of 118 moat oxteoslTc land operations.
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uct as the exigencies of ocean transportation

liave

compelled the

banana shippers to do.
The marketing of asphalt, lumber, coal and petroleum is less
exacting than fruit, in that the.se commodities are not perishable or
easy of injury. There is consequently no imperative need of prompt
despatch and the commodities may be carried in .ships not e.spocially constructed for one commodity.
In the case of oil, however, tank steamers specially designed to carry kerosene or naphtha
or crude petroleum in bulk show very great economies over other
methods of shipment. The table appended indicates that the Standard Oil Company owns or controls nearly a third of the total tank
steamer tonnage.
*
„.
„
„ seems ...
1,
.....
The nrsv, carrying ofr oil,, in bulk
to have been in the
Caspian sea In 1873. In the same year two vessels were built for
.1,
.11... J
.
»
,
.
,,
the Philadelphia-Antwerp service and equipped tor carrying bulk
oil as a part of their cargo.*
Oil and passengers, however, will
not mix, owing to the regulations for the protection of the passengers, and as these steamers of the Red Star Line were in a
very profitable place for pas.senger traffic, their oil tanks were unused.
The use of tank steamers requires a corresponding large
scale shore equipment of pipes and pumps and tanks that can only
be provided by distributors on the largest scale.
The carriage of
bulk oil, therefore, is not a simple question of ships, shipping and
ship management.
In many parts of the world where there is
large oil traffic there is no equipment for the accommodation of
tank vessel cargoes. Consequently it was not until 1888 that vessels of this character were used on the Atlantic.
Since that date,
the extension of their use has been rapid. The larger ports of the
1

f

•

,

.

,

Coal Barge;

•Kiy. "The lllsliiiy ot North Atlantic Steam Navigation.'
t/'(iir()!n;/.

UiniLm. .lune 20.

tltailroiKi aazettc,

190.->.

ISIOI. p. lOOr..

ComimnU's.

Vessels.

sianljard oil c'o
indeppiKlcnt American .!!!!!!.!!!!!!

Ku'lXn'compVnies'''"°
Dutch Kast Indian traders .!.!!!!...!
Burmese ,ind Japanese trailers
Bngllsli tramp steamships
Kngllsb tramp sailing vessels
French coinpanles
Unclassined

,

.

,„

!

2

9
4»

—

sallini;

f''^'""

4i

6
18
4*

.

Total

18«
21

30*

Tnclasslfied

i

vesse'lsi •)!!'.

i

!!!!!

!

^TTi

.

"

34

i

''

Urosgtons.
"ii'se^
os!847

96559
iiisiioi

12,810
5.''..831

s.-JW
,-;'5SS

12,707
4)224
.-

.

,

—

'rliisco
.,

.,

"

*'

'Snlliu); vessels.

The enormous tonnage

of this

of specialized

vessels o(
peculiar type, for carrying one commodity only and belonging to
a few owners, and nearly all of them merchant carriers, shows how
in this age of common carriers the present merchant carrier, inconspicuous in his ocean work, nevertheless outranks by far his
conspicuous prototype of a century ago In the actual amount of
transporting that he does,
Nor does the above list of bulk vessels tell the whole slorv

Philadelphia

great consuming countries of western Europe have the necessary
receiving equipment and the pipe lines from the Ohio valley to
the Atlantic coast ports, from the Caspian field to the Black Sea
ports, and latterly from Texas and adjacent fields to the Gulf of
Mexico, give wide sources for the supply of the cargo. The sinie
method of distribution prevails east of Suez, where the chief supplies are in Burma, the Dutch Hast Indies, and to a lesser extent
in Japan.
Some firmsf of tank carriers make a practice of supplying large users throughout the world and avoid paying Suez tolls
by using Texas oil for points west of Suez and East Indian oil for
stations to the east of the high tolled canal.
Tank steamers are used also in the American coasting trade.
Texas crude oil being carried to the refineries on the Atlantic coast
and the refined oil thence to Europe.
Recently the economy of this specialized transportation has
gone one step farther than the tank steamer. It is the tank barge
which the tank steamer tows. For several years prior to 1905 the
Texas product had gone to Atlantic refineries in Standard Oil Company's steel barges. In that year the barges were first sent to
Europe. This, however, was net the oceanic barge record, as a
year before a barge had been towed by a tanker from New York to
San Francisco, 13,090 miles. In 72 days.J
Of late years these tank steamers have almost superseded the
older form of oil traffic by which barrels were carried In any available vessel of ordinary type.
Some of the tankers are owned and
operated by European refining companies.
In the old-fashioned

4x5

way, 12,000 barrels were considered an enormous cargo, but the
efficiency of special construction and the private industrial line is
demonstrated by the aO,000-barrel cargoes of the new tank steamers,
The growth of the bulk oil traffic is indicated by the tonnage
of the fleets engaged in that traffic.
According to the Bureau of
i;orix)rations, this tonnage is as follows:

&

fleet

Reading.

petroleum. Many ordinary vessels are also used by the oil
companies. The Oriental countries are heavy importers of American refined oil. and their markets, devoid of tank equipment, require it in small tin cans called cases. The transportation of this
refined case oil has long employed a large amount of shipping,
and the greater part of It has gone In full cargoes In sailing vessels.
Oil alone comprises a high percentage of the value of American exports to China and much more than one-half of the total
tonnage of the traffic. The Standard Oil Company for many years
chartered other people's ships for this work, but some years ago
it changed
this policy and became sailing vessel owners for the
better marketing ot their own case oil product.
The oil company
does not own enough vessels to do all the ocean work, and some
are still chartered, but all are operated under one management,
so that the oil company's vessels now sail from Philadelphia and
New York for the ports of East Asia, and one ownership carries
the oil from the well in the Ohio valley to the Mongolian merchant in Shanghai or Yokohama. Inasmuch as the oil company
had nothing for these sailing vessels to bring back, they have
frequently aided the exchequer of the company by bringing l>ack.
from Calcutta, Manila and other ports, any available cargo that
for

might be obtained.

The asphalt Industry in America Is one with a multitude of
companies, but beneath them Is a simplicity of interests that sifts
down to two rival concerns. The raw asphalt comes almost exclusively from the Island of Trinidad and the northern shore of
Venezuela. It is consumed in all of the larger American cities and
many of the smaller ones, and also In Europe. South America and
elsewhere. The companies are International in their field of opi'ra-
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munlcation, combined with the great numtier of the steamers, and
the fact that they conned with the company's raiiroails at each
route enables one man in hie Pittsburgh office to
raffle in much like that in oil.
A line of Hteameru has »ucct-ede<l manage this whole lleet. and order the vessels from place to place
Irregular vcgsel movementg and now regularly carrleu anphail and dock to dork, as a train despalcher manages the tralos on the
from Trinidad to Perth Amhoy on New Vork bay. There Ih even tracks under his control.
Thehe lake ore steamers, somelimee
Home effort made lo have the shIpH get return freight and thus carrying coal on the return voyages, are as absolutely a part of
develop, a8 a Htrl'tly wide iHHue, the HervlceB of a lommon carrier the steal company's Industrial organization as La a blast tummoe
for the out voyage.
The Bamc company that operateB the anphalt or an overhead crane In a mill.
What Is to be the future of the Industrial or merchant steamHteamBblp line Ib constantly In the Hhip market to charter Hteamers
on the Hingle trip baHiri, to handle any Kudden increajte of traffic ship line? Is it to be eliminated again as was the merchant carfor New York or to send a special shipment to other portK In the rier of the eighteenth century?
Proliably notThe present priI'niled StalPB or foreign countries.
The amount of this Irregular vate operator seems lo t>e large enough In his operations to bold
shipment is very great, because of the fact that the paving con- his own and grow and keep up with the growth of the oc«an
tracts are constantly lieing let and exitcuted in scores of cities, steamer.
necefisitatlng a very wide and constantly shifting field of operation
'I'he operating unit in each of the industries mentioned In this
for the paving companies and their steamehlp trafllc, which Is all chapter seems to be enlarging and, therefore, becoming more able
to maintain among its activities a private transportation system.
managed from a common center.
The production of anthrat^ite coal In Pennsylvania has led to The trade in tropical fruits especially Is one showing rapid In
operations on a large scale.
It is well known that the larger share
crease.
It was stated on the best authority in lUUl that the Imports
of the coal is owned and mined by railroad c-ompanies. which get of bananas had doubiwl every five years for 30 years.
most of their Income frnm coal fielghts. Much of the coal sent
Many forms of tropic agriculture adapt themselves to the type
to New Kiigland goes thither In the company's coal fleet, which of large scale production alxive descrit)eii.
Sugar plantations on
Is regularly employed In plying br-tween Philadelphia, Boston and
the coast of Peru are owned by Arms having steamship lines to
other New England points. This fleet consists of powerful tugs New York, where the sugar Is marketed. The sugar plantation is
and barges or sea lighters that transport several million tons a a late addition to the list of activities of the Arm. It began as an
year.
The enormous extent and the divided owTiership of the soft exporting house, but the late addition of proiluilive Industries Is
coal ianils of the I'nlted States have not yet resulted in any such a suggestive move.
In Chile the nitrate for export Is sometimes
organi/.ation of the soft coal tratlic, but it Is within the bounds carried in lines of vessels belonging to the drms manufacturing
of probability that steel barges will carry coal down the Ohio an<l the nitrate.
Mississippi rivers, and across the Gulf and the Caribbean to soft
These examples of incidental combination of ocean transpurta
lion.

hartjor,

York,

with

being a city

and near many other

cllles

v<;nlent bane for the operation of

end of their

I

J.

markets along those
shipping of anthracite to
coal

Pierpont Morgan; United States Steel Corporation Fleet on the Great Lakes.

.shores

New

in

a

manner analogous to the lion and production, taken in conn<>ciion with the more formally
The present aggressive organized services mentioned above, are suggestive of the contluueil

Kngland.

action of railroads in taking pohsession of bituminous coal lands
in tho Ohio valley indicates that they will be in a position to lake
up this barge trafiic if they so desire.
The traltic on the American Great Lakes is not classed as maritime, but the only ditfi-renie Is a matter of 3 per cent, of salt in
the water and a barrier that keeiis the lake ships from extending
their voyages to sea.
In its economic essentials it is sea trafflc,
and In the magnitude of the commerce, the size of the ships, and
the waters traversed, it ranks with, and in some respects outranks
the commerce between iCngland and tho nearby Continent. This
lake commerce should be discussed here because it possesses the
world's most thoroughly organized and largest example of an industrial

steamship

line.

The United States

Steel Corporation manufactures iron and
from ore brought a thousand miles from mines
western end of Lake Superior. This compatiy owns
the ore mines, the coal mines, coke ovens and lime stone quarries
necessary to produce all of the raw material used. It also owns
and operates the necessary railroads and steamship lines to carry
all of these materials to the j>oints of nmnufacture.
The lak" ore
fleet must carry many million tons per year, and. owing to the
Ice of the winter, it has only about seven months in which to
do the year's work. The largest of these ore vessels carry about
12,000 tons of cargo, while S.ooo and lo.Ooii tons are very common
sizes, and the new vessels are usually of largest type.
This one
company owns and employs in its own business over 200 vessels
with an aggregate tonnage that puts it In the class with the secon<i
rate maritime powers.
No ocean fleet In the world except the
oil
fleet
equals this In
the
speed
with
which Its vessels
are loaded and unloaded.
The work Is practically all done
by gravity and machinery, and the ratio of the time the
steamers are actually under way doing the work of going
from port to port to the time they are at the do«'ks has no equal
in the general commerce of the salt seas.
.-M
the end of each
lake and at other places there are opportunities for the giving of
telegraphic orders to the captains of the vessels. The ease of com-

steel in I'itt.slmrgh

beyond

the

growth of this form of organization
(

In

ocean transportation.

To be conftnued.)

Before the Telegraph

Was

Invented.

To compare the present with the ancient means
tlon Is to appreciate that

you are living

In the

of <-ommunlca
commercial twentieth

century.

One of the flrsi systems of aerial telegraphy was attempted In
the flfteenth century. The originator was Amonions. at that time
considered one of the cleverest scientists of the world. He developed
a system of signal telegraphy so that a message could l)e sent from
Paris to Home in threi' hours. Thoso who as^slslnl in the trans
mission of the message along the line were unable to tell the nature
of the message.
Posts were placed from Paris across the Alps at consecutive
points, where men were stationed with telejji-opes.
Different signals,
representing combinations of letters, were run up at each post. The
man at the other end. siving the signal. place«l a similar one before
po.st. and so the message was carried to its destination.
The
to the signal was known only lo those who sent the message
Paris and the recipieflts a thousand mlbw away. -Amontons was
not 'encouraged in his work by the puffy, gouty functionaries of the
time anl discontinued his efforts.
Perhaps the real inaugurators of the system of long-distance
transmission of niessag(>s were the (^auls. If you leave your office
aome afternoon and see a friend across the striH>t and cry. "Oh.
there!" you are tislng a system of telegrapb.y in vogue in Europe
until 1792.
The cry of "huppa." from which the Kngllsh "Oh. there;"
was derived, was the mouth telegraphy of the ancient Franks, by
which they sent a message at the rate of 150 miles a day.
A number of men. stationed at certain intervals over a long
stretch of cotintry. sent mossages, one to the other, so quickly that
Caesar. In his Commentaries, said the natives forwarded warnings
of bis approach at the rate of 50 leagues from sunrise to sunset.

his
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—
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While tympans were
beaten, lires were lighted from mountain top to mountain top.
To the tourist wandering through France and over the Pyrenees
into Spain the old towers which appear from time to time acrosii
the mountain may seem purposeless and strange.
Yet they are
At night they used signal

vestiges ot the greatest system of old time aerial telegraphy in exThese towers— both square and round-are situated on the
most prominent hillocks. Up to 1844— when experiments assured
the success of the electric telegraph— these towers were the means
of communication in I'rance.
In that year there were 535 stations,
rhe towers were two stories high, with index signals of light wood
oi' iron mounted at the top of a pole on the roof.
This system was originated by Claude Chappe, and was presented to the National Assembly of I'Vance on .March 22, 1792.
Chappe had prepared a secret vocabulary composed of 9,999 words,
represented by characters. The convention c^onducted a series of
trials, and, elated by what its members called the simplicity of the
scheme, adopted it.
At that time France was at war with nearly the whole of
ISurope.
The first telegraphic national message was received by
Carnot, grandfather of a recent French president, telling of the
istencc.

restoration of Conde to the Kepublic.
The news of the taking of Brussels by the French was traasmitted from that city to Paris in 25 minutes. Messages were sent
by placing signals at the lop of the poles on the towers. The telegrapher at the one end mounted a ladder and changed them by
band. There was always someone on watch on the towers to note
the signals from the others.
The line of stations was extended
by the first Bonaparte to Milan. Italy, and Ibence to Mayence. Germany.
As the French army retreated the telegraph posts were
destroyed.
During the Crimean war 1854) a system of sending message3
by the use of semaphores was adopted, by which messages were
conveyed from one camp of the allied armies to another. Arms
extended from a framework of wood, which could be operated by
wires by a man below in a tent. By lifting or lowering the arms
messages were sent from one division to another.
While the efficiency and success of the electric telegraph was
assured by 1850, and wires were strung up all over Noithern
vear that
ooened
France
until iiie
the eiiii
end 01
of that
ui<il uicy
thev were
«eie opi-ueu
noi uiiiii
iiidL jeai
I
idiice, it
11 was not
for public use.
ISven when private individuals were allowed to
send messages, they were re(iuired to give proof of their identity,
J
»
.\
but the secrecy ot the despatches was considered inviolable.
lew months after the wires were given for public use the first
,,
t,
t-,
,4
was laid. Ejcpress
Gazette.
submarine cable
(
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the railroad engineer.
am the last to deny or to minimize the
I
propriety of collaboration on the part of the railroad officer in so
important a matter; on the contrary, 1 have often pointed out, in
this society and elsewhere, that h^rtv working together of ijoth
is necessary.
Indeed, I am convinced that the prominence which
nietal permanent way has attained in Oermany. and especially In
Prussia, is due to this very collaboration.
por the information of those who think it premature to speak
of the existence of a recognition of the capabilities of the metal
tie, I will preface my remarks with some statistics.
I
will not go
back further than 1898, as the figures prior to that date are arranged
on a different basis,
''"'" '-

''i/"l7Ti:: i:',,"''><,a!,"arTaaac

.,

passenger
is the use
111
counterfeit tickets. These, it is said, neither the gatemen nor
,..,
.,*
^,
...
,,
^
the train ticket collectors are usually able to distinguish from genuine tickets. A train ticket collector who had that ability recently
,,,
n-u
ij
louiid ,140
counterfeit tickets on one train!
The holder
of« one ot«
Ihem protested by shooting the collector, who. however, escaped with
bis life and the 140 coiinterfeit tickets.
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Table
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tic

track, track.

miles.
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Wooden

ties.

in the "elTele

(

linuKiiKf
i-iclKiii
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^'7'3'i-i

'u'-mi

4!o4s

".".[soi

"7.222

i()!:t27

270.!):f3

310.0.53

303,008

From 1894 to 1908 there has been an increase of 70 per cent.
locomotives. 95 per cent, in passenger cars, 123 per cent, in
liaggage cars, and 87 per cent, in freight cars.
There has doubtless
liceu a large increase in the tractive capacity of locomotives since
1894. and some increase in fi-eight car capacity.
In the I'nited Stales, with a much more rapid Increase In population and railroad mileage, the rolling stock has increased as
111

toUows:
i,ocomoilve.s
rassenKci- trntn cars.

KrelRht

_.

The

.,

cms
.,

1895.

1899.

1902.

.?.\''r'??

^.?'.T1'?

.^!-Fr-

33.850

3;!.112

1.29.5.510

l.liiii.lio
,

...

,

,

„„

30.987
1.540.101
.-

1906.
"''•J?!-

42.202

....
1.837.914

here ends with June. The figures thus begin six
months later and end 18 months earlier than those tor the Prussian
railroads,
ihe increase in locomotives for the 11 years hero was
4 per cent., against
<0 per cent, for the 14 years in Prussia; the
increase in passenger cars 28 per cent, here and 31 per cent, there;
the increase in freight cars 54 per cent, here and 87 per cent, there.
nc increase in engine ami freight car capacity has doubtless been
much greater here than there since 1894; though it began here
much earlier
"
than that ^ve-ir
*

year
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tics,

Fiscal year of

may grow even

European despotisms"
IS shown by a statement of the number of cars and locomotives on
the railroads of Prussia and Hesse which aie worked as one system,
under one management) since IStl.'i. We give below the numbers
That

"""

,^^^^

I"erfcn(aco of

,.

^
traffic
.

,

haakman.n.

Kummerzii'urath.

January, 1892, Iti years ago I discussed in this place "The
jjse of .Metal and Wood in Permanent Way."
To-day permanent
way, as such, is not my theme. I shall confine myself to the examination of only one of its parts, the tie for It seems to me that
tjjg time has come that metal should get' its due recognition as a
material for supporting rails
our society has. for a long time, been deeply Interested in clearing up the points connected with this subject.
I
need onlv refer
to the illuminating work of Bueck, of Brauns and of Beukenberg
(„ the same way the various German railroad managements and
the "Verein fiir Elsenbahnkunde" and the "Stahlwerks-Verband"
have labored for a more general use of the metal tie. The paths
followed may not always have been the best. Even In our own
ranks many occupied the untenable position that the field of activity
of the manufacturer of iron and steel was limited to the production
of good rails or ties following tlie specifications furnished by rail,oad managements, while their design was solely the concern of

Kiscal year of

...
Kus.^ian

^..,1.

uk. i.ng. a.

i;i-li<iiuiT

Tie.*

(„

Foreign
Railroad Notes.
^

,„,,..,,
The latest developiiu'iii

of

417
The Metal

or "hauchees."

flies

..

,^

'" ^'*^- *•** ^^^^° °' length of track laid with metal ties to
track with wooden ties was 30.2 per cent.; In 1898 the ratio had
increased to 35 per cent., and iu 1905 to 38 per Cent.
Table 3, giving the total number of ties in the tracks of the
Hrussian State Railroads, is of particular Interest. By referring
to columns 3 and 5, it will be noted that the number of ties per
mile has steadily increased to keep up with the greater demand
0' traffic, but that the rate of increase has been more marked in
I'le ^'^«' °f the metal tie.
This is due to the more rapid increase
The result Is that there are rela"' ">ese latter in recent years.
lively more metal ties in the newer sections of track over which
fis' trains requiring closer tie spacing pass, while in the older sections. on which traffic Is not so heavv. there are more wooden ties.
_,
..
,.
,.
,«/>.,
^
.
Thus the Specifications of the Prussian State t>
Railroads for 190o
required 2,467 ties for tangents and 2.576 for curves per mile of
,^^^,^
^his proved increase in the use of metal ties is in no wav
j,,^
^^g„„ ^, arbitrary preference. Had not the metal tie been
^larkedly Improved from the structural point of view, no amount of
,„,„,erited preference could have enabled It to compete successfullv

,...,>.

^.^^y^

f^^ wooden
j„,,

j

c

tie

f,„„,

^ ^^.^n^ ^^^,^^3 by the secretary of the asso-

I

'
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'Address delivered at the meeting of the "Verein der deutscben KIsenhilttenleute." Dec. S. 1907. at DUsaeldorf.
Reprinted from Stahl und Biten,
l>y

permission.
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To get a clear conception of the development of the tie, it will
be proQtable to present Illustrations of some of the most character-

Fig.

2

— Fishbeliy

Rail* on Stone Ties;

ton-Darlington
ties,

Line,

Stock-

1825.

binding together the two strings of ralU and furnlahlng a
were evidently so superior to stone block*

larger bearing surface,
that they soon reigned

-Cast Iron

Rails on Stone Blocks at

Merthyr

Tydfil,

Wales, 1804.
Istlc

exhibits in the Tracl<

work on railroad track.
The beginning was

Museum

at

Osnaburg, taken from

supreme In railroad construction.
Thus stone gave way to wood. In the early de-ades of modern
railroading, the shape and dimensiouH of the wooden tie varied i-onslilerably.
At that time there was ample room for choice of wood.
Ijolh as to kind and age, and the price was comparatively low.
It
was not uncommon to cut six ties out of one section of a ire«.
while to-day a single tie Is the rule. Unfortunately, no tle« of
this early period have come down to us, and we are unable to
determine by personal inspection their weaknesses and defects.
For the purpose of studying the changes due to weathering and
to mechanical wear, we must content ourselves with specimens that
have been taken out of the track in recent years, after having seen
service.
For a long time it has been one of the Important problems
of the railroad engineer to minimize the effects of weather and
wear. The illustrations show clearly the depression and wearing
away of the tie at the places where the rail was In contact with It

my

The

Hrst metal railroad track was
built of casIlroM angle.s fastened to block.s of stone.
Fig. 1 sliows
a section of tlie track used by Trevethik at Merthyr Tydfil, in
southern Wales, more than 100 years ago, for the notable trials
of his primitive locomotive with tiangeless wheels.
The stone
blocks, while of various shapes and sizes, still furnished fixed points
for tlie support of the yard long angles of cast iron.
In spite of
the small stialns to which tliey were subjected, they were not
able In practice to remain long in service. The line of rails was
only a chain made up of short links on which the primitive "'iron
stone.

horse" pounded ilong. There was no thought given to joint connections, or stiffness or distribution of pressure, etc.; every stone
support in carrying the load had to be sufllcient unto itself.
Twenty-five years later George Stevenson, whom we rightly call
the father of railroads, and who with his "Rocket" opened a new

Fig.

4

—

Stone Ties: Bavarian

Cii.

Railroads, about

1850.

we have

the splintering and crushing caused by spikes
and screws, effects that are more evident in the original specimens
in the Track Museum at Osnaburg.
The rapid introduction of wooden ties in Germany dates rtx>m
the building of the railroad from Dresden to I.,elp8ig In 183S
(Fig. 5). The broad-flanged rails were laid directly on the wooden
ties, being the tlrst um; of this enticingly simple method of construction which has remained the model for IVerniany and for many
other countries.
In the same year, in the construction of the l»ndon-Birmingham Hallway, Iloltert Stevenson used a track consisting of double-headed rails supported on cast-iron chairs resting on
wooden tiee. The Kngllsh have held fast to this chalr-rall system
and It Is in use at the present day.
A few samples will illustrate the development of the wooden
First, I will call attention to a section of track
lie permanent way.
In addition,

Fig. 3

— Mushroom

Rails on Stone Ties:
1835.

Nurem-

with

broad

n:iiii;i

,1

r.ill-

!!i it

w.i-.

!n

?;,>rvlcc

between (Copenhagen

berg-FiJrth Line,

era in railroading, Imiirdvcd on this method.
He Introduced regular
shaped stone for llic nil! .-juppnrt-s, and \ised a rail designed liy Ulrkenshaw and originally rolled with Msh bellies) that reached over the
stone blocks (Fig. 2).
In spite of lirm tamping these blocks gradnnliy settled and llic illllliulty of lamping Ihem coiulenined them
i

as not fit for the work. Uut they were not ubnndotied at once,
their Inherent qualities of resistance to atmospheric inllueures and
to compression securing them adherents for a few years longer

Our

first public steam railroad, the line from Nuremburg to Filrth.
In IS.iri, was provided with stone blocks (Fig. ;i>.
Following this, a number of small lines in Uavarla were built with them,
some retaining them up to a comparatively recent time: they were
provided, however, with wooden ties at the Joints (Fig. i). Wooden

opened

Fig.

5

Broad-Flange Rails on Wooden Ties:
Lelpslc-Dretden Line, 1838.

Makcu
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and Koskilde for 1) years, 1847 to 1858 (Fig. 6j. The cross ties
are fir and the rails are fastened to them by spikes; they have
Ijiitt joints and one of the oldest styles of splicing, only one splice
For 15 years, 1870-1885, track such
bar, and that on the outside.
as shown in Figs. 7 and 8 was in use.
The considerable wear on the impregnated fir tie, especially where no tie
plates were used, Is apparent, and, indeed, small plates placed under the

clfi

joints (lid
(Fig. 8).

not

The reason

afford

much

for the rapid introduc-

tion of tie plates is evident on
Figs, i) and 10. Fig. 9 shows

-iSi=.V

protection

examining
an impreg-

fir tie that had been in service
from 1875 to 1885, and on which the rail
had rested directly. The great diminu-

nated

:pF-f'~

_^_^

^?

°^ cross section at the points of contact due to the repeated resurfacing or
spotting of the tie is very noticeable; its
neighbor (Fig. 10) of the same wood
suffered less, on account of the plate
with
which it had been provided.
Rail Joint with Worthy of note are the attempts madf
Fig. 6
Single Splice Bar; Coto counteract the splitting of the ends
pen hagen-Roskllde
of ties, especially beech ties, by means
of wooden dowels or meta.1 screws and
Line, 1847.
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As an

offset,

the

number

of jars is doubled and,
trains lateral as well as vertical

after a while, with fast running
oscillations of the cars are produced.
The advantage of this system
is rather doubtful, and this would especially be the case in comparison with a track laid with opposite joints, in which, with the
joints supported by appropriate ties, the jar would be very slight,
if noticeable at all.

The Pennsylvania is undoubtedly one of the best built, most
maintained and best operated roads in North America.
The life of its ties, as I was informed, is seven years, and replacements are made almost constantly. The ties taken out of the track,
carefully

in spite of the comparatively short time of service, are in such
condition that their use for other purposes, especially if they have
to be transported any considerable distance, would not be profitable.
On this, as on other American roads, the ties are either
simply dumped over an embankment and allowed to rot, or they
are burned. Some important divisions of the Pennsylvania, e.g.,
that between Philadelphia and Altoona, have four tracks, the two
inner serving for freight, the two outer for passenger traffic. Standing on the rear platform of the train it Is an impressive sight to
watch the mighty freight trains, with their 50-ton cars, following
each other in rapid succeselon.
Fig. 14 illustrates the combination of Goliath rails and Impreg-

clamps (Figs. 11 and 12).

Wooden ties, rallicr irregular in shape and sine but closely
spaced, are found on American roads (Fig. 13). The rails arc
.spiked to the ties and, of late, tie plates are being used more liber-

Fig.

11

—

Ties

Beec'i

Wooden

Dowels,

with
Metal

Clamps and Screws.

12

Fig.

1870

Wear
A sample

of Tie

Under

Rail Seat;

Cologne-Hamburg Line.

Pennsylvania Railroad's track is of interest
a.s showing
the staggered joint system of laying track in vogue
on many American roads. This track arr.angement, with 14 white
oak ties of tolerably uniform dimensions under rails 30 ft. long
and weighing 100 lbs. to the yard, is probably the heaviest in
America and has been in use for 12 years on lines with very heavy
trafflc.
Undoubtedly when the track Is in perfect condition the staggered joint system furnishes a better bond and diminishes some-

ally.

of the

— Beach

Tie

with

Wooden Dowels and Metal

Plah-

1.SS.J.

Clamps.

nated oak ties introduced on the Belgian State Railroad in 1893.
-Vt the joints, the horizontal flanges of the angle splice bars take
the place of tie plates. We have no permanent way with wooden
ties that equals the American and Belgian construction in weight

A

1

XL

^
Fig. 13

— Close Tie

Fig.

Spacing and Heavy Rails; Pennsylvania
Railroad, 1895.

14

— Heavy

Rails

and

Large Tie Plates; Belgian
State Railroads, 1889.

Fig.
in

15

— Hardwood

Fir

Tie;

Dowels
Bavarian

State Railroads, 1900.

—

1

meUl. althouKh Ihe Bavarian tra.k of 1900 (Fig. 15, make, a
heavy ralb. an.l the
The comparatlvoly
HhowlnR.
reBneolahlo ho
^^^i_^^^
very rtspeciam
b
_^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ protection
tie plate« of thiH pcrmiim-iil way
laKl, on account
TheBe
to Iho UeH than do .he hardwoo.! doweln.
.he .arg.. holen r...„..r..d. weaken the lie, and .he repeated tlsht-

ot

Ot

«plkeK ultimately strips the wooden thread.
The Pr.i8slan permanent way of 1X92 haw larRC plat.« at the
At
joints and smaller ones on the lnlerme<llate ties (Fig. 16).
It
present the lai.er are only used In connection with oak ties.
RallroadH.
(he PniBslan State
IH well known that more recn.ly

enlng of the

mrew

increase

17

Fig.

16 —Intermediate and Joint Ties;
sian State Railroads, 1892.

ih. co.l "'

;'««•
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12.
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cenu
c
10 ^0 "^iTu
45 \r50
find that tie.. *hlcb ... 18S3 cost
.1907. «elllnK for 95 .enu. an Increase of loo per
a further Infore«u. -•"""-"•
the .or«u>.
of u,e
diminution o.
wleady a.m.nui.on
cent., and with the «teady
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create In to U- expected. EnglUh roads, ' '-"
.'°'°;"',f
to 11.22
paying
are
$1.10
Sweden,
and
Norway
from
their supply
I

"?TJ/

now

"

per

tie.

The Increaiiing difficulty of supplying our requlremenUB. together
with the problems connected with properly fajslenlng the rails so
as to meet the greater strains to whli h a steady Increase ot lo«d
subjected .he permanent way. made it lmp<-rative to consider the availability of a substitute for the wooden tie.
one that would Ijetter meet all requiremenls Thoughtful
economists early recognized this and pointed out that to

Heavier

1905, and

...

mile.. BtatM.

apiece arc

A,
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Rails.

Hook Plates

neglect the pro.e<tlon of the forests was markedly unthrifty, as far as the Interests of agriculture were concerned.
In this connection, the query naturally arises
whether. In view of the progress In the Iron and steel Industry, the Importation of large quantities of ties from
foreign countries c-ould be justified? The reply that the
Iron and steel Industry, just as the wood industry. doe«
not confine Itself to utilizing the natural resources of our
countr)' but also works up large quantities of foreign
In
ores. Is not convincing to the earnest Investigator.
the case of Iron ore, we have to do wl.h a raw material
that is made to furnish an increase to our national

with Long Ribs, 1907.
employ
on Fir Ties; Prussian
wealth by German intelligence, by German work and
welghint;
No.
15.
State Railroads.
a rail wl.h a laiger
by German capital. Then against tnat importation of
90'.. lbs. per yard and supported throuKhoul on
offset of the
e
Is
01
the
The
Iron
large plates resting on ties spaced 2i-\, In. between centers.
export of iron. The excess
weight of metal per lineal yard of completed track Is 257V;. lbs.
°' Imports during the last
(FlE 17)
Since 1893 the Prussian government has made comparative tests (he years has averaged lo
the
toUl
per
cent,
of
roads,
the
English
system
of
chair-rail
with the materially heavier
quantity smelted In Gerfollowing the construction of the Midliind Railway. The ties are
not so thick as those custom
ary In Germany, but an
wider. The illustration (Fin
on

Ihi-

lines servlnK for express trains,
profile,

shows the line between
Bllckebet);
n d e n and
which, ballasted with rive,
gravel, was operated for 9'i
years. This gravel Is no. tin
best kind of ballast and iprobably responsible for llii'
very marked wear of the ti( s
19
(Fig.
chairs
the
by
greater than Is usually tin
There, a.-case In England.
now with us, crushed stone
18)

M

i

—

—

Fig. 19
Wear of Tie Under Chair:
18
Fig.
Hea ly Cast Iron Chairs on Fir Ties:
Minden-Biickeburg Line, 1893-1903.
predominates on express
BUckeburg Line. 1893-1903.
tracks, no matter what kind
not compete
So far the trial has not demonstrated the many. Moreover, this foreign material not only does
of ties are used.
advantage
economic advantage of the English permanent way with chair with the product of domestic mines, but Is of
with
rails.
The newer English constructions are still more massive to it since the rich Spanish and Swedish ores mixed
of the
quantities
larger
the lower grade German ores enable
in 1896. the Midland Railway introduced a permanent way having
because
does
not
apply
answer
that
smelted.
Finally,
be
lineal
to
latter
metal
per
of
98-lb rails 55-lb. chairs and a total of 340 lbs.
The line between Derby and lyondon, our country is deficient in ore supplies, both In quantity and quality,
yard of track (Fig. 20).
domestic origin to take the
serving for very fast and heavy trains, is of this construction. and because we lack a substitute of

It must also not be forgotten .hat foreign wood
personal experience, 1 know that the track rides piaie of the ore.
trees.
Is steadily deteriorating owing to .he disappearance of the old
Is quite free from jars, a condition due In a great
measure to the considerable weight of metal and to the good distribution of pre«8ure. Still, as the joints are distinctly noticeable even when riding In the large corridor cars of the fast trains,
i
am convinced that securing the butt joints with flat splice bars
If these chairs,
woulil not sulllce were II not for the heavy chairs.
lOS sq. In.),
in spile of their great weigh, and large bearing surface
do not protect .he wooden ties. It Is not surprising that plate.s. the
largest and heaviest of which havi' not half the l>earing surface
and one-quarter the weight of the chairs, should prove Inadequate
when used on wooden ties in conjunc.lon with llange rails. In
time they invariably grind Into the tie, and the spikes or screws b(>I'ome loose; .Igh. enlng thes-e, adzing the .le and renewing the fastenings l)ecome necessary f.'om time .0 .Ime, un.ll finally the lies
With .he greater demands made on
are no longer Mt for service.
R.iiis ,irid He.i\> Cn.li
the permanent way. this goes on at a steadily Increasing rale in
The
that have been employeii.
measures
protective
land Railway. 1896.
the
spite of all
average life of wowlen ties does not increase; it decreases, while
whose
heart woo<l Is nol l)elng a.talned by thai
quality
of
the
Its cost fiuctuntes hut does not become cheaper; the offerings of
Moreover, .he more complete utilisation
of Ihe younger growth.
the better grades of lies lessen, bu. the demand, naturally. Is stead
InRepealed trials with bee<-h ties have not of the wood of the fort>sts for a great variety of purposes Is
ily becoming greater.
Although the deobtaining good ties
the
dlfflrulty
of
crea.«lng
The untreated, or. following older
given encouraging results.
.he wood is l>elng remedied, more
methods, the insuftlciently treated, beech tie, while iiresenllng an crease li; .he resis.ing power of
by .he use of larger and heavier .ie plates
npiinren.ly sound ex.erlor. decays In .he In.erlor. yo .hat In the or ie.>-s successfully,
ye. this Increases .he cost to
plugs,
hardwood
and by screwing in
It is hoped Ihiit
cou.se of a few years .he inside is ul.erly rotten.
such an extent iha. only the superiority of this system can Justify
this serious defect will be remedied by better methods of tl-eat
men., but while satisfactory results are uncer.aiii, increase in cost its adoption.
be continued.)
( Tu
We in Germany aie not alone in being affected by an
Is sure.

From

recent

smoothly and

I

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The Louisiana Railroad Commission
11,

in its

annual report, Marcli

aslied tlie state legislature tor a large increase of power.

The mail car on the Oriental Limited was robbed on March
near Bonners Ferry, Idaho, by a lone robber dressed as a post

15

office

inspector.

Announcement is made that the Baltimore & Ohio resumed all
work on improvements in the Pittsburgh district,
March 16.
construcliou

The General Manager of the San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt
Lake is quoted as saying that ao.OOO carloads of oranges will be
shipped east this spring.
Roads

Western Passenger Association have lowered
their excess baggage rate from IS per cent, to 1G% per cent, of the
in

the

regular single-trip passenger rate.

The Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific has laid off a
number of shoiimen, following the refusal of the men to accept
a 10 per cent, reduction in wages.
large

The Pennsylvania

run over the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley
division a train with special apparatus lo instruct farmers in the
scientific growing of corn and alfalfa.
will

The Western Passenger Association has authorized a stopover
of thirty days in Chicago on all tickets sold to summer tourists to
all parts of the West, North and South.
The. Brooklyn Riipid Transit Co. announces that on March 11.
between 5 and (1 o'clock in the afternoon, 340 trolley cars made the
round trip over the Brooklyn bridge and back.
It Is announced that the Chicago & Alton has not renewed its
contract with the United States Express Co., but has made a new
long-time contract with the American Express Co.

The Texas Railroad Commission believes that the railroads are
dismissing more employees than is necessary and proposes to take
If further reductions are made in working forces.

action

Five chiefs of national organizations of railroad employees are
now in Washington trying to prevent the enactment of any legislation which will reduce further the earnings of the railroads.
Mississippi railroads have been ordered by the state commission to require their passenger conductors to reserve an extra seat
for women passengers accompanied by an infant or young child.

The up-state New York Public Service Commission has apl)ointcd a public hearing on April 13 to consider complaints about
commutation rates for serviie within the suburban zone of the New
York Central.

The St. Louis & San Francisco pleaded guilty to 13 indictnu'uts charging the road with granting rebates to a Kansas City
lumber company, and on March 11 was fined $1,000 on each count,
the minimum penalty.

On March K! the state of Oklahoma withdrew from the suit to
dissolve the alleged merger between the St. Louis & San Francisco
and the Rock Island, that part which asks that a receiver be appointed for the Frisco.

The lower house of the Mississippi legislature has passed a 2'-jcent railroad rate bill applicable to all railroads except those that
can prove that this rate is not just compensiition, but it Is not believed that it will become a Iffw*.

On March 12 representatives of the American Traveling Men's
League argued in Washington that interchangeable thousand-mile
mileage books good on any road in the country be required by law
to be sold on a 2-cents-a-mile basis.
Employees of the Big Four have been advised by circular letter
wage pay checks must not be cashed in saloons, but that the
money must be collected upon them at one of the banks designated
in the letter. The order hjis stirred up a good deal of protest.
that

E. H. Harrinian
of the United

('oiirt

iiuiring

them

of stocks in
roads.

O. H. Kahu have appealed to the Supreme
Slates, the decision of the Circuit Court re-

and

answer certain questions regarding the ownerships
the Chicago & Alton, Illinois Central and other railto

Arthur Hale appeared before the railroad committee of the
Massacb\isetts legislature, March 11. and argued against the reciprocal demurrage bill, which provides for the payment of a dollar per car per day for failure to deliver cars within four days of

the time ordered, and for a demurrage charge of the same amount
to be paid by the shipper in case the car is not unloaded within 96
hours.

On March 10 the railroads of Kansas appealed to the United
States Circuit Court for a restraining order enjoining the Kansas
of Railroad Commissioners and the state attorney from
putting into effect on April 1 the schedule of maximum freight
rates ordered by the board of February 14.

Board

The Central Vermont has been fined $1,000 by Judge Holt of
the United States Circuit Court of the New York district for granting a rebate on a shipment of coffee from Boston to Western points.
There were seven counts in the indictment and the road pleaded
guilty to one of them on which this fine was based.
The Receiver of the New York City Railway Co. announces that
155 pay-as-you-enter cars will be installed on the Fourth and Madison avenue line Ijefore April 1. The cars accommodate 75 persons
comfortably and it is not proposed to allow any more on board,
though how this theory is to be carried out in rush hours is not
stated.

On March Itj 1,500 machinists, lx)iler makers and other shop
employees of the Denver & Rio Grande went on strike. The new
shop rules, which were rejected by the men, provided for the payment of all employees according to individual merit, regardless of
maximum or minimum scales, the right to change shop rules without consultation with employees, a graduated scale of wages, refusal
to give specific recognition to union men and other open shop
features.

On March 16, Justice Davis, of the New York Supreme Court,
awarded damages to a property holder claiming trespass against
the Manhattan Elevated Company in building and operating a third
track on Ninth avenue, on the ground that the legislative authority
granted the railroad tr build and operate a double-track elevated
railroad in front of the plaintiff's premises made no provision for
a third track, and that the building of this third track interfered
with the plaintiff's easement.
The Attorney-General has prepared a report alleging that the
Oregon & California Railroad has violated the terms of the grant
under which it secured large holdings of land from the government.
The report says that

the railroad secured about 3,800,000 acres of
governnient land under condition that the land so granted should
be sold to actual settlers only, in quantities not greater than onequarter section to one purchaser and for a price not exceeding
$2.5(1 an acre.
The Attorney-General alleges that in making sales
the railroad company has always observed the law of supply and
demand and has' never obeyed the law of Congress.

On March 16 the Supreme Court of the United States again upheld the validity of the Elkins anti-rebate law in a decision sustaining the conviction of the Armour. Swift, Morris and Cudahy packing companies for accepting rebates on packing house products, and
Each of
of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy for granting them.
the five defendants were fined $15,000. The court was divided five
Justice Moody took no part, while Justice Brewer delivto three.
ered a dissenting opinion for himself. Chief Justice Fuller and
Justice Peckham. Justice Brewer's dissent was l>ased largely on
the question of contract right. He asked who would engage in any
new enterprise or invest money in a manufacturing industry if he
knew that he could not make a definite contract for rates of transportation to and from his factory, but was advised that whatever
contract he might make was liable, at the whim of the carrier, to be
set aside and a higher rate imposed.
Editorial

Manager

for

American Society

of

Mechanical Engineers.

Lester G. French has been put in charge of the editorial department of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Immediate improvements are to be begun; one of them is the establishing of departments in the monthly proceedings, thus providing a
greater variety of technical articles of interest. Other features are
planned and it is hoped that the value of the Proceedings will be
much increased. All such papers, however, will, as formerly, first
be presented and discussed before the society. Mr. French was l)orn
in Keene, N. H.. in ISiiO.
At an early age he worked under his
father, who was the publisher of "The Vermont Phoenix," at Brattlelwro, Vt,, and a partner in a large printing establishment in that
place.
In 1S91 Mr. French took his degree in mechanical engineering at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. After four years'
apprenticeship, drafting room and shop experience, principally at
iron foundry shops in Providence, he wrote several text books. He

of the edltorB of Machinery, and for nine years was
Mr. French has recently published text books on
MechanlcB and a treatise on Steam TurblnoB.
Algebra
and Applied
'
^
Ila-n
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hocame one

.dltor-ln.hlcf

The latter Us the tyi>e at the Grand CeoThe card «hown herewith has also ispiue* for train

three bed plate*, are u«ed.
tral

Station.

names, which are on revolving elat^ and for t""*- »»>* '!"""
mlnuu-B are on slides and the llnje U shown by lifting the proper
Hlldes according to the combination punched out on the card. The
The Boynton Station Indicator.
names of the rallroadji uhlng the terminal are on revolving cloUi
curtain*, whlih are not operated automatically.
Dur1883.
market
In
the
The first Boynton Indicator was put on
Kach quadrant and pinion is enclosed In a separate wooden bo«.
provide for a larger
InK the last few ycaiM It has been niorllllcd to
As shown In the accompanying photograph of a model of one of
number of station and train names. The Indicators recently put up
were an Improved type,
at the Grand Central Station In New York

and a
of the

the

still

later design
ii.sed

to be used In the new Hoboken terminal
of the accompanying pholonraplis shows
It differs from
the Grand Central Station.
the first type Installed In
Is

One

Lackawanna.

Indicator

"t

In

terminal In that the
upper part, which shows the

this

"x:

name

of the road, the leaving time and the train name,
projects so that It can be
read from any part of the
concourse; In the older type,
this portion was flat and
could be read from In front

only.

The accompanying drawing shows a vertical section
of the newest design of inthree-sided
dicator.
slats are blank on one side

The

and bear station names on
the other two sides. Each Is
revolved by a quadrant and
pinion gear, driven by a
chain from a rocker shaft to

I

wliich a vertical wire Is con-

nected by a bell crank. The
lower ends of the wires are
centered over holes in bed
plates extending the width
The bed
of the machine.
\)lates are raised by closlns
the door at the bottom of the

A

perforated card
indicator.
of stiff pasteboard Is laid on
one of the bed plates.

Where

there is a hole In the
the wire passes
through the bed plate as the
latter Is raised and the slat
Therefore
is not revolved.
Where
it still shows blank.
no hole Is punched, the card
lifts the wire and moves the
slat.
When the card Is laid
on the upper bed plate, the
slat Is turned through 240
deg. when on the lower, the
movement Is only 120 deg.

card,

;

This drawing shows slats In
all three positions; this docs
Boynton Train Indicator.
not occur in practice, as only
but two positions. The
possible
one card Is u.sed at a tima, making
slats could take the three positions shown only If cards were laid
on both bed i)lates at once. There Is a separate card for
until
the timetable
Is
each train, and one can be used
changed. The makers furnish a matrix from which blank cards

r-|

Card ana Vertical Section

Pinion and Quadrant Mechanism;

Boynton Indicator.

can be printed and the holes then punched out The drawing shows
a card for an Indicator In which there are two columns of station
names. The card has CO station
..,
name spaces,
so that with three.
..
sided slats 120 station.-; can be shown (by putting the card on the
upper or lower bed plate) or 180 stations It four-sided slats, with
.

of

n

Boynton Indicator.

these units, the cogs at U>ree points on the quadrant and the pinion
are replaced by smooth surfaces, convex and concave, respectively.
Those lock the slat in position, and also allow enough play at these
the operaUng
IK>lnls to compensate for errors In adjiL^tmcnt of
visible
wires, which. If ordinary gearing were used, would leave the
Each
Indicator.
sido of the slat out of parallel with the front of the
rest
of
the
disturbing
without
relettering
may be removed for
slat

the mechanism.

March
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These indicators are made by the Boynton Indicator
Pembrolie street, Bridgeiwrt, Conn.

Co.,

1307

Blackwell's Island Bridge.

The Blaoliwoll's Island l)ridge, from Bast Fifty-ninth street,
Manliattan, to Jjonp; Island City, was on March 18 connected from
end to end by placing a steel girder in the bottom chord of the span
over the east channel of the East river. The bridge was begun in
1901. The contract for the steel superstructure was awarded to the
Pennsylvania Steel Co. in 1903 and the masonry piers and anchorages were completed in 1901.
The total length of the bridge Is 8,231 ft. The roadway of
the river span is 143 ft. 3 in. above mean high water. On the lower
floor of the bridge Is to be a roadway 53 ft. wide between curbs
and four trolley tracks. On an upper floor will be two elevated
train tracks and two footpaths, each 13 ft. wide.
The width of the
bridge Is 88 ft. The weight of steel in the superstructure is 52,000
tons, and the coat, Including land and approaches, will be about
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Arthur, Texas, and is delivered at Coatzacoalcos, where the company has a 1,500,000-gal. steel storage tank, from which it is distributed to smaller supply tanks along the line, each having a
capacity of 6,500 gallons. Before long it is expected that the locomotives will be burning oil obtained from local oil wells. Already
the stationary boilers in the company's shops at Rincon Antonio
are burning oil from the Isthmus.
When Pearson & Son took up the contract, Salina Cruz had
merely an open roadstead. Now the Pacific port of the Tehuantepec
National has a sheltered outer harbor of about 20 acres, and an inner
dock basin capable of taking the largest vessels.
The saving in distance of the Tehuantepec route over Panama
is shown by the following table in nautical miles:

New York

-VlaTehuantepec. Panama.

to

Sau Francisco
Acapuico
Mazatlaa

Yokohama

New

.

.

.

Honolulu
Orleans to

San Kranclsco

.

Acapuico
Mazatlan

.f20.000,000.

4.221;

0.49.')

2,303
3,017
8,66C
D.U99

9.835
6,G88

3,091
1.262
1,709

3,458

3,013
4.05r,

4.700
2.8ttl

r<ivcrpool to

San Francisco

Yokohama

The agents of the American-Hawaiian Line of steamers claim
that freight now moves from New York to San Francisco via the
Lsthmus of Tehuantepec as fast as it moves all-rail. According to
the Journal of Commerce, the company's schedule of weekly sailings
from New York shows delivery of freight in California in 26 days.
Cargo is trans-shipjied at Puerto Mexico (Coatzacoalcos), Mex., over
the Tehuantepec National Railway, a distance of 180 miles, to Salina
Cruz. The freight is handled at the Isthmus rapidly and carefully
and delivery at destination shows that transshipment of cargo can
be made without damage.
From Salina Cruz freight is forwarded
by connecting steamer to San Diego, San Francisco, Seattle and

.

Acapuico
Honolulu

Transcontinental Traffic via Tehuantepec.

....

7,182
5.274
8.511

8.038
0.035
9.263

11.478

12.5<Mi

Anthracite Coal Production.

As

in previous years of depression following panic the anthracite coal demand has stood up extremely well.
The following com-

parative figures are

shown

MonUi.

November
December
January
February
Total

of anthracite output per

190708.
5,006.20.';

5.343,477
5,018,339
4,503,756

21,131,777

month:

190007.

100506.

5.182.153
4.830,028
5,249,946
4,563.720

5,421,584
5.395,113
5,458.084
4,712,099

19,831,847

20.986,880

The stock

Tacoma.

The steamship company operates three

services:

1.
New York, Puerto Mexico.
Salina Cruz, Puget Sound, Hawaiian Islands, returning to
2.
Salina Cruz.
3.
Local service between San Francisco, Puget Sound and the

of coal at tidewater on October 31, 1907, was 819,757
29, 1908, it was 700,404 tons, so that as far
as these figures indicate, the consumption of coal was greater than
the supply. To arrive at an accurate result as to consumption, it
tons,

and on February

would be necessary

to have the state of stocks at interior points, but
these are not available.— IV'n/J Street Journal.

Hawaiian Islands.
The line carries practically all the sugar shipped from the
Hawaiian Islands to Philadelphia and New York, and will snortly
operate a regular oastbound service from Pacific coast ports to New
York. It has modern piers at Tehuantepec and modern appliances

The Short Line Railroad Association.
The Short Line Railroad

Association, which is endeavoring to
increase the mail compensation of short line roads, was incorporated
October under the membership corporation law of New York
burn oil, thus demonstrating state. The purpose of its organization
is to protect and promote
its success as fuel.
the business interests of short line railroads engaged in the transFollowing is the company's fleet:
portation of mail, passengers and freight, doing business in this
and other states; to advocate and use its influence in the enactment
Alluntic Service.
Steamers—
Tons.
of just and equitable federal and state laws to govern these railAmorlean
8.000
roads; to establish social and commercial relations between short
Calltorulan
8,000
IlawallanJ
8,0U0
line railroads for the betterment of the same and for the econoOrogonlan
8,000
mies which can be practised.
Isthmian
G.OOO
In December last the association appointed a legislative comPaciflo Service.
Alaskan
12,000
mittee
for the purpose of taking action in regard to increasing the
Arlzonan
lli.OOO
pay for railroad mail transportation and also for the purpose of
Columblatt
12.000
Missoiirlan
12,000
doing away with the mail deliveries beyond railroad terminals;
12.000
Mexican
also to look after and oppose all legislation inimical to the railroads,
Texan
12,000
Virginian
J 2.000
particularly the independent short line roads represented by the
.'i.OOO
Nel>iaslvaa
association.
I) ,000
Nevailaii
For the accommodation of the committee and to promote the
The new westbound schedule follows:
work of the association, headquarters were opened In Washington
—Due to arrive
and an active campaign has been carried on there in favor of the
San Diego
San
Seattle or Ilawallan
or Los
passage of a bill which was prepared by the association and introAngeles. Francisco. Portland. Tacoma.
Islands.
Salllnss from New Yoi'ls
duced in Congress. This bill does not interfere in any way with
Apr. 13.
Apr. 20.
Apr. 22.
Marili 7 and 14
Apr. 9.
May
Stay
Apr. 23.
Apr. 27.
4.
May 0. May 23.
Marrli 21 and 28
compensation paid the longer or trunk lines; it simply covers the
May 7. May 11. May 18. May 20. June C.
April 1 and 11
minimum rates.
April 18 and 25
May 21. May 2,'). June 1. June 3. June 20.
.lune 4.
June S. June 1!). June 17. July 4.
May 2 and 9
Previous to 1ST6, all roads carrying the minimum quantity of
June 18. June 22. June 29. July 1. July IS.
May 10 and 23
mail received $50 per mile per year for carrying 200 lbs. of mail
July 0. July 13. July la. Aug. 1.
July 2.
May 30 and June 6
July 16.
July 20. July 27. July 29. Aug. ir>.
June 13 and 20
per day, while roads carrying 500 lbs. received $75 per mile per
July 30.
Aug. 3. Aug. 10. Aug. 12. Aug. 29.
June 27 and July 4
year. In 1876 Congress made a reduction of 10 per cent, from the
The rolling stock of the Tehuantepec National, both passenger rate then allowed, and this was followed two years later by a furpassenger
Some
latest
of the
and freight, is in good condition.
ther reduction of 5 per cent. The result is that short lines, or roads
coaches are included, and I'uUman cars are provided for service be- carrying 200 lbs. of mail per day. are now receiving $42.75 per mile
tween Santa Lucretla and Salina Cruz. In view of the growth of per year, while those carrying 500 lbs. receive $64.13 per mile per
the traffic, actual and prospective, the number of freight cars is year.
being rapidly increased. Recently there were 929 box cars, 120 gonMany of these short line roads carrying from 500 to 1,000 lbs.
dolas (each of 30 tons capacity), tJO stock cars and 50 locomotives. of mail per day supply apartment space from 10 to 25 ft. equipped
The-Tehuantepac National was the first railroad in the Republic of with post ofBce accommodations, also carrying a messenger to disMexico to burn oil for fuel on its locomotives. It now has 14 oil-burn- tribute the mall and receive no compensation whatever for the use
ing locomotives, and 23 others are being adapted to burn oil as rap- of their car space nor anything for heating or lighting the car. They
idly as the shops can change them. Oil is found to be about 30 per are also compelled to deliver their mail from the terminal of the
lont cheaper than coal or wood. The company at present obtains its railroad to the post oflice or postal station, no matter what the dis!It is loaded on to tank steamers at Port
oil from Benumont, Texas.
tanro may be. It is claimed that there are roads in the organization
for handling cargo.
The steamers of the Pacific service

.

.

.

last
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|000 a year that dlKburHe more than two-

receiving from |400 lo
thIrdK of that amount to cover tho mPBB(!nK*'r Hervlcp.
The three principal chanKCH miKKcHU'd In the tilli are an followH:
That the roadH carrylnK not more than .',00 iIih. of mail per
day over the entire route Hhall be paid $75 per mile per year; that
they Khali not be required to deliver tlie malln at a poHt office or a
poHtal Htation unleKH It be located In the railroad depot or Htation of
the carrier; that the i'oHtmaBlerOeneral Hhall be aiithori/.ed to
allow for space used for post office purimHes in compartment earn on
roadH where the dally avera^o welKht of mail carried do»fH not exceed 500 lbs. 11 proportion of the rate of compensation allowed for
poHtal cars forty (tO) feet In lenKth. For the ukc of these cars the
loni5er or truni< lineH are allowed f)'.-. cents per mile.

Report on Boston

The Comml.sBloii on

('oniiiMT( e

&

Maine Merger.

and Industry, authorized by the

state of Massailiusetts lo report on the proposed nierRer of the II08toii & Maine with the New York, New Haven & Hartford, (Inds that

New Haven holds l(i'J,'J18 of the 302,928 Uoston & Maine shares,
it is now by law dlgqualifled from voting, and makes the following recommendations:
1.
The New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company
to be permitted to hold and acquire stock of liie Koston & Maine
Railroad and vote thereon, and to be required to exchange its own
stock, share lor share, for all' stock of the lioston & Maine Railroad
that may be offered for exchange prior to July 1, 190'J.
The Boston & Maine Railroad and the New York. New
2.
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company to be and remain subject to
all the provisions of the laws of this Commonwealth which are now
ai)pll(al)le to them respectively and not inconsistent with the act
the

which

now

to be ijassed.

The rates for the transportation of freight or passengers
within, across, into or from this Commonwealth by any steam railroad or street railway or steamship line controlled by either of said
companies not to be Increased or the facilities therefor diminished
without the apiiroval of the Board of Railroad Commissioners, so
far as It is within the jiower of this Commonwealth to regulate such
transportation.
1 he principal office of the Boston & Maine Railroad and the
4.
control of Its operation In this Commonwealth to be In Boston. Its
principal managing officers to be residents of this Commonwealth,
and every director to be a resident of some state in which the company is Incorporated.
5.
/Ill stock of the Boston & Maine Railroad at any time owned
by the New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, or in
which it has any interest, to stand of record in the name of the
latter company; and, unless with the permission of the Railroad
Commissioners, given after a public hearing, not to be disposed of
or encumbered, or affected by any contract, arrangement or understanding In respect to its ownership, use or control, and not to be
voteil on, except for the choice of directors, unless in pursuance of
a vole of llie directors of the New Haven Company (ommunlcaled
to and approved by the Board of Railroad Commissioners prior to
the meeting at which the stock Is to be voted.
ti.
No conveyance, contract, agreement, arrangement or understanding to be made by the Boston & Maine Railroad or by the NewYork, New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company tor the acquisition
or use by any third company of any of the road, tracks, terminals
or equipniciu of either of the said two coinpanles, or of any of those
of a Ihiril company by either of said two companies, or for the exchange of business, unless with the ai)proval of the Board of Rail;i.

road Commissioners.
7.
It at any time subsequent to December 3t, 1913, the growth,
development, maintenance or management of any of the railroads
now operated l)y Ihc Itiistou & Maine Railroad sluill not be sallsfaclory, or shall not adequately meet the reiiuirenients of the public and
the interests of the {.'ommonwealth. and If the Board of Itailroad
Commissioners shall so certify to tlie C.overnor ami Council either
of Its own motion or in response to an Inquiry from the Ciovernor
or the Legislature, then the Commonwealth shall be entitled to buy
all the stock of the Boston & Maine Railroad owned or controlled
by the New York, New Haven & Hartford Itailroad Company at a
price to be determined as prescribed In the ail now lo be jiassed.
If at any time the substantial control of the New York.
8.
New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company shall i)ass to any other
corporation, by lease, consolidation, change in the owner.-ihip of
stock, contract, understanding or arrangement, and if the Board of
Railroad Commissioners shall so certify, then the (Governor may
notify the New Haven Company that the stock of the Boston &
Maine Railroad acquired by it shall not l)e voled on. and such prohibition sliall continue until renioveil by the Board of Railroad Commissioners, with the aiqiroval of the I5overnor or llie Legislature.
!>.
There shall be pcrmllled a roilprocal use by the New York.
New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company, the Boston & Maine
Railroad «nd the Host on & .Mbany Railroad Company, of their re-

V..I.

XMV..

No.

V.

apective terraioal raclllties io and near the city of BoBton. includlDg
tracks, dockH, vacant land and water front, and al«o of the Commonwealth properly at South BoBton, to such extent and manner, upon
Buch terms and for suih ompeuBiilion as may l>e for the public
advantage; the mailer lo Ite determined In the manner provided in
the act now to l>e passed.
<

Proposal to Sell Steinway Tunnel to

New

Yorl< City.

The New Y'ork City Public Service Commis£ion announces receipt of a it-lter from the Inierborough Rapid TranBit Company
offering to sell all the tunnel railroad and righlB, excluding certain
real estate of the New Y'ork & I^ng Island Railroad Company,
known as the Steinway tunnel, at Its actual coxt to the Interlwrough
company for construction, etc.; a cost estimated at about $7.W0.W»0.
to lie paid in city bonds, and proposing that the city enter Into an
operating contract with the New York & Queens County Railway
Company to operate the tunnel in connection with it« surface railroad in Queens county for a term of 25 years at a 5-cent fare, the
city to pay half of a certain sum agreed upon to represent operating
expenses, and the balance (o l>e met Uy the company; the city to
take the local fares until reimbursed for its advances for operating
expenses and interest on bonds Issued to pay for the tunnel and
1 per cent, for a sinking fund; the coni|>any to take the through
fares and, n hen the city has t)een reimbursed, the local fares to be
divided equally between the city and the company.
The counsel
to the commission is of the opinion that this proposal Is one for
the decision of the city authorities concerned wllh the expenditure
of public money, if the city authorities look upon it with favor, the
matter may later come before the commission for its approval under
the provisions of the law.
But the present form of the Rapid
Transit act gives to the commis.sion no power which would allow
the purchase of an existing railroad or tunnel with public money,
and the Rapid Transit act would have to be amended to grant any
such authority for the purchase of a railroad or tunnel instead of
building it at public expense, and to provide for any such co-operative arrangement for operating and taking of fares In lieu of a
guaranteed rental as now provided to cover Interest and sinking
fund for bonds issued to pay for the public Improvement.
Better Feeling in Maryland.
State Senator Gorman, of Maryland, leader of the Democratic
majority, has strongly advised against any adverse railroad legislation.
Covernor Crolhers. in commenting on the Western Maryland
receivership, finds a warning to Congress and 10 the legislatures
of the slates that the railroads are in no condition to withstand
the assaults of adverse ieglslatlon or lo endure increased burdens
and decreased revenues. The Governor Is quoted as saying that It
is a bad time for 2-cent rate bills.
Attorney-General Straus tielleves
that legislatures and other government agents should realize the
grave iierll of legislation adverse to the railroads and the danger
of indis'riminate attacks upon financial and public service institutions.
President Seth, of the state senate, believes that It Is time
that legislatures try to assist the railroads through their troubles,
and that Ibey should refrain from oppressive and injurious action.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Shippers Held to Their Agreement.

The Commission has announced decision (opinion by Commissioner Cockrein In the case of LanlngHarrls Coal k Grain Co.
and Kansas City Hay Co. vs. St. Louis & San Francisco. It appeared that certain shippers applied for cars in which lo ship hay.
which llie carrier, because of car shortage, could not furnish at the
time and place desired. The carrier informed the shippers that it had
certain cattle cars which it could furnish If the shippers would
clean and suitably prepare them for their shipments of hay at
The shippers accepted these cars on
their own cost and expense.
th»»se leims. cleaned and prepart»»l them, and shipinsl their hay
tlierein, and then claimed reparation for the oosi and expense Incurred by them. I'pon the foregoing statement of facts the Commission held that the shippers' claim for reparation be denied and
their complaint dismUse<l.

Through Route and Joint Rate Established.
The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Prouty. has

an-

nounced iltMMsion in the case of F. .T. Gentry vs. Atchison. Topeka
& Santa Fe el al. The complaint alleged that defendants failed to
eslabllsb a through roulo and joint rate on lunil)er. lath and shingles
from .\shland. Tex., lo Nasli, Okla, It appeared that there formerly
exisleil joint nites over two established routes lielween these points,
but that they have lu-en recently canceleil. The Commission de-

MAnrrr
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cided that there is no satisfactory through route or joiut rate for
Me shipment of such commodities between said points, and that a
joint tlirouKli ratp of 28 '/a cents per 100 lbs. .should Ije established
I

ovi'i

a llirouKli route specified in the decision.

Class Rates to Pecos, Tex., Upheld.
Tlie Commission, oiiinion by Commissioner Clements, has announced decision in Ili'e case of Pec-os Mercantile Co. vs. Atchison,
'I"he complaint alleged that the class
et al.
rates of defendants for transportation of commodities from Chicago,
St. Louis, Omaha and Denver to Pecos, Tex., are unreasonable as
compared with rate.s from said points of origin to El Paso, Tex.
rrhe Commission declared that it is unable to find that the class
rates now in effect from said points of origin to El Pa.so, Tex., unduly prejudice Peco.s, or that the lower rates from such points of
origin to El Paso con.slitiite a violation of the fourth section of
by the loiirts. Comlh(' Rale Law as that section is construed

car shortage, which prevailed on the Detroit & Mackinac in comwith all other railroads, was brought about by circumstances
over which that company had no control and for which it was not
responsible. There was no evidence that the joint rates on ice
from Tobico to Toledo and Cleveland are unreasonable. Under these
circumstances the Commission held that complainants were not unduly prejudiced in their car supply, and that the joint rates on ice
from Tobico to points in Ohio are not shown to be unreasonable
per se or relatively. Complaint dismissed.

mon

Topeka & Simla Fe

dismissed.

plaint

Reparation Because

Low Rate Temporarily Suspended.

vs. St. Louis & San Francisco (opinCommissioner Cocl<rcll) it appeared that the defendant carsome years had a proportional rate of la cents per 100 lbs.
on hay when carried from Kansas City, Mo., through a part of
the state of Kansas, to Cape Girardeau, Mo. This rate was canThereceled and a higher rate went in effect for a short time.
During the time the higher
after the 15-cent rate was restored.
rate was in effect complainant shipped two carloads of hay over
The Commission decided that the rate in excess
the route named.
of 15 cents per 100 lbs. on hay in carloads shipped under the circumstances named is unjust and unreasonable, and that North Bros.

In the case of North Bros.

ion by

rier for

are entitled

to

Roads Built

an order for reparation.
for Special

Purpose

May Charge Higher

Rates.

The Commission, oinnion by Commissioner Protity, has announced decision in the ca.se of the American Asphalt Assoc, vs.
Uintah llailway. The Commission decided that under the peculiar
circumstances of this case a rate of $8 per ton is a reasonable charge
to l>c imposed by the Uintah Railway for transportation of gilsonite,
The former rate
a low-grade commodity, for a distance of 54 miles.
The Commission further
of $10 per ton was declared unreasonable.
held that where a railroad has been built for a special purpose, and
does not form part of any general industrial development, it does
not stand in the same relation to tlie public as a railroad chartered
and built for general purposes, and the reasonableness of its rates
must l)e delermined by the financial returns which they produce
rather than by comparison with rates in effect elsewhere.

No Reparation

for Misrouting by Shipper.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has announced decision in the case of Mollis Stedman & Sons vs. Chicago
North-Western
&
et al.
In February, 1904, complainant shipped
three carloads of potatoes from Wautoma, Wis., to Springfield, Mo.,
via the Chicago & North-Western, the Illinois Central and the St.
Louis & San i-'rancisco, and paid the combination of locals rate of
.isi.v cents per 100 lbs.
The complainants insisted that this rate
was unreasonable, because the shipments might have been made
from Wautoma to Springfield over other lines for 25 cents per
100 lbs. The Commission held that the higher charge was due solely
to complainants" error and that the Commission has no jurisdiction
to establish a joint through rate, since a satisfactory one already
exists, and that the rate charged is not found to be unreasonable
in itself.
If these shipments had been routed via St. Louis instead
of via East St. Louis, the rate would have been I'.-j cents less per
100 lbs.
The Commission said that the Illinois Central was at
fault in billing the shipments to East St. Louis instead of to St.
Louis, and .should make good this overcharge.
Car Shortage Answers Complaint of Discrimination
In the <-aso of

Wagner, Zagelnieyer & Co.

vs.

in

Detroit

Car Supply.

& Mackinac

and

Micliigau Central (opinion by Chairman Knappl. the complaint iiUcged tluit since July 13, I'lOti, the Detroit & Mackinac has

discriminated against complainant in furnishing cars for interstate
slilpments of ice from Tobico,' Mich., and the rates charged by derendant on ice from Tobico to points in Ohio are unreasonable.
II
appeared that the evidence clearly establishes and complainants
submit lliat prior to September 15. 1!H)(>. the service was satisfactory, and since that time and continuing until after .lanuary 1. 1!»07,
a car shortage, auiouutiug to t'aiuine of freight transiwrtjilion facilities throughout the country after October 1, litOti, existed.
This

Joint Rates and Combination Rates.
In the case of the Laning-Harris Coal & Grain
souri Pacific and Wabash (opinion by Commissioner

Co.

Mis-

vs.

Lane)

it

ai)-

peared that two cars of coal were shipped by complainant fiom
Springfield, 111., to Kansas City, Mo., via the Wabash, and after
arrival at Kansas City one car was forwarded by complainant to
Salina, Kan., and one to Kipp, Kan., both via the Missouri Pacific.
The joint rate on coal from Springfield to Salina or Kipp via
Kansas City is |3.73 per ton. whereas the combination rate is $3.50.
On the foregoing shipments defendants charged and collected the
higher joint rate. On complaint that this charge is unreasonable,
the Commission held that these shipments consisted of strictly local
shipments into and out of Kansas City, and that the application
of the joint through rate was not in accordance with the published
tariffs, but that the lawful rate applicable on such shipments was
the combination of locals. Reparation was awarded.
The Commission further declared that there can be but one
legal rate between two points.
This rate must be either the local
rate if over one road, or the joint rale if over a through route
composed of two or more roads which have agreed to a joint rate,
or a combination of separately established rates applicable on
through business over a through route which does not enjoy a
joint rate.
In general, said the Commis.sion, joint through rates
are lower than the sum of the locals between two points, and
obviously there can seldom be any transportation reason why this
should not be the case.
Intra-State Private Cars as Affecting Interstate Car Supply.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Harlan, has announced decision in the case of Henry Ruttle et al. vs. Pere MarThe rulings of the Commission in this case are as follows:
While the right to use private cars may doubtless be denied

quette,

to shippers by appropriate legislation, in the absence of a specific
effect the Commission is not prepared to say that
their use in itself is unlawful; but if their use results under a
given set of circumstances in an unlawful advantage to their owners

enactment to that

and an unlawful disadvantage to other shippers, a question is presented which under existing legislation is within the control of
the Commission and may he made the basis of such relief as the
facts may justify.
Because of defendant's insufficient equipment, a
number of worn-out cars no longer serviceable for interstate movements were acquired and fitted up by certain shippers for the iransportjition of their hay from local points on the Port Austin division
of the Pere Marquette to junction points with other lines, where
the hay was transferred to empty system cars and moved forward
to eastern markets.
The Commission held, on the foregoing state
of facts, that defendant's course In stopping its own cars as well
as the lars of connecting carriers in its control at such junction
points there to be loaded with hay from the "private" cars, insleacl
of sending them up the line to the loading points where all ship|>ers
might share in their distribution, was to the detriment and at the
expense of complainants and other independent dealers, and
amounted to a denial to the complainants of the equal enjoyment
of the facilities of defendant and was therefore an ujilawful discrimination.
Unreasonable Rates Should be Paid and Reparation Sought.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Clements, has announced decision in the case of Cooraes & McGraw vs. Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul and Chicago. Rook Island & Pacific. Complainant shipped over defendants lines from Elk City, Okla.. seven carloads of broom corn to Sioux City. Iowa, via Omaha, paying 60.S5
cents per 100 lbs. on one car. 80.5 cents per 100 lbs. on another oar,
and on Oie remaining five cars $1.14 per 100 lbs. The combination
of locals on this commodity from Elk City to Sioux City, based
on Omaha, is 60.85 rents per 100 lbs., whereas the joint through
rate was at the time of the shipments $1.14; but subseqtiently defendants voluntarily established a joint through rate of 60.85 cents.
Pending protest against paying the $1.14 rate on two of these cars,
unloading was delayed, causing demurrage charge, which was paid
by complainant.

The Commission held

that the joint through rates of 80.5 cents
in so far as the same ex-

and $1.14 were unjust and unreasonable,
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feoded the Bum of the locale, and awarded reparation on that bahla;
but rejjarallon on account of demurrage chargea wan denied. The
CommlHHlon declared that rates duly e«laljll«hed are binding on carThe law
rlerH and shlpijers alike ho long as they remain In effect.
retjulrciH that Hucb rates shall be reaHOnablu and just and authorizes
the CommlHHlon to award reparation on account of the exaction of
unreaHonablc transportation charges. It follows that although a
rate is by the terms of the law binding on all so long as It remains
In effect, such rate may be found and declared to be unlawful and
reparation awarded on account of Us exaction. To hold otherwise
would be to mako the mere establishment of rates by a carrier conclusive of their reasonableness and Justness and leave shippers without recourse for recovery of excessive charges. It Is the duly of
carriers and shippers to observe the established rates, and there can
be no waiver of demurrage charges which accrue by reason of the
refusal of coiujignees to accept shipments and unload cars i>endlng
a contest or dispute as to the reasonableness of the established rates.

Present System of Compression Points for Cotton Upheld.

The I'ommlsKion, opinion by Commia-sioner Clements, has
noiiiicetl

decision

In

tins

an-

case of the Chickasaw Compress Co. vs.

Colorado & Santa Fe ct al. and of the I'auls Valley Compress
& Storage Co. vs. the same defendants. The complainants In these
cases, owning cotton comprei'ses at Ardmore and Pauls Valley, Okla.,
respectively, alleged that the practice of defendants whereby cotton originating at points north of Ardmore and Pauls Valley is
carried by those points to Gainesville, Tex., for compression, while
cotton originating south of Gainesville is not permitted to be carried north through Gainesville to Ardmore and Pauls Valley for
compression, results in unjust discrimination against them; and
asked that the Commission establish a rule requiring defendants
to have all cotton compressed by the compress nearest the point of
origin.
The Commission declared that carriers are permitted to
adjust their rates, regulations and practices with due regard to the
circumstances and conditions confronting them and the natural
currents and laws of trade and commerce.
It appeared that cotton would not move from points in Texas
south of Gainesville northwardly into Oklahoma for compression
at Ardmore and Pauls Valley unless the rate to Ardmore and Pauls
Valley should be as low as the rates to Gainesville. This would
be true whether or not a higher rate were in effect from the compression point. It would aKso be true of all points as far south of
(iainesvllle as the distance that cotton may be moved to Gainesville
from points north of Ardmore and Pauls Valley, Okla. To require
the rates from these points of origin in Texas south of Gainesville
to be the same to Ardmore and Pauls Valley, Okla., as to Gainesville, Tex., would be to entirely disregard the added expense of the
back haul. The movement of cotton is almost entirely southward
from all points on defendants' lines, and cotton originating at points
north of Ardmore and Pauls V'alley naturally moves through Gainesville.
To require the defendants to haul cotton northwardly through
Gainesville for compression at Ardmore and Pauls Valley, and to
protect on such shipments rates not higher than those In effect
from points of origin to ultimate destinations, where such cotton
must be ulllmatoly hauled back through Gainesville to southern
ports would not be justified. The Commission decided that the dlsirinilnatlon coniplalned of Is not undue.
Complaints dismissed.
(iiilf,

The Commission, through Commissioner Lane, makes the following report in regard to a hearing in Richmond, \'a., on February
111, 20 and 21, 1908, from which the following facts appear:
1.
For some years a fraudulent practice, participated In by
certain dealers In grain and also by certain dealers in packing
house products and also by the Chesapeake & Ohio, has obtained
at Richmond by means of which this railroad company has favored
such shlp|)or8 at the expense of the Seaboard Air Line and Atlantic
Coast Line, Its southern connections. This practice has resulted
in obtaining for such shippers rates less than local rates over the
Seaboard Air Line and Atlantic Coast Line for shipments of grain
and also for shipmenta of packing house products, which local rates
such shippers were legally bound to pay. This result has been
accomplished by means of transfer slips Issued by the station agent
of the Chesapeake & Ohio on the written Instruction of the Assistant
General Freight Agent, said transfer slips falsely conveying to the
southern lines the statement that such shipments had originated
at points beyond Richmond and were entitled to move from Richmond to destination in the Carolinns at a division of a through
rate, such division being less in amount than the local rates to
which these shipments wore legally subject.
The benefits of this arrangement have been reaped by the
2.
shippers enjoying it and also by the Chesapeake & Ohio, which,
whether by express agreement or not, has received all of the inbound
business of the shippers so favored by It.

12.

3.
It also further appears that the Assistant General Freight
Agent of the Chesapeake i^ Ohio responsible for the above described
abuse on dUcovering that the same was under inveiitigatioD by
special agents of this commlB«lon undertook to make amends (or
the same to the Seaboard Air Line and the Atlantic Coast Line.
To this end he ordered that a list be prepared of all cars which
had by his orders be^n moved at a dlviniun of the joint through
rate less In amount than the local rates lo which they were legally
subject.
Being informed by one of his subordinates that this list
would be a very long one, be then gave orders that the list should
show only the cars moving during the months of August. September
and October, 1907. Having Ijeen furnished with a list covering the«e
three months he forwarded It to the southern lines with a statement that It showed "all" cars so misbllled which be had been aM«

to discover.
4.
It also appears that certain records of the Cheaapeake A
Ohio have been destroyed, contrary to the provisions of the Rate
Law. The testimony showed that the freight claim department of
this road Is under the charge of the Assistant General Freight Agent,
he being the ofllcer responsible for the false transfer slips. The
testimony further shows that the auditor of disbursements on receiving from the freight claim office claims from shippers with
direction that they be paid Inquires no further Into the merits or
legality of such claims than to ascertain from the auditor of freight
receipts that the shipments to which the claims relate have moved
and that the charges have been collected. All claims so passing
through the freight claim office and paid on the order of the Assistant Freight Agent prior to January 1, 1907, were destroyed during
the latter part of the year 1907. This destruction appears to have
been made by the auditor of disbursements under authorization of
the comptroller of the Chesapeake t Ohio.
So far as the matters disclosed are criminal In their nature
they are to be referred to the United States District Attorney at

Richmond with the request that prosecution be
all

Instituted against

parties therein involved.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

The current number of this quarterly bulSullivan .Machinery Co., Chicago, has 30 pages of Inter"Mining with Hammer
Including the following:
Drills"; "Carthage Limestone"; "Adaptability of Hammer Drills":
"Diamond Drilling at .Mapimi"; "New York. New Haven * Hartford
Railroad Tunnels," and "Mechanical Conveyors as Applied to LongSVall Mining."
They are all written especially for this magazine
by men having technical knowledge of the subjects, and are Illustrated with Interesting half-tone engravings.
Afine and Quarry.

letin of the

esting

articles,

—

Union Pacific. A pamphlet just issued by the passenger department, entitled "Colorado .\ Winter Resort" preisents by half-tone
engravings from photographs and by Interesting text the attractions of Colorado as an all-the-year-round health resort and as a

—

delightful place of residence.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The

Prosecution to be Begun for Alleged Rebating and Destruction of
Records.

Vol- XI,IV.. No.

underframe stock cars of CO.OOO lbs. capacity
by the Chicago, Milwaukee A St. Paul will have Bettentrucks and swing-idotion bolsters made by the Bettendorf Axle Co., Davenport, Iowa.
2.500 steel

to be built

(lorf cast steel

The Nathan Manufacturing Co., New York, has appointed Clifford Nathan General Western Manager. Mr. Nathan will make his
headquarters at the Chicago office In the Old Colony building and
will have charge of the. Nathan Manufacturing Co.'s business in the
West.
Scull has resigned
Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.,
the Summit Lumlvr
pine lumber. Mr. Scull had
for the past ten years.
J.

Steel

^^.

Car

office of

as Purcha.sing Agent of the Pressed
to become Manager of the Pittsburgh
Co., St. Louis.

Mo.,

makers

of yellow-

been with the Pressed Steel Car Co.

Frank F. Fowlc has openeil an office as consulting electrical
and telephone engineer at 204 D«»rborn street. Chicago, giving particular attention to railroad telephone systems,
tan<M>us nnd multiplox telephony and telegraphy,

including simul-

and power trans-

mission and distribution.
R. S. Stangland has been placed in charge of the construction
New Fort Lyon. Colo., of Muralt & Co., New York, and will
superintend the erection of the complete lighting, heating and power
plant which this flrni is building for the I'nited States Government
at the New Fort Lyon naval hospital.
office at

The offices of A. P. Witteman & Co.. makers of high-speed and
special steels, have hiHMi moved to 112-116 North Broad street, Philadelphia, Pa. These will .also be the Philadelphia sales offices of the

March
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Chester Forging

& Engineering

A
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feature of the
offices will be desk, stationery, stenographer and telephone facilities
tor the exclusive use of customers.

tion of traiiis or Important signal systems. Among those who have
accepted invitations to speak are:
W. J. Wilgus, George Gibbs,
Hugh Hazleton, B. G. Lamme and Walter C. Kerr.

George R. Carr, Vice-President of the Dearborn Drug & Chemical
Works, Chicago, is on a combination business and pleasure trip to
Mexico City. John W. lirashears, who for many years has been
first assistant to W. A. Converse, Chemical Director of the Dearborn
company, in charge of the analytical laboratories, has been appointed
Assistant Superintendent of the manufacturing department.

At the annual meeting of the institute, March 18, the programme included an address on the Engineering Practice as Applied to the Fueling Equipment of Power-houses, by Harry P.

Co., Chester, Pa.

During January the Duquesne Steel Foundry, which operates a
large plant in the Pittsburg district, decided to adopt gas power to
operate the works formerly driven by steam. The initial equipment
will consist of a 400-h.p. (max.) Westinghouse gas engine of the
three-cylinder vertical enclosed type, direct connected to a 240-k.w.
generator, supplying current for motor drive.
The engine will
opeiiate

A

Cochrane.
series of slides of the collapsed Quebec bridge were
also shown by Norman R. McLure, who was an inspector during the
erection of the bridge. See article on the Quebec Bridge Failure In

another column.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

on natural gas.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officer*.

At the annual meeting of the Union Switch & Signal Co., SwissPa., the following officers were elected
President, George
Westlnghou.fe; Directors, George Westinghouse, Robert Pitcairn,
William McConway, George C. Smith, Thos. Rodd. H. G. Prout, and
vale,

Jolin

Franklin Institute.

13.

Jackson.

After the stocUholder.s' meeting,

the directors
as had served durreg\ilar quarterl> dividend of 3 per

met and reappointed the same executive
ing the preceding year.
was declared.

The

officers

cent,

Harold A. Clark, President of the Central Inspection Bureau,
York, Auditor of the Middletown Car Works. Middletown, Pa.,
and President of the H. A. Clark Company, New York, domestic
sales agents for the Middletown Car Works, died last week at Phoenix, Ariz., where he had recently gone for his health.
Previous to
Mr. Clark's removal to Middletown, Pa., and his conaeetion with
these three companies, he was Assistant Auditor of the American
Car & Foundry Company, New York.

New

The United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit has decided that the Nolan patent, owned by the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Co.," Pittsburgh, Pa., is valid and that
the Prudential Insurance Co. has infringed on it. This decision upholds the lower court, from whose decree the insurance company
appealed. The Nolan patent is a device for fastening together, and
to the supporting castings, the laminae of the cores of electric
machines by using a spring split-ring.

The Athens

Electric Railway, Athens, Ga., originally generated
two hydro-electric plants, one about G'i miles and the other
miles from the city. Extension of the street railway lines and
the rapidly increasing power and lighting load made it necessary
to build a new power house in the town itself, where for -some time
past a horizontal steam turbine has been in operation. The requirements have now increased so much that a second steam turbine,
of 1,000 k.w. capacity, is to be installed.
This, with the generator
designed for direct connection to it, is now being built by the AllisChalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis. The unit will deliver three-phase,
60-cycle current at a terminal pressure of 2,300 volts, and is to be
excited by a 40 k.w. induction motor generator set, also of AUisI)owcr at

Canadian Paci/ic— Francis Wliite Peters, who was recently appointed
Assistant to the Second Vice-President, who is in charge of the
western lines, was born March 25, 1860, at St. John, N. B. After
three years education in the schools of that place, he entered
railroad service when 13 years old as an operator working with
the engineers who were building the Intercolonial. Also in his
thirteenth year he was made agent of the road at Jacquet River,
N. B. For the next three years he was agent at other points,
and in 1876 assistant agent at Newcastle, N. B. In 1878, at the
age of 17, he was agent at Chatham Junction, N. B. in 1880
he went to the Chicago & Grand Trunk, now the Grand Trunk
Western, as agent, and a year later to the Canadian Pacific as
a bill clerk in the local freight office at Winnipeg. Within seven

months he was appointed agent

at Brandon, Man., where he
served for seven years, being then appointed agent at Fort
William, Ont. For the next seven years he was local freight
agent at Winnipeg, Man. From 1896 to 1899 he was freight
agent of the West Kootenay district, with headquarters at Nelson. B. C. and in 1899 was appointed Assistant General Freight
Agent with authority over the same territory. In 1900 he was
appointed Assistant General Freight Agent of the Pacific division, with headquarters at Vancouver, B. C, and in July, 1901,
General Freight Agent of the same division. On January 1.
1903, he became Assistant Freight Traffic Manager of the western lines of the Canadian Pacific, and on March 1 of this year
was appointed Assistant to the Second Vice-President, with headquarters at Winnipeg.

2'/o

Chalmers manufacture.

Chicago Great M'estern.—Vf. J. Alnsworth has been appointed Assistant General Attorney, succeeding John L. Erdall, resigned.
Cincinnati. Kew Orleans d Texas Pacific.— W. J. Murphy.
Vice-President, with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio, will take over the
duties of T. C. Powell, Vice-President, who has been transferred

Louis in charge of the St. Louis-Louisville lines of the
Southern Railway. On August 1, 1907, Mr. Powell was elected
Vice-President of the Queen & Crescent lines in charge of the
operating, traffic and purchasing departments, with Mr. .Murphy
to St.

as the chief executive officer at Cincinnati.

OBITUARY NOTICES.

Illinois

Central—3. Ogden Armour has been

ceeding Joseph F. Titus,

who

elected a Director, sucsucceeded Stuyvesant Fish.

Mexican Central— J. A. Naugle, Assistant to Vice-President C. R.
William Horace Holcomb, President of the llokomb & Hayes
Hudson, has resigned.
Company, died recently at Hinsdale, 111. He was for two years soon
after the war General Manager of the Union Pacific lines and was Mobile, Jackson ti Kansas Cily.—H. M. Hood, who has
been local
active in the early establishment of the Railroad Y. M. C. A.
auditor at Beaumont, Tex., of the St. Louts & San Francisco,
has been appointed Auditor of the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

(l''or

ddtcs of conventions and reijular mcclings of railroad conicniiims and
engineering societies, sec advertising page 24.)

Canadian Society

of Civil

Engineers.

City, with headquarters at Mobile. Ala.

Southern.— The headquarters of T. C. Powell, Vice-President, have
been changed from Cincinnati to St. Louis. See Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific.
Operating

At a meeting of the Mechanical Section of this society March
19 a paper on "The Handling of Locomotive Coal and Ashes," by
C. F. Whitton, was read by the author.

American Society

of Civil Engineers.

At the meeting of this society. March IS, a paper on "The ElecSuburban Zone of the New York Central & Hudson River Railroad in tho vicinity of New York Ci(y," by Willi.am
J. Wilgus, was presented
for discussion, illustrated with lantern
slides.
This paper was printed in the "Proceedings" 'for February.
trification of the

New York

Railroad Club.

At the next meeting of this club, March 20, In place of a techr
nical paper and its discussion, short talks by recognized authorities

are to be

made on

the application of electricity for the opera-

Buffalo

—

Officers.

,f Susquehanna.
G. D. Reynard, who has been Trainm.ister
of the Northern division, has been appointed ^Vssistant Superintendent at Galeton. Pa. His former office has been abolished.

Canadian Xorlhern.—J. R. Cameron, now General Superintendent
of the Canadian Northern, entered railroad service in
1882
on the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg as brakeman. In the
next year he was made conductor. In 18S7 he we^it to the
Northern Pacific in Montana as conductor, and in 1898 was
appointed Trainmasler at Grand Forks. N. Dak., with jurisdiction over the Northern Pacific lines in Manitoba, then known
as the Northern Pacific & Manitoba Railway. When in 1901
the Canadian Northern took over these Manitoba lines,
Mr.
Cameron went with them as a passenger conductor. Three
years later, in August, 1904, he was appointed Superintendent
of the Canadian Northern at Kamsack. Sask.
In December.
1905, he was appointed Superintendent of the First district
of the Canadian Northern, with headquarters at Port
Arthur,

428
Out.,

anrl

on January

20,

1908,

General
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Superintendent, with iioulhern Pacific. — T.

Pacific.

— George

J.

Manager of weutern
treal, and was educated

eral

Bury, who was recently appointed GenllneB, was born March 0, 18<iij, at MonAt the age
at the Montreal Colli-Kf.

17 he entered railroad service as a clerk
the purchasing deIn
purtnifut of the CanaHe has
dian I'aclllc.
been with this company
ever since. After four
years In the piii'ihaslng
department, he was In
J887 transferred to the
General Manager's office.
In 1889 he became

of

secretary

to

Shaughnossy,

then

G.
Assistant to the President,
now President of the
In
ParlHc.
t;iinadlan
1889 he was made Acting Superintendent of
the dining, sleeping and
car services
]) a r I o r
which, on the Canadian
Pa<lflc, are directly controlled by the railroad

Rowlands,

F.

Assistant

No.

12.

Superintendent

at

Sparks, Nev., has resigned.

lieadquartcrH at Winnipeg.

Canadian

XL! v..

VuL.

Yazoo

it

Hitmigirippi Valley.

— See

lllluolii

Central.

Traffic Officer*.

—

Cana'lian Paitflc. W. C. Bowles, General Freight Agent of the
Kofitenay disirlcl. with office at Nelson. B. C. has been appointed
(ieneral Freight Agent at Winnipeg of the Central and the Western divisions, succeeding W. B. Lanigan, now AssUlant Freight
Traffic

Manager

at Winnipeg.

ChcKtcr. Perryville d Hie. G'eiieiieie.— Ralph H. Schultz, Auditor and
Assistant General Freight and Passenger Agent at Cape Girardeau, Mo., ba« been appointed General Freight and Passenger

Agent.

—

Alton.
it
G. W. Quackenbush, AseUlant General Freight
Agent at Peoria. 111., will In future have charge of local territory In Illinois and Missouri, with headquarters at Springfield,

chiriigo

T.

111.
E. C. Coffey has been apixilnted Assistant General Freight
Agent, with headquarters at Pi-orla. in charge of Peoria and
Pekin, III., and traffic through these places.

—

Chicago, Hock Island d Pacific. OeWItt Hammond has been appointed General Agent of the Freight and Passenger departments, with office at the city of Mexico, succeeding C. B. Cleveland, resigned.
Illuioi.s

Central.

—Thomas

has resigned, and the

James Hudson. General Traffic Manager,
General Traffic Manager has been

office of

abolished.

—

<;. .1. Bury.
Mi.inouri Pacific.
L. D. Knowles, General Agent at Milwaukee, Wis.,
March,
has resigned.
Ontario
1890. he was appointed Superinlendenl of the Western
Fort
division.
In 1899 he was appointed Superintendent at
Xorlhern Central. Gamble Latrobe, Assistant Engineer of the BaltiVVilllam, Ont.
In 1901 he was transferred as Superintendent
more division, has been appointed Acting General Agent at BaltiAssistwas
he
1902
For three months In
to Cranbrook, B. C.
more, Md., in place of H. W. Kapp. Superintendent and General
and
division
Superior
Lake
of
the
Superintendent
ant General
Agent, who Is on leave of absence.
then was appointed General Superintendent of the same diviEngineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
sion.
In February, 19()4, he was made General Superintendent
J. W. Monrof. Shop Foreman at
of the Central division, with headquarters at Winnipeg, and Chicago. Hock J.sliiinl a P<ii ifn.
Cedar Rapids. Iowa, has l>cen appointed Master Mechanic at
on March 1, 1907, Assistant General Manager of western lines.
Chlckasha, Okla.
One year later, on March 1, 1908, he was appointed General
Manager of the western lines I'n charge of maintenance of way Delauare it Eastern. Otto Franklin Wagenhorst. Chief Engineer,
and operation.
has recently had his authority extended over the operating department with title of Superintendent. Mr. Wagenhorst was
Delaicare, Lackauanna tC Hcs^cch.— George Arthur Poore, the new
born
was
division,
Utica
l)orn April 2.5. 1871. at Gouldsboro, Pa.
Superintendent of the Syracuse and
In 1896 he graduated
from the Tniversity of Pennsylvania. His first railroad service
August 21. 1807, at Liverpool. Kngland. He was educated at
was in 1898, as engineer locating a line for the proposed New
private schools In England. After having come to America he
York. Wyoming & Western Railroad, which was to have been
began railroad work in 1889 on the Illinois Central in the ofllce
built by the (then) independent anthracite coal operators from
of a Superintendent, and later was in the offices of the Superthe western anthracite fields to New York City. After this prointendent of Transportation, the Assistant General Superinassistant
ject was given up because of the purchase of the independent
tendent and the General Superintendent, becoming
he
left
1900,
July.
In
Superintendent.
General
anthracite holdings, he worked as transilman in the coal mining
chief clerk to the
the Illinois Central to become chief clerk to the General Superdepartment of the New Y'ork, Ontario & Western. In 1901 he
intendent of the Lackawanna. After four years in this pasition
was appointed Resident Engineer of the Ellenvllle & Kingston
division
Portland
Bangor
&
he was made Superintendent of the
division of this roail. where he served for two years; In 19u3
from which he was, on March l.'^, promoted to be Superintendent
going to the Delaware & Hudson as Resident Engineer of the
Chateaugay division. On .-Vpril 10. 1905, he was made Chief
of the Syracuse an<l lltica division.
Engineer of the Delaware & Eastern, which Is now in operation
Dciirrr ,( Itio Grande. A. F. Brewer. Superintendent of Transportafrom East Branch, N. Y., northeast to Arkvllle. 37.5 miles, with
tion at Denver, Colo., has resigned to go to another company,
an
eight-mile branch from I'nlongrove north to Andes, and is
and the office has been abolished, the duties being assumed by
projected north to Schene<-tady, and south to the anthracite coal
the Assistant General Manager.

company.

In

—

—

—

—

fields.

areat Northern.— F. S. Elliott, Assistant Division Superintendent
at Wlllmar, Minn., has been appointed Superintendent at Crookstown. Minn., succeeding T. F. Lowry, transferred to the Montana
division.

Central.— Tho authority of P. Laden, Superintendent of the
Peoria division, has been extended over the Indianapolis Southern Railroad division. The authority of A. II. Kgan. Sui)erlnlendent of the Louisville division, has been extended over the
Nashville division, and L. K. McCabe. heretofore Superintendent
of the Nashville division, has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of both divisions. The ofllce of Trainmaster of the NashB. F. Galvanl, Trainmaster
ville division has been abolished.
McConib. Miss., has been appointed Superintendent of the
:it
Yazoo
& Mlssi.>;slppl Valley, with
of
the
division
New Orleans
office at Vicksburg. Miss., suiceeding F. A. C. Ferguson, resigned.
Mi.iKiiiiri pari fir. -W. K. Merrlfleld, Superintendent of the N(U-lhern
Kansas division, bus been appointed Trainmaster of the Atchison, the Omaha and the Northern Kansas divisions, with office
at Atchison. Kan,, succeeding J. J. Skinner, now ihlef despatcher.
K. C. Wills, 'Ifainmaster In charge of the line from ColTeyvlUe, Kan., to Osawatomie, has been appointed Trainmaster of
the entire Southern Knnsiis division, with office at ColTeyvllle,
succeeding C. S. Welsh. In charge of the Chalopa l^rned divi-

—

City Southern. George S. Hunter has been appointed Master
Mechanic at Pittsburgh, Kan.

A'nnsii.v

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Illimti.i

sion, transferred.

The Ketrecnnir Central has ordered one 6o-ton
from Ralston & LeBaron.

niogtil

locomotive

CAR BUILDING.
The Keireenair Central has ordered 30 ore cars of 60.000
capacity from Ralston & LeBaron.
The .^^aine Central has ordered fifty 50-lon steel side
dola cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co.

dump

The We.itern <flu4t>.^e Co. has ordered ten lank cars of 100,000
capacity from the McGiiire-Cumnilngs ManufHcluring Co.
The Sandoral Xine

Co.,

lbs.

gon-

llis.

Chicago, has ordered four tank cars of

100,000 lbs. caiMiclty from the

McGuiro-Cunimings Manufacturing Co.

The Ml. Hood Ky. d Poirvr
40

flat

cars of 60,000

lbs.

Co.. I.^s Angeles, Cal.. has ordered
capacity from the Hicks Locomotive & Car

Works.

The Xctc Orleans Kailiray Light d Poirer

Co. has ordered 35

March
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closed, single-truck electric cars trom the McGulre-Cummings Manufacturing Co.

The Gold Blast Transportation Co., Chicago, as reported In the
Railroad Gazette of March 6, has ordered 200 refrigerator cars from
Hasltell

&

Barlier.

The Ardmore Traction

Co.,

Ardmore,

double truck electric cars and two
the

30-ft.

McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing

Okla., has ordered four
10-bench open cars from

The Chicago, Mihvaukee £ St. Paul, as reported in the Railroad
Gazette of March 6, has ordered 12 passenger cars from Barney &
Smith and three passenger cars from the Pullman Co.
The Atlantic Coast Line, as reported in the Railroad Gazette of
March 6, has ordered for the Washington & Vandemere 100 ventilated box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the South Baltimore Steel
Car & Foundry Co.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

New Carlisle, Que. Plans are reported made by the Atlantic,
Quebec & Western to replace about 26 of its present bridges with
concrete and steel structures, at a cost of about $1,000,000.
New

— Plans,

made

for building
a bridge over the tracks of the Pennsylvania at the foot of Croton
Casti.e, Pa.

it is

said, are being

avenue.
PliOENixvn.LE, Pa.

— The

Phoenix Iron Company

is

putting up a

long, with approaches at each end of about 100 ft.,
over the tracks here. It is expected that the work will be finished

steel bridge 578

about

May

ft.

1st.

Canaxea, Yaqui Rivek & Pacific.
Chicago,

Milwaukee & Gaby.

— See

—

Vera Cruz. The Mexican government is understood to have
approved plans for improvements here to cost about $S,000,000. The
proposed union passenger station and office building is to cost about
$1,000,000, and the rest will be spent for wharfs and warehouses,
enlarging track facilities and putting in modern loading and unloading devices. The work is to be carried out by the Vera Cruz
Terminal Company, composed of representatives of the varioiis railroads entering Vera Cruz. Local directors of the company were
recently elected as follows:
J. D. Casasms, to represent the Mexican government; M. G. Ribon, the Interoceanic; Col. Palbo de
Escandon and W. Morcon, the Mexican (Vera Cruz) Hallway; J. B.
Body, the Vera Cruz & Pacific and the Alvarado Railroads; M.
Morcon, General Manager of the Mexican (Vera Cruz) was elected
Director of the Board, and L. 0. Brown, Secretary. The improvements are to be finished in about two years.

—

York, Pa. The Northern Central and Western Maryland Railroads, it is said, have agreed to pay $35,000, and the York Street
Hallway $25,000 toward building subways at West Market street.
The total cost of the improvements will be $75,000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

as follows:
New yard, engine
nearing completion.

Pacific.

company,

organized at
with a capital of $10,000,000, is a consolidation of
Iowa & Minnesota and subsidiary companies. Plans
made for an extension from Rockford, 111., north via Beloit, Wis.,
and Janesville to Milwaukee, and on the southern end from
Momence, 111., northeast to Gary, Ind. The Board of Directors include H. W. Seaman, B. H. Harris, Frank M. Clark, William F.
McSwiney and Jonas Wafflie, all of Chicago, 111.
111.,

the Illinois,

—

CoLORADf), Oklaiki.m.v & SouTiiEASTER.N.
This Company, which
has projected a line from Weatherfield, Okla., northwest via Independence, Taloga Cestos and Mutual to Woodward, 90 miles, including a bridge over the Canadian river, has negotiations under
way to finance the project. P. A. McCarthy, Chief Engineer, Lufkin,

Tex.

—

DuiuTH, Rainy Lake & Winxii'eg. This company, which last
year finished the extension of the Duluth, Virginia & Rainy Lake
to the Canadian boundary, at Ranier, Minn., expects to have the
bridge over Rainy lake finished alx)ut May 1st, thus completing
a connection with the Canadian Northern.

—

Grand Trunk Pacific. The National Transcontinental Railway
Commission recently received 19 bids for building 365 miles of line,
138 miles in New Brunswick, 52 miles In Quebec, and 175 miles in

When these contracts are let, 1,224 miles of the total of
1,807 of the government section of the Grand Trunk Pacific will
be under contract, leaving 583 miles yet to be let. The bids submitted were as follows:
Section 1. From a point 58 miles west of Moncton, N. B., 40
miles; Grand Trunk Pacific Construction Co.
Section 2. FoV 67 miles to the Tobique river; MacDonald &
O'Brien and Grand Trunk Pacific Construction Co.
Section 3.
From the Tobique river to a point 2'i miles west
of Grand Fall.s, N. B., 31 miles; Craig & Thompson; MacDonald &
O'Brien; J. T. Davis; Kennedy & MacDonald; the Wlllard Kitchen
Co.; Trites, McPhail, Moore & Miller, and the Grand Trunk Pacific
Construction Co.
Section 4. From New Brunswick-Quebec boundary, west 52
miles; O'Brien & Fowler, J. T. Davis and the Grand Trunk Pacific
Construction Co.
Section 5.— From Abitibi, west 100 miles; E. F. & G. F. Farquler
and the Grand Trunk Pacific Construction Co.
Section 6. For 75 miles west of Lake Neplgon; J. D. MacArthur,
E. F. & G. F. Farquler, Chambers Bros., McQuigge & McCafTery and
the Grand Trunk Pacific Construction Co.
It is estimated that during the summer about 30.000 men will
be at work on the whole line from Moncton, N. B., west to Prince
Rupert on the Pacific coast.

—
—
—

—

—

—

Great Northern. According to reports this company proposes
resume Improvement work this sprong, including the reconstruction of the Kalispell, Mont., division, where the old ties and rails
to

are to be replaced with
Illinois,

new

ties

Iowa & Minnesota.

and

— See

90-Ib.

—Work

is

terminal,

now under way
etc.,

at

for this

company

East Side, Philadelphia,

Double-track bridge over the Susquehanna river at Havre-deGrace.
New freight pier at Locust Point, Baltimore (about 400 ft. of
the water end of this pier collapsed when Its construction was
nearly completed); aliout S5 per cent, of the wreckin.s; of this part
of the pier has been finished. It will be rebuilt. Very little damage
was done to the land part of the pier.
Building a BOO.OOO-bushels capacity grain elevator at Mount
Clare, Baltimore; work in progress on one-half; provision being
made for adding the other half when desired to replace the one
destroyed by fire last August.
New engine terminal and enlargement of yard at Parkersburg,
W. Va., nearly finished.
Passenger station jointly with the Western Maryland and Coal
& Coke at Belington. W. Va.: passenger station and office building
at Wheeling. W. Va.. to be finished in several months; Medical Examiner's office and Hospital at HoUoway, Ohio.
Laying second track between East I'lnd, Connellsville, Pa., and

rails.

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

Gary.

—

Indian Creek Valley. Plans reported made to extend this line
immediately from Rogers Mills, Pa., northeast to Ligonier, 30 miles.
Surveys made for 10 miles. C. F. Hood, President, and S. M. Faust,
(March 13, p. 391.)
Chief Engineer, Connellsville, Pa.

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

Dat.timore & Oitio.

Southern

—This

Ontario.

—

Providence, R. I. Plans for improving the dock facilities of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford at Providence, it is said,
have been completed. From Fox Point to India Point and 700 ft.
out from the present wharf line a retaining wall with cuts for
three slips, each wide enough for two of the big boats of the Consolidated's fleet, is to be constructed.
The space at the rear of the
retaining wall is to be filled in, and this will give 30 acres of wharf
property over whicli tracks will be built to connect with the new
route to Boston, via East Providence and East Junction. These improvements will cost about $2,000,000.

New

Glenwood.
Extension of the Gardner Avenue yard. New Castle, Pa.
Construction of freight yard; also in and outbound freight
house and ofTice building at Columbus, Ohio, nearly finished.

Springfield,

Co.

429

Mount Braddock; third and fourth tracks between McKeesport and

—

Kansas City & Kansas Southwestern (Electric). Incorporated in Missouri to build an electric line to connect Kansas City
with Topeka and Independence, Kan. The company proposes to
take over the rights, surveys and other property of a number of
projected lines between these places. It is expected to begin work
this summer. The directors include J. E. Martin. Minneapolis,
Minn.; W. L. Moyer, New York; N. L. Laming, Tonganoxie, Kan.;
E. M. Lamken, Kansas City, Mo.; S. M. Brewster. Chanute, Kan.;
H. E. Hopper, Indianola, Kan., and C. L. Dudley, Minneapolis, Minn.
Lake Shore & Michigan Soithebn.
of grade crossings
Pa.,

City

Council

on
for

—

Plans for the elimination
road have been submitted to the Erie,
approval.
The Improvements are to cost

this

$1,500,000.

—

Mexican Roads. Surveys are being made by the Creston de
Cobre Company for a line from Cerro de Cobre. Sonora, to Port
Libertad on the gulf of California, about 40 miles. It is stated that
contracts will soon be let.
Compania Industrial del Oro, it is said, will soon begin work
on a line from La Huerta. Michoacan, to Tlalpujahua.
The federal government recently amended the concession previously granted to John Henderson to build a line from the port
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on the Pacific coast, to Sasme, Sonora. The new agreements require that 15 miles hhall be nnlHheU by April 1, 1909, and

which operates 52 miles of
Bluirton to Portland.

of LoboB,

that the entire line Khali bo finished by Dei-ember, 1917.
The UIgante Tunnel Itailway Company Ik arranging to begin
the conHtruttlon of a railroad from LaLuz, Cuanajuato to I^on and
Guadalajara.
British syndicate Is said to have recently iKiught extensive coal fields In MIer Tamaullpas from the Compania Carbonlfera y Irrlgadora of Nuevo Laredo, and right of way has been
secured over the old grade, originally Intended for an extension
of the International & Great Northern down the valley of the Rio
(Irande from Laredo, along the Mexican side of the river to Mler,
about 100 mllci). I'lans have been made by the new owners to build
a line to connect Its coal llclds with the National of Mexico at Nuevo
Laredo.

Daytilny.i.

Island,

Is

Interested.

—

SoiTiiKii.\ PacU'R-.
The Cananea, Yariui River & Pacific has
from the Mexican government for two branch lines, one
from Naco, Sonora, on the Arizona boundry, west along the International boundary to Nogales, Ariz., on the Sonora Railway just
north of the boundary, 100 miles. According to the terms of the
concession this must be built within 14 months.
The other concession Is far a branch from Naco, east to Juarez, Sonora, 150 miles.

conccs.slons

—

Taco.ma Eastkkn. An officer writes that this company has finnew branch from Anderson, Wash., to McKenna, 16 miles.

made.

—

International & Great Nortiiebx. Gross earnings for the week
ended March 14, 1908, decreased 21 per cent., as compared with
the corresponding week in 1907.

iis().\
;>

—

Axr.ANTic Coast Line. The Attorney General of the state of Connecticut has given an opinion that bonds of the Atlantic C>)ast
Line Railroad no longer fulfill the requirements of the savings
bank laws in that state, because the last dividend on the common stock of the company was paid, not in cash, but In certificates of Indebtedness.
A similar decision was given some
time ago in New York state In regard to the Missouri Pacific.

cent.,

Electric. Charles D. Barney & Co. and the Guaranty
Trust Co., of New York, have offered at S7. yielding slightly
over 6 per cent., a block of the general mortgage 5 per cent,
bonds of 1933 of this company, of which $2,160,000 are out-

& HiDSOx

Rn-ER.

— See
—

Lehigu Coal & Navigation.
offer $1,737,850 new stock

Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co.
It

is

probable that this company will

which

at par to its stockholders

will

be to the extent of 10 per cent, of their holdings. The proceeds
are to be used for improvements on the X>ehigh & Hudson River
and for other purposes.

—A

.Minneapolis, St. Pail & Saii.t Ste. Marie.
of 3 per cent, has been declared on the
the annual rate from 4 to 6 per cent.

National Lines ok Mexico.

New York

— See

semi-annual dividend

common

stock, raising

k Mexico.

Louis. Brownsville

St.

—

Ri\tr. A quarterly dividend of \\
per cent, was on March IS declared. This is a reduction in the
annual rate from 6 per cent, which it has been since the last
quarter of 1906 to 5 per cent., which it had previously been
since 1899.

—

& Ohio. Gross earnings for February decreased 21 per
operating expenses S per cent
and net earnings 61 per
.

& Hun§ON

Ce.ntral

'

cent.

—

This is the new name of the South
&
& Western. The new company has authority to Increase Its
capital stock from *7,000,000 to $27,000,000, of which $15,000,000
Is to be
per cent, preferred stock and $12,000,000 <'ommon
stock. The road is owned by the Cumberland Corporation and
Is being built through the coal fields owned by the Clinchfield
Coal Corporation, which also i.s owned by the Cumberland Corporation.
It is projected to run from Klkhorn. Ky., on the
Chesapeake & Ohio, south via Hostlc. N. C. to Spartanburg.
S. C, 285 miles.
Of this. 101 miles is now built from Johnson
City, Tenn.. south beyond Altapass, N. C.
Work Is under way
on about 100 miles more. A mortgage Is to be made on the
rallroail. securing $15,000,000 bonds, part of which will be reserved for refunding bonds of constituent companies. The Cumberland Corporation has recently Issued $:!.000.00u one-year 6
per cent, notes due in February. 1909, by bonds of three of these
constituent companies, and also has $15,000,000 sixyear 5 per

Cahoi.ina, Ci.inciikield

Ohio.

collateral

road to date

Is

notes of 1912 oulstan<llng.
said to be $1.S.OOO,000.

The

cost

of

the

CiiicAoo, St. Paix, Minnkai'oms & Omaha.— Moffat & White, of NewYork, have offered at 127, yielding about 1.15 i)er cent., $1,000.000 consolldjited mortgage (i per cent, bonds of 19;iO. The consolidated mortgage covers the entire railroad of this company
and all other property, and Is a first mortgage on 627 miles of

These bonds are outstanding at the rate of $11.S71 per
mlie.
Junior to them is $ll.a00.000 preferred and $1.S.B07.000
Common stock, each paying 7 per cent.
line.

Cincinnati. Bufi-ivn & Ciiicaoo.— John C. Curtis. General Manager, was on March 14 appointed receiver of this company,

—

New York

City Railway. Messrs. Joline & Robinson, as receivers
of the Metropolitan Street Railway, have applied to the I'nited
States Circuit Court for permission to Issue $3,500,000 receivers'
They have also filed a complaint
certificates for iniprovpments.
acalnst the Metropolitan Securities Co. to recover $4,964,000
to
be
still
due
the
Metropolitan
Street Railway from
claimed

(!

cent,

—

Lake Shore

standing.

(RiKciuic).— The holders of the |I,75O,nO0 first
per cent, bonds of this company have been asked to
surrender their coupons for 190.S and 1909 and receive in return negotiable certificates which shall be convertible Into first
mortgage on the basis of $LOO0 in bonds for JS75 in couiwns.

HAi.riMDKK

—

—

Leiiioh

& Hi

which

win be made.
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Illinois Centrai,. The special stockholders' meeting which has been
called for May 18 is to vote on authorizing $28,600,000 new stock,
half of which is to be offered to stockholders at par (to the
extent of 15 per cent, of their holdings) and the other $14,300,000
reserved against an Issue of convertible lx>nd8 which may be

ished a

Ai.iiANv

via

balance of $82,250. In addition to the 39,296 acres of ore lands
leased to the Great Western Mining Co., a subsidiary of the
United States Steel Corporation, there are owned and leased
31,238 acres more of ore lands.
Holders of the $4,700,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds,
of the Eastern Railway of Minnesota, maturing April 1, 1908,
may receive cash for their bonds or may exchange them for
Northern division 4 per cent, bonds of the Eastern of Minnesota, due 1948, in which case a payment of $20 per $1,000 bonds

—

Rock

Ind.,

The trustees of the Great Northern Ore Propertlefi have made a report for the first fiscal year of the trust,
ended December 7, 1907. The total receipts during the year
were $1,050,000, administration expenses were $67,750. and the
dividend paid September 7. 1907, to holders of certificates of
the trust amounted to $1,500,000, leaving a profit and loss credit

— This

MoLi.NK, Hock Isi.a.nu & Eastku.n Traction.
This company. Incorporated to build an electric line from Rock Island, 111., to Carbon
Cliff, also from Rock Island south to Galesburg, last year laid 1.55
miles of track from ICast Mollne, 111., to SUvls. J. T. Porter, of

from Huntington,

line

tc Xe.ma.— C. N. Ferneding, of Dayton, Ohio, was on
ap|>olnted receiver of the Dayton A Xenia Tranelt Co..

GiiKAT NoBTiiKR.N.

company, according to
reports from Mexico City, has started betterment work on Its line
between Mexico City and Vera Cruz. About 3,000 tons of rails are
being distributed along the lino, and new steel ties will be laid
where new tracks are put down. A large amount of bridge work
Is also to be carried out on the line.

Railway.

X.LIV., N*o. 12.

operates 51 miles of trolley road from Dayton, Ohio, to XenIa
and to Spring Valley. Twenty miles of the line U on private
right of way.

A

Mexica.n (Veka Cbuz)

Vol

that company.

—

Northern

Pa( ieic. Freight earnings for February Increased IS
per ceni. and passenger earnings 5 per cent. Mall and express
earnings decreased 25 per cent.
Gross earnings increased 12
per cent. Conu»arison Is with a month of terribly severe winter

weather
St.

In 1907.

—

Brownsville & Me\icx>. This company Is reported to
have bought from the National of Mexico, the Texas Mexican
Railway, which runs from the International boundary at I.Aredo,
Tex., east to Corpus Chrisll, 162 mlle.«.
I.,<>ris.

Air Line.

SiiAitoARi)

1910
SoiTii

Is

— The

voting trust formed In 1903 to last until
on request of the receivers, on March 25.

to be dissolved,

& Western.— See Carolina.

Clinchfield

& Ohio.

—

SoiiTHERN Railway. Directors of the Southern Railway have taken
no action in regard to declaring a dividend on the preferred
stock.

—

Texas & Pacific. Gross earnings for the week ended March 14,
190S. were 23 per cent, less than in the same week of 1907.
Westchester Traction. Edward O, Benedict was on March 14. by
Judge Ward of the Vnite«l Stales Circuit Court, appointed receiver of the Westchester Traction Company, which operates

—

three miles of trolley line in Osslning, N. Y.

:

—
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in a branch of metallurgy whicli has been greatly in need of this
kind of, work.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, with th:it foresight and intelligent
its management, has ananged to have
more promptly. Not only has the force employed

enterprise which characterize
freight claims paid

department been increased, but division freight agents
have been empowered to settle small claims which are obviously
valid, in cash, instead of waitin.g to have them audited and paid
through the general offices. An attempt has also been made to
hasten the settlement of claims in which other carriers ai-e
involved by addressing such corresiX)ndence more directly to the
officers of such comi)anies. This example of the Pennsylvania should
in the claim

be very generally followed. One great cause of dissatisfaction
against the railroads has been the result of the methods too often
adopted in handling claims. There have been vexatious delays In
settlement.
Oftentimes, whether because of inefficiency or shorthandedness of the claim department, lack of co-operation between
dlfl'erent companies, or
although we believe this to have been i-are
actual intent to delay payment, it has seemed as though the i-allroad
company was trying to avoid payment of the claim by discouraging

—

Not infrequently the vexation of a small shipper with
a delayed claim has bet-n increased and turned into bitterness by
Ivnowledge that his large competitor or his competitor with friends
among the officei-s of the road has i-eceived prompt payment. It is
easy enough to see the disadvantages which have come to railroads
as a result of the legislation and agitation of the past two years. The
advantages also should be recognized. One exceedingly Important
advantage, whicli is typified by this changing :ittitude of the railroads
the claimant.

toward fieight claims, is the fact that raili-oad raanagei-s now pretty
generally recognize what many of them have in pi-actlce long
denied that railroading is a commercial business and that to succeed in it they must have satisfletl customers.

—

The Interstate Commerce Commission in two cases just decided has established a thi-ough loute and a joint i-ate between
points which formerly lacked such opportunities for through shipment. A summary of these oases will be found in our "Interstate

Government

Operation

4o2
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We print this week In another column a paper on the strength
and endurance of steel rails, by James E. Howard, Inspecting Engineer of the Watertown Arsenal, which is one of the most valuable
contributions on rails that has been brought out in recent years.
This is the first report of results obtained at the Watertown Arsenal
under the increased ai)piopriation. The bulletins which it Is proliosert to is.sue from time to time should perform important service

or

<
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Commerce Commission Rulings" column. The more important of
these is the case of the Cedar Falls & Iowa City (Electric) Railway
against the Chicago & North-Western. Shiiipers at points on the
had no satisfactory through route from and to Chicago.
appeared that these points were not mere loading points serving
one or two shippers, such as those involved in a similar complaint
brought earlier by the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway whose
contention was denied by the Commission, but small local centers
where general merchandising is done and the products of the
countryside are concentrated for shipment and. on the other band,
coal, lumber and other commodities are brought in to supply the
local needs of the immediately surrounding country.
Under these
circumstances the Commission ordered through routes and joint
rates to be established by the electric line and the steam railroad between interstate points on their respective roads. This decision Is likely to have far reaching effect in broadening the usefulness and increasing the Importance of interurban electric railways,
electric line
It

for

it

establishes the genei'al principle that for Interstate traffic

any

community served only by an

small

electric road which carries
have the benefit of reasonable joint rates over the
electric line and its connecting carriers for through ser\-lce.
If
past experience is a criterion, an ultimate result of this decision will
be that electric lines will more and more be taken over by their
steam railroad connections on exactly the same principle that
branch lines of steam railroad have in the past been so extensively

freight

can

acquired.

One of the fundamental questions between employer and employed seems to be coming slowly but steadily to a focus in the
case of the New Haven and its shopmen, to the number of some
thousands. Forced, like other companies, to sharp economies, that
corporation gave notice some weeks ago of a general scheme of
work

in its shops to go into effect March 10.
The object was
the greatest efficiency in shop labor, to adjust wages to
that efficiency and. probably, also to get rid. sooner or later, of a

piece

to secure

class of shop

workers described in the vulgaie of shop

toil as those
Representatives of the shopmen's
unions met the general manager recently and are understood
to have stated curtly and unqualified'ly that they would resi.<t the
new order; and. although the order has been suspended until March
2S the company is reported to be equally firm In enforcing it then.
The policy of the unions of equalizing wages in the same classes of
workmen and sinking the individual in the wage scale seems to
be the only ground upon which the New Haven shop unions stand

who

"lie

down on

their jobs."
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and no question

now

of breach of contract Is raised.

like a head-on

collision

company as employer
policy

— as

the

to

union sees

flx
It

It

looks therefore

between the right of the New H.iven
the form of Its labor and the union
Legally, of
of resisting the form.

—

course, the union has a right to reject such a form which, in fact,
(Iftermlncs the nature of the Job.
Hut In that larger domain of
Ijid-rock equities In
to public

sentiment

which
It

will

UHh employer and employed must

appeal

be Interesting, should both sides remain

to see where a mere policy aimed at necurlng "dead level"
wages comes out as against the basic right of the employer to an
But we must not forget that there is an Olympian
judgment seat at the federal capital where such a conflict of fundamentals can be assuaged by official search warrant into corporative
"misconduct." President Mellen may yet be Informed by the voice

llrm,

"lllciency scale.

of authority that he mustn't order piecework ho long as the New
>Iaven system Includes watered trolleys or holds stock in the Boston
& Maine.

BALLAST AND TRACK SURFACE.
considering the papers on track and balla.st, published In
the Railroad Gazette March 13, It must be kept In mind that It Is
not possible to make general statements as to the value of particular
kinds of ballast, or particular methods of track work, which will
bo true for all roads, or even for all roads in the same territory.
Track that will stand up for two years without resurfacing under
slow traffic will not last six months under high speed traffic. The
divisions of which Mr. Rettlnghouse and Mr. Auerbach are in
charge are main line, but the density of IrafTic is, for example, not

Vol. XLIV.. No. 13.

of the gang.
Part of the section would be raised out
of face when repaired, and the rest would be surfaced and lined
and tie renewals made not so freely. He says also, that no tr*ck
becomes so easily center bound as rock. This is a matter of opinion.
The statement has been made by one officer that he never had a case
of center binding In rock ballast, and only a few in gravel or cinder.
His practice Is to tamp hard under the rail an<l for 16 in. each side,
and to fill In snugly in the centers of the track, driving stone
under at that point with a tamp pick to make sure the ballast Is
up against the bottom of the tie. As to lining track before raising,
this depends on how much lining is necessary.
Of course, if the
track is a foot out of line. It is a waste of time to raise it first
The lining and surfacing should be carried on as nearly as possible
at the same time.
Mr. Rettlnghouse speaks of the difficulty in getting good section foremen because wages are too low to tempt good
men.
The remedy is to hunt up promising material and give
bonuses, which need not be large enough to make any material
difference In maintenance cost. Much can be done for a division
by paying 10 or 12 section men 15.00 more a month.
efficiency

In

THE MASSACHUSETTS MERGER REPORT

when the axioms of political economy seem to
and radical speech as w-ell as radical law is turned
loose against railroad corporations. It Is pleasant to hear on* clear
call to conservatism and common sense emanating from an official
state body. .The majority report of the Massachusetts Commission
on Commerce and Industry Is one of these comforting exceptions to
the rule. It Is to be sure but a special commission with a single
New
York
lomparable with that on road beds within the limits of
year of legal life which has already expired by statutory limitation.
t'lty.
the
substructure
consists
point
these
lines,
At one
on one of
of stone blocks on which is a layer of broken stone, while the bal- But it has lived long enough to Inject a clarifying stream Into the
last proper Is large sized, sllicious limestone from Clinton Point. turbid whirl of a railroad situation In Massachusetts where politics
The rails are 100-lb. section and shoulder tie plates % in. and i/i In. tipped with demagogism have been confusing alike policies and
thick are used. Yet this track will not maintain line and surface principles. Prom a commission that Included in Its membership such
a year. Mr. Rettlnghouse recommends stone ballast in sizes from a name as that of Charles Francis Adams was to be expected not only
The value of an analysis of the local problem, but an exposition of certain broader
2 In. down, including a certain proportion of dust.
such a mixture depends on the quality of the stone. The dust of principles as applicable to other states as to Massachusetts. The recertain rocks forms too thick a mud to wash down to subgrade and port has, in fact, this double character.
Taking up first certain general principles of the report it is
the rc.oult will be a churning track. The depth of ballast to use also
depends on local drainage conditions and overhead clearances. He important to notice that It places in the foreground not the
recommends a mixture of three parl.s sand and five parts coarse penalizing of the New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad,
pebbles in gravel l)allast. Sand washes out easily unless water be nor. on the other hand, the promises of that company to make cerprevented from flowing through it. It certainly has a tendency to tain specific improvements should the merger with the Boston ft
squeeze out under heavy and fast traffic. The statement that gravel Maine be conceded. In place of such penalties and promises the
ballast can be maintained more cheaply than stone ballast is gener- report substitutes the broader and deeper question of the larger
ally true.
Yet the standard of track to be maintained, the kind of public polic.v for the state, of the merger as an ultimate fact, it litraffic, and the cost of each sort of ballast, must determine this for
the long look ahead as contrasted with the near and superficial
each place. There are divisions where the use of stone ballast vision filled with the doubts, the passions and the prejudices of the
would be as absurd as the use of gravel would be on others. More short-sighted onlooker. This calm, dispassionate long distance reaEverywhere.
delicate surface can be obtained on gravel ballast, but it Is more soning is just the sort that our fevered times need.
difficult to hold it.
even In mentally well-endowed Massachusetts. Is heard the "antiCindfr ballast mal<es excellent track for light traffic until its monopoly" and not much less often the "anil-rallroad" cry. A good
structure is too far broken down.
It has the proper resiliency to many of the western and southern railroad commissions, even under
make an easy riding track, and it drains freely. It lasts about the chastening experience of hard times, doubtle.ss charge them up
three years, but then begins to churn.
As Mr. Auerbach says. It still to the railroads and look on the roads only as objects of punmakes a good basis for gravel ballast; the layer should be about ishment. It were well could such bodies, and higher authorities as
well, catch the spirit of the Massachusetts commission report
6 In. thick.
It has the advantage of mixing well with other forms
of liallast.
The commission so far recognizes the existence rother than the
All ballast will let water through unevenly, which is
Mr. .\uerbach's criticism of cinder ballast on a new All. New value of the anti-monopoly cry In Massachusetts as to combat it by
(ills will settle somewhat, but the fill itself and not the ballast Is at
the geographical facts.
shows what the briefest study of the
It
fault if rain falling on the area of the track alone will cut It away. railroad map of New Kn^land will show, that the New Haven and
Ualla.sl Is not Intended to shed water; its function Is to hold up the
the Boston & Maine are connected and not competing systems. Per
track and give the water every opportunity of soaking through and haps. In the existing temper of public sentiment in Massachusett.s
getting away somehow and anyhow, so long as it gets away quickly. It was not prudent. l)ut the commission might have gone much
His suggestion that 10 per cent, of clay be mixed with gravel Is further and shown certain absolute benefits of monopoly as reprehard to understand, except under very IIkIiI tralflc. To lie sure. If sented by New England experience. In an editorial article (July
the surface of such ballast were so water tight as not to let In any 20. 190C, "The Out workings of Railroad .Monopoly") we set forth the
water and so keep the bottom of the ties dry, it would be most facts. In brief, southern New England has had in the New Haven
deslrnl-ile from the point of view of tie maintenance, but under system a complete railroad monopoly made up largely of competing
heavy traffic such ballast would not hold Its shape, and the idea Is lines consolidated. Northern New England has had In the Boston
exactly opposed to the required porousness just mentioned.
& Maine a qualified monopoly due also to consolidation of competing
Mr, .\uerbach says that, except on rock ballast, track should lines. .-Vnd. between, has been the Boston & .Ml>any. not a monopoly.
nevrr lie raised out of face. Although In gravel and sand ballast In these three systems the variations downward in freight and pastrack can be well surfaced by lifting only at centers and Joints, a senger rates during the 10 years. ISSe-igo.T, Inclusive, were essensmoother riding track can be obtained In some ballast by lifting tially in inverse ratio to the monopoly f«>afure. .\llowlnf; for change
the whole track several Inches, and this makes It easier to renew of rates due to absorption of the New England by the New Haven
ties.
On some divisions, the amount of a section which the gang and of the Fltchburg by the Boston & Maine, the New Haven's avercould raise In a year has been taken as a rough measure of the age freight rate fell during the ten years a little more than 3.8 per
In

these times

have turned

turtle,

March
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on the Boston & Maine a little less than 4.6 per cent.; on the
Boston & Albany a little more than 1 per cent. But had the comparison been made for 11 years the New Haven's reduction would
have been more than 9 per cent. Or, taking the Fltchburg merger
(1900J as the date point, the New Haven freight rate fell during
the five years .07 cents, while the Boston & Maine's rose .0'^ cents and
the Boston & Albany's rose .10 cents. In passenger rates during the
10 years the New Haven showed a decrease per passenger mile of a
little more than 7.3 per cent; the Boston & Albany a little less than
6.3 per cent., and the Boston & Maine about l.V per cent.
But public
feeling in Massachusetts is probably more responsive to the "connecting systems" argument than to any returns based on monopoly
outworkings in New England. It is to be noted, however, that elsewhere in the report the commission declares that "a monopoly In
the case of a public service corporation has no necessary tendency
to Injure the public.
On the contrary It may benejt it and the
question in every case is purely one of expediency to be examined
on its own merits."
Another point of wide and national Interest is the finding of
the commission on the question of allowing prosperous public service
corporations to issue new stock at par. In Massachusetts prior to
1871 railroad stock oould be offered stockholders at par; from 1871
to 1878 it was to be sold at auction; from 1878 to 1893 it could again
be offered at par, and since 1893 it and new street railway stock
have had to be issued at or above par, but at market price as
fixed by the state railroad commission.
The fifteen years' test of
the law convinces the special commission that the old "par" plan is
«ane and exi)€(lient. The commission's main argument rests upon
the theorem that the compulsory market price establishes a new par
which the state must adhere to as a basis of regulation. Probably
it would be fairer to say that it establishes really two "pars" with
very confusing results to the relative rights of old and new stockTiolders when it comes to a matter of state regulation, especially if
based on dividends. The commission also asserts that the "market
price" law has deprived the state of the new capital neefled for the
development of her transportation systems. The subject has been
and will always be a complex one with arguments on both sides, and
It becomes especially perplexing in a period of rapidly fluctuating
•cent.;

and

falling values

— perplexing

not only to the state, but to the cor-
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railways represent a fifth of the total mileage and about a sixth of
the capitalization of the Massachusetts street lines, showing the
magnitude of the problem of the proposed severing of the connecting
link.

The proposals for safeguarding the merger of the two large railroad systems, which combined, create a unique and firm railroad
monopoly In the six New England states, are naturally the real
nucleus of this important report. They can be summarized almost
They allow well nigh free control and operaby the New Haven of the Boston & Maine the localization
features not being important but subject to some pretty radical
restrictions based on new and contingent conditions.
Those restrictions are twofold:
(1) The right of the state, if the merger in
a public sense after five years is unsatisfactory, to buy in the New
Haven's Boston & Maine shares, and (2) suspensive repeal of the
voting power on Boston & Maine shares if control of the New
Haven itself passes to an outside interest. On their face these
in a single sentence.

tion

—

—

provisions look severe; striking at a principle of ownership and
opening a vista of future legislative interference. But five years,
barring a "long drag" of hard times, seems long enough for the
swift policy of President Mellen to try out the merger, and, under
the prospective as well as existing state of public feeling in New
England any transfer of the great property seems extremely re-

mote.

President Mellen, In his later letter to Governor Guild seems,
have practically accepted the commission's plan. To the
twofold conditions named of Boston & Maine control, should be

in fact, to

added a third one suggested by the commission for control by the
of its Massachusetts trolley system by a Massachusetts
corporation In which the state shall be represented on the board of
directors with provision for sale of control If the plan after ten
years works out badly for the public. This applies to tne trolleys
substantially the same policy as that outlined for the steam railroad merger and with the same arguments in Its favor.
The brief report of the minority of two In the commission, one
of them a "labor" representatlv" and neither of them entering fully
into Its deliberations, may be dismissed with short shrift.
It Is
hardly more than a variation of the familiar "anti-monopoly" and
"special privilege" pleas coupled with charges against the methods
of the commission the high character of whose majorltv furnishes
alone prompt vindication. It is too early to forecast what effect
the report will have on the Massachusetts legislature.
But at least
that body has now before It a working hypothesis for a solution of
the merger question and a defined plan supported by constructive
criticism where before have been crude utterance and frothv con-

New Haven

For example, the New Haven company in its last annual
report practically announced a new issue of stock at |125 a share,
and rights to the stock "to be delivered when as and if issued" were
freely .sold In the market.
A rapidly falling market compelled the
company to drop the plan and an issue of 6 per cent, debentures
•was substituted.
From l>oth the public and corporative viewpoint fiict.
evidently an element of opportunism thus enters the question, resting on stable or fluctuating values. But what cannot be gainsaid
The Belgian State Railroads have suffered tne common railas a piece of objective and telling evidence is the unqualified ap- road fate In the last year of an Increase of expenses out of all proproval of the "par" plan of issue by an intelligent commission In a portion to the increase in gross earnings. For the last four years
earnings have increased steadily:
7 per cent, from 19ii4 to 190.t:
state whose policy for fifteen years has been in favor of the market
iM> per cent, from 190.t to 1906. and 2.7 per cent, from 1906 to
value lule.
1907.
But the net earnings remained nearly uniform in the first
Turning from the broader meanings of the report to those featthree years, and last year fell 11 per cent, below those of 1906.
ures which bear specifically upon the merger a long and aflirmative
In spite of an acquisition of a private railroad which added 3 per
argument can be condensed into a few points. The New Haven is a cent, to the fixed charges. The surplus over charges has fallen
New ICnKland corporation in organization, operation and interests. from 12,372,000 in 1904 to Jl,856.000 In 1905. and $1,378,000 in 1906:
Solidarity with the Boston & Maine spells not only better control while there is a deficit of $914,500 in 1907.
In a txjuntry like Belof traffic as against outside interests, but better service to the New glum, a large part of the production of which competes with other
England public, directly in operation, more remotely In improve- countries for a foreign market, it may be policy for a state railments, especially on the Boston & Maine. The actual ownership road system to keep its rates close to cost, to support Industry:
but a loss which must be made good by taxation can only be realready by the New Haven of what amounts to a controlling Interest
garded as a calamity. The proportion of expenses to gross earnin Boston & Maine shares raises obstacles almost or quite insuperings has grown from 60.03 per cent. In 1904 to 62.60 in 1905, 64.07
able to any plan for diverting such ownership, no matter what the
In 1906, and 68.61 in 1907.
The Parliamentary Committee considcourts decide and the commission might have added that a final ering the matter estimates an increase for 1908
of 16 million francs
decision of the courts on the serious constitutional questions in- In gross earnings and a further increase of 23 millions in expenses,
volved would probably be a matter of years. Almost the same line which would bring up the percentage of expenses to 72.87 per cent.
porations.

—

of reasoning holds good in the matter of the

New Haven

control

Massachusetts trolleys. Finally, the financial ability of the
Train Accidents in February.
New Haven to "handle" the Boston & Maine is certified by tlie commission's own experts. Their report is based upon the returns for
Our record of train accidents occurring on the railroads of the
the last
fiscal year ended June 30.
It might have been better if
United States In February. 1908. includes seven collisions and six
they had referred to certain changed fiscal conditions since. But derailments. The month of February has broken a long record in
if the New Haven has dropped in earning power so has the Boston
that It has furnished no especially prominent accident, using the
& Maine, and what may be called the financial ratios of the two term "prominent" in the sense with which readers of this column
companies have remained substantially constant, or, if changed, are familiar, it will lie recalled, of course, that under the method
now used In preparation of this record, accidents which two years
the variation has been in favor of the New Haven.
Incidentally may
ago would have been included In the list are now left out: but even
be noted In the reiwrt the first ofllclal statement showing the size
on this basis there have been until now very few if any months in
of the New Haven's trolley system In Massachusetts with its sixteen
the past ten years In which the most serious accident did not result
lines, 365 miles of track. 111.626.200 of capital stock. $6,360,000 of
in five or more fatalities.
The causes of this shrinkage are. In a
funded debt and 13.234.924 of loans and notes payable. These street sense, negative, and may be briefly comprised under two
heads;
of

its
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month In which there was little severe winter weather and
that in a restricted territory, and a (ailing off in tratllc. The diminution of trafflr means not only fewer trains, but a better average
yiiallty of men managing those trains; and the men, whether experienced or Inexperienceii, worl<ing under less severe conditions. The
two most serious uccidi'nts of the month were each caused by a
brolten rail.
The derailment by this cause of the three rear coaches
of Southern I'arKli- passenger train No. 3 near Forest CJrove, Ore.,
rt'Hulted III thf death of tliree passengers and Injury to 28 other
pa.ssenger8.
As usual, our record is based mainly on accounts pui)lished in local dally newspapers.
a
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Of the nine serious electric railway accidents reported in the
newspapers as happening In the month of February, four resulted
in fatal Injury to one or more persons; namely, Chicago, III.; Hackensack, N. J.: Cambridge, Ohio, and Toledo, Ohio. The Toledo
accident caused eight deaths and injury to ten other persons. It
was a collision between a passenger train on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. I..ouis and an electric car on the Toledo & Western.
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He was probably wise in not attempting, bim«el(, to handle. In
one volume, all the detail necessaiy for practical working.
A
volume big enough to bold this Is too big to carry around, and the
information contained in it li> likewise too big to carry around.
The author therefore adopts the expedient of giving principles
with quite remarkable clearness, and then of supplying references
(not too many of them, either, j to the Ijooks that the engineer In
the field really ought to read to complete his researches.
The author says In his preface thai a railroad with Its rolling
stock and buildings constitutes a manufacturing plant which its
owners operate in the manufacture and sale of transportation. The
layout or arrangement of a modern manufacturing plant Is as much
an Item of design as is each individual machine or process; hence
the book attempts to describe the fixed portion of a railroad plant
and to give the underlying principles of the design of iXjt layout.
After treating of the inception of a railroad enterprise, of
the formation of companies, of stocks, bonds
in which the minor
error is made of saying that the promises to pay are generally
in units of flOU instead of |1,000|, of engineers' estimates, construction, failures, overcapitalization, stock watering, valuation, the
relation of the railroad to the public and the duty of the engineer,
the author proceeds to the more technical parts of the work. There
is a chapter on alinement, entirely descriptive and mathematical;
l
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a chapter on rails. In which manufacture, chemical composition,
form, life of rail and specifications and inspections are touched
upon; a chapter on rail fastenings and joints, on ties, ballast and
roadbed, on culverts and bridges, turnouts, side tracks and yards.
elevation of the outer rail, signaling, the locomotive and its work,
locomotive and grade problems, railroad expenditures, effect on
operating expenses of changes In the number of trains when tonnage remains constant, etc. Thus it will be seen that the book is
really a mixture of descriptive engineering and of operating and
engineering economics.
It is very clear that the author's aim throughout has been to
give only salient points, and bo to express them as to clear up absolutely the real and vital theory of each topic in the engineer's
mind. In this be has succeeded extremely well, and we regard the
work as being useful and Important.

PUBLICATIONS.

The ElcmrntH

I3y William G. Raymond, C.E., LL.D.,
of liailroud Engincerinu.
.Member .\merlcan Society of Civil Knglneers. Professor or Civil Engineering, and Dean of the College of Applied Science, State University of
Iowa.
4(13 paces: 5'>. x9 In.:
107 iJgHres. 18 plates,
rioth.
Price.
.$3..1fl.
.liilin Wiley & Sons, New York; Chapman & Hall, Ltd., London.

of Miscellaneous Bonds, showing wber*
sold.
Hv Roger W. Itatwon. bv whi>m
IOCS Bdillon
2S4
book Is also published, at Wellesley Hills. Mass.
Price. $5.00. with reduction* for largv
pages; 4x0'-.. In.: leather.

Bond Olfcritmt Indexed, a Directory
ther possibly may t>e iHiught or
the'

orders.

This pocket book In a highly specialized field Is of very great utility.
The book at hand is Volume 2 in a series of three works on rail- It purports to give a complete list of all bonds, except muuicipal
road engineering In i)reparation by Dean Raymond.
Volume 1, bonds, offered during 1907 in this country, together with the names of
which is to deal with railroad field geometry, and Volume 3, a the bankers offering them and the high and low prices at which the
way in which bond
railroad engineer's field l)ook, have not yet made their appearance, bonds sold during the year. We know of no other
use of
but it .should be observed that the three are intended to go together offerings can so readily be ascertained and checked as by the
work in
known
for
his
statistical
and supplement each other. This fact is important, for it answers this l)Ook. Mr. Babeon is well
of
bonds
and
In
Issuing
many
preparing
card
catalogue
descriptions
what might iwsslbly otherwise be a criticism that the book on
"Elements of Railroad Engineering" covers a tremendous amount other records and aids to the bond business, and we have considaccura<y of his results. Entirely apart
of ground and that it is, therefore, impossible for it to handle quite erable confidence in the
enough of any one topic to entirely complete that topic and put from the purposes for which the book Is Issued. It throws an Interwhich are placed before the Amerlight
on
the
bond
Issues
esting
it in shape for use by a practical man.
Viewed a.s one of a series
ican Investor each year and upon the necessity of dealing with careof books, however, and presuming that the other two volumes will
banking
houses.
Without attempting to count
trustworthy
complete the stock of detail working knowledge required by the field ful and
the offerings, but estimating the whole by a count of a few pages.
engineer the work at hand is admirable.
Perhaps A. M. Wellington did more than any other one man It is apparent that there must be over 4.000 offerings listed In this
municipals.
to Impress upon the minds of railroad engineers that their work book, which, as slated, excludes
incPK.

—

was a means and not an end, and that the successful engineer
must keep always in mind tlie cardinal principle that he was building a railroad to haul freight and passengers and to pay Interest
its charges and make some profit for its owners.
Dean Raymond does not discuss the economics of railroad location with anything like the detail of Wellington, but he keeps the fundamentals
perfectly clear in the mind of his reader.
So far as the main
scope of the work Is concerned, it may be said that the author has
brought Wellington up to date better than anybody else has done.
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Rail Circuits

and Treated Ties.
Jiiniali-H.

N

Kmxon ok mik Raiikoad Gazette:
have read with much Interest your

V

.

March

I.I.

ISX'S

lo riiK

editorial on the above
1
subject In your Issue of March 13, 1908.
I note that you say that
"Signal engineers claim recently to have established the fact that
there Is a storage battery effei-t from these ties, but It does not
Interfere with the working of the circuits under the renewal condiwish to take exception to this statement. At
tions inenlionod."
I
one time I had charge of a track-circuited sev-tion about 3.500 fL
long in which there was a cut section. All the ties were creosoted.
The cut section merely broke the circuit for the track in its rear
but did not shunt It.
During the summer the signal governing the
Investigasection stood clear after a train passed the cut se«-tion.
tion disclwed the fact that the ties were acting as storage cells.
Between trains the tie storage battery was charged by the track
battery.
When the Iwttery circuit was opened by the cut section
relay the tics discharged into the rails and picked up the main
track relay clearing the signal. The trouble was remedied by
adding a shunt to the cut section. This happened .several years ago.
W. H. ABKENBl-ROU.

a
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The Engineering and

Maintenance

of

Way

Association

The ninth annual convention of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association was held in the Auditorium
Hotel, Chicago, March 17, IS and 19.
The meeting was the largest
the iissociation has had, 2fif) members being In attendance. The total
membership is now 650; there were 106 new members added during
the year, the net gain being 78. The officers for the ensuing
Berg (Lehigh Valley, First VicePresident; W. McNab (Grand Trunk), Second Vice-President; I.,. C.
Fritch

W.
C.

(111.

President, Walter G.

Cent.);

Secretary, E. H. Fritch, re-elected;

Treasurer,

Dawley (Mo. & N. Ark.) re-elected. Directors for three years,
S. Churchill (N. & W.) and E. F. Wendt (P. & L. E.).
President A. W. .Johnston (X. Y. C. & St. L.) called the meeting
His address congratulated the
order at 10.20 a.m., March 17.
S.

to
association on the record of progress made during the nine years
of its existence and the induential jiosition it occupies in the railroad
and engineering world. Reference in detail to the work of various
committees was i)refaced by comment on the condition of public
mind which has been created by official reports of railroad accidents.
"The make-up of such reports does not enable the ordinary

reader to differentiate between those accidents arising from detects
in railroad structtures or equipment and tho.ie occurring from neglect
or disobedience of employees, nor is the public rightfully informed
as to the casualties to persons not employed in train service, so that
the impression has gone forth, in spite of the increasing eftorU of
the railroads to i)roniote the safety of travel, that the companies are
indifferent and indisposed to heed suggestions or commands from
authoritative sources.
The answer to thi.^ may be found in the
reports of committees of this association and of allied associations
Among the questions particularly
affecting public travel, more prominently discussed In legislative and other official bodies and by the public press and made the
subject of serious inquiry, are those dealing with secure permanent
way and efficient train i)rotection." The work of the committees
on Rail and on Signaling and Interlocking were particularly referred
to in this connection, and also because these topics have been the
subject of special consideration by the American Railway Associa-

dealing with railroad problems.

tion.

Other special topics for association work which were discussed
In the address were the impact tests to determine the effects of
investigation of the question of flat spots on
wheels in co-operation with the Master Car Builders' Association
special committee having been ai)pointed for this purpose, and the
troubles from brine drippings from refrigerator cars, with the resultant bad effect on bridges, rails and particularly on signal circuits. This last evil, caused by brine, has only recently been brought
Since it may have a serious
to the attention of the association.
bearing on the question of safe train operation it is worthy of careful

moving loads on bridges

—

—

Inquiry by a committee.
DLSCtSSION OK BKI'OHTS.
Uniform Rules. The committee submitted as its report a set of
rules governing supervisors of signals.
These were printed in the
Railroad Qazette last week in the synopses of reports. The ten rules
were adopted without change except a slight modification of wording
in N'o. 9.
Some objection was raised to the use of the word "foreman" in Nos. 5 and G, because men maintaining signals are not
always in charge of a gang foreman and may report direct to the
supervisor.
It was pointed out by the chairman of the committee,
however, that these rules followed the form of others already
adopted and printed in the Manual of Recommended Practice, and a
change of the character desired would have to be made there also.
A motion to change the wording was lost.
Two suggestions were made for points to be considered by the
committee during the coming year:
(1) Regarding the responsibility of the supervisor of signals in connection with the proper maintenance of switch points as affected by the working of signals, and
(2) the responsibility of the supervisor with reference to the maintenance of insulated rail joints.
Sigtialing and Interlocking. The committee changed the wording of the two conclusions printed in Bulletin 94 to read as follows:
(1) That the Requisite Indications, Exhibit Xo. 1, are adequate,
permit a uniform system of signaling, are not in conflict with existing systems, and are recommended to the American Railway Association for approval.
(2) That the Requisites of Installation as set forth are practicable, form an adequate and proper basis for the design of a
system of aspects by which the requisite indications may be displayed, provide an excellent means Cor attaining a uniform, universal
system of signaling, and are, therefore, indorsed by this association
and submitted to the American Railway Association for such action
as may be necessary to enable roads desiring to use them to do so
with the approval of that association.
The chairman also stated that this report was submitted by
letter ballot to the Railway Signal Association, and was adopted,
and that the requisites of installation were those of the Standard

—

—
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with such changes and additions as the committee deemed

essential.

Convention.

year are:

Code,

Under the requisites of installation for the telegraph block
system, light was asked on the paragraph reading:
"A distinctive
position of the arm for the caution approach indication."
The chairman explained that it was simply the use of a signal
in the 45 deg. position for the distant signal, instead of a flshtall arm standing at horizontal for caution
the same position of the
arm as the stop indication for the home signal. The idea is to
make the arm distinctive by position Instead of by form.
Information was asked as to why no mention was made of disc
signals In the requisites of Installation for the automatic block
system. It was thought by some that this omission might appear
to discredit disc signals as good practice.
In explanation it was
stated that In order to get a uniform system of signals one form only
could be used, and the semaphore, as the form generally used, was
the one taken. All of the indications can be given with disc signals.
It was pointed out that the Standard Code mentions only semaphores directly in its requisites of installation, discs being mentioned
in a foot note and In the rules.
The requisites, "Adequate approach indications for all highspeed signals," which was one of the additions by the committee,
occasioned considerable discussion.
Mr. Ewing (P. & R.). Take a junction on a four-track railroad, where there are several routes, some high speed and one or
more low speed, what does the "adequate approach Indication for
all high-speed signals" mean in a case of that kind?
Mr. Rudd (chairman of committee). It would mean the distant
signal for high-speed signals. Under these requisites of installation
the interlocking signal would have a high, a medium and a low
speed arm. There would be two "distant" arms for the high and the

—

—

—

medium

speeds.
Mr. Ewing. As I understand It this method contemplates one
blade for all high speeds. The one distant signal would give one
distant indication for that high-speed route. There is no indication
to the engineman as to what route he Is going to take.
Mr. Rudd. If there are two diverging routes of equal speed the
second arm will govern both. He would get no Indication In that
case any more than when he comes to a terminal with a number of
different ways of going from one signal to another.
He gels an indication that he can proceed at a certain rate of speed. That Is all he
needs.
Following this there was considerable questioning and explanation concerning speed and route signaling, although attention was
called to the fact that the 1907 Manual has signal arrangements
and Indications covering speed signaling, and the subject therefore
is not a new one to the association.
W. C. dishing' Pennsylvania Lines West) moved that In the
requisite under interlocking signals reading "short arms and short
range lights for all low-speed Indications and dwarf signals" the
words "short range lights" be stricken out.
Mr. Rudd explained the two-light system for speed signaling
and the confusion that might result from having a long-range lowspeed light. After some further explanation of the advantages of
the short range light by other members the motion was put to a vote

—

—

(

and

lost.

Exhibit No.

1 referred to In the first conclusion was an outline
of indications for a method of uniform signaling.
Four indications
were given under "stop," the fourth one being "stop within certain
limits."
This indication has been eliminated by the Railway Signal
It was included in this report by a vote of six to five
committee because It conforms to present practice on a great
in respect to train order signals, although It Is not sanctioned by the Standard Code. The reason for the practice Is that the

Association.
of the

many roads

signal being placed in front of the telegraph office a passenger train,
for instance, is allowed to pull by the signal far enough to do its station work conveniently. Discarding this indication necessitates providing a substitute. After considerable discussion it was voted to
strike out this indication from the table.
The two conclusions proposed by the committee were then

adopted.

—

Water Service. The report of this committee consisted merely
of a revision of the material in the Manual of Recommended Pracon the subject of quality of water, with methods of treatment
and results obtained therefrom. These were adopted by the convention as printed, except for one slight change in wording in paragraph 11.
tice

—

Buildings. The conclusions on locomotive coaling stations were
considered first. The first four having been adopted last year and
reproduced In this report for convenience of discussion No. 5 was
taken up first. This was adopted without discussion.
No. 6 covered points where the quantity of coal handled Is small,
it being recommended that the coaling be done directly from cars,
or from cars to an elevated platform provided with a jib crane.
Objection was made to specifying an elevated platform, the Idea
being that this would cost more than one not raised. The chairman pointed out that it saved in lifting the coal by the crane and
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However, by Blrlklng out tbl« word li allowed any kind
of platform to be used, and the conclusion was finally adopted In
that form.
No. 7 read "At terminals where the dally consumption of coal
does not exceed 75 tons, a locomotive crane with clam-shell bucket
iB desirable, provided that there is at such terminal other work
that can be economically performed by the locomotive crane."
savc'U lime.

The Question was asked why a limit of 75 tons was e«tabliBhed
for the locomotive crane, and considerable discussion followed regardhiK the advlHabiiity of settinK capacity iimitalions for different
devices and methods. Mr. Coburn, of the committee, said; "We feel
that the association has given us a very dilDcuit task. The coaling
plant question Is something which has not been thoroughly develThere are a great many different kinds, and very few of
oped.
the members have had a broad experience. We feel that it Is going
to be Impossible for this association to agree on any satisfactory
conclusions in regard to coaling plants, llut we endeavored to meet
the wishes of the association and prepared recommendations, and,
as the minority report shows, we could not agree among ourselves.
Referring to this particular point, It seemed to us that the locomotive
crane was not a successful appliance where a large number of engines were handled or where they were liable to come In bunched.
The experience at terminals has not been satisfactory. Another
thing about the locomotive crane is that it provides no storage. If
storage lie provided, the cost of the plant is so heavy that its total
cost. Including interest and depreciation, and the cost of storage In
cars, makes the cost of a locomotive crane excessive."
The

first

result of the discussion of this conclusion

was to

refer

back to the committee for further consideration, but this action
later reconsidered and a substitute conclusion adopted Instead.
This substitute, offered by Mr. Ewing, was: "At terminals, under
certain conditions, a locomotive crane, with suitable bucket, is desirable, particularly where other work can be economically performed by the crane."
No. 8 read:
"At terminals where the requirements are from
75 to 200 tons per day and a deep foundation Is practicable, a 'balanced two-bucket hoist type' of coaling station is recommended."
Mr. Coburn submitted a minority conclusion reading, "At terminals
where the requirements do not exceed 200 tons a day, when the
desired storage is not so great that auxiliary buckets are necessary
and where a deep foundation is practicable, a two-bucket hoist Is
recommended." His reason was that he did not consider the twobucket hoist suitable for large storage. It was moved to adopt the
minority recommendation, changing "200" to "300," however; In
It

was

form the conclusion was adopted.
The last conclusion recommended, for plants larger than previously provided for, the trestle type where conditions permit, and
where not iiermisslble. a mechanical conveyor type. The minority
recommendation was primarily ^or the mechanical conveyor plant.
Some discussion of the relative economy of the two types ensued
and the majority recommendation was adopted.
It was then decided to consolidate conclusions 6, 7, 8 and 9
with No. 5, making them sub-paragraphs marked a, b, c and d.
this

On the subject of Reinforced Coiicrote for Koundhouses. four
conclusions were submitted.
The (list, providing that reinforced
concrete should be used below the lioor where It Is cheaper than
plain concrete, was adopted without much discussion.
The second, reading "The additional security against Interruption
to tralfic warrants the construction of a roundhouse with a reinforced concrete roof." occasioned considerable discussion,
.\sked
in what way the roof of the roundhouse might insure additional
security against interruption to tralJlc, Mr. Coburn explained that
the committee had In mind the question of fire. "Our idea was that
the difference between the cost of the two types of houses shown
was so slight that the matter should depend entirely upon the results
to be gained from the u.se of each of the types; that while the figures showed that the reinforced concrete house was cheaper, still
the advantages was so slight that there must be some other advantage to warrant the additional first cost, and we thought the
saving from danger from lire was well worthy of that cost." It was
then suggested that the words "from fire" be Inserted after "traffic,"
which was done.
Mr. Schwltzer, of the Canadian Pacific, told of the troubles they
had had with the reinforced concrete roofs on the roundhouses of
this material on their line.
"We jiut up several of these houses
and came to the conclusion that they are n failure for the reason
that steam makes such heavy condensation inside.
We had to put
slabs under the roof to prevent the bad effect of the moisture in
extremely cold weather, because of this, we have practically given
up altogether the idea of concrete. We have had six or eight houses
with the protecting slabs made of expanded metal and cement
plaster.
The fumes seemed to get through to the expanded metal
and eat it out, and I expect it will be only a short time before the
main roof Itself is acted on In the same way. We also find it extremely difldcult to make the roof watertight."
It was suggested to omit the coni'lusion. but after some further
discussion It was changed to read, "The additional security against
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Interruption to trafDc from Ore warrants the serious cousideratiOA
of the construction of a roundhouse with a reinforced concrete roof,"

and

in thUi form it was adopted.
.\o. a read. "When the roof lb concrete, the c-olumnA, except tbo
Huppoiting doors, should be of the i>ame material."
TbU wk»
amended by Btrlklog out "except tbo«e supporting doors."
No. 4 was adopted as printed.
The committee anked that the topic of "best method for smok*
removal, ventilation and heating of a roundhouse" be referred badt
for further invesUgatiou and report.
Un the use of movable or fixed craues the conclusion offered
by the committee was:
"Jib cranes attached to outer posts alongside of a number of pits In roundhouses, or. In the case of large
roundhouses, a trolley bolst working around the outer circle, capable
of handling two tons, should be installed in such roundhousea b»
may be designated by the motive power department as requiring such
appliances for light locomotive repairs." The committee asked that
this be substituted for the present paragraph In the Manual on
the subject of air hoists and portable goose-neck cranes. The conclusion was adopted and the matter of the bubslltutlon referred to
the committee.

—

—

On the last topic best arrangement of windows and roof llghta.
and proper ratio of light area to floor surface two conclusions
were offered, as follows:
The disadvantages of roof lights In roundhouses are so
(1)
much greater than their advantages as to make them uodejilrable.
Windows In the outer walls of roundhouses should be made
(2)
as large as practicable and contain the largest glass or light area

—

consistent with the requisite strength.
In general, the lower sill
should be not more than 4 ft. from the floor, and only sufficient
between
pilasters
sides
window
frames, and girders
space left
and
of
and window heads, to properly secure the window frames. Windows
or transoms as large as practicable should be provided over all
doors where locomotives enter.
Both were adopted without change.

—

Iron and Steel Structures. The report of the sulxommittee on
Impact Tests was presented first. There was no discussion.
The first subject considered in the regular report was ClassiOcation of Bridges as to Safe Carrying Capacity. The five conclusions
of the committee were included in the synopses of reports printed
last week.
Mr. Greiner
B. & O.), Chairman of the committee, in
presenting the report said: "The committee considers this question
of safe carrying capacity of bridges one of the most serious problems
which have been placed before It. The determination of what Is
the maximum load which can be operated over an old bridge Is a
question of serious moment. We have had some difficulty in coming
to any positive conclusions, that is. conclusions which can be shaped
In such manner as to be worthy of presentation to the association.
One difficulty Is the manner in which different engineers are accustomed to analyze a structure. Some will take Impacts in considering the unit strains, others will not; and when one engineer says
that he will allow a strain of 15,000 Ihs. per sq. in. and another one
says 26,000 lbs., there is ambiguity and it needs explanation.
In
our report we have followed the analysis that is outlined In our
bridge specifications, wherein unit stresses are based upon the
assumption that impacts are being taken care of in the enlarged
stresses.
That will account for the apparently high unit stresses
mentioned In our conclusions. In presenting these conclusions we
do so with considerable hesitation. There Is a fear that they may
We have therefore
be misinterpreted or misquoted or misused.
prepared an additional conclusion. No. 6.
(

"(6)

the utmost Importance that the carrying capacity
determined only by a bridge engineer of sound Judg-

It Is of

of a bridge be

ment and experience in similar questions, and the foregoing
clusions are based upon this assumption."
The first three conclusions were adopted without much

condis-

cussion.
No. 4 read, "When the span Is less than 200 ft., all controlling factors given In .\rtlcle 2 good, the mathematical analysis
made in accordance with the .American Hallway Engineering and
Maintenance of Way .\ssoclatlon specifications of 1906, using full
specification allowances for Impacts for regular service fast speed,
and one-half of these Impact allowances for slow speed, then, so
long as the controlling factors remain g;ood, unit strains in tension
to the extent of 26,000 lbs. in structural open-hearth steel and
22,000 lbs. in wrought iron, will not. In themselves, be sufficient
Justification for suspending trofflc or condemning the structure."
The question was asked, what was meant by "slow speed." and this
brought on a long discussion on the advisability of stating at what
speed the reduction In Impact allowances should occur. The committee thought It should be left to the Judgment of the bridge engineer, this being one of their reasons for proposing conclusion
No. 6. Some members thought the clause might be changed to make
the reduction In impact allowance proportional to the reduction In
speed. The paragraph was finally amended by striking out "slow"
and making the clause read "for speeds not exceeding 15 m.p.h."
Conclusion 5 was adopted without discussion, and the new conclusion. No. 6, likewise.
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topic was Classification for Operating Purposes, and
the conclusion, recommending the acceptance of the plan outlined,

The next

was adopted.
The portion of the report on Inspection, Reports and Kecords
was referred back to the committee for further consideration, at
its

request.
A topic

considered hy the committee, not mentioned in the
the length of flat spots on wheels. Chairman Greiner
explained that the length of flat spots causing the rejection of a
The
wheel by the rules of the .M. C. B. Association is 2^2 in.
effect of such a spot on a wheel under a lOO.OUO-lbs. capacity car,
moving at high speed, is very bad, and it has been recommended
that the M. C. B. rule be changed to 1% in. The question has been
considered by the Hxeculive Committee of the M. C. B. Association
and the subject referred to the Arbitration Committee of that association, with instructions to confer with a committee from the
American Railway Kugineering and Maintenance of Way Association. President Johnston designated the committee on Iron and Steel
Structures to act in the matter.
A sub-committee was appointed, A. .1. Himes N. Y. C. & St. L.)
At its conbeing chairman, and he presented a progress report.
clusion he spoke of a design prepared by Prof. Benjamin, of Purdue
University, for apparatus to determine the effect of flat spots. As
the latter was present in the convention when the report was presented, the courtesy of the floor was extended to him for the purpose of describing the proposed method of test.
Ballasting.
The conclusion to this report, asking the adoption
of the ballast sections for crushed lock, was accepted, after explanation by the chairman of the committee regarding the recommended
change of slope from IVj to 1, adopted last year to, 2 to 1
reporl,

was

{
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the previous year, it having been decided from the year's investigations that no change was justified.
In discussing the difficulty of
distinguishing long-leaf, short-leaf and loblolly pine, Dr. Van Schrenk
exhibited a number of samples of the last named, which, while true
loblolly. In some cases were impossible to distinguish from other
kinds of pines.
Two definitions were adopted, as follows:

—

Ring Shake. An opening between annual rings.
(16)
Through Shake. A shake which extends between
(17)
faces of a timber.

—

two

—

Track. The first conclusion recommended that the elements of
the split switch turnout from a tangent be computed according to
the formulae given in the report and as indicated by the table which
had been worked out for various kinds of frogs. Objection was
made that the formulae contained errors; it was also suggested
that the frog angle should be deduced from the sine rather than
A motion was therefore made that the frog angle be
the tangent.
determined by twice the sine of half the angle divided into the
radius; but after some discussion It was put to a vote and lost.
Mr. Gushing objected to the table containing such a large num
ber of switch rails, there being seven. He therefore moved that the

conclusion be referred back to the committee.
Mr. Stevens (P. & R.) thought the committee's method of getting the switch angle would introduce an appreciable error, as It
assumed the switch rail to come to a point. There were other
objections to certain features of the table, and after considerable
discussion of these points Mr. Cusbing's motion to refer back was
adopted.
Conclusion 2 asked the adoption of the design of reinforced
Mr. Gushing thought It would be
split switch shown in the report.
Wooden Bridgea and Jrestlen. This committee had framed a better if the committee prepared a specification rather than indiconclusion asking the approval of the Standard Specifications for vidual designs, and other members supported this view. The disBridges and Trestle Timbers as good practice. But since its report cussion was extended, and ended In referring the conclusion back to
was put in type, the announcement was received that on .January 22 the committee.
the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association adopted, with but slight
Conclusion 3, asking the adoption of the frog design, was likemodification, the Specifications for Structural Timber adopted Sep- wise referred back.
The chairman of the committee called attentember 1 by the American Society for Testing Materials. A com- tion to the fact that the design showed a bolt at the end of the
mittee was also appointed to confer with committees of the Amer- rigid wing rail, and he expressed the hope that members would
ican Institute of Architects, the American Society for Testing Ma- incorporate this in their frog practice, as It would save money and
terials and of Ihe Maintenance of Way Association for the purpose
much tightening of bolts. Some slight criticism of the design was
of reviewing the specifications and adjusting differences. This action offered before it was referred back.
indicates a desire to cooperate definitely in the effort to secure
Conclusion 4 was on the guard rail. The principal point of disuniform specifications. Therefore the committee desired to with- cussion was the clearance, which was put at I's In. The American
draw its conclusion and asked that the work be allowed to go over Railway Association sUindard Is l-'i in., although many roads use
for another year. The committee gave in the report the differences 1% in. Some members were in favor of making I's In. the standard
between its specifications and those reported by Committee Q of the of this association. It was pointed out. however, that this should
American Society for Testing Materials. The list was as follows:
not be done without conferring with the M. C. B. Association, as
GK.NEK.\1. RliCiUlItE.MIi.NTS Al'l'LVI.NG TO BOTII GUADES.
the latter's standard gage-points are made for a l-'4-in. clearance,
Committee Q allow dead timber to be used.
and this, of course, is suppoited by the Amerlian Railway Associamotion in favor of the l"s-ln. distance was lost and the conCommittee Q have no specification regarding wind.
tion.
.-V
Committee Q allow sawing % in. scant from given size, with clusion was referred back to the committee.
Nos. 5 and t> were passed and No. 7 taken up. This had referloss in area of from 4V-! to 10' j per cent.
Committee Q permit loose knots, except within 4 in. of the edge ence to the widening of gage on curves. The chairman explained
of stringers.
that there was an error in the table calculations. The tables were
Committee Q permit knots in the corners of posts.
therefore received as information. Mr. Ewing asked the committee
what was the maximum excess gage it would be safe to have. The
Gkadk No. 1.
committee was unable to say, stating that it would be necessary to
Committee Q permit 5 per cent, less heart In stringers.
Committee Q permit knots over 2'.j in. in strin.gers, if not within make some experiments on the effects of four-wheel trucks on
widened gage before they would know.
4 in. of the edge.
Hail.
The committee asked the adoption of the conclusion to
Grade No. 2.
report, which recommended the adoption of the form M. W. 1200
the
Committee Q require no limit to sap.
Committee Q do not give an alternative wane on two corners of for reporting rail failures.
Mr. Gushing had made to the committee some suggestions for
stringers.
rearrangement of the form, and while these were not presented to
in. In
Committee Q allow knots up to 4 In. in 16-in. sides, and
the convention, he requested that they go Into the Proceedings as
12-ln. sides, for stringers, caps and posts.
The convention was asked to discuss these differences in order a part of the discussion. The conclusion offered by the committee
that the committee might know Its attitude relative to the various was adopted.
Yard.i and Terminals.
The Recommended Principles of Practice
points of difference. The points were therefore taken up one at a
time. Much time was occupied by this discussion. Dr. Herman von for hump yards were taken up first. As the first ten of these were
Schrenk, who is a member of the American Society for Testing practically the same as already indorsed and published in the
Materials, as well as of the Maintenance of Way Association, wag Manual, they were passed without discussion, except No. S. which
present, as was also Prof. Hatt. of Purdue rnlversity, and both gave provided for an airbrake testing plant in the departure yard. Mr.
The net Rh'a (Penna. Lines West) told of a plant being put In the receiving
full and valuable Information on the points discussed.
yard of the P.. C., C. & St. L. at Logansport, Ind.. at the request
result of the discussion was that the convention expressed agreement
with Committee Q on three of the five points under the first heading of the master mechanic, and they are well satisfied with It. After
General Requirements Applying to Both Grades disagreeing on some explanation of the advantages derived, he made a motion that
the first and fourth.
the conclusion be amended to include the receiving yard as well as
It approved both points under the second
heading, and disapproved the second and third points under the last the departure yard. The motion was adopted.
heading.
Conclusion 10, specifying the grades for the hump, was adopted,
The committee asked that the Revised Specifications for Piling as were Nos. 11 and 12. Some members asked if the latter conbe referred back for further consideration.
clusion meant raising and lowering the track for winter and sumThe matter in the report on Ballasted Floor Bridges was offered mer conditions. The chairman explained that it merely recognized
as information. The portion on Safe T'nit Stresses was offered as a that a higher hump Is needed In winter, and where a hump is built
progress report, as was also the portion on the Preservation of for summer conditions it Is necessary to raise It for winter conditions.
Structural Timber.
A list of standard names for structural timbers was submitted,
In No. 13, providing for a track scale, a space of 30 to 40 ft.
being the same as submitted last year. No change was made from was recommended as the distance It should be put from the sum-

—

—

—

:!

—

—

—

:

thinking
Objection wa« raUeU to this distance, some members
dlsUnce
was better. A motion lo strike out the reference to
change.
other
without
adopted
carried, the conclusion then being
was car
used In
No. 14. recommendlns that a No. s frog be the sharpest
classification yards, was adopted.
committee
The report stated that It had been suggested to the
the minimum
that I 200 cars to be classified In L'4 hours should be
L.). of the comllmll in a hump yard, Mr. Pfelfer (T. 1{. R. of St.

^..
mit
30
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No.
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uork and
done." *.. changed to read "Provide separate track, for
traffic where- condition, ^a^ani^^
"The
organiiatlon
No. 9 w as on
No. 8 was not tbanged.
=''" one man should be in reSome
Is the best
simplest organization
_^
him,
sponsible charge of the work, with a staft of engineers under
supervisors lo cover the work, who have full t^ntrol of
:

and enough
gangs
men, material and means for each section, with foreman and
wherever needed." The last nine words, arler "means," were
their
changed to "necessary for the Bections respecilvely under
Ions was offered during
convention the following
wa£ adopted
SL L.
) recast the language
suggestive Instead of mandaof the conclusions so as to make them
tory, before publication In the Manual."
Instructed to revise the specl
been
had
committee
J/a«oriri/.— The
I ,

has on its
large amount of Idle time on their hands. His company
cars can be
lines an ordinary gravity yard In which from GO to 70
fireswitched with a crew of three switchmen and an engineer and
and
man. They have switched as many as l.iou cars In one day,
the cars that
the car breakage Is not excessive. Having switched
ought to be switched, a small crew can do some other yard work In
yard work
addition to classifying, but there Is no other kind of
which would reniiire such a large crew. It was, therefore, as a

measure

of operating

economy that the suggestion was made

The conclusions on

Yar.l

Lighting were adopted without

rifen~^diri::ir^g^

dls-

'i:s:r^-^^^^^:^

^.^^tf^r::
ThcrmmftteestatTd'that, so far as they knew, no
suggested.'
the
such installation had ever been made, except that something of
it
well,
sort had been used as an emergency measure and worked
was here o e ho gl I well to submit the Idea to the association.
and the one following It
It was dec ded that this conclusion,
recommending relgl handling machinery as being worthy of conof Hecommcnded
Manual
the
from
be
omitted
shouKl
siueiiuioii,
side aUon s.iuu.u
Practice.

/foorfua J/.— The conclusions on grade
inside cities, such as track elevation
sidered first.

work

The

first

was on Organization.

and curve Improvement
and depression, were con-

Objection was

made

to the pro-

and despatcher, as It was thought
The
such matters could be handled better by the regular officers.
the Intention that the work should
was
that
it
explained
committee
assuming,
be handled entirely separately from the regular operation,
an organiiiation;
of course, that it was large enough to justify such
work, as
by
the
covered
territory
to
the
only
reference
this had
to
stated In the conclusion. The conclusion was therefore amended
vision of a special trainmaster

"A trainmaster, with a despatcher, in charge
this part read:
by the work In
of the operation of traffic over the territory covered
hand, may sometimes be required." With this change the conclusion
have

was adopted.
No. 2 related to the handling of the work. J. A. Atwood (P. &
between
L. E.) suggested that the paragraph should only distinguish
contract,
the work to be done by the company and that to be done by
omitting any reference in detail to the kind of work. He therefore
references,
to amend the conclusion by striking out such

moved
making

It

read:

"(2)
The railroad company should handle with its own force
work which may interfere with the operation of the road. All
other work which can be done without material Interference with

all

masonry and present them for final approval. A«
were indorsed by
the changes made were slight, the specifications
No other matters in the report
the convention without reading.
were considered.
Records. Report! and Accounts— The conclusions on right-of-way
ficatlons for stone

maps were considered

first.

„ u.

w

i

-,«„€i„„

^^v^^o^tyZT^^ £ sS^'^ou^rtownsh^
t-orway
city; the
reference lo. and
'"'\«"''"'''«;'''°Vtn
/rnn^^lri
or oro^^^^^
Proj^X
the station plusses of the crossing of all mportant land
and or street
lines and streets, with the distance to all perinanent
corners; the angle which the center line of ^»'e^°»'»,'°'"'ff^;'«'',
of
property lines; the number of ^^erght^f-way sheet; the points
^«
the compass; the scale an.l date of the map; the ''^"''^^^'^ »'
of
width
the
and
company,
the
by
owned
land
the
several parts of
widths
the right of way, particularly at those points where the
numwith
cities,
change; any additions of subdivisions of towns or
It should
bers and sizes of lots and blocks and names of streeU.
built
also show all main tracks, side tracks and structures that were
the road; the exact
in connection with the original construction of
roads.
other
or
electric
steam,
location of all crossings of
Conclusion No. 2 read: "On or near each part of the land on
custodians
the right-hand side of each map should be shown the deed
number; the name of grantor and grantee; mile posts, kind of instruincludes
also
This
recorded.
where
page
book
and
ment, date and
reference to leases, franchises, ordinances and granU concerning the
mile
before
use of land." The words "references to" were Inserted

Hf

town or

-]^;^l;'^^^'^;,^Zj^^:^.

Jd

Posts^

amended by striking out the

^^^^No.

;;^Y„aicated

brackets:'
Sright-of-way

last six

words of the

fol-

should be traced, and the
original
^3^
tracing filed away for a permanent record of the conditions existing
The map from which this
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ nillroad was completed.
^^.^^.j^^, j^^ ,„.„Ip should be corrected from time to time as changes are
^^^^^^ ^^^ important tracks and structures which are of value as refer^^^^ ^^ ^^^ rlght-of-wa.v boundaries, as well as any transfers of
property made to and from the railroad company (and any lmi>ortant
.^.^^

map

tracks or structures),
^t^j
^ ^.j,g ni^ewlse amended by striking out the final six words:
asso,4, fhe properly of adjacent railroads or of subsidiary and
dated companies should be shown In different colors (for the pur-

may be let by contract."
reading "As far as pracllcablo. all earthwork should be ,,ose of ready distinction),
5 wiis amended by striking out the portion shown In
.\o.
handled by raurhlnery; that Is, loaded by steam .shovels and unloaded
by plows, handled by cable unloaders and moved by spreaders," was brackets:
a
"machinery."
(5) it Is Important to show on the original right-of-way map
amended by striking out everything after
same station numbers
Objection was made to No. 4— "The best material to use for profile of the siime horizontal scale and of the
show
Should
go Into ^^ the map, and of sultalde vertical scale, which profile
filling is sand"— on the ground that it was too sweeping to
character and slie of opening
the Manual, which goes to all countries. And while It was admitted (1,^ original sub-grade, the location,
it would be better to
material,
best
is
the
of each bridge, waterway or under crossing and the original surface
linquestlonably
that sand
name the qualities which the best material should possess. Mr. of ihe ground the necessity for this being the knowledge of physical
In defendByeis (Mo. P.) therefore moved to substitute for No. 4 the follow- conditions at the time the road was built, often needed
"The best material lo use for filling Is that which combines i,ig iuigutlon and settling questions arising from time to time),
ing:
No. G was adopted without change. An effort was made to have
low first cost, ease of handling and stability."
The chairman of the comdefinite scales stated In this conclusion.
This was adopted.
discussion.
without
adopted
mlttee explained, however, that, after a thorough consideration of
The last two were
Grade and Curve Improvement Work Outside Cities was next the matter In the light of Information concerning what scales It was
country,
considered, there being nine conclusions. No. 1, reading "Establish practicable and Impracticable to use In different parts of the
meet the
the lowest gradient and lightest curvature which physical conditions n would be Impossible to recommend a scale that would
and the present and prospective business of the road will admit," views of a majority of Ihe membei-s
The conclusions on track maps were amended as follows:
was adopted after changing "admit" to "warrant."
Definition— "Track Map— .\ map used primarily for showing
Nos. 2. 3 and 4 were adopted without change. No. Ti, reading
conditions. Including tracks, bridges, buildings, water serrpermanent
physical
substitution
of
"Eliminate temporary bridges, etc., by the
leases, station facilities and ail of the physical
structures In concrete and steel, wherever it can be done, having Ice and mains,
was and operating features."
In view the formation of a continuous roadway on ballast."
was lnserte<l ahead of "physical conditions"
"existing"
word
".structures."
The
amended by striking out everything after
and "other" substituted for "all of the" In the latter ixirt.
No. 6 was accepted without change, and No. 7. which read
Several changes were made In the first conclusion.
"Provide separate traoUs for work and traffic, wherever It can be

the operation of the railroad

No.

3,

I
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(1) Track maps should show all physical condition.s pertaining
to the construction and operation of the railroad and the limits ot

They
the right of way without reference to title or ownership.
should show all main and side tracks and their alinement, distance
between them, capacity in car lengths; all buildings upon the right of
way and adjacent to main or side traclts; bridges, culverts, water
stations, coaling i)lants, turntables, shop buildings, water mains, electric light wires, fences, street car and other railroad crossings, and
the angle they made with the railroad track; sewers, signals of all
kinds and all physical conditions on the properly. All structures on
such maps should be located by chainage numbers and plusses.
"Physical" was struck out in the first line; "airs" was substituted for "car lengths"; for "electric light wires" the words "conduits, wire lines of all kinds and their supports" were substituted;
In the last sentence "all" was changed to "important."
No. 2 was amended by striking out the portion shown in
brackets:
(2)
in

any

They should be corrected whenever any changes are made
shown thereon [and a corrected copy sent to

of the features

the general office for record J.
No.
was amended by striking out the words "and cities."
(3) It is recommended that a scale of 100 ft. to the inch be
used for such maps except in territories and cities of large industrial
development, wheie varying scales may be used to suit the local con;i

ditions.

No. 4 was amended by striking out ."very" and substituting
"meridian" for "north point."
(4) The map should show very i)lainly the north point, scale,
original date and date corrected.
No. 5 was amended by striking out "always," "it is" and "to
do so":
(5) The conventional signs adopted by the association should
always be used where it is possible and convenient to do so.
Mr. McDonald (N. C. & St. L.) asked it on maps of 100 ft. to
the inch the tracks should be shown in double or single lines. The
committee had not considered this and were instructed to make a
suggestion concerning it in their ne.\t report.
Under Individual Ledger Accounts there were two conclusions
asking the adoi)tion of the forms recommended. These conclusions
were adopted, following suitable explanation by the chairman of the
committee concerning the forms.
Tics.
There were two conclusions to this report which were
adojited without discussion.
They were:
(1) That the motbod for analysis of coal-tar creosote shown on
pages 98-101 of Bulletin 90 be approved as good practice.
(2) Tliat the method of determination of zinc in treated timbers
shown on pages 102-105 of Bulletin 90 be approved as good practice.
The committee on Signs, Fences, Crossings and Cattle Guards
and Economics of Railway Location made progress reports.

—

Car Surpluses and Shortages, March

The following

4.

from bulletin No. 19 of the American Railway Association's Committee on Car Efficiency. It summarizes the
car surpluses and shortages from October ;!0, 1907, every two weeks
table

is

March 4, 1908, inclusive, being similar to the table published In
the Nailruad Oazette of February 21. 1908. with the figures for February 5 revised to include reports later received.
The improvement in the general situation first noted on February 19, 1908, is continued. On March 4 there was a further reducto
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the Canadian group, although the largest numerical reduction was in
the Northwestern group. Both of these groups report smaller surpluses of all classes of cars. On the other hand, there was a continued increase in the surpluses in the Southern, Central, Western
and Southwestern groups. The Middle group, although showing less
surplus box and flat cars, reports an increase of idle coal and gondola cars which more than offsets the decreases, making a net increase in the total surplus of all classes of cars for that section.

The Strength and Endurance
IIV

.I.\MES

KiigliietT "f Tests.

E.

of Steel Ralls.*

llOW.Mil..

Watertow

n .\r«eual.

In the use of steel rails, as with other materials of construction,
interest is directed to the limiting values of applied stresses, their
accurate definition, and how closely they may be approached with
safety under those conditions of service to which the materials In
question are to be subjected.
In the constructive arts are found
examples of steel exposed to stresses of different kinds and in varying degrees of intensity, but it is not recalled where there is greater
diversity of action than is found in the case of steel rails.
The
whole gamut of conditions are here present in the same piece of
metal; and an unusual feature is the fact that the stresses are received on so limited an area of contact on the rail head. The feature of intense local pressure between the wheels and the rail is an
important one. and one which does not allow the adoption of those
corrective measures which can be applied to other features of the
rail question.
Tests have been made on rails at the Watertown Arsenal Laboratory in earlier years. At present a teries is in progress which
was begun in connection with the current study of ingots and
derivative shapes. The laboratory Is co-operating with, and is being
aided by, members of this association and others.
In the earlier work of the laboratory, the tests comprised rails
of domestic manufacture, .'^ome of the early English rails, and one
or two examples of French and German make. Many of these had
been in service. The tests showed that rails from the track were
generally less tough when loaded so that the head was in tension:
in fact, they were quite brittle, and fraciurc-d after comparatively
little permanent deflection.
By planing off metal from the running
surface of the head, the rail was restored to a tough condition,
and then bent well with either the head or the base on the tension
side.
Planing off one-eighth inch of metal was sufficient, but it was
necessary to remove all of the affected metal, which included some
from the sides as well as that from the top of the head. Restoration
of toughness was also accomplished by annealing the rail, without
planing off any of the metal.
This loss in toughness is due to the flow of metal under wheel
pressures. It will, of course, take place promptly and quite easily in
the softer grades of steel.
From this point of view, a soft steel
has the disadvantage of low strength and is not free from brlttleness, in spite ot the inherent toughness of the metal.
The original
properties ot such steel are apt to be misleading and encourage
greater confidence In its ductility than is warranted by Its subsequent behavior.
not follow, however, that the Initially
It does
harder steels will not also become more brittle at the running surface ot the head of the rail, since all grades ot steel are probably
affected in this manner by wheel pressures under present practice.
It is not known whether present service conditions are such as to
allow the metal at the surface of the head of the rail to retain its

SUBI'LUSES AND Shoktacks Bi-Wekkly khom Oct. 30. HM>7
-Surpluses.Coal,

Number
ot
roads.

March

4, 1908
February 19, 1908
February
1908
January 22. 1908
January 8, 19U8
l)ecenib.>i- 24, 1907
December 11, 190"
November 27, 1007
November 13. 1907
Octolier :tO. 1907
.'">,

16J
IGl

158
101
103
158
153
ICO
104
161

^

-ShortagesCoat,
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gondola
Box.
103,905
113,776
112,046
124,622
149.664
87,714
48,977
16.248
4.103
786

and

Other

Flat.

hopper.

kinds.

27,232
30,088
30,312
27,328
23.087

139.223
134,217
lot!. 634
142.338
127.138

14.74(1

114.556

9,888
1.208

27.462
10.028
2,365

44,632
44.432
44,936
48,292
41,874
42.300
33,012
10.429
4.325

600

1.28.-1

3.64.-.

tion of 7,521 cars in the idle equipment, making a total decrease in
the idle cars since February 5 ot 2S,93G cars, or S.4 per cent. On
February 19 there was a marked improvement in the demand for
coal cars, but this appears to have been checked, and on March 4
there was a slight increase in the surpluses of this class of equipment. On the other hand, there is an encouraging reduction in the
number of surplus box cars. There is a fair decrease in the surplus
flat cars, while the surplus of miscellaneous cars remains little
changed. It is worthy of note that every marked change In the situation since the maximum shortage of October 30, 1907, has first shown
itselt in the figures for box cars.
The greatest percentage of decrease of surplus equipment was In

1.275

gondola
and
Total.
3H.!lit2
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343.!>2S
342.5(i«

341.763
209.310
119.3.39
40..348

12,201
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15
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848
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2.224
5.550
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191

Total.
1.619
1.249

1,100

738
653
724
4.52"
17.064
57,"l"3
9».7.>7

original tensile properties unimpaired until lost by abrasion and
wear. In the harder rails, the depth of the affected metal is thought
to be less than in the softer rails: still, the depth is appreciable and
has an influence on the toughness of the steel.
Loss ot ductility is due to the flow of the metal of the surface of
the head and not directly to the high compressive stress between the
wheel and the rail. Other tests have shown that high compressive
stresses unaccompanied by relative displacement ot the metal do
not change the physical properties as evidenced by subsequent ten•.\ paper presented .nt the ninth annual meeting ot the American Railwa.v
Knglneerlng and Mnlntenance of Way Association.
Rend bv J. V. Sn^iw.
Boston & Maine.

ItridKe Knglueer.

Vol, XLIV., No. 13.
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8lon lestH.

High compieBBlve

streHbtH of IhiB kind

may

be applied

Bpeclmena being Immersed and subjecleU to hydroBtatlc prei-Hiire up to lOU.UOO IbB, i«;r »(|uare inch.
overAlternate tenhlon and (ompieHHlon teBt« have Hhown ihat
In teats by cubic tompreBslon.

limit; that
straining In either direction lowers the oppohlle elawtlilimit haw a detriIk a tenHlon load applied In excess of the elastic
mental effect on the compiesBlve elastic limit, materially lowering
On maklnfr Kimllar tests with rails, hut loading
the latter value.
them tranwv.rhely iuHlead of liy direct tension and compression, It
was lound thai the application of a hlnh load— one causlnn decided
permanent ^ets— resulted In lowerlnn the elastic limit of the rail
when It was reversed in position and loaded In the opposite direcKxanilnation of a rail 14 months later did not show a restoration.
Kef>eated
tion from this disturbed sUite during the Interval of rest.
sets,
reversals resulted In lessenlnn the magnitude of the deflection
over the first sets, an effect which would pass as a stltfenlng of the
eliistlclty
of
rail. In common parlance, although the modulus of
Bringing the
the steel Is lowered by over-slrainlng of the metal.
metal to a red heat brought about a partial restoration, hut did
not fully return the rail to its original condition as regards the
development of sets. The effect on the surfacing of the track from

overloading a rail Is apparent from these results.
Since the cold straightening of a rail at the time of manufacture
clastic limit, similar
Is another Illustration of loading beyond Its
results to the above are certain to follow. A rail thua straightened
rail Is without
is left with Initial strains In equilibrium when the
a load, but such as to develop sets in the track upon the applicastrains augInternal
opposing
The
loads.
tion of very moderate
ment the effects of the wheel loads and facilitate early sets. Surfaces of metal first to cool from higher temperatures are left under
condiInitial compre-sslon, and this tends to further complicate the
tion of the rail.
The Hues of

magnetic scale which leave the rail In the vicinity
gagged parts show where the steel has been overstrained
metal is structurally unsound In the paths of
Unless
the
locally.
Buch lines, no unfavorable results of the gagging would be immediThe number and magnitude of repeated stresses
ately expected.
necessary to cause rupture of the steel would be such as to relieve
anxiety as to early failure of the rail from this cause, although this

of the

Fig.
In from
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Emirv
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While a given effect Is more
action, such as It Is, Is detrimental.
easily produced In a soft steel rail than in a hard one, on account
of the difference in strength, yet a Blight defect existing In the h*rd
metal Is of greater consequence than In the softer metal.
Seemingly minor and accidental cauteai may lead to early rup-

Some are so Blight as the abrasion of the base by a spike or
an Indentation of the flange by a chance hammer bio*'.
In deciding on the c-ause of rupture, the line of fracture should
be traced back to lU beginning. Fortunately in steel fractures this
may generally be done. A well defined nucleus marks the origin
of a granular fracture, from which a fanllke or radiating pattern
It Is uBually possible also to tell the order in which
diverges.
the fractures occurred, when more than one Burfax:e Is presented,
by Inspecting the fractures and noting their appearances as above

ture.

In this way rail fractures might \n- exhibited In which
first break detached a moon shaped fragment from one lUnge.
having Its origin near the middle of the base, followed by a •«*ondary fracture separating the other flange and extending up through
the web and then through the head; fractures beginning at one
edge of the flange, extending across the base and thence through
the test of the rail; fractures beginning at a bolt hole and extending
each way until the fracture Is complete; or fractures having their
origin at the running surface of the head and extending downward
through the rail.
The flow of the metal under wheel pressures Is one of the mo«t
Important of the causes of fractures. Whatever may be done to
strengthen the rail in other respect?, the fact still remains that
Thl»
the load is applied on a very limited surface of contact.
obstacle Is Insuperable and Imposes a limit on the size of concentrated wheel loads.
The Influences enumerated tend to develop fractures Id rails
structurally sound and with good physical properties, but It Is recognized that rails are not always free from structural defects, although

Indicated.

the

they may have satisfactory tensile properties. Some of these defects
are serious and apparently have led to a considerable number of
It has been found In a number of rails
fractures in recent years.
examined that longitudinal streaks are present in both the head
and in the base, streaks of a different color from the adjacent
metal as they appear when etched with tincture of Iodine. Some of
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the streaks are several feet long, others a few inches or only a fraction of an incli in length. They are of different widths, from a few
hundredths of an inch to upwards of an eighth of an inch, and not
infrequently have a fine hair line or crack along the middle. The
crack.s are commonly short, less than an inch, and in depth peneThey are, in
trating the metal but a few hundredths of an inch.
some rails, quite numerous, and in planing the metal away for exhair
lines
succession
as
those
first in viewamination new
appear in
are planed away. The steel fractures without elongation when ruptured by stresses applied at right angles to the direction of the
cracks. That the streaks represent lines of weakness tliere is hardly
a doubt, and their elimination. If practicable, is desirable and would
be of advantage to the rails. The development of moon-shaped fractures may be traced to streaks or hair cracks in the rail at or
near the surface of the base. It is of deep interest to discover the
causes of these lines of structural unsoundness or lack of continuity
and the means by which they may be avoided, if such is possible.
These streaks and fissures are not a recent development. They
are found in rails of early manufacture, and even more pronounced
than is general in rails of current make. Examination of a number
They have
of early English rails shows streaks and fine cracks.

been found

in

rails of

domestic make from different mills, and in

Fig.

Fin.

2.
ttlioul

Section of an 8

iii.

a

sufficient

to

any particular make.
the

same

_

show

that their presence is not restricted to
does not seem, however, that all rails from
There are wide differences among
be difficult to find those which are Btrictly

It

mill are equally affected.

them, although

it

may

sound throughout.
There is urgent need of information as to the state of the metal
in the ingot and through each successive stage to the finished rail.
In this inquiry, all the metal from the several ingots comprised In
the series of tests should be available for examination.
This has
reference to the metal usually discarded from the ingot, and to crop
ends of the rails, which should be comprised in the tests as well as
the portions of the ingots made use of in the rails.
These rail tests are included in the general series of ingots and
derivative shapes, previously mentioned, in which the laboratory is
aided by the following committee:
Major C. B. Wheeler, Commanding Officer, Watertown Arsenal (ex-officio); J. E. Howard, Engineer
of Tests, Watertown Arsenal (ex-officio); William R. Webster, Consulting Engineer; Edgar Marburg. Professor of Civil Engineering,
University of Pennsylvania; James Christie. Consulting Engineer;
Charles B. Dudley, Chemist, Pennsylvania Railroad; E. P. Kenney,
Metallurgical Engineer, Cambria Steel Co.; .1. P. Snow, Bridge
Engineer, Boston & Maine; A. A. Stevenson. Superintendent, Stan-
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dard Steel Workw; S. M. Vauolaln, Baldwin Locomollvt WorJoi;
F. W. Wood, Prenldenl Maryland Steel Works.
A niimljer of lantern HlldcH, prepared to llluHtrate nome of the
rurroiii work of the Walertown laboratory were preHenlcd and are
reproduced herewith.
After exhibiting the Blldex. Mr. Snow diHCUHHed the probable cauBe
now »how you Is
of rail breakaKCN. Haying:
The Hpeclraen whlih
the one shown by the last slide exhibited Klg. '2\). It has been planed,
as you see, to different depths In the head and In the base. The surface where the planing is shallow shows prominent white streaks;
one portion of the head being that shown on slide No. 11. White
streaks appear in the deeper cuts, but they are generally i.ot In
^iiie wilh those above, showing that they are diffused throughout
the metal.
As we get deeper Into the metal, however, white streaks
become scarce and finally disappear, but In this particular specimen
the deeper cuts show daik streaks. These are not so definite in
their widths as the white streaks, but they penetrate the metal somewhat more deeply, and show In the end section of the rail, whereas
the white streaks do not show In this location. White streaks with
their accompanying cracks li-ad to flange breaks and, p<'rhaps, to
spilt heads.
Dark streaks appear to be the results of segregation
and lead to crushing of ihe head. In addition to these two kinds of
streak.x, there is another defect whuh is not in evidence on this
specimen, but which Is very common In the rails rolled during reI
have previously called the cracks found in white
cent years.
called the defects which I am now describstreaks "gas seams."
ing "rolling flaws." The cracks of the gas seams are strictly paralThe plane of the cracks
lel to the line of rolling and are straight.
right angles to the surface of the metal. The seams
Is, also, at
I

(

I

called rolling Maws are parallel to the rolling In a general way, bui
are usually somewhat crooke<l. They are similar to the flaws called
snakes In plates, but in the case of rails, they are practically straight.
The planes of these seams are generally inclined to the surface of
the metal and their sides ire fluted and usually of a bluish color,
.similar to mill scale, indicating that they were oxidized while the
metal was hot.
have examined have almost all
The crescent fractures that
I

V.ii.

XLIV

.

No.

13.

shown

their origin to be one of these rolling flaws, although occasionally the origin seems to be a gae iseam, but my observation leads
me to think that by far the largest number of recent br«alu are
due to seams of the rolling flaw type. The older ralU examined,
while they show plenty of white and dark istr«aks, do not exhibit
the defects which I call rolling flaws; this, undoubtedly, accountiDg
for the greater prevalence of flange breaks and split heads in rails
of recent make.
In view of the fact that In all of the crescent breaks which
I have examined
and that Is a good many It has always been possible to discover a manlf<«t flaw from which the break started, and
from the fact that .Mr. Howard In his paper claims that this class
of breaks are due to seams which are In the rails when they leave
the mill, I claim that the case Is fully proved that flange breaks,
and perhaps split heads, are due to Incipient flaws existing In the
rails when purchased.
It Is a remarkable fact that the rail tests
prescribed in our speciflcations do not in any way tend to derelop
these defects.
wish to recommend that tests be prescribed which
I

—

—

win show whether or not these flaws

exist.

ought to rest my case here, as It Us all that has been
fully proved.
The temptation Is strong, however, to maJte gaesses
causes
these defects.
as to what
stated, In a paper printed In Bulletin No. 93, that In my opinion the flaws here called gas seams
were due to gas bubbles in the ingot. I still think so, but the
call rolling flaws appear to me to be due to shrinkage
flaws which
crack.s. or checita In the ingots, or tears In the bloom, or perhaps
the gas holes which are so near the surface of the Ingot as to burst
out In the snaking pit, due to softening the metal, or afterwards
under the pressure of the blooming rolls.
If we go a little farther and try to Investigate the cause of
gas bubbles in the ingot, we get on more uncertain ground. Professor Howe, of Columbia Tnlverslty. claims they are largely due
to mechanical action, the shrinking of the Interior of the Ingot tending to cause tension in the plastic metal, thereby relieving the pressure and allowing the formation of gas bubbles. The roetallurgisl
of the Chicago Steel Co.. Mr. Von Maltitz, In a paper read before the
London meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,

Perhaps

I

I

1
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claims that they are wholly due to chemical and thermic action.
Both of these investigators prescribe means of lessening the difficulty.

As to the cause of the cracks, etc., which lead to rolling flaws,
the remedy Is self-evident. Chipping Ingots and blooms, as was
formerly done, will remedy the shrinkage cracks, checks and gas
holes.
Less severe reduction in the blooming and roughing rolls
short from
will obviate tears, provided the metal is not unduly hot
•excess of oxygen or sulphur.
ought
to enthese
defects.
We
Mr. Howard is on the trail of

—

foiiraRP bini ;ill we (-an to trace them to their origin, whether
in the rolling, the ingot, the ladle or the bath.
William R. Webster spoke as follows on the work ot tht

it

be

>,'om-

mittee:

"Professor Marburg and I were called in to assist in this work
by the ordnance bureau, and in order to make it representative work
we had a meeting last October in New York, to which we invited
about 40 engineers and manufacturers to meet Major Ruggles and
Mr. Howard, of the Watertown Arsenal. Dr. Dudley, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, presided. Dr. Dudley was given authority by the
meeting to appoint two committees, one committee on the compression tests and the other on the investigation of ingots, blooms, billets
and slabs. The whole matter was brought up originally by a report
of Mr. Howard to the ordnance bureau, suggesting an investigation
The appropriaof this kind and asking for a larger appropriation.
tion for this year's work is about $35,000, or about twice the amount
received before. 1 am glad to say that both of the committees have
fairly started on their work, and that there has been no red tape or

Passencpr service
Freight service
Other earnings from operation
Unclassified earnings
Total gross earnings
Less operating expenses

Income from operation
225,584 miles of line repre.sented.
"
222,340
"
•21B,974
'

=

ot us have known for years that there was a decided difference in the tensile strength and bending properties in transverse
tests and longitudinal tests on pieces from universal steel plates;
also that there was a much greater difference in similar test pieces
cut from universal iron plates, but we did not appreciate the great
difference in the strength and bending properties of the higher carbon rail steel as has been shown by Mr. Howard's paper to-night.
With this Information before us it is not hard to account for
rails with a shallow head failing by the side ot the head breaking
off in service in the plane of web, but it is the strongest plea tor
making a rail with a deep head and a good large fillet connecting
the head to the web.

We are always going to have transverse weakness perceptible
in steel rails and we should appreciate this in designing our rails
and do the best we can with what we have to work with.
Preliminary Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission on
Railroad Earnings.

"The preliminary report on the income and expenditures of
operating railroads in the United States" tor the year ended June
30, 1907. has been issued.
It includes the results of operation ot
894 operating companies, representing 225,584 miles, or approximately 99 per cent, ot the mileage to be covered by the complete report.
There is given below the general summary ot the earnings from
operation and operating expenses ot these companies for the year
ended June 30, 1907, with comparisons tor the eight preceding years:

Proportion
jDcreaHe.
Per mile o( line.
'
,
to total
1907
1006."
earnings.* 1907.'
1905.» 1904.« 1903.» 1902.« 1901.' 1900.' 1899." OTer 1906.
$68.<5.980,921
26.45
$3,0.32 $2,787 $2,647 $2,552 $2,482 $2,378 $2,194 $2,067 $1,928
$245
1,826.209,111
70.62
8,005
7,403
6,710 6,519 6,.53n 6.056 5,741
5,466 4,895
692
2.93
75,722,970
336
269
241
235
227
191
188
188
181

Amount.

Item.

445

Many

,

...

$2,585,913,002
1.746,097,122

100.00
67.52

$839,815,880

32.48

' 212,243 miles of
"
'205,314
"
•200,154

$3,723

"
"

anything of that kind to hinder us In the work. Some of the members of this association and some of the steel manufacturers are
co-operating with us and furnishing freely samples of their material,
including ingots and different finished products, and I have no doubt
that other members and other manufacturers will call on them when
ihoy understand more clearly what they are doing at Watertown."
Mr. Howard sent nie samples and wrote as follows:
"Mr. Snow will hand you a piece of the base of a rail which
was fractured transversely and which shows a laminated streak ot
several hundredths of an inch in depth, and which occasioned a very
short and brittle fracture. This piece was annealed before testing,
for the purpose of seeing whether any reduction in brittleness could
be effected by annealing the metal, but none resulted: that is, these
streaks are a detriment, in spite of anything we can do toward softening the metal in which they exist.
"Another piece which Mr. Snow is kindly bringing out to you
is a thin slice from the base of a 100-lb. rail.
There were a number
of streaks in one end of this sample.
Bending transversely opened
one of these seams you will see; the other end was also bent transversely and opened up some short cracks. When bent in the other
dire<'tion, across the middle of the length of this piece, the bending
qualities were much better and no fractures were caused. These two
samples are the best
can do: they are not precisely what you may
have preferre.l, but I did not have time to get out other pieces similar
to those which we exhibited it the New York meeting."
A. A. Stevenson in discussing a paper by Mr. Howard before the
American Institute of .Miulng Engineers at the February meeting,
1908, said:

%

.

.'°

.

.

.

..."

.'•

$3,548 $3,180 $2,998 $3,133 $3,048

1

1

Exhibits at the

$2,729

$2.8.')4

$2.43.".

'" Less than $1.
"Decrease.
•Percent.

.

Maintenance

of

Way

Convention.

Each year for the pa.«t three or four years it ha-s seemed that
any further addition to the number of exhibitors at the Maintenance
of Way convention would compel some change which would involve
seeking new quarters. And still the number continues to grow and
in some way they are crowded into the parlor floor and adjacent
hallways and rooms of the Auditorium Hotel.
The Road and Track Supply .\ssociation held its annual meeting on Wednesday, March IS. and elected the following ofBcers:
President, George Stanton, Sales Manager. Cleveland Frog & Crossing Co.. Cleveland, Ohio; Vice-President. W. F. Schlelter. Secretary.
DUworth. Porter & Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.: Secretary and Treasurer.
J. N. Reynolds. Vice-President. The Wilson Co.. Chicago: Executive
Committee, John C. McKlnnon, Secretary and General Manager.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo. Mich.; J. H. Martin.
Hussey-Binns Shovel Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.: William Goldie, Sr., William Goldie. Jr.. & Co.. West Bay City. Mich.: T. W. Snow. President. Otto Gas Enjflne Works, Chicago: Robert E. Belknap. Chicago
.\gent Pennsylvania Steel Co. and Maryland Steel Co.. Chicago;
Theodore Huss, Secretary and Treasurer. I.ufkin Rule Co.. Saginaw.
Mich.

1

"There is one very important point that I have not heard mentioned by Mr. Howard, and that is the question of the minimum
anuMint of work. In the opinion of some of us there is too much
work put upon steel at the present time and just as good results can
be obtained by a lesser amount of work: in tact, maximum results
may be obtained by a minimum amount of work on the material."
Planes of cleavage may be also developed by pressure in a material having no gas bubbles or other internal defects.
The best illustratjon of this was given years ago by Professor Tindale in an article
on the cleavage of roofing slates. He claimed that the planes ot the
cleavage in the slates were at right angles to the bedding and were
caused by lateral pressure of the earth. To illustrate this he cast
a cylinder of wax about 3 in. long and 3 in. in diameter and at the
normal temperature compressed this cylinder to a cake about
in.
thick.
This was then cooled in a mixture ot salt and ice and could
be split like a piece of mica. In 1S74 I repeated this experiment
with similar results.

...

' 195.562 miles ot line represented.
"
"192,556
" " "
•'
•187,335

line represented.

"

...

1

$11,463 $10,460 $9,598 $9,306 $9,258 $8,625 $8,123 $7,722 $7,005
7,740
6,912 6,409 6.308 6,125 5,577 5.269 4.993 4.570
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list

ot the exhibits:
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.VdriHiu

Louis. Mo.

Co., St.

si^nni
and
— Samples of
of "Security" cnniMnation
— Model switch
"Security"
slide plate:

Co., Chicago.

.\(lan)s

Inug-thnc burners.
lie nlate;
main
guard rail brace.
;inil

rail

j.inip*

.\iliaK.'

brai-e

rail

brace and

i>olnt

—

.Vlllth Manufacturing Co.. Chicago.
Full-sized door, shotrlng application
and operation of Alllth adjustable door hanger.
.Vmerlcan Casting Co.. Birmingham, Ala.
Samples of "National" abort

—

liMigth.

Ilglit

weight, cast Iron

culvert pipe.

Flange Frog & Railway Improvement Co., Roanoke. Va.
Model of Orahani flange frog.
The "Anchor" guard
.Vmerlcan Guard Rail Fastener Co.. Phlladelnhla.
rail clamp: tie-plate guard rail fastener: pressed steel rail braces.
American Hoist & Derrick Co.. St. Paul. Photographs of "American"
.\merlcan

—

—

railroad

ditchers.

.Vmerlcan Nut i IJolt Fastener
and bolt fasteners.
American Railway Tie Ic Girder

Co.,

Plltsbnrgh.

Co.. Pittsburgh.

— Samples

— Model

of Bartley nut

of Duff continuous

longitudinal steel track structure.
.\merl.an Steel & Wire Co.. Chicago.
conSamples of steel wire fence
crete reinforcement
rail bonds.
"Economy" switch.American Valve & Meter Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio.
stands, and model of track and switch showing operation of Anderson
Interlocking switchstand
Poage water columns and tank fixtures.
Samples of asbestos pro.\sbestos Protected Metal Co., Canton. Mass.
tected metal for rooting and siding, and model of Robertson standard car

—

:

—

;

:

—

roof.

Atlantic

Equipment

Co..

New York— Photographs

of

"Atlantic"

steam

—
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Hiipply Co., (.•lilciiBo.— "AtlaM" rnll Jolnw, br«ce»
"Atlaii"
limulatcd and coni|iruml*e Joint
liicludlni;
tlic

Ailnx Itiillwuy
i/lnic'H,

;

-Hlii'liutund.

— Samples

Automatic Nut Luck Co., Kockford, III.
Hiiikcr Mall Crauc Co.. Clinton. Iowa.
.Munufucturing

liiirri'il

.New

Cu.,

and

Newark, N.

J.

of nut locka.

ma-

— Sauplea

Htorage tanku nud pumpa.
Urowu, Clilcago. -Kauiple« of Stone

lanterna

pbotograpbs

also

:

II.

Kent

* lo

I

— I'botocraplu

llgbt.

of

and

I'h.r.t-rapbt

hi. nt-.

water suftenloc

models

of

.^lien's

r^
tteel tapes, transits, sunrey-

•

ulnen ana special "Wiacuasin

transit.

crani-.

—

JoH. M.
of Iluikeyi'

EdKlo

"Imperial' uiauganese m.'
Keuffel ic Kwer Co.. .N
Inic and ineasurInK Instrn

of primary |jattfrle«.
Heaver Dam Malloubli- Iron Co., Braver l>am, Wl», -Saropli-ii of malleable
iron tIc-platcB and rull braces: aluo K. & N. anil iii>render and antl-crceper.
'I'arold" rooUng, "llydrex"
MaH8.
\V.
Itlnl & Son, Kant Walpole,
I'.
wnK-riirooltiik' nnd ".NcponHct" Inaulatlni; paper.
l.oiilK lllrb.ilnK iinil Alfred Jolinit, JuckHon. MIcb.— Model of concrete tie:
}i1ho adJiiHtabIc nut lockH.
Co., Kl. Wayne, Ind.- -.Modela of Bowacr aelf-mcaiiurlnK
S. I'. UowBur *
lluttery Suppllcii Co.,
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Kennlcoii Wai<-r Hofiener t'o., i.'blcasoplants, steel utoraKe tonka and towers.

tie

"Atlaa

— Full-alzed Barker mall
Vork. — Uoodng and watiTproonnu

lirlalB.

oil

:

"

—

Kluueiir .Manufaciurinc Co., Columttua. Ublo.
Model of Klnnear rollinc
roundhouse type.
Lackawanna Kterl Co., .New York
Abbott track (ace plate. Abt»(t track
gage and tie plate. Abbott rail Joint plate, ..tbbott relnforoad rail aad
Abbott composite rail tie.
I..«'bon Co., Chicago.
Sample* of "Boofrlte" ruollnc.
Locomotive .titpllanc.- Co.. Chicago —•Smyth" cast «ie»l and "Kre«-land"
clamp deraller for main line and Jde track
".Newton
wrrcklnf froca.
Lufkln Bute Co., Saginaw. MIcb.
Meulllc and linen tapes, steel rule*, etc
Mann-McCann I'o., Chicago.— -Model of railway tpmdrr and grader;
.Mann smoke Jackii; Itavelln system of electric wlrloi; for rouudLouaea
Chicago ventilator.
McCUntock Manufacturing Co.. St. Paul. Minn. Samples In operation of
McCllntock mercury conuct relay
full-slxed electric automatic slfBal
doiir,

—

"

:

—

—

:

KnttlnccrlnK Co., Cli-vcland, Oblo. -I'liotoRrapba of Browning
Miiotlvi. craneH, railroad dllchcrH and revolving Hteaiu gbovels.
Samples of croHMlnR bells, batteries, relays, etc.
Itryiint Zinc Co., Clilinuo.
I'aulus, Buda and Wilson
Itudu Foundry & Manufacturing Co.. Chicago.
truck drills, swltcbstands, rail bcnrlcrs, car rcplacers, ratcbet and friction
Jacks, band cars, velocipedes and gasolene cars.
Cambria Steel (,'o., Jobnstown. I'a.— Sample "100 per cent." rail Joint and
"liPO per cent." Insulated rull Joint.

lin.wnlnK

1

—

—

I'blUp Carey Manufacturing Co., Cincinnati,
cement rooting and magnesia pljie coverings.
t'arni'glc Hte<'l

Co..

llllHliuigb,

Ohio.

Iiuciuesni' spllie
after six years and

I'a.

— Samples
bar:

Carey

of

steel cross tie:

built-up steel tie
ten months' service
In main track of Lake Shore & .Michigan Southern Itnllway
U. S. steel
sheet piling; Trlestedt steel piling: steer mine timbers and screw spikes.
also samples of

:

switch Indicators: circuit breakers: testing set* for relay*.
Metal Ties Co.. New York.— Full-sized cast steel tie with wood block for
rail support.
Mississippi Wire (;iass Co.. New York and Cblcago.— Saoplea of ribbed,
mazed and plain wire glass.
Morden Krog & Crossing Co.. Cblcago. Model of track and (wltch abow-

—

Ing "Unity" swltcbstand.
National I.ock Washer Co.. Newark, N. J. Samples of "Xntlonal" lock
wasbcrs.
National lenilway .Materials Co.. .New York.
Samples of Murray antlrall creepers, guard-rail bracc-s and clamps, rail brace*, etc.
Natlonol Kooflng Co., Tonawanda. N. Y.
Sample* of "Security" mineral

—

—

—

Chicago. --Samples of Newman watchman's clock*:
..
also railroad speeiiii eioik for vardH. dep.,ia. doeks. etc.
Robert Ogle, I'uebio, Col. -Model of Ogle turntable deraller.
Otto (ius Knglne Co., rhiladeiphia and Chicago— I'botorrapb* of coaling
stations, water tanks and cranes, sand blast ana pneumatic tool car.
The I'ennsylvnnin Steel Co. I'blladelphla, Pa. Models of "New Century"
adjustable swltebsiand with double crank: Monard anvil faced frog: photographs of steel bridges.
I'epple Metallic fiallway Tie Co., Hlllsboro.
MeUl tie and aafety
mall catcher.
I'erclval Wood Preserving Co.. Houston. Tex.
Sample* of tlml>er treated
with "Diamond" preservative by the open-vat method
Phillips Signal & Kleetrlc Co.. Owensboro, Ky.
Blueprints, printed m*tter.
etc.. regarding Phillips aotomatlo crossing, block and bridge slgnali.
The Frederick Post I'o., Chicago and New York. Sample* of surveying
Instruments, drawing materials, etc.
D. & A. Post Mold Co.. Thrw Itlvers. MIcb. -Full sized mschlnr* for

—

—

Chicago Steel Tape Co.. Chicago. Measuring tapes and Jointed leveling
rods
"iCtireka" tape splice.
Cook's Standard Tool Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Cook's collapsible rail drill
and drill grinders: standard track Jacks and Cook's combination steel and
wood cattle guard.
Cortrlgbt Mctnl Itoollng Co.. I'lilladelphla.
Samples of metal roofing and
:

—

—

model showing application.
Credelbaugh & Curler, Kndnor, Ohio.

— Concrete

fence posts and molds.
Samples of graphite paints.
Uetrolt tiraphlte Co., Detroit, .Mich.
I'uul Dickinson. Inc.. Chlcugo -Dickinson smoke Jacks
models of Dickinson cast-Iron chimneys and ventilators: composite wood and cast-iron
llre|)roof smoke-Jacks.
Dllworili. Tarter & Co.. I'lttsburg, I'a.
Ooldle claw tleplates, Ulendon
flange tleplates and rullroud .spikes.
It.
Dodge & Co., Chicago, representing Jas. <;. Wilson Manufacturing
II.
Co., New York.
Models of swing and rolling doors.
ti.
DrouvC' Co.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Sample of "Antl-lMuvlous skylights:
photograph" of "Antl-Tluvloiis" skylights Installed on Lackawanna station,

—

;

—

—

'

Hoboken, N. J.
Duplet .Metals Co., New York. Sample showing ".Monnet" process of
welding steel and copper.
Samples of perfected granite
ICustcrn Crunlte Itoollng Co., New Y'ork.
rooting and san<l-surfuced rooting.
Kcononiy Sepurnble Switch Point Co, Louisville. Ky. Model of "Economy" separable switch points and "Odcnkirk" switch stands "Clary" tie

—

—

—

:

plate.

—

Samples of "Chloride"
Klectric Storage Battery Co., I'blladelphla, I'a.
accumulations and "Kxide" batteries for car lighting nnd signals.
Kxpundeil Melal & Corrugated Bar Co., SI. Louis. Mn. — 'I'ransparencles
showing exiiniplcs ol' concrete reinforcement with .lobnson >'i>i'rugaled steel
bars

lirlilne

III

also model of
of concrete.

storoge tanks, retiiinliig walls;
trestle having both deck and piles made

Mhiiliiieuts, culverts, elevators,

reinforced concrete

(

—
—

Samples of asbestos shingles,
Kranklln Manufacturing Co., Krauklln, I'a.
lumber anil smoke-Juck materials; model of "Century" asbestos smoke-jack
fur roundhouses (Cutellus iinteut).
tfiirtlaiiil .Mtinufiictnrlng Co., Marlon, Ind.
Samples of picks.

—

—

(ieneral
Klreproollng Co., Youngstown, Ohio.
Samples of colil-lnlsted
lug bars for concrete reinforcing, expanded metal lath and diamond mesh
fabrics and iilii-eonnicted frames for concrete girders nnd beam rclnforceraent
nlso "TriiHsIt" metal for reinforcing light concrete roofs.
Clbrultnr Miiiiiifacturing Co., Chicago.
Model of new structural steel
"Clbrnltar" bumping post, and "lilbrallur" mull crane.
:

(ilazler No/./le & Munufnclurlng
ler" universal noitzlc.

Co..

Indbinuiiolls,

Ind.— Model

of

also pressed point

spikes.

scoops.
Ideal Concrete Machinery Co., South Bend, Ind.
Model of concrete build
Ing block machine.
Illinois Malleable Iron Co., Chicago.— Small model of the "Bruyn" automatic swinging smoke-Jack.

track
:

Itool

isbaklng

feiu-e jiosts

metbodi.

ilevii-e

:

:

—

:

—

W

materials.

signal

—

Railway Chemical Sprayer Co.. Owensboro, Ky. Photographs of chemical
weed killing car.
Ralhvay Specialty k Supply Co.. Chlcago.^Smlth Improved lock nut
"Kopp" signal glass: Imnd wire protectors: arc damp
P. .V .M. rail anchor:
:

lightning arrester: "I'alne's" vise-grip rail anchor.
Raymond Coiurcte Pile Co.. Chicago. Small model Illustrating Raymond
method of pliielng concrete piles.
Railway Kiinlpment i Contractors' Supply Co.. Cblcago. Literature
describing the "tjlant" rail bender.
Rendle, New York. -"I'nradigm" flreprmif windows and sir
'thiir F..

—

—

lights.

—

Rltter Folding Door Co.. i^lnclnnatl. Ohio.
The RItter horU<ailal folding
door for roundhouses, freight houses and warehouaes.
Photographs of railroad coaling staRoberts & Scbaefer Co. Cblcago.
tions, coal wnsherles and tipples.
Swltchsland operated
Semaphore Co.. Battle Creek. Mich
Safely Switch
bv a semaphore for single-track use on main line for faring point switch
Samples of Medtiu
Siinilusky Portland Cement Co.. Sandusky. Ohio
waterprixif compound, and snow white P.^rlland cement.
.\lbam and mI»cellane.ll^
Scberzer Uolling Lift Bridge i'o.. Cblcago.
pbotogrn]ihs of Scberzer rolling lift bridges.
Model of "Hercule*" btimpin,:
Seoii .MiiiiiifacMirlng Co.. Racine. Wl.s.

—

—
—

.V:

Uullway
drills,

Supply

track

scraper and Hanger

Kalainaioo. Mich.- -Hand cars, velocigages and levels; wheel with reinforced
Moore chuck pressed steel wheels.

Co.,

.lacks,
:

post.
Sellers

Manufacturing Co, Chicago.
and splice bars.

tie plates

— Samples

of

anchor-tiott om

Seller*

—

Samples of "Kconomy" tie plate*.
Spencer nils Co.. Cblcago.
Siandunl Asphalt & Rubber Co.. Chicago. Samples of waterproof bridge
coatings mill niiistlc floors: also pl|x' dips and Insulating material*: "Sarc."
asphalt filler for brick paving: concrete and brick reservoir lining: new

and damp proollng for building*.
sampl>
Arthur L. Stanford. Cblcago. Model of Stanford rail Joint
"American" track Jack.
Working model of the
Strauss Bascule * Concrete Bridge Co. Chicago.

luolslure

—

:

—

Strauss trunnion bascule bridge; model of rlbl)ed reinforced concrete bridge.
S. Thomas. Falrlleld. Iowa. —Sample of the "Kndlesa" rail, a new f..rm
F.
of rail Joint.

\tcblson. Kans.

Tool and Railway Specialty Manuf.i
'

spike

s.

S Metal & Manufacturing Co
•Columbia" lock nuts; full sl«e.l "III
r S. Wind Knglne \ Pump Co.. Hiiiuli
I'.

New

York.

— Ijeatlds

_
— Samples
.

,

of

nc post.
-Swltcbstands and senia
ailjustable water columns; wsicr
i;i

pliores: literature descrUiInc the new I" S.
model of "Manstlelir' water column.
tanks
.Sample* of raw material In
Fnlversal Portland Cement Co., t'hicago
various stages of manufaciiirc.
.....
Varli-tv Mauiifttciurini: Co. Chicago. -The l^rosa horizontal foldlns door.
nnd "Variety steel rolling door; Cross compound lift up door.
Verona Tool Works. Pittsburg. Pa.- Track tool.
^ „ .
;

"

"

Kalumniioo

making concrete

linlney, Manchester. Sargent Co.. Chicago and New York. — Itoniano rail
Joint
Q & C Insulated Joint and compromise Joint Q k C i^mp».jn rati
bender: antl-rall creepers.
,
The Rail Joint Co.. New York. "Continuous" Ininlated rail Joint stan
durd "Continuous," Wolhaupter and Weber Jolnta : Inaulated rail Joints and
step Joints.
and
Samples of Wolhaupter. Q. k
uallroud Supply Co.. Cblcago.
Servls tie plates: R. It. S. deraller: Wolhaupter aboulder flange tie plate,

Illustrating the ".\u Ira kar

Co..

.Ir.,

Mayes Truck Appliance Co., Cenevu, N. Y. -Samples of "Hayes lifting
and pivot derails.
Hurley Track Laving -Machine Co.. Cblcago.— I'hotographs. drawings and
literature of the •'Ilurley" track-laying machine.
Ilursl Automatic Switch & Signal Co., Itawllns. Wyo. -Working model of
"Hurst" automatic snitch.
Ilusscy Hlmis Shovel Co., I'ltisburgb,
Samples of shovels, spades nnd

pedes,
tread

—

"Clai-

West Bay City. Midi. -Tie plugs.
Ciordon Butlcry Co., New York. -Samples of liordon jirlmnry cells.
Crip Nut Co., Chicago. "Crip" nuts In various slues.
lliirrliigton Hallway Safety Switch Device Co., Colorado Springs, Colo.
Working model of "llnrrlnglon" safety switch.
Hurt Sleel Co.. Klyrlu, Ohio. —Samples of McKce lliingc and shoulder
Wlllliim Coldlc.

;

—

"

Kyeglass Tool Co., Newark, N. J.— Kyeless picks and track tools.
Kalrhanks. Morse & Co., Chicago.- Kull-slzcd No. 2- J Inspection car;
Barrett track Jacks, rail drills. stMndplpes, wheels, etc.
hlini;"
Samples of "Indestructible" roofing.
KederiiJ Cement Tile Co..
Samples showing the applicaI'lexlble Compound Co., riilliiclil|ihlii. I'a.
tion of "Klexlble" woterproof i'ciin|>iiuiiil.

plates

Tei—

—

:

Vulcan
c.

11!

Iron

Works

Wball &

Co..

Co..

Ohio.— Photographs

Toledo.

Boston. Mass

—Samples

of

Vulcan

of

steam

Whall special railroad

in-

""wu^^Wlwirt'on. Jr.. k Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa. Vhologranhs and models
Wharton gnard
of Wharton nmnganese-steel frogs, crossings, switches, etc.
;

'"wbltlng' F.oindry * I'qulpment
I

raveling cranes,

transfer

'"'wVlllams White & Co.,
hoist coaling station.

tables,

MoUne.

Co..

Harvey. III.— Photographs of electric
roundhouse cranes and equlp-

turntables,
III.

Blueprints of

new automatic bucket

,.^
».
,
„ ,.
j
#
Wilson Manufacturing Co.. Nevr York. —Full-sized sample of
'Sliding swing door: also samples of rolling doors.
Harrington ssfelT switch device
York.
M F Wo..-d. New Co..
Chicago- Samples of "fnlvervar" cast-Ion pipe.
Yale Jt
jtillan 1

Jas

,
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—
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The Metal
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In
ties is no longer a novelty.
The first attempts
il has had a cheKkeretl career.
metal for supporting the rails date back still further.
will only rctv-r to them here for the .sake of fomplfteness.

Permanent way with metal
the last 40 years
at using

We

Fig. 21

— Greaves Cast

Iron Pot Ties; Alexandria-Cairo Line.

22

Fig.

1854-1887.

Ties;

During the period in which skill in rolling metal had not advanced to the point that enabled the rolling mill to put into proper
shapes the tougher puddle Iron, the Bessemer and open hearth
steels, cast-iron attained some prominence as a tie material for
railroads, especially in tropical countries where wood does not resist the climate and is attacked by white ants. Cast-iron pots (Fig;.
21 ) were in use on the railroad between
Alexandria and Cairo in 1S.')4. and it was
many years before they were replaced by
creosoted wooden ties and by metal ties.
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the lies which are still serviceable have been equipped anew with
wooden saddles but of much larger dimensions. The deep bedding
in the ballast, the firm position of the saddles between the flanges
and the good bracing are acknowledged advantages of these ties,
but they are lacking in stiffness and are too narrow, being only
8 in. wide.
Each tie is 8 ft. 3 in. long, giving it 792 sq. in. bearing
on the ballast.
After such a beginning, the introduction of the metal tie might
have progressed more rapidly than was the case had not erroneous
conceptions delayed its development. Metal permanent way was to
cost no more than that with wooden ties.
Low in cost. Indeed, but
much too weak, too light and therefore really too dear were the
characteristics of the metal ties prominent at the end of the sixties in
Cermany. To this class belongs the Vautherin tie, laid In th* line

— Denham-Olpherts'

between Wittenberg and Leipsic, at
on the

ties,

Cast

Plate

Iron

Rajputana-Malwa Line, Narrow Gage.

but afterwards,

first

with rails resting directly

when wear had begun, supported on

plates riveted to the ties (Fig. 2b).
Still, these small Ues with
their little clips stood the service for 17 years, from 1870 to 1887.
of course not without suffering severely from wear, distortion,

breaks and splitting (Fig. 26).

I

do not Intend

to pa-ss in

review

piece of track pictured was in service
20 years, using double-headed chair rails.

The
The

the tie is, however, greater than
This system was abandoned, not be
cause iron was used, but because of the
difficulties of maintenance due to its con
struction.
Flat cast-iron ties with a rectangular base were extensively introduced
in East India In connection with flange
rails fastened to jaws on the ties by means
life of

this.

of
is

wedges (Fig. 22).
For us, in Central Europe, the cross tie
the only one that is of moment in connec-

Fig.

24

Fig.

1865-1907.

with a metal permanent way. It is
interesting to note that the first trials, made over 40 years ago,
scored a remarkably long life for the metal tie (Fig. 23). They
were the "Cosyns" ties made of I-beams laid on their sides in
the main track between Deveuter and ZwoUe in 1865, and, in part,
are still in the track, having outlasted the rails several times
over. Originally they were provided with wooden saddles (Fig. 24),
wliich were later replaced by metal saddles.
The small dimensions of these last furnished insufficient bearing surface, which was
bad for the ties and caused distortions and fractures. Those of

with

Cosyns

Wooden

Tie

Saddle.

tion

•Address delivered at the meeting
hiittenleute," Dec.

8.

of

1007, nt Dilsspldorf.

number of different ties and meihoils of attachment thai
less extensively or that were proposed as improvements. I will only bring forward the most important of these
various designs (Figs. 27 and 28). Merely glancing at this selection of widely used ties, it is evident that railroad men and rolling
mill men were too long under
the impression that they could
get along with a minimum quantity of metal, a mistaken notion
the large

were tried more or

not entirely overcome at the
present time. The shape, indeed,
was extensively varied, the lower
edges were made thicker or
thinner or were given a vertical
or again a horizontal direction,
but the original weight of about
C.'i
lbs. was only slowly increased
until a weight of 165 lbs. was
reached.
accompanied
by
a
lengthening of the tie from 7 ft.

the "Verein der dentschen

Elsen
Reprinted from Sliihl und Si«en.

by permission.

;?

Fig.

26

— Wear

Under

-Vautherin Ties with Clips;
Line, 1870-1887.

Wittenberge-Leipsic

of

Metal

Tie

Seat; Wittenberge-Leipsic
1870Line,
1887.
Rail

in.

to 8

ft.

10. in.

The metal cross-ties developed
from Hilfs longitudinal tie and
from its variants were In part
equipped with wedge fastenings,
in part with clips and screws.
.A
permanent way of this kind
was in operation from 1S89 to
IN'.':;
between Hagen and Haspe.
on the old Bergisch-Maklsche
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btrgiKlf tilrkixht

Fig.

27

— Older

Tie Sections.

(KlK. 29). The .small bcuiliK,' .surf ares oitasloned excessive
wear. As wedge fastenliiKs dlil not get a firm hold, those by means
of clips were developed and have come Into general use.
The permanent way of 189G of the St. Ciotthard Railroad will

IMI.'i.

Xfl.

liijii

Ii;.-,

serve as an example of the newest construction. In which the Inclination of the rail Is still obtained by bending the tie, while the
gage Ik regulated by the use of difforent
sizes of clips (I'Mg. 30). Inspection shows
plainly that the rails and clips In the
course of five years' service have begun
to wear Into the Vi-in. upper surface of
be ties.
In the Carnegie tie, used experiment
the United States during the
in
ally
I

,--7

II,.

— Newer

Itiillroiul

Fig. 28

that

the

sfl

DCtllw.

inlii

Tie SectionB.

derailment of February.

was accompanied by a shearing

1907, at Mineral
of the outer bolts,

which

Point,

waB not

to be
to the use of metal, as such, but to the defecta indi.Moreover. It seemed to me that the track with Carnegie
This may be due to the
ties rode smoothly but somewhat hard.
narrow supporting surface, 6 In., and to the too great stiffness of
the tie. To be sure, the stiriness U of advantage for static reasons.
as it results in a well distributed,
but in this case unnecessarily high,
pressure on the ballast. The Carnegie tie (several samples talcen
from track have l)een Idndly furISM
Itai.
n liit^ In
nished me by the Carnegie Steel
Co.) weighs I()7 lbs., with a sup

ascribed
cated.

porting area of only "fii sQ- I"
Structural improvements are under
way, but it seems to me a mistake that, in Introducing the steel
lie in the I'nited States so little use
should have been made of the experience that has been gathered
in
Germany during the last 35

/

—
S

J

fl

fl,

III.

I

.

iiis

!

years.

The

Fig. 29

— Wedge

Fast-

ening, and Wear of
Tie;
Hagen-Haspe
Line,

1889-1892.

Prussian

have.
at
different times, recognized as
standard four different tie sections
s fl 10 In
lii; .!.
IsV.
:!:>).
Fig.
The first. Introduced
in 1881. was the box cross tie modFig. 33
Standard Tie Seceled
after my al>andoned
longitions; Prussian State Railtudinal
tie.
Its
form, however,
roads.
proved ill adapted for the distribution of pressure, the horizontal flanges tending to curve upward,
while the central .space could not be s»>lidly tamped. The next two
sections, forms 51 and .'>2. appeared at about the same time, in
the middle of the eighties.
Form 51. 8 ft. 10 in. long iind weighing 128 lbs., with 1170 sq. in. bearing aren. has enjoyed a preference up to the present day as a standard shape for main line. The
fourth and wider section, form 5o. originally designed for switches,
weighs 1()7 lbs. and has a bearing area of 1.172 sq. In. In recent
years it Is coming Into use for Joint ties and In some
cases for intermediate ties.
To bf continued,)
railroads

I

Fig.

—

30 Clips Recessed in Tie;
Gotthard Railroad, 1896.

few years, clip fastenings have also been employed, the
lalla resting directly on the ties
(I'Mg. 31).
Hut the dips are
not utilized to relieve the side ijressuie on the bolts by droppins
them Into slots (Fig. 32). As the American rails are not inclineil,
but are placed vertically, bending the ties was not necessary.
I have
examined several stretches of tracli equipped with Carnegie ties, and
am confirmed In my opinion, expressed in the Itailroad Oazette*
last

.

(

LJi-i

32
Carnegie
Clips
Not
1906:
cessed in Tie.

Fig.

Carnegie Ties, 1906.

"^'

Tie.

Re-
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The Ocean
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Carrier.

they really are.

SillTll, PH.D.

XII.

The Leading Routes

of

Ocean Commerce.

Of vessel tracks upon the world ocean there is an innumerable
and increasing multitude. Any one of several hundred ports may
from time to time be visited by a vessel from any other of these
ports.
This movement over a certain track may be isolate, occasional or regular.
Even the regular trade routes amount to hundreds, passing in all directions across all oceans between the frigid
zones, and some routes invade even a portion of the Arctic ocean.
The routes of the ocean, like those of the land, consist of trunk
lines and branches or feeders, which, leaving the main ocean thoroughfares,

reach

out

to

the islands or

to
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from the standpoint of the navigator, are separate, may be grouped
under one beading and treated as a unit, as in commercial service

the ports of the

more

arms, gulfs and bays that indent the continents. These
trunk routes comprise the real circulatory system through which
isolated

passes the greater part of the commerce of all nations. The advantage of location possessed by the trunk routes causes them to
draw to themselves through their feeders the great majority of
vessels traversing the ocean.
The number of ocean routes has been more than doubled during
the latter half of the nineteenth century by the use of the steamer.
This newer type of vessel rarely followed the older route that had
sufficed when wind and sail were the sole dependence of the navigator.
The sailing vessel must depend upon winds, weather, currents and tides, and in order to take advantage of these factors
it
Is often necessary to make detours to catch favorable conditions
or to avoid the danger of being blown upon the shore.
The steamer.

Steamship Verdi; Lamport

&

Holt

with greater power of guidance and always desiring to save time
and fuel, goes as nearly as possible in straight lines. Hence the
two types of vessels rarely follow the same track, and there are, for
a large part of the world's oceans, two distinct sets of routes: those
followed by steamers and those followed by sailers.
The location of sailing routes differs from that of steamer
routes because of the different methods of navigation. With the
steamer every mile covered costs a certain coal consumption, so
that the steamer routes, reckoned in miles, are almost alway.s the
most direct routes possible, deviations only being made to avoid
rocks, ice. thick fog or very stormy locations.
The steam navigator thinks of his voyage in miles because distance is the chief
factor, but the siuling captain reckons his voyage by days because
the varying winds may take his ship one mile or 200 miles in a
day; or again, headwinds may make it necessary to "tack," or sail
I'roni
side to side, so that 21X1 miles of sailing means but lOO
miles of progress. Thus it comes about that sailing routes arc decided not by the shortest lines, but by wind and other conditions
over the seas traversed.
'I'he force and regularity of the wind differ greatly in different
parts of the ocean, and to avoid regions of calm or low winds or
head winds, the sailing routes often make wide detours in raidocean, and owing to the peculiarities of a sailing ship these vessels
rarely go to and fro between two given points by the same route,
because the wind that speeds the departing retards the returning
vessel.
Further than this, the winds in many parts of the world
change with the seasons, and the sailing routes of winter are different from those of summer.
Owing to the lessened certainty of
location and lack of freedom along coasts, sailing routes do not
lend themselves so eiisily as steamer routes to the development in
trunk routes and branches. Where such classification is possible
it is decided more by wind influence than by common destination.
In this article there will he no attempt to descrllx? or enumerate
all the routes.
For an economic discussion many routes which.

Western Europe and eastern North America are the greatest
manufacturing centers for the rest of the world, and are consequently the starting point or the ending point for the leading ocean
routes because the great basis of international trade is the exchange
between the regions producing manufacturee and those producing
raw materials and food. Since the leading commercial countries
of Europe are on. or adjacent to. the English channel, that body
of water may, in a partly figurative but almost literal sense, be
considered as the origin of European routes and similarly New York
bay of the American routes.
As North America is also the greatest exporter of food and of
raw materials to Europe, the most important of the ocean trunk
routes connects eastern North America with northwestern Europe.
On this great thoroughfare is regularly employed more than a sixth
of the world's ocean shipping, including the largest and fastest
shii)s afloat.

For convenience we

will call this the North Atlantic trunk
not strictly accurate to call this a route, for It Is a
complex group of routes crossing and paralleling each other and
converging to several foci, but they are surprisingly close together
in mid-ocean.
The Liverpool Steamship Owners' Association declared in an address to the British Board of Trade "that all vessels crossing the Atlantic to this country (Great Britain) from ports
in North America take practically the same route from 6U W. longrltude." This comes about because of the advantage of following
the great circle route, which, curving to the northward, makes all
vessels, whether from Halifax, New Orleans or Vera Cruz, follow
close to the northeastward-trending coast of North .America to the

route.

Line

to

It

is

Brazil

and the River

Plate.

Grand Banks off Newfoundland before starting to cross the oi-ean.
During the spring and summer months a somewhat more southerly
track is followed, owing to the floating ice. and for this reason
the St. Lawrence steamers are compelled to pass to the south of
Newfoundland. During the ice-free part of the year, from September to April, the compact sheaf of routes is somewhat scattered,
and for a short time St Lawrence steamers pass to the north of
Newfoundland with a considerable saving in distance.
These northern or great circle routes are so much shorter than
the direct following of the parallels of latitude, that the route from
Liverpool direct to Greytown. Nicaragua, is only 323 miles, one day's
moderate steaming, shorter than the route by way of New York.
Norfolk is a common coaling port for vessels passing from the Gulf
of Mexico to Europe.
The sailing tracks for this route show how thoroughly this
type of transport depends upon the whims of the air. It was found
in the old packet days that the journey directly westward to New
York was in time 50 per cent, longer than the journey eastward
and that a long southern detour on the western voyages was sometimes a benefit from the point of time. TTie explanation of this
as of all the other faits of sailing route location depends upon
an understanding of the main fact of the world's wind circulation,
which should therefore be briefly stated here.
The combined Influence of fne motion of the earth and the different temperatures in different latitudes produce a general wind
system upon the surface of the earth and with greater regularity
upon the oceans than upon land. This wind system is studied by
the sailing captain as carefully as the coal question is by the
owner of a line of steamers. The winds are most regular and reliable In the hot latitudes.
The part of the Torrid Zone receiving
the most direct rays of the sun gots hottest and is a region of
calms because the highly heated air is rising. This rising air of
the zone of .alms is replaced by the air that blows in from north
and south, the trade winds which sweep regularly over the torrid

45°
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zone and aro deflected from north and Bouth to northeaiit and iiouihIn some reeasl windH by the earth's rotation toward the eaHl.
giona, particularly off the roast of Spain, the trade winds extend
to a considerable dlstanie beyond the tropic, but this is uniuiual.
Owing to the apparent northward and southward motion of the
sun, the zones of the trade winds and doldrums also move several
degrees north each sumnicr and «outh each winter. In both the
temperate zones the prevailing winds are westerly, though not so
constant as the trade winds, being more liable to disturbance by
cyclonic storms, during which for a day or two the wind blows
from all points of the conip.i.ss In turn.
The sailing routes of the Atlantic illustrate In a strllting manner the effects of the prevailing winds. Between the northern states
and the lOnglish channel the sailing vessel goes before the wf.sierly
wind and follows closely upon the steamer route. Returning there
are two routes, a southern and a northern. The northern faces the
west wind and Involves much tacking back and forth. The tvoutbern
route going southwest to avoid the westerly winds and get Into
the trades, passes along the coast of Spain, south of the Azores and
ISermudas, and crossing in the latitude of Havana comes up northwestwardly to the middle Atlantic states. If the destination Is the
Gulf of Mexico, the recommended track Is still farther south, passing Into the Caribbean near Barbados and out through the Yucatan
channel Into the gulf. In the winter this southern route is made
even longer because the vessel must go farther south to r -ach the
trade winds. Even the vessel bound for New York may then go
At this seison the
1.50 to 200 miles south of the tropl<' of Cancer.
seas east and northeast of Newfoundland are more fav( rable to
ships because free from lee. The icebergs and ice floes are released from their frozen moorings by the summer thawing and float
about the ocean during .summer and autumn. The solid freezing
of winter holds the next ice crop in place until the succeeding June.
During this season vessels returning from North Kurope are recommended to follow the northern route. Prom the North Sea they
go around Scotland, those from the channel steer northwest from
the Scilly Isles or southwestern Ireland, till latitude 54 deg. is
reached, then from mid-ocean a southwesterly route is followed
along the coasts of Newfoundland and Nova Scotia. This northern
detour is taken to avoid the strong headwinds and storms which
often rage during this season with great fury between 45 and 50
deg. north.

The route next in importance to the North Atlantic Is the Mediterranean Asiatic trunk route, passing from the Straits of Gibraltar
around the continent of Asia to .Japan. This route, the great thoroughfare between the east and the west, has many feeders east
of Gibraltar, and double termini In the Atlantic, one in the region
of the English channel, one In America, chiefly New York, but
partly also in the Gulf of Mexico.
As it skirts the coast of Eurasia
It Is fed by a branch from every bay that indents that great land
mass, and by other branches from Africa, the li^st Indies and
Australasia. Important contributions come from Barcelona in Spain.
Marseilles in France. Genoa and Naples in western Italy. Venice
and Trieste on tlie Adriatic. Smyrna and Piraeus on the Aegean.
Constantinople. Odessa and Batum on the Black Sea. At Alexandria
the commerce of Eg>'pt Is received and at Aden a part of the trade
of the Persian Gulf. E;ist Africa and Bombay, the main line going
vessels for Calcutta.
.^t rolotnbo
on to Ceylon and Singapore,
Madras and Burmah turn northward into the Bay of Bengal and
the Australian mail steamers turn southward across the Indian
ocean; at Singapore the route, rounding the corner of .\sia. sends
a branch to Java and on to Torres Strait and east Australia, receives the traffic from Slam. Tonquln, the adjacent East Indian
Islands and some from Manila. The main route passes on to Hong
Kong. Shanghai and Yokohama, Shanghai being the branching off
point for the trade of Vladivostok, Port .\rthur. Tien Tsln and
other ports in North China and Korea, and latterly it is extended
even to San Eranclsco, with more services promised for the Paclfiicoast of America.
This great route from the west to the east Is the creation of
Before the opening of that gateway of the seas
the Suez Canal.
It was entirely unprolital>le for steamers to engage in the trade between the Orient and tiie .\tlantlc. The trade was then comparatively small, and the greater part of the present trafllc is the creation of the now route, wliich is now as absolutely monopolized by
them.
The rocks, reefs, narrow passages, calms and fitful winds of
the Red Sea combine with towage and tolls at Suez and poor winds
In tho Mediterranean to absolutely block this route to sailing vessel
trafllc.

The Good Hope route is not such a coasting route, nor is It so
The peculiar shape of the west .\frican
well supplied with feeders.
coast, and the scattering character of its commerce, have brought
about a dtiplication of steam routes in the .\tlantic west of .-Vfrica.
The coasting and local route follows the coast, settlement by settlement from Morocco to German Angola. The more imiMjrtant route,
the South African route, sweeps l)oldly around the continent to
Cape Town with occasional stopping of ships at the Cape Verde
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for oal. At Cape Verde, or to the south of it, two branch^
of It unite to form the route, one connecting with the Knglieb
channel, one with .New York bay. East of the Cape of Good Hope
the vessels In the African trade stop at the British South African
I>ort8 of Port Elizabeth and East l»ndon, moijt of them continuing
to Delagoa Bay. but rarely farther.
A few pass up the east coast
of Africa.
African i>orts are. however, the destination of but a part,
less than half, of the vessels traversing the South African trunk
route.
The others go directly to Australia and New Zealand, often
without touching Cape Town. From the United States to Australia
the Suez Canal route Is practically as long as the Good Hope roate.
and all the vessels naturally follow the cheaper and more open
route around the continent. Prom England the saving by canal Is
about a thousand miles, not enough to make Its use profitable for
any but fast passenger and mall ships. The purely freight lines
from Europe use the South African trunk route. The more Important lines steer directly from South .Africa to Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney, and sometimes go on to Brisbane. Leas important ones run directly to Freemantle, West .Australia, to New
Zealand, or to New Zealand via Melbourne or Hobart (Tasmania).
The Good Hope route divides with the Cape Horn route the
honors of being the heaviest factor In the world's sailing trafflc
They are typical sailing tracks. The inbound and outbound tracks
differ, and there are also the seasonal variations, but these sailing
tracks are more deserving of the title of a trunk route than any
others In the world. The equatorial section of the outbound roate
is followed by all vessels from both Europe and America destined
to the coasts of five continents bordering upon the Pacific and Indian
oceans. The Inbound routes to Europe and America are not at any
time united so completely, although they have some of their dlrlslons In common.
The outgoing routes converge in the equatorial section t>e<-ause
they cannot safely pass Cape St Roque without going with the
trade wind that blows from the Canaries directly toward the point
of South America.
European vessels have a direct route from the
English channel until they reach the trade winds off the coast of
Spain or Morocco, before which they easily ride.
itiianrlh

<

The vessels from the Atlantic coast of the United States would
be delayed by the trade wind If they sailed directly toward Brazil.
The quicker way for them to reach Cape St. Roque is to go with
the west wind eastwardly across the Atlantic toward the Asorea.
then turn south and go with the trade wind. This route Joins the
European near the equator.
Prom t.his point southward to the
tropic of Capricorn vessels bound for the Indian ocean proceed
directly south to avoid the southeast trade and catch the prevailing west winds which carry them across the South Atlantic to
Cape Town and Into the Indian ocean.
The inbound routes of the .\tlantlc are everywhere in different
locations from the outbound.
In returning from the Indian o<-ean
the southern west winds are a hindrance and the navigator ke<eps
as close to the Cape of Good Hope as possible, and sails northwest into the trade winds and on toward the equator. The .\raerIcan and European routes from the Indian ocean diverge from the
Cape; the first named going almost directly to New York, thus
crossing the northeast trade at a right angle, and having nearly
the same angle to the Gulf Stream and the prevailing westerly
winds north of Bermudas. The European routes in crossing the
northeast trades are driven so far to the west that they enter the
zone of westerly winds In the longitude of eastern Brazil and Gre«'nland. and. passing to the west of the .-Vzores. approach their destination from a westerly direction.
The Good Hope route gathers to Itself almost the whole sail
These routes have a distribution altrafllc of the Indian ocean.
together different from that occurring In other oceans because the
wind system of the northern half of the Indian oce«n Is unlike
that of the other oceans?, due to the disturbing Infiuence of the
continent of .-\sla. This enormous and largely arid land mass lies
just to the north of the trade wind zone, and in summer it b<^
comes so much hotter than the ocean to the south of it that the
air rising from over the land draws toward the land an enormous
southwest sea breeze blowing continuously from the equator towaril
.\sla
directly reversing the trade wind during the summer months
These winds, bearing the name of monsoons, occupy the latitude
of the northern trades, and by their force sweep across the greater
part of the usual zone of calms, and In the season of the northern
summer they exert some influence several degrees south of the
equator. The southern part of the Indian ocean has a normal trade
wind at all seasons and the northern part has In the winter months.
The sailing routes of the Indian ocean, the creation of these
winds, unlike those of the Atlantic and Pacific-, have somewhat the
form of trunk lines and branches with separate systems Inbound
The inl>ound trunk follows
and outbound at the point of .Africa
the southern margin of the ocean from west to east. On this thoroughfare the navigator takes advantage of the steady we.tt wind
as long as possible before turning northward to the ports of .\frica.
.Australian vessels complete the voyage
.\sia or the East Indies.
before the west wind. Vessels turning toward Asia or the S'-nda
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Islands can sail by the trade winds directly north to the vicinity about to seek their Pacific destination by going
around the world
of the equator.
Here the course, for points beyond the equator, before the west wind that ramps about without ceasing across the
must change to take advantage of the changing monsoons. The antipodean seas.
summer route to Bombay passes north close to the east coast of
The sailing routes of the Pacific are shaped by the same forces
Madagascar, and goes with the southwest monsoon across the that operate in the Atlantic. The effect of the prevailing winds is
Arabian Sea.
The winter route, avoiding the full force of the distinctly marked in the north and south tracks. Northward from
winter (northeast) monsoon, goes northward toward Ceylon and Cape Horn vessels run comparatively close to the coast and directiv
then turning northwest follows the west coast of India at right across the course of the west winds. When the ships bound
for
angles to the wind. The return routes for both seasons follow the Pacific coast of the United States reach the southeast trade
closely upon the latter route as far as the equator, and then, like they follow it to the equator, work as best they can
directly north
all the returning routes of the Indian ocean, go west southwest
across the zone of calms and then at right angles across the northacross the southeast trade wind to the point of Africa, avoiding east trade until they reach the westerly winds, before which
they
the westerly winds as much as possible. The routes to and from run directly to the land. This last characteristic is
much more
Calcutta show the results of exactly the same principles that en- pronounced In the route from Australia. The remarkable
curves
tered into the location of the Bombay routes. They do not cover in the northern and southern parts of this route
giving it the
so wide an area because the Bay of Bengal is so much narrower shape of a letter S. are striking evidences of
the value to the
than the Arabian Sea. Sunda Strait, the sailers' gateway to the sailor of the westerly winds of the temperate zones.
The sailing
East Indies, the Philippines and the coasts of East Asia, is below route from San Francisco to Cape Horn goes southward with the
the monsoon zone, and has but one approach directly from the south northeast trade, turns to the west to get a sailing
angle across
and one outbound route, a direct line to the point of Africa.
the southeast trade and then below the tropic gradually swings
The South American trunk route sweeps around the two longer southeastward to the Cape with the westerly winds. From San
sides of that continent from Cape St. Roque to Panama and on up Francisco to Australia this route is comparatively direct to
the
the coast of America to British Columbia.
Like the other trunk tropic of Capricorn, where a turn to the west Is made to avoid the
routes it is fed from two sources, Atlantic North America and westerly winds until as near the Australian coast as possible.
p]urope. the two parent streams uniting at Cape St. Roque.
The
The captain sailing around Cape Horn into the Atlantic desires
greatest sources of traffic for this route in eastern South America to avoid the coastal wind and current that carried this ship
downare the Brazilian coffee from Rio Janeiro and Santos, and the grain ward and inside the Falkland Islands.
Inbound, he steers far to
and animal products of the La Plata ports. Many vessels, devoted the east of the Falklands, keeping in the prevailing west winds as
only to the trade of the west coast, call at east coast ports only for long as possible, and then borne onward by the southeast
tr;ides
coal, but discharge and receive cargo at many ports upon the west makes a gradual curve toward the equator at
mid-ocean. If the
coast between Valdivia in southern Chile and Guayaquil, Ecuador. destination is America, a northwesterly route is taken at 10
deg. S.,
A few steamers continue this serai-coasting trade along the coasts and north of the equator, the routes to American and European
ports are similar to those from the Indian
ocean, described above.

The

may

Pacific

ocean

is

peculiar in

that

it

in a sense be said to be uncrossed by ;iny

present or prospective Great Routes except the
calling at Hawaii.
Despite the riches
upon its shares, the Pacific may well be called
a waste of water.
Only upon or near its
margin will great and promising trade routes
arise, leaving its vast center to silence and to
routes of secondary importance. It is difficult
to realize that this one ocean embraces nearly
uie-half of the entire surface of the globe, that
ween the mainland of the American conM.'nt at the equator, in Ecuador and the
'•
mainland of Asia, near Singapore,
distance of 12,000 miles, or 175 deg..
lialf the distance around the world.
wubu these two equatorial points upon
spherical surface of the globe there
-uc three connecting lines of practically
Steamship Obidense; Booth Line to Para.
equal
length,
one following the equator
directly across the mid-ocean and two slightof western Columbia, Central America. Mexico and tlio United States
ly
shorter ones following the meridians (great circles) and
to San Francisco and Puget Sound.
Other steamers round the con- passing respectively near the north pole and the south pole. As
tinent of South America, but have no South American trade. Since steamer routes follow great circles, the great size of the Pacific
1901 a number of steamers have sailed from the Pacific ports of causes most of its routes to avoid its middle and skirt tu margin.
North America for European ports without doing a coasting trade Routes from east to west must, to follow great circles, keep in
on route, but all steamers In this trade are an innovation in a trade high latitudes near the margin of the ocean to secure their shortest
that has belonged exclusively to the sailer.
courses. A glance at Pacific traffic shows it to be on the margins.
At the Straits of Magellan the traffic of this route is swelled by
The heaviest commerce in the Pacific waters passes up and
vessels in the New Zealand trade, particularly those returning loaded
down the coasts of f^ast Asia and of South America, bound for
toward Europe. With this exception, the South .American trunk does the exits at Singapore and the Straits of Magellan. By far the
not in its steam traffic receive long branches or feeders as does most important route entirely upon the Pacific is that connecting
the Mediterranean-Asiatic in rounding the continent of Asia.
The North America and Asia, the American-Oriental trunk route. Like
difference is more apparent than real. The Asiatic route skirts the the North .Atlantic route this is a composite one. and not so comheads of peninsulas, and is often hundreds of miles from the ports pact because of the irregularities produced by the calls of some
lying at the heads of the seas indenting the coast. The branch lines at Hawaii. 2.000 miles below the line of shortest passage beroutes to these ports are evident. The coast of South America is tween Puget Sound and Yokohama.
It is nevertheless proper to
so even that any steamer passing around the continent passes com- consider the North Pacific lines as one trunk route, since all the
paratively near to all the ports. The real eltect of branches is different courses are close together at the American end. and conpreserved by the division of the territory among the steamer lines. verge at Yokohama to follow the Asiatic coast to the ports of China
Some call at the ports of one section of the coast and have no or the Philippines. One line now sends steamers to Manila directly
freight connection whatever with other districts.
Some lines of from Yokohama, having them call at Hong Kong and Shanghai on
west coast of South America steamers are as separate from the the return. It is probable that other lines now sailing no farther
other traffic of the South AmericAu trunk as the Calcutta or Zan- than Hong Kong will, if there is increase in Philippine industry,
zibar steamers are separnte from the remaining traffic of the Medi- extend their service by making Manila the final destination. This
terranean-Asiatic trunk.
fact of the shape of the earth and the great circle routes show
The sailing contingent on the South American trunk route the futility of the hope that Manila might become the Gateway
keep safely out of sight of the steamer that hugs the coast to save of the East. It is the last ix)rt of the row.
miles.
While the steamer creeps through the squally and tortuous
On the American side the .Asiatic lines have within recent years
Straits of Magellan the sailer puts in another thousand miles in originated at six places: Manzanillo (Mexico). San Diego. San Franenduring the buffctings of the western fury off Cape Horn.
So cisco. Portland and Pu.get Sound, and before many years there will
steady and so strong is this wind that ships sometimes stand for probably be other American ports added to the list, although the
weeks In almost one place and some have given it up and turned first two are now discontinued. Lines of vessels start from San

one
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FranclBco and call at Honolulu, although It lengthens the voyage
more than 800 mllcB. From all starting points vessels also go
illieetly to Yokohaniu, aiirl usually by the northern or great circle
route.

From Puget Hound

II

Is

InipuKslhle to follow a perfect circle

because of the Aleutian Islands, within sight of whiih the vessels
pass In good summer weather.
In the winter It Is the practice of
some captains to steer straight across the 0('ean or even to go
south of the direct route to secure more favorable winds and
weather. The great circle route Is the one mo.st commonly followe<l,
unless calling at Hawaii, and from all points on the American coast,
Including Panama, this, the mathematically .shortest route to any
point In Asia, follows the coa.st line to (.'alll'ornia, passes dose to
Han Francisco, cloB«'r to Puget Sound than to Hawaii, and the..c«)
northward to the latitude of Alaska before turning south and skirting the shore of Japan.
A route of less Importance and far leas promise than the
Oriental is the Pacific coast, Australasian, the last of the steam
trunk routes. This route, like the preceding, Is composite and
more definitely spread out than any other tnink routes. On the
east is the cour.se followed by the line plying between San Francisco and Auckland, New Zealand, via Tahiti, Society Islands;
on the west that from Vancouver to Sydney via Honolulu and FIJI
Islands.
By a branching of the route at Honolulu, San Francisco
Is connected
with Sydney, and by other branchings at FIJI and
Samoa, British Columbia is connected with New Zealand.
This route across the Pacific has been found by experience to
be the quickest mall route from Australia to Europe. The weather
In the Paclflc is usually reliable and favorable, and when the mail
has reached San Francisco by direct steamer. It has the advantage
of the fastest long-dl.stance train service in the world to New York,
and thence to Liverpool the fastest steamship service In the world.
In competition with this Is the route followed by the slower steamers
crossing the Indian ocean, the Red and Mediterranean Seas, and delivering the mail to the railroad only at Hrindlsi. Italy, whence,
with several days saving of time, it crosses the Alps to Paris a. id
London. There are fundamental traffic reasons, however, why the
Paclfl<> coast-Australasia routes lack great promLse for the future.
The winds of the North PaclHc being essentially like those of
the North Atlantic produce a very similar result In sailing tracks,
except that all vessels follow the southern track going west.
This brief presentation of the world's ocean routes makes no
pretence of being full or complete, but only to point out the .naln
arteries of world commerce, leaving the minor tributaries and distributaries to be worked out by those who may have a special Interest in the subject.
The avenues of commerce have been divided off Into routes
having separate names, but it should not be thought that each is
separate from the others. The divisions have been made In part
for convenience of description, for the routes are not entirely
separate, but connect and overlap at various points Into a unlfie<l
system encircling of the world.
No trunk routi- with Its branches can be considered as an Independent unit of circulation with vessels limited to It, and going
and coming in even procession with equal numbers Inbound and
outbound. As no country imports and exports equal quantities of
trelght, so no route has similar amounts of freight or the requirement for equal number of vessels going and returning. It Is usually
but not always true that the line steamers go and return by the
same route. The Irregular element l.s chiefly furnished by the chartered vessels or tramps which depart from the trunk routes at ports
where more freight Is Imported than exported. They go seeking
freight and Join other routes at ports that ship more freight than
they receive. By this process the Good Hope route Is a heavy loser,
and the South American and the M6dlterranean-.\slatlc are gainers.
South Africa imports coal. Hour, lumber iiud general manufactures
and supplies— all of them being heavy and bulky articles
The leading exports are gold and diamonds, requiring no space worth mentioning.
South Africa Is, therefore, a disiiersing for vessels charged

and seeking freight. Some go to India for grain or
Burmali for rice, others to Java for sugar, some to
Buenos Ayres for wheat, some are even compelled to go to the
Willi

ballast

Jute, others to

United States.
In Australia the same conditions are repeated.
This commonwealth Imports Iron, lumber and general manufactures, and exports
wool, hides and meat, all of them several limes as valuable per ton
as the staple Imports. Sometimes there is a small export of wheat,
but there Is usually a large surplus of shipping that must fall back
npon coal, which fortunately Australia possesses' at Newcastle. tiO
miles north of Sydney, With this cargo many vessels go to ICast
Indian and Oriental ports— Batnvla. Sourabayn, Singapore. Manila,
Hong Kong. After discharging the coal they can sometimes reload directly, but often another though shorter ballast voyage must
be made to secure a cargo of Java sugar, Manila lieiiip. Slam or
Burmah rice or even Indian Jute, grain and seeds. From New
castle (.\ustralia
other vessels, usually sailers, depart to Hawaii
for sugar or to Sun Francisco, Portland or Puget Sound for wheat
Others, both sail and steam, carry coal cargoes to northern Chile for
nitrate of soda.
By these various routes a large proportion, pos-
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on the South African trunk
route return to the North Atlantic by another way.
China and Japan are likewise countries with a surplus of outgoing shipping, and Japan is an •xiKirier of <'Oal that is in common
use as far south as .Singairare, and it is sometimes sent to Hawaii
and the Pacitic coast of the L'niled Sutes. The surplus shipping
of Fast Asia usually seeks cargo in the Philippines, Java or the
I'nited Slates; some vessels crossing the North Pacific and trmnsferrlng themselves from the MedllerraneanAsiatlc trunk to the
South Ameriian by way of the American-Oriental.
Triangular voyages are often made in these transfers from
route to route. Such a triangle In the North Atlantic is very pro-

sibly a half, of the vesselH that go out

nounced.
Brazil exports coffee very largely to the United States, and as
the return cargo is light, many of the coffee ships load In American ports for Europe and return thence with European good)! lo
Voyages of a triangle charBrazil, completing a triangular voyage.
acter are often ma<le by tramp vessels, and many of them can be
figured out from the examples given above, but none of the many
triangular voyages are so plain, so unobstructed and so nearly equilateral or so syftematlcally followed as the Atlantic triangle.
The balance among the routes will be very much disturbed by
the opening of the Panama canal, which will give such an added
opportunity for vessels to take shorter routes and to switch from
route to route as Indicated by the accompanying table of distances
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One of the first of the.se developments is likely to be the establishment of a new current of round the world traffic for both tramp
and

liner.

now the custom for liners going out from Europe to China
to end the voyage at Yokohama.
But once in Yokohama, the most
economical route for the return Is by way of America, provided
Panama were passable. The steamers could discharge and receive
cargo at Hong Kong and Shanghai, and continue from Yokohama
to San Francisco.
The freight conditions in this part of the world
would favor this practice be<'ause the trade from China and Japan
toward Europe Is nunh lighter than that going the other way. The
steamers at Yokohama are, therefore. In straits for freight, and It
would lie natunil for them to seek the abundant freights of California, and thus adopt the practice that is being, and has l>een long,
followed by many sailing vessels that have discharged cargoes In
the port.s of East .\sla. This prediction is further strengthened by
the recent esiablisbinent of a line of steamers running from England to China and Japan, and then for the sake of a return cargo
going on to I'ortland and Seattle, securing nearly a full cargo of
wheal, returning thence to Asia, where such other cargo as may
tie secured Is added, ami the whole carried W(\stward through the
Suez Canal to Europe. The Hamburg-.\merica Co. has a service
across to San Francisco, and a contract to establish one to Mexico.
With the Panama Canal In operation If Is scarcely possible that
these steamers would return to England by tJie longer Asiatic route.
If the Suez Canal lolls should l>e as low as those at Panama (which
Is very unlikely) the use of the .-Vmerican route by regular lines
from Japan to Europe would be probable. Ixn-ause the temptation
of Pacific coast freight would continue strong and would certainly.
!\s at
present, draw many tramp vessels across the North Pacific.
(To be continued.)
It Is

)

The .\merlcaii traveler accustome<l to make free with uncomplimentary remarks to train and .station men must put a bridle on
A merchant with a monthly commutation

his tongue In (Germany.

Makcii
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ticket traveled on a certain express train from IJuisburg to Bochum.
His ticket read "good on all trains for which an extra charge is
not made." Now a timetable .sold on this line named this train
as one on which comnuilalion tickets are good.
Hut when he was
leaving the train the gateman held him up for 10 cents. After some
heated discussion the passenger allowed himself to say:
"You stupid
fellow; you don't understand your own business."
Now it turned
out that the gateman did understand his business; and that it was
by an error that this train was named in the time-table as available
with commutation tickets. Arrest for insulting a public servant;
20

marks

fine.

New Locomotives

for the Atchison,

Topeka

&

Santa Fe.

The Haldwin Locomotive Works

recently completed an order
49 locomotives for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Seven
of these are Pacific engines for passenger service, and 42 consolidation, for freight service.
All have single expansion cylinders, piston
for

back of the smokebox, where the gases are hottest. The arrangeof the drums and tubes is shown in the engraving.
The joints
between the tut>e plates and drums are made tight with copper

ment

gaskets.

The cylinders are designed for double front rails, and are
equipped with inside admission piston valves 13 in. in diameter.
The steam chest center lines are 6 in. outside the cylinder center
lines.
The valves have a steam lap of 1% in., and an exhaust clearance of % in. They are set with a constant lead of Vi in. and
have 6V4 in. maximum travel. The relief valves are the style used
by the Pennsylvania on its piston valve locomotives. The live
steam ports extend up to a horizontal face above the steam chest.
The ports are covered l>y a plate, which, when the throttle is open,
is held on Its seat by steam pressure acting on its upper surface.
Should the pressure underneath become excessive, the plate is
lifted from Its seat, and communication thus established between
the two ends of the cylinder.
The location of the steam chests makes it possible to use a
direct form of valve motion with all parts placed in practically

Consolidation Locomotive Built for Atchison. Topeka

and smokebox superheaters. Ten
are equipped for burning coal;
the remainder, including the Pacific type engines, are arranged for
valves, Walschaerts valve motion
of the consolidation locomotives

luirning

oil.

The Santa Fe has been operating for some time a ten-coupled
Uxoniotlvp with a smokebox superheater, and its successful performance has resulted

In the adoption of superheated steam at comparatively low pressure on these later engines.
The Pacific locomotives have 25 x 28-in. cylinders and driving
wheels 7:j in. in diameter, and. as the safety valves are set at
ItiO lbs.,
the tractive force is 32.600 lbs. The boiler is straight
top, with sloping throat and back head, and tubes 20 ft. long.
The
barrel is built up of four rings, which have "Diamond" butt Joint
seams on the top center line. The firebox is radially stayed, and
the front end of the crown is supported by two I-irons. All firet)ox rivets are countersunk on the inside.
Washout plugs are liberally provided in the front tube sheet, back head and water legs;
also on the lower center line of the barrel, along the water level,
and In the outside sheet just below the firelwx crown.
The superheater Is the typo developed by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and illustrated in the Hailroad Gazette of June 7,
1907.
The final pas.sage of the steam Is through the tubes at the

Pacific

Locomotive Built

for Atcliison.

453

&

Santa Fe, by Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

the same vertical plane.
Each link is supported by two cast-steel
bearers which are bolted in front to the guide yoke, and at the back
to a suitable support.
The valve rod is carried on a bearer bolted
to the top guide, and is rectangular In section.
The front truck is swing bolster, with cast-steel saddle and
three-point suspension links. The rear truck is the Rushton pattern with outside journals. The engine truck and tender wheels are

with cast-steel spoke centers and were made by the
Standard Steel Works.
The tender frame is of 12-in. steel channels with wood bumpers,
and the trucks have arch bar frames, cast-steel twisters and triple
elliptic springs.
The tank has a water bottom.
The consolidation type locomotives have 24 x 32-in. cylinders.
.57-in. driving wheels and
160 lbs. steam pressure, giving them a
steel-tired

tractive force i of 43.970 lbs.
The details are in many respects
similar to those of the Pacific locomotives. This Is especially true
of the cylinders, with their piston and relief valves, valve motion
details, and many of the smaller fittings.
The link bearings on the
consolidation engines are bolted to the guide yoke, which also serves
as a support for the reverse shaft bearings. The cast-steel details
for both types include frames, wheel centers, driving boxes and
spring saddles, cylinder heads, crossheads and foot plates. The

Topeka & Santa

Fe, by

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

1I
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tenders

for both paBsenger and freight locomotives are Blmllar
ttirougbout.
T)io ptiologruphH and i*rccting drawings show the general fear
turcs of the two claBHeH, and the principal dimensions are given In
the following tables:

llollor, (lliimi.-li-i'
llolliT, llilckiir-HH
Ktontu iirftuBurc

ut

%

ibueU

Kucl
KIreboi. Ifiistb
width
depth, front
depth, back
"
thlcknemi tubeibeetl
Hack crown HbcptH
Water upace front
"

Oil.

lOT*/,,

"
"

7249
Volume of both

number

273

40.5

000

"

Jiiuinnlx. iiinln. driving
Irnllliig. (Iilvlns
fn.nt truck

x 10

iV4 x 10
12 ft. 8
140.400

" front truck
" back truck
total

716. 38

7iaj»

0O0.33

873.33

73

3.3S

4

Total equated beating aurface

37,400

"
"

"

interesting to note that the steam pressure has been cut
Ihe 180 or 200 lbs. that is the prevailing practice in
this coiititry to a ligiire where l>oiler maintenance and repairi- are
more economically effected. This Is also nearer the meet economical
flgure for steam consumption as eHtablisbed by the inve6Ugation.i
of Prof. Goss. although somewhat below that pressure.
In the
equating of the tube to firebox heating surface by the Vaughan
formula, it will be seen that the figures are almost the same, t>eing
within a fraction of a foot, showing marltedly the relation between
tube length and number of tubes. In this case, the tubes of the
Pa<ific engine are one-third longer than those of the consolidation,
while the latter engine has 30 per cent, more tubes. The ratios do
not, however, hold exactly, because of the larger diameter of the
tubes in the Paciflc engine: but the ratio is suggestive of the alternative offered the designer.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
chase tickets, but fail to do so before boarding trains, to pay something in addition to the schedule fare.

NOTES.
The Attorney-General
I)renie

Court of the state

of

Nebraska has begun suits

to enforce the Sibley act

In

the Su-

reducing express

rates 25 per cent.

According to a circular recently issued to stocliholders in the
Chicago Subway Co. the company now has 90 connections with
fi-eight producing points.

Western Colorado believes it can grow the finest potatoes in the
world, and the Denver & Rio Grande is sending a special train around
to give instructions in the art.
R. C. Richards, Claim Agent of the Chicago & North-Western,
says that out of 110,(i(i() tlaims presented last year for loss and damage the road paid 4o,(i(iii on the siiot.

Proportional rates on grain and grain products from St. Louis
Trunk Line territory have been established by the Wabash, the
Clover Leaf, the Alton and the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.
to

Owing to the action of Georgia lawyers in attemi)ting to tie up
the funds of the Southern Railway by garnishment and attachments
for damage suits, the company has withdrawn its depository funds
from the state of Georgia.
Nine railroads in the New England Car Service Association report that 93. G per cent, of the cars handled in February, 1908, were
released within the allowed limit of 9G hours. The proportion for
Sei)tember, 1907, was 92.6 per cent.

The Missouri Pacific has notified the Nebrasl<a Railroad Commission that it will give to shippers of corn and wheat a rate to St.
liouis equal to the loc^il rates through Nebraska, and not compel
llieni to ship by way of Omaha at a greater rate.

The Great Western Railway Company, of England, has estabTimes building. New York, to afford information to tourists who intend visiting the British Isles and to shippers.
T. Kateley has been made General Agent for the I'nited States.
lished an office in the

Five special farmers' trains from the East and South came into
Winnii)eg on March 20. A continuously heavy movement of farming
settlers from the United States is reported, most of the settlers coming from Illinois, Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Nebraska, Minnesota and the
Uakotas.

The New York City Public Service Commission on March
held that passengers on steam railroads within the city limits
New York need not pay the 10 cents excess fare charged them
the conductore of the train if they fall to purchase their tickets
the ticket ofl;ice.

Pacific

announces that

it

will

at

Interstate Commerce Commission has sent a communication to the House of Representatives in which it estimates that the
supervision of railroad accounts under the present Interstate Commerce Act will cost the government $7.')0,000 a year. How much it
will cost the railroads, it does not estimate.

The Texas & Pacific has advised the Texas Railroad Commission
it will be unable to comply with the Commission's betterment
reipiirements on account of the condition of the money market.
Counsel for the road points out that Improvements have been orliered which are unnecessary in a period of slight traffic.
lliat

Interstate

Commerce Commission has intervened

in

the

Chicago Great Western
have been requested
to take no further action until the commission has had an opportunity to use its friendly offices to secure an amicable adjustment.
the

receivers of the

and the employees of the road.

The

is known as the Hepburn bill, to amend the Sherman Anliin the House of Representatives on March
The bill provides, among other things, that cor|)orations which
file news of contracts and agreements with the proper federal authority are to have immunity from prosecution under the Anti-Trust

23.

law

if

these contracts and agreements are approved.

Following the meeting of the Transcontinental Passenger Association, the Harriman lines and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
have given notice of independent action on tourist rates to the Pacific
coast this summer. As against the 2<ent-a-mile basis advocated by the
northern lines, the southern lines stood out for a basis similar to that
applying to common i)oints in Colorado. From Chicago the round
trip rate to coast points between San Diego, on the south, and Vancouver, on the north, will be $72.50.

A bill has been introduced in both houses of the New York legislature to place telegraph and telephone companies and ferry and
stage line companies under the jurisdiction of the Public Service
commissions. A provision Is also inserted in the bill to enable the
New York City commission to proceed against the street railway corporations of New Y'ork for the forfeiture of rights they claim on
certain streets In the downtown section If the commission decides
that the corjiorations are exercising franchises without authority, or
have abandoned or do not use all or part of their franchises. Provision is also made for giving the commission the power to audit accounts and to decide, after hearing, how outlays and receipts shall be
charged and credited.
Pennsylvania Steel Coaches.

The

first

Pennsylvania

one of the 200 all-steel passenger cars ordered by the
last year has just been placed in service between New-

York and Philadelphia. This coach is 70 ft. long. Aside from the m.-»hogany window sash and seat frames, there Is no wood whatever
in the coach.
It seats 88 persons and weighs 53 tons.
It Is one of
25 being built at Altoona; the rest of the order was placed with the
Pressed Steel Car Co. and the American Car & Foundry Co. These
cars were described in the Railroad Gazette of June 14, 1907.

grant i)arty rates

The

The

What

Trust law, was introduced

of

by

lor parties of ten or more traveling on a single ticket from points in
eastern Canada to the Northwest, west of Winnipeg, and to Seattle.
Taconui and Portland on a basis of one fare for the round trii) by
the all-Candian route.

controversy between

As a result of the ocean rate war, the North German Lloyd
Steamship Co. reports annual earnings of $8,174,250, gross, as against
$9,829,500 in 1907. The company has declared a 4',{. per cent, annual
dividend, as compared with S'._. per cent, last year, and has carried
forward considerably less than half of the reserve that was carried
forward in 1907.

19

The chairman of the Michigan Railroad Commission is quoted
as saying that the commission will be lenient for 60 or 90 days and
will then be disposed to raise objection to the closing of small stations by railroads in the state in order to reduce exi)enses under
the nine-hour law.
The Canadian

Instructions have been sent to the station agents on the El Paso
that they will be held responsible for bundles and
packages checked from their stations as baggage when they do not
come under the company's definition of the term, and that they will
have to pay the express charges on such articles if reported by the
express companies.

& Southwestern

rei'eivers

The Attorney-General of Wisconsin has advised the railroad commission that railroad companies operating in Wisconsin have no
authority to charge more than 2 cents per mile for carrying passengers unless they make proper provision for refunding the excess
charge. The question was raised by the application of a railroad for
permission to require passengers who have an opportunity to pur-

President

Newman

on the Railroad Situation.

The following comments are taken from an advance proof of the
current annual rejiort of the New York Central & Hudson River:
The tendency to regulate railroads and the details of their business has been shown in many federal and state laws, either enacted
or proposed. The Interstate Commerce Commission and the public
service commissions which have been e.*tablished in a number of the
states, have been given Indefinite and almost arbitrary power.
Hours ot labor have been shortened by law, rates of fare have been
reduced, liability for accidents has been increased, and in ways too
numerous to mention, burdens have been placed on railroad companies which other corporations are not subjected to, and their
ability to bear them has been lessened.
While the enactment of
just and equal laws is of the highest Importance to railroads, much
of the recent legislation has not been preceded by intelligent study
or investigation and has been passed without reference to practical
results.
Uncertainty as to the effect of these new laws, and doubt
as to how far regulation and special legislation as to railroads is to
be carried, has without question been one of the causes which have
unsettled the value of securities and helped to bring on the present
period of depression.
The great expansion of business throughout the country during
the period of prosperity which ended in October last brought to this
company a rapid increase In the volume of trafBc. There has been
a continued growth In gross earnings for several years past, but this
has been due to increase in the amount of business rather than to an

—
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liicreaHe In rales.
Incldcnl to good times. In order to handle; tli<;
Browing volume of trafflc, facllitleH had to be quickly enlarRfd at
great expeoBc and the numhcr of employees Increased. Meanwhile
wages and the cost of material rose to a level never before reached
In recent years.
When, therefore, late In the fall of 1907 depression
set In, It was at once felt by this company as well as by all other
lines, and gross earnings fell off suddenly and heavily.
It was
Impossible to reduce expenses at once to correspond with the shrinkage In gross revenue.

Minnesota and North Carolina Laws Upset.

On

21! the Lrnlted States Supreme Court found the new
railroad law of MInnesotii and of North Carolina unconstitutional.
In the Minnesota case the controversy arose over the enactment
of the 2 cent rate law and the excessive penalties that were provided
against the railroads or their officers who refused to comply with Its
terms $3,000 (Ine and five years' Imprisonment for each refusal to
sell a ticket at the rate named, and over the commodity rates, which
were to have gone Into effect .lune 1 last, reducing substantially the
rates on certain merchandise and jjrescrlblng the minimum weights
for carloads.
Before that date, however, certain stockholders of the
Northern Paclflc road hrought suit In the Federal Court for the
District of Minnesota to enjoin the Attorney-General of the state
from putting the rates into effect. That official appeared for the
special purpose of objecting to the jurisdiction of the court, contending that It was without authority because the suit was In effect one
against a state, prohibited by the Eleventh Amendment. This de-

Miircli

—

Justice Peckham, who delivered the opinion, said that the lower
court was given Jurisdiction In suits arising under the laws and the
Constitution of the United States, and the question really to be determined was whether the acts of the Legislature, If enforced, would
take properly without due process of law. and the question might
incidentally Involve a question of fact; its solution, nevertheless,
was one that raised a Federal question. The sufficiency of rates
with reference to the Federal Constitution, he said, was a Judicial
question and one over which the Federal courts had Jurisdiction, and
had been settled by a long line of decisions.
Quoting from prior decisions that a law was invalid where it
Imiwsed a remedy so dlfflcult to enforce as to be no remedy at all
and that a rate was unconstitutional where the decision of the Legislature or Its commission was conclusive as to the sufflclen<y of
the
rates. Justice Peckham said that a law which Indirectly accomplished
a like result by Imposing such conditions upon the right to appeal
for Judicial relief as worked an abandonment of the right
rather
than face the conditions ui)on which it was offered or might l>e obtained was also unconstitutional. He continued:
may, therefore, lie mild tlmt when the pennltles fur dlsolicdienoe
nrc
enormoua and ImprlHonment so severe an to Intimidate the
emuIts ollleers from resorting to the courts to lest the
validity of the
leKlsliillon the ii'sult Is the same ns If the law In terms prohibited
the c.uupuuy from seeking Judicial construction of laws which deeply affect lis
rlRhts.
l''or that
reaacm the court holds the Minnesota frel){ht and passenger
rates to lie unconstitutional on their face wllhout rcRard to the
question of
the sulllelency of those rates. The L^lrcult Court, therefore, had
Jurisdiction
and II was Its duty to Inquire whether the rates permitted by those acts
were too low and therefore conflscatory, and If so held that the court then
hud Jurisdiction to permaneully enjoin their enforcement. It also had power
while the Inquiry was pending to grant a temporary Injunction to the same
It

by

oi/J.-. il-u uiiide to the Jurl*dlctlon of thr Circuit Court, the objection
the iiult Is lo rlTert our ai;alDiti the utatr of Silooe*ota and that
the Injunction buued agalnot the Attorae] <;enrral illrsalljr pruhlblta ttatt
action, eltlier criminal ur civil, tu eoforcc ub«dl«Drc to tb« statutts of tbc
tale.

Ix-lng that

Id the lower court, says the opInlOD, the cas« bad proce«<]e<l on
the theory that the rights of the stockholders protected by the Fourteenth Amendment would be violated If the rates were enforced.
A decision in the case, however, did not require a decision of the

question whether the adoption of that amendment In any way altered
or limited the effect of the Eleventh Amendment prohibiting a suit
against a state.
The general discretion regarding the enfurreaieat of Ibe latra wbeo and
the I'lmrp Ailorney df-in* appropriate l» not lotrrfered wllb bjr au
Injunctli/n whli h restrains the slate offlcer froiD taking itrpa toarard the
enforcement of an unconstitutional enactment to Ibe Injury of romplalDaou.
In such case no aOlrmatlve actl'm of any nature Is dirrrted and the oOlrer
Is simply prohibited from doing an act wblcti be bad no legal rlgbC to do.
An Injunction to prevent bim from doing that which be hai no lecal right
to do Ih not an interference with the discretion ot an olBrcr.
If the acr which the Attorney -General aeeks to enforce be a rlolatioa of
the federal constitution the offlcer In proceeding under lucb enactment comta
Into conHli't with the superior authority of that coiuiltulloa and be Is In

iiM

I

that cose stripped of bis offlclal or representative character and la lubjecled
In bis person to the consequences of bla Individual conduct.
The state baa
no power to Impart to bIm any Immunity from reaponalbllltj to the lupreme
authority ot the United States.

Justice Harlan dissented
of states' rights.

from the majority opinion, on grounds

Railroad Earnings; July, 1907, to January, 1908.

The

report of railroad earnings to the Interstate Commerce Commission do not admit of a comparison with the earnings of previous
years, but they are now beginning to be useful afi a means of studying developments In the business of transportation for a number of
months past. Gross and net earnings of practically all the railroads
in the country by months, from July 1 to December 31. are now
available, and the flgures for January cover the earnings of 183.40'J
miles of road out of a total of something over 224.000 miles.
For the sake of accurate comparison the earnings have been
retluced in the subjoined table to a per mile basis. The January
figures are affected more or less by the fact that approximately IS
per cent, of the total mileage of the country Is not Included, but the
|)ortion Included is so substantial that the gross and net earnings
per mile are probably not far from what the complete flgures will
show. The net figures given represent the operating income after
taxes.
The o|)eratlng ratio represents the proportion of strictly
operating expenses, exclusive of taxes, to gross earnings:

January
December

November
October

September
August

Groaa.

Net.

$770
863
983

JIS.T

1.117
1.048
1.070

339
S14
S4S

198
2tJ2

Op. ratio.
7«.4
73.5
70.1

64.8
67.0
SS.2
67 2

1."'J2
304
Gross earnings reached their maximum in October, but net earnings were not at their highest in that month, having been $6 per mile
or a little less than 2 per cent, under the net returns of August.
Taking the October earnings to represent the high tide of railroad
prosperity the falling off in three months, as shown by the January
figures, was 31 per cent, in gross earnings and 55 per cent- in net
earnings after taxes. The successive operating ratios indicate howslow the railroads were to reduce expenses proportionately to the
M'all Street Journal.
loss of business.

July

fines so

puny and

Passenger Travel on the Great Lake*.
In the eighth in.-ii>ec.tion district. 11.915.345 passengers were carThe passenger traffic
ried by vessels during the season of 1907.
originating at Detroit, which forms a part of the eighth district,
persons.
The
number
of passengers
7.S0,'..,^^lS
these
embraced
of
carried out of Chicago by water was 1.967.994. The number of persons transported on the ferries enters Into the total carried out of
in the entire district there was the loss of but a single
Detroit,

effect

Referring to the affidavits submitted In the case showing that the
rates were conflscatory the opinion continues:
Wo have, therefore, upon this record the case of an uuconstitullonni act
of the state legislature and an Inteutlon l>y the .\ttoruey-Oeueral of the
state
to endeavor to enforce its provisions to the Injury of the company, com
pelllng It at great expense to defend legal proceedings of a ciniipllcated and
unusual character nnd Involving quesi Ions of vast buporlance to all employees
nud ollicera of the company, as well as to the company Itself. The question
that arises la whether there Is a remedy that the parlies Interested may
resort to by going lulo a federal court of equity In a ease Involving a
tlon o£ the federal constitution and ohinluing a Judicial luvestlgailon
problem, aud pending Its solution oMalu freedom from sull.a. civil or
nal, by a temporary Injunction; and If the question be llnally decided

ably
nil

ll

portant

murrer was overruled and an order was

i.ssued enjoining the enforcement of the rates until It could be determined Judicially whether
or not they were contlscatory. as claimed by the stockholders.
Attorney-General Young, however, paid no attention to the Injunction, but the next day instituted In the state courts proceedings
to compel the Northern Pacific to adopt the commodity rates prescribed.
When this action was brought to the attention of the
Federal Court, the Attorney-General was arrested and after a hearing, In which he again set up his Immunity under the Eleventh
Amendment, he was adjudged In contempt of the Federal tJourt, fined
?loo ami committed to the custody of the United States Marshal
until paid and he should purge hlm.self by withdrawing the suit from
the slate court.
Instead he applied to the Supreme Court for a writ
of habeas corpus for his relea.se.
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viola-

of the
crimi-

favor-

to the contention of the company a permanent Injunction restraining
such actions or proceedings.
This Inquiry necesslljilcs nn examluntloq pf the roost materlRl and Im-

life

passengers, and that was occasioned by the burning
Lake Michigan.— Z>cfroif Fre« PretM.

among

a boat In

of

Report of United States Steel Corporation.
Gross sales and earnings ot the United States Steel Corporation
in

the year ended

$(i97,000,000

in

December

190(3.

Net

:tl.

1907.

earnings

were $7.'J7.O0O,0O0, against
were $1 til. 000.000, against

$157,000,000 In 1906. The balance applicable for dividends on the
common stock or for new construction amounted to $79,000,000, or
15.6 per cent, on the common stock, as against $73,000,000. or 14.3
on the common stock In 1906. The total profit and loss surpluses of
the corporation and Its subsidiaries on December 31. 1907, was
$123,000,000. This surplus stood at $98,000,000 a year earlier. The

March

27, 1908.
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appropriations for new construction amounted to $54,000,000, as
against $.10,000,0(10 in 190G. There were 22,400,000 tons ot iron ore
The corniine.i during the year, as against 20,000,000 tons in 190G.
lioration sold 1,7:!4,000 tons of steel rails in 1907, as against 1,983,000
1906.
The average number of employees in service was
compared with 202,457, in 190G. The number of blast furnaces was 116, as against 97 in 1906.

tons in
210,180,

457

The Commission declared

that the disadvantage under which
complainants labor is primarily due to their unfavorable location
and that It is not the province of the Commission to overcome dlsadvantages of this nature by adjustment of transportation charges.
If the privilege were denied to complainants and allowed to their
competitors, the discrimination so practised might be unlawful; but

no such claim was made.

Boycott Injunction Made Permanent.

Through Route and Joint Rate Ordered.

The restraining order and injunction issued against the American Federation of Labor and its executive counsel, their agents,
attorneys, servants, etc., at the instance of Buck's Stove and Range
Company of St. I^ouis, by Justice Gould, of the Supreme Court of the
District of Columbia in December last, were made permanent March
23 by Chief Justice Clabaugh. The signing of the decree was the
result of agreement of counsel for both sides, although an appeal
was taken by the Federation as a legal safeguard in case of possible
developments in the future.
The decree is practically identical with that signed by Justice
Gould in December. It restrains the Federation, its executive counsel, etc., from publishing the Buck's Stove and Itange Company under
its "We Don't Patronize," or "unfair" list, and prohibits them from
boycotting or in any manner interfering with the stove company's
business or with the sale of its product or of coercing or attempting
to coerce any person, firm, corporation or the public from dealing in
an unrestricted manner with the company.

The Commission, opinion by Chairman Knapp, has announced
decision in the case of the Merchants Freight Bureau of Little Rock,
Ark., vs. Midland Valley and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The
complainant asked the Commission to establish through routes and
joint rates for the transportation of cotton seed In carloads from
points on the Midland Valley in Oklahoma, namely, Williams.
Panama, Bokoshe, Keota, Stigier, Porum. Warner, Keefeton, Mu.skogee, Taft, Haskell, Elder and Tulsa, to Little Rock, Ark., via
the Midland Valley and the Rock Island. The Commission decided
that the failure of defendants to establish such routes and rates
unduly discriminates against complainant in favor of manufacturers
at Fort Smith, Ark., and Muskogee, Okla., and ordered defendants
to establish a through route for the transportation of cotton seed
in carloads from such points in Oklahoma over the Midland Valley
to Hartford, Ark., and thence over the Rock Island to Little Rock.
Ark., and to apply to such transportation joint through rates which
as to each ot said points of origin shall not exceed the present local
charge of the Midland Valley from such shipping jKiint to Hartford plus the present local charge of the Rock Island from Hartford
to Little Rock.

Lectures on Railroad Electrification at the University of Michigan.

C

L. de Muralt, Consulting Engineer and Professor of Electrical
Marine Insurance on Lake and Rail Shipments.
Engineering at the University of Michigan, is giving a course of
lectures to the senior electrical engineering students at Ann Arbor
The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has anon the "Electrification of Steam Railroads." During the last term
nounced decision in the case of Wyman, Partridge & Co. et al. vs.
he has taken up such subjects as power station equipment,
Boston & Maine et al. This decision is a novel one in that it distransmission and working conductors, motor characteristics, etc. He
cusses the question of marine insurance. It seems that prior to
intends to sujjplenient these by discussions ot the technical and comthe opening of navigation in 1907, shippers provided marine inmercial features of the following subjects:
"The General Electrifisurance on their rail and lake shipments from New York City to
cation Problem"; "The Reasons for Electriflcation"; "The Operating
Chicago and MinneaiMlLs. but after that time such rail and lake
Characteristics of Steam and Electric Locomotives"; "The Choice of
rates were advanced and the cost of insurance was included in the
Electric Systems"; "An Analysis of the Cost of Operation"; "The
rates.
Field of Railroad Electriflcation: the Congested Terminal, the MounThe Commission decided that unless a railroad forming part
tiiin Grade, and the Trunk IJne"; and "Preparation of an Electrificaof a lake and rail route sees fit to hold itself responsible for losses
tion Project for a Particular Road." special attention being directed
arising from perils of the sea. it should tender to the public a transto such problems as the design of locomotives, the calculation of run
portation contract which leaves shippers free to arrange for their
sheets, the choice of speeds, study of the peak load, the location of
own marine insurance. The bill of lading issued did not show defisubstations, the economics of transmission and other collateral topics.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Rate Reduced on Coke from Colorado to Texas.

The Commission, opinion by Chairman Knapp, has announced
Gas Co. vs. Atchison, Topeka
The Commission held that defendants' rate of
et al.

decision in the case of the Amarillo

& Santa Fo

$3.35 per ton of 2,000 lbs. on coke in carloads from the Trinidad
coal and coke district in Colorado to Amarillo, Tex., is excessive
and unreasonable and should not exceed $2.90 per ton, the rate now
in force for the transportation of soft coal between the same points.

Rates on Snapped and Shelled Corn.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner

Cockrell, has announced decision in the case of the Ocbeltree Grain Co. vs. Chicago,
Kock Island & Pacific. The complaint charged that an unreasonable
rate was exacted on shipments ot snapped corn, or corn in the
shuck, the rate collected being 125 per cent, of the shelled corn
rate.
It was alleged that snapped corn is less valuable in proportion to weight, 72 lbs. making a bushel, than shelled corn, of which
54 lbs. make a bushel. At the hearing it appeared that the carrier
had changed the rate on snapped corn to that on shelled corn.
The Commission decided that the carrier, having changed the rate
complained of, should keep its present rate on snapped corn in
effect for

two years.
Poor Locatioft No Reason for Lower Rates.

The Commission, opinion by Chairman Knapp, has announced
decision in the case of S. S. Quimby et al. vs. Maine Central and
Washington County Railway. The complainants, situated in the
part ot Washington county. Me., alleged that by reason
ot their location they cannot take advantage of the milling-in-transit privilege on corn, although their competitors at Bangor and
Lewistnn, Me., can do so, and therefore allowance of the transit
privilege at Bangor and Lewiston constitutes undue discrimination

eastern

against them.

nitely the rights of the shippers.
The Commission held that the advanced rates are unreasonable and should be reduced unless the
carriers issue bills of lading making them definitely responsible
for loss by perils of the sea.
The opinion contains a table showing

the exact reductions recommended, but no order will be made until
May 1, 1908. An order will then be Issued putting in the reduced
rates above named unless the defendants have previously tendered
a contract of shipment under which the shipper receives the same
protection which he formerly had under his policy of marine insurance, and make the necessary changes in their tariffs, if any are
required.

New

Suit Necessary to Get

Lower Rate.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has announced decision in the case of the Merchants Traffic Association
Denver. Colo., vs. New York. New Haven & Hartford and 17
other carriers. The complaint alleged that the all-rail rate on cotton piece goods from New England points to Denver of $1.79 per
100 lbs., in any quantity, is unreasonable, and prayed that Denver
be accorded a carload rate on such cotton fabrics. The Commission
of

decided that the application for a carload rating be denied, but that
the $1.70 rate is excessive and should not exceed $1.50.
This rate to Denver is not a joint through rate, but is made up
ot the local rate from New England to St. Louis plus the rate from
St. Louis to Denver, or in some cases from St Louis to Ransa«
City and from Kansas City to Denver. The Commi-sslon said that
It might perhaps order a reduction of these several locals to such
an extent as to bring the entire rate within the figure named by
the Commission; but in that case the Commission would be passing
upon a through rate from New England to Denver and no such
rate is now in existence. The proper method to follow in cases
like this, where no joint rate exists. Is to cite before the Commission the proper defendants and pray for the establishment of a
through route and joint rate. On a petition of that sort the Commission has power to do justice both to Denver and between the different
participating carriers.
The complainant then ottered the findings of the Commission
and insisted that this ought to be sufficient to establish its rigiit
to an order, but the Commission held that the entire matter must

—
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be tried dc novo. Ab no order could properly be
In this case the complaint was dlHrnletied.

—

——

.

The Commiesion'i Authority

in

made on

the record

-

Oklahoma.

The (;omml«Hlon, oiiliilon by Comml»Mloner Lane, ha.s annoumed
declHJonH In seven caJtes, namely, A. T. Halnos vs. Chicago, lUick
iHland & racKIc et al.; KingflHher Mill & Klevalor Co. vs. Chicago.
Rock Island & PaclHc and the Choctaw. Oklahoma & Gulf; Oklahoma aMHI Co. vs. the same carriers; Schowalter & Company vs.
the same carriers; J. I'. Gist vs. the same carriers; Enid Ice &
Fuel Co. vs. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; Knld Ice & Fuel Co.
vs. Fort Smith & Western, and W. B. Johnston vs. Chicago, Hock
Island & Pacific.
The llndlngs of the Commission In these decisions are: The
ConimlHulon Is the creature of statute and its authority is derived
from the act of Congress creating it. Its function Is to administer
the Kate Law and not to enforce conditions founri In federal or
other charters. It Is not Its province to enforce compliance with
conditions subseiiuent, found In railroad charters. Since the admission of Oklahoma as a state the Commission is without power to
fix rates to be observed In the future within the present limits of

The

1.

Complaint

on coal In <'arloads from lhe.se mines to the eastern sealward bears
a proper relation to the rate charged from what are known as the
Pocahontas and Tug River coal fields, which He along the Pocahontas division of the Norfolk & Western for about 56 miles west
To
of (Jraham, W. Va., the junction point of the two divisions.
reach the eastern sealward. the movement from the mines is inThe rate
terstate, the coal being hauled through West Virginia.
on coal from mines on the Clinch Valley division to the eastern
seaboard is Id cents per ton more than from mines on the Pocahontas division. Complainants asked that the rate on coal from
their mines on said Clinch Valley division to the eastern sealward
should be the same as that of their competitors in the Pocahontas
fields, the dlstanies l)elng substantially the same.
The Commission was of opinion that complainants are entitled
to the relief prayed for. and that their mines are entitled to the
same rate on coal In carloads eastbound as is charged from the Pocahontas-Tug River coal fields, hut hold that no money damages should
be allowed complainants on the shipments made. The Clinch Valley
division for purposes of coal rates should be divided into two groups,
one extending from Graham to a point 17 miles west of Raven and
the other from Graham to Norton.
Joint Rate

With

Electric

Railway Ordered.

as follows:
alleges that

Wilson (Hull)
Commissioo'a own

Co.,

Is

defendant

steamahlp

companle*

transport traffic under through bills of lading between Inland polnta
of the I'nlted States and foreign ports and are thereby subject to
the jurisdiction of this Commission; that such defendants have

made an arrangement for the pooling of eastbound export trafllc
moving by rail to Atlantic ports and thence by steamship lines to
points In Denmark. Sweden, Norway. Finland and German points
on the Baltic: that this "Baltic pool" arbitrarily determines the
ultimate rates from suih Inland points of the I'nlted States to such
foreign ports via the North Atlantic ports; and that the HamburgPai'ket Co. maintains a monopoly of westliound and easltraffic forwarded on local and on through bills of lading
between Germany and other continental countries and Inland cities
of the I'nlted States.
The prayer U that the Commission de<lare
the "Baltic pool" to be an Illegal pooling of freights under the act,
that the monopoly of the Hamburg-American Packet Co. be declared
unlawful, and that general relief be granted. To this complaint
defendants demur, on the grounds (a) that this Commission has
no jurisdiction of the subject-matter, or power to proceed against
defendants, and (b) that the complaint sets forth no matter which
is cognizable by this Commission, or which It has been given authority to remedy.
Held, That for reasons stated in the opinion, the
demurrer will l>e sustained and the complaint dismissed.
2.
This Commission has no Jurlstilctlon as to shipments moving from ports of the I'nlted States to a foreign country not adjacent, when such shipments are not carried by rail, or by rail and
water, from an inland point of origin to a port of transshipment.
An Inland movement of export or import traffic is a conditiou precedent to the attaching of jurisdiction.
5.
The jurisdiction of this Commission is not to be determined
by anything other than the language of Section 1 of the Act, and
In this section Is found a clear distinction drawn Ijetween Interstate commerce and foreign commerce to a country not adjacent to
the Cnlted Stales; and this distinction saves such foreign commerce from the effect of that provision of the section as to continuous carriage beyond the American seaboard.
4.
The Commission may regulate interstate traffic, whether by
rail or by a combined rail-and-water route, from point of rei-elpt
to point of delivery: but the Commission In Its control over foreign
commerce is limited to the regulation of such traffic, whether by
railroad or by a combination of rail and water carriers, from and
to the point of transshipment.
The Act provides no machinery by which Its provisions can
he enforced as to trans-.-Vtlantlc steamship lines; the absence of
such provision can lie explained only by accepting the Interpretation that the Commission has no Jurisdiction In the premises.
6.
The pooling of traffic by water carriers Is plainly a matter
lK>und

vicinity of Raven, a station in Virginia, on the Clinch Valley divi& Western. The question was whether the rate

No. 13

Baltic Pool.

Packet Co., North German Lloyd Steamship
Lines and Scandinavian-American Line. The
digest of the caae

American

sion of the Norfolk

,

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner I^ne, has decided
the case of the Cosmopolitan Shipping Co. vs. Hamburg-American

Rates between points within the present limits of Oklahoma were
held not unreasonable at the time shl|)ments In question moved.
The present rate of $1.S.5 per ton on shipments of slack coal
from Weir and Midway, Kansas, to Goltry. Okla., Is unreasonable
and should not exceed IL.'iO per ton. Hate.s between other points
outside the present state of Oklahoma and points within that state
held not unreasonable.
Coal Rates from Clinch Valley and Pocahontas Fields.

XLIV

ca<ic,

that state.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Lane, has announced
decision In the case of the Raven Red Ash Coal Co. et al. vs. NorComplainants are engaged In mining coal In the
folk & Western.

Vol.

and the more extenHive requirements of small centers
where general menhandiiiinK !> done and the producls of the counIryslde arc concentrated for shipment, and coal, lumber and other
commodities are brought in to supply local needs.
that

,'>.

over which this Commission has no Jurisdiction.
7.
A rail carrier may control, and connect with, a line of steamships engaged in foreign commerce, with which It may interchange
business as freely as with another rail carrier, and It may quote a
combined rate for the through movement, the agent of the railroad
company acting as the agent of the steamship company in so doing.
8.
The Act provides that this Commission shall exercise Jurisdiction over the Inland irortlon of the haul, either to or from the
foreign country: ami It must logically and necessarily follow that
the rate which must bo filed with the Commission under Section 6
On foreign comof the Act is the rate governing such movement.
merce the rate to l>e published with this Commission should he the
an open rate, which any who
rate to the port and from the port
desire to do so may use with equal advantage.
This |>oslilon does not conclude the Commission against an
9.
examination Into the relation which exists l)etween the rail carriers of the Cnltod States and the defendant water carriers and
condemnation of such arrangement, if the rail carriers to the seaboard are by any means whatsoever dlsol>eying any provision of
the Act or omitting to comply with Its every requirement

Commissioner Harlan, has announced decision In the case of the Cedar Rapids & Iowa City (Electric) Railway vs. Chicago & North-Western.
This is a case where
the Commission ordered through routes and Joint rates to be established between an electric railway and a steam railroad.
It appeared on complaint of failure by the steam railroad company to
establish through routes and Joint rates with the electric line between interstate points, that the shipping communities at points
on the electric line between Coralvllle, Iowa, and Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, do not enjoy the Itenefll of any rea.sonable or satisfactory
through route from and to Chicago and other points reached by the
defendant steam railroad.
The Commission held that through routes and Joint rates thereover which shall not exceed by more than 10 per cent, the class
and commodity rates of defendant between Chicago and common
points and Cedar Rapids, should be established and maintained for
the transportation of interstate trafllc from and to Coralvllle and
TRADE CATALOGUES.
on all other points on the electric line intermediate to Cedar Rapids,
to and from Chicago and other polnt.s on the line of the Northwestern via the Junction point betwivn the two roads at Cedar
Pnitrrtivr Coatinps. F. L. MelviUo. New York, maker of AntiRapids.
A former decision of the Commission In regard to the Rust. Is distributing a circular giving prices and setting forth the
Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railway was cited and affirmed and advantages of this compound. It is for prototing m.ichlnery from
the distinction made between the transportation reqiilrements of rust during shipment.
It Is seml-llquld and the claims for it are
mere loading points serving one or more farms, as described In that It Is proof against salt water and steam. Is always ready for
Tlie

Commission,

opinion

by

—

—

March
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use, will not thin

and run off In hot weather, hard rains will not
wash it off, it is free from grit, acid and vegetable or animal fats,
will not laniish the most delicate surface and can be removed by

.sinijjjy

hard rubbing with waste or rags.

—

Reamers. A pamphlet issued by the William J. Smith Co.. New
Haven, Conn., describes, with price lists, the Smith one-lock adjustable reamer.
It is claimed that these can be accurately adjusted
In a few seconds, and are as rigid as solid reamers.
The blades
are made in 14 sizes for reamers from % in. to SVio in. in diameter.
They are fitted with carbon steel or high-speed steel blades. The
price licts include prices of each style and size, and of parts.
Full
dimensions are also given.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
E. H. Rayburn, formerly Manager, in the South, for the Philip
Carey Manufacturing Co.. Cincinnati, Ohio, is now with the Franklin Manufacturing Co., Franklin, Pa.

("o.,

Falls hollow staybolt iron, made by the Falls Hollow Staybolt
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio, is to be used in the :W locomotives being
American Locomotive Co. for the Paris-Orleans Rail-

built by the
road, France.

two years with the Van Deventer & Rider
Chicago, and before that for a number of years in the engineering depailment of the Chicago & Eastern llJinois, has opened an
office as railroad fencing conti-actor at 152 East I..ake street, Chicago.
A. .Johnston, Jr., for

Co..

T).
R. Day, Secretary of the Northwestern Malleable Iron Co.,
Milwaukee. Wis., for the past 10 years, has been made Manager of
the Union Malleable Iron Co., East Moline, III.
The capacity of
this company's plant has recently been doubled.
The products include both agricultural and railroad material.

H. S. Moulton, formerly Superintendent of the Allison Car
Works. Philadelphia. Pa
and more recently connected with the
New York office of the Fitz-Hugh, Luther Co., Chicago, is how with
,

the

& Equipment Co., New York,
Hicks Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago.

Empire

for the

Steel

the eastern agents

Arthur E. Rendle, New York, maker of Paradigm skylights and
windows, has a new type of fireproof window, the special feature
This
of which is the material composing the frame and casing.
is asbestos wood, a new building material which has been carefully
tested and is said to be especially valuable where lightness combined
with d\irability is desired. These windows are finished to represent any kind of wood and can be treated like any wooden or metal
frame window.

The Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Co.,
Government
received the following orders:

Louis. Mo., has
of the Philippine
Islands, 500 tons of corrugated bars, bought through Paul S. Carter.
New York; Hiram Lloyd Contracting & Building Co., contractor
for the new high school in St. Louis, .'lOO tons of corrugated bars:
William A. Engeman, contractor for the reinforced concrete retaining wall to be built at St. George ferry landing. Staten Island. N. Y'.,
as part of a plan for municipal improvements in the Boro\igh of
Richmond. (iOO tons of corrugated bars.
St.

James H. Baker, formerly President of the Solid Steel Tool
& Forge Co., Brackenridge, Pa., has established an office at 316 Fourth
avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., as a forging engineer, making siiecialties
of forging development, examination of plants, forging and sjiecial
machinery, the design of forgings and castings, etc. Mr. Baker has
been in the forging business for over 20 years. Last December
be resigned from the Solid Steel Tool & Forge Co., which had, before that, absorbed the James II. Baker Manufacturing Co.; the
latter has been organized in 1900.
Several concerns previously
founded by Mr. Baker are now merged in other companies.

Iron and Steel.

The New
of rails

& Hudson Kivcr has ordered 21.000 tons
from the Lackawanna Steel Co.
Y'ork Central

The Philadelphia & Reading is said to be about to ask bids on
IG.OOO tons of steel for track elevation work in Philadelphia.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Walter L. Surran. Trainmaster of the Cumberland division of
the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Middlesborough.
Ky., died on March 21 at Corbin, Ky.

James B. Hill, General Freight -Vgent of the Southwest system
of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, died on March 21 at
Hiloxi, Miss., at the age of (!7.
Mr. Hill was born on March lt>.
1S40. at Indianapolis. Ind.. and was educated at .-Vsbury University
Ind.. from which he graduated in 1859.
When he
was 20 years old he began railiond work in the engineering deIKirtiui'ut of the .\tUiutii' & Gi'cat Wcslcni, now pari of the Erie.

at Greencastle.

He
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left the

engineering for the traffic department and in 1868 became traveling agent of the Star Union Line. From 1877 to 1886
he was agent of the Pennsylvania Lines at Milwaukee and in the
latter year was appointed General Western Freight Agent of the
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis at Chicago. On April
1, 1897, he was appointed General Freight Agent of the same road,
a position which he held up to his death.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dates of conventions ami rer/ular meetings of railroad conienlions and
enytnierinij «oeiVfit», see adierlisinu payc 24.)

American Society

of

The next monthly meeting

Mechanical Engineers.
of this society will be held in the

Engineering Societies building. New Y'ork, April H. The general
subject at this meeting is to be "The Conservation of Our Natural
Resources," which is now receiving unusual attention. The President of the United States has sent invitations to the Governors of the
several states, and to the presidents of the national engineering
societies, to confer in Washington on this important problem.
The
New York meeting will be addres.sed by four speakers on "Forest
Preservation in its Relation to Water Power, Economy in the Utilization of Fuels, and the Attitude of the Engineer in Regard to
These." Dr. Henry S. Pritchett. President of the Carnegie Foundation for the advancement of teaching, will discuss the "Relation of
the Engineer to the Body Politic."

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal OfHcera.
yational Lines of .1/cj-ico.— M. M. Rey nobis. Comptroller, has
signed to go to another company.

Xew York

re-

Piihlic Service

Commission. Second District— Charles H.
Keep. Commissioner, has resigned to become President of the
Knickerbocker Trust Company in New York City.
Operating Officers.

Chicago. Burlington d Quincy.—V. H. Ustlck. Superintendent at
Aurora, 111., has been appointed General Superintendent, with
headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., succeeding George T. Ross, re^
signed. A. W. Brown. Superintendent at Ottumwa, Iowa, succeeds Mr. Ustlck. Mr. Brown is succeeded as Superintendent
by A. W. .Newton, general inspector of permanent way and
structures.

Delaware. Lackauanna <t IV'es/crH.— Edwin M. RIne. who Is now
Superintendent of the Morris & Essex division which includes
all the New York end of the road and the Hoboken
terminals,
was born on September 4. IStJS. at Brilliant, Ohio. After a
school education he entered rallroiid service at the age of 18
on the Cleveland & Pittsburgh division of the Pennsylvania
T>ines West, as an operator.
He was soon made a despatcher
on the Pittsburgh & Western, now part of the Baltimore & Ohio.
In 18S9 he went to the South Carolina Railroad, now part of
the Southern. After a year in the South he returned to Ohio
as chief despatcher and later Trainmaster of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Cleveland and at Akron. In 1899; the year in which
Mr. Truesdale was elected President of the I^ckawanna. .Mr.
Rine came to the road as chief despatcher. later becoming Trainmaster, and Superintendent of the Scranton division. On March
1, of this year, he was trajisferred from the central part of the
road to the eastern end.
Missouri Pnci/f.-.— William E. Brooks, who is now Superintendent
of the Jonlin division of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters
at Nevada, Mo., was born on October 9. 1866, at .\blngdon. Va.
He had no school education and at the age of 14 went to work
in a construction gang on the Lexington division of the Chesapeake & Ohio. The next year, when he was 15. he was an operator on that road and the year following went to the Santa Fe
as operator.
In April. 1SS4, when he was less than IS years old
he was made despatcher on that road, a position which he held
for four years.
In ISSS he wen! to the Kentucky Central, now
part of the Louisville & Nashville, as despatcher. and In 1S99.
also as despatcher. to the Missouri Pacific.
Three years after
going to this road he was made chief despatcher. a position
which he held for i:> years. In March, 190,s, he w.as made chief
clerk to the .Assistant General Manager, and in A|>rll. 1906.
Inspector of Passenger Service. From June to September, 1907,

he was Superintendent of the Northern Kansas division: from
September. 1907. to March. 1908. Superintendent of the Omaha
division, and Is now. under the recent reorganization of the
operating department. Superintendent of the Joplin division of
the Missouri Pacific.

W.
.\.

S.

Crane has been appointed Car Accountant, succeeding

R. Duncan, resigned.
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Central <t Hudmm lliver.—The li(.ail(juiirl.?r8 of
Crowley, ABHlBtanl (Jenoral Manager, are to be moved
New York to Albany.

New York

P.

E.

from

wh<-<--l

hwltcblng (0-6-U) locomotives at its Milwaukee shops.
as followB:
Utnrrat Uimmtions.
HwKcbInc
'Ijix: lit Irx-omutlve

i)(M-

I<<j|ler.

wurUux
"

Freight Agent, with

Lake Erie

»f

LnKtb

J.,

office

Central /Jne«.— William F. Carter, DUtrlct PasBenger
Agent of the Lake Erie & Western, at Lima, Ohio, has been
appointed Gonoral Agent of the New York Central Lines at
Toledo.

New York

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Offlceri.

new GenSuperintendent of Motive Power of thi.s company, was born
He graduated from the Sheffield
Hannlliul, Mo.
18113, at

Chirayo, Itoik Islmul d i'dri/ic.- Williuni

.\.

Ncttl.'ton, the

eral'

in

School

Scientific

Yale
cia-sa

over
river

I>ondan, Conn.

The Chicayo, Milicaukee d HI. Paul, as reported In the Hailroad Gazette of March 13, Is building 2,500 stock cars of 60,000 lbs.
Milwaukee shops. These cars will be 36 ft. IV4 In.
wide and 7 ft. 5>4 in. high. Inside measurements.
have Bettendorf underframes. The special equipment

capacity at
ft.

its

6%

will

>uiir

I

in.

BrlteDdorf

the

The

sills.

special equipment includes:

linike

beams

Willi

Netllctii

—

— George

J.

Omahn.

Hatz has been appointed Superintendent

Neb,, succeeding H. Stovel, deceased.

Special Officers.

Mexican Central.
Manager.

— B.

C.

ouplers

liraft rlggliiK

Terminals.

The Chicago. Milwaukee i St. Paul, as reported In the Kailroad Gazette of March 20, has ordered 15 passenger coaches from
Harney & Smith and three dining cars from the Pullman Co. The
coaches will be 60 ft. long. 9 ft. wide and 9 ft. 10 in. high. Inside
measurements. The dining cars will be 70 ft long, 10 ft wide,
over frame, and 15 ft. 6 In. high, over all. The special equipment
for both will Include:
ItolstiTs ifur dInlDg cars)
American Steel Foondrlea
llrakc bt'iims
"Diamond" special
Congdon
Hrako shoes

liuher Bros., Hlbblng, Minn., have ordered 30 six-coupled switching locomotives from the Ba.ldwln lx)comotive Works.

The New York Central ,( Hudson River has ordered 13G locomotives of various types from the American Locomotive Co. The
numbers of each type have not yet been decided, but Included In the
total will be 12 electric engines.
.C

St.

Paul

Uewltt

Ilrasses
C'urtuin flxtures (for coaches)
Curtain flxtures (for dining cars)

Curtain material
Kraft riKKing (for coaches)
Draft ringing (for dining can)
Paint
Veslllmlcs
WluM-ls
for dining cars
I

Forsjfth

Scbroyer
I'antaaote

Westlnghouse
.Miner

Chic, Mil.

ft

St.

Paul standard
l>ullman
Falge

I

The Atlantic Coast Line, as reported In the Itailroad Oasette of
March 20. has ordered, for the Washington A Vandemere. 100 felt
Insulated ventilated box cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from the South
Baltimore Steel Car & Foundry Co.. for April 15 delivery. The
Inside measurements will be 36 ft. long, S ft 6 In. wide and 7 ft.
6 In. high.
The over-all measurements will be 39 ft. long, 11 In,
wide and 13 ft. 8'x In. high. Bodies and underframes will be of
wood. The special equipment includes:
Stcti

Cast-stMl

Holsters. iMHly
Holsters, truck
lirakrs
Itrake beams
lirake shoes
( 'ouplers
DtHir fastenings

.Open bearth, I-beam
West Inghooa*
IVnnsylTanla
Cast Iroo

Tower
National Malleable Castings Co.
Farlow Twin Spring
Harrison
Muriihy outside
Uallwaj- Meet Spring
Company's standard, ari-h bar
Compan.T's standard, on ends

Draft Rear

Dust guards

Mihr<iuki-t-

ft

ft

.Xxles

Fleming has been appolnteil .\dvertislng

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

The Chicapo,

Haskell

Ilaakell

ilaiikell ft

Brakes
I

was appointed Assistant Superintendent

at

Barker
Barker
Barker
Weallnghoose
Latrobe
Williams ft Prleat
Haskell ft lUrker

ll..l.st.Ts

this position until

Shops

rest

The Cold Blast Transportation Co. (Schwarzschlld ft Sulzberger),
Chicago, has ordered 300 stock cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity from
Haskell & Barker, instead of 200 refrigerator cars as reported In
the Hailroad Gazette of March 20. These cars are for May and
June delivery, and will measure 36 ft long and 9 ft wide. Inside
measurements; they are to be built of wood with wooden center

at New
In that

Pacific.

Uewltt
Climax
luttpodorf

Three hundred cars of this lot will be double-deck, and the
(2,200) will have water trough arrangement.

York Central «C JIudson Hivvr. The headquarters of John
Howard, Superintendent of Motive Power, and of F. W. Brazier,
Superintendent of Uolllug Stock, are to be moved from New
York to Albany.
of

Coogdon

bangerti

Trucks

of Motive
of this road, and two years later Superintendent of Motive
Power, a position which he held for six years or until 1902.
In 19(12 he went to the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as Assistant
Superintendent of Motive Power. In 1903 he was engaged in
special work, and in 1904 he went to the railroad which had
taken over the road on which his early service was spent, the
St. Louis & San Francisco, of which as well as the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois he became General Superintendent of Motive
Power. After four years service In this position he went to
the Chicago, Hock Island & Pacific on March 1, 1908, as General
Superintendent of Motive Power, with headquarters at Chicago.

Union

lyrarb

lirake-Bhueri
Ilrasses

Power

A't'io

Kdwardt

UulHtera

1892, when he served
for a year as Superin-

of

Uewltt
l-^Jvarda

VlrbardaoD

The Chicago Itailways Co., as reported In the Hailroad Oazetle
January 10, has ordered 300 double-tmick electric cars from the
Pullman Co. and .'io cars from the Pressed Steel Car Co.

Wbcfls

1893 he

tooa

of

Engineer of Tests, and

In

i%

CAR BUILDING.

Ilraki--Hbues

tendent

"
"

A Kt. Paul
Adaioa h Weatlakc

b<-arliica

same year he returned
to the Kansas City, Fort
Scott
& Memphis as
hell!

In-

Includes:

and began

In
Scott & Mempliis.
1888 he was a bridge inspector for Morlson &
Corthell and in the next
year was with A. P.
Boiler as inspector of
the bridge of the New
York, New Haven &

Hartford

«

Hufiiling Uevlcea

railroad service In November of that year on
the Kansas City, Fort

Thames

3

••

2S.b aq. ft.
l,7Uts
4.S<XI gala.

I'lxton roll pucklog
Valvi- ro<l imcklng
Suf i-ly vulvi-

They

University in the
of 1885,

"W

,

ileadllgblii

Journal

7 "

Special Bualpmenl.
Cblcago. Mllwanke*

Krake Dboea

long, 8

of

li-DKtb

"
ip-nte area
llentlDg surface, totsi
'I'aiilc
capacity
(.'i>al
capacity

Central Lines.

Union Paii/ic.—ll. O. Wilson, General Agent of the freight department at San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed General Agent
Mr.
of the freight and passenger departments at Los Angeles.
Wilson Is succeeded by S. F. Booth, who will also be General
Agent of the passenger department at San Francisco, Cal.

-

12(1.5^

ut tubes

wldtb

has been appointed Antiliitant General
at New York, effective April 1.

New York

VVcs/ern.— See

Firebox,

lo.

^8

lubt-ii

diameter uf Ixibf

Western.— A. S. Learoyd, iJlvlslon Freight

Agent at Newark, N.

priawure

litiraiii

nuDitx-r uf

lb*.

&0

19 In. s '.:« Id.
Stnlcfac top
IfU lt».

°>llD<l>-r«

I

Traffic Officers.

Lackawanna d

127,000

Wi-lKhi, lolal
IMniiiirter of driven

<t-

Dclavoare,

The

Hp<«cl(lcations are

I'elcin Union— CcorKC: W. WalllBer haa been appotntcrl
Huperlntendent, with h<a(l(iuart(T« at Peoria, 111., Bucteedlng
H. G. Kruse, re«lgned lo ko to aiiijili<r company.

/•i:oria
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RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
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Cref.k,

Mich.— The Grand Trunk,

up repair shops here.

it

is

said,

will

put

Maihii
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Brandon, Man.

— The

Canadian Northern,

it

is

said,

will soon

begin work on a large station here.

—

Grand Pork.s, B. C. The improvements to be carried out here
by the Canadian Pacific include a 1.5-stall roundhouse to cost $70,000,
passenger station and office building, |49,000, and yard improvements

?40,000.

— The

Louisiana & Northwest is said to be planning
to put up shops and other improvements here to cost about JIOO.OOO.
HojiKR, La.

—

Nanaimo, B. C. Work on the Esquimalt & Nanaimo includes
putting up a steel i)ri(lge at Raymond's crossing, two between Uuucans and Shawnigan Lake, also one at Chemainus over the Nanaimo
river.
The present wooden bridge ovoi' Cowichan river is also to
be replaced with a steel structure.

—

San Angei.o, Tkx. The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, reports
say, will build roundhouses here in addition to the proposed combined passenger station and freight house.
Trenton, N.

— Commercial

interests of Philadelphia and Trenton, N. J., are opposed to the plans of the Pennsylvania fc. a
bridge over the Delaware river from West Morrisville, Pa., near
Trenton, to connect with the freight relief line to l)e built under
the name of the Penn.sylvania & Newark, east to Newark, N. J.,
about 50 mile-s. The proposed stiucture is to have 11 spans, each
100 ft. wide, with two draws of the same width over the channel,
and a height in the clear of 34 ft., with draws closed. Objection is
made that the bridge will interfere with river navigation.
J.

—

Utica, N. Y. The Public Service Commission, Second district,
has approved the plans of eliminating the Genesee street grade
crossings, in Utica, by putting up a steel viaduct 68 ft. wide over
the New York Central tracks at a cost of about f 370,000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

—

Colunil>us to Pickensville,
neer, Aberdeen, Miss.

11.5

W.

miles.

T.

17.5 miles, also

McKee, Chief Engi-

—

Incorporated in Louisiana, with $100,000
to build a line from Bienville, La., east to Quitman, 12
D. C. Richardson, President, Bienville. The D. C. Richardson-Taylor Lumber Co., it Is said, is back of the project.
Biknvh.i.e-Quitman.

capital,

miles.

—

Brinson Railway. This company, incorporated to build from
Savannah, Ga., northwest to Athens, ISO miles, last year finished
the first 25 miles from Savannah to Springfield. The company has
bought terminal property at Savannah, and will shortly issue bonds
to extend the line to Sylvanla. 32 miles.

G. M. Brinson, President
(March 13, p. 390.)

and Superintendent, Springfield, Ga.
Cairo & Norfolk.
ital,

to build a line

the Mississippi

— Incorporated

from Port

river to

Kentucky, with $500,000 capand Bullard county, along

in

.Jefferson

Incorporators include L.

Va.

Bristol,

W.

Goode and R. E. Weston, of New York; F. R. Allen and C. B. Goode,
of Mayfleld; W. A. Usher, H. C. Neal and E. S. Beaumont.

Canadian
will

open

its

Pacii'ic.

—Announcement

Toronto-Sudbury line tor

is

made

traffic

that this

June

15.

company

(March

13,

p. 396.)

Canadian

Vallky

— Incorporated

by residents of
Mutual, Okla.. with a capital of $2,000,000. Proposes to build from
Fort Supply, Woodward county, Okla., -southeast through the counties of

homa

Railroad,

Woodward, Dewey, Blaine, Canadian and Oklahoma to OklaThe estimated cost of the line will be $25,000

City, 150 miles.

a mile.

CiiKKOKEK Bklt &

IxTF.Ki-HiiAX.

— Incorporated

about 118 miles to finish the line to Butte. Track laying, it is said,
will be started at once both east and west from Lind, Wash., where
the line crosses the Northern Pacific, and shortly thereafter at

Piummer, Idaho.

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. An officer writes regarding
the report that this company has work under way on the entire line
from Amarillo, Tex., west to Tucumcari, N. Mex., 110 miles, that
track laying v;as started this month on the first 20 miles, which
is all the work planned to be carried out on this line at this time.
(Mar.

13, p. 390.)

Coal & (^ke.

way are reported secured and work is
company, on an extension from GassoSutton to Webster Springs, 40 miles.
The plans include a tunnel three-quarters of a mile Ions through
Elk mountain.

—

Chow's Ne.st & Nokther.n. ^A bill has been passed by the Canadian Parliament authorizing this company, recently incorporated
in Canada with a capital of $2,000,000, to build a line from a point
on the Canadian Pacific, Just west of Crow's Nest, B. C, north to
the summit or divide between the waters of the North Fork of
Michel creek and the waters of Grave creek, via the west side of
the North Fork of Michel creek to the confluence of the two north
branches, thence by both branches to points near the divide. The
bill also authorizes the company to build branch lines not more than
10 miles long. Construction work is to be started as soon as the
weather permits, and it is the intention of the company to have the
line finished before next winter.
All the rights of way have been
secured and surveys made.
Contracts for grading, track laying,
bridges, etc., are soon to be let. The line Is to be built to market
the output of the Crown (3oal & Coke Company, and of the Michel
Coal Mines, Ltd. The office of the company is to be at Crow's Nest,
R. J. Belden, of the Crown Coal & Coke Company, Spokane,
B. C.
Wash., may be addressed. (March 6, p. 328.)

Grand Trink Pacific. This company has reached an agreement with the British Columbia Government, and plans are now
under way

to let contracts for additional sections east from Prince
Rupert. B. C.
total of 300 miles will soon lie under contract on

A

the line between the Pacific and the Rockies. Active work Is under
way laying out the terminal city at Prince Rupert. Contract for
the first 100 miles let to Foley, Walsh & Stewart. It is stated will
cost about $10,000,000. This section extends from Prince Rupert to
a point on the Skeena river, skirling the Pacific ocean for some
25 or 30 miles. Nearly all the excavation will be through rock and
the work must be finished by September, 1909. About 2,000 men
will be put to work as soon as they can be secured.
J. n. MacArthur, who has the contract for building 244 miles
of line from a point east of Winnipeg east to the junction with the
Lake Superior branch, has had 7.000 men at work on this section
all through the winter.
About 60 per cent, of the construction work
The contract calls for a number of steel and concrete
is finished.
bridges.

Lima & Toledo Traction.

Oklahoma with

$500,000 capital and office at Tulsa. Okla.. and at Kansas City. Mo.,
the company proposes to build a line from the Midland Valley Railroad to the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, through the counties of
Craig, Tulsa, Rogers & Myers,
Incorporators include F. O. Montel, of Kansas City; C. AV. Butterworth, of Tulsa; and E. Pease, J. R.
Caudley and A. E. Leahe, of Collinsville, Okla.

—

Los Angeles Harbor Company.

Los Angeles Haroor Rah-boad Company.

—

.\

company was

re-

— The

British syndicate which owns extensive
Vera Cruz, is said to have given a contract
to build a line from Furbero to Tuxpan. SO miles. H. S. Armstrong,
formerly at Monterey as Resident Engineer of the Mexican Central,
Road.s.

coal fields at Furbero,

is Chief Engineer.
J. S. Nickerson, of Mexico, is also Interested in
the project.
Bids are to be asked for In June by P. O. Pruto. P. O. Box 138.
Parral, Chihuahua, to build a line from Parral east to Jimenez, 60

(March

—

Los Angeles Harbor Rail-

cently incorporated in California under this name, also one under
the name of the Los Angeles Harbor Company, each having a capRights of way have been secured for a proposed
ital of $2,500,000.
line from Wilmington. Cal.. at Tidewater, to Los Angeles, about 25
miles. A. C. Bird, of Compton. formerly Vice-President of the Gould
Lines in charge of traffic, is President of both companies.

(March

13, p. 390.)

— See

road Co.

miles.

Chioaqo, Milwaukee & St. Paui.. The Pacific coast line has
been extended from Terry. Mont., west to Lombard, about 337 miles,
and this section was put in operation March 15. There remains

Ohio Electric Railway.

—

Lakk Shore & South Bend (Electric). Work on this
building from South Bend, Ind., west to Chicago, 111., 71 miles,
has all been finished except 13 miles between South Bend and Michigan City. Announcement is made that this section is to be opened
June 13. and the entire line is to be in operation about July 1st.
CiiirAoo,

line,

—See

Los Angeles & San Francisco Shore Line. Incorporated In
California, with $441,000 capital, to build a line from Los Angeles
north to San Francisco. Surveys are said to have been made which
give a line about 80 miles shorter than the Southern Pacific. John
Cross, President and General Manager, Los Angeles.

Mexican

in

—

Rights of
to be started at once by this
way, W. Va., southeast via

—

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

AuKRiiKKN & ToMiiuatKr, Vai.i.kv. The subscriptions to the underwriting agreement to secure the bonds for building this line in
Mississippi has been nearly three times over sul)scribed. As reported in our Construction Record the line is now being built from
Okolona, Miss., southeast to Picliensvillo, Ala., all surveyed, and

grading finished between Okolona and Aberdeen on

461

'

—Work

has been resumed on the Lima
& Toledo, building from Deshler, Ohio, north to Toledo. 30 miles.
The section from Toledo south to Watervllle Is almost finished and
about 20 miles from Deshler north to Watervllle is yet to be built.

Ohio Electric Rah.way.

13,

p.

393.)

—

Pecos & Balmorhea. .\pplicatlon is being made by a company
under this name for incorporation by residents of Toyah Creek
valley to build a line from Pecos, Tex., south to Balmorhea, 50 miles.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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Over 150,000 and the neressary landH for

tt-rmliial

failllUis

have

1000.000

been BuljHcrlbed.
Rr.sTo.v, Natciiitoi

lana to
inlle«.

&

iiK.s

.Noktiikamtkii.v.

— Incorporaled

In lx)ul»-

Farmervllle, alwut 23
C. Nolan, I'reHldent; K. L. Kldd, Secretary and Treasurer,

J.

RuHton north

a line from

hiilhl

to

Huston.

& Hay

Sa.n FiiANri.Hco

Coi-.ntikh

Railway

(

Ki.kctkic).

— See

San

Oakland & San Jose Consolidated.

Krani'lHco,

8a\ Kiia.ncihco, Oaki.a.nu & Sa.n Johk Conmolikatku (Elkithic).
this name It Is reported a i-ompany has bein formed with
a I'upltal of IT.TfjO.OOO as a louHolldatlon of the San FraiicUco. Oakland & San JoHe, operating 2.') miles of electric line connectlUK hy
ferry with San F'ranclHco, Cal., an<l the San Franclsi-o & Uay Coun-

— Under

Railway. The latter was recently Incorporated to hulld an
electric line from Sun Francisco south to San Jose.
E. A. Heron,
U. Searls and F. M. Smith are directors.
ties

San

FiiANci.sco,

Francisco, Oakland

& San

Oaki.a.mi

& San Jose

Jiisk

(

Ei.Kt-ruic )

.

— See

San

Consolidated.

—

Si'oKA.NK, PoEiri.AM) & Skahlk.
The section which was built
la.st
y«ar from Kennewlck. Wash., opposite Pasco, west to Vanlouver, 220 miles. Is expected to be opened by June. The extension to Spokane, 140 miles, Is also to be put In operation this year.

(March

i:iuo,ooo> 4 per cent. "Orat mortgage debenture" Hock
to be used chiefly to convert the tramKteam railroad with 3 ft. gage.

Into a

(Jhi.ka>h Tkbminal.— Potter, Cboale A Prentice, of New York,
have offered at 98 '1, to yield 7»i per cent a block of the IZ-SOO.000 twoyear « per cent, notes due April lo, 1909. Theue note*
are guaranteed by the Southern and by the St. LouU t San
Francisco and are secured by 14,000,000 first mortgage 4 per
• ent. bonds of the
New Orleans Terminal Company, which boud<
are ahto guaranteed by these two railroads. liesidi-s lU several
terminal properties, the company owns is miles of bell railroad.
,

—

Nkw Yokk

Ckntuai. Links. The gross earnings, expenses and net
earnings of the various New York Central Lines for the month
of January, 190K, with the increase or decrease as comparej
with January, 1907, are shown l.>elow. These flgures, for purposes of comparison, are romplled on the same baseii as in the
previous year and differ from thoee re|>orted to the Intersiate
Commerce Commission under the present accounting rules.
.V.ir York Vintral i lln.Uon HIrrr.
lUOH
Chaosp
f O.tLKi.-lttl

S,S7l.oeo

Nvt eurolneii

U cMgam

Wkstehn & Atlantic. Residents of Camden county, Ga., agree
furnish the risht of way and terminal site at St. Mary for an

Xi-t

»ie7.7*U
$532.1*5

$721,308

Dec.

flTQ.oiT

1.149.232
.tOO.OUV

D»c

»*4.27o

f48.623

D«v.

9S4.7M

Inc.

»3.2I4
5.973

Xfl parnlnga

—

—The

stockholders of this company, which was
Incorporated in Georgia in May, 1906, and has built 25 miles
of road from Savannah, Ga., to beyond Springfield, are to meet
on April (1 to authorize a bond issue at the rate of not more
than tKi.oilO a mile for the llrst 100 miles and $l.';.(M)i) a mile
Tlie roail, as projected. Is ISU miles
for the rest of the line.
long.
See Railroad Construction column.

Railway.

Bhi.n.son

BiiooKLYN

Rai'iii Tiiansit.

—

It is

reported that the firm of

.1.

P.

Mor-

Xi't

earnlnKa

N'pt

190S;

p.

Con

Issueil

in

April,

I!Mi7,

s

& Eastkhn TuAiiioN.— See Ohio Electric

Rail-

way.

$301,597

Dec.

$10S.T28

ClevclamI, CInciHHall, Chicago

»!,821,790
1.524.448

Dec.

$7.0«i2
8«.i;i7

$207,351

Inc.

$59.19.'.

$251,247
176.660

Inc.

$0.4»l

Dec.

2<).94tl

$74,587

Inc.

$30,427

Dec.

$17..-W4

i

i:x|ii'ij»i's

.Nil

earnings
carulngg

Peoria

d

218.060

SI. Lonit.

"

Kattlerm.

ICxpeniies

earnliiRa

Clncinnnll Sorlhern.
$.'rt».854

"

$3,450

Dec.

$15,702

$586,058
460.210

Dec.
"

$.Vi«,00O

$125,848

Dec.

$122,790

$185,885
157.425

Dec.
Inc.

$0.nio
II.SJM

$2S.4<Ht

Dec.

$20.51.-.

Net earnlnBS
I'lltuburgh

* Lake

Krlr.

!ro«a parnlngs

t

Xi-t

l.«W2

53.404

.•arnlim-s

383.201

Kutlmd.
Cross

parliliiKa
i:x|ions.-a
..

Ohio ELKinau' Railway.— A block of the Indiana. Columbus *
Eastern Traction Company's general and refunding mortgage
per cent, bonds, due 1926 are being offered at 96. The mileage
owned or leased Is 445 miles of electric lino In Ohio. The
Indiana, Columbus & Eastern Is Itself lea.'sed by the Ohio Electric
Hallway which guarantees interest on these bonds. With connecting lines In Ohio and Indiana controlled by the same Interest, the Indiana. Columbus & Eastern forms part of a s.vstem
of 1.700 miles of electric line.

—

& Giikat Noktiikhn. Gross earnings for the week
ended March 21. 1!)0S. were IS per cent, less than for the corresponding week In 1907.

I.m'kiinathinal

Kansas City SorniKUN.

—

Gross earnings for February decreased
9 per cent.; operating expenses Increased 7 per cent., and net
earnings after taxes decreased 38 per cent.

I.Kiiniii

$.t22.<l»»>>

"

.'.

—

.Mill

I>rc.

1,654,542

Net MiiiliiKs

notes,

Pacikic. This company recently offered $10,000,000
4 per cent, securities in London, of which the
( ,1:2,000,000)
underwriters are reported to have had to lake between 50 and
90 per cent.

I.NiHANA,

$l.!>.'i6.l3»

12,215

I'rnlral.

(ir»s< >>nriiliiKa

74.)

.NK

$2Kji44

Kxpenspg

Co.

Kkik.— There are $.'>, 500,000 discount
which fall due April s, ino.S.
GiiAM) Thi

Dec.

Kxpennfs

Ci.MiNNATi. Ha.mii.ion & Dayton.— Holders of the $ll,r)5S,000 4 per
cent, refunding Ijonds may exchange these bonds at par up to
July If), for the new collateral purchase money notes. (January
10,

$110,118

Net earnlnKii

IJrnss enrnlDBS

—

Morgan &

M1.0.'.9

pHrnlnga

of the surface lines in UrooUiyn, N. Y.

CiiicAoo, Indiana & SouTiiEiiN.
It is reported that the sale of $15,000,000 fifty-year 4 per cent, bonds of this company, guaranteed
by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, Is being negotiated
P.

12.761

Dec.
"

ICxpensi-H

.W't

J.

Dec.

665.120

earnlnga

tir.isH

••

t775.23ft

UlchluaH
liriiHK

V^MK

f8S,813
Vhlcago i HI. LonU.

earninKH

Kxiivnsrji

gan & Co. has become interested in the financial management
of this company, which controls the elevated lines and most

with

I'urlr.

"

d goulhem.
«24H.)MO
1«2.827

.Vrir
<:rii»s

35a.lM

WMlrm.

earninKs

CiosH earnlugH

Col. M. Wilkinson, of Valdosta, Ga.. was
on March 2 appointed receiver of this company by Judge Spoer
in the United States District Court at Savannah.
The Halnbrldge Northeastern is 18 miles long and runs from Bainbridge
to within two miles of Swindell, both in Decatur county, Ga.

6(n(.l*-JI

Dec.
"

i:x|ifiis."8

UAi.Miiciri(,K NoiiTiiKA.-irKn.v.

»77«."n<i

D«.

I-:xpeiiiieH

Chlraiio Indiana
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"

Boulhrm.

eurnlnga

Lake Erie i
CriiBM

I*«>e.

»2.9.12,442
2.211.04-4

«1,065,42S

Lake Shore d

ICxpi-imeii

extension of this road from Atlanta to the deep water harbor at
St. Mary. Several counties along the proposed route. It is said, are
now taking action to grant the necessary right of way.

.

.

f.roHs pariilnitii
Kxiivniies

(inmH earnings

13, p. 395.)

—

to

Nkw

(

The proceeds are

at 82.

way
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& Nkw

— See Lehigh Coal &
Navihation. — The stockholders
EMii.ANii.

Navigation Company.

Lkiikhi Coai. &
of this company have
the opportunity to subscribe to the $1,7:M.500 new slock at par
to the amount of 10 per cent, of their holdings.
The proceeds
will be used for general ln\provements. which may include betterments on the Lehigh & New Knglnnd Railroad, which Is
owned by the Lehigh Coal & Navigation Co,

Mkxican

— The

narrow

gage line of this company
Mexico,
to
Oa\-aca,
Oaxaca.
3t!7 miles, with a TiO mile tramway branch from Tehuacan north
The stockholders have recfnily bciMi olTored
to Esperanza.
runs

Sot'TiiKUN.

from

Puebla.

Puebla.

(3 ft.l

Pkiik

MAUgt friTK.— The

Bank

First National

of Chicago

Is

offering

at par $900,000 6 per rent, equipment notes dated March 1,
These notes are part
190S. maturing up lo and Including 1911.
of the new issue which has lioen exchanged for the 5 per cent,

equipment notes of the Eastern
matured March 1, 1908. (March

Equipment Company, which
6,

190S. p. 330.)

—

Ciminnati. Ciih-auo & St. lioiis. Operating expenses
and taxes In February decreased more than gross earnings, so
that there was an Increase of $13,500 In net earnings.

PirisnriHiii.

earnings for the wei'k ended March 21.
cent, less than for the corresponding week In

Tlws & Paiikic— Gross
i;ioS.

were 25 per

1907.

I'MTKii

Railways Investment Company.

— This

company

Is

to Issue

$3,000,000 6 per cent, serial notes maturing yearly up
The
to 1917. as authorized in June. 1907. by the stockholders.
proceeds are to l)e used to pay the floating debt of the United

at

least

Railroads of San Francisco.

:
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RECENT ELECTRIFICATION WORK.
It has been the practice at the New York Railroad Club for
the past few years to devote one meeting of each season to the discussion of electrical matters, esi)ecially along the lines of the elec-

triflcatlon of railroads that are or have been operated by steam.
These meetings have invariably called out a large attendance and
have been marlted by a much more conservative estimate of the
advantages accruing from electrification than has characterized the
gatherings where the subject has lieen discussed by electrical engineers only. The evening of March 20 was devoted to this subject
and was no exception to those that had preceded It.
As in the development of any other great worlc, it is at the
point of realization that extravagance of statement and of claims
ceases and the promoters are willing to let the results rest upon
their merits.
At present, as one spealcer pointed out. conditions have
reached such a point of perfection, and sucli great worlds have been

merely necessary to refer to them to confirm a
it has not
been toiiiiil necessary to introduce any very radical changes or
improvements on whtil has been done before in the developments
of the last year.
Not that the last word has been said, or that.
In the installations that have been completed, there has been no
trouble there have been endless annoyances and unlooked for
ilifflctilties that have made the lot of the engineers anything but a
happy one. But these difflcnlties have been those of detail and not of
fundamentals and principle, so that the way out is clear, and the means
of avoiding similar ones in the future are measurably plain.
Further than this, work has been carried to such a point that the
operation of electric trains of the first-class c^ils for higher development of power than that in use on heavj- trafflc high si)eed
steam-operated lines. The Interborough of New York was cited as
an instance where, in the subway section, trains were equipped with
motors aggregating 2.000 h.p., while for surface work on the electric
zone of the New York Central l.fioo h.p. was provided in a single
Uxomotlve.
The concentration of high i>o\vers is, therefore, no
longer a thing of promise but an accomplished fact.
In tho course of the discussion, with no set paper as a center.
proiiosiliaii.

—

it

is

I^revious worl< has been so well done that
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and with each speaker acting as a free lance, the old argument
was again presented, to the effect that where such great improvements were made iis in the case of the New York Central and
l^ennsylvania works in New York, if it is desired to compare the
costs of steam and electric operation, the whole cost should not
be charged to the latter, but the estimate should be based on what
it would cost to provide for the same service with steam that will
be rendered by the electric equipment. Attention was also called
the increased value of the "air" rights when electric operation
provided for. That is to say, in the construction of terminals

to
is

becomes possible

and high office buildings immediand thus utilize ispace that would be useless
and valueless were steam to be used, with its accompaniment
of smoke and gas.
it

to build large

ately above the tracks

Viewed, then, in the light of present achievement, the electrical
engineer need not anticipate that he will have any more dlfBcult
problems to solve than those which have already been presented.
They will differ, of course, for different conditions will require
different solutions, and each installation of an electric plant will
have to be governed by local surroundings in the future just as
it has in the past.
As for the cost of Installation and operation,
the speakers had little to say. The presentation of possibilities
had already been made and It was upon the expectation that these
would be fulfilled that much of the present-day work had been
undertaken.
Some of these installations were now working out
their own salvation, and they promised well for the fulfillment
of the prophecies that had been made regarding them.
At any
rate, they will now be judged solely on their merits, without extravagance of claim.
With the demonstrations that have been made, the electrical
engineer is in a position to undertake any project that may be
presented.
Not all these projects will otter the Inducements of

when this is assured It is then merely a
secure the plant.
The electric traction engineer has the choice of five systems; the third rail, single-phase,
three-phase, 1,200 volt direct current and gasolene-electric car.
commercial

suc«-ess.

question of

money

but

to

This was the trend of the discussion, and
from that of previous meetings, since

terially

It
It

dlflered very

was a

ma-

rocital of
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thliiRH iIdih'

of

(

laliiiH

for future iKjuMlbllltles

It

waH

cxprcBHed Hiirprlni; that
the liHt of great workn done or under Lonaideratlon waH not larger,
but attributed It to the great flrHt coKt of many of the enterprises
Reduction of flmt cost Is going to be
that had been pmvoscd.
In

vli'W

of

IIiIh

array

Uial

oiio

.speaker

the blggeKt problem confronting electrical engineers In the Immedlato future.

works that have been either completed or deThere Is the electrificaIh certjilnly linputilnK.
tion of the New York Central and of the New Haven, with lt« baKC
New
York;
the Pennsylvania's terCentral
Station
at the Grand
of
minal well under way; the opening of the extension of the subway
beneath the Kast river to Borough Hall, and the tunnel under the
Hudson to Hoboken, with the [)rol)alilllty of orhers to Long Island
and Jersey City In the near future. Then there Is the eler-trlficatlon
of the U(K-hc«ter branch of the Krle and of the West Shore between
Utlca and Syracuse; the CaHca<le tunnel of the Great Northern,
and the line over the Bitter Root mountain on the Pacific coast
extension of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, over which heavy

Ah

for the great

cided upon, the array

per cent, grade, with a curwith all these possibilities
and probabilities of the future, there was not a word In the discussion regarding the demise of the steam locomotive, but It was
stated that when the youngest man In the room was old and
gray headed the steam locomotive would still be at work, and an
to be hauled on a
generated by water power.

trains are

rent

1.7

Yet,

estimate was made that If all the electrical manufacturing concerns in the country were to devote themselves exclusively to
building eleclrir locomotives for the next twenty years they would
not, at the end of that time, have built as many as the iiuml)er of
the steam locomotives now In use.

The meeting was Interesting, not only from
were made regarding the iu;hievements of the

the statements that

past year and the
extravagance of claim, but as an exemplification of
that broadness of vision that has come to the electrical engineer
as the result ot Ills contact with the steam engineer and his incrciised famillarUy with the problems presented by heavy trafflc,

ab-sence of

all

high-speed work.

HIGH STEAM PRESSURES

IN

LOCOMOTIVE SERVICE.

Vol.

XUV..

No.

14.

providing a niiungt-r l>oller to permit higher presBures. Wherever
the maintenance U not of (be highest order, the EtaDda.rd running
pressure should be Ik-Iow 18u lbs. Wherever the water, which must
bo used In Ijoilcrs, contains foaming or scale-making admixtures,
best results are likely to l>e secured by fixing the running pressure
below the limit of 180 [tm.
A simple locomotive using saturated sieam will render good and
efHclent service when the running pressure U as low as 160 lbs.;
under most favorable conditions, no argument Is to be found in (be
economic performance of the engine which can Justify the uae of
pressure greater than 2W lbs. The early lexis were made with the
first lo<'omotlve on the plant, but the pressures were limited to a

maximum ol 150 IbH. and the resultn are given In Prof. Ooiai' book
on IxKomotlve Performance which was reviewed In the Kailroad
1907.
Gazette of May
In the new series the work wa« done a(
pressure of 240, 220, 200, 180, 160 and 120 lbs., a range which ex
tends far below and far above pressures which are common In
.'i,

present practice.
As for the dlfllcultles of operating under high pressure, the
work with the experimental locomotive has shown that those dlffl
cuitles which, in lot-omotlve operation, are usually ascribed to bad
water, Increase rapidly as the pressure Is Increased. The water
supply of the Purdue laboratory contains a considerable amount of
magnesia and carbonate of lime. When used In boilers carrying
low pressure, there Is no great difficulty in washing out practically
all
sediment. The Iwlier of the first experimental locomotive.
1, which carried but 14o lbs. and was run at a pressure of 130 Ibe., after serving In the work of the latMratory for a
period of six years, left the testing-plant with a boiler which was

Schrncrtady \o.

Throughout Its period of service this boiler rarely
Water
the attention of a bollermaker to keep It tight.
from the same source was ordinarily used In the boiler of Scheneo
tody A'o. 2, which carried a pressure of 21") lbs. or more. It was
soon found that this boiler, operating under the higher pressure,
frequently required the attention of a lioilermaker. After having
been operated for no more than 30,000 miles, cracks developed In
the side sheets, making It lmi>osslble to keep the boiler tight, and
new side sheets were applied. In operating under pressures as high
as 240 lbs., the temperature of the water delivered by the lnJe<tor
practically clean.

required

was so high

that scale

livery pipe, and in

was deposited

In the check-valve. In the de-

the delivery tube of the Injector.

Under

this

with the water normal to the laboratory, the Injectors
often failed after they had been In action for a period of two bourF.
The interruptions of tests through failure of the Injector, and
through the starting of leaks at stay Iwlts. as the tests proceeded.
became so annoying that, as a last resort, a new source of water
supply was found In the return lank of the university heating-plant.
This water was mostly distilled, and Its use greatly assisted In running the tests at 240 lbs. pressure.
Probably some of the dlfllcultles experienced In operating iinder
very high steam- pressures were due to the experimental character
of the plant, and would not appear after practice had. by a gradual
process of approach, become committed to the use of such pressure,
hut the results are clear In their Indication that the problem of
holler maintenance, especially in bad-water districts, will become
more comi>llcated as pressures are further increased. Since, taking
the country over, there are few localities where locomotives can bo
furnished with pure water, the conclusion stated should t)e accepted
as rather far reaching in Its effect.
The tests developed no serious dlfflcultles In the lubrication of
valves and pistons under' pressure as high as 240 lbs., though this
could not he done with a grade of oil previously employed. With
Increase of pressure any Incidental leakage, either of the boiler or
from cylinders, becomes more serious In Its effeot upon performpressure,

The Carnegie Institution of Washington has Issued a book of
about 140 pages containing the results of the experiments conducted
by Prof. W. F. M. Goss at Purdue University on the high steam
pressures In locomotive service. As is usual in the documents coming from this authority, the work is of the highest value as Indicating the limitations of commercially profitable pressures in locomotive practice. In the summary of his conclusions the author
shows that, as there Is an increase of boiler pressure, there Is a
decrease In the amount of water consumed per Indicated horse power,
and this same statement holds In the item of fuel consumption also.
This would lead to the natural conclusion that the higher the pressure the more economical the operation. This Is not. however,
necessarily, the case, as was so admirably shown at the meeting of
the Master Mechanics' Association last year. As the pressure Is
Increased the saving does not Increase in the same ratio, being less
Then, too, even that
for the same Increments of higher pressure.
saving that has been indicated "depends upon the degree of perfection att«nding th« maintenance of the locomotive," and the
values obtained assume a high order of maintenance. If thU Is
lacking. It may easily hapiien that the saving which Is anticipated
through the adoption of higher pressures will entirely disappear.
The dlfllcultles to he met In the maintenance both of holler and of
cylinders also Increase with Increase of pressure.
Denn Goss' results supply an aceurntc measure by which to determine the advantage of Increasing the capacity of a holler. For
the development of a given power, any Increase In boiler capacity
brings Its return In Improved piM-fonnance without adding to the
cost of maintenance or opening any new avenues for Incidental
losses.
As a means to improvement. It Is more certain tliiiii that
which Is offered by Increase of pressure.
As a scale of pressure Is ascendeil, an opimrtunitv to further
Increase the weight of a locomotive should In many cases find expression In the design of a holler of Increased capacity rather than
one for higher pressures. Assuming 180 lbs. pressure to have
been accepted as standard, and assuming the maintenance to be of
the highest order, It will be found good practice to utilize any allowable Increase In weight by providing a larger boiler rather than by
In

ance.
In
in the

concluding this brief review of the dlfllcultles encountered
operation of locomotives under very high steam-pressures, the

Is reminded that an Increase of pressure Is an embellishment
which each detail In the design of the whole machine must glye
a pro|>or resixmse.
A locomotive which is to operate under such
pressure will need to be more carefully designed and more perfectly
maintained than a similar locomotive desipneii for lower pressure,
and much of that which Is crude and lm|>erfect. but nevertheless
serviceable In the operation of locomotives using a lower pressure,
must give way to a more perfect practice In the presence of the

reader
to

higher pressure.

The effect of pressure on boiler performance was a point upon
which Information was desired. The generation of steam at 120
lbs. Involves a temperature of the water which Is 50 degrees Isas

April
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than that which must be dealt with In generating steam at a pressure of 24U lbs., and, in general, it has been assumed that any increase in lx)iler pressuro necossarily results in some loss of evaporative efficiency.
It has been known that for the small ranges of
pressure common in stationary practice, this difference is not great,
but the facts have not been established with reference to locomotive
performance, or for ranges as great as those covered by the experi-

show that
obtained with the highest pressure, and per-

ments under consideration
the lowest efficiency

is

in

any

formances under different pressures
pressure.

The

facts thus defined

The evaporative

service.

fall

may

The

results

in order inversely with the

be staled as follows:

efficiency of a locomotive boiler is but slightly

affected by changes in pressure.
in steam-pressure between the limits of 120 lbs. and
produce an effect upon the efficiency of the boiler which
will be less than 0.5 pound of water per pound of coal.
Smokebox temperatures increase in all cases as the rate of
evaporation is increased. The equations show that the effect of
increasing the pressure from 120 lbs. to 220 lbs. is to increase the
smokebox temperature 17 degrees; that is, an Increase of pressure
of nearly 100 per cent, results in an Increase of smokebox temperature of approximately 3.5 per cent.
In the preceding statements is to be found an explanation of the
constancy in the evaporative efficiency of the boiler under different
steam pressures. The fact seems to be that the water in the boiler
is about as effective in absorbing the heat of the gases when its
temperature is 400 degrees (240 lbs. pressure) as when its temperature is but 350 degrees (120 lbs. pressure).
The data sustain the following conclusions:
The smokebox temperature falls between the limits of 590
1.
degrees F. and 850 degrees F.. the lower limit agreeing with a rate
of evapQration of 4 lbs. per foot of heating-surface per hour and the
latter with a rate of evaporation of 14 lbs. per foot of heating surface per hour.
The smokebox temperature is so slightly affected by changes
2.
in steam-pressure as to make negligible the Influence of such
changes in pressure for all ordinary ranges.
The equation T
488.5 -f 25.6() H. where T is the tempera
3.
ture of the smokebox expressed in degrees F, and H is pounds of
water evaporated from and 212 degrees per foot of heating surface
per hour, possesses a high degree of accuracy.
Further, pressure has been found to have no effect upon the
For example, when the rate of evaporation is 10 lbs. per
draft.
foot of heating surface per hour, the draft in front of the diaphragm
is approximately four Inches for all pressures.
There is, in fact,
no reason why the draft should vary materially with changes in

Changes

240

lbs. will

=

pressure.

lbs.

The effect of speed on steam consumption shows that for all
pressures above 160 lbs. the most efficient speed is 40 miles.
For purposes of comparison, the effect of pressure on performance has been defined by a line. In preparing to draw such a line,
the average performance of all tests at each of the different pressures was obtained and plotted, the results being shown by the
circles on the figure.
Points thus obtained can be regarded as fairly
representing the performance of the engine under the several pressures only so far as the tests run for each different pressure may be
assumed to fairly represent the range of speed and cutoff under
which the engine would ordinarily operate. The best results for
each different pressure, as obtained by averaging the best results for
each speed at constant pressure, are indicated upon the diagram
with a light cross. These points may be regarded as furnishing
a satisfactory basis of comparison in so far as it may be assumed
that when the speed has been determined an engine in service will
always operate under conditions of highest efficiency. Again, the
left-hand edge of the shaded zone represents a comparison based on
maximum performance at whatever speed or cut-off. In addition to
the points already described, there Is located upon the diagram a
curve showing the performance of a perfect engine with which the
plotted points derived from the data of tests may be compared.
This
curve represents the performance of an engine working on Carnofs
cycle, the Initial temperature being that of the several pressures
stated, and the final temperature being that of steam at 1.3 lbs.
above atmospheric pressure. This latter value Is the assumed pressure of exhaust in locomotive service.

275

evaporative efficiency of the boiler.
The results, however, have not proven entirely satisfactory. That
is, where the evaporative performance is abnormal, they do not permit the assignment of a definite cause. They do. however, entirely
justify certain general conclusions.
They show that the amount of
excess air admitted to the furnace is never great, and in most cases
it is very small
far below the limits which are thought desirable
They show, also, that the excess air diminin stationary practice.
ishes as the rate of combustion increases.
It is apparent, therefore,
that the loss in efficiency arising from excess air is under normal
conditions smaller than in most other classes of service. Moreover,
while the supply of air appears limited, it is significant that the
losses from imperfect combu.stion. as shown by the presence of CO.
are also small, the actual amount varying irregularly between limits
which are very narrow.
As already Indicated in former papers by Prof. Goss, the steam
consumption per Indicated horse-power is less upon the locomotive
than was formerly supposed. For example, it appears that at a
pressure of 240 lbs. the engine, when working under a fully oi>en
throttle, gave a horsepower hour in return for the consumption of
less than 24 lbs. of steam, and under any condition of speed or cutoff for which It was found possible to operate the engine under a
wide open throttle the consumption never exceeded 26.3 lbs. .-vt
lower pressures involving the i>osslbillty of a wider choice In the
condition of operating, the range is somewhat increased. Thus, at
120 lbs. pressure the minimum value is 27.5 and the maximum 33. S.
a range which, while greater than that just referred to, is nevertheless extremely narrow as compared with the range incident to the
operation of other classes of engines.
The most efficient point of ciit-ofT for the lowest pressure Is
evidently that secured when the reverse lever Is In the eighth notch,

—
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Attempts were made through an analysis of the smokebox gases
to explain the variations in the
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which is equal to 35 per cent, of the stroke. At 200 lbs. pressure
the most efficient cut-oft is that represented by the sixth notch, or
27 per cent, of the stroke, and the data do not dLsclose that a shorter
cut-off than this under a full-open throttle is profitable for the engine experimented upon, even though the pressure be raised to 240
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Guided by this curve, representing the performance of a perfect
engine, a line
B has been drawn proportional thereto, and so
placed as to fairly represent the circular jwlnts derived from the

A

experiments.

It

is

proposed to accept this line as representing the

steam consumption of the experimental engine under the several
pressures employed.

It

is

to be noted that

It

Is

not the

minimum

performance nor the maximum, but It Is a close approach to that
performance which is sug.gested by an average of all results derived
from all tests which were run. Since Its form Is based upon a curve
of perfect performance it has a logical basis, and since it does no
violence to the experimental data its use seem justifiable.
An examination of all of the data obtained that are comparable
shows that the values, especially if confined to the tests run with
the reverse lever In the second, fourth £ind sixth notches, show but
slight variation In the coal consumed per horse-power hour either
with changes of speed or with changes In pressure. The fact, also,
that the record shows but three out of 46 tests, representing a great
variety of running conditions, for which the consumption exceeds

—
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argues

lbs.,

well for the emclciiey of the locomotive In ordinary

relative

measure of the value

14.

of different

Htcam-pre8«ure8.

Hcrvlce.

of coal conBunu'tion tthowH that this performance Is
affr-cted Ijy varlatlonH In the evaporailve ffflclency of the boiler, due
doiihtlcHH to IrregularltleB of nring, but which are In fact unac-

The record

counted

for.

analysis of the general results obtained Is summarized In a
Htatemfnt which may Ije accepted as a general deflnltlon of performance, nF.RumIng all Irregularities to have been eliminated. Such

An

may

a HuniniarlzMi statement

be expreswed by the equation:

= 11.305 — 0.221

B

11

of pounds of water evaporati-d from and
at 212 degrees per i>ound of coal, and H Is the number of rounds of
water evaporated from and at 212 degrees per foot of heating sur-

E

which

In

when regarded as a

(Iclent

XIAV.. No.

Vol.

Is

number

the

face per hour.
It appears, also, from the data that the steam consumed by the
cylinders varies for each different pressure with changes In speed
and cutoff, and It has been sought to summarize the facts derived
from the experiments Into a single expression. This appears In the

form of the curve A H, which Is to be acceirted as representing the
performance of the cylinders under different pressures without reference to si>ee(l or rut off. Combining this general statement expres.sliig cylinder iKM-formance with that already obtained covering
l»oller performance, it should be po.sslble to secure an accurate measure of the coal consumption per Indicated horse-power hour, for
each different piessure which will represent the results of all tests

The

locomotive efBclency from the standpoint of
the orHL-ratlng (uimtiany Ik the amount of coal used per dynameier
horse-pow.er or, ae It Is more familiarly expresse*!, per ton mile
hauled. The factor represent)* the combined performance of Ih*
boiler, the cylinders and the ma<'hlnery of the locomotive.
It connects the energy developed In the boiler by the combustion of fuel
with that developed at the drawbar. Prom the data obtained It
api>car8 that the coal (X)nBumptlon per horse-iKiwer hour at 240 Iba.
ranges from 3.35 to 5.01 lbs., while at a pressure of 160 lbs. the
range Is between 3.79 and 4.78 IbB., conclusions which are of Interest from at least two points of view.
Flrel. because of the small
difference In performances rcBultlng from a relatively large change
In pressure, and, second, because of the slgnlflcance of the values
(|uoted when accepted as a measure of locomotive performance.
It
Is doubtful If any other type of steam engine exhausting into the
atmosphere can be depended upon to deliver power from the periphery of Its wheel In return for the expenditure of so small an amount
final

test of

of fuel.

From the discussion of the effect of Increasing pressures <»mpared with Increasing boiler capacity It appears that there Is a
decided economical advantage In Increasing the pressure when the
basic pressure Is low, but as this latter Is raised, this advantage disappears until they are about balanced at 160 lbs., whereas there U
no possible excuse for Increasing the pressure beyond 320 Ibe.

at that pressure.

The

NEW

steps In this process are set forth by the table.
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values, especially those of
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columns

They represent

the results of all tests.

2

and

(i,

are of

niort'

logical conclusions based

Comparisons between them

will

show

the extent to which the performance of a locomotive will be modilied by changes In the steam-pressure under which it Is oiierated.
They show In the matter of steam consumption (column 2) that
Incrca-sing pressure from IfiO to 180 lbs. reduces the steam consumption O.G 11).. or 2.3 per cent.
Increasing pressure from 180 to 200 lbs. reduces the steam consumption 0.5 lb., or 1.9 per cent.
Increasing pressure from 200 to 220 lbs. reduces the steam consumption 0.4 lb., or 1.6 per cent.
Increasing pressure from 220 to 240 lbs. reduces the steam consumption 11.4 lb., or 1.(1 per cent.
In the matter of (XJul consumption (column 6) they show that
Increasing pressure from 160 to 180 lbs., reduces the coal con
sumption 0.9 lb., or 2.5 per cent.

—

Increasing pressure from 180 to 200
0.7 lb., or 2.0 per cent.
Increasing i)re.ssure from 200 to 220

con

lbs.

reduces the

lbs.

reduces the coal con-

coal'

sumption

sumption

0.6 lb.,

or 1.8

pel- cent.

Increasing pressure from 220 to 240 lbs. reduces the coal consumption 0.6 lb., or 1.8 per cent.
These values are from actual tests. Those who are inclined to
Insist upon basing their conclusions upon observed data will i)erhaps And In them a satisfactory conclusion of the whole lnvestigi\tion.
Tlie results show how slight is the gain to be derived from
any Increment of pressure when the basis of the Increment is above
160 lbs.
Rut they do not In fact tell the whole story. In order to
secure such results from a single locomotive It was necessary to
employ a machine designed for the highest pressure experimented
upon. Obviously, for the tests at lower pressure, the locomotive
was needlessly heavy for Its dimensions. If for the tests under
each of the lower pressures the excess weight could have been uti-

a boiler of greater heating-surface, the difference
In performance with each Increment of pressure would have been
less than that to which .ittentlon has ali-eady been called.
It Is for
this reason that the results already tiuoted. while significant and
concise In their meaning, are nevertheless to be at^epted as Insuflized In jirovldlng
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Under Dlf/ercnt PreaKurea.

the t'oamlug of the water.
It Is a compilation or collection of data
on the subject that cover the principal impurities to be found In
the usual run of feed waters, their effects upon the boiler and the
means to be used to counteract such effects as may t>e Injurious.
The work opens with a statement of the Impurities that are to be
found, and then follows an outline of the methods to be followed
in analyzing for them.
In this no attempt is made to give Instruction In chemistry, but there is a detail of the simple apparatus to
used
be
and the methods to be followed to gel quick results. The
Instructions are clear and concise and are such that a man of ordinary Intelligence should, when prospecting for water, be able to
ascertain whether that which is offered is fit for boiler purposes
or not.
In treating of boiler scale, in the second chapter, there are a
number of "awful examples" given of accumulations that have
been removed from neglected boilers, and these are followed by a
few rules that should be followed for the prevention and removal
of such accumulations, with a statement of the effect of various
scales on heat conduction and the evaporative efficiency of a boiler.
The same method of example, cause and reiiiedy is followed In the
treatment of corrosion and foaming. The effects of oil and galvanic
action are dealt with for the most iMirt by extracts from other reports In which the results of investigations are summarlxed. A
separate chapter is devoted to hardness, the means used In Its determination and removal.
There is also a chapter descriptive of
the various feed-water heaters that are upon the market, and a
closing one In the text on water softening or purlllcallon. There
can be no summing up of eoiuiusions. but the book opens the field
for each individual to make inquiries along the lines of his own
requirements guided by th»'> experience of others. The last chapter
contains a series of tables of the usual character on the conversion
of metric to English measurements, on the properties of water and
saturated steam, with a list of the chemical symbols of the substances entering Into the subject. The book thus forms, as already
stated, a valuable collection of data upon the important topic with
which it deals and can be ii.sed a:; a guide by those who are having
trouble with the waters used In their boilers.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Track Tanks.
J.rs.y ciij.
Til

THK ElUTDR OK

N

J.,

M«rch

irt,

1908.

TIIK R,\llltl<.M< (I.tZt-TTT::

have read with Interest the article on Track Tanks by Mr,
Ross In your Issue of March 13. and would like to add the results
of some trials made on the Teunsylvanla R-ailroad at Atglen, Pa.,
In October. 1906. under the direction of Frank Goodfellow.
The tanks at .Vtglen are on a curve and so are not dlrectl}'
I

^

H

Apbil

3,
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comparable to those on tangent. During the trials, runs were made
over a standard 19-in. trough and large one.s, 29 in., both with and
without lips, as shown in Kigs. 1, 2 and 3. Trials were also made
with a closed and semi-closed deflector and with a modified dipper,
i.e., modified
from the standard Pennsylvania Railroad dipper, as
described in
the American Engineer and Railroad Journal.
November, 1896, and the Railroad Qazette, January 8, 1897. The

to tender per foot of length of trough.
the results at this speed is shown in table 1.
Taiile

1

— Standard

19

In.

»;

— Trough,

without Lips.

29

T

-^
Fig.

3

—Trough,

29

In.,

with

Lips.

showed poor results or such slight increases in efficiency as
be more than counterbalanced by the increased complication.

trials

to

1.

.

.Speed, miles per hour
'totui water removed \kv lln. ft. of trough. .
to tend.T per liii ft. of trough.

spilled i>.T iln.

ft.

of trough..

water to ti-ndir
water spilled

19

No

lips.

In.

40 miles

lips,

:!9in.

40 miles.

.2S02

4U

miU'ii.

.aaj.j

.315t!

.2«5.'>

.1295.-.

.0137
90.50

.04UU
8J.25

.2728
.«42«
87.00
13.no

.-(.50

14.7.-.

photographs. At 30 and 40 m.p.h., the writer passed back from
around the point of the dipper in a thin sheet about the width
of trough, and tell aliout 5 ft. back of the tender, striking the dis-

Trough.

--29.11

Fig. 2

comparison of

It might be of interest in passing to mention the
action of
the water in the trough when the dipper is lowered. To make observations of this, the special tender used was fitted with open
flooring and a cage hung between the trucks from which an observer
could get a good view of the action and, in most of the runs,

—— »i-—

[«-

A
with

Trough

I er cent,
I'er cent,

Fig.
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amount

Fifteen runs were made over each type of trough with the
standard scoop; of these, three were made at each of the following
speeds, 20, 30, 40. 50 and 60 m.p.h., and the results averaged, thus
getting a fairly accurate figure. The results of the trials of the
two 29-in. troughs show that the trough without lips is the more
efficient from 32 to 48 m.p.h., while at all other speeds the trough
with lips is better. In comparing the lU-in. trough with the results of the 29-in. one with lips, the latter is the better up 10 30
m.p.li., while at all higher speeds the 19-in. one gives better results, as will be seen from the efficiency curve, Fig. 4.
From this it would seem to be good practice to Install a 29-in.
trough with lips on freight tracks, where the average running
speed would be less than 30 m.p.h. This would be so from a
motive power standpoint considering only the amount of water
delivered to tender, but taking maintenance into account this would
not do, as a larger quantity of water is thrown on the right-of-way,
thus offsetting any gain due to larger tank fulls.
The speed for greatest economy was found to be 40 m.p.h.,
which makes the minimum splash with a correspondingly large

turbed water in the trough and splashing out at the sides. This
action is not restricted to the trial tender but may be observed on
fast passenger trains, the water flying back, at times, far enough
to be thrown down by the forward trucks under the first car of
the train. At 50 and 60 m.p.h. there was so much splash that the
rear truck of tender was hidden from view, while looking down
from the top the whole jwint of the dipi)er could be seen cutting
the water with no appreciable fi-othing. As the speed diminishes,
a wave action is set up in front of the dipper, the water being piled
up until it falls over the sides. This wave lncrea.ses in size up to
the point where the velocity imparted to it Is less than that necessary to overcome the resistance due to gravity and friction, when,
of course, no more water is lifted.
A summary of the results shows conclusively that with the
standard type of dipper the ]9-in. trough is the more economical
when all speeds are taken into consideration.
Some interesting calculations of the load on scoop and the resultant force on the drawbar for different depths of immersion
were made from the results of the Uellwood trials In August, 1906.
Fig. 5 shows the positions of the dipper at different depths of
Immersion, the vertical distances are taken from the point of support or trunnion to the point of Impact of the dipper and water, or
the point where the water changes its direction and the horizontal
distances are from point of impact to center line of trunnion.
From this, the results shown on Table 2 have l)een calculated
from the moment about the trunnion. In the upper portion of the
table will be found he calculations based on the weight of water
delivered to tender, while the lower portion is based on total water
removed from trough.
I

Table
1

Component P
5 peed,

In
Q. p. h.

force

^ at drawbar^
Pounds.

2.'».7

i'i.''i7,(;

29.3
30.8
S9.9

700.3
904.2
1.430.2
2.374.0
2,935.5

r.1.9

ss.s

1).

h.p.

2.

Calc ulnted
-^
From total water remov.-<l
r-

"rom water to tender

Comp. W,

—

load

Speed

on dipper.

In

m.

lbs.

p. h.

38.21

400.4

2.'».7

.'i4.71

.'-.02.9

74.20
102.19

ft.">.2

29.3
30. S

1.010.2

.328..i2

1.79.-..1

51.9

450.32

2.219.5

5S 3

.19.9

Component
I'ounds.

571.9
791.0
900.3
1.487.9
2.704.6
3.494.9

L>.

—

Comp. W.

I'

force

,— at drawbar

—

>

b.p.

load

on dipper
lbs.

39J9

4107

01.80
78.80
1.5ai4
382.00

508."
095.8
2.090..'.

.543.22

2.042.5

1.0.50.7

From this It will be seen that at high speeds, 50 to 60 m.p.h..
the load on the scoop Is about a ton. while the corresponding calculated (lynometer horse-power reaches from 450 to 550, or about
one-half of the available horse-power of an Atlantic locomotive at
that speed.
It is therefore good policy for enginemen of high-speed trains
to slow Iwfore taking water and for those of low-speed trains to
Increase It, if possible, to get the greatest economy.
B. B.

MT7KPRT,

Mechanical Inspector. Iluilson Companies.
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Do About Accidents?
2.S.

1908.

To THE Editor of thk R.vii.ho.m) Gazette:
With reference to the letter of "General Manager," which

Virtl.nl ..•omp.iiu'ht or

Fig.

to

Position of Dipper for Different Depths of Immersion.

ap-

peared in your issue of Feb. 28, there can be no doubt whatever
that the frequency of train accidents Is viewed by operating officers
with great anxiety, and the necessity of raising the average of efficiency and Intelligence in the ranks of employees, by the weeding
out of careless and incompetent men. must be universally recognized.
"General Manager" att.iches considerable Importance to surprise checkin,g as a means of exposing carelessness and incompetency, but It should not be overlooked that there must be a moral
force acting In support of any such system, which If properly sustained by the executive, over which "General Manager" presides,
will induce among the rank and file a sense of personal pride In
a service and create a standard of private honor rising very much
higher than the principle expressed by surprise checking.
"General Manager" says that "it is unquestionably practlcaible
to lesson the number of train accidents."
I quite agree, and I think
that the lines along which this i.s likely to be accomplished Is tn
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Much can
Die dIreotlOQ of raising the moral Btandard o( ibe men.
Kuleb and precepu dlacourbe done by Ibe Inllueuoe of example.
uging and lirohlbltlng drinking among railroad men Uopelebbly {ail
Tbe
in their effect If they are not Hupportud by good example.
blgbcBt odicerB are concerned In tblB as well aja HUperlntendeul« and
lieadB of departmeiilH, and If they do not realize that some Hacrlllce
In tbe IntereBl of discipline U uoceHsary on their pari, they cannot
reabouably expect- taking human nature ab It 1b compliance with
Htrlugeut InstructionB which the men know are based upon piecept
only and not on practice.
venture to think, for inatance, that If
I

Vol. XLIV., No. 1*.

means uniformity of practice could be secured and any conflict ot
opinion aB to the interpretation of certain rules would be removed.
A healthy Individual Interc-bt would be excited and a way would
be cleared for tl>e subsequent adoption of a system ot oral examinations, than which no better means of testing Intelligence and
efflclency could be devised.
BvetMiHTKiUKar.

—

the use of Intoxicating liquor was abollubed from ofDclal carb, it
would, by the Influence of example materially btreugtbeu the cffortii
of departmental olflcerB in removing the standing menace of drinking, which though happily reduced In every direction, still exlbts to
a dangerous extent.
In every regulation dealing with personal conduct and attitude
Willie an employee Is on duty, or In and about the premises of a
riiilroiKl coniiiany, the oflifers should take a distinct lead and set up
the standard which they wish their men to follow on every possible opportunity.
"General Manager" suggests that the record of 100 per cent
of the men who were found obedient to the rules when surprised
is false, and this circunislaiice just serves to illustrate my point.
The weakness or strength of the moral Mlicr amongst men in a
largo organization will, generally speaking, be a reflex of the principles of general and departmental control.
In "General Manager's"
case, there Is an obvious want of confidenie In both departmental
suggest that with this spirit pervading his
offlcers and men, and
organization, too much should not be expected as the result of what
is merely a mechanical che(!k.
Offlcers, and particularly supenn
lendents, should have greater faith In their men and should more
own
fully appreciate their
responsibility in cultivating a higher
morality which is the real basis of efficiency and honest service.
I

Pacific Locomotive;

.\Ian-

mind impossible.

he satisfied, that in exercising his authority in matters concerning the staff as a whole, he has given adequate consideration
lo tills aspect of bis administrative work?
if a company stands
square before the men who c-ompose its working force, ami the
principles of control are transparently honest as they should be,
there sliould be no room tor suspicion luid distrust.
Nothing can
lie so prejudicial to the spirit of individual loyally as an inlluence
of this kind.
Loyalty to a service shows ILself in the spontaneous
ilisplay of Interest and energy on the part ot employees, and this
Is the actual source ot the general efflclency at which we are all
alining and which can only be successfully developed along the
lines of mutuallly between the management, dejiiirl mental officers
and the staff. If "General Manager" should quietly chock up his
departments in this direction. It is not unlikely that tbe feeling
ot distrust to which he has given expression would be foiinil to
have Its source In a lack ot co-operation or a laxlly of principle for
which his own policy may even be directly responsible.
I firmly believe that the great majority of railroad men are not
only willing but anxious to strictly comply with the rules of safe
operation, and as a general suggestion I would say that the district
offlcers should meet the men more frequently than Is the case nr
present.
The nature, cause and prevention ot every accident that
occurs should be thoroughly explained either by means of prlnteil
descriptions or In conference. A man may tall at a critical nuv
ment, not ;is the i-esull of neglect, but liecause he may be in doubt
on some point which has not been made clear to him. The responsibility In such a case extends, I think, to the management.
The
officers find it necessary to confer frequently, and at a reasonable
cost, it would bo a sensible and profitable Investment to provide
facilities whereby the men could meet and discuss luoblems or
everyday railroading assisted by some of the ofHcers.
By these
Is

Locomotive for the

New York

Central.

of the American ixicomotlve Co. have
recently completed an order of 40 I'aclllc type locomotives lor the
New York Central & Hudson Hiver itailroad These are the heaviwt
passenger locomotives ever built for ibis road and will be used In
hauling through trains. At tbe present time these trains are
handled by a 21>/.- x 26 Atlantic type engine, having a maximum
tractive power of 23,300 lbs. The reason for adopting the Haciflc

type in ordering new passenger equipment was that tbe Atlantic
type engine did not provide the necessary adhesive weight for starting purposes to satisfactorily meet the requirements.
In general, the engines here illustrated are duplicate In design
of a previous lot built last year by the same builders for the I-ake
Shore & Michigan Southern, which took the place of the Prairie
type as the standard high-speed passenger engine on that road,
and are now hauling all their important trains, including the Twentieth Century LimltHd.
It is probable that this new class will become the standard type of heavy passenger power for ail the NewYork Central Lines.
In working order these engines have a total weight of 266.000
lbs., of which 171.500 lbs. Is carried on the driving wheels.
The
cylinders are 22 in. diameter by 28 in. stroke, and with driving
wheels 79 in. in diameter and a working pressure of 200 lbs., the
engines will develop a maximum tractive effort of 29.200 lbs.

New York

and which should make the suspicion which haunts "General
;iK''r's"

Pacific

The Schenectady works

Central

& Hudson

River.

Iilspeclal attention was paid In working out the design to providing a boiler of the highest capacity, and it will be seen from
an examination of the principal ratios given below that in this respect the design Is considerably above the average Pacific type
engine.
The boiler is of the radial stayed type with a conical
shaped middle ring and the outside diameter ot tbe front ring is
72 In.
it contains 382 tubes 2 In. In diameter and 20 ft long, and
provides a total heating surface of 4.210 sq. ft., of which the tubes
contribute 3,982 sq. ft. and the lireliox and arch tubes the remainder
The firebox Is \08% In. long and 'laK^ in. wide and has a grate area

of 56.5 sq. ft.
In accordance with the present requirements in locomotive design the boiler Is raised high above the frames, the top of the front

course being 12 ft. 10'... in. above the
space available tor the dome, which

This cuts down the
12-% In. above the
shell and also droits the throttle down so that Its lower opening
is about flush with the top ot the shell.
It will leave atraut l!< in.
Iietw(>en the surface of the water, when It stands at the second gage,
and the throttle, and this may bi' cut down as low as 11 In. with
more water and the engine on a grade: while, with the surging
ot ttie water, when the engine is in motion the wave crest may
come very close to the throttle Itself. Attention is called to these
points merely to show how allowances that were formerly considered the minimum have been cut down until they have practically
disappeared under the stress ot the later designs. Compare this
clearance with that obtained with the old boilers with a high dome
on the wagon top and the difference will be seen to be very marked.
In the same way there is a tendency on recent designs to place
the Injector check well up to the front tubesheet. In this case there
Is but 8Vi In. from the center to that sheet, and this in spite of the
protests that hnvi' been made that such close proximity tends to
leaky tubes. Kvldrntly that claim Is not being suhst.intlated.
Part of the engines built on this order have been fitted with
rails.

is

only
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tubes and the balance with charcoal iron. At the firebox
end
the slope of the side-sheets is such that there is
a chance for a
free liberation of the steam over the entire
surface with a direct
rise away from the metal throughout
the whole distance from the
foundation ring to the crownsheet.
The spread of the sheets is
7o% in. at the bottom, drawing In to 62 in. at the springing point
of the curve of the crownsheet.
This gives an inward slope of
1 In 7 to the sheet.
Again it may be well to contrast the conditions for steam liberation thus obtained with
those of the narrow
firebox set between the frames, where the waist
of the firebox was
drawn in as with corsets, and the steam trailed over the side
sheets the whole distance from the point of its generation
to the
space provided for it over the crownsheet. With the wide firebox,
the quality of the steam as it enters the steam space
must be
much dryer than was possible with the old firebox, and thus the
necessity for the great height to the throttle no longer exists.
Besides this, the film of steam over the sidesheets should be much
thinner than before, resulting In cooler sheeU and a reduction of
the stresses on the staybolts.
In general design the engine embodies no especial novelties
and the Interest In it lies, for the most part. In Its size, the smoothness of its lines and the pleasing symmetry of its proportions. Caststeel is used for the parts usually made of that material,
and the
engine Is equipped with the ordinary fittings In the way of highspeed brakes, etc. In some of the ratios it will be noticed, as w.^
have said, that the results are somewhat higher than usual. Thus,
the ratio of tractive effort to weight Is 5.84, which Is well above

steel

common

practice.

The following are some

of the principal

dimensions of these

engines:
diamoter

CyliaileT,

Piston, stroke
base, driving wheel
total

!

Wheel

total,

Weight on drivers

36
07

engine and lender

engine nud tender
Minting siirfa.e. tubes

arch
driving axle
••iiglne

diameter,

course

first

Steam pressure

•
ft.

]»9.9

••

28 4

"

4.20n.n

••

.lo.."}

••

2OO

.108H

"
"
"
"
In.

Ibai
In.

75^4 ••
%-ln.

thickness, crown, side and back sheets
thickness tube sheet
water space

Vi-ln.

4H

Tutws, number
diameter
length

In.

3g2
.....2 In

CO nl

lOxhaust nozzles, diameter
capucit.v

•

11

••

width

Tank
Tank

••

43n.ooO

Firebox, length

"

ft
In!

ft.'

]0Vj In x Io^i " x 12
" x 14
g
r,% " x 10
72

iruc-k

trailing truck
tender (M. C. K. standard)
Itoller,

Ini

14

lidU.OOO

tuties

total

(.rate area
.Tiiiiriinls.

In

55

3,081.Uiiq.

firebox

"

'

;;•,;

l-L.-itMi lbs

total

,.

!

514

water

In.

5\

and

In

8.000 gals.'
14 tons.
q In

capacity, coal
Valves, travel
lap

••

1

clearance

'

lead

.'

u.|n
fi.in;

Wheels, diameter, driving
front truck
trailing truck
tender
Tractive effort

79
'.

29.200

Tractive clTort

Total weight
Tractive effort
Tractive effort x diameter of drivers

Heating surface

Heating surface
Grate area
Firebox heating surface
Total heating surface

Weight on drivers
Total beating surface
Total weight
Toiol beating surface
Vulnnie nf both cylinders,

cii. ft.

Total heating surface

Volume of both cylinders
Grate area
of both cylinders

••

••

3J

Weight on drivers

Volume

In.

.30

.',o^
,

••

lbs.
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The East River Tunnel*

of the

Penntylvania Railroad.

The four tuiiiiftlH of llii- I'eiinsylviiula Railroad uoUor the East
iBlaiid at Thirty-third Btreet with
river, coniicrllng .Manliatlan
Ix)ng iHland City, have now all been hor<-<l iliroiiKh, so that It 1«
It
I)08slhle to walk under the river Id any one of the four tuhcB.
waa long the hope of the late AuHlln Corhin, PreMldent of the Imuk
and
Ixtag
iHland
between
eonneellon
have
rail
Railroad,
to
iHlaud
Manhattan, but It was left to the great foresight and genius for
railroad conBlruellon, operation and financing of the late A. J.
CttKsalt, I'rii-ldcnl of the I^eniiHylvanla Railroad, to carry through
The I/mg Inland Rjillroad waH bought by the I'ennBiich a plan.
sylvanla on the Btrcngth of the potentlalltleH of Its territory. .Mr,
CaBHatt saw that Ixing Island, now xcanely profitable to a railroad,
held great poBBlbllltleH foi' develo|)inenl of traffic when directly
connected with Manhattan Island. The tunnel exteuBlon to l^ong Island Is part of the
comprehensive scheme evolved by him and his
right-hand helper In working out these great
plans for the New York terminal Iraprove-

Samuel
The Kast

nients,

Vol XLIV.. No.

14.

built in benches on each side of the track.
Tbe«e beocbes form
a sidewalk for [>aBB<-ugerh In laBe trains are stalled In the luaoel.
The construction problem presentcrd at the time the plans for
these tunnels were made was a new one.
Their coiit. wa£ problematical, and the estimates of the engineers, estimates and nothing more. One bidder on the contract proposed to build the tunnels by the freezing method; another made It clear by his proposal
that ht had no knowledge of the real nature of the work. The
accepted bid was tnat of S. I'earson t Son. Lt<l.. of I>ondon. who
had not only recently succesefully driven the Blackwall tunnel,
with an outside diameter of 27 ft., under the Thames river in
England, at that time the most difficult work of this sort ever
carried out, but bad been the contractors In 1889-1890 for the tunnel under the Hudson river from Hoboken to Morton street. New
York, the first sub-aqueous tunnel ever driven by the shield metbod.

Ilea.

river tunnels of the Pennsylvania and the great air power plants which
furnish the air i)ressure used In their construction were liescrlbed In great dftall in the h'ailroad Gazelle of July U and July 27. 1906. The
present ailicle is in the nature of a brief general summary of the work, marking the successful completion of all lour of the tunnel
tubes.
The photographs show excavation in
rock, the face of one of the shields In rock,
the erector at work putting steel plates In the
tunnel lining, one of the great caissons, and
the lioatiiig vQi'ipnient used In the work.
The Pennsylvania East river tunnels
begin In two steel caissons sunk between

First avenue and tlie river front, Manhattan,
and continue In a pair of tunnels driven from
each caisson und«r the Manhattan f^rry slips
of the Long Islanil Railroad and the East rivei
to a similar pair of caissons sunk on the water
front at Long Island CMty, just south of the
Long Island Railroad ferry slips on that side
oC the river.
Thence they continue diagonally
underneath the Long Island Railroad tracks,
gradually converging and passing under Vernon avenue and meeting in one shaft at East

avenue. Long Island City.

The

total

length

underneath llie river, from caisson to caisson.
Is about I.UOO ft., and from the Long Island
City caisson to East avenue, 2,000 ft. The work

was divided

working

One

of four tunnels being
driven from each site. The divisions were as follows: 2,000 ft. from the
Manhattan shafts (o the center of the river. 2.000 ft. from the center
of the river to the Long Island City sliafts. and 2.000 ft. from the
Long Island City shafts to the East avenue shafts. The total length
of the four tunnels is 24,000 ft.
The outside diameter of each tuii;
Into three

sites, 2,000

ft.

is 2a ft.
The tunnels are lined throughout with cast iron
tunnel lining in rings 2 ft. 6 In. long, divided Into
segments and
a key, each ring weighing 11'... tons and each segment except the
key weighing about one ton.
There were about 100,000 tons of
cast Iron lining used, and 1,500,000 bolts of IVi In. diameter ii.-^ed In
fiustenlng the segments together.
The tunnels are to be lined
with concrete 2 ft. thick. The vitrified conduits for carrying electric light and power cables, of which there are 1.000,000 ft., are

nel

U

of the

Caissons at Long Island Cit>.

This tunnel, which was on February 25, 1908, opened to
travel by the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad, bad before 1889, been
pushed 2,000 ft. out from the New Jersey shore of the Hudson
river, where the headin.g had been al>andoned and the tunnel had
caved in.
In order to regain the heading of this old tunnel, a
greivt canvas balloon filled with hay and clay was dropped from
a floating derrick into the cavity. This kept the water out long
enough so tliat It was possible to regain the tunnel, excavate the
silt and build a chamber in which, under an air pressure of 43 lbs.
to the square inch, the shield was erected.
This, because shield
tunneling was then a new art, was probably the greatest and most
daring feat in the history of subaqueous tunnel work.
This
shield was ad^°anced and cast Iron llulng built behind It for between
2.000 and 3.000 ft., and It was being advanced at the rate of 10 ft

April
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a day when the company which was carrying on the enterprise
failed and the contract was abandoned, to be taken up again in recent years by the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad. The old shield left
the tunnel in ix;)0 was used to fini.sh the worlc in 1907.
The
boring in 1890 was done by E. W. Moir, now Vice-President and
in

—

Excavating

Face

in

Rock.

of Shield

on Manhattan Side

in

4?1

Chief Engineer of S. Pearson & Son, Incorporated, which is the
name of that branch of the firm which is tarrying out the East
river tunnel contract.
The fact that the wide experience of Mr.
-Moir and of his firm in subaqueous tunneling was available, as well
as the fact that the reputation of S. Pearson & Son, Ltd., as' successful contractors
successful both for themselves and for their employers was generally recognized throughout the world, made this
firm the most desirable bidder on this difficult contract.
In March, 1904, when the contract for the East river tunnels
was let, there was oniy one small tunnel tube under the East
river.
This was known as the East river gas tunnel and ran under
Hlackwell's Island, being sunk so deep that it was almost entirely
in solid rock, though some seams of soft, decomposed rock were
met with, which necessitated the use of very high air pressure.
The two Battery tubes of the Interborough Rapid Transit subway
to Brooklyn had been well started on the Manhattan side, but as
the formation there was entirely rock these had given no experience
of the formations to be expected under the main part of the East
river.
Subsequently the Belmont (Steinway) tunnel was pushed
through, advantage being taken by William Barclay Parsons in
its construction of the Man o' War's reef, a continuation of the
Hlackwell's Island reef, on which a shaft was sunk.
P^rom this
shaft, tunnels were driven in each direction to meet the shields
coming from Manhattan and from l..ong Island, thus virtually cutting in half the time nece.«sary for completion.
There was no
such favorable formation of which the Pennsylvania tunnels could
take advantage.
The trial borings in the bed of the East river showed that
Ihi- strata on the- lines of llie tunnels were rmk on each side of

—

Tunnel "A," the Last Tunnel Bored Through.
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wouM emerge

the river, slopiog down
full face of boulders and (lulcknand beyond which
so that the tuanels

The Man o'
bUmdH dp aBaliist the iiulekHand In such a way
comes sometlmea 10 ft. above the ie<?f

and qulckuaod without boulders.

Bllt

nildillo of tho river

thai

llie

Into a
would be reachi-d
War's reef In the

loof of the tunnels

above, but 11 Is seldom that there l»
ft.
1
rock In the roof to form a »afe cover for the workmen.
mlv
to tunnel by a shield thn.HL'h
was
therefore,
The problem,
ture of quicksand and rock and through quicksand alone.
In trying lo keep the air pressure high
enough lo overcome the head of v\'ater and
QUlcksiind al Ihe bottom of the tunnel, there
was a conslunl risk of blowing off the roof
of quicksand and allowing the water to pour
If the pressure was lowered
In from above.
Hiilllilontly to prevent blowouts, the quicksand
Mowed from under the shield and between the
joints of the tunnel lining and allowed the
tunnel lo .settle, anil after the prcsHure was
raised high enough to prevent this the roof
was blown off and the tunnels flooded.
Mr. Molr foresaw and guarded against
this danger by specifying thai permission
should be gained lioni the War Department
for dumping day in the river bed lo a sufllclent depth to allow the air pressure to be
The necesraised without causing blowouts.
sity of this can be realized from the fact that
at certain points the tunnels have only 7 fi
of quicksand between them and the water of
the river. After the full permit was obtained
for dumping the clay, no Hood of water occurred In any of the eight subaqueous headings.
This clay blanket deposited In advance
of the .shields, combined with the continuou.s
grouting made with a quick setting concrete
over the Iron lining, did away with many of
the dangers of this delicate tunneling work.
The clay came from llaverstraw, N. Y., and

and Boinellmea only

HUlIlctlcnt

;i

was dumped from scows whose position was
located by transit men In the high towers of
Erecting
the coal unloading plants of the Long Island
Railroad on the Long Island shore and of the New York l^tlison
Company In Manhattan. A total of about 500,000 cu. yds. of clay
wius deposited on this work.
Now that the tunnels have been finished, this clay is being dredged off the river bottom and sent out
to

sea.

As the

shield advanced and the Iron lining

was

erected,

cement
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and lime grout was forced out through grout holes In the cast Iron
lining to (111 up the annular space left ouUilde the lining of the
Khleld and also the roof cavities left In the rock excavation where
It bad
been blasted.
For this puri>ose 25U.0OO barrels of cement
and lime were ua«d.
The Joints between each segment were
sulked with lead or rust caulking to make the tunnels water tiglit

was placed.
aerompanylDg photographs shows the "medical

liefore the concrete lining
fiT)'-

of the

Plates in

trie

air

Tunnel Lining; LooKing Toward Snieid.

2ti. 1908, the workmen and staff of S. Pearson &
Son, Inc., presented to Mr. Molr a brass model of this air lock about
2 ft. 6 In. long bv D in. In diameter, complete In all particulars.
This model was inscribed as follows:
"Presented to Mr. E.
Molr. the maker of the first medical air lock on the old Hudson
tunnel, 1890, by grateful 'sand hogs' on the Pennsylvania E^aat
river tunnels. New York, 1908.
The medical air lock Is an air
pressure hospital where men attacked with the bends (caisson disease) after coming out Into the ot^n air may undergo recompres-

lock."

On March

W

"

sion,

Erecting Plates

In

the Tunnel

Lining; Side View.

which has been

fouiii;

End View

.-.'

of

Medical Air-Lock.

"

tiieans

of

April
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In the building of these tunnels there have been three cases
of men who, to all intents and purposes, were dead, but after reThere have
oompres.sion in the medir:al air look fully recoverfd.
also l>een cases of men who were paralyzed but were entirely reThere are
stored to their normal condition after recompression.
six of these medical air locks for use of engineers and workmen
chamber
so
double
fitted
with
a
being
tunnels,
each
one
the
In
that the doctor in charge can pass in and out to his patients without
interfering with or interrupting the air pressure of the inner room
with the hospital beds. The air lock has compressing and decompressing valves, thermometers and pressure gages.
The chief engineer of this project for the Pennsylvania Railroad is Alfred Noble, who has been re.si)on8ible for the design and
construction of the tunnels. He has been assisted by a board
of engineers appointed by the railroad, which originally consisted,
besides himself, of Brig. Oen. Charles W. Raymond, chairman;
relief.

The Executive

Officers of S.

Ciu.stav
Lindenthal, Charles M. .laoolis, William H. Brown :iiul
George (libbs. C. L. Harrison is principal assistant engineer and
has had particular charge of the alinement of the tunnels.

One

of the

accompanying portraits

is

son, President of S. Pearson & Son. Inc..
Son. Ltd., London, i)robably the foremost

The second photograph

is

that of

of Sir

Weetman

and also of

S.

D. Pear-

Pearson &

contractor in the world.

Henry Japp, Director and Manag-

ing Kngineer of the New York branch of the fii-ni.
He w;is the first
engineer, four years ago, for the contractors on the East rivor tunnels, and has been constantly in charge of the work ever since. The
third photograph is of Mr. Molr.
Electric Night at the

New York

Railroad Club.

The annual "electric night" of the New York Railroad Club
was on March 20. h'or several years the March meeting of the dub
has consisted of several short discussions by well-known engineers
who have been In charge of important electrical development.
The first speaker was L. B. St ill well. Consulting Electrical Engineer for the Hudson Coini)anies and the Interborough Rapid
Transit Co. He compared the passen.ger traffic of the Interborough
lines with that of steam railroads, showing that the annual passenger mileage in the subway was greater than that on the New
York, New Haven & Hartford or on the New York Central, twice
that on the Erie, and about the same as that of the Pennsylvania
Lines East. The average daily car mileage of the elevated lines an.l
the subway together is :i2(i,;!.')7 miles, and the two systems, together,
carry an average of l.,'il9,000 passengers a day. The horse power
of the motor.s on the cars of a subway train aggregate 25 per cent,
more than that of a New York Central electric locomotive. Mr. Stillwell then gave some details, illustrated by lantern slides, of the
following recently completed under-river tunnels in New York City.
IIKI.MONT

TUNNKl..

This tunnel, which is also known as the Steinway tunnel, was
built by the New Yorl; & Long Island Railroad in the interests of
the Interborough-MetropoUtan Co.
It runs from East 42d street.
Manhattan, under the East river to Long Island City. On the Long
Island side there
face,

some

of

is

a loop, at

which point the cars come

them traveling further

east.

to the sur-

The operation

of this

be unique, in that ordinary surface cars are to run
For this reason there is a contact rail on the roof of the
tunnel.
It is a T section, weighing about 20 lbs. to the yard, and
is bolted to brackets, which are adjustable.
Where the tunnel Is
tunnel

through

is

it.

to

EAST BIVEB EXTENSION OK THE INTERBOBOUGU.

Because of limited space, a special design of third rail is used
in this tunnel.
It is an Inverted U section and is placed 2C In. from
the gage line. This distance is criticised because it mav not be far

I{fnr> 'lapp, Director and Managing; EDRin<*er.

?iit.
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tube construction, these brackets are bolted to the flanges of the
rings; where the roof is concrete, they are fastened to bolts sunk in
the concrete. The rail is supported every 9 ft. A special pantograph
trolley is used. This is quite compact, because of limited clearance;
it can be compressed so as to be used when the minimum distance
between the roof of the car and the contact rail is 8 in. It Is similar
to that used on the New York Central.
On September 24. 1907, the
first car was run through the north tube, being only two days after
the workers on the tunnel proper had finished their work enough to
get out of the way. This was the first car to move under ihe East
river from Manhattan to Long Island under Its own power.

Pearson

&.

K. N. Muir, \'lce-P

Son, Incorporated.

to allow cars of other lines to be interchanged in case
desired, in future, to operate cars of the New York Central, the
Long Island Railroad, etc., over the Interborough. [The New York
A speCentral distance is 2SV4 in. and the Ixmg Island 27'.j in.)

enough away
it

Is

design of bonding Is used.
the rail vertically, there being
end.

The

cial

two

slugs of the bonds go through
plugs, arranged tandem, at each

r-.iil

For pumping out water in the East river tunnel, there are five
There are now six C-in. pumps, there being two pumps in the
sumps at the bottom of the dip, each having COO gal. capacity per
minute. These sumps are in chambers 7 ft. x 14 ft. placed between
the tubes. The pumps discharge through Individual pipes to sewers
in Manhattan and Brooklyn.
The piston action of trains is sufficient for normal ventilation.
If three trains were stalled in one tunnel, people in the middle train
would not suffer discomfort for an hour. An auxiliary ventilating
There are
plant, however, is installed for use in such emergency.
air flues at each end of the tunnel, through which air Is forced In
in the direction of traffic at the rate of 43.uOt.i cu. ft. per minute
against the ivssumed normal pressure In the tunnel. However, this
sumps.

will probably be affected by the direction of the prevailing
winds.
The operation of the ventilating system Is controlled by
the despatcher at Bowling Green. At each manhole there Is a telephone, a fire extinguisher and a fire hose, which can be coupled to
the water lines running through the tunnel.

rate

IIl'nso.N

The grades

.V

M.VMIATT.VN.

run as high as

h per cent.
All the
cars used are motor cars tin the lnterl>orough subway, motor cars
and trailer cars are alternated in making up a train), and by reversing the motors the cars can be surely helil on any grade.
Hugh Hazelton, of the Hudson Companies, described the construction of the Hudson & Manhattan cars {Railroad Oczette, June
14, 1907).
The Hudson & Manhattan when finished will have 19
miles of track. Of this, six miles are now in operation, and six
more are excavated and ready for bench walls, and are expected to
be in operation by the end of the curreni year.
In the Hoboken terminal there are two station tracks for each
incoming track, so that one train can come in and discharge passengers as another is being loaded. This will make possible a l'.-jminute headway. There are separate loading and unloading platforms in all three terminals. The lights are operated by alternating
current direct from the power house, or by direct current from
the third rail. This rail, which is similar to that in the Brooklyn
in this tunnel
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lli<- liiti-rboioiiKh. in low In inunguuche uiid carbun.
llH
conductivity In oue-elglileeulh that of copiH-T. The proluctloa over the
rail Ib o( jarrub wood, from AuHtrulia.
Tbu lioaidii art- 2 In. x 'J in. x
'J
ft.
itii particular value
It Ih heavier and a little harder than oak.
lleH In ItH Are rexlHlInK qualitleH.
It will Htand the flame of a blow
torch for 11 niliiulcH before burninK through, an conijiared with oak,
eight lulnuteH, and pine about two rnlnuten. Alxo, Jarrah wood will
not keej) on burning after the torch Ih taken away. The tunnel Ih
lighted by two rown of lanipH, Hpaced UU ft. apart on each row. They
are alternate, ho that there 1h a light every ;iO ft. The power houne
Klrnt Htreet, .lersey City. There are two
Im at VVaHhIngton and
3,000-k.w. generating units.
At preaent, however, power U being
acquired from another Hource.
Waldroii, Signal Knglneer of the Interborough Rapid
J. M.
Tranalt, described the signal system of the Urooklyn extension.
This was described In an article in the liailroail Uazrltc of February

extuiwloii uf

a8,

1908.

.NKW YOKK CKNTKAI,.

advantages of electrification as found
from the experiences of the .New York C'entral. Since .luly 1, lituT,
all New York Central trains have been electrically operated to and
from Grand Centra; Station. The system has proved successful from
the operating, the engineering and financial standpoints. There are
a number of "by products" of the electrification of steam lines. With

W.

.1.

Wllgus Hpoke

electric operation,

make use of the "air rights" of
to build office buildings over terminal yards.
Central property at the Grand Central Stait

the corporation; that

The

New York

of the

Is

iiossible to

is.

tion terminal is worth 150,000,000 more under electric operation than under steam operation, taking into account this possibility
Under e'lectric operaof erecting revenue producing buildings on it.
As
tion, also, money is saved in the lighting of yards and terminals.
long as propulsion current Is there. It is easy to provide additional
current for these other purposes. The New York Central, in this
way, will save |2i)(i,(l()(i a year. There is also plenty of current

available for labor-saving devices at freight terminals; for example,
the oi)ei'atlon of Hoat bri.lges, unloading machinery, etc. A power
house Is designed so that it can take care of peak loads. Between
these |)olnts of nmximum requirements, power for other purposes can
be turned out at a cost about equivalent to the cost of burning
Another advantage is the economy of switchcoal under the boilers.
ing by electricity. Mr. Wilgus knows of one yard in wliich $111,000
way. Also, when there is a continuous curthis
a year was saved in
rent-carrying conductor along the road, it is possible to use oJier
devices, such as automatic stops. The use of automatic stops makes
it unnecessary to have more than one man at the front end of tho
train, since in the electric locomotive or the front car of a multlpie
unit train the second man has nothing to do except stand ready
Automatic slo|)s
to take the niotorman's place in case of trouble.
also take the place of surprise checking to correct careless overrun-

ning of stop signals.

NEW

YOIllv,

.NKW II.WEN

Jt

IlARTt'ORU.

W. S. Murray, Electrical Engineer of the New York, New Haven
Hartford, emphasized the fact that the steam locomotive was in
no danger of being relegated to the scrap heap. The bases tor
determining the relative efflclency of different systems of motive
power arc rclial)lllly of service, fixed charges and operating expenses. One pound of coal burnt at the Cos Cob power house is
equivalent to two pounds burnt in a steam locomotive. The same
ratio applies to the locomotive mileage of steam and ele<'trlc locomotives. The mistakes In the design of the New Haven electric
engine are not fundamental. The lroubl(>8 the road has had are
due to the fact that electrification was only partial, this situation
bringing in problems which the New York Central, with Its comThe company has on file orders
plete electrification, did not have.
for multiple unit cars, but these will not be placed until the electric
few cx|)erlmcntal multiple unit
perfected.
been
A
locomotive has
cars have, however, been ordered.

&

KI.KCTIIIKICATIO.N

IN 1907.

George GIbbs gave the following list of what hiwl l)oen done
during the year in eleitrlficalion and other important developments
in electric traction:
The New York ("entral began full electric operation In New York City on .luly 1, t!iO"; (he New York, New Haven
& Hartford ttho first alternating-current electrification of a steam
road in this country) .luly 22; part of the West Shore, June 15,
this being particularly interesting as giving an opportunity to compare the results ot direct competition with trolley lines; Rochester
division 01 the Erie, .lune IS; Helmont tunnel, Seiitcmber 24; Brooklyn tunnel. January 27. 1!>0,S: Huilson & Manhattan tunnel. February 25. Other electrification projects ilefinilcly decided on are:
The Cascade tunnel of the Great Northern, and the Hue over the
Hitter Root mountains on tho Pacific coast extension ot the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. This line is 54 miles long and the
grades on each side of the summit are 1.7 per cent. Current Is to
be generated by water iwwer. An advantage of electriflcntlon In
timbered country is that danger of forest Ures
lessened.

U
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C. Kerr. Vice-President, WestlnghouBt. Church. Kerr *
that he wondered that to little bad been done iu airiual
the great firtt com of the electriflcaA deU-rreut
tlous which have been propoHed.
The electriOcaiiuu of tuouele Is
paillcularly attractive. Another field Is the e!*<trlflcation at ««r'have been c-ommlnalx In large citlee. Those of ihieg-, the New
pleted or are under way all count'
s,

Walter

Co., said

U

electriflcallou.

York Central, the

New Haven,

fields for electrification are

Everybody admits that

the

branch

.

1

lint-»

au4

ln:a'.>

etc.

The other

mounlaiu grades.

electrification Ib theoretically advisable, but

It Ib now time to reduce costis,
the first cost Is the great hindrance.
not only of electric apparatus, but the other costs entering into
BUch InBlallallonH. When a new load Is built to be operated by electricity, from 15 to 2u per cent, of the <obt U for electric material.
When a steam railroad U electrified, "5 per <euL of the cot.1 U
I'he turbine ban cut In half the cost of genfor electric material.
erating power. Heating and coal handling also cost lew tlian before.
These savings are offset by the Increased cost o( labor and
material; and this Increase makes still more necessary the economy
There has bet'U much technical adIn handling Just mentioned.
vancement; what we need now is attention to costs.

* ISIJl.XO.
Westinghouse Electric ft Manufactuiing
locomotives of the Spokane A Inland.
Co., spoke of the
Direct current Is used in Spokane and 6.600 alternating current
outside of the city. Theie Is a 2-per cent, upgrade elgbl miles
long leading out of the city. Beyond that the country Is level, supposedly, but really so rolling that 40 per cent, of the line Is on a
1
per cent, grade. The first order was for 21 passenger motor
cars and eight freight locomotives. The nominal rating of the
locomotives was 600 h.p., there being four motors of 150 b.p. onehour capacity to each locomotive. The engines, have two swivelled
trucks.
The maximum tractive effort Is 15,000 lbs., and continuous
effort, 7,000 lbs.
On the first grade out of the city the motors
heated so that their efficiency for overcoming following grades wab
reduced. On these first locomotives the cooling fans were geareJ to
the motors; on the later ones they were equipped with fans operKIJ:tTKIC EMilNf>i OF TIIK SI-OKAMI

U.

G.

Lamme,

of the
freight

',-2

ated separately.
In the first locomotives, the fans, of course, moveo
slowly and j^upplied less air to the motors at Just the times when
the motors needed cooling most. At one point on the line the locomotive has to stop for a turnout on a steep grade. The conclusion
drawn from the experience with these locomotives was that a onehour rating will not do. So in the later locomotives, the tractive
effort rating was made Iti.OOU lbs. continuous and 25.000 Itis. oni'-hour
or maximum rating.
The one-hour rating will not do for long
distance hauling. The steam locomotive develops a certain maximum ]K)wer and keeps it up Indefinitely. The electric locomotive
has no maximum except the maximum of the power house. Its
tractive effort must be adjusted to the heating of the motors. Therefore for freight service the basis of the system should be continuous
tractive effort, with an emergency high rating.
The new locomotives on the Spokane & Inland are satisfactory; the old ones are
also, but they cannot haul such heavy trains.
The speaker was
recently asked how soon he believed the steam locomotive would
be supplanted by the electric locomotive. He therefore did some
figuring.
He decided that If all the electric companies in the country began now to build nothing but electric lo<-omotlves, letting all
their other work go. it would take from 10 to 20 years to replace
the number of steam locomotives now In service, taking no account
of the additional steam locomotives that would be built in the
Interim,
William McClellan, Consulting Engineer, said that the electrical
engineer has shown that electric locomotives and multiple unit cars
c^n do all the work which steam eqtilpment does. The difficulties
which have been already surmounted in the tunnels under the
North and East rlverS, New York, and In the New York Central
and the New Haven installations, are worse than any that will be
met In the future. Cost prophecies will be fulfilled. Electrification
can provide greater capacity than can changes of location. Including deep cuts, etc.. on steam railroad mountain divisions. Recent
progress In steam locomotive design Is due In great measure to
the competition of electric equipment. The question as to what
system to use. l,e,, d,c,. a.c. etc.. as well as the cost. Is the reason
why more electrification has not !)een carried out. The systems
Third rail, single-phase, three phase. l,20<Vvolt d.c.
are as follows:
and the gasolene electric car. .\nyone of these may be best and
everylKxIy Is afraid to definitely choose one. as It may later prove
The elei'trlcnl engineer is likely to l)e too
to be the wrong one.
technical.
He needs the broader view which he gets by working
with the steam railroad engineer. When the electrical engcieer
gets broadened, the necessity of which Is becoming more generally
recognized, much will be done.

The passen>:<xr traffic through the SImpIon Tunnel has fluctuated
greatly and wa-s largest in .\ugust. IflOfi. the third month of its
operation. In th.at month 42.622 passengers were carried throogb
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November of that year, been a heavy loss on coDee carried by this route through exposure
and to 10,106 in the following January. The largest number in any to water in the numerous transfers and through bleaching and demonth since has been 34,500. The freight traffic has grown rapidly terioration resulting from its long carriage in a hot climate. A
but is still small. The largest in 1906 was 5,6.08 tons in October. similar disadvantage has attended all of the other business of
For the first five months of 1907 it was about 44,000, swelled by a Guatemala In and out. The only available routes for passengers
blockade of the Mont Ceni route. Since May it has been 5,000 to between Guatemala City and the eastern United States and Europe
6,000 tons per month.
The first year the gross earnings were have been by the way of San Francisco or Panama, and the time
$190,000.
Involved between Guatemala City and New York has been three
the tunnel.

fell

to 14,545 In

weeks at

The Guatemala

Railroad.

of Guatemala has until lately been as far away
from Europe and the eastern United States as the
Islands, because access to the city of Guatemala, a beautiful city of 100,000 Inhabitants, the capital and the center of almost
the entire trade of the country, has been possible only from the

The republic
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least and usually more.
This unfavorable situation of Guatemala has always been a
heavy handicap on development of Its trade. With the purpose of
bringing the country within easy reach of the world the government of the republic about 35 years ago took steps toward construction of a railroad from the Atlantic side to the capital, nearly 200
mlle.s, and had succeeded up to 1.S96 in building 134 milesof line from
Puerto Barrios, the principal harbor on the Atlantic coast, toward
the city of Guatemala. However, when the difOcult mountain section
was reached, funds gave out and work was suspended. Several unsuccessful attempts were subsequently made to complete the line.
Finally In 1904 a concession was granted to .Minor C. Keith, VicePresident of the United Fruit Company, and Sir William C. Van
Home, Chairman of the Board of the Canadian Pacific Railway,
both of whom had. had much experience in building railroads In
the tropics, the former in Costa Rica and the latter In Cuba. They
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Guatemala Railroad.

side.
On that coast Guatemala has no harbors; therefore
vessels have to lie In the offing and handle freight and passengers
and from the shore by lighters and small boats. .The chief com
modity exported, coffee, is as jet mostly produced on the west
slope of the Cordilleras between the city of Guatemala and the
Pacific ocean.
This has hitherto been lightered to vessels, then
carried 1,000 miles south along the coast to Panama, there transferred to the Panama Railroad and carried across the Isthmus to
Colon, two lo four weeks being required for this part of the trip.
At Colon a transfer to vessels on the Atlantic .side had to be made. In
addition to the expense of lishterage and transportation there has

Pacific
to

Rock Cut East

of

Azacuajulla.

.

associated with them General Thomas H. Hubbard. President of
the Guatemala Central Railroad, the 75-mlle road which connects
the city ol Guatemala with the ports of San Jose and Istapa
on the Pacific coast, and immediately set about the work of construction.
The Guatemala Railroad was finished on January 10,
1908.

Azacuajulla Viaduct;

Guatemala Railroad.

The new work was among the summit peaks of the Cordilleras
and was attended with many difficulties, among which wore numerous deep ravines which had to be crossed by gi-eat bridges, some
There are also numerous shorter
of which are shown herewith.
through truss bridges, and masonry arches have lieen freely used.
At many points protection walls of masonry toppeil by rubble work
are built to protect the road against the mountain streams. All
tunnels are lined throughout with masonry. The whole work was
made pernianent throughout: no wood was used except the creosoted
cross-tie.;
While the new work was going on, the old section of
the line had to be almost entirely rebuilt to bring it, for economy
in working, up to the standard of the new section.
Tlie railroad
IS now in operation and Giiatemala Is relieved of her handicap.
Freights which before required from two weeks to a month
to be handled between Colon and the city of Guatemala may now
be handled between that city and Puerto Barrios in one day, and
passengers may now reach Guatemala City from New York inside
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of a

week InHtoad

of from three weeks to a month.
Moreover,
steamers are belog built by the United Fruit Company
to shorten the time between Guatemala City and New York via
New Orleans to four and a half days.
The opening of this new line will give a great Impetus to the
development of (iuatemula, which already has a population of

new and

1,700,000

and grtal natural rebources

in

rich boII,

Its

forests

lis

Us mines. It Is expected that the entire coffee trade of
Guatemala will very soon he turned through Puerto Barrios, and
the great bulk of the Import and export trade will Immediately be
bandied that way.
An Important source of revenue

the

to

railroad

be the

will

carriage of biinanas, the plantings of which now being made by
the United Fruit Company along the road already require 40 miles
The banana plantation of the United
Fruit Company now extends for 28 miles continuously on both sides
of the main line of (he road.
The extent of this Industry Is realized
by few people In the United States. Some Idea of It can be conveyed by the statement that the United Fruit (;ompany employs
125 steamships In this trade. The low lands of Guatemala extending back from the coast on the Atlantic side are perfectly adapted
to growing hanana-s, and Puerto Barrios has the advantage of being
a day to a day and a half nearer to New Orleans and the other
principal (l.stribuilng markets than Fort Limon In Costa Rica, which
has hitherto been the chief source of supply.
A branch line to the frontier of Salvador Is projected which
would pass through the most important raining dl.strict In the
country, where gold and silver mining has been carried on for
nearly a century, although on a small scale owing to the Impossibility of bringing machinery across the mountains.
The successful carrying out of Guatemala's great railroad enterprise ha.s been mainly due to the energy, foresight and courage of
President Ustrada Cal)rera, whose keen interest. liberal .support and
fair dealing are spoken of by the men wh6 built the road in the
warmest ternLs. They slate that from the l)eginning to the end
of tlieir work, peace and quiet have prevailed in Guatemala and
that the sensational reports which have from lime to time been
published in he United States and Kurope have Ijeen almost wholly
without foundation. During this time the troubles between some
of the other Central American states have made President Estrada
Cabrera's position a most difficult one, but with admirable wisdom
and tact he l)as kept his country clear of all complications.
of plantation railroad IrackH.
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Convention.

Railway Engineering and

of Way A.s«oclation. ha-s prepared an analysis of the
he re(ent convent ion. which shows It to have been
represenlative of the engineering departments of American
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Re-Lining Long Curves by Running Trial Curvet.
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railroads.
The total number of members who registered during the
meeting was 281. an Increase over 1907 of 70. This figure is larger
than thai given In our report of the convention last week duo to
the fact thai a number of new members who were voted in during
the convention have i)roperly been included in the total attendance.
There were present rA chief engineers, nine assistant chief engineers, 32 engineers maintenance of way. II principal assistant
engi-

neers, 19 bridge engineers, 26 division engineers. 25 assistant
engi15 signal engineers.
Ninety-one railroads with a total
of 166,429 miles were represented.
The following list gives

neers and

the

complete classification of the members

In attendance.
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re-IInlng curves takee the place of
running out tangent Intersections or meandering the curve. It
to be used on long curves.
In most offices there are old notes which
give the original degree of curve. For the trial curve, use the
cur\'e shown In these old notes, unless the degree of curve Is such

The following method

of

U

that It should l>e splraled.
In such a case, the degree of the irUI
curve should be Increaijod so that the difference between lli> eiiern*l
and the external of the curve shown In the original notes will be
about one and one-half times the offset which would have to be made
from the tangents In putting In a spiral. This ratio depends somewhat on the length of the curve.
Take a point on one of the tangents (on an offset tangent it
the curve Is to be spiraledi an near the V. C. as possible. The curje
Is very liable to run off the bank after 500 ft. or more have pejeo
run; when this happens, measure the distance from It to the center
of the track, divide by the sine of twice the deflection angle aod
move the P. C. ahead or back accordingly as the curve ran oB the
inside or outside of the track. The trial curve run from the corrected P. C. will not in most cases l>e more than 3 ft. troui the
tangent when It reaches the P. T. At the turning points, which
should be made every 500 ft., put a tack In a tie either ahead or
back of the turning point so that a line to the tack from the turning
point will be parallel to the tangent from which the curve was started.
By stretching a string from the turning point to the tack, a new
turning iKilnt. as explained later, can be located without setting
up the instrument.
Near the end of the curve, take a line parallel to the track
and passing through the last station on the trial curve: the total
deflection angle Is equal to half the angle between this parallel
line and the tangent to the trial curve, added to or subtracted from
the defleition angle for the last station, according to whether the
central angle of the curve has been increased or decreased.
It usually takes 10 or 15 minutes to get this total deflection
angle.
The central angle should check to within a minute of the
angle which would be found if tangent Intersections were run out.
The trial curve can usually be run very quickly: that Is, as fast
as the men can chain aci'urately and the transltman make deflections.
When the P. T. has been set. measure the distance from
it to the center of the existing track, or to the offset tangent if
the curve Is to be splraled.
Divide this distance by the sine of
the central angle. The quotient gives the amount which the P. C,
the turning points and the P. T. must be moved to be in their true
positions.
They are moved on lines parallel to the tangent from
which the curve was started, and the movement is ahead or back
according as the P. T. of the trial curve fell inside or outside the
tangent.
This gives points on a true curve every 500 ft., so that in setting stakes It Is not necessary to set a stake more than 250 ft. from
the instrument. .The tacks must be accurately placed In the stakes.
The Instrument does not ha,ve to be set up oftener than If the
cgrve were run by the usual method. If It be found necessary. to
cliapge the degree of curve so as to fit the track as close as poasible. It can be easily and quickly done by flgurlng exactly how
much' the external of the trial curve should be shortened or Increased. .\ point Is then set for a fore-sight on the external py
measuring from the center iwlnt on the trial curve, and from the
trial curve it Is easy to eslabli.sh the P. C. and P. T.
«
On very long curve,.;, any desired point can be flxed by ti»e
following method:
Multiply the radius of the cun'e by the
versed sine of the angle on the trial curve between the centpJl
point of the curve and the point to be establishe*!; nl.so multl|ily
the radius by the versed sine of the corresponding angle on Mic
existing curve. Taking the difference between these two products,
and allowing for the difference In length of the external of the trial
curve and of the desired curve, any point can t)e established ,',liy
n\easurements from the trial curve. If a Searles spiral Is used,
the trial curve shoulil be started at the end of the spiral next to
the curve. The point should be found by taking the offset from
the tangent for the end of the spiral so that the point would fall
slightly inside the center of the track, depending somewhat on the
degree of the curve.
The objections to the usual method of re-lInlng curves are:, the
lime required, and the fad that while the curve will fit the tr^k
at the center point, it may not fit It at any other point, at least
not to the best advantage.
With a great deal of figuring. qua(4er
points can be established which will make the curve fit the track
quite clo.sely. but on long curves, where several courses are necessary, this takes an enormous amount of flgurlng and multiplie^Hhe
chances of error. .\ grood curve runner, using the trial curve
method described, should establish and stake 3.000 ft. of curve a
have established and staked 5.000 ft. of curve In a day and
day.
I
had some little time to spare.
.
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Bolt Locking.

BY W.

II.

ARKENBUBGH.

The specifications for meclianical Interlocliing at present under
consideration by the Railway Signal Association provide as follows:
"91.
All facing point switches, derails, movable point frogs,
on high-speed routes shall be bolt locked with signals governing
-such route."

tions, but are far

more dangerous than some

479
of those it

condemns.

First, consider the switch bar of a bolt lock and its connections.
Almost universally, this consists of a rod at one end of which is
the notched bar and at the other a jaw. This rod is attached to
the lug on the bridle rod or switch point by a pin through the jaw
secured by a cotter key. Lugs are secured to switch point by bolts
and nuts. Very often the notched bar is also secured to the rod
by a jaw and pin. Suppo.se a pin falls out or the bolts break or
are removed (both have occurred), of what use is the Lo.t IucK

"In all cases where switch and lock movements are used, bolt
If the rod is fastened to a lug on the bridle rod, there are four
locks shall also be used."
"92.
The switch bar on all bolt locks shall have an independent more chances of failure; the switch point lug bolts and the two
pins holding the bridle rod to the switch point lugs. Sometimes
connection to switch point."
"93.
The signal bar on bolt lock shall * • • be a part the bolt lock connection to a switch passes across several tracks,
'."
•
*
through transverse pipe carriers. The failure of one or more of
of the line and not lugged or looped In
A bolt lock is a device whereby a signal governing a route these carriers might very well allow the rod to buckle and produce
blocks and is locked by any or all switches in the route, that is, a dangerous condition.
These transverse pipe carriers are not
a proper po.sition of the switch is made necessary before the signal nearly so substantial as the regular pipe carriers.
The specifications require bolt locks only on high-speed signals.
can be cleared. Generally only facing point switches and high-speed
Theoretically and practically one signal is just as important as any
signals are bolt locked.
The necessity for a bolt lock lies in the supposed unreliability other at an Interlocking plant, and the failure of one end of a crossof the facing point lock and the switch and lock movements.
The over might very well cause a side or head-on collision, through clearformer is usually some foim of plunger actuated by a lever dis- ing an unboltlocked dwarf signal.
tinct from the switch lever, designed to pass through and hold
It is a fact that some roads are experimenting with, and to a
It
certain extent, have even adopted rigid switch and lock rod fitin position a rod attached to the first or bridle rod of switch.
tings.
is obvious that should the connection between the plunger and the
That Is to say bridle and lock rod together with the switch
lever break, after the plunger had been withdrawn, the switch could point lug are made all in one piece, except that sometimes a turnnot be locked. Also, with the present almost universal method of buckle is Introduced for adjusting. The same is done with a throw
using but one plunger which will pass through either of two holes or second rod. Here, of course, the cage must be retained. With
in the lock rod, according as the switch is normal or reversed, if
this arrangement pins and cotters are done away with in one of
the switch connections should fail, the plunger would relock the the places where they are most dangerous.
If this form of construcswitch in the same position as before it was withdrawn. The switch tion were carried one step further so as to include the switch ronand lock movement is a device for throwing and locking a switch nection to the bolt lock, making it a part of the bridle rod. most
with one lever and line of pipe.
of the weak points of present bolt locking practice would be elimiIf any part of the connection should
lireak the lever could be moved without any effect on the switch.
nated.
It seems pertinent to remark in this connection that if the
To provide safety even should any of the above events take plunger of the facing point lock were attached to the line by means
of a riveted tang end joint instead of by a jaw and pin, another
l)lace, bolt locking has been resorted to.
In general practice a bolt
lock consists of a notched bar extending from the bridle rod of source of danger would be removed.
the switch and intersecting at right angles a similar bar Inserted
Electrical bolt locking can be accomplished In a number of
as an Integral part of the signal connections.
The notches are so ways. Where power operated or semi-automatic signals are used,
the
control circuits for these can be broken through controllers
arranged that only when the signal is properly set can the signal
bar pass over the switch bar.
on the various switches. A strict interpretation of the specificaThere are many so-called bolt locks in use which consist of tions would require a mechanical bolt lock even where a power
nothing more than a faiing point plunger and casting, the plunger operated signal is used. This would seem absurd on account of the
lugged to the pipe line and passing through an ordinary lock rod expense of the pipe line and connections, especially if it would be
connected to the switch when the switch is properly set and the necessary to run all around the plant. Moreover, any failure of
signal cleared.
Only one hole is provided so that if the switch the mechanical bolt lock would not prevent the signal from being
cleared.
Is not right the plunger cannot enter and consequently the signal
It is really unnecessary, as breaking the control circuit
cannot be cleared. This sort of construction Is wrong in one very is just as efficient a metho<l. In any electrical scheme, however,
Important particular. If any of the pins holding the plunger and the tendency is to locate the battery for all apparatus In the tower
and to run, if conditions seem to require it, to one end of the plant
its connections should fall out or be removed the apparatus Is Inoperative.
In other words a failure of the apparatus produces a and back again through the various instruments past the tower
dangerous condition. This is what the specification alms to do away to the apparatu.s controlled. This is even worse than running both
with.
ways from the leadout to reach a bolt lock, unless the wire between
If two notched bars are used, and the signal bar is made
a part of the line, any failure of this bar or its connections will the battery and the first Instrument is kept absolutely insulated
prevent the signal from being cleared.
from the rest of the circuits. This Is because a loop is establishe<i
and any break-down of the Insulation between the battery feed and
It has been customary In many cases where the interlocking
station is located between a signal and a switch governed, to extend another part of the same or another circuit will cut out all Interthe signal pipe line both ways from the lead out through a double mediate Instruments.
Every signalman has had experience with
jaw in order to bolt lock the switch. Theoretically this is wrong, nails through trunking, dry and wet rot on the Insulation, -cracks
for should any part of the line between the lead out and the switch In the Insulation and numerous other phenomena of a similar nature.
break down a false signal might be given. A .strict interpretation It Is hardly possible that anyone will claim that as much dependof the specification forbids this being done, but careful consideration ence can be placed on the insulation of a wire as on a pipe line
should be given to the conditions necessary to allow a false signal for the operation of signaling apparatus. Short circuits to the comto be given.
First, the switch connections must fail allowing the mon return frequently lead to similar results.
The safe method
switch to be in a position not corresponding to that of the lever, is to insulate the main positive and negative feeds from all other
or the facing point lock connections must fall, allowing the switch circuits either In separate trunking or on a pole line, or put a
to stand partially open, provided it is sufficiently out of adjustment,
battery at each end of the plant.
with the facing point lock lever reversed. Second, the bolt lock
A safer method of electrical control of power operated or semiconnections between the leadout and the switch must fall. Bolh the automatic signals Is to make both the plunger of the facing point
first and second conditions must occur at the same time.
The prob- look and the switch Itself control the circuits. When this Is done,
iiblllty of this combination of circumstances occurring Is extremely
assurance Is given not only that the switch is properly set but
remote. Now there Is no reason why the pipe line from leadout also that It Is locked, before a signal can be cleared. This method
to bolt lock cannot be made absolutely continuous with tang end
can be applied also to electric selection of signals by the switch.
riveted and screwed connections throughout.
The matter of adjustElectric locks, controlled by either method described, can be atment can he taken care of by a turn buckle and there is no need tached to the signal lever latch to lock It normal, unless the route
to insert a compensator, for the expansion and contraction of 1-in.
Is properly set.
This is an efflclent method, but is more expensive
lilpe amounts to only .008 In. per 100 in. per 1 deg. F.. and this
than breaking the control circuits. It Is really the only electric
ccmld be provided for in the length of the notch in the signal bar bolt locking feature that can be applied to a purely mechanical
without danger of clearing the signal to such an extent that it plant.
If route levers are used, as they sometimes are, especially
would be accepted by an engineman. The only alternative solution where extensive approach and detector locking devices are employed,
(if the
problem is to run the signal pipe line first to the farthest the lock can be applied to the route lever to lock its tappet reversed.
.switch governed, returning thence by means of cranks through bolt Such a scheme would be far more liable to tie up a plant than
locks to the signal.
In other words run the line all around the the former, in case of failure, for the route would be locked as set
plant.
It is perfectly evident that this method is out of the quesup.
It Is. however, always possible to provide a release.
The term
tion owing to cost and general complications in plants of any size. tappet as here used is meant to Include any device actuated by the
It Is possible, however, to meet the situation by electrical means,
movement of the lever latch.
llefore describing such it will be well to consider some weak points
Electric locks, however controlled, when used for bolt locking,
of present practice which are negatively allowed by the specifica- should not be attached to a facing point lock lever only.
For,
.'
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should the connections between the lever and the lock break down,
no protection could be H^curod. As an additional Rafeguard, to Ick
the Bwltch with the Klgnal clear, IocIch on the tappet of the facInK
point lock lever. aB above, might prove very efflclenl, but would Becin
unneceBBary, especially where approach or route locking 1b employed.
When BO applied the circuit would be controlled through a normally
cloBcd circuit breaker on the home nlgnal arm.
It would Kcem that In the present Btate of the art of slgnallnx
the whole subject of bolt locking has an exaggerated Importance.
There is certainly more room for Improvement In facing point lock
conatructlon and switch fitting; and this might. In the end, render
The bolt lock Ib at best a cumbersome and
bolt lockK unne<cBBary.
expensive device. The only excuse for Its existence Is an attempt
to overcome defects In other apparatus which might letter be Improved,

Hauling

a

Locomotive Up

a

Mountain

Side.

1908, jia.ssenger train No. ilii4 on the Krie liiviOil l''iljniiiry
was deslon of the Pennsylvania Railroad, hauled by engine
railed at the top of the mountain JuBt before entering the village
The train was running at 30 miles an hour when
of Krackvllle.
the engine suddenly left the track and plunged down the mountain
The engineer was in
side to a wagon road about 200 ft. below.
etantly killed; the fireman escaped without
.'i,

.').'..">,

Locomotive After Derailment.

Injury.

When the engine left the track, the coupling between the tender and the first car broke
and the passenger coaches pa-ssed safely along
the track and stopped a few hundred feel beyond the point of derailment. The tender
turned a somersault over the engine and
landed beyond It In the wagon road, completeThe engine stood on its wheels
ly blocking It.
at an angle of 4.'j degrees with the hori^.onlal,
with the pilot burled in the ground.
The mountain side was so steep and tln'
engine so far away from the track that it
was very difllcult to get It back again. Si\
eral attempts to pull it directly back up the
slope with two r>0-ton steam derricks failed.
It was finally decided to lay a track from the
wrecked engine about 200 ft, along the pulili.
road to an old Inclined plane which ran tn
the top of the slope.
About 80 years ago Stephen Glrard

biiili

the Danville & Potl.sviile Railroad, which con
si retches of comparatively level track
connected by inclined planes up which the
cars were hauled by cables.
The road was
projected from Danville, on the northern
branch of the Susquehanna river, to PottsTrack (Upper
vllle, but was built only from Glrardvllle to
Pottsvllle. being used to develop the resources of the Glrard estate.
No. 5 of these planes is near the point of the Frackville derailment.
After the prostrate locomotive had been turned around by hydraulic jacks, so that it was parallel with the road. It was iK)ssible
by using long cables attached to the derrick at the head of the
plane, to pull It about 200 ft. along the wagon road on the temporary
track to the foot of the plane. From this point the difficult and
dangerous task of retracking the engine began. The plane was on
an angle of about 45 degrees from the horizontal and about SFiO ft
sisted of

Locomotive Being Turned Parallel with Highway.

Right Hand Corner), Engine at Foot of Slope, and Highway.

The two steam wrecking derricks, of 50 tons capacity each.
were placed at the head of the plane on the main track, each derrick
having a line of steel cables strung from It to the locomotive so
that each derrick worked Independently of the other.
This was
done 80 that one derrick could hold the engine In case of accident
to the other.
On account of the long distance the engine had to be
pulled up the plane, five cables, each 50 ft. long. Joined together,
were used on each derrick.
When everything was ready, the signal was given to each derlong.

Locomotive .it Foot of Plane after Having Been Pulled
Along Highway. Telegraph Pole Marked "X" Shows
Where Derailment Occurred.

Apbit,
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rick to pull and the heavy engine started to move slowly up the
plane. After it had been pulled 50 ft. a stop had to be made. While
one derrick held the engine, the other took out a .section of its cable.
The start up the plane was made at 10 a. m., Sunday, February 15.
1908, and at 12:45 p. m. the locomotive was safely alongside of the

Locomotive Being Pulled Up Inclined Plane.

main track at the lop of the hill. The accompanying photographs
show the locomotive at various stages of this work.
Notwithstanding its long fall the engine was not greatly damaged. The cab and small parts had been stripped from it, but the
frame, boiler and wheels were intact, so that after it was retracked
It was hauled to the shops on its own wheels, and was soon ready
tor service again.

The Ocean
BY

J.

Carrier.

RUSSELL SMITH, PH.D.
XIII.

Charter Freight Rates and Attempts at Their Control.
The sea is free, and in a consideration of the principles controlling its freight rates the cast-off theories of land transportation
are found to apply to its principal lines o£ trade. The most proin the theory of land transportation is the growing
recognition of the fact that competition is not the controlling force
that it was once supposed to be.
Upon the ocean, on the other hand,
the theory of free competition still ttnds application.
The reason for this difference between land and sea transportation will be most easily seen if one considers for a moment what
constitutes the unit of transportation by land and by sea.
Upon
the ocean it is a single ship. Ports are open to all; the ocean is
a free and toll-less highway upon which the ships of all nations
may and do come and go at will. Upon land the railroad train
renders the similar carrying service, but the carrying unit is the
railroad itself complete from end to end. The equipment for carrying a ship's cargo 3,000 miles is not 10 per cent, more costly than
that of carrying it across a narrow channel. The cost of equipment necessary for supporting a train may be roughly put at 50 to
100 per cent, of the value of the train lor every mile it goes. Before
a train can be run 3.000 miles there must have been years of labor
for the building of 3.000 miles of railroad, requiring the investment of one to two hundred millions of dollars in roadway, terminals, branches, feeders, repair shops, etc. A new competitor for
this same 3,000-mile service must expend another hundred or more
millions prior to running the first train and, as population increases,
the cost of railroad building increases because of higher land values.
Equipment for sea carriage, on the contrary, becomes cheaper year
by year through the process of invention. Ocean transportation Investment requires the ownership of vehicles only movable capital.

nounced change

—

Railroad transportation investment is chiefly in the form of fixed
roadway, structures and terminals. This heavy investment
of flxed capital must earn dividends where it is placed or be an
almost total loss. In contrast to this the steamship or sailing vessel
capital i.s the most mobile in the world.
The world ocean is open
to it, and it can speed away to the shore of any and every maritime
country upon the surface of this terrestrial globe.
A discussion of ocean freight rates must be introduced by a
brief reference to the two distinct methods of operating ships and
carrying on the transportation business:
(1) Charter traffic. In
which the unit of operation is a single vessel working independently; and (21 line traffic, in which many ships combine to render
one sei'vlce.
Charter Trafflc.—The fact that the sea is an open hlghw:iy
1.

capital

—
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enables any navigator to go where he will and engage singly in
the carrying trade, if he wishes to do so. This absolute independence of the single ship has its economic advantages. No costs need
be incurred except those necessary for the particular traffic in hand.
If the shipper can deal in ship-load lots, he has no need of a liner.
He hires a vessel of his own.
The primary object of tramp or charter traffic is cheapness
with efficiency. The primary qualifications of line traffic are regularity and speed.
These entail costs, and there must be higher
freight rates to make line traffic profitable. There is room for both
services.
The exacting traffic in manufactures and passengers is
increasing, and with it the demand for line traffic and corporate
organization. Along with this is the growing traffic in cheap and
bulky goods requiring the service of unorganized cheapness. The
trade of the present comprises many million tons of cheap and
bulky raw materials which must be transported in great quantities
and at the lowest possible cost. These usually go in ship-load lots
a,s (barter traffic.
If steel rails, iron, locomotives or other heavy manufactures
are moved in sufficient quantities, as is occasionally the case, they
may become charter traffic, but the staple articles for this type of
ocean work are grain, lumber, coal, ores, sugar, cotton, petroleum,
nitrate of soda, jute, etc.
This is absolutely a world trade. The
chief market for wheat Is Great Britain and the nearby parts of
the continent, but this one commodity is shipped from the Atlantic
ports of America from Galveston to Montreal, from San Francisco,
Columbi.i river and I'uget sound on the Pacific, from the Argentine
Republic and India, from Russian ports on the Baltic and Black
seas, from the Danube river and sometimes from Chile and Australia.
Cryolite comes from Greenland: nitrate of soda from Chile;
nickel ore from New Caledonia; iron ore from .\rctic Norway,
Sweden and tropic Cuba; jute from Calcutta; wool from New Zealand; sugar from Germany, Cuba, Java. Brazil and Peru. There is
no ocean, no zone, no continent, no great island that does not contribute its threads to this world mesh of routes including hundreds
of ports to and from which sail thousands of ships, each ship operated Independently and usually as the result of a particular bargain
between the shipper and the carrier. Here competition reigns.
A cargo is in the warehouse and a ship at the anchorage: what
shall be the rate if the ship takes the cargo? Both parlies are
after profits.
If there id a cheaper ship in sight, the shipper takes
it.
If there is a better cargo in sight, the ship takes It
If cargoes
are plenty and ships are scarce, the rales will rise to the point
where it is cheaper to let the goods lie rather than move them at
the increased rate. A 300 per cent, rise in rates has occurred within a fortnight, although plenty of ships were lying Idle In the next
ocean; but they happened to be 50 days away and the goods had
to go within a month.
In this case, for that particular traffic the
idle ships did not exist, although the next month they were on the
spot and rates came down again to their former level. If ships
are plentiful and cargo siarce, the ships bid for the cargo and rales
go down and down. If profits cannot be made, the manager alms
to cover expenses; if not whole expenses, then enough of the expenses to make a small loss rather than a great loss, and he ties
his ship up only when his operating losses exceed the loss resulting
from absolute idleness with its rapid depreciation and Interest and
other costs.
The charter rate is a marginal rate. If there are 10 ships and
five cargoes, the cheapest ships get the cargo.
If there are 10 cargoes and five ships, only the highest paying cargoes can be moved.
Fluctuations are, therefore, sharp and there seems to be a present
tendency for rate depressions to be prolonged. There are several
reasons for this prolongation. One is the appeal that the shipping
business makes to the gambling Instinct. There are seasons of
great profit; ships at times pay for themselves in a year. There
are also years when there is only loss, because the great prizes
have served as a magnet to draw too many people into the shipping
business. Again, it requires no special knowledge.
.\ person needs
only some capital and the acquaintance of brokers who will buy
him a ship and other brokers who will secure her cargo on commission. A novice with money could begin in an hour after he
reached a long distance telephone anywhere in the United States
or England.
It is customary In the business, especially In Great
Britain,
for an enterprising manager to form a stock company and build
a few ships which the promoter manages on a salary or commission.
The ship builder or the public will often loan money on these
ships so that the company has a divided responsibility in stock
and bonds much like an .\merlcan railroad. The greater number
of charter boats are apparently owned outright, but wheu lepresslon
strikes the business and there is any tendency toward maintenance
of rates the manager of a mortgaged fieet is goaded to desperation
by the knowledge that the holders of the bonds and probably of
the stock also must have some satisfaction or his ships will be
foreclosed and his company and his business wiped out. Thus the
mortgaged ship Is a rate depresser.
Another factor tending to prolong depression Is the cheapness

new bhlpB. Wh.Ti lln- iliniaiid lor miw hIiIi.h (alU utt, llie t,hif>
To prevent
biilldfiB tiu-c the neceHHlry of lurnliiK oft llielr men.
force
thiB they will liulld Bhlps at a very low flKure and keep th<lr
HhlpB "'"'
price
of
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.haiiKes
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tIrnr-B.
lietter
tOKCttier for
ti.e
In the prosiHjrlty of the shlpplni; biiBlne«8 quickly reBpoud to
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In the proHperouB year, 1900, the chair
Btato of the carrylnR trade.
man of a British Bhlphulldlng company In addrcBBlng his Block"A ship which four years ago could be built for
holders said:

£70.000 to-day would cost £100,000." In August, 1900. a freight
steamer 11 years old brought at auction £30.000. In November,
1901, after a break In rates, the same steamer sold for less than
£18.000.»

During periods of cheap ship building the manager of chartered
vessels sees a good opportunity to provide himself with some thoroughly modern ships at a low figure and be ready for the hoped-for
advance when It comes. If It does not come Immediately, his new
vessels, possessing all the latest economies and low capital cost,
can be operated more favorably than older, less effldent and more
The result of this reasoning and of the action which
costly vessels.
grows out of It Is that the amount of building does not readily
respond to depressions In rates, and these depressions drag on to
great length because ship building continues In spite of them. The
low rates which resulted from a number of causes In the spring
of 1901 can scarcely be said to have had any relief till the autumn
of 1905.
Any signs of higher rates brought out idle ships from
their moorings, and these ships promptly put the rates down to the

dead
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level.

Why

do not the owners of vessels for hire agree upon rates
This problem is akin to that of universal
peace among nations and really does Involve the harmony of many
nationalities.
Will the Greek, the Turk, the Chinaman and the
Hindoo agree with the men of Liverpool and London, New York,
Hamburg, Marseilles, Genoa and Chrlstiania, and will they all adhere to the agreement if they make it? What if the agreement
leaves a man's ship Idle while the other 98 per cent, of the tonnage Is busy with profitable voyages at the agreed rate? By the
slightest shade of undercutting he can be deluged with cargoes.
Will he abide l)y loss that other.s may profit? Kven if the ship
owners of the world should agree, and keep their agreement, there
are a thousand other men now in their employ who know the busiCapital awaits investment. Ship builders will build ships
ness.
Ships are always being
for any responsible party in a few months.
sold so that you and 1 may buy some to-day. place them In the
hands of a broker or agent whose business it is to find caigoes
and manage .ships, and behold, there is competition again upon the
sea.
The biting and absolutely controlling force of this competition lies In this:
if 9S per <ent. of the .shipping should be operated
under a maintained rate agreement that gave good profits and
there arose any dearth of cargo, the 2 per cent, of independent ships
with a rate a shade below the agreement rate would be desperately
busy and profitably employed. All the Idleness would be with the
agreeing ships, the new bulliling would be with the out.siders, the
Increase of idleness would be with the agreeing ships until their
union perforce broke down because of the large number of idle
ships In the union and the prosperity outside of It.
The lino separating profit and loss seems to set the limit to
which charter rate.s can possibly be raised by agreements among
carriers.
Above that point there is no need of agreements, since,
if cargo Is more abundant than ships, rates are high from natural
causes and. If there Is an excess of tonnage, the rate cannot be upheld for the reasons previously staled. This statement is borne
out by the history of attempts at rate control and by the united
opinion of ship o.wners themselves.
The lack of successful rate control by the owners of charter
vessels cannot be charged to lack of experience in cooperation.
There is a large number of shipowners' associations in all large
shipownlng <ountrics, and especially in Kngland, where the bulk
of this class of shipping Is owned.
In l^tindon alone there at least
nine such organizations. These association.s exist for nearly all
the purposes that can be attained by co-operative action. The annual report of one of the Liverpool associations for 1905. for example, describes efforts to effect favorable legislation In London:
to change local harbor regulations; to persuade the goviTnment to
take action on the policy of various foreign governments toward
Hrltish shipping; to change charter parly forms
I'urm of chartering agreement)
to change coal trimming charges at Cardiff; to
reduce Suez Canal tolls, etc. One strong and growing association
exists only to fight organized labor, and many associations are concerned chiefly with the ever present Insurance question. They are
often perfectly willing to spend £ 5,000 sterling in combating a
case Involving £100 and a preco<lcnt. One of these bodies the
North of ISngland Protecting and indemnity .-Vssociation reported
that on December 31, 1905. there were enrolled in the association
2,470 steamers with a tonnage equal to about half of the total under

and maintain them?

the Brill.-ti lUg. Kor some purpoises at least the ship ownere know
to co-operate.
The recent prolonged depreKsloo In freight rate* which began
lu the spring of 1901 produced two serious atlempls at charter
rale control of an International charadtr, and their reisulu help
to show the limitations upon such eflortg and their esi>ential futility
The condition of the shipping bualai> pro<lucer» of protllable rale«.
ncBs in this period was such as to drive men into a^Teements. If
any economic force could produce that result. The Bhipptng jour-

how

nals were full of letters, articles and editorials proclaiming the
unprofitable conditions of the trade. The president of the Clyde
Steamship OwnerH' AsKo<'iatlon declared in hU annual address. January VI, 1903. that 11 was hardly poBsibie to sketch out a round
voyage on whi<W a freighter could pay expenses. A UrltliJi shipowner of much experience stated In March, 1905, that "on the aver-

British sailing ships of over 3.000 tons (dead weight) have
about £1.000 each per annum during the last three yean
On Decemand that smaller vessels have fared almost as badly.
age,
lost

"

t'airplay summarized the report of 49 tramp veaael
They had 393 vesfor the year then ending.
seis of 1.1K4.358 gross tons, capital £10.253.752. and debt £3,157.128
Assuming 5 per cent, interest on the indebtednees and the customary 5 per cent, for depreciation, they would have required

ber

1904,

29,

owning companies

£140,040 more than their total earnings to avoid a low even If
no allowance be made for Income tax and management expenses.

A month

previous to the publication of the digest of these reports,
the same journal had <leclared editorially that, "taken upon the
whole, tramp tonnage Is being run at a disastrous loaa." At the
end of 1903 a similar analysis of 36 companies showed results like
those cited above, and six of the 36 had actual cash loss for the year
on operating expenses, to say nothing of expenses of management.
Interest on bonds, depreciation or dividends.
In such times as these anything tending to Improve the condition of rates was eagerly snapped at.
The French bounty-fed
sailing ships, receiving a government bounty that paid almost
enough to run them, were in a position to make competition exceptionally ruinous for British and German ships of the same class.
There was an International conference of these sailing vessel owners
in Paris in Ilecember, 1903.
It drew up a constitution for the "Sailing-ship Owners' International L'nion," which was to become operative when subscribed to by the owners of 75 per cent, of the
shipping involved. The organization, with headquarters In Lon
don, was formally launched in June, 1904. when the first rate committee announced the schedule of minimum rates for the guidance
The circular sent to the members In June, 1905.
of Its membership.
states that
Dwnoni' tnlorniillunal I'dIod
bat only to do
l.ono lonH nei resl>i|pr iiDi! upwards, and the control of the
liiinila of nn IntcmailoDsl rommlltp^. Ibp m<-inl>«ra of wblrb
iii'c n|>|iolnIi'il nnnimlly l>r ilic varloiiii nHtlonallllp* In ai;re«<l on proportions.
AltboiiKli it Is obvlons thai miiih rihxI work mlKbl br don<- In manr dlror
tlons liy sut'h iiu Intornnllonal mwoilallon. thr only objivt of tbe union for tbr
pri'si'nt la tbi- bliullnf; toi;<'lh<'i' i>r salilnK "lilp owners not to accept lens tban
ccrlHlu agi't'tMl'on rales for frel^bi fi>r Ibr prlncl|>al bomeward voyages In
wblt-b satllug-sblpK en^ge, and nifUilM'rs of tbe unbiD are Iwund under a
penalty not to rbarler ibeir m-hsi'Ih nt a lower rate tban tbe minimum pre^
.scribed by tbe conunlttee of ibe union for any |>arllrular voyage.
Tile Intention of (be union Is not to pusb np frelgbt* to sucb an
extent ns to opp.i'ss sblppers or check business, but to prevent tbe ruinous competition wblcb has i-onie Into the iMislness and reduced frelgbts to such
a point that tln-y could not pi>sslbly pay expenses, and In many rase* werv
IcavluK binvy lo.sses to owners.
Tbe union was orlftlnally started 00 tbe l>a»ls of not less tban T5 per cent
of tbe British, French and Cerman tonnage Inlemt being Included, but for
lOil.'i tbe percentage has arisen to M7 |>er cent.
Tlio
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the seventh freight circular had been Ishad remained unchanged, except to
permit a small I'eductlon to cargoes of over 2.500 tons. In 1906 the
organization was still In healthy existence. Its limitations lieooroe
apparent when It Is noted that It applies only to the longest voyages,
namely, the Pacific coast of North and South America. Australia
and New Caledonia to Kurope. and that It covers only the return

By November.

sued,

but

mo,<t

of

1905.

the

rates

voyage, leaving absolute freedom for the outgoing voyage and for
other trade,;.
.-V
shipowner who had been Influential In promoting the union
said of It In a letter In December. 1905:
all
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This SalllnK'Sblp I'nion would never have come Into existence If It nnd
not bivn for (he French sailing-ship liounlles and Ibe absurd manner In wblcb
If Ibe French ships had l>een com|H-tlng on level
these Niunllis are pnld.
So far as I know there
terms, there would have U-en no nee<l of any union.
has b<M>n no attempt on similar lines to <-<.ntr<)| sailing vessel rales In Ibe
|)asl. and t know of no c.uulilnailon among shl|x>wners which baa held lo'Hie minimum rates adopted are Intended to
tfcther as this one has done.
In most cas<>« they are lower than cost.
prevent loss rnthiT than make gain.
taking Into aciinint the outward rates that have been ruling, and which, of
The Idea of the
wurse. come Into tbe cnlcnintlon for (he round voyage.
union, however, has N'en. If possible, to steady the fr»"lghls. Interfering as
nalural fluetuabusiness
tbe
courseof
and
ordinary
wllh
(he
Hide ns possible
At the present time', unfortunately, the only place from
(lons of the market.
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the mliilmuin rate Is obtaliiuljli; is tiom Austiali;i,
the conditiiins of the maikels im Iho racllic coast both of North and South
The miiiiAiDprlca Ix'liiK such tlwl the inltiimiini rate Is barely obtainable.
inum rate applies to vessels of li.niJO tons, and for every Increase on this
size a slight rcdnctlon Is allowable, as It was found that the larger ships
could not get employment as long as the smaller vessels were available on

whiih unjiliinK

in exc.'sh

(jf

exactly the same terms.
As far as the memlwrs of the union are concerned, the minimum rates
have been maintained wherever they have been fixed, say west coast North
Infortunalely, owing t<i the want of cargo
and South America and Australia.
on the west coast of North America, and the aci'umulatlon of tonnage In
South America, various union ships have liien unable to get the minimum rule
and have required to move In ballast to some other part of the world where
prospects were better. The small percentage of ships sllll outside the union,
moreover, has at various times caused trouble by cutting In just under the
union rale.
The prospects ale, however, that for next year fewer ships will
be oulsldi. the union.

An owner with a fleet of vessels in liie union, states its ad•'! think you might put it that they provide for a
vantages thus:
small loss rather than a great loss. This has undoubtedly been for
the advantage of sailing-ship owners." The advantages of being
among the few outside the union were shown by freight quotations
at this time.
The San Francisco Chronicle, January 28, 1906, stated
that "apparently anything willing to take less than combination
On February 18, the same journal
rates is promptly picked up."
stated:
"Freight lates continue lifeless to the United Kingdom as
well as from the north as from here. Charterers are not willing
to pay combination rates, and It makes a deadlock for the present."
That deadlock means ships lying idle in the harbor, eating up the
owners' bank account. If that were being tried when a 2 per cent,
cut on a profitable rate would give employment, it is not likely that
the union would long survive.
The small scope and importance of this union as a force In
the control of world rates appears from considering that It la limited (1) to minimum rates which are on a basis that affords no
profit (e.g., wheat 22s. tid. from San Francisco to Liverpool); (2)
to certain long voyages; (3) to returning voyage only; (i) to vessels of certain size only;

vessels all told are not

(0)

when sailing
or 7 per cent, of the work

to sailing vessels only,

now doing over

6

of ocean transportation.

In January, 1907, this organization seemed to be on the verge
Strange to say, or rather, quite naturally, its
of final dissolution.

embarrassment seems to have resulted from a burst of prosperity
attendant upon the rebuilding of San Francisco after its destruction in April, 1906.
There was a great demand for coal, cement
and steel which doubled the out rate from Kurope from 1.^ to 3(i
shillings per ton.
Under the normal conditions of trade, the rate
outward from Europe is a by-product rate, a ballast rate.
The
larger movement of freight is from the Pacific to the Atlantic, and
the ships take back anything they can get at any rate they can
get, or as alternatives take ballast.
That is why sailing vesselowners made no attempt to control the out rate.
The San Francisco disaster suddenly reversed things. So many
ships went out with building material that there was a plethora
of shipping seeking return cargo, and having had the unusual experience of making profit on the out freight, they wore willing to
take a by-product rate home again. This the Minimum .-Vgreemeni
prohibited.
"This standard has been circuiuvenled by vessels being
fixed on a round freight from United Kingdom or continent or from
New South Wales to west coast and home to United Kingdom or
continent.*

One week after the above sentence was published in L,ondon,
the Shipowners' Union sent out on January 11th a new rate circular to members saying that there would be no change in the
niinimums last announced except that the nitrate rate to the United
Kingdom and continent would be suspendeti from January 14th.
This was a very extensive exception, being qtiite half of all that
the union stood for. Lloyd's Liverpool correspondent spoke of friction In the association, of Its frequent meetings, of rumors of
German withdrawal. "Indeed It Is felt," he continues, "in some
quarters that its breaking up is only a matter of a very short
time.
The abandonment of the nitrate rates was apparently the
beginning of the end. This, however, proved to be a continuance ot
life rather than the death rattle, for the organization was still In
a normal condition (minus nitrate rate) In February of 1908.
The siime conditions of depression that drove the sailing vessel
owners of Paris brought about a somewhat similar conference of
steamship owners In Copenhagen in February, 1905. The success
of the sailing vessel owners was one of the reasons that led to the
assembling of those interested in the commerce ot the Baltic and
White seas. This narrow geographic unit has corresponding to It
what might also be called a commodity unity also. The trade li
predominantly in wood and lumber, with coal as return freight.
The great world markets tor oversea lumber are the United Kingdom, derniany, Holland. Belgium and France. This import trade
amounts to more than 15,000,000
comes from across the Atlantic.
•Moi/iCs Oanttc

11 ic*-/i/.
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and less than a fifth of it
The remainder, or more than
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12,000,00u tons, i.s .shipped from Norway, Swtinii and Russia. This
is one of the greatest items in the world's trade.*
This traffic, while international, is little greater in geographic
extent than is the traffic of the American Great Lakes. Some of
the leading shipowners, dissatisfied with unprofitable timber carrying, conferred for three days at Copenhagen in February, 1905,
and fixed a minimum scale of rates tor the various ports, and then
went back to their various countries to work up support for the
scheme so that it might be put in force at another conference in
June.
In this they were successful, but only as regards the outgoing rate on lumber. The total vessel tonnage affected by this

agreement is only about 1,012,000 divided among 1,048 steamships.
Although this Baltic and White Sea agreement is purely local In
character It is the most comprehensive among charter steamship
owners that has as yet been seriously considered. This organization
has had no revolutionary earthquakes to upset its plans and is
now entering upon its third year in better shape than the Sailingvessel Owners' Union, which was its prototype.
The Scandinavian
winter makes the Baltic trade quite largely a summer season trade.
In the season of 1906 the agreed-upon rates were maintained, and
on April 12, 1907, there was another meeting at Copenhagen to
arrange for the ensuing summer. Much exhortation was given the
members to insure their doing nothing that would Increase the
difficulty of maintaining the rates.
This organization has busied itself much with work of the kind
usually taken up by the various shipowners' associations ot Great
Britain, namely, the establishment of favorable and uniform charter
parties.
These blank forms or contracts are exceedingly important
in such an organization, for by them it would be easy to name a
uniform cash consideration and bring about practical discrimination by varying the clauses about measurement, loading, discbarge,
or insurance of cargo, etc.
These two rate agreements, the small and weakly newborn offsprings of the most profound shipping depression of modern times,
seem but to emphasize the controlling force ot free competition In
deciding the charter rate, which is a world rate. It the agreeing
Baltic carriers should push their rate much above the general level,
they would probably be greatly embarrassed, and the timber shippers
greatly pleased, by the appearance of ships sent in by the hungry
and enterprising Greeks, Hindoos and other shipowners from the
remotest ends of the earth.

{To be continued).
Foreign Railroad Notes.

The French

several colonies in West Africa in the
years since 1902 have built 554 miles of railroad, in addition
miles then open. Capital has been provided for building 466 miles more. The longest of these roads extends from the
River Sevegal at Kayes, the head of navigation, which is 320 miles
from the mouth, southeastward 345 miles to a navigable part ot
the Niger at Koulikoro, 420 miles up stream from Timbuctoo, of
In

their

five

to the 370

which the poet says:
If

I

were a cassowary,

'>n
I

the plains of Tlm-buc-too,

would eat a missionary,
.^kln and Iwmes and hymn-book

too.

The course of the Niger from Koulikoro to Timbuctoo is northeastward, thence southeast and south more than a thousand miles
to the Gulf of Guinea.

The gentlemen who drive their cattle on the tracks in front
of trains to recover damages must hide their diminished heads before a Belgian peasant.
He had been slightly hurt by a railroad
accident and had been paid $75 therefor. Delighted to find that
his skin might be a source of income, he loosened a rail on the
track about a quarter of a mile from a station, took the first train
from that station, and succeeded in being hurt when the train ran
off and killed the englneman, wounding five men seriously and
others slightly. He insisted on going home, and for some reason
was suspected. When a policeman came to search his house he took
a gun, ran into the field and shot himself.

The Central XortJiern Railroad ot Argentina was opened on
the last day of 1907 from Jiijuy northward 176 miles to the southern
border of Bolivia at La Quiaca.
The new road was built by L.
Stremltz & Co. for $6,894,659 gold. Jujuy Is 2.133 ft. above the sea;
La Quiaca, 11,293 ft The highest point on the line, however, is 62
miles further south at Tres Cruces, 12,100 ft above the sea. On
the southern 21 miles there are 125 bridges from 7 to 690 ft. long.
For six miles Abt cog-wheel engines are used. .\ section of the
line is liable to be covered by mud and rocks brought down by
La Quiaca Is about 150 miles south
torrents from the mountains.
of Potosl.

year,

'American wheat ex|>arts amount to from four to seven million tons per
and sugar (about 2,UU0,000 tons) I3 our beavlest Import
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Iho use of metal superslructure.
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iiig of ties to secure Inclination of rail; efflcicnlly
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35- -Total and Yearly Quantities of Hook Plate* U»ed
Permanent Way with Metal Ties.

"On the
the meeting of the Iron and Steel Institute at Dusseldorf
Way in
Results Obtained with Various Systems of Permanent
meUl
the
that
foretell
to
Prussia." Al that time it was impossible
the longitudinal
cross tie would be the victor In the contest with
against the meUl tie.
It therefore seems Irrational to cite
tie.
ties, the deas does the society for furthering the use of wooden
when the development
ago.
years
27
Griillefien
ductions made bv
This authority pointed out
of the metal lie was only beginning.
too weak, too short
thai the Vaulherin tie and the Hllf tie were
was based on the experithis
said,
and
and too light. Hut he also
five
ence of the Prussian Sl.ile Railroads with metal lies for only
This opinion
years, that the eventual su.cess was not doul)tfui.
more
the
ties,
metal
the
of
qualities
he based on the better lasting
greater uniformity in
reliable methods of attaching the rails, the
elastic
spacing the diminished tendency to creep and the quiet and
and the Inlted
England
movement of the rolling stock. Citing
the
because
than
reason
other
no
for
if
point,
States is not to the
from
conditions obtaining in tho.se countries are quite dllTerent
of
on
mounted
metal
ours.
In Fngland unusually large masses of
are not
broad wooden ties are used, and !n the Inlted Slates they

^

,

I

—

by permission.

1

z

Fig.

"Voreln diT
Ucpriutfd from

ilu-

I

1

^J.

IS8I.

hole but not being provided with a
hook. These stud plates represent the
transition from the older hook plate to
the newer hook stud plate, which, com
bining the advantages of both, neither
t^/'
requires a perforation ot the tie different from the standard, nor lacks the
increased safety furnished by the hook.
It excels both In the Increased surface
of contact and In that It provides a
cover for the hole receiving Ihe stud.
thereby insuring longer life to the tie.
Sliiil flat.'. I'.iiM
II. ...k
Fig. 35 represents graphically the
yearly increase in the number of hook
Development
pjg. 34
plates.
The lower line gives the quanthe Hook Plate.
tities furnished yearly, the upper line
the total number that have gone into service, amount hip to
.-Vs
re57.0OO,OU(t,
or enough to equip IL'.IOti miles of track.
gards tlie hook stud plates, after a preliminary, trial in the spring
of lyot) on the WUrltcmberg State Railroad (Fig. 36). 25 miles ot
track have been equipped with them by the Oldenburg State Railroad (Fig. 37).
In Wiirttemberg and In Oldenburg the rib ties
proposed by me have been adopted. They were first laid on the
road between Ceorgsniarienhiltte and Hasbergen; then, since 1900,
on a section between Cologne and Hamburg, and, since lUO-l. on
several sections of the Breslau and ot the Elberfeld divisions of
the Prussian Slate Railroads. The chief feature of the rib tie
consists In two ribs along the upper edge that secure the bearing
plates in their iK>silion.
They have curved sides, a broad base
and are easily tamped. The Wiirttemberg specifications require a
spacing of 28 In.; the Oldenburg, 28'a In. Tho bearing surface of
the track Is about the same In Ixith cases and exceeds that of
the American roads with their well-known close spacing of wooden
lies.
The l'r\issian Slate Rjiilroads have deckled to adopt the rib
tie with hook plate fastening as a standard.
The tie will be the
same as before, with the addition of the ribs; the width is iit^ in..
hearing surface 971 sq. In. and weight 137 lbs. (Fig. 38). At the
This tie. with
joints the scKmlled broad-tie, form ««, Is to be used.
•Aililresa rtellvciod nt 111.- mpptliip ot
hiiiteuiciite," Doc. s, isKiT, al Diissi-idorr.

1

1

size of clip Instead ot

£1

1

^

an inclined face for the clip to brace against, thus getting a firmer
grasp on the rail. While this arrangement permitted the adjustment ot the gage by the use of a single

of the stud plate, the stud filling the

Georgs-

of the

I

greater demands of the future that were but dimly appre
For the somewhat wider ties of sections 51 and 52 (Fig.
Railroad Gazette, March 27). the plates could be made
33,
but even this size was not sufficient, as was evilonger,
denced by the wear of the ties and of the plates. By increaswidth of the plate, and In addition transferring
the
ing
for
the clip to the hook plate Itself, the hook
the seat
was materially Improved. The movements of the
fastening
plate
plate, so that
rail were, however, still communicated to the hook
still
the surlaie wear of the ties and fractures at the corners
added,
and this sowas
stud
inside
an
this,
remedy
To
continued.
called "stud plate" was in addition provided with a rib having

from the standard. Another
arrangement, not open to this objection, was that in which there was only
one stud, this being on the outer side

and weighs
nange (Hg.

1
t

elated.

differently

in.

^

much
the much

ii,M,k riaie,

sq. In.,

marlenhulte Hailroad; 300 nilk-s of road will be thus equippt^ by
II Is perhaps worthy of notice
ihc Slate Railroad management.
is much more
that mallcioiui tampering with this hlyle of track
and spikes
jj^jpun t,,.,„ jg the case with one using wooden ties
In operacrark
rib
tie
a
seen
has
^^ phair« and wedges. Whoever
satisfied with one with wooden cross ties,
^^^^^^ ^.j,, ^^^^.^^
a paper at
j^ ^^^^^ ^^^ 1^^^ p^(,.y Councilor OHllteflen read

render.s
Into the tie. and by grasping Ihe flange on the outside, It
result
ailillllonal faslenlngs al Ihls point unnecessary, and as a
adjustof the uniform spacing of the holes In Ihe ties It makes
ment or Ihe gage on curves a simple matter.
perfect, especially was
'I'o be sure, the flrsl hook plale was not
Hut the tie of that dale had defects also,
(Fig. 34).
it too small
prominent among which was too narrow an upper surface. Too
account was made of actual requirements, and too little of

the four sizes
heretofore required, the added stud re.
quired that holes be made in the tie

has a bearing burfate of 2.016

The hook stud plates are adapted to a 3%
The illustration (Fig. 40) shows the track

39).

int. INU. A. 1IAAI(M.\.N.N,
licliolmer KomnnTzU-iiraih
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36
Rib Tie. Form II:
Wiirttemberg St.ite Rail-

Fig.

Fig. 37

— Rib

Tie,

Form

III;

Oldenburg State Railroads.

roads.

niggardly In the matter of wooden supports. But that tliereby the
satisfactory than
,.|^|ng q,, English or American tracks is more
Even on the well
,,"j,„j.
f,.„„, personal experience.
,
^^^^ j,^^.„
^^^^
felt, and the jars
^.^^^f,^ f,,,. Midland Railway almost every joint Is
and on that
^^^^ oscillations on the line from Ixindon to Liverpool,
careful maintenance
^^.^^^^ Liverpool to Manchester. In spite of the
^^

^^.^'^^

d.Miiscli<>n

KIs.-n

staM vnd

nothing

Ei»tn.

,w

'"^

leave
,,,p inspection of weiiges morning and night,
Rather might
be desired on the score of distinctness.
some of the American roads be considered superior,
^v.^^

^^^^
to

-irfin,,
over
huiub u.^t.

April

But that

3,
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not entirely the result of the close spacing and of the
heavier rails, for a material part is due to the
many wheeled American trucks, which are excellently equipped with
springs and which
in comDlnation with the long cars adapt
themselves to the track
with the utmost ease. On a previous occasion I
have called attention to the importance of the truck and I can
now only confirm the
statement that in regard to it the American roads
have the lead
This statement is not incompatible with a weakening
of my former
enthusiasm for the Pullman cars, that vary considerably
in the
quality of their accommodation.
As to the tracks themselves'
There are some main routes, for instan<:e those of the
Pennsylvania
Railroad, that are treated like parade horses and
are cared for and
caparisoned accordingly. But there are also other less
favored lines
owned by the same company, e.g.. Buffalo to Harrisburg
that are
treated more like cart horses.
Opinions concerning English and
American railroads must be accepted with .some caution
The layman is apt to mix cause and effect. In the Tnited States the
opinion
is more exalted as having to do with
a "great country " One of
its railroad magnates, Mr. Gould, a few
weeks ago expressed him-
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P-minentiy

in the

There

is no question that the
wooden ties have done ereat
to deny their importance would
be foolish. ButTnof the
producer of wooden ties entirely
dependent on the growth of he
^"O '«°^*'' ^^^'^^^nce
and
Sduiabnhv'lhl",'!'"^'?';."''-'^-^'^^''''"
durability, the Iriends of the wooden
tie must be satisfied with
he qual ties offered by nature in
each individual
As it 1^
impossible to make all the ties of a
large order from trees of the
same character in respect to age, growth
and freedom from knots
we cannot speak of the uniform durability
of the wooden in the
same sense that we speak of It in the
metal tie. The time for he
selection of woods is long pas,, and
the best that can be done Is
to t^elay Its rapid deterioration
by impregnation, and so defend It
against the attacks of Us numerous
enemies. If the wooden tie is
o reach a higher value for use. the
means must Ik- borrowed from
the iron and steel industry, and.
by equipping it with heavy lie
'"""' ''"^"'"" "' "'' """^ '""^^^ "« ^'"'"y ^°
rend'eVserX. '

service;

In
liiuT.

Fig. 38

iron

'™'"^ ^"^'""'"

c^

IGSIbs.

7;

In.

''° .^"^ ''""^ ""'"^'^>' ^"""^ ""^^t. furnishfng a nroduc^^f ^^^' uniformity
both as to shape and quality
?^
n nf.J^
'' «««""»"« I a'n exaggei-ating in no way.
The old
i?ul ti^^V
« ^^^y°« ^'^s- "hich. after having stood 40 vears' service
r»n still be used, although
can
laid on a roadbed that cannot
be com-'
pared with that of the coal regions,
have demonstrated the last^^g
qualities of the material even
with unfavorable ba last and
tha^
IS the important thing.
Surely it is reasonable to e-xpec^that
a
metal tie properly constructed,
proportioned and equipped turned
out in accordance with our
present experience. wTll have a stui
.-'""arative behavior, under similar
condUion o
h'T; raffle,
heavy
raffl, "^'r
of impregnated wooden ties
and of metal ties with
and without ribs is well shown by
samples in the Osnaburg TracJ
Museum In view of the superior qualities of the
metal tie we
*''

the estimate

:;T7 Ihs.

made

to establish

the relative economic value

Tie Sections.

self to the effect that, "Between our
railroads and those of Europe
there is no comparison. Ours are the best in
the world." He did
concede that he had seen some pretty fair ones
in Germany
In
this qualified praise he was about right,
for here just a.s yonder
there is a difference between the permanent way
and car equlpmom
of main lines and those of branch lines.
Perhaps there is another

difference:

possibly the citizen in Germany protests more
loudlv
he considers himself unduly neglected in
governmental regulations than does the citizen on the other side
of the pond
But ih
making his critical remarks. Mr. Gould should not have
forgotten
If

40— Permanent Way

Fig.
of the

wooden

with Rib Ties, Showing Joint Tie.

and the metal tie, I have not taken Into account
as factors the undoubted increase in
safety of operation, nor the
favorable effect of properly constructed
metal permanent wav on
rolling stock,
^urthermo^e, I have left out of the reckoning the
fact that the manufacture of metal
ties means a considerable outlav
in wages which would inure to the
benefit of our country and would
amount

The

tie

to not less than $9.80 per ton.
basis for the comparison are the
specifications laid
'"^ '""^ •='"'^'^"^"°° °'

.^;':r'fa"sTS.n
a ran
2

Fig.

39

— Hook

''

of''49r2ir'n.7ong""'
A permanent way with rib

"""^^^'^'^ «^
ties

"-

(forms 71 and

-PPo^^ns

Fig 38)-3 Intermediate ties and one broad tie for the
joint, this last counting for two single ties.* the length
of rail being the same
The cost of rails, splice bars, ballast and
maintenance has been
assumed to be the same for both systems,
although we have sufficient evidence tha, metal ties, in
the long run. require less labor
66.

maintenance than do wooden lies. All prices
for metal are
For old material.
assume a loss In weight of 20 per cent
and a value of only $1009 per ton. An
estimate presented by me
at a meeting of the "Verein fiir
Eisenhiittenkunde. " and which has
for

Stud Plate;

Prussian State Railroads, 1907.

while accidents cannot be avoided entirely, still those
recorded
ill
.Vnierica go far beyond a reasonable average.
Those who defend the wooden tie from principle cannot be
reproached with the fact that the perfecting of this tie
has not kept
|)ace with the development of the metal
tie, because that
wa.s a
matter beyond their control. Should it be necessary
to give this
memlier particular dimension.*, a desirable shape or
a definite weight
such requirements entail no problems with the
metal tie. A case
point is the broad tie f(!r joints, made to meet
111
the requirements
of the adniinistraUon of the Prussian State
Railroads.
If the demand were made for ties of still greater weight. 110 rolling mill
would declare it impossible. And if specifications called for
a tie
to have a life of 50 years or more for use on lines
with heavy traffic,
tliai

down

"— -'

rvS'ir^

official.

I

not been controverted, sets forth that every
ton of metal readv for
use in permanent way represents an
income from freight to the
railroads transporting the finished or partly
finished products the
scrap and the raw materials (i-oal. coke,
pig iron, slag etc)
amounting to $6.54 and. including the old material
to $7 20
This
Item cannot be disregarded even though the
freight charges "do not
in every case Inure entirely to
the benefit of the road purchasing
and using the ties. All that interests us is to
obtain average values
applicable to the large territory served by the
Prussian State Rallroads.
The fact that other roads, on account of their

geographic

•SInco this p.ipor was read,

new

spcclQcntlons for the

st lodnrrl-:

nf

r,„r'

t

or ecoDoralc position, may have to use dlfrerenl values does not
change the general atcuracy of the proposition. An the wooden
will deduct the freight on the
li.« have alHO to In; traiiaporled.
flnlHhed metal tIeH and instead of »t>.54 or »7.20, place the freight
ricelplH at $r,.ir. per ton, thus avoiding any charge of discrimination
I

metal

In favor of the

This is on the assumption
of 30 cents each.
to some extent for use on sidings, although
of for fuel at much lower
be
disposed
will
most,
many, probably the
high

Woodi-n

lien, cll|<«

ami iMr<-»«

f«ir llt-n

+ ISI + 300) 0.U4

{•i.-iiih

have to rely, therefore, on my own
1 shall
nated, Hr, heerh or oak.
general knowleilge. It would certainly not be excessive If 1 assumed
rhe cost of the lies rea<ly for laying In the track (Including cost
of Impregnation and planing, but excluding transportation from
Incidentally, oak ties
storage polnUs to place of use) at $1.20 each.
on the same basis cost »l.r,2 and beech ties $1.80. But 1 will assumo the punrhase prb'c of the Impregnated flr tie at only $1.02. It
Is assumed that the ties remain In use In main track up to the time
of their removal, and the value of these old ties I will put at the
that they

The annual amount required to be paid Into a sinking fund to
cover, by the time replacements are nece»>Bary, the above outlays
at the rate of 4 per cent, compound interest, is:
yur I'rrmanrnt Way ullh Wuodtn TUt.
1.

lie.

The cost of the Impregnated tie Is not ohtalnable from official
statistics, as those give only the average cost of the total of wooden
ties, making no disilncllon as to their character, whether Impreg-

rallior
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flM.44
Hook iiluiM

for

wooden

tie*

983 1 0.04
1.04"

—

-

tr22.08
Kib

ties,

^or I'trmanint Way vith
2.
book stud plale* and clips,
747 + 229) 0.04
(2.212
-t^

1.04"

—

be

fit

figures.

Next the question of their life. Experience has shown the average-length of service for Inipregnaleil flr ties on main tracks under
heavy traffic to be 10 to 12 years. I will assume 12 years. After
what has preceded we might rea.sonably allow to the rib tie three
limes as long a life. I will not go so far, however, and will content myself with 20 years as the average length of service for metal

Itib Tic*.

=

$107.07

1

198 z 0,04
1.04"

figure

wlli

38.M

I

$120.:

the above It appears that In a country with an efficient
iron and steel Industry, wooden ties are at least 85 per cent more
costly than metal ties. If the difference of $102.73 between the annual
payments to the sinking fund is to disa|>pear. wooden ties must become
materially cheaper. But these figures do not tell the whole story
In addition to a
of the economic superiority of the metal tie.

From

rib ties.

in regard to the fastenings. It Is known that their renewal generally coincides with the removal of the ties, excepting possibly
in Iho case of the boils, which often require earlier replacement.
iOight years' experience with rib ties furnish the assurance that the
(arefully designed hook stud plates and the dips, with their large
contact surface, will liave a length of life equal to that of the tie.
This result can be confidently expected, as the hook stud plates are
now being worked out of the cold bar by especially designed machlnes.
For the T-boits 1 assume an average life of 12 years. As

the hook plates of the wooden ties are of generous dimensions,
assume that they will last 18 years, while the small clips and the
11'
tie screws wlil be worn out in main track service in from 10 to
Possibly this may be too optimistic for
ytars, the same as the lies.
these last, as the repeated tightening and refastening occasion con
1

Finally, the cost of the labor of replacements
siderahle wear.
taking out old ties and putting in new ones, must not be neglecteil
and for this, whether the ties be of wood or of metal, 1 will allow
12 cents per tie.
Is the calculation in
per mile of the lies with their attachments
required by the two systems, credits being allowed for the value
of scrap and for the freight earnings accruing from the transportation of material as noted above.

Based on the above data, the following

detail of the net cost

l''ir 'lie I'cnnniunt Way.
Bupportlng rails 49 ft. 2'/j In. long.

1.
•i:,

Kir

lies

4,030

430

Hook

at $0.72
12 cents each

ties,

3-'J

$2,255

14.0 lbs. each •= 30.035 tons
Hook plates,
3.204 tons
14.0 lbs. each

"

Clips, 1.28 lbs.

3.710 tons at $54.48
at 10.00
2.008 "

ca.

Less scrap

*For Intermediate

— 5.45 = $40.00..
— 5.45 -=$51.27..

$183
32
151

$434
74

300
$3,740

2.

and

.'..45

ties,

tl'or Joint ties.
Intcrmc'ilinlo

—

30.250 tons nt $30.27
31.407 " at lO.UO

Tie seiew8.1.03 ea 8.4.^0 tons at $50.72
at 10.00
C.8'20 "
Less scrap

'3

*'-22^

plates,*

Less scrap
5,707

— 0.30)

($1.02

tlPH. on.li

Labor replacing

-nc Vitnuin.xl W,iu.
Icounllni! for 2 tiesi

/.•((.

Joint

I

l.iond lie

40

fl.

2'/j

In.

supporting

rails

long.

No.
2.4117

IDS

IntiMmedliite tips.
137.3 llw. ea. " 100.355 tons
.toint lirond

tli'il,

277.11 lbs. ea.

14.058 tons

=

184.313 tons at $24.43
Labor replacing ties, 12 cents cncli
l.OMS

0,300

(1.0 lbs.

ClIiiN.

3

lbs.

5,360

=

..ea

-

..

-

T-.l'o'*»;^^„^.^

„
»

Less .scrap

Less scrap

1

plates

eneli

Less scrap
5 300

147

seraii

Hook stud

..

— 5.45 - $18.08. .$3,408

tons at $10.00.

14,818

tonsat $54.51"

al

"

nt

-

5.45

-

$37.00.

.

lo.OO

4.027 tons at $03,27 -.-...•.
3.222 " at 10.00

Way

with Rib Ties.

tolerated on some
In the Interest of domestic forestry It may be
branch roads, (in the main lines they will have to be given up, and
wo can confidently hope that before long the entire structural part
of the permanent way will l>e of steel and Iron.

.oAr.
$000
1«'-

10.00

,8.052 tons al $42.54

0.443

-..,.„,
$41i.O!i..

.-..4,.

— Permanent

I

321

_

1.S..-.23

Fig. 41

greater safety In operating, and a saving In wages, there would
accrue to the country at large the Indirect benefits arising from the
regular and steady work that would tall to the share of the metal
industry.
am confident that the time Is approaching when, in view of
I
the demonstrated longer life and greater reliability of permanent
way with metal lies, even afler a very material reduction from
present prices, the wooden tie will l)e regarded as too expensive.
We must accustom ourselves to the Idea that, as in ship building,
house building, bridge building and in other fields, so also in railroad building metal is crowding out wood. When half of the 70
million wooden lies at present lying on 33,000 miles of Important
lines of main track are replaced by metal ties (which In Itself would
mean lower costs of operation and of maintenance) the saving In
the amount of the yearly contributions to the sinking fund would
amount to nearly $1,700.01)0. repre.senllng the Interest on a capital
of $42. .500. 000, and we Iron and steel men would be in position to
pay for labor additional wages amounting to over $26,000,000 yearly
In this presentation and In the deductions made, I have only,
If the German
as I believe, set forth clearly Incontrovertible facts.
to
Iron and steel makers .share this iH'llef. it will be their task
of
the particular
choice
The
champion the metal lie energetically.
proper
with
the
will
lie
conditions
to
given
In-st
adapted
tie
metal
have the utmost confidence that these, both
railroad authorities.
will recognite
in the engineering department and In that of finance,
Eventually, in our permanent
demonslratlon.
the validity of my
way, the use of wooden ties will only be Justified to the extent that

$200
|0

$.".7

so..

The

$233
35

pauper

at she rale of 70 cents per ton per mile,
per ton, or $8.75 per 100 lbs., for the 250 miles.

Congo Railroad
$S,3S6

upper Congo are protected against the
Kurope by a freight rate on spirits over the

distilleries of the
disllllerles of

making $175

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The New York Assembly has
to

passeil a bill

compelling lailioatts

issue half fare ticltets to school children.

According

to recent

this year in the

advices the outlook for a big wheat crop
belt is extremely good.

Kansas wheat

The IVIissouri Pacific has asked for a injunction forbidding
the Nebraska Railroad Commission from attempting to
regulate Its
or rates.

traffic

It is understood that the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe has
bought 1,200 acres of oil lands In the Midway field In Callfornii
r.
cost of about ?2, 000. 000.

at

The Indiana Railroad Commission Issued an order March .30
reducing express rates between 10 and 12 per cent. The Commission thinks the companies are earning too much.
At a conference between presidents of Missouri and
loads and their general counsel, March 2G, It was decided

Illinois
to test

the constitutionality of the 2-ceut passenger rate laws in those states.

On and after April 1 the Southern Railway will apply the 2',.lout passenger rate on all tickets sold in Tennessee.
It will also
Kive an open party rate of 2 cents tor parties of 10 or more
traveling on one ticket.
The Canadian

Pacific has adopted a demerit system of discithe suspension system.
Sixty demerits will be
grounds for dismissal. For every year free from demerits,
20 demerits will be deducted.

liline

insitead

of

On

April 1. Attorney-General Bonaparte transmitted lo
United
States attorneys information of 28 instances where the
Federal
Safety Appliance Law is alleged to have been violated. Of the total
number, 13 occurred in California.

The interstate Commerce Commission has reversed its own
ruling and will allow transcontinental roads to grant
rates to California for April 1 and 5, the occasion of manoenvers
by
Evans'

Admiral

fleet,

without insisting on the 30-day provision.

understood that the government will bring a test case
as soon as possible after May 1 to try out the commodity clause
of the Rate Law, and will thereafter not prosecute railroads
for
failure to comply with this clause, pending a decision
of the Supreme
It

is

Court.

The passenger department of the Southern Pacific announces
(hat between March 1 and March 18 more than 7,000 people
entered
the state of California, most of the immigrants going to
the northern iwrt of the state. The company's tourist travel was
20 per cent.
less this winter than a year ago.
its

The Oklahoma Corporation Commission on March 26 rescinded
former order ousting the Fort Smith & Western Railroad from

be state on account of its refusal to do passenger
business on a
2-cent basis. The Commission decided after a hearing
that the road
should be allowed to continue to do business on a 3-cent basis.
I

Chairman Knapp, of the
wrote the Senate committee on
the effect that the Commission
of the railroads of the country
and that the total expense would
Judge Pollock,

Interstate Commerce Commission,
interstate commerce March 30, to
believed that a physical valuation
could be completed in three years

perhaps

l;e

not less than $3,000,000.

the United States Circuit Court at Topeka,
27, enjoined the State Board of Railroad Commis-

Arrangements were mnde March 30

for the purchase by the
of AVinuipig. Man., of the entire holdings of the
Winnipeg" ElecRailway, w'.ich Is a consolidation of the Winnioeg
Electri
Street Railway and the Winnipeg General Power
Co, anil operates
th° entire street railway, gas and electric
business of Winnii.eg and
St. Boniface.

eit.v

tric

•

api>eal

For

5S!t

A delegation of freight trainmen employed by the Philadelphia
the State Railroad Commission to obtain
information for them about the working of the federal 16-hour law.
They argue that the 10-hour limit often expires when they are only
a few miles from a terminal point, and want to know whether
It
is their duty to stop work and tie up traffic
under such circumstances, or to take the train to the end of the run.
& Reading have asked

Judge Thfiiiias G. Jones, of the United States District Court,
Birmingham, Ala., made permanent on March 28 the preliminary
injunction Issued last August directed against certain
acts in the
Alabama railroad law which sought to prevent the railroads from
at

.going to the federal courts far

relief.

All rate acts are also sus-

pended by the injunction until the justice of the rates can be

de-

mined. The opinion followed the general lines of that given
by
Justice Pecitham in the Minnesota -ind North Carolina
cases.

tei

The United States Supreme Court has decided in favor of the
company what is known as the Meat Rate case of the Interstate
Commerce Commission v. the Chicago Great Western, involving the
right of the company to reduce the rate on live stock
jiroducts without making a similar reduction In the rate on live stock.
The Com-

mission found that the change of the rate on one article
without a
corresponding change on the other was unlawful, but
the court reversed this decision.

Judge Calhoun of the United States District Court at
Austin
March 28 rendered a decision ousting the Western Union
Telegraph Co. from Texas and assessing against it back
franchise
tax fees amounting to f 100,000. The question at
issue was whether
the company had a ri-ht to transact a telegraph
business between
Texas poi.-.ts without first having obtained a domestic
charter or a
Tex., on

foreign permit to do business in the state.
The companv is now
prohilited from doing any interstate business in
Texas, except that
for the federal government.

The Ohio Railroad Commission has added another rule governing the loading and unloading of cars and
free lime.
It pi v
vides that when a consignee shall elect to
work on a fixed standard
of receipts his business shall be rated as
to daily capadtv and thereafter if the cars consigned to him exceed the
rating, he shall be
charged each day with 1'. times his rated dailv
capadtv, 48 hours
being allowed for unloading each day's pla^-lng,
actual and constructive.
The ratings shall be done by the railroad and the consignee shall have the right ol appeal to the
Commission. All ratings
shall be filed with the Commission.
Assistant Pcsl master-General McCleary has
given his decisions
the questions of fining railroads for delavs
In handling the
mails and of compensation for the so-called
-half car line" mail
routes, where a car Is only needed
one way, and the government
has hitherto adopted the practice of
paying onlv half the usual
compensation for the round trip. .Mr. McClearv
has decided that
the long roads of the West and South shall
be .llvided into divisions
of from 200 to 400 miles, and the
penalties for failure to observe
he schedule shall be exacted on these
shorter hauls rather than on
the long, continuous route. As regards
the "half car lines" the railroads are to be paid for hauling mail
cars both wavs whether the
cars are in actual use both w.iys or
not.

on

In

Kan., on March
sioners and the Attorney-General from putting into
effect a new
sihedule of freight rates on April 1. The railroads
alleged that
the i)roposed schedule was confiscatory. The case
will be argued
on April 14.

An

The average detention was unchanged. For the eight months ended
with February the Pacific northwest car service district reports
574,708 cars; a gala of 19 per cent, for the current commercial year.

was made

employees of the Chicago Milwaukee & St. Paul last fall to economize in e.^ch detail
of operating
expense in order to avoid the necessity of reducing
wages Accord
ing to recent advices. ^ICO.ooo was saved
in January by careful
work, al)oui one-fourth of which is attributed
to the saving in eo,I
due to careful locomotive firing.
to

the

"

'

railroad stations in the western New York car
service
district t;,''),569 cars were reported during
February, as against VS 377
cars duiing the same mouth last year, a
decrease of 29 per cent

The Eureka Tape Repairer.

A convenient .-teel tape repairer Is being put out by
the Chicago
bteel -Tape Co., 6233 Cottage
Grove avenue, Chicago. It Is made of
thin sheet metal, folded in the slrape
of a sleeve and coated Inside
with a combination solder and flux.
The heat of a match Is enough
for soldering the sleeve io the broken
ends, making a strong joint
1 he sleeves are made to fit any width and
weight of Upe and are
>ery light, a dozen of them weighing less
than half an ounce
Traffic Club of

New

'Vork.

At a meeting of the Traffic Club of
New York on March 31 an
address was delivered by Capt. J. W.
Miller. Vice-President and Gene.alManager of the New England Navigation Co.,
who after recalliu.g incidents of his earlier
experience*; in the Na^T, read a paper eovering the general stibject of
Wafer Transportation. Mr. Miller
showed how in the last 30 years the
op,>ortunities of the West had
urned away the American people from
maritime enterprise, and
predicted that the time has now come
Wnen the trend would be the
other way and the merchant marine
of the United States would be
built up.
He showed how i« tb? course at development
of the West
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rebatex and other dlHcrinilnatiouK had uriHeii, aii<l
pointed out thul a new era In trauHportation 1h just beginning. In
which fair methods luuBt be used and tarttlB luuHt be made more
simple and understandable.
ralli'oaijK,

|jy

New England

Navigation Company's

New York

Terminals.

The New York terminals of the New Haven Line and the Uridgemoved ou April 1 to Pier 2H, IOuhI Klver, near Catherliie street.
The steamers of these linos formerly u!-ed I'lers lit
port Line were

and

20, Ua.st river.

New York

City Street Railway Conditions.

Mr. Ivlns shows, taking his fads from the petitions of the receivers to the Federal coiirls and to the Stale Board of Tax Commissioners, that in isa4 the whole number of revenue passengerrf
carried In Manhattan was 230,0l:i,o()(i, of which .'),3UG,000 were transfer passenger.s.
In 1902 the total number of passengers had risen to
382.268,000, and the transfer passengers to ]34,9<;3,000.
In that year
gross receipts from operation were $19,739,000. Five years later, for
the year ending .June 30, 1907, the number of revenue passengers
had fallen to 370,629,000, and the number of transfer passengers
(transfers required by law) had risen to 194,765,000. The gross receipts at the end of this five-year period had decreased |377,737, and
operating cost had risen $1,234,000.
Anybody can see that this is the road to ruin. Yet the responsible men of the Metropolitan system were led to believe, and
the people were led to believe, that the universal transfer was a
public benefit justifying consolidation of the lines and a liberal
policy toward them.
The result shows that a corporation can be
asked to give too much.
The relation of the special franchise tax to the dlfBcult, and, as
It has seemed, insoluble problem of the street railway situation, is
made no less clear by Mr. Ivins' ciilculation of the operating account of the system based upon the receivers' figures. From gross
Income from all sources of $21,919,692, there are to be deducted
operating expenses of $13,172,571, leaving a surplus for maintenance,
wage increase, renewal, depreciation, taxes, interest and dividends of
$8,747,121.
After the deductions for maintenance, depreciation,
wage increase, and taxes, exclusive of a special franchise tax. are
made, there remains available for interest and dividends the sum
of $3,605,743. On the carefully estimated cost of reproducing the
system, which Mr. Ivins puts at $106,500,000, this gives only 3.4 per
cent, return.
There could, of course, be no possibility of any dividends on stock, and the city would lose the $900,000 of special franchise taxes for which no provision could be made.
Mr. Ivins dryly remarks that in these figures "the invitation to
private capital Is not irresistible." A private corporation would
not, the city should not, undertake to carry on a street railway
business in New Y'ork under conditions and requirements that make
this showing inevitable.
The private corporation that has hitherto
operated the lines has paid rentals and dividends only by starving
the maintenance account until the roads are physically as well as
financially bankrupt.
The franchise tax they have not paid at all.
The city has no right to undertake a losing business. The carrying
of street railway passengers Is not a philanthropy.
The teaching of Mr. Ivlns' analysis is precisely the teaching of
our present deadlock in subway construction. The lesson the people
must learn, though they will be most unwilling to learn it, is the
lesson that they and their lawmakers, In seeking to make better
terms for the public, have made unbearable and bankrupting terms
for the corporations.
The stock watering and misdeeds of Metrcpolllan management are not Involved In the problem. Mr. Ivlns
takes no account of the $240,000,000 of outstanding capital— his estimate Is based on production cost. Against the abolition of the
general transfer there would be a loud public protest. .Vgainst the
repeal of the special franchise tax the voices of Its original sponsors
and of thousands of agitators who have since that time become
vocal would be raised.
Hut if transfers are to be given under
present conditions, and if the other requirements of the law as it
now stands are to be enforced, either surface railway passengers
must be carried by the city on a charity basis or they will not be
carried at all.
Mr. Ivlns deserves the thanks of the community for the opportunity ho has given It to look the facts In the face. We regard his
utterance as deeply significant, a notable Indication of the turning
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double-track Scherzer bridge across Wapplnger creek on the Eastern
division, which will be ready for sfrvlee in the near future.
Doubletrack Scherzer bridges for the l.ake Shore t Michigan Southern
and Chicago, Lake Shore k Eai-tern railroads across East Chicago
canal at Indiana Harbor, lud., are building, and will be ready for
service when the canal Is opened. The Norfolk k Western has two
double-track Scherzer bridges building across the Southern and
Kaiiteru branches of the Elizabeth river near Norfolk, Ya., and a
single-track bridge Is being built for the Seaboard Air Line at:ros8
Hillsboro bay, Tampa, Fla., em a part of the terminal Improvemenia
being made by the Sealx>ard at that point. Two slngleiraik brldgee
of the Scherzer type are being built for the Norfolk A Southern
across Albemarle sound as the movable spans in a long treetle
being built to replace Uie present ferry service between Edontou
and .Mackay's Ferry.
The double-tratk Scherzer bridge cros£ing
Coney Island creek for the Brooklyn Rapid Transit system has
been ln^ service for several months, carrying the heavy irafflc on
that line. The single-track Scherzer bridge crowing Rainy rtver
for the Uuluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg and Canadian Northern
railroads Is expected to be ready within 30 days.
Work Is also being
pushed on the long span double-track bridge for the San Pedro,
Los Angeles & Salt I.,ake across the San Uabrlel river at Long Beach,
Cal.

A number of Scherzer rolling lift bridges are being built lor
both British and Colonial railroad service. It Is expected that the
combination single-track railroail and highway bridge at Barrow-lnFurness, England, and the two double-track bridges for the Buenoti
.\yres Great Southern Railway at Buenos Ayres, Argentina, will
soon be plated In service, and work is now Ijeing pushed on the
long span bridge for the Burma Railways near Rangoon, India.
Several bridges of the Scherzer type are In operation or under construction In Egypt, and the two railroad and highway bridges for
the Tehuantepec Railway Company at Salina Cruz, Mexico, will be
completed in the near future.
About fifty Scherzer bridges have been built for electric street
railway and interurban service, nearly all being double or multiple
track structures.
Facing Pedestal Legs of Locomotive Frames.

The

illustration

motive frames.

It

Is

shows a machine for facing pedestal legs of locomade by H. B. Underwood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

squared bar Is a steel swivel, so that the cutwork on either leg. There Is also a swivel
The top
to allow work to be done on the angular side of the shoe.
is
large
surface
which clamps firmly to the frame and
a
of the swivel
is easily changed, so that the work can be done In narrow spaces.
In one side of the squared vertical bar, or slide, for the milling head
The milling head haa a bronze
Is a steel square thread feed screw.

At the top

of the

ting tools can be jilaced to

Machine

for

Facing Pedestal Legs

of

Locomotive Frames.

The Now York. New Haven & Hartford, on which several
Scherzer rolling lift bridges arc In service. Is building a number of

half nut, engaging the feed screw by a ratchet and pawl for change
of feed. The feed Is operated by an eccentric on the milling head,
driving the vertical shaft. The milling head has (wo adjustments,
to and from the leg and across the face, giving fine and quick adjustments without knocking or loosening any part- At the lower
end. universal adjustable damps hold the device rigidly to the frame.
Power Is applieil to gears turning the milling spindle. This Is
threaded to receive the milling cutlers, which are made of squared
hlgh-spee<t steel, and are removable for grinding and adjusting.

additional bridges of this type. These include a double-track bridge
across the Seekonk river at Providence, R. I., and six-track bridges
across the Bronx and Enstchester bay on the Harlem river branch
of the New York division.
The New York Central )s hiilliiing a

Power reaches the gears through a telescopic shaft, having universal
tumbling joints at each end. By using this flexible shafting the
source of power may be placed in a convenient and out-of-the-way
place, and belts are eliminated.

of the tide.— A>u>

York Timvs.

Some New

J.cherzer Bridges.
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of metal quickly, making
The Underlight cuts, but taking only a little time for each cut.
wood two-cylinder air or steam motor is recommended for driving
this and other portable tools.

The machine removes a large quantity

Heating and Ventilating the

New

Storage

Yori< Central

Battery Stations on

& Hudson

the

River.

In the electrification of the New York Central terminal at New
York, an Interesting problem was the heating and ventilation of the
.storage battery stations at Lexington avenue, Yonkers, King's Bridge
and Bronx Park. The company installing the storage batteries was

Fig.

1

— Battery

Floor:

Kings Bridge Substation.

willing to guarantee them for 10 years, provided the temperature
This neiessitated a healing plant for
wius maintained at 70 deg. F.
cold weather and a means of cooling in warm weather, as well as
proper ventilation at all times.
In charging the batteries, destructive acid fumes are thrown off,
wliich precluded the possibility of heating by direct radiation, as
the fumes would attack and destroy the radiators and pipe lines.
The blower system was therefore adopted. The heating i)iant could
thus be placed In a detached building, and the air ducts to the battery building are protected against the corrosive action of the acid
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by ducts with branches at frequent intervals. The advantage, so
far as appearance Is concerned, may be seen in Fig. 3. Furthermore,
the ducts are costly to install and require frequent attention to keep
them in condition to resist the acid fumes.
The heating system Is compact, easily accessible and under control at all times.
It Is claimed to be moderate in cost, easily installed and economical both in operation and maintenance.
It is
also very flexible, It being possible to deliver the air at any temperature without diminishing the volume. Thorough ventilation for the
battery rooms Is therefore assured while the batteries are being
air

charged.

The American Blower

Fig. 3

— Battery

Floor,

Co., Detroit, Mich.,

designed the systems

Looking West; Yonkers

Power House.

and furnished the apparatus, which was Installed by John Hunkin &
Brother, heating contractors. New York.

American Iron

&

Steel Institute.

formed mainly by United
The American Iron &
States Steel Corporation Interests to afford a means of communication between members of the iron and steel trades, hjis been incorporated in New York. The Directors are: Elbert H. Gary. William
E. Corey, Charles M. Schwab. E. O. S. Clarke, W. J. Filbert and John
A. Topping, of New York; Howell Stackhouse and F. C. Felton, of
Philadelphia, Pa.; Willis L. King, of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Edward Bailey,
Steel Institute,

fumes.
So far Ave stations have been equipped. The battery room, busbar chambers, corridors, stair halls, controller chambers, etc., are
of Harrlsburg. Pa.: J. C. Maben, of Birmingham, Ala.; W. O. Rogers,
the i)ortions heated and ventilated. The method used for heating
J. F. Welborn, of Denver, Colo.; T. J. Drummond,
and ventilating the King's Bridge sub-station is typical of all sta- of Buffalo, N. Y.
The air is circiilali'il llninii;li a .sectional |iipe heater by a of Montreal, Que., and Samuel Mather, of Cleveland, Ohio. The printions.
cipal oflice is to be in New York.
;

A Newspaper

Story.

At Homestead. Pa., Sunday afternoon the locomotive of a fast
train tossed John Hastings over the root of a (one-story) house and
"He hadn't a broken
into the window of a shoe shop 40 ft. away.
bone, a bruise or a scratch," says the reporter. "He was conscious.
Two bundles of laundry which he carried, one under each arm, were
He said he wanted to go home, and the doctor said he had
intact.
no objection."

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Rate on Cameras Upheld; on Motorcycles Reduced.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has decided
Merchants Traffic Assoc, v. Atchison, Topeka & Santa
The complaint was that the rates on cameras and camera

the case of

Fe

Fig. 2

— Battery

Floor, Looi<ing East;

Yonkers Power House.

Steam is supplied by a
plate fan driven by a belted motor.
small low-pressure boiler, located in an adjacent room. The hot air
is distributed by suitable ducts to various points.
Two methods of distribution are used. These are sliown in the
steel

accompanying photographs. One is by carefully protwted galvanized iron ducts, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, this being used only at
Yonkers. At the others there is no piping, the air being admitted
at one end of the room through tile conduits terminatin.g at registers
per cent, antimony. The result.s
made of ",15 per cent, lead and
have been fully as satisfactory by this method as by distributing
r>

et al.

stands from St. lx)uis. Mo., to Denver, Colo., and on bicycles and
motorcycles are excessive. The Commission decided that while the
rate on cameras and camera stands is high, it is not so excessive
as to warrant interference; this branch of the complainant's case
was not sustained. The rale applied on motorcycles from St. Louis
to Denver was held to be excessive, and ordered to be reduced so
as not to exceed the rate on bicycles between said points.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Steam Shovel Xews. The current number Is a special spring
number. The leading article Is on "Testing High Explosives." by
Waldon Fawcett. The tests referred to are those now being made
by Dr. Charles E. Munroe for the United States Government. Other
"Transporting a Steam Shovel." descrlbinteresting articles are:
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In 1^«" he was
of the Burlington.
leavr-B.
Mr. Sesser Is a member of
Association and an associate member of
American Society of Civil Engineers. His new headquarters
I.e in the First National Bank building. Chicago.

Ing the moving of a traction steam Bhovel through soui"; lic-avlly
timbered and swamp country la Minnesota; "Steel Sheet Piling for
Cofferdam Construction"; "Steam Shovel Work In the Klondike";
Scow for Trench Shovels"; "Stripping Ore Mines," and "Quarry
Kionomy." There are also descriptions of some new boom and
swing engines for heavy-duty shovels, and an electric shovel.

tendent of CoDttructlon

I)ointcd to the office

Maintenance of

A

he now

Way

ap-

the
the
will

The Westinghouse Electric Ic Manufacturing Co.. Pittsburgh,
Pa., has an order from the Uomlnlon Iron t Steel Company, Halifax,
Walcrprooflng— The Standard Asphalt & Rubber Co., Chicago, N. S., for a 500-h.p. electric generator, which will be used In the
has prepared a pamphlet regarding Us waterprooflng for founda- operation of one of the company's Iron mines on Belle Island, NewThe physical proptions and track elevation and other structures.
foundland. It Is Interesting to note ihat in one of the mining camps
erties and the general method of application are first described, and at Guanajuata, Mex., the Plnglnco mines, 250 Westinghouse motors,
this

of

by illustrated descriptions of a number of pieces
There
(lone for railroads, large buildings, reservoirs, etc.

followed

is

work

ranging in capacity from

work which has been done or is under way.
Another pamphlet is a catalogue and price list of coatings and dips.
An effort has been made In this to give a concise and true descripThe
tion of the materials and the work to which they are adapted.
book Is 3% in. by U In. and has 28 pages.
Is

also a

list

A new company

ConstriicHmi Materials and Lightning Arresters.— The
The Railroad Supply Co., Chicago, has Issued
Sections 3 and 4 of Catalogue No. 7. Part 3 shows signal construcretion and maintenance materials, incUuling battery chutes and
ceptacles, batteries and battery supplies, channel pins and bond
wires. Insulated Joints and track insulations, insulated and line
wires, and miscellaneous construction and maintenance materials.
Part 4 shows various styles of lightning arresters, designed for both
Varlotis lightning arrester applicadirect and alternating current.
for
tions, ground plates, ground rods and water and fireproof noxes
Hiynal

signal department of

The Joint convention of the American Supply ft Machinery
-Manufacturers' Association, the National Supply t Machinery
Dealers'
Asmclallon and the Southern Supply ft Machinery
Dealers' Association will be held at Richmond, Va., May 13-13, 1908.
William H. Taft, Secretary of War, is to address the three associations on Wednesday afternoon. May 13.
F. I). Mitchell, 309 Broadway, New York, Is Secretary-Treasurer of the first named association.

White d- Co. have issued an exceedingly interesting
J. O.
pamphlet of 82 pages showing illustrations and brief comment upon
The pamplilet
their engineering work in every quarter of the world.
Includes a map on which 115 .1. G. White contracts all over the
Around
entitled
Work
"At
11 is
globe are indicated by red dots.
the World."

.

,

,

—

This company has issued a revised
There are now 55 sets of these cards,
Eight million cards have been sold.

London d Xorth Western.
picture post cards.

selling at 2d. per packet.

are being operated.

is

alone.

arresters are Included.

list of its

5 to 200 h.p..

being formed to take over and continue the
publication of Moody's Manual, heretofore published by The Moody
Corporation, New York. The manual for 1908 is now ready for
the press. Arrangements are being made to supplement the book
with a monthly service, thus keeping the manual up-to-date ihroughout the year. The price of the manual. Including this monthly
service, will be $10, which hag heretofore been the price of the book

of similar

Mine Equipment.— A circular issued by The Jeffrey Manufacturing Co., Columbus, Ohio, illustrates 14 of the Jeffrey specialties in
mine equipment.

The Quincy, Manchester, Sargent Co., New York, recently closed
a competition in which prizes were offered to men In charge of track
work for the best answers to certain inquiries regarding the use
of, and suggestions for, anti-rail creepers.
The judges of awards
were as follows: W. M. Mitchell, Manager and Chief Engineer, Kentucky & Indiana Bridge ft Rallroa<J, representing the railroads; O.
Metcalf, Jr., American Railway Device Co., representing the selling interests of anti-rail creepers, and W. C. McMahon. President of the Belle City Malleable Iron Co., representing the manufacturers. Theie were 85 competitors, and i)rizes were given as follows:
First prize, W. H. Kofmehl, Roadmaster. Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, Elgin, 111.; second prize, W. H. Hoyt. Aaslsuni Chief
Engineer, Duluth, Missabe & Northern, Dulutb, Minn.; third priie,
E.

J.

Boland, Roadmaster, Union Pacific, Cheyenne. Wyo.

John

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The

offices

and plant

of the

Gordon Uattery Co. have been moved

to Aldene-Roselle, N. J.

the General Contracting & Engineering Co., 15
Whitehall street. New York, will be moved on or about May 1 to
the Hudson Terminal building, 50 Church street.

Pa.,

The

offices of

The

receivership of the Westinghouse Machine Co., Pittsburgh.

was

The company now has no floating
vacate<l on March 31.
has a large number of orders and about |1, 000.000 cash on

debt;
hand.

It

Fred K. Potter, for many years connected with the Capell Fan
Engineering Co., has been appointed Manager in the Pittsburgh
Mr. Potters
for the Sirocco Engineering Co., New York.

.•\lbert Brill, Vice-President. Director, and one of the founders of the J. G. Brill Company. Philadelphia. Pa., died on March 25.
after four years' sickness. The following sketch of his life has been
prepared by James Rawle. his life-long friend and President of the

Brill

company:

Mr. Brill was born in Philadelphia on December 15. 1S52.
whither his parents had moved from Cassel. Germany, a few years
Always studiou.s as a lad he received a sound education.
before.
.\t the early age of seventeen his Instinct of Industry led him Into
the works upon which he has since stamped his strong individuality
and to whose liiilding up he gave the absolute love and devotion of
his life. Endowed with great
ability, in which keen insight
was united with infinite perseverance, he brought to the

work of his life the qualities
inventor of the most
valuable
Improvements
in

of an

district

office will

be in the Keenan building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

trans|>ortatiou

Bessemer building, Pittsbur.uh.
deal in wholesale lumber, railroad
equipment and supplies, including castings and forgings. The officers
President, .1. W. Scull, formerly Purchasing Agent of the
are:
Pressed Steel Cur Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Vice-President. C. W. Cantrell. formerly Eastern Manager of the Herman H. Heftier Lumber
Co., Chicago; and Secietary, W. H. Coyle.
Pa.,

The Railroad & Car Material
was recently lncori)orated to

Co.,

of his career he did
with
his
whole soul
the
things which a boy could do
-drove the engine, kept the
accounts. Gradually he was
advanced by the firm to more
initset

The net profits of the Canadian Wej^tlnghouse Co., Ltd., HamilOnt, tor the year ended Hecember 31, I'.iOT, were J427.053. an
Dividends of $215,221 were paid. $200,000
Increase of 23 per cent.
was reserved for depreciation, and $20,000 for inventory. The profit
and loss balance carried forward was $391,284. At the end of the
year the unfilled orders amounted to $1.13(),000. The output of the
air-brake department Increased 35 per cent.
ton,

C. Sesser, Engineer of Maintenance of Way of the Chicago. Burlington & Quinoy at St. Ixmls. Mo., has resigned to go
to the W. K. Kenly Co., Chicago, as Vice-President in charge of
the railroad departmi>iit. Mr. Sesser Is a graduate of T,ehigh Vn\-

resiKinslble positions

having completed the engineering course in ISitii. From
that year until 1902 he was a construction engineer on the Chicago & North-Western, the Union Pacific and the Chicago. Milwaukee
& St. Paul. From 1902 to 1903. he wa.>i Chief Engineer of the
Au Sable & Northwestern, leaving that road to become Superin-

and was

soon placed In charge of the

department of

In this
his great abilities found their

John

ver^lty,

facilities.

These embraced nearly every
feature of curs and trucks
which go to make up the
mo<lern elet-tric car.
At the

.loi.ii

A.

Brill.

sales.

appropriate sphere. When. In
1887, electric propulsion de-

veloped, his genius developed with it. and the present typ««
of electric trticks in tinlversal tise are practically those which
he invented. He was In every sense of the word a pioneer. He
He foresaw by Instinct, and ttsually years In
led: others followed.
advance, the direction In which electric street railway practice
must nweiisarily develop, and he devoted himself to the task of
teaching the railway i-onipanies. Those high in their m.-uiagement
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recognized his wisdom and sound judgment and constantly sought
sooner or later they always followed it. In 1904 the
tiis advice
Franklin Institute awarded him the John Scott legacy premium and
medal for meritorious inventions in cars. He had a strong sense of
justice, but resented bitterly any treatment which he considered un-

—

sad to see a man so strong, so worthy and so useful,
stricken down by the lingering pain of disease.
fair.
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The Traveling Engineers'

Association.

Al the next regular meeting of this association there will be
a paper for discussion on the "Use of Steam Heat on Passenger
Trains," and at the next annual meeting a paper on "How can Koad
Foreman of Engines interest Engineers and Firemen in keeping
posted on progress in locomotive development including valve gears
and steam distribution?"

American Society

of

Texas

semi-annual meeting of ihis society is to be held in Detroit,
Mich., June 23-2().
The papers to be presented at this meeting are
as follows:
Method of Cleaning Gas Conduits, by W. U. Mount;
Method of Checking Conical Pistons for Stress, by Prof. George H.
Shepard; Clutches, with special reference to automobile clutches,
by H. Souther; Gas Power, by Prof. L. S. Marks; Journal Friction
Measuring Machine, by Henry Hess, and A by-Product Coke Oven,
by W. H. Blauvell. There will also be a symposium upon machinery
The
for conveying materials, with papers by several authoritie-s.
Society tor the promotion of Engineering Education will also hold
its annual meeting in Detroit at this time, which will enable members of each society to participate in the sessions of the other.

is

in

it

Gulf.

— See

Gulf, Colorado

—

—

Kalamazoo, Lake Shore d- Chicago. W. H. Cochrane has been appointed General Traffic Manager, with headquarters at Chicago,
111.

Lake Erie
Agent

.V'.'H-

(

the market for about

—

for 10 years.
Officers.

—

Canadian Northern. A. E. Warren has been appointed Superintendent of the Second division, with headquarters at Winnipeg, having authority over all branch lines out of that city.

—

Chicago, Itock Islam! d- Pacific. J. C. Nolan, who resigned as Superintendent of the Louisiana division in October, has been elected
President, with office at Rustou. La., of the Ruston, Natchitoches
& .Northeastern, projected from Ruston, La., north to Farmerville,

25 miles.

—

lO Santa Fe.
The jurisdiction of Oliver Snyder, Superintendent of the Galveston division, has been extended to Include the Southern division. The two have been consolidated
and are now operated as a single division. His headquarters
will be transferred from Galveston, Tex., to Temple.
K. S.
Hull. Superintendent at Temple, is now Superintendent of the
Texas & Gtilf, with ofiice at Longview, Tex., succeeding M. T.
Pratt, who returns to the engineering department of the .\tchi-

Gulf. Colorado

son,

Topeka & Santa Fe.

—

International cf Great Northern. H. W. Clarke, Second Vice-President and General Manager, has been appointed General Superintendent, with office at Palestine, Tex., in charge of the whole
road, reporting to the Receiver. J. C. Dailey, General Superintendent, has been appointed Superintendent, with office at
Palestine. Tex., reporting to the General Superintendent.
The
Division Superintendents. Superintendents of Machinery, Chief
Engineer, Car .-Vccountant and General Claim Agent will report
to the Superintendent.
Louisville,

—

Xeu- York. Chiiaao

—

Henderson <C St. Louis. Lucien J. Irwin, General Freight
and Passenger Agent at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed tJeneral Superintendent, succeeding A. M. McCracken, retired.

<f
St. Louis.
G. C. Todd. Trainmaster of the
Buffalo division, has been appointed Joint Stiperintendent of
Telegraph of the New York. Chicago & St. Ixmis and the Western Union Telegraph Company, with headquarters at Cleve-

—

New Haven it Hartford. George L. Connor, Passenger
Manager, and Artemus C. Kendall, General Passenger
Agent, have both at their own request retired, the former after
40 years and the latter after 41 years of service. Mr. Connor
entered trausportiition service in August, 1868, as a clerk In
the Treasurer's office of the Narragansett Steamship Co. Bristol
Line), between New York and Boston.
In 1873 he was appointed Auditoi- of Passenger and Freight Receipts of that company, and in 1874 General Passenger Agent,
.\fter three
months' service as General Passenger Agent he was appointed
General Passenger Agent of the Old Colony Steamboat Co. (Fall
River Line), a position which he held for 20 years. For six
years of this time, beginning in 1887, he was also General Passenger and Ticket Agent of the Old Colony Railroad, until
in 1893 it was absorbed by the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
In 1893 he was also appointed Passenger Traffic Manager
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford and shortly afterward of the Providence & Stonington Steamship Co., controlling
the Sound lines to those ports.
In June, 1894, his title was
changed to Passenger Traffic Manager of the Old Colony Steamboat Co. On July 1. 1898, he was appointed Passenger Traffic
Manager of the rail and Sound lines of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, including the New England Navigation Company, a position which he held until April 1, when he was
placed on the retired list.
Mr. Kendall entered railroad ser\-lce in 1861 on the Bo.stoii
& Worcester, now part of the Boston & Albany, as ticket clerk
at lirookline. Mass.
In 1863 he was ticket clerk at Boston.
In 1867 he went to the Boston, Hartford & Erie, now part of
the New York, New Haven & Hartford. For three years he
was Ticket Agent of this road at Boston, and for six years
General Ticket Agent. In 1876 he became General Passenger
and Ticket Agent of the New Y'ork & New England, now also
part of the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
In 1893 Mr.
Kendall became General Passenger .Vgent of the E^astern dl.strict of the New York. New Haven & Hartford, and on July 1.
190.5, General Passenger Agent of the entire road.
The office of Passenger Traffic Manager of both the New
York. New Haven & Hartford and the New England Navigation
Co. has been abolished. Mr. Kendall's successor as Creneral
Passenger Agent Is A. B. Smith, with headquarters at Boston.
Mass. Mr. Smith was born in Boston and entered railroad
service in ISSO in the engineering department of the Burlington & Missouri River Railroad in Nebraska, now the western
lines of the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy.
After working In
the engineering and operating departments he was appointed
.\sslstant General Passenger Agent.
In 1904 he went to the
Northern Pacific as Assistant General Passenger Agent, and
in 1907 came to the New Haven as General Traffic Manager
of the Connecticut Company, which operates the extensive electric system in Connecticut of the New Haven.
He has been
promoted from this position to be General Passenger Agent
of the New Y'ork. New Haven & Hartford and of the New
England Navigation Co.. in which latter position he succeeds F.
C. Coley. who, besides being Assistant General Passenger
Agent
of the New York. New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters at
New Haven. Conn., becomes .-Assistant General Passenger Agent
of the New England Navigation Co., with headquarters at New
York,

Traffic

Judge J. P. Mabee, of the High
of Cuiiada.
(kjurt of Justice of Ontario, has been appointed Chief Commissioner of the Canadian Railway Commission, succeeding A. C.
Killam, deceased. Mr. Mabce in 1905 was Chairman of the
International Waterways Commission. His appointment to the
i.s

—

it Western.
C. L. Hilleary, Assistant General Passenger
at St. Louis of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis, has been appointed General Passenger Agent of the Lake
Erie & Western, succeeding S. D. McLeish.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

Operating

Fe.

Delaware. Lackawanna <i Western. F. P. Fox. Industrial and Advertising Agent, is to resign shortly to go into other business.

Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Railway Commission

& Santa

—

1,000 tons of rails of standard section.

Rnilway Commission

W. Cantlln has been

Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago it .S'(. Louis. Charles Krolzenberger,
General Agent of the passenger department at Cincinnati, has
been appointed Assistant General Passenger Agent at St. 1-ouis.
Mo., succeeding C. L. Hilleary, now General Passenger Agent
of the Lake Erie & Western.
W. G. Knittle, General Agent of
the passenger department at Toledo, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Krolzenberger, with headquarters at Cincinnati.
W. F. Carter, Traveling Passenger Agent, with headquarters at Toledo, succeeds Mr.
Knittle at Toledo.

Iron and Steel.

The Interborough Rapid Transit

J.

Traffic Officers.

Mechanical Engineers.

'I'lic

W. Mitchener.

appointed Trainmaster, with headquarters at Conneaut, Ohiq
succeeding Mr. Todd.

It Is

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
i
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land, Ohio, succeeding R.

.

Y'ork

The authority
the

New Ensland

of R. T. Hasklns. Freight Traffic Manager
of
Nnvisratinn Co.. has been extended to repre-
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Hent the freight traffic IntereHt* of the N. Y.. N. li. & M., ;it .New
York, Including such Hpecrlal dutleH as may be UHBlgned to hlni.
Mr. HaHklnB will reiiort to H. Camphell, Vlcel'reBldent.
8. Connelly, General Western and
Division Agent, at Chicago, III., has been appointed General
Freight Agent, with offlce at Pittsburgh, I'a., succeeding James
II. Hill, deceased.

Pennsylvania Lines We«/.— M.

Southern Pacific— John U. Glynn has been appointed New England
Agent In charge of the passenger and freight departments, with
llomon,

headquarif-rs at

Kiiccei-diiK;

.MaHH.,

K.

IC.

Currier, de-

ceased.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

—John

Si. Juii.vs, N. B.— Bids, It Is said, are wanted by William Downle,
General .Superintendent of the Atlantic division, Cana/lian Paclflc.
for the construction of concrete piers and arches for bridges at
various po\ate on the road.

—

Saskatoo.n, Bask. The Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian
Northern, It is said, will Jointly put up a passenger station here.

—

Wi.N.MPEc, Ma-n.
Bldu are wanted April 15 by M. H. MacLeod,
General Manager, Canadian Northern, Wlnnip«rg, Man., for putting
up a union passengfr station, hotel and terminal shops, here, for
the Joint u.% of the Canadian Northern and the Grand Trunk
The estlmattMl cost of the Improvements la 13,250,000.

and

liuslness.

Purchasing Agents.
York, New Haven A liartford.—J. H. Santord, Assistant Purchasing Agent, has been appointed Manager of Purchases and
Supplies, with office at New Haven, Conn., succeeding A. E.
Mltihell, resigned.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
lie

New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

tendent of Machinery, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Kan.,
succeeding K. M. Oalbraith, resigned.

'J

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

C. Sesser,

Kansas City Southern.— V. R. Cooper has been appointed Superin-

New

Parifi.-

Officers.

Knglneer of Maintenance of Way at St. Louis, Mo., has resigned to become ViceSee
Chicago.
Manufacturing
Kenly
Co..
President of the W. K.

£ Quincy.

Chivnijo, Burlington

Vol. XLIV.. No. 14.

Lehigh it New England is said to be in the marUi't
This Item is not yet conflrmed.

for three

locomotives.

CAR BUILDING.

Arciiisox, Toi'kka & Santa Ff..
Excavation work haa been finished on the new double-track tunnel through Raton Mountain, near
Raton, N. Mex., to be 5,000 ft. long through solid rock, and H4 ft.
below the existing tunnel, and the bore Is being cemented. It Is
expected to have the tunnel In service in July. The Lantry Con(March 13, p. 389.)
struction Co., of Kansas City, Mo., contractors.

—

Incorporated
BiRMiN(;iiA.M & Gii.K Railway & Nami.ation Co.
year in Alabama with $10.000.oii(i capital, to build an electric line
from Tu.scaloosa, Ala., northeast via Birmingham to Gadsden, about
120 miles; also to operate a line of steamers and coal barges l>etween
Tuscaloosa, Mobile and Gulf iwints, and Montgomery and Mobile.
The company has bought the Tuscaloosa Belt Railway, a 12 mile belt
line at Tuscaloosa, which is being olectrlfled.
Work la now under
way on the 120 miles between Tuscaloosa & Gadsden. Henry S.
Thompson. President, New York; J. A. Vandergrlft. General Manager, Tuscaloosa.
last

The Wisconsin A Northern

is in

the market for three passenger

cars.

The Pittsburgh, Shawmut

tf

Northern

is

asking bids on 1,000

coal cars.

The International Railway, Buffalo, N. Y., is said to be
market for electric cars. This item is not yet confirmed.

in the

The Third Avenue Railroad, New York, is said to be in the
market for electric cars. This item is not yet conflrmed.
The New York City Railway is said to be in the market for 150
pay-as-you-enter cars and 100 standard cars.
confirmed.

Oklahoma

This item

is

not yet

—

The city authorities at Winnipeg. Man.,
compel this company to construct a concrete subway under Water street.
Ca.vadian Nortuer.v.

it

is

said,

will

—

Canadian Pacific. This company, it Is said, has given a contract to Janse & MacDonald. of Maple Creek, Sask., to build a new
line on the north side of the river from Lethbrldge, Alb., west
to McCloud, about 36 miles.
The old line south of the river which
has steep grades, it is said, is to be abandoned. Work is now under
way on a large bridge over the Lethbrldge river for the new line.
Canadian River Railroad.
Chicago,

Milwaukee &

— See Santa Fe, Liberal
Paul. — This comi>any

ft

Englewood.

reported to
be ballasting and relaying its extension from Mitchell. S. Dak., to
Rapid City, the track from the Missouri west, having been originally
laid on a gumlx) roadbed, making it almost impossible to operate
in wet weather.
St.

Is

Okla.,

is

said to

This Item

is

not yet

DiRANuo & Somrrkrete. Surveys are reported made by this
company for a proposed line, from Durango, Durango, Mex., south-

The Lehigh iG New England has ordered 250 forty-ton, all-steel
gondola cars from the Cambria Steel Co., and 250 thirty-ton steel
uiiilcrrrnnie box cars from the American Car & Foundry Co.

east to Sombrerete. Zacatecas. about 100 miles. It Is said contracts
for building the line will shortly be let.
Mining Interests of Sombrerete are promoting the line to provide an outlet for the ores from
that section.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

Grand Tri-nk Pacific. Contracts for building 365 miles addiNew Brunswick. Quebec and Ontario, was recently let by
the National Transcontinental Railway Commission as follows:
District A.
New Brunswick, from r point 58 miles west
(1)
of Moncton to the crossing of the Intercolonial Railway. 39.7 miles.
Grand Trunk Pacific Construction Co.
From last named point to the Toblque river, N. B.. 6T
(2)
miles. Grand Trunk Paclflc.
From the last named point to 2>4 miles west of Grand
(3)
Falls, N. B., 31.5 miles.
Wlllard Kitchen Co.. Ltd.. Frederlcton.
N. B.
From boundary line between Quebec and New Brunswick
(4)
west. 52.9 miles.
M. P. & J. T. Divis.
From west of .\bitibi river crossing. Ontario, west 100
(5)
miles.
E. F. & G. E. Farquler. Ottawa.
From al:out 19'... miles west of the crossing of Mud river,
(6^
near Lake Neplgon, east. 75 miles. E. F. & G. E. Farquler. Ottawa.

The Oklahoma Railway

Co.,

be in the market for three interurban cars.
conflrmed.

City,

—

—

tional In

—

The Mexican government, it is said,
AcAi'ii.co, GuKitiiKRo, Mex.
has plans under way for harbor improvements here to cost several
million dollars. The preliminary work Includes a new wharf, for
which contract has been let.
ItKANiioN,

dian Northern

to

—

Plans, it is said, are being made by the Canaput up a new passenger station here.

Man.

—

Work Is now under way putting up
EMi-Ai.Mf;. SONORA, Mk.x.
reinforced concrete shops for the use of the Cananea, YaquI River
& PadUc and the Sonora division of the So\ithern Pacific here. It
is said that over |1,000,000 gold is to be spent for general Improvements. Plans call tor the erection of 15 bullding.s, including a tie
treating plant to have a capacity of 4,500 lies a day.
S. Dak.— The new steel bridge of the Chicago. MilPaul, at this place, has been opened for traffic. It is
said that the company will put up a new steel bridge at Chamberlain
this year.

MouiuuoK,

waukee &

St.

—

Port Bolivar. The Santa Fe, it is said, has spent alwut J400.000
on Improvements here, including a pier, and will spend about $100,000
more to finish the work. Port Bolivar, which Is Ihe deep >vater
terminal of the Gulf & Interstate division of the Santa Fe. Is five
miles east of Galveston on the main land, is being developed into
an important port by the Santa Fe. The tiulf & Interstato, which
runs from Port Bolivar east to Beaumont, is also to be rehabilitated.
PoiTSvii.i.K,

will build

Pa.

— The

Pottsvlllo

a bridge at Mauch Chunk

Union Traction
street.

Co.,

It

is

said,

(Mar. 20. p. 429.1
Foley. Welch & Stewart, who have the contract for building 126
miles from a point six miles east of Edmonton. Alb., west, have
sublet seme of the work as follows:
Chas. Ixiwrence. six miles:
D. Fitzgerald. 12 miles; John Timothy, eight miles; James O'Connor. 11 miles; Fitzgerald & Tompkins, five miles; F. Mann, three
miles, and MacDonald & Mc.Vlllster, 10 miles. Additional sub-contracts will shortly be let by H. J. Fetter, of Edmonton, Alb.

Great .^meru-an.

—

Incorporated In South Dakota, with a capital
Wisconsin capitalists and nominal headquarters at
Pierre, and offlce at Cblcaso. and at I„Tnc,aster. Wis.
The proposed
route Is from Chicago, 111., northwest to Winnipeg, thence west to

of $15,000,000. by

AruiL
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A. J. Hyde,
Hat, Alberta.
Thomas T. Orton, J. C. Brockert, H. L. Moses, Lancaster, Wis., and
1. W. Goodner, Pierre, S. Dak.

The incorporators include

Medicine

Ilu.noi.s Ce.ntk.vl.
traffic

over the

—

It is

announced that regular through freight
will be begun on April 19.

— Incorporated

in

build a line

Illinois to

from a point on Lake Michigan, in Cook county, 111., northwest to
Fox Lake, in Lake county, about 30 miles. The incorporators include Otto Heper, M. F. Smith. G. S. Melcher, G. H. Coney and F. A.
Stuckman.

—

Lake Suokk & Muiuuan Soutuekn. On the extension of the
& Lake Erie, froln Youngstown, Ohio, to Lake Erie, conwas let last year by the Lake Erie & Pittsburgh to the Carter

Pittsburgh
tract

Construction Co., to build from Mill Creek Junction, near CleveGrading and bridge construcland, southeast to Kent. 2li miles.
tion will soon be finished. Track laying is to be started early in
May and the line from Mill Creek .Junction to Kent will probably be
ready for operation this fall.
Ma.nistee

& NoiniiEASTEU.N. — Surveys

company

for an extension of
northeast toward Alpena.

its

are being

made by

this

eastern branch from Wexford, Mich.,

—

Me.mla.n I.NrEK.NATio.NAi.. Contract is reported let to B. Corrigan, of Monterey, Mex., for building a branch coal line through the
Cloete coal fields in the state of Coahuiia, connecting with the main
The contract also calls for building a large bridge
line at Sabinas.
over the Santiago Papasquiero river, on the Tepehuanes division.

—

A system of railroads about 200 miles long,
Road.s.
said will be built in the state of Zacatecas, Mexico, to connect
the various mining districts. The state government has granted a
subsidy ot $2,000 per kilometer and the right of way across the pul)11c lands
has also been donated.
American Smelting interests
headed by R. S. Towne, are reported back of the project.
Mexican

it

is

New Yohk Suuwa\s. — The New York

Public Service Commis-

sion, First district, will begin advertising for bids for building the
Fourth avenue subway in Brooklyn April 6. Construction of this

subway was approved by the Board of Estimate on March 27. it
is to run from the Brooklyn end of the Manhattan bridge under the
Flatbush avenue extension to Fulton street, thence to .\shland place,
thence to Fourth avenue and under Fourth avenue as far as Fortythird street, Brooklyn. The work is divided into six sections and
separate contracts will be let for each section. Nothing will prevent one contractor from bidding on all six sections. The estimated
cost for the six sections is about $13,000,000.
Comptroller Metz
opposed the resolution on the ground that the city's finances were
not in condition to build the entire subway at the present time,
and announces that he will refuse certification of contractors' checks
accompanying bids so as to bring the matter into the courts.

(March

13, p. 393.)

Rome &

& GuLK Railway & Navigation

The names

be incorporated to build
to Osceola, Lewis county, 25
of the Incorporators are not given.
to

—

San Diego & Arizona. This company, which has some surveys
made for its proposed line from San Diego, Cal., east to Y'uma, Ariz.,
200 miles, and a small amount of grading finished near San Diego,
being promoted by .lohn 1). SprecUles. of San Francisco. A
concession, it Is said, has been asked for by the same interests from
the Mexican government to build south on the peninsula of Lower
California to Magdalena bay, thence across the peninsula to the port
of La Paz.
It is proposed to build a line about 700 miles long.
is

San Juax, Tavuiik & Oaxaca.

— This

company

is

now owned by

the Consolidated Metals Co., with headquartei-s at Oaxaea.
It is
said that the new owners have given contracts for an extension to
the Taviche mining camp, in the state of Oaxaea.

—

Santa Fe, Liherai. & Em;i.e\vooi). An officer writes that work
under way at various points building this line from Des Moines.
N. Mex., east via Hooker to Woodward, Okla., with a branch from
Gate, Okla., northeast to Englewood, Kan., a total of 321 miles.
The Canadian River Railroad, building from the proposed terminus
at Woodward, southeast to Watonga. from which place there are
to be two branches, one east to Guthrie and the other southeast to
Oklahonui City, is to form part of this line. Very little construction work has been finished on this line.
is

York (Pennsylvania) Railway

(EIlectuic).

— This

company

re-

Co.

— This

company has

bought the 12 mi'.es of belt railroad, formerly owned by the Tuscaloosa Belt Railway, at Tuscaloosa. Ala. This is now being
electrified and contracts have been let for a 120-mlle extension
to Gadsden.
George D. Rogers, 42 Broadway, New York, is Secretary and Treasury.
(See RailioaJ Construction column.)

—

Chicago, Cincinnati & Louisville. The receiver has applied to the
United States Court tor permission to issue $1,500,000 receivers'
certificates.
He says that the road has never been fully completed or equipped.
It needs to be rebailasted. side tracks must
be put in at Cincinnati and other points, the freight-house at
Cincinnati must be enlarged, an overhead crossing must be built
at the Big Four tracks to avoid threatened suit, an additional
telegraph wire from Cincinnati to Chicago must be strung, a
roundhouse and other improvements must be malfe at the Peru
shops, a station must be built at Hammond, a station should be
built at Converse, coaling stations should be put In at Richmond
and at Brighton and other improvements must be made. About
$.",110,000 to $000,000 would cover the foregoing.
Furthermore,
though a good passenger business is done at night between Cincinnati and Chicago in Pullman cars, the day business is bad
because of the poor day coaches; $100,000 should be spent for
parlor cars, caU- cars and day coaches. Not less than $300,000
to $400,000 worth of freight cars are also needed.
There are
charges against the road by other roads for handling C. C. & L.
cars, which, if not paid, will resillt in the company's being shut
off from communication with other roads.
There are claims for
The receiver thinks that by using
labor, material and supplies.
$1,500,000 it will be possible to earn not only operating expenses,
but enough to meet all fixed charges and so Increase the value ot
the property that when finally sold a price more than $1,500,000
greater than could now be obtained will be received.

—

Gross earnings for the six months ended
December 31, 1907. decreased 9 per cent, as compared with
earnings
were
1906.
Net
$817,000, against $1,500,000 in 190C. a
decrease ot 45 per cent. There was a deficit of $360,000 after
paying Interest on the debenture stock and all prior charges, as
against a surplus of $520,000 in 190C. Cash on deposit on December 31, 1907, amounted to $2,256. while the company's bank
account had been overdrawn $109,715.

Chicago Junction Railway.

—

Osceoi.a.
This company is
from Rome, Onei.la county, N. Y,, north
miles.

previous year.
Biii.Mi.N(ji,\.\i

CiiicAuo Great Western.

—

(March

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fk. A semi-annual dividend of 2',-j per
cent, was on April 1 declared on the common stock.
This is
at the annual rate ot 5 per cent., which is a reduction from the
6 per cent, rate, which has been paid for one year.
Before
April, 1907, the rate was 5 per cent., and from 1902 to 1905, 4
per cent. The first payment on the common stock was made
in 1901, when a dividend of 3'/i per cent, was paid.
Gross earnings for February decreased 9 per cent, as compared with February, 1907. Net earnings decreased 5',.j per
cent.
There were ICC more miles operated in 1908 than in the

13, p. 393.)

NouTiiEU.N Dakota. An officer writes that bids are wanted April
15 for building this proposed line from Edinburg, N. Dak., on the
Great Northern, north to a point near Hallson in Pembina county,
thence northwest to a terminal not yet named on the Canadian
boundary, in Cavalier county, about 21 miles. The work Includes
a 300-ft. pile trestle. Thos. D. Campbell, President and General Manager; C. H. McFarlane, Chief Engineer, Grand Forks, N. Dak.

York Pa., southwest to
underway for an exten-
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cently opened for traffic its new line from
Hanover, 18',1. miles. Plans are reported
sion from York to Harrisburg.

— See

Indiana Harbor Belt.

—

Cnic.voo Union Tbaction. The preferred stock has been assessed
$3V4 a share and the common stock $1 a share, payable on or
before May 1, 1908. The present plan ot reorganization involves
cutting down the $12,000,000 preferred stock to $6,000,000 and
the $20,000,000 common stock to $5,000,000.

—

Cdi.oRAOo & SoiTHEHN. Gross earnings for February were $1,083,000,
against $1,027,000 in February. 1907. Net earnings were $330,000.
against $314,000 in 1907. Owing to an Increase ot $16,700 in
the interest charges, there was a decrease of $1,366 in surplus
after charges.

Delaware & Hidson.

—This

company owns all but one share of the
stock ot the New York & Canada Railroad.
This one share has recently been bought by Vice-President W. H.
Williams for a i)rice said to be $1,500. The Delaware & Hudson
is now asking from the Public Service Commission. Second District, authority to acquire this remaining one share and to absorb
the New York & Canada. The New York & Canada runs along
the west side of Lake Champlain from Whitehall. N. Y.. to
Rouses Point, and forms a part of the Delaware & Hudson's
through Hne to the Adirondack mountains and Montreal.
$4,000,000

common

Denver & Rio Grande.

—

Gross earnings tor February were $1,200,000,
$1,500,000 In 1907.
Net earnings after taxes were
$377,000, against $417,000 In 1907.
For the eight months ended
February 29 net earnings after taxes were $4,695,000 in 1908,
against $4,G;;C,000 in 1907.
against
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(Oiiii)any bus been authorized by the Public Service
CommlBslon, Second District, to Ibbuc 115,000,000 notes dated
April I, 190X. and payable on or before .July 1, 19i:i. secured by
general Hen 4 per cent, bonds to the amount of $9,».')7,000 an<l
Pennsylvania collateral 4 per cent, bonds not exceeding $7.oO,000,
as collateral. These note« have not, so far as is known, been
sold, although the Erie has $5,500,000 discount notes maturing
on April 8, besides other pressing obllgatlon.s.

l':iiiK.— This

—

Pacific. The Transcontinental Railway Commission
buy the Temlscouta Railway for use as part of the line
from Moncton, N. U., via Quebec, to Winnipeg, Man., 1,800 miles.
Tho Temlscouta Railway runs from Riviere du Ixjup via Edmundston Junction to Connors, HI! miles. Only the line from
Riviere du Loup to Kdmund.ston Junction, 81 miles, will probably be used as i)art of the through line.

(iuANO
is

TuuNK

to

GiiKAr

.St.

—

The following controlled
directly by the Great Northern:

NoiiTiiEn.N.

owned

fiiiil,

.MInni-apolih

&

.Miinllxim

KiixliTu Uallu'ny of .Mlnnmotu
Wlllmiir & Sioux KallH
I'lirk Itaplds .V l.ooch t.nko
.MIiincHota
Kiiluili.

>V;

.Montana

Hillings

&

& (itvat Nuitlu
& Northcm

Spiikiini' KallH &
rnliiuiljla & Ited

are

I'aolllc

.Nui'tbi'i'n

Mountain

—

Net earnings for February were
Siiif Island.
against $G5,000 In 1907, a decrease of 75 per cent.

—

INOIANA HAnnoit Bklt. The
way for the year ended
statement In regard to
Chicago Junction to the

pan

oi:

till'

|lG,00i),

report of the Chicago Junction RailDecember 31, 1907, has the following
the sale of the outer belt line of the

Indiana Harbor Belt:

rallioad of tho

('lilc'a);o

.liinctlon

Uailway known

ii.-s

"outer l)clt," wlilcli Is the inllioad orlclnally bdonKlnp to the old
Clilrago, llnnimunil & Wfs'tiMn, has lii'cn sold under the leinis of contract
datid June 'M, 11107, hetwwn the Chicago .lundlon Italhvny and the In
illana Ilarlior licit Itallfoad. the Ijike Shore & .Michigan Southern and
The consideration received consisted of ¥;;,.-.UU,the .Michigan Central.
These bonus
lino bonds Issued Ijy the Indiana Harbor Itelt Hallroad.
l)car Interest at the rate of 1! per cent, per annum for the Urst live years.
per annum
:i per cent, per annum for the second live years, and 4 per cent,
'J he
bonds are
thereafter, and the principal Is payable .luly I. ]'.)."i7.
Kuaiantccd as to rulnclpal and Interest by the Lake Shore & Michigan
The so-called "outer bell" was subSouthern and the .Michigan Central.
ject to a mortgage executed by the old Chicago. Hammond & Western, to
secure an outstanding Issue of .f'J,50ll,000 ti per cent, bonds, and connected
with It were contracts with other railroads which Involved constant exThis mortgage and Inlienditiiics for Increased Irnckage and facilities.
ilebtediKss and the performance of these contracts were assumed by the
purchasers.
As the property would reiiuire the iinincdialc exiiendlture of
large sums for necessary betterments and improvcmenls, and increa.scd
radlltles. the sale upon the terms stated was considered highly advaii
'Hie result has been to relieve
tageoiis to the Chicago .lunctlon Uailway.
from liability for the payment of the ^^..WO.OOO of existing bonds and
it
the llxeil charge ot .fl.jd.OUU per annum, as well as from the necessity of
providing large sums for Improvements and for additional trackage under
existing contracts.- (Nov. l."), 111I17, p. (!(»!.)
tlic

LkaviciNwohth,
Lt'.ittiMi

Kansas & Wkstkkn.

Vallkv.— Gross earnings

— See

for

Union

Pacific.

February were 10 per

cent, less

than In February, 1907, and net earnings 50 per cent. less. This
is the worst showing which the lottil has made in any month
of the present depression.

& Arkansas.

Lot'isiANA
less

— Net earnings for February

were 50 per

cent.

than in 1907.

— See New
—

York City Railway.

National Railways ok Mexico. On March 28 the public deed of
Incorporation of the new company, in which are to be merged the
Mexiciin Cenlrnl, the National oi; Mexico and other railroads
controlled by the Mexican govornnient, was signed by 2;i incorporators, (leaded by Minister of Fiiiiincc Liniiinlintr.
p.

(Mtirclt

I..

330.)

—

City Raii way. Messrs. .lolinc & Itoliinsnn. as receivers
of the .VU'tropolilan Street Railway, has boeti authorized by the
United Sttilea Clrctiil Court to Issue $:!.5iMi,(ii)ii one-year 6 per

.\t:w Youiv

narrow gage

line.

—

Pk.x.ssvlvama. Gross earnings of the Lines Bast, directly operated,
decreased 14 per cent, in February, 19oi>, as compared with February, 1907.
Net earnings decreased 17 per cent. For the two
months ended February ^9 gross decreaited 15 per cent, and net
20 per cent.
Shipments of bituminous coal originating on the Pennsylvania Kallrcad Company's Lines E^st of Pittsburgh and Erie for
the three months from Dec. 31. 19o7, to

March

28.

1908,

were

8,093,033 tons, against 9.196.623 tons in 1907, a decrease of 12
per cent. The coke shipments were 1.718,252 tons, against 3,433,088 tons in 1907. a decrease of 50 per cent.

—

Railway. This company controls the projected railroads
on the Philipiiine islands other than Luzon, the lines on that
island being controlled by the Manila Railway. The Philippine
Railway has 40 miles In operation on the Island of Cebu and 20
miles more on that island under construction. On the Island of
Panay, 40 miles are under construction. Its contract with the
Philipi>ine government calls for the conEtruction of a total of 93
miles on Cebu, 100 miles on Panay and lOfi miles on Negros.
The .New York Stock Exchange has recently listed $1,500,000
lirst moitgage 4 jier cent. oO-year bonds of 1937, guaranteed by
the Philippine government, and has authorized the listing prior
to July 1, 1908, of $1,000,000 additional of these bonds.

RKAtii.Nu Co.Mi'AXV.

— Gross

earnings of the Philadelphia

February were $2,600,000, against $3,100,000 in
earnings were $770,000, against $889,000 In 1907.
in

A Reading
1907.

Net

—

IsLA.Mj CoMi'A.NV.
It is reporte.l that plans are under way for
the separation of the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, which Is the Choctaw division of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the St. Louis i San Francisco.
Strong protest against the present close combination
between these roads has been made by the state authorities of
Olvlahoma.

Rock

—

Gross earnings for February were 16 per cent, less than
1907.
Net earnings decreased 9 |>er cenL Taxes increased
18 per cent, and net earnings after taxes decreased 15 per cent.

SoiTiiKit.N.

In

— See Grand Trunk Pacific.
— The foreclosure sale of this road,

Tk.miscolta Railway.

Texas

Soutiikii.n.

tised

and postponed,

$375,000.
74 miles,

The

is

now

set

for

May

5;

often adverthe upset price,

which runs from Winnsboro to Marshall.
with four short branches, making a total operated
road,

mileage of 109 miles,

is

said to be in a chaotic state.

—

AvK.NtK RAii.itoAii. Frederick W. Whitrldge, Receiver of the
Third .\venue Railroad, and of the Forty-second Street, .Manhattanvllle & St. Nicholas Avenue Railway, has been appointed
by Judge Lacombe, of the United States Circuit Court. Receiver
of the Union Railway, one of the subsidiaries of the Third
Avenue Railroad. The Union Railway operates street railways
In the borough of the Bronx, New York City.

Tiiitii)

Tiscaloosa

Bki.t.— See

BIrmiiigham

& Gulf Railway &

.Navig-a-

tlon Co.

Metroi'olitan Stkkkt Railway.

1908,

XLIV., No. U.

G per cent, annually, which has been |jaid since 1903 on each of
these classes of stoclt. The Pacific Coast Company oi>erale6 five
steamship lines along the Pacific coast from Nome, Alaska, to
.Mexico, and also owns the Columbia & Puget Soun.i Railroad,
about 50 miles, and the Pacific Coast Railway, with 80 miles of

Pjiit.iiTiNK

ru

NorlhtTii

('t>nti'al

Gulf &

Tliat

now

Wasiilnk-inn «t (Jroat .Norllicrn
SratiN-.V Montana
a|iolls I'nion
Mil

Cri'ai .Nurthi-rn

Waii'i'lown

Dakota \ (in'at

.Muiitiinii

companies

Vol.

no part of whose jiroceeds may be
used except in the Inipfovement, aciiulsllion and maintenance of

cent, receivers' certificates,

(March 2(1, 1908, i). 430.)
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. offer to pay the semi-annual interest
coupon, due April 1, 1908, on those of the 4 per cent, refunding
KHiyear mortgage bonds of the Metropolltiin Street Raliway,
which have been deiioslted sikbject to the bondholders' agrecthe property.

ment, prior to May 15, 1908. This same firm took similar action
on the 4 per ceni.
In- regard to the coupons defaulted January
1

bonds of the Third Avenue Railroad.

—

Pacific Coast Co.mpany. A quarterly dividend of I'l per cent, has
been declared each on the second preferred and the common
stock, making an annual rate on each of 5 per cent., instead of

I'mon Pacikh'.— .\ special meeting of the stockholders will be held
on May 5 to ratify the taking over of the physical pro|>erlies of
the Leavenworth. Kansas & Western, which runs from Leavenworth. Kan., to .Milton\T»le. 166 miles, and has been operated
separately, although all of Its stock Is owned by the Union
Pacific: and of the Topeka & Northwestern, which is a cut-off
from Menoken. Kan., to Onaga, with an extension under construction to Marysvllle. In all 69 miles. This cut-ofT Is to connect Kansas City with the main line In Nebraska.
The stockholders are also to authorize an issue of lionds on the (about)
1.650 miles of line of the Union Pacific now mortgaged, including
the two railroads already named. This bond Issue will probably
lie about $50.0O0,o00. secured by a first mortgage on these lines.
The directors of the Union Pacific have denied the request
of certain stockholders that they should sue E. H. Harriman,
M. H. Rogers and James StIIIman, directors, for personal profits
alleged to have been mtide by them In the sale of stocks held by
them to the Union Pacific, and have made the statement that the
ownership of the three directors named in certain of the stocks
bought during the latter half of 1906 was known to the Board,
iind that these directors were excused from voting on the matfurthermore, that so far as is known by the
so Informed by Kuhn. Loeb & Co.. none of these
directors had any ownership in the 105.000 shares of the Illinois
Central stock imrchased by the Union Pacific from that firm.
ter of

purchase:

Boiird,

and
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We

print In another column a full abstract of the address re-

cently delivered by Arthur Hale to a committee of the Massachusetts
Mr. Hale Is allegislature opposing a reciprocal demurrage bill.
ways worth listening to, and when he talks alwut car service he

has a way of expressing rather more clearly than anybody else a
lot of principles that the average operating man understands but
has never really thought out or formulated in his own mind, and
that the average state legislator does not understand at all. What
Mr. Hale had to say, reduced to its shortest and most impolite terms,
was that reciprocal demurrage is not reciprocal, that it is an unfair
and unwise principle and that Ni'w England has too many detention
privileges already; but he put these plain truUis in so amiable and
convincing a fashion that It must have dispelled any illusions that
existed in the minds of his hearers about this rather illusive subject.
We are printing a good deal of Mr. Hale's address because
we want it to be read in states that need it even more than Massachusetts does.

Although the electric motor Is the Ideal means for moving draw
spans which must be turned by power, an examination of existing
practice indicates that its adaptation to the work has not been well
understood In the past. For example, a 250-ft. double track swing
span weighing GOO tons is equipped with two 50-h.p. railway type
motors. The maximum effort required of these motors, according to
the ammeter readings, Is about 45 h.p. In another case a 350-ft. double ti'ack swing span having twice the weight of the first, or 1,200
tons, is to be equipped with two 25-h.p. motors.
A third case, a
proposed 4S0-ft. double track span of 1,800 tons, is to have two
40-h.p. motors
three times the weight with four-flfths the power
of the first.
In the first Instance the power provided obviously is
excessive. What of the other two, which agree pretty closely? The
greatest resistance to overcome in such service is the Inertia of the
span. Some recent experiments have shown that when the average
angular velocity is approximately 1 deg. per second, about SO per
cent, of the effort of the motor is used In accelerating the motion
of the span. This requires a large torque at starting and a uniform
accelerating effort, conditions that are best met by the characteristics of the direct current series motor.
In determining the design
and capacity of the motor both the character of service and the maximum requirements are governing conditions, and It is here that
advantage may be taken of a peculiar Quality in electric motors to

—

:

Notes

MISCELLANEOUS:

522
522
524
524
324
524
525

Friday, Apeii. 10, 1908.

secure the most economical Installation possible. An electric motor
properly designed Is capable of sustaining a considerable overload
for a short period

where a motor

is

Therefore
of time without Injurious heating.
loaded intermittently and for short periods, with

made

to do work considerably In
Furthermore, It may be specially designed for this intermittent loading and therefore be even
better adapted to the work than a motor designed for continuous
duty. The duty of a drawbridge motor is unique In that the working period covers only a few seconds of time and the cycles of
operations may be separated by long periods of rest For illustration, take the 250-ft., 600-ton span mentioned above.
Assume It
must be turned 90 deg. In 60 seconds. The demand on the motor is
for 45 h.p.. Increasing from zero to a maximum at the end of 40
sec, say. Assume a rest period of 15 mln.
At 500 volts the maximum current used Is 67 ampere."!. It can be shown that the equivalent heating effect of this current applied for 40 sec, followed by a
period of rest of 900 sec, would be produced by a current of 14 amps.,
or about 10 h.p. at 500 volts. If continuously applied. Obviously,
therefore, even one motor having a continuous capacity of 45 h.p.
Is too large for the service.
What is required Is a motor rated on
Its Intermittent capacity of the full horse-power at full voltage for
such a length of time as will pnoduce the requisite temperature rise

Intervals of rest between.

excess of

Its

It

can be

normal rated capacity.

In service.

The "Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Explosives and
Other Dangerous Articles" has been In operation since June 10. 1907.
The report of Major B. W. Dunn of the United States Army who is
Chief Inspector, covering the work of the Bureau up to February 1,
1908, is summarized In another column. This association is a splendid example of the way In which necessary and Important results,
which it has been proved by bitter experience It would be impossible
to get by individual initiative, can be successfully brought about by
intelligent co-operation.
After the disastrous wreck In 1905 on the
Pennsylvania Railroad near Harrisburg, Pa., caused by the explosion of a freight car loaded with high explosives, the Pennsylvania
tried for two years through its own special inspectors to secure conformity to the revised rules of the American Railway Association
for the transportation of explosives
result of this disaster.

these regulations on

which had been amended as a
This company was successful in carrying out
own lines; nevertheless only a small pro-

Its
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portion of the dangers from explOBlveu were guarded agalubl, Lit
cause this one railroad company was powerlesB to enforce these
regulations on connecting lines from which dangerous cars were
constantly being received. President McCrea, of the Pennsylvania,
was the leading spirit In the formation of the Bureau of ExploBlves,
being chairman of the committee which drew up Its constitution and
by-laws. The bureau Includes such members of the American Railway Association as choose to become members. Expenses are pro-

iiK-nilug

Out of 178 cars Inspected In transit or at
terminals, the lading In 99 had moved because of Improper loading
or staying or other conditions such as would easily bring about a
(liingorous accident.
One of these cars, which had cracks In the

That association originated In a meeting of master car builders
brought together to consider the conditions set up by the running
and the rules under which
such an Interchange of traffic should be carried on. It was quite
natural then that the wheel should be among those details that
should receive early attention. It was necessary that it should run
over tracks that differed slightly in gage; that were laid with rails
of widely different pattern, with still wider variation in the methods of track laying and permanent way construction. It was necessary that the tread and fiange of the wheel should be so proportioned that it could run over these different conditions of track with
ease and safety, and further that the wheel should be of such diameter that the height of the cars and their couplers might be brought
approximately to a uniform distance above the rail, a condition that
was not realized, however, until many years afterwards.
At the meeting of 1868 an agreement was reached, regarding the
width of the compromise tread, and thereafter there was considerable private discussion as to the desirability of a standard tread
and flange, but It was not until 1882 that the subject was really
brought before the association for action. At that time an agreement was reached regarding the width over all, as well as the diameter and the machinery was set to work to secure a standard form.
The next year forms for tread and flange were proposed and these
were almost Identical with those that were afterwards adopted. In
1884 M. N. Forney read an elaborate paper on the relation of the
wheel to the rail, and at the next convention in 1885. a contour waa
submitted for adoption as a standard, but was rejected as that of
1883 had been. In 1886 another form was submitted In which the

to

wiUi nilxturee of metals and forme of patterns in order
produce a wheel that would i>osseBS some quality that would make

superior to Its rivals. The records of the patt-nt office are replete
with the work of the designers In this direction. The result of this
concentration of energy was the production of a wheel that look a
high rank in the records of the time for durability and safety and
was known as the charcoal iron wheel. Such a wheel was usually
formed of about 85 ix-r cent, of charcoal iron pig and 15 per cent,
portioned according to: (a) mileage; (b) gross earnings; (c) num- of the scrap iron resulting from this mixture, melted with the old
ber of factories on each line where explosives are made. Its regu- companies' I>ehlgh coal, and was iiossessed of a chilled tread of
lations for tran.sportatlon of explosives were published In the Hail- great hardness and durability.
Meanwhile there ha/J been no uniformity of practice in the form
road Gazelle of November 8, 1907. There are at present 94 railroad
companies oiKTiitlng 149, CC9 miles of railroad which are members. of the tread and flange, and other parts of the wheel. E^-b maker
The Baltimore & Ohio, the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Great or purchaser had been a law unto himself, with the result that great
Northern and the Northern Pa(dflc are large roads which have not variations of practice exl.sted In different sections of the country
yet Joined the Bureau. This mileage of nearly 150,000 miles is dis- and upon different roads In all of the details of wheel construction.
tributed among 17 local inspectors whose mileage runs from the Under the conditions existing at the time, this was a matter of comThe individual railroads were almost
1.000 miles In the Indianapolis district to the 23,000 miles In the paratively small importance.
Kansas City district. The most striking results of the Inspections Isolated, there was a diversity of gages, and Interchange of traffic
During the was so small that It was not until after the organization of the
(iin bo summed up in three items from the .summary:
\fna than eight month.s covered by the report, the Inspectors found Master Car Builders' Association that any systematic effort was
119 magazines with dirty floors stained with nitro-glycerlne and 59 made to Introduce a uniformity of practice into car wheel conmagazines with high explosives stored In them In a leaking and struction.

dangerous condition.

Light
roof, sides and ends, contained over two tons of dynamite.
material had been used to brace these packages and the bracing had
given way, allowing the packages to slide about the car. As If this

were not enough, loose Iron pipe and a roll of wire cable In an upright position were loaded In the same car. The car was placarded
for explosives on one side only.
Here were conditions ripe for a
Based on experiences such as these,
lenlble and costly accident.
of
that
the fact that In spite
all
has been accomplished only 41 of
the 94 railroads which are members of the Bureau had on February
1,

received either a "first general Inspection" or a "partial Inspecand the further fact that the Bureau Is about to issue regula-

tion."

transportation of Inflammables whose traffic volume Is
times that of explosives. Major Dunn makes a strong plea for
more Inspectors. In his words, "the Bureau has undertaken a
work of unsuspected magnitude." Great good has already been actions

for

many

complished, actually and potentially. The Bureau must either go
forward or backward; at the present stage of Its development It
cannot stand still. More funds are necessary If It is to do its now
evident duty. The present Is, of course, a difllcult time to secure
larger appropriations from railroads, but Major Dunn points out
that the total of the

known

losses

from the

six

major accidents from

explosives and one large Are from a shipment of Infiammabie liquid,
shown In the records of the Bureau for 1907, was over $500,000 and

even this does not represent by any means the total loss. If such
losses are to be prevented In future the Bureau must be upheld In
Its work.

It

of line cars over their respective roads

tread

was made

slightly

conical

Instead

case of the one presented In 1885, and this

of

cylindrical as in

the

was adopted as a standard

and has remained such until the present time.
In 1906, It was modlfled and the modification adopted as recom-

THE REASON FOR THE STEEL WHEEL.

mended

practice by the addition of i^

In.

to the thickness of the

and the changing the taper of the tread from one in twentyfive to one In twenty,
it Is not prol>able that any further changes
will be made for many years to come other than the abandonment
of the old standard and the adoption of the recommended practice
fiange

It Is a peculiarity of American railroad rolling stock that there
a roughness of finish and a crudencss of connection, not only between stationary parts, but also between parts that have some
motion, the one over the other, that Is not to be found In cars built
In other countries.
The reason for this Is not hard to find. America
was a great, undeveloped, sparsely settled country and the railroad,
as a rapid means of Intercommunication, was an absolute necessity
for the upbuilding of the nation.
In order to meet this demand,
constriictlon was carried on with great rapidity and pushed through
territory where the Immediate traffic In sight was very meagre.
Consequently the first cost of roadbed and equipment was cut down
to the lowest notch that made operation a iKisslblllty and so cast
Iron was substituted for forglngs and rough metal for finished parts.
Therefore, while the foreign car builder turned to wrought Iron for
the centers and early tires of his wheels, the .Vmerlcan. being In
possession of a very superior grade of cast Iron that was not only
Is

exceedingly strong, but capable of being chilled to great hardness
used that metal for his wheels with great success
under both passenger and freight cars.

In the mould,

Throughout all the middle years of the nineteenth century, cast
was the only metal used for car wheels In the United States,
and during the whole of this period makers were constantly experlIron

of 1906 In Its stead.

Turning now to the character of wheels used during these early
years we find that, as soon as the weights of passenger cars were
Increased above those obtaining In the late sixties and early seventies, due to the introduction of sleeping and parlor cars, managers
felt a doubt as to the safely of the cast Iron wheel for passenger
service and the steel-tired wheel
for

was Introduced; slowly

at

came Into universal use except on a few roads with
making their own wheels, so that they were put In a

later

It

of absolute control over

first,

but

facilities

position

methods and materials used.

At first the construction of the steel-tired wheel was somewhat
complicated and Involved the use of a large number of pieces. This
was afterwards slmpllfled to a great extent, and the parts made less.
Meanwhile, when the first steel-tired wheels were placeii In passenger service the standard capacity of the freight car of the country
was 20.000 lbs. with the empty car weighing about as much more.
In the later seventies there was a movement to Increase the carrying capacity of these cars and In the succeeding fifteen years It rose
to 60,000 lbs.

Up

to this time there

had been no trouble with the

Apbil
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and no change had been made
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other than to increase
the thickness of metal In the plates and hub to meet the requirements set up by the heavier load that was to be carried and the
larger axle that was to be used. This heavier wheel apparently
fully satisfied the requirements of the 60,000 lbs. capacity car,
though there were some complaints of the inferiority of the later

ductor to three extra rear cars put on for excursionists. The passenger refused to go, showed the face of his ticket and stood successfully on his rights.
Fifteen minutes later on asking an apology
from the conductor he was refused. A week or two after, the sama
passenger, who was a lover of fishing, after a day's sport, cum-

day wheel as compared with those of twenty-five years before.
Whether the wheel was actually inferior or was as good and simply
failed oftener because it did not have the same margin of strength
as the older wheel is an open question.
Later when car capacities were raised to 80,000 lbs. there was
no appreciable shortening of the average car wheel life as compared
with those under cars 00,000 lbs. capacity. But when in the late
nineties the cars of 100,000 lbs. capacity were introduced a new element was brought Into play. Roads equipped with such cars began
to have a great deal of trouble with broken flanges.
On level roads the wheels are apparently able to give better
service, but on mountain lines where there are long continued applications of the brakes, overheating, checking and subsequent breakage are of common occurrence while the average life of wheels
under these high capacity cars Is appro.xlmately one-half that under
cars of 60,000 lbs. capacity. Frequently the heating of the wheel by
the brakeshoe sets up such internal strains that a crack will start in
the body of the melal where no possible inspection could detect it and
then it works outward until, when it reaches the surface. It has
developed to such dimensions that the flange breaks without warn-

the

cast iron wheel

ing with results that are more or less disastrous.
Facing this condition, with doubts, on one hand, about the entire
reliability of the cast iron wheel, and with the excessive cost of the
built-up steel-tired wheel, on the other hand, rendering these wheels
out of the question for freight work, a market has been opened for
steel wheel than any that has been upon the market.
But the service that has been required and rendered by the steeltired wheel In passenger car and locomotive work has established
a high standard of eflJciency, and it is essential that any innovation
in the methods of steel car wheel construction and design shall produce a wheel that, so far as the physical properties of the metal
composing It are concerned, shall l)e fully up to the standards already set by the steel-tired wheel. Its chemical composition must be
such that its hardness, ultimate strength, elasticity, and wearing
qualities should stand in favorable comparison with the best, and
this must be done at a price that will make it possible to use such a

a cheaper

wheel in freight service at a cost not to exceed the cast iron wheel.
This does not mean that the first cost Is to be the same, but that,
when the renewals are taken into consideration, the ultimate cost
of wheels for a series of years shall be no greater with the steel
than with the cast iron wheel.

THE PASSENGER AS

A

REFORM AGENT.

In a city not hundreds of miles from New York situated on a
great railroad system there lived a "club man" who on his journeys
to and from the metropolis often indulged in the luxury of a parlor
or sleeping car. One day not long ago when starting on a long trip
and seeking sleeping car accommodation he was, as he asserted, "held
up" by the conductor of the car to the amount of $1 as a bit of
personal "graft." in addition to the regular charge for the berth.
On his return the passenger entered no formal complaint but made
club land resound with his wrong.
He had been robbed by a
highwayman In the railroad company's uniform. The railroad company was not much better when it winked at such graft and so
forth and so on in the familiar terms of epithet of the angered and
aggrieved passenger. The complainant, in one of his bursts of eloquence against the railroad, chanced to be overheard by one of the
company's officers. The otluer quietly started a careful investigation which In effect confirmed the dollar story and then called on
the complainant to stand to his guns in a formal statement as basis
for discipline of the offending conductor. Then the passenger backed
water. He was one of the familiar type of men who are louder
in talk than agile in action and who shirk even small responsibility.
He refused to make formal complaint and declared that the dollar
was but a gratuity pure and simple. And so the Inquiry of the
company with the improvement of the service as its aim came to
naught.
A few weeks ago on one of the branch lines of the same railroad system another passensor was riding in the smoker on a
special excursion ticket good on its face for that particular train.
In insolent terms he was ordered back by the regular train con-

much angling impedim-enia, reached a flag station of
same company after a toilsome pull at the oars and a hard
trudge by highway. The train schedule called for a stop at the
bered with

and, by custom for years in the absence of the regular
"drop" the stop signal was the waiting passenger on the platform,

station

from far down the line. Here the waiting angler stood
with two fish baskets, three bait pails and the same number of fishing rods like an animated semaphore. The engineer, afterwards
alleging that he "didn't see," Ignored the passenger and ran the
visible

and on. The train happened to be fifteen minutes late.
The outcome in these two cases was far different from the
first.
The aggrieved passenger followed up Instantly each offense
with a formal statement to the division superintendent There was
some delay partly accidental and cutting of red tape. But, in
the end, after a fair investigation the conductor was summoned
before the powers, found guilty, warned to exercise better courtesy
and judgment and ordered to make apology to the passenger; and.
In the case of the engineer, the result was substantially the same.
train by

—

—

A

on the rule of human motive and conduct
the conclusion that the conductor will hereafter be more
heedful of duty and, what is of more Importance, will spread hla
disciplinary experience among his mates to their own and the comfair inference based

justifies

pany's profit; that the engineer will not again run a belated train
past a flag station in violation of the schedule; and that, in the
earlier Instance, the sleeping car conductor will be encouraged to
continue his "graft." Incidentally It may be stated that the pa«-

who complained received official thanks.
These three cases are not fiction or parable. They are
and recent instances which Illustrate an evil and its
remedy.
Every railroad corporation,
it
wise,
wants good
senger

actual

service.

It

contact

with

realizes

the

or

should

public

is

realize

that

in

that

its

service.

chief
It

point

wants

of
to

subdue petty graft, to supply good cars, accurate train service, tactful
and judicious conductors and faithful engineers and trainmen.
Elements such as these are a part, and a large part, of the company's assets that connote public good will and reach up even to
legislation.
But a railroad corporation is not an Argus. It owns
no accurate personal equation of its thousands of officials; and, in
the detection of grievance, it must rely on the passenger's moral
sense and individual backbone. Its own responsibility ending when
It
offers
the mechanism of prompt Inquiry and correction.
But it is against Just such a condition that the average
passenger fails to make good. He voices his wrong, real or
Imaginary, In private outcry, in an anonymous screed to a local
newspaper or in "setting up" a sensational reporter with his tale.
In not a few cases he swallows the offense In silence and says and
does nothing. In his relation to the railroad company he belongs to
that large group of citizens who in civic life are neglectful of duties
and who would rather have things pleasant than have them right
When the railroad passenger reverses that too common viewpoint,
drives his complaint home, reserves his outcry for the time when
actual grievance is officially unredressed and recognizes his own
quasi partnership with the railroad in improved service, then will
the evil be minimized and the passenger himself become the advance
agent of Its reform.

—

NEW

PUBLICATIONS.

Iiitrrrorporotr Itrlaliniishiim of naihrai/s in the f nifid ^tatc*. as of June 30,
U'OC.
rrenariHl bv the I'lvlslmi of statistics and Accounts, Interatate

Commerce Commission. Wnsblnston,

I>.

C.

The

Interstate Commerce Commission has issued its first special
report under the amended Interstate Commerce Act. The report covers investigations intended to show the manner In which the railroad

corporations have been welded into highly centralized systems, and
statement of net railroad capital outstanding in the
hands of the public, eliminating all holdings of railroad securities
by other railroad corporations. The statistical portion of the report
is now in press; the portion at hand is the text only, but It shows,
according to the Commission's calculations, that the net railroad
securities of the country are on a basis of $58,050 per mile of line.
This figure, which is of considerable statistical interest, is the only
useful result which appears to have been accomplished by the very
great amount of work which must have been spent upon the study.
The report Is illustratecl with a number of diagrams showing the
to present a
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way the more complicated railroad systems have been formed together through the medium o( holding companies. Although these
diagrams are interesting, it is .scarcely clear why the Interstate Com
raerce CommiSKion Hhould have spent time on theni; as the subject
matter is all of public record and easily obtained by those who are
Interested.
The principal Impression which the reader gains from
the advance copy is a feeling of sympathy for the railroads, which
had to answer the fxceedlngly complicated tpicstlons addressed to
them by the Commission in a series of circulai-a In order to enable
the Commission to bring out a number of well-linown facts from

chaunelK of exchange, the use of which cannot, without legislative
action, be impeded by or to any one, endorses hi£ appointee« and
their report In a message of transmission. Senate Doc. 'i'iH, as

original sources.

by over-conservatism."
Everyone has read, "that it was unregulated railroad competition which prevented or destroyed the development of commerce
on our inland waterways." And there are traces on the public
mind of a latent regret that the railroads could not have been ao
regulated as to make their freight rates as high as In Germany
and so conserve the navigation of inadequate waterw^ays. In the
report prominence is given to Representative Burton's patent, which
is "heartily" endorsed in the message, for Impeding Internal Improvements by demanding an "equitable distribution" of their costs
to the communities, etc., "beneficially affected." That Is to say.
e.g., we should have postponed building the Union Pacific Railroad
until the Mormons (who, by the way, would have been BtarvlDg
before three years without it) could have contributed equitably to
its cost.
There may be some more ingenious way of continuing
the poverty of localities whose principal products cannot bear the
costs of production and transportation to market.
Through the report and not absent from the message, is evi.
dent a desire to build up another department of persons drawing
pay from the public purse and dependent on executive favor. The
asked for regulating power of this department might, In Impure
hands, become particularly valuable before elections. Closely connected with the above mentioned object seems to be a desire to build
up a combination or trust between railroads and water carriers,
as evidenced by such phrases as:
"With a view to equitable cooperation between waterway and railroad facilities for the promotion of commerce and the benefit of the people," "devising means
of rendering the two systems complimentary and harmonious and
making such fair division of traffic that rates and management
may be co-ordinated economically and with benefit to this country."
It is to be hoped that neither an additional "administrative agency
with large powers," nor a control of rail and water transportation
which might render a farmer taking a sack of com into his dugout for transportation, liable to fine by some future Table Mountain

follows:

"This report is well worth your attention. It Is thorough, conservallve, sane and Just.
It represents the matuce Judgment of a
iKjdy of men exceptionally qualified, by {>ersonal experience and
knowledge of conditions throughout the United States, to understand and discuss the great problem of how l>est to use our waterways in the interest of all the people. If the report errs at all it
is

CONTRIBUTIONS
The Inland Waterways Commission and Transportation.
.New \'Hk,

Murcb

;;;).

I'JOS.

To THE Editor of this Railkoad Gazeite:
For years the Inhabitants of the Mississippi Valley have asked
for such Improvements of that stream and its affluents as would
abridge either or both, the cost in time and money necessary for
assembling and distributing commodities produced, consumed or
transported for further increase of value in and about that baaln.

They labored under the Impression that their efforts were Impeded
or nullified by the able chairman of the House River and Harbor
Committee, and that the principle of proclaiming an unlncreasable

minimum and thus

pitting locality against locality, popularly called
log rolling, was being used with ability to continue the poverty of
deficiently supplied with transportation facilities.
This
feeling led to action which is shown In the commencing sentence
of our President's letter of March 14, 1907:
"Numerous commercial
organizations of the Mississippi valley have presented petitions asking that I appoint a commission to prepare and report a comprehensive plan for the improvement and control of the river systems
of the United States.
I have decided to comply with these requests
localities

by appointing an Inland Waterways Commission."
There follows this the names of his appointees, nine gentlemen,
of whom Congressman Burton, chairman of the River and Harbor
Committee of the House of Representatives, was at the President's
suggestion made chairman of the committee, and by election of the
committee Senator Newlaiuls, of Nevada, is vice-chairman, and Dr.
McGee, of the Bureau of Soils, is secretary. President Roosevelt
seems to have handed those petitioners of the Mississippi valley,
who desired cheaper transportation, a lemon. This vulgar and upstart word is used advisably. The classic "Dead Sea apple" has
by reputation an inviting exterior. The report contemplates only
inaction and delay.
Tlie committee contains no expert on transOnly one. General Mackenzie, apparently at all conliortation.
nected with transportation, and he, as chief of the United States
i'lnglneor Corps, dissents from his colleagues In three out of six
items of a "Supplementary Report."
The chairman of the Commission has been highly and continuously praised for his services to the country in connection with
River and Harbor bills by all "accelerators of public opinion"
owned or employed by our railroad bankers. These services have
been generally obstructive. The i)robabie value of contributions to
the science of transportation by the Secretary of the Commission
may be judged by an extract from his speech at the "Atlantic Deeper
Waterways Conference." Philadelphia, November 18-20, 1907. In this,
after referring to the pre-revolutionary tax on tea (which Lord
Acton said broke up the British Umpire) he continued: "We are
paying to our tyrant transportation a tax of 30 to 50 per cent, on
all that we eat, wear or use in our every day lives.
Our forefathers rebelled ^why shouldn't we?" All this of the lowest freight
rates in the world; subsUintlaily one-half those of Holland and
Holglum, one-third those of Great Britain.
Vice-Chairmnn Newlands, at the same conference, referred to
"men in our great financial centers who have been accustomed to
gather together these fragmented railroads, form them into great
combinations, and then force upon the country exaggerated volumes
of bonds, preferred stock and comnion stock that bewilder the imagination." Those who traveled between Duftalo and New York,
with four changes of trains to Albany and then ferried at that city,
before Corning gathered together the fragmental railroads which
he combined into the New York Central, will not particularly regret the combination. Nor will there be regret at the marked decrease in freight rates shortly following the consolidation.
The
Senator's idea of bonds, preferri'd stock and common stock being
liiriod upon the country will perhaps not be concurred in by those
wlio have worked early and late to obtain an lnflniteslm:il percentage
of the Senator's exaggerated volume.
No recommendations of any
potentiality in reducing the cost of transportation seem possible

—

from a committee so ofilcered.
President Roosevelt, however, basing his efforts on "the general
and admitted inability of the railroads to handle promptly the traffic of the country," rather than on the economic value of capacious

commend itself to the country.
Noticeably the report is without consideration of the effect
"Co-ordination"
of depth on the cost of transportation by water.
with the railroads seems hardly second to the desire for large
powers for the agency. To be sure, the President speaks enthusiastically for deep channels.
But those who remember his decision in favor of a barge canal to handle the traffic of the Lakes
Under that
will doubt the adequacy of his conception of depth.
decision, by the then Governor of this state, we are In the course
a
shallow
and
Inadequate
expending
on
canal
so
of
$101,000,000
that on its completion it will probably not bring to the city of
New York 5 per cent, of the 70.000,000 tons of freight now passing
Detroit; two-thirds of which is said to be on its way to an Increase
Its only value will lie in its ability to
of value by manufacture.
keep lake vessels from competing for freight with the vessels already on the Atlantic, and the people at the head of Lake Michigan who think they are going to get their vessels out by way
of the Mississippi must be resigned to waiting.
Notice also seems desirable of the fact that both the message
and tlie rej)ort are surcharged with references to monopoly which
seem intended to develop a spirit of national antagonism rather
than of mutual helpfulness and to decrease commercial confidence
in the future.
Some 16 years ago the country was filled with the
cries of calamity howlers, whose terminology was mostly drawn
from tons of literature sent west from this city. This literature
was on like lines of passlficatlon and progress as those inculcated
The howlers, it will be rein the document under consideration.
will

membered, got their calamity.
'I'he intiuences on the prosperity of the country which would
follow ignoring depth and capacity In improving waterways, and
adopting the alwve mentioned plans of control and trust development are liable to be very serious. Senator Newlands' "co-ordinated" tru.sts will most surely result in lower prices for farm
products and raw materials at points of production, and higher
costs at points of consumption. No polltloally appointed commission can Ih> expcH'tcd to manage transi>ortatlon as economically as
those educated to the business and whose future is dependent on
success.
.-Vnd as those who direct clamor against "monopoly" are.
in fact, still more Insistent against "ruinous competition," we may
expect under their administration an orthodox and uniform system

railroading that will kill initiative and invention; which will
imperatively demand higher rates, which higher rates will not
bring Imreased pi-oflts to transporters.
Heretofore, with the higheist wages paid in the world and with

of
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money and materials generally dearer than elsewhere, our railroads
free to charge what the traffic would bear, to build into others'
territory and to wage ruinous rate wars, have steadily reduced
the cost of freightage until they have presented the people of this
country with an unprecedented and unascertainable beneficence;
unasccrtainable because with the high freight rates of liurope much
of our merchandise could not have stood the cost of production and
transportation. The wealth accompanying its production and the
decreased cost to consumers from its abundance would have been
Our phenomenally
lost to the country by European freight rates.
low freight rates on the lakes and the influence they have on production is admitted by all. There is a lack of reliable statistics
as to our coastwise commer3e, but experts assert that no other
country has as cheap coastwise carriage as this. All these great
Since our state and
traffics until lately have been free of control.
national governments have assumed and extended their control railroad freights have risen notably. Lake and coastwise freights, less
controlled, have not.
One of our great sources of prosperity, if not the greatest, since
about 1870, when our average freight rates were reduced below those
of England, has been the advantage we have had over competing
countries in the cost of assembling the raw materials for manuSenate Doc. 325
facture and distributing the finished product.
seems to promise no further reduction in the cost of such service.
the
continued
advance
of
this
country
and underwish
who
All

stand the function of transportation should examine the document
edwabd p. north, c.e.
with care.

Automatic Inspection

of

Car Wheels
Sacrameuto.

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
The inspection of car wheels in service
lead to failure
railroad work.

is

In

Cal.,

Service.

March

IC,

lOOS.

for defects that

may

an interesting and exceedingly important part of

On the thoroughness with which

the inspection is
made depends in considerable part the measure of safety guaranteed every train on leaving an inspection point, and many readers
of the Railroad Gazette may take at least a passing interest in anything proposed as an improvement In this field.
As every railroad man knows, there are car repairers and inspectors stationed at terminals and also usually at two or three
other points on a division, and one of the duties of these men is
to allow no pair of wheels to pass that is defective.
They are expected to examine every wheel carefully all the way around plates,
llange and tread, and on every flange that appears to the eye at
any point to be worn nearly to the limit of vertical wear or thickness they are to try their gage to ascertain if it should be allowed
to pass; on flat spots, shelled-out spots and chipped rim, the gage
should be tried to see if these defects exceed in extent the limit
allowed. Any wheel that has been pressed too loosely on the axle
and has shifted place under pressure brought to bear in passing
curves and frogs, should be discovered in the Inspection as the defect is most dangerous.
The difficulties of such a thorough inspection are obvious.
The time allowed is often short; inspections must
sometimes be made at night and in storms; the wheels are under
the cars, partially hidden by brakes, boxes, frames and Ixilsters.
and thorough inspection is at best difficult and often impossible,
making the temptation great for an inspector to chance that all is
right on a wheel, a truck, a car or even an entire train.
The application of gages for the defects described takes time,
and the particular part of a wheel on which it is desired to try
a gage may be hard to get at. For example, suppose there was In
a freight train of say 40 cars, one pair of wheels that were out
of gage, due to a wheel slipping on Uie axle or other cause.
To
locate this pair might require the gaging of most of the pairs of
wheels in the train a good sized task. If it was not known that
the defective pair was in the train, the chances are great that with
the ordinary methods of inspection it would not be discovered; yet
to leave it undiscovered courts disaster.
It has occurred to me that it is possible to place in the track
at terminals or inspection points, on the incoming track or on a
siding in connection with it, an automatic means of applying the
gages to the wheels as they pass, and to register the condition of
the wheels in such a manner that it may be seen at a glance if
flanges are missing or worn to the limit of wear; whether all wheels
are correct in gage, and even whether or not flat spots or shelledout spots or chipped rims exceed in extent the limit allowed. In
short, I want to apply the M. C. U. gage l)y mechanism Instead of
by hand, for detection and location of all the defects that require
the application of the gage.
It may be objected tliat such a device would make car inspectors
careless.
It should not; they should be held responsible more than
ever for cracked plates and other defects of wheels and running
geiir that do not require the application of a gage to determine

—

—

their extent.

Under ordinary

inspection, the rejection ot a wheel for flange

worn
gage
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to the limit ot thickness or vertical wear by use ot the hand
is to a considerable extent a matter of the inspector's judg-

ment. Flanges are seldom worn so that the gages apply either for
thickness or vertical wear just as they are shown to do in the M.
\i. rules.
A flange is worn thin, but the gage does not go down
on the tread so as to exclude daylight under it at the center, as
it is shown to do in the M. C. B. rules; a flange is worn vertically

C.

until consideraljly beyond the limit of safety, yet this wear Is
seldom absolutely vertical, and a question Is raised in the inspector's
mind whether or not the wheel should be condemned. An automatic machine for applying the gage would have a "personal"
equation of its own, but one that should be more constant than
that depending on the various judgments of several inspectors.
Such a machine would require expert attention, but it would require many men to attain the efficiency ot one machine In inspection for the defects referred to.

Freight cars, a large percentage of which are loaded at way
may for months at a time pass inspection points only In
through trains; they are liable to pass these points In storms and
at night, and even at best, with many trains of many cars each
and the limited time available, thorough inspection Is impossible.
Repairers and inspectors are often called upon to repair some damage to some car in transit, and that, too, takes up the time that
should be available for inspection.
Railroad authorities state that from 60 to 90 per cent of all
wheels removed are removed for worn flanges. Inspection would
show that many of these are worn much beyond the limit, proving that many of them must pass Inspectors time and again before
they are discovered and removed. On every wheel removed, no
doubt an inspector has tried his gage, perhaps a number of times.
If this could be done automatically by machinery, in the aggregate it should represent a considerable saving of time, taking into
account the fact that one thorough inspection by some device that
would register several points of every wheel in the train without
fail should be worth a dozen superficial Inspections.
The idea Is new and untried, and to develop an efficient machine
for the purpose would require much experimenting, but with ultimate success it should result in saving to railroad companies the
time required for thorough inspection for the defects referred to,
and in saving to public and railroad alike some of the life and propstations,

erty

now

lost In wrecks.
ciias. brow.m.xo, jr.,
office of Ijibonitiir.v iMin-mun. .Southern I'acUlc Co.

(Mr. Browning modestly omits to mention that he has himself
taken out patents for such a device. We understand that no machine has been built, however. Editor).

Locomotive Types and Weights.
lioston,

.Mass.,

March

30,

ltH)8.

To THE Editor of the Rah-Koad Gazette:
The first of the following tables is a compilation from the
reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission from 1902 to
1906, both inclusive.
It serves to show the tendencies of modern
practice as to the use of locomotives of several of the most Important classes. It Is evident that the four-wheel switching engines are giving way to the six wheel engines, which clearly constitute the accepted class.
'While a number of eight-wheel and tenwheel switchers are used, Uie number is not large, nor the increase
significant.

The most striking feature of the table is the increase in numbers in the Consolidation type, nearly double in four years. This
appears clearly to be the accepted type for a large part of the
freight service.
The next most important feature is the steady falling off, since 1903, in the American type. This type is evidently
yielding on one side to its modification, the Atlantic, for light, fast
service, and on the other to the 10-wheel or the Pacific where
heavier service is demanded. The .Mogul and its modification, the
Prairie, seem not to gain much in favor.
The ten-wheel and the
Pacific (its modified type) show a very material gain.
The tenwheel appears to be used both as a passenger type and as a freight
type.

There has probably been a more or less complex change going
In replacing an American, when worn out, the tendency for
light fast service Is towards the Atlantic; but in many cases a

on.

heavier engine takes

its

place,

a

ten-wheel or a Pacific.

meantime a ten-wheel freight engine, when worn

out.

is

In the
probably

replaced, in many cases, by a heavier Consolidation.
So that while
the American type is decreasing and the Consolidation Is increasing,
the six-driver types are both increasing and decreasing in numbers, but show a substantial net Increase.
The six-driver types,
the ten-wheel, the Mogul, the Pacific and the Prairie, still outnumber
the eight-driver types, the Consolidation, the Mastodon and the
Mikado. It is no doubt the fact that the four-driver types still
lead for passenger traffic, but it is losing ground steadily; for freight
service the eight-driver types are far in the lead and are gaining
rapidly; the six-driver types, divided between freight and passenger

.,

—
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sttU gaining Bubstantially. The use of the trailing
truck in tlie Atlantic. Columbia. Pacific, Prairie, Miliado and Santa
F6 seems to meet wUli considerable favor.
Tlie tractive force (depending on the loads on driving wheels)

are

service

Is still

as

increasing notably; the average tractive force has increased

shown

In Table

II.

l- Xumbir
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.
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.

.

.

Decapod
Santa Fe
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140
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Xumber.

1U04.
1,172

—

4U

4,7««
+ u74

1«8

1003.

1,212
+ 100
4,222

1002.
1,106

1,35!)

I

+ 240
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6000
oOOO
oOOOO
oOOOO
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oOOOOO
o OOOOO o
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(all classes)
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)
(
I
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41

+

+

5,465
+ 218

38
35
0,247

197

11, .199

9,008

7,494

+ 1,192
122

+ 2,391

+ 1,514

34

+
+

4,871

]2,.''j91

i

(

367

+ 376
418
+ 221

+

•(

1

11,280

38

4.50

178
14.320
(t 1,720
178
I

+ 148

5,482

)

140

1

50,954

47,696

(

+ 3,25S

+ 053

+

34
32

i
484

Six-wheel Switcher

American

12

43,871
+2,046

41,225

34,201)

3,900
3,700
5,800
3,800
5,000
4,300
4,000
4,300

43,000
33,400
02,800

4,200
0,300

i:'..:mi(.

Atlantic

-J

Ten-wheel

;;i.lii(i

raclflc

2.s.;!ii()

Mogul

L'l.JIHI
25,.i(Mi

I'ralrle

I,

Mill

L':l.40(l
21;. Ml 10

30,2(10
22.01)0

20.500

20,4UO
21,500
33,500

Consolidation

Mikado
Mastodon
Santa Fe

500

figures seem to indicate that many old (and light) AmerThe
ican, ten-wlieel and Mogul engines are still kept in service.

The

to be of

more powerful

greater tractive force.

c.

of the

Maintenance

of

shown by the
frank allbn.

build, as

Way

Association.

The Board of Directors of the Aiuerican Railway Engineering
and Maintenance of Way Association has Issued Instructions to the
various committees concerning their work for the coming year, an
outline of which is given below. The committees have been rearranged and are thought to be unusually strong and efficient. The
Board has established November 30 as the limiting date for receipt
of committee reports by the secretary.
Reports received after that
date will not be presented for final aition at the following annual
convention.
1

—KOADWAY.

Continue the consideration of track elevation and depression Inside of cities, and grade and curve improvement work outside of cities, and submit recoiumendatlous covering more particularly questions of detail relative to the handling of the work.
Report on the best method for determining the size of
(2)
waterways.
Report on the protection of the roadbed in embankment
(3)
and excavation from the action of water, more particularly with
reference to protection from washouts or overflows and from slides,
whether caused by surface or underground water.
Report on the surface and sub-surface drainage of em(4)
(1)

bankments and excavations.
(5)

Report on the

and present summary of conclusions drawn from reports

tiling of
II

(1)

wet cuts and the curing of

slides.

—UAI.I.ASriXO.

Review the customary recommended practice for preparaand delivery of various classes of ballast, with cost of handling

same. If practicable.
Review the advantages and disadvantages of the various
(2)
types of ballast, including stone of different kinds, slag and gravel.

—TBACK.

Review and revise the committee's report presented

at

the ninth annual convention, covering the following subjects:
Report on the subject of turnouts and turnout materia),
(a)
including the best types of switchstands, swltchpoints, frogs, guard
rails and throat clearance, Ijearing in mind the possibility of an
increase of the thickness of wheel flanges and the effect of worn
ties and wheels upon the various parts of turnouts, frogs and crossings.

Report on facing point switches for high speeds with a
(b)
continuous main line rail.
(c)
Confer with committee on signaling relative to switchstands.

Continue investigations In connection with a sub-commit(2)
tee of the American Railway Master Mechanics' .\ssociatlon upon
the subject of widening gage on curves and spacing of guard rails,
as affected by the different lengths of engine wheel base^ arrangement of flanged wheels and wheel wear.
Report on wliether wide gage which is due to worn rail
(3)
should be corrected by closing in or replacing the rail.
Report on the extent rail should he worn before it be(4)
comes unsafe.
Consider revision of paragraph (3), under "Proper Method
(5)
of Spiking." ixige 64, Manual of Recommended Practice, and report

recommendation as

to extent gage on curves should be worn op«n
before closing In is necessary.
Re<-onsider ami report any recommended change in "Stan(())
dard Drilling for Ralls," as heretofore adopted by this association

(Manual.

I'lOT,

p.

65).
VI

—

DlII.l)I.\OS.

Reconsider amended conclusion No. 5, relative to locomo( 1 )
tive coaling stations (Bulletin 95. pp. 69-70).
Report on the use of reinforced concrete for coaling sta(2)
tions and storage bins.
Coll(>ct data as to the actual use of reinforced concrete
(3)
roofs for roundhouses, where located, life to date, results so far obtained, and critical analysis of advantages or possible defects; also
(llagrams of typical designs.
Report on the best method for smoke removal, ventilation
(4)
and heating of roundhouses.
Report on the design and detail arrangement of oil houses
(5)
at terminals.
VII

(1)

tion

re-

Report on the results obtained from the use of open hearth
steel rails and the chemical composition of such rails.
Report on any recommended changes In speclflcatlons for
(3)
Bessemer steel rails as heretofore adopted by this association.
Present recommendation as to standard rail sections.
(4)
Present report showing diagrams or photographs of typical
(5)
characteristic rail failures corresponding to the classlflcatlon as
given in form M. W. 1,200, Report of Rail Failures in Main Tracks.
V

:!(i.:tiio

Committee Work

rails

— BAIL.

Continue the investigation of the breakage and failure of

ceived.

whi, 1900.

1002.

ballasting.

(1)
Continue the compilation of statistics upon the life of ties,
both treated and untreated, and the cau-ses of failure. Preeent summary compilation of reports received and draw such conclusions
therefrom as the statistics warrant at Uje present time.
Prepare critical review of the general question of the pres(2)
ent and future status of the tie supply, the various methods heretofore adopted for reducing the yearly demands on the timber supply, and what general lines of Investigation and change In existing
methods may seem most desirable to be followed so as to secure
the best results In the future.
Collect statistics on the extent of the use and the life of
(3)
metal or composite ties up to the present time, with Illustrations
and descriptions of the most successful designs, and draw such conclusions as the conditions may warrant

Aicrai/e Tractive Force.

T.iBi.K II.

Class.

on the subject of

—TIES.

(2)

•Mainly.

newer types appear

special literature

IV

85
85

40,743
+2,872

Review of

in

(1)

— 557
20
— 103

35

(7)

115

+ 372
074
+ 307
36
+ 19

+ 137

(!08

J

11,652

8.702
+ 1,007

45!)

521
+ 198
5,530
57
+

852
+ 178
121
+ 85
0,232
+ 530
186

0,8.-..-.

1

I

10,753 11,323
—
570 — 320
1,119

)

of gravel with reference to the amount
of sand or clay contained.
Report on the best method to be used in determiDing the
(3)
wearing quality of crushed stone.
Review the customary practice and practicability of treat(4)
ing rock ballast which has become foul under the ties.
(5)
Prepare recommended principles of practice for slag ballast, chats ballast, cementing gravel ballast and chert ballast.
Report on the neceaslty for and best material for sub(6)
ballast.

(

—

15.

and the different qualities

3,083

+ 03y
lOU

1

)

J

Consolidation

1905.
1,118

j,»58

(10,348
405
I
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— WtHIDE.N

URlnOES AM) TRESTLES.

Continue the revision of the speclflcatlons for structural
timbers, co-operating with Committee Q of the .A.merlcan Society
for Testing Materials and other committees on the subject, with a
view, if possible, of preparing a uniform standard specification.
(1)

—
Apbil
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Prepare a list of
(2)
tural timbers.

recommended

safe unit stresses for struc-

Revise the report on standard names for structural timbers.

(4)

Study the principles and methods of pile-driving, and

col-

data relating to the current practice.
Report on best method for classification of pine timber
(5)
for structural purposes in place of classification by botanical names.
lect

—

MASONKY.
VIII
Reappoint a sub-coramittee to co-operate with the "joint
committee" on Concrete and Reinforced Concrete.
Collect data on tlic reported failures of concrete struc(2)
tures and the probable cause of same.
Investigate and report upon the waterproofing of masonry,
(3)
covering methods, results, cost and recommended practice.
Report on the use of reinforced concrete trestles, typical
(4)
designs, cost and recommended practice.
Present typical plans of retaining walls and abutments,
(5)
plain and reinforced, with comparison and recommended practice.
Report on the desirability of all monolithic construction
(6)
in arches or large abutments with wing walls.
Submit specifications for reinforced concrete.
(7)
(1)

SKINS, FENCES^ CItOSSINGS AM) CATTLE-OUAHUS.
Present such additional recommendations and conclusions
covering the various subjects reported on In the previous reports
of the committee as may be considered desirable.
Report on snow fences, snow sheds and other means to
(2)
prevent snow accumulating and best methods of clearing tracks
and snow removal.
Report on the use of concrete fenceposts, results obtained
(3)
so far in actual service, designs and cost.

IX

(1)

—

X SKiNAI.I.NU AND INTEULOCKING.
Mechanical interlocking specifications.

Electric interlocking specifications.
(2)
Rubber-covered wire specifications.
(3)
Prepare standard contract for signaling work.
(4)
Prepare outline and description of a comprehensive sys(5)
for universal signaling, suitable for general adoption.
Confer with committee on Track relative to switchstands.
(6)

tem

—

ANU ACCOUNTS.
Revise "Track Chart," form M. W. 1,016, so that the chart
(1)
show the conventional signs as adopted by the association.
Recommend any desirable changes in conventional signs
(2)
XI

will

KEC()RU.S,

1,017.

Prepare forms for collecting and analyzing
XII

— I'NIFOHM

lUI.ES, OltriANIZATION, TITLES,

rail statistics.

CODE, ETC.

Supplement "General Rules for Government of Employees
(1)
Maintenance of Way Department."
Prepare special rules for foremen and other employees,
(2)
properly grouped and classified in accordance with and supplementary to the general rules heretofore adopted.
of

XIII

—WATER

SEHVICE.

Report on the use of coal and gasolene or other fuels as
(1)
motive power for pumping plants, with relative economy and desirability of each system under different conditions.
Report on the general principles of the water supply serv(2)
ice, independent of the question of water treatment, and on typical
installations for various characteristic conditions.
Report on various types of track tanks, with designs of
(3)
typical Installations, and critical review.

—

XIV YARDS AN1> TF.RMl N AI.S.
Report on the average and maximum classifying capacity
wltl\ one or two scales on the hump and the number
of yard engines required under varying conditions.
(2)
Rei)ort on terminal freight houses at large terminals and
transfer points, more particularly with reference to general arrangement of buildings and platforms and the track layout.
Development of mechanical handling as a means of pro(3)
moting rapidity and economy in the handling of freight.
(1)

of

hump yards

The

relation of the percentage or pro|>ortion of cars to
be weighed to the location of scales on the hump or elsewhere, and
if not placed on the hump, where should scales be placed, and the
reasons therefor; also how weighing is done where cuts of cars are
(4)

switched.
of

tion of steel structures from corrosion.
Specifications for bridge erection.
(5)
Report to what extent steel bridge construction for the
(6 J
main girders of bridges carrying heavy loads under high speeds is
preferable to reinforced concrete construction.

XVI

—ECONO.MKS

OF RAILROAD LOCATION.

Continue the consideration of all questions connected with
(1)
railroad location, grades, lines and Improvement of grades and lines
affecting the economic operation with relation to traffic, tonnage
ratings, speed, density of traffic and financial considerations, with
the special aim in view of establishing uniform methods and unit
values for investigating and analyzing the relative changes and
costs of comparative routes or proposed grade reductions and line
corrections.
XVII WOOD PBESEBVATION.

—

The committee work

is to cover in general the investigating and
reporting on the preservation of wood used for ties and for railroad structures and buildings, confining the work of the committee

more particularly to processes, methods and results obtained.
Present recommendation as to outline of work for the committee,

with suggestion for classification to be followed.

Continue the work done heretofore by the committee on Ties
and on Wooden Bridges and Trestles, relating to the special subjects of processes and methods of wood preservation.
U.VIFORM OENER.\L CONTRACT FORM.
Prepare uniform general contract forms and present recommendations on the subject.
Reciprocal Demurrage and Car Supply.*

KErOltTS

as heretofore adoptwl.
Review the subject of "Time Book" and recommendations
(3)
as to revising form M. W. 1,008. with a view to preparing a form
that may be uniformly used for all maintenance of way departments,
and offering a check against irregular practices and allowing the
use of a dally time report.
Recommend forms for use of maintenance of way depart(4)
ments for preparing preliminary detailed estimates of contemplated
construction work, this form to be used preliminary to and form
the basis for the summary estimate data embodied on form M. W.
(5)

—

XV IRON AND STEEL STRUCTtJBES.
Continue investigations as to impact tests.
Continue investigations in regard to injury to bridges and
(2)
railroad structures caused by flat spots on wheels, conferring with
committees of other associations.
Report on the care of existing bridges, inspection, methods
(3)
of field work and records of inspection.
Report on the maintenance of bridges, including protec(4)
(1)

(3)

(1)
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Report on the feasibility of transferring freight by means
(5)
movable freight platforms, and outline of methods.

BY AltlliUR llAI.E.
This Is the first winter that I can remember and my recollection goes back at least twenty-five years In transportation matters

—

that there has not been a car shortage.
A car shortage Is a usual, I might almost say a healthy, symptom in the winter, but this winter of 1907-8 is the first winter that
we know of when there has been a car surplus. The situation of
the country and of the railroads is pretty well described in a recent
Bulletin of the Department of Commerce and l.al)or, indicating a
falling off in many of the leading trades in percentages from 10 and
That falling off in business
15. up to 50 per cent, in the iron trade.
The reports of the
is reflected In the business of the railroads.
roads for December are all in. and of some of the roads for January,
and almost without exception those reports are showing fearful
losses in gross earnings, losses which vary all the way up to 50
per cent. Some of the Pittsburgh roads are only earning 50 per cent,
of what they earned last year.
The situation, so far as It regards cars, is indicated In the bulletins of our committee, showing surplus cars in this country on
B'ebruary 19 amounting to 320,000. That is a slight improvement,
I am
glad to say, over February 5, when the surplus cars reached
iheir high water mark. 343.000. And I am glad to say that the
next bulletin, which covers the situation on March 4, shows another
slight decrease, although the totals will be over 300.000.
I am sorry to say that the decrease in surplus Is largely caused
by an event which I consider calamitous the probable shutting
down of the coal mines in the Middle West. The railroads in and
about Chicago have a very strong feeling that the coal industry
will suspend on April 1. and for that reason they are loading up all
of the coal cars they can get. and there is on some of the railroads,
for the first time in several months, a shortage of coal cars shown.
But the reason of that Is that they have loaded up all the coal cars
they could get. either with their own coal or with somebody else's
I do not
coal. In anticipation of this stoppage of labor on April 1.
think it will be called a strike. I hope it will not extend to the East,
but everyone in Chicago who Is familiar with the coal trade seems
quite sure that on April 1 the mines In Indiana and Illinois will
shut down, and they are taking precautions.
These figures, which have recently (and very much to my surprise! attained public interest, are figures which our committee has
We were appointed about a year
l)een collecting for about a year.
ago to look into this car shortage question, for nobody knew what
Every railroad knew
the car shortage was for the whole country.
what Its own car shortage was, but there was no central body which
knew what the car shortage of the whole country was. Our first

—

,
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duty, therefore,

waa

to find out

what the car shortage was and where

the car shortage was.
We, therefore, sent out droulars, but, In the first place, only to
the larger railroads. We asked for their shormge. and we also
asked for their surplus, although the request for the Kurplus was
received with some derision by some of our friends. They said,
"What are you asking for surpluses for? There aren't any surpluses and there never will be any surpluses." We got answers
from about (il of the leading railroads in January and In February,
and In February on those railroads the Hhorlage was over 100,000
That was a shortage for one day. What the shortage would
cars.
have been the next day. It that shortage had been filled, I don't quite
know, but at any rate a shortage of 100,000 cars for one day was a
serious thing a serious thing in showing that there was more business than the railroads could handle.
I won't go into the question now as to whether that was a car
shortage or an engine shortage, or a shortage of men or a shortage
brains.
Men were very hard to get a year ago. It has been
of
hinted by a great many people that It was a shortage of brains, and
that the railroads ought to have done better than they did. Of
But, uncourse, that Is something that railroad men cannot deny.
fortunately, there are only so many of iis. We are running the
railroads now, and while undoubtedly we can't run them as well as
the theorists, yet we are trying to run them as well a.s we can, and
we are about the only people you have got to run the railroads now
the only people who are willing to try to do It. So I will leave
that part out, and I will call it a car shortage. Really, a transportation shortage would be a better term for it, because while cars were
scarce in one place they were congested in another.
These reports were made to an oflSce we have in Chicago. We
gradually increased the number of road.s reporting and now have
about 160 reporting to us regularly, covering practically all the
larger railroads. We had no idea that these reports would be of
any Interest to the public, and we did not pxibllsh them. When the
spring came surpluses began, and we were able from our office in
Chicago to indicate to the railroads which had a shortage that there
were surpluses of cars on other railroads, and we did a good deal of
shifting around and a great deal of good in that way.
When the summer came there were surpluses everywhere, and
we could not do any work In that direction. In the meanwhile the
American Railway Association had a meeting and had approved
these plans of ours and had ordered us to publish, monthly or
As the summer
oftener, the results that we got from our reports.
passed the supply became uneven again; there were surpluses on
some roads and shortages on others, and again our bureau was
somewhat efficient in indicating to railroads where cars could be
sent to get the full use of them. When we came to October the
shortage had increased so, that we were nearly in the same shape
that we were in February, that is, there was a shortage of ninety
thousand cars in the whole country. That was on October 30.
It was not until the middle of November that we began to feel
By
the result of the panic, when the shortages dropped to 47,000
the end of November the shortage had dropped to 17,000 and the
surpluses jumped up to 40,000. Since that time, up to February 5,
the surpluses steadily increased, and now they are about stationary,
with the small diminutions I have spoken of.
I .simply say this to show its bearing on the situation of the
roads In general. A surplus of 300,000 ears means that 300,000 cars
are not earning money. During times when cars were short, the
cars of American railroads were earning nearly |2.50 a day gross;
in some months It was loss, but In September it was $2.50 exactly,
as it happens, for all the cars. The railroads now have on their hands
300,000 cars which are not earning them anything a day. Those
300.000 cars were bought, practically all of them. In the last 12
months. Over 300,000 cars were bought in the year 1907, and they

—

—

cost $300,000,000.
I hope the railroads are not
I hope this Isn't to last very long.
going to lose that money; I hope that next fall there will be a revival; I hope this spring there will be a revival of business, but if
there is, It will not use up the cars, liecausc we always have a
surplus in the summer. I hope, however, that next fall there will be
such a revival of business that all these cars will be used; but
meanwhile the railroads are already staggering under their loads,
and I do not believe that you gentlemen will help to put another

burden on Uiem.

As regards the burdens which the passage of this bill will put
railroads, the proposers of bills like this uniformly say
that the bills are for the good of the railroad, that tliey are reciprocal, that they are fair.
Gentlemen, they are not for the good
of the railroads, they are not reciprocal, they are not fair.
This
bill will give the railroads of Massachusetts nothing, no right which
they do not now possess. And, furthermore, it crystallizes into a
statute law a custom which all the rest of the country had hoped
New England would voluntarily give up. and that this is the custom of giving the merchants of New England twice as long to unload their cars as it gives the merchants in all the rest of the
upon the

United States.
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The gentleman who has proposed this bill said
was modeled on the laws of a number of other states,

15.

truly that it
states I may

say, in the South, in the

Southwest and the extreme West. I think
Vermont Is the only one of the New England states that has a law
of this character. But with the exception of Vermont and the
Vermont Act is a very recent one everyone of these acts, and
everyone of the rules framed by state commissions, gives a basic
free time of 48 hours for the loading or unloading of freight cars.
That Is usual in the country.
The law of the state of Connecticut, which, by the way, is not a
so-called reciprocal law, but simply a demurrage law
gives 96
hours. That, I am told by the lawyers, is only valid on intrastate
traffic.
But the railroads of Connecticut, not desiring to make a
distinction, have always given freely, 96 hours to all traffic. Interstate as well as Intrastate, and the other railroads in New England
have lollowed those of Connecticut.
So that New England Is

—

—

—

—

peculiar in that it does not allow the railroads well, I should not
say that In that two of Us states do not allow the railroads lo
force an unloading in 48 hours, but give everyone 96 hours, and the
other states of New England have followed them, so as to make no
discrimination between the citizens of Massachusetts, for instance,
and of Connei-ticut.
Based on that 48 hours, there are, to be sure, exceptions in a
number of states, by which certain trades and certain kinds of
goo(Ls, are allowed more time.
For instance, in the South, people
living so many miles from the station have an extra day.
In certain states there is more time for certain commodities; for instance,
in Chicago there is extra time for sampling grain, and so on.
There is extra time for reconsigning coal and things of that kind,
which I dare say you undoubtedly have to have here, and do have
here.
Although this bill does not give the shipper the right to It.
trade demands various exceptions of that kind. But the base of
the whole thing is 48 hours throughout the United States, except
in New England, where the basis Is 96 hours free time.
I am sorry to say that extra privilege is reflected In your railroad performance. If you look at these figures in our reports, the
reports of the Committee on Car Efficiency, you will see that freight
cars In New England do not travel as fast as they do in the rest
of the country.
The average miles per car per day which the railload men of New England are able to get out of their cars Is not
much more tlian 18 miles; and, taking the whole United States,
you will find that there are some months where It runs up to 25 and
26 miles.
You will find some railroads where It runs up to over
30.
New England railroad men tell me, and I believe them, that
one reason why freight cars in New England are lees efficient. If
you measure them by the miles per car per day. Is because they are
up against this four days for unloading and four days for loading.
You can easily see how this is so. The average freight run, for
instance, on the New Haven road, as I understand it, is 90 miles
from point of shipment to point of destination. Now suppose the
shipper takes four days In which to load a oar, and the consignee
takes four days in which to unload It. and the New Haven takes
one day In which to run it 90 miles, you have 90 miles in nine days,
Now. I submit that that Is
and that is 10 miles a day.
unreasonable; I don't believe your merchants need it. I do not
believe your merchants take It. all of them, but some of them do.
undoubtedly, or else there would not be the large amounts for car
service which are being collected. And that means, gentlemen, that
there are some people in New England who are using cars for storehouses, and who did use cars for storehouses all through last winter
when the country in general was crj-ing for the use of cars.
I simply say that to explain my extreme surprise, when I happened in town a couple of weeks ago and found that one of these
Why New Englanders. with their extra two days,
Ijllls -was up hf re.
could want a bill of this kind was more than I could possibly see.
But I don't want to go into the reasons why this bill may have
been brought In. I want to treat It on the broadest possible
grounds, and I submit that this question of preference, of extra
privilege that the Massachusetts and the New^ England merchant
has over the merchants of all the rest of the country. Is a very
important thing, and one that should be considered very thorbopi>
this
matter ever does come to be a
if
oughl>-.
I
matter of legislative action or of commission action, that you genhours
is a reasonable time In which to
48
will
say
that
tlemen
unload freight cars, and I hope that New England will voluntarily
give up this privilege, which has caused the rest of the country so
much car shortage. I would like to see Massachusetts and New
England lead the way In this matter of demurrage by giving up a
concession which they have had for many years, but which they
believe that the people
1
at last realize Is an unjust concession.
of Massachusetts, If they only understood the case, would say to
"We don't want any special privileges. If the other
the railroads:
merchants In the rest of the country can unload in 48 hours, we
can; we don't want two extra days; we want to stand on the same
basis as the i>eople of the rest of the country."
Now. gentlemen, coming back to the hardship that a bill of this
kind would put on the railroads, in the first place It demands that

—
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whenever a man orders a car, or cars,
is
say, whenever a man orders 100 cars or 1,000 cars, or 10,000 cars
of course, that seems absunl, but the bill allows it; when a man
orders a car and he does not receive it in tour days, that man gets
a dollar; the next day he gets another dollar. He can name the

points.
He can take k siding, where you can only place five cars,
and he can order ten cars there, and if they don't come he can collect
his dollar. That is a hardship
I have called it that, but it really is
an impossibility. But. leaving out the absurd side of the case, the
railroads want to fill all orders; the railroads do fill all orders whenever they can, and wlien cars are scarce the railroads do their best
to avoid discrimination in the filling of such orders as they can fill.
The railroads want to fill orders for cars because they want to collect the freight money.
Whenevei- a railroad cannot fill an order for
a car it loses that freight money. There is one fine. Are you going
to put another fine on of a dollar a day a car in addition to the losing

—

of the freight

money?

The question of car sui)ply is not a simple one, it is a very
complicated one. It is sitnjde enough at a jtoint where the same
number of cars come in loaded and go out loaded. It is simple
enough at the factory, which gets in so many cars loaded witli one
kind of material, manufactures the material and ships its goods out
at about the same rate every day.
It Is simple enough when the
trade is regular. But, in general, trade is not regular; trade is
irregular.
And that is the bottom of the difficulty with the question of freight car supply.
The regular trades, the factories where the receipts and shipments are practically regular, the great cities that consume about
the same amount and shij) out about the same amount, are pretty
well taken care of in this country.
The trades which pay a good
rate of freight are pretty well taken care of in this country. The
high class and the perishable freight is well looked after, but when
you come to freight that moves irregularly, when you come to freight
shipped, for which there is no storage, and which also moves irregularly, then there are difi^culties with car supply, and there are difficulties which can only be gotten over by the expenditure of tremendous amounts of money, which would result in the providing of
means for trans|)ortalion that woulil only be used for a few weeks
in the year.

In order to be entirely imiiersonal.
will s|)eak of the coal trade
first, because I
think no coal man appeared for this bill; and,
secondly, because being on the Baltimore & Ohio, I am familiar
with the coal trade. There are no points or storage for bituminous
coal at the mines; there is practically no storage for bituminous
coal anywhere else except at certain docks on the Atlantic and the
Great Lakes. There is a supply of coal in the mines all ready tor
shipment, three or four times the possible facilities for shipment. 1
am quite safe in saying that. There Is coal in West Virginia on
the Baltimore & f)hio, coal opened up, coal all ready to dig
out of the mines and put in cars, in that one region, which would
exhaust all the transportation facilities of the Baltimore & Ohio, and
would leave us mines in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Maryland without
a coal car.
The coal trade is all right in the summer, the regular coal trade
goes along, everybody has all the cars they want and a lot of mines
are shut down and a lot of mines are working half time. But when
you come to the winter the price of coal goes up and every mine in
the United States wants to ship coal. There is the »oal; they take
your inspector down and show him the coal, and they say: "There
is the coal; give us cars.
Here are contracts; we can sell this coal;
give us the cars." It is a iierfectly safe bluff for thera to say that
they can load the coal and sell the coal. They know perfectly well
that there are not coal miners enough in the country to load all the
cars; but we cannot prove that to them, because we have not got the
transportation facilities, and it would be extremely stupid for the
coal roads of the country to go ahead and provide transportation
facilities to take care of the first winter rush, because after the first
week's shipments there would be so much coal on the market that
they could not ship any more for two weeks.
The coal trade is possibly an extreme case, but I have heard of
cases where the live stock men in a region in Texas alt wanted to
shiji the same week: they all had notes coming due about the same
time, and they did overcrowd some of the roiids out there in such a
way that it was just as imiiossilile for them to s\ipply transportation
for live stock in the time selected as it is for the Baltimore & Ohio
to supply the cars for coal in the first cold snap of the winter.
But
the same thing is true of every one of the great staples which moves
irregularly where the prices fiuctuate. and where i>eople want to ship
when prices are high and do not want to ship when prices are low.
A provision of this kind, fining the railroads so much a day for not
supplying cars at any time, would be a tremendous burden on any
railroad which originates traffic, at the time when prices happen to
be high on the particular commodity which makes the bulk of the
railroad's business.
That is a perfectly genuine burden, and a
burden which would infallibly tall on the railroads of this country.
It would be a fine in adilitlon to their losing the freight money, which
is, I submit, a sufficient fine.
I
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through different coal men wanting
in first in a time of high prices, you can easily
several coal men could combine to put in orders that it
would be absolutely impracticable for a railroad to fill. Suppose
several men in one line of trade were to combine to put in orders
at a certain point that could not possibly be filled by the railroad, the
railroad goes ahead and pays its dollar a day, pays its fine and enlarges the facilities at that i)oint. It would be perfectly easy for
those men, when the facilities were put in, if the dollar a day felt
warm in their pockets, to change their orders over to a siding ten
miles away and insist on having the cars there. This is not an extreme case. When one of these bills was near passing in one of the
western states, a representative of a large traffic industry came to
a friend of mine and said:
"Now, when this bill gets through we
can readily shade that rate we were talking about by your simply
failing to deliver our cars at such and such a jdace."
Now, that is
pretty bad, gentlemen, after we have sweat blood, after we have
undergone all these losses In the hope that we are going to get rid
of rebates, in the hope that we are going to be sustained by the government in treating everybody exactly alike, to have it |iroi)ose<i that
something of this kind be introduced into the law which will oi>en
another door like that to rebates!
So much on the question of car supply. The other feature of
this bill is the 50 miles a day.
Well, that seems reasonable; wc do
move our freight .50 miles a day, and more; we average more per
loaded car a good deal more. But that is the average, and there is
lots of high-class freight that we move a good deal quicker than
that, and there Is a lot of low-class freight that, while we may move
it at that average, we do not move every car as fast as that, and we
cannot move every car as fast as that without its costing us a great
deal of money. The demand for this regular movement comes from
men engaged in handling these staples to which I have alluded
coal, grain, hay
stai)les which are moved at very low rates of
freight.
And they pay us very little for moving these staples, and
they do not get the best service. I suppose that on every railroad
grain and coal are the cars that are moved last. Whenever a train
pulls out of a yard they move everything else out and leave the grain
and the coal, simply and solely because those pay us least If you
want the grain and the coal moved regularly they have got to be
paid for.
if

to get their coal

see

how

—

—

had this matter up in Washington with an official a little time
We were talking about grain. We were putting a reconslgning charge on grain of |2 a car, I think, and there had been a protest
from Philadelphia people, and this gentleman said to me: "Now.
.Mr. Hale, these people say that if their freight was moved regularly
they wouldn't have to consign it to intermediate points and reconsign it. If it moved regularly they could ship it straight through
to destination, but they start a car of grain from Chicago or Kansas
City and they don't know when it is going to get in." And he said:
"Mr. Hale, we don't want to prescribe a rate, so many miles a day,
but why don't you prescribe It on your tariffs? Put it as low as
you like; but why don't you put on your tariffs a proposition that
for this rate freight will be moved a minimum of so many miles a
"That seems right, but 1 cannot consent to guarantee
day!" 1 said:
any time on freight which pays us less than three mills a ton mile."
"What," he said, "does grain move for that?" "Yes," I said, "It does
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad; it moves for less than three
mills per ton mile." And he said:
"I cannot believe It."
So I sent
him the figures the next day for the preceding month, and for other
I

ago.

months.

New England coal pays us about the same rate. 1 don't know
what hay pays, but 1 imagine that the hay from Michigan, which was
alluded to here a couple of weeks ago. must pay a very low rate
indeed.
However, the hay question is another question which 1
will

come

to later.

was comparing notes with one of your iron men here, when
was here a couple of weeks aga and I found that our average rate
on grain from Chicago was about the same as he w;is paying on
iron from Pittsburgh.
Now. 1 am not a rate man, I am not a traffic
man, I &m just a car man, but
have to get into rates occasionally.
1

I

I

you look into the matter you will find that this grain,
which is making all the trouble, can't be paying more than three
mills per ton mile.
And, honestly, I believe it costs the road that
much to haul it. That rate, of course, is made in competition with
the Oulf. Grain can go down the Mississippi very cheaply
I mean
on the railroads paralleling the Mississippi river for they have no
hills and they can take long trains, and naturally they can do the
work very cheaply, and so they cut under our lines and we have to
bring the rate down.
I submit to you that for freight moving at rates of that kind
want to tell you just
it is Impossible to guarantee time.
.Vnd
what guari<ntc< iug time means. Freight of high class is moved
on schedule trains and is moved with approximate regularity. Whenever there is one of these special cases for which we get blackguarded
occasionally, where a oar of high class freight is moved very badly,
it
means either that the car has broken down, and broken dcwn
at a point where it cannot be repaired promptly, or that it gets
an,l

I

think

if

—

I

—
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impossible to place all the cars so they could be unloadc-d wllhoui
fllllug up all the tracks which we needed for other freight, and
there were always a lot of cars held In the outer yards, where the
hay men could not get at them, and they would not pay J™>u^ra«*
on those cars which were held back. I notice someone has kindly
put a provision In this bill, which will save the bay men paying
demurrage on cars held back. The railroads are kindly allowed
,,
to collect demurrage on cars not unloaded within 96 hours, comthe day after notice t^^at the cars have been
But when you come to freight of low class. It Is moved In puting from 7 a.m. of
make
placed at a point accessible for unloading has been given. Now,
to
slow trains It Is moved In full trains, and If you are going
means If you pass this bill, it Is a grave question whether the hay men
MS move that at any definite rate, say 50 miles a day. It
yard cannot get an absolutely unlimited amount of hay into Boston,
that In order to avoid our fines we will have to clear up every
the cars that are placed where they can
That seems easy, It seems a simple thing to say that and by simply unloading
..very day
compel the railroads to keep a supply bock on which
must have enough power to move everything out of the yard get at them,
difficulties In Baltimore and
To clean it up and move everything out that has no demurrage is collected. After our
midnight
l,y
warehouses to help out with the storage,
come in there during the day It seems simple, tjut, gentlemen. It Philadelphia, we built hay
it Is understood everywhere
and
it
understood,
we
had
and
then
train
a
light
train,
means a pretty expensive thing. It means a
in the country for all classes of freight now, that If a man has
not loaded to its full capacity, from, well, more than half the
certain number of cars to unload, and If more cars come In so
vards every day and It means an expense which 1 have never felt a
that they cannot be placed, demurrage accrues on those cars back
when
justified in recommending to my management, even at times
yard just as much as It does on the cars which are
we were making the most money, even at times when we needed cars in the outer
placed.
That is the principle of constructive placement, as we call
most To contemplate a law that will practically compel every railnotify
the man who has these cars standing that the cars
it.
We
road in this country to clear up every yard of all the slow freight
are ready for him, and that constitutes a constructive placement,
every night is something appalling to me. One could make figures
We give him two days (it would be four days here) from the time
on that one could assume what it cost to move a train, and the
yard, and then demurrage begins as
amount that is lost in not moving a full train, and how many yards the car arrives in the outer
long as he has cars which he can unload but which he doec not
as
figures
there are in the country. That would show as appalling
bill takes away that power If it can be taken away:
have shown the railroads are loading. But that would be very unload. This
The only point I want to make clear to you. that Is a question for the lawyers, of course. I hope It cannot be
largely speculative.
taken
It
would seem unreasonable to make a railroad hold
away.
gentlemen, is that this 50 miles a day, reasonable as it seems as
cars out Indefinitely when overshipments have been made.
an average, is very unreasonable as a minimum, wlien coupled with
The result of this action of ours In charging demurrage on
the extremely low rates of freight that the railroads are getting
tliose cars held in the outer yard, when there were cars which the
on the staple articles. And 1 submit to you that In the present
shipper
could unload, was to change the method of doing business
shape
to
they
are
in
no
situation of the railroads of the country,
very largely, and stop the handling of hay on commission, so that
boar burdens of that kind.
think to
The real difficulty of which these gentlemen are complaining, now hay coming to Philadelphia and to Baltimore, and I
I understand that it is increasing here now
If any shipper Is faring almost all other cities
it there Is any, is one of discrimination.
Is bought at the point of shipment, and does not come Into the
belter than another shipper in the same line in his car supply,
large terminal unless it is needed. Then it Is not delayed. Of
that is discrimination, and there Is plenty of law to punish that.
of this kind, when
do not believe that there is any conscious discrimination by the course when a merchant gets held up on a thing
1
he Is forced to pay demurrage, after he has for a long time been
little
so
least
is
at
any,
there
If
railroads of this country now.
know tliat in order to avoid discrimina- using cars for storage, he does not like It, and it Is very natural
that it does not show.
for him to try to get back at the railroarf.
If he has to pay a
tion the railroads of the country are making the most strenuous
"Can't
dollar a day demurrage, it is very natural for him to say:
efforts, and I know that in all its searching the Interstate Comway?"
merce Commission seems only to have caught a couple of cases. It I get the railroad to pay this dollar to me in some other
.Vnd I think the word "reciprocal" as applied to demurrage simply
they are real cases, 1 am very glad they are caught, and I think
way
of
reciprocal
the
means
back.
not
in
an
attempt
to
get
It
Is
every railroad man in this country Is glad that discrimination and
giving something, but It is an attempt to be reciprocal in the way
rebates have ceased, as I believe they have. We do not want them.
They were at one time considered a necessity, just as they are con- of getting something back, generally.
If the railroads do not charge demurrage on their cars, then
sidered a necessity In almost every other line ot trade. But it is
business in their hats
very much more convenient for the railroad men to make a set of there grows up a set of merchants who do
and use cars for free storage. That you all understand. I do not
cast-iron rules and live up to them.
The Hepburn Act has helped us more in avoiding discrimina- think I need dwell on that, but I would like to say a word about
Prior to the passage of the Hepburn what the railroads are doing in this matt«r. and what they have
tion than anything else has.
Act there were many shippers wlio would not pay demurrage, abso- done.
In the old days the car shortages were Influenced and increased
would hold our cars indefinitely and
lutely would not pay it at all
would not pay us demurrage, whereas other people were paying it. liy the custom between railroads of charging each other for the use
of
cars
by the mile. That put a premium on slow moTement. and
The
discrimination.
was
a
And the law was not clear that that
Hepburn Act put demurrage on a plane with transportation, and 'he movements of foreign cars In the country were then about what
they
were
in New England: so the roads got together and decided
to give a man a preference in demurrage is just the same as giving
him a rebate. Since that time, we have had very little difficulty 'o pay each other by the day. That was done about six years ago.
During the extreme car shortage
with the collection of demurrage as compared with what we had Tl^ey have Increased the rate.
^^^^ ^°' ^^^ '"^*® "P '" "^ cents a day, and during that time they
before
for our bureau in Chicago,
very
considerable
sums
of
money
Pald
gather that the interest most concerned in this bill is the
I
hay interest. Hay Is an article which, when there are no demur- which kept a very elaborate record to show where the cars were,
rage rules, is usually handled on commission, and In the old days. The railroads have spent a great deal of money and taken a great
when I was in Philadelphia and in Baltimore, before we were able deal of time to try to handle this matter properly. They are still
They have recently reduced the rate to 25 cents, because cars
to collect demurrage fully, the hay trade escaped demurrage very at It.
Hay was are not so scarce. They have appointed a commission of prominent
largely, because wp had such frequent blockades of hay.
railroad
men to consider the subject and report, and I assure you
at that time handled very largely on commission, which, cTf course,
means that the commission merchant solicits shipments of hay, that the railroads of this country have the question largely at
and that >;hlpnients are made at the owner's risk, practically, and heart. It is evoking more interest now than It ever has before.
The railroads understand now how important this thing la. and
The consequence used to be
often without notice to the merchant.
that whenever the price of hay went up. all the farmers who raised they are progressing toward a better method of car distribution
hay would send it in from all parts of the country, and before we much faster. I submit, than they will If one state attempts to tie
knew anything about It, we would have more hay than we could them up In one way. and another state In another way.

some kind of a coi.Besllon. and In order to kce,. the road open,
first
the yard and trainmasters feel obliged to move other cars
yard,
and let this car stay It being In an Inconvenient point In the
Is
clajjs
high
ot
freight
Those are the only' two occ^ision.s when
moved slowly and I Ihink our claim departments always recognize
damage
that as to freight of high claas; and If there Is any real
of
accruing I think they are doing the right thing In the payment
Into

.

w

1

—

1

—

have known
and the hay would he backed oft on sidings.
hay for Baltimore embargoed by all the railroads for three months,
simply because the price happened to go up for a Utile while, and
to Baltimore in hopes of
;ill the farmers In creation sent their hay
selling It on commission. That was. of course, a bad thing for the
farmer, because the minute there was a glut of hay the price went
down. I suppose the commission man finally got his commission
out of It. I hope he did, but nobody else got much ot anything out
of it, and the railroads were very seriously embarra.ssed.
The difficulty witli the demurrage was this: the hay men would
not pay demurrage until the car was placed, until they could unload it, and so many cars of hay came in that it was absolutely

deliver,

,,

1

A track watchman near Cologne. Hungary, for the substantial
reward which the railroad usually pays to men who prevent accldents, unscrewed the nuts and removed the fish-plates at a rail joint.
waited till an express train came In sight, and then laid torpedoes
on the r.alls and brou.eht the train up standing. The englneman.
however, thought that the watchman had had plenty of time to
fasten the joint after he saw him. and whispered his suspicions to
a policeman. The next evenln.g a tramp visited the watchman and
swid:
"I saw your little game with the rail-Joint.
Bully for yon:
Of cour.-io 1 won't give you away: but when you get your hundred
marks reward you'll let me have thirty, and then I'll be sure to

Aprh,
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remember." The watchman agreed, gave him a mark to bind
the
bargain, and agreed to meet him again the next day.
The tramp
was promptly on hand; but then he had his polire uniform
on
The watchman was tried and confessed. The State's Attorney
said:
"Judge, this

Is a serious matter,
r ask for eight months in prison."
The Judge said: "It Is a serious matter indeed. Twelve
months in
prison and foiever disqualified for any place in the
railroad service"
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must not be machined off entirely, although in case of neceaslty
It
may be removed from one or two sides.
The shape of this band, or collar, must resemble, in cross
6ection, approximately the segment of
a circle, the thickest part being
directly over the fracture and sloping off
gradually toward the edges

should overlap the edges of the fracture at least 1 In.
The thicker the metal to be repaired the thicker must be
the
steel, and the dimensions In general must
make
allowance for the nature of the repair.
The matrix or pattern of the part to be repaired with the
reinforcing band around It is first made, and from
this a mold is conIt

band of thermit

Thermit Welding Instruction Book.

The Goldschmidt Thermit

Co., New York, recently issued a book
of Instruction for the use of thermit in repair
work, devoting particular attention to locomotive frame work.

All through the book
the writers urge the necessity of paying especial
attention to the
pre-heating of the |)arts beforo pouring the metal,
and Insist that the
neglect of this precaution is apt to pro-

duce bad

As

results.

the

has now become so

tween frame ends with wax. After this is done,
molding sand Is
lamped around .the matrix in the usual manner, except
that a smai;

to

fail

hole

be of interest to all
who are called on to

undesirable to disconnect the franK's

from the cylinders
and boiler. The in-

about

the very lowe-st part of the mold, as

shown

in

the

fol-

Fracture on Locomotive Frame, Opened up
by Drilling and Held in Place by Jacks
in Preparation for Thermit Welding.

wide, a series of holes should be drilled along
the line

ft.

1

left at

It is advisable to bend a small piece
of copper tubing
through the wax leading from the small hole at the bottom
into the
riser.
This will make a passageway for the hot gases from
the torch
and greatly facilit^ite melting out the wax.
The patterns for runner and riser are best made of wood
Their
volume should equal the volume of the reinforcement or
collar which
is cast around the fracture, as the first
steel running out of the crucible into the mold becomes chilled when coming
In contact with the
metal of the frame, which, even when preheated, has
a considerably
lower temperature than the thermit steel. The chilling
effect can
only be overcome by a sufiiclent quantity of
thermit steel so that

in divi-

make the fracture
accessible and allow
room for a mold box

is

Illustration.

sion shops or roundhouses, where it is
either impossible or

After having removed such parts of
the engine as to

is considerable.
A convenient way to make
he molds for this class of work, therefore, is
to use yellow wax as a

The parts to be welded are prepared for welding as previously
described, and a wax pattern of the exact form
desired In the final
weld shaped about them, care being taken to fill up the
opening be-

this class of repairs,
the detailed Instructions
of
the com-

structions are as
lows:

making wooden patterns
Mi.alrlx.

extensively used for

wold frames

The best material for making molds is one part of fire
sand
one part good flre clay and one part Are brick,
thoroughly mixed
in the dry state and moistened just enough to pack
well.
As practically no two repairs are alike, the time and cost
of
I

proces.s

pany cannot

structed.

of the break.

If the frame is a small
one, %-in. holes should be drilled; If a
large one, 1-ln. holes.
Next clean the frame thoroughly at the fracture,
as it Is Imporant that the thermit steel should come
in contact with clean surlaces only.

The frame should now be placed
punch marks made
on each side of the

in

perfect

allnement,

and

fracture within convenient reach of

trammel points, yet
far enough apart to
be

outside

mold

of

box,

the

so

that

may be no difIn regaining
true
alinement
at
the end of the welding operation.
Jack the frame
there

ficulty

open about
allow
tion

for

when

frame

to

in.,

the

The

cools.

of this open-

however,

often be left

judgment
operator,

must
to

of
as

the

the
it

Finished

Thermit Weld on Locomotiv
Frame, with Reinforcing Collar Surrounding Fracture.

de-

pends on the width

Where

Is driven up into the riser and Is replaced In the
reinforcement by metal which has practically the full
temperature
It received during the
reaction.
When the mold box Is completely filled, the wooden runner and
riser are withdrawn and the mold is then ready
for the preheating
and drying operation, which is performed without removing the
mold
from the frame, the wax running out during the preheating.
Place crucible in position with bottom directly over
injuring
gate and not more than 4 in. away. Charge crucible,
but do not put
in ignition powder.
Now direct the flame of a powerful gasolene-compressed air torch

into the hole at the bottom of the mold and
continue heating until
the frame is red hot. It is important that the
frame be red hot at
the moment of pouring the thermit steel In
order that blowholes
and shrinking cavities in the weld be avoided.
When It Is assured, therefore, that the frame Is at a good red
heat, quickly remove the torch and plug
up the preheating hole

contracthe metal

around

cast

amount
ing,

%

Sectional Views of Mold for Thermit.
the chilled portion

of the thermit steel collar.
the fracture occurs In a vertical member, or "leg" of the
necessary to construct a sand mold of such design as to

frame, it is
cause the thermit steel to run through a gate to the lowest point of
the mold and rise through and around the parts to be
welded and Into
a large riser.
The gate should not allow the thermit steel to Impinge directly upon the metal of the frame, and the mold must allow
for a band, or collar, of thermit steel to be cast around
the defective
parts or the ends of the pieces to be welded.
The thermit steel
flowing through this space In the mold will .iissolve the
metal with
which it comes in contact and amalgamate with it, forming
a reinforcement, which adds to the strength of the original
piece, and

with a dry sand core, backing it up with a few
shovelfuls of sand
packed thoroughly. Place one-haif teaspoonful of
ignition powder
on top of the thermit in the crucible.
(Thermit will not ignite from
the heat of the torch and the reaction cannot be
started without ignition powder. Ignite this with a storm
match, applying same immediately after striking. When the reaction has
ceased the thermit steel
may be tapped into the mold by giving the tapping pin a sharp
knock
upward with the tapping spade.
In about five minutes from time of pour,
release the screw Jack
and allow the frame to return into Its original alinement,
as shown
by the punch marks. It is advisable, however, to
draw up on the
weld by means of clamps, jacks or other means, in
order to relieve
this section from the strains Incident to the
cooling of the metal In
the weld and adjacent parts of the frame.
Do not disturb molds for at least two hours after pour
After removal of mold, drill through riser and
knock off gate
and riser.
It is important to remember that if
the weld is to be made on
one member of a double-barred frame, it is
necessary to heat the

.

other

member with a torch In order to get equal expanBlon and
both members and prevent unequal Btralns.

con-

iractloii In

Inch of steel welghb 4'/j oz. To proiluce 4',.j oz. of
Therefore, to calculate the
lequlrcB i) oz. of thermit.
amount of Iherenlt to use for any repair, first find as closely as posreinforcement to be cast
the
In
cubic
Inches
sible the number of
about the defective part. Double this to allow for metal In runner
and riser. This number multiplied by nine gives the number of

One
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steel

ounces of thermit to use.
A simple method of determining the amount of thermit necessary, when wax Is used for a pattern or matrix, is to weigh (In

15.

The crucible Is closed before charging with "plugging material."
consisting of a tapping pin, asbestos washer, metal disk and refractory sand, made up In small pa|>er packages and supplied ready for
use.

First the tapping pin Is suspenJed by lis scarfed end. inside
It must be cut down so that the end will project not
the "thimble."
more than 2 In. below the bottom of the crucible in order that it may
With the pin cut
be driven up when the crucible is to be tapped.
to size and in place, close the top of the thimble first with asbestos
washers and then with the metal disk. Ram firmly Into plac-e with
thf handle of a hammer, then cover with refractory sand. ThlB Is
(lone

the thermit steel

prevent

to

from running

out prematurely.
The crucible is tapped by knocking the tapl)lnK pin upward as previously described.

«]

Type

of

Snow Plow Uaed on Quebec &
Lake

St.

John.

St. John runs from Quebec
John, and from there east to

The Quebec & Lake
north to Lake

Saguenay

the

ranges

high

St.

river, crossing on
In this
of hills.

the
part

way
of

several
eastern

Canada the winters are sometimes very severe.
During the winter of 1907. for Instance, there were
very heavy snow falls, some great storms and
almost continual drifting winds throughout most
all, while neighboring
days at a time, the
John maintained Its regular

of the winter, yet through it
railroads were closed for

Quebec & Lake

St.

service.

This was accomplished by the efficiency of the
snow plows used. One of these plows is shown
herewith. They were designed and built by men
on the road. They are built very solidly of heavy
timbers. The wings and flanges are operated from
the interior and thus form a combined head plow,
wing plow and flanger. These plows exclusively
have been used during the last 20 years and have
(lone fine work.
For this information we are Indebted to
J.
G. Scott, General Manager of the Quebec
Type of Snow Plow Used on Quebec & Lake St. Joh
& Lake St. John, who built that road, as well
now the Canadian Northern
|)ounds) the quantity of wax on hand before and after building up as the Great Northern of Canada,
in 1907 bought control of the Quebec tc Lake
which
early
The difference multiplied by 32 gives the weight of Quebec,
the matrix.
St.

thermit required in pounds.
necessary, when more than 10 lbs. of thermit are to be
used, to mix steel ininchings or particles of steel, free from grease.
The intensity of the heat of the reaction
Into the thermit powder.
will be moderated thereby without interfering with the efficiency of
In all cases the punchings should be preheated before
the weld.
mixing with the thermit. For 10 lbs. or more of thermit a proporFor quantities
tion of 10 per cent, of punchings should be added.
of over .'JO lbs. of thermit, as nuicb as 15 per cent, of small, mild steel
It

John.

is

may be mixed
An addition of 2

rivets

)

The pure
3 per cent, of the 20-,S0 alloy is recommended.
is, nevertheless, preferred to the ferro-manganese, owing

where large quantities of thermit are used an addition of the latter tends to Increase the violence of the chemical reaction.
The thermit reaction takes place in a magnesia-lined crucible,
which has at the bottom a hard burnt magnesia stone. This latter
again has a tubular opening, into which a small magnesia stone or
This thimble lu-oso-called "thimble" of conical form is made to fit.
to the fact that

vldes the channel through which the liquid thermit steel is iioured.
The outlet must not be wider than 'ain. After a few runs have been
made the thimble should be rei)laced with a new one. It may be
removed by carefully knocking upward and a new thimble, folded
around with a layer of uncreaaed paper, Inserted In place.
8IIOKTA0KS »I-\VKBKI.V

11
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18.
'
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January 'J'-'. 1008..
.

.Taiiuavy

.h.

tOOS.
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.
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November IIT, 1007.
November 13, 1007.
October 30. 1907..
.
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10-J
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113.770
112,040

161

124.6i;J

27,232
30.0SS
30.312
27 32s
23.087

Total.

207.042
314.092
322.513
343.i>2S
342,5,S(1

14.74(1

04..-.50

n.sss

27.402

33.012

10,24(1

3,04.'^

10,02.s

10,42!1

40.34S

4,103

1,208

2.3«.'.

4,52.-.

786
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1.286

1.27.5

12.201
3.046

CO

104
101

1

1.-.0.0.34

142. 33S
127. 13S

kinds.

49,200
44.032
44,432
44,030
48.202
41.S7-I
42.30(1

i.-:t
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1 10.205
130,223
134.217

'

gondola

341.76;<
200.31(1
110.33!>

140,004
87,714
48,077

i«i:t
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1008. INCMTSIVK.
-Short Kge.i
Coal.

Other

roads.

27,

in the general situation, the

less

KttndttlH

i.f

.MaiTli IS,
-1,
.Maicli

March

an apparent Improvement

surplus cars. This decrease
is more than covered in the coal car figures, the only other Improvement of any consequence appearing in the flat cars, whose decreased
surplus is more than offset by Uie Increase In the surplus of misoellaneous cars. It is probable that a large proportion of the 20.0ii(i
less surplus coal cars can be accounted for by the action of railroads
and coal operators in storing coal in anticipation of a susiiension of
labor at the coal mines on April 1.
The Southern. Middle Western and Southwestern groups show
horizontal decreases In all classes of cars. Indicating an actual Improvement In all lines of traffic in those particular sections, which,
however, have been somewhat behind the rest of the country in
showing signs of a slight rally from the extreme depression shown
In the New England group the
in January and early in February.
surplus equipment continues to increase. The Canadian roiids al-^o.
which have heretofore shown the greatest improvement, are again
accumulating Idle cars. Except for those mentioned, there is Utile
change In the group figures.
report for

C'lial.

iimlwr

18.

The following table is from bulletin No. 19-A of the American
Railway Association's Committee on Car Efficiency. It summarizes
the car surpluses and shortages from October 30. 1907, every two
weeks to March IS, 1908. inclusive, being similar to the table pubThere

in.

per cent, of iiure metallic manganese (based
on weight of thermit should in ali cases be added, as this materially
Where metallic manincreases the strength of the thermit steel.
ganese cannot be had, however, ferro-manganese may be used, in

which case
manganese

Car Surpluses and Shortages. Mfrch

Rox.

Flat.

.-.33

151

i>43
0!»7

1!i

737
302

141
281
1.32

ADtt

Other

hopper.

lilndo.

250
600
249
15
79
42

187

34
81

101

2.50li

420

746

4.-.7

11,008
37.473
61,.%92

,s(;s

3.000
3.540

73
57
162
67
120
265
848

2.004
10.014

2,224

l.-.,087

9,032

5..5n0

Total.
1.007
1,619
1.249
1,100

653
724
4,520
17.964
57.003
90.757
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A Long Continuous Run
BY

of 1876,
<'.

II.

As early as 1875 the problem

and the Engine That Made

It.

cAiiiTriFris.

of

making a run

In 10

hours with-

out a stop from Jersey City to Pittsburgh was considered by the
olBcials of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and preparations were begun

carry out the idea. No. 573, one of the standard Class C"'
(bituminous) pa.ssenger engines, the type at that time hauling
nearly all through passenger trains on the various divisions of the
road between Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, was selected for the
This engine had been built in 1872 at Altoona shops, and
trial.
was in daily use on the Pittsburgh division. While exactly similar
to all other engines of the class, it was believed to be a slightly
to

Comparative

Sizes,

ItiiUcr.

17i2l

4S%

in.

coal

of

Built at Altoona

Wclyht on driveis, l'.(..''>0(l
in.
Drivers, 62 in.
Hen ling
diometer.
Center above rails. 71 Mi '"

1876

>t,lc

(C'>')

Shops

loliil irciyht.

((»,•>.

freer steamer, and seemed to require less repairs than Its mates.
No particular changes were made on it except to equip '.he Journal
boxes of both engine and tender with rubber tubes which were
carried to convenient locations to enable oiling to be done while
running, and of course the entire engine was thoroughly examined
and put in condition for such a run.
To provide a sufficient amount of fuel, an ordinary baggage car
was used as a storage room for coal and was also provided with a
water tank. This latter was to enable the engine to maintain a
sufficient supply of water between Huntingdon and San;; ilollow
track tanks, a distance of about 75 miles, in
which no provision had been made at that
time for taking water without stopping, between the points named. The coal passers
and other employees except those actually
handling the engine also occupied this baggage car as a sort of waiting room.

The

was In the vicinity of Pomeroy, Pa., 131 miles west of Jersey City,
a young man connected with the motive power department of the
company, was struck by a milk shed and killed as he leaned from
the car steps in an attempt to see a journal box which he thought
was heating. Of course the train was stopped and the experiment
was abandoned for the time, and it was not again attempted until
during the early summer of 1876.
It was then taken up in connection with an attempt made by
a theatrical organization to travel from New York to San Francisco
in 84 hours.
In addition to engine 573, and its special baggage
car of the former trip, the train consisted of a P. R. R. combination
car, a Pullman hotel car and one Pullman sleeping car.
All the
cars were fitted with rubber oiling tubes like the tender and

Standard Passenger Engine

P. R. R. No. 573.
t'l/lindi-ra.

507

74.300

<.;.

In

and

of

1908

(E3A).

1872.

lbs.

Firebox.

3."ix72"'

Flues. 155: 2li In. x VI

fl.

engine, and also had openings provided In the floors to afford access
The cars used on the first attempt were preto the journal boxes.
pared In the same manner and. It Is singular that the young man
who lost his life on that occasion should have attempted to watch
a journal box from the steps instead of through these safe and convenient openings.
The start was made at 1.03 a.m. June 1, 1876, three minutes
after the appointed time on account of waiting for some special
newspapere which were to be sent along, and without any subsequent
hindrance the train pulled into the Union Station In Pittsburgh

used was especially mined for

the purpose at one of the extensive bituminous
coal mines near Irwin, in the famous "Pittsburgh" gas coal tleld, William Phillips, the
regular engineman of 573, accompanied It
during the entire trip but only ran It over
his own division, as enginemen from each of
the other divisions were on the train and ran
it over their respective divisions.

The western enginemen were somewhat
amused at hearing for the first time, during

Firebox of C'» Anthracite.

nomenclature prevailing at that time among
some of the employees of the New York division, and
which was evidently derived from the days of the hook motion, not then so very remote, when I believe It was customary
this trip,

trips at a

for enginemen to say. "Hook her forward," or "Hook her back,"
and when these m§n referred to the position of the reverse lever
in the quadrant, they substituted "Link her up" and "Link her
down" for the western "Droj) her down" and "Cut her back."
When the linal preparations were completed, a start from Jersey
City was made on an autumn day of 1S75. and at first everything

Indicated a successful termination of the trip, but

when

the train

Firebox of

C"

Bituminous.

promptly at 11 a.m.^ust nine hours and 57 minutes after the start
from Jersey City. The fastest time during the run was said to have
been made over a strip of four miles on the New York division
which was covered In three minutes, and the slowest speed was that
of 20 miles an hour observed while passing through the Altoona
yards.

Engine 573 was disconnected from the train at Pittsburgh and
also the three cars belonging to the Pennsylvania Railroad, but the
Pullmans were In a few minutes started out over the Pittsburgh.
Fort Wayne & Chicago Railway on their way to the Occident, the
Pennsylvania Railroad conductor accompanying them.

This latter
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part of the trip was claimed to have been made in such time a.s
brought the entire trip within the 84 hoiirK dewlred from coast to
coast, but the Interont of railroad men centered chiefly In the lU hour
run without btopping between Jersey City and PUtHburgh.
The line had been kept well cleared to Insure succesa, and the
long summer daylight prevailing at the time enabled over 300 mile:*
of the distance to be run after sunrise, so that its progress was
watched with enthusiksm by large numbers of people along that
portion of the line.
The principal dimensions of 573 were;
17 i

Cylinders
iJrIvliig wheclH, diameter
Welglit on drivers
Totul welgbt
Klreboi
Flues
"
outside, diameter
"
length

i:4 In.

0~ "
49,500 lbs.
74.3UO "
~2%
In.
3D x
155
2 V4 In"
127Vi.
1,050.98 so. ft

(about)

.

neating

Hiirfuce
HolIiT, di.imc-ler

(LMtir above rails
wheel base
Ttilal whiel base of engine
I.iiiKili over all of engine and tender

48%
~in

Ilipllcr.

In.

"

102 "

lirlvliitf

Ii2 ft.

54

5%

ft. 5'/ie

"

"

maximum

125 Ibfl.
Bituminous coal
A lull-Stroke pump on the right-hand side connected to the
crosshead. and a non-lifting No. 7 Sellers injector on the left, furnished water lo the boiler. Ui'idges had not come into use on the
road when this engine was built and the tallow-cups, and valves for
blower, heater and injector were tapped directly into the roof sheet
at various points on its surface where it was projected into the cab.
A surface cock, or "skimmer" as the men called it, was placed in
the boiler head at about the same level as the upper compression
gage cock. When first built the engine had no driver brake, but 1
think one had been put on before the time of this trip. It will also
bo noticed that the headlight numbers are wanting, that feature
nut having been introduced until two or three years later; and also
that the smoke-box is of the pre-e.\tensiou type, the extension having
only been adopted on the road after 1880.
The stack, although of the straight type, contained a system
of spark arresting devices invented by James Smith, an employee
of the company, about 1870, and used thereafter on all passenger
engines until the coming in of the extension front. The valves
Sli-aiii

[freHHure,

Fuel

were of plain I) type with a travel of 5 in. and % in. lap.
Between 1873 and 1877 a large number of "C" engines were
built to burn anthracite coal on llie New York division, and only
differed from the 573 in the flrebo.x, which was 34io in. x 119% in.,
necessitating it being carried quite through the cab and against
the cross frame at the rear, and in being furnished with bridges
upon which the tallow cups, blower and valves for heater and inThe throttle lever and glands were also on
jectors were placed.
the rear end of this bridge, and the stem extended through the
bridge and its pipe Into the dome. These latter engines were known
C'^, anthracite.
All of both types have been off the road for several years, some
having been scrapped and others sold. During the later years of
their service several of the C'v type had C8 in. drivers substituted

as Class

ones of 62 in.
The writer is under obligation to Theo. N. Ely, Esq., Chief of
Motive Power of the Pennsylvania Railroad, for courtesies which
enabled the verification of a considerable portion of the data from
which the foregoing article was compiled.
tor the original

The Work

of the

Bureau

of Explosives.

The report of the Chief Inspector of the Bureau of Explosives
American Railway Association, Major B. W. Dunn, U.S.A..

of the

has been submitted, covering the work of the Bureau froiu June 10,
iy07, to February 1, 1908.
From the report we select the following
extracts:

On June 10, 1907, the Chief Inspector's office was opened and
there was presented to him the problem of organizing the work of
the Bureau.
In the many difficult situations that have arisen he
has received from the exe^nitive committee, and especially from the
President and Secretary, assistance and advice that have been invaluable and that have been given, not only without tlnancial com[)ensation, but without regard to the demand on their already overtaxed time.
A preliminary study indicated that sound judgment and tact
would be necessary to secure success. The agents of the Bureau
are invested with authority under specific circumstances, but it was
realized that the unwise exercise of this authority wotild he more
than objectionable. These agents are employees of each member
of the Bureau and they work over any line under the direction and
authority of its General Manager. It is a natural but a mistaken
tendency to regard them as representatives of foreign authority.
It was also appreciated that the Bureau would have to deal with
both operating and traffic departments and that restrictions recommended by It might be tinwelcome to those officials whose duties
include the difficult one of placating customers.
It
affords me
pleasure to report that, as a rule, hearty encouragement and sup-
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have been received from all railroad offlclaU. It was also
realized that manufacturers would suspect our motives in entering
their property and criticising their methods. They are divided by
port

competitive issueh. and the fear that reetrictionB placed upon them
may not apply with equal force to their competitors is natural.
(Jareful consideration of all these conditions led to the conclusion
that while the policy of the Bureau would be to secure, ultimately,
uniform enforcement of regulations, it would be necessary to recognize the fact that the introduction of radical changes requires time
proportional to local conditions and obstacles. For example, to
Insist upon immediate correction of the custom of disregarding almost entirely the furnishing of cars that meet requirements, would
paralyze the business of the shipper. After an appreciation of the
facts by operating officials, some time Is necessary for them to provide the necessary faciiitiee for selection and preparation of cars.
In a similar way, the manufacturer who has been violating most
of the regulations, and shows a willingness to reform bis metbode
as rapidly as possible, should be given a reasonable time to do so
with the Important provision that positively dangerous practices
must cease at once, even If this requires an embargo on all of his
shipments.
The organization of the Bureau Includes a Special Agent and
17 Local Inspectors charged with the ins|>ection service; a Chemist
and one laboratory assistant and an office force of five In addition
to (lie Chief Inspector.

The following

statistics

Bureau during the period

indicate the Inspection service of the

stated:

Statliins Inspected.
Total number of stations Inspicied
SInllims found not supplli-d nlih blanks and placards
StatluDR found where violations as to loading, handling, placardlns.
and forwarding explosives were ot»served
Stattous found where leaking exploslv>*8 bad lieen accepted for shlpmeDt
F»ctitry InKpection$,
Total number of factorh s Inspected
Number found not complying fully with regulations
Number found falling onlv In mln'nr details
Number found to be failing In important regulations, i.e.. driers. Iwxea
of less than requlreil IhlckneHS. no lining to boxes, more than 60
per cent, dynamite made and shipped
ilayaiine InfpecHon*.
Total number of magazine Inspections
Number of magazines In which black powder stored abowed defects In

I.IIO

028
.%©!

30
141

04
4;

47

5S3

marking

105

.Number of magazines In which high explosives stored showed defectlre

marking

80

Number nmgazines In which leaking kegs of black pow*der were found
Number of magazines in which high explosives were stored In boxes
less

Number
Number

than required thickness or not lined

showing dirty floors stained with nitroglycerine
of magazines in which high explosives stored were found In
leaking and dangerous i-ondltion
of magazines

Insptctions of Cars in Transit.
Total number of cars containing explosives Inspected In Iraoatt or after
arrival at terminals
Number of cars which did not comply with regulations as to preparation, loading, placarding, etc
Number of cars showing movement of lading, account Improper loading anil jta.vlng. or conditions such as would permit an accident.

9

134
119

59

178
1

Ji
i>!'

.

The following are examples of cars Inspected, showing some
violations observed:
Car No. 69,333 containing over two tons of dynamite was Inspected and found with cracks in roof, sides and ends; packages
were insecurely braced, light material having been used, and this
bracing had given away, i)ermitting the packages to shift and slide
about the car. Prohibited articles, consisting of loose Iron pipe and
roll of wire cable in upright position, were loaded In the car;
placard on one side only.
Car No. 8,039 was inspected and following result shown. Car
of 50,000 lbs. capacity, contained loose boards, cracks In roof and
ends, doors not tight and not stripped to prevent entrance of sparks;
floor not clean, and had projecting nails and bolts; king bolt not
protected, extending i^.. in. above car Boor; packages of dynamite
(6,860 lbs.) were not stayed in any way and had during transit
been knocked about the cjir, one box having lid off and cartridges
exposed. Prohibited articles, in form of blasting caps and fuse, were
loaded with the dyn;unlte. One door of car partly open, and car
without required number of placards.
Car No. l.OCO on inspection was found to contain miscellaneous
merchandise, black blastlug powder, matches and oil; car had crack
in end sufficiently large lo permit entrance of sparks.
Car No. 88.513 loaded with 10.000 lbs black powder (blasting)
was found with large holes in end of car and over doors. Kegs had
not been properly stayed and had shifted, breaking open some of
the kegs and spilling powder on car floor.
Accidents in factories in 1907 are shown In the following table:
mack
Dvnamlte.
26

Number

of accidents
No. of Injured, but not fatally.

Nuuib<T killed
I'ropcrlv

loss

.

W

33

:!6

.-iT

SJO'.i.'iOO

t>lher
explosives.

powder.

l.'i

$lT.1iHi

20

.

Totals.

66
62

14
S

101

$.".2,400

j;7i>.4llO

It Is difficult to get reliable Information of the causes of accidental explosions, and especially difficult in factory explosions. The
amounts state<l as covering the property loss do not Include many
of the explosions and are therefore incomplete.
The Bureau has
no legal or other right to insist on investigations by its representa-
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and manufacturers do not welcome the presence of strangers employees entered car with lighted lanterns, fire started and burned
freight house, several cars and contents, causing a loss of $139,841.
on such unfortunate occasions.
Test of cement from these shippers showed the solvent to be
Among the accidents in transportation liuring the year I'JUT
were the following:
80 deg. gasolene, the most volatile and inflammable grade on the
January I'J, iao7. Sanford, Ind. Car containing 500 kegs, market.
Recapitulation of the accidents in transportation in 1907 shows
12,500 lbs. of black rifle powder, manufactured by American Powder
the following figures:
Mills, West Acton, Mass., in train 21 cars from engine and 12 from
.Numiicr
Known
iDjurt^d,
caboose, between box cars loaded with merchandise took siding
.\ccldent8. not fatally. Killed, property luss*
at Sanford. A passing train, consisting of engine, express car and Dynamite and high explosives.
6
$330,.s»l
::7
9
two coaches had reached point where express car was opposite car r.lack powder
3
47
18
68,4;!U
explosives
2
2
containing powder when it exploded. Six freight cars were de- Other
Inflammubles
6
2
4
139,841
persons
Fifteen
stroyed; express and passenger cars destroyed.
Totals
17
78
31
$544,161
killed; 30 injured; property loss, $30,000; equipment, $13,150; total
tlves,

—

—

^

.

. .

'.

loss, $43,150, exclusive of damages for loss of lite.
Cause:
Unknown. It was claimed to be due to criminal act of
outside party. It is possible that cars had, during course of transportation, received shocks sufficient, with imperfect staying, to cause
powder to leak from kegs, making a train of powder which was set
on fire. It is stated lightning .struck the car no evidence.
March 24, 1907. Atlanta, (!a. Eight boxes of blasting caps,
weight 970 lbs., made by the Metallic Cap Mfg. Co., exploded while
being handled by employees. Four killed; four injured.
Cause:
Unknown. It is possible that one of the handlers used
his hook and struck one of the caps which detonated and caused
the others to explode. It is also possible that a box was dropped
and exploded by concussion.
April, 1907.
Covington, Va. Car containing 1(> bbls., 9,400 lbs.,
permanganate of potash caught fire and burned the car.
Probably caused by spilled material mixing on floor of
Cause:
car with some combustible substance. Such a mixture Is inflaijmable and can be ignited by friction.
June 4, 1907. Reddick, III.— Six hundred (tiO-lb. boxes of black
powder exploded while in transit.
Cause:
Tank car containing naphtha was derailed, causing a
number of other cars to leave the rails; fire started and spread to
car containing powder.
Explosion occurred; three killed; 17 injured.
Property loss, $25,279.
Damages tor loss of life, if any, not

—

—

—

»

known.

—

July 21, 1907. Becks Hot Springs, Utah. Car partly loade<l
with black powder on siding caught fire from spark of engine from
train which passed about 3.28 p.m.
Three other cars on siding
contained dynamite (amouiil not stated, probably 2tl. carloads),
and these exploded at 4.15 p.m. Property and equipment loss $10,891.
Probable cause:
Car with poor roof used.
Aug. 10, 1907. Boulder, Colo. Two thousand one hundred ll>s.
Hercules dynamite and 200 lbs. Atlas du Pont powder. Hercules
was manufactured July 25, 1907. Result: Three deaths; five in-

—

jured; loss $200,000.
Cause:
Fire started in freight depot which was destroyed;
spread to car containing dynamite and explosion occurred. Regulations covering storage of cars containing explosives evidently not
followed. This car should have been placed in safe place where
there was no danger of fire. There were 3!> freight cars destroyed.
Aug. 11, 1907. Essex, Ontario.— A shipment of 5,000 lbs. of 60
per cent, dynamite cartridges 18 in. long, exploded in a car located
In a mixed train between the engine and a loal car.
Cause:
During a hot wave of weather the shipment was loaded
without staying, in a way car, at Black Rock, N. Y., consigned to
Amherst burg, Ontario. During the trip conductor noticed several
boxes standing on end, but did not correct the fault. About 24 hours
after these boxes were observed to be on end, small explosions were
heard which, by investigation subsequent to accident, were attributed to drops of nitroglycerine falling from car to wheel and exploding by pre-ssure of wheel on rail. Conductor with two members
of crew entered car and turned boxes on sides.
It is probable that
this uncovered some hole in car floor, previously partially closed by
weight of box, and that a large enough quantity of nitroglycerine
reached the wheel during the stop to make the next explosion, just
after starting the car. strong enough to cause the explosion of entire
lot.
At this time the Bureau had not been able to inspect the railroad or instruct any of its employees in our regulations. It ean
be stated with confidence that a strict enforcement of these regjulations would have prevented this unfortunate accident.
Aug. 17, 1907. Ohio street dock, Buffalo, steamer "Utlco."—
Barrel "liquid cement" in being loaded, fell, broke and scattered
contents over floor of hold. Three men with shovels were being
used to collect the cement, and a man was engaged in placing shavings around the wet floor. The gaseous vapors Iwcame so strong
that some of the men complained and left the hold.
One man stated
he would put a head in the substituted barrel. An explosion then
occurred and enveloped the hold of the steamer In flames. Three

men

killed;

two injured.

Cause:
Ignition of mixture of inflammable vapors and air by
spark from hammer and nail or other source of fire.
Aug. 17. 1907. Kingston. N. Y.^ Six barrels "cement" (rubber)
loaded with merchandise, on arrival at Kingston were found to have
leaked on car floor, and odor of naphtha was perceptible. Railroad

—

.

.

.

•Including equipment.

Respecting the relation of the Bureau to its
Inspector speaks as follows:

No

members

the Chief

any kind has occurred In this relation. Our inspectors seem to have shown the good judgment and tact emphasized
in the list of qualities that guided their nomination and appointment. Effort has been made to keep this relation as harmonious and
intimate as possible. Several profitable conferences between the
Chief Inspector and bodies of such important railroad employees
as station agents and yardmasters have taken place with a view
friction of

to perfecting the details of regulations.

many

cases the Chief
conducting investigadetermine responsibility for violations, where the correspondence would otherwise have had to take place between the officials of different lines.
The advisability of having a disinterested
party conduct such correspondence is apparent.
In August, 1907, two cars containing a total of 40,000 lbs. of
dynamite were held up in Buffalo. N. Y., becau.se this dynamite
was of the same grade and from the same factory as that which
had exploded a few days previously while in transit at Essex, Ont.
The switching road was unable to send the cars forward to destination or back to the factory; and in the meantime it w;is holding
them Illegally within the city limits. By report based upon careful
inspections and chemical analysis of samples, the Bureau was able
to secure forwarding of the cars to destination under Immediate
supervision of one of the local inspectors. If the shipments had
been too dangerous to forward, it would have been necessary to
destroy them, and this would have emphasized, to a still greater
degree, the necessity for the services of experts of the Bureau.
It is intended to arrange to have the Chief Inspector, or a representative, attend as frequently as possible during the ensuing year,
the stated meetings of operating ofilcials of our membership lines,

Inspector has served as a useful

tions

medium

In

in

to

to discuss

the transportation of explosives, answer questions concerning regulations, explain the general plans and policies of the
Bureau, and in every proper way to stimulate interest In our work
and increase knowledge of our regulations.
The relations of the Bureau to the Manufactures of Explosives
are thus described:
It was soon appreciated that the good will and active co-operation of manufacturers are essential to an enforcement of our regulations among their employees'.
Without their co-operation we could
not secure enforcement, even if we maintained an inspector at each
of the 164 plants.
The basic idea in seeking this co-operallon has
been to convince the manufacturers that our efforts for greater
safety are in line with their interests and that we can be of material
assistance to them. When we discover an explosive in bad condition, we endeavor to locate the cause and to furnish full information In regard to it to the manufacturer, with such suggestions
as our exi)erlence may Indicate to improve the product. Our broad
experience, based on our connection with all manufacturers and
many railroads, will also enable us to place at the disposal of each
manufacturer the best methods for loading explosives in cars. We
do not disclose, of course, to one plant the improved manufacturing
practices In vogue at others, where the information given would be
adverse to the interests of the more progressive manufacturer; nor
do we violate in any other way the confidence under which information of this kind is imparted to us.
-•Vs was anticipated, we were met at the beginning with
a frank
statement of suspicion that we would not apply our restrictions impartially and uniformly.
The small and independent manufacturer
could not conceive that a Bureau of tjiis kind would be oi)erated
otherwise than In the Interests of the larger plants. By exercising
proper patience In dealing with individual cases, it is believed that
we now have the complete confidence of practically all of the manufacturers.
In November, 1907. there was a general acceptance by
them of an invitation to meet the Bureau for the purpose of dUcusslng proposed changes In regulations. They appreciated this
opportunity to express freely their objections to all proposed restrictions.
Each restriction was taken up in turn in the spirit of
impartial discussion and with a view to indicating clearly the reasons
that prompted It.
One result of this conference was the appointment by the manufacturers, at the request of the Bureau, of a committee to represent them in order that future conferences with the
Bureau could take place promptly, each member of the committee
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roproBoutiTiR a number of allied Intereflts.
The knowledge tba,t
througlf thin uommltloc they will have an opportunity to prebent.
In friendly dlHcuaslon, their side of any controversy, has had a
very salutary effect. It has been made plain that, since the responHibillty for any explosionii In transit rests entirely on them, the
railroads, through the American Railway Association, must retain
the right to mako a final decision on regulations.
The Importance of proper staying of packages of explosives In
cars Is stated below:
The best of packages are liable to receive injury during transit
if not properly .stayed.
While our loguiations have required proper
staying, no standard methods have been prescribed, and those in
practice are almost as varied as the number of manufacturers. Different methods are used even by plants under the same general management. It Is evident that some one method Is the best for a particular style of package.
The members of this committee of manufacturers were invited to study this subject and to bring to a conference that took place on January 17, 1908, detailed descriptions,

drawings and photographs. A day was spent In discussing various
suggestions, and arrangements were made for a practical test of
what seemed to be the best methods. In these tests, cars loaded
with dummy packages will be givr-n as rough treatment as a car
should receive in transit, and In due time we shall know what the
best methods are.
A pamphlet will then be prepared for general
distribution describing these methods in order that all staying oy
manufacturers and railroad employees may be in accordance with
them.

The

result will be a material increase In safety, and, in

cases, this will be obtained by a saving of

many

some labor and material

heretofore expended.
The regulations for the safe transportation of explosives and
other dangerous articles in their present and In the proposed revised form are treated at length.
In this connection the report has
the following statement:
The exhaustive and able work of the committee on transportation of explosives during the spring and summer of 1905 resulted
in the regulations that were adopted by the American Railway
Association in November, 1905, and have been in force since that
time.
It Is natural that an experience of about 2V-i years should
indicate a number of advisable changes.
With the assistance and
co-operation of the executive committee, the Chief Inspector has
endeavored to revise these regulations. The first revision was published In the proceedings of the Association for October, 1907. and
since that time additional changes have been made as a result of
the various suggestions received. A galley proof embodying these
changes has been distributed to General Managers, and It is anticipated that the final revision can take place in the near future.
It
is natural that the anticipation of revised regulations should interfere with the enforcement of the present ones, and It Is earnestly
hoped that the new regulations can be put in effect not later than

March 1, 1908.
The following are some

of the general ideas that govenied the

revision:

and Information to be used principally t)y
manufacturers, shippers and Inspectors have been collected In Section 1.
The rules governing the action of all concerned have been
placed In Section II. All of the rules referring to packing and
marking, and to preparation of a car for any particular explosive,
have been brought under one head.
Some relaxation of requirements affecting small shipments
(2)
of the more dangerous explosives, and large shipments of the safer
(1)

Definitions

on(« has been permitted In order to facilitate a more strict enforcement of precautions in handling the more dangerous shipments.
Even If an explosion of one of these small shipments should occur
as a result of this relaxation, the damage will be relatively small,
and we shall ho benefited, on the whole. If we prevent an explosion
of a large shipment.
When a large proportion of cars require special
treatment It is natural that trouble should be experienced In securing
It.
The more limited the number of such cars, the easier will It be
to secure It.
Elements Included under the general head of ammunition
(3)
have been separated and will be shipped under llicir jiropor iiame.s.
The authority to use an annual cerliticate. hcii'tofore
(4)
granted for small-arms ammunition, has boon oxtciideil to all kinds
of explosives.
It Is believed that a general (•ertltlcate from a responsible party will be as effective as the special one so many of
which have been required that their use has become perfunctory.
Some relaxation ha.s also been Introduced In the require(5)
ments affecting the loading of different kinds of oxploslvos In the
same car. It Is believed to bo a correct general principle that any
vacant space In a car containing oxplosive.s. with a certain attending
risk, can properly bo used for any other explosive having no greater
risk' and not bearing to the explosives In the car a special relation
which would increase the risk for both. Such a relation is found
In the transportation together of detonators and high explosives.
(G)
At the end of the regulations is Introduced a condensation of rules arranged tor the various railroad employees.
This should be of material assistance to them and will save
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the paragraphs referring to them.
have the Bureau supervise the transportatlon of dangerous articles other than explosives.
These articles
are Included under the general term "inflammables." It is well
known that while many railroads have published regulations for this
traffic, their employees as a rule treat these articles as ordinary
the

time

It

required

was Intended

to

extract

to

merchandise. Where the regulations are enforced, it 1b usual to
require employees to attach to pax-kages labels conveying general
cautions for handling. The attachment of these lat>el8 Is followed
by the attachment to the car of placards calling for special treatment of the car. For guidance of employees In labeling packages
It Is usual to furnish a list giving the trade names of various articles
whose natures bring them within the class of inflammables. This
list Is long and, even If railroad agents were accomplished chemistg,
they would not have the time to determine accurately In any given
case, whether a package required a label.
The result is that they
either neglect the regulations, or, to be on the safe side, they label
all suspected packages.
The latter Is the usual case, and it results
In placarding so many cars that the regulation defeats itself and
special treatment for these cars Is not obtained.
While adopting the general principle of labeling packages and
placarding cars, the regulations proposed by the Bureau place on
the shipper the duty of attaching labels and furnish him with definitions for his guidance.
It will be the duty of our Inspectors to
check the performance of this duty by the shipper in conjunction
with the check afforded by the general knowledge of station agents.
It is manifestly impracticable to require these labels on all packages of the defined articles without recognizing the fact that verjr
small quantities, even of some of the dangerous ones, can be carried
without great risk, and without recognizing also the unnecessary
hardship of requiring shipments from the retail drug trade and
other sources, containing small quantities of inflammable materials,
to have labels attached.
At the same time a general limit for the
maximum quantity that can be transported without a label will not
be applicable in all cases, and some elasticity in the regulations
Is necessary.
This has been obtained by the suggestion that the
Chief Inspector be permitted to make an examination In any given
case and, after consideration of all important factors, to prescribe
for the given article, packed in a given way, the maximum quantity
that can be received without a label. .\s In the case of explosives.
It
is permissible to transport limited quantities, even of lal>eled
packages, without placarding the car. This limit has been placed
at 100 lbs. gross weight.
Shipments from storage magazines form a considerable proportion of the explosives transported by the railroads.
Concerning
them, the report says:
So far as known, no attempt was made before the organization
of this Bureau to locate these magazines, and the additional danger
attending shipments of explosives offered by them was not thoroughly appreciated. To appreciate It it Is only necessary to remember that many explosives are liable to deteriorate with age and
at a rate dependent upon the conditions of storage.
The shipments
offered at factories are usually freshly made and comparatively safe.
Shipments offered by magazines may have been stored for Indeflnlte
periods and under unfavorable conditions. It Is recommended that
Article VI. of the Constitution of the Bureau be amended to make
storage magazines a basis for assessment.
The inspection service of the Bureau is Its most valuable service.
An idea of what has been and what is still to be accomplished may
be had from the foUowrng extract:
In the first assignment of our inspectors one man was placed
on duty on some railroad with Instructions to make a general inspection of the whole line. These inspections Included stations, factories, magazines and cars In transit.
Separate blanks were prepared for hi.s report under each head, and he made frequent summaries by letter of his' observations, sending copies to the Chief
Inspector and to the railroad officials under whose direction he
was working. On completion of his general inspection of the entire
line, a consolldat(>d report of his observations was prepared in the
office of the Chief Inspector and sent to the General Manager of
the line for his Information, and such action as seemed to him
advisable.
During this work the Inspector acted somewhat as a
skirmisher in advance of an army. It was his duty to locate the
points where the inspection work of the Bureau Is needed and his
search for these points; was frequently attende<i by loss of time,
especially in sections of the country where train service Is infrequent.
The second step In regulating the work of these Inspectors, now
in progress. Is to divide the Cnited States and Canada into IT
districts, assigning each man to a ill.-iirii-t and requiring him to become familiar, as soon as possible, with the conditions in his district, so that his time can be used to the greatest .tdvantage.
This system was started at the beginning of the present year. When
an inspector bei'omes familiar with the points In his district where
shipments of explosives originate, and ac(|uaintod with the railroad
employees connocfed with those shipmonts, ho will know where
his services are needed and he will be able to follow up his in-
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spectlons to secure correction of violations discovered by him. Experience shows that practically all of the violations of regulations
that have been discovered at stations can be included in a comparaThe blanks have be.-n retively short list of about 10 paragraphs.
vised to show these violations and aft inspector will have only to
check off on the printed list the violations discovered at any station.
Under the new system he will leave a copy of this checked list with
the railroad agent in order that this agent may not forget the faults
Copies will also be sent to the Superinten.Ient,
to be correctod.
to any other railroad official who may be designated to receive them,
and lo the Chief Inspector. On subsequent inspection of the station
the Inspector will call for the previous list of checked violations
and will ascertain whether they have been corrected.
With a district covering, in the case of one inspector, over 20.000
miles of railroad line, it is evident that an inspector cannot reach
all of the points in these extended districts as often as is desirable.
In some sections it is probable that little traffic takes place in explosives, and that the number of points requiring periodical visits
from him will not be proportional to the mileage of his district.
Until all of these districts are worked over, it will be impracticable
for the Chief Inspector to state exactly where his inspectors are
needed and how often. As soon as It becomes evident that the points
In any one district are too numerous to be checked properly by one
Inspector, it will be advisable to put another inspector into this
This will mean an increase in our
district, or to sub-divide it.
expenditures. It will be for the members of the Bureau to decide
whether these increased expenditures will form a profitable investment.
The volume of Inspection work necessary to secure uniform
enforcement of regulations is shown by experience to be much larger
than was appreciated when the organization of the Bureau was proposed. It was estimated that five or six inspectors might suffice.
We now have 17 on duty. The following statements are instructive:
Total numlM'i"

lines
"

"

"

i.f

llni's wlil.li

which have
'*
have

aiv mi-mlM-rs «(

i-ccpIvimI flist c<'i">rnl

Iniroiiii

Inspection....

re<M'lvr(l partial Inspection
"
are now belri); generally Inspected and not
Included In nhove
Lines nsslKned to inspectors and which will, as soon as practicable, receive Inspection

S3
32
9

25
27

Based on data now available, it is estimated that, even with
our present membership, the services of our inspectors will be required periodically at 3,000 widely distributed stations, factories
and magazines. In 1,G63 "one man working days" we have inspected,
since August 1, 1907, 1,840 points, an average of over one point
per man per day. If we have an inspector visit each point once
in three months (see Section 2. Article IV. of by-laws) we shall
need, at the above rate, 40 inspectors. With our present force we
cannot expect to visit each point once in six months. We are about
to issue regulations for the transportation of inflammables, and the
volume of this traffic Is many times that of explosives. The work
of checking the proper use of labels by the shippers of inflammables
is essential, and it cannot be done satisfactorily by station agents.
Our Inspectors should be numerous enough to secure periodical inspection of the packing departments of the large shippers of Inflammables, and at least some supervision of the small ones. An
Increase in our force of inspectors will necessitate increases in our
office and laboratory employees to meet the increases In correspondence and in number of samples submitted for analysis.
The questions opened by this glance into the future are serious.
The Bureau has undertaken a work of unsuspected magnitude. If
it does not secure the flnaiuial support required, how shall we decide what to neglect? If our neglect of the larger part of our natural work is evident to all, shall we not be voted a failure, irrespective of any excellence in our limited efforts? The Chief Inspector undertook the organization of the practical work of the
Bureau under the impression that the task would be completed
within a year, after which he would be free to return to the dtities
of his profession, and he views the matter now from a slandiwlnt
that would be entirely disinterested if it were not for a pardonable
pride in his work and a desire, before surrendering this work to
a successor, to see the Bureau well established in its field of usefulness.
It must, at this critical stage, either advance or recede;
It cannot stand still.
It has not been forgotten that the executive
committee authorized, on October 29. 1907, an increase of our
inspecting force to 25. This has not been done because of the strong
impression received from the treasurer, and confirmed by correspondence of this office, that a rapid increase in our assessments,
while members were in doubt as to the value to them of our work,
would seriously endanger the life of the Bureau.
Our records for 1907 show six major accidents from explosives
and one large fire from a shipment of inflammable liquid. The total
of the known losses was over $500,000.
The value of property destroyed and damages paid do not represent by any raenns the total
loss.
Wc must consider, although we cannot evaluate, the losses
to delays in traftic. loss of business and. most of all. loss of confidence and of prestige.
To ensure the uniform enforcement of the
regulations as adopted, regular inspection of the manner in which
they are being enforced Is necessary. The promulgation of the regu-

which has been wanting, however,
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a few instances. Is
not by itself sufficient, as has been ascertained, to ensure uniformity
or efliciency in their observance. Expert instruction in the requirements of the regulations has been and will be essential, in order
that they may be understood and applied in their eitirety by the
different classes of railroad officials and employees responsibje for
their execution as well as by the manufacturers and shippers of
elcploslves.
Approved methods of handling, loading, etc., must be
communicated by the inspectors. Stations at which explosives are
received, forwarded or delivered, require inspection in every detail
Factories and magaof the requirements for safe transportation.
zines must be located, their methods ascertained and brought up to
the standard of the regulations. Violations of regulations, whether
resulting from ignorance or negligence, must be discovered, corIn order to
rected and provision made against their recurrence.
guard against the shipment of explosives in a dangerous condition,
either through deterioration or by Improper packing, station agents
must be Instructed in the methods by which deterioration may be
known by its evidences, and compliance with the required speciflcar
It is through
tlons for the packages must be rigidly insisted upon.
the inspectors that the Information is communicated, and it is by
them that the Bureau is informed as to the observance of the regulations by the different lines.
There are more than 160,000 railroad employees whose duties
bring them in contact with the handling of explosives. These men
have been found, for the most part, anxious to be Instructed and
ready to profit by the Instructions given them. The difficulties encountered In the construction of the regulations are often cleared
up where the reasons for them have been explained. The determination of the condition of shipments of explosives presents little difficulty after the causes of bad condition have been explained, and
In this way knowledge
Instruction given as to the evidences of it.
produces confidence, and. at the same time. Impresses the necessity
for the careful observance of the safeguards prescribed for transportation. That the results obtained In the directions stated are
what they are. Is a high tribute to the zeal, Intelligence and efficiency
of the inspectors, the most of whom have acquired their experience
In the transportation of explosives since their connection with the
Bureau. The wide extent of the field covered by their inspection,
the limited number of the inspectors, the organization of the system
literally from the beginning during a period of only seven months,
are all to be considered in estimating the value of their work, which
is full of the promise of usefulness, enriched by experience, and
under conditions of improvement already apparent in many directions.
With its present force and necessary Increases In clerical and
lal)oratory force, the cost of the Bureau for the year 1908 will be
about ?80,000, with 25 inspectors, J105,000; with 40 Inspectors,
lations,

in

1150,000.

In the suggestion for a campaign for the education of railroad
employees, the Chief Inspector reports that steps have been taken
to have some of the traveling agents of the railroads assist the
Bureau in the enforcement of the regulations. These agents are
to receive instruction from the Local Inspectors and will be used
to aid in the work of the Inspectors on the lines on which they are
employed. The employees who could assist in this way are Traveling Auditors. Traveling Freight Agents, Traveling Car Agents, Division .Agents, Insurance Inspectors, etc. A majority of the membership has approved this suggestion, and has arranged to put It Into
This will prove in time a valuable auxiliary to the inspection
effect.
service of the Bureau.
Arrangements are also being made in a preliminary way for
representatives of the Bureau to attend as often as practicable meetings of classes of railroad employees to be formed at the railroad
branches of the Young Men's Christian Association, for the purpose
of studying the general features of explosives and their safe transPopular lectures will be given on these occasions and
portation.
the opportunity afforded to have the employees ask questions in regard to the regulations and to be fully Informed as to the reasons
for them.
Among the 160,000 railroad employees of this country
a large percentage have duties in connection with the transportation and freight traffic departments and thus have to do with the
direct handling of dangerous articles. Their education about dangers to be avoided and the way to get greater security for life and
property can be thus readily afforded.
The report concludes with the recommendation that the present
and prospective conditions be brought forcibly to the attention of
the members in order to learn their wishes in regard to the amount
they are willing to spend in the support of the Bureau. Assuming
financial support. It is recommended that the Chief Inspector be directed to Increase the force of Inspectors at once to 25. and to make
thereafter, during 190S. such further increase, not to exceed 40, as
may be necessary to secure, as often as once In three months, a
thorough Inspection of all factories, and storage magazines, and of
all stations on the lines of the members where shipments of explosives are handled.
An Interesting exhibit of the territory included in the assignment of ths Local Inspectors accompanies the report.
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Engine of the Prussian State Railroads with
Schmidt Smoke-Tube Superheater.

The saving In water and coal by the u.se of highly superheated
Bteam on locomotives 1b particularly Important In tank locomotives,
as In this way their radius of action can be conslderalily Increased.
The manaKcment of the Prussian State Railroads use highly superheated steam on tank engines extensively, having, already, 277 superheated steam tank engines In service and 120 building. One of
the most successful types, an 0-10-0 simple engine with Echmldt
smoke-tube Bupfrheator, Is Illustrated herewith. This engine was
designed and con.structod by the nerliner Maschinenbau-Akt.-Ces.
vorm. L. Schwartzkopff, of Derlln. with the assistance, and under
the supervision, of R. Garbc, of the Prussian State Railroads.
The principal dimensions of the engine are:
I'lHtnn, Htroki'

170 IIm.
24 In.
20 "

ninmetcr of ihlvorB

.'>.1.2

II.,

Hit

iirc.xKiiri-

CyllndorH.

'

rtliiiivliM-

tiibPB

"

"

120.0 Hq.

Ilonllng Burfucc, (Irelxix
NUpnrhpalflr
totiil

lirulp urea

ft

1,.1.12.0
4.'>8.0

"

1,010.0
24.2

"

"

Wolght, empty

12!),S0n ihs.

Weight

162,800

(?oal

"
2 tona
2,520 gals.
21

In service

capacity

Water capacity
Tubes, numlxT, .1 Vi In. diameter
Tubes, number, 1
In. dioineter
Tubes, length
Tractive effort (American foimula)

%

0%

14ft.

40,700

150
In.
lbs.

Weight on drivers
4.00

Tractive effort
Tractive effort x diameter of drivers

Heating

sui face

Heating surface

Firebox beating surface
Total heating surface

Weight on drivers
Total beating surface

Volume

of 2 cylinders -=

l,"!.!;!

cu.

fl

Total heating surface
140.34

Volume

of both cylinders

Grate area

Volume

1.76
of both cylinders

Tube hentlng surface equaled

to firebox heating surfuco (Viiiiglum formula), sq.ft.

ioial equated firebox licatlng surface, ciclu
slve of superheater, .sq. ft

£

4(!C.O0

Total actual beating surface
3.12

Total equated firebox heotlng surface

Arrangement

•I'er cent.

The

boiler has, except
feature of special Interest.

for

the superheating

anangemenl, no

The upper part of the boiler barrel is fitted with three rows of
large .snioketul)rs of 4% in. inside diameter, this being reduced to
In. near the firebox.
1
Inserted In each of these smoke-lubes Is a
superheating unit, consisting of two sets of pipes, 1V',„ In. In diameter and '/,. In. thick, bent in the form of an "U" and connected

Tank Uocomotive

for Freight Service,

yi(ith

of

Superheater Dampers.

smoke-box end to a header, thus forming a continuous doublelooped tube. The steam has to pass back and forth through each
unit.
The double looping of the superheater pipes has the advantage of increasing the velocity of the steam through the tul)e.s.
with the result that the temperature of the lubes is lowered, and
their life correspondingly increased. The open ends of each unit
In the smokebox are expanded into a common flange, which Is in-

at the

Schmidt Smoke-Tulj« Superheaters; Prussian State Railroads.
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the face of the steam collector by a single
stud.
The stud is centered in the flange and thus makes, with two
copper-asbestos rings, an even joint all round.
Most other railroads prefer a different method of arranging

dependently secured

close

when

the regulator

S13

but as soon as steam is turned
on they are opened simultaneously by a piston working in a small
steam cylinder which is connected with the valve chest by a small
steam pipe. If desired, the superheater dampers can also be worked
by hand from the footplate, so that any dePosifion /. /fefftz/crror S/tuf
bired degree of superheat may be obtained.
^ufomofic C!//ine/er lyiMWhen open, the dampers allow a clear view
out sfeam. Dampers cfosed
through the superheater. The smoke-tubes
by counfertre/ff/rt
tan be cleaned from soot and ashes by either
steam or compressed air with a hose and nozPost f/on 2. ffegu/afor Open.
zle, the operation being carried out either
P/sfon kept in enc/ pos/f/on
from the firebox or from the smokebox. The
3y sfeam pressure. Dampers
superheater parts are all interchangeable and
fu// open.
accessible. Each unit can be removed without
Post fran 3. Pegu/afor Open.
disconnecting the whole arrangement by loosPfsfon kept in enc^pcxs/f/on
ening a single nut.
bi/ sfeam pressc/re. Dampers
The engine is designed for Heavy mounpartia//(/ opened by hanc/tain service, especially on sharp curves. To
tyhee/.
get the necessary flexibility without excessive
wear of either tires or rails, 1 In. lateral play
Damper Regulator.
s given to thp first, third and fifth axles; the
the superheater pipe ends in the smokebox. The pipes are bent up- second and fourth axles are rigid, the latter being the main drivwards only, and the flanges are horizontal and fastened by vertical ing axle. The piston rod is extended back of the front driver and
holts, the heads of which are movable in slots In the bottom of the
supported by an intermediate slide bearing; an excessive length
collector casting.
of connecting rod is thus avoided.
There are only as many superheater elements as smoke-tubes.
It Is a two-cylinder simple engine with Schmidt patent piston
I.e., 21 on
the engine illustrated and therefore only 21 1-in. bolts valves and a by-pass connecting both cylinder ends. This passage
to

Automatic Steam Cylinder
are needed to attach the whole superheating device to the collector
casting.

To regulate the amount of superheat and to protect the superheater pipes against overheating while the engine Is standing or
dampens are arranged in the smokebox which automatically

drifting,

is

shut;

Superheater Dampers,

for

kept closed by a cylindrical cock when the engine is running
under steam.
On trials with a 1,515-ton train behind a somewhat lighter engine of this type (67 tons) on an 0.83 per cent grade, an indicated drawbar pull of 37,000 lbs. at 60 per cent. cut-ofT was obtained, this giving a factor of adhesion of almost 1:4.
Another locomotive of this type has been tested near Erfurt, Germany, on long
gradients of 3.33 per cent, and 2 per cent, in the presence of representatives of the most important railroads of France and Belgium.
These trials were elaborately described in an article In the
Ver^<•ftrs^BCJ^l»^scftc IVochf, 1907, page 1.317, by Mr. Muller, Privy
Councillor ot the Prussian Ministry of Public Works.
As the engine was being used In regular service, no special trial
is

trains could be made up and therefore the greatest tractive power
and highest speed could be demonstrated; nevertheless the results,
as Indicated in the following table, must be considered exceedingly
satisfactorily:
Orndlont. per cent
I,en)rth

of grniiicnt, mlli-s
rnrs. tons

WoIrIu of
Weight of

tons
.\vcragc speed, miles per hour..
IiK-«.inotlve.

2.00
7.0

2.00
7.0

2.00

3.33

7.0

5.5

500.0
72.8

2.S2.0

72.S

460.O
72.8

H.3

12.4

lO.C

8.1

400.i>

72.8

The graphical records ot two of these trial runs are reproduced.
.ajD Mr. Muller, In his summary of the trials, made the following slate.0^5 ments:

UQD
Superheater Pipes.

The boiler pressure of 170 lbs. could be easily maintained.
(1)
Superheat of 570 deg. F. was obtained after a few miles
(2)
run and from 600 to 650 deg. could be maintained with great ease.
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su
Ci)

The vaht

cheBt prf-BSure going

up

hill

was

l.'.O

lliB.

oii

an

average, bo that the relative superheat was between 180 deg. and
a 00 deg.
During the three days trial* the engine slipped only once.
(4)
The engine la perfectly able to pull without a helping
(5>
engine 300 tons (55 axles), at 12.5 miles an hour on a gradient
pent, and curves of 050 ft. radius.
2.5
per
of
Mr. Miiller adds that the results obtained with this engine In
regular service practli:ally agree with these results of trials. As
a consequence, 74 engines of this type hiive already been put in
service on, or are being built for, the Prussian State Railroads.
The Parl8-Orl6ans Railroad and the Southern Railroad of France,
which were represented at the trials near Erfurt, have already ordered five engines each of this type from a German locomotive
builder.
'ITie Swedish State Railroads also ordered Ave of them.
In the middle of November, 1907, the total number of Schmidt superheater engines In service or In course of construction amounted to
2,427, representing 78 railroads.

The Ocean
BY

J.

Carrier.

nussELL SMirii,

rn.i).

Factors Affecting Ocean Line Freight Rates.*

emphasized the freedom of compeitition and freeof action that existed for the advanUge of the man or firm
could load an entire ship. There is a radical difference in
the rate question facing a man who would ship goods over sen
in less than ship load lots.
He is neces.sarily dependent upon some
form of cooperative enterprise whereby his small freights may
be combined with others. He is the natural meal of the line carrier
and he must pay the current rates— the line traffic rates.

The

last article

dom
who

Rates in line traffic differ at many points from the full cargo
yet they show the working out of the same principle-. Competition is often present and the process of dicltering in the bargain
There is no more uniformity of rate
for each shipment is common.
for all the goods on a line steamer at one time than there is for
Valuable goods are
lill a train.
that
may
all the many shipments
charged a high rate and cheap ones a low rate, and different shiptraffic,

ments of the s;ime article often have different rates. A line steamer
outward bound from an American port usually derives its freight
profit from such conunodities as machinery and manufactured articlee, provisions, oil cake, flour and other prepared foodstuffs.
(Jraln is also usually taken, but at rates tliat are rarely profitable
and always below the full cargo rate for grain. Grain is heavy,
but easily handled, because usually handled in bulk, and it makes
very desirable ballast to steady the ship. Accordingly the policy

the ship as full as po.sslble with good paying freight and
her off with grain, some hundreds or thousands of tons, as
the oase may be. Tlie grain shipper does nol especially desire these
If the European grain market is favorsmall Irregular shipments.
able at all, it is favorable for a shipload of grain, and if the shipper
must ship less he will have a concession in rates. This Is the
more easily obtained because he knows that the shipowner wants
Hence it conies about that the line steamers
it to serve as ballast.
carry a certain and variable amount of grain at lower rates than
the tramps.
The variety in rates Is further increase<l by the practice of the
managers of some lines to make as many long contracts as possible,
sometimes for a year or a season, and secure other freight in adThe year
vnnci! during a certain month or within a certain week.
contracts and the month contracts will probably differ in rate, and
they ara both likely to differ from the rate current at the time of
sailing.
Tlie last shipments are contracted r(n- in the light of the
then existing market conditions, and may bo high or low, according to the abundance or .scarcity of freight at the time the vessel
is finishing her cargo.
If freight is scarce the final rate may be
lower than the long contract rates, or if abundant the ratt may
rise.
Freight may be shifted from one line to another so easily
that It Is actively sought. All the companies engaged in the tran.sAtlanlic trade have agents in the commercial centers like HulTalo,
Chicago, St. Louis, and these agents in turn have their local co,.nectlons.
If freight iiromises to be scarce for a certain scheduled
s.ailing, telegrams will be sent to the Inland agents or sometimes
a personal representative will be sent from New York, Boston or
Philadelphia to Clilcago or Minneapolis with power to make such
contracts as he finds necessary to secure the freight for the otherwise empty space. So it is that competition dominates also In line
traffic in those trades where combination has not relegated It to the
is

to

fill

finish

limbo of history.

The

fact that the steamship line represents

ucwi glvt.n li it ii-ndency to greater steadiness of rates even in comI)elillon than prevails among the chartered veeselB, but if flu'iuatlona do not come as quickly they tome as surely on routes wnere
there Is compi-tltlon for the work.
As with the tramp, so with the liner the controlling rate making fact is the fundamental freedom of the open sea, ihe highway
of the nations. With the open roadway of the sea exiistg fre«doio
of port facllitiefi, and for all line traffic the fundamental rate governing force Is competition In the form of charter rales. If the
This was
line rate rises, tramps may /lock in and even it up.
clearly stated by Sir Thomas Sutherland at the sixty-lhird annual
meeting of the stockholders of the Peninsular & Oriental Steamship
Company In Uecember, ia03. In commenting on the low raiefi received that year by the line steamers of his great company, he said:
"lint UH u mailer of fact, It is tlie world'a toiiniiKe at larsc tlie cMTgit-

—

carrying tunnaRe <if I lie world at larK", wUleli dlrtal<-«, or ratbrr detrnnlDrk.
Ihe eurrenl rateii •>( rrelclil bulb by cniiiu oteamem and by mall steamers, aDd
we are Mluiply druKgeU Into ibe wake of tbat great muvement, as, I suppoM.
I lie great
Anierlenn coublne* bas already dbscovcred by Ibis time."

This Statement of the Influence of the charter vessels upon
the rate for line ships is very easily understood by noting the ease
with which a considerable share of line traffic may be diverted to
charter vessels or charter traffic to line vessels if the gap between
the two services becomes too great in one case or too small in
the other. Within certain limits the two must rise and fall together.
This influence of charter upon line rates is the wide reaching
influence of world rates upon each other. It should not be construed into any statement of similarity of service in general. The
tramp competition exerts this Influence by taking the line freight
It also makes easy the formaat the baser end of the traffic list.
tion of new lines, for the fact should not be overlooked that many
freight lines are merely groups of cha'rtered steamers, and if steamers get very cheap, and line rates stay high, there is the great
temptation to rush in and get a st^are of the g(x>d things.
Despite this competitive influence line traffic upon the seas
presents several distinct contrasts with the charter traffic in the
matter of rates and the ease and extent of the competition which
has been considered. One of these differences arises because of the
size of the unit of competition.
In charter traffic the unit Is merely
a ship, while in the line it is a number of ships enough to give
a rival service. This may include a number of large and expensive
ships and an organization of agents on the land to manage .ind
solicit traffic.
This fact of the size of the unit is a deterring Influence in competition merely because it is easier to do a small
thing than a larger one of the same kind.
A second difference is that line competition has an element of
vindlctiveness. retaliation or penalization unknown In tramp competition.
The tramp can cut under the current rates, get a cargo
and go without suffering from the direct rate effects of her attion,
because liiere is no retaliation pojisible. If one line goes under
the existing rate, it is almost certain that the others must do it
also to get their share of the traffic.
Then no one is any l)elter
off than before; all are worse off from the reduced Income, and
are ready to punish the party responsible for the loss. Consequently the rate-cut among lines usually leads to a rate war during the
continuance of whicii both parties lose heavily. There is aci-ordingly often a common rate without any formal agreement.
No one
wants to cut the rate and run the risk of a rate war. This situation thus resembles more closely an armed truce than any other

—

relationship.
A third difference between the competition of the two types
of service arises from the Irresponsibility of the tramp manager
with regard to demoralizing the market. .\s each l>argain Is a
law unto Itself, the manager may demoralize the market by his
rate-making and sail his ship away Into the great world. Her
next contract may lie made three months later in the anlliK>de>.
and under other conditions, prcliably little if at all affected by

the rate resulting from the manager's last bargain.
It Is otherwise with the liner, which Is practically fixed to a certain route,
ordinarily sails from a certain iwrt or series of jwrts. and comes
back again to repeat the same voyage. The line manager who cuts
rates must suffer the const^iuences. because his line continues to
move upcn the waters he has troubled, and he must do business
in that port and must deal with the donioralize<i rates.
The line
has customers whose interests must be protected.
Shippers, of
course, prefer the regularity of the line: and the natural law which
makes the tramp Irresixinsible and the liner responsible forces a
certjiln amount of iNirallel If not united action among the managers
of lines.
to

*Iii tills nncl tlio twii succocrtliiK luuiilii-is llic writer liii.t liniwii upon two
nillili's imliUshoil li.v lilm, one In tlie I'nlilinil Sri, ii,;- Qiiiiilrilii. nnd one In
.\rliiu.wl.ilKiii.nt Is lieiel.v niiule of llio
llie .I'mnial nf I'lilitinil KioiioiiiH.
iissistiuire re.ilvod fniiii llie CnrneRle Insllliitlnn. of \Vnslihi(;l<'ii, In llic colleollon iiiid |iie|ii\rallon oC uinloilals for IliU series of iiilleles.

The lommon knowledge among a community of shippers drives
common action. It is necessary and inevitable that all ocean
competing in the same port know what the others are doing.
is necessary, because if they did not know of the actions of

lines
It

an organized busi-
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one carrier, by cutting the rate the smallest shade, would get
the lion's sh;ire of the business. It Is inevitable that they know.
rivals,

•.\ reference to llic ttnaneiiil tllffleiiltles of the Internntlon.-il Merrnntile
Marine t'omiinny. which, despll*' Its great sire, had hod little or no lieneAcial
effect on rates, to the great surprise and dlsromlllurc of Its org.inlBcrs.
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because of the constant search of the shippers and their brokers
for cheap rates, and their diligent efforts to get contracts at thp
lowest possitjle rates.
Starting with this fact of common knowledge and parallel action among obstinate rivals there is great variety in the stages
of mutual action among steamship lines, ranging from rate agreements and division of terriiory to freight and profit pools. Theoretically, it is easy to control the rates or traffic conditions among
ocean lines. All that is needed is that the ooean lines that might
compete shall agree on conditions and maintain them. In some
trades, this is practised in all its simplicity, but the larger the
trade the greater the difficulty, a difficulty amounting In the case
of the trans-Atlantic trade to practical impossibility so far as rates
are concerned.

This Atlantic situation, which will be presented in a special
is an exception in the carrying trade.
The control of ocean line rates within certain limits by the
It may certainly
carriers has been very widespread of late years.

(hapter,

be called the usual condition of affairs, for it prevails over much
It should
the greater part of the surface of the world's great sea.
that this reference is to the proj)ortion of the ocean's
l;o noted
The very heaviest trade
surface, not to the proportion of its trade.
is not controlled, as are the smaller trades which reach out to the
remoter parts of the world.
The ocean steamer has made easier this line rate control, because It has enhanced the superiority of line sailings over independent sailings. In the old sailing vessel days, the superiority
of the lines of uncertain packets over the tramp sailer was much
slighter than that of the present precise staamer over the occasional
rival.
The slowness, irregularity and Independable quality of the
sailing vessel service gave the single ship an equality which It
has lost In this day of steamer lines, when ih>3 importer is In instantaneous touch with the world through the cablo, and knows
v/h(n to count upon the arrival of the schedule steamer. Thus
the importers of the world liave become accustomed to an unprecedented speed and regulaiily in Ihcir business dealin.'rs which makes
them less willing to abide by the service of the tramp, even thougli
la its practical working
It should be a vessel of high efficiency.
out, this enhanced superiority of tlie line service over the tramp
means that the shipper feels that he must have a line of steamers
at his disposal.

Not only is the line service of the present possessed of a greater
superiority over the tramp, but the three-told to six-fold increase
power of the modern steam tramp over Its romantic
but slow old prototype has limited its use to only the largest firms.
The result is that the modern exporter of anything but a few bulky
products like grain, ore, coal, oil and lumber is dependent upon
the steamship line. This dependence will increase as the trade In
manufactured articles increases, and with it the Increase in ton
value of goods, while at the same time the increase in the size
of the tramp ship puts it more and more beyond the reach of the
of carrying

ordinary merchant.
It is easy to see that since it is harder for the individual to
compete with the lino than it was in earlier days, it is also harder
for a line to compete with other lines over long routes than over
short routes, for the evident reason that fewer steamers are required to make twelve 3,000-mile voyages than twelve 10,000-mile
voyages. If there he added to this the fact that the trade to
distant continents is sure to be lighter than to nea'-by continents,
it becomes plain
that the first and most natural stronghold of
shipping trusts, rings and rate-controlling agreements is in the
trade with the antipodes, where, at best, but a few lines suffice lo
do the work. A few men can agree easier than many men.
It is necessary for ocean carriers who might compete to be in
one of four relations to each other:
(1) They may be practically
independent because they all have more goods than they can carry
at profitable rates; (2) they may be active competitors: (3) they
may be working under some mutually beneficial agreement with
regard to rates or traffic; (4) they may be acting practically as
though they had formally agreed, although the condition is only
one of mere truce which none cares lo break. The last is commonest in the Atlantic traffic wliere the barriers to agreement are
greatest.
Tlie first condition
independence is likely sooner or
later to lead to the second
competition.
There is a peculiar ferocity attending a rate war among oceAn
line carriers, especially where the number of carriers is small and
personal feeling can rise. It is primarily not competition to win
trade, but to ruin the rival, to drive him oft or bring him to terms.
The competition literally hits the rival, whereas it often takes the
form, in other enterprises, of being particularly attractive to customer or client. Lines rendering similar service are each acquainted
with every move of the competitors, but each hesitates to make the
move that starts a rate war, which can only make losses for all
carriers and which can end only when one party surrenders or
all agree to abide by mutual restrictions that will preserve peace.
The element of warfare existing In rate competitions is evidenced
by the fact that the competing companies often carry freight at

—

—

—

SIS

world-prosperity exists
among carriers. Competition causes temporary disregard of all reIn Novemlation between the cost of a ship and income from her.
ber, 1902, it was stated that the 10s. rate then prevailing from New
York, to South Africa involved a loss of |10,000 lo Jlo.OOO per

heavy

loss,

when a general condition

of

steamer.

The carriers evidently desire agreements if they can be had,
and the shippers do not desire rate wars as much as the lay observer might at first think. 'During an ocean rate war the rales
are chaos, whereas trade thrives on regularity and certainty. The
merchant in Cape Town, Buenos Ayres or Shanghai does not relish
having in stock a large stock of goods secured at a normal rate
and suddenly find his rival getting ihe same goods in at a much
lower cut rate. The constant fiuctuations of a rale war often cause
neighboring merchants to receive the same kind of goods by the
the same ship at different rates. One of them blames somebody,
usually the export commission merchant, and he in turn blames
It is no unusual practice for an importer to
his freight broker.
divide an order among several export commission men. If the
goods come on the same vessel at different rates as they very likely
The Irregularity and wildly fluctuating
may, he is dissatisfied.
rates would make It difficult for the Importer to calculate a "laying
down" cost of goods without expensive telegraphing. An editorial
In a shipping journal, defending European shipping agreements to
control rates to the Orient, declares that "competition now based
on careful lines would" (under conditions of non-agreement) "resolve Itself Into as hazardous a speculation as a chance In a lottery."*

Another thing unfavorable lo the shipper Is the common IrregThe ships are manularity of sailing schedules In a rate war.
aged, not to please the shipper, but to Injure the rival, and with
that object the sailing days are often made nearly to coincide.
This does not give opportunity for an even flow of freight. The
shippers prefer an even schedule, a rate as constant as possible,
and the same for all shippers. These conditions are difficult to
secure where lines do not agree.
The rate war sometimes disturbs distant trades, as when a
quarrel among London owners in the United Kinsdom-Auslralian
trade is carried to New York-Australian trade where these same
owners run steamers an episode that oi'curred in 1905.
The combined result of all these Influences is, that with the

—

partial exception of the north Atlantic freight, there Is In oc'au
line trades, both great and small, a normal condition of agreement
among line carriers. This Is disturbed by the frequent competiThe agreements are
tions that precede and end the agreements.
evidenced by the much greater con.stancy of line rates than of
charter rates.
These agreements are often reported In various
journals. In consular reports, and In annual reports In the companies themselves. The annual report of the United Companies
of Copenhagen (Forencde Dampukihsselskab) for 1904. staled, "that

the continental lines in their war against the Cunard Line unfortunately chose territory of the Danish Company and cost It a
round million. Peace was concluded in December, and the company made a friendly working agreement with the competing companies, so that the future in this territory may be looked upon with
full confidence."
The 1903 report of the Kosmos Line, plying between Hamburg
and the Pacific coast of both Americas, after slating that a combination of sailing-ship ownei-s had helped the line by stiffening
and steadying rates on Chilean nitrate, discussed In an annex to
the report the announcement of a Hamburg firm's intention to run
monthly sailings of English vessels from Antwerp to western South
Amerkva. The Kosmos directors did not fear from this any supeessful encroachment upon their business. Tills would be prevented
by the convention concluded a few years previously with the Hamburg-American Company and by the extensive system of rebates
that had been established.
Mr. Ellerman, one of the nifn who sold
out lo the International Mercantile Marine Company and afterward
went Into other shipping enterprises, told the stockholders of the
Ellerman lines in ann\ial meeting that six lines had recently been
bought by the new company, and that In most cases there were
working agreements with the other lines engaged in those trades.
Sir Thomas Sutherland, chairman of the Peninsular & Oriental
Company, told the stockholders in a recent annual meeting that
his company was a party to conferences or working agreements
with various lines rendering the s;ime services, and that such had
long been the common custom of sliipping lines in nearly all trades.
The same forces that have produced these agreements have
also driven to consolidation throughout the world, and made the
carrying corporations grow, line upon line, service upon service.
Practically all of
It has not been limited to the north Atlsintic.
the German lines going to South America are consolidated or closely
allied, so are also the German lines lo East Asia.
The North German Lloyd has recently bought out a Scotch and a German line
that competed In the East indies adjacent to Singapore. The two
leading British South African lini^s ivn.. .^n.colidated; a host of
.
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small Danish lines have formed the United Companies of Copenhagen and the several long-HtnigKling coasting lines of Finland
have done the same thing. With the development of the telegraph,
the
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direction
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of
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Yard

at

owners, agreements be<Mme easier.
(To be continued.)
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Baltimore

&

Ohio'* New Eastbound
Brunswick, Maryland.

Freight

The Ualtlniore & Ohio has recnritly opened a new classification
yard for eastbound freight at Brunswick, Md., on the main line
about 80 miles west of Baltimore. This yard Is 3'/a miles long,
has a capacity of 3,9t;o cars and extends from Knoxville, on the
west, to Ka.st lirunswicl<, on the east, where it connects with the old
2,.')00-c<ir yard at Urunswick, which extends 2'/-! miles still further
east.
The total length, therefore, of the combined yards at Brunswick Is six niile.s and the total capacity tj,4tiU cars.
The old yard at Brunswick, which has always been a classification point for both eastbound and westbound freight, was put In
operation in 1891. The great Increase in traffic during the last
two or three years has made It necessary to more than double the
yard facilities. The new yard Is to be used entirely for eastbound
freight and the old yard only for westbound business. The two
yards together form, according to the Baltimore & Ohio officers,
the largest individual freight terminal in the country.
Work on ilu' iww cMsiliound yard was begun in August, I0i»«.

No.

iS.

cut and concrete flumes have been built up the sides of the slope
at the various ravines where the wattr flows down to the yard.
Through them the water is carried down to cast-iron pipes running
under the yard and the canal on the Hoath side of the yard. These
flumes prevent the wash of the water from destroying the slopes.
lirunswick is the eastern t*.-rminal of the Cumberland division
and the western terminal of the Baltimore division. It is IU2 miles
east of Cumberland, W. Va., and TG miles west of Baltimore, Md.
All cars ciassllied at Brunswick go through east to destination.
Freight trains arriving at Brunswick from points west enter the
new yard at Knoxville, the western end of the terminal, by a No. 20
turnout. The receiving yard has 16 tracks with a capacity of 66
cars each, or a total of 1,052 cars. It is reached by two outside
ladders, one having eight switches, the other seven. On entering
the recaiving yard the caboose is cut off from the train.
The
cat>oose track turns oft by a No. Iti turnout and the caboose is run
by gravity around the receiving yard on the south. At the eaatem
end of the receiving yard It is picked up by the engine and run to
the engine bouse by the engine track which runs to the south of
classification yard.
The western half of the receiving yard is on
a l'<! deg. curve and the east half Is tangent.
The outlet of the receiving yard Ls by two Inside ladders each
containing seven switches. Cars from this yard are pushed up on
a hump which is 14'j ft. above the entrance and 12 ft. 5 in. atjovp
the general yard level of the receiving yard. Cars from the north
half of the receiving yard reach the hump track by a No 10
crossover connecting the two ladders, the south ladder leading
dirw-tly ovpr thf humii
Th>' urmlfs U-ailinif u, tl... tuiinp are

r

New Eastbound

Classification

Yard

at

and finished In October, 1907, which Is fast time for so large a piece
of work.
During these 14 months 900.000 cu. yds. of earth were
removed, 3,000 cu. yds. of monolithic and 200,000 cu. yds. of concrete
culverts built and 875 tons uf ca.'it-iron drain pipe laid.
The first work was to ilivcrt the old main tracks, which roughly
bisected the new yard site, to temporary track.'; around the south
side of the yard.
Since the excavation ami cinl)aukment were about
equal these were built on embankment on the permanent location
of the eastbound passenger and freight tracks.
This diversion was
completed on December I. UMHi, and gave the contractor control,
free from interference from trains, of the whole territory on which
he was to work. The grade contour closely followed the location
of the old tracks for a little over two miles.
Two 70-ton Hiicyrus
steam shovels and two model A Marion steam shovels were put on
this section and 12 locomotives and ItiO dump cars were used
in moving the material from the shovels.
Star well-drilling macliincs were used to drill in advance of the shovels, the holes us\ialiy
going to subgrade before l>einR shot down to the shovel. There
were 16 miles of narrow gage track laid to reach the various
dumps. By .January I. 1907. the contractor h;ul suHii'ient area
graded to allow the company to begin tracklaying. which was carried

on without interniption until

was

laid.

all

The slopes along the whole north
The

the track in the

new yard

side of the yard are I'G to 1.
surface ditch runs the whole length of the yard on top of the

Brunswick, Maryland; Baltimore

&

Ohio.

ft. of 0.25 per cent., 1,050 ft. of level and 550 fL through the
south ladder of 1 per cent, grade. Pushers are used only on the
grade. A road engine can pull a 65-car train Into the yard

3,600

hump

without help.

The descent from the hump starts with 100 ft, of SVa per cent
grade, then 1.000 ft. of'l per cent, grade through the classiflcaiion
yard ladders and 0.3 per cent, grades through the classification
yards. The hump is 22 '-j ft. above the eastern end of the classification yard.
The eastbound dassiflratlon yard has 36 tracks. 18 on the
north and 18 on the south side, each with a capacity of 65 cars,
It is set by two double ladders operated
or a total of 2.340 cars.
by an electro-pneumatic push button machine. Each ladder has
nine switches. As the cars come from the receiving yard to the
hump Uiey arc tagged by the brakeman which indicates to the
switchman working the push button macliine for which track they
are l)ound. For example, if a train pulls into the receiving yard
with the first 10 cars for Washington and the next 20 for Baltimore, a tag reading "lo^" is put on the front of the first 10 cars.
indicaling that there are 10 cars in the shift to go on the Washington track in the classification yanl. The next 20 would be tagged
The outlet from the classificatloD
In a similar way for Baltimore.
yard is by double ladders through the center of the yard and a
single ladder on each side, each ladder having nine switches.
Trains from the northern halt of the classification yard pull direct-
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Trains from the Hoiilh half
ly out on the easttound freight track.
of the claiislflcation yard pull out on this track by a No. 10 turnout.
The eastbound freiglit track runs along the north side of the
The eastern end of this yard Is Joined to this
solid train yard.
track by a No. 16 turnout.
Through freight traiu.s from the West run on a through track
on the south of both the receiving yard and the <la.s.sifliallon yard
and enter the solid train yard at a point southeast of the eastern
end of the cla.ssl/lcalion yard. The solid train yard has a capacity
Jlere the through trains are held while they are being
of 260 cars.
Inspected and changes of crews and engines made. The eastbound
freight track Is connected with the solid train yard at each end
by a single ladder. In the receiving, classification and solid train
yardH No. 8 slide-wing frogs are used.
The rei)alr yard i.s between the receiving yard and the clas.siIt consists of
flcation yard on the north and opposite the hump.
seven tracks spaced 25 ft. between centers and has a capacity of
230 cars.
It Is connected with the east end of the receiving yard.
On the south of the repair yard is a switching track which is connected with the two ladders of the receiving yard and at Its west-
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.Meanwhile the gross passenger earnings have imreaBed
about $30,000,000, and the expenses due to this traffic about J32.000,000, so thai the net passenger earnings have decreased from
|8,670.000 to 16,656,000
The much larger mileage has of course
38 per I'nt.

involved a much larger increase In capital. Taking In consideration the interest on the investment, the Russian passenger traffic
nets a loss every year. The ministry estimates this loss to have
been $7,530,000 even In 1894, rising to $24,355,000 in 1904. He purposes a new passenger tariff, which for distances of 200 miles and
less would be slight for the third class, but considerable for the
greater distances, and for the two higher classes large for 265
miles 28',i. per cent, for the second and 32 per cent, for the first
class.
The changes were still under discussion In January; but
there seemed to be no opposition to an advance of some kind.

—

Pay

of

American Railroad Employeet.

The report of the Interstate Commerce Commission for the year
ended June 30, 1906 (full report just issued) gives the following

em

end with the westbound freight tracks. By
this, cars can lie taken directly from the receiving yard or from the classification yard to
the re|)air yard without fouling the tracks.
The old yard is located just east of Brunswick. It has 55 tracks, each with a capacity of
The
40 cars, or a total capacity of 2,200 cars.
Increase in the train unit in the new over the
old yard from 40 to (J5 cars is notable a.s Indicating the heavier train loads and consequent
chauges In yard design of l!t((T over 1S91. Now
that the new eastbound yard has been finished,
the old yard Is used entirely as a westbound
yard.
The entrance to the old yard is at Ea-st
Brunswick, where an interlocking tower is to be

United BUtea.
Class.
1906.

1905.

1904.

1903.

1901.

1902.

1900.
j

j

11.74 11.61

11.81

General

ofllce clerks

Station agents

S.82

6.02

? ?4

2.24

2.22

1.94

1.93

1.93

111.

6.07

5.76

5.

60

2.21

2.

18

1.87

1.80

j

1

law.

1808.

!

;

5.

56

5.22

2.

19

2.19

1.77

1.75

1

1807.

1806.

1

27 11.17 10.97 10.45 la 03

0.73

9il0

5.18

5.21

S.12

5.96

2.20

2

25

Z18

2.21

1.74

1.73

1.73

1.73

j

Other station men

1.69

1.71

1.09

1.64

1.61

1.59

1.00

1.60

1.61

1.02

1.62

Englnemcn

4 12

4.12

4.10

4.01

3.84

3.78

3.

75

1 72

3.

72

X65

3.65

Firemen
Conductors
Other trainmen

2.42

2.38

2.35

2.28

2.20

2.16

2.

14

2.

10

2.

09

2.05

2.06

3.

51

13

3.

3.06

2.

35

Machinists

2.

69

At the
by an interlocking tow-er.
western end of the yard are the worktrain track,
the Cumberland division caboose track, the Baltimore division caboose track, and a coach track
on which passenger cars are stored for local
trains made up at Brunswick.

Carpenters

2.28

There are four main tracks running around
the two yards from Weverton, which is one mile
west of the western end of the eastbound receiving yard at KnoxviUe, to East Brunswick.
A
westbound passenger track and a westbound

Telegraph

built.

The

exit

is

at

West Brunswick, and

is

also

controlled

1

!

3.

SO

3.50

3.38

3.21

3.17

i 17

3.

13

3.07

2.

31

2.27

2.17

2.04

2.00

1.96

1.94] 1.95

1.90

1.90

2.

2.32

2.30

2.29' 2.28

Z23
2.01

Z2«
Z03

65

2.01

2.

SO

2.36

2.25

2.26

2.19

2.08

1

i

Other shopmen

2.06

2.04

2.03

2.02

1.92

1.91

1.86

1.78

1.75

1.73

1.72

1.70

1.71

i.te

1.80

1.79

1.78

1.78

1.72

1.71

1.68

1.68

i.ae

1.70

1.70

1.36

1.32

1.33

1.31

1.25

1.23

1.22

1.18

1.16

1.16

1.17

1.80

1.79

1.77

1.76

1.77

1.74

1.80

1.77

1.74

1.72

1.74

1.92

Switch tenders, crossing tenders,

I

and watchmen.

and

operators

dis-

2.

13

2.

19

2.15

2.08

2.01

1.98

1.96

1.03

l.«3

1.90

1.93

floating

2.

10

2.

17

2.17

2.11

ZOO

1.97

1.92

1.80

1.89

1.86

l.«4

patchers.

Employees— account
equipment.

AH other employees and laborers. 1.83 1.83 1.82 1.77 1.71 l.« 1.71 1.68 L67 LM
Les
freight track run on the north side of the yards,
and an eiu^tbound passenger track and an eastbound freight track on the south side. There is an interlocking table of the average daily pay of railroad employees for the years
tower at Weverton governing the ends of this tour-track system.
1896-1906.
The figures indicate dollars and cents.
At Brunswick, between the eastliound and the westbound yards,
is the office building for the Assistant Trainmaster, the General
Foreign Railroad Notes.
Yardmaster and the telegraph office. The building at the hump
Is 21 ft. X 34 ft., and is for the Trainmaster and the Assistant
Though there has been a noticeable slackening in business
Yardmaster, who have offices on the first floor. The push-button
activity in Germany since October, traffic has kept up much belter
machine is on the second floor and the compressor and batteries
there than here.
In December, the orders for open cars were nearly
are In the cellar.
The yard is lighted by electric arc lights, 11 per cent, greater than in 1906. and even for box cars they were
the line of which runs directly through the center of the yard
3.8 per cent, greater.
There has been something like a coal famine,
where the tracks are spaced 18 ft. centers. The eastern end of
which partly accounts for this. The gross earnings of all German
the receiving yard, the double ladders, and both ends of the classirailroads in December. 1907. were 2 per cent, greater from freight
fication yard also have 18 ft. centers.
The tracks are all laid and a trifle greater from passenger than in 1906. For the previous
with 85-lb. rail and cinder ballast, except the main tracks, which
months of the year the freight earnings had been about 5 per cent,
are laid with stone ballast.
In accordance with the Baltimore &
greater.
Ohio's

policy of beautifying the right-of-way, the sloping elevation of the new yaril has been sown willi grass seed.
As the yard

some

feet higher than the main tracks which run around It, it
have the appearance from the passenger trains of the sides
of a large banked flower bed.
The cost of the new eastbound classification yard, which covers
115 acres and contains 12 miles of main tracks and 40 mile.s of
yard tracks, was $l.(»0(i.000. The contractors were F. H. Clement
& Company, of I'hiladelphia. and the yard wa.s built under the dlrectlon of the following officers of the Baltimore & Ohio:
D. D.
Carothers, Chief Engineer; A. M. Kinsman, Engineer of Construetlon, and J. T. Wilson. .Assistant Engineer.
Is

will

____^_____^_^^^^____^
Passenger Rates

In

Russia.

The Russian Finance Minister reports

that an Investigation
of the effects of the passenger tariff of 1894, which made extremely
low rates for long distances, shows that It has had a very unfavorable Influence on the net earnings of the rallt-oads. The number
of passengers carried hn.'? Increased under this tariff from 44 to 103
millions, or 134 per cent., partly due to a large increase in the mileage of railroads; and even per mile of road the Increase has been

Further evidence of the industrial progress of Germany is given
by Its coal consumption, which Increased nearly 40 per cent, from
1902 to 1907 from 163,663,000 to 228,984,000 short tons, and per
head of population from 2.784 to 3.695 tons annually. There are
onslderable exiwrts of German coal, but these are usually balanced
bv the imports. In 1907. the Imports exceeded the exports. In that
year the coal consumption was 9 per cent, greater than In 1906.
More than a third of the consumption In 1907 was lignite, an inferior

—

f„ei.

During the year 1907 the additions to the Russian railroad
system amounted to 1.167 miles, an Increase of 3 per cent., bringing
up the total to 40.438 miles. Of the whole mileage 67 per cent,
belongs to the state. .-M the end of Uie year there were 1.600 miles
under construction. Included In which Is a branch of the transCaspian line (Asiatic Midland). 118 miles, to the Persian border
Italian passenger rates, which went Into effect Nov.
large reductions In the rates for long distances. The
result has been for the fii.st year an increase of 18 per cent In journeys of more than 150 kilometers t93 miles), and ao Increase of
1.

The new
made

1906.

12,3

per cent. In passenger earnings.

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
NOTES.

ing cars at the end of each division and other extraordinary precautions.

The Missouri. Kansas & Texas shops

at Sedalia, Mo.,

have been

reopened with a force oT Soo men.

Announcement

made

is

Illinois Central will Le

that

tlie

opened April

The Canadian House

Birmingham extension

of the

I'J.

Commons

has passed a resolution declarins that the time has arrived for building a railroad to Fort
Churcliil! oji Hudson bay.
of

The Walmsh discontinued

pas.senger traffic over its PittslKirgh
to do the same thing

West Side Belt line on April 4. An attempt
was made two years ago but was given up.

Judge Lacombe, of the United States Circuit Court, has permitted the receivers of certain portions of the New York City Railway
Co. to reduce materially the transfer privilege.

The brake-l)eam of an engine pulling out of the El Paso, Tex.,
yards dropped and wrecked the train. One of the five cars derailed
was loaded with dynamite, but nothing happened.

The arbiters in the Southern Railway wage matter have reached
an agreement by wliich the present wage scale for all organizations
shall be continued until the first of July, with the understanding
that if by that time the conditions shall not have improved the negotiations shall be resumed.

On April 3 the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, with
the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission, agreed to
report favorably Senator Elkins' resolution extending the time for
the application of penalties for violation of the commodity clause of
the rate law until January ], iniO.
The Massachusetts legislative committee on railroads on April 7
reported favorably on a l)ill accompanying a petition of the NewYork, New Haven & Hartford for the consolidation of the Milford
& Woonsocket Railroad and the Milford, Franklin & Providence
Railroad with the New England Railroad.

up-state New York Public Service Commission has denied
the right of the New Haven to aliandon Ifi miles of the Central New
ICngland, which parallels the Poughkeepsie & Eastern.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford is Installing a fourth
generating unit at the Cos Cob power station.
Electric operation
from Stamford to New York has been extended to include some of
the through expresses; in all, 83 trains on week days and 33 on
Sundays are now hauled over this section by electric locomotives.

The Canadian Society of Civil Engineers is urging upon
Canadian government the desirability of appointin.? a practical
road engineer on the Board of Railwa.\' Commissioners.

Richmond county

The

tlie

rail-

A vote has been taken by employees of the Boston & Maine on
the 5 per cent, reduction in wages proposed by President Tattle,
and the employees have declined to accept the reduction.
The Chapman & Dewey Lumber Co., of Kansas City, pleaded
guilly on March 30 to the char.s;e of having accepted rebates from the
St. Louis & San Francisco and was fined $i:!,000 and costs.

A committee
favorably a

bill

New York Assembly, on April 3, reported
amending the New York City Rapid Transit law
of the

so that private capital can be interested in building

new subways.

On March

31 .Judge McPherson, in the federal court at Kansas
City, held that the state officers can be enjoined from enforcing the
Missouri 2-cent law if it is found to be unremunerative to the rail-

roads.

The Oklahoma

Corpoiatioii

ducing express rates

in

Commission has issued an order

Oklahoma about

40 per cent.

order goes into effect a hearing will be granted to

all

re-

Before this
parties con-

cerned.

On March 1, J. R. Cieorge was retired and placeil on the pension
list of the Lackawanna.
Mr. (icor.nc has been with the company
42 years and has been conductor on the same train for, 32 years and
2

years.

Following the decision of Illinois railroads to test the constitutionality of the 2-cent passenger law in the state, George T. Nichol-

Third Vice-President of the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe; P. S.
Eustis, Passenger Traffic Manager of the Burlington, and A. H. Hanson, Passenger Traffic Manager of the Illinois Central, have been apson,

pointed to

Pullman

for forfeiture of the

company's charter.

The threatened strike of the shopmen on the New York. New
Haven & Hartford has been averted by an agreement on the part
of the management not to enforce its order of March lo extending
the piece work s.vstem. Piece work will continue where it has been
in operation, and as discharged men are re-employed the piece work
plan will be extended gradually, but no radical change will be made.

The Missouri Supreme Court

cars.

At a meeting of the Kentucky Railroad Commission, April 3,
attorneys for all railroads operating in the state made a motion
that the Commission rescind its order of two years ago for a general reduction in freight rates.

On April 19 the New York Central will restore the IShour
schedule between Chicago and New York for the Twentieth Century
Limited. This schedule was temporarily abandoned last December,
w^hen one hour
.1.

manage the campaign.

federal receiver of the International & Great Northern has
been notified by the Texas Railroad Commission that he must Invest
every dollar of income of the properly over actual operating expenses
and fixed charges in making improvements ordered by the Commission prior to the receivership. Failure to obey will result In suit

The

months.

The General Passenger Agent of the New York, Chicago & St.
Louis announces that colonist tickets will be honored as first-dass
tickets from al! points on that road to Chica.go and wjll be accepted
In

Following a Supreme Court decision the Georgia Railroad will
have to pay to the state of Georgia, to the city of Augusta and to
$3:;.").ooo in back taxes.
The property upon which
the taxes were claimed was 15,000 shares of Western Railway of
.Alabama stock, and the case has been In litigation for some six

was added

to the

running time.

W. Midgley announces that the Railway Clearing House

Bureau, of which he has been manager, has completed its seventh
year and has gone out of existence. The bvireau was supported by
IS railroads and by the banking house of .J. 1'. Morgan & Co.

The chairman and engineer of the Texas Railroad Commission
have recently completed their Inspection of the liOO-mile section of
the .Southern Pacific lietween 101 Paso and San Antonio, and are
quoted as saying that this stretch of track is the finest in the Southwest.

President Roosevelt has

made

public a letter to Attorney-Gen-

Bonaparte directing proceedings l)y injunction to compel certain southern railroads to furnish colored passengers with as good

ha.s

denied Attorney-General Had-

for the appointment of a commissioner to take testiin his ouster suit against the Missouri Pacific, the Wabash and
the Iron Mountain railroads; the Pacific Express Co.. the Rich Hill
Coal & Mining Co., and the Kansas & Missouri Elevator Co. for
alleged violation of the state anti-trust laws.
The case is set for
argument in the April term.
ley's

motion

mony

The General Managers' Association has published figures showing that approximately 345,000 fewer employees are working for
railroad.'! in the United States than were working October 1, 1907.
These statistics include actual figures of employees discharged by
17 roads having a mileage of 71,782. On these roads the decrease
in employees amounted to IS per cent.
There is a lesson in these
figures for people who make it difficult for the railroads to re<luce
wages.

The Great Northern was found

guilty In the United States Cirof having paid rebates to the .\nierican Sugar
Refining Co. in 1904 in violation of the Elkins Act. and was fined
$5.0011.
The United States District Attorney called the court's attention to the fact that the transactions on the part of the railroad
company did not involve to the same extent elements of fraudulent
concealment as were disclosed in certain prior cases. In the case
of the Great Northern the rebates had been entered in the regular
books.
cuit Court. April

7.

eral

accommoiiations as those furnished white passengers for the same
inoncy.

The Texas Health

Uepartment

has accumulated

some

2.000

lases against the Pullman Co. for alleged violation of the state
health laws adopted a year ago, requiring fumigation of all sleep-

Chicago bankers have sent out a notice that after April 15 they
will refuse to make advances against the usual "order" bill of
lading containing the "care consignee" clause covering shipments of
grain by lake, because this grain is delivered without surrender
of the hill of lading.
Trunk lines will be requested to discontinue
forwarding lake grain without the surrender of the western carrier's bill of lading and in the meantime the Chicago banks are ex-

*
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pectod to BiiHpend their notice until further coublderatlou ha«
given the matter by a standing committee which has been formed.

Ix'-n

a

Representative Esch, of WisconHln, introduced
providing that no Interstate railroad Hhould, after
operation for one year, ibsue any additional ntocks,
Instruments of Indebtedness except when necessary
tion of property, the extension or improvement of Its

bill

April

6,

had been In
bonds or other

It

for the acquisi-

lines and faciliThe bill
ties, and the Improvement and maintenance of its service.
forbids payment of dividends in anything but cash and the acquirement of control or Intari-st In any other railroad corporation, except
to establish, by consolidation of connecting lines,
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nected with the rail lines of (he Union Paciflc. were ever In comHe denies that
petition with the Fat iflc Mail Steamship Company.
any comi>etitlon ever existed between the system of railroads and
steanislilps owned by the Union Paiiflc Kailroad Company and the
Southern Pailfli-, or, If any such competition did ever exist, it wa«
not substantial, or did not Include a large volume of traffic of any
kind.
He admits that the Union Paciflc, In connection with the Central Paciflc, Is a c-ompetltor of the Auhlson, Topeka t Santa Fe for
a Urge volume of traffic to and from the Paciflc Coast.

through transporuSelf-Opening Handle for Vestibule Curtains.

tlon routes.

White Portland Cement.
Figures on two recent teats of White Portland cement are given
below. These tests were made respectively by Kobt. W. Hunt &
Chicago, and Henry S. Spackman Engineering Co., PhilaIn the former the sample showed a fineness through a
delphia.
No. 100 sieve of 95.5G and through a No. 200 sieve of 79.54. Initial

Co,,

There l.s considerable loss on all roads from the tearing of
vestibule curtains when the trainmen do not detach the bandies
from the hooks of the next cars when the cars are uncouple<l. When
the cars are separated, the curlain Is drawn out to Its lull extent and then torn. To prevent

Ing figures for a 1:3 mixture were 1G8, 223 and 310 lbs. respectively.
The second set of tests showed figures approximately the
same as the foregoing as regards tensile strength and fineness. In addition there were constancy of volume tests which were all marked
"good," steam and boiling water tests marked likewise, and a chemSilica, 25.1;
ical analysis as follows, the figures being percentages:
alumina, 5.05; iron oxide, 0.43; lime, 65. G8; magnesia, 1.54; sulphur
anhydride, 0.9G; loss on ignition, 1.24. It is also stateil that this
cement pa.sses the si)ecifications adopted by the American Society
for Testing Materials.
It Is claimed that this cement, which is of pure white color,
will be found suitable for building ornamentation, concrete building
blocks. Interior decoration work, colored concrete, stainless mortar,
and tile, mosaic, seats, railings, gateways, etc. It is made by the
Sandusky Portland Cement Co., Sandusky, Ohio, a special factory
having been built for its production at York, Pa.

Harriman Lines Reply

to

Government

H. M. Robertson, Master
Mechanic at the Como shops of
the Northern Paciflc. at St. Paul,
has designed the latching handle
the
accompanying
shown
In
drawing. Its principal dimen-

this,

The tenBet occurred in six hours and final set In 7 hrs. 5 mln.
sile strength for neat briquettes averaged at the end of 24 hrs.
3G8 lbs.; seven days, 710 lbs., and 28 days, 940 lbs.; the corre-spond-

^

€

^

'3

sions are the

same as the

stan-

dard form of handle in common
use.
It Is clamped to tbe curtain rod in tbe same way, but,
Instead of being solid with the
top and bottom clips. It Is hinged
at one end and caught at the
other by a spring, which either
bears

against

+—

the

heel

bar

or

catches

it

at

the

'

end

like

enough
the

door

a

This

holder.

spring

Suit.

the

of

handle
'.

-ik

stiff

Is

to

hold

handle

In

place when It is
The answers of the defendants in the suit of the Uiiitcil States
put on Its hook.
to dissolve the Harriman system of railroads on the ground that
The rolling
Self-Opening Handle for Vestibule Curtains.
the system is a monopoly In restraint of trade, were filed in the
spring of the curfederal court at Salt Lake, Utah, April G.
Mr. Harriman denies tain is not strong enougli to pull It out. but If left In place while
In his answer that he with Jacob H. Schiff, Otto H. Kahn, James
the cars are being separated, the curtain when unrolled pulls the
Stillman or others has owned or controlled a majority of the stock of handle free, so that It straightens out as shown by the dotted lines.
the Union Pacific Railroad. He denies that the firm of Kuhn, Loeb It then slips off the hook and the curtain rolls up In place.
& Co was a fiscal agent 6f the Union Pacific Railroad. He denies
that he and the other defendants conspired to restrain trade among
Sleeping Cars in the Far East.
several stiites or foreign countries, to restrain competition
among the defendants' steamship and railroad lines or to deprive
A consular report says that a Helgian sleeping car company hiis
the public of the advantages of trade and commerce through Independent combination. If there was any such, or to effect a consoli- decided to establish a branch at Yokohama to handle business relatdation with the idea of monopoly, or restraining trade and com- ing to the Trans-Siberian railroad, and that agencies are to be estal>merce, admitting, however, that the Union Paciflc acquired a ma- llshed at several other places In the Far East. It Is said that the
jority of the capital stock of the various lines and steamship com- company has arranged to have Its sleeping cars run on some of the
panies.
He denies In each Instance that acquisition of the stock express trains on the JaiMinese government roads.
was to kill competition or to monopolize trade, commerce or business.
He denies that the Union Paciflc has control In management
An Early Pay-as-You-Enter Car.
ol operation of the afl[lliatod lines.
He avers that In the transcontinental lines of railroads reaching the Pacific coast, south of PortThe accompanying cut shows the type of street car running
land, the Union Pacific is but a link aljout 1,000 miles long, an Inon the I^ighth avenue and Central Park line. New York, in 1862.
termediate carrier without any power to make rates on such
traffic; that the Southern Paciflc owns and controls lines tetweeii
Ogden and the coast with no power to make rates for business east
of Ogdcn; that no rates could be made from the Missouri river to
the coast without the joint consent of the Southern Pacific and the
Union Pacific; that, while the Union Pacific and Its constituent
tompanies separately owned connecting lines (operated as a single
system from the Missouri river to Portland. Ore., and oi)erateil
lertaln small steamships between Portland and San Francisco),
yet such a route, via Portland, was not only Impracticable as a
competitor of the Southern Paiific, but any attempt to use it would
have greatly injured the Union Pa<ific, bccau.^e the Southern Pacitli
would thereupon have |)rererred the rivals of the Union Paciflc in
routing and Interchanging traffic at Ogden, and the business In ton
nage and revenue thus lost would have greatly exceedetl the total
volume of business received over such an impracticable route in
competition with the Southern Paciflc.
Mr. Harriman denies that the rail line of the Southern Pacific
betvyeen San Francisco and Portland Is In active competition with
the ships of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company between
A Pay-as-You-Enter Car of 1862.
the two cities, and explains that such competition is Impracticable.
He denies that ships operated by the Portland & Asiatic There was no conductor, and the driver was responsible for the

the

Steamship Company between Portland and Asiatic

ports,

and con-

deposit of tbe passenger's fares.
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Principal

Exports of 1907.

upon stockholders who are, in most cases, entirely without
legal blame, and futile because they do not stop the practices for
which the fines and penalties are imposed. They strike at busities

In tlie liailroad Guzetlc nf Jaiuiai-y 24, the I'JOT exports ot wheat,
beef and cotton, from the principal customs districts of the United

were given. The complete figures, compiled from the returns from all ports, are somewhat larger. There were 91,383,648
bushels of wheat exported valued at 186,089,946, an increase of 45
per cent, in bushels as compared with 1906. when 62,850,984 bushels,
valued at $49,158,650, were exported. Wheat flour amounted to 15,Exports of
276,506 bbls. as compared with 14.324.100 bbls. in 1906.
canned beef decreased from 35,668,372 lbs. in 1906 to 22,145,993 lbs.
in 1907: and of other preserved beet from 75,667,880 lbs. to 51,195,States

Cotton, unmanufalitured, amounted to 4,192,054,144 lbs.,
838 lbs.
which compares with 3,850,229.030 lbs. In the previous year. ExIK)rts of timber and unmanufactured wood were valued at ?16,953,047
Lumlier, however, increased, the
in 1907, and $17,471,670 in 1906.
values being $41,SHi,231 in 1907, and $34,598,304 in 1906. Logs and

ness instead of at transactions; they penalize bodies of persons
instead of individuals, and they tend to accumulate discretionary
in the hands of the executive officers of the government.

power

Exports of Rails.

The shipments of rails to foreign countries during the eight
months ended February 29, 190S, increased 25 per cent, over those
of the corresponding period of last year. The average price was
$31.84 a ton. The values of the exports were as follows:
Country.

1908.
SI 5.330

Kuropp
Urlllsh North America

1 .0.';.';,C92

Central America

other unmanuf;i(tured wo<jd imported, excluding pulp wood, decreased from $4,332,144 to $3,686,544. Imports of mahogany, however, increased from $2,895,825 to $3,365,727.

New Motor

S2t

Mexico

West Indies
South America
Japan
Other Asia and O.eanin

Inspection Car.

1,971.723

herewith. One of its
a predetermined maxia road or the desires
the motor leaves the
be graduated up to 30

shop.

Ordinarily, however, the speed can

ni.p.h.

At starting, the car is propelled by the hand lever, until the
gets a certain momentum. Then the engine is started by throwa switch and tightening a belt by a lever. The belt connects
front wheel of the car with the engine. Explosions start In
cylinder as soon as the flywheel of the engine begins to revolve.
The hand lever is then thrown out of gear and may be locked in

car
ing
the
the

Total

The Development

of

160.017
729.S.-|.'J

532.4:13

1,180.002

74C.G2."i

2.135.2,il

000,418

7,741
7.984

18,122

$7,092,319

$5,588,125

Rrltlsli Africa

motor inspection car is shown
features is a method of limiting the speed to
accordance
in
with the regulations of
mum
This is done before
of department officers.

$12.8.'.n

C01,2«7
442.6o5
493.800
1,145,931

ni her Africa

A now

1907.
SOO,37:t

70<l

Schenectady.

The following is from the Troy Times:
An event of historical importance was the charity ball recently
given at Schenectady in the new Delaware & Hudson and New York
Central & Hudson River union station. This celebration commemorated the beginning of steam railroading in this country as well as
the elimination of all grade crossings in Schenectady. It Is now the
only city in New Y'ork state without a single dangerous railroad
rrossing.
It was on July 28, 1830, that ground was broken at Schnectady
Mayor Stephen Van Rensselaer for the Mohawk & Hudson Railroad.
The first diminutive steam train made the trip between

liy

Schenectady and Albany. 17 miles, on .\ugust 3. 1831. in one hour
and 45 minutes. In 1835 the Schenectady and Utica branch was
constructed and in 1843 the Schenectady and Troy branch was built.
In 1853 these roads were consolidated as the New York Central Railroad.

Since that time the historic old city has continued to occupy a
large place in the annals of railroad history. As the site of the
largest plant of the American Locomotive Company it became known
the world over for its steam locomotives. Then the General Electric
Company came, and a few years ago brought out the new electric

Buda Gasolene Inspection Car.
any position convenient

for the oi)erator as

a hand grasp and foot

rest.

engine, which is 214-h.p., is air cooled, and has an automalic sight-feed lubricqtor. The air entering the carburetor is partially heated first, making tlie engine start more easily in damp or
cold weather.
Five dry cells supply ignition current. Enough gasoThe wheels are pressed steel, with
lene is carried to run 200 miles.
reinforced tread and M. C. B. flange. The main axles are ball-bearbut it may be fitted with
three
wheels,
ing.
The car shown has
two guide wheels instead of one, if desired. The back brace on the
guide wheel arm adds rigidity and strength, and, therefore, safety

The

(o the car.

The car
Chicago.

It

is

made by

the

was exhibited

Buda Foundry & Manufacturing

Co.,

Way

con-

at the recent

Maintenance of

vention.

Exhibit of Safety Devices.

The Exposition of Safety Devices at the .Vmerican .Museum ot
Safety Devices. 231 We?t Thirty-ninth street. New York, is to open
April 13. Among the exhibitors are the Carnegie Steel Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.; Westinghouse Air Brake Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa.; American
l;ridge Co.. New York; Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa.;
Yale & To\vn(> Manufacturing Co., New Y^ork, and others.
Defects of Our Corporation Laws.
Dr. Woodrow Wilson. ProsidtMit of Princeton University, in an
address before the Pittsburgh Tralfic Club. April 3. objected to our
corporation laws on the grounds that the methods of regulation are
both iMe(iuilalile ami futile iiicquitalile because they impose penal-

—

locomotive. Not long ago this company introduced an innovation In
short line railroading in the gas-eleclric motor car.
The work of eliminating the grade crossings at Schenectady took
over three years and cost nearly $2,000,000. In excavating for the
new union station and for the concrete work of the overhead crossings many old relics ot pioneer railroading were brought to light
.'Vmong the finds were cedar ties of the old Utica & Schenectady road.
Wooden rails, with streaks of rust along them showing that the
wooden surface had been reinforced with Iron plates, were found,
which were used In the early days of the old Mohawk & Hudson. A
number of these iron bands or strips are still preserved in the city
and the old engine, the "DeWitt Clinton." and train is owned by the
New York Central & Hudson River.
The new station is large and handsome and scientific. The celebration marked the first time that a new railroad station was opened
with a charity ball and a public demonstration for the benefit of
charitable institutions.
Still standing in Schenectady is the little, old. red brick building in which the travelers of the "308 anxiously awaited the tiny
steam train from Albany. To-day the ancient building watches
people waiting about the new union station for the Empire State
Express and the Twentieth Century Limited, the electric engines
going up to the test track above the city and the Interurban trolley
lines leading to the nearby cities of Troy. Watervliet, Saratoga
Springs, Albany, .Amsterdam and Gloversvllle.

Report on

Brooklyn

Bridge.

Bridge Commissioner Stevenson, of New York City, has transmitted reports on the Brooklyn Bridge by C. M. Ingersoll. Chief
Engineer of the department: Professor Burr, of Columbia University, and L. S. Moisseiff. who reixirted for the United States government on the Quebec bridge failure. Professor Burr writes that the
efllcient system of inspection under which the structure is maintained
has resulted in replacements, the correction of misfitting members
originally placed in the stiffening trusses, and the improvement
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be confidently Btat<?d tlial tinas Katlsfactory condition of ca|)acity to
likewlBe finds tliat the
MoioHelfT
present.
Mr.
traffic
carry
as at
bridse Ih in as good a physical condition, if not a better one, than
The following extract Is from
it ever lias been since its opening.

of

many

detallB,

until

haa never been

bridfit;

it

may now

In

the report by Professor Burr.

"The heavie.st Brooklyn fiapld Transit trains now running over
the bridge consist of four motor cars and two trailers, the six cars
loaded weighing 2:',r> tons. This is the weight of train considered In
the report of the Commission to which allusion has already been
made. It was shown in that report that, with such trains moving
at a maximum speed of fifteen miles per hour, with a headway of
45 sci-onds, and with trains separated by not less than "no ft. between them, making a total of SO per hour, the greatest stresses In
the cal)leH, suspenders, towers, anchorages and stiffening trusses
would be 'safe and prudent,' It being the intention at that time to
replace the floor sysstera as soon as practicable, which work Is now
It is unnecessary to repeat here the details of this
in progress.
conclusion, as Ihey will be found stated In full in the report of
December 31, 190(;. It is clear, therefore, that the present use of
the bridge, with the Brooklyn Rapid Transit trains running in the
manner descrilied, up to a limit of So trains per hour, cannot be
Iiroductive of any condition causing danger to the structure.
"It has been proposed to operate six loaded motor car trains,
weighing 275 tons each, at the same maximum speed and with the
same clear lieadway as with the trains consisting of four motor cars
and two trailers. If this should be done, the resulting total cable
stress would not be increased more than 2':, per cent., with other
stresses throughout the structure increased in a somewhat greater
percentage, but still remaining within safe limits."
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on liand for 153, and up to that date 943 maxhines, in all.
Of
Installed, their aggregate capacity being SOV.CIO k.w.
all the plants for which Curtis turbines had been ordered or delivered up to the end of 1907. Jfjl were central station and electric
orili-rs

had

biM-n

traction plants, averaging 3.778 k.w. capacity, and 288 were indufitrial and miscellaneous plants, averaging 305 k.w. capacity.

A new plan of reorganization for the Westlnghouse Electric k
Mfg. Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa., has been prepared by the creditors' committee and approved by the directors and the original reorganizaL'nder this plan no mortgage bonds will be Usued,
tion committee.
and the stockholders are to be required to ml<i»crll>e to only $6,000,000
new stock Instead of $7,000,000. In all. $lo,ooo.000 stock la to be
Stockholders
issued, of which the creditors will take $4.oOo.ooo.
are to pay for new stock in instalments, the first due June 1. 1908,
and the last. April 1. 1909. The cash accounts and bills receivable
on February 29. 190S, amounted to $12,832,729. and working assets
(materials and supplies, etc.). to $14,601,671.
Iron and Steel.

The Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, it is said, has ordered 900
tons of structural steel from the American Bridge Co.
The Isthmian Canal Commi-ssion has ordered 2.031 tons
work from the R. C. Hoffman Co.. Baltimore. Md.

of rails

for canal

The New South Walfs Government has ordered
from the Pennsylvania Steel Co.. and
20.000 tons more will be bought in the future.
rails

It

is

6.000 tons of

understood that

OBITUARY NOTICES.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Revised Tariff Regulations.

The Commission has Issued tariff circular No. 15-A, containing
the "Regulations Governing the Construction and Filing of Freiglit
Tariffs and Classiftcations and Passenger Fare Schedules," as well
as administrative rulings and opinions. This circular is a revision
of and succeeds tariff circular No. 14-A and special circulars Nos.
It contains 90 pages of text and
1. 2, 3, 5 and 7, tariff department.
an ll^p.age index, it is elfective April 15, 1908.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The offices of the Electric Welding Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., have been
moved from 4 Smithfleld street, to 316 Fourth avenue.
The
Pa.,

offices of the Lehigh Valley Testing Laboratory, Pittsburgh,
have been moved from 4 SmithfleUl street to 316 Fourth avenue.

will

offices of .Tacobs & Davles, Consulting Engineers, New York,
moved on April 15 to the Hudson Terminal building, 80

The
lie

Church

street.

The office of Robert A.
C. E., Pittsburgh. Pa., has

All the bridges on the Guatemala Railroad, described in the
liailroad Qazette of last week, were furnished by the Baltimore

Baltimore, Md.

Manager of Purchases and Supplies
New York, New Haven & Hartford, has resigned to go to
The WyckolT Pipe & Creosotlng Co., Stamford, Conn.
A. E. Mltdiell, heretofore

of the

offices of the United States Steel Products Export Co.. New
York, the foreign sales department of the United States Steel Corporation, will be moved on April 11 to the Hudson Terminal building, 30 Church street.

The

The A. Gilbert & Sons Brass Foundry Co.. St. Louis. Mo., has
moved into new quarters at 4015-4019 Forest Park boulevard. The
new foundry is equipped with an overhead trolley system, oil furnaces, fireproof pattern vaults, etc.
It has a dally caiiacity of 42.000
brass castings, and employs 50 men normally.

In a recent competitive test of track drills made on a large
western railroad, the "Climax" drilled a hole in an S5-lb. rail,
using a 1-ln. Hat bit at 168 r.p.m., in 2 min. 40 sec; at 226 r.p.m..
the time was 2 mln. 25 sec. The drill was worked by two ordinary
section men.
These figures are furnished by Cook's Standard Tool

Kalamazoo, Mich., maker of "Climax"

During the

drills.

fiscal year ended February 1. 190S. the General ElecSchenectady, N. Y., took orders for 325 Curtis turbines,
aggregating 2S6,320 U.w. capacity.
On December 31. 1907. there

tric

Co..

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officere.

—

(jiiehci.
W. A. King^laud. Auditor, with olBce
had his authority extended over the Quebec ft
John, succeeding S. S. Oliver, wlio becomes Engineer
of Maintenance of Way of both roads.

Canadian Northern

at Quebec, has

Lake

St.

—

The offices of E. L. Bemlss. Second Vice-PresiM. Turner. General Manager; A. Pope. Traffic ManW. H. Alexander. Auditor, and G. B. Hazlehursl. Chief
Engineer, have been removed from Augusta, Ga.. to Douglas, Ga.

Georgia

d-

dent;
ager;

Florida.

J.

—

Georgia Coast d- Piedmont. A. de Sola Mendes has been appointed
Auditor, succeeding W. R. Basset, resigned.

—

B. A. Beck has been elected Assistant Secretary
at Chicago. 111., succeeding W. G. Bruen.
See Indianapolis Southern.

Illinois Central.

HI.,

—

La Crosse

of all of Its activities."

Co.,

Ohio, died

—

William H. Donner has been elected Vice-President of the WestInghouse Machine Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa., "In direct responsible charge

Co.,

ft

c

Cummings, Civil Engineer. M. Am. Soc. Indianapolis Southern. 0. F. Nau. Local Treasurer at Chicago,
lieeii moved from 4 Sraithfield street to
has been elected Treasurer, succeeding E. T. H. Gibson.

316 Fourth avenue.

Bridge

John G. Wilson, General Attorney of the Baltimore
on April 7 from erebro-spinal meningitis.

P. Valier. Purchasing Agent and Super<f Southeastern.
intendent, has been elected Vice-President and General Manager, with office at La Crosse, Wis.

—

Macon, Dublin d- Saiannnh. Homer Ixiring. President of the Fort
Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, and of the Newton & Northwestern, has been elected also President of the Macon, Dul>Iin
& Savannah, with office at Boston. Mass.. succeeding W. A. Garrett. Chief Executive officer for the Receivers of the Seal>oard
Air Line.

Oklahoma

Missouri,

.•\udilor.

with

d-

—

E. A. Chavannes has been appointed
Muskogee. Okla.. succeeding R. P. Dunhar.

Gulf.

office at

—

Xalional Hailirays of Mexico. Pablo Mai'edo. Chairman of the Mexican Senate, has been elected temporary President of this new
company, representing the Mexican government.

Oklahoma

—

Panama

—

Centra]. O. H. Parker, Assistant Auditor, has been «ppointed Auditor, with office at Purcell. Okla.. succeeding E. I.
Green. The office of Assistant Auditor has been abolished.

Railroad.
Lleut.-Col. H. F. Hodges. General Purchasing
Agent of the Panama Railroad, with headquarters at Washington. D. C. has been electetl a Director, succeeding Gen. Peter
C. Hains. retire<I.

Pi-oria

d-

Pekin Union.

relieving

—George E. Dayle has

President

H.

K.

l>een appoInte<I .\uditor.

Pinkney of duties temporarily

as-

sumed by him.
Quehi'i'

cf

Lake

SI.

John.

— See

Canadian Northern Quebec.

—

Wio Grande, Sierra Madrc d Pacifit'. C. L. Montague has been apiwinted Secretary of the Sierra Madre & I'a.irt,-, .succeeding J.
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who remains Secretary

H. Martin,

of the Rio Grande,

Sitrra

Madre & I'acific. D, J. Kerr has Ijeen appointed Auditor of
the Sierra Madre & PaiMHe, succeeding W. Maurer, who remains
Auditor of the Kio Grande. Sierra Madre & Paciflc, both with
offices at

Madera, Chihuahua, Mex.

—

Valley.
J. W. Gilluly has been elected Treasurer,
office at Denver, Colo., succeeding E. A. Greenwood.

Han Pete

Seaboard Air Line.
Sierra

Madre

— See

Pacific.

tC-

Macon, Dublin & Savannah.

— See

Rio Grande, Sierra Madre &

A'orthern. A. G. Brewer has been
office of Auditor, with lieadquarters at

Tunopah

Pacific.

appointed

Tampa,

to

the

new

F'la.

—

.J.
W. Reinhart has been appointed As.sistant
and Comptroller, with office at Tonopah, Nev.
Mr. Reinhart will have direct control of the finances and accounts and will exercise executive powers over all departments,
including operating and traffic, In the absence of the President.

<(

Ooldfield.

to the President,

—

Williamsim, Orernvilli; cG St. Louis. The officers of this company are
now as follows: D. II. Glass, President; H. li. Montgomery,
Vice-President; W. P. I.)ruicl<, Secretary and Treasurer; C. a.
Long, Genei'al Manager; G. A. Long, General Superintendent,
and H. H. Rhodes, Auditor, all with offices at Greenville, Mo.

Operating

Ann

Quebec

—

— H.

Schueing has been appointed SuperinArk., succeeding J. F. Murphy.

J.

Wynn,

tendent, with office at

—

d Susquehanna. G. H. Crissman has been appointed A.ssistant Superintendent, with office at DuBois, Pa. Mr. Crissman
has direct charge of the despatcher's office at DuBois, the office
of chief despatcher at that place having been abolished.

Buffalo

CdiKdlian Xorthcrn Quebec.

—

.lohn V. Spaidall. General Superintendent, with headquarters at Montreal, CJue., has had his authority
extended over the Quebec & Lake St. John and his office changed
to Quebec.

—

Charlotte Harbor <C Northern. E. G. Bagwell has been appointed
Superintendent, with office at Hull, Fla., succeeding C. B. McCall.

Chattahoochee Valley.
as Traffic
Point, Ga.

—

J.

Avery

A.

Manager of

this

is

road,

now General Manager

as well

—

Xew

Orlcan.i

it

Tc.r(i.s

Pacific.

— The

office of

Car Account-

ant has been abolished.

The office of W. S. Milton, Superintendent of Telegraph, has
been removed from Chattanooga. Tenn., to Lexington, Ky.

—

Detroit, Toledo

«C

Lake

St.

John.

lO Irontoii.
H. E. Warner, Trainmaster at Springfield, Ohio, has been appointed Superintendent, with office at
the same place.

Great Northern.— S. A. Walker, Superintendent at Havre, Mont,
has been appointed Assistant Stiperintendent of the WiUmar
division, with office at Willmar, Minn., succeeding F. S. Elliott.

— See
—

Canadian Northern Quebec.

Saratoga if Encampment. B. F. Dunn, formerly division passenger
agent of the St. Louis & Sau Francisco, at Wichita. Kan., and
later Assistant to the Vice-President and General Manager of
the Denver, Enid & Gulf, at Enid, Okla., has l>een appointed
General Superintendent, with office at Saratoga, Wyo., succeeding LeGrand Young, Jr., resigned to go to another company.
Seaboard Air Line.—R. E. Boswell, Superintendent of TransporUition at Portsmouth, Va., has been appointed Superintendent of
the Sixth division, with office at Jacksonville. Fla.. succeeding
W. J. Jenks. H. W. Stanley, Assistant General Superintendent
at Portsmouth, succeeds Mr. Boswell.

Tampa d

Jacksonville.

—A.

Superintendent, with

L.

Glass has been

office at

appointed General

Gainesville. Fla., succeeding J. B.

Cutler, resigned.

Tennessee ,t Xarth Carolina.— A. J. McMahon has been appointed
Superintendent and Auditor, with office at Newport, Tenn.. succeeding P. T. Bauman.

with headquarters at West

Chicago, Burlinpton .( Quincy. The appointments mentioned in the
Hailroad Gazelle of .March 27. in connection with the promotion
of F, S. Ustick, Superintendent at Aurora, III., have not been
made, owing to a cliange in plans. A. V. Brown remains Superintendent at Ottumwa, Iowa, and A. W. Newton, who has been
General Inspector of Permanent Way and Structures, remains
on the staff of the Second Vice-President, with headquarters at
Chicago, HI.
Cincinnati.

—

.Minneapolis it St. Louis. H. G. Kruse, formerly Superintendent of
the Peoria & Pekin Union, at Peoria, 111., has been appointed
Trainmastei- of the Southern Des Moines division and of the
Southwestern division of the Minneapolis & St. I»uis. with office at Fort Dodge, Iowa, succeeding T. G. Hyland, resigned.

Officers.

Arbor. K. A. (ioliring has been appointed Superintemlent.
with office at Owosso, Mich., succeeding E. Hartcnstcin.

Arkansas Midland.

Terminal Superintendent, reporting to the Superintendent of the Chihuahua division. The city ticket agent, station
agent, customs agent, foreman, yardmaster, etc., report direct
to the Terminal Superintendent.
This does not, however, interfere witli instructions that may be issued by the general
freight department, general passenger department or auditing
department in regard to freight or passenger rales or accounts.
See Engineering and Rolling Stock officers.
of the

—

Tampa

with
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Under the new divisional organization which went in effect
April 1, Division Superintendents have charge of and are responsible for the discipline of all employees ou their divisions,
including those in the track department and the mechanical department, and all other employees except those directly under
the traffic department. The employment of all forces on each
division, increase or decrease in the number of men employed
and all matters of discipline are handled by the Superintendents
who are responsible to the General Manager in all such matters.
The El Pazo-Ciudad Juarez terminal is entirely in the charge

Traffic Officers.

Atchison. Topeka <.( Santa Fe.—H. B. Gregory, Acting General Agent
at Santa Barbara, C<il.. has been appointed General .\geut at
that place.

Beaumont

—

it
Great Xorthern. G. R. Wansborough has been appointed General Freight and Passenger Agent, with office at
Onalaska, Tex.

Canadian yorthcrn Quebec.— Guy Tombs. General Freight and Passenger Agent of the Canadian Northern Quebec, with headquarters at Montreal, Quebec, has had his authority extended over
the Quebec & Lake St. John, succeeding .\. Hardy.
Central Vermont.—See Grand Trunk.

Chattahoochee Valley.— See under Operating Officers.
Colorado .f Soulhern.-See Colorado Springs & Cripple Creek District.

Colorado Springs if Cripple Creek Districl.—F. C. Matthews
has been
appointed General Freight and Passenger Agent of the Colorado
Springs & Cripple Creek District Railway, the Florence &
Cripple Creek and the Midland Terminal, with office at
Colorado

Springs. Colo.
Central.— H. Baitisford, Superintendent of Freight Terminals
III., has been appointed Superintendent of the ChiFlorence .f Cripple Ceek.—See Colorado Springs &
Cripple Creek
cago division, with office at Chicago, succeeding .1. C. Dailey,
District.
now on the International & Great Northern. The title of H. P.
Thrall has been changed from Superintendent of Mall Service Grand 7"; hhA:.— Robert L. Burnap. General Freight Agent of the
Central Vermont, has been appointed Assistant General
to Mail Traffic Manager.
Mr. Thrall also has the same position
Freight
Agent of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters at Chicago III
on the Indianapoli.s Southern.
succeeding C. A. Hayes.
P. Uiden. Superintendent of the Peoria division, with headquarters at JIattoon, 111., has had liis authority extended over .Maine CfiifroJ.— The office of Fred
V. Berry. Assistant General Pasthe Indianapolis Southern, succeeding L. W. Baldwin.
Mr.
senger and Freight Agent of the Somerset Railway, has
been
Baldwin has been appointed Trainmaster of the Indianapolis
abolished, and Mr. Berry has been assigned to special
service
Southern, with office at Indianapolis. Ind., succeeding R. A.
in the general office of the Maine Central at
Portland, Me.
Brown, appointed chief despatcher of that road, with office
.l/id)aH,/ T-ormiHo/.— See Colorado Springs
& Cripple Creek District.
at Indianapolis, Ind.

Illinois

at Chicago,

hiilianapolis Southern.

—

— See

Illinois Central.

Philadelphia if Keading.—B. H. Bail. General Freight
Agent
been appointed Freight Traffic .Manager, a new

has

office, with headMcrican Central. D. F. Bucher, General Superintendent, has been
quarters at Philadelphia. Pa.
appointed Car Service Superintendent, succeeding H. Putnam,
who becomes Chief of Train -Vuditors. reporting to the General Quebec if Lake St. John.—See Canadian Northern Quebec.
Manager. The office of Fuel .\geiit has been abolished, all re- Ifio Grande. Sieira Madre <f Poc/Jc— W. T.
ODonnell has been apports l>eing made direct to the General Manager.
pointed General Freight and Passenger Agent of

the

Sierra
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Madre & Pacific, with offlco at .Madera, Chihuahua, .Mex., ni<
ceeclliig Jl. V. SoggtrHon, who remains (Ji-ni!ial Krolght auil
Paasenger Agent of the Klo Grande, Sierra Madre & Pacllli-.
Hierra Madre A Pacific— See Rio Grande, Sierra Madre & Ha/lllc.
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in. x 24 In.; OBrien t Mullarkey, Montreal. Canada, one
gage contra<lorK' lo'oniotive, cyllnderB 9 In. x 14 in.: Cummer
Co., Newberry, Kla.. one 3-ft. gage, four-Urlver saddle tank
locomotive, 8 in. x 14 in.; Dugas it LeBlaoc, Louisiana, one Forney

other 10
3-fl.

Lumber

locorootive for plantation service, cylinders 7 in. x 12 In.

Honurset Railiifiy.—Sc-c Maine Central

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Ann Arbor.— See

Detroit, Toledo

&

CAR BUILDING.
Officer*.

Ironton.

Canadian Northern Quebec— A. E. Doucet, Chief Engineer of the
Quehec & Lake St. John, has resigned to give his whole lime
to his work as IM.striit Engineer of the National Transcontinental Hallway Commission, wlUi headquarters at Quebec.
S. S. Oliver, Auditor ol' the Quehei' & Lake St. John, has
heen a|)|)oliited Engineer of Maintenance of Way of the Canadian .Northern Quebec and the Quel)e(r & Lake St. John.
Texas Pacific—The office of C. Dougherty,
Cincinnati, Netv Orleans
Assistant Chief Engineer at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been abolished.
<f-

An Argentine road has ordered
dletown Car Works.

The Pennsyitania has ordered 200
from the Mlddletown Car Works.

<t

Clilef
L.

F.

Wa.ilnngton Northern.— W. C. Smith has l)een appointed
Engineer, with office at Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, succeeding

McCoy, resigned.

W.

J.

Spearman has been appointed

Master Mechanic, with

Mcriran Central.

office at

to the

new

office

of

Coeur D'Alene, Idaho.

— Under the new divisional organization

which went

the authority of Ben Johnson, Superintendent
of Machinery, is outlined as follows:
The Superintendent of Machinery will instruct the Master
Mechanics in regard to methods of handling work in the mechanical department, will advise tliem tuUy from time to time
of all standards adoi)ted, and will see that these standards are
followed.
In order to preserve uniformity, the Superintendent
of Machinery will have, through the Superintendents, general
supervision over the wages paid in the different shoi)s and to
other employees in the mechanical department. He will also
have charge of and be responsible for the stock of material carried on hand for the mechanical department, and will keep
up the supply by requisition or by deliveries from the general
store at Aguascalientes, as his judgment may dictate. The general shops at Aguascalientes and everything pertaining thereto
within the shop walls, including the tie treating plant, will
be under the direct charge of the Superintendent of Machinery.
in effect April

1,

See Operating
National

Officers.

Transcotitinental

Railirau

CowHii.ss-ion.

— See

Canadian

Northern Quebec.

—

Hudson liivcr. D. R. MacDain, Assistant SuperNeio York Central
intendent of Motive Power of the Michigan Central, at Detroit,
Mich., has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of Motive
Power of the New York Central & Hudson River, with headquarters at Albany, N. Y.
cC-

Quebec

it

Lake

St.

— See Canadian Northern Quebec.
— Ernest H. Mitchell has been appointed

John.

Acting Chief Engineer, with office at Rincou Antonio, Oa.\aca, succeeding D. Coe, Chief ICnuinicr.

Tehuantepec National.

Purchasing Agent*.

Algoma Central

Hudson Bay.

.Vc)«

York, New Haven •(• Hartford.— The title of J. H. Sanford Is
Purchasing Agent. As previously announced, he succeeded to
the duties of A. R. Mitchell, Manager of Purchases and Supplies,
wliich title has been abolished.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The Idaho iC Washington Northern has ordered one 75-ton tenwheel passenger locomotive, cylinders l!i In. x 26 in., from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. It will bo a duplicate of two of those
ordered last spring.

New York

Central Lines, as noted in the liailr<Md CInzelte
of March 27, have ordered from the American Locomotive Co. 12
electric locomotives, 20 Pacific, 22 In. x 28 In.. 45 consolidation,
23 In. X 32 In., and 2!) six-wheel switch engines. 21 In. x 2S In., for
the N. Y. C. & H. R.. and 12 Pacific, 20 consolidation and 10 sixwheel switch engines for the B. & A. These locomotives will be
similar to those of the same types previously built.
3VI-C

The II. K. Porter Co. has the following recent onlers: WinstonDear Co., four 3-ft. gage contractors' locomotives. 11 In. x 16 In.:
Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Co., two standard gage switch
engines, one of which will have cylinders 14 In. x 20 In., and the

more cars from the Mld-

all-steel class

GLA

gondolas

The Idaho d Washington Northern has ordered 12 wooden frame
ft. G In. long, from Haskell & Barker.

The Mexican Central has ordered eight combination passenger
and two combination baggage and express cars from the Ameman
Car & Foundry Co.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Bkaver,

Pa.—The PltUburgh &

I.,ake Erie, it is said,

has started

work on the proposed steel bridge over the Ohio river at llie moulb
of Beaver river.
The plans call for a two-track structure Instead
of a three-track, reducing the amount of steel needed from 18,000
tons to 14,000 tons, contract for which has not yet been let. The
bridge is to have a total length of 1,787 ft., and will cost, with the
necessary changes in the tracks and approache.s, about $2,000,000.
Some of the work is reported let to the Dravo Construction Co.. of
Pittsburgh, Pa.
The value of the contract is said to be about
$500,000.

(Jan. 24,

Calcahv,
this

summer

Ai.n.

136.)

p.

—The

Canadian

many

replace

of the

Pacific,

according to reports, will

wooden bridges on

between this place and Vancouver, B. C, with

Its

main

line

steel structures.

—

Coeur D'Ai.ene, Idaho. The Idaho & Washington Northern Is
building brick passenger stations 28 ft x 70 ft. at Ratbdrum, Idaho,
and at Newport, Wash.

—

Cii.iAi'AX. Mexico.
Work on the Southern Pacific's extension
the Pacific coast to Mexico involves the construction of 22 large
bridges.
Work is now under way on several of these structures.
One of the largest is now being built over the Culican river, at Cullacan. It is to be steel, 1,500 ft. long.

down

—

Kenoha, Ont. Contract Is reported let to Kelly Bros., of this
place, to build 17 bridges on the section of the Grand Trunk Pacific

from a point east of Winnipeg, east to the junction with the Lake
Superior branch, under contract to J. D. MacArthur. Grant & MacDonald, it is said, have been given contracts for several bridges on
the section from Saskatoon to Edmonton, under contract to Foley,
Welch & Stewart.

—

New York, N. Y.
$1,200,000 for paving

The Board of Aldermen has just appropriated
the roadway, flooring the footpaths, placing
tops on the towers, laying tracks and painting the BlackwelTs Island
bridge.
It is thought that this will l>e sufficient to finish the construction of the superstructure.
The new subway terminal of the Williamsburg bridge, at Delancey street, Manhattan, has been finished. There are eight loops
in the street terminal, separated by partitions, each with individual
entrance and exit from the street.

—

T. H. McGlllivray has been appointed Purchasing Agent, succeeding W. H. Cowell.
<0

or

refrigerator cars, 36

Detroit, Toledo d Ironton.— The office of R. Tawse, Superintendent
of Motive Power of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton of the Ann
Aibor, has been moved from Jackson, Ohio, to Toledo.
/'Iiiln,

1<;5

—

Coxx The freight house of the New York.
Hartford here was destroyed by fire April S, also 30
The loss is estimated at $10O,0OU.

SoiTii Ndrwai.k.

New Haven &

cars standing on the siding.

—

Wixxii'EO, Max. J. S. MacArthur. it is said, will sublet the
contract for the large steel bridge over the Red river here. Soundings have been finished and the location definitely decided on.
It
is to run from the foot of Lombard street to St. Boniface.
Work
is to be started at once.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

& QriTMAN. An officer reports that contracts have
been given by this company to Richardson-Taylor Lumber Company
BiEXViT.i.E

for

work on the

Quitman. 12 miles.

line

It

Is

buildin.g

Track has been

from BlonvtUe.
on aliout two

laid

Iji.,

miles.

east to
D. C.

Richardson, President. Shreveport, La.; E. E. Scott. Chief Engineer,
(Mar. 27, p. 461.)
Bienville, La.

—

River & Nortuwesterx. According to reports from SeWash., about 1.500 men aif to be put at work by M. J. Heeney.
contractor who Is building this line from Catalla. .Ma."!ka.
(Mar. 13,
through Copper Ulvcr valley to the interior of .Maska.
Coi'i-Kit

attle,

the
p.

390. >

CnuAiio & Mii.WAlKEE Ki

Ki

IKK— Tlii<:

poniimnv

liuil.lin;:

nn

9

j
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from Chicago, 111., north to Milwaukee, Wis., lor which
contracts have been let to the MacArthur Uros. Co. and the Republic
Construction Co., has received authority to issue receiver's certificates on the Wisconsin division to continue the line to Milwaukee,
so that through trains from Evanston, 111,, can he put in operation
electric line

Two miles of track out of the SV^s to be built in the city
Milwaukee have been finished; track is also laid to a point 12
miles north of Racine, and grading is finished on eight miles ad(Mar. ]3, p. 390.
ditional.
by June.

of

— Surveys

reported under way for a new doubletrack line from Midland, Ont., east to Port Hope. The proposed
line is to he built north of the present line, with easy grades, to
haul grain from the comi)any's elevator at Midland, whidi has a
capacity of 2,000,000 bushels.

Grand

Tiui.xk.

—

Ghkat Wkstkk.n. This company has finished an extension from
Liberty, Colo., southwest to I^ongmont, six miles.
company, which was organized
theCoeur d'Alene district, Idaho, has work
under way from Enaville on the Wallace-Tekoa branch of the Oregon
Railroad & Navigation Company, near Kingston, Idaho, northeast
to a point six miles east of Murray, 33 miles, of which about oneIdaho

NoicriiKR.N RAir.KOAii.— This

to build 76 milesof line in

This section is expected to be ready for operation
branches aggre.gating 43 miles are to be built. B. K.
this year,
President
of the State Bank of Commerce, at Wallace, is
O'Neil,
President, and E. P. Spalding, 41ti Lindell Block, Spokane. Wash.,
This company has no conis Vice-President and General Manager.
nection with the Idaho Northern Railway, operating 59 miles of
fifth is finished.

525

—

CiiKAi,o Ciiv Railway. E. H. Rollins & Sons, of Boston, Chicago,
Denver and San Francisco, have offered at 90',:., yielding about
5.3 per cent., $1,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds due
1927, of the Chicago City Railway. These bonds are a first mortgage on 244 miles of track, covering the south side of the city
of Chicago.

—Gross earnings for February were

CuiCAGO, Rock Islaxd & Pacific.
$4,270,000 against $4,630,000
Net earnings were $670,000
crease of $530,000. See Rock

in 1907, a decrease of $360,000.
against $1,200,000 in 1907, a deIsland Company.

—

Ci.NciNXATt, Hamii.to.n & Daytox. The bondholders' committee announces that on April 2, 1908, over 74 per cent, of the holders
of the 4 per cent, refunding mortgage bonds of 1954 had exchanged their bonds for the new 5|*..-year collateral trust 4 per
cent, notes dated January 1, 1908.
These notes are secured by
the refunding mortgage bonds for which they are exchanged.
(Jan. 10, 1908, p. 74; Mar. 27, 1908, p. 462.)

Delawark & HiDsox.^The New York Public Service Commission,
Second District, has granted the application of this company
for authority to acquire the one outstanding share of the New
York & Canada Railroad, not already owned by it. (April 3,
1908, p. 493.)
Gross railroad earnings for February were $1,340,000.
against $1,270,000 in 1907, an Increase of $70,000. Net railroad
earnings after taxes were $449,000 against $427,000 in 1907, an
Increase of $22,000.
The January gross and net earnings increased at about the same rate.

railroad in Idaho.

—

Kentucky & Ohio Rivku IiNtehuhua.n. An agreement, it is said,
has been made by this company with the Royal Investment Company, of Minneapolis, Minn., to build 50 miles of electric line to connect Cairo, 111., with Paducah, Ky.

—

M1S.S011U1 & NouTH Akkansas.
This road has been extended
from Seligman, Mo., northwest to Neosho, Mo., 41 miles (Mar. 13,
p.

392.)

—

Nkvada NoiiTiiKKiV. This company has opened a new line from
McGllI Junction, Nev., to McGill, three miles.

—

Oklahoma Ckntrai.. This company has extended the operation
of trains on its road from Blanchard, Okla., west to Chickasha, 22
miles.
(Nov. 8, p. 573.)

—

Pirrsmii(ai. SnA\v.\irr & Nokthehx. This company has finished the line between Brockwayville, Pa., and Brookville. IS.
miles, and trains aro now in operation between St. Marys and Ram-

saytown.

—

Spokane. Pourr.ANi) & Skatti.e. This company's line from Pasco,
Wash., west to Vancouver, 221 miles, was opened for freight and
passenger traffic on March l(i. At Vancouver connection is made
for passengers with the Portland Railway, Light & Power Company's electric line to Portland. A bridge is being built across the
Columbia river at Vancouver, and the road is to be extended over
this to Portland.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

RotiiKSTEH & PiTTsui luiH. Gross earnings for the last
in March, 190S, were $20(;,000 against ?21tl,000 in the corresponding period of 1907, a decrease of J1,000.

BuEEAi.o,

week

—

Canaiiian PacH'IC-

This company is reported to have recently sold
20,000 acres of irrigated land to settlers at J17.50 an acre, and
15,000 acres at J37.50 an acre, a total of |912,500 recently received from sale of irrigated lands.

Cauoi.i.na. Ci.ixcHi'Hxi)

& Western,

is

to

& Ohio. — This company, formerly the South
make a mortgage covering $15,000,000 5 per

mortgage bonds dated January 1. 190S, of
will be reserved to retire the bonds of three
constituent railroads, and another $3,000,000 reserved for equipment. The rest of the issue will be used in paying the cost of
construction of the line. (Mar. 20, 190S. p. 430.)
cent.

30-year

& Ohio. — Gross earnings

$1,570,000, against $1,931,000 in 1007.
000. against $582,000 in 1907.
cent.,

190S,

were

Net earnings were

$440.-

for

February,

The operating

ratio

was

71.7 per

against 69.9 per cent, in 1907.

Chkaco & Mm.wai'kee

— The

receivers have been authorCo>n-t. of Chic;ifio.
to issue $900.1100 receiver's certificates covering the amount
necessary to finish the line into Milwaukee. These certificates
will be issued by the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad of
Wisconsin and will be a prior lien to all the other securities
of that company.
They will not be a prior lien, however, to
the securities of the Chicago & Milwaukee Electric Railroad of
Illiuois, which is the controlling company.
ized by

issued for the following purposes:
First. $5,500,000 to be exchanged at par for the same amount
of discount notes.
Second, Not less than $5,000,000 to be sold at par for cash
on condition that all of the $5,500,000 unsecured notes shall have
been exchanged for the new notes.
Third, Not more than $4,500,000 to be reserved for future
Issue, according to the judgment of a comlnittee, consisting ot
Charles Steele, George F. Baker and E. H. Harriman.
These new notes are secured by:
General lli-n 4 per cent, bunilii
Convertible .10 year 4 per eent. bonds, SiTle* H
Mutual Terminal Co. of Iluffalo. X. Y., first mortgage, 4 per
cent., 20-year bonds
Krie Kaih-oad. I'ennsylTanla collateral 4 per cent, bonds...

Hocking Valley common stock
Temple Iron Co. stock
!.elil);li & Hudson River stock

Ei.ecthic.

Judge Grosscup of the United States

J!),4."7,0OO
&!S.'>,OOU

(12J,00«i

336.000
I,].'i4,000

]45.T(KI
134. UOO

Total, par value

$12,830,700

On April 8 considerable amounts of the discount notes were
presented for payment, their holders refusing to exchange them
for the new notes.
DiH'ing the day it became evident that the
plan outlined above could not succeed.
Toward the end of
the day an offer was made by E. H. Harriman to buy not more
than $5,500,000 of the new 6 per cent, collateral notes at 95 to
the extent required for providing funds for payment of the
discount notes. Holders of the discount notes now may receive
cash for their notes or, until .\pril 15, the same amount of the
new 6 per cent, collateral notes and 5 per cent, in cash.
HocKixo Valley.

— For

stock of this

company pledged as

collateral,

see Erie.

—

The legislature of Nova Scotia has passed a resolution calling on the government of Canada to acquire all the
railroad lines in that province and turn them over to the Intercolonial Railway.

IXTEKioLoxiAL.

first

which $3,000,000

Chi:,saim;ake

Erie.— At a meeting .of the directors, held April 4, 1908, the following plan was adopted for meeting the $5,500,000 discount
notes which fell due on April 8.
The $15,000,000 three-year
collateral notes authorized March 31. 1908, by the Public Service
Commis.sion. Second District (April 3. 1908, p. 494). were to be

Leiiu;h & HfKsox RivEK.

— For stock of

this

company pledged as

col-

lateral, see Erie.

—

LoiisviLLE & Nashville. Gross earnings for the eight months
ended February 29. 190S. were $31,115,000. against $31,519,000 in
1907, a decrease of $404,000. Operating expenses increased from
$21,346,000 to $23,639,000. a rise of $2,293,000.
Net earnings
after taxes were $6,560,000, against $9,357,000 in the eight
months ended February 2S 1908. The operating ratio was 75.9S
per cent., against 67.72 per cent, in the earlier year.

—

& Savaxxah. W. A. Garrett. President of the SeaIward Air Line, has been succeeded a.s President of the Macon,
Dublin & Savannah by Homer Loring. of Boston. Mass., President of the Fort Dodge, Des Moines & Southern, and ot the
Newton & Northwestern.

.Maoix. DiiiLix

Metrdi-olitax STREtr Railway.

Mexican Central.

—See

— See

New York

City Railway.

Xatioual Railways of Mexico.

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.
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MiN.NKAi'Di.is,

Paul & Sai

St.

Sik.

i.i

camliiKn for

.VIaiiik,— Giokw

u Ijer cent,

Keljruary, 1007,
while operating expenKCH were $0i:j,OOO, agalnbi »579,000 lu
in 1907.
»I24,000
agalnfit
leaving
?IGS,00O,
1907.
nel earnlng« of
The month of Ket>riiary, 1907, wa.s one of exceedingly severe
winter weather in the territory of this road, as may be seen
from the fact that maintenance of way and structures cost

now

$127,000 In that month, as against |7:J,000 In February, 190S.

ized

rebniary were

aKalnst

$(i.s(p,iiOii,

»702.0()i)

In

—

& NoHTii AiiKANSAN. FrancIs Bro, & Co., of St. IxiuU,
have oflered at par, yielding 6 per cent., »:!00.000, and the Mercantile Trust Co., of St. Louis, on the same terms. $t;00,000 of

Mi.SMoi HI

the () per cent, ".lohn Scullln collateral trust" 3'-j-year notes
dated April 1, 1908. These two blocks comprise the total Issue
of these notes, which are secured by $l,12;i.ooO G per cent, collateral trust notes due October 1, 1911, of the Allegheny Improvement Co. This is a construction company which has the
contract to build 211 miles of extensions of the Missouri &
North Arkansas. The notes of the improvement company are
secured by the securities of the 122 miles of the Missouri &
North Arkansas now in operation. The bankers state that they
have absolute confidence and belief in the ability of Mr. Scullln
to pay these notes at maturity.

Natio.nal of Mk.xico.

— See

—

National Railways of Mkxico. The terms of exchange of securities of. the Mexican Central and the National of Mexico for
securities of this new company which Is to take over these two
The securities of the
roads, were announced on April 8, 1908.
National Railways of Mexico are as announced In this column
on July
I-rl(ir

12, 1U07,

lion,

4

page

54,

as follows:

pvr cent, bonds

'/j

•.i;22o,000,000

Ijimds, giianintci-d by
P<'i'
Itcpubllc ot Mexico
Noll riHiiiiliilIvp, 4 per cent., flr«t preferred stock
Null iiniiiliillve r> per cent., second preferred stock

OniTiil m(>rtK«Ke 4

cent.

thi'

flfiO.OOO.OnO

operating expenses, taxes, dividend)^, rentals and the Interest
on securities of lesser companies other than the Third Avenue,
there will be a deficit of about $1,000,000 for the year ended

June

30, 1908.

The Metropolitan Street Railway waii on March 31 authorby Judge Lacombe in the I'nited States Circuit Court to

discontinue transfers between Its lines and the lines of tbe
Third Avenue Railroad and Its subsidiary companies on 10
days' notice, except in certain places, where the lines are used
In common for over 1,000 ft.
Links. The following table has been made by
Journal from the annual reijorls of the five companies mentioned, showing the value of equipment received by
eiich company through the sale in January of $30,000,000 flfteenyear 5 per cent, equipment notes. In each case 10 per cent, of
tbe total value of the equipment Is to be paid In casb.
I'rinclpal
I'm b<- |»>ld
TuUltalurot
the Wall

Slri'i-t

7,.Vhi.<mji)
4 j
>-<tt

:{,.'.10,(IOO

I.,

Totals

A

(

i.

.1,7HO.O()0

t.\ddltlonal bonds may be Issued to refund an equal amount of consolidated morlKace bonds ot tbe Mexican International or of consolidated
inortnane lioiids of tbe National of Mexico, Into wblcb tbcse may have
.Mso to refund an equal amoiinl of consolidated inortKagc
been refunded.
iioiids of the Nationiii of .Mexico Into wblcb prior lien bonds ot that compiiuy may have been refmuied.

No arrangements have yet been made for exchange of the
following securities for payment of both principal and interest
of which, however, the new company is to become liable:

»3.:!:!o

$2ii.!i7ii.(Hiii

.V« ir

Cfittrnl

York Criilnil d llu>lion

Itlicr.

:

ci'nt.

(.'olil

notes.

StiH'k per -IllOO share.
(if Mii-Un.
Kirst pn-fcrrcd stock. .SlIMl new Isl pief. stock and
"
Second ••
.$11(1 new 2d pref. stock.
L'ommon stock (old) .$73Mi new 2d pref. stock

two

$10 cash.

and

$33',^

new com.

sill

Deferred stock.

Net earnings

Iionds, per $1,000.
MiJ-lruii Ccnlral.
I'riorlly Ti per cent
$700 new 4M! per cent, prior lien bonds and .flT.'i
new 4 per cent. Kencrni morlcagc bonds.
I'Mrst mort. 7 per cent.
1>
Is and scrip.* .. 1.000 4 Vj piT cent, prior lien bonds.

mortKiiKe
.

per cent, prior lien Ixinds, $32."i 4
general luorlKaKe bonds and y"."!
second preferred stock.

.$(100 4 '/j
cent,

|>ei-

new

Income iHindsnnd

$1.10(1 new second preferred stock.
scrip
2d eons. Income bonds. $1,000 new second preferred stock.
Slock ($100 shares). ..$100 new second preferred stock.

•Assented.

The cash requirements ot the consolidation plan, Including
the $S, 200, 000 to be paid on the first preferred stock of the National of Mexico lis exchanged, the payment of floating debt
amoiiiiting to about J.'i.bOO.OOO, the conipensniion of the ImnUers,
and the provision of new working civiiilal, are to be met by the
purchase by the bankers of $10,000,000 prior lien P... per cent,
bonds aiKl |ti,7r>0.000 guaranteed general mortgage 4 per cent,
Kuhn, Kocb & Co.:
bonds. The "readjustment managers" are:
Lailenburg, Thalmann & Co.; Hallgarten & Co., and Speyer &
Co.. of New York; Speyer Dros.. of London; the Bank fur
Uamlol mid liidusUie and the nerliner llandelsgosellschaft, of

374.»o7
I>ec.

$141.iiOii

Lake Shore i Uichlyan Koulftrrn.
$2.0.14.»82

I)»c.

2.o0."..300

Net earnings

$80n,076

Dm.

$l,78r>,.'M)l

Dec.

ilU-hlyan Central.

Cross earnings
lixpenses

1

Net earnings
Clcri-liiml,

,52:1,023

$202,708 Dec.
Chuinnoli, Clilcayo d SI. I.imls.

Gross earnings
Kxpenses

$1,773,771
1.547.623

$220,148

Dec.
Inc.

Dec.

»100..'i»3

$47,480
112,0o8
Iin<i,438

—Gross earnings for

February were
$515,000, against $519,000 in 1907.
Net earnings were $72.oitO.
against $104,000 in 1907. There was an increase of $12,000 In
net charges, leaving a deficit of $14,000 against a surplus of
YoitK,

Ontario & Wkstkrn.

in

February, 1907. The operating ratio, including taxef
operating expenses, was 86 per cent., against 80 per cent

in

1907.

—

& Wk.stkkn. Gross earnings for February, 1908. were
against $2,439,000 in 1907, a decrease of $620,000.
Operating expenses decreased from $1,570,000 to $1,193,000, a
sa\ing of $:!77,000. Net earnings were $t>25.000. against $S6S.000
ill
February, 1907, a decrease of $243,000. The operating ratio

NiiKFoLK

was

(iO

per cent., against G4 per cent, in 1907.

Rock Island Company.

—

Cross earnings for February of all lines,
including the Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific, the St. l>ouls &
San Francisco, the Chicago & K!U=tern Illinois and the Evansvllle & Terre Haute, were $7,910,000 against $8,860,000 In 1907.
a decrease of $950,000.' Operating expenses and taxes decreased
$189,000 so that net earnings were $1,745,000 agiiinst $2,504,000
in 1907, a decrease of $759,000.
For the eight months ended
February 29, 1908. gross earnings were $75,976,000 aigalnst $73.456.000 in 1907, an Increase of $2,520,000, and net earnings
$19,660,000 against $24,000,000 In 1907. a decrease of $4,340,000.

Skaiio.Mii>

Am

Sot riiKUN

— See Macon. Dublin & Savannah.
— Gross earnings for February were

Link.

rAiiKic.

$10.i:!3.000 in li)07.
Net earnin.gs
$1,842,000, against $:!.2S9.0o(i in 1907.
a.gainst

after

$8,475,000.

taxes

were

—

Tkxas & rAriFic. Gross earnings for the first three months of 1908
were $3,460,000. against $4,460,000 for the corresiwndlng month
of 1907, a decrease of $1,000,000.

ncrliii.

Ni:w YoiiK Ciiv Railway.

»84.'.,771

»

(.'iIO.riTS

$1,818,000,

...$100 new common stock.

4 per cent, bonds.

Dm.

i,190,-««

$:50.000 in

AiiliiiiKil

.

Cbaocc

,

$G,04.'i,5:<8

Kxpenses

Nkw

basis of exchange of the otlier securities of the
companies to be merged is as follows:

»:::;. tiMi.xiMi

1908.

ITloi- lieu 41/j

The

••h,

of equipment covered by these ceniflcates

Net earnings

per cent. Iionds.
consoildaled mortpice 4 per cent. iiioilnaKc bonds.
per cent. (e.\(ended) (fold notes.

.-

of accounting.

Mcriio:

I'MrsI

:

was pubcolumn on January 24, 1908, page 138.
The earnings for February of the four most important of
the New York Central Lines are shown below. For purposes
of comparison with the previous year these figures are compiled
on the same basis as heretofore, and differ from those reported
to the Interstate Commerce Commission under the new methods
list

(Jross earnings

IteR.

4.

lislied In this

•$0,000,000 luldllbmal may Im- Issued In exchnnRe for $0,000,000
(£1,200,000) prior lien Ixinds of (be Mexlean International, or an equal
of tbe National of Mexico, Into which these

amount of prior Men bonds
may have been rein tided.

(..VinKolldated

.SL

& Sunthern...

?01o.000,000

4year 5 per

&

Clevi!.. Cln.. Chic.

30,000,000

Total

^trJ•i(•fnl

raulpmeoc.
$IS,SO0.0IIU

T-'o.imbi

:t.780.<HK»

eei-tlflf-ateK.
$12.1.'i<i.0(M>

Khore
MlchlKnn Central

I.nke

Gross earnings
Expenses

.'i

In caMb.
$l..-l.'>ii.iMiO

tl,7.".0,()0«)

of

.New York Central

75.000,000

stock

.Suliniiiil of

—

Nkw Yohk Ckntral

12.'i,000,000

I

I'lmiiiiun

bonds and the refunding mortgage 4 per cent, bonds
nor expenses charged to construction, but only

In default,

Chicago, Ind.

National Ilaiiways of Mexico.
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— The

receivers of the Metropolitan Street

Railway have announced that not including the dividends or
interest on securities of the Third .-Xvenue Railroad which Is
now being separated from the Metropolitan Street Railway, nor
the guaranteed dividends on Motropolitim Slreel Railway stock,
nor the Interest on the general mort.gage and collateral trust

TiiiHii

Toi.KiHi

AvKNiK Railroad.— See New York
& Indiana (KlectruI.

—

City Railway.

M. Niles has been appointed
receiver of this company, the January 1 Interest on whose
$1,650,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds is in default.
The
road runs from Toledo. Ohio, west to Hryan. 5."> miles. .\n extension and a branch have been under construction.
C. F.

.
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of "strong" state railroad

commissions

all

over the

makinK rates, and maJ-lng tliem always on a distance basis, is so new a thing that we have as yet scarcely had
The paper
oi)portiinity to study the actual workings of the system.
by Robert Mather, which we print in full this week, takes up the

country, active in

with admirable clearness, and the
accompanying rate charts show the far-reaching effect of ignorant
local
tinkering with rates. It is entirely idle to assume any
longer that a state is so isolated that its own special brand of railroad regulation has no effect on its neighbors. State rate-making
intei-state

effect

of state

rates

lias tremendous power to change traffic currents and to build up or
break down one set of ports or distributing centers at the expense of
another set. But the competition between states is always at the
ixjici'sc of llie railroads.
Rates are always changed down, and this

process l]rings

Its

own

limit

when

Even

confiscation is reached.

most casual examination of Mr. Mather's analysis shows what a
chaos our national system of railroad regulation is in. The states
have created a tangle of authority and of jurisdiction that it will
require years of patient work by the courts to straighten out.
I

lie

The information given

in the Interstate

report of block signal mileage, just issued,

Commerce Commission's
is

so condensed

varied as to defy both the editor and his blue pencil, and
the tables in

equipment in
Union Pacific

551

Fbidat, ApKn,
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The presence

:

Notes

The Ocean Carrier

the .States Make Interstate Rates.
Reinforced Concrete Trestle on the Bur-

NEWS SECTION

and so

we

print

The roads which largely increased their signal
1907 are literally too numerous to mention, though the
system and the Southern Pacific Company, reporting
full.

a total of 3,750 miles of road equipped with automatic block signals,

almost three times as much as in the report of the preceding year,
cannot escape being prominent. The second, third and fourth tables
give highly interesting details never before published. The fourth.
telling of imperfect practice, seems to be an imperfect table, for there
are items which appear to indicate that the signaling on certain
roads is much more thorough and complete than it really is. This is
due, no doubt, to careless use of signaling terms by the railroad
officers reporting, a thing which has made difficult the preparation
of statistics on this subject in the Hailroad Gazt'tli' office. To readers
not familiar with the practices of some of the single-track western
lines the Inst column of Table 4 should be explained as meaning
stations where trains are allowed to disregard the stop signal to the
extent of running past it far enou.gh to make a convenient station
stop.
While this practice is unscientific, it is a money-saver; and
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by the enforcement of proper speed-limit rules and meeting-point
regulations it has been managed with success. The extent to which
controlled manual apparatus is used without track-circuit locks Is
one of the significant things shown by Table S. though here again we
suspect that there are errors,

making

salient fact in this table

that there are

is

which the Morse telegraph

is

The other
now a dozen roads on

the total too large.

no longer supreme

in

manual block

signaling, telephones or electric bells being used.

An examination of the cases In our column of "Interstate Commerce Commission Rulings" this week will show any one who is not
already aware of the fact that the Commission by no means always
favors the shippers in its decisions, and also that It is not, as some
of its critics declared in advance that it would be. making every
effort to

extend

its

In the list decisions

powers to the uttermost. There are, to be sure,
lowering classtflcation. reducing rates and award-

ing reparation, as well as condemning the practice of inserting
obscure and general clauses affecting rates in voluminous tariff publications.
But. on the other hand, the Commission upholds a competitive rate adjustment between Trunk Line and Central Freight
Association territory, in an important decision upholding the principle that the effect of competitive conditions must be taken into
account in fixing rates and must often be held superior to the long

and short haul clause.

In three of the decisions the

definitely limits its authority.

It

declares that

it

Commission

has no authority

over steamship lines to t^uba or to require roads to establish special
passenger fares based on less than the normal rates, or any authority
whatever over routes and shipments in Indian Territory and Oklahoma Territory before their incorporation as the state of Oklahoma.
The work of the Commission under Its extended powers Is one
gratifying result of the agitation for greater control of railroads. It
is generally admitted by rallroa.i men and by shippers that the
Commission is attempting with all the fairness and ability at its
command to work with even-handed justice as between shippers and
carriers.

The annual report for the year ended December 31. 1907. ot tnc
Grand Rapids & Indiana, just issued, makes the following statements
in regard to its

passenger earnings for the year:
of passengers carried was 2,340.475, an In!rease of 12,S78, or 0.55 per c?nt. The average rate per passenger

The

total

number
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per mile was 2.08 centH, an Increase of 0.02 cenU. Iteiluc iloii in |)as
senKer fareH becatiie effiiillve In Indiana on April 10. 1907, and In
.Michigan on September 28, 1907. During the first nine monlhB of
the year, when the maximum legal Intra-state rate on the Grand
RapldB & Indiana, In the state of Michigan, was 2V.. cents a mile.
Iias-Menger earnings Increased $77,189, or 8.39 per cent.; the number
of passengers decreased 59,887, or 3.97 per cent.; the passenger

mileage Increased :?,017,7;{7, or C.90 per cent., and the passenger train
mileage lnerea.sed 3,7.'i9, or 0.42 per cent. In the three months
ended December 31, during which the maximum legal Intrastate was
2 cents per mile, the passenger earnings decreased $10,449, or 5.29
per cent.; the number of passengers Increased 50,118, or 15.11 per
cent.; passenger mileage decreased 387,033, or 2.51 per cent., and the
passenger train mileage decreased 2,101, or 0.79 per cent. For the
entire year there was an Increase In passenger train miles of 1,058.
It cannot, therefore, be maintained that the Grand Rapids & Indiana
has suffered a decrease In Its passenger earnings because of any
diminution of service, and the results from passenger traffic as
shown above do not bear out the prediction of the advocates of the
2-cent fare that the lower rate would be supplemented by such an
addition to the travel as to compensate for the difference In charge.

THE ERIE SAVED FROM RECEIVERSHIP,
The Erie Railroad, owing

to

its

financial

history and to

the

nature of its geographical location, has perhaps to work harder for
a living than any other American railroad system at all comparable
It has a through line from New York
In mileage or importance.
to Chicago, with branches to Cleveland. Buffalo and Rochester, but
the handicap of the capital charge placed upon It by former generations has kept it from perfecting its physical requirements to enable
It really to meet on even terms the severe competition of its neighbors, particularly of the New York Central and Pennsylvania systems. In round figures the Erie is capitalized at $180,000 a mile
and earns $23,800 a mile; the Pennsylvania Railroad is capitalized at
eariiis $42,719 a mile from operation, in addiwhich there are very Important earnings derived from interest on Investments, and the New York Central Is capitalized at
In the case both
$114,807 a mile and earns $20,010 from operation.
of the New York Central and of the Pennsylvania important "other
income" not Included in the above figures is only partially offset by

$152,208 per mile and

tion to

rentals.

The relation between the earning power of the Erie and its
annual burden of Interest, as compared with that of Its principal
competitors. Is clearly shown by these figures. The road went into
the hands of receivers at the outset of the 1893 panic and emerged
In 1895.
Prior to that and since the opening of the line from Piermont, N. Y., to Goshen In 1841, it went into receivers' hands In 1841,
1859 and 1875. In the last few years, under the very able administration of President Underwood, its earnings have surprised even
Its admirers. Increasing from 38 millions in 1899 to 51 millions in
1907 on substantially unchanged mileage, while generous appropriations have been made annually out of Income for the physical
betterment of the property. In the last five fiscal years $8,847,733
have been added to the assets In this way without corresponding
Increases In the liabilities, while maintenance, both of way and
structures and of equipment, has been above the strict necessities
of upkeep; but, in spite of this good work, the line has been, and
still Is, far behind the physical standard necessary to enable competition to be met effectively, and it was necessary for the company
to increase its capital pretty fjxst year by year and add new charges
so that Interest could be earned on old and new alike. It was estimated, doubtless very roughly, last year, that the requirements to
put the property In really flrst-class shape were not far from
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glutted, because nobody cared to pay
per cent, or more for
liermanent funds, and notes hud been issued In such abundance and
by HO many strong and thoroughly solvent companies that the outlook for the notes of a financially ioi>-beavy company was not good.
Therefore, the Erie adopted the ver>' unusual expedient of issuing
notes discounted In advance, after the manner of commercial paper,
and by this device It obtained the necessary $5,000,000. although at
high cost. These notes fell due April 8. 1908. but no plan for taking
care of them was announced until April 4. At that time the directors
authorized a $15,000,000 Issue of new C i>er cent, three-year notes to
take up the old notes and provide ad.litlonal cash, and they announced that the sale and purchase of these notes at par bad been
underwritten without commission or cost to the comiuiny. but upon
the express land impossible) condition that all the $5,500,000 notes
of 1907 should be exchanged, par for par, for the new C per cent,
notes within four days. The announcement laid great stress upon
the requirements that all outstanding notes must be deposited before
3 o'clock on April 8, and as this gave the noteholders four days and
a few hours In which to deposit their notes, Euro(>ean Investors
would have required a kind of rapid transit at present unknown, in
order to fulfil the condition.
Consequently, when April 8, the day of the climax, arrived, only
a small part of the notes had been deposited, and the Erie was perhaps as close to a receivership as any road avoiding one has ever
been. It was not until late Wednesday afternoon that the public learned
that E. H. harriman had that day offered to purchase $5.5iiip.<iik> of
the new per cent, collateral trust gold notes at 95. provided the Erie
would pay all the old notes at par by April 15. allowing holders of
the 1907 notes the choice of cash or new 6 per cent, collateral trust
notes at par, together with a cash bonus to the amount of 5 per cent.
This dramatic offer was promptly accepted by the railroad company.
and the notes rose so fast on the market that they squeezed the
shorts and sold at two or three points above par.
The receivership having thus been averted by Mr. Harriman. the
syndicate headed by J. P. Morgan & Co. forthwith announced that it
would take $5,000,000 of the new notee at par in accordance with Its
original plan, thus financing the company's requirements for the
present.
So tar as can be humanly predicted, therefore, the Erie
is safe from receivership this year, but what the future
of the
property is to be is a matter of the greatest interest It may frankly
be stated that the record of the last five years has been so good
that the capitalization per mile does not look as high as it used to.
and another long-continued period of prosperity with the same scrutinizing, careful management of the property might quite conceivably
place it on a plane of earnings where it would be reasonably safe:
but the physical disabilities have got to be overcome; money has got
to be spent to overcome them, and it will be difficult to find any
keen and eager purchasers for new Erie bond issues. The suggested
"bloodless reorganization," by means of which It was proposed to
change some of the interest-bearing debt Into some other form of
security, thus lessening the chance of Insolvency and foreclosure In
dull times, would doubtless furnish one kind of relief. Another kind
of relief could be obtained If anybody could be found strong enough
and rich enough to make the future of the road his personal interest,
liecn

and to give It traffic. Mr. Harriman is
he cares to, than anybody else In the country, and we have a strong Impression that under vigorous Harriman
methods a way could be found to make the Erie profitable. Whether
or not his interest in It Is anything more than temporary, assumed
for the good of the general situation, is one of the Interesting questions in railroad strategy which the near future is likely to determine.
to finance Its rehabilitation,

better able to do this.

If

THE NEW PENNSYLVANIA

RAIL SECTION.

$25,000,000.

The surplus above

preferred dividends for the 1907 fiscal year
almost 3 per cent, on Erie common stock If this surplus
be credited with the sum charged off for betterments; otherwise it
was equal to about I'/i per cent, on the common stock. But at the
same time that the road was making this good showing with Its
current earnings it was being very much embarrassed by the fact

was equal

to

that some of its capital debt was maturing at a period when it was
almost Impossible to do any new financing. On .Xpril 8. 1907.

more had
The bond market

$3,000,000 of notes nialnred, and $2,000,000

between April and

to be taken

at that time
In a deplorable condition, and It would have been manifestly
Impossible even for a strong i-oad to finance long-term bonds on a
basis that the directors would consider. The note market bad also

care

was

.of

.luly, 1907.

We show this week two new rail sections, one adopted by the
Pacific, the other by the Pennsylvania.
The Pennsylvania
has been making an exhaustive oxaniinatioti of the entire art and
practice of rail making, taking it up almost as If If were a new
subject, and In June, 1907. It apiwlnled an able committee, consist
ing oif the ten men whose names are given in another column.

Canadian

To make a

practical test of the work of the committee the company
an cx|)erlraental order for 10.000 tons of rails In December.
1907. to be rolled In accordance with the new sections and specifications.
The experience with these rails has resulted in some slight
changes in the s|)eciUcations. but no change has been made In the
sections, and the Pennsylvania system has adopted as a standard
tor its 1908 orders the new sections and specifications as revised
place^l

Ar-itiL
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February 4, 1908. It will be observed that the angle of the line
under the head of the rail has been increase<l to give more draw to
lie s|)lice and lo allow better work on the head;
that the ladius
at the ends of the to]) of the head has been made as large as possible
lo reduce the strain on the overhanging part of the head and to
occasion less wheel wear at the bottom of the flange, and that the
width of the base has been reduced and its thickness has been
increased in order lo lialance the section and to counteract, so far
;i.s
possible, the lajiid cfMiling of the base as compared with the head,
which requires the head to be finished too hot. In calculating the
depth of the base the committee worked with the size of the head
and the width of the base as (instants, and with the total height of
the rail as a variable. The following table shows a comparison of the
principal dimensions of the 100-lb. rail as compared with the present
standard of the Pennsylvania Railriiad and with the A. S. C. E.
section used on the Lines West:
I
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specifications the point of view

THE FlAT-SPOT

limit

which the

on car wheels was

by the Master Car Builders' Association in 1878,
and has never been changed. Recommendations to reduce this limit
have been made at various times but the association has always
at 2\i

fl.xed

rejected

in.

them,

New York

the

hast

summer

G.

W. Kittredge. Chief Engineer of

Central, addressed a letter to the president of the

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance
tion,

of

Way

Associa-

stating

it to be his belief that the present allowance is too
that the effect of a spot of the niaxiranm allowable dimen-

great;

sion under a 100,000-lb. car at high speed

the interest of safety the rule should
that the Maintenance of
the M. C. B. Association.

must be very bad, and

be modified.

in

He suggested

Way

Association indicate this feeling to
President .lohnson agreed with Mr. Kittredge and thought Ihe relative effect of flat spots under light and
heavy cars should be determined. The matter was taken up with
the Executive Committee of the M. C. B. Association, who referred
it
to the Arbitration Committee with instructions lo confer with

committee from the Maintenance of Way Association. The president of the latter association designated as this committee the one
on Iron and Steel Structures, and from this a sulvconimiltee of

a

Way

Association.

At the time the 2i.j in. limit was set the largest freight cars
lbs. and weighed 22.000 lbs., giving a load of 7.750 lbs.

carried 40,000

per wheel.

With present

100.000-lb. cars, which, with the permisoverload will have a total gross weight around
150,000 lbs., the load per wheel will be about IS, 750 lbs., or 2.4 times
the load of 1878. While it is not easy to say what the Increase in
maximum speed of freight trains has been, the report assumes about
100 per cent.
Two things must be known in order to determine

sible

10 per cent,

the economic effect

much

On

damage done are hard

the

this point the report says:

possible

damage

"It Is easy to con-

and switches and to

to frogs

rails,

and of occasional broken rails; and, likewise, of damage to rolling
stock and delays to traffic and injuries to the surface of the track;
but to collect statistics of specific cases of such damages, and conclusive evidence of the cause of the injury, is something that Is
very hard to accomplish. On many railroads numerous cases of
broken

rails are

charged Indefinitely to

flat

wheels, but, admitting

generally appears that the wheels
tender carrying loads In excess of

it

those on ordinary car wheels and having spots in excess of those
B. rules.
It is quite evident, however, that
a locomotive with 40,000 lbs. on an axle is the cause of broken

if

rails, a heavily loaded gondola car, having about the same weight
on the axles might just as readily produce the same effect."
The report contains a theoretical discussion of the force of the
blow resulting from a flat spot, in which an expression for tho Impact is deduced. This impact is shown lo be proportional lo the
square of the length of the flat spot, so that by reducing ihe latter

blow would be only one-fourth what It is at present.
to the M. C. B. Association
2Vi> in. lo 1% in., which would reduce the impact approximately one-half. As regards the relative strength of wheels, load
per wheel, and increased impact from flat spots, it is stated that
the first drop lest specified for car wheels, which was in 1889. was
a 140-lb. weight falling 12 fi., or 1,«80 ft.-lbs. At present for 700-lb.
wheels it is a 200-lb. weight falling 12 ft., or 2,400 fL-lbs., an increase
of about 43 per cent.
But since the flat-spot limit was esublished
the load per wheel has increased 240 per cent, and the impact from
a flat spot therefore 960 per cent.
Prof. Benjamin, of Purdue University, has devised a plan for
an apparatus to measure the effect of flat spots. He proposes using
only one wheel, on which flat spots of different lengths can be made
and the effect of the impact recorded. An ordinary pair of wheels
mounted on an axle will be used, with one wheel running on a friction wheel and the other
the one to be tested— running on a rail
curved to circular form in a horizontal plane. Beneath this rail
will be a recording mechanism in the form of a suitable hammer,
which will indent a strip of soft metal. These indentations will
be calibrated by an impact machine and the exact magnitude of the
blow thus determined. The machine could be run any length of
time, with different applied weights, lengths of spots and speeds,
and any number of records taken. This sort of apparatus could
also be used for determining the effect of counterbalance blows.
The committee recommended that the association take some action
with regard to carrying out such a series of tests. The cost of Installing the apparatus was estimated at $1,500. The committee further suggested that the impact tests to determine the effect of
moving loads on bridges include observations on the effects of flat
spots.
Tests such as are proposed to determine the force of impacts from fiat spots might also be helpful in throwing light on
the magnitude of service stresses in cast iron car wheels. These
stresses are greatest, of course, when running through frogs and
crossings, but there would seem lo be no practical diflBculty in producing these effects In the test apparatu.^^

from

—

three members was appointed to take charge of the matter. This
committee, consisting of A. J. Himes, C. D. Purdon an<l A. D. Page,
made a progress report at the recent convention of the Maintenance
of

the force of the blow and

determine.

ceive of

is

ON CAR WHEELS.
of flat spots

lo

The reduction actually recommended

company took was that nobody knows Just how great the discard
ought to be, hence that it is better to specify that "there shall be
sheared from the end of the bloom formed from the top of the ingot
sufficient discard to insure sound rails," than to attempt to describe
this discard in detail.
It is noteworthy that a drop of 15 feet is
prescribed for the drop test, and that the dimensions of the testing
machine are carefully set forth. The specifications are printed
entire on page 539 of this issue.

The maximum allowable length

revolution,

one-half, the

.V'/sln.

In.
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impossible to estimate the increase in number of
wheel renewals a change would cause, and the other expense incident thereto. It was decided at a joint meeting ol the two committees in Uerember to gather during January and February statistics from which to make such an estimate, but the results were
not available at the time the report was prepared.
To estimate the benefits lo accrue from such a reduction of the
flat spot Jiniit is probably impossible in figures.
While it is known
that a flat wheel delivers a pretty hard blow to the track at each
it

specified by the M. C.
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ords has

of reducing the M. C. B. limit: the probable
increased expense, and the benefit to be received. The lack of rec-
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This is a copious collection of diagrams of electric circuits such
as are used in automatic block signaling, including the complicated
arrangements for electric locking by track circuit control at interlockings, with examples taken from many situations, few of which,
however, are named. Circuits for controlled manual block signaling
are also shown, together with an example of the Taylor electric interlocking. The author describes all these circuit combinations and gives
some brief instructive comments: but his material appears lo have
been put together with little regard for any systematic plan, and

many

of his descriptions are useful only to readers alreadv thor-

—
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oughly versed in the buIjjccIs treated. "Railroad tfcriu« liave Ijem
omitted," he Bays, "becatiHe they are meaiiinRless to the averaRc
reader"; but the "averaRc reader" would find less fault with rail
road terniH than he will at the alweiire of the elementary Inrorniu
tlon that he needs on such a technical subject. The dozen papes on
maintenance constitute perhaps the best chapter in the Ixxtk; ami
maintenance Is an important .subject, for (we read) "when any
serious trouble occurs, Its results incieasc with great rapidity, owlnj;
to the momentous position which signals posBesa in a competent
aggrandization."
(

—

An

!

Italian Unit of
IIV

Locomotive Performance.

I.AWI'IIHU

FItY.

II.

During the spring oi' last year the Italian Government Railroads introduced a unit previously employed on the Adriatic Railroad for use in the comparison of locomotive performances. For
the purpose of instilulins comparisons of fuel and water consumpbetween various chi.sse.s of locomotives, and as a basis for the
coal premiums of the enginenien, it was considered desirable to have
a more logical unit of work done than is afforded by the "ton-iulle."
With this object in view, the idea of the "virtual kilometer" was
introduced and the work done by the locomotives is now measured
In "virtual ton-kilometers," which arc found by multiplying the
weight of the train In tons, not by the actual distance through
which it is hauled, but by a virtual distance which brings Into
account the grades and curves over which the train is moved. This
obviously gives a more logical measure of the work done than the
actual ton-kilometrage does. The practice of measuring locomotive
performance by the actual ton-mileage is widely extended, but in
making any comparison of results on this basis, it must be borne
in mind that the work done by a locomotive is dependent o i the
toii-mileage. on the class of service, and on the character of the road
over which the ton-mileage is produced.
tion

The American Railway Master Mechanics' Association decided
while it is desirable to keep a record of locomotive
performance on a ton-mileage basis, yet it is improper to make
comparisons between the results on different railroads on this basis,
or even between the results on different divisions of the same line;
the only fair comparison on a ton-mileage basis being between locomotives on the same division of a railroad.
in

1901 that

calculating the virtual distance.s on the Italian railroads
the mean train resistance on a straight and level track was assumed to be 4. .5 kilog. per metric ton. This was, however, increased
about 10 per cent, to 5.0 kilog. per ton in order to make an allowance for that part of the fuel which is consumed while running,
but whic'b is independent of the work done at the drawbar, as for
example that whidi is required by the losses of heat by radiation
from the boiler, by leakages and for the steam required by special
appliances.
On this basis, on a falling gradient which is sufficient to keep
the train in motion, the minimum virtual distance would be onetenth of the actual distance, but to cover the coal burned while
acceleraling and stopping the train, the minimum virtual distance
on any grade is laken as one-tlfth of the actual distance, and as
an allowance for starting, the minimum distance between any two
successive stations is taken as one kilometer.
The train resistance on the level being taken as 5 kilog. per
ton, or one-half of 1 per cent, of the train weight, it follows that
the virtual distance, inclusive of the effect of curves, is the actual
distance increased by one kilometer for each five meters of rise,
or decreased by one kilometer for each five meters of fall l)etween
in ICnglish measure this corresponds to a
the points considered,
mile added or subtracted for each 24.4 ft. of difference of level.
The curves ar-:; taken into account by considering them as replaced by rising grades in accordance with the following table:
In
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expressed in the formula

the virtual distance In kilometers,
the actual distance In kilometers,
the difference in level in meters, positive
rises

and negative

If

It

if

the grade

falls,

Is the length in kilometers of each curve,
p is the grade corresponding to the curve in the tabic above.
In English measure this formula is
^ p k
_d_
M, -: M. -f
"*"
1

26.4

where

M

is

the virtual distance in

•J(i.400

miles.

is

d
k

Is

p

Is

is

XLIV.

N...

IC

the actual distance in miles,
the difference in height In feel with the proper sign,
the length of each curve in feet,
the grade correi>|>onding to the <urve in the above table.

This formula is used to determine the vlitual dislau< es on
rising grades and on falling grades lese than 0.4 per cent., while
un Htecper deK^eniH the virtual distance is taken simply as one-fl(lh
of the actual.
For use on the Italian railroads a small book has
been compiled showing the actual and virtual diKiances for all
parts of the system. By means ol this It is a simple matter to calculate the virtual ton-mileage of any train.
It may be of interest to analyze somewhat further this conception of the virtual dUtance, using for the purpose English me&sures.
In the fiist place, to restate the definition.
The virtual distance
between two points Is the distance through which a train must be
drawn on a straight level track, with a train registance of 11.2 lbs.
per ton (0.5 per cent.) for the work done to be equal to that re-

quired to take the

trfiin

over the actual distance with

Its

grades

and curves. Leaving for the moment the question of whether or
no the figures chosen for the train resistance are correct, it is
obvious that each virtual ton-mile represents a definite measured
expenditure of work. To move one ton of train requires a force
of 11.2 lbs., so that each virtual ton-mile requires the expenditure
of 11.2 X 5,280
59,136 ft -lbs. of work.
If the train speed were
10 miles an hour, the rate of working would be very nearly 0.3 h.p.
for each ton of train weight.

=

In this lies the value of the virtual distance as a basis of comparison; the virtual ton-mileage is a measure of the mechanical
work required for the train movement and is, therefore, a logically
correct standard by which to measure the coal and water consumption, etc.
The coal consumption per virtual ton-mile is in a sense
a measure of the mechanical efficiency of the locomotive, but It does
not measure the commercial efficiency of the railroad.
In other words, the virtual ton-mileage measures the work performed by the locomotive, but does not measure the amount of
transportation effected, which is the commercial product of the

railroad.

For the

latter

purpose the actual ton-mileage

Is

the

prop, r

measure.

Now, as to the accuracy of the assumption that the mean train
resistance on straight and level track is 11.2 lbs. pe.- ton.
It
is
obvious that, as in all the attempts to express the condlllua^ of
railroad operation by a simple formula, no very high degree of
accuracy can be attained.
For average results the assumed train resistance appears to
be well chosen.
It must be borne in mind that the ordinary service
on the Italian railroads does not Involve any very high train speeds.
so that it is not likely that the actual train resistance will exceed
the

assumed figure.
The mean resistance on the

level has been put at the rather
high figure of 11.2 lbs. per ton, with the object of making allowance
for the various heat losses which are not dependent on the work
being done by the locomotive. As no corresponding increase has
l)een made in the resistance due to grade curves, the virtual distances as calculated have a tendency to give too little weight to
the effect of grades. This is to some extent compensated for by
the fact that usually the speed is reduced on the grades and the
rolling resistance is thus somewhat lower than it is on the straight

and

level track.

There seems
ton-kilometer"

Is

to be no doubt but that the use of the "virtual
a valuable step In the direction of recording loco-

motive performance on a logical basis.
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The widespread efforts of state legislatures and railroad commissions within the past two .veai-s to re<luce niilroad rates have
presented many interesting phases to public observation. The extent
and severity of the propose.! reductions, the novel expedients
adopted to prevent or lo niuke difficult a review of the state action In
the federal courts, the resulting conflict of judicial authority and
the recent decision of the Supreme Court of the United States holding these expedients unconstitutional have kept the movement conOut of the many questions which
stantly in the public mind.
discussion of the situation has evolved none are more Interesting or
Important ihan those relating to the effect of state-madt* rates upon
It is the purpose of this artlclet
rates for interstate transportation.
not to show that the rate-making power of the states should be
diminished or destroyed, or that this object. If desirable, can or
cannot be accomplished under the federal constitution, but merely
Soci:ll
•I'liper prepnred for llie .Vmerlean .\cadeniv of rollllral
Selenre. .\prll 11. IftOS.
t.Mnoli of llie matter and all llie maps for llils arlble were pre|«rc<l l>.v
Mr. Tlieoilore Itrent. of the Traffic IVpartnieni, Ko.-k Island Kriseo Lines.

Chlingo.

AiMtir,

17.
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to state and to illustrate the proposition tluit, in fact, the states do
make Interstate rates.
The great niovenients of trafTic in this country are eastward and
westward. The volume of the westward nioven)ent has always been
high-class merchandise
dry goods, wearing apparel, groceries, hardware and like articles. l'"'ormerly this was all produced in the East
or imported through Atlantic ports; it is only within recent years
that the larger cities in the West have become manufacturing
centers.
When the evolution of our rate fabric began New York, Boston,
I'liiliulclphin .iiiil liiiltiniore were the bases of supply.
Chicago, St.

—

St. J««fpH

—
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between the Mississippi river and Chicago on the one hand and the
Missouri river on the other were fixed not at what would be a reasonable rate for the distance, but at what it was necessary to maintain
in order that St. Louis and the lines leading through Si. Louis might
compete with Chicago for the expanding business of Kansas City,
Atchison, St. Joseph and Omaha.
In the territory west of the Missouri river the same process
has been repeated, and rates are maintained in such relation not only
that Kansas City, St. .Joseph and Omaha may compete with each
other, but that goods distributed from St. Louis and Chicago, as
well as from the eastern cities, may be handled through Kansas City,
St. .Joseph or Omaha and laid down at the several consuming i>oints
at practically the same freight cost.
In the Northwest this same
competitive adjustment is maintained between Chicago, Duluth, Minneapolis and St. Paul.
In the Southwest, Chicago. St. Louis and
Kansas City must be kept on an even keel, and when Texas is
reached the whole adjustment is modified to meet the competition
of coastwise steamers plying from New York to Galveston.
To
Colorado and Utah the routes through all these gateways are kept
in constant adjustment, and the rates so arranged that Denver and
Pueblo are enabled to do a distributing business.
What is true of westbound merchandise is equally true of the

Louis, St. Paul, Omaha and Kansas City owe their development as
trade centers |)rimarily to strategic location at the head of navigawhere the transcontinental trails left the watercourses for the West, Northwest and Southwest. They commenced
as outfitting points for prospectors and settlers; their business was
that of distributing through the new western country the articles of
commerce manufactured in or imported throu.gh the East, and that
still constitutes a large part of their trade.
When railroads found their way to Chicago and St. Louis their
rates were fixed largely by the wafer competition which met them on
tion, or at points

St Ja«eptt

K"^Js^s Ci

5t Louis
Fig. 3

East of the great staples raised in the West. The
grain territory is so divided and rates are so made that grain may
move freely to the Mississippi river, the lakes and the gulf, through
the great storage centers of Minneapolis. Duluth. Chicago. St. Louis.
Omaha and Kansas City. In like manner live stock rales are so
arranged that the traffic may move freely to the rival packing centers
of Kansjis City. St. .loseph, Omaha, St. Paul. Chicago and St. Louis.
These rate relations are not the work of the traffic departments
of the railroads. They do not exist by virtue of acts of legislatures
or of orders of commissions.
They are the resultants of the commercial growth of the co\intry.
Trade is established along these
lines: industries and communities are founded on the basis of these
adjustments, and their existence and prosperity depend upon the
continuance of these rate relations. They are the controlling facts
in all rate disputes
more stubborn than distance and as immovable as mountains.
There is liardly a rate on any article of commerce but feels the
force of these competitive conditions.
They absolutely dictate the
traffic policy of the railroads operating in the territory affected by
them. The carrier makes no rates that are not effectively moulded
by these conditions, and the rate-making power of the Interstate
Commerce Commission itself cannot ignore them. The only rateregulating body that makes rates without referei\ce to these com-

movement

their arrival. Gradually railroads were constructed westward from
these points and, as they reached common territory, the force of competition began to be felt,
intense rivalry developed between the distributing houses of C.iicago and SI. Louis, and jiressure w;is brought
to bear upon the railroads, both Kast and West, to keep the rate
fabric so adjusted that goods, stored in and distributed from either
city, might be laid down at any of the Missouri river points at substantiiUly the same freight cost.
The class rates from New York to
Chicago thus became the basis of measurement for all class rates.
The St. Louis rate was a fixed per cent, higher, approximating the
difference ii\ llie cost of reaching that point by water.
The rates

to the

—
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omnilsHlr.ii of
the leKl.sIutiire or thr; railroail
oporallons IncludeB hut a fraction of the
liy the.se conditions;
contains
Is controlled
but few of the larger distributing centers which compete for that
raffle, and Is usually circumscribed, either wholly or In part, by
imaginary boundaries fixed without regar.l to factors which exofclse
i-oiitrolling inilueiicc upoti the trend of Irafllc and of rates.
The
iiilluence of lakes, of rivers and canals, the competition of rival
markets, the relation Iji'tween manufacturer and dealer, and other
like forces that. In the iiiakiag of rales, confront the traffic officer of
an Interstate railroad and the Interstate Commerce Commission
itself, enter but slightly, if at all, into the calculations of the state,
In every case. In the exercise of its ratemaking power, distance is the one factor given
serious consideration, and the result of its
laljors is invariably the production of a distance tariff.
This slate distance tariff is, on its face, a
simple and a harmless thing. The right of the
state to make it and to change it at its will
seems to be amply buttressed by the conceded
lirinciple of law that the power of Congress
over Interstate commerce leaves untouched
the power of the states to regulate their purely
internal commerce.
And no simpler or less
iilinoxious method of exercising that power
iOt/roM
would seem possible than to describe the rates
:ii
which iraflic shall move from point to point
williin the state.
Hut when the traffic officer of an interstate railroad conies to apply this state distance Uirlff. made for stale use on purely local
considerations, to the traffic that actually
moves over his rails, he finds that he cannot
confine its influence to traffic within the state,
and that, against his will and without his action it readjusts his rales into and out of
mid through the stale, and determines his
revenues on traffic that never traverses the
borders of the state. This is illustrated by the
action of the following states:

ninn-lal conditions
a hhiKle Htale.

teiritoiy

whoHe

Is

(

Its field of

tmftlc

I

Vol..

XLIV..

Si>. 16.

.\..-w
York must be kepi the Banie through all gateways. Coneethe conirnl.sslon'K niaxlinum rate for the shortcut distance
beconies the rate between all four crOKsings.
Thus the element of distance even between polntji within the
state Is Immediately niodifiej by outtilde forces, controlling with the
carriers, but which exerted no Influence uiwn the commission when
It fixeil the nominal measure of rates.
Just north of .Missouri lle»5 tlie state of Iowa. To the untutored
mind there would seem to t>e no reason why traffic of the same clase
should move within the state of Iowa for a less iharge than within
the state of Missouri.
Yet the maximum charge under the Iowa
distance tariff for hauling first class merchandise 2iKi miles is 40 cents.

(|uenlly

MISSOURI AND IOWA.
Missouri has a far-reaching control over
interstate rates by reason of the situation of
ilie state at the point of least distance between the Mississippi river the basing line
lor rales from the Bast
and the Missouri
liver, the base line for rates to the West.
There are three factors which go to
iiiaiie up the rates from the East to the western territory
whether or not they are published as through rates
namely, the rate from
the seaboard to the Mississippi river or Chicago; the rate from the latter base line to the
Missouri river, and the rate west of the Mis-

—

—

—

—

souri river.
Reduce the rate between the
Mississippi river and the Missouri river and
you reduce the rates on all business either
locally or through or beyond these base lines.
The first-class rate between the Misslssipjii
and Missouri rivers iiractlcally determines the
iiitorstate rates on all classillod articles moving iH'tweon the East and West.
It Is at present (ii) cents |)er l(t(t lbs., this being the figure
tlxed by the Missouri Railroad & Warehouse
Commission as a reasonable maximum rate
for the short-line haul of approximately 200
miles across the state from the Mississliipi
ID the Missouri river— the distance from Haniiilial to St. .loseph being 19(i miles— and from
llaiinlliai

to

Kansas City 199

miles.

ChiiiHanit

.Note the

cliarl:

ml

inilii<ilr»

uliml

/I'm

ilislunrr

«riii«.« xfiil,- of Uinnnuri. licttrrfH naHmibtil
of
Tiiough this rate is based on the distance
IS I'ilii, ir/iic/i iiit'ii.iiii
>ini/ f'Diitriilo (i/( irr<fdii rtilr*.
I.rfl ItaHd fliiirt' arr pmcnl
Ihllimut fliiurvi inilinil
of L'lHi miles, competitive conditions outsldo.
iliiniixlmnlr rolm uirr ilUnouri mmminniitH to pifM-ribe loira
\tismniri inaj'inium.
lie .->late apply it at once to all
hauls across
ilie stale, no matter what their distance.
The short line from St. as against 60 cents fixo<i bv the Missouri tariff.
The railroads in Iowa
t.ouls to St .loseph IS :i02 miles, and lines
operating between these must haul the same clas.s of merchandise 350 miles to be entlUed
(itles would bo privileged, under the commission's
maximum scale, to charge 60 cents, but. significantiv enough the S50 miles measure
to cliarge .4 cents, first class.
The short line between St. Louis the distance in Iowa between the Mississippi and Missouri rivers.
and Kansas City is 277 miles, for which distance the commission-s so that the
rate Iwtween the two imse lines is the same In both
scale Is 71 .t-ents. first class.
But here considerations enter which states. Should Missouri adopt the Iowa scale,
the Missouri rate
are entirely outsi.ie the horizon of the Missouri commission.
The from the Mississippi river to the Missouri river l)etween all the
rates from New \ork to Hannibal and St. Louis are the same.
There points in Missouri that we have been considering, would for the
.no routes PS'l »g troni New York to St. .loseph and Kansas City,
reasons already given, at once become 40 cents, regardless of rtistlirou.uh both Hiuinibal and St. Louis.' Kansas City and
St. .losoph.
tance.
coiiipoio in llio same territory, and the rates to both points
from
The iffo;-i Within the state of Missouri, however, is onlv flic lieI

I-

I
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ginning. Tlie ratfi between the Mississippi and Missouri river.s being,
as previously e.xplained, one of three factors of a through adjustment from points of production in the East; the rates from the
East to all Mississippi river crossings being the same; there being
competitive routes from the East to all Missouri river points passing through all of these Mississippi river crossings; and the merchants and manufacturers in the MissLssippl river cities maintaining trade relations with all of the Missouri river cities and with
the territory reached through them; it follows that the rate between
Dubuque, Iowa, and Kansas City, Mo., cannot be higher than the
both points within the
rate between Dubuque and Council Bluffs
I

nor can the rate between St. Ix)uis, Mo., and Omaha,
Neb., be higher than fie rate l)etween St. Louis and Kansas City
or between St. Louis auii Si. .losciili (movements wholly within the
state of Missouri).
Thus from the act of the Missouri commission in reducing its
state of Iowa)

;
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charge for its haul of 488 miles between St. I^uls and Omaha,
through Missouri. Kansas and Nebraska; and in like manner the
rate of the Illinois Central Railroad for its haul of 703 miles between the same points, through the states of Missouri, Illinois and
Iowa.
See the majj.)
Thus, within the territory enclosed by the Illinois Central, Mis
souri Pacific and Rock Island as outlined on the map, any reduction made by the Missouri commission in the class rates for the
200-niiIe distance between Hannibal. Mo., and Kansas City. Mo., has
the effect of bringing all rates to the level so fixed, not only between
the crossings themselves but, with very slight exceptions, between
all intermediate points.
This, again, is but a preliminary glimpse at the inevitable results of this action of the Missouri State Commission.
The first class rate from Chicago to the .Missouri river has for
many years been 20 cents per lOU lbs. higher than the rate from
(

Fig. 5.
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distance tariff from 60 cents to 40 cents for 200 miles, the following
results directly How:
(a) The local Missouri rate from points on the Mississippi river
to points on the Missouri river, regardless of mileage, is reduced
from 60 cents to 4U cent.s;

(b) The local luua rate from points on the Mississippi river to
points on the Missouri river
say Clinton to Council Bluffs. 350
miles) is reduced from 60 cents to 40 cents:
(c) The iiitiTxtatc rate from points on the Mississippi river in
Missouri to points on the Mis.>-'ouri river in Iowa or Nebraska (say
St. Louis to Council Bluffs or Omaha) is reduced;
((/) The iitlvrstatc rate from points on tlie Missouri rive.- in
Missouri to points on the Mississippi river in Iowa (say Kansas City
to Davenport
is reduced.
Not only this, but this Missouri commission rate for 200 mile^
ti.xes the maximunv rate which the Missouri Pacific Railway may
I

)

the Mississippi river. The competitive adjustment wouM require
that there be no greater difference under the new scale.
Indeed,
the rates from the seaboard to Chicago and the Mississippi river
remaining as at present, it is doubtful if Chicago and the routes
through Chicago could compete should the present arbitrary difference oe maintained under the reduced adjustment.
The present
rate of 80 cents, first class, from Chicago, is one-third higher than the
rate from the Mississippi to the Missouri river.
It is probable that
not more than one-third greater would be practicable under the lowered scale, which would make the first class rate from Chicago 54
cents per 100 llw.
Peoria must be maintained at one-half the difference between
Chicago and the Mississippi river. Milwaukee must be kept on the
same rate basis as Chicago. The rates from Minneapolis and St.
Paul must l)e kept the same as Chicago to the upper Missouri river
crossings tOmaha, Council Bluffs and Nebraska City), and 5 cents
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than Chicago to the lower crossings (SI. Job<!|jIi, AlcliiBoii,
Lcaveii worth and KantaH Cltyj. Uiiluth takes (Ixed arbllrarles above
Paul. The Intervening territory In WUcousln, between Milwaukee and St. Paul, is built on arbitraries over either Cbltago,
.\Iiiwauk((j or Sc. Paul, and would call for readjuBtmenl accordingly.
i'"roni Memplils, Tenn., not higher than Chicago rates can be maintained to lower Missouri river crossings, and to the upper cro.-^aings
cents
the ilrst class rate from Memphis cannot be more than
higher than Chicago. To Sioux City the rate from Chicago, St. Louis
and Peoria must be kept the same as from Chicago to Omaha. The
first class rate from Memphis to Slou.\ City Is to-day 30 cents higher,
and from Minneapolis and St. Paul 20 cents less, than from Chicago
to Sioux City, and the same percentage relation must be maintained
on the lowered scale.
The Immediate result, then, of the flxlng by the Missouri Commission of a maximum charge of 40 cents, first class, for the distance
of 200 miles between Hannibal, Mo., and Kansas City, Mo., is to fix
)]iKlier

St.

'I.

uiicraldle

movements throughout
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the whole territory pictured in the

outline.

The

llluElration thus far deals only with the change In rates
on business which may be termed purely local to the territory immediately embraced in (he illustration
that is, business which has

—

lx)th origin and destination within the territory.
We have not yet
touched upon that volume of eastern businetis to the Missouri river
cities, to St. Paul and Uulutb, and to the territory beyond as far
West a'i the states of Utah, Idaho and Montana, or to the Southwest, including the state of Texas and territory of New Mexico.
Yet the rates on this business are quite as vitally involved. The
competitive adjustment between Chicago, Peoria, Memphis, the Mississippi river, and the head of the lakes, as previously described,
was originally evolved and has since been maintained In a measure
to permit this merchandise to move freely by all routes to this transMissouri, northwestern and southwestern territory. Whenever the
western factors of the through rates to this territory are reduced.

Fig. 6.
liie

rates for all routes

termed western trunk

shown on

the aiooniiianyiiig

map

of

what

is

line territory:

The foregoing outline illustrates only the adjustment of first
class rates.
In Western Classification territory there are five numbered aiin five lettered classes, and the other classes all bear a certain pcn'cnlago relation to ihe first class rates.
This is true to the
extent that any considerable reduction in the rale on first class Involves necessary proportionate reductions in the rates on other
classes the severity of any such reduction lessening, of course, as
the rates themselves grow less; but the rales on all classes must
go down If one goes down, so that the same fixed relation between
the classes may be maintained on Ihe lower as on the higher hiisls.
Similarly, the outline only illustrates the change in the adjustment between Ihe iirincipal basing points In western trunk
line territory.
But around these basing i)olnts are grouped all the
adjacent cities and towns; so that an adjustment once reduced from
Chicago, or Peoria, or the Mississippi river to the upper or lower
Missouri river points, a corresponding reduction results from all
points, both of origin and of destination, held common with these
basing points. So the reductions become automatic covering all

—

the rates on such through business fall simullanet>usly with the
rates on the local business.
Merchandise for this western territory moves from the E^t
by every conceivable route. Every all-rail line and every conceivable combination of rail lines publish the rates.
During lake navigation daily boats carry this merchandise to Chicago. Milwaukee and
the head of the lakes.
It Is handled by steamer in connection with
rail lines from every South Atlantic ixjrt from Norfolk to Jacksonville.
There Is a steamer load despatched dally from New YorK and
given to the rail lines at the port of Galveston. Texas, The rate
fixed by the authority of the state of Missouri, lietween Hannibal
and Kansas City, and based on purely local considerations, has its
leveling effect upon the rates on every pound of this vast trafBc.
The next map shows the ultimate reach of the rate-making power
of Missouri.
It is true that the illustration has proceeded thus far on the
assumption that Missouri might make a reduction in its existing
class rates, and not on the fact that .such reduction has been made,
B>it Iowa has precisely the same control over Interstate adjustments
that the Illustration demonstrates Missouri to bare, and as mat-
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and West class rates are what they are today because Iowa some years ago prescribed 60 cents as the maximum
ter of fact East

first class, for the haul within its borders between the MisThe Iowa distance tariff of 1887
sissippi and the Missouri rivers.
actually measures to-day the revenues of the Interstate railroads on
all interstate freight passing Into or out of or beyond that state.
Besides, Missouri has actually made radical reductions in other
rates that illustrate as well the principle of our contention. The
legislature of 1905 ordered drastic reductions of rates on grain,
flour, lime, salt, cement, stucco, lumber, agricultural Implements,
furniture, wagons and live stock, and the legislature of 1907 added

charge,

The rates have not been pubstone, gravel and other commodities.
lished, as the constitutionality of the legislation is In question before the courts, but It the state's right to order the reductions Is
llnally established, the Interstate rates on these bulk commodities,
which constitute a large percentage of the carload tonnage of all
carriors, will come down with them.
The reductions which will result in rates on grain will illustrate.
The short line distance rate between the Missouri and Missis-

westtM-n

sippi

rivers will be reduced from 13 cents per 100 lbs., on wheat,
lbs. on corn and other grain, to SVj cents per

and 12 cents per 100

535

a reduction
of a half cent per 100 lbs. in the proportional rate on wheat between
rate
of
proportional
9 cents is
Kansas City and Hannibal. This
the rate applied on ail wheat coming from beyond the Missouri river,
100

lbs.

on

all

grain.

The

state's action also calls for

and, as in the case of the class rates, it is the pivotal rate in the
whole adjustment. If the legislature's action is finally upheld, a
readjustment of the whole rate fabric on western grain will reThere is no more sensitive adjustment in existence than the
sult.
grain rates. No single part of any of the through rates can be disturbed without disturbing the revenue on a large part of the whole

movement.

Competition and market conditions require that the rates on
grain from the states of Kansas and Nebraska shall be so adjuster!
that the grain raised in those states can move eastward freely
through either of the primary markets at the Missouri river. Kansas
City or Omaha. When these markets are reached, not alone the
grain markets of the I'nlted States, but the foreign markets as well
must be open to the producer, so that the Nebraska or Kansas producer may have the benefit of the best prevailing market price of
the world to-day; and the adjustment must be maintained from day
to day so that the large grain buyers may take the surplus grain
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lower than the local rates. The accompanying chart only iUuBlrates
Into elevator storage, not ouJy at the Missouri river, but at tlie
storage points at the MlHslsslppl river, the Ohio river, the Lake the direct reductlone in the existing proportional rates:
KA.NSAS ANU N'KIJUAiiKA.
ports, the milling centers, and the Atlantic and Gulf seaboard, with
During the year 1907 the Railroad Commission of Kansas forced
the full assurance that when the demand makes eastern or soulbeither
direca
reduction
15
rales
In
of
per
cent.
In the oxlsilug rates on grain within the
parity
of
ern Khlpnifnl. desirable ho will have a
A reduction in grain rates always applies as well on flour,
tion through any market.
If the reduced rates are finally enforced state.
The Nebraska Commission forced
the material reduction-^ within tlie state will be Insignlficuut com- meal and other grain products.
pared with the automatic reductions In the Interstate adjustment a 15 per cent, reduction in state rates, not only on grain and grain
which must follow. The same reduction must be made from Omaha, products, but on live stock, coal, lumt>er and fruits and vegetAblee.
Kansas and Nebraska do not consume a hundredth part of what
not only to St. Louis but to the other Mississippi river crossings;
to Peoria and Chicago, the gateways to the Central states; to Louis' they produce, and the great bulk of the commodities consumed within these states Ls produced outside of them.
The freight destined
vlllo. Evan.svlUc, Cairo and Memphis, the market ix>ints for all the
Southeastern states; to Little Rock, Texarkana. I''ort Worth, Dallas from points of origin within either state and moving under the
and Shreveport, the principal market gateways for the stales of slate's mileage rates to points of consumption within the state, is
large

/

P»^

Fig. 8.
TliUi (IkiiI kIiuiis the rcilurtion In intcisltite ralin irhirh tcould foUoio a riiluclion of 5 crn<», in the Tr-ras vailroail rommimion'ii finl-rla»t rote from
(lalvcHton to Waco. {The raten shoicn ui>iili/ im/j; t""" ""' ba-ndiy points.) AUollur loirns i;roup nnxind the»f iiml Ihr ridm-lion /rom all I* the tame a*
point.
Vppir flijurea Kales at present In effect.
Loicer fioures: Kates which icould apply folloici»g the abore-mrntioncd redmction.

from the basing

:

Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas;

and to Minneapolis, the largest
of the milling centers.
Any reduction in the rate to the Mississippi
river and Chlcjigo means just that much reduction In the revenue
on grain movInK lo Boston. New York, IMilladelphia. Unltlniore and
Newport News for export, as these rates are all made on the Mississippi river combination.
And when these rates go down, a similar reduction is forced in the rate to Pensacola. Kla.. Mobile, Ala.,
New Orleans, La., and Port .\rthur and Galveston, Tex., for export.
It has never been found feasible to carry local and proportional
rates on (he same basis, and there Is therefore the protablllty of
further leiluotion In the proportional basis. To what flgure the proportional rate on wheat across Missouri might fall as the result of
carrying a local rate of SU cents, Is, of course, problematical. The
rates up to this time have always been maintained about 4 cents

as nothing to that which moves to points beyond the state. That
is to say, nearly all the traffic of both the states is Interstate, and
subject to the Influence of the competitive Interstate rate adjustments.
The products of Kansas and Nebraska find their primary
markets (Kansas City. Kan., and Omaha. Neb..) on the Missouri
river at the extreme eastern boundary of the state, and the state
regulation fixes the rate at which the product Is hauled from points
of production to these primary markets, no matter what the ultimate destination of the produit may be. .Vs a result, the 15 per
cent, reductions in the grain rates roqulred by both state commissions have called for a flat reduction of just that amount In all
Interstate rates, and a corresponding shrinkage In railroad revenues
on practically all of the grain raised In both the states.
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contingent result

a horizontal reduction in the rates on

is

Oklahoma Kiain. The Choctaw line of the Rock Island operates in
Oklahoma under a charter which provides that its rates In that
state must not be higher than they are in the states from which
The line enters Oklahoma from Kansas, as
it enters Oklahoma.
well as from Arkansas, and the cliarter provision required an immediate adjustment of the Oklahoma rates on the Kansas scale.
With the Oklahoma rates on the Kansas basis it was found Imposmaintain the adjustment formerly prevailing from points in
southern Oklahoma to points in Texas, and a readjustment there
necessary.
Similar reductions of the rates to Arkansas points
was

sible to

will be required.

This situation clearly illustrates the Interdependence of state
accompanying chart will give a partial
It can, of course, picture the effect only
The reductions are general, affecting every point;
at a few points.
TEXAS.
In Texas, state regulation of rates is deliberately designed to
coatrol the rates on interstate business both into and out of the state.
There is, from the standpoint of the state, excellent reason for this
policy; for, aside from its timber and a portion of its grain, little
which Texas produces is consumed within the state, and the bulk

The
rates.
illustration of the situation.

and Interstate
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grown within the United States. It has, however, no cotton-spinning Industry worthy the name. Probably 99 per cent, of the cotton grown In the state Is sent to New England and southeastern
spinning points and to foreign countries. The revenues of the carriers on all this interstate and foreign cotton freight are absolutely
dependent upon the rates fixed by the railroad commission of Texas
to the port of Galveston.

Three years since, the commission ordered a reduction in cotton rates of 5 cents per 100 lbs., or ?1 per ton. The movement from
Texas to interstate and foreign destinations in the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1906, was a million and a half tons. The direct result to
Interstate carriers from this one act of the Commission has been
an annual shrinkage in their revenues of something like a million
and a half of dollars.
A cardinal principle In the three principal classification territories Is that valuable commodities such as dry goods, notions,
boots and shoes, hats, etc., shall take first class rates, whether the
goods are 8hlpi>ed in carloads or In less than carload quantities.
There Is no voluntary variation from this in any Interstate adjustment. The principle has frequently been reviewed without disapproval by the Interstate Commerce Commission. The Texas commission, however, has taken the opposite view, and In Its state
classification has fixed class "A" basis on these commodities when
shipped In carload quantities. This action on their part has no force
or effect so far as concerns state traffic. None of these commodities
are manufactured within the state and no bouse in the state jobs
them in carload quantities. The state commission's action does,
however, reduce the interstate rate on these commodities from New
York to interior Texas towns 37 cents per 100 lbs. in carload lots.
That the Texas commission exercises its rate-making powers
with deliberate intent to control the Interstate rates for the benefit
of Its industries appears from the following illustration.
The Rock Island has a line running southwest from the state
of Kansas, pa.ssing diagonally across the Panhandle of Texas into
New Mexico and on to El Paso. There are large salt industries on
this line at Hutchinson, Kan., and In the year 1905 the Rock Island,
being asked to e.stabllsh a reasonable rate from Hutchinson into
its Panhandle towns, published an average rate of 19'/.. cents.
The
average distance is about 300 miles. There are salt plants of considerable importance at Grand Saline, Salt City and Colorado. Texas,
and under the state commission's orders, the Rock Island, In connection with other lines, had in effect an average rale of 20V& cents
per 100 lbs. from these state salt plants to the Panhandle towna
The average haul to these points Is from Grand Saline, 525 miles;
from Colorado, 660. and Salt City, Texas, 690 miles. When the Rock
Island's interstate rate came to the attention of the Texas commission, It ordered the Rock Island's Texas line to non-concur In the
reduction, threatening that if the interstate rate were allowed to
stay In, they would compel the state carriers to haul salt from these
state plants to the Panhandle points for 15 cents per 100 lbs. Needless to say, the interstate rate was withdrawn, and It remains today at the Texas maximum rate of 22iA cents. The map illustratee
the situation.
nxrwois.

Fig. 9
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of the food stuffs, wearing apparel and manufactured articles
Ita citizens consume or use are imported from other states.

which

The

state commission has always conceived it to be to the state's
Interest to link its fortunes with the coastwise steamship lines
rather than with the all-rail carriers reaching the state through

northern gateways. Consequently the commission has made the
port of Galveston the radiating point in its adjustment. The class
rates from the eastern seaboard have always been made the exact
combination of the steamship rates from New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Baltimore to the port of Galveston, plus the commission's local rates thence to every point in the state.
This has forced
the rail carriers to group all the producing territory west of seaboard territory, and to maintain a relative adjustment calculated
to permit these territories to market their products in Texas in
competition with the rates from the seaboard fixed for the rail carriers both In and outside the state by the Texas commission and
the steamship lines.
It necessarily follows that whenever the Texas conuniasion reduces a rate from Galveston the revenue of the state carrier on all
Texas business originating at the Atlantic seaboard Is lowered and
the interstate carriers are compelled to make corresponding reductions from every other basing point.
The immediate effect of a
reduction of 5 cents in the commission's first class rate from Galveston to Waco is outlined In the accompanying chart:
Texas is above all a cotton-growing state. The wealth of Its
farming communities and the business of its cities Is founded on
the production and marketing of this staple. The revenues of the
carriers within the state are largely dependent upon the movement
of the cotton crop. Texas produces one-quarter of all the cotton
Its

Recent reductions in class rates in Illinois
tions of the Interstate rates between St. Louis,

have forced reducHannibal, Quincy,

Keokuk, Davenport and Dubuque, and will eventually force similar
reductions In rates between Intermediate local points either wholly
Interstate or wholly within other states than Illinois.

ABKAKSAS.

The Arkansas commission hag prescribed a full line of class and
commodity rates which produce an effect on all the rates on merchandise brought Into the state from points beyond, similar to the
results of the Texas commission's regulation of the rates in that
state.

MINNESOTA.

The Minnesota commission has

fixed a scale of class rates within
the state which recently required the leveling down of all rates from
Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth to Iowa and Dakota points. It
was with respect to this situation that Judge Lochren said In the
case before him involving the validity of these rates:
•It would si^om to Xx ti-rs difficult to avoid
the conrltislon
that these rales fixed In respect to MlDnesota do necessarily and dlretfly affect Interatnte commerce.
have no doubt that Coagrws ml^bt
I
very properly, under the constitutional provision irivlns it the entire power of
control over interstate commerce, assume control of the avenues of interstate
commerce of the railroads which are engaged in Interstate commerce, and of
nil rates wlilch are collected by those railroads, whether within the
states or
without the states. lx>cause the matter of those rates would affect the^ avenues of interstate commerce, and might affect their ability to continue as
^
avenues of Interstnte commerce."
.

.

.

...

And as to this argument, urged before the Supreme Court In
the Minnesota rate case, recently decided, the opinion of Mr. Justice
Peckham says:
•Still another Federal question is nrged growing ont of the assertion
that
ihe laws .ire. by their necessary effect, an interference with and a regniatlon
of interstate commerce, the grounds for which assertion it Is not now necessary to enlarge upon.
The question Is not, at any rate, frivoions."
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Reinforced Concrete Trestle on the Burlington.

The reinforced concrete treetle illuBtrated herewith was recently
St. Loul.^-Hannlbal line of the Burlington.
The
trosHlng of Salt river, about luo miles north of Si. I.ouls, Ib a thre»Hijan through truHH bridge, with a treatle approach on the north
nearly ."iOO ft. long. When It became neceBsary to renew this trestle,
whUth waH built of limber, It waH decided to RubKtItute reinforced
completed on the

coMcrete.

The structure had to be put up under trafflc. A temporary
was built by driving piling on each side of the old bridge and
rapping It longitudinally. The stringers of the old bridge, together
with some new material, were then placed across this and the rails
treatle

Vol.

XLIV

,

No.

IC.

In driving the piles were capped with an 8-ln. rubber cushion, and
although, sometimes, several hundred blows were required, and In
some ca.-ies the full 24-fL drop of the hammer was used, none of the
piles was Injured. They were driven In gravelly sand and the penetration was from 14 to IC ft
After the piles were driven, molds were put around the tops and
the caps cast in place.
When these had set sufBciently, the forms
for the slabs were put up and these likewise built in place. Building
paper was put in the joints between slabs. There is no other provision for expansion. A pier, resting on wooden piling. Is placeJ
at every fifth span to tal<e the longitudinal thrust.
The end of the
steel gpaa adjoining the trestle rests on caissons.
The floor slab of
the trestle rests on a reinforced concrete beam, 4 ft. 3% In. deep, oo

OS_^ffacjs_
j^,

S_?£_-JJJl^

^

Cross Sec fion o/ Skrb.
Details of Reinforced Concrete Trestle; Chicago, Burlington

spiked directly thereto. The old bridge was removed from underneath this structure and the now one built In Its place without interference with tralBc. This method Is more expensive than Is the
case where the floor slal)s are cast in a yard nearby and set In the
bridge by a derrick, and Its use is justified only where trains are
frequent.

The north approach

.

is 477 ft. C in. long.
The bents are spaced
centers and there are six piles to (he bent; these piles, which
are 22 ft, long, were molded on their side.s. They are reinforced with
eight Vi-ln. corrugated steel bars, wound spirally with No. 12 steel
wire. They are 16 In. square at the top, are chamfered 3 in. on the
corners and taper S in. In 30 ft. They were driven, for the most
part, with an ordinary road pile-driver having a 3,000-lb. hammer.

14

ft.

&

Quincy.

top of the caissons. The south approach has only three spans and
Is 42 ft. 9 In. long.
In the West and SoutJi there are many miles of wooden trestle
bridges carrying tracks over overflow water only. They are a constant exjien^e for maintenance and renewal, ni.any of them being
In swampy land, affording poor foundations.
The advantages of
concrete construction in such situations are obvious. Its low first
from $25 to $S0 per foot of single track the complete Immucost
nity from fire, the permanent character of the structure and the
freedom from maintenance cost should commend it to maintenance
engineers.
The Salt river trestle was designed by C. H. Cartlldge. Bridge
Engineer of the Burlington, and was built by company forces.

—

—
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The Pennsylvania's New

Rail

Sections and

Specifications.

Mechanical Requirements.

The

accomijaiiyiiig rail sections and ilic following specifications
results of the work of the rail committee of the Pennsylvania
The memhers of the committee are: Theo. N. Ely, Chief
of Motive Power, Lines East and West. Chairman; A. C. Shand,
Clilef Engineer, I^ines East; L. R. Zollinger, Engineer Maintenance
of Way, Lines East; A. W. Gibbs, General Superintendent Motive
Power, Lines East; C. B. Dudley, Chemist, Lines East; T. H. John-

are

tile

liailroad.

Consulting Engineer, Lines East; Robt. Trimble, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, Lines West; W. C. Cushing, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way, l^ines West; J. C. Bland. Engineer of
Bridges, I^lnes West; D. F. Crawford, General Superintendent Motive
Power, Lines West.
son,

1.

The

steel of

following limits in

Chemical Vompu.sition.
which the rails are rolled shall conforni
chemical composition:

to

ilif

llcaaim cr.

Lower
.

.

.

.

limit.

Desired composltloD. Upper limit.

0.45
0.80

r'nrbon
MiuiRani'K
Silicon
riioKplion

0.0.-.

0..'iO

0..'

1.00
0.12

1.20
0.20
0.10

Oppn-hiarth.
C'nr'bon

Silicon

.

.

.

.

height of V,, In. less or jN in. greater than the specified height,
in. in width of fiange, will be permitted; but no variations
-fii
shall be allowed in the dimensions affecting the fit of the splice bars.

and

9. The weight of the rails specified in the order shall be maintained as nearly as possible, after complying with the preceding
paragraph. A variation of one-half of 1 per cent, from the calculated weight of section, as applied to an entire order, will be allowed.
10. The standard length of rails, at a temperature of 60 deg. F.,
shall be 33 ft.
Ten per cent, of the entire order will be accepted
in shorter lengths, varying as follows: 30 ft., 27'.- ft. and 25 ft.,
and all No. 1 rails less than 33 ft. long shall be painted green on
ends. A variation of
in. in length from that specified will be

^

must be free from Injurious mechanical defects
and flaws; shall be sawed square at the ends, a variation of not
more than :f2 In. being allowed; and burrs shall be carefully re11.

0.0.-.

..

7. The name of the maimer, the weight and type of the rail, and
month and year of manufacture shall be rolled in raised letters
and figures on the side of the web, and the number of the heat shall
be plainly stamped on each rail where it will not subsequently be
covered by the splice bars. A letter shall be stamped on the web
to indicate the portion of the ingot from which the rail was rolled.
8. The section of rail shall conform as accurately as possible to
the templet furnished by the railroad company.
A variation in

the

allowed.

0.70

.
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the leading and finishing passes, nor after they leave the finishing
pass.

.MjinKJincsc
riiosplioni.s

Process of Manvfacture.

The

rails

The

rails shall be

moved.

Ingots shall be kept in a vertical position until ready to be
rolled, or until the metal in the interior has had time to solidify.
("Bled ingot" one from
be used.
3. No "bled" ingots shall
2.

—

12.

smooth on the heads, straight

In line

and

and without any twists, waves or kinks; particular attention being given to having the ends without kinks or drop.
The

surface,

—

K--^-^H

zf-

?rs

I
;

.\icii

head
wet
base

of

.'!..'i7

T,itnl

Moment

•

3.39

"

8.47 sq.

of Incrtlii

SiMllon niodiihis. head
Se.tloii iiindulii'i. base
liiiili.

sq. lu.

1..-.1

head to area, head
web " "
web
•
•
Iwise
bn.'ie
total periphery lo lotal area

peiiplieiy.

85-lb.

Rail;

In.

42.2 per cent.
17.8
40.0
100.0 per cent.

Area

•

"

1.7:<

Total

9.07 sq.

3.81

Momeiil ot Inertia

2.ti!)

Section modulus, head
Section modulus, base
Itntio periphery, bend to nreii, head
web • '•
web
base • "
tMise.
total periphery to total area

2.4S

Pennsylvania Railroad.

)

The number

that on

sq. In.

1.8.')

4.03

of passes and speed of train shall be so reguleaving the rolls at the final pass the temperature
of the rail will not exceed that which requires a shrinkage allowance at the hot saws, for a rail 33 ft. in length, of 6U in. for 851b.
section, and G'j in. for 100-lb. section.
These allowances to be decreased at the rate of '/,„„ in. for each second of lime elapsed between the rail leaving the finishing rolls and being sawed. The
bars shall not be held for the purixise of reducing their temperalure, uor shall any artificial means of cooling them be used between
lated

4.00

base

—

G.

bend

web

10.77
12.02

the center of which the liquid steel has been permitted to escape.)
4. There shnll be sheared from the end of the bloom formed
from the top of the ingot sutflcient discard to insure sound rails.
(All metal from tlio top of the ingot, whether cut from bloom or
rail, is the top discard.)
5. In reheating, care shall be taken to avoid burning the steel,
and under no circumstances shall a "cinder heat" be used. ("Cinder
heat" one in which the scale on the sides of the ingot becomei
lluid.)

oC

20.1

'

In.

41.0 per cent.
1S.«
40.4

100.0 per cent
41.0
13.71
l.'i.Ol

1.50
,1.58

2.43
2.3i>

100-lb. Rail; Pennsylvania Railroad.

hot straightening shall be carefully done, so that gagging
the cold presses will be reduced to a minimum. .-Vny rail comi:ij
to the straightening presses showing any sharp kinks or greater
camber than that indicated by a middle ordinate of 4 in. in ,33 ft.'
will be at once marked as a No. 2 rail, and only accepted as stich..
The distance between the supports of rails in the straigbteniiijg'
presses shall not be less than 42 in.
13. Circular holes for splice bars shall be drilled to conform
accurately in every respect to the drawing and dimensions furnished by the railroad company, and must be free from burrs.
•

Tests and Inspection.
One drop test shall be made on a piece of rail not less '.Iian
4 ft and not more than 6 ft. long, selected by the inspector from
each heat of steel, from any position in the ingot. The test piece
shall be placed head upwards on solid supports, 5 in. radius, 3 ft.
14.
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between centers, and both 851b. and lOO-lb. sectlonB Bliall be siibJeoted to an Impact test from a weight of 2,000 lbs.. falllnB 15 ft.
The (leHectlon for No, I rlaHHlficallon railH must not exceed that
liKlKaled by a middle ordinate of 2 In. In 3 ft. for 100-lb. Hctllon,
and 2V.1 In. for 851b. b<mHon. Test i)leie« shall be tested to destruction.
The temperature of the teat pieces shall be between Co

and 120 deg.

F.

piece breaks without showing physical defect, all
that heat shall lje rejwicd absolutely.
however, the test piece broken under test "a" shows
physical defect, the top rail from each Ingot of that heal shall be

(0)

rails

If

a

te.tt

made from

ih)

rejected;

If,

and

(1) A second test shall then be made of a test piece selected
by the inspector. If this second test piece breaks, the remainder
If this second piece
of the rails of the heat shall also be rejected.
does not break, the remainder of the rails of the heal will be accepted as either No. 1 or No. 2 classlHcatlon, according n.s the
deflection Is less or more, respectively, than thii prescribed limit.
(d) If the test piece, test "a," does not br>;ak, but when teslt-il
to destruction shows pipe, tlie top rail from ea.-h Ingol shall be
rejected.
The remaliider of the rails of the heat will be accepted
as either No. 1 or No. 2 classlflcation, according us the defltotion
Is less or more, respectively, than the prescribed limit.
(c) If the test piece, test "o," does not break, and when testt^i'
to ilralruction does not show pipe, the rails of the heat will be ai
ccpled as either No. 1 or No. 2 classlflcation, according as tlie detlec
lion under test "a" is less or more, respectively, than the prescrib'W
limit.
Note The drop test and the deflection requirements may \>
luodlfled If consldeicd advisable by the railroad company.
15. The drop-testing machine shall have a lup of 2,000 lbs.
weight, the striking fac'e of which shall have a radius of not more
than 5 in. The anvil block of the drop testing machine shall weigh
at least 20,000 lbs,, and the support.s shall be part of, or firmly secured to, the anvil. The foundations for the anvil Mock shall ba
such as will meet the approval of the railroad company.
16. No rails shall be accepted which contain any physical defects that Impair Iheir strength.
17. Rails improperly drilled or straightened, or from which the
Inirrs have not been properly removed, shall l>e rejected, but may
lie accepted after being properly finished.
18. No, 2 rails to the extent of 5 per cent, of the whole order
will be received.
All rails accepted as No. 2 rails must have the
rails,
ends painted white, and must be kept separate from No.
and be shipped in separate cars,
19. Hails will be acccpled and billed according to actual weights,
20. All rails niut-t he loaded in the presence of the inspector.
21. The makers shall furnish the inspectors with the carlx)n
determination of each heat, and. also, two complete analyses which
shall represent the average steel of each day's work, before the
These analyses will be checked from time to
rails are shipped.
time by the railroad company's chemist, and, on request of the
inspector, the makers shall furnish a portion of the test ingot for
check analyses.
22. Inspectors representing the railroad company .shall have free
entry to the works of the makers at all times when the conlra^^t Is
being filled, and shall have reasonable facilities afforded them by
the makers to satisfy them that the flnished material is furnished
All tests and inspection
in accordance with these specifications.
shall be made at the place of manufacture, prior to shipment.
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XV.
Agreements Aniontf Ocean Caniein to Control Itate.i.
As might be expected, the freedom of the sea conduces to

varia-

tion in the forms of agreement among sea carriers.
At least four
kinds of agreements are clearly discernible:
(1) division of territory; (2) freight pooling; C!) pooling of profits; (4) "conference"
or agreement to maintain rates,
Division of territory, although not the most common, is
1.

probably the simplest form of agreement, as It is the easiest to
Each party is, within limits, free to do as it chooses within
own territory. The agreement between the German companies
and the Morgan syndicate makes a precise division of territory,
by limiting future new services and setting the number of sailings
that might be made on some existing services.
In the North Sea
Irafflc, Wilson's of Hull, the great rivals of the United Danish Linos,
agree with their rivals as to which ports each shall serve, and
when they disagree the threat of either party to compete at all points
Is a strong argument for i>eace, as It was also In the recent (December, 1905) quarrel
or ostensible quarrel between the HamburgAmerican and North German Lloyd companies. There are many
divisions of territory that are tacit rather than formal. A line performing a certain service desires to add to or extend its service, but
fears to do so knowing that the move will be regarded as a prac-

operate.
Its

—

—
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of war and treated accordingly. This Is proljably
the commonest of all causes of rate wars. A new carrier enters
a rich field for a share of the trade and a contest ensues.
One of the commoncft ways of ending a rate war is for the
contestantr to rllvlde up the territory. The following Is an example:
During 1902 and 1903 the trade from New York to Haytl and Cuba
was coniptted for by the Hamburg-American Line and the Cameron
Line.
This was settled and competition ended by the Cameron Line
withdrawing their ships from Haytl. but continuing their Mexico
and Cuba services. The owners of the Cameron Line further acted
as agents for the Hamburg company In Haytl, but the Hambure
company's ships did the cariylng.
Freight pooling achieves a similar result by (a) the common
2.
method of alternate sailings or by Ibj the more unusual method
of actual division of the traffic on a basis of percentage or kinds of
tical declaration

traffic.

(a) Alternate sailings Is one of the most, If not the most, widespread of all forms of line agreements. It is simple in Its devel-

opment and really was the origin of line traffic on many routes. Two
or three merchants who were In the habit of sending an occasional
sailing vessel for themselves and others, naturally chose different
times for the despatch of their thips. because there was then more
freight offering.
They almost inevitably worked out somethini; as
a schedule.* The same advantage holds true when two or more
lines are running on the same route.
As the advantages of this
manifestly increase with the length of the route, it is natural that
should be prevalent in the trade to South America, Africa and the

it

Orient.

To the Argentine Republic, one French and two English lines
give a uniform rate with alternate sailings and exchange of passenger tickets. To the west coast of South America the HamburgAmerican and the Hamburg-South American companies alternate
the schedule and increase their ships together.
But these lines have
even a closer pooling alliance. In the Oriental trade two French
lines operate together, taking turns, and the two great German companies have tried al)out all forms of combinations. This service
has been double, consisting of the Imperial Mail line and a cargo
line, the two companies joining in furnishing the vessels for these
This was followed by a period during which the Hamburg company
managed the freight line and the Bremen company the mail line,
each contiibutiug ships to both. This was satisfactory to neither
party, and by a Hamburg conference in November. 1903. it was
agreed that the Bremen company should furnish as well as manage
the mail line, and the Hamburg company the cargo line. The companies then exchanged vessels and agreed not lo antagonize each
other in this trade. A half-dozen companies along the Dalmatian
coast recently made a similar arrangement by which passenger and
express business was taken by one line and freight by the others.
The contract between the German lines and the Morgan syndicate
made provision for the sharing by the two Interests of new trade,
or of extension when the enlargement amounted to doubling the
number

of sailings.

Pooling of profits seems to l>e quite common, if one may
from the known numl)er of these ordinarily secret arrangements. The two great German companies appear to have a money
pool, and it is announced from time to time In the press that they
have pools with some of the smaller German companies. There is
a pool of passenger earnings between the two German companie,'.
the Holland-.'Vmerican and the Red Star Line, which belongs to the
International Merchant Marine Coinimny. and runs to Antwerp
The German East-.-Vfrlca Company and the Austrian Lloyd got Into
3.

infer

competition because the .\ustrian line entered the East Africa trade,
but after various negotialionst ihey announced a reported agreement by which "receipts from tlie passenger branches of the two
servl(;e5 shall be divided at fixed intervals between the two companies, and that a mutual understanding shall also be arranged as
regards the goods traffic."
The pooling of profits in ocean-carrying is comparatively simple
if office expenses are left out. as is ustially the case.
The ships
are often chartered, the owner furnishing the crew, so that the expense account, as well as Income, can be calculated to a nicety.
Even where ships are not chartered, it is common to have them surveyed when ihey enter ixjol service, and the owner credited with the
same amount of money that he would have received it he had chartered the vrsfel to outside parties at current rates.
There is a profit pool among the carriers from the I'nlted Kingdom to Australia. WiUiln the past decade there have been profit
pools In the line trade from New York to .\ustralla and from New
York lo Brazil, and there was every outward sign that there was
also one from New York to South .-Vfrlca,
lis existence was finally
revealed In May. 1905. by a suit in the court of King's Bench. LonThree British flrms in the rnite<l Kingdom-South African
don. t
•'Hip Ilaniliiire-AnirrliiiD and North Oernian IJo.vd compmilM wore
foimoil bj- such Rroiips of mprclinni!: who dpsir^d » bptter service than their
orrnslonni Indeppiident ships gnve. nnd, iiiilting, furmcd the now famous c«mpiiiljo!:.

iFiiiriiliui.
f S- e Xf\v

.lanimry 2S. 1004. p.

U.'i.

York Jvurnal of Comuicrcf. Juuo
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trade also liad vessels in New York service. Tliey were entitled to
21 per cent, in the pool; the German Hansa line had 16 per cent.,
and was sued because of the failure to maintain the agreement
During most of this
which was entered into October 23, 19111.
period there was a rate war in progress, and the difficulty of operating a pool under these circumstances is shown by the fact that in
1902 there were 87 meetings and in 1903, 61.
Pools of both sorts are apt to be short-lived, as were most of
tliose referred to above, because of their tendency to become nonprogressive arrangements. They heal the difficulty of the hour, but
they must l)e well arranged, indeed, if they can provide for the
satisfactory division of increased trade among the participants.
It matters
is the rock upon wliicli they all alike go to pieces.
little whether they be divisions of traffic or divisions of money.
One line feels that its position, expenditures, or activity merit a
large share of the increase in the trade. The line that has done
less wants, of course, an equal share.
An example will illustrate:
In February, 1893, the British-India, Peninsular & Oriental, and
llansa steamship companies came to a clear-cut agreement about the
trade between Middlesboro', London, Hamburg and Antwerp with
India.
In September, 1898. it was modified, apparently in favor of
the stronger parties, so that if Antwerp freight exceeded the capacity
(if the Hansa steamers, each of the other lines could have six sailings a year from Antwerp, the amount of freight in each of thes?
This lasted until
jidditional sailings being prescribed and limited.
.lanuary, IflO."), when the P. & O. Company, again dissatisfied, threw
the agreement to the winds, announced more frequent sailings from
Antwerp, and a long rate war between the two British companies
and the German company followed. Announcement of its end in the
sjiriiig of 1!M)7 did not give the terms of the agreement.
•1.
Sliipi)ing conferences.
These are usually agreements to
maintain rates upon a certain route. Once the carriers have agreed,
lliey usuall.v arrange a schedule of sailings, rendering the best possible service, and keep off competitors by a system of deferred rebates.
This is tisually 10 per cent, of the freight. It Is calculated
at the end of a long period, usually six months, and paid six months
or a year later, pronhled the shipper has remained "loyal" to the
members of the conference. Shipping by a rival line is. of course,
"disloyalty," so that the conference carriers, by means of these deferred rebates, practically keep all regular shippers under bonds to
let all rivals severely alone.
Thus is the shipper bound. The startdeterred by the certainty of fierce coming of rival shipping lines
petition, and by the restraining tendency which the rebates will
have on the people who would otherwise ship by the new line.
Despite this inner stay and outer prop, the way of the .shipping
conference is far from smooth. The prosperity that attends their
success attracts the hungry outside shipowner who sets up competilion. creates chaos and general loss in the hope of being admitted
to the conference.

that had been carefully stipulated in all arrangements with German
and other lines.
From South Africa also came the charge of excessive rates, but
the carriers declared their rates were reasonable, and that the
African importers were suffering from the exactions of the colonial
railroads.
In this connection a paper before the Institute of f^ivil
Engineers shows that on the basis of L54d. per ton per geographical
mile for mineral trains in England, the total sea-borne rate was
about one thirty-fifth of that figure. At the time of the African complaint against the shipping "ring," the rate on iron from the L'niled
Kingdom to Kimljerley was as follows:

Owing to the oft and widely rejieated tact that the I'uited States
has had few and poor shipping connections other than trans-Atlantic, the best place to see the shipping conference in full operalion is In European trade, where the steamship lines are older and
well established.
The best single example is the South African Shipping Gonference, which has successfully regulated the trade of a
region that stood for some years in the glare of the world's attenticui.
It is also an unprosperous region where discontent is rife
and where there is diligent search for the causes of this lack of
piosperity which lends to discontent. The fact that the conference
has had long success and consequent freedom from rivals has produced a feeling of Independence and made it leys anxious to please
the shipper in matters of detail. All these inUuences have combined
to throw much light on the South African Shipping Gonference.
.\ New York freight broker, well acquainted with Huropean coudition.s, recently declared:
"The steamship people in Kngland ride
the shippers; they ride them: they say "you can have so much space
in such and such a ship."
The British shippers seem to he of the
s.ime opinion.
After the close of the Boer War the press was full
of comiilaiiiing letters.
Such grave bodies as the Liverpool and
Leeds Chain hers of Commerce took the matter up and condemned
it
vigorously; the colonial premiers entered into correspondence
with the head of the conference: and South African commercial
bodies were quite as active as those of England.
The Leeds Chamber of Commerce showed that when a rival line
had arisen and the rebates had failed to hold the shipper, the conference had quoted doiinle (prohibitive) rates when the shipper
P(>rsisted in patronizing the new company for that part of the
freight which the new carrier could place.
The British public was
also enraged because the rates to Africa were from 24s. to 80s. per
ton. and the same firms had steamers in the New York-South Afriian
service and were giving rales from New York at 10s. to 20s,*
American trade was naturally booming at the expense of the
English,
To this criticism the carriers replied that the New York
rate was a heavy loss owing to competition, and that the rates from
all continental points were the same as from British ports, a point
Hill

•riila type of Krli-vnnco still iciiialns iind Is onihixlled in n stronc reseliiot' llu> .\ss<ii'iatt'il Chauibi'rs ut t'oiiuiioice of liicat
Britain wblcb met In
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Varlous persons and chambers of commerce were appealing to
government to give them relief of some sort and one
proposal was to give the mail and government contracts to an inAn editorial in Lloyd's
dependent line that should _l>e formed.
Gazette in August. 1904, stated that while monopoly had made the
conference carriers a little autocratic in their manners, any government scheme to start another line "would just make it strong enough
Occasionally, Sir Donald Currie. bead of
to join the conference."
the largest British Interests in the conference, would reply to the
numerous attacks. One such long letter* made the challenging statement that "the South African trade is quite open." But owing to
the rebate control and boycott rates it was practically open only
to a line or combination that could offer as good a service, and that,
It is common for steamers
as experience ))roved. was a heroic task.
to South Africa to skirt the coast, stopping at three or more ports.
When competition did spring up, the conference lines eclipsed It by
despatching a ves.sel directly to each of the three main ports, and
it is currently reported that one of the lines in the conference got
in only after losing a million dollars in a rate war which finally
brought the conference to terms. So the statement that the trade
"is quite open" may have needed a little interpretation.
In a letter to Mr. Chamberlain. Sir Donald Currie said (see .\>if
York Journal of Commerce. June IS. 19031: "This so-called rebate
system prevails in every ocean steam trade, and while providing
the necessary support which steamers, to be regularly employed,
regularly require, it secures under suitable arrangements with the
merchants regularity of rates, as well as the supply of sufficient
steam tonnage."! Fairplay quoted Mr. Birchenough who had been
^ent to South Africa by the government to Investigate the matter)
as saying:
"The reliate system prevents the cutting of rate.>. and
the British

(

is to that extent as much a protection to the shippers as to the
and the journal then stated editorially that, "as a simple
matter of fact, the present very efficient service to the Cape could
not possibly be worked otherwise than by a conference agreement."
The discussion of this rebate problem steadily continued, rose
almost to the degree of ferment, and would not down. Finally, after
."pecial reports had been made to the British government upon It. a
royal commission was appointed, in November, 1906. to inquire "Into
the operations of shipping rings or conferences generally, an<l more
especially into the system of deferred rebates, and report whether
such operations have ceased or are likely to cause injury to British
or Colonial trade, and If so. what remedial action. If any, should
be taken by legislation or otherwise."
The rather full accounts of hearings which were reported from
time to time In Lloi/il's (layette and other maritime journals furnished much detailed information concerning the actual situation.
The disadvantages of th'> rebate system have been clearly pointed
The Secretary of the Birmingham Chamber of Commerce testiout.
fied that merchants have been so penalized that they were afraid
to testify.
The penalties have been doubled rates or no service. .\
it

'ring'";

representative of the Ixindon Chamber of Commerce te,-tlfie<l t'.iat
the heavier shippers got special secret rebates. But the most gilling piece of testimony seems to have been the fact that the shipping
ring lines charged higher rates from British ports than they did
upon the same ships for continental or American goods going out
to the British colonies and foreign lands.
For example, the China
Conference was inveighed against because the .Vmerlcan rate was
2rt shillings, and the London rate 4.t shillings to China: and an off.'r
of a 20 shilling rate from London, the British shipper dare net
lake, and kept on paying his 4.^ shillings, because he was tied with
a heavy rebate shackle. Complaint was made that the British glassware paid 37 shillings and a half to New Zealand, while the sams
steamer took Continental glassware from Antwerp and Hamburg
on a through rate at 22 shillings and a half, Tlie defense of this on
the part of the shipping company was that only by this means coul.1
they meet the competition of Continental steamers.
In answer to the direct que.<tlon by the Commissioners. "Do you
recommend the alxilition of rebates by statute?" there was a surprising temperance of answer on the part of the aggrieved merchants;
almost none of them favored such action. In the first place, it was
pointed out that the attempted prohibition by the United States
*Sfii'rn

and ^hipttintj, Jiinn 24.
September 22, 1904,
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Kovornment whllo It had caiuied a temporary cesBalion of rebates.
waH really Ineffective; because the rebate could be worked by a
corporation through Its foreign offices.
Tlio euggcHtlon of lli<^ legal prolilbllion of rebates brought out
rather surprising Htateinent of llieir advantages. It was shown
that they permitted regularlly ami iinlfoinilly of rates, which enabled the merchant to make quolutlous for long times In the future,
and, lastly, the shipping companies usually bound themselves to stop
competing with the merchants by so-called "filling lines." This common practice has long been ro.sorted to by shipping lines. When
freight was dull, they would fill their ships with goods on their own
account, to be sold in compeiition with merchants who were their
Escape from this the merchants deemed a great gain.
liatrons.
A representative of the Ceylon Association of London testifle.l
that he thought the one year deferred rebate was too long a time
for the money to be held by the carrier, and was therefore not liked
forclKii

ii

tiie shippers; but they didn't wish anything to interfere with
ho splendid, almost dally, service which the Ceylon shippers enjoyeJ
by the 120 first class steamers which were returning from that Island
Therefore, on tfie whole, they were against
to European markets.
.iny legislation on rebates, tor fear that the shipping lines might
make something that bore more heavily upon them, since "a reasonable and regular rate seems to us more beneficial to the shipper
and tradei than one subject to violent fluctuations."
Tlie consensus of opinion of the witnesses was similar to that
of the Ceylon tea shippers; but great insistence was TJiaced on the
fav't thai something should bo done to prevent line.s carrying foreign
goods more cheaply tlian British goods to the detriment of British
trade.
In this respect the conference of West Africa was held up
The two British lines controlled by Elderus a sliining example.
ilfiiister & Company had an agreement with the one rival German
line, wl.iih they dominated, and as its result they had built up a
splendiil .service, and to i)revent the founding of a line directly with
America, a rate was given to America, via Liverpool, which was identical with the rate to Liverpool only.
The China Conference is one of long standing, and, like numerous
olliers from Europe outward, it has succeeded in keeping less beOne of the largest of these combinations is the refore the public.
ported agreement between two groups of west coast South American
carriers the Panama group, comprising eight companies, and the
Magellan group of four companies. In the Panama group were companies representing America, England, Germany, France and Italy.
The founding of lines of steamers from New York to other than
l':uropean and West Indian ports has had its largest and almost Us
entire development since 1890, and while these lines have not been
long established, they have compassed practically all of the experiTo South
ences in the catalogue of agreements among carriers.
America, Africa, Australia and the ea.st there were sailing-vessel lines
of
exporting
meroperations
gradually
from
the
thai had grown up
chants. This commerce has grown great enougli to tempt the oldijy

I

—

established firms of British shipowners to establish employment for
some of their vessels by putting them into steam services from New
York to the' various coasts above mentioned. This was a direct blow
al the trade of the American firms that had handled the trade from
This has been furits Inception, and strong rivalries have ensued.
ther complicated by the coming of the German steamers upon the
Firms
scene.
Peculiar incidents have occurred in these contests.
agreeing In European confeiences have competed here; at least one
New York firm has been in both the east South American trade and
the South African trade, but In one it fiercely competed with firms
with which it had agreements In the other trade. The New York
carrying combinations are well typified In all Important respect? by
the happenings in the Australian trade.
The first of line service was In 1853, when two firms began taking
turns In sending out their sailing vessels. In 1878 a Boston firm
began, and In 1884 added a New York service, taking turns with the
other two companies, and t<ach got wliat rates it could at the agreedui)on time of sailing.
In 1889 a fourth company essayed to enter this
service and it was admitted, after a year of rate cutting, during
which rates fell from 27'-.. cents per cubic foot to 7 cents.
The four companies now agreed and conducted their business
without serious disturbances until 18911 and 1897, when some outside merchants chartered, loaded and despatched some ships to an
Australian firm. This i)romised easily to become the origin of another line. Shortly thereafter the four carriers made rebate contracts, promising a 10 per cent, rebate if shipments were not sent
by any outside line. The agreement was made with many firms,
some for five years and otiiers for shorter periods, down to one year
and less. The shorter periods were apparently accepted because of
the probability of opijosltion. At this time the charge was freely
made that the four firms, by combining the functions of commission
merchants and carriers, used their carrying fund inns to benefit
their business as merchants to the detriment of other merchants.
This very natural desire could be effected, as was then charged, by

quoting rival commission houses higher rates, and by so-called "flllingorders"— filling up a ship, when cargo was scarce, with "bulk
lines" to be sold in Australia In compeiition with their p.itrons who
had paid full rates of freight.
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In the spring of 1898 two London shipping flrmf, debiring return cargoes for ships carrying AuBtraiasian frozen meat to the
United Kingdom, sent their steamers to New York to load outward.
The four New York firms, which had been sending hailing vesselb
only, united In organizing the United States and Australasian Steamship Company, and placed at Its head a man from one of their offices.
This was done the very day that the advertisement of the
Hritibli steamship service appeared, and the .\mericans tucceeded in
despatching the first steamer. The war was carried Into the enemy's
country by sending steamers to South Africa where the competing
English firms had Important services. This was a new venture for
the Australasian shippers and was purely an incident of the lively
war that raged from May until December, 1898. Rates were put
down to lOs. a ton, about the cost of stevedoring and dunnage wood,
and In December there was an agreement between the New York
firms and the two London firms, but a third London line which bad
entered during the competition did not enter as a part of the agreement that formed the so-called Associated Line.
Before the beginning of the competition each of the four Qrms
had taken its turn on the berth and bad made what profits It could
from its ship. The Associated Line worked on a profit pool said
to have been divided equally between the New York and I^ndoo
interests.
It. of course, had the rebate arrangement and the carThis
riers' promised to do away with the obnoxious "filling lines."
.\ngIo-Amerlcan agreement seems never to have run smoothly.
Even the public press frequently mentioned the fact. Old-established American firm.s, accustomed to making their decisions on
the spot, were dealing with the agenls of British shipowners who
are notorious for deciding in London everything for their agents
in New York, whether they know the conditions in New York or
not. That they do not know the New Y'ork situation Is the consensus
In addition to Internal troubles,
of American-New York opinion.
the Associated Line had the strong competition of the one outside
Stronger measfirm which was not well controlled by the relMites.
ures were tried. In May, 1899. an Associated Line circular stated
that if, after the first day of July, any commission house should
consent to fill -a buying order for any Australian or New Zealand
merchant who insisted upon shipping by any line but the Associated Line, that commission house will not only lose its 10 per
cent, deferred rebate for that client, but will in addition have to
pay an additional rate of 5s. per ton upon all freight shipped to
Australia, and 7s. 6d. per ton extra to New Zealand. This embraced all business done by the New York commission firm for
clients "loyal" and "disloyal" to the Associated Line.
The rival
line continued to prosper, and in April. 1900. the penalties were Increased to 12s. t!d. per ton, "on condition that they buy their goods
from a loyal supplier, the consignee's name being subject to approval of one of the members of the Associated Line."

The attempts at coercion failed, and within a month the Associated Line had ceased to exist.
It was resolved Into its original
elements, and rebates and penalties were declared off. During the
exigencies of the fight it appears by the protests of merchants in
both Now York and Australia, that the rebates were withheld when
This
due. and certainly were not paid for some months thereafter.*
was merely one more effort to hold trade away from the rival. The
end of the combination was brought about quite as much by Internal trouble as by competition, as Is evidenced by the fact that
the breakup of the combination caused no Immediate break In rates.
Since the end of the pool in May, 1900, there has l)een a continuation of the ups and downs in the trade until the mere mention of the Australian trade makes a New York shipping man refer
to

primeval

united

cJiaos.

The steamship company owned by the four
is sending out both steamships and

New York companies

sailing vessels, and the three British firms are still In the business
In September. 1901. rate cutting apparently took the form of seeing who had the most money to lose. Weight cargo was carried
for 5s. to 7s. Gd. per ton. and measurement cargo for lOs. The
.'Vmerican company seems to have outgeneraled Its opponent In this
contest of loss. The shipping journals show that they advertised
the same steamer from December 2 until March 27, when she finally
sailed.
In the interval she was making short voyages In nearby
waters. The earlier cargoes that she should have taken to Australia
got sent on the rivals' ship at the rivals' heavy loss. In May. 1902.

there appears to have been an oral agreement that lasted till October, 190-1, when one of the British lines started in to get a better
share of the freight. This war lasted until .\ugust. 1905, after
which time the carriers lived along for some months on day-to-day
rate understandings, and efforts to pool the traffic or proceeds came
to naught because the different parties could not see alike with
regard to respei'tive proportions that each should have. In February, 190G. one of the London companies suddenly made a great
Increase. In the tonnage of Its service. To secure freight for It.
concessions in rates were made to some shippers: on some classes of
goods, but this had not resulted In a general disturbance of rates
on April 8. This situation, like many another In the commercial
world, is materially affected by bitter personal animosities existing

•New York Journal

of

Commerce, April

21, 1001-
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between some of the principals, and rendering tliem oblivious to
the ordinary economic impulses.
This detailed account of the recent developments in the New
York-Australian trade, with its freight and money pools, its competitions, rebates and virtual boycotts, differs but little from the
history of the trade to South Africa or East South America. In all
of them the old American exporting firms have had to meet the
competition of European shipowners who have competed by setting
up new steamship lines. In the struggles that have followed, the
The boypool, the rebate, and the boycott have been freely used.
cott has not frankly borne that name, but the same practical result
has been attained by indirect moans. One method is the prohibitive rate described in the account of the Australian trade.
A common device of the agent for the foreign-owned ship is the "inability"
"I'll have to cable to headquarters," replies the
to name a rate.
agent.
Upon application the next day or the next, the cable "hasn't
come yet." Another method of achieving this result is for the ship's
agent to tell the applicant that he has no space, although the next
applicant, if friendly, may contract for 500 tons.
In a recent conversation a New York freight broker said that he was boycotted
world.
It -should be
by the carriers to four different parts of the
noted that it is the broker who is usually boycotted, not the actual
consignor of the freight. He can get another broker and have his

bargain made.
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general principles laid down in the proposed and standard specifications of the American Railway Association, the Maintenance of Way
Association, and the American Society for Testing Materials. There
are several interesting differences. The carbon content in the Bessemer rail is the same as the A. S. C. E. and M. of W. specifications
so far as the limiting percentage, but it is further required that
it average between 0.57 and 0.59.
The percentages of phosphorus
and sulphur are the same as the A. S. C. E. and M. of W., but the
limits of manganese are 0.80 and 1.00 instead of 0.80 and 1.05. The
percentage of silicon is not to exceed 0.18 per cent.; the A. S. C. E.
and M. of W. limit is 0.20. For the open hearth rail, the limits
for carbon are 0.56 and 0.66 with an average of not less than 0.60.
The A. S. C. E. limits are 0.58 and 0.68, and the M. of W. 0.68 and
0.78.
The limit of phosphorus is 0.06. the A. S. C. E. limit being
0.05 and the M. of \V.. 0.03.
Sulphur is not to exceed 0.055; the two
societies make this 0.06.
The limits for silicon are 0.075 and 0.018.
The M. of W. limits are 0.075 and 0.020, while the A. S. C. E. gives
only a maximum of 0.20. The mangane.se limits are 0.80 and 1.00;
the A. S. C. E. are 0.80 and 1.05, and the .M. of W. maximum is 0.90.
An addition to the usual list of percentages is the requirement that
the sum of sulphur plus copper plus other injurious elements be not
more than 0.075.
In the branding specifications, aside from the requirements made
by the three societies as to weight, name of maker, date of manu;

There is one broad difference between the recent American and
British shipping conferences. Those in Europe are made by lines
owning sliips that they use. The American conferences have been
upon the basis of hired ships or European ships being managed at
long range by nonjresident owners. The members of European
conferences have therefore had more at stake, and in the freight
depression prevailing since the Boer War most of the American
conferences have gone to pieces from time to time, and most of the
European conferences have survived.
One of the most successful of the American conferences is that
of the four lines from New York to the Orient.
Since the last
peace in 1904 it seems to be getting stronger and displaying its
strength day by day, until in July, 1907, it was declared by one
shipper to exceed even the Hamburg-American in its independence.
This appears to be strong language, as a later article will show.
The rebate system is comparatively new in the New York trades
and seems to have had its chief growth since the coming of the
British steamers to compete with the American sailing vessel merchant-carrier firms. The recent strenuous competition between carriers from New York to South Africa led to the withholding of
rebates because of "disloyalty." The dissatisfaction of some of the
penalized firms over the definitions of loyalty led to a suit being
brought against the carriers in New York in 1904. and it is currently stated that a letter from the United States Attorney General's
office so alarmed the foreign owners that they feared to risk trial
under the Sherman law, and stopped all rebates for a time. The
foreign shipping representatives are reported to have said that they
would carry our freight for us, but they did not care to go to
prison for us. There was shortly afterward a change in the head
of the United States Department of Justice, and the rebates began
again in some quarters. The suit did not come to trial.
{To be continued.)

New

Ralls for the Canadian

85-lb. Rail;

Pacific.

The Canadian

Pacific recently ordered 40.000 tons of 85-lb. Bessemer and open hearth rails from the Dominion Iron & Steel Co..
and the Algoma Steel Co.
new section has been adojited for these
rail-s, in place of the A. S. C. E. section which the road has heretofore used. As may be seen from the accompanying drawing, this

A

A section recommended
Railway .Association's
Committee on Standard Rail and Wheel Sections. Still more metal,
however, has been taken from the head and added to1he base, while
the web ha.s been reinforced. The head, though smaller, is shaped
much like that of series A, except that the sides are more nearly
vertical.
The radius of the upper corners Is U in. instead of % in.,
and the radius of the top of the head Is 8 In. instead of 14 in. The
minimum thickness of the web is about the same, but it is reinforced
at the top and bottom, the radius of the sides of the web being 8 in.
instead of 14 in. The base is somewhat deeper and is distinctly
wider, being only hi in. narrower than the rail is high, as it is besection Is in general similar to the series
In the October, 1907, repoit of the American

lieved that, although the road uses tie plates on all curves, it cannot sacritice the added safety which the wider base gives.
The

base

is.

however,

-fy,

in.

narrower than the .\. S. C. E.
is 29.492. and the horizontal,

moment of inertia
figures are as follows:
vertical

Aroii,

Head

|ior
ocniiiiti's.
:i(!.77

Coollns por
contngra.
l.nft.l

Web

-•:;. --'l

:!.0S1

Hnse

•l.O-.i

'.i.S".";

Total

The

1

00.00

specifications for the

,^— Section modulus
Vertical.
10.42.1

Ilortiontal.

T2.84

2.Hrt^

2..-.8G

manufacture of these

Pacific.

The

section.
7.139.

Canadian

facture and heat number, it is specified that the part of the ingot
from which the rail Is rolled be also indicated.
After cutting off or allowing for the "sand" or top end of each
ingot, at lea>:t 12 in. more of seemingly hot steel shall be cut off
that end of the bloom; if the steel does not then appear solid, the
cutting shall continue until It does. No bled ingots or ingots from
chilled heats, or from badly poured heats shall be used.
The drop tests of Bessemer rails are not quite as severe as the
A. S. C. E. and M. of \V. requirements. A section of rail is to be
tested from every third heat, and the weight is to fall 18 ft Instead
of 20 ft.
It is. however, provided that should a heat be rejected,
similar tests shall be made of rails from the preceding and succeeding heats. For open hearth rails, three sections of rail taken from
the top of the first, middle and last ingots of each 50 ton hea; are
to be tested,
The heat is to be rejected unless two of the tests stand.
From reports made to the company by its inspectors. It seems
that the new rail requires less cold straightening and less camber;
also, as is to be expected, the temperature Is more uniform throtighout the rail after leaving the rolls than In the old A. S. C. E. section.

Other
>

~TT
rails follow the

Block Signals on the Railroads of the United States. Jan.

The

tables

which

appear on

the

1,

1908.

following pages have just

been issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission. Table 1 is an
exhibit showing for each reporting company the aggregate length
of its lines or parts of lines on which the block system is in use;
Table 2 shows the kinds of automatic signals used; Table 3 is an
exhibit of the methods and apparatus used in the operation of the

6
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9
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Automatic block

Names

i>y

Links ox Wiik

iik.

ii
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Uuhk System

Nonautonutlc block

slgtuli.

is

i.\

J.txLABr

L'st

Single
track.

Double

Three

Four

track,

track,

track.

1908.

TotAj

«'|i"»'«

Total,

of railroads.

1,

°P"'

all

coni]

Slngls
track.

.

bl" k

(pasiimgrr

tjtum.

line*).
I

A nn A rbor
Atchlnon & Ka.itcrn Uridge
Atchlnon. ToiwkiKk Santa Fc

& Wn»t

AtlanlH

20.2

20.2,

fl.0

Alliiiitic Cfift.st I.Ino

Dftltlmorr!
IJnltliriiiro

A

ni.Mnii

02.4

A Ohlo»
A <Jhlo SnuthwosUim

Hiiltitiion; A; .Spiirrow'H
llf'»:..iii.r A l,iikc Krio 4

Miiilin
licHtnr

A

lliiirul... Ilix

Ciilrlwili

isi'o

(iOO.3

48.6
3.0

Point

84. S

I'lltaliurg

Ciiindfui Intitr.Hiuto c
Coiilriil m( (ii'orgia
Cnntral of Now Jersey

Che.Ha[«uko A Ohio
('hicago A Alton

Chicago A Eaiitern Illinois
Chicago A Northwcslorn
Chicitgo A Wtislcrn Indiana

141.1
103.5

3II.4

591.

«I6.

7.5
36.3
7.9

Ciuincy

Clnnigo. MilwiiiikiKj A .St. Paul
Chicago, KiKk Island A I'acinc
Chicago, St I'liiil, Minneapolis &
1

rial

8,289.1
204.:
4,167.(

38.0

Omaha,

Tran-sler

...|
I

Hock Island A Northwestern.

Lackawanna A

.;

208.6
459.0

\Vcstorn<<

17.5

150.0

A

&0
13.7

Delaware A Hudson
Chicago

27.9

11.0

Ciiiiil.erlnnd Valley

Di'laware,
Krlo

407.6
46G.5
73.6

643.5
240.4
26.1

Eric

New .Icrscy A New York
New York, .Suanuchanna & Western and
Wllkeslmrre A Kastem
Uaplds A Indiana

1,287.4
248.8
28.1

r.rancl

Grand

2I«..0
2,ZII> 6

ei<>.2

421.9
23. S
30
1,913.0
475.8
403.3
1,670.7
904.2
603.0
7,697.7
27.3

100.0
10.3
53.3

Tmnk

1

8,90.2
735.0

^5i0.2

A

Atlantic

St.

Lawrencp

Grand Trunk yVcatem
Michigan Air Line

Grand Haven & Milwaukee
Chicago, Detroit A Canada Grand
Detroit.

Tr\ink

148.4
907.0
177.4
22.0
31.3
163.2
41.7

I !

Cliiir Tunnel
rand Haplda Terminal

236.1
436.5

8.0

0.7

0.7

100
100.0
100.0

165.1

165.1

330.9
105.6
188.0

105.6
189.0

I

locking Vallev

252.1
74.7
783.9
27.8
10.6
3.4
750.4
22.7
484.3

74.7
783.9
27.8

lllln-lsCetitralf

lowaCentriil

KentuckyA ndlana I) rldgo A Railroad Co..
l.ackawaruia A Wyoming Valley
1

I.ehigh N'alluy /

54.8
22.7
38.8

Long Island
Louisville A NashvlUc
Maine Central

'

I

1

,

:

I

\

Missouri I'ucinc
I.

M.

lie

,1.

57.4
2.Q
1.5
130.3
74.7
1,051.8
27.8
10.6
3.4

loao
54.8
44.3
77.0

loao
70.0

at

Connecting

Nashville.( iiiittanooga

A

11

River...,

143.6
171.2
272.0
409.6

129.1

Hoston A Allianv
Michigan Central »
Lake Shore A Michigan Southern
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis A

152.0
272.0
311.8

984.4
9S0.3

L5

l,22a9
96.6
491.3
91.5
379.8
47.1

Krle AWcatomI
IMttsliurgh A Lake Krlo;

582.8
0.7
28.5

140.1

chcago, Indiana A Southern
New York, New Ilavon A Hartford

York, Ontario
Norfolk A Western

2.0
251.6

A Western

3L9

102.0

1.1

29.3
15.0
46.7
45.9

3.0
17.8

rittaburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago

A

85.'2'

6.1
4.3

,

2.9
12.7

187.8
31.0

134.8
;».4
18.0
237.4
108.0

ai.o

7.2
33.0

2.9

6.0

9i."2^

6.1

282.8
86.7
1.9

40.5

15.8

rerkloinen
2.6

York

16.7

I

1X0
lai
7.3
9.6

5,213.6

!

,

305.0

873.0
18.6

18.6
31.4
16.7
675.9

219.3

17L5
18.7
927.5

835.0
53.6
55.0
1,336.5
38.0

loao

3,843.5
353.3
1,275.5
1,4B3.5

49.4
100
100.0

1,783.7
837.0
19a 7
301.4

90.0
6.0

a9
8.0
7.8

09.5

49.5

ZS

2,0».3

46.4

1,.W6.7
1,0»4.4
2IC.4

205.5
2LM,
tiOO.3

S21.9

42.4
10.8

200.3
11.4

49.2
20.4

19.9
11.3
17.7

4n.8|

134.8
1,742.6

1,712.2
1,111.5
1,987.4

1,829.3
4.975.6
3,184.0
1,305.4

1.1M,4
2,224,8
S68.5

7ea5

4.2

343.4
86.7
4.8

003,7
20.2
287,2
51.6
6.2
29.3
98.2
23.6
1.7
38.3

4168
155.3
125,6
29.1

6.5
125.1

Cincinnati. New Orleans A Texas Paciflo
I'rederlckslairg .<• Potomac
A San Kranclsco.
Merchants H ridge Tennlnal
San Pedro, Los Angeles A Salt Lake

2.0

1.S

272.1

56.3

25.0

16.2
5.7

46.6
328.4
41.2
8.7
1.1

1.1

5.5
9.8
331.3

1

69.8
66.5

4.6

iia3

1.7
38.3

6.6
S8.S
3.6
7.7
SS.7

3&7

94.4

106.7
103.6
94.4

.19.8

39.5

'm.o'

1.6

1.6

6.5
87.7
347.8

1.1

1.1

1,504.0
149.6

i:o

1.758.0

390.5
335.9
87.7
4.787.2
9.9
1,066.4
2.436.5
5.920.6
515.7

210.
1

1,5^,0
149.6

*«

iiaii'

"ms"

108.7
iaR.6
94.4
.•»5
1.855.3

97.8
59.0
76.0
1.8
65.3
72.1

2.M
100.
'

23.2
S3.3

47.1
333.9
87.7
3S9.0
6.8

210.'

205.3
1.0

4.6

106.7
103.8

.Ti.4
.p66.7

33.5

77.9
16.5

440.0
391.1
16.7
1,917,5
846.9
1S2.9
35.9
38.3
3.6

12.7
1

77.8
37.1

-646.7

in.

,

!

,

1

,

S.TBft.l

100.0
34.7
67.0
16.2

99.4

loao
1

1

XI
6X0

'

'

1

X6
3X9
2X0
loao

4.6

438.7
14a 3
382.0
1,27.15

27.3
96.3

2X7

1,408.5

1.1

210.1
1,388.8
148.6

Lines

1,621.0

12.7
29.3
223.3

1,096.8
240.2
430.5

7.7

Seaboard Air Line
Southern
Southern Illinois A Missouri Bridge
Southern Pacific— Atlantic System:
Texas A New Orleans
Louisiana Western
..
Morgan's Louisiana A Texas
Onive.ston, llarrisburp A San Antonio..
Southern Pncillo— Pncillc System

1,089.6
207.2
430.5
80.7

2.6

45.

Richmond,

.,.

873.0

290.2
8.0
2.9

36.7

St. LouLs
St. I.ouls

St. Louls-Loulsvllle

174.1
1,275.5
1,493.5

24.4

9ia6

St.

Northern Central
West .Trrsey A Senahoro
I'coria ,^ I'rkln Union
I'ere Manpi.tte
I'hlladcliiliia A Headlngy.
AtlantleCity
Northeast Pennsylvania

Reading A Columbia
Queen A Cnsrent Route:
Alabama rent Southern

2,831.6

0.5
19.1

43.6

7

53.0
15.0

loao

'

7.2
12.0

rhllailelphla A Krankford
Philadelphia, Newton A Now

604.7

100.0
100
100
5.2
22.1
11L8

XO

j

l.ftke

New

'

100.0

6,168.0
S3S.5
5,598.1
394.4
20.0
22.6
1,141.9
3(3.0
3,775.0

4.0
97.0
38.0

Louis

St.

New York A Long ranch
New York Centnil Lin.^s:
New York Central A lludapn

100.

57.4

a5

iiiel.i

Moiioii^'iiliilii

«.5
41.4
100.0
98.7
40.7
7a 2

20.7
2.2

33a 9

1.5,

real Northern

3.4
44.6
88.8
77.5

SS9.2
1,744.6
248.8
51.8

74X9

166.1

.St.

(i

1

7.3
28.9
41.7
408.2
466.5
1,341.0
248.8
36.6

330.9
105.6
189.0

unction

.1

1

1

44.5
11.7
7.7
11.0
10.7
100.0
23.3
17.7

46.1

Hallway System:
International boundary to Black llock
Jet.

u.o

IV3

6,679.8
1,486.5

5.4
11.4
100.9
19.0
22.0

11.4
100.9
19.0
22.0
7.3
28.9
41.7

11.4

73.0

Cornwall A Lebanini
CuniUsrland A Pennsylvania

14.1

2,*^S

186.1

602.1

5.4

A Muskingum Valley
Cincinnati, llaiinlton A Dayton
Cleveland, Akron A Coliunbus

19.9
14.5

»i3.S

1,02X7

855.

ioao

3i.t
b.0

334.0
3,160.5
27.3
8,848.8
296.9
4,596.9

8,812.5
291.0
4,553.0
870.6

26.

;

47

1.5
1,483.0
700.7

19.8

1

4,1X1.

Shl.O

302.1
421.9
2.4
16.0

389.3
226.9
2,583.4

385.4
118.6
64.1

152.1
e.4

Cinciiniati

Diiveiipnrt.

288.2
37.9
57.5
228.5
19.8
503.3

107.1

Clilcago i;r.'Ht Wcntcrn

1

i

1

59 4
3.0

65.

1,104.1

A

1,QM.8
I

1.5
1,483.0

l.i

(he. iigc. liiirlingtoii

6.0
589.4

212.4

Out ml Vdrmont

2gs.o
.4
7,480.3
K7.0

1.0
.4

1,«2.0

186.1
123.6
421.9

123.6
113.3

308.6
2.4
16.0
50.1

A Northern

Chicago Tern

1.0
.4
1,471.8
6.0
5«0 4
•12.0
50.4
3,0

327.5

I'oint

34.3
1

7X9
XI.

5

XI
1

3X2

5
6

6

April
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Three

track.

track.

l^l

n iNianu

UKsicr

.
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V

/\ii*la

Total.

Orogon Railroad

&

Navigation Co

2.2

an

2.4
11.1

:.::

~19^8

6,699.8

n Inclc-lc:; Clevuiana, Lorain & Wheeling.
6 Manual tilock system on 8.9 miles used exclusively

22.0
113.8

216.6
1,726.7

S41.9

4.4

1

1,860.1
4.8
34.2
4.4

47,875.7

i

58,678.7

1,S40.5>I

34 2
26S.8

'

652.3

\

U

100.

56.3
19.8
40.5
12.9

23.8
30.0
9R.6
7.4

1,24&6

23a6

23.<t.6

8.447.6

38,517.0

10,803.0

28.9
10.6
126.3
7.4
2.917.0
1,368.9

1

796.7
1,987.1

63.5
34.2
783.2

ICOO

as

151,455.2

•

by

freight trains not

shown

In this table.

road.

i'^lcrtrir

Syracuse, Blngliamton

d Infiiulcs
I

2.4
11.1

34.2
4.4
4,363.5

<•

„

i
1

Wisconsin Central

'

1.1
'

19.6
4.8

19.6
4.8

28.9
7.1
25.0
3.0
1.189.6
176.8
297.0

20.6

11.7
1.1

1.178.5
176.8
297.0

a6
356.8

819.6
176.8
297.0

&9

1

6.0
25.0

25.0

ijciaware

<v

8.3

7.0
6.0

1.3

ivjij

—Contioaed.

Total mDes Percent
operated
company
imder
(passenger
block
lines).
system.

kinds.

Double

Single
track.

»,.,.,
'^°'*'-

Use January

in

is

Nonautomatic block

signals.

,

r>Hlw

6
5

t»

Yazoo &

Includes

Automatic signals
by freiglit trains.

A New

York.

Mississippi Valley.
In addition to telegraph block on 6.0 miles.

Automatic signals on

.
5.

,

and nonautomatic signals on

167.2 miles

„^

^,
miles used in whole or in part exclu.,

.,

,

„i.,

sively

a Ttii> Miclilgiin
ft
I

CrntrnI has 243.5 miles automatic block signals in

Canada not shown

In this table

&

Ineiuilos I',)orla
Knstem.
Inrli"'e8 Northern Ohio.

J includes I!) r, miles of road of more than four tracks.
tiliick sltinnlR on lii.:i miles used Hxchislveiy by freight trains not shown
// Antomnllc

Table

2.

—

Kinds of Automatic Sionals

Inclosed disks.

disks ('•clockwork*')-

of milrojids.

MUcs

MUes of MUes of

of Miles of

road.

in Use.'

Senmphorcs.

Unincloacd

Nnincs

In thia tahl'-

road.

track.

track.

Electro-pneumatic.
Miles of Miles of
road.
track.

Normal
Electric motor.

Miles of
road.

Electro-gas.

danger,
miles of
track.

track.

Miles of Miles of Miles of
track.
road.
track.

Total automatic

Nomuil

clear.

miles of

signals.

Miles at
track.

Miles of
road.

1

'

14.5

City

86.7
9.5
120.2
20.6

lao

247.0
41 2

1.3

...:.,'-':

Chicago. Milwiuikee

&

St.

9.2
173.4
9,5
40.0
3.1
.........

Pnul

39.1

'"29'7"

iiao

13.8
1,216.9

a3

12.6

26.9

53.8

5.5

22.0

9.0
15.0

11.0

2.0
56.1
75.6
20.6

1.7

1.7

68.2
25.9

13a 2

1.6
56.1

39.0

.37.8

31.1
31.2

a4

3.2

2&0

76.2
67.8

27a

315.0
237.7

a4
1.2
228.3

174.7
149.9
4.7

714.4
404.7
149.2
103.6
7.0
120.7
349.4
173.8
9.5

as

as

Nowton & New York

3.2

a2

2.6
344.8

2.6

7.7

.

94

las
38.0
124.3

21.0
76.0
277.6

1&9

38.6

18.5

37.0

11.4
295.0
154.5
5.7
108.0
2.9

22.'8

757.7

Chicago

&

ao

382.9

601.6

las
3847

407.6
456.5

677.2
917.7

-..1.6

175.8

227.2

834.6

21.0
78.0

3ia2

a7

&4

173.

as

94.4

94.4
31.0
76.0
316.2
479.9
237.7

las
3ao

sa7

3a4

48

a7

ia9

33.9
297.0

17&8

176.
2:<7.4

!<S5.0

lOiO

274.1

ai

X6

X8

779.0

'359.7

779.8
108.0

310
16.7

16.7

S

9.S

as

X6

108.0

ia7

7.7
1

3502

1.0

7.2
41.2
S.7

57.4
11.4

XO

XO

14a

3Sa2

3Sa3

5440

149.9

7X9

6.1

as

2a5

14.2

27X0

499.6
47a 5

297.0

297.0
176.8
8SS.0
274.1
6.1

1.4
108.0

103.6
7.0
91.5

130.2
525.1
1,309.8
9S3.1
149.2
101.6
7.0
120.7

261..

134 8

sat

2&S

!!!;;;;!

39.5

«a2

143.6
251.6

479.9
2J7.7

11.4
274.1
2.9

39.5

4.7

::::::::::

94.4

as

1X8

32a4

3.2
1S1.5
S8S.2
983.1
4.0

as

"ii"

81.9
30S.2

S4

145.2
103.6
7.0
12a 7
544.0
173.8
9.5

ia2

40

43.9

L8
175.

8.1

15.0
79.7
15.8

XO

677.2

39.5

4

I.

6.4

127.0
373.6
724.6

314.7
S85.2
28.2

006.1
7.5
38.3
7.9

153.1

917.7

157.4
17S.S
14.1

47X6
45XS
210.
-"9.

St.

8.0

7.2
33.2
S.7

11.0

2.0

i

14.4
46.4
11.4

14.4
58.4

U.4

3.0
1.1

I.l

4.6

9.3

1,744.6

l,87a9

i.i

V

Southern racillcCo.;

TemUnal Railroad Association

4.0
13.S

1X8
las

2SS.0
154.5

14a 1
rittsburg. Cincinnati.

3.9

8.7

33.0
I'hlhidclphia.

94.4

22.7

5.0
369.8

897.1
176.6
37.8

193.6
72.9
103.6
7.0

11.9

68.4
305.2

2.4

319.0

22.4
128.4

3.5
a2

1X8

ia2

194.6

3.5
a2

.;

107.1

i

231.

650.2

3.0
2.0
22.3
4.5

332.1

311.4

15.0

5.1

6.7
4.6
2.0
22.3
9.0

17a

2114

3ia7

75.8
15.8

262.8

4.8

19.4
38.0

US. 8
<i2ia6
1,22a 5

3.9
15.8
4.0
69.4
290.0

14a 8

64.2

312.7
434.6

alS.0

Ohio

168.5
134.8

3t<).S

7.5
3.9
7.9
2.0
34.7
145.0

8.9

7a

11.2

171.2

452.5
196.8

63.6

97.3
it

66.0

261.

3148

31&6

ia4

4a4
173.4
274.1

147.7
163.3

91.5

Mobile

13.0

4S.6

14X8

188.4
26.0
17.8
38.0

311.4
98.4

445.5
73.6
37.8

Krlo

94.2

45.6
20.2
88.7

45.6
40.4
173.4
12.6

j

t

8.7
599.3

5.7
7.9

39.0

31.1
15.6

14.5

46
A tlantlc

2.4
8.3

2.4
15.3

lao

2ao

13.7

6.0

Wabash

as

1.2

ia4

2a8

1.1

9.3

1,753.0

1,887.0
is.'3"

1X0

'

;:::::;:i:::::;:::;

l,45a5

1,132.8
19.6
4.8

|---9i.2

1

35.3

7a6

1
'

6.6

1

6.6

1X0

ao
106.7

ioa7

25.0

24.0

9.6
194.4

9.6

194.4

1

j

1

1

'

1X0

a6

1.2

1.17a 5

1,541.9
39.2

19.6
4.8
i\.2
6.6

^^

[

20.0
1

108.7
25.0
1.2
1,541.9

3a2

39.2

I.S$7.0
1S.3

a3
lao

20.0

106.7
25.0

XO

1.1

4.6

I

of St.
6.0
106.7
25.0

144

9.6
194.4

a6

1

Total

497.6

S94. 4

1

l.il.'Vi.O

3,694.7

416.7

L.^'O.S

7,

14a9

,

923.1

10,6S5.7

1,925.5

14,317.1

1

4,217.0

10,819.3

1

'

n Three-position signals.
i> Includes 7.9
miles single track

and 8. 4 miles double track protected by automatic sigails used oxduslrdy

tor freight trains

not shown

In

mileage table.

I.SS341
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Table

—

Vol XLIV., So.

MEraooa and ArrABATUs used witb Mandal Block Ststem

3.-

"CeotnOad."
Morse ttlecraph.

TeMphooe.

Electric

UUa.

Electrte trala

No track dr
cult.

Tnekdjcult
atsUUoos.

1

CoBtlBuous

1

track dmilt.

1

MUesof MUeaol

Miles of
roaiL

track.

L6

road.

MUeao MUaso MUaso

Miles ul
track.

road.

track.

nad.

MII«aOl Ullaao
track.
road.

MUno MUasd MUaso
tsad.

track.

tnek.

a

23.5
640.4
1,700.0
114.5
6.0
279.9

W7.0
fxa-n

W.4
3.0
105.0

^

Plttflbuigh

3
2

313

^4

2.4

09.1

8ai

i.awo

1,391.1

342.

226.0
248.8
2,583.4

30O.O
284.4
257.6
2,811.9

3
7

(.4

e, 745.1

6,927.2

Detroit

Chlcugo.

57.8
2»i.g

4,543.5
861.6

60.1
315.7
16.7
4,929.9
080.2

655.7

719.8

11.4
100.9

11.4
128.8

A Canada Grand
1(1.7

Chicago, Mllwuukoo
Chicago.

I'uul,

iJt.

Clncliumtl

it

&

I'fiul

Mlimcnpolls

Now

& Dayton

&

Orleans

:::::*:
4r«

&

1
'

it

M

3

147.4^

147.4

00.4

77.6

«3.1
19.2

180.3
19.3

L»

L(

3ao

las

3
7.7

U,0

7.7
11.0

234
71

64
•0
490
33

30.6

i.uao

752.9

17
21

10.0

l,26Lft 1,361.9

L3

L3

14

3

7»

aL3

•7.0

a6
LO

a6

L6

L6

14
f«

6

LO

3

8.6

8.6
0.0

«I6
170

37

i»

4»

ao

1,104

f

3
31

2.5
27.0

2.5

Kock Island

M

II

36
106

2.1

2.1

ao

ao

•
17

St.
1,163.2

321

22.0
7.3
28.9

35.7
13.3
39.0

U

189.5
545.3

192.5
712.9

873.

Davcnp<trt,

ig'

a*

1

10.0

&

26
3
tl

^

Texas

Clovoland. Cincinnati. Chicago

S.4

6c

MuHklngiim Vulloy

Clnclnniitl, liikmUton

Clnclmuitl,

St.

la
Al

.......

."ig

19.8

A Qulncy

at
34

16.0

Chlcftgo. BurllnKton

313

Z4

2.4

211.1
635.2

421.0

doaed

tnetl'g-

0.4

....J...

lias
UochcHtor

nad.

12.0
105.1

A.0

IS&l

lliiiriilo,

Somber
Miles ol

2

a4

1,437.6 1,765.0

23.

auitiona.
1

3.0
1.0

1.0

Bloc kilcaal

7

•

7
3

North41.7

7
2
30

42.8

.6

6

723.1

371

1,178.4

2S
76

3

2

arand Trunk Kallway System: International boundary to Black Rock
.7

mo
Kentucky

&

Indlontt Bridge

i

2.17.5

654.8
237.5

lae

.4.7

2

.7

lis

"

700.1

760.1

1.2

2.4

700.1

700.1

11*

74
4*
24

1«

*

7
Rall-

18. G
093.0
744.2

27.6
1,037.5
802.6

4S4.3
105.6
035.5
226.3
42.4
4.0

105.6
954.6
229.6
42.4

14.1

8.'«

38L2

3.2

3.4

ai

a2

17.3

M
2
U
190
130

r

116

523.1

2

1

It

/lO
$

19

6&0

IB

68.0

as

a5

26.1
S.3

36.1

1.0

l.«

........

L4

2.8

3719
229.1

IT

M

L2

L2

4>
16

11

6

1,300.4

7a3

2110

3.0

&0

2M

58L4

343
103
17

H

80

*
37

2, 235.' 5

'

443.8

N'ew York. SuHcpiehnnna

&

<

2,7«.8

11.6

2.9

lae

402.6

Western

2a7

1

1,060.5

4L4
651.7

1,102.8

7310

j

*i.T
429.6
1,111.5
1,701.2
768.0

1
'

;

607.4
1,336.4
2,Wi5.9
1,333.2

202.6
3.6

37a2

9.4

18.8

hi

"5

at

LI

115
1»»

III

1S.4

506

13:7

ia3

LI

LI

LO

1.3

13
*

'

3S.3

Philadelphia, Baltlinon

It

317.0

l.l

205.6

434.0

1,081.9
35.7
87.0

1,656.8
35.7
161.0

143.7
1.1

1417

l,W1.4

2.2
206.6
1,796.6

1.1
1.0

3.3
1.0

238.6

e

3<n.6
1,914.7
68.4
61.6

4.4

&8

206.6

PaclDo

L3

Lt

81

M

313

13

St.

7.7

344.8

Southern

10

1.3

31.4

&

T

7

MlS

Woahlng-

PittsbuiKh. Clnclnniitl, Cbloago

3

3U

6.0
'

U».9

2

Company— PoolOo

a6

206

301.3

a6
3b7

33.4

ao

at

LO

LO

«lS

as

13
10
71
r>

ar
30

a7

36

35

1.7

L7

44
337

a

101.3

»

101.

3.0
6.9

3

30

Terminal Railroad Association o( St.

Wabash

1,820.7
34.2
51.

Yatoo &

Mississippi Vallkj

1ft.

39.1

68.3

14.8

14.

40,0«l3 47,781.3

"
t,

2:1

2
2

U.I

Vandalla

8

S

U.I

30.6 1,840.6 i.aois

14.8

838.6

300
21

IS
«
6

US
8,4«ao

d

750.7 3,118.0

SM.4

«..

».4a«

niailnns closed 7 months: 8 slAtlnns closed part ol esch day.

lii.Ui.l... ri,.v..i.ui,l.

Loniln A Wheeling.
lul, ushiK electric, manually npentted slKnalsiindercontrol of Iruinmen.
\u\lvT of months: 28 closed part of each day.

Signals furnish Iwlh front and r»ar protection tor space of one Mock.

*••»

16.

"

April

3
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Tablk 4.— Practicks in thk Opbratiok of Makdal Block
Ststxm.
Permissive signaling allowed.
1

ol railroajs.

of
road.

Alabama Great Southern
Ann Arbor
Atchison* Eastern Bridge.'.'.'.'!!!.'! ""l

Atchison, 'I'opcka <5i Santa Fe
Atlanta & West Point
!.
Atlantic & St. Lawrence
Atlantic City
Atlantic Const Line

".
!

3.0
1.0
0.4
34.3

23!5
5.3
253.4

23!5
10.6
433.7

&

!

! ! !

A

82!7

!

"44.0

"74.9

<<3.0

d6.0

"

Omaha...

"g47!6
'655."7

"l>'228.'9

"6 284! 4

"248.8

"257.6

"

"m'o

"7,'477.'9

Milwaukee.'.'!!!!!!

"

"

;

.

"•97.0 ""6'4i!8

21

284.'4

2,3519

39.6

"1,251.9

"5!i6i'4

"6;i7i:4

"8,'748."9

""6!793!6

257.

iui'

l!!!!!!!!!!

•<«4,2B8.7

4,283.4

'ilMi's

88LC

9W.a
ii.'4

63.4

iai'

• 22.0

"85.7

""ii!/'

""'42!8'

/mi'o"
35.'7'

ii'o'

0.6

JiT

39.'6'

0.6

"189.0

"192.5
'"'isi'.i'

i'4'

""iiimi

.....^...„
""'i!5'

!!!!!!

"330.9

«6.'54.8

«« 237.5
"74.7

i4.'6'

"d 237.5
"74.7

"

i'i'

18.6

""'27.'8'

"

'"(•u.Y

""'i6!6'

2.'2'
'

237.'6

"d'mi' <i7»!i'

""'27!8'

,

•••jjjj-

1.2

2.4

27.5

!

""993!9'

"i,'637!5'

22!7'

45!4'

"865!2'

!

""'ios.'e' ""«'id5!6"
'»i!663!5' '»'i!622!6'
7.7
7.7
17.6
17.6

!.!!!!'!

222!2' "

'."i.aa'.'i

"225!s'

"24.8
"4.0

St. Louis.

River.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! "2!266!8'
675.9
Wlllces-

A Western and

26:i'

!.!!!!'!

'»427!2' »i'654!4'

i!7'

i!7

3.4

6.8

6!7'

7.'3'

1,712.2

1,917.7

"M427!6'

'm662!3'

"41.4

m,m.o

iji!986!o'

"i,"iii!6'

"i,'336!4"

"m'ss.'s'

"mss.'s'

"12.7
1

!!!!!!!!!!!!!
St.

31.4

229.B
42.4

XA

a«!i

.7

I'ompany— Pacific System

2.2

1.1
i!5ti6!4'

102.3

!.

"•33!6'

i,'7ss!i'
102.3

.Stutcn Isl.ui.i Hai)id 'fransit

"»'26!7'

Terminal Railroad Association of St. Louis

'

"

"ic.'f

"'iu'.i'

'•2i6!i'

'•aid!i'.

"«'44!i'

"»32!4"

"»'2!4'
!.!!!!!!!!!!!!"

Wabash

"

"»238!6'

'

11.1

V266."6'

:::.:.:::\

"»'2!4'

11.1
.s

.

"

"i,"846!5'

Washington Southern...!
West Jersey A Seivshore

!.

Wisconsin Central

'.

"«86!7"

34.2
4!4'

I 10,(V».9

12,r«5.9

19,.'BI.3

1

24,989.5

I.7.<B<.8

•

"773!4'

i.OM.'s'

34.2

"TraiV

!!!!!*>'

.

"••id9!8'

Mississippi Valley

Total

2,214.6

i'.k".

dI4.8

1114.8

in,507.8

18,846.3

!!!!

1

8,130.3

8,230.3

23,196.4]

neral

6

Allowed by

Permissive movements allowed tor westbound trains hv dispatiher and thrt-e-posltlon signal
For ovcrj-thing but pivssonger trains.

«

ff

»

J'

rule.

ich

train order.
this mileage there are 58 signals opposite odlces.

In some co-scs.
For passenger trains only. ThIa coinpanr usee no block

Allowed

(.'aiudcn

lulcrslati'.

111

miles electric

It

IsiODS
Iroads

By

/In

2r

—[orm

By dispatcher.

e

"

to

j.

j

o

""iltMis

164.9

2!2'

i!i'

Viindalla

'i.oeo'.i,'

'»35!7'

"«"S64!3'

5.'9

s.'o'

!!.!

!!!!!!!!

i'S38!2

i

«34S.4

87.0
""'sii's'

Terminal

.:

"'m'.s
29.3

"Vis.'f

.7

'.'!

Linos

"" isi'.i

"19.2

1

29.3
7223.

iiii!6s9!6' «i!fl64!6'
1

A Potomac

41.4

774.0

«188!3' i32!8'

34.3

"

Louis

CnlciiiiKI,!

Paciflo

'"'i,'a22!6

226.6
42.4

!!!!!!!!!!i

A Reading

llridgo

i;6d3!5'

20.7
727.2

i"i87!2'

!!!!!!!"

linum.i. lT('iiiiri.k.-,liurg
I.ouis A Sum I'rani is,i)

24.8

1,080.0

M760.5 Ml, 3.38.2

A

230.1

26.1

"3!24i!8'

"20.7

Pittsburgh A Lake Erie
Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Chicago

"i,"d22!6'

226.8
24.8

"24.8
"8.0
48.9

i'ennsylvania

Yaioo A

"226.'9

248.8
2,364.9

""•ii's"

"

Pennsylvania Company
Perkiomen
Peoria A Pekin Union
Pero Marquette

Union
Union

19.8

":,i51.9

"•'iliw.'i' '«i,'89i!3'

Northeast I'ennsylvania
Northern Central
Northern Paeinc

Lniiis-I.oiiisvilin

f i.rai'i "'i!6ei!6

"'d'484!3' "<«'523!i'

Chattanooga A

simtiii.rii
Si.iuliirii I'lnih

427.2

""'6'4i.'8'

!.!!!!!

l.i.uis M.Mihaiits
Si'aliM.ir.l All Lino

'd'i;77i!2

389.3

iLT

164
"«'7."3"

""756!4'

.St.

tf'i.'iii'o

"d'27!6'

'iiiiO'

A Railroad Co

A

27«."«

""'a6!i

63.4
""iib'.O

!

!

'iM.'o

l!!!!!!!!!

i'i

"«, 906.0

"

Michigan Southern...!.!!

York, Susquehanna
barro A Eastern

.SI.

1'

"iiti.'s

H.'s'

New

.tr

""279.'9

1

!!.!!!!

Now Jersey A Now York
New York Central A Hudson

Readine

'""'ioi'o

"

""m.2

.

Nashville
Michigan Air Line
Michigan Central
Missouri Pacific
Mobile A Ohio
Monoiigahela Connecting

Hu

64i.'2

io.7

""m.o

zi'

Long Island

.SI.

""684!i

1

"669!7

.

!!!!

of
track.

1

"sii's

2.1
'856.'6'

MUes

«25.'9

25."9

'7!W6!6

"<S9.1

Lehigh Valley

Philadelphia

1

"in.'i ""iii.*

Lackawanna A Wyoming Valley
Lake Erie A Western

Nashville,

track.

Miles of
road.

!

Central

Louisville

road.

1.5

!!!!!!!!!

Northern
Hocking Valley

A

MUes of

65.'i

.

Iowa Contral
Kentucky A 1 ndlana Bridge

office.

HUesof

"•i65!i

""a'sj'.i

""29i!6
"

<lreat

l,ake Shore

track

Miles of
track.

"oo'esi'e "ti!274!7

!

Illinois

Miles ol
road.

1

A StLouis. !!!!!! !
Cornwall A Lebanon
(Uunborland A Pennsylvania
!
Cimiberiand Valley
!
"
Davenport, Rock Island A Northwestern...!!!!!!!!
Delaware A Hudson

.

Signals opposite

"d2,'583!4 ii2',8U.9

Cleveland, Akron A Columbus
Cioveiand, Cincinnati, Chicago

Grand Rapids A Indiana
Grand Rapids Terminal..
Grand Trunk Western

protectlon only.

1,765.6

"!"

Dayton...

Grand Haven A

\^
Rear-end

•:•••-••

'

Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Indiana A Southern
Chicago. Milwaukee A St. Paul..
Chlcogo, Rock Island A Paciac
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis A
Cincinnati A Muskingum Valley

Detroit,
Krie

of

i'4

A Canada Grand Trunk Junction

.

MUes

Miles of
rood.

traclc.

i6!8
220.7
609.3

65!i
1.6

Chesapeake A Ohio
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Eiistcrn Illinois
Chicago AKrie
Chicago & Northwestern
Chicago & Western Indiana
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy

Hamilton

Miles of

i,'437!5

t30.8

123.6
396.0

'

Pittsburgh

Miles of
road.

„„„.„,,
,^
By
caution card.

!

i

120

2!9

Caldwell & Northern
Central of Georgia
Central Vermont

Cincinnati,

1.5
1.0
0.4
34.3
6.0

<rl5.4

!"

& All)auy
& Maine

Chicago, Detroit

Ulles of
track.

two-position

signal or flag,

1

"a'iei'i

!

Baltimore & Ohio
!!!!!!!!!
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern..!..!!!!!
Baltimore & Sparrow's Point...
.
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Buflalo, Rochester

-

By

three-position
signals.

MUea

Boston
Boston

By

Ing not allowed.

Nmnes

taxes.
for freight trains

mad nm shown

in (his labl.'.

on

lines protected

by manuil block system.

ruction
roads
,'h these
'f

iiinission
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manual block

and Table 4 show-t the- praLllct- In vo^ue in
the manual syHtem.
It appears that Kince Septhere has been an IncreaHe of ^J.'X.ia.H mlleB In
block-Hlgnal mileage In the United Stales, the mileage now Hbown
being 58,678.7, while in the earlier report it was 48,743.2. This Increase represents ^),'.Kii>.i miles of manual and ;i,97iJ.l miles of automatic. The Increase In aulomaticB on sinRle-track lines is 2.Ti\.l
miles.
On the Lehigh Valley 79 miles of biock-stgnal mileage Is
used exclusively for freight trains.
It appears from Table 4 that on S.KiO.:! miles of road the block
system is used for ear-end protection only.
hyHteni,

XLIV
The Last

of a

Famous

,

No.

Iti.

Class.

the operation of

W. II. I>.\I.»,V.
lliKtoi laii.- ol till- locomotive engine all ov.?r the world will deplore the disapiieurance of the famous 'Lady of the Lake" class of
expresH engines on the London & North Western. After a career
extending over no le«<s than 4S years they have bud lo succumb to
the inevitable, the class of work for which they were suited no longer
existing.
They had played many parts in their time; in fact, it
itras long since they
had been able to run express trains singlehanded, but work within their capacity bad been found for them
over and over again. This was largely due to the regard felt for
them by the late Mr. F. W. Webb, so Icag the Chief Mechanical
China's Plans for New Railroads.
Engineer at Crewe, who assisted at preparing the working drawings
for them under his predecessor, Mr. John Kamsbottom.
In view of
It is a fact worth noting that China now has a ministry of transthe projected acceleration of the Irish mail service between l»ndon
portation, and that this ministry has reported in favor of a national and Holyhead, designs for an express engine capable of making
railroad system, with lis center at Fekin, the several lines to be longer runs than had hitherto been customary were prepared al
built as means can be provided, tho.-.e promising Immediate proflt
Crewe In 1859, the first engine of the new type. No. 184, named
llrst.
The great nortliand-soulh line will lie that now open from "Problem." coming out in November of that year. To some extent
Pekin .south to the Yangtze river al Hankow, with its extension Mr. Ranifibottoni seems to have reproduce.i the principal features of
south to Canton, together with the line now In operation from Pekin a successful lyjie of 7-ft. "single" .?xpre«s engines, designed by bis
northeast lo Hsln-min-tun (near Mukden), to be extended thence predecessor, Mr. F. Trevithick. in 1847, but all the dimensions
northward to the Amoor and the Kussian border at Argun, crossing were enlarged and the Important difference made that inside bearthe Chinese Eastern at Tsitsikai. The road now under construction ings only were used for ail the wheels. In the 7-fl. class they had
from Pekin northwest to Ihe Great Wall at Kalgan should evenliially lieen outside for both pairs of carrying wheels. The cylinders were
be extended substantially over the caravan route through Urga to made 10 x 24, instead of 15 x 20, an additional G in. being added to
the Siberian border at Klachta, which is not far from the Russian Ihe diameter of the driving wheels. The weight, full, was augtrans-Baikal railroad. The western line, beginning from a branch mented from about 20 to 27 tons t; cwts., of which 9 tons 8 cwts.
of the Pekin-Hankow railroa<l at a considerable distance south of
tons on
were on the leading, C tons 8 cwt. on the trailing and 11
Pekin, now under construction from Scheng-ting to Tai-juen, is the driving wheels. The boiler barrel was 10 ft. o in. long by 3 ft.
planned for an indefinite western extension, largely through moun- 11 in., made of three rings '/i« Iron plates, single riveted, the
tains and desert, towards Turkestan.
With tliese main lines a num- center line being G'^ ft. above the rails. The Qrebox shell was flush
ber of branches would connect. The important thing in this report at the crown with the barrel, 4 ft. 9 in. long by '4 ft., also of /„
is that China at last desires to have railroads, and a whole system
plates.
The firebox Itself was 4 ft. 2 in. long, 3 ft. 6 in. wide by 5
of railroads, and plans lor a long time ahead, and for its own
ft. 7 in deep, with sides of copper plates 'i in. thick, the tube plate
national needs.
being of -'i-in. copper. These dimensions gave 85 aq. (I. of heating
surface, and as the 192 brass tubes, I's in. in diameter by in ft. 9
in. long, gave 1,013 ft. more on the outside, the total heating surface
Rail Committee of the Maintenance of Way Association.
was 1,09S sq. ft. The grat^ area was 14.7 sq. ft., the firebar frame
consisting of two round bars of iron 3 in. in diameter, reciting at
The personnel of the American Railway Engineering and Main- each end in a V-seat bolted against the ashiran side, with •'*,-ln. Iron
tenance of Way Association's committee on rail for this year is a
pegs screwed into them, at such distances as to provide an inch clear
notable one. l)oth because of the rank and experience of Ihe railsiiace for the bars. It was found that this spacing cured the troubleroad oflicers composing it, and of the gieal mileage of the line.'; repsome tendency of the bars to run together. The smokebox was 2 ft.
resented. Ihe total miles being only a little under 100.000. The
8 in. long, provided with a door opening upward from the bottom, and
work which has been assigned to this committee by tlie Board of also with a funnel-shaped chute to relieve it of ashes, an arrangeDirectors of the association, which is given below, is subject to such
ment specially devised with a view to long runs. The stack was IG
change as action by the Amci lean Railway Association may dictate. in. in diameter and reached to 13 ft. 1 in. above the rails, an elal>Continue the investigation of the breakage and failure orate cap always used by .Mr. Ramsbotlom surrounding the top.
(1)
of rails and present summary of conclusions drawn from reports
Screw reversing gear was fitted on the left hand, which Is the
received.
driver's side on the L. & N. W.. the length of the links in the motion
Report on tlie results obtained from the use of open-hearth being IG in. and the throw of the eccentrics
(2)
A large plain
5'i In.
steel rails and the chemical composition of such rails.
dome, of the t>i)e still used at Crewe, contained a double-beat reguReport on any recommended changes in specifications for lator valve; the main steam pipe was ">'•.. in. in diameter. The con(3)
Bessemer steel rails as heretofore adopted by this association.
necting rods were 6 ft. :! in. long, with a short fork at the cylinder
Present recommendation as to standard rail sections.
(4)
end, and had cross-head pins 2'4 in. x 2V4 in., the crank-pin bearing
Present repoit showing diagrams or photographs of typical being 4 in. in diameter by 4'! in. long. Single inside plate frames
(.5)
characteristic rail failures corresponding to the classification as
were used of Iron 1 in. thick, 4 ft. 1 In. a|iart and 13 in. deej) over the
given in form M. W. 1,200, Report of Rail Failures In Main Tracks.
driving fork. Vclule springs a\i< in. in diameter, butting against
The committee is as follows: D. I). Carolhers, Chief Engineer, the foot-plate, were used for the trailing wheels, laminated springs
Baltimore & Ohio. Chairman; R. Montfort, Consulting Engineer,
2 ft. 8 in. span, of U plates, and 3-ft. span, of IS plates, for the leadLouisville & Nashville. Vice-Cliairman: E. B. Asliby, Engineer Maining and driving wlieels. These, with a wheel base of 7 ft. 7 in. in
tenance of Way. Lehigh Valley; J. A. At wood. Chief Engineer. Pittsfront of the drivers and of 7 ft. lo in. behind, made a very steady
Imrg & Lake Erie; A. S. Baldwin, Chief Engineer. Illinois Central;
riding engine only 24 ft. long over all. The cylinders had an inJ. B. Berry, Chief Engineer. Chicago, Rock Island & Pacilic; ("has.
ternal back cover and were fitted with Ramsbottom's patent pistons,
S. Churchill, Chief Engineer, Norfolk & Western; W. C. Cu.shlng.
a type then new but now. generally use<l in Great Britain. Two cast"hief Engineer Maintenance of Way Southwest System, IVnnsyliron rings, cut through so as to be slightly compressible, are sfirung
nla Lines West; F. A. Delano, President. Waliiish Railroad; Dr.
Into recesses turiK>d in tlie rim of the piston and kept from turning
H. Dudley, Rail Exp-rt, Now York Central Lines; C. H. Ewing.
round by pins screwed into the rim. The engine was fitted with
ineer Maintenance of Way, Philadelphia & Iteading; J. F. HinckGIITorii's inje<tor. then very rwently invente<i; In fact, it was th..^
Chief Engineer, Frisco Railway System; John D. Isaacs. Confirst engine on tlie L. & S. W. built with one.
There was also a
'g Engineer. Harriman Lines; Thos. II. .Johnson. Consulting
pump capable of supplying the boiler by Itself, in caso \i\e Injector
eor, Pennsylvania Lines West; Howard U. Kelley. Chief Euglproved unreliable. As to other- dimensions the steam pipes were 3^4
Grand Trunk Railway System; J. W. Kendrick, Second Vice- In. in diameter, the steam ports 13'... in. x 1'.., in., the exhaust ports
ent, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe System; George W. Kltt3'.1 in. wide, lap 's in,; dUuneter of blast pipe at top 4'^, in.
Two
Chlef Engineer, New York Central & Hudson River; I). W. safety valves. ea<-li
2\ in. diameter, were fitted on a manhole cover
hief Engineer Maintenance of Way and Structures. Southern over the firebox, the bra«s
pillars containing them having a strong
; Jos. T. Richards, Ciiiet Engineer Maintenance of Way, colled spring lielween and a steel lever, connected with both valves,
ania Railroad; J. P. Snow, Bridge Engineer. Boston & extended over the top of the low weather-board. The blow-off preslobert Trimble, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way,
Norlh- sure was 120 lbs. A similar engine. No. 229. "Watt,'" was built at
tem. Pennsylvania Lines,
the same lime as the "Problem."
•s.
Kittredge and Keliey are past-presidents of the assoEight others followed within about six months, so that when
Id Messrs. Carothers, Churchill, Cushing and Snow are
the Improved Irish mail service commenced, on Oct. 1. ISGO. the
L. & N. W. Company was ready with suitable engines for it.
The
service comprised a day and a night train in each direction, only
IS til.- date of tliP IHSI tnhle Issued liy tlic Commission,
111' ItiiilinaKl U<i:<tlv .Mniili
The speeds were not high,
the night trains running on Sundays.
1, 1007.

tember

:!0,

190G,*

I)V

i
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1908.
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but the runs were unusually long, including Euston to Rugby, 82%
First and second class pasmiles, and Chester to Holyhead, 84';'i.
sciiKers were taken tor Ireland only, and strict clauses as to punctuality were enforced liy the terms of the contract with the post office.
It
had been foreseen, however, that the old 4-wheel tenders, carrying
liul 1,500 gals, of water, could not be relied upon for covering the exThis led Mr. Ranisbottom to
liosed stretch of line in North Wales.
devise an ingenious system of taking ui) water without stopping
lie train from a long trough laid between the rails.
He patented
Ills in .June, i860, and in the following November a series of 3Xl)eriments was made with a trough laid near C.olwyn, about midway
between Chester and Holyhead. It wa.s found that 1,200 gals, could
easily be i)icked uji from a troug'h one-quarter mile long, 18 in. wide
by 7 deep and containing 5 in. depth of water.
The new engines were provided with H-wheel tenders to hold
l.soo gals., and with the aid of the water-troughs were able to conduct the mail service with the greatest regularity and satisfaction.
'I'liey ran betweeen Holyhead and Stafford. KJO'i miles, with one stop
of 10 minutes at Chester.
This was for |)ost office puri)osas mainly,
l.lie place being an imjwrtant railroad center.
South of Stafford the
iiialls were for a short time worked by engines of different type
belonging to the Southern Division of the line, but when the separate working of the two divisions was given up. in ls(i2, a fresh engine of the "Problem" class took n|> the running from Stafford to
London. This arrangement continued lor the best part of 20 years,
till the trains got altogether loo heavy for such light machines.
In
fact, before long it was often found necessary to use two of them, or
a coupled engine, on the Holyhead section, which has some steep
bits and is extremely exposed to gales of wind blowing in off the
I

I
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process, the action continuing so long as the engine was at work or
there was any oil left. The lubricator was therefore always full of
oil or water, or both, the latter under the oil.
Two injectors fed the
boiler, one on each side of the firebox.
A bronze medal, for excellence of design and workmanship, was awarded, and the engine carried it in a small glass case over the number-plate on the driver's
side to the last day of her life.

One of this class. No. 291, "Prince of Wales," was working the
20, 18CS, when near Abergele it was run into
by some trucks loaded with casks of oil, which had broken loose
from a goods train shunting at the top of an incline. The oil at
once caught fire and a fearful holocaust resulted, no fewer than 33
persons being either burned to death or suffocated by the smoke
and fumes of the blazing oil. Every scrap of paint was burned off
the engine and the bearings melted out.
The average load with the Irish mails between Stafford and
Holyhead in the sixties was 10 to 12 four-wheeled vehicles, weighing
from 75 to 90 tons in all, taken at a speed of about 45 miles an hour
on a consumption of 2G'... lbs. of good coal per mile.
In all 611 of the "Problem," or, as they were more often called,
the "Lady of the Lake" class were built, the last 10 in 1865.
No.
1,434, "Eunoniia," the fifty-eighth, was the very last sci-apped. just
down-day mail on Aug.

About 1.SG5, owing to increasing loads, Ramsbottom's 6 ft.
6 in. coupled engines, with inside cylinders, 16x24. began to replace
them. When .\Ir. Webb's similar, but heavier, 17x24 coupled engines
came out in 1.S74 the "Problems" soon got relegated to piloting and
lately.

work off the main line. For some years, about 1N90 to 1900.
they worked the short fast threequarter-hour expresses between Liveri)ool and Manchester with great success, and on the memorable
oi-casion of the "race to Edinburgh," in 1888,
No. 667. "Marmion" and 806. "Wavcrley."
worked trains of four 8- wheeled coaches between London and Crewe at extraordinary
to light

speeds, 158'4 miles, without a stop.
Down to the lime Mr. Webb resigned the
whole of the 60 engines were running. They
had. of course, all been rebuilt, most of ihem
twice, and considerably modernized.
As rebuilt, with larger Hrel>oxes, boilers carrying
150 lbs. steam, their weight was Increased
about 4 tons to 31 tons 7 ewl., the original
load on the drivers of 11 't. tons being raised
to 14V4.
Cabs were added in place of the
niLserable weatherboards which both Northern and Southern Division engines had so
long carried in testimony to the old-fashioned

ideas of the respective chiefs. The pattern of
nine oval openings in the driving-splashers
wa.-;

done away with; Webb's plain funnel
and the safety-valves enclosed in

sulistituted.

Solemn black paint. Instead
Ramsbottom's dark green, was used, but
the engines remained about the prettiest little machines that ever
ran in Creat Britain, and their disappearance will make many a
London & North Western man feel ii.ai in them he has lost some
a neat iron case.

Express Passenger Locomotive. Lady of the Lake, 1862.

of

The big 7 ft. G in. drivers were considerably affected by the
high winds at times.
The year 18G2 brought these engines prominently into notice
in two respects.
On January 7 No. 229, the "Watt," ran from Holybead to Trent Valley .lunction, Stafford, 131 miles, in 144 minutes
without stopping, bearing despatches from I.,ord Lyons, the British
.Minister at Washington, to the effect that Messrs. Mason and Sllilell,
who had been taken out of the English steamer "Trent" by the
lulled States ship "San ,Iacinto," had been released.
Opinions
were being much agitated by the occurrence; the greatest imiiorlance was attached to the quick transit of the despatches. The load
w.is only three vehicles, weighing in all but 20 tons, and the run
would have been made considerably faster but for a high wind and
he necessity for slowing through such places as Chester and Crewe.
At the Great Exhibition of 18G2 the L. & N. W. Company showed
one of the "Problem" class. No. 531, "Lady of the Lake." It comprised some additional improvements, such as the tender with waterlifter, and two openings through the front of the lirebox. jut-t under
the ends of the brick arch and controllable from the foot-plate, in
order that air might be admitted to aid in consuming the smoke
line to coal fuel.
A\ that time the use of coal for passenger traffic
was a new thing in this country, coke having been burned previously.
and many devices were tried for securing its perfect combustion
without making smoke.
These openings were fitted to a large
luimber of L. & N. \V. engines at one time. They were about 7 in.
square and permitted the lire to shine through them in a peculiar
manner. They have long ago been entirely abandoned. The brick
arch inclined downward somewhat toward the back of the firebox,
instead of upward.
Ramsbottom's pistons and his "gravity lubricatoi-s" were used, an Invention patcuited in I.SCU.
These were a))plied to the cylinders and slide-valves and consisted of round brass
cui)s or vessels with narrow necks opening into or connei'ted with
the steam chest or cylinder, the vessel was filled with oil and the
steam displacing a little from the neck or orifice became condensed.
Water being heavier than oil It sank and displaced oil in the

sea.

of his oldest friends.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

There died on February

3. I'.ios, a man who entcre<l the railroad service in Austria In 1839. This man. Wagner von Wagensburg, reached the highest positions in the state railroad service,
and was retired on a pension no less than 38 years ago. He was
born in 1811.

I

The government of German Southwest Africa reports that among
accompanying the extension of its railroad towards

the difficulties

Keetmanshoop

the necessity of importing water, which cost on
same as beer in .Munich al>out 6 cents a quart.
Laborers brought in from I'pper Silesia wouldn't stay, and Croats
were engaged in their place. Native prisoners of war could not
stand the climate and the work, and more and more Cape "boys"—
that Is. natives reared among the Boers— must be depended on to
do the earthwork.
is

the line just the

—

Argentina has passed a general railroad law. which will form
the uniform basis of all charters granted hereafter by the general
government t there are a few stale charters), and under which it
is intended to bring the older companies as favorable provisions
of their old special charters expire.
By the new law the railroads
will pay 3 per cent, of their net earnings, in lieu of all other taxes,
and the proceeds of tliis lax will he used only for the construction
and maintenance of roads and bridges, and particularly of roads
U^ding to the railro.id stations. Plans for work for which these
expenditures are to be made are to be submitted to a commission
consisting of the managers of the railroads.
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The Kansas City Terminals

of the Missouri,

Kansas

&

Texas.

The Missouri, KaiisaH & Texa.s t-iUcrs KauKan City, Mo., over the
tracks of the St, Louis & San Francisco from I'aola, Kan. For Bom?
It used also the 'FrUco freight house and terminals at Kansaii
City, but on account of the Krowth of business the contract for Joint
use of these terminals when it expired was not renewed. Thereupon, the Ml.sKOurl. Kansas & Texas Terminal Company of Kansas

years

City, was orKanlzed and, after con.siderable dlfflcuHy, acquired 50
acres of ground In Iloscdale. Kan., for a terminal yard and a tract
of land, with a frontage of 1,C00 ft., on Wyoming street between 14th
and 17th streets, In Kansas City, Mo., for a freight house and house

Vol. XLIV., No. 16.

by the pipe line, the water finding IL? way back to the Kaw river by
double and Its capacity much less than had been estimated. The
jiump on the barge war able to deliver water and sand (aljout 90 per
cent, of the water and 10 per cent, of sand) to the secondary pump
on the bank of the river, faster than the latter could force it over
the hill to the further end of the pipe line. After operating at a loss
for two months, during which time about 20,000 cu. yds. of sand were
deposited on the yard site, the contractor suspended work.
Because of theKe unfavorable results the man who had furnisbed
the funds for the plant, lost faith in the venture. F. W. Fratt, the
Chief Engineer of the terminal company, then offered to release the

tracks.

This freight house location Is near the freight houses of the
Island, the St. Paul, the Santa Fe, the Burlington, the Alton,
& San Francl.-ico anil the Union Pacific, no two of these
being more than a block or two apart. The Missouri, Kansas &
Texas freight house was finished In the winter of 1900-1907. It con-

Rock

the St. IjOuIs

sists of a one-story

warehouse 34

ft.

x 500

ft.

and a two-story

lirick

used for both Inbound and outbound freight and is .served by five tracks, with a total lengtli of
about two miles. There Is room for about the same amount of additional trackage in the future.
The improvements at Itosedale include a 10-story engine house,
with an annex 4.'j ft. x 80 ft. for machine shop, a 70-ft. manually
o|)erated turntable, a 40-000-gal. steel water tank on a steel tower
100 ft. high, two cinder pits, a Robinson cinder conveyor, an ice
station and six miles of yard tracks. The yard connects at each end
with the main tracks of the St. Louis & San Francisco. Only about
one-third of the .space available for tracks is so occupied. A plan
of the yard and other facilities at llosedale is shown herewith.
The most interesting feature of the work at Rosedale was the
filling of the site which, when acquired, was on an average about
12 ft. below the present grade of the yard.
Furthermore, the east
end of the track was badly cut up by Turkey creek. A new channel
was excavated, involving removal by teams of about 35,000 cu. yds.
of material which was de|)osited on the yard site.
In addition
.T.'i.OOO yds. of material were hauled by teams from neighboring high
ground and put on the site. The filling done by teams, however, was
less than one-sixth of the total embankment required.
A steam shovel |iil was selected on the line of the St. Louis &
San Francisco about three miles from the yard site, and it was at
first planned to have work trains do most of the filling.
This plan
was abandoned because work teams would have had to pass over the
main tracks of another railroad which might easily have led to
frequent delays and i)orhaps serious accidents. Finally it was propo.-ed to pump sand from the Kaw river.
This is nearly one mile
north of the new yard and nearly parallel to it, but separated from
ofllce

building 44

ft.

x 97

ft.

It

is

Profile

Showing Location

of

for

Pipe Line

Which Pumped Sand

Filling.

contractor, take charge of the equipment, operate It and pay the
owners a certain amount per yard of &Iling for use of the plant.

This proposal was awepted.
Soon after Mr. Fratt took charge he installed a centrifugal pump
and a I'.'i-h.p. gas engine on the south side of the hill at about the
elevation of the grade of the yard and improved the other pumps-".
A plan of the pipe line is shown in the accompanying drawing.
Work was resumed In April, 1906, and continued with little interruption, except during two winter months, until the filling was
finished in October. 1907. There were short delays due to minor accidents to the pipe line and machinery, but on the whole the results
of the operation of the plant by the terminal company were satisfactory to all concerned.
The total amount of sand deposited was approximately 480,000
yds., and the cost per yard of the work done by the terminal company, including royalty, but not including engineering, was slightly

rilL

/)[
New Kansas

City Terminal Yard at Rosedale, Kan.; Missouri. Kansas

I

&

I

1

Texas.

above low water In tlie river.
A contract was let for doing the lining In this way.
A tunnel 830 ft. long was cut through the ridge at an elevation
SO ft. above low water in the river and 4S ft. above the grade of the
yard. A 12-in. wrought-irou spiral pipe of No. 14 B. W. G. was laid
from the river to the tunnel and thence to the Rosedale yard. At

under the contract price. When filling was about half completed It
was necessary to renew the pipe line throughout, and the second line

way of Turkey creek. Tlie cost of the contractor's plant was nearly
the river end the pipe was carried on pontoons from the tank to a
barge, where it was connected with a centrifugal pump driven by a
150-h.p. steam engine.
A 2,')0-h.p. engine and another centrifugal
pump were put near the river bank. Natural gas was used for fuel.
A dike was built along Turkey creek to retaiu the sand discharged

0,000

it

by

a bridge,

which

is

abiuit 120

ft.

was practically worthless at the close of the work. The average
amount of filling per month was 30,000 cu yds. The minimum
amount per day of 24 hours was 800 yds. and the maximum 1.500
yds. The greatest distance sand was pumped was a little more than
ft.

The cost of the Missouri. Kansas & Texas terminals in Rosedale
and Kansas City was about $1.2.i0.000. more than half of which
was for land. .All of the work was in charge of F. W. Fratt. Chief
Kngineer. and

N.

.M.

Fitch.

Assistant Engineer, of the

Kansas & Texas Terminal Company.

Missouri,

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
is

St.

Soap and towels have been removed from the passenger cars of
Nashville, ChattanooRa & St. Louis. This is the result of conililaints of alleged discrimination against colored passengers.
llio

The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

St. Louis has again put
"Knickerbocker Specials," running between New York
Louis in 27 hours, which were taken off last autumn.

in service the

and

St.

Canadian Pacific shops at Montreal 800 men have been
most of them being employees of the passenger car repair
Work on new freight and passenger cars is active at

In the
laid off,

department.
llie

shops.

The Canadian Pacific Transfer Co. has just received from the
builders the car ferry steamer "Charles Lyon," built at Toronto,
for use in carrying cars between Prescott, Ont., and Ogdensburg,
N. y. The boat carries 14 cars.

one (begun as a test case) against the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Paul, and it will be taken as soon as possible to the Supreme

Court

The competition between the transcontinental lines in the carriage of oranges and lemons from southern California to the East
is now 80 sharp that the time to Chicago has been reduced, in the
case of many shipments, to eight days, and in some cases to seven
days, as against nine days a year ago. The line composed of the
San Pedro, Los Angeles & Salt Lake, the Denver & Rio Grande and
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy is said to be making the best time.
The roads between Buffalo and New York have filed new tariffs
on domestic grain, effective May 1. showing, on the principal grains,
an increase of 8 and 10 per cent. The export grain rates have not
been changed.

Indictments containing 58 counts against the Missouri Pacific
Iron Mountain roads, a former general freight traffic manager of the two companies, and a prominent grain dealer, were
returned by the federal grand jury at Little Rock, April 14. They
charge the granting and receiving of rebates.

and

The Canadian Pacific pension department has found that some
the pensions, calculated according to the regulations, were insufficient to protect the recipient against want during his declining
years, and the company has modified the regulations so that hencet'orth the minimum pension shall be J20 a month.

of

The Long Island Railroad has filed with the New York State
Public Service Commission new passenger tariffs for its Manhattan
Ueach and Rockaway divisions, incrrasing some of the fares to
<ents a mile from 2'f. cents. The fare from Long Island City to
Manhattan Beach will be ;!3 cents each way instead of 23 cents as

:!

lieretofore.

An

officer of tht' Lake Shore & Michigan Southern says that the
will at once put up a telephone line between Buffalo and
and, according to newspaper reports, the telephones are to
lie used in place of the telegraph for directing the movements of
trains.
This part of the road is all double-track or four-track and
is equipped with automatic block signals.

company
I'Irie;

.ludge Calhoun, in a Texas state court, has enjoined the railroad I'omniission of that state from enforcing the use of its new
accounting system which it has proposed to require the railroads
to use.
The new system would be in conflict with that prescribed
liy the Interstate Commerce Commission, and it is held unreasonable in its requiring the use of averages deduced from theoretical
l)ases.

The Ohio State Railroad Commission has made a rule governing
loading and unloadin.g of cars, providing that when a consignee
shall elect to work on a fixed standard of receipts his business shall
lie rated as to daily capacity and thereafter if the cars consigned to
him exceed the rating, he shall be charged each day with I'j times
his rated daily capacity, 4S hours being allowed for unloading each
tlie

day's placing, actual

and constructive.

Interstate Commerce Commission, ruling on a case where
commercial travelers have been in the habit of borrowing tickets
froni fellow passengers and with them checking bagga.ge on whifh
otherwise excess would be charged, holds such practice to be illegal,
as it creates a preference in favor of the passenger who is thus able
to borrow, as compared with one who cannot do so.
Borrowed tickets may not be used in any case to check baggage.

The

The State Tax Commission of Wisconsin has fixed the total
on railroad property for the present year at $3,083,720, an
increase of $282,033 over last year.
The property is taxed on an
ad valorem basis, and the Increase of taxes is due to an increase
$2.'>.'>.
in the valuation from
850,000 to $2(;7,8t)1.500 and to an increase
in the rate from $10. !K". to $11.51 per $1,000 of valuation.
The rate
is the average paid by all other taxable property in the staff.
t-.ixes

A press despatch from Milwaukee says that Judge Tarrent
has handed down a decision upholdin.g the Wisconsin eight-hour
law regulating the liMigth of a day"s labor by a railroad employee;
and at the same time declaring unconstitutional the federal ninehour law because it attempts to regulate commerce wholly within
a state as well as interstate commerce within a state. The suit

rates in cents per bushel are as follows:

New

The Nebraska

State Supreme Court has granted a restraining
order against the express companies doing business in the state,
forbidding them to charge rates in excess of the tariffs prescribed
liy the Sibley act.
The order goes into effect April 15. The Sibley
act reduces express rates 25 per cent.

The

rate.

Whuiit

6Va

(•..rii

5Vi

Old rate.
6
4}4
5<5

Ky.'
ISarley

6
5<4

Oats

4

4

KlHXsi'i'd

SVj

6

5

announced that the Pennsylvania Railroad in the year
1!)07 paid out $436,006 on claims for losses which w^ere traced to
thefts; and the number of arrests made on the company's premises
This record, which, though not a novel
for trespassing was 4,15G.
one, is indicative of a fact which receives far too little appreciation,
may well justify the company in its renewed appeal to the public
and to local magistrates to aid the road in ridding itself of trespassers. Over 800 men were killed or died from injuries received
while trespassing on the Pennsylvania lines, east and west, during
It

is

the year.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, which for several years has had
trains and freight yards well supplied with boxes of appliances
Aid to the Injured" is paying Increased attention
to that department this year, and at the lectures to be given to the
employees on "first aid" the policemen and firemen of the cities
where the lectures are given will be invited to attend. In promoting employees their records as regards attendance at the lectures
will be considered.
The stretcher which is used on the Pennsylvania Railroad can be taken apart and made into a bundle 3 ft. 6 In.
long and G In. in diameter.
its

for use in "First

The New York

State Public Service Commission, second disannounces that the complaint of the Watertown Chamber of
the freight rates charged by the New York
Central on its Rome_ Watertown and Ogdensburg division has been
satisfied by the road, which has given notice of its intention to put
in effect rates which will be satisfactory to residents in the northern part of the state. There is to be a new tariff which will reduce
rates alxiut ISVi Per cent, from existing freight rates and It will
In view of this notice the
be put in effect not later than July 1.
commission has adjourned the hearing indefinitely.
trict,

Commerce against

Railroad men in Chicago say that the uniform classification
committee, which has been endeavoring since the first of the year
to bring about a uniform classification for freight throughout the
country, has disbanded. The task of formulating an acceptable uniform classification was found to be absolutely hopeless. No middle
grround could be reached. The southern and western roads might
possibly have agreed, but the central and eastern roads refused to
raise their classification so as to make it conform to the southern
and western. The Central .\ssociation roads said it would be impossible for them to increase rates, while the southern and western
lines declared their inability to exist if they lowered their classification to conform to that of the

official

and eastern.

Relief Fund Is now 22
years old. and about $18,000,000 has been paid out In benefits. As
is well known, the railroad company not only pays the operating
expenses of the relief department, but also makes up deficiencies
when, by reason of the small margin allowed In fixing the assessments, the Income for any three-year period is InsuflJclent to pay
the benefits to which members are entitled under the rules. In the
In
22 years these deficiencies alone have amounted to $654,741.
addition to these payments, the company in the first 16 years of the
life of the organization paid $33,919 to sick members whose sickness
continued beyond the time (one year) to which they were entitled
The membership of the fund is now
to benefits from the fund.
95,089. nearly five time.'; as many as in the first year of the organi-

The Pennsylvania Railroad Employes'

zation.

The New York State Public Service Commission, second

dis-

has refused permission to abandon parts of the route of a
even a line which parallels an established road and
where the two are consolidated. Chairman Stevens says that if
abandonment Is assented to by the trustees of the mortgage covering
trict,

line of railroad,
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the line, as well as the bondholders and all of the persons along the
line of the route who would be affected Injuriously, the application
would be liable to receive favorable consideration, but the commission would not by any of Its acts submit bondholders to possible
litigation as to the value of securities.
This ruling was given In
denying aji application of the Central
New England for
authority
to
abandon
that
portion
of
Its
line
betw(«n
West Pine Plains and Salt Point, 16 miles. The company by
reason of a merger made last year has a line nearly paralleling the
portion of road sought to be abandoned. Residents In the territory
affected and trustees and holders of the company's Ipcome bonds
contended thai the proposed action would be detrimental to their
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The Standard Storage Battery.
The storage battery shown

In

the accompanying lllustratloni

designed on the principle that buckling may be prevented by
maintaining a firm contact between the active material and the lead,
while at the same time leaving the active material free to expand.

Is

Interests.

Congress has passed an Employers' Liability Bill, but there was
no adequate discussion of the measure, and the faults which the
Supreme Court found In tlio former law do not appear to have been
cured. Quite unexpectedly the Seuatf, on April 9, took up for discussion and finally pas.sed without amendment, the bill which was
sent over by the House two days before. This bill was quickly substituted for the La Follette measure, reported some time ago by the
Senate Committee on Education and Labor.
Democrats charged
that the measure In the shape it left the House was unconstitutional and had been consciously left in this condition by the
Judiciary Committee in order that it might be thrown out by the
courts when it came to be put to the test later.
This claim was
sharply rebutted by Republicans. As passed, the bill Is claimed to
meet the objections of the Supreme Court to the law of 1S96. The
bill abolishes the strict common law liability which bars a recovery
for personal injury or death of an employe occasioned by the negligence of a fellow servant. It also modifies the common law rule
which makes contributory negligence a defense to claims for such
injuries, and permits an employee to recover for an Injury caused
by the negligence of a co-employe. The bill does not bar recovery
even though the injured one contributed by his own nogllgence to
the injury, but the amount of the recovery is diminished In the
same degree that the negligence of the injured one contributed to

Fig.

1.

Each unit consists of a pair of plates of porous pottery. The Inner
surface of each has recesses molded In It as shown In Fig. 1, while
the outer surface, as shown in Fig. 2, has vertical ribs, which
strengthen the plate and aKo fnrni passage ways for the free clr-

the injury.

Bethlehem Steel Company.

The

third annual report of the

Bethlehem

Steel Co.

shows the

following results, with comparisons:
r
.
„
Net miuiufncturInK
pioni
Total net Income
,

^"''^-

i^oe.

$2.-)6n,2r.2 Jl.SnO.SS.^

2,038,957

1,364,175

Balance, after lntere.it charges. 5:1,018,789
Depreciation

Net Income for year
Previous surplus
Total snrp.

ino.5.

S3,4B8 802
3,372,473

$762,749 $2

70.^ 3!)<)

'400',Oob

Fig. 3.
$762,740 $2,305 390

!fl.61S.7Sn

1.843,619

.'>n,'i,421

before (llvldcnda$2.212.210 $2,600,368 $2,365,399

Locomotive Exports.

culation of the electrolyte. Each plate Is filled with lead-oxide paste
and between the two plates Is a sheet of lead which is only thick
enough to conduct the current and leave a margin of safety. A horizontal section of a complete unit is shown in Fig. 3. The walls of

Exports of locomotives in the first eight months of the current
fiscal year were valued at 5,987,716, a decrease
of $215,824, as shown
following table:

in the
,,
';

,.*?''''

;..;•;

—

Hrltlsh North America

Central America
M'','''co
•

;•

; -^i
,\;
other West
Indies
ArRentlne

<„V,'"'

1908.

$347.s.'-in

r,n.315

404;!14.s
13-, 'i.so

1

Hrazll

.-,25

Other South America

.S28;502

<

I'lnn

.Tapan .......
'''.^"^''"'"*'''

fiu'.
rhillpplnes

Other Asia and Oceania
Africa
Other Airica
rtrltlsh

'i'ot"l

1907.

$134,552
591,488
92 480
571.442
527,577
48 096

S85

109.935
265.820
23.440
63.882
2,029,577
3 125

934.651
874 'i6''i
OSsiooi;

084.on5
T><)00
54b!6'i7
1.11.5.736

76.316

48 437
'

'

.'...

'so.iio

$5,987,710

$6,203,540

Steel Prices.
E. H. Gary,

Chairman of the Board of the United States Steel
Corporation, said last week that no reductions In
the prevailing
prices of steel are contemplated.
Prices may be increased or decreased at any time if thera Is good reason. Prices
should at all
times be reasonable and fair. The mere fact that
the demand is
greater than the supply— that the necessities of the
purchaser are
great— does not Justify an increase in price; nor does the
fact that
the demnnd Is less than the supply furnish an
argument for lower
Ing the price.
In noiiher case would the quantity bought
and sold
be more or less. Wiiat the manufacturers and
purchasers both as
a rule, desire Is stability of prices— tie avoldiuice
of violent and
sudden fluctuations. If the question of reducing or increasing
prices
be raised at any Unio during the next few months,
there will be
deliberate and orderly consideration.

Fig. 4.

Apbil

11,
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the plate are only about
in. thick and are so porous that the
electrolyte passes through easily, although the pores are fine enough
to retain tlje lead-oxide.
Each unit, as described, is about SVa in.
square and y^. in. thick, having 2>/i ampere hours capacity each.
l.,arge plates nuiy be built up out of a number of the smaller plates,
using a single sheet of lead as a conductor for all. In assembling
the battery the separate units, or the larger built up plates, are
nected in parallel, and hard lead bands are passed around them
as shown in Fig. 4, tightly enough to hold the active material In
close contact with the lead conductors.
Rubber plugs are placed
between the bands and the end plates, and the space at the ends of
Ihe plates is sealed with wax.
These batteries are made by the Standard Electric Accumulator
Co., Jersey City, N. J.
It is claimed that they show high efficiency
and stand heavy, frequent overloads without noticeable damage.

Asbestos Protected Metal.

Annealed sheet

steel, because of its lightness, ease of application
resisting qualities, has always been popular as a roofing
Various means have been tried for protecting it from
material.
rust and the attack of acid fumes; many kinds of paint have been
used, and the metal has been galvanized with zinc spelter or coated
with tin, but none of these methods have been altogether satisfacDifferent light materials, such as prepared felt, saturated
tory.
asbestos felt, etc., are also used as roofings.
The desirable features of l)oth these kinds of
roofing are combined in asbestos protected
Annealed
metal.
This is made as follows:

and

fire

An English View

553
of the Erie.

Robert Fleming, one of the best known English railroad ex-who is in this country representing the English security holders of the Chicago Great Western, has made the following statement
in regard to the Erie Railroad:
"I don't know whether Erie Is going into the hands of a rece'ver, but that would be the best thing that could happen to the
security holders if it were followed by a sound reconstruction. Erie
w^- both bonds and stocks, mainly held In England thirty years
*K0, and my first experience in the reorganization of American railways was of the Erie in 1876. The committee were divided in
opinion as to whether the then second mortgage bonds should be
made a preferred stock. The majority unfortunately favored leaving it as a mortgage, but delaying its foreclosure powers. The result was that Erie never had credit and reconstruction after reconIJerts,

struction followed.
"The reconstructions all had more or less the same fatal defeet: no adequate provision for future capital requirements was made
and the property was mortgaged almost up to its value. No big publie service corporation in this go-ahead country is able to hold its
place unless it has credit. Although the financial community Is
greatly Indebted to Mr. Morgan for many tilings, his reorganizations
have sometimes been dominated by too great an optimism.
"If this time he will have courage enough to bring forth from
present troubles a new Erie that will not want periodical reton-

sheet steel is immersed at a liigh temperature
in a bath of cement compound, the expansion
of the metal under heat allowing the preservative to penetrate it.
The sheet is then passed
through hot dripping rolls which take off the
surplus compound and make the coating uniform.
Asbestos felt is next applied to Iwth
sides, under heavy pressure, and the sheet is
then cooled slowly.
It is claimed that this
protects the steel from all outside influences
and that the bond between the asbestos and
the cement coated steel is so strong that there
is no danger of the materials becoming separated.
The asbestos is not saturated, but
has a clear white surfaJe. It is also claimed
that the material will resist fire, water, gas
and sulphur fumes for an indefinite time, and
that it has the strength, rigidity and lightness
of sheet metal, us well as the convenience
and ease of application of the best ready prepared roofing. It has been used for three or
lour years as roofing and siding on many
kinds of railroad structures and other buildings, and has also been used for interior
work. Because of the non-conductivity of the
asbestos, the .sheets will stand a great deal of
beat without drawing or buckling.
The acconiiianying illustration shows an installatinii
in which tlie material is subjected to parti.
larly severe treatment.
This is the roof .:
a foundry building, wood planking being ili
rectly under the roofing.
The cupola stack
l)oing short, live cinders and hot metal striko
the roofing at its base before being in the air
long enough to cool.
;

This roofing is made in flat or corrugateil
and also in the form of beaded sidstanding seam and other shapes. There
are two qualities: Aspromet brand
and l:)ui'ksheets,
ing,

Ijack

brand.

In

the former, the texture of
similar to the usual .asbestos
Foundry Roof Covered With Asbestos Protected Metal.
is absorbent.
For outside
work, this sliotild be painted.
In the other brand, the asbestos is struction. he will have
done a great thing for the security holders
waterproofed and has a glossy surface which
does not require paint- themselves and for the reputation abroad of American railroad seer other treatment. The Belen and
Clovis coaling stations on curities.
the Helen cutoff of the Atchison.
Topeka & Santa Fe" (Railroad
"All that Is wanted to enable Erie to hold a front place in the
(.asette, March 13, 190S) are
roofed and "
sheathed
"
with Duckback
^>.v^^.~v.v
railroad system of the country Is that Its mandatory charge be re,"
hr'infl
"i irjitro „
,j ;
^'"^ "^^'^ ^°'" "**" '"""""^ ""'^ "" ''"<^^<' '" "n absolutely safe limit. With the exceptional standing
gacefornfe^Mw '^?t n"""'"'"S °f "le conveyor at the Clovis plant
of J. P. Morgan & Co., I believe a reconstruction can be carried out
\^®,
fsaL, of asbestoss protected
metal.
without an actual foreclosure, because new securities can be given
One use of asbestos protected metal is the Robertson
car roof
that would have a greater market value than the existing ones.
this is an inside roof for box cars In
which the joints between the
"It is not for me to propose a scheme, but. beginning with the
sheets are made watertight.
It is claimed that this roof is flrc^
.general Hen bonds, should they l>e offered a 4i-j per cent, first cumuproof and rustproof, easy to apply,
inexpensive and will minimize lative preferred stock instead of their present bonds, and so on
interior condensation.
according to the rank of the junior securities, complete solvency
These roofings are made by the Asbestos Protected
Metal Co
would be established and Erie would be able to borrow what money
Canton, Mass.
it wants on a security that would sell at a high price.
I say noththe iisbestos
l)uilding

felt

is

and

,

,
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think the InveKlliig
1
Ing about asBesBment or roduolng the stock.
public are beginning to realize that with able nii-uagement it i.s lietmortgage bond,
doubtful
slock
than
a
preference
ler to liave a good
lOrie reorganized on a sound Ijasis would l>e a distinct step towards
Improving the general situation."
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The softener has been In operation eight montiis with satiRfactory results. The simplicity of the design, the few parts, and
their accessibility, require little work for operation and malnlenance.

Hanover Locomotive Works.

The Holmen Water

Softener.

The water softener Illustrated herewith was built by the Southwest System of the Pennsylvania l.lnea West of Pittsburgh at the
Indianapolis shops. It was designed by A. R. Holmen, chief draftsman of the motive power department. The capacity is 30,000 gals,
an liour. It consists of a settling lank, mixing drum, solution tank
with lirao slaking tank above, an adjustable solution pump and a
water motor, with the necessary piping. The motor drives stirring
apparatus in the mixing drum and solution tank by chains and
sprockets on its .shaft, and drives the solution pump by an adjustable crank arm. Opening the raw water valve .'-tarts the motor and
the apparatus wliich It drives. For each revolution of the motor
the solution pump makes one stroke. The length of the stroke ami
Oyarf/otr

A consular report gives the following table of locomotives exported by the locomotive works at Hanover, Germany, to the year
1907.
KuhkIii

251
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fi^
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China.
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1874 and

In

1908.

The report of a committee of Pennsylvania Railroad stockholders which Investigated the condition and prospects of the company in 1S74 makes interesting reading in the light of the comi>any's
subsequent experiences. The year in which this committee performed its work offers some striking parallels with the present year,
following as it did a year of severe panic and introducing an era
of hard times the country over, and the fact that the committee, after
probing into the fundamentals of the company's |)osltion with most
suri)rising thoroughness and impartiality, reached some very cheerful conclusions, has its own lesson for railroad stockholders of to-day.
In retrospect, these conclusions are found to have been in many
respects much too cheerful, even though the committee professed to
have guarded itself sedulously against the natural human tendency
toward exaggeration of future possibilities, and proved its professions by severely discounting the then book value of some of the
company's assets. In the same way. the committee expressed the
opinion that for many years no returns could be expected upon the
stock of the Philadelphia & Erie, which has since become a highly
important and profitable part of the system.
Likewise, the committee said that the company's Investments south of Baltimore were
unfortunate and Indefensible. So far as these investments represented ownership in what was afterward reorganized into the Southern Railway, the committee's judgment may have been well founded:
yet It may be questioned whether the management of the Southern
would have been just what it was if the Pennsylvania had retained
an active interest in the proi)erty. while the Pennsylvania stockholders would regard it as unfortunate to-day if their road were
without its entrance into Washington.
On the other hand, the committee declared that there was "no
doubt of the ability of the company to earn not only its usual lu
per cent, dividend, but a surplus over and above expenses, liabilities and contingencies."
The Pennsylvania was then paying 10 per
cent, upon its stock, and had averaged ;t.9 per cent, during ail the
twenty years since the main line was first opened to the public in
1853.
The committee saw fit to warn the stockholders against the
dangers of extension and expansion, a policy which it evidently
thought the management had pursued to the point of recklessness.
How much and how long circumstances allowed the management to
take this warning to heart may be gathered from a comparison of
mileage, capitalization and earnings of the Pennsylvania Railroad
of 1S73. with the same characteristics as they existed last year:
);>ii7.

.Mills i.f r.md
Itiiuded debt

IVbt per mile
("npltal stock
Stock per mile
All capltnllzntlon.
Net capltnlliatlon
Not cnpltnllzatlon,
Not capltnlliiallou

Plan and Section of Holmen Water Softening Plant.
the strength of the solution, which in tliis particular Installation
contains lime and soda ash, may be adjusted to inject the proper
auiount of chemicals into the raw water. The chemicals and water
meet in the pipe between the motor and mixing drum, passing into
the latter together. The mixture in the (Iriim is agitated about a
minute before passing into ihe bell in the settling tank. It passes
out under the lower edge of the bell, and Mows from the top of the
settling tank to storage tanks through the overflow pipe.
It is claimed that tlie thorough niixing of tlie water and chemicals tinder pressure hastens the chemical action so that it is completed before the mixture leaves the bell; also that the precipitate
is crowded together Into more compact form, causing quick and

complete clarification.
In the bottom of the tank there Is a system of pipes connected
The sludge pipe and
to the waste pipe, tor removing the sludge.
raw water Inlet are conaected by a bypass valve, so as to admit
for
stirring
the sludge or
raw 'Boater directly to tlio settling tank
making repairs. No filter was Installed, as it was thought the settling ot the precipitate would be complete, but a pipe and the necessary floor space are provided so that sand filters may be put In If
desired.

earnings
(;ross, per mile
Net earnings
Net. per mile
(;r<)89

1..1T-t

f 'i:t,14.'i.7>><i

314.rili4.GOO

83.000
per miles

i>T3.

:i.T!>J

J-JTO.itH.fiiiii
7l.4(iii

1.'>4.4U0

3&5,">7!>.eOO«
of road
per jnlle
S>6.400
U3,.'M0t
iH>r mile, all tr'ks

164.S12.800
43.400

:;7.40ii

e<>.I44.S<N>
4.1,3<Nf
7(I.7imi
61.!i70.-Jihi»

:m.liHi

30.7<M)t
SQ.gta.Kiii
25.4<HI

45.2o5.riOO

1S,74.'(.30(I

11,900

8.7»Kt

•Less liook value of socnrllles owned, carried at cost.
tl)n nilleage of first, secontl. Iblrd and fourtb tracks, exeludlni;

and

sidlns-.

.vardag.-.

In 1S73 the Pennsylvania earned about 12 per cent, on Its capital
Its earnings last year were practically
stock and paid 10 per cent.
Back of these
the same, yet the dividends were only 7 per cent.
history
of American railroading for a generatwo dry fa<'ts lies the
The increase in net earnings shown above is surprisingly
tion.
small in comparison with the increase in capital invested as represented by stocks and bonds, and the gain would probably look

smaller still in comparison with the actual increase in capital value
of the plant employed. Taking this period as a whole and the experience ot the Pennsylvania as typical within certain territorial limitations, the trend ot financial adjustment between railroad stockholders on one side and labor and the users of railroads on the other
has been in favor of (he latter.
Hut the stockholders has undoubtedly been favored by an influence which does not appear in the figures. Railroads are a much

a
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safer form of business undertaking now than they were
would probably not be going too far to say that the increasing safety
of railroad investment is directly related to capital's relinquishment
of profits.— Wan Htreet Journal.
then,

and

it

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Classification of Multigraphs Lowered.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Prouty, has announced decision in the case of the Forest City Freight Bureau v.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. It was held that inclusion by carriers operating under the Westf-rn Classification of multigraphs in
cases in less than carloads, in double first class, is unreasonable.
Defendants were ordered to classify such multigraphs as I'-j times
first cla.ss.

Reparation on Shipment of Fruit Jars.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Cockrell, has announced decision in the case of the American Orocer Co. v. Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis et al. The Commission granted
reparation in this case against only the St. Louis, Iron Mountain &
Southern for an excessive charge on one carload of glass fruit jars
transported from Cairo, 111., to Calico Rock, Ark. The rate charged
was 37 cents per JOO lbs., but pending suit before the Commission
The Commission also ordered that the
It was reduced to 29 cenLs.
29-cent rate be maintained for one year from the date of the order.

No Authority Over Steannship Line

to

Cuba.

In Lykes Steamship Line v. Commercial Union and I.'? railroads, opinion by Commissioner Cockrell, it was held that an ocean
carrier established under the laws of Cuba and transporting I raffle
between Havana. Cuba, and Galveston, Tex., is not subject to the
Rate Law. The rule laid down in the recent Cosmopolitan Shipping
Company case was followed.
The Commission further declared that the word "adjacent" as
used in the act to modify the words "foreign country," would seem
to mean adjacent in the sense of the possibility of substantial continuity of rails.

Coal Rate Upheld.

The Commission, opinion by Conimi.ssioner Prouty. has announced decision in the case of Laning-Harris Coal & Grain Co. v.
St. Joseph & Grand Island.
In January. 1907, the complainant
shipped a carload of coal weighing 50.000 lbs. from Springfield, 111.,
to Leona, Kan., a station on the line of the St. Joseph & Grand
Island.
Defendant assessed on this shipment a rate of 10.0013 cents
per 100 lbs. Complainant insists that the rate should have been
9.0013 cents per 100 lbs.
This wiis the only question presented.
The Commission held that the charge collected was correct and dismissed the complaint.

No Authority

to

555

that its shipments of two carloads of canned vegetables from Green
Bay, Wis., to Washington, Ohio, move via a certain route over which
there was no joint through rate, and the sum of the locals was
applied.
The goods might have been shipped by complainant between these points over a route having a joint rate less than the
sum of the locals. The Commission held the initial carrier was
bound to observe the instructions of the consignor in this case. It
was also bound to collect the published rate applicable to the designated route and entails no liability under the law for so doing. No
evidence was introduced tending to show that the rate charged and
collected was unreasonable and unjust In itself. The complaint was
dismissed.

Coal

Wyoming

Rates from

to

Nebraska Reduced.

In Nebraska State Railway Commission v. Union Pacific, opinion
by Comnii.ssioner Clements, the comi>laint alleged that rates on coal
from Rock Springs and Hanna, Wyo., to points in Nebraska, are unreasonable. The Commission held that the fact that there is competition for the purchase of Ibis c-oal l)etween Nebraska communi-

and communities in Wyoming and Utah affords no justification
the carrier for charging more than a reasonable rate for the
transportation of such coal as the Nebraska people may succee<l in
buying. No justification exists for the maintenance of a blanket
rate on coal to all points on defendant's lines in Nebraska. The
Commission held that the rates of $4.50 per ton applying on lump
coal from Rock Springs, and $3.50 per ton from Hanna to points
in Nebraska on the line of the Union Pacific between the NebraskaWyoming boundary and Grand Island. Neb., including the latter
point and points on the liranih line from Kearney to Callaway,
Neb., are unjust and unreasonable, and prescribed just and reasonable rates therefor.
ties

to

Intra-State Rate Covering Part of

Interstate

Movement.

Baer Bros. Mercantile Co. v. Missouri Pacific and Denver &
Rio Grande, opinion by Commissioner Prouty. it was held that a
railroad which lies entirely within the limits of a single state
becomes subject to the act to regulate commerce by participating
in a through movement of traffic from a point in another state to
a point in the state within which it is located, although its own
service is performed entirely within the latter state. To maintain
a petition before the Commission for recovery of excessive freight
charges It is not necessary that payment of the freight charges
should have been made under protest. A rate of 45 cents on beer
from Pueblo. Colo., to Leadville, which is part of a through transportation from St. Louis to Leadville, is excessive; such rate should
not exceed 30 cents per 100 lbs.
Reparation awarded.
The bringing of a suit in the United States Circuit Court for
In

the recovery of excessive railroad charges is not a bar to a subsequent proceeding before the Commission where that suit was dis
missed without prejudice, and for the reason that the Commission
had never passed on the reasonableness of the rate Involved.

No Authority Whatever

Inside

Oklahoma.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner Clements, has anits decision in the cae of D. B. Hussey v. Chicago, Rock
& Pacific. The complaint in this ca:;e asked for reparation

Require Special Passenger Rates.

nounced
by Commissioner Harlan, it was held that the Commission has no authority
to require carriers to e.-t;iblish special fares, based on less than the
normal passenger-mile revenue, for the use of passengers on particular occasions or for special purposes.
On that ground, and also
on the ground that the legal right of carriers to issue party-rate
tickets and confine their use to theatrical companies has been fully
considered by the Commission, this complaint for an order requiring the defendants to re-establish such party rates is dismissed on
motion of the Commission.
In

.\.

Ci.

Field

v.

Southern Railway

et al., opinion

Island

on account of alleged unreasonable rates on shipments of cro.^^s
ties moving between April 25 and August 12. 1907, from Barnell.
Ind. Ter., to McAlester.
Subsiquent to movement of these ship-

ments and filing of the petition this territory was admitted as
a state into the Union and the points of origin and destination are

now in the state of Oklahoma. By the act of Congress admitting
Oklahoma to statehood the intraterritorial jurisdiction of the Commission ceased to apply to territory now embraced in that state.
The Commission held that it can make no lawful order In any case
which it has no jurisdiction and dismissed the complaint for
want of jurisdiction.
The Commission in coming to this conclusion declared that if

of

Reparation on Shipments of Iron Pyrites.
In Detroit Chemical

Works

v.

Northern Central

et

al,

opinion

by Chairman Knapp. the rate of |2.32 per ton on imported iron
pyrites from Baltimore to Detroit was held to be now and during
the time it was in effect, unreasonable and unjust; It should not
have exceeded $2.21 per ton. Reparation awarded.
In the similar case of Detroit Chemical Works v. Erie et al.
opinion by Chiiirman Knapp. it was held that the rate of $3.32 per
ton on imported iron iiyrites in carloads from New York to Detroit

the subject-matter itself
that the complaint was
tion

is

not

filed

still

within

its

jurisdiction, the fact
to the transforma

and served prior

from territory

to a state is wholly immaterial.
The acquireof jurisdiction of the parties by the filing and ser^•ice of the
complaint in no way helps the Commission to retain the case, if
the law under which the jurisdiction over the subject-matter must
be exercised has ceased to operate. If the Commission has jurisdic-

ment

tion now to award reparation in this case, it would seem
that it
would also have jurisdiction in all similar cases now or hereafter
brought on causes of action which accrued in the territories from
awarded.
which the state was formed and which are not barred. Such a
conclusion would create a situation in Oklahoma whereunder
the
Shippers' Instructions Govern Lower Rate by Another Route.
Commission could be acting on one standard of rates as a basis
for reparation on past shipments without power to alter
the rates;
The Commission (opinion by Commissioner Lane) has an- whereas the state authority, which alone has
power to alter them
nounced decision in the case of the l.arsen Canning Co. v. Chicago & might be acting on an entirely different basis
for that purpose—
North Western et al. It appeared that the complainant directed condition incompatible with the principles and
purposes of the
is

now and was during

unjust:

it

should

not

the time it was in effect unreasonable and
have exceeded $2.81 per ton. Reparation
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Law which

Rate

Intended

is

equality of treatment to

all

to

secure uniformity of

rates

and

shippers.

Commissioner Harlln reuUcred an elaborate dlKSPnting opinion.
Storage on

Inland Shipments at Lake Ports.

The Commission, opiulou by ConiralsBloner Lane, has decided
lie case of the Commercial Club of Duluth v. Northern Pacific et al.
The privilege of free storage was Involved. The carriers offer free
I

storage In transit at Duluth, Minn., or Superior, Wis., on both castbound and westbound lake freight during the closed season of naviThe practice Is for Inland shippers to bring their traffic to
gation.
the warclioiises at such ports before the close of navigation, where
Itir-y are held in free storage by defendants until ordered forward by
lall ;it Iho balance of the through rate from eastern points of origin.
The Duluth merchants, having their business houses at the point
where the storage is given, are compelled to pay storage and also
(lockage and switching charges. Complainant alleges that this business deprives Duluth of Its advantage of location at the head of the
It
lakes and opfrates to transfer such advantage to Inland points.
appears that the privilege is open to all shippers alike and that the
practice is not confined to defendants, but is forced by competition of
other lines operating through other lake ports. The Commission
held that the tacts do not at this time justify condemnation of a
practice in which so many carriers and shippers not parties to this
action are interested. The fact that the privilege of free storage is
more valuable to inland merchants than to merchants at lake ports
does not necessarily make the privilege unlawful. The position of
complainant Is that the privilege takes away from the lake ports
an advantage of their location; but the better position seems to be
that the Inland jobbing centers, by reason of their location at points
where the competition of several lake ports operates, also have advantage of location, one result of which is seen In the effect of this
privilege of free storage.

Obscure Rates Condemned.
In Hydraulic Press Brick Co.

v. St.

Louis & San

I'-rancisco et al..

opinion by Commissioner Clements, it was held that defendants'
rate of 48 cents per 100 lbs. for transportation of enameled brick
from Cheltenham, Mo., to New Iberia, La., is unjust and unreasonalde and should not exceed 30 cents per 100 lbs. for the future.

Reparation awarded.
practice of inserting obscure and general clauses in volumthe effect that where a combination of
locals, either general or in specific instances, will make a lower
aggregate through rate than the specific joint through rate therein

The

iiiovis

tariff publications, to

former will be used, has been found by long experience to
gross misapplication of the tariffs and in unjust discriminations. Under this practice the individual or concern whose
business is large enough to warrant the employment of a traffic or
lale expert will be able to secure combinations resulting in lower
agnrcgate charges than can be secured by the smaller or occasional
shipper who is unable to employ such an expert and who Is re(luired to pay the joint through rale appearing on the face of the
tariff.
It is self-evident that if such discriminations are to be
broken up there can be but one lawful rate in effect at a given
point on any commodity In the one direction between two points.
The carrier may, in its own interest if it so desires, carry for
a longer distance over its own lino than would be necessary if
<-arried between the same points over the line of its competitor,
in order to obtain part of the competitive business, on terms that
It does not necessarily follow, however,
will afford some profit.
that a carrier in competing for traflic in this way thereby subjects
compelling
it to do so.
ll.<ell' to an crder
stated, the

result

In

No Permanent Lien on Jobbing

Territory.

The Coninilssion, opinion by Commissioner Prouty. has anuouncerl decision In the case of the Lincoln Commercial Club v.
ChicaKo, Rock Island & Pacific et al. The complaint alleged that
the defendants exact unreasonably higher rates on coal, paving
brick, cement, lumber, glass and glassware, salt, rice, egg-case fillers
and sugar, to Lincoln than to Omaha, from the same points of
origin in Kansas and territory south, and west of the Mississippi
river, for substantially the same distances.
The Commission held
that It Is apparent that the cost of handling traffic from Kansas
City to Onuiha and Lincoln is practically the same and that difference in expense does not justify the maintenance of a higher rate
.lustlficatlon for these higher rates must
to Lincoln than to Omaha.
be found, therefore. If at all. in commercial and competitive conditions rather than In added cost of service. The questions presented
were considered by the Commission as to each of the above articles
separately, and the conclusions of the Commission were that the
rale on coal may properly be 15 cents per ton higher to Lincoln
and on paving brick and cement IV2 cents per 100 lbs. higher to
Lincoln than to Omaha, and that with respect to lumber, glass and
glassw.TTo, s.iti. vice, e.gg-case fillers, and sugar, rates from said

Vol. XLIV., No.

16.

points of origin to Lincoln should not exceed those to Omaha. The
Commission said:
"The defendants, with some earnestness, urged that the holding
which we have made will rc-quirc them to readjust ihelr distributing
rates from Lincoln and from Omaha, but we are unable to appreciate the force of this suggestion.
upon any given jobbing territory.

Cities have no indefeasible lien
Changes In conditions are always

Conditions are not
its supplies from points of production
west or south that they were when these supplies came
through Omaha from the east. It is do part of the business of a

likely to affect the boundaries of that territory.

the

same when Lincoln draws

In

the

railroad to so adjust Itii tariffs as to artificially define the territory
into whldi particular Jobbing localities may sell."

Competitive Rate Adjustment Upheld.
In the case of the Railroad Commission of Kentucky v. Louisft Nashville et al., opinion by Commissioner Clements, the com-

ville

plaint questioned reasonableness of rates between Owensboro and
Henderson, Ky., and points In Trunk Line and Central Freight Association territories.
It also alleged that such rates result in unjust

discrimination against Owensboro and Henderson and give undue
preference to Evansvllle, Ind.
The carriers most directly interested in the Evansvllle rates
for the most part serve the territory north of the Ohio river, while
those most directly interested in the rates to Owensboro and Henderson serve the territory south of the river. There Is greater density
of population and of traflic In the territory north of the Ohio river
known as Central Freight Association territory In which Evansvllle is situated, than in territory south of the river, in which Owensboro and Henderson are situated. The general adjustment of rat'-s
throughout Central Freight Association territory has a forceful effect on the Evansvllle rates.
The larger volume of traffic and greater
number of carriers operating in that territory create a greater degree of competition and the rates generally have been adjusted with
a view to meeting the conditions resulting therefrom.
It was held that it is not incumbent on a road to measure the
rates to all points on its line from and to which It handles the bulk
of the traflic. by lower rates fixed by competitors operating over a
more direct route to some other point also on its line but to which
it handles an uuappreciable volume of traflic.
So to hold would
be totally to disregard the effect of competitive conditions which
the Supreme Court has held in numerous cases to justify the application of lower rates to farther distant points over the same line
in the same direction.
The long and short haul clause as construed
by the courts prohibits charging a higher rate to a less distant
point only where the carrier responsible for both rates occupies a
like relation to the more distant point to which the lower rate applies.
The record fails to show that the rates in question are, under
present conditions, unreasonable in and of themselves, or that the
circumstances and conditions under which the traffic Is handled to
and from Evansvllle are so substantially similar to those under
which traffic is handled to and from Owensboro and Henderson as
to make the charging of higher rates to and from the last mentioned points unjustly discriminatory as compared with the rates
applying between Evansvllle and the same points In Trunk Line
and Central Freight Association territories. The complaint was dismissed.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—A

pamphlet issued by the Cortright Metal Roofing Co..
Philadelphia, Pa., is entitled Rightly Roofed Buildings. The Conright metal shingles are designed to give the advantages of the
tin roof without the buckling and rattling of the ordinary tin roof.
The shingles are locked together on the side In such a way as to
allow for expansion and contraction, but without allowing water
to get through: at the top they are molded In steps to prevent
water from entering at this point. The pamphlet includes tesli
monlals. and is illustrated with a number of photographs of buildlioofiiif).

ings covered with this roofing.

—

Vises and Ratchet Drills.
Illustrated price list No, 5 of the
Charles Parker Co.. Merlden, Conn., shows a number of styles of
vises for use in locomotive and car building plants and by metal
workers and machinists generally. A new vise Is described, made
with a patented reinforced sliding jaw, in which a solid steel bar
is inserted in the slide throughout its length, being thoroughly
welded into the casting. The vises are made of a mixture of castiron and Bessemer steel. Ratchet drills and parts are also described, with dimensions, weights and prices.

Water Softeners.

— Bulletin

No. 120, of the Buda

Foundry &

Manufacturing Co., Chicago, describes the Buda intermittent and
continuous systems of water softening. The method used in each
is outlined and Illustrations are shown.
The adaptability of water
treating plants and the economies of using soft water are pointed
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The motor meter and chemical pump used are Illustrated and
described, and there are a number of illustrations ol Installations
of both fcystems of both wood and steel construction.

out.

No. 107, of the H. W. Johns-ManYork, describes, with illustrations, the many uses
These include loofing, sheathing and interior
wood work. Its advantages in electrical work for taking the place
This material is made in sizes
of slate, marble, etc., are noted.
from V4, in. thick to 2 in. thick, the standard size of sheet being
Price lists of different thickness and styles are given.
36 in. X 48 in.

Wood.— Catalogue

Asbestos

ville

of

Co.,

New

asbestos wood.
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Bridge Works; he then went to the Keystone Bridge Works, and
in 1885 had charge of the Seventh Avenue suspension bridge at
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Later in that year he went to the Baltimore &
Ohio, where he was, successively, draftsman, inspector of bridges,
chief draftsman. Assistant Bridge Engineer, Engineer of Bridges
and Building, and finally A-ssistant Chief Engineer. He is a member
of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, and the Association of Railway Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings, and is
serving on various committees of these societies.
ron and Steel.

—

Thermit. The Goldsclimidt Thermit Co., New York, has begun
the publication of a quarterly periodical. Reactions, the object of
which is to make public the improvements made from time to time
The first issue consists of a number of
in the use of thermit.
articles of this description, clearly illustrated with half-tones and
drawings. There are also a few notes and short articles on other
subjects of interest.

Dixon Crucible

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The New York

offices of

will be moved on April 24
Cortlandt street.

the Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J.,
to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 32

The New York office of the Federal Signal Co., Albany, N. Y.,
has been moved from 42 Broadway to the Terminal building. Fortyfirst street and Park avenue.
The New York oflice of the Uailroad Supply Co.. Chicago, will
moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings on May 1. The address
will be room 540, 32 Cortlandt street.

be

Porter Bros. & Welch, Railroad Contractors, Vancouver. Wash.,
have ordered, for work on the Northern Pacific, a number of 5,000
candle-power Milburn lights, manufactured by the Alexander Milburn Co., Baltimore, Md.

Pruyn. President of the Consolidated Car Heating
Co., New York, and Francis C. Green, General Manager, have de
clined re-election to their oflices in the company.
Their successors
will be elected at the annual meeting in June.
C.

The thirteenth annual convention of the Intcrnatioual Association of Municipal Electricians will be held at Detroit, Mich., this
-summer. The Secretary, Frank P. Foster, Corning, N. Y.. is asking
meeting.

market

for 14,000

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
./«((«

ri ijular tint tinya u/ raiijuad ant cntioitti
clitf, etc., ace adverlitiny payc J6. t

0/ coincniioii
cnifincetiiw

ltd

American Society of

and

Civil Engineers.

At a meeting of this society on April l.o, a paper on "Recent Developments in Pneumatic Foundations for Buildings," by D. A. Usina
was presented for discussion, illustrated with lantern slides. This
paper was printed in "Proceolins?" for March, 1908.

—

meml>ers

be in the

Co.,

Derails. A circular of the Hayes Track Appliance Co., Geneva,
N. Y., gives a condensed list of Hayea derails. Illustrated with photographs of the different types.

Robert

'

tons of bridge material.

— The

April issue of Graphite, published by the Joseph
Jersey City, N. J., has a short note calling attention to Dixon's yellow crayons for engineers and surveyors. They
are particularly useful for making marks on rails; it is claimed
that the mark is not easily washed off by rain, but can be distinctly
seen for several mouths.

Uraphite.

The Pittsburg & Lake K

suggest subjects to be presented and discussed at this
Suggestions should be sent not later than .\pril 20.

to

Freight

Claim

Association.

The seventeenth annual meeting of this association Is to be
held at Atlantic City, N. J., June 17, this dale having been fixed In
place of the date formerly announced (May 20). The President of
this association is R. C. Richards, of the Chicago & North-Western.
and the Secretary Is W. P. Taylor (R., F. & P.), Richmond, Va.
Western Railway Club.
At the

meeting, to be held in the Auditorium Hotel at
8 o'clock p.m., Tuesday, the 21st in.st., the paper of Prof. Dewsnup,
of the University of Illinois, on "Freight Car Efficiency." which
was read at the March meeting, will be discussed. Also Uic committee on Recommended Changes in the Rules of Interchange will
.'Vpril

report.

Association Railway Telegrapti Superintendents.

At the meeting of
June 24-27, the papers

this association to be held in

.Montreal, Que..
"Dry Bat-

to be read include the following:

teries on Telegraph Wires,' by U. J. Fry. of .Milwaukee; "Re<luction of Telegraphing by Use of Printed Forms." by O. C. Greene,
of St. Paul; "Commercial Reports," by G. C. Kinsman, of Decatur,
"Wiring of Station Buildings from the Contractor's Slana111.;
point," by J. H. Jacoby; ".Adverse Railroad Legislation," by E. A.
Chenery, of St. Louis; "Telegraph Work on llie Isthmus." by C.

F. Annett, of New Haven, Conn.; "Qualifying Operators for Train
Despatching," by C. S. Rhoads, of Indianapolis; "Selecting Operators for Railroad Use, by L. H. Koriy, of Omaha; ".Moving Trains
by Visible Signals, by L. B. Foley, of New York; "Block Signals,"
by H. C. Hope, of St. Paul; "Use of Telephones in Connection with
Train Movements," by W. W. Ryder, of Chicago; "The Interstate
Commerce Commission," by Charles Selden, of Baltimore; 'The
.\ssociatlon." by W. F. Williams, of Portsmouth, Va.; "The Telelihone," by F. F. Fowle, of Chicago.
"

"

"

E. E. Keller, for over 20 years connected with the Wertinghouse
and for 14 years Vice-President of the Westlnghouse Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has completed his duties as Receiver and General Manager and resigned from the company.
He
will tako a vacation and then devote most of his lime to personal
Interests,

intei'ests.

Nathaniel S. Bouton. President of the Maryland Car Wheel Co.,
died in Diniedin. Fla., April 3, aged 80 years.
Mr. Uouton had lived,
since 1852, in Chicago, where he established the Union Foundry
Works. This concern was sold to the Pullman Company In 1886.
At the time of his death, besides being the head of the Maryland Car
Wheel Co., he had foundries at .-Vurora and Naperville. 111., and Birmingham and Decatur, Ala.

John E. Greiner. Assistant Chief Kngineer of the Baltimore &
Ohio, has resigned, etTtctive May 1, to become a Consulting Engineer.
He will open offices in Baltimore, Md., New York and Chicago. Mr.
tireuier has been building bridges on the Baltimore & Ohio for the
last 20 years.
He has designed, or had charge of the designing of.
every bridge erected on this road since 1SS5.
.-Vmong these structures are the Arthur Kill bridge, which, with a 520-tt. span, was
at the time the largest bridge in the world; the Ohio river bridge
at Benwood, W. Va., a 345 ft. span without false work; the Ohio river
bridge at Parkersburg. W. Va., and the double-track bridge now being
built at Havre-de-Grace. Md.
Since IS'.i't lie has also supervised the
design of all stations and luildinus on the road.
He was born at
Wiltniiii;ton. Del., in IS.'i'.i. and was educated at the Wilmington
High School and Delaware College, where he took B.S. and C.E.
degrees.
From ISSO to 1883 he was a draftsman at the Edgemoor

International Master Boiler Makers' Association.

The second annual convention of this association Is to be held
in the Hotel Pontchartrain, Detroit, Mich., May 26-28.
At this
meeting there will b.5 committee reports to be followed by topical
discussions on the following subjects:
Best Method of Applying Flues. Best Method for Caring for
Flues.
E. J. Hennessy, Chairman.
Boiler Explosions. J. T. Goodwin. Chairman.
Best Method of Applying Flexible SUybolts. J H. Smythe.
Chairman.
Use of Oil in Boiler Shops; Its Use in Stationary and Locomotive
Boilers.

Topical discussions will also take place on the following

sulj-

jects:

"Standardizing of Shop Tools." T. C. Best
"Standardizing Boiler Blue Prints." W. H. Laughridge.
"Modern Improvements and Physical Tests in Boiler Design and
Materials."

Members

H.

S. Jeffery.
of the convention on

May

26 will visit the plants of

the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company and the Detroit Seamless
Tube Company.
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Traffic Officers.

Executive, Financial and Legal Offlcera.

Nevada Northern.— H. B. Tooker has been appointed General Freight
and Passenger Agent, in place of H. G. Toll, resigned; offlce at

Isthmian Canal Cominission.— Gen. Peter
member of the Commission.

C.

—

Tonopah d

Goldfield.
W. IJ. Foster has been appointed General
Freight and Passenger .\genl in plate of J. F. Hedden, resigned.

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Baltimore d Ohio. John E. Grelner, AsHlstant Chief Engineer, has
resigned, effective .May 1.
He will open offlces in Baltimore, Md., New York and Chicago as a Consulting EngiThe position of Assistant Chief Engineer will not be
neer.
tilled at present, but Mr. Grelner's duties will be performed
by Waller S. Bouton, who will be promoted from Aseii^tant
Engineer of Bridges to Engineer of Bridges, and by M. A. Long,
who will look after all work on buildings. Mr. Bouton and Mr.
Long will both report directly to D. D. Carolbers, Chief Engineer.

—

Jlouston (i Texas Central— S. V. Carter, Jesse H. Jones and K. b.
Parker, all of Houston, have been elected directors, succeeding
J. D. Bowne, T. W. House and A. P. Root.
C. C. IJarry has been appointed Secretary, succeeding William H. Field, who remains Treasurer.

Hains has resigned as a

National Railroad of Mexico.— W. L. Fritz, Assistant Auditor, has
been appointed Auditor and his former position has been abolished.

Gulf, Colorado A Santa Fe.— M. T. Pratt, Superintendent of the Texas
& Gulf, has been appointed Division Engineer of the Gulf, Colo-

rado & Santa Fe, with

—

York, New Haven iC Hartford. Amory A. Lawrence, of Boston,
Mass., has been elected a Director, succeeding Charles F. Choate,
resigned.

A'ciO

Ely, Nev.

Trunk.— M. M. Reynolds,

supervision of the linances of allied companies.

Sew

16.

ELECTrONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

heretoforii CompLioller of the National lines ot .Mexico, ha.s Ix'cn appolni<^<l Kltth Vice-President of
the Grand Trunk. He will have special Bupervlslon of the treaiiury and accounting dopartments ot the Grand Trunk and general

(}rand

XLIV., No.

Vol.

Beaumont, Tex.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

—

John B.
Yorlc Puhlic Service Cominission, Second District.
Olmstead, of Buffalo, N. Y., President of the Municipal League,
has been appointed Commissioner in the Second district to
fill the vacancy caused by the resignation of Charles H. Keep
to become President of the Knickerbocker Trust Co., New York

office at

Texas d Gulf.— See Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe.

Butler Brothers, Bibbing, Minn., have ordered two six-coupled
switching locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works instead
of 30 as stated In the Railroad Gazette of March 27.

CAR BUILDING.

City.

E. Henderson, Second Vice-President,
has resigned on account of ill health.

I'liiladelphia

d Reading.— C.

The Union R. R.

is In

the market for extensive passenger car

repairing.

Operating

Officers.

—

Vh'cayo rf Eastern Illinois. 13. H. i:)cGroot, Superintendent of the
Indiana division, has been appointed Superintendent of the St.
Louis division, with office at St. Louis, Mo., in place of R. D.
P. S. Sampson succeeds Mr. De Groot, with
Miller, deceased.
office

at Brazil, Ind.

—

East llroad Top Railroad <C Coal Go. C. H. Ketcham. whose re.signation as Superintendent of the Morris & Kssox division of the
Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western was recently
announced, has been appointed General Manager of the East Broad

&

llce

at

Orbi.souia,

and began

work as a

road

railtele-

tlio

The Ardmorc Traction

Dunkirk.

Valley &

I'itlsbnrgh as Superintendent,
w here he

C.

<C

North Arkansas.— \.

V.

Brown, formerly Superintendent

& Quincy

at Ottuniwa, Iowa, has
appointed to the new office of Manager of the M. & N. A..
with office at Eureka Springs, Ark.

the Chicago,

Burlington

l)een

\civ York City Railway.— W. L. Derr, General Superintendent, has
resigned to go Into contracting work, and his former office has

been abolished.
if
OoltlfirUl.-ll. K. llnnlin, who has resigned as Trainmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio at Connellsvllle, Pa., has been
appointed General Superintendent of the T. & G., with office at
Tonopah, Nev.

Tonopah

Itrnkcs
roiiplrra

n. Krtcliain.

ment.
of

not yet confirmed.

Co.,

.-Vrdmore. Okla,.

has ordered four

single-truck closed electric cars from the St. Ixmis Car Co. instead of the McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co.. as stated in
the Railroad llazrilc of .March 20. These cars will be 20 ft. «4 in.
long, 7 ft. 4 in. wide and S ft. I'-j in. high, inside measurements.
The special equipment includes:

served till ]8!)fi. In 18!)S he was also made Superintendent ot
the Buffalo division of the West Shore, a position which he
held till 1899. He then became terminal agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at New York, and a few months
litter was appointed Superintendent of the Morris & Kssex division of that road, where he served until his present appointMis.iouri

is

The Panama Railroad has rejected all bids on the 300 thirty-ton
box cars and the 100 forty-ton Rodger convertible ballast cars, for
wliich specifications were given in the Railroad Gazette of February 21. New bids have not yet been asked, but it is expected that
they will be.

I^exington
Railway, now part of
the Louisville & NaslivlUe. He served as
y a r d m a s t e r. Trainfreight
master,
local
agent and Assistant Supcrinlcndent.
1890
In

wcnl to

This item

for 200 gondolas, noted in the Railroad Gazette of .\pril 10. is an old order. The .Middletown Car
Works Is just now starting work on these cars, the carrying out
of the order having been held up for some time.

cinnati &

Alli'KlK'ny

The Mihvaiikee Refrigerator Transit Co. has ordered 100 36-ft.
refrigerator cars of 00,000 lbs. capacity from the Milwaukee Car
.Manufacturing Co., for May 20 delivery, to weigh 40.000 lbs.

The Pennsylvania's order

graph operator in 1872
on the Louisville, Cin-

lie

The National Car Line Co., Chicago, has ordered five 31-ft. steel
tank car underframes, mounted on Bettendorf cast-steel trucks, of
sn.oOO lbs. capacity, from the Bettendorf Axle Co.

cars into the pay-as-you-enter type.

I'a.

Mr. Ketcliam was born
in 1855,

The Northern Pacific is again figuring on refrigerator cars, hut
has changed the number to 500 instead of the 200 noted in the
Railroad Gazette of March 6.

The Forest Cily RaiUcay, Cleveland, Ohio, It is said, is In the
market for 100 pay-as-you-enter cars, and will remodel 50 ordinary

of the Rockhill
Coal Co., with of-

Top and
Iron

The Chicago, Milwaukee d St. Paul has ordered a number of
cabooses from the Ralston Steel Car Co.

S(.

Louis Cnr

Ca

verlli-nl vhvf\ hiinil brakes
St. Louis Car Co. radial

Burrows

Ciinnln tlxturos
i^urtalD matrrlal
Seats

rautaaote
St. Louis
St. IxHils

Trucks

Car Ca
Car Co.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Hktiii.eukm. Pa — Contract has been given to Fine & Harris, of
Philadelphia, at $27,000 for the steel superstructure of the North
ampton Heights bridge. S. W. Childs. of Philadelphia, was given a
contract for the sub-structure at $15,000. The proposed structure
will be 378 ft. long and Is to be built jointly by the Easton A South
Bethlehem Transit Co., the Bethlehem Steel Co. and the Borough of
Northampton Heights.

lire

—

The loss of the Boston Elevated in the recent
included a car barn, one car and seven snow-plows,

HdsiiiN. M.vss.

Chelsea

—

Brow.vsviu.k. Tkx.\s. President B. F. Yokum. speaking in beof the St. Louis. Brownsville & Mexico, confirms the report that
this company has applie<l for permission to build a bridge over the
Rio Grande river from Brownsville. Tex., to Matamoros, Mex.
lialf

Ai-Hjr.

17,
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said, has been given to

New

We.stmjn.ster, B. C.

by the Canadian Pacific

—A

to \V.

contract,

it

W. Forrester

i.s

Pacikk-.
Work to be carried out by this company this year is as follows: Completion of the line from Portage
la Prairie, Man., east to Winnipeg, 55 miles
closing the gap on
the line between Winnipeg and Saskatoon; grading and track-laying
from Saskatoon to B^lmontou; grading 100 miles west of Edmonton, Foley, Welch & Stewart, contractors; grading 100 miles of line
east from Prince Rupert, the Pacific terminus, on the contract of

—

has been given
up sbops here, to

said,

to put

cost ?20,000.

to the junction

—

Harrisvii.i.k & C0RNWAI.1.1.S.
Bids, it is said, are to bs asked for
in May by this company to build a line from Harrlsville, W. Va..
northwest to Cornwallis, six miles. Right-of-way secured and surveys being made. W. S. Stout, President, and A. Wolverton, Chief

—

Vkua Ciu!z, Mex. The Vera Cruz Terminals Board recently held
a meeting to dispose of the necessary preliminary arrangement so
20.
that bld.s can be asked for the propo.sed improvements,
c March
p.

Engineer, Harrlsville.

—

KANSA.S City, Mexko & Orikxt- President A. E. Slllwell Is
quoted as saying that all of the money has been subscribed to finish
building the railroad between Wichita, Kau., and Sweetwater.
Texas, a distance of 4:!2 miles. Thi.s section of the road is now built
except a 67-mile gap between Benjamin, Texas, and the Red river
and the bridge across the Red river. It is expected to finish this
work and begin operation l)y .'August. (Mar. 13, p. ;!91.(

429.)
WiN.Mi'Kii,

Max.

— Local

repoi-ts stale that the

Canadian North-

ern is planning to build a double-track steel bridge over the Asslnibolne river here.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

—

Incorporations, Surveys, Etc.

—

This company, it Is said,
Bi'UHS Fkkky, Bkovv.ndki.i. & CiiE.sTEit.
has resumed work on the line from Chester, Tex., east to the
A
l.o\ilsiana state line at Burrs Ferry, on Sabine river, 8.5 miles.
length of about 2.'i miles Is finished, and the grade is ready for the
(Mar. 13. p. 390.)
rails for an additional 20 miles.

Lake Manitoba there

will be ballasting

Lake Shore & .Miihk^ax S"i tiiehn. Work. It is said, has been
resumed on the Franklin & Clearfield, which has been building
thiough Pennsylvania during the past two years. As projected the
line is to run from Franklin, Penn., southeast to Brookvllle, 62
miles, thence east to Clearfield, a total of 110 miles.
The eastern
end of tne line, from two miles west of Brookvllle to Clearfield,
has not been finally located. The western end is finished from Polk
unction to the Clarion river, 37 miles, and work is well advanced
on the 23 miles from tlie river to two miles west of Brookvllle.
The line is being bui.l to .secure a low grade route through the
mountainous country bordering the Allegheny river, thence lo the
summit of the AUeghenies. There is to be one tunnel of 2.100 ft.
and another of 1.700 ft. The extetLsion to Clearfield will necessitate piercing a tunnel 2,50U ft. long.
It
is
thought that the
line will be in operation within a year.
This will be made possible by traffic arrangements between Brookvllle and C.earfield.
It
is understood that such negotiations are under way with the Pennsylvania and the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh. In the event of
such agreements it would only be necessary to build from Dubois
•
(Mar. 13, p. 392.)
to Clearfield.
,1

—

Ca.nadian Noktiiekx. This company is planning to finish the
work on the Brandon-Regina branch, also lo ballast the line from
Rossburn to Russell this year. Ballasting is also expected to be
done on the line to Pas Mission, and similar work is expected to be
carried out on the extension towards Hudson Bay. On the line
from Saskatoon to Goose Lake a large amount of track-laying will
be done and it may be further extended. Track is to be laid on
25 miles of the line from Delmeny, on the main line, to CareUon,
and grading and track-laying on 15 miles of the Oak Point line is
to be finished.
On the Oakland extension, along the western side
of

and track-laying.

—

Canadian Pacikic. The plans of work to be carried out this
year by the Canadian Pacific, it is said, include; Completion of double track between Winnipeg and Fort William, 418 miles, of which
222 miles is already finished. Extension of the Stonewall branch to
Icelandic river, 3G miles. Track laying on the grade built last year
between Weyburn and Stoughton. Completion of the lino from Wolsley to Reston, in Manitoba, on which grading is finished, and about
On the Sheho extension. 37
39 miles of track remains to be laid.
miles will be built (to Lanigan). On the Moosejaw extension work
From
is to be continued from Tuxford northwest for 50 miles.
Swift Current, west to the Medicine Hat division, there is to be a
large amount of grade revision work carried out. A new bridge
will be bviill at I.pthbridge, and a number of new steel bridges on
the Pacific division in British Columbia.
Several large contracts are reported let to W. P. Tierney & Co
Nelson. B. C, for filling In trestles in eastern British Columbia.
.

—

Local reports
CiiicAdo, Lake Suoke & Soi iii Bend (Ei.ectuic).
state that this company recently put 30(1 additional men to work on
the line it is b\iilding from South Bend. Ind., west to Chicago, 111.,
(Mar. 13. p.
71 miles, to finisli the work by the middle of May.
390.)

—

Chicago, Soirii Bexd & NoiniiEiix Lndiana. This company,
is building a line from South Bend, Ind., west to Laporte. 28
is said to be pushing the work so as to have the line In
Mar. 13, p. 390.)
operation by ,luly 1.

which
miles,

I

—

Colorado. Texas & Mexico. This company is building from
Mangum. Okla., south to Abilene, Tex., and also has projected a
.\ccording to President Morris R. Locke,
large number of branches,
of Mangum, about 70 miles of grading is finished, including that
on a branch from Llano, Tex., to Fredericksburg. 48 miles; also
at tlie yards in .\bilene. Tex., and Merkel and Mangum, Okla.
Er.

Paso & Soi.th\ve.sterx.

Fraxki.ix

&

Ci.EAREiEi.D.

— See

— See

& Stewart; completion

of the line from Port Arthur
with the main line at Superior Junction. Work is
to be pushed on the section from Winnipeg east to the Lake
Superior branch, J. D. .MacArthur, Winnipeg, contractor. About
eight thousand men are expected to be at work on this sei tion this
summer. Extensive work is also to be carried out on the terminals
in and around Winnipeg.
Vice-President F. W. Morse is quoted as saying that bids are
being asked for grading 180 miles of line for this company west
of Wolf Creek, from a point 12U miles west of Edmonton, Alb., to
a point 50 miles west of Yellowhead Pass.

Foley, Welch

—

Pa.
Bids are wanted April 22 by the Department
of Put>lic Works for the construction of the following bridges: Over
the Philadelphia, Newtown & New York Railroad, GO ft. reinforcedconcrete arch, ito ft. wide; appropriation, |40,i)00. Over the North
Pennsylvania Railroad GO ft. reintorcedconcrele arch, 80 ft. wide;
appropriation, $40,000.
Under Chestnut Hill branch of the Philadelphia & Reading Railway, double-track railroad bridge, plate glider
through, G7 ft. span on concrete abutments; appropriation. $35,000.
Under Richmond branch of the Philadelphia-& Reading, three-track
railroad bridge, plate girder through, hi ft. span on concrete abutments; appropriation, $40,000. Over Schuylkill river, substructure
work only, seven concrete piers; appropriation, $200,000. George R.
Stearns is Director.
Pi[ir,.\i)Ki.pi[iA,
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—

Gkaxu Think

H.

Houston, Texa.s.—Conlract, it Is
Barnes, of New Orleans, by tlie Houston Belt & Terminal Co., to
build two freight sheds, each 400 ft. x 600 ft.; the work to be fluished
by September, and to cost about $200,000.
IJ.

San Diego & Arizona.

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.

Mexican Roads.

— The

Mexican Congress has under considera-

tion the question of granting concessions to build a line from Matamoros south to Izucar and .•Vcatlan, via Calacun, Tehuitziugo, Chl-

nantla and San Pablo, thence to the boundary of Oaxaca and Guerrero.
The names of the promoters are not given.

—

New Orleax.s Great Nohtherx. It is reported that this company has resumed work on the section from Montlcello. Miss., north
to

Jackson.

(Mar.

13, p.

392.)

—

Ohio Roads. A company is being organized by R. K. Paige, of
Painesvllle, Ohio, to build a line from Fairport Harbor, Ohio, south
on the Lake Erie, Alliance & Wheeling, about 45 miles.
It is said that surveys are made, and much of the right-of-way

to Phalanx,

secured.

—

Pennsylvania. The south tunnel of the two which this company is building under Bergen Hill. Hoboken. N. J., as a part of
Its New York City improvement, was recently driven through, and
the company now has a lontinuous tunnel from the western end
at the Hackensaek .Meadows to Long Island City, over five miles.
The piercing of the north tunnel is expected to be finished In May.
by which time all the excavation work on the New York extension will be practically completed. Only a small part remains to
be done. Altogether a total of about 3.000.000 cubic yards of earth,
stone and sand wili have been removed from the interior of tunnels having an aggregate length of 16.5 miles and from the space
to be occupied by the terminal building.

PiTTsin

made by

—

SiiAWMiT & NoKTiiERN. Survevs are reported being
company from the western terminus of its Kersey

iKiii,

this

branch, at Weedville, Elk county. Pa., for a proposed line from that
place southeast about 20 miles to the headwaters of Sandy Run.
in Clearfield county, where connection is to be made with the projected Pittsburgh. Binghamton & Eastern.
The work will include
a bridge 80 ft. high and several hundred feet long.

Port O'Connor. Rio Grande & Northerx.

— This

company,

it

is
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from

has suspended work 011 itsi propOHed line projected from I'oir
O'Connor, Tex., on the Oiilf of Mexico, north to San Antonio, 190
inlleH, with a number of branch lines including one to GonxaleH.
About lOU miles of grading haH been flnUhed, but no track ban been
laid.
(Mar. 13, p. 394.)
..aiil,

I'liiNCK Riii'KUT

&

Poitr SiMi'Ho.N.

— Organized

—

R<)S(OK, Snvoku & Pacific.
This company, which waa organized
build a line from Roscoe, Tex., northwest to the New Mexico
200
miles,
line,
has 19 miles of track laid, and II miles additional
graded. Beyond this point It is undecided when the work will be
carried out.
Martin Duval, Roscoe, Chief Engineer.

M

p.

493.)

—

Thls comWASiiiNiiTo.N, Bai.ti.mohio & A.N.N Ai'oi.is (Electbic).
pany on April 2 opened its high speed electric line from Washing(Nov. 29, p. 669.)
ton, D. C, northeast to Baltimore, 40 miles.

—

Cexthai..

Wisto.N.si.N

— President

W. A. Bradford

quoted as

is

that construction work on the extension to Duluth is proceedinK at a rapid rate. Regular train service is now in operation
between Owen and Ladysraith, 4.^ miles, and the line is built to
Soutii Superior, leaving only eight or nine miles to the northern
terminus at Duluth. It is expected that the entire line will be In
oiieration by July 1. This does not include the terminal at Duluth,
where l.SQO feet of tunneling is necessary, considerable of it
Contiact for the tunnel has been let, it Is retlirouK'h solid rock.
ported, to the Lantry Con-struction Co., of Kansas City.
(Mar. 13,
sayin/r

p.

395.)

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

new

The

—

I.ntek.national & Great Noktheb.n. Gross earnings for the
ending April 7 were $124,000; in 1907 they were $138,000.

—

Lake Shore & MicHf<;AN Soltheb.n.
Reading Company.
LKHKiH

— See

Lehigh Valley and also

—

It Is reported that the $5,700,000 I^hlgb Valley
stock owned by the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
be sold to a syndicate which plans to make the road a more
Independent property than it has been. The following table
shows the holdings up to recently of l>eblgh Valley common
stock by other railroads:

Vai.i.ev.

common
Is to

l.iiki'

Slior>.

\

Suutlicrn

.MirlilKiiii

f:>,70<i.aO(l

l.OOo.nm)

i:rli'

fi'uinil
l(<-iulliit,-

l.OUO.tMKi

.Ni-w .li-rney
•i.miiun.v

cif
(

ii-laiviiii-.

Lackuwrniiia

1

&

The Erie has already
Company.

& Ohio.

— See

Reading Company.

—

National Railways of Mexico. In return for guaranteeing unconditionally the principle and interest of the new $160. im" n ~
general mortgage bonds of the National Railways of
the government has been given outright the following .\I

ties:
I'lior lien,
•

|0.<mmi.ihi.i

(>er cont. tMiids

4',-j

ieneral mortsugo, 4 per cent, buuds
stock

.

Common

—

& Milwaukee Electric. Judge Grosscup has authorized
the issue of $1,000,000 6 per cent. 3-year receivers' certificates.
Of these, $122,000 will go to the parent company for construction materials to be used on the Milwaukee extension.

CriicAiio

—

Ci'HA Railroad. The New York Stock Exchange has listed the $6.800,000 of this company's first mortgage 5 per cent. 50-year
bonds, due 1952. and also its $10,000,000 preferred stock. The

company operates 428 miles of standard gage

road, the

main

line

extending from Santa Clara to Santiago.
Its gross earnings
for the seven months ended January 31. 1908, were $1,000,000,
and net earnings, $107,000.
CiiM MiiiA River

& Northern. —^See Spokane,

Dklawahe & Hudson.

—A

Portland

&

Seattle.

meeting of the shai-eholders is
{ailed for May 12 to authorize a $50,000,000 first refunding
mortgage, securing 35-year 4 per cent. Iwnds. Of this. $20,000,000 will be issued at once to pay off the company's floating debt.
On December 31, 1907, this debt was $10,800,000. of which $6,000.000 is in the form of notes maturing .August 6. The remaining
$30,000,000 bonds will be Issued when needed.

ICiiiic.

special

— See views of Robert Fleming on earlier page of General

News

Section.

—

Northern. Gross earnings for March were $3,200,000 against
$4,400,000 in 1907.
For the nine months ended March 31. the
gross earnings were $44,100,000. which is an Increase of $3,900.000 over 1907. The earnings in March. 1907. were unusually
large because in this month much traffic niovod tliat liad beei\
held up during the winter.

tiiiKAT

In.iNoi.s

Central.

May

—A

special

18. to increase

meeting of the stockholders

Is

called

by $28,512,000 the capital stock of the
At present the Illinois Central has a capital stock of
$95,040,000, and If the new issue Is agreed to by shareholders
it will bring the total amount up to $123,552,000.
The proceeds
Cor

company.

2,450.mihi

03,73O.ouu

Total value

»7'J.180.imhi

The government

use these bonds, or the proceeds of
their sale, toward acquiring $30,337,900 stock of the National of
Mexico and $20,000,000 stock of the Mexican Central. The government will then exchange this stock for the following securities of the National Railways of Mexico:
will

$10,000.tNK)
30.2T8.3<ki
10,094.UO<i

Total

—

See Reading

sold Its $1,000,000 holding.

Klrst preferreil
Second preferred

HiKiAi.o, RociiEsTEK & PirrsHLRGii.
For the first week in April.
gross earnings were $111,000, a decrease of $55,000 from those
of the nr«t week In April, 1907.

.(NIO.UiHi

I.Ooo.iHHi

Wi-Biitrn

rommon
Uai.timouk

week

& Obie.nt. This company is seeking to place
$700,000 2-year 6',i per cent, notes to provide for completion of
77 miles of line from Sweetwater, Tex., south 10 San Angelo.
These notes are secured by $1,400,000, flrst mortgage bonds.

Ka.nmas City, Mexico

t

Wester.\ Central. This company proposes to build from bonOnt., to Guelph.
English capitalists have become interested
(loii,
in the project, and it i.s now intended to continue the line to Toronto.
C. B. Smith, Toronto, Ont., is the Consulting Engineer.

buy the prop<;rty of the KeuBiagton

on .May

holdings.

—

Sa.n DiK(io & Amzo.NA.
This company, which proposes to build
a line from San Diego, Cal., east to Yuma, Ariz., about 200 miles.
ba.s recently been granted a concession by the Mexican Government
to build about
miles of lliis line; that part which parallels the
international border llirougli the northern part of lower California.
J. D. Spreekels, the principal pi-omoler of the project, is quoted
ad saying that the Kl Paso & Southwestern has under consideration the question of building an extension from Benson, Ariz.,
(April 3,
west to a connection with the proposed line at Yuma.

lu

2K, 1908, are to have the privilege of subscribing
stock to the amount of 15 l^er <ent. of their
half of the new stock not offered to shareholders
will be held in the treasury. The directors are to be authorized
to offer this stock to shareholders later or to Issue bonds codvertlble into this stock.

istered

at par for the

from
Barnard &

to

salt will be used to

its

.\<j.

k Eohtcrn, and the Memphis State l..ine, and for addilionb and
improvements on tlie IllinoU Central. Shareholders as reg-

to build a line

Rupert, B. (;., to Port Simpson, alxiut 50 miles.
llobertson, Vancouver, B. C, are the attorneys.
I'riniif

Vol. XLIV.,
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This total added to the $63,730,000

common

stock already allotted to the government will give it $115,002,300. which is a
majority of the total $230,000,000 stock of the National Railways.

Northern Pacific

—

Gross earnings for March were $4,800,000, a decrease of 12 per cent, from the earnings of March, 1907. The
loss was in freight and expres.-;, the passenger earnings having
increased slightly. For the nine months ended March 31, gross
earnings were $53,800,000, against $49,600,000 In 1907. The
passenger earnings show an Increase of 14 per cent.

—

The New York Bay Railroad, all of whose stock Is
owned by the Pennsylvania, has made a mortgage covering $6.noo.OOO 40-year 4 per cent, bonds, dated January 1. 1908. The

Pexnsvlvanla.

road runs from a point near Waverley. N. J., to the Greenville
freight terminals, 7 miles, with 7 miles of branch lines.

—

reported that the share of the Lake Shore
in the $60,000,000 Reading stock (mostly
flrst and second preferred) held by it and the Baltimore & Ohio.
is to be sold to interests associated with the Baltimore & Ohio
The Philadelphia & Reading, with the Central of New .lersey
which It controls, gives the Baltimore & Ohio Its entrance :o
New York. See Lehigh Valley.

RKAniNc. Compa.ny.

It is

& Michigan Southern

—

Spokane. Portlanh & Skatti.k. This company has lncrease<l Its authorized ciipltal stock from $5,000,000 to $25,000,000. The 221
miles of road from l*asco. Wash., to Vancouver, is now In operation.
The company has acquired the Columbia River & North
em, extending from I.yle, Wash., to Goldendale, 43 miles, and
will operate

it

as a branch.

—

rNUERGBOuND ELECTRIC OK Iaindos. Sir GeoTgc Glbb. Deputy Chairman and Managing Director, was, on April 15, appointed receiver of the rndcrground Electric Railways Co. of London. Ltd..
on application of Speyer Bros., of Ix>ndon. It is probable that a
reorganization plan will shortly be announced. In December
last Speyer Bros., in Louvlon, and Speyer & Co.. In New York,
offered to purchase
the defaulted coupons on the (about)
$34,500,000 5-year profit-sharing notes which mature June 1,
1908.

.
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Since that time
Bulletin No. 17 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the University of Illinois on "The Weathering of Coal" has been issued.
According to the authors of this pamphlet, information concerning
the behavior of coal in any sort of storage is very meager and there
is much disagreement between recorded facts.
These studies were
made therefore to get a better understanding of all of the conditions

They cannot attend meetings and, if they could aiid did. there
wouldn't be a National convention hall large enough to hold them
all.
They do not and most of them cannot keep in touch with their
own investments. Hence their proxies are duly signed and sent on
cr dropped In the waste-basket and the annual meeting of the big
c.wporation usually resolves itself into a half dozen accidental stockholders at one end of the room and a president and 8ecretar>' Intrenched behind a huge pile of proxies at the other. This Is the

attending the storage of coal in large quantitie-s, such as weathering, spontaneous combustion, etc.
Reference is made to the growing prominence of the under-water plan, and the studies of deterioration included samples maintained in a submerged condition, as well
as In the open air, under cover at varying temperatures and In airtight containers.
The period covered by the experiments was nine
months. The experiments were considered as being only preliminary in character, which would furnish information for more comprehensive and elaborate tests. They appeared, however, to justify

net earnings are good, dividends regular and the skies
and the stockholder only wakes up when calamity strikes
in.
Now and then there has been an exception. The late President
C. P. Clark, of the New Haven company, used fitly to dub its
annual gatherings "Town meetings"; but they ceased to be such
when the annual free ride of his stockholders to the meeting was
cancelled.
The Hartford Idea has perhaps a certain note of suggestion.
It outlines as a kind of ideal ultimate the federating of
stockholders into groups each with its representative committee and

Some

of the advantages of storing coal under water

were

re-

ferred to briefly In tliese columns on February 14.

certain

conclusions.

With reference

to

the submerged coal,

it

Is

stated that there is evidence of a distinct difference between this

and the air-exposed.

The values found for it during the nine months
did not vary, with possibly one or two exceptions, by greater amounts
than would occur in tests made on succeeding days by the same
person. The coal was submerged in ordinary water at a temperature approximately 70 deg. F. The results showed that the processes which are active in air cease under water, these processes
being the decomposition of the pyrites and the loss of volatile

This phenomenon suggested to the experimenters the idea
a displacement of hydrocarbon gases by oxygen, by some process akin to osmosis or catalysis, whereby a certain amount of oxidation of the carl)on or hydrogen occurs.
The results of the various
experiments wore considered of value both for what they revealed
and for the suggestions for further studies which would yield fuller
Information on this important subject.

land.

case

when

clear;

accents .\esop's fable of the collective strength of the bundle of
weak when single. But the idealism vanishes in the average
temper and habit of the average shareholder.
In his corporate
relation he repeats the Imbedded trait of the citizen whose civic
ardor Is a flash and not a flame. True, his Investment touches
directly the stockholder's pocket nerve.
But does it more so than
taxation? His treatment of his proxy is thus of much the same
breed as his neglect of his party i)riniary. and "committees of prosticks

tection" in their various shapes will

probably continue to be the
and a fruit not

—

matter.

fruit only of corporative disaster actual or feared

of

seldom harvested too

Stookholders of the Illinois Central living at Hartford. Conn,,
it is said, some 10,000 shares, last week appointed a
committee to liandle their proxies at future annual meetings
of that corpoiation.
The incidiMit projects Into sharper light the
I'amiliar
infirmity of slockholdei-s in great corjiorations.
They
are a host of disorganized units scattered far and wide through the

The record of the traffic and earnings of the whole Pennsylvania Railroad system for the last ten years presents some notable
facts.
This system, more than any other, benefits by the traffic of
the primary Iron Industries, which in these ten years have had a
phenomenal growth. These industries produce more weight per man
employed than almost any other; and In fact the Increase In freight
traffic (ton-miles) of the Pennsylvania Railroad system was 130 per
cent, trom 1898 to 1907.
But It Is somewhat surprising to find that
the Increase in passenger traffic meanwhile was even greater 133
per cent. In the aggregate there was a considerable Increase In the
extent of the system, from 9,036 to 11,176 miles; yet, even so, the

representin,?.

local

late.

—
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But they were laughed at for their pains, and It
proven very conclusively by the mill men, to their own satisfacSo they conthat there was (and Is) more room for the passenger traffic to grow. tion, that the pine would last for a hundred years.
For every 100 pasBengor-mlles there were 994 ton-miles In 1898, tinued to waste more than 25 per cent, of the log In sawdust and
and 985 tonmlles In 19ii7, very nearly 10 tonmlles to every pas- slabs, and to burn or leave behind all the tops and branches. Then,
Henger-mlle.
For the whole railroad system of the United States fifteen years later, they closed their mills, or burned them for their
Insurance, and Michigan pine was a thing of the past. The great,
In I90(; thrre were S.^V tonmlles per 100 passenger-miles; on the
New York f'entral In 1907, 594 ton-inlles to 100 passenger miles. primeval forests had been obliterated, and in their place we have
That proporlionally lo freight the passenger traffic on the l'fnn.'*yl- wide expanses of denurled sand flats, larren and useless.
Lest we should forget this warning, so rer-cntiy given, the movevania is less than the average Is not because the passenger traffic
ment now on foot to conserve our natural resources in timber, coal
is light, lull bpcaiise the freight traffic Is overwhelmingly heavy.
and
ore, was originated.
Surely no Induptry has a more vital
mile
was
982.401
Thi' average for the whole country per
of road
ton-miles; on the New Yorlt Central (3.782 miles of road), 2,855.610; interest in the matter than have the railroaiis, despite the apparThis helps to ently reckless manner In which they consider the subject of coal
on the Pennsylvania system, 3,371,019 Ion-miles.
account for Ihe fact that with slightly less than 5 per cent, of the e<'onomles or refuse to consider It. unless It can be demonstrated 10
them by an in<-ontrovertible Q. E. 1). that they can save a dollar
total mileage of United States railroads, the I'ennsylvaiiia system
had more than 14 per cent, of its gross earnings $29,240 per mile, to-morrow by taking action to-day. on the principle of a quick
against an average of $10,460 for the country. Though, as we have return and big profits. There Is such a thing as making provision
seen, both passenger and freight traffic have grown greatly in the for the more remote future, and one of the oldest and most familiar
last ten years on this great system, and on the whole, one about as of the means to this end lies in the preservation of the things we
fast as the other, they have not grown evenly, by any means, and have now In hand.
the passenger much more evenly than the freight. In the latter we
have such yearly gains as 20 per cent, from 1898 to 1899, followed
WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS ON TRAIN RULES.
by 3.8 per cent, from 1899 to 1900 and a decrease of 2Vt per cent,
from 1903 to 1904, followed by successive yearly increases of 17,
The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago, an electric Interurban road, reIn passenger
11.6 and 14.4 per cent., the latter from 1906 to 1907.
cently adopted a plan for written examinations of trainmen on its
traffic the Increase did not vary greatly from 10 per cent. In 1899,
rules and regulations. We understand that this Is the first Inter1900, 1902. 1906 and 1907; and in the year when there was a decrease
urban road to follow this plan, and the suggestion has been made
of 2V4 per cent. In freight there was an Increase of 3.G per cent. In that the Idea Is
one the steam roads might do well to adopt. While
passenger traffic.
oral examinations are almost universal with the steam roads, the
Idea of written examinations Is far from novel. The Chicago ft
THE USE AND MISUSE OF COAL.
North-Western has been requiring written examinations for six
years ever since the present took of rules has been In effect. The
At a meeting of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers
system of questions Is most complete, there being a separate set of
held on the evening of April 14, to discuss the subject of the conquestioi.s for each class of employees who must be familiar with
servation of our natural resources. Prof. W. F. M. Goss presented
the rules in part or In whole. Each set of questions Is bound In
some rather startling figures regarding the utilization of the coal
pamphlet form, 8 In. x lO'j In. For conductors there are 384 quessupply, figures that we all are more or less familiar with, but which
tions;
for englnemen. 347: train despatchers, 175; agents and
need to be presented occasionally in order to drive home a realizaoperators, 170; brakemen and baggagemen, 143: yardmasters and
tion of what Is being done and what we must face If the present
switchmen, 74; track, bridge and building foremen. 61; signalmen
was'tefulness continues. After reviewing the methods of mining in
at Interlocking plants. 53; firemen, 48.
Agents also have an addiwhich the thin upper veins are neglected in order to first take out
tional list of 228 questions on accounting rules.
Space Is provided
the better paying material from the thicker veins below, allowing
at the end of each set of questions for any additional questions the
the cover to become dislocated and rendering sui)sequent mining
examiner may care to ask.
operations Impossible In the upper strata. Dr. Goss showed how
Before the present rules became effective, an examining board
coal that has slate seams or is high In sulphur is left below, and
was appointed and all employees were given a written examination
how much otherwise valuable fuel Is destroyed by heavy and Inju- thereon. There are no periodic re-examlnatlons. but the rules are
per mile of road Increased 86'/> per cent. In freight aiwl 88 ',4
per cent. In passengfr.s In the ten years. It may be said, however,
traffic

of the industry.
wa.s

—

—

He directed attention especially to the enormous
quantity of coal used in modern locomotive service. Starting with
an annual product Ion in 1850 of between 50,000,000 and 60,000,000
tons, the output has more than doubled every decade since that time,
dicious blasting.

it reached an astounding total of something more than
400 million tons.
Of this, nearly 120 million tons are burned In
locomotives more than the total annual output 25 years ago. That

until, In 1906,

—

this

(onsumptlon

marked

is

carried

distinction between

of Kuropc,

was

on wastefiilly, and that there Is a
the practices of the United States and

clearly shown.

In Europe every possible effort is
economics by the use of compounding or of superheaters, standing out In strong contrast with the practices of this
country, where these means of saving are almost wholly disregarded,
and emphasizing the distinction so often drawn, that Americans
are i)rodlgal of material and saving of labor, while the foreign engineer reverses this, clearly Indicating where the source of greatest
saving exists on the two continents, respectively. It is estimated
that, by the use of superheaters and of a more rational system of
burning the coal, a total saving of from 25 to 30 per cent, could be
effected.
This, with coal at $1.50 per ton, would mean an annual
sjiving to the railroads of about $45,000,000. The figures are startling
and it Is useless to raise the cry. more or less sneering, that we
have plenty of coal, and so what's the use of troubling ourselves.
That there is a limit, no one can deny, although exhaustion does
not stare us In the face this year or ne.xt, or In the next decade.
But no matter how rich we may be. reckless extravagance la not
the course of wisdom. Twenty-five years ago, when the Michigan
lumber Industry was at the height of Its prosperity and when Its
pine controlled the markets of the world, there were a few con-

made

to

effect

servatlve old fogies

who

protested against the rampant wastefulness.

Wid predlctea ap early destruction of

tl)«

forests

sad the extlnctloq

now being

revised to conform to recent changes In the Standard

Code, and all employees will again be examined. The examination
papers are numbered and filed In the superintendent's office. Once
a month the list is checked over to see that all changes have been
properly entered. .\t the end of each quarter the papers of men
who have left the division are removed from the file and stored
away. Occasionally a man from the general superintendent's oflBce
goes over the road and checks up the superintendents. Men taking
the examination must answer all questions.
If the examiner, In
looking over the papers, finds answers to questions which give the
Impression that the man has not understood the matter clearly, he
Is called In and questioned, and either allowed to revise his answer
or Is required to study up on these points and answer the questions
again later, as the examiner may decide. If a man falls on the
first examination he is allowed to try again within 60 days.
In the
final chance is given him within six
months.
A good many advantages are claimed by the North-Western for
First of all. It Is
this system as compared with oral examinations.
systematic and thorough. The questions are formulated to cover all
the rules. In oral exaininntions no one person in a class will be
questioned on all the rules even should the class as a whole be
asked regarding every rule. The fact that the written answers are
a record for reference at any lime is equally Important. If a man
violates a rule he is unable to plead that he was not asked about it
in the examination and did not understand It properly. Furthermore,
many men are nervous in oral examinations and may make an un^
favorable showing, when in reality they may be sound on the rules.
If a
In the written examinations they have all the time they want.
man is lu doubt about the meaning of a question, the examiner Is

event of a second failure a

t^er? to explain

It

and give such help as

Is

permissible.

At the

April

same

tttE

24, 1908.
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time, the opportunity for displaying partiality Is minimized.

A

further Important advantage of the written method Is that it
assures a uniform understanding of the rules and eliminates variations in interpietation of the rules due to changes in examiners.
Naturally an examiner interprets the rules as he personally under-

stands them, and no two men may put exactly the same construction
on them. An employee brought up on a certain division and instructed and examined hy a certain officer, will interpret the rules
accordingly. But examiners change, and employees are constantly
changing from one division or district to another, and are thus coming in contact with examiners and employees whose education in the
rules probably has been somewhat different. With the written examinations the viovviKjint is the same for all.
A number of roads have considered written examinations, but
the majority believe oral examinations much better and more satis-

We

understand that the Rock Island is preparing to adopt
The Southern Pacific used written and oral examinations for a time; that Is, the employee would first answer
certain questions in writing and then would be questioned orally
afterward to ascertain his understanding of the rules. At present
the examinations are largely oral, for the reasons given at the beginning of this paragraph.
The Aurora, Elgin & Chicago has 234 questions on Its list. They
are printed on loose sheets about the size of the North-Western's
Iiainphlet.
All trainmen must be reexamined once each year. The
passing grade is 95 per cent. In case of failure the first time, another trial is allowed within two weeks. A second failure in the
case of men already employed results in suspension from the service.
Of the 234 questions, 41 are on the air brake, and are therefore
only for motormen. or candidates for that position.
factory.

the written plan.
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element in the railroad situation on

very general and somewhat rough way, borrowers
trust companies may be divided Into three
groups. There is the borrower of high standing and credit, either
in business or out of it, who borrows on the strength of an indi-

Speaking

of

in a

money from banks and

vidual

name or names.
who obtains

borrower

—

collateral

security;

There

—

the borrower the "commercial"
on the commercial bill payable, as
finally, theie is the borrower on stock,
is

his loan

and,

bonds, realty or other securities, usually solid, of the
kind.

same general

In the borrowing of funds by railroad corporations one finds

The short term note may be said to represent
name paper. It shifts to a kind of commercial paper when
becomes partly secured either by future potential mortgage power
or more immediately by collateral which is apt to be of uncertain
quality; and, finally, in the shape of the senior railroad mortgage
or the junior mortgage of a |)rosi)erous railroad corporation we have
the analogue of the bank loan well secured by first-class collateral
similar analogies.
single
it

in stocks or bonds.

The panic period which struck the nation six months ago had
been preceded by a somewhat longer period of rising investment
rates seriously affecting the l)orrowing power of corporations, especially the railroads.
During that earlier period of a year or more
It was not so much a case where credit
was shaken as of actual
exhaustion of investment funds owing to great loans of big railroad
"Prosperity" then of uncertain endurance had overThere was shortage of cars, public outcry over detained freight, complaints of inadequate switching yards and terminals, steps toward and to reciprocal demurrage, saying nothing of
more overt anti-railroad Icgislatioa actual or threatened. Not many
railroad financiers or managers were prescient or saw the storm
ahead just beginning to lift over the far railroad horizon, and investors were, with few exceptions, in the same mental condition.
Railroad improvements seemed and were, for the time, imperative,
and the high Interest rate was deemed but a tcmiK)rary strain.
Hence the "short term note" jwlicy adopted as a transitory expedient
of bridging what looked like a narrow gap and hence also the sequel
corporations.

loaded them.

huge volume issued of that class of security. At
first, in competition with an ordinary mortgage Investment rate ol
4 per cent., the short-term railroad note found a market on a 5 per
cent, basis, which increasing money stringency ere long forced up
to 6 per cent.
Most of the better class of notes now outstanding are
at the former rate; but out of 32 such Issues 23 become due during
the coming two years; and the experience of the Erie In Its crisis
just past suggests the problem ahead for some of the weaker Unes.
Pessimists are now drawing somber horoscopes on the future of
the railroad short note which. Indeed, has become a very Import.mt
of that policy in a

They point out

the great volume of those notes, their early' maturity, their character
as a note of hand of a railroad cori)oration, often unsecured, and the
existing shadow on the net earnings which are the basic test of a
railroad's borrowing strength,

and they point to the Erie episode as
the precedent and prophecy of trouble ahead when the short notes
mature. The prognosis has its savor of reality, and if hard times
lengthen and deepen overmuch may, in some cases, be fulfilled.
But the reassuring argument Is much the stronger. The railroad
short notes are many in number, great In mass and diverse In terms.
But in general they have been issued by strong corporations with
large equities in dividends even if the dividends are reduced. A
great proportion of them can be renewed even though a G per cent,
note replaces a 5 per cent, one; and, when paid, they release Just
that amount of money for reinvestment a trite fact, but one apt to

—

be forgotten. Another point likely to be overlooked is the presentday saving power of capital when held in powerful hands of the
individual. That mas.sing of capital under single control has Its palpable dangers when the individual is speculative and unscrupulous.
But one of its good sides is its protective force in a corporation's
crisis where a host of stockholders or even a body of directors can-

not act with either effectiveness or promptitude. The Erie case itIn 1873 and the few years following a
road in the plight of the Erie would Inevitably have gone through
bankruptcy, and so late as 1895 the Erie practically did so under
the form of stock assessments.
It Is now, for the time being at
least, saved by individual action and resources which seem likely
to be used hereafter in the case of other embarrassed big lines even
should the hard railroad times protiact Into a "long drag."
self is a vivid illustration.

Another feature

of

the interesting and

situation calls for attention.

THE RAILROAD SHORT TERM NOTE

Its fiscal ilde.

The holder

important short note

of a short note of a per-

fectly solvent railroad corporation has, so long as the corporation Is
absolutely solvent, what amounts to a mortgage security. Using an

A holds B's note of hand. A knows that B
holds a profitable business block worth say $50,000, but carrying a
mortgage of $10,000, a second mortgage of the same amount,
and thus with an equity of $30,000 which at forced sale would be
outside illustration,
first

but slightly reduced.
default on the note,

The judgment agalntt the equity, In case of
in such a case ample security tor A.
His

is

Bb

possible addition of a third mortgage or extension of
other directions, among which A must take his chance.
Substitute for A the holder of the short term railroad note and for
B the railixiad corporation and the peril at once becomes obvious.
peril is in

liabilities in

The

instant any railroad corporation begins to impair the equities
that secure its note of hand that note becomes shady and a single
grave instance of the kind affects that security as a class. The
temptation to such a policy is plain enough. The weak railroad
corporation is led to it as an ultimate resort to prevent a receiver-

ship, the solvent

company

tempted by the prospect of securing a
As a broad and general policy, therefore, the policy of the railroad corporation should be the conservation of the equities which secure the short note. It may sometimes
is

loan at a lower interest rate.

be

difficult, but It is the price to be paid It the short note Is to be
renewed, If the whole structure of short note credit is not to be
roughly shaken and If new crises of the Erie type are not to ensue
without the Erie solution. In the short note matter, as well as In
other railroad affairs during the present stress, wisdom points toward fore-thoughtful conservatism. That the notes happen to be
"short" thus compelling, in a sense, that policy of conservatism as a
condition of payment or renewal Is perhaps a benign ultimate fact

companies as well as for the Investing public. Had
"long" though the fiscal strain would be relaxed, the
Immediate prudence would be relaxed also.

for the railroad

the notes been

inducement

to

Train Accidents
In

ring in

in

March.

March as

in February the number of train accidents occurStates which were of sufficient magnitude to
definition of "serious," as used in this column, was
But. though the number Is small, there need be no fear

the I'nited

come within the

very small.
that the full record of the month will lack variety, nor is
there any warrant for relaxation of effort to provide safer service.
It is gratifying to be able to record diminishing lists of deaths
and Injuries, and we shall hope to see still further improvement,
but the losses of property In collisions and derailments will continue to aggregate large sums, we may be sure. Three of the collisions shown in the present list appear from the newspai>er accounts to have been due to mistakes in giving or understanding
telegraphic orders, showing that the expense of maintaining the
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Is Btlll grudged by some roads.
And those are ioa<ls
which know the value of the syBtem, to<j. The worst accident In
March, the derailment at Ilrlstow, Oklahoma, causing the deatht; of
a mall clerk, a Urcman and a trespasser, was caused by a large iron
out which had been placed on the rail. The front i>art of the train
fell through a high trestle.
It was running fast, but the iiassenger
car that was wrer^ked carried few jja-ssengers, which accounts
Id part for small number of Injuries.
How the nut came ou the
rail is not known, and we have classed the accident as due to
"malicious obstruction."
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The seventy-eighth annual

report of the Delaware tt Hudson
from the company's previous
statements.
It refleits in many ways the new management of the
property.
The gross an<l net earnings and ihe net income are no
longer given by divisions, nor are the assets and liabilities deHiribed In as great detail an formerly.
On the other hand, more
operating statistics, such as those for locomotive mileage and Its
cost, and home and foreign freight car mileage, are given.
A new
table shows the tonnage of different commodities carried dur.'ng
the years 1900 to 1907, inclusive. Over half of the 70 {lages of the
report arc taken up with a description of the steam and electric
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electric car accidents reported In the newspapers
as occurring In the month of March, none had fatal results, so far
as we have observed, though one derailment (In Detroit, Mich., on

Of the few

the 24th) resulted In the Injury of 20 persons, besides as many more
sustained minor hurts. A car running about 25 miles an hour
was derailed (by a defect In the track. It Is said) and it ran into
and demolished the front of a two-story building.

who

It must be remembered that no one has the least semblance
This
of right to use a railroad as a public footpath or sidewalk.
salutary truth appears in Accident Bulletin No. 1, which has
It is
been Issued by the State Railroad Commission of Indiana.
not a novel declaration of truth, but il is especially welcome, coming,
as It does, from an official body in one of those stales where the

lawless use of railroad rights-of-way has been glaringly common.
People who have walked on the track all their lives and who deem
the privilege a right, are not going to be subdued easily; but correction must come, some time, and It is well that a vigorous and
The Indiana commisauthoritative warning should be sounded.
sion has issued two quarterly accident bulletins, which together
cover the half year ending December 31, 1907. The statistics are
not well arranged, and the commission has secured little or no
useful Information concerning the causes of the accidents reported,
but the observations offered in the report show a commendable
spirit.
Attention is called to the (act that highway crossings, at
which 28 persons were killed in the first three months, within the
state of Indiana, are now in many cases more dangerous than formerly, because interurban electric railroads are laid parallel to
the older steam roads, so that wayfarers have to cross two railroads practically at the same moment.
The commissioners hear
that enginemen do not sound the whistles for highways as clearly
and regularly as they should, and they are going to Issue a circular
calling attention to the penalties prescribed by law for neglect to
whistle, emphasizing the statement with a record of the number
of deaths which have occurred at crossings.
It Is well that the
onglneman should be called to account in this matter, but It Is to
be hoped that the commissioners are not innocent enough to believe
that a correction of this fault will have much effect In reducing
the number of casualties at crossings.
The first bulletin calls
attention to the fact that In small towns the telegraph otflce, or
the signal tower, often is made the village loafing place, though
the rules of the railroads forbid it.
It Is suggested that the city
and town police authorities ought to correct this bad practice.

ri'

be
.xc

b

'Abbreviations and mnrkB used In Accident List:
Hear coIIInIoii.
Butting collision.
Other collisions as at crossings or In yards. Where onlv one train
Is mentioned. It Is usually a case of a train running In'to a standing car or ears, or a collision due to a train bnnklng In t<vo ou a
descending grade.
Broken.
;

d

Defective.

dr
eg
n

riefect In car or engine.

unf

Detect of roadway.
Negllgenoe.

nnx

Unforeseen obstruction.
Unexplained.

derail

Open derailing switch (negligence

of

englneman or signalman).

uis
Mlsplared switch.
ace. obst. .Accidental 0b.1t ruction.

mnllee... .Malicious obstruction of track or misplacement of awltcb.
Iioller
Kxploslon of holler of locomotive on road.
tire
Cars burned while running.
I'aas

Ft

I'asseuger train.
Freight train (Includes empty engines, work trains, etc.).
wholly or partly destroyed by Arc.

•Wreck
tone or more passengers

kilted.

'

N

Delaware

& Hudson Steam

I

1^

RHd&

Lines.

railnmds acquired during the last two years. The new coal properties during that time acquired are also described in detail.
The year was one of great activity in the company's operation.
Us collieries and washerles wore operated to their full capacity
throughout the year, producing ti.COO.OOO tons of anthracite coal
out of a total anthracite production of 67.100,000 tons.
At the
same time the railroad lines handled a much larger traffic than
during an.v previous year.
Oross railroad earnings Increased 18
per cent., from $17,100,000 In ISOG. the previous high record tigure.

The Increase came largely in coal freight earnings,
rose from $6,700,000 in 1906 to $9,100,000 last year, an
increase of S6 per cent. Merchandise freight earnings increased 8
per cent., and passenger earnings. 5 per cent.
Against the increase of $3,100,000 in gross earnings there was

to $20,200.0(10.

which

Apbil
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Of this increase, maina
tenance of way was responsiljle for $448,000, maintenance of equipment for $320,000, and conduciing transportation for $723,000. The
increased cost of operation was due Ijoth to the larger amount of
The year
traffic and the increased cost of materials and labor.
marked the culmination of advances in prices of material thai
hegan in the fall of 1905. There was an increase in the price of
ties in 1907 over 1900, ranging from 11 to 13 per cent.; of finished
Ijroducts of iron and steel, such as axles, gray iron castings, steel
castings and malleable castings, from 12 to 20 per cent., while the
rise of $1,500,000 in

operating expenses.

prices of copper wire, brass caslings, journal bearings, Babbitt
metal and other material in which copper enters largely, increased
The cost of miscellaneous supplies
approximately 22 per cent.
increased from 2 to 3 per cent. At the same time, in common with
other railroads, the rates of pay in almost all branches of the
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payments on the new $10,000,000 first lien 15-year 4%
per cent, equipment bonds dated July 1. 1907. and a full year's
interest on the debentures of 190G.
Net income was $6,500,000,
which is equal to 15.25 per cent, on the outstanding capital stock,
against $5,200,000 in 19C6, or 12.28 per cent, on the stock, lacking
the "general profit and loss" account it is not possible to follow
the disposition of this net income In 1907.
The company rei)orts
a surplus for the year, that is, an increase in the amount lo the
credit of profit and loss, of $3,025,218. There was paid in dividends
$3,816,000 (9 per cent, on $42,400,000), which, subtracted from net
income leaves $2,650,173 surplus for the year, as shown in the table
at the end of this review.
No information whatever is given as
to the charges to income (general profit and loss) for improvements in 1907 but from this showing it would appear that no such
crharges were made.
The income account for 1906 has been simi-

of interest

Rntinn

larly rearranged, as is explained in detail la
the table, and it shows a deficit of $091,212,
as against a reported surplus in that year of
$493,801.
Maintenance of way expenditures per
mile operated were considerably higher last
year than in 1906.
Unit maintenance of
equipment expenditures were lower, as was
naturally to be expected, because a large
amount of new equipment was bought. Maintenance of way per mile cost $2,171. against
$I.i;4.S in 1906.
"Expenditures on account of
railroad department construction," amounting to $3,400,000, were charged lo capital account. Repairs of equipment cosi $1.9u7 per
locomotive, against $1,917 in 1906; $303 per
passenger car, against $311 in 1906, and $44
per freight car, against $55 in 1906. There
were 53 locomotives, 48 passenger cars, and
7,678 freight cars added to the equipment
during the year. Railroad equipment account
on the balance sheet was increased $10,300.In December, 1907, an appraisement of
the equipment of the company was made by
a mechanical engineer who was until recently superintendent of motive power of one
of the trunk lines.
He spent five weeks in
and about the various shops and yards personally Inspecting a sufficient number of
000.

locomotives and cars in each class and series
an accurate idea of the general avercondition of the equipment.
He reported that all classes of equipment were
well maintained, and estinmteci the aggregate
value on December 31, 1907. at $25,563,798,
which exceeds by $598,295 the amount at
which the equipment Is carried In the aclo give

age

counts.

Freight earnings Increased $3,000,000. or
22 per cent., and freight density from 2.550,000 to 2,970,000 tons one mile per mile of
road. The ton mile rate rose from 6.33 mills

but this was largely due to a
The practice of crediting to earnings a nominal rate per ton mile
lower than the average rale for commercial
freight, and charging lo expenses an equal
amount for the transportation of company
material was discontinued on September 1,
1907. The practice necessitated considerable
to 0.6

change

mills,

in accounting.

extra work by station and accounting forces,
with no increase in net revenues. The train
load was 452 tons, against 460 tons in 1906,
and 4."i5 tons in 1905. The average number
of tons per loaded car. however, increased
from 24.27 tons to 25.55 tons. The freight
earnings per revenue train-mile were $2.99,
Electric Railway Properties of the Delaware & Hudson.
against $2.93 in 1906.
The following table shows in percentages the proportion of the
track, shop, engine, train and yard service were increased during
the early part of the year, the total increase being equal to about various commodity groups to the total freight tonnage during the
Yet net railroad earnings last eight years:
7 per cent, of the aggregate pay roll.
were $8,400,000, against $ti,SOO.OO0 in lOOti.
IIXM.
loo-.;.
mo.t.
l»On.
1006. 1907.
1901.
inoo.
.'..82
5.03
5.51
4.47
6.10
fl.!)7
5.S4
Gross receipts of the coal department increased $4,600,000, or .\i;rli'iiliiirnl p.-oduclci il.tUl
.!•"
1.26
1.35
1.43
1.22
.\iilm)tl pri.flnrts .... 1.<i!i
I.IJ
.!«
2r)
per cent., but operating expenses increased a little more than Mineral prixliK-ts
CU.4li
70.38 «7.1!> CS.L2 o,-..io
68.31)
,C.'i.7!*
0M.7.S
,">.:(.«
4..1!l
4.31
Flirt
-I.jo
ti.tit)
4.74
4.60
St
prtMlticts
....
4.52
this amount, so that net earnings of the coal department were
12.84
l.-J.©))
15.18
.MiiinifHc'tiirfs
\'2Mt}
15.72
12.42
13.57
1J.07
The com- M<Ti-hiiii(lisf
$30,000 less than in 1900, being just under $1,200,000.
1.75
2.10
l.Cts
1.711
2 1.-.
1 .24
2.02
1.71)
«.,•<!•
4.711
i;.44
-t.'.tj
4.!>4
CO!)
«.04
6.04
bined net earnings of the railroad and coal departments, therefore, Mis.-i"lliiii.-..iis
were $9,000,000. To (his must be added $1..'>U0.0C0 of other income.
The two largest increases during the year were in anthracite
nuiUing a total fund of a little more thiui $11.000. IHKI from which and bituminous coal. The increased tonnage of the latter product,
which does not originate on the Delaware & Hudson lines, suggests
to pay taxes, fixed charges and dividends, this being an increase
of $1,700,000 over the similar amount available in the previous year.
thai the interchange business with the Pennsylvania at South
Fixed charges were $500,000 larger than in 1900, chiefly because Wilkesbarre increased during the year, and that the Delaware &
.

.
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IliiOson is becoming more important aa a through route for carriage
of bituminous coal from tlie Pennsylvania fields to the Alt>any,

The other prliu-lpal inAdIroiKiack and New i^nKland territory.
ireaHeH of more tlian .lO.OlJO tons In deHcendlng order of tonnage
were: oreH, miseolianeouti, slone, elc, lumber and grain.
There
were three decreases of over GU.OUU tons: rails, 133,U0U tons;
other mill produi'ls, 54,000 tons, and Hour, 53.000 tons.
Important addlllous and l)etlerments were made during the
There were liiilit five mlleg of new second track, 17 miles
year.
of third Iraik, and ]« milesf of fourth track, a total of 3S miles
These Inof new additional tracks, Ijesldes 51 miles of sidings.
cluded a lliiid and fourth track between liallslon, N. Y., and
Saratoga, which was electiifled and Is now being operated by the
S<henectady Railway and the Hudson Valley Railway Jointly. They
also include third and fourth tracks from Green Ridge, Just north
of Scranton, Pa., north to Carbondale, a part of the line where
coal, merchandise and pa.ssenger traffic is dense.
Construction of
second track between Watervliet, N. Y., and Waterford Junction is
nearly finished.
This line carries the heaviest passenger business
ol the company, amounting In summer to over 60 trains a day.
The construction of second track between Delanson, N. Y.. and
Sihenectady, including Improvement of grades and alinement, is
also nearly finished.
All the northl)oiind coal traffic and most of
the nierchandi.s<' trafllc i)a^s ovei- this section of the road.
This
new second track will have a maximum and substantially uniform
grade of 45 ft. to the mile 8outhl)ound. Much expense for pusher
engines will be done away with and an increase In the trainload
will be jiossibie, as well as a relief of the congestion of this strip,
which has often hampered the rapidity of operation of the coniiccilng sections.
During the year, 45 miles of single track and
111 miles of double track were equipped with automatic block
signals.
Except for 25 miles tjetween Rouse's Point and Plattsburg, the whole main line is now so eQuii)ped, also the Lake George
branch, the Schenectady and Delanson branch, and the Schenectady
and Mechanicville branch, a total of 408 miles of line, of which
177 miles is single track and 231 miles has two, three or four tracks.
The work of grade crossing elimination at Schenectady has been
llnished, and the new union station, which is used jointly with the
.New York Central, was recently opened.
For the past year or more the Delaware & Hudson has been
under flre from certain stockholders who have made general allegations of mismanagement and particular criticisms of recent purchases of steam and electric railways and of coal lands. In answer
to
the particular criticisms of recent purchases, the company
devotes over half the report to a detailed description of the new
properties and the reasons for buying them.
First, in regard to the new coal lands, President Loree states
that it has been the company's policy for many years to acquire
coal lands as opportunity offered.
So far as could be ascertained
there were no available tracts in the Ijackawanna or the Wyoming
valleys.
The only tract.s which could be found were in Schuylkill
county. Pa., which Is south of Wilkesbarre and is not now reached
by the Delaware & Hudson lines. Here nine tracts were acquired,
whlcli
are
named and each described.
They Include 2.434
acres of surface area and 3,4G1 acres of coal land area, with an
estimated mineable tonnage of 423,265,353 tons of coal.
It was
estimated that on December 31, 1904, the unmined tonnage of the
Delaware & Hudson amounted to 218,644,286 tons, and mining has
been going on rapidly since that time. It can easily be seen, therelore, tliat the new coal lands are a large and substantial reserve
for the company to fail back upon as Its previously owned supplies
become exliavisteii. The total cost of the new properties was |5,219,S50, which amounts to 1.23 cents per estimated mineable ton. These
new properties are owned by the Schuylkill Coal & Iron Company
and the Sliaiiferoke Coal Company, all of the stock of both of
wliicli Is owned by the Hudson Coal Company, all of the stock of
which is owned by the Delaware & Hudson.
Each of the new railroad properties which has been bought is
described in detail, with a separate map, a chart showing earnings,
and a description of its organization, property, mileage and traffic
witli. In the case of the electric roads. Information under the additional heads of population and franchises.
or tlie steam railroads bouglit. the largest Is the Quebec, Montreal & Southern, wliii-h. as shown on the accompanying map, runs
from Noyau Junction, at tlie northern end of Lake Champlaln. and
also from Montreal, to Plerrevllie on the St. Lawrence river l)elow
Montreal. From here an extension, which Is to be finished about
July 1, Is being built to Ste, Philoniene. 48'/j miles.
Eventually
the line is to be extended to Levis and across the river to Quebec.
Including the extension now under construction, the Quebec, Montreal
& Soutliern has 206 miles of line. This road was bought "for the
purpose, of protecting tlie supply of pulp wood necessary for the
continued operation and enlargement of the paper mills already
located along the line of the Delaware & Hudson."
The extension
now building will draw supplies of wood both from the Uilbiulere
& Megantlc Railroad at St. Phllomene and also from the northern
side of the St. Lawrence by floats, thus tapping the great pulp
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Bupplies of that northern country.
The line when finished to
will also lie, in connection with the Delaware t Hudson to
Albany, and the New York Central from Albany to New York, the
shortest line between Quebec and New Y'ork.
As an uniraijortanl
local road the Quebec, Montreal & Southern Is now earning a little
over operating expenses, and the new extension should bring a large
Increase in earnings anu in profits. Its gross earnings in It>07 were
about J300,000.
It Is evident that the acquisition of this road
was largely a protective measure. An estimate is given showing
the total revenue of the Delaware & Hudson from the paper mill
industry to be |2,800,'jOO a year. Unless the raw material supply
of these manufacturers is protected tbeir tratlic cannot be retained
by the road.
The NapierviUe Junction Railway, the second of the new properties, was organized to build a connecting line from the United
Slates boundary one mile north of Rouse's Point, N. Y'., to St. Constant, Que., 27 miles.
St. Constant is about 20 miles southwest of
Montreal. This connection from Rouse's Point to St. Constant has
now been built, and negotiations are under way for trackage rights
over the Grand Trunk from St. Constant to Montreal.
The Greenwich & Johnsonvllle runs from JohnBonviUe, Washington county, N. Y., on the FItchburg division of the Boston t
Maine, north to Greenwich, and from Greenwich, both east to
Salem on the Rutland branch of the Delaware t Hudson, and west
to SchuylervlUe on the Hudson Valley (electric) Railway, a total
of 34 miles.
In 1907 It bad gross earnings of about t95,000 and
net earnings of about $40,000. It runs through a farming country
and there are about 20 manufacturing industries on the line, with
numerous possibilities for further industrial development.
The electric roads controlled by the Delaware & Hudson are shown
in the map on page 565, which also Includes the Delaware A Hudson steam lines In their vicinity. The two services supplement each
President Loree states that the net
other in passenger service.
income of ail the electric lines controlled by the Delaware & Hudson
Returns
is equivalent to a little over 4 per cent, on their cost
on the Hudson Valley are only 3 per cent., but measures are actively
under way to Increase earnings and reduce expenses on this property, and it is believed that these results can be materially Improved.
The United Traction Company operates the street railway
service at Albany, Rensselaer, Watervliet, Troy, l^nslngburg. Green
Island, Cohoes and Waterford, N. \., and maintains interurban service between these places, carrying freight and express as well
as passengers.
Its gross earnings in 1907 were about |2,0t>O.000.
and Its net earnings about f900,OOU. By its ownership of the local
lines it controls the entrance of other electric lines into Albany
and Troy. The Albany & Hudson, the Schenectady Railway, and
the Hudson Valley all have contracts for use of its tracks,
it Is
evident that it is by far the most profitable of the Delaware A

Quebec

Hudson's

electric railways.

The Hudson Valley Railway runs from Waterford, N. Y., from
it has entrance Into Troy over the tracks of the United
Traction Company, north to Warrensburg. Between Mechanicville
which

and Glens Falls

has two

one via SchuylervlUe, the other
not continuous, but passengers
The mileage operated,
including short branches. Is 127 miles, of which five miles is trackage rights of the United Traction Company, and six miles. Delaware & Hudson trackage. The company owns the Warren County
Light, Heat & Power Company, which has valuable franchises for
transmitting power across country which could not be acquired by
an electric railway, the Fort William Henry Hotel and Park on
the sotithern end of Lake George, and two other amus<»ment parks.
In 1903 Its gross earnings were about $295,000 and its net earnings
about 120,000.
Last year its gross earnings were about Ji>25,0<io
and its net earnings about' J230,OOO.
The Schenectady Railway is owned by the Delaware ft Hudson
and the New Y'ork Central & Hudson River Jointly, the New York
Central interest being held by the Mohawk Valley Company.
It
owns the local street railway system of Schenectady and lines
from Schenectady to Albany, from Schenectady to Troy, and from
Schenectady to Saratoga, of which the Schenectady to Albany line
Is a strong competitor for passenger service of the main line of the
New Y'ork Central. It gives the Fonda, Johnstown ft Gloversville
an entrance Into Schenectady. It does a profitable package express
business.
Its gross earnings In 1907 were about |1,120,C00, and its
net earnings about $260,000.
The Tmy & New England operates an unimportant electric
line from .\lblon. a suburb of Troy, to Averill Park, a new "real
estate" suburb further out.
At Albion it connects with the United
Traction Company. In 1907 its gross earnings wore about $32,000
and Its net earnings about $7,000. Its main value to the Delaware
ft Hudson is potential.
It was chartered to build a line from Troy
to State Line, Mass., and Pittsfield. on the Boston & .\Ibany.
This
franchise would be valuable if the Delaware & Hudson should at
any time desire to build a connection with the New York, New
via Saratoga.

have

to

it

lines,

Tlie Saratoga line

walk across Broadway,

Haven & Hartford.

is

in that city.
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'I'luI'lattsburg Traction Company, which is shown separately
on the maj), operates eight miles of single-track electric line in the
ID.OOH
city of Plattsburg, N. Y., which has a population of about
In the year
people in addition to a large transient population.
ended .June .30, lOfiT, its gross earnings were about 122,500 and its

net earnings about

flO„'JOO.

evident that the various purchases of coal lands, rallroatis
and electric railways recently made by the Delaware & Hudson
are part 01 a policy of expansion. The value of most of them lies
The report does not give
in the future rather than in the present.
the cost of these various properlies. so that it is impossible to judge
with the price paid
commensurate
whether their probable value is
for them, but it would appear that each one of them is desirable
Completion of the
in the future development of the company.
Canadian line will give the Delaware & Hudson shorter througli
It is

Canadian points and will protect i^ources of
for one of its most important manuOwnership of the electric
facturing industries.
the
most iiuportant local territory of
lines protects
Ownershii) of the new coal lands inthe company.
sures a long extension of the most profitable part of
the company's business. These purchases were
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continue Important improvements which were under way in more
prosperous times.
xhis Is a very great advantage, for not only do materials and
labor cost less than fhey would have one or two years ago. but irappovements can be made more cheaply when there is not a rush of
traffic.
The average railroad makes large Improvements only when
forced to do so by pres.sing necessity of the breakdown of its facilities.
New work is undertaken al a time when traffic is congested,
c«sts are high and efficiency is low. When indu.strlal depres.sion
comes, all improvements which have not progressed too far are
In this way the average railroad gets the
Indefinitely iwstponed.
least for its money and goes through the same experience on each

recurring wave of increased traffic, never having sufficient facilities
By having sufficient resources to
to meet its needs in busy times.
carry on improvement work during dull periods, a railroad gains a

lines to

raw materials

ie:^

to the connection of Mr. I^oree with
the projierty: they are likely to be worked o\it to
successful use under his direction.
In buyin.g all these properties and making the
various improvements mentioned, a consideralile

made previous

••

floating debt has been

Loans payable on

formed.

December 31, 1907, amounted to ?10,800,000, a new
item, which did not appear on December 31, 1906.
In order to meet these debts and other needs, the
stockholders have been asked to authorize, on May
12, ]90.S, a first and refunding mortgage securing
not more than $.")0,000,00() .lo-year (or longer) 4 per
cent, bonds, the present issue of which is to be limited to $20,000,000.
It is believed that these bonds
will have a ready sale, for the credit of the Dela-

ware & Hudson is high.
One of the strongest assets

of the company at
the present time is the fact that Mr. Loree is its
.president. His genius for railroad management has
already been shown on the Delaware & Hudson, not
only in the fine results obtained during the trying
year of 1907, but by the monthlv reports of earnings since the close
of that year.
The Delaware & Hudson is one of the very few
roads to report increases in both gross and net earnings for the
months of January and February, the latest months for which returns have yet been issued.
The results of the last two years' operation, not including the
lines in Canada or the electric lines, are summarized below:
190G.

11107.
f>4."

84.•(

.i;t;.n4.';,408

!|;2.si4.n,s2

Mllengo worliod
I'lisspnger earnlnK.-*

Coal frolRht earnings ....
Mercliandlse ft enrnlnKs,
Kallrond gross earnings

way and

6.66.-.. 732

n.081.6fi4
T.oii.'i.ir.n

6,n4!)„«l!1s

20,l-.'>.704

17,0,'iO.(l2!>

sti'uctiircs

1.838.871

Malnt. <tf equipment
(Nmdu<'tlng tj'ansportatlon.

•i,SH0.27:!

l.:!8S.ss.t
2.<)l(i.3SI!

7.227.310

6.r>o4.o.".:i

Afalnt.

(ieneial exp'Misrs

3GS.2S7

37.''i,7r>l

Kallroad operating expenses ..
Itailroad not eninlngs
earnings
al department
Net earnings, eoal department.
Net earnings, railroad and eoal

(ii-nss

Other Income
Net Income
I'lvldends

•Improvement approprlallons
Year's surplus

10.278.21

11,776,214

1

ti. 771. Sill
1S..->71.342

8,:{f)0,.'i7()

23,184.7«(i
1.173.20(!
n..172. 78.1

l.20!l.

.-.!!•

7.!>8I.338

672

1.4liS.!in(i
(;.4(iti.173

.i.i.iH.r-ts

3,816,000

2.867.174

2.6.-.0.173

2,!l8n.l7«
Def. 601,212

.

1,40.-.,

•The sums iliargi'd In I!ii)7 to Inio:me general profit and loss! for Improvcments are not given either separate l.v or In totals.
The company, howI

ever, reports a surplus for Ihe year (In crease In amount at eredlt of profit
and loss) of $3,02.->.21S. whiih. add.d lo dividend payments of $3,816.00(1. is
In liKUi there was charged
.f37S.04.'> larger than the net Im oin,. „( 1007.
for new railroad eonstructlon $NS4.:il( t. and for new railroad equipment
In IIXH, there
id department.
$l,o92,683. a total of $2,4
was also charged for unmliied euni :?2(!2.6('3. and for advance
There
coal J2;i!),nin. a lolal of .•^.|(I2,.'. .S2 In the eoal ilepartmenl.
fore, a total of ,f2.!iso,lTi'. ,hnr g.(l to Income and credited to the varli
.\
the same time the loinpanv reporteil a su
founts mentioned In linn;.
which, added to the dividend payments
plus for the veiir of .$111:;. sdl
This dlffc
¥2.867.174, Is $(1!)1,212 larger Ihan the net Income for 1906.
once Is accordingly shown as a deficit tor that year.
1

.

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western.

The LiuUawaiuia tivday occupies iirobably a stronger financial
position than any other American railroad.
The profits from its
anthracite coal mines are very large. They were partimilarly large
during the year ended December 31, 1907. The production and the
movement of anthracite co«l has been Utile affected by the jNinlc and
Indastriai depression, so that the l>acka\vanna has had more favorable earnings than most other companies during the last few try
ing months. With a surplus for 1907 of $4,850,000 after a betterment appropriation of $3,820,000 the company Is In a position to

i
?."

Delaware, Lackawanna

&.

i

y

-

\'.

'-r-

VtV- "V

Western.

large advantage both in doing its new work better and more cheaply
and also in being ready for great Increases of traffic when they ar

The Pennsylvania in carrying out the Improvement work
mapped out by Mr. Cassatt early in 1903 put Itself In position to
handle smoothly the immense traffic of 1906 and the first half of
The I^ckawanna is in an even stronger position In that it
1907.
can continue Improvement work even in the present trying times.
rive.

It Is probably the only railroad company, for instance, which is planning to begin work at once on an imixirtant cut-off.
This new line. 29 miles long, is to be built from a point between
Dover. N. J., and Hackettstown. to a point near Portland. Pa. This
section is the most congested part of the main line. The present
line is crooked and hilly and has two tunnels, one of tliem a singletrack tunnel operated on a gauntlet. The new line is to have reduced grades, light curvature and no tunnels and be llVj miles
shorter than the present line. About three years will he required
According fo President Truesdale, "It Is befor its construction.
lieved that contracts for the construction of this new line can be
let to a(h'antage In the near future, and that by the time It can be
completed it will be urgently required to satisfactorily handle the
company's traffic, which has been growing so rapidly in recent years
that during the past year the capacity of the road for economical
and satisfactory operation was reached for several months In suc-

cession."

Gross railroad earnings were $4,300,000 larger than ever before
company's history. They were $37,300,000. against $33,000,000
an increase of 13 per cent. Operating expenses increased
$2,600,000. or 14 per cent,, leaving net earnings of $15,700,000. against
$14,100,000 In 1906. a gain of $1,700,000. or 12 per cent. Net earnings of the coal department were $4,200,000. against $2,700,000 in
The total Income available for fixed
1906. a rise of 56 per cent.
charges and dividends was $20,900,000. against $17,600,000 In the
previous year. During the year $438,000 first consolidated mortgage
7 per cent l>onds of the Oswego & Syracuse and also the outstanding
$3.1167.000 consolidated (then first) mortgage bonds of the Delaware,
l.ai'kawanna & Western matured, leaving the company without any
Itonded indebtedness of Its own issue. There was a decrease In the
item of interest on bonds of 32 per cent., and this item will disNet Income was
api>ear entirely In the income account for 1908.
$13.900.0011. which is equal to 53 per cent, on the stock, and this after
Including in operating expenses $2,000,000 for extraordinary expendiDividends of 20 per cent, were paid. Last year renewals and
tures.
betterments amounting to $3,800i009 were charsed against Income
in the

in

1906,

.
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and In ISOC renewals and betterments amoiintInK to $5.600,U0u.
surplus for 1907 was ?4,850.(mio, aBalnsi $.".90,000 In 1900.

The
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The following

shows the income results

table

,

No.

17.

for the past

two

years:

on the Delaware & HM<lBon, hoth uross diid net earnings were
the largest In the history of the eomi^ny. One partleiilarly favorable development was the fact that the Infrease In earnlnRS from
nierehandlse freight was larger than In any previous year, amounting to 18 per eent. This Increase would have heen larger If It had
not been for the grr>at falling off In general traffic during November
and December. Coal freight earnings Increased 11 per cent., passenger earnings 9 per cent., express earnings 7 per cent, and earnings
from traiisiwrtatlon of milk, which amounted to $78(5,000, or more
than the express earnings, increased 2 per cent. Alone the mall
Earnings decTcased, by 3 per cent., and Mr. Truesdale takes occasion
to remark that the service required by the post office department
Is more expensive and exacting than ever before, while at the same
time the pay has been reduced.

1907.

A.s

13 per cent. In gross earnings, operating expenses increased 14 per cent. The cost of maintenance of way
In 1906.
The cost of maintaining
same
as
suiistanlially
the
was
equipment increased 28 per cent, and of conducting transportation
The Lack17 per cent., while general expenses Increased 6 per cent.
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As against the Increase of

NEW
Till

1

Includes such a large i)ropoftion of improvements In its
maintenance of way account that this division of operating expenses
l)y no means represents the costs necessar>' to keep the road In conlietterments and additions costing over |2,dition for operation.
000,000 were included in operating expenses and most of these were
Including these, maintenance of way cost
in maintenance of way.
These are very high
|.'i,198 per mile In 1907 and $5,160 In 1906.
figures.
They indicate the extensive Improvement work that is being
carried out liy the Lackawanna.
Unit maintenance of equipment expenditures are not high as
compared with other roads, but the splendid condition of the comRepairs cost $1,722 per
pany's equipment is responsilile for this.
locomotive, against $1,461 in 1906; $628 per passenger car, against
The
$472 in 1906. and $59 per freight car, against $46 in 1906.

awanna

iiKrease in the cost of each of these items was probably largely
During the last
caused by higher prices for lalior and materials.
two years there have been bought and paid for out of income, 75
new locomotives, 69 passenger train cars, and 6,68S freight cars.
A reason for the increase in cost of locomotive repairs was the
fact that during several months of the year the business handled
taxed the capacity of the motive power to the utmost, a condition
under which locomotive repairs increase disproportionately.
Although freight traffic lias about doubled during the past nine
years, the total number of freight <ars owned is about the same
as at the beginning of the year 19^0. The modern cars have from
60 to 100 per cent, greater capacity than those generally in use in
1900. They are not, however, regularly loaded to their full capacity,
so that to a considerable extent the large increase in tonnage
handled, with no increase in the number of cars owned, has been
due to more efliiicnt handling of equipment.
Conducting transportation increased in every Item but one. and
Most of the increase was due to advance
that an unimportant one.
It cost more to mine anthracite coal, and bituminous
in wages.
coal bought was more expensive than during the previous year.
Although there were no serious accidents during the year, the loss
and damage account was considerably larger, due, Mr. Truesdale
believes, to the fa<t that railroads are being constantly held to
stricter responsibility for accidents to persons or damages to freight.
Under general expenses, salaries of clerks and attendants increased 31 per cent.
This was partly due to an increase in pay

and partly

to the larger forces

which had

to be

employed

to

meet

Mr. Truesdale
the requirements of various railroad commissions.
reniiirka that. "The public generally little appreciates how great and

onerous this luirden is steadily growing ui)on the railroads."
There was an increase of 15 per cent, in the number of tons
of coal carried one mile and of 19 per cent, in the number of tons
of merchandise freight.
The ton mile rate on coal was 8.4S mills,
and on merchandise 6.82 mills, which Is a reversal of this relation on
most roads. The train load was 490 tons, against 466 tons In 1906.
The earnings per freight train mile on all freight were $3.53,
against $3.21 in 1906. and $3.01 In 1905.
Improvements which were carried on durin'j; the year Included
the general rebuilding of about 35 miles of the U'ost important telegraph lines, work on the new terminal at llob<dien. both for passengers and freight; construction of a second double-track tunnel
through Bergen Hill, which Is to be finished by the end of the
summer; new third track up the west side of the Pocono mountain.
from Moscow, Pa., to Gouldsboro; new shops, passenger station
and offli-e building at Scranton, Including general rearrangement
of yards, and new block signals.
The new locomotive repair shops
at Kiugsland, Pa., were put in service during the year.
Mr. Truesdale discusses the railroad outlook for 1908 at some
length.
Pan of his remarks have already been quoted In the
RaitroaO Oitzritc (March 6, 1908. page 325). It has always l>een
his custom to speak frankly about these matters. He believes that
the railroads arc being used as the playlhiugs of poliliciaus.
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This pamphlet has a very considerable value

to the historian, since
facts of state regulation In New York In
past years, but Includes a brief history of the principal rapid transit
enterprises in the state and a summary of the rapid transit acts.
It

collates not only

Tin-
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Flovd W, Mundy.
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1908 edition.

Compiled and edlle<I br
37« paKra. .•ii7

OUpbant k Ca. New York.
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Cloili

This statistical volume presents in comparative form the income
accounts of 131 railroads, comprising most of the mileage of the
country, and adds notes on their financial and physical history.
The careful student may not always fully concur in some of the
methods of derivation, but the value of the book is intended rather
Its approximations of
to be in its u.sefulness for quick reference.
earnings, different classes of expenses, and capital, on a per-mlle
basis, are readily available.
liilcrbnrounli-ilrlropoUlan Conipanii.
A chart piimpllod In tlio statistical ilo
nnrlmpnt of Koiintzc Bron.. Hankers. New York, by M. E. Ilatfleld, Stat
Isdrlan.

This chart, which is dated March 1, 1908, and has just been Issued,
was compiled from information obtained from authorize<l accounting
officers of the Interborough-Metropolitan Company.
It sums up in
complete form the various companies in this merger of subway,
elevated and surface lines in New York City and the territory north
of it.
The Interborough-Metropolitan Company is described as "a
business corporation and not a railroad corporation." A summary
shows in one table all the various companies, their mileage, their
stocks and bonds and the proportion owned directly and Indirectly
by the Interborough-Metropolitan. annual Interest charges, guaranteed rentals and total fixed charges of each company. The chart
is an exceedingly painstaking piece of work and gives a clear view
of the whole traction situation. A similar chart, though not as
extensive in its Information, which was compiled by the Public
Service Commission, is published in another column.
(liiiphiial Ihinilliiiiik fur Urinforrril

C.K.
Ni'w York; 11.
Piiie.
plates clolli.
:

The

Cimcrrle Ihnlijn.

Van Noslrand

t'u.

Ily

04 |uip-s

:

John Ilawksworth.
9

In.

x 11

In.:

l."i

$2..".".

object of this book is to present a short cut to concrete designing, and It Is intended chiefly for those architects and engineers
whose work in this material is intermittent and does not warrant
the steady employment of a concrete engineer.
In such offices the
use of a graphical handbook like this should render It unnecessary
to call in expert assistance for the solution of the class of problems
that are ordinarily encountered.
The book opens with an introduction in which there Is a general discussion of the methods employed In the development of a
reinforced concrete design and a broad statement of the bafis for
the several plates that follow.
In the presentation of thee plates,
one scheme Is Invariably foUowe.l. .\ general and detailed description of the plate is first given, followed by discussion of what It
is intended to accomplish.
Usually some general dat.i are assumed.
For example. In the plates for the determination of the dimensions
of hooped concrete columns, one plate assumes the longitudinal reinforcement at six equally spaced rods set around the outside: In
another, the assumption Is that there are to be eight such rods.
With these data alone the plate is such that, for a given load, the
iliameler of the column, the diameter of the longitudinal rods, and
the diameter and pitch of the hooping wires can be at once determined. The same thing can be done in the determination of. the
resist liip moments, spacing of bars, bending moments, location
of the neutral axis, shearing resistance of various combinations of
concrete and steel, square columns with various unit stresses, square
columns in accordance with the New York building code and various

)
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other matters concluding with the work of designing a reinforced
concrete structure.
For those who are not disposed to accept such plates and tables
as these on f.aith, there is an appendix in which the formulas upon
which the plates are based are given and the methods of their determination fully discussed. The book will, therefore, serve two
classes: those who do not care to check results, and those who are
cautious and careful enough to be sure that they are right before
going ahead. Hence its value for rapid calculations is very great,
and in this respect will compare with the slide rule as a means for
facilitating calculations where, if the instrument is properly graduated, the results are invariably accurate.
In the same way, with
a given plate, accurately drawn, the results must be true, and these
plates ought to be useful in place of the elatorate and somewhat
complicated calculations now employed.

—

The Strength of Chain Links. This is the .subject of Bulletin
No. 18 of the Engineering Experiment Station of the University
of Illinois.
A series of experiments on chain links and circular
rings, covering a period of two years, has been made for the purpose of confirming or disproving a theoretical analysis of the. stresses
in links and rings.
A comparison of calculated and measured distortions affords the desired test.
The result of the experiments is

a complete confirmation of the analysis. Having a reliable theory,
the bending moments and maximum stresses are calculated for links
of various forms and the results of such calculations are applied
to the formulas for the loading of chains given by I'nwin. Bach
and Weisbach. It is shown that the usual formulas for chain loads
give maximum tensile stresses of 33,000 to 40,000 lbs. per sq. in.,
and maximum compressive stresses of 60.000 Ite. per sq. in. New
formulas for safe loads are proposed. The bulletin has four appendices giving in full the theoretical discussion which is the basis
This bulletin will be of special interest
of the experimental work.
to all engineers and manut'acturers concerned in any way with hoisting and transmission. Cnpie.s may be had uiK>n application to the
Director, Engineering

Experiment Station, Urbana,

111.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Rolling a

Compound

iiiiri..ii

To

THIS

Editor of the

siiiiinii.

Rail Section.

fi(islHii-Kh.

I'n..

.\prll

G,

1908.

'/^

1908, the standard flange is

to see

formed by

lateral compres-

rolls, which churn the metal through the passes.
The
wear those roll surfaces depended on for
accuracy, and, besides, to set up all kinds of internal strains in the
metal while it is elongating. The mechanical disparities and the
uneven cooling make the use of camber necessary; these influences
also alter the relative po.= ition of all angles.
In rolling the Heinle section, no such mechanical difficulties
are encountered; all angles are necessarily in the solid metal in the
roll groove, and, therefore, all integral parts are elongated at the
same rate of speed. This eliminates longitudinal tensions. There
is no distortion, the cooling is uniform, and there is far less wear
on the roll surfaces. Angles are not varied so much and there is
more chance for accuracy, because there is less mechanical strain.
The conformation of the Heinle rail is easy on the rolls and
material, and does not call for unnatural means to produce true
sections.
The purchaser will receive a structurally good article In
spite of the present practice.
intend that the third or lower angle on the splice bar shall
I
be set oft about V«4 in. from the angle of the flange, so that the
other two main bearing angles will engage the rail first After
they are drawn home, the third angle is brought to bear. This extra
precaution will allow for variation in the section.
A. W. HEINLE,

effect of this is to rapidly

'

ConiiiiUing

Itoll

Tiirnnr.

Record Steam Shovel Performance.
AiiiKitisfoni. n.

c.

.\ririi

.^.

inns.

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
I should like to call your attention to a record for March made
by a one and one-quarter yard traction shovel now working on the
V. V. & E. construction between Cloverdale, B. C, and Sumas, Wash.
During the 26 working days this shovel loaded a total of 62.000
yards, making an average of nearly 2.400 yards per day. The best
day's work totaled 3.340 yards and the poorest one was 1,536 yards,
the day consisting of two 10-hour shifts.
During this time the
shovel made four cuts, necessitating four "move backs." The usual
delays were experienced such as derailments, shooting down the bank,
etc.
The shovel was served by two 10-car trains making an average haul of 500 ft. The material handled was fine gravel with some
loose rock, but at several points blue clay streaks were encountereil

making the dumping

R.\ii.roai) G.^ZET-rc:

During the recent Maintenance of Way convention, inquiries
were made concerning the three bearing angles on the Heinle rail.
A number of railroad men and rail manufacturers are as yet unable

how the.^e angles can be made practical.
As explained in my communication in the

January 31,
sion by the

of the cars

somewhat

slow.

The work was

In

charge of Mr. J. P. Livingston for the Puget Sound Bridge £ Dredging Co., of Seattle. I should be glad to know if you have knowledge
of any records equaling this for the same sized shovel.
W. .1. COLVIX.

(The Railroad Oazetlc will welcome letters from any of Its
who know of any steam shovel performance as good as this.

Railroarl Gnzctte of

readers

— EmroR.

Economy

of Better Rails at

Higher Cost.

rMlM.l.lpliln.

April 13, IOCS.

I'n..

To THE Editor of the Railroad Gazette:
The problem of securing a better quality of steel In rails is one
in which both the manufacturers and Uie consumers are always
interested, particularly at this time, when wheel loads have apparently approached very closely to the limit of endurance of Bessemer
steel.
One of the elements in this problem Is the question how
far the price of steel can be increased to secure a given increase
the life of the rail.
At first thought, one would .say that a rail
lasting 10 times as long as the ordinary rail would be worth 10
times as much.
This off-hand conclusion, however, is quite erroneous.
in

Assuming the

of ordinary rail (costing J28 per ton at the
and that its net cost per ton in track (Including labor, and deducting the value of scrap received from track)
is $23, its net co=t for a period of 58 years (or 10 times the life of
an ordinary rail) would be as follows:
mill)

to be 5.8

life

years,

10 tuns ordinary

Componnd

rail nt

Interest, at

InTestmenls of

*23 per ton
.">

(In track)
J230
per cent, on ten successive

$2.3 each, intervals of o.S yrs..

.

.1.257

$I.4S7

Head -J.SS""

-

37%

/.SO
/7
- 46
4.<Z
To fa/
9.€0°" ^ lOO'/o
Moment • J4.S4
Weifffif = .97 92 rbs per t/d.

IVeb

'

F/ange

=

=

Sp/ice Bar.

^rea Moment yreiff/if •

Heinle Rail and Splice Bar.

J.
4.

62 ""
B3

/Z.3/ /iis.per

Now. as $88 at compound interest for 58 years at 5 per cent,
would
$1,491. it is evident that it would not be economical to
pay more than $88 net cost in track (or $93 at the mill) for rail
which would last ."iS ye.irs. Hence, in this case, 10 times the life
would not justify more than 3^3 times the price.
.\gain. assuming the same figures as above for the cost and the

.

life of ordinary rail, we find that $70 at compo\ind interest at 5
per cent, would amount, in 5.8 years, to $93. so that this $70, invested, would perpetually renew the ordinary rail.
Therefore, as

—
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wc could pay |23 for a Ion of ordinary rail and capitalize Its perpetual renewal by a further InveHtmeut of ?70 making a total Investment of 193, we could not afford to pay more than %it'i net cost
in trfick (or $98 at the mill) for rail which would last forever.
The formula below affords a convenient method of ascertaining
what price could, economically, be paid for any special long-lived rail.
Net cost per ton of ordinary rail in track,
Let a
Life, in years, of ordinary rail,
b
Proportionate life of special rail,
c
("be" would, of course, equal assumed life of special rail.)
X
Net cost per ton of special rail in track (to equal ordi-

—

=
=
=
^

nary

economy).

rail in

Then,
"nc" + com]). IntcrcHt on "c" Investments of "a" at "b" IntervnU

—

=

.

.

.\iniiiint

iif

$1

1

nt oompoiinil Interrot for "be" yoarn

=

=

5.8 years, and computing
$23 and "b"
inlcrest at 5 per cent., the corresponding values of "c" and "x"
would be as follows:

As.suming that "a"

.$70

.f4()

"x"
.$88

II).,

J.

New Automatic

All wires for conDectlonB to track and t>etween pole line and
Instruments are soft drawn copper with okoniie insulation and are
carried in pine trunking supported on oak stakes. No.
B. & S. G.
wire with '/,, in. wall of rubber and one braid connects the pole
line wires to the various instruments; No. 9 B. it S. G. wire with
''/,,,
in. wall of rubber and one braid connects the charging wires
on the pole line with the charging switches; and No. G B. & S. G.
wire with
in. wall of rubl)er covered with one braid Is used for
all track connections.
The braid on the common wire la red; on
all other wire it is black.
Gravity battery, two cells for each section, operates all track
circuits and Is sheltered In cast iron chutes 7 ft. deep set in the
ground in the usual manner.
Storage battery is used on all circuits other than track circuits.
It is the Electric Storage Battery Company's Chloride Accumulator P T type box negative for 24 ampere hour capacity, excepting on the New Jersey & New York, where Westinghouse battery of a similar type is used. Each battery consists of Qve cells

H
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Block Signals on the Erie Railroad.

The main line of the Kric Kailroad between Jersey City and
Middletown passes lluough Rutherford, Passaic, Paterson, Ridgewood, Suffern, Tuxedo aiul (iosheii. There are two main tracks from
Jersey City to Hackensack river bridge, 3.1 miles; four from Hackensack river bridge to Rutherlord Junction, 4.8 miles; two from
Rutherford Junction to Ridgewood Junction, 11.1 miles; four from
Ridgewood Junction to Suffern, II miles, and two from Suffern to
Miildlelown, 35.7 miles. The Bergen county cutoff, double-tra^k, is
a shorter line (10.3 miles) between Rutherford Junction and Ridgewood Junction.
Another division is the New Jersey & New York railroad, !eaviiiK the main line of the Erie al)out eight miles out o£ Jersey City,
niuning north. II is double-tracked to Oradell. 19 miles. Automatic
block signals, protecting the main tracks, have now been installed
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aggregating over 200 miles of track. The inwas made by The Hall Signal Company under the direc-

in all this territory,

stallation

tion and specifications of
railroad company.

VV.

11.

Willis, the signal engineer of the

The signals are of the electric motor semaphore type, with
straight posts, set alongside the track, where there are two tracks,
and carried either on overhead bridges or on bracket posts, where
there are four tracks. The installation is the usual home and distant apiillcation without overlap.
Between Jersey City and Suffern
lie average length of block is about one-half mile, and ordinarily
a home and a distant signal arm are mounted on one post. Between Suffern and Middletown the average length of block Is about
(i.OOO ft., and between stations some of the blocks are two miles
long; and as a rule distant signals have separate posts. Pipe connected Hayes derailers are installed in all sidings leading to main
track at about the fouling point, and there are indicators at all
switches.
Within the territory protected by automatic signals are a large
number of interlocking plants, the high signals of which are electrically slotted to work as block signals as well as Interlocking
signals.
In each Interlocking cabin there are annunciators, which
indicate the approach of trains on the main tracks, and indicators,
which repeat to the signalman the condition of each block controlled by a semi-aulomatic slotted signal.
The signals are arranged on the normal danger plan. The home control wire is carried through a normally ilosed circuit contact on all facing switches.
.\ll switches, when moved
from their normal position, shunt the
track circuit. Wherever possible, switch indicators are operated
in parallel, which pcrmils the use of the same resistance for all
electro-magnet windings.
Indicator circuits are controlled from the home signal, which is
at the entrance of the block in which the indicniors are, in such
manner that the indicators are set at stop when the home signal
clears.
The approach of a train (o the home signal will not set the
Indicators at stop If the home signal remains iit slop.
The line wires arc carried on a line of cross-arms underneath
the other wires on the telegraph pole line. They have triple braid
weatherproof in.^ulation. No. 10 H. & S. G. hard drawn copper wire
is common for all signal circuits and No. 12 B. & S. G. hard drawn
copper is used for all other purposes, except for ballery charging
wires.
The charging wires are of various cross-sections, Nos. 10.
8 and G hard drawn copper, and are carried one nt each end of the
cross-arm for the signal wires.
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J.

connected in series and there are only two plates In each cell. The
IMsltive plate of one cell is connected to the negative plate of the
adjacent cell with one piece of heavy lead tape, the ends of which
are welded into the plates. Thus there cannot l)e a poor contact
in the connection between cells as is sometimes the case with bolted
connections.
.\t signals the storage battery is sheltered In the Iron case that
supports the signal: at crossing bells, remote from signals, specially
constructed Iron cases are provided: In interlocking cabins the battery is in a cupboard In the basement of the building.
In no case are signal circuits operated from l)atteries that supply crossing bells. As a rule there Is a battery at each one arm
or two-arm automatic signal.
.\11 storage battery is in duplicate,
one set being charged while the other set is discharging.
Cells of 24 ami)ere-hour capacity were decided upon because it
was desirable to charge them but once each week. and. on this basis
for charging, this capacity was found to be suflicient for a possible
maximum nioveinenl of 120 trains per day per track. .At a few of
the interlocking stations, however, because of the relatively large
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of indicatois and slots, it was found necessary to operate
two sets of storage battery in parallel in order that the period of
discharge be approximately the same as that for the battery on
signals remote from the interlocking station.
The charging stations on the main line are at Rutherford Junction, Kidgewood Junction, Suffern, Oxford and Middletown; and on
the New Jersey & New York, at Cherry Hill.
The illustrations show diagrammatically the location of the charging stations. It will be noted that the Middletown plant charges
only one leg, or circuit, while all the others charge iwo, with the
exception of the plant at Ridgewood Junction, which charges three
legs, two on the main line and one on the Bergen County Railroad.
It is expected that sometime in the future the automatic block sig-

number

naling will be extended west to Port Jervls, in which e\ent another
charging leg will be added to the plant at Middletown, At Cherry
Hill the limits of the north charging leg are to be extended with the
signaling of the extension of the double-track north from Oradell.
Each charging leg. as shown, represents a maintainer's section,
and the locations and limits for the charging plants were fixed upon
mainly for this reason. Ordinarily all the legs, or circuits, served
by one station are charged at the same time, but one leg can be
charged at a time if so desired. Discharged battery is recharged
as soon as it is cut out of service.
Suitable switches are provided
for cutting the discharged battery into the charging circuit aad
the reserve set, which is already charged, into the signal circuit.
These charging switches are so constructed that the charging <ircuit cannot in any way become connected to the signal circuit; that
both sets of battery may be cut in or cut out of the charging circuit at the same time; that one set of battery may be in the charging circuit while the other is in the signal circuit; or, that both

may be in paiallel in the signal circuit.
Since the storage battery has a capacity of 24 ampere hours,
(he normal charging rate is three amperes. The circuits are designed so that the battery may be charged at this rate to a maximum of 2.6 volts per cell whenever it is considered desirable. The
several legs of each charging plant are made to balance as nearly
as possible so that there will be the same current in each.
However, resistance rheostats are provided In series with the line bo
that, if for any reason the legs are out of balance, as would be the
case if .several sets of battery in one leg are cut out, balance could
be obtained by throwing in resistance.
While the line loss in charging is considerable, it is not considered objectionable so long as the line voltage does not exceed 550.
The switchboard shown in the diagrammatic view is that at
Ridgewood Junction. All the other switchboards are similar except that they provide for two charging legs whereas this board
provides for three.
The electrical instruments and switches are of the usual isolated
plant switchboard type mounted upon an extra quality heavy slate
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The circuit breaker, which is double iK)le, operates to open the
generator circuit with a current of one ampere or less, and also
takes the place of the usual generator circuit switch. Attached to
one blade of the circuit breaker, as shown at K. is an insulated
contact which opens the igniter circuit of the gasolene engine when
the circuit breiiker falls out. This avoids possible damage to machinery duo to the engine racing when suddenly relieved of its load
during the absence of the attendant.
The line rheostats have a total resistance of 64 ohms each,
divided into equal steps. The resistance coils are built to withstand
very high temperatures without injury.
All of the generators are of Crocker-Wheeler make.
They are
shunt wound, belt driven, and have a rated capacity sufficient to deliver six amperes at .'i.'JO volts, except at Ridgewood Junction, where
the output is nine amperes at 550 volts. The gasolene engines driving the generators are Fairbanks, Morse & Company's vertical type.
.\11 of them are rated at 6 h.p., excepting that one at Ridgewood
Junction, which is !l h.p.
The storage-battery diagrams are as shown below. There are
live cells of battery in each set and the maximum counter elcclroMiolive force is 2.G volts per cell.
The maximum current generated
is 550 volts.
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The Washington, Baltimore
The WashinKton, Baltimore &

&

Annapolis.

AiinapollH Kk-ctrlc Railway, the

which has been under construction (by
three BUcceBSlve companies) lor two or three years past, and which,
on April 2, began riinninK cars through between Baltimore and
Washington, Is now about finished. The company expects within a
few weeks, in addition to the local cars, to run •limited" trains
which will make no stops at way stations and will carry passengers from terminus to terminus. 38 miles. In one hour. This improvement in the service is delayed by the necessity of providing
a number of additional cars and of further perfecting the track
and i-oadhed. This improvement accompli.shed, the company, which
thus far has not done much advertising, will actively bid for regular
and excursion traffic between the two cities, and also from these
iltles to Annapolis, which, it is believed, should prove an attrac-

new

6,G00-volt electric line

The officers of this road are not blind to
resort.
that the villages along the line between Baltimore and
Washington are so small as to be almost beneath the notice of a
passenger tratllc manager, and they intend to pay special attention
tive excursion

the

fact

to the longdistance traffic, as just mentioned.
The cars now running, which start from either terminus every
hour from 5.30 in the morning until 12.30 midnight, take one hour
and 2(1 minutes, 25 minutes of this being consumed in the six miles
This low speed
of the line which lie in the streets of the cities.
in the cities will, of course, be a limitation also on the express
schedules, so that the 32 miles of the line which is on private
right-of-way will have to be traversed by the expres-ses In 35 minutes.
As the line Is double-track and the track laid with 80-lb. rails, on
good gravel ballast, this should be easily accomplished. As long

Vol. XLIV.. No. 17.

Ington terminus is at loth and H street*, N. E. From thlB terminus
to the center of the city, at the Treasury Building, about two mtles,
passengers are carried on special cars of the Washington company.
The main line of the \V., B. & A. Ib double tra<k throughout
and the tracks are laid with 33 ft. rails, weighing 80 lbs. to the
yard. They arc of A. S. C. E. section, and the ties are t> in. x 8 in.
All of the curves except one are of one degree or easier, and lourflfths of the main line is straight.
There are no grade crosslngB.
except In the case of two highways which are little used. The
line at right angles to the main line, leading from the B. k O.
to Annapolis, is a well-known and long-existing steam railroad.
the Annapolis, Washington & Baltimore, now converted Into an
electric line.
From the junction with the
It Is single track.
B. & 0. to that with the Pennsylvania this line has but a light
traffic.
From Academy Junction to Annapolis, 14 miles, the line
Is equipped with Blake electric signals, there being six meeting
points.
At Academy Junction the switches and signals are Interlocked by apparatus furnished by the General Railway Signal Co..
of Rochester, N. Y.
The line between the District of Columbia and Laurel— the
Washington, Berwyn & Laurel Is one which was bought by the
present company, along with other properties, but It Is operated
by Itself, having no traffic connection with the main line.
The capital stock of the W., B. A A. Is J5,250.(JOO. all owned
The first mortgage l>onds amount to |4.250.(>O0.
in Cleveland, Ohio.
and the second mortgage bonds to $1,000,000. The President of the
company is George T. Bisho|), and the Vice-President and fJeneral
Manager is J. W. Shannahan. Mr. Shannahan's office Is at Baltimore, where the company ha.s built a terminal station. This station,
with offices In the second story, is at Lil)erty and Marlon streets.

—

Special Shape Tool Steel.

The high cost of high-speed steels makes it necessary that these
products should be used economically. It is in order to meet these
requirements that the New .Metal Tool Steel Co.. Portland, Me., has
put out a number of special shapes, so designed that the requisite
strength to resist the imposed stresses is obtained, together with
the necessary cutting surfaces and areas, while the metal Is so disposed as greatly to reduce the weight as compared with the usual
rectangular section. This steel is rolled in a wide range of slie.s
and in the seven general shapes shown by the lllustratioD. By
this means the saving effected amounts to about 43 per cent., In
the case of the star section, as compared with round, and 57 per
cent, as compared with square having the same over all dimensions.
Tools made from these profiles do not require any special tool
holders with the exception of the V shape. This form Is of especial

Profile

High Speed

Steel.

interest to railroad officers as it is adapted for use in tire turcing.
With this shape, a holder or seat Is used as shown, and it come»
in bar form so that it can be cut off in lengths to suit requirements.
The groove Is made to fit the bottom of the steel, and the tool holder

bloiks In the lathe tighten down on the top of the tool, holding
in the usual manner, securely fastening it.

Washington, Baltimore

&

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Annapolis Electric Railway.

the business does not demand more than two tiains an hour
each way. the company proposes to continue ti< run by tlie tinu>liiterval and flagging system as at present; but the officers have in
view the equipment of the line with automatic block signals, recognizing the necessity of using the space Interval tor dense traffic.
The fare between Baltimore and Washington Is 75 cents one
way and |1.25 round trip. By the two existing steam railroads,
the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania, the oneway fare is
$1.00 and the round trij) $2.00. except on Saturday and Sunday,
when it is $1.25. It is proposed to run the "limited" trains ome
an hour throughout the day. With such a service maintained with
punctuality, and the freedom from smoke and cinders which constitutes such a strong "card" for electric lines In summer, the
new line should bo able soon to show what power It possesses to
create new business and to take competitive business from its old
and powerful neighbors.
a.s

It

The

performance of locomotives on the
Prussian State Railroads have resulted in a comparatively short
period in raising the average yearly mileage from 20.500 to 2S.200
miles; but this has been attended, naturally, with a very large increase in the cost of repairs.
efforts to Increase the

The Russian Ministry of Communications has introduce^ In the
Puma a bill to provide for douhle-trncklng the Trans-Siherlau at an
estimated cost of $80,000,000. The Ministry recently appropriated
$5,500,000 for double-tracking about -100 miles of road from Slatoust.
In the rral mountains, east to Samara, on the Volga river.

The "Technolexikon." which the Society of German Engineers
announced In 1901, inviting the co-operation of Americans and
others, and which was to include the technical terms of all Imaginable trades in German. French and English. Is now given up, after
an expenditure of $120,000, because it was found that It would need
The situation of the line as related to the steam railroads is to be enormously large an encyclopedia in size, rather than a dictionary.
It is very true that to be complete it would need to be
shown in the sketch.
The length of the main line is 38 uiiU'S. which includes a very large; but there Is little doubt that, properly executed, it would
trackage right over about four i\iiles within the District of Colum- lie worth many times its cost. This Is not saying that the money
bia, owned by the Washington Railway & Electric Co.
The Wash- to pay for it could be had. however.

—
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Two
Two

freight

bills,

one dated January

15, the

other January 16,

1858, covering charges on a shipment of 35 barrels of flour from
Chicago to New York, are reproduced herewith. The first covers

the shipment from Suspension Bridge to Albany over the New York
Central Kailroad, including back charges from Chicago to Suspension Bridge, and the second covers shipment from East Albany to
Twelfth street. New York City, over the Hud.son River Railroad, the
two parts of the present New York Central & Hudson River Railroad
Diain line from Buffalo to New York being separate companies.
The striking thing about these freight bills is the difference between the freight charges 50 years ago and the freight charges now.
These 35 barrels of flour were handled three times, and the freight
charges were as follows:
Clilcagd to SiiHponshm lii-ldt^rSiisiionslim liriuse tii Allmiiy
Alliany to New I'ork

In

coiili-iist

(in lloiii'

with this rate of

from

('liira;;o to

New

.

.

.pur

hill,

$]..-i.".

?.-,:!.t)(P

$2.:)D

$81.00

10.1.-.

$2.'\'i

u barrel, the present freight rate
(cnts a barrel. The present

Yorl( is
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from floods since the Hoang-bo changed its outlet to the sea in
1852 to a point some hundreds of miles north of its old one.

Freight Bills of 1858.

'','<

French Railroads

l.nL'iiiiii-

jji

I

iiiii

..f

I;, ..Ills

in

1905 and 1906.*

BY C. COLSu:>.
and liridges lu

Fr.nncv. Lounrillor ul

State.

In the 10-year period from 185*6 to 1905, gross earnings increased 23 per cent, in France; 26 per cent, in England and 54
per cent. In Germany. This does not show exactly the comparative increase in business in the three countries as the average rate
per ton-mile has fallen 12 per cent, in France and only 7 per cent,
in (icrmany.
This decrease is continuing in France, but in Germany freight rates have been stationary t^ince 1899. There are no
statistics available, which show the average rate in England.
It is
true, however, that the increate in busine.ss in Germany is double
to what it is in France and England.
This condition is to be expected since the essential factors in growth of traffic are increased
in people and commodities to he carried, in the number of consumers ami in the production of coal. In the 10 years referred
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cost of sending a full carload of flour from Chicago to New York
Is about the same as the cost of sending these 35 barrels in IS08.

The railroad in eastern China from Tien-tsin (the port of Pekin)
south to Nankin seems assured. The Germans are to raise i^.'l.lSO,000 for the northern 42.) miles, which will connect wilh Ihoir railroad in the proviiuo of Shantung; and the English .Ll.SSO.OOO for
the 250 miles norlh of Nankin. The road, however, is to lie a government enterprise, the tJermans and i-Inglish having inspecting
engineers and accountants to assure that the security for their loans
is adequate.
The bonds, bearing 5 per cent., are offered at 98. This
line will be nearly iwrallel with the existing Pekin-Hankow Railroad, and will l)e nowhere very distant from the Imperial Canal,
which tinites the Yang-tze and the Hoang-ho, passing through a
thickly peopled and productive country, which has suffered terribly

to the population of Germany has increased 15 per cent.; that of
England 10 per c-ent. and that of France only 2 per cent. Coal
production has increased 56 per cent, in Germany; 21 per cent, in
England and 27 per cent, in France. In the I'nited States during
this period, gross earnings have increaEo<l SO per cent, while the
population has increased 19, and coal production. 87 per cent.
In 1905. expenses in England and in Germany increased proportionately slightly less than earnings and in France slightly more.
The railroads in France had made particular efforts to reduce expenses in previotis years, so that there was less room for improvement. The returns on capital invested remain at 4 per cent in
England: Increased to 4.3 per cent, in France and was more than
6 per cent, in Germany, where construction has been much easier
•l'"r.)m a pnper •Hevlew nt Triittlc Qur8t!on.s" In the ffrrue Politique et
VavUtnctttaoe.
Repriiued [u the Bulletin of the International Kailicay
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and clit'iippr than In Kranto. The accompanying table shows the
comparallve reBults of operation in France, ICnKlanil and Germany
iliintii,'

llMi;!,

11(01

and

190',.

The estimates for l!lO(; .show that oarnlnKS have Increased aboot
120,000,000* In England. $40,000,000 In Germany and ?2 10,000.000
in the United States; to a less extent France has also profited by
the rebonnd from the period of depression, which ended In 1905.
Two special reasons, however, prevented the roads from making
a.s good a showing as the general prosperity of business might have
li-ii
one to hope. The Courriftres accident and the strikes which
succecdeil It led to a serious de<'reaae in production of coal in the
north and the I'as-de-Calais and the imports which made good the
rteflcit, nioHtly
brought by sea, did not provide our lines with as
n)nch tralflc. On the other hand, the vintages of 1905 and 1900
were poor in quantity, especially in the Midi, and yet the fall in
the selling price, which had followed the exceptional 1904 supply,
continued, because the siipi)lies derived from it were not yet exhausted. Thus, both at the north and the south of the countr>',
the two most important ilenis of traffic were heavily handicapped.
Di'crease in long distance trafHc of coal from tile northern districts,
I'arried at very low rales, explains why the average rate per ton-ralie
has remained stationary from 1905 to 190C, although, as liappens
each year, several reductions In rates have been made. Still It
really seems as if suggestions for reductions were becoming less
and less frefiuent, in face of the growing protests aroused by the
coMllrnialion of special reductions to meet individual trade conriliions, and also by the new burdens imposed upon the companies
liy legislative enactments of which later on we quote two instances.
For the first time in a long while the operating ratio has gone up
slightly.
This growth is due mainly to the causes that always
make themselves felt when there is an exceptional glut of traffic.
Fuel and all consumption materials rise in price at times of universal prosperity; as regards coal, the effects of the rise, which
are usually spread over several years owing to the long run of
contracts, was felt suddenly in 190G when our northern coalmastera
had

to

suspend promised consignments.

/

I'assenttiT carnlnKS
frolglit oai-nliiKs

Slmv freight carnincM
MIscc^llaniMPiis I'ariiliiKs

Total receipts
WorttlllK exiicnse.H
Net earnliiKS
..

.

necessary to

24,3."'i8

24,514
$104,200,000
37,000,000
108.600,000
5.000,000
31.'',, 400.000
104,000.000

government were earned

12,425

-,

1904.

1903.

1905.

22,."in
22,742
22,308
$202,000,000 $202,200,000 $203,400,000
42.<!00.(ioo
4o.20o.000
42.000.000
278,400.000 279.6IK).UO0 2S4..SOi).niio
42,4iiO.OOtl
40.000,00(1
30.400.000
."iflo.noo.OOO
504.4110.000
573.200.000
340.200.000 340.200.000 353..S(IO.OOO

12.875

17.

1905.

in

140.(!no.ooO
150.800.(I(M1
219.4(mi.0OO
145.000,(100
2i:i,8(i(1.000
21.").200.ipOO
3,455. OOU,0<IO 3,488,400,0(1(1 3,514,200,000 5.32(1.0(10.00(1 5.428,0(10.000 5,496,00().(HI0
4.08
4.17
4.30
4.00
3.97
4.00

12,300

No.

lines by making it more frequent without unjustifiable
The orders given out, which will be filled In 1907 aiid 1908.
reach the enormous total of 900 locomotives. 1.200 passenger cars
and 31,000 freight cars, costing between |40.000,<"JO and 150.000,000.
The Issues made by all the great companies during 190C did not
exceed $13,000,000. The exbaufitlou of reserves, payment for large
orders of rolling stock and for additional construction necessitated
by the growth of trafflc, will oblige the companies to Issue more
capital this year and next, and if the money market does not Improve, this borrowing will cost all the more, because It will force
pricp« down further still.
The Northern Railroad's net profits Increased $1,200,000; when
they Increase $300,000 more, the company will begin to share proflts
with the state. But the rise in the cost of fuel and labor may prevent this further increase. Under the combined action of all the
Inlluences that are converging to diminish the duration and vigor
of laljor, the average output per day's work of the pitmen has fallen
In the Northern and Pas-de-Calais mines from 2,469 lbs. between
1895 and 1899 to 2,282 lbs. Ijetween 1901 and 1905.
The most brilliant results are those of the ICastern Railroad:
gross earnings increased $2,800,000, or 7 per cent., and net earnDoubtless the exceptional prosperity of the metalings $l,t;oo,000.
lurgical Industry, which has provided 250.000 tons extra for transport (on the top of an increase of 271,000 tons already realized in
1905). will only prove lemporary. But the opening up of iron
mints, permitted a few years ago. means a source of lasting prosperity, and may some day render the Meurthe-et-Moselle district
one of the main metallurgical centers of the world. At present the
absence of local coal and the shortage of labor prevent the district
from reducing more than a part of the ore extracted.
The Paris. I-ycns & .Mediterranean has also seen the returns of
Its line improve extraordinarily, with an imrease of $4,600,000 In
gross and $1,700,000 in net profit. A sinking fund terminated In
1906. so that $900,000 additional is saved for surplus. This amounte.l
to $2,900,000, of which two-thirds go to the state; no profits to the

—

1003.

.

portant

,

1904.

$100,000,000 $101,400,000
33,000.000
35.800.000
102.400.000 IGl, 000.000
4,800.000
4.800.000
300.800,000 303,000,000
100,200.000 157,400,000

I''asl

rapltal ciLst
Interest oil eaiiltal. per cent.
Earnings per mile

is

it
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COMPABATIVB RESULTS, RAILROADS IN FSAKCB, ENGLAND AND GeRUANT.
France.
Kngland
^
1903.
24,203

Avcrngo mlleriKe

When

V..I

25,040

25,040

25,200

100304.

-CJfrmiinj-.
1904 05.

—
190500.

33.SHS
$147,200,000 $l54.0O0.0<K) $lG5.0o<i.oi>0
32.501

33.182

21.2on.(MM)
335.000.00(1
30.000.0(H1

22.«<MI.(MMI
.ooo
351.(
3.'(.41"l.(>00

40.!*0<J.OilO

539.400.000

SOO.lloO.OOd

608.400.IMH)

341.80(1.000

3Gti.<M>(>.(>(>U

3S«.(MM>.1M>0

197.800.000

20fi.(>IMI.lM)0

•J22.4(>(I.1HKI

24.4lMI.(KiO

37S.2OO.iMi0

3.457,000.000 3.545.1K>0.(HMI 3.63S.WMi.O(K)
.'.72
581
I!1C
16,545
17,060
17.990

cope with unexpected needs by chance methods, to free stations
In the companies serving the other half of France, the western
as .soon as po.ssiblc and take care to forward consignments at once side, we find a much less marked improvement.
Running through
rather than load trains properly, when one has to throw in a fairly, what are mainly agricultural districts, they hardly benefit from
large number of inexperienced helpers, etc.. it almost always the extra trafflc which is brought about by a manufacturing boom,
liaiipens that tlie extra trafflc arriving unexpectedly costs more than
but they do feel the effects of the rise in prices that aci-ompantes
It lirings in.
It. so that In years like 1906 their increased expenses absorb almost
liesides these temporary troubles, two new laws have- led to an
thf>
whole of the increased earnings. More especially, in that
extra expenditure that will recur regularly. The Rabier law, which particular year, the substitution of English coal, disemt>arked at
repeals the clauses till now inserted in the special rates involving tlie ports they serve, for the French coal which usually reaches
reductions of rate to lessen the liabilities of tlie carrier, means an them loaded on the Northern Company's cars, forced them to run.
increase In claims for damage. The weekly holiday law, on the with their own resources and their own rolling stock, a service for
other hand, though not legally applicable to railroads (whose busi- which in normal limes they have nothing to provide except hauling
ness lends Itself still less than any other to the application of power for trains reaching them ready marshalled; the result was

must necessarily force the companies to grant
an increase In the days of freedom allowed at a regular
without Its being possible for them to make good en-

iiiiilorni legulation.s),

to thei:

staff

Interval,
tirely this

permanent decrease in llie work they get out of their
by abolishing the customary annual leave; under this bead,
the year 1901) has begun to be burdened with expenses that will
grow very markedly in 1907. The a.2;itation which Is being manifested throughout the working classes is not unnoliceable in its
effects upon railroad operation; though such lack of discipline
and
attempts at coercion are, among this select staff, far from exerting such ravages as In many bnsines.ses and especially In govern-

men

ment owned

industries, yet we find in various ways some slackening in the zeal of the men, Ips-s keenness to do well, fewer attempts
to cope with temporary dtfUculties. and the result Is that
the service
is not only more costly but also less efficiently
carried on.

Far from exceeding the estimates of the companies, the purchases of rolling stock were well below the figures they would have
wished to attain, because the builders, being overw'helmed with
orders, could not supply the requisite number.
In 1906 the stock
was Increased by about IfiO locomotives. 500 passenger cars and
3.000 freight cars; to this must be added some 30 motor cars,
the
trial of which seems to give satisfactory results
and which will
probably make it possible to improve greatly the service on unira•

Flatus converted Into dollars

at $0.20.

conducting transportation and
they gained nothing because the mileage run on their own lines

to increase greatly the difficulties of

was no

greater.

The Western Railroads with $2,000,000 more in gross earnings,
found Its net profit only $340,000 greater. The deficit after interest
charges which the state had to make up according to its guarantee fell below $1,200,000 and precisely because the improvement
Is not dependent upon the sudden boom In manufacturing, we may
hope it will last.
The Orleans Company realized nearly $2,200,000 more In gross
earnings, with an increase in expenses of over $1,800,000. so that,
after allowing for first charges, the payment made to the stale for
the repayment of its debt is only $120,000 more than before.
The .Midi Company, with nearly $600,000. increased gross earnings, has an increase in expenditure of over $600,000. halt of which
Is due to the extra charge relating to pensions.
These new charges,
coinciding with the crisis In the wine trade, csuse a decrease of
$60,000 in the net profit, which just leaves the company the income
requisite to avoid its again beginning to call upon the guarantee
of Interest.

The State system has
amounting

to

$100,000.

a still heavier decrease in net profit,
despite an increase In gross of nearly

$400,000.
Ilespite these charges, three of the great companies are paying
over to the state, out of the profits for 1906. a total of $7,500,000,

April
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whereas one only

calls

upon the giiaranlee, and that

for Jl.200.000 only.
prosperity will be followed, like the others,

Douhtlets this period ol"
by a ppiiorl of bad lime.s. and on the other hand we see already
appearing increases of cerlain charges owing to the new construction and supplies of rolling stock requisite to carry ou the service,
But the last year has already borne suffor the weekly rest, etc.
ficiently heavy special charges to lead us to hope that its net profit
does not cojrespond with any specially favorable situation. MoreEven if we do
over, 1!)07 commenced under favorable auspices.
not count fully upon the continuation of such high repayments as
those which the treasury received last year, we may hope that the
era of deficits is closed, and that we have definitely entered upon
the period, once regarded as chimerical, when the guarantee and
sharing accounts of the great companies, which showed In 1893 a
balance against the state of $20,000,000, will show the state receiving a icspectablo sum, provided that no new law intervenes to
add additional charges again to all those with which the working
of railroads has been loaded.
The present question, in the matter of traffic, which for several
months has upset the commercial community, (Hied the papers and
occupied parliaments, is that of the rolling stock on railroads and
the delays resulting therefrom in the service. The characteristic

Those in favor of state
crisis is its generality.
have seized this opportunity for l)laming the companies,
and the companies' organs have taken a vindictive pleasuie in exposing the shortcomings of stale operation; the truth is that
throughout the whole world, states and companies have found themselves coping with similar difficulties and have oveicome them well
or ill, more often ill than well, according to their individual resources and ability. We shall lay no stress on the facts pointed
out in France, not in order to shirk them, hut because they are
not the ones that are likely to be forgotten at home.
In Germany,
In that pattern country of state working, complaints are universal
and the Minister for Public Works in Prussia was obliged, in the
budget debate, to acknowledge that they were well founded. Already, in the preceding winter, his predecessor had confessed that
the service was in tinprecedenled confusion, and this winter the
situation was no better; the coal owner.s affirmed that there was no
assurance that their consignments would be forwarded and there
were even some who requested leave from their French customers
feature of this

oijcrntion

to deliver

(German

Knglish coal by sea, for lack of trucks to despatch them

coal.

In Austria and in Hungary, some mines were on the point of
closing down, some works had to be shut, for want of means of
transport,
in Belgium, traders and passengers continue to cry out.
And if we take in the other hemisphere the country where company operation enjoys the most extensive liberty, we find that in
the United States there is a clamor on all sides against the inability
of the railroads to give a proper service, inquiries are opened on
the causes of the trouble and the remedies necessary. But in this
wholesale comi)etition, the palm belongs unquestionably to Italy.
Not doctrlnally, but because they could not come to terms with the
l(!asing companies to prolong their tenure, the stale took over the
operation of its roads in 190.5; forgetful of the proverb, it changed
horses, if not in midstream, at least on entering the water, just
when the boom in Industry in Lombardy and the approach of the
Milan exhibition made exceptionally heavy traffic probable. The
impossibility of coping with it, the resulting confusion, the block
In (Jenoa where half the goods disembarked had to lie unattended
to, and the closure of works for lack of fuel, are facts universally

known.

The universal character of the crisis depends upon the fact
that the underlying cause Is itself universal; it is in fact the return of great activity in business which comes periodically with
the regularity of the swing of a pendulum, and the coincidence of
which throughout the whole world becomes more and more pieclse
In proportion as the facility of communications renders the dei)endence of markets upon each other more complete. It should he added
that, now that railroad traffic possesses an international character.
as soon as the crisis becomes somewhat acute at any one point, it
necessarily leaves its mark; countries which are short of rolling
stock do not resist the temptation of using the cars that reach
them loaded from foreign countries, instead of returning ihem immediately empty or full; those whose stations are blocked keep at
the frontier trains which would accentuate this block still further,
blocking in their turn thus the roads of their neighbors and laying
Idle their rolling stock.
The ParisLyons-Mediterranean thus felt
the effects at Modena of the confusion reigning in Italy, and Austria
was on the point of ceasing sending cars to Italy.
If the crisis returns periodically, some one will say, nothing
can be easier than to foresee it and make provision ahead. To
a certain extent, that is true. The able investigations of Mr. Juglar
have establisheil the regular character of the waves of prosperity
and of stagnation in business, and experience proves this law with
astonishing precision. We have stated frequently that it would be
wise on the part of railroads to provide themselves beforehand with
rolling stock, when the builders would be only too happy to work

for

them at low

575
prices

and not expose themselves

to the

risk ot

having to give out late, when prices are at their highest, orders
which often will not be filled until the need is past. Dare we say

The enormous orders being

It?

frighten

us a

filled,

instead

of

reassuring us,

little.

We know well that under pressure of the inspecting department, in face ot the public clamor, the companies have no other
way of shifting their responsibility, in times of traffic blocks, than
to prove that they have hammered at all doors to increase their
equii)ment. But in order to arrive at giving out their orders regularly, it is not a wiser way to overdo them during limes of stress
than to stop them when requirements slacken. In 1905, the Prussian Minister of Public Works, in order to excuse his management
for not having bought during the lean times of 1901-1902 the rolling
stock that he needed when times got better, recalled the plethora
In which it found itself at that moment; having received delivery,
towards the close of the preceiling period of activity, of cars ordered
to meet the previous deficiency, they h^ui to build sidings to accommodate the idle cars. We had a similar experience in 1885 and
1880.
It is to be feared that about 19U8-1909, when all the rolling
stock so impatiently awaited to-day is lying idle, orders will have
to be stopped and that then, forgetting the noble resolutions everytody is now making for the future, they will <lelay too long In
beginning to give out orders.
And it is not only cars that are deficient; everywhere professional men say that the fault lies less in the want of sufficient
rolling stock than of siding and sorting yards, facilities suitable
In a refor hastening the handling and making up of the trains.
markable article recently published in the lieviie ilu Mois, Mr.
Labastic showed how the rapid movement ot rolling stock possesses
as much and more importance than the increase In its quantity
and what difficulties this offers. As regards fixed facilities too. It
is during the pea<'eful times of stagnation that preparations ought
But
to be made to carry on the war against coming difficulties.
in that case, forecasts are more uncertain; it is not sufficient to
know that a recovery will surely come; one must know, moreover,
at what points the new requirements will appear, and there is a
serious risk, in putting down equipment beforehand, of not doing
it

at

the right place.

But, do what one may, it will always t)e financially impcssible
provide railroads witli enough equipment to make the service
run as well during times of exceptional business activity as In
normal times. No country could stand paying interest on such an
Every paper has been quoting a letter In
exorbitant capital.
which one of the American railroad kings, Mr. Hill, estimated
Jl. 100, 000. 000 per year for five years as the sum needed to put the
railroads of the United States in a position to meet their requirements. As we have not seen the original statement, we do not
know whether Mr. Hill was posing as an ironical cynic or as a
bragging millionaire; but it is anyway true that even if he lived
among a grou|) of financiers who could in five years find for the
American railroads the $,').,'>00.000.000 he wants, the contractors and
laborers able to get through the money in so brief a time, provided
only a pau.se ensued at the end of the five years, at the very first
moment of revival that followed there would be a deficiency of
rolling stock or men or yards and stations at some point or other.
It is not possible always to keep standing idle but ready the equipment requisite to meet the maximum needs which will arise during
one or two seasons, during the eight or ten years of the cycle which
brings the periodical crises. The only reasonable method in practice is to regulate the growth of men and equipment according to
the average increase, and to cope with sudden increase of traffic
by a sudden surplus of ener.gy.
But at the moments when this surplus is necessary, any accident is enough to bring about serious trouble. For a little time,
one can get from the men and from rolling stock exceptional work.
Hut su|)|.ose al a certain point, the abundance of traffic render.^
it
impossible to balance the outgoing and incoming consignments,
then promptly the lines get blocked and rolling stock accumulates;
longer possible to clear the loaded cars and take them
It is no
to the point where they ought to he unloaded; there is no longer
time to arrange them once they are empty to suit requirements,
to make up trains when they are reloaded, so as to fully utilize
the tractive power of the engines; one has to resort to pooling
engines, running the same locomotives constantly with different
crews, instead of leaving each tinder the control of the same enginemau who is responsible for its condition: l)eing less carefully
inspected, despatcheii less often to the shops, because they cannot
be dispensed with, the engines end by causing more irregularities
and breakdowns in the service. Soon the work got out of them, instead of growing with requirements, decreases, and the difficulty of
dealing with the increased traffic becomes an impossibility.
To escape this calamity, it is necessary, from the very commencement of periods of ai-tivity. to make demands upon everybody's good will and overwork the indolent a little. It Is no longer
upon the railroad that the public authorities can usefully make
demands at this moment; naturally they intervene to keep It up
to
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to the

mark during

periods of stagnation, but at extra busy times,

It has to meet, and the responHlbilitleB It incurs stimulate lis zeal better than any abu.se.
Then It Is the coiislgnorti and

the needs

who niu.st be urged to fafllltate the promptness of the
public service, by cutting down, for Inntance, the time they are allowed for loading and unloading cars when this bujiiness depends
upon them. Under these circumstances, the position of private
comimnles is always more dilTlcult than that of state systems, because the latter have always backing them public authority of which
they are an emanation, whereas l>etwccn the companies and the
public, the Inspecting dei)artment naturally tends to side with the
public whose representative it is.
During the present crisis, we
have seen the government, in Italy, frequently suspend consignments to such or such overcrowded points In Austria, suspend for
several days the ordinary freight service between Vienna and
Uallcla; in Hungary, suspend entirely the consignment of freight
from January 28 to February 8; In Belgium, close the frontlc on
January 30 and 31. In i'^'rance, the companies could not get It^ve
to make a few alterations they asked to be allowed to make temporarily in the regulations.
Not only has the state not come to their aid, but it has singularly aggravated their position by the law on the weekly restday. It Is true, the law is not applicable to the railroads; but by
8lo))plng entirely the loading and unloading by private persons
on Sunday, both at stations and on private sidings, it has seriously
delayed the liberation of a number of cars. Those in favor of state
Intervention in the operation of railroads, frequently support their
theories by adducing the necessity of alleviating periodic crises
which give rise to speculative commitments; the moment selected
for a))plylng the new law is a typical instance of the small amount
of foresight with which public authorities, when they intervene In
economic phenomena, do It in a manner most likely to aggravate
crises Instead of alleviating them.
Whatever oi)inions one may
hold about the utility of measures which limit the hours of labor.
It must be acknowledged that the act of putting them into force
must always bring alx)ut transitory dlfflcullies; the latter become
particularly prominent when there is a scarcity of labor everywhere,
as at the present moment. If originally applied at a time when the
number of those involuntarily idle was considerable, the law on
the weekly re.^t-day might have decreased distress, by obliging manufacturers to make good the decrease in days of labor by an increase of their employees; then, until the next revival. Industry
would have had breathing space to accustom itself to the new regime. The wise thing would be even to suspend or temporarily
alleviate the stringency of laws of this kind, when hands are everywhere (Ifticient; but by putlinK them into force just at these times,
the legislator aggravates the difficulties of the service of which
he then makes a grievance to traders.
Despite these difficulties, it really seems as if France is one
of the countries In which the recent crisis was least felt.
As far
as can be judged, except in the case of England, which appears
to have almost entirely escaped it, all the manufacturing countries
have sutTered more than we have. Our railroads are. moreover,
among those twst supplied with rolling stock, considering their
traffic.
The main difliculty In their management is the lack of
elasticity in the regulations upon which we have Insisted in thi.s
review on many former occasions. The intervals allowed under
our special tariffs are certainly excessive In normal circumstances;
but they equally apply in critical times, whereas in Germany, a
railroad Is only bound to supply rolling stock as and when it Is
at liberty.
Of course we have no desire to see extended to France
a regime under which the public is at the absolute discretion of
the railroad management; but to grant some relief in the obligations of the companies In times of stress, to subject their customers to some hardships in order to set at liberty the rolling stock,
would not be asking too much, and as some compensation for these
easements, the time limits might be decreased \iu(ler normal circumstances, once it was understood that lack of fullilment did not
render the company liable when It was due to an abnormal Increase
of traffic.
consignees

—

Our whole

legislation Is based on the notion that railroads
times to Insure under similar conditions the carriage
of all the traffic entrusted to them; but this Idea Is contrary to
the very nature of things. Unquesllonably, railroads being invested with a monopoly, cannot be left free to grant or refuse their
services according to their convenience, and it must be assumed as
a principle that they are bound to meet all demands, so long as
n Judge has not decided that they were prevented by conditions
beyond their control. But In order that the exceptional growth of
traffic, at times of extreme business activity, may not produce these
conditions, it Is essential they should be given all the facilities
compatible with the requirements of the public. No industry In the
world, no traffic organization whether by land or water can 1)0 so
equipped permanently as to satisfy all the clients who may offer
themselves at a busy time in the same manner as In normal circumstances. When the blow comes, railroads submit to the terms
of their contractors who only accept such orders as they can carry
through; railroads too have to accept all the traffic that their usual

ought at

all

Vol.
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competitors, barges and coastwise ehlps, refuse for lack of room;
they should be helped to accommodate It.
In Insisting ujton these considerations, we certainly do not intend to entirely shift the rei-jponslblllty from the shoulders of the
companies In the present crista. We have often enough affirmed
and reaffirmed that it would be wiser on their part not lo reduce >£
much as they often have done the purchases of rolling stock In lean
years.
It is during these years that it would be -well to remind
them of the advisability of these measures of precaution. What Is
requisite at times of crisis, owing to superabundance of traffic, U
to help them through with It, and not forget above all things that
crises of this kind are an inevitable consequence of the Irregularity
of business, that all countries suffer therefrom like ours, and that
we have been far this year from being the worst hit.
at least

The Source

of Internal Tire

Sometime ago there was a breakage

Defects.

two tires under passenger cars and one under a locomotive on the Paris, Lyons * Mediterranean Kailroad that disclosed some Interesting peculiarlliet>, as
reported by Eug. Vanderhoeym. In the Hevue Generale <te* Chemint
(ie Fer.
The two car wheel tires, designated B and C, had a tensile strength of 1U4,155 lbs. and 102,879 lbs. per sq. In., respectively,
and an elongation of 17.4 and Ij.t; per cent. The original thicknesses were 3 in. and 2.28 in.; and they had been worn down to
2.2 in. and 1.8 In. at the time of their rupture.
The locomotive tire
had a tensile strength of 406,425 lbs. with an elongation of 15.6
per cent., and is marked A.
An explanation of the formation of the defects found In these
two tires was somewhat difficult to find, for it was not easy to
understand how It was possible for the cavities, that are shown In
the illustrations, lo exist in the body of a mass of metal that has
been rolled and drawn out as these tires had been. The investigators showed, however, that the cavities were due to Internal flaws
In the metal.
That is to say a local dislocation, produced in the
mass of the casting in the form of a disc a£ a result of Internal
stresses; and that these internal stresses were themselves due to a
too sudden and unequal reheating of the ingot.
The granular and crystalline appearance of the Interior suiface
of the cavities of the two tires supported this hypothesis.
The local
dislocation or ffaw was produced at a rather low temperature, at
which the material would still preserve its crystalline structure,
with the result that the surfaces of separation would still preserve
this structure, and If the subsequent forging operations should tend
to still further separate these surfaces, they would, nevertheless,
still retain their original appearance, since the temperatures, at
which this work is done, are not sufficiently high to sensibly change
of

the structure.

However attractive or even plausible such an explanation might
be it could hardly be aci-epted without some further proof by direct
experiment. .-Vn endeavor was made to artlflcially reproduce a local
separation of surface, in an ingot of the same form and dimension
as that forming the first phase in the manufacture of the tires.
For this purpose It was suggested that a very thin plate of highly
refractory material \>e put Into the mold before pouring. This
was to be chosen keeping in mind the very high temperature of
steel in fusion and a very well known mineralogist sugrgested using
a certain rock crystal.
It was feared, however, that a rock crystal
would crumble at the instant or pouring and the experiment thus
be rendered valueless. It was then suggested that a plate of mortar
formed of fine sand such as that employed In the lining of crucibles
\)f used.
The mortar was reinforced with Iron and the whole bound
together with a refractory clay. The plate thus obtained was suspended In the mold by a wire protected with a refractory covering,
and after the steel was j)oured In and the metal cooled It was found
that the plate had been neither broken nor deformed.
This encouragement led to a more definite experiment. Tlie
cores of refractory mortar were put in a mold shaped to make
The 'ocatlons
cast-steel
circle exactly like the Ingot for the tires.
a
Two thin refractory plates were
of these discs were as follows:
located In a plate passing through the axis of revolution of the
slab and on radii forming an angle of 90 deg. with each other as
shown at o a.
One plate

of the same shape was placed In a plane normal to
and at the center of <lepth of the slab as at ^. .\ ball of
the .same refractory material was put in at < as representing a blow
hole or shrinkage cavity. Each of these pieces was suspended In
the mol'l by a wire alwvit 0.2 In. In diameter, surrounded by a refractory protection. The pouring was then done very carefully so
as to avoid all injury to the refractory nodules, and, after casting,
the ends of holes made by the supports were cleaneil out and the
The support
Iron wire with Us refractory jacket was withdrawn.
on one side of Xos, 1 and 2 was easily removed but on the other
side the wire was welded to the metal so that it could not be withdrawn. The spherical sand nodule was entirely removed and the
this axis,

others partially removed.

This heavy disc of cast-steel was then reheated and rolled Into
a tire of the ordinary section, and after it had cooled an examina-
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had been thus artlflcially created. Kor this purpoBe cross sectloos
were cut from the tires, the loft-hand side of which are shown In
the lllustratlonB. The following observations were made of the
four sections:

G

3 (Fig. 6).

—This section corresponds

to the artiflrial defect at

ow

of the plates set in the cast-steel ingot In the
be ween that under the compressing action
The h-riKlh of the cjivity
of rollliiK, till' Intorior space has oiicncd.
thus produrcd i.s about 2.7.0 in. in the direction of rolling, and Its
hcighl Is priiclically equal to that of the original plate, or about
Tills Is explained by the fact that the disc as well as the
2.93 Id.
Ingot had a thickness equal to the width of the tire, and that the

No. 1 produced by
plane of the axis.

It will
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line, situated on the prolonsatlon of the llneii formed Ijy the flaitenimg
of the cavities in which the supporting bars of Iron or chaplets were
located.
By cutting other Becllons on either side of the original
one. It was found that the surface of separation, due to crushing of
the original cavity, (-xtended In a circle In the direction of the rolling.
It may be remarked that a cavity of approximately circular
form can only be produced In a casting by crushing out under a
hammer a pre-existing cavity that was somewhat elongated vertically in the Ingot, or by opening a vertical flaw, as may undoubtedly Oi'cur. A Hi)hcrical cavity in an ingot will always Ix- flattened
under the hammer In the transformation of the ingot into a flab.
and this will be found to be the case with defects of the character
of a No. 1 and a No. 2, as indicated on the
line engraving.
Now it will l>e readily understood how
such cavities as those found In tire» U and
(',
which broke in service, can be produced
moreover from the experiments that have
Ijccn detailed above, it must be acknowK-dged
that ail internal flaw is the must probable original cause of the formation of these cavit.es.
Tlie conclusion to be drawn, therefore, is
that the reheating of the slabs should be per-

formed with the utmost care. The same prelaulion should be ol>6erved in the reheating
of ingots, though the flaw caused by unskillful
heating of the ingots seems to have a tendency to appear in the horizonial plane, causing a circular line of separation In the tire
as shown in the broken locomotive tire.
The consequences of this type of defect are
less serious than those resulting from a defect which makes a con;iderabli reduction in
the section of resistance. More recent observations have tended to conflrm the conclusions
drawn from the experiments thus detailed.
Fig. 11.
Fig. 10.
At the steel works of St. Etienne an ingot
inijiit
iif ill l<rliri lull- fiiniiil fi
../ lirr irllli urillli- il ,l,fr
weighing 3,960 lbs. of octagonal section raea£riifitiiinimj a flaw.
hit a hiiU.
iiring 20.47 in. at the base and 14.57 In.
rolling, as in the transformation of the ingot into a tire, acted only at the other end, cast by the Harmet compression process and consequently
from cavities was forged into a bar 7.87 in.
Thus
entirely
free
widih.
of
the
in
that
in the direction of the thickness and not
a Hat space, representing a flaw, set in a plane passing through square. When this had been done a cavity measuring 11.82 In In
the axis of revolution of the disc, has produced a cavity of thick- the direction of the length was found in the center of the bar. The
This confirms the hypothesis Jis to the cause of the cavi- interior surface of this cavity was coated with perfectly white crysset form.
Further, the two lines extending outward tals, whose form alone had been slightly changed by forging. These
ties in the original tiios.
from the toj) and bottom of tlie cavity will he noticed. These indi- two characteristics, as well as the method of manufacture, by compression, make it Inipossilile to attribute the formation of the hollow
cate the location of the two supports of the plates.
This section, corresponding to the artiliciai de- to any other cause than that of a flaw. The flaw was produced by
(; 33 (I^ig. 7).
fect No. 2, shows that the rolling has
Fig. a
Fig.b
Fiq.c
transformed the flattened space, situated
in the field of pressure like the precedThis
ing one, into a thickset cavity.
cavity has a breadth of 2.6 in. in
the direction of the rolling and a height
of 3.5 in., or exactly the same as the
original diameter of the plate.

—

G 333 (Fig. 8).— This section, which
corresponds to the defect B, produced
by the plate set normal to the axis of
revolution of the disc, and midway of
thickness, shows that the artificial

its

fiaw

was compressed.
Hy cutting other sections

2.6 in.

on

either side of the first section, as indicated by Fig. 9, the same sort of
cavity was found but of smaller di-

mensions, showing that the cavity extended over a length of at least 5.8 In.,
or twice 2.6 in. plus the thickness of
the original section G 333, or 0.6 In.
We see, then, that a flat flaw
would be crushed and elongated cir
cularly in the direction of
that it the flaw is small
duced by the rolling may
and leave merely a line of
of the broken

rolling, and it can bo readily conceived
enough, the amount of flattening pro
be such as to close the cavity entirely
separation as shown In the illustration

locomotive tire.
This goes to support wh.at we have already said that a surface
of separation existing in the body of a tire can produce, under the
forging action a cavity corresponding to a cavity or a mere flaw
previously existing in the Ingot. It is to be presumed, however,
that a flat flaw will l)e produced in the ingot, rather than In the
disc, provided, of course, that it has been heated too rapidly.
Q 3333 (Fig. 10).— This section corresponds to the artlflcial defect formed by the hall.
_
the cavity was entirely
It was found that
crushed by the rolling, and that it was reduced in section to a simple

IWethod of

Placing Cores

in

Ingots to

Produce Tire Defects.

the too rapid heating of the ingot in a plane normal to the axis
The drawso that sufficient heat did not reach the Inner surfaces.
ing out under the hammer, after having compressed this flaw, and
having tmnsformcd il into a cavity, had gradually elongated It so
as to form a cavity with a final length of 11.82 In. as stated.
The illustration. Fig. 11, shows the appearance of a section of
this 7.87 In. square bjir on a plane normal to its axis and through
the center of the cavity.

I

nterborough- Metropolitan Organization.

couipiled for the New York City
Public Service Comnil-^sion to illustrate the organization of the Interhorough-Metropolltan system. But the complexity of the organIzatlon is not fully shown by the connecting lines on the chart The

The accompanying chart was

Apsn,

24, 1908.
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Interborough-MetropoUlan Company controlK the Metropolitan Street
Hallway Company beoaut-e it owns all the Block of the Metropolitan
Securities Company, which owns the stoclt of the New York City
Hallway Company, which Is lessee of the Metropolitan Street Hailway and guarantees divlilends on Its stock. But the Inter-Met.

company also owns over 88 per cent, of Metropolitan Street Railway stock direct; that Is to say. It rents to itself, through two
brokers, a j)rop(>rty which
the rental.

it

The Wrecl<

of

the Quebec

Bridge.

Accompanying the report

of the Hoyal Commission on the
failure of the Quebw bridge a<-ros.s the St. Lawrence river were
a number of blueprints illustrating the various stages of the structure and the stress sheets as calculated before and after the disaster, as well as a map showing the location and the propo^ied and
existing railroad i-onnections. Three of these drawings are reproduced herewith.
The outline drawing of the location Khowg the

Q

ore in units of one fhovsanc/ pounc/s per fruss and inc/ude tya/g/tf ofsfea/trorM or,/i/ aicapf as indicafad. To ff>asa
sfmuld beadded 2S0M)S. per /m. ff. per fruss f/irougt/iovf^ entire br/'dge for irei^hf of frack, app//ed af f/oor //ne, gfrin^ apona/
,r»/ff/>^ fbrAncftor />rm of ^2^ f/tousand per frc/ss, and for Cant ^rm and Suspended Span of
tftousortd par fruss.
In the unit stresses C- Compress/'orj and T- Tension.
F/gures from ca/cu/af/ons of Pfioen/jt Bridge Co. and rarlf/ed by indepandenf
calculations by C. C. Schneider, Consu/fingr Srigfineer.

Nota Fi'gurti ihotvn oboya thus
I

already owns, and guarantees Itself
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Time

of Collapse.
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position of the bridge with reference to Quebec. It Is above the
city and somewhat remote Irom the existing lines centering In the
city.
The crossing was to have been effected at the narrowest part
of the river, about six miles above the point upon which the city
Is situated and nearly opposite the mouth of the Chaudlere river.
The stress sheet of the bridge Is that calculated as existing at
the time of the collapse with the locomotives, cars and travelers In
position.
This Is fully self-explanatory and shows very clearly the
conditions prevailing.
The diagram of the course of the members in falling is interesting, as indicative of the method of failure, and as conveying some
slight Idea of the probable entanglement of the mass of wreckage
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that this trade was giving employment to about three million tons
of shipping.
The Morgau interests succeeded at great financial sacrifice in getting possession of but one-third of this, and with it they
met losses for several years that threatened to engulf them. The
remaining two million or more tons of shipping working here are
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The trans-Atlantic traffic is, at its
American end, one traffic despite the variety

Orleans.

of the geographic factors involved in the trade
of all America with all Europe, and a rate
agreement to be successful must cover the

whole. Possibilities of effective combinations
are very different in a trade like that from
the same coasts to Australia, which requires
five or six steamers per month all from one
port Instead of 15 or 20 per day from a long

?s L/^

/I9f>.
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from America to Europe puts
It almost or quite beyond the limits of what Uie human mind can
grasp, control and weld into an agreeing whole.
In 1902 when the
International Mercantile Marine Company was forming It was stated
size of the trade

many owners having little common interest,
2.
The geographical and political conditions of America tend
weld the commerce of that continent with any particular part of
Europe into one great unit by enabling it to
reach the sea anywhere.
For this trade the United States and Canada are one. American goods go down the
AOg^
'~~~~
St. Lawrence, and Canadian goods go out by
A£Sy
United States Middle Atlantic ports. The
1%
peculiar geographic form and transportation
conditions of the center of North America
/ *
make easy the access from the central region
/
to the sea at any point between Montreal and
\
New Orleans and Galvoslon. If Montreal rates
\
\
do not suit, the shipper in the central basin
^
\ ^^
will turn to Boston, or New York, or PhiladelV\
\ ^
phia, or Baltimore, or Newport News, or New

AiS^

^g£—

The stupendous

row of rival ports.
There is in Europe no such commercial
unity.
European land forms, politics and
transportation conditions unite to produce
commercial separateness. A half dozen dlfferent nations, each commercially independent
and coininercially hostile, give to the trade of
Austria, Italy, France, Great Britain and Ger-

many an isolation that is entirely unknown in
America and make much easier the agreement
of European carriers to the different corners
of the world, because each group of carriers
has a territory of origin in which rivals cang
not compete without coming to the same ports.
The lack of any geographic or commercial
uulty in Euroi)e corresponding to that in
America, causes the carrying trade with
America to fall at its eastern end into three main divisions: (1)
the United Kingdom; (2) the Continent; (3) the Mediterranean.
The trade of each of these divisions with America makes a commonly u.-'ed unit in rate problems and plans, although they sometimes apply to the smaller unit of the carriers to a certain European
]

**'*'''

]

Mft.

Plan of Boffom Chord St/sfem in Wreck.

Course of Bridge Members
,^

^

in

Falling.

,

that lay strewn on the ground immediately after. Accounts published at the time indicated that the inextricable confusion of this
pile of debris was almost beyond the power of imagination.

The Ocean
BY

J.

Carrier.

RUSSELL SSIITH.

port.

PIl.D.

XVI.
Trans-Atlantic

Freight

Rates and

Their

Control.

—

/.

The Lines

Between America and Great Britain.
There is probably less organization and less general rate agreement among the carriers in the trans-Atlantic trade than in any
other In the world.
All other Important ocean trades differ from the North Atlantic
in at least three respects: (1) none is so large a'nd none Is over
so short a route; (2) none has such geographical unity on one
end, making competition easy, nor so many nationalities on the
other end. making agreement difficult; (3) none is so dependent on

raw materials.
The first cause is a dual one producing one effect, many
1.
carriers.
The shortness of the route permits a comparatively few
vessels to render line service, while the magnitude of the Atlantic
trade requires so many lines that they have never been able effecThe trade from America or from Europe
tually to get together.
to the commercial districts of other continents Is smaller In volume
and over routes so long that the formation of a line is relatively
more difficult, and therefore the task of starting new competition
Competition iu line traffic, it should be noted, requires
is gre.ater.
The trans-Atlantic
another line able to offer the same service.
voyage is but one-half to one-fourth the length of that from Europe
or America to South America, South Africa, India. Australia or the
Orient.

The longer European and American trades stand apart from
3.
the trans-Atlantie, having less raw nuaterlals and more manufactures in their freiglit. The great quantities of manufactures going
out from Europe require a fast, frequent and reliable service over
long routes. Lines agreeing and co-operating can easily give such
service, which, moreover, a new rival finds it hard to give. Competition from Europe to the more distant continents cannot, therefore, be so active a force as It is In the European trade with eastern
North America.

The greatest factor of confusion in trans-Atlantic rates is grain,
the great staple commodity in the trans-Atlantic cargo.
To begin
with, this is essentially charter vessel cargo and the liner that
gets it must bid down to do it
hence the rate is constantly lower
on line than on charter vessels. The line vessels make this sacrifice of space because grain serves as good ballast.
A certain
amount of it brings the ship down to her Intended draught and
causes her to sail better. In connection with higher class freight
drain, therefore,
the difference is that between profit and loss,
If
brings the line vessel in direct competition with the tramp.
fill
at
can
usually
up
good rates: but
grain Is abundant, the shlp.«
There
If it Is scarce, many of the ships must have it at any price.
are cases on record of grain being carried for nothing. With such
an Imperative demand rate agreements are difficult to enforce. The
frequent fluctuations in the grain supply are familiar to all. The
shipping on the .\tlantlc must be able to handle, when It comes,
;

the large surplus al>ove America's growing requirements. This surplus varies. In 1904 tlie grain and flour exports from the United
Stafe<! to Europe miiounted to about four and a half million tons.
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The prooeding year the same ooramodllles furnished seven and onehalf million tons of freight.
Since (he grain trad<! Is Irregul.nr In
(|iianLlty, It renders thf trans-Atlaiitlr trade hard to organlzo through
rale agreements.
The tact that the unit of Kblpment is large,
umally tens of tliou.sands of bushels, gives the smallest fraction
of rate difference a deciding Influence.
In a trade as great as that across the Atlantic there are poeslhllltles of numerous small agreements which have limited .scope
but can yet do something to steady conditions In given grades of
exports and benefit shipper and carrier alike. It is possible for
two llne.< from the same port to have some kind of an understanding, and it l.s possible for the carriers to any one European port
to get together, as do the London and Liverpool carriers.
This la
made easy and almost necessary by the fact that nearly all the
freighting arrangements and final bargains for the New York lines
are made on the floor of the Produce Exchange by freight brokers
rei)resenllug the shippers, and the agents or representatives of the
steamship Ilne.s. Not only are New York freight bargains, and
tlierefore rales, made there, but nearly every steamship line sailing from America, whether It be from Montreal or Galveston, la
represented. Most of the Important American railroads also have
representatives there trying to get seabojird work for their lines.
It Is therefore physlcijily easy for the representatives of any group
of traders to get together, and temporary agreements without numIjer

liave been

made and constantly are made.

The

carriers are always seeking agreement rather than competition.
Where two principals of competing services send their representatives on "change" in the daily search for freight, it Is with
instructions to get the best rates that can l)e obtained, to work
together to that common end and not rashly to disturb rates for
llie sake of a small lot of visible freight, as this causes dissatisfaction among shippers in addition to reducing income.
Sane business
iiiethoils demand as much.
The freight market is governed In the main by supply and demand, but the minor adjustments are made by continuous conference.
One agent on tlie floor of the exchange says to the representative of a rival line:
"We arc holding for 8s. on flour for next week's
siulinK,
Wliat are you booking for?" "Seven shillings 6 pence."
"Well, you are making a mistake, you had better hold for 8s." "All
right, we will, if we can."
A day later the second party may announce to the first that he Is not getting any flour at 8s. and may
declare his intention to quote a 7s. 6d. rate. The first may or may
not adopt the same rate, but for one day at least there has been
an attempt at an understanding. Not a stroke of writing is involved, no contiact, no penalties, no time limit, and there is perfect freedom of secession.
The traders to any city or country may
get together daily or weekly and make agreements to last till the
next meeting. Sometimes the agreements are more formal and may
la.st
for a considerable period, but their existence at best is precarious.
For example, about 1880 there was a Liverpool agreement
(minimum) on grain along the Atlantic seaboard. Port by port
It was broken at all the "out ports" but still stood at New York
until at last a firm of brokers bought a steamer badly in need of
repairs which were to bo made in England. She could get no freight
at the agreed minimum and her owners cut the rate a farthing, took
the cargo and ended the agreement which had until that time been
observed.
It is more than accidental that the name of an ocean freight
agreement Is a "conference" as the "South African Shipping Conference" or the "Trans-.A.tlantlc Shipping Conference." The name is
indicative of the method of formation and often of the actual result.
There has been a "Trans-Atlantic Shipping Conference" since
1868.
As the date Indicates, It was the outgrowth of the disturbances of the American Civil War and of the final triumph of the
steam lines over the sailing Hues In this trade. This conference
has attempted little in the direction of the formation and regulation of rates.
It has busied Itself with numerous other matters
of importance to all Atlantic carriers.
For example, It has worked
for changes In the printed form of bills of lading for the benefit
of the carrier; it has secured a practically uniform bill of lading:
it negotiated with
the National Lumbermen's As.=!opiatlon for certain improvements in the method of receiving and inspecting lumber
for export: It acts in behalf of all in regard to legislation on quarantines, channels, etc.
In 1002 this conference, with operating headquarters in New York, was made the mechanism for carrying
out a minimum freight agreement to the United Kingdom which
was made in T.,iverpool and planned for the relief of all interests.
The trans-Atlantic carriers were suffering from a rate depression
which In 12 months had cut their earnings from exceptional pros
perlty to hopeless loss.
At one time this agreement Included -16
lines and services.
The rate agreement Involves of necessity a rate elasslflcntlon—
a task beset with difficuUles. One commodity may be Incidental to
one line and fundamental to another. For good loading and best
income a ship must have a mixture of heavy and light goods. A
ship full of wooden ware or furniture would ride high in the water

with unused buoyancy.
turning.

A

She would even be

In
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hold space absolutely empty. By combining these two classes of
freight a ship can carry at one time three-fourths of a full cargo
rails and three-fourths of a full cargo of light goods, and at
the same time be In the best possible shape for safe navigation.
This advantage of mixed cargo gives the loading agent a perennial but ever-changing problem.
He is seeking some particular kind
of freight to complete a ship's cargo; having already made fi-.ough
contracts for light goods, he wants a thousand Ions of heavy cargo
to make the ship ride well.
He must have It, and It may be that
the contracts already made provide almost enough Income for the
voyage. He would willingly, therefore, cut the rale to get heavy
cargo.
But there stands the agreement, and the heavy goods can
only be had at forbidden rates. The next month his desire may be
to sacrifice on light g(x>dE.
The attempt to lay down a clajsglflcation for the numerous lines and services results every day in some
firm having a strong desire to break the rate on soriie commodity,
and In the course of lime every shipper desires at some time to
break almost every rate.
Shipowners are not prone to make public the details of iheir
little-known business and It Is fortunate for the writer's purpose
that the Atlantic Shipping Conference got dragged into the Interstate Commerce Commission hearings on differential rates to the
varioiis Atlantic ports.
The detailed history of this agrc-»?ment as
narrated in testimony before the Commission* reads like a description of an attempt at making ropes of sand.
The original agreement, made In Liverpool, January, 1902, was signed by near'y all
lines plying between the Atlantic seaboard and the United Kingdom, and the testimony showed that, at the beginning at least,
the same rates were observed by lines, not signers. The agreement
showed its inherent weakness by providing that:
of

.\ny of the sigiK-i'K uiny nlihdraw from same at the expiration of fourlevn
dnys after the receipt by othem of his or tbeir desire to do to, and the wlth(Irnwul of one shall ipHo facto release the others from their obligations nnder
this agieemi'Dt unless Ihey may otherwise determine.

The Inherently competitive nature
companies

to this device of

unanimous consent, as may

of their business drove the
to any action, and

unanimous consent
easily

be seen, reduced the sphere of

action to small proportions, but without it no agreement was possible.
The life of the agreement was one rapid series of adjustments and readjustments, concessions and compromises, made necessary to heal the dissatisfaction of some line which had served
notice of its intention to withdraw.
Finally, after an existence of
two years and four days, a break in rates brought about such a
condition that the final meeting of the conference found that there
was no proposition upon which they could unite, although several
of the many attempts were negatived by the votes of but one or
two lines. The agreement was thereby ended, but the carriers to
London met again the same day and continued the agreement so
far as the American trade to that port was concerned.
During the life of the general agrreement the committee of management had frequent meetings In New York and some changes
were effected by correspondence through the secretary's otJlce.
Rates were promulgated for trial during two or three weeks, and
the life of the agreement was continued from meeting to meeting.
These extensions never covered so much as one month, and one
week was the more common period of their duration. The rates
were fixed with difTerentials to make living conditions for all porta.
This included the right to adjust out of the rate any marine Insurance differences between the port in question and Neiw York and
Boston. FVom time to time dlfllcultles arose and concessions in
rates would be granted, permitting the carriers from a certain port

or ports to cut the rate a certain amount to secure a prescribed
maximum amount of named articles of freight in order to get l>nllasl. after which the usual rates were resumed.
The converse of
this was also practiced when lines from certain ports refused by
agreement to carry certain' commodities for a period so that other
ports might get their share. This refusal to carry was brought
about by the mere quotation of a rate sufflciently high to drive
the freight to the ports agreed upon. Witnesses stoutly maintained
that there was no percentage division of trafllc. and minutes placed
In evidence showed that the following motion was lost at the last
meeting of the conferees: "That a committee bo appointed to arrive at some equitable way of dividing the results of the traffic. If
not by a physical division, then by pooling the earnings."
Special a.greements to change temiwrarily the conditions of shipment from certain American ports were duplicated by similar agre^
ments concerning the carrying of goods to certain of the European
ports.
The agreement covered only named articles; the list was
occasionally changed, or the rates on single commodttleis altered.
.\t times the desire to compete would be gratified by withdrawing
the agreement on some article or articles for a named period, .ind
when the lyondon agreement succeeded the general agreement. February 4. 190-1. it postponed the enforcement of its rate on flour
It must be borne In mind that these rates were minuntil May 1.
imum rates only. Higher rates were always hoped for, and in at

grave danger of over-

shipload of steel rails would leave three fourtlis of the
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one case they were

The changing nature

definitely

of ocean rates

recommendod by the conferees.
and the method of their malting

indicated by the telegram from the Allan line at Montreal to the
secretary of the conference, stating that "We are accustomed to revise our rates weekly on l-'ridays, in conference with the other lines
The nite on sacks (flour) to Liverpool will be dis(at Montreal).
is

cussed to-morrow, and the result will be communicated to you by
telegraph."
In summary,
ment did control

Kingdom

two

for

may ln^ said Hiat the minimum freight agreerates from flic Atlantic seaboard to the United
years.
The agreement pra<-tically covered only
The owners aver that
requisite as ballast cargo.
this so-('alled minimum agreement to lay down
they would rather not carry than go below the
To show the economy of trans-Atlantic service

if

articles essentially

they intended by
the prlnclplf hat
rales they named.
it is only necessary to slate thai tlic minimum on flour was S.4t
cents per 100 lbs., and on provlsion.s (meaUs) $2.50 per ton.
Even this feeble minimum freight agreement was rendered
nugatory by the American railroad differentials between the Interior
and the seaboard. Montreal, I^hiladelphia. Baltimore. Newport News
and Norfolk have since Ihe early eighties, as a result of railroad
agreements, bad a lower rate on heavy articles than New York,
Boston or Portland. The ocean freight agreement had this differential to deal with.
In the beginning the full differential of .3 cents
per hundred on flour was equalized by adju.sling ocean rates, thus
establishing a common through rale to Europe via all ports. Later
tho inland differential was reduced gradually to one-half, but it
was on this point that the 1902 agreement was wrecked. The end
was due to the demand of a Boston line for full equalizalion in
through rates by ocean adjustment. This was declined by a line
from Balllmore. wliich refused to submit to sea differentials that
absolutely wiped out the advantage of those by land.
As stated al)ove, the disruption of the general agreement in
February, 1904. was not the end of the practice of rate agreements.
It was the end of the service of Ihe Trans-Atlantic Shipping Conference as the means for conducting a rate agreement. The general
federation broke up into practically the component, parts that had
formed It, and these wen on as l>efore. The London traders met
immediately and continued the agreement so far as it affected them
and their agreement is still in operation. The Glasgow traders and
various other traders after the general break gathered themselves
together as before and made and informally maintained their agreements. Forty-six services, embracing all the complications of the
trade of a continent, were too many to l>e harmonized under one
management, at least al the first attempt.*
A complicating element in any such rate agreement as that
described above is the ownership of steamship lines by railroads.
The Canadian-Paciflc openly owns a trans-Atlantic steamship company and other trans-Atlanlic lines are practically In the same condition.
These lines are particularly hard to satisfy In any ocenn
rate agreement because the motives of their managers differ from
those dominating the purely ocean carriers. The railroad steamship line (see chapters printed Feb. 21 and Feb. 28) i.s merely a
feeder to the vastly more valuable railroad. The combined management ciui easily afford to lose some money on the ships to get
more freight for the railroad. Private car lines and their mileage
rebates and other indirect cuts in through rates have also entered
in as factors here.
The result is that satisfactory agreements are
made with extreme difflculty between steamship lines that are bona
fide investments and those that are mere props to a modern .American railroad system.
This adjunct line an ocean carrier with different and additional
motives for cutting rates has moreover easy means of hiding its
policy.
For practical purposes the through rate from Ihe inland
point to Europe may be easily cut. The other steamship lines may
remonstrate, and be informed that the ocean rate Is being maintiilned.
Thi^ may be literally true; but since the railroad and the
steamship line are financially one. a cut in the railroad rate has
had the same effect upon competitors as a reduction In the steamship rate.
I

I

—

An

effort at

—

rate control

was the fundamental motive back of

the formation of the International Mercantile Marine Company. It
was also intended to effect savings through consolidation but the
control of tratis-.Vtlantic rates was the most pres-^ing point. During
the period of ihc Boer war. ocean rates everywhere were prosperously high and all carriers made unwonted dividends and added
phenomenal sums to their reserve funds. In the spring of 1901
rates went down to the lo.ss point, and with largo shipbuildlag
operations still in progress there was no relief In .sight. Early in
1902 the minimum rate agreement was made, but It was never
counted upon jus a dividend earner. It was made merely to prevent rates from sinking below the cost of handling In and out of
During this same winter and spring the Morgan comthe ship.
bination was in process of negotiation and formation. The aim was

Spnoe prohibits any dctnllod iinniitloM oC the ngreemonls and wars In
It Is one series of
the trade of the I'nltcd States with the Medlleirancnn.
<hnn(;hiR episodes similar to those that have been narrated In connection with
other trades.

make

583

as large as possible; large enough to exercise, with the
aid of its German allies, a controlling, supporting and steadying
influence on rates for both passengers and freight. There was apparently no idea of excessive monopoly rates, but there was great
confidence of easy control and of avoiding rapid fluctuations and
the low points of depression that had at recurring intervals been
bringing loss. The path to this goal was beset with difDculties.
In the first place, some of the lines that were bought could be
secured only at extravagant prices, and the capital was still further
increa.sed by stock-watering in the style of franchise-tenure finance.
The Cunard line, one of the greatest factors in the North Atlantic
and from this distance apparently an essential to the success of
the venture, could not be bought because the stock was in strong
bands. The alarmed British Jiatlon came to the refcue with new
mail contracts and loans at low rates for new and faster ships.
The general public thought this was a great aid to the Cunards.
to

it

of the New York leaders in trans-.-\tlantic sbiijping think that
government agreement is a handicap to the Cunard line because
consequence of it $i:{. 000,000 is tied up in two shii»s fastened

Some
the
in

to

one

route,

and

that

a

route

of

declining

supremacy.

The two great sul>sidized German lines, with the personal backing
of the Emperor and the strong financial and moral support of the
government, appear to have been impressed liy the promising force of the new undertaking.
They made an offensive and
defensive alliance with the combine, and later joined with it
in Ihe purchase of the Holland-America line, leaving the French
line the only continental interest of the first rank remaining out-

rest of the

side,

and

with

it

they

have apparently since concluded a firm

alliance.

As a

rate controller the great corporation of Mr. Morgan and
Mr. Griscom has been a failure. Ocean rates showed no Indication
of new influences in the autumn of 1902 when the new company
went into oi)eration. The c-ombine and its allies have had to deal
with a world condition of depression in ocean rates, and they have
had the lively competition of the Cunard line, which has had a
more independent attitude than any of the other and smaller independent lines. It is an old. well-established, conservatively financed
and admirably located line, which is in a position to hit back with
equal or better force after every move the Mercantile Marine or
their associates may make in competition against it.
The fast
services of the combine are rivalled at Liverpool by that of the
Cunard, and tho continental emigrant business Is drawn off at Ihe
Adriatic fide door. The Cunards could not bo absorbed at formation, they have not been coorceil by competition and rale wars, and
the conditions of truce under which the rivals have at times been
acting in the intervals do not seem yet to have rea« hed a basis for
long duration. In addition to .Atlantic competition, the International Mercantile Company, which Is essentially a carrier from

Atlantic ports, has had to meet the vigorous and uncompromising
and other Gulf railroads In building
up Gulf commerce in bulk goods at the expense of the Atlantic ports,

efforts of the Illinois Central

(To he continued.)

New Tracks and

Signals at Broad Street Station.

just completed the lengthening
of the platforms in its Broad street terminal station, Philadelphia,
by whiidi the most important ones are made about l.uoO ft. long.
and has entirely rebuilt the signals and signal apparatus of the

The Pennsylvania Railroad has

station and its approaches: and has sent out photographs showing
the principal features of the new plant, which are reproduced hereThe signaling embraces five imiHjrtant new features, as
with.
follows:
The use of track circuits to lock the switch levers, and the
1.
complete elimination of mechanical detector bars (or "locking bars").
These track circuits, like those Installed at Hoboken, N. J., and
described in the Railroad Gazette of .lanuary 31. last, are arranged
so as to lock all switches in a route when a train passes the signal
governing that route. Each switch is released behind the train as
the train clears the track circuit protecting that particular switch.
2.
The use of small electric lights on the interloi-king machine
in connection with the switch levers, to indicate the passage of a
Lights also show when each signal is
train over a track circuit.
free to be cleared,
Signal arms moving In the upper quadrant.
3.
4.
Tho use of "three-position" signals. Horizontal indicates
stop; inclined 45 degrees is used to Indicate that the train has a
clear track, but must expect to stop at the next signal: and an arm
standing upward vertically indicates that the track is clear and
The speed limit is 15 miles an
also that the next signal is clear.
hour, so that a single arm can be and is used to indicate for all
given
signal.
the
routes
leading
from
a
The short arm flxed
of
12 ft. below the high arm, is used for movements where the si)eed
of the train must be kept absolutely under control. The short arm
is never raised except to the 45-degree position.
All high signals are semi-automatic.
Every arm goes to
5.
"stop" immediately on the passage of a train, and it cannot be
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cleared until (a) the train has cleared the track circuit controlling
that arm, and (b) until the lever has been put back normal. Thus
all signals can be kept in the stop position, except as the signalman
cleans them, and ho must clear the signal for each and every train

movement.
The signal plant Is electro-pneumatic, as before. There are
I:;
signal levers working 100 signals and 47 levers working 158

Fig.

2

— Broad

Street

Station

Signals,
Ihi

Looking

Upward

West;

Three-Position

Inclination.
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swilches, frog^ and facing-point locks. There are in the plant IH4
relays and about 800,000 ft. of electric conducting wire. The trainshed tracks will now accommodate 2r)0 cnrs In the aggregate, as
compared with 80 cars before the enlargement, and the shortest
tracks are now 750 ft. long, while under the old arrangement the
minlmuni length was 350 ft. The regular movemenl in and out Is
now 5r>S trains each week day. lu the Inst five years the traffic
at this station has increased S per cent, annually, and in IHOT the
number of passengers, in and out, was 21,318,589.

Fig. 3

— Nine Tracks on

^'iru lodilcis

Viaduct Leading to Broad Street Station,
Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia,
cunncctinij ciuht ul the trucks;

duublc sUp» at

all crossinua.
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
more than the estimated demand. If the demand should be such as
to require more cars than the crack or street will accommodate,
the company must run as many cars as can be accommodated.

NOTES.
The Erie lanal

Is

to be

opened May

5.

F. A. Delano, President of the Wabash, has been
dent of the American Hallway Association.

chosen Presi-

At Chicago last Wednesday Judge Kohlsaat in the United States
Circuit Court enjoined the, five principal express companies from
issuing franks or carrying interstate commerce in exchange for
Iran its.

At a hearing before the State Tax Board at Indianapolis. Ind..
April 15, an officer of the Standard Oil Co. lestifled that in the last
year the business of the Union Tank Line had resulted in a net
loss of $169,073.

A

Chicago preas despatch says

tliat

the Chicago

Subway Com-

pany has lost the mail contract, and that the government will restore the old system of horse and wagon transportation between the
post ofllce and the railroad stations.

The New York Public Service Commission,

First District, has

impose a fine of $2,400 on the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Co. for noncompliance with an order of the commission
requiring that a wrecking car be kept at the Brooklyn Bridge
liogun prot^eedlngs to

terminal.

papers report that the numlier of emigrants going
is now the largest ever known, most of the
l>ound for Saskatchewan and Alljerta.
Five special
trains passed througti St. Paul in one day.
Home seekers are going
to Canada from Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Oklahoma, and thousands are coming from (ireat Britain.

According to press despatches from Washington, the AttorneyGeneral has issued a circular intended to gather complete information throughout the country concerning the ownership by railroads
of commodities such as i-oal, lumber, etc.. which, according to the
Act of 1906. it will be unlawful, after May 1. for the railroads to
transport, except for their own use. Congress is expected to pass
a resolution under which the constitutionality of this law. forbidding a railroad to transport its own products, ran be tested without
requiring a road to run the risk of incurring enormous penalties.
"Pay-as-you-enter" cars have now been in use on the Madison
and Fourth avenue surface street line in New York City for several
weeks, and the general manager of the line says that they are
proving satisfactory to the passengers and to the <ompany. The
enlrance, with a very large platform, enclosed, is separate from tlie
exit, and 20 or more passengers can board the car and then pay
The cars carry large
the conductor after it has been started.
placards requesting passengers to have the exact fare ready, and
There are 155 cars
passengers are complying with this request.
in service on this line, providing considerably greater passenger
capacity than has ever been i>rovided on this line before.

Canailian

into western

Bonds and Notes Maturing

Canada

At the Master Mechanics' Convention at Atlantic City. June
22-24, the Committee on the Apprenticeship System will exhil)it
models, drawings and photographs to show the rapid advancement
which is being made in this phase of railroad activity. The Central
of New Jersey, the Crand Trunk, the New York Central Lines and
tlie Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will be represented.

The New York,
locomotives between

New Haven &
New York and

Hartford

is

now using

electric

issues are as follows:

& (llil.. l.sc (is. sitIck .\ anil IS
Krle-Huffiilo & S. W. l»t tin
Erle-S. W. Ulv. Tis
Maine Central- I'orthiiid & Dgdi'Dsburg .'i8
Ppnnsylvanla-.VshtntHila i I'lilsburgh Ist Bs
Kiinsa.-i City. Fort S.ott & (iulf l»t 7s
.\labnnia Ureat Somlii-rn Isl tin
T'tah & Northern 1st lis
rilililiuri; -) piT <'.nt. plain h..n(ls

A

press despatch from Helena. Montana, says that residents of
of Big Timber, in that state, which was almost entirely
by fire in March, have been notified by the Northern
I'aclfic that they will be paid 50 cents ou the dollar by the railroad
toward their losses. The fire started from a spark from a locomoThis action of the railtive and left hundreds of people homeless.
road was voluntary.

town

Superintendent R. T. Morrow, of the Pittsburgh division of
Pennsylvania, has directed that circulars issued to trainmen
announcing changes in tracks, switches or signals must hereaftei
show the new or changed part of the plant in red ink. It appears
thai there have been cases where an order was not fully understood, and the explanation i)roved to be that the employee had not
the

comprehended the diagram

At Chicago
application

of

of the tracks.

week the United States circuit court, on the
the Beatrice Creamery Co. and others. Issued a
last

temporary injunction forbidding a proi)osed advance in freight rates
on milk and butter to the .\tlantic seaboard. The Increased rates
had been announced by the Michigan C-entral. the Grand Trunk
and the Pere Marquette, and these companies are accused of conspiracy to raise rates In violation of the Antitrust law.
Artesian wells have been successfully bored at Suwanee. Val
encla county. N. Mex.. on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe. on
land which belongs, under an old land grant, to the Su I.K)uis &
San Francisco. Fvery alternate section for some distance along
the line of the Santa Fe in this region belongs to the St. Louis
& San Francisco, which owns about 450,000 acres of land in this
region, all of it supposed to be arid until this recent discovery was

made.

The New York State Public Service Commission. First District,
to the Receivers of the New York City Railway
specifying in detail the number of surface oars which the stj»le will
require to be run on the Twenty third street crosstown and two
other New York City lines.
Inspectors of the commission will
estimate the probable number of passengers desiring to board the
cars at the princiiml points du iu.i; various 15-mlnute periods of
the day, and the road is called upon to provide seats for 10 per cent.
has Issued an order

*i;.iiI3.:i.-,-l

Clu-siipeiiki'

The

With regard

destroyed

fully

1908.

Analysis of the outstanding funded obligations of the principal
railroad systems of the country reveals the fact that between now
and the end of the year there will mature only al>out $24,000,000
of Iwnds. very few. It any. of which will require the issuance of
new securities for refunding purposes.
fortunate circumstance that during a
Is unquestionably a
It
year when requirements for other purposes are running up to considerable amounts, the railroads are under the necessity of arranging for a smaller amount of maturing obligations llian they have
been in the past four or five ye ;rs. The nine large?! maturing

Stamford, 33 '/j miles, on some
trains running through between
New York and Boston are hauled between Stamford and Boston.
199 miles, by one engine without change.
Most of these runs take
five hours or less, and the englnemen run five days in a week.

of Its through express trains.

the

in

i}eing

peoiJJe

about

1..-.O0.OOO

l.OOO.OOO
2,110.000
L.'iOO.OOii

2.103,000
1.750.000
4.1W3.00O
2.000.000

to short term obligations of the total amount of
whose maturities fall within (he current year,

$11.'). 500. 000,

Most
yet remains to be taken care of.
these are in considerably larger amounts than the maturing
bonds, and will require financing of some sort. Since the arrangements made by E. H. Harriman to pay off the $5,500,000 Erie dis
count notes, which fell due on the 8th Inst., and the action of the
Public Service Commission in granting permission to the Interborough to issvie new securities to refund the $15,000,000 notes
maturing on May 1, the following are left unprovided for:

something over $52,000,000
of

Ham. \ l>iiyti>n 4'^js. cbip SoptPmNT 1 tI.'>.<Hifl.(KMI
.I.oIhi.OOO
& Ironton .Is. due lieeember 1
7.013,831
& San Francisco -ll-jS. due December 1.
Ifi.S.'iO.OOO
I'nderKrnund of l>ondon .iR. lino June 1
S.OOO.OOO
WheeMnc & I.alio Krlo
tine .Vngnsi 1
In addition to these short term obligations. Delaware & Hudson has a bank loan of $6,000,000 maturing abotit August 1. which
will in all probability be paid off from the proceeds of the new
bonds which the stockholders are asked to authorize at the meeting
next month. Wall Street Journal.
<'ln<-lnnall.

.

.

.

.

Detroit. Toledo

St. I.ouls

.

.".•<.

Improved Street Car Service on Brooklyn Bridge.

The New York Stale Public Service Commi.sslon.

First

dis-

reports that since September last there has been a material
diminution in the number of delays of trolley cars on the New
York and Brooklyn bridge, and that there has been a large increase in the number of cars in service, particularly in the rush
hours. The time of delays has been reduced from 1.060 minutes
in September to 385 minutes in .March.
During the month of March 133.000 surface cars crossed the
bridge, being an increase of 11.000 over the preceding September,
which means that about 396.000 more seats were provided in March
than in September. The average number of surface cars passing
over the bridge in September in the evening rush hour was 288.
In March this average was increased to 310.
At this time one year ago the largest daily number of surface
trict,
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that do.sHed the lirldKo waH approximately 4,oou. Now 11 U
approximately 4,700, an iiiireane of IT'/L- ptT lent. At this lime a
year ago the averaKt nuinlier of surface ears eroiuing the bridge
between 5 and « p.m. wa« 23«. Now It Is 310, an Increaae of 33V6
frarH

per cent.

The Commission
In

many Improvements
from defects, and ha.s secured the exheavy wagons from the bridge roadways during the rush
lias

ordered, and effected,

cars, redncliiK the delays

clusion of
hours.

Disastrous Collision

Near Melbourne. Australia.

Vol..

XLIV.,

N...

1-

Combination Automatic Lock and Hose Support.

The (;old Car Healing t Lighting Co., .New York, has dasigned
a device for automatically locking steam hose couplers and properly supporting the hose and coupler. In this arrangement the hose Is
relieved of the weight of the couplers both when coupled and when
separated, the life of the hose being thus lengthened. Each coupler
Is supported by a chain from the platform end sill, attached to
the
long arm of a lever hinged on the coupler. The short arm bears
on the mating coupler of the adjacent car In such a manner as to
force the gaskeU Into close conUct. This takes all the weight from

Press despatches of April :;ii report a rear collision of passenger
at Braybrook, eight miles from Melbourne. Australia, on

trains

Sunday evening, April 19, In which 42 persons were killed and 80
or more Injured.
The leading train was Just starting from the
station.
The wreck took Are and three of the cars, with many
bodies of victims, were burned up.

Improved Motor Driven Car Wheel Boring

The

Mill.

.shows a motor-driven car wheel-boring mill
with improved aiilomalk- chuck. Irlcllon feed discs and crane attachment. It Is a ."il-in. machine and its heavy construction and
powerful gearing makes it capable of taking the heaviest cuts required for this class of work.
The automatic chuck Is self-closing, self-opening and self-centering.
It has three adjustable abutments, each provided with an
equalizing steel jaw with two bearing points. The work Is thus
hold and centered by six points on the circumference. The first
movcnienl of the driving sh:ift causes the jaws to clo.se in on the
Illustration

Gold Combination Lock and Hose Support.
the hose and presses the gaskets together with a force much greater
than that due to their weight and the action of the cam and wedge.
which are still retained as integral parts of the coupler. With a
coupler weighing .S lbs. the pressure against the faces of the gaskets
in contact is about 200 lbs.
Additional pressure can. If desired, be
produced by simply Increasing the length of the long arm of the
lever, but service during the past winter on several railroads has
shown that the present proportions are ample for maintaining tight
joints.

The locking lever is made of drop forged steel, and while light
construction is amply strong for the work required of It. It ran
be applied to existing Gold couplers with little or no labor.
If the
coupler has an eye cast Integral with the body, the rocker of the
lever is simply passed through this eye and secured with a cotter
in

Motor Driven Boring

Mill.

work, alter whicii llic table begins rotating. When the work is
completed, the chuck is released by disengaging the driving clutch
and retarding the driving shaft by the friction brake. The inertia
of the ti'ble and work imparts the force necessary to open the jaws.
The work is secured in position in the machine and released with
no loss of time and without labor. Since the power of the clutch
grip Increases with the resistance of the cut. It is never necessary
to stop the table to tighten the chuck.
The boring mill Is especially arranged for electric drive: the
motor Is mounted on the vertical housing of the frame. The motor
Is a Wesllughouse, 7Kj h.p., type S with a speeil variation of about
two to one. The mill is made by William Sellers & Co.. Inc.. Philadelphia. Pa.

Corrugated Round Reinforcing Bars.

The Kxp:m.lea Mcial & Corrugated

Mar

Co.,

St,

l.oiils.

Mo.,

annoiinces that, to meet the requirements of those who prefer a
round bar for reinforcing puri>osps. It Is prepared to furnish ro\md
corru.gnted steel l)ars in addition to Its present type of squares and
The different sizes of these bars have the same net area as
Hats.
the corri'sponillnu ,«i7.\<; of plain round bars.

Coupling Equipped with Gold Lock and Hose Support.
For those couplers which have no eye. a cdami> Is provided containing such an eye or fulcrum properly placed. The chain shoui.I
be of such length as will hold the couplers, when coupled, from 1 to
IMi In. higher than they would be If supported by the hose alone.
This chain Is provided with an extra hi>ok to be used In case further
adjustment be required. The hooking up of the couplers when they
are separated is often neglected, causing damage to hose and couplers
auvl sometimes serious accidents to trains.
With the use of this
device, this Is absolutely impossible, as the chain is never detached
from the lo<'k, whether the couplers are coupled or uncoupled. In
case the train parts, the couplers separate without damage: neither
can they drag ou the ties.
pin.

April
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Ventilation of the Interborough Rapid Transit Subway.

Shortly after the opening of the New York subway it was de(iJed to ventilate the station toilets by some positive means. Smallvolume blowers were adopted, and 60 outfits were bought from the
American Blower Co.. Detroit, Mich. Later, the fiapid Transit Commission decided on a plan for ventilating the subway itself by cen"ABC" steel plate exhaust fans were adopted.
trifugal exhausters.
built in ventilat2.5 of which have been installed in vaults (Fig. 1)

Fig.

"ABC"

A view

587

shown

Fig. 4.
In the tunnel extension under the East river from the Battery
to Brooitlyn fresh air is supplied by "ABC" blowers, two being installed at each end of the tunnel.
They drive the air in the directions in which the trains run.
These blowers are also used for ventilating the Hudson & Manhattan tunnels between New York and Hoboken and for the Hudson Terminal buildings. Other buildings in New York using these
blowers for ventilating are the Singer, the City Investment, the
Trinity, the V. S. Realty, the West Street, the Bank of America,
the Tribune, the St. Paul, the U. S. Express and the Flatiron
buildings: also the Macy. the Wanamaker. the Altiu-JU. the Mcfans.

of

this

installation

Fig,

3,

Fig.

4.

is

in

1.

the New York l'i>.i,i> and the Saks
buildings, the Hippodrome, police headquarters. Fordham Hospital,
the public l>aths. and many others.

Creery and the Clallin

A Trip on

s-tores;

the South Manchuria Railway.

The following is taken from a recent folder of the South Manchuria Railway. It describes the pleasures and comforts of "travel
on that railroad:
The liu'omollves hnvi" tx'on supplied by tho most pupulnr .XiDPrlrao I»c<>Fig. 2.

of the subway, about

lug duct.s under the .sidewalks aloiii; the line
midway between stations, from Fulton street to Fifty-ninth street.
These exhausters draw the air from the subway, many thousand
cubic feet a minute, causing an equal amount of fresh air to flow
in at the stations.
This action is helped by the plunger effect of
the trains themselves forcing the air out throiigh the ventilating
ducts.
Connection between the ducts and subway is governed by
louvers or gills balanced to open to let the air out, but to auto-

matically close when the air tends to move in the opposite direction.
These louvers are shown opened and closed, respectively,

and 3.
Independent of the ventilating equipment, a cooling plant has
been installed at the Brooklyn Bridge station, using four large
in

Figs. 2

nuitlve Co.. and the I'ullninn Tar l'4impan.v has fiirnlshnl the passenger
conches with the unsurpassed equipments of the 1*rand .\nierlcnn Kxpre.«s.
I'nder the present plan, parlor oars are to Ix* connected with the (ii-and Kxpress, which are. by the way. sort of oliservallon cars, provided In nddllton
with the ootnforls of a snpeph»r drawing-room, so that the e.ve l>elnf? fetl on
the shiftinK landscape, the tidlum of a Journey through wild Manchuria,
which niiisi l>e quite unl>earnhle otherwise, will lip reduced to an almost Im|M-i,cptll.lf burden.
After devoting 17 pages to describing in language and with
pictures of various colors, the delights of the line, the following an-

nouncement

is

made:

cncludlng. we are honor bound to inform the public that, prior
converting work of the line Into the brood gage by the summer next year, the si-cond-class aci-omin,>datlon in common vogue In Japan
proper will lie best at command, no flrst-clnss cars with dinin;^ equlpmi'nis
being run on the line Iwfore that time.
lief,, IV

to nnlshlng the

—
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Location of

Wheat

of Iowa, BO completely has the great prodiK-hiK district shifted away
from the west. Its first stronnholil was in the Susquehanna Valley,
then later In the Mohawk, and on the southern shore of Lake Erie
Finally Its last stand east of the Mississippi was In the three statt.s

and Illinois, where something less than a Quarter
wheat area Is still to lie found. Winter wheat
is working southward to a warmer climate, while spring wheat \s
toward the Arctic circle, on the American
north
creeping farther
Wall street Journal.
continent.

of Ohio, Indiana

of the total winter

xi.iv

.

No.

i;

which could have been easily loaded to and beyond
and from (Jctolier 1, 1904. to November 30. 1907.

of car received,
that capacity:

Areas.

KaimaH standa at the head of wheat Btates In pereentaRe In
acreage.
The government report of April 1 glvew that atate 19.1
Indiana comeB
Ijer cent, of the Unlte<l StateH acreage In wheat.
next with 8.9 per cent., Illinois with 7.7 per cent., Nebraska wlih
Kully half of the
7.0 per lent., and MUsoiirl with 7.3 per cent.
acreage of the winter wheat helt lies beyond the MlsBlaslppl, south

Vol..

In loading to marked lapaclty of the cars reThe (.'ommlssioii decided that on the«e fai-t» the regulation
making the minimum carloail weight the marked capacity of tbe
car was not unjust nor unreai^onable. and reparation bajied thereon
was denied. An order was entered dismissing tbe case; but If complainant and defendants are unable to reach an agreement as to
the correct amount of overcharges unlawfully collected from c-om-

found no

difficulty

ceived.

plainant, or If such overcharge is not promptly refunded by defendants, tbe facts may be brought to the attention of the Commission anil the case wiii. if necessary, be reopened for the entry of
Hiich order, or the inauguration of such proceeding as may be warranted.

TRADE CATAV0QU£8.

—

Trucks. A circular issued by the Fairbanks Company. New
York, gives the sizes, weights and prices of a number of warehouses
and Ijaggage trucks, and other trucks and similar carls for special

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS

ii.se.s.

Rate on Ground Iron Ore Reduced.

Small Molom.

In VViiilei's .Metallic I'aiiii Co. v. Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
pt al., opinion Ijy Coiiiiiiissioner Prouty. it was held that a rate oi
111)
cents per 11)0 lbs,, minimum GO.IlOO lbs., for transportation of
ground Iron ore, from Chicago and Chicago points, to Pacific coast

excerslve, and should not exceed 60 cents per 100

— Bulletin

No. 4.548. of the General Electric Co..
and alternating current motors
installed for individual motor drive of a large number of madilne

Schenectady. N.

Y.. illustrates direct

tools.

•

—

lbs.

Crossing Bells. Supplement No. 2 to Bulletin No. 24 of the
Union Switch & Signal Co., Swlssvale, Pa., gives price lists of parts
of the Union electric crossing bells, each part being Illustrated.

The Commission, opinion by Commissioner ("ockrell. has announced decision in the case of T. H. Bunch Co. and Merchants
Freight Bureau of Little Rock, Ark., v. Chicago, Rock Island &
The complainants Informed the
Pacific and eight other railroads.
Commission that their complaint had been satisfied by the carriers
by the re-establishment of the rate previously in force. The com-

Switch Indicator. Bulletin No. 4.563. of the General Electric
Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.. describes a switch Indicator, type Sl-104.
This was described in the Railroad Oazettc of January 3.

terminals.

Is

Old Rate Restored Before Hearing.

plaint

was therefore dismissed.
Classification

—

—

Ratchets. A circular of the Ashcroft Manufacturing Co.. New
York, describes and Illustrates, with sizes and price lists, several
styles of

of

Masurlte,

Packer ratchets.

Staybolts.— The Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.
sending out a pamphlet on Staylwlts, Their Use and Abuse, by
John Hickey.
is

Masurite Kxplosive Co. v. Pittsburgh & Lake Krie et al.. opinby Commissioner Prouty, it was held that masurite. which Is
explosive but not dangerous to handle, should be accorded
a lower rate than dynamite, the handling of which is attended with
great danger. The Commission ordered masurite to be classified as
11^ times first class in Oflic-ial Classification in less than carloads
and second class In carloads, with a minimum weight of 2i),o(io lbs.
to the car.
In

ion

a high

—

Gages. A circular issued by the Ashcroft Manufacturing Co..
.\ew York, gives sizes and price lists of Scotch gage glasses.

IVIANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
H.

P.

Demurrage on Private

Cars.

liy Commissioner Lnne. has announced
"In Ihe Matter of Demurrage Charges on Privately
Owned Tank Cars," The conclusion reached is that private car.;;
owned by shippers and hired to carriers on a mileage basis are
subject to demurrage when such cars stand on the tracks of the
carrier, either at point of origin or destination of shipment, but
are not so subject when on either the private track of the owner
The carrier must
of the car or the private track of the consignee.
charge demurrage In all cases where such demurrage Is imposed
by tariff provision on Its own equipment, except when a privately
owned car is on a privately owned siding or track, and the carrier
Is paying, or is responsible for. no rental or other charge on sucb
cars.
A privately owned car. in the sense In which that expression is here used. Is a car owned and used by an Individual, firm,
or corporation for the transportation c)f comnuiditles which they
produce or in which they deal.
In expressing this opinion the Conimi.ssion is tiot to be regarded
as bound thereby, either to the recognition of the right of a carrier
to refuse to furnish proper and appropriate facilities for the shipment of oil or any other commodity, or of the right of a carrier
to so contract with a shipper for the use of facilities as to permit
any discrimlttation as between shl|)pers or consignees.

The Commission, opinion

Its

C.riHin

has resigned as manager of the

New York Car

Buffalo, N, Y.

Co.,

The New York ofifice
Hudson Terminal

to the

of

The Curtain Supply Co, has been moved
Church street,

buildings. 50

decision

Loading Cars to Marked Capacity.

The Commission (opinion by Commissioner Clark) has declde<l
Rough & Cut Stone Co. v, Georgia Railroad
al.
A lower rate on stone paving blocks was made to allow

the case of Georgia
et

Wheel

shippers to compete with producers in other slates, on condition.
whic;h was expressed in the tariff, that the ntinimum weight should
be the marked capacity of the car. Complainant kitew the wi Ight
of a cubic foot of paving block and always counted the number
placed In a car; never specified capacity of car desired, although
on request he could have had cars ranging from 40.000 to 100.000 lbs.
capacity: always had stifllcieut material to load to marked capacity

William E, Moran. of the Moran Boll and Nut Mann fact urlni;
Friday. April 10. aged 62 years.

Co.. St. Louis, Mo., died

The New York ofllce of the Adams & Westlake Co.. Chicago,
has been moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings. 30 Church street.

The ofllces of the American Locomotive Co.. New York, have
been moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 30 Church street.
Pa.,

The New' York office of the Duff Manufacturing Co.. Allegheny
has been moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings. 50 Chunli

St reet.

The Wells Li.i;hl Manufacturing Co. has moved its main office
from 4C Wa.shlngton street. New York, to 14 Church street, comer
Cortlandf street.
W. H. Cowell. formerly Purchasing .\genl of the Algoma Cen& Huclst>n Bay. is now with the Wellman-Seaver-Morgan Co,,
Cincinnati. Ohio.
tral

K, G.

Smith. Secretary of the Railroad Supply Manufacturers'
moved his headquarters from Chicago to .\tlantic City,

.\sso<dation.

N.

.1,.

on April

W.

20,

Pauth. formerly .\ssistant Engineer of the C. B. * Q.
Ry.. has been appointed Engineer of Sales of the W. K Kenly Co..
Chicago, dealer In mils and track materials.
J.

Wesley Mivteer. 26 Corllandt .street. New York. Is asking catalogues and prices on a complete line of machinery and equipment
for a car building plant producing l)oth wooden and steel cars.

Samuel M. Curwen, Second Vice-President and General Manager
.1.
O. Brill Co.. Philadelphia. Pa., has been elected Vice-President and General Manager and also n Director, succeeding, as VicePresident, the late John A. Brill.

of the

The Vulcan Iron Works

Co..

Toledo.

Ohio,

hereafter will he

1
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make

the corknown as The Vulcan Steam Shovel Co.
porate name more fully imlicative of the principal business of the
concern, which Is the manufacture of steam shovels.

This

is to

The executive offices of the Westinghouse Klectric & Manuia<turing Co., heretofore at 111 IJroadway, New York, and the New
York sales offices and export offices, heretofore at 11 Pine street,
have been moved to the City Investing building. 165 Broadway.
L. W. Home & Co., New York, Consulting Engineers, announce
that capital is being procured for building Boyes mono-rail structures, "scenic railways," at Coney Island and at 110th street and
It is expected that bids will soon be
Fifth avenue. New York.
asked on steel castings anc? structural steel.

The American Car & Equipment Co., Chicago, announces the
association with that company of H. H. Sessions and W. H, Hoiine.
The officers are: H. H. Sessions, President; I. J. Kusel. First VicePresident and General Manager; ('. R. I^owell, Second Vire-Presldent
and General Superintendent; W. H. Horlne, Secretary and Treasurer.
The directors are: H. H. Sessions. M. A. Garrett, A. R. Warner.
I. J. Kusel, C. R. Powell, Phillip Lawrence and S. T. Rowley.

A contract has been given to the Meriden Britannia Co. (International Silver Co., Successor). Meriden. Conn., for all the silverware for the cars, steamships, hotels and restaurants of the I'nlon
Pacific, the Oregon Short Line, the Oregon Railroad & Navigation,
the Southern Pacific, the Northwestern Pacific, the Illinois Central,
the Southern Pacific Company's Atlantic Steamship lines and. ;)]ob
The contract runs for .siveral
ably, the Pacific Mail Steamship Co.
years and is similar to those which the Harriman Lines make with
other
present,
the Harriman Lines have 100
makers of
supplies.
At
dining cars, 50 buffet cars and 50 private cars.

facturing Co..
Grant Locomotive Works, Paterson, N. J. In 1874 he took
a consignment of export locomotives to Odessa, Russia. He was
made Purchasing Agent of the Northern Pacific in 1879, in which
office he served until 1890.
He then retired, and had not been
actively engaged in business since.
of the

Everltte St. John, formerly Vice-President and General Manager
Seaboard Air Line, died on April 21 ai his home in Wellesley.
Mass. Mr. St John served on the Rock Island for 32 years. He
was born in 1844 at Kent. Conn., and began railroad work on the
Housatonic Railroad, now part of the New Haven, and in 1862
went west to become clerk in the general ticket office of the Quincy
£ Toledo, now part of the Wabash. The next year he went to the
Chicago £ Rock Island, the predecessor of the Chicago, Rock Island
fi Pacific.
In 18G4 he w:is ma<le chief clerk in charge of the general ticket department.
In 1869, he was appointed General Ticket
and Passenger Agent, and six years later was appointed also Assistant to the General Manager.
After a year in these positions,
he was made Assistant General Manager, and in 1887 was appointed
General Manager. He held this position until 1895. During the
Pullman strike In 1894 he was Chairman of the General Managers'
Association, representing all the roads entering Chicago.
In 1895
he wfnl to the Sealward .\ir Line as Vice-President and In 1900 was
appointed also General Manager of that road. He retired from railroad service in January, 1901.
of the

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
I

I'm- ilalea of

conventions and regular mectini/t of railroad conrcntionn and

'ntilneerinii HoHrliin, tic. h,,

The General Railway

Specialty Co., Chicago. H. U. Morton. VicePresident, advises that Its metallic sheathing has been appliea to
a number of passenger coaches of the Chicago & North-Western
and Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe; to 31 baggage cars of the St.
Louis & San Francisco, and to 82 Pullman sleeping cars. The Pullman Co. has adopted it as standard for all cars built hereafter.
The "National" steel trap-door and lifting device has been applied
to 35 coaches of the North- Western, to 15 coaches and three diners
building for the C, M. & St. P.. and to 10 coaches building for the
N. Y., O. & W. "Schroyer" friction lurtain rollers have been specified for the 350 street cars l)uilding by the Pullman Co. for the
Chicago Railways Co.. and 300 of this lot will have "National"

589

He was Superintendent of the Yale £ Towne ManuNew York, for 10 years, and later Superintendent

ant engineer.

ii,lr<ill»ln<i imiji

1'4.

Louis Railway Club.

St.

At the annual meeting of this club John J. Baul> h (.Manufacturers' Railway) was re-elected President; E. F. Kearney (Missouri
Pacific) was elected Firs-t Vice-President; S. D. Webster (Terminal
R. R. Assn.). Second Vice-President, and Charles
Vice-President; B. W. Frauenthal. Secretary, and

Waughop, Third
C.

H.

Scarrltt,

Treasurer. The club has 1.148 members, of whom 160 were admitted during the past year. The treasurer reiwrts a balance on
hand at the end of the year of $3,968.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

standard roofing.

The Ajax Manufacturing

has the following
recent orders: from the New York Central, for its West Albany shops,
one No. 9 Ajax motor-driven, reversing crosshead l)ulldozer. and
two Ajax belt-driven heading, upsetting and forging machines. ''1 In
and 1 In. respectively; from the Curtis Motor Truck Co., Decatur.
111., one 4 in. Ajax motor-driven heading, upsetting and forging machine, one No. 8 motor-driven bulldozer with reversing crosshead.
and one No. 4 motor driven bulldozer, from the Wyman £ Gordon
Co.. Worcester. Mass., one 5 in. heading, upsetting and forging machine.
Shipments have lately been made to the National Tul)e Co..
McKeesport, Pa.; the Mulvey Manufacturing Co.. Chicago; the Intercolonial Railway; the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; the Egyptian
State Railways, and the Japanese Government.

Executlve, Financial and Legal Officer*.

Co.. Cleveland, Ohio,

Grand Trunk Ptu-ifii.^M. .M. Reynolds. Fifth Vi, c President of the
Grand Trunk, haa been elected also Tliini \'lce-Presldeni of
the Grand Trunk Pacific, with headquarters at .Montreal. Que.
He will have special supervision of the treasury and accounting
lllinoix

de|)artments of this road.
Central.

—

E. F. Stovall bas been appointed General Agent
Birmingham. .\la. He will perform such duties as may be
assigned to him In the executive, financial and legal depart-

at

ments, effective April
L'ing Island.

— F.

G.

18.

Bourne has been

elected a Director, suco*edinc

the late Franklin B. Lord.

Mexican International— P. H.
Iron and Steel.

The McClintic-Marshall Construction Co. has orders for 1 800
tons of bridge material for two viaducts on the Pacific extension
of the St. Paul, and for 3.0O0 tons for track elevation on the Chicago

£ North-Western.
Orders for rails have been placed by the New York Central
Lines as follows:
Lake Shore. 20,00(1 tons: Michigan Central, 14.000
tons

(S.OOO

tons for lines in the I'nited States and 6.000 tons for
lines In Canada): Chicago, ludian.i £ Southern. 2.000 tons; Lake
Erie £ Western. 1,000 tons, and Boston £ Albany. 8,000 Ions. These
rails iire in addition to the 24,000 tons recently ordered for the lines
east of Buffalo.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Henry

C.

Railroad, and

SecrctMry and Treasurer of the Little Miami
formerly United State.s Marshall. A\<\\ on April IS
illne.ss.
Mr. Urner was 78 years old.

I'riior.

after a lingering

Hall Wilson Watts. Master Car Builder and Car Accountant of
the Monongahela Connecting Railroad, and President of the Railway
Club of Pittsburgh, died on .\pril 14. after several weeks Illness.

L. King, Asslsunt Auditor, has been
made Auditor of Freight Rec-ipts and his former positiOD has
been abolished.

Operating

Officere.

Atlantir Coast Linr.—\fter May 1 the road will be operated In three
divisions instead of four. The First division will extend from
Riihniond. Va.. to Florence. S. C. This Is the same as the present

The Second division will extenu from Florence.
ThomasvlUe. Ga.. thus merging the present Second and
The new Third division will extend from Jack-

First division.
S.

C,

to

Third divisions.
sonville.

Fla., to Fort Meyers, taking the place of the present
Fourth division. W. H. Newell. Crcneral Superintendent of the
present First division, will be General Superintendent of the new

First division, his headquarters remaining at Rocky Mount. N.
C.
succeeding C. L. Porter. General Superintendents of the present
Third and Fourth divisions will retain their offices In Savannah. Ga.. and Jacksonville. Fla.. respectively, and act as General
Superintendents of the new Second and Third dhislons. A. W.
Anderson, at present General Superintendent at Florence. S. C.
will become General Superintendent of the Charleston
£ Western
Carolina, with headquarters at Augusta. Ga. G. G. Lynch. Gen
eral Superintendent of the Charleston £ Western Carolina, has
been appointed Superintendent of the Columbia district First
division of the Atlantic Coast Line, with headquarters at Flor

ence. S. C.

John H. Ames, formerly Purchasing Agent at St. Paul. Minn.,
Northern Pacific, died at hi.'; home in Ware. Mass.. on .\prll Charleston ,f Western Carolina.— See Atlantic Coast Line.
14,
Mr. .\nies was born in Housatonic. Mass., In 183S.
He served Erie. T. B. Dnggan has been appointed Trainmaster at Salamanca.
throughout the war In the U. S. Navy, retiring in 1865 as .issistN. Y.. succeeding W. H. Daley, transferred.

of the

—
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LauisviUe

Nashville.— J.

<t

IJ.

liiilnniaBler

ArbeguBt, formerly

Western.— V/. J. Jenks. formerly Superintendent of the
<i
Seaboard Air Line at JackBonvllle, Fla.. Is now Chairman of
the Car Allotment Commission of the Norfolk & Western, with
headquarters al Mhietleld, VV. Va.

Xftrtolk

SmhiKird

,4ir

Canadian Pacific.— H. S. Carmlchael. ActliiK (icncnil Passenger
Agent al Ixindoii. Eng., has been appointed General Passenger
Agent for Oreal Britain and Europe, with offlie at Liverpool,
Eng. Mr. Carmlchael sueceed.s Mr. Flanagan, who retired some
months ago on account of 111 health. H. (i. Dring will succeed
Mr. Carmlchael as As^iiatant General Pas-senger Agent, with
office at London.

—

Central Vermont. C. E. Dewey, Assistant General Freight Agent of
the Grand Trunk at Montreal, Que., has been appointed General Freight Agent of the Central Vermont, succeeding Robert

Burnap. transferred.

L.

three years.

Haiahblki. Ji.XTio.x. N. J,— The Lehigh & New England, It is
Pennsylvania Steel Co. for a 155-ft.

said, has given a contract to the
l)ridge over Paulins Kill

WKSTMiN.srKii.

Co.

Is

PoRTi.A.Mi, Pa.— The l^hlgh t New England is said to ha\e given
a contract to the Pennsylvania Steel Co. for a bridge over the Delaware river. The river spans will be 925 ft. long, and the viaduct

approach,

9.34

ft.

Rk.nsski.aei:. N.

S.

McCabe. division freight agent
division, hits been appointed Gen-

Richmond & lx)gansport

ing M.

S.

at

rhi(';igo,

succeed-

Connelly, promoted.

will at

—

Blds are wanted by A. J.
Tk.mi.ska.mi.nu & NoKTiiKii.s O.NTAKiK.
McGee. Secretary and Treasurer. Toronto. Ont.. May 7. for some
buildings, also other structures and a number of small

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Is said to be in the market for six locomonot yet confirmed.

The Iowa Central
Is

The Lehigh
New England Is said to have ordered three locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, for July delivery.
I'lils item b:\s not yet been confirmed.
<(•

CAR BUILDING.
The New York City

are reporleil made tor a line from
a <onnection with the St. Louis. Iron
miles.
W. L. Marshall, of Mountain Home.

.-.outh to
II

the principal promoter.

—

Bai-Nhhidok Nohtiika.stkrx. This company, organized last year
from Bainbridge, Ga., northeast to Pelham, 35 miles,
and eventually south through Florida to a point on the Gulf coast
has finished 18 miles of its proposed line, and has material for buildto build a line

ing three miles additional.

sued by this
township. Pa.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Incorporations, Surveys. Etc.

— Surveys

AUKAN.SAs Rdais.
Mountain Home. .A.rk..
Mountain & Southern,

Bii-KAi.o

This item

t Albany

station

is

Engineering and Rolling Stock Officers.
Cuhrradn Smtthern. Xew Orleans d Pacific— B. U. Gordon. Chief EngiC. H.
neer, has resigned, and the position has been abolished.
Fisk, Chief Engineer of Maintenance of Way, with headquarters
at Beaumont, Tex., assumes the duties of Mr. Gordon's office.

tives.

said that the Boston

concrete arches.

Western and Division Freight ARfni

eral

Is

E.

Pennsylvania Lines West.— Cwy
of the

Y.— It

once start work on a roundhouse here.

Rosevear, freight claim agent at Montreal,
yue., has l>een appointed Assistant General Freight Agent at
Montreal, succeeding C. E. Dewey, who has been appointed General Freight Agent of the Central Vermont.

Trunk.— A.

(Irand

C—

The Victoria Terminal Railroad *
B.
applying for permission to build steel bridges acroHs
J-'erpentine and NIcomekl rivers, near this clly.
I'l'iry

Traffic Officers.

N.I

B.\ii»i».. O.NT.— An a;<i>'ei.i<-iii. It is saiil. tias i)»-<-ii i.-a-hed between the city authorities and the Grand Trunk, under which the
road will build new shops here. The work is to b^ flnLshed within

New

Utir.Sfp Norfolk & Western.

XLIV

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

al

the Louisville terminals, haji been appointed Siiperlniendent
of the LoulBvllle terminals, succeeding the late C. J. Klein, and
the office of TralnmasK-r at the Louisville terminals has been
discontinued.

Vol

I

Sept. 20.

buy 15U pay-as-you-enter

cars.

338.)

—

CwAhiAX NoKTiiKR.N. The Provincial Government of Ontario
has undertaken to guarantee ihe bonds of this company to proviile
for the construction of 5(i miles of new railroad at $20,000 a mile.
and o! terminals in Toronto to Ihe amount of Jl.aOn.OOO.

—

Canaiuan Pacifk
The company has decided not to proceed
with the construction of the Moosejaw extension this spring, as was
previously intended.
.

—

Canadian Vai.i.kv Ei.f.itbk). An officer writes that the projected route of this line is from Fort Supply, Woodward county.
Okla., southeast down the Canadian river lo Oklahoma City, 150
miles.
Thomas Martin. President. Mutual. Okla. (March 27. p
(

nailiriu/ cx|)c(ts to

p.

—

& Lakk EitiK Tr.\ctio.n. Bonds have recently been Iscompany to build a five-mile extension In Mill Creek

Id.)
Morris
Co., Chicago, have ordered
Haskell & Barker.
<l-

The American liailway
market for 10 electric cars.

A

retrigeralor cars from

L'dii

Caxanka, Yaijii Hivkh & PAtiKir.
Dallas, Tex.,

Lifihtinii Co..

is

in

the

The Northern Pacific is again figuring on the passen.ner cars
mentioned In the Railroad Oazettc of March i:!.
The Northern

has ordered from the .\meiicaii C.ir &
lefrlgerator cars niPiitionod in the Hoilnnid

Pacific

l''oundry Co. the .50tl
(lazeite of April 17.
7'/ic

100. (Kto

Chicago d XorthAVestern has ordered Hon steel ore cars of
capacity from the Pullman Co. and 250 from the Amer-

lbs.

ican Car

& Foundry

Co.

(

The Lehigh d- Netv England Is said to have ordered 50 gondolas
from the Cambria Steel Co. in addition to the 250 forty-ton cars
mentioned
lias

in the Railroad (!aj;eltc of .Kpril
not yet been confirmed.

Thi.s additional

:f.

Item

figuring on two combinaIh^ 70 ft. long and 9 ft.
Platforms are
t!
in. high to top of plate.
to be eqnlpi)ed with the National centering device, and the cars are
to have a Itl-ft. mall compartment with two doors on each side and
equipped with Harrison postal bag racks. The special equipment
will include:

The Minneapolis

d-

SI.

and express cars.
wide, inside, and
ft. !)'(.

tion mall

Louis

Hinko lii'ums
Hrnki' sliops
("iiiipUTs
;
I>n\fi rtuRlng. .Ilnrvey tiincU'in
.lonriiiil

ha.s tn-en

These cars

will

Cast-lnin

— Christy

drnwlmi- xprlug

boxes

I'liUforma.

Springs
Vestlbulos
WliiM'ls

.

.

.

Am, Cnr * F'dry

Co. slnndnrd

I

lionds

Tower
— MlovrSymington
draft lug

rintsdi

l.lKhl

Simplpx
tiriike

Kiis

nnil oil

iH-mn ..•nslriu-ilon
Ciuilblo stivl
l*nllninii

Davis

dntumv

8ol'<l

steel

—See

Southern

Pacific.

—

Mii.wAiKKK & Gauv. Bonds have recently been Issued
by this company to build an extension from Momence. 111., north lo
(!ary. 42 miles.
Surveys made and rights of way being secured.
.•Vlso to build from the northern terminus at
Rockford. northeast
through Beloit. Wis., and Janesvllle. to Milwaukee, 100 miles and
to secure large terminals at Gary and at Milwaukee.
This company
owns the railroad and i)roperty of the Illinois. Iowa ft Mlnnesoti
operating 125 miles of railroad from Momence. III., northwest to
Rockford, and when the extensions and Improvements are made
will have a total length of 2t;7 mlle.«.
It will form a complete bell
line around Chicago, connecting with all of the 32 railroads entering that city.
March 20. p. 429.
Cuic'AGo.

i

—

TitfNK Pa( ii-u'. .\ceordlng lo a report recently made to
the Dominion Parliament, the estimated cost of this line Is now $85.000.000. On the eastern division. Monclon. N. B.. lo Winnipeg, work
amounting to $44,389,393 is under contract, and J19.(i30.173 is the
estimated cost of lines (or which contracts are yet lo l)e let on this
GitANi)

The Prairie section is to cost $21,872,200. From a point
miles west of Qiieliec. west to Winnipeg, the surveyed distance
which 571 mile.<; is already lei. leaving 576 miles
not yet under contract.
West of Winnipeg lines aggregating 1.014
miles are under contract, of which 415 miles is finished
Hon. George P. Graham. Canadian Minister of Railways, recently stated that contracts have been let for all se^-tions between Moncton. N. B.. the eastern terminus, and a point known as Waymontachene. 193 miles west of Quebec.
Track laying it is said, has been started from the terminus
of the present track, four miles east of Portage la Prairie. Man.
wl'crt a
rld.se is to be built over Ihe .\sslnilioine river east to
Winnipeg. It Is expected to have all the track laid on this section

section.
19:1

is

1.147 miles, of

1

J

1
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by the middle of May, and that the line will be iu operation be- build a line from its works at Furbero. Vera Cruz, to the port of
Tuxpan, 50 miles. Contract also 10 be let for the .'onsiruction of
tween Fort William and Edmonton, Alb., this tall.
ContraiU for grading the sections from Matleo<l river, Alb., an oil pipe line parallel to the proposed railtoad.
wi'st 100 miles, are to be let May I'l. and for the next 80 miles on
Panha.nule Shout Link. This company was organized last year
.June 22.
I'his 180 miles, in addition to the 120 miles now being
to build from Ualhart, Tex., south via Hereford and Midland, to
graded, will carry the line through Yellowhead Pass in the Rocky
San Antonio, also to Rockporl. on the Gulf, with branches, a total
Mountains.
(April 17, p. 559.
of about 800 miles.
A.
According to statements credited to
Foley, Welch & Stewart, who have the contract for the first
Squires, of Henrietta, Tex.. General .Manager, the work is to be
100 miles from Prince Rupert. B. C, east, have sublet one mile
pushed. The section from Carrizo Springs southeast to Arlesia is
through folid rocl< at Prince Rupert to Ross & Carlson.
being built by Asher Richardson. Grading south from Stanton has
An extension of time of two years has been granted to the Grand been finished for 22 miles, and north from Stanton for 24 miles;
Truiu. 1-aiit.;- B.iiich Lines Co. for tlie fo. lowing bran<hes fiom also from iJImmit,
north to Hereford. 22 miles. Contracts are to
Belt line around the
the main line of the (Jrand Trunk Paciflc:
be given to Suderman, Dolson & Co. for grading from Artesta easi
city of Winnipeg, Man., to connect with the other railroads, and
to Rockport
to Harris & Co. from Ivalde to Crystal City, and to
[lassing, if deemed advisable, through the outlying portions of that
the Southwest Texas Construction Co.. north from Hereford. (March
c:ity.
Winnipeg, Man., to a point on the international boundary
13, p. 393.)
within a distance of 25 miles east or west of the Red river. Neepawa.
Penxsylva.ma RuAiis (Ei.ectbicl Horace Snyder, of Pittsburgh,
Man., to a junction with the Grand Trunk Paciflc to Brandon and
bine from Brandon to a point on is organizing a company to build an electric line from Franklin,
from thence to Regina, Sask.
the southern boundary of the province in the vicinity of Turtle Pa., north via Wyattville, Bradleytown and Townville, to Cambridge
mountains. From a point on the western division in the vicinity Springs, 3H miles.
of township 22, range 6, west of the second meridian, to Yorkton,
Pi.easa.ntville Electric Traction. Organized in Pennsylvania
From the same to build an electric line from Oil City, Pa., north via Rouseville,
Sask, and from thence to a port on Hudson's Bay.
point as the above branch southward to Regina, Sask.. and thence Pit Hole and Pleasantvllle to Titusville, 12 miles. The promoters
P'rom a point on are residents of Oil City and Pleasantville.
to the international boundary near North Portal.
the western division between 105th and 107th degrees of longitude
SoiTHKHN Paciek .— J. Kruttsi-hnitt, Vice-President, is quoted as
From a point on the western division beto Prince Albert, Sask.
tween 108th and 109th degrees of longitude to Prince Albert. Sask. saying that work on the .Mexican Pacific Coast building from Navajo,
From a point on the western division l>etween llUh and 113th Sonora, south of Coral on the Cananea, Vaqui River & Pacific, vouthriver, about
degrees of longitude to Calgary, Alb., and from thence to the inter- east to Guadalajara. Jalisco, is finished to .Macerita
From Vancouver, B. C, to a 270 miles south of Guaymas. Alwut 15 miles additional is graded,
national boundary near Coutts, Alb.
It is extrack
is soon to be started on this section.
and
laying
junction with the Grand Trunk Pacific or to a junction with the
pected to have the line finished as far as Culican early In July.
Pacilic Nnrtbcrn & Oinineca, or lM)th between the 122d and 124th
Cal.,
building
("onstruclion
Los
Angeks.
Grant
Bro.s.
Co.,
of
The
degrees of longitude. From a point on the north shore of Vancouver
From a point on the western the branch of the Cananea. Vaqui River & Pacific, from Rio Yaqui.
Island southerly to Victoria. B. C.
to Nacozari, 108 miles, has a large number of men at
division between 127th and 129th degrees of longitude to Uawson Sonora, north
(March 13. p. 396.)
work, said to be about l,00o.
City, Y. T.

—

W

;

—

—

GitAM> V.M.I Kv
ing 21Vj miles of

(

Ki.i:(

IKK)

.

—

It is

company, opciat

said that this

connecting Brantford, Ont.; Paris,
Glen Morris and Gait, will build an extension to Port Dover. 35
miles; also an extension to Woodstock, 18 miles.
eiectrii-

lines

—

Ke.ntucky Noktu & South. Projected from Greenup, Ky.. south
Surveys reported made from Greenup
Tenn.. 220 miles.

10 Bristol,

Palm Gap, 180 miles. L. K. Niles. President: T. J. Kirkpatrick,
and K. 10. Parsons, Chief Engineer, all of Springfield.
i)hio.
I'he office of the company is at Covington, Ky.
to

—

YouGiiioGiiENY & Cheat River. Incorporated In Pennsylvania
with $200,000 capital, to build a line from Ohio Pyle. Pa., where connection is to be made with the Baltimore & Ohio, south 21 mile*
Contracts, it Is said, are to be let
to the West Virginia state line.
A charter is to be asked for in West Virginia to extend
at once.
county. E. W. Mudge. Presipoint
in
Preston
the line south to a
J. V. Thompson, A. L. Keister and A. Overdent, Pittsburgh, Pa.
holt are said to be interested.

I'reasurer.

.

(

—

Lakamie, Haii.n's Pkak & Paihic. Additional grading conlracts
are reported let to J. F. White & Co., of Rock River, who previously
had contracts for some ot Ihe work on the extension building from
Centennial, Wyo.. south to Hebron, Colo.. 77 miles.
Contract is
March 1.'!.
also reported let to Peter C;iiii for some of the work.
(

p.

392.)

—

MiNNEAPdi.i.s. St. Pai 1. & Sai 1.1 Sti:. Maiuk.
Thomas Green,
Chief Engineer of this road, is quoted as saying that alx)ut $6,000,000
is to be spent this year on extension
and improvements, including
a tunnel into the city of St. Paul. Minn., from Minneapolis. The
comiiaiiy lias work under way on an extension from Hrooten, Minn.,
northeast to Duluth, 189 miles, of which 49. ti miles was built in
1907.
At the Duluth end about 500 men are at work. Foley. Welch
& Stewart, of St. Paul, contractors. (March 13, p. 392.)

—

Mexican Ce.ntrai.. According to reports from Mexico City,
work has been suspended on the Tanipico ctit-off. building from
Mexico City east to Tampico. This line is 304 miles long and
alxjut 191 miles remains to be built.
(March 13, p ."90.
This company, it is said, will begin work this summer on widening the gage and reconstructing Ihe line from Collnia to the Port
of Manzanillo.
(March 13, p. 39(i.)
Mexican Pacific Coast.

— See

Southern

Pacilic.

—

Contract,

it

is

said, will shortly be let by

of

—

Wilkinson, as receiver of E.
Noiiriii asteun.
A:
J. .M
Swindell & Co.. has taken entire charge ot all the property
of the Bainbridge Northeastern Railroad.

Hainiikiix.i:

—

Baltimore & Ohio. Commencing May 1. the Little Kanawha Railroad, which runs from Parkersburg. W. Va.. to Owensport. 31
miles, from Owensport to Enterprise, three miles by steamer,
and from Enterprise to Creston. 16 miles, will be operated by
the Baltimore & Ohio. The Little Kanawha Railroad is owned
jointly by the Pittsburgh & l^ke Erie, the Baltimore A Ohio
and the Pennsylvania, through the Little Kanawha syndicate.
Gross earnings for .March were $5.3t>0.000. a decrease of
.Net earnings were $1,150,000 for
$1,200,000 from March. 1907.
March, a decrease of $469,000 from March, 1907.
Boston & Maine.— A syndicate of six banking houses composed of
R. L. Day & Co.; Lee, HIgginson & Co.; Kidder. Peabody A Co.;
Estabrook & Co.; Blodget & Co.. and Merritt & Co.. are offering
$2,400,000 Fitchbuig Railroad 4"j per cent. 20year bonds at
103'2 to yield 414 per cent.
The bonds were sold by the road
to provide funds to take care of $2,000,000 bonds maturing the
first of next month.
The balance. $400,000. will be used to
reimburse the Boston & Maine for construction money already
spent on the Fitchburg.
Bi KKAix).

week

Roche.ster & Pittsbcrg.In

April were $115,000,

second week In

earnings for the second
decrease of $52,000 from the

!iross

1907.

.\prll.

— This

company will probably sell In the near
per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds of
1889-1939. to meet an equal amount of 6 per cent, mortgage bonds
which fall due on July 1. The new bonds are part of an authorized issue of $30,000,000. of which there are outstanding $25,858.000.
The company also has $1,200,000 6 per cent, notes falling
due on June 28. It is proposed to meet these by issuing new

Chesapeake & Ohio.

future $2,000,000 5

Mexican Roa»s. Permission has been given by the Mexican
Government to Carlos A. Hamilton, ot Oaxaca, to transfer the concession granted to him, to a company to be organized in Oaxaca.
It is to build a line from San Pablo. Huitepeo, in the district ot
Zimatlin. Oaxaca, to San Juan Taviche-, Ocotlan. An exten.«;lon
of two years' time to finish the work has also heen granted.
Mexico City. President

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

l..\Ki-:
EuiE & Yoi'NiisrowN
Eux'thic )
This company, incorporated to build an electric line from Conneaut, Ohio, south to
Youngslovvn, about (iO miles, recently increased Its capital from
.1.
H. Ruhman, of Youngstown, who is pro$10,000 to $3,500,000.
moting the enterprise, is quoted as saying that 75 per cent, of the
right of way is secured, and that construction work is to be started
as soon as the remaining 25 per cent, has been obtained. The in(Aug. 30, p. 247.)
creased capital is to prepare for this work.

the Oil

Fields of

Percy N. Furher. of
Mexico Company, to

notes.

Chicago. Inotana & Soithfijn.
at

91

and

Interest.

Southern's $20,000,000

—

J.

$15,150,000

Morgan &

P.

of

tauthorized)

Co. are olTering
the Chicago. Indiana &
50-year 4 per cent, mort-
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ImiidH, 190(MS5ti, guarantL'i;d by the Lake Shore A MichThese bonde arc a flrBt lien on 329 miles ol
igan Southern.
road and equipment, except that there are oiitaUnding |4,85U.OOO
bonds of laOllOrjO of the Indiana. IlllnoiB & Iowa, which are a
HrBt mortgage on tiie Kankakee division only, and to provide
On December
for which bonds of the new Issue are reserved.
31, iy07, there were »7,000.000 Chicago, Indiana & Southern
Shore.
bonds In the treasury of the hake

now outstanding.

gage

CiiKAfiO. .Mii.WAi KKi; & G.MiY.— This company lias authorized »20,000.000 40year 5 per cent first mortgage bonds. Of these
$6,500,000 have been issued In exchange for the Illinois, Iowa

& Minnesota Hallway and lis subsidiary lines, which operates
The balance of the bonds will be Issued to pay for
125 miles.
extensions south to Gary and north to Milwaukee, and for
terminals at Gary and at Milwaukee.
CiuCAOo, Milwaukee & St. Paul.— The Milwaukee Terminal
way was Incoriwrated In the state of Washington last week, to
act as a common (arrler and to supply facilities for handling
freight and passengers at railroad terminals.
Rail-

—Gross

earnings for February were 13,200,000, a decrease of
Net earnings for February were
$50(1,1101) from February, 1907.
$iy«,O00, a decrease of $516,000 from February, 1907.

iOiiiE.

FrrcHBURO Railroad.

— See

Boston & Maine.

Galveston Tkkminal Railway.— The stockholders have authorized
for Improvements uow under way.
$5,000,01)11 bonds to pay
The company's facilities are to be used by the Trinity & Urazos
Valley, the Colorado & Southern, the Chicago. Hock Island &
Pacific, and the St. Louis & San Francisco.
(iuEAT NoBTHER.N.

—

It Is

Said that the Northern Pacific

is to

give the

Great Northern an entrance to Tacoma, Wash., and in leturn
get an entrance into Vancouver, B. C, from the Great Northern.
Gi

Li

& Sun- I.SLAND.— The $4«0,000 car trust certificates offered
January, 1908, by Cramp, Mitchell & Shober, of Philadelphia,
were never issued, owing to a change in plans.
in

Illinois Central.

—

^A

first

equipment mortgage for $30.000. ooi)

lien

has been filed for record by this company. The mortgage is to
secure an issue of 4 per cent, bonds 19081 923. The mortgage
covers the entire rolling stock of the company.

iNTERBOBOuuH RAPID TitANSiT.- The New York City Public Service
Commission has authorized a mortgage securing $55,000,000
45year bonds, of which $35,000,000 5 per cent, bonds are to
be deposited as security for $25,000,000 three-year t! per cent,
May 1, 1908. it is said that these notes have ueen
The proceeds of the sale will
sold to J. P. Morgan & Co.
enable the company to redeem the $15,000,000 4 per cent, notes
due May 1, 1908, and to pay off other obligations.

notes, dated

1

—

Steps have been taken to toie
\TEiiNATio,NAL & GitEAT NORTHERN.
This is the Texas Rail
close the coni|)any's second mortgage.
road which several months ago was jilaced in the hands of ;.
receiver.

Gross earnings for the week ended Ai)ril 14 were $118,000.
a decrease of $35,000 from the corres|)onding week in 1907.

Shore & MiiiiKiAN Southern.- See
Southern; also Lehigh Valley.

Lake

Chicago,

Indiana

&

Lkiiioh Valley.— The Lake Shore & Mlchifjan Southern has alre.idy
disposed of approximately 50,000 shares of its Lehigh Valley
(April 17, p, 560.)
stock.

Little

Kanawha. — See Baltimore &

Metiioi'olitan Street Railway.

Mexican Central.

— See

— See

New York

City lljillway.

bond

of the

salt* are to be used

New York
New York

Ct.NTUAL Lintb.

— See

Baltimore

ft

Ohio.

Railway— Judge

l^combe, of the United SlAleB
Circuit Court, has filed a memorandum In which he states that
the New York City Railway Co. should be held liable lor the
$3,500,000 which Is needed to put the property of the MetropoliThe New York City
tan Street Railway In good c-oudlllon.
Railway Co. Is the lessee of the Metropolitan Street Railway.

.New

City

York Co-vnectlno— Ralph Peters and John F Stevens have
been elected directors to succeed Thomas B. Rea and Charles
Mellen, respectively. Other directors have been re-elected.

S.

New

Youk, New Haven & HAiriEuRU.— .Mackay & Co., of New York,
are offering at Sl'/tj. to yield 4.85 |>er cent., a small amount of
the New England Investment & Security Co.'s cumulative preferred stock, which Is guaranteed by the New York. New Haven
& Hartford.

Northern Pauikic.

—See

Great Northern.

PArERsoN Rah.way (Electric).— F. K. McCully, of Paleraon, N J.,
and W. E. R. Smith A Co., of New York, are offering $202.ooo
per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds of the Palerson Railway Co. at 116'/.,., yielding 4.80 i>er cenL These bonds will,
after June 1, 1908, be a first mortgage on 39 miles of street
li

lailway in Paterson. N.

J.

—

Pennsylvania. This company has sold to Kuhn, l..oeb ft Co., New
York, and N. M. Rothschild ft Co., and Baring Broi. ft Co..
Ltd., of London, $40,000,000 of Its 40-year. 4 per cent, consolidated mortgage bonds, which is part of an authorized issue
of $100,000,000 of 1873.
There are now outstanding $12.oOO.O«0
of these consolidated mortgage bonds.
These bonds are a first
lien on all the main line and branches of the Pennsylvania
Railroad between Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, subject only to
$20,000,000 general mortgage bonds uow l^^sued. which mature
in 1910 and which will be refunded by an Issue of the consolidated mortgage bonds first mentioned. The new bonds also
cover the lease of the United New Jersey Railroad ft Canal Co.,
which forms the main line of the Pennsylvania from Philadelphia to .lersey City.
Incldenially this Is the fl st time in
about 30 years that the Rothschilds have handled an .\merlc-3n
It Is understood that the bonds will be Issued at 96
security.
See Baltimore & Ohio.

PiTTSBUROH & Lake Erie.

— See

Baltimore

ft

Ohio.

—

PiTTSBi luiH, Cincinnati, CiinAcio & St. Louis. Gross earnings decreased during March more than operating expenses and taxes,
so that the net earnings after taxes were $30,000 lees than in

March. 1907.

—

& PAriKic. Gross earnings for the week ended April
were $212,000, a decrease of $76,000 from 1907.

Te.xa.s

IMiERGRouND ELECTRIC RAILWAYS OK

LiONiMtN.

— The

14. 19ii8.

dlrei'tors

have

^ent out clrcular.s to the noteholders and shareholders giving
them details of the reorganization plan.
A receiver was appointed for the rnderground Electric Railways of London on
April 15.
I'nder the plan of readjustment the holders of $35,
000.000 5 per cent, profit sharing notes due June 1. 1908, will
be given in exchange 40 per cent. In new 4'-j per cent, bonds
due 1933, and "0 per cent. In new 6 per cent, income bond.« due
194S
No assessment is asked for from sKx-kholders. Of the
4C. per cent, bonds there are to be issued $15,000,000
tS.uoo,000). and of the income bonds there are to be Issued $26,000,000
There are also 10 l>e sold to Speyer ft Co. $5,500( £5,200,000).

000
£1,100,000) prior lien 12 year 5 per cent, bonds to meet
the cash requirements of the company.
Speyer ft Co. agree
to provide $1,500,000
11300,000), for any possible deficiency
in lixed charges during the uexi few years "in order that the
noleholders may not suffer so seriou.s a reduction in their Income a-s might olhtrwise l>e the caiie during the further developments of the enterprise." The three Issues of bonds will be
secured by a deposit of $17,500,000
£3.500,000) par value of
the Tube shares and the equity in the power house In addition
1111.000,000) par value of ihe stocks now held
to $55,000,000
by Ihe Ix)ndon and Westminster Bank as trustee for Ihe noleholders. the prior lien bonds ranking l>efore the other l?sues.
I

National Railways of Mexico.

tltlon.

New Enoland Investment &

Seciuity Co.

— See

New

York,

New-

Haven & Hartford.

New York Central &

Ht dso.n Rivkk.- -The Public Service Cmumishas authorized the New York Cential to
Issue $4,000.01)0 31* per cent, refunding mortmme luiiids of 1S97
§ulstanding
$85,000,000 of a total authorized
There are
1997.
It also authorized the Issue of $20,000Issue cf $100,000,000.
000 4 per cent, debenture bonds of 1904-1934. The total author-

Second

The proceeds

for Improvements.

(

Ohio.

National Railways oe Mexico.— S. M. Felton, President of the
Mexican Central, in discussing the Mexiiaii Railroad merger.
^^aid that It does not mean a government ownership, but a <'on
The conditions there are entirely
liol which is most desirable.
Mexii-o is undevelilllferent from those in the United States.
oped, and what it needs most is railroads. Through a government control railroad construction will be cuirled on so as to
benefit the country as a whole, and thus avoid needless parallel
lines and unnecessary expendlturp for the purpose of conip^'-

sion.
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l

I

United States Exi-ress.— A semi-annual dividend of $2 per Fhare
lia.s been
declared.
This Is a reduction of $1 per share from
the dividend declared six months ago.
Prior to that time $2
per share had been pabl semi-annually.

nislrict,

ized issue of these

bonds

Is

$50,000,000, of

which $30,000,000 are

—

The comrany has sold to Taller & Company, New York.
Waiiasii.
$889,000 first mortgage. 5 per cent, bonds. 1889-1939. With the
sale of these bonds. Ihe total authorlze<l issue $34,000,000 Is outstanding. Taller ft Company are offering these bonds to yield
i'Vioc PP'" cent.
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In the aflcrinath of so-called hard limos which follow a financial
panic the rule and law of recovery is expressed curtly by the single
word "contraction." There is contraction of the price of securities,
contraction In the rate of wages and contraction in the co.-^t of
living.
From the low and solid level thus resulting new prosperity
Low securities sooner or later
ia built up with greater or less speed.

induce Imying of (hem. Low wages reduce the price of commodilies
and when they are low enough demand once again sets in. When
demand sets In trade grows brisk, the commodities bought reach
the railroads and pass over them, earnings increase and hard times
Such is the sequence of events and the
shift into good times.
normal law of recuperation from panics in this and every other
country. It may almost be called a historical as well as logical
axiom. Here and there in the past one may find a modifying fact.
In 1873, for instance, the recovery In this country was undoubtedly
gold imports could not be used for the relief
basis.
But, in general, and up

market not then on a specie

our present depression the rule stated of relief of financial distress
has held.
Bui in the panic and hard times of 1907-8 we are fronting certain new and strange conditions.
For the first time three novel
and unprecedented resistive forces are setting themselves athwart
Organized labor,
the law of healthy reaction from hard times.
notably in the case of the railroad?, refuses to accept reductions
to

of

wages

— and

does so with some strength

cost of living reduced very slightly and. in

in its plea that it faces

many

leading items, not

Lalmr even takes llic short-sighted view that it will accept
reduced hours and the privations of idleness rather than a lower
wage-rate. Next we have the organized trusts, in tacit if not formal
agreement not to lower prices and accepting smaller sales ra!hor
than lower the profit percentage their position in the matter thus
being strikingly similar to that of organized labor. Finally, on what
seems the political motive, we have federal authority throwing all
its influence against wage reduction and threatening investigation
of alleged railroad 'misconduct" if the distressed railroad corporaat

all.
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to the normal elements of relief the thing easily foreseen
has come to pass and the trunk line presidents have been taking
Three
counsel together for a general increase of freight rales.

of appeal

anomalies of a situation have thus produced a fourth, that is to say,
a proposed rise of rates in a period of industrial depression and
of natural drift to a lower scale of prices.
The railroads say with
a good deal of logical force "we have been deprived of certain regular forms of economy and relief. We must now move in the other
line of least resistance and increase rates." The plan has one conspicuous peril. Its ultimate burden rests obviously on the consumer
to whom every plus in the algebra of prices is at last charged up.
The consumer's other name is the general public, not just now too
friendly to the railroad corporations and certain not to be
hostile by an Increase of rates.
if

A

made

less

step not attended with ranch,

any, risk in a period of commercial prosperity changes Its nature
in a period of commercial stress and may afford fresh

when taken

text for the
fictitious,

vain.

demagogue and

politician against

whoso frothy,

albeit

rage the cold facts of a situation are apt to be urged In
presidential campaign Is not the time when their voices

And a

are hushed.

The poliiy of raising freight rates tinder such conditions Is one
which must be determined by the railroad corporations themselves.
A good dtai depends, doubtless, on the question of change In Industrial conditions and the possibility of an outlet In the direction of
reduced wages and cost of material attended, perhaps, with the reduced dividends which tend to diminish the burden by dividing it
with the consumer and wage earner. But just now and In the immediate case the thing to lie noted Is the strange and anomalous
economic situation in which three forces are crossing natural law
and are compelling the railroads also to cross It. The outcome of
the conflict of that law with resistive expedients will be a rich theme
when the completed story Is written.

—

tion cuts

down wages.

federal policy

— have

—

thus been set against natural law.

Deprived

TIES.

and only the details remaining
Conditions abroad, however, are entirely different from those in this country.
We have not yet come to the
point where it is Immediately necessary to look for a substitute
for the wooden tie.
Several years ago Mr. Whlnery showed that,

principles being generally accepted
to be standardized.

In the case of the railroads, as in other branches of commercial
intliiences organized labor, the trusts and

interest, three artificial

METAL AND REINFORCED CONCRETE

In Europe the metal tie has passed the experimental stage, the
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on the basis of yearly cost of the original Investment, a steel tie
good for 25 years' service muHt not cost originally over 11.85 to be
as ciononiical a.s an untrcalcil wooden tie costing 62 cents In track
and la.sling eight years. Similarly, a reinforced concrete tie lasting
14 years must not cost over $1.05.*
I.A8t year the Maintenance of Way Association's committee on
ties made a report covering the use of concrete ties, describing a
number of designs and giving results of experiments with them. It
did not report on steel ties. The committee called attention to three
First, an
refiiilsites In the design of either steel or concrete ties;

method
amount of

efflclenl

of fastening the rail to the tie; second, a consider-

able

elasticity In the tie Itself; and, finally, satisfactory

with Insulation occurs In concrete as well as
occur between the rails and the reinforcement. Klljer insulation wears out and track circuit maintenan<'e becomes expensive. The first two requirements are closely related.
There must be a certain amount of give between the rail
and the sub-grade. Part of this, witt) woo<len ties, is In the
This
ballast,
part
fastening.
in
the tie and
part in
the
cushioning Is necessary lor easy riding track and to prevent rail breakage, since the rail must be allowed to take Its
proper curve or "wave" under load. The amplitude of the wave
is
In. or more.
In spiking a wooden tie. some play results,
and the rest of the superstructure also lifts and falls .somewhat. In designs of ties other than wood the rail is usually fastened
Insulation.

Olfllculty

steel ties, as short-circuits

',.H

llrmly to the

tie,

and the

tie Itself is

rigid.

Dr.

Haarmann,

In the

paper recently published In the Railroad Gazette, showed designs of
metal ties In use In Germany which have more elasticity. This inverted trough type has. In this country, been found too weak to
stand up under the much heavier trains which we use. The National of .Mexico has for a long time been using ties of this sort on
narrow gage road. The average life Is given as 14 years before
repairs were necessary.
The ties were laid 16 to the rail In
burnt volcanic clay ballast, the traffic was not heavy and the speed
of traln.s very slow.
Failures were due to breakage under the rail
seat whore the ties are weakened by cutting and bending up part
of the metal to make lugs to hold the keys. The officers of the road

Vol..

the ruaUb whiih have u«e<l this tie report

a*-

XI-IV.,

follows:

N<i.

The

18.

BufTalo,

t

Pittsburgh, in 1906, laid 1,500 In main track at Golden.
N. Y., part on tangent and part on a S-deg. curve, and 1.500 In
soulhljound track near Ridgway, Pa., all on a 2-deg. curve.
The

Rochester

track Is ballasted with broken stone and slag and Is subject to
heavy, high-speed trafDc. The company has bad considerable trouble
In keeping the fastenings in proper condition, but little trouble In
keeping track In surface and line. The price paid. Including clips,
etc., was $2.08 per tie.
The Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago t St.
Louis has had in track, for about a year, 3,000 ties laid on a 30 mln.
curve.
At first the fastenings loosened, but this trouble Is decreasing.
Some of the bolts were removed and showed but little
wear. The maintenance cost, as far as surfacing, has l>een no more
than with wooden ties. The purchase price was $2.02. The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie also has 3.000 ties In track under 90-lb. rail, 22
ties to the rail.
They are laid In the main northbound freight track,
subject to low-speed traffic, partly on slight curvature and partly on
tangent.

The track

is

on stone

The ties are
number of points

Ijallast.

track circuit and because of the

Insulated for
of insulation

some trouble, but not enough to seriously Interrupt
The officers of the road believe that by using a
heavier rail and more ties to the rail they can be properly Insulated
and used In fast main track service. The cost. Including Insulation,
was $2.50. The Pittsburgh. Shawmut & Northern has had 700 in
track for about nine months.
They are laid In gravel ballast on
there has been
signal

service.

both curve and tangent under 851b.

rail,

20 ties to the 33-ft.

rail.

They are under very heavy

traffic at low speed, a 227-ton locomotive running over this track. The opinion of the engineering
department of this road is that these ties are satisfactory under the
above conditions on tangent and on curves up to possibly 3 or 4
degs., but that on greater curvatures they move laterally through
the ballast. On 14-deg. curves some of the bolts have been sheared,
but this has not happened on 12-deg. 30 mln. curves In spite of the
heavy locomotive mentioned. The ties cost, delivered, $2.16. The
Baltimore & Ohio has had 2.860 in main line freight track east of
Marriottsvllle, Md., for over a year.
They seem to hold line and
surface somewhat better than wooden ties, but the design of the
clip and the difficulty of getting good bearing on ballast are objec-

reeommend a Ubolt Instead of the key, which will not remain tight.
Rock ballast cannot be used with these ties, as it makes the track
tionable features.
The New York Central laid some of these ties
too rigid, resulting in frequent rail breakage and also damaging
the rolling stock.
The National of Mexico has not used any steel in rock ballast on straight and curved track under heavy traffic at
ties on standard gage track.
A trough design was tried on the high speed, using 18 ties to the rail. They were all removed bePennsylvania Lines West a few years ago. These were Seitz iron cause they complicated the maintenance of signal track circuits and
which were

westbound passenger track of the
Chicago, near Emsworth, Pa., in October,
1904.
Part of them were on a 2 deg. 10 mln. curve, and part on tangent, 16 ties being used for each 30 ft. rail. These ties broke under
49 of

ties,

Pittsburgh, Ft.

laid In the

Wayne &

the rail seats, and during 1905 they were removed.

The Snyder steel

shaped somewhat like an ordinary wooden tie, the Inside
being filled with a cheap grade of asphaltum containing a large
proportion of gravel.
The Pennsylvania Lines Kast have about
3,000 of these In service on unimportant sidings.
They seem to be
satisfactory, but the company has never felt It wise to put them In
main passenger tracks.
The Carnegie tie is the only steel tie which has been made in
lie

Is

large

numbers

In this country.

It Is an I-beam seition S'l. in. high;
wide and the base 8 In. wide. Smaller sections are
rolled for electric lines and Industrial railways. The rait is secured
to the tie by two rolled steel clips at each rail seat bolted to the
tie with ?4ln. bolts.
There are Indentations In the base to diminish
lateral motion, and in the latest design the base Is also crimped
to tend to prevent shifting In the direction of traffic on heavy down
grades. Up to the end of 1907, 24S.914 of these ties had been sold
to companies outside of the United States Steel Corporation and
593,550 to the corporation and Its constituent companies. The first
lot were sold In 1904.
The experience of the Bessemer & Lake Erie,
controlled by the Steel Corporation, on which a great number of
these ties have been laid, seems to show that this design Is practicable under very heavy traffic as long as it moves at low speed.
Under high speed trains It Is criticised for Its rigidity and the

the top

Is 4>/i

design

of

'n.

the

fastenings,

the clips holding the rail so tightly
under the wheel Is resisted. The reaction
returns to position after the wheel Impact Is
much sharper than the cushioned reaction of a wooden tie; the
shock, almost undiminished, is thus transmitted from the lie through
the rails to the adjacent lies, resulting In secondary stresses which
modify the Impact and rail wave stresses at dlftereut points. Some of
that the

wave

In the rail

of the steel tie as

It

'Itailroad Oanttr,

November

11, 1004.

because so many rails broke on them.
The Pennsylvania Lines
West laid 500 ties In westbound passenger track near Emsworth In
the spring of 1905. About one-fifth were placed on a 2 deg. 10 mln.
curve, and the rest on tangent. They were laid in stone t>allast. 22
ties to a 33-ft., 85-lb. rail, and subject to heavy traffic at high speed.
They were removed in July. 1907, because It was reported that they
were failing. Investigation showed, however, that, while there was
some deterioration, the lies should not have been taken out The
company reiiorls that the ties held the track In good line and
surface, and comments on the fact that there was less noise under
passenger trains than is the case with wooden ties. The Insulation
at first was not efficient, but before the ties had been removed this
difficulty had been mostly overcome.
The lies move more readily
through the ballast with the creeping of the rails than do wooden
ties. and. also, it was found hard to keep them at right angles lo the
rail.
A serious objection is that when the tie is laid in rock ballast,
the stone under the bottom fiange iK-comes pulverized so that mud
is formed: this occurs no liiatter how well the track was ballasted
and surfaced in the first place. They cost, complete. $2.62. The
Pennsylvania Lines East had some in service for a little
less than a year in about a mile of main passenger and freight
traik at Mineral Point. Pa. .\fter the derailment of a passenger
point last year, all these ties were taken out
train at thai
A careful investigation indlcateti that their use was not In any
way responsible for the derailment, but the resulling damage
was greater than it would Itave l)een If wooden ties had been U8e<l.
These ties were more expensive to maintain than wooden ties, and
did not make such an eivsy riding trai-k. The company believes
that If the tie were made .somewhat heavier, and a l>elter fastening
used, it would give good ret.vilts.
The Buhrer reinforced concrete tie consists of a piece of 65-Ib.
scrap rail, laid in concrete shaped somewhat like a wooden tie.
with flat bearing on the ballast. From IS to 20 ties to the rail are
used.
In June. 1903. 50 were laid on the Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, the I>ake Erie & Western and the Chicago & Nortli-Western.
These ties are still In track in good condition. In December.

Mav
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21
ties
were laid on the Pittsburgh, Ft. Wayne &
Chicago, partly on
2
(leg.
10
min. curve and partly on
tangent, IG ties to the 30 ft. rail.
They were removed the next
month because the concrete broke away from the reinforcement.
During the following spring 300 more were put in track at the
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1903,

of about 25 of them.

same

derailment, and the ties were not cracked In the center; they were
removed only because of their appearance and because the ends of
the reinforcing bars were exposed, and so would ultimately corrode.

place. They began to break soon, and by August of that year
131 of the total 321 had been removed.
During the fall 200 more

were laid, but they continued to break, and by December. 1906, all
had been taken out. In the spring of 1903, 50 were laid In main
track near Toledo, Ohio, and 50 more at the same place In April,
1904.
These were In stone ballast, 1(1 ties to the 30-ft., 85-lb. rail,
under comparatively llglit, medium-speed traffic.
They were all
removed during the latter part of 1905 because they broke.
In July, 1903, 550 ties were laid on 9 and 10 deg. curves
on the I^ke Side & Marble Head.
They are subject to
heavy traffi<', but the speed is not over 30 miles an hour.
because
the concrete failed.
In 1907, 37 ties were removed
In September, 1903, 77 were laid by the Ann Arbor Railroad on a
6-deg. curve around which passenger trains run at 60 miles an
hour.
Of these ties, 10 have been removed because the concrete
failed under the inner rail. The rest are in track and in good condition.
In July, 1901, 1,000 ties were laid on a 6-deg. curve on the
Lake Shore. Of these, three failed and were removed In 1905. The
rest were taken out In the summer of 1907 because an electric
track circuit

were

was being

1,000

laid,

Millsburg, Ind.

Installed.

were installed

in

At the same time that these
main track at
and In 1906, 105; the

the bake Shore

In 1905, 110 of these failed,

were removed in August, 1907, when electric track circuits
were installed. In October, 1904, 1,000 lies were laid on the Sandusky Pier branch of the Lake Shore, In a city street. So far there
have been no failures. During the same month, 500 were put In the
Lake Shore switching leads In the Englewood yards. Of these, 31
have failed and the rest are in good condition. The cause of the
above removals was, in general, that the concrete split and crumbled,
partly because of defects in the concrete, partly through Imperfect
reinforcement, and partly because of high speed.
It is considered
that with proper reinforcement and clean, high-grade material,
properly mi.\ed, this tie is satisfactory for slow speed and yard
track, and should have a very long life. The scrap rail should have
the same scrap value after 20 or 30 years as It had In the beginning.
The cost of the tie is 95 cents, plus fastenings and the price put on
rest

180

scrap

lbs. of

rail.

The Percival reinforced concrete tie
prism, the rails being laid on one face.

Is,

roughly, a three-sided

The lower edge

Is

com-

paratively sharp In the middle, but Is rounded beneath the rail seat
to a shape nearer that of a wooden tie.
The depth Is about the

same throughout Its length. The rail rests on an impregnated hard
wood block. Threaded sockets of Babbitt metal are cast In the
tie to receive screw spikes; no clips ;ire used.
The reinforcement
consists of three corrugated steel bars in the upper surface of the

and one at the bottom close to the edge; the bars are bound
together with wire. The object of blunting the lower edge under
the rail seats is to give the tie more bearing surface on the ballast
at these points.
The comparatively sharper edge at the middle of
tie

the tie does not give such a firm bearing on the ballast, so that
(considering the tie as a beam with the pressure on the ballast as
Its

load)

there

Is

less

bending moment at the middle, at which
crack. This tie costs about $1.85; the

point concrete ties often

concrete

Is

a 2:2:7 mixture, the aggregate being screened

to

•'Vi-ln.

The reinforcement weighs about 25 lbs. In the middle of
1905, 25 ties were laid in main line track of the Galvc&lon.
Houston & Henderson, at Galveston, Texas. They were laid In sand
ballast and were subject to all the traffic of the road at that point.
Including switching, but not to high-speed trains.
One of these
was removed nine months later and showed no signs of deteriora-

size.

and cushions being In good condition, in the fall
cars loaded with rails ran off the track, breaking the ends of three ties and badly shattering the centers of one
or two.
The track remained true to gage, and the ties were not
removed at that time. In the spring of 1906 some of these lies
were laid In the Florida East Coast Railway's track at St. Augustine.
tion, the spikes

of 1906,

Fla.,

In

three

coquiua. or shell, ballast, but no report has as yet been
In October. 1906, a number were laid In the tracks

made on them.

of the Galveston, Ilarrisburg

& San Antonio

at Edgewater. Texas.

In Glidden gravel.
From six to eight freight trains and four passenger trains a day run over this track, at speeds from 40 to 60
miles an hour. In the following February a freight train was derailed and the cars ran over 50 of these ties, breaking off the ends

The track remained true to gage and only
three of them were at that time removed. The rest were taken out
11 months later. The spiking was in good condition in spite of the

At the same time that these ties were laid on the Galveston, Harrlaburg & San Antonio, some were put in the track of the Pittsburgh
& Lake Erie in heavy rock ballast. Two of these cracked in the
center, and a rail broke, at a joint, between a concrete tie and a
wooden tie.

A number

of designs of reinforced concrete ties have been tried

on the Pennsylvania Lines West

summer

the

of 1899, 30 Harrell

in addition to the
ties

were

main track near Harrison street. Chicago.
deep throughout; under the rail it is 9

laid

This

In

Buhrer tie. In
the westbound

tie is

about

8'-j

In.

wide, and narrows to
consists of a steel plate
V4 In. by 7 in., set on edge and running the length of the tie. with
a number oi lugs punched from it to get a grip on the concrete.
5

in

in.

These

the center.

in.

The reinforcement

were put on a 6 deg. 10 mln. curve. In stone ballast, 16
under heavy traffic at high speed. They
were all removed within a year because the fastening, a convenient
device of spring steel, was too weak. Some of the ties also were
badly broken. It does not appear that the design can be used for
heavy traffic. The Affle«k tie is 8 In. wide and 6 In. deep, with
I-beam reinforcement. In the fall of 1904, 100 of them were laid In
the westbound passenger track west of Emsworth on tangent. 16 ties
to the rail.
They began to fail from the beginning, the concrete
breaking and crumbling under and outside of the rail. Transverse
cracks also developed at the bolts which held the rail clips. By April.
1905. they had all been removed.
The Chenoweth tie is 6 In. deep by
It is reinforced with six longitudinal '..-In. bars and
814 In. wide.
with wire netting of >^j-in. mesh. The rail rests on a steel tie plate,
between which and the tie Is a wooden plate "i. In. thick. The clips
are held by screw spikes going entirely through the tie and engaging
with a wire helix which Is held In a white metal lining fitted In the
hole through the concrete.
In the fall of 1906. 101 were put
ties

ties to the 30-ft., 85-lb. rail,

in
St.

switching
L.

85-lb.

tracks In Scully Yard, Pa., on the P.. C. C. &
They were placed In cinder ballast. 16 ties to the 30-fi..
rail, under heavy traffic at low speed.
Up to the middle

January.
1908.
four
had
been
remove<l
because
they
crumbled under the rail. There has l)een some trouble In keeiiing the bolts and clips tight. The creeping of the rail lends to
turn the clips around, and In a few cases the rail has become undamped In this way. Each of the three designs described atwve
cost $1.50. The Keefer tie Is reinforced with longitudinal twisted
bars.
In December, 1905. 44 of them were put In track at the same
place as the Chenoweth ties. They began to break soon and were all
taken out by June. 1906. On this design the rail rests on oak blocks
These did not hold the spikes firmly and the rails spread. The Bowman tie Is 8 In. wide and 6 In. deep, reinforced with expanded metal
near the top and on both sides. In December, 1905, five of them were
put In freight track at Emsworth. under heavy, high-speed traffic.
They all broke under the first train that passed over them. The
designer believed that the reinforcement did not extend far enough
under the base of the tie. so he furnished 25 Improved ties In July,
1907, but they have not yet been put in track.
The Delaware & Hudson laid 99 relnforcea concrete ties last fall
on tangent In broken stone ballast under 90-lb. rail. Heavy trains
are operating over this track at high speed. None of these have as
yet been removed. They cost Jl.SO apiece. Several designs of concrete ties have be<;n used on the New York Central In yards, but
none of them have been satisfactory
They disintegrate and their
rigidity and lack of proper fastenin.cs are also criticized.
The Buhrer cushion and Insulation steel tie consists of a steel
Inverted T section with heavy wooden blocks set on It under the rati
of

seats,

the rails being spiked

to the blocks in the ordinary way.
no more trouble with insulation than In
an all-wood tie. The blocks are fastened to the steel by bolts passing through metal U straps which pass under the steel beam. This

With

this design there

Is

holds the fibers of the wood

wood more

together and the spikes hold In the

wooden ties. They cost, comto $2.50.
The Lake Shore laid a hundred of these
main track at Sandusky Junction. Ohio. In the fall of 1905, and
1.400 more at the same point the following spring.
They are laid
In gravel ballast on a 1-deg. curve under 801b. and 100-lb. rail, 20
ties to the rail.
All the westbound traffic of the road goes over
this track at high speed.
None of the ties have been removed ao far.
plete,

in

solidly than In ordinary

from $2.25
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Chicago, Indiana

&

Southern.

foriiic-il by the consolidation of the Indiana,
Iowa, known a.s "the connecting link," with the Indiana
Harix)r. 'JTie Indiana, Illinois & Iowa could transfer through freight
from eastern and western roadB around the city of Chicago, bo avoiding freight delays In Chicago. This road runs from Ladd, 111., east

This rompaiiy waa

lllinolB

&

South bend, Ind. The Indiana Harbor line runs from Indiana
Harbor, on the lake Khore 19 miles east of Chicago, south to DanHI., which Ik the northern termlnuB of the Cairo division of
the Hig Four.
It was built by New York (Central Interests to develop the Cairo division of the Big Kour and to enable this division
to compete for thiough tralflc between New Orleans, La., and Chicago, and also to open up a new .supply of biluminous coal for the
to

ville,

Vol. XLIV.. No. 18.

and the increased net earnings. The posEibtlitiee of the property
Beem to be good.
There have been authorized $20,000,000 fifty-year 4 p«r cent,
bonds, of whl.;h $4,850,000 are reserved for the purpose of paying
the Indiana, IlllnoiB & Iowa first mortgage bonds.
I.,ast week
J.. V. Morgan & Company offered $15,150,000 of these bonds at 91
and accrued intereet. I.,abt year's report showed $10,000,000 of these
bonds outstanding. IlesideB the Interest charge of $400,000 on these
bonds, the company showed a further charge of $232,700 for interest
on loans. The«e loans are to be paid off. The annual interest on
the additional $5,150,000 will be $206,000. This Is $26,700 less iban
the interest charges on the loans. The mortgage Becuring the bonds
Is a first Hen on all property and equipment of the Chicago. Indiana
& Southern, subject only to the underlying bonds of the IndiaDa.
IllinolH & Iowa.
The following table summarizes the results:
lOoC
1007.
340
.Mileage worked
340
off

l'a8tt«*DKer earuingH
Freight i-Hrulugs
Gross earnings
Malnt. way and structures
Malnt. of equipment
CondurilDg transportation.
Operating expenae*
Net earnings
Net income
Year's surplus

$206,804
2,079,876
3.004,483
443,5.03

503,914
873,461
1,943,130
1,061.353
223.180

223,180

*174,8«4
2,080,400
2,332.732
348,590
348,232
1.023.747
1,851,808
505,780
258.304
268,304

Rutland Railroad.

The Rutland Railroad has shown Increased cost of operation
during the last three years, since the New York Central has been
entirely out of proportion to its Increase in earnings.
10 per cent, during this
period, while the gross earnings have increased 25 per cent. The
history of the road explains this. Under the direction of Dr. Seward
Webb the Rutland bought control of a number of small roads, and
in control,

The net earnings have increased only

Chicago, Indiana

&

Southern.

western New York Central Lines.
By the new Indiana HarborDanville line it Is 389 miles from Chicago to Cairo against 3G5
miles by the Illinois Central. A new fast freight line, calle<l the
North & South Despatch, has been established, which handles traffic
Ijetween Chicago, and New Orleans and Mobile. The Big Four runs
through Sheff, hid., on the Chicago, Indiana & Southern road, to
Kankakee, 111. From Kankakee it at present runs into Chicago
over the Illinois Central tracks. It would be possible to run Big
h'our trains directly into Chicago by using the Chicago, Indiana &
Southern's tracks and trackage rights.
The second report of the Chicago, Indiana & Southern, and the
lir.st report which shows the combined roads operating as a single
property tor the entire year, shows gross earnings of $3,000,000, as
compared with $2.300, UOO in 190G. an increase of 29 per cent. Net
earnings were $1,000,000 in 1907 and $.')00,000 in 190G, an increase
of 100 per cent.
l''reight earnings were $2,700,000, an increase of
$(iOU,0U0.
Passenger earnings were $200,000, an Increiuse of $32,000.
but this Increase is not commensurate with the large number of
passengers carried, owing to the reduction in passenger rate.s on
intrastate business both in Indiana and in Illinois.
The cost of inaintenaiice of way per mile operated was $1,300
in 1907 and $1,000 in ]90().
This increase was mainly due to relaying the tracks of the Kankakee division with heavier rails and putting the roadbed In condition for increased traffic.
Freight earnings per mile were $8,400 in 1907 against $5,800
in 190G.
Freight density was 1,850,000 tons one mile per mile of
road In 1907, an increase of 750.000 tons. The tralnload was 542
t(Ui8 in 1907, an increase of 138 tons over 1906.
The number of
p;ussengers carried one mile per mile of road in 1907 was 31,000. an
iucrea.se of 6,000 over 1906,
Almost all the other operating figures
show increased efficiency In handling both freight and passengers.
During the past year the tonnage of bituminous coal carried
by the road increased from 960,000 tons to 2,300.000 tons. The total
number of tons of freight moved was 5,100,000 In 1907, an Increase
of 1,100,(100 tons over 190G, This Is less than the Increase in the
loiinage of bituminous coal. The only class of freight besides bituminiius coal which shows any considerable Increase during the year
is dressed meats, which increased from 170,000 tons in 190G to 214,000

through ownership of the Rutland Transit Company, which operates
a line of lake steamers from Ogdensburg, N, Y., to Chicago, was
able to establish new through routes between Chicago and Boston.
It was not able to compete successfully for through traffic, however.
because these routes are neither the shortest nor the cheapest. The
.New York Central gained control of the Rutland through buying a
majority of the preferred stock. It is said that the Central paid
$100 a share, but most unwillingly.
The cost of maintenance of way and structures and maintenance
of equipment have steadily Increased since the Central took control,
and last year maintenance of way per mile of road was $1,200, against

U
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Rutland Railroad.

During the year the company charged $212,000 for new equipment and $1,300,000 for new construction and Improvements to propNew yards, shops and general offlcp buildings at Cilbson. Ind., cast $779,000 and passing sidings and new con-

an ample but not at all excessive figure for
stirh a road as the Rutland.
About $40,000 of the sum spent for
maintenance of way went toward relaying track with SO-lb. rails.
The unit costs of rei>alrs and renewals of equipment for 19o7 were
$2,119 per locomotive, against $1,708 In 1900: $6fi2 per passenger car
in 1907, comimreil with $564 in the previous year, and $51 per
freight car In 1907. against $49 In 1906. These are no more than fair
allowances, and they are large increases over the figures of 1904.
The number of freight cars decreased by 176 last year, and the
total capacity of freight cars was 3,740 tons leas In 1907 than In

struction on the Danville division cost $332,000.
The advantages of the consolidation of the Indiana, Illinois &
Iowa and the Indiana ll.irUor line are .shown by the Increased traffic

ments and Imiirovements

Ions lu 1907,

erty, to capital account.

$1,000 in 190G.

This

Is

190G.

The

policy of the

New York
to

Central has been to charge betterincome account
In 1907 $41,000 was

y
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charged to Income for new equipment, and in 190C $29,000 for new
construction. This policy has reduced the surplus, shown after the
l'/2 per cent, dividend, from ?149,000 in 1904 to $7,000 in 1907.
Gross earnings in 1907 were $C,.'>32 per mile of line operated, an
Increase of $024 per mile, while net earnings were $1,S89 per mile
In preof line operated, an increase of only about $70 per mile.
vious years passenger earnings generally Increased more than freight
cent.,
earnings
increased
11
per
earnings. In 1907, however, freiglit
while passenger earnings Increased only G i)er cent. In handling
freight the company is making a fair showing.
Freight density has
increased during the three years from 417,000 to 598,000 tons one
mile per rnlle of road. The revenue trainload increased last year
from 223 to 248 tons. The' average haul has increased from 9.5 to
lOS miles. The tonnage of nearly all classes of freight increased in
1907.
Bituminous coal showed an increase of G9,000 tons over 190C,
liut even with this increase it was less in 1907 than in 1904.
The
tonnage of grain increased 70,000 during the three years. The tonnage of stone, sand, etc., decreased materially in 1907.
The preferred stock of the llutland is a 7 per cent, cumulative
stock on which there Is now due 171'.j per cent. During the past
year the minority stockholders called a meeting to protest against
the policy of the directors, which charges additions and betterments
to income.
The proposal was made that common stock be issued
to preferred stockholders to the extent of 25 per cent, of the
profit and loss credit balance (which was $924,200 on December 31,
1907) and the dividenil on the preferred stock be reduced to 5 per
cent., the New York Central to guarantee this 5 per cent.
No
definite arrangements were made, but the proposal that the New
York Central should guarantee anything on Rutland stock was
laughed at by the railroad officers. The minority stockholders protested that the Rutland was being managed for the benefit of the
New York Central system and not for its own best Interests.
The princii)al statistics of operation, rearranged according to
our usual classification, are as follows:
llmu.

I'.iD".

•Mileage worked

41.'>

I'assenger cnniliigs
I'Veighl enniliigs

.f

Gross eiuulngs
Mulut. way anil stnii-t circs
Malnt. (it ciiulimicnt

CouducUug

ti-aiisijortatloii.

Operating c.xiicnses
Net .aniliiga
Net llieollle
I

1,01.'5,84«

l,(i.-|(;,L'l

3,U5S,087
4SU,704
428,851

::."'.t'.l,:;il'.i

l,lU7,(ii)r>

l.(IU"7,H>4

Ii,173,!t78

1

884.101)

(IvUleluls

Years surplus
•There arc

ri."!

41."i

?n(i7.'J!18

l,837,'.;or>
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is complete and independent In itself.
The book opens with an introduction intended to illustrate general

into chapters, each of which

that there is at once established a complete understanding between the writer and his reader ;i.s to whai it is proposed to discuss. Diagrams and other illustrations are profusely
used to make all things clear, and a series of experiments that are
to be performed by the student in order to test the principles laid
down, are included. These experiments increase in complexity and
difficulty from the beginning to the end of the chapter, and thus
each clusters about its own particular center. Under these circumstances the author recommends that the elementary experiments
selected from nearly all the chapters be worked out first by the
juniors and that the seniors follow with the others that are more
complex. In each case the object of the experiment is stated, and
this statement is followed by clear Instructions regarding eve.
step that is to be followed, down to the checking and the preparaprinciples, so

tion of the report.
Schematically, the book Is devised for student use, but broadly
considered it can well find Its place on the shelves of every electrical
engineer, not only because of Us intrinsic value as a comprehensi* j
treatise, but because of the suggesliveness that every practical
worker must find within its pages, to say nothing of the pluasure
of reading an author who hiis so thoroughly mastered the art of
expressing things.

In this volume, as in the Annual for 190C, the Engineering itagazine has adhered to the classified system which Is followed in the
monthly record of technical papers printed in the magazine. The
company formerly published a five-year volume, but has found the
annual volume more satisfactory from all points of view. The heartIt cannot be an
iest praise should be given to this kind of work.
important source of profit to the publishers, but it presents an extremely valuable record for the engineer engaged In research work
or desirous of obtaining all the detailed Information which has recently been published about some branch of his profession.
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steam Shovel Performance.
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professedly a laboratory manual for testing, adapted
and senior
years of such universities as Cornell.
It presupposes a certain
amount of electrical and physical knowledge on the part of the
rcjader.
Hut, given a familiarity with the basic principles of magnetism and the electric current there is no excuse for any one possessed of a mind of average intelligence not to comprehend every
sentence contained within its covers. In his preface the author
thanks certain of his associates upon the faculty of Cornell for asIf
sistance and moral support in the preparation of this book.
these associates were made familiar with the contents of the manuscript as it progressed, it is small wonder that thp>' gave generous
encouragement towards Its completion, for it is a rare thing to
find a writer upon a scientific or technical subject that brings to
it such a mastery of the language and such a familiarity with the
details coupled with the power to pick out the gist and essence of
a subject and then express U in such clear and simple diction as we
find in the book under consideration.
While presupposing a familiarity with the fundamentals the
writer Is never betrayed into an overweeuin.g confidence in that
familiarity, but with the Instincts of a true teacher he bases his
work upon the value of line upon line and precept upon precept,
advancing gradually and tJioroughly until even the most c'asual and
desultory reader would find himself steeped in the subject. And
yet there are no vain repetitions.
The statements are concise, remarkable for their lucidity, for their selection of the gist of tli(>
matter, and for discarding all extraneous and non-essential matter.
The book is too big to be covered by a brief review, for It takes
in almost the whole' wide range of electrical engineering practice
as embodied In thcj measurement of resistances, the construction
and operation of electrical instruments, electrostatic capacity, the
magnetic circuit, permeability, photometry, illumination, transmission and distribution, generators and motors, transformers, converters, induction motors, windings, batteries, switchboards and controllers, railway work, heating and telephony.
But it is noteworthy
that the schc>me upon which this is worked out Is that of a division

This book

is

to the especial retiuiremente of students in their junior

-JT.

lil'lS.

R.mi.uo.vu G.\ztnTE:

have noted the item about steam shovel performance

In

your

Issue of April 24, and was somewhat startled at Mr. Colvin's figures,
until I saw that his day consisted of the full 24 hours, or two
I have been so long of the opinion that we
shifts of 10 hours each.
held the world's champion record for small steam shovel performances that it never occurred to me we might have to defend it.
Our record was made while building the O. A. & P. S. Railway,

now a portion of the Grand Trunk Railway System, and I submit
the figures for one month In the summer of 1895, in sand and small
gravel pit at M. P. 146.
Shovel use,i, Marion, Style A-1 yard dipper, served by two trains
of 12 cars each. Haul, one-cpiarter mile to five miles. Work, filling
During 26 days of 11 hours shovel
trestles and raising dump.
loaded a total of 65,000 yards, or an average of 2.500 yards per day.
The best day's work was 3,070. To do this 307 34-ft. platform cars
were put past shovel. The haul for this day was 1,000 ft. only, but
I
claim the world's record for this day with small shovel and platform

cars.

The pit was a long one with good face, and the shovel was
moved twice only in month. But the bank was not all good, and
cemented sand had to be poled and blown down, while there was
a spur of rock In middle of cut that gave considerable trouble.
Work was In charge of Joseph Leslie. Roadmaster. and shovel
was handled by George Holtby, both of Ottawa. Records kept by
myself

In the pit.

How Can We

E. J. m'veioii.
Storekeeper. Cirnml I nink

ity.

Get Better Conductors and Enginemen?
M.foc.k, Neh.. .\prll 24. llHis.

EiuroR OK IRK R.MTiio.vn G.vzkitk:
Much Interest Is being manifested of late on the subject of
railroad accidents, and while the consensus of opinion seems to be
that inattention to duty and violation of rules are the prime causes,
and the remedy strict discipline and the enforcement of rules, few
practical theories are advanced as to the best way to secure the
Tci TTiK

desired results.
The rules of the operating department are safe and cover tne
ground so that with sufficient thoroughness very few accidents
would occur; and there are only two factors to be taken into
consideration to secure the proper observance of rules, namely:

—
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gecure officials who an- strict enough dlsilplinarlaiiB to (fiiforce
the rules Imparl iaily upon all, and to Hcturc a laHs of m<-B who
posl
caii he made lo reallzr- that not only do th<' tt-nun.' of their
tlons and perhaps their personal liberty, but also their lives and
the lives ol others depend upon their strict observance of rules.
It is not always possible lo secure officials wlio are able lo withstand tlie pressure brouKhl upon them tjy the Intercession of grlev
ance committees and personal friends, and it Is practically Impossible to make the average man submit to discipline in the proper
to

<

spirit.
It seems to me that the thing to do Is to have a law passed
by Congress empowering the Interstate Commerce Commission to
appoint in each state a commission composed of traineil experts
In the railroad business, preferably one or more train de3i)atc-herH,
conductors and engineers, a part of wliose duties shall consigl In
passing upon the competency of all employees who have charge of

handling trains

Or, this

in interstate traffic.

commiBsion might be

Require each conby the state railroad commissions.
ductor, despatcher and engineer to pass an examination before this
before being
efficiency
commission and to secure a certitlcate of
allowed lo tal<e charge of a- train; and to be re-examined every
Require each railroad corporation to include
three or four years.
in their reports to the commission lovering train accidents the
past records of those employees who may have been concerned in
the accident, in order that they may t)e in a position to determine
what, if any, bearing the actions of the employee in the past may
a|)pointed

have on the question at

issue.

.

.

.

Empower

this

commission

before it for investigation any or all employees of the
railroad corporation who may be concerned in an accident, which
In the opinion of the commission is serious enough to call for
Investigation, and give the commission power to annul, upon sufficient assurance of guilt, the permits of any conductor, engineer or
despatcher.
A marine engineer or the master of a ship
must secure a license liefore being permitted to act in their respecThe stationary engineer is required to secure a
tive i)Osltions.
license in most states. The dentist has to pass a rigid examination
is it out of reason that
l)efore he is allowed to pull your tooth,
the man at the throttle or at the key, who has your life in his
charge, shall be any more exempt from proving his competency
than the doctor or the dentist?
The examinations that the railroads require their employees
In theory they are, but not always
to pass are not rigid enough.
in fact.
Too often the element of per.sonality enters into the
allowed
to pass because they were good
examination and men are
braltemen or good firemen, and the examining official trusts, because of this fact, that they will succeed in the more responsible
position.
Too often the official who is conducting the examination
is not a practical man in the handling of trains, so far as the
outside work is concerned, and for this reason is handicapped
when dealing with the many iiltie things that come up in the
daily life of a trainman or engineman which make for success or
Too often men are allowed to pass
failure in those positions.
upon the request of someone with a pull, nr upon the behest of
a brotherhood.
The railroads should conduct an examination of their own.
but the examination before the commission sliouUl be supplemental
and serve as a check upon tliat given by the railroad company.
A better grade of men would tje attracted to the train service
on account of the greater immunity from danger guaranteed by
The necessity of reporting
having a more careful set of men.
the past record of employees who are concerned in accidents will
l)e a check upon the official with respect to his retaining in the
service any employee whose past record stami)s liim as a dangerous
or an undesiral)le man.
M. II. LK.MtNAnn.
lo

call

...

|We are glad to print Mr. I.,earnard's letter, not only because
he has a right to be heard, but also because his views are shareil,
no doubt, by many other thoughtful railroail men.
The letter
speaks not only for the writer but also for many others who have
not i)Ut their ideas on iiaper.
Hut we must remind our correspondent that the main feature of his proposal, licensing men by the
federal or state governnieni, is a remedy which very likely would
prove to be worse than the disease. The first essential in an examining board Is integrity high personal character.
Add to this
the necessary experience. Jiidicial temperament and ability to Issue
decisions that would stand the tierce criticism that they would be
subjected to. and you have a set of requirements that no political
appointing iiower would measure up to. one lime in llfty,
Kven
if the appointing of examiners could by some good fortune be kept
free from the Influence of unworthy political motives, the limitations of salary which the Inwmakei-s would Impose, with the obvious
limitations of human nature, which, as we can see all around us.
keep the standard of alilllly low in public offices of all kinds, conslilute such serious obstacles that any hope of elTecting material
improvement of the personnel of the train service by state examinations would be small Indeed.
Admilting that the government
does do some good in its activities concerning doctors and steam-
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boat captains, the present propoBition is a doubtful one. Improving
conductors' and enginemen's conBcieuces is an intricate problem.
Klll'IOK.
J

What Are We Going
To

to

Do About Accidents?

OK TiiK Railroad Ga/.kttk:
"Faith without works is dead." A few months ago the Hailroad
Gazette contained an article signe.i by W. L. Park, and only a tev
weeks ago one signed Vice-President which contain an ample numIter of practical suggestions to about do away with those accidents
which are due to failure to respect rules. If only they were carried
out.
Mr. Park is a stickler for drill and inculcation of safe habits.
This position is taken, not, as I have heard him remark, because he
deems it al^soluteiy necessa'ry for an engineman to actually stop
every time he exjilodes a torpedo on straight track in broaJ daylight; but, to insure that he will do so when the conditions ar« not
so favorable, Mr. Park insists that such signal should be respected.
His reason for this is obviously so sound that the same principle
.should he applied to all rules which are necessary to enable trains
to Ije handled safely.
"Vice-President" says:
"Appoint one or more experienced
railroad men as insjiectors (not detectives), who shall re|)ort to the
General Manager. Require inspectors to note not only how the
men obey, or disobey the rules, but how officials enforce and understand the rules." This reminds us that not only must Mr. Park's
rule be carried out; in addition we must show the rank and file
wherein they have failed, and must instruct officers as may be
necessary concerning matters which may not be known to them,
owing to their having multitudinous duties. Officers should avoid
formalities, writing up only such cases as may be needed for record,
or to use as examples to assist in preventing others from committing
the same errors. Treat all information furnished you by employees
as strictly confldential, and decline to reveal the Identity of the
persons who help out by giving you pointers. I have read somewhere that "all intelligent people soon grow restive over too much
and too many reminders of their being subject to discipline." Some
other bright man remarked that "any old scheme will figure out all
right on paper."
I believe
these "saws" to be correct In the main,
and that better results would obtain were men talked with more
and shown their erroneous reasoning or conclusions Instead of being
reported and suspended. I do not mean, however, that men who
habitually sleep on duty, or indulge in intoxicants or narcotics.
should not be disciplined. 1 would fire that gang bodily before they
got a chance to make a mistake, and perhaps kill worthy employees.
I believe it is an economical investment to have a competent
inspector of transportation and plenty of trainmasters; but howcan the economy be proved? Possibly the [irobiem for the general
manager to solve is how to scrape up enough money to pay the men
now on the rolls. While 1 have no doubt each such employee would
effect a saving of fully |5,000 a year in accidents, overtime, etc., I
cannot prove it, and am therefore left without anything tangible
u|)on which to base an appeal.
In some Instances the employment
of an additional set of despatchers on a crowded division would no
doubt effect a saving in the overtime account much greater than
their salaries would amount to, and would increase the mileage of
engines; but, again. We are confronted with the same declaration,
iiiK BiiiToK

"jirove

it."

Too much attention

is

given

to

deep,

intricate

train-order

problems and tod little to such so-called unim|>ortant matters as enforcement of signal rules and such others as- prescribe clearance,
protection, taking siding at initial switch, keeping away from
switches while they are being used by trains, calling fixed signals,
reading train orders, turning switch to run the Inferior train In on
siding at meeting points, drunkenness and sleeping on engines and
in cabooses.

In nearly every investigation of accidents which I have taken
part in trainmen state that they had not forgotten the meeting
order; that they were just getting ready to take the necessary steivs
to prevent the collision when it occurred.
Perhaps if such men
were touched up to the extent of from J20 to $50 for not acting they
would remember to do so next time.
On many roads engtnemen are allowed to whistle about as they
please may whistle out flagmen, or not. just as they think l)est
may acknowledge a signal to start a freight train by two short
blasts, instead of two nu>dium lon.g. and if they hapi>en to fail to
whistle for a station nothing is done about it. Failure to whistle
for a station may mislead the men in tlie calmose and at least give
them an opportunity to escape punishment (If an accident occurs!
l)y claiming that they had lost their bearings.
1
think rules should
forbid a freight train from .going through a station without receiving a proc-eed signal from the rear.
If signaled to proceed, engineman should answer by two medium long blasts, if the engineman
knows that he must stop to meet a train, or can get no farther to
clear a superior train, he should, after whistling for the station and
waiting aluiut two se<"onds. sound three short bl.ists. Under such
an arrangement a failure to whistle, or to receive a proceed signal.

—
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would cause others interested to believe that something was wrong,
or had been forgotten, and there would still be time to take the
necessary steps to i)revent a collision. The objection to allowing
enginenien to sound two short blasts to start is that that signal is
also an answer to a hand-stop signal given by a flagman, and it
often has caused confusion and accidents. Perhaps it would not be
a bad idea to alter the code rule to conform to the above suggestions.
Rule 14 (b) could easily be changed to read: "Release
brakes. Answer to a signal to start, or to Indicate ready to start."
H. W. KOUMAS.*

American Railway Association.
The ppring

session of the

American Railway Association was

held at (he Hotel Belmont. New York City, April 22. There were
present 22!j delegates, representing l.'iO mfmt)ers. The Executive
Committee reported that the membership of the association now
comprises T.iH members, operating 240,770 miles; and the associate

membership

44 members, operating 1,<)30 miles.
A special Commission on Interchange of Freight Cars has
been appoinlod by the Executive Committee, consisting of James
McCrea (Pennsylvania), Lucius Tuttle (Boston & Maine), W. W.
Finley (Southern), Howard Elliott (Northern Pacific). A report
was presented by a siib-committee of the Executive Committee on
the subject of bringing into relation with the American Itailway
Association the various voluntary associations of railroad officials.
It is desired to harmonize thi' work and increase the usefulness of
these other organizations, and the committees of the American

•
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renewals" as required by the Interstate Commerce Commission
is at best a guess.
The determination of a measure of depreciation
must of necessity be based upon average life, which is impossible
of accurate or even approximate determination.
The relation between the equipment retired in past years and that In existence
of

to-day, or that may be subsequently acquired, is too vague and too
indefinite to admit of the application of the law of averages for the
determination of measures of charges to operating expenses in
anticipation of future requirements.
The committee approves the classification of operating expense
accounts as promulgated by the Interstate Commerce Commi^.-ion,
with the following exceptions:
The text for "loss and damage,
freight" should read "including company's material." The text for
the several renewal and depreciation accounts applicable to equipment should be abrogated and appropriate texts inserted under "replacement." There should be a provision for revenues from outside
operations, so that the revenues from the operation of water lines.
etc., may lie included in the gross revenue of the company; and
the committee recommends a separate primary account for this
I)u

rpose.

On the subject of depreciation of equipment the committee does
not approve the rule promulgated by the Interstate Commerce Commission; but it recognizes the fact that while that rule Is in effect
it is nece.ssary for the depreciation charge to be made.
If that rule
be continued this committee recommends that, by reason of the fact
that there is and will be under any rule of depreciation a duplicate
charge made to operating expenses, railroad companies be permitted
to charge against the depret'iation reserve a proportion of the cost
of repairs to equipment. The committee further recommends, If

GAGE LINE OP TRACK

sax

-^i\

Recommended
Railway .Association

Clearances for Rolling

Equipment and Structures: American Railway Association.

rearranged so as to i)iovide for super
vision when desirable and for facilitating cooperation.
A resolution was adopted requesting the Master Car Builders'
Association to harmonize the terms used in designating different
classes of cars and different kinds of cars In each class, according
will be

their physical characteristics, and to report to the association.
Certain amendments to the Articles of Organization and Byl.aws were adopted, including one changing the dates of meeting
from April and October to May and November.
The Committee on Car Service submitted a decision in connecto

Car Service Itule 10, which was approved, as were amendments to Car Service Rules 10 and 11. and Per Diem Rule 7.
The Arbitration Committee reported decisions rendered in roniH'ction with Arbitration Cases Nos. 37, 38. 39 and 40.
The Committee on Safety Appliances submitted a Code of AirBrake and Train .\ir Signal Rules, which was adopted and made
part of the Standard Code of the as.'K)ciation.
The Committee on Accounting and Statistical Inquiry submitted
a proposed classification of revenue aiid expense accounts, which
was referred to the Executive Committee.
This committee recommends that the adoption of a system of

tion with

physical statistics should be deferred, as the Interstate

Commission intends

Commerce

a system of classification of accounts to take effect July 1 of this year. The committee bell-ves
that the depreciation of the property may lie fully covered by
charges to operating expenses through the medium of "repairs,"
as directed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and through
"replacement." The application of measures of "depreciation" and
•.\uthoi'

oi:

to promul.irate

"lilglils of

Trains on Slujtle Track."

be depreciation rule is to be continued, the elimination of the accounts, equipment l)orrowed. debtor and equipment loaned, creditor,
for the reason that through the me<iium of these accounts arbitrary
charges and credits to operating expenses are made which are not
justified.
The net debit or credit through these two accounts Is too
small to justify the expense of keeping the accounts.
The Committee on Car Efficiency reported that its work in collecting and publishing statistics had been continued.
There has
l:een a more general compliance with the requests of the Committee
for information, but there is still opportunity for improvement,
especially in the line of promptness.
The reports now regularly
cover jbout 160 roads, including practically all the more Important
ones.
The reports concerning car shortages and surpluses have excited a general interest through the i-ountry, indicating as they do
the present unfortunate railroad situation In a striking and concrete
way. The figures showing the surplus cars have Ix^n widely reprinted, not only in the periodical press, btit in government jiublications.
It is pleasant to record
the fact that the surplus has
decreased since Its high-water mark on February 5. but. unfortunately, this decrease appears to be largely influenced by arrangements which have been made to hold large numbers of cars under
load, which possibly should be counted as surplus.
ProgreSiS is being made in the more equal enforcement of car
demurrage through the country, which will undoubtedly have a favorable effect on car efficiency, when business again increases. The
committee has maintained relations with various government commissions, national and state, and has collected considerable information in regard to railroad legislation. The committees formed
I
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oal at tlil'water and on the lakea liavito HupfTvlHC demiirrage on
continued tliolr meetings and Homewliat broadened their scope, and
a committee is considering demurrage on and storage of export
Meetings have also been
frr-lght at tho principal Allanllf ports.
hi'ld at certain points to determine proper switching reclaims.
Owing to the desirability of economy the work ot the committee
has been cut down to lis lowest basis, and since the shortage of
cars disappeared most of the railroads which were interested In tho
record feature of ilic Clearing House bave discontinued this work
which was done at their expense.
'ITie clearing feature, however, under which Per Diem and mileage balances between railroads are handled, has shown a gradual
and gratifying Increase, and there are now 10 railroads using It in
cIcarlnK their car .service balances. This work is done at cost to
the subscribers, and It Is found that this cost Is so Inconsiderable
that the plan has advantages both of convenience and economy.
The committee will be glad to see further growth in thl.s direction.
The Code of Car Demurrage Rules, which was adopted at the
la.st meeting of the American Railway Association, has been under
consideration by most ot the Car Service Associations in different
parts of the country. Some of the associations have already adopted,
almost In their entirety, the rules as recommended, with exceptions
Many of the associations have adopted
lo suit local conditions.
the suggestion made to change their designation from 'Car Service
Association" to "Car Demurrage Uureau" or "Demurrage Bureau."
The committee has on file at Its Chicago office the rules of all
the Car Service Associations and Demurrage Bureaus In the United
States, as well as those included In state laws and promulgated
by state commissions. The committee also la collecting the Car
Demurrage Rules of the railroads which have recently dropped out
It is, therefore, ready to give full inof Car Domurrage Bureaus.
formation in regard to the Car Demurrage situation throughout
the country.
The matter of storage is still having the attention of the comWherever storage Is handled by car demurrage bureaus
mittee.
by the transportation departments of railroads and In accord with
state laws or state commission rulings, the committee endeavors to
keep Itself fully informed on the subject.
The rules on export freight at the different Atlantic seaboard
points are still unsatisfactory, but gratifying progress Is being made
toward harmonizing them. The rules governing bituminous coal at
tidewater points have, at some points, been extended to cover anthracite coal, and these rules are working very satisfactorily, the
equipment being released much more promptly than formerly. The
rules which were In effect on bituminous coal transshipped by lake
have now been In effect for a season, and results have proved them
A new set of rules, including certain
to bo extremely beneficial.
.imeiulments, has been formulated to cover the current year.
In the last report mention was made of the great decrease in
the delay to cars on account of tho rule adopted by the Trunk IJne
Freight Association and the Central Traffic Association, imposing
a charge for reconsignment. Since that time, the Western Trunk
l>lnr Association has adopted a rule in regard to a charge for
reconsignment more stringent than the rule of the eastern roads.
This has caused great relief In the yards, particularly at large centers, and in the coal traffic: one road reporting the saving of four
switching engines at one point from this cause.
Your committee is endeavoring to keep In close touch with all
natUmal legislation and has made arrangements to be furnished
with all bills introduced into Congress in any way affecting railroad interests. The progress of these bills Is being closely watched.
A synopsis of these bills is made and copies can be procured from
the Secretary of tho association at a nominal charge. Your lomnilttiM^ Is also endavoring to keep in close touch with the Railroad
('ommlssioners of the different states, and has been in active correspondence with them.
On tho Pacific coast the free time for unloading freight cars
has been reduced to 48 hours on ail articles except luml)er, on which
72 hours Is allowed.
The Committee on Transportation of Explosives urged all members to become members of the Bureau of Kxploslves. The membership of Iho bureau now lomprlses 91 companies, operating 110, •«(!'.•
miles of road. The comniitlee submitted a revision of the Reg\ilatlons for the Transportation of Explosives, and a set of Regulations for the Transportation ot Inflammable Articles and Acids,
both of which were adopted by 'the association.
The Committee on Standard Location for Third Rail Working
Conductors has Issued a circular giving suggested clearance diagrams for third rail working conductors, and the association
That the diagrams show(1)
adopted the following resolutions:
ing lines ot clearance as presented in the report be approved and
made the standard of the association. • * • (2) That in designs of new rolling equipment which Is to be used In interchange,
the clearance line K'A'B'C, including such borlzontal and vertical
variations which may in any reasonable probability occur In combination at one time, should not be exceeded. In determining this,
the position of the equipment ou a 20-deg. curve should be coni
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making allowance for the side-throw of the boisti-r and the
consequent effect on the location of such portions of the equipment
tliat are attached lo the car body.
Variations In equipment should
be allowed for as follows:
Horizontal, 2'.*. In. In all; vertical, i In.
in alt.
That In design of new bridges, trestles, tunnels and
(3)
platforms, no part that Is continuous for more than 7 ft. Bhould
come within the space for third-rail structures.t and should preferably clear this line by at least 1 In., as is shown by the line
C", D", E", F", G", but that structures which are not continuous
for more than 7 ft. may be allowe<l to come to the line XY.
The report of the Rail Committee will be found under another
.-iMlt-n-.l,

head.
F. A. Delano, President of the Wabash, wag elected President,
and W. A. Gardner, Vice-President of the Chicago A North-western,
was elected Second Vice-President of the aesoclation for the ensuing
year.
The association decided to hold Its next session at Chicago

November

18.

Report on Standard Rail*.

At the meeting of the American Railway Association in New
York City April 22 the Committee on Standard Rail and Wheel Sections submitted a complete report including a series of rail sections of two types, and speclHcations for Bessemer and Open Hearth
steel rails, which were adopted by the association as recommended
practice.
On the recommendation of the committee, the association
adopted resolutions providing that gage of track be measured between tho heads of rails, at right angles thereto, at a point ^t In.
below the top of the rail; and that the standard distance between
the main rail and guard rail and in the throat of all frogs be 1^ In.,
measured at the gage line, for all tracks of standard gage. A resolution was also adopted by the association, providing that the two
types of section and the specifications for the standard rail be referred to the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of
Way Association, with the request that that association study the
question of drop tests, observe and record behavior of rails of the
proposed sections, compare results from the two sections and submit to the American Railway Association a single standard for

adoption.

The standard sections now adopted by the association ate the
same as those (Type A and Type B) recommended by the committee
last October, and shown in the Railroad Gazette of Nov. 22, 1»07,
page 627. The spedncations differ from those before reported /faif(

road Gazette. Dec. 20. 1907) in the clauses covering discard and
chemistry. These clauses, as now reported, are:
riuTc shall be slioari'd frnm Ihe end of tlii- l)lninn fiTinml from the l>»p •>!
(All niPIBl from the l"p
111.' liiKOl. suffU-lciit discard
to Insure sound rails.
"

of

Ingot, wliPtlior cut from the bloom or Ihe rail. Is Ihe •tun dliir«r<1."i
Ihf chemical composition of ihe sleel shall be within the followtog limits

tlii>

:

ilf»»im<'r SItil Kails.
*!0

IIk<.

n.;i7too.47
0.80 • 1.10

('arlM>n

Manganese
Silicon
fhtisphoriis*

0.10" 0.20
..

Sulphur*

to

0.40 lo

D.r.O

sn
0.-i:<

lbs.

to

0..-i;j

no

10)1 Ihs.

lb«.
O.4.-. toO.n,'.
0.8.%" 1.1.%

n.4llloO.:i«t

O.tM)
0.80" 1.10 0.80" 1.10
aiO" 0.20 0.10" 0.20 0.10" 0.20 0.1""
•

l.-Jii

20

O.in

0.10

O.in

0.10

O.IO

O.O"."".

0.07.%

0.07.%

0.07.%

0.O7.-.

(When lower phosphorus can
lu cnrlHin

lbs.

be secured, a proper proporllouale Inrn-B-M"

should be made.)
Opai-lliarlh Sled KaiU.
00 lb«.
SO lb«.
70 lbs.
O.BO to 0.70 0.(C.to0.7.^
0..%.% lo (>.«.%
0.7.%" 1.00 O.TTi " 1.00 0.7.%" l.OO n.7.% " i.OO
0.10" 0.20 0.10" 0.20 0.10" 0.-20 0.10" 0.20
(to llw.
0..%0 to O.tiO

Cnrbon
Maniranese
Slllron

100

lb«.

0.70 t» 0.80
0.7.%" l.On

0.10"

0.2i>

04
0.04
0.O4
0.04
0.0«
0.06
O.OU
O.OU
When higher phosphorus Is used, n proper proportionate reduction In car
should be made.)

niosphoruB*

.

.

Sulphni-*

0.04
0.06

(

lion

•.Nol

lo ex.

d.

All rails are to be branded with the name of the maker, the
weight of the rail, and the month and year; and the number of the
heat and a letter indl.atlng the portion of the Ingot from which
the rail was made, shall be plainly stamped on the web of each
Ralls to be
rail, where It will not Iw (X)vered by the splice bars.
lettered consecutively "A," "B," "C,". etc.. the rail from the top of
the Ingot being "A." In case of a top discard of 20 or more per
All rails marked "A" shall Iw
cent., letter "A" will be omltteil.

kept separate and be shipped in seiwrate cars. All open h<»arlh
rails shall be marke.l o ii: and the spociflcalions for open hearth
stipulate that the manufacturer shall, before the rails are shipped,
furnish the inspector with a complete chemical determination for
each heat.
In its report the committee says:
With regard to the discard question, tho committee has ilways
held that it would be preferable to test the finished p.-oducl rather
than specify as to details of mill manufacture, and the committee
arranged for .^ trial lot ot rails to bo rolled from the Ingot without
any discard whatever except such as was necessary to enable the
tThls space was IndUali-il In dlnEraius showinc Ihe nracll.e of the New
West .lersey & S.-ashore and Ihe l.onc Island, pr'nted. with
Ihe Conmiltlcv's piovlous report, In the HailrDad (Jaicllc of Nov. 8. 1007, p.
350.
V.irk (Vnirnl. the

May
bloom
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to enter

the

rolls,

and after these

rails

had been cut into

they were broken under the hammpr and the fractur-i
This test proved to the satisfaction of the committee
that if "pipes" or other physical defects were present they could be
detected by this means. The test also proved quite conclusively
that it is possible to so conduct the process of manufacture that
the "pipes" or other physical defects will be reduced to a minimum,
and that these defects may not occur at all, even in rails rolled from
small

pief:es,

examined.

the top portion of the ingot.
In order to avoid an unnecessary waste of good material, the
committee set about to devise means by which the rejection of defective material could be insured without requiring an arbitrary
and definite percentage of discard in every cr.se. and a committee
of the Pennsylvania ftailroad pursuing the samp lin? of investigation, adopted a tentative .specification which provided for a physical test of this nature, and which further provided that when
physical defects were discovered, all top rails of the heat should
•
*
*
be rejected.
A trial lot of rails, of a section corresponding
lo "Type B" submitted with the committee's report of last October,
was recently rolled under this specification as to discard, and the
if\sults convinced the committee that a development of this idea
would prove the best solution of the discard problem.
Some of the advocates of a fixed and arbitrary discard have
argued that the mere provision of a disc<ird to insure the elimination of "piped" rails, or rails containing physical defects, was not
sufficient, and urged the rejection of a fixed percentage from the
lop of the ingot, because of the well known fact that segregation
occurs in the upper portion. This question of segregation was given
areful consideration by the ipmmittee, and while it is a fact that.
due to the rearrangement of the constituent parts ot the metal
(luring the process of cooling and .solidifying in the ingot mold, an
analysis of the metal in the finished rail will often show a wide
d(U)arture from the analysis required by the specifications, it is also
true that an analysis ot the metal taken from the different parts
of the finished rail will frequently show similar wide variation. This
discrepancy is due to Ihe fact that the test ingot referred to in
th(' specifications, and upon which the chemistry specification is
based, is taken from the ladle before the metal is poured into the
ingot mold, and consequently before the segregation takes place.
It has been assumed that, because of this variation from the
standard composition ot the metal in the finished rail, the rejection
of all segregated metal would be warranted.
But, on this assumption, it would be necessary to discard more than a third of the tipper
part of the ingot to be on the safe side, as the segregation frequently
extends that far, and while our knowledge of the subject is not as
complete as we could wish it to be, we have a great deal of evidence
that rails of good physical condition can be made from the upper
portion of the ingot.
Furthermore, the analyses of a large number of rails taken after
years of service Indicate that these wide variations in chemical
composition may occur without apparently affecting the safety or
wearing quality of the rail, and since it is impossible to check the
analysis of the finished rail with that of the test ingot, the qut^tion
arises as to what limits should be placed on the variation which
will be permissible.
None of the experts consulted are ready to
say what this limit should be, and all admit that no facts are available as the result of actual experience which would warrant the
adoption of any fixed limit lo govern the rejection of material. The
provision in the new specifications for stamping the rails to show
their position in the ingot will enable us to ol)tain more definite
information on this point in the future.
The committee conferred with a number of disinterested experts
on both the discard and phosphorus questions, and among the principal authorities consulted were William Metcalf, of Pittsburgh:
Robert Forsyth, of Chicago, and Professor Henry M. Howe, of
Columbia University. These gentlemen all agreed that it would be
preferable to test the finished product rather than specify a fixed
percentage of discard, and they also agreed that it would be unreasonable to require less than .10 phosphorus in a specification for
Bessemer rails Intended to cover purchases for all American railroads.
In the matter of rail sections, the committee, after considering
criticisms and suggestions, and after visiting the mills and witnessing the rolling ot i-ails of both the new types of section, are confirmed in their opinion that a change from the A. S. C. E. section
is necessary in order to obtain tlic best results in manufacture.
•
•
*
So far as stability is concerned the recommended sections
are well within the limits of safety, and with respect to the cutting
of the ties it was felt that the increasing wheel loads of modern
traflic necessitate the use of tie plates on curves and on soft wood
ties in any event.
*
*
*
Recently some important lines have shown a disposition to drop the 85-lb. standard: but as the committee has again
been urgently importuned by the manufacturers to hold the railroads in line on this matter, in order to prevent the multiplication
ot sections, your committee has determined to hold to its original
recommendation (five weights), and trusts that the members will
I
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see the importance of subordinating personal preferences to the general good.
The committee feels that the main objects of the investigation
have been accomplish.ed, and that members are now In a position
to secure the best rails which can be manufactured in the present
slate of the art.
The adoption of the new and better balanced sections will enable the manufacturers to roll the rails at lower temperatures, thus ensuring a finer grain and better wearing quality,
as well as reducing the internal stresses. The nearest approach to
a single standard type has been arrived at consistent with present
engineering knowledge and opinion. Provision has been made for
the rejection of all rails containing dangerous physical defects, and
means have been provided for keeping accurate records of the rails
rolled from different parts of the ingot, and for uniform reports
of rail failures, so that accurate information as to the cause of
failure will be available in the future.
It will be noted that no reference is made in the specifications
submitted, to the deflection under drop test, as definite figures can
only be inserted after the new sections have been actually rolled
and tested. • • • The committee has recommended the adoption
of a new standard type of anvil which 1.^ very much heavier than
those used heretofore, and a further revision of the drop test specification may be found necessary after observing the results of a
.sufficient number of tests under the conditions resulting from this

change.

*

•

•

In connection with the investigation of the cause of the excessive wear of rails in the London "tubes" since the installation
of electric traction, certain experiments have been made in England,
both on electric and steam lines, with the high-silicon rails ailvocated by Mr. C. Peter Sandberg. The results of these experiments
seems to be quite favorable, and the subject should be followed up
by the Committee of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association.
The experiments with canted rails, referred to in the report of
April, 1907, have not been carried on long enough to enable your
committee to arrive at any definite conclusion, but a recent Inspection of these experimental rails indicates that the canting will cause
a tendency to lighten up the gage, and it is also observed that on
curves the metal of the top of the head "flows" to the Inside of the
low rail, instead of to the outside as in usual practice. This latter
tendency will have to be reckoned with in considering the effect on
flange wear.

Colonel Yorke on the Shrewsbury Derailment.

The British Board of Trade has issued its report, prepared by
Lieut. Col. II. A. Yorke, on the disastrous derailment which occurred
Shrewsbury, Oct. 15, 1907, when 11 passengers and seven trainmen
and mail clerks were killed. In this case, as in the Salisbury and
Grantham accidents, the train was derailed by running at high
speed through a curve at which safely required very low speed.
The accident occurred on a Tuesday at 2:0S a, m.. and the engine
man. '>2 years old. had been in the service of the company 37 years,
and an engineman 10 years.
He was not a teetotaler, but was

at

described as a sober man.
The record showed 13 entries against
him; four tor running past stations at which he was booked to stop,
two fcr passing signals at danger, five for being absent without
leave, two for losing time or allowing his engine to emit clouds of
black smoke at a tiation.
All these faults occurred between the
years lS9ti and 190.5.
After an '-xhaustlve study. Colonel Yorke
holds it extremely improbable thai the disaster was due to any
defect In Ihc- engine or the roadway, and he believes that the engineman had fallen asleep. The runner had been on duty all of Sunday
night and from S:l,=i p.m. on Monday; and though he had been In
bed on Monday. Ihe inspector could find no satisfactory evidence as
to how much he slept.
The inspector finds that the fireman, who
had had lo attend actively to his fire, probably wa.-; not asleep (although he may have been sol but was unaware thai the engineman
was not wide awake. The fireman was 22 years younger than the
engineman. The engineman and fireman were both kHIed. The
body of Ihc engineman was examined by a government physician
and no traces of alcohol or malt liquor were found in the stomach.
Having found sleepiness as the most probable cause of this disaster. Colonel Yorke goes on to consider possible remedies.
First,
he suggests that the duties of drivers and firemen should be so
arranged that they shall not be on duty during the whole of two
consecutive nights. The proposal to have three men on the engine
is condemned, but speed
recorders are favored, although no such
apparatus would have done any good in this case. Colonel Yorke
hears that the French .government is going to make ihe use of
speed recorders compulsory. The report discusses cab signals and
automatic slops, but the inspector contents himself with saying that
the question of their desirability is not yet settled.
"Pending the
introduclion of cab signals, or automatic train stops," Colonel Yorke
recommends Ihnt the signal which was overrun in this case be
moved back about l.fiOO ft (the block section is very short), and
that signal boxes on descending grades approaching junctions or
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with apparatuB by wliii:h the Hignalcould put a torpedo on the track. Many Hignial boxes now have
appHiatii.s of this kind, but it is not used except In times of fog or
inipoi'tanl .slatlone he equipiii-d

man

I'allint;

unow.

It Is alwayB dlinciilt to get reliable testimony a« to whether
brakoH have been tested when trainu are made up. Colonel Yorke
MuggeatH that the testing should be witnessed by the station
niastpr In eveiy ca.sc, who should sign a certificate, to be given to
It Is also suggested that when
the man In charge of the train.
cnginemen sign foi- important notices or other documents their
signatures should be witnessed, not by an engine wiper, as is the
general practice, but by a responsible officer.

As

Westinghouse Horizontal Double-Acting Gas Engine.

The type

of large gas engine described herewith is the result
al)out ten years' develo|)ment of various sizes and types at East
rillsburgh.
During this time orders for 1,054 engines have been
taken, averaging a little over 140 h.p.
Some of those now in operation are used for 25-cycle single-phase Interurban railways, CO-cycle
central stations, 2.5-cycle and 40-cycle inilustrial plants, all ojierating
in electrical parallel, and there are also many direct-current plants.
While most of the engines are running on natural gas,
the largest plants use some form of manufactured gas.
Byliroduct coke oven gas promises an excellent field for development,
although little has been done as yet. Pooled coke oven gas averages
al)ove 50 per cent, hydrogen and often reaches 6G per cent.
Byproducts from the stills in oil refineries consist almost entirely of
III'
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mouths shows actual operation 93.2 per cent for the borizoutals and
97 per cent, for the verticals.
The Westinghouse engines are fourcycle and the tandem cylinder arrangement Is standard for all sizes, whether single or double
crank.
The former gives two power strokes i>er revolution, the
latter four power strokes per revolution, with cranks at 9u deg.
A solid concrete blo<:k extends the full length of the housing and
some feet in front, but a clear siiace is left between the piers to
allow access to the exhaust valves. By removing the inlet valve of
One piston
a cylinder a man may enter to in8|>ect the cylinder
may be removed through each end of the engine without disturbing
the other head or the engine alinement.
The main frame Is of heavy box girder construction, with Internal ribs to withstand transverse stresses arising from the sidecrank construction. The smaller shafts are solid and the larger
are bored hollow. On engines under 1,000 h.p. a three-part bearing
is used and on larger sizes a four-part bearing.
The cylinders of the small engines are symmetrical, one-piece
castings, with openings closed by split Jacket bands with joints of
flexible packing to allow the cylinders to expand independently of
the Jackets. The water sjjaces are easily accessible for cleaning.
Cylinders of the large engines are cast in halves to insure sound
castings with the best metal where most needed. The cylinder la
supijorted at the ends only, and the weight of the pistons and pistonrods is carried by the front, center and rear crossbeads.
The valves are in a vertical line at the center of the cylinder,
so that heating and dilution of the incoming mixture Is avoided
Exhaust gases discbarge straight downward without encountering

Westinghouse Horizontal Double-Acting Gas Engine.
hyilroiarbon giiscs, and are extremely rich, even double
lliat of natural gas, 1,200 to 2,000 b.t.u. per cubic foot.
For the
leaner gases cylinrler diameters are slightly increiised, as well as
compressions. Within the past year very material progress has
been made In the application of producer gas to all classes of
service, and it is probably true that the future of gas power rests
with the corresponding development of the producer.
Parallel operation, except at excessive frequencies, is no longer
a difficulty. Although spring couplings are used In the vertical type
single-acting engine, they are unnecessary in the horizontal engine,
except for special cases. Although a double or triple set of igniters
Is provided' to insure positive ignition, the actual cyclical variation,
due to the Impressed crank effort. Is but a fraction of that allowed
in
steam practice.
In
other words, the factor of safety In
amplitude of cyclical variation is large enough In Westinghouse
engines to provide for the contingency arising in case of displacement of one complete set of igniters. The governing system, as
described later, makes accurate speed regulation po.ssible.
Westinghouse gas engines are rated at 10 per cent, below the
maximum load that the engine will sustain foi a considerable
period.
Allowance Is made for fluctuation in the heat value of gas.
so an engine rated on 125 b.t.u. producer gas can sustain full load
on gas as low as perhaps 100 b.t.u. A 200 or oOO h.p. engine is
nearly as efflcieni in heat consumption as an engine of 1,000 or
more horse-power. The efllciency is largely independent of the kind
of gas used, because leaner gases will stand higher compression.
A horizontal gas engine can make long, continuous runs. In
the mills of the lola Portland Cement Co. the record of eleven
lliii

lii.i;licr

any pockets for the accumulation of foreign matter. Compression
spaces of volumes suitable for the various qualities of gas can be
arranged without changing the design of pistons or cylinders or the
location of the valves.
The pistons are cast in one piece, symmetrical in design, without Internal ribs or* sharp corners, and without the use of chaplets or
other methods of core support. They are permanently mounted on
the rod. Rods are made in two parts so as to be remove<i through
front and rear housing. They are bored hollow for cooling water, except at the center of the piston where the ducts connect. The pistons
float free from the cylinder walls, the rods not Iteing cambered but
designed stiff enough to supiwrt the weight without undue deflection.
Pistons are kept tight by sectional rings with keepers and
springs.
For the rods, sectional metallic packing is used, consisting of a number of segments mounted in .series along the rod,
These segments are
with two solid rings next to the cylinder.
supported by springs to relieve the rods of their weight.
Instead of a single governor valve, gas is governed and mixed
directly by each inlet valve.
Only one eccentric is used to operate
both inlet and exhaust valves. In the lay shaft ilrlve. "hunting tooth"
gears are used the intermediate lay shaft running at an odd
number of revolutions per minute. This distributes the wear evenly
Hollow water-cooled exhaust valves, of
over all the gear teeth.

—

either cast iron or steel, ai-e used In all sizes, or a combination
Stems are lubricated
valve with cast iron head and steel stem.
To remove the valves it is
about the middle of the bushing.
only necessary to drop out the entire cage with the assistance of a
rope swing. By means of an oil-pressure relay system the regulator

May
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entirely relieved of the actual worlc of moving the heavy. valves.
The regulator is driven direct from the engine shaft and conOil
nected by moans of reach rods to the various inlet valves.

is

pressure for the relay is supplied at about 50 lbs. pressure by a
If the governor
small pump driven from the engine lay shaft.
is disabled, a safety device shuts down the engine by cutting off
the ignition. A spring-balanced plunger in the rim of the fly wheel
is projected by centrifugal force at a predetermined speed, and
In some plants an additional safety stop acts it the
trips a pawl.

water supply to the jacket fails.
Make and break ignition with high voltage and low current
furnished by a small motor-genprator is used. Cast iron or special
bronze points are used on the moving contacts, and the fixed terminals are steel. Both sides of the igniter circuit are Insulated,
making a double- ground necessary to put an Igniter out of commission.
In the event of a serious ground, the igniter on that
circuit is immediately insulated by a fuse blowing out. Igniters can
be removed while the engine is in operation by shutting oft gas
from the cylinder and relieving the compression by blocking open
There are two or more igniters for each comthe exhaust valve.
bustion chamber; in the larger sizes there are three, located at corners of an equilateral triangle. These make combustion more rapid
and perfect. Two types of gears operate the igniters; the electroThe former consists of an
magnetic, and the mechanical cut-off.
elect ro-maKncI connected in series with the igniter terminals, and
The
tripping by an Ssliaped armature engaging the igniter lug.
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This is a butterfly

maintain at the inlet valves the proper mixture.
disc valve, the poBition of which is controlled by a small gasometer
connecting with the main on the engine side. The movement of the
gasometer and the butterfly follows instantly upon the varying
demand for gas by the engine. In some cases it is also desirable
to install a receiving tank to further take care of the fluctuation
in pressure.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The I'ru.ssiau State Railroad authorities direct that tho.<;e in
charge of workshops encourage the participation of apprentices in
athletic exercises.
Mr. Zemp, since 1891 at the head of the Railroad Department
Swiss Federal Council, has been chosen Vice-President of the
Confederation for 1908.

of the

The Italian railroads have let a contract for 165 passenger cars,
costing more than $1,300,000. to works in Riga, Russia, which is
perhaps the first time that Russia has exported rolling stock.

The Prussian State Railroads some time ago had a number

of
cars built to carry 22 tons on four wheels.
had sides 6 ft. high, with two double doors on each side.
several railroad directories have been called upon to say

pressed

They
The

steel

coal

•
•

•

©

»

• »

Westlnghouse Gas Engine.
furnish the Inductance ordinarily provided by spark coils.
mechanical device carries the usual knock-off cams geared to

field colls

The

the lay shaft.

For the cylinders, force-feed lubricators are used. The oil is
accurately timed so as to reach the piston just at the close of the
power stroke when it is covering the oil ports. In a number of
500-h.p. plants, cylinder oil consumption is as low as from three to
These lubricators serve cylinfive gallons per week, ten-hour day.
Engine oil is fed
ders, packing glands, and exhaust valve stems.
including
by a gravity system,
pump, lilter and elevated reservoir
with individual sight-feeds, all controlled by a single valve, so that
individual adjustments, once set, need not be changed.
Particular attention has been given to reducing the quantity of
water required for the engine.
A series system of cooling has
been used to some extent. Each cylinder, piston and exhaust valve
have separate discharges. Water enters the piston through telescopic connei-tions at the center crosshead, discharging fir>nt and
rear into chambers cored out of front and rear housing.
A water
pressure of 25 lbs. is all that is required for supplying all parts,
and. in some plants with (>xcoptionally pure water, a 25-ft. static
head

is

by compressed air. With Ignition on.
opening compressed air and gas valves.
its ignition (after one or two revolu-

supply is automatically cut off by a
by the combustion pressure.
automatic regulator in the gas supply line to

The Austrian Railroad Ministry has established a sanitary department. It will have charge of the administration of the sanitary

siifflcient.

started
the engine starts itself after
As each cylinder picks up
tions) the compressed air
check valve held to its seat
is

an

The Austrian State Railroads, in view of the high rents in
Vienna, have bought a piece of gi'ound near one of the stations and
built thereon nine three-story buildings containing In the aggregate
144 tenements, each of two rooms and closet, which are let to trainmen at low rents. The whole cost was $180,000, which is $1,250 per
tenement. Gardens and playgrounds are attached.
The German engineer Frahm. who was for several years techGerman emlxassy in London. In a recent communication says that in England the advocacy of large oars of the
American design, carrying 50 tons or so, which was mflch in evidence some seven years ago, has quite subsided. It came chiefly
fixim men unfamiliar with the practical requirements in E^ngland.
where the railroad officers themselves had already investigated the
subject, and knew what they could do.
They are now generally
convinced (hat 20 tons Is the limit, but a great many 12 and 15-ton
cars have been built.

The engines are

There

whether more of this kind should be ordered. Most of them say
no; the sides are so high that it is difflcult to load them where
there Is no loading machinery, and the coal, etc.. is liable to be
much broken by falling so far. Moreover, the cars when loaded
have so great a weight per wheel that they are not allowed on the
Austrian and on some of the Saxon railroads.

nical attache of the
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service, will co-operate In determining all
qiieRtionH Involving railroad hygiene, Buch
ixn i:lothlnK of employees, provision tor their
nuahs when on the road away fron: home,

hours of work and

rest,

and lime of vaca

from

a sanitary ikiImI
plans of ljiilldinR.s. and will
all
opinions on signaling, the furnishlighting, heating, cleaning and disining,
fection of cars, the ventilation of tunnels
and of railroad restaurants; and will keep
the statistics of slckne.ss and death In tinlions;

of

will

criticize

view

give

its

slate lailioad service.

Bergen

Hill

Tunnels of the Pennsylvania.

luiinel of the two tunnels
whiih the Pennsylvania is driving under Bergen Hill, west from Hoboken. N. .1., was
It is expected
driven through on April 11.
that excavation on the other will he finished
next month. These tunnels are each 5,920 ft.

The south

they connect at the Weehawken shaft
with the two tuhes running under the North
river.
At thl.s point the floor of the tunnel
is aliout 75 fl. below the surface and about
iKi fl. below mean high water. Under the crest
of liergen Hill, the floor Is about 220 ft. below
long;

lie surface.
No unusual difficulties have been
encountered in the work on these tunnels,
liut the progress has been slow because about
l.oiMl ft. had to be cut through Palisade trap
rock.
This is so hard that steam drills could
not drill more than 1 ft. an hour.
Work ha
About
liceii under way for about three years.
L'llO.ooo cu. yds. of rock have been taken from
he two tunnels, and over G80.000 lbs. of dyna
mite have been used.
One of the accompanying photographs
sliows the interior of the tunnel near the
llackensack, or western, portal, and the other
I

I

itself.
From this point thitracks are to be carried on trestles and fills
across the Jersey meadows to connect with
the main line near Harrison.

shows the portal

Hackensack Portal

of

Bergen

Hill

Tunnel Interior near Haclcensack Portal. Showing Use

Tunnels. Looking

East and Showing

Arches

of

of

Cross Section

Rod.

Cut-and-Cover Section; Pennsylvania Ra.lioad.
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The

indepenrienl, competitive and chaotic condition existing
among the lines connecting the United Kingdom and the United
States is in very marl<fc(l contrast to the relationship of the Continental-American carriers with each other. There are but two German trans-Atlantic lines of importance and there is but one interest, the North (lermaii Ivloyd-HamljurK-American. They represent
the culmination of a series of consolidations that ended competition
in their re-spective ports.
They never actually wage war on one
another, and where their pockets are affected they are astonishingly
agile in getting the l>est results for t)oth. while standing together
lo prcvrnt encroachment by any new concern.
With their close
ratfic understanding and pooling arrangement.^, with their alliances
with the International Mercantile Marine Company's Red Star Line
and the French Line, and with the joint control of the HollandAmeiica Line a remarkable fiont is presented by these five dominant companies in the continental freight and passenger business.
The Hamburg-American Company alone may really be considered as a vast and strong conference, the only difference being that
it is all owned by one firm
rather than managed by a conference
of owners and its solidity i.s therefore absolute.
It
dominates the

—

I

(Jorman anil Scandinavian trade with America, having its own lines
to all ports of importance from Montreal to Galveston, and tr.insshlpping at Hamburg to Baltic and Scandinavian ports. Any small
linos thai from lime to time go to Hamburg do so by its cou.sent.
In its earlier days it competed, fouglil. won and consolidated until
at present Its competition is well nigh irresistible.
The great force
of its competition arises from the fact that having .")7 services in
nearly all parts of the world, it i.s in the identical position of an
American trust which kills a small rival by doing business at a
loss in his small territory while it is making profit in the other
0.">
or 98 per cent, of its own territory, and with this profit can pay
dividends and also maintain a strangulation fund.

These two German companies

in

guarding their territory from
kept rivals away from their

competition have not only driven and
own port--; but, for the last 40 years,
to Scandinavia has been regarded as
encroachment; because it might carry
dled

the establishment of services

an undue and unpermissible
directly the goods now han-

by transshipment through Hamburg ami

Bremen, especially

Hamburg.
The most recent

of these episodes is the attempt of a Philadelphia firm to start .i lino from that city to Copenhagen. As soon
.IS the service was begun they were advised by the Hamburg-Amer-

ican Company representatives to withdraw or take the consequence?,
and having maintained the service, very severe and damaging competition followed by both lines and by new ones especially created
by them for the purpose. The Ameri<an firm, one of the oldest and
most reliable In the business, filed a complaint* before the Interstate Commerce Commission which may be taken as an e.\cellent
exhibit of rate and tratlic control by an ocean carrier.
It states
that more than a decade ago the Hamburg Company established such
•
•
a system of rebates that through Its financial penalties »
ship

wIicHut tiny wcii' liiliMfstid ill
the proods or «» iiki-ihs. except by tin'
lliiis as It mlRliI
(I'li'ct.
This contriicl, when nm(h> with a German fnrwardlii); aKcnt, oovoreil
wluitcvor mi'rchniullsi" he mliiht haiiiUe for any or all of his foreign or do
iiu'sllc principals, no nnttter hy wliat route or routes he may have been In
sirucli'd by the lH)na tide owners of said merchandise U\ forward their goods
111
ultimate destinations In the Tnlted States.
In other words, the Ilaniliuri; .\nierlcan Packet rompaiiy not only secured
lie risht absolutely 10 lix freight rates from Hamburg to the Inlled States
.North .\llaiitlc iNirts of Itoston. New York, I'hlladelphla. Baltimore, Norfolk,
and Newport News, but. In like manner, peremptorily demanded as well the
light to name the steamship lines by whiiii Ihe shipper should forward
freight fiiun Itrcmen or Uotterdam to the said I'nited States North .Mlantle
slilppcrs
ri'ctly

were not

01'

|icriiillu>il

Id

liidlrectly. ollhcr as nwiiPis

lines of llip llmntiui'C-.Vnierli'mi

trcioils,
nl'

I'luket

all shipments that may be routed via
or Dutch ports, the routing of which can in any way be
controlled by the merchant.
Both the goo<ls of the merchant and
those which may be ordered through him or trans-shipped under his
direction are included in the contrait
Though the principal may

German

—

Raten and

or such other steamship lines

"This contract covers

liUSSEM, SMITH, PH.D.
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Hamburg.\merican Packet Company,
as that company may designate."

Carrier.

Compuny. or by such

I

ports, thoi-eliy prevenlliig (he shipper from sending his merchandise by any
other lines than those speelllcally designated by the Ilamburg-.\merlcan Packet

Company.
If the goods were destined beyond the .\raerlcnn seaboard, this arbitrary
selection of trans- .\tlantlc lines frei|uenlly Involved the determination by the
Hamburg .\inerleaii racket Company of the Vnlted Slates Inland carrier by

which Ihe goods should lie forwarded from the sealieard lo their llnal destlnalion, and a lonsequent restraint of trade within the United Slates.

This rel)ate contract first issued In 1895 has been withdrawn
and a modified form issued,
"rnder this modified form of contract,
the Hainburg-.Vnierican Packet Company agrees to carry all the
goods of the merchant at a certain rate, provided he will ship goods
to the six I'nited States North .\tlantic iwrts only by lines of the
"•Statemeni of I'eter Wright & Sons In the mailer of the eomplalnl
Mgalust the Hamburg. American racket Co. for pooling aud malDtalDlng monopolies in restraint of trade." .tune 10. lOOT.

have goods to forward from different ports, the agent must submit
the Hamburg-American Packet Company the determination of
the lines by which the goods in question are to be transported from
the respective ports. The merchant In an interior distributing center of the United States, ordering goods through his German representative, who is under contract with the I-(amburg-American
Packet Company, must submit to have all his goods shipped via such
lines as the Hamburg-American Packet Company may dictate.
"Thus the Hamburg-.Xuierican Packet Company not only fixes
the rates from Hamburg, but it controls the .^election of the steamship lines by which shippers may transport their goods from Bremen
and Rotterdam to the United States North Atlantic ports."
"The Hamburg-American Packet Company, after years of aggres-sive tactics, stands to-day the absolute dictator of the GermanAmerican trade. No steamfhip company in the United States, or
el.-ewhere, dares to question Its lofty supremacy; such temerity
would be followed immedlalely by attempted extermination.
"Thus a company, foreign in its control, dictates the rates, the
line, the manner, the method, the routes and every other condition
of trade and tralflc to which the United States producer, manufac
turer or shipper must humbly submit if he aspires to Introduce his
goods to the foreign consumers iin the three most northern Imi'ortant Continental ports."
The complaint then goes on to state that in addition to this
contract control there Is a further clominance through a pooling
agreement which the strong hand of Hamburg also controls.
"We desire especially to make complaint against the eastbound
or export Baltic pool dominated by the Hamburg-American Packet
Company, and maintained and manipulated by them In New York,
in conjunction with the North German I^loyd, Scandlnavian-.\merIcan Line and Wilson
Hull
Line.
The Baltic pool comprises the
ea.stbound merchandise irafiic through the United States North .Mlantic ports of Boston. New 'V'ork, Philadelphia. Baltimore. Norfolk
and Newijort News destined to ports or places in the kingdoms of
Denmark, Sweden and Norway, the province of Finland and the
German ports on the Baltic. This pool arbitrarily determines the
ultimate rates for forwarding merchandise on through and on local
bills of lading from the cities of Chicago. St. I»uis. Kansas City.
Omaha, Minneapolis, Duluth, Cleveland and other manufacturing
centers of the United States via the United States North .Atlantic
ports, either direct to the Baltic or via Hamburg. Germany; Bremen,
Germany, or Hull, England."
The pool divisions were described as follows: "Routes to Baltic
direct, and those via other nations, b/%hlch Baltic traffic is forced
by the pool to travel, and percentages allotted each route:
riu- Hamburg- .Vinerlean Packet Cnnipan.N. \i;i <;<-riit;Mi>
66perceot.
The .Niulh Uernian Lloyd, via liermanv
17ft "
The Wilson (Hull) Lines, via l':ngland.
iv,
to

(

1

70 per cent

The Scandlnavlan-.Xmerlcan

Llne---dlrect

ii>

Henniark

'lA

100 per cent
"To make easier and more certiln the percentage division of
the traffic, the fii-ld has been parcelecl out to members of the pool.
The Hamburg-.Xmerican Packet Company maintains a service to
Hamburg from each of the six United States .North .Atlantic ports
of Boston, .New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore. Norfolk and New
port News. The .North German Lloyd maintains a service to Bremen

from New York and from Baltimore. The Scandinavian-American
Line maintains a service to Copenhagen from Boston and from New
York.

"The practical working of this pool was Illustrated recently
when one of the largest exporting concerns was approached aud
without solicitation advised as to what their ocean rate of freight
would be for their output for the ensuing season. They were a.so
informed that later they would be adviseil ill over what trunk
line their shipments should be made: t2) to what ports their ship
ments should be forwarded; i31 what volume would be assigned
to each of the export centers.
This Is clearly a case where the pool
undertook to control, direct and divert as best suited the interest
of its members the output of the establishment.
"When a member of the pool Is doing more than its apportioned
share of the business, shippers are instructed to send their goods
ports from whence other lines make their sailings. A further
is maintained by the Hamburg-.\merican Packet Company
for its own benefit.
It prders the shipper to send his goods first to
one and then to another of the six United States North Atlantic
IHirls to which it maintains regular lines.
Freight shipments arithus manipulated so that the services of the Hamburg-.\merican
Packet Company shall not be depleted at one port or overburdened
at another."
These are the statements of a comparatively small but old and
to

balance

)

very reliable firm which

th'

llamburK AmiTican

roiii|jatiy

is

now

the Baltir Hcrvlce. Thf BtatementH contained In the complaint arc common knowleflge, although most or
them have not been deterniinerl In a court of law. Nor were they
in any wiiy disproved by the rebuttal of the Hamburg Company's
attomeyK. The Interatalf ('ommerce CommlHBlon did nothing to
question or determine thi-ii' correctness because the complaint was
illsralsHf'd in March, 19()S. on the grounds of lack of Jurl8<llctlon to
control the ocean lines In any alleged restraint of trade.
The Hamburg Company Is therefore allowed to go on undlstiirbed In It.s steady accretion of services and virtual control of
rates.
Hnque.sllonably It has the strongest po.sitlon and organizaA
tion to be found among the world's gi-eat shipping conipani«*s.
virtual witness of this Is Us ten-fold Increase of tonnage in 20 years
and Its prosperous financial condition.
The. evidences of the strength of Its position and that of its
allies need not be drawn wholly from complaints before the Inter-

attempting to

bf-at

off of

state (.'omniercf Commission.
A freight ciasslflcation in the ocean-carrying trade is a sign of

The shipowner In the Liverpool-New York trade
great sljiblllty.
hardly knows what freight classlflcAtions are. His life Is a turmoil and a .scramble for freight. He cannot make a classification
l)eeause the exigencies of his competitive business would make him
l)reak class i before he had completed class H. so he does not classify.
But the Geimans do. The North (ierraan Moyd and its partners just mentioned have a wesU)ound freight ciasslflcation of six
clas-ses.
That tor 190C was printed and distributed In New York
It divides
in November. 1905, so great is their fore knowledge.
freight Into six classes and It is currently reported in shipping
announced.
lircles tliat the rates are maintained as
The character of the goods has a |)rofoiind influence on rate
making and classifylpg as is shown by tlie different practices of
They can maintain
llie (iermans in the east and westbound trade.
a late going west but do not attempt to do so on eaistbound traffic.
The
Tlie difference is largely due to the chaiacter ot the freight.
trade to the west Is largely valuable manufactures which pay high
The six
|)rlces.
It Is In these goods that the classification holds.
classes do not provide for all articles.
Heavy freight Is almost excluded from the classifluition and reserved for special arrangements
which are estimated to cover at least 25 per cent, of the traffic of
one ot these lines. As the eastbound freight is nearly all heavy
This is necesfreight, it is all reserved for special arrangements.
sary because goods of this character cannot bear high freight charges
and would go to their destination by transshipment from British.
Dutch, Belgian or French ports if the German lines were not free
The freight rates
to make some adjustment to the current rates.
on westbound goods, though high per ton, are really low In percentage of value of the goods. This high value makes it unprolitable for much of this c'lass of freight to lose any time in followini;

View

of

more devious, but cheaper

—

.

No.

18.

planation.
The first is the much smaller size of German maritime
operations and the shorter shore-line thlB commerce servee. In G«fr
many there are but two ports engaged In Atlantic forelgm trade,
and as these are almost twin ports, agreement Is geographlcatl.'
simple.
In England, there are three different coasts and at least
SIX ports of the first magnitude and many smaller ones, each striving to get a larger share of the national commerce. The second
reason may be found In the national characteristics. The English-

man

loves his Independence and

will

undergo financial prlvatio<iA

The German has submitted to the national will, has
military drill, has obeyed orders and has moved in companies and maBHCK. He Is thereby trained to common aitlon. The
The great
third reason Is the lnfiuen<e of the German government.
German steamship companies are probably more nearly a part of
the government than are any other important lines in the world.
They receive direct or Indirect government aid and are beneflted
by the great desire of Germany to lie a sea power. A part of the
subsidy is In the form of bi>eclal railroad rates on export goods on
the government railroads. The personal side of this government
relation, the lively Interest of the German Emperor, who uses the
great force of his personal and social prestige to uphold this branch
of German sea power, is also Important.
The lines to the southern countries of Europe carry an important part of our trade with the continent, but It is not necessary
10 give any full account of the rate problems of the lines between
the United States and the Mediterranean for the reason that while
a complex array of Incidents might be marshalled, they show no
new principles. The long shore line, the several nations, the many
ports combine to destroy any idea of homogeneity. Five jealous
peoples have their outlet on the Mediterranean the French, Spanish, Italians, Austrians and Hungarians, and to add to the variegated aspect the German and English companies have i)een Important factors in the carrying trade to America, which now has at least
1.".
line services to the North Atlantic ports.
Their hlstorj' this past 15 years has been as checkered as Is
the cosmopolitanism of the carriers, wars, agreements, pools more
wars, more readjustments but nothing different in principle or
practice from that which has been narrate<l in the previous numbers
to

have

It.

received

—

—

—

of this series.
(

To be concluded.

Ottawa Union Passenger Station.

the

The union passenger station at Ottawa, Ont.. is being built by
Grand Trunk, to be used by that road, the Canadian Paclfio,
New York & Ottawa. As shown In the accompanying plan,

and the

new plaza to be formed at the intersection
Sapper's bridges with Rldeau street. In connection

the station will face the
i>(

Dnffc'iin unci

Ottawa Union Station and Chateau Laurier, Looking Across Rideau Canal.

Hence it becomes the
routes.
easy prey of the carriers with agreements and classifications.
The London carriers are unique among Brltlsh-.\merican carriers In that they have a freight classification.
It hjus .seven classes
and was formed in 1901 by crystalizlng the results of long practice.
It Is instructive to note that It Is In a trade controlled by
few and strong hands, and that only an estlmalwl 10 per cent, of
the traffic is dassitled
the higher class manufactures. On the other
90 per cent, the agreeing Ixjudon carriers-, feel that they must be
free to meet the market, which sets the rate for all freight moving
In great quantities.
Why do the ocean carriers from Germany to .\merica agree
so completely while those from Great Britain compete so constantly'.'
There are at least three reasons that may be cited in partial exslower,
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wlth the buildini; of the station, a hotel will be erected, on the
other side of the plaza, at the southwest corner of Major's Hill
Park. This hotel is to be known as the Chateau Uiurler.
The present Canadian Pacific tracks, as well as those of an
electric railway which runs to Hull and outlying points, run between the site of the new station and Rldeau canal. The Canadian
It
will continue
Pacific line Is eventually to be double tracked.
parallel to the canal, running under the plaza formed by roofing
the canal.
bridges
over
over the space between the two converging
From tills point, the line ix)ntlnues along the canal and to the .\lexandra bridge across the Ottawa river, over which the through Canadian Pacific trains and the electric cars will operate. The terminus
The original Idea
of the elivtric railway will be under the plaza.
was to make the station a head on instead ot a through station;
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the station at the end of a Y over which all trains
would hack in from the east and west. This would have made a
.shorter run to Hull station than the route across t)ie Alexandra
bridge, but as the government required that the bridge continue
to be used the present plan was adopted.
The tracks come into the
he .south. IcavIiiK the f'anailiaii Piicific trai-ks al.out
station from
that

is,

to pul

I

607

28,000 sq. ft. At the north end of the annex there will be another
new plaza at the intersection of Sussex and Besserer streets, wide
enough to easily take care of carriage service and baggage wagons,

while express and mall wagons are provided for in the driveway
east of the annex.
lietween the train shed

is a concourse
track level; it
communicates on the east with the plaza just
mentioned, and on the north it leads into the
j^eneral waiting room, at the same level. The
first four stories of the station building proper
are used for the passenger station, while the
upper stories will be railroad offices. These
upper stories are built around a well, Uie
Iwttom of which Is the central dome over
he waiting room.
From the main waiting
room open alcoves and rooms for the ticket
'itTue, sleeping car office, information bureau,
parcel room, lunch room, etc.
At the north
end of the waiting room is a broad stairway
leading up to the Laurier plaza, which Is
22 ft, above the track level.
The main waiting room is .52 ft. squar<», with wide wings
each 50 ft. square and 40 ft. high.
The
women's room 52 ft. x 30 ft.. Is north of the
main stairway, being under the entrance to the
plaza, and is well lighted from open areas on
each side of the entrance. The smoking rooni
is 32 ft. square; the ticket office, 52 ft. square:
the lunch room 52 ft. x 35 It., and the sleeping
car office, telegraph office and information bureau, each 15 ft. x 20 ft.
On the mezzanine
floor will be the offices of the train despatcher
and the station master, and other rooms.
One of the accompanying photographs of
models .shows the main entrance of the sla
tion fronting on the plaza.
A smaller entrance leads to a suite of private waiting
rooms for the use of government officials and
distinguished visitors.
Another view of the
model shows the station building and also the
Chateau Laurier. The ground area of the hotel is about 25,0on
sq. ft.
The main entrance is from the plaza and the service entrance is underneath from the level of the roadway to the canal.
There Is also a large passenger subway connecting It with the station.
The hotel will have over 300 outside rooms and connecting
baths, aside
from the t>allroom, public and private banquet
and dining-rooms, cafe, etc.
Heat and electric current for light

170

I

View

of Station

from Laurier Plaza.

below the station. There will be nine station track.s. served
by platforms 20 ft. wide.
East of the train-shed is the baggage
and express annex, about 350 ft. long, with separate trai-ks and platforms. This takes care of in and outbound baggage, express and
mail.
Adjoining it is the power plant and space for coal storage,
also second class waiting rooms, the conduclors' and trainmen's
rooms, customs offices, etc. The ground area of Ihis annex is about
2,000

ft.

Location of Ottawa Union Passenger Terminal.

and the station building

ft.

x

50

ft.

This

is

at
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will

fumlBlied

lie

TIh'W? bulldlngH
jaci.'iil

iiarllami'iit

from
have

powi.T

thfIk

biilldliiMs

hu

jilaiil

rJeHigiicMl

anil

in

ttu-

liaKKax''

to harmonlzi;

aiiii<.-x.

with the

a<l-

Iho proponed govcrnmenial build-

of Major's Hill I'ark.
Ik Krem.'h (Jothlc,
1 he architecture
This style lende Iti^elf para predominating N'ornian motif.
lirularly to the construction of the station building, In which the
Th
vertical lines of the steel frame have been made prominent.
outside of the buildings will be of stone, and the detail of the
upper stories will be In faience. The roofs are to be copper. Tlie
iiiKH ••arit

Willi

•

entire framework will be steel, and the floors and partitions of concrete or tile.
II
u.seil to be customary In
working out plaiiH for a terminal
of this kind for the railroad's engineering department to prepare
the general layout, deciding what areas should l>e used for station,
baggage room and other puriwses, and have the architect design the
More recently, better results have
structure within these limits.
licen obtained by submitting the problem to the architect, leaving

Vol
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and new second tracks, etc., are to be constructed accordand old lines are to lie changed as occasion offers, but it
must Lx- many years before the change is completed. Hunning to
the right was the rule on the flrst Austrian railroads: a change
to the left was made In 1844, when there was not much U> change;
In lS.'j| there was a change back to the right, to be changed again
ttors

do

ingly,

as aforesaid.

Metal Draft Frame for

Wooden

Cars.

All-wood freight cars are subjected to treatment whi<'h greatly
increases the cost of maintenance bei'ause of the use oi hlglwapatlty
all-steel and steel underframe cars, heavy locomotives, bump gwiicbIng yards, etc. To strengthen them to that they are better fitted
to withstand these stresses, W. K. Sharp, Superintendent of the
Armour Car Lines, Chicago, has designed a steel underframe to be
applied to wooden ears now In service, which will give a continuous

Secfion /)-A. tVifhouf Fx fens/on reafcire.
.-».>'/'.,

¥

¥

'
'

I'

¥

Secfion C-C.

Sharp's Steel Center

him

Sill

and Draft

work out the best layout for handling traffic; the details
a.s to tracks, swlti hes and connections being subject to the approval
of the operntlnp and engineering dep.irtnients of the railroad.
The
Ottawa Terminal and the Chateau l.aiirler were designed in ibis way
il

to

to

by Bradford

On

I..

Cilbei'l.

the Austrian railroads, the rule since lS7t; lias been for
run on the left-hand track, and signal;-', switches, etc.,
have been placed accordingly. Meanwhile, in the adjacent countries,
Ciermany, Italy and even Hungary, the (rains kept to the right.
Now Uie Austrian authorities have determined to do as their neigh-

trains

to

Sills for

Wooden

Cars.

draft system, and which can be put on at low cost. Since cars
of the same class, made at different times, may vary appreciably In
such essential dimensions as the distance from end sill to body
bolster or distance lielween tnK'k centers. It was necessary that
tills frame be so designed that H could be applied without boring
new holes and thus further wefiVteiiliig the wooden niemliers of the
nir. and. also, that the original lieLclit of the car floor l>e left unchanged. Furlhermore. it was ilesired to avoid cutting away the
body iKilsler in piaklng continuous center sills, it being considered
that a large number of the failures of such bolsters in service are
due to the weakness thus caused.
Th;Detail drawings and photographs are shown herewith.
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draft sills and tlie dead block are steel oi- malkahlf iron. Tin;
\-d\t.iHis bolted to the forward ends of the draft sills and extends
up the outside face of the end sill. A bracket is cast on the top
for the uncoupling lever.
Each draft sill has a stop against which
the inner face of the end sill bears, with a hole for bolting through
be end sill to the dead block. The illustralioas show draft sills
dt^signed for twin draft springs; they can, however, be made for
any design of spring or friction gear.
The lengths of ho draft sills and of the center sills are standard.
lh(^ viuialioiis in essential dimensions noted above being met by
I

I

609

Nankin, the distance in an air line beini; about 530 miles. The
Chinese are to build and own the railroad themselves, under the
observation and inspection of engineers and accountants selected
by the Europeans, who are to provide £5,000,000 towards the cost.
About 175 miles south of Tientsin the line will connect at Tsinan-fu
with the German Shantung Railroad.

The railroad around the shoals of the Congo from Stanleyville
miles, has been completed and steamlioats no
longer ply on that iiiul of the .stream, there calle<l the Lualaba.
Stanleyville is al)Out a lhcusan<l miles above Stanley Pool, the upper
terminus of the old (^ongo Railroad, and between them steaml>oats
of considerable tonnage ply. Above Ponthierville the Lualaba is
navigated to Kindu, about 200 miles further up (south). Thence
to Kongolo, 200 miles, south by east, another railroad is to be built,
to reach a stretch of river which with a little improvement is said
to be navigable for about 400 miles, to the falls of Kalengwe.
to Ponthierville, 79

Effects of the

16-Hour Law on Trainmen.

i'roni replies received in response to inquirie.-; sent to the principal railroads, it appear* that the most imporiant result of the
United States law limiting the working hours of trainmen, which went
into effect on March 4, has been to equalize the re>t periods of those
crews who formerly took a long rest at the home end of their runs
and a short one at the other end: and to reduce the average income

of freight trainmen in numerous cases where the rearrangement of
runs has necessitated the employment of additional crews.
In a
umber of cases a run of, say. 160 miles, has been divided so as 10
leave 120 miles to be operated the same as before, while the other 40
miles is operated by having a crew go out and come back the same
day. This arrangement as well as most of the other changes which
have been made, makes some increase in the total time spent at
terminals, and in this way makes necessary the employment of additional crews; and the payment for the time spent in this added
terminal work has in a few cases increased the expense per trainmile to the companies.
Large numbers of roads have reported that no important change
was found necessary on their lines; and in the cases of the few
roads on which considerable expenditures have been made for new
terminal buildings and tracks, we are informed that the changes
I.

Bottom View

of Draft Sills.

an extension feature, which is shown in detail in the drawings.
To lengthen the distance between bolster and end sill, a filler block
is i)iit between each draft sill and the body boKsler.
To increase
the distance between truck centers, a wing casting is riveted to
each center sill, with its short arm fitting between the end of Ihe
sill and Ihe bolster.
The thickness of this wing casting arm and
that of the filler blocks vary according to requirements.
The filler
blocks have lugs which fit into holes in the ends of the draft sills
to

hold them in place before the frame is riveted up. The draft
and the center sill are made continuous by two plates passing

sills

Side

View

of

Draft

Sills.

over the top and under bottom of the bolster and securely riveted
to the different members.
The lower plate is cut out for the top
center plate, which is cast integral with the bolster. Each draft
sill is strengthened by a rod passing through the body bolster and
through a lug cast on the side of the draft sill.
Refrigerator cars of the Armour Car Lines have been equipped
witli this underframe for a year and no weakness has developed.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Showing Buffer Block.

had been planned before the passage of the law. Information received fronr roads on which changes have been made Is given below.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.— The lengths of the divisions are
quite uniform, so that probably the law will result in no serious
chaniJces; but crews that have heretofore made their runs in the
dire.tlon of home after a rest of six or eight hours, will now have
to make this rest-period longer.
A few additional crews put
.\tlanta. Birnilnsham & Atlantic.
on; only a small part of the whole force is affected by the changes.
Baltimore & Ohio. About 21 crews will have to take longer
rest-periods at that end of their run which as farthest away from
home. It was expected that not over a dozen men would have to
change residence.
Central of New Jersey. Some crews which have run out and
back the same day will now be run farther and be required to take
a re.'^t. as required by law, at the far end.
Chicago. Burlington & Quinry. .4 number of runs have been rearranged and additional freight crews are required.
Chicago & NorUi-Western. .\ few crews will have to take rest

—

—

The Austrian authorities have made a special rate on crude
lietroleum to be used as fuel, coming from the wells in Galicia.
This rate is the same per pound as the coal rate. .\s oil has a fuel
value equal to about l"i its weight of coal, and as the oil tank cars
can take no return freight, the coal jiroducers have ai; excuse for
calling this unfair.

—

—

The

been nunle between ibe I'iiiiuM' i;!.!. rjiment
and Ccrnian and English capitalists for a railroad from Tientsin,
the port Qf Pekin, south by east to the Yang-tse-Kiang river opposite
contrnet

li:\s

—

away from homQ who formerly made round

trips.

—

—

.
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HcMtoforc freight train.s liave he^n run(Jmonta (tJl mllCH) and ictiirn. total 122
Alhany to (niQonta s:i mileH) atid return, total 1C<; mlleti;
OnconUi to Mohawk (72 nillcH) and return, total 144 mlleg; Onconta
Under
lo .McchanlcKVllle (S7 mllrn) and return, total 174 miles.
the new arranRement he runH are from Oneonta to SaratOBa, 92
nille.s; liiuKhamton to Meithanlcvllle, 149 miles; UlnKhamlon to AlUelawarc & Hudson.

fi-om Hin«li.iiiilon to

riiiiB

nillps:

(

I

bany, 143 miles.

number

'I'he

round trip

who thus have their runs changed from
away is :!2. Thr; company prohahly will have

of crews

to .straight

new buildings at two points, eo.sllng $2,500, and about 100
with families will ehange their residences.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.— On one division where trafmade lighter so as to Insure
fic: Is dense the freight train.s have been
In numerous cases runs
the completion of trips within HI hours.
of 100 miles and less, formerly doubled in 15 to 20 hours, are no
to provide

men

lunger doubled.
Creut Northern, Business Is now so light that no changes have
been necessary, but, with the road working to its full capacity, some
A number of passenger runs have
iiiiis will have to be shortened.
licen changed so that the rest periods of the crews will be more
nearly ('(luallzed as between the two end.s of the run.
Changes were made some time
International & Great Northern.
ago to comply with the law of the -tate of Texas, In which the limit
is 14 hours instead of ](>, as In the federal law, but only a few
changes were found necessary. One Y track had to be put in to
be u.sed for turning engines.
Illinois Central (freight runs).

—

—

1

Mc-inplils

yvw

old Arrnniiniiint.
173 mllfs
Mouiula

>rrmplils to

t<i

.Mcmplils

I'aduunli

to

Arraniji ihint.

123 miles

F''iillon

Kidinn to Mnnnds
.Memphis lo Kulton

lOllmlli's

Kiillon to I'aclueah
l,r)Ul«vllle

to

riliiceton

to

Pnducnh

Uwln

to

mik-s

2.'!2

mllcii

to Central Cily

101 mllcii

.

.

Tuiwller to Gwln
VlckshuiK lo Wilson
Wilson Ki New Orleans

Vlckslnn-K to N'on- Orleans. .228 mllei

69 '•
113 miles

whom

to Nashville

KvMiisvllle

City,

Mexico & Orient.

—One

—

—

—

hours.

10

Southern Railway.

places.

Texas &

Paciflc.

this

miles.

Union

Paciflc.

— Trains

now end

to Boyce, 20S miles,

company's

many

lines

— Between

that heretofore ran from
their trips at Baton

the

of

Denver and North

was decided on before the passage

of the

New

di-

Orleans

Rouge Junction,

S9

Platte, 277 miles, the

line is to be divided at Sterling, exactly one-half,

new passenger crew had

to

but this change

I6hour law.

One

freight

—

Kansas Cily Southern. The run between Mena and Shrevepnrt
(17S miles) has been changed so that now the men will run from
Mena to TexarUana, 107 miles; and from Toxarkana to Slirevepoit.
71 miles (round trip, 142 miles).
The line from Shreveport to De
Qiilney (161 miles) will be divided at Hornbeck. 94 miles from
Shreveport, and the balance of 67 miles will be covered by a round
trip (1,34 miles).
Eighteen crews are affected by these chan.ces.
The buildings and tracks required at the new terminals cost $105,-

is

The Purchasing Department and Common Standards.*

be employed.

C0.M.M11.N'

—On

visions are from 150 to 170 miles long, but it was found that lo
change the teiminals would cost about $2,000,000, a sum which, on
account of the business depression, was not available.
It was decided, therefore, to have the oiew which starts out with a train
take it about 120 to 125 miles, and then have a relief crew take it
the remaining thinl of the distance and make the round trip.
While this crew is at work the other one has time to rest. The
engines and cabooses are not changed at these temporary changing

divided into two, one 117 miles long and the
other 47 miles. Some of the trainmen will earn 25 per cent, le.ss
than before. The headquarters of three passenger crews has been
changed.

Nashville..

Kansas

18.

aggregate mileage is the same. On the Bay City line a passenger
run of 237 miles is divided so as to make one of 147 miles and another of 90 miles.
Oregon Kallroad & Navigation Co. The runs of the local freight
trains betw< «?n Htarbuck, Wash,, and Spokane, 15C miles, have heretofore been divided at Tekoa, lOS miles from Starbuck, but now
are divided at Coalfax, 69 miles from Starbuck. The fa-'t freigbtB
between Starbuck and SjKikane have heretofore run through (146
About 35 men
miles), but now the runs are divided at Tekoa.
have to change their residences.
Oregon Short Line. No changes have been made in runs, but
about l.'io.OOO Is being spent for new passing tracks, with a view to
preventing rlelays In the movement of freight trains.
rhliadel])hia & Reading. This company began some years ago
to e(|ualiice the runs of trainmen so as to avoid the necessity of
exce.ssive hours, and 100 miles is now the maximum for practk-ally
ail fi eight and coal trains.
In connection with the changes decided
on (biforcthe law wa.s passed) the company built two rest houses
costing td^ther about $10,000, one at Bridgeport and one at East
Penn Junction. About 1,500 men now have to take rest away from
home, though formerly in many cases they made a round trip in

run of 164 miles

Princeton

I.

No.

three crew.s will be required where formerly two handled the trains.
Three passenger crews on the main line have been changed, but their

"

11.1

Annniinn'

.Inuniici,

(Jlil

iinsvllle

•

12."i

About 150 men are affected by these changes, about half of
change their residences.
Passenger Runs.-

will

•'

milea
Central City to Paducali
100 "
ITInopton to Naslivllle ....116 miles
Nashville to I'rlneeton
118 "
Memphis lo Tiitwller
02 miljs
I.<)idsvllle

Nashville and

return

Memphis

•22.')

"

.".0

123
46

XMV.,

Vol.

a brief de.'^criplion of the present practice and policy of
the purchasing department of the Union Pacific and the Southern
Pacific and of the co-operation of other departments of the service,
which has made its methods practicable and effective.
Thi.s is

lO.M.MON ST.\NDARUS.
the most eflicient, economical and satisfactory reimlts
the lines of these systems, comprising about 18,000 miles.

To obtain
for all
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similar 100,000 lbs. capacity cars
tNo 00,000 lbs. capacity furniture cars have yet been purchased.
tl^vel full,

Tu'"*^^.

and about 50 men with families have changed their residences,
The additional time paid to crews In consequence
new arrangement Is estimated nt $105 a month. Six passenger
crews have had to change the place of their principal away from000.

or wli; change.

of the

home

terminal.
Louisville & Nashville.— Few crews will

have

to

change

resi-

dence
,,.,,,.
ri„_.™i
r.
r
.
^
AUrhlgan
tentral.— One
freight run has been changed so that
.

,

Is

platform.

onlv
about »60 per ^car.
.
-.^

^

the management realized several years ago the Importance of selectIng definite uniform standards of the best practicable designs for
many a-.-tldes used in large quantities ly the dlffertni departmenU
of the service,
In lamierous conferences, which are held periodlcaDy, the chief
-

-

'.Vhslraei of a paper read l)efore Ihe New York Railroad Cluh on Feb 21.
lOOS. ti.v W, V, S, Thurne, lOrector of Purchases or the Union PaclBc System
oiid the Southern Pncltic Company.

^
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each department concerned of the various associated companies have recommended exactly what many of these standards
should be. Decisions have been made after considering the advantages from a mechanical and practical as well as from a commercial
point of view and after opportunity has been given for argument
or suggest ions from many experienced and technical men, who have
used or manufactured the devices or material in question. Later
most of these recommended standards have been favorably passed
on by a majority of the general managers of the companies concerned, ami when formally approved by the Director of Maintenance
and Operation of the associated systems have thus been adopted
as common standards for all the associated lines.
Where practicable
officials o£

and desirable, detailed and
been prepared,

describing

and drawings have
and illustrating clearly each common

definite specifications

standard.

When

formally adopted, any article remains a common standard
has been formally canceled or superseded by another device,
officials concerned have voted to be preferable, either on
account of greater efficiency, safety, economy, simplicity or other
good and siitllcient reason. This method has been found to work
most satisfactorily in practice and without too much red tape to be
until

it

which the

objectionable.

When common

standards were

it was impracany one company as
as the various railroads

considered,

first

ticable to adopt the then existing standards of

common standards

for the iussociated

line.s,

had teen under separate management and had different standards
of their own.
No one line had any design of freight car or passenger train car or locomotive, or more than a few maintenance of
way department standards, that could not be greatly improved by
suggestions from officials of the other aiisociated lines, from car
builders, locomotive builders or other manufacturers, to whom
various parts of proposed common standard plans and specificalions
were .submitted for criticisms and suggestions. It was found, however, th;it certain parts of cars or locomotives, heretofore used as
standards by some of the lines, were entirely suitable as common
standards, and these were accordingly adopted. Each common standard was therefore adopted strictly on its merits.
ADVANTAOICS OF THIS SY.STEM
are

Some advantages
as follows:
The

MAKING

l.V

PURCIIASE.S.

of this system to the purchasing department
variety of similar articles to be purchased la
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Wheel
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Many purchasing agents spend half their time trying to secure
further definite information than is ordinarily furnished at first In
regard to supplies they are asked to buy. They do this in order
to have some specifications, even though crude, as a fair basib on
which to compare bids and place orders, which will insure to some
extent the railroad company's receiving the quality, sizes and kinds
of supplies best suited for its requirements.
If, therefore, a purchasing agent is supplied with definite and complete specifications
and drawings prepared by experts, covering many of the most Important articles purchased, the result is certainly a great relief to
the purchasing department.
It simplifies the work there, not only
at the time purchases are made, but later also in lessening the
amount of correspondence complaining about defective devices or
Inferior workmanship or material.
When competing manufacturers are furnished with carefully
prepared specifications, and if necessary, drawings also, showing
exactly what is wanted, they are then able to figure the closest
prices they can afford to name without having to make any allowances for uncertainties. When definite specifications or drawings
establish a fair and exact basis for comparing the relative merits
of bids, manufacturers will ordinarily submit lower prices for
material of the quality specified than they would otherwise. If a
manufacturer feels that certain railroad companies will repeatedly
purchase from him In large quantities articles of exactly the same
kind, and will not change their standards without excellent reason,
he will ordinarily quote very low figures hoping thereby to secure
such business continuously. By concentrating orders for the same
devices or materials witli one, or in a few cases with two, well
equipped and reliable manufacturers, more uniformity can be secured, and the ordering, inspection and forwarding of shipments
are facilitated and accomplished with greater economy. Another
great advantage in having intelligent and definite specifications and
drawings is that it facilitates a fair inspection, and, when articles
are furnished in accordance with definite conditions, there is lar
less uncertainty as to results that will be obtained by their use.

In.

1

iBaggiiKe
tl'ostal

device.

88,000

(id ft.

•ti" ft.

6ii

other tlian tlie usual storehouses, thereby avoiding the necessity of
carrying as much on hand as formerly.
The light weights given above for common standard all-steel
passenger train cars complete include the weights of an axle lighting device and storage batteries which amount to about 6,390 lbs.
for each car.
These axle lighting devices are to be given a trial,
but none has yet been adopted as a common standard.
The weight complete in running order of each four-wheel all
steel truck is about 14,400 lbs. and of each all steel six-wheel truck
about 20,000 lbs., not including the weight of any axle lighting

icspection bureau well equipped with mechanical and chemical testing laboratories and with a corps of experienced Inspectors
has proved most usei'ul and necessary. To this department copies
of many orders placed by purchasing agents are sent so that proper
attention may be given to inspection of quality of workmanship and
material of supplies and equipment furnlshe<i. and so that weights
and conformity to standards, etc., may be properly checked. This
department has also rendered much assistance in the preparation
and revision of specifications and drawings.
The following examples will illustrate to what extent many of
the articles purchased for the Union and Southern Pacific lines have
been standardized by the operating and motive power departments.

As

BOLLI.NC STOCK EQIII'MKNT.
rolling stock is likely to be transferred from one line to
new cars and locomotives and repair parts for such
form the largest items purchased by railroad companies.

all

another, and as

equipment

steel trucks.

BL'IlEAi:.

An

Common Stasdahd Locomotives.

— I'assenger

,

A

Class
CjllnUcis

Inches

Diameter of cUlvlng wheels
"
truck wheels
"
"
trailing wheels

"
"
"

Boiler pressure
Boiler dia. of 1st course, outside.
Total weight on drivers
of engine
"
heating surface

lbs.

F'Ircbox
lirate area

.

Sl-l'O

28-105

20x28
81

33

(.4

51

.Inches
lbs.
••

sq.ft.

Inches
sq.ft.

Heating surface to grate area
Tractive power (M. E. P. considered S5
lbs.
per cent, of boiler pressure
Adhesive weight to tractive effort

200
70
105.000
106.000
2640
108x06
40.5
53.5
23.."i06

4.47

Locomotives

>

raelllc.

Atlantic.
I'

T

77-22/l'8 141

22x28
77

•Ten-Wheel.

22x28

22x30

4.71

0:1

>

Switch.

8 51-19,26-140
19x20

'/i,

57
3014

20x28
63
30

....

....

....
....

200
72

200
80

200
70

175
05

100,000

187.000
20S.O00

140.000
162.000

3403
108x06

2102
108x60

32.1
93.3

49.5
70.0

49.5
42.0

30.2
51.0

.36.570

43,305

30.22L'

.'7.376

4.38

4.32

4.6::

.'..11

203.000
2904
124x37 Vi

40.5
61.6

M

....

rt:i

20.020

Consolidation.

C 57-22 30187

30

33^4
45
200
70
141.000
222.000
304S
108x66

I/ocomotlves
Mogul.
20 2S 140

I'relghl

,

6:{-22/2S-lU0

51

140.iM>0

140.0O0
1557
10Sx40Vi

•For mountain service.
The above weights and dimensions, etc., are for coal burning locomotives. Common standard oil burning locomotives are Identical except that grates
are omitted, and ash pan Is modified, and oil burning apparatus and connections and lire brick are added without materially aSectlDg weigbta.

reduced to a minimum. Many standards for all the associated lines
being uniform, stocks of material carried on hand at different points
are Interchangeable to a much greater extent than formerly, and.
In case of emergency, material can be drawn with little delay from

was considered most important to have these of as uniform and
good designs as possible for all the associated lines,
After several conferences, the olScials concerned decided to have
definite specifications and detailed drawings of what has been called
it
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common Htandard cars and locomotivfts as shown in the ai.coinpiiuyIng tables. It was thought that these would Include prankally all
of the different lypes of bucii equlpnieiii which It misht be advli-able
to i>uicha.He In the near future for ordinary use on any of the lines.

lor t.tjmniun mandiinl LocomoUret and Tmdtrt
i;encrator»
Bandrrs

\

jiuieut

siiJe bmrlui;*,

piucut

g,,,,...-,w

I

foal eupaelty
net tuns
•Wi'lKbl fiuiily
lb«.
•VVt. with lual and water. "
Fuel oil caijaclly <i( tliCBP
tenders wlicn llttiul for use

wltb

oil

burning

lives

Additional weight
tenders empty,
about

.

drlcal.

Urlcul.

7.UU0

u.OOO

0,000

4,000

'"'

.W.HHO
\:,y,»m

firi.OOO

.,„_-.'

1.15,000

8o,100

i;i.".,0.jU

M

^

2,'JIO

-i.'iW

-^^f

'

,..,„

I'.sso

,
l.OJO

.
._
8,)0U

_^„
3,i80

such
lbs.

Id

U,i:iO

«,l-'tO

passenger service tenders arc e'luippcd with vestibule, which adds
about -I.UUO lbs. to the weight of cyliodrieal tenders, and about 3,^40 lbs. lo
the weight of rectangular tenders.
.slaiulard tenders for oil burning locomotives are Idenwith those for coal burning locomotive-s. except that lanli for
fuel oil is placed in coal box, and piping connections to locomotive
Having determined the general lypes of cars
lirebox are added.
and locomotives to be purchased In future the question of detailed
plans and specltlcations for each and every part, no matter how
small, of all such equipment was then given the most careful consideration, and care was taken to follow M. C. B. or M. M. adopted
or recommended standards.

Common

tical

In designing all types of common standard freight cars the
principle was strictly adhered to of using identically the same parts
in different types of cars wherever suitable, in order to minimize
variety and to have as many parts as possible interchangeable. The
same practice was also followed in designing common standard

locomotives and passenger train cars.
This plan not only proves of great advantage to the railroad
companies from a nialntenanco point of view, in facilitating the
malting of repairs without delay, but it also lessens the vailety,
amount and value of material necessary lo carry in stock. Uniformity of parts, wherever practicable, is also of value to car and locomolive builders, as It reduces considerably the variety of patterns,
dies, templets and blueprints, which they would otherwise have to
make if building more than one type of car or locomotive, thereby
enabling them to make slightly lower prices.
SfKCIAI.riKS rltUNtSllKl)

IIY

TlIK lUlI.ltOAl) CO.Ml'A.NY.

making common standard plans and speciflcalions for equipment. It was naturally found that there were numerous parts of
cars or locomotives, among them many patented devices, which car
or locomotive btiildcrs had no special facilities for making or could
In

not make. These specialties the railroad companies could purchase
direct from the manufacturer at lower prices and with better assurance of prompt deliveries than tlie car or locomotive l)uilders could
obtain, particularly if the railroad companies signilicd their willingness to adopt such specialties as their standards until they found
tomething belter, or just as good, and enough cheaper to justify

a change. Another inducement to manufacturers to name low prices
has been that if specialties made by them were used as common
standard by any large railroad system, it would advertise their
waves and assist them in getting business from other companies.
Therefore, in btiying new equipment, the Union and Southern
Pacific systems have found it advantageous to furnish free of charge
to the car or locomotive builders the following specialties:
Pur
.Mr

l>rnl;e

Common

StuiiilarJ I'liiyht Cars.

Brake shoes
Couplers, M. C. B.
Door bolt keepers tor refrlg. cars
Hoor fasteners

equlpiuent

Itcarlngs, Joiunal
Bolsters, lioUv. cast

steel

'iralic Viljn^li'r ci|iit|iini'nls.
liral^e beams
Hoor InsiilnHon for refrlg.

"ufr llxturcs

and....
draft

Springs truck
Steel platforms for cabooses
bolster, truck center plates and
dead lever anchors
Truck side frames, cast steel
Wheels, rolled steel (In special cases

cars

Uraft rigging

.lournal l>oxes, M C. B.
Ketrlgerator air s.v|)lioii»
llefrlEcralor car lining

Truck

Hoofs, metal
Side hearings, truck

only.
Kleclrlc fans for dining and observa
tion cars
Lid. bolt and spring for Journal boxes
l.igliling e(|ul|)nunl
Mail catchers for postal cars
Uanges for dining cars
Itefrlserators for dining cars
Steel platforms

Basket racks, metal

Body bolsters, cast
Brake beams
Brake handles
Brake shoes
Car couplers

steel

Cinder guards for postal cars
I'nner for observation
dining cars
Coffee nriis for dining cars
Curtain and rollers, vestllmle

Closets.

Diaphragms and attachments,
bule

Draft gear

and

vestl-

ci-il

Seats
Shle bearings, truck
S|irings. truck and draft
Siciiin healing system ci|ulpinent
'I'rup door llxturcs
Truck steel castings
Vcsilliulc imrts
Wash stands

Water
Water
Water

for ivtilrh easlnr*

<ndulu

8i.

uieDl

«,.

ing Talres

m.

pipe Biialueri

'i

Muse, tank
lleailllghls,
acetylene and eleclrlc,
aiHj apparatus fur the liame

Injectors

'

i,

'n,.

Ti

'slllog wbr*lt
-nier plate*
»te.-l

Tr.;

Journal boxes, M.
Lubricators

i'.

\ri-ii"ji' ,,. .|>i., .,,..,,n ..u.l attactamrota
|„i |,a-i>ciiuri iu,.uuiutite leudrnt

B.

I'acking for piston rods
lacking for valve steuia
.Salily

-

Ki,
Kt'
Ki.

Water

gagt-v
Wheels, rolled steel, engiue

vanes

and lender

truck
Whintles

The coi't of these specialties furnished by the railroad for new
common standard freight car-s Is from 20 to 3u per cent, of the total
cost of the car complete.
Fo,- new common standard paiiwiiger train
it averages fiom 30 to 40 per cent, of the cost of the car comand for new common standard locomotives it Is approximately
from 12 to \') per cent, of the cost of the locomotive complete. This
leaves lo the car or locomotive builders only plain and regular
work lo figure on when requested to submit bids. As they should
be well equipped to perform such work, they should be able to quote
closer figures than if al.so re<iuired to secure quotatioiui on short
notice from other manufacturers, on the specialties referred to
above, the close prices of which they are not always familiar with,
and could not in many cases easily obtain.

cars

plete,

FUKU OF SPF.CIFICATIOXS Foil CAHS AM) LOCOM0TI\X».
The Union Pacific and Southern Pacific have found It
to

have

all specifications for

desirable

common

printed on pages M. C. B. size SV.i
ity, correctness and compactness.
desirable to bind under separate
lowing:
Approximate Smnbcr of
Kach dillerent type of freight car
Kach dillerent type of pusbeni;er train

standard cars and locomotives
by 10='4 In., to secure uniformIt has heen found convenient and
covers specifications for the fol-

in.

rrinlnl Paurt in Bach.
14 to 21

car l»dy

I'our wheel

passenger train car trucks
Six-wheel passenger train car trucks
lOach different type of locomotive
lOach different type of tender

23 to 38
5
S
Iff
!*

to 18
to
«

SCIIEUULES.
As a part of common standard freight car speriBcations. separate schedules have been made describing in full iletail each of the
different kinds and parts of specialties furnished by the railroad
f.o.b. the car builders" works.
On each schedule Is shown the name
and address of the manufacturer of the article referred lo and a
list of the different types of common standard freight cars on which
such specialties are used. The schedules also show on what common standard drawings the devices or parts thereof are Illustrated.
and with what common standard material specifications (If any
or with what other specillcations the material furnished must
comply. Information in regard to the weight of the device and the
kinds of material and parts of which it is made, etc., is also indicated where desirable. By reference to these sche<iules ofBclals of
the railroad companies and car builders can see exactly what material the railroad is to furnish, and, when these specialties ar^
ordered, if reference is made to schedule number and date and lo
the number of cars of specified types for which the material is
wanted, manufacturers and inspectors will be fully informed as to
what should be furnished.
i

NV.MBERINO OF

SCllF.Dfl.ES.

Kor purposes of easy reference, schedules are numbered consecutively and in alphabetical order.
I'HKFIXKS TO SCIIEIUI.K NfMUEIl.-of equipment to which the schedules
apply, the following piefixes arc used in front of their numbers:
P. for passenger train cars: 1.,, for Icx-omotives ;uid tenders; for
freight cars no prefix letter is used.

To designate the kind

SIFFIXKS TO

SCIir.DlT.E

MMnKliS.

or more schedules are necessary to clearly describe
different varieties of the same kind of specialties, which may l)e furnished for different types of the same kind of equipment, the same
schedule number is used, but the letter a. b or c, etc., is suffixed
to the number for the purpose of identifying each variety of schedThus, the schedule, describing air-brake equipment for freight
ule.
cars weighing light more than 3."i.000 lbs. where combined air
cylinder and reservoir Is used. Is numbered la. Schedule lb describes air-brake e<iuipment furnished for freight cars weighing
light more than S.'i.OOO llvs.. where a detached air cylinder and reservoir are used. Schedule Ic describes airbrake equipment furnished
tor freight cars and cabooses weighing less than 35,000 lbs. light.

Where two

For Comtaon Utandarii Pusscnyfr Train Cam.
brake etiutpment
Air signal cuulpment
Bag racks for postal cars
Bearings. Journal
Brake adjuster c(iui|>inents
.\lr

I

OF I'AHTS.

.NIl-OIt.MlTy

.\1. C. B.
rlKKliig

..u,,...-„

Draii

ll..,,..l„

.,

•l<"or

I

opilplllvut

1.
<

11
^V.,-^M

locouiogal.

of
is

-—
Uiciau
gu ar-

lu-ctan
KUlur.

Cylln-

Cylln1,'al.

:

i:

Slmpe of Tank

,

Water capacity

rcndirn.

truck

SprliiKS

1-,

I

(omtiii'i, Hluiiiliinl l.ovomollii:

V

Vol. XI.IV

coolers

lieaters for dining oars
litters for dining cars
Wheols, rolled steel

sniEiifi.ES norxD i'xuer separate cover.
All of the 36 schedules applying to common standard freight
cars, consisting of about 50 printed pages, are bound with an Index

May
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they apply to all or some types of coramon slandard freight cars, this avoids the necessity of inserting
and repealing this information in detail in the specifications of each
different type of freight car.
As the car builder does not furnish
the specialties described in the schedules an»i is not responsible for
them— only applying them to the cars^it is more convenient for
him as well as for the officials of the railroad companies to have
the schedules separated from that part of the specifications for
which the car builder is responsible. Likewise, as a part of common standard passenger train car and locomotive and tender specifications, schedules describing specialties furnished by the railroad
for such equipment are made and ars bound with an index under
separate cover for the same reasons. The 65 schedules for passenger
train cars, consist of about 91 printed pages, and the 49 schedules
for locomotives and lenders, of about 84 pages.

under separate cover.

As

MATLIIIAL SPECIFIC ATIONS.

As a part of common standard

specifications, the material specibeen printed, describing quality,

mentioned below have

fications

workmanship or test requirements, etc., of each of the materials
As these material specifications apply to all different types

named.

of cars or lo'-omotives they aie bound with an index in alphabetical
order under separate covers to avoid the necessity of repeating this
detailed information in specifications for each different type of car
or locomotive.

Truin

t''rt.

Axlps,

for

stppl

Hearing

iiieials,

Castings,

Cars,

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

i
x
x

i

I

x

x

I
x
x

Irou

mallpaljle

Ciisllnys,

steel

'

Chain

M.

C. B.,
I'oikin^ts, steel and

I

.iiiiiic'is,

IIusp.
1

automatic
bluoms for same

rubber
iiii'ichant bur.

11)11.

Ix)co

motives.

Cars.

and tcniler.s
and betl rnvtat

cars
hul>b[t

double rellned

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

SiMvboll and boiler brace Irop
Luriili.T
oil, linseed

'

I'lilnt
I'Ipe,

sleam, i^ras and water (t)lack and galvanized).
ripe, copper and brans
Pipe, wrougbt Iron dry pipe*
I'liilis, steel for sleel curs
IS, steel, for boiler, llrobox and tank
'111
Kivels

x
x

X
x

X

X

X

x

x

x

and springs,

elllpllcal

shapes
for locomotive

and

X

X

x
x

i

I
i

i

i

x

coll

Striic'iiinil steel

Tires,

steel

driving

and

trailing

wheels

x
I
i

I'lihcs. boiler
x

'I'liriM'iillne
Wasle, tciltoii

and wool
Wliiils, rolled sleel. for engine and tender trucks
mill pussengcr train cars
Wheels, chilled cast iron

^
i

i

i

x

x

x

x

Material specifications for freight cars consist, of about 40
printed pages, for passenger train ears of about S9 pages and for
Inroniolivef of 1(1 pages.
iir.\\vim;.s.
'I'o

illustrate fully all dttails of different types of

common

stan-

dard equipment referred to above, the following numt>er of working
drawings have been found necessary:
For freight cars
For wood passenger train cars
For steel passenger train cars
l-'or locomotives and tenders

about 1,300
"
"
"

800
fi2.'>

1,100

These drawings are made of the following common standard
outside dimensions, including border, so that they may be folded
conveniently with correspondence. In the case of locomotive drawings the standard sizes used by the Baldwin Locomotive Works are
followed:
For

For

Freight Cars.
11 in.

x

l.l In.

10 in. X 20
-Jin. X 3U

in.
In.

For

I'assenger Train Cars.
11 In. x l.l In.

15

In.
2:s In.
29 Vi In.

x

x
X

L>U In.
.'10 in.
41 In.

It)'.,

in.

x 11i(4
x 2'.* Mi
x 1:3%

Passenger
Train Curs.

CB
CBM
CBS
CBF

CM
IS

CF

Lot

Malnt. of
Dept.

Way

-notlves.

lA
<

M.W.
M.W.M.

\.\I

M.W.S.
M.W.F.

C.\.s

CAC

INDEXES OF COMMO.N- STANUAniJ UltAWI.NOS FOB CAltb OR LOCOMOTIVFS.
The following are also a part of common standard speciflcalions
and are each bound under separate cover:
Alphabetical Index of freiglit car drawings
almut
"
Numerical index of frelgiii car drawings
"
Alphabetical Index or \vn.».i ii;isscii;;er train car drawings
"
.Mpbabitlral liiil.x ! :ili -1..I |.ii -engir tiuln car druwIngB.
*'
Numerical index of v\<iol piiss'-iigcr train car drawings
**
Numerical liiilex of all sleel J^;ls^euger train car drawings....
"
Alpbaliellcul Index of l..conioiive drawings
"
Numerlcul Index of locomotive drawings
.

54 pages
311
7i*

51

23
18

"

7.S

"

34

lu the numerical and in the alphabetical index of common standard freight car drawings a separate vertical column is provided
for each different type of car, and opposite each drawing nuralier
and title an "X" is placed in the resi>ectlve vertical column or columns to indicate on which type or types of cars the details illusIn this way it is
trated on each drawing referred to are used.
easy to see at a glance ou bow many and on which types of cars
required.
A similar
the articles illustrated on each drawing are
practice is followed In the case of indexes of drawings of common
standard pa.ssenger train cars and locomotives. Numerical indexes
of drawings also show the latest date of revision of each drawing.

SCri'I.KMKNTS T(> Sl'EClrlCATlO.NS A.NU UEM.'SKl) Olt.VWIMiS.
it becomes advisable from time to time to revise specifications, material specifications, schedules or indexes of drawings, supplements thereto numbered and dated are issued, and when such
supplements become too voluminous, the entire specifications, etc.,
are reprinted to include all corrections and additions and are given
a new date. Now or revised drawings are likewise made and distributed whenever changes or revisions are authorized.

As

UISTRIBUTIO.N OF .MECIIAMCAL llEI'AKT.MK.NT DHAWl.NUS,
si'EciFicATioNs, i-rrc.
Copies of common standard specifications and drawings of cars
locomotives, or any supjdcmeuts or revisions of same, when

issued, are distributed to the Director of Maintenance and OperaUnion Pacific and Southern Pacific; to the generiil manager and superintendent of motive power of each associated line;
tion of the

Sufficient copies are also sent to the
to the inspection bureau.
Dire<lor of Purchases for distribution at the .=ame time lo car or
locomotive builders who may be asked in future to submit bids, so
that when it is desired to order new equipment, prices can be obtained, orders placed and construction work commenced with the

and

least possible delay.

In distributing such drawings it Is customary to send negative
prints to each superintendent of motive power and to the car or
locomotive builders who may be successful bidders, lo enable them
to reprint from these negatives whatever additional while or blue
prints may be needed by olflcials of their company or In their
shops. The manufacturers of any common standard specialties are
supplied with copies of schedules and negative prints of each common standard drawing referred to in the schedules describing the
articles lo be furnished by them, so that from thc^e they may easily
provide such additional copies as are needed by their employees,
Local
for reference in connection with orders or correspondence.
purchasing agents are also furnished with copies of these schedules
and drawings referred to therein, so that they have this Information for reference In placing orders under agreements made with
the manufacturers by the Director of Purchases.

OF DEFINITE SPECIFIC ATIOXS F«>1{ CARS A.ND
I.CHOMOTIVES.
In having definite and detailed spe<'Ificalions for cars and loco
motives, which do not change very much from year to year, there
are two other important advantages. One of these is that where
a car or locomotive builder has once built equipment to these specifications he will have ou hand most of the necessary dies, templets,
patterns, etc., for use in duplicating such equipment, without Incurring as much additional expense or delay as would be involved
if entirely different designs of cars or locomotives were ordered
from year to year. The other advantage is that having bought
cars and locomotives under similar specifications for several years,
it is not difficult at any time for the railroad's representative to
determine at what price it is fair to ask builders to furnish similar
cars or locomotives, considering general conditions.
COMMON STANDARD PARTS USED WHERE PRACTICABLE IN REPAIRING OLD
OTIIEII ADVANT.\GE.S

Locomotives.
i;tVi in.
lilt, In.

are used aiiu the material of which cast-

Frt. Cars.
c.

Blecl

and

i

lu

Brass

x
x

I

SiniiiK sleel

Castings of
Cast Iron
Malleable Iron

x

1

613

which castings referred
ings are made.

in.
In.
In.

In addition there are a few special sizes for drawings illustrating general designs, underframes and brake arraugenienti.
It is customary to show on each common standard car or locomotive drawing, in the upper right-hand corner, a list of each different type of car, locomotive or tender on which the device illustrated is used, and, in the upper left-hand corner of each drawing,
the latest date of revision is indicated. The title and drawing number are shown in the lower right-hand corner.
All common standard freight car drawings bear the prefix letter "C" in front of the
number, locomotive drawings have the prefix "CA," and passenger
train car drawings, the prefix "CB," for the purpose of indicating
that they are common standard drawings a:ui to what type of equipment they refer. Drawings illustrating articles referred to in any
schedule bear a note referring to such schedule number. Notes are
also placed on drawings, where advisable, referring to numbers of

material specifirations concerned.
CRKl'IXKS TO rATTl-:UN Nf.\IBi:HS.

The following prefixes to common standard pattern numbers
have been adopted and are shown on drawings illustrating articles
concerned, and on patterns to designate the type of equipment on

EQIIPMENT.

Wherever

possible,

common

repairs to old equipment which

ance with
of course

standard parts are used in making

was not

originally built in accord-

common standard specifications. If this is not practicable,
whatever is necessary must l)e purchased.

STANDARIl CAR.><. I.O<x)MOTI\ES AND RAILS PmCHASED.
Since the adoption of common standard specifications 1.140 locomotives, 459 passenger train cars and 31,845 freight cars have been

COMMON

:
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Iiiiilt

In

accordanee therewlili and

been purchaiied.

Car

iiesilB

departmentB.
AiiKlf l)ur«

K(i'i-I

Uaiu-ry laati-rlul
Chloride of zinc
Creosote

'I'les

KroKH, Bwiiclipg and croasloga
loc'kH
I'aliit
Slfi'l railway

Tie iiluti-M, rolled steel
Wire, ruliber lONiduIed copper

xtructtircs

sl(;nal

Common
fully all

standard drawings have been prepared to illustrate
delull.s of the following, which are Bupposed to Include suf-

tlilent varieties of kIzcs

and kInd.K of the articles mentioned to me.;t
the requirements for new work In the near future of any of the
associated lines, or for niaintenauce, where such sUindards are
applicable:
Ifrackcts, pins, cross arms iiiul kIhbk Insulators for slgiinl liislallallims.
llrldKcs, sInKle truck
lieck t'lrders, I'd fl. long.
I)eck pluic girders. .JO, -lu, .10, HO, 70, 80, 90 and 100 ft. long.
I'hrougli plale girders. .'iO, 40, ."io, (10, 70, SO, 00 and 10(1 ft. long.
Througli riveted spans, 100, 110. li;n, 140 and 150 ft. long.
Throiigli pin connected spuus, l&O, 100, ISO and ;;oo ft. lone.
Brldg.-H, double traik
Through plate ginlers. GO, GO. 70, 80 and 00 ft. long.
Througli riveted spans, 100, llu, 125 and 140 ft lung
Through pin conne<led spans, 150, 100. ISO and L'OO tt. long.
Steel deck lurntiible. SO ft. long.
:

:

Krogs
KIgId frogs. No, fi ft. long.
No. 7—10
No. »
12
No. 14— IS
Spring rail frogs. No. 10-10 ft. long.
No. 12—10 ft. tl In. long.
Crossing frogs, when angle of crossing Is less than 27 deg.
when angle of crossing Is 27 deg. or larger.
,
(.uaril rail with adjustable clump.

—

Nut

:

Common
Common
Hall Johns

standard section
standard section

jier

rail

joints,

I

lbs.

lb.

rail,
rail,

weighing 00
weighing 75

yd

llis.

jx-r

Ihs.

per vd!

lb.

continuous

27

In.

long, with 4

holt

holes,

.

weighing
8G
b
t.

lbs.

In.

long, with 4 holt

holes,

weighing 76

lbs.

rail.

Joints.

pair for 75

'"^"
s<l

rail

pair for 00

ConllnuoMs
jMM-

steel
steel

:

(i.nllnuous

27

rail.

rail

Joints,

per Joint for 90

lb.

20

In.

long,

with 4 bolt holes, weighing

rail.

Insuhitcd continuous rail Joints, 20 iti. long
75 ll)s. per Joint for 751b. rail.
switches
10 ft. long, not Insulated and Insulated.
15 ft. long, not Insulated and Insulated.
24 ft. long. n,it Insulated and Insulated.
20 ft. long. Wharton switch.
Steel water tanks and supports:
05,000 gal. caiiuoity for cold climates.
05,000 gal. capacity for mild climates.
Screw spikes, "/lo lu. x 5!^ In.
.Split

with

I

bolt

holes

weli,'hlni:

:

Semaphores
High semaphore with
:

signal.

Station si'inaphore signal.

Switch stands, high and Tow.
Truck bolts and nuts,
In. x 4
Track spikes, "/n 1". x 5% in.

%

'^

In.

and

%

In.

x

4Vio

Tie plates.
I'-lat
bottom, rolled steel. Vie, In. x 8 In. x 8%
cueh, for use with 90-lb. rull.
Flat bottom, rolled steel '/lo In. x 8 In. i 8 Mi
each, for nse with 75-lh. rail.
Taper rails, for connecting heavy with lighter rails.

In

In.,

weighing

CO

1"..

weighing

4

lbs.

lbs

DISTRIBUTION OK MAINTENANCE OF WAY DEPAUTMK.NT DRAWINGS AND
SPECIFICATIONS.
Copies of maintenance of way department common standard
drawings and specifications, or any supplements or revisions thereof, are distributed to the Director of Maintenance
and Operation;
to the general manager, chief engineer and local purchasing
agent
of each associated line, and to the Inspection bureau.
Copies are
also sent to the Director of Purchases for dislribullon to manufacturers who may be asked to submit bids In regard to furnishing
the devices referred to. In distributing such drawings it Is customary to send negative prints to each chief engineer and to each
manufacturer, wllli wliom the associated lines may liave an agreement In regard to furnishing the articles illtistrnted on such drawings.
This enables them to print whatever additional white or blue
prints are needed by oHW lals of their company or in their shops.

COMMON

STA.NDAltDS

ADOl'TKll

ON MANDKAt

TlIRl-;itS

lit

lO.M

MKNDATIONS.

Besides the common standards already referred to. for which
the railroads have prepared their own specillcation.'? and drawings,
a number of other articles have been adopted as common standard
by accepting the speclllcatlons, descriptions, drawings or illustrations offered by some manufacturer, and making an agreement with
him to furnish such of these as the associated lines require or may
desire to purchase.
In such agreements the manufacturer recommends, In a manner satisfactory to the railroad's representative,
what he thinks will be most suitable for use as common standards
for all ordinary requirements and conditions, bearing in mind the
advisability of liaving as few varieties of sizes and kinds as is consistent with good practice.

rvuap
- •

Jacks

lug

engine and coach tall
switch and aecuaptiore

hand

I'udlocks and keya for awltebea
I'uutuaote
I'eua
I'euholderg
reneiia and pencil point prolectura.

timber crayona,

etc.

material, automatic block
Biorage cells for algaal work, gravliy
ziues and ropi>«ra for aame, battery
connectors and IlKhlolos arreaier*.
Telegraph aod telepuoue line matrriaJ
Slgiuil

and pule e<julpmeut.
Track !,•.;Tracing-

aud
TriKk"
Typewi:

w

ire

;.<-r,

-

proflle

etc

rop.

Wire, bari>e<] and plain, aod telegraph,
telephone and >lgUBl pullliiK.

BTATIONEBY FUKMS.
By conferences between representatives of the department concerned Of each of the associated lines a very large number of uatlonery blanks, envelopes, blank books, etc., have been standardized
as to quality, weight and size of paper and as to printed matter
thereon.
Thus the variety of the-se forms and papers heretofore
used by all the associated lines has been greatly reduced and the
arrangement of the blanks, quality of paper, etc., have been more
Intelligently suited to their purpose.
Sumples of each of these
blanks as finally adopted with estimates of quantities of each required annually have been furnished to a numt>er of the largest
printing establishments for the purpose of securing bi^s.
Based on the most favorable propositions received, agreements
have been made with certain printers covering specified tUiiks,
whereby similar forms used by the associated lines are purchased

/rom

locks.

Kails

Lrack

-Nut and bolt faaleoera
Ull, lllumluatlug, algoal, lubrlcatlug,
fuel, gasolene, etc.
1'udioi.ka and keya for algoal work

Truck bolts and outs
Track H|>lkeH

Nut

lM.aie»

uud

Mull crunea

riillB

Iteplaeera. car anil eosloe
IculiOer trails,

Kates an<l vault doora

veloclpe<l<-«

l^interns.

Hcreiv Hplkes
tHuvage batteries

18.

Inks uud adhealves
l.,uuips,

HtamUird .specifications have been prepared for:

ratchet w-al prenwii
Ineaudebeeul

t.rakera, ruulwr au<J aleel
! use » and loi |*«'tjo«*»
lluuil curs, push car«

Ijiinps,

Common

uuil

lamps,

Jillectric

MAINTENANCE OF W.W Dha'ARTMKNT STANUAItUS.
The following examijlcs will llluHtralc how some of the arlh les
piirchaBfd for the Union I'ailllu and Southern Pacific have In like
manner iM-en BtandardlziMl hy the maintenance of way and oiH:ratlng
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The following are exaniples of some of these articles:

Ioub of rails have

8i;o,000 gross

the same printer. Most of these agreements for stationery
forms, etc., have been made to continue without expiration until
a certain number of months notice by either party to the other,
with the understanding that If the railroad companies cancel the
agreement or change any of the forms referred to. they will take
oft the printer's hands all stock of such forms as he may have at
the time, up to a maximum of one year's estimated requirements.
This enables the printer to print forms in large quantities, and
therefore economically.
It is stipulated that when the printer's
stock of any particular form becomes low he shall receive proper
authority from the General Stationer of the associated lines as to
Avhat changes, if any, are to be made before the next supply of
such forms is printed. If changes which involve increased or decreased cost are ordered In any torms, and these cannot be adjusted
to mutual satisfaction, new bids on such revised forms are ai>ked
for, and new agreements or supplements to existing agreements are
made accordingly.
These stationery forms, etc., are divided into three classes:
Common standard forms, of which there are now about 600 different
kinds, which are identical for all of the associated lines; standard
forms, of which there are now al>out 500 different forms or 2.000
blanks, which are identical for all the associated lines, except as
regards the name of the railroad company or titles of officials, etc.;
and local forms, which are used by one line only, to meet local
conditions.

nitrUASINO AOKNCIKS.
The lines composing the I'nlon Pacific and Southern Pacific
systems have a Director of Purchases located at New York City,
and seven local purchasing agents at diSereot Important points on
the systems.

AC.RKEMKNTS .MADK BY DIRKCTllR OF riRCIIASES.
New cars, locomotives, miscellaneous equipment, rails and a
few other supplies of importance are ordered by the Director of
Purchases direct from the builders or manufacturers after securing
competitive bids in each case, and lopies of all such orders place.l
are sent to the various ofBcials concerned. Continuing agreejnents
with manufacturers, on behalf of all the associated lines are mad»
by the Director of Purchases, covering the purchase of many articles,
especially those heretofore mentioned, for which common standard
specifications or drawings have l)een adopted.
Copies of all such
agreements are forwardeil to the Director of Maintenance and Operation, to each general manager, Kx-al purchusing agent, and to the
head of the department concerned of each associated line. Based
on these agret^nentis. the local purchasing agents may send their
orders direct to the manufacturer, as soon as they receive requisitions, without having to wnste further time or labor In correspondence regarding specifications, prices, etc.
Much labor can be saved and better results can usually be obtjiined by having one central agency negotiato such agreements,
which can l>o used by all of tlie asso<-lated lines, rather than by
obliging each local purchasing agent, who Is not so well equipped
or so well locati>d for the purpose and has not so large a volume
of business to ofter, to act Independently.

SfPn.KMKNTS TO AC.Rt:KMENTS.
necessary from time to time to revise existing
agreements, supplements to these are made and distributed to all
In

case

it

is

May
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1,

concerned.

supplement

Each agreement Is
is
numbered In

number and each

given a different
numerical order

for

purposes

of

reference.
SLIDI.NG SCALE AGREEMENTS.
In itjal<lng agreements with manufacturers it has been found
most satisfactory, where practicable, to have the price of the nnished articles purchased based on the average price of the raw
material from which .such articles are produced, as quoted say every
three months in the most reliable trade journal, with the understanding that when the price of any finished article has once been
agreed to, such price will thereafter automatically fluctuate in some
fair profwrtion with the price of the raw material:
For instance:

The

prli:!'

to be cliarRed for tlw; fol-

lowliiK nrllclcs on ordirrs pliircd liy
llie
Uallnintl CcmipnnlPB wllli
the
manufiictuier during each quarter of
any calendar year during the term of
the agreement.

May

bo based with proper dltfereaon the nvcragp price of the raw
below, as f|Uoted
most nlhilili- trade Journal dur
ing the month or <|uurter Immediately
piccrding llo' i|Uiirler of the calendar
year In which the Qnlshed material Is
lliils

ninlerlal lueniloncil

In

till'

ordered.

615

avoids disputes and arguments as to how prices should be fairly
adjusted when general conditions change. For the protection of
the railroads a clause is embodied in nearly all such agreements,
stating that in case the manufacturer at any time quotes lower
prices on similar articles to any of his other custome.s he will
likewise reduce prices to the railroads mentioned as regards orders
they may place with him during the months In which he may have
made lower prices to any of his other customers.
About one-quarter of all the continuing agreements thus far
made by the Director of Purchases have had prices based on a
sliding scale.

AGRKE-MENTS DASKD

OJi

FIXED PRICES.

In many cases, especially those in which labor is very much
the largest item of expense, it may not be practicable to base prices
on any sliding scale. In such instances agreements are made with
the manufacturers at the lowest fixed prices that can be arranged,
and the clause referred to above is inserted whereby the manufacturer agrees that, should he quote lower prices to other customers, he will reduce his price correspondingly to the railroads

mentioned.
Boiler

tubes,

dry

pIpcH.

safe

ends,

water grates and arch pipes.
Flrelwx

Average price per gro.ss Ion of IJesscmer pig Iron at I'lltsliurgh, I'a.

steel.

Castings, steel and mallciible Iron.
Castings, gray Iron.
Steel or Iron forcings, for locomotives,

rough or

llnL'^hed.

Joints,

liMll

Stay bolt and

hfiller

brace Iron.

Screw
Track
Track

spikes.
snikes.
bolts and nuts.
Wheels, rolled steel.

Brake-beams.

Truck

made

bolsters. If

of rolled steel.

Average price per 100 lbs. of beams
and channels at Pittsburgh, I'a.

CONTI.NCI.NO AGREEMENTS.
In order to avoid unnecessary labor, the agreements have been
made, in nearly all cases, to continue without expiring until a certain numl)er of months' notice by the railroads to the manufacturer,
or until two or there or more times as much notice to the contrary
from the manufacturer to the railroads. In agreements covering
patented devices, clauses have been inserted to protect the railroads
as regards adverse claims that may be made on account of patents
or royalties. As a rule, the railroads make such agreements to extend as long as they desire to use such patented devices as standard,
reserving the right to cancel them by giving reasonable notice and
to adopt other standards, if articles of sufficiently greater merit are

Axles, steel, for cars or locomotives.

Average price per net t(m of ste
forging- billets at Pittsburgh. I'a.

Tie plates, rolled steel.

Average price per gross ton of Bessemer steel billets at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Steel
plates,
merchant steel bars,
steel angles, tees, channels and

Average price per 100 lbs. of steel
merchant steel bars, steel
plates,
angles, channels and beams at PI Its-

Pacific,

burgh. Pa.

any of the pre.sc-nt or future associated or proprietary companies of any of the railroad corporations named may be considered
a party to these agreements if so desired.

beams.
Switches, frogs and crossings frogs,
and repair parts for same.

New

cast-Iron car wheels and credit
to be allowed tor scrap wheels.

Springs, elliptic

and

rails

per gross tou

f. o. b. Chicago, as quoted by the
nols Steel Co., and price per tuO
of steel bars at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Illl
lljs.

Price ot steel rails, as above.

Average price per net ton of scrap
cast-iron car wheels f. o. b. Chlcag.j.
Average price per net ton of spring

coll.

steel In l.UOO ton lots at Pittsburgh.
Pa., as quoted by the Carnegie Steel

Co.
Steel wire nails.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Wire

:

Barbed and plain

;

„ „„,i of
„f plain
.,i.,i„
Average price per. pound

telegraph.

1

ace wlie

Box car metal

o.

b.

Iron sheets

nl7,ed

White lead and red

t.

Pittsburgh. Pa.

Average price per pound of galva

roofs.

f.

o.

b.

Pittsburgh,,

Average price per pound ot refined

lead.

irroding p'lg lead. In .'iO-ton lot
quoted by
Lou.-.
lis.
Mo.
- s

.,..

ReQnlng
American Smelting & Ri
per pound of de
pig lend In ;>(• Ion
York, as quoted by the
American Smelting & Kellning Co.

Balibit metal.

Car

Average

seals.

sllverl/ed
lots at

bearings and brass castings
credit to be allowed lor

.looruiTl
luHl

seniji brass, etc.
Siili'ly

price
retlned

New

Average price per
copper
on the

pound

oC casting

York, as quoted
f. 0.
b, New
New York Metal Exchange.

valves.

I.o.umotlve whistles.
ilinvlty coppers.

Average price per pound
copper at

New

of

Lake

York.

Gravity zinca.

Average price per
at St. Louis, Mo.

Lubber Insulated copper wire.

Average price per pound of Lake
bar copper In li.i-ton lots f. 0. b. New
York, and average price per pound of
up-river Hue I'aia new rubber, f. 0. b.

New

pound

ot spelter

York.

Average price per pound at New
York of current spot manlUa hemp
and good current spot manllla hemp.

Manilla rope.

Creosote.
In

Average price of creosote as quoted
London, England.

-aples show how It is often practicable to make agreen largo consumers and producers, so that when mutual,ory prices have oiuo been agreed to. some fair auto

n"

can be used whereby prices will adjust themselves
conditions with as little unnecessary labor and friction
Such a sliding scale basis mutually protects the purChasers and sellers, and in agreeuients esteudiug over long periods
thoil

I

IK

<re

possible.

COMrAXIICS Ixri.fllED IX AGREEME-NTS,

making agreements between mHnufacturers and the Union
Oregon Short Mne, Oregon Railroiid & Navigation Company,
and Southern Pacific Company, it has been customary to arrange
In

so that

Price of steel

Guard rails with adjustable clamp.
Taper rails.

offered to justify a change.

WHICH ARE PRAmCALLY QUOTATIOXS FBOM
MAN L-FACTLREHS.
At times large manufacturers have made propositions to
AGRICE.ME.NTS

the

Director of Purchases, quoting very favorable prices and other
terms at which they would be willing to furnish certain materials
to any of the associated lines until .«ix months or one year's notice
from the manufacturer lo the representative of the railroads to
the contrary.
In submitting these quotations, the manufacturer;
have fully described and illustrated, if necessary, exactly what they
proposed to furnish. Where the Director of Purchases has felt it
advisable he has accepted these proimsitions on behalf of the asso.,
elated lines, with the understanding that such agreements do not
In any way obligate the railroads, except as regards orders they
may choose to place with the niantifactiirer. Copies of these proposit ions have then lK>en forwarded to offlcials concerned for their Information and flies. It is customary to have only one such propogm^j^ covering the same kind of material, in effect at the same time.
Some examples of articles covered by such agreements are:
.

,

...

.\sbestos pipe covering, magnesia, lagging, etc.

Carbon paper.
Carriage and machine

bolls,

nuts and lag screws.

Ulnss.

Paint brushes.
Paper. ro<i|ing and building.
I'atenlcd flange unions, ells, tecs and other fillings.
Rivets, nuts and washers.
Tools, pncuinnllc: air compressors, air hoists, etc.
Varnish.

WHICH CAN BE PURCHASED LOCALLY TO Jl'ST AS GOOD OR DETTSR
ADVANTAGE THAN BY A CENTRAL PURCHASING AGENCY.

ARTICLES

Besides those above-mentioned, there is. of course, an Immense
variety of staple or miscellaneous materials and supplies purchased
by the railroads for distribution to many different points, some of
which articles it may not be esi)ecially Important to describe by
deflnite speclflcations, or to Illustrate by detailed drawings.
Such
supplies are, for Instance, groceries, hardware, pipe and fittings,
machinery and tools, drugs, dry goods and a great many other kinds
of miscellaneous material.
Many of these supplies are carried In stock by local Jobbers,
who buy them from the manufacturers in larger lots than the
railroads would buy, and. therefore, often to better advantage, and
who ran obtain the benefit of carload rates of freight from point
of manufacture, which the railroads might not receive. On bids
received from time to time from local jobbers, who can usually ship
promptly out of stoik. such articles can ordinarily be purchased
by local purchasing agents to as gocd or better advantage than
a central purchasing agency could buy them direct from the manufacturers in small quantities.
Where such conditions exist, it Is,
of course, preferable for the railroads to stimulate local business
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r.ir,

by favorlrie the loial Jobbers,

who

proliably Bliip fiflRhl over Ihelr

lines.

Such supplies as fuel, lumbfr, tlnibi-r,
graph poles, piling, brlfk, lime, tement, eti-.,

(Ich,

fence

postii,

tele-

whkh form very large
can onllnarily be purchase.! by
Local Pui'cha.sliig Agents, or ilielr reprei-eiilallvef, from local sources
to better advanlagi- rhaii lliey coiilfl he bought by any central purllf'ms of a. railroad's conHuuiptlon,

clianlng agency

foi-

.several

illfTereiil

line.",

of

railroad.

If

npiedJ

over a wide range uf territory.
HI
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'I'lie exaniple.s previoiii-ly
nieiilloneil refi'r to some of the dlfforenl articles, which have been adopted as common standard by
llie varicMis lines of Ihe I'liion Pacific and Southern Pai-ilic systems,
the purchase of which has lieen covered l>y agreements made by
one central purchasing agency. Ikised on these agreements, the
local purchasing agents of each of the associated lines may place
ordi-is direct with manufacturers.
As fast as the officials of the

iiiechanical, maintenance of way or operating departments adopt
additional aitlcles as common standards, and prepare the necessary
specKlcatlons and diawings, new agreements covering the purciiase
of thene articles are made in the same way.
The most important items, have, no doubt, already been standardlzeil and covered by such agreements, but this policy has proved
.so successful and satisfactory to all concerned that the list of common standards will con.-^tantly increase, and new agreements in
regard to the purchase of these articles by the various lines will
continue to be made, as long as the associated lines are allowed to
co-operate in such matters.
Such methods of intelligent cooparalion Ijenefit not only the railroads, but also the general public because they tend to estal)lish more eflicient, safer and more economical standards of railroad practice throughout the world.
Tlie following remarks by I. O. Rhoades, General Purchaslns
Agent at San Francisco, of the Southern Pacific Company, Pacific
System, indicate the methods which may l)e used by an individual
railroad in ordering, receiviug and disbursing material purchased
In accordance witli agreements and staiulards referred to above,
and some furtlior benefits derived from such practice:
"When copies of these agreements are received in the oftlce of
the local purchasing agent, an abstract of such information as it
is desirable to furnish, including references, if necessary, to common standard schedules, material specifications and diawings, is
sent to the heads of the departments ordering, receiving and using
lie articles in question.
This Information is then forwarded by
the general storekeeper to eacli division storekeeper concerned,
and by the latter to the foreman in charge of such material. These
oficlals are thus advised in regard to proper description of the standards adopted.
"For the i)Mrpo.se of facilitating the ordering, receiving, storing
iiiid shipping of different materials, they have been classified under
the following 21 lieadings, and instructions have been given that
separate requisitions must be made when materials from different
sections are asked for."
I

tieotionul

Airanijimint «/

Soctliiii.
i.

l)pscrlplli«ii

iliiliiial

in

Storclioiises.

of Miitirlni.

Mulnlennncc of wa.v mniprliil.
c.ir
nd vcloclppde parts,

sli'iiiii

sliovel parts,

baud

motor

cur,

11

;;,

ItollK,

nula.

;i.

Sheet

iniii.

rlvi'ls.
ln-nss.

lai;

Hcrews. wasliprs. etc.

coppiM-,

zhie.

lead,

Kng.

bar.s.

sprluRs.

tiiblDg,

0.

clmlii. wire rope. Jack sitowh.
Hollpr iiml lln'lm.\ sicul, steel tank ends, Hues, pipe, liar lion, bar
sici'l. pislon roils,
Holler liiptjliu!. pliK' covering, nails, carbide, shovels, rope, building
|):ipi'r, who sluplps. handles, etc.
Finished and loayli brass, pig metals, etc.
(Except Journal bear-

7.

Air

I.

ri.

ings.)

brakes,

lubricators,
I'Inlsch

equipment.

lnJi'clor!i.

and

automatic Sanders, steam neat
gas iiialerial, electric head-

acet.vlcnc

light parts.
8.
it.

10.
11.
IL'.

i;i,

14.
Id.

Car trimmliiKs

llxturcs. sbcif and biiildine
tools, metal pislon iind valve stem packing,
Water service mulerial, pipe tittlngs, globe, angle
etc.
t:uhoi»lerlng material, etc.

iind

hardware,

Cnass, briislies, pnlnlers" supplies, paints In packnges.
Relling, hose, packing, rnblier and loatber goods.
Station and train siipplle.s. lamps, lanterns, chairs, glassware, tin

ware, etc.
Castings (rough Iron and sicel). except car castings.
Car castings and forglngs. Journal bearings, bolsters, .brake beams,
car trucks, car bolts, couplers and parts, train chains, stoves

Id,

and parts.
Wbeels ami axles (mounted and Unmounted)

17.
18.

ends, cylinders, etc.
I.umbcr, all kinds (rough and finished).
l'°lrc clay,
brick, cement, coke, ehnrcual.

tiros,

centers,

coal,
Oils, waste, grease, varnisbes, candles, etc.
Signal, telegrnpli, lelepbonc. Interlocking and electrical

•2\.

Scrap,

all

"A foreman

front

SmUliIng and Blossburg

20,

lil.

small

and gate valves,

material.

kinds.

placed in charge of each section of material.
When he orders, ret;eives, ciires for and Issues material for Ills particular section, he becomes more of an expert on that class of material than If he, with others, attended to a greater variety of supplies.
"In order to have duplicate stocks at as tew points as necessary
for economy and convenience, it has been arranged to carry some
classes of malorial only at certain stores.
For example, track tools,
signal, lighting nnd elortrlcnl material, piling, ties, lumber for track
and bridges are carried on Uaud at West Oakland, Cal,. tor terrlIs
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18.

to.'y north of Tehachapl, and at Los Angeles for territory south
and east of Tehachajti, instead of at every store on the Suutbera
PaelHc system. This systematizes and classifleti the business, saves
double hauling, handling and expense. A printed pamphlet has
been distributed showing what divisiowi and what shops each store
supplies, and to which storekeeper reciulsitions for certain kinds
of material should be sent.
This {>am|>hlet also contains a list of
about 1,000 different arlicUfs or kinds of material which may be
a.sked f(rr from time to time and shows what information should
be funiishinl In ordering each of these, and whether they should
be ordered by the pound, foot, ton, gallon, number, etc., and to
what section of material, referred to above, they belong. A list
of stiindard catalogues, to which frequent reference may be made

on requisitions. Is also given. In this manner mueb necessary detailed information is supplied to persons ordering, receiving and
using material. This enables them to know how It should be des<Tibed on requisitions, what names and references should be gireD
and how it should be projieriy cheeked wnen ici:eive<l.
"L'nder the old system material was ordered in many different
ways:
Wire by the foot, pound, miies, ounaies, colls, tons, etc.
Other material would sometimes l>e ordered by ieet, number of
pieces, carloads; or again by gallons, pints, barrels, cans, etc. Near.
ly all material is now ordered in one way by the Individual making
the original requisition, and by the storcr and purchasing departments. Heretofore, there was not so much uniformity of names
for the same articles as at present. One man would make a requisition giving a thing a certain name, while someone In another department would call it something else. In this way a large amount
of time, labor, expense and correspondence was consumed by the
store or purchasing department In endeavoring to asiertaln exact

Even after all this trouble, occasionally the wrong article
to be returned to the store department and
the work repeated. Much of this was due to the fact that often
no reference was given to a drawing or schedule, or to the extu-t
type of car, engine or other device, for which the article was required. There were also so many different kinds of brake-l>eams.
hand-cars, lubricators, car trimmings, switch lamps, tall lights, lanterns, bolsters, forglngs of all kinds, etc.. that there was frequent
liability of error and often great delay in obtaining definite informadetails.

would be shipped, only

tion for requisitions.

"Under the present system of adopting and maintaining definite
standards, this labor is t>eiug reduced. The foreman in charge of
each section of material, and others who handle requisitions knownot only what the common standards are, but also how to order
them properly and check them when received. Although the saving
in labor and expense by such practice cannot be expressed in dollars
and cents, it is easily apparent to those who handle the material
in question.

"One of the greatest objections to constant changing or unneces
saiy varieties of standards on a railroad, is the fact that for nearly
every standard introduced, more or less special extra parts must
ordinarily be carried in stock for purposes of repairs. Thus, if a
railroad has three or four different makes of hand-cars in service.
It will be necessary for them to carry In stock repair parts worth
two or three times as much as though they followed the policy of
ordering only one make of handcar In accordance with definite plans
and specifications. It would be possible to cite many other similar
examples of how the exi)ense of maintaining many articles during
their existence exceeded several times their original cost. Tne usi'
of unnecessary varieties adds enormously to the amount of repair
parts to be carried In stock at many points, and to the time such
equipment or devices are apt to be out of use undergoing repairs.
"Before the adoption of common standards on the present extensive scale, foremen of differeni departments, following their own
ideas or experiences, ordered many more classes and kinds of
material than they do now. While one man would think a certain
article was better than all others, another would think Just the
opposite; whereas, if a certain article is better on one division, all
things considered, it should In most cases be entirely satisfactory
and suitable elsewhere. For instance, at one time there were about
6,")
different kinds of packing furnished.
This has now been re
diiced to 12.
The indiscrimiuate purchase of many different kinds
of equipment and other devices and supplies and the excessive
amount of lalxir and expense Involved In maintaining unsuiLibi
and poorly chosen st;Ludards. is a matter to which most railroads
could well afford to pay more attention than they have done here
tofore.

"Many railroads find that they are constantly accumulating a
large amount of material, which soon becomes obsolete and value
less except as scrap, although for some time they may carry it on
their books at cost price.
If more care is taken to maintain Intelligent and definite standards, especially for articles purch.ised in
large quantities, with the understanding that they will only be
changed for good and sufflcient reason, railroad companies will find
that the accumulation of this obsolete material thereafter will b"
At least such has been the experience of the Union
PaclBc and Southern Paclflc,"
insignificant.

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The

& Noilh-Wostern has a gasolene motor

(Jhicago

from the Union
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and

Is

running

It

between

car, leased

Belolt, Wis.,

and

JanesvlUe, 14 miles.

The Pennsylvania Railroad announces

that

its

avenue
open until

Fifth

ticket office in New York City will henceforth be kept
10 p.m., Including Sundays.'

At White Plains, N. Y„ last Monday, a jury brought in a verdict
of $32,400 in favor of a woman who was injured In the derailment
of the New York Central at _Willlams Bridge, in I-'ebruary, 1907.

A summary of 1,258 surprise tests on the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific for the month of March shows an efficiency percentage of 98.8 for the enginemen. The violations were not of a
kind that would have caused serious accidents.
President Roosevelt has signed the Employers' Liability bill,
which was passed by congress, April 9 (Railroad Gazette, April 17,
page 552). AttorneyGeneial Bonaparte advised the President that
the bill was a sound one, having decided that it does not contain
unconstitutional features, as had been asserted.

The Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg is to establish a
through freight route between Duluth and Winnipeg. It will be
over the Duluth, Missabe & Northern to Virginia, from that point
to Ranier, over the Duluth, Rainy Lake & Winnipeg and from the
Canadian boundary to Winnipeg, over the (Canadian Northern. The
bridge at Ranier, over the Rainy river, is about finished.
The New York State Court of Appeals has decided In favor
New York City Railway a suit in which that company was

of the

prosecuted for a penalty for refusing to give a free transfer to a passenger who had paid a five-cent fare. The law requires the company to carry, for a single fare, to any point on Its line, every
passenger who boards its cars; but in this case the passenger rode

what complex monopoly, consisting primarily of the Pleasant Valley
Coal Company, which is owned by the Utah Fuel Company, a New
Jersey corporation, with a capital of $10,000,000, this being owned
in turn by the Rio Grande Western Railway, which is itself owned
by the Denver & Rio Grande. All these roads are part of the Gould
system.
The report charges that extensive frauds have been perpetrated
by the Pleasant Valley Coal Company to acquire coal lands, which
have been entered upon by "dummy" entrymen. and ihat the company has thus obtained all the coal lands worth having in its vicinity.
Of 109 coal land leases In Oklahoma, 58 were controlled by
railroads, and It is declared that the railroads, through the manipulation of cars and other methods, forced all the owners of leases into
a combination known as the McAlester Fuel Company. As a result
of this combination the price of coal in Oklahoma City, 120 miles
from the mines, was forced up to $7 and $7.50 a ton. It does not
appear that the offlcere of the Union Pacific Railroad have ever been
personally Interested in the development of any coal property, or
that they have ever benefited from operations in coal along the line
of that road, but the Union Paciflc Railroad Company does absolutely
dominate the mining, transportation and selling of coal along Its line.
Chicago Agreement Under the 16-Hour Law.
Following Is the agreement made at Chicago, April 19, between
the general managers of thirty-two western railroads and representatives of the brotherhoods in the matter of interpreting the
IG-hour law. The roads entering into the agreement are all those
leading west from Chicago (except the Chicago Great Western and
the Wisconsin Central) and the Illinois Central, the Missouri Paciflc,
the Northern Paciflc, the Union Paciflt-, the Texas & Pacific and those
allied with these.
Article 1. Under lUe law.s limiting the bnars on duty, crewg Id road *e.vice will not be tied up unless It Is apparent thnt the trip cannot be completetl
wllliln tlie lawful time, and not then, until after the expiration of 14 hours on
duty under the Federal law, or within two hours of the time limit proTldcti

south on Third avenue, westward on Chambers street, and then
north on West Broadway; and the court sustains the company in
limiting the transfer privilege to a continuous trip in one general

by state laws,

direction.

In

By the extension of the Manhattan (New York) subway to Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, the opening of which is announced for May
1, Jamaica, N. Y.; Garden City, Hempstead and other towns in that
vicinity are brought within :!5 to 45 minutes of Trinity Church
that is to say, of the corner of I3roadway and Wall street, Manhattan. The extension of the subway under the East river, from
Bowling Green to the Brooklyn Borough Hall, which has been in
operation for the liLst four months, is now finished about threequarters of a mile further to a connection with the Long Island
Between the FlatRailroad, and is to be opened as before stated.
bush avenue terminal and Jamaica, 10 miles, the Long Island Railroad is a four-track electiic line, traversed by frequent trains, and
by May 15 it is expected that the electric service will be extended to
Hempstead, lU miles beyond Jamaica.
Place

Names on

the North-Western Line.

A

history of the origin of names of places in the states through
which the Chicago & North-Western and the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha pass has been compiled by one "who for more
than 34 years has been an officer In the employ of this company."
Great pains have been tal<en to get all the information that the oldest
inhabitants had in regard to the origin of names of the towns and
cities, but the compiler has, as he tells us, ruthlessly disregarded
"While it is true that the inlocal legends and travelers' stories.
vestigations of the writer have shattered many pretty romances, it
is not unlikely that others have escaped his notice and may yet be
handed down as history." The most intorestlug feature In the history of place names, especially those with Indian origin, is the evoluWyoming is a corruption of the Delaware
tion of the spelling.
Indian word Maugh-wawa-ma. meaning large plains. Chicago has
been spelled Tzschago, Psceschaggo and Tschakkn. It is thought
Wherever possible the writer has
to have meant river of garlic.
given a short account of places historically interesting.

Control of Coal Mines In Oklahoma, Utah and

Wyoming.

Interstate Commerce Commission has reported to the Senate,
pursuant to a joint resolution adopted on March 7, 1906. on alleged
The report is the
discriniiiuition and monopolies in coal and oil.
third on this subject.
It affirms that tlie coal supply of Oklahoma,
Utah and Wyoming is almost entirely in the control of a some-

The

if state laws govern.
Art 2. If road crows are tied up in a less numt>er of hours than provided
the preceding parngrnpli. they shall not he regarded as having l>een lied up
under the law, and their services will be paid for under the Indlvidaal schedules of the different roads.
Art. 3. When the road crews are tied up Iwtween terminals under the law,
liiey shall again be considered on duty and under pay immediately upon the
I'xpiratlon of the rainiraum legal period off duty applicable to the crew, provided, the longest period of rest required by any memlier of the crew, cither
eight or ten hours. sb:ill be the period of rest for the entire crew.
Art. 4. .\ conliniious trip will cover movement straightaway nr turn
around, from initial point to the destination train Is malting when ordered to
lie up.
If any change Is made in the destinailin after the crew Is released
for rest, a new trip will commence when the crew resumes duty.
Art. o. Road crews tied up under the law will be paid the time or mllcWhen such crew reage of their schedules from Initial point to tleup point.
sume duty on n conllmious trip they will be paid miles, or hours, which ever
Is the greater, from the tleup point to the next tleup point or to the terminal.
It is understood ihat this article does not permit crews to be run through
terminals unless such practice Is permitted under their schedules.
Art. 6. Road crews tied up for rest under the law and then towed or
deadheaded into terminal, with or without engine or calwose. will be paid
therefor, as per Art. 5, the same as If they had run the train to such

terminal.
Art.

7.

If

for the engine

any service is required of an engine crew, or If held responsible
during the tleup under the law, they will l>e paid for all such

service.

Art. & The foregoing articles constitute an agreement for the alKive
named campanies and their conductors, trainmen, engineers and firemen as to
runs that are tied up in conformity with the law. and bei-omc a part of the
schedules or agreements of these roads and subject to their provisions as to
Nothing herein contained shall l>e constrned
amendment by mutual consent.
to amend or annul any rule in the various agreements with individual roads.

Disastrous Collision at Maitrata, Mex.
Press despatches of A|)rll 25 report a butting collision between
a freight train and an excursion passenger train, on the 24th, on
the Mexican Railway, near Maitrata, Mex., In which 2S persons were
killed and 15 seriously Injured.

Passenger Earnings Under Two-Cent Fares.

The annual report of the Cincinnati & Muskingum Valley tor
the year ended December 31, 1907, just Issued, makes the following
statement In regard to passenger earnings for that year:
"The passenger earnings were $1S4.S76, an increase of $2,546,
or 1.40 per cent. The number of passengers carried decreased
17,1S1, or 2.95 per cent, with an increased passenger mileage of
242,615 miles, or 2.82 per cent, and a decrease In passenger train
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mileage of 1.15 per cent. The earntnga per paasenger mile were
2.(i5c. caused by an incream- In the mileage of paxsengerB carrleiJ
under the twoceiii maximum rate, a« compared with the prevlouB
year, the new law being iu effect only during the last nine months
i)f I90G.
The expenseH prr paa-senger per mile were 2.92c., an IncroajBo of .03c., due to Increased rate of pay and Increased cost of
materials. There was a consequent loss per passenger per ralle of
.87c., an Increase of .05c,"
This should be compared with a similar statement for the
Grand Uaplds & Indiana, which was published In the Railroad
Uazctle of April 17 page 527.

Shaw Wrecl<ing Crane.
The 100-ton steam wrecitlng crane shown In the accompanying
photograph was recently built by the Shaw ISlectrlc Crane Co., Musiiegon, Mich., and sold through Manning, Maxwell & Moore, New
York, to the Illinois Central. An Important feature in the design
Is the location of the engine, the cylinders being placed well back
toward the rear, instead of toward the front of the crane. The
piping is thus short and direct and is out of the way of (he maThe steam pipe
chinery and the engineer.
branches at the throttle, the pipes passing

Vol. XLIV.. No.
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have the larg**t lumber business of any road In the South, and It
also touches the heart of the cotton country and owns important
coal and Iron mine.s.
H. .M. Atkinson is president both of the railto

road company and of the steamship company.

Thor No. 9 Close-Quarter Air

Drill.

The "Thor" No. 8 close-quarter pUton air drill, made by the
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, was deBcrIt>e<l in the Hailroad Oazvtte of Jan. 25, 1907. This drill, which can work wlibin
1^2 In. of a comer, can drill up to 2 In. In diameter and can ream
and tap up to VA in. in diameter. To meet a demand for a similar
machine for heavier work, a No. 9 ma4;bine has been produc-ed, with
dimensions as follows:
iJiiitaDce. throttle lonnecllon lo uiuhMc uf iplDdle ca*c..l&^ In.
8\k "
I'lm"

l>l8tiinc)-. point of feed screw (o i-nd ut nucket
Kndlua from center of feed iicr>-w lo outalde of ca»e

Width of cane
Width of case
Weight

V/m"

al ryllnder f langex
at gplodle

"4

122

Speed

"

31 Ibt
p. m.

r.

The spindle is at one end of the tool and the motor at tlie
The motor consis-'ts of two parallel cylinders at right angles

other.
to Ihe

at each side, just In front of the coal
bin and the water tank, to the engine cylinThe exhaust pipes go back undern' ath
ders.
and then up to the separator on the back of
the boiler, from which Ihe exhaust steam
passes to the stack through tubes inside of
the boiler. These pipes are thus entirely out

down

the way and are protected from shucks
that may cause dellection, and from the vibration of that part of the frame carrying the
lioiler.
This position of the engine makes it
possible to put the side frames farther apart
and keep the machinery low, so that the cen
ter of gravity Is lower; also, the engineer
of

can get a good view of the work without being
The passage for the
in a dangerous position.
engineer to and from the cab on t)oth sides is
unobstructed.
In addition to the usual hand brakes on
tlie main and auxiliary hoists, steam brakes
are also used on them.
The auxiliary hoist
lias L'O tons capacity using a single line, and
III tons with one sheave.
Parts of the main

and

auxiliary hoists are interchangi able;
these include: clutches, all brake parts, gears.
siiafls, drums and ropes.
The design of the
.ill)
is different from past practice.
The combination of bending and compiesslon strains
is avoided and
the structure is lighter and
stiffer. Tlie engines are provided with the Wulschaerts valve gear.
Features of the steam
generator are: forced draft, telescoping stack
shaking and dumping grates and dunipiuu
The boiler tubes are so arraimi il
ash pan.
that the crown sheet may be easily cleaucil
'riieri' is a dry pipe, and particular attention
lias been paid to getting dry steam under the
worst conditions.

The crane

Steam

one axle of each truck being driven
liy gears in such a way as not to interfere with the free movement
of the truck.
There is friction drive In the gearing to compensate
for unequal diameters of wheels.
The center and side beniiiiiis
are self-lubricating, so that the crane can take sharp curves witliout
the danger of derailment which Is common on self-propelling cranes
when there are rigid pedestals carried by the car body. Since the
car is driven from both trticks, it travels etiually well with the load
suspended at either end. The car is eiiulpped willi both automatic
and straight air brakes, the pipe connections from crane to car
lielng permanent.
The machine Is mostly steel, very little cast iron
Is

self-propelling,

being used.
Atlanta,

Birmingham

&

Atlantic.

The Atlanta, Dlrmlngliam & Atlantic Is carrying on important
improvement work at Brunswick, Ga., where It Is building and
c(iuipplng freight and steamer terminals. The land for the steamer
terminals it has reclaiiued from the marshes, and these terminals
are said to be unequaled on the South Atlantic coast for modornness and facility of loading and unloading vessels. The railroad
controls the Brunswick Steamship Company, which has recently
put into commission five new freight steamers running lietween
Brunswick and New York, ThCiJe steamers are built of steel and
designed especially for the trade, with their engines aft to facilitate
lumber loading. The Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic Is now said

Wreci<ing

Crane;

Sli.iw

Electric

Crane

Company.

The
spindle, with their center line on the center of the spindle.
pistons are double-acting and work a two-throw crank. The e<^
cenlrics are between the crank arms, the whole being one forging.
The eccentrics drive balanced cylindrical piston valves, having a
reciprocating motion. The air is taken In centrally between the
cylinders, and the clearance between valves and cylinders Is the
Gearetl to the crank shaft Is another two-throw
diametrically opposed.
This crank works two oscillating
levers centered on the drill spindle, with their bearings around the
same. These levers are provided with pawls, of about the full
thickness of the lever, which work on ratchet teeth sunk in the
spindle.
The outer circumference, or points of teeth, leaves ample
stock for the bearings of the levers. The lever-moving crank has
its power stroke on the part of the revolution farthest away from
the spindle.
This causes a more uniform speed of the lever, with
a forwani pull considerably more than half a revolution, and a
quick return to action. The crank being opposed, the motion of the
The engine crank is not on
drill spindle is practically continuous.
the usual 90 deg. angle, having Instead an angle of 135 deg., thus
allowing both pistons to pull when the position of the levers requires the greatest power. The drill is thus partly self-regulating,
with a tendency to still further govern the speed of the full revolution of the spindle.
The drill has a reversible-ratchet feed mechanism, working within the width of the body of the drill. The speed
and power arc controlled by a poppet-valve throttle, which also acts
as a handle.
least practicable.

crank,

May

1,
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INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Through Routes and Joint Rates.
Cardiff Coal Co.

v.

Chicago A North-Western

et al.

Opinion by

Commissioner Harlan.

A

state of facts similar to that in the case of Cardiff Coal Co. v.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul et al. (see below) appeared, and the
Commission declared that complainant Is entitled to an order establishing through routes and joint rates to ail strictly local points on
the line of the Chicago & North-Western to which no through routes
now exist from Cardiff.

Cannel and Bituminous Coal.
Qoff-Kirhij ('rial Co. v. Bensemer iC- Lake Erie and Bulls C'onnrl
Coal Co. V. the same carrier. Opinion by ComnUssioner Provly.
It was held that where the carrier has a rale on bituminous
coal it should apply that rate to cannel coal.
The Commission said that there is nothing in the physical attributes of
cannel toai to distinguish it from bituminous coal proper; indeed.
It appeared that one mine on the line oi the defendant had been
shipping cannel coal as bituminous without the knowledge of the
defendant. The questions of reparation raised In these cases are
reserved, but the Commission declared that it does not follow that
because a rate is reduced for the future, damages will be allowed
in all cases where that rate has been exceeded in the past.

Differentials to Wichita.

Larimer Dry Ooods Co. and Cox-Blodgett Dry OoodJi
Topcka iG Santa Fe and 1S7 other carriers. Opinion
by Commissioner Prouly.
It was held that rates on cotton piece goods from Atlantic seaJohnston

iC-

Co. V. Atchison,

board territory lo Wichita, Kan., via Galveston, Tex., should not
exceed $1.25 iier 100 Ib.s. This recognizes a differential of 32 cents
against Wichita, which under normal conditions and on the present
liasls of rates ought not to be exceeded.
The Commission further
hold that the present rate on knit goods from Atlantic seaboard
territory to Wichita via Galveston of $1.64Vi, producing a differential against Wichita of 26'/^ cents, is not unjust nor unreasonable.
The order in this case was Issued against only those defendants
which operate via Galveston.
Jurisdiction Within Oklahoma.
Wc.itern.
Opinion bit
Chandler Cotton Oil Co. v. Fort Smith
Commis.iioner Clark.
The complaint involved reasonableness of rates on shipments
of cotton seed over defendant's line from Prague, Okla., to Warwick,
but it was dismissed for want of jurisdiction, following the decision
of the Commission in the Hussey case.
iC-

The Commission said that in all controversies before it if there
lack of jurisdiction, either from the absence of essential facts
or through want of power in the statute, it is the duty of the Commission, on its own motion, to deny jurisdiction. The provision of
the Act to regulate commerce applying to curriers transporting property "from one place in a territory to another place in the same
territory," so far as it related to the territory of Oklahoma, expired
by its own force on November 16, 1907, when Oklahoma was admitted as a state.
is

Rates on Live Stock from the Southwest to Chicago.
Cattle Raisers' Association of Texas v. Missouri, Kansas d- Texas
and 57 other carriers. Opinion hy Commissioner Prouty.
The conclusions announced by the Commission In its opinion of
August 16, 1905, in this case are affirmed, and the rates therein pronounced excessive are held to be still excessive and unreasonable.
Phe rates on live stock prescrilied to Chicago from the southwest are

held to be sufficient to carry a delivery at the I'nion Stock Yards, and
the imposition of any terminal charge in excess of $1 Is declared
unreasonable: but reparation was allowed only from .\ugust 29.
1906, when the complainant presented its petition tor further proceeding under the amended Rate Law.
These advances were made during the year 1903 and were generally 3 cents per 100 lbs.
In a few cases they were as high as
5 cents and as low as '.^ cent.
It is evident that in such instances
it was the purpose of the carriers to change the relation in rates.
Presumably the old relation was wrong in the opinion of the carriers and the present relation is right.
It the Commission were
simply to order a reduction to the original basis the present relation would be disturbed in these Instances, and yet the Commission
cannot well make any different order since these rates have not
been specitically referreil lo. The better way seems, therefore, to
be to allow the carriers sufBciont time within which to put in rates
in substantial accord with this report, and the making of an order
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will bo

postponed until July 1, 1908. The questions as to reparation
are reserved and will be dealt with as specific claims are presented.
Chairman Knapp filed a dissenting opinion in this case.

The Statute

of Limitations.

Missouri d-* Kansas Shippers' Association v. Atchison, TopeUa d
Santa Fe, Missouri Pacific (two cases), and Kansas City Belt. Opinion by Commissioner Harlan.
The four complaints were dismissed. The findings of the Commission were:
"A complaint by a voluntary association demanding reparation
under general averments which do not name the meml>ers on whose
behalf it is filed and do not with reasonable particularity specify
and describe the shipments as to which the complaint is made, does
not operate to stop the running of the period of limitation provided
In the law: and does not give the members of the association the
opportunity subsequently to come In and take advantage of the
complaint by proving up their shipments, which would be barred
of relief upon separate and Individual complaints If then filed by
themselves.
"A statute of limitations is a wise method of forcing claimants
either to assert their rights against others or definitely abandon
them. Persons against whom claims may be made are fairly entitled to repose at some definite point of time, and this la especially
true in connection with matters of transportation. Waybills and
other papers accumulate in vast numbers in the course of a few
months, and carriers are entitled, if claims are to be made, to have
them made with reasonable promptness.
"The universal rule in the courts, also applicable to the Commission, seems to be that, under a system of pleading which permits
a proceeding for damages to be Instituted by filing a compl-iint.
the statute of limitations does not cease to run against the demand
until the complaint has been filed setting up the claim with sufficient
particularity to make an issue. Until a definite cause of action has
been pleaded there is nothing to arrest the running of the statute.
All the elements fairly necessary to present the cause of action
must be pleaded in a conii)laint filed with the Commission.
•'Under Section 13 of the Rate Law a carrier has a definite
locus penitentiae in order to determine whether It will yield to the
demand made or contest it: and the carrier has the right to have
the complaint so stated as to afford It the necessary information to
enable it to determine whether to request the authority of the Commission to satisfy the demand or to make a formal answer. When
the demand is made on behalf of unnamed shippers and on shipments that are not specified with reasonable particularity, this opportunity i.s not open to the cairi<r "

Distribution of Coal Cars

Where

Carrier's Coal Is Involved.

In the cases of Royal Coal & Coke Company, Tennessee Coal
Company and .Minersville Coal Company against the Southern
Railway, rendered by Commissioner Cockrell, the Commission held
that the only regulation in respect to the transiwrtation of coal from
mines that Is just, fair and reasonable is to allow to each mine its
fair and just proportion of the coal cars, estimated upon its justly
ascertained capacity, and without regard to whether the mine furnished partly fuel coal for the carrier and partly commercial coal,

or commercial coal only.
The Commission further decided tliat the carrier should publish or post for convenient inspection, at frequent and regular Intervals, the rating of the various mines and the car tonnage received
by them within the period covered by the report. In cases where
commercial mines have received more or less than their equitable
pro rata of the car tonnage during any particular period, the overplus or shortage for such mines should be adjusted, as far as possible, within the period next succeeding, and such correction should
be shown in the subsequent reports.
The carrier must be free to
contract for the total output of the mine, if it so desires: or it may
contract for any part thereof less than the whole; and it is entitled to get its fuel first.
If, however, a mine contracts to furnish
only a part of its output to the carrier for fuel, and if the filling
of its contract with the carrier calls for its full pro rata of cars,
or more, then it should receive no other cars for commercial shipments.
If such a mine in filling its contract to supply fuel coal
does not exhaust its eqviitalde pro rata of cars, then cars should be
given to it for commercial shipments sufficient to complete its full
pro rata share of all a\-ailable cars.
In the case of Traer, receiver of the Illinois Colliery Company
against tlie Chicago & Alton, the same complainant against the
Chicago. Peoria & St. Louis, and the same complainant against the
Illinois Central, rendered by Commissioner Clark, the defendants
claim that the necessity for fuel with which to operate their lines
.uives them the right to make private contracts therefor, and that
the failure to count .igainst the mines the cars furnished for such
fuel supply permits them to make advantageous contracts and to
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get their coal at a lower price, and that If they counted their own
fuel cars In the distribution they would not only have to pay a
higher price for their coal, but might not be able to contract for
it

at

all.

The Commission hold

that fuel is neceusary and essential to
the operation of a rallruaii, and the right of a carrier to contract
for the purchase of its fii<;l supply with one mine or, with a number
of mines

must be conceded; but if a carrier and a mine owner
contract for the fuel supply of the carrier which docs
violence to the act to regulate commerce or to the decisions of the
court or l.s oppo.-ied to public policy they are in no better position
Mian the pintles to any otlier contract which vioiales the legal principles relating thereto.
A carrier cannot Inject Illegalities in such
contract and have It upheld on the ground of compelling necessity.
In these cases the Commission is of the opinion that as to the
privately owned or leased cars and the foreign railroad fuel care
the rule laid down by the Commission in the Kallroad Commission
of Ohio case should apply, and that cars used by defendants upon
their own lines for transportation of their own necessary fuel supply may be given in any numbers to the mine or mines from which
such fuel supply is received, but if such mine or mines also ship
commercial coal the fuel cars so supplied must be counted against
the mine or mines.

make a

Right to Through Routes and Joint Rates.
Cardiff Coal Co. v. Chicago,
ion by Commissioner Harlan.

Milwaukee

ct

St.

Paul

et al.

The complainant formerly was allowed through routes and

Opinjoint

rates from its mines to certain interstate points, but subsequently
this privilege was withdrawn.
Complainant's daily capacity Is In
excess of the requirements of the local markets, and the complaint
Is filed for the purpose of securing a wider market.
While such
through routes and joint rates were In force, complainant was able
to sell coal to the interstate territory In question, but since such
withdrawal the greater part of this trade has been lost. While
denying to complainant such an outlet from its mines, through
routes and Joint rates are maintained to such interstate points from
other nearby mines. On petition of complainant for an order reestablishing the through routes and joint rates, the Commi^.slon
held that the routes over other lines referred to in the opinion are
not reasonable or siitisfactory
that complainant should again be
accorded the through routes and joint rates, and that the refusal to
establish through routes and joint rates from complainant's mines
is an unlawful discrimination.
The Commission further held that an interstate carrier, in order
to l)\iild up enterprises of the same character on its own line and
to prevent the trade of its local industries from being displaced by
the competition of manufacturers of the .same commodities on connecting lines, cannot deny to industries on the lines of such connections the benefit of through routes and joint rates; nor Is the
fact that the revenues of the carrier may be reduced by establishing
such through routes and joint rates a material consideration, it
may be laid down as a general rule admitting of no qualification
that a manufacturer or merchant who has trafflc to move ami is
ready to pay a reasonable rate has the right to have it moved and
to have reasonable rates established, regardless of the fact that the
revenues of the carrier may be reduced \ry reason of his competition
with other shippers in tlie distant markets; and he has the right
also to have the beneOt of through routes and joint rates to such
distant markets If no "reasonable or satisfactory" through routes
;

already exist.

Express Rates Between
Gcori/c J. Kindvl
mis.sioner I'roiity.

The complaint

v.

Adam.i

Denver and

Missouri

Hj-prc.is Co. et al.

River.

Opinion

liy

New

York.

alleges that express rates from

CoinSt.

i.ouis and Omaha to Denver are unreasonable; that the rates between Denver and San Francisco and Salt Lake City are unreasonable; that the rates to Denver made by combination on the Missouri
river from eastern points work unjust discrimination against Denver; and that the graduate scale of rates is unscieutillc and incon-

sistent.

The Commission

held that the base rates of %\ per 100 lbs.
from Omaha to Denver and of $4.25 per 100 lbs. from Denver to
Ogden should not exceed $3..')0 and $4 respectively. Further, thai
the rates made by express companies on small packages In competllion with the United States mail are not to be taken as standards
l>y which to determine the reasonableness of their rates on larger
packages. In making express rates, a base rate of so much per
100 lbs. was fixed, and to that is applied what is termed a "graduate"
.scale, giving the rates on smaller packages for a given base rate.
All the defendants use the same scale, which was attacked by the
complainant as "Illogical and inconsistent."
The only objection
pointed out was that rates on small packages did not i-orrespond
with Uiose on larger ones, which Is due to competition with the n.all
in carrying small packages.
The scale must be assumed to be a

Vol. XLIV., No. 18.

reasonable one In this proceeding, and the only Inquiry as to the
reasonableness of rates Involved should be directed to the reasonableness of the base rate. The fact that express rates in and out
of a particular business locality are higher than those in and oui
of a competing locality from a common source of supply U not of
the same Imixirtance as In the case of freight rates, since the wholesaler ordinarily brings bis merchandise In by freight and also distributes it by freight
Within certain limits express rates and freight rates compete
and to that extent express rates should be established with reference
to freight rates.
The main object of an express service Is expodltlou, and express rates should not be so low as to attract businees
which might properly go by freight and thereby congest and Interfere with the service by express.
In determining the reasonableness of express rates little reference can be had to the value of the
property employed, since the connection between the value of the
service and the cost of the property employed In rendering It is
slight,
llils Is qually true of the capitalization of the defendants,
which bears no relation whatever to the actual investment iif'cessary to conduct the business. In determining whether the present
charges of the defendants are reasonable, inquiry must l>e had into
the character of the business, the amount of capital required for its
conduct, the hazard Involved, and especially the profits which these
companies are now making under the rates attacked.
Since no reliable Information as to results of operations of these
defendants under existing rates was presented, no opinion was expressed as to the reasonableness of their rates in general. The inquiry Is confined to rates In territory west of the Missouri river to
and from Denver. A comparison of express rates in one locality
with those in another is of a much greater value than a similar comparison between freight rates, since the character of the business
and the conditions under which It Is transacted are more nearly
the ?ame. Rates from eastern destinations to Denver are made by
adding together rates to the .Missouri river and from the Missouri
river, and applying to the resulting base rate the graduate scale.
The rate on small packages thus obtained is much less than the
sum of the locals on the same package to and from the Missouri
river and is somewhat less on packages up to 50 lbs. in weight. The
great majority of packages handled are under 50 lbs. This method
of making through rates is not unlawful, for while the rate on packages weighing 50 lbs. and over may be somewhat high, the total
result Is reasonable.
The practice of making rates from or to an exclusive office by
combination of the full local rates through some Junction point
seems to be objectionable, but since there is not evidence in this
case from which the effect of an order requiring the establishment
of a through base rate and the application of the graduate scale to
that rate can be determined, the Commission declines to interfere
with the present practice at this time. The fait that under the
postal regulations of England a package can be sent from London
to Denver for 50 cents is no reason for pronouncing an express rate
of 70 cents on a package of the same size from Denver to I.^ndon
unreasonable.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

'Wire Ropv. Insulated Wire and Cables.
Two pamphlets. 156
pages together, issued by the Hazard Manufacturing Co., Wilkes
barre. Pa., deal with wire rope and insulnte<l wire.
Section 1 gives

weights, strength and prices of Iron, steol and galvanized
wire rope, wires and appliances connected with the use of wire
rope.
This Is illustrated with a largo number of photographs, showing the different styles of rope and cable, and of buildings, conveying and hoisting machinery, inclined planes, etc. The pamphlet
gives tables and other Information on such points as: tension on
rope under varying loads nnd on Inclined planes of different degrees,
proper working loiuis on cables, amount of power transmitted by
wire rope under different conditions, etc. Section 2 gives correspondingly full information concerning insulated and uninsulated
wires and cables.
sizes,

—

Chains. Catalogue No. 75. of the Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia,
fully Illustrates, with brief descriptions, the Ewnrt detachable
link belt, showing sizes, weights, strength nnd prices with various
attachments. It also describes pintle chains, or chains whose llnk.i
Pa.,

are connected with pins or rivets. These include chains of many
styles for different uses.
Roller chains, mono-bar chains, and the
Renold silent chain gear are also described, as well as sprocket
wheels (\nd spiral gears, liovel gears, angle gears, worm gears, equalizing gears and clutches for use on sprockets. Catalogue 7S of the
same company Is a small p;\mphlet telling how and why to use the
Ewart link Iwlt. It Is Illustrated with line drawings showing the
points involved.

—

The Maine Woods. The Bangor & .Vroostook has Issued the 190S
Maine Woods, a "vacationist's guide." ITils Is a
volume
X
in., with 12S pages of reading matter and photographs.
edition of In the
;'

t;

»

May
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and 65 pages of advertisements.
ceedingly good,
hiiiiliiig of the
of wild deer and
regions reached
guide laws and

Many

of the photographs are exillustrate the fishing and
are a number of pictures

those which
Maine woods. There
moose. There is full information about the various
by the Bangor & Aroostook, the game, tishing and
especially

maps of the various regions. Many of the adverset forth the hotels or camps available for visitors.
Industrial development of northern Maine Is also briefly described.
The book is in all respects one of the best of its kind.

ti.senients

The

ton,

iJotier*.— Catalogue No. 60, of the Murray Iron Works, BurlingIowa, describes the construction of the Murray water tube

designed for ICO

in

lbs.

with many halftones of boilers and details,
which they have been installed. They are
working steam pressure, and are built in sizes
They are rated, in general, on a basis of 10

from 60

to 500 h.p.

sq. ft. of

heating surface per horse-power.

—A

recent pamphlet issued by the Goldschmidt Thermit Co., New York, consists of shop instructions for the use of thermit In repair work. It shows the styles and sizes of molds for
different Jobs, and gives the prices of apparatus for making repairs.
The repairs described include locomotive frames, driving
wheels, connecting rods, motor cases, and flaws in castings and
forglngs.

Thermit.

—

Signals.
A catalogue of the Union Switch & Signal Co., Swissvale, Pa., fully describes, with price lists, a.e. block signaling appliances. It is Illustrated with halftones and line drawings of separate
Bulletin 33 Is a reprint
devices, and diagrams of signal layouts.
from the Railroad Gazette of January 17, 1908. describing the a.c.
automatic block signals on the New York, New Haven & Hartford.

—

Fan Motors. Bulletin No. 4,560, of the General Electric Co.,
Schenectady, N. Y., describes a number of different styles and sizes
and alternating current fan motors, including ceiling fans,
column fans, wall fans and exhaust fans. The bulletin also Illustrates a number of small motors of from 1 to 30 h.p. for various uses.

of direct

—

Motors and Generators. Pamphlet No. 226 of the Spraijue
Electric Co., New York, is an instruction book covering the installation and care of belted round type d.c. motors and generators.
It
is Illustrated with halftones and line drawings of machines and
parts.
It also gives a number of wiring diagrams.

—

Locomotive Cranes. Pamphlet K of the Brown Hoisting Machinery Co., Cleveland. Ohio, briefly describes, with a number ot
photographs and drawings, locomotive cranes for handling coal or
ashes, etc. They are, as a rule, cqui:)ped with Brown patent grab
buckets, which are also described.

—

A circular issued by the H. W. Johns-Manville Co.,
York, calls attention to the advantages of J-M asbestos roofing,

Roofing.

New

and also to a
latter

is

made

less

felt

known as the J-M-Oid. The
saturated with a water-proofing com-

pound.

—

A folder issued by the Pennsylvania iiruke-Beam
shows views of standard brake beam.s and stanbeams, and special reinforced brake-beams for heavy freight

Brake-heams.

Co., Danville, Pa.,

dard

I

service.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
J.

York

A, Venable has been appointed General
Car Wheel Co.. Buffalo, N. Y.

Manager

of the

T. Kennard Thomson, Consulting Engineer, has moved
Hudson Terminal buildings, 50 Church street. New Y'ork.

New

offices of

have been moved

the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Co.. New Y'ork,
to the City Investing building. 165 Broadway.

office

Pittsburgh, Pa., has been
'50

Church

& Manufacturing Co.,
Hudson Terminal buildings,

of the Union Spring

moved

to the

street.

Express

The offices of the Eppinger & Russell Co., New York, dealer in
yellow pine lumber and ties, creosoted lumber, ties and piles, have
been moved to the City Investing building, 165 Broadway.
N.

The .\ew York offices of the General Electric Co., Schenectady,
have been moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings. 30 Church
The entire seventeenth floor will be occupied by these offices.

Y.,

street.

H. H. Sessions, who, as noted In this column last week, has
been made President of the American Car & Equipment Co., Chicago, a car repairing company, remains also Vice-President of the

Standard Coupler

Co.,

New

York.

Among

recent orders received by the Alexander Milburn Co.,
Baltimore. Md., was one for a number of lights for the United States
Reclamation Service and one for a special 5,000 candle power light
for an 85-ft. revolving derrick recently built for the Great Lakes
Construction Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
firm of Wood & Van Nest, 26 Cortlandt street. New York,
been formed to repre.-ent manufacturers of railroad mateM. F. Wood has been for many years General Manager of the
Eyeless Tool Co., Newark, N. J., and J. A. Van Nest served on the
Pennsylvania Railroad for a long time. The firm is prepared, as
sales agents, to quote on all materials used in the roadway department.

The

has

rials.

Ten Westlnghouse

turbo-electric generators, aggregating 25,000
are being shipped, or will soon be shipped, to the far East.
will go to Japan,
One. a 1,500 k.w. turbine unit, Is tor the Manila Electric Railway & Lighting Co., where
four similar machines are In service. The large turbine station ot
the Osaka Electric Co., Osaka, Japan, now building, will have, tor
the present, 15,000 k.w. la Ave units. The remaining four units will
b^ installed In a steel plant and In a ship building yard In Japan.

h.p.,

Most of these machines

The Canadian Crocker-Wheeler Co.,
manufacture and sale in Canada

Ltd..

has been organized

for the

of the apparatus made in
the ITnlted States by the Crocker-Wheeler Co.. Ampere, N. J. F. E.
Lovell, President of the new company. Is a member of the lumbering
firm of H. Lovell & Sons, Coatlcook. Que.
Russell A. Stinson and
F. J. Bell, Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer, respectively, have
been employed In the manufacturing, construction and sales departments of the electrical trade In Canada for the past 15 ye.irs. The
office of the new company has been opened at the Street Railway
chambers. Place d'Armes Hill, Montreal, Que.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
Charles Drinkwater, Secretary and Assistant to the President
of the Canadian Pacific, died at Montreal, on April 23, ot pneumonia.
Mr. Drinkwater was born November 17. 1843. at Ashton. I^ncashire.
England. He entered railroad service in 1859 on the Manchester.
Sheffield & I^lncolnshire in England, and was tor three years in
the service of the Great Northern at London. He then went to
Canada and from 1864 to 1874 he was private secretary to Sir John
A. MacDonald, then Prime Minister of Canada. From 1874 to 1881
he was Chief Assistant to the M.anaglng Dlre<'tor ot the Grand
Trunk. Since 1881 he has been Secretary ot the Canadian Pacific
and since 1900 also Asslstajit to the President

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
iFin- datrs of

convention* and rryulnr mcrtingi of railroad contenliont
nijitnecrinu KOi-irtim, rl<:. ».. advcrlitiny pour 2-4.

and

Franklin Institute.

At a section meeting of the Institute there was an address on
"Recent Work in Metallography," by Dr. William Campbell, of
School of Mines, Columbia University. New York.

The New York office ot the Bettendorf Axle Co., Chicago, has
been moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 30 Church street
The New York

710 Canadian

will be continued as heretofore.

The offices of the Railway Steel-Spring Co., New York, have been
moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 30 Church street

The

to

W. B. Crane, Sr., of W. B. Crane & Co., Chicago, dealers in hardwood lumber, died In Memphis, Tenn., on March 28. The business

to the

The offices of the .\tlantic E(iuipment Co., New York, have been
moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 30 Church street.

moved

Isham Randolph, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, has moved his
from the American Trust & Savings Bank building to the
First National Bank building.

exi)enslve roofing

wool

of

been

offices

It is illustrated

boilers.

and of buildings

621

Ohio, has
building, Montreal, Que.
(Mevelaiid,

Co.,

American Society

of

Mechanical Engineers.

The next meeting

of this society Is to be held May 12 in the
Engineering Societies building. New York. At this meeting a paper
on "Clutches," with special reference to the types used on automo-

by Henry Souther. Hartford, Conn., will be read. Their develwill be shown by lantern slides.
The meeting will be important also to those Interested in the use of clutches tor machine
tool work, power transmUsion. hoisting machinery, textile and other
biles,

Co.,

The New York office of the American Brake Shoe & Foundry
Mahwah, N. J., has been moved to the Hudson Terminal build- opment

ings, 30

Church street

The Canadian

sales office of the National

Malleable Castings

classes ot machinery, and will afford

an opportunity for the

full
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Ozarl-

Railway Club.

this club Is to be held at the Lalayeito Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., May S. At this meelhiK a paper on the
"I'o.MHlbllitleH of High Speed Tool Steel; a Review of Ueiorded TestH,
III'. KeiiiilrementM. ete.," by L. R. Pomeroy, of the Safety Car Heating & Lighliiig Company, will be presented.

S. llaiig, will

be presented.

division,

—

Haratoga A Encampment. B. F. Dunn, Superintendent, hag resigned
and Frank J. Cramer, Chief Engineer, Buiceeds Mr. Duon.
Traffic Officers.
f:i

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

At a business meeting of this club to be held May 2 a paper
on "Construcllon Methods on the Market Street Subway," by S.
lantern slides, will be presented.
.\1. Swaal). Illustrated by
At a business meeting of the junior section to be held May 11.
a paper on "Kxperlence in Operating a Diesel Engine," by John

18.

fjointi-il

2;f-2r,.

Central

XLIV., No.

with office .U .Memphis, Tenn.. has been apSuperintendent of the Ka.stern division, with office at
Springfi'dd, .Mo., succeeding A. O'Hani. resigned. J. F. Simms,
Superintendent of the Missouri I'aelfic at Osawatomie, Kan.,
succeeds Mr. Brown.

of their design and use. The dlKCiisHioii will be con
tinued at the semi annual meeting of the Koclfty ai Detroit, June

<ll.scu88lpii

The next regular meeting of

Vol

—

Paso d Southwestern. Charles .M< D. Adams, formerly lieneral
Agent of the Missouri Pacific at Memphis. Tenn., haji been appointed General Agent of the El Paso & Southwestern at St.
Louis, Mo.

Grand Trunk.

— See Grand
—

Trunk

Pacific.

Grand Trunk Pacific. J. E. Dalrymple, General Freight Agent of
the Grand Trunk, has been appointed Freight Traffic .Manager
of the Grand Trunk Pacific, with office at Winnipeg, Man.
Kalamazoo, Lake Shore d Chicago.

— See this

company under Operat-

ing Officers.
Mi.<isouri

Railway Signal Association.

Pacific.

of this association will be held at 29 West 39lh
on Tuesday the 12th, beginning at 10 a.m.
The subject In the forenoon will be the Specifications for electric
interlocking, beginning at paragraph No. 80, page 27, of advance
In the afternoon there will be a
notice No. 5, Issued last year.
paper on storage batteries, by H. M. Beck. Mr. Beck discusses the

New York

rei)orts

porarily closed.

City,

restoration of low cells. The Secretary announces that a? Mr. Beck
lieats his subject with reference especially to a single type of
.storage battery, it is desirable that makers of other storage batteries
which are used for signal purposes shall be represented at the meeting, with a view to bringing out the best methods of dealing with
It is
all kinds of storage batteries which may need restoration.
expected that at the afternoon session there will also be preliminary

from some

St.

and Steel

—

Joseph li Grand Island. H. W. PrUkett, Traffic Manager of the
Kansas City stock yards, has been appointed to the new office of
General Agent at Salt Lake City, UUh.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Officers.

—George

H. Burgess, Engineer of Terminal Improvements at
Jersey City, has been appointed Principal Assistant Ehigineer.
with office in New York. The office of Engineer of Terminal
Improvements has been abolished.

Erie.

Tehuantepec National.

—

D. Coe, Chief Engineer, having been given
leave of absence. Ernest H. Mitchell, as recently noted in this

of the committees.

iron

H. Reid, commercial agent of the Mobile k
Orleans, has been appointed General Agent of the
New Orleans. La. This office had been tem-

.Mis.souri Pacific at

The May meeting

street,

— W.

New

Ohio at

column,

is

Acting Chief Engineer.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

Institute.

The annual meeting of the Institute is to be held at the InstiThe
of Civil Engineers, London, Eng., May 14 and 15.
liessemer Gold Medal for 1908 will be presented to Benjamin Talbot.
'I'he annual dinner will take place at the Hotel Cecil on Thursday.
Among the papers to be submitted at the meeting are the following:
Experimental Electric Furnace for the Smelting of Iron, by Pro-

The Lehigh d New England has ordered three consolidation locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

fessor B. Igewsky.

The Chicago. .Milwaukee d St. Paul will build 70 Prairie locomotives at its Milwaukee shops, and is said to have ordered 50 engines from the American Locomotive Co. The latter Item is not

tution

Rolling Mills, by A. Lemberton.
Application of Color Photography to Metallography, by E. F.
Law.
Utilization of Blast-Furnace Slag for Portland Cement, by C.
von Schwarz.
New Fatigue Test for Iron and Steel, by T. E. Stanton, D.Sc.
Physical Qualities of Steel in Relation to Its Mechanical Treatment, by James E. York.
Reports on research work carried out during the past year are
lo be submitted by C. A. Edwards. J. A. N. Friend (Germany), D. M.
Levy, A. M. Portevin (France), A. K. F. Hiorth (Norway), B.
Saklatwalla (India), E. Hess, C. Benedicivs (Sweden), and H. C.
Boynton, Carnegie research scholars.

Improvements

in Plate

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTIVI ENTS.

—

National JAnen of Mcsivo. J.
pointed General Auditor.

.Vtulilor.

in

Omaha,

Neb., succeeding J.

M. Baldwin,

Officers.

other duties.

—

W. Cockfleld, Locomotive Superintendent, has resigned to go to the Peruvian Southern as Locomotive Superintendent.
St.

Louis & San Francisco.

York, New Harm <f ffarf^iid.— William R. Martin, Superintendent of the Boston division, has been made also Superintendent of the South Station, Boston. Mass.

\cw

S*.

Louis

it

San Francisco.

— H.

locomotive

('oosoildatloD
'J'J Id. x 28 In.

Ilollcr.

56

drlver,s

type

In.

Slralebt

"

steam pressure

"

tut>es,

200

lb*.

300

niimtwr

"
"
diameter
"
leuKth
Firebox, length
KIrebox. width
Heating surface, tubes
nirobox

2

In.

S""
126Vi<

12ft.

"

108%

1.8S0

188
2.1."»8
H.s

Steel

sq. ft.

"
"

undrrf rune
fl.OiMI gBls.

12 tons

CAR BUILDING.

Operating

— See

of

yllndera

DIamolor of

has been ap-

Kalamaton. Lake Shore if Chiaiiid.— W. H. Swayzi\ Traffic Manager,
has been appointed General Superintendent, with headquarters
at South Haven, Mich., sticceeding James Grant, assigned to

Missouri Pacific.

r.vpc
(

Coal capacity

deceased.

Mexican Kailway.

have ordered
This item is

The Lehigh Coal d Navigation Co. has ordered two consolidation
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, for June delivery.
The specifications are as follows:

total

—

with headquarters

to

yet confirmed.

Water cnpaclty

M. H. l.oomis, General Solicitor for Kansas and
Pacific.
Missouri, has been ai)polnted General Solicitor of the company,

Union

is said

locomotives from the American I>ocomotive Co.

Grate area
Tender

Executive. Financial and Legal Officers.
E. DennisDu,

The Delatrare, Lackawanna d Western
17

not yet confirmed.

H. Brown, Superintendent of the

The Union Tractiott Co., Santa Cruz, Cal.. Is said to have ordered
four double-truck motor cars and two trailers. This item Is not yei
confirmed.
The St. Louis, Brounsrille d Mexico is said to have ordered 30
Rodger ballast cars of 80.000 ll>s. rapacity from the .\merlean Car
& Foundry Co. Tills item is not yet confirmed.
The Chicago Railwai/s cars, mentlontnl In the Railroad Ometle of
March 27, will be equipped with trucks built by the Pullman Co.. and
air-brakes furnished by the National .\ir-Bmke Co.

The Grand Trunk Pai-ific, It Is said, has ordered 18 first class
coaches. 10 second chiss coaches, s-ix combination baggage and smoking cars, and six mail nn<l express cars, from the Canada Car Co..
and 12 baggage cars from Rhodes. Curry & Co. This item is not
yet confirmed.
The Lchiijh d New Knglaml. as mentioned in the Railroad
Gazelle of .\pril ^ and .\prll 24. has ordered 300 all-steel -I'l-ton
gondolas, weighing 31,000 lbs., from the Cambria Steel Co., and 250

May
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underframe 30ton box cars, weighing 34,000 lbs., from the
American Car & Foundry Co., both for June-July delivery. The gondolas will measure, inside, 36 ft. long, 9 ft. 3 in. wide and 4 ft. 2V4 in.
high, and over all, 37 ft. long and 7 ft. 7>/i in. high. The box tars
will measure, inside, 30 ft. long, 8 ft. 6 in. wide and 7 ft. 9% in,
high.
The over-all measurements will be 37 ft. '/^ in. long, 9 ft.
314 in. wide and 13 ft. 7 in. high to top of staff.
The special equipment includes:
steel

truck

l;..M,.is,

(;ould

WestlnghiiuHv

l'.i;ik' s

lir.ik..

hi-ams

l!i:iki-

shucs

Davis Solid Truss
Stwl bii.k

(•i,ii|ili-rs

(;..i]|,l

gi-nv
.iDiinial boxers
I'alnl (gondolas)
I'nlnt (box cars)

Koofs box curs)
Springs
(

l';.\.sT

—

The Boston & Maine roundhouse, with
was recently destroyed by fire.

So.MKiivii.Lii, M.v.ss.

—

HouoiiTON, Micii. The Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic, It is
put up a concrete roundhouse in its yards here, to replace
one destroyed by fire.
said, will

—

Lancaster, Pa. The Conevstoga Traction has plans
putting up car repair shoi)s.

made

—

for

of
to

replace
a trei^tie;
a five-span, similar type bridge recent y
finished over the Nazas liver, at Los Herreras, also an eight-span
bridge over the Sabinas river, near Sabinas. Worli is under way
on a five-span bridge at Rio Escondida, near Fuente. Contract fjr
lie last two let to the Torreon Construction Co., of Torreon, CoaImila.
These bridges are to replace the Phoenix column trusses
which are now too light for the traffic.
I

— The

New York

contract

Central

be given will be the first p;irt of the terminal proper
ic) lie built and will constitute about one-fourth of the whole.
It will
adjoin the new building on Lexington avenue, used for offices, which
now nearly finished.
is to

I.-;

—

Norfolk, Va. F. S. Gannon, President of the Norfolk & Southit Is said, has made an announcement that the land recently
bought adjoining the present river terminus is to be used as a rite
for large freight terminals, and for the erection of a general office

ern,

liuildlng.

The work

is to

be stnited as soon as the general financial

i-onditions improve.

tracks at

—

The Pottsville Union Traction Company, it is
once put up a bridge over the Philadelphia & Reading

PorrsviLLi:, Pa.
said, will at

Mauch Chunk

street.

—

Pkkseuio dki. N(u:tk. Mkxico. Contract, it is said, will shortly be
let by the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient to build a bridge over the
Uio Grande at the proposed crossing near this place.

Reading, Pa.

— An ordinance

is to

be introduced to provide

money

a bridge over the Lebanon Valley tracks of the
Reading, at Tulpehocken street.

lor the erection of

Philadelphia

&

San Dieoo, Cal.
ning

to

—

The San Diego & Arizona, It is said, is planput up shops, also a roundhouse at a cost of $500,000.

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

—

ATr.ANTA, Birmingham & Atlantic. Announcement is reported
that all the work is finished on the branch from the main
line at Manchester, Ga., northwest to Atlanta, 71 miles, and thai the
line is now open for business.

made

Brownsville, Masontown & Smithfield Street Railway

(

Ei>;r-

This company, organized to build 15 miles of line in Pennsylvania, has new plans ready for building IL'O miles of electric
lines in Fayette. Greene and Washington counties. Pa., and eventually into West Virginia.
The company has a capital of $3.500. OnO.

and

its

section

has notified

—

Chief Engineer. Harrisville, W. Va.

a

PAriiic.

— This

(April 17,

p.

559.)

company, orgauizel

last

year with

capittil of $3,000,000,

has recently been incorporated under an act
of the British Columbia legislature. The company proposes to build
a line from near Port Simpson, B. C, on the Pacific coa.st east
along the Skeena river to Hazleton, thence via the hea<l of Babine
lake to the north end of Stuart lake; thence north of McLeod lake
via Pine River Pass, along the Pine river; thence to .Moberly lake
and along Peace river valley to the eastern boundary of British
Columbia. The articles provide also for building branch lines not

over 20 miles long.
Goldfield, Nev.

;

The provincial

directors include I). B. .May.
.McLachan, Los Angeles. Cal.; L. A. Benson.
N. H. Harding, Jr., and W. H. Duval, New York.
J.

iNTERiioRouiiii Rai'id TRANSIT.

New York

City.

—Announcement

is made that this {'Ompany expects to begin operating. May 1. the
extension of its subway from Borough Hall, Brooklyn, to Atlantic
avenue. .89 mile. At this point connection Is to be made with the
Long Island Railroad.

—

Kansas City. Mexico & Orient. The extension of this road,
noith from Chihuahua. Mex., is making pood progress an! Is expected to be finished to the Rio Grande this fall.
Work is now
under way down the valley of the Conchos river. On the line
from the north there remains about 3uii miles yet to be built to
reach the Rio Grande. The gap of 90 miles between Alpine on the
Southern Pacific, and the Rio Grande crossing Is to be bui l within
one year. A large tract of land, it is said, has been secured by
the company near the site of the proposed International bridge, at
which point a town is to be established.

—

Kentucky & Ohio River (Electric). The Royal Investment
Company, Globe Building. Minneapolis, Minn.. Is to have entire
charge of building this projected line from Paducah, Ky.. west lo
Cairo, III. Contracts are to be let at once. The work will Include
18 small bridges.
Nort Whitesides, President. Wta. C. I^ngdon &
Co.. of Minneapolis. Minn., may be addressed.
(April 10, p. 525.)

—

Mexican International. Contract has been given to Bartola
ol Sabinas. Cohuila. and work is under way on a short
branch line about 2\^ miles long from the Rosita branch at kilo 10,
to the Cloete Coal Mines Works.
Corri.gaii,

St.

Paul.

—

—

said,

Milwaukee Terminal Railway. — See Chicago, Milwaukee &
Etc.

Alton, St. Loris & Cairo (Ei.kctric). Incorporated in Illinois
with $100,000 capital to build a line from Alton. 111., south through
Madison, St. Clair, Monroe, Randolph, Jackson and Union counties,
to Cairo, in Alexander county, 130 miles.
A branch is also to l)e
built from the main line, west to Waterloo and Columbia. In
Monroe county.
The incorporators include T. N. Chase. J. F.
Albrecht, D. W. Young, F. E. Orvis, W. L. Ensel and W. R. Brown.

tric).

is

Harrisville & Coi:nwai LIS. An officer writes that bids are to
be asked for about May 1 to build a line from Cornwallls, W. Va..
on the B. & 0., southeast, six miles, to Harrisville. The work includes two steel bridges. W. S. Stout, President, and A. Wolverton,

of Seattle, Wasli.;

& Hudson River will
shortly give a contract for the second of its new terminal buildings
at the Forty-second street station.
The building for which the new
York, N. Y.

It

Public Works for Manitoba, that
this year:
Adelpha, Man., west,
Virden, .Man., crossing the Canapoint on the Rossburn branch
Viola Dale district, 25 miles.

Grand Trcnk Pacific. A. L. McHugh has been given a subcontract, on four miles through rock, by Foley, Welch & Stewart.
J. E. Craig, August Stewart and Dixon & Moore also have contracts near this section clearing the right of way.

Hudson Bay

Mex)co City, Mkx. The new bridges on the National Lineo
Mexico Include the following: Three span, deck girder bridge

New

company.

—

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Mine Uxomotives,

— This

—

(ioulil

Pn.tciius
.ratterson-Sargent "Nobiac" and liqull brown
Chicago Improved Wlnslow
Lelilgh Valley Spring Co.
Arch bar

Trucks

Canadian Northern.

Hon. Robert Rogers, Minister of
the following lines will be built
10 miles; from a point north of
dian Pacific, 10 miles; from a
through Rapid City, Man., to the

CiiirAGO, Milwaukee & St. Paul. The Milwaukee Terminal
Railway Company, it is said, was recently incorporated in the state
of Washington in the interest of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
The incorporators include H. R. Williams and E. W. Cook, Seattle,
and A. H. Barker.

SesslonS'SlnJiihinl

•

.

tually to connect Masontown, East Millsboro, Gates, Lambert,
Edenborn, Ronco, New Geneva, Point Marion. Smithfield, Republic,
Martin, Zollarsville, Clarksville, Beallsville and Bentleyville. Connections are to be made with lines entering Pittsburgh.
W. J.
Sheldon President, McKeesport.

Sic ui iiy

fiislcnlngs (bi)X cars)

liiiiir

Kiiil't

623

office is at Masontown.
Work has been started on the
from Brownsville south to Masontown. The lines are even-

—

Oregon Electric. This company, which has finished about
50 miles of line from Portland. Ore., via Tualitin and Wilsonville
to Salem, except the l)allasting, recently increased its capital stock
from $2,000,000 to $10,(iOO.iHH). On .Vprll 23 construction work was
started on 283 miles of extension branches, and laterals, to the
Portland-Seattle Electric line recently put in operation.
Plans
include lines as follows:
Portland to Tillamook. Portland to
Eugene, Salem to Mill City, Salem to Dallas, Salem to Albany, and
.-Vlbany to Cascadia.
Charles M. Pratt, of New York, is President:
.\. Talbert, Manager. Portland, and Moffat & White, of New York,
are the bankers.

—

Rochester. Corning & Elmir.\ Traction. This company, organized to build an electric line from Rochester, southwest to
Elmira. 120 miles, is making surveys over a new route, it is said.
This will necessitate securing a certificate of necessity from the
New York State Public Service Commission, and as soon as this is
granted it is promised that construction work will be started.
W. C. Gray and S. Fuerstein, 20 B^xchange street, Rochester, N. T.,

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

624
Knglneers;

F.

Brecklngham,

S,

42

Broadway,

New

York.

Is

a

ilirector.

Itm Ki-oitT, LANorwN & NiiHTiiKK.N.— This company, operallng a
road from Langdori, Mo., northeast to Rockport, &.0 mllcK, t-xpecla
lo liiilld an extension from Itockport north to Shenandoah, Iowa,
ahout 30 mileB. The W. K. Palmer Company. Knglneers, 717 Dwight
liiilldlng, Kansaa City, Mo., who will have charge of the engineering work and aupervlse the construction, want to hear from contractors.

— Incorporated In

New York

with $500,000 capital to build a line, to be operated either by «te,im or electricity,
from Rome. Oneida county, N. Y., north to Osceola, Lewis county,
Incorporators Include J. U. Haselton, Rome, N. Y.; W. P.
25 miles.
White and W. I. Taber, Utica, N. Y. (April 3, p. 493.)

UoMK &

OsiKor.A.

Ru.sTON, Natciiitociiks & NoRTiiKASTKitN.— An offlccr writes that
the route of this proposed line is from Farmerville, La., southwest
via O'Arbonne. Ruston. Saline, Natchitoches and Leesville to the
Texas state line, thence through Texa-s to a point at tidewater not
yet determined upon, jirobably at i'urt Arthur, about 2G0 mlies. J.
C.

Nolan. President, and

(March

La.

J.

Wesley Hall, Chief Engineer, Ruston,

27, p. 462.)

Si'DKA.NK, PoiiTi.A.NU & Skaiti.k.— On the extension building from
Pasco, Wash., northeast to Spokane, work has been suspended
from Spokane southwest to Cheney, awaiting settlement of the
question whether a satisfactory franchise to enter the city of
Spokane will l)e granted. No new contracts will be let until the

franchise

—

The company owns or

;

assured.
.

Wkstern

Pacific.

from Stockton, Cal.,
and it is expected

— Track

on this

line,

It

is

said.

Is

now

laid

to a considerable distance north of Sacrameiiti).

to have trains in operation from Oakland to
Orovllle this fall. On the section above Oroville the work is very
heavy. On 35 miles along the Feather river, about 1,200 men are
They recently finished 10 tunnels, each from 200 to
at work.
1,200 ft. long, and are now at work on It! others.
The line from
this section runs through almost solid rock and It will cost to l)uil(i
section
about
mile.
Track
is
laid from
through this
|100,000 a
Oroville to Big Bend, 17 miles, and three miles additional will
shortly be finished.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Bi:i'TAi,o,

week

Rocuii.sTicu

& rrnsninoii. — Gross earnings

In April, 1908.

the corresponding

&

—N.

were $102,000, a

week

for the third
decrease of $64,000 from

In April, 1907.

W. Harris &

Co. and Bond & Goodwin, both
York, have sold $3,500,000 25-year 4 per cent, bonds
19081933, at 98.45, yielding 4.10 per cent. These bonds
are guaranteed by the New York Central & Hudson River. Thi'
Boston & Albany hius no mortgage Indebtedness. Its total bondeil
debt being $15,485,000. against which it has In Its treasury a
New York Central S'i. per cent, bond of 1900-2000 for $5,500,000.

Bo.sTON
of
of

Ai.nANY.

New

May

1,

Canadian Pach-ic.

—

During the six months ended December 31, 1907.
the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie bought $1,601,600
stocks .and bonds of other corporations. Nearly all of these are
of the Spokane International, which gives the Canadian Pacific
entrance into Spokane. This is a small road, which Sir Thomas
Shaughnessy. President of the Canadian Pacific, says earned In
its first year of operation, sufficient to pay expenses and fixed
charges.

—

—

Lnieiiborouch Rapiu Tbansit. J. p. .Morgan & Co. have offereil at
par $25,000,000 three-year convertible 6 per cent, notes of May
These notes are convertible for 2'-i years into the
1, 1908-1911.
new mortgage bonds of the company at 99. The notes are s»^
lurcd by a deposit of $30,000,000 new 45-year 5 per cent, mortgage bonds.

—

E. H. Rollins & Sons, of Boston and Chicago, have
offered $750,000 first and refunding mortgage 4 per cent. l>onds
1901-1951.
These bonds are part of a toUl of $25,000,000
authorized, of which about $3,320,00u are outstanding and
$7,050,000 reserved to retire an equal amount of 5 per cent.

Iowa Ck.ntral.
of

bonds due 1938.
.Mi.NNEAPOLis, St. Pali.

Missoini,

&

Salh-t Stf. Mabik.

Oklahoma & Gulk. — W.

— See

H. Trumbull

Canadian

&

Co..

Pacific.

of Boston.

the Banque Franco-Americaine. of Paris. France, have
offered the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf's outstanding $2,500,000
The bonds are a
5 per cent, first mortgage bonds of 19os-1944.
first mortgage on the road at the rate of $25,000 per mile, comprising at the ])resenl lime 95 miles. The road runs from
Wagoner, Okla.. to Rose, on the Canadian river, traversing the
Henryetta and Lehigh coal fields.

and

—

A large amount of the Missouri Pacific two-year
per cent, convertible notes, secured by $12,000,000 Kansas A
Colorado Pacific first refunding mortgage 30-year 6 per cent
bonds of 1908-193S, have been converted into these bonds.
These notes were issued in January, 1908.

Missouri Pacific.
G

512,)

Wasiiinctox Roau.s (Ei.kctbic).— A. M. Dewey, of Sixjkanc,
Wash., with the cooperation of English capitalists, is to finance a
line to be built in the northern jmrt of the state of Washington
In this section there are a large numinto the Okanogan country.
ber of copper mines, 26 having recently been located, and a
number of smellers are to l)e built as soon as the proposed line 1-;

leases 41 miles of line.

New

Oiileans &. Texas Paciuc. Preferred and common
stockholders are offered the opportunity to sub<icril>e at par
for all or such part of the $1,000,000 preferred 5 per cent, stock
as the board of directors shall determine lo issue. The !joard
of directors are to meet on or before June 1.
I*resent holders
of both common and preferred stock will have equal rights in
subscribing to the new issue.

Ci.M'j.v.SATi,

—

Vancoi vi:ii Island & Eastku.n. This company, organized liust
year with a capital of $2,000,000, is seeking incorporation from the
Dominion parliament. The company proposes to build a line fioni
Esquimau harbor, Vancouver Island, B. C, north to Seymours
Narrows; and from Bute inlet or Frederick inlet on the mainland
of British Columbia, east via Yellowhead Pass to Edmonton, Alb.,
about 900 miles. The provisional directors include T. W. Paterson.
James
T. J. Jones, R. C. Lowe and H. .-V. Munn, Victoria, B. C.
(Nov. 1, p.
Smith, Edmontovi, Alb., and M. J. Harvey, Toronto.

—

CiiKSAPEAKK Wkstkk.v. All the stock and bonds of this company
were sold on April 22 to W. E. I). Stokes, of New York City, for
$25,000.
All these securities were hypothecated to secure a loan.

—

Thls Company,
STEunKNvii.LE & EAST LivEKi'DOL ( Et.ixTRic)
operating 19 miles of electric line from Steubenville, Ohio, north
to Toronto, recently put at work a large force of men to finish the
doulilftrark line on which work was started in the summer of I'.ioT
and .suspended last fall. This line is from Toronto, north via Wellsville, and East Liverpool, and thence east to V'anport, Pa., about 40
miles from Steubenville.
.

18.

& Ohio. This company ha* sold to J. P. Morgan A Co.,
Kuhn, Ixjeb & Co. and Blair it Co $2,013,354 consolidated mortgage 5 i>er cent, bonds of 1SS9-1939, to meet an e<iual amount of
6 per cent, first mortgage bonds, s<.*rles A and B, maturing July
1908.
The Chesapeake & Ohio has also sold to the same
1,
bankers $1,500,000 of an authorized Issue of $2,500,000 6 per cent,
notes to retire the $1,200,000 extended notes maturing June 28,
1908, and to get $300,000 new funds.

Ciit..sAi'KAKK

granted.

Is
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New York Central & Hrosox
New

York,

New Haven &

River.

Hartforp.

— See Boston & Albany.
— The Boston Chaml)er of Com-

merce has voted decisively to "firmly oppose the proposed control of the Boston & .Maine by the New Y'ork. New Haven A
Hartford." Some of the reasons given in this resolution are
that It would place under one control a high percentage of the
entire transportation facilities of the New England states, both
steam railroads and trolley lines, and because such a consolidation would eliminate all competition, and. also because the Chamber of Commerce Is strongly in favor of the Boston A Maine
financing Us Improvements by an Issue of its own securities.
The company has sold to Kidder. Peabody & Co.. of Boston.
$9,000,000 first mortgage bonds of constituent companies. These
bonds have been held in the treasury. In addition, the company has sold about $2,000,000 short term notes to Kidder, Peabody & Co. Proceeds from the sale of these securities will
provide upwards of $11,000,000 to meet an equal amount of notes

and bonds which mature between now and January

1.

1910

—

NdKi'OLK & Western. A semiannual dividend of 2 per cent, has
been declared on the common stock. This is a reduction of the
annual rate from 5 per cent, to 4 per cent.
The Guaranty Trust Co. of New York has sold $7,500,000
two-year 5 per cent, notes of May 1, 1908-1910. These notes are
secured by $10,000,000 divisional first lien and general mortgage
4 per cent, bonds of 1904-1944.
The notes were offered at 99,
yielding 5M; per cent.

—

Seauoaiih Air I..ine. The receivers were authorized on April IS to
issue $3,564,000 six per cent, receivers' certificates, dated May
1, and redeemable after six months.

SitiKANE International.

— See Canadian Pacific.
—

Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern. This company has made a
mortgage securing $2.000. 0(>0 five per cent, bonds for extensions.
The road runs from Cedar Falls, Iowa, via Waterloo and Wav
eriy to Sumner. 52 miles.
It also operates street car service
at Waterloo and Cedar Falls.

—
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—

—

He wUh it distinctly understood that we will entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this journal for pay except
Wc glve in our
IN THK AUVEKTisi.NO COLUMNS.
editorial columns OCR own opinions, and these
only, and in our news columns present only such
matter as we consider interesting and important
Those who wish to recommend
to our readers.
their inventions, machinery, supplies, financial
schemes, etc., to our readers, can do so fully in
our advertising columns, but it is useless to ask
us to recommend them editorially, either for
money or in consideration of advertising patron-
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increasing freight rates on fresh meats from 3 cents to 10 cents per
100 lbs. This will mean much to the consumers, as It will probably
result in an increase of 1 cent a pound on low grades of meats,

and perhaps as much as 2 cents a pound on the select cuts. This
advance is intended as a feeler of public sentiment, with a view

The one
to making a general raise in rates on all coniraoditiea."
statement in this item that will be remembered by the majority
more
ixjund
cents
a
meat
is
going
to
cost
2
readers
is
that
of
The highest pi-oposed
because of the exactions of the railroads.
advance In freight rates is one-tenth of one cent a pound (and the
lowest is three-hundredths of a cent), so that 1 "/,„ cents of the
2 cents added by the retailer is for his own benefit; but that Is a
Probably the reporter Is
point which the reader does not notice.
quite innocent, for if he saw the absurdity of the statement he
In modifying the article he could
would modify it, no doubt.
lengthen it and thus increase his pay. It Is all right for the railroads to put out feelers at proper times and places, but evidently
the retail meat trade is not a favorable field in which to try the
experiment; the art of raising prices ou the strength of a false
issiie is too well know«i there.
There

is

one great objeotion

to feelers just at pi-esent,

though

may seem to be justified; it Is a time when every
engrossed with his own infernal feelings intense feelings
engendered by loss of business or fear of loss: and external things
If he gives a thought to
are likely to have no influence on him.
freight rates at all. it will be to observe within himself that all
other commodities are falling in price, and that the railroads must
be fools. Wages controlled by labor unions, and the prices of some
things controlled by powerful corporations, are, indeed, kept at
high levels; but the "average man" does not consider these: he
tliiiiUs more of those wage rates and commodity prices which are
theoretically they

man

is

—

g^.,

OlS

:

040
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Being content with loose, inaccurate and Incomplete knowletlge
on important subjec;ts is said to be one of the economic sins of the
American people; and we are certainly open to the charge. An
illustrative example may be found In the newspaper statements
concerning the proposed general advance in freight rates. A Washington despatch of May 2 says that "the anticipated general increase
The railin railroad freight rates seems likely soon to be made.
roads of the southeastern territory have filed tariffs, effective June 1,

)

and
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a railroad does

prol)able that a very

small and very mild one will be the best. It will be at least two
or three months before the rate clerks can prepare tariffs for the
general advance that Is talked of, and another month will be required for the statutory notice: and to feel the public pulse three

months before the surgical operation

is

to

be i)erformed

may

lie

worse than useless. In that period there will l>e lime for many
changes to occur.
One change may be important; the railroad
presidents may change their minds as to whether an Increase can
be agreed on.
They may conclude that the rates which cannot
possibly be raised are so

numerous as

to

make

a general Increase

wholly impracticable. There Is one other contingency: nearly all
of these proposed changes are in inlerstale rates, and those presidents who have conferred about them may be imprisoned for violation of the auti-ttrust law!

The establishment

subway connection between Atand the main line on Manhattan island, has
an importance far beyond that of its Immediate benefits. Heretofore,
the time required for transit to the remote parts of Brooklyn and
to Long Island points has been so great that development was
slow; a densely populated territory had to be traversed and a river
crossed. But the time-saving of the subway route is tremendous.
The Long Island commuter to Wall street saves some twenty
minutes each way: nearly or quite three-quarters of an hour a day:
the man who sleei)s in the Flatbush part of Brooklyn and works in
Manhattan saves more than that. Since suburban residence around
great cities is determined largely by two factors ground rent and
time of transit it is obvious that the great empty areas east and
northeast of Brooklyn are now going to have their chance, and
that a great many city workers are going to have more light and air
than they have ever before been able to have at the same rent, withof a through

lantic avenue, Brooklyn,

—

—

out increasing the time length of their daily journey. The position
of the Interborough Rapid Transit Company as a beneficiary of this
travel

is

most interesting.

the world,

it

gets a

By giving

a service unparalleled in all
haul in both directions at the same
The southbound train that discharges

maximum

time during the rush hours.
mob of passengers at Fulton street and at Wall street at S.30 a.m.
leaves Atlantic avenue IS minutes later, northbound, with the cars

a
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Wall street In a little over thirty minutes. The Long Island
Railroad 1h almoBt as fortunate as the InlerborouKh, though not for
the same reason. For years It has been spending great sums on Its Atlantic avenue Improvement, taking the tracks oft grade, where rapid
service was Impossible, and building a splendid tunnel and elevated
structure. Now the Interborough brings It the business for this line,
and will doubtless continue lo bring Increasing amounts of It every
loarlB at

changing the Long Island from a June-to-October road lo a
January-toJanuary one, and building up a steady suburban traffic
that will tend to push out further and further along the main lines.
year,

Last but not least Is the tribute the subway extension brings to construction by private capital. The Interborough contracted to open
Its line on May 1. and It opened It on May 1, In spite of all the construction difflculllea that arose. When the city undertook the vastly
simpler task of operating the Staten Island Ferry Its new boats were
two teasons late, its Staten Island terminal three seasons late, and
Its New York terminal Is four seasons late at time of writing, and
gives abundant promise of another year.

pounds per
5I,<JaO

IIqcuI
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foot,

24,700

lbs.,

37,250

lbs.,

28,800

lbs.

and

lbs.

The reinforced concrete culvert pipes were the designs of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad, described in the Railroad
Gazelle, Oclot>er 12, 1S06. but Improved In a
that time.

were

All of the pipes

The

the method of reinforcing.

number

of respects since

3 In. thick, the difference

load at

first

being In

craik, In pounds per

lineal foot, varied from 4.S50 to 10. SCO lbs.
The maximum load
varied from 23.800 to 31.500 lbs.
The data does not Indicate (be
method of reinforcing corresponding with these figures. It should

be mentioned regarding these pipes that two of them were frankly
experimental, and In one, for some reason unknown, the concrete
proved poor. Only two of the five, therefore, were representative.
We assume that it was these two that showed the highest loads.
One notable difference Ijetween the reinforced concrete and cast
Iron pipe Is that while the latter collapse completely under a maximum dead load, the action of the reinforced concrete pipe is quite

through crushing of the concrete, and
margin of strength
available in an emergency.
Reinforced concrete pipe can be made
as strong as cast Iron pipe simply by Increasing the thickness of the
THE STRENGTH OF CULVERT PIPE.
concrete, the gain being proportional to the square of the diameter.
The object with this pipe, however, should be simply to make it
to
stresses
the
There Is little published Information regarding
strong enough to stand the service when carefully and properly laid
which culvert pipes in railroad embankments are subjected by the and thus save as much as possible over the cast iron pipe. Another
iron
cast
ordinary
pressiue.
The
and
earth
consideration Is the possible saving In transportation costs, which
conditions of bedding
water pipe, generally used for this purpose, Is designed merely to are sometimes excessive on new work. We have heard of one case
withstand the internal hydrostatic pressures encountered In service, recently where 60 cents per ton mile was paid for testing cast Iron
different.

Final

failure

is

after passing the critical load there Is a large
•

since in most cases this gives pipes of the desired rigidity. The external stresses have heretofore been regarded as indeterminate, authorities agreeing that there seemed no satisfactory way of computing

them. For that reason the tests which have been made at the Univeron both cast iron and reinforced concrete culvert pipe
arc of special interest and value in throwing light on this subject.
The experiences of different roads with cast Iron culvert pipe do
not seem to be uniform, .some claiming to have little or no trouble,
while others have a great many breakages. We have heard of one

new line which was l>elng built through very
rugged country. Reinforced concrete pipe can be made at or near the
site, saving this considerable additional expense.
culvert pipe for a

sily of Illinois

road which made it a rule not to use cast Iron pipe In banks under
10 ft. or over 25 ft. high. But the real conditions to l)e observed are
careful hedtling and tamping to assure as even a distribution as posThis may be further heli)ed by shorsible of the bearing pressures.
ing up the barrels of the sections to equalize the support, and some
roads do this.
Proper trenching Is presupposed. Engineers have reported pipes
breaking without apparent adequate cause. With the ordinary rectangular-bottom trench it is harder to equalize the pressures than
where the bottom is curved and the material is well tamped around
and under the pipe. Tamping is very necessary; otherwise, the
earth immediately under the bottom element Is unduly compressed
and concentrated loading results. There Is a record of some 48-ln.
cast iron pipe 1V4 In. thick being flattened Vi in. under an 8-ft. fill,
and more than '/,„ in. under a 22-ft. fill. Pipe of these dimensions

own

weight, careful measurements of
and therefore having one line of support, showing a difference between the vertical and horizontal diameWith an Increase of the thickness to I'.j In. this
ters of over '/,„ In.

distorts

slightly

from

its

lengtlis lying on the ground,

distortion was not noticeable.
The results of the Unlvcrsily of Illinois' tests

condensed form
sented

al

liy

were presented

in

Professor Talliol. of that university, in a paper pre
Western Society of Engineers.
l.") meeting of tlic

the April

In addition to the

main

tests,

the Investigation Included a

lot

of

auxiliary tests to give data on the action of pipes in other methods
of testing.
In discussing the mechanics of pipes and rings subject

were developed for the bending moconditions of loading. These are
assumed
conditions do not represent accurately the conditions of beddinc and
loading found in practice. The nature and extent of the possll)Ie or
probable variations from the assumed conditions were discussed,
however, and the effects of such divergence considered. In the main
tests a special testing apparatus was used.
It included a box of stiff
construction, the pipes being embedded In sand in this liox and the
load applied through a saddle resting on the sand cushion.
Nine
cast Iron and five reinforced concrete culvert pipes were tested.
Both light and medium weights In the cast Iron pli)es were used.
VovLT were of 3G In. diameter, two being 1 In. and two IVi In., thick.
Five -were of 48 In. diameter, three being IVi In. and two I'.j In.
thick.
In the order given, the average breaking loads were, In

PIECE

WORK AND PREMIUM WORK.

For just about ten years, or from 1898 through the greater part
country had so much work to do that
problem of getting it done was paramount, and economy
and efficiency had often to be subordinated. Following the brief
let-up in the fall of 1903 and the early part of 1904. the
urgency was greatest in the last three years of the period of great
prosperity, and one very unfortunate result of this uigency was the
lessened control of the general manager, the superintendent, the
division superintendent and the master mechanic over their men.
When men are looking for jobs they are very amenable to discipline; when jobs are looking for men discipline is an exceedingly
hard thing to enforce, and the practical application of this principle
was, as everybody knows, that operating costs got pretty well out
of 1307. the railroads of the

the

of

hand

last year.

The

day's

work was

small, the price high, the

Estimates of the average loss of efficiency per
unit of labor ranged all the way from 15 to 50 per cent, or even
higher, while wages had Increased from 10 to 35 per cent, within
two years.
The great economies now being practiced in all railroad departments are not due primarily to the increase of individual efficiency;
they are due to rigorous weeding out of unnecessary labor even of
labor which Is going to be necessary again very soon to cessation
of all except the most urgent work. and. to a certain extent, to reduced costs of material, principally lumber: but the individual
efficiency is there, too. to .an extent that it has not been for a decade,
and the output of work along all lines where it is not strictly measured by rule Is astonishingly great, per unit of labor. The place
where It has been most difficult to put economy on any sort of basis
quality not good.

—

permanency

Wage

—

to external pressure, formulas

that gives signs of

ments under certain assumed

have been very difficult to make, with the result that a great many
men have lost their jobs entirely who could have been retained to
mutual advantage if a small general scaling down could have been

inlciuicd only to serve as a basis for calculations, since the

Is

In the shops.

reductions

effected.

very natural that It should have occurred to a great many
mechanics and general managers that the times were
favorable for an extension of the piece work system or the premium
system of work. Piece work and premium work have, on the whole,
succeeded very well where they have been firmly established, but
The
there has been the greatest difficulty in establishing them.
attitude of the mechanics' union has been not to refuse work in
fight
with
to
work
was
already
established,
but
where
piece
shoi>s
It

is

master

The reathe greatest bitterness new extensions of the principle.
sons for this are very plain. When it comes to a show-down, union

May

8,
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unable to drive piece Work and premium work out of its
inesent strongholds, and it does not care to make the attempt, but
every extension of the principle means more workmen who see a
tangible reason why they should not be bound to the standard of the
dullest and labor anil trade union strength, in the last analysis,
rests on the standard of the dullest.
It may truly be said, therefore,
Unit piece work and ])remiuni work have two very important uses
which are clearly defined from one another; they lessen manufacluring cost and they tighten the hold which the general manager
or the master mechanic has over his men, not by imposing hard
conditions, but by granting very easy ones, and by showing a workman, in terms of dollars and cents, that when he is doing good
woik for his ronii)any he is doing good work for himself, and that
if he cares to be a sluggard the cost is borne by him and not by his

always very unsatisfactory to the men. Thus in the repairs of
freight cars a man may receive a given amount for changing a
drawbar, but if the weather conditions are against him, or the make
of the drawbar is peculiar, he is unable to make as much as his
neighbor who is in better luck. The skilled mechanics on one road
make objections on the ground that piece work and premium work
alike restrict and limit a man to doing one thing, thereby narrowing his efficiency and limiting his ability. Some of the competent
mechanics on this road, who have served their time and know that
they are efficient workmen, feel strongly that they cannot afford to
restrict their fields of work by confining their efforts to one line or
to one machine.

company.

distrusted by all the others

lalior is

—

—

in

The human nature objection to piece work that
who can earn abnormally high wages are

the few

a shop

men

and
is probably the most serious obstacle
and
requires
much
tact
and
fairness
on the part of the
The strength of the piece work plan and of the premium plan
alike is on the surface; the weakness of them lies in the violence niaster mechanic. As one superintendent of machinery puts it:
which they do to human nature, particularly during the critical "'f '^e piece work price is high enough for the poor workman to
period when they are being discussed, but are not In operation, and ">''''« f^'r wages, the good workman will make such high wages
he labor organizers have been quick to take advantage of the argu- '*!»' 't 's unsatisfactory to the other men."
These difficulties are all tangible, and the obvious chance which
ments which appeal most quickly to human nature. Unfortunately,
in some cases, these arguments have been entirely true.
The the shop foreman or the master mechanic has to discriminate between
standard labor union argument against piece work is that the faster "^en and between trades by the piece price which he establishes is
a man works the faster he has to work, and if there are three '''s" obvious, consequently these objections have been urged so
extremely able machinists in a shop of twenty, all working on piece strongly that many roads have tried entirely without success to
work, in the long run there will be three men earning standard '"' some unit pay plan into effect, while others would like to try,
wage and 17 below, instead of 17 men earning standard wage and '^"'^ ^^^^ K'^en it up as hopeless without an attempt. In view of
these things it is most interesting to trace out the actual workings
tliree men above standard.
system.
(For simplicity we are now grouping piece work
Let us frankly admit that this has sometimes been true, or at °^ ^'>«
""'* Premium work together, although the principle Is radically
least that the principle of it has sometimes been found, although
different.
A separation of the two will be made further on in the
the case as stated is exaggerated; but it has not generally been true,
The three pacemakers have generally been able to earn a good deal discussion.) The following list is taken direct from our replies and
^"^"'''^ "'^ different kinds of work which different roads specify
more than they could have earned on the day wage plan, and the
of

disliked

—

all

I

shop has al.so generally been able to increase its earning
power, while the really useless men have been eliminated; but it
has been necessary to handle the shop with the greatest care, the
rest of the

When

greatest skill, and the greatest fairness, to bring this about.

shop

a

does a

is

put on piece work the master mechanic generally
quiet tallying for a few davs or a few weeks and gets

first

little

^"'"^ "" ""^

"""^

"'*'-''

'''^''^

""^

l"-emium basis:
''"^

Siring Mr"whoH^
J.'""'<iing

,..

,

on the normal average output of the ordinary man, and
it is not difficult to get a fair average price out of the figure thus
obtained. The difficulty has lain in convincing the workmen that it
was a fair price. The premium or bonus plan undoubtedly has an
advantage that psychology affords it in this connection. Under the
miniKil workings of the i)remium plan the workman has his regular,
a.customed day wage anyhow, and if he is disposed to accelerate
be can earn a premium on the output above an established standard.
,
,
,,
,
II he cannot earn a premium, no harm is done;
if he can, he does
not damage his neighbor even in theory, because his neighbor's
guaranteed wage is not affected therebv

good

,

line

,

,,

,

,

,

'"'•«'*''"'"'

'"

Part oi tinsmith wi.ik
t oarh cleaners
Mrass cleaners

,

In hincksmllh shop
General repairs to locomotives

"'"""'

ra7cica,?rn'g

^MP'^k

Airbrake shop
Oenenii loconi.itive repair work

'

,

pholstering
Holt making

.\e»- ear liullillne
.New locomotive building
certain machine tm,! »ork

'

a

"'"''''

numng"''''

.,

,

Some work

ii"-

^iT'

"Talis

^'^

how the earnings of the men and the
road compared tinder the two systems, and we have
replies to this very Important question as

specifically

''*^'^'^''

economy

to the

the

'''''"'ated

specific

'""ows.
|(„,„i
'."

,\

.V,

'

,

"

I»

"
"

P.".'.

;:

;;.'.
'.i

'.

per

"n°

'^""''""'''

*more.

4.'.

I-'

to Vi more.
to 15 per cent. more.

2.">

percent, more.

i r.

to 25 per cent, mor'e

Va

J!

pfr'rem.'"

Output very

mn.lilncr.n«..il

IS per cent.
25 per cent.
iio'peVwnt'.

'

-''S^ percent, more.
pi-rcent.
"11'
Some men do not make their clay rate: others on the
„ ascertain .,
„ .,
To
the progress of the jjiece work and iiremlum work
same class of work make from 5 per cent, to l«
''^"^ "'"' "'"'*'*' "
movement we recently made inquiry of a large number of railroads,
°°^ '^""S^ '°'»^ S'ves a detail statement as follows: For the
asking them whether or not they were using these methods and
how the plan was working. Most of the officers who replied to our ^^"^ ^^'^^^ J'^^""' during which year all the company's shops doing
S^^eral repair work turned out 282 locomotives, the cost of labor
iiuiuiry felt that the subject was a delicate one and did not wish to
be quoted, either by name or by the name of their company, for ^"^ I244,70C. During the fiscal year 1907, when the com|)any's
^'^"''^ turned out 491 locomotives, the cost of labor was »2S-,953:
llie oiiinions which they expressed.
It Is possible without violation
"^•'''- '^ '° ^''•^'""^ number of locomotives increased 74'.^ per cent.
of confidence, however, to point out in a general way some of the
'° ^^^"^ °^'^'' ^^^'^' ^'"^"^ ^"^^ ™st of labor increased only 17.7 per
tendencies which clearly appear from the correspondence.
1

.

,

,

,

,

curious and interesting that out of fiftv replies, gathered
parts of the country, and representing small Individual
railroads and lai-ge railroad systems alike, the division between
those who use piece work or premium work, in whole or In part, and
these who do not. was exactlv even-25 to 25. Of the respondents
who do not make use of piece work ten may be classed as individual
It Is

Ironi

all

reads,

relatively

small,

and

fifteen

as

railroad systems, relatively

Of the twenty-five companies using piece work or premium
work in whole or in part, eighteen are large roads and seven are
small roads.
It has been substantially the unanimous experience
of piece work and premium work shops that car repairs were most
easily placed upon the unit basis.
In most cases locomotive repairs
,1
.
.
»,
are also done on this
basis, but one or two roads reply that they
have been unable to make the change in the locomotive department.
Yet difficulties arise In connection with repair work which are
found to a much less degree in original manufacture. Where the
eiiii)loyee makes only one article as his whole occupation, it is comliaratively easy to adjust his pay; where any question arises as to
the amount of time it ouglit to take to do the job. the uncertainty Is
large.

.'lO

.

'^'''^ '^•'""^^ ^'"^ "°^ '^'°"eht about entirely by
^''^^ ^•'''^"'' "'"'"^ standardization of power, new and

'^°''

"'"°''^''

ni«'-"lne'-.v

11

1

•

1

.

.

,

facilities

piece

Im-

also helped, but

the

for the Increased output and relatively reduced cost
f°'" ''»> '^'''^ '" '''^^-^ ^^'^'-'^ '"'^'ns '»« Period. It
noteworthy In this connection that the average weight of the
^"^'"^^ increase<l 6C per cent, during the period.
Another road gives the following comparative statement of
^"'"<»-"s working at piece work and at day rate in March. 1908:
'•"'""""'"•• «'-'"•""" "/ K«,plo^.^>^ .ru»^ vice »o,k «„., „, oau Ra,r.
"«""'

I"'"'"'""'

^^"^ """ ^''•'"'«*
'"

.„.,.,.,
amoniit
earned
Hourly
Piecework.
rate
t,
,„,
lotal

'

•

and better shop

the

more

.

Oepartment.

mSiS?

Piece

Average
.

llourlv
work, rate only.

,

—

ETflcleniv

—

hiHirly rate
paid for

P. W..

D.W..

cis.

cts.

alio

for P. \V.
,

over

day wrk
percent

!

"'

.'

iilaoksmltii
A'i'r''brake'
''•'ndor

Total

v ™
No.
men who
—worked at—
•

^

!

so

*4't734S

3!o«o.24

2'.i:t7..sri

7«
72

loil

...

2»!

34.33

-^-34
22!l3

5H!'i

!

i!l7c:o2

'I'iiU.vi'o

lii

940

203.59

21

44!25
23.52

tWl

854.02

40
5

18.05

3u.3

$12,506.45 $20,824.64

3.32

369

34.00

21.47

58.3

!

!

.

'{"t-'Jo

The foregoing

outline of the

piece

703

work and premium work
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It and the economies to be effef-tei] by
be regar.ied only as preliminary. We desire to enlarge the
illsiuH.sion, particularly with reference to the objections, Rood and
liad, brought forward by labor when It Is proposed to Introduce

Ijroblem, the present Htatus of
it

niii.Ht

piece
hall

work and to the best ways of meeting these objections.
welcome additional correspondence on thls^ subject.
General

Electric

Company.

for the year

by the issue of $12,872,750 of 5 i)er cent. 10-year convertible del)entures and by the sale of $1,594,000 of new capital stock.
Thus
the company's cash position is excellent, as it is higlily Important
that it should be.
Collections of its very large accounts receivable
will presumably be slow in dull times, although the company aclually collected some $06,000,000 from notes and accounts receivable
during the year, as against $53,000,000 collected in the 1907 fiscal
year.
All but $3,544,580 of the $27,094,348, representing the face
anioiinl of notes and accounts receivable on January 31, 1907, was
collected during the year.
.\niong tile important orders received during the year were:
One liuudred and sixty-flvemile transmission for Great Western
I'ower Company, California; Detroit tunnel electrification; l^ascade
tunnel electrification. Great Northern Hallway; electrification of
Southern Pacific suliurban lines In California; electrification of Hudson tunnels; additional equipmeni for West Jersey & Sea Shore, and
for New York City terminal of the New York Central.
The following talile shows the company's sales and orders for
tlic last six years:
oidiTs

ordi'v.s
Siilcslillli'd.

Snira

iwelviMl.

blllcil.

OS

$,->!i,MiM,ii|(i

inn.-.

i!>07

(i(i.()7i.ss:t

ii(i,4,v:i,(!.-.!)

HUM

•n,0H9,«i7'

1)100....

4:i,i4u.!io'j

50,041, :;7L>

i!iu:t

:iti,iis.'^,ri!)s

$7(1.1177,1

liiiis

NEW

?:isi,L>;ti.:f.>.>s

rctelvcil.
$:t->,on4.si07
;to.o«o,o.'«8
»n,044.4.'S't

PUBLICATIONS.

l.moiiiiUiir Ilraiktlmmii. Kmiiociiciis miul Tlirlr llcmcitir.i.
Ni-w
rr.
Iti'VlHt'il iiiul ciilnrKcd l>v \Vm. W. WoihI.
llciilov. ruNl.sliInc Co,
Kirih (dltlon, 2(10 pngi's.
somlflc.\llilf rnvfi-.
I'l-lco, ijtl.dO.
III\istnillons

4^

.Jty Geo. I,. I'\nvl
Noriiinii

W

York:
In.

liv

(l^k,

In

lUI

;

a revision and enlargement of a book that was first published in 1903 and was reviewed in the ItaiJroad Oazfttv for November 27. of that year. The present revision consists of the addition
of cliaptci-s on the Walschaerts valve gear and the PyU>-Natlonal
headlight, the intercalation of a number of questions Into the cbap-

This

Is

venient.

New York:

Ami'rlriin Hiiilitay Amoriiilinn. I'rorerdlnyit, Vol. IV.. l(M)3-ltMML
I'rlc«, f.'i.UO.
rubllHbfd by tl.c AHMjclalluD. 24 I-ark l'la<-<-.

re|>ort of the

19.

ter on Injector troubles, a complete revision and rewriting of the
chapter on air-brake troubles and the omiEslon of the one on the
first aid to be given to the Injured.
The book Is valuable and con-

We

General Electric Company,
ending January 31, 1908, shows gross profits of |t;,5SG,(J.Oo, after deducting all patent, general and miscellaneous expenses
and allowances for depreciation and lueses, and writing off $3,74"), 989
from factory plants. After paying $.">.183,GH in dividends, a balance of $1,403,039 wa.s carried to surplus account, bringing up the
total .surplus as of January 31, 1908, to $1G.513,83G.
Last year the
company's profits were $8,427,843, l)ut the actual sales billed in the
1908 year amounted to $70,y77,lli8, as against $00,071,883 In 1907.
The reports of the General Electric Company have for some
lime stood as an example of the way an industrial company ought
The picture
(<) handle Its finances and tell the public about them.
(>r the busines.s year is made perfectly plain, and there are no frills
in llu' asset and Inventory values.
naturally
had
The company has
lo make very heavy expenditures in the purchase of patents and
will presunial)ly have to continue doing so for many years to come
in order lo keep abreast with the l)est electrical science of the day.
The value of its patents, franchises and good will account stood
on the books of the company at $8,000,000 on January 31, 1897. On
January 31, 1907, this account had been reduced to $1 by progressive
writings off, charged lo the current operating surpluses. During
111" r.i08 fiscal year the company spent $872,340 in acquiring oUier
liutenis, licenses under patents and in patent liligation, and promptly charged it off to profit and loss, so that the company's patents,
franchises and good will still stand on the books at $1. This is
an admirable record, and the manner in which the book values of
the factory plants have l>eon written off. year by year, is no less
admlral)le.
Starting in 1893 with plants at Schenectady, Lynn and
llarrLson, valued on the company's books at $3,958,528. the company duiing the sul)sequent 15 years to date has spent $30,832,480
nil e.\|MMidilures and betterments to its plants, making a total of
$:!l..S.'i 1.1114. from which 22 millions liave been written off for deprtv
(ialioii and replacement, leaving the Ixiok value of the plants, on
.lanuary 31 of the current year, at $12,900,000. entirely free from
mortgage or other lien; an average valuation of but $2 per square
foot of floor space, including land, buildings, power houses, machinery, tools and all other equipment.
The company on January 31, 1908, had no floating debt at all
and had only $1,759,517 in accounts payable, ;is against $29,857,727
of notes and accounts receivable.
It reported $12,250,721 of cash,
as against $3,910,709 in January, 1907, the difference being in considerable part accounted for by the funds derived during the year
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This volume of the Proceedings brings the record down lo and
Including October 24, 1900. It consUls of 737 pages and, as In
former volumes, the index 1« very full, serving in some caaes to
make unnecessary a reference to the text. For example, under the
head of Car Service Committee's reports, the index Item consiBts of
a two-page abstract of the things done at the several meetings which
were held In the four years c-overed by this volume. All of the
doings of the asiKM'iatlon in connection with the International Railway Congress at Washington in 1905 are here recorded. The volume
also contains the Rules for Determining the Educational and Physical Qualifications of Employees, which were reported in September.
1904, and again in April, 1905; also all the revisions of the standard
code which were adopted In the four years named.

CONTRIBUTIONS
Written Examinations on Train Rules.
N.»

To THE Editok of the Rah.ro.vu

Y.,rk.

May

4th. ItMiN.

G.\zette:

In your editorial on "Written Examinations on Train Rules"
your issue of .•Ypril 24. 1908, you state "we understand that this
first interurban road to follow this plan."
The writer begs
lo call your attention that complete written examinations were required of all trainmen by the Rochester & Elastern Rapid Railway
Company more than two years ago.
J. h. pakoee.
(i|icrntlDg Manager: J. (i. Wliltf & ("a.
in
is

the

Young and Inexperienced Telegraphers.
To THE EmTOIl OF THE RAILnO.\D GAZETTE
According to a press despatch of April 28 the Railroad Commissioners of New Hampshire blame the Federal government for a
butting collision of freight trains which happened near Haverhill,
in that state, on March 20, and in which five men were killed and
two others injured. Because of the Federal statute the road had
to liire young and inexperienced operators."
The collision was due
to the dropping of the word "East" from a telegraphic order directing the trains to meet at East Haverhill, making it read "Haverhill."
The trains met at Haverhill, running 30 miles an hour.
I do not know whether this is a true report of the Commis'

sioner's opinion but there is no doubt that many citizens do accept
the view set forth, especially where an official body, competent or
incompetent, iiromiiigated it as a reasonable one; therefore I ask
you to take a line or two to show its absurdity. Assuming that
good operators really are unobUiinable, how is It that the New
Hampshire Commissioners did not earlier report the fact to Washington? Congress allowed a year in which to prepare for the law.
but no protest was made until the year had nearly expired. And
if poor operators have to be employed Is it rational to run trains
in exactly the same way as though the ofiiies were properly manned?
It
would seem more reasonable from the standpoint of safety of
life and limb to reduce the speeds of trains If the operators are
not well trained; or to run trains entirely by time-table rules as
we used to do, and not to try to use the telegraph. Suppose the
Federal government had ordered the railroads to dismiss their bridge
inspectors and boiler inspectors and trust to luck for safe pas.sage
over bridges and for immunity from lioiler explosions; would a
sensible New Hamiishire railroad man obey the order and continue
trusting his life on his trains? Of course not. He would either
disobey the order or else cease running trains. If the Federal go\ernment requires Impossibilities why not accept the situation, and
"lay down"? Then Congressmen might perhaps see their folly.
D.

w.

c.

such a dilemma really exists, the superintendent who aims
to give safe service is Indeed "up against" the question of going
back to the methwis of 1S50. More likely, however, the story is
only a hodge i>odge of generalities. We cannot class it as "sensational" because operators who omit words from orders, and
despatchers who fail to detect errors in operators' repetitions have
been beard of too frequently in the past. If "young and inexperienced" pei-sons are the only ones av.iilable as telegraphers and if
after a year no remedy is discoverable, it would seem wise to use
telephones, as a number of railroads have done. Surely, an esiab
lish(>ii railroad is not reduced to the necessity of employing "young
and inexperienced persons" as station agents. But why have not
the New Hampshire Commissioners long since secured the adop[If

—
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tlon of the block system in that state?
Under that method of regulating trains "young and inexperienced" persons are tar less likely
to

mal<e fatal errors.

Editou.]

Refrigeration

in

the Transportation of Fruit.

UV JO.SKI'H li. JIAICT.
of fruit from California and the South conan ever increasing phase of railroad freight. The question
of the preservation of this fruit during transit is one that has been

The transportation

stitutes

solved in a general way with more or less success. At present,
the greater part of the fruit is shipped under two general systems,
namely, ventilation and icing in the winter and early spring when
temperatures are low. The fruit is shipped in refrigerating cars
with the ventilators left open, so that currents of air circulate
through the car when in motion. Later in the season when the
temperatures are higher, ventilators are closed and the tanks at
the end of the cars kept lilled with ice. Both of these methods
are subject to considerable objection and are very inefficient from
an economic viewpoint, at least in comparison to the iwsslbilities
in this lino.
In order to supply adequate ventilation the cars are
never completely filled and the ice tank at the end of the car represents so much wiiate space.
When ice is used the fruit undergoes
a gradual cooling process which sometimes takes as much as seven
days to lower the temperature of the fruit to that at which decay
is prevented.
Thus the ice must not only do the duty of cooling
the fruit but also maintain low temperatures during transit. At
least this is the condition in theory, while in actual practice much
of the fruit is merely undergoing initial cooling during the entire
period of transportation.
In order to determine the bearing of the different methods of
handling and shipping and also of the effect of delayed shipment
upon the losses by decay and tlie keeping quality of the fruit after
arrival at the market a comprehensive series of shipping experiments have been conducted in California and elsewhere by the
United States Agricultural Department and some interesting results
have been attained. The results of these experiments are quite
fully set forth in a bulletin which is in process of publication by
the Bureau of Plant Industry. However, a number of railroads
and individual shipping associations have conducted a series of
similar experiments which have equal bearing upon the conditions
and these are not fully staled.
Precooling of the fruit has been the line upon which all these
developments and ex|)erimenls have been attempted.
Oranges
shipped from California have been precooled in the government
experiment plant in Los Angeles, and the Santa Fe interests and
Southern Pacific system have also erected plants of the pre-cooling
type.
The chief difficulty in this process of pre-cooling is in the
time which must elapse in order to accomplish this. Generally
from 18 to 24 hours is required to cool oranges or other fruit in
bulic to a temperature at which decay is imi)ossible, and even under
these circumstances portions of the fruit are cooled considerably
below the danger point at which freezing occurs. The railroads,
however, and private interests as well, are going ahead with precooling plants, and it undoubtedly will prove a commercial success
not only on account of the saving in fruit due to diminution in
decay and the better quality of the shipment after transit but on
account of a laige n\iniber of other factors which enter as well
in limiting the efflcioncy of the transportation process.
Thus precooled fruit requires less ice for its transportation
since th(%sole duty of the ice under these circumstances is to maintain the initial temperature.
It is even advocated that pre-cooling
be used during the period where ventilation is the prevailing method
and king is not necessary. With pre-cooled fruit, packing can be
much closer and ventilation is not nearly as necessary and need not
Thus recently oranges have been shipped to New
be as thorough.
York City in car lots from 519 to 584 boxes each, an increase of
more than 40 per cent, over the standard car of 384 boxes. This
Increase in capacity is due not only to closer packing but higher
packing as well. In many refrigerator cars during the icing period
It is impossible to till the car on the top tiers without very considerable loss due to the fact that the temperature is much higher
With preat all times in the top of the car than in the bottom.
fooling the average rise in temperature at the top of the car is.
from 8 to 10 deg. and the bottom about one-half of this. Even
with this rise in temperature the average temperature of the fruit
on arrival is usually lower than it is in a car under standard icing
under the same conditions of weather and transit.
This development of pre-cooling fruit before shipment is undoubtedly Iwiind to be of increased importance in the near future.
The saving In ice for icing in space for shipment, in inetTicient
lalxir in handling, and in improved quality of the shipment after
With
transit, are the main features which determine this result.
this question of pre-cooling as one apt to become important, the
question of methods of pre-cooling and a determination in regard
Unto the agent for the performance of tliis duty are of Interest.
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doubtedly the railroads in supplying refrigeration for shipment do
not keep the material cooled during transit. The effect of icing
is merely to produce initial cooling toward the end of the transit
period. The advantages of pre-cooling may be such tn the line of
space and increased efficiency for the railroad ihat they may undertake this duty for their own individual interest. The question of
time Involved, however, during this process is one of very great
importance and its solution is dependent upon a number of factors
which may or may not limit the efficiency. Thus, to-day pre-cooling is accomplished either before packing or after installation in

The Southern California system has erected in central California a plant of the car cooling type. This plant is arranged to
It
cool one car at a time by circulating cold air through the car.
was completed too late this season to be used for extended experiments. A few experiments have been conducted by the Department of Agriculture here In the pre-cooling of grapes but considerable difficulty has been encountered in the cooling of the grapes
The Santa Fe line has erected a
at the centers of the packages.
plant of the warehouse type to which the fruit is brought and unloaded for cooling. This plant has a capacity of six or eight carloads and is provided with an air circulation system. The government plant at Los Angeles is of the car cooling type, with air conducts and fans capable of handling large quantities of air, and is
similar in many respects to the Installation by the United Fruit
Co. at Springfield, Mo., Installed for the refrigeration of the bananas
during transit. An average of 18 hours is generally required for
cooling shipments already installed in cars by even the best methods
More Inefficient methods easily require an Increase
of refrigeration.
cars.

time of 50 per cent, over this amount.
The cooling of fruit before packing will probably not be accomplished without considerable development in refrigeration practice
and the design of automatic handling machinery, since employees
object to working in the low temperatures in packing. Thus, If
pre-cooling Is to come under present conditions. It must be accomplished either in car units or package units. The question of adequate refrigeration Is essentially one for refrigerating engineers
and presents interesting new developments, although ones not Involving new principles. Again, from the railroad or shlpi>er"s point
of view must be considered the first cost of installation of a rein

frigerating machine in consideration of the fact that this latter la
used only a small fraction of the time throughout the entire year.
The question will be in regard to the Installation of these plants,
whether a series of small plants will be more efficient In actual
practice than the shipment of the fruit directly to large central
station pre-cooling plants or whether possibly the refrigeration can
be sent by pipe line to a number of surrounding sections. A number
of interesting developments and possibilities present themselves to
both the railroad manager and the refrigerating engineer in this
development. The possibility of utilizing lee plants for this system
Is of interest to the railroads, since natural Ice is in the majority
of cases the chief source of refrigeration in this field, even though
mechanical refrigeration can be accomplished very efficiently and
with a distinct advantage to the railroads. Again, not only Is
variability of supply for transportation an important factor In railroad consideration, but often personal interests and weather conditions affect the demand greatly. Thus In the last season the Santa
Fe system was compelled to carry 20.000 tons of ice nearly 1,000
miles to take care of an Increase in the shipment by icing of about
This Increase did not represent In10 per cent, of the citron crop.
crease in output really but was merely an Increase In the percentage
of the citron crop supplied to the railroad for shipment under standard icing conditions.
Thus the problem to the railroad Is an essentially complicated
one; not only cannot the demand for refrigeration be accurately
foretold from crop conditions but immediate w^eather conditions
enter as well. The requirement for railroad refrigeration is an extremely mobile and transportable refrigerating plant embodying
all the Increased efficiency of the mechanical refrigeration In the
production of the Icing but one capable of operating In large units
with great efficiency and under what are often regarded as Inadequate conditions by the refrigerating engineer. Whether this problem will be satisfactorily solved from the railroad viewpoint is a
matter for the future alone to decide.

Training Engtnemen

— Prussian

The Prussian State Railroads had a

State Railroads.

rule which required a preliminary training as machinist or smith of all those who were permitted to become locomotive firemen. As an experiment, trial was
made of approved laborers who had no trade, especially of men
who had had experience in cleaning the engines. This has been so
satisfactory that the practice will be continued; but such firemen
are not eligible to promotion as locomotive englnemen, for whom
the shop experience continues to be obligatory. And it is only after
eight years' service on the railroad that laborers may be made fire-

men.
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Rarltan River Bridge;

New York & Long Branch

Railroad.

V.ii.

XLIV., Ko.

19.

river bed borings were taken to a depth of 145 ft. as a maximum.
he soil was found to coneisi of mud, clay and sand and gravel iu
I'nder such conditions piling formed a c-onsiderable pro-

'I

Rarltan river between Perth
Amboy, N. J., unci South Ainboy was put In operation on April 21,
the New York & Long Branch Railroad was relieved of an olwtruntlon which has been the source of troublesome delays in operation,
especially during the months when seashore travel has been at the
highest.
The road is operated Jointly by the Central Railroad of
New Jersey and the Pennsylvania, and Is on the direct line between
Wli'^ii

tlie

new

brlrlgc

ovi.-r

the

New York and the numerous seaside resorts of the eastern coast
New Jei-sey — I^ng Brauch, Asbury Park, Atlantic City an<l

of

order.

portion of the BUbstructure work and some delays were experienced
by the contractors, McMuIIen & McDermott, New York, owing to
the dlflleulty of securing piling of suitable length. As shown by
the elevation the bridge consists of 17 spans of S8 ft. each. 11 spans
each 100 ft., and a draw span of 331 ft. The magnitude of the piledriving operations is best indicated by the accompanying table showing the number of piles, the length of piling used and the depth to
which they were driven. Piers Nos. 1 and 31 are the north and

Rarltan River Bricge;
Heretofore, the Rarltan river was crossed by a bridge ne:ir
to the site selected for the one now in operation, but its capacity
had been seriou.sly hampered by the fact that although the lino
Occupaniy by
Is double-track the draw was of the gauntlet type.
two roads has made this feature even more objectionable than it
would have been under other circumstances. In addition to the
Improvement which was effected by the reconstruction, advantage
has been taken of the opportunity to adjust the allnement at the
south end of the bridge so as to ease the curvature.
The relations of the old and new alinement are shown upon
the acrompanying location plan. The lines of the New York & Lon^r
Branch and of the Pennsylvania Railroad diverge at South Amboy,
just beyond the south approach to the bridge, the latter line leading to Camden and the former to the seaside resorts. As formerly
curve on the New York & Long
7-deg.
built, there was a
Branch just at the approach to the bridge. By a change of alinement such that the south end of the bridge lies some 200 ft. west
of the location of the old bridge it has been possible to reduce this
curvature to 3 deg. without changing the curvature of the connection with the Pennsylvania line to Camden. This remains at 6 deg.
30 mln. The new alinement strikes tlie former line at Perth Amboy.
the new bridge thus standing at an acute angle to the position
of the old.
In connection with the change of alinement at the south approach, other changes have been planned, but will not at present
l)o carried out.
In general, these involve the removal of the South
Amboy station, or rather the construction of a new union station.
the angle of the Y formed by the divergence of the two routes,
ill
and the widening of the overhead roadway crossing to permit the
ol tiers.

Rarltan River Bridge;
construction of a road to the depot parallel to and west of tlie New
York &. Long Branch tracks. At present, such trains of the Pennsylvania Railroad as are scheduled to stop at South Amboy are
forced to proceed around the curve and then back up to the station.
The improvement will involve the expendlluve of about |100,000
and will probably be undertiiken in the near future.
Actual work upon the new bridge was begun two years ago^
In February, IHOG
though some preliminary work in the way of
borings liad lyeeii alleiupted boldre. Owing to the iialiire of the

—
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The piers and abutments are of stone masonry with concrete
backing. The center pier, rest piers and four piers on each side
from the draw are of granite; the others are sandstone. Before piles

New Deck

Girders.

were driven the river bod at the side of each pier was e.\cavated,
and the piles after driving were cut oft from 5 ft. alx>ve the bottom of the dredged area. The space between the heads of the pile3
was filled in with broken stone and concrete. A grillage of fiTe
courses of 12 by 12 liml>ers was built upon the heads of the piles.
18 by 41 fL in the case of piers Nos. 2 to 12 and Nos. 27 to 30.
and increasing up to 2G by .")S ft. under piers 22 and 29 by 68 ft.
under the rest piers Nos. 19 and 21. Under the pivot pier the grillage
is 57 by 78 ft., and in this as under the rest piers six courses of
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Raritan River Bridge; Pivot Pier and Rest Pier.
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Improved Draw Span During Construction.
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are iikc(I. Tho KiillJ'K*' anil the outer rows of to their former position. The extent of the pressure exerted is shown
on all sides by rip-rap extending to the level of by the bulKing of the surface of the ground as far over as the
eml>ankm<-nt of the old line, some 200 ft., and by the fad thai io
the bottom of the foundation course of masonry.
Upon this grillage the foundation courses are carried up to some cases the ends of the brace piles were forced through the
within 2 ft. of mean low water line where neat work commences. 5-ln. fihcathlng though supported by the stringers on 5-ft. centers.
The latter is continued on a batter of V-i In. per foot and flnlshed The position of the abutment, however, was not disturbed,
with a granite coping 2 ft. in thickness and
•<
|<.
gsb'
with Its bearing surface fi ft. above the line
" '
Bqseof' fiat/
The difference beof mean high water.
water
is
twcen mean high and mean low
Vi,

l;y

12-ln.

Uinl><3r

piles are protected

'

'

5.4 ft.

Kor nearly the .whole of the plle-drlving
a 70-ft. steam pile-driver was used, and it
was found that the same number of piles

~S

H)

could be driven in about one-third the time
rc(iuired by the use of the drop-liammnr.
The driver was one that was built by the
contractors with such extensions as were
necessary to adapt it to the driving piles of

unusual length. The total numtier of piles
driven was 7,600, ranging In length from 55
to 94 ft.
Some of the other quantities InDredging, 72,670
volved in the work were:
10.000 cu. yds.;

cu. yds.;

rip-rap,

grillage,

2.300,000

below neat
sonry above neat
crete

coping,

GtiO

cu.

ft.

line,

lumber

board measure;
11,27()

cu.

yds.;

line, 4,274 cu. yds.;

yds.

ma-

granite

The proportions

which the concrete was mixed were

in

con-

in

1-2-5.

The

entire length of the structure is:
From face of south bridge seat to center line
of rest pier, 9:J6 ft.; from face of north
bridge seat to center line of rest pier, 1.652
ft.; draw span, center to center of rest piers,
331 ft.; total, 2,919 ft.
The length of the
Elevation and Floor System of Girder Spans.
old draw was 472 ft.
The fenders for pivot and rest piers are built of 12 by 12-in.
SLTEIISTBUCTLRE.
timbers .supported on piling. That of the pivot pier is built in 10-ft.
The superstructure, which was erected by the Pennsylvania
bents with 4 by 8-in. diagonal bracing between piles, 6 by 12-in. Steel Company, presents no features of special Interest beyond a
clamps and 4 by 8-in. bracing, all of yellow pine, and bolted with general appearance of sul)stantiality. With the exception of the
1-in. and lV4-in. bolts.
The sheathing is 5-in. yellow pine placed draw, all spans are plate deck girders, 8 ft. 6 in. deep; four spans
vertically and carried by three 12 by 12-in. stringers.
The bents lat the south end and 11 at the north end being 88 ft. long, the
next the pier itself, on each side, where pile support is imprac- abutment spans 81 ft., the intervening spans 100 ft., and the draw
ticable on account of the pier foundation, have six 12 by 12-in. span, as stated, 331 ft.
The plate girders amount to al>out 4,000
stringers in iihu-e of tluci>.
tons of steel and the draw span to about 1,200 tons.

Raritan

The fender

River Bridge;

tor the rest piers Is canicil at

;in

"Squashed-Out" Bulkhead anu

angle of 30 deg.
Ctnftr lin* of BriO^

to the face of the pier for a distance of 24

ft., and then at an angle
of 60 dog. for a di.slance of 30 ft. on the side against the current
of water traffic, and at the .«an)o angles for 24 and 30 ft. on the
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opposite side. The pivot pier is set at an angle of 10 deg. to the
faces of the rest piers with the wider opening facing the current
of river traffic.
The construction of the rest pier fender is substantially the same as that of the pivot pier protection.
The clear
channel Is 130 ft. on each side of ll\e pivot pier.
At each approach the embankment is protected by a pile and
sheathing bulkhead, that at the I'crlh .Aniboy apiiroach being about
380 ft. long and that at the South Aiuboy approach about 275 ft.
These were built 50 ft. on each side of the center line and the piles
were driven to a depth of 45 to 50 ft. and spaced alx)ut 5 ft. apart
with pile brace at each driven pile. The sheathing Is 5-in. yellow
pine plank carried by two 6 by 12-in. stringers. A remarkable ilemonslratlon of the character of the soil was given in the course
of constructing the embankment within the south bulkhead.
The
weight of the All carried the bulkheads in each direction to a maximum distance of perhaps 40 ft. The movement took place bodily
until the position of the brace, piles was brought so nearly to the
vertical that they no longer afforded support, and the structure now
rests with the brace piles in a substantially vertical position and
the formerly vertical piles leaning at an angle of about 45 deg.
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Rantiin River Bridge: Foundation of Draw Span Pivot.
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Though

no way connected with the new consliiicliou, an interesting expedient h;us been developed in connection therewith. On
September 11, 1U07, the centei' casting of the old draw span broke,
making it impossible to operate the draw. In view of the pros-peel
of speedy replacement with a new structure no attemi)ts were made
at repairs.
Instead, the span next south of the draw was niadf
removable and a derrick rigged on pile foundation ju.st to one si(i«'
of the adjacent .span by means of which the span could be lilted
from Its seat and swung around away from the channel. A double
row of piles was driven to serve as guides to the new channel, and
In 18 days
during which, as may be supposed, the river on both
.sidas became badly congested with craft of all kinds
the extemporized draw was in operation and afterwards worked as satisfactorily and expeditiously a.s the old draw.
On the first day of
its operation llij boats passed through.
Seventeen to ;:i times per
day is the maximum number of draw openings required in the
busy season. The lift span weighs 20 tons, and it requires Hi
minutes to operate it with the derrick to give a clear pa.^sage way.
The cost of the entire structure as above described was iibout
$1,000,000.
All the steel work has been painted with Dixon's
in

—

—

graphite.
The contractors for the substructure and superstructure
are named above. The work was done under the general super-
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vantage when trains break in two. One management which has
used the horns for repeating starting signals, reports that they tan
be heard for great distances, even against the wind.

Existing and Projected Railroads in China.

According to a consular report from Thornwell Haynes, of Nankin, the mileage of roads In the Chinese Empire now in opeiation.
being built and projected, including the railroads built under the
Manchurian concession. Is about 9,000 miles. This is more than
Spain's, only a thousand miles less than Italy's, and nearly half
as much as in the United Kingdom. As compared with the United
States, however, it is less than that of the single state of Illhiols.
or of Ohio, or Pennsylvania, or Texas.
The railroads are grouped
below according to the nationality of their concessionaires.
CJU.NESE CO.NCESSIO.NS.

— This

line, extending from the capital westward
to suing, is nearly 40 miles long.
It was built by native engineers
;ora? years ago and has since been in continual operation.
'Shanghai-Woosung. This 12-mile line was first built in 1876 by
an English firm. For a year it carried considerable traffic, but
then the Chinese Government, objecting to its being in the hands
of foreigners, bought it, tore it up and transferred the rails ami
rolling stock to Formosa.
In 1898 the Chinese Government rebuilt
it and it is now paying well.
It Is to be made a part of the ShanghalSoochow sy.= tem.
Wuhii Htugan. Surveys were recently begun on this line, beginning at Wuhu and running 30 miles to the southeast. At present
the work seems to be at a standstill through lack of money. It is
projected to Hangchow. In Chekiang, 150 miles, to conned with the
projected railroad system of that province.
Pindhsiang Chut how. This line, which at first connected the coal
mines of Anyuen with Llling, 23 miles, has been extended west to
Chuchow, on the proposed Hankow-Canton, and east to Plnghsiang,
GG miles in all.
Xanchaiig-Kiiikiang. A concession for this line, 76 miles long,
was granted to a Chinese syndicate some years ago. Recently the
gentry of Kiangsi decided to begin building.
C7ic»;//H-//o(./.-(.ir.— The building of this road was authorized
some years ago. It is said that the gentry and officials
of
Szechuen liave decided to start the construction of the
GO
miles between
Chengtu and
Cbiangkou and thus begin
the building of the proposed road to Hankow, which will be the
great trunk line crossing the Empire from west to east, as the
Peking-Canton line is to be from north to south. When completed
the road will be some 800 miles long.
Changsha-Vhfiichow.—Durlus the early part of 1906 a Chinese syndicate was formed and got permission to build a road be
tweeu Changsha and Chenchow via Changseh, about 200 miles. These
cities are large and Important commercially, all being in Hunan
province, which is rich In coal.
Canlon-M'hnnipao.— \ concession was given In 1906 to this
line.
It is only 10 miles long, but it is important not only because
would form part of a line passing through Swatow to Amoy
it
to connect with the system of Fukien province, but that Whampao,
with its deep and magnilicent harbor, might seriously affect the
commercial interests of Hongkong.
A»io!/Chniujchoii. This line, which will be about 30 miles long.
Is being built under the direction of the famous Lin family, formerly
the millionaires of Formosa
It may, later, be extended to Foochow
Sir(it(iu-Chauchoicfit.—T\\\s line, which is 30 miles long, connects the port of Swatow with Chaochowfu, the capital of the prefecture of that name.
It was built by Japanese contractors, and all
the material except rails and locomotives was imported from Japan.
It was finished in 1906.
Canlon-Hankoic. This line was planned as a 750-mlle extension
to the coast of the existing line from Peking to Hankow.
For flnanr
Ing the Canton-Hankow line, the American China Development Com
pany agreed in IS9S to spend $2ii.u0(i,000. The concessions were sold
back to the Chinese Government in 1906 for $6,750,000. Work
on the main line has been carried about 70 miles above Canton,
where it remains awaiting the settlement of a seemingly interminable struggle for dictatorship between the Viceroy at Canton, the
gi-ntry and the merchants.
P(7>-in/;-A'<i;,(;ni;.— This line, connecting the capital with Changchlnkou or Kalgan, 123 miles, is being built with Chinese Government capital and by Chinese engineers at an estimated cost of
It has been decided by the government, at the recom
S4. 500. 000.
mendation of Viceroy Yuan Shih-kai, to extend the line, when finished, from Kalgan to I'rga. the capital of Mongolia, and thence to
Kulun. on the Mongolian frontier; the funds for this extension have
already been provided.
Chinaiifu-Chi-ntiiig.
The concession for building this line was
originally granted to Germany, but. being redeemed, preparations
for Its construction and rolling stock are progressing.
Hangchotr-SoDi hi.u- - 'Vhf crntry and prnpie of Chekiang Prov-

I'elcing-Silinij.

—

—

—

—

Ha/f Secf/on

Half Section Shotring
Bolt Girder.

Raritan

Sftoiyingf

P/vof.

River Bridge;

Draw Span

Details of

Pivot.

Rufus Blodgett, General Superintendent, New York &
Long Branch Railroad. James F. Cullen, .\ssistant Engineer. Pennsylvania Railroad, and H. R. Leonard. Knglneer of Bridges and
Buildings. Pennsylvania Railroad, were in actual charge of convision

of

struction.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Karl Stleler succeeds von Halz
State Railroads.

Stleler. like

—

at the

head of the Wiirtemberg
had a juristic train-

his predecessor,

and has been In the railroad
Wiirtemberg railroad administration
Foreign Affairs.

ing,

—

si'rvice
is

a

only

since 1900.

The

bureau of the Ministry of

A telegram from London prognosticates the completion of the
"Cape-to-Cairo" Railroad in about six year.^. when the railroad In
Portuguese West Africa from Lobito Bay to Katanga is opened. .-Vs
this latter line is to extend nearly due east from the Atlantic In
about 12 deg. south hititude. it is hard to see how it will bring the
Cape railroads any nearer Cairo, an outlet which they need about
as much as the Texas railroads need a connection with Hudson's Bay.
The Prussian State Railroads are experimenting with signal
horns, with which conductors and brakemen are to repeat brake
signals given by the euginemen. which on long freight trains sometimes are not heard by all the brakemen, e.<peclally In storjiiy
weather when they have their collars turned up. It is also purposed to ascertain whether these horns may not l)e used to ad-

—
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Inc<; have foniiud a company to build their own rallioadh.
Tlfy
have appointed a Chinese engineer as chief engineer and are buBlly
engaged In collecting capital. The flrBt line to be built will run
from KurigHliun Bridge, near the settlement of llangchow, to Klangkail, on the Chentang Ulver, 15 miles, whence it will bo pushed on
to Kashlng and Soochow.
A wise arrangement has been made
among the gentry of the five provinces, Klangsu, Klangsl, Anhiil,
Chelflang and Fuklen, by which the roads In their respective prov
inces when completed will have a uniform gage so as to form an
intercommunicating system in east central China.
h'aifengChengchou. This Is a branch line of the Chlnghan
Hallway, and connects Kalfeng and Chengchou. It Is 50 miles long,
and grading Is complrted.
Taiyuan-Piiigyao. This line Is In Shansl Province, and the
ofllclals and gentry there have decided that the first road built by
them shall connect Talyuan and PIngyao, In the Fen Chou prefecture, 100 miles.
They have also decided to build the following
lines, for which they have the necessary authority:
From
(1)
Tatungfu to Kalgan; (2) from Puchou to Tungkuan, In ShensI,
crossing the Yellow Hiver; and (3) from Plngyan to Tsechou, connecting with the Taokou & T.sechoii Railway, which was built by the
Peking Syndicate and afterward sold to the Chinese Government.

—

—

BRITI.SII

By

CONCESSIONS.

concessions In Shansl and Honan Provinces the
Peking Syndicate (Anglo-Italian) securpd rights to build a road
from Talyuan, in Shansl. to Singan, the capital of Shensi, whence
a line is planned imrallel to the Yellow river to connci.t with Kal
fang, the teiniiiius of a branch of the Peking-Hankow Railway.
The same syndicate is also to build a line from Tsechou, on the
southern boundary of Its mine fields, to Singan, 250 miles, on the
Han river. To connect the coal fields of northe'rn Honan, work was
begun on a lino from Chlnghua to Taokou, whence the Grand Canal
could be reached by the Wei river, thus having water connection
with Tientsin. The line has already been completed and ballasted
for 90 miles from Taokou.
Pcking-Newrhwaiif!.- '\'b\s. line, 5.')5 miles long. Is in operation
It was built with British lapilal. but sold two years ago to the Chinese Government. It runs from Peking to Tientsin, to which point it
lias a double track, thence through Tongku, Sbanhalkwan and Kin

(Mow

to

certain

Newchwang.

—

Tienlsni-Chinkiang. The concession for this line Is owned by
the Anglo-German syndicate.
The southera half has been apportioned to the British & Chinese Corporation and the northern half
to a Gorman company.
.Sooc7ioi(?-//a»(7c?!OW.— This line, 200 miles long, and the Kowloon Canton line, which is under construction and 100 miles long,
are concessions of the British & Chinese Corporation.

—

ShavghaiNanhinrj. The concession for this line was secured
& Chinese Corporation. The Shanghai-Woosung line

by the BrHish

Included.
The length of the road Is 200 miles, passing through
the cities of Soochow, Wusieh and Chlnkiang. The line is in operation for about 150 miles from Shanghai.
It is expected that the
rest will be opened In the summer of 1908.
is

QKRMAN CONCESSIONS.
Kiaochou-Chinatifu.— In 1889 certain German syndicates and the
Gorman Government obtained from the Chinese Government railroad and mining concessions In the province of Shangtung. By
the treaty of March fi, 1898, the construction and maintenance of
these roads were to bo carried on by a German-Chinese company,
formed as a joint stock company with the title of "Shangtung Elsenbahn Gesellschatt." This company was formed in Berlin In June.
1898. with a capital of J12,852,000, and shortly afterwards headquarters were transferred to Tslngtau. It was soon decided not
to build the line from Chlnanfu to Ichoufu, or any other point
on the southern boundary of Shangtung Province. The TslngtauChlnanfu line was built during the winter of 1903, and has been
In continuous operation ever since.
It had Its own postal and tele
graph services until recently, when, owing to the strong represejita
tlons of the Chinese GoTernment, the separate postal eerTlca waa
given over to the Imperial Chinese postal service.

—

Tientsin C hi nkiang.
In May, 1898, a concession wa« granted
the Deutsch-AslatlBche Bank and the British & Chinese Cor
poratlon, represented by the Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Cor
poratlon.
The northern half of the line Is to be under the control
of the German bank, and the southern half Is to be unHer tba con
trol of the Hongkong & Shanghai Bank, and Is to run from Tahslen
to Chlnkiang on the Yangtse.
The line will be In all about 600
milos long.
to

—

Chinan-Chlngting. A concession was granted to the Germans
this line to connect with the Pekln-Hankow Railway, but
was recently, when the German railroad garrisons
were withdrawn, resold to China for the price originally paid.
to build

the concession

KRENCII CONCESSIONS.

TongkingYunnan. -rtxYs

line Js intended to connect

Hanoi. In

Vol..

XLiV.. No.

19.

Tongking. with Menglze and Yunnanfu. through the l.»in river
valley, about 200 miles. This line Is in operation as far as Mengtze.

and grading has been finished as far as Y'unnan.
Langsun-Lunchow-Kauniiig. The concession for this line, which
Is about 100 miles long, was secured In 1889.
No work has been
done on it.
l'akhoi\aitning. Nothing has been done on this line.
Th*
two cities are atraut 120 miles apart.

—

—

BELGIAN CONCE8BIO.N8.

fhing-han or Pekingllankow.

—

This line, which is about 800
miles long, was authorized in 1889- The part of the line between
Lu-kao-chiao and I'aotlngfu, some 90 mlk-s. was built with Chinese
Government capital under the direction of British engineers. The
concessionaire of the portion from Paotingfii to Hankow was the
Franco Belgian Syndicate. At present one train leaves Peking and
one leaves Hankow daily and already attract many passengers and

much

freight.

IijKTCOCESE CONCESSIONS.

Macan-Kamxhui.

— This

line from .Ma<ao is to run to Siang-sbau
thence to Kong-Moon and to Samshul. the terminus, where It connects with the Canton-Samshui branch of the Canton-Hankow Railway. Unlike nearly all the other railroads in China, this one will
he an entirely commercial undertaking, free from all governmental
interference or political control. As it will pass over the Canton
and West river delta, many bridges will be necessary, making the
work costly. The distance Is about 130 miles.

CHINESE IMPERIAL RAILWAYS.

—

Pcking-Tientsin-ShatOiaiktcan-Newchtcang. For this road a loan
of $11,155,000, bearing 5 per cent. Interest, was made by the British
& Chinese Corporation, whose agents are the Hongkong & Shanghai
Banking Corporation. The lines mortgaged as security for this loan,
and which are in operation, are the 84 miles Peking to Tientsin
double track; 27 miles of single track Tientsin to Tongku, and 147
miles Tongku to Sbanhalkwan, single track. This loan also has a
first lien on the earnings of the 130 miles. Sbanhalkwan to Klnchow.
.=;ingle track, and 130 miles Klnchow to Newchwang.
These lines
constitute a continuous 526 miles of road, exclusive of 30 miles of
sidings, all of standard English gage.
It has been computed by
the engineer In chief of the imperial railroads in North China that
the capital cost of the Intra-mural line from Peking to Sbanhalkwan, 258 miles, exclusive of sidings, was J9.529,000, or about 136,650
per mile. The cost of the line from Sbanhalkwan to Chunghousu
(40 miles) was about $40,315 per mile.
For the line from Peking to Chunghousu. a point 40 miles out
side the Great \Vall. according to the same authority mentioned
above, the gross earnings before the year 1900 averaged $1,466,000.
while the net income was $586,400. or 5 per cent, on the $11,728,000
capital.
But railroad enterprise was then only in its infancy and
the volume of both passenger and freight trafBc must have greatly
Increased since, so that under proper management there Is no
reason why a profit of 8 or even 10 per cent, should not be returned.
During 1905 it is computed that the net Income was enough
to pay a dividend of 20 per cent, on the capital cost.
The bridges
of these lines consist of steel girders resting on masonry or concrete piers and abutments, sunk by compressed air to a proper
foundation. The largest and longest bridge on the Intra-mural line
is that over the Lan Ho, spanning a distance of 2.200 ft.
At Tongshan are the principal workshops, where several thou
sand men are employed in car building and general repair work
Here and in the vicinity are also the Chinese Engineering & Mln
ing Company's mines, the products from which yield much traffic.
The mines are now working as a joint stock company composed
of foreign and {!hinpse stockholders and registered in London. They
employ about 10.000 men; with an output of about 3.000 tons of
coal per day.
The shops for girder building are at Sbanhalkwan.
and can turn out ti.OOO tons of girders per year.
The rolling stock Is built similar to American types. The
freight cars have 30 Ions carrying capacity. The passenger cars
are similar to those In America, having through passages and end
platforms.
.\t Kaochlao, which
means "High Bridge" and is 60
miles from Sbanhalkwan. there Is a branch line running northwo.-;ti'riy for 30 miles, and connecting with the Nanplao coal mines.
These mines are pronounced by experts to be the richest and most
valuable coal mines In North China. There are two large bridges
on the Shanhalkwan-Newchwang lines one across the Tallngho.
east of Klnchow, and the other over the Siaollngho. immediately
south of the same city. The latter bridge, which was of much
more difficult construction than the other, was built by a Chinese
civil engineer who graduated from the Sheflfleld Scientific School
.41 Yingkow, the sea port of Newchwang. Is
of Yale University.
the more Important terminus of the extra-mural line; 1,000 acres
have been bought to take care of the traffic The author states
that In the preparation of this report he was greatly assisted by
the Chinese Daily Kanfangpao.
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Picked Up on the Road.
1!V

I

(il

I.I'.

The use of Know fences by American railroads In the northern
has come de novo diirinB the past 15 years. It was along

limatf;B

or 1894 that an article appeared In the Itei'iie Generale tli'n
ill: fi-r, Riving, In
thf usual French completeness of detail.
designs of snow fences on the several European roads and the
icsults obtained from their use.
At that time a snow fence was
almost entirely unknown in the United States, while abroad Ihey
were common, csjieclally In the Alpine country, though there was
very far from being a uniformity of design. Soon afterward, In conx,>(iuence of attention having been called lo the matter or because
o!' spontaneous
processes of thought, the 6now fence appeared in
this country.
Us form was tentative at first, and In some casea
recourse was had to thro^vlng up a bank of snow lo serve as a deflector
a device said to have been elflclent. but not sufficient. Soon,
liowever, the present form was evolved, which now may he called
standard.
It consists of an open fence with horizontal bacs of
boards about G In. wide leaning towards the track at an angle of
aliout 45 deg. with a slope back at the top at right angles to the
lower part for a foot or 18 in. These fences are portable and It Is
interesting to note their location with reference to the track at different i)oints, showing the effect of natural topography on the detli'ction of wind current and the drifting tendency of the snow.
Tills drifting can be turned to good account, and it is strange, with
all the troubles roads in the North had with snow shifts before the
advent of the rotary plow, including expensive hand shoveling where
the snow was thrown from one level to another until it reached the
top of the bank, that no one ever noticed the tendency of snow to
gather on the lee side of a fence, and utilized it to protect a suffering railroad beyond.
But we didn't, and we had to wait for some
scientific chap on the other side of the water to teach us the trick.
However, we have evidently learned it now, and are profiling accordill

18!l.'i

I'lunntiin
I

lie

—

ingly.
if there is any one thing more than another that adds lo the
comfort of the traveler by night, it is the berth light used in the
sleeping cars of most western roads.
It changes discomfort into
luxury and is probably the most highly appreciated improvement
til ill has been
made lor many a day. It does not lake a very old
man to recollect when there were no lights in the staterooms of our
river boats, but that is a thing of the past, and it is to be hoped
that the dark berth of a sleejiing car will soon be in the same
category.
It seems strange that, though these lights have been used
lor years in the West, they are still a scarcity on eastern roads.

To ijaraphrase the envhusiasm of a western railroader, we (weslare the people.
Whenever anything is brought out that
makes for comfort or luxury, or, 1 may add, that has an advertising
value, we take it up and put it through.
So we have electrically
lighted trains and trains brilliant with acetylene and Pintsch gas.
and we use the latest wrinkles in them all. We have tourist sleeping cars to accommodate those who want them; and that weary,
•'iners)

lorlorn crowd that fills the ordinary coach on the night runs of
eastern lines is almost unknown.
We also have the chair car that
gives almost all the comfort of a Pullman parlor and costs nothing
extra.

Why is it that the average newspaper manager thinks that anyone can correctly report scientific matters, and, above all. matters
liertalning to railroad mechanics, especially the mechanics of
an accident, when they consider It necessary to have an cspe<Mally
trained expert to report on musical or dramatic performances? Are
the intricacies of Ihe locomotive or the track so very much simpler
than the intricacies of the sonata or the fugue that anyone can
understand, or, not understanding, can convey an understandable
idea to the average reader? But really. Isn't it quite as important,
in its way, not to say that the main crank pin of the forward truck
was broken off just Inside Ihe rear driving axle of a consolidation
locomotive as it Is to be able to point out the recurrence of the
Ihenie of the apprenlice song in the Melsterslnger?
So, when some
event of importance in railroad affairs is to be chronicled, why dot\s
not the Associated Press or the dally paper send a man who knows
how to do the work? During a recent inquiry, the New York and
riilladelphia papers gave from a half column to a column and a
half every day to the matter, and discussed It very thoroughly and
apparently lo their own satisfaction, and yet not one of them came
within gunshot of stating Ihe case, but each went off anil discussed
a matter entirely foreign to that In hand, simply because Ihe first
reporter in the Held

Jumped

to a conclusion, and, as usual.

Jumped

wrong.

was the amused and highly Instructed

recipient ol a Pullman
"I ain't got no use fo ile women."
"Dey needs mo wailln on dan a sick kitten. IVy wants
and dey wants dat, and don dey wants de Oder ting, and when
1

porter's confidence the other day.

he
ilis

said.

V..I

XIJV

.

No. 19.

you gel true wld 'eui, dey just says "Tank yo.' Now, you know
dat a man can't live on 'Tank yo.' and dat he wud tlarve to death
on wot he gits fiim de company. Now. wid de men its dltfunl; yo
see a man puts his shoes down on de flo, and yo gits at 'em befo'
hc'8 up in de mawnin and blacks 'em up kinder nice, and dey ain
one roan In a hundred mean enuf not ler give yer sutbin, whether
he wants his shoes blacked or not. In a parlor car its diSunt too.
What yo can make out o' a car depens merely on who sits In de
Iront seat.
If you comes along wid yo brush and he shakes bis
head. Its mos' likely haf de men in de (^r will shake der beads
too. and you won't git nuflin til yo comes to a man wif a lady.
Den you kin git started and make suthin out o' de les' o' de car."
All of which goe.s to show that there is a mutual understanding
between the porter and the passenger that the tip is decidedly the
result of a virtual hold-up. and that most men are loo great moral
cowards to resist, unless there is some courageous soul In the front
end of a parlor car whom bis fellow travelers follow with all the
boldness of a flock of sheep.

Traffic

Arrangements

In

Japan.

The annual report of the Imperial Government Railways of
31, 1906, recently published, contains the following remarks:
"Among the principal Iraflfic arrangements adopted during tbe
year may be mentioned as follows:
"From April 1, 1905, alterations were effected as to the period
of availability of tickets and at the same time rulee relating to extra
fare and overcharge were enacted and put into force.
The available limit in the old system was graded at three days for distance
of not less than 100 miles and under 200 miles, four days for distance of not less than '200 miles and under 300 miles, and Ave days
for distance of over 300 miles.
In the new arrangement one day Is
lo be added for each additional 100 miles or fraction thereof, for
distance of not less than 100 miles. The extra fare is to be exacted
within the limit of three yen* for the first class, two yen for the
second and one yen for the third In the following cases: when a
traveler gets in a train without a ticket (this applies also to cases
when a passenger has traveled without permission of the proper
officials beyond the distlnation mentioned on the ticket), or has
boarded a train with an Invalidated ticket, or refuses to produce
the ticket for examination or to deliver it for collection, the additional fare equal In amount to the regular fare will be exacted.
When a traveler has removed to a superior class car without giving
notice to the officials, besides exacting the balance tbe sum equal
The additional payment is to be
to it will be additionally charged.
charged when a traveler who has no lime to buy the ticket Is allowed to get in the train by the proper officials, this payment being
When the regular fare Is
20 sent In addition lo the regular fare.
less than 20 sen this payment shall not l)e more than the fare.
Japan for the year ended March

*

•

•

"In April, 1905. a new arrangement was adopted tor the handling of pircels of the same kind when ihey start ai the same station
and are destined lo the same address and station, in case Ihe parcels
are more than two in number and come from one and the same
consigner.
The freight on such parcels Is lo I.e determined with
the consent of the consigner on the average weight of one parcel.
The new system was applied only lo the three kinds of fresh ftsb,
vegetables* and fruit.
"In regard to the handling of wagon goods, It may be mentioned
that from May 1, 1905, the grade of lea that was formerly Included
On October
in the list of valuables was lowered to the third class.
1, rules relating lo the rebate of freight for wagon goods were revised in regard to section pertaining to the Shin-Yelsu, Shlnonoi
and 0-(I lines. According to the former arrangement the rate was
3 per cent, tor the sum that amounted lo not less than 5,000 yen
and under 8,000 yen a month. 4 per cent, for the sum of over 3,000
yen and under 10,000 yen a month, and 5 per cent, for the sum above
10,000 yen.
In Ihe new arrangement the rate was graded as follows: 2 per cent, for a sum over 10.000 yen and under 15.000 yen
a month; 3 per cent, for a sum above 15,000 yen and under 20.000;
4 per cent, for a sum above 20,000 yen and under 25,000; 5 per cent.
for a sum above 25,000 yen.
"From January 1. 190G. the scope of expresis delivery service
of goods that was formerly confined within the limit of the seat of
a slalion was extended and was made deliverable within the limit
of a city .where the station is situated or within the radius of I'-i
miles from the station."

The railroads Included In tbe German Railroad I'nlon had 62.813
miles of road at the beginning ot this year, of which 34.159 miles
were in Germany, 24,338 in .\u stria-Hungary, 1.938 in Holland, 1.913
In Rumania. 30fi In Russian Poland, and the remainder In Luxemburg and a Balkan

state.
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Single Phase Equipment for the

Richmond

&

Chesapeake Bay.

The Hichmoiul & Chesapeake Bay Railway was recently completed Irom Richmond, Va,, to Ashland, 15 miles.
It is planned to
later extend it to serve the territory lying between Richmond and
Washington. It is a single-track electric road with turn-outs, using
single-phase current with a trolley potential of 6,600 volts.
There are no sub-stations for the operating current, but there
is a lighting sub-station at the Ashland terminus.
The road has
at present no power station of its own, the generating apparatus
being Installed in the Twelfth street power house of the Virginia
Passenger & Power Co.
This consists of two General Electric
750-k.w., 25-cycle, three-phase generators running at 128.5 r.p.m.
and designed to give 6,600 and l.'?,200 volts. One of these generators
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core is used for the line feeder and the others are connected to the
rails and serve as a return circuit.
At the terminal depot the cable
enters a high-tension cabinet before its connection to the trolley.
The electrical equipment of each of four motor-cars, which at
present comprise the rolling stock, consist of four GEA-603-A rail-

way motors, and a full complement of multiple nnit, type M,
Sprague-General Electric control apparatus.
The motors are the
series-repulsion type. The fractional pitch winding of the armatures performs the same function as do commutating poles in directcurrent motors. Each motor has 125 h.p. capacity. The capacity
and high starting torque of these motors were well illustrated on
one of the trial trips, when one car was coupled up to a train of
five Norfolk & Western standard passenger coaches carrying 300
passengers, and hauled the load with ease. To further test their
capacity, two of the motors were cut out, and
the remaining two started this same train on
a 1 per cent, grade.
The control is in duplicate. Each pair of
motors, with their compensator and contactors, forms a practically Independent equipment. Should one motor or any part of half
of the equipment become damaged, the car
could be operated as a two-motor car by
throwing one blade of a double-knife disconnecting switch. The actual control apparatus
i.s
nearly standard throughout. The master
controller is type C-40-jV and the contaitcrs
are the ordinary a.c. type.

These are the first General Electric equipments ever put in operation with two comThe compensators are oil coole»l
pensators.
and are provided with taps to give 600, 450.
The 600-volt taps
400, 340, 280 and 113 volts.

Combination Car, Single-Phase; Richmond

are used only on the auxiliary circuits. All
the high tension apparatus is enclosed In an
asbestos-lined cabinet.
Each car is equipped with two pantagraph
trolleys with steel pans, this material having been found to give
greater satisfaction than either copper or aluminum.
The car bodies were built by the St. Ix)uis Car Co. and closely
resemble the standard Pullman car. Each has separate accommoda^
tions for white and colored people.
The combination passenger and
smoking car has a seating capacity of 64 persons, and the seating

& Chesapeake Bay

is direct-connected to a 1,450-h.p. hydraulic turbine at one end of
the shaft and to a 750-k.w., 60-cycle, 2,300-volt, three-phase generator

mounted on the same base. Should
there be insufficient water to operate the turbine, the 60-cycle generator will be run as a motor. The other 25-cycle machine is coupled
to a water turbine, and also to a 750-k.w. direct-current generator,
the latter machine being used as a motor In the event of low water.
When water power is plentiful the 60-cycle generator and the directcurrent generator can be used for city lighting.
Under present operating conditions, only one phase of the generators is used to supply the line voltage. The transmission cable
is laid underground in a vitrified earthernware conduit to the Richmond terminal depot, l'^ miles distant. It is a three-core, leadwire.
One
covered cable, each core having the capacity of No.

at the other end, both units being

Reinforced Concrete Viaduct;

Railway

capacity of the combination passenger and baggage car, shown in
the accompanying photograph, is slightly less.
The trucks are the inside suspension type and were built by the
Baldwin Locomotive Co. The air-brakes have graduated release.
which is found in the straight air type, and can also be operated as
an automatic system.
The overhead construction Is the catenarj- suspended type. The

Richmond & Chesapeake Bay Railway.
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trolley wire; Is No. 0000 grooved copper, and the mcKHciiBer (-able la
and has Heven strandH. On the flrBt Bcctlou of the road, between the Richmond depot and the car barns, the track is laid on
a reinforced concrete viaduct shown herewith, the trolley being fliipported by steel spans. Bracket supports are used on the other secsteel

tions of the road.
The .substation at the Ashland terminus, as already mentioned,
provider for the lighting of the town. This Is probably the first time
that an attempt has been made to supply a IlKlitlng system from
a high tension single-phase trolley subjected to .severe load fluctuations.
TirrlU regulating apparatus Is U8e<l In both the sub-stations

and main

The 6,()00-volt single-phase current is transformed
by two 2.'j-cycle oil-cooled transformers of 150 k.w. each.
From the low tension side, the current passes through a reactance
or phase splitting device to the Induction motor end of a motorstation.

to 440 volts

general or set. consisting of a l."j0-h.p., 2.'>-cycle, 440-volt, singlephase Induction motor direct connected to a 100-k.w., 2,.'?00-volt,
GO-cycle, single-plijuse generator.
A 4-k.w., 125-volt exciter is mounted
on the common shaft at the generator end. The 2,300-volt, GO-cycle
current leaves the sub-station through a two circuit single-phase
feeder panel for general lighting purposes In the town of Ashland.
All oil switches are designed for G.600 volts and are enclosed in
cells constructed of brick and tlber floors.
Ail the machinery, switchbo;uils. indicating and measuring Instruments are of General Electric

manufacture.

Car Surpluses and Shortages to April 15.

The Committee on Car Efficiency of the American Railway Afsociation has issued Bulletin 21-A, giving a summary of surpluses and
shortages of freight cars by groups from October 30 to April 15.
The total surplus, which .showed a slight increase in the last bul-

now reaches 375,770, the highest
laigest increase is in coal cars, 160,205.
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23.811
24.774
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hopper.
160,205
120.069
119.205
139.223
134.217
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142.338
127,138
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10,028
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of 26,317 In box cars, although the surplus is still considerably
below the maximum for this class. Group 7 shows a slight imliiovenicnt; Croups 1 (New England), 2 (Eastern), and 10 (Pacific),
;ilx)ut hold their own, but there ;ire Increases in all other groups,
the heaviest being In Group 3 (Middle), where the accumulation of
idle coal cars is largest.

The Ocean
HY
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IIUSSKI.I.

Carrier.

SMITH.

IMI.Il.

xviir.

The Present Sitnation and Future Outlaok.
Most of the factors which are now Important In ocean transThis Is true both
portation are factors in which there is progress.
in the technical fide which concerns the actual carrying of the
goods and it is also true in the management side In which we find
the transport a( ion problems affecting law and public and economic
relationships.
There are at least four aspects of the technical side which
should be briefly referred to before taking up the more Important
or management side.
i-'lrst.
The change of vehicle from sail to steam goes on apace.
The general speed and celerity of modern business Is violated by the
irreguhir slowness of the sailer and the groat size and economy of
the modoin steamship have long since enabled it to practically supercede all sail line traffic, and the last seven years of fierce competition In the shipping world has developetl a steam tranvp of such a
size and such economy of operation that profit rarely hovers over
the white wings of the sailer that tries to compete. The recent
words of a British tramp vessel owner se<'m to be signifiamt of Its
doom: "We .still own Ave sailing ships but we find It very hard
to make ends meet as steamers are getting into sailing ship trades.
The passing of the sailing ship entirely as an ocean carrier is In my
opinion only a tnatter of a tew years."
Second.— The rela'iive positions of charter and line traffic are
hotli shown by the discussion of one. tor the other has virtually all
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part of the world's sea coast.
Third. The private steamship line seeme destined to have con
It is
siderable absolute growth during the reasonably near future.
part of the growth of the modern industrial corporation and there
Is no indication that we have reached the end of the development
Indeed the magnitude of Industrial units
of larger ?cale operations.
is still on the increase and the development of integrated enterprises Is very new. The exceedingly large part transportation plays
in all manufacturing industry makes the development of units of
transportation one of the most natural secondary developments in
the integration of industry. Next after the acquisition of coal and

-Surpluses.Coal.

April
April

No

.

the rest.
The tramp as a factor in traffic appears to be relative!)
on the decline and alwolutely on the increase. These conditions
will doubtle«g continue for a very considerable |)eriod although ii
is conceivable that In a few decades the tramp may assume a stationary and possibly a declining total of service. This posi-iblllty
of a static or declining position arises from the great growth of com
meree In all parts of the world which is continually causing the
establishing of lines In placet; where the tramp alone had previously
sufficed.
A good illustration of this is to be found in the port of
Pensaeola. Florida, from which for a number of years tramp vesBels
had sailed to Eisrope and occasionally to the Orient wltli cargoes
of lumber and cotton.
This service, which haa been almost entirely
devoted to carrying the freights of the Louisville t Nashville Railroad, has been ^o organized that the management now announce
a line service to various European ports, although the iufiequency
of departures has caused some people to question whether It is really
a line .service. However, the departure of vessels under regular
management from one port to another, year after year, can prob
ably be classed as line rather than chartered traffic although the
It therefore represents a transfer
interval Is somewhat uncertain.
of one more piece of the world's ocean from tramp to line territory
a development which must inevitably go on as world commerce following the development of railroads embraces a great and greater
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ore lands by steel companies came the acquisition of steamship lines
and railroads. The increasing knowledge of the world's resources,
the limitations of local supplies are likely to make more .-ind more
reasons why the modern industrial corporation should have its own
steamship service as a part of its equipment.
Fourth. The railroad steamship line is also steadily increasing
upon the surface of several oceans. It is also an accompaniment
of the large scale enterprises, particularly those in which railroads
are driven through vast and undeveloped territories and find tlieir
termini In ports of insignificant local trade. Another generalization
may be pointed out. namely, that there is much greater likelihood
of railroad steamship line development along coasts where the current of ocean trade is at right angles to the coiist line rather than
along the coast line. For example, the railroads to the Pacific coast
of North America find the goal for their ocean traffic acros.s the
sea.
The steamship line sails away from the coast; there is no
temptation for it to pass other ports. In South .\merica these conditions are essentially different.
The commerce of both the western
and eastern shores; of that continent going up and down the i-o.ist
passes all iwrts so that any railroad that taps that coast finds Us
terminal facilities within near roach of a stately procession of
steamships which will gladly call for any reasonable amouiit of
freight.
The nece^isity of n South .-Vmerlcan railroad supplying its
own oversea coniuvtions is therefore unthought of.
If there had been a similar coastwise development of transportation routes along the shores of the North Pacific to the only available markets our Pacific railroad steamship lines would probably
never have existed. The (onilltions would have resombk>d those to
be founil In New York where every railroad that can get a terminal
upon that splendid harbor is within reach of ste.-unship connections
t,o every quarter of the globe.
There is therefore a tendency for the necessity of railroad steamship lines to dtvline due to the development in other ports of many
ocean lines, but there neverthelt»ss remains and will remain a large
number of ports which must 1h> com|>aratively small because of ihe
proximity of other port.s. and for the small ports there will continue to be the need of railroad steamship lines.
The second main division, the management is one in which there
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are also changes in progress. There Is steady Increase In the size
of he carrying unit, the vessel and in the management unit, the
line.
Both are growing astonishingly and the end is not in sight
I

for either unit.
It is around the question of rates
that the
line traffic rates
greatest interest centers and the greatest problems lie.
W'e have no great changes to expect on the cost of service to
Ihc. shipper.
He is already accustomed to all kind.s of rates,' one
might say all kinds of rates together, so greatly do they at times
fluctuate.
The real rate question is that of rate control. Will it
be by the free force of competition or by the restrain! of rate agree-

—

—

ments?

To start with we have the fundamental factor of the freedom
of the sea, which has, so far as line traffic is concerned, practically
developed for much of the world ocean into a norma! condition of
rate control with frequent adjustments.
This is the normal condition in the trade of Europe with practically all parts of the world
except the United States. Furthermore, it has come to be the normal condition with regard to the rates from New York to most quarters of the world, and it is probably safe to say that there is visible
a distinct movemeni toward the increase of rate control. If It comes
to Include the North Atlantic it has practically embraced the world.
Several reasons for this may he mentioned:
1.
The companies are steadily getting larger and the time has
now been reached when the agreement of seven or eight interests
would produce a minimum agreement that might hold if a satisfactory freight cla-ssification omitting grain and flour thoukl be made.
Will the greater part of the carrying trade upon the North
Atlantic ever be controlled by stable agreements? As has been
previously pointed out, the difficulties are many, but the chances of
agreement seem better than they have ever been in the past.
2.
The growth of the single port conferences is suggestive of
the final control. The German situation described above is an overgrown port control with Hamburg as its point of origin. The London carriers have a better agreement than the Liverpool c.uriers,
and it serves as a good example to those who have not agreed so well.
Grain. long the great staple of the eastbound trade, is now
3.
becoming of less relative importance in the trade, because of the
great increase in manufactured goods. This freight change is favorable to rate control, because manufactures will stand a much
higher and more steady rate than that paid by grain.
4.
Recent improvements in ship building have practically emancipated the newer ships from their old dependence on grain.
When
they had to have it as ballast, they were willing to bid low to get
it.
Now the newer ships admit water into their ballast tanks, and
they no longer depend on grain if It does not pay them as freight.
The lowest mark in grain rates from New York to Liverpool occurred prior to 1,S90 before the general introduction of water ballast.
5.
The losses of the las! great depression in the ocean shipping
business have brought home to the shipowning fraternity the necessity of some protection, and they have had some rather valuable
object lessons in the various attempts that have been made to
alleviate the situation.
There are some principles any freight agreement must observe.
It must limit itself to a minimum and there must be rather frequent
readjustments of rates and of traffic divisions. It is because of the
necessity of readjustments of traffic divisions that most of these arrangements in other trades have come to their end. The steamship companies will probably have to do as the railroads do, agree
on a rate, but compete in some of the other forms that competition
may take, readjusting their agreements with resulting changes in
conditions.
The great trouble with these agreements is that a flat
rate with insuflicient business throws the traffic to the best lines and
cuts off the poorest who at once begin to cut rales to get frei..ibt.
The aim of the steamshii) rale agreements should be to maintain
living rates and leave all parties free to grow and develop and then
readjust without a resort to the rate wars which now come so
easily.
This is no simple task, and It is further complicated by
the fact that it Is impossible to establish and maintain a rale which
prohibits the export of produce to a com|)otitive market to mest
regional competition.
Those interested in shipping think that they
have been more ready to make rale concessions for this than Ihe
American railroads. This l^as occurred in part because while the
railroads, during the last five years, have been crowded with domestic traffic, the steamship lines have been sorely pushed for freight.
The prompt concessions made by the Atlantic steamship lines have
unquestionably rendered a valuable service to America's export trade.
As one carrier expressed it: "If the hog crop in .-Vustro-Hungary is
larger than usual, it affects the provision market of the whole continent, and we have to reduce the rate on Chicago packing-house
products to get them on the market. And Ihe rate on southern cotton-seed oil is always the same as the rate on provisions."
This list of requirements as stated in the above paragraphs is
essentially sound and its requirements bear upon human nature
with a load almost as heavy as does the golden rule upon ordinary
human conduct. The voluntary agreement is a weak thing and it
must be so. Persons lu the l>est of ixisitions to know assure me
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that these gentlemen's agreements are frequently broken under the
pressure to get freight.
That means that agreements to be strong will be dominated by
some strong central force, like the Hamburg-American line in the
Gei-man-American situation, the International Mercantile .Marine In
the L/ondon-American situation, or the Union Castle Line in the

United Kingdom-South African situation.
A group with such a leonine member Is strong enough to make
tremendous competition to repel a new rival. It has cost a million
dollars for a firm to fight Its way Into the South African conference,
and this money was for the fight, not for the capital.
When once these rate control groups are established, especially
as in the case of the Hamburg-American Company, where one management does nearly all and has many services it develops a peculiar
death dealing power In competition.
There is no indication that the present wave of government
control of corporations for Ihe benefit of the Individual is likely
to stop rate control upon the sea. or limit the monopolistic power
that comes with the power to kill that results from Ihe great size
of Ihe largest companies.
The British government has recently investigated the matter
very thoroughly through commissions and the result was a surprising amount of condoning after the many fierce and bitter things
that have been said against the shipping combines.
Upon the American side of the water the situation seems at the present time even
more hopeless so far as government Is concerned.
The recent attempt of Messrs. Peter Wright & Sons, of Philadelphia, to secure the aid of the Interstate Commerce Commission
against the encroachments of the Hamburg-.-Vmerlcan Steamship Line
is an interesting proof of this point.
Their appeal for relief against
pooling and rate control In restraint of trade has been denied. The
closing words of the decision of the Commission are as follows:
"This ruling is the only one which is consistent with what seems
to be the policy of the law, viz.. that while restriction and control
are essential as to the inland carriers of foreign commerce, the
ocean carriers of such commerce should remain unrestrained and
free.
There is not to-day, and never has been, such a thing as stability of rates upon the water.
Perhaps It is not desirable that
there should be. The ocean Is a highway free to all.
No franchise
is needed to sail the seas, nor is the establishment of a line, of
ships founded, either in law or In economl<-s. upon the theory of a
public serving monopoly which underlies the relation of the railroad to the state. It may well be, therefore, that without regulation
and by reason of natural competitive conditions, the public will be
best served, and in the end treated more equitably, by leaving the
water carriers to foreign lands entirely unhampered by legal restrictions such as the people of this and other lands have found
it necessary to Impose upon the railroads.
Under the ruling here
made the fluctuation in the total through rate charged from an Inland point in the United Stales to a Eurojjean or Asiatic country
will fall, where. In fact, the fluctuation is at the sealmard.
The
competition in rates will thus manifest itself where the competition
really exists, and where the law presumes it will unrestrictedly continue, viz.. where the ships bid against each other for cargo."
It is most unfortunate that the lawyer has to make our laws,
for the legal mind dealing with precedents is like its Uifin words
fed by the medieval past and constanlly striving to control and
Interpret present conditions iu the terms of the long dead past.
It
Is notorious that legislatures talk about railroad transportation and
legislate alx)ut It with the idea that the business Is as competitive
as the selling of horses and wagons at a public vendue and here
we see the Interstate Commerce Commission referring to the law's
vision of the freedom and free competition of the sea "where ships
bid against each other."
This vision seems well nigh ludicrous when
inspired by the Hamburg trade of the Hamburg-.Ameriran Company,
which it Is well known has long had a wonderful control over almost
the entire line trade of the port of Hamburg with the North .\merlean continent.

This legal view point entirely overlooks the fact that there can
be control tlirougb agreements where competition is theoretically
possible and there can l>e Ihe most emphatic kind of control through
the development of one interest that has such great size that it can
destroy by competition any ordinary new beginner In any field, and
it can do this with profit to Itself because with the great scope of
its business It can be making money with eight or nine-tenths of
Its organization and losing money over the remaining fraction where
it Is efre<llvely killing a competitor.
.Jus! how far this rate control is going to go and how much it
is likely to cause hardships through excessive rates It is difficult
to predUt.
Unrestrained competition is usually disastrous to carriers, and monoiK)ly Is not noted for its reasonableness.
The opportunity and limitations of the Individual and the way
line competition soon works around into rate control are all well
illustrated by a recent episode in the trade between New York and
the Orient.
The lines to this quarter of the globe had a good agreement to which they were holding with considerable firmness and
to the irritation of many shippers.
One of these shippers happened
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CorponUion (the largctst individual
had contracts for the dellvf-ry
of 100,000 tons of steel goods In Manchuria. This was a splendid
nucleus for the foundlns of a new line in a trade where the ordi
nary vessel carried about 0,000 tons of freight, but inasmuch as
there was prospect of other orders, the company Itself was in a
position to furnish more than half the cargo for a fortnightly sailAccordingly arrangements were made with European owners
ing.
to be the

i;nltod

in the world),

States

which

Ste<;l

In the year 1907

new line to China. As the steel goods furthe heavy cargo thai the ships needed, the managera
were in a position to make very keen competition for neces.sary
light cargo to finish filling the sp:ice In the holds of every outgoing vessel. After a few months of this competition, the new line
was admitted to the conference, Hy this agreement with the other
members of the conference, competition ended, and the steel compuny got the full rate for the outside cargo which its vessels carried,
and It of course got this much more advantage for the carrying of
for the founding of a

nlKhed

il.s

own

all

goods.

Rate agreements, or some form of rate control, with frequent
rcadju.stmeiits are the normal thing in all important trades but the
North Atlantic, and are the existing condition in a considerable part
One of
of that, and the prediction is made that this will increase.
the two great trafllc classes, namely, the passenger traflic, has a
shining
normal condition of rate agreement and is a constant and
example for the warring makers of freight rates. Two causes are
conspicuous In explaining the difference between the extent of passenger late control and freight rate control. One is the que^tim
of ballast, the other of the great fluctuations in the amount of traffic.
BalUisl.— For a long lime, every ship that .sailed the ocean had
to get some heavy cargo from New York (usually grain) to make
her ride well. There is now less need for this because of the con-

struction of ships with water ballast comparlmentii. but thi.-^ ballast factor yet lingers in the making of freight rates because iheie
is always a desire to get a certain kind of freight to complete the
vessel's cargo.
If she is full of heavy goods a liitle light goods
can be put in and the rate be cut to get them. The reverse may
be true tor other kinds of goods for the ship in the next pier. Hence
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to bring with increajiing frequence ihos"- iieriods when the amount
of freight is utterly insufficient for iheir capacity so that they are
with regard to freight as with regard to passengers in the dull
season not enough to go round, and if they chooi-e 10 cut each
other's throats by striving for the fraction that exists Uiey can
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do so and still make little or no profit out of it. The freight business is becoming a by-product of the passenger business, witli a
tendency to share its rale control.
The Mediterranean Is the first region In which these conditions
have been developed 10 their fullest Here the increase of pafiB4>nger
business has assumed unprecedented proportions and the freight
has had a similar astonishing decline from the gre&t development
of the American fruit business in Florida and California which ba!>
almost entirely cut off the greatest staple of Mediterranean freights
to

New

York.

recent agreement covering Mediterranean freights is the moM
natural eonsequeme of the above. Therefore we may expect normal
developments to produce an ultimate freight control in the Norti
Atlantic approaching in method and force the passenger control
which already exists, and it may be expected to start in the Mediterranean and gradually embrace the North Atlantic trade. The
trade of the Oulf of Mexico with its great Feaeonal development
of cotton and grain will be more difficult to control because of the
greater importance of the tramp steamer in it.

A

(The end.i

Concrete Coal Trestle and Ash-Handling Plant.
In connection with the new power house which the Delaware.
Lackawanna & Western has now nearly completed as a part of its
Hoboken terminal station, a concrete coaling trestle and ash handling plant have been built. The power house is south of the sta-

tion tracks and a little beyond the center end of the train shed
of the new terminal station.
The purpose of the trestle is to form

the constant tendency to cut rates. The passenger accommodations
a ship have no such shifting utility. They can be carried empty
or full and it makes no difference to the navigation of the ship.
of
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The fliictnatioua of pansengur tiafflc. There is no important
body of passenger traffic where there is not at some season all the
ships can carry and at some other season but a fractional part of
Therefore litis seasonal and absolute inability of all
this amount.
ships to gel their full quota brings them annually face to face with
If Ihey start to cut the rates to get
the problem of rate cutting.
passengers they can come down and down to absolute cost and still
most of the carriers cannot get the ti-afflc. Therefore they have
annually had this problem to face and they long ago found thai
wisdom demanded thai they should restrain the desire to compete,
for It could but lead to loss for all; hence the virtual constancy of
passenger agreements.
In a period of almost uniform loss in 1!I02 we saw the same
reasoning bring about a minimum freight agreement between carriers running 4G services between the North Atlantic and I'nited
Kingdom. There are good reasons why this will have many successors.
At least two factors are of Importance to make reasonable
the expectation of this increase. First is the great tendency toward
the decline in weight of the American trade with Kurope. Our inirease in population and industries are generally recognized as being
factors which through our increasing demand for food and raw
inatorials will cause a decline in the bulk of our traffic with Kurope;
certainly a decline in relation to its value, if not a positive decline
in bulk.

this there has been a tremendous increase in pasboth of the pleasure class and from the movement
of labor which has lately taken developments which show us that
wc have an international labor market. Not only can prosperity in
.\merlca call a million workers a year from lOurope but the same
prosperity will send scores of thousands of Iheui back to winter
with their friends in pleasant Europe, while depression in America
sends hundreds of thousands back across the .Vllantic possibly to
slay, probably to return upon the next call of high wages, which call
can be heaiil very prominly through millions of letters from friends
scattered in almost every county in the I'nited States.
This passenger increase and freight decrease Is showing Itself
In the positive decline of purely freight lines from New York and
In the great prominence of large steamers of medium speed which
can carry surprising numl)ers of passengers or tremendous quantiMany of them go further and have considerable space
ties of freight.
which is useful lor either freight or passengers as the exigencies
demand.
trade
the
of
This increa.sed importance of passenger trade will bring more
and more before the minds of traus-.Mlantic carriers, jiarticularly
those from New York, the Importance of agreemejits in their operaFurther, the
tions as evidenced by their passenger agreements.
gi-eat amount of shipping that the pasaouger IrafHc demands is likely

Along with

senger

traffic,

Partly

Finished Trestle before Power

House

Was

Built.

an approach by which loade<l coal cars may be taken to the level
of the second floor of the power house whence coal is dumped to
the space in front of the boilers. The trestle also serves as the
support, on one side, of a steel structure which carries the trolley
track of the conveyor for handling ashes from the boiler room.

The

rest of the structure is entirely of reinforced concrete.

As shown

in the accompanying photographs, the trestle lies
alongside of and parallel- to a two-story coach house and material
building just beyond the power house, on the ground floor of which
the boilers are located.
The power house is three stories high. Between ihe trestle and the building is the ash-car track, over which,
for 130 ft., extends the trolley and Its supporting structure.
The
trestle proper is 220 ft. 3 in. long, consisting of IS bents on piers
spaced 12 ft. center to center. The inner abutment is the wall of
the power house and the outer abutment Is the end of an approach
112 ft. 4 In. long. The surface of the whole structure, trestle and
approach is on a 4 per cent, grade up to the last three bents towar.l
the power house.
Here a vertical curve Is Introduced between the
incline and the level within the power house, into which the tracks
are carried through nn arched entrance on the level of the second
floor.
The approach Is filled In iHJtween retaining walls tied together
near the abutment by old rails 15 ft. long extending from one wall
to the other and fastened in each wall by an IS-ln. rod passing
through the end of the rail and embedded In the concrete. Four
of these rails arc used, spaced 10 ft. apart. The walls are necessary
because of the limited ground space, the tracks on each side being
From out to out.
too near to let the All take Its material slope.
the structure is 16 ft. wide, about one-half this width being occu-

J
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pied by a walk on each side. These are protected by railings of
iron pipe.
The bents vary in height from that of No. 1, next the approach
abutment which is 11.32 ft. high, to No. 18, nearest to the power
house, which is 19 ft. All are on piles on account of the nature
of the soil, whicli is largely made ground.
Footings are 4 ft. 9 in.
wide and in length vary from 11 ft. 9'/2 in., at bent No. 1, to 13 ft.
1 in. at bent No. 18.
The thickness is 3 ft., of which 1 ft. is filling
between the tops of the piles. Each pier is 19 ft. wide and 18 in.
thick at the top with a baiter of 1 in. per foot in cross section of
the trestle and
In. per foot in longitudinal section.
On these

%
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are concrete stringers, 18 in. x 27 in., in which are embedded %-m.
bolts, 12 in. long, to which are secured the clamps which hold the
rails in place.
Ordinarily, in structures of this kind metal plates
are put between the concrete stringer and the base of the rail. In
this case, the plate was dispensed with and the indications are that
this consrtructlon will prove .satisfactory.
The anchor bolts, however, proJe<:t far enough above the stringer to allow for plates, should
they subsequently be found desirable. Between the stringers and
on each side of them open spaces, 3 ft. 5 in. and 12 in. wide, respectively, have been left, partly to separate the stringers which carry
heavy loads from the floor structure which is of lighter construction, and partly to facilitate the dumping of material along the Incline for any reason.
This arrangement has already been made use
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In connocilon with ilie handlliig of couBlruction materialB for
the powf r houee.
The piers are reinforced by %-ln. square rods placed vertically
in two rowa 3 In. from the outside of the pier, spaced 5 in. apart
underneath the stringers, and 8 or 9 In. apart outside of and between the strlng(!r8, by similar rods are laid horUontully, spaced
18 In. apart.
The BtrinKors are reinforced by three l>/i-in. square
rods laid with centers 3 in. from Ihe twttom of the stringer. Over
each bearing point the upper part of the stringer is reinforced by
four rods, each 1>.1> in. square anri 8 fl. 4 In. long, and on these
upper rods an Inverted rail, extending the width of the structure,
On each side of this rail, abutting against the
reats at each bent.
flange and web, are two I'/i in. square rods, extending to the lower
reinforcement at an angle of about 3.") deg. with it.
In the con.strucllon of the sidewalks, a novel method was used.
The cross rails above relorred to are the principal means of sui>port.
These rails, as stated, extend to the outer edge of the sidewalk. At Intervals of 6 in., clips of the form shown in one of the
drawings are attached to and hang from the head, and through
openings In each leg of the clip are passed the rods which foim
the horizontal reinforcement of the .sidewalk. As shown in the
cross-.section, the sidewalk on the outside away from the power
house, has no other support than that just described; on the opposite side, a bracket 8 in. thick, tied to the pier by reinforcing rods.

of

The
formed

St.

to serve

Foreign Railroad Notes.

The
to

first section, 3li0

miles, of the ro:ul from Itio .lanioro, Hi.izil,

Goyaz, G30 miles, has been opened.

The Chinese are building on their own account and with native
engineers a railroad from Pekln northwest to the great wall at
Kalgan. It Is reported that in .laniKiry a tunnel on Ihe route caved
In

and

killed 180

19.

operation this will give direct connectioD between the railroad

syoteme of Scandinavia and of (jermanjr.
Russian Journals Bay that foreigners axe beginning to develop
the mi-at production of Sllwrla, for which the railroa/1 givejs an outlet for th'- first time.
Germans are raising, fattening and refrigerating cattle and Kbe<^p; and Knglishmcn, hogs and geese. Such
production and preparation as was common to the natives furnished a product which foreign markets would not accept. There
is an enormous tield for the development of these industrieti
many
times greater than that fit for grain production.

—

Construction of the St. Michel Station of the Pans Metropolitan

Subway.
Ur

K..

OMMCGA.VCK.

The construction of the St. Michel station qf the Paris Metropolitan Railway is illustrated In the accompanying photographs.
This station is under one of the boulevards of Paris. As it had to
be built In water-soaked ground, the ordinary method of excavation
could not be used. Neither could shield construction be used, because of the large dimensions of the station. The worit was therefore done by caissons sunk vertically. These caissons were like

Michel Station, Under Construction, Showing One of the End Caissons; Pans Metropolitan Railway.

as a support opposite each bent. This bracket
is solely for the purpose of giving additional support to the columns
on which the cross-beams of the ash handling plant are carried.
The other extremities of these beams are supported in the wall of
the power house extension.
The trestle was designed and built by the engineering department of the Delaware, hackawanna & Western, Lincoln Bush, Chief
ICnglneer, and George T. Hand. Assistant Engini-er, to wlioni we
are indebted for data and illustrations.
Is

in

VuL. XLIV.. No.

workmen.

Arrangements have been made

for a railroad ferrj- between
Lasznttz, on the island of Rugen, and Treilelwrg. in Sweden. G3
There are to l)e two ferry boats, each with a speed of 16
miles.
knots, and large enough to carry a whole train, after the manner
of similar ferries on the Great I^akes in the United States.
When

coverless boxes with air-tight walls entirely surrounding the work.
They were first built over the place where they were to be sunk
with a working chamber at the tjottom to allow the laborers to excavate underneath the caisson, which was sunk progressively by
Compressed air was used
Its own weight as the spoil was removed.
to keep the water out of the working chamlwr under a pressure that
Increases with the depth. The upper or main part of the caisson
and the working chamlwrs were separated by a strong horizontal
Passage of
partition made air tight by a thick layer of concrete.
men and materials back and forth between the upper part of the

caisson with normal air pressure and the lower part under compressed air. was made through air locks at the end of vertical shafts
which, of course, were longer the farther down the caisson had
gone. The caissons were sunk gradually, and finally disappeared
completely under the soil with which they were covered, the shaft
alone extending through the soil.
The station Itself is curved on a radius of 984 ft. It is made up
of throe caissons. 390 ft long altogether. The center caisson is
seml-cyllndrlcal. 226 ft. long. 55 ft. wide and 41 ft. 8 In. high, containing the station proper. .\t each end an elliptical well connects
the stations with the subway. The height of this weM Is the distance from a point S ft. below the lower part of the station to the
It contains the ticket office and stairs and elevators reaching to the passenger platform of the finished station.
The metallic frame of the large central caisson is made of trans-

level of the street.
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verse trusses in the form of an arc of a circle, 4 ft. apart and connected by cross ties. On the cross ties are placed the jointed iron
plates which constitute the external envelope of the work.
The
transverse section of this caisson forms a semi-circular vault with
an opening 41 ft. 8 in. wide. Its height in the clear is 28 ft. 3 in.
The station will be provided with two lateral platforms for passengers, with a space for trains 18 ft. 3 In. wide.
The platforms
will each be 11 ft. 8 in. wide and as long as the station, which Is
about 250 ft.
The walls of this larg§ caisson are formed of iron plates Vi„ in.
thick, riveted to the outside shell and stiffened internally by angle
irons.
These angle irons have holes for reinforcing irons forming
a bed for a layer of concrete. The concrete will be faced with white
enamel tiles. All around this internal envelope, concrete will be
poured to a depth of 3 ft. 3 in. at the key and 6 ft. ti in. at the springings of the vault, entirely embedding the transverse trusses.
Moreover the iron plate-s of the external shell, instead of following the
round contours of the caisson, are set vertically at its sides and
held by steel stanchions that will serve as webs between two parallel
sustaining walls of concrete. The object of this arrangement is to
prevent any movement of the ground during the sinking which
might result in the settling of the surface of the street. The working chamber of this central caisson is separated longitudinally by a
central partition which divides it into two chambers, each with four
working shafts. By this means the sinking of this large caisson
will be made more sure and regular.
Such precaution is necessary,
for it weighs at least 18,000 tons, of which 7,000 are concrete and
11,000 steel, and. by reason of the inequality of the ground, it is
likely to get out of plumb or even to become displaced.

corporations, and which prevent stock- watering by requiring full
payment of par value in cash as a condition for the issue of stock,
the Commission has heard little criticism and is satisfied that these
requirements are salutary. While an opportunity to issue stock
without such payment, or to give it as a bonus with bonds, as is
permitted in some states, facilitates the raising of money for new
enterprises, and may possibly be necessary in order to attract capital into a new and unsettled country, Massachusetts does not need
to offer such inducements.
No public service corporations bear a
higher reputation as safe and conservative investments than those
of Massachusetts, and her laws which prevent watering .^^tock by
an issue for less than par, and provide for supervising financial management, are generally accepted as models of wise state control, administered as they are by boards of commissioners free from suspicion of political influence or bias.
is .some of the provisions respecting a subsequent issue of
It
stock when a public service corporation wishes to Increase its capital that are questioned.
There Is, first, a requirement that no Increase of capital be allowed except for a purpose approved by the
Board of Railroad Commissioners. Of this no complaint has been
heard, and in the judgment of the Commission it is in every respect
wise.
But there is a further regulation which forbids an increase
of stock on the terms which apply to an original issue that Is
uniformly at par, and requires that if the stock has acquired a
higher value the new stock must be issued at a price correspondingly advanced.
This requirement, which first appeared In our

The Large Central Caisson Being Mounted.

The Large Central Caisson Being Erected.

The two end

caissons, one of

wliicli

i.-;

shown

in

the largest

They have an elliptical internal section,
the major axis of which is Sd ft. long and the minor axis 61 ft.
They are to be sunk about 7G ft. beneath the street level. For Bti ft.
of the height the walls consist of a double lining of steel weighing
U50 tons.
The 5-ft. space within this lining has counterforts and
crossbraces and is filled in with 2.500 tons of concrete. Once
in place, the continuous ring thus formed will be surmounted by
a masonry coping G'j ft. high.
This coping will support a strong
metallic floor completely closing the work at the top. On this the
roadway will be laid.
photograph, are identical.

Working

of

the

Massachusetts Stock

Law.*

Strong comi)hiints have been niatie to the Commission concerning
the effect of the Massachusetts statutes which regulate the issue
by public service corporations.
The opinion is widely
spread among persons familiar with financial affairs that investment
in these corporations is discouraged by our laws, and that money
which should be invested in Massachusetts to the advanta.ge of the
public is attracted to other states where more profitable returns
are permitted, with the result that such enterprises are sometimes
altosether prevented, and when undertaken are often retarded in
their development.
So far as concerns the laws which govern the inception of these
of stock

•From
diistr.T.

the mii.ioi'lty report
Mnssnclinsotts. ino.S.

of the

rommlsslon on Commerce and

In-

in 1893. is much criticised.
The course of our legislation on this subject has been as follows:
prior to 1S70 there seems to have been no regulation by general law.

law

each case being dealt with by special act, and the recognized prinseems to have been that issues of stock, whether made at the
inception of the coi poration or subsequently, stood on the same ba.iis
and were to be made at par; and in 1S70 this principle was established by general law. The next year, however, a new method was
introduced for railroad corporations, by requiring that when the
new stock was worth more than par it should be offered at public
auction: and this was soon extended to street railway companies.
This requirement of a f-i\.\e at public auction was disapproved
by the Board of Railroad Commissioners in their report for 1S72.
as seeming "to threaten results not contemplated in the passing of
the act." and was declared to be "a reversal of the long-established
policy of the commonwealth as regards Its railroad corporations";
and the Railroad Commissioners proceed to criticise the act in these
terms:
The theory of our leglslnlion hitherto has been that the state needed
hoth new rnllronds and the most complete development of .ill old railroads:
ciple

the full accomplishment of both ohjeots require larire Investments of private
whirh the Commonwealth ^larantend no certain return, but
a return not exceocllnir 10 per rent. If as much rould be
earne<i: In other words, a possible return of 10 per cent, was held out to
Induce private cnplt.1l to entrr into railroad enterprises, and this amount.
If It could be earned, the law declared the romniunlty wMlInc to pa.r.
There
Is not a railroad In Massachusetts of any Reneral Importance which does
not now stand In urgent need of additional larce outla.vs to accommodate
the crowinK business wants of the oomniunlty.
Kspeclally Is this the case,
without any exception, with the lines terminating In Boston: the growth
of the rommunlly Imperatively calls for liberal outlays on the part of all
of them.
The former policy of the Commonwealth, by holding out a
onpltnl upon
niithorlzod
It
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(iroHpect of Id per cent, dlvldi-nilii mi the ii'-w cuiillnl n"-.c»,Kary to erTeii
llieiic n*«|i'il <l<-vi>lri|iiiifnt8, offpred a utroin; luiluceiuciit to tin- Htiii-kholil<T»
of Ibn lorporiilloiiH lo adopt a llljerul policy nnd to go eniTKctleally forward
with II. •itiH act of 1871 In Ita practical operation ciitii off tlilH luduceiuc-Ml
by llmllliiK the return of new i-apllal Invented In the development of all
he leadlnK lines of the state not at 10 per cent, tut at »10 per annum
on till- market value of the slock of such companies, thus reducing the
Less Inducement
return on new capital from 10 to 8 or even 7 per cent.
Is thus held out to private capital to seek Investment In the railroad system
In all of these
of MasHHchusetts thau lu any nlher slale of the Union.
I

Ihe law MUthorlxeH a possible return uf 10 per cent, aa a minimum, and In
many the lluilt Is tlxed much hiKher. It Is therefore matter of coiislderaHon whether Ihe act under discussion, by reducing the [wsslhle return to
so low a point, will not cause those niuuaglnK the corporations to become
Indtffen'Ul to a further development whiih cannot accrue to their own
udvanluk'e, ami lo illvcrt their capital to other (pnirters where It will be

more

liberally leiiiu
It l8 to

-ali'd.

be observed that since the report juHt quoted from

was

liublished, the holding out of lU per cent, as a possible dividend has
disappeared with the repeal. In 1874, of the law referred to by the
Itallioiid (^Diiimlssloners.
There Is now no statute restricting the

power of the

reduce

legislature- to

tolls to be (charged

by steam

rail-

roads, so that the Induoenu-iit to invest referred to above has been

withdrawn.

The act requiring sale ;ii public auction instead of an issue to
stockholders at par stood (with an amendment not important lo
consider here) until in IH's it was repealed for steam railroads,
and in 1X79 for street railways; and the law was then re-established
as it liad stood before 1S71 that is, new stoclt was issued to stockholders at par. Thus re-estaliilshed, the law was reaffirmed in 18X2
lu F^ublic Statutes, and stood until 1893, when a regulation of a novel
character were introduced. By this new provision it was required
that, whenever a steam railroad or street railway company increased
Its stock by an issue exceeding 4 per cent, of its existing capital
stock, tile amount necessary for the contemplated purpose should
be offered to shareholders at its market value at that time as determined by tlie Board of Railroad Commissioners, "taking into
;ic(()unt previous sales of stock of the corporation and other perliiienl conditions," any shares not subscribed for to be sold at public auction, but no share to be sold or issued at less than par.
This
act was amended by Acts of 1894, so as to cover gas, electric lighting, aqueduct or water companies and telegraph and telephone companies, and the law now stands substantially as enacted in 1894.
The introduction of this requirement for a sale of new stock
at a premium instead of at par was referred to by the Board of Railroad Commissioners in their report for 1S95 as establishing "a substantially new system of statutory regulation with respect to the increase and issue of capital stock."
The Railroad Commissioners,
without definitely expressing approval or disapproval of the new
law, go on to observe:
;

The laws of this state have always recognized the right of the Investor
an ample and even liberal return on the actual Investment In railroad
such return to lie made In the form of a regular cash payment
of Interest to the bondholder and a reuular cash dividend to the stockto

Mi'curltles.

It Is for the benelll of the public as well as the Investor that thia
be made more rather than less secure.
Any cau.se of legislation
calculated to reduce the revenue of the corporation to a point which
does not admit of such return, and which does not moreover allow a
margin of profit sulliclent for the maintenance of a high standard of constniclloii and eiiulpment. Is not iMily unjust but Inipoiitic, as tending to
dlscounige Hie investment of capital in legitimate railroad enterprise and
I" illsMlile the corporation from rendering the best public service.

holder.

return
that

Is

appears from the successive enactments referred to above that
prior to 1871 new stock issued by railroad corporations was to be
oltered to stockholders at par; from 1S71 to IS7S it was to be sold at
auction; from 187S to 189:! it was again to be oiTered to stockholders
at par; and since 1893 It is to be offered only at market value determined by the Railroad Commissioners, stock in street railway
1

1

companies being regulated by similar legislation passed at nearly
the same dates.
We have therefore had 15 years' experience in
whicli lo judge of the operation of the present provision of law in
its effect on railroads.
So far as known to the C;ommission, tlie provision in question
was a novelty in corporate regulation in this country when adopted
in Massachusetts.

Since then our example appears to liave been followed only by Maine and New Hampshire.
The theory on which tlie present law is based is apparently that
it is for Ihe public interest lo keep new issues of stock as small as
practicable, in order that the iiorllon of profits to be applied to the
payment of ilividends may be kept down. It is assumed that by this
means the tolls and charges paid by the public will keep at a minimum, and also that of the profits which are earned a greater proportion will be left available for improved service.
It Is asserted
that an Issue of stock in excess of what Is actually necessary Is stock,
watering, and the law of 1S94 which prohibits it is sometimes referred to as "the aiitlstock-watering act."
It is undoubtedly a sound theory that the amount of Ihe capital
stock to be issued by a public service corporation should be regulated
by a law requiring each share when Issued to represent what it pur-

Vol.

XLIV No
.
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to represent — a proitorlionate part of a capital authorlied by
law and actually paid in in full. Th<- evils of exce.ssive capitalization, by issuing shares which have not behind them what they purport to have, which Is properly called hlo<-k-waterlng. have been
demonstrated by experience, and may be taken for granted. These
evils are guarded against In Masfiachujietts by the long-establisbed
requirement that the stock shall be IsKued not below par. and for
cash.
Par is thus adopted as determining the normal and established value.
From that point on the investor lakes bis risk of
the market value increasing or diminishing as the enterprise goes
on.
Based on this par, the established proportionate value of each
share is expressed in the certificate, by it is regulated the liability
which each original suljscril>er is under to creditors, and with reference lo it is determined the amount of bonds which the company Is
authorized to issue. By this and this alone should be determined
what is a fair return of profit, whenever that quei-llOD becomes ma
terial, since no other constant element exists by which the reason
ableness of the return can be estimated.
Now, the provision Introduced by the laws of 1893 and 1894
creates a fundamental difBculty. By requiring new stock lo be issuea
at a price above par. it breaks in on the uniformity of the method of
capitalization, wltb the result that it impairs the effectivenese
of the control which the stale can exercise in regulating the service
The declared object of keeping
to be furnished by the corporation.
down the amount of shares is that a larger portion of the proQts
which might otherwise be paid out in dividends shall be applied
Yet the moment that the
in diminishing rates or improving service.
state should demand such an application of profits, and insist that
the rate of dividends should be reduced in order that the demand
be complied with, it would be met with the proposition that the rate
of dividend should be determined not by a reference to the par value
of the stock, but by a reference to the higher price which the state
itself has prescribed as a minimum.
And this proposition would be
IMJrls

reasonable.

Par being the estal)Iished basis on which the rate of dividend
and quoted, the state, so long as it docs not interfere in
the price to be paid, except to require that it be not less thau par.
is justified in treating par as the permanent standard I'v which the
leasonableness of dividends shall be measured. Every one who buyi
in the open market buys on that basis, and takes his chance that
the stock may go up or down, and the law pays no regard to market
fluctuations.
Though he buy at a premium, he cannot complain if
is

fixed

the state subsequently deals with dividemls l)y reference to the standard that it has itself fixed, and the only one that it has ever sanctioned or recognized. But all this is cbauged the moment the state
prescribes a new and higher price.
Every stockholder who has
bought his stock at a premium fixed by the Board of Railroad Commissioners may properly insl.st that that price be taken as the basis
in determining what rate is reasonable.- For the state to forbid a
sale below a stated price, and then refuse to recognize that price
when it is proposed to regulate dividends, would be little short
of bad faith; and any tribunal passing upon the reasonableness
of rates charged, with a view to the stockholder's fair return, could
hardly fail to find force in the contention that to ignore the price
fixed by the stale would approach confiscation.
Nor would It be a
sufficient answer to tell the stockholder that he had not l>een obliged
to buy at all and. having bought, most-take the consequences. This
would do if he had bought in the ordinary open market, but not
if he had bought at a price regulated by the slate.
The regulation
becomes, in such a case, a part of the scheme of the enterprise into
which the buyer enters; and it the state interposes the regulation
for one ptirpose, it should not repudiate it for another purpose. Of
course the state could expressly announce at the outset that, although
the stock would be sold only at a premitim. the premium was to be
disregarded in all suhswiuent actions b> the stale; and this would
free its hands. But bow much stock could be got out in the face of
such a warning may lio conjectured.
By requiring a sale at a premium, it results that the stale
fixes, then, what becomes in effect a new par; and a new par not
only for the particular stock now issued but, since all stock must
stand on the same dividend basis and cannot be separated into
classes, the new par is fixed for the entire capital stock.
Thtvs II
happens that for the sake of keeping down the number of shares
lo be issued on the occa-iion of some fractional increase, often a
small one. the stale has permanently estopped itself from treating
any of the shares as ha\ing the par which it had originally fixed,
and has advanced the measure of a fair dividend on all. In this
way the law actually overreaches Itself. A general advance of the
dividend standard on all shares results, and this is tantamount, so
far as the public is affected 1)y dividends paid, to a stock-watering
since it would increase the total of dividends to be permitted before
public demand.s should be acceded to.
This Is the fundamental
objection to rocogni/ing by law any normal value other than par.
It is a misleadin.g stretch of language lo sptvnk of issuing at
par stoclv which commands a premium as "stock watering." So long
as It Is issued for cash at par it conforms to every standard set by
the state, and every standard which the stock certificate purports
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on it.s face to require. To stigmatize stock as "watered" because it is
not issued at a premium is to confuse tlie settled tiasis of cajjitaiization and set up a liasis varying witli the prosperity of the company;
and to do it. too, on a tlieory of the pul)lie interest, wliich, if we are
right in our conclusion stated above. Is short-sighted, because it
wealiens rather than strengthens the state's control at the point
where it sought to sustain it.
Looking at the actual practical working of the law of 1894, there
seems to be no doubt that It has worked badly, so far aa concerns
steam railroads, and aiijiarently it is doing no good in street railways. The Commission has heard much condemnation of It from

645

cases of issue at par, leaving only 54 cases of sale at a premium. It
is diflTicult to say with deflniteness how far the present law is actually
retarding desirable extensions and improvements in the case of
street railways, but in the opinion of the Commission it certainly
is not encouraging development.
It is desirable that public service
corporations, when they are so prosperous that their stock sells at
a premium, should be encouraged to look for opportunities for development, ijrovided the oerw plan be approved as promising well
for the public, and Massachusetts capital should be drawn into just
such invejitments, rather than tempted away.
Aside from the difficulties experienced in marketing stock at
many quarters. The Commission on Taxation, in its report pre- prices flxe.l by the Commissioners, it is to be remembered that allowsented to the present legisla.ture, confirms the conviction which this ing shareholders the possibility of getting new stock at less than its
Commission had already reached, that the law is making it difllcult market value offers obvious advantages to shareholders, and works
to raise money needed for the proper development of our transporas an inducement to put money into Massachusetts enterprise of this
tation facilities, and that report calls the attention of the general character.
Looked at in this light the question whether the state
court to the need of legislation which shall lessen the severity of the should offer such an Inducement Is one of practical ex|)ediency.
present law.
These corporations are trustees and agents for the iiublic, but they
The method now prescribed is unquestionably poorly adapted do not carry on the public business on the terms applicable to prifor raising money.
It requires, first, that the Kailroad Commisvate trustees, who are allowed reasonable compensation but are forsioners fix the market value, and this is usually diflBcult to do with bidden to make any profit from the trust estate.
Public service
any deflniteness because quotations of sales of ordinary lots of stock corporations are in a quasl-partnership with the state. They are
furnish no proper criterion of the market value of a large block. allowed to receive all the jjroflts, but are required to charge only
Moreover, as the stock market is subject to wide Huctuations from such tolls and furnish such service as the public may reasonably
causes quite independent of the intrinsic value of the stock, there is no demand. It is at the point of tolls and services, then, that the public
assurance that a market iirice once adopted is to stand long enough interest should be protected and public control applied, and bo long
to warrant any calculations of the result of ii sale to be made In the
as these are satisfactory the state should not limit the profits of
future, when the necessary votes and other preliminaries shall have railroads, since it is always for the Interest of the public to
been arranged. The Railroad Commission Is thus called upon to fix have railroads prosperous. An unsuccessful company is the jioorest
a price without definite or permanent facts on which to ba-se Us judg- public servant. The right to Issue stock at par. in so far as It is a
ment. A recent experience of the Kdison Electric Illuminating Com- lirivilege of pecuniary value, is to be considered as a part of the
pany shows how impracticable a price carefully fixed by commission- compensation allowed to the corporation. As railroad matters now
ers may become before the stock can be actually subscribed. After the stand in this state, it is expedient, in the judgment of the Commiscommissioners have fixed a price the directors must offer the stock sion, aside from the reasons given above, to concede this as an
proportionately to shareholders, and as the price Is purposely re- element of compensation, and by this means attract capital to investquired to be fixed at a figure which precludes a special inducement to ment in Massachusetts public enterprises.
buy it Is uncertain how much stock will be taken. Whatever is not
It may be suggested that if the law is to be modified it need
subscribed must be sold at auction a requirement which suggests to not be changed to the full extent of allowing the company to issue
any stockholder that if he does not subscribe he may buy later at a stock which bears a iiremiuni to be sold as low iis par. but that some
lower |)rlce. An auction sale is uncertain, and in the case of a large middle course might be found which would secure lo the corjMjrate
block of stock has also the disadvantages of both of depressing the treasury at least a part of the premium, while leaving something
price and of carrying a substantial infiuence In the management of as an attraction to subscribers.
But every regulation which fixes
the railroad to any chance bidder a i)rospect which neither the a price other than par is open to the objections stated above. Morepublic nor a railroad management would look at with satisfaction. over, it would be difficult to frame a regulation which should be less
Meantime, the board of directors, which has a definite |)roi)osition on explicit than that now In force, and yet be definite enough to work
hand, is left unable to foresee how much money it is to have. Cer- satisfactorily.
If the commissioners are to fix a price, but are not
tainty on that point is so essential to proper financial arrangements lo have market value as their criterion, by what rule shall they fix
that a competent board of directors would naturally make sure by a it? Is there any basis which can be prescribed for all ciises?
contract in advance that all stock not subscribed should be taken at If it were left to the commissioners to determine price, with no disome satisfactory |)rlce, but if an auction sale Is to be interposed rection as to the basis to be adopted, the commissioners would either
such an underwriting contract is difl[lcult. If not imposfible. Taken have to adopt for themselves market value as the most definite
in all its i)arts the machinery whi(5h the i)resent law [iroscribes for
standard obtainable, or they would be obliged to make arbitrary
raising money for what is to bp assumed to be a desirable public decisions for which only vague reasons could be given and the whole
Improvement is such as to make tlie process difficult and costly, if method would lack the certainly and uniformity which are desirable
not impossible.
in such matters.
A sale at public auction, without any price fixed
As might have been expected, railroad companies have been by commissioners, and without a privilege of subscription first
discouraged from raising money for large Improvements, In the face offered to shareholders (which was the law In force from 1S71 to
The management of the Boston & Maine Railroad ex- 1878), is oi)en to the objections that it deprives stockholders of all
of this law.
plains its backwardness in this respect as due almost wholly to this benefit of the premium as effectively as they are now deprived
cause.
Since the law was adopted there appears lo have been but of it, and that It involves the risk of undesirable control pointed out
three applications made by railroad companies for a fixing of price, above.
and the railroads have been driven, when making new issues, to
The Commission recommends that the law be modified so as to
resort to small issues of amounts less than 4 per cent, of their permit railroad and street railway companies, when authorized to
capital, since this can be done by sale at
auction without the pre- increase their capital, to Issue new shares to be offered to stockliminary of fixing a price. Of the three ai)plicatlons nunle for large holders at such price, not below par, as the stockholders may vote.
Issues one was by the Xorwich & Worcester Railroad Company, in
any shares not subscribed for to be sold at public auction. By this
1899, when the iirice was fixed at 21,"); one by the Uoslon & Maine modification the law as it stood prior to 1S71. and again between
Railroad, in 19(11, when the price was fixed at 19(1, and the third
1S7S and 1893, will be restored.
It is not to be assumed that new
also by the Hoston & Maine, in 1900. when the price was fixed at llio. stock will always be issued under this permission at par if a higher
The Commission is informed that the Boston & Maine Railroad was price can be obtained for the treasury. Experience in other slates
able to get out all lis i)roposed Issue in 1901, the market being where the law is open shows that it is common for companies whose
favorable, but in 190G the price was found to be so prohibitive that It stock is at a premium to issue new shares at a price above par,
never has been able to get out the entire Issue. For issues of less though low enough to tempt investors. This has been the practice
than 4 per cent, of the capital the Old Colony Railroad Company has of the .\ew York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad Company In
applied twelve times since 1S9:!, the Connecticut River Railroad Com- issuing shares under its Connecticut charter.
But whatever price
pany once, the Boston & Maine Railroad Company once and the may be adopted it will be the action of the company itself which
Boston & Lowell Railroad Company twice.
fixes it and par will remain for all purposes the fixed standard by
Respe<'ting street railway companies the actual effects of the law which the reasonableness of dividends shall be measured when conare less clear, the period since 1894 having been one of large Invest- cessions are demanded by the public.
ment in street railway enterprises throughout the country. While it
The i)resent pi-ovision. which requires approval by the Railroad
cannot be said, therefore, that the starting of such enterprises has Commissioners of the purpose for which an increase of stock is to
been prevented, it may still t)e true that the extension and develop- be made, will prevent, in the opinion of the Commission, an issue
ment of the stronger companies, whose stock is at a premium, has for any purpose not warranted by public necessity or convenience.
been retarded, and it is asserted by nuiny pei-sons familiar with
The recommendation made above is made irrespective of the
the situation that this Is the fact. It api>ears that applications for recommendations in this report concerning the New York. New
new issues of stock of street railway companies have been made Haven & Hartford Railroad Company and the Boston & Maine Railin 207 Instances under the present law. Of these, however, 153 were
road.
Whatever may be done in that matter the Commission con-
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sidera the change In the general law

now recomnieuJed

to

be de-

sirable.

Thf CommlHHlon has not examined the

riiiestlon of

stock Issues

by

iJiiblic service corporations other than railroads and street railways with sufflflent thorouKhness to enable It to make any recommendation. Although the objections stated above are applicable In
principle to an Issue by any public service corporation at a. premium
fixed by the state, special considerations may apply, at least to gas
companies, sine* the commodity furnished by these companies Is
suscepllble of rcKulation on the basis of <llvldend8 paid, or otherwise.
In a manner not jiraitlcable In the case of railroads, and special provl.slons of law for these companies may be expedient.
That our
laws are cons'ldered severe, however, by some public service corporations other than railroad companies Is suggested by the experience
of Massachusetts with the American Bell Telephone Company, which
Is understood to have left the state chiefly because of restrictions
imposed by law on Its capitalization and Its power to hold stock In
other companies.
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weie in many instaDcee stopped at Junction poiotfi and their
latllng transferred to home cars.
In other cases heme cars were
applied on loading to foreign lines, while foreign cars were «?nl
home empty in the same direction. • • • The experience gained
at such great cost may lead to the adoption of more flexible rules
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Freight Car Balance and Performance for December, 1907.

The American Railway A.s.soriation Commiltec 011 Car Klllciency
has Issued its Uulletin No. 2i! covering Car Halaiico and Performance for Decemljer, 1907, the summary of wliich is given herewith.
Tlie

committee says:
"A general decrease
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noted in the total car mileage, ton mile-

and freight earnings, due to the prevailing business depression,
and as a consequence the averages by which car efficiency is usually
measured show a marked decrease. While the relief from congestion
makes po.ssible a higher mileage by loaded cars, and the homeward

age,

riiDvement of emjity foreign cars tends to accelerate their mileage,
lie increase is more than offset by the cessation of mileage by

I

surplus cars.
"An ap|)roxlmate figure for cars actually in serviii' may lie ohlained, however, by allowing for the idle cars reported in our Bulletins of Car Shortage and Surplus, and the increased i)ercentagc
of cars In shop.
These surpluses are as follows:
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and to force their own cars into service. Hoads which had.
during the period of shortage, gladly accepted cars belonging to
lines, revised their rult^ when cars became plentiful and
refused to accept cars not properly routing over tlteir lines. Korelgii
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"Deducting 8.44 per cent, from the total cars for which milo
age is reported, and applying the remainder to the total car mileage,
an average of 2.'!. it miles per car per day is secure<l, which is very
little lower than the normal average.
'The present rules governing freight car Interchange are
founded on the principle that every car owner has a right to the
control of his cars, and each successive change in rules or rates
simply emphasized this right. This princii)le, although based on
.strict equity, has had opposed lo it the inevitaljle tendency towar<l
a free interciiange or common use of cars ada|)te<i to general traffic.
The extent lo wliich this natural tendency has prevailed over arlilicial regiiiations at variance with it, is denoted Ijy the per cent.
ol' foreign (uars in use on all lines, which increased from 30 per cent.
in 1904, to 41 per cent, for the first six months of 1907.
The rate
of rental for car hire which has not availed in times of car shortage
to secure the car owner in the use of his property, operated lmm(>dlately on the appearance of a car surplus to create a new dlfflciiity.
tile excessive and useless cross haul of empty cars.
The per cent,
of cars on their home roads, which was but 5« per cent, during
lie first half of 1907. and only
per cent, during the montli of
Aiirii, 1907, averaged (i4 per cent. In December, with indications
that tlie homeward movement had only fairly started.
This change
was brought about only at great expense,
"The proportion of empty to total freiglit car mileage in Decemlier was 35.4 per cent, as against 27.1 per cent, in October.
It
Is
lair to assume that the average business can be handled with at
least as low a pei-centage of empty mileage when the car supply is
plentiful as during a period of shortage, and it would therefore appear that 8.3 per cent, of the total car mileage, or 117.287,407 miles.
was absolutely unnecessary. It is Impossible to calculate the co.st
of this enormous empty movemoiu, but that it was a heavy drain
on tlie alieady depleted revenues of the railroads, cannot be denied.
It may be claimed that the saving made liy individual roads
In per
diem balances justifled the expendllure which this excess emptv
movement entailed, but the fallacy of this claim Is apparent in the
face of the fact that the gain by one line was necessarily offset by
the lass to another. Further, in a majority of cases, the movement
resulted in practically aji even exchange of cars.
"Nor was this the only deplorable result. A great tnany roads
lix)k extreme measure.s to nxliice the numlH»r of foreign cars
on their
I
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goveruing Uie use of freight cars in interline traffic. To tlie extent
that such rules recognize the ne<.-essity for free intert hange of cars,
with such regulation as the principle of private ownership demands,
to that extent will the future efficiency of freight cars be increased."

Ten-Wheel Passenger Locomotives

for the 'Frisco.

The Baldwin Locomotive Worlts have recently delivered to the
St. Louis & San Francisco ten passenger locomotives of the 10-wheel
type.
These are among the heaviest engines of this class thus far
made by the builders, an they have a total weight of 194,450 lbs. in
working order. The cylinders are 23 x 2G in. and the driving wheels
in. in diameter, the resulting tractive force with a steam pressure
As the weight on the driving wheels is
141,050 lbs. the factor of adhesion is 4.16.
The cylinders are arranged for double front rails, and the castings are bolted to the smokebox and to each other by a double row

69

of 200 lbs. being 33,900 lbs.

Ten-Wheel Locomotive;

The center

647

lines of the

steam chests are placed

4%

outside

in.

the center lines of the cylinders, thus making possible a simple arrangement of Walschaert's valve gear, with all moving parts in
practically the same vertical plane. As the engine is equipped with
inside admission valves the eccentric cranks follow the pins.
The
cranks are of cast steel, and are secured to the main pins by a
tapered fit and through bolt. A substantial steel casting, secured
to each frame by three IVi-in. bolts, supports at each end a combined link and reverse shaft bearing. The links are of the built-up
type, wuth cast steel side plates.
Each radius rod is made in one
piece, the jaw which embraces the hanger and link block being
slotted out.
The combining levers are placed back of the crossheads and are coupled directly to the valve rods, which are supported in bearings bolted to the guide yoke. The valves are set with
a constant lead of Vi in. and a maximum travel of 6 in. The steam
lap is 1 in. and the exhaust clearance
inThe frames are of cast steel, 4'~j in. wide, with double front

%

St.

Louis

rails

of

top rail

&

San Francisco.

wrought iron. The lower rail is double-keyed, while the
is hooked to the main frame, without keys.
The pedestal

binders are lugged an.

bolted to the pedestals.
The boiler is of the wagon-top type, with a wide firebox and
sloping throat and back head. The center line is placed 9 ft.'S in.
above the rail, and the depth of the throat from the underside of
the barrel to the bottom of the mud ring is 23Vs in. By spacing the
second and third pairs of driving wheels 9 ft. apart ample room is
secured for a wide firebox with a moderate inclination of the grate.
The mud ring is su|)ported on sliding shoes in front and a buckle
plate at the rear.
The firebox is radially stayed, with two T irons supimrting the
front end of the crown.
The roof and side sheets are in three
pieces, with a double riveted lap seam on each side, while the crown
and sides of the inside box are in one piece. The boiler barrel is
built up of three rings, with the gusset in the middle.
The longitudinal seams are butt jointeil and sextuple riveted, and are welded
at each end.
The seam on the dome ring is placed on the top center
line and is welded throughout Its entire length, with a heavy liner
I

inside.

The tender is furnished with a steel channel frame and water
The trucks are of the arch bar type, with cast steel

bottom tank.

bolstei-s, triple elliptic

springs and steel-tired wheels.
of the principal dimensions of these

The following are some
engines:
I'yllniliT.

illnmeivr

Piston.

rokc

St

23 In.
26 "
68 "

Floller diniiii'tpr of shell

Holler, thickness of sbcofg

"Arln- •nd 44-ln.
200 lbs.

Steam pressure
Flrclwi, len^h

101

depth, front
thickness, side, buck,

sjiacc, sides

3i4 "
364

and back.

Tubes, numl)er

cylinder will cause the i)late to lift from its seat, thus opening communication between the two live steam ports.

lenfcth

I.'>

Heating surface, flrebux

2,867

total

3.0:*n

Wheels, diameter, drlviuk'
truck
tender
Journals, main driving
trallinp

truck
tender

2 In.
ft. 1 Lj In.
172 sq. ft.

tubes
tiratc area

"

"
"

4

diameter
of I'/fin. bolts.
The valves are of the internal admission piston
type, 13 In. in diameter, and work in bushings -Xs in. thick.
The
by-pass valve consists of a plate which rests on a horizontal seat,
and normally covers openings leading to the live steam ports. When
the throttle is open the plate is held down by boiler pressure
which acts on its upper surface. Excessive pressure within the

•
"

%
^

crown

thickness tulw
water space, front

water

in.

50 S "

depth back

Cylinder of Ten-Wheel Locomotive.

«

672
''%

width

••

47.7 "

69
33
S3

In.
•"

10 In. x 12 In.
9 " i 12 ••
6^," X H) ••
5H" x 10 "
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.
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WclBht on drive
Tractive effort
Total weight

Tractive effort
Tractive effort x diameter of drivers

Heating surface
Heating surface
Grate area
Klreliox lienting surface

Total lii-atliiKsurfuc
W.'lKhl cm ilrlvciH

Total licnlluesurfiu-

Total weight
Total
V.,:nllli-

hi'iitliiK

two

..r

surface

c.vMlKlrls, cu.

II

Tonil lic'iilliigsurraic
N.ihi

of

iiif

(J

"J

cylinders

rule area

Volume

of 2 cylinders

An Engineering Department

Filing Syster

(liawinRs in the engineering offiees of many
riiilroad.s Is anlir)iiatc(l anil unsystematic, and is a (onstant source
of annoyance and delay williln the department as well as without.
When a managing olticer aslvs for a drawing he wants it at
once, and the engineering department should

The molhod

of

llliiij;
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the latter.
The urigiual Urawlugb uf all of the IraciugB in the filiog
cases are kept In a vault.
The Hmall-drawer units are intended for miscellaneous small
drawings such :ik Kketches, kmall maps, etc., which are either legal
Klze iH'j In. X 14 in.) or correBpondenre size iS'-.. in. x 11 iu.).
Also a stack consiKlIng of a small-drawer unit, a 2^ in. wide pigeonhole unit and a bate i» put under each drafting table.
In the pigeonholes are kept drawings on which the draftsman may be working,
or using for reference, and in the drawers are kept drawing Instruments, material, papers, etc.
The drawings are indexed in station order, and also according
to eias-^iflcation: therefore mu<h that appears In one is crosri-indexed in the other. There are three divisions of the road, each
with branches. The stations are taken in order on toe main line
first, and then each branch in turn.
For the more important points,
where there are a great many drawings, the index is split up into
subjects.
Ab already mentioned, much that Is in the "classlflcailon"
Index appears In the "station" index aUo. However, there are some
things that cannot be Indexed in the "station" file, as, for example,
charts, diagrams, reports, forms, tables, statements, etc. The card
gives all essential Information i-oncernlng the drawing. For a rightof-way map, for instance, it will show the division or brancli, the
town, county, mile-post, teale and file numlier. These maps are kept
in the large drawers, as already mentioned, there being one drawer
for each (wunty.
A photographic view showing both the drawer and pigeon-hole
units is reproduced herewith. The units numbered 3 and 4 open
at the left-hand end, the sliding panels showing plainly.
The opened
cases show the ends of the cardtraard tubes on which the tracings
are rolled.
In the index cabinet are three vertical file drawers in which
are kept current records of side-track changes, there being one
drawer for each division of the road. These changes are recorded
on a regular blueprint form of legal size, and a blueprint map showing the change is attached. The office tracing is changed to i-orresiwnd. and a notation of same made on the record. These drawers
will hold a year's records, after which they are removed and placed
in Shipman binders.
The C. & E. I. system of indexing has been made as compact
as possible, a feature that its users consider a great advantage.
Instead of one entry to a card, as with some systems, as many
entries as po.-sible are made on a single card.
The cards are 4 in.
X (> in. and are ruled with 13 line.s.
It is claimed thai Ics,-- time Is

Under
he able to produce it without delay.
the system, or lack of system, followed in
In addition
ni.iny ofTlces. this is impossible.
requisite, a satisfactory
10
this important
system should preserve the drawings in good
shai)e and should he capable of being easily
expanded. A system of this sort has recently
been installed in the office of the engineer ni
maintenance of way of the Chicago & Easli

L,

Illinois.

.

::^^fiLLj

were designed, comprising units of two Icinds: one containing
jihallow drawers and the other pigeon holes.
'Phi! units are all 41 in. long, and all but one
There are three
l<iiid
are 17i,j in. high.
S|)ecial

filing

cases

—

widths of pigeon hole units 15 In., 22 In
and 2!) In. and of the last there are two ai
rangements. one having the pigeon holes run
iiing the 2!l-in. direction and the other running the 41-in. direction. The larger drawci-

—

ii

iiiilL
is the same size as the largest pigeon
hole unit— 41 in. x 2!) in. x 17',j In.— and ha^
light drawers 1V4 in. deep. The small drawer
unit is 9Vs In. high and has four drawers.
;i'.j
in. deep, arranged in two tiers of two
drawers each. The pigeon-hole units are divided into an upper and lower story, each of
Filing Cases for Drawings; Engineering Dept., Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
which is closed by two sliding panels runnin;;
in parallel grooves, so thai only one-halt of the opening can be
taken to glance over u dozen entries on a single card than to look
uncovered at one time.
ai a dozen cards.
It
is absolutely essenlUil. of course, that the
In the large drawers are placed the larger drawings, like right- index he kept up to date.
The C. & K. I. engineering officers are
of-way maps, according to the system of indexing to be described much pleased with the system and say that it has justified its cost
later.
Kor the pigeon holes the drawings, which are tracings of many times alreatly in the short period it has been in use.
course, are rolled around cardboard tubes
In. hi diameter, with
closed ends.
There are three different lengths IS in.. 2(i In. and
It
may possibly console some of us who have been impatient
3S in.— and midway of each is piusted. by one end, a strip of un- beiause sundry railroad terminals have been some years under way
prepared Hyperion clolh, about r> In. x 10 In. for a 2(!-in. lulio. and are not yel completed to know that v. e have company iu our
This is rolled in with the tracing to keep the laller from slipping misery. In IS7S a commission was appointed to report on what
on the tul)e. A circular sticker on Uie end of tlie tube carries the fliould be done to remedy the totally inadequate facilities of the
tiling numlters, which are made with a rubber stamp.
The only p.issenger station in Copenhagen. In ISto:! the .Minister of Public
rolled drawings not put around tubes are pi-oflles, iheh length makWorks submitted plans for a new station. Kecently work was begun
ing a tube unnecessary. A blueprint copy Is kept in the pigeon on It, and it Is to be something fine, costing little less than $7,000.hole with each profile tracing to save too frequent handlings ot 000; it Is to be completed in 1915.

%
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GENERAL NEWS SECTION
Washington Southern; Philadelphia, Baltimore
Southern, and Wiggins Ferry Company.

The railroad commissioners of Massachusetts have declined to
recommend that every street railway car be provided with a llfling
jack.

The Southern Railway has decided to employ train collectors
on U.ii passenger trains generally throughout its lines, and has appointed as superintendent of the department R. W. Hunt.

& Washington;

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has organized the Continental Telegraph Company and the Continental Express Company,
organizations which it is said will take and manage the telegraph
and express business throughout the lines of that road. The contracts of the Western Union Telegraph and the United States Express
Companies with the St. Paul road have expired, or will soon expire.
It is

said.

The West Jersey & Sea Shore has announced an increase in
|)assenger fares, taking effect June 1. Between Philadelphia and

Samuel Rea on the Industrial Situation.

Atlantic City the round-trip rate will be advanced 25 cents.

The railroads of Mississippi, with the approval of the State Railroad Commission, are now issuing 1,000-mile books, good for families,
at $25.
The principal roads also issue 2,000-mile books at $40.
The railroads

the Transcontinental Passenger Association
fares, so that henceforth passengers riding in tourist sleeping cars will have to pay at the first class rate.
In

have abolished second class

Through passenger trains are now running between St. Paul
and Spokane over the Canadian Pacific and the Spokane International.
These (rains were taken off about four months ago on account of the light traffic.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has just opened at the Needles,
a new hotel, "El Garces." The hotel cost approximately $250,and is one of the finest station hotels on the line. The building
of reinforced concrete, 518 ft. long and two stories high.

Cal.,

000,
is

On the Pittsburgh division of the Pennsylvania two helping
engines are now used with some of the heavy freight trains ascending grades, instead of' one. as heretofore, thus increasing by 50
per cent, the number of cars that can be taken in a single train.
The railroads In
make a reduction

the Central Passenger Association, In deciding
of 25 per cent. In the round-trip rates to large
conventions during the present year, voted to grant this allowance
to

only for occasions where 1,000 or more passengers will be likely to
want the reduced rate tickets.

At Spokane April 22 the Northern Pacific was fined Jl.Ooo In
the Federal Court for violation of the law forbidding carriers to
keep animals in cars over 28 hoiirs.
It was shown that on two
separate occasions the company had carried large shipments of cattle
and sheep for many hours without water, feed or rest.

The State Railroad Commission of Texas has suspended the
order which it issued some time ago requiring the Missouri, Knr.sas
& Texas to b\iy 1G5 engines and (i.OOO freight cars within three yi>;irs,
the railroad company having shown that it has a sufficient supply
of cars and engines for the present amount of business. •
division of the Supreme Court of New York has
a decision awarding $120,000 damages against the I,ong
l.~;land Railroad for fires caused by sparks from locomotives.
The
(hM'ision is said to have been based on the neglect of the railroad

The appellate

allirmed

company

to

burn

all

brush and other inllammable matter along

Its

right-of-way twice a year, as required by law.
It appears that the 18-hour New York-Chicago train of the Pennsylvania road runs so slowly that it has been getting in the way of
other trains!
This we learn from a Chicago pT^ts despatch. The
incident which gave rise to this statement was the running of a
special train of lour cars, carrying a theatrical party, on May 3,
from Pittsburgh to Chicago In seven hours 42 minutes. This Is almost exactly a mile a minute for the whole trip, the distance being
4t;8

"While
Street Journal quotes Samuel Rea as follows:
appreciate the present situation, which seems to me to be
about as follows:
Business Is seriously depressed as it must be following a
1.
decided break in confidence;
2.
Conditions are affected by the forthcoming Presidential

The Mall

I

fully

—

election;
3.
There are more Idle railroad cars than since the Inception
of the panic, and from the railroad standpoint business can scarcely
be worse.
On the other hand, every business man must not forget that:
1.
This country is sound at the core. There has never been
a time following a i)anic when the country had a better outlook;
2.
There is no longer any question, as there has been in former
panics, that the country is on anything but a gold basis.
3.
Stocks In all lines of trade are depleted, which means that
large orders must be given when demand arises.
We uee<l a return of confidence and this requires time, patience
and economy, both private and corporate, and especially do we need
federal, state and municipal economy, because business retrenchment set in a year ago. We now have an Indication of a return of
confidence, and everything possible should be done to encourage it.
The outlook for crops so far Is good, and It would not be unlike
the usual good fortune of this country to have In this particular
year, when they are so badly needed, bountiful and profitable crops.
It Is, therefore, the duty of citizens to continue in a conservative
and cheerful frame of mind, ami to think, read, write and do only
such things as will banish pessimism and timidity, which are no
longer justifiable."

Telephones for Train Despatching.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Is preparing to Install telefor train despatching between Chicago and Milwaukee. 85
miles, and between Chicago and Savanna, 138 miles.
On the Chicago, Burlington & Qiiincy, between Aurora and Mendota, train orders
I)b()nes

are handled by telejjhone in the same general way as with the telegraph, except that the despatchcr instead of sending the order and
then copying it in the order book on the first repetition, now copies
He thus gages his speed
the order in the book as he talks it off.
of conversation to his ability to write so that the receiving operator
Is not likely to he "rushed" beyond his ability to make a legible
copy. All figures In the body 9f the order are spelt out, as for instance, "Engine 1,124—one, one. two, four," and on single-track the
names of the stations are spelt. The operators In repeating observe
the same rule as regards spelling out of figures and liames. At unimportant stiitions where an operator Is not always on duty a set
of telephone Instruments is maintained so that a conductor can. If
necessary, communicate direct with the despatcher and get an order.

miles.

Sixteen Months Under the Revised Rate Law.

Near Walkers

Mill, Pa., on the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago
Louis, about ten miles west of Pittsburgh, Pa., on the night
of April 30, the express messenger on westbound train No. 25 was
overpowered and Iwund by robbers, and a number of bags of gold
and other valuables were stolen from the express car. It appears
that the robbers must have boarded the train at Pittsburgh, and
they succeeded In stopping it and escaping before anyone but the
express messenger knew of their presence on the train. On the same
day a robbery of $113,000 from a Wells-Fargo express car on a railroad In Mexico was reported.

&

St.

The Attorney-General has begun proceedings against 15 carriers for violations of the Safety Appliance Act reported by inspectors of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The companies
are the following:
.Vtchisoii, Toi>eka & Santa Fe;
Baltimore &
Ohio; Buffalo & Susciuehanna; Buffalo. Rochc.^^ter & Pittsburgh;
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. l>ouis; Delawaie. I^ckawanua
& Western; Erie; Illinois Central; New York Central & Hudson
River; St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern; Seaboard Air Line;

Logan G. McPherson ha> made a two weeks' study of the comfile with the Interstate Commerce Commission and finds
that, judging by the number of cases and the results, comparatively
Mr. McPhersatisfactory service has been given by the nillroads.
son found that in the 16 months from August 29, 1906, to Jan. 1.
1908, 5,952 complaints were filed with the Commission, the l.--lal
including, presumably, all long standing grievances which had lieen
held back owing to lack of confidence in the efficacy of the law as
Of this total 2.105 were on
It wa.s before the 1906 amendment.
matters not coming within the jurisdiction of the Commission. Of
the remaining 3.847 complaints 3.374 were informal and 473 formal.
The informal complaints are taken up by the Commission with
the railroad companies and adjusted without a set hearing. They
refer almost entirely to oversights, clerical errors and misconstrucplaints on

tions of tariff.
Of the total of 3.374 in this class, practically onehalf were adjusted by the carriers after correspondence with the
CommissiQn and the other half were dismissed by the Commission
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for lack of cause.
Twenty-five of the 473 formal romplalnt.s apply
Of all the formal c-oniplalnl«
to exprr'Hs and Bleeping car (:ornpanli--is.
conKldcrahly more than half arc what Mr. Mcl'her.son d(!KlKnate« aw
unimportant— that is, coniplalntu that affect the IranHporlallon
charge on but one shipment or a few Bcattering Bhlpments, or that
affect the transportation charge between Btations that are not Iij a
I»rlncipal channel of traffic.
In the 10 months there were 87 comfdalnts on the rates on ff>odOf
stufts, 25 of these involving rates on grain and grain i)roducts.
these 20 wero decided in favor of the complainants, 23 were dlsmlBsed, withdrawn or indefinitely postponed, five wero adjusted or
had not been decided.
(ompromlsed, and
Cotton, the grreit staple of the South, pro<luces but two comLumber Is really the only arllrle of lomniene upon which
plaints.
the rates of freight are in tiumoil. the nipiflly changing source*" of
supply necessitating a continual ri'adjiistmenl of freight rate.^.
Summing up, Mr. Mcl'herson showed that of 425 formal complainls affecting freight transportation, 80 were decided in favor of
the complainants. 115 were dismissed, withdrawn or indeflniti'ly
po.sli«)Mi'(l. 10 were adjusted or compromised and withdrawn, while
remained undecided on April 11.
IS
'i'.i
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The coIIb are held In place by hard fiber wedges and
which arc below the surface of the lamlnatlonE.

customer.
bancUi

Automatic Carline Grain Door Hook.

An

aiilomallc carline book for grain doorK. n-ienlly brouKbl out
by the Chliago Grain Uoor Co.. Chicago, is Illustrated herewilh.
This company has UKed for many years a malleable iron hook for
holding the grain door in raised iiosition against the carline. which
was sal I.'^factory f<ir cars which were not too high for a man to
reach the hook.
Hut with present large capailty cars, where the
roof is above the rea<.'h of the tallest man, the book has to be worked

I

•'VVbcn Ihe total number of complaints made during Ihe.so 10
luonlh.s" said the sjjeaker, "is compared with the total transactions
between the shippers and Ihe railroads of Ihe I'niled States, with
the volume and variety of the trafflc movement, their nunilKjr and
their importance dwindle Into Insignificance."

Three-Cent Street-Car Fare

In

Cleveland.

Since Monday, April
aU the .street railway lines in Cleveland have been operated by the Municipal Traction Company, a
company formed in pursuance of Mayor .Johnson's plan for provlaIng :i-cent fares throughout the city, which plan, after a contrn
versy e.\tending over seven years, has now been put into effect. At
a meeting on April 27, the city council agreed with the different
owning companies on the terms of a consolidation, and the "Cleveland Uailway Company" was incorporated as a holding company.
This company is the owner of the properties, which are leased to
the Municipal Traction Company for 50 years.
The total valuation of the property of the four companies which are included in
the arrangement is $23,090,000; and it is proposed to make extensions and betterments aggregating about $ll,:!10.00n.
All existing franchises were abandoned by the old companies. On Tuesday,
April 28, by way of celebrating the "victory" of the people, all
passengers wero carried free throughout the city.
Since Tuesday
the uniform fare has been 3 cents.
On Wednesday the 1,850 conductors and motormen employed on the lines presented a demand
for an increase in their pay of 2 cents an hour, which, it is said,
liad l)cen promised them by the old companies, and the newspaj'ers
talked of an Imponding strike: but after three or four days' discussion it was decided to submit all tiuesiions to arbitiation. The
people of Kast Cleveland have already entered a complaint in the
courts because Ihe new low rate does not extend into the village.
2S.

The Westlnghouse
mill

Mill

Fig.

1.

with a bar or stick. To meet this condition the fixture here shown
was designed and patented. It works automatically, both in putting up grain doors in high box cars and taking them down from
the roof when needed to load grain or other bulk cargoes. It is
claimed that the hook is a positive lock when the door Is folded
up In the roof of the car, and the door cannot possibly fall down
until relea.sed as described below.
To fold the grain door up in the roof of the car. raise It vertically until the swivels are on the top leilges of the rods, pull the
bottom of the door inwardly to a horizontal position, then, with a

Motor.

type

direct-current motor, which has recently been
put on the market by the Westlnghouse Klectric & Manufacturing
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.. Is designed to meet the severe conditions of
service in steel mills.
It is also adapted to such railroad work as
operating transfer tables and tending rolls in the boiler shop. The
motor used on the transfer table may be provided with two friction
clutches, one of which operates the drum for pulli:)g cars or dead
'I'lie

engines on to the table, and the other the mechanism which drives
tile table.
As it is possible to disconnect both clutches at once,
there may be times when there is no load on the motor. .\n ordinary series motor relieved of all load would run at a dangerous
speed; this motor has a shunt field connection, which limits the
no load speed to approximately double the full load speed.
The motor frame i.s divided horizontally and is hinged so that
the uiiper half can be (pilckly swung back for repairs. The frame
la so heavy as to minimize vibration.
The frame is provided with
handholes for inspec-tiou of the commutator and windings, luit the
covers fit tightly and tho frame and bearing housing are dustproof.
The shaft is large, with keyways of liberal dimensions. The
bearings have large wearing surface and the air gap between the
fields and the arnuiture is large, so that there may
be considerable
wear in the bearings before Ihe revolving and stationary iwits could
rub.
Tho bearings are split and made Interchangeable for either
end of the motor. No dowel pins are used, as lugs cast with the
bearings are used to keep them from turning. An eyebolt on each
bearing makes handling the armature convenient. Only
asbestos,
mica, porcelain and an insulating comiwund are used for
Insulating!
The coils are treated with the compound and then bjiked at a temperature far higher than any that will ever be nun In actual
service
The armatures are wound with strap copper insulated with mica
tape, handwound,
This foim of coil can be easilv repaired by the

Fig. 2.

bar or stick, push the door upward against the hook XJI. which
will automatically raise, making a qiuirler turn to the left, pass
by the door ami immediately drop downward (by gravity and the
slide) to its former position, under the grain door (Fig. 1).
The
door is positively locked between the hook and the slide plate of the
box car and cannot iwssibly change its jKisltion until the hook is
moved to release it. To take the door down (Fig. 2), use a bar or
slick 3 ft. or more lon.g. push upward on the bottom of the hook tor
the small projection at the back of same) raising the grain door
with the hook. The hook will make a quarter turn to the left, release the door and then, by gravity and the slide, drop to place sni
former position automatically.

—

—
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A Southern

Impression of the Railroad Situation.

GAZETXiE.

The story, apocryphal but illustralivf!, is told of a visitor who
desired to see the president of an important southern railroad. He
called at the office and was told that the president was in Washington appearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission. He
asked for the vice-president, and was informed that he was in
Georgia attending a legislative conference. The general manager
was reported as in Alabama, summoned there by the legislative
conditions which threatened ruin to the railroads of that state. The
passenger ageiu was in North Carolina pointing out to the Legislature the injury which would surely follow the enactment of its
bill for lower passenger rat;s.
p'inally, in despair, the visitor asked
for the highest official in authority, and the office boy told him that
he was trying to run the railroad while all of the officials were
trying to save it from destruction by legislation. That very nearly
states the case.

What

With the physical condition of railroads
deteriorating because of their Inability to find money to make improvements so long as anti-railroad legislation continues, we are
facing what is probably the mo.st critical period in the history of
American railroads.
Of recent years the public seems to have come to the conclusion that men with bulging bank accounts are eagerly waiting for
an opportunity to put money Into railroad securities, though the
control of the railroads is taken from them, and though other
people who have no financial interest in them are given authority
to fix the rates at which they can do businefs.
The idea Is fallacious.
The capital needed for railroad e.xpansion is not going to
seek railroad investment, but railroad men must seek the capital
with diligence. They must be able to present the matter In such
a way as to indicate profits large enough to justify the risk, or
of the future?

otherwise those who have the bulging bank accounts will keep their
money themselves or else put it in seiurities over which they do
have some control. Are the people in pulilic and private life who
are fighting railroads or demanding impossible improvements willing to invest their own money in railroad securities at present?
Not one of them. As a field for investment the railroad is no longer
an attractive proposition, and this, too, comes at a lime when never
in our history did we need so much money for railroad expansion.
We ought within the next five or ten years to put more than onelialf as much money into the enlargement of railroad facilities as
tlie total amount now represented In all the stocks and bonds of
the railroads of the country. Where is so vast a sum to come from?
If it should not come, then business will be halted, railroad facilities will grow steadily worse instead of better, and the country will
suffer as it has suffered for the last few years because the railroads
were unequal to the volume of traffic. The country holds its hands
ui) in horror, and justly so, at the disastrous railroad wrecks.
Under
present conditions railroad wrecks are likely to increase rather
than to decrease. Railroad wrecks are mainly due to the volume of
traffic being in excess of the facilities of the road, to the low physical condition arising from lack of money to make improvements
or to the inefficiency of men who have been taught during the last
few years to seek to get as much as possible and give as little of
faithful work in return as possible.
In other words, they have
drunk of the deadly poison get something for nothing which is
now sapping the sturdy self-reliance and independence of so many
of the American people. While railroad employees generally are
faithful to their trust, some inefficient men. without a sense of their
responsibility, have eagerly grasped at this teaching and feel that
the railroads ami the world at large owe them a living whether
lluy earn it or not. The anti-railroad agitation is largely responIHchard H. Edmonds, in the Alanufacliirci.i' Uccord.
sible for Ibis.

—

—

American Institute

of

Chemical Engineers.
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bring him in competition in any way with builders of
equipment, either freight or passenger.
it

new car

Manila and Cavity Line Open.

The first passenger train was run on May 2 between Manila and
Up to the present the only connection between Cavity and
Manila was by a sea trip of six miles across the bay. The opening
of the line means that stores and men can be quickly moved between
Cavit*5.

these points in all weather.

The University

of Colorado

Engineering Shops.

On April 25 the new engineering shops of the University of
Colorado were formally opened. President James H. Baker gave a
short review of the growth of the engineering department from one
instructor, one student, one drawing board and no room, in 1893.
to the present faculty of 27 members, student enrolment of 271,
and the full shop, laboratory, drawing and recitation room equipment.
The shops are 93 ft. x 122 ft., the building being In three sections, with modified saw-tooth roofs. The front section Is two stories,
the upper part being used by the general engineering drawing deI)artment.
Below are rooms for wood turning and wood bench work.
To the lear are the lathes and other heavy machine tools for working steel and Iron. Across the hall are the forge and foundry rooms,
equipped with all the appliances required in modern shop practice.
The Retort Courteous.

—

Street Railway Su|)erintendent "I don't think we can use you
any longer. Your cash register doesn't ring often enough."
Conductor "I have got rheumatism and can't reach, up to the

—

register cord."

—

Superintendent "All right. I think you need a long vacation."
Conductor "I am much obliged to you for allowing me to run
the car as long as you have."
Superintendent "Don't mention it. I'm much obliged to you

—

—

for bringing the car back."

JuiI;/p.

Medals for Bravery.

Upon recommendation

of the Interstate Commerce Commission
President has awarded railroad life-saving medals to Frank
Larson and Charles Bennett. On January 19 last, at Exeter, Neb..
Larson, a fireman on the Chicago & .\orth-Weslern. distinguished
himself by crawling out on to the pilot of his engine and saving the
life of a three year-old child who was in the center of the track.
and who but for Larson's heroism would have been run over and
killed by the moving train.
Bennett was a brakeman, also on the
Chicago & North-Western. He rescued a woman who was in imminent danger of being struck by a fast passenger train
at

the

Waukegan,

111.

Tug Boats

in

Straits of Magellan.

It is reported that a Danish company will establish a line of
tugboats to tow vessels through the straits of Magellan. It Is esti3.000 sailing vessels under all flags pass around from
the Atlantic to the Pacific yearly.
It frequently takes weeks to
round the Horn, while vessels could ordinarily be towed through
the strait in 36 hours. It is proposed to station 10 powerful tugs
at Punta Arenas in the straits.

mated that

committee appointed at .Vtlantic City last June to consider
the fornuition of an American Institute of Chemical Engineers has
found a strong sentiment for bringing together into closer relationship men who specialize in chemical engineering. \ decisive vote
has been received in favor of the formation of the society. For the
purpose of organization, a meeting will be held in Philadelphia
about the middle of June.
Tht^

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Value

Fryc

An Error Corrected.
the Hailwan A;7C of April 24, to the effect that
Mr. H. H. Sessions had resigned his position as Vice-President of the
Standard Coupler Company of New York, was an error. Mr. Sessions' connection with the Standard Coupler Company continues,
as it has for many years, his official and personal relations with
that company being entirely harmonious and satisfactory. His conju'ction with another company, which conducts a business confined
to the repairs of old or bad order cars exclusively, in no way Interferes with his duties in the Standard Coupler Comjjany, nor does
in

Testimony Concerning Past Secret Rates.

Bruhn

ct al.

v.

S'orthern Pacific and Chicago. Burling-

Opinion hti Commissioner Harlan.
The complaint alleged that the rate of $170 per car for the
transportation of live ho.cs in 36-ft. single-deck cars from Missouri
river. St. Paul and points intermediate to Seattle is unreasonable:
that from branch-line stations west of the Missouri river the local
rate to main line junctions Is added to the J170 rate, making an
unreasonable combination tlirough rate: and that defendants unton

The statement

<£

of

if

Qiiincy.

and refuse to publish rates for the transportation of
double-deck cars. The Commission held that the J170
to be unreasonable: that there is not sufficient
evidence In the record to warrant a finding that the combination
shipments
from branch-line stations is excessive,
applied
on
rate
lawfully

live

rate

hogs
Is

fail

In

not

shown
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but It seems that the local rate on the branch line ought to be aljBorbed; that the record does not justify requiring defendants to furnish double-deck cars and ree.slabllKh double-deck carload raieH; and
that claim for reparation must be disallowed, except on certain 10
carloads shipped In 1904 under an excessive rate of $240 per single-

deck

f:ar.

The Commission holds that evidence of rebates allowed In the
when offered by a shipper who unlawfully received them Is not
competent to show that the published rate Is unreasonable.
The fact that defendants accepted, and complainant actually
past

bearing
clamp.
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track drills, tool grinders and Totten's brake

jacKjf,

beam

The General Railway Supply

Co., 922 23 Marquette building,
agent for the metallic sheathing, "National" steel irapdoore, "Schroyer" friction curtain rollers and "National" standard
roofing, recent orders for which were noted In this column iwo
weeks ago. An error in printing made the name read General Itall-

Chicago,

is

way Specialty

Co.

some ten years manager of the paint departpaid, less than the published rates. In violation and in denance of ment of the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City. N. J., has re,Mr, Spotts has made no definite plans for the future, but
law, raises no presumption that the published rate Is unreasonable, signed.
but tends rather to raise a pr<«umption that the defendants some- h:is In mind identifying himself with building a new plant in the
where In their rate structure exacted from shippers of other com- ,vlclnily of New York for making paints especially adapted to railroad use. Mr. Spotts' address is In care of Engineeris' Club, 32 West
modities rates that were unreasonably high.
C. H. Spotts, for

Fortieth street.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

New

W. G. Smith,

York.

Ur.

Edwin Lodge and Herbert

E.

Boynton have

as Directors of the New York Car Wheel Co., Buffalo,
N. Y., and are succeeded by Frederick L. Colby. Oscar C. Shimmel
and Herbert E. Payne. Bernard Giasbnrg has been elected VicePresident, succeeding W., G. Smith, resigned, and Edward W. Pendleton has been elected Secretary, succeeding J. A. Venable, who is
resigiifd

Corrugated Steel liars.— The 1908 catalogue of the Expanded
Metal & Corrugated Bar Co., St. i^ouls, Mo., Is a 112-page book, 8 in.
Hesides the reKular squares and Hats, it gives sizes and
X 10 in.
weights of the new round bars, just being placed on the market
The contents are subdivided into Building Construction, FoundaIn each
tions, Hailroad Structures and Miscellaneous Structures.
division, there are numerous photographs of reinforced concrete
structures using corrugated bars. At the back of the book is a
chapter on the strength of reinforced concrete beams, includinc a
lot of tables for use in designing such beams.
Bolsters.— The Pittsburgh Equipment Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has
a portfolio of blueprints, showing per.siiective views of
different styles of truck and body bolsters, iucluding draft carriers suited to different draft gears, -combined cast steel and pressed
steel underframes, cast steel end sills, cast steel side frames, spring
planks and oil boxes.
publislied

—

Large Steam Engine Tests. Bulletin No. 1,502 of the AllisChalmers Co., Milwaukee, Wis., describes tests of the steam engines
They
I'liiiiishing power for the Interborough subway in New York.
are rated at 8,000 h.p., but the actual capacity is 12.000 h.p.
bulletin gives full details and information regarding the tests.

The Union Pacific passenger department
"Homes in the West." It tells of

The

distributing a folder
government lands
in western Nebraska and in the South Platte valley, Colorado, and
conditions
agricultural
opportunities,
of the resources, climatic
and
li also explains how the government lands may be obtained.
entitled

is

free

—

Air Compressors. The National Brake & Electric Co., Milwaukee, Wis., is distributing a card showing a halftone view of a
single-step motor-driven, type 3 V S, three-cylinder air compressor.
These are built in capacities from 50 to 225 cu. ft. of free air per
minute.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
A. L. Whipple has been appointed Sales Manager for Forsyth
Brothers Co., Chicago, with headquarters in New York.

The offices of the American Steel Foundries, New York, have
been removed to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 30 Church street.
The New York olHce of the Ajax Manufacturing Co., Cleveland.
moved to the Hudson Terminal buildings, 50 Church

Ohio, has been
street.

now Treasurer and General Manager.
Paul R. Brooks has l)een appointed General Manager of the
Machine Sales Co., C8 William street. New York. After leaving the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, Mr. Brooics represented the Qulncy,
Manchester, Sargent Co., Chicago, and later went to The Otto Gas
Engine Works, Chicago. The Machine Sales Co. has a plant at
PcatMdy, Mass., and builds presses, machine tools, commercial automobiles and special machinery complete, on contract.

The Goldschmldt Thermit Co., New Y'ork, has established a
branch office and works at 103 Richmond street west Toronto,
Ont, under the management of E. C. Rutherford. Mr. Rutherford
is a Canadian by birth, and has been for several years Manager
of the Magann Air Brake Co., Ltd.. Toronto, and also of the
Canadian Biaiie & Supply Co. A complete stock of Thermit and
appliances wilt at all times be carried at Toronto, and a fully
equipped repair shop will be in operation for the repair of steel
castings up to 1,000 lbs. in weight.
Robert W. Hunt & Co., Chicago, have established an analytical
chemical laboratory in connection with their St. Louis office, 144.'i
Syndicate Trust building. In addition to general analytical work.
Itarticular attention will be given to analyses of and advice on
This work and the laboratory will be
iron foundry mixtures.
under the direction of J. B. Emerson, who for several years past
has had charge of the metallurgical part of the wheel foundry of
the Wt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Co.. Ml. Vernon, III., and previ
ously was in the employ of the Illinois Steel Co., Chicago.

The Technical Publicity Association at its annual meeting.
.April 30, 190S, elected the following officers to serve during the
ensuing year: President, C. S. RedPield, advertising manager Yale
& Towne Manufacturing Co., New York; First Vice-President. Rodman Gilder, publicity mana.ger Crocker-Wheeler Co.. Ampere. N. J.:
Second Vice-President. C. N. Manfred, manager advertising department, H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. New York; Secretary, H. H. Kress,
publicity department. .-X. S. Cameron Steam Pump Works. New
York; Treasurer, H. M. Davis, advertising manager Sprague Electric
Co., New York; Memlicrs of Exec\itive Committee, F. H. Gale, in
charge of advertising. General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.. and
C. W. Beaver, special representative Yale & Towne Manufacturing
Twenty new members have Joined the association since the
Co.
last annual meeting.

The New York omco of The itaihvay Materials Co., Chicago, has
moved to the new Singer building, Broadway and Liberty

been

Iron

street.

The

district office at

San Francisco,

Milwaukee, Wis., has been moved
Mission street.
Co.,

the Allis-Chalmers
to the Phillips building, 599
Cal., of

Walter H. Baldwin, for eleven years Chicago Sales Manager of
Lidgerwood Manufacturing Co.. New York, has been made
.'\sslstant General Manager of The Adams & Westlake Co., Chicago.
the

The Imperial Steel Works, operated by the Japanese Government, recently placed their orders for vise equipment, consisting enof double swivel vises, with the Pittsburgh Automatic Vise
& Tool Co.. l'ittsbur,i;h. Pa.

and

Steel.

Bids for structural steel and Iron for the first section of the
Fourth avenue subway. In Brooklyn, were received on May 8.

The Maine Central has ordered

Lackawanna Steel Co.
4,300 tons of rails.

from the
the market for

6,000 tons of rails

An Australian road

Is

in

OBITUARY NOTICES.

tirely

II.

G. Perrlng. Secretary of the Engineers Club of Philadelphia,

and formerly engineer with the Keystone Flreprooflng Co., has
to the General Flreprixitlng Co., Youngstown, Ohio, as Plstrlct

Pa.,

gone

Manager

at Philadelphia, with offices lu the Drexel building.

formerly Purchasing A.gent of the Norfolk &
Southern, has taken charge of the railroad department of Topping
Brothers, 122 Chambers street. New York, manufacturers of ball

W.

H. Burrows,

Frederiik W. lluidekoper died at his home in Washington. D. C.
Mr. lluidekoper was born In 1840 at Meadvllle. Pa.
30.
He graduated from Harvard I'niverslty In the class of 1862 and
In 1877 was el<>cteil President of the Chicago & EJastern Illinois:
from 1S81 to 1SS2 ho was also President of the Evansville & Terre
Haute. In 1SS5 he was elected Fii-st Vice-President of the Richmond & Danville, the Richmond & West Point Terminal Railway
& Warehouse Co., and the Virginia Midland, all now part of the
Southern Railway. He became President of the Pittsburgh, Shen-

on April

Mat

fUk kAlLftOAD GAZETTE.

190&.

8,

ango & Lake Erie, now part of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, In 1889,
and later Receiver of tlie same road. From 1892 to 1894 he was
Receiver of the Richmond & Danville, and from 1893 to 1894 also
Receiver of the Georgia Pacific and the Charlotte, Columbia &
Augusta, now part of the Southern Railway. From May, 189G, to
August, 1897, he was President of the Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.

New York

653

—

Public Service Commission. John Barstow Olmsted, of
who has been appointed to the Commission for
the Second district, succeeding C. H. Keep, was
torn at LeRoy. N. Y.,
He graduated
in 1854.

BuCtalo. N. Y.,

from Harvard
and afterward
for two years

Farmer, Commissioner of the passenger department of the
A.ssociation, died at his home in New York City on
May 2. Mr. Farmer was 59 years old. He was born at Ellington, Conn., and entered railroad service in 1863 as a clerk in the
L. P.

Trunk Line

many,

treasurer'.s office of the Bellefontalne Railroad, now part of the
In ]S(;4 ho was transferred to the general ticket
BiK Four.
offl('e of the same road, and in .January, 1S6S, he was made chief
clerk in the general ticket office of the Indianapolis & St.
He served this
Louis, also now part of the C, C, C. & St. L.
company until 1871, when he became Assistant General Passenger
promoted
to General
Agent of the Missouri Pacific. In 1877 he was
P;issenger Agent. In 1882 he became New England Passenger Agent
for the Pennsylvania and five years later General Pas.senger Agent
On August
of the New York, Lake Erie and Western, now the Erie.
I, 1SI)0, he was made Commissioner of the passenger depai-tment of
the Tiiiiili Line Association.

International Railway General Foreman's Association.
fourtli anniuil convention of this association is to be held
at the Lexington Hotel, Chicago, beginning May 2.5.

Franklin Institute.

Club.

Railroad Work," by Alexander Crawford Chenoweth, will be prc^

.rented.

American Society

of Civil

Engineers.

May G a paper on "Siibstructuro of Piscataquis Bridge and Analysis of Concrete Work."
by G. A. Hersey, was presented for discussion.
This paper was
printed in "I'roceedings" tor March, 1908.
At a regular meeting

of this society

ELECTIONS AND APPOl NTIVl ENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

—

Ahhimm. Topcka

if
Santa Fe. Paul Morton has been elected a
Director and a member of the Executive Committee. Mr. Morton was Second Vice-President of the Atchison in 1905, when
he was appointed Secretary of the Navy. He is now President
of the Equitable Life Assurance Society.

Beaumont, l^nur Lake d Western.— R. C. Duff, President, has resigned.
It is announced that A. J. Davidson, President of the
St. Louis & San Francisco, is to be elected President in Mr.
Duff's place.
Mr. Duff has been connected with the U., S. L.
& W. since 1903. when it was incorporated. 'For two years he
was one of its general attorneys and in 1905 he was made President.
He has not as yet made any announcement of his plans
for the future.

See Colorado Southern,

New

Orleans

&

Pacific.

—

Colorado Southern. New Orleans »f Pacific. J. W. McCullough has
been appointed Auditor of this company, and of the Beaumont,
Sour Lake & Western, succeeding H. M. Hood, with office at

Beaumont, Texas.

—

Delaware. Lackauanna iC ll"fs<cr». A. D. Chambers. Assistant Treasurer, has been appointed Secretary and Treasurer, succeeding
the late F. F. Chambers.
R. F. Schofield succeeds A. D.

Chambers.
Missouri Pacific.
nois

May

— Stuyvesant

Central,
2.

Y'ork

1879.

He has since

State

politics

at

Buffalo.

Fish, formerly President of the Illiresigned as director of the Missouri Pacific on

in

In

of the Cleveland Republican Club at Buiralo.

Since 1885 he iias been
attorney for the Buffalo

'ly

Pitts Company, and
•It4'll.

since 1884, Treasurer of
HufTalo Civil Service Reform Association. He Is an exmemhtr of the Civil Service Commission for the city of Buffalo, is President of the Twenty third Ward Good
Government
Club, and President of the Buffalo Municipal League. He was
Dean of the Saturn Club in 1898 and 1899, President of the
Liberal Club in 1900 and 1901, President of the Harvard Association of Western New York in 1901, and Vice-President of
the Buffalo Municipal League in 1905. He is a Trustee of the
the

the Buffalo Seminary and a memljei
the council of the University of Buffalo.

At the next regular meeting of this club to be held May L").
a paper on "Reinforced Concrete, with Special Regard to Its Use
in

He was

New

Elmwood School and

Bernstein, Philadelphia, Pa., illustrated by lantern slides.

Railroad

Heidelberg

1S80 he was President
of the Garfield and
Arthur Club, at I^eRoy.
and in 1884 Secretary

At a section meeting of the Institute, May 7, there was an address on "The Construction of the Walnut Lane Bridge." by Moriz

New York

at

University.

been practising law and
has been prominent in

.Jolm

The

1876.

studied
Ger-

in

admitted to the bar in

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For datra of conventions and regular mectlngK of railroad convciitiont and
rniiiitccrinjf sorirties, etc., urn advct ttsini/ pagr -4.)

in

Operating
Chicago

Alton.— C.

of

Officers.

Smith, Trainmaster at Dwight, li:.. has
been appointed to the new office of Insiiectir of Transportation,
with headquarters at Bloomington. III.
,(

F.

Chicago. Milwaukee d St. Paul.— J. T. Gillick. Superintendent of the
Chicago & Milwaukee division, has been appointed Superintendent of Terminals at Chicago, succeeding P. C. Hart. L.
R. Clausen. Superintendent of the Prairie du Chien and Mineral
Point divisions, succeeds Mr. Gilli.k, with office at Chbiigo. F.
H, Myers, Assistant Superintendent of Terminals at Chicago,
succeeds Mr. Clausen, with office at .Milwaukee. Wis.
P. L.
Rupp. Trainmaster at .Minneapolis. Minn., succeeds Mr. Myers.
Mr. Clausen Is 31 years old. having been twrn in October,
1877.
He is a graduate of the University of Wisconsin, class
of 1897, in electrical engineering, and entered railroad service
in 1899 as baggageman on the C, M. & St. P.
A year later
he was put in charge of the maintenance of storage batteries
and electric lighting equipment at the Chicago passenger yards.
At the end of eight months he left railroad service and went
to the Pacific coast, but soon returned to (he C. M.
& St. P.
as a signal inspector. In September, 1903. ho succeeded W.
H. Elliott as Signal Engineer. Last November he was promoted to Superintendent of the Prairie du Chien and Mineral
Point divisions, from which he is now advanced to the
Chicago
& Milwaukee division. Mr. Clausen is Vice-President of the
Railway Signal Association.

Rock Island d Pacific.— The position of Trainmaster of
terminals has been abolished, and the territory of A. B.
Ramsdell. heretofore Trainmaster at Des Moines. Iowa
has
been extended to include Council Bluffs. Iowa, and Albright,
Neb. Mr. Ramsdells headquarters have moved to Council Bluffs'

Chii-ago.

Omaha

Delaware. Lackawanna ,( »es/ern.— Frank Cizek, Trainmaster
of
the Morris and Es.sex division, has been promoted
to Superintendent of (he Bangor and Portland division, a new office
with
headquarters at Easton. Pa.
Illinois

Central.— C. B. Fletcher, Superintendent of the Cherokee
has been appointed also Superintendent of the Omaha
remaining at Cherokee. Iowa.

division,

division, his office

Missouri Pacific.— H. G. Clark has been appointed
Superintendent
of the Colorado division, with headquarters at
Pueblo, Colo.
J. E. Snedeker, Superintendent of the Southern
Kansas division, has been appointed Superintendent of the
Central Kansas division, with headquarters at Osawatomie. Kan.,
succeeding J. F. Simms, transferred. P. A. Buck, Superintendent
at
Chester. III., succeeds Mr. Snedeker, with office at
Coffeyvilie,

Kan.

W.

E.

Merrlfleld, Trainmaster

of

the Northern

Kansas

didivision, has been appointed SupfriMUnili-nl of lli« Illinois
I). H. Robinson, Trainvision, with headquarters at Cheater, 111.
olflce
at
with
inas(<-r at Nevada, Mo., siipceeds Mr. Merrllield,

Atchison, Kan.
'

m;

Payne, 8uperlnt.''n(Ient
J: lludHon rthcr.— Selh R.
Buffalo division, has heen appointed General Superinoffice
at Syracii.s/-. .N'. V.,
with
district,
Western
the
of
tendent
succeeding L. ii. Van Allen, resigned. Isaac H. MiKwen, Assii'-cced:-, Mr.
division,
sistant Superintendent of the Mohawk
Payne, with office at Buffalo, N. V.

York Central

of
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th<>

Superintendent of the Fifth
ih,
division, will move hLs office from Amerlcus, (Ja., to Savann
on May 10. J. B. Glazier, Superintendent of Terminals at Savannah, has been appointed Trainmaster at that place, effe.'tlve
the same date, and the office of Superintendent of Terminals at
Savannah has been abolished.
C. Grinisbaw,

Hm.board Air Liiie.—H.

/iouthcrn Railway.— R. W. Hunt, Assistant General Pa.ssenger Agent
at Atlanta, Ga., has been transferred to the auditing department

and appointed Superintendent of Train Collectors.

J.

L.

Meek,

division passenger agent at Knoxville, Tenn.. succeeds Mr. Hunt.

The Chicago tt Alton has ordered
win Locomotive Works.

ness,

Chica(/o—V. L. Comstock has been apKalamazoo, Lake Shore
pointed General Freight Agent, with office at South Haven,
»C-

Mich.
traveling passenger
iC Michigan Southern.— Vf. F. Carter,
agent at Toledo, Ohio, has been appointed General Agent, passenger department at Toledo.

Lake Shore

Knowles has been appointed General Agent

at Denver, Colo., succeeding M. C. Post, resigned.

ican l.,oconiotlve

Company.

The Delaware, iMckatcanna d Western, as mentioned In the
Itnilroad Gazette of May 1, has ordered from the American
Locomotive Company eight hard coal ten-wheel passenger locomotives, five hard coal .six-wheel switch engines. 15 soft coal elxwheel switch engines, 14 soft coal consolidation engines, five soft
coal .Mogul freight engines and two soft coal Mogul pusher engines.

CAR BUILDING.
The Washington Ilailuay d Electric
market for one Interurban car.

Manager.

Agent at San
cC Aransas Pass.— 3. B. Brooks, General
Antonio, Tex., has been appointed Assistant General Freight
Agent, with office at the same place.

Snuthirn Itailwai/.—See this company under Operating

The Diamond State Rapid Transit Co.. Smyrna,
win buy a number of Interurban cars. This Item

Officers.

—

ISC'),

from

emy

in

1885.

He

was promoted

roadmaster.
this

position

He b
for

e

&

the Texas

Dothan and Judkins.
Bu><).Mi.Nciro.\.

— The

III.

cently destroyed by

shops of the Chicago & Alton were

re-

loss $50,000.

fire;

— W.

Colpitts. assistant chief engineer of
Is in charge of the work on the
850-ft. steel bridge now being built over the Conchas river, about
85 miles east of Chihuahua. Six of the concrete piers are finished

Ciiiiu .Mil A, Mkx.

the

Kansas

and 12 more are

W.

Mexico & Orient,

City,

to be built.

—

Ev.wsTON. Wyo. The Union Pacific, it is said. Is arranging to
make improvements here Including a 43-stall roundhouse, and enlarging the present shops, at a cost of J250,000.

—

The New Orleans Terminal Company
new Union Passenger Station about June 1.

Orleans, La.

Westmixstkh. B. C.
Dominion Government
d(Hk improvements here.

ex-

— Mayor Keary
will

is quote<l as saying that
spend J2,000,000 for harbor and

—

Ramiall, Ohio. The Erie, it is said, has started work on a new
ore trestle to be 2. 800 ft. long, and to have a capacity of 250,000 tons.
The cost of the Improvement is to be about $60,000.

—

1

1S!)0

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

—

The Texas Railroad Commission has ordered
Tkx.^s.
Pacific to put up new stations at Abilene. Lambert.

the

Boston & Albany two
years later as a surveyor. The next year
he was made assistant
n
and
road master,

said,

Pacific has ordered from the American Car t
10 combination mail and baggage cars, 10 compassenger
and baggage cars and 10 combination baggage
bination
and express cars. It is expected that an order for more passenger
care for use on new lines in the northwest will be plioed within a
month.

New

en-

Is

Company

pects to open the

tered the service of the

It

not yet con-

The Northern

I-'oundry

New

and graduated
Worcester Acad-

Del..
Is

The Brou>nsville, Masontown d Smithrille Street itailiuty, McKeesport. Pa., under construction, W. J. Shelden, President, espet-U
to ask bids on cars In alxjut 30 days.

in

Mass.,

Is

firmed.

Officer.^.

Albany. Everett E. Stone has been promoted from EngiHuston
neer of Maintenance of Way and Structures to Chief Engineer,
headquarters at
with
StaTerminal
South
tion, Boston, Mass. Mr.
Stone was born at
I^elcester,

Washington. D. C.

The Salt Lake d Hercur has ordered one combination passenger
and baggage car from the American Car & Foundry Company.

Aiiii.fm:,

Kan Antonio

iC-

Co.,

In the

d Heading.— i. F. Auch, Assistant General Freight
Agent, has been appointed General Freight Agent, with oiru-e at
Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding U. H. Bail, who was made Freight

Engineering and Rolling Stock

locomotives from the Bald-

The Chieaao. Miluaukec d St. Paul, as mentioned Id the KoiJroad Gazette of May 1, has ordered 50 locomotives from the Amer-

I'hiladelphia

Traflii;

five

The Minneapolis d St. Louis has ordered two conibln.itlon baggage and mail cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

Traffic Officers.

K. Bryan, Acting Assistant General P'reight
Illinois
Agent, has been appointed Assistant General Freight Agent,
succeeding John IJwyer, who resigned to engage in other busi-

Central— K.

Mis.ionri Pacific.-h. D.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

SriitiT Lake. Ihaiik.
Contract is rejiorted let to Westiughnnse,
Clninh. Kerr & Co., of New York, at about $200,000, for putting up
brick shops, also a nine-stall roundhouse here, for the Idaho & W;ishington Northern.
Work is to be started this month.

to

d
four
1

years and was then appointed Assistant Chief
Engineer, in which posiho served until
tion

said, is putting

—

The Youngslown & Ohio River Railroad.
up a power house here to cost $285,000.

Wi;sri'oiNT. Ohio.
Is

It

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

lilOT, when he was apof
Engineer
ay
Maintenance of
k k si
and Construction. He
of the present
began his duties as Chief Engineer on May
Mr. Stone was for two years Mayor of Sprlngtleld, Mass.,
year.
bavins before thai been for live years President of the Common

To.MnuiiiEE Vali.kv.
Building from Okolona,
Grading finished
southeast to PlckeuviUe. Ala.. 65 miles.
President Reynolds announces Uiat the entire line Is
miles.
In operation by Jan. 1. 1909.
W. T. McKee, Chief Engineer,

Council.

deen. Miss.

CfHfral.— W. Renshaw, Superintendent of Machinery, has
J. G. Neufter, Assistant Superintendent of Machinery,
succeeds Mr. Renshaw.

Arkansas, Loiislvxa & Gri.F. .Announcement is made that
company has opened its line for freight traffic from Monroe.
north to Bastrop, 23»^.j miles. (March 13. p. 389.)

Pekin f7Mioii.— Stanley Millard. Chief Engineer, has reitsigned. Walter E. Emery, formerly Engineer of Maintenance
of Way of the Chicago & Alton at Kansas City. Kan., succeeds
Mr. Millard.

Atlantic. Qieiiec & Western. J. X. Lavole. Second Vice-President, is quoted as saying that this company has birilt 20 miles on
the extension toward t!aspe. and that an additional ."^o miles Is
About S50 men are at work, and this numunder contract.

pointed

W

Incorporations,

—

.

1

Illinois

resigned.

Peoria

New
.\nEin)EEN

&

(March

Surveys,

Etc.
Miss.,

on 32
to be

Aber-

27, p. 461.)

—

—

this
La.,

May

8,
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1908.

be at once Increased. The work Includes piercing a tunThis is exnel at Cap I'Enfei-, 850 ft. through limestone rock.
ported to be finished in June. It is expected to have the entire
There
1909.
work finished througli to Gaspe in the latter part of
are to be 2f; concrete and steel bridges on the lower section. TerThe pasminal arrangements are
being
made at Caspe.
.senger station is to be at the foot of Fort Ramsey, and the freight
terminal at Sandy Beach, about four miles from the town, where
(March 13, p. 395.)
there are good port facilities.

ber

—

Atlanta & St. A.ndhkw.s Bay. This company has .startc-<l operation on the extension of its road from Fountain, Fla., south to
Youngstown, eight miles.
Bk.s.skmkk & Lakk Fitii;.— The Western Allegheny, afTlliated with
lie Creat l.akfs Coal (Vinipany, it is .said, has finislied connections
with the Ballimore & Ohio at New Ciustle, Pa.
Bids, it is said, will shortly be asked for building the extension
from Kaylor, Pa., northeast to Iteidsburg, where connection is to
l).i made
with the projected Franklin & Clearfield line of the Lake

655

—

Grand Trunk

Is to

is said,

for

thi.s

P.\ciFir.
W. C. Chambers, of Harrison, Ont.. it
has been given a contract for building 75 miles of railroad
company near Lake Nepigon.

—

Grand Valley (Electric). This company now operates 21',i
miles of electric line connecting Brantford. Ont; Paris, Glen Morris
and Gaull. It is said that the present rails will be replaced with
(April 24,

80-lb. sections.

p.

591.)

Kansas

City. Mexico & Orient.— It is said that the Government
of Mexico has oflered this company a subsidy of $600,000 in bonds
of the state of Chihuahua, Mex., for building Its line through this
state.
IvO.s

Amjki.es IIarimir Co.mi-any.

— See

I.1OS

Angeles Harbor Rail-

road Co.

I

Shore & Michigan Southern.

(March

13, p. 390.)

—

HiN(iiiAM Ckntuai,. Organized to build an ore line from Salt
Lake City, Utah, south to Bingham. 10 miles. The company has
given a mortgage to carry out the work. There will be a long tunA. C. Ellis, Jr., President, Salt Lake City.
nel.

—

to

CANADtAN NouTiiKitiN. Contract is reported let by this company
James Cowan for work on about 18 miles of line on the Rosshurn

branch.

Canadian

NoitriiKii.N

O.ntahkj.

— See

company under

this

Rail-

road Corporation News.

Canadian Pacikic-— An

writes that the contract for build-

officer

from Lethbridge, Alb., west to McCloud has been
let to .Janse & McDonald, of McLeod.
The work includes two
bridgeji, one over the Belly river, 5,327 ft. long, and the other over

ing the

new

the Old

Man

It is

line

river, 1,890
said that this

ft.

(April

long.

company

will

3, p.

492.)

spend |125,000 Improving the

Esquimau & Nanaimo.

—

Roads. According to reports from Fernie, B. C,
arrangements are being made by D. C. Corbin to build a line
from the Crows Nest Pass branch of the Canadian Pacific, to coal
mines near McGilvrey, B. C, about 14 miles. It is expected to
have the line in operation this summer. Address George Butler,
Chief Engineer, Spokane. Wash.
(Canadian

Cananea, Yaqui Rivek & Pacikic.

— See

Southern

—

—

Coi.onADO Roads.
Preliminary .surveys, it is said, have been
made, and construction work is to be started in July on a line, to
be operated either by ste;\m or electricity, from Ouray. Colo., northwest via Montrose and Olathe to Delta, 00 miles. J. Carmen Layton
and B. A. Lockwood, of Des Moines, Iowa, are promoting the project.

—

Eastern British Coi.umria. Incorporated with $7.")0.000 capital,
Canada, to build a line from the south fork of Michel Creek.
C, on the Crows' Nest branch of the Canadian Pacific, south
14 miles.
Also to build branch lines. The provincial directors Include D. C. Corbin, A. T. Herrick, J. A. Harvey and J. K. Osherwood.
in

B.

—

Er. Reno, Red River & Pacikic.
Incorporated in Oklahoma with
$5,000,000 capital to build 145 miles of railroad from El Reno,
Okla.. southwest through Caddo, Washita. Kiowa and Jackson counties.
The incorporators include H. C. Bradford, G. G. Le«is, L. B.
Pennell. F. E. Gillette and M. D. Libby. all of El Reno.

& Nanaimo.

— See

Canadian

—

Mountain Home & White River. Rights of way have l)een secured and options taken on a large tract of timber land by this
company. It is proposed to build a line from Mountain Home, in
Baxter county. Ark., south 10 miles to a connection with the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern. W. L. Marshall, Mountain Home,
Is the principal promoter.
NASnvnj.E & Huntsville.
ville, Ala., this

Pacific.

CirAMi'i.AiN & Sani'okd.
Incorjjorated in New York with $600,OUO capital to build a line from Addison Junction, N. Y., northwest
to Sanford Hill, on the east shore of Sanford lake, about 35 miles.
The directors include C. M. Hyatt, J. M. Thompson, L. R. Parker,
G. D. Hills, A. B. Jones, and MacNaughton Miller, all of Albany.

E.sgfiM.VLT

—

Ix)S ANiiKLEK Harror R.mi.iki.mi COMPANY.
An Officer writes that
the Los Angeles Harbor Company and the Ix>s Angeles Harbor
Railroad Co. are being organized, the former to retain a controlling
inlerest in the railroad company.
A charter has been granted in
California, but no physical work has yet been undertaken.
Application has been made to the cities of IjOS Angeles and Wilmington
for franchises.
The Harbor Company owns water frontage at the
west basin of Wilmington with sufficient land adjoining for terminals. The purpose of tlio company is to develop the big west
basin, dredging and building docks and wharfs, and to establish
a trading company, operating ships on the west coast as far south
as Panama. The Los Angeles Harbor Railroad is intended as an
annex to the harbor enterprise and an outlet to the city of Ix)s
Angeles, also as a terminal line for other roads which may build
into Los Angeles.
It will be about 20 miles long, and will be
located about half-way between the Pacific Electric Railway Company's line and the Los Angeles Interurban Line from Los Angeles
south to San Pedro.
The officers of both companies are: A. C.
Bird, President; F. C. Wintrode. Secretary; J. W. Oakley. Treasurer, and A. H. Koebig. Consulting Engineer, Security Building,
Los Angeles. (March 27, p. 461.)

Pacific.

—

—According

to

company has given a contract

struction Co.

reports from
to the

Hunts-

American Con-

McCord, President), to build the first section
from Nashville. Tenn.. south to Huntsville, 105
projected south to Birmingham, an additional
The project is thought to ho backed by Illinois

(I. L.
of its proposed line

miles.

The

line

hundred miles.

is

Central interests.

—

New York Central & Hudson River. According to a statement
made by George W. Kittredge. Chief Engineer, before the Public
Service Commission at Albany this company contemplates the following important improvements: Five million dollars for Gardenville yards near Buffalo, N. Y.; $1,326,000 for improvements In Buffalo, including grade crossings; $150,000 for Depew shops; $1,000,000
for grading and repairs to West Shore Railroad; $75,000 improvements to service at Fairport; $150,000 improvements at Syracuse;
$400,000 improvements at Dewitt; $150,000 improvements at Oswego;
$3,500,000 improveaients at I'tlca, including grade crossings, yards
and stations; $200,000. Little Falls; $500,000, West Allmny; $300,000
improvement in the signal system.

—

New York Subways. The New York Public Service Commission.
district, will open bids May 8 for the construction of the
Fourth avenue subway in Brooklyn. The contractor will have iwo
years from the date of the delivery of the contract to complete the
work.
(April 3, p. 493.)
First

Ocean Suore (Electric).

—

This road has been extended from
Faralloue, 5Vj miles.

EvAxsviLLE Terminal Rah^way. This company is offering $200,000 of bonds to secure funds to build a line from Evansville. Ind..
east to Newburg, nine miles.
It is proposed to use both steam and
electric motive power.
The company expects to lease the property
of the Evansville & Eastern Electric Railway, operating a line from
Newburg east to Rocki)ort, 21 miles, and to operate the lines as one
system, together with the line west to Mount Vernon. Ind., a toUil of

Pedro Valley,

48 miles.

Ohio River & Northern. Grading, it is said, is under way at
Midland. Pa., on a line projected from that place west through East
Liverpool. Ohio, and Wellsville. thence north via Westpoint to Lisbon, where connection is to be made with the Erie. Franchises
have been granted at East Liverpool and at Wellsville. (Sept. 13,

Geouiiia

&

— Subcontracts

are reported recently let for
work on a connecting link from Nashville. Ga.. south to Valdosta,
30 miles. Grading on this section is expected to be finished by the
middle of July. This is part of the work intended to include about
150 miles of connecting links between existing lines to complete a
through line from Augusta, Ga., south to Madison. Fla. A new
line, it i.s also said, is being built from Willachoochee south to
Nashville, which will shorten the line about three miles,
(March
13, p. 891.)

Fi.dUinA.

Cal., to

—

Ohio Electric. The city of Bellefontaine. Ohio, has extended
an old franchise for 25 years, and this comjiany can now extend
into Bellefontaine the line building from Lima, southeast, and which
Is finished to witliin three miles of Bellefontaine.
It Is expected
to have cars In operation on the new line In June.

—

p. 307.)

—

Oklauoma-El Reno Interukban. An officer writer that preliminary surveys have been made and work is to be started about July 1
on this projected line from Oklahoma City west to El Reno, 24.5
miles.
H. M. Hyatt, Kansas City, Mo., may be addressed.

Oranoic

& NoBTiiwESTKUN.— See

St.

Louis

& San

Frantlsco.

wltn a capital of |15,oon.ooo to build a line arroHS the Btate of WashinKlon, with a
western terminus at Ta(!oma, with branches to Spokane, Seattle and
Some Burveys are being made, and constnicKritish Columbia.
lion, it ig said,
win be started this year. The Incorporators
include Gen. T. V. Hubbard. George Crocker, New York; Charles
l/fUhrop, California; A. U. Shepard, General Manager of the Padtlc
Iniprovt! ment Company, of California, and General Ashton, of

SoiTiiKAHTKBN.— Organized

P,u inc &

,

Tacoma.
PAN-AMKiitrAN.— J. M. Neeland, Vice-President and General Mana.s saying that work will be finished to the GuateIbis monl,li, and through trains will be put in operafrom San Geronlmo to Ayutala. 285 niilf«. The
lion about .July
line was recently put In operation as far south as Tapachula, about
25 miles from the Guatemalan border.
ager, Is quote<l

malan border

1

—

The rights of the old Canton & Kast
Pk.n.nsyi.va.nia Links Wkht.
IJverpool project. It is said, have been transferred to this company
and preliminary work has already been done. The projected route
is from Smith's F-'erry, Pa., about eight miles east to East Liverpool,
west across Columbiana county, Ohio, to Bayard, about 35 miles,
where connection is to be made with the main line of the Cleveland

&

Pittsburgh.

—

Louis & San Fkanci.sco. It Is said that the Orange & NorthIs to be extended from Newton, Tex., north to Hemphill.
40 miles.
The line connects with the Colorado Soulhcrn, New
Orleans & Pacific.
St.

western

—

BitowNsviu.K & Mexico. Trains are now being run
by this company into Houston, Texas, using the freight and passenger stations of the Houston Belt & Terminal Company. (Nov.
Sr.

1,

p.

Loi'is,

542.)

—

—

SouTiiWKSTKKN Uaii.way OF TEXAS. This company was incorporated last year in Texas to build a line from Henrietta southwest to
Graham, about 60 miles. It is said that it now has most of the
surveys made and has work under way from Henrietta south. GradH. J.
ir\K is done for 22 miles and track laid for half that distance.
liradsbaw. (!(>neral Manager, and W. S. Janios. Chief Engineer,
Henrietta.

—

Incorporated
llAi ri:. Rdiu.Nso.N. Oi.m:v & SorTii\vi:sri:nN.
Tlie
Hindis with a capital of $10,(l(»0. and office at Uobinson.
to build a line from a point on the Wabash
river at the Indiana boundary, southwest through the counties of
Crawford, Richland. Wayne, to Mt. Vernon, in Jefferson county,
The incorporators and directors Include H. C.
about 100 miles.
IMigh, W. II. Moss, H. T. Taussig, W. H. Cisne, C. S. Wilson,
and (!. M. Barker.
TKiiiiK

1

lompany proposes

&

— The

Texas Railroad Commission, on May 5,
ordered Improvements on the Texas & Pacific between Fort Worth
and Sierra Blanca. a distance of 500 miles, which It is estimated
will co.'^t $2,000,000.
This is in addition to the ?2,000.000 previously
Ti:xAs

Pacific.

ordered to bo spent for betterments.

Union

— Incorporated

In Oklahoma with |15.000
between the Chicago. Rock Island
Mexico & Orient, at Aline, Okla.
'I'lie Incorporators Include George W. Graham. W. .1. Woodllff, and
J, A. Hartshorn, of Aline;
H. L. Noah and H. .\. Noah, of Alva

Industrial.

capital to build a connecting line
& Pacific, and the Kansas City,

Okla.

Washington, Patuxknt & DituM Point.— This company was Incorporated last year to build a line from the Chesapeake Beach Railroad along the east side of Paluxent river to nrum Point, Md., about
30 miles. Contracts for the work are to l>e let next fall. There will
bo four bridges. Address C. N. Mayer, Washington, D. C.
Wkstciikstit! & Wilmington (Ki.kcthic).— A contract is reported
Kastern Railway Construction Company of Delaware for
building this proposed line. The contract includes the erection of
a power house and the inslallatlon and equipment of the entire line.
The projected route Is from West Chester. Pa., south to Wilmington, llol,, 17 miles.
There will be two bridges. (March 13. p. 395.)

let

XI-IV., No. 19.

has been nearly finished on an extension to East Liverpool, and it
Is expected to have the line flnbshed to the Ohio river this fall.
(Sept. 13,

p.

308.)

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
TorEKA i Santa Fe.— Moffat & White and Clark, Dodge

Atchiso.n,

Co., of New York, and l>?e. Higglnson t Co., of Boston, offer
the unAold portion of J4.000,000 general mortgage 4 per cent.
bonds of 18951995. There Is outstanding »152, 155.000 of an
authorized Issue of I1C5, 490,500.

&

Canaoian Nortiikrx Ontario.

—The

government

will

guarantee an

Issue of $2,500,000 40-year SMi per cent. Ijonds, of which $LO(K).000 win be issued to build 50 miles of new Hue at $20,000 a
mile, including a proposed line to the Moose Mountain Iron
deposits and the Garson mines. The remaining $1,500,000 Is
lo be issued for terminals in Toronto.

—

Idaho Northwestern. This property, controlled by the B. R. I/'wIg
Lumber Co., of Coeur d'Alene, Idaho, has gone Into the bands
of a receiver, together with the lumber company.

—

Missouri, Kansas & Texas. H. W. Poor & Co., of New York and
Boston, offer at 75'/. a block of "first and refunding mortgage" 4
per cent, bonds of 1904-2004. There are $5,182,000 of these bonds
outstanding and $4,797,000' held in the company's trea*ur>-.
These bonds are a first mortgage on terminals at Kansas City,
locomotive shops at Parsons, Kan., and equipment valued at
$18,530,000.

The order of the Texas Railroad Commission, requiring the
Missouri. Kansas & Texas to purchase 165 new locomotives and
6.000 freight cars during the years 1908 to 1910, has been Indefinitely suspended.

National Railways of Mexico.

Important changes In the concesSinrriiKRN Pacific (Mkxko).
sions held by this company, it is said, have recently been given by
the Mexican Government for building the Cananea, Yaqui River &
The construction
Pacific through the states of Sonora md Sinaloa.
of the branch from Tonichi, Sonora. north to the international
lioundary is to be started as soon as the section from Corral north
Track laid from Corral north to Cumuripa,
lo Tonichi is finished.
41 miles.
Grant Brothers Construction Company, of Los Angeles,
According to the terms of the concession 50 miles
Cal., contractors.
must b". built annually, and the entire line finished by March. 1914.
The line when finished will be 3Sti miles long. (April 24, p. 591.)

in

Vol
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—

It is said that the deposit of various
classes of securities of the Mexican Central and the National
Railroad of Mexico has already reached a point Insuring the
success of the plan to merge these companies.

New

York,
to be

—

New Haven &
issued

to

Hartford. It is said that the bonds about
meet maturing obligations Ijetween now and

January 1, 1910, consist of Harlem River & Portchester first
mortgage bonds and Air Line and Northampton division first
mortgage bonds, and in addition there are to be Issued $2,000.ooo
short term notes. The bonds have been underwritten on a basis
of between 4'4 and 4'-.. per cent., as compared with a 5 per cent,
interest rate upon the obligations which they will retire.

—

Pennstlvani.v A semiannual dividend of 3 per cent, was declared
on May 1. thus reducing the annual rate from 7 per cent.. e.slat>
lished in November, 1906, to 6 per cent., the rate prevailing from
May, 1900 to 1906. This means a present annual saving in dividend charges of a little over $3,000,000.
Subscribers for the $40,000,000 4 per cent, bonds offered
last week by Kuhn. Loeb & Co. have been allotted only 5 per
cent, of their subscriptions.

—

Southern Railway. The Virginia & Southwestern, whose capital
stock was purchased by the Southern Railway at $200 a share.
Ivds taken over the Virginia & Southeastern, a projected line,
the Houston River railroad, and the Black Mountain railroad.
The two latter roads, 40 miles and 30 miles long, respectively,
with the Virginia & Southwestern, make about 210 miles of
road, with equipment. The Virginia & Southwestern has authorized $7,000,000 fifty-year 5 per cent, bonds of April 1. 19081959.
Of these bonds $2,000,000 will be Issue*! to pay back the
Southern Railway for money spent by It on the Black Mountain
and the Houston River roads. There will be reserved In the
treasury $3,000,000, and. the proceeds from the remaining $2,000.000 win be used to complete building the Houston River road
and to take care of equipment obligations.

Union Pacific.

—

According to a statement made by E, H. Harrlman
the financial requirements of the Union Pacific have been much
exaggerated. The maximum amount needed at this time to put
the company In funds does not exceed $25,000,000. but the company wants to resume developments and put Its people to work.
While the stockholders were asked at their meeting on May 5
to authorize an issue of $100 000.000 bonds, not more than ?50.000,000 of the boiiils are to Ik? issued against properly now
owned. Instead of mortgaging new lines as built or acquired,
a general mortgage will be provided for further extensions and

new

lines.

lo the

Wksteisn Allkoiikny.

—

See Bessemer & Lake Erie.
YouNGSTOWN & Ohio River (Electric). This company

—

running cars to Salem, Ohio, and

to Lisbon.

Grading,

It

Is

now

Is said,

United Railways ok St. L*>uis.— The Mississippi Valley Trust Co..
and Francis. Brother & Co.. both of St. Ix)Uis. Mo., are offering
$800,000 collateral trust S'.j per t-ent. notes of 1907-1909. The
total authorized issue of these notes Is $1,200,000. secured by
$1..">00.000 general, first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds of the company, and $500,000 of its preferred stock. The notes are offered
at 99.45. yielding 6 per cent.

ViBGiMA & SoiTUWESTEBN.

— See

Southern Railway.

:
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The simple and
coal

railroads

shall

oW

direct

be

way

forced

to settle the question

to

sell

their

BRO
6Sn

News

Mat

15. 1908.

confine themselves to the business of transportation would !« to
proceed a.^ainst them in the courts at once; but the rational way
is to do as the President and the Interstate Commerce Commission
have done to try to suspend the law until its constitutionality
can be settled by an amicable suit. This course will be sharply

—

criticized,

of course;

for the public officer

who

refrains from en-

can have no satisfactory defense except
unanimous public opinion. Congress, which made this crude law.
ought now to suspend it; but unfortunately the only considerations
receiving attention in the Senate are those of personal jealousy or
supposed political expediency. The Commission, in its reply to the
forcing

a

plain

statute

Foraker resolution calling for information, said that the receiver
the Western Maryland (which road was specifically Inqulreti
about) had not observed the law. but the extent of its violation and
the conditions which made it impossible to comply are points which
are not yet explained. The receiver promises to send the Information.
As to other violations the Commission has not had time
since the law went into effect (May 1, 1908) to get information as
The commisto whether its provisions are being observed or not.
of

departments unless sioners declare that in recommending that the penalties of the
But there has been 'commodity clause be suspended they acted with the approval of

principal office of one papei:

office of

mutual co-operation instead of antagonism
all

«81

Fbidat.

under the name Kailioad Age Oazctte.
road paper
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lOieclions and .VpiMiintments
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I.oeomollve ItullrtlnK
«8<>
Car Hiiildine

076
076

1

Hungary.

)

coal

whether the

properties and

the President. The financial depression has rendered it impossible
"The
tor railroads to convert their coal properties Into money.
(Commission believed and still believes," says the report, "that it
is in the public interest, as well as a matter of fairness to parties
directly concerned, to suspend penalties for violation of this provision
penalties not specially imposed by Us terms, but resulting

—

—

from the general provision of the regulating statute for a suffienactment" Not
only fairness, but expediency also, demands that the matter be
sent to the courts; for the ownership of coal mines, timber lands
and other great properties is, in many railroad companies, so
divided among stockholders and old and new bondholders, that to
devise an Suitable basis of segregation may be impossible. When
cient time to test in the courts the validity of the

the settlement of a question is impossible, only the Supreme Court
can settle it if the reader will jiardon the paradox. The question
whether Congress will do anything must wait, apparently, until
the multifarious political questions now uppermost shall have been
settled, which means probably the last day of the session.
Congressmen now expect to adjourn next week Saturday.

—
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M

yearjs
A law of (lie slate of .\lahi-ailiUKulln enacted more than
aKo provideB that "no railioad corporation. unleH.s aulhorlzeil ljy

the general court, shall directly or inrjiieilly MUbserilje for, lake
or hold the stock or bonds of or guarantee the tends on dividends
of any other corporation" except certain corporations named in five
following sections of the act among which are not street railway
luinpanied.
In those far away days at the time of the passage of

law no serious ciuestion of the relation of the old horse railroads to the sleam roads had arisen. When, with eledricity supplanting horse-iMJwer the (juestlon he<anie acute especially in connection with long distance electric parallels, the New Haven company began, through its holding corporation, the Consolidated Hallway Company, an active policy of acquiring trolleys In Massachu.sclts.
I'nder {'resident Hall, with legislative assent. It took in a
liolley line in that state connecting with its system In eastern Con111."

By President

Hall's successor, President Mellen, the

same

was pushed swiftly under the legal theory that the ConnecOpposition
ticut holding company was well within its legal rights.
arose In Massachusetts and the trolleys were transferred to a "volliolicy

whether the state of Mastiacbusetts or the New
virfn.
It seems very likely now that lhl->
federal court to which apparently it can
readily be taken in the ca«e of an interstate road like the New
Haven or by a stockholder non-resident in Massachusetts. Fur the
general interests of the railroads of the country and, as determinvital

legal

i>oiiit

Haven Company Is ultra
must go to the highest

new questions In "double charter" Jurisdiction as well
the scope of holding companies, such an outcome is not unde-

ing certain
a,s

sirable.

that connection

In

Haven Company

is

federal court

legislature

.^weeping charactei.

It

before us in

asserts,

in

the

ils

full

first

text, is of the uiost

place,

that the device

a holding company (onstitutes an "indirect" holding of the Massachusetts street railways not less real in its influence and control
than that of the New Haven Company over its steam lines. But
the finding apparently goes ever so much further. Although the
New Haven Company owns but six miles of track of its own in
Massachusetts under its old charter between the state line and
Springfield the responsibility of the corporation, which is chartered in both -states, to Massachusetts is asserted, and asserted apparenlly almost without qualification where the corporation's acts on-

ol

—

—

c

with Massachusetts policy as expressed in the statutes of the
state.
It is true that the court waives consideration of acts the
results of which are specifically localized to Connecticut.
But it
does nor exclude them: and where the acts alTecl both Massiichusetts
and Connecticut ;he court, liy strong implication at least, includes
them. The decision thus becomes far reaching. It hits so far as
one state can do it, many of the numberless acts of President Mellen
ami bis predecessors done under Connecticut law in pursuance of
the policy of consolidation.
Such matters as the i?sue of new stocks
and l)onds, purchase or lea.se of trolleys, guarantees, aiquisiiion
of navigation properties
not Iransatlanlit
valid iin<ler the laws
of Coniucticut and Rhode Island, beionit? illegal under Massjuhusetts
llbt

—

home

—

the decision would apparently disrupt the
system and invalidate the Boston & Maine purchase.
And, in its narrowest aspect, there arises a very grave qiiesllon of state Jurisdiction in the case of a doubly chartered corporalion.
Questions are raised In the finding of vitil Importance to
every railroad or other transportation company in ibc land holding
charters in two or more commonwealths.
Hut limiting the decision to the Mnssachuselts street railways
luld "Indirectly" by the New Haven Company the case becomes sufllcieiitiy impressive.
That corporation now holds no fewer than 16
street railways In Massaehu?etts taken In mainly as a prolection
against tlireateued long distance parallels.
Saying nothing of the
various holding companies the Iti lines are represented by |I l,t>2(!,200
of sto<-k, $ti.:!(iO,000 of funded debt and $3,234,1)24 of floating debt—
total of $21,221,124.
The 16 lines include ^6'^ miles, the Worcester
system alone having 158 miles, the Springfield system 99 miles
and the Berkshire system SO miles. Tliey represent one-flfth of
the totiil mileage and about one-sixth of the total capital of the
Massachusetts street railways. They reach 56 Massachusetts towns
and cities with a population of about 250.000. If this vast interest
is to be surrendered under the logical decree of the court where
is it to go?
Is it to be sold out to a new holding company not
under the New Haven's control'? Is the state to take It and try
again the not too halcyon Fitchhurg venture in lerms of street railway? Is it to pass by auction at forced sale either as a whole or
in disintegration?
'i'o
whom Is it to go and is the acquiring interest likely to be more friendly to public tnleresi than the New
Haven; and where, in the linal adjustment, ate the holders of what
statutes.

whole

:i

Pre.=sed

New Haven

is

that the railroad

is:

get

together,

of laws, interests
lies

it

to

be

now acting under and

remembered that the New
vested with the enormous

powers, so far as Connecticut can begtow them, granted by a re
cent legislature of that state in the "omnibus" charter of the Consolidated railway corporation. The alternative of an appeal to the

liim.

which

20.

its Mass'achutietib trolleys, which happen to be the most
prosperous and promising group of its street railway system, will
not be parted with by the .New Haven, save in the last extrcii-ity.
The situation iu interesting, acute and not a little coDfu.-:ng.
In its foreground is the question of state Jurisdiction raising the

arrangement

oiiinion.

No.

tain that

untary" holding corporalloii al Boston. The Attorney-General of
llic state brought .suit under the quoted statutory phrase alleging
that the New Haven Company was "indirectly" holding the irolleys and should surrender them.
The Supreme Court of the state,
consitting of five judges, in a unanimous opinion has now sustained
Tlr.'

XUV..

have been <oiUiervativi- se<:urities sustained practically by Ibe guarantee of a groat railroad cor|>oration to c-ome out? Bui it ie cer-
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necticut.

v.. I-

company and the UasBachiisetis

recognize that

the case

one of condiand pennanent

is

tions and not theory, and reach a final settlement

— perhaps

with the disputed trolleys vested in d new
corporation with the state strongly represented in the directordte.
It would be a natural and sane outcome of the present confusion

and

But in the existing strange temper
remarkable as exhibited in a state highly
capitalized and of conservative traditions, no man can predict the
policies.

of Massachusettii, not less

sequel.

STARTING PIECE WORK,
The piece work experiences which were printed in the Railroad
Gazette last week, show pretty well that railroads which run their
shoi)s on this plan are abundantly satisfied with the result, and
that individual workmen are pretty sure to earn higher wages than
they have been earning on the day wage plan. The difficulty comes
in installing piece work in shops where it has not before lieen
tried.
The arrangements have a way of failing entirely if they
are not made right, and there are plenty of railroads today which
would be only too glad to start in on piece work Monday morning
if they were not afraid of a bitter conflict with their workmen.
Within the last three months two large and important railroads have
failed signally in an attempt lo institute piece work, and the failure
in each case was apparently largely a diplomatic one.
The statement can be made without much fear of contradiction
that in the present temper, piece work cannot be introducetl by
placard and by public announcement that on a certain day a certain arbitrary scale of prices will go into effect.
One railroad
system that has had great success with Its piece work and now
does a large part of its shop work on that basis, has devoted much
thought to the diplomacy of the problem. Its methods are something like this. The superintendent of motive power has a series
of conferences all along the road with the best men in his shops.

He

invites them up to a room of his hotel, gives them cigar.-smoke and tells them how much they could earn on the pip<-p
work plan. That Is all that he does on the occasion of his first
visit.
The next time he conies, he gets two or three steady men
to figure out how much a certain job is worth on the piece plan,
lo

and there are no placards.
calls the piece work feeling running strongly, he starts in by allowing a few of the best
men to start working on this basis. There is no compulsion at>out
it at all.
They do not have to work on this plan unless they care
to, and the day wage Is guaranteed them in any event (as long
as they remain in the employ), whether they earn more or less
on the piece work plan. Consequently, it does not take long for a
$2.50 man to decide to take a chance on earning $3.2"!. since he is
sure that If he can hold his Job at all he can earn $2.."«0 at 11.
It may be said that this road has laid down two cardinal principles of action in piece work shops. One is that the piece work
price shall l)e established by the workmen, and not by the bosses:
the other is that the piece price, when once established, is just as
sacred as the day wage: that is to s;»y. it will not be Juggled about
to reduce the earning capacity of able men and to act as an unfair
goad lo men who are less able. The plain intention of the company Is that the men shall be able to earn the day wage at which
but he

Is In

By and

no hurry

to establish the plan

by. after he has gotten

what he

J

—
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they are classed and something more. In one case, under piece
work, one man was able to produce so much above the ordinary
day work output that he saved the company exactly and definitely
the installation of an $ll,(ioO machine. If the interest and depreciation of this machine lie figured at $1,100 a year (and this is rather
low),

is

it

clear

that the

company could very

well afford to let

the machinist earn a good deal more than his day wage. After a
couple of months' time, during which this man had been earning
$125 a month for himself, the superintendent of motive power said
to

him:

how do you iil<e piece work: woulil you rather go back
day wage basis?" The machinist replied:

"George,
to the

"No

sir,

my

wife wouldn't

let

mel"

Guaranteeing a day wage and making the piece work plan
operative only above it and not below it. Is an arrangement that
produces very important benefits and. in the long run. costs nothing.
If the large majority of men in the shop cannot earn more
than their rated day wage when working piece work, there is something wrong with the piece work price. As a recent speaker before the Now England Railroad Club said:
"If you establish an
Irritating policy of
is

afraid

to

work

at

rate

cutting,

his best

the re-sult

speed, and

it

is

that

the

pays

often

workman
to

have a

high labor cost if it will Increase production, because
with large production all forms of fixed charges tend to decrea.<e
interest on the cost of plant and machinery, and superintendence
as well and the total expense cost with high production is apt
A railroad .^hop,
to be reduced faster than the labor cost goes up.
like any other kind of a shop, gets a bad name with its neighbors
very quickly If it Is In the habit of reducing piece work prices
periodically by the standard of the fastest worker, and there Is
no surer way than this of creating an organization within the
relatively

—

shop that makes it its business to see that nobody works too fast,
and is detrimental to the interests of the company and of the al)le
workmen alike. Of cour.sc, when new tools are installed or a
radical change is made in old tools, enabling unit production to
be greatly increased, it is necessary and fair that prices should
be revised; but the people to do the revising ought to be the exIn one shop the
pert machinists, and they ought to be trusted.
piece work price for boring locomotive cylinders had been fixed
With the installation of a very much larger
at $,S.50 for years.
tool, it became necessary to revise the price, and a steady, reli ible
man was given the tool for a week and told to figure out the price
The prl<e he figured was $1.20, and it
at the end of that time.
both for ihe workmen and for the company.
One difficulty which occurs to everybody in connection with
work is that it reduces the inclination of a man to help his
neighbor and to lend a hand at times when time and money ran
The solution for this is to install gang pi;c°
be saved thereby.
work, A case has been cited where one plant employed seven men
This gang was reduce<l to five men and put
in its shipping room.
on piece work, the members of it being paid in proportion to their
day wage rating. The result was that an increased number of shipments were handled and that the total cost of handling was reduced. It Is possible to extend this co-oi)erative gang principle to
the entire shop, and in some cases this has been done with considerable success, but it is usually necessary, in order to make the gang
plan successful, that the work be pretty well unified and that there

made money
piece

be enough repetition about the daily output
Iw definitely and clearly known. There are
shops doing work of the greatest diversity
or old, just as they come along, on the gang

so that standards can
cases,
will

however, where

tac-kle

piece

work

jobs,

new

plan,

and

keep the men satisfied and the work done cheaply, the price for
each new job being established by guess work troni its relation to
the established day wage ratings.
It might be supposed In a case like this that it would make n
good deal of difference who did the guessing, but it does not lake
If
the men long to find out whether or not the intention Is fair.
they believe that the boss really means to have them earn more
than their day wage, they are not disposed to criticise occasional
errors in judgment: If they believe he is tryin.K to drive them and
have the company make all the profit, he Is going to have his hands
full.
Of course, it is obvious that in making calculations of this
sort the day wage ratings must be kept alive whether anybo<ly
ever works on that basis or not. and it must be cle:irly understood
what the normal daily earning capacity of a man is before he can
be rewarded for increasing that capacity to the mutual advantage
of himself and his employer.
One superintendent of motive power, whose division was located
in a district where labor union control was very strong, bad fur

659

some time been unsuccessful in his efforts to establish piece work.
The organizers told his shopmen that men who worked under piece
work disliked it and had to work a good deal harder than the day
wage men to earn the same amount of pay. To settie this bugaLoo
the superintendent of motive power picked out a delegation of six

men who were reliable and carried weight with their neighbors,
and sent them down to the head shops of the company, where piece
work had been in effect for a great many years. After they had
spent a week there and had abundant opportunity to talk with the
workmen, they changed their views entirely and went home quite
anxious to be allowed to earn as much as the piece work men were
earning.
In another instance where a large road was endeavoring
to install piece work in a certain shop, the attitude of the union
bosses became very threatening, and the superintendent of motive
power had a long talk with them without evasions or subterfuge.
"I don't mind your calling the men out in the X shop, where the
piece work is going in." said he. "so long as you don't call men
don't think
out all ever the rest of the system at the same time.
that's fair.
There is no trouble anywhere else, and no shops are
I

involved in this but the X shop."
The union delegate agreed that this was the case. and. with
the rules of the game thus laid down by both sides, piece work

The delegate tried to call the X men
in the X shop.
but they would not come, and the road kept the piece work
without a strike In fact has had no general machinists' strike
went on

out,

—

since

it

began working piece work.

Some roads which do not guarantee their men their prevailing
day wages right along, make a brief guarantee when piece work Is
One road says that when
first establishe<I. with very good success.
starting the men on the piece work basis they are always assured
that If they do not in the first thirty days earn as much as they
have been earning on day wage, they will get their day wage anyhow, but this guarantee has never yet cost the company anything.
The men have invariably earned more than their guaranteed basU.
One road replies that the opponents of piece work are continually advancing theories against the inauguration of any shop
system which tends to depart from the day wage busis. on the
ground that It results In specialization in doing away with the allaround mechanic and In making it impossible to secure a de Irable
line of apprentices, but the company does not find that these claims
are well founded.
It has a list of applications for apprenticeship
far in excess of requirements, and is enabled, without difflculty,
to select what it considers good prospective mech.inics.
The company believes that with Ihe proper apprenticeship system there Is
no reason why the apprentice should not have as good an opportunity to learn his trade throughout under the piece work system
as he has under the day work system, although it is true to some
extent that men, after completing their apprenticeship and working under the piece work system, are more inclined to remain on
a particular line of work, in which Ihey have acquired dexterity
and facility. But this company has never had trouble Id filling
any position, nor have its apprentices created difficulties by leaving
the company after completing their apprenticeship, although It is
surrounded l)y shops working under the day work plan.
The union delegates claim that when it is desired to make a
good showing under a piece work system, extra supervision is given
and extra care is taken to select new and efficient tools and machinery. They claim, also, that quality under piece work suffers.
But the widest experience, extending over a very large group of
railroad shops, demonstrates clearly that these objections are theoretical rather than practical.
While it is necessary under the piece
work system to employ inspectors whose duties consist of taking
the men's time and making a list of the work done, and also seeing
that the work is properly done, the foreman does not have to watch
his men as much as be does when working day work, because the
piece work man is directly interested in seeing to it that he has
enough work on hand to keep himself busy an interest which has
never l>een conspicuous under day work. As far as quality of work
turned out is concerned. It is true that instances occasionally arise
where piece work cannot be used with the highest advantage. One
road has a corps of English and Scotch machinists employed In
tool making, and pays them a high day wage
although almost
all the work of the shops is done by piece work
liecause it wants
t'lem to devote substantially all their attention and interest to
quality, the quantity of their output being entirely a secondary consideration.
But cases like this are relatively scarce, and sometimes
even such a situation is handled by figuring quality as well as
quantity in the piece wage plan. A case has been cited of a leather
p!:int. where the ends of Icallier strips (01 Im^Ik nrc ,\it nff r)n<t the

—

—

—
—
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r/io
KtrlpH malchc'd.
I)';r

cent.;

On day work,

dred strips for

the waKte In

4'/2

per cent,

IIiIh

opf-railon wa.s

4',i.

around 2H centH per hunwaste, and ran up to 42 cents per

work rate was

a piece

fixed

hundred when 2 per cent, was reached. The result to-day is that
the average waste Is 2'/i per cent. In other words, It is perfectly
t'eauihie to pay men a special price for being careful as well as for
liclng gulck.

Krom the experiences of an Important group of railroads, the
following conclusions about piece work can be reached:
1.
It gives the officers, all along the line, far better control
of their
2.

men than
It

Is the case under day work.
increases the efficiency of shop output and saves the com-

pany money.
3.

It

makes money

ence with
4.

the workmen, and they are usually
work system after they have had experi-

for

well satisfied with the piece
It.

The men are sure

to be

encouraged in hostility

troduction of piece work by their union leaders.
Piece work cannot be introduced successfully
5.
but

must be worked out by diplomacy and by

fair

to the In-

by placard,

and intelligent

co-operation with the men.
fi.
There must be no juggling of piece prices after they have
once been established on a equitable basis, and they should be as
sacred as the day wage, and the men allowed to earn all they can.
Although the practice is not universal, it may also be added
lliat In introducing piece work excellent results can be obtained
liy guaranteeing the iiay wage.

Texas

The company

&

Pacific.

beginning of KtOT had a particularly
bright outlook for a prosperous year.
It
had spent >omparalivcly large sums on additions and betterments in T906. and for the
liiKl
time in its history, the Rio Orande division added materially
to the gross earnings of the company.
The road is divided Into
tliicc rlivi.sions: the Rio Craiidc divi.sion. from El Paso. Tex., to
at

Hit'

Texas
Port Worth,

&

miles; the Central division, or Eastern division,
!us It Is called. Including the direct line from l-'ort Worth. Tex., to
Shreveport. I,a., together with the lines from Marshall. Tex., north
to Texarkana. and the line from Fort Worth north to Sherman
and east to Texarkana; the Louisiana division consists of the main
line from Shrevei)ort. to New Orleans, with a number of ^bort
liianches in the sugar <'aiie and rice districts, and also Includes the
line from liatou Rouge, north along the east bank of the Mississippi
to Vidiilia.
It
was the development of cotton raising on the Rio
(Jrande division, the Increased passenger traffic on this divli^lon,
due to the rush of emigration to tlie I'ecos river region, and the
increase in the tonnage of products of agriculture shipped over the
Rio Grande divisions, which made 1906 so successful a year for the
fil3

Voi_ XT-IV

,

No.

20.

The

coKi of conducting transportation was J7. 146,000 In 1907. an
increase of $l,()t;8,000 over the previous year, and beeliXe this increase there was $100,000 charged to traffic. a« prescribed by
the
Interstate Commerce
Commission. These traffic expeuises
were lnc|udcr| In transportation in IDOO, so that the actual Inereas*
In the cost of conducting tran.sportatlon was $1,168,000.
Some de
tails of the increased cost of labor are as follows:
Station employees were paid $870,000 in 1907, an Increase of $180,000 over 1906;
yard conductors and brakemen were paid $349,000. an Increai^ of
$04,400, and road trainmen were paid $827,000, an Increase of $180.000 over 1900. The fact that the Pecos valley region was being
rapidly develojted and settled was probably one of the caus^: of
the Increased t-ost of labor. On the Rio Grande division the increase In cost of conducting transportation was more than twic-e
as great as the increase on the Louisiana division, and almost twice
as great as the increase on the Eastern division. On the other
hand the company handled its freight and passengers more efficiently.
The average number of trains run dally in freight service
was from 105 in 1906, and 132 In 1907. The train load in 1907 was
215 tons, a decrease of only two tons from 1906. Revenue from
local freight carried was $1.86 per ton in 1907, an increase of 2
cents i)er ton. over 1906, and the revenue from other freight was
The revenue
$2.31 per ton, an increase of 8 cents per ton over 1906.
per local passenger was $1.19 in 1907. an increase of 3'-{. cents over
1906, and the revenue per through passenger was $3.07 in 1907. an
increase of S'-j cents over the previous year.
The real causes of the company's unsatisfactory showing for
1907 Is to be found in the bad cotton crop, and the large sums nc-resThe revenue from
.sarily expended for additions and betterments.
carrying cotton was 10.7 per cent, of the total freight revenue In
In 1906 the .'oad car1906. while in 1907 it was but 6.6 per cent.
ried 879,325 bales of cotton, while in 1907 it carried only 712.617
bales.
On the other hand, the cost of transportation of this cotton
was almost as great In 1907 as In 1906, because the movement of
freight west on the Texas & Pacific increased, and as cotton moves
east the road had increased facilities for carrying i-otton at the
very time that there was a decrease in the amount of cotton offered
for shipment. The year of 1907 was one of short farm crops in
Texas. Wheat and small grain crops were nearly an entire failure
owinK to the depredation.^ of the green bug. Thi.s If the same pe.st

Pacific.

that visited the state In 1901. The fruit crop of eastern Texas was
also cut short by early spring frost.
To add to the company's dlfHcultles taxes on the property for the year 1907 were $555,000. an
increase of $215,000 over the previous year, and the average tax
paid per mile of road in Texas in 1907 was $306. an increase of
$lSt! per mile over the previous yejir.
With the exception of the
decreased tonnage of cotton alrtMiiy mentione<1, and the very slight
decrease In tonnage of flour and grain and misi-ellaneous animal
products, the tonnage of all classes of freight carried In 1907 Incieas(Hl over the previous year.
Maintenance of way cost $87S per mile operated In 1907. against
$824 in 1906. llnit cost of maintenance and renewals of equipment
were $2,429 per lot-oniotlve in 1907. against $2,184 In 1906. anil
$1.62-1 In 1905; $1,096 per passenger car in 1907. against $1,170 in
1906 and $955 in 1905; $72 per freight car in 1907. against $75 in
1906 and $47 in 1905. The company also spent for new equipment
$1,128,000 In 1907. which is alraut double the amount spent for new

company, and seemed to promise so much for 1907.
To a certain extent these promises were carried out. Freight
earnings were $11,300,000 In 1907. an increase of $1,370,000 over
Passenger earnings were $-1,000,000 in 1907. an increase of
190G.
$490,000 over the previous year, but the total cost of operation was

e(liil|>nient

$11,580,000 in 1907, increasing $1,700,000 over the previous year.
Thus, in 1907, the operating ratio was 69,4 per cent., as compared
with 66.08 per cent. In 190ti. The lncr«ises in operating expenses
can be largely accounted for by the $1,246,000 increase in the cost
of lalHir, and the $4.")6,000 increase In the cost of fuel consumed.

obligations of $2,620,000 due from 1909
Total current assets on Deceml)er 31. 1907.
amounted to $2,700,000. while current liabilities at the same time
amounted to $8,500,000. The current liabilities have increa-sed during the year from $6,560,000 to $8,500,000. This current liability

In

1906.

The company assumed

to 1917 for

equipment.

May
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in 1907

included $5,180,000 bills payable. In 1906 it included $4,550,000 bilLs payable.
IJuring the year 1907 the company added to the
securities in its treasury $1,14.'?, 000 Oiielousas, Gulf & Northeastern
5 per cent, bonds of 190G-]95<i, and $94,372, or 70 per cent, of the
stock.
The Opelousas, Gulf & Northeastern, a 57-mile line, was
completed
in
1907,
and is now in operation. The Texas
6 Pacific also spent $1,098,000 for improvements during the
year. Of this, $204,000 were for ballast. $104,000 for bridges
and culverts, and $182,000 for shops and roundhouses,
and
$48,000 for double track; also $72,000 for steel rails, since the state
of Texas compelled the railroad company to relay part of its tracks
with heavier rails. For the period of seven years ended December,
1907, the company has spent $2,000,000 on new 75-lb. steel rails and
fasteners.
In addition to these improvements and since the annual
report was completed the Texas Railroad Commission has ordered
Improvements which it is estimated will cost about $4,000,000. Half
of this sum will be necessary for improvements between Fort Worth,
I'ex., and Sierra Blanca, a distance of 500 miles.
The cost of the
betterments ordered is variously estimated at from $800,000 to
$2,000,000.
The problem before the comiKiny now is one of financing
these improvements and of financing its floating debt.
The following table shows the results of operation for the yonr:
I'JIIU.

I'.IOT.
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AiiKirers fur l.ofnmotiii- Firemen.
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.1. Drake & Co.
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CliicaK": Kredei-lck
llexlbie rovers.
il

liirirtoru to the Iron uml still \Vork» of tin- I nitcil States.
edition.
l"hlladel|.hla. I'a.
Tbe .\merlcan Iron 4 Sleel
i; In.
X Mi«. In.; .'.Hi iiac.-s
riotb.
rrlie. JliMKi.
:

SeveDteenlli
.\Ksoolailoii.

;

This edition of the Iron and Steel Works DIreictory is corrected
to March 1, 1908.
It is compiled in the s;ime way as the 1904 edition.
Part 1 descrit)es the United States Steel Corporation and
controlled properties and the more prominent indeiiendent companies, including mines, railroads, furnaces, mills, steel car builders.
arranged alphabetically under the names of the operating companies.
Part 2 descrilxs all other iron and steel works in the
ttnited States, and, for the sake of completeness, the names and
addresses of those described in Part 1 are also here included. The
arrangement is by slates and districts. Part 3 describes all rolling
mills and steel works arranged according to products. Part 4 gives
etc.,

Information of changes in officers and ownership which occurred
while the rest of the book was In press. This edition of the directory is larger than the previous edition, the increase In size being
in proportion to the growth of the industry.
It lists 448 furnaces,
as compared with 428 four yeiirs ago. the annual capacity having
increased from some 28,000.000 tons to over 34,000,000 tons. There
are now 598 completed rolling mills and steel works, as compared
with 572 in 1904. The value of the book is due not only to the
fulness and accuracy of the information, but also to the classifications of tbe descriptions and the indexing system, which makes it
easy to quickly And the information wanted.
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pleteness of its general scope and the method of presenting the
matter contained. Mechanically, it is presented in a very attractive manner.
The covers are perfectly flexible and can be turned
back to back without in the least straining the binding, and the
paper is of the best India Bible quality; thin and yet so opaque
that the printing does not show through. There is an elaborate
index, containing more than 6,000 headings, arranged alphabetically
with topical references, so that the searcher is brought as near as
possible to the point for which he may be looking, thereby increasing the value of the work as a means of quick and convenient reference.
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is a reprint from the same plates and on thinner paper
volume on the same subject that forms a part of the Art
KailroadinK. or the Technique of Modern Transportation, Vol.
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covers the work of the plant from Jan. 1, 1906, lo
.lime :W, 1907, and includes the results obtained in 214 tests of coals
taken from the states of Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Indian Territory, Kansas, Kentucky, Maryland.
Missouri, Montana. New Mexico, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island,
Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia.
Wyoming and a few miscellaneous samples. The work done was
divided into coking, steam and briqueltin.n tests, to which a chemical
analysis Is added. The data are in the form of tables to which a
few words of comment are usually added, so that any inlormaiioii
that may be contained is instantly available. Of the value of such
a report as this and of the woru that is being done by the plant,
Motliing need be said, as it stands for itself, and can be appreciated
by any who are called upon to decide in the matter of the probable
It is informa
values of different coals for the purposes set forth.
tion that has long been needed, and is appreciated accordingly.

This report

standard Handbuok for Ulectiicut Emiinecrs.
start iif speelalLsls.
New York MeUrnw
:

4 In. X IW^;

Illusdnted: flexible rovers.

111.

Written and rompUed by 'i
1283 pases.

inibllsliing Co.
Trice, $4.nii.

As indicated by the title page, this book is a compilation bj a
number of specialists who have written the several se<'tions Into
which the book is dividtd. These sections are as follows;
I'nits;
I'llectric and Magnetic fircnits; Measurements and Measuring .A.pparatus; Properties of Materials; Magnets; Transformers: Klectric
Geiiirators;
Central Stations;
Electric Motors;
Batteries;
Tiaiisniissiim and Distribution;
Illumination; Electric Traction;
lOleilrocliiiuistry
Telephony; Telegraphy; Miscellaneous Applica;

tions;

Wiring;

Standard Rules and Tables and

Statistics.

These

20 sections are written by 11 different authors.
The Iwok diflers from the usual handbook in that it offers a
wider range of IreatnieiU than is usually met in works of this kind.
ICach section of the book is complete in itself, and though there
is a great
deal of condeusjition there is still a thread of connection between the successive parts.
In treatment the text differs
from the ordinary hand liook. giving a discussion of the subject
and some further information than the l>are statement of a fact
or the citation of a formula with the author's name as a credit and
as a warrsmt of its value.
It is of course impossible to review in detail the contents of
a book of this magnitude. It can be commended freely for the com-

The opening sentence of the introduction announces "that the book
is written to point the way to sound engineering in concrete by
eiiuiiiiating the principles thereof and by laying bare the falsity
of much that passes for good engineering in this comparatively new
br.inch of construction."
And throughout, the author manifests the

confidence that he has in his own ideas, with a vigor that must
hold the attention of the reader, while he shows but little respect
for the ordinary methods of handling concrete.
The iKXjk rnsembles
a series of separate essays on the subject in which each chapter
Is complete in itself and can be read in that way.
The Idea of
the indi\idualily of the several parts Is emphasized in the methods
of handling formula in a way that will be appreciated by every one
who has occasion lo usir the book for reference. This can best be
explained by a quotation from ihe introduction.
"No attempt has been made to carry through the book a uniform nomenclature. Values needed for any equation will l>e found
close to it in the reading matter.
The author has found attempted
standard nomenclature extremely annoying. .\ practical engineer
has not the time, when he wishes to make use of a formula, to read
an entire book In order to make sure of the meaning of the values
In the formulas, and he is only wasting time when he must refer
l)ack to other chapters for their meaning.
It Is one of the gre:ilest
faults of books of reference and text books that must often be
used for reference, that formulas are set down with a view of their
correctness, solely; the convenience of the user In applying thejn
being ignored."
Every engineer will say an amen to this statement, and unite
in a prayer that others may follow the example that Is here set down.
In dealing with the subject itself the author does not offer Ihe
same number of examples of conslruclion that are to be found in
most lx)oks on the subject, but he treats It in the manner of a
teacher who wishes to inculcate the fundamental principles of the
matter in hand to his readers. For example, in the chapter on
the steel that Is to be used in reinforced concrete, the quality of
the metal Is discussed and the kind for use recoromende<l.
Its ultimate strength is set aside as immaterial, provided that it and the
limit of el.osticity are such as to indicate a uniformity of structure.
The reasons for preferring a high steel lo a mild one are stated,
and the tests that It should l>e able to withstand are given. The
author goes through Ihe matter of welds, shapes, bends and other
items of the details of construction by dealing with them In a general way that will convey an idea to the designer that will be of
value but which will be of little use lo the man who is acting as
a mere copyist and who is willing lo blindly follow others' designs,
regardless of the principles involved.
The same method is pursued in the treatment of ceanent. lime,
stone, sand and the other ingredients that are used in concrete
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conBtnicHon. Hlspecial emphaNls Is placed on the proper coiiKlruc
Hon and handling of the forniH that are to he iiBed, and cau'lon
Ufwn caution Is uttered that they he not allowed to hend or be Injured before lining.
In the later chapters there are the reprintH of a number of
urtleleu that have been written for the technical press by the
author In which he has criticised, and has been erlticlsed for opinions expressed.
Here both sides of (he conlroversy arc printed
and the reader is favored not only with the ideas of the writer
l)ut of those of men who disagree with him.
Of course examples are given of various types of construction
and there are formulas for the calculation of the stresses that the
material can be made to sustain, and these are especially full for

beams and

plates or slabs for lioor construction.

from the manner

All this

Is

Inter-

presentalion and valuable because
II
does not content itself with a bare dogmatic statement of fact
that must be accepted, but backs up each statement with the reapons

e.sllnB

for
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Foreign Railroad Notes.

at

By building eight miles of railroad from the Chinese Eastern
Changchun westward, a connection is made for the first time

fioiii the Siberian Railroad
ChiiKi south of Manchuria.

to

Pekin, and

China proper

— that

is,

During some labor troubles in Milan last (Jciolier. in which
the railroads were not Involved, a mob was fired on in the streets.
their indlgnalioii al tlii.s. a large niiml)er of railroad men

To show

Heavy Tanl< Switch ng Locomotive

,'),')

The
tives ol

Hungarian State Kallroads
llio

State lOnglne

of the piairie tyiie, wliich
well to the East.

Works
is

In

ordering

12(i

new locomo-

specify that ten of them shall be
(he American languase pretty

liringiii,!;

The aggregate earnings of all railroads in the German Empire
January, lilOS, were 0.4 per cent, more from freight and 4V4
per cent, more from passengers than In January, I!l07, or lis per
cent, more In all.
For the ten months ending with January their
increase was 4.4 per cent., nearly nine-tenths of It In freight.
In

The opening of the Chilean section
Andes on the Arlca & I.n I'az Railroad

of
Is

the tunnel under the
reported by telegraph

and has been taken by the newspapers generally as on
the trans-Andlne Railroad between Chile and Argentina. Actually
Arlca Is 1,000 mllas north of the Paoltlc terminus of the transAiidine Railroad at Valparaiso, and only about fiO miles southeast
of Peru, to which It formerly belonged.
The .\rlca & Tacna Railroad, built by Americans, was famous In Its day.
It Is on an extenrecently,

sion

of

tunnel

Is

this

line

made.

Heavy Tank Switching Locomotive

over the motintalus into Bolivia that the new

XLIV.
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for the Great Central Railway.

'I lit'
heavy lank switching locomotive shown herewith ^ank^ a£
the largest and heaviest of Its claes that has. up (o the present lime,
bren put Into service on KnglUib railroads. It was designed by J.
G. Hoblnson, the chief mechanical engineer of the Great Central,
and is Intended for service on the hump grades of the gravity yards
of the company at Wath. near Uoncaster.
It was built by Beyer,
Pcafock & Co., Ltd., of Gorton. In fundamental principle It is based
upon the Forney type, wherein the main portion of the engine and
the short tender or tank at the rear are carried by a single continuous Irame. There is no leading truck but the bogie at the rear
serves the purpoi-e of the guiding truck when the engine Is running with the cab to the front, which was the original intention
in the Forney design.
This truck is a compound of a front and
rear engine truck.
It has the inside bearings of the usual front
truck, but with a .spring and equalizer arrangement that secures
the effect of the one usually put at the rear. The equalizer arrangement Is one that is practically unknown in American practice though
common abroad. Instead of the deep bars with strength enough to
carry the load Impos-ed by the springs between the axle boxee. the
springs are set directly over the axles and taking hold of the frame
at their outer ends, they are attached to bell cranks at the inner
ends, and these latter are connected by a comparatively light tension rod.
This makes It possible to obtain all of the advantages
of a perfect equalization, with Inside bearings, without the use of
heavy bars and without interfering with bolsters or brake rigging.
This equalization, however, stops abruptly at the truck and does
not extend to any of the driving wheels.
Here the semi-elliptic

for the

struck work. Of these 180 were arrested for violation ot an article
of the criminal code whicli renders liable to a fine of |100 to *l>00
and to dlsmisi^al from the service public servants wno abandon
their duties in groups of three or more.
The preliminary examination, which decides whether ihese men shall lie held for trial,
was held recently for a group of (iO of these men. of whom
were Indicted, as we sliould say.

Vni.

Great Central Railway

springs are
frame.

(England)

underhung and each takes

its

load

direct

from the

The boiler is of the same type and proportions as those fitted
to the standard express locomotives of the Atlantic pattern on the
Great Central Railroad. It has the Helpalre firelwx and slightly
extended smokebox. Four safety valves of the Rambottora type are
mounted over the firebox, these being adjusted to a working pressure of 200 lbs. per sq. In. The firebox is fitted with a brick arch
carried on side brackets, and a d^ep deflector above the fire door
by which the air entering al that point is carried well forward towards the arch before rising and Is thus heated to a high temperature before reaching the tubes.
The blow-off cock at the bottom of Ihe shell Is fitted with a
discharge pipe that cariles the water back to a point lieneath the
ash pan, thus avoitling the wetting of Ihe machinery that so frequently occurs.
In this ca.«e the pipe is a nece«;sity Itecause of the
location of Its iwint of connection to the shell immediately above
the cranked axle. The throttle is of the sliding type commonly
used abroad and the sniokeliox has the usual arrangement of English
engines.

The characteristic feature of the engine is^ to be found in Its
use of three high-pressure cylinders, an arrangement not In use in
the I'nlled States. They are all of 18 In. diameter with a common
stroke of 20 in. The two on the outside are connected to pins in
the third pair of driving wheels, while the single inside cylinder
drives the cranked axle of the second pair of wheels. .-Ml the cylinders are slightly incline<l, and each Is controlled by a separate link
motion. The links are of Ihe Stephenson shifting type and they
are operated by a single reversing gear. The lifting shaft for the

—
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outside cylinders is of the usual
type and is worked direct by the
connection from the steam reversing cylinder.
This is of the ordinary design of a steam cylinder having a
piston stroke of S% in
with a water cylinder for checking the
motion and locking in position.
The two links are of different forms, and though they have
the same throw the lifting shaft
arms are of different lengthsprobably for constructional reasons.
The engine is equipped with automatic vacuum steam
and handbrakes, and the shoes are fitted to all wheels,
including those of
the truck.
The work is on the hump of the Wath yard, where the
grade is at the rate of 48.4 ft. per mile.
The following are some of the principal dimensions
of the
engine:
Trai-tlvi'

ristu

effort

stroki-

•>«

WheelH

Ml. diameter
Wheels, tniik. .it»«„>
dinmeter

Wheel
Wheel

bane, flx.'il
base, tolal
Holler, cllameteiHoller, lenotth
Heating gurface. tubes
nrelM.x

4 fj'o
« .. 2
"

'

'

'

1

1

....;.;

"»al
•

Snite area
presHiire

Working
Weight
Weight,

oil

drivers

.

.

q
?
j,

„

Vw?

ft

i!,

..

^

',',
.'

777

'133.1

1.911.0

.

-''Ml

.

••

„„

"

.,

..•

••

llw.j)er sq. Id.
16.';.70<i lb*.

total

215,488

••

Weight on drivers
Tractive effort

Total weight
Tractive effort
Tractive effort x illaineler of drlvcm

Healing surface
Heating surface
fJ rale

'-'"

area

Weight on drivers
80.74

Total heating surface
Total weight

- I12.7fi

Total hint lug surface
V.iliini.'

of three cylinders, p

I.

ft.

I1.4S

Total healing surfare

Volume of

:i

cylinders

Grate area

Volume
I'"lrebox

of

,t

cylinders

heating surfaee

Total healing surfare

Mountain Railroad Location.*

The

lirst

requisite for a successful locating engineer

Is a good
party.
However capable any man may be he can work only with
the nialerials at hand, and while a goo.l
man mav secure results
with poor tools he can get better results with
better tools
Hence
the necessity of the best possible party and
Instruments.
As to the personnel of the party, the common idea that
any

one who can turn and road an angle -orrectlv is
a transitman he
who can read a rod and keep a level book a levelman. while
as
for the topographer, any son of some
prominent rallroa.l oHlclal
who never saw a located line, is competent to take that most
importanl pla.e. and the boy who has done the
bliie-prlntlng at headquarters will answer tor draftsman— this idea should
be gently but
firmly discouraged by the man who finally
bears the burden of all
their derelictions.
Instead, the transitman should be able successfully to take charge of the party in the
absence of the locating
engineer. The levelman should be capable of
running the transit
and doing it well, and the rodman should In that case
be able to
run the level. High priced men? To be sure.
But every dollar
of extra pay will return tenfold In
results, and, after all are not
results what the party is sent out for?
The topographer should
be able to run either Instrument and be
a- fair draftsman:
for if
he has at some time t)een a draftsman he will not
bring In a tiook
full of weird, wonderful marks that may
mean anvthing except a
representation of the country run over. The draftsman
should be
a rapid and accurate worker, capable of doing fairly
neat work
and should have had some field experience; if he has
he will be
able either to make out the notes turned in to
him or be able to
call on the Held men for such additional
data as mav be absolutely
essential, while not calling for anything that
he can calculate In
less time than il would take the party to get
for him.
.4s to the rest of the party it should be made
up of the best
In-

,•'•'•"!> •< P«I"T |.r.s.iii.-.l i.> the Paclflc
X..rlhnesi
.1
i-r.v.lernK.n. .-|vn Knglneor. Belllngham.

.1

Wash

Socletv of Bnelneers
f^gmeer.
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men
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obtainable anil plonly
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i-ixiuoiny in

the englntt-i- in charge
for, though too often the

IJKually

work
lu

fur-

wagCh
nished with all the men asked
paid are grossly inadequate.
Why any man who has worked his
way up to the position of chief engineer should try to force wages
down is beyond me. Of course we understand that a payroll pre
scnts a real and tangible thing that can be cut down, but why not
Iiay decent salaries on location and cut down the coat of construction?
In other words, hire men who can locate a better line that
lo.sts leas money
This doe« not advocate
to build and opeiate.
paying uniform wages nor salaries, but get good men and pay them
decent wages, and not ask them "what is the least money you will
take to do this work?" Know what they are worth and pay for it.
After a party is organized the writer has a certain amount
Seals at table and a-sslgnments
of discipline In camp and on line.
to tents are made according to rank.
If one wishes to talk shop at
meals or at night he wauls the men he is talking to near. The
writer has found as soon as the men understand the arrangement
they prefer it. The writer also believes it pays to let the men
know as much about the work as you feel jusUtied in telling. In
experience the men have taken a more intelligent interest In the
work and a caution to them not to talk outside of camp has nearly
always been sufficient, in a few cases it has not succeeded, but
if you cannot trust a
rowd of bright, intelligent young men, such
as comprises the average locating parly, you had belter get rid
of them as soon as you can, for whether you tell them anything or
not they will talk to outsiders.
In the matter of instruments the writer has used evei'y standard
make and many that were not standard and has never yet found
the perfect Instrument.
However, any standard make of mountain
transit with stadia wires, full vertical circle, reversible bubble tube
and extension tripod, all in first class condition, will answer. The
writer wishes to emphasize the requirements:
The transit must
be light, compact and convenient.
When a Iransitman is hanging
on the end of a rope 150 ft. long down a 70 deg. slope he does not
want a 35-lb. transit, nor when it is necessary to give levels or
road a vertical angle both backwards and forwards does he want
As for an exto turn his instrument through 180 deg. to do so.
tension tripod, the writer has known good engineers who would
not have them, but it seems to him to be the rankest kind of folly.
We have heard men say, "I don't want a transitman who can't
sot up a stiff tripod anywhere."
The ordinary location party costs
from $5 to $10 an hour, and why waste that good money showing
ability to do something that does not need to be done'.'
They might
as well want a transitman who could set up a transit while stand
ing on his head.
No stiff tripods should be made for mountain
i

I

lansits.

For the level, any standard make not exceeding an 18-in. will
answer, though a 16-in. Is better, and there should be at least one
extension leg in the tripod, especially if a supported grade line is
being run, where the levels need to be kept close up to the end of
the line.
In such cases the levelman must have every show that can
be given him. All the reasons given for a light-weight transit apply
to the level also.
The writer uses a 12 or 13-ft. Philadelphia ro<i.
Pake a light, thin, narrow board 5 or 6 ft. long, and mark the top
plainly as a sort of target. With the rod measure off and mark each
half-foot down from the lop, then measuring with a steel tape plac?
the target mark at some exact even foot above the foot mark on
the rod, fastening it on the back of the rod by means of small brads
or screws.
You now have a IH, 17 or 18-fl. rod, as you may desire,
with the top marked to half feet, which answers for intermediate
stations and on turns.
The levelman reads and sets the target precisely as he would the target on the regular level rod and can add
from 25 to 50 per cent, to the speed of the level party over rough
country.
Besides the regular UKi ft. steel tapes always carried I have n
100 or 500-ft. steel tajie to use on slopes, using ihe vertical circle
and reducing to horizontal and vertical measurement. When the
distance Is loo great for the tapes, or it is impossible to get them
across, use the stadia wires and level rod, reducing the readings
by the table given by Allen or Lavls. Kor mending tapes the writer
prefers sleeves and solder, with the set-screw sleeve tor temporary
repairs.
It takes less than three minutes to mend the tape with a
plec« of candle and the wrilei- has never had one pull apart, prefer
ring It to the punch and rivets.
For lining rods the best are the wide rods with a line struck
down the center, stagger painted. With such a rod. if the transitman can get even a foot of the rod he can plumb it so he knows
his tack Is where It belongs.
The writer has the rear chalnmuu carry a rod which he uses
instead of Ihe plumb bob for chaining, and also foj- helping Ihe
axman keep line.
Hrst the average chainman has to be watched
lo see. that he does not plant the rod on the ground instead of
holding it clear, but he soon gets broken In and It Is less bother
than a i>lumb bob and has the advantage spoken of as to keeping
the axman in line.
t'amp Equipment. lu mountain work, as everything must be

M
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packed on

hor.ie.s or men's backs, equipment muKl be cut to a minimum, and made iu convenient form to l>e packed.
The writer has found a modified form of the bbeei-irun Klon-

dike stove fairly Hatlsfaclory for cooking and il can t>e packed
and even a heavy form of It moved on an aiierejo or Humboldt.
For tableb use the canvas lath arrangement. For any one who
has not used them it may be explained that ibey are made of a
strip of canvas of the desired width and length with lath Lacked
or nailed across them, spaced >4 in. apart, and are unrolled on
side poles fixed on posts and covered wlUi oUiloih. as with llie
common plank camp table. They are very light, fairly strong and
quite convenient, and can be rolled up and packed like a roll of
blankets. They can be used for dining table and cook table In the
kitchen, and a small section is convenient for the office.

way of dishes, use granite ware, but cut them down to
fewest your cook can conveniently get along with. As that
depends on the cook, no rule can be made; however, take along
two dozen miner's tin cup.s with open handles and let each man
carry his own cup on line for lunch.
Within the past year the writer has experienced the two extremes as to the facility with which supplies can be obtained or
delivered, in one instance being camped beside a trunk railroad,
and in the other, being in the interior of .\laska; In the one case
being able to get everything In the market, and In the other well,
we did not starve but beans 21 times a week grew monotonous;
however, the men were as well in one case as the other and seemed
to work as well, and some of the same men were In both parties
In these days, with evaporated fruits and vegetables and concentrated extracts, it is easier to supply a party fairly well, and
still cut the weight to a minimum.
In the party this summer the
daily weight only ran about 2'.j lbs. per man per day, which Is
about as low as it Is possible to get any variety for a party. As
it Is impossible in a
paper of this length to give many details,
supply lists of all sorts are omitted, referring any one to the works
of E. H. McHenry and F. I>avls for all such information, merely
cautioning any one who has had no experience that no two parties
ever use the same quantities of any article and McHenry's parties
must have had fearful and wonderful appetite for some things. Judging from his supply lists codfish and soap for instance. Likewise the list of Lavls. With the McHenry list Is supposed to go
fresh meat and vegetables, and If you are where they cannot t)e
had the evaporated vegetables and sugar must be at least doubled,
and the salt meats increased one-half. Fruit and flour will over run.
For office supplies take everything you can and keep within
weight limit, using the knock-down drafting table and set li up
like your kitchen table.
The stationery chest should not exceed
12 in. X 12 in. x 31 In. in the clear, and even then Is awkward to
pack. Take tin map cases for maps and profiles, and when moving
camp it is well to roll them In blankets to prevent battering up.
Medivines. A few simple remedies, but no drug store, are
needed.
Most of the men carry some favorite remedy for themselves and all that is needed in the company chest are some pills.
cure, quinine, some surgeon's needles and sutures in
cholera
Sun
glass tubes, needles and silk thread in envelopes, gauze, rolls of
bandages, surgeon's plaster, absorbent cotton, antiseptic tablets and
some arnica. The latter is the writer's panacea for all cuts and
bruises: one-half teaspoonful in a coffee cup of clear water is the
best antiseptic he has ever used, and most cuts thoroughly washed
out and sewed up and then kept wet with the mixture will heal
without inflammation or suppuration.
If any one In charge of a paity has never sewed up a big
gash In some man's foot or leg. he had belter go to some surgeon
of his acquaintance and take a few lessons: he will be apt to get
the necessary practice in the mountains.
There should be plenty of room in the tents for the men and
they should be supplied with Sibley stoves which can be flattened
out when packed on horses.
Men come in wet and cold too often
to economize on room and warmth.
Wherever, as In Alaska, mos^
qultoes are bad. the company should furnish mosquito bars for the
men and the engineer should see that they are used, for the man
who fights mosquitoes all night cannot work well all day. As any
undertaking succeeds in proportion to the attention given to it.-details, the writer considers the foregoing remarks as to the party.
Its personnel and equipment, of first importance.
We now come to the active work of preliminary and location
with the methods used. Ability, or the lack of It. Is shown by
the preliminary an engineer rtms.
Should it not fit closely to the
route followed by the location it is time and money thrown away.
Do not understand by this that all preliminaries do. or should,
follo'w such line.
Many lines are run where the engineer knows
them to be worthless, but he does so to show why the line was
Ilut to run random lines to develop the
not located on that route.
country shows a lack of ability that should transfer the engineer
from locating to some other branch of the profession. Given the
proper preliminary with good topography, and the final location
The skill consis-ts in placing the preis a question of mathematics.
liminary not only where the location will go. which any one can
In the

the

—

—

—
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but where the location should go, which sometimes

Is vastly

di£fercut.

Usually in mountain work the preliminary is for a supported
grade line. In such case the writer estimates how much curvature
per station he is likely to have (commonly comi)ensating .04 per
degree of central angle) and then reduces it to a uniform grade
per station. For example, we are running a 1 per cent, grade compensated .04 per degree. We judge we will have equal to a continuous 5 deg. curve, or a compensation of 0.2 per cent, per station,
or equal to a straight 0.8 per cent, grade. Now make out a table
of grades for 0.8 per cent, for the use of the transltman and levelman so they can tell just how they are for grade, whether the
engineer is with them or not. Each night the line Is platted up
and a rough projection made, and the compensation figured to the
end of the line and the trial grades corretted up. After the second
day the topography is platted and the projection made more carefully and the grades re-checked and carried ahead to the end of
line on rough projection.
By this means the preliminary should
be almost where the located line should run and the topography
should cover the country desired.
As to the methods of field work on preliminary, there Is really
little difference among the general run of engineers.
With the
writer the transit notes are kept in the usual way, except that
he always liaij the magnetic courses taken and recorded. It hardly
ever checks with the angle, but if out over 1 deg. the angle Is rechecked, and it will always save the transltman from making any
serious errors In angle, though the writer has had men who maile
the same error in reading their angle and checking the course.
The writer uses a hand level, or clinometer, and directs the head
chainman, dodging obstacles as much as possible, and still keeping
as near grade as can be done. In case of deep cuts, high trestles,
or tunnels, follow grade around them, then run a line where the
located line must go. This for the topography and for the reason
previously given, to show why the line must go where It does.
The levels are kept up as closely as they can be, and the levelman leaves the elevation of stations and angle points for the topographer, usually on a stake, or piece of paper, every 400 or 500 ft.
The writer tries to have the topography kept right up to the
work so that the draftsman is only one day behind and the projection can be kept up.
When leaving the party to be gone over an hour the transitman Is called to take the place of the engineer and the levelman
runs the transit, for no man can run a party while standing behind
a transit. In speaking of the levelman running transit, reference
Is made to the ideal party.
The writer has had the rear chainman
run transit and he did good work too. but some one must be ahead
and some one must run transit. The principal thing Is to get it
done and done right.
Having the elevation of the station and angle points, the topographer, where he can, locates the lOft. contour above and below
the line, and then Lakes the ground by slope measurement and
distance, using a clinometer, measuring the distance with rod or
tape where he can, estimating distance where he cannot measure.
Besides entering these notes in his book, he also sketches in the
general features of the line, showing stream and gulch crossings
with their course or angle to the line, also character of the country,
and any other information he can secure.
In reducing the topography to the map the writer uses a piece
of celluloid about 6 in. x 12 In., out of which are cut silts running across, being about % in. wide and 411. In- long, reaching to
within % in. of the edge. On the edge of these slits is marked
1-ft. contour Intervals, with the H-ft. x lO-tt. prominently shown,
for each degree of slope up to 20 deg.
Then by 5-ft. x 10-ft. contours and for each 2 or 3 deg. of slope up to 35 deg., then by 5 deg.
Intervals up to CO deg.
The one the writer uses Is on a scale of
200 ft. to the inch and can be used tor the 100 or 400-tt. maps by
Interpolating values. Any draftsman can use It at once and It Is
a very convenient labor saving device. The writer has not mentioned locating the contours on the ground and entering them in
the book, as it Is generally out of the question. The preliminary
map Is generally made on the 400-ft. scale, as It Is most convenient,
and on this Is laid the trial location. Taking the table of grades
worked out from the rough projection, step oft 500 ft. with hairspring dividers set as carefully ius possible, following direction
of the probable location and marking grade in pencil with a rivet
pen, carrying these grades if possible tor at least a mile of line.
Now at a glance yon have your grade line. Some men connect
these points by a dotted Hue, but the writer has never found It
necessary. Now try for the best line possible for the ground, as
one should always try first for the best possible line, later trying
to cheapen where it can be done, or, more truthfully, where It must
be done.

For projection the writer uses thin celluloid curves, which he
cuts out of a sheet of celluloid with a beam compass, as the manufacture;! ones are both bulky and expensive, and a dollar's worth
of celluloid and a half-day's time will furnish a set.
The set the writer now has is for the curves be uses most, as,

most
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he has favorite curves whose deflections are
easy to figure, and wherever they will fit the ground tliey are used.
The set mentioned is for a scale of 400 ft., but they can be used
for any scale by interpolating values.
Whether to lay the tangent
and fit in the curves, or lay the curves and connect by tangents
depends on the ground. Commonly both methods are used on the
same sheet. In either case the tangents are drawn to intersect
the meridian on the map and the courses are taken by scaling
tangent aistanci-s from the intersection of the meridian and taking
the course from the table of natural tangents, in the same way
you would plat from tangents. The courses are marked on the
tangents and the angles computed by differences in courses.
The writer might remark here that all his maps are platted
by latitude and departures, and in the office copy of the field notes
the co-ordinates to each angle point are recorded. The transltman
calculates the traverse of his line, being checked by the draftsman,
The angles on
or, on rainy days, by other members of the party.
the map are roughly checked by a protractor. The projected tangents are scaled from apex to apex and the tangents for the curves
On each curve is
are taken directly from Butts' Field Book.
marked degree of curve, central angle, semi-tangent and length of
Now for stationing scale
arc, and it is penciled in on the map.
distance to P. C. of first curve, P. C. plus arc equals P. T. Then
apex distance, minus semi-tangent of curves 1 and 2, equals tangent length between curves; P. T. plus tangent length equals P. C.
Now use stepping dividers and lay ott
of curve No. 2, and so on.
While stepping
stations, checking by the P. C.'s and P. T.'s on line.
profile;
usually you see at a glance the
line take off your trial
line must be shifted, which you do at once, re-check your angles
and stationing and continue till you get a line that looks about
right.
Now using your table of grades, lay a temporary grade line
and make a preliminary estimate, using a table of cutting on transverse slopes. You will almost always find your line must now be
In doing all this use a soft pencil with as fine
shifted once more.
a point as possible, and even then the map looks disgraceful, but
It does not look any worse than you feel after you have worked
over It awhile. W'hen you have exhausted yourself and the map
you are ready to run in the line, but the writer only calls for and
uses it as a trial location not marking the stakes L, but any Utter
not previously used, and not running in nor using spirals.
This line as run in Is platted in on the preliminary map, also
on a new map of 200 ft. to the Inch, and in very bad country 100 ft.
to the inch.
As the line is run In, co-ordinates are figured to the
apex of each curve and ties are calculated and made to the preliminary at frequent Intervals. The writer does not run tangents
to intersection as he does not think the value equal to the work
required, but depends on ties to the preliminary to take Its place.
On this work (he writer has a small tracing showing a mile or
so of the projected line and preliminary with the ties, showing
some topography but not much. The writer carries In a book bag
a thin board, 8 in. x 12 in., smoothed on one side, some thumb
tacks, a small protrai tor which has been checked and known to
be accurate, a small triangle, a tj-ln. pocket scale in case, and a
pair of pocket dividers, also some loose sheets of scratch paper
tacked on the board. If the projected line does not fit. um this
small drawing outfit and tracing and project a line that does fit.
Sometimes, but not often, the writer backs up, sometimes makes
offsets.
In fact what is done with the line depends on what can
be shown by levels and topography. If (o get them we must back
up we do so, if not we go ahead. On this trial location the levels
are checked with the preliminary, as are the courses of the transit
lines.
The topography is taken with as much care sls possible and
platted on the new map. but no effort is made to try and fit It to
the preliminary map.
On the new map Is now projected the revised location, using
some of the methods used on the first projection, but with many
modifications. This time Instead of carrying the tangents to meridians and sciillng them for the course, latitude and departures of
the apex points are scaled from the meridian, entering the co-ordinates on a traverse sheet. From these Is found the latitude and
departures for each course and from these Is worked out course
and distances. In other words, it is the traverse of the projected
line worked backwards, and by frequently using some course or
apex of the trial location the work is checked and rarely Is out
more than 5 mln. on courses. On the revision, spirals are calculated for all curves exceeding 3 deg., and unless on some road
that Insists on some other the writer always uses Talbot's, as It
The writer also
Is the simplest and most flexible of all spirals.
runs the spirals In on the revised locations, as it is the only way to
secure the profile of the true line.
Some good engineers do not use spirals on location, leaving
them for the construction parties, but the profile 1.- Incorrect and,
Besides, when left, it means an equaof course, the estimate also.
tion at the end of every curve, a thing every engineer abhors.
Where there is an equation It should be carried to a tangent and
then only marked on map and profile, short or long station, giving
the length. If there is anything detestable it is to find a profile
like

locator.-,
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marked 139 + 40
138 f 72, and to the end of time one will this added accuracy in preliminary line insures the close fitting of
wonder whether the man lost a .station or found one.
projection, and saves backing up, which Is expensive and has a
The methoilH used in running In the revision are much the tendency to discourage the members of the party.
same as on tli(' trial location. In running In curves In brush the
As 10 keeping cloije to the proper grade in running the prelimiwriter uses long chords and offKCt.s the stations.
nary line, the writer has often adopted the method of keeping the
It means watching
(he chalnmen to see that ih<-y hold oft the correction.
The table level parly up dote to the transit and setting the head chalnman
of long chords given In Shunl<'8 Field Book are usually correct In limber country or head flagman In prairie country for the eight
to within two-tenths up to 400 ft. for C deg. curves and it saves
calculating them.
Some engineers object to offsetting stations on curves, hut all
the use you have for them in brush Is for levels, topography and
clearing, as the line must be rerun for cross-sectioning, and the
man who cannot get them close enough for purposes mentioned had
better try some other work.
Personally, the writer has never felt
called upon to slash the right-of-way to set a few stakes, and for
that matter, many stakes must be left unset In the mountains, the
best you can do, and left for the construction partlc.s, who have
both more time and ropes than the location parties. The writer has
found, where there has been nothing to tie the linos to, that It Is
well to take an obsi'rvatlon on polaris about every 10 or 15 miles.
II corrects up
bo courses and catches an occasional error in courses
»
bat has slipped by. • •
The amount of work that can be done by a party depends on
the charactei- of the country and the kind of line run.
What might
be a fair .season's work expressed in miles In one locality would
lie poor In
another.
In 1903, from March to September Inclusive.
be writer ran 140 miles of preliminary at a total cost of $10. .500,
an average of $75 per mile. This included all expenses of every
kind, including transportation for a full party and outfit from Bellliigbani, Wasli., to Brewster, on the Columbia river, and the return of the party from Ruby creek, a branch of the Skagit, to Bellingham, besides the line run; but included in the cost was the
building of 20 miles of trail by the party in the Cascades, a pack
train, move of the camp and outfit 70 miles {requiring one week
on account of rain and snow) to cover a gap four miles between
(be end of the trail being buiit and the one building to, as the
Iciur miles would have taken 30 men six weeks with a half ton of
powder; also two months extra work of the writer and a draftsman completing all data in regard to the line. As a basis for comliaring costs the following list of monthly salaries is given;
I

I

I

'I'rnnsltmnn

$90

Uniftsman
and topoRiiipher
Itodinan and bend chalnman
All other men, except cook
Cook

8.1

I.ovi'l

7.5

43
40
75

..

The coinpany shod horses

in

toam and driver, 2 mos..
Incliiflos feed for team and
hoard of driver
Pncl; train. 20 horses, 5 mos..
Packer. 5 mos
4 horsp

Packer, helper

.'i;i2.'>

1,50
7.5

50

pack train and furnished feed when

required.
In

mOR

the writer re-ran a portion of the location of the Wash-

ington & Creat Northern from Wenatchee to Oroville. The work
was revision of location as covered in the description of projecting
and running in such work. There cannot be given so close a statement on this, but the average was 2.5 miles of location per month
at a cost of $62 per mile; wages were about the same, as given
above. These example-s show how worthless, for purposes of com
parlson. tables purporting to give cost per mile of surveys can be.
the preliminary of less than 100 miles costing much more than
location.
This would be shocking were it not that the same man
did both, and both parties were equally good. As a further example, without going Into details, the cost per mile of preliminary
and location this season on Copper river, Alaska, will run over
$3.50 per mile, and In the Alaska work, on location, the average
WHS eight miles per month, as against 2.5 on the Columbia and a
pack train of four horses cost $800 per month. The real basis of
comparison should bo for like work done under like circumstances,
though that is hardly a possible condition.

DISCUSSION.

The following written discussion was

offered by 0. A. Kyle,
rrlnelpal Assistant Engineer of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
Hallway of Washington:
Regarding Instruments, the older companies do not. as a rule,
furnish as good Instruments as smaller and newer companies, as
their stock Is generally antiquated.
Perhaps there is some reason
for their backwardness in this matter, owing to the fact that there
Is not enough attention paid to the care of Instruments by the men

using them.
Tlie author's methods for running preliminary line on supported grade lines are very good, and the writer usually follows
closely, with the possible exception that In addition to
taking needle readings the transltman always takes double sights
with the transit, reversing the Instrument for the second sight
to average both the personal and the Instrument's errors.
This can
usually he done without loss of time, especially In timber country
when the speed of the party Is determined by the ability of the
axemen to clear the line; and the delay. If any. In dear country
Is more than counterbalanced by Increased speed of the locating
party In running out the projected location line on the ground, as

them quite

ahead with the level allowing for the grade at the point ahead
where man is stationed. He has often kept the level notes himself, to enable the levclman to run the level in order to keep up
close to transit; in fact, the transit was not allowed to get ahead
of the levelman to any extent.
The preliminary line can be run
almost exactly to fit the grade, and the tangents almost in their
proper place by keeping close track of curvature to be used on
location.

—

Topography. The writer prefers to locate the contours on the
ground, whenever possible, with a hand level, and take actual meas
urements from the center line with a chain or tape and plat same
on sheets in the field. The topographer is allowed two men. one
to run the hand level and the other the rod, both measuring the
distance, measurements to be taken from each station each side
of the center line to the first or second 10-ft. contour. At every
200 to 500 ft., depending on the character of the country, they take
measurements to each 10-ft. contour to an elevation of say 100 ft.
vertically in steep country, and take clinometer readings where
tlie measurements leave off; in lighter country they take contours
out from 500 to 1,000 ft. If necessary to locate some prominent point
or object, all intermediate objects such as creeks, roads, etc., being
noted, and the contours intermediate to the measurements can then
b? sketched in by the eye by looking at the shape of the ground.
Wonderfully close work can be done by an experienced topographer.
as with this system he has only to record the notes and sketch
in the contours, and is relieved of the measurement by his assistants.
At some points on the right-angle-lines he may take right
angles to bring his line parallel with the main line, and measure
along that to locate contours when irregular. In order to get a
right-angle line to the center, he can use the board that Is used
to hold the topography sheets, mentioned below.
The topographer
sights one side of the board along the center line and the assistant
sights along the end of the board, marking a tree or other object
in the distance, or setting up a pole close to the center line for a
sight to run to.
Whenever the line Is running parallel with a water course the
topographer should carry his levels d6wn to the bottom of same
every 1,000 or 1,500 ft., according to the character of bottom, in
order that It may be shown on maps and profiles how far the line
is above the bottom at any point.
The topographer Is always from
one-half to one day's work behind the transit party by this method.
Very good topography, however, can be taken by using a clinometer
and one a.ssistant to the topographer to measure the distances.
Topopraphy Sheets and Maps. The topography taken by hand
level as above Is plotted on sheets 12 in. x 18 in. to the same scale
as the maps, which should be from 100 to 400 ft. per Inch, according to the character of the country easy country, 400 ft., mountainous country. 200 ft., very rough, steep slopes. 100 ft. per Inch:
but 200 ft. per inch Is suitable for very rough steep country. The
map should be broken where the scale changes, and the scale

—

—

marked.

The line on the sheets should be plotted by the draftsman in
and kept as near the center of the sheet as possible. The
sheets should be marked so that they can be replaced in the same
position they occupied when plotting the line so that the latter
will be continuou.s on the sheets after the alinement Is Inked in.
ICach station .should be marked on center line, and every even five
1-lght pencil lines should be drawn at
or ten stations numbered.
right-angles to the center line at each station and parallel with the
center line 100 ft. apart; dividing the paper into squares; then
fasten the sheet or sheets on a board 12 in. x 18 In. x '•.. In. with
thumb tacks, and the topographer Is ready to start.
He should note the distances out to all contours and objects
such as roads, creeks, rivers, etc., on the edge of the sheet opposite
the station whore measurements are being taken, and plot the contours as measured with a scale or by the squares on the sheet and
sketch in the contours, creeks, rivers, roads, etc., as nearly as possible between the measured points by looking at them on the ground.
The topographer should ink the contours in the evening of each
as he is more familiar with his own work than the
day's work
draftsman) and turn the sheets over to the draftsman. The draftsman should plot the lino separately on drawing paper and trace
this on tracing cloth, then place the tracing over the sheets and
llie office

1

trace the contours and topography shown on sheets. The draftsman should plot section ties on the sheet as well as on the maps.
Knch sheet should have the meridian shown on it, with magnetic
variation shown. The writer hsvs found that the topographer will
take more infero,>;t in the topography when taken on sheets, as it
l8 Interesting to watch the development of the topography on the
sheets; and after he gets the shape of the country started It !•
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wonderful how closely he can sketch in the intermediate points
between measuremenls.
Maps should be made of uniform widths generally from 18 to
21 in. wide, as this is half the width of *he general run of tracing
cloth.

Walter G. Berg.

—

Projecting Line. The author's method of projecting line is
good, and is followed by the writer, except that he uses a continuous dotted line for the grade contour instead of a few circles,
as one then has practically a profile of the line on the map. The
filling of the line to the grade contours is then purely mechanical,
requiring no thinking to locale the grade contour, and all one's
faculties can be concentrated on the balancing of quantities, and
the line can he laid nearer the correct place quicker and easier.
Celluloid curves are useful when of large radius, but when
the radius can be reached with an ordinary compass with extension
Joint, the writer prefers this, as the curves are worked from the
contour, purely a mechanical instead of mathematical method of
locating the limits of the curve. The more the work can be slmpliflod the more time the engineer will have for the proper adjustment of the line. With good topography and careful work on line
and maps, and in making projcrlion.s, figuring quantities from projections and doing the backing upon the maps, the line should be
located in the proper place the flr,st
time in ordinary country. In other
words, the location should lie done
on the map and duplicated on the
ground with projier procaulions, and
trial locations very seldom used.
Regarding the cost per mile of
preliminary line, the author states
that he ran 140 miles preliminary
at a cost of $75 per mile, and 2.'5
miles at a cost of $r>7 per mile,
which is very cheap indeed, as Ibe
general cost of work west of the
Cascades is a great deal more. In
Alaska the writer ran 185 miles of
location costing ?47.^) per mile and
600 miles of preliminary at a cos!
of $238 per mile, the conditions
being very severe.

Walter G. Berg, Chief Engineer of the L«high Valley, died suddenly on May 12, of acute indigestion, at his home in New York.
Mr. Berg had the unusual combination of executive ability and
breadth of view, with the faculty of closest attention to details.
After designing a yard he could tell the operating officers how to
use it. Yet this ability to understand all phases of a problem was
not lessened by his habit of working out with his subordinates the
minutest details of any design; a habit which destroys the perspective of most men who practice it.
In making a report on a
subject, he analyzed it exhaustively, and during the later years of
Valley
he was constantly called on
his connection with the Lehigh
by other companies and individuals to pass on plans and otherwise
act as consulting engineer.
He was born in New York on .January 12. 1858, and was edu
cated in that city and In France and Germany. He took his C.E.
degree at the Royal I'olytechnic Institute at Stuttgart In 1S7S.
During his course he won a gold
medal for a treatise on Spherical
Conic Sections: the only time an
Ameriwtn has won that medal. He
then returned to this country, and
for a year was shop inspector of ilie
Delaware Bridge Co., at New York.
He was then, for four years. In the
engineering departments of the
Richmond & .Mlegheny. now pa t
of the Che.sapeake & Ohio, and
the East Tennessee. Virginia &
Georgia,
later
taken
over
by
the Southern. In 1883 he went
10
the Lehigh Valley as Assistant Engineer. He was In charge
of some railroad construction, and
also
designed and built
round-

houses and other structures at
I'ackerton, Pa., and various other
points on the Lehigh division. He
luiilt
the
company's
creosotlog
plant, and for a time wa.s Superiiilendent in charge of it.
in 1887
he was appointed Principal Assistant Engineer.
In this year he de-

New Mexican

Central
Organization.

the former organization of
Mexican Central, the superintendent had charge of track and
In

the

transportation.

signed

and built the .ler.sey City
Terminals of the road. This woris
was an example. of his originality
in design, being perhaps the first
use in that locality of wooden

The superintendeni

of motive power had charge of the
shops, of the care of locomotives and
practically of the engineers, firemen

transfer
of
the

There was also a
material agent who had charge of
material over the whole line, and a
fuel agent who had charge of fuel
over the whole line, and the responsibility was so scattered that it was
hard to secure good results. Under
and mechanics.

the new
tendent

organization the superinresponsible for evcryon his division: the master
Walter
mechanic reports to him, the transportation officers report to him and
also the engineer of maintenance of way.
The superiiilendent is
responsible for his stock of materials, for his fuel and for everything on his division.
The superintendent of motive power has immediate charge of
the general shops of the company at Aguascalientes, but, so far
as the other shops are concerned, he exercises only the supervision to secure uniformity of work and the maintenance of
established standards.
He is not responsible for discipline or
the handling of the shops in any other way.
The supervision
of the chief engineer over the line is similarly restricted to see
ing that standards are maintained and that engineering work
generally is along the line of adopted practice.
President Felton.
to whom we are indebted for these iletalls, desi ribes the organization as being i>ractically that of the Pennsylvania Railroad, modified to suit local conditions; that is to say. It Is strongly divisional,
whereas formerly It was departmental. In spite of the obvious
fact that a railroad system cannot expect to find one man who
is of really first class value in all linos, mechanical, engineering
and operating, most railroads in this country are getting better
results from a strong divI.<5lonal organization with what may be
termed departmental staff officers, reporting to the president or
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general manager, than they are from a strictly departmental orgauization, and the Mexican Central is doubtless wise in making the
change.

bridges,
piers

while the layout

was

also

novel.

Throughout his service he was al
ways on the lookout for the latest
keeping closely in touch
with current practice all over the
country.
The idea of the circular
freight yard built for the Harlem
Tran.^fer Company originated witli
him, when ho wa.s consulting engineer for this work, and the design has since been used at various points on the Lehigh Valley.
ideas,

Is

tliing

G.

Berg.

he was made Engineer of Maintenance of Way, and in
The Sayre shops were designed and built by
Mr. Berg was a member of the .\merican Society of
Civil Engrinoers and many other engineering and railroad associations, being at one time President of the Association of Railway
Superintendents of Bridges and Buildings, and at the lime of his
death President of the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way .Association. He was the author of Buildings and
Structures of American Railroads, American Railway Bridges and
Buildings. Strength of Timber, and American Railway Shop Systems.
In

ISH.S

1900. Chief Engineer.

him

in 1903.

Among the British possessions In South Africa is a territory
extending along the west side of Lake N'yassa. the east side of
which is the western border of German East Africa and Portuguese
.Mozambique, and extending from the southern end of Nyassa southward about 170 miles, and 90 miles from east to west, directly Into
the Portuguese territory. The importance of this Is that It contains the valley of the Shire river, which runs from I.Ake Nyassa
to the great Zambesi river, and for part of its course is navigable.
For 100 miles of the unnavigable part of this river. Port Herald
north to Blantyre. a railroad has been built, the northern part of
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blaiityii--,

wa.s

0|)eut;il

March

ol

last,

hake NyauBa

Ih

miles lung from nortli to KOiitb, so thai the railroad
will give an outlet to a largo territory adjacent to navigable waters.
The (iermanB ,ivt.' building a railroad from the sea westward towards
the north end of Lake Nyassa, but R will be several years before
It reaches the lake.
alx)ut

3(S0

Railway Signal AMOciatlon.

The regular May meeting of this aHSoclation was held at the
lOnglneerIng Societies' building. West :i9th street. New York City,
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probably the greatest stumbling block.
maximum voltage and grav-

In simply charging the cell until

reached.

The determination
fortunately

of the cause of tbe trouble is sometimes difficult, but
and Is chiefly of value In preventing

It Is not one of the essentials,
a leeiirrcncc of the trouble.

Thus reduced lo Its easentlal elements, the treatment of low cells consists
simply of a mechanical overhauling followed by a prolonged charge, and
should not be difficult for anyone to gra»p.
Mr. Keck than gave a very thorough, detailed and clear statement of the
troubles encountered In the management of accumulators, due to short dr.
cults, sediment, worn plates, lack of care. Impurities tn tbe electrolyte, sul
phating, lack of ventilation, and every other poMlble cause, and lold In simple
and forcible language how to deal with each
and closed as he l>egan, with
the three essential itolnts
Restore the cell mechanically, renew the electro
lyte If Its purity is ipipstloned. charge to a maximum.
In many rases ihe
vtoring charge Is all that will be found ni-cessary.

on Tuesday of this week, with President A. H. Kudd (P. R. U.) in
the chair.
About 150 members were present at both the morning
and afternoon sessions.
President Kudd said that in the sl.x months since the annual
There was no discussion on this paper, the general opinion
meeting llic committee.-) had done more work than ever before in
a Blmilar length of time, and the chief feature of the meeting being that the author had treated his subject exhaustively. Following
this, Mr. Yocum (P. & R.), for the committee on storage
was the a:ic)unts given of what had been done by the principal
corauiitlecs.
Mr, Patenall U. & O.), speaking for Committee No. 1, batteries, presented a printed report consisting of a carefully presaid that progre.ss had been made toward standardizing colored pared and detailed description of the storage battery, with rules
gliusse.^.
A sub-committee had met thi; manufacturers and had de- for installation and care. One of the rules proposed was that every
two weeks storage batteries should be overcharged for about one
cided on methods of testing.
It is proposed to adopt a standard
hour.
This provoked discussion, as some batteries in places not
photometer.
Siiecifications for standard giass liave been drafted
and are now in the hands of signal engineeis and manufacturers conveniently reached and not much used are overcharged far lees
frequently
than this. Mr. Stevens (A.. T. & S. F.) overcharges his
IVlr.
Mock, reporting for another sub-committee of
for criticism.
C^ommittee No. 1, said that some progress had been made toward batteries every sixth charge, no attention being paid to the number
Agreement has of weeks elapsed. The prevailing opinion was that a rule like this
agreement on standard."! of signal construction.
for overcharging on one of a given number of occasions would
been leaclied, or nearly reached, on signal posts, ladders and stays;
progress
and
made toward the adoption of uniform specifications be satisfactory, and that a time limit was not necessary.
Mr. Ames (N. Y. C. & H. R.). for the committee on rubber covfor ] in. ])ipe and pipe couplings, cranks and pins.
A standard
semaphore casting has been discussed, but further progress must ered wire, reported that his committee had been divided into subwait lor the association to settle upon what aspects it will approve. committees and that certain changes in the specifications had been
The committee is going to give hearings to the wire
Mr. Kelloway (A. C. L.) reported that his sub-committee had drafted.
agreed on rules for the protection of drawbridges and had made makers. A report on copper clad wire has been drafted.
At the afternoon session the secretary announced the sudden
progress on standard specifications for bolt locking, for circuits for
death of Walter O. Berg, President of the American Railway En
inlerlocking, and for lamps.
Mr. Mann (Mo. P.), for Committee No. 3, on standard speciliea- giueering and Maintenance of Way Association, and the meeting
ions for electric interlocking, presented a printed report embodying passed resolutions of sorrow and esteem and sent a message of symadditions or modifications proposed by the committee. The changes pathy to Mr. Berg's family.
proposed are the result of conferences between the committee and
representatives of seven prominent manufacturers of electric signal Block Signaling Under the
Supervision of the Train Despatcher.*
material.
This report was discussed by the meeting at length,
especially those parts relating to gas engines, generators and storage
The A. B. C. Rules on the Northern Pacific have pai>sed the
batteries.
The meeting i<>solved itself into a Committee of the experimental stage.
Their value Is no longer a matter of speculaWhole and gave Mr. Mann numerous suggestions tor improving his lion. Apparently they have come to stay. They are. without doubt.
recommendations for presentation to the annual meeting. Messis. superior to any single track system of rules and orders yet devised.
Stevens (A., T. & S. F.), Elliott (N. Y. C. & H. R.), Denny (L. S. They are now used on 63 miles of track, from Spokane to RltzvIUe.
& M. S.) and others gave their views as to the proper size of the On this teiTitory there are 15 telegraph offices and three blind sidgasolene engine as related to the capacity of the electric generator. ings. It Is all main line and handles a traffic so heavy that with
Mr. Stevens l)elieves that experience will show that for isolated the ordinary system of train orders it was found impossible to keep
electric interlocking plants a storage battery of 80 amp. hours or trains moving.
larger will li(> more economical than one of 40 amp. hours, which
With the A. B. C. system no train orders are Issued and there
is the size now most commonly used.
are no time-table schedules except for information to the public that
The committee recommended that the electric generator for an passenger trains may be expected at certain times. .\ train obtaininterlocking plant should be at least large enough to operate two ing a clear signal at a telegraph office and obtaining a clearance
switches simultaneously; this to provide for the emergency of the card from the operator has absolute right to the next telegraph
storage battery being disabled.
It was thought by some that this
There It receives further instruction by means of a threestation.
emergency was too remote to need consideration, but a motion to position semaphore either to stop and wait, to take siding or to
e.xpunge the paragraph was voted down.
proceed to the next station. Clearance cards are delivered to conIt was the sense of the meeting that storage battery cells should
ductor and engineman by means of hoops and no reduction of speed
be arranged on the racks transversely instead of longitudinally, as is necessary.
Is the practice among users of the storage battery In other than
Four months' experience has shown surprisingly satisfactory
signal work.
results.
It Is difficult to arrive at an exact statement of Increase
In the discussion of bonding of rails, it was stated that copper of efficiency, but a comparison of statistics for one month with that
clad wire is now being used experimentally by a number of roads of the corresponding perlixl a year previous shows that the average
for this purpose.
speed of all freight trains In pa.ssing over this portion of the track
The first thing done at the afternoon session was to listen to a was 11 miles an hour, as compared with S.6 miles an hour the preliaper on the care of storage batteries, by H. M. Ueck. The speaker vious year.
This includes all delays and also includes the movement
dealt chiefly with the restoration of low cells. He said in part:
of two way freights.
Omitting the locals the record shows an aver•
•
•
The success of the venture is
Tlu' cure <if a stcinino Imtli'iy slimild liiivc for Its ohjo.i tlic previ-iillon of age of 14 miles an hour.
Inw c'cll», nillid- lliiiii Ihi'lr li-i'ntini>iit.
Tlii> oiost ocoimnili-nl oipiIkhI Is to
attributed to the hearty co-operation of the despatchers, trainmen
;

:

(

—

—

I

inalio llic expciullluic
iiiiU llils Is iibsiilnlrly

leiideiiey

Is

with Mule
111

brliiji

111-

roqulred for the proper car<> and <>|>i-riilli>ii of llie cells
If satisfactory results arc to be ubiiihied.
The

essential.

nversc
to allow tile cells to run as lonii; as possible
no nllentlon, and It lias frequeully required a costly experience

Just

llie

aliout llie

:

needed reforms.

While Ibc causes of low

may

be varied, the result pioduced and
conseiineutly the Ireiilment required, Is not so varied, being In fact, conipara
lively simple.
The general procedure Is as follows :1.
Hestore the cell lueehanlcally.
Keuew the ilectiolyle If there Is any question as to Us purity.
:!.
Itestore the cell electrically by charging.
3.
Iielermlue, If ivissllile, the cause of the trouble.
4.
The mechanical iestonitl<in covers the operation of examining the cell ami
putting It back Into Its original condition mechanically.
It Uie electrolyte were renewed In every case the expense would not he
great in the small cells used In signal service and this operation would then
he purely mechanical.
cells

and operators.
With the A. H C. system three men must act simultaneously
with each other. No move ran be authorized and no signal can be
cleared unless the three give their consent. The operator who is
to clear the train first examines his own block record, and If the
track Is clear asks the despatcher for a clearance. The despatcher
looks at his train sheet and If found proper Issues the necesjutry
authority. The operator then asks permission of the operator at
the next station to admit the train to the block.
If the latter Is
satisfied that the track is clear he gives his consent. ,-, The duties of
each man are so simple, compared with the bandllng^of a hundred
or more train orders every day. that from the mere standpoint of
clearing the atmosphere surrounding these men the system must

recommend
•Uy

II.

Itself.

.\.

Dalby, In tbe IHremen't Uagagine.

.
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Erie Terminal Improvements in Jersey City.

The improvements which are now being carried out by the Erie
Railroad at its terminals in Jersey City have in view two principal

An ingenious rearrangement of tracks provides for complete separation of freight and passenger business and for the movement of passenger trains to and from the several branches without
interference with each other. The plans have been under consideration of the executive and engineering departments for nine years
objects.
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increasingly the difficulties of the situation and delays have been
frequent. To relieve this congestion a four-track open cut is being
made through Bergen hill, on the completion of which its four
tracks will be used by passenger trains exclusively and the present

tunnel will be used by freight trains only.
Passenger traffic, largely suburban, comes from six different
Erie lines. These are the main line. New Jersey & New York Railroad, Northern Railroad of New Jersey, New York & Greenwood
Lake. Newark branch and -New York, Susquehanna & Western, and
are shown in the plan on page 670.
The
New York, Susquehanna & Western now
uses, for passenger traffic, the Pennsylvania
station in Jersey City.
At some distance west of Bergen hill
these six lines converge into three main
stems, each carrying the traffic of two
branches. These are known as the Main line,
the Newark branch and the Susquehnnna
line.
The New Jersey & New York Joins the
main line 5.5 miles from the west end of the
open cut.
At a point 2.4 miles west, the

Newark branch and Grennwood Lake lines
meet. The union of the New York. Susquehanna & Western with the Northern

of

New

west of the cut.
therefore now converge at the west end of the Bergen tunThe handling of trains involves crossnel.
overs which necessarily cause Interference
with trains moving in the same direction,
and particularly with trains moving in oppoAll tracks are on the same
site directions.
grade. This interference will be avoided by
a new track lay-out which will obviate, by
means of an arrangement known as a "flying
junction." all interference between trains.
By this arrangement the direction of traffic
on the four tracks through the open cut may
West Approach, Lackawanna and Erie Tunnels
It is proposed, during the
be varied to suit.
and arc now lully worlved out and with a view to probable elec- morning hours, to assign a separate track to inbound trains
fourth
stems,
leaving
the
Irification in the near future.
from
three
main
each
of
the
Though they involve operation.s of
great magnitude, they are being executed without delay on account track to handle the outbound traffic.
In the evening, this arrangeof the prevailing financial depression.
ment will be reversed. In the middle of the day the normal distriThe work now under way naturally divides itself into two sec- bution will be two tracks for Inbound and two for outbound service.
tions:
The four tracks emerging from the open cut will, as shown
The separation of the passenger and freight business and
the segregation of the trains from and to the several branches.
on the map, pass under the four tracks of the Lackawanna and
.\t this point they will diverge Into six
All passengers and all freight destined for or originating at
under Tonnele avenue.
Jersey City or New York must now be taken through a double- tracks, two for each group of lines, one inbound and one outbound.
track tunnel about 4,400 ft. long. The traffic is so great as to oc- One arrangement of the switches will provide for all Inbound movecupy both tracks almost continually during the whole 24 hours. ments in the morning and another for all outbound movements in
The requirements of the road's large suburban business, especially the evening. Having set the switches for such movements the operJersey

All

View

of

to be three miles

lines

of

traffic

Open Cut from Hudson County Boulevard; Erie Terminal Improvements.

hours of morning and evening, have seriously
hampered the freight business. It has been the custom during
morning hours to use both tracks for inbound movement and for
a period of about two hours to allow no westbound movement of
any kind. In the evening inbound passenger trains are run in this
way. In order to increase the capacity of the tunnel some trains
with two locomotives are sent out as one. These are separated
beyond the tunnel without serious delay.
But the increasing suburban and freight traffic has aggravated

during the rush

is

ator

is

thereafter concerned only with handling light

from the proper

traffic

to or

lines.

Susquehanna line, both eastbound and westIxjund, rise together from Tonnele avenue on a 1.15 per cent, grade
on an embankment and by an overhead bridge across the westbound
main line and westlwund Newark branch. This line will continue
on a viaduct over all the yard and freight tracks. The two tracks

The tracks

of the

continue together thence to the point of separation of the Susquehanna and Northern of New Jersey lines. This will make It pos-
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to u.e Erie tar
New York. Susquehanna & Western present
terminal, as at
mlnal Instead of the Pennsylvania
westbound track parses under the
Of the mam line t.aoks. the
Susquehanna '°«'
the
of
tracks
freight
and
„aB8enger
^"^^J^^^'^^^^
tracks of the Susquehanna,
hound track nasse-s under the freight
embankments and continue t.
separate
rrnce hot!: t'rae.^ rise on
^^e westbound Newark branch
gether an.l parallel on a bridge over
The two tracks tnen
connection.
and the Newark branch freight

slble for the

Excavated Material.
Cable Conveyors for Handling
Location of prr«r„l hnincl shoim

h<i

vculihilu,.

parallel to the point of didescend on an embankment and run
Jersey & New Jork
vergence of the main line and the New
and of the New \ork
The location of the Newark branch line
divergence will be changed^
& Greenwood Lake line and their point of
of the tunnel and
west
just
These lines now leave the main line
the Newark branch runs west^
cross the Hackensack river, whence
Greenwood Lake follows the bend of
erly while the New York &
The old line of the New
The river and proceeds northwesterly.
the river at a point
York & Greenwood Lake originally crossed
the tracks of the Newark
higher up. Under the rearrangement

Anchor

for

Cable Conveyor.

Lake will be the ^anie and
branch and .l-o Now York & (Ircouwood
road crossing the Haokenwin follow the old location of Ihe latter
now being built. The
bridge
new
a
Tack river near Snake Hill on

the bridge.
lines will diverge just west of
this line will pass under the freight
Tlie westbound track of
line and under the main
Susquehanna
and passenger tracks of the
will pass under the Susquehanna
Hue tracks The oastbound track
and freight t.-acks of the
tracks, joining the westbound
f eight
will pass under the Boonton branch of

two

Newark branch.

\\\

three
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the Lackawanna, and by a long curve reach the point of crossinK
the Hackensaok. This rearrangement work is in progress to the extent thai the neces.sary embankments are being built of the material
taken from the open-cut excavation. There is required construction
of 8.4 niile.s of new double-track line and partial abandonment ot
8.7 miles of existing double-track line, most of which can be used
in freight service.
Just west of Bergen hill are the Hackensack

671

some 78 ft. and .some 7i» ft. long, and a draw span ot 264 ft.,
making a total length between abutment backwall faces of 730 ft.
The abutments and piers are concrete on pile foundations. The
contractors for the substructure are McMuUen & McDermott, New
York the superstructure will be fabricated and erected by the American Bridge Company.
The new line through the cut follows the general direction of
spans,

;

Penhorn Creek Railroad.

iM'

N. Y. S.

& W.

Freight Tracks.

N.

Y.

S.

& W.

With

Connection

V

P. 0. R. R.

the existing tunnel 67 ft. to the south. The grade
the existing tunnel is slightly descending from
west to east but the grade of the new line will be
on an ascent of .73 per cent, from west to east, with
a vertical curve of 700 ft. Interposed at the east
approach and a downgrade thence to the terminal
station.
The grade was determined with a view to
reduce rock excavation to a minimum without too
great interference with the track rearrangement west
of the hill. Also OQ emerging from the western portal of its present tunnel the Erie passes Immediately
under the tracks of the Lackawanna and directly at
the eastern portal over the tracks of the New Jersey
Junction Railroad West Shorei.
the west sld" of
the hill the portal of the Erie tunnel is almost directly below those
of the Lackawanna tunnels; here the necessary room for the four
additional tracks will be secured by excavation. This will necessitate the construction by the Lackawanna of a longer span than that
now required, and it is understood that a lattice girder structure
will replace the present plate girders.
At the east side, to avoid
the New Jersey Junction tracks, a four-track viaduct will be erected.
The floor of the line through the cut was located at the east end
.ihout 40 ft. above that of the present tunnel, creating the grade
previously referred to. The situation at the west portal of the
tunnel is shown in one of the accompanying photographs.
The cut will be 60 ft. wide at the base and about 100 ft. at
the top. The section of the cut at the west entrance will be 275 ft.;
the next three in order are 700. 190 and 670 ft. respectively: while
the east approach, from east of Palisade avenue to the first tunnel Is 1,300 ft; a total length of open cut of 3,135 ft.
The whole
length of the opening, however, is nearly 4,400 ft. for. though
known as an open cut, the opening through the hill includes four
of

I

General

Plan of Bergen Hill Cut and Proposed Track Arr.ingement; Erie Terminal Improvements.

meadows,

where

thr

necessary

yds. of material,
cut cxcMvation.

r>;!0.000 cu.

The foundations

of the

much

embankments
of

which

will

will require some
come from the open

new bridge across the Hackensack

river

under way. and it is expected that the steel work will be placed
this summer.
This bridge will consist ot six plate girder deck
is

W
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Under HudKon county
tunnels aggregating 1.310 ft., a.s follows:
boulevard, 190 ft.; under St. r'aul's avoiiui' and Uevan Btreet, 28a fL;
under Summll avenue, 2.')5 ft; under Hol)r)ken and (Central avenues
and intcrvenliiK property, 580 ft. At the Intersection of St. Paul's
avenue and licvan street It was originally plannerl to build bridgefi,
but it was (Inally concluded that the lunne! construction would Involve less difflcully than bridges at an inter.seclion.

consumer are alike and mutually depeodeat: that without production there can be no traasportatiun; and that unless the combineJ
efforts of producer and transporter can lay down your product l>efore the coDBumer upon a t>asis that the coni>umer can afford, your
commercial activities are doomed to failure. So when you find that
a consumer or a community that in view of all other commercial
conditions ought to be lak^g your product, Ls not taking it. you

of material Involved In the excavation are
Rock, V,.; earth, 1, the total esllmatcd quantities being
li:!.8!*0 cu. yds. earth excavation, and l'J8,5iiO cii. yds. lock, of which
The contract for
7!i,0.")0 cu. yds. are Included in the four tunnels.
the work is held by the Mlllani Construction Company, of Phila

look (or the cause In the rates or practices of the railroad that
If you find that a change in
carries your product to that place.
rates will secure the customer or the community, or that an improvement in train service or some addition to the carrier's facilities will move the traffic, instead of filing a complaint in Washington, you go to the railroads direct and ask them to help you, and
at the same time to help themselves, by making the change that
And so willingly have the railroads met
will produce the result.
and co-operated with you that. In the working out of the myriads
of such problems that your teeming commerce has presented, yoj
have not yet been denied a request the denial of which could give
you ground for legal complaint.

The proportions

about:

delphia.

The work has been made harder because part of the site of the
cut was formerly residence property, and it has been necessary to
kce|) streets open and unobslructcd by even a contractor's transporCcitain fmrl.s of the work, also, are crossed by street
tation line.
railway lines. On account of the need for nnterial for embankments
west of the hill and the general nature of the location. It has been
necessary to carry most of the excavated material for some distance
In that direction, avoiding at the same time Hudson county boulevard, a busy thoroughfare, and the network of tracks on various
levels at the west end.
One of the views herewith shows the excavation as It appears
looking east from Hudson county boulevard. To avoid crossing this
street, the narrow gage line shown is carried thioiigh a tunnel
under the street and leads thence west to a stone-crushing plant
near Tonnclc avenue. Another line is carried on a trestle of wooden
tru&s and plate girder spans over the I^ackawanna tracks, thence
out to the embaiiknienls on the meadows, about 1'^ miles.
In removing niateriai from Ihe cut the apparatus of the Balanced Cable Crane Company, New York, is used. '1 he cables are
supported from heavily counter-weighted shear legs on eacli side of
the cut and from the conveyors the material is dumped into tlie
cars on the track at the south side of the cut. One of the conveyors and one of the anchors for the conveyor line are sliowu
herewith.
The crusher plant comprises one No. 10 and four No. 6 crusher
A bolt conveyor carries the crushed stone to a point where it wili
be stored until required for use in tunnel linings and portals.
I'lic
power and light ing plant of the contractors is at the same location.
The main power plant includes an Atlas boiler and engine of 2. Qui)
h.p, capacity for the crusher plant, and three I.,aidlaw-I)unn-Gordon
romi)ressors wliich supply power for about ti.") drills. A generator
forming a part of the same plant supplies current for lighting and
for the operation of the conveyors.
This terminal improvement work has been under the general
supervision of J. M. Craham, Vice-President of the engineering
department, assisted by F. L. Stuart, Chief Engineer. Immediate
supervision has been in charge of (1. H. Burgess, formerly Engimer
ot Terminal improvements, now Principal Assistant Engineer, assisted by A. I.. Moorehead, Resident Engineer at Jersey City.
.

Railroad Regulation.

nY ROBKRT MATHER,
rrrsidi'iil

or

tlu>

Hork

Isliiml (..m: an.v.

not because of the extent of Pittsburgh's conimercc, vast
a; it is, nor because of Its historic associations, alisorbing as they
are, that a discussion here of the subject of railroad regulation
peculiarly appeals to me.
it is rather because here, where a greater
tonnage moves than anywhere else in the country, there is less of
controversy l)elween shipper and carrier tlian anywncre else In
the land. 1 am told that here, in the country's nerve-center ol traffic,
out of all the multiplied millions of transactions between merchants
and railroads, there has never been found a cause or complaint
This does not
to present to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
mean that the railroads have never been wrong, or unreasonable,
or exacting, or inefficient, or that the shipper has never demanded
what he ought not to have received. I have no (K)Ubl thai, in the
weakness of liunian nature, many ot these things, on both sides,
have occurred. But there has been found a way In Pittsburgh
to move an unparalleled tonnage In spite of all such discouragements and conllicts, with satisfaction to both shipper and carrier
and without the intervention of courts or commissions. 1 hold that
fact to bo of great significance In these days of clamor for Increased
regulation of the business ot transportation, and I deem It worthy
ot our serious thought.
appreciate fully that. In this respect, no miracle has been
I
wrotight In Pittsburgh. I yield to you gentlemen of the Traffic Club
high praise for the achievement 1 am extolling, but I still believe
you to be an ordinary lot of men. uninspired except by the spirit
that you proceed upon the very human
I underslaud
of good sense.
and rational theory that the interests ot producer, transporter and
It

Is

'

•li'rum

an address before the Traffic Clab of PIttaburgh, April

3,

lOOb.

I

tion

believe that this Pittsburgh plan of conference and co-operabetween railroads and shippers should be given wider scope

before

we become

finally

wedded

to the alternative plan of govern-

mental compulsion. What you have done in conducting your manifold and stupendous dealings with the railroads, not only without
clamor for additional restrictive laws against them, but without
even invoking such laws as exist, can and ought to be done elsewhere. More than this, not only the carrier and the shipper, b;:t
the representatives of the regulating power of the government
should meet on this platform of mutual confidence and co-operation.
It is perfectly feasible in every commercial center like Pittsburgh for the railroad traffic associations to hold open meetings
with the represenUitives of Ihe shippers, to make up their docket
of subjects to 1)6 acted upon not only from the requests of their
members, but from the suggestions of their customers, and to place
the docket in the hands of all entitled to attend a reasonable time
in advance of the ineeliiig.
It is further not only practical, bd;
in my judgment liighly desirable that a member or a representative
of the Interstate Commerce Commission should not only attend
those meetings, but even preside over their delit)erations and umpire their disputes, with possibly some provision for appeal to the
Commission itself. Thus would we revert to the example of Washington when he and the colonial commissioners met in peace and
not in strife to solve by mutual helpfulness the national problem
of transportation.
And thus the regulating power would gel at first
hand and through touch with the vital facts, its knowledge of the
complicated commercial and soc-ial conditions which every conte.-ted
r.ate question presents.
It would be dealing with the parties at a
time when, with open minds, both are striving to reach a point
of mutual advantage, rather than when, as opposing parties to a
complaint, each is trying to get the better of the other. I'nder
such a plan of co-operation, perfectly consonant with provisions of
existing law, the regulating power would l)ecome, as it ought to be.
an instrument of conciliation, and the fruit of Its exercise would
be commercial peace. Through such an agency the difficulties in
the way of uniform classification would be removed, a national and
harmonious system of rates established, mystery taken out of traffic
problems, and the path made smooth to the day when a stamp purchased from any carrier and affixed to a parcel of merchandise will
carry the parcel to Its destination, wherever it may l)e, as surely
and unostentatiously as the postage stamp now performs Its lowly
task,
believe the railroads would welcome and support such a
1

scheme of co-operative regulation

of their rates and their traffic.
fear that the public but dimly realize the willingness of
I
the railroads to accept and to further the reforms in transportation
methods that recent changes in our laws and In their administraThe effective prohibition of rebates and of
tion have produced.
free transportation, and the elimination of the many forms of discriminations which expressed the subservience of the carriers to
the large shippers mark the emancipation of the railroads from a
slavery to abuses to which none of them would return. Mast of
them are not only wiHing but anxious to co-operate in any policy
of reasonable regulation that will maintain their business on the
higher plane of morality to which it has thus been forcibly lifted.
.•\nd
think that spirit of co-operation should be reciprocated by
the regulating power.
I

It continues, however, tn lie the claim of the railroads that they
shall not be so regulated as to he prevented from earning Interest
re.ii.ouabIe di\lden<ts on their stocks.
And they

on their bonds and

only they and their securityholders and their embut the nation at large Is interested in their continuing
earn
thost^ charges and dividends.
For, in the absence
to
of such earnings, Wvnx securities l>e<-ome discredited, they are in
consequence unable to provide the added mileage and increased
facilities which the growing commerce of the country demands,
and thus they faii to support not only their own normal quota of
employees, but millions of others of our citizens who depend upon
the many industries that the ordinary actirltles of our railroads
Insist that not

ployees,

ability

;

May

;
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keep in operation. Tlie dark days through which we are passing
lend telling weight to this contention.
The insistence of the raiiroads upon this position Involves no
criticism of the policies of the President. Indeed, he admits that
the railroads should earn their interest and charges, and concedes
His policies,
that, generally speaking, they are not over-capitalized.
however, do not concern themselves, primarily, with the conservation of the reve.'iues of the railroads.
I understand his attitude in
"Seek
this respect to be expressed in the Scriptural Injunction:
ye first the Kingdom of God and his righteousness; and all these
things shall be added unto you." The practice of the railroads in
the past, it must be confessed, has been to rever.se the order of this
te.\t; to seek first their revenues, and to await with patience the
coming of the Kingdom of God. It is not surprising, therefore, that
they take hold of the first part of the program of th's new dispensation not only with awkwardness, but with some foar that the
promise of the latter part may not be realized. It Is a fact, however, that the first enforced steps taken by the railroads on the
path of righteousness marked out for them by President Roosevelt
have tended to increase rather tlian to diminish their revenues.
The limitation of the pass privilege has clearly swollen the passenger receipts. The enforcement of the prohibition of rebates has
not only turned our traffic men and the traffic men of the shippers,
from a life of daily crime, but has turned money into our
too
treasuries.
So clearly is this true that the chief political opponent
of the President makes it his daily taunt that the only regulations
the administration has actually enforced against the railroads have
added to their revenues as though that in itself were a crime to

—

—

—

make

the blood of the people boil.
But the statesmanship that ri.ses no higher In its treatment of
this great question than to see good in no regulation save that
which takes money from the railroads, either lacks intelligence itself or assumes want of intelligence in the electorate to which It
appeals. And I believe that the people could be led to see the
essential identity of the prosperity of the country with that of the
railroads, and the absolute dependence of the one upon the other,
if only a voice could be found to raise that cry.
A program of rational regulation should oppose the regulation of railroad rates through the specious device of a physical
valuation of railroad properties. The argument in favor of this
suggestion is founded on the assertion that railroad rates are unreasonably high. If, it is argued, a value could be placed by governmental determination upon the physical properties owned by the
railroads, that valuation would express the aggregate investment
on which the earnings of the roads should yield a fair return, no
matter what amount of outstanding securities represent the properties or what those securities cost to original or present holders.
Wholesale reduction of rates could then be made to a basis just
sufficient to yield this reduced return.
The premise of this argument is false and its conclusion immoral.
Railroad rates In this country are not unreasonably high. As
shippers and consumers of freight we pay a transportation cost less
than one-half that of Germany, barely more than one-third that of
Prance, and but slightly in excess of one-fourth that of England
and the other countries of Europe. Following are the figures tor
last year:
Freight cost.
per ton mile.

Country.

iQ rents.
.10

Chlnn
.Tnpnn

.

.

.

Frnncc
Rnglnnd
United States

.022
..024
024

Ilnly

Freight cost,
per ton mile,
In cents.

Ocrmnny

.O.*!

Itussln

Country.

.019
.02fi

0000

.022.-.

Aiisti-ln

Realdes. the cost of transportation to the actual consumer la
so slight a quantity as never to disturb his thoughts oxcopt when
forced upon his attention as a campaign issue. A careful writer
has computed the amount which freight charges actually add to
the cost at Pittsburgh of necessary articles of wear and consumption, and I give you some of them:

A

A

A

—

three cents;
suit of clothes
pnlr of shoes
one and one hnlf cents;
man's hat less than half a cent

A

—

—

—

less than one cent
lady's hat, trimmed for wear
Mnslln one-tweltth of n cent per yard;
Flour less than one lift h of a cent per pound:
Dressed meats one fonrth ot a cent per ponnd

—
—
—
— one-third of

;

cent per pound
ii
Vegetables and canned Roods- -one sixth ot a cent per pound.

Fisli

;

We

"plead the baby act" as a nation when we cry out against
The
overcapitalization of our railroad corporations.
and the nation hid their opportunity, at the time ot issue,
to prevent the sale and consequent validation ot thesi^ "watered"
securities.
Why was their issue not prevented? Because, as a
people, we were willing to pay the price and to take the chance, in
order to got the railroads built and the country develoiied. Well,
the railroads were built and the country was developed because,
the

alle,!;ed

state

by reason of this attitude of the people, the states and the nation,
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was

possible to sell the securities thus Issued in the world's
markets, and, through their sale, to obtain ihe money without which
the railroads would not have been built and the country would not
have been developed. In countless cases, under all sorts of circumstances, it has been attempted to invalidate railroad bonds on
the claim that the corporation got inadequate consideration for their
issue that is, that they wore issued in excess ot the' value of the
property of the corporation. Against every such attempt our courts
have held, with a unanimity that attests the essential righteousness of the holding, that all such securities, no matter how flagrantly overissued, in the hands of holders for value are the enforceable obligations of the corporation and valid charges upon its properties and their earnings.
The movement for a physical valuation
of railroad properties seeks to accomplish, by administrative order,
the invalidation of these securities which the courts deny. I repeal,
it

—

such an effort is immoral.
Like all Immoral acts, whether ot nation or ot individual, the

movement for physical valuation of railroads is also foolish. The
protegtion that the courts throw around the innocent holder of this
class of securities lies, as an essential fact, at the very foundation
of the credit of our corporate securities, at home and abroad. The
threat that this protection may be nullified by an executive order
fixing the ultimate capitalization upon which the railroads will be
permitted to earn a return, without reference to the amount of
outstanding stocks or bonds, menaces all of our railroad securities.
In limes like these, when it is generally accepted that the one thing
our industrial situation needs is restoration ot the confidence of
the investing public, here and abroad, in our railroad securities,
how foolish it would be, by the adoption of such a policy of regulation, to justify and to confirm the suspicion with which these
securities are now regarded in the markets of the world!
To those regulations which seek to place under the control of
oflicers of the government the admiaisiration ot the internal affairs of the railroads, everyone interested not only in their prosperity, but In the prosperity and safety ot the country, should protest.
I
do not include in this condemnation those regulations effectively designed to protect the safety ot traveler and employee,
or to secure to the latter fair compensation for injuries suffered
through the negligence of his employer. In those questions the
public has a direct interest which it may rightly safeguard. But
when, under guise ot accomplishing these public purposes, government takes hold of the o[)erations of the railroads in such a way
as to intrude its authority between the control of the employer
and the obedience of the employee, it takes a step not only unjust
to the railroads, but unsafe both to the traveling and shipping
public and to the state. It is universal experience that nothing
tends to good service In any line of employment so much as the
realization that continuance in the employment, with its consequent
pay and hope of promotion, depends upon the character and loyalty
ot the service rendered.
It Is, in my judgment, one of the regrettable effects of modern
labor conditions whatever may be the compensating benefits that
there has been largely substituted for this prop of self-reliance
based on good service the all-supporting arm of the union. Intelligent and unprejudiced observers of the operations of our railroads
trace a definite percentage of the increased operating costs of the
past few years, of the decreased efficiency in service, of the Increased
casualties with their resulting growth of loss and damage to freight
and loss of life and injury to persons, to the slackening Influence
ot this very fact upon the hands and brains that load and make
up and move the trains. If to this there bo added the assurance
to the employee that no longer his employer or bis union, but a
paternal government prescribes the hours and conditions of his
employment, the nation itself will be the sufferer, not only in the
diminution of its Industrial efliciency, but In the deterioration of
the fiber of its citizenship.
Nor siiould any governmental officer or body be given power
to prescribe for the railroads schedules for the movement of perishable freight, or the conditions under which they shall interchange
cars with their connections. I do not see how schedules for perishable freight can be made without making schedules for all other
trains; and I do not think that government commissions or agents
should make the time cards of the railroads. It control of these
intricate details of operation, and of tlie relations and practices that
shall determine the Interchange of cars at every connecting point
on our 225,000 miles of railroad, be put in the hands of the commission, what remains of the work of operating the lines will be
60 unavoidably involved in these regulations that it might as well
all be conducted from Washington.
If It lie answered that the purpose of these provisions is to prevent dis<-rlminatlons In these particulars, the .sufficient reply Is that existing law prohibits all discriminations, proscribes punishment therefor by fine and imprisonment, and provides pecuniary compensation for the party Injured.
If.
as a cumulative and preventive remedy for these particular
species of discrimination, it Is necessary for government to take
over the operation of the railroads in these particulars, then, for
the preventive protection of others who may be injured by other

—

—
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klnde of discrimination, the government should operate the railroads in tolo.
It Is as a citizen, rather than as a railroad man, that I decry
the growing tendency toward his kind of railroad regulation. Every
Buch regulation loosens, by just so mui-h, the control of the railroad manager over the proiierty in his charge, and lessens, in the
same degree, 'his accountability to Its owners. For the resultant
di'croaso In earnings and increase in expenseii the responsibility is
the governrntnt.
shlfto<l from his shoulder.s to the regulating power
Now, It is establlhhed by law and admitted in all discussion, that
the owners of the propeity are entitled from Us earnings to a fair
return upon Its value. There is, therefore, no escape. In logic or
In morals, from the proposition that, to the extent that governmintal lirterference with the owner's control of the operations of
railroad diminishes the ability of the property to return the
hl.-i
fair profit to which, under the law, he Is entitled, the government
I
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ago restored, but a very considerable mileage has been built In
various parts of the country, and a large addition to this is now
in band.
Among these lines Is the Important connection of the
Chinese Imperial lines from Shanghai to Nanking.
Preliminary

—

must make the owner whole. In other words, if the government
undertake, In whole or In part, the operation of our rallroails.
a government guaranty must go with the act. And I don't think
that Is a good thing for the Republic, however soothing It might

Is to

be to the railroads.

The Shanghai-Nanking
The awakening

of

Railroad.

China after centuiics

of slunit>er is perhaps

better Illustrated by the rapid constru<tion of railroads than by any
it is only within the lifeother evidences of modern civilization,
time of the present generation that the first line was built that
from Shanghai to Woosung and destroyed, for a frightened Chinese
mob uprooted the rails and threw them with the rolling stock into
the sea. Not only, however, has this short 10-mile line been long

—

—

Small

Bridge

Near Soochow.

agreements were made some years ago by British capital and British
engineers to build this line, and four others, the Tlentsln-Yang-tsze,
the LinKwal-Quan-Sinyang, the Su-chan-Hang-chau-Ningpo. and the
Canton-llongkong lines. It was not, however, till 1903 that a definite agreement was signed enabling the Shanghai-Nanking line to
be started. Its total length Is about 200 miles, of which 150 miles
from the Shanghai end has been opened for traffic, while the remainder Is expected to be finished in July or August next.
The route follows, as much as possible, the natural and artiflclal
waterways, these and their tributaries forming valuable feeders to
the railroad. Starting from Shanghai, the line follows the bank of

The Shanghai-Nanking Railroad

(ind

Its

QQnnfptlons.

Mat
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the Su-chan creek, and then that of the Grand
canal, up to the important town of Chinkiang
Following the
on the Yangtse-Kiang liver.
.south bank of this, one of the great rivers of
The line stops
China. Nanking "is reached.
liere, leaving the river unbridged. the Pookoo
lerminus of the projected Tien-tsin line being
The river is not only
at the opposite shore.
ileep and wide at this point, but its lied is
very unsuitable for bridge foundations unlo-s
expensive work is done. This important
break In the connection between Shanghai and
.N'ingpo and the capital Pekin will have to be
ilealt with by means of a steam ferry.
The location pi the Shanghai-Nanking
line, crossing so many waterways with a headway sufficient for sailing junks, has entailed
a great deal of expenditure on bridge work.
On the .07 miles between Shanghai and Sulian where the canal Is reached, there are
111 bridges, and CO between there and Wusich,
which is only 28 miles further, while the
rand Canal is lo be crossed by a bridge of
Miree 00-ft. girders near Chinkiang. The country is easy for construction to Wusich. where
it
becomes undulating, and after Chinkiang
is
passed, it is fairly mountainous. The
only tunnel, which is 435 yards long, is
on thi.s portion, and from thence to Nanking
I

I

Quinsan Viaduct; Shanghai-Nanking Railroad.

.AP

*t^

W^.MiCJmmm r r
Building a Cofferdam:

;

—
r

Jt

-X
^«

%fi^

r^_

Slianghai-Nanl<ing Railroad.

South

of

Soochow.

J
Bridging the Grand Canal,

£1

1
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the works are fairly heavy, there being many high Alls and detj)
cuts In the Yanetsze valley. The rails, 851 lb8. to the yard on
Jarrah (Australian) ties, are laid for a single track, though the AIIk
and bridges from Shanghai to Huchan have been built for doubletrack, the road being a first class one, designed for hlgu specdg and
heavy freight, while the 8leeije.>it grade Is only 0.6(i jier cent. The
gage is 4 ft. S'.<i in.
The passenger locomotives have been supplied by Mesisra'. Robert
Stephenson & Co., of Newcastle-on-Tyne, fCngland, ana the freight
locomotives by the North British l-ocomotlve Co. The rest of the
rolling stock was built by the Metropolitan Amalgamated Hallway
Carriage & Wagon Co.
The Shanghai-Woo.sung Railroad, to whose tumultuous Infancy
we have already alluded, has been absorbed and partly rebuilt by
the Shanghai-Nanking bramh of ilic Imperial Railways, and at Woo-
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of the .laiion.-:, with such other Information as usually appears on
the central column of the train theet. On either side of the renter,
corresponding wlih the columns for train records, aie groovts or
slots Into which slide the cards, each one to contain the record of
a train.
These cards are 18 In. long and IVi in. wide, and ar<? arranged to contain all information coniernlng the train, such a» delays, tonnage, etc.
They fit securely into the spaces and are held
EO that each line on the card is opposite the name of the station

which It corresponds. Thus It answers exactly the purpose of
the printed sheet.
When the train completes its run the card containing Its record is removed and filed away and the space may be
used for another.
The advantages of the card system over the train sheet an
many. The despatcher has no records before him except tbOBe of
trains actually on the road.
He may have all trains as near as possible to the central column instead of at a remote corner of the
sheet.
He is relieved of the in-onvenience of handling two sheet?
at one time, a condition which alway:- exists for several hours after
midnight and soraetimes (.ontlnues until noon. The superintendent
or other person wishing to examine the records of trains which have
passed over the road, can get them from the file without Interferin;
with the de.spatcher or his work.
Serious results have happened from a despatcher connecting a
lime with the wrong station on account of its being to'vr away
from the station column. They have been known, also, toitverlook
a iiain still on the road, Lecause of the many represente<lV)n the
with only here and there one still in existence. With the card
.-li('(
.sy.stem all .ire on the road and all near the :-enter of the table. There
i.s.
in fact, a list of the station.'^ printed on each of (he slips, so that
sepaialion of t^talion and lime i.s impo.s.slble.
to

I

Car Surpluses and Shortages, April 29.

Bridge Arches Under Construction North of Soochow.

sung completely equiiiju'il railroad shopK have been erected
manufacture of rolling slock and for locomotive repairs.
shops are driven and lighted by electricity. The estimate

for the

These
for the
district

Including the co.st of land, is $38,400 per mile. The
i.s one of the most populous in China, particularly between Shanghai
and Su-chan, so that it is expected that this portion of the line
will be double-tracked at an early date.
The provinces of the
Yangtsze valley are the chief centers of the tea, cotton and silk
line,

Siinri.usKs
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December
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1.18
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8
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151
19
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10,028
1.285

10,429

4o,:;4

868

1.27.1

3,04

3,546

130,223
134.217

Division.*

the Northern Pacific the card system has been applied to
lio despatchers' train sheet.
The large and often cnnibTPonie sheet
on which the records of train movements are kej)* has been abandoned and the despatcl;er's table is equipped with fixtures which
admit of the use of the card system in its place. In the center of
he desk there is, in permanent form, a column showing the naiue.s
1

2i),

53,689

Industries, and are the richest and most productive in China, being
thickly peopled by a wealthy and industrious population.
Tht
length of time occupied by passengers In traveling from Shanghai
up to Nanking by steamer Is about 28 hours, while that by rail will
be reduced to elghl hours, and the time in conveyance of freight
will be leduced In a still greater degree.
Depp water wharfage
exists, and is capable of extension, at Woosung. and there are a
number of projected railroads with wliUh the lu w line will be ultimately connected, leading lo Pckin on the north, and Hankow, Canton and Nlngpo on the west and south. The railroad will be operated by a board of live commissioners, of whom three, including
the engineer in chief, will be British, and the remaining two,
Chinese.
The consulting engineers lo the railroad are Sir John
Wolfe Barry and Arthur J. Barry, London.
We are indebted to the courtesy of the Far F.a Icni A'crinc for
the illustrations shown herewith.

On

30, 1907, 'lo Aiiiii.

-Surpluses.
Coal.

f

.Vpill

The Committee on Car Efficiency of the American Railway Association, Arthur Hale, Chairman, has issued Bulletin No. 21-B, giving
a summary of surpluses and shortages of freight cars by groups
from October 30 to .\pril 29. The total of surplus cars reaches
413,605 in this report, being an increase of 37,835 cars over the
report tor April 15. The largest increase is in coal cars, although
there is a marked increase in box, and slight increases in flat and
miscellaneous c;irs. The box car surplus, however, is still 1.693
cars below the maximum for this class, which was reached on January 8. The increase is heaviest in Group 2 (E^astem), although
Groups 3 (Middle), 3 (Southern) and 6 (Northwestern), also re-

.'.4.,-,42

322..1

15

79
191
2.964
15.987

2.224
U.032

1.007
1.619
1.219
1.10(1

73S
724
17.0«M
90.757

The increases are slight In Groups 8
(Middle Western), 10 (Pacific) and 11 (C^inadlan), while Groups 1
(New ICngland), 4 (.North Atlantic and 9 (Southwestern), show
some improvement, the greatest gain appearing in the New England Group, which reports fewer idle cars than at any time since
port quite large increases.

I

March

4.

I'he

summary

for 159 roads is

Protecting

shown

Wet Cuts

in the double

in

The drainage and masonry protection

column

table.

India.
of cuts through

water-

bearing ground is carried out on a much more enduring and expensive scale in Europe and some European possessions than in
the I'nitcd States. The photographs show the summit cut in the
Purrah hills on the Nagda-Muttra Statt* R.iilway. India. The maximum depth of the cut Is 3S ft. It is through boulderclay or treacherous yellow clay, mingled with black iKittom soil. When it wtis
first excavated, water ran through it for some morths In a stream,
owing to percolation from the neighboring hills, and a man would
sink up to his waist in the slushy soil. Continuous drains 3 ii.
X 3 ft., a mile long, have been made through the whole cut. with
a ballast wall on one side and a massive revetment wall of dry
stone on the other side. Both the revetment walls and ballast
walls are amply provided with weep-holes, and are founded on a
bed of concrete.
Between the ballast walls there is a deep layer of dry stone

May
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Retaining Walls and Road Bed.

Revetment Wall and Drains

in

Durrah

Hill

Cut; Nagda-Muttra State Railway.
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below the ballast. Where the soil
ilraln has hci'/i l)iillt h:ilf-w.iy up

Is

most treacherous, a confrete

slope to Interrupt the rainwith dry stone up to tha top
or the slope.
Uelow the drain are dry stone counterforts and earthenware pipes carrying the rainfall Into the solid masonry drains
at foundation level.
We are Indebted to Indian hUiginvi-iimj for he photoRiaphs
and the details mentioned.

Above

fall.
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number of veseels on the Great Lakes
grom registered tonnage, was as follows:

total

with their

(liain the soil Ik revetted

.Nu.
Kiillliii;

I.m4
4^)
SOU

Uliul IjiIUlk
l^aiK'-H
'J'olal

I

3,03'.J

early In 1907,

<;r..»« i..niiiige.

jut

v.-niiflii

Sii-am vi-»«cl«

l6.

.'.:>
1

1

:i<i

-l!.4.'i'»
,,•

..,',>'J

Ta.l'j'J
2.'J:(4.43-J

De.IuctIng the canal boat-t, the number of vesgeU actually enIn lake traffic was 2.572, and the gross tonnage 2.183.833.
The percentage of sailing vessels Is decreasing year by year. mo£t
of those now running are on Lake Michigan.
In 1895 sailing ves-

gaged

Transportation on the Great Lakes.*
Wi
iOiiHtrui

Miiiiiicvr,

Kric

At

WAI.TICII

TIIAYKR,

Wi-Hlorii Ti'iiiiHpiiiliiliiiii fi.mijniiy, I'liKiiiIi-lphln.

The prominence

of the Panama Canal In the affairs of the nal\nn has naliirally resulted In xrealer Interest in transportation by
Inland wati rways. This Is especially n( t!ceai)le in the wider interest now lieUiK taken In our greatest waterways, the Northern
ai<ei, and In the conditions iiniler whhh frc'ght U handled on
I

them.

Although the Great Lakes wcr.; originally indiviilually navigable for boats of considerable slj;e, the rapids at Sault Ste. Marie,
and tlie narrow and shallow stretches of water <onne;tlnK I ake
iCrie with
I ake
Huron, and
ake Huron with I. ake Superior,
through which the greatest volume of tonnage must pass, presented
many obstacles to the passage of vessels. An increasing traffic
transported, and a consequen' decreasing cost of transportation,
have accompanied the clearing of these impediments to navigation.
The principal natural ol)3tacics have been, and still are, the shallow
water over the l.inie Kliu Crossing, just south of Detroit, over the
St. Clair tli'.ts not far above the same place, at the Straits
of Mackinac, and, mo.st Important of all, the Sault Ste. Marie Rapids
at the
entrance to Lake Superior. The deepening by the United States
<;nvernment of the first three stretches, and the building by the
United States and Canada of the largest locks in the world at
Sault Ste, Marie, where there is a total fall of about eighteen feet
In three-quarters of a mile, now permit die passage
of practically
all the immense tonnage to and from, Lake Superior.
These Improvements have perhaps yielded greater returns to this country
than many times the same amount invested in any other character
I

improvements.
of this paper is to de-scribe In a general way the origin,
character and method of handling the tonnage of the Great Lakes.
of i)ublic

The aim

TItAITIC

AND

VKSSICI.

TONNAl:K

0.\

TIIK l;HE.\T l.AKKS.

Contrary to the general understanding this tralhc consists of
relatively few commodities, most of which are products of
the
mines, the forests and the grain fields, surrounding or lying beyond
the Great Lakes.
Iron ore and coal constitute the bulk of the tonnage.

The tonnage of ships and traffic passing the locks at Sault Ste.
Marie gives the clearest index of the business handle}! on the lakes,
tliough thes-p figures do not include the tonnage passing
between
Lake Michigan and the Kast. Over one-third of the tonnage of
ships under the American fiag and half the steamers of 1.000 tons
and upwarils are on the Great lake.s, and last year the total tonnage of freight east and westbound passing over the Lime Kiln
Crossing below Detroit, which would Include the business of both
Lake Michigan and Lake Superior to and from lake Krie, amounted
to over 70,000.(1(10 tons In a season of
days.
Over 25,000 vessels
passed Detroit, an average of one ship every thirteen minutes, and
200 tons of freight per minute for the season. These figures exceed thoFe of any navigable stream in the world. The
records
taken at the Sault Ste. Marie locks, indicate in a general way the
character of this tonnage and the relative importance of the Commodities of which it Is composed, l.a-t year the total freight
llirough the Soo amounted to .'iLT-ILOSO tons, carried In 22.155
boats.
I(
was valued at ?51(i,ooo.(ioO, and was divided in the proportion
al]out 80 per cent, easlbound and about 20 per cent,
westbound.
The prlncli)al eastbound business was:
:;.')()

Iron ore, 35,357,042 tons; wheat. 84.271,358 bushels; other grain,
64,341,155 bushels; flour, (;,495,350 barrels; copper. 107,633 tons.

Westbound:
nitumlnous

coal, 7,728,255 tons;

anthracite coal. 1.011,275 tonsj
comparatively heavy, but of relatively

gnieral merchandise, not
large value.
The larger part of the total is iron ore and <oal. and the eastbound movomeni overshadows the westbound in tonnage, and also
In what Is known as "bulk" freight; t, t'., ore. coal and
grain aa
distinguished from package freight or general merchandise. The
relation between tlie tonnage of the several
iasse.^ of freight does
not correspond with the rndos of the values.
In 1!)05 It was cstiiiiated that of the total value of Irafflc through the Soo during
that
year, the value of the iron ore and products of Iron represented
27 per cent.; cereals. 28 per cent.; copper. 7 per cent.; coal, both
anthracite and bituminous, 5 per cent.; lumber. 4 per cent., and
all
other products, 28 per cent.
1
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sels carried 30 per cent, of the tonnage passing the Soo; in 1905
only 15 per cent. The craft on the lakes now range from the old
boats of small size to the modern ore carrl.-r.i made of 8te«l.* the
late.st of whiih are COS feet over all, with sixty-foot Ijeam, a depth
of thirty two feet, and a capacity of 13,000 tons.
The barges re
ferred to above are generally towed by steamers of the same line.
IRO.V OKK TRAFVIC.
The principal iron mining ranges are the .Mesaba. VermllloD,
Gogebic, Marquette and .Menominee ranges, located in the territory
adjacent to the western end of Lake Superior and in the upper
peninsula of Michigan. 7he principal ore docks are located at
Uuluth, Superior, Two-Harbors, Escunaba and Marquette. The
mines, as a rule, are located from ten to sixty miles back from the
water, and the ore is' hauled in specially constructed cars to tbo
docks. These docks are so constructed that the cars from the
mines are run out on them. The hoppers in the bottom of the
cars are let down, and ore is discharged by gravity Into pocket?
from the bottom of which Iron chutes lead to the vessel lying alongside the dock.
Through the hatches of the vessel the ore Is chuted
by gravity Into the hold at as many points as there are hatches.
In this way very little manual labor is necessary. A cargo of 9.277
tons of ore has been loaded into the steamer "E. J. Earling" at
Mesaba Dock No. 4, at Duluth, in seventy minutes or on an average
of 7,288 tons per hour.
Just here we have the keynote of the transportation service
on the Jakes, which is to secure for each vessel the least possible
delay at port of loading or of discharge and (onsequently the great
,

number of round trips possible in a season. The average number of trips that a modern vessel is able to make from the head
of Lake Superior to Lake Erie is usually estimated at twenty per
season, although with good dispatch at terminals some boats may
make twenty-flve, and even more. Every additional trip In a s'-ason reduces the average cost of transportation, and the entire
carrying trade is ever pressing to reduce delay, whether at termiest

nals or en route. To the genius displayed in devising plans to
accomplish this result is due in no small degree the record the lakes
have made in affording the cheapest transportation in the world.
Based on records at the Soo, In IMOS, the average distance that
freight was carried was 833.3 miles. The average cost was .85 mi:i
per ton per mile, as against an estimated average cost for rail
handling of about four mills per ton per mile. Ingenuity in effecting dispatch of boats made it possible for the steamer "W. E.
Corey" to make thirtf trips l)etween Duluth and I-ake Erie porn
during the season of i;im>, and in that time to carry the enormous
total of 302,000 tons of iron ore.

The chief iron ore ranges, and to a large extent the vessels
in this trade, are owned by the larger Iron and steel companies of the United States. The United States Steel Corporation,
through the Pittsburg Steamship Company, owns the largest fleet
on the lakes, 101 vessels with an aggregate tonnage of 368.165 tons
gross register, or about 16 per cent cent, of the total gross tonnage
on the lakes. Next to them is the Gilchrist Transportation Company, with sixty-two vessels of 190.890 tons gross register; the
latter, however, is not allied directly with the iron and steel interests.
The chief steel coinpanies. In addition to the United States
Steel Corporation, now having ships on the lakes to carry their
ore are the Lackawanna Ste^l Company, the Jones and Laughlin
SteeV Company, the Cambria Steel Company, the Tonawanda Iron
engaged

and Steel Company.

The largest steamer on the lakes Is the "Wm. B. Kerr," having
a capacity of 14,000 tons of Iron ore. Sue is the first of three sister
boats, and there are others capable of handling from ten to twelve
thousand tons.
The record cargo of ore Is held by the steamer "Henry H.
Rogers" from Escanaba to South Chicago, 13,333 tons, and over
and over again this year greater cargoes of freight have been
carried down the lakes than have ever gone out of the harbor of
New York. The depth of water in New York harbor doe-; not
permit the largest ocean steamers to load to their full capacity,
and the largest vessels are the fast passenger ships that carry but
little freight.

The rate at which ore Is carried on the lakes is practically
fix^Jl b^ the Pittsburg Steamship Company, owned by the United
States Steel Corporation, which decides what rates these boats will
carry for, and the price they will give others to carry the balance In 1907 It was 75 cents per ton from the
of the ore used by them.
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head of Lake Superior to the ore dock on Lake Erie, and from
Marquette 70 tents per ton; while from Escanaba to Lake Erie
ports the charge was GO cents per ton, and from Escanaba to Chicago, a haul entirely in Lake Michigan, only 35 cents per ton.
In 190G the charge for unloading iron ore was 20 cents per ton,
while vessels that required trimming in order to adjust their cargo,
[laiil about 3 tents per ton for that service.
A cargo of ore loaded
in a modern ore carrier, however, does not require to be trimmed.
The docks for the discharge of ore, unless such ore is for some
iron industry located directly on one of the lakes, are generally
owned and operated by the railroads leading south and east from
Lake Erie to the furnaces of Pittsburg and the Mahoning and
Shenango Valleys, a distancre of approximately 75 to 150 miles, or
even farther, to the furnaces in Eastern Pennsylvania, where the
ore is converted into iron and steel by the use of limestone and
coke.
Were it not for the necessity of using the.se articles in the
manufacture of iron, and for the fact that iron ore, on account of
the cheapness of lake transportation, is more economically brought
to the coke, rather than the coke to the ore, the center of these
Industries might be in the neighborhood of Duluth rather than
at Pittsburg; and the tonnage handled on the lakes might be comparatively insignificant.
The docks are located at Ashtabula, Cleveland, Conneaut, Buffalo, Lorain, Erie, Toledo, etc., all on the south shore of Lake Erie,
and handle alwut SG per cent, of all the Iron ore carried on the
lakes.
The above points rank in Importance about in the order
named, the largest number of tons handled in 190G being at Ashtabulii, with u total of 0,833,852 tons.
The amount of ore received
at Lake Erie ports was, in 190G, 32,076,757 tons, as compared with
only 17,014,070 tons in 1901, a fact which furnishes a clear idea of
the increase in the iron ore trade during the past few years. The
difference between the total output and the receipts at Lake Erie
ports is understood to be in the ore for furnaces at Detroit and
South Chicago. Practically the entire success of a dock for receiving ore from a vessel, like a dock for loading vessels, depends
on the ability to unload quickly and cheaply, and place in cars
the tonnage that is daily brought alongside the docks by the gigantic
ore carriers so constructed as to permit the hoisting and dumping
by the most modern appliances, both electric and otherwise, of the
greatest number of tons per hour in order to accomplish the quickest
possible release of the vessel and effect the maximum saving In the
cost of operation.
The efficiency of the machinery for unloading is shown by the
record of the "George W. Perkins," 10,316 tons having been taken
off in four hours and ten minutes, or at an average rate of 2,582
tons per hour. Moreover, this record is being approximated in the
unloading of all similar boats, and it is the ambition of the managers of every dock to hold the unloading record. The records are
being lowered year by year, and often more than once in a season.
liHAIN THAITIC.

Next in importance to the management of the ore traflic Is the
handling of grain. This trade is i)articipated in by all kinds and
sizes of vessels, and consequently there is more fluctuation in grain
rates than in those for any other commodity. Grain originates
beyond the western lake ports and is brought there by rail and
placed in elevators. From the elevators it is shipped by vessel,
generally to the port.^ of Lake Erie, the cost by lake being less than
by rail. At the we.stern lake ports elevators in connection with
and often owned by the prominent eastern rail lines, receive the
grain, and in due course load it into cars for export via eastern
seaboard cities or for transportation to interior points. The rates
per bushel for carrying grain depend absolutely on the number ot
boats available for the trade. Charters for the season, such as are
made for ore in large quantities, are not characteristic of the graincarrying trade. When grain is wanted for any particular vessel
the rate depends on the supply of or demand for vessels; or, in
other words, upon what happens to be the immediate condition or
the number of boats available at the time, or upon the desire ot
the shipper for immediate forwarding. The rate thus made per
bushel for forwarding say, to Buffalo, is known as the "going rate,"
and is a matter of public information on the various boards ot
trade at the points of shipment and remains the standard until
altered by a change in the conditions above mentioned. The average rate on wheat from Chicago to Buffalo was 1.7 cents per bushel
Grain
in 1906, and from Duluth to Buffalo 2.2 cents per bushel.
Is the only commodity that is occasionally handled by what are
known as the package freight lines, which are engaged in through
The boats of these package
traffic in connection with railroad lines.
freight lines as a rule take grain only when it is necessary or
expedient to fill out their freight capacity. At such times they bid
for grain in competition witlj the bulk carriers, none of it handled
by the package lines, however, is taken on through rates to interior
eastern points, but only to eastern lake port elevators, from which
the grain is reforwarded to ultimate destination.
In loading grain from the elevators it is spouted into the holds
of the vessels through the hatches, and unloaded by placing an elevator "leg" through tbe UdtcUes Into tbe vessel, TUie so-called leg
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a contrivance on which is arranged an endless chain of buckets
which scoop the grain out of the boat, carrying it up and into the

Is

elevator.

The
in

tons,

largest grain cargo in number of bushels' carried but not
was 417,300 bushels of oats brought into Buffalo by the

"Mary C. Elphicke."
The rates on which grain

is carried by railroad from the eastport elevator, if it goes to points east, are known as "At the East
rates." This being a term used to indicate that the rate includes
the cost of elevation from the vessel at eastern lake port and subsequent loading to cars, which service the ordinary rail rate would
not include.

em

LLMBEB.

Lumber

Is the other item of eastbound bulk freight on the
largest individual, although small, neet in this trade
Is that of the Hines Lumber Company of Chicago.
The rates this

lakes.

The

year have averaged, from Lake Superior to Lake Erie ports $2.25
per thousand feet, and from Lake Michigan to Lake Erie ports J2
per thousand feet. These rates are made by an association, with
which practically all the lumber carriers are identified.' The trade,
however, seems to be falling off.
WK.STBOl'MJ CO.\L TO.NNAr;E.

Coal is practically the only article handled In bulk westbound.
This business is peculiar in its method of handling, for coal is the
only westbound cargo available for ore carriers, and were It not
for coal these ore carriers would go light westbound, as they often

order that they may secure as many loads of ore as possible
a sea.son. The result of this is that coal is taken west at rates
that would otherwise be Impo.ssible.
It Is hard to estimate the
value of this to the people of the Northwest, to whom the coal is a
necessity.
Coal is handled in and out of the ship without charge
to the vessel, and last year the hard coal rate averaged, from Buffalo to Chicago 40 cents and to Duluth 35 cents per ton.
Soft coal
averaged from Ohio ports to Chicago 46 cents and to Duluth 35
cents per ton. As practically all the ore boats are bound to Lake
Superior the rates thence are lowest. Many of the big easte.-n coal
companies have their own facilities and arrangements for handling
coal at western lake ports.
do, in
In

PACKAGE l°BEIGHT SERVICE.
may now consider the relation of the package freight lines
to the traffic of the lakes.
These lines are engaged in carrying all
kinds of merchandise in such packages and of such size as can be
transferred from cars to boats. Practically all passenger steamers
on the lakes also carry package freight, although all package freight
lines do not carry passengers, and in fact the big package lines,

We

in operation between eastern and western lake porta, with perhaps few exceptions, do not carry any passengers, being made up
exclusively of package freight boats. The most modern of these
carry about 5,000 tons, and, as a rule, all of this is loaded between
decks or in the hold reached through openings in the decks, the
freight being handled in and out through gangways In the sides
of the boat and up and down gangplanks from and to the docks.
There are several package freight lines, but they may be divided
Into two large classes:
First.
Those that make short runs between nearby ports or
ports on the same lake, or are engage^ in carrying freight, generally
not of considerable volume, for local delivery at the ports at which
they call.
Second. Those lines that have through rates and prorating
arrangements with the larger eastern and western rail lines, with
which they connect.
The lines in the first class, on account of the generally local
aspect of their service and of the fact that they are not usually a
link in a through transportation service, may be passed over without discussion, in oriler that fuller consideration may be given to
the other and more important class of package freight lines.
Although the business carried between ports on the Great Lakes
by these lines Is considerable in quantity and value, their chief
traffic is that turned over to them as intermediate carriers between
the rail lines leading east to the western lake ports of Chicago,
Milwaukee, Gladstone and Duluth, etc, and west to the eastern lake
ports of Buffalo. Erie, Cleveland, Detroit, Port Huron, etc. this
business to be again turned over by the lake lines to rail connections at the end of their route.
To illustrate by a concrete example: business for rail and lake shipment may be taken In New
York by the Pennsylvania Railroad to Erie and delivered to Its
lake connection, the Erie and Western Transportation Company,
which takes the freight by water to Duluth or Chicago, as the case
may be, and again turns it over to connecting rail lines to be delivered by them to consignees at St. Paul or Minneapolis. The .same
service may be performed in tbe other direction from Minneapolis,
for example, to New York.
As these lines all have their rail connections, they may in turn
be subdivided into two classes, according to the eflaciency of their
service.
Some of them have direct routes, east of the lake.', for
example, to and from New York, In connection with the big trunk
Uoe roads, such fts tbe Penosylv&oia Railroad and tbe New York

—
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Ontral, whiln others are dependent on a sliort water haul, like
tho National l)r-Kpatch, which takes biiHlnegs by water from New
York to New London, Conn., and there turns It over to the Central
Vermont Hallioad, which In turn has a long haul In connection
with tho (irand Trunk to Depot Harbor, Canada, where It l.s at
last doUvcrfil to boats to be carried to Chicago and points beyond.
Another route Is via canal boat through the Krie Canal from New
York to Ituffalo (rcqulrlnK from twelve to fourteen days on the
I'anal), where tlie freight Is turned over to lake Une.s for forwarding
we.^t.

KATES DY TIIK LAKE LINES.

As a

result of the different services thus offered there are three
kinds of rates via the lakes:
(1) westbound, from New York City,
known as standard lake rates; (2) differential lake rates, and
(3) canal and lake rates.
These three are represented by the
following rate.s In cents per hundred pounds, on the various classes.
New York to Chicago:
«.

.t.

.Stnnrtnrd I.nkp

IMffcnMitlnl

$0.1!;;
r>2

I.Hlto

Canal and Lnko

*0..';4

$0.41

$0.30

$0.2."5

?0.21

.46

.3r,

.20
.23

.22

.1«
.18

42

.20

.21

win be seen how complicated must be the adjustment of
by the various routes, and how greatly the charges must vary

It

rates

accordance with the services performed, particularly when

In

it

remembered that the service between these points Is also performed by all-rail routes, differential rail routes, and by an oceanand-rail route via Norfolk.
These rout»!S In turn have the following
rates, first class, Jn cents per hundred pounds. New York to Chicago: all-rail, 75 cents; differential rail, 69 cents; ocean and rail,
Is

C5 cents.

During the season of open navigation a shipper In New York
who wishes to forward a hundred-pound case of blankets to Chicago, has, among others, a choice of the following routes. In connection with each of which the charge wo\ild be in cents the amount
mentioned;

75 cents;

all-rail,

differential rail, KB cents;

ocean and

C5 cents; standard lake, 62 cents; differential lake, 52 cents,
and canal and lake, 42 cents.
Prominent among the commodities handled by the package
The eastbound business,
lines, westbound, are sugar and cement.
however. Is the heaviest and consists almost exclusively of flour,
mill feed and copper, with occasional deck loads of shingles, and
now and then grain if the vessels are unable to secure a full load
rail,

of

package freight.

OWNKHSIIIP AND RAIL CONNECTIONS OF LAKE LINES.
As between the standard and the differential lake lines, much
the more Important are the standard lake lines operating between
l.aKe Erie and Lake Michigan or Lake Superior ports. These lines
are. with the exception of the Soo line, generally owned and
operated by the eastern trunk lines, as feeders at their eastern lake
ports.

The

railroad-lake lines are:
Oopratptl

& Wpstern Transp. Co,
tThp Wpstem Transit Co..
The Union Steanibtiat Lino.
Erlp

,

r,nl<o

To and

Owned

rrotn.

MIrlilcnn— I.nkP Snpprlor.

Ppnn.
N.Y. C.

Lakp Mlclilcan— Lake Superior.
Lnkc MlelilRan

&

by.
IT. 11.

Erip.
(

I,ehlgh Valley.

Mutual Transit Co

Lake Supprlor

I.ackawnnim Trnnsptat'n Co.

I.nkp Mlrtilsan

P.. ly. *
KrIe.
y. r.
n.. I„ *

LplilCh Vnllpv Ti-ansp. Co...

Lake Mlclilgnn

LehlEti Vnllpy.

Lake Michigan

Minn.. St. Paul
& Sault Ste.
Marie.

I

1

In.
Minneapolis.

St.

Paul

ft

Puf

fnio Sipam.'dilp Co. (Soo

Mnp)

(

;.

•!

t,

W.

&h.

r.

W.

nsh\iig. N. Y.. Cp Chlcngo.

No.

:0.

known

a.s a differential.
It represents the amount under the allrail rate charged
by the standard lines, which experience and
long custom has i-stabllshed as being considered the difference between the value of the two kinds of service. The retail prices of
granulated sugar and flour, per hundred pounds, being $5.50 and
$3.50 rotipectlvely, it will be seen what a comparatively email part
the cost of transportation must play in the price of such commodi-

ties to the consumer.
It is difficult to explain the various rates In existence over the
several routes between the East and West; but it should be noted
that the service via the lakes requires a transfer, where none U
necessary when shipments are all-rail, and that there has grown up
a fixed relation between the rates all-rail ana the rates rail and lake,
based on relative speeils. and that when reductions or advances are
made in all-rail rates, consequent reductions or advances follow
These
In the rates rail and lake, either eastbound or we.Ubound.
principles of adju.'rtment are further carried out in changes in
rates by the differential rall-and-lake lines, and the canal lines.
The various standard lake lines were primarily considered as
feeders for their rail connections, and in order that other railroads
not equipped with lake lines may not reap the advantage of the
tonnage thus provided, through prorating arrangements have been
made only between the lake lines and their rail owners, or such
other railroads as the owners of the lake line think It profitable to
connect with.
SL'M.MARY IMPOBTANCE OF BEBVICE OF PACKAGE FREIGHT USES.
The foregoing discussion shows that by far the largest part
of the tonnage of the lakes consists of ore, coal, grain, etc., handled
In bulk by vessels ready to go from port to port for the highest compensation they can secure for their serx-Ices. On account of the
great quantities handled, and the ease with which It Is loaded and
unloaded, and also on account of the fact that the government has
provided a free way and free harbors, the rates for transportation
on the lakes are so low as to make unfair a comparison of those
rates with average charges per ton per mile via rail lines.
The bulk freight handled on the Great Lakes consists almost
exclusively of raw materials which can be moved at such low rates
as to exclude competition by all-rail routes. With the package
freight business the situation Is different and there is active rivalry
between the rail and water lines. The charges for package freight
made by rail and water lines must be approximately equal because
the difference In costs of the services by competing routes Is relatively small.
Although the tonnage of package freight handled on the Great
Lakes Is small as compared with the volume of bulk traffic, the
service performed by the package freight steamers is highly Important. The package freight lake lines assist their rail connections by adding to the volume and regularity of their traffic, and
afford the shipping public the choice between various routes. The
shorter and more expensive routes provide a quicker service; the
more circuitious, and to the shipper the less expensive routes, a

—

slower service.
There is a business demand for both of these services. The
package freight lines on the lakes perform a function of value to
the carriers and to the public, and occupy an important place In
the elaborate and delicately adjusted system of transportation that
has grown up in the highly developed Industrial section of the
United States lying between the Mississippi River and the north
Atlantic seaboard.

•Anchor Line.
tThp Riitland Transit Corapan.v. ownpd hy the Rutland Railroad, runs
from Ocd.

Vol XLIV.,

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Rditou.

The International Sleeping Car

None

of these, except the Anchor Line, operates passenger steamLike the bulk freighters, every effort is made to accomplish as
trips In a season as possible, and the boats are consequently,
with the excc"|)tIon of the passenger boats during the passenger season,
not operated on any schedule, but are turned as rapidly as possible.
To accomplish this large warehouses are maintained at eastern lake
port.s by these lines. In order that the cargoes of eastbound vessels
may be immediately unlo.idcd for subsequent shipment east. These
warehouses are equipped with various devices to secure the greatest
I)ossibIe dispatch In the loading and unloading of boats, and in many
cases separate houses are devoted to the east and westbound business.
At the western lake ports the facilities for through business
are provided by the delivering rail lines at whose terminals the
package freight lines call for or deliver business routed In their

ers.

many

Jl. 700.000 in 1907 from Its
and restaurants, which are

Co.

made

a

profit

and about $240,000 from
winter resorts.

ears,
at

of

about

Its hotels

The head of the administration of the Hungarian State Railwho has 5.990 state employees under him. besides a small

roads,

army

of laborers, enjoys a salary of 13.000 a ye.ir.
(To be exact.
193 "chief engineers" at
grade of official is $320 a

Among these employees are
$3,034.50.)
The salary of the lowest
$1,000 a yeor.
year.
An

"abnormal

physiological

condition."

according

to

I'nder

creased

is what caused a switchman to neglect to
for lack of which a serious collision occurred near
Milan. A member of Parliament suggested that the abnormality of
the switchman's condition was due to the propinquity of a drinking
saloon.

cents per hundred pounds all-rail, and by the westbound rate of
pounds. New Y'ork to Chicago, on su,jar
23',(. cents per hundred
via rail and lake, as compared with 2ii cents per hundred pounds
all-rail,
The difference between these flgures, In each case, Is

Increase the capacity of the Gtovl tunnel, which penetrates
Llgnrlan Appenines a few miles north of Genoa. It was determined to operate the line electrically from Ponte Declmo to
Rusalla. The more Important electrical companies of the world were
asked to complete for the installation, and the contr.ict was let to
the Westlnghouse comi>any. which will establish its power house at
Vado, on the sea, about 30 miles southwest of Genoa.

care.

On account
number

of the slower speed of handling and of the Inof transfers incident to business shipped by rail
and lake, as compared with all-rail, the rates are lower via the
lakes than via tho nll-rall routes. The present difference Is Illustrated by the 17J{;-cent rate per hundred pounds on flour from
Chlcngo to New York, via lake and rail as compared with 19'A

Secretary of State Darl,
set a

signal,

To

the

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac has asked the Virginia State Corporation Commission to authorize the collection of an
increased fare from passengers who needlessly board trains without
having bought

tickets.

At Austin, Texas, April 30, the Galveston, Harrisburg & San
Antonio and the Texas & New Orleans were fined $200 each for diso-

7'/j
mills a niile.j
Third, that the members of the association
should bring claims against and collect from railroads for misuse of
their cars; fourth, that private cars ought to be loaded home by their
proper route, and the accounting officers are requested to prevent
diversion; fifth, the proposed adoption of distinctive marks to be put
on private cars (for the purpose of reporting) under the auspices
of the Car Accounting Officers' Association is approved, provided
each owner is satisfied with the letter or letters assigned to his cars.

licdience of the law forbidding passenger trains to wait at junctions
more than 30 minutes for connecting trains.

The

i)assenger steamships "Yale" anJ "Harvard," ot the Mctro]iolitan Steamship Line, have resumed their direct trips between
New York and Hoston by the "Outside Line" around Cape Cod.
These steamers last summer made the trip in \o hours.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, in a report to the Senate,
recommends that express companies be prohibited from buying and
on their own account, commodities transported by express.
The order and commission business done by the express companies
is approved. Including that feature under which express agents And
a market for perishable goods.
.selling,

At Castle Rock,

May

sand

dollars.

Marcli.

The railroads shown in the two following tables, together with
In the United States, show decreased gross
earnings in March, 1908, from the corresponding month last year.
The roads in tlie first table show a decrease In operating expenses
proportionately larger than the decrease In gross. The roads in the
second table show only as great a proportionate decrease in operating expenses, or a less proportionate decrease in operating expenses
than the decrease in gross earnings.
Tadlc

— — Docrca.w

I.

^

,

Hiillrnail of Mcj-lcn:

pninlnKR
OpernllnB expenses
fJrnss

7,

,

in

most of the railroads

yallnnnl

train robbers shot and killed Exjiress Messenger Charles Wright on train No. 4 of the Denver & Rio
Grande, and the robbers appear to have escaped before their work
was discovered. They secured but little money, being unable to open
the larger safe. On May 12 robbers disguised as brakemen overpowered the express messenger on a train of the Great Northern
Railway, near Seattle, Wash., and robbed the safe of several thouColo.,

Railroad Earnings and Expenses

I

tilon I'tiriflr

Mnrch. lOOS. Marrh. 1007.

Amonnt. Per

t^nt.

*n2.!>43

4

80.034

10
14

$1,407,974
914. LSI

$l.:t4.'>.n31

S'JS,.147

:

Oross enmlncs

.'5.34.1.204

n.200.0.',0

R.';4.7S«

nnernllnir expenses

2,948.402

3,000,797

052,335

18

\orfolk rf Wmtrrn
Cross eiirnlncH
Onerntlnir exnenses
yimlnlllr. Chnll. rf .Sf. Lout»

2.059.373

2.777.4.55

1,25.3,000

1,773.759

71S.0R2
510,850

20
29

924.825
704,004

1.130.918
909,014

215.093
204,320

19
22

:

fJrnss

:

enriilnKS

Opernllne expenses
Chrsnnrakr <{ Ohln
Oross enrnliiEH
Onenidnp exnenses

1.940.931
1.274,150

2.2.50.703

1.520.800

303.772
252.710

18
16

Gross eninlnps ."
Operntlng expenses

3.00S.034
1.949,220

3.701.401
2.307,054

032.707
418,428

17
18

:

In the United States District Court at Chicago, May 6, fines ot
$13,150 were imposed in 95 cases against six railroad companies,
charging violation ot the 28-hour law for the transportation of cattle.
The roads fined were the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 45 cases,
fined $(;,.^)5(); Chicago & North-Western, 20 cases, $3,000; Illinois Central, 9 cases, $1,100; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, 7 cases, $950;
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Ke, 6 cases, $750, and the Chicago, Burliiislou & Quincy, 2 cases, $200.
It is announced that the Seaboard Air Line will, on .June 1, reduce local passenger fares between Jacksonville, Fla.,' and River
Junction, from 3 cents a mile to 2% cents. The fare from Jacksonville
to Tamiia will be reduced from $0.30 to $5.80; from Jacksonville to
Tallahassee from $4.95 to $4.55.
The company will also sell
mileage books, 1,000 miles, at $20, good for the original purchaser;
2,000 miles, good for the purchaser, and four partners or employees,
at $40, the ticket to be used by only one person at one lime, and a
500-mile family book, good within the state ot Florida, at $11.25.

The Arbitrary Depreciation Charge.
It has always been the understanding of railroad officials and
has been the accepted practice on the best operated railroads, that
expenses should show expenditures actually made. To
put expenditures into operating expenses which have not been actually made, has been regarded as "padding" accounts.
To make
a charg(> for depreciation every month on a purely arbitrary basis,
when the money thus charged is not actually spent in replacement,
i.s
obviously charging against operating expenses something tor
which no expenditure has been made. If it is advisable to make
a charge tor depreciation regardless of the fact that there is. in
all probability, a counter credit greatly outweighing it, then that
charge should be a charge against Income account, to be offset by
appropriatiouo from Income account when the money is taken from
income for renewals or replacement. F. A. Delano, in the M'all
Slrcct Journal.

o|)erating

Individual Car Owners' Association.

The Executive Committee of this association held a meeting
Chicago last week and instructed the President and Secretary

at
to
attend the meeting of the Master Car Builders' Association at Atlantic City, June 17. and that ot the Car Accounting Officers at
Niagara Falls, June 23, for the purpose ot presenting the wishes of
the individual car owners in regard to certain proposed improvements in service. Five resolutions were passed, as follows: First,
to request the car accountants to have junction cards sent more
promptly to private car owners, and to have train records of such
cars sent to owners when asked for; second, to request the car accountants to i)ut private cars on a more equitable basis in relation
lo tlieir earning capacity.
From October 1 the private car owners
want 1 cent a mile for their cars. (The usual rate at present Is

T.Mii.E II.
^

Lrhtiih

Vallrii-

Oross enrnlncR
Opernllnir expenses
hiiulmillrd \aiihvlllc:
Oross earnlnKS
Operatinc expenses

Miireh. 190S. Mnrrh. 1907.
SU.:!I5.Rn4
J->.970 315
1.84.5.089
l..-|-9,142
.3.548.700

2.579.484
or.1.84-

*^"''G'r'oss"en''rnln%

•719.720

Operating expenses

4.317.15R
2.940.013
1.147.185
841.421

Decrease

^

Amonnt. IVr rent.
22

$000,421
205.947

14

_„„
70S..3nO
307.429

17
12

18.5.34.3

10

121, lOl

14

•Ineludlnc taxes.
Is an exception to the general rule.
earnings for March. 190S, were J1.512.SG5, an Increase of
$58,979 over the same month last year, while Its expenses and taxes
were $99G.OS3 In March. 1908, an Increase of $38,814. Including a
$3,021 increase in net earnings from the coal department the company had net earnings of $022,000 In March. 190S. an Increase of
$95,000 over March. 1907.

The Delaware £ Hudson

Its gross

Oklahoma and

the

Rock Island.

alleged
It is stated that the threatened suit to break up the
merger between the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific and the St. Louis
West,
and
Attorney-General
by
abandoned
& San Francisco has been
the Rock Island has agreed to readjust Its rates from Oklahoma on
lumber, live stock and milled prmluds.
Steel Spelerlzed Tubes.

The railroad companies and the manufacturers of tubes have
place
long been desirous of obtaining a steel tube that will take the
number of
of the charcoal Iron tube for locomotive work. For a
vears spasmodic attempts have been made to secure a tube of this
character that would have the life of the iron one and would
not pit in bad waters. The railroads have used such tubes as have
been proffered, but. for the most part, have returned to the Iron
products after a trial of greater or less duration. The report now
comes, however, that in a test of the comparative durability of Iron
and the spelerlzed tubes, the latter have shown the greater duraproperties. Further
bility of the two as well as the higher physical
particulars and details of the work that has been done will appear
in a future Is.sue.

South American Railroad Strikes.
Railroad strikers In South .\merica have had no cause to congratulate themselves on the results of their more recent campaigns
The unconditional surrender at the end
in Argentina and Uruguay.
over
to the Buenos Ayres Great Southern management,
of

January

the dispute at the Banfield work shops, was followed last

month by
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The trouble
t;iiliirc' rjf the irnmuayiui rallroa.l Hlrlke.
with the men staying iiwiiy from the HhopH merely out of
sympathy with BtrlkerB on other railrouclH. There waa no demand
for higher wageH, shorter hoius or improved conditions of servlee,
Init the movement threatened to spread and to undermine discipline
throuRhout the system. On this l.ssue the management fought the
strikers.
Having closed the shops it reopened them again, but not
Nearly all the old men stood out, hut new men
to the ringleaders.
lo fill their places were gradually obtained, and the Indlsiiensable
work of the shoiw Wiis carried out. Finally, the old hands, seeing
their jilaces being lllled uj), about the end of .January mustered ui)
aufflelent courage lo defy the ringleaders, who for some months had
been exercising a reign of terror, and asked to be taken back unconditionally.
All those for whom vacancies could be found, and on
whom the I'onipany <'Ould reasonably rely for loyal service have
been taken back, l)ut they have forfeited their pensions and all other
privileges of their past service.
the

r:oni|)lcli;

hcKJin

with main line c-onverslon for freight as well as passtnger traffic.
sections are said lo have been chosen for exi>erlmental pur|>oses
that between I>eipzlc anil Magdeburg, a .Jislance of hO miles, and
I>elpzlc to Halle, To miles in length.
It Is intended lo reduce train
length and weight by operating a smaller number of cars |>er irain.
The most careful comparisons between the cost of steam and electrical working are to be made In order that the results of conversion
may show whether further electrification be commercially practicable
and advisable. The sections chosen are admirably suited to this end,
owing to the very heavy traffic passing over them, and very valuable
data should be forthcoming as the result of electriflcatlon.

Two

—

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Switching Charges.
Wellington el al. v.
Com.miHHioner Clements.

Electric Cantilever Gantry Crane.

The Alliance

Vol. XIJV.. No. 20.

jjliotograpb shows a 2.">-ton electric gantry
with double cantilever ends, designed and built by The
Alliance Machine Company, Alliance, Ohio, for the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, tor use in the freight yards at Toledo, Ohio.
Owing to the constantly increasing weights of single pieces of
structural material and heavy pieces of machinery, castings, blocks
of stone, etc., that railroads are called on to handle, the question
of whether a road has, or has not, the proper facilities for quickly
unloading these heavy pieces
at their destination often
determines whether a road
gets this freight business or

The accompanying

tion

Loui»

St.

it

San FranLitco.

Opinion

by

Complainants were awarded 184.50 on account of the non-absorpof switching charges at Kansas City, Mo., on shipments of wood.

crane

Excursion

Special

Koch Secret Service

v.

Louisville

li

Rates.

Opinion by Com-

Saahville.

mis-iioner Clements.

Defendant was found guilty of unjust discrimination In refusing a special excursion rate between Nashville, Tenn., and Evans-

not.

The Alliance crane can
unlo.id a car of freight very
(luickly,

and thus tends

to

relieve congestion in freight

yards.
When cars and
tracks are in great demand
and the consignee is not
ready to receive his heavy
freight, the cars can be unloaded
and
the
contents
piled along the tracks until
the consignee is ready for it.
The entire expense will
probably be much lass than
demurrage
charges.
This

should

crane
.

two

span

tracks between its feupportIng legs and leave ample
room for a wide doulilc

wagon roadway between
tracks.

tlH>

These

suijporting
legs should be the shai)e of
the letter A, but with a
clear oi)enlng between the

diagonal members,

iis

Alliance Electric Cantilever Gantry Crane.

shown

crane operator can pick \ip a piece of frei.i:;ht
from a car on any track, transfer it along the bridge, and, if nece.->sary. through the suppoiting legs to one of the cantilever ends of
the crane and deposit it on the delivery trucks. The cantilever ends
should be long enough to reach over one track and one wagon roadway, and the supporting legs of the crane should be de>igned so that
no part tliereof projects more than ii-l in. l)eyond the center of runway rails, in order that proper clearance may be maintained between
the railroad tracks.
Local conditions, of course, may vary the relative location of tracks and wagon roadways.
The crane should be
supported on not less than eight track wheels mounted on equalizing
trucks, so that the crane can accommodate Itself to irregularities of
the runway tracks. The cranes are built for direct or allernating
in the cut. so that the

In 1.. to parties of 10 or more persons, in the employ of complainani. while giving a special rate to parties of 10 or more persons,
at the same

villo.

engaged in other employments, between the same points
lime.
Reparation for $85.50 was awarded.

Charges for Lumber.
Buttirs l.iimlni

Co.

Allttnlic Coast

f.

Line

el

al.

Opinion by

Commissioner Clark.
Complainant is entitled
of

to recover from defendants the sum
as reparation for unjust charges on certalft shipments of
to Pottsville. Pa., and Schuylkill.

$.'>!. 94.

lumber from Boardman. N.

C

current.

The crane shown has the following dimensions,

— miiln

l.tflliiK iiipiuKy
I.irilni; iiipiicUy
>i\:;;\ ,,1 In.lll-y

Imlsi

— iiuxlllnry

-J,",

lioLst

tiiiis

nt

5 tuns nt

Rate on Cattle to Chicago.

etc.:

per mln.

r.! ft.

(iU

Morii

Chiragi). .Uilicaukt'e

i(-

St. Paul.

Opinion by Commia-

sionrr Lane.
."i."i

Iii.'l
.

ft.

"

s^

Prussian Railroad Electrification.

During the

r.

I".'.")

S|
il ..!•
InldKO
•J.-.l
S|mii, ciMUi r lo coiilor of iniiwny i-iiIIb
l.iMiKlli ol' rrniu' pli'diTs. nvrr all
UlslaiH't', (iniU'i- sulo ot craiu- girdffs lo top track lalls,

lew months various Ilerlln suhurlian linos have
been electrically operated. In order to provide the Slate Railway Department with practical working data. These lines are. ot course,
distinct from Berlin's new luivately owned electric railways, such
as the High Level & Underground Railway, and are all part of the
State system. It is now announced that a beginning is to be made

The

cents per 100 lbs. for the transportation of calllc from Leon, Knn., to Chicago, III., was held to be unrea.xonnble to the extent of 2'j cents per 100 lbs., and $38.50 was^
awarded to complainant.
carrier's rate of 34

Rate from Washington, D. C, to Glenndale, Md.

|iasl

ll'/ii/c

ll'n(cr

Opinion

Ion.

A
ot car

hti

Farms Co. v. Philatlelphia. Baltimore
Chairman Kiiapp.

«f

Washing-

rale of 55 cents per ton charged by defendant on gross weight
and lading for transportation of stable manure from Wash-

May
ington,

extent
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C, to Glenndalc. Mil., was found \inreasonable lo th(>
exceeded 40 cents per ton on actual weight of gliipment,
to complainant.

n.
it

and 117.54 was awarded

Fain & Utampa v. Allaritic Cuant fjnc ami Ci'nlral of Georgia.
Opinion hy Commiiisiuner Corkrrll.
The parties adjusted the matter without a formal hearing, and
consented that the Commission establish a rate for the future and
order reparation. Accordingly an order was entered requiring defendants to enforce for two years a refrigeration charge on oranges
In carloads from St Petersburg, Fla., to Atlanta, Ga., not to exceed
Reparation for $50 was awarded.
$35 per lar.

Car Shortage.
River Grain Co.

v.

Union

Pacific.

Reparation on account of alleged 'injust discrimination of defendant in not furnishing complainant with his share of cars for
shipment of grain at Wood River, Neb., where competitors at that
station were favored with grain cars, was denied, as the testimony
disclosed that the time mentioned was during the carshonage season, and that the business of complainant and his competitors suffered in coiiitiiDii during that time.

Correction of Irregularities.
v.

Southern

K-rprcua

Co.

released, the valve closing

when

the pres-

—

various machine tools, and other machinery. Ratings, weights and
dimensions of the different sizes are given.
Bulletin 99 describes the Crocker-Wheeler motors in the rail
and structural mills of the Bethlehem Steel Co., South Bethlehem,
Pa.
to

Bulletin No. 100 describes form I, belt type, d.c. motors of 5 h.p.
45 h.p., and generators of 4.5 k.w. to 40 k.w.
The motors are

driving heavy machine tools. The usual dimensions, etc..
are given.
Bulletin No. 95 describes belt type, a.c. 60 cycle generators,
which are built in sizes from 35 K.V.A. to 200 K.V.A., either two or
three phase, for voltages from 240 to 2,300 volts.
fitted for

Opinion by Commis-

sioner Clements.

Bannon

is

Electric Motors. Bulletin 98 of the Cro<ker-\Vheeler Co., Ampere, N. J., describes form L, belt t>"pe, d.c. motors in sizes from
0.05 h.p. to 5 h.p,. and generators from O.G k.w. to 2.5 k.w.
Illustrations show the motors driving centrifugal pumps, hoists, fans,

Refrigeration Charges on Oranges.

Wood

683

soon as tiie pressure
sure is restored.

Opinion

by

Commissioner

Clark.

The defendant's regulations as to contents of packages of flsh
City. Fla., to St. Louis, Mo., shipped under estimated
weights have, in the past, been disregarded by the complainant
and laxly enforced by the defendant, resulting in charges less than
provided In tariff for actual weight shipped. On correction of those
Irregularities complaint was made that rate was unreasonable and

—

Electric Headlights and Electric Controllers. Bulletin 4.579 of
the General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y., describes a recently
perfected arc headlight. The upper electrode is a copper forging,
and the lower is an iron tube filled with a com|)osition.
It Is
claimed that this gives more light for the same wattage than the
carbon ar<'. that the cost of operation and maintenance Is very
low. that the life of the copper electrode is from 2,000 to 3.O00 hours,
and that the lower electroile need be adjusted but once In 20 hours.
Another advantage is that the light may be dimmed or "turned
down" when passing through towns by reversing the direction of
the current.
Bulletin 4.578 describes, briefly, various standard controllers
for different operating conditions, and outlines the Sprague-General
Electric type "M" control system.

from Haines

reparation was demanded. The Commission said that the rate Ig
not unreasonable and that where a shipper has in effect received
a reduced rate on account of his own and carrier's irregularities,
correction of those irregularities cannot be made the l)asis for an
award of reparation. The complaint was dismissed.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

—

Air-Brake Eqvipment. Instruction pamphlet No. 5.034 of the
Westlnghouse Air-Brake Co., Pittsburgh. Pa., is devoted to the type
L triple valve. This is described, with photographs and drawings,
and its operation <arefnlly gone into.
Instruction pamphlet No. T-o.033 of the Westlnghouse Traction
Brake Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., gives similar information for the type M
triple valve.

The air-brake company has pul)lished a reprint of a paper on
Effect of Brake-beam Hanging I'pon Brake Efficiency, read by
R. .\. Parke before the New York Railroad Club, in November.
1897.
The preface calls attention to the fact that practice has
shown the correctness of the predictions and recommendations of
The

this paper.

—

Electric Generators and Afotors and Steel Armored Hose. Bulletin No. 107 of the Sprague Electric Co., New York, describes continuous current, direct driven, type S generators. These are made
in standard sizes from 25 k.w. up.
Bulletin No. ,'ilO supercedes No. 301 and describes d.c. motors
for operating ventilating fans and blowers.
There are two types
of these
the round type motors, and type D multipolar motors.
The first type is furnished in nine sizes from '4 h.p. to 7'.j h.p..
shunt, series or compound wound, designed for 115. 230 or 500
volts.
The other type is made in nine sizes, from 10 h.p. to 95 h.p..
for standard slow speeds, and from 15 h.p. to 105 h.p. for standard
moderate speeds, with the same windings and voltages as the ro\ind
type.
Small exhaust tans and desk and bracket fans are also described.
Bulletin No. 224 describes more fully the type D motors referred
to above.
Bulletin No. 507 supercedes No. 505 and Is devoted to flexible
steel armored hose, which consists of rubber hose covered with a
strip of galvanized steel wound spirally and interlocketl.
This hose
is used for steam drills. i)neuniatic tools, air-brake and train line
hose, etc. The biilletin also shows special hose fittings.

—

—

Acetylene lAtihtimi and Appliances for Car Heating. A pamphissued by the Gold Car Heating & Lighting Co., New York, describes the Gold imiHoved system of acetylene car lighting. The
generator, which may be placed in any convenient part of the car,
holds enough carbide for several nights' service. No mantels are
used anil the burners, it is claimed, last for years without renewal.
The pam|)hlet describes the system and its operation and is Illustrated with photographs and drawings showing the piping, location
of valves, etc.
Another pamphlet describes the improved temperature regulator and stop valve, which allows just enough steam from the train
line to enter the radiators to maintain the proper temperature, the
valve l)oinK set to give any heat desired. The pamphlet, which
fully descrilies the device, is Illustrated with drawings showing Its
operation and methods of application.
A third pamphlet describes, with illustrations, the improved
gravity relief (rap, which releases all water in steam couplings as

—

Turbines. Dynamos. Motors and Pumps. The De I^val Steam
Turbine Co., Trenton, N. J., has issued bulletin No. 501 describing
its steam turbines and machinery driven by them.
Besides the turbines, the company makes centrifugal pumps, blowers, d.c. and a.c.
dynamos to be driven by turbines, and, also, electric motors. The
turbine is a single wheel, with milled buckets set radially on Its
periphery. The steam is directed at the buckets through four nozzles.
The disc revolves at high speeds, from 10.600 r.p.m. for the
largest size to 30,000 r.p.m. for the smallest.
It is geared down
about 10 to 1 through helical gears, giving direct shaft speeds of
from 600 to 3,000 r.p.m.

—

Roller Bearings. Bulletin 31 of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Co..
N. J., describes the construction, application and advantages (if Hyatt bearings. These products have now been standardized and the company can furnish them In over 300 sizes, each
adapte<l to a particular condition of speed and load.
Each bearing
has a capacity rating so that the customer can decide exactly what
he wants. The pamphlet referred to gives sizes and price lists and
full directions for selecting the style desired.
Attention is called
to the fact that the l)earings are applicable to many special forms
of machinery, Industrial cars, line shafting in railroa<l shops, etc.

Newark,

let

Power Hammers.

—

A booklet issued by Beaudry A Co., Boston.
Is devoted to the Champion power hammer.
The hammer
driven and the hammer proper or ram is operated by a device
making the blow elastic, and also making it possible for the hammer
to deliver Its full blow without regard to the size of the metal
which is being forged. It is made in sizes from 50 to 500 lbs.
weight of ram, taking forgings up to 6 In. bars. Sizes and prices
are given and also a list of railroads using the hammer.
Mass.,

Is l>elt

—

Co.,

Signal Devices. Reference catalogue No. 5 of the Hall Signal
New York, gives full price lists and order numbers of parts

motor and electro-gas automatic semaphore signals, iron
masts and fittings for automatic disk and semaphore signals, mechanical semaphore and station signals and auxiliary devices, inof electric

cluding switch locks, electro-mechanical

slots,

batteries,

etc.

The

catalogue

numbered

part
llluHlratt'd, f-acli
is fully
to correBpond with tlie IlKts.

Ih"-

drawings

1-

iiiK

and Centrifugal Pi/wips.— Catalogno F of the Erie Pump
Erie, Pa., describes centrifugal pumps, either direct
connectPd or arranged for belt drive. TheEe pumps are either single
I'.niiines

&

Vol XMV.. No.
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l<:nglnc Co.,

or multi-stage. It Is claimed that the pumps can be used for handling any liquid, whether clear or having solids In suspension.
The catalogue also describes two-cycle and four-cycle gas or gasoli'ue engines of different types and sizes, and, also, vertical steam
engines from 4 to 35 h.p.

Reinforced Concrete Bridges.— A 148-page pamphlet issued by
the National Bridge Co., Indianapolis, Ind., glve.<! photographs of
Luten reinforced concrete bridges designed and erected by the
lonipany, or in proi;ess of construction. The photographs are followed by sections and dlmen.sions of the same bridges and by Illustrated accounts of various structural features and methods of

hliow hlrikiiixly what has alicady lx>en douo
and vegetables and cattle and poultry.

—

eral vacation trips are Included.

—

Roofing. A pamphlet entitled "Rutjeroid Pete." issued by the
Standard Paint Co., New York, sets forth the advantages of Kuberoid
in the form of a conversation between a proi?pective customer and
an old cuHtomer. Copies are sent to those interested on appliration
to the company.

—

Thermit. A pamphlet issued by the Goldschmidt Thermit Co..
York, describes butt-welding of wrought iron and steel and of
pipes and roils with thermit. The pamphlet also contains revised
•
price lists of appliances used for these welds.

New

—

Pamirnger and Freight Cam. The Barney & Smith Car Co.,
Daylon, Ohio, has published a handsome souvenir pamphlet entitled
"Cnra We Have lluilt." It contains .')1 pages and is filled with fullpage halftone views of passenger car exteriors and interiors, and
several types of freight cars. The embossed cover is brown and
gold and the whole is tied with brown silk cord.

—The

catalogue of the American
Valve Manufacturing Co.. Boston, Mass.. is a cloth

ftteam Gages and Valves.

full

Steam Gage &
bound volume of 24'; pages. It is fully Illustrated and describes,
with feizes and prices, gages, valves, indicator.s and other devices for
controlling steam pressure, water, air. gas, oil. ammonia and other
pressures. These include a wide line of articles.

Graphite.

— The

Dixon Crucible

1-1.

of colors desired.

— "Land

Steel Tires.— The Standard Steel Works. Philadelphia. Pa.. ha.s
published a reprint of the paper on Steel Tires Causes of Defects
and Failures, read by George L. Norrls before the Western Railway
Club last October.

—

—

A pamphlet issued by the Illinois Malleable Iron
announces that this company has begun the manufacline
of brakeshoes for steam and electric railroads.
ture of a full
Brake-Shoes.

Co., Chicago,

IVIANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
Fusher
Lawson & Simons.
at 52 West Washington
."lO.",

warehouse

building, Chicago, have opened a
street.

D. O. Settlemire, President of the Mount Vernon Cir Manufacturing Co., Mt. Vernon, 111., died in Litchfield. III., aged 81 years.

Lakes and Mountains." issued by the
passenger department, consists ot many excellent photographs of
attractive spots reached by the Lehigh Valley in New Jersey, Pennsylvania and New York, with brief descriptions of health and summer resorts. These include lists of hotels at each place, with capacities and rates.
Lehigh Valley.

May issue of Graphite, published by the Joseph
Jersey City. N. J., contains notes on the use
boiler scale preventive, and an article on crucible

Co.,

of graphite as a
economy in brass foundry work.

—

Flooring. A folder issued by the J. G. EUendt Company, 1
Madison avenue. New York, describes Elasto flooring. This is a
cement composition, which it is claimed, is silent, not slippery,
waterproof, sanitary, fireproof and durable. It is laid in thicknesses
from
in. to 'M in. and is furnished in any color or combination

wheat, fruit

Detiver A Rio Gramln. A booklet issued by the pasfenger department on "Camping in the Hocky Mountains" lists, wi'h brief
descriptions, many camping grounds, giving distances from Denver
and information as to nearby hotels. Estimates of the costs of sev-

Sf)

ili'.sign.

Id raielng

20.

o'

—

Pipe and Valves. The April issue of the Valve World, published in the interest of Crane Co., Chicago, has an interesting description of 26-in. pipes bent at angles of 90 deg. and 48 deg. on
curves of 9 ft. radius. Another article describes and illustrates
Crane oil separators for removing cylinder oil from exhaust steam.

—

Locomotives. The Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadelphia.
has published a pamphlet describing, with illustrations, the
locomotives built by the firm for the Central Railroad of Brazil.
'I'lie
pamphlet gives briefly the history of the road and describes
Mie locomotives built tor it since the first three were built in 1862.
Pa.,

—

Locomotive Front-End Htcam Pipes. Julian L. Yale & Co., Chicago, have prepared a pamphlet illustrating and describing the locomotive front-end steam pipes with universal Joints which they make
and sell. 'I'he troubles with other kinds of steam pipes are descril>ed
and the I'rincipal advantages of the universal-joint pipe given.

The Johnson Automatic Refrigerator
office

Co. has

from the Great Northern building

to

moved

209

its

Chicago

Western Union

building.
Its
Co., Davenport. Iowa, has moved
from 1590 Old Colony building to larger quarters at
IKiO-llTO Old Colony building.

The Bettendorf Axle

Chicago

office

The Dressel Railway Lamp Works, New York; Adreon t Co..
Louis, and the L. J. Bordo Co.. Philadelphia. Pa., which have
joint Chicago offices, have moved them to larger quarters In 209
Western Union building.
St.

Since the death of Mr. H. A. Clark, late President of the CenBureau, New York. Mr. John E. Cobaugh has been
E. Pratt, Vice-President and
General Manager, and Mr. T. C. Ashenfelter continues in the olBce
of Secretary as formerly.
tral Inspection

made President and Treasurer; Mr. Geo.

The Glacier Metal Co.. Richmond, Va.. expects shortly to erect
new plant in Manchester, across the James river from Richmond,
makiug Glacier anti-friction melal, Copper-Tin bearing metal, and
other babbitt metals. The works will be about 100 ft x 40 ft., two

a

for

stories high, with capacity for 25,000 lbs. of babbitt metal a day.

—

The Kennicott Water Softener Co., Chicago, has moved its ofBce
there from 527 Railway Exchange building to Suite 601 Corn Exchange building. The new forge and plate-forming shop has been
completed.
W'ith the angle-bending plant recently installed the
capacity for tank and steel plate work has been increased over 50
per cent.

—

The H. W. Johns-Manville Co.. New York. Is about to open a
branch at 72 .lefTerson avenue. Detroit. Mich., under the management of Willnrd K. Bush, who has l)een connected with the Milwaukee branch of the company for a number of years. A complete
stock will be carried at Detroit, so that shipments can ordinarily

Vust Preventative. The Barrett Manufacturing Co., New York.
has published a booklet showing a number of photographs of roads
treated with Tarvia B, a new form of the compound, whicli can
be applied without heating. The pamphlet gives the advantages
of the material and quotes reports made of its successful use.
Boiler Compound. A pamphlet entitled "Magic Methods," issued by the H. W. Johns-Manvllle Co., New York, describes Magic
boiler compound.
This is a liquid, which. It is claimed, acts mechanically in.sload of chemically, working its way l)etwocn the c^cale
and the melal so that the scale is loosened and drops off.

—

Reinforced Concrete Construction. Recent circulars issued by
the (Jeneral Klrenroofing Co., Yoiingstown, Ohio, .£!ive photographs
drawings of powerhouses and otln>r bulUlln,^s erected on the
(ioneral Flreproofini; Co.'s system, witli pin connected girder frames,
with plain and twisted lug bar reinforcement.
ai\(l

—

(S'poAoHe if Inliind:
A pamphlet entitled "Profitable Farming In
the Spokane Country" takes tip the farming possibilities ot the
regions served by the Spokane & Inland.
Photographs and texts

be

made

direct

from that

city.

Willis C. Squire has opened an office at 209 Western Union
building, Chicago, as manufacturers' agent for railroad supplies and
specialties, gasolene locomotives, turntables, cranes, signaling devices, etc.
His line includes rail drills and benders, insulated rail
joints, combination lieplate and guard-rail clamps, semaphore blade
clasps and adjustable switch-point brackets.

Bids will be received until May 25. 190S. l)y the Isthmian Canal
Commission, Washington. D. C. for the supply of hoisting engines,
car-tenoning machine, automatic car-gaining machine, repair parts
for steam shovels and flat cars, chain, twist drills, laps, water-

May

blades, mauls, hammers, track levels, lining bars, carbraces, steam whistles, polishing paste, bran, cotton-seed

saw

closets,

penters'

meal,
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etc.

New

York, have been awarded the contract for a complete hydro-electric plant, with transmission lines,
sub-stations, etc., for the Central Georgia Power Co., on the Ocmulgee river, about .'5G miles above Macon, Ga., supplying power to
Macon and to other places in the vicinity. The normal capacity of
the plant will probably be 12,500 k.w., generated by water-wheels
under a 100-ft. head. The crest of the dam will probably be 750 ft.
J.

G.

White &

Co., Inc.,

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the General
Electric Co., Schenectady, N, Y., on May 12, Vice-President B. E.
Sunny, of Chicago, was elected a Director to succeed Frederick P.
I'"ish, resigned.
The other Directors were elected for another year,
as follows:
Gordon Abbott, Oliver Ames, C. A. Coffin, W. M. Crane,
T. .lefferson Cooliilge, .Ir., George H. Gardner, Henry L. Higginson,
.1. Piori)ont
Morgan, J. P. Ord, Robert Treat Paine. 2nd, K. W. Rice,
,lr.,

Mar.sdeu

.1.

I'trry,

Chas. Steele and

S.

L.

Schoonmaker.

The Westingliouse Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has an order
for mechanical stokers, aggregating 14,4iiO boiler horse-power, for
one of the large Brooklyn, N. Y., power stations operated by the
Transit Development Co. (Brooklyn Rapid Transit).
The order
compiise.<j 24 stokers suited to fiOO-h.p. B. & W. water tube boilers.
This is the second large order given by this company for Roncy
Kent avenue

stokers, the original 7,200-h.p. installation at the
tion having been in service for a year.

sta-

The Darley Engineering Co., SO Broadway, New York, has been
formed for the purpose of engineering, manufacturing and selling
machinery and appliances for hoisting and conveying materials by
suction and by air pressure.
It has acquired the sole rights, for
the United States, to make and sell the suction conveyor heretofore
controlled by the Economic Engineering & Construction Co., Chicago, and it has taken over the business of the Economic Engineering & Construction Co., of Chicago, and the Darley Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa. W. W. Darley. President, will have charge of the Pittsburgh ofhce. \V. A. Stadelman, Vice-President, and M. D. Chapman,
Secretary and Treasurer, will have charge of the New York office.
W. A. Sharp, Vice-President, will have charge of the western business, wilh headquarters In Chicago.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
{Fuv dales of cdiivenlions and rrijular mcctinya of railroad convcntiona and
cnijUieering societies, etc., see adrertisinti puf/c 24.)

Western Railway Club.
The ai\nual mooting of this club is to be held May 29. at the
Audiloriuni Hotel, Chicago. III.
The committee was unable to
seouro suitable accommodations for an earlier date.

to

be

held

Great Northern Railway; Navigation, Professor Emory R. Johnson,
University of Pennsylvania; Water Power, H. S. Putnam, American
Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Invitations were sent to the chief officer of about every society
devoted to the promotion of knowledge which is of national extent and to the heads of many others; for example:
The American Association of Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations;
American Association for the Advancement of Science: American
Bar Association; American Federation of Labor; American Forestry
Association; American Institute of Mining Engineers; American
National Livestock Association; American Newspaper Publishers"
Association; American Railway Association; American Railway
Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association; American Statistical Association; Brotherhood of locomotive Engineers; Brother-

hood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen; Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen; Farmers' National Congress; General Federation
of Women's CIuIjs; Missouri Valley Improvement Association; National Association of Manufacturers; National Board of Fire Underwriters; National Grange; National Slack Cooperage Manufacturers
Association; Unite<l Mine Workers of America, and about 40 others.

Railway Storekeepers' Association.
This association will hold its annual meeting at the .\uditoriuni
Hotel. Chicago, May 25. 20 and 27. One of the events in connection with this meeting will be the banquet on Tuesday evening,
and which has heretofore been tendered the storekeepers by the
supply men. This year the storekeepers decided to give this banquet themselves, and on behalf of the supply men. It has been proposed that those attending the banquet aside from the storekeepers
pay at the rate of $5 a plate, any excess of the actual cost to go
toward providing entertainment for the banquet and a dinner and
entertainment for the ladies.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

— O.

Chicago. Milwaukee d- St. Paul.
Assistant General Solicitor,
signed.

May

IG,

the

papers to be presented are as follows:
"Sand Its Use and Application in the Various Industries and
Processes," by W. S. Reed, illustrated by lantern slides.
"Notes on the Theory of Steam Condensers," by Thomas C. Mc-

John A. Russell,

re-

—

Georgia, Florida if Alabama. J. F. Ingnlls. formerly Acting Auditor
of the Mobile, Jackson & Kansas City, has been appointed
Auditor of the Georgia, Florida & .Vlabama. with headquarters
at Bainbridge, Ga., succeeding W. H. Carroll, resigned.

—

Commerce Commission. Charles A. Lutz. Assistant Comp& Nashville, has been appointed Chief
Statistician of the Board of Examiners in the division of accounts of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Interstate

troller of the Louisville

Kansas City Southern.

—

Louisville

— See

it

Xashville.

—

Bride.

Accounting

W. Dynes has been appointed

succeeding

W. G. Street has beju elected a Director,
succeeding Y. Van den Berg, resigned.

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia.

At a business meeting of this club

68s

The Public -Lands and Land Tenure, Judge Joseph M. Carey of
Wyoming. Water Resources: Transportation. James J. Hill, of the

Officers.

The Association of American Railway Accounting Officers held
annual meeting at Washington, D. C, April 29 and 30 and May
1
and 2. The President of the association for the ensuing year is
\V. .1. Ilobbs, Fourth Vice-President of the Boston & Maine.
C. G.
rhili|)s, of Chicago, was re-elected Secretary.
The next annual

Its

niooliug of the association will be held at Cincinnati in April, UiOa.

Interstate

Operating

Commerce Commis.»ion.

Officers.

d SI. /'oh/.— Frank H. Myers, the new Superintendent of the Prairie-du-Chien and Mineral Point divisions,
was born in 1S72 at Adeline, III., and started work with the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul in 1890 as telegraph operator
on the Chicago division. Six years later he became agent on
the Chicago division, and In 1899 was promoted to assistant
train despatcher. and five years later was promoted to chief
train despatcher.
In September, 1907, he was made Assistant
Superintendent of Terminals at Chicago, and was appointed to
his present position May 1. 190S.
E. W. Morrison has been appointed Trainmaster at Minneapolis, Miun., succeeding P. L. Rupp, promoted.

Chicaijo. .yihraukcv

Ho,king Vallei/.—R.

The White House Conference on Natural Resources.

S. Quigley, Superintendent, has been granted
leave of alisence on aciount of ill health, and H. E. Speaks,
Superintendent of the Toledo & Ohio Central, has been appointed Acting Superintendent of the Hocking Valley, with office at Columbus, Ohio.
The position of Superintendent of Ter
minals at Toledo. Ohio, has been abolished; and C. A. Hoyt
dock agent, will assume all duties pertaining to dock operation
See Toledo & Ohio Central.

The conference on the Conservation of Natural Resources called
by President Roosevelt was convened at the White House. Washington, on Wednesday of this week, being attended by the Governors
of forty-four states and territories and representatives from all
the rest; and by representatives of alwut all the learned societies
of the country.
The principal subjects were introduced by the folJamcsloirn, ChaulauQiia <f Lake Erie. Glenn E. Mason. Superinlowing prominent speakers: Ores and Related Minerals. Andrew
tendent, has resigned and the office of Superintendent has been
Carnegie; Mineral Fuels. Dr. I. C. While. State Geolo.irist of West
abolifheil.
George F. Asper h.as been appointed Trainmaster,
Virginia; Soil, Professor T. C. Chamberlin. University of Chicago:
with office at Jamestown, N. Y.
I'orests, R. A. Long, Kansas City; Public Health, Dr. George M.
Kober. Dean of the Medical Ilepartment of Georgetown University; St. Louis if San Francisco.— U. H. Brown, the new Superintendent
Itecluniiition of Land by Irrigation and Drainage. Dr. George C.
of the Eastern division, with office at Springfield, Mo., was born
Pardee, ex-Governor of California; Grazing and Slock Raising. Hon.
in I8ti2.
In 1893 he was made train despatcher at Mouett, Mo.,
Live.-itock Association;
11. A. Jasti-o, President .-Vmerican National
of the St. Louis & San Francisco.
He became chief despatcher

—
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l)s:tx.
In lnnij he w;is trauKf'-i r<!<l
nfxt y<;ar wa.s niaili? Sninjrlntendent
In rju4 he was
of thft Western divlHlon at Neode.sha, Kan.
transferred to the Southern divinlon, where he ri-malned until
his n-cent appointment.

In

1890 anil Trainmaster In

and

lo SprliiKll'id, Mo.,

ttii'

W. A.

—

he Intcrnalmntil

J

thirty

and forty-ton

Hocking

Valley.

I'nion J'aiific.

—

La

Pacific.

it

The Western Heater Despatch (Starks Heater Car Co.). 189
market for 200 venttlateil refrig-

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.

./.

S.

W. De Wolf, General

Ea.stern Freight Agent, has been
special agent, with office at. TM Church street. New
H. S. Stebbins, Manager of the Erie Despatch Fast

succeeds Mr.

I)e

Wolf, with

Engineering and Rolling Stock

—

otfice at

New

York.

—

Wi.N.Mi'K<i, Max.
A second bridge, it Is reported, is to be built
It
this year over the Assinibolne river by the Canadian Northern.
is to be of steel on concrete abutments.

Officers.

H. Burgess, who was iiiinily appointed Principal
Assistant Engineer, was born on .lune 1!), 1874, at Oshkosh,
s.

New

sylvania I.,lne.s
West.
In October, of the same
year, he was made As-

Bridge

Bridge
.Tanuary,
neer,

Inspector.

In

he

be-

1901.

Assistant

which
until

1905,

when he

West

to

Eiigi-

left

HosioN & .\LHANV.

the

Lines

Pennsylvania

become

Assist-

Engineer on the
A year later he
was made Engineer of
i.*i>ij;«- ii. iuiikc>s.
Terminal Improvemenls, and on May 1, 1908, was appointed I'rincipal Assislajit
Erie.

Engineer, with office at New York. The Erie is making extensive terminal improvements at Jersey City, N. J., and Mr.
Burgess has been in direct charge of these Improvements, assisted by A. I.,. Moorhead, Resident Engineer at Jersey City.

—

Central.
R. \V. Bell. Master Mechanic at Waterloo, Iowa,
has been appointed Assistant Superintendent of Machinery, with
(itJlcc at Cblciigo, succeeding J. G. Neuffer, promoted.

LOCOIVIOTIVE BUILDING.
The Fajardo Siipar Co. has ordered one consolidation locomotive
from the American Locomotive Co.
the

The Easlerii of France has ordered two Mallott compounds from
American Locomotive Co.

The St. Louis National 'filock ynrd.<i have ordered one six-wheel
switching locomotive from the .\merlcan Locomotive Co.

The Paris-Orleans lias ordered one
type standard gage rotary snow plow

7-ln. cut scoop wheel
from the .\merican Loco-

10-ft.

motive Co.

CAR BUILDING.
The Northern

Pacific will build .>00 stock cars at its

The MilwaiiK-ce
refrigerator cars.

— See

New York

Black Mov.vtaix Railway.

ant

Illiiioi.^

company

pro-

—

office
he
September,

held

Etc.

— This

Ai.TUS, Roswei.i. & El Paso.
This company proposes to build
a line from Altus, Okla., west via Duke and Hollis to Memphis or
Childress, Tex., thence southwest via Lubock. Tex., and Roswell.
N. Mex., to El Paso. Tex., about 400 miles. Location surveys reported made from .Xltus to Hollis, 34 miles, and grading work Is
now under way. Contracts have been given to J. E. Hines. of Altus:
A, Key and N. .\iiderson, of Duke.
On this section bids are aske<l
for ties, rails and material for bridges.
E. E. Kennedy, President.
and E. K. Stlmson, Chief Engineer, Altus.

In-

and two years
was appointed

later

Surveys,

poses to build an electric line from Opellka, Ala., south to Eufaula.
60 miles, and eventually to the gulf.
It is said that contracts for
some of the work will shortly be let. .\. M. Buchanan Is President,
Opelika, Ala. J. C. Chapman. Atlanta. Ga.. Vice-President and General Counsel, will have charge of letting the work.

railroad
entered
service in 189G as a rodm a n on the Penn-

sistant
spector,

Incorporations,

Alabama Railway & Electbic Company.

and

came

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

He

graduated
from the Univ> rsity of
Wisconsin, Civil Engineering course, in 1S95,
i

They want one

PARKKiisnt'iiG, W. Va.
According to reports from East LlverOhio, the Parkersburg Bridge Company was recently Ini-orporated at that place to build a bridge over the Ohio river; also
an interurl>an railroail, at a cost of $400,000. Joseph G. I.,ee, of the
Knowles Pottery Co.; J. H. Brookes. S. C. Williams, of the S. C.
Williams Co., and Charles Newell, of East Liverpool, are Interested.

— George
W

of this plai e have applied to the

jwol,

ai)pointed

Erie.

H— Ke.sidents

N

—

has been appointed Superin-

—

l.,ine,

said to be in the market for
This item ie not yet con-

Md.ntheal, Qi k. Authority has l>een granted to the Canadian
Northern Quebec to build bridges over the Jordan river, near St.
Sophie, and over the river Rouge near Montcalm.

Uyer.s

Traffic Officers.

York.
Freight

U

car.

— Clayton

Chicago, Hock Island <( I'm ific. S. S. Hutler has been appointed
General Agent at Foil Smith, Ark., succeeding .1. L. Reinach,
deceased.

— M.

Sorthvrn is asking prices on 750
box cars.

Minister of Railways for a new passenger station.
that would cost about $<J0.OOO.

tendent, with office at Ti< rra Hlaiica, Vera Cruz, succeeding
I.,angston, resigned.

Eric.

20.

Sheldon has been appointed Superintendent of
Omaha, Neb., succeeding L. H. Korty,

ofllce at

resigned.

Vini Cruz

No.

Salle street, Chicago, is in the
erator cars.

FiiKiiKKK-roN,

H.

.1.

Telegraph, with

(Jrcal

.

firmed.

Toledo
Ohio Cenlial. C. L. Gardner, Assistant Superintendent,
has been appointed Superintendent, succeeding H. K. Speaks,
transferred.
W. F. IGlrod, Superintendent of Terminals of the
HockiiiK Valley at Toledo, Ohio, succeeds Mr. Gardner. See
iC-

<(

XLIV

cars, including 500

The Atlanta A St. Andretct Bay
one combination baggage and mail

—

T. V. Whlttelsey, General Manager, has rediitle.s of his position have heen assumed by
Garrett, Chief Exeeutlve Ofllcer for the Receivers.

Seaboard Air Line.
signed and the

V..I-

own

shops.

l^efris/crator Transit Is considering building 100

— See

Central

& Hudson

River.

Virginia & Southwestern.

Brownsville, Masoxtow.x & Smitiifielo STREfrr Railway (ElecAn officer writes that contracts have been given to the Pennsylvania Railway Construction Company, and the General Construction Company, of Pittsburgh. Pa., to build this company's proposed
electric line in Pennsylvania with terminals at I'niontown. Morgantown, Brownsville and Bentleyville. Work is now under way and
track has been laid on I'.j miles. There will be a number of viaducts and a bridge over the Monongahela river.
(May 1. p. 623.)

tric).

—

—

Canauiax NoiiTiiEit.N. D. B. Hauna. Vice-President of this i-orapany, is quoted as saying that the improvements to be made on the
road during the present ^ear will include relaying the main line
between E'ort Arthur and Winnipeg with SO-lb. rails. The line west
and north of Winnipeg Is also to be improve<l
General Manager
M. H. McLeod Is quoted as saying that ties and rails will shortly
be delivered and track laying started on the line to the Goose Lake
District, Sask.
This company has built from Strathconn. .\lb.. Into Edmonton.
4'.1.
miles, and I'l miles from Edmonton west to Stony Plain.
An
extension of this line is projected west to the boundary of British
Columbia, passing south of Jasper House, alioul 200 miles west of
Edmonton. An extension is al.so projected north of this line from
Edmonton northwest to the British Columbia boundary, 300 miles,
crossing the McLeod. Smoky and Wapiti rivers.
The Edmonton & Slave l,;ike has l)een granted a ch.inge In
location in townships 54 and 55. range 25 west, by the Board of
Railway t'ommlsslouers. In 1904 plans were Hied for the first 50
miles from Edmonton. .\lb., northeast to St. .\ll)ert. thence north
to near Edison and Indei>eiulent settlements, about halfway to AthaIwsi'a landing.
The line is in operation to Morinville. 2;l miles, and
work is reported under way on the completion of the line to Athabasca landing.
The Edmonton, Yukon & Pacific, it is said, has started surveys

)

May
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west to the Pacific coast. U i.s under.slooil
that the route will pass through British Columbia atxjut miilway
Iji^tween the lines of the Canadian Pacific, and the Grand Trunk
Pacific, and will reach the Pacific coast probably at Bella Coola or
liute Inlet.
The company has been granted permission to build a
branch to Burrard Inlet. Preliminary surveys already made Iraverse a portion of the coal fields in the northern Caribou district.

from Kfimonton,

—

Canadia.v NoirriiKii.N O.ntakio. The branch lines already built
to be built by this company, and for which the government has
granted a bonus of $20,000 a mile, aggregate 0(1 miles, are a.'^ follows:
l''rom Suilbury, Ont., to Moose Mountain; a four-mile branch
to Garrow mines; a branch to Key Inlet on Georgian Bay, and a
Surveys are made
liranch from near Udney to Orillia, 10 miles.
and it is expected thai work on the last named line will be started
this year.
Surveys have been made between Orillia and Georgian
Bay, to which point a branch may be built.

and

—

Cakoi.ina, Ci.i.Nciiroirr & Ohio.
It Is now said that this road,
formerly ihe South & Western, will be finished from St. Paul, Va.,
south to Marion, N. C, by .lanuary 1, 1909. The road is now in
operation from .lohnson City, Tenn., south to Pine Ridge, N. C,
miles; also on the northern section from Dante, Va., south
ti9V-!
to Fink, 17 miles.
The section from .lohnson City to Marion, N. C,
will probably be put in operation by August 1.
A tunnel will be
driven through the mountains in Dickenson county, Tenn., which
will be the largest on the line and much longer than that through
the Clinch mountain at Clinchport. Va.. which is being completed
(See South & Western,
by the S. Walton Coiitracling Company.
Mar. 13, p. 391.)

—

CiiiCAoo, Milwamki;k & St. Paul.
According to reports from
Tacoma, Wash., this company has incorporated the Port Angeles
Railway & Terminal Co., with $1,000,000 capital to build the line

peninsula in the northwest corner of the state of
Washington. The proposed line is to have its upper Sound terminal at or near Gig Harbor, opposite Tacoma, from which i)oint
a car ferry of three mile.s will connect with the St. Paul main terminal. A short branch is also to be 1,'uilt north to Bremerton. W.
G. Collins, of Chicago. 111., former General Manager of the C, M. &
St. P., is the principal promoter,
to

Ed.mo.vto.n

Alb.,

Edmonto.n. YiKo.N

—

—

Colorado, Hkrkford & Gulf. Incorporated in Texas with $420.000 capital to build a line from Dalhart. Texas, south via Hereford,
thence southeast to San Angelo. about 400 miles. According t') reports from Austin the company has notified the Texas Railroad
Commission that contracts have been let for building the entire line
from a point in Dallam county, and work is to be started at once
both north and south of Hereford. The company has been granted
a subsidy of fiiO.OOO by Hereford. The incorporators include A. D.
Goodnough, G. \V. Irwin, Jr., W. M. Knight, C. W. Dodson, C. F.
Kerr and J D. Thoni|).'<ou. The ofiice of the company is to be at
Hereford.

&

—

See Canadian Northern.

Pacific.

— See

Canadian Northern.

—

Frankfort, Delphi & Chicago Traction. Incorporated in Indiana with $100,000 capital. The company proposes to build a line
from Frankfort, Ind., northwest via Delphi and Monticello, to Hammond, about 125 miles. The Directors are A. S. Strauss, Wm. H.
Conee, C. E. Hayman. Edward A. Stonehill. Herbert F. Wills. The
headquarters of the company will be at Frankfort.

—

Great Northern. The Vancouver, Victoria & Eastern, through
a consolidation of the Vancouver, Westminster & Yukon and the
Victoria Terminal Railway & Ferry Company, now has under construction lines as follows:
From the international boundary to
Olivers, B. C, 11.32 miles, on which track has l)een laid for one
mile and work is under way on the rest of the line. Line building
from Brownsville, B. C. to Olivers, 9.80 miles, track laid on five
miles.
Line from Cloverdale. B. C, to Suroas at the international
boundary. 2(1.25 miles, track laid on 1.40 miles and work is under
way on the rest of the line. At Sumas Junction, B. C. (Siimas,
Wash.) there is a connection with the Bellingham Bay & British
Columbi I Railway, the Northern Pacific, and the Canadian Pacific
branch from Missiotv Work is also under way on the line from
Keremeos west to Princeton. 45 miles, on which grading is finished
as far as Hedley. Surveys from Princeton to Sumas have been
March 13. p. 391.)
made, but have not yet been finally approved.
This company, it is said, has projected branch lines as follows:
Dewey Lake, Minn., north to International falls, about "S miles, partially griided; Greeiibusb. .Minn., northwest to Warroad. 44 miles,
grading finished; Wenatchee. Wash., near where the line crosses
the Columbia river, north to Oroville. 140 miles, partially graded.
1

Hancock & East Branch. — See Delaware &
Hoi.sroN River Railway.

01ymi)ic

Colorado & Southkhn. This company, it is said, is making
plans to build an extension of the Wichita Valley, now In operation
from Wichita Falls soulh to Abilene. l.')0 miles. The improvements
Include an extension from Abilene, south to L'valde. 200 miles, and
eventually from that iioint southeast to a connection with the St.
Loui^, Brownsville & Mexico at Sam Fordyce, 225 miles.
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& Slave Lake.

— See

Virginia

Eastern.

& Southwestern.

—

Maryland

Electkic. The proceeds of the remaining $250,000
bonds of the Baltimore-Annapolis Short Line are to be used
in building a terminal station in Annapolis, also for connections
for entering Baltimore and other purposes.
first

—

Myersdale CoNMTRiciiON & Eqiip.ment Co.mpany. This company was recently incorporated with $100',0(M) capital in Delaware to
build railroads.
Pittsburgh. Pa.;

The incorporators are H. D. Breen, W.
W. W. Stand. Bellevue, Pa.

A.

Wood,

—

Neisraska. Kansas & Soithern. An officer writes that this
company has not defiultely financed its proposed line, and no active
work will be undertaken until this is accomplished. The company
was organi/.e<l to build from Superior. Neb., southwest through
Kansas, via Stockton. Rausom and Ness City, to Garden City. 267
miles.
Definite location made from Stockton to Garden City. 167
niilc.=.
The work will include two steel bridges and handling about
25.000 cii. yds. per mile, including some rock work.
(Mar. 13,
p.

392.)

—

New YiiuK .Central & Hidson Ri\ek. According to a statement of Woodward Hudson, of this company, it is proposed to
spend $4,543,753 of the Boston & Albany bond issue for improvements on the road during the present year.
Itcpoits from Buffalo, N. Y.. slate that this company is about
to establish a large gravity freight yard at Suspension Bridge to
ConMHis, CoLoiiAiMi & Mkxico. Local rci)orts stale that this handle freight coming from points north of Lake Erie. Freight
company, which is being promoted by residents of Ul Paso. Texas, from points south of Lake Erie is to be handled in the extension
will shortly let grading contracts for about l.'iO miles of the pro- of the yards now being made at Gardenville, near E^sl Buffalo.
posed line. The projected route is from Columbus, N. Mex., north- When finished the latter yards will have a capacity of 22,000 cars.
west to the Mogollon district, with a branch from Tyrone to Silver At present there are 27 miles of tracks in use.

—

City.

A. A. Bailey, President, El Paso.

—

Electric Railway. An officer writes that this company
line in operation from Portland, Ore., south to Salem.
50 miles, and is building a branch from Garden Home on the main
line, west to Hillsboro.
12 miles.
The Willamette Construction
Company Is doiug the work, and W. S. Barstow & Co. are the
engineers. After this branch is built, work is to be started on other
proposed branches and extensions. (May 1. p. C23.)
Oi!E(ii)N

Delaware & Eastern.

— The

Appellate division of ibc Supreme
Court of New York, Third department, has recently sustained Ine
action of the old State Board of Railroad Commissioners granting
certificates of public necessity and convenience to the Schenectady
& Margaretville. which proposes to build an extension of the Delaware & Eastern from Arkville, N. V., north to Schenectady. TO miles.
Also to the Hancock & East Branch Railroad, organizeil to build
a southern extension of the Delaware & Eastern, from East Branch,
(Mar. 13, p. 391.)
N. Y.. southwest to Wilkesbarre, Pa., 160 miles.

—

Denvf.r, Laramie & Noktiiwestern.
Work, it Is said, has been
started by this company on its proposed line. The projected route
Is from Denver, Colo., to the northern boundary of Wyoming, about
500 miles. S. Johnson, President.
Feb. 28. p. 297.
(

—

Denneh. Noutii-Westeun & Pacific. This company, since January 1. has finished 17 miles of the extension it is luiilding from
Colo., towards Salt l.,ake City. IMah.
Contriut from Yarmony to Steamboat Springs. tiS miles, lot to the DonverSteaniboat
Springs Construction Compiiuy, of which Col. I"). C. Dodge is President.
In the line through Egeria canyon there will be two tunnels
aggregating 2.400 ft. It is expected to open the line for operation
from Yarmony to McCoy, 11 miles. May 15; to Toponas, 29 miles,
August 15, and to Steamboat Springs by October 1.

Yarmony.

now has

its

Peach River & Gi k.— Plans, it is
company to build an extension from
1

are being made by this
present eastern terminus

said,
its

at Bartle. Texas, east to Beaumont, where connection is to be
with the Galveston. Beaumont & Northeastern. Plans are also

consideration to build an extension south to

Pennsylvania.

—

made
under

Anahuac on Trinity

bay.

that orders to begin the work on the
tunnei at Itreensburg. Pa., which was stoppe<l last fall, have been
given by this company,
.\bout $1.0110.11110 will be spent cutting
down the tunnel, reducing the grade and making a cut wide enough
for six tracks.
It

is sai<l

The northern tunnel of the two which this company has been
building under Bergen Hill. Hoboken. N. J., as part of its New
York City improvements, was recently driven through. (April 17,
p.

.-.,-.9.)

Port An(.ei.ls Railway

waukee &

St. Paul.

& Tkr.minal Co.

— See

Chicago.

Mil-
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SciiENKCTADY & MARaAinci'viu.c.

— See
—

Delaware & Easlern.

It Is

said

lliat

the nece.ssary franchlHC

for terminals at Huron has been secured, and application has been
made for similar privileges at Aberdeen. Surveys started. Cross
& Mack, of Minneapolis, will have charge of the work.

Ei.kitiiic).— An officer writes
Stixuknvii.i.k & Ea.st Livkhi'doi,
that this roiid Is to form part of the line from Toronto, Ohio, north
and east to Vanport. The company now operates a line from
Steubenvllle. Ohio, to W'ellsvllle, including the local lines in the
ilty of Steubenvllle; and the East Livei-pool Traction, whi(.'h covers
all linos In East I^lverpool and Wellsvllle, and Liverpool township,
.ilso Clicslor, VV. Va.
The lines are run In connection wllh the Ohio
HIver I'iussenKcr Railway, under construction for the past two years,
(

from East Liverpool to Vanport, Fa., and now in operation from
At Vanport connection is to be made
I'^ast Liverpool to Midland.
with the Beaver Valley Traction Company's lines to Rochester, Pa.
Van Horn Ely is President; Edward McDonnell, Secretary and
Treasurer, and J. C. Rothcry, General Manager, of all three lines,
(May 1, p.
which, however, are separate and distinct companies.
t;24.)

—

Unio.n Cknthal. This company was organized last year to build
a line from Dallas, Texas, southeast to New Orleans, 500 miles, of
which 225 will be in Te.xas, and 275 miles in Louisiana. It is said
that a contract to build 20 miles was recently given to the Tenney
Construction Company, of Silver City, N. Mex., of w-hich J. A. Sinclair is General Manager. A branch is also projected from Wortham,
Tex., northeast to Tyler, 'JO miles.
This branch has been surveyed
and surveys are now being made on the main line. W. J. Hogue,
President, Dallas, and J. A. Eutis, Secretary and Treasurer, Edgewood.
(Feb. 14, p. 234.)

&

VA.\couvEn, ViCTOiiiA

Eastkk.n.

— See

Vancouver, Westminster & Vuko.n.

Vkra Criz Termi.nal.

— This

—

Kanha.s City, Fobt Scott £ Memphis. The first mortgage 7 p«r
cent, bonds maturing June 1, 1908, of which there are now
outstanding $2,055,300, are to be extended until June 1. 1911,
at 5 per cent. Interest.

Street Railway.— Holders of the general mortgage
and collateral trust 5 per cent, bonds of 1897-1997 of the MeLroliolitan Street Railway, of New York, are asked to deposit
these bonds with the Guaranty Trust Company, of New York.
The inteiest due on Feb. 1 was not paid, and the trust deed
provides that after 90 days the default becomes absolute.

MhTRoi-oi.iTAX

—

METKoroLITAN WEST SlUE ELEVATED RAILWAY (CHICAGO). The Fafwell Trust Co., and N. W. Halsey & Co., of Chicago, have bought
the remaining $1,250,000 of an authorized $5,000,o0u extension
and terminal first mortgage 4 per cent, bonds. The sale of
these bonds provides for the retirement of equipment notes and
loans falling due June 1.

Midland

— See

York, New Ha\-e.n & Hartixjrd. The Supreme Court of Massachusetts has decided that the control of street railway companies in Massachusetts by the New York, New Haven t Hartford is illegal. Charles F. Choate, Jr., counsel for the road,
gave out the following:
"The company will promptly
obey the decree of the court. We believe the principle enunciated by the court applies as well to the holding of Boston Ik
Maine stock by the New Haven Company, and that it will be
necessary for the company also to dispose of this stock unless
the legislature decides that it is consistent with the Interests
of the commonwealth that it should be retained."

London

in

with a capital of $i;.iHI(l,()oo, expects shortly to let contracts for newterminal buildings and improvements at the Port of Vera Cruz,
Mex. According to the plans, the proposed improvements will cost
about $(), 1100, 000. The company is composed of the several railroad.s
entering Vera Cruz.
The general oiTice is at the City of Mexico.
(Nov. 1, p. 642.)

Victoria Tkr.mi.nai, Railway & Ferry Co.
W'li iiriA

\'ai,ii:y.

— See

— See

Great Northern.

Colorado & Southern.

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Bi'i'TALii,

Riiniii.siiic

York,

oltVr

&

I'll

$2011,1)00

Win. .\, Read & Co., of New
Rochester & Pittsburgh 4ij per

rsiuiK.ii.

lluftalo,

consolidating mortgage bonds of
authorized ifsiie is $35,000,000, of which
cent,

1'.>07-1!»57.

The

total

there is outstanding

$1,737,000.

—

CiucAco. Joi.iET & Kan.sas City. It is announced that a special
meeting of the stockholders is to be held in Chicago. July (>,
lo authorize an increase in the capital slock.
This la a projected road from Cliliago, via .loliet. 111., lo Kansas City, Mo.,
350 miles.
CiiiCAi.o Raii.way.s Co.

has

sold

$!,(!(!(;, 000

—

$1,2011,000

It

has been announced that this company
6 per cent, notes secured by

collateral

Chicago Railways consolidated

mortgage

4

and

5

per cent, bonds.

Denver & Rio Grande.
Erie.

— See

—See

Western

Pacific.

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

—

Greenwich &

.Ioiinsonvm.i.e.
The Public Service Commission of
York, second district, has approved of a consolidated mortgage to secure $1,000,000 3li-year 5 per cent, bonds of the Greenwich & Jolinsiuivllle. The company is to issue $400,000 of these
bonds to pay indebtedness incurred In the conslructiou of its
Salem branch from Greenwich to the connection with the
Delaware & Hudson. The remaining $c.oo.000 bonds are to be
held by the company.

New

liiiMus Central.

—

It is olTicially staled that the Illinois Central
begin regular operation of trains into Mirmingham. Ala.,
by the end of April. The Mobile & Ohio will come into Birmingham over Ihe same tracks.

will

—

& Lake Erie. Trackage rights on the Newcastle t
Sharon 20-miIe branch of the Erie have been obtained by the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

Pirr.smui.it

—

Virginia & Southwestek.n. An officer writes that this comi)any
has taken over the properties of the niack Mountain Railway, with
a main line :'0 miles long, and l)ranche8 lately completed and now
in operation, and the Holslon River Railway with about '.K miles
partly finished.
Construction work has been suspended on the
latter for the past two months: plans tor the completion of this
(Mar. 13, p. 395.)
line I'.ave not yet Ijeen perfected.

—

New

Great Northern.
organized

—

Valij.v. All of the $5,600,0(0 old notes of the Cherokee
Construction Co. have been deposited and holders will receive
in exchange Midland Valley first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds
and new Cherokee Construction Co. five-year 6 per cent, notes.
These notes are dated December 2, 1907, and are due December 1, 1912. Of the authorized issue of $2,500,000 only $1,650,000
is outstanding.

Great Northern.

company,

—

& GuEAT NouTHKBN. The receiver, Thomas J. Freeman, has been authorized to Issue C per cent, receiver's certiBcates lo pay the $338,730 interest due May 1 on the flrEt mortgage bonds. The certiflcates are to be secured by a Qrst lien
on the net revenues of the company and are to be sold at not
less than par.

I.NTLR.VAiio.NAL

South Dakota Roads (Electric). J. A. Cleaver, of Huron, S.
Duk., is organizing a company to build an electric line from Huron
north to Aberdeen, S2 mileH.
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Pi

—

Service Cobp<irati<in of New Jersey. Of the authorized
issue of $50,000,IJOO first mortgage 5 per cent bonds of 1908,
only $3,725,000 are to be issued at present, and this amount
has already been sold by the company.

iii.ic

—

& San Francesco. The proceeds of the sale to J. & W.
Seligman and Redmond & Co., of New York, of all the retunding mortgage bonds free in the company's treasury, together
with $1,353,000 of the same bonds pledged among other collateral to secure $1,750,000 notes with the Mercantile Trust
Company, are to lie used to pay at once the $1,750,000 notes
due June 26, and to pay other pressing obligations.
The
amount of refunding mortgage bonds authorized was $85,000,000
of which $62,500,1100 were to be reserved for refunding purposes, and the balance to be used for betterments, equipment,
construction, etc. The company has been doing the work for
which these bonds might be issued, but until now the bonds
could only have been sold at a sacrifice.

St. Lot is

—

SoiTiiEHN Railway. It is stated that the Southern Railway Is to
sell in the near future enough short-term notes to retire tloating
indebtedness and meet future expenses. It is said that a syndicate headed by J. P. Morgan & Co. will take these notes.

—

The Little Kanawha syndicate turned
over the Marietta, C3olumbus & Cleveland to the Toledo & Ohio
Central for operation on Feb. 1. The Toledo & Ohio Central
officials, it is said, claim that the physical condition of the
property is such that Its retention is undesirable and refuse to
operate the road.

Toledo & Ohio Central.

—

Wesiern

Maryland. The Menantlle Trust Company has been
given an order pei'mitling it lo sell the entire capital stock of
the George's Creek & Cumberland, which has been pledged with
it
by the Western .Maryland to secure a loan of $1,101,875.
The stock may be sold at public auction any time within
30 days.

—

Pacii-'ic.
The Denver & Rio Grande, on behalf of the
Western Pacific, has sold to Blair & Co., William Salomon &
Co.. and William A. Read & Co.. of New Y'ork, $15,000,000 2-year
6 per cent, convertible notes.
It is said that the money from
this sale will finish the Western Pacific and provide it with

Wk.stkkn

equipment.

.
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have shown a saving in many Instances of 2U per cent. Besides
this direct saving, it has been possible to use a lower steam pressure and thus increase the life of the boilers while at the same
lime thde Is a better steam pressure and a higher lemperature In
the cylinders.

Australia has so far recovered from Its three-years" drought
that the people are discussing projects for new railroads, especially

a transcontinental

line.

By

far the larger part of the popula-

and cultivable land are within I'nii or Ml) miles of the east
and south coasta; there are important mining interests not far
of
inland from the southwest coast; and very little population on the
In !slt!» some fast passenger locomotives having cylinders
l!i
northwest: while the vast Interior is mostly barren, with some
in. diameter with a piston stroke of 26 in. were built tor the
l,ancashire & Yorkshire Railway. These cylinders were steam jack- grazing ground. But It Is exactly on the northwest that Australia
The construc- comes nearest to the world's great trade route from Europe and
eted and the steam was controlled from the cab.
tion was an experimental one and a recent inquiry about the reIndia to China and Japan.
English steamers to Sydney take about
fresjulls obtained show.s that these results tally with those so
IS days from Colombo, Ceylon, eight of them along the stormy
quently encountered in stationary practice. There Is a certain south coast of Australia. To Darwin bay, on the northwest coast,
Ihcoretieal advanitige in the use of the steam jacket that does not the time is 10 d.nys less, and the railroad journey across the island,
appear In practical operation, and for that reason it has never about 1.,S00 miles, would at most require but five days. There Is
been extensively used. In the case of the Lancashire & Yorkshire already a railroad from Port Darwin for 146 miles .sontheoslward.
I'liomotives. it was not found, after continuous exiierinients, that and from Sydney several hundred miles toward the northwest.
11
was worth while to steam jacket any more cylinders. The steam But such a line is objected to by Melbourne, which Is on the south
Jaekets apparently had the effect of preventing tlie aceunuilatlon coast near the southeast corner of .\usiralla.
It
would have one
of water in the cylinders, and it was thought that a certain amount of its own lines extended to cross the continent to the northwest:
(if economy was secured by their use, so long as they
were care- and .'Vdelaide, which Is still further west on the south coast, would
fully watched.
Tliat is to say, a good man got good results out
have the railroad extend more nearly from south to north, along
of ibein, wliile an inferior man got no better results than with the
the transcontinental telegraph line. And if this cannot be done,
ordinary engines. Hut they gave trouble from a meehanical point it would prefer an extension of Its railroads westward not far from
of view, and it was decided that it was not worth while to continue
the south coast to Fremantle. the port of \Ve-s| .\ustralia (near the
tlu-in.
Experiment..^ were also undertaken on the sam>> road with
southwest corner), which is L.'.oo miles southwest of Port Darwin.
small superheater liy which very dry steam was delivered In the This would enable passengers to substitute a rail journey for the
ii
cylinders, but owing to the small size that was used a suffl.'ient
sea passage along the south coast to Adelaide. Melbourne and
degree of superheat was not obtained. The experiments were val- Sydney, but would probably not serve as a freight route
Local
ualile, however, in pointing the advantages to be o'liaiited f.-om
interests prevent any union on one route.
Sydney and Melbourne,
system
when
the
Schmidt
of this kind, and
superheater was de- the pre.-ent great trade centers for exports and imports, both near
a
veloped in Oermany and the results that were being obtained with
the southeast corner of Australia, fear the establishment of a great
it beeame known, a number of engines were equipped with it, and
port at Port Darwin, which Is so much nearer the great internaI'lll

tion
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trade routes; though It ha« very Utile productive counliy
within a thou.sjind mileH. Only the general government of the now
united colonies would be likely to be able to carry through Hueh
an enterprise, the larger part of which would be In national territory, formerly the north terrltorj of the colony of South Australia,
a country, mostly barren, extending alwut 1,000 miles from south
It Is not expected
to north, and more than .000 from east to west.
tlonal

that such a line, that Is, the part yet to l>e built, would have any
appreciable local traffic for some years to come; and it has been
estimated that one through train a week would be sufficient for the
business.

of convenience and cost-saving can be
maintenance of way department from a portable
blacksmith shop, M. L. Byers, Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way
of the Missouri Pacific, last fall had an outfit arranged for this purpose.
It consisted of two box cars, one housing the blacksmith and
The latter Included a forge,
his helper, and the other the shop.
and the necessary tools, duplicate parts and supplies needed tor repairing hand cars, frogs, switches, tools, etc. The outfit is moved
by local freight trains. About one day is needed to do up the work
of an ordinary section, and a longer time where the work of two sections is done at one point; or where there is a large yard. For repairing
frogs where there is considerable traffic duplicates of the frogs to be
fixed are put in the track while the work is being done; but when

To

secured

learn
to

how much

the
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oin .-lui-ij.
.\iur<()Mr, it the company is prosperous. It will fre
quently omit to finance these improvements paid for out of surplu8, but will let them stand to the permanent benefit of the values
underlying the outstanding securities. The system gives flexibility
of the highest value, and has very seldom been abused, but by the
construction which the New York Public Service Commission places
all

1

upon the law.
ful cases

It

It

Is

henceforth impossible In

New

will be to the Interest of the railroad

York.

In doubt-

company

to Issue

whereas under the present system it will
frequently happen that new construction on a small scale will be
done without issuing any capital at all. There are a great many
kinds of occasional ills for which a universal preventive can only
securities at the start,

be applied at very great disadvantage.
We get along very well
undei compulsory vaccination, but if the Pasteur treatment was
lequired of everyone, there would be riots; yet It is very clear
that the Lehigh & Hudson River ruling of the New York Public
Service Commission, like the Interstate commlBslon's depreciation

and the obstacles which Massachusetts places to raising new securitie.3.
Is a heroic kind of Pasteur treatment which may at long
intervals save a life, but is sure to cause a great deal of unnecessaiy sickness in the meantime.

A well-informed observer remarked recently that the three
most serious causes of errors by trainmen are: (1) mental 'Inefficiency due to drinking (not drunkenness); (2) mental dulnees
the traffic Is light, or there is not much work to be done, the frogs
due to not taking adequate rest when off duty; (3) taking chances,
are taken from the track, repaired and replaced under the proteccontrary to the dictates of good judgment.
It seems to us that
The proper adjustment of guard rails is looked
tion of fiagmen.
this is a very plausible theory, and we have no doubt that it Is
after at the same time, and section tools are sharpened and repaired.

based on a careful diagnosis. It is significant that all three faults
are of a moral nature.
In other words, the first element needed
in their correction is a desire or purpose to Improve, on the pan of
the faulty person himself.
This shows most forcibly bow futile
must be all changes in method and all mechanical aids, unless
the persons to be dealt with are men of some strength of character
repairs Is an economical one; particularly when the economies
men with consciences, who do some intelligent thinking for themeffected in repairing switches, tools, hand cars, etc., by saving the
selves.
The man who drinks "moderately" yet constantly is a
trouble and delay of sending them away for repairs, are taken into
more difficult problem for the superintendent than the one who
account.
gets intoxicated; and he often needs as much backbone as does
The up-state New York Public Service Commission, on May 7, the drunkard, it he is going to try to make himself thoroughly
handed down a decision on the petition of the Lehigh & Hudson efficient. Neglect to take the full amount of sleep needed Is also
River Railway Company for leave to execute a supplementary a habit which is the result of, or at least is perpetuated by. a
mortgage and to is-sue bonds secured by the mortgage to the mental infirmity tliat needs a good moral backbone for its cure.
amount of j;!00,000. In asking the consent of the commission to This is perhaps the one danger most difficult for the superintendent
issue these bonds, the first statement of the railroad company to reach. The night worker who neglects to sleep in the day time
(afterward amended) was that the intended use of the funds was as he ought to can delude himself into the notion that he does not
to reimburse the treasury of the company for part of the amounts need so much sleep as the normal worker, and in case of failure
paid by it on account of the construction and purchase of the in his duty he will claim that sickness in his family or some other
Orange County Railroad, but the commission disallowed these rea- excusable irregularity forced him into this neglect of his health.
sons, holding that the Public Service Commission law permits That this defense often is utterly false does not help the superincapitalization in New York for four purposes only: tl) for the tendent much in his endeavors to demolish the claim and maintain
Surely nothing more useful for the promotion
acquisition of property; (2) the construction, completion, exten- efficient service.
sion or improvement of its facilities; (3) the improvement or of the safety of trains could be done, if only the genius could be
maintenance of its service; (4) the discharge or lawful refunding found to do it. than to educate young men's consciences in this
The reader will recall the confession of a well-known railof its ol)ligations, provided the proper commission gives a certifi- matter.
cate of reasonable necessary and authorizes the issue; and that, road manager, printed not long ago. of how he used to go to ball
since part of the funds asked for were to bo used in restoring games in the day time, at the r'sk of impairing his efficiency as a
Drinking too much, and
funds already expended from the treasury, the terms of the statute telegraph operator the following night.
were not complied with. It is easy to see the commission's line keeping awake too much are, however, mild delinquencies comBut while the cure of this vice Is
of argument, and we need go no further back into railroad history pared with "taking chances."
than the Chicago & Alton affair for an instance of genuine harm essentially a moral issue,' it may be easier to accomplish than in the
done a railroad property by capitalizing betterment work done cases of the other two. for it is easier to show the folly of it. The
for a series of years o\it of income, on so high a basis that the t>ngineman who runs the risk of reaching a meeting point when he
company's future borrowing power was .seriously impaired thereby knows that he lacks two minutes of the necessary time, does so
and the value of Its securities was diminished. But it looks as if largely because he has not coolly measured the risk: and this he

It has been found that the lil'e of frogs can be extended considerably by repairs given on the ground in this way. The cost for
labor and material in repairing alwut 225 main track spring frogs
has averaged about ?;i.75 each. The fact that these frogs have not
needed to be shipped justifies the opinion that the plan of field

—

One
application of the principle laid down in the Lehigh & can be trained to do. If the sviperintendent is determined.
Hudson River case was going to do a great deal more harm than cause of this kind of recklessness is the indifference of conductors;
good.
Like the Interstate Commerce Commission's depreciation but the enforcement of regular, intelligent and prompt co-operation
between engincmen and conductoi-s is a thing wherein superintensystem, it puts a premium on capitalizing all new work.
It has
After all of
l)een one of the best traditions of American railroad development dents can greatly improve If they set out to do so.
that as much work as possible is done out of income — sometimes the Improvement In the instruction of trainmen that has been
temporarily, sometimes permanently. At times when money costs a accomplished in the last ten years, and the increased dissemination
strict

great deal, a road with an abundant cash surplus will pay its construction bills out of this surplus; at times wlien money is cheap

long-term securities to restore its surplus— if one
chooses to describe it in that way.
It would be eniially fair 'o
say that the long-term securities were Issued to pay for the construction work temporarily financed by means of the surplus; a
it

will

issue

process which saves

money

for the shareholders

and saves time

tor

of knowledge of train rules, we should be loath to believe that
enginenien of experience would take chances, with their eyes open,
were it not that instances are reported now and then In the government accident bulletins. A road sending in an accident report
containing such a phrase ;is "took chances" would seem to offer
a good field for the government accident investigators who have
not yet been appointed.

—
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STRICT CONSTRUCTION OF SAFETY APPLIANCE LAW.
Tile stiii
construction pnt upon the antitrust law a dozen
years ago by Justice Peckham, o£ the Supreme Court of the United
States, in the trans-Missouri Freight Association case, when he
held that a combination of competitors, however innocent and
beneficial, was illegal, has now a striking counterpart in a decision
rendered last Monday by Justice ?<Ioody, of the same court, holding
that the law requiring that the drawbars of empty freight cars
shall be 34'/^. in. high (from the level of the tops of the rails)
must be exactly complied with. To run a car having drawbars
?,4% in. high, when empty, or 34V4 in. high, is illegal. This opinion
appears in the suit of Taylor against the St. Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern, arising in a court of Arkansas and appealed by the
railroad company from the Supreme Court of that state to the
Supreme Court of the United States. By parity of reasoning the
law requiring all cars to have automatic couplers in good condition must be construed with the utmost rigidity.
To run a car
with a broken drawbar, even so little as five miles to a terminal,
for repairs, will make the railroad liable to the full penalty of
I,

(he law.

To

the present decision there

Brewer concurred only

.Justice

language of the opinion.

The

is

in

no dissenting opinion, though
result, not in the entire

the

decision

incidentally

sustains

the

liglit of Congress to delegate to the American Railway Association
and the Interstate Commerce Commission the duty of fixing a
standard height of drawbars for freight cars. As to the question
of adhering to the standard height, it was contended by the railroad company that it had employed men whose business it was to
see that the drawbars were of the standard height; that it had
furnished them material and appliances to keep the drawbars at
the standard height; that its employees were capable; in short,
that reasonable care had been used to keep these appliances at the
standard height. But the court holds that the statute is absolute,
and that if the road fails to have the cars at all times in such
condition as to comply with the statute, it is liable to an employee
injured while using such unlawful couplers.
This overrules a
number of contrary decisions which have been made by district
and circuit courts.
As to the claim that this strict construction would work hardship on the railroad company. Justice Moody said:
nil Injury happens tlinmgh llie alisonce of n siite lirnwbar there
Siiih an Injury must l)e an Irreparable nilstoituue to somemust l>e borne entirely l).v blm who suftcrs U, that Is a liardsblp to
Its burden Is transfened. as far as It Is capable of transfer, to the

"Wlu'ie
iiiiisi

111'

onr.
lilin.

linidslilp.

If It

If

cnipliiyer, 11 Is n bai'dshlp to him.

It Is

quite conceivable that Congress, con-

such injuries, and hoplne tu diminish the
community resulling from them, should deem It wise to
Impose their burdens upon those who could ineasiuably control their causes.
"
Instead of upon those who are In the main helpless In that veiriud

Iciniilaling the inevitable hardship uf
I'i'iinomie loss to

the

SECONDARY STREET RAILWAY FINANCING.
Amid greater and more sensational events a new phase of street
railway operation in Massachusetts bearing directly on street railway finance has almost escaped attention outside of that state. It
Is the extensive movement there toward the increase of railway
fares.
It cannot, as yet, be described as general.
It does not affect

691

would argue high prosperity for her
trolleys and few receiverships.
In fact, returns on her trolley investments have not been high and receiverships have been many,
while just over the line in Connecticut, under "high" trolley finance
only one out of some 30 original street railway corporations has
suffered reorganization
though it must be said that the contrast
with other states would by no means be so impressive. The seeming
paradox, however, is easily enough explained. In Massachusetts,
with her 34 cities and dense population, excessive trolley building
ensued spite of restrictive law and ensued under unusually strong
competitive conditions. Low fares and good services at pretty high
cost in many cases
have been the rule as compared with other
states; and, finally, to a much le.ss degree than in other commonwealths have there been in Massachusetts the big trolley combinations In which the strong lines of high earning power have carried
the weaker ones.
There comes now, in that state, a readjustment of the situation

for

Theoretically

result.

it

—

—

—

expressed

in

higher fares.

when

Interesting

chusetts special

This

is

interesting in

Itself.

It is

doubly

correlated with the recent dictum of the Massacommission in favor of allowing street railway

companies as well as other corporations, to issue new stock, no
matter what its market value, at par instead of the market price
and thus reverse the Massachusetts statutory rule in operation for
15 years.
This is to he Interpreted as the proffer of a higher reward than hitherto on street railway enterpri.se. In other states
the proposition goes much further.
Promoters are proclaiming
loudly that, with profitable trolley territory to a great extent exhausted, a watery "bonus" of some sort must be an element in every
new trolley project. Succinctly stated It has been "no bonus no
trolley," though the claim has not been for a bonus of the size In
the earlier days of trolley promotion.
In the last Connecticut legislature this claim was made openly and, strangely enough, prevailed
over a dozen or more vetoes of the Governor. "Give us the trolley
no matter what its financing" was the dominating cry in the same

commonwealth where the watering of street railway securities has
been not only scandalous in amount but the object of the sharpest
popular criticism.
In this secondary stage of street railway development In this
country where the trolley project is necessarily breaking away from
the cities and from dense populations into rural communities and
into long distance lines it will be edifying and instructive to observe
how the rival forces outlined are to work out. On the one hand
there is the general outcry against watered stock, the assertion not
unfounded in fact, that it implies poorer service and higher fares,
and the demand that the lines be desiccated by new valuations based
on actual cost. On the other hand, particularly when one panic
period Is past and capital becomes more free and fluent, we are
certain to flnd fresh appeals to legislatures to validate the bonus
in stock or bonds as the price of new electric lines.
The material
and localized temptation will be set against the same policy of a
state and the same men who uphold that policy will be found yielding to temptation and sacrificing consistency when it comes to their
own interests or that of their immediate constituency. We may
also see the incongruity of one fiscal policy applied to lines in operation; another and entirely reversed policy to projected lines. As
there Is no middle way between honest and Inflated capitalization
some of the future results promise, to say the least, to be satirical.

much

the fares in the cities of the state.. But on country and crosscountry lines the increase has already in many cases been adopted.
It ranges all the way from the substitution of six cents for the
familiar and convenient "nickel" up to the added nickel for runs
not always long; and it is based, nominally, on the increased cost
of labor, materials and the expense of operation generally. Actually
it strikes back to conditions of street railway financing peculiar
to Massachusetts and which suggest a secondary stage of such

financing there and elsewhere.
It is a very familiar fact that during the last two decades of
electric street railway expansion in this country while floods of
water have been poured into both stock and bonds of street rail-

Train Accidents
.\pril,

In

April.

which may alwa.vs be expected

dent record of the year
difference, this year, that
three together. February.

to show the lightest acciwell maintains Its reputation; with the
it follows two other light months.
The

March and .\pril. make a showing more
favorable than any throe months since a time when the rallitiad
system of the country wjis very much smaller than it is now.

None

of the train accidents in the present list

is

of sufficient

magnitude to be put into our "prominent" cl.iss; but we append
notes of two of them, and also give, following the list. .«ome notes
way corporations and the unscrupulous "promoter" has been high on a number of accidents which do not come within the term "railin the saddle Massachusetts has insisted sternly on honest capital- road train accident" though they are of a kind which should be
mentioned here.
ization based mainly on actual replacement value.
It is not too
strong a statement to say that her enforced capitalization in stock
and debt of about $50,000 a mile has fixed an American standard
of just capitalization, contrasting strikingly with more than double
that amount in Connecticut, and with the dropsy in such states
as Rhode Island and Pennsylvania, saying nothing of the acuteness
But honest financing
of that disease in the New York City lines.
in the Massachusetts trolleys has been attended with one unlooked

The

collision of passenger trains at Cleveland, Ohio, on the
said to have wrecked the engines and the baggage cars of
but fortunately only four persons were seriously Injured.
The accident was due to the misplacement of a switch just
in season to send a southbound passenger train on to the side
track, where It struck a northbound train. The switch was thrown,
just before the train came along, by a man who is believed to be
.lOlh, is

both

trains,

,

:
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Insane

Having

dempnled.

or

lieen

Jirrciitcd

ami

i|iii-.-ih,ii'Ml,

In-

clainibd lo have obeyed a Khoiii from a brakt-niaii of the BlanrlinR
train; but the brakcman was attcmptInK to niak<! the man Ktralghlvn

switih, bavliiK observed that It was wrong.
Thi- colllHlon near Rock Olen. Pa., on the IJOth, which renulted
In the death of a fireman, was between southbound paHuenger train
No. IT) and a locomotive running In the oppoHlte direction, which
appears to have encroached on the time of the passenger train.
tlip

The pas.senger was running about 35 nilles an hour when It struck
the empty engine, and both of the engines were wrecked and thrown
The baggage car of the passenger train was crushed,
Into the ditch.
but only one passenger was badly Injured.
I'liiMir.

IN

I

III:

I'

t:;.

cidr,,
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•-•o.
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iiui-i.
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li

I,.iuIh.

SI.

&

I'lrlK..

ri.lllci-.

>o.

^

of

Tniln.

cldont.

should meet.
Near WllliamBport, Pa., on the 22d. nine luml)ennen weie killed
and 15 others seriouKly injured in the wreck of a runaway 'rain of
logs; but this Is not to be clashed as a "railroad accident" as it
Occurred on a logging company's tra<'k.
A collision in Australia, on the 19th. killing 41 persons, and
one In Mexico, on the 24th. killing 2S, have already Ijeen rt-porieJ
In the Itnilronil Oazetle.

orinilii.

III.

River.

report of this company for the calendar year In
will be
It
of quite unusual interest, for several reasons.
recollected that the first train operated by ele<triclty on this company's line ran Into Grand Central on Septeml>er 30. 19oC. and
that on December 11. 1900. regular service with motor cars for lh<»

1907

.No.

ratlin.

& Hudson

The annual

W.Vii.

Kind
.'t.

Central

iiijil.

Ilncklilcfi.

riii('i>.

New York

porBciiix

l»

Itniid.
\Viil>n.sh
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Hull'.

Nc.

iTKli Sr.nK.'

—-Kind
Mil. p.
.Spaiilrtli Luke,

linilll.

:\l,i\..

mar Crowiisvillc, Sid., on the 12th, there was a butting collision
of cars Id which eight persons were slightly injured,
lu this case
it i« said that a special car standing on a side tratk was mistaken
by the motorman of the eastbound car for the regular, which be

CiillMtinii

mil-.

Vol.

I'hhs.

pOI-HUlIK

,^re|Mirtcil-.
diM'Imt. Kll'd. In.l'd.

Ciiiisr'
<ir
I..

iiiII.

11

.'

Is

Yonkers

local trains

porary terminal

.-ind

Hudson division

was begun between the l.«xington avenue temthe present terminus of electric operation on

hauled thence
by steam locomotive to Yonkers. Therefore, as far as eleoirlBcallon
is concerned. 1907 represents the first complete year of operation.
II
waslicml.
:;:(.
Clili-., I'., & St. I.oiils. .Allen. 111.
I-'I.
The difficulties .'lave been very great. Yard and station changes
"
In'.
Pass.
:;4. Kile
(-anLslfo, X.Y.
have been continuous. The New Haven road has not even yet got
cl. hrldgp.
L'
U.'i.
Seaboard Air Line.
.'I'licker. <ia.
Kl.
-H
n
nnx.
I'aHs.
I'l. St. I.ouIk & San Kran. .SIanU',v. Iikla.
to the point where it hauls all trains out of its part of the station
So. Kllzabi'tli.
I'ass.
ace. oI.mI
I'M.
I'cnuH.vlranIa
"
by electricity, and the New York Central has consequently been
;{ll.
I'ass.
iinjt.
rittMtniigli.
rennsylvnnla
impeded by the long-drawn-out continuation of the construction
nihi-r Airithnlx.
Both the New York Central locomotives and
stage of the work.
n
h.illcr.
7
Klo.i.hvooil,
Kr.
7. Ni'W York i-i'iilrnl
the
New Haven locoiuotives fall short of satisfactory performance,
II
:i
!i.
iMill.-r.
Iii'.ii.v.
.N. v., .\. II,
I'-|.
II
one company experiencing its principal difficulty in obtaining full
Of the dozen electric car accidents reported in the newspapers tractive power: the other in the effect of the electric lo<-oraotives
upon the track. To add to thest difficulties, the New York Central
In April one resulted in the death of nine persons and three others
were notable. The fatal one was a butting collision on the :i8th has not yet been able to extend the zone of electric operation bebetween cars of the Detroit, Jackson & Chicago near Ypsilanti, Mich. yond the boundary at Highbridge on the Hudson division, and deBoth the eastbound and the westbound cars were heavy and were lays at these points are none the less irritating because they are
running at high speed, the collision happening on a curve where the inevitable. The multiple-unit trains have proved to be a heivy
view was short. The responsibility is laid at the door of the motor- drag on the steam locomotives used to draw them over the portions
man of the eastbound car. who was killed. The running time of of their run which have not yet l>een put under electric operation.
this car hail been changed, beginning on the day of the collision, and this has occasioned further delays.
To .uld to the embarrassment of its local service, the west side
but no evidence is publisiied to show that this was the cause of the
motorman's error. Whatever may have been his assumption as extension of the Interborough Rapid Transit subway has taken
a
great
deal of the short haul traffic and made many of the comregards his right to the road, he ran at full speed past the side
While following out a nattrack where he should have waited. According to a press despatch mutation trains entirely unprofitable.
the state railroad commissioner of Michigan attributes the collision ural desire to economize in a period of depression by reducing
unprofitable
service,
the
company
encountered severe local
train
has
to faults in the desi)atching system, and will take steps to secure
the adoption of "a standard system of despatching"; he will call a opjxjsition and htis had to comply with the train service requireWhat is meant by "a ments of the Public Service Commission. But it lan be freely said
nieeliiig of railroad officers for this purpose.
standard system" we do not know; but the commissioner should that the suburban difficulties have been gradually clearing away,
know that the best standard in existence is unsatisfactory without and may be expected to make themselves less and less fell, with
the use of the block system along with it. The improvemen' of each succeeding month. The great advantages of- operating this
the American despatchli>g system has been discussed for 2.'j years, kind of traffic liy electricity are bound to make themselves felt as
but it still remains unsiitisfactory. Those roads which have made soon as the unsatisfactory mixture of steam and electric service in
the most intelligent and persistent attempts at the improvement the same territory is done away with. Nevertheless, these suburtmn
of the despatching system are now adopting (or extending) the difficulties make perhaps the most characteristic feature of the comblock systen., the use of which removes the necessity for the im- pany's year.
Another very interesting development, brought out during the
possible refinements of the despatching system. This actioii of these
roads would seem lo indicate that efforts to accomplish a satisfac- past year, has been the practical demonstration of the value of the
The market price of New York Central has
tory degree of safely by the use of the despatching system are likely company's "equities."
always been higher than would have been justified by its avail.ible
to be fruitless.
At Chicago, on Ilk' 711', the leading car of an elevated rail- surplus earnings, and the Tcnson for this, apart from the geographroad train Jumped he track near Indiana avenue and one end of ical location of the lines, has lain in the fact that some of the sulv
it fell to the ground, lodging in the back yard of a residence.
The sidlary propeiiios, notably the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
rear end of the car. however, remained leaning against the elevated and the Michigan Central; were earning free and clear a good deal
structure.
Of the 50 persons In the ear, eight were seriously in- more than they were |iaying out in dividends and were putting
jured.
On the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis electric road, the money back into permanent improvements which increased earning power. The actual value of these "equities" was clearly .shown
this year.
Net earnings of the New York Central in 1907 after all
Abbreviations nnd marks used In Accident List
re
Itcar collision.
expenses were $3.2ti2,0S7 smaller than they were In 190t;. but by
Hutting collision.
be
simple
device of increasing the dividends of subsi-ilary comthe
Other collisions
as at crossings or In yards. Where only one train
xo
panies, the company increased its "other incon.e" $3.7tiS.313, so that
Is mentioned. It Is usually n case of a train running Into a staodIng car or cars, or a collision due to a train breaking In two on a
the gross Income available for barges and dividends was half a
descending grade.
million dollars greater in 1907 than in 1906. and net Income after
Broken.
h
Defective.
charges, including the interest on the three-year .1 per cent, gold
Defect of roadway.
dr
notes of 1907. was $lUi.l82 greater than In 190ti.
Defect In car or engine.
cq
Neullpenec.
n
Gross earnings were $9K.3);9.060. as against $92,089,769 in 1906.
Unforeseen obstruction.
unf
the increase being ociasioned in considerable part by the large addiUnexplained.
iinx
derail
Open derailing switch (negligence of cnglncman or slgnalninn).
tional tonnage both of bittiniinous and anthracite coal as compared
Misplaced switch.
ms
with the unusually liglit tonnage during the first six months of
ace. obst .Accidental oltslructlon.
malice. .. .Malicious obstruction of track or misplacement of switch.
The
190(>. at the time of the strike in the bituminous coal fields.
boiler. .'.. .Explosion of boiler of locomotive on road.
average freight haul for the year shows a slight increase, but the
lire
Cars burned while running.
Passenger train.
Pass
relative increase in coal tonnage as compared with that of higher
Ft
I'relght train (Includes empty engines, work trains, etc.).
class freight produces the decrease in the average haul per ton per
•Wreck wholly or partly destroyed by tire.
Passenger earnings were $29.837.859 just alwut half the
tone or more passengers killed.
mile.
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freight earnings an increase of $l,2t;y,0Sl, due entirely to lli'volume of business interehanged with foreign lines, since commutation business continued to decrease, doubtless for the reasons already outlined in this review. The company has an important
equity, if it may so be called, in the undeveloped .state of its commutation business at the present time in densely populated tfrritory, and when it gets its electric operation in really first class
shape, it can add very materially to its passenger profits from this
source.
The profit of an ordinary commutation service, with steam
trains, is a moot point; at best, it is doubtful, but an electric service
permitting of very frequent trains in relatively small units with-

out unduly high costs is probably going to change this, as soon
as it gets a fair chance to do so.
The results will bo watched with
great interest.
At the close of 1907, the Lake Shore dividend was increased
from 8 to 12 per cent.; the Michigan Central dividend, from 4 per
cent, to 6 per cent, (annual basis), and the New York Central rate
from 5 per cent, to 6 per cent. In connection with the increased
stock, of which $449,300 was issued during the year, this increase
in the dividend rate cost the comi)any $2.88.^.03(i; the entire dividend payments in 1907 amounting (o ?l(i.717,920. A quarterly dividend of I',-! Pt'i' <ent. was paid in January, 1908, in spite of the
great falling off in earnings, but at the March meeting the road
was put hack on a 5 per cent, annual basis, and the Apiil dividend
was IV4 per cent. Prior (o the panic, the company was well able
to pay the higher rate, in spite of its very large legitimate capital
requirements, and it may be surmised that it will l)e able to do so
again before many years.

An agreement was entered into during 1907 between the New
York Central and the Pullman Company, providing for Pullman cat
service for 25 years from January 1. 190.5. and with the Western
Union Telegraph Company, for telegraph service for 30 years from
January 1, 190(1. These contracts supersede all prior agreements
with those companies and are more favorable in their terms to the
railroad companv. The company's holding of .'),74S shares of Boston
& Maine stock, acquired during the previous year, was exchanged
for an equal amount of the capital stock of the New Haven road
during 1907. The New York Central's funded debt was not changed
during 1907. but to obtain equipment for iminediato requirements
the New York Central. Lake Shore. Michigan Central. Big Kour.
and the Chicago. Indiana & Southern have become parties to an
equipment trust dated Nov. 1. 1907, providing for an issue of $30,000,000 of equipment (rust certificates, being 90 per cent, of the
total cost of the equipment to be furnished under the terms of the
agreement. J. P. Morgan & Co., and nrexel & Co. offered these
equipment trust certificates in January. 1908, on the basis of about
a 5% per cent, yield to the purchaser.

Since the publication of the report, perhaps the most important
item of i;ews about the company is the fact that the option on the
controlling interest in the New York, Ontario & Western, given during 1907 to the New York Central by the New Haven road, and
expiring early in January. 190,S. has been extended indefinitely,
probably until the New Haven-Hoston & Maine tangle is straightened out.
Mainteiiiiucc of way pit- luih' of loail o|)erated in 1907 was
Re|)airs and renewals of equipment
?3,295, against $3.ll."i2 in I'.KIii.
cost $2,242 per locomotive, against $2,038 in 1906; $83« per pas190(1,
and $7G per freight car. against
senger car. against $723 in
The company spent for additions to property and
$60 In 1906.
charged to capital account $6,400,000. About $1.00().0ii0 v.as spent
in double-tracking the West Shore railroad lietween Churchill. N. Y.,
and Syracuse junction; third and fourth tracks between Lake Crossing, Mass., nnd South Kraniingham. on the Boston & .\lbany. cost
$184,000, and third track at various other places on the Boston &
Albany cost an additional $379,000. Maintenance expenses used up
about the same percentage of gross earnings last year as in 1906,
but conducting transportation increased from 40.17 per cent, of
gross earnings to 46.76 per cent.
Traffic statistics show slightly increased elTlciency of oi>eration.
The average trainload of revenue freight was 419 tons carried per
While
train-mile, an increase of 16 tons over the prc\ious year.
t-he empty freight car mileage increased from 219,000 to 278.000, the
average number of empty freight cars per lrain-ii,lle remained precisely the same, that is 12, in 1907 as In the previous year.
The principal statistics of operation were as follows:
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The object of this collection of tables and diagrams Is to afford a
means of quickly ascertaining the sizes and cost of the pipes required for a complicated system of water supply. Incidentally, they
also apply to surface drains and underground sewers. They were
originally designed for personal use and they bear the marks of
this purpose even in their final form in that the compiler has overlooked the fact that the engineer who will use them is not as
familiar with all of the methods and the abbreviations that are
used as the compiler himself. Until this familiarity has been obtained, it is necessary to refer back constantly so as to .see what
the signs and symlxjis that are used refer to. This holds not only
for the formulas but also for the tables and diagrams as they are
presented in their completeil shape for use. The value of frequent
repetitions of the meaning of symlx)ls cannot be too strongly emphasized where a book is to be used for reference and there Is
to be a search for one item of information only, regardless of what
has preceded or what is to follow.
In a book like this, where the final results only are to lie used
and the steps In the process are not fully explained. It must be
borne in mind that the user is presupposed to have a large amount
of Information on the subject, so that there is no review of the
general principles of hydraulita. For this subject, only the methods
of preparing the tables are given, and it will be necessary for the
engineer to make himself perfectly familiar with these methods and
back this fan.iliarlty with a further knowledge of hydraulics before
the tables can be successfully used. This can only l)e accomplished
by a careful study of the development of the formulas and their
results from the start, and when this has been done the tables and
diagrams will be found to be in such form that the determinations
of size and capacity of the piping to be used will bo rapidly made.

CONTRIBUTIONS
The

Harreli

Reinforced Concrete Tie.
ilil.ac.i.

To

TIIK EdITOK ok TlIK H.VIl.llo.Mi G.v/.ktie;
in the editorial on Metal and Reinforced

.May

71

li.

IIMI8.

Concrete Ties In your

issue of May 1 you say there were 30 Harreli perforated vertical
center-plate composite ties put In the Pennsylvania main line track
near Harrison street. Chicago, in 1899. You state that they were all
/fa'/

CMair

Early Harreli Tie.

removed within a year because the fastening was too weak; also
that some of the ties were badly broken, and it did not appear that
the design could be used for heavy trafflc.
You were misiufornied regarding the design of tie used. I
send you herewith a sketch of the reinforcement used In that tie.
These ties failed because of the weakness of the rail chair attachment, the lightness of the bolts used for clamping the rails and

]!>ltT.
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the abBencc of n-iiifonomeiit oiitBldo of th<> rail.
The loiui-Ptc in
Home of them Wroke at the point marked A In the nketeh.
I
also Hcnd you a drawhiK of the perforated vertical centerplate tie. The flrBt ties from this design were made by McCord
& Co. In 1901, 1,000 helng made on contract at Flegewlsch, ill. These
were tesled In the Irnck?* of the Illinois Car & Kqnipment Co.'s plant
at

Hegewlsch and

pi..,

i

bnow

lory.

j.

iimikki.i,.

f-ences.
I'liliii);...

I'll

.i.

TIIK EniTOIf OK TlIK IIaII.IIO.MI l}\/.KTiF.:
In your IsHue of May 8, page tiSG,

Mii.v

\r,.

I'.MlS.

notice a statement In
picked Up on the Road" which I know to be erroneous. Gulf says
that snow fences were not common in this country until sul>sequent
to 1893.
I entered the service of the Chicago, Burlington & Qulncy
in October, 1882.
In January. 1883, I made a trip over the entire
line from Burlington, Iowa, to Denver, Colo., on a special.
;ilso traveled .some distance on the Humeston & Shenandoah (afterwards the Keokuk & We.sttrn and now part of the Burlington
system), the Missouri Pacific and the Union Pacilic. On all these
roads as well as on the C, B. & Q. there were snow fences set
up virtually along the same lineii as we have them to-day.
I
remember It distinctly because they were the first I had ever
seen.
I'"roni 1883 until 189.'! I was employed on work that required
my supervision of the taking down and storing snow fences for
the summer and repairing same and setting them up in the fall.
As my duties along that line ceased in 1893 I know that it was
prior to that time that snow fences were in general use throughout Illinois, Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri and Colorado. I
cannot say whether or not they were used further north at that
time.
If the Frenchmen did not adopt snow fences until 1890 they
were certainly behind us.
jamks b. latimek,
I

We

&

Signal Engineer, Clilriign, Burlington

(juincy.

For Better Car Wheels.
N.nv Y.iik.

To

.\Iiiy

In response to

—

liy

any other.

The failure of one wheel running under a car on tracks adjoining otlier tracks on which passenger trains with every part of equipment maintained ul the highest standpoint of quality and eflldency
may precipitate an accident as fatal to life and property as ihe
failure of the most carefully constructed part of the passenger train.
In these days of continuous operation of passenger and freight
trains over tracks but a few feel apart there is little lime or opportunity to avoid the results of such accidents and the whole operation becomes one in which all parts affect other parts
the failure
of one involves disaster to another. Such observations are part
of the old story
to repeat them as stated seems unnecessary, but
the point is, are they true, and is the effort to guard against such
dangers being exercised as energetically as should be. There is
no doubt that the great majority ot the makers and users of wheels
give their best efforts under their control to safeguard such operations, and that there Is a greater appreciation than ever before of

—

—

the necepslty of bringing the order of practice as near as posulble
standard on the part of all concerned.
The difficulty seems to l>e to agree upon the way in which
progress toward the desired end can be made. Taking It for granted
that It is the desire of all concerned to bring the car wheel up to
the necessary standard of safety and durability, the first necessity
Is to determine the conditions which have to be met and provided
for in the present order of operations, compared with those that
existed a few years ago, when the makers and users of wheels were
better able to meet the situation.
There Is a vital necessity of
prompt action in this respect because there appears to be differences of opinion on matters which after all are simple mechanical
questions.

to the best

The increased

load and speed have produced two efTects on the

wheel.

— has become
to support the load.
Second. —
has been
First.

It

more

liable to failure

through inability

upon to sustain greater physical
and molecular changes In the parts immediately affected by breaking friction and the shocks and strains of service. As the result
of investigation and study of present service conditions and as
It

called

proved by statistics concerning tlu-m It may be conceded that the
strength of the wheel as a whole is sufflilent. The percentage of
failure in this regard is not increasing; in fact, considering the
great increase in hardship of service, it may be said that progress
During the past few years
in this direction is most satisfactory.
the subject has received such attention and study from the wheel
makers and railroad officials through the action of their representative associations that uniform standards of section and weight for
different classes of service have been adopted and have been put
into general use with a promptness seldom known in past experience.
The results of the second effect referred to are more difficult
to provide for.
There has been a marked Increase in the percentage
ot wheels removed for certain causes, and whether this Increase
can be or should be prevented by the maker or user of wheels Is
a question that so far is responsible for a great deal of delay in
finding the remedy.
Naturally the user looks to the maker to provide the remedy

IS, lOoS.

Eurrou of the Railroad Gazette:
your invitation to present the car wheel subject
again I will undertake to do so even at the risk of repeating some
things that have been said before, and some things that are so well
known that to mention them seems unnecessary.
No matter how old the car wheel story may be, no one can deny
that it is a matter of increasing concern from year to year. Railroads may be constructed and operated according to one standard
of merit or another.
If the standard is good the results will correspond; if the standard is bad then the particular railroad in question will suffer.
But there is one thing over which no railroad has
control in respect to its particular standard ot practice, and that
is the car wheel.
One of the leading American railroads has in
the matter of its car wheel supply followed for years the plan of
selecting Its own materials conducting its own wheel manufacturing
operation, and yet probably suffers as much as any other railroad
of like magnitude with respect to the results obtained from wheels
under cars running over its lines. The reason being that so large
a proportion of its trafflc consists of hauling cars built and owned
by other companies, or even of its own cars equipped with wheels
rejjlaced on the lines ot other companies.
The same result obtains
in great or lesser degree in the case of every railroad company
endeavoring to live up to the standard of good practice in the purchase and use of wheels. If a car breaks down it is repaired and
the cost charged where it belongs. If a rail breaks the penalty
is paid by the railroad that purchased the rail, but the car wheel
Is purchased by any one railroad, to fail, perhaps, on some other,
and allowing for the lew dollars that may be recovered in the few
instances that owners can be held resiMnsible the penally is paid
by the railroad on which the failure occurred. This one fact places
the car wheel in the front rank of items for which any one railroad may have 1o pay the bill for the order ot practice carried on
tiif:
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possible.
The average railroad mechanical officer is a busy man;
he has many problems to solve that call for Immediate action, and
until general problems become acute he does not usually spend much
time upon them. In this part of the car wheel problem a practical if not technical knowledge is needed, and it is not to be exTo
pected that such knowledge is possessed by all concerned.
make careful investigation, to seek information from those having
it and to be governed
accordingly, is after all the most that can
be expected from the average railroad official of the kind.
if

On the part of the rtanufacturer, to study conditions of manufacture and service, and to make provision so far as the limits of
possible cost and price obtiiined. will admit whereby wheels suitable for the increased service conditions may be supplied is about
all that can be expected.
The natural tendency of both maker and user is to feel that
the resiwnsibility rests priiicipally on the other man. That may
be so, but when both are confronted with a condition which involves the safety of life and property, and that condition is becoming daily more critical, then it becomes the duty of each to find the
remedy as quickly as possible.
To provide the remedy in this ca.se must first depend on finding
the cause. The defects referred to in which the increase is serious
are confined to the wearing surface of tread and flange. Fine cracks
in the surface coming In contact with brake-shoe and rail develop
until groups of such cracks make the wheel defective.
Some railroad officials and some car wheel makers say that
it may be possible to make certain changes in the quality of mclal
used or in the process of manufacture that will overcome this defect
in other words prevent its occurrence.

—

This statement disregards the fact that the repeated heating
and cooling of the surface of any metal will inevitably produce
similar effects, for the reason that rapid heating of the surface
causes expansion which does not occur with the nutal under such
surface and unless the heating is gradual enough to permit the
proper expansion of the metal as a whole, then the heated part
must expand regardless of the fact that expansion does not take
place in adjoining parts.
When the surface of the tread and flange of the wheel is quickly
heated and expands, the fine surface cracks must occur. Considering the great number of limes that such surface heating is caused
by the friction of brake-shoes, there can be no question that the
reason for the defects in question arises from the condition descrilied.
No metal used in car wheels can be free from such defects under
s\ich conditions.
It may l)e that certain changes in material used
win apparently produce l)etter Immediate results, but this will be
due to the fact that trials of that description occupy a certain period
of time, liuring which the defects are developing in the trial lot of
wheels.
rhe condition that produces such defects is repealed many times
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before its worst results accumulate and become plainly evident.
In any case railroads that have manufactured their own wheels,
using the best of material, suffer as much from the defects referred
to as those that have given much less time and trouble to the matter.
The conclusion that seems apparent is that relief will be obtained only by decreasing the severity of the conditions causing
the defect or by providing some means of changing such conditions.
To find qualities of metal that will stand constant and excessive
heating and rapid cooling and that will produce the conditions of
safety and durability under such treatment, may be a future but
certainly is not a present possibility.
It therefore appears necessary to develop some other means of preventing the trouble. The
need for some effective action is very great. Wheel manufacturers
and railroad officials appreciate that fact. Not only does the great
reduction in life of wheels cause a heavy increase in cost of operations but the menace of accidents that must result from the large
of wheels that are constantly having to be removed for the
defects described is very great.

number

It is natural to conclude that if a large and increasing proportion of all wheels removed show flange defects, there is danger of

693

stop position. The different parts of the illustration are indicated
follows:
1, 2, 3, 4, frame; a, b, solenoid locks on signal levers;
c, d, frames, in the nature of doors, by which the train order clips
are locked in the cabinet; e, f, handles by which the signals are
cleared; g, h, push buttons for closing electric circuits; m. rod connected to the door for preventing the locking of the handle of the
signal lever In the clear position when clip boards are out
The cabinet has as many shelves as may be required to furuish
one for each train-order clip-board in use. These boards have at
their back ends brass strips by means of which, when put in place
on the shelf, they close each an electrical connection forming part
of the circuits to the locks a 6 on the signal levers. With all the
clips in place, the electric circuit is completed, so that by pressure
on button, g or ft, current from the battery Is supplied to the solenoid a or 6 withdrawing the dog from beneath the boss on the signal
rod and allowing the signal to be pulled clear. Either or both locks
may be energized by pressing the appropriate button or buttons.
Both signals must be displayed at stop before the operator can
withdraw a clip-board. ;i.-i both door.'- must be ii|)i-iicii h.fore a lx)ard
a-s

accidents from wheels in service with similar defects. It is natural
also that considerable time should be required to investigate and
work out: such matters, but after all the subject is about the most
Important practical one before the railroad public.
It appears from statistics that over .50 per cent, of all wheels
are removed from service on account of flange wear and flange
defects, and that the proportion is increasing.
Some way mu?t be
found of meeting such a situation. There are about 20 million
car wheels in use in America, of which over 95 per cent, are chilled
wheels, the balance steel tired or solid steel wheels. A great deal
has been said and wrilten of the comparative merits and the demerits of each kind of wheel. That is probably a question that will
be determined by service results.
The chilled wheels possess the advantage of low first cost, high
relative scrap value and long life under proper conditions of service
with very little expense of maintenance. The hardness of the wearing surface of (read and flange exceeds that of steel by alx)ut the
relative difference in the proportion of combined carbon present In
the metals.
Steel wheels have not been used under freight cars to a.siitflcieut extent or for a sufficient time to afford very much knowledge
what
they will accomplish and to what extent maintenance cost
of
will be increased.
Probably both classes of wheels have their advantages in point of wear and economy for certain classes of service,
but those advantages will \te determined by service results only.
If the situation is to he relieved by the use of steel wheels
then railroads must certainly face a very heavy increase in first
cost and maintenance charges.
If it Is to be by some modifiL'ation
of the chilled wheel then it is time for modifications to be tried.
Railroads must have wheels that will do the work safely regardTo allow
less of cost
to disregard this fact would be impossible.
the present condition to grow from bad to worse is not sensible.
Chilled wheel manufacturers have not changed their conditions of practice as much as might have been done to keep pace with
the increasing demands of service, but this is largely if not wholly
due to the fact that railroads in general have been unwilling to
pay prices for car wheels that would admit of any such changes

—

and Improvements.
It appears now that railroads may take a different view in such
matters, and it behooves the chilled wheel makers to take up the
subject actively; otherwise the inference will become established
that in the opinion of the majority of wheel makers improvements
are not possible.
Of course such an inference would be absurd but only active
work on the wheel makers' part will avoid its establishment. There
is also the di.sinclination on the part of some wheel makers to concern themselves about such matters. In some particular sections
of the country the use of heavy capacity cars has not yet attained
considerable proportions, and wheel makers in such localities no
doubt feel that they are not particularly concerned. The broad fact
Is, however, that the use of heavy equipment is rapidly increasing
and that some way must be found of bringing the car wheel up to
the point of greater safety and durability without much further

delay.

i".

A Locked Cabinet

for Train

ii.

uuiffix.

Orders.

illustration given herewith shows a safety
handling train orders, invented and patented by \V. R.
Manager of the Southern Pacific, nt San
Francisco, and E. M. Cutting, Supervisor of Signals of the Western
The purdivision, of which Mr. Scott was formerly superintendent.
pose of the invention is to keep operators from forgetting to deliver orders to trains, and this purpose is carried out by locking
up the orders and blanks so that the operator cannot get a blank
to use for making au order until his signals are displayed in the
'I'lic

ibivice

|ilinli),nra|iliic

for

%>"^j|-^

Southern Pacific Train Order Cabinet.
can be taken out. When the doors are open they prevent fastening
the signals at clear by pushing rods m and h over the hooks by
which the signal handles are held down. With any board out. It
Is imiHJsslble to close the circuit to either lock, and, therefore, the
o|K>rator is unable to dear either signal until the boards are all
restored to their places.
Having taken an order, the operator leaves it on the '•lip-board
until the conductor comes in to affix his sijmature; and, with the
bonjil (and order) out of the cabinet, the operator may go about
his other d\ities being assured that his signal is displayed at stop.
Having delivered an order l>.e restores the clip-board to the cabinet and closes the doors c il. Having closed these he has withdrawn
rods m n so that either of the signal handles e or f may be hooked
down, and therefore he can clear either signal.

Scott, Assistant General

The division between Russia and Japan on that part of the
Chinese Eastern Railroad which extends from Charbin southward
to Port Arthur Is at the station Kuanchentsy, 148 miles south of
Harbin, and 428 miles north of Port Arthur. The Japanese narrowed the gage on their part of the line, go that through trains
are now impossible. Provision is made for tracks of both gages

,
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Accident Bulletin No. 26.
'ihc liiterHtule Commerce CommlsBion has Issued Aceldeul Uulli-tln No. 2(i. Khing a summary In the usual form of the railroad
atcldenlH In the United Slates durluK Hie three months ending DecemlK-r :(l. 1!)07. The numher of persons killed In train accidents
was 220 and of injured 4,187. Accidents ol other kinds. Including
those sustained by eniployees while at work and by piissenger.s in
getting on or off cars, etc.. bring the total numl>er of casualtle" up
These reports deal only
to 20,4.58 (1.0'J2 killed and 19.:!(ie injured).
with (o) passengers and (b) employee.s on duty.
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text Ix-low.
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took
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:.'•<>
and su told enKloeman
for
It

•III Talili- No. 1 "passi'iiKerH" Indudi's pnsspnKers ti-avolliig on freight
lialnK, poHliil clcrlts and expn-ss messenKi'is. eniriloypcH on I'ullm.in cars, newsliojs, llvc-Htoclt li'ndeis, men In cliiiiKc of fri'lclil. cic.

In

:

englneman .lid not reail order order
not shown to Oreman .r brakeman
imssi'nger
Three passengers killed
:

This bulletin shows marked decreases in nearly every item of
Tiible No. 1, reflecting the marked tailing off in traffic which began
l.ust
autumn on practically every railroad in the country. The
largest proportional decrease, that in the number of passengers
killed in train accidents, is in an item which Is not so directly
liioportioiiate to the volume of tralllc; fhit; for reasons which have
been noticed in previous bulletins; while the fatal accidents to passengers from other causes— largely from their own negligence or
want of caution have not decreased (60 now, 54 a year before).
This probably indicates that the decrease in the total number of
passengers traveling was not large; while, on the other hand, the
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Three passengers killed; train

iliminution In the number or the severity of accidents affecting only
trainmen undoubteilly is <lue, not alone to a falling off in traffic,
bul also to the diminished pressure under which the trainmen do
With the reduction in the volume of traffic there has
their work.
been less of overwork and excessive hour.s. and also probably a
weeding out of the less competent men.
The list of train accidents notable by their magnitude, heretofore of considerable length in each quarter, is now happily much
and 11.
reduced, ihe chief Hems in Table 2(; being collisions 1,
Derailment No. 1, though comparatively of small magnitude, is
of an
derailment
It was a
noticeable as being one of a new class.
Electric railroads doing interstate busiilcctric i^ar, running alone.
ness have been so few that hitherto their reports have not been
lirominent in the accident records. Cars running alone are subject to ucci<lents from defective brake apparatus which in trains
of cars would not cause serious trouble.
In the amount of damage done to cars and engines there is
110 important decrease, as compared with Ihe corresponding quarter
in the preceding year,
irill,

;
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.service two iiionlhs, S'.'t
switch insti'ad of side-
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cross-over
track switch, as ordered.
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Conductor and englneman northlxiund
freight encroached on time of regular
southbound passenger iraln men nn
duty 19 his. ."j2 iiilna. They knew that
they were on the time of the passen
tried
t"
ger, detached engine and
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reach station, evidently dependinj;
on possibility of passenger being a
little behind time.
'Iiital.
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4.'iT

$271,S7r.

II.MBMTS.
1

speed on curve due to broken
running
(electric
car

l';x<'csslve

I).

biakeboam
alone).
Itiiii.iway

gnid>'
pl|ii-
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on 2/2 per cent, desecnillng
had management of air; train
hand-brakes not promptl>

I.'aky

;

used.
I':nglnemau, on duty 28 hrs.,
dill
not seasonably signal to apply
hiiiid liraki'K.
:<

II
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n

Accldcnial obstruction; wreck caused
by derailment No. 10.
I':.\cfsslve speed on curve and steep de.siendlng grade; englneman loaklng
his lirst trip on this brunch: conduc
lor applied air brakes hi cabiKise. bill
hem too suddenly and broke
aijplli'il
coupling between engine and tender.
Twci cars of pa.ssenger Iraln blown off
track by high wind.

had four years' experience as an operator. An order having been
sent to this operator for train No. 6 and it having become desirable
to change this order, the despatcher asked the operator if the train
had passed, and was told in reply that it had not, whereupon he
sent an order restricting the right of train No. 6. It appears that
when the despatcher aslted his question the operator looked out of
his window and saw the headlight of a locomotive and took it for
train No. 6, but afterwards found thai No.
had ;ilready passed
and that the light was that of a switching engine. Train No. 6
had passed this station some minutes ahead of time, this having
been authorized by the despatcher.
Derailment No. 7 was due to the mismanagement of the airbrakes, a heavy freight train becoming uncontrollable on a steep
descending grade. The train had two eilgines. The leading engineman is held responsible, having neglected to use "straight air"'
to apply the brakes when he found the train was eluding control;
and the englneman of the helping engine Is held at fault for not
having been watchful so as to take an opportunity to recharge
the "train line" (air pipes and cylinders) and apply the brakes.
The leading englneman had been in the service on this divi.>iion
only three months, but Is reported as having had one year's experience elsewhere. He had been on duty 21 hours, with five hours'
intermission. The other englneman had been on duty 17 hours,
with five hours' intermission.
The bulletin contains the usual tables showing In detail the
causes of injuries to employees In coupling and from falling otl
fj

cars, etc.

The Exchange Settlement

I

Iiiknowii.

(See
Hole In text below.)
.Mast of steam shovel struck overhead
bridge, and bridge was weakened and
fell.
Height of shovel id ft. «% In.
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1!) ft. 7 In., but new and thicker tics
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The
of a signalman.
signalman at A allowed a passeuger train to leave A for B before
a preceding passenger train had reached B. This signalman is
2.') years old,
and has been employed in that capacity tor five years.
His explanation is that he was busy setting the switches and signals for switching movements which were going on at his station
at the time when he was called upon to give the signal for the pasienger train.
Collision No. 13 was at a crossing, a freight train ot road
running into the side of a passi»nger train of road B. One sleeping car coniluctor was killed and four passengers were Injured.
The collision occurred at 5.45 a.m. The freight train approached
the crossing iit uncoulrollalile speed, either on account of the air
pressure in the air-brake system having been excessively reduced,
or by reitson of defective judgment on the part of the englneman.
This freight train had begun its trip without proper inspection,
the air-brakes not having been tested; and besides this, the rule
requiring 75 per cent, of the train to be air-braked had been disobeyed, only 22 cars out of 34 having their air-brakes connected to
the engine. Road A asserts that the passenger train did not comply with the law requiring a full stop before passing over this
crossing, and that If this stop had been made the collision would
not have happened. The men in charge ot the other train declare
that they had made the stop. The conductor of the freight train
had been on duty 21 hours and the englneman 13 hours; the experience of the conductor, as such, was five months, and of the engineman two years and four months.
Collision No. 24 was between a regular westbound and a regular
eastbound passenger train, and it occurred exactly opposite a blocksignal station. According to the rule, both trains should have approached the block-signal station with speed under such control
that a stop could be made before reaching the signal in case It was
Collision No. 7

was caused by an error

.•^

not clear.

It

Is

stated In the report that the block signal

was

ob-

scured by fog and also by smoke from an engine standing nearby
on a side track.
Collision No. 26, a butting collision between freight trains at
9.36 p.m.. and causing the death of a Hreman. was due to the error
of a telegraph operator, 19 years of age, who had been in the service
of the road two months, though, according to the report, he had
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J. R.

for Cars.*

CAVAXAGH,

Superintendent nf I'relgbi Transporlallon. Cincinnati Northern.
hear a lot of talk about returning cars fo owners, etc.
might as well talk about insisting on the individual national

We

We
bank

notes being returned lo each bank within a given lime a.s to ever
hope of having a practicable economical rule of returning to owning
lines, the individual cars, except at an enormous expense of empty
mileage and loss of trafflc. As common carriers, we must furnish
through cars to carry the traffic contracted for on through blllsofhidings and under through published tariff rates.
Let us distinctly understand that every restriction ou a car
retards the accomplishing of the very purpose for which the car
was built, namely, to take care of trafflc offering from originating
point to destination.
After long and careful investigation, I have concluded that the
solution is a system of lar hire and equalization on junction or
exchange balances. There Is no system that can be evolved that
will not be met with some objections, but I believe that the junction exchange plan will reduce such objections to a minimum.
1
have considered several plans In place of per diem, such aa percentage ot all revenue obtained from freight charges, switching,
demurrage and reclaims lo be paid the car owners In place of per
diem, thus making them to a certain extent participators In the
revenue derived from use of the car, but such an arrangement would
be almost as burdeusome In accounting as the present i>er diem
plan.
Under the exchange plan we deal only with our Immediate
connections Instead of three or four hundred car owners. We do
away with a lot of three cornere<l fights on account of discrepancies
at remote points, thousands of miles away from the C4ir owner.
By
the 20th of each month all car service accounts for the previous
month should be settled. No voluminous reports to several hundred
car owners for per diem on cars used. No large force of clerk.< to
check up the stack of per diem reports received from several hundred roads, endless correspondence in regard to discrepancies, thousands of dollars outstanding unsettled account of the Indivldua!
Items too sm.all to arbitrate, expense of errors in flgui ing and checking per diem, or elaborate expenses of postage and stationery.
The present interchange reports* ;is adopted by the American
Railway Association with slight modification and providing additional space as submitted herewith will cover the requirements.
Italance from last report
i>r. orCr.
Iieliver.-d this

Hr. orCr.

date

Itecelved this djile
Ilahuiie this date

Both agents have their copy and

certify.
The delivering line
the car balance rate until It has cleared the car.
In cases
of omissions, should recommend the use of a consecutively numbered credit slip to be taken into account in the current day's report.
Under the proposed exchange settlement plan we can report
and settle on a car basis, a ton capacity or both. We can, if deemed
practicable, make a different rate for each class of car without
materially increasing the accounting. The rates may be changed
from time to time to meet the existing or temporary conditions,
without disturbing the method of accounting as it would be simply
chauging the rate that the balance Is multiplied by. Under this
plan we exchange our cars under rules that may be agreed upon.
This scheme also prevents any industrial or other road building

must

p-iy

'Kroni an address before (be Central
Officers.

& Weatem

Asgoclatlou o( Car Service
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a large friulpracnt and forcing It with their own loading on toniieclloiiK, as they muHt take an equal number of cath In exchange
If

offered.

I
do not KuppoBO that this iilan will iDBure abKOlute tquallza^
but I do think it will come nearer doing it than any other plan
I'nder the exchange plan, It a connection perslHts In
yet devised.
not equalizing or In reducing the tialancc there are neveral reineclii-« that can be applied, such as the stopping of loading via su'h a
lino, or, If deemed practicable, the application of a penalty in the
nature of an advance rate after a given time, which would not affect
any other road or territory.

tlon,

The Minneapolis Freight

Station of the Wisconsin Central.

recently completed In Minneapolis,
The WiRconsin
Minn., a fireproof freight sUition and storage warehouse to replace
the one which was? destroyed by fire in April, 1907. The building Is
at Hennepin avenue an<l Bridge .square, in the heart of the whole117 It. long, 79 ft. 7 in.
It is
.s:ile district.
wide on Hennepin avenue, GG ft. 1 in. wide at
Two photolie rear, and is four stories high.
graphic views of the station are shown hereFrom the rear view and the cross-sec
with.
lion it will lie observed that the tracks are below the street grade, which leaves 18 ft. clear
liiadrooni under the second-story floor beams.
Tlic freight is worked In this sul)-story on a
platform 24 ft. wide and 415 ft. long, and is
hoisted to the storage floors by five electric
ilevators. Four of these are of 5 tons and one
Scales are located 111
of 10 tons' capacity.
front of every door on this floor. On the other
side of this platform or suthfioor is a sub-street

Central

Vol. XLIV.. No. 21.

floor system and supports arc reinforced concrete on the Turner
system, the walls are haril brick, the roof solid concrete slabs, and
the windows have metal hash and wire glass. The elevator shafts
and the stairways are incased in tile, with fireproof doors.
All
openings for loading have rolling steel doors.
The footings of the building are on solid limestone ledge. The
columns In the sub-story are 2C In. square, reinforced with eight
vertical rods, banded together with bar hooi^, at intervals.
In the
three upper stories the columns are round, 24 In. in diameter. The
beam connection to these round columns was made without great
dlfflculty.
A beam celling was used, except under the 34-fL driveway from Hennepin avenue. The maximum clear span Is 26 fL
The reinforcement In the beams was well lapped at the continuous
end to provide for maximum moment at that point, and bent suitably to provide for shear.
Wire net wrapping was used In the
beams. The maximum panel is 18 ft. x 2C ft.
The first, second and third floors were designed to carry a working load of 350 lbs.
The floor slab was reinforced two ways, the

I

Above this is a 34-tl.
for incoming freight.
roadway from Hennepin avenue to First
avenue nortli, which is intended primarily for
Iraiisfer and storage vehicles.
The front pan
of llic second story, which is only a little above
lie street level, contains the olfices and vaults
;\n(\ tlie remainder of this floor and the twn
lloors above are for storage, there being about
I

100,000 sq.

ft.

for this purpose.

The building

is

fireproof throughout.

The

IVIinneapolis Freight Station
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panel bping subdivided by a secondary
to girder.

tween,

2 in.

beam running from girder

Nailing strips were laid on the slab with a filling berough pine over this, and on the top a 1%-in. maple

floor.

The concrete was mixed In the sub-story at the level of the
tracks by a "Cube" mixer, was raised to the floors by a Ransomo
hoist and placed. liy dump cars running on a narrow-gage railway.
The concrete was a fairly rich gravel mixture, mixed wet.
The slab for the driveway is the Turner "mushroom" system.
There are no beams, and the flat celling thus secured allows a good
distribution of light, and accomplishes a very necessary object the
saving of headroom in the sub-story. This slab is 11 Vj in. thick and
spans 30 ft. It is reinforced in four directions, directly and diagonally from column to column.
A great many advantages are claimed
for this system in the matter of speed of construction and cost. The
cpiitering for the slabs in this, as well as the beam construction, was
corrugated iron. It was quickly i)laced and struck without material
damage to the iron.
The need of erecting the building as quickly as possible afforded
a comparison of some of the advantages of reinforced concrete over
steel construction.
SUet<lies were made and the steel order placed
in a day's time.
The building was erected complete In practically
three months, or In the time ordinarily necessary to get structural

—
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the best means of protecting ourselves. A railroad line of our own
from Pittsburgh to the Lakes would be an invaluable acquisition.
I purchased
the harbor at Conneaut and a few miles of railroad
connected with It, and began extending the line to Pittsburgh.
1
took good care that the authorities in Philadelphia were advised ot
the policy I had determined to pursue if there was the slightest
interruption to our business.
It was not long before I received
a note from Vice-President Thomson, saying that President Roberts
and himself would like an interview. I agreed to call as I passed
through Philadelphia, and did so. My partners did not see their
way to fight the great Pennsylvania Railroad; but my Scotch blood
was up, and I was In to fight to the death. What I neede<i for the
Interview with my former railroad associates were the secret rebate
rates prevailing elsewhere. Our freight agent, Mr. McCague, a clever
young man, obtained these and placed them in my bands in a few
days.
I found him and my dear
Frank Thomson, vice-president, sitting together. My recepwas cordial. "How are you, Andy?" "How are you, Mr.
Roberts? How are you, Frank? Gentlemen, you asked me for an
interview, and here Is the culprit before you. Put me In the dock
and question me as you wish." Frank said: "This is just what
we want to do. May I be examiner?" "Yes," I said, "you are just

Entering President Roberts' room,

friend,

tion

Af,3

aST.L. Main rrock

St. L.

Conneeff'on

Proposed Reconstruction of Hennepin Avenue Yard; Wisconsin Central.

on the ground. Shop details for such a structure of stfol
would take considerable time to get out, owing to the curved side
of the building, where no two beams are of the same length.
The
reinforced concrete skeleton was pushed ahead in advance of the
walls, which saved time and provided a floor for the masons, facili-

steel

tating the laying of the curtain walls.
The design and erection of the building were under the supervision of C. N. Kalk, Chief Engineer of the Wisconsin Central. The
reinforced concrete was designed by C. A. P. Turner, Consulting
Engineer, Minneapolis. Butler Bros., St. Paul, were the contractors.

the man."
he asked.
together."

"What
""You

arc you fighting the Pennsylvania Railroad for?"
were brought up in Its service. We were boys

"Well, Frank, I knew you would ask me that question,
and here is the answer." 1 handed him the packet of secret rates,
and, begging to be excused for a few minutes, left the room, desirous of giving them an opportunity of looking it over together.
Upon my return they were still sitting with the packet lying before
them. Frank raised his head and exclaimed:
"Andy. I feel like
Rip Van Winkle." ""Frank, the Pennsylvania Railroad officials
have slept just about as long."' "Well, tell us what you want."
"I don't want anything.
I did not ask to see you.
You asked to
see mo.
"Don't talk that way. What do you want? We wish to
make an arrangement satisfactory to you. We did not know these
things wore going on. We can hardly believe it; but we shall now
find out.
Tell us what you think we ought to do.
I said:
"Gentlemen, all that we have ever asked was that the
rates charged us shall be at all times as low as those which competitors on other lines are paying on the same articles for similar
distances.
We ask for nothing else. Other lines are carrying
freight for our competitors cheaper than you are carrying it for
us, and you take part of this freight at the cut rates.
We cannot
"

Rebates and the Steel Industry.*

On completion of the Erie, New York Central. Baltimore &
Ohio, and the Pennsylvania systems between the Atlantic seaboard
and the great West, a strong competition for throuKh traffic at
once began. At first it was a scramble, and each road got what it
could, at the best rate it could, regardless of everything. The position was peculiar, and is so still, and must long remain so.
Matters wont along tolerably well until railroad rates were
thoroughly demoralized by war between the trunk lines. Our
Carnegie Steel Company, upon this occasion, had had what It
thought the certainty of a contract of great value for material with
llio Newport News Shipbuilding Company, freight from Pittsburgh
to Newport News being much less than from Chicago.
The contract went to Chicago, and upon Investigation we found that the
rate given to our Chicago competitor to Newport News was less
than the Pennsylvania Railroad rate from Pittsburgh, the distance
not one-half so great. President Ingalls of the Chesapeake & Ohio.
then beginning his brilliant career, had made the low rate for his
new lino not yet embraced In the "gentlomen's agreement." We
investigated, and found several rates of a similar nature prevailing
to other points, and having a list of these made, the writer carried
It
to President Roberts of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with a
request that he place us upon his own line on an equality with
manufacturers on other lines. When tlie paper was presented to
him, showing the overcharges we labored under, he pushed It aside,
saying:
"I have enough business of my own to attend to; don't
wish to have anything to do with yours. Andy."
I
said:
"All
right, Mr. Roberts: when you wish to see me again, you will ask
an interview. Good morning."
The situation had become intolerable, and we looked about for
•Krom

a paper by

Andrew Carnegie

In the

Century Uagacint.

'

stand that.
We have never asked for lower rates than our competitors, but we shall never rest satisfied with less.""
"If you will
stop building that lino from the Lakes to your works, we will do
what you ask," was his response. '"Gentlemen, that cannot be. I
have agreed to build that line, and certain parties have taken action
in consequence of my promise.
It has to be built.""
The result of
the meeting was that I got all I asked for, and greatly obliged the
Pennsylvania Railroad by allowing them to retain transportation
of our own coke traffic from the coke fields to Pittsburgh.
Everything w.Ts satisfactorily arranged, and we were all ""boys together"
again.
I
was the ally of the Pennsylvania Railroad, much to my
delight.
It was estimated that the agreement saved us about one
and a half millions of dollars per year
Some time after that, when war again broke out between the
rival systems, the late William H. Vanderbllt asked me what
1
thought of the project of his son-in-law. Mr. Twombly. to extend
the Reading system to Pittsburgh, through Pennsylvania.
I
said:
""If you will undertake it. I and my friends will
go with you to
the extent of J.'i.OOO.OOO." a prodigious sum then at least to us.
•"If you will, then I will put in J.5.000.000 also." he replied.
Thus
the South Pennsylvania was organized, and its construction begun.
Here was a chance for the New York Central to grip and hold Its
antagonist by the throat; but the Pennsylvania Interests, seeing

—
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what the movement involved, approached .Mr. Vanderbllt while 1
was In Europe and induced hlra to surrender. Kxactly what addo not know, hut
vantage the New Yorlt Central Bystoni received
It should have heen great Indeed; for this was probably the grealent
the Vanderbllt
masterdom
for
nlstory.
key
to
mistake In Its
The
interests was foolishly thrown away.
My personal effort to build the BoHHemer Railroad to the Lakc-8
came after these vain efforts of united Pittsburgh to emancipate
herself.
When Mr. Cassatt ended the agreement entered Into between his predecessor and myself, I was quite prepared to l.ake up
the challenge.
We were once more free. I called upon Oeorge
"Years ago your father approached me
(Jould and said to him:
and said he would buy the control of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
and divide jjrolits equally with me, If I would promise to devote
myself to Its management. My heart was in steel development, and
This morning I come to you and offer an opportunity
declined.
to create and control a through line from the Atlantic to the
Pax'iHc.
Extend your line to Pittsliurgh, and we will give you a
contract for one-tliird of all our I)usines8, i)rovlded you agree to
give us the rales prevailing elsewhere and enjoyed by our competitors."
offered to build west to meet him, and also to join him
I
Fortunately he agreed, and the result Is that the
in building east.
(lould system today is in Pittsburgh, enjoying that contract.
We
were just on the eve of arranging to extend the line eastward,
taking in our coke worlvs en route, which would have been a hard
blow to the Pennsylvania Railroad, since we controlled our own
coke traffic, when Mr. Moigan asked Mr. Schwab if I wished to
retire from business; it so, he thought he could let me out.
replied in the affirmative.
Of course we stopped all negotiations
looking to eastern extension after this, and the result was my
ritiremint from business.
I
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of the worn portion Is Immediately seen; the area ran be obtained
by a planlraeter. The rate of wear can be valued from the time
elapsed since the preceding operation, and the modulus of section
can also be calculated.
The author suggests, iu order to obtain i^atisfactory data for
determining the time for the renewal of any portion of a line, that
the above operation should be repeated at two-year Intervals, at exactly the s.'tme position, on a typical rail fairly ippresenting the
conditions of situation, curve and gradient of each length relaid.
As It Ik essential that the needle-pointi< of the tracer E F should

I

1

Rail Section Tracing Maciiine.

At a recent meeting of the

Institiilioii of Civil

Engineers (Eng-

II
E. 1). Walker gave a description of a rail section tracing
n.achiiie that he liad designed for obtaining a drawing of worn or

land),

new

sections that would be accurate and reliable.
consists of a rod A, having a free vertical and
and held by a carrier B, having a free horizontal mo
tion.
The bottom of the rod is fitted with a sharp pointed Lent
steel cross arm. C 1); one of the sharp points (C) is bent upwards,
:uid the other (I)) downwards, so as to be able to follow the lower
and the upper curves of llie rail-sec! ion respectively. The top of
tiic rod has a cross arm E V, fitted with two hardened needle-points
at each end, which, when in contact with the paper affixed to the
tiacing-board, are adjusted to correspond with the position of their
r.'spective
tracing-points below.
This adjustment requires the
lengths of tlie iiiii)er and lower tracing-arms to be ditferent, as sliown
ill
the engraving, and the correct iio.sition is indicate<i by the line
li(i.
being at right angles to the Iracinglioard and to the rail section to be taken.
The sliding-block N, in which the boss
of the
tracing-rod can freely turn, is attached by a string, passing over
a pulley to the metal box Q, placed between the guide-rods R R.
The box Q is filled with lead to balance the weight of the tracingrod and of the arms, thus relieving the ojierator, in his necessarily
cramped position, from tlie small but inconvenient weight of the
tracing-rod.
'i'lie
horizontal motion of the carrier is steadied by
lilting the upper wheels to a sliding axle-box. backed by springs,
lie pressure of which may be regulated by the milled head-screws
rail

The machine

axial motion,

Rail Section Tracing Machine.
not become worn, the author experimented with various surfaces
on which to make the tracing, and finally adopted a strong smooth
drawing paper which he covered with a very thin layer of melted
white wax mixed with lamp-black. A black surface was obtained
which the' needle-point easily and smoothly cut through, and the
section of the rail thus appeared as a thin white line on a black
ground. This proved quite satisfactory, as It prevented any scratch-

I

S

S.

The first step is to oil thoroughly around the rail where the section is to be obtained, so tiiut the steel point may pass easily along
llie roughened siirfaio of the worn metal.
The machine is then
clamped firmly to the rail by the wheel-screw K. The paper having
been fixed on to the liacing-board by drawing pins, the operator,
sitting across the rail and facing tiie front of the machine, take;
hold of the boss L at the bottom of the tracing-rod with the right
finger and thumb and guides the pointer (C) across the under surfaces of tlie rail, at the same time placing two fingers of the left
hand on the finger rests M to assist and steady the horizontal motion of the carriage.
Willi this pointer ho follows both the lower
curved surfaces and the web on one side of the rail. Then, by
running the carrier to the end of Its path, he can turn the rod
round on its axis, as It is tlien clear of the tracing-board, so tliat the
downward bent pointer (D) can be made to follow all the upper
curves on that side of the rail, and join up to the line already made
for the vertical side of the web as indicated by lighter and darker

dotted lines of the rail tracing in the front elevation. By allowing
the rod to rise to its highest position the carriage can be passed
across to the other side of the rail, which cun then be traced, thus
completing a perfect diagram of the rail section. The whole operation can be performed in from three to four minutes.
The paper is then taken off the board, and the section traced
in the oflftce, and by being placed wlthiu the lines of the original
section or previously obtained diagram, the position and quantity

Detail of Tracer.

ing or tearing of

ilie

paper surface, and the section was afterwards

easily traced.

Such an apparatus as this offers the only really satisfactory
method that there is of obtaining a correct cross s>ection of a rail,
and if this information Is obtained at regular intervals It will not
only provide the desired data as to the strength of the rail from
time to time, but will also afford a reliable guide as to the position
and the rate of the wasting in progress, by means of which the
exact time may be determined when its renewal will be necessary,
provided the conditions of service remain comparatively constant.
As the rate of deterioration may vary considerably on evtn a short
length of railroad, it Is worth while logging the information obtained
in the form of a continuous record.
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The Thames Tunnel.
The

old "traffic tunnel" under the Than.e.s, in l>ondon. was designed by Brunei in 182^, and took upwards of 17 years to build,
including a lapse of seven years when no progress was made.
Through the courtesy of the Pennsylvania Railroad we are enabled
to reproduce a pamphlet published in 1840, describing this work,
together with the original illustrations. It will be obser\ed that
the fundamentals of the modern tunnel shield are all there except
the tail tube, which only came into use when tunnels weie given
a perfectly circular form. The pami)hlet, slightly excerpted, follows:
The constant inquiry for information relating to the construction of the tunnel under the Thames has induced the directors to
publish the following account of the origin and progress of the work.
An acquaintance with the immense and various mercantile concerns carried on in the vicinity of I^ondon Bridge, and immediately

roi

are now only adverted to, to show the interest and importance attached to such an undertaking.
Mr. Brunei, in 1823, proposed and exhibited his plan for constructing at once, and on a useful scale, a double and capacious
roadway under the Thames, which was not only well received, but
liberally supported by many gentlemen of rank and science, who
were not discouraged by the extraordinary risks which an enterprise of such magnitude must encounter; and no one has given it
more prominent and consistent support, under all its vicissitudes,
than the Duke of Wellington. His Grace de.-:cribed it as "a work
important in a commercial as well as in a military and political
point of view."
The spot between Rotherhithe and Wapping, selected for the
intended communication, is perhaps the only one situated between
London Bridge and Greenwich, where such a roadway could be attempted without interfering eF.=entially with some of the great mer-

Cross Section of River and River Bed.
in

the iicigliborhoou of the

liiniicl.

will

show the obvious

utility,

and the cons«iuent importance, of a convenient communication by
land from shore to shore at that part of the river Thames; and it
appears from the number and magnitude of the shii)ping constantly
passing, that the only plan which could be resorted to with a necessary regard to economy, and which t^hould be free from objections
on the ground of injury or inconvenience in the navigation of the
river, is that of a tunnel tinder the bed of the river, of sufliclent
capacity to accommodate the local traffic.
The project of a tunnel at Gravesend was put forward in 1799,
but the scheme was soon abandoned; this was followed by an attempt to form a tunnel from Rotherhithe to Limehouse in 1804,

cantile est;iblishmcnls on both sides of the river.
It is about two
miles below London Bridge, in a very populous and highly commercial neighborhood, and where a facility of land communication
between the two i^hores i.s very desirable, and will prove to be of
very great advantage, not only to the immediate neighborhood, but
also to the neighboring counties.
While the necessary steps were taking to obtain an Act of
Parliament, and lo raise money to carry the plan into ellect. the
committee of subscribers employed competent persons, unconnected
with the engineer, lo make borings across the river in the direction of the future work, in three parallel lines. On the 4th of
April, 1824, they reported most favorably on the projected enterprise, upon which .Mr. Brunei was induced to
enlarge the dimensions of his original plan,
and consequently the apparatus by which he
intended to secure tlie excavation, while the
brick-work was in execution.
An act of Parliament having been obtained on the 24th day of June, 1824, and Mr.
Brunei appointed the engineer to the undertaking, he began his operation by making
preparation for a shaft of 50 ft. in diameter,
which he commenced at 150 ft. from the river
on the Rotherhithe side. This is effected by
erecting a substantial cylinder of brickwork
of that diameter 42 ft. in height, and 3 ft. In
thickness, which was sunk en maasc into the
ground.
Upon the top of the cylinder was placed
a steam engine for the pumping out of the
water and for the purpose of raising the excavated earth.
By this means .Mr. Brunei
succeeded in forcing the cylinder through a
bed of gravel and sand 26 ft. deep, full of
land-water, constituting, in fact, a quicksand
in which the drift makers formerly had been
compelled, as well to suspend their work, as
to reduce the dimensions of their shaft from
11

to S

ft.

While this operation was in progress, Mr.
Brunei received an intimation from eminent
geologists apprising him of the existence of
r H'.M«wt4*n
a bed of sand lying at a greater depth, and
General Location Plan of Thannes Tunnel.
advising him to go as little as possible below
under the authority of an Act of Parliament. A shaft of 11 ft in the bed of the river. This information corresponded with the aciliameter was sunk to the depth of 42 ft., with a view to the com- count given before by the drift makers respecting the existence of a
moncement of the horizontal excavation, when from difficulties quicksand, and its depths beneath the level of high water,
which were encountered It was for a time suspended. It was afterThe shaft having been sunk to the depth of 65 ft., another
wards continued at a reduced diameter of 8 ft. to the depth of 7i') ft., smaller shaft 25 ft. in diameter, destined to be a well or reservoir
at which depth a small driftway was carried therefrom under the
for the drainage of water, was also sunk from this lower level; but.
river to the extent of 923 ft., and to within l.iO ft. of the opposite at a depth of about SO ft. the gro\ind suddenly gave way, and suak
shore, when new difflcultles having arisen, the engineer reported several feet at once, sand and water blowing up at the same time.
that any further progress was impracticable, and the work i\as Thus was the previous Intelligence conflrmed of the existence and
abandoned.
the nature of the bed of sand in question, and which governed the
Various plans were, from time to time, proposed for the con- engineer In the level he had proposed originally to take for his
struction of a tunnel, none of which came to maturity; and they horizontal structure.
JV".
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shaft and reservoir having been completeil, the excavation
wan coinnienreil at the depth of 63 ft.;
and In order tr) have snfflclent thickness of ground to pass safely
under the di<-p part of the river, the excavation was carried on at

The

for the txxly or the tunnel

a declivity of 2

ft.

3 In.

per hundred

feet.

for the Thames tunnel
6 In. high, presenting a sectional area of

The excavation which has been made
Is

38

ft.

wide, and 22

ft.

The
8G0

ft.,

drift

which

wa.s

attempted before.
basf of this excavation, in the deepest part of the river. Is
below high water mark.
It is by means of a powerful apparatus of iron, which has been
ilpsignated a shield, that this extensive excavation has been effected, and that the double roadway and footpaths, which now
extend to within a few yards of the wharf at Wapping, have at the
same lime been constructed. Thi.s shield consists of 12 great frames
lying clo.se to each other, like so many volumes on the shelf of a
Iwokcase; these frames are 22 ft. high and about 3 ft. wide. They
are each divided into three stage.s or stories, thus presenting 3t)
chumbers, or cells, for the workmen namely, the miners, by whom
the ground is cut down and secured In front, and the brick-layers,
by whom the structure is simultaneously formed, and which serves
also as a scaffolding for them.
Powerful anil elficient as this apparatus has proved to be in
accomplishing the work, the greater part of which is now happily
completed, the inlluence of the tide upon some portion of the strata
beneath the bed of the river, greatly contributed to increase the
laljor, and to multiply the difficulties, and materially to add to the
danger attending the excavation. That influence upon some of the
strata, or upon some portions of the strata, was not noticed by
the drift makers previously; owing, most probably, to the circuni'I'he

7(;

open to a considerable Influx of land water, which flowed copiously
from a bed of sand and gravel, which was saturated anew al each
rise of the tide.
The progrt-Hb of the work was In consequence
much Impeded.
On the lltb of March this fault or break In the clay being
passed, and the shield again under a bed of clay, the work proceeded, and on the 13th of June, 1826, was advanced under the

Cross Section of Tunnels.

Shaft.

and exceeding CO times the area of the

Voi_ XI-IV.. No. 21.

rt.

bed of the river, increasing daily In its progress. By the 13th
of April, 1827, the tunnel had extended 400 ft. under the river;
these 400 ft. of the tunnel were excavated, and the double archways sul»stantially completed with brick-work In ten months and
a half. On the 18th of May, 1827, and again in the month of January, 1828. the river broke in, and filled the tunnel; thereby occasioning the apprehension that this unprecedented undertaking,
which had excited so much interest, not only in England, but
throughout Europe, might be abandoned. After, however, filling

—

Working

Inside the Shield.

stance that more than nine-tenths of their excavation had been carried on under a bed of rock, and the comparatively small dimensions
of the work in question.
The shield was placed in Its flrst iwsltlou at the bottom of the
shaft by the first of January, 1826, and the structure of the double
archway of the tunnel was i-ommenced under a bed of clay; but
on the 2Bth of the same month the stratum of clay was discovered
to break off ;ibrui>ily, li\ivini; the shield for upwards of six weeks

Frame

of Shield.

the chasms in the bed of the river with bags of clay, and clearing
the tunnel of water, ui)on re-entering it, the structure was found In
a perfectly sound and satisfactory state; and the strongest proof is
a^orded of the efflclency of Mr. Brunei's system of constantly prolectiitg as much as possible every part of the soil during the excavation; and finishing tho structure in the most solid manner as the
work proceeded, by the instrumentality wholly of the shield.
Subs<Hiuent to these eruptions of the river, such was the desire
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work completed that several hundred plans were communicated to the directors and engineer tor filling up the cavity, as
well as for the prevention of future accidents. All the plans were
duly examined, and attentively considered; and the board of directors expres.sed, under date of the ICth of December, 1828, their obligations to the many scientific men who had so spontaneously communicated their several ingenious suggestions for securing and
completing the undertaking.
to see the

HHIM IB i^^^^^l
mm ^^^H
mm

^H

^^^^^H
View

of

of

A longitudinal section of about 40 ft. of tbe tunnel, with a side
view of the shield, and the miners as well as the bricklayers at
work.
This sketch represents also the moving stage, with two
floors, used by the miners to throw thereon, for removal, the earth
they excavate; and where the bricks, cement and other materials
are placed in readiness for the bricklayers. Towards the head and
foot of the shield is :il.so shown the position the horizontal screws,
a pair of which being attached to each of the divisions, and turned
so as to press against the brick-work, are used to propel each division forward.
The divisions of the shield are advanced separately and independently of each other, by the means pointed out In the foregoing
sketch; each division, as is attempted to t»e shown in the annexed
design, has Ixiards in front (known by the technical name of poling
boards) supported and kept in position by means of jack screws,
which are lodged against the front of the iron frame; these boards
are in succession taken down while the earth in front of each is
excavated, the board being always replaced l>efore a second is removed; thus forming a constant firm buttress. The several parts
will be better understood by reference to the following numbers:
I'ullug boiirdH.
.lack 8crfW8.
ovcrlng the upper part of the exravatton, till ihe
Tile "lop Hiaves"
Huneeded by brie
•).
Screws 111 raise nr ilepriss Ihe Inp sinvea.
Ix'lng
.I.
"The legH."
Jaik mrewsi llxed by ball Joints to the shoes.
"Tbe shoes" iipmi ublili the whole dlvlslou stands.
0.
The Miekeis where the lop nnd bultoni horizontal srre«-« are
7 and .**.
fixid 111 force the division forwaril
1.

•J.
;{.

sblcdd

^^^^^^^^1

Wapping, With Cross Section
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The opposite transverse .-ectlon of the river Thames, with a
longitudinal section of the tunnel beneath It, shows the progress of
the work, whiili is now completed ll.S4(ii to the extent of 1,1;!j ft.

Tunnels.

The works from that time remained suspended during a period
when they were re-commenced, and have been steadand successfully continued to the present time.

of seven years,
ily

To

facilitate the access to the tunni>l

for the large population

immediate neighborhood, it is intended to make the carriage
circular, and they will not exceed in any part the
slope of Ludgate Hill, or Waterloo place, Pall Mall. The shaft,
from whence the tunnel works are now carried on, was built at
Rolherhithe in the form of a tower, 50 ft. in diajneter, 42 ft. high
and
ft. thick, at about 1.50 ft. from the edge of the wharf, and it
WiLs sunk into its position by excavating the earth within.
In the
annexed sketch the briitk-work is supposed to lie broken open, to
show its construction, and the numbers below refer to the different
parts of that "tower," which now forn,s the toot passenger's shaft,
and is intended finally to be occupied by an easy double flighl of
in

its

way descents

.1

steps, for the use of passengers
1,

1.

—

-),

4.

a.

5.

nids enclosed
—
— Woodi'n road

going through the Imitud.

Till- woodeu ring;
I'lnt cnrbs.
L'.- The Iron onb.
:!.— IliKips. or lalbs, blndhig togetbcr tbc

A

liiiii

III

transverse section of

wiHid
llic

ii|)i'it.'hi

I

ScTPwiil tiKbt

|

toui curb.

Iminel

is

till'

top nnd tbe b'l

here given, showing the

dimensions of the mass of lirickwork, which

is

all

firmly sel

in

Roman

cement.
must be observed that the middle wall

it
Is, for greater security
while in progress, built quite solid; but for convenience, light and
general offeit, a succc.~.-;uin of arches are subsequently opened in

Western Archway

of

Tunnel, Lighted by Gas.

from the foot passengers" shaft at Rotherhlthc towards Wapping.
with the openings provided to afford free communications from one
archway to the other. Thames Tunnel Olfice, Walbrook Buildings,
WoUiinul:. Isl September, ISiO.

—

The Municipality and Public

Utilities.

Cily Operalid)!.

Methods embarrassed by law.
Methods antiquated.
Methods non-direct; to increase Ihe importance of ofHcials.
Appointments of head men n.ade as rewards for |)olitical service.
Appointments and dismissals of subordinates hampered l)y the
civil service laws and by the exigencies ot politics.

Many unnecessary
political

or inefficient

men

carried on the pay-roll, for

rt^sons.

Appropriations granted or withheld, largely for political reasons.
In many cases, 50 per cent, of a day's work accepted for a
day's pay.

Honesty,

Longitudinal Section of Tunnel.
that middle wall, so as to admit of frequent communications between
two carriage ways.
The dimensions of the excavation under the rivtr are 28 ft.
wide by 22 ft. (! in. high; the whole area of which is constantly
covered and supported by the shield In 12 divisions, which arc advanced alternately and independently of each other; they have each
three floors, or stages, forming a succession of scaffolding and cells
tor the bricklayers and mines during their operations.

tact

sobriety, loyalty, willingness, energy, courtesy, and
better rating than the opposite qualities the civil
competency levels all.

—

command no

.service certlflcation of

Corporation Operation.
Jfethods chosen by the head men of the corporation.
Methoiis kept up to date.
Methods direct; to make the minimum amount of work.
Appolntn.ents of head men made for fitness.
-Appointments and dismissals of subordinates at the will
their Immediate superiors, who are responsible for results.

of

—

:

few uniieci'KHary or IneOlflfut men carried on the pay-roll for

A

imlitlcal reasons.

Approprhitions granted or withheld in accordance with sound
business rea.sonn.
Generally 100 per cent, of a day's work demanded for a day's
pay.

Honesty,
tact

wllliuBness, energy, coiirlesy and
rewar<l8 In the shape of in( reasi';- of
shape of a repiilatlon which will

loyalty,

sobriety,

command correspondinK

salary, or promotion;
attract the attention of ollni- and
In

oi'

tlie

more

liberal

employers.

U.

H.

Wynkooj).

Reinforced Concrete Overgrade Highway Crossings.

photograph and drawings show a crossing built by the
Vaiidalla in connection with lino improvement work between Terre
Haute, Ind., and Brazil. This bridge Is near Seelyville. It is designed for four tracks, the central opening being 30 ft. he1'lic

unsatisfactory in the appearance of the rectangular openings under
these overgrade crassings as usually constructed. When made of
wood they are not disagreeable to the eye, but when the form of a
wooden structure Is Imitated In reinforced concrete it seems at odds
with the fltness of things."
The bridge shown herewith Is for a street or highway where
the railroad cut is 10 ft, or more deep and the foundation is flrna,
preferably rock. Th<- intrados of the arch Is a true ellipse whose
The spandrel walls are carried b*ck
rise is ono-fourth the span.
They have shallow
In cantilever form, as shown by the drawings.
panels moulded in them. The hand railing is made of old boiler
tubes filled with grout to stiffen them and make them more durable.
The horizontal tulK's are connected with couplings and are continuous, passing through the crosses which are bored out for the
purpose.
Details of the falsework are

piers, and the side oi)eninj;s 17 ft.
are for proposed running tracks.
clearance Is 22 ft., and the width,
The floor of the
over all, 18 ft. 8 in.
bridge is on a vertical curve of 572-ft.
Crossradius, giving a 6 per cent, grade.
sections show the floor construction and coiThe filling for
niKatcd bar reinforcement.

twoen

shown

In the

accompanying draw

Ings.
The same amount of thought was given to its design as to
the arch, as it is made to be put up, used and taken down over
traffic without any disturbance thereto.

Vandalia Railroad.

Overgrade Crosbinc)

The
The
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latter

the roadway

12 in. of gravel.

is

Another of these bridges was built near
Turner, on the same work, the amount of
material used in each of the two being exactly the same.
Following is the cost of the

Turner bridge:
Koundntlon
80

027 yds.

cxciviitloii,

Cost of pIncliiK

480

lU .^II-IO ..

J'J.'iO.SO

:

c». yds. pliiln
eoni'icti'
$;!.45

a(
.1!'J70.0(1

II forced
concrete
at .fS.CS.

I'pl

.

1,071!. 00

Material

457

.at$0.2.'>

cu. .Yds. Bi'nvel..

2;;0

"

780

bbls.

stone

cement

i;8,807 lbs. burs.

.
•

.

.

.

.

.

.

•
.

114.57>

.70
l.')4.00
1.00 1,257.00
.02

07B.ir.

Tills does not InclMilc the cost of grading
The specilicatioiis called for
the approaches.
coiicroto, but the gravel used was too
The
line and sonic L'l^-in. stone was added.
material was furnished liy tlie company and
We are indebted
the work done l)y contract.
to Maurice Coluuii, Engineer Maintenance of

griivol

Plan and Sections of Overgrade Crossing: Vandalia Railroad.
Way. for data.
Thus far, two of these arches have been bullL One In the
Drawings and a photograph of a reinforced concrete arch overgrade highway crossing designed by S. B. Fisher, Chief Engineer lage of Caddo, Okla.. with roadway 18 ft. wide, cost as follows:
Crossings
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, are shown herewith.
$369.75
Malorlnl for moulds, etc
of this l;lnd are being put in as a part of the extensive grade revision and line improvement work being done by this road in the
southwest, and arc for country roads as well as city streets. Mr.
Fisher objects to the form of overgrade crossing having rectangular

openings, especially where permanent structures must be put in.
To use his own words: "There always seemed to me something

BxcavaihiK foundation
Shoring. selllnB ii|i machinery,
Concrete, about :nn cu. yds

Hand

all

183.56
l.OSO.JZ
2,2X0.77
50-9T

miscellaneous work

ralllnu

J3.844.07

Total

The other

vil-

is

near a section-corner In Oklahoma

to

take a north-

May
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Plan, Elevation and Sections of Overgrade Crossing:
Missouri, Kansas &. Texas.

and-south and east-aiid-west public road. U
has a 16-ft. roadway and was built with the
same falsework as the first. The cost was:
Addltlomil

iniiliMliil

for iiunilds

$.51..').-.

107. -in

lO.xcavatlni; f.iiiiKlalldii
Sliurlii);.

si'iilni;

.•.lliiii.'..us

Concrcii.,
IlMiid

iiliuiit

up

uiiicliliiPi'V,

nil

nils

w.irk

yuo

(!40.'iii

yds.

nillliij,'

10(!.'J2

Total

To the

5i;!,298.1!(i

should be ailded 50 cents per
yard of concrete tor freight charges on malerial.
Plans are being prepared for another
bridge for a street crossing in Fort Worth,
Tex., with two IS-fl. roadways separated by a
rib in the middle quite similar to the spandrel
wall.
This rib is intended to stiffen the arch
and counteract any leiiileiicy of heavy and
iriegular trafTic loads to distort it.
The span of l.'j ft., sliown in the draw;il)ov('

Overgrade

Highway Crossing;

Missouri,

Kansas

&

Texas.

tonyifvdinol Eltrvf'on of Fais^ /for A S-f.
f*t/f

Half Pfan Sftomnff

Plan Shonrrny Top anc/ 3ers*.

Form

for

Erecting

^tou/c/

fiir

^>an^rrf am/

Highway Bridge;

/f/'/lgts.

Missouri,

Kansas

&

Texas.
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Ings, was Ki!|iiii'(l .jH most suitable for a double-track roatl, giving
The clearance of 22V.j ft.
Hutnt'ient rofini on each side for ditches.
above the luil will probably be Increased 6 In. or a foot In future
Htrucluros; for while the pri-tsent clearance is ample for some years

to come, the unavoidable tendency of the track
and higher as fresh ballast is put in.

la

to

rise

higher
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in ijroportlon, aw the average carloads shipped by the
various industrial and commercial concerns were not easily subceptlble of increase.
It must be lx>rne in mind that, primarily, the
tranHllion to higher capacity cars Is in the Inleretfts of the railroad
operator.
Subject to a ceruiri amount of quallBcation. it may be
Bald that, under normal conditions, the shipper prefers smaller cars
and more of them to larger cars and fewer of them. But, in either

mod ideation

meaning of the car to him Is measured by the
position of carload minimum, marking as it does a very considerable
Of course, In the long run,
difference in transportation charges.
under a competitive rf-Klme, the shipper is deeply interested In the
high capacity car proposition because Its utilization. In preference
to smaller cars, means greater economy of operation, part of the
benefit of which i.s likely to go, sooner or later, to the shipper.

case, the practical

Freight Car Efficiency.*

The railroads of the United State- itrobably hamlled, during
railllon
the year ending June 30, 1907, In the uclghborliood of l.SUO
tons of freight. The freight handled by the whole of the railroads
million
1,500
exceeded
much
have
can
hardly
Europe
of teemlnK
Physical conditions, and political prejudices and fears have
tons.
cooperated in keeping at a low i-vel the average haul In Europe,
and consequently the more favorable environment here has placed
counthe ton-mlloage— the true measure of the freight service of a
try—out of all comparison with that of the older continent. During
probably
States
the year named, the ton mileage of the United
amounted to 230 or 235 billions, against which Europe, so far as
can be estimated, could not present more than about 100 billions.
have to be met and
it goes without saying that enoiinous difficulties
of busiover('orae In order to administer successfully so huge a mass
But
3,000,000
sq. mi.
than
of
more
territory
a
over
diffused
ness
is comthe Veal extent of these difficulties is not realized until it
prehendcd that during less than a generation— specifically, since
isso—the ton mileage of this country has not merely doubled or
trebled but actually septupled Itself, an increase of more than 600
per cent. Under these ciicumstances, it would not bo surprising to
the everincreasllnd the railroads experiencing difficulty in meeting
be
ing demands being made upon them, nor would it necessarily
discreditable to them that, in shaping their organization to the
adjustchanging conditions, there resulted considerable friction of
Accordingly, the existence of shippers' complaints with refnient.
erence to car supply, founded though they may be on facts, should
not be regarded in itself as conclusive evidence of culpable negll-

gence on the part of the managers of railroad transportation. Even
without any special general development from year to year, every
business has difficulties during the busiest season of each year in
properly meeting the demands made upon the resources of its orIn arguing thus, there is no desire on the part of the
gauization.
writer of the paper to justify the railroads in carelessness of management, whenever such exists, but his object is to deprecate the
measurement of railroad performance by an impracticable standard,
which the critics themselves would not consent to apply to their
business undertakings.
the nineteenth annual report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission on the statistics of railroads in the United SUtes, figures
are given covering the results of railroad operation during the year
ending June 30, 190G, and a comparison of them with the corresponding figures for 1900 may serve as a text with which to introduce
what I have to say. The ton mileage of the railroads operating
an Increase
in 1900 was 141,596 millions; in 1906, 215,877 millions
of 52'/. per cent., of which 40 per cent, occurred during the latter
miles
than
31,017
year. 'Though the mileage Increased by no less
during the six years, freight business was received and taken care
of so well that the density of freight traffic, measured In tons carrled one mile per mile of line, Increased from 735,352 to 982,401
or about 35 per cent. The mere fact that the railroads were able to
take care of this remarkable Increase is an indication of the entire
inapproprlatenoss and injustice of those general charges of Inefflciency which superficial observers, including some writers for the
So great an achievement
press, have felt themselves free to make.
ha.s been possible of accomplishment only by reason of the fact that
past freedom of development (subjected though it has been to certain restrictions) has stimulated the growth of the most enterprising
railroad policy In the world, admirably suited in many ways to Its
economic environment; it Is not denied that this freedom has permitted some evils to thrive, though less during the last few years

own

In

—

than previously.

The freight car equipment during the period was enlarged from
At first glance this
cars to 1,837,914 or 34% per cent.

1.305,531

compares unfavorably with the 52Vj per cent, increase of business.
That this is not really so Is obvious when the capacity of the car
So far as I can judge from the equipment
Is taken into account.
statistics, the Increase of average capacity from 1900 to 1906 must
have been close upon 20 per cent. Assuming that this increase of
capacity were made full use of, the Increase of car accommodation
would be 6l\<2 per cent. The enlargement of the freight car was
not accompanied, however, by a raising of minimum weights, so tliat.
In some cases, shippers made no practical use of the extra space
Hence, we cannot regard the whole of the Gl>,>j per cent,
facility.
as an actual Increase of facility to the shipping public; It requires
•From a paper presented at the At>rll meeting of the Weatern Hallway
Club, by B. U. Dowsnup, Professor of Hallway Administration, University ot
Illinois.

The Idea suggests Itself here that, while working towards the
higher capacity car, the railroads would be unwise to attempt to
impose It upon the shipping public unless the conditions of freight
movement were fa\oraljle, otherwise considerable Inconvenience
inii,'lit
result to those whoee buBlness organization and relations
could not readily be adapted to larger units of distribution. Thus.
if increase of car capacity were the sole consideration, an Increase of
car equipment (but not of car numbers) corresponding with the
growth of tonnage to be transported, though theoretically a deslrable achievement, might be no small impediment to the manufacturer
and dealer In their efforts to attain maximum business expansion,
It is to the credit of the far-sightedness of the leaders of railroad
policy that, while fostering, for several years, the growth of the
larger and more economically operated car, they refrained from
even the appearance of coercion In connection with their economical
utilization.
Thus from the beginning of the present century, the
increase of car size steadily proceeded, generally speaking without
any notable sacrifice of number, but the carload minimum iemain<d

stationary.
last general movement In the direction of increase of mlnicarload weights was, I believe, in 1899. when under the offlclai classification, geneial weights were raised in all the classes from
20,000 to 30,000 lbs., after having slood at 20,000 lbs. for third class
and higher, and 30,000 lbs. for fourth class and lower, during a
n\iniber of year.s.
At the same time, the Western classificatinn
minimum for lower than third class was raised from 24.000 to
30,000 lbs.; four years previously the minimum for lower than
third class had been increased from 20.000. The Southern classification minimum of 24.000 lbs. for all classes has remained undLsRe
turberl, for all practical purposes, during the last 20 years.
cently, however, a movement has set In toward an advance
of existing minimum weights, to accord with the very pronounced
advance of the la?t few years in average car capacity, and this has
already fotind partial, though not very startling, realization in the

The

mum

official

classification.

policy of the railroads, it is plain, has lieen marked in this
regard by great conservatism, and they have amply showed their
desire to allow reasonable time for the assimilation of shipping
methods to the improved car facilities. They are hardly open to
charges of arbitrariness or ineonsiderateness in now attempting to
take an active step toward the realization of alms long announced,
looking to the more effective use of the car accommodation they
have provided. If there be any room for criticism at all, it should
he directed towards the actual Increase of minimum weights in Individual censes with regard to the effect of the same upon existing
methods of distribution In the Industries concerned. But no general opposition to the Increase of minimum weights simply because
it Is an increase Is logically well grounded under the conditions.
The possible effect of the actual organization of the dlstribu(ion of products in hindering full use being made of increased car
capacity, secured through the substitution of a smaller Increment
of higher capacity cars for a larger increment of smaller capacity
cars, has now licen considered.
It may be further oliserved that
changes in the general character of production, while not preventing
full use of car space provided, m.iy similarly hinder an increase in
car capacity, equaling in percenta>;e the Increase of business to be
handled in ton miles, from establishing an equality of adjustment
The character of the tonnage may
of freight equipment to traffic.
have altered so that equality of car adjustment can be secured only
by a relative increase of car capacity. For instance, to take a hypothetical case of as simple a character as possible, if the tonnage
at the beginning of the period of comparison were three-fourths
coal and pig iron and one-fourth merchandise and hay, whereas
at the end of the period, the proportions were half and half, each
cubic foot of car space would be less efficient on account of the
greater space demand of each average ton of freight carried. To
some extent, a movement of this kind has been in operation, but by
reason of the continued marked preponderance of heavy freight in
railroad tonnage, probably not sufficiently to reduce very materially
the effectiveness of increase of car accommodation calculated on
nominal capacity, yet it Is worth bearing in mind that the real
working capacity of a car is not its stenciled maximum, or. rather,
that plus the additional 10 per cent, allowed, but the average ton-

The
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can accommodate of the class or classes of freight It Is
commonly required to convey.
So far as the practical results of American freight operation of
recent years are concerned, it is not at all difficult to demonstrate
that, coinciding with the movement toward a high tonnage car, there
has been a material increase in average load, indicating that, to
a certain extent at least, such a car has proved adaptable to modem
methods of industrial distribution. To quote a few roads indiscriminately, the average carload per loaded car during the period
1900 to 1907, increased with the New York, New Haven & Hartford
from 10.2 to 13.4 tons, with the Norfolk & Western from 19.9 to 25.5,
with the Wabash from 14.9 to 18.1, with the Louisville & Nashville
from 15.3 to 18.7, with the Illinois Central from 13.7 to 17.8, with the
Southern from 12.7 to 14.8, w:th the Chicago & North-Western from
13.8 to 15.3, with the St. Louis & San Francisco from 13.C to 15.9,
with the A., T. & S. F. from 12.7 to 15.5, with the Northern Pacific
from 13.4 to 17.8, and with the Great Northern from IG to 20.4 tons.
According to the 1900 stati.slical report of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, the loaded freiglit car miles for that year amounted to
11,410,599,327 and, as before stated, the ton-mileage to 215,877,551,241. From these figures it appears that the average load per loaded
car of all systems was 18.9 tons.
It Is impossible to say exactly
what the average load was for 1900 on account of the failure of the
Comrais.sion to collect and publish loaded car mileage before 1901.
and, by the way, its Public Service tables .still neglect the average
load per loaded car.
However, the average load for 1901 was 16.5
tons, and after an examination of the reports of a considerable
number of railroads I am inclined to think that for 1900 the corresponding figure must have been approximately 16^^ tons. Thus
the increase of average loss per loaded car was about 17 per cent.
The proportion of this increase due to higher capacity equipment
and to improved loading methods respectively are not capable of
being determined.
After having observed loading methods fairly
closely during the period, it does not strike the writer that there
hiis occurred any particularly marked advance in this direction.
The
exceptions to this general statement are but sufficient to prove the
rule.
Accordingly I prefer to credit the higher capacity equipment
with the greater part of the improvement. From 1900 to 1906, then,
a 20 per cent, increase in average capacity has been met by a 17
per cent, increase, or thereabouts, in average load, indicating, as
already remarked, the suitability of the high capacity car, within
certain limits, to present industrial conditions. From this it follows
that the deduction to be made from the 61 '/a per cent, increase of
total car capacity during the period of our comparison, on account
of shippers being unable to use to advantage the extra space of each
car, is but small and assuredly not sufficient to reduce the per cent.
Increase of effective accommodation below the 52iA per cent, increase of business.
In the matter of adequacy of car accommodation, therefore, 1
fail to see how there can be any reasonable dissent from the conclusion that, under the unprecedented boom of business, the railroads as a whole have done astonishingly well in keeping their
equipment level, and probably more than level, with the rapid increase of agricultural and manufacturing output.
I say this of the railroads as a whole, thus qualifying my statement because there are individual roads of which it could not be
made, just as there are other roads of which more than this could
be said. Quite a few railroads have not only managed to keep level
with present needs, but have even anticipated future requirements,
evidently determined, whatever the cost may be, to provide an
adequate amount of car accommodation for their patrons. On the
other hand, there would appear to be roads who are not indisposed
to piece out their own inadequate car resources with forced loans
from their more plentifully supplied neighbors, a larceny which the
current of traffic hinders these good neighbors from effectively
stopping. The saying attributed to a certain wit:
"God help you If
you get into the hands of your friends," is entirely apropos of the
freight car situation In some respects.
Curiously enough, some of
the roads which, according to the bulletins of the committee of car
efficiency, have been maintaining on their lines a marked excess
of cars (amounting, in one case to 50 per cent., and at times to 100
per cent, over the number owned),' have really not done badly in
the Increase of their cars during recent years as compared with

nage

it

the increase of their business.
For Instance, in the case to which
have made i-eference the company Increased its freight cars dur1
ing the seven years ending in 1907, 51 per cent., as against an Increase of ton mileage of 44 per cent., the difference being still greater
in favor of the equipment when capacity is taken into account.
Its
record of ton miles per freight car in 1907 does not appear excessive on the face of it, when compared with that of numerou.-;
other companies. Of course, the explanation of its persistent retention of foreign cars lies in the nature of its tonnage which Is comparatively light and bulky, thus necessitating a large proportional
number of cars than is necessary for roads with heavier freight:
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own equipment was

evidently inadequate In space accommodation
in 1900 (possibly lethargic car movement played some part) and
the improvement accomplished subscqueni 10 that date was obviously
insufficient to reduce to really moderate proportions its demands
upon foreign equipment. The light and bulky uatuie of the freight
carried, occupying much car space per ton, explains also the moderate car ton-mileage record.^ The unfortunate feature of a policy
of foreign car deieniiou is that it necessarily deprives other roads
of equipment, usually at the time when it is particularly needed, so
that the whole car situation of the country is disturbed.
The
railroads of the middle West with their extensive forwarding business are conspicuous sulleiers, and the roads in New England, on
the Pacific slope and in the Southwest conspicuous gainers by the
interline shuiUing of cars.
In the old days, when freight was transferred at every Junction point, it was necessary for each participating carrier to own sufficient cars to haul the freight over ili>
own lines. It would seem proper that the iatroductiou of iuterllue
organization should not change this requirement.
Of course, the
proportion of home and of foreign cars on the lines of a railroad
will be determined to a great extent by the direction of the stream
of traffic.
Lack of promptness in handling foreign cars will soon
swell up the number of such upon a road with the stream of tralbc
traveling toward it. Given a fairly dense and growing local traffic,
substantial moral fiber is required to resist the obvious temptation
sometimes the moral element fails to make good. On the other hand,
roads doing a large outward, but comparatively small inward, business must make allowance for this extra drain in the extent of their
equipment. They must expect to be regularly deprived of the use
of a certain proportion of equipment, and it Is up to them to do
the best that they can to keep track of its movements and to secure
the enforcement of mutually agreed upon regulations directed
toward securing prompt return.
One of the difficulties connected with per diem as a means of
stimulating the prompt handling of foreign equipment is that at the
times when cars are In most demand It is least effective. Whether
the cost of car hire be 20, 25 or 50 cents a day, or even $1, it is
obviously to the Interest of a road short of cars to retain foreign
equipment if, during the rush of business, the cars are capable of
earning more than sufficient to cover operating and per diem expenses.''
Conversely, when business is dull and cars less urgently
needed by the home roads, low car earnings stimulate the effectiveness of per diem to the cost of, 11 may oe, unnecessary empty mileage.
There seems much to be urged in favor of a variable per diem
charge, especially it handled, along wiili the whple matter of car
interchange arrangements, by some peruianeully orgaoizcd centml
bureau of the railroads. This is a tempting subject to dilate upon,
but one impossible to discuss adequately in this paper.
its

Reference to the problem of car interchange brings our discus^sion very close to the matter of car shortages, the recent acute attack of which was so dramatically terminated at the close of last
November by the financial crisis, whose industrial effects are still
lingering with us. The more one studies the car situation In general, the more one realizes that the intensity of such car famines,
as they recur from time to time, could be materially relieved if more
skilful attention were applied to the supervision and improvement
of the distribution and of the mileage performance of cars both In
local and in interline business, the crowning difficulties of railroad
operation.
In speaking thus, it is not intended to have Inferred
that,

under any reasonable economical system of car eQUipment. the

llcnvy freight would bave rfvenled a siriklUK Ion mlh
'."!' '""'"Se. at any one time.
Is tlie quollenl of ilie !•
vldeil by ilie number of revenue ears owned.
In siiieral, iIj
clently accurately the performance of the averaiie .ar ..n t:
but not In the case of roads, with largo slanilliif:
reverse)
the real work secured bv such rallroa.ls >:
i
by
them can only be ol.inlned by sulwlltuilu),-. as the •!.
cars on line for aviratje number of cars owned.
.m:.
:ii:ide
of course, for private cars
' Sup|x>se that, ilurlng the very
active soason of the busloees year, a car
Is capable of earning JL'..-.u a day after the costs
of hauliui: the car and handlinn the freight (but ion the maintenance charges Mi::ihi-: il.,- ,:iri are de-

^'I'i

.

:

ducted.
The rallroail has more bu^lness than It can
own cqalpnienl. and therefore, must either build eii:
of this road, or It must b..rr.iw
If the p.Tl.«l extei
then. If It bullils. it ought to dil>l' :i:i
\!..'ji^..v .:
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,fflc

ti

Lihs

.

These expensis In ilie iboi car, for Instance, probabii
of maintenance and renewals iassumeU to be In more or less
as the i-oet of such a car, wltli
terest on cost of car, $S."> or ih>ancc also being made for
tools and the like. in. i" i'
In the case l)efore us. •'
rlod.

.
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railroads coulrl obviate such Bhortages. Ar a matter of fact, the
chargeg of grosH Inadi-qtiapy of equipment, ho freely made by choleric
shippers (liiriiii,' i»eilods of car sliortages, are based entirely upon the
rea.sonlng tli;it there Is a shortage, that the rallroaiU. have no business to allow a shortage to take place, and that Its existence Is sufficient evidence of wilful neglect on the part of the railroads to provldo a proper amount of equipment. No consideration Is given to
lie relation of that equipment to business requirements during the
lierlods when surpluses take the plai-e of shortages nor to the possible
loss wlilch may result to a railroad maintaining an extra supply "f
cars whose service Is necessai-y. perhaps, only three months out of
Unless the dally earnings of such cars during the limthe twelve.
ited perloil ol Iheir necessary service are sufHcli;nt to cover not only
the costs of handling the freight, of moving the cars, of use of roadlicd, terminals, motive power and so forth, but also Interest on capital invested in the cars, maintenance charges, depreciation and Insurance, and storage accruing during the whole year, It is patent that
tlie j)roviKion of such cars would be a pure act of charity on the jmrt
i)f thi,' railroads, and in
no sense a commercial transaction. 1 am
not going to assume gratuitously that It would l)e necessarily unpiolltable for any specified railroad to provide this extra equipment,
liul note the possibility as something that needs to be investigated
before charges of incompetent management are rested simply on
shortages In car supply during busy seasons. And in connection
with estimation ol car shortage, it should b^ noticed that the extent
111'
the same is not accurately measured by shippers' demands, since
iliey frequently order more cars than they really need in the hope
of securing a larger number than they would otherwise be likely to
do.
The actual i-hortage at any date is, undoubtedly, less by a considerable percentage than the total of the shippers' nominal requirements.
Moreover, while this shortage is a very real difficulty at the
times of Its recurrence, it is, in large measure, the result of a tenileiicy on the part of shippers to keep their stocks down to the A'orkliig minimum, frequently involving prociastination in the ordering
of tlieir Kui)plies.
An annual example of this is to be found in the
I

coal trad;! in which tlie dealers regularly fail to make long enough
preijaiatien ahead for the fall trade, so that, with the advent of the
cold season, orders for cars are ru.shed in with instructions that they
are to be treated as urgent. They (and many others) are anxious
to combine all the advantages of keeping as little capital as possible
tied up in their stocks with an absence of ail the disadvantages that
naturally attach to the undue crowding of business. A little earlier
preparation, even if at the expense of tying up more capital in the

and storage facilities, would, in many cases, be enand a legitimate expense of the business. At any
natural organization of their business arrangements is
not attended to, such traders hardly ought to feel aggrieved If their
aggregated demands make it impossible for the carriers to reply as
liromptly as they desire.
From what has been said, it must not be .supposed that the railroads, on their side, are keeping down equipment to the level of the
traffic of the least active seasons.
As a matter of fact, they are
providing cars in marked excess of tliis. and an appreciable portion
of their equljiment is lying idle or running light during the "off" seasou.
The actual extent of their equipment is a compromise beiween
the requiioments of the periods of maximum and minimum trade.
'I'he railroad.s, of course, will continue to increase equipment so long
as there is a reasonable profit arising from the receipts of the car
during its active period after deducting the charges again.st it during both active and inactive periods.
It is not easy to see how
luiire than this can be expected from the railroads,' though It may
liaiipen, in consequence, that cars demanded during only three or
tour months of the year are not supplied. Shippers do not always
realize that the surplusage of cars is quiteas important a matter to
the railroads as shortage is to them. The railroads are most keenly
interested, naturally, in balancing supply with average demand.
Iliougli even then they are liable to be hit pretty hard by business
depressions, as witness tlie 300,000 car surplus during the past two
months, the expense of whose enforced Idleness (If cost of repairs,
renewals, insurance. Interest. and storage be considered as distributed equally throughout the year) can hardly have been less than
sliape of slocks

tirely reasonable,
rate,

if

tills
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Influence upon the car situation in genera] would be very real. Poethere could l>e established dlKtrlct pools with jurisdictions
covering, say. odiclal classitlcation i*rrltory. Southern clasBiflcation
territory, the Soulliwest, the St. Paul. Chicago. St Louis. Kansas
fJlly and Denver terrltoiy, and the territory between the latter and
the I'aclflc coast, each of these district pools fo using in a central
dlBtributing office, which would receive full reports from the district pools and would arrange for transfer of equipment from dUIrlct to district when necessary.
In each district, the pooling principle could be made to ajiply separately to each of the major variethough
the practicability of this is not
ties of cars, and possibly,
have sulBI
quite clear, with a rough reference to their capacitifs.
cient faith In the genius of the American railroad roan to believe
that the details of some such plan could Ije worked out satisfactorily.
It Is not unnatural that reluctance to enter Into a car pool arrangement should arise from the dislike of some roads to band over the
management of a part of their equipment to an external authority,
and from a fear that they will thereby get the worst of the transacIndeed, It Is very likely that, during the formative period and
tion.
early operation of such a scheme, equitable distribution would fall,
at times, to be attained, but. in the long run. It would surely work
out to the general advantage of all the roads concerned, except In
the case of those who now habitually rely upon other people's supply to make good their own deficlences, and these we are not called
slbly,

upon

to take Into consideration.
Before concluding this paper. I should like to supplement the
figures, with which the discussion of adequacy of car equipment was
Introduced, with one or two more relating to the cognate and equally
important question as to how far such equipment Is used efficiently.
We have seen that the typical car of 1906-7 is considerably larger
In capacity than the typical car of 1900; it is also performing a somewhat greater actual service. The real efficiency of a freight car Is
the resultant of two forcfJi, If 1 may borrow the language of mechanics, one the average load, the other the mileage It covers, that is. Its
average rate of movement. Put into figures, the measure of this
product in 190G was 117,450 ton miles as against 103.700 ton miles
in 1900, an Increase of 13,750 ton miles per car, equivalent to 13%
per cent. The average load for 1900 has been estimated at \6%
tons, and from this it follows that the loaded miles per car averaged
This Indicates
6,285; in Ittliti, tlie corresponding figure was 6.208.
a backward movement so far as the matter of car movement Is oonnot be acresult
should
why
this
ceined. But there are reasons
cepted at its face value. By reason of the absence of proper statistical data covering the whole of the railroad systems of the country
during the years of comparison, 1 have been obliged to base the
loaded mileage performance of each ear upon the number of revenue
cars owned at the end of the fiscal years. Obviously, the car mileage is made by the average number of cars owned throughout the
year.
It it were to be assumed that the net Increase of cars, during
1900 and 1906, respectively, took place uniformly during these years,
then the figures given above would be changed to 6,-*50 and 6.396.
the decrease of miles per car being thereby reduced from 77 to ai.
In dealing with the comparison of Individual railroads, it would be
necessary to take into account the fact that, at different periods and
with different roads, the proportion of cars used In making the mileage to cars owned may vary, but. In dealing with all systems collectively, this Is obviously unnecessary.
A further reason for neglecting the apparent decrease In car
mileage lies In the omission of privately owned cars from the calculation, though the resulis of their movement are included In the
If the proportion of private cars
record of total loaded car miles.
were the same in 1906 as in 1900, the net decrease as shown above
the percenUge of decrease would
though
would be slightly reduced,
not be altered, of course. Private car statistics are not available,
but I should take it as unlikely that such cars attained quite as large
an increase (relative) as railroad owned cars, and, if this be true, a
more appreciable reduction in lioth the absolute and the percentage

decrease took place. For Instance, private cars In 19001 were estimated to equal from 7 to 8 per cent, of railroad freight car equipment. If, during the following six years, they increased but 20 per
cent, in number as against the So per cent, of railroad owned cars,
the net decrease of loaded car miles per car would be reduced from

?1, 500,000.

54 to 19.

There are then, dlfHculties on both sides. But 1 have already
indicated that shortage evils are accentuated among the roads themselves by the nil ion of certain companies in persistently retaining
and improperly using the equipnient of other lines, thus reducing
the pressure upon themselves, but, at the same time, causing It to be
more widt spread. Per diem arrangements so far tried, though an
improvement upon the old mileage system, have failed to bring
about an equitable distribution. A resort to car pooling methods
really appears to be the only alternative, if economy of equipment
Granted that capable administrators
is to be a consideration at all.
can be found to take charge of such ixjols and no one familiar
with the official personnel of the railroads would deny this their

additional reason for modifying the result first arrlve<l at
found In the varying nature of railrojid tonnage over the
period.
Coal and other n)lne traffic tends to limit the mileage perform,ince of the cars engaged In it and. when such triUflc increases
more rapidly In volume than the rest, the effect upon general car
mileage average is depressive. Undoubtedly, this has taken place,
The products of mines In 1906 accounted for
to a certain extent.
more than 5:! per cent, of total originating tonnage, whereas, In 1900.
.Mineral ton milethe proportion was slightly over 52'^ per cent
age and car mileage figures are not accessible but. no doubt, this
movement Is reflected In them, and though the difference in percentage is hardly large enough to exert much influence upon the average
in car. it would probably be sufficient to wipe out the decrease with
which the present analysis of car mileage averages started.
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satisfactory to find that, the railroad freight service being
lalten as a whole, there has been no absolute retrogression in the
movement efficiency of the freight car, and yet unsatisfactory not to
be able to say more than this. The efficiency of the freight car of
]90() over the car of 1900 is due entirely to improved load; there
It

The previous

is

has apparently been no appreciable improvement in tl\e average
number of miles traveled per annum. Except in so far as the trader
was able to secure lower rates, a supposition hardly justified by the
facts, the benefits of the increased efficiency of the freight car dur-

ing the period ]900-0() must be regarded as having been In favor of
the railroad rather than the trader.
It is a somewhat remarkable fact that the power and ability displayed by railroad managers in so many directions has been unable
to secure tangible improvement in a matler which is more vital than
most things to the really economical and succe.s.sful handling r,r a
railroad.
In scanning the results of freight opei'ations during the
half dozen years covered by the main figures of this paper, one may
observe with pride the handling of an increase of business of r'2',1;
per cent., with a train mileage increase of but 14 per cent. ( I92',;j
millions to 559'/i: million miles), and a consequent increase in traiti
load of 42 per cent. (271 to 385 tons), accompanied by an increase
of 17 per cent, or more (IGVf. to 18.9 tons) in car loading, but car
Perhaps, it is incapable
mileage the less said about it the betterl
of improvement!
Uut the query is inevitably provoked as to whether
some of the improvements named have been purcha.-ed at too high
a cost. The bulletins of the committee on car efficiency reveal great
differences between the various roads in the mileage results obtained
from their cars. Unquestionably, varying physical anrl economic
conditions jilay an important part in these differences, yet one cannot help but believe that the personal equation, the organization of
the railroad, is no trivial factor. To take but one illustration, the
reports published impress one with the idea that a great deal of misapplied economy is frequently exercised with regard to shop repairs.
No doubt, a road hauling heavy tonnage over adverse grades
und around sharp curves must expect to be troubled more with the
(piestion of car repairs than a road working under the reverse conditions.
Yet even in this case, the loss of car time may be seriously
increased by lack of proper provision of shop facilities, usually a
poor kind of economy, and, to the extent to which shop repairs
accumulate, a lessening of the effective equipment of the road. In
studying the returns covering July, 1906, to August, 1907, one is
surprised, again and again, liy the high percentages of car? in
shops, and high not merely during the period of slack business.
Some roads apparently maintain, during the major part of the year,
8, 9, 10 per cent, of their freight equipment, or even more, as shop
ornaments. More attention needs to be given to shop policy, and,
one might add, to the treatment cars receive in the yards: with
the needed improvement, one hindrance to better freight car performance will be removed.
Yard working affords even more fruitful opiiortunltles of improvement. Terminal yard delays is a vexed problem that is apparently eternal in nature. Poor yard design, or, to be more correct in
m.any cases, lack of design, has been condemned again and again
as too common a feature, but it is by no means an unknown thing
to find the evils of bad design supplemented by those of poor organiziition and still poorer management.
think a mistake has been
I
made freq\iently in locating terminal yards too near the centers of
the cities, though sometimes the growth of a city has been so rapid
as to reach out to fairly distant sites, crippling the possibilities of
their expansion by the immense lesulting increase in land values.
Apain the storage privileges of terminal yards have been notably
abused.
To judge by the space which railroad managements are
often prepared to assign to storage tracks in response to the "needs"
of the shippers, they do not always realize that, in the physiology
of the yard system, the function of the storage yard is alwut that
oftlie vermifcrm a|>pendix. It is s;»tisfactory to note, however, that
demurrage regulations are being rounded into more uniform shape
o\er the country at large an<l, with their steady enforcement, less
trouble fixim shippers' delays can be exi)ected.
Much more could be profitably said about the Influence upon
loaded car mileage of such trans-shipping arrangements as the
Pennsylvania provides at Fort Wayne for the making up of "through"
loaded cars at that point, thus reducing the pressure upon the Chicago yards, and much more upon the general extension of "consolidation" arrangements in relation to both increased average loadint; and mileage.
A further interesting question is that of adequacy
of motive power and the desirable ratio of such power to freight
business and equipment. In this matter, as in so many others, there
are marked differences In the practices of the various roads, the
justification of which it would be desirable to have explained.
The lack of progress along the lines of car mileage Is In suih
astonishing contrast with improvement in other branches of r.-.ili-oad operation, that everyone feels that something should be done
to remedy the situation.
There are many factors contributing
toward a low dally car mileage which are unavoidable, but advance
along the lines suggested, and, perhaps, more radical measures, will
certainly do something toward raising the present standard.

—
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upon figures covering the
systems, both large and small, during the years

statistical analysis rests

operations of all
1900 to 190C. It will be interesting to see how the general results
are borne out and, indeed, emphasized, over a larger period, by the
statistics of a group from which very small roads are excluded.
These are compared below, in the case of 31 railroad systems,
some of the operating results of 1907 with the corresponding ones
of 1897, a ten-year period.
The roads whose statistics were avallahle are the following (arranged in alphabetical order):
A. G. S.
.Vtrli.,

.Sania

&

liotiluii

MuIqp.

&.

1'

olil".

.\I.

Mo.

Cciilial of i;.M,rgl;i.
ClK'sapeaki' & Ohio,
fblc. & 10. ill.
(iilc. & Norili WpsIiti
<•.,

C,

(J.

&

t.'blc. Mil.

C

& NasbTllle.
MIclilKuu CeutraL
&. u.
Liiuisville

&

Top.

liiillimori;

New

Si. lyoiils a
St. I'aiil.

&

&

I'ac.

and

St.

U,

I.

Northern

I'acldc.
I'enDsylraQla Itallruad.

Cock Island.

SL LoulH 4 Sun Francln

ICiIl".

Louis SoulliWfKti'rn.
Soutbern.

Circat Nortlicrn.

Texas &

(iraiid Trunk.
Illinois (Vnlral.
KanKas L'lly Soulli<>rn.

WabOKli.

Or.

T.

1'.

1

& St. Louis.
& Western.

N. y. C.
Norfolk

St.

IJnIoD

I'acIQc.

I'aclflc.

In 1907 these railroads were handling considerably more than
half the railroad traffic of the country, and hence. In spile of some
onii.ssions, aHe well representative of the more important

prominent
systems.

cars In 1897 and
In calculating thehave been compelled to omit, in

They owned 538,830 revenue

1,0G5.548 in

1907,

an increase of

freight

97.8 per cent.

average capacity of these cars, I
1897, the L. & N., N. P., Rock Island, Mo. Pacific, B. & O., St. L. &
S. v., Southern, C. of G., and K. C. S., representing a total of 14ii.(i74
cars, on account of average capacity for that year not being ascertainable, but I have added to the list previously given the C, B. ft
Q. with 3G.4G9 cars. For 1897, accordingly, the average capacity has
been based upon 23 roads with 435.225 revenue freight cars, having
a total capacity of 9,780.211 tons, thus giving an average capacity
&
of 22U, tons.
For 1907 I have had to exclude four roads, the
N., C.'of G., K. C. S. and .Mo. Pacific, with 94.348 cars, but have
again added the C. B. & Q. with 47.164 cars, making a net total of
1,018,364 cars, having a total capacity of 34.481.517 tons, or an average capacity of 33.9 tons. On account of the large number of cars
included in the calculations, the omission of the roads named cannot
materially affect these averages. An Increase from 22.5 to 33.9 tons
represents a percentage Increase of 50.7. from which we can see,
much more clearly than In the case of the general statistics covering
the shorter period, the really great advani^e made by the larger and
more progressive roads in the direction of the increase of car capacI...

When

ity.

this 50.7 per cent. Increase of car capacity Is

combined

with the 97.8 per cent. Increase of car numbers, an increase of 198
per cent, of car accommodation Is shown. How does this compare
with the growth of business handled by these roads? The 31 systems handled, in 1897. 53.o4G.151.280 ton miles: In 1907. 136.037,276,970 ton miles, so that against th* 198 per cent, of car accommodation there has to be set only \ii6\-i. per cent. Increase of ton mileThe average load i)er loaded car mile was 13.4 tons In 1897.
age
and 19 tons in 1907, an Increase of 41.8 per cent.' This substantiates
the statement made in the Iwdy of the paper that there has been
evidently a fairly economical utilization of the extra capacity of the
enlarged car.
to car movement figures, the 3,901.494.854 loaded
represented 7,407 loaded car miles per revenue car
the 7.143.781.875 loaded car miles average out to
miles per car owned, an apiwient decrea.ie of 9>^
per cent. With some of the most Important roads included In the
averages, the decrease reaches as high as 15'*, to 19 per cent. As
noted already, these percentages would undoubtedly undergo reduction If adjustment were made for (1) average number of cars
owned throughout each year: (2) railway cars owned but not on
lines, or vice-versa; (3) average number of private cars operated
throughout each year, and (4) proportion of coal and similar car
delaying traffic to total traffic. It will be understood from previous
remarks that the percentage results can be affectml by adjustments
under these four heads only when there Is. In any of the cases, a
percentage variation In the years compared. Should the proportions
remaii) the same the percentage of decrease could not be influenced
by such adjustments. It Is not unlikely that some roads would find
It extremely difficult to account statistically for the whole of the

With respect
car miles of 1897
owned. In 1907.
but 6,704 loaded

ilccrcase.

Japan's acquisition of the railroads of the country for Its state
system seems to have been untimely to say the least. It was undertaken just after the great war which had brought the country much
glory but no money, and had enormously increased the national
debt.
Then the railroads needed great expenditures for improvements. The Minister of Transportation asked for 1180.000,000, to
'

Tlii> nv<>raK<> is luisi'd on ilio .'t1 roails nnniml in (ho list with tbe excepltiK<tiin iV M.iini' rould not lie inrlnded in (be arerage for 18U7
luad.-.l car mllo Iii:ur<-s for that .Tear.

tion tbat tbe

on account of tbe alwcnce of
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be expended within 12 years. But the Cabinet would only appropriate »1.'•,,000,000 at this time, and the authorities finally limited
the amount to 112,000,000, wht-reupon the Uallroad MiniKter resigned.

How Can

the Railroads Best Serve the Public?

the protection alike of those who have iiivi^sled tlieir
money In railroads, and of the ijublic served thereby, there shculil
he a local ownorKhip of .shares, and that ownership as widely scattered as possible among the Rreatest number of people.
2.
Directors should make full and frequent reports to their
slofkholders, and encourage he latter to question and discuss them
at their meetings, as Is done in ICngland, In advance of declarlnK
dividends.
l'"or

1.
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The Drain on the

Forests.

The Forest Service has issued a pamphlet by R. S. Kellogg.
Chief of the Oflice of Wood L'tillzallon, describing the annual consumption of wood In the United SUtes and the timber supply available for the future.
This is accompanied by several charts, moet
These charts and the Informaof which are reproduced herewith.
tion given In the circular are based, with the exception of those
for mine timbers, on statistics of forest products for 1906.
The total quantity of Umber used annually for lumber, shingles,
hewed cross ties, domestic pulpwood, cooperage stock, round mine
timbers, lath, wood for distillation, veneer, and i>ol«-s (these prod-

I

1880
feet

18.087.356.0

Stockholders should realize they are partners In a common
venture, and that It is their duty, alike on moral grounds and on
3.

grounds of solf-lntere.st, to hold their directors, a,s trustees, to freaccounting and a .strict accountability for all their acts.
4.
The use of the misnomer, "Interstate commerce," be discontinued, as the word "inter" means "between" rather than
"among." The thing really is "domestic commerce."
f|iient

The supervision

.'i.

of railroads should continui> as at present

34780.513.00

feet

37550,736.00

feet

and federal authority:

niuler state

The

(a.)

23 494.853.000 feet

sta.te

to exercise such

measure

of regulation as shall

provide for the local trade therein prompt, frequenl .ind safe servadequate to the growing needs of the public and to retain all Its
police powers.
(b.)
The larger matters, which really affect "commerce among
the several states," being relegated to federal control, if need bf,
through an amendment to the constitution.

ice,

As

to

C.

Measures should be taken

federal

regulation:

relating to "conin.eiee among the several states," because
have an equal right to be heard in the same court.
9.

The attempt by congress

United States

In

1880, 1890. 1900 and

1906.

and

to

all

Of this amount lumber
which Is about three times
as much as for all the other items combined.
Shingles and hewed
cross ties each require about three billion board feet, and pulpwood
about two billion.
The cut of lumber by kinds of woods in 1906 is shown by the
accompanying diagram. Yellow pine furnished 31.1 per cent, of
the total, Douglas fir 13.2 per cent., white pine 12.2 per cent., hemlock 9.4 per cent., oak 7.5 per cent., spruce 4.4 per cent., and western
pine 3.7 per cent.
These seven kinds of timber furnished over
four-fifths of the total.
The production of no other kind was as
is

equivalent to about

makes up about 37

.lO

billion

board feet

billion board

feet,

much

as one billion feet.
Another diagram shows the lumber cut by states In 1906.
Washington produced 11. per cent, of the total, Louisiana 7.4 per
cent., Wisconsin 6.2 per cent., and Michigan 5.6 per cent.
The
Ti

1880

1906

230%

5

6<*'o

.PA
4. 3*^0

6

2'5'o

2

/"^o

citizens

delegate the legislative func-

advance the rates be abandoned.

doubtful constitutionality.

of the

ucts being mentioned in the order of their production during 1906)
to expedite the investigation

dotemiination of all questions affecting conimerco among the several
stales, by putting the administrative work under the direct confrcd of tlic executive, entrusting the judicial dclerminatlon of all
such qntstions to the judiciary, and leaving with congress itself all
till' legislative power.
7.
The attempt under the present law to delegate to one body
I'linction.s which our constitution has vested in the executive, legisliilive and judicial branches of government separately, be given
over.
A purely administrative body should be created as a part
or one of the dep.utmonts of the executive.
Preferably this should
have at its head one man as a "commis.sioner of domestic commerce." occupying. In respect to all companies engaged In transpurl at ion among the several states and territories, whether by land
111
water, n-.uch the same place as the comptroller of the currency
ilocs toward the national banks.
He should be aided by such assistanl.s in various parts of the country as may be necessary, and
authorized to call upon the other departments of the executive, particularly the department of ju.stice, and the secret service bureau,
for assistance at all times and in all places.
To this commissioner
each company should make periodic reports, and it should be liis
duly to .see that steps are promptly taken to enforce the law In every
iKirticuIar and in every case.
8.
The Judicial functions hitherto exercised by the Interstate
commerce commission should be relegated to the courts, where they
liroperly belong.
If needed, additional district and circuit judges
should be appointed. I would not favor, as was. I believe, proposed
some years ago by your distinguished fellow citizen, the Hon.
Uichard Olney. the creation of special courts in which to try cases

tion of fixing In

Lumber Production

At best. It Is of
All disputed cases before the interstate

conimerco commission must eventually be passed on by the courts;
congress should, therefore, so legislate as to really expedite the Gnal
decision of such cases.
10.
And lest It be said that I have left out the vital question

6 5<7o

I

e'^o

of rates:

Let

It be also provided that rates shall be fair In themselves;
above the cost of rendering the service, and below Its value,
which, while remunerating the ownei-s, shall not restrict trade, but
shall tend to stimulate Its development.
Such rates to be open and
equal to all under like circumstances, and subject to legislative
revision and regulation.
Every trick and device In respect to lliem
to be so promptly detected and punished, that those
guilty of the
offense shall be deterred by fines, and, it need be, prevented by
lin^
prisonment from repeating It.
It is obvious that this final recommendation contains
nothing
more than the Common Law has always provided as to carriers'
Qharges. The time Is coming. Indeed it is at hand, when we will
do well to revert to the practice of our fathers in bn-slng our action
on the Common Law, which, while called the "Sum of huiuau wis
dom," Is but common sense and common houesty, as practised for
centuries by Intelligent free men.
—Sliiyitsant Fish.
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15 states which cut over one billion feet In 1900 supplied nearly
three-fourths of the total production. Another diagram shows the
proportion of tlie total lumber production from nine states in 1880
and In lOOfi. These nine states produced 52.8 of the total in 1880
and 51.5 in 1!)0G.
These proportions are about equal, but the
changes in the output of individual states aro very striking. Michigan, for instance, cut 23 per cent, of the total in 1880 and only
6.6 per cent, in 190G.
Louisiana cut 0.7 per cent, of the total In

1880 and 7.4 per cent. In 1906. In 1880 Washington furnished only
per cent, of the lumber production of the country, but in 1906
it furnished 11.5 per cent.
The cutting of the virgin timber in the
North and East has been followed by greatly increased drains on
the forest resources of the South and West.
The hardwood and softwood lumber production in 1906 is shown
In another figure.
The amount of softwood cut was over four

0.9

BILLIONS OF BOARD FEET
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711
is

shown

in

another

figure.

The

The annual consumption of lumber in firewood is estimated at
50 billion iKiard feet.
Much timber is also destroyed or damaged
by fires and storms.
For example. In 1891 it is estimated that
12,000,000 acres of forest land were burnt.
Again, in the tall ol
1906 a great deal of timber was thrown down by wind in the liulf
states.
The present consumjition of wood in all forms may therefore be conservatively estimated as at least 100 billion board feet a
year, and i)ossIbIy much more. One leading authority has estimated
that the total annual use of wood in the United States Is equivalent
to 150 billion board feet.

Hemlock

R«d

and 1906

cut of lumber
has more than doubled since 1880. The annual per capita consumption during the same period has increased from 360 l>oard feet
to 440 board feet.
The rate of increase in lumber production has
been small during the last few years, which probably indicates that
the maximum cut for the country as a whole has been nearly If
not quite reached.
The United States uses each year 100,000,000 cross ties, threefourths of which are hewed.
Sawed ties are included in the item
of lumber mentioned in the second paragraph. Of the hewed cross
ties, the oaks, and chiefly the white oaks, furnish nearly one-half.
The cut of the hewed ties from young oak trees constitutes, with
the exception of lumber, the most serious drain on the oak forests.
Two-fifths as much oak timber is required for ties as for lumber.
The southern pines furnish nearly 18 per cent, of the hewed cross
ties, cedar about 8 per cent., and chestnut about 7 per cent.
Other
woods which are used in large quantities for hewed cross ties are
cypress, tamarack, western pine and redwood.
1890, 1900

Fir

Walnut
Tupelo

Forest Products

In

1906.

times the amount of liardwood. There has been a decided change
In the ratio l)etwcen the two kinds In recent years.
In 1889 hardwoods furnished nearly 25 per cent, of the total, against lO'/i per
cent, in 1901).
There has been a greatly increased cut of certain
softwoods.
In the last seven years the cut of yellow pine ha.i^
Increased 20.7 per cent., western pine 46.9 per cent., cypress 69.
per cent., redwood 83.2 per cent., and Douglas fir 186. 2 per cent.
These increases far more than counterbalance the decrease during
the same period of 40.8 per cent, in the cut of white pine. On the
other hand, the cut of oak has decreased 36.4 per cent., and of
poplar 38.7 per cent. These are the two most Important hardwoods.
The total lumber production reported by the censuses of 1880,
.1

OF BOARD FEET

BILLIONS

Only approximate answers can be given as to bow long our
timber sujjply will last at the present rate of cutting. The a»companying diagram shows the excess of the annual cutting over the
annual forest growth In the United States as nearly as can be estimated. The annual cut Is about three times as great as the annual
growth. The most detailed estimates of the standing timber in the
United States range from 1,400 to 2,000 billion feet. On this basis
the exhaustion of our timber supply Is indicated in from 9 to 33
years, according to the method of estimating.
Yellow pine, the
most important single kind of timber at present, will probably be
exhausted in from 10 to 25 years, and Douglas fir in from 2b to
70 years, though this estimate for these woods disregards annual
growth.
At present only about 22 per cent, of our total forest area.
assuming a forest area of 700,000,000 acres, is In State or National
Forests, the remainder being on unreserved public lands or In
private hands.
The forest area of the United States is amply
Bumcient, If rightly managed, to produce eventually enough timber
to supply all our needs.
Yet private owners, as well as the sUte
and national governments, must use their forest lands In a right
way if wc are to maintain our timber supply.

Foreign Railroad Notes.

Ity

Although there has been a decided check to the Industrial actlrof Germany, the railroad gross earnings are larger
than last

year; on the Prussian lines 7 per cent. larger in February.
WsBh.ngton

—

Louisiana

By

the eloctriflcaUon of the Giovl tunnel, a short distance north
it Is expected that 2,000 cars dally may
be passed through.
Instead of 1.000, as at present. The improvement is
to be completed early In June.

^
M^°
c g«

of Genoa,

^^^
OMia
Ponnsylvonid

HI

Oregon

^B

The degree of Doctor of Engineering was conferred by the Karlsruhe Technical School February 19 last, his 50th birthday, on Wllhelm Schmidt, In recognition of his merits In connection with the
use of superheated steam In locomotives.

California

North Carolina

Ma.no
Virginia

Al&bama
West Virginia
Florida
Georgia

Now

Yort,

Kentucky
Tan n OS so
South Carolina

IHl

^H

Comparison of Hardwood and
Softwood Production in 1906.

~
i

Now Hampshir*
Mis2our.
Indiana

IB

The production of cotton In the Russian dominions north of
Afghanistan affords a considerable traffic to the Asiatic Midland
(to the Caspian Sea) and the new Orenburg &
Taskend line, and
an appreciable contribution to the Russian cotton factories: though
as yet not enough to make Georgia and Texas tremble.
Up to the
first of January last the shipments of last vear's
crop had amounted
to 309,620 bales.

Ohio

A railroad was recently built in Norway from Chrlstianla westward over the mountains to Bergen, on the German ocean. This
was snowed under so deep that the section over the mountains
was closed In January, and not Ull April 6 was It attempted to
dig It out. with a roUry snow plow. Several miles of snow
sheds
are to be built: but these will detract from the attractions
of the

Idaho

MassochusoMs
Vormont
Montar>a

Maryland
Iowa
Connoclicut

Colorado

Journey.

Now Mexico
Arizona
Indian Territory
All

Othars

Lumber P oductlon by States
in

1906.

Excess of Annual Cut of Timber
Over Annual Growth.

In answer to a deputy who Is an authority on German
coal
and Iron traffic, and who had called attention to the advantages
of cars of largo capacity as used In America, the Prussian
Minister
of Public Works said that experience had shown that 20-ton
(44,000
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were ;ih large a8 could bo used to advantage on their
and that Holf-iinluading carw were economical only on short
where they are discharged every day.

carB

11)8.)

lines,

roiilcb

Repairing a Dike on the Southern Railway.

The "North

Incline" of the Southern Railway leading to the
freight car ferry on the Illinois side of the MlaslBslppl river near
Ciranlte City
about half a mile north of the Merchants' bridge^
handles as much If not more freight than any other incline In the
vicinity of St. Louis.
From the map shown herewith It will be seen
that the Incline trestle is double-track and Is protected by three
dikes, the largest and most important being the "north hurdle"

—

Dike Piles

in

Foreground Were Part

of Original

/"o/- about

ZS on

^it^t^r OerfTv
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Tops
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?

/

to tr

Hurd/e

O/fte.

fnd £leyaf/on of Oil<e.

Scafe of F*tf.

Method

of

Were Cut

Off.

marked for lemoval. This dike now extends so far into the river
as to keep the current too far away from the lower Incline trestle.
and sand banks form over the tracks during each high water, which
have to be removed either by hand or hydraulic power. Cutting
off about 50 ft. of the dike will allow the current to cut In clo;e
enough to the trestle to do away with this trouble. The presence
of a mattress at the outer end of the trestle curve is indicated on
the map.
It was placed there at the time the dike was repaired to
prevent erosion of the bed by the river current.
The work took two pile drivers about 60 days. It was done
by contract under the direction of Edward Gray. tCnglneer Maintenance of W^y of the St. Louis-Louisvllle lines of the Southern.

'

Profife of North

aI r

of Dike Before

—^
/

.

An excavation about 5 ft. deep and 50 ft. wide was made In the
bed of Uie slough, which at this point is at an elevation of about
ft.
Willow maltresees closely woven and wired were laid In this
trench and covered with limestone riprap to the amount of about
I'/j cu. yds. to each 100 sq. ft. of mattrese.
The up-stream side of
the mattress was dipped about 2 ft. and heavily riprapped at the
toe to prevent under-scour.
The piling was then driven through
the mattress about 20 ft. from the up-stream edge. The plan shows
the spacing of the piling, which averages about two pllee per lineal
These were carefully drawn into place and wired and stapled.
foot.
and the tops of Uie piles cut o(t evenly. Theoretically, In one or
two years' time all space between the dike and the trestle should
be filled In with sand deposit to a contour of 18 to 20 ft., giving
positive protection to the incline from floods.
It will be noticed that the oyter end of the centraJ dike Is

'.?

'<?

:;i.

10

View

Structure.

This was built in 1902- J 'Jd.'!, a part iil' tlie work Ijciiig done
during the high water of the spring of Ihe latter year when the
stage of the river was about 25 ft. The current was so strong that
it was impossible to sink matting to protect the piling against washing out. As a result, the floods of succeeding years cut the piling
out until a gap of about 500 ft. had been made. This allowed the
current to attack the incline, as shown liy the river contours.
It was decided, in repairing the dike, to build the new section
at an angle that wo\ild deflect the direct current from Gaberet's
slough, since during flood i)eriods this current Is very strong and
difficult to break.
The construction of the now work was favored
by an e.xtremely low stage of the river.
dike.

Vol. xLiv., No.

Repairing Hurdle Dikes at North Incline, East

St.

Louis; Southern Railway.

—

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
It Is reported that ilie St. Louis & San Francisco will dispense
with the services of train auditors.

The State Railroad Commission of Illinois has ordered sweeping reductions in switching chari^es at Chicago.
The New
summer; this

Yorii Central has closed its telegraph school for the
it i.s stated, that the company now has

for the reason,

a surplus of operators.

The Pittsburgh
the

t)ecause

TrafTic

railroads are

shippers with copies of

At Columbus. Ohio,

Club has passed resolutions complaining
not so free as formerly In furnishing

all

last

new

freight tariffs.

tunnels. From an article In the Western Electrician it appears that
the tunnel roads now have 1,800 cars and 130 electric locomotives.
The speed of trains is limited to 15 miles an hour. It has been
found desirable to have signals of some kind at the numerous Intersections of north and south with east and we.st lines, and an automatic arrangement is being put in, to be actuated through the trolley wire. With this a red light is shown at a crossing when a train
is approaching.
At the 13 places where the lines run beneath rivers,
a similar connection to the trolley wire is to be made to provide
an automatic block system for trains following one or another on
the steep grades. These grades under the river are from SO ft. to
ICO ft. per mile. The officers of the Illinois Tunnel Co. are Samuel
McRoberts, President; A. J. Earling, Chairman of the Executive

Committee: W.

week Judge Evans granted a temporary

J. C.

Kenyon. General Manager, and

J.

W.

Callahan,

General Superintendent.

injunction against the enforcement on interstate shipments of the

Scherzer Bridge in Egypt.

demurrage rules prescribed by the Stale Railroad Commission.
of Texas has sustained the contracts, made
the passage of the present anti-pass law, under which the

The Supreme Court
before

employees of express companies are carried free on railroads.

The newspapers say that there is to be a conference in Chicago,
June 12, of members of the railroad commissions of six states
Illinois,

Indiana, Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio and

New

York, Second

district.

Joseph Richardson, Chairman of the Southeastern Passenger
Association, announces that after June 1 mileage books will not
be accepted on trains but must be presented at the ticket offices for
exchange.

The contract
$1,500,000,

has

for the bridge over the Nile at Cairo, costing over
been given to the Compagnie de Fives-Lille, of

The bridge

will be about 900 ft long between abutments,
carry a road, two footpaths and a double-track electric
There will be one draw span, consisting of a Scherzer
double-leaf, rolling lift bridge, 129 ft. 4 in., center to center of pins,
and 63 ft. wide. The bridge will be built according to plans prepared by the late Sir Benjamin Baker, one of the designers of the
Forth bridge in Scotland, and the Scherzer Rolling Lift Bridge Co.,
Chicago, which company will act as Consulting Engineers for the
draw span and adjacent parts, it is expected that the bridge will
be in service before the end of 1910.

France.

and

will

railway.

The Wabash has issued

freiglu tariffs at Chicago in which the
no higher than before, incUiile the charges for carrying
freight in the tunnels from tho shippers' stores to the Wabash

rates, while

Steel Fence Posts.

freight houses.

The Massachusetts

legislative committee on railroads and taxahas voted to report the bill based upon the petition of John P. Wainright, and advocated by President Tuttle of the
Boston & Maine, to amend the Massachusetts anti-stock watering
laws with regard to the issuing of new stock by steam railroads and
tion, sitting jointly,

street railways.

The standard steel post made by J. H. Downs, 299 Broadway,
York, is made of a single high carbon steel angle. It is driven

the ground, thus saving the expense of digging post holes.
it more firmly in place, a vitrified clay collar, fitting loosely
is slid down it after the post is driven, leaving about
1 in. of the collar above ground.
The posts are made in various
lengths, and in sizes from lU In. x I'-i In. x
'n. to 2 in. x 2 In.
in.
x
The fence wire Is attached to the posts by special staples
engaging the wire and then driven into holes punched through the
Instead of staples, clips which
post and clinched on the inside.
grip the post may be used. This is a convenience when It is not
known in advance what fencing will be used, so that the posts cannot be punched accordingly. A special non-cliroable fence post is
furnished for use with barb wire, the top of the fence being bent
inward at an angle of 45 deg.
into

To hold

on

tlie post,

A

announced that beginning May 31, through passenger
trains are to be run between Chicago and Savannah over the Illinois Central and the Central of Georgia. The route will be over
the Illinois Central's main line to Jackson, Tenn.; from there to
Birmingham, Ala., over the new line of the Illinois Central and
from BirminghMm to Savannah over the Central of Georgia.
It

New

Is

Railroad Club of

New

A

York.

This is the name of a new social club which has just been
opened In the "down town" section of New York City. It is In one
of the two
new Hudson Terminal buildings. At the dedication on Monday
last
about 1,000 members and guests were
present. Tli(^ loonis arc in the twenty-first and twenty-second stories
of the
building named, which is at the corner of Church
and Cortlandt streets. The club's officers are E. H. Gary, of
the United States Steel Corporation, President; F. U. Underwood,
President of the Erie Railroad, Vice-President, and C. W. King,
Secretary and Treasurer. The house committee Is composed of W.
G. McAdoo, W. G. OaUman, W. H. iMarshal, F. B. Jennings and W. G.
Besler.

Entering the foyer on the twenty-first floor, one passes directly
which is llankcd by a broad staircase leading to the
Off the foyer to the north are the smoking or lounging
rooms and the grill, and in the southwest corner the main dining
room for men. .\long the east side of the building on this floor are
10 private dining rooms.
It is possible here to open sliding doors,
throwing live of these rooms into one long banquet hall. The floor
above has a ladies' dining room and a roof garden.

Wllliamsburgh Bridge Terminal.

The new subway station under construction for the past two
years at the Manhattan end of the Williamsburg bridge. New York
City, has been opened for business.
The station is used by the
(surface) street cars which cross the bridge to and from
The new terminal station has eight loops, with separate
platforms, and entrances and exits for each loop, so that the streams
of incoming and outgoing passengers will not get in each other's
electric

Brooklyn.

way.
In Brooklyn a connection is being made between the Broadway
elevated road and the bridge, and it is expected that elevated cars
will soon be run over the bridge.

to the office,

floor above.

The Chicago Subway,
The

lines of the imdergrouiid electric freight

railroad in Chithe freight station of every railroad in the
city except one. and with 34 large stores, warehouses, etc.
The
company has just completed a freight station at K'.fl West Jackson
boulevard and one at llearborn avenue and North Water street, for
the accommodation of merchants whose buildings cannot profitably
be connected directly, through their basements, with the railroad

cago

now connect with

The Amsterdam Corporation.
The Amstenlam Corporation. 165 Broadway, New York, has
been organized for the purpose of acting ;»s engineer on special
railroad problems, such as electrification of steam lines; subaqueous
tunnels; urban and interurban railways: passenger and freight
terminals, and analyses of operating contracts. While the principal
purpose is to give advice on these matters, the corporation is
prepared, when desired, to act as agent for the principal in supervising and directing new construction to a conclusion.
With this
object in view, no alliance or connection has been nor will be
made by the corporation, or its officers or employees, with any
nuuuilacturing company or others, that will interfere with unbiased and disinterested devotion to the interests of its clients.
The corporation is also prepared to initiate and perfect plans
for new enterprises, accompanied by data that will demonstrate
their merit to investors.
The President, William J. Wilgus, was
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formorly vIce-prcHldent of the New York Central. The Vice-President, Henry J. Pierce, Is president of the International Railway,
Buffalo, and president of the Netherlands Tramways Corporation.

Crop Conditions on

May

1,

Vol. XLIV.. No. 21.

A North Western Menu Card

1908.

The crop reportlDB Ijoard of the Bureau of Stallgtlcs of the
United States Department of Agriculture flnd.s, from the reports of
correspondents and agents of the bureau, that the area of winter
wheat standing on May 1 to be harvested was about
29,751,000 acres, which Is 4.2 per cent., or 1,318,000 r
acres, I^hs than the area reported as sown last fall
and 5,8 per cent., or l,f)19,000 acres, more than the
^ ^ ^^
area of winter wheat harvested last year.
Winter wheat. The average condition of the
growing winter wheat on May 1 wa.s 89.0 per cent,
of a normal, as compared with 91.3 on April 1, 82.9
per cent, on May 1, 1907, and 85.8 per cent, the
7H
mean of the May 1 averages of the past 10 years.
Jiye.
The average condition of the rye crop on
May 1 was 90.3 per cent, of a normal, as compared
with 89.1 on April 1, 88.0 on May 1, 1907, and 89.5
the mean of the May 1 averages of the past 10 years.
Meadows. The average condition of meadow
(liay) lands on May 1 was 93.5 per cent, of a normal, as compared with 83. C on May 1, 1907, and 89.5
the mean of the averages on May 1 of the past 10

in

Japanese.

A facsimile of a menu card prepared by the Chicago A North
Western Ry. for a party of Japanese merchants, manufacturers,
bankers and newspaper men which traveled over thai road In April
is shown herewith.
The party was on a slgbt-eeelng trip around
the world. They traveled eastward from San Francisco on the
Overland Limited. When nearing Chicago their sleeping cars and
special dining car were detached and run as a special train to enable

UHKAKFAST

'

—

k

.

'

—

7'''

rairo iiLACK b

OILED

—

in

COBX iTkBAO
COCOA

J
North Western Menu Card

Spring planting. Of spring planting 54.7 per cent. Is reported
having been completed on May 1, as compared with 47.0 per cent.
May 1, 1907, and 52.6 per cent, on May 1, 1906.
Increase

BOLLS
TOiST
CE

MILK

10 years.

as
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years.

average condition of pastures
on May 1 was 92.6 per cent, of a normal, as compared with 79.6 on May 1, 1907, and 87.8 the mean
of the averages on May 1 of the past 10 years.
Spring plowing. Of the total acreage of spring
plowing contemplated, 66.6 per cent, is reported as
actually done up to May 1, as compared with 71.5
per cent, at the corresponding date last year, and
6.''>.9 the mean of the
averages so reported In the past

CBBAM

nnHEDDBD WUBAT
f/

—

Pastures.

vriTU

OHAPr raciT

yy\f

Japanese.

the visitors to examine such industries on the North Western as
Interested them. The special menu card was bound in a cover bearIng the crossed flags of Japan and the United States.

Stockholders.

A New

Since the panic of last year the number of stockholders of the
principal railroads in the United States has increased greatly. A
considerable part of thi.s increase may be due to the registration of
shares in the nanie.s of the individuals instead of in the names
of brokerage firms, but it is also due to increased investment by
people who were attracted by the relatively low price of railroad
stock during and after the panic.
The following table compiled by the Wall Street Journal gives
the approximate number of shareholders of certain corporations at
present, compared with certain dates previous to the panic in Oc-

in

Flexible Insulated Coupling.

The

illustration shows an Improved flexible insulated coupling
manufactured by the R. U. Nuttall Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa. The coupling consists of two interlocking spiders of cast-iron, insulated by
solid rublier cylinder?.
The only other parts are two steel rings

tober:

—— Shareholders

Company.
V. S. Steel

New York

Central

itefore panic.

68.000
10,445

'^2.008

Big Four

1

.^'y-^{\

Nlckel I'late

Standard Oil
Rock Island preferred
Rock Island common
Chesapeake & Ohio
Norfolk &. Western

^

Now.

i1.-|.00ii

1,277

807

630

5,456
3.020
4,105
2.048

5,087
2,295
3.040
1,735
3 079
9.258
9,000
6,000

4..'>30

Brie

in.().-,o

ClilcaRo Groat Western
ChliuK'o. iMIlwiuikee & St. Taul
.New Viiik Air Hrake

10..'inn

.Mi'liUuii

2."..iiOO

Delawnie & Hudson
Canadian I'aelllc

5,S61
18.943

10.000
l,2no

SOO
19.700
3,700
15.900

Sale of Passenger Coaches.

The Commissioner

2.

of Bridges will sell at public auction .Tune
1908. in Brooklyn, N. Y.. 92 passenger coaches, 20 of which are

motor cars weighing about 36 tons each, as noted on advertising
page 22 of this Issue.
Limit of

ity

New

Security Issues In

New

The Public Service Commission of Albany,
to the Lehigh & Hudson River Railway to

York.

in granting author-

issue only $270,000

bonds on Its application for permission to issue $300,000, decides
that bonds or stocks cannot be issued to repay money taken from
the treasury, although this money may have been used for work
properly, chargeable to capital account.
The Commission points
out that the only thing that can be considered is the new use of the
money acquired from the sale of bonds or stock. (See discussion
on editorial page.)

Nuttall

Flexible Insulated Coupling.

used to hold the rubber cylinders in position. The rubber members
provide ample insulation and at the same time give the desired
flexibility.
It is furnished in sizes from 5 h.p. up.
This coupling Is especially desirable where electric motors are

May
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direct-connected 10 machinery subject to vibration; tor example, a
tube mill or a coal pulverizer in a cement plant, where the coupling
In
relieves the motor from the shocks and jars of the machine.
addition, the end thrust of the crusher is overcome and the motor
bearings run without heating.

Arthur Koppel.
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TRADE CATALOGUES.
Liffht Locomotives.— The H. K. Porter Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., has
Issued the tenth edition of its catalogue of light locomotives. The
volume contains 224 pages bound in cloth and describes 559 locomotives, covering a wide range of sizes and designs up to engines
of 17-in. cylinders.
Attention is called to the fact that during the
interval since the publication of the ninth-edition catalogue, there
has been an increase in power and efficiency and In the quality of
the locomotives greater than during any similar period In the history of the company. The catalogue also gives a large amount of
engineering data concerning locomotive performance and track work.

May 13, at Baden Baden,
Arthur Koppel, who
Germany, was born in Dresden, Germany, in 1851, and started In
He was first interested In a
business when he was 17 years old.
concern in the handling of structural iron and established his own
firm in 187(!, taking up the problem of making portable all kinds
Idaho d Washington Northern. A folder describing the country
In 1905 the firm was made
of material for narrow-gage railroads.
a stock company. The American business, the Arthur Koppel Co., through which this road runs is illustrated with striking photoThere will be graphs of standing timber and scener>- along the Pend d'Oreille
Pittsburgh, Pa., was established ten years ago.
river, on which a line of steamers is operated in connection with
no change in the company.
died suddenly on

—

Davidson Locomotive and Car Raiser.

The accompanying
and car raiser

illustration

in position.

shows the Davidson locomotive
Is a practical emergency

This device

the railroad. It also calls attention to the silver-lead mines, lumbering and farming opportunities and fishing and hunting. Other
photographs show the solid vestibuled passenger trains of Pullman
coaches operated by the road.

—

Electric Headlights.
Under the title "Two Aids to Better ServGeneral Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y., has issued a neat
No. 3,654, calling attention to some of the reasons why the
G E Luminous Arc headlight has been adopted. On the front page
are pictures of the headlight and the Belmont tunnel. New York,
the "Two Aids." A list of a few of the roads now using the light
is included.
ice," the

folder.

—

Locomotive Raiser; Locked Clevis. The U. S. Metal & .Manufacturing Co., New York, has published a leaflet describing the
Davidson locomotive raiser. Another leaflet describes the Hillman
locked clevis and turnbuckle, reference to which was made in the
Railroad Gazette of Feb. 7, 1908.
Derails.

Davidson

Locomotive and Car Raiser.

upon which the wheel of the locomotive or car is run and
allowed to rest in the curve shown. In cases of failure in a locomotive equalizer system, the raiser, used under the wheel, lifts the
engine frame into a position when temporary repairs can be made.
The raiser is made of cast steel and will handle locomotives of any
size.
It it- made by the U. S. Metal & Manufacturing Co., New York.
jack,

University of

Illinois.

Prof. Ira O. Baker, for 34 years connected with the Department of Civil Engineering of the University of Illinois, has been
granted by the trustees leave of absence for one year from July 1,
It is understood that Professor Baker will devote his time to
1908.
The executive duties
revising his book on Masonry Construction.
of the Department of Civil Kngineering will, during his absence,
be assunu'd by Prof. J. P. Brooks.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION RULINGS.
Relation of a

—Catalogue

No. 51, of the Hayes Track Appliance Co.,
a full catalogue of Hayes derails. The different
styles are described and illustrated by photographs and drawings,
and plans are also shown for operating the derails by pipe line from
main track switch stands. Rules for installing and maintaining
the devices are included.

Geneva, N.

Y.,

is

—

Tanks. The W. E. Caldwell Co., Louisville, Ky., recently issued the twentieth annual edition of its catalogue. The pamphlet
contains 36 pages of useful information regarding tanks which have
been installed and built by the company; these include both wooden
and metal tanks of various designs, as used by railroads and manufacturing plants.
Industrial i?ai/iiaj/s.— Pamphlet No. 077 of the C. W. Hunt Co.,
West New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y., briefly describes and Illustrates industrial railways and rolling equipment for them, including
many styles of cars and electric storage battery locomotives. References are given to other catalogues describing the company's products in more detail.

Jacks. Tool Grinders. Track Drills and Brake-Beam Clamps.—
Topping Brothers, New York, have issued a pamphlet describing
Burrows ball bearing jacks. These are made in 25 styles, in sizes
from 15 tons to 50 tons. The Lightning tool grinder, the Lightning
track drill and the Totten brake-beam clamps are also described
and illustrated.

Particular Rate to Rates Generally.

George R. Reynolds v. Soulhcni Express Co. Opinion by Commissioner Clements.
The defendant's rate on cream of $3.90 per 10 gallons from
Columbia, Tenn., to Jacksonville, Fla.. was held to be unreasonable,
and a rate not exceeding $2.75 for the movement of the cream and
the return movement of the empties was prescribed. The law requires that the several classes of common carriers subject to its
provisions shall fix reasonable charges for transportation, and the
authority of the Commission to prescribe a reasonable rate Is not
restricted by the terms of any agreement between an express company and a railroad company. It is not sufficient, says the commission, tor a carrier when called upon to justify a rate to assert
that its rates generally are fair and just and that no change may
properly be made in any particular rate because ii would disturb
In dealing with a particular
tup Integrity of the system as a whole.
rate the commission may consider such other rates as affording a
basis for comparison, but where a given rate is found to be unreasonable the commission will not hesitate to order such rate reduced, although the reduction might disarrange the relative adjustment existing between this and other rates.

Signal Supplies.— Catalogue No. 13 of the Bryant Zinc Co.. Chicago, has 160 pages and is bound in cloth. The products described
and illustrated Include battery materials, crossing signals and bells,
relays, battery chutes, wire, track drills
for the signal department.

and other supplies and

tools

—

Denver d Rio Grande. The passenger department is sending
out a circular. No. 55, giving a list of hotels and boarding houses
on the lines of the Denver & Rio Grande, the Rio Grande Western
and the Rio Grande Southern. Location, rates, capacity and similar
information are given.

Pump

Valves.— A circular which

is being distributed by Jenkins
York, calls attention to pump valves made of various
suited to water at different temperatures and pressures,
as well as other liquids and also to air compressors.

Brothers.

New

compounds

—

Weathcrproofing. .\ circular Issued by the H. W. Johns-ManNew York, describes Keystone hair insulator, showing its
application for sound deadening and weatherproofing.
ville Co.,
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MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.
The Chkaso

Htore of Jenkins Bros.,

to larger quarters at 22C-228

Lake

Is

York, has been moved
corner of Franklin street.

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Brotherhood of Freight and Baggage Men.

Chicago Athletic Association.
C.

21.

(For dalet of convenlioni and rei/ular meetingt of railroad converttiont and
enulneerinu tocielln, etc.. (re adtrrtUing page 24.)

W. R. Toppan, for many years General Manager of the KennlWater Softener Co., Chicago, ha.s resigned. HU present address
Herbert

No.

New

street,

Jerome & Elliott. Chicago, makers of Jerome metallic packing,
have moved to 351 and 353 West Monroe street Into larger quarters.

cott

Vol XLIV..

April 30, ISO.'J, he wab elected Vice-President of this road, and Third
Vice-President of the Alabama Great Southern.

Petty has been elected a Director of the Crocker-

Pa.,

This brotherhood held its third biennial convention at Lancnster,
May 12, about 200 members being present.

Wheeler Co., Ampere, N. J. Mr. Petty entered the sales department of the company In 1903, and Is now Contract Manager.
David Newhall has been appointed manager of the department
supplies for railroads, manufacturers and contractors of the
CJoorge M. Newhall Engineering Co., Ltd., 136 South Fourth street,
Piiiladelphia, Pa.
of

American Society

of Civil Engineei*.

At a meeting of this Society, May 20, a paper on the "Effect of
Temperature Change-; on Masonry," by Charles S. Gowen, was presented for discua.sion. This paper was printed In the proceedings
for April, 1908.

William A. Pitcher, for two years the Eastern railroad representative of S. F. Bowser & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., was one of the
12 who lost their lives In the burning of the Avellne Hotel In Fort
Wayne on May 3. Mr. Pitcher was 48 years old.

The General Riillway Signal Co., Rochester. N. Y.,
closed a contract with the Northern Pacific Railroad Co.
These plants
electric Interlocking plants at Duluth. Minn.
interlocking at two drawbridges about 2,200 ft. apart, and
locking is provided between the towers.
The

U. S. Metal

& Manufacturing

Co..

New

recently
for

two

are for

Canadian Railway Club.
This club has elected officers: President, L. R. Johnson, Canadian Pacific; Vice-President. H. H. Vaughan, Canadian Pacific; Second Vice-President, A. A. Mayer; Secretar)'. James Powell; Treas-

Underwood.

urer, S. S.

electric

The Franklin

Institute.

York, has just com-

At a stated meeting of the Institute, May 20, there was an adpleted arrangements with the United Railroad Equipment Co.. Baltimore, Md.. l)y which it becomes the sole selling agent In the United dress by Dr. Geo. Flowers Stradllng. of Philadelphia. Pa., on "John
Pennsylvanian. Inventor of the Steamboat." The address was
States for the I. X. L. automatic track sander. Among the roads Fitch.
having engines equipped with this sander are the Philadelphia & supplemented with illustrations.
Reading and the Central

of Georgia.

International Brotherh:od of Railway Employees.
Blower Co., Detroit, Mich., has bought the
Detroit,
Foundry
Supply
Co.,
maker
Northwestern
&
the
of
foundry
This association met at Boston .May 12. 120 delegates being
The present. The President oi the association In his report said that
of cast iron soil pipe and fittings and plumbers' specialties.
foundry will be used for making blower, exhaust fan, engine and the Canadian Government (operating the Intercolonial Railway)
heater castings, and it is desired to disjiose of all soil pipe fitting pat- had agreed to recognize the union.
terns and foundry equipment complete; also a large stock of finished
pipe fittings, bell traps and other material.

The

American

Railroad Special Agents.

George E. Pratt, formerly sales representative of the Hicks
Locomotive and Car Works, Chicago, has been elected President of
the H. A. Clark Co., New York, dealer in passenger and freight
cars and car si)ecialties and Sales Agent for the Middletown Car
Works, Middletown, Pa. Mr. Pratt is also Vice-President and General
Manager of the Central Insi)ection Bureau, 17 State street. New
York, inspector of railroad equipment, iron and steel, bridge materials and kindred lines.
r.

I.

F.

Company,

11

Broadway,

from American firms. The C. I. F. Company puts before the prospective buyer in a standard form the actual net prices of the articles
it deals in and also distributes easily understood indexes of these
articles.
These are published in English, French, German and
Spanish.

OBITUARY NOTICES.
William

J.

Murphy,

Vice-President

ciation.

American Society

of

Mechanical

Engineers.

New

York, takes Its name
from the three terms, cost, insurance and freight, used In the
export trade. The method of the company, which acts as export
commission merchant of machinery, tools, etc.. is to simplify the
complicated system of discounts and other factors entering Into
selling i)rices which often iirevent foreign buyers from ordering

The

The Railway Association of Special Agents and Police, of the
United States and Canada, held Its twelfth annual meeting at Lexington, Ky.. May 11, about 150 members being present.
The meeting
was presided over by W. F. Riley, of Chicago. Pre?Ident of the asso-

of

the

Cincinnati,

New

Orleans & Texas Pacific, and Third Vice-President of the Alaoama
Great Southern, died at his home in Cincinnati. Ohio, on May 10.
He was born in 1S48, at GrciMifleld, Mass.. and entered railroad service on the Krio, in lSt)2. a.s messenger in the telegraph office at
Susquehanna, Pa. Two years later he became telegraph operator
an.1 ticket clerk at Deposit, N. Y.. and the next year he was made
train flagman, station agent and yardmaster at the same place.
In 186l> he was transferred to the train despatchor's office, and in
1870 became train despatcher on the Delaware division.
Three
years later ho was promoted to chief train despatcher of the same
division, and In August, 1882. was made Superintendent.
In 1887
he was promoted to General Superintendent. During 1890 he was
out of railroad service, but in the next year he became Superintendent of the Brunswick division of the East Tennessee, Virginia
& Georgia, now part of the Southern. In 1893 he went to the Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific as Superintendent of the Cincinnati division, and in 1899 was appointed General Manager. On

At the semi-annual meeting of
Mich., June 23-26. an entire session

this society to

be held in Detroit.

will be devoted to the discussion

of papers on the conveying of materials and hoisting and conveying machinery. Including belt conveyors. At this meeting there will
be a continuation of the paper on "Clut.'hes," with special reference to automobile clutches, by Henry Souther, from the meeting
"Some Pltot's Tul)e
of May 12. The other papers are as follows:
Studies." by W. B. Gregory and E. W. Schroder; "Thermal Properties of Superheated Steam." by R. C. H. Heck; "Horse Power. Friction Losses and Efficiencies of Gas and Qil Engines." by L. S.
Marks; "A Journal Friction Measuring Machine." by Henry Hess;
"A Simple Method of Cleaning Gas Conduits." by W. D. Mount;
"A Rational Method of Checking Conical Pistons for Stress," by G.
H. Shepard, and "The By-Product Coke Oven," by W. H. Blauvelt.
There will bo the usual excursions to points of interest In and
around Detroit, Including a visit to the University of Michigan,
at Ann Arbor.
The Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education and the Society of Automobile Engineers will hold a meeting
in Detroit at the same time.

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Indiana Karbor litlt.—R. M. Huddlcstone. Auditor of the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern, has l)een apiwiuled aiso .\uditor of the
Indiana Harbor Belt, succeeding John Stewart, resigned.

Lake Shore

if

MichintDi Si),ith.-i».—See Indiana Harbor Belt.

Operating

Officers.

Chicago .( .iltoii.—F. C. R\innels has been appointed Trainmaster at
Dwlght, 111., succeeding C. K. Smith, transferred.

May
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has been appointed Illinois Central. —

22, 1908.

—

Delaware. Lackawanna £ Western. C. C. Foltz
Assistant Superintendent at Hoboken, N. J., succeeding

717

J.

J.

G.

chinery,

the new Superintendent of MaFebruary, 1854, at Chilllcothe, Ohio, and
began railroad work in
1869 as machinisfs apprentice on the Marietta

Neufter,

G.

was born

in

Sicliles, resigned.

F. W. Bennings, chief train despatcher, has been appointed
Passenger Trainmaster at Hobolcen, N. J., succeeding Franlc

Cincinnati, now part
of the Baitimor? & Ohio

&

Cizek, transferred.

Southwestern. He

El Paso & 8mithwestern.—S. R. Kennedy has been appointed Trainmaster at Tucumcari, N. Mex., succeeding H. H. White.

Mexican Central.

served

C.

W. Everett has been appointed

Assistant to

same

road, and in
March, 1890, was made
road foreman of engines on the Baltimore
& Ohio Southwestern.
Two years later he was
appointed Master Mechanic on the same
road and from Decem-

E.

Traffic Officers.

—

Chicago, Burlington d Quincy. Mark Ford, Foreign Freight Agent
in Chicago, has been appointed Texas Freight and Passenger
Agent, with office at Dallas, Texa.s, succeeding C. W. Andrews,
resigned. The position of Foreign Freight Agent in Chicago
has been abolished.

Grand Trunk
Traffic

Pacific -J. E.

Manager,

was

1, 1903, he wai General
Master Mechanic and
Superintendent of Motive Power.
In Novem-

nalrymple, the new Assistant Freight
and
in 1869 in Montreal, Q\iebet

work

In

1883 in the Treasurer's
office
of the Grand
Trunk. In 1890 he was
made secretary to the
Traffic Manager of the

Chicago

&

.1

Manager of the
Grand Trunk and was

He held this office until bis
recent appointment to the office of Superintendent of Machinery.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.
The

freight

CAR BUILDING.
The Bloomington, Ponlioc

ferred to Detroit, Mich.,

three interurban cars.

man

;•

Freight Line. In 1900
he went to the Central
Vermont as General
.1. K. Dairy
Freigiit Agent, but the
next year went back to the Grand Trunk as Assistant to the
Second Vice-President and General Manager. In 1902, he again
became General Freight Agent of the Central Vermont, where
he stayed until August 14, 1905, when he was appointed General
Freight .Vgeiit of the Grand Trunk. He remained in this position until his ajipointment on May 1 of this year as Assistant
Freight Traffic Manager.

—

loxva Central.
E. B. Johns, soliciting agent of the Piedmont .-Vir
Line, has been appointed General Eastern Agent of the Iowa
Central, with office at New York, succeeding A. W. Osboin, resigned.

—

Pacific.
M. O. Bicknell, district freight and passenger
agent, has been appointed Assistant Genera! Freight and Passenger .\getit at Tucson, Ariz., with jurisdiction over the lines
in Arizona and New Mexico, and his former office has been
abolished.

Officers.

—

Arkansas. Louisiana d- Oulf. J. M. .Marshall has been appointed
Superintendent of Bridges and Buildings, with headquarters at
Monroe, La.

—

— E.

Ashby, Engineer of Maintenance of Way. has
been appointed Chief Engineer, with office at New York, succeedVallci/.

B.

ing W. G. Berg, deceased.

Mexican Railway.

— C.

H. Burke, Assistant Superintendent of Machinery, at Aguascalientes, Aguas., has been appointed Locomotive Superintendent at Orizaba, Vera Cruz, succeeding W. Cockfield,

resigned.

<(

Joliet Electric Is In the

The Chicago Railways have Increased
Co. from 300 to 500 ears.

their order

market for

from the

Pull-

The International it Great yorthern Is In the market for 1.250
cars instead of 750, 500 of which are box cars.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Chk .\co. III.— The Illinois Central. It is said, will build a bridge
over the tracks of the New York. Chicago & St. Louis.
The Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, It is said, is lo the
market for bridges. The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will soon
give contracts for bridge material.

—

Fort Willi.\ii. O.nt. By an order of the Canadian Railway Commission, the Grand Trunk Pacific will have trackage rights over
the Canadian Pacific from Port Arthur lo Fort William, and a union
passenger station will probably be built for the Joint use of the
Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk Pacific and the Canadian
Northern.

—

Vki!.\ Cnrz, Mkxico.
Contract is reported let by the Vera Cruz
Terminal Company for the extensive terminal improvements to be
made here to S. Pearson & Son, who have an office at Mexico City.

Work

is to

be started at once.

17, p. 559.)

(.V.pril

—

WoonsTocK. O.ST. The Canadian Pacific has given a contract to
Power & Brewer for concrete work on Its proposed bridge at Upper
Woodstock. The value of the contract Is about $125,000.
Contract is also reported let to Power & Brewer, by the Grand
Trunk Pacific at about 1350.000 for concrete work involving 75,000
cu. yds. of concrete.

Chicago, .Milwaukee ct S/. Paul. P. C. Hart, until recently Superintendent of Terminals at Chicago, is now on construction work
on the Pacific extension, under the direction of the Chief Engineer of the C, M. & St. P. of Washington.

Lehigh

mogul locomotives from the

loica Central has ordered six

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

and was also made .Manager of the G r n d
Trunk Despatch Fast

Engineering and Rolling Stock

resigned

chinery of the Illinois Central.

agent at Hamilion. Oiu..
Later in the
in 1899.
same year he was trans-

Southern

•>*

from the Baltimore &
become Assistant Superintendent of Ma-

Grand

Traffic

division

to

^^^^'

'*^'"'

N.iiii.r

«.

Ohio Southwestern

Trunk, now the Grand
Trunk Western. Six
years later he became
.secretary to the General

made

November

1893, to

ber,

Ijorn

l)egan railroad

on the

sliop-foreraan

office at Mexico City.
Carson lias been appointed Superintendent of Tersufcecding
Tanv..
J. J. Lewis, resigned.
at
Tampico,
minals

the General .Manager, with
C.

machinist,
engineer and

a^

fir^'mao,

—

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.
New

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

BvKKALo. RociiK.sriii & PinsmiiGii.— Revision work, it is said,
has been resumed on the lOmile section of this road from Carmen

The improvements include a doubleto Broekwayvllle.
track tunnel 1.000 ft. long and a new trestle. Contract for grading
work let last year to Eyre-Shoemaker & Co.. of Philadelphia. (March
Pa., south

13, p. 390.)

C.vx.vni.vx

P.vciKic.

— This

company,

it

is

said, will

Improve

its

THE RAILROAD GAZETTE.

7i8
line

between

and

Calgary,. Alb.,

Strathcona

at

a

cost

000,000

1.^0,000.

—

Chicago, Lakk Siioiik & South Bk.vd (Electric). This company, which Is building an electric line from South Bend, Ind., west
to Chicago, 111., 71 miles, will begin operating the section from
South Bend to Michigan City, June 1. It Is expected that the entire
line will be In operation by July.
(April 17, p. 559.)
Illi.nois Ce.ntrai..

— On

the Natchez division of the Yazoo

& Mis-

sissippi Valley new T.'i-lb. rails and new ties have been laid from
Natchez. Miss., southwest to Harrleon, 28 miles. Work Is to be
pushed on the remaining 70 miles southwest to Jackson.

called for

— See

New York & Long Island. — This company — the "Belmont tunnel."
New York City, has secured from the New York Stale Court
Appeals a decision sustaining the validity of its francbtbe.
litigation over this tunnel, which crosses the Eaet river at
12d street, has been in the courts for more than two years, the
city having steadily' denied the right of the corporation to
construct and operate the tunnel under the old Sieinway franchise.
Justice Blancbard at the ouf^et of the litigation refused
to grant a temporary injunction restraining the construction.
holding that if the franchise had really lapsfd and the city was
entitled to the tunnel rights no harm could come if the construction went on at the risk of the company claiming the right
to construct.
In November last the Appellate Division sustained
Justice Blanchard's contention, holding that a project of such
great public importance should not be delayed on the mere
possibility that at some future time It might be determined that
the old franchise was invalid.
It is this decision which has
now been affirmed by the Court of Appeals. Meanwhile It has
been rumored steadily that the city was about to purchase the
tunnel from the Belmont interests, and a formal offer to sell
for $7,239,470 was made in February by President Shonts to
the Public Service Commission.
That offer is still under conof

The

this road

under Railroad Cor-

Oregon Short Line.

—

Oregon Short Line. Work, it is said, has been re.--umed by this
company on the Northwestern Railroad. The Northwestern was
organized to build from Huntington, Ore., north along the OregonIdaho state line, following the Snake river, to Lewiston, Idaho.
(March 13, p. 394.)

—

RociiESTER-CoR.Ni.No-Ei.MiRA TRACTION. The New York Public
Service Commission, Second district, has authorized this company to
give a mortgage to pay for the building and equpment of its proposed
double-track electric line. The company was organized in 190G to
The dibuild from Rochester, N. Y., south to Elmlra, 120 miles.
rectors include C. O. Geer, G. Abeel, M. H. Schultze, P. Eckstein and
T .S. Breckinham The ofSce of the company Is at 42 Broadway,
New York.

— Work,

has been resumed
by this company on the extension from Walcott, Wyo., south to
Encampment, 45 miles. Track has been laid on all but about 12
miles, and it is expected to have the entire line in operation this
month. (March 13, p. 394.)

Saratoga & Encami'.ment.

South Dakota Central.

— This

it

is said,

company,

it

is

said,

has placed

in operation its extension recently finished from Hayti,
(Feb. 14, p. 234.)
north to Watertown, about 18 miles.

— See

Southern Railway.

this

S.

company under Railroad

Dak.,

Cor-

sideration.

New York

City RAiLWAv.^The U. S. Court of Appeals, in a decision
handed down May 20. sustained the order of the Circuit Court
authorizing the Receivers to issue $3,500,000 certificates to put
the roads in their charge in shape.

—

York, New Haven & Habtfohd. Kidder. Peabody & Co.. Esiabrook & Co., and R. L. Day & Co., of New York and Boston.
Mass., are offering $4,000,000, first mortgage, 4 per cent, SOyear
bonds of 1904-1954 at 98. This is the balance of $15,000,000
bonds authorized under this mortgage.

New

— See

Union

F'aciflc.

—

Union Pacific. The South Omaha & Western, it is said, has
finished the new double-track line from South Omaha, Neb., to Lane,
11.60 miles, and the line is now in operation.
(March 13, p. 395.)
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley.

— See

Illinois Central.

—

Estabrook & Co., and Lee, Higginson
of Boston, Mass., are offering $500,000 three-year. 6 per
1908-1911,
cent, notes of May 1,
at 97Vi, yielding 7 per cent.
The Northern Texas Traction runs a street railway in Fort
Worth. Texas, and an interurban line between Fort Worth and
Dallas.

Northern Te.xas Traction.

&

Co.,

poration News.

South Omaha & Western.

special meeting of the etockholders has been
authorize an isEue of $3,50u,U00 bonds.

15, to

for permission to Lssue $11,712,000 bonds to be used to pay the
mortgage bonds of the Metropolitan Elevated, which fall
due on July 1, and to repay the company for the cost of extending lines In the Bronx.

poration News.

NoRTiiwESTEU-V Railroau.

June

first

Announcement is reported made that this company will build
a branch from Negrohill. Ark., southwest to Little Rock, about 55
miles.
Negrohill is on the extension of the main line under construction southeast towards Helena, on the Mississippi river.

— See

21.

—

—

Islano.

No.

to be reserved to refund the

Mamiaita.v Railway (Elevaieu). This company, which owns the
elevated lines in Manhattan and the Bronx in New York, has
applied to the Public Service Commission of the First District

This company, which recently
Mi.sSuuHi & North Arka.nsas.
began operating its extension from Seligman, Mo., northwest to
Neosho, 41 miles, will shortly begin running trains through to Joplin,
in miles north of Neosho, over the tracks of the Kansas City
Southern.

New York & Loxu

Is

Havana Central. — A

—

Joi'i.i.v & PiiTSUtRo
(Electhk). ThIs company is said to be
asking bids for track laying, bonding and ballasting about 25 miles
of the line It Is building from Joplin, Mo., northwest to Pittsburg,
Kan. (March 13, p. 391.)

Vol XLIV.,

bonded debt of the Denver
& Klo Grande and the Klo Grande Western. The total oul^undIng funded debt of the company is $84,843,900.

about

of

—

Seattle Electric. Lee, Hlgginson & Co., N. W. Harris & Co., and
Estabrook & Co., of New York and Boston, Mass., are ottering
$2,500,000 Seattle Electric consolidated and refunding mortgage
sinking funds 5 per cent, bonds of 19071929 at 93U, yielding

5^

per cent.

—

J. P. Moigan & Co. are ottering $15,000,000
May 1. 190S-1911. at
98 '.J.
Holders of the Southern Railway two-year, 5 per cent,
notes maturing on June 1 and July 2 may deposit their notes
and will receive preference in the allotment of new notes.
Preference will also be given to holders of the Southern Railway stock trust certificates. The new notes are secured by $20.000.000 Southern Railway development and general mortgage 4
per cent, bonds. Series A; $25,000,000 Tennessee Central, prior
lion mortgage 4 per cent, bonds, and $2,000,000 Virginia &
Southwestern first consolidated mortgage 5 per cent, bonds.
The notes may be converted Into Southern Railway development
and general mortgage bonds.

Southern Railway.

G per cent, three-year convertible notes of

RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.
Chicago & Alton.

—

This road, together with the Toledo, St. Louis &
Western, has secured trackage rights from the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern, wiiich gives a connecting link for through
freight trains between Springfield, 111., and Cowden.

CnicAQO & Eastern

Illinois.

are offering Chicago
cent, notes of Oct.

— William

& Eastern

Salomon & Co., of New York,
equipment trust 5 per

Illinois

1,
1907, and due $124,000 semiannually,
Oct. 1, 1908, to Oct. 1, 1917, inclusive.
The authorized amount
of the notes is $2,480,000. of which there are $2,350,000 outstanding.
The maturities after 1910 are being offered at price.-; to
yield 5',>. per cent., and the earlier maturities: to yield trom 3Vj
to 5Vi per cent.
The issue is secured on 2,000 steel frame oars
costing $2,737,912, equal to 10 per cent, margin on the outstanding notes.

Calumet & South Chicaqo (Electric).

— This

company has taken

over the Calumet Electric Street Railway and the South Chicago Street Railway, and has increased its capital stock fiom
$1,000. to $5,000,000.

iiiNVEK

& Rio Gramie. — Of

000.000,

this company's new mortgage of $150.which the stockholders will be asked to approve, $90,-

ToNorAH & TinEWATER.

—

It

Is

a controlling interest in

said that this company fcas purchas>>d
the stock of the Bullfrog Goldfleld

and that the new company will be incorporated under
the name of the Tonopah & Tidewater Railway.
railroad,

—

Redmond & Co. and the Equitable Trust Co..
York, have purchased $17,000,000 Tidewater Construcfirst lien, five-year 6 per cent, convertible notes, secured by $33,500,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, bonds of the Virginian hallway and $3,000,000 first mortgage 5 per cent, terminal bonds. The notes are to be guaranteed unconditionally
by H. H. Rogers. These new notes are being offered among
the brokerage houses at 99. yielding GV* per cent.

VntGiMAN Railway.
of

New

tion

Co.

:
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EDITORIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS.
THE

BItlTlSII

AND EASTErtN CONTINENTS

edition of the Kuilroad Oazctte is puhlUihed each
Fridaii at Queen Anne'n Chamhera, Westminster,
London, It contains selected readiuff papes from
the Itailroad Oaiettc, toijcthcr icith additional
liritish and foreign matter, and is issued under
the name Railwat/ Oazctte.
CONTRinUTIONS.—fiuhscribera and others will
materiallu assist in makinu our news accurate
and complete if they vHll send early information
of events which take place under their observation.
Discussions of subjects pertaining to all
departments of radlroad business by men practically acquainted xoith them are especially desired.
'

—

ADVEIlTISEilENTS. We with it distinctly understood that we will entertain no proposition to
publish anything in this fournal for pay EXCF.PT
IN THE ADVKKTisiNo coLfMNs.
We give in our
editorial columns oun own opinions, and these
only, and in our neica columns prc.tcnt only such
matter as we consider tnteresttny and important
to our readers.
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The Capacity

KNKRAL NEWS

has taken two years and a half to convince the prosecuting
of New York City that a mere error of judgment on the
a signalman is not a crime for which he should go to
state's prison.
Cornelius A. .lack.son, the signalman at Fifty-third
street junction, on the Ninth Avenue Elevated road, who, on September 11, 1905, set the switch for the wrong track, was sentenced
In the Court of General Sessions to five years' imprisonment; but
the Appellate Division has now reversed that decision and set him
free, holding that, a.s the signals (home and distant) showed, seasonably and plainly, which way the switch was set, the fault was the
It

of

motorman's, not .Jackson's. This, of course, is the only rational
conclusion that could be reached by anyone conversant wltli all
The movement of the train through the sharp curve
the facts.
street at 25 miles an hour resulted in deand the death of a dozen passengers; and the officers of the law seemed to think that an e.xeinplary punishment
ought to be inflicted on some one, because of the magnitude of the
disaster; though errors of a similar character (though not so disastrous) are no doubt committed in New York City every month.
Paul Kelly, the motorman, had run away, so the whole force of

leading to Kifly-third
railing one car

public

opinion,

as

rei)resented

by

the

legal

deparlnieut

of

the

on .Jackson. Kelly was followed, however, and after two
years was caught and tried and Is now in Sing Sing prison. Jackson's error consisted in leaving his post of duty for :i minute or
two (on account of illness, the court says), and leaving the switch
and signals set for Fifty-third street. Probably he was breaking
no vital rule for. as before stated, he left the signals properly set
so that no motorman could excuse himself for not knowing that
he was being directed to Ihp sharp curve; but as trains follow
one another every three or four minutes, or oftener. he should have
allowed nothing but imperative necessity to take him away from
his post until he knew which way the next approaching ti-ain
was destined. To provide the utmost precaution, tlie signalma;) at
a place like this should not leave his post without first setting the
switch for the straight track, as a runaway on that track would
be less dangerous than on the curve; but, as we have intimated,
this extreme precaution probably was not prescribed by the rules.
The essential trouble appears to have been that Kelly was Inexperienced and incautious, having never run on this division except
along the straight track; and that the signals L-ould not be set to
Indicate at the same lime "i-top" for both routes; tiiey were disks.
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always showing a clear track for either one or the other o? the
two routes. The trouble with the legal gentlemen appears to have
been that they were unable to see the necessity, or even the probable reasonableness, of a rule by which a signalman may at any
time on a minute's notice safely leave his post. This rule Is vital,
for without it the safety of thousands of trains every day would
depend not only on the lives and the sanity of signalmen, but on
their unerring judgment.
But everybody, including the lawyers,
apparently prefers the romantic notion that every signalman r<^
peatedly every day holds a hundred passengers" lives In his h;.r.ds.
Fifty passengers have been klllerl in Belgium, In one of the
most spectacular train accidents that ever occurred in Europe.
The cause of the disaster is not clearly reported, but It seems to
have been carelessness in making repairs to a switch (Interlo'ked)
while the signals had not been set to notify trains to re<iuce their
speed.
Belgium Is the home of the International Railroad Congress and its railroad practice ought to eml>ody the sum of all
wisdom. In this particular feature the best wisdom may be summarized, no doubt, in the prescription of very simple yet precise
rules, and rigid inspection to see that such rules are carried out;
and we have no reason to doubt that in this respect Belgium stands
as high as any other country. The reader will recall three recent
accidents to passenger trains In this country from the same cause,
one at Philadelphia, one near New York, and one at Washington.*
The first one was due to the mistake of a repairman in spiking
a switch the wrong way; the speed of the passenger train had
been reduced but not reduced enough: In the other two cases the
error was made by a contractor's employee. Happily the disaster
In each case was greatly mitigated by favorable clrcumsta trees.
The task of enforcing perfectly safe rules in repair work is one
of the most difficult In railroad operation; difficult because In so
many situations the rules seem unnecessary. Not one time In a
thousand does the competent repairman need any rules, (or he
knows, withotit being told, that the signals must be set at "stop"

before he disturbs the track. The rules are made for the thousandth or ten-thousandth time, when. If using bis own judgment,
he may not take all the precautions necessary. Rules which men
thus are liable constantly to look upon as refinements that are
•Philadelphia. I>ece
Ion,
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worHfi than iiKelehH always have been and alw:iy.~
enfone. Still, \\w only leston Is to enforce them.

forcer of rules
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men
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is

fully
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and

\\ bib- so similar In the basic principles of law luvolved It will
thus be seen that the New Haven suit is far more complicated than
the case against the Northern Securiile* i'ompauy: and it it. not

prepared for the enemy 'very

simplifled by the loincident huit of the state of Massachusvtli> against

the military officer
that he

will

who

In-

The

ideal en-

ho trahiH. govornK

minute of the 24 hours; hut our task Is even harder than the soldier's because he sometimes known that the enemy is Ave miles
away, while our enemy is alwayn in ambush. The carefully prepared rules of the signal department of the I^ake Shore & MichJKan Southern for the conduct of outdoor repairs were reprinted
in the Jfailruad (Uizalte of .Vugust IX, lUl)'), anrl they furnish very
inleresling reading for every signal engineer or supervisor who is
The English
uol absolutely sure that his stable doors are locked.
Railway Clearing House rule? require that when repairs, are going
on the distant signal shall be disconnected from the lever in the

the defendant corporation, saying nothing of the que.-i!on of

ulti-

mate disposal of the New Haven properties fchouid the Eovernineni,
win a case, in which succes-s would in many respects be more
serious than defeat.

But

it

is

not on the technical phases of the suit that the menial

intelligent citizen and man of affairs pauses long.
Behind law and the courts there are railroad history and a result-

the

vision of

ing situation of the deepest import. The New Haven rorponttiou
typifies a natural and inexorable law of railroad development and
railroad

unity.

It

is

a cor|)oration

iJU

years old.

Almost 40 years

For the guidance of enginemen in running thr.jugh In- ago, with the absorption of the New Haven, Hartford t Springfleld
terlocking iilants where some of the functions are out of service, line, its record of con.solidation began. Since (hen It has absorbed,
nnd the switch rails have not been .spiked, the best rule is for in one form or another, not fewer than hi) transportation lines
hem to reduce their speed sufficiently to be able to see by look-; railroad, street railway and marine. It has unified and expedited
led to, though at many
trafllc.
It has sustained and improved a host of weak subsidiary
iiig at the rails where they are being
Branch roads that were defective in public service condiidaces it is difficult to enforce it. This rule is not practicable at lines.
night: but another good rule is to require the repairers to have tions have been standardized.
Its steam system as a whole, allowmachine.

I

;ill

switches spiked some lime before dark.

ing for actual cost, improvements plowed

in, and increased valuahas not only not been "watered" but has been desiccated. In
the transition downward of freight rates it has, if due allowance

tion

NORTHERN SECURITIES AND THE NEW HAVEN.
Tlic laiuou.s .Norllii'in Securities case

be

214 pages of the United
be condensed io a few

fills

Law Reports

but it.s records can
Certain stockholders of the Great Northern and
Ncrlhern Pacific railroad companie.s, "with competing and substanLakes and MissLssippi river to
tii^.lly parallel lines from the Great
the Pacific o<ean" endeavored to combine them in a holding corSuit
lioiation, the Northern Securities Company of New Jersey.
Si:Ues

leading

iwints.

was brought by the government against the combination under the
(Sherman) act of 1890, and, on appeal, the United States
Supreme Court held that the combination was in violation of the
Kour judges,
law and was in reslraiut of interstate commerce.
Harlan. Brown. .VIcKenna and Day, interpreted the Sherman act
whether
trade
radically and applieil 11 to contracts in restraint of

auti-tiiist

"reasonable" 'or not. .Judge Brewer, the
that they must Ije unreasonable

stance,

fifth

held,

juilge.

and atfiimed

in

sub-

ii'dividual

investment rights: but held, in the particular case, that there was
an unlawful combination of individuals in restraint of tinde and
concurred with the four judges nameil, thus making a majority
of one.
The four other judges. Chief .Ju.stice Fuller, While, Peckbam and Holmes, dissented, holding tlial the owinrship of stock
in railro.ids "is not commerce at all." and that the law does not
apply to suppression of competition "by fusion." Such in its essence and stripped of collateral branches was the Northern Securities decision.

especially

in

Its

narrow nuirgins

an<l

infirm base

view of future changes on

tlie

a.s

a precedent,

—

Indirect" New Haven control.
Why the marine
New Haven are not named in the suit is one
Practically

all

of

them are

of

an

for classification of traffic, surpassed

both the Boston

t Maine.

it

In passenger service

the only railrc.id corporation in the country to adopt
the two cents a mile rate upon its whole system.

was

If

it

t

lias 'jeen

voluntarily
l>e

rejoined

expediency on a system of great passenger
density, the actual boon to the traveling public rtmains still as
a truism. The corporation in Ibe past has had sinister relations
to legislation in Connecticut and Rhode Island, but they were much
worse before the days of monopoly than since. It has laket: in
1.400 miles of street railway, much of It In a high degree aqueous.
But the policy was protective, the water had been turned on by
state authority long before the street railways were acquired and.
as related to al)sorbed parallels, the outcome has been the transfer
of steam business to the street railways at lower fares and corresponding public benefit.
The question of the partial but serious disintegration of 6uch
a system, evolved in th.' same manner as other large railroad systems, is now at bar and the Northern Securities i-ase has l>een
transferred to New England. The suit is one that reaches through
the years, it must pass from one federal administration into another and the courts may or may not try it out. But of its immediate unwisdom as an act of federal policy in the present exigency
of the railroads and at a period of industrial and commercial stress
there can be but one dispassionate opinion.
In the event it may
not even prove to be "good politli-s."
that this

fiscal

.supreme bench, are

obvious at a glance.
Broadly speaking the suit just brought by the federal government against Ibe New York, New Haven & Hartford under the same
anti-trust act lies along the same lines as that against the Northern
Securities corporation. There are counts which could be lilted
aliuD^t bodily from one complaint into the other.
'I"he general principles run parallel,
in the New Haven, as in the earlier case, the
question of the legal status of a holding company may also get
Into the suit before it ends; and there are other external similarllies.
But, in details, and in what may be called physical conditions
111'
the two cases there are striking disparities.
In the New Haven
ca e there is, .strictly speaking, no combination of stockholders to
suppress competition aiul the original agency is an old and single
corporation, 'ibe Nortlurn Securities suit related to two long and
parallel lines with intensive competition while, in the New Haven
cate. competition is distributive and In the nature ol general monopoly slowly built up.
The New Haven suit involves n vast sys'.em
of street railways, some originally competitive, others purely lateral
and feeders and these trolleys, by the way, have, in corporate
organization, been segregated to their slates. This may affect the
interstate question technically though the street rallwa.vs are under
•

made

.\lbany and the Boston

properties of the
of

the mysteries.

Interstate chaincter

and of a

nature to strengthen the federal stilt. The omission of them is
strong intrinsic evidence of the truth of the report of an original
jiromlse of the administration to exempt them. On the consistency
of such federal action and attitude there need be no comment.

HOW TO REDUCE DAMAGE
A

CLAIMS.

large territory and

handling a
has for several years been trying to rlassify l>y
causes the claims it has paid out. and it has succeeded in de.ermining causes for about half the amount of claims.
But the magnitude of unclassified losses is so great tha; it sugcertain

great deal of

railroad covering a

traffic

gests that these losses are largely

what

is

known

as "concealed."

their proportionate increase in the two years under consideration far
exceeding the Increase in business done. There is strong reason to
believe that thousands of claims of this class nre settled because of
the difficulty which a carrier has in establishing proof that packages
were short or dnmagod in contents when they were originally pacKed.
perhaps due to the errors of shippers' employees or to more or less
accidental causes, even when there is good ground for liellevlng this
to be the case. Of course, the effect of this is to make the carrier act
as insurer of the contents of packages transported In condition which
appears to be perfect, and to put a premium upon carelessness or
even upon connivance. After careful study, this railroad has dem
onstrated clearly that some of these causes are more or less readily
With others the conditions can be improved by
subject to cure.
careful attention, while in a few cases the situation appears to be
growing wcrse rather than better, despite the best efforts of the
management. Traffic congestion, which is the most prolific of all
causes of loss and damage, has alrwidy disappeared, at least for the
time being. During the last two years the volume of business transacted has been so enormous that It has inevitably led to carelessness
keep things moving and prevent accumuin
the effort
to

May

29,
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and this carelessness has affected not only the manner
which the freight is jtacked. but the way it is marked, shipped
and handled on the road. It is believed that the loss and damage
account from 1905 until tho slackening of business occurred this
year, was increased almost 50 per cent, by carelessness alone.

721

lation,

to those losses

which

In

than

of

As regard.s the proper treatment of the determined causes,
has been found that car robberies by employees can be
decreased sutistantially by care in selecting men, by closer
general supervision and by specific checks: but robberies due
to acts of trespassers and thieves have tended to increase, perhaps owing to the fact that It is very difficult to secure proper
action from courts and niaftislrates on this great evil. The chances
are that the local const.ibulary is more concerned in passing bad
characters along and in getting them out of town ihan it is in
locking them up at the expense of the community. Xo new laws
are necessary to stop this short-sighted policy of local expediency,
but small towns and cities alike should realize that the act of passing vagrants along turns them u|) again in due rotation, while the
universality of the practice keeps the supply of vagrants always
The trespassers steal rides, pillage freight cars and help
good.
swell the death roll of those hurt on railroad property, and this is
true in the United States to a far greater extent than in any other
country in the world. Unfortunately, the railroads themselves can
do but littlp to remedy this evil the burden rests with the commuit

—

oi.e half

As regards

results to be gained by better packing,

it

should be

observed that under prevalent practice it is the contents and not
the bulk of a package which pays the freight; consequently a railroad ought to' be interested in bringing about strong and compact
methods of packing goods strong, because the carrier is placed
almost in the i)Osilion of an insurer of siife delivery; compact, because of the saving in bulk, and because compactness itself is an

—

element of strength. It is possible for receiving clerks to exercise
discretion about this, but anything like systematic inspection
would be resented and might be made the ground of specious complaint.
The a))i)arenl remedy for bad packing lies in such a modification of the classification and application of tariffs that it will be
worth tomebody's while to be careful.

was found wholly impossible

sum

—

be

to

or,

exact,

More

to locate.

J17ti,260

— represents

interesting Item In connection with freight losses in the statement
that the loss and damage payments by 17 of the principal railroads
in

1907 amounted to $5,59G,79-). which

more than

Is

more than

companies

freight earnings of those

the total

for

per cent, of

1

year, and
same i-omthe payments

that

one-fifth greater than the claims paid by the

panies in 19(;6. As it is estimated that 45 per cent, of
represent "losses in transit." it appears that losses of" this class in
1907 must have amounted to aboi\l $2,300,000; and pursuing the
estimating process a step further, this officer concludes that one-half
of this
if

the

amount, or
41i>

$1.250. 0011.

roads using the

new
The marking

was

official

improper marking.

clue to

classification shall strictly

Hence.
adhere

and a quarter will b" saved.
rule Is, of course, entirely reasonable, but it is very
hard to enfori;e.
If a shipper sends a carload of bar iron or of
bags of salt, he is allowed to omit the marks, carload shipments
having been excepted from the rule since the year I: but If he
lo

resolution, this million

their

100 bars of iron occupying a tenth of a car, or l.ooo bags of

ship.-i

salt, filling

nities.

It

this

which had been improperly marked or not marked
at all.
During 1907 the Pennsylvania gathered at one place 18,000
packages on which there were no marks to show the proper destination of the goods, though it is not said that all of these packages
icmained forever unidentified. This same officer gives a further
iosses on goods

only one end of

it.

the rule at

ome

applies.

If

the Ijars

are round and only a half inch in diameter, or If the liaga are all
trade-marked in large red and blue letters, the shipper feel.s particularly abused. Then he makes sarcastic remarks aliout the propriety

stamped on each kernel of corn
SOton carload, and the freight agent ruminates on the diplomacy

of requiring the destination to be
in a

recinin-d

of biiii

by "the Hepburn law."

THE NATURE OF

A PUBLIC StRVICF.

some

Objections to insufficient marking of shipments, especially of
parkagt's shlpijed in less than carloails, are hard to sustain, aliove all.
al cDiiiiMlilive points, yet thousands of pai'kages go astray for this
rtasoii.

A

large proportion of the claims on account of errors of

not tiikc
wiirki'il for lliir sake of prolll.
iIji' iM'iiidrcnii'iiiH of IIh pnlrons
"Till-

iloi-s

II

I'onlll't.

piililic

ilofs

appi'i'cialp

tlint

U

It

iiiiinMi'ssar.v

facllilli-s

to

nut

iK

fre<i'U'nll.v
ihiiii

l>i-l|pr

lio

11

iiicrrlianillHi-.

roiiiiH'lIofl

provldvd

lliiil

coinnif-rrliil

iindiTstiiiiilH

Ix-lltr

iiniU-rlakliiK,

lio»-

to tuiilKty

Nelllirr
a Ipkh rlaxlU' olllcial rnliT|>rl!u>.
for tin- roiniiiiiiiil.v lo 1»' Hoiiii-iinifii In

as iiassonpTM or conslenori of

iinxloiiN for illvldcndH. Iliaii

for

bitii

liy

a

with

10 pay. In

male

scrvl-'c

llii*

Hliari'liolili-rn
ttlin|H*

iiiiili>r

over

of Inxittlon.

•Iprtoml

Innii

fllccs."

The phrases quoted above are taken from the introduction to
Mr. ('. {'Olson's "I..es Traveaux Publics el Ics Tnins|)orls." At a
period when the nationalization or municipalization of public services, using that expression in its most comprehensive sense. Is being
discussed from such widely differing standpoints, it Is of interest
to reproduce the views of a distinguished French writer, who has
examined the whole question impartially, and whose opinions must

employees and of delays are due to defective marking. Each package of 1. c. 1. freight should be marked plainly for ideniification and destination.
The rule requiring a shipping memorandum
from which the marking and the number of packages can be checked
This |)articular trouble is one in
ought lo be strictly enforced.
which the railroads themselves were in considerable part to blnme, Inevitably be colored by the different relations exfsting in Buro|>e
since they have the remedy in their own hands if they will only between the government and other public authorities and private
act with uniformity.
enterprise.
This remedy is now lo hv apiillcd. The General Managers' AssoPublic services can be divided into two kinds, of which the older
ciation of New York appointed a committee lo consider the ques- type includes such functions a.s home defense, education, roadtion of losses and damages on behalf of the Association with a making, etc. These servicco are usually undertaken by the state or
view to arriving at a better standard practice among the member- municipality, because while they promise no immediate or direct
ship with regard to receiving and transporting freight, and especial- profit to the Individual citizen, their value is, nevertheless, manifest
The com- to the community in general. The maintenance of an efficient navy
ly 111 llu' (piestion of m.arking plainly 1. c. 1. packages.
mittee |)r»'sented a report iis suggested by the General Managers' is a case In iioint. Transportation, none the less a public service,
Association to the Trunk IJne Association, with the result that all differs essentially from all other national or local services, because,
the roads east of the Mississlpi)i river operating in the territory as Mr. Colson aptly puts it. its inhercjitly economic character readers
covered by the "official classification" have instructed their agents it possible to figure out in hard cash, at least approximately. Its
from .July 1 to refuse all articles in 1. c. 1. lots, which are value both to the nation and the individual. Therefore, the impossinot plainly marked with the name of the con.slgnee, and with the bility of assessing the relative benefit given to the Individual citizen

The railroads will enforce
city and -late, of destination.
the rule not only in cases of shipments originating on their own
lines, but agents at transfer points will also be Instructed to refuse

station,

receive from other roads, packages which are not properly
marked.
ibouKli It has long
This rule Rule No.
of the classltication
stood in the tariffs, is now lo be tiled with the lntcr.~tate Commene
ronimission by each company, thus making It a iiart of the legal
tariff, ami therefore a requirement which cannot be ignored without
breaking the law. To require one shipper to mark every one of
a hundred bags of meal while allowing another to deliver the bags
insufficiently marked, would lie discrimination, which, of course,
is unlawful.
An officer of the Pennsylvania says that during the
last fistal year his company paid $:!42..'i2o for goods "lost in transit."
which is ;!4 per cent, more than was paid on the same aciount in
The term "lost in transit" refers, we suppose,
thft preceding year.
to

1

:!

I

,

by a standing army, for Instance, has led the state to divide the expense among the community in the shape of taxation, whereas the
value of the service givfu by a railroad can be exactly flxe<I and
charged. The trans|>ortaiion of a ton of coal 50 miles constitutes a
service from which the recipient obtains an immediate pecuniary

which can be determined and paid for by him.
arguments against railroad nationalization, since under private ownership the user is taxed
in direct proportion lo the use made by him. instead of being compelled to contribute toward the expenditure of the state railroads
whether he uses them or not.
Now. according to our author, the characteristic feature of a
railroad company Is that it represents a public service of which the
essential object is to benefit private interests.
This may appear
somewhat paradoxical, but it is to be remembered that in every civilized country an undertaking such as the construction of a r.iilroad
benefit, the price of

Incidentally, this forms one of the strongest

'

—
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requires Bpeciftc authorization, anrl

the authorlziitlon,

whether

ob-

Uilned by private act of the IcKlHlature or otherwise, repreHenla In
governmental functlonw. In France the com-

on the part of the Ktate railroad commiSBloni
this country.

effect a delegation of

pany ubtalnH a concession permitting it to build and worli the line
lor a given |)erlod, at the end of which the undertaking, with all its
rights, jiasses Into the hands of the state, which also exerclseB certain rights of supervision, of rate fixing, and sometimes of partlclpaThe state
ilon In Ihc carnlngM during its existence as a company.
may also guarantee a dividend, or the difference between a fixed
in Kngland and the
late of j)roflt and that iictually earned,
United States there is no bargain with the state, and the charters are
usually granted in |)erpetulty, with the exception of certain purely
local concerns, such as urban railways, which the municipality may
have the right to acquire after a fixed jjeriod, with or without payment. Similar terminable contracts obtain on the Indian railroads.
IJIscnssIng the relative advantages of public

and private control,

Mr. (Poison points out that the construction of a long-distance railroad, between Paris and Marseilles, for example, not only requires
governmental authorization, but is an undertalting of such general
importance that the state cannot regard the matter with indifference, and must only favor the project if it can be proved to be in the
In other words, a service involving certain
Interests of the j)ublic.
alterations in the general status (jim, such as in the ownership of
landed i)roperty, must be in a position to

promises of public
Competition cannot

fulfil its

benefit before those alterations are sanctioned.

be anticipated as a certainty, as the individual

company possesses

an aljsolute monopoly at least where certain localities are concerned,
and can always combine, amalgamate or co-operate with competitors
where alternative routes are provided by another concern. The state
must, therefore, prevent this monopoly, created by itself, from
abusing its powers.
Public services, he continues, are admittedly more spendthrift
private undertaltings. This is owing to the fact that in a
public administration the actual profits on the worlving are, if not a
negligible, at least a secondary consideration.
"Every engineer
knows that public works executed' by government departments cost
more than when undertaken by contractors. In the case of state industries the causes of expense inherent to public administrations
lliaii

This truism merits reflection, and it has
been amply demonstrated by various municipal works departments
in England.
But the Frencli railroads prove the same. For 1905
ll'p last year for which complete statistics were available) the ratio
of expenditure of the state system amounted to 72 per cent., as
against percentages varying from 'IG per cent, to 57 per cent, in the
case of the large companies. And, although the situation of the
state lines is not ideal, from the traffic standpoint, they are, In fact,
protected by just those rigid conditions of operations, e. g., as regards the lowering of rates, of which the administration complains.
The German system is also costly. On the surface its financial
lesults appear satisfactory. The cost of construction wa-s low, the
traffic density is helped by that of the population, and the production
of coal Is live times that of France. The net profits amount to 5|/j
to 6 per cent, on the capital expenditure.
This result lias been obtained not owing to a more skilful administration, but, in spite of a
19(i.'j
much costlier one. In 1904 and
the ratio of expenditure rose
to fiii per cent., as against an average of 52 per cent, for the French
lines.
Average rates are not lower than in France wiien the greater
j)roportion of mineral and similar traffic is properly allowed for.
.ludicial control over operation, as distinguished from direct
government Interference, is the system adoi)ted in England. The
Railway and Canal Commission may be cited as an example. The
Englisliman regards the working of railroads, canals and harboi-s
as a branch of industry deiicndent on private enterprise, and not as
a public service worked under contract with the state. France, on
tiio other hand, enjoys an administrative, as opposed to a judicial
form of control. This is Imsed on the Idea that a company only
utilizes the land ociupied liy the railroad as a delegate of the stale
|)roduce their full effect."

I

'I'lie privileges and duties accompanying tlie iieriod
always for a limited time, are clearly defined In the
original agreement, and are Insusceptible of subsequent legislative
modification.
In England subsequent legislation can always override the special acts originally obtained by each separate company.
One of the weak points of the French system is that the government or other public body, represented by the Minister of Public
W'orlis or liis agents, can exercise an excessive control tliat is not

or municipality.
of concession,

community at large. He can prescribe
hours of work, the speed, time and number of the trains; in
lact, the entire organization of the service.
Similar interferences
iilways satisfactory to the
I

lie
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.Mr. C'oIhod finally affirms

for a limited period, to
Is

Is

looming large In

that the delegation of a public service,

commercial concerns controlled by the state
Such inconveniences or evils as may

a reasonable transaction.

arise are ameliorated by the limitation of the concesHionK in point of
rluration,

In

K])ite

and the power

to

abridge the i>erlod of company working.

of the development of communli^tic ideas, the old system

has worked Hati8fa<-torily enough, and It may be expected to continue to satisfy the needs of the future, provided that the slate endeavor to obtain the greatest use from It, instead of seeking methods
of destruction.

London Underground Electric Railways.
TIIK

MAKKK tiTBKET 6i WATKIIUHj; THE GIIKAT .NOBTHfUI.V, PICCJUIlU.Y
nlM)MPTO.V; AK1> TJIi; CUAUI.NU CBOSh, EfHTON ic IL&MPSTEAU.
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The .severest competitors are the motor omnibuses and the tramways.
The«e have demonstrated their value for public comfort.
but they are operated at a loss, although they occupy the streets
a right of way for which they pay nothing. In comparison with
underground railways, which have cost, with their equipment, about
£700,000 a mile. The effect and the limitations of this competition are now determinable.
For journeys up to two miles iong, at
the present rates of fare, the motor omnibuses divide the traffic
and reduce the underground railway earnings. It requires a nice
adju.stment of fares, not only to distance, but also to the tastes
and requirements of people who live near specific railway stations,
in order to get the maximum number of pennies.
Sir George Gibb's
comment is apt: "The city passenger is an elusive person. If you
do not give him what he wants, or if you charge him a little too
much, he vanishes in space." The competition of the motor omnibuses compels the maintenance of fares on an unremuneratlve basis,
not alone because the omnibuses are carrying passengers at less
than cost and interest, but also because unrestricted competition
has lured investment into more omnibuses than are needed. They
in flocks, with too many empty seats, and form an immediate
and tempting availability to a passenger to t)egin his journey at
once without counting the time and cost of that journey. It Is a

move

condition of things that cannot last, but it is costly while it lasts
to omnibus and railway owners alike.
It would seem to be Inevitable that the stop-loss period would soon come and that the omnibus
owners must virtually increase fares by a shortening of the p^nny
zones. This would raise the average fare for omnibius travel, without seriously diminishing the numbers traveling, and such traffic
as tlie omnibuses might lose would prolmbly be more than compensated for by the additional receipts from the traffic carried.
In fact, the problem is to put the business on a paying basis. It is
not good business permanently and deliberately to fix the price of
the product of an industry at a figure which on the average cannot
yield any return on capital invested.
The advantages, disadvantages and difficulties of the deep-level
tut)e. reached by lifts, compared with those of the shallow subway
reached by a short flight of steps from the street surface, have been
fully and perhaps finally presented in a remarkable discussion at
the Institution of Civil Engineers. Nothing needs to l>e added to
the facts developed by liarday Parsons' opening paper and other
speeches by distinguished engineers and railway managers. In
number of evenings and number of contributions to this discussion,
the institution's record for 40 years is exceeded.
Some questions are settled. The shallow subway Is the more
effective competitor with surface means of transportation because
of the saving of some minutes of the passenger's time on each journey, oeing time spent in the lifts and passages. The cost of operating lifts is an added cost. For these commercial reasons the shallow subway, where it can be built at reasonable cost, is the belter
money-earner. Hut it was made clear that in the narrower streets
and congested districts in Loudon the subway is not feasible, primarlly because of the number of underground pipes to be dealt
with in limited .spaces. The obvious advantage of the deep level
tube railway Is greater comfort for passengers, due to less noise
and smoother riding. There is the further imiwrtant consideration
that, so far as one can see in the future, the tulw construction
In the course of
Is decidedly more enduring than the subway.
years the cost of upkeep, and possible costs of some subway reconstruction, arc not to be ignored.
Though there are still some projects for underground railway
construction in London in more or less distant view, it may be
s:iid that there is now such a fairly completed system that we may
with advantage lake stock of some of the results achieved, and of
In doing
the lessons to be learnt from the experience thus gained.
so It Is impossible to avoid comparisons, but with these, as indeed
with all engineering works, progress is inevitable, and the later
constructions necessarily obtain the advantage of the experience
In drawing attention to that earlier experience.
of the earlier ones.
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comparisons must not be regarded as invidious, for the iuventlve
genius and practical capacity of the designers of the first works
of the kind are by no means to be considered inferior to those of
the later ones to which necessarily we turn for our instruction.
In
no profeFsion perhaps more than in that of the railwayman, do
we learn by the results of trial.
THE I'EKMANENT WAY.
Ft would probably occur to any permanent way engineer, on
examining the drawings af the permanent way adopted as the standard for the three latest underground tubes (the Baker Street &
Waterloo; the Oreat Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton: and the
(Glaring Cross, Kuston & Hampsteadj that a basic principle is violaled with the probable result of either breaking the sleepers or
of producing unpleasant and possibly dangerous side oscillations.
The result has pioved, however, that here is another example of
tlie broad fact that
the engineer must not allow himself to be
bigoted; that principles are based on conditions and that the conditions with the track firmly enclosed in a tube, are, in at least one
respect, distinctly diffi ronf to those which prevail In the open.

Surface

ffai/roads

being defective.

?2^
The gangers are taught

tamp heavily

directly
under the rails and leave the center of the sleepers with only light
filling.
The reverse of this would produce what is called a "centerbound" track, likely to produce side oscillation In the vehicles and
to break sleepers.
In lube construction, however, there is this
difference:
The mass of crushed granite cubes directly underneath
the sleepers, where the chairs rest, is confined laterally in the tube.
The wheel pressures on the rail tend in a degree to drive this granite
toward the sides of the tubes, but gravity acts in the reverse direction, tending to continually tamp the granite underneath th" sleeper.
The result is what might be expected: A track firmly supported
but with a slight elasticity, or rather resiliency, that is useful in
modifying shocks and reducing noise.
The amount of this elasticity can be accurately measured.
to

Sawed Australian jarrah wood

is used for the sleepers.
Each sleeper
has two fulcruras immediately beneath the inside of the inner lines
rolling
loads
on
the
rails
the
chairs,
so
that
the
have
of
a leverage
of a few inches, and each sleeper with its fixed center acts as a
spring. The. extent of this spring action in the sleeper can be ac-

—

Metropotitan ffaifufayt^i^^
District oncf Tube ffai/tvai/i

fubas Under Consfrvcf/on
Tubes /iufhori'zed

/ntsrchonge Sfaf'ons

O

London Tubes and Subways.
where

tlic wheel jiressure is transmitted through the sleepers to
and can drive the ballast .-iupporl downward and laterfrom underneath the sleepers. The undertaking in designing
Ibis novel form of track was to prevent the jar, tremor and noiso
wliich had resulted in other deep tube construction In London,
:md which had proved to l>e not only an annoyance to passengers,
but costly in damages and law suits with owners of nearby proi)I

be

iiallast

ally

l)erty.
It was plain that if this could be avoide<I at any reasonable cost, the result would be a more attractive transportation
nuichine accompanied with less cost.
The novelty consists in bedding the sleepers and fastening them
to a cement grout center bearing, which clasps the sleepers firmly
for a distance of 3 ft. 10 in., and furnishes a somewhat resilient
support for the sleepers directly \inder the rail ihairs. The support directly under the rail consists of clean crushed granite broken
In all other permanent way
so as to pass through a U-I'i. ring.
<'onstrucilon the undertaking is to form as firm and rigid a support
underneath the rails and leave the center of
lus possible directly
Any other method of supporting
the sleepers only lightly tamped.
the sleepers in ordinary railway practice is rightly considered as

curately indicated by attaching a pencil to the end of the sleeper
in such a way as to mark on a nearby vertical board and accurately
record the rise and fall as the trains pass over.
Repeated records
of this kind show that there is a vertical movement of about a
quarter of an Inch at the end of the sleeper, indicating that there
is a springlike action under the wheels with a limit of movement
of less than an eighth of an inch.
It would be difficult for the
engineer to say what amount of cushioning is ideal in taking up
the shocks under the rolling loads, but in this case the results
seem to l>o ideal. The passenger is able to observe but little jar
.and the wheel-on-rail sounds are slight.
Careful examination with
a seismograph on the street surface over the line of these underground tubes finds no evidence of tremor, and yet the seismograph
was so dfllcately adjust?d that the shocks due to a passing vehicle
on the street at a considerable distance away, were easily recorded.
The?e records were made by A. Mallocks, of CJreenwlch Observatory, in March. 1906. and covered a wide range of observations in
dwelling houses, street surfaces over the tubes, and station platforms in the tubes. These observations are recorded in an official
report of great length. The results in general are that in dwellings
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over the line the vtbrationg produced by a perfon walking on the
floor WPiT .something like 100 limes an great 38 those produied by
piiHKlng trains.
The vibrations caiiHed by a brewer's dray on the
|);ivfnicnt directly over Ihe lubes were more than five times that
Aside from the avoidance of
lirodiiced by the train iindtrnealh.
l:iw .siilis and co.st8, ihe result is nearly an i<lfal track. Immovable.
iiidiiiiuK, easy and economical for the rolling slock, comfortable
It Hcems
fdi' lliH paH.scngcr. and
witli a low cost of maintenance.
lo be a novel undcitakiiig; In some respects II was a bold one.
.sl.Xrio.V

KNTllA.NCK.S A.M) KXITH.

no doubt that In some of the London tubes the length
between |)latforms and lifts and between lifts and
entrances makes a .serious addition to the time
II furnishes an elfective argumenl lo lho.se who,
of tlic journey.
like Sir .lohn Wolfe Harry, are strong advocates of the shallow
sul>way in preference to the deep lube. To avoid long passages

There

l.s

of Ihe passages
street exits and

obviously necessary to fix the station oflices as nearly as posThe opposite condition arises
vertically above the platform.
from the iirinclple, so cherished in England, that the convenleiwe of
the million must give way to the rather exaggerated rights of Ihe
hundreds. To escap>' the costly demands of owners of property
who pos.seK8 not only special plots on the surface of the earth, but
the pyramldlcal rontiniialion of them to their apices at the center
of our planet, the tube must be kept, as nearly as practicable curves
will allow, under the streets, and as our mediaval ancestors who
constructed them never contemplated tubes, there are curves, and
As curved platforms are Incon!:oiuellmes sharp ones, to follow.
sistent with long cars, leaving ugly chasm.'i for people entering.' or
leiiving them lo fall through, and as they furnish obvioti.s dilTiculties in the way of hand-starting signals, platforms must be kept to
So much for the position
the .straight or nearly straight portions.
of the subterranean work. As to the site of street entrances and
Any liquor legislation which
exits, other conditions are influential.
woulil reduce the number of public houses would help in Ihe convenience of approach to the tul)e platforms of the future. These
estabiishmenls stand on most of the principal corners, a position
eminently favorable for, and in the raiiwaymans' view, naturally
much more suitably occupied by, railroad stations. The expensive
acciui.sition of the proprietor's rights, and of these and other sites,
greatly limit the choice of Ihe engineer in fixing the position of
street entrances and olficas. and so these and the platfarms have
often lo be widely separated horizontally. "Proputty. proputty,"
as Tennyson calls it, stands ever in the way of convenieiuc in the
route of nearly every railroad in older lands, but especially s^o in
Ihe particular case of tube station approaches. These difficulties have
not been so much felt in the Central London line, owing lo the
nearly straight course of the overlying str<«els, which it followed
Nevertheless, the engineer appeals to be
v^ilhout much difficulty.
open to criticism in not having more often succeeded in getting station enl ranees nearly over the platform centers and so avoiding
long passages. The station entrance does not need to be at a street
corner.
It may be in a more obscure location, with a great saving
of time for passengers.
It

Is

At each Interlocking station, the Eignalman has before him
an automatically Illuminated diagram which shows him the prngresHe is also informed
Bive movement of trains approaching him.
by an annunciator iu his cabin of the route to which he should
shunt a specific train. This is accomplUhed by an electric combination called the "Magazine Train Descrlber."
Still another reflnfment. and this entirely for the convenience
of thi- publii-. is thi- "Train Destination Indicator," which is pla<-ed
in plain view from the platforms of many stations on the DUtrlcl
Railway. It tells wailing passengers the route and destiuutlon of
the next three trains to the many branches of Ihe line.
The economic results of this wonderful signaling installation
are many. Like the steam shovel, whose reason for existence Is
that it gets men off the liank and out of the way. It does this and
more, fo'- it reduces the coeffiilent of human error. It saves something like one-third of the cost of tignaling by human power. It
increases the capacity of the line by one-third.
VKNTII-.VTIOX.

sible

.
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The advance has been
which was the first of the

great.

In

the City

k South London.

tubes, in the Waterloo k City. an<l at
first in the Central London, the subject was not ignored, but it was
thought that the m<5vement of the trains, filling as they do a largpercentage of the area of the tube, would draw or push the air suf-

rapidly, that with <he help of the communication between
the two tulies at stations, the outlets at the latter would l>e<-ome
alternately exhaust and supply rlucts for foul and fresh air respe<tively.
This Is commonly called "the piston aitlon" of trains in
Experiments in Ihe Central l<ondon on the velocity and
tubes.
direction of the air at the mouth of a running tunnel showed that
the air Mowed first in a direttion opposite to that of -i moving train:
that the velocity gradually decrea.sed to zero just when the rear
end of the train had entered the tunnel, and that the dlre'-iion
then was reversed. The City & South London line still trusts to
this action and the air is chemically well within the limits of allowable CO... that is to say 13 part.-; in lo.Oftfi. but it must be said.
taking into consideration other pollutions, there is much left to
be desired in the enjoyment of the atmosphere. This defect is not
so pronounced in the Waterloo & City owing, no doubt, to the short
ness of the line and the fewer number of trains within the tunnel
The tunnel under the Mersey at Liverpool was
at the same time.
ventilated by shafts midway between stations for the purpo.°e of
exbausi and intake, but taking into consideration the cost of property in London, any such arrangements would obviously be objectionable.
In the Great Northern & City line, however, a space for
the purpose was obtained comparatively cheaply lietween Es;ex and
This arrangement was not possible on the
Old Street Stations.
Central London, where it was soon found, owing lo its length and
the enormous and continual traffic, that the train movement was
The
insufficient, and that some other device would be necessary.
|)lan adopted was lo install a mine fan of Ihe Uuibal type at Shepherd's Hush, by which the air from the whole six miles of the
double tube to the Bank Station is supposed to be drawn out. but
this is limited to the few hours at night when the traffic ceases.
i.iKr.s.
This proved a great improvement, but as every traveler on the
line knows, the peculiar earthy smell has not been eradicated and
lifts of the Piccadilly, the Bakerloo and the Hanipstead
I'lie
Tulies are of all steel conEtructiou, except the floor, which i.s of is specially noticeable at the evening approaches, when the effects
the not easily inflammable jarrah wood, and have a maximum of the fan are lieginning to be worked off. Whatever the chemical
capacity of l.dOO passengers per hovir in one direction. Unlike the constituents of the atmosphere are under these conditions, they apgeneral design which has been adopted in the earlier types, the exit pear lo have a soporlfli- etfect on the human system. The average
travel on this line is probably not more than about 15 or 16 mlnof the cages at both ends of their range is at the opposite side to
utes, so that it is not likely that the health of the passengers Is
that of the entry, one controller in each cage controlling both doors.
Of course this re(iuires a different plan of approach passages. These in the least degree affected, but in the face of sever* competition
with above-grounil tratlii-. where, comparatively speaking, pure air
lifts may certainly lie considered absolutely fireproof.
can be breathed, the ma-'ler becomes of some importance to the
rilK AITOMAriC .SI(iN,M.I.\(i svsrK.M.
The wonderful. Ihe better-than-human. autonialic. ( lectro-pneu- public, and still more to the men working the trains.
(lUided by these experiences, those who were res|)onsible for
matic l)li)ck signaling installation, and the pneumatic powei interlo(ked movement of points and signals needs a long description the later tubes, the Crcat Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton. the
Bilker Sfeet & Waterloo, and the Charing Cross. Euston & Hampin order to understand its details, but this has already been done.
We are here concerned only with its purposes and results. These stead. have adopted a system which Is thoroughly effective. Fans
Capacity for are fixed at Ihe roof of every station, except In parks, and exhaust
Sal'ety In the prevention of rear-end collisions.
are:
Economy in cost the air by ducts of from 12 to Hi sq. ft. area. The intakes are the
Ihe greatest possible number of trains per hour.
ordinary pii.ssage ways and lift wells. As the areas of these pa.of operation.
Metropolitan sages are much greater than the exhaust ducts, the velocity of the
busy
parts
of
the
lubes
and
blocks
on
the
The
If
the controlled manual air in these passage ways is not found to be excessive. The fans
District are only about 90t) ft long.
system, such as is working on the Central London, were useil it are designed to draw off 1.000,000 cu. ft. per hour, which Is sufwould reciuire ,i abln and a man for each of these short sections, ficient to cause rinewal of all the air In the average length between
and with their utmost skill not more than 30 trains an hour could station and station in both tunnels every 30 minuter. In a test
m'lde at Waterloo the expenditure of power per million cubic feet
In the new tubes and on the District the signals autobe moved.
matically set by the moving train, without man power, easily peimit exhausted was S.l horse-power hours, the revolutions being 240 per
a safe movement of 10 trains an hour. This allows a large increase minute, and the quantity of air passed in the .same time 1.125.000
The working of the fans is nearly noiseless. The results
cu. ft.
of earning power during the busy hours, and it is accompanied by
a large saving in operating cost. Near each signal is an automatic are Ideal.
KIHKl'KOOK CAIIS.
train stop, a trai'k instrument which lifts when the signal is at
Electric traction escapes some of the dangers of the steam locodanger and, if Ihe leading molor passes over it, catches a brakevalve handle and sets the brakes lhro\ighout Ihe train. Tills stops motive, but involves new and serious dangers to be guarded against.
a Tube or District train, running at schedule speed, in a distance Fire can be caused by short circuiting of the conductors within
the cars, provided there is anything in the car that will burn.
of little more than 200 ft.
i

ficiently
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The Paris Metropolitan burning will be remembered as well as that
on the Liverpool Overhead Railway when a large number of rreosleepers werp biirnf.
In the Paris case, much of the niateiial
of the cars was pitch pine, untreated, which ignited readily under
fhe fierce heat general cil by the electric current, and by this catasIrophe. more than any other, we have been warned of the needed
precaulions.
sotert

Underground travel is such hat panir- is easily excited at any
apprehension of accident, a panic that is often in itself more dangerous than an accident. In the later London underground electrifications, practically all this danger is eliminated.
The wood in
the District Railway cars is treated with chemicals which render
it almost incomb\istible.
It becomes charred only under continuously applied intense heat. It does not flame, and does not by itself
lontinuf to burn. The cars of the three recent tubes the Piccadilly. Bikerloo and Hanipstead
are nearly all steel. That safety
has been attained, even where all steel ears are not in use, Is illustrated by the slight misadventure, for we can hardly call it more.
which took place at Sloane Square, on the District line, on .January
S last.
It was caused by defective Insulation of the electric lighting wires. The resulting heat melted a small plug of bitumen, followed by an explosion caused by the ignition of the bliuminoui
vapor, and making smoke and fumes.
Electric flushing followed
along the pipe carrying the lighting wires to the junclion-lwx under
the cars, and the fireproofed timber flooring was slightly charred.
All of this, though quite sufficient to create alarm, was not in the
slightest (iegr'ee dangerous, and it is probably duo to the small number of people at the time in the car. and their self-possession, that
a panic did not occur.
Even the harmless explosion can be avoided
l)y the use of an in.«ulatiiig material which would not emit iullamI

—

—

nip.ble

as

vapor.

Though unnecessary to prevent sjuead of fire in the cars, which.
we have said, can be easily mastered, a provision against the

consequences of collision has been adopted on the District cars
which is worth notice. This is a heavy
in. steel partial liulkli-^ad at each side of the end entrance doors, transverse to the car.i
and stiffened with vertical angles. Though there h:.ve been many
minor collisions on various occasions, not one of these has failed
to protect the main portion of the car between them, and if unfortunately such an oicurrence of a more important kind should take
pla<p, there is good reason (o suppose tlial these strong plates would
pr.rtly diminish bad result.s.
The Piccadilly and the Hampslead Tube cars are noisier than
lliose on the liaker Street & Waterloo, although all of them run
on the same nearly noiseless track. The most pronounced sounds
come from the wheel pockets in the car bodies, just over the trucks,
although there is an additional roaring which seems to come from
the side walls.
The side wall, under the window line, of the Baker
street cars, consists of a continuous sheet of heavy boiler plate,
thick enough to be dignified by an engineering definition as a web
girder, a rigid support forming a nonvibrating sitructure.
The walls
of the other tube cars consist of a riveted truss, covered by a very
thin sheet of metal.
The result is what might be expected. But
these t\il)e trailer cars weigh Iti tons 13 cwt., while the Baker street
trailers weigh one Ion more.
In eleitric trai'lion the costs increase
strictly in proportion to the Ions hauleil, so that at tlic present time
file traction costs of an empty Haker si reel trailer car are
per
cent, more tlian for the oilur tulie car;-.
Addilioual loinforts are a|)l
to co.st something.
,;;

i!

.wi.K

iii(i:.\K.\(u:.--.

Some time ago
when the new

ilie failure of axles on the Mcinipolilau District
cars were introduced on its electrification, caused
.some attention. There were really very few cases, but the breakage
of an axle is a serious matter, and might cause d^'railnients resulting in loss of life.
It is therefore satisfactory to know that these
failures arose from an easily ascertained and remediable cause,
viz., the tightness of the gage of the rails at the crossings, which
w^ere found to be specially noticeable at the Mansion House plalion, amounting to as niucli. in some cases, as %i In.
Since this
(lefecl. which put such a .--(raiu on the axle, has been corrected, the
l>reakages have ceased.
lorrO.N UliAUK III.OCKS.

line,

The use

of metal

luake blocks has long been a fource of trouble
steel resulting from the action
of the brakes and ground from the blocks and the whe?ls accumulate in the road, and it is necessary to brush and dean the insulated
(in

electrical

lines.

The pulverized

rail joints carefully and frequently to preserve the track circuits,
in the N(>w York subway, the amount of metal losi from the brakeshoes is roughly about one ton per mile per month. This has been
ascertained by the weight of brake-shoe metal required for renewals minus that which is scrapped. It may be inferred that the
wear from the wheels is about the same. The quantity of pulverized steel collected in the Paris Metropolitan is scarcely less, and
on the Boston subway these rapid accumulations are troublesome.
To obviate this, brake blocks of cotton tilier have l)een adopted on
the new London lubes, where they have been completely suciessful,
though when used in the open parts of the District line, defects
have been observed which are now being investigated. The blocks

/-3

consist of five layer.s of heavy woven cotton impregnated with resin
and asphalt. Its coefficient of friction is considerably higher than
that of cast steel blocks, and in use it is necessary to train the
motormen to make a somewhat lighter application than with the
metallic blocks in orde;- to avoid sticking and skidding, but when
the train line pressure is reduced to 10 lbs. satisfactory results
are obtained.
Trouble was at first experienced by the flowing of the sheets
outwardly away from the wheel flanges .so that, occasionally, parts
fell on the permanent way and. owing to the impregnation, clung
to the rail where they usually dropped, giving rise to false reports
of broken rails. Cotton fil)er has no grinding effect on the wheel
tire, but it has the slightly bad effect that it does not keep the
wheels trued, and inexperienced motormen are liable to produce a
series of small flat spots due to short-time skidding.
The block;
having no cutting action, the tires remain somewhat rough to an
extent that can be detected in rough riding. This is a small defect
inasmuch as It can \>e easily obviated by training the men. On the
other hand the absence of grinding action has a highly lieneficial
result in the saving of tire wear, and the consequences of it to
which we have already referred. The average life of the cotton
composition brake block in the tubes is found to be on trailers
al>out 20,000 miles, as against 1.3,000 miles with metallic blocks.
The cotton fiber blocks have not so far been successful on the open
parts of the Metropolitan District line, as shown by experiments
made on their South Haiiow branch, probably owing to damp.
These become "clammy," in the language of the men In charge,
and there appeal's to be difficulty in releasing the brake, showing
a want of uniform adhesion and some erratic actions. The brake
blocks have the appearance of having absorbed some moisture, although it should be possible to overcome this fault.
In these days of rapid retardation, on which the speed of short
stop travel so much depends, it is worth the consideration of those
who design city lines whether the switchback i-onstruitlon of .vtalion approach grades, which diminish so much the work of braking,
has iieen developed as fully as might bt possible. Of course, where
the speed and weight are fairly uniform, it might l)e possible to
plot a vertical grade curve, the effects of which, coupled with the
ordinary train resistance, might, apart from the effects of wind.
stop the train almost to a yard.
In lines through i-ity and subiirlts
where the level Is near the surface, grades must l)e more or less
subsidiary to existing levels of roads, streets and tj other <onsider:itions, but with almost incessant heavy trains, the diminution of
brake action in stopping, not to speak of assisted acceleration In
starting, will, no doubt, be worth some extra expenditure In cDnstruction to attain it.
The engineering staff in charge of construction of the Baker
Street. Hampstead and Piccadilly Tnbes was orgranized as follows:
Chief Engineer, .lames R. Chapman: Engineer of Tul>e Construction, H. H. I). Hay: Architect, Leslie W. Green: Siilistation Con\V. Thomson; Construction Engineer. \V. E. Hanson;
Resident Engineer Power House. .1. \V. Towie; Electrical Engineer.
B. Kortenbaugh: Lift and Ventilating Engineer. G. Rogenbtisoh;
Signal Engineer. C. E. Strange: Purchasing Agent. H. B. Twyford;
Rolling Stock Superintendent. E. S. .Mbanese.
In acblition to the above there were Parliamentary engineers
for the lube lines as follows:
Raker Street & Waterloo Railway,
Sir Benjamin Baker, Messrs. Galbraith & Church: Charing Crof.s.
Euston & Hampstead. Sir Douglas Kox and partners: Great Northern, Piccadilly & Brompton, Kinsbury Park to King's Cross. Alexander Ross; King's Cross to Covent Garden. Sir J. Szlura|>er A Son;
Covent Garden to Hammersmith. Sir J. Wolfe Barry and p.irtners.

stru<-tlon, J.

S.

The Legal Height

of Freight

Car Couplers.

We published lasi week the decision of the I'nited States Supreme Court on a case which arose in Arkansas, in which It was
held that railroads must strictly comply with the law that fixes a
standard height for the drawbars of freight car.s. the court holding
that evidence of reasonable care on the part of the rallro.id (ompany would be no excuse for failure. The information given was
correct as far as It went, but it was based on a press report, which
proves to have been incomplete. The full decision ha.s since come
to hand, and, in view of the differences of opinion which have existed as to the preiise meaning of the drawbar rule, as it was formulated by the American Railway .\ssociation. and approved by the
Interstate Commerce Commission, we quote from the dei ision the
full interpretation of this law as laid down by Mr. Justice Moody.
Justice Moody says:
Wo

iliink llwii this hci rt'i|uiris llial Ibcc'dler of ilii> drnuluirs uf frplgbl
used on standiird pigt" nillnuids shall 1m". wli.-n Ilio i-iiri arv eroplr. 34 S
lliiil 11 ix-rmlls. wlipn a car Is
ilic levi'l uf tlic tops of tli<" rails:
im.lly or fully load< d. a variation In tli>- Iii-IrIii downward, in no cas* (o exct'nl ;< Ins.: tliai It does not rpqulre that the variation shall Ih' In proportion to tlie load, nor that a fully loadiMl car shall vxhanst the full three Inrhen
ot the maximum iH-rmlssllil.' variallun and lirlnit Its drawliars down to thIf a ciir. when unloaded, has It.s drawlielKlii of :tl>.j Ins. alMive ilie rall.s.
liars :t4Va Ins. alKive the rails, and In anj- stage of loading, does not lower lt.s
iliawliars more Ihau three Inches. It remplle;i with the requirements of the
i-nrs

Ins. nlHive
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law.
If, wli<>M iiiilrmilwj, liH •IriiwIiurH arc of groatpr or Icks hPlRbt Ihnii the
priKcrlhi-il hy tin- law, nr \(, wht-n wholly or partially loaiJvd, lli*
(IruwharH art- lowcri'il inori' ihiin iIjc iiiaxlinum varlallon piTiiilllcil, tin- car
doi>H not comply with the ri-i|iiii'i'ni<>ntH of lh<- law.

Ktnndard

It should ho said that Ihe Hupretne (•ourt docldfil tin- laKi- in
favor of Ihe railroad mmpaiiy, reversing the o|iiiiioii of tlie «iipri me
rourt of Ihe Htale of ArkaiiHaK. The two cars hetwecii whiili Taylor
was Itilled had dlffcrciil lypew of drawbaru; one a verlicai |ilane,
aiul the other a linlt and pin.
So far as can be jiidRod from the
statement of faclH, Ihe case was litigated wholly on the leihnicality
of the height of these drawliars, and the fatal injury to llie man
was not due to the difference in lielghl. One ol the car.i waK fiiiiy
loaded and tiie other partly loaded, and the trial judge, who was
Bustained liy the Ptate supreme court, had charged that these cars
were run in violation of the federal law, because the drawbar of
the fully loaded car was more than lil'j in. high. The Supreme
Court of the United Stales, in accordance with the rule quoted, lield
that the couplers did comply with the law.

The Cape Cod Canal

Project.*

HY W.M. HAIICLAY PAH.S0NS.
In the con.sideratlon of an inside water route along the Atlantic
State.'^, the link that will connect the waters
of Long Island sound and Ma-ssachusetts bay Is, in respect of size
and character of vessels and the extent of tonnage that will use
It, the mo.st important, and historically the most interesting of all
the sections tliat. when completed, will make possible a voyage from
Maine to the Gulf of Mexico free from interference by stress of
seaboard of the United

weather or attack by enemy

in case of war.
glance at the map of Massachusetts shows projecting from
Its southeastern corner a great arm, running first easterly thirtyfive miles and then northerly about the same distance, terminating
in a hook at Provincetown.
To this arm the name of Cape Cod is
applied.
This curious geOKraphical formation is everywhere flat,
with few hills, especially to the east, and is composed chiefly of
sand and gravel.
Around this cape all sea-going traffic between
Massachusetts bay ports, such as Boston and Portland, and all ports
lying to the south must pass.
The circumnavigation of the cape is far from easy. On the south
side lie Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket islands, inclosing Vineyard
and Nantucket sounds, with liieir high tidal currents and many
shoals; while to the east are the great shoals extending southeasterly
to the celebrated Nantucket shoals, marked by the light vessel of
that name.
These shoals, the low, sandy coast, difficult to see In
thick weather, the frequent fogs, and the unbroken exposure to
northeast storms, have made the passage of the cape a dreaded one
to all mariners, and the record of wrecks year by year, with their
shocking loss of ships, cargoes and life, Is ample testimony that their
fears do not hick foundation.
The only i)lace on the cape where its breadth is material Is
the southerly projection toward Falmouth, which, with the extended
chain of islands, forms the eastern shore of Buzzards bay. At the
head of the bay the distance overland to Barnstable bay Is less
than eight miles. This distance is made up in chief part by the
Monument river to the south and the Scusset river to the north.
Separating them is a ridge whose height is only SO ft. above sea
level. The deepening of the rivers and the cutting of a canal through
this ridge, making thereby a direct water route, avoiding the journey
around the cape, is so obvious a shortening of distance and reduction of marine risks as to cause wonder it was not long since done.
The contemplation of such a channel is, in fact, almost coeval with
the Pilgrim settlement at Plymouth in 1('>20.
The records of that
colony show that in 1G22 a party succeeded in getting a boat around
the cape, only to have it lost in Vineyard sound. The year following
they discovered that from Manomet, an Indian town within twenty
miles of Plymouth, there flowed a river southerly to a bay which
opened towards Narragansett. and within a short time afterwards
the thrifty colonists established there a trading station, between
which and the Dutch sell lenient at Fort Amsterdam there at once
developed a brisk trade, Ihe Dutch vessels ascending the riv( r to
Manomet, wlieuce the gooiis were carried the short remaining distance overland to Massachusetts bay.
Before the seventeenth ccn
tury was onelliird gone thiro was thus istablished the be.ginning of
the Boston-New York water-borne trade, which luio since grown to
such huge proportions. The old name of Manomet has unfortunately been corrupted into Ihe meaningless form of Monument, and
as such is now applied to the river which the Plymouth colo-.ists
found.
In 1791. Massachusetts having now become a state, the legislature appointed a coniniitteu to iiuiuire Into the possibility of a canal
across the cape. From that time until 1824 the question was continually before the state legislature.
In the latter year the government of the United States intervened, and by a joiiU resolution of
both houses the President of the United States was authorized to

A
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cause the necessary surveys, plans and estimates to be made for
a canal across the cape. As a result of this survey, detailed plans
were finished for a lanal which was to be 30 ft. wide on the bottom.
60 ft. wide at the surface of the water, with a depth of eight feet,
the canal to be equipped with locks.
The eminent French engineer. Major William Tell Poussin. who
visited this country in 1S3I, and who, on return to France, made an
extensive r<>port on public ImprovementB of the United States,
describes, with elaboran- drawings, the Cape Cod Canal aj> being one
of the greatest pieces of const ruction contemplated on the American
continent.

From

IKIJO

to ISOU

the project languished, but In the

latter year the legislature of Uie stale of

Mast^chusetts once more

From that dale
up, reported, and again reported in lSt;4.
the present the question of the canal has been at intervals
under discussion. The state granted a charter under which work
was actually begun; funds, however, were not forthcoming In sufllcleut amount, the work was abandoned and the charter allowed to
lapse.
In 1S99 the legislature passed another charter, amended lu
1900, in accordance with which plans for a canal have been prepared
by the writer, submitted to the joint board of railroad and harbor
and land commissioners of the state of Massachusetts, approved by
them and work begun.
All the early schemes for a canal at this point contemplated
Brevet Major-General J. G. Foster, Lieutenant-Colonel of
locks.
Engineers. U. S. Army, in ISTO, was the first to call attention to
the fact that, although there Is a considerable difference in tidal
phenomena at the two ends of the canal, nevertheless the resulting
current will not be sufficient to require locks. This same view has
been sustained by many eminent authorities, among them the late
Colonel A. L. Rives, for many years superintendent and chief
engineer of the Panama Railroad; Dr. Elmer L. Corthell, the associate with Captain Eads in the Mississippi jetties, and himself the
constructor of many notable harbor developments in various parts
of the world, and Mr. Clemens Herschel. The plans that are under
construction therefore contemplate a canal free from locks or dams.
The law requires that the bottom width shall be rot less than 100
ft., with passing places where the bottom width shall be twice as
great, and with a minimum depth at any point at mean low water
of 25 ft.
In actual construction it is probable that the minimum
width will be greatly exceeded; in fact, it Is most likely that the
passing places, instead of being made three In number, will be connected so that the canal will have everywhere a Iwttom width of
1.50 to 200 ft., and a width at Ihe surface of from 2.iO to 500 ft., depending upon the slope that the banks will take. These dimensions
can be compared witli a bottom width in the Suez canal of 147 ft.,
in the Kaiser Wilhelm canal at Kiel of 72 ft., and in the Manchester
canal of 120 to 200 ft.; the depths of these canals vary from 2«
took

It

until

to 30

ft.

From

the shores of Barnstable bay to shores of Buzzards bay
a distance of eight miles. The sharpest curve is projected to
ft., so that navigation for vessels of any size
within the limits of depth will be simple. At the south
end Buzzard's bay is land-locked and affords an excellent harbor;
at the north end the canal will flow directly into the open waters of
Barnstable bay without any natural protection. This bay Is open
It Is proposed to provide
to storms from the north and northwest.
protection against winds coming from this direction, to build a
breakwater for a distance of .'1,000 ft., running easterly and extending to the six-fathom curve at low water, so that vessels entering
from the open bay. even in rough weather, will be able to obtain
smooth conditions before entering the canal. In addition, the United
States government should construct a harbor of refuge by the building of other breakwaters, so that vessels, after having passed the
canal, may lie at anchor in the waters of Barnstable bay until such
times as they are ready to continue their voyages, if delayed by stress
Such harbor is so obviously a
of weather, accident or other cause.
part of open sea navlgati?):i that it logically should be done by the
works
along the coast, and not by
similar
are
done
government as
a private company.
This canal Is not a channel for local traffic, but Is essentially a
ship canal for ocean-going vessels in through service. The figures
of proposed depth and width of the Cape Cod canal show that It
will be of the same general character as to size as the great ship
canals of the world, and the dimensions are amply sufficient to
accommodate all vessels engaged in the coastwise traffic at any stage
of tide, and permit theni to pass each other in opposite directions
In fact, the canal will be of really greater
without hindrance.
capacity than the above figures would Indicate, which are based
on mean low water conditions. Since the tide rises in Buzzards
bay about five feet, the depth of water In the canal when there la
high tide ill Buzzards bay will be ."lO ft., a depth that will be substantially maintained at that time through the canal, as mean tide
at Sandwich, which occurs when there is high tide in Buzzards bay,
.-Vvailable draft can
will also give 30 ft. depth at the north end.
therefore he said to vary from 25 ft. as the minimum to 30 ft. as
The latter depth would suffice to carry
the ordinary maximum.
•From a pnpcr rend before the .Mlnnlle Keeper Waterways Cnnfpreuce.
vessels of the battleship class, should the government ever haTe
Phllndelphln, NovemlMT. 1007. and lepilntod In the Annals of' the .t rHertciiii
Acadcv>v of I'olitical uml Sociai Sviinvc, .Innuary, 190S,
occasion to send such vessels through the ca::al.
is

have a radius of 7,040

May
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The general trend of the Atlantic coast is northeasterly. A from New York are now so congested with passenger traffic and the
straight line drawn from the mouth of the Chesapeal<e, or the mouth carrying of high classified freights that such articles as those staled
of the Delaware, or from Sandy Hoolv, to Boston, will tut the land above cannot be given the low rates that their value demands — such
well to the westward of the proposed canal. The actual saving In traffic must go by sea.
In point of tonnage, the biggest item in the above list is coal.
distance will therefore be the same for any vessel trading between
a Massachusetts bay port and practically any of the ports on the
Atlantic seaboard.
Vessels now making this journey have two
courHc's open.
In going from New York they can pass through
Ijong Island sound and Vineyard sound around the cape; or they
can go by sea past Sandy Hook, and then from Montauk Point either
through Vineyard sound, as before, or to the southward of Martha's
Vineyard and Nantucket islands around the cape. Vessels from
Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Newport News, Norfolk, Wilmington,
Chark'slon, Savannah, brunswick, or any other port, can pass Montauk Point and go either through Vineyard sound, as above, or to the
southerly of the two islands.
Taking a common point of departure by the inside route through
Vineyard sound, there would be a saving in going through the canal
of 6() miles In distance; or, by taking another common point of departure outside of Montauk Point, there would be a saving of G3 to
71 miles for vessels going through the canal instead of passing to
llie south of the islands, according as bad shoals are crossed or
avoided.
Or, if in the latter case, a ve.ssel should wish to escape
all the Nantucket shoals and make a complete circuit rather than
go across, there would be a saving of 129 miles between New York
and Boston, and 105 between Philadelphia and Boston. For points
.'iouth of Philadelphia, the saving in distance would be substantially
the same, although, as compared with the journey length, necessarily piojiortionately less.
Thu saving in distance is not, however,
the only saving that would be realized, as the 'Norst part of the
journey is the journ<?y around the cape, whether it lies across the
shoals or goes around them.
Fogs, storms and adverse currents frequently keep vessels
storm-bound either at Provincetown or in Vineyard sound for days
at a time, so that no certain time of arrival can be predicated even
for vessels in tow, still less for vessels under sail, while the terrible
list of wrecks on the sliores of the cape attest the foolhardiness of
During the year
attemi)ting to make the journey in bad weather.
19(1"), the last for which statistics are available, 14 vessels were lost
on the shoals and the short stretch of 35 miles of Cape Cod coast.
The tonnage of thesie wrecks composed 24.1 per cent., or say onequarter, of the total tonnage of wrecks reported on the whole coast
line of Maine. New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and Long Island. So measurable is the danger of Cape Cod
transit, as compared with the quiet navigation of Buzzards bay and
the canal, that inquiries addressed to the marine underwriters in
New York elicited the response that insurance rates on the cargoes
of sailing vessels and barges would be reduced from 10 to 25 per
cent, to vessels using the canal.

The

traffic

that wovild seek the canal route

— Passenger

is

of three classes:

steamers between New York and Boston. This
business is now handled in two ways: by vessels running to Fall
River, Providence, New Bedford, or other sound ports, and thence
by rail to Boston, or by vessels going around the cape. The first
method requires but one night for the journey, but it involves a
transshipment of passengers and freight inconvenient to the former
and expensive for the latter. The second methoil requires usually
IS to 20 hours, or say a night and the forenoon of the following day,
unless further delayed by thick weather.
The canal will permit
the journey to be completed in 13 to 14 hours, or comfortably between
evening and early morning. To show the e.\tent of this traffic, there
are running regularly every night between New Fngland ports, exclusive of any north of Boston, 24 large steamers both ways, of
which Ifi carry passengers. During the summer not only is the
Of the
total increased, but also the percentage carrying passengers.
All these
L'4.
the New Fngland Steamship Company controls IG.
steamers pass out through Long Island sound, and by far the greater
portion of the passengers and freight would be more expeditiously,
economically and comfortably handled through the canal.
First

—

Second. Steamers carrying chielly freight, but also some passengers, between Boston and ports south of New York. Lines are
regularly established from Boston to Philadelphia. Baltimore. Norfolk, Charleston, Savannah and .lacksonville. with 20 sailings weekly
both ways, offering an annual freight capacity of more than 2.000,000
tons.
In addition there is a large volume of freight traffic, chiefly
fruit, from the West Indies and Central America, steamers from
such ports entering at Boston custom house to the extent of over
200 annually.
All this traffic could save by the canal, and much
of

it

will use

it.

—

Third. Freight traffic of raw materials trans|x>rted in sailing
This traffic would furnish the major volume of
vessels or barges.
the canal business, .'ind it consists chiefly in coal, southern lumber
for New England. Maine lumber, such as spruce for points south of
the cape, stone from Massachusetts and Maine, ice south-bound,
ctMuent. bride and lime north-bound, oil and oil products, cotton
rivshipped at New York, and other bulky lommodities. Such articles
must be transported cheaply. The Now ICngland railroads leading

During the year ended June 30, 1907, it is estimated that the coal
shipments to Massachusetts bay ports, of which Boston and Portland
are the chief, amounted to no less than 12.o00,o00 tons, which were
shipped from New York. Philadelphia, Baltimore and Norfolk. Exclusive of the freight carried in the regular coastwise steamers. It
is estimated that the other commodities aggregated during the year
some 5,000,000 tons, making a gross total of about 18,000,000 tons.
From these statistics, and the diversified points of origin of
traffic, it will be seen that this canal is of national importance.
Although nominally the bulk of the cargoes that will use it northbound start from New York, that port is not the originating point.
The cargoes represent the produce of the many stales seeking their
market through a convenient channel—coal from Pennsylvania
and West Virginia, tobacco from Virginia and the Carolinas, timber
from Georgia, cotton from the whole of the great South. It is an
enterprise in which every state on the Atlantic seaboard, from Maice
to Florida and Texas, Is interested.
If the volume of traffic already in existence is so great, and the
saving in distance, delay and danger of such importance, the question naturally arises why, after 300 years of agitation, the canal
was not built before. The answer to this very natural question will
be found in the change that has been taking place in water transportation, a change which has made it possible for the state of
New York to throw away Its enormous investment in the existing

canal system of the state and build an entirely new system from
Lakes Erie, Ontario and Champlain to Albany, at a cost of over
1100,000,000.

As long as the coastwise traffic was controlled by schooners,
with a recognized unknown length of journey and an amount of
delay impossible to forecast, the value of the distance and time saved
was not of so much importance as to overcome the expense to a
sailing vessel in traversing the more or less narrow waters of
Buzzards bay and being towed through the canal. Steam, however,
within the last few years has been making the same inroads into
the methods of coastwise traffic that it has already made in ocean
traffic, so that the schooner is following in the footsteps of the picturesque clipper ship, and Is giving way to the tug and tramp
steamer.
As soon as a vessel owner adopts as a motive power an agent
that will enable him to send his vessel on a schedule he at once
begins to take account of delays, and places a money value against
the time lost. This method of reasoning and it is sound warrants
the expenditure of large sums In the improvement of waterways,
such as the Cape Cod canal, that would not have been, and were not,
justifiable one or two decades since.
To-day the greater part of the coal traffic between New England,
New York, Philadelphia and Norfolk is handled in barges, usually
two or three in number, behind an ocean-going lug. To show the
extent to which the new methods of transportation are superseding
the old. the statistics compiled by the chamber of commerce for
the port of Boston each year are at hand. In 19U2 there arrived in
Boston from domestic ports south of Cape Cod l.o33 steamers, 1.209
sailing vessels, 909 tugs and 1.879 barges; total. 5.030. In 190G. four
years later, there were 1.14S steamers. 900 sailing vessels. 1.166 tugs
and 2.45S barges; total. 5.672. The aggregate vessel tonnage of the
former years was a little over 5,000, tioo tons, and of the latter nearly

—

—

7,000.000 tons.

The thing that strikes one in these statistics is the small Increase In vessel number and yet the large increase in vessel tonWhile the
nage, indicating an increase in average size of unit.
total number of steamers remains substantially the same, sailing
vessels have decreased 25 per cent, in number and the barges have
Increased more than 33 per cent. In number.
In 1902. of the total entrances at Boston, steamers comprised
20.5 per cent., tugs IS per cent., sailing vessels 24 per cent, and
barges 37.5 per cent. The same division in 19iii; was: steamers 20.3
per cent., tugs 20.6 per cent., sailing vessels I.'.s per cent, and barges
43.;; per cent.
Or. taking the Fnited States government figures
for 1905 and comparing them as a matter of convenience with the
census returns for the year 1S99. of the total tonnage carried to
Boston. 53.9 per cent, went in steamers in 1S99, and exactly the
same in 1905: but while barges carried but 21.1 per cent, in 1899,
they carried 31.3 per cent, in 1905, and the sailing vessel tonnage,
which had accounted for 25 per cent, of the whole In the first year,

had fallen to 14. S per cent. In the second.
This same general change in traffic conditions will apply equally
to all waterways that are to be hereafter constructed, and any

waterway that is either to 1h» constructed anew or to be made by
the improvement of existing conditions, must be undertaken with the
view of its exploitation by vessels whose power will be for the most
With the Cape Cod canal estabpart something other than sails.
lished, the great source not only of danger but of delay will have

Uoi-n lonioved, and the lowing comiiaiileB, whether private or part
of the various loal companies' e<|iilpment, can eHllmate with reanonable certainty ii|)<>n tlie tlnu- (jf departure and arrival of their tuRK,
in fact with a much gieaH-r certainty than for Himilar shipments

hy
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Us national rather than local character Is to be impreased on
the attention of this convention, as this canal will do more than
make a water route from New York to Boston. It will at once, by
means of the Uaritan, Delaware and Chesapeake and other canals,
complete an Inside route safe at all seasons for all boats from North
Carolina to Maine, and that without a single dollar more to be Invested by the nation or any state. From that i)olnt the labors of this
convention can be exerted to deepen, widen and develop the existing
links and construct others that are now lacking, so that this Inside
route may be continuous and of sufficient size for modern requirements. To this end not only must canals be built and small rivers
enlarged, but the attention of those in authority must be directed
fo the further increasing of the capacity of the limiting conditions
The port of New York Is the counof some of the main arteries.
The general government has been at work
try's largest gateway.
for years, and has at last completed a new deep channel to sea.
That channel Is. however, for foreign commerce. The harbor has
another entrance from the sound through the East river; this Is
the channel for Internal commerce. It is the channel on which three
states- New York, Connecticut and New Jersey look directly, and It

—

the one used chiefly by the domestic ocean commerce of the AtlanAlthough much Improved over conditions existing twenty
years ago, it Is still much restricted by islands, reefs and narrow
channels. If any great inland route is to be established it becomes
the throat where all traffic will be congested; it is the one place
which all are Interested In having developed; It is one of the Improvements to be most urged by this convention upon the national
Ik

tic states.

iUlllldl-itieS.

No.

22.

casing BO as to enter around the entire periphery of the rotor, the
Intermediate Parsonii eectton of the turbine. As In the single-flow
turbine, the steam then divides along two separate paths, one-half
entering the left-hand section of low-pressure Parsons blading, the
other pa/.slng through the interior of the rotor shell which forms
the connecting passage to the remaining low-pressure sectloD of
Parsons blading at the right-hand end of the turbine. Discharging
from the last rows of low-pressure blading, the steam passes Into
the exhaust connections and to the condeni-er in the usual manner.
As the same pressure exists on both sides of the Impulse wheel
disc this Is not subject<;d to any end thrust and requires no balancing. The difference of pressure l>ctweeu the Inlet and outlet of
the Parsons Intermediate section Is balanced by a dummy piston
of moderate dimensluns, located between the Impulse wheel and
the right-hand low-pressure section.
All double-flow cylinders are made In two parts, the upper and
lower halves each being a one-piece casting. The design Is symmetrical throughout, without longitudinal flanges except tbos« at
the center rerjulred for iiolting the two parts together. The eastings are first rough-bored, after the flanges have been planed and
drilled, and are then "seasoned" with high-pressure steam for a
number of hours to remove any local casting strains In the metal.
They are then given the finishing cut, assembled, and with boiing
bar running in the bearing housing so as to Insure a truly concentric bore.
Manholes are provided at eax'h end of the cylinder
for Interior examination, and relief valves are fitted In each of the
manhole covers to prevent the pressure In the exhaust passages
rising to a dangerous point in case of failure of the condensing
apparatus and sticking of the atmospheric relief valve.
A Y-connectlon fitted with two corrugated copper expansion
joints below the base of the turbine connects the separate exhausts
An atmospheric exhaust nozzle opens
to the main exhaust nozzle.
out ot the side of the exhaust "Y" to permit non-condensing operation.

The

Westinghouse Double-Flow Steam Turbines.
of the Brunot Island station of the Pittsburgh Railways consists of one 3.000 k.w. and three 5,000 k.w. Westinghouse double-flow units. The smaller unit has been In success-

The turbine equipment

operation nearly one year; the larger ones are in course of
Each turbine is connected by a
short and direct exhaust duct to an Alberger
condenser of the centrifugal jet type. Both
circulating and discharge pumps are mounted
on the same shaft and driven by a Wes'.ing
house compound, single-acting engine. Botli
condensers and pumps are beneath the engine
room floor between the turbine foundation.^-:
A steam-driven, two-stage, dry air vacuum
Cool
l)unip Is also provided for each turbine.
ing water Is pumped to the condensers from
an Intake tunnel extending the length of tlie
l)Ovver house, at one side of the fouadalions,
and the discharge from the condensers
empties Into a similar tunnel parallel to the
intake.
There is an adjustable gale in the
intake tunnel loading from the screen house
to a large central well in which the water
level may be maintained at the desired point
I'ui

rotor consists

of

five

cast-steel

members mounted on a

through shaft. The shaft carries Its load at one-third distance from
the points of support, thus permitting a lighter shaft than required
for distributed loading and greatly lessening the chances of deflection. I'he rotor is pressed on the shaft and locked at one end. and to
the opposite end is fitted a bronze bushing surrounding the shaft.

erection.

irrespective of the level to which floods may
raise the Ohio river. Each unit rests on rein
forced concrete plates supported entirely liy
six reinforced concrete columns, giving ample
si)ace

around the condenser.

The
i.s

not

Imilt In

principle of the double-flow turbine
the original Parsons turbine.

Double-Flow

18S0. being ot this type.

advantages, however, can be
best brought out only in large machines.
For turbines above
5.000 k.w. capacity, the double-flow construction will become standard In all Westinghouse work. In sizes below .'{.OOO k.w.. the
Westinghousc-l'arsons sin^le-tlow construction remains standard.
The low-i)ressure double-flow turbine consists simply of two
similar Parsons turbines placed end to end, taking stearn at the
center and exliau.^ting at both ends. The axial thrusts are balanced
under all conditions of pressure, vacuum and load, -without the
use of dummy or balance pistons. The high-pressure machine Is
directly evolved from the low-pressure by adding a high-pressure
impulse element mounted at the center of the rotor. This element
is analogous to
the high-pressure cylinder of a triple expansion
Its

iprocating engine.
Steam enters the turbine through n flanged opening In the lower
half of the casing, from which it Is piped directly to nozzle blocks.
In the illustration, the nozzle block is shown at the top. but it may
be located at any point in the periphery nearest the Inlet.
Kxi)andIng in suitable nozzles, the steam strikes the impulse blades, enters
the impulse wheel chamber, ajul is distributed evenly around the
1

11

Turbine

Direct

Connected

to

Generator.

new,

permitting

it

to

move

a\ia{ly with

any unequal expansion

ot shaft

and rotor body.
The Impulse element consists of a flanged cast steel disc forced
on to the rotor body with a pressed fit and securely keyed. The
flange at the l>ase is grooved and forms the dummy or balance
piston for the intermediate Parsons section. A typical arrangement
of blading and nozzles is shown herewith.
The nozzle block Is an
Independent casting separate from the turbine cylinder. Receiving
steam from the governor valve, this restricts high pressure and
high temperature to a comparatively small casting which Is free
to expand and contract with changes of temperature and may easily
be designed with ample strength. As the steam is not expanded
in the Impulse element to less than alwut half of the Initial pre'<sure. divergent nozzles are unnin-essary and simple straight-sided
nozzles are used. The entire nozzle block may be removed in one
piece, and the nozzle walls may be readily renewed if necessary
independently of the block. As almost no difference of pressure
exists on the two sides of the element, the area through the bucket
increases to provide for the decreasing steam velocity in each rotating wheel. As in all high-pressure impulse turbines, the nozzle
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blocks cover but a small portion of the periphery of the impulse
wheel, so that ample space is left around the remaining portion of
the wheel to permit the free circulation of steam in all parts of
the Impulse wheel chamber before entering the Parsons element.
Except for the division of the low-pressure Parsons section,
this part of the turbine is the same as the single-flow construction.
The diameters of the low-pressure section are such that the same
size blades can be used in both Intermediate and low-pressure sections, thus simplifying the blading considerably.
No one metal has all the physical characteristics desirable for
blading material. But recently a special, compound metal has been
developed, which is exclusively uFed in Westlnghouse turbines. This
material, known as "Monnot." or duplex metal, consists of a steel
core covered with a tliin copper sheathing so welded to the steel

729

acting on the water in the impeller blades. At starting, any external leakage water is caught in circular troughs and drained
away. This gland always maintains a solid mass of water around
the periphery of the impeller, which prevents the entrance of air
to the condenser or the escape of steam to atmosphere when running
non-condensing.

Picked

Up on

the Road.

BY GULP.
story concerning a fireman comes from the South,
of very dark complexion, and are
supposed to have very hard heads. This one, like most darkies in
stories, bore the name of Sambo.
He was a fireman on the prin-

The following

where a good many firemen are

Westinghouse Double-Flow Steam Turbine.
that the blades may be drawn cold fiDiu the original ingot into
the required finished section without in any way affecting the bond
between the copper and steel. Experiments have shown that pure
copper offers the maxlmupi resistance to chemical corrosion resulting from bad feed wafer carried over in the steam during priming.
Al tlic same time the integrity and strength of the sieel core
is maintained.
The original method adopted for reinforcing long
hhide^s was to insert a heavy brass wire in saw slots cut in the enli-ance edge of the blade, the brass wire being securely laced to the
blades by a thin copper wire, and the whole then rigidly brazed
together.
An improved blade lashing is now used in all Westingliouso turbines.
Comma-shaped holes are punched In the blades
at

any desired point of reinforcement.

The blades are then sttung

Sections of Nozzle Block and Impulse Blades.

on a comma-shaped lashing wire laced through these holes. After
the blades have l)een caulked into the rotor or stator, the tail of
the lashing is slicared over by a tool, wedging the tail of the lashing into the contracting space between the face and back of the
adjacent blades, acting as a strut, while the lashing wire itself acts
as a tie, thus securely interlocking the blades and preventing vibration.
The short section remaining in the blade after being sheared
off acts as a key to prevent a broken blade from swinging out and
injuring adjacent rows.
A water-sealed gland is fitted on each end of the turbine shaft
where it passes IhrouRh the exhaust casings. This packing consists of a small centrifugal pump propeller running in an enclosed
chamber to which water is supplied under a head of about 10 ft.,
which Is slightly in excess of the head due to the centrifugal force

railroad of the South.
His entire term of service had been
spent on a switching engine, but one day, in an emergency, he
was called to fire on a passenger train. The passenger engineer
gave him such Instructions as he could In the short time at his disposal, and in particular told him that on a passenger engine one
of the duties was to watch out for the mail bags hung out on the
cranes at non-stopping stations to lie taken up by the train while
cipal

full speed.
Sambo remembered this part of his instructions very faithfully and the engineer gave no further thought to
the matter until, after having passed a half dozen mail stations,
he was ttopped by the conductor, who, at the request of the mail
clerk, had pulled the air signal and then had come forward to find
out what wa.s the matter with the mail bags, no liag having been
picked up at any one of the six stations whiib had been passed.
"Dere dey Is!" said Sambo, pointing to the iKick j>art of the
coal pile on the tender.
He had caught each bag as he came to
it.
.M this point the story comes to an end. The supposition Is
that he caught the bags by swinging out far enough to strike them
with the port side of his cranium. By this process the shook was
sufficiently "absorbed" to allow of the bag being grabbed and
pulled in.

running at

Speaking of the South reminds me that in returning from the
South to New York one passes through Washington, a city which
has just been furnished with a grand and imposing new station.
The main waiting room of this station. 220 ft. long, occupies the
central part of the immense building, and its celling consists of
a magnificent and rii hly ornamented arch nearly 100 ft. high. At
night this arch, which Is decorated in white and gold, is lighted
wholly by reflection from electric lights hidden out of sight at the
springing lines on either side of the room, making a very ple^vslng
effect.
My reason for bringing the subject up at this time, however,
has to do with the walling room In the day time, rather than at
night, and my topic is the train anno\incer.
The reverl)eratlonR
completely destroy the effect of his work. Everything that he says
is followed by echoes ro numerous, loud and far reaching that
nine-tenths of the people in the room have no idea what the man
This particular train caller never was a shining success.
says.
even In the smaller room of the old station at Sixth street, but his
uselessness is now Intensified tenfold.
Possibly the satisfactory announcement of trains in a

room of

1
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this kind Ib out of the question; it may he that the best elocutloniHt In
the world would Hnd himstflf baffled hy the utterly bad
acouhtic iMOpertleH of such a wri'at space arranRcd In that shape. The
main room of the Grand Ceniral Station at New York, considerably
Hmallor than this great hall at WiLshlngton. has proved a dlfflcult
I)roposltion for the shouter.s there, and they claim that they have
to wait a full second or more between every group of two or three
words and the group next following, so as to give the echoes a
chance to die out. If there Is no remedy for this dlfllculty It would
.seem a« though we might as well settle down to the conclusion
that the only u.scful function of a train shouter is to call the attention of people in the room, at suitable hours, to the fact that it Is
time for at least some of them to ask themselves whether they
should not be seeking tlieir seats In the cars. An Intelligent porter,
of the right disposition, may do mii<h good in a waiting room by
answering questions which are asked of him by individual passengers, but to shout, where most of the shouting is unintelligible
is only an annoyance to everybody within h'^aring distance.
He
would do better lo ring a bell or beat a drum, and then let the
peofile cnnie and ask him what news he has to impart.

from October 30

Vol. XLIV., No. 22.
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The total surpluses of cars reaches
being a decrease of 9,071 from the report
Is In lx»x cari^, although tl;ere
is almost as great a decrease in coal and gondolas.
The number
of Idle flat cars decreased slightly, while the number of miscellaneous cars idle remained about the same. The Gastern. Northwestern and Canadian groups show the largest percentage of decrease, while the New England, Middle Western and Pacific groups
show increases. In the Middle and North Atlantic groups the reports for individual roads show gome improvement, which is offset,
however, by increases on other roads In these groups, leaving the
total about the same as on April 29.
The summary for 1C3 roads
is shown in the double column table.

404, .134

!n

for April

to

report,

this

The

2'J.

A
The

largest decrease

Clearly Written Train Order.

shown herewith, redunyl unchalf in width and
height. Is published for the purpose of putting on record, as
a matter of history, the fact that legible penmanship is not a lost
art in the railroad service. On many roads the typewriting machine has come into use to a considerable extent for making train

Another interesting feature of the new station at Washington,
which coutcsseilly lia.s been built i>artly for the purpose of elevating
capital to the level of other Imperialistic capitals, such as are
(i) be found in
lOurope, and to give our most beautiful city a dignity which it never liefore enjoyed, is the magnificent scale of rates
cliarged at the package room.
These are fully in keeping with
our present era of expansion. To leave a Gladstone bag, an overcoat and an uml)rolla there for 20 minutes costs 30 cents. The
cliarge would be no higher for a whole day, but it is not unfair
lo state the case in this way; it is not extreme; for a great many
people desire to avail themselves of this storage room for short

train order

iiiir

periods of time. How much profit there will be in the operation
of a busy coat room 8 ft. x 10 ft.. In the course of a year, at rates
like this, I will not stop to compute; but the average passenger
will probably atjree with a remark made by one of the station employiK'K. who expressed the opinion that the directors of the Washiiiglon terminal company expect, in the course of a few year..^. to
jiay for the station out of the profits of the package room.
Why
should not this petty extortion be laid before our enlarged, reorganized and energetic interstate commerce commission? While It
seems hardly the thing lo ask seven dignified judges to give their
time to the consideration of such a picayune question as that which
just now grieves me, it is to be borne in mind that an important
principle is involved.
In a number of cities the Pennsylvania and
oilier railroads have maintained carriages, for the purpose of taking
passengers to and from their stations, at a loss to the company,
llie theory being that the accommodation of the passengers was the
paramount consideration. This principle should (and does) apply
lo a coat room.
Congress itself sets the example of giving attention to small
affairs by devoting Its own time to the details of administration in
lie District of Columbia;
and the House of Representatives has
lately made a requirement under which the interstate commerce
commission will have to follow the Congressional example; I mean
he law concerning a street railway extension in Washington, which
includes a proviso that the new railway must be managed under
the supervision of the commission.
If these ten-thousand dollar
jurists can devote their lime to deciding what kind of frogs shall
be used at a street railroad junction, or how many cents per million
may rightfully be paid for printing transfers twith a department
store advertisement on the back) it will not be out of the way to
ask them to relieve llie irritated passenger who is held up by the
coat r(X)m buccaneer.

NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA

19

&

ST. LOUIS

KT

Train Order No.

yO-^r

"fet.,^"

"^^^^^^^-^^

t^tous^ <^^^

yrr\Lc^

I

I

Car Surpluses and Shortages

The Committee on Car

May

13.

.\merican Hallway Assoliation, Arthur Hale, Chairman, has Issued Bulletin No. 23, giving
summary of surpluses and shortages of freight cars by groups
I5fflclency of the

11

8Uni>LUSES AND SHOSTAOBS Bt-WSBKLY,

M»H«

of
roads.

but at places where a machine is not available. It Is refreshing to find an operator who can produce readable copy.
On the Nashville, Cbaitanooga & St. Louis train orders are
carefully and constantly inspected by a sharp-eyed man from hea<lquarters, and not only is slovenly penmanship rigidly subdued, but
any tendency on the part of.despatcbers to use ambiguous wording
also is nipped In the bud.
To write this order in three separate paragraphs, which would
be a marked improvement in orders of this kind, the operator would
have had to write a smaller hand.
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The J. G. Brill Company. Philadelphia, Pa., recently built for
the Strang Gas Electric Car Company, New York, the car shown in
the accompanying illustrations.
The Strang system consists of a four-cycle gas engine, directconnected to a d.e. generator, supplying current to the truck motors.
Normal requirements are met by the generator, the peak loads
lieing carried by additional current supplied from a storage bat-

speed of 50 miles an hour; it used an average of 0.4-5 gallons
per mile and carried enough for a 225-mile trip. The electric equipment of the first car consisted of a 50-k.w., 250-voIt, d.c. generator,
400
r.p.m.;
two 50 h.p. series wound motors of the street
railway type; two K-13 controllers and a storage battery of 112
cells. 200 ampere-hours capacity.
The Irene has an 85-k.w., 250volt, d.c. generator, shunt wound, of 425 r.p.m.; two 100-h.p., 250volt, series wound interpole motors and a storage battery, Plante
type, of 112 cells and 300 ampere-hours capacity. The six cylinders
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Strang Gas-Electric Car Irene.
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Strang Gas-Electric Car "Irene.'

which i.s charged during Ktop.s or when loasling down grades.
While current is being KU|)i)lied to the storage battery only, the
engine is automatically tluoltled on reaching the capacity of the
battery.
In case of accident to the gas engine, it is claimed that
llu' car can run 15 miles on" current froni the battery alone.
The Irene is equipped with multiple unit control, so that the
car can furnish current to motors in cars coupled to it. As a motor
tery,

car

can haul

trailers, seating 7,'> pa.ssengers each.
of steel, with an interior pleasing in design
and
.Inst behind the engine room the forward compartment
is furnished with transverse seats, upholstered in red leather.
The
rear half of the car has comfortable wicker chairs, similar to those
used In I^uUman cars. The car is heated from the engine jacket,
water being circulated by means of a motor-driven centrifugal pump.
it

The car
finish.

i.s

lliree

built

of the

car were mounted alternately at angles of 90 deg. to
Tlie six cylinders of the

first

each other and 45 deg. from the verticle.
engine of the Irene are all vertical.

Mikado Locomotive for the Kentucky

&

Tennessee Railway.

The Haldwin locomotive Works have recently conipleted for the
Kentucky & Tennessee Railway a Mikado type locomotive, which
possesses a number of interesting feature.^. This engine is intended
for comparatively short hauls on a line

having grades of 4 per cent.,
combination with curves of 2ii deg. and not compenenable the locomotive to easily enter sharp
curves when running in either direolion the 2-.s-2-wheel arrangement
is employed.
The iiiston stroke is comiiaratlvely short, and by using
driving-wheels of small illameter a tractive
force of 40.900 lbs. Is developed, while the
rigid wheel base is only 11 ft. 6 In.

which occur
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is of the usual swing
with radius bar, and is equal'^'''1 ^'I'l "is i^rst and second pairs of drivingwheels.
The two remaining pairs are equali/.i'd
with the rear truck, which is of the
Uiishton type, with inside journals.
A half
elliptic
having arras of unequal
spring,
lengths, is used In the equalization syi^iem between the rear driving-wheels and the back

The leading truck

liolster design,

truck.

The main frames are of cjist steel, with
sections of the same material ami double
>nt
rails of wrought Iron.
The splice beir

•

A>en

the main and rear sections

Ilk of the rear driving-wheels, at
ii

ly

Is

located

which point

frame

is supported by the spring previousmentioned.
Tlje pedestal
binders are

iirged

and bolted to the pedestals.

The

cylinders
are
single
expansion,
with balanced slide valve.s. which
actuated by the Walschaerts valve gear.
riie link is of the built-up type, and is sap'ited by a cast steel lH»aring which is bolted
,0 the back of the guide yoke.
The valve rod
Is supporteil by a bracket, which is bolted to
the top guide bar.
There Is sulTlcient room
Interior. Strang Gas-Electric Car "Irene."
In this design to place the combining lever In
through heating pipes in.side the car. During the summer season, front of the crossht-ad. and thus use a short valve rod, which Is
llit> jacket
water is passed through radiators placed on the roof of substantially sup|)orted. adding to the rigidity of the motion. The
lie car.
reverse shaft Is placed in bearings, which are bolted to the guide
fbo tir.st Strang car was described in the Railroatl Oaeettc of yoke. The radius rod Is extended back of the link, and is suspended
Kel). 2;i. l!H)t;. This car was .')2 ft. !) In. long, accommodating 41 pasat the rear end.
The valves have an outside lap of 1 In. and are
sengers; the Irene is <!(! ft. long and carries 75 passengers. The new line and line on the Inshie. They are set with a maximum travel
car is designed for a ma.ximum speed of 55 miles an hour, the aver- of 5'>.. in. and a constant lead of A in.
age consumption of gasolene is O.ti gallons per mile and enough gasoThe guide yoke is made In three pieces, the lower extension, on
The original car had a maxi- each side, being securely bolted to the main section. This feature
lene is carried for a 200-mile (rip.
''ii'ipped
111'
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The guicJeK are of
to the roiivenlfiire in hariilllng tlicHe parts.
the alllKaior form and the (riotwheads have ca«t steel bodl<?H and

addH

bronze

V..i_

XLIV.. No.

22.

Their use. therefore, in this place Indicates a
of the ne<estilty for a greater flexibility between
wius formerly regarded as essential.

|)racilcal ailvantage.

growing conviction

the sheets than
The boiler barrel is built with three rings, the dome being cenIs of the straight top, radial stay type, with wide
having a vertical throat i-IkhH and back head. The mud trally lo<tated. The longitudinal seams are welded at the ends, exrlnK Ik Hiipported on sliding shoes in front and a buckle plate at cept on the dome ring, where the seam is placed on the top center
the rear. The front end of the crown la Hui)poriod by one J^ bar, and line and is welded throughout its length on either side of the dome
The seam Is reinforce.] by a heavy inside liner.
flexible Ktaybolt.s are located In the breakage zone In the throat, ojienlng.
kIIjh.

Tlio boiler

flrt^box,

I'.lii)

Mii<ado Locomotive; Kentucl<y

&

Tennessee.

and back, and here attention Is again called to a point that
has been repeatedly alluded to in these columns, namely the variations in the use of the flexible staybolt and the tendency to increase
the nun\ber used.
In some engines built for the Wabash the flexible
stays came down at the front and back, across the top and filled the
triangular space in the throat sheet below the shell down to a horizontal line drawn through the bottom of the same. In this boiler
the same area is covered with the addition of a cluster In the lower
co'.'uers of the side sheets close to the foundation ring and the almost
complete filling of the throat and tube sheet with them. In fact,
tliey are used over the whole of these surfaces except in the top row
next the shell and at four other points on each side where hollow
bolts are used.
In the Fide sheets, owing to the long radius of curvature at the sides of the crown, the top row of the flexible bolts are
rather lower than usual, and are but just above the top of the door.

.sides

—

The marked feature

/--^5^ .\o/

of the use of the flexible bolts In this instance is

found in the fact that they are carried all of the way down to
the founiiation ring at the four corners and across the front It is
u.siially roiisiilcrod that the foundation ring holds the two sheets so
lirnily lordlier that the possible variation of expansion in its immediate neighborhood Is so slight tliat llexilile bolls would be of no
to be
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Cross Section and Rear Elevation of Mikado Locomotive Firebox.

The tender is carried on arch bar trucks, which are equipixM
with cast steel bolsters and chilled cast iron wheels. The tender
frame is built of steel channels. A pilot is provided at the rear end.
This locomotive, although not intended for long hauls in main
line service. Is an interesting example of a desl.gn built to operate
The 2-S-2-wheel arrangement is
having light rails and many curves,
allows the u.se of a larger boiler than could be applied to a
dation locomotive with the same weight on driving-wheels.
The following are some of the principal dimensions
under

difficult

conditions.

larly suitable for roads

y

3sf

-^

Longitudinal Section of Mikado Locomotive Firebox.
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Boiler, diameter BhcU
Boiler, thickness of sheets

72

%-ln.

Steam pressure

20ii-lbs.

Firebox, length

90
66

vvldlli

depth, front
depth back
thickness, side, crown and bark sheets
thickness tube sheets
water space front

'•

"
"
"
"
"

2

length

15

"

"
2,6TT
41.2 "

44 In.
28 "
86 "

front truck
rear truck
tender
Journals, driving axle
"
truck
"
tender
Wheel base, driving
"
total engine
"
"
engine and tender
Weight on driving wheels
"
'•
front truck wheels
" hack truck wheels
"

"

"

••

ft

sq.

148

Grate area
Wheels, diameter, driving
"

in.

5

ft.

2,529

firebox
total

3.1

"

8 Mi x 10 In.
•'
'/a X 10
"
.5
x 9 "
1 1 ft.
Gin.
.">

2."i

.Il

"

3 "

•'

lo "

140.0,".0 lbs.

'

lf>.:).)U

"

24.1)00

"
"
"

180,100
280.000

lolHl entilue
(iiKlne and lender
Tank <apacll.v water
Tank capacity coal
Tractive effort

New

interlocking at Batavia.

4 Id.

diameter

Heating surface, tubes

Old and

V4-ln.

3'^ •
Iron
No. 11
313

number

"

••

09 '•
%-ln

water space sides and back

"

In.

7^3

from freight this year than last. The decrease in passenger
earnings is largely due to the fact that the Eastern holidays were
in March last yeai- and in April thiless

"

C6'/4

Tubes, material
thickness
"

In.

.'i.OOO

gals.

6 tons

40.900

lbs.

Although railroad signaling
as regards .\merican railroads,

looked upon as rather young,
youthfulness is not extreme after

is still

its

The accompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, show a
Toucey & Buchanan eight-lever interlocking machine, which until
a few months ago was in service on the New York Central at
Batavia, N. Y. We do not know the exact date that this machine
was built, but the first one of the kind was put up at Spuyten DuyvU
In 1874 or 1875.
Other designs came into use within a few years
thereafter.
The Batavia machine has now been superseded by a
50-Iever all-electric interlocking machine, made by the Cnlon Switch
& Signal Company. The old machine after being taken out was
all.

set

up

In the

store-room and photograi)hed, as here shown.

The Toucey & Buchanan interlocking was described in the
Railroad Gazette of October IG, 1875. The unlocking of the lever
was done by pressure of the signalman's foot; the downward movement of the treadle tilted the "flop," thus locking or unlocking the
proper dog or dogs. The connection between the treadle and the
"flop" is shown at a, a. Fig. 2.
The cranks connecting the levers
with the locking bars are shown at a, o. Fig. 1.

Weight on drivers
.3.42

Tractive effort
Total weight
Tractive effort
Tractive effort x dlaraeler drivers

Heating surface

Heating surface
Grate area
Firebox heating surface
Total beating surface

Weight on drivers
Heating surface
Total weight
IlPBtlng surface
)!

(if

two

cylinders, cu.

ft.

Tula! heating surface

Volume

of 2 cylinders

Grate area

Volume

of 2 cylinders

Foreign Railroad Notes.
Prussian State Railroads contracted
for 3,000 Iwenty-ton (44,000 lbs.) coal cars
last year and will order 4,500 more litis year,
of an improved pattern.
'i'lip

The production of petroleum In Rumania has Increased greatly of late years
and amounted to 7,910,000 barrels In 1907,
while no longer ago than 1898 It was only
1.200,000 barrels.

The Chinese have built a railroad S7
miles long from the coast south of Canton
lo Hsin-ining. notable as being financed and
constructed by the Chinese themselves. It
is said to pass over a flat country, but to be
pretty much made up of curves, Introduced
to dddge graves, etc.
In the Prussian House of Delegates a
motion was adopted asking tlie government
to pass voters free on the railroads from

places of residence to the places where
their votes were to be cast, and return, and
lo put on special trains for this purpose

llieir

when

necessary.

At last the depression in business
reduced the earnings of the German
roads,
tent,

lias

rail-

whose receipts In March were 8Vj per
less from passengers and 'Z'^^ per cent.

Toucey & Buchanan Interlocking Machine.
atwkt thirty yioit.
Ill M M
al Ualaiia, S. >
II c

.,
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The New Union Station

of the

New

Orleans Terminal Company.

W'orl: on the now union Ktatlon at Ni-w Orleans, La., of the New
Orleans Terminal Company, whkh was begun about the flr»t of
now about completed. The terminal Is being built for
the Frlspo system anil the Southern. Preliminary to Its construrtlon
a large amount of pro|)erly was acquired, as both the station and the
track facilities In connection thon-willi-are on ground not previously
used for railroad purposes. As will be seen from the accompanying
map of New Orlean.s showing all the railroads and their passenger
terminals, the new station tionts on Canal street, the principal business street of the city, and is quite near the center of the business
district.
The site was previously five blocks of Ba.sin avenue, a
.June, 1907, Is

New Passenger

Waiting

Vol. XLIV., No. 22.

canying an InHcrlptlon. The main entrance archway is 30 ft
wide by 40 ft. high. It oiK^ns directly Into the main waiting room,
which Is HI) ft. long, 40 ft. wide and 52 ft. high to the sofBl of the
central dome.
There is abjo an archway 30 ft. high at each end of
the waiting room, giving entrance from the two side streets. The
main motive of the building is thus a large vestibule which can lie
entered freely from all sides. Each of the side entrances is protected by a marquise for the convenience of pasisengers using carriage or motor.
Extending centrally through the building from main wailing
room to concourse Is a lobljy 26 It. 4 in. wide. It is provided with
benches like the main waiting room, which it is intended to supplement. Ranged along the two sides of this lobby are the principal
atilc

Station at Canal and Basin Streets:

New

Orleans Termn.Tl Company.

Doom
Waiting

LobOy

g^

—
Plan

Room

ijfg"

of

Passenger Waiting

Room; New Orleans Terminal Company.

Basin street.

lestaurant. baggage room, women's
retiring room, men's smoking room and colored waiting room, the
The telelatter having a separate entrance from West Basin street.
graph office, news-stand and flower stand are in the main waiting

street

room.

short avenue 172

The new

street.

ft,

wide extciKlinK from Congo

.^tiition

occupies 82

ft.

of

.siiuarc

this width,

to

Tulano

loav.ng a

side, called rospectivcly Knst Basin and West
The portion of Basin avenue from Canal to Tiilane
gives an open area fronting the station, providing an unusually favorable setting and a wide parked approach to the station
4.')

street on each

ft.

two

lilo;'ks long.

The

wide by 235 ft. long. The style
of architecture is a sober treatment of the modern French. A primary aim of the design was to give an inipression of openness, in
keeping with the function of a station handling large crowds of
people.
The front of the building is therefore treated as a single
large archway flanked by coupled columns and crowned by a high
station buiUling

is

82

ft.

services, including ticket oltUc.

The concourse is .SO ft. long and 3li ft. wide. It has large doorways leading to the street at each end so that Incoming passengers
can make their way directly to the street without passing through
the station and thus interfering with outgoing passengers.
The building will have a concrete foundation resting on piling.
A special feature in connection with the foundation is the difficulty
of taking care of an old drainage canal 22 ft. wide running lengtlxwise under the center of the building.
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Plan of Freight and Passenger Terminals and Approaches;

Details of Inverted Umbrella Shed
Over Platforms.
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The Canal street, or main waiting room section of the buUdlns,
have Us exterior lower portion of granite and the upper part
of Bedford Htone.
The renjalnder of the building exterior will be
brick and stone, the brick Ix-lng a special gray color to match the
Bedford stone. The type of the Interior of the main waiting room
There Is a large central dome from
hius already been Indicated.
will

which a barrel vault extends to each of the four aides of the room.
of treatment Is a masonry effect, coneistlng of marble

The scheme

t*-V'-m
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from a central gutter, and quite Bimllar In general design to those
used at the new Washington terminal. A detail of the shed ocslgn
Is Included In the Illustrations.
The cast-iron supporting columns
are anchored to concrete blocks 7 ft. 6 In. x 5 ft. 6 in. In plan and
A track plan U also
6 ft, 6 In. high, each rating on four piles.
reproduced, showhiK the six curvt-d approach tracks from the west,
layout.
and the proposed freight terminal
The cost of the station building and train sheds, exclusive of
The plans wer«
all track work and Interlocking, will be J250.000.
prepared, and the construction work done, under the direcThe
tion of J. F. Hinckley. Chief Engineer of the Frisco system.
architects were D. H. Burnham & Co., Chicago, and Jas. Stewart ft
Terminal
F. L. Jonah Is
Co., St. Louis, Mo., are the contractors.
Engineer, In immediate charge of the work.
Reinforced Concrete Bridge Over the Sangamon River.
line formerly crossed the Sangamon river valley,
miles east of Decatur, 111., on a single track line with 1 per
Two years ago work
cent, grade and 4 deg. maximum curvature.
was started revising the alinement and double-tracking the section
from Decatur to Sangamon, six miles. This was completed In December, 1907. The new alinement has only two 1-deg. curves and
the maximum gradient is 0.3 per cent, so that heavy construction

The Wabash

3V.J

was necessary.
The track was

carried over the valley formerly by a steel bridge

approached by sharp curves and .heavy grades. This has been replaced by a double-track reinforced concrete bridge, drawings of
which were published In the Railroad Gazette of December 21. 1906.
The new line crosses the river at such an angle that the bridge Is
There are four spans, each 100 ft. center
built on a skew of 45 deg.
to center of piers.

The

clear opening, parallel to the tracks, at the
is 85 ft. 10 in., and at the bottom of the

springing line of the arch
pier, 82

m

^,^::^,r,sdi
Cross-Section

jUi

r-;-^-^-i

Through Dome of Waiting Room, Showing
Framing; New Orleans Terminal.

Steel

ft. above the floor, the remainder being done In
imitation of light-colored stone to harmonize with the
marble. The floor is mosaic tile. The central lobby will have the
The smaller
12-ft. marble wainsiot, with plaster walls and ceilings.
rooms will have plaster walls and ceilings and mosaic tile floors.
The i)ortion of the building through which the lobby runs has a
second floor for offices. These all have outside light and open on a
corridor enciicling an Inside light court above the lobby. A small
basement room will contain the heating plant.
The main waiting room has a steel frame to carry the dome
and attic roof. This presented something of a special problem In

to

a height of 12

cement

In

ft.

514 In.

The extrados of the arch is an arc of a circle, and the intrados
an ellipse. This ellipse is. In reality, the projection of a circle
on a plane set at an angle of 45 deg. to the plane of the circle.
Thus the form required for molding the concrete arch is cylindrical. Its axis being at an angle of 45 deg. to the track and Its
radius being 30 ft. 4V4 in. at right angles to the line of the piers.
This makes the false work construction quite simple.
The piers and abutments were so built with concrete skewbacks as to give square bearings for the arch ribs Instead of skew
bearings.
This is shown in the accompanying drawings and Is
noticeable in the photograph, as It resulted in a saw-tooth effect at
Is

the springing line of the arch.
The foundation of the bridge rests on gravel, overlying a layer
Piles were driven through the gravel Into the
of very stiff clay.
clay and on them, for the pier foundations, were laid reinforced
concrete slabs of such sizes as to distribute the load over a larg:;
area and also tend to prevent scouring. For each pier, 259 piles,
spaced 3 ft. on centers, are used. Each abutment rests on 395 piles.

Reinforced Concrete Bridge over the Sangamon River;
adapting It to the floor plan and to tlu' form of supors|[ lulure. The
frame Is supported at four points only, these four steel columns
being symnictri(;iHy placed at the four points Indicated on the flrstfloor plan
the inner corners of the four small rooms in the corners
of the waiting room. These points 01 support are well within the
lines of the attic walls and the latter are carried by cantilever members and suitalilc girders, as shown in the sectional view of the
main waiting roon\. Above the girders, and resting on them, are
the steel root trusses, of which there are six three In each direc
tlon.
These carry a concrete roof
in. thick. Including a skim coat
of 1 in., the concrete spans being arched between I-beam purlins, as
shown.
There are tour tracks, separated from the streets by ornamental Iron fencing and protected by umbrella sheds 704 ft. long.
These latter are the "butterfly" type, with roofs sloping upward

—

—

li

Wabash

Railroad.

Hccauso of the height of the bridge the
also spaced .{ ft. apart.
The drawcost of ordinary abutments would have been excessive.
ings show the abutments used. They are hollow, four chambers
on two levels being formed; tlie rear lower chamber Is filled with
The wing retaining walls are 10 ft. high (the height of maxl
earth.
flood
and the flll rests against them. These prevent scouring

mum

1

of the toe of the high banks.
in erecting the bridge, concrete

was built to the top of the skewbacks and allowed to harden. Then each arch ring was laid In one
block by working night and day without stopping. The arch rings
are heavily reinforced with 1-in. oorrugateil bars near the Inner
and outer faces. Throughout the structure, lin. rods furnished by
the Expanded Metal & Corrugated Bar Company, St. Louis, were
The abutment walls are reinforced with vertical ribs of three
used.
bars each, the ribs being spaced 2 ft. on centers; and with horl-
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zontal four-bar ribs, 3 ft. centers. The arches are reinforced on
both extrados and Intrados with longitudinal five-bar ribs, 1 ft. on
centers, and with two-bar ribs, from 2 ft to 3 ft. on centers, parallel
to the center line of piers.
The reinforcement of the spandrel walls
consists of horizontal two-bar ribs only, spaced 2 ft. on centers.

Where the bars were spaced close together- the concrete
was one part cement. 2'aj sand and Ave gravel. The plain
and the concrete in which the bars were spaced 12 in.
apart was a 1:3:6 mixture. There are vertical joints in the
walls over the centers of the piers and at the skew-backs,

mixture
concrete
or

more

spandrel
to allow

for deflection of the arch rings.

The bridge is designed to carry a dead load consisting of concrete at 150 lbs. per cubic foot and earth fill at 100 lbs. per cubic
foot.
The live load (opacity is 9,000 lbs. per lineal foot of track
for each track.
The permissive unit stress was 600 lbs. to the
square inch In the concrete and 12,000 lbs. for the rods. The perml.ssive load on the piles was 25 tons per pile.
The building of the bridge required 8,320 cu. yds. of earth
excavation and 36,775 lineal feet of piling. A toul of 16.170 cu. yds.
of concrete was used, as follows:
Cu. yds.
1,300
2,270
2,370
2,180
1,580

Foundation slabs for piers
with skpw barks

I'Ipik proptT.

.Vrch rliiK"

'

Spandrel wnlls of archifi
I'oiindatlonH for abuloii-nls

Abutments above foiiudutlons,

iDcludlo); slabs
medlati^ wallH. toRiMher with spandrel wnlls

and

iQter-

5,930

Retaining walls

.i^o

There were 215 tons of bars used and the co^t of the whole
bridge was slightly less than »124,000.
It was designed by A. O. Cunningham, Chief Engineer of the
Waliash. The cement was made by the Wabash Portland Cement
Company, Stroh, Ind., and the contractor for the work was the
William P. Carmk-hael Company, Wililamsport, Ind.; this company
also designed the false work and forms.

The Capacity

On May

of the Interborough

Subway.

New York City PubService Commission the fourth of his reports dealing with the
Interborough Rapid Transit subway. The last one of these reports,
ili'aling with the signal system of the subway, was reviewed in the
Itailroad Oazette March 20; the general report on the operation
of the subway was printed in the Itailroad Gazette March 6, and
the report on the cars was printed February 28.
In the report on the capacity of the subway. Mr. Arnold first
calls attention to the fact that the previous reports dealt with minor
changes which could easily be put Into effect, such as Improvements
in the matters of despatching trains, changes In the signal system
and the installation of additional side doors In the cars, some of
which changes have already been adopted; but the present report
analyzes the fundamental design of the subway. i)olnts out how
further iiurease In its capacity can be obtained and directs attention
to certain fundaniental defects or omissions in the present subway which the author believes should be avoided in future subways. Mr. .\rnold .says that the spirit which prompts him in preparing these reports is to heartily commend the engineers who built
lie subway for Uie many excellent Ideas eml)odled In this work and
for the character of Its construction, rather than to criticise them
adversely for the few things which now .seem to him advisable and
which they did not do. He says also that it should be remembered
that the pioneers in any field, acting without precedent to guide
them, must overcome obstacles which are often lost sight of in
subsequent criticism, and that it is always easier for those who
follow these pioneers to point out what should have been done than
it was to foresee them and to do them in advance.
Mr .\rnold says
that New York City has in Its present subway the finest and most
efficient example of underground railroad construction In the world:
but this fact does not preclude the advisability of adoption of Im|)rovements If It can be shown that such Improvements can be
made, not only In the present subway, but In future subways.
22 Blon

.1.

Arnold presented

to the

lic

I

An

abstract of the report follows:
considering an enterprise of this character it should be
borne in mind that it should be the aim to establish and maintain
a proper relationship between the fundamental elements entering
Into It. viz., safety, comfort, capacity, speed and a fair return on the
Investment.
In all of these elements. I find the present subway lacking. The
absolute safety has been sacrificed to secure extra capacity, whereas
even greater capacity than Is now se<:ured can be obtained by safe
methods. The capacity of the subway decreases as the load, after it
has reached a certain point, increases, which is exactly contrary to
what should be expected. The speed of the trains Is not maintained during rush hour periods just at a time when an advantage
of speed would be of benefit not only to the greatest number of
subway patrons, but also to the operators of the subway.
The comfort of the patrons is seriously Interfered with by the
arrangement of entrances and exits, both in the cars and In the
In
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stations themselves. With the present type of subway car, the codfllctlug lines of passenger movement In and out of the cars actually
subjects passengers at tlme.s to danger of personal Injury during
fertaln hours of the day. Finally, the returns on the Investment are
lioL Hiifllclent to pay Ihe necessary operating and maintenance exjjenses, Interest at a reasonable rate on the investment, the sinking

fund as required by the city, and at the same time allow a sufficient
fund to be set a.slde to take care of depreciation.
A study of the present subway will reveal the fact that one of
Its fundamental defects, as far as Its capacity is concerned, is that
fail.s
it
to carry sufllcient passengers upon a fixed five-cent fare to
Justify the large Investment which was finally found necessary to
produce this splendid means of transiJortation. The total investment required to build- and equip the subway as It exists to-day
amounts to approximately 175,000.000, of which $50,000,000 may be
chaiged to the cost of the permanent way and 125,000,000 to the cost
Should it be contended that these fiRures Include an
of (<julpment.
exces-slve construction profit, It l.s but fair to .state that it is quite
probable, in fact almost certain, that were the subway to be constructed now, the open cut method of construction would not be
allowed and thus the actual cost of reproducing the present subway
would be increased by a greater amount than Is represented by any
amount which may be included In the above figures as a oonstruclloa profit.

In a 907 the subway carried 182,000,000 passengers and during
the present year It may possibly carry 200,000,000 passengers, resulting in an annual income of $10,000,000. Thus the gross income per
annum from passenger traffic will be equal to only about 13 per
cent, on the actual investment, as compared with surface and ele.
vated railway systems, many of which take in an amount equivalent to 20 per cent, to 25 per cent, of the costs necessary to reproduce

them.

For the last two years the operating expenses of the subway
have amounted to an average of approximately 45 per cent, of
On this basis the annual operating expenses,
the gross receipts.
with a gross income of $10,000,000. will amount to $4,500,000, leaving $5,500,000 to be applied toward the payment of Interest, depreThis amount is only 7.33
ciation taxes, sinking fund and profit.
per cent, upon the above Investment of $75,000,000, and it is thus apparent that the present subway, which is now overloaded, is not

way as to furnish sufficient capacity, with the conditions under which it has to operate, to produce financial results consistent with the investment.
Another serious defect of the present subway, under present
operating conditions, is that it is capable of serving only about 50,000 passengers in one direction during each hour of the rush
One high building in the
periods, and has no overload capacity.
business district will accommodate fully 10,000 people aud high
built in such a

buildings are being erected much faster than subways can be financed
and built. As the configuration of the island of Manhattan provides
for only a limited number of north and south subways, it is
apparent that each route occupied should be utilized to its greatest
practical capacity.

room

TRAIN

The time schedule now

C.\I"ACrrY.

in use calls for 30 trains per hour both
on the local tracks south of 9Gth street

on the express tracks and
during rush hours. This schedule corresponds to a time interval
between trains or headway of 2 minutes. In actual practice, on
busy days, the headway at Grand Central station often reaches an
average of 2 minutes and 10 seconds, which corresponds to a rate
of 27.7 trains per hour.
it has been shown in

my

report upon the subway signal system

mainthat, with the present subway, it will eventually be possible to
tain a headway of HO seconds, which will allow 40 trains to pass a
given point in one hour, and that for future subways with suitably
designed stations, it is not unreasonable to expect a capacity of CO
trains per hour over each trade.
Upon the local tracks, which are not at present fully equipped
with a block signal system. It Is possible at the present time to
operate on a headway of 72 seconds, thus providing for 50 trains
per hour, but on account of the traffic being lighter on the local
tracks and the difficulty of operating two schedules with different

time intervals, for the local trains than for the express trains, and
at the same time fitting in the trains in their proper order at 9Gth
street, it has been and in ray Judgment will be found better practice
to maintain the same headway upon both the local and the express
tracks.

CAB CAPACITY.
Eight cars now constitute an express train and five cars a local
train during the rush hours. The present maximum schedule of 30
trains per hour will thus provide 30 x 8 or 240 cars per hour ou
express tracks, and 30 x 5 or 150 cars per hour on the local service;
a total of 390 cars per hour, and this may be taken as the limit of
tha car capacity of the subway under present operating conditions.
On account of the delays due to heavy travel during the rush hours,
this rate of car movement is not maintained throughout the entire
rush-hour period.
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The maximum capacity of the present subway under the beat
conditions practicable, without rebuilding ail the express stations, will
be shown to be 40 express trains per hour, of 10 cars each (400
cars) and 40 local trains per hour, of 7 cars each (280 cars), or a
lotal of 680 cars ijer hour, as compared with the pn?8ent Bchedult*
of 390 cars; in other words. It is poBslble to increase the capacity
of the present subway up to a total car capacity per hour 75 per cent,
greater than is attained at present.
SEATINU CAPACITY.

Of the present

cars, 800 aie provided with 52 seats each,

and

tlK-

in 8er\°ice, are provided with
43 seats each.
On a basis of a 2-mlnute headway upon both tb >
local and the express tracUs, the number of seats passing a given
last 50 cars ordered,

and recently put

station can be taken at 370 cars with 52 seats each and 20 cars
with 48 seats each, or 20,200 seats per hour.
It is possible to redesign the seating arrangement in the cars and
to provide at least twice this seating capacity without adding to
the number of cars operated, but for every additional seated passenger at least two standing paasengers must be displaced. The
present seating arrangements strike a fair balance between the two
extremes of maximum seating capacity and maximum standing room.

PA8SEXGEB CAPACITY.
During the rush hours the express trains carry an average

of

125 passengers per car; that Is, nearly twice as many passengers
stand as are seated. Counts have been made showing as many as
180 people crowded Into one car.
If the 2-mlnute schedule could be
maintained on the express tracks, the maximum carrying capacity
under present conditions might be said to be 30 trains x 8 cars x 125
passengers per car, or 30,000 passengers per hour on one express
track, and 30 trains x 5 cars x 125 passengers per car, or 18,750
passengers per hour, on one local track; a total of 48,750 passengers in one direction in one hour for both classes of service.
If 10-car express trains can be operated on a 90-second headway,
each car carrying 125 passengers, then each express track should
carry 40 trains x 10 cars x 125 passengers, or 50,000 passengers
per hour in one direction, and this is the limit to the carrying
capacity of each express track In the present subway. At the same
time. If local trains of 7 cars could b.e operated on a 90-second
headway, each local track should carry 40 trains x 7 cars x 125
passengers, or 35,000 passengers per hour in one direction. This
would make a total carrying capacity through any one station, in
one direction, of 85,000 passengers per hour, as compared with 48.750
passengers at the present time. In both cases the average loading
of the cars has been taken at 125 passengers instead of at 150, as is
frequently found at present on express cars.

HEADWAY.

The capacity of the subway is primarily a question of hea3way.
Headway may be defined as the time interval t)etween trains, it
being understood that the time is taken at the instant the corresponding parts of each train pass a given point, i.e., the time
elapsing between the instant the head end of one train moves by a
signal until the head end of the following train moves by the same
signal, or the headway may be easily determined by noting the time
elapsing between the starting of one train from a station platform
until the following train similarly starts.

This headway is influenced by two factors, which are independent of each other. The headway must therefore be determined in
two different ways, and the operating, or actual headway, is found
by taking the longest headway shown by cither of the rejiults. The
two elements which Influence the operating headway are the running
headway and the station headway.
The safe time between trains running between stations which
may be termed "running headway" is maintained by the block signal
system. Under this arrangement, the time spacing of trains due
to the running headway equals the time required to run three times
the length of one block, plus the time required for two signals to
clear, plus the time required for the train to run Its full length
at the maximum speed which it can run at this particular part of
the road, plus the time required for the motorman to act after the
distant signal has cleared from caution.
The time required for the train to clear a station blo<-k, which
may be termed "station headway," is determined at present by the
total time required by a train to enter the station block; to come
to a stop; to open the doors; to unload; to load; to close the doors;
to start, and to clear the platform.
The two headways are thus determined by entirely separate sets
A train In making a trip is Influenced, first, by the
of conditions.
"running headway," and then by the "station headway." The train,
meeting varying conditions which influence
constantly
therefore. Is
the length of time which should elapse before the next train can
follow. The minimum actual, or operating headway, is determined
by the maximum length of time required to overcome these conditions at any limiting point throughout the entire trip.
As at present operated, these limiting points in the subway are
now at the stations, that is. the station headway governs. The
minimum running headway Is considerably less than the minimum

—
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station headway, so that trains can get up to certain express stations
faster than thf-y can get through these station bloclts.
As already shown, the problem of increasing the capacity of the
present subway resolves itself into a study of and the removal of
the delay at the limiting points. The most serious delays at present

and as the facilities offered by the complete extension will attract a large patronage through the Brooklyn tubes, there will be a
demand and need for running all the express trains directly through
to Brooklyn. To meet this demand it will first be necessary to work
out some plan for serving the South Ferry station, which accommo-

occur at the following points:
a.
At Grand Central station and other express stations.
b.
Combined station and cross-overs at 96th street.
In addition to these critical points, there Is a situation at
c.
South Ferry station which must be changed before the extension
of the subway to Broolilyn can be used most effectively.
At the present time the delays at Grand Central station, which
are typical of the delays at all other express stations, are due to a
combination of causes, including confusion in the methods of handling the passengers, inflexibility in the signal system and defects
These disadvantages have been pointed out in
in the car design.
detail in Reports Nos. 1, 2 and 3, in which it has been shown that
the headway between trains, which now often reaches 2 minutes
and 10 seconds (130 seconds), can be reduced to 90 seconds by
means of the following improvements:

dates a certain number of patrons using the ferries leaving Battery
Park, for until .some plan is devised and adopted for accommodating
these patrons It will be impracticable to run all the express trains

1

and give signal for starting trains
— Close the doors bypromptly
an automatic train signal
— Installmotorman
a speed control signal system as an auxiliary to pressignal system so as
allow the following train
reach

Saving
overpreBeDt
method.

to

2

—

3

to
ent
to
the station platform more promptly than ut present
Provide extra doors In the sides of the cars and guiding railings on the station platforms so as to avoid the present conflict of unloading and loading passengiTs and enable both
operations to be carried on at the same time

10 seconds
15 seconds

15 second.^

These suggested improvements will make It possible to maintain
at all times a train movement of 40 trains per hour upon the express
traclts of the present subway, whereas as at present operated there
are times during rush hours of every busy day when this rate falls
to 27 trains per hour, due to the defects referred to above, all of
which have been completely analyzed in the reports previously nientioned.
COMIilNKI) STATION A.NU CBOSS-OVEBa AT 96tH STBEET.
In addition to the regular combined local and express station
platforms at 9Cth street, tliere are two cross-overs between the local
and the express tracks just north of the station platform. These crossovers are used by every Broadway express train and by every Lenox
avenue local train, and therefore wherever one of the Broadway
express trains and one of the Lenox avenue local trains going in
the same direction approach the cross-over at approximately the
same time, there must be a delay for one of the trains, which may
amount to as much as 40 seconds, as one train must necessarily wait
while the other uses the cross-over. During rush hours there Is a
Broadway express train sclieduled to use the crossover every 4 minutes In one direction and a Lenox avenue local scheduled to cross
over to or from the local tracks in the same direction every 4 minutes, so that the opportunities for a conflict at these crossovers are
numerous. The delay in the train movement due to the cross-over
acts exactly like the delay due to a prolonged station wait, and often
has a cumulative effect upon the train schedule. The records show
that the delays at 9()tb street are fully twice as serious as those
at Grand Central station, due to the fact that at this station there
are not only transfer platforms but also these croae-overs.
To remove the effect of the grade crossings, a rearrangement of
tracks has been proposed by the engineers of the Hiiblic Service
Commission. When the work, which has been authorized, or the
suggested modification of it, is completed, the trains passing through
9Gth street can reach their respective tracks without making use of
a grade crossing.
When the same improvements in regulations,
signal system and cars which have been suggested for improving
conditions at Grand Central station and other express stations have
also been put in effect at 96th street, and the tracks have been
rearranged as described, then 96th street will cease to be a limiting
point and the proposed 90second headway can be maintained at
this part of the system without difficulty.

THE SOUTH FEKRV LOOP.
.The two tracks whicli pass through the tunnels under the East
to form the Brooklyn extension to the subway, leave the
express tracks at Bowling Green station. The two express tracks
continue to South Ferry station, where they form a loop both loop
and station being directly over the point where the Brooklyn tracks
pass into the tubes leading under the river. Since the subway has
been opened to the Atlantic avenue station (May 1. 1908) the Lenox
avenue express trains and the Dyckman street express trains run
through the tunnel to Brooklyn, and the Broadway Klngsbridge
express trains continue on around the loop at South Ferry. During
rush hours, the Lenox express trains are scheduled for a headway
of 3 minutes and the Dyckman express trains are scheduled for a
headway of 8 minutes through the Brooklyn tubes, that is, for a
short time each day the Brooklyn schedule calls for a headway of an
average of 2 minutes and 10 seconds. The Klngsbridge express
trains, which continue on around the Soutli Ferry loop, run every 8
minutes during the busiest part of tlie rush periods. This service to
Brooklyn will not be as satisfactory as the service on the rest of the
river

—

line

to

Brooklyn.

There are three plans which should have consideration in connection with this problem
.\ double-decked station at South Kerry.
Tbig plan would Involve changing
the present :{ per cent, grades of the tracks between the bulkhead of the
tubes and Bowling Green station in order lo provide an approximate!)
level stretch of track at the stopping point or one upon which the grade
does not exceed 0.5 of 1 per cent. In order that trains may remain at
1

rest
:;
.'t

In

funv of failure of the brakes.

-A shuttle train service between South Kerry and Uowling Gre«n station.
-A moving platform cither In the pre8<'nt subway between South Kerry and
Howling <;ri>en Hiatlr>n or In an areawiiy Just outside of the subway.

In

my

opinion it Is advisable to Install the shuttle train service
order to give immediate relief, as this can be done at moderwhen considering the subject in connection with
future subways leading to the Battery, the other plans should refirst in

ate expense, but

ceive careful attention.
INFLUE.VrK 0.\ HEADWAY OK MOBE EtTICIE.NT ORAKI.NC.
A series of tests were made upon the rate of braking and these
tests were compared to the results upon the Boston elevated electric~roal and upon other roads provided with improved braking
equipments. These tests Indicate that so far as eiriciency is concerned the braking equipment of the subway cars i.s capable of producing results as effective as any that have been secured up to
date with brakes acting upon the wheels. The tests showed, however, that these results were not always actually secured on account of the carelessness or timidity of the motormen. The tendency seems to be for a motorman lo begin to apply bis brakes
too quickly
thus prolonging by perhaps four or five seconds the
time that should be devoted to bringing the train to rest at the
platform. At least five seconds can be taken from the headway
by instructing the motormen to bring their trains up to the express station platform at a speed of at least 30 mile? per hour,
which will require that the trains be brought to a stop in from
16 to 17 seconds instead of the 20 to 22 seconds usually required.
The fact that some of the motormen do this now shows that it
can be done. There is no improvement which will show such effective results In proportion to the time and expense Involved as
will additional attention paid to this detail of operation.
Should It be determined to use platform railings as shown In
Report No. 3 upon the "Subway Car," the saving of time which
can be accomplished by this improvement In braking will more
than offset the few seconds which may be required to accurately
stop the trains.

—

INFLUENCE

O.V

UEAOWAT OF

1.MPB0VEU) ACCEXERATION.

It is but natural to expect and in fact It is contended by some,
that considerable improvement could be made in the time required
for accelerating the trains and that a number of seconds could be
saved by moving the trains out of the stations more promptly.
As a matter of fact the actual acceleration tests show that in
starting the trains and in moving them a distance equal to the
length of the platform, there Is but about two seconds difference
between the best acceleration and the slowest acceleration observed.
This would indicate that there is little Improvement to be expected
from training the motormen to be more skilful in using their

controllers.

The tests Indicate that the acceleration varies between 1.1 miles
per hour per second and 1.4 miles per hour per second, and between these two figures fall all of the observations which have been
made with varying loads and with different motormen.
The theoretical values of acceleration, which calculations based
upon the motor curves indicate should be expected, fall between
the values of 1.15 miles per hour per second for trains loaded with
150 passengers per car to 1.55 miles per hour per second for all
cars empty and these theoretical figures agree very closely with
the results of actual observation.
All eight-car express trains are provided with five motor cars
each equipped with two 200 h.p. motors, and all five-car express
trains have three motor cars similarly equipped.
t^xaniination of other s>-stems shows the following values of
acceleration as the results of an average of a large number of
observations:
l*er

fompany.
Metropolitan Ulevated, Chicago.
South Side Elevated. Chicago
South Side Elevated. Chicago
MotroiHilltau Klevatod. Chicago.
Northwestern Elevated. Chl.Mgo.

These

tests

.

.
.

Description of train.
light, 2 motor cars.

.Scar train
S-car
5-car
.5-car
.S-car

hour,

per second.
.

motor cars.
Ioad°d.all motor cars
3 motor cars.
1 motor car...
all

1.41 miles.

1.35
1.19
1.06
0.84

and figures indicate that the motor equipment of

the present subway is doing all that can be expected of it.
If all the cars of the subway trains were equipped with motors.
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the Initial acceleration In starting could bfi Increased from 1.15
miles per hour per second to l.iif) miles per hour per second, with
tnilns loaded with 150 paKKenncis per car. Thl.s Improvement In
acceleration would cut down the lime required for the train to
leave the station platform l>y about two seconds, and this saving
of two seconds Is practically the limit of Improvement which can
be expected upon the headway by equipping all the cars with
motors. It Is apparent at once, therefore, that as far as the effect
upon the capacity of the subway is concerned, the expense of increasing the present motor equipment would not be Justified. The
cttvct upon the speed of the trains of changes in the motor equip-

ment

will be discussed in a .separate report.

Furthermore,

mended

If

the

In Uei)ort No. 2

signal system Is re-arranged as recomupon the signal system, the proceed signal

the following train very soon after the leaving
train starts to leave the platform and therefore the time required
by the leaving train In accelerating will have no Influence upon
the cycle which determiners the station headway.
A study of the lompaiatlve effect of Improving the braking
and acceleration of the liaiiis indicates that more advantages can
be expected from increa.sing the braking efflilemy than can be

be given

will

antlcljjated

to

from increasing the acceleration of the trains.

MOllK CAliS PER TRAIN.
obtain the maximum practlcaible capacity of the
present subway it will eventually be found desirable to Increase
the express trains from eight to ten cars, and the local trains
In

from

order

to

five to .seven cars.

easiest way to accomplish this change is to arrange to
handle two more cars on each train, operating these cars on the
ends of the trains, and not attempting to load or unload them
directly from or to any platform south of 96th street.
These cars would soon become known to the regular patrons as
through cars, and the guard in charge could discourage passengers
wlio intended to stop at Intermediate points from going into these

The

cars.
It would be necessary to make a small number of changes In
the block signal system in order to allow one of these lengthened
trains to push a similar l)iit disabled train to a terminal yard, an
operation wliich is sometimes required, that is the block signal
sy.stem must be slightly rearranged, so that a double train of a
total of 20 cars on the express tracks could be operated in case
of accident.
Plans have been prepared to lengthen the platforms at IG local
stations south of 96th street from the present length of 200 ft. to
;ir)0 ft. ea(h, so as to accommodate eight-car local trains.
The estlniutes which have been prepared covering the cost of these changes
run from $i,9UU,UUU to $2,2.'J0.000. It is my opinion that the expenditure of this amount of money will not be justified at the
Iiresent time.
On aciount of the extensive use of the transfer privilege, the local trains are nearly always emptied of a load equivalent to their standing load at the present time at every express
station stop, and the standing passengers, therefore, have an opportunity to lind seats. Judging from present tendencies, the two
through cars on each local train would prove attractive to a number
of passengers who now use the express trains, and who would probably be glad to secure a seat on a local train running but a few
minutes slower than the express in exchange for uncomfortable
and crowded standing room upon an express train.
The Increased car service on the local trains, should, therefore,
tend to decrease the crowded condition of the express service. It
would appear, therefore, that, if the added cars on the local trains
can be devoted to li rough business, which originates and ends at
or near their (erniiuMl stations, it will not be necessary to invest
approximately ?2,UO0,(JO0 to i)rovlde an extension of the local platforms, which are now arranged to accommodate only five cars.
A similar line of reiisoniug will Indicate that 10-car train service can be instituted on the express tracks without making a corresponding Increase in the length of the platforms. To lengthen
these express stations sulllclently to accommodate 10-car trains
would a'so mean the extending of all station platforms north of
96tb street. Tliis would nn:in a large Investment in order to do
this work without interfering with the operation of the trains.
In my judgment it is entirely feasible to operate 10-car trains on
the express tracks and seven-car trains on the local tracks. .\ decided effort should be made to do this lirst without extending the
platforms, if the dillicultles attending this through-car service cannot be overcome in actual operation, then the platforms should
eventually be extended.
WIDER OAKS.
After the maximum practicable length of train has been cached
and such trains operated at the rate of 40 trains per hour with
the present subway, and through the use of double decked or reservoir stations at the rate of GO trains per hour for future subways
there are apparently but two ways left for Increasing the possible
capacity of a subway without adding tracks and that Is to widen
the cars or to double deck them.
With the present subway, on account of the changes in staI

i
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tion.-:,
tracks, terminals and In the cars themselves the adoption
For future subof a higher or a wider car would be Impracticable.
ways the use of a wider car should be seriously considered but in

my

opinion greater advantages can

l>e

obtained by double decking

subways than by double decking the cars themselves.
have discussed the proper
In Report No. 3, 'The Subway Car,"
design for a car at least 18 in. wider than the present car to be
UKed In future subways, and as this wider car will add at least
25 per cent, to the possible carrying capacity without adding materially to the amount of the Investment, It should be used unless
reasons other than engineering and operating ones compel the adoption of cars having approximately the same width as those In the
the

I

present subway.

MAXIMUM

l'<>8SIDLE

CAPACITY OF SUBWAYS.

The minimum headway to be expected with the present subway upon tracks equipped with a block signal system is 90 secIt has been shown
onds, corresponding to 40 trains i)er hour.
further that this limitation to the headway is due to the delay In
In future subways, this limitation to
the express station biocfks.
capacity should be eliminated by providing two station tracks at
each express station to serve each main line track, so that one train
at a station platform will not delay the following train, as is the
case at present. In this way the tracks at the express stations
would be arranged on the reservoir principle, so as to equalize and
maintain at its maximum the rate of movement of the trains passIn other words, the stations which
ing from one station to another.
represent but a small portion of the cost of a subway system should
be designed In such a manner that the great investment in the
subway between the stations could be utilized to its fullest extent
If the tracks between statlo.is can be worked up to a «apaclty
of 60 trains per hour (60-second headway) then the train capacity
of future subways will be 100 per cent, greater than the capacity
obtained under existing operating conditions In the present subway. If 10-car trains can be run every minute, a car capacity of
600 cars per hour can be secured with each track of a future subway, if each car carries 150 persons, the possible carrying capacity of a single track will be 75,000 passengers per hour or 150000 passengers for two tracks whereas the possible capacity of two
tracks In the present subway, as now operated, is less than 50,000
passengers per bour.
To determine the possibility of running 10-car trains on a 60second headway, it is necessary to analyze the elements entering
into the determination of the "running" headway of a train.
BUXMXG IIHAOWAY OF TRAINS.
It is safe to operate 10-car trains every minute, even with the
present type of signal system and brake equipment. This rate of
train movement will be possible, however, only with railways where
the stations are provided with two station tracks for each main line
track, as the trains cannot operate on a 60-second headway if they
are delayed in getting up to and through each station.
To Increase the train capacity of the subway. Improvements
may he expected along the following lines:
(1) The present braking data upon which the signal system
have been designed indicate a rate of deceleration or rate of
braking of sliglitly less than two miles per hour per second. It Is
not improbable that tests made under subway conditions would show
that an emergertcy stop at a rate somewhat in excess of this can
be safely relied upon, provided the latest type of brake Is used. .\
dwrease In the length of the blocks of from 10 per cent, to 20 per
cent, might be possible as a result of this revised Information, and
it is, therefore, Important that a series of reliable tests showing the
actual distance required to stop a loaded subway train by means
of the automatic emergency trips be made before the block distances of future subways are decided upon.
(2) The signal system should allow the trains to run closer
together than the minimum distance of three times the length of
a block section, as Is the case with the present subway. This can
be done most effectively by arranging a series of caution signal
lights, whicdi will follow the movement of the preceding train more
closely than the present caution signals which are now a full block
distance apart. .\ traveling caution signal. If iwrfected. would allow
the following train to encroach ujwn tlie overlap section of the
block and approach nearer the danger signal, and thus safely reduce

minimum time

Interval between trains.
Recent Improvements in the signals themselves have l>een
made by which the movable colored discs have be<>n replaced by two
sets of electric lights whereby the signal Indications l)eoome pracIn the figures from which the curves In the
tically Instantaneous.
appendix have l>een prepared, a period of 2i<j seconds was Included
to allow for these signal movements and the headways shown can
therefore be reduced by this 2'... seconds In considering the absolute
minimum headway possible for future subways.
These various improvements should make It possible to eventually maintain a 45-8econd "running" headway corresponding to a
car capacity of 800 cars per hour with 10-car trains but as It is
impracticable to expect any system to be kept in operation for any
great length of time up to Its full ultimate capacity. I have based

the

(3)

—

'^*
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calculations lor Uie capacity of future subways upon a practicable maximum capacity of 600 cars per hour for each express
track, which would only require trains to run on a 60-second bead-

way.
If it were practicable to rebuild and double deck all of the express stations of the present subway, theie is no good reason why
the above capacity of 60 trains per hour could not be secured, but
the difficulties which would be encountered in changing the stations
while keeping the road in operation combined with the expense
of undermining the foundations of certain high buildings under
which the subway runs, make this improvement now practically prohibitive, although the expense of this change may some time prove
advisable in ordei- to get capacity.
The maximum train capacity, therefore, of any properly
signaled track of the present subway Is 40 trains per hour as previously shown.
CABHVI.NU CAPACITY OF A MOVING I-LATKOHM.
It is possible to install and operate a moving platform for the
transportation of passengers under sub-surface c-onditions, and this
method of solving the transit problem has been often advocated, but
has never been put inio practical every day operation for city transit.
Such a platform would have a number of loading and unloading
platforms moving at different speeds, usually varying In steps of
three miles per hour. The platform carrying the seats can thus be
made to move at either nine or twelve miles per hour, the latter
speed being in excess of the average speed of a surface car.
A moving platform can be arranged to seat one passenger per
lineal fool or 5.280 passengers for each mile of platform.
If this
platform moves at the rate of 12 miles per hour its carrying capacity
will therefore be 62,500 passengers per hour and each of the patrons
will have a seat.
This capacity is more than twice the possible
seating capacity of 10-car trains running on 60-second headway with
50 seats per car
but the platform bnly moves at the rate of 12
miles per hour, whereas the train can move its patrons at an average
schedule speed of 25 miles per hour.
In other words, the train
method of operation has the advantage of having double the speed of
the platform method and the platform method on the other hand
has the advantage of having twice the seating capacity of the train
method. The question is, do patrons of an underground system of
transportation prefer speed or comfort; that is, would they prefer
to patixjiiize trains traveling at 25 miles per hour, but with only
half enough seats to accommodate them in preference to a moving
platlorm traveling at the rate of 12 miles per hour, but provided
with seats for all?
It is probable that for short distance when speed is not an important element the moving platform with its "seat for every
passenger" would he preferred, but that for comparatively long distance s|)eed. even at a sacrifice of some capacity, is the result desired
and there is therefore in my opinion no question as to the advantage
of the train method of operation, for long haul subway conditions
1>ES1(1N Ol- STATION I'OIi I'l'TUlSE .SUBWAVS TO SKCURE .MAXIMl M CArACITY.
It has been shown that, with the present type of subway stations
where the trains stop on the main line, the train capacity is limited
to a 10-car train every 90 seconds or to 40 trains per hour, whereas
if each station is provided with two station tracks for each main
line track the trains could be handled at the rate of one every 60
seconds or 60 trains per hour. Therefore, the capacity of future
subways can be nuitcrially increased by double tracking the stations,
and this should be done at least on the express tracks at all express
stations.
Whether or not the local tracks should be double tracked
depends entirely upon the use to which the local tracks are to be put.
If. as in the present subway, these local tracks are to be used more
as a collecting and distributing system for the express service than
as a separate system of transportation, then there will l>e but little
need of increasing the possible capacity of the local tracks above the
capacity whiih will be provided by a single local track at each station.
If. however, an cffoit is to be made, as It should be, to cultl.
vate the short haul busii'.tss by means of the local systems and at
the same time encourage the use of the lo<-al trains for a certain
amount of through travel, then arrangements should be made for
double tracking the local as well as the express tracks at all trans-

—

fer stations.

This arrangement of double tracks for the local service at the
express stations would not necessarily mean double tracks for the
local trains at intermediate local stations as the stops at these stations would not require over 15 seconds and this station wait would
not materially affect the headway. At transfer stations, however,
the local trains are liable to be held at the platforms as long as
the express trains are held and therefore if there Is a demand for
frequent train service over the local tracks, these tracks should be
provided with double tracks at the transfer stations, thus making
each transfer station a double decked station with four tracks on
each deck.
The question as to the best arrangement of the tracks In a
station provided with double tracks tor each main line track is an

Important one.
In the

first

place such

a

station

must, as a rule, be "double

decked

that
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the express track platforms will be on a separate
level (preferably a lower onej from the local track platforms.
In the next place, a decision must be reached as to whether or
not separate platforms are to be provided for loading and for unloading the passengers. The policy of the extent of the transfer
privilege !iom local to express service, and t^ice versa, must also
be decided and, lastly, the question of how intimate a connection
should be arranged between two intersecting subways must be
';

is,

settled.

rONCLLSIOS.
The facts brought out in this report upon the capacity of the
subway may be briefly recapitulated as follows:
The pre.sent subway, although carrying more passengers
(1)
than It was originally designed to handle, lacks sufficient passenger
carrying capacity unBer the conditions that it Is now operating to
pay a fair return on the investment and at the same time allow
for a suitable depreciation reserve.
The present subway is also defective in not having suf(2)
ficient passenger carrying capacity to take care of the demands
of
transportation along its route during the two rush-hour periods
of the day; that is, the subway is lacking in what might be termed
overload capacity.

The headway and therefore the capacity of the present
(3)
subway is governed by the station headway; that Is, the number
of trains is limited by the number that can Ik? passed through the
limiting station. The capacity of future subways should be limited only by the number that can safely be passed over the tracks
'be! ween stations.
(4)

The present

rate of train

movement

one direction upon each track can be
hour bj'
a— Installing automatic closing door
b Providing speed control signals
block signal system at the approaches to
In

—

c— Altering the cars
each car.

to

of 30 trains per hour
increased to 40 trains per

signals upon the caro;
auxiliary to the present
the stations;

provide more doors in the sides of

To most effectively secure the benefit of these changes
(5)
the cross-overs in the tracks north of 96th street station should
be removed in accordance with the plans, which have alreadj been
approved by the Public Service Commission.
The 96th street changes can be made still more effective
(6)
by adding to these plans, the feature of double de<'king. thus providing two additional express tracks In the station.
To secure the same capacity for the Brooklyn extension
(7)
that will eventually be obtained for the Manhattan subway, a plan
for handling the South Ferry passengers should be worked out
so
that all express trains can be run through the Brooklyn tubes, thus
increasing their present capacity at least 33 per cenL
The train capacity of the subway cannot be increased
(8)
by Increasing the speed of the trains as the increased length of the
signal blocks necessary for the higher speeds more than offseu
the
advantage of the increased speed.
The capacity of the subway can be increased by greater
(9)
care In using the brakes at the sUtions. Very little effect
upon
the capacity can be expected by improving the acceleration of trains.
(10)
Considerable improvement In the capacity can be secured
by running longer trains and a movement In this direction should
be started as it will eventually be found desirable to run
seven-car
local trains and 10-car express trains, both at the
rate of 40 trains
per hour. When this Ls done the capacity of the present subway
will be increased 75 per cent, which is the maximum
increase In
capacity of the present subway that can be expected without
double
decking the stations which for reasons previously given seems to
1)0

prohibitive.

While double deck cars in subways are Impracticable,
(11)
the possibility of using wider cars should be thoroughly
considered
In making plans for future subways, as there is
apparently no
difficulty In the way of using wider cars for
such subways except
the question of transferring the equipment between the
present
subway and future ones.
To secure the maximum possible capacity of future sub(12)
ways, tests should be made to determine more accurately
than has
been done, the braking distan.e rc<iulred t.) bring a subway
train
to rest from full speed when the emergency stop is used.
(13)
An improvement in the block signal s.vstem which will
have a material influence up<in Increasint: the capacity of
future
subways can be secured by developing a traveling camion signal
to act In conjuncliou with the present fixed one.
Moving platforms have practically double the seating
(14)
capacity of 10 car trains running upon 60-second headway,
but on
the other hand these mo\-lng platforms have a speed of only
onehalf the schedule speed of the train, and therefore the train
method
of operation is to be preferred for long distances.
In order to secure maximum capacity for future subways
(15)
these subways should be designed with double decked stations
provided with double tracks for each main line and the cross
section
of the subway between stations should also where
practicable be
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10-car trains
double decked; thia plan will allow the operation of
carrying
on a 60-Becond headway on each track Ihus providing a
capacity of three Umea that of the present subway.
IIECO M M EN UATION H.
summarized
The Improvements suggt-sted in this report may be

as follows:
(1)

in the pre.seut subway to increase
a
30 trains an hour to 40 trains an hour, with
carried out;
in its earning capacity, should be
signal system should be Improved, a speed control

and the cars altered.
The 9f;th street alterations should include not only the
(2 J
commission,
removal of the crossovers as already approved by the
provide a local track
but also the altering of the station itself to

present level
level, allowing the four tracks upon the
he used by the express trains.
A shuttle train service for the South Ferry station should
(3)
made of a
bo provided at once, and a comprehensive study should be
which would not
plan for a double-decked station at this point,
line, thus
only give all South Ferry passengers a station on the main
run
eliminating the shuttle train service, but also allow all trains to

upon a lower
to

through to Brooklyn.
The braking of the trains at the station should be Im(4)
proved so as to save the 5 seconds which is now often lost by lack
of skill In stopping the trains.
One car should be added to the rear of each local train
(5)
this
during rush hours, and the public should be encouraged to use
reaching the
extra car upon the local trains, which, although not
adding
of
idea
the
with
travel,
platforms, could be used tor through
to take
even more cars to the trains if the public can be educated
advantage of this increased accommodation.
to
required
distance
A series of braking tests showing the
(6)
speed should
stop a train by means of the emergency stop from full
block signal
be made in order to secure reliable data for planning the
systems for future subways.
should
be ensystems
signal
The manufacturers of block
(7)
couraged to develop a traveling caution signal to supplement the
to
present fixed caution signal, as this signal could be installed
advantage not only in the present subway but in future subways.
indepenoperated
built
and
be
are
to
If future subways
(8)
with the idea
dently of the present one, the plans should be made
present cars,
of using multiple side door cars 18 in. wider than the
each car and
of
capacity
thus adding at once i;5 per cent, to the
without
subways
such
capacity
of
carrying
possible
the

increasing
proportionately increasing their first cost.
In order that future subways shall not only pay a fair
(9)
neprereturn on their Investment, but also allow for a satisfactory
located where
ciation reserve, it is essential that such subways be
and
there Is sufficient density of traffic to justify their being built,
handle the volume
at the same time they should be so designed as to
hour
rush
during
them
through
passed
be
must
which
of traffic
•

periods in order to make them self-sustaining.
All future trunk line subways should be designed with
(10)
stations on the reservoir principle, that is, with double track,? in
each station for each main line track. This can best be accom
pllshed by not only double decking the stations, but also double
decking the subways between stations, and by this method secure
the
the carrying capacity necessary to justify the occupancy of
justify
street, and at the same time produce a property which will
the
for.
provided
Where a crosstown subway is to be
its cost.
stations should

lie

triple-decked.

The Grand Trunk

Pacific.

The accompanying map shows the Grand Trunk Pacific lines
completed, building and located, as well as the branch lines which
are projected. The portion from Monclon, N. B.. to Winnipeg. Man.,
1,807 miles. Is being built by the government under the name NaThis is all loiated. except tor a few milei!
tional Transcontinental.
near the Winnipeg terminals and possible revision at several other
points. Contracts have been let for (>5(> miles from Moncton to
Weyraonlachene, Que., and for s-eparate sections between that point
and Winnipeg agsregating .'iTl miles. The Lake Superior branch,
running from Lake Superior .luuction, Ont., southeast to Fort William, 210 miles,

is

being built by the Grand Trunk Paciflc.

On

No.

22.

Is exjunction between the direct line and the loop north of It. It
opened
pected that the line from Winnipeg to Edmonton will be
Forces have been at work all through the
for traffic this year.
and it
winter from Winnipeg east to Lake Superior Junction,
at
estimated that during the summer about 30.000 men will be
Rupert
to
Prince
Monclon
from
line
work on the whole

The changes required

capacity from
marked Increase
that is, the block
system developed,

its

Vou XLIV..

tills

branch grading except on eight miles has been finished and 12,'>
miles of track has been laid, nie Gmnd Trunk Paciflc Branch
Lines Co. has been authorized to build branch lines both east and
west of Winnipeg. These are shown on the map as projected. The
line from Winnipeg west to Prince Rupert, B. C, 1,750 miles. Is being
This Is all located. Grading
built by the Grand Trunk Pacific.
Is finished on the section from Winnipeg to Portage La Prairie. 56
latter
point BOO miles to lOarl,
laid
from
the
Is
track
and
miles,
75 miles west of Saskatoon, Sask. Work is under way from this
point to Edmonton, Alb., 253 miles, and to a point 120 miles further west of BJdmonton. From Prince Rupert eastward, work is
under way on 100 miles of road to Kiteselas canyon, which is the

U

GENERAL NEWS SECTION
The New York legislature has passed a bill requiring railroad
uompanies to pay their employees twice a month.

A press despatch from Bedford, Pa., says that the school of
telegraphy maintained by the Pennsylvania Railroad at that place
has graduated 60 students.
The Chicago & Alton now runs one of its trains through between Chicago and Kansas City in 13 hours, which Is 30 minutes
less than the previous lime and 30 minutes less than the time made
by any other line.

The five railroads running eastward from East St. Louis which
absorb drayage charge.-; on freight from St. Louis, will hereafter
make the allowance on shipments brought by any one of 20 transfer
companies, instead of only two companies, as heretofore.
Canadian papers leport that the immigration into Canada this
year has been smaller than last year by about 40,000 people, a result
which is quite contrary to the expectations which were aroused by
the heavy movement from Kurope and the United States early fn the
spring.

A

press despatch from Columbus, Ohio, says that the Brotherhood of lx)comotive KuKinci^rs, now in convention in that city, has
decided to admit to membership motormen on all those Interurban
electric railroads which operate 20 miles or more outside of an
incorporated city.

The Canadian Pacific is to discontinue the 96-hour train which
has been run between Quebec and Vancouver in connection with
Under a new contract, the time allowed for
its ocean steamships.
carrying the mails from Liverpool to Hong Kong has been e,\tended
from 29'/-! days to o-l days.
At St. Paul, Minn., May 2,t. the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals affirmed the conviction of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Omaha, and its General Freight Agent, H. M. Pearce, for having
given illegal rebates on shl|)ments of grain. The company was fined
120,000 and the agent $2,000.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has announced a reduction
of 25 cents a ton In the freight rates on coal carried from
and Colorado to points in Nebraska, -west of Grand Island.

Wyoming
This

re-

duction Is to meet one made by the Union Pacific In consequence of
an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The Black Diamond Express of the Lehigh Valley, between
New York, which was laken off last winter, will be put
Its old schedule June 1-1.
The train was taken oft on

Buffalo and

back on

February

9.

o'clock dally,

and New York
hours 55 minutes.

It 'wlU leave Buffalo at 11 a.m.,

running through

in 9

al

12

The Ohio legislature has passed a law under which the railroads of that state may, after July 7, collect from passengers paying
fare on trains 10 cents more than from those who buy tickets at
the offices. The law provides, however, that ticket olTices at stations
must be open 30 minutes before the departure of trains which in
thousands of Instances will be 29 minutes more than is necessary.

—

A large part of Oklahoma and considerable ten itory in northern
Texas were damaged by floods on May 23 and 24, about 20 Inches
of rain having fallen In 10 hours throughout a considerable part of
this territory. At Dallas, Tex., a part of a bridge of the Texas &
Pacific over the Trinity River was carried away by the flood and
six men were drowned.
Many railroad and wagon bridges were
damaged

in

Oklahoma, and many miles of railroad suffered from

washouts.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy will on May 31 begin running a fast limited train from Chicago, Omaha, Kansas City. St.
Louis and other eastern points to the west over its Billings line,
reducing the time to the Pacific coast 12 hours, arriving in Seattle In
the morning instead of the evening as at present.
An extra local
train will be added for the accommodation of intermediate business.
The train will leave all the eastern terminal points about
as at present, but will cut the running time from 76 to 64 hours.
The New Yoik,
ning with June 10,

New Haven &

Hartford announces that, beginfreight rates from Connecticut points
the west over the Boston
(through
Canada). Rates to
& Maine and the Canadian Pacific
Chicago and beyond by this route are 10 cents (first class) less
than those by the direct routes, from points taking New York rates,
and 5 cents (first class) less from Boston points. Al present the
Central Vermont, controlling the railroad from New Loudon. Conn..

make through
and from New York City to
It

will

northward to .Montreal, and running steamers between New York
and New I.,ondon, is the only line which gives these low rates from
places south of the Boston & Albany. Shipments by the new tariff
will be sent

through either Springfield or Worcester.

offered by the Scientific American for the most
meritorious Invention in transportation, which has been competed
for at the exhibition of the American Museum of Safety Devices,
which has been held in New York City during the past month,
has been awarded to the Rich Marine Fire Detecting & Extinguishing system, which is an apparatus for detecting fires in the holds
of vessels.
From a glass case on the bridge pipes, 1 In. in diameter,
run to each hold and coal bunker and, by means of a small exhaust fan, kept constantly running, any smoke which might be
formed in a given compartment would emerge from the corresponding pipe in the glass case, and thus warn the officer In charge, of
the danger of fire. Every 15 minutes a bell rings, calling attenIn case a fire Is detion to the necessity of looking at the pipes.
tected, hose can be attached to the pipe and by this means the
endangered hold can be flooded with steam. It is said that this
device has been Installed on the Cunard steamers "Luslt&nia" and
"Mauretanla."

The gold medal

Governor Hughes, of New York, has vetoed the Robinson bill,
which was designed to facilitate the construction of rapid transit
railroads In New York City by allowing the city the privilege of selling franchises to corporations for 50 years, instead of for periods
not exceeding 25 years, as is stipulated in the present law. Governor Hughes says that allhough the 5<>-year proviso is permissive. It
woubl mean that all framhlses would run for 50 years, for the city
authorities could not be depended on to stand out for a shorter
period; and the Governor believes that to surrender the rights of
the city In Its streets for so long a time as half a century Is wrong.
The exact financial status of the city, as regards Its pow^er to borrow
money, should be authoritatively determined, and then If the legislature lakes action which shall result In the adoption of an amendment to the constitution, the city may. within a year and a half,
be able to build subways Itself.

The proposal, embodied in a resolution by Senator Elklns, to
suspend for a time the penalties which the Interstate Commetce
Commission law Imposes on railroads which carry their own commodities, was considered In the upper house of Congress last Friday; and, although no direct vote was taken. It is said that the
This
subject has been laid aside finally for the present session.
leaves the penalties In full effect, so that an anthracite coal road,
for Instance, carrying to market coal from Its own mines. Is subjecting itself to severe penalties, the only a.ssurance of immunity
being the promise of the President and the Attorney-General to
refrain from prosecuting any road for the collection of a penalty
until the constitutionality of the law shall have been decided by
the Supreme Court.

A press despatch from Washington, May 25. says that the Department of Justice has agreed with the coal carrying railroads
that the case involving the constitutionality of the law shall be
heard before three Federal Judges In Philadelphia on June 16 next.
The case Is to be tried upon an agreed state of facts and no prosecutions are to be begun against the railroads directly Intere.^ted
in the suit until a decision of the court has been reached.

Another Low-Fare Veto from Governor Hughes.

New York has vetoed a bill passed by the
His
Legislature known as the Coney Island five-cent fare bill.
reasons are the same as those given a year ago in his veto of the
general two-cent bill for the whole stage, the main point being
that the legislature has acted without suflficient investigation. In
the present case he says:
This bill establishes a maximum rate of five cents [on electric
roads from Manhattan to Coney Island] without regard to the
length of the route or the reasonableness of such a fare, in other
words. It Is an arbitrary maximum imposed by legislative flat.
But It is clear that If the rate Is not a reasonable one and if the
requirement would openite as a confiscation of the company's property the legislature cannot impose It. The attempt to enforce such
a rate under such circumstances would be abortive, as a successful
appeal could be made to the courts. It is Idle to suppose that the
companies can be compelled to reduce their fare to five cents merely
because the legrlslature says so.
Whether a five-cent fare is a fair one depends upon facts and
not upon sentiment, desire or prejudice; whether the result be
agreeable or diatifreeabl^ }t Inevitably will bo reached only after
Governor Hughes of
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Lhe facts have been aucertalDed and considered. Justice requires UiIh
and under the Constitution the requirement will be enforced. The

way

matters Is to provide for Investigation In which the whole subject can be considered, specious claims
sifted out, and a result Just both to the corporations and to the
public arrived at.
It Ih highly Important that we should have transportation In

proper

public,

may

privilege In
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appreciate and
thU respect"

fully

measure up

to

their

duty and

to deal with the.se

WIreleM Control

of

Shop Truck.

Frederick H. Millentr, electrician, has for several months been
working under the direction of W. R. McKeen, Jr., Superintendent
of Motive Power and Machinery of the
Union Pacific Railroad, on a system of wireless or remote control of a truck running
on the Industrial tracks of the I'nlon Pacific
snops at Omaha, Neb. The Illustration
siiowK an electric truck made by the WeetInghouse Klertric & Manufacturing Company, weighing about 5.500 ll>s., which is
ilrlven by an electric motor supplied by a
-lorage battery.
The truck Is capable of
nauling a load of 10 tons at a speed of six
iiiiles an hour.
It carries 144 fL of copper
v'.lre made Into a wireless wing and an annna about 2 ft. high, by which the electrlwaves are picked up and transmitted to coarolling devices beneath the frame. The exiierlments have progressed so far that It is
how possible, by the use of the device, to
move forward, reverse, stop, or to move at
any desired
speed
by
means of the
•

I

shape<l
antenna and traveling
communication. Similar antennae
a cylinder and attuned to the
car apparatus swing from a flag pole
do ft. above the central controlling staare sent waves that control the movement of
specially

ground
built

Wireless Controlled Electric Truck; Union Pacific
lowest fair rates. It is desirable that in New York
City there should be low rates fiom the congested quarters to the
breathing spots In the outlying districts and by the sea. The sure
way and the only way to make real progress In this direction Is
through the ascertainment of tlie essential facts and the making
of reasonable rate.s in accordance with the facts.
This bill is wrong
ill
principle and Is not adapted to secure the desired result.

our

cities at the

W.

C.

Brown on Rate

Increases.

I
regard the present question as one of the most Important that
has ever engaged the attention of the business interests of the
country.
I
firmly believe that ui>on its righteous solution depends
the momentous question of an early return to prosperity, or a continuance of the depression of the past six months, emphasized and
darkened by a struggle with organized labor such as this country
has never e.xperienced.
The Issue is in the hands of the business men of the country.
If the business Interests of the nation shall, after mature consideration, say that railroad rates shall not be advanced, I doubt if
it can be done.
Hut It should be understood clearly, definitely and
beyond all question of doubt, that in saying this they say just as
clearly and definitely that the wages of the great army of 1.500,000
railroad employees shall be reduced, and they must accept their
full measure of responsibility for the results which will follow.

A Lackawanna

Is

tion.
tlie

From

thes.'

like

truck.

A Large Rock Crusher.
The Allis-Chalmers Co. has recently completed at Its Reliance
Works In Milwaukee. Wis., the No. 18 Gates, 600 to 800-ton capacity
rock crusher shown in the accompanying cut. The machine weighs
200 tons and will reduce, to sizes suitable for railroad grouting
and foundation work, rocks weighing three tons. It Is said to be
he largest rock crushing machine ever built.
I

Circular to Employees.

"The principle that underlies courteous treatment of others
simply that of doing unto others as you would they should do

unto you.
"In a highly complex and technical business such as that of
the railroad, there are many things that you, with your training
iuid daily experience, understand with perfect familiarity, but which
the public do not undei-stand; therefore, do not assume that the
public should comprehend them without asking questions, but when
they make inquiry of you give tiieni the courtesy of a reply just
as full and clear as you can make it, without any suggestion of
superiority born of a greater knowledge.
"Words are only one nienns of expression, and manner is quite
as important; therefore reuuMuber that a kindly and gracious manner is not only the sign and mark of a self-respecting man, but is
lo

your words what

oil

Is

to

machinery

in

making them move

riTectively to their tjurpose.

"True courtesy is no respector of persons. It gives the civil
word and the helping hand quite as readily to the Ill-clad stranger
as to an official of the company.
"Courtesy is not only something the public have a right to
expect of you, but it pays. It pays in the friends it makes you
personally and as a representative of tlie company. It pays in
Miinimlzlng the friction of your life, aa well as that between the
ompany and Its patrons. It pays In raising your standing with
I he company.
"It is the wish of the management of this company that all Its
representatives, whose work brings them Into contact with the

No. 18 Gates Rock Crusher.

May
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Disastrous Collision

in

Belgium.
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on reclaiming metal from drosses and extracting

tion

tin

from old

cans.

Press despatches of May 21 report a rear collision of passenger
trains at Contich, Belgium, at 8 o'clock on the morning of that day
in which 50 or more persons were killed and over 100 injured.
Nearly all of the killed were passengers in the three rear cars of
a local passenger train carrying excursionists which, while standing on a side track, was struck by an express train running at
full speed.
The enginemau and fireman of the express were killed.
Several of the cars in the express train were badly broken, so that
a number of passengers in this as well as in the local train, were
injured.
Contich Is six miles southeast of Antwerp on the main
line from Antwerp to Biussels.
The reports give contradictory
accounts of the cause of the accident, but at the present writing
it looks as though it was the loosening by a repairman of a switch
which was undergoing repairs. According to one account, the express train wa.s derailed at this switch and its engine fell against
the cars of the .standing train after it had run off the rails.

New

Traffic Order.

An

executive order has been issued by the Interstate Commerce
"Under the decision of the commission
in the case of 'Cosmopolitan Shipping Co. v. Hamburg- American

Commission as follows:

Packet Co. et al.,' and under rule 8li of tariff circular 15-A, carriers engaging in export and import traffic between points In the
United States, and points In foreign countries not adjacent are
required to publish their rates and fares to the ports and from
the ports; and If as a matter of convenience to the public they
publish In their tariffs through export and import rates or fares
to or from foreign points in connection with ocean carriers such
tariffs

must

The Maryland Railway & Electric Supply Co., Baltimore, Md..
has opened branches at 1629 Candler building, Atlanta, Ga., and
312 Tyler building, Louisville, Ky.
F. P. Huntley, Vice-President and General Manager of the
Gould Coupler Co., New York, has just returned from a several
months' business and pleasure trip abroad.

Samuel E. Duff, formerly Manager of the Allegheny works of
the Riter-Conley Manufacturing Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa., has opened an
office as Consulting Engineer in the Empire building, Pittsburgh,
Pa. His specialties will be the designing of bridges, buildings, manufacturing plants, and special tools for steel work, while he will
also develop his continuous steel railroad track support
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago, III., have moved to their new
at the corner of Wabash avenue and Eldredge place. The
building, which is 105 ft. x 40 ft. Is a seven story structure and
contains the offices of all departments of the company. Including
offices

the administrative, domestic and foreign sales, construction, purchasing, railroad departments, etc. The new warehouse of the company at Nineteenth and Sangamon streets is a flve-story brick
building, 100 ft. x 100 ft.
The company's branch houses at Denver.
Colo.. Omaha, Neb., and San Francisco. Cal., have also moved Into
new buildings, and the Los Angeles, Cal., branch will do ao within
a few

MEETINGS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS.
(For dates of convention and regular mecltngt of railroad conienlion*
engineering locicllet, etc., tre adtrrtiting page 24.)

distinctly state the Inland rale of fare.

It is

now

"Ordered that all carriers subject to the act to regulate commerce shall comply with the requirements of rule 86, tariff circular
15-A, on or before July 1, 1908, by filing with the commission tariffs
constructed in accordance with the rule and by canceling tariffs
that do not conform to the requirements of this rule, and which
contain rates or fares upon traffic exported to or imported from a
foreign co\intry not adjacent to the United States."

tiiti

Transportation and Car Accounting Officers.

"Extensions of time have been granted to some carriers giving
until July 1, 1908, to comply with the requirements of said

them
rule.

months.

The Association

of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers
will hold Its summer meeting at the Clifton Hotel, Niagara
Falls.
Ont, June 23 and 24. Reports will be received from the Committees on Car Service and Per Diem, on Office Methods and Accounting, on Handling Railroad Business Mail, on Conducting Freight
Transportation, and ou Conducting Passenger Transportation.
There will be the regular election of officers.

American Association of General Baggage Agents.

MANUFACTURING AND BUSINESS.

The twenty-seventh annual convention

of

this

Association

Is

be held at the Hotel Planklnton, Milwaukee, Wis., June 17.
At this meeting the discussions will Include the following subJecU:
Limited Liability on Baggage; Settlemeni of Line Claims; Division
of Excess Baggage Earnings; Uniform Excess Baggage Rates; Interline Charge for Dogs; Borrowing of Tickets for Checking Excess
Baggage; Showing Junction Points on C.O.D. Checks; New Form
of Baggage Checks to Prevent Mis-Matches; Should Lead Pencil
1)0 Used
in Making Out Baggage Checks?
to

The Alexander Milburn Co., Baltimore, Md., recently received
an order for a number of 5,000 c.p. acetylene lights for use on the

Panama

Canal.

William D. Ewart, the

first

president of the Link-Belt Co., Philadelphia, Pa., died at Rome.
Mr. Ewart
Italy, on May 3.
was 56 years old. He invented the malleable iron detachable drive chain which
was first known under his

name.

The Ewart Manufac-

turing Co. manufactured this
chain, which Is now called the
link-belt, for many years, the
product being handled by the

Link-Belt Machinery Co., and
the Link-Belt Engineering Co.
In 1906 all three were consolidated Into the present company. In which Mr. Ewart had

William

i>.

Kw.nt.

a large Interest and which Is
still
being largely managed
by his former associates. He
combined
Inventive
ability
with executive capacity, being
noticeably successful In harmonizing differences and getting co-operation. He retired
on account of poor health and
went abroad In the hope of
recovery.

Borlldo Moniz & Co., P. 0. Box 262. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,
wish to act as general commission agents for handling railroad

equipment and supplies, electric machinery, builders' supplies, etc.,
in Brazil, and are asking for catalogues and correspondence from
American firms.

American Society
This society,
Testing Materials,

for Testing

Standard .>!iii-clBcaIli.ii.^ f.ir Oast Iron .nnd KlDlstii'd CutlDgn.
Wallvr
Chnlrman.
Method of Obtaining a Truly Circular and Inlform Chill to Uoll». T. n.

\\

ooil.

W

est.

Standard

Tcst.i for Itoad Materials.
of Sione for I'ac

The Accoptani-c
U. S. (ireenman.

Fuel Invest

Igat ions, Ceologli'al

Ilolmps,

The

StrucliirnI

L. \V. l^ge. CbalrmaD.
on Koadg liaoed on Standard Teau.

Survey; Progri'sg Uurlng the Year.

J. A.

Timbers

.>f ih.- ra.lll.- Cant.
It. Thelen.
President on Si.nie Kontiires ..f th.' I'reiient Rail QuesttoD.
Relative Corr..slon of Steel an.) Wrought Iron Water IMpea.
H. M Howe
Corrosion of Iron and Steel. .\. S. I'ushniaii. < halrman.
i;iectrolysIs and Corrosion.
.\. S. Cushman.
Results of Kndurnnoe Tests ou Wrought Iron. Steel and Alloya.
Henry
Souther.
Results of Tests of Steel Columns In Trogrese at TVatertowD Araenal.
J

Address by

v..

tin'

Howard.
Heat Treatment of Iron and

Steel.
H. M. Howe, Chairman.
Practical Applications of .Metallography.
William Campbell.
Tempering and Testing of Steel Springs and Standard Specifications for
Sprliig Steel.
J. A. KInkead. Cbalnnnn.
Tests of Staybolta.
V\ \.. Hancock.
Standard SpeclOcatlou8 for Paving and Ratldlng Brick.
L.
Page

W

Chairman.

Influence of the Absorptive Capacity of Itrleka
Mortar.
Standard Specifications for Iron and Steel Ralls.

man.
Results of
.\rscnal.

J. E.

Work on
Howard.

Dpon

W.

the Adhesion of

R. Webster

Chair

the Metallurgy of Steel In Progress at Watertown

Microscopic Investigation of Broken Ralla
Mangam-se Sulphide as a
Source of Danger.
Henry Fay.
Results Showing the liehavlor of Ralls under the Prop Test, and Proposed
New Korm of Standard Prop Testing Machine. S. S. Martin
Failures In the Uaso of Cold Rolled Ralls.
P. H. Dudley
Rail Failures— Split Heads.
M. H. WKkhorat.
;

The CJaoier Metal Co.. Richmond, Va., which Is building a new
plant at Manchester, Va., Is now In the market for furnaces for the
manufacture of babbitt metal, brass, etc., and also wanU Informa-

Materials.

with the International Association for
will hold its eleventh annual meeting at Atlantic
City, N. J., June 23-27.
The headquarters will be at the Hotel
Traymore. The programme includes reports as follows:
Tislini; Is iioi lns|>o, il.,ii
W. .\ .\lk»>n.
uffiliated
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NotfiK

Ccmc-Qt Standardti,

Cliiiliiuan.

StrenBlh.

'IV-dhIIc

W.

W.

American fCaihuail of Porto Uii:o
pound conFolldation locomotives, cylinders 14
from the American I>ocomotive Co.
'J'hi:

\fBcl(iy.
Ilfliirrircort.Conorcti'.

.SiindH— Thi'lr

for

Egpcclully

K. 'furncauro, Clinlnnnii.
H.
to Ali.rtar and ConfrHc.

I".

Iti>latl<in

IVrmoalilllty TcstH of fonrrete with

8.

8|m<-kinan

Addition of Ilydran-d Lime.

tlie

....

'I'homiiKon.

Tc«t8 of Uolnforccd Concrete Fleams Under Oft-Repented Ixindlng.

aii<l

imtn.

\V.

!'.

.

la

tlic

Light of hiperlmenliil

Influence of Klnc Grinding on the Thyslcttl I'ropertleg of Portland CemIt. K. .Minde,
Tests of Kond In Reinforced Concrete Henms. M. O. Wlthcy.
Cement and Concrete Work of V. S. Ileclaniatlon Service, with Notes on
J. Y. Jcwctt.
liWIntenrallon of Concrete by Action of Alkali Water.
S. S. Voorhees. Chairman.
I'n-servallve Coatings.
lien, nil IJlscusslon "Will •I'lire I'alnf I^'glslatlon (JIvc Ug Better I'alnts.'
tJ. W. Thompson.
Solubility Tests on I'rotecllve Coatings.
1'. C. Mcllhlney.
AnalvslH of Varnishes.
A. II. (illl. Chairman.
Standard Tests for Lubricants.
Commercial
Work.
T. D. Lynch.
ICxtensonieliiIn
Tse of the
T. Y. Olscn.
Features of a HI)0,n(Pii lb. Universal Testing Machine.
T. Y. Olsen.
I'l-ndnlum Testing Machines.
II. F. Moore.
Automatic Recorder for (Vmimerclal Tension Tests.
J. W. Kslerllne, Chairman.
Magnillc Testing of Iron and Steel.
llnlforuilly In Miignetic Tisilng and In the SpeclUcntlons of Magnetic

ent.

W. Hurrows.

K. TJ. Meier. Chairman.
Cnlforiii SpicllUallons for Hollers.
Forest Seivh-e Ti'sis to lielermlne the Influence of Klfferent Methods and
(n) The Purpose
Kates of Lomlliig on the Strength and Sllffncas of Timber,
and Scope of the Investigations. Mcdarvey t.'llnc. (ti) .Vnalytlcal Discussion
II. D. TIeman.
of Speed SIrenglh U.lntlon.
Mangniiise I'.n. ]]•/.,.
C. R. Spare.
J. A. Capp and
Slandard Spcclllcallons for Hard-Drawn Copper Wire.

W. n.

,,„„,.,

Itasseit.
c
Sirurtural Materials Testing Laboratories, U. S. Geological Survey.
,

Stresses on the Elastic Properties of Steel.
I. H. Woolson, Chairman.
FlieproollMg Materials.
W. A. Alkon. Chairman.
Waterproollng Miilerlals.

""'con'il'ilried

E. L.

n rL.
R.

Hancock.

CAR BUILDING.

this

meeting there will be an election of

The American Dressed Beef tt Packing Co.. Kansas City, Mo.,
has ordered 50 refrigerator cars from the American Car & Foundor
Co.

The Delaware, Lackaicanna A Westei'n, which has been figuring
on 2C passenger cars and 300 forty-ton steel hopper coal cars, has
poistponed the purchase for the present.

RAILROAD STRUCTURES.
Bkavkii, P.V.— Coiilr.ict is reported let by ili<- I'litsburgh k I.ake
steel, also the construction of Its proposed bridge over
the Ohio river at this place, to the McClinllcMarshall Construction Co., of Pittsburgh, at »1,000,000.
tOct. 25. p. 508.)

Erie for the

—

Bloom iNOTo.v, Ii.i.. The Chicago & Alton Is rebuilding a part
machine shops and offices, recently damaged by fire.
CiiK Aoo, Ii.i..— The Chicago & North-Western. It Is said, has

of Its

sq. ft. on the riv?r front near Fifteenth street In
the southern district of Chicago, on which. It is said, a dock 750 fL
long will be built.
The proposed 15 bridges over the drainage canal with operating machinery to cost $1,000,000 to l>e put In within 18 months,
include seven railroad bridges over the main channel of the canal,

bought 30.000

and eight public bridges.

and the
For President, Charles B. Dudley;
official ballot is as follows:
Vice-President, Robert W. Lesley; Secretary-Treasurer, Edgar Marburg; Member of Executive Committee, James Christie.
Special rates on the American plan at the Hotel Traymore have
been secured for members of the society and their guests.

At

and

#.

C.

8rott.

c".

In.

.

It. F. Tucker.
I'Mrenroof (Jimlllles of Concrete.
H. H. Qiilmby.
HhenrhiB ViilucH of Stone and Concrete.
MethndK and Kecoril-H THPd In the Laboratory for TeHllnR Cement and
8. A.
i.ther MalerlalH for the Subway and Elevated Hallway In I'hlladelphla.

rropcrtles.

ordered two com2tt in. x 20 in.,

baj>

8. E.

n

II.

Ilcrry.

Cement Analy«lg. S. P. Pcckhnm.
KormulnH for Kelnforcod Concrete Ilcamn

22.

LOCOMOTIVE BUILDING.

K. F. Kom.'j.
on tlw Unll Situation.
(J. !. Wwulii.
S|j.-i.in<.atloBH for foment.

SiaiKlnrd
1-urtluiid
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS.

—

Texas. The shops of the Fort Worth & Denver City,
damaged by Are at a loss of $200,000, are to be rebuilt
Denvtr. Colo. The Colorado & Southern, It Is said, Is planning
Ciiii.iiRKss,

officers,

recently

—

to build

many

bridges In Colorado.

—
—

HiLi.sBORO, Texas.
The Trinity & Brazos Valley, It is said, will
put pp a bridge and viaduct here to cost about 116,000.
Mr. Sterlinq, Ky. The State Railroad Commission has ordered
the Chesapealte & Ohio to replace the present station with a new
structure.

—

New

York. N. Y'. The New Y'orlt Central & Hudson River has
plans for the east section of its new station at Forty-second
It
is to have a frontage of 366 ft. on Depew place and a
•depth of 72 ft. The Imildiiig is to be seven stories high with two
CanuJian Pacific— Joseph Dunsmuir, Lieutenant-Governor of British underground floors to be used by trains.
Columbia, has been elected a Director, succeeding Clarence
North Pi.ATTf:, Neb. Local reports say that considerable ImMaclsay.
provements are to be made by the Union Pacific here to include
Chesapeake <C Western.— W. E. U. Stolies has lieen elected President, large yards, new roundhouses, coal docks and car repair shops.
succeeding Robert McM. Gillespie, resigi.ed. and A. H. Gleason The work is to bo flnishod this fall.
has been elected Vice-President, succeeding J. J. Vatable, reOmama, NEn. Local reports state that the Union Pacific will
signed.
resume work on Its shops here. The cost of the Improvements will
be about 11,000,000.
Operating Officers.
Executive, Financial and Legal Officers.

Alaska Central.— John F. Goodwin has betii appointed Receiver of
the Alaslta Central and the Tanana Railway Construction Co.

filed

street.

—

—

Missouri Pacific— h. D. McGuire, Trainmaster at Nevada, Mo., has
assumed also the jurisdiction over the Rich Hill branch. Fort
Siott branch. Asbury branch and Pittsburgh district of the
D. H. Robinson, transferred, formerly had
.loplin divisiDii.
Jurisdiction ovi r these branches.
Traffic Officers.

liuthcstcr .G l'ittsl)ur(/h.—li. K. lliiiitlimtoii, Cteiieral .\gent
of the Erie at Buftiilo, N. V., has lii'en appointed General Pas-

liiiffiiU),

senger and Baggage Agent of the
burgh, with olflce at Rochester, N.
effective
cUicaijo.

June

liock

Rochester & Pittssucceeding E. C. Lapey,

liuffalo,
Y,,

1.

Island

it

Pucific.

Agent west of the Missouri

— H.
river,

H. Embry, General I'^reight
with office at Kansas City,

be retired on account of retrenchments, his office
abolished and his duties to be assumed by G. B. Albright, Assistant General l''reight Agent, with office at Kanstis City, Mo.,
Mo.,

Is

effective

to

June

Si'iHiT Lake, In.Mio.— An officer of the Idaho & Washington
Northern writes that work Is to be started June 1 putting up shops
and a roundhouse to cost, with the machinery, $250,000. Contract
let to Westinghouse. Clmri-b, Kerr & Co., of New York.
SifERioR, Wis. The Wisconsin & Minnesota Bridge Company,
recently Incorporated, Is planning to build a bridge over the St.
Louis river between Wisconsin and Minnesota.

—

RAILROAD CONSTRUCTION.

15.

Eric d Western.

New

—

L. B. Sweet, General Freight Agent, with
Indianapolis, Ind., has resigned, effective June 15, and
will be succeeded by M. D. Maxwell, now Assistant (icncral
Freight Agent at Indianapolis.

fjOlce

—

Orr.vwA, Ont. Bids are wanted June 9, by the National Transcontinental Railway Commission, for the construction and erection
of.»steei i-uperstrucliircs and floors for bridges in District "A." as
follows:
Over the Canaan river, Salmon river. Little Salmon river.
I'otir Mile brook. Grand river, Sigas river, to be finished May. 1909;
(juisbia river. Green river. Iroquis river, Madawaska river, to be
finished October, 1908, and Baker brook, to be finished May, 1909.
P. E. Ryan, Secretary.

office at

—

Nun Pedro. Los Angclrs «G Salt Lake. William Uogiirl has
appointed General Agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., succetHllng

liooii
II.

S.

Drysdale, resigned.

Engineering and Roiling Stock Officers.
Mexican Central— W. Byrd i'age has lieen appointed Assistant Superintendent of Machinery, with office at Aguascallentes, Aguas..
succeeding C. H. Burke, resigned.

Incorporations,

Surveys,

Etc.

writes that this company proposes to build a line from Thelia, Ariz., where connection Is to be
made with the Soiitheni I'ailfic. south to the Ajo mines, and thence
Surveys arc made but con10 the Mexican border, alxnit 125 miles.
Plans are being pushed for financing the
tracts are not yet let.
project, also for building the line, and it Is expected that work will
Michael Meehan. President, 10 Tremont street,
be started shortly.
Boston. Mass.. and F. .\. Bordwell, Chief Engineer, Tucson, Ariz.
.•\.i

Mil

V

RviiiioM..— An

—

officer

The bill extending the time for the conAiii.vNV & SnioiiARiE.
struction of this line, projected since 1S95, has been vetoed by the
Governor of

New

Y'ork.

;

May

29,
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—

Alexander & Eastirm. Organized with a capital of $100,000,
and office at 800 W. Pike street, Clarksburg, W. Va. The company
proposes to build a line from Alexander, W. Va., northeast to Elklns,
about 30 miles. J. B. Hart is interested.

—

Ai.EXANDKiA, Leesvim.e & LuFKi.N. Organized In Louisiana to
build a line from Lufkin, Texas, east to Alexandria, La., about 140
miles.
M. O'Brien, President; T, T. Wingate, J. J. Hicks and W. K.
Fergu.son are Vice-Presidents; C. W. Schwitzer, Secretary; J. E.
Duff, Treasurer; U. M. Schollars, Attorney at Leesville, La., and
H. H. White, Attorney at Alexandria.

—

Bitter Root. Organized to build a line from Lewiston, Idaho,
Hast to Butte. Mont., about 'iiJO miles. Surveys made from Lewiston
to Clearwater river, 8.5 miles, but construction work has been Indefinitely postponed. C. G. Sutherlaiiil, President; G. W. Boschke, Chief

—

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific. The first 20 miles of this
pxjmpany's proposed connecting line projected from Amarillo, Texas,
west to Tuoumcari. N. Mex., 110 miles, has been put in operation.

(March

27, p. 461.)

—

Texas & Mexico. At the annual meeting of this company. President Morris K. Locke, of Abilene, Texas, reported that
7!)
miles of grading bad been finished. Negotiations are pending
for 100 miles of track material for Immediate use on the line between Mangum, Okla., and Chillicothe, and on the HoIUs branch.
The line is projected south to Abilene, Texas. (April 17, p. 559.)
CoLoiiADO,

Cotton Belt.

—Organized

in

Georgia

build a railroad from

to

Louisville, Ga., northeast via Vidette and Waiusboro, to a point
near Shell Bluff landing on the Savannah river, about 50 miles.
Frank R. Durden, of the Durden Pine Co., Savannah, is President.

—

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. An officer writes that
company is asking contractors to submit bids for building the
proposed cut-off from Port Morris, N. .1.. on Lake Hopatcong, west
For this main
to Slateford, Pa., on the Delaware river, 28.7 miles.
It will save llVi miles
line cut-off the surveys have been made.
of distance. Ijesides reducing grades and curves, and eliminating
(March 13.
tunnels, of which there are two on the present line.

this

p.

395.)

—

Idaho Northern Railroad. An officer writes that this company,
organized to build 76 miles of line in the Coeur d'Alene district,
Idaho, for which contract was let last fall to the Pacific Coast Construction Company, of Portland, Ore., expects to begin track laying
June 1. The line is being built from Enaville, Idaho, on the Wallace-Tekoa branch of the Oregon Railroad & Navigation Company,
near Kingston, northeast to a point six miles east of Murray, 33
miles.
Grading is about one-third finished, and it is expected the
line will be ready for operation this year.
Branches aggregating
43 miles are also to be built. B. F. O'Neill, President, Wallace.
(April 10, p. F,95.)
Idaho. W. P. Smith, Chief Engineer, Enaville.

—

Interuououch Rapid Tka.n'sit. This company, operating the
subways and elevated lines of Manhattan. New York City, has sent
to the New York State Public Service Commission a pixjposition
looking to the construction by the Interborougb of a subway from
Flatbusli avenue and Fulton street, Brooklyn, along Flatbush avenue extension to tlie Manhallan bridge (not yet finished), with
a view to making a rapiil transit line from the starting point across
the bridge and lliencc to the Bowery and Canal street, Manhattan,
where a connection can be made with the Third avenue elevated
road.
The Interborougb offers to do the necessary construction for
$1,200,000 and to operate the line under lease.
The route of the
proposed subway in Hrooklyn is identical with a part of the Fourth
avenue subway, for the construction of which the Public Service
Commission has just let contr.icts; and the propo.sition of the
Interborough seems to have been made on the assumption that these
contracts will not be carried out for the reason that the city
at present in a position to provide the necessary money.

Mexican Roads.

Is

not

—A

concession is reported granted by the fe<leral governn\ont to General Julio M. Cervantes, of San Luis Polosi,
The main line Is to run from San
to build 100 miles of railroad.
Mateo, on the San Luis Potosi divisions of the Mexican Central, to
Tiletla, with a branch to Tamazunchale.
Reports from Zacatecas state that a concession has been granted
lo Gustavo A. Madero, of Zacateoas, to build a line from Coniacho.
Zac,, on the Mexican Central, east to Mazapil, liO miles.

New

York. Ca.naiuan &

company

York City north

P.vcieic.

— The

bill

extending the time

to build its road, projected since 1866. from
to Canada, has been vetoed by the Governor of

New
New

York.

New

Kailroail

Spc.

l/ucaOnu

No.
1.

Nassau

to

iiiid

2.

:i.

;

Jas.

Total.

?101.37-J

JLISLS-IO

3.4.30.019

n8.69j

3,494,714

3.392.002

208.135

3,600.227

2,283,533

200,072

2,490,205

1".

f 1.020.410

street to Ashland place
William Bradley
WillAshland |)lace to sackett street
iam Bradley

WilloiiKhby

;

'i.

lOth street; E. B.
Smith Contracting Co
10th to 27th streets: Tidewater Build-

C.

27th to

4.

I'ipe
(jallerlcg.

work.

bidder.

Wlllougbby streets

Graham

Sackett

stn-et

to

ing Co. and T. B. Bryson (Joint bld»
4.3d streets: E. E. Smith Con-

tracting

Co

Total

1,945.040

251,076

2,190.710

2.80S.983

173.065

2,982.04s

«14.hStl.74:!

J»9n.<il7

»15.8Sfl.300

of the awards for railroad work is $14,886,743 and
for pipe galleries $999,617, making an aggregate cost for the six
sections of $15,886,360. The beginning of work on these conlracts
must await action by the Board of Estimate and .Apportionment on
the question of providing funds.
total

—

NoRin MiDLA.ND (Electric). The proposed route of this projected line Is from London, Ont., north to St. Mary's, thence northeast to Stratford, 35 miles. A. E. Welch, 171 Dundas street. I^ndon, has a contract for some of the work, which Is to be started
as soon as the project is financed. There are to be two bridges.
W. Scarlett. President. Princess avenue, London.

—

Ohio Electric Railway. The Lima & Toledo Trai'tion Company, which is building a line from Deshler, Ohio, north to Toledo,
30 miles, has all the track laid from Maumee south lo WatervUle.
and it is said that the approaches to the large concrete bridge near
that place are about finished.
It is expected that the company will
begin operation to Toledo early in June.
(March 27. p. 461.)

—

Oklahoma, El Reno & Shawnee (Electkic). Incorporated in
Oklahoma with $1,500,000 capital to build an electric line from Shawnee, Okla., west via Oklahoma City and Yukon to El Reno, 60 miles.
It is estimated that it will cost $20,000 a mile to build the road.
The
incorporators include C. E. Huber, President: J. A. Niblo. W. M.
Sawyer and S. L. Niblo, of Oklahoma City, and Charles E. Davis
of Lugert.

—

Grand Trunk. The tracks of the mala line of this road are
being relaid with 100-lb. rails on the section from Mille Roches,
The rest of the line between BrockOnt., west to Cardinal, 33 miles.
ville and Montreal was relaid last year.

for this

are as follows:

The

Kngineer.
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given lo the bidder whose aggregate estimate on the cost of the
lailroad work and the pipe galleries was the lowest. The contracts

—

Oreoon Eastern. See Southern Pacific.
Pennsylvania. This company on May 24 put In operation the
last section of Its extensive impiovements on the Conemaugh division, between Pittsburgh, Pa., and Johnstown.
This marks the
completion of the plans, begun in 19U2. for a low grade line from
Pittsburgh to the Atli^ntic ocean. With the exception of 24 miles on
the west side of the Allegheny inountaiDS and one mile near yree-

—

on the Conemaugh division, there is now a freight line
with no adverse grade eastward of over 0.3 per cent. The work
the Conemaugh division required the excavation of 2.000.000
cu. yds. of material, the erection of 110.000 cu. yds. of mas^onrj'.
and the piercing of a 7U0-fi. tunnel. Every grade crossing on the
revised line has been eliminated. The company now has a low
grade line parallel to the main line, from Pittsburgh to Johnstown:
from Gallitzin, at the summit of the Alleghenies, to Petersburg.
on the main line, and from Harrisburg. Pa., to Trenton. N. J..
thus providing two distinct lines, one of two tracks and another
of four, for about 261 miles out of the total of 388 miles from
Piit'-burgh lo Trenton.
This has been accomplished by doubletracking and revision on the Conemaugh division as before stated:
by building an entirely new double-track line from Gallitzin to
Hollidaysburg: double-tracking the branch line from Hollida}'sburK
to Petersburg: l>uildiug a new double-track line from Harrisburg to
Glen Loch, and revising the grades on the Trenton cut-ott from
t;ien Loch to Morrisville.
In addition it has been necessary to revise the grades and take out considerable curvature on the main
line between Port Royal and Van Dyke and between Mount Union
and Ryde. This latter work is almost but not quite finished.
On the 24 miles from Johnstown to Gallitzin the ruling grade is 1
per cent.
(March 13, p. 393.)
port

on

—

Pe.nnsyi.vania Lines West. According to reports surveys are
being made by the Pennsylvania company foi a low-grade freight
iine from the Pittsburgh. Fort Wayne & Chicago at Enon, Pa., e-ist
to the Buffalo & Allegheny division of the Pennsylvania at Brady's
Bend, altout M) miles. Such a line would enable the company to
avoid sending much through freight through Pittsburgh.

—

Rio Grande. Sierra Madre & P.vcinc. This company, which
suspended work last year on the extension projected from Niieva
Casas Graudes. Chihuahua, west to the Pacific coast, is reported lo
le preparing to resume work this fall. Grading has l)een flnishe.l
from Nueva Casas Grandes south 25 miles, and rails are on the
ground. A bridge has also been built over the Guerrero river. The
proposed terminus is either Guaymas or Topolobampo. (Nov. 29.
p.

—

Y'okk Suiuvays. The New York Public Service Commission, First district, recently let contracts for six sections of the
Fourth avenue (Brooklyn) subway. In each case the contract was

669.)

—

San Jtan. Taviche & O.vxaca. An extension of two years from
9. 1908. has been granted to C. A. Hamilton, of Oaxaca, to build
this line. The projected route is from San Pablo Zimatlin, Oaxaca,

May

—

Tavlche mining camp, about 17 mlleB. Most of the conslnic
on the Kiound. (April 3, p. 493.)
SouTiiEUN PAMKir.— The Oregon Eastern has finished Burveys
for a line from Nalron, Ore., south to Klamath Kails, 152 miles.
Surveys albo made for a line from the Ca.scarte Mountains east to

lo the

lion material Is already

the eastern boundary of the state at Ontario. The company recently
had Its charter ami'nded so as to build a branch from Lakevlew,
It Is the
Ore., south to the California slate Hue, about 15 miles.
ultimate Intention to further extend thU line south through Call-

(March 13, p. 394.)
Suo\B Ckkf.k & NoiiTiiEii.N.— See Wheeling & Lake Erie.
Tkrbk Hautk, UoitiNsoN, Ol.nky & SolthWk.hteen.— An

lornla.

officer

Ind.,
writes that the route of this proposed line Is from Terre Haute,
southwest via Robinson, 111., and Olney, to Mount Vernon, 125 miles,
where connection Is to be made with the Wabash, Chester & WestIt Is the Intention of the
ern, runnhiK to the Ml3slKsli)pl river.
company ultimately to build an extension on the Missouri side of the
Mississippi river, southwest about CO miles. Contracts for some of
the work has been let to Charles B. Duffy, St. Louis, Mo. The construction of the road depends upon the company's securing the
necessary right of way within six months. There are to be steel
bridges over the Wabash and Embarras rivers, and plate girders or
concrete structures over other streams. Harris C. Pugh, President,

(May 8, p. C5G.)
Texas & Pacific— An officer writes in regard to Improvements
be carried out by this company that the only work contemplated

Terre Haute, Ind.
to
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at the present time Is laying heavier rails on 56 miles of the line.
Texas NoBxiiEit.N.— An officer writes that this company's proj-

ected line is to run from Groveton, Texas, northeast via George,
Apple Springs, Valr and Peavy to Lufkin, 3G miles. Grading has
been finished and track laid on 23 miles. Brldgework and tracklaying
The Trinity County Lumber
is being done by the company's men.
Company did all the construction work on the 23 miles between
Orovi'ton and Valr, at which i)oiut connection is to be made with
the Texas South Eastern, over which the T. N. will have trackage
rights to Lufkin, 13 miles. The Texas Northern will take over the
railroad property of the Trinity County Lumber Company and operP. A. McCarthy Is Chief Engineer, Lufkin, Texas.
ate it.

Tkxas Roads.— According to reports from Port Arthur, Texas,
John W. Gates, of New York, is arranging to finance two projects
One of the proposed lines is to run
to build new lines In Texas.
from Port Arthur north to Waco, about 225 miles, and the other
from Pert Arthur, west to Houston, about 90 miles. Some construction work has already been done on the latter, and it Is said
that work on the Port Arthur and Waco line is to be started this
R. C. Duff, of Beaumont, Is Interfall and pushed to completion.
ested.

21

mortgage 4 per cent. 50 year
This is part of a lotAl authorized
Issue of $300,000,000 secured by a mortgage dated March 2.
1908.
The proceeds of the sale are to t>e used to repay the
railroad company for money spent on Improvements and acqul-

havi-

m\(i

$16,000,000

general

bonds of 1908-1958, at 9oMi.

slliona.

Milwaukfj: k St. Pali..—On May 16 the train service
t>etwten Chicago and Evanston. 111., was cut down to two trains
a day each way. The line north of Sheridan Park (Wllaon
avenue), is operated by the Northwestern Elevated, with
through service between the loop and all stations north of
Wilson avenue.
Maine Central.- U-e, Hlgglnson & Co., Kidder, Peabody k Co., R.
L. Day & Co., and Estabrook & Co., of Boston, Mass., are offering the unsold portion of $2,119,000 fln,t mortgage, 4% per
cent. 20-year bonds of 1908-1928 of the Portland k Ogdensburg.
These bonds are guaranteed by the Maine Ontral. The bonds
are offered at 104%. yielding 4.15 per cent
.Mi.s.soiRi. Kansas & Tex.v.s.— H. W. Poor k Company, of New York.
are offering a block of the first and refunding mortgage 4 per
cent, bonds ot the Missouri, Kansas k Texas at a price to yield
per cent.
The total outstanding of these bonds Is
5.35

CiiicA(,o,

$5,182,000.

New York k Long

I.slani..— The Frawley bill giving the Public
Service Commission, Second district, and the Board of Estimate authority to buy for the state, the Belmont tunnel which
runs under the E^st river from Forty-second street to Ixmg
Island City, L. I., has been signed by the Governor of New
York. The Court of Appeals of New York recently handed
down a decision sustaining the validity ot the franchise of the
New York & Long Island to build and operate this tunnel.

(May

22. p. 718.)

—

New York Central & Hudson

Riveb. William A. Read k Company, ot New York, are offering $150,000 stock of the Beach
Creek Railroad, 4 per cent, dividends being guaranteed by the
New York Central & Hudson River. This stock Is offered at
96, yielding 4.20 per cent

New

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. ^A bill in equity to restrain
the New York, New Haven k Hartford from exercising any
control over the Boston £ Maine, and to separate from the New
Haven road its trolley properties was filed In the U. S. Circuit Court in Bostou on

the

May

22.

Sherman Anti-Trust Law and

The

suit

was brought under
company has 30

the railroad

days In which

to file an answer.
(Note page 720.)
State Public Service Commission. Second dishas forbidden the use ot soft coal by the engines of the
York. New Haven k Hartford at the Harlem River terminal

The New York
trict,

New
yard.

TuiNiTY Lumber Company's Railroad.— See Texas Northern.
Pennsylvania Lines West. The Pittsburgh, Youngstown k AshUnion Pacific.— According to reports from Colorado, this comtabula has authorized a $15,000,000 4 per cent, bond Issue. The
pany is planning lo build a branch from Platteviile, Colo., northproceeds from the sale of these bonds are to be used In paying
west to Fort Collins, about 35 miles.
off prior Hen bonds and making Improvements.
Vancouver Island & Eastern.- A director of this proposed San Fuancisco, Oakland & San Jose Consolidated (EUjtcTRir).
line states that the charter authorizing it to build has been passed
The shareholders have authorized a consolidated mortgage to
by both the House of Commons and the Senate, but has not yet been
secure $7,500,000 bonds ot which $4,500,000 are to be reserved
company
oiganlzation
of
the
The
Governor-General.
by
the
signed
to meet the present debt on the old San Francisco. Oakland *
The proposed route Is from Vancouver Island,
is not yet complete.
San Jose Railway, consisting of $3,000,000 first mortirage and
northeast through British Columbia to Edmonton, Alb. H. A.
$1,500,000 second mortgage 5 per cent, bonds due 1933.
.\lunn, Victoria, B. C, and .Tames Smith. Edmonton, Alb., are among
Seahoard Air Line. A syndicate managed by the National City
(March 1, p. 024.)
iho provisional directors.
Bank of New York has purchased $3,000,000 three-year C per
WiiEEi.iNo & Lake Erie. An officer writes that work has not
cent, receiver's certificates ot June 1. 1908.
The proceeds of
'.)ccn resumed, as staled in recent reports, on the new cut-off of the
this sale are to provide tor the Interest payments on underSugar Creek & Northern from Hoiivar, Ohio, nortliwest to Orrvllle,
lying bonds and to pay Interest and principal on various car
At the time work was stopped Ihreefourlhs ot the grad22 miles.
trusts, and for certain new construction and other purpose?.
(March 13,
ing was finished and track laid on about eight miles.
Southern Pacific. E. H. Ilarriman Is said to have obtained conp. 395.)
trol of the Ocean Shore railroad concession.
The Ocean Shore
holdings Include a right of way through San Francisco.
RAILROAD CORPORATION NEWS.

—

—

—

—

Underoeound Eleobic of London.
Ai .\ska Centbai..— John F. Goodwin has been appointed Receiver
ot the Alaska Central and the Tanana Railway Construction Co.

Aii.ANTA & Carolina (Electuic).— This company has filed a mortgage securing $6,000,000 5 per cent. SOyear bonds of 1908-1938.
This is a projected electric road between Atlanta, Ga.. and
Augusta, 160 miles.
AiLANTic CoA,sr Line. A semiannual cash dividend of 2 per lent.
on the common stock was declared on May 21. The dividend
last January was 3 per cent., but was paid in Atlantic Coast
Line 4 per cent, certificates ot Indebtedness.
CiiE.SArKAKE & Ohio.— Kissel. Kinnlcutt & Co.. and Moffat & White,
ot New York, are offering $2,000,000 first consolidated 5 per
cent, mortgage bonds ot the Chesapeake & Ohio at 112. yielding
The bonds were sold by the railroad company
1.30 per cent.
to provide for refunding first mortgage 6 per cent, bonds maturing July 1, 1908.

—

CiucAco, BuBLiNUTON

& QuiNCY.

—

J.

P.

Morgan &

Co., of

New

York,

—

Secretary W. E. Mandellck announces that the holders of over 90 per cent, of the 5 per cent,
profit sliaring notes have deposited their notes and assented to
the plan of readjustment. The company will, therefore, proceed with the readjustment as outlined In the plan dated April
14. 1908. and published by Speyer k (^.

—

r.MTED Railways of Sr. I..0L13 The United States Supreme Court
on May IS handed down a decision sustaining the rights ot
the city of St Louis. Mo., to levy a tax ot one mill per passenger on the street railways. This ordinance, which went
into effect January 1. 1904, succeeds an ordinance In which the
city collected a license tee ot $25 per car per year.

The amount

of back taxes due is about $850,000.

Western Mabyland.

—

The Mercantile Trust Co. will sell at public
auction on June 9 all but seven shares ot the stock of the
George's Creek k Cuml>erland, which stock was pledged with
the trust company by the Western Maryland to secure a note
The par value of the stock is $999,600.
ot $1,101,875.
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